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Celluloid Queen-Button

Mr. Secor,

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on liis coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good ideaforevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
*'

smoothly as a lead-pencil. The
point and n«edle of the pen

send a picture of my apiary located live
miles northeast from the heart of a city, connected by electric street-car lines. The view
is taken from the car-line looking northwest.

The hives are fronting south, and are

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

age.

This pen consists of a liar«f

rubber holder, tapering to a
round point, and writes as-

page this
sending the photograph, Mr. Turner wrote as
first

are

I

Dr. C. C. Miller, It,
•(Department
E.E. Hastt.
Editors.
Prof. A. J. Cook,

is

PEN

Turner is
week. When

P.

follows

Editor-in-Chief.

-
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feel easy."'

III.

Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-

Geobge W. Yore,

are having a hard winter-time. Our
bees went into the cellar just in time. Our
ounloor-wintered colonies are seen to so we

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents ; two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
o{ the American Bee Journal.

terns, but the
type, and will

all

pat-

frames are of the Langstroth
in any of the hives.

Ieal< or blot.
As they make a

form

and cleaner.
Best Manifolding Pen on
Market.
THE

19,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the " Foster." You should have
one also.

How to Get a "Foster"^
FREE.

—
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The carpenter shop and honey-house

— just

;

jars.

I used gloves the past season
for the first
time, and liked them well, as they keep the
propolis off my hands, and save my awkward
fingers a few stings.

times

filler

Ellis'.

pound Mason

uni>

Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions^

the same. (Our other daughter happened to
be away when the artist called to take the
picture.)
Our only son, Chas. L., and his
family, are seen in the automobile coming
down tlie street from the west. He and his
cousin, F. I. Ellis, are the inventors and
builders of said wagon. One or the other, or
both of them, use it every day. They promised me an auto-delivery wagon at a future
Their residences are shown at the exdate.
treme right first is Charles' and next is

a very good year for
honey, although I am well pleased with the
results.
I can wholesale honey here at 15
cents for comb, in 24-pound cases, and extracted at 10 cents, a pound, put up in I'.j-

all

unequaled tor

ruling purposes.

built the house on the extreme left, as partly
in the picture.
The good wife and
oldest daughter are seen standing in front of

The past has not been

alloyed

line of

M'idlli at

they are

shown

are
outside of the picture, by, or
the solar wax-extractor shown also
about 15 more colonies of bees are located
between my shop and the barn. The hives,
55 in all, stand 12 feet apart each way.
I
hope to have, by the end of another year, the
little lot filled up, two in a place.

platina.

do

fit

near,

of

iridium — substances of

great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of ink.
They hold sufficient ink to
write 10,000 words, and
not

Your humble servant stands in the foreground, is 57 years old, and has kept bees
more or less the past 2S years in connection
with farming. But in March, 1900, he abandoned the farm and came to this resort, and

south

made

with

Send two new subscribers
to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with ?2.00; or send
§1.90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for $1.00
alone.

(Exact

we

will mail the pea
Address,
»

QEORQE W. YORK & CO.

size of
the Pen.)
144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee

I turned the nozzle of my Cornell smoker
around, and think it perfect, as I can shoot

the smoke right down on the frames, or in at
the entrance, without any trouble. I have
made, with a Barnes' combined machine. SO
hives and supers complete, except sections

and

pattern-slats; also .iO winter-eases that
viU insure bees against winter loss, since
Jan. 1. inoi. I have used all the leading
supers with varied succc'^s, and find I have to
use separators on both sides of the sections,
to insure nice, straight sections.
My supers
are made with followers and wedges at one
end and side; when the wedges are removed
the sections are easily taken out.
I am sorry I did not think to show my
"hive-jack'' and " uncapping-box " in the
picture.
The former is fine for holding hives,
supers, and covers, for painting, and costs
about "5 cents to make it. The latter is the
best thing for uncapping I have seen, and

costs about .*3.00.

The more

I

read the "old reliable " Ameri-

can Bee Journal the better

I like

W.

it.

P.

Turner.

Y'ou might describe your hive-jack and uncapping-box for the benefit of the readers of
the American Bee Journal.

Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing- to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding- is neces-
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two or three choice colonicB.
Dadant says the inlluence of the male

greater than that of the female.

Destroy

carefully before their hirth all drones in colo-

and from 10
with excluder-zinc the encolonies from which we do not

nies other than the choice ones,

No.l.
meml)cred that a strong colony does not
merely yield in direct proportion to its
strength, as compared with a weaker colony.
That is, a colony of .50,0<X) liees will store morr.
than twice as much as a colony of i'),(MJO Itees.

to H o'clock close

trances of

The Forty-Second Voluine
American Bee Journal
issue.

Getting old, isn't

"improve with age,"

may be

so

in

it

beftiin

is
it

We

the

We

trust

can not malie

— whether

renewing their subscriptions or requesting a
discontinuance have written us so kindly
and so graciously.
Many people think that the world at large
is often cold and unfeeling, but we are glad
to know that "the world of bee-people" is
seldom other than appreciative of honest
And to receive so
effort and devoted toil.
many tokens of such enthusiastic esteem for
the American Bee Journal is a source of great
encouragement to those who plan and work
to make its weekly visits a help and a bless-

—

ing to all who read it.
So we desire to take this opportunity to
thauk most cordially all who have helped, in
whatever way, to bring joy and gladness to
this office,

from

and to assure them that the ex-

things that more often accompanied them, are greatly prized, and will aid
substantial

in lightening the labors, as well as the hearts,

whose united effort creates weekly the
old American Bee Journal.
all

the

1

Le Ruoher

that a good (light

tery in

oblige

a

is

to

warm

results,

should be

well

little

is

done to

except to wait till the
enough. Loyalstone (in the
tly

warm day remove

all

bees from the

—

should be borne in mind
it
brood should never be tAkeii from a
strong colony till it is very strong; for up to
a certain point the stronger the colony the
more rapid the building up; and the mistake
of many is to take brood from a strong colony
until

it is

so

weakened that it can not conTaking brood from

tinue to build up rapidly.
a

weak colony

matter;

in

is another
understood that the

to give to a strong

that case

it is

building up of the weak will be much retarded; but the weak would give no returns

anyway, and the returns of the strong will
be increased.
.*.

Feeding Robber-Bees. — S.

E.

Miller

Bee-Keeper that the
robbers got the startof him one' day, when, for
a time, he left the lent in which he had been
extracting, and when he returned he found
He filled the tent
the tent roaring with bees.
so full of smoke that they were glad to get
relates in the Progressive

Mr.
AVasps and Bees Compared.
H. W. Brice has been investigating, and gives
some notes in the British Bee Journal. Like
the queen-bee, the queen-wasp is impregnated
L'nlike the queen-bee, the
once for life.
queens of the wasp Vespa vahjarh) can be,
and are, fertilized in confinement. In a state
of nature they are fecundated within or in
close proximity to the nest. The male wasp
(

can live to fertilize several queens. At the
mating season there are more queens than
male wasps. While the larva of the bee takes
in its food by absorption, the larva of the
wasp is fed by the mouth, perhaps through
the

entire

period, certainly after the first

three days.

^

Changing Brood

from one colony to

practiced by many, but not always
Some think it advisable
in the same way.
early in the season to take brood from strong

another

is

colonies and give to the weak.

Others think

out.

He continues
knew that

Still, I

after the bees

had

dis-

covered the inside of my castle they would
make extracting more than interesting, unless
I therefore
I could interest them elsewhere.
carried some bodies, containing combs from
which I had extracted the honey, outside,
took a sprinkler and sprinkled water over
the combs in order to keep th? bees from becoming crazy, as they would have done had I
work on the undiluted
allowed them
to
honey. This worked very wfell, and 1 finished
up the extracting with very little further
I
carried out the
bother from the bees.
empty combs as fast as extracted, and each
hive-body full was given a good sprinkling
with water.

»

For Ants About Hives,

place a viesset

(an old oyster can will do^ containing a solu-

advisable to take from the

weak and

give

tion of sugar poisoned with arsenic or Paris.

Justification

for these

two

green, covered with wire-cloth so that no bees

so diametrically opposed to each

can enter. The Schweizerisehe Bienenzeitung
says this will not only kill the ants, but their
brood as well.

practices

is

best

is

shake the bees off the frames, allowing them
Two such treatto fly back to their hive.
ments, with about one hour's interval between them, will generally cure this disease.

tions.

for

the bee-keeper

In either case

hive, except the frame the queen is on, to a
distance of 50 yards from the hive then

same pains
had been taken to breed only from colonies
giving best results that have been taken to
breed for looks, there can be little doubt as to
the progress that would have been made.
Some pay little attention to the production of
drones, which,

profitable,

takes from the weak and gives to the strong,
so as to have as many strong colonies as possilile.

Australian Bee-Keepers' Review) goes at the
matter somewhat heroically, as follows:

rearing queens, from the noted French queenIf the

last

1

a cure for dysen-

is

but generally

l^ees,

bees

weather

other

M. Girard-Pabou.

Muriatic acid,

Cure of Bee-Dysentery.— It
known

of counsel as to

rearer,

to

part; honey, 2 parts.

to the strong.

— In

in a region where there
comes early and does not
long, remembering that it is the strong

the other hand,

a single (low that

that

it

Selection of Drones.
Beige are given some words

(lueens.

remove tartar
According to Le Miroir,

teeth:

part; water,

pressions of appreciation, as well as the more

of

meet the young

dentists use the following:

On

most sincerely those who

to

On
is

colonies that are

*

be pardoned for taking a little space

to thank

lly

Honey Tooth-Wash

it

E-xpressions of Appreciation of the
American Bee Journal have been so abundant
and hearty during the past tew weeks, that

we may

want drones to

thin^ts

any great promises as to the future, but we
expect not only to do all in our power to
maintain the pace already attained, but hope
to make even a better record during 15102.
With the hearty support of so many sympathetic readers, and with a deteruiinatiou to
keep the American Bee Journal in the front
rank, we look forward with high hopes to the
New Year, and trust that it may bring richest
blessings to all, whether readers of these
pages or not.

all

with this

Hut some

;

is said.

this case.

of

^'-^

1902,

lulcrated only in
('.

AMERICA

'/N

may be found

in

the different condi-

In a region where the honey season
where a heavy honey-flow comes

long, or

taking away brood from a
strong colony will result in a smaller return
from that colony, but that loss will be more
than made up by the gain from a weaker colony, which, without such help, would have
given little or no return. For it must be relate in the season,

^t'/OS^

The Size of a QueenCelT,

in Austraaccording to an article in the Australian
Bee-Keepers' Review, is that of an acoro. and

lia,

of

same shape.

the

larger
smaller.

in

Australia

Queen-cells must

than

here,

or

t)e

acorns
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Eastern
care,

Contributed Articles,
Honey Exchange

in

l

California— Other Subjects.

BY PROF.

A.

.J.

COOK.

a safe proposition to make that anything that tends to
improve the condition of the laboring classes, especially the
farming part of a community, greatly benefits the whole
country. It is equally patent that the farming population stand
in need of nothing so much as of some system of general cooperation.
Co-operation is in the atmosphere of our day. The
farmer alone lags behind and is left out in the cold. All other
kinds of business people, even the newsboys of the .streets,
have their combines. What would our railroads do except that
they pool their occupations and all pull together ?

IT

is

I remember one day I was in San Diego, a little afternoonI mu.-t make El Cajon that afternoon, and get
back in
time for the morning train home. The El Cajon train had left;
the distance and roads forbade a wheel, and I must, perforce,
depend upon the liveries. I asked the price, and thought the
terms exhorbitantly high. The man at the stable stated that
it was a long drive, and that I was to make it in quick time.
The roads were heavy, and two horses would be required.
Said he, " It is not too much."'
I
still had my opinion, and asked if there were other
stables in the city.
"Yes," he replied, "there is one just
across the street, and several others near by.
But,'' said he,
"you will get no better terms. All the stables of the city have
combined on prices.'" I thought, "Good," and secretly wished
that all the farmers had combined.
The Citrus Fruit Exchange of Southern California has
now been in operation for over seven years, and has been an
eminent success. These are the things which it has done
Greatly lessened the expenses in preparing to ship: secured a
more perfect grading of the fruit employed salaried agcuits
of their own in all the leading cities
developed new markets
in the East; with surprising success distributed the fruits in
the East with such skill as to preventovercrowding orrtiinous
competition, and at the same time keeping all the markets
supplied doing all their business at an expense of less than
three percent, and though the goods marketed bring in millions of dollars each year, they have met with almost no loss
less than one-eightieth of one percent during all their
at all
years of business. The receipts of their business the past
year have been ov<'r eight millions of dollars, and yet there
has been no loss at all. This is only one of several years with

day.

:

:

:

;

cities.
As these agents have been selected with great
and are men of rare business energy, tact and acumen,

they cannot help but be of signal service to this new enterprise.
Similar organizations have been effected by the deciduous fruit-men, the walnut men, and the celery growers, and
in every case these later organizations have greatly profited
by just this courtesy— service of the salaried agents in tlie East.
So far as I know, nearly all of the members of these several
organizations are greatly pleased with their success, and be)i<'ve heartily that ihey have substantially bettered their condition bv this form of co-operative effort.
I sincerely hope.
that other people throughout the land engaged in agricultural
pursuits will also copy this exchange system of Southern California, that these evident benefits may be widely extended
throughout our country.
I am all the more
hopeful that the bee-men will make
their new effort successful, as I hope it will be leaven that
shall tell in its influence the country over.
Apiarists are
usually bright, intelligent, enthusiastic, and given to reading
and studying. This will make it easy for other sections to
copy any successful method that may bring conspicuous success.
I believe the honey-producers of central California and
of Arizona have already "taken action.
If they have not followed the plan which has been so markedly succ('ssful with
our citrus orchardists, it behooves them to study into this system at once, and if it seems wise, incorporate its cardinal features in tljeir own methods of work.

DLSINFECTING FODL-BROODi" HIVES,

was greatly interested in reading the discussion on disinfecting hives which occurred at the Buffalo meeting. It s<'ems
to me that the experience of Mr, McEvoy makes it certain
I

that this expense is unnecessary, I am not surprised that
this is so.
We are told by experts that the sputum of consumptives if exposed to the sunshine a few minutes loses its
power of contagion. It will be remembered that Prof. Waite
has shown that the microbes of pear-blight soon die and lose,
They must be intheir power for harm if permitted to dry.
corporated in the unctuous environment of pollen-grain or
stigma secretion to be potent for harm. It is probable that
tlie resin of buds serves them in like manner.
We can easily
believe, then, that honey must be the medium of transportation In order that the bacilli of foul brood may maintain their
virulence.
I think bacteriologists have claimed that these
foul-brood microbes exist in the blood of the mature bees, including the queen, yet we have every reason to believe that
thi' malady is spread only through the medium of honey. The
suggestion given above also explains this peculiarity.

—

HONEY PROSPECTS FOR 1902.
The

week has been one

know have never grumbled at so doing. Here, too, they
have followed the railroads, insurance companies and other
such institutions.
I doubt if any farming enterprise throughout the country
has met with greater success than has that of the Citrus
Orchardists of Southern California. This, too, in the face of
the fact that they have to ship their goods often for four
thousand miles at exhorbitant traliic-rates. Except for this
Exchange, I believe the business could not have been maintained,
Many of our best orchardists believed that the Citrus
Fruit Exchange saved the citrus industry from ruination.
Last week the honey-producers of this section of the State
met at the Chamber of Commerce in Los Angeles, and after
due delilieiation decided to organize after the fashion of the
1 think they have modeled their assoCitrus Fruit Exchange.

of great encouragement to
Prosperity in every line here hangs
upon the rainfall. We sincerely hope, and expectantly trust,
that a generous season's rainfall was ushered in on last Tuesday, by a fall of a one-half inch of rain in a half hour. The
ground was so thirsty that even the most of this was drunk up
On Friday another very general
so tbat very little ran off.
downpouring commenced, which, up to Sunday morning, had
aggregated two and one-third inches. It lias rained some
since, and the weather is yet threatening.
I believe California is hardly second to any other country
in the production of honey, even though it has many barren
years.
When we have a year of bounteous rainfall, we then
prove a record-maker. Only to imagine an apiary of 200 to
tjOO colonies all in one locality, and each colony producing
An apiarist with
upwards of 200 pounds in a single season
such a record can afford occasional years with no product at
all.
This is the more true from the fact that we have no winBees liy and gather honey every
ter problem in California.
month in the year. If we except the matter of starvation and
foul brood. th(!re are no evils that confront the apiarist except
Of course, no good apiarthis one ot drought and no harvest.
ist will permit his bees to starve.
We have an excellent foul-brood law. by aid of which each
county can secure a competent inspector whose duty it. becomes
to stamp out this disease wherever it has gained a foothold.
Nearly all the counties where bee-keeping is at all important
are proceeding under the law.
Droughts are not sufficiently common to become an offset
against the enormous production of favorable years.

ciation entirely after the ])attern of "the other organization. If
they are as wise in their selection of their manager then they
can hardly fail of success. Indeed, they have more to hope
for than did the other organization at the time of its inauguraThe Citrus Exchange feels a deep interest in all kindred
tion.
co-operative movements, and iiave liberally otTi'red to give
them the advantage of the services of their agents in the

an encouraging sign that the bee-keepers have become so generally interested in the matter of the tongues of
the red clover
1 1 is not alone in connection with
their bees.
that this matter assumes importance. Then' are other flowers
than the red clover with long uetcar-tubi-s. While it is true

a

similar record.

The wonderful success of this organization has proved,
co-operation among farming classes is possible
secondly, that liere, as elsewhere, it means a tremendous inErst, that

:

It works prodigious benefits
in the profits of business.
two ways lessens the expense, and greatly advances the
market price of the goods to be sold. This organization did
one most important thing, if success is to crown the efforts of

crease

in

—

anvsuch undertaking. They secured a very bright, able man
a man who could run a railto "serve them as their manager
road or successfully manage any groat corporation. Of course,
They have paid it, and so far as
this requires a large salary.

—

I

past

Southern California.

!

THE LONO-TONGUED DISCUSSION.
It

is

Jan.
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that Italian beos arc iiKirc pi^'slstcnt workers than are (iiTlEUins. yet I fool cdnlidiiit thai tho K^'atcr production of
lioncy which oonics thronuli tlilsraco Is not a little duo to Ihf
iac't tliat tlic^y can reach tho nectar of many flowers where It
isiintirely inaccessihli^ t<j lio I'onunon black Ix^e.
Mr, ilawley. of San DicKo county, said to mo a few days
since that certain i|neens whicli ho obtained Iroin an Kastorii
i|ueen-lir(i(HliM- had ({Toatly snrpassod all others In his apiary.
1
liolii^ve that nuich <if this Is due to this inatlor of lon^or
ton}::nos.
Sonio years) aijo 1 nieasnrod a large snito of ton^nos
from dill'eront i'ac(^s. 'I'hey wore all Iroateil in exactly the
same way, and havo no donl)t that the riisnlts were roliablo.
The record was decidedly in favor of th(^ yellow races.
am also lirmly con\inced that the careful hoe-keepor
can do vi'ry much to breed Ik'cs that shall havc^ thi'se lon)j;r>r
snckins-tulx's.
It will bo remembered that tho glossonioter
invented some years since, and which secured a medal
whicli
at the Paris (France) lO.xposition, makes it easy for us to determine what bees possoss(!s the lonji'est tongues. In this instrument a s(|uare of fjlass is stretchod diagonally from theedgeof
a similar-sized lim- wire K'auze to within one-half of an inch of
tho opposite end.
Tho two triangular ed;jos of this enclosed
space consisted of wood. Tiie fourth lialf-incli space was also
Ity smearing' the glass with necclosed witli a wooden door.
tar and placing tho instrument in tho hive, it was easy to seo
which bees possessed the longer tongues. If desired, the K'iiss
can be ruled, and the distance of I'ach line from the ^anze
marked. I liavo no doubt that with this glossometer, coupled
with care iu breeding, any apiarist might soon secure bees
with much longer tongues than he would otherwise have in
his apiary.
All are free to make and use this glossometer.
fjos Angeles Co., Calif., Oct. 2S.
I

1

1

I

whi<'li

crack.
whi'ri'

had been nailed on thi' liiHldo of the box to cover a
Quick lo see Iho point, he applied V-shaped Htrlps
he wanted the combs built, and the bees, true to their

rjaturo, used those ns starting points.

In IK77, while visiting the latn Chasi. V. Miith. he rnoiilioned the matter, and aske<i him to apply tho V-shaped liar
to the flames In the Langstroth hives maiiufaclurid under his
siipeiv isiun.
It was done, anil afierward tho V top-bar became a fixed feature of thi' Langstrolh portico hive. Several
have claimed this invintii.ii, but Mr, La llarro lieliig IndllTerent as to who reaps the lienelitof his bee-kiiowli-dKo, remained

ami

(piiot

BY

of V-Sliaped Top-Bar.

,IOUN R. SC11.MIUT.

JAMES LA BARRE,

a bee-keeper from

the wilds of

Mi;.Kentucky .is not only an accoraplishod bee-master but also
a masti'r of long-distance walking, he havinu; walked from
Covington, Ky,, to Washington, D. C, a distance of over
600 miles in 23 days.

This was not done for

the

mere

satisfaction of a foolish
notion,
or accomplishing
a
senseless bet, but for the purpose of obtaining justice and,
secondly, the means of liveli-

themselves.

•ft

Odds and Ends
in

of tiie
li.

M,

Season Cleaned Up.

DooLirri.K.

BIOI.N'O mainly through with the hurry of the season of
HO
have had a little time to look over more carefully
tlie dilTorent t)ee-papors coming to my address than I
they arciiiild do in my hurry during the busy season when
rived.
And in this looking over I came across some items
which I will say a few words about.
I

I

.

I

•'SI'HV.NX-I.IKK"
lirst

— OOLDEN

BEES.

found on jiage BOl (Sept. 19),
think that I should do some "shout-

of tliese items

is

where Mr. Hasty seems to
ing" for tlie •Golden llees,"

.\nd. "on
if they are desirable.
other hand, if they are undesirable bees, sphynx-like
silence while selling them by the hundreds, looks too much
.So it would look asif I
like the spider-and-tly sort of ethics.""
was compelled to say something in this matter (even though
it may look like a little free advertising), or allow the thought
to go "out that I was willing to play the ' spider-and-lly" act.

the

The real truth is, Mr. Hasty, that I have never • pushed"
either the golden or the leather-colored bees, but simply advertised Italian bees and queens, making no claims other than
the following, which appears in my circular:
After having thoroughly tested all other races of bees. I have discarded all but the lialians, as none proved so good with me. all thing.s
considered. I have taken great pains to breed my bees up to the highest
I do not claim all that purstandard of perfection as limien-jiatlterers.
ity of stock that some do. nor lay so much stress on golden bands, but
I \lu claim that for lioneii-pruduriiig my bees are second to noiie.^'

;

due him for his serto his country during
those long, bitter days of the
Civil War.
hood

among

out

liarre has kept bi^os In Old Ki^ntucky. TIm^ many years of association with these loved oiiog
is turning his hair a silvery gray, and bending his once sturdy
Nevertlieloss, hi' loves them still, and the increasing
form.
silvery condilioii of his fast-fading hair only tend.s to personify
Hamilton Co., Ohio.
a iiiiiid that is as clear as a bell.

Tlie

James La Barre— Originator

let tln-iii light it

From boyhood Mr. La

.justly

vices

That is all there is of it, Mr. Hasty and I will leave it to
vour own good judgment whether there is any '-spider-and:

sort of ethics " there or not.

Through hatred and jealousy,
an officer of the company iu
which he served, caused a serious charge to be placed against
him. for which he was promptly
court-martialed without even a
chance to
defend
himself.
Years after the close of the
War. La Harre applied for a
pension, and was immediately
confronted with the court-martial, and his application was
•turned down.'" His untiring
endeavor to clear his name of
the so-called injustice done him,
led to bis going to Washington
on foot, to plead his cause be-

.lAMES LA BARHE.

The case was
owing to the short
failure,
session of that body last fall, but undismayed by th
and with the able assistance of Hon. Shattuc. he will endeavor
to be more successful this fall, and vows he will not give up
fore Congress.

unheard,

the unjust charge is removed, and, if necessary, expected to start from his home in Kentucky, again on foot late
in October, in order to be present whi-n the body met.
Mr. La Karre is a bee-keeper of extremely keen observation, and one of many practical ideas
his extensive knowledge of the bees having lieen gleaned through this method,
as he reads little from choice.
It is not generally known that it was he who first conceived the idea of a V-shaped top-bar as a comb-guide. Early
in the Go's he accidentally noticed that the bees in a box-hive,
in building their lirst comb, extended it along a strip of wood
until

;

As nine out of ten order the
tly
goldens, I send them what they order, just the same as I do
the other tenth who order the leather-colored stock. Perhaps
I can make the matter a little plainer to you.
Mr. Hasty has two daughters. Both are excellent, good
girls, and as to excellence of character, winning ways, and
working qualities, there is really no choice, which Mr. Hasty
knows by years of association. But one has blue eyes and
auburn locks, while the other has raven hair and jet black
Mr. Hasty loves both of these girls alike, and sees the
eyes.
goodness of both, regardless of the color of their eyes or hair.
In the course of time two young gentlemen come along, and
one is infatuated with the golden-haired daughter, while thc^
other sees nothing but perfection in tho dark hair and eyes of
The first thinks it very strange that the father
the other.
can not see that the daughter with the auburn hair and blue
eyes is superior in every way to the other, and wonders that
he is not eontinuallv praisiiig her while the second is consid"'
prois not loud in
erably •' riled" because "Old Man Hasty
claiming that the one with raven hair and black eyes is the
ne plus ultra of the whole family. But Mr. Hasty keeps on in
the even tenor of his way. saying. ••Both are good girls.""
:

was never guilty of pushing color or extreme purity, for,
' Pa"" Hasty. I have never been able to see that tliere was
anything but- minor differences between the two grades of
And so I have
Itatians. namelv. the dark-colored or golden.
I

like-

done, as undoubtedly Mr. Hasty would do under like circumstances, allowed the "lover of each to make his own selection.
But as I was accused of "pushing" the goldens. I simply
denied the truth of such a statement, without stopping to
qualifv the matter as I have taken pains lo do here, through
Mr. H"asty"s having compelled me to do it. that I might not
stand as a " fraud '" before the public.

.
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I said what I did on the long-tongue matter because I
believed that the pushing of a premature, if not a fallacious,
matter, would work injury to the greater number of tlie beekeeping world and results have proven that I had cause so to
do.
And I pushed with the "vigor" accorded me, that all
would know that it was not a "milk and water "halt I was
calling.
I see ^hat it was necessary under
the "stampede"
then on. to "swing the red lantern'' with all my might, no
"
"
matter how badly I was pommelled
for so doing.
And I
did it, and got the pommelling, too. But I freely forgive all,
and especially Mr. \V. T. Stephenson, (page 598 Sept.
19.) as he did it with the best of motives. Neither can I
"place a higher value on long tongues,'' as Editor York thinks
I may
page 627 Oct. 3,1 after my experience of the past
summer, for the results prove, by a careful measuring of
tongues by Prof. Gillette, that those Italians having the shorter
give by far the larger yields of red-clover honey. And this
also proves that the long-tongue fad was not only permature,
but a mistaki> as well. It is also well to proceed slowly when
stepping upon an untried "structure."
:

—

LARGE YIELDS— A CORRECTION.
On page 637 (Oct. 3), there is recorded

a yield of 340
nicely cappi'd and marketable,
together with lU pounds of honey in sections partly filled,
making 3-iOas a total of section-honey from one colony. And
the producer, Mr. ,Tohn Lenney, wishes to know if " this is
not the best record that you have ever heard from one colony:"
to which the edlKU' replies in a foot-note: ' Yours is certainly
a good yield of honey, but we believ(^ Mr. Doolittle once secured oHH pounds of comb honey fi'om one colony in one season.'"
The correction I wish to make is that the 566 pounds
which my colony gave was extracted honey. (Correction accepted.
Ed.)
My highest yield of comb lioney from a single colony in
of section honey, all

—

one Season was 3U9 pounds, hence Mr. Lenney's colony went
ahead of mine 8 I pounds, of marketalde honey (as my 809
pounds was all nicely finished), or -t L jiounds in all. And unless I have failed to note or remember, Mr. Lenney's 3-4t)
pounds of marki'table section honey from one colony in oni'
.season is the largest yield ever reported, and he should have
the credit of it. and of standing " at the head," until some one
can rightfully claim that place with a larger yield.

It

HONEY TRICES— BEING MISUNDERSTOOD.
at times, that, try as Iiard as I may

sei'ms

thing plain, some

to

make

a

misunderstand what I write, and I "fell
to wondering" whether the trouble was on my pai't. or on the
part of the reader. Very likely on the part of both. f(U' such
is generally the Ciise.
My mind was called afresh to this matter in reading page 749, (Nov. 21).
There I am credited
with advising, in Gleanings, that the producer retail\\\s honey
at 12 cents a ])Ound where the market quotations will lead us
to expect that some commission merchant in a distant city
would sell the same at 13 to 15 cents: and nearly a column of
space was taken to prove that such advice was wrong.
Well, had I ever given such advice it would have been
wrong, and surely Editor Root would not have endorsed such
a wrong thing by putting at the head of tliat article, or "c(]nversatioii.'' the words "orthodox advice,'' as he did, this showing that E. R. Root understood the matter in the light of scWitig at w/iolesale (not at retail), as I intended to advise.
I
have always considered it worth 2i4 cents a pound to retail
honey by the section, where the same was peddled from house
to house, as we would infer tlial Mr. J. L.'IIyde proposes to
do with the 700 pounds he will sell out of his lUOL), "by a
little push of it to families in my vicinity." I'ushiiig it around
to families cannot very well mean aught but a retail trade,
and hence, in this case I would advise a price of 14J^ cents
with a prospect of honey selling at 18 to 15 cents aliroad.
will

1902

the conversation alluded to in Gleanings (pages 781-2
15), the reader will note that the honey was all
graded and cased, which meant the selling by the case at
least, and selling by the case is generally considered as a
wholesale affair, even though but a single case is taken.
Then I spoke of prices at our nearest railroad station,
which, it seems to me. could not possibly be construed into a
retail affair.
And again, I spoke of selling outright, which
means the disposing of the whole crop in a lump: yet notwithstanding. Mr. Hyde interprets all ol this as meaning "the
market price at 1'2 cents retail."
Then, having misunderstood, he goes on to argue how
such advice as I gave would bring the price of comb honey
down to H cents a pound as "the established price." And
" Mr. Hustler " readily sees " why men should not jump at
everything that is printed in the bee-papers." When a man
starts into a line of reasoning based on false premises, it is
quite easy to see sometliing wliich is not a reality, and a something which would never have " seen the liglit '' had said man
made sure he was right in his premise at the start.
No, no: Doolittle would never advise doing anything to
lower the jirice of honey, so long as the honey-producer stands
to a disadvantage when compared with most of the products
of others; nor would he advise ^ver selling at wholesale where
the producer can retail his product at a price enough higher
to compensate amply for the labor of retailing.

— Aug.

HONEY ON COMMISSION —A MISTAKE.

—

pounds

2,

In

".John Rambler" (page 745 of Gleanings), thought
that Doolittle was doing all the •' whacking at long tongues,'"
because he was becoming "a back number." Bless your heart,
old friend. Martin. I I'are not whether I am a back number, a
middle number, or wheresoever I am, if I can only aid some
brother or sister bee-keeper, by making the road a little easier
for thi'ui.
Tlie motto "on the wall" when I am writing for
publication has always been, " Jlelp a little." You know the
good Hook '" says. •Bear ye one another's burdens," and,
also, "Inasmuch as ye did it to one of the least of these, ye
did it unto me." And the man who is working for the uplifting of humanity, by the way of adding his mite to the sum
total of knowledge, cares not where he stands in the ranks,
and dots no •' whacking back " because some one remarks on
his " losing prestige."

And

(
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Then

Hyde makes

a mistake where he connot enough to sell on commission,"' by which I take it he means that 30U pounds would be
too small an amount to ship to a commission merchant in some
distant city.
Some of the very best sales commission merchants have ever made for me sales from one to three cents
above market quotations have been where I have shippel
them only from 100 to 200 pounds. In fact, the records of
these transactions for the past 23 years show that in no case
where I have shipped commission merchants 1000 pounds or
more of honey has he sold the same at as good an average
price as has the same man or firm where I have shipoed only
from 100 to 200 pounds at a shipment. And the freight is
no more per hundreil pounds in a single hundred pound shipment, than it is where ten or twenty-five hundred is shipped,
as it is always reckoned at so much a hundred pounds, as far
with no restrictions
as I have had freight-rates quoted to me
as to the number of hundred pounds that must be sent at one
shipment.
My idea as to why a small shipment sells for a better prici^
than a large one is, that many of the small grocery men can
dispose of the whole of a small lot of honey, where they could
not do so with a larger lot; and as the commission merchant
is better pleased at not breaking up a shipment, the smaller
lots go first, while the prices are generally at their height, or
their best: and the larger shipments are only In-oken up later
on, or sold as a whole, and so sell at the reduced price that
generally obtains afti'r the holidays are over.
Then, again, the smalle.r lot is more in the line of a retail
trade with the commission merchant, and as the smaller
groc<'r can get just what he wants in the small lot. he purchases the same, even though he pays a littl(> more for it. So
don't think that where a bee-keeper has from 100 to 500
pounds more than his home market calls for, that it will not
pay to ship the same on commission, for it will pay in two
ways First, it will bring as much, or more, than a large lot
in market
and, second, the sending of it away often saves the
breaking down of the home market, through the lowering of
prices.
Onondago Co., N. Y.
cludes

I

think Mr.

300 pounds

of

honey "

—

is

—

;

:

:

Why Not Help a Little—both your neig^hbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending' to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
g-et this journal ?
We wJU be g^lad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering' as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.
.*-•-*

Wood

is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mentioni

Our

Binder

(or

Holder)

—
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the enactment of a law which still
stands on the statute books, making it
a misdemeanor to apply any poisonous

I
^
|5
^

The Buffalo Convention.

|

Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-Second Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Assoelation, held at Buffalo, New York,

^

vS

Sept. 10,

(Contiuued from pajje

11

H22.J

Prof. M. 15. Waite, of the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, also
delivered an address on "The Relation of Bees to the Orchard," but a
copy of it has not been secured for publication.

Pres. Watrous
then called upon
Prof. S. A. Beach, of the New York
Agricultural F^xperiment Station at
Geneva, who read the following paper,

on

Spraying
Spraying

in

Bloom.

commercial

orchards

to

prevent

attacks of injurious insects
and diseases is a practice of comparatively recent origin.
According to

and

sprayed with Paris green or with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green. He
reports that shortly after some trees
were sprayed, one of the colonies of
bees located near by became extinct.
Arsenic was not only found in the
abdomens of the bees, but it was also
found in the dead brood in the hive.
(F. M. Webster, Bui. 68, Ohio Ex. Sta.:
52.)

We have already noticed that even
prior to 1895 some fruit-growers had
adopted the practice of spraying their
orchards for the prevention of fungus
diseases, and of combining with such
treatment the application of arsenical
poisons to kill the insect enemies.
Such was their success that their ex-

Lodeman (Lodeman, "The Spraying

ample
others,

1885.

In

the

period

through the

from 1S8T

to

1894,

United States
Department of Agriculture and various
agricultural experiment stations, it
was demonstrated that by the use of
certain fungicides, notably the Bordeaux mixture, some of the most serious orchard diseases, such as apple
scab, pear scab, quince leaf and fruit_
spot, and plum leaf spot, might be'
kept under control. During the latter
efforts of the

part of this period some fruit-growers
commenced the practice of spraying
orchards systematically to prevent certain diseases.
In the treatment of
apple, pear, and quince orchards Paris
green, or an equivalent arsenical
poison, came to be usually combined
with the Bordeaux mixture so as to
apply both an insecticide and a fungicide in one treatment.

As early as 1889, Cook, then entomologist for the Michigan Agricultural
College, stated that bees might be poisoned with Paris green sprayed upon
fruit-trees when in bloom.
He urged
that spraying should not be practiced
during the blooming season, and that,
if necessary, such a requirement should
be made bv law. (A. J. Cook, Bui. 53,
Mich. Ex. Sta.:4, S.)
After that,

whenever

experimentpublished directions
upon this point, they uniformly advised
against spraying in bloom. In 1896,
Webster published the results of experiments conducted at the Ohio Experiment Station in 1892 and 1894, by
which it was proved that bees are liable
to be poisoned by working on blossoms
station

writers

«'•

^

12, 1901.

of Plants," 63, (>5). the tirst published
record of successful treatment for the

coddling moth by spraying with Paris
green, is in the Report of the Western
New York Horticultural Society for
1879, and the first publication of a
regular experiment station to give the
results of using Paris green against
this insect, is the Annual Report of the
New York State Station at Geneva for

S^

was

soon followed by

many

and within the next three of

four years spraying came to be generally regarded as a necessary operation
in successful orchard
management.
But some of the fruitgrowers experienced more or less difficulty in trying
to follow the instructions of the experiment stations as to when the spraying
should be done, especially in treating
large apple orchards. In this eastern
section of
the country, the apple
orchard, as a rule, constitutes but a
portion of the farm, the remaining portion being devoted to other crops. At
the time when spraying should be done,
other important farm work also demands attention. This is especially
felt when the season has been unfavorable for field-work. Under such circumstances, when the fruit-grower was
crowded with work, the practice of
spraying apple-trees in bloom has had
its origin.

It

was

tried

at

first

from

considerations of necessity or convenience rather than from any idea of the
superiority of this plan of treatment
over that recommended by the experiment stations. Orchardists who had
not completed the spraying of their
trees before the blossoming season began, continued to spray in some instances after the blossoms opened.
They chose to take the risk of injuring
the crop by spraying in bloom rather
than risk injury from diseases and insects.
Later, the idea that the best
time of all for spraying is when the
trees are in full bloom gained considerable headway.
As soon as they found that fruit-

growers were beginning to spray
orchards when in bloom, the beekeepers at once became much concerned over
the effect of such a practice on their
business. The publications of experiment stations and of the United States
Department of Agriculture assured
them the bees were liable to be poisoned
by working on blossoms which had
been sprayed with insecticides.
In
New York State the bee-keepers set to
work vigorously, and by 1898 secured

substance in any way to fruit-trees in
bloom. (Chap. 325, Laws of 1898.)
Some of the fruit-growers had by this
time become so thoroughly convinced
that better results could be obtained
by spraying apple orchards in bloom
than by spraying at any other time,
that they strongly opposed the passage
of the law and afterwards tried to get
it repealed.
Unsuccessful in this, but
still confident that their views were
correct, they kept at work until an
amendment to the law was finally secured, whereby the experiment stations
at Cornell University and at (ieneva
were permitted to spray plants in
bloom for the purpose of testing such
treatment in comparison with the
treatment commonly advised. Accordingly, in 1900, work on certain phases
of this subject was undertaken by both
of the stations named above. The results, so far as published, are given in
Bulletin 196 of the CJeneva station, to
which publication those who are especially interested are referred.
One of the questions bearing upon
the subject of spraying in bloom which
is sometimes asked is, whether treating
the open blossoms with the spray mixtures does not directly help to set the
fruit.
An understanding of the way
fruit sets will conduce to a clearer idea
of what influence the spray mixtures

may

reasonably be expected to have in
An apple-blossom cut
through the middle shows different
parts as here illustrated
(The following 6 illustrations are from Bulletin
196 of the New York State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y.)
The outer green portion which covers
the bud is called the calyx. When the
blossom opens, the calyx turns backward. It persists on the fruit where it
may be seen bv examining the blossom
end of the apple. Next, within the
calyx are the showy fiower-leaves.
Neither these nor the calyx are essential to the setting of fruit.
Up to the
time the blossom opens, they give protection to the very delicate central
organs, but they may then be cut away
without interfering with the setting of
the fruit.
The essential organs are
this direction.

:

the stamen and pistil. The pistil occupies the very center of the flower. It
divides above into five green threads
which at the proper time exude from
their tips a sticky fluid.
Below it contains the little egg-cells which, when
fertilized, develop
into seeds.
The
stamens are thread-like and tipped
with yellow sacks of powder called pollen.
They surround the pistil. When
the pollen alights upon the sticky tip
of the pistil— i. e.. upon the stigmatic
surface, if conditions are favorable it
sends out a sprout in a way somewhat
analogous to the sprouting of grain in
warm, moist soil. This pollen-tube
grows downward through the soft tissues till it reaches the egg-cell, which
is then fecundated and thus stimulated
to continue growing into seed.
This, in brief, is the way feltilization
of the apple takes place. If fertilization does not take place, there is no
further development and the entire
flower withers and falls away. Since
the essential organs are composed of
very tender tissues, it is not surprising
that injury may follow when they are
hit by the spray mixtures.
Neither is

—

—
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it
strang-e that
Bordeaux mixture
should prevent the germination of the
pollen. The Bordeaux mixture holds
its position as a leading fungicide, because it prevents the growth of fungous spores.
The germination of
pollen is more nearly analogous to the
germination of fungous spores than to
the germination of grain cited above.
Since the Bordeaux mixture is deadly
to one, it may be expected to have a

similar effect upon the other. That it
does have such an effect is proved by
laboratory experiments which formed
a part of the investigations previously
mentioned. Theordinary combination
of Bordeaux mixture with an arsenical
poison prevented the growth of pollen
in laboratory cultures, as also did even
lime alone, while in corresponding cultures, in which these substances were
not present, the pollen germinated and
pollen-tubes grew. Bordeaux mixture
alone 1 to 11 formula was added to
cultures in varying proportions, and
the effect was remarkable. With 200
parts of it in 10,000 parts of the culture
media, the growth of pollen was practically prohibited, for the pollen did not
grow except in rare instances 100
parts in 10,000 in some cultures, but
not in all, wholly prevented the germination of the pollen sometimes 50
parts in 10,000 gave a similar result,
and even the very slight proportion of
2 parts in 10,000 in some cases showed
an unmistakably adverse influence on
pollen-germination. Since pollen must
alight upon the stigmatic surface, and
there germinate before fertilization can
take place, these results are highly
significant to the fruit-grower.

—

—

;

:

From the facts which have been presented it is clear that applying the
spray mixtures on the open blossoms,
instead of assisting directly to set the
fruit, may wholly prevent it.
But some fruit-growers feel sure that
spraying in bloom has caused a positive improvement in their apple crop.
How can such results be accounted
for? One of the worst diseases in New
York apple orchards is the scab. Does
spraying in bloom give some degree of
protection against this disease? It is
well known that the amount of damage from this disease varies greatly in
different seasons. In 1896, for example,
the apple crop was remarkably free
from injury from the scab, even on
trees which had never been sprayed.
In 1898, on the contrary, in Western
New York, the scab became virulent
so early in the season that in many
cases it killed a considerable portion
of the blossoms, and later continued
the destruction on the immature fruit.
The apple-blossoms grow in clusters
having perhaps from 5 to 7 in the cluster, although the number may vary
considerably. They do not all open at
the same time. The one in the center
opens first and is normally the strongest and forms the largest ifruit. Those
immediately around the central one
open next in order, and lastly the outside blossoms of the cluster open. The
whole process generally takes from a
week to 10 days in this part of the
country. It varies with weather conditions.
When the last ones are opening, the central blossom has usually
passed out of bloom. Not only is there
this difference in the time when the
different flowers in a cluster open, but
also in the same way tree-clusters which
are less exposed to the heat of the sun

1
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are correspondingly retarded in blooming. Consequently, all of the clusters
on a tree do not begin blooming at the
same time. It appears, therefore, that
there is no one time when all the appleblossoms on a tree are open. Of those
which are open, some are sure to escape
being hit in the center when thespraying is done in an ordinary way.
When there is an abundance of
bloom, and when the apple-scab becomes destructive as early in the season as the time when the blossoms are
opening as was the case in 1898
spraying once in bloom might not destroy enough of the blossoms to reduce
the crop of fruit seriously and yet give
a degree of protection against the scab
which would result in improvement in
the amount and character of the crop
but it has not yet been demonstrated
by rigid experiments that even in such
a season spraying in bloom gives superior results to those which may be obtained by spraying just before and
just after the blooming season. In
order to get conclusive evidence on this
point, it will be necessarj- to continue
the experiments till a season arrives

—

;

when the conditions are somewhat
similar to those which obtained in
Western New York in 1898.
Does spraying in bloom ever bring
about an improvement in the crop by
thinning the fruit ?
In the experiments reported in the
bulletin already cited, it was found
that apple-blossoms which were treated
with the spray — the ordinary combination of Bordeaux mixture and an arsenpoison

— in

the early part of the
blooming season, generally failed to
set fruit.
Blossoms whicii had been
open several days before they were hit
by the spray seemed to have reached
a stage where such treatment did not
interfere with the setting of the fruit.
Some results which are apparently conflicting, may be reconciled by a clear
understanding of this point. It appears
that there is a difference between the
older blossoms and the newer ones as
to their susceptibility to injury from
spray mixtures.
ical

Experiments were also made in which
portions of trees were sprayed repeatedly during the blooming season, thus
hitting the new blossoms as they open
from day to day. As a consequence,
scarcely any blossoms set fruit, nearly
all being destroyed by the treatment.
One spraying, if well done, may be
expected to destroy a large portion of
the freshly-opened blossoms, and, thus
thin the fruit. Such a result was in
fact obtained in some of the experiments with apples in 1900, and with
pears in 1901. In case there is a light
bloom, it seems that spraying at a
time when most of the blossoms are
freshly opened, may cause the loss of
a considerable portion of the crop.
Some fruit-growers who have tried it
have become convinced that spraying
under such conditions has caused them
very serious loss.
In the experiments in which spraying in bloom has thinned the fruit,
the amount of marketable fruit has not
always decreased.
Such results are
similar to those obtained where 'the
fruit has been thinned by hand.
This
suggests
the
practical
question,
whether the process of spraying plants
in bloom may be used as an economical
method of thinning the fruit. Our experiments on this point have not been

carried far

enough

2,
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to give conclusive

results.

In our investigations we have tried
to find out what effect the application
of the ordinary spray mixtures to open

blossoms has upon the blossoms and
upon the crop of fruit. There is another phase of the subject which interests the fruit-grower, and that is the
extent to which bees and other insects
are needed for cross-pollination in
order to secure a good setting of fruit.
It

has been proven that with some va-

rieties cross-pollination must occur before any fruit can be formed. Others
are fully capable of setting fruit with-

out cross-pollination. Between these
two extremes are found many imperfectly

varieties,

self-sterile

among

which are all gradations between selfsterility and self-fertility, with corresponding independence of or dependence upon cross-pollination for the
setting of fruit. Even some varieties
which are classed as self-fertile, may
produce better fruit when cross-pollinated than when self-pollinated.
Pollen is naturally distributed from
one blossom to another by the agency
of either winds or insects. Some kinds
pollen are easily distributed by
others are not adapted to winddistribution, but are easily carried by
of

winds

;

insects.
Apple-pollen belongs to thislatter class.
Whether or not the fruit-

may secure better crops when
insects aid in distributing the pollen,
grower

must be determined by learning the
needs in this direction for each particular variety of fruit which he grows. In
case he is growing self-sterile or imperfectly self-fertile varieties having
pollen not readily distributed by winds,
the poisoning of bees and other insects
which visit the blossoms would work
him injury. He then would have a
common interest with the bee-keeper
in preserving the lives of the insect
visitors of the flowers.
A considerable amount of work has
been done for the purpose of determining which ones among our cultivated
varieties are self-fertile, and which are
imperfectly self-fertile or self-sterile.
At some experiment stations further
investigations on this subject are in
progress.
Much yet remains to be
done, however, in order that full and
satisfactory information on this important point may be available to the
fruit-grower.
Another question which is worthy of
attention in relation to the subject of
spraying in bloom is the eft'ect of fungicides upon bees. We have seen that if

spraying in bloom results in an improvement of the crop of apples, such
improvement may come in part from
protection against the attacks of the
scab fungus, and in part from thinning
the fruit. Neither Paris green nor
any other recognized insect poison is
needed to secure these results. They

may

be obtained by using Bordeaux
mixture alone. It is desirable, therefore, to know whether there is any danger of poisoning bees by spraying
blossoms with fungicides alone. It is
worthy of remark in this connection,
that in

all

of the extensive use of Bor-

deaux mixture

it

has

not

)'et

been

known

to poison insects. Finally, from
what has been said, it appears that the
desirability of spraying in bloom is a
subject concerning which more information is needed in order to reach a

decision which

may

be accepted by all

——
Jan.
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Among- the quesas being- correct.
tions which should be investigated
further are these
:

May

bees be poisoned by spraying
open blossoms with l!ordeau.\ mixture
or other fungicides not combined with
any recognized insect poison ?
2. Does spraying just before and just
after blooming give as good protection
against injurious insects and diseases
as a corresponding number of treatments, one of which is made during
the blooming season ?
3. At what stage of blooming has
the process of fertilization progressed
so far as to escape danger from the application of spray mixtures?
1.

4. What cultivated varieties may be
expected to show improvement in fruitproduction as a result of crosspoUination
secured through the agency of

insect visitors

?

The following conclusions must be
accepted as now well estatjlished
1. Bees may be poisoned by applications of arsenical poisons to open blossoms. The brood in the hive may likewise be poisoned.
3. The application of ordinary spray
mixtures to open blossoms may stop
the further development of the blossom, either through the corrosive action
of the spray upon the pistil, or by pre:

Afterthought.

*

3. With apple and pear trees, having
an abundance of blossoms, spraying
once in the blooming season has thinned the fruit; spraying repeatedly, so
as to hit the lilossoms as they opened
from day to day, has practically destroyed the crop of fruit.
4. The
productiveness of many of

the varieties of fruit which are more
or less self-sterile, is increased by crosspollination secured through the visits
of insects to the blossoms.
S.

A. Beach.

(Continued next week.)

" HOAD-TRAI'" FOR HABBIT8.

}s,.is*Mi,js,js^ja,.is,ja,js,ja,:^^)t

* The

venting the germination of pollen on
the stigmatic surface.

Iowa comes to the front with bad roads that serve the
useful purpose of rabbit-trap.
P.unnies think they can eet
across to the other side and get awfully taken in. But
Iiicik out there
You'll get trapped, loo, if ynu don't exercl-ie
i-aro in getting the game from the trap.
About the first report we've had in favor of a clay road at its prettiest. Page
1

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By

B. E.

HASTY.

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

717.
VKT(-II

AMTS AND BKES.
Yes. Mr. Working, it's possible thiit ants may roll a qui'enCfll
may do worse, may grappli' and destroy a iiuceii. The
number of species of ants are immense, and no two species
alilve; so it won't do to judge of tlie whole by tlie species we
may liappeu to liave l^nown. Perchance the ants we have
known never ineddle with grain hut there are ants that will
carry it off by the bushel. The ants most of us have known
are comparatively harmless to bees but there are ants so
ferocious tliat bees, unless effectively protected, can not
survive near tbem at all. Bees show anger when multitudes
(if little ants, too small to g-rapple with, get scattered
among
them in opening an ant-int'ested hive. And if ants abound,
don't rub a bee-hive with anything that ants like, preparatory
to liiving a swarm in it.- Myriads of the little nuisance will go
right in
and the bees, if I mistake not, will go out. I may
be wrong, but my impression is that ants, bulk for bulk, are
much stronger than bees, so that when big enough to be
grappled with they are always too strong to hi- handled. Also,
they are very hard and smooth, and afford no flat surfaces, so
that getting a sting into one of them is a practical impossi-

—

:

for

bility, likely.

Page

very

much education

unless one is going to be a teacher or
the professional line. Thanks to Prof. Cook for
his attack on that idea, page 682.
Specially need a rich
education in order to lie comfortable while digging a ditch or
breaking stone. I would also put in strongly
Education prolongs life. Multitudes of people, scarcely old" yet. die of a mild,
chronic wretchedness.
Time and age have rendered the
former routine of their lives impossible, and they have nothing
to be interested in.
Digestion cannot go on properly we
might almost say no other bodily function can go on properly
while the mind is in a state of wretchedness. The net result is that the body deteriorates and ages more in one year
than it would need to do in two years; and soon something
trifling carries you to the grave.
in

:

CALIFORNIA

—

so

FEEDING BEES "GARDEN SASS.'"
Louisiana wants to set his bees to eating vegetables.

As the extreme South has no wintering trouble except starvation, teaching the bees to eat " garden sass " would be in the
nature of a panacea. He finds they eat somewhat at baked

—

sweet potatoes.

Let. him feed 'em a big lot more and then
us instead of expecting us to teil him.
Possibly the Californians can go him one lietter by feeding cooked sugar-beets.
The Italians are already in the van by raising watermelon
patches and feeding melons sliced on the ground. And Dr.
tell

Peiro

— hut then

he's

no • garden

sass.'"

Page 712.

TWO KINDS OF DRONES FROM ONE QUEEN.

Two kinds of drones from the same mother is not exactly
evidence in favor of absolute purity, we grant. I think it is
very common, however so common that such a cjueen is not
called impure.
We say instead that the Italian (not far back)

—

is

a mixed race,

anyhow.

VS. AU.STRALI.A.

am

surprised at the Australian Bee-Bulletin for inquiring
why California beats Australia in honey. Xext they'll be asking why British Colonial government isn't so good as American
State government.
Page 71b.
I

THOSE STONE SHADE-BOARDS.
Stone shade-boards
And they're pretty, and well liked,
and only cost a few cents each. If Jlr. A. E. Willcutt will
cut us all a supply and arrange to send them by mail, we'll
propose him three cheers. Pages 722 and 727.
!

SOME "LONG smellers'' IN OHIO.
to be willing to credit the bees
When Wood
••smellers" than we'uns have.
County oil and gas was in its prime W(> often smelled it unmistakably plain and strong 3t) mill's away. We are due north,
so only an occasional turn of the soft south wind would bring
On one or more occasions I waked up in the night and
it.
smelled it without going out-of-doors. As a matter of an opinion I am well persuaded that, on just such a moist and gentle
south wind, and at morn, before the currents of the day have
got started up, bees could smell a forest of basswood in bloom
much more than 30 miles many times over as far as they
Page 7 2-1.
could afford to go to it.

with

Page 716.

longer

—

—

And

—

hear from the

Why, Mr. York, you ought

CibO.

THE UNIVERSAL NEED OF AN EDUCATION.
Both parents and children the country over are still somewhat infected with the pestilent idea that there is no use of
something

to

717.

:

:

NOT A GOOD HONEY-PLANT.

man who raised vetches by the acre
years I. Hiller, Washington State. It seems that (like
cowpeas) bees work on the steins, not on thi' flowers— but no
surplus from that, not even results enough to stimulate broodrearing. The consensus of a number of reports seems to be
that it is rare to see a bee on the flower of the vetch. Page
Glad

A MINIMUM OF UNFINISHED SECTIONS.
On page 727, Mr. Doolittle writes well on the minimum
For years I have had very little
unfinished sections.
Wonder if it's locality, or strain,
trouble from that source.
It is certainly not any fussing on my part
or kind of super.
and I think that locality plays on the wrong
to prevent it
side. Strain and style remain and I guess it's both combined.
Good hybrids of long standing, and the (now unusual) twoFour bait-sections all in one frame two
story wide-frame.
above and two below and that frami' put to the warm side of
the middle. Always 40 or -IS sections put on at once. Notice:
Let no beginner copy at wholesale till he asks his bees whether
they like that sort of thing. Mine do. In a poor, lean field,
which, nevertheless, has possiliilities all the season long, it's
put it on in June
just the lazy man's hallelujah arraugi'ment
of

—

:

—

—

—

and take

it oft'

in

November.

BREEDING FRO.M THE BEST.
Dr. Miller's answer to South Carolina on page 729 is
right.
(Breed from both.) But still, if you have excellent
bees, and are trying to make them better, the longer line of
unbroken excellence yon can get the more hopeful the last
queen ought to be as a breeder. This on general principles
not drawn from any particular set of casts.

—
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ians become mixed with black blood. That may come from
the mere fact of numbers. I think it is not so hard to keep
out black blood as it was some years ago, and it would probably be an exceedingly difficult thing for most bee-keepers
nowadays to keep blacks pure.

CONDUCTKD BY

DR.

C. C.

Ul.
(The Qneations may be mailed to the Bee Jonrnal ofBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.1

Clarifying Beeswax.

Some foundation

I bought two years ago I have melted
having need for more foundation but
this does not have the golden yellow appearance as wax
which it had as foundation, and which the purchaser of the
wax insists it must have, or cut the price heavily. It was
strained through muslin when melted; it is not dirty, but
has a very cloud.v appearance. I have seen reference to the
tise of sulphuric acid for producing the golden yellow color,
but I tried it and it made the color worse than before, and
the wax was inclined to be meally and crumble easily.
Iowa.
AxswKR. Try cooling it slowly. If you have not had
much experience with beeswax it is possible that when you
have it melted you allow it to cool very rapidly. The result
is that the particles of impurity have not time to settle, and
are frozen in wherever they happen to be, giving a more or
less dirty and cloudy appearance.
While the wax is very
hot, there will be more or less movement among the particles, somewhat after the nature of boiling, and there will be
no settling of impurities so long as it is in this condition.
After it becomes cool enough so there is no movement akin
to boiling among the particles, try to keep it in this liquid
condition a long time, and by the time it begins to assume
the solid condition the particles of impurity will have had
time to settle.

and

sold as wax, not

;

—

A

small quantity is harder to manage than a larger
quantity. If the quantity is small, you can help matters by
having water in the vessel vpith the wax, for a gallon of
water with a gallon of wax will stay hot longer than the
gallon of wax alone. Let the wax stand on the stove and
let the fire die out in the evening, and in the morning you
may find it clarified. Keeping the wax covered will keep it
hot longer. If the quantity is small enough, a good place
to put it is in the oven of a cook-stove just before the fire
dies out in the evening. Put the stove-handle in the oven
and shut the oven door. Hunting the stove-handle in the
morning will help to keep you from forgetting to take out
the wax.

Long-Tongued Bees-Mating in Confinement
German Bees vs. Other Races.

Blacli or

1. Have
the expectations of those who purchased
<iueens of the " long-tongued " variety been fulfilled ?
2. Has there been any advancement made "along the
line" of having queens mated in confinement the past season ? Hasn't some one been experimenting with the tent

method ?
3. Are not the black or German bees the hardiest we
have

?

If not,

why

are they likely to supersede the other

?
Massachusbtts.
Answers. — 1. I don't know. Very likely some are disappointed, and some well pleased. Some may have expected a great deal too much. Length of tongue alone will
hardly warrant a perfect bee, although some good authori-

races

seem to think that bees with tongues of unusual length
more likely to have unusual industry. Without knowing anything positively about it, I should suppose that a
bee with a very long tongue might be lazier in some cases
ties

are

than

Rearing Italian Drones and Queens Early.

MILLBR. Mairenso,

its fellows with shorter tongues.
Other things being
equal, Mr. F. B. Simpson says he would prefer long tongues,
and so should I. But we can hardly settle that long tongues
are of great value just from a single case or two. Neither
are we warranted in entering a general condemnation from
a single case, as Mr. Doolittle seems to have done on page
775 (1901).
2. I do not know that there has been anything later than
the tent method, so fully published some time ago.
3. I don't know. It is possible that blacks may be hardier,
but that fact, if a fact, is not proven by the fact that Ital-

have two colonies with Italian queens from which I
to rear queens and drones in the spring.
How early
should I begin stimulating in order to rear them before the
black bees of the neighborhood start breeding.
California.
I

want

—

Answer. It is not considered advisable to practice
stimulative feeding before blacks start breeding at all. For
bees wintering outdoors, whether black or yellow, begin
breeding before the weather is warm enough for bees to fly,
and it is not advisable to stimulate bees by feeding when
they cannot fly out about every day.
But as soon as
weather comes so that bees take daily flights, then you may
begin operations. If there are flowers from which they can
gather freely, stimulative feedingwill make little difi'erence.
But if there come days when the weather is good but pasturage lacking, then a little feeding will keep up broodrearing.
See that the colony from which you wish to rear drones
has abundance of stores, and make every efi^ort to have it
strong. Add frames of sealed brood from other colonies
(brood from black colonies will be all right), so that the colony will be very strong, and put frames containing more or
less drone-comb in tjie middle of the brood-nest, and you
will have done about the right thing to have drones earlier
than the average.
Killing Bees in Box-Hives

and Extracting the Honey.

I have bought bees in 20 box-hives that I wish to kill
and extract the honey from the combs. As I cannot use an
extractor to get the honey, please tell me how to get it from

the combs.

Also, the best

way

to kill the bees.

Indian Territory.

Answer. — Kill

the bees either with sulphur or bisulI know of no way
to get the honey out of the combs without injury to the
combs. If you do not care to preserve the combs, melt them
(honey and alll, allow the mass to cool, then remove the
wax from the top. The probability is that the honey will
not be of the best quality, for it does not take much heating
Set the vessel containing the honey in another
to spoil it.
vessel containing water, and let the heat be so mild that it
will be a long time melting, and the honey will be better
than if rapidly melted with great heat.

phide of carbon.

Without an extractor

Unusual Amount of Dead Bees.
I have 24 colonies outdoors, well packed, but there is an
unusual amount of dead bees in front of the hives at this
early date (Dec. 4.) What is the cause ? and whatmay I exIllinois.
pect as a result in the spring?

—

Answer. I don't know. It's an exceedingly hard
thing to pass judgment at long range without particulars.
Sometimes an unusual
It may be there is nothing wrong.
number of old bees, or a number of bees of unusual age,
may make a larger showing of dead bees, in which case you
may expect weaker colonies in the spring. The kind of
weather may have something to do with it. If bees are confined to the hive a considerable time by very severe weather
the appearance in front of the hive will be diflferent from
what it will be if the weather is warm enough to allow the
dead bees to be partly cleaned out but not carried away. In
any case, all you can do is to see that the bees are as well
protected as possible, and hope for a favorable spring.
Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other mattyers.

—

:
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Tlie best, thing made for Cholera Morbus, diarrhea, flux,
riu'uniatism, cuts, cramps, strains, burus, colic, niunips,
sure throat, lUphtheria. frosted limbs, etc. For horses ami
cattle it cures sprains, cuts, scrateiies. bruises, sweeny, colic,
etc. Of course when you read this advertisement you may
not fpol the need, but the need of it may arise at any moment
iif ilit'day or uipht, and then its worth cannot be counted
Order it the next time our agent calls,
'liars and cents.
ill
1

sources.
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Doctor and
patre illustrated
and want to place your name on <iur
mailing list. It is the cleverest and most
complete thin,' of its kind ever issued.
VViite for one to-day.
^,!.n'3?L°"'y?:;.'!;

nmii in each neiuhlinrhood who has a little aiiiliitiofi, ami an inclination to get on
in Uiy world, to write to us.
are in a

We

posiiiouto start him in a good payim^'
business of his own. We have lots of
yount^ fellows, "boys" you mitrht call
them, who aremakintr a nice Ihiuj? seliinb' Watkins' Remedies.

Don't be like a bee-keeper I once knew.
Retold me he had " Invented " a new way
of rendering combs it was far ahead of any
other way. I replied. " If it is any better

10 Liberty Street,

:

S.

Please mention Bee Jouxnal

A.

when

writing.

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

This

is a g-ood time
send in your Beeswax. We are paying

to

26 cents a pound

CASH— for

—

best yel-

or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

=»this buying untried incubators in these day.'* of the perfe
working' and suriirjaintrly simple
t^A

New

^\-liere every fertile epTfT means a strong healthy cl
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Guaranteed to do the work and do it as it has never been done before TheSOth
lio
not
L u
i
t'entiiry Poultry Itook ousrht to be in every chicken jn
part with it for many times its cost. Discvissestbe poult r> u. inebt. from > our view
poiut. Sent any where for lUc. UcUuble Iiic-b. A: ISrtlr. Cu.,lfo:k B £
, (|uiuey,lUo
1

1

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

%Vool Markets
has a hobby which

and Sheep
is

the sheep-breeder and
and all the time.
Write to-day.

his industry, first,foremost

Are you Interested ?

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,
Please mention Bee Journal

v.-iiea

ILL
writing

If

In

Law.

D. Fisher tells something about it in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture. A decision of the
R.

t

Reliable Incubators and Brooders,

If

than the solar wax-extractor then it is good."
'•
" What is
Solar wax-extractor *" said he.
that r' I explained it to him. He appeared
"
Why."
said
himself.
quite disgusted with
he, " that is what I have, and I thought that
no one else had ever seen such a wonderful
thing, and I was going to take good care that
he never did." He then took me to where
his extractor was, and I tell you it was a
crude affair. He did not subscribe to any
bee-journal, and so was ignorant of the
strides that were being made in apiculture; and when he found out a good thing
he kept it to himself instead of telling it,
and thus helping to brighten the lot of others.
—Australian Bee-Keepers' Review.

The Bee

Rather Risky Business,

FREE FOR A MONTH

the belief that louger-

Don't Be a Clam.

The J. R. Watkins Medical Co.
Winona, Minnesota, U.

to

the
reason that
short-tubed
clover, tor
though the short-tubed clover may be had,
advantage over the one single plant is all we
lengthening the bees'
have; while by
tongues till they can work on red clover,
hundreds of plants equally as valuable as red
clover would be brought within reach of the
bees at a single step.— L. E. Kebr, in the
American Bee-Keeper.
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nn\ svrtintoms tippfiir. Wt- ini.xed two tea«pnonfiiIs of \\'iii kin
Hum- siim- nl (h
I,iniiiii-nt witli two of vini'tJiir at'd one of suit.
niixturo oiit-'u an liuur ulso rubbud the Linlniuiit on iiiil--ldr ol im'.I
rioi'Kic.

ycin

to Uie Htrentctli noccleil, filcanings

work;

ol'

SAVED THE CHILDREN.
tlvp

tt8

Hee-Culture says;

SonictiirieB a .l-pcrcent solution will do the
I lu-ii
us Ktronir us is rei|uired. That is
(o 10 parts water:
sii.v, one piirt raw acid
liiit if tlic wax is very dirty or lilaek you may
r(*(|uire to use as liitjii as 25 percent. Use a<'id
It is cheap;
i-noutrli to Bi't llie yellow color.

bill,

a bottle

as

W'c ivcuivu muuhcrlfss IrttiTs likr

liiid

>-wi'^^

Sulphuric Acid to Cleanse Beeswax.

WATKINS'
VegetabSe Anodyne

\Vn

-^

-

I'licc

;

sull'erin.n'

uotliinj;' else

laO-T^.;

Ilia

•

at all sneli times,
doctor means a danjreroiis

ii

delay, besides Rreal

luiylliiii!;

t^'wi:

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send f 1.25 to

Prof. A, J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Vork Supreme Court

is

that

"A

man's finding bees in a tree standing
upon another man's land gives him no right,
either to the tree or bees; and a swarm of
bees going from a hive, if they can be followed and known, are not lost to the owner,
but

may be

reclaimed."

Mr. Fisher further says

Where one discovers bees in a tree, obtains
from the owner of the soil to take
them, and thereupon marks the tree with his
own initials, he gains no property till he
takes possession nor can he maintain tresa license

;

Tn malie fows pay. usn Sharpies Creaoi Separators. Book
Chester.Pa.
"Bu8ines5Dairying"iCat. 212 free.

W

:
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OUR NEW CATALOG,

Jan.

OF

describing: and listing the FINEST LINE
BEE-KEEPERS'
will be ready about the first of the year. If you have not been reIN
ceiving" a copy annually, send us your uame and address and one will be mailed you fiee. Prices
will be same as last season with the exception of the narrow, plain sections with no bee wavs, which
will be 25 cents per thousand less.
Q^ g.
CO.,

THE WORLD,

SUPPLIES

LEWIS

WatertOWn, WlS.

Special Agency. C. M. Scott & Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis, Ind.
AGENCIES: L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapid«, Mich.: Fred VV. Muth A: Co., S. W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger A: Sons, Ogden, Utah; Colorado Honey -Producers'
Association, Denver, Colo.; tirand Junction Fruit-ti rowers' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Halley. Montrose, Colo.: Pierce Seed i Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, StJoseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., X.E Minneapolis. Minn.; Lilly, Bogrardus i: Co., Seattle, Wash.
,

.

=BEST=

uimM Honey For hM i

I
^

ALL

IN

S^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J%^

HoneyJ/(^

This

the famous
Extracted

is

"White
Honey gathered

This

kaown

in

is

the well-

lig-lit-colored

the great Alfalfa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

honey gathered from
the rich, uectarladea basswood blos-

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

strodg-er flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

soms.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

sample of

It

has

^
^
^
^
^

146 Erie St., Chicago,

Cow.

(New York),

get the honey, has, while in the act of cutting
down the tree, a superior right over a third
person to whom the owner has given subsequent consent,
but without revoking the
former's authority. The court said
"These
parties stand, as between themselves and as
respects the legal principles applicable to the
case, in precisely the same position as though
neither had any authority from the owner of
the tree, and both were trespassers upon his
rights, or as though there were no individual
owner of the tree. How, then, would the
case stand ? No principle is better settled
than that a person in possession of property
can maintain trespass against any one who
interferes with such possession who can not
show a better right or title."
:

If

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
>:
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^!
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £;
^'.
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anj'where.

&

Miller, 1

to

swarms not wild, but

issu-

bees temporarily escape from the hive of
owner, who keeps tliem in sight, and

marks the

Basswood Honey:

CO., 144

vs.

This ca^e has been commented on adversely,
and critics say it is bad law. The better law
on this point is promulgated by the Vermont
Supreme Court in Adams vs. Burton, 43 Vermont. 36, where it is held that one who has
obtained a tacit consent from the owner of
the soil to cut down a bee-tree thereon, and

the

either,

QEORQE W. YORK &

— Ferguson
343.

keeper, Mr. Fisher says

a

We

:^

pass against a third person who cuts the tree
and takes possession of them on a subsetjuent
license from the owner of the soil.
The two
licensees stand on an equal footing; and he
who first lakes possession becomes the owner.

With regard

prepaid.

I

1902.

ing from colonies in the possession of a bee-

by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight — two or more 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7'/i cents per ^|
pound. Basswood Honey, >< cent more per pound than Alfalfa prices, ffr
Cash must accompany each order. You can order half of each kind of
honey, if you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and freight is not ^|

'

2,

III.

S'.

tree into which they enter, and is
otherwise able to identify them, they belong
to him, and not to the owner of the soil.
In
such a case the property draws after it possession sufficient to enable the owner of the
bees to maintain trespass and recover damages against a third person who fells the tree,
destroys the bees, and takes the honey, notwithstanding such owner himself is liable to
trespass for entering on the land of another
The
for a similar purpose without authority.
right of ownership continues; and, though
he can not pursue and take them without
being liable to trespass, still this ditticulty
does not operate as an abandonment of the
bees to their liberty by nature. Hence, the
dictum that " Wif otfixf uf t/ie sui! is entitled
to the tree and all within it" is true only so
far asrepects an unreclaimed swarm.
/•

A Kink
A

in

Queen-Rearing.

kink

I got this year for rearing
([ueens early in the season and late in the
fall, when bees will do really good work in
little

any other way, was

HEADQUARTERS

Now

FOR

Bee=Supplies.

Schley Didn't Need
nor dof^w PiiuM Fnncp. TliP \vlir>l(
truth iii^v 1'^ told ^^i eitli'T without iniurintz tlicm.
^'\^iK noVK.N writK kkm'kco., Arn:uN..>M(ii.
;iin vindicaticin:

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

THE SOUTH, TEN.
NESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIR-

Distributor of

same

for

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
of piize winninff poultry for 1902, prinle<i in colors,
lllaHirstes and nescnben 50 Vnrit'tleN oT ronllrjr;
[irlces of eei^ and stocl.
Many htnis to

GINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

gives reasonable
pouliry raistrs.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the
lowest.
Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

etc., at

lowest prices.

money by bujing from
c. H. W. WEBER,

will save

"e.

2146-214.S Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, riHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.

not«dbook.

8cntl lOe
It. II.

>n silver

or

smmps

lor tbiB

i;KKIl>KK, Florin. To.

which time the colony is given a prepared
lot of queen-cups, and the bees put back.
They will "go for" cell-building "to beat
the band." Twenty-four to 3C hours later
put in a frame of honey on either side of the
frame of cells, and take all the combs having
brood in them from the hive, shaking and

POULTRY PAPER.

brushing off ail the bees. This adds a new
impetus to the matter, and brings forth
tiueens of the very highest type of perfection,
especially it the colony is fed in addition, so

25 cents for a year's subscription to our
Journal, and we will send book, Plans for

that njuch heat is kept up all the while, (ill
the queens are ready to emerge. G. M. Doo-

Poultry-Houses, free. Six mouths trial subscription to Journal, 10 cents.
Inland Poultry Journal, Indianapolis, Ind
29Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

LiTTLE, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.

51D8t

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Send

UakrirfyM C C

M

ft F
wtusaau r Cllllb
S'lliI

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

this:
Remove the old
<iueen, then close the hive and gently blow
smoke in at the entrance, pounding slightly
on the hive till the bees are alarmed so they
will fill themselves with honey.
open
and shake half or more of the bees into the
nucleus-box I have explained about before.
This box is so arranged that the Iwes have
access to what is known as "queen-candy,"
such as is used in sending out queens in the
mails.
The box of bees is carried to the
honey-house and left till the next day, at

f^P,^-Chicken-

to the Fiirnierat Wholcsiilo

Catalog Free.
COUJ^D SPRI.VO FENCK CO.
Fully Wnrninled.

WlVAIMMUri
Box

47Dtf

STRONGEST
f ^J^°^
Bull.

H'J

frincbeHter, IndiaDa, U.

S,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

—

Five-Banders Not Uniform.

,

never yet have seen </// the liees of soshow uniformly
called five-banded (|ueens
The best average for one
five yellow bands.
ciueen is, perhaps, .50 percent with five bands;
'Jb percent with four, and the rest with three.
Asarule, wedo well to get 2.5 percent fivebanded workers, and the rest three and four
1

—

T

Jan.

2.

1
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M
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1

Sare Hatcb lDcubatorCo.,Clay Ccnter.NebMorColuuibus.O.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

-writlnj^

DO YOU READ

Good Year for Bees.

-THIC-

Tills lias biHMi a ;;oo(I yriir- hen* for ticcs anil
honey. Most of tlu; lioiioy lias hccii liirlit,

Modern Farmer
If not,

why

You jret it a whole
Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.

not

?

dark lioney in my croii. My bees
over llH) poiiiuls to the eolony, aiul I
have disposctl of almost all of it at a t^ood
price in tlie horm^ market.
M. Best.
Lucas Co.. Ohio, Dee. I(i.
very

little

averafXeti

Snoring Stopped

year for 25 cents.

not satisfied.
(iet two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us SO cents, and get
yours free. Send their names for samif

Address,

ples.

MODERN FARMER,
JOSEPH, MO.

ST.

9Ctf

when

Please mention Bee Journal

writing.

My

crop from

with an liiereuse of 10 colonies.

American Poultry Journal
325

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A UV^Ui
loilf ii<a.i
Mfll
r^
century
^^^^

'^

over a quarter of a

old and is still growmust possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Us field must be a valuable one. Such is the
ing:

I

Calif.,

Dec.

now have

3.

Report for 1901.

NO MEDICINE.

andlunk's.

SNOR.Q-DONT,

and made

,

writing.

up— at

Tells

all .ibout Bees in California.
The yields
of Honey; the Pasturag-e and NectarProdnciHg- Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells vou all about California
Ag-riculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
•-'"?se mention Bee Jotimal when wntina

BARNES' FOOT

POWER

—1^^. i*^>«—

Read what

Results of the Past Season.
Last spring I had 30 colonies of bees, and I
secured lUlO pounds of comb honey and 12U0
pounds of extracted, besides increasing to 49

JonN Eenigenburg.
111.,

Dec.

15.

This winter we have double

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
you say it will." Catalog- and price-list free.
Address,
W. K. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal

when wrltme

(idv, Kxi)erimentStatinDS.

Canada, Australia and

New

Only Genuine Non-Moisture
Incubator,
fully covered by patent. Gold Medal and highestaward
at I'an-Anieriean. October. \Wl. Illustrated 32-pape circuliir Iri'i?, d>ini>lett' tatalML'Mc. VM'< pag-es. 8x11 inches,
niaiied for lUcents. Ask ru-iiri'st oilirt- tor book No. &0.

(OMPANY,

< YIMIKICN INCl'H.VTtHf
BafTnlo, N.Y., tblcai;o, lil., But.tua, dla^s.,

My bees did well this year for this part of
the country.
I have about 110 colonies, and
had a little over three tons of honey in onepound sections. Two eolouies produced a
little over 200 pounds each.
Wm. M. Dick.
Ford Co., 111., Dec. 14.
First

Summer With

Bees.

This is my first summer with bees: I got
plenty of stings, but no honey. I also had
some experience with transferring and robbing.

have three colonies of bees, the third being
very late, and reared a good deal of brood in
September and October. -I thought tbej' must
be fed, so I made sugar syrup and fed it in a
I

Boardmau feeder, placing the feeder in the
center of the entrance. This left space on
both sides of the feeder, and it wasn't ver}'
long before the other two colonies were robbing the feeder, and the hive, too. Altliough

.New York,

when

N'.

Y.

writing.

GOOD

SEEDS

C H EL A P
^NoneBest
low
so

ihe World.

in

in price.

Larsest illustrated

j

seed cat.ilogue ever printed, FREE. Engraving of every variety. Price only ll
cent per pkg, and up. A lot of extra I
packages, rare sorts, presented FREE
with every order. Send name and address
by card or letter.

I

'

I

LR. H.

SHUMWAY,

Rockford,

Please mention Bee Journal

I

when

llinois.

writing.

200'Egg Incubator
for $ 2-80

Bees Did Well.

Pare.vt, of

Charlton, N. Y., says; " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honev boxes, and
a ?reat deal of other work.
the

met with a bad accident a little over a
year ago. My horse ran away and I broke
my hip at the joint. I can not walk a step
without crutches. The surgeon tells me that
I can walk pretty well in auother year, but I
am afraid he is mistaken, as it has been over
a year since it was broken, and I can not step
on it yet. I have to hire a man to take care
of my bees.
I put 50 colonies, apparently in
good order, into the cellar Dec. 4.
The ])ast was not a very good season for
honey here, being too dry. I had about 1300
pounds of nice honey, which sold at 12 cents
per pound.
I
like
the American Bee Journal very
much, and don't want to do without it as
long as I keep bees.
W. L. Mitchell.
Whiteside Co., 111., Dec. 14.

JflACHIRERY
J. I.

~'G

Zealand; also hy America's leading
poultryinen and thousands of others,

Not a Good Season for Bees.

and Price

50 cents.

I'm'U on
in \J. S.,

I

The Rural Californian

mouths,

writing.

World's Standard Hatcher.
'

flease mention Bee Journal

very low price, {vti
SOCtf
O. C. MASTIN, Trent, S. D.
flease mention Bee journal when writing.
flat

when

III.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

bees did well the past season, yielding
an average of about 70 pounds of comb honey
per colony.
H. G. Wykoff.
Warren Co., Iowa, Dec. 12.

colonies.
Cook Co.,

better hjiltherin

II

M^ In

Chicago,

St..

tu ^jive sati si action or
j)ri('erctunded.
Tlie Orleliial anJ

^rliltbanthelinnkfii-

wuen

Monroe

Please 'nention Bee Journal

My

Incuhntor.Three walls,co[>

Please mention Bee Journal

H2

A- 23

(lnar.'intefd

Don't Take Chances
no
rtr pipe heating sysifm. A'
patent safety l.imp and nurs- i^-^
e»y. Our $10 proposition.
K
I arfte
size,
on free tri&j. "^
Write at once for tree book1ft, or senj 10 cents for bnok and a leading
poutlry paper for one vear.
Httwli'pyp lneuhotor<«. l>pp 17.\"eiT(nn,Ia,

Correspondence

confidential in plain sealed envelope. Address,

Ameriean Poultry Journal.
Mention the Bee Journal.
60 cents a Year.
Flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

IH

prevented and cause

*^4l«F

by a n(jat and simple
device which
inconvenience to user.
Failure Is Impossible. It also prevents
sleeping with open, moutK, which habit
ruins so many throats and vocal cords and in
many cases brink's on diseases of nose, throat

l^tj

2tW eolouies.
I
make my increase in the
valley out of a low grade of lioney.
I keep
down increase in tlie mountains by ^Ivinj^
room and ventilation. My crop sold in the
retail way at h to 7 cents a pound.
S. y. CONKLE.

J

•r
aiTord*; no

oolonles (in fair condition) was 22,514 pounds of extracted honey,

Orange Co.,

Tlie

W

A California Report.

1

Perfect in

construction

and

action.
Hatches every fertile
epF. Write for catalogue to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL.Quincy.lll.

45A20t

Mention tbe American Bee Journal.

f
allfrtfriia
^ctlllUrilld

I
1

It you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
sample copj of Call.

or Resources, send for a

fomia's Favorite Paper

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple

copy

330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal

free.

-

Please tueution Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.
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I contracted the hive-entrance so that only
one bee could enter at a lime, there was no
fifjhting, and the hive was soon empty.
I fed asain, and the
robbery was repeated,
so I piled hay in front of the hive and fed
under this: but the bees crawled ri^ht into
the hay. I then poured several pails of water
over the hay, and the trouble ceased.
After this I fed >!2.00 worth of sugar. The
two colonies had their combs full. Tlie third
colony got rather slow about carrying it in,
so I think they have enough for winter. I feci

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Vour Name and Address on one

HOWARD

—Three Bees on the other side.

side

M. MELBEEp

this sugar in the open.

HONEYVILLE, O.

I

have received the Emerson binder, and

must say that
[This Cut

is tiik i-'ULi^

Size of

2, 19C2.

it is

the best

way

to get the full

worth of the .Journal easy to refer back and
find articles which you lieed just now and
don't quite remember. I have a fullshectof
lined paper in the back of my binder, in
which I keep a memorandum of articles that
I will need later on.
Theodore Fluegge.

the Knife.]

;

Your Name on the Knife.— Wheo oiderlug-, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

Dupage

Co.,

shown here.
The Material

111.,

Dec.

16.

Hone,y-Loeust.

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the rery best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

enclose some leaves and a blossom for
naming. The bark is very smooth, and the
tree has a fine foliage.
Frogs and toads can be found in creeks,
springs, old wells, and in crab-holes near
I

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for.
tunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

be frozen as hard as a stick, but will swim
after being in water awhile, but the eyes are

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?

.Journal.

owner

The accompanying

cu' gi ves a faint idea, but

cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this,beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us \ hkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $.^00.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
*S*Please

alloT^ •bout

L CO,

two weeks for your knife order

St.,

Chicago,

Dittmer's Foundation
with the "incompftralilH'

BORDEAUX NOZZLE^

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

I

See the book.
'

Write for

It Is free.

THE HEMINO

I

CO.,

We8t«rn Agts., Henioo

il

Catalog giving

ft

Hubbell, Chicago,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
Please mention Bee journal

when writing

BEE- SUPPL IEST^
Alannfacturers' prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog.

MUTH &

FRED. W.

S.W.Cor. Front i Walnut

Sts.

Sen

CO.

tlie

American Bee

— Gleditschia

triaeanthos

Leguiiiinosiv family.

is

the

— and,
Prof.

the Bee-Keepers' Guide,

page 363,
calls attention to the honey-locust as an excellent nectar-producing plant, along with
others of the same family.
These plants
blossom early in the year, in May and June,
in

and the bees produce a fair quality of honeyfrom them. C. L. W.ii.TON.]

—

Bees Flying— No Snow.
The ground

i,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

A New Game. — A
to show
either of

with prices and samples, tree on application

may

F. DuR.\NT.
Co., Wis., Dec. 12.

belongs to the

nnw.v

SALFH, OHIO.

&

Casli

Full Line of Supplies,

pleased with

[The specimen sent for identification
honey-locust

md oar
beHl outfit you are a1
luta mnBt<;r of the Hituatlon.
Insects anii di3-l
leas« fall before this all confjuerioE outflt.J^

4'>A13t

at prices that are the lowest.

am much

Winnebago

last

For

fish

k

FOUNDATION and

Into Fonnilatioii

A

world V

use a

Work fax

which

freeze,
so.

damaged.

Cook,

111.

to be lilieo.

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

They sometimes
makes them Ijlind, or partly

marshes.

new ffuessinf? game is
some illustration, or give a name
them made familiar through adver-

tising, and guess who uses the illustration, or
what line of goods is handled by the advertiser named.
If one were to mention the

Enjoys Her Bees.

name Shumway, almost every one would

say
" Seeds," so thoroughly have the
two been advertised for more than 30 years.
at once,

Mr. Shnmway's announcement appears elsewhere in this issue, and is headed. " Good
Seeds Cheap." It contains a special offer,
and mentions his new catalog. Write for it
to-day.
Address. R. H. Shumway, Rockford,
111., and please mention this paper.

CINCINNATI, 0.

is bare and no frost in it.
Thefew days the temperature has stood at 5.>

and 60 degrees, and my bees are flying. We
have not liad snow enough yet to track a cat.
To be sure, all through November it was very
cold.
For the last two years we have not had
snow enough to go sleighing.
Henrt M. Bartlett.
Plymouth Co., Mass., Dec. 14.

enjoy the pictures of the apiaries, and will
try to send one of my apiary.
My bees are in
I

good order, and well packed for winter. I
have them on the summer stands with blankets over the brood-combs instead of the
gum-cloth, and bags of open canvas tilled
with dry leaves on ttie blankets. I have never
lost a colony from cold.
My bees are a great
pleasure to me.
Mrs. E. G. Bradford.
Newcastle Co., Dela., Dec. 10.

The Handsomest Calendar
of the season (in ten colors) sis beautiful heads (on six sheets, 10x12 inches),
reproductions of paintings by Moran,
issued by General Passenger Depart-

ment, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway, will be sent on receipt of
twenty-five cents.
Address, F. A.
Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago.
51A3t

A Cool

Million of

Snowy Wisconsin Sections
AND

l.ooo

BEE-MIVES

ready for shipment.

R, H.

Send

lAot
J^ease mentioii

Handy Farm Wagons
mai:e the work easier for liMtli the man ami team.
The tires heint' \vi(le Ihey d
jteut into the irruiiiKi
the labor of loadintr is reduced manv times. hecatise
of the short lift. The.v are etiuipped with «inr famous Klcetrlc Steel Wheel*, eitherstraiirht iirstaL,'trer spolies. Wheels any height from :it loCu irit-hes.

White hickory axles, steel iiotinds. inn nintfcil to
carry 4000 lis. Why not ^et started littlil liv jinttiiiu'
We make tnii- steel wlieels
in one of these wafons.
to tit any wat'on. Write for the catalog. Itistree.
(

I

for circular.

SCHMIDT &

Eaply Winter is
is (|uite warm

The weather

ELECTRIC

CO.,

WHEEL

CO.,

BOX

16,

QtlNCV, ILL.

SUEBOYGAN, WIS.

Bee Journal when

'writing

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing:

Warm.
to-day,

and bee&

are fiying. If the winter continues this way
there will be no loss of bees from freezing,
that's positive, but when we have a warm, open
winter we also have a jjoor season for honey
the following summer.
W. W. McNeal.
Scioto Co., Ohio, Dec. 13.

Did Well Witli Bees.
have done remarkably well with my bees,
this year, and am satisfied with the results of
the season, 40 pounds to the colony being my
average. I have sold all I had to spare right
here in my home market for 15 cents per section.
I do not produce any other kind of
honey. When my customers buy the sections.
I

.

Jan.

AMERICAN BEE

2, l')l)2.

from tliu liivos, tliuy Uniiw tliey iiru
>;i!Min(; piiir liiuicy, unci no iniiilaUe.
wiiiilil iiol li(^ wilhoul, the Anici'lean Beo,
I
ahviiys
I
llirdc Mini'B its cost.
hail with ik^litclil. lis wui'lily visits, unit i;niito imuI
from
lictjinninir
il
tlirout;!!
rend
orally
lor

before
two.

I sto]), anil

ro-reud

Ihuii

Lamar

Co., Tivv., I)(v.

day or
Davis.

in u

it

K.

I*.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

ilirwt.

Jouniiil

JOUPN*Jl,
tiftifif.

The Southern MinncHota BecninneHotu.
Kceperh' AHRociaticjii will hold ilH next annual
Cdiiveiitidii in Uie Coviiily ConimisKionerH' room
at Uie Court tliiuse in Winona, Jan. Zl and 22.

expected.

is

—The Wisconsin State Bee-KeepAssociation will hold itH annjal convention
and *.,
In the Stale Capitol, at Madison, Feb.
l'*(i>.
This promises to be a large convention.
All are invited to attend. There will be excursion rales of 1 ', fare for the round-trip, g^ood
for all of the first week in February.
Ada L. Pickard, Sec.
N. K. Fkancf., Pres.

ers'

Not a Glowing Report.

.^

season.
From ;t'-' eolonies t,'ot r.Ml pounds ot scetion
honey and -l"> swarms, wliieli nniUes 77 coloreport

is

not very

^;Iowin^f tliis

I

Imping
nies to pnt into liie
There was a
for a better season next year.
great amount of bloom but no honey in it.
liec-eellar.

ani

I

Fll.VNK K. Knaim'.

Wadena

Co., Minn., Nov. SI.

California.— The California State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual convention iu
the Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, Jan.

and
gram.
15

A

California Interview.

keeper of bees from the hills the
I saw a
other day who was much dieeouray:ed at the
low price of honey. lie can't afford to keep
posted by tak hi},' a bee-paper. Don't Ije discouraged yet, fellow bee-keeper; wait for the

New

'•
i'ork bee-disease.
Black brood, of
is that i"

Why, what, what
course,

'•

Never

heard of it." Why, it spreads taster than
Foul-brood germs are mostly
foul brood.
carried in honey, wax, hive-parts, etc., while
black-brood germs are supposed to go miles
the very nectar-yielding flowers.
if it ever gets out herein
California it will ruin us. Raise the price of
E. Aiiciiibali).
sage honey, sure pop."
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Dec. 9.
in

"Holy smoke;

Id, Uki2.

We

will try to

Oet

I
I

Chi rks

[SO

.')0

etrtrs

often.

HATCH EVERY GOOD EGG EVERY TIME.
Never

tietscut of order.

Needs

i

latiiight. Kegulales perfectly. Hest oa earth.

50 Egg Size $5

%'^tf!l

Uprinefleld,

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

THE-

Sits

$.75

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsike Clover

90
90

WhiteClover

1.00

GEORGE
&

J,

COOK,

description of the book here

is

quite unnec-

is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book published to-day. Fully
Illustrated, and all written in the most fasciuatng^ style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.

essary—it

10

cents

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Wanted — Honey.
Car Lots or otherwise; will pay hifrhest market price, spot cash. Address, stating quantity,
quality, and price desired at your station. Will
send man to receive when lot is large enough to
justify.

THOS.

C.

Fairfield, III.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing

Comb Honey and
wax.

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and substantial cloth binding, we propose to GIVE awat
to our present subscribers, for the work of g'ettlng
subscribers for the American Bee
Journal.

G.

NEW

TWO New

scribers only,

Subscribers.

made to present suband no premium is also given to

following offer

is

—

the two new subscribers simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $2.00), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.25, or we club
It with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
fl.75. But surely anybody can get only
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOU have one ?

TWO

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILL-

Bees-

State price delivered in Cincinnati.

H.W.WEBER,

43Atf 2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Please mention Bee Journal "when 'writing.

1901

—Bee-Keepers' Supplies

I

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said lor beeswax. Send for our liMn catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich
Please m,ention Bee Journal -whexi -writins.
regarding

Send for circulars and

the oldes

most
improved and original Bingham Bee-Smoker

Yeaks the Best on Earth.
T. F. BINGHAM. Farwell, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing-

For

23

25Atf

**
Snor-o-(lont " is a new device to prevent people (not poultry) from sleeping with
open mouths. Sleeping with open mouth is
the.A'r.sf cause of a large percentage of all
It can be
nose, throat and lung troubles.
prevented only by some mechanical agency.
Snor-o-dont does it completely, and stops all
snoring instantly. Read the advertisement.

.«!<!

>1< >fe >t<

.»!< .">K

.'Kstet*

AND BEESWAX

>^^ >^• >Tf >?f

>j*' >?*•

5

>pr >^ >^ ^

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, Dec. 2).— The honey market in of a
slow nature with little change in price of any
the gradeR. Choice gradeH of white comb
honey, 1-mr^l.Sc: good to No. 1, 13^r<*14c; light
ambers, 12!4ftil3c; dark gradL-s, including buckwheat, lOf" 12c. Extracted, white, S'Affplc; am-

(^>t

ber, 5''«(^5'tc; dark, 5'".S!^c; the scale of prrces
varying according lo flavor, body and package.
Beeswax steady at 2mc. R. A. BuknbttA Co.

New York, Dec. 19.— Corah honey continueHio
be in good demand, and while the market \h not
overstocked, arrivals of white honey are suflicienlly large to meet the demand, while buckwheat is rather scarce. We quote: t^ancy white,
15c;

No.

1,

14c;

No.

2, 12f'i>i3c;

and buckwheat,

from lOr" 12c. Extracted remains dull and inactive with plenty of supply of all kinds. In
order to move round lots, it is even necessary to
shade the ([uotatrous, which are: White,6^"054c;
amber, 5H'"''^c'; dark, 5'a(5l^c; Southern, ?5(q>f,(}c
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax firm at

HiLDRBTH & SBOBLKBN.

2MC.

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.— The honey market ia
rather dull on account of the wa/m weather.
Extracted sells only to manufacturers from
5Cat6c; better grades alfalfa water-white from
6(g>7c; white clover from Mf&jOc.
Fancy white
comb honey sells from 13J^^15!^c.
C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N.

Y., Dec. 20.— Honey in good de
as this is the most satisfactory time
Groceryraen are stocking up and will
buy lines, when late they only buy enough ta
piece out. Fancy white comb, ISralOc; mixed,
14(a*l5c; buckwheat, 12tol3c.
Extracted, white,.
bj4(ail%c; mixed, (.raj(,>4c.
H.R.Wright.

mand now,
to sell.

Omaha, Dec. 20 — New comb honey is arriving
by express in small quantities from Iowa and
Colorado, and selling at $3 5o per case in a retail way.
California extracted honey is being
offered carlots at 4M@4?^c per pound, f.o.b. California shipping-points, but we have not heard
of any sales having been made thus far. The
production of extracted honey seems to be quite
large this year in Colorado, Utah and California.
Pevcke Bros.
Boston, Dec. 20.— The demand for honey is
easing up, somewhat due in part to the holiday
season at which time it is much neglected.
Our market at the present time runs 16c for
strictly fancy in cartons; No. 1, 14(§H5c: No. 2,
12^'a 13c.
Extracted, light amber, TJ^'aSHc;

amber,

Blake, Scott &

7c.

L,be.

Des Moines, Dec. 20.— There is very little
doing here in new crop of honey. Some small
lots of near-by produced comb honey are on the
market and selling in a retail way at $3.50 to

We

$3.75 per case.
do not
in this line before Sept. 1.

consume a great deal

look for

much

trade

Our market does not

of extracted honey.

Peycke Bros, & Chaney.

STANLEY & SON,

31Atf

bee-keeper is fully equipped, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Keepers' Guide.

The

if

>

YORK & CO.

No

Given tor

SO!*
$4.50
7.50
7.00
8.S0
6.00

Slate price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO.. 190 S. Water St.. Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

460 Pages-ieth (1899) Edition— 18 th Thousand— $1.25 postpaid.

A

2SHS
$2.J0
4.00
3.75
4.50
3.25

Gonit) and E,xiraGtedtioneu!

Or, Jflaniial ol the Apiary,
A-

W.

146 Erie Street,

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
PROE

80

lOBs
$1.20
1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

144
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Seeds.

We have made arraosfements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

wanted by freight, or
wanted by mail.

OUo.

have a good pro-

Come and exchange your bright ideas
with your neighbors, and get some of the moss
J. F. McIntvkk, Sec.
rubbed off your back,
C. S. Stubulkfield, Pres.

Alfalfa Clover

SAY
WHAT OUR PATRONS
from

>j<r

a larifi;
All are invited.
E. U. Hn-iMAN.

II.

>K

fiONE>y

:^>?^ >;^

A good program has been arranged, and
attendance

Wisconsin

My

I

fi/.

Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
14@15c; No. 1, 13@14c; no 'dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6^»7c. Beeswax, 25to26c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

San Francisco,
125^ cents;

Dec. is.— White comb, 1I@
amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Ex5M@6c; light amber, m@5c\

tracted, white,

—

amber, 4@
The steamer American, sailing from this port
on the 14th lost., for New York, carried as part
cargo 720 cases honey, including 200 cases taken
on at Seattle. Spot stocks are not heavy. Values are steady. The extreme southern part of
the State has long been noted for its fine honey,
but there is some extracted now on market from
Monterey county which will compare favorably
with the choicest honey ever produced in this
or any other portion of the globe.

Kansas City, Dec. 20.— Up to the present
time only small lots of new comb honey have
been on the market, and these met with ready
sale on the basis of I5@ltic per pound for fancy
white. For next week heavier receipts are expected and quotations are issued at $o.l0@$3.25
per case for large lots, which would be equal to
about 14@i45^c; the demand being quite brisk,
a firm market is anticipated. Inquiries for extracted are a little more numerous, but large
buyers still seem to have their ideas too low. In
a small way 5>^(«j6c is quotable.

Peycke Bros.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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We

Jan.

2, 1902.

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

-^>>*

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Hives, Extraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU

WANT

IN

We guarantee ^^
'^'^

THE

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

BEST.

Why does it sell

satisfaction.

so well ?

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY.
PURITY. FIRMNESS, No SAaOINO, No

Because

LOSS.

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everythiug-, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog and copy of

THE W.

T.

We

H.,

Very

carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

fine pure-bred

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK Chickens and Eggs
for sale at

very low prices.

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee— RG\/ised,
The classic in Bee-Culture —Price, $1.25, by mail.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal ror
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Jonrnal one yeai
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

Beeswax wanted

at all times.

1

CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock C«.,
iv ^ v^'yv v^^^ y y y^ T T^ v ^

c

'

'

when

writing.

Grand Clubbing

la

Gleanings

in Bee-Culture

Review

Reviews (new)

oi

$1.00
2.50

Success

1

Times

S, S.

III.

'

Please mention Bee Journal

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
Chicago,

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

M. Gerkish, East Notingham, N.

^5^

it

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

Address,

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,

JAMESTOWN,

9^ W.

free.

year

has always given better satisfaction than any other.
Because In 23 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

'

The American Bee-Keeper

24ttl

yalrDadant's Foundation

:

One-dollar Magazines:

00

S. S,

i.oo

fiood Housekeeping

i

Post Fountain Pen

2.50

Offers.

Times,

American Boy,

oo

The Household,
Good Housekeepidg-,

Everything used by bee-keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY -JARS. Prompt
service. Low Freight Rates.
NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S.FOUDER.

SI2 MASS. AVE.

INDIANAPOLIS. INO.

A New Bee-Keeper's

All sent to one or separate addresses,!

Special Combinations.
Gleanings and Success
Gleanings, Success, and
"
"
and
*'
"
and
"
"
and
*'
"
and
"
"
and
.

"
"
"

GEORQE W. YORK.

This song was written specially for
the Buffalo convention, and was sung
there. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
in the APPLE-TREE BLOOM"
Written by
Dr. C. C. Miller.

Eugene Secok and

1,

*

25 cents

QEORQE W. YORK &
&

146 Erie St.,

Poultry Keeper
Rel. Poultry Jour.
Poultry Monthly.
Am. Poultry Jour.
Poultry Topics.

N0.2 • 30 cents

No.

Ohio Farmer.

Rural N. -Yorker

Practical "

Nat'l

American Boy

No. 4

* 75 cents

Stockman

*

$1.00

American Gardening.
Christian Herald.

'Review of Reviews.

and Farmer.

Farm Poultry. Woman's Home ^Current Literature.
Farm Journal
Companion.
"^N. E. Magazine.

Farm and Home.
Farm it Fireside.

5

years.

S. S.

Times.

The Household.

Aq. Epitomist.
Prairie Farmer.
Green'sF't Grower
Am. Issue Ant-Saloon

3.

Good Housekpg.

The Designer.

*

No.

5.

$1.25.

Youth's Companion

New

sub. only.}

Orders for these 3

must be

for

new sub-

scribers.

No. 6.
$2.50.
Country Gentleman.
New or renewal not Scientific Amermore than 3 months in
ican.

LeagueOrgan

arrears.

Post Pen.
# These prices are not the publishers' prices for these papers, but they are our special reduced
prices when taken in connection with Gi-kanings. In many cases they are iust one-half the regular rate.

How

—

Prices Either song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both
for only 15 cents. Or, for SI. 00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscriptixjn to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if asked Joy.
144

Table Below,

Every order must include Gleanings.
Xo.

Words by EUGENE SECOR.
Music by

New

llie

Price.

$1.25
1.75
2.25
2.75
2 25
2.25
2 25
2 75
3.00
4.00
4.25

any one of our dollar magazines (see
any two of our dollar magazines
any three of our dollar magazines
the Review of Reviews (new)

Other Combinations can be made from

Designer.

Our

Eegular Price.

$2.00
list above;
3.00
4.00
5.00
4.50
Current Literature (new)
5.00
the
England Magazine
5.00
" Review of Reviews (new), and any one of our dollar magazines 5.50
"
and S.S. Times
o.OO
*'
Review of Reviews (new), and S.S. Times
s 50
" North American Review (new), and Review of Reviews (new) 1.50

*'

Song-

"Buckwheat Cakes
n
and Honey

The

9.00
year, 5.00

-

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
(..

to get the Price for any or all of the Papers Named Above;
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, one year, $1.00.
If you want only one additional paper, add the price found in the top of the column in which
that paper appears.
If you want several papers in addition to Gleanings, each one may be had at the price named at
the top of the column. For instance: Gleanings, S.S. Times (3d col.) and Rural New-Yorker
(3ci col.) will cost you $2.5t-i.
You may select as many papers from each column as you wish.
Every order sent us must include Gleanings.
We will send all papers or pen to one or separate addresses, as desired.

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

THE
GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for

Send

to

them

A.
CO.

I.

ROOT

144

A

CO., Medina, Ohio.

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO ILL.,
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

lijAtwe^i/v

Dee Journal
-QBORae W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

JANUARY

9,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No.

2.

;

:

AMERICAN BEE jOURNAL.

18

Weekly Budget.

I

Mr. Wm.

RrssELL, writing

us

Jan.

I

Dec. 30,

said

' Perhaps the most important event of the
convention of the Minnesota. Bee-Keepers'
Association was the raising of the clues to one
dollar per year, an<l thus being able to join
the National Bee-Keepers' Association in a
body. If a tew more of the States could see
their way to take the same step, the lOOU
membership mark would soon be passed."
late

PrsLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

&

146 E rie St., Chicago,

111.

Entered at the Post-Offioe at Chicago as SecondClass Majl-Matter.

EDITORIAL STAFF.
George W. Yore, - Editor-in-Chief.
Dr. C. C. Miller, T^
't Department
E.E. Hastt.
E'^""''^Prof. A. J. Cook,
1

)

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price
?1. 00 a year, in the

is

of this Journal

United States. Can-
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A RussjAN Apiabt will be found illusWhen sending the photo-

trated on 'page 26.

graph, Mr. Alexander Fourier had this to say
" We have read the American Bee Journal
four years, and we are very glad to send you
the picture of one of our apiaries, which are
situated in the Vral Mountains, near the town
of Oufa. During the winter of ISJISMIO we lost
.nUO colonies on account of bad honey-dew.
In the spring of ISIOO we bought lliO colonies
of bees in Caucasus, in native basket hives,
and moved them aSOO miles.
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A

Celluloid Queen-Button

prelt3'

to

is a very
thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller

wear on his coat-lapel.

It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One
"

reader writes:

have every reason to believe that it would be a very
I

g'ood idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a con-

versation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
(five the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."

The

picture

shown herewith

is

a reproduc-

tion of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing" to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the oflica

of the American Bee Journal.

bees."

W.

Chambers,

L.

truly,

Fourier.'

of Arizona,

youngest big bee-keeper

in

is

called the

the world, by

of physique, and poor in
be taken out of school earlj',
and not being able to do the ordinary hard
work on his father's fruit-ranch, he took to

Editor Root.

bees.

Yours

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:

Mr. Ritscher also wrote that the picture was
taken by " the devil '' in a printing-office
which is located on the floor just below the
bees.
So there is one "devil " that can find
"a hot place" any time he wants tc get up
on the roof above him, and " stir up the

of " A B C of Bee-Culture:''
"The Honey-Bee," by Benton; Dandant's

" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee;" Cook's
"Bee-Keepers' Guide;'' Doolittle's "Scientitic
Queen-Rearing;" and, besides, all the
Russian bee-papers. We also have a comb
foundation mill, a 6-frame Cowan improved
honey-extractor, etc.

1902

shade last summer.
I have bee-books, and get much information from the American Bee Journal, but I
still have much to learn.
A. E. Ritscher.

health, he

latest edition

9,

sheet near the tree, and the twig cut off and
placed in front of the hive. The crowd
which now was as large as at a village fire
formed a circle, and watched the bees crawl
into the hive.
When I returned to town (being absent at the time) the swarm was put on
the roof by " the boys."
I use the 10-frame hives, with Danzenbaker
supers for comb honey, ventilated covers or
hoods covered with grey Niagara water-proof
paper, painted with Alden Spear's Asbestine
Cold-Water Paint.
I winter the bees on the summer stands,
and they have done well at 2t degrees below
zero (Feb. 9, 1S99), and 112 degrees in the

The photograph shows our home apiary,
taken after transferring the Caucasus bees
into movable-frame Dadant-Quinby hives.
We have all the best Russian bee-books,

Alexander

W.

—

:

Frail

had

to

At the age

of 15 he started with 7
which he bought and paid for out of
his own savings in chicken monej'.
Foul
brood came nearly cleaning out his apiary the
first season, but he weathered it through, increased only so fast as the profits from the
bees would provide the means for further
enlargement, and now, at the age of 20, he is
colonies,

the possessor of 500 colonies.

Mr. K.

C.

Aikin seems

have furnished

to

an interesting acrobatic feat (or two feet) for
the enjoyment of the late convention of beekeepers

at

Denver.

view describes

"The

it

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

The Bee-Keepers' Re-

Or, Iflaniial

as follows

president was tilting backward and

forward in his tilting arm-chair, when he put
a little too much enthusiasm into his backward tilt. A horrified look on his face, and
frantic efforts to recover his equilibrium were
of no avail over he went, with arms and legs

—

sticking in the air. He rose to his feet laughing, and the audience laughed with him, and
all passed off as smoothly as though arranged
according to program."

Mr. a. E. Ritscher, of Morgan Co.,
whose roof-apiary is represented in the
ure on the

first

when sending

111.,

pict-

page, wrote us as follows

the photograph

i>t

tlie

Apiary,

BY

:

In March, ISSIS, I purchased two colonies of
bees at fhXW per colony. I thought the price
high, but I received such strong colonies that
they gave two swarms and over 100 pounds of
surplus honey the first year, proving much
cheaper than common bees at §;1.00 per
colony.
I placed the bees on the roof of my storebuilding, on the cornerof Main street and the
Public Square, causing some comment, but
my bees attend strictly to business, flying out
over the tree-tops, and are seldom seen on
the street.

The first swarm caused much merriment.
When the alarm was given, business was
suspended for a time, the street filled up with
jjeople, the barber shop brought out their
mirrors, and bells, pans, water and sand were
used, until the poor bees, nearly scared to
death, settled on a low branch of a large tree,
right in front of one of our leading dry goods
Advice and suggestions were now
stores.
freely given, fun and jokes were the order,
and laughter ruled the street.
A hive; was soon brought and put on a

PROE

A.

J-

COOK-

460 Fag6B-16th (1899) Edition— ISth Thousand— $1. 25 postpaid.

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book published to-day. Fully
Illustrated, and all written in the most fascinatng style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction*
No bee-keeper is fully equipped, or his library
complete, without The Bke-Keepers' Guide.

—

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and substantial cloth binding, we propose to give away
to our present subscribers, for the work of getsubscribers for the American Bee
ting
Journal.

NEW

Given tor
The

TWO New

scribers only,

Subscribers.

made to present suband no premium is also given to

following offer

is

the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $2.00), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
But surely anybody can get only
$1.75.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOU have one ?

TWO
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bad when
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remembered

it is

Editorial.

%

i

slioukl

Ijiiws

deinatutt'd

l)e

in

l-^voi'y

State

by Itee-keepers.

It

not necessary to wait until the disease
strong foothold.

much

It is

better to

the disease out than to try to eradicate

it

is

How many

that

in
Canada and some of the States
where foul brood had taken np a residence.
Does any one doubt that it would have been
economy to have been at the same expense
and labor before rather than after the estab-

Iniprovenient of Stock.

—In

a careful

consideration of this subject in Revue Inter-

when we have found

a queen of exceptional qualities, every care

must be taken

to give

the queen and her

projjeny the best chance possible for health

and vigor, the chief care being- to see that
there is never any scarcity of food in the
shape of honey of good quality. In the opinion of the French writer sugar syrup can not
replace honey, and it sugar syrup alone be
consumed the eggs will be of inferior quality,
and a mediocre generation of workers will
result.
So it is unwise economy to take
away from a colony too much of its honey.

Xo Set Program at bee-conventions
seems to be getting to be the rule rather than
the exception.

Good thing.

A

written paper,

no matter liow good, may be spoiled in the
re!\ding, and in general will be enjoyed just
as well

when read

at

home

in

a bee-paper.

But the bright thoughts that are brought out
in a live

discussion are the things that

make

worth while to go to a bee-convention. If,
however, the time is to be taken up entirely
with no set program, depending upon the
question-box for subjects, it is of prime importance that there i)e a wide-awake presiding
otticer, or the discussions will sometimes run
away with him, taking up much time with
it

matters of

little

Inspector

importance.

Rankin's Report. — This

as published on page S23 (1901),
shows not only that much work has been
done by Mr. Rankin in Michigan, but that
still more work is needed.
It is a somewhat
alarming statement that more than half the
apiaries visited by the inspector were invaded

report,

by foul brood.

many bee-keepers whose apiaries are
troubled by the disease seemed to have no
idea that they had any serious trouble on
their hands;

many

and

it

is

quite po.ssible that in

cases the owners of diseased colonies

do not suspect the presence of the scourge.

The case does not look so

No. 2.
separatored honey to average not less than
21", iiounds net per case of 21 sections, with

minimum weight of 20'', pounds for any
single case; cases of unsejiaratored honey to
average not less than 22'^ pounds net per
case of 24 sections, with a niiniiiiimi weight
of 21',.; pounds for any single case."
a

—

" No. 2. Cases of
average not less than
24

;

Thus it will be seen that the objections of
the BurjiettCo.. as to short weight, fall flat.
The lightest weight of sections admissible In
grade is 14 ounces, so we fail to see
the No.
where the and 12 ounce sections can get in.
I'nder our rules light-weights are sold as
1

'.t

and every bee-keeper
producing them.

The common

As showing what a colon.v of bees may do in
exceptional cases, the following from G. M.
Doolittle, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

is

in-

teresting:
I

wish to

tell

you about something which

me during

1872.
I bouglit an exbeing determined to give the
bees the care they needed, and knowing that
the time thi bees needed the most attention
came in haying-time, I hired a man to take
my place in the hay-field. It so happened
that he commenced work on the day basswood commenced to bloom. Previously I had
hived a prime swarm, and concluded to devote
them to extracted honey. The man worked
10 days at ?1.?.5 a day, and I extracted honey
enough from that colony during those It!
days to pay the man for his work. I tell you
this to show that, when properly managed, in
a fairly good season, one awarm is equivalent
to a man at worlv in the hay-field, and so it
will not pay to neglect a whole apiary to go
into the field to work, as many would-be beekeepers so generally do, and afterward growl
about the bees not paying them.

pleased

tractor, and,

Selling by Case or by Weight.

—The

Rocky- Mountain Bee .lournal thinks injustice
was done Colorado liee-keepers in a late number of this journal by the Editor and R. A.
Burnett & Co., in the strictures that were
made against selling honey by the case. There
is certainly no desire to do any injustice to
the good bee-keepers of Colorado, whom this
journal holds in high esteem. So far as they
are concerned, the matter is put in a very different light by a full understanding of the
case, and in order to that end it is a pleasure
to give here in full the following from the
Rocky Mountain Bee Journal:

The Colorado

State Bee-Keepers' Associafollowing standard of
weights per case in the grading and classification of comb honey

tion has adopted the

—

" No. 1. Cases of separatored honey to
average 21 pounds net per case of 24 .sections,
with a minimum weight of not less than 20

pounds

for

any single

separatored honey to

is pounds net per case
sections; cases of half-.separatore*!
honey to average not less than li) pounds net
per case of 24 seetir)ns cases of un.separatored
honey to average not less than 20 pounds per
case of 24 sections."

of

culls,

Bees Supporting a Hired Hand.

i

said that

by Mr. Rankin can

after

brood

it is

all

keep

a

has bettun its work. Most commendable
work has been done by the inspectors of foul

nationale,

infected colonies in the

State were not found at

be only a matter of surmise, but it is not hard
to believe that the nundier may be considerable after reading the inspector's statement

lias

it

lishment of the disease

he would \k

apiaries that

I

in eight.

Brood

I<\)iil

AMERICA /^^

1902,

were
suspected.
Still, the fact remains that he
found lil Infected apiaries in the State, and
out of S2S(i colonies inspected, he found the
number of diseased colonies to be about one
likely to visit only those

^

tlial

9,

.-/N

case; cases of half-

practice all

is

anxious to avoid
over the country

comb honey is to sell by the secand not by weight. The retailer likes
to buy by the pound, but invariably sells by
the section, and is thus enabled to make more
than a legitimate profit, and it comes out of
in retailing

tion,

We

fail to see the injustice of
the producer.
compelling the retailer to purchase by the
piece, so long as he sells by the piece, especially when the weights are guaranteed, as in
the case of buying of members of the Colorado Association.

As tlie language stands, the remarks of the
Journal jilainly infer the
American Bee
charge that the object in selling by the case is
a dishonest one. but we are charitable enough
to believe that such a meaning was not intended. There are dishonest people in every
calling in life, and those among bee-keepers
who desire to be dishonest will find ways to
accomplish their trickery whether they sell
by the case or weight.

Selling by the case is growing in favor, and
all parties are disposed to be fair and
honest there has been no trouble nor cause of
complaint. It is a matter that rests largeh'
upon individual honor and self-respect, and
the same is true throughout all the business
world.
Under the Colorado rules wegrade by color,
finish and weight, and when a case of No. 1
or No. 2 is offered, we know, if it is graded
correctly, how it looks and the least it can
weigh. We base prices upon the minimum
weiglrt only.
The advantage, if any, accrues
to the buyer, and the slight loss to the producer, if any, is much less than the cost of

where

weighing.

The Burnett Co. is one of the few thoroughly honest and reliable commission-houses
in the great
inland metropolis, and their
opinions are entitled to serious consideration,
but the system of selling comb honey by the
case is too well grounded in Colorado to be
discarded at their simple behest.

The American Bee Journal hereby apologizes to the Colorado beekeepers for even the
injustice, at the same time disclaiming any unkind intent.
Like many
another case, the misunderstanding comes
from a difference in the use of terms, or perhaps to be more exact in this case, because the
same term may be used to mean two different
things. What does selling "by the ease,'"
seemhiij of

;

AMERICAN BEE lOURNAL

20
the piece.''

meaa

amusement

in the

There was a little
Chicago convention when, after Mr. R. A. Burnett had said
he never sold honey " by the ease," a member
"called him down" by saying Mr. Burnett
had sold thousands of cases of honey " by the
case.''
It was true that all the honey was
weighed, and so it was sold by weight, but in
a certain sense it was also sold " by the case,"
for it was not sold " by the section," nor " by
the car-load,'" but " by the case."
•'bj'

quiet

When

late

The Buffalo Convention.

I

it

"by weight" or "by the piece.''
"by weight," it is universally

^/ffy(fyff>(fVf>(t\(fy(fy(f>(f>rfy(fVfMf>(f\(f>(fy(f\(fi(fyrfy(f\(fyffMfH*?^

retailed

understood that each section is weighed and
it is understood that when sold
" by the piece "' there is no weighing, and the
weight is not considered. As " by the piece "
has meant without regard to weight, so "by
the case" has had the same meaning.
But
Colorado bee-keepers now have a new meaning for " by the case," a meaning which they
have a right to use, only it needs to be explained to the uninitiated, for, according to
their rules, weight is distinctly considered,

(Contiaued from page

;

The Pomologist and the FruitQrower.
I am not a bee-keeper, although I
help keep my neighbors' bees. I don't
pretend to be a pomolog-ist.
I'm a
plain fruit-grower, far enough along
to realize that, with all his proud
dominion over the lower forces of
nature, man cannot produce the finest
and most perfect fruits without the help
of his friend, the bee. That, I believe,
will be the conclusion of every fruitgrower who will really study the ques-

have reference to weight, for the thing spementioned on page 759 is, " so much
per case of 2i sections, without reference to
the actual weight of honey contained in the
case." Selling by the case, with a certainty
is

tion.

The relation between the fruit-grower
and the bee itself are physical, mental
and moral. Interfere with a bees' notion of duty and right, and she at once

a very dillerent

thing.
is

true that by the Colorado system

may

be a gain to the buyer, with no real

If it

loss to the seller,

it

is

hard to find fault with

administers a stinging rebuke to those
faint-hearted
humans who permit
others to interfere with their homes

it.

and privileges. Perhaps some of you
have heard of the young man who said
he called his sweetheart " honey," and

But why not buy and sell by actual weight ?
There should be a uniform method, and "by
the case" can hardly become the general
method.

Cold-Water Paint for Hives.— L.
Chambers writes

in

in 24 hours she

The mental relations appear when a
thoughtful man studies the wonderful
life and habits of the bee, and the
social order that prevails inside the
hive. That man must admit that even
the civilization that has been inspired

T.

thp Australian Bee-Bul-

;

with the bee-keeper.
learn then how much easier it is
to be a bear than it is to forbear.
One
must learn to use the memory of services rendered as oil for the rusty machinery of patience.

is said as to the composition of
powder, and it remains to be seen what
others may think of its value.

There are two worthy citizens who
upset the theories of the scientific men
Jack Frost and Mr. Honey-Bee. Ice
and honey are two crops which remove
A man
no fertility from the soil.
might cut ice on his neighbor's pond
for years, and make a fortune by doing
"
so, yet all his work would " cut no ice

—

Does a Queen Carry Foul Brood ?—
Le Rucher Beige quotes a writer in the American Bee Journal, who says it is the workers
and never the queen which carry foul brood
from an infected to a healthy colony. Editor
Wathelet insists that a queen may carry the
spores to a healthy colony, and warns against
putting into such colony a queen from one

American game of robbing
the soil. The pond will not be injured
in the least. In like manner my neighbors' bees may take a ton of honey
in the great

diseased.

calls the

is

what the .\meri-

problem of nomina-

ting and electing officers of the National Association.

About

right.

and equity.

You

Nothing

Knotty Problem

justice

your relations

this

A

falls short of this in

some essentials of

in the
latter part of summer, the bees swarm
to your fruits, and you try to follow out
the principle of the Golden Rule in

saving the cost of the oil. The powder
of which it is composed is no dearer than
white-lead, but will spread much further,
and will adhere to any surface with more
tenacity than oil paint, being unaffected by
weather, and at the same time it is waterproof as well as tire-proof.

can Bee-Keeper

by human wisdom

The moral aspect appears when,

oil,

is

broke out in an attack

of the hives.

For years I have been trying and looking
for experiments in the way of discovering a
paint which will be inexpensive and yet durable, and I am happy to say that at last I have
Cold-water paint
found what is needed.
needs simply mixing with water in place of

that

9.)

called

on,

cially

of 21 pounds for every case,

Watrous then

upon Prof.
H. W. Colling-wood, editor of the Rural
New-Yorker, who delivered an address
Pres.

and they are practically i^i'Vintj by vrif/hf. If
any one will turn to page 7.59 (1001), he will
see that what is said there had no reference to
selling by Colorado rules, which distinctly

letin

1902.

!

as universally

there

9,

the grocer retails section honey, he

either sells

When

Jan.

I

from my fruit-trees, and it may sell at
a good price, yet my farm has not lost
five cents' worth of plant food, nor
would I have been a cent better off if
the bees had not taken an ounce of the
nectar, but had simply acted as drynurses to my baby fruits without pay

or reward.

Both frost and bee bring
unnumbered blessings to man, yet
most of us will spend more time growling at some little injury which they do
as they pass on, than we will in praise
and thankfulness for all the benefits

they heap upon us.
I have known
fruit-growers and pomologists who,
when they found the bee sucking some
cracked and worthless old fruit, forgot that the bee did more than they in
the making of these fruits. If they
were in the bee's place they would
probably demand 75 percent of the finest fruit in the orchard as payment for
their labor. Such folks make me think
of the housekeeper who found fault
with the minister.
The good man
came into the house of sickness with a
message of divine hope and love and
faith.
He cheered the hearts of all
and yet when he went away the housekeeper found fault with him because
he forgot to wipe his feet on the door
mat, and tracked some mud on her
kitchen floor. What a world this would
be if we could learn to judge others,
not by their little weaknesses, but by
their great acts of loving service
If one would look for the ideal relations between the fruit-grower and the
bee-keeper he would find them inside
the modern
cucumber-house.
The
cucumber is " cool " way down to the
courtship of its flowers. Matrimonial
agents are required, and formerly these
were men who went about with long^
brushes dusting the pollen upon these
bashful flowers.
It has been found
that bees will do this better than the
!

men, and most cucumber-houses now
have their colonies of bees. Inside the
glass house the grower has no desire
to throw stones at the bee-keeper, because they both wear the same clothes;
and the man who can not get on harmoniously with himself has no business out of jail. I say that, well knowing that some of the darkest life tragedies in the world's history have been
caused by the evil side of a man's nature obtaining mastery for the moment
over the good. In the orchard or fruitfarm the conditions are very different.
Here a man inay feed the bees which
belong to somebody else, and he does
not, like the cucumber-grower, see that
the bees actually save him the wages
of a workman, which would be nearly
as necessary without the bees. Most
men do not, I think, fully understand
who the bee is and what he really does.
Let Its state his case fairly. I understand, of
about the
those who
of such a

course,

that

common

facts

bee must be an old story to
are here. The greatest value
meeting is the fact that one
may talk over your heads or through
you to the thousands who may never

join
profit

either society,

by your work.

and yet who

will

Jan.

9,
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the wonderful task of manufacturing
The short day of hard and
honey.
consistent work furnishes enough for
hive-workers.
the
If all men worked
as the bee does, with as fair and just a
division of labor, what a world we
should have. The short, hopeful day's
work would be sullicient if the idle and
the rich would cease to live on the
earnings of the overworked poor. The
society in the hive permits but few
drones, and kills them off as the winter
comes on, while human society increases the number. Thus, as we grow
older, we find that the bee is not the
poor, aimless drudge we thought him,
but rather one who lets his wits save

AS A CITIZEN.

Man

has never tamed the bee as he
ha.s the horse or dop or ox.
These
aiiinials have surrendered their freeand
tamely
to
dom,
submit
man'.s dictation, cliaii^inj,' even their shape and
vital functions at his will.
Turn them
loose, and after a few hours of clumsy
freedom they will come back and be^;^
to be taken under shelter into slavery.
Kven man himself loses the savage
independence and love of liberty he

knew when free as the hills, and at the
behest of civilization puts his neck under the heel of those who are morally
his inferior. Not so the bee. He has
never surrendered the freedom that
poes with wild things and wild life.
Man coaxes and partly directs him, but
he is still untamed, and still retains the
courage and fearlessness which civilization takes from the heart of most
animals, including man. L,eft to itself,
the swarm of bees will not come begging shelter from man, but gladly and
fearlessly Hy olT into the wilderness,
to live as it ancestors lived.
The bee starts with the scope and
purpose of its life-work clear. It does
not need to go to school. From the
first gleam of consciousness the bee
knows that it is born to toil, without
reward, without hope of posterity. In-

his wings.

THE BEE'S GOOD WORK.
can easily forgive the bee his
short working days when we consider
the good he does. There is no question
about the debt fruit-growers owe him.
People talk about the wind and other
insects in fertilizing our Bowers; but

am confident that any man who will
really take the time and pains to investigate for himself will see that the bee
is nearly the whole story.
I have seen
the certain results of his good work in
a neighbor's orchard.
Those bees
" broke the trees " down just as truly
I

ceasing, without holidays or hours of
lazy ease, and for what ? Simply for
the future that dim, mysterious time
for which he is ever prompted to provide.
I said that
the mental side of
this question will present itself to any
thoughtfu-1 man. Truly, the lesson of
the hive goes deep into the human
heart and soul.

—

THE BEE AS A WORKER.
I was brought up on the
" busy bee ' theory. The old man who
a boy

considered himself responsible for my
industrial training gave me to understand that the bee is a tireless worker
who toils for the love of it and never
quits.
He wasn't trying to get me interested in the study of natural history
he was trying to get me to realize
that some one loved to work, and he
knew that he didn't. I am sorry to
break down this ideal of childhood, for
I have searched hard to find something
that has no blood of the shirk in its
veins.
I can't tell my children the old
story, for they will soon know that
most bees in New Jersey appear to

—

start work at 7:30 to 8 a.m., and knock
off at 4 p.m. On wet days they usually
quit entirely. This is much like the
average hired man, who will take advantage of a light sprinkle to come in

and sweep up the barn floor. The bee
works on Sunday, while the hired man
rides his bicycle. When the bee does
start he keeps at his work, while the
hired man stops to look at the clock.

When you tear down the childish
ideal of the busy bee, and find that it
has some of the bad habits of mortals,
you do not destroy the whole picture.
That would be true with some men
;

but with the bee it only brings to view
a higher ideal than ever. The bee does
a fair day's work, and then goes home
and puts in a part of the night. A
man. after doing his work in the field,
will hardly help his wife wash the
dishes after supper, but the bee works
like a slave through the darkness at

as though they had climbed on the
trees by the million and pulled at them.
The appearance of those trees after a
few years of bee-keeping would have
convinced any fair-minded man that
our little buzzing friends are true partners of the fruit-grower.
It has been said that the bee does
not do this work because he wants to.
He is pictured as a greedy, selfish fellow, born into the world with a single
idea, who dusts his jacket with pollen,
and does his work as dry-nurse simply
Nature puts the
as an incident.
brushes on his legs and stomach, and
he cannot help using them. Here,
again, he is not unlike men. Most of
us fight and slave and toil for our own
selfish ends. We try to shake the good
intentions out of our jacket, and a
large proportion of the good we do in
this world is done as a side incident,
as we press on to accomplish something
for ourselves.

leads in this bad work. When hcdocg,
he is starved to it. If he were fed at
home, as every other farm animal
would be at such a time, he would seldom do the mischief. In ordinary seasons I find little fault with the bee for

sucking this cracked and broken fruit.
We really ought to thank him this year
for delivering us from the temptation
to pack these worthless culls in the
middle of the barrel.
Our bee-keeping
friends tell us that there is always some
rascal that goes ahead with a punch,
and tjreaks the skin before the bee will
suck the juice. The yellow-jacket is
said to be the culprit, and he is a safe
one, for no one cares to argue the point
with him. I don't like this hiding behind a yellow jacket. It is too much

way some of these Christian
nations have acted in China. Li Hun^
Chang and other yellow jackets before
him have robbed the Chinese people
for centuries, but that is no excuse for
the looting and stealing on the part of
the white men. Should not the beekeeper feed his bees when their natural
food is scarce and they really injure
like the

We

stinct, heredity, spirit, call it what you
will, drives the bee on to labor without

As
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To my mind

this

is

only another illustration of the wise

and beautiful provision of Nature to
lead the bee on from flower to flower
with some motive of personal gain,
and in this way compel him to do his
work for pomology.
I would
that

humans who toil, even past the allotted
years of man's life, after wealth and
power, might as surely leave behind
them perfect fruits for the toil of
others. The stout legs of the bee, as
he crawls from flower to flower, kick
life into the baby fruits.
Surely, with
this in mind, the pomologist can have
nothing to "kick " about.
But ambition and the gratification
of personal desires, lead both bees and
men to scatter evil as well as good. All
wings, except those of angels, attract,
and will carry the germs of evil if they
rub against it. It is quite likely that
the bees will carry the germs of pearblight from one tree to another perhaps in quantities suSicient to spread
the disease. Let us admit that
and
yet no pear-grower who knows his
business would have the bees stay entirely away from his trees.
The bee
also injures fruit to a certain extent.
There may be times when he actually

—
;

my

fruit?
When I forget to feed
dog
at home, and he runs to the neighbor's
back yard for food which might feed
the pig, have I a right to complain if
the neighbor lives up to his legal privilege?
neighbor ought to remember

My

that it was my dog's bark that tanned
the hide of the tramp who frightened
his children but some neighbors are
not built that way. They are like some
pomologists who object when the bee
tries to take paj' for his services in a
few rotten fruit. There are human beings who will run out of the best of
homes. In fact, the more 3'ou feed them
the more they run. Bees are much like
humans in many respects. It is quite
likely that a systematic method of feed;

ing during honey-dearths in summer
would eventually pay the bee keeper,
just as many diary-men have become
convinced against their wills that it
pays to feed grain to cows at good
pasture.

THE BEE AS A LAWYER.
Before the law the bee appears to
have clearer rights than any other
domestic animal. Recent legal decisions have made the bee's position very
clear.
In one noted case the bees flew
into the orchard and unquestionably
worked upon or damaged broken fruit.
The jury finally decided, and I think
justly, that the bees committed no real
damage yet had a cow or a hog broken
into that orchard and eaten that same
;

fruit,

the owners would certainly have

been liable for damages.
After reading the literature on the
subject with great care, I think I am
justified in saying that the bee has
fuller and more complete legal protection than any other domestic animal.
Why should not this be so, since, even
in its wild state, untrained or directed
by men, the bee is led by its very instinct to labor for the benefit of hu-

manity? Certainly, no wild animal
works for men as the bee does, and no
domestic animal accomplished so much
without direct harness or guidance.
Invoking the law against bees is running up against a hard proposition.
Laws have been passed against spraying fruit-trees while in bloom. They
are intended to give the bee legal protection.
These laws have actually led
some tough old fellows to spray at just
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that time, so as to kill the bees. Some
are so perverted that they see a
wrong and coddle it as a "personal
right." These laws have helped the
fruit-grower more than the bee-keeper,
because they have led the scientific
men to investigate and tell us why it is
a mistake to spray too early.

men

appears to have been settled that,
before the law, bees are to be considered domestic animals not naturally
inclined to be offensive. A fair synopsis of the bee's legal status is about as
It

—

follows

:

Bees kept by a regular bee-keeper

1.

become absolute property as
domestic animals, and therefore enjoy
have

legal rights.
2.

The

bee

not naturally savage.

is

no more likely to commit serious
damage and mischief than dogs, cats,
cows or horses.
3. The law looks with most favor
upon the animals which are most useful to man.
No animal is of more acIt is

tual service to man in proportion to his
size and the mischief it commits than
the bee.
4. After bees have been kept in a certain situation for a reasonable time
without serious injury, it can not be

said that

it is

dangerous

to

keep them

there.
5.

an old farmer who insisted on keeping
an old, brindled calf tied on his lawn.
The calf was in every way offensive to
his neighbors, and he had ample space
it behind his barn
but he thrust
that calf under the very noses of his
neighbors, because the law said he had
a right to do as he pleased with his
own.
That man, like many others,
figures that such magnifying of his
legal rights gave increased dignity to
his personal rights and what a foolish

for

;

:

mistake he made

!

The man who

will

use his legal privileges as an offensive
weapon against others, when it should
be drawn only in defense of true principles, is not a true pomologist or beekeeper.
I regard the raising of fine fruits, and
the training and rearing of bees, as
the highest types of soil culture, and
hence of human industry. He who can
direct and watch the slow development
of the perfect fruit, and lovingly guard
it from plant disease and injurious insects through the long road to perfect
maturity and he who can patiently
and skillfully guide and train the
;

honey-bee through its long summer's
work such men ennoble and dignify

—

labor.

Their work may be hard and conTheir hands may be hard and
rough but the callous on the palm is
not a badge of servitude, but an honorable scar from labor's battlefield. Such
men are not mere drudges, with body
and spirit broken on the hard wheel of
labor; but, dealing with the fine and
most delicate problems of Nature, they
keep step with the Creator; they are in
stant.

The bee-keeper becomes

liable for

done by bees, only on the
ground of actual or presumed negliinjuries

;

Jan.

9,

3
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that lately a large number of postal
cards were sent to different fruit-growers inquiring about self-fertilizing
ability of the Kieffer pear, and the
answer came back that this pear is
self-fertilizing in
not in others. I

some instances, and
apprehend that this

a mere physical condition of the
and in the meantime we must
have something to carry the pollen.
The bee always carries its pollenbrush. It will throw its arm over and
brush it all off and put it on its thigh,
and as it digs down it gets it all over
its eyebrows.
Now, on mv farm, I had
within three miles of me, colonies of
bees. I never had any fruit injured by
the bees. I have stood there and seen
them at work, and the whole trees perfectly roaring with the bees at work
all through the spring, but where I
now live, I am sorry to say,^ I do not
know of a colony of bees within miles.
I had never seen, until the other day, a
honey-bee on the farm, and I know
that our fruits are not perfectly pollinated as they would be if bees were
there. I am going to secure the presence of bees. I know that they cut a
is

trees,

figure.
I want to tell you one thing
I
about spraying plants in bloom.
never spray my trees in bloom, but I
did have a little misfortune. You have
all learned
sary' to tell

that it is absolutely necesa hired man at least six

traits of the bees.

should be guided by the wisdom and

times what you want done, and then
go and see that he does it. Now, I
have a patch of strawberries which I
take great pains to make perfect, and
every spring we spray our strawberries.
I have a cart fixed up that sprays three
rows at a time, and it sprays them very
thoroughly.
I set the hired man to
spraying, and he also sprayed my speci-

number is

justice of the Golden Rule.

men

gence.

This seems to give the bee a clear
go ahead about his business in
his own waj'. It must be said that this
field to

strong legal position of the bee is
largely due to the fact that bee-keepers
have picked up some of the strong

When one of their
attacked, they do not sew up
their pockets and run off with their
share of the honey, and as much more
as they can get. They fly at once to
the defense of their comrade, and
make, not an individual, but a society
matter of it.
The fruit-grower will obtain little
satisfaction in a lawsuit against the
bee or the bee-keeper. The bee is too
good a friend of the judge. The relations between these two classes should
be settled, not by the scales but by the
Golden Rule. Every man who receives
a benefit should remember where the
benefit comes from. The beekeeper
might say with truth " It is true that
my bees feed upon my neighbor's trees
but they have not injured his farm, because they took no fertility away
He
:

;

!

has no reason to kick, because they
life into his fruit-buds."
This is all true enough, but it

kick

isonly
fruit-grower may say
" These bees have increased my crop
of fruit, but have they not been well
paid for their work? I fed them, and
the money in their owner's pocket

one

side.

The

comes from

Two

my

:

farm

"

men with interests
in this way should
when one of them hits

classes of
;

the other in
blacken his

for

the nose he

own

eye.

is

sure to

They should

their mutual dependence,
treat each other fairly. The beekeeper may say that the law gives him
a right to put his hives close to another's dwelling. Still, if that location
is offensive to his neighbor, the law
which is higher than the decision of
any human judge should lead him to
put them elsewhere. I have heard of

recognize

and

H. W. COLLINGWOOD.

—

R. M. Kellogg, of Michigan I am
not unmindful that it is now 11 o'clock.
I was intensely interested in the last
address, not so much at what has been
revealed to us, as to the work that is
going on. AVe do not know so much
about pollination of fruit as we should,
but we are learning fast. It is not so
many years ago, if we were to go to a
well-informed farmer and tell him that
the plants that he cultivated were male
and female, he would open his eyes and
say. " Is that so ? " He knew nothing
about the organism of plants; but I
might say that within the last four
years that subject has made more
rapid strides than in the previous many
years. I have never owned a bee, but,
fortunately, my neighbors have. Now,
I have never seen an insect so well
fitted for the work of helping the
pomologist as that little, busy bee.
Why did God create the bee and arm it
with that little fuzz all over its body

Why was this done?
did he put the nectar down
in the bottom among the pistils, where
the bees must dig to get it ? Why was
done, if it were not that
all this
there must be some agency to carry the
pollen from one flower to another ? I
know of no other agency. They tell
us that the wind does that. Will you
tell us, then, how this pollen can be
and

its

eyebrows

'!

And why

I

which lap and nick
never fight

direct partnership with God himself;
and, as such partners, they, of all men,

supplied in sufficient abundance, unless
there is a magnet to draw it to that
particular flower ? (Jod made the bee
Now I
for that particular ]jurpose.
suspect that we don't know as much
about pollen as we should. I notice

patch, and of all the knotty, deformed fruit that you ever saw, I got
them off that patch. The spraying
had killed the pollen. I think there is
no question but that the bees are killed
by spraying.
Dr. Miller— T think, Mr. President,
made
that, considering- the charges

against the bees, we are ready to rest
the case.
Pres. Watrous I will say for the
benefit of some who have thought the
bee-keepers hadn't had a fair show, it
was my understanding that the program was arranged through a friendly
consultation of the officers of the two
societies, and that everything has been
just as fair as possible. I want to say
that I believe the results have been
very good. I hope so.
Dr. Mason I think the bee-keepers
feel that we have made no mistake in.
selecting these gentlemen who talked
to you to-night, to present our case.
Pres. Watrous— I think not.
Adjournment of the joint session.
After the adjournment Pres. Root
called for a meeting of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association present to
finish up the business of the conven-

—

—

tion.

Annual Report of General Man =
ager of the National Bee=Keepers' Association.

Fifth

THE UTTBR

VS.

UTTER CASE.

In my last annual report I stated
that the celebrated case of Utter vs.
Utter, in Orange County, New York,
had been appealed to the County Court.
It will be recalled by most of the mem-

a

..
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bcrs, that in the trial before a Justice
of the Peace, wherein it was char^jed
that the bees had injured a iieach-growhad decided
er's fruit, the Justice
affainst the t)ee-l<eei)er, and assessed
the damaffcs at $2S and costs. This
case came on before the County Court
on appeal, and occupied several days.
A numberof witnesses were introduced
by the fruit-men, attempting: to prove
that bees (()«/(/ and ;//(/ injure sound
peaches. On the other hand, the association put such experts on the witness
stand as Frank Benton, W. F. Marks,
A. I. and K. K. Koot, and (). L. Hershier, who were able to convince the
Court and Jury that the bees were in-

nocent.

After summing- up the case by our
able and learned legal counsel, the

Court instructed the Jury as to the
law, and they were not slow to overrule the judgment of the lower court,
and acquit our friend, the innocent beekeeper.

Thus ended one

of the

most widely

advertised and hotly contested bee lawsuits which has come to my attention.
There is no doubt of the influence
which this verdict will have on future
troubles of this kind. The case ought
to be briefed for future use, and would
have been if I could have carried out
my own plans.

THE CITY OF ROCHESTER

VS.

TAUNTON.

Another case almost as notorious as
the one just mentioned came to an
issue in Rochester, N. Y. In Dec, 1900,
an attempt was made to pass an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees
within the City limits. This movement
appeared to be directed against one particidar bee-keeper, and was probably a
Havingcase of jealousy or spite.
been appealed to by the bee-keeper, a
member of our Association, such advice and printed matter was sent him
as the General Manager was capable
of supplying, and it was thought for a
time that the persecution was at an
end but, in April, 1901, an ordinance
was again presented and passed, declaring it unlawful to keep bees within
the City limits except with the consent
oi all lot owners luithin loo Jeet of the
place where it 2vas purposed to keep bees.
Our member was notified by the City
;

authorities to remove the bees.
Marks, one of our directors,

W.
was

F.
re-

quested to visit Rochester and investigate. He did so, and reported that Mr.

Taunton was keeping his bees in a
proper manner. He was advised not
He was arrested and
to remove them.
tried before a police Judge. I employed
the best legal talent to be found in the
City and defended the bee-keeper. After a hard legal battle the ordinance
was declared unconstitutional, and another victory scored for the Association.
All the daily papers of Rochester reported the case, and, in all, columns were published about the ordinance and its miscarriage. There has
probably been more newspaper notoriety concerning these two New York
cases than all others which had previously gotten into the courts.

KEEPING BEES IN A PROPER MANNER.
Another case was reported from a
small town in Michigan, where a beekeeper was ordered to remove his bees
from the town limits. Mr. Hutchinson
was requested to investigate and report,

which he

did,

advising the

mem-

which Mr.
to remove his bees,
Hutchinson thought had not been
handled in a manner to make good
neighbors, or a good ca.se to tight.
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t)er

that we do not advise
resistance in every instance, liecs may
be so manipulated as to become a nui-

This

is to

show

sance to near-by neighbors, and it is
not the purpose of the present management to encourage such careless meth-

RECEIIM'S.
Hiiluneeon haml from liisi report. ...t
Kc<!elved durlnifycar, ilueh. Inclu'llnif
?27.;t4 recelvuil lhrou;{li Hoc. MiiKou
Total ItTOeiplK

VVIinetiS

It

public that bee-keeping is not only a
legitimate industry, worthy of encouragement on economic grounds, but
they should endeavor to prevent annoyance to neighbors by intelligent methIf I had a near
For example
ods.
neighbor, I would never take my bees
out of the cellar on washday. If I
lived in town, I would try to avoid the
of chasing
experience
unpleasant
swarms into my neighbors' yard, by
clipping my queens or by pursuing a
system of management which would
:

discourage swarming. I would try to
handle my bees at all times in such a
manner as to prevent robbing, and the
consequent consternation and irritabilIf all these things
ity sure to follow.
were looked after by bee-keepers, there
would be less opposition to our pursuit.

SETTLEMENTS WITH COMMISSION MEN.
During the past year the General

Manager has been appealed

to in several instances to assist in getting set-

tlements with commission-men who had
neglected to remit, and he has been
able to render assistance that was
heartily

commended.

BEES AND PKAR-BLIGHT.

A great commotion was started in
California last spring on the charge
that bees carried pear-blight, and in
one county the Board of Supervisors
was petitioned to remove all bees at
least two miles from the pear-orchards.
In the subsequent discussion on this
subject certain orchardistsand bacteriologists have made grave, but reckcharges against the bees, as
less,
though bee-keepers had no rights
which fruit-growers ought to respect.
It seems to be forgotten that bee-keepers were in California long before peargrowers, and, according to the reasonable law of priority, were entitled to
the field.
I

know nothing about

in California, but in
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IN CONCLUSION.

For five years I have rendered this
Association such services as my limited
Other
abilities fitted me to perform.
and more congenial work has been
neglected that I might discharge the
duties of General Manager in a manner to satisfy my own conscience.
While some of the work has been hard.
I

have

found

many

sympathizing

friends and kind treatment generally.
To all who so generously contributed
to make this the largest and strongest
bee-keeper's society in America, I tender my most grateful thanks; but I
must beg to be relieved from the cares
of this responsible office. I wish to
turn over the insignia of office and all
to my successor
its emoluments
stronger, wiser, less busy, more useful
Fraternally yours.
man.

—

Eugene Secor.
General Manager.
Forest Citv, Iowa, Dec. 26, 1901.

the conditions

my own

locality

bees were kept many years before twigblight appeared. How did it get here ?
Did bees bring it? No one believes
they did.
If bees are so guilty how does it happen that trees blight which never had
Why do they
a bioom on them ?
blight mostly long after the blossoming period? (which is the case here.)
Why do they blight badly one year and
not the next ? And if bees are guilty
as charged, what good would it do to
banish the domestic bees when the
legions of wild ones would be left to
carry on their work of destruction ?

—

I am satisfied that, when the whole
truth is known, this unjust persecution
will cease, and that every thoroughly
scientific observer will take his hat off
in the presence of God's busy handmaiden, the wonderful, the useful, the

necessary bee.

.Wl.l.'i

EXPENDITURES.
Attorneys

sliould be the aim of all beekeepers to convince the uneducated

ods.

OK TUB TIlEAHt-KEK,

lli:i-BMIIEIt-i<t, llWl.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee.
This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .25, or club
it -with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, vye will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with S3. 00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

is

—

THREE NEW

;
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Contributed Articles.
f-iir^"

Selling

Comb Honey By
BY

R.

A.

Weight vs. Case.

BURNETT &

CO.

WE

have read the article by D. W. Working, secretary of
the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association, on page 822
(1901). also the editorial on the same, which, in our
judgment, is all that is necessary to say on the article referred
to.

Our purpose has never befen to enter into a controversy on
the matter in question, but to set before those interested, our
opinions.
We think this has been accomplished now we will
let the matter percolate through the many minds that have
been giving it consideration from the different standpoints,
and we arc quite agreed in thinking tliat some ignorance will
be dispelled by what has been written and said.
;

Since the time this matter was before the Colorado Asssowe have been privileged to meet the earnest, active,
and well-meaning manager of said Association, in the person
of Jlr. Frank Ranchfuss, and we are now more convinced than
ever before, that limited experience is liable to give erroneous
impressions. While his experience with bee-keepers in Colorado, and that of selling their honey as an Association, seems
to work reasonably well so far as their necessities were concerned, also the methods pursued to get the producer to grade
their honey seemed to us without objection, yet when it came
to si^ttling with the producer for the amount of honey tendered
the Association, and the selling of it to the wholesale dealers,
Mr. Kauchfuss himself explained, "It was not quite equitable." As, for instance, a producer who furnished honey
properly lilled and capped that averaged 21 pounds, and nomore, and got just as much for the number of sections he had
as the producer whose honey averaged 23 pounds or more to
the case of 2-i sections.
As to the question of light-weight sections, the honey being equally desirable in appearance, should sell for just as
much as that weighing the maximum, but should be kept by
itself, so that the light and the heavy sections would not be
put in tlie same case, for, while there may not be any higher
price obtained for the light weight than the heavy, there are
some retailers who prefer one and some the other, and the
wholesale dealer wants to be able to furnish what the retailer
desires.
In case there should be a greater demand for the
light-weight sections than the heavy, they would be sold more
readily, but not often at any higher price.
Jlr. Kauchfuss meeting with the different dealers in honey
will no doubt be greatly to the advantage of the Association,
and it will give the buyers confidence that they are in saf&
hands, even if they do at times have to pay the money befora
Cook Co.. 111.
they get the goods.
ciation,

EUGENE SECOR,
General Manager National Bee-Keepers' Association.

THE SCORE-CARD FOR JUDGING APIARIAN EXHIBITS
as revised by the Special Committee appointed at tiie Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, at Buffalo, N.Y., 1901.
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Quality 40

COMB
HONEY

-j

i

Perfection of cappingStraigrhtness of comb
of sections

Cleanliness
Variety
Quantity
[Attractiveness
I

lo
10
lo
5
S

Completeness of capping
^Neatness of capping

j

J

20
10
30

<i
ai

m

EXTRACTED
HONEY

I

-;

o

I

i

20 sections,

Style of packag-e

no more or

less, graded as white, amber
and iJAKK.

r

COMB
HONEY

I

Qualityoo

;

I

I
I
I

I

I

Perfection of

filling-

IS
15
25
IS
10
5
5

Completeness of capping'
*Neatness of capping^
Uniformity
Color
Straightness of comb
Cleanliness of sections

Attractiveness
10
more or less, in g-lass; graded as white,

25 pounds, no

w
2;

5
5
20
10
30

Kinds of packag-es
Variety
Quantity
Attractiveness

1

AMUER and DARK.

Color

LIQUID

Flavor
Style of package
Fineness of grain
Color

Granulated

EXTRACTED
HONEY

Style of package

* Neatness of capping
understood to include freeness
stain, etc., and also the work of the wax-moth.

Size of workers

Marking's of workers

NUCLEUS
OF BEES IN
SINGLE-COMB

OBSERVATION
HIVE

Uniformity of workers
Markings of drones
Uniformity of drones
Presence of queen
Size of queen
Markings of queen
Worker-brood
Drone-brood
Quietness of bees
Style of comb
Style of hive

QUEEN-BEES

BEESWAX

Grain
Attractiveness
of kinds.

-

Appearance and attractiveness

please tell rae the best and quickest
of making houey-vinepar, aad how long it takes to make it ?'
better
tell
I
to
you want to make it in large quantities for
It will be
market. Do you know of any waV'in which the process could be
means
of a little machinery ? I mean, for instance,
materially hastened by
by the means used in ordinary vinegar-making-. I do not know of any one
give
me
information,
or more able. Will you please help
more willing to
me out? You probably know better what I need than I am able to ask.

travel-

Ontakio,

10
10
10
S
5
10
10
10
10
S

From time to time, the question of honey-vinegar comes
up as a new thing, and yet has been debated and discussed
many times over in the bee-papers. Upon receipt of this enconcluded to refer our friend to some previous article
mine in the American Bee Journal, but I soon found that
it was quite a task to hunt it up in back numbers, and after
considering that very few, probably, keep their bee-papers on
file, I concluded it was best to give the matter a special article.
There are evidently many bee-keepers, even among th&
most practical, who do not consider the honey-vinegar question as of any importance, if I judge by the number of persons
who send us their beeswax still soaked with honey. Yet, to
a large apiarist, there is quite a loss in throwing away the
water in which the eappings have been melted. I see that
I'rof. Cook quotes Bingham as saying that the eappings of
1,000 pounds of honey will give honey enough for 45 gallons
(juiry, I

of

50
25
25
25
25
ki
10

30
50
SO

for Matiing.
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DADANT ;— Would you

S
5

Quality [size and markings]
Variety
Style of cages
Color
Purity

Number

from

C. P.

MR.way

5

Aroma

IMPLEMENTS
AND SUPPLIES

BY

30
30
30
10

Flavor
is

Honey-Vinegar— Directions

20
35
35
10

Body

EXTRACTED
HONEY

I

of

vinegar.

I

should hesitate to set a figure as representing

—
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the "'Xiict iiiiKiiint,, 1m!C!Iusc till' aiiioiiMl of honoy in ra|)|p|ritf'<
(lepoiids upiiri till' iiianiior In wlilcli tli<! cytrai'tliiK iind iin(ii|jpiriK w(^n( (loMc, upon tlic tciiipciiitiin'. iinil also ii|>oii tlici
lrii(ftli of time (liiriiiK wliii-h these cappltiKS havcHieen allowed
Hut thore is no
to drain in a iiroperiy-niade cappinK-ciin.
doiihl that, to lli(^ M|)laiist who pxlrai-ts thonsaiids of pounds,
the anioniit of honey k'ft in tin,' eapphiRS. even after the most
thoroii;;h draining', represents a value whieh ho cannot afford
Whenever tho apiarist ships his heeswax, drippiri<;
to lose.
with lioney, as I have so often s(^en it, he certainly does not

appreciate tlie amount that ho conid save with little exortion.
WluMi we extract lioney. we allow the cajipinKs to drain
for a lonf; time. When the tinw comes to render tlu! wax, we lirst
wash the entire mass iu hot water. Any kctth^ or iiollnr tluit
An amount
is used to render IxM^swax will do for this purpose

The
of watc^r sullii'ient to soali the cappiufis is lirst put in.
cappiiifis are then can'fuliy hrol<en up into frapnionts so
that tho water may thoroughly soa-U through, and tho mass is
h(^ated until it is about as hot as your linfror ean stand.
\V(!
then remove the fire, and, with a large skimmer, made of a
wire frame, with a wire-chith sieve, we lift out the eappiiiffs.
Usually the thickest portion of thorn is taken out hy hand,
and tho sieve used only for skiminiugotr the lloating remnants.
In order to got the very smallest particles of heoswax, the

25

more honey must be addi'd. If the egg floats about in the
or. when dropped In. turns its big otid u|i i|uli-kly and
remains In that position, ihiTe is enough honey to make agood,

or

lli|nld,

ordinary grade of vinegar. If the i-gg Just slops at the lop,
it will
make a very strong grade. If it shows more thati a
spot the si/.o of a dime, tho liquid Is too heavy, and moro
water must be added, at least till the egg almost sinks.
It must be borne in mind that the strongrT the wiri<? or
vinegar that Is sought to be made, the longer It will take to
mak(! It. Too great a r|uantlty of saccharine matter will fall
to go through the alcoholic and acetic fermentation, and will
always retain a strong percentagi' of swei'tness. From a.
p<junil and a ijuarU^r to a pound and a half of honey per gallon will mak(( a very gooil grade of vinoKar, fully as strong as
the ordinary cider-vini^gar. and of a better flavor. A greater
iiuautity will make proportionately stronger vinc^gar, but will
Some advise the use of only a.
roiiuire much more lime.
pound of honey lo a galhin of water. This, in my estimation.
is too small a i|uanlity, but the fermentation In such a proportion will take place very rapidly.
Now as to tho making of this vinegar It must be borne
in mind that there are two very distinct processes which must,
The lirst is the
follow each other in the inakitig of vinegar.
alcoholic formentalion, liy which the saccharine matter
whether honey, graipo-juice or apple-juice changes into alcohol.
The second is tho acetic fermentation, by which this
alcohol changes to vinegar, so that without alcoholic fermenIt sometimes haptation no acetic f<'rmentation is possible.
pens that both fermentations go through tog<'ther and continously, but they ar(: much less thorough, and occupy more
:

—

time.

Although honey, like grapes and apples, contains most of
the elements that go towards fi'rmenlation. these elements
cannot develop fully unless the circumstances are favorable.
Too high a temperature, say above 170 degrees. Fahr., will
destroy the germs of fermentation. Too low a tcMnjjerature,
say below 6w degrees, will arrest or retard their development,
though it will not be destructive to them. A temperature of
75 degrees to 90 degrees is the most favorable. If at this degree the lir|uid does not promptly begin to show signs of disturbance by the production of gas bubbles and a slight noise
with a vinous smell, the fermentation must be hastened by
This is done by
furnishing to the liquid the missing germs.
mixing. into the liquid, fresh grape-juice, apple-juice, or yeast
It does not take a great deal of ferment to
of some kind.
start a fermentation, because those germs are self-reproducing
This is the
in any sweet liquid at the pro])er temperatures.
most important point. As a matter of course, the contact of
the air is needed, but this is sure to be provided for, as the
vehemence of the fermentation, when once begun, will increase the hulk of the liquid, producing carbonic-acid gas
which must escape or burst the vessel.' For this reason the
fermentation must always be in open vessels.

When the vinous fermentation is well under way, the eontact of the air will at once induce the secondary or acetic
fermentation, which, although less tumultuous, still gives rise
to the production of gases.
the temperature right at the
If things are favorable
end of one or two weeks the vinous fermentation will be over,
and the acetic work will begin. At this time the contact of
the air is most needed for every part of the liquid. To secure
this, the makers of vinegar allow the li(|uid to drip slowly over
Some use a barrel filled with coarse shavings
a wide surface.
and soaked with vinegar already made. The barrel is open at
the head and set on end with a faucet at the bottom to allow
the liquid to pass down into another barrel.
I am told that
some manufacturers of vinegar, here, use corn-cobs instead of
'barrel full of the
shavings, and this is perhaps even better.
already fermented liquid is allowed to leak slowly out, passing
through the soaked coljs atid steadily changing by the contact
of the air and of the already acid vinegar which soaks the
cobs.
If the temperature is right. I am told that in this manner the most acetic fermentation will take place within a few
hours.
I say, " I am told," because we have never taken the
trouble to do it in this way.
After the vinous fermentation
has taken place we have always kept our vinegar in barrels
in a warm cellar, relying on the slow action of the atmosphere

—

C. p.

DADANT.

—

may then be passed tluwuirh a flour-sack. The cappings
thus washed are put into a coarse sack and pressed in any
sort of small press.
We use a diminutive cider-press screw
with a small, flat, wooden platform. A very light pressure on
these cappings will drain all the sweetened water out of them
and leave them about dry. They can be meltfed afterward by
the usual process, this operation being intended only to remove all the honey for mead or vinegar purposes.
The liquid thus (.jbtained will not appear very clean, but
our apiarist will have to bear in mind that it is "clean dirt.''
Of this he will have no doubt if tlie extracting has been properly and neatly done.
All the contents of the capping-can
come from the surface of combs which the daintiest persons
would readily have eaten and when the liquid has undergone
fermentation, the dregs will settle to the bottom, and all the
froth and foam, and all the cloudiness, will disappear.
Now as to the strength of the liiiuid The reader understands that it is impossible to judge of this by the cappings.
The honey-water, after it is made, must be tested. Those
who have saccharometers would not be at a loss, but not one in

There was a time when we thought it would pay to make
vinegar for sale on a large scale. We have given this up. Too
mucli cheap vinegar is sold at less than it would cost to make

hundred of our apiarists, except in California, where wine
made, would have such an instrumi-nt. Here is a
simple method
Put a gallon or so of the mixture in a pan. enough of it to
float an egg-.
If the egg goes to the bottom and lies on its
side, the mixture is too w<'ak, and it must be evaporated down

good honey-vinegar. It is true that a limited riuantity can be
sold to judicious persons who prefer paying a trifle more say
a couple dollars more per year for their supply of vinegar
rather than endanger the life of the family by taking the risks
of the vile compounds that are sometimes retailed at 1(> to 12
cents or loss per gallon. But in the apple-growing district

liquid

;

:

live

is

largely

:

A

to

make our

vinegar.

—

—

—
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like the locality that we inhabit, cider is too plentiful, and the
making of cider-vinegar too common to leave much room for u
large sale of honev-vinegar. Yet, we always have on hand a
barrel or so of vinegar, made from honey and wine mixed, to
supply a limited number of customers who have learned to
appreciate it.
Hancock Co., 111.

Questions and Answers,
OR.

i

CONDUCTED BT
O. O. AI2Z,Z,EH, Afai-ang-o, ni.

(The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bj mail.— Editor.]

A Question on

AX APIARY or ALEXANDER FOURIER, OP RUSSIA.

Breeding.

I got a queen last summer and her bees were all fine looking ones, and I reared several queens from her. Oneof mv ni'ighbors reared several from her. and 1 do not know wliether he got
a queen that seemed jiurely mated or not. but I got onlv one,
and he said that all of his that he had looked at were just as I
said mine was.
Some of my liees had not a band oil them,
and some were nice bees, from the same queen. Only one
seemed purely mated: her bees were all dandies, and she was
the only yellow queen that liatched from the queen I got.
Is
there such a thing as a bee cropping out of an old cross of 20
years back ? I did not rear any other queens last summer
hat were impurely mated.
Iowa.

Answer.— x\tavisni. or breeding-back, is well known to
in the human race and other animals, and I know of no
reason why it might not exist among bees. But going back
20 years would be going back anywhere from seven to twentv

exist

or more generations, and that would be going back pretty far.
Neither is there anything, I think, in the case you mention
that cannot be accounted for without any atavism.

(See page IS.)

was followed by dry weather. Last season I
and I failed still earlier, for not ten
seeds to a square rod ever came up.
I don't know,
but I
think it might have come up better if the ground had been
harder or the weather not so dry. But where there has been
any kind of a stand that has been left from season to season,
it seems
to do fairly well.
Now. if you haven't lost all faith
in my knowledge of sweet clover, I'll make a guess at the
as the

1. I am thinking <jf seeding 40 acres to oats and sweet
clover in the spring. I will keep the field pastured down until the first of August, by
cattle, then let it get a good fall
growth; only perhaps feed it down some in September and
Octolier. Could I reasonably expect to secure a good stand ?
2. The following spring I will run cattle on the field until
June lirst so as to keep it fairly eaten down, so that it will not
grow so rank, but thicker let the bees work it until ripe.
then cut for seed, binding with a common grain harvester.
Can you suggesVany better plan to pursue?
a. How many bushels per acre of seed can I count on ?
4. AVould not the tramping of the cattle insure a stand ?
The oats would make feed for the stock before the sweet
clover is big enough.
5. Could I count on any surplus honey from these 40
acres of sweet clover with 100 colonies of bets to work it ?
Sweet clover grows vei^ vigorously along roadsides here,
wherever it gets a start, and in places its seed blows over
fences and comes up in pastures, but cattle never let it even
get into bloom. Cattle are very fond of it when they once get
a start on it.
Iowa Frank.
:

'

Answers.— From what

know

you

should feel more
like asking tlian giving advice about sweet clover.
Still I
don't object to telling you some of the things I don't know
about it. Tliere are really a few subjects that come in the
scope of bei'-keeping upon which I have studied and experimented so much and yet know so little for certain. Especially
as to making a success of getting a stand.
One year I had a
piece of ground put in as line condition as I knew" how, sowed
it with oats and sweet clover, had a line stand of clovi'r. although it did not grow very strong: but the following spring
not a plant was left alive all heaved with the frost. I think
the mistake was in having the ground too mellow, although if
it makes strong enough growth
for the roots to grow deep
enough it may b<' all right. Still, I should prefer to have the
ground very hard, for I never saw a roadside that seemed too
hard to grow sweet clover.
Another year I sowed sweet clover with oats, cutting it
with the oats, and it didn't wait for winter, but died right otT.
Tte fatal mistake was probably in cutting it too low, especially
:

I

of

I

acres,

answers to your questions.
1. If I understand you, you will turn cattle on the field
after a fair growth has started, taking them off about August
1, and leturn them in September.
My guess would be that it
will be a dead failure.
And yet it is possible that it may b(^
an entire success. Something depends on the cattle. If they
have been trained to eat sweet clover they will likely eat ft

down

so close as to kill

It.

If

they don't care for

it,

their

tramping it down may be its salvation. It is possible that
might bi- a good thing to turn the cattle in when the seed
first sown, so as to have it thoroughly tramped in.
there

it
is

a stand the following spring, I should rather
has a pretty fair start, and be on the
lookout not to let them eat it down too close at any time. And
yet I have seen it on the roadside where it seemed to have
been eaten down close all summer, and it grew but little
higher than white clover, but even at that height it kept persistently coming up and blooming all summer and fall, making
really a pretty carpet on the side of the road.
Your idea to
keep it down till June 1. or till it is ready to bud for blossom,
2.

Sowing Sweet Clover for Cattle, Bees and Seed.

cutting

sowed several

7/"

keep the cattle

is

off till it

right.
3. I don't

is all

know. I think I've seen a statement as to the
crop somewhere, but don't know where to turn to it now. Perhaps some one may help us out.
4. As I have already shown, I have great faith in the
tramping of the cattle, but there is the danger that they may
undo all the good of the tramping by too close eating.
It's too dangerous a question to guess
5. I don't know.
on, but if I were obliged to guess I would guess yes, for in all
probability there are oilier plants from which the bees would
at least get something, and at any rate I should count on considerable value from that 4i» acres.
Indei'd. if you force me
down to confession, I must confess that I'm not sure but 100
colonies might store surplus from 40 acres of sweet clover
without any other help.

Now

You'll sow that field, and if
a word before we part.
a success you'll keep as still as a mouse about it.
Please don't do that way. Tell us all about your success, and
your failure, and tell us as nearly as you can how to make
the same success and to avoid the same failure.
If you succeed in having 40 acres of it to come up good and strong the
second spring, you can crow over mi> like everything, and I'll
stand it like a major.
It

isn't

Why Not Help a Little— both your neig-hbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending- to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal? "We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
Send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

;
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J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.

OPTIMISM OR PESSIMISM— WHICH?
I

say optimism, every time.

these

'•

I said yesterday, to my large, splendid bible class, that
the three greatest personages that had blessed this world
with their glorious— none too strong a word— presence,
were Christ— no one would say nay to that Paul— if any
one would to that, let him read Corinthians. 13th chapter
and Moses. These three words— faith, hope, charity— aren't
Take away faith, which means trust,
they matchless ?
confidence, and the world would go to pieces instanter. I
think Paul would have said that a man without faith in Cod
and his fellows lacks the very foundation of all worth and
usefulness. I know he said " Kaith is an anchor to the soul.
sure and steadfast." How fortunate are we parents who
can feel assured that our children rejoice in this faith.
;

:

memory, that I might
that beautifully suggestive verse or was it a loving command ? also from Paul
"Add to your faith virtue, to virtue knowledge, to knowledge temperance, to temperance patience, to patience godliness, to godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly
kindness charity." We see. as in the grand trio, faith here
is the foundation of the stepping-stones, the grand start-off.

—

So

it is

in

any

committed

I

me

at

to

command,

—

:

life.

was asked in bible class, why some excelI have thought of that
lent people liad unworthy children.
much. I believe the first and chief reason is, that thej' are
so busy that they neglect the most precious belongings of
any man or woman the blessed children and so lose their
bad environment is very hard on
trust, their confidence.
virtue, very menacing to a true, right life; but if a girl is
absolutely confidential with mother, and a boy with both
father and mother, they will be safe in a pretty bad environparents must keep the faith of our children.
ment.
AVhen that goes, then God help, or the child goes to the bad.
Yesterday

I

—

—

A

We

—

But Paul was giving a grand climax faith, hope,
— a climax evidently, for he says " the greatest of
these is charity." Then hope comes in even after faith.
Thank God, the great Paul was an optimist. He had faith
The
in God, and in his fellows, and so was full of hope.

.charity

world has many " side-shows " full of horrible sights. The
group of boys hidden behind wall or fence, with their
cigarettes, their profane utterances, and foul, dirty speech
the horrid saloon, which we must all aid to our utmost to
worst of all, the brothel, fed by the
bring to naught
lecherous speech of the boys lurking in the shadow of tlie
wall.
Sometimes the main tent shows only filth and blackness. God be praised that such places are becoming more
;

;

and more

rare.

Despite this ugly show of evil, the world was never so
good as today. Faith, hope and charity occupy more seats
than ever before. There is more of Christ, and less of antiChrist, abroad upon the earth this morning than ever before
since the morning stars first
of creation.

sang together

in that erst-daj'

We

see the boy profane, disrespectful, and with the
cigarette, and we sometimes sigh for the old daj's when
have only to
there was more reverence in the world.
open our histories, or think of our own early experience, if
it was at all wide extended, and reaches back a score or two
of years, to find of a truth that Reverence takes a higher
seat now, this very morning, than she ever occupied before
in all the Earth's history.
Yes, we may be filled with
hope. We have a right to be optimists. God is still in the
world, he is ever at work. As the grand result of that
work, faith is to-day more rich aud full in the human heart,

We

hope

is

more inspiring, and love

is

this,

we

us more abundant faith, and helps on to a more perfect
love, we may be (lod's own agents in gilding the world
with still greater brightncs.s. And it will be our greatest
glory that wo helji to build on to the faith, hope and love
which shall still more abide.
Pessimism cheers no heart, brightens no path, and is
an ollenst- against the very (Jod that gives us all the
delights of home, all the glory of living.

service to the All-Father.

THE DOQ.

is

Years agone
always have with

fcelinjf

be o|)timists, and urged on by the hope that (fivcH

Optimism keeps our own hearts warm and true, floods
with sunshine myriad other hearts, and is our be.st praise-

Some say pessimism. Paul

Faith, hope, charity, these three, and the (,'reatest of
charity." Wasn't it a g-ood trio ? I feel like bless13th of 1st Corinthians
ing- Paul every day for that chapter
— which, next to Matthew .Sth aiidJohn 14th and l.Sth, seems
How much
to me the most inspiring of all literature.
poorer I would be- how much poorer the world would be
had Paul failed to pen that wondrous essay on Love.

said,

all

more perfect and con-

fear I may have wounded some heart in my show-up
of the dog. I fear I was wrong. My father had a dislike
Perhaps
for dogs. Maybe I inherited a similar dislike.
my father's oft-expressed aversion, and that when I was
first reaching out for ideas and sentiments, at that early,
susceptible time, when feeling so easily and quickly takes
My
root, gave me a prejudice which has never let go.
father was severely utilitarian. He saw in the dog only a
meat-eater and a bill of expense. He would often call my
attention to a shiftless, no-account man, with his two or
I

three worthless curs.
An excellent neighbor near by has a dog that often
makes the night wretched by hours of howling and barkSurely, such a dog has no rights that any man is
ing.
bound to respect. Yet I know that the best uses of puts is
not the mice caught, not the cash which they hand over to
the family exchequer. The dog that gives comfort to parents and children, that quickens sympathy, that builds up
in the heart affection, that calls out love and the spirit of
sympathy, is all right. My nearest neighbor has a dog
named "Sam." Sam is a most proper dog. He never
barks at night, though, like California roosters, he has frequent reminders that it is possible to make night hideous
he never barks at passing team, and, indeed, he is a " gentleman " dog. I see he brings real comfort to the home, so
" citizens,"
I am glad that Sam is one of .our respectable
and would have him banished on no account.

My nearest neighbor on the other side is like the other,
one of the very best neighbors that ever blessed a community. He has a dog "Jocko." Jocko is old, and ought
to know better than ever to bark at the hours sacred to rest
and quiet. Once in a great vrhile Jocko speaks out. I
think it is at displeasure of another dog. that thinks his
bark aij adornment of any time or hour of night. When
Jocko barks his master goes at once and administers a
smart reproof, that I think smarts. At least it quiets
Jocko, and usually is sufficient for days. I am glad Jocko
He disturbs very little, and is a
is one of our number.
pleasure to several good people.
The other dog is a consummate nuisance, as is any dog,
boy, or man, that disturbs the quiet and peace of the night.
More than this, he dashes out at passing team or vehicle in
a way that few horses can stand, and thus is ever a menace
to life and limb.

THE HORNED TOAD.
pretty fellow, neat, clean, agile, friendly. He
feature of the California roadside scenery as
is
His coat is of sober
is the real toad or frog of the East.
Its color hides its owner, as
n-ray, though prettily striped.
against the gray of earth his toadship, when quiet, is as
And why the many sharp horns all over his body ?
if not.
They, too, give friendly protection. Mr. Gopher-Snake
He is too thorny a morsel.
finds him hard to swallow.
Really, he is no toad at all, but a lizard. His shape is like
the toads, except he has a short tail, and so his common
name, which should be horned lizard. He is not as quick
as the other lizards, or swift, which are more snakelike in
form, and are possessed of a longer tail. They, too, are
very common here. Both have a dangerous country to live
in, as there are so few toads and frogs that owl and snake
are often forced to go to bed hungry. So they are quickeyed, day and night, for any morsel to break their fast.
The common lizard is swift to take flight, and usually
hies away from danger. The horned lizard is too spinous
Our little
neither owl nor snake like the many horns.
friend feeds mainly on ants, which he picks up with a
dexterity that is amazing. A queer thing about our little
pet, is the habit of throwing blood from its eyes when vexed
or annoyed. I have known it to throw several small drops.

He is a
as much a

;

;

——

!
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italics are mine.
Also, any " inquiries
would receive prompt attention." etc.

Tiie

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessarv to make it the BEST

Bees Did Fairly Well.

Mj

bees did fairly well last summer. I got
80 pounds of honey to the colony'. I have 12
colonies wintering on the summer stands,

packed with

Fred Robt.

leaves.

Hall Co., Nebr., Dec.

and MOST desirable in all respects. My PRO,CESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own iaveutioas, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
Into Fonnilatioii

For

Casli

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,

have to make ours as comfortable at as small
an expense as possible, for while we take
pleasure in the pursuit in a small way, we
have lo use economy if we want to be ahead
at the end of the season with anything but
experience. Now, experience is a very good
thing, hut experience blended with a few
shekels derived from the same pursuit makes
a better combination, so long as honesty predominates.

Our

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED,
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee journal -when writiua

BEE- SUPPL IEST~
Manufacturers' prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog-.

FRED. W.

MUTH &

S.W, Cor, Front & Walnut

went into winter quarters
with bees and honey. It was

Sts.

Send

past season

for bees in

0.

20HENS

this

Our bees worked on the red clover
when the weather was so they could work.
.M. P. LOWRT.
Armstrong Co., Pa., Dec. 18.

locality.

workint; steadily at one time cannot hutch so many chicks as

one of our

knnw

You'll

Aiiti= Adulteration— The

Past Season

—

Editor York
You did a good thing for
the " fraternity " by writing and publishing
the letter on page 771 (IStOl). But strange
the Chicago Tribune is so loth to do the beekeepers and their customers justice. Nothing
less than printing your letter in full in that
paper should have been done, I know all
bee-keepers will thank you most heartily for
the letter.
The past season in this vicinity has again
been a little discoilraging. though very much
more encouraging than the two seasons before the last, which were total failures.
Bees generally wintered well last winter,
coming through in good shape, but the cold,
wet spring retarded brood-rearing, except
where extra pains were taken with colonies
by feeding, etc,
Apple-bloom was very scarce a source
from which we usually expect much nectar.
Most of us were very much surprised to get
any clover or basswood honey, but we got it,
and of good quality about half an average
crop.
;

—

2()0-epg size

^Successful
mail

it

The Adam
it

will

want

to

knnw

of

Please mention Bee Journal

Wanted
'' C*II».WV»

when

writing.

200 Frames^
Hoffman's; drawn work-

er comb: and liiO frames Danzenbaker) of same;
free of foul brood, etc, E. B.
2.\lt
llOS lllh St., S.E,, Washington, D,C.

EARNSHAW.

i6o-acre

farm

GAZETTE,
WEEKLY
PRACTICAL FARMER,

;

ForSaie

WINNER MAIJAZINE.
WOMAN'S FARM JOURNAL—

4,

papers one year— $1, Large clubbioer list free
2E2t
J.' F, IVIICHAEL. Winchester, Ind.

World's Standard Hatcher.
fUstMl on ;?fi ("3ov. ExperinicntStatiims.
in U. S., Cunada. Australia and New
Zealand; also by America's leading
poultrynien and thousands of others.
(iuurahtei_-d to ^five satisfaction or
The 4lrJ{;liiuI uud
pri<'e rt'l iinded.

Meltose, Again.

i

;

;

—

Only Genuine Non-Moisture
Incubator,
fully covered by patent. Gold Medal and highest award
at Han-American. October, lyoi. Illustratea 32 pape circular free. O^mplete I'ataloKue, 19B papes. 8x11 inches,
mailed for lucents. Ank nearest oflice for book No. 50.

CYIMIEICft IM'l U.vTOU
BnfTalOf >.\., I'Llcago,

Jftease

—

winter 26 colonies,
I received a letter not long since
from the
Sanitas Food Co,, some one having sent in
my address. They say this in regard to .Meltose or •' .Malt Honey ;"
" It is the latest triumph in the art of preparing cei'eal foods by natural processes
It should be substituted for cane-sugar, syrup,
last

honey, and

all

artiflciulbj

prepared sweets.''

required to get out the Journal; if we did we
would have a fit.
There are no type-setting machines, all the
forms being hand-set. Everybody isasbusyas
bees in a good flow of nectar.
"George" is doing the two-man act;
attends to all correspondence, is errand boy,
editor, and, in fact, does everything possible
to save cost, and anything that will add to
the improvement of the Journal— he is right
after

it.

While I was there I saw several double
armfuls of letters ready for mailing, these all
going to delinquent subscribers. "George"
told me it cost some ?80 or more to send out
.^80 of wasted energy
all these statements
but it must be done. This waste, if it were
added to improving the Journal, would be a

—

good thing.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

We

had a tine flow of honey the last two
weeks of June then the drouth came and cut
everything oil pastures, meadows, and all
crops, about one-half,
I got just about an even 2.5 pounds of very
fine comb honey to the colony, spring count,
and 10 swarms. Only one of the latter stored
any surplus,
I doubled up and killed off, so that I now
have the same number in thecellar that I had

Recently I
Are we an up-to-date j^eopie
Old Reliable," and will tell of a
few things I saw, and leave it to you. Wereaders know nothing about what energy is
i

owing

to the drouth, perhaps.

De Mark,

visited the "

-including- 40 Colonies
Bees, stock, machinerv,
and bousehold froods. For full particulars write
2A2t
J. E. THOMPSON, Point Bluff, Wis.

Bees went into winter quarters strong in
numbers, with plenty of honey, but have not
had a flight for six weeks.
White comb honey is bringing as high as
17 cents a pound, wholesale; fall honey about
14 cents on the average; extracted, white,
is 12 cents retail
no call for it at the stores
to retail.
George Spitler.
Crawford Co., Pa,, Dec. 12,

F, W. Van
Co,, O. T., Nov. 18.

Oup Editor's Den— Other Matters.

blossoms were
sure, we thought, to yield us a good crop, because bees were in extra-tine condition, but
alas, not nearly half a crop was harvested,
fall

the old style will lose most of
them this
winter,
I find I can't keep up with the times with-

it.

ADAM,

—

Buckwheat bloom and

except myself and one other bee-keeper got
any surplus. Those who are keeping bees on

fleaiis itself,

Send for our Illustrated Cutaloprue
No. 9, before you buy. Sent Free.
Jolict, Ills.*
J.

W.

Poor Season in Oklahoma.
No one

Our season has been very poor.

Oklahoma

it cannot become clogped or choked,
it is fed at the pleasure of tlie oper-

You

We

out taking ijee-papers,

a green bone cutter.

ball beariiip,

columns several months ago.

have a sample of it, and prefer the poorest
grade of extracted honey to meltose. Of
course, tastes differ, but bee-keepers need not
fear its becoming a competitor of honey.
Editor.]

Ii\cuba.tors.
why when

Every Chicicen Man Needs

ator.

in these

you read a copy of our 158-)>ai:e
for fiur ceots. Kne Cjtial guesic bvc

flease mention Bee journal -wnen -wriuna.

is

stenographer's error, and should have been,
• that cunning little thief, the honey-tjee,"
The sample of meltose has not arrived yet,
as I hoped it would before sending this letter.
Those who have tasted it call it a very palatable sweet, but I have no fears that it will
interfere with the honey-trade.
By the way, they apparently forgot (') to
answer the question I asked, for nothing wassaid in their letter in regard to it,
A, F, FooTE,
Mitchell Co,, Iowa, Dec. 19.

exactly

Pei* Aloltit'R iHCiihittor Co..
laD^ages Box 7S Ue§ Slolnrs, la. or Bfti. ;g ButTiilo.N. Y.

alone

—

pretty quicl< time.
I want them to have the benefit of a correction in regard to the " cunning little feet "
of the honey-bee which, they say, was a

[This meltose product was pretty well aired

CO.

CINCINNATI,

13 colonies

well fortified
too wet the

I ordered a sample of
meltose. Fivedays after my letter was mailed a reply came-

too,

bacli

fork fax

31.

Too Wet for Bees the Past Season.
Bees are in winter quarters once more. We

I aslied tliem to explain how they could
truthfully claim meltose to be a juitnrnl product, while they classed honey with artiflviaUy
prepared -sweets ?" I also Tolunteered the information that bees do not gather and store
honey with their ' cunning little feet," And,

meimou

A

111.,

COMPANY,

Bu!>toD, Blatti.,

B^"i.ioumal

Nen

when

torli, N. Y.

tptit.iij"

Cool Million of
i.ooo

BEE-HIVES

ready for shipmeat.

R. H.
lAOt

Send

for circular.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

^ease mention Bee Journal "wnen

also said

if

the books were lialaneed

we

;

!

—

—

girls.

Snowy Wisconsin Sections
AND

He

could have a much better Journal he could
put in a type-setting machine that one operator could do the work of four or five typesetters; the saving would go to the readers
in the waj* of improvement in the Journal.
Well, if all the readers could
Mailing day
Why, it gave me a shamed face to
see it.
think we were so small as to demand a premium queen when sending in a new name,
just Ijecanse " George " said he would give it.
It appeared to me as if some of us wanted the
As to mailing day,
earth, and' fenced in.
well, they were busy with wrappers and paste,
"George's" cook,
all hands and the cook
Mrs, York was there, not as a
if you please
spectator, but was at the mailing table, and
was as busy as any one of the other three

"writuig

The office boasts of a "devil," but we
thought him to be a rather old one. He, too,
was busy. The supply department looked as
if it needed a boy or so; they were busy with
the honey-trade,
(io there as I did for five days at the den,
and see if you can come away without feeling

Jan.

9.
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OUR NEW CATALOG.

deHcrlbinif and listitiff »l>c FIN18T LINE OF B1E-KEBPER9'
SUPPLIES IN THE WOHLO. will be ready about the Hrst of the year. f von have in»i lir-m nv
<eivin(f a copy annually, send uh your name and address and one will l>i- mailed yui ttce. I'ricen
will be Ha rue as last seawon with the exception of ilic narrow, plain sfi ion-- with no bee ways, which
will be is ccni« per thousand ie.s«.
G. B.
CO.,

UH

Special Aeency. C. M. Scott & Co., 1004 Bast Washington St Indlanapoll.4, Ind.
AdKNCIKS: h C. Woodman, (irand KapuN. Mich Fred W. Muth A Co., S VV. Cor. Walnut
Sin., Cincinnati, Ohio; I'red KonljffrtV Sous, H^den, Utah; Colorado Honey-Producers'
Front
and
Association, Denver, Colo.; (irand Junction I'''ruit-(irowerH' Association, (fraud .lunnction, Colo.;
Montr<»He, Colo.; Pierce Seed tV Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo
K, T. Abbott, St.
ilalley,
Robert
F. C. Krkel, 51=^
Joneph, Mo., Special Soulliwesteru Ajjent; Chas. Dadant A: Son, llrtmilion. 111
Wash.
Minn.;
Lilly.
lEot^ardus
iV
Co.,
Seattle,
Minneapolis,
Ave.,
N.IC
1st

think that eilitinu a l>ee-paper lb fun, au<l can
lie (lone just liixause tht-y read the i>aper hul
forijet to Kcnd in their dollurh.*
" Whiu JB ll.c- -Did Keliable?'" you will
iihk,
IllHthebifst Ijee-paper in the world, I
think, If you will only take painii to Kee the
other ones. These bee-papers are like Pat's
wliihky— none bad, but some belter than

I

t

LEWIS

Watertowii, Wis.

.

:

:

;

,

If

WO

(irazy [ii'OpIo

wen; Imrd

taHk-iiiiiki;rH.

To plnitKO us,
t'nt

11

lid iflvcn all hl«tlrn«— CBii'l i;v«n
liny to K" llHlilnif.
Vou limy niik.
Slirjply liecuuHC we expect so iiiueli

Kliit'li!

Why

(

for

little

11

And

money.

n>

many appear

to

othcrH.

That ChicaRo bee-keepers' convention was
worth i,"'inp to see. You beifinners will do
well by attending some of them.
knew
I
several of the

bee-keepers frotn their pictures
the Bee Journal. 'I'hey were a line lot of
people.
Dr. .Miller must have had a cold, as he did
cnn.siderable
eneczinjf while seated at the
piano.
He is just as nice and clever out-ofdoors as he is in the " Question and Answer
in

Depiirlment."
8ome things I learned last season. They
were talking about bottom starters for sections.
I tried them, but cut them too tall, so
they lopped, and the bees fastened the comb
to the separators.
Hereafter, if I use them, I
will cut them very low. say from a quarter to
half an inch tall.
It was said that 4<l colonies
of bees would carry off from five to ten gallons of water daily, when the heated spell was
on; that our black bees outstripped the longtongues.
Now, readers, what are we to do about that
type-setting machine ; It is up to all of us.
Let's have it.
.J. P. Blunk.
Webster Co., Iowa, Dee. 20.

[We
go
Flease mention

Bee Journal -when

ffllh

the "incpmparalite'

BORDEAUX NOZZLE^

oar worldV bet«t outfit vou are ab^o *
k lute master of the eitual Ion,
Insects and d\s-t
lease fall Iwafore this all conquering ontflt.;
See the book.
It b free.
Write for It d'
THE
nE:^l^(J co., salfh, ohio.
f
Western Afts.. Henlon A Hubbell, Chicago.
find

Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTDCKY, WEST VIR-

Distributor of same for

ISOEGC
S5im!Mii!l:HUd^l
ISIZE

^ 11 re^uiaiiij^ iiuirauiceJ i^r i;
^
years, llitlcDcs every gooJegg.
?-n I f<rcataIoraeNo t>y
Sell six and get one free.
INVINCIBLE HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHia
,

(IINIA,

ILLINOIS and OHIO.

=

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.

mention Bee Jotirnal when v/nting

Ple^^^e

The

freights froiri Cincinnati are the
lowest.
Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

NO COLLEGE EDUCATION
is needed to run the l^ure Hatch
Incubator. They are so simple
that ttiey run themselves. Made
of California redwood, beautlful-

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

will

™«-

etc., at

^

"

H

lowest prices.

^

'SiT^ tan

I
j

u

j

"^

J^able infnnnatioii. Sent

its receipt,

Please mention

Bee Journal whtn WTitiuR

1^

This

is a good time
send in your Beeswax. We are paying

to

26 cents a pound

CASH— for

JktK

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

nFPFMtli Q

upon getting started

d<>e^ not

uant

tn

im

l,t;.\ \

,

right

.-

Equal in %vorkinanshiii
and result producing

It

CO.,

I!

ox

15-2.

let

the above

it

Quincy. Illinois

let

over,

we

that

Helpful Hints for Beginners.
On the night of Dec. li the mercury ran
down below zero in just a few hours, with a
cold northwest wind blowing a gale, accompanied with a light fall of snow. The succeeding night was also a zero night, the first
zero weather that this locality has experienced
this winter.
My experience in wintering bees out-ofdoors in this locality is that they must be protected on the north and west by a high board
fence, or with timber, or evergreens, or a hill.
Such protection should be provided even if
they are in chaff hives. I am confident that
the north wind and snow and sleet driven
against the hives does more damage than
steady freezing weather, if the bees are not
confined to the hives too long.

Apiculture
details,

is

and there

made
is

up of many little
no other business known
suffer as much from

to the writer that will
the neglect of little

matters.
What little
attention bees do need must be given at the
right time to be of any use to them. Though
the work done by the bee-keeper may seam a
very small matter, it amounts to a great deal
to the bees.
You might as well try to run a locomotive
without steam as to try to run an apiary without a bee-smoker. At times only a little
smoke is needed. When handling "bees most
persons think that a bee-smoker can be dispensed with, and often goto the hive and open
it up or pull off the cover.
The consequences
are. they have a mad lot of bees to contend
with, stinging everything within their reach,
when, if a little smoke had been used, all
would have been well. I never go to a hive
to open it without first lighting the smoker,
although ciuite often it is not needed.
Every person owning two colonies of bees
should subscribe for a good, live bee-paper (it
he has not already done so), and also get a
good text -book, and then study them thoroughly. The bees will increase as fast as

your knowledge, and

„^,.,

KKLlAitLE INCt BATOK A ItKOOlU

111.

m
w
t\av (U'duvenile incubators and Brooders

For
r or the
im- ueginner,
i-r nubet:inner, •r
thi- man
iiiuii wuo
who

$5 Reiiafoie

Chicago,

St.,

lualities toany of the larger machines.
You'll want a copy of ni
CENTURlf POULTRY BOOK. It is a hummer. Tells all about the 126 pens nf fj '1Br~'^^rr:
Ui..i..ii_lii.ir>l jM.uliry at the Reliahle I'oultrv Kami,
.W?and how thev are cared lor. j*->5I
bcniHiiy\slu-ic lor only ioc.-iits. Spu.i at nn.v h.-f. .n- tlifv are all gtVne.

-„

20th

—

best yel-

or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &
ei.^e.

free.

Sure Hatch incubator Co., Clay Center. Neb., or Columbus, 0,

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
upon

k,

Wrilp Blly puaranteeil. Our catalogue contains
t* neaifst |5h""di-eds of photographs uf the Sure
worK", and valuoffice-.
1_,^
I iliiieh liioiilnilitr at

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

save

2146-2148 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.

low,

t\\ehe ounce copper
and hydi-o-safety lamp. Fu!-

ly finished;

,„

to

Blunky
Iowa man have his own way, or he'd Blunk
at us later with some more of hisBIunketyBlunk stories.— Editor.]

FOR

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

knew whether

not; but. after thinking

decided that we'd have to

wiitina.

HEADQUARTERS

Bee=Supplies.

hardly

in or

i,ii
''lU

faster, in two good seasons.
All hives should rest near the ground, with
a half brick under each corner of the hive.

Then heavily-laden bees can reach the en-

1
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uimM Honey For Sal6
ALL

Alfalfa

IN

60-POUND TIN CANS.

^

This

is

White

Honey

the famous

ral

Extracted

West.

It

is

a

JTiL^

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

K
iS
^

It is almost useless to inform a beginner in
bee-keeping that it is quite an important matter to have his hives, section-ljoxes. frames
and honey-supers all in readiness for the bees
long before they are needed, at least before
the bees get to swarming or the honey harvest
comes on. From many years' experience in
this line of work I lind that the winter season
is the proper time, and the most convenient,
If you haven't a good,
to do this worli.
warm place to work, and the proper tools to
work with, you can not be a successful bee-

This is the wellkuofva ligfht-colored
hoaey g-athered from
the rich, uectarladeu basswood bios-

Honev gathered in
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Ceai-

Prices of Alfalfa or

•

alone.

Basswood

Honey JV

1912.

trance without rising the second time. Many
bees miss the alighting-board and have to rest
before they are able to take wing the second
time. This matter of having hives near the
ground is a very important one, from the fact
that many queens, in coming out with the
new swarms, fall to the ground, disaljled in
some way. so they are unable to rise with the
swarm with which they must get back into
Hence, a hive near the
again.
the hiye
ground has a big advantage in this matter

:^i*iV*/\iA*/il/\*/i*/V*Ai/\*A*/V*/\*/\lA*/\l>\*A*A*A

I

9,

keeper.

^

Basswood Honey:

for package and post- g;
A sample of either, bv mail, 10 cents, to pay Alfalfa,
7j4 cents per ^.
By freight— two or more 60-pound cans of
age
prices.
r5 pound Basswood Honey, 'A cent more per pound than Alfalfakind
of
half of each
r^ Cash must accompany each order. You can order
:^ honey, if you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and freight is not

:5

prepaid.

^
^
^
^
;^
^

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
would
We
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
anywhere.
this honey and work up a demand for it almost
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

you have new hives to make they should
he made, painted, and staclied away in
some dry place. Or it you have a lot of old
ones, tit ihem up and make ail one size, and
repaint them. I would not tfy new hives if
I had a lot of old ones on hand to be fixed up.
Supers should be made and filled with sections, l3ut don't forget to put in separators if
yon want nice, straight comb honey: they
J. M. YouSG.
are always needed.
Cass Co., Nebr., Dec. 14.
It

all

^
^
^
^|
^
^
^^
^
^
^.

Facilities for

Moving

Bees.

Referring to the remarks of Afterthinker

Hasty, on page 74.5, in which he comments on
Mr. Atchley's plan of moving bees, the South-

land Queen says:

We do not think that Mr. Hasty fairly understood the matter he had under consideraIn the first
tion when he wrote the above.
place, the shipping or moving eases are not so
frail as he imagines, for the same have been
used several years to transport colonies of
eases
Ijees a distance of about .500 miles;
being sent up by express, and bees coming
are
good
eases
back by express also, and those

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

We

HOWARD

make these cases
for several years yet.
light, weighing but little over five pounds
each, yet strong and well ventilated, and bees

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cot

is

the

i'OLi,

Size of

mARILLA.

the Knife.)

That's the name which means
hi;,'hept excellence in Incubators
and Bronders tlie most perfect
repulntinn i>f temperature and
moistuie. Hot air or hot water.

—

and
Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure to say just what name
address you wish put do the Knile.
handle. It is
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the as
glass. Unmade beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent
residence of
and
name
the
placed
handle
is
of
the
side
one
derneath the celluloid, on
Drone, and Worker, as
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen,

Send 4c for

Bos

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
razor-steel, and we warthe blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
are made of German silver, and will never rust or
bolsters
rant every blade. The
are plate brass;
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings
handle as described
the back springs of Sheflield spring-steel, and the finish of the
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.
^__

if

iWPlease

allor --bout

two weeks for your knife order

to be tilled.

you

CO.,

liose IIIU, K. v..

3

you want the Bee-Book
sendJ1.25to

In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
and address
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name
destroy the name and ad,„ ^^ , ,
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to
accident, and are so for.
a.serious
with
meet
you
and
traveling,
dress would destroy the knife. If
will serve as an identifier; and 10
tunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife
case of death, your relati-ses will at once be notified of the accident.
What more lasting memento could a mother
How appropriate this knife is for a present!
'" a
- *""'
brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
iister to
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sis*-'
the naine of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu/ gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this'beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
'
give it as a Premium to the
How to Get this Valuable Knife.-We send it postpaid for fl.2|;or
$.•>.'».)
We will club the Noveltj
one sending us irtKEE nf.w subscribers to the Bee Journal (with
$1.90.
for
both
year,
one
Journal
for
the
Bee
Knife and

St„ Chicago,

pr.ai-

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Why Own the Novelty Knife ?

L CO,

and

MARILLA IN'JUBATOR

shown here.
The Material entering

GEORGE W, YORK

(:atalf>u-ne

antee, Yinn- money back if
are not sati.^lied

UL

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Page Fence
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WOVEN WIUE FENCE

Please mention
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l.iiil
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"as an
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Honest >i.
iLook.
1
1

pen.
jjerj

pie say about

<itir

bt)X,

ami

it'H

U 5s
MAIL.

built

that way. Nci imiitalinn Cathedral.

i
Feeder for Outdoor Peeding.

We

iimliu II trough or
loiiK ami IS iiii'licK wide

have a wooileii box

limU
of
tn

iiljDut

10 fcrt

lieiivy zinc,

ami

for protecmake a lloat to lit inside llie ziiie
tion.
troiifrli l>,v iisin^' strips of wood edgewise encaseti iti a frame, the strips being '4 of an
ineh apart. The feed is ponred in through
I'or it

sit in

We

a funnel, and Ihe lloat rises up and sinlis
down as food is talieii. The bees can not fall
Vou will think at tirst that the feedinto it.
trough is not half large enough, but when the.
bees are down to work right, some coming,
some going, and some loading, they do not
seem to he in each other's way at all. The
funnel is nuidc fast, and under it is encased
with wire-cloth, that the feed can be put in
.without the hees getting into it. From IIWO
10 l.")00 pounds of feed can be given to Idb
colones in a single day, when bees are well

started.— Southland Queen.

1

No Jack • in • tht-box surprises. N<:

of the

15V0IIII116S

JdUKNAL

:a4i

New

Ple.Tse
>ur

FREE
<

n-lioi;

.

SF-FH
ti

arui a p.irk.f
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New York, Dec. 19.— Comb honey continues to

a

.>f

Philadelphia, Ohio
AN\t U, unu

i;AI{Iti:\

MTALIHilK. Send your

a jiosittl to-diiy. or tor
[JiiMieot'a iieii^hbor
hiivrr. Cut/il..^' and

a

ad.liv.Hs

)ic

^Cuinp

'~~

TOMATOMar.^O
SEED
AddrtBS
,

KiltlliW

Ciiriu'st rntniit'i k'HMVji

II

-(lit hri.ir.-

COLE'S SEED STORE, PELLA, lOWA.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writiut

IlhAdvised Advice.
The Kocky Mounlain Bee Journal refers to
in the American

6omb and Ex-

the remark of R. C. Aikin

epidemic of
Colorado'' as a true remark, and

Bee Journal, that
bee-fever in

says

''

there

is

tracted Honey!

an

Slate price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. 190 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Alf

•

The extraordinary demand for bees thus
created has sent prices skyward, I.iut this
rather stimulates than deters investment in
that kind of property. " What does six or
seven dollars per colony amount to for an
institution that will return lUO percent on the
investment in a single season V^ they reason
We are infonned that one
to themselves.
party, entirely inexperienced, has bought 200
colonies, paying $7.00 per colony, and will
undertake to run them alone next season.
His nerve is certainly to be admired, but it's
too bad that he did not consult some beekeeper friend, whose kindly advice would
have saved him the vexation and loss that lies
in the near-by future.

—

Wanted — Honey.
Car Lots or otherwise; will pay highest market price, spot cash. Address, stating- quantity,
quality, and price desired at your station. Will
send man to receive when lot is largre enong-h to
justify.
THOS. C. STANLEY & SON.
31Atf
Fairfield, III.

Recently some of the Denver dailies undertook to boom the bee-business by grossly exaggerating the profits to be derived from it,
and advising all their country readers to engage in it as a swift and easy way to get rich.

Very foolish advice, indeed, yes, even criminal, because if followed in the promiscuous
manner in which it was given, great disappointment and loss would be the general result.
To advice of this character (and volumes of it have been given) maybe credited
the "epidemic of bee-fever" that is sweeping
over Colorado.

lanlie.Ti-

5, IftOl,

was

a great success, both as to interest and numbers in attendance.
C. P. Dadant, W. L.
Coggshall, and others brought it up nearly, if
not quite, on a level with the old Northwestern conventions which were so popular. No
reason why there should not be a Northwestern at Chicago every fall. Editor York is a
capital presiding officer.
Stray Straw in
Gleanings of Bee-Culture.

1902— Bee-KeepeFs'

to

tell

how

much room I would want for a 200-colony
apiary.
Well, a 13x14 foot workroom, an Sxl2
foot
extracting-room
or
section-cleaning
room, and a 12x30 foot storage-room. Mr.
Lttle, in the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal.
To make cows pay,

nsft

"Business Dairying"

Sharpies Cream Separators. Book
Cat. 212 free. WChester.Pa.

i

Supplies

reg-arding
tlie oldes

Send for circulars and
23

25Atf

orig-inal

most
Bing-ham Bee-Smoker

Years thr Best on Earth.
T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell. Mich.

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80
Perfect in

constraction

and

action.
Hatches every fertile
epc. Writeforcatalos-aeto-day.
GEO. H. STAHL.Quincy.lll.

45A2f>t

Alenliou tbe Atnericaa Bee Journal.

C
alitrtfnia
V,/cllIlUrnid

Size of Honey-House.
presume you would want me

J

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog. PSS^
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

—

I

Infnbalorlo. Dep 17.Xentnn,Ia,

Please mention Hee Journal -wrien writnUi

For

The Chicago convention, Dec.

g-allon,

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, f2.00 per annum. Samleading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

ple

copy
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Market

firm at

HlLDRBTH & SbOBLKBN.

Boston, Dec. 20.— The demand for honey is
easing up, somewhat due in part to the holiday
season at which time it is much neglected.
Our market at the present time runs 16c for
strictly fancy in cartons; No. 1, 14rg;i5c: No. 2,
12Hfel3c.
Extracted, light amber, 7J^fa8)^c;
amber,

Blake, Scott & Urk.

7c.

Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
14(ai5c; No. 1, 13rail4c; no dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6f« 7c. Beeswax, 25fa.26c.
M. H. Hunt & Sow.

San Francisco,

Dec. 24.— White comb, l\%

\2% cents; amber, Mtoioc; dark, 6(^7 cents. Extracted, white, 5J4(&t*c; light amber, 4H@5c;

amber, 4@—
Market for best qualities of both comb and
extracted is moderately firm at current rates,
with no heavy stocks in this center of any de-

scription. The lower grades are not eagerly
sought, after, however, and offerings of this
sort draw forth hardly any competitive biddingworth noting^ from either large or small
buyers.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Hinnesota.
The Soi^thern Minnesota BeeKeepers' Association will hold its next annual
convention in the County Commissioners' room
at the Court House in Winona, Jan. 21 and 22.
A ffood program has been arranged, and a large
attendance is expected. All are invited.
E. B.

HlFFMAX.

Wisconsin -The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention
]n the State Capitol, at Madison, Feb. 5 and 6,
V*()l.
This promises to be a large convention.
All are invited to attend. There will be excursion rates of I'l fare for the round-trip, good
for all of the first week in February.
N. E. France, Pres.
Ada L. Pickard, Sec
California,— The California State Bee-Keepers*
Association will hold its annual convention in
Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, Jan.

the

and Id, lti02. We will try to havea good program. Come and exchange your bright ideas
with your neighbors, and get some of the moss
rubbed off your back,
J. F. McIxtvke, Sec.
G. S. Stubblefield, Pres.
15

New York.— The annual meeting of the New
York State Association of Bee-Keepers' Sociebe held in the parlors of the Kirkwood
Hotrt, Geneva, N.Y., Wednesday, Feb. 5, 1902,
commencing at 10 a.m. All interested in beeties will

culture are cordially invited to be present. Subjects of importance are to be brought before
this meeting, and it is desired to have a large
representation of bee-keepers in attendance.
C. B. Howard, Sec, Romulus, N. Y.
W. F. Marks, Pres.

H

you care to know of its
I
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

The

Beeswax

according to quality.

2.SC.

—

the w<:.r!.lih.in tbellnnlii-ip

Incuitator.Three walls, coppfr pfpe healing syslcm.
patentsafety binp aniinurBtry. Our $10 proposition.
1 sree
size,
on free trial.
Write at once for free booklet, or send 10 cents for book and a leading
fonltry pa^iorfor one year.

improved and

A Good Convention.

he in (f('od demand, and while the market is not
overstocked, arrivals of while honey are sufficiently large to meet the demand, while buckwheat is rather scarce. We quote: Fancy white,
IFc; No. 1, 14c; No. 2, 12'"J3c; and buckwheat.
from l(Ki( 12c. Extracted remains dull and inactive with plenty of supply of all kinds. la
order to move round lots, it is even necessary to
shade the quotations, which are: White,6f"'.54c;
amber, .SHif«(.c; dark, 5'ai5^c; Southern, ~5<af,0c

Don't Take CAances)

There isnohetter batchi

—

!

y^iyi^y^)^

ber, 5'*(^i5'ic; dark, .-Ai5!4c; the scale of prices
varyintr accordinj^ to flavor, body and packatfe.
Beeswax steady at 2«c. R. A. Bdrhrtt Co.

-writing.

rill

;irtUiil.s.M',l

>i» >^"

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

mention the Hee Journal.
t

B&ESWflX

vjtf >!*' >;»'

ambers, M%(a\M:; dark (fradeM, includin^f buck*
wheat. UK*/ 12c. lixiracted, white, SJ^'^O' 7c; am-

KKic AN Uki.
lor sale. All

complete except
Address,

li.iiidsoiii.'

>!« "ii >if. If

ih of a
nature with Utile chaoffe in price of any
the k'radcK. (.hoice (grades of white comb
honey, N'/iroyi.-L: jfood to No. 1, l^J^'^Hc; lij^ht

sini,'-.

Daniel Wyss,

Mb

-«!<

Chicaoo, Dec. il.— The hoaej market

when
A

>J< fU. •!<

sttjw

rat-In. k

journal

Be<.-

>^' >?* >j»

«K

ol

exploration to jrct your mail.
Just the simplest style
weather-proof buildiiufsbed
roof, wide proiectinj^ cornice
and thick heavy walls. Isn't that the kind
of structure vou can relv on? Send for details. Bond Steel Post Co., Adrian. Mich.

Please mention

J<

i HONE.y

\ ;,:^:: \l
J^^, 'jryirT
^«iiU.,._aeJ

what

Th.U's
Tli.il's

.«

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
Street,
-

P auscher's Stock Win
s
WeUsdia
"aI,I. THE PRIZES.

quality

Neverfails.

amilow prices. New mammoth Poultry Book and
worth S25. but s,pl v.oslp3id for only l&e.

catalotnie.

JOHN BAUSCKE!{,JR.,Bi3'94

F:!EEf>3R'T,IU.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing; Advertisers.
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We

Jan.

9,

1902.

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

'

H1V6S, Exiraciors
WANT

OR ANYTHIN6 YOU

IN

THE

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

BEST.

New

T.

Why does it sell

What more can anybody do7 BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS. No SAOaiNQ, No

Because

Catalog and copy of
free. Address,

has always given better

it

faction than

satis-

any other.

23 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Because

In

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

FftLGONER WFG. GO.,

JAMESTOWN,

>

so well?

LOSS.

The American Bee-Keeper

THE W.

We guarantee ¥^
satisfaction.
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes.

?rDadant's Foundation.

''^"
year

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OP ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

f to- W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a foil line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

Very

fine pure-bred

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK Chickens and Eggs
for sale at

very low prices.

Langslrolh on the Honey-Bee— RG\/ised,

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

The

classic in

The MoNETTE Qneen-Clipping

Bee-Culture— Price,

Beeswax wanted

Device is a fine thin^ for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending ns ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal ror
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

by mail.

$1.25,

at all times.

CHA5. DADANT & SON,

Hamnton. Hancock C©.,

III.

NEW

Please mention Bee Journal

when "WTiting,

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
Chicago, IlL

—CATALOG OF

BEE^SUPPlllES?
C O OPS
rr^„/,r3

"

^fjAT ROOT S

PRlde^^

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
t-

OF ALL KINDS OF

ng used by be

^.

I The A.
now
WALTER S.POUDER. %
lER'S

HONEY -J A

ervice.

Low

Freigl

I.

NEW CATALOG

It is

is

SIZ MASS. AVE.

when

The
The
The
The
The

-writina.

Really Successful Incubator.— Xo incubators are better known, or are more widely popular than the Sl-ccessfil Incubators, made
by the Des Moines Incubator Corap iny, of Des
Moines, Iowa. The factory of this company
is believed to be at least as large as that oi any
similar institution in the world.
A few years ago no incubator company would
have dared to guarantee satisfaction on its
products, but such an
incubator as The Successful is no longer

A

an expeiiment. The
largest and most successful poultry farms
batch chickens by art

i

fi

c

i

a

1

free

upon

Ro ot Co., M edina, Ohio %

ready and full of new and valuable information, fully up to date, and
request. Apply to above address or to any of our branch houses or

agencies.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Please n-entiOL Bee Journal

%

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

BRAIVCII OFFICES:

I.
I.
I.

I.
I.

Root
Root
Root
Root
Root

....
...

W. A. Selser, Mgr.
Co.. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
F. A. Salisbury. Mgr.
Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
J. B. Mason, Mgr.
Co., Mechanic Falls, Maine.
H. G. Acklin, Mgr.
Co., 1034 Miss. Street, St. Paul. Minn.
Walton, Mgrs.
Antonio,
Toepperwein
San
Tdxas.
Co.,
The A. I. Root Co., 1200 Md. Ave., S.W., Wash., D.C.

&

Saffell it Kerriek,

The A.

^^''}^'^o,^

Poultrymeu

Sr-c-

AWE.-VCIES:
Cardenas, Cuba.

B. Harael,
Hooper Bros.,

-4.^

In Biiijino

,t'=''

Supplies see

that they have this

Trade-mark.

Mgrs.

Root Co.. 14 Obrapia, Havana, Cuba.
r. H. deBeche, Mgr.

.).

find incu-

countries.
Five different catalogs in five different languages are published by the Des Moines IncuTbey are all free except the
bator Companv.
catalog in English, for which a charge of four
cents is made to cover postage. No more instructive book on poultry culture can be secured
anvwhere than one of these attractive catalogs.
The successful Incubators and the Successful Brooders have well earaed their title: "Life
Producers and Life Preservers.'' The company
requests that all correspondence be addressed
to the office nearest the writer.

I.

"TheA1(l<s)1RootCo-

incubation.

bators necessary to
the economical production of chicks on a
large scale. Many of the best known breeders
of poultry use the Successful Incubators and
Brooders exclusively.
So large has the volume of business done by
this Company in the East become, that a branch
office and warehouse have been opened at Buffalo, from which the Successful Incubators and
Brooders are shipped to customers in the Eastern States at a great saving of time and expense to the purchaser. Large quantities of
these machines are also shipped to foreign

91st Edition.

-

-

Kinjjston, Jamaica.

.

George W. York & Co., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Bell Branch, Mich.
M. H. Hunt iV: Sou
141! Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. H. \V. Weber,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder,
Des Moines. Iowa.
-Tos. Nysewander,
.John Nebel it Son
High Hill, Montgomery Co., Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
Rawlings Implement Co.,
DuBois, Cleartield Co., Pa.
I'rothero it Arnold
Augusta, Butler Co., Kan.
Carl F. Buck,
Vvalde. Uvalde Co., Texas.
D. M. Edwards.
Hutto, Williamson Co., Texas.
Robt. W. Rogers,
Denver, Colo.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,
Wash. Ave., Ogden, Utah.
Valley Bee Farm Co..
Buell Laniberson',s Sons,
(ieo. E. Hilton,

Union Hive

it

-

Box

Co..

-

-

Portland, Oreg.

Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif.
-

We have also several hundred smaller agencies, and
can therefore supply you our goods near your home,
giving you low freight and (jtriCK delivekt.

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters
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'ii

t

li..m for

f.>r

CO.
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ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.
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uimm Honey For sale i^
ALL

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J^<C

HoneyJ^

III.

This is the famous

White

Entered at the Post^Oflice at Chicago as Second-

This

Extracted

Honey gathered

Class Mail-Matter.

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

EDITORIAL STAFF.
Editor-in-Chief.
Gbokge W. York, - -

the grreat Alfalfa
reg-ions of the CentIt is a
ral West.
splendid honey, and

Dr. C. C. Miller, ) ,-.„ „,„,„„t
E.E. Hasty,
[°tPHui?5°'
E'^"°^^Prof. A. J. Cook,

honey at all can't
get enough of the

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

|

is the welllight-colored

known

in

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
SI. 00 a 3-ear, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

;

The "Wrapper-Liabel Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you t^at the money has
been received and dulj' credited.

AdTCrtising Rates

be given upon ap-

will

plication.

•^

Prices of Alfalfa or

Basswood Honey:

jj;

A sample of eitlier, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and post:^
1^ age. By freigiit— two or more 60-pound -cans of Alfalfa, 7>i cents per
J5 pound. Basswood Honey, yi cent more per pound tiian Alfalfa prices.
:^ Cash must accompany each order. You can order half of each kind of
\^ honey, if you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and freight is not
^5 prepaid.

^;
^[
S^
^:
^'
^!

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
^:
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^',
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
And others, who want to earn some money, can get
liS above, and sell it.
^|
[^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.
i^

!^
1^

We

^

^
&
^

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
W.
A.

Z.
I.

The Novelty Pocket-Knife.
Your Name and Address 00 one side—Three Bees on the other

g. m. doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Hutchinson,
Root,

side.

M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

E. T. Abbott,
P. H. Elwood,
E. K. Root,

J.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest

R. Root, President,

HOWARD

AiKiN, Vice-President.
R.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.
C.

EnGENK Secor,

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year,

1^"

If

[This Cut

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal,
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Celluloid Queen-Button is a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.
*'

Note. — One reader writes:
I have every reason to beit would be a very

lieve that

good idea f orevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

and bees."

The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto qiieen-butlon that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
tf
underside to fasten it.
Price, by maU, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
office
Send
all
orders
to
the
cents.
25
or 6 for
of the American Bee Journal.

is

the

^'ull Size of

Your Name on the Knife.— When
address you wish put on the Knite.

the Knife.]

ordering-, be sure to

say just what

name and

The

novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

The Novelty Knife

is

indeed a novelty

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quaiity;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ?

^^

In case a good knife

is lost,

the chances are the

will never recover it; but if the '* Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destro.v the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tunate as to have one of the ** Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and la
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How appropriate this knife is lor a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having;
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu/, gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
thts^beautiful knife, as the ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihkhe new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$3.'W.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
JS"Please

allor*

d CO.

'bout two weeks for your knife order to be

,

filled.

.
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it. antl, owing to
the extreme drouth, I
the sweet clover will all be i<illed.
My
buggy-horse ate sweet-clover hay greedily the
llrst time he ever saw any.

bit of
feai'

^

^

Editorial.

1^

k
j^

These reports are about as contradictory as
So[netimes two men in the same

usual.

The probable
some stock have learned tf) eat it

locality give opjiosite reports.

The
U\g

in

Ijies

Honey

Aliout

"re re-appeai-

various forms in l)oth newspapers and

farm journals.

Mr. Newton

Bawn

sends the

foUowintr, whieli appeared lately in a depart-

ment condncted by

J. S. Trigg, of Rockford,
an agricultural writer of conBiderable prominence, and should know better
than to " get off '' such stufl:

Iowa,

"

who

is

A

cute machine manufactures the artificial
a swindler takes it and tills it with
glucose honey, scattering here and there a
dead bee on the comb, and the deluded purchaser eats it, associating it with apple-bloom,
the fragrance of white clover and summer
flowers, while the stuff is made of parafline
instead of beeswax for the comb, and glucose
for the nlling."

comb and

If

Mr. Trigg doesn't correct that paragraph

good many thousand people will
now know where he belongs. It is exceedingly unfortunate that any one should be
willing to write a thing like that, and thus
at oiur, a

—

put himself down as— as well there isn't a
word of truth in the whole paragraph.
We have written Mr. Trigg, reci nesting him
to publish •' The Truth About Honey," in his
paper. He should be only too anxious to get
a statement like that, which appears over the
names of responsible men.

Carbolineuni.

—A

where

fine
it

preservative

is

sounded

for bottom-boards,

would perhaps not

affect the honey.

—

Sweet Clover as Forage, A short
time ago Gleanings in Bee-Culture asked for
reports as to whether stock would readily eat
sweet clover.
From Michigan, Ohio and
Indiana come

responses

that

say neither

now cows will eat it unless starved to
it.
From New Mexico comes the report that
horses and cows will eat it down as clean as
if a mower had gone over it.
M. S. Gosney
horses

reports as follows from

Kentucky

Last fall I sowed some live acres in timothy.
The winter was hard, and, supposing I would
have a light catch in February, I sowed sweet
clover, got a fair stand, and more than half a
stand of timothy. When the timothy seed
was ripe and had begun to fall, the sweet
clover was from 18 inches to 2 feet high. I
turned in three horses which had never
learned to eat sweet clover. After a few days
I noticed they were eating the clover and
leaving the other grasses, of which there
was an abundance not only timothy, but
blue-grass and Bermuda grass; but they ate
nothing but the clover until they got the last

—

some have not. One man writing to
Gleanings seems to think there must be some
sinister motive in the mind of any one who
advocates that stock should be taught to eat
sweet clover, saying:
and

" You certainly have had enough evidence,
such as Mr. Zurburg's, to convince a jury
or an honest man.
Why should we wish our
stock to learn to eat

it

!"

The testimony of a thousand men might be
given that stock would not touch sweet
clover,

but

if

a single reliable

man

should

he had seen horses and cows eat it
greedily, no honest jury would decide that
testify that

sweet clover was worthless as forage. The
time was when hard coal was considered
worthless as fuel, because no one knew how
to burn it
but when one man actually succeeded in burning it, his testimony that it
;

was good for fuel outweighed all the negative
testimony that could be piled up against it.
There are a good many people who know
from personal observation that sweet clover
has a value as a fodder-plant, and their number

is

constantly increasing.

The Sting of the Queen-Bee
warning

against the use of this material in hives, as it
may affect the flavor of honey. It ought to

be a

fact is that

I have myself repeatedly seen the queen-bee,
while actually laying eggs, work her sting up
and down, as if by such an act the process
were made easier. I think it is simply common-sense to suppose that such would be the
But must we not seek an answer to our
case.
question from a different and more fundamental source ?
The question is, What relationship exists
between the sting and the egg-laying organs ?
Surely, they both belong to the same system,
and bespeak the feminine sex. The sting is
essentially a part of the female, and not the
male. Would it be surprising, then, if one
organ assisted the other, though, perhaps, in
a very small degree J

Bees in Hot Countries

are sometimes

having

learned in a tropical climate that the.v

may

depend upon the flowers for a continuous
In the British Bee Journal, A.
Sewell writes from South Africa:
supply.

3,

hand before the entrance to feel them going
in, and a colony will build up with great
rajiidity.

The constant breeding that goes on must
also require a large (|uantity of honey that
would otherwise go into the supers. There is
no long perioti of rest in winter, but ohe Hnds
up country, where the climate is colder, that
the harvest is i)etter, and it seems to uie that
in order to get good honey in quantity a winter sulliciently cold to dry up vegetation and
produce a dormant condition is necessary.

Basswood Not a Success in Colorado
seems to be the verdict, according to reports
in the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal.
The
trees die down to the ground each season, and
make no substantial growth.

Do Bees Get Honey from Corn ?—
discussion' with regard to this

is

on

in

Aus-

Hessel Hall, who says he secured,
during the past season, between three and four
tralia.

tons of corn honey,

is

quoted

in

the Austra-

lian Bee-Bulletin as saying:

When

the maize-fields are in bloom, if no
is on,
the whole apiary
makes for the eorn-tassels. At such times
the bees roar and show signs of excitement
over their work, such as they never show except when they are bringing in honey.
During the period of maize-bloom the bees
working on maize bring in large quantities
of dull, greenish-colored honey, mild and
pleasant in flavor, candying speedily into soft,
white crystals, rather brittle in the grain.
This honey is not so glutinous as most honey,
cuts differently in uncapping, and, when new,
carries with it the odor of the maize-blooms.

other

honey-flow

is

thought by some to be of use in the act of
egg-laying.
B. Hamlin-Harris says in the
British Bee Journal

said to be lazy about storing after

No,

C.

One has only to watch the hives to dispose
of any charge of want of energy. I have seen
them returning with pollen in the early
dawn before sunrise, and in the evening,
when it was so dark that I had to put up my

"

The Truth About Honey "

is

some-

thing that few people aside from actual beekeepers know much about. It is unfortunate,
too, both for the general public and the producers of honey.
Recently, the old lie about the manufacture of

comb honey was

revived,

and

it

is

again going the rounds of the, press, greatljto the detriment of honey sales in certain
localities.

lately

One

of

the

greatest

offenders

was the Chicago Daily Tribune.

the worst of

it

wag, that

when

And

this influential

newspaper was requested to publish a refutation of its slander against honey, it gave only
a few lines of truth, when it had used considerable space in which to tell what was not
true.

In view of the many misrepresentations that
are current, the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association appointed a committee at its meeting
in December, for
the purpose of prepar
ing a statement for the general newspaper
press, that should aid in setting the reading
public right on the honey question. Their

report has been given out for publication to
all the Chicago daily newspapers, and now it

only

remains to be seen whether they will

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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publish

it.

and

thus

desire to correct

the

errors which they have helped to circulate.

Wishing our readers
the committee referred

to see the
to.

we

report ot

give herewith

a copy of it, and would suggest that all endeavor to have it reprinted in their local
newspapers. If any paper will publish this
report, and desires to have the pictures also,
we will, upon request from the publishers of
any such paper, mail electrotypes of the engravings free, and also a printed proof or
copy of the report. We offer this so that no
bee-keeper need part with his own copy of
the American Bee Journal.
Here follows the cominittec's report

The Truth About Honev.
A Committee

of the Chicago

Bee=
Keepers' Association Corrects
Some Popular Errors.

Some statements

with

regard to honey,

which are very far from the truth, having
been published, the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association appointed the undersigned a committee to give to the public a statement of the
exact truth with regard to the purity or impurity of honey as found upon the market.
Honey is not only an appetizer, it is an
Unlike
article of food ot the highest value.
sugar (which makes such a strong demand
upon the digestive organs that it is a prime
factor in the establishing of that terrible
scourge. Bright's disease, and other diseases).

honey lays no heavy burden upon any vital
organ, and its use as a daily article of diet
tends toward

health and

long

life.

Such being
the case, it is
of the first importance that
the pure artiJ^ cle should be
obtained.

Honey s
found upon
1

BEE-HIVE.

and

in the comb.

tained by throwing

it

is

slowly, as too
flavor.
It is

heat spoils

its

delicate

not a hard matter to mix glucose with
extracted honey, the mixture varying in
character according to the quality of glucose
used, the ordinary glucose of commerce containing matters untit to enter any human
Thanks to the elforts of the
stomach.
National Bee-Keepers' Association and the
valuable aid of the Illinois Pure Food Commission, the operators in this vile work of
adulteration have found Chicago no longer a
safe Held in which to operate, and it is now
not a difficult thing to find pure extracted
honey just as stored by the bees. Respectable
grocers have no dithcuty in offering you an
article that they may warrant as pure, having
on the label the name of some reliable producer or dealer.
Comb honey is that stored in waxen cells,
the marvelous workmanship of the honeyThe statement that no pure comb
bee.
honey can be found upon the market in Chimanufactured stuff
cago, but that it is all
made up of glucose and parartine.'' could not
possibly be farther from the truth. The sim-

no mosquitoes.

winter,
is

manufac-

Hies

or gnats, no

snakes except garter-snakes, no wind-storms,
no thunder nor lightning, etc. and then

and

—

capped over) by
pay the sum to any one
who will find machine-manufactured comb
honey on the markets for sale."
That otter, made in all good faith, has been
standing for years, but noone has claimed the
filled

I will

comes

this

wet blanket:

" But he won't find this a very good beecountry, for the simple reason that the summers are entirely too cool."

JIUOU.
The offer still stands, and if the mass
of comb honey is manufactured it ought not
to be a ditflcult matter to find a pound just

—

—

one little pound
of such manufactured
honey through which to obtain that .?10U0.
The truth is, that when you find honey in
the comb you maybe absolutely certain that
the bees, not man, put it there. It may vary
in color, it may vary in quality: all Howers
do not yield the same honey but it was all
stored by the bees.
It ought not to be a difficult matter for any
one with the exercise of a little common sense
to convince himself that there is no such
thing as manufactured comb honey. Take

Weekly Budget.

\

^

;

any two samples and compare them.

Mr. Fred H. Hunt's Apjart appears on
the front page this week. He calls it " Wheatridge Apiary," and it contains 90 colonies.
Mr.

While

may

look in general alike, it will be easy
to see that there is so much difference in
them (variations in the irregularities upon
the surface and on the edges) as to show that
they could not possibly have been made in the
samejmould. No two samples ot comb honey
exactly alike can be
found in all Chicago. So
they could not have been
they

except that of the bee

revolved so rapidly thit the

much

hot weather, the average in summer
being TO degrees, seldom below 40 degrees in

COMB noNEY.

me where comb honey

Mr. a.
Mass.,

Mr.

publish

lies

about honey, but

is

had room

it

has not the

to

space to allow the truth to appear about it!

Hampshire Co.,
in

reference

to

—

Slades, a prominent apiEggland. writing us Dec. 20,

L.

among

Ditir ,Sir

other things:

—

I

—

have only just got back to

England from a three-months' trip amongst
some of the prominent bee-keepers in the
Eastern States and Canada. I very much reI did not get as far as Chicago
I was very sorrv I was not able to get over
early enough to attend the National convenHowever, all the American
tion at Buffalo.
bee-keepers I called upon treated me splendidly, and I had a very good time indeed with
Amongst those I called on were,
them.
Ernest R. Root, Frank Benton, Capt. Hetherington, G. M. Doolittle, W, F. Marks, and C.
W. Post and Dr. Fletcher of Canada. I was
also very glad to make the acquaintance ot
Mr. Ashmead, of the National Museum,

gret

Washington, D. C, who is deservedly held in
very high esteem by the hymenopterists of
this country.
Yours very truly.
F.
It

nece.ssary.

it

W.

1901, said,

Dadant.

this

of

follows,

Mr. George W. York.

" The Editor ot the Tribune regrets that he
can not make use of the manuscript, which is
This does
respectfully returned herewith.
not mean necessarily that the article is not
meritorious, as on account of the large number of manuscripts received it is not possible
to print all."

comment on

F.

arian writer in

with the following note:

little

as

:

Lateu.— A day or two after delivering a
copy of the committee's report or statement
to the Chicago Tribune, it was returned to us

But

Willcutt,

E.

writes

Please send word hastily, to
Mr. Editor
our "hasty "friend "Hasty." to clear his
for
giving
the three cheers mentioned
throat
on page 9. I will gladly send him a " sample
dozen" of the "stone shade-boards" "by
mail." it he will send the required postage.
They will all be sent in the " Hat," and each
piece under separate cover; he can "nail
A. E. Willcutt.
them up " at his leisurr.

GEOI4GE W. York,

The Tribune thus admits that

much

"stone shade-boards:"

Chicago Bee- Keepers' Asmcintion.
C. C. MiLLEK, M. D.
C. p.

reports the last season as being not

age surplus honey per colony being
below the normal.

coloring around the cells;
glucose honey is perfectly
white," could only be
made by one densely igWf norant of honey. The
truth is, that all honeyHOXEY-EXTRACTOB comb, when first made by
the bees, is white as the
whitest found on the Tuarket. If it is left in
the care of the bees it becomes dark, and if
left with them for several years it will become
All of it would obtain the
almost black.
"brown coloring" simply by being left long
enough on the hive. The white is more beautiful to the eye (no better to the taste), so it
is taken from the hive generally before the
bees have had time to darken it.
This is the truth about honey.
J'rfsiJeiit

Hunt

a very favorable one in his locality, the aver-

The statement, "Genuine honey has brown

liciuid is ob-

honey Hies out of the comb somewhat as the
mud Hies from a wagon-wheel when the
wheel revolves rapidly. When thus obtained
it is called extracted honey, and may be found
put up in tin or glass packages. It varies in
color from water-white to almost bhick. the
color depending upon the flowers from which
the honey was obtained. Nearly all honey
granulates upon theapproach of cold weather,
having somewhat the appearance of lard, and
It can
in this form it is preferred by some.
be restored to the liquid form by heating it

an honest

—no

pay

c,

to

who has
kept bees in that State for six years, gives a
charming picture of Washington west of the
Cascade Mountains, where pretty much everything-combines to make life worth the living

cash to
any person who
(/.

of

Washington as a Bee-Country. —

willing to
add their own
financial responsibility to his),
bears upon the
case:

machinery; or

way

writer in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

are

tured

its

It

•*

financial responsibility (and
the undersigned

will tell

they think of

has plenty of space for
liquor dealers' advertisements, sporting stuff,
etc., but declines to correct its own misstate-

ed

will

know what

doing things.

industry.

made by any machinery

out of the comb by

editor

ments that are of untold damage

two forms;
The

,

comb honey.
The following
made by a
man of undoubt-

"I

16, 19C2.

We hope those of our readers who are so unfortunate as to read The Tribune, will let its

offer,

the market in

means of centrifugal force, in a mauhinLcalled a honey-e.v:traetor, iu whieh the couib
ot honey

Jan.

pie truth is that itot >i pound of comb lioney
tfiiii was nut ituide bi/ ihe beei< in to bf J'innul in
idl diivayo.
There is not a pound of it in all
the world, and never was. The Department
of Agriculture at Washington, D.C., has also
issued a statement that there is no such thing
as manufactured

.?1000 in

liquid,

A

:

:

W.

L.

Sladex.

was indeed unfortunate that Mr. Sladen

could not be at the Buffalo convention there
he would have met many others that would
have been pleased to meet him. He must
;

'

come

again,

and remain longer.

Jan.

1(),
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Contributed Articles,

i

Indoor and Cliaff Hives.

Wintering Bees

M. DOOLITTLK.

I)Y O.

writes me from the State of Illinois, sayiiii;:
ACOKKESPONDKNT
"I have kept bees for a miniber ot years, but have lust from one-half

have always wintered them
to two-thinls each year in wintering.
outside.
If
cannot devise a safe method of winterinir I shall be
compelled to j^o out of business. desire to construct a special repository
to hold about UHi colonies. Please j,^ive nie some idea how to proceed
size, etc. Also kindly describe your method of indoor winterin^r, answer1

the

for

selves friMu

37
t)ee,s

to

get out on the

wliiif to relieve thftin-

accumulation necessary, through u constant
Imuey (as fuel) lo nniintalnthe warmth necessary
1

h(^

taking in of
even in clialV

hivi-s. then it js best lo pnivlde ihi'in with a l)elproteetion than thesir chalV lii\c-s can alforcl.
Anil, so far
as is now known, cellar (or indoor) wiiiterluK. Rives the bost
protection for the bees that there is under such elrciitnstanccs.
To be sure, the chaff hives have a seemiiiK advantage over
cellar wintering, in that the bees are allowed lo lly if an opportunity permits during winter, but this is offset by a niore
uniform tein|)eratnr<', and a consei|nent decrease in the consumption of stores in the cellar, where the liees need but little
food to keep up the necessary warmth they reipjire during the
period of partial inactivity which winter compels them to pass

ter

1

I

injf

throu^rh the

columns

of the

American

liee .lournal."

us wlicther ho iisrd
cluifl liivos, or those having only sinRh^ walls, for, should it bo
tlmt ho has used only sinfilc-vvallcd hivfs, thru the bost advico
to fi\vi^ would bo foi' liiiii to try rball'-packcd hives, for. in
many localitios in his State, chaiV hiv(3S sueeoed fully as well
as cellar-winteriufi:. even in the extreme North, and it would
seem that, even did he use rlialT hives, there must be some
I

wisli (nir iMirri'spOMdeiit

liiid

told

through.

From

all

wintering

in

of

my experiences

any special

in the past, I would notadvise
ret/ository constructed aliove ground,

as these are depenihuit upon the warmth created by the bees
for their value, and experience has proven that a number of
colonies do not seem to be able to keep up the uniform tenijie rat lire reipiired in any building at ove grourul, as well as each
would do singly in c ha IT hives. Hence, nearly all now agree, that.
where it is advisable to use a special repository at all, said
repository should he in the shape of a cellar partially or wholly
uiiilerground. the latter being always preferable, from the
fact that the temperature of the earth, at a dc|)th of live or
six feet, is very near the one being right for the safe wintering
of bei's where they must be confined for four or five months.

A good cellar under a dwelling usually answers the purpose required, and where it is large enough so that a part of
the same can be partitioned off' for the bees, making the partition, and the floor above, double-walled, the space between
the waifs being packed with corkdust, chaff or sawdust, (the
former excelling anything else where it can be procured),
there is little need of looking further for a good )ilace to winIf we do not have such it cellar under our dwelling,
ter bees.
and our winters are too severe for bees in chaff-packed hives
standing out. then it would be well to build a cellar entirely
underground, if possilile. And witli a rise of ground near the
apiary, or having a small hill or mountain near at hand, the
possibility is right at hand, as the cellar can soon be "hewn
out of the mountain ' with a shovel and pickaxe. And the
further back in the ground you go the more even temperature
can be secured, and the more even tlie temperature, the better
the bees will winter, provided that temperature is somewhere
between -i'A and 50 degrees above zero.
The entrance to this cellar should be protected by three
or four doors, so that the dead-air space between the doors
will serve to keep the cold from the outside from passing in too
rapidly.

And

the above, or last described, is just such a place as I
As
for wintering bees during the past 25 years.
to size, allow 10 cubic feet to the hive, the cellar being 6J^
feet deep.
As to how the inside should be fixed, when to put
the bees in, and when to take them out, etc., almost any of
the bee-books will tell, to which all interested are referred.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
\

have used

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

fault outside of the hives, which would cause a loss of from
one-half to two-thirds of his colonies eacli winter.
All undue consumption of honey dnrinfi' the period of confinement, bronsht oq l)y cold weather, seems to be the main
cause of winter losses. When bees remain in that ciuiescent
condition, which is required for safe wintering, a pound of
honi'y a month sullices the whole colony, and in such a condition a colony could pass six months of confinement with easi>.
But if till' same colony becomes uneasy from their confinement,
these same bees will eat from five to seven pounds a inontli,
and soil tluur hives and themselves so as to cause their loss in
from six weel;s to two months from the time they coratnence
to eat so voraciously.
The chafT hive tends to keep the bees in the required
iiuiescent condition, as thereby the bees are surrounded by
porous walls, which carry oflf the moisture passing from the
bees' bodies, also retaining the warmth generated by themselves, thus keepiufj the interior of the hive at a more uniform
temperature than is possible without the chaff packui"', this
lesseninu; the consumption of honey, and enabliujr them the
better to throw off the larger part of the moisture contained
in their food, so that their bodies can contain the rest till the
weather shall liecome sufficiently warm for them to fly.

In all locations where a chance to fly is likely to occur as
often as onci! in from three to five weeks, I doubt about there
bein<; any better mode of wintering than Ijy using chaff-packed
hives.
IJut where winter holds sway for from three to five
months, with seldom, if ever, a day occurring that is warm

Triangular Wooden Comb-Guide

Tlie Original

Inventor.
BY

M. M. BAI.nRIDGE.

James La Barre. of Kenfind the followin? statement
tucky, '^ a bee-keeper of e.\tremely keen observation, and one of many
" It is not generally
choice."
liitle
from
but,
"he
reads
practical ideas,"

On page

S

I

:

that it was he who first conceived the idea of a V-shaped top-bar
as a comb-guide. Earlv in the "oO's he accidentally noticed that the bees
in a bo.\-hive in building their first comb e.xtended it along a strip of
wood which had been nailed on the inside of the box to cover a crack.
Quick to see the point, he applied V shaped strips where he wanted the
comb built, and the bees, true to their nature, used these as startingpoints."
"In 1S77, while visiting the late Chas. F. Muth, he mentioned the
matter and asked him to apply the V-shaped bar to the Lanirsiroth hives
manufactured under his supervision. It was done, and afterward the
Langstroth hi ve. Several have
V top-bar became a fi-xed feature of the
claimed this invention, but Mr. La Barre, "being indifferent as to who
reaps the benefit of his bee-knowledge, remained quiet, and let them fight
it out among themselves."

known

The foregoing must be a surprise to many pioneers who
used the Langstroth hives prior to the year 1860._ The writer
became acquainted with this hive in the year 1857, and began using it quite extiuisively in western New York in the
spring of I85S, and he does not now remember the time when
the V-shaped wooden guide was not used therein. As Mr. La
liarre ' reads little from choice,'' this may explain why he
now claims to be the original inventor or discoverer of the
triangular or V-shaped wooden guide. If he had been a reader
of "The Hivi- and Honey-Bee," by Father Langstroth, prior to

—

a
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iy6C». he would have tniuid therein several
illustration's in the 2(1 edition, published in

angular or V-shaped wooden guide he now
tion in

references and
of the triclaims as his inven-

or thereafter.
stated, the writer first met the Langstroth hive
in 18.d7, and this was at the apiary of the late Moses Quinby.
Mr. Quinby had about iiU of these hives in use in his apiary
at that time.
He took pains to show and explain this hive in
detail to me.
I don't now distinctly recollect about seeing the
triangular guide in the hive at the time, but 1 believe it was
in use that year in all his hivi'S.
Later on, and during that
year. I found tlie Langstroth hives on exhibition in Buffalo,
and at the Xew York State Fair. The man who was exhibiting this hive was R. C. Otis, whose home was then near Kenosiia. Wis.
Mr. Otis had a colony of bees in the Langstrotii
hives and was handling and exhibiting the same to the visitors
at the fair.
He had also empty Langstroth hives on exhibition there, and ray recollection is that they were all supplied
with the V-shaped top-bars.

portionate

The

following spring Mr. Otis made ray father and me a
our apiary in Niagara Co., N. Y., five miles north of
Middleport. My father bought the county right to manufacture and sell the Langstroth hive in Niagara county in the
spring of 185S, and he had 200 new hives made that year in
Lockport for our own use. and to sell to others, and I know
that all the hives made that year were supplied with the V
guide in the top part of the brood-frames.
So much for history.
Kane Co., III.

if

;

[Almost the next mail after getting the foregoing from Mr.
we received the following from Mr. C. P. Dadant
on the same subject: Editor.]

Debeauvoys. who had evidently forseen the results that
might be achieved with a hive that could be taken to pieces
without injuring the combs, liad made a failure of his discovery because he had left out the anti-propolizing idea^the
prize feature of the Langstroth invention.
Before the invention of the wax sheet stamped with the imprint of the cells, which later gave rise to the modern comb
foundation, Mehring had devised a stamp to be used on the
underside of a flat top-bar which made an impression of the
outline of the comb. This impression, aftwards filled with
beeswax, was said to succeed well, but was soon superseded
by what was known as a covib-guide, made of a thin strip of
melted beeswax on the underside of the frame. The latest
method is a narrow strip of foundation wedged into a groove
on the under side of the top-bar. This is the surest of all

Baldridge,

TOP-BAR.

Permit me to rise for a correction to an article published
on page 5. by John R. Schmidt, as to the originator of the V
top-bar. This gentleman says that Mr. .James La ISarre was
the first man to conceive the idea of a V top-bar as combguide, and stat<'s that this discovery was made in the "60"s. It
is a matter of small consequence, practically, as to the first
originator of the idea, but historically I believe we should
know the truth of any claim. I believe the idea may have been
original with the gentleman named at the date stated, but he
was not the originator of the first V top-bar, for this was used
by L. L. Langstroth in the '.jU's, and not only is this mentioned in his book, edition of 1857, but a picture of the
frames with triangular bars at the sides as well as at the top
is included among the plates, and a special description is made
of the triangular piece.
On page 196 of the

size.

we use only the triangular comb-guide to secure
straight combs in the frames, we must be very careful to keep
proper distances. We have always been inclined to give the
bees ample room, and, for this reason, we follow Quinby in his
method of putting the frames 1)4 inches apart from center to
center.
While ransacking our bee-books for information on the
subject, I see that Kevan, in his book on the honey-bee, dated
1838, recommended putting the "bars'' closer' together in
the center of the hive than at the outside. He had evidently
noticed what I mention here, that the brood-combs needed to
be closer together than the honey-combs, and for that reason
found it advisable to place the latter at a greater distance
from each other. He made his bars 1 Je inches in width, and
placed the center ones seven-sixteenths of an inch apart,
while the outside ones were placed nine-sixteenths from each
other.
This made the distance one and nine-sixteenths from
center to center on the brood-combs, and one and eleven-sixteenths on the storing-combs. This distance seems too great,
and it is doubtful that there could be much regularity in
combs built on those bars but, at that time, the movable idea
had not yet taken hold of the bee-keeping world, and the men
of that day had not the remotest idea of the great steps that
would be made in the next GO years.
Thus,

visit at

.

]902

too dillicult to keep warm.
On the honey-combs, however, they show much less regard for correct measurements,
and. especially at the end of a season, they will readily
lengthen out the cells of the outside combs to a very dispro-

1860

V

16,

combs

1^57,

As before

ORIGINATOR OF THE

Jan.

guides, barring a full sheet of comb or of foundation.
But
the triangular top-bar, which makes the subject of this article, is still used in many hives, and will probably be used as
long as apiarists want a cheap comb-guide.

Hancock

same work are found the following

Co.,

C. P.

111.

Dadant.

words:

"The great point to be gained is to secure a single comb
on each frame. This I have effected after many experiments,
and the device may be applieii to any hive so that expense of
a few cents will always secure straight combs."
This invention of the triangular bar seems to have been
one of the points or features of the Langstroth patent, which
cost its owner so much trouble and brouglit him so little reward, though the invention was revolutionizing the culture
of bees.

Not only was the triangular top-bar a feature

of the Langstroth hive 20 years before the time, when, as reported by
Mr. Schmidt, this idea is said to have been suggested to Chas.
F. Muth by Mr. La Barre, but at that same date i.e., in the
edition of 18.)7
a description is given and a cut. Plate III,
Fig. lO, of a guage for cutting these triangular top-bars on a
power circular saw-table. So, granting that Mr. LaHarre may
have suggested the idea to Mr. Muth, who suggested it in
tur'n to Mr. Langstroth, (which is much to lie doubted), there
is an_error of more than 20 years in the dates.
I trace this
to 1857, but if I had the first edition of the book in my hands,

—

—

I

firmly believe

I

could traci^

it

at

least five

years further

back.

The triangular top-bar is not an absolutely safe guide, but
answers in most cases. A very important point is to have
the frames at proper distances from center to center. Although the bees themselves make slight variations, their
combs are never closer together than 1?8 inches. If the
frames are placed too close to each other the bees may build the
first comb right, but the next will be thrown out of the center
of the bar. and, the regularity being broken, they may jump
from one frame to another and curve their combs into iill sorts
of shapes, after they have once departed from the straight
it

*

A Case

of

Bee-Fever— He "Had

It

Bad."

I have been a subscriber to the American Bee Journal
for the past two years, and very little could I do without it.
I
find it a great help to me at every turn. I commenced to keep
bees about five years ago, and have had all kinds of luck since
then with them good, bad, and indifferent. They were at all
times a source of amusement to me. if not one of profit, having
honey to sell but once in all that time ( 1.901 ). But a sweet
time it has been at the table all that time. Honey, honey,
honey, three times a day, and sometimes of tener. Oh, no, not
from surplus, dead colonies being the most frequent source of
supply, until the last season.
first start was made by trading poor debts for poor
bees.
In this way I got three colonies, which were neither a
pleasure to the sight nor a profit to me, but they nevertheless
gave me a "swell" time, while they lived, and a sweet one
after they died. No Irishman ever had a longer or finer wake.
feasted them, at their expense, all winter and well into

—

My

We

the spring.
The next year I had better htck, trading bad debts for
better bees, getting three colonies this time, which built u]>
strong for winter, but no surplus yet. One of these died during the winter, leaving a hive full of honey. I also captured
an Italian swarm, in the timber, late in July, which, although
a poor year, filled a ten-frame hive for themselves before
frost.
This strain of bees I still have, and they have never
failed to yield me excess honey, except the first year.

—

—

course.

Up to this time I had only a mild case of "bee-fever." but
the next spring, with the return of warm days, the symptoms
b(?came mor<' pronounced, and I developed the itch (to be a
shining light in beedom, by some discovery or invention

Brood-combs are built with great regularity, as a certain
space is needed in which to hatch the brood— a greater distance
than that absolutely indispensable being apt to make their

dangerous symptom, financally), which, I understand, is very
apt to develop early in the disease. I had already subscribed
for the "Old Reliable," and got "ABC of Bee-Culture." That was

—

Jan.
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TinniifloiriR, and, incldiMitally, ratlu'r hard mi the biws.
vlsioii^^ oi
1 bcraiiK^ dcliridiis
fever ra^rd hl^iur and liijjhi'r
I
l)(!;;aM to bollcvc l\i'goldi^ii ciiicfiis lUialrd lii;fijr(! my oyi'S.
advertiscinciits of llio (|ii(M^ii-r('ar(!rs, cvon so far as to smid ni\
good money to tliom. I divided and subdivided. Italianized
and Cainioliuiizi'd, formed nuclei and reared quei^ns. l!i-e
Ideas chased l)ee-ideas, up one side of my l)raln and down th^'
other, most of tiiem too large to get out th(' natural openln^'^
for Ideas, except so misshapen as to l)i' unrc'cojjnizaliie. Smokintroduce my
I would not
ing became a lived iialiil with me
friends without lirst smoUirif,' them, lor fear they would (|uainor open a conversaliiui without it. dieadlnn beiiif; stun;;
rel
(by a sharp tonijiu')- In fact, I had smoker with me eonstanliy
If not a bee .smoker, a pl|»?, cigar, oi' cigarettes

39

my

:

;

:

nvention Proceedings.

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention,
Held at Woodstock, Dec. 3, 4 and 5. 1901.

;

—

was also alHlcted witli hives, as the season advanced.
The Dadaut, tlio Dauzenbaker, the Ileddon, the Lanfistroth,
the fharf and the'Slmplicily. and others that were not so simple — the six, eight and ten or mor(^ frame, de<'p and shallow.
box, l)arn a-nd palace, swarming and mm-swarming hives, in
I

endless procession, until
Tilings went on
caria.
Ideas of single, double,

I
ill

developed ri'|)eated attacks of urtiway, gettiiif; worse and worse.

this

i|iiadriipl(!, sextuple, etc., had their
turn, until I must have a b(!e-hoiise large enough to hold all
my colonies. Having a small building not in use, I linally
finished, after much study and expending some money, a model
bee-house with accommodations for 14 colonies. I moved my
bees in, not without some objections from the liees, however,
which did not seem to appreciate the efforts I was making to
convert them from tlieir primitive ways of secreting themselves
in any old place, to the more enlightened ways of domesticity,
and with the same degrei^ of bigotry, shown by some heathen
tribes, to civilization, fought to (witli) the liitter end.
I moved 1 2 colonies to their new home, and at first everything went along swimmingly, but winter came, and it got too
cold to swim, or something else happened at any rate, they began to die a slow and lingering death. First one colony died
we used what honey they had left. Then another would, by
that time, become sullicieiitly ripened by death to be fit for
table use. Peath. the grim destroyer, continued to wreak
vengeance until the gentle zephyrs of spring came, when,
on examination, I found I liad but one colony to occupy my
fourtcen-room bee-house, and they were showing signs of
lonesomeness.
Strange to say. with the death of the bees, the fever began
to abate, until it was almost gone, and I am convinced that if
the last colony liad died the disease would have been cured.
But, with the return of sjiring, the symptoms began to get
worse, and I passed though all the stages again, with but little
I inbetter results than before, from a honey standpoint.
creased to twelve colonies again by fall, four of which I managed to pull through in spite of the bee-house. About this
time, I might say that a liouse fell on me, and I took a tumble,
that, perhaps, the bees did not want to be domesticated
So, early in the
to the extent of living in an improved flat.
spring, I moved them back into hives (the four which were
left), and they showed their appreciation by producing 380
pounds of comb honey, and increasing to twelve colonies once
more.
The disease has subsided into a chronic condition, which I
have been told is incurable, and is subject to relapses each
spring, until death relieves, not only the sufferer, but also
those afflicted with tlie sufferer.
The history of this disease dates back into the earliest
times of which we have any writings, and, as far as I can find
out, it has never received sufficient recognition to have a
scientific name given to it.
A careful study of the disease
will show that all symptoms lead to irritation of the bees, and,
as irritation, unless relieved, always leads to inflammation, I
would suggest a combination of tlie two words apis (bee) and
itis (inflammation), which would make the word ap-is-i-tis to
be the scientific name of "bee-fever."
This may not be
scientifically correct but it would elicit sympathy for a sufferer
of the disi^ase where it now provokes mirth.
Thanking you for your kind indulgence, in listening to
the plaintive lamentations of an apisletic,
C. M. B.
I am, vours, etc.,
;

;

The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the finest bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.

<•

the

This is
Eug-ene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller.
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25. cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

\

ni;i'Oitri:i)

by

f.

it.

iioi.teii.m.\nn.

of the above association began Dec. U,
been gathfrring
during the early part of the day and spending tlir-ir time in
I'res. Xewton
discussing subjects of interest to themselves.
opened the meeting by calling upon Mr. Craig to lead in
The minuti's were read by Secretary Couse, and at
pray(!r.
the close a committee was formed to Investigate an omission
of name's of the officers of the Ontario Bee-Keepers" Association
during the joint miMiting of the International and Ontario, in
Toronto, at which tiiiii' R. .McKnighl was president.

The annual meeting

at 2:!iO p.m.

.Members

of the association liad

President Newton's Address.
Ladies and Gentlemen:— \\i is with pleasure that we meet
again in convention. Another year has passed, and we are
here to talk over the past and make plans for the future. The
first of the new C(^ntiiry has been very profitable to most beekeepers, not only by the good flow of honey but by the good
prices which have been obtained for our product. In fact, I
may well say that we have to-day as good prices as we liad
ten or twelve years ago.
(juality, as far as I

have

The
Surely, this is encouraging.
able to judge, has biicn extra-

Ijeen

good.

Now as to our expectations for next year's crop Bees in
most parts have gone into winter quarters with good, ripened
and the
stores, which means much towards good wintering
roadsides are massed with white clover, and judging from thia
we may well look for a big crop in 1902. I doubt not, the
most, if not all of you, have come here with the hope and expectation that this would be one of the most enjoyable and
profitable meetings evi'r held by our Association. To make this
a veritable reality can best be accomplished by each one taking part in the discussion, an 1 so contributing his or her portion of information for the general good.
It was with deep regret that we learned the news of the
sudden death of our ex-president. Dr. Thom, who held the position of president in the year 1884, and was much esteemed by
But these calls are but warnall members of the Association.
ings to each of us that some day we, too, shall be called hence
to our reward.
It will be remembered that at our last annual meeting a
motion was passed to the effect that the Association deem it
advisable to make an exhibit at the Pan-American. The matter was brought before the Ontario Government, and they deAt our executive meeting in May it was my
cided to help us.
pleasure to be appointed to go to Buffalo to install the exhibit.
\Ve made a generous call to bee-keepers of the Association to
help us. We succeeded in getting a good supply of extracted
honey, but not a great deal of comb. However, the extracted
and comb were of a very fine quality. Our display was not
1 may note a
large, but was greatly admired Oy all visitors.
few remarks gathered" by passers-by and entered in my register book
"Canadian honey what part? Ontario. Ontario is all
"Magnificent exhibit." "Very artistic exhibit, and
right."
very clear honey.'" " Grand honey and beautiful exhibit; I"m
:

:

:

—

upstairs to see it." "O, look at the purified
"'
"O
It"s a very pretty show-up, ain't it ?
it fine?
isn't it fine"? The Canadians may be slow, but they know how
There were only 21 exhibitors in
to put up a honey exhibit."
We were awarded the Gold
all for the judging of awards.
Medal for the collective exhibit of honey, and 33 diplomas of
honorable mention for our exhibit. I have to thank the members who so willingly aided us in making Canadian honey
famous at the Buft'alo Pan-American.
While at Buffalo I had the pleasure of attending two sessions of the Xational Bee-Keepers" Association, which so
kiudlv extended an invitation to our society. I was pleased
to see" so many Canadian bee-keepers present, and enjoying
the meeting. Every one reported a profitable convention.
During this year, also. Canadian honey has been represented at Glasgow, Scotland, being taken from the exhibit

glad

I

honey

came
1

Isn't

which was at Paris, in UIOl
out what awards were given.

;

but

I

have been unable to find
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Ono of the (juestions at our last meeting was. AVould it pay
us to exiiibit at Buffalo, knowing we had a duty of one anil
two-third cents per pound to pav to gain a market in the
United States ? I feel safe in answering it now, that I believe
it has paid our Association.
First, by showing the world that
we can produce a very line quality of honey in Canada in
fact, second to none
and that we as Canadian bee-keepers
take a pride in our pursuit to put our honey tastefully on the
market. I believe if we push for a market in the United
States, even by paying the duty, we shall gain it, because
American people seem to realize that Canadian laws are far

—

:

more

strict than their own.
Our pure-hfmey bill is all right
each member of our society try to enforce it, and by doing
so we shall make a market for our product.
It will be laid before you for your consideration, the advisability of making stronger the bill which we now have in
regard to sprayijig of fruit-trees while in bloom. We all know
it is a serious question in some parts of the country to beekeepers let u.s all put our shoulders to the wheel and try
what can be done.
The inspector of apiaries, so far as I have been able to
learn, has been attending to the duties of his department in a
manner which I trust will be satisfactory to all. His report
will, however, be submitted for your consideration.
!Mv attendance at the exhibit at Huffalo. and meeting with the
many bee-keepers of Ontario who do not belong to any beekeepers" association at all. has bmught me to think that they
do not realize the advantages given to the members of the
Ontario Uee-Keepers' Association. I would strongly advise
that a small pamphlet be published setting forth the workings
of our society and its advantage to bee-keepers, and have a
copy placed jn the hands of every bee-keeper in this land.
The matter of forming a guild, or exchange, will be
brought to your notice by Mr. Andrew Patullo, M. P. for
North Oxford, who has so kindly consented to take that subject for the basis of a few remarks to us.
In conclusion, I thank you for the confidence reposed in
me a year ago in placing me in the position I now occupy. I
trust you will all assist in making these meetings pleasant
and prolitable to each one of us, for in union alone there is
:

let

:

John Newton.

strength.

Evans, in reply to the President's Address, said he
at a disadvantage, not knowing what was about to be
He wanted to praise Mr. Newton for the excellent and
said.
responsible work he had done this year, as president, esueJ. D.

connection with the Pan-American Exhibition hehad managed to do the thing economically. He thought it
would be an advantage to make the law in" connection with
spraying more stringent.
In his own district he had no
trouble the people were anxious to have bees about them.
They found It an advantage in fruit setting: even this year
they had apples when others had none. More educating
shou]d hp. done, and p/en/y q/ ii. Doctor Fletcher's address
in connection with the value of bees to tlie fruit-grower had
been circulated, and more work in such directions was desirin

:

—

able.

Rev. W. F. Clarke congratulated the president upon his
good work; he was pleased to hear of the successof the exhibit
at the Pan-American.
If Canadians would do justice to themselves they would hold their own with any countrv.
A resolution of congratulation and thanks was passed to
Mr. Newton.
Mr. Newton said he forgot in bis address to mention that
the thanks of the association were due to Mr. Miller for supplying glass packages to help make the Pan-American exhiliit
attractive.
A vote of thanks was then tendered Mr. Miller.

FOUL BROOD.

When the alcohol lamp was lighted the
gas was soon generated. At the top of the box a one-half inch
opening had been left: out of this the atmosphere passed as
the box tilled with formalin gas. When the box was full thegas would pass out of the iipp^r orifice, detected by the odor.
The apparatus was then withdrawn, both openings plugged,
and the comb left \inder the influence of the gas for one hour,
after which exposure no growth was obtained, four tests in all
having been made. The honey-cells known to be affected gave
no growth. The pressure obtained in generating the gas
might in a measure account for the results. This cure would
be practical in a large apiary. Other appliances used in disinfecting would answer.
Prof. Harrison also mentioned that some years ago he had
taken a lot of cells or spores and placed them on glass in semidarkness. He had tested them about every six months and
had made a test very recently. Although where the cells had
been placed nearly four years ago and exposed as per above,
the last test showed they were still alive, showing that the
spores were extremely resistant. In conclusion, Prof. Harrison said he hoped that the method of disinfecting he had given
would be tested during the coming season.
Mr. Evans I believe that this is one of the most important statements yet made in connection with foul brood.
Mr. Hall Are the capped cells you mentioned, capped

—
—

larv;e. or

:

capped honey

?

— Capped larvie.
— think that the method

Prof. Harrison
F. A. Gemmill
tested, and.

if

given should be
I
found better than the present, adopted.
We often have doubts about the surplus combs

—

Mr. Hall
on infected hives, and other combs; these could be disinfected
in the method given.
I am very glad to hear the report.
.J. K. Darling
How about bees and brocd ?
Prof. Harrison
Any in the box would, of course, suffer
the same fate as the germs.
Evans
Would
it not be well to shake the bees off the
]Mr.
combs, then treat the combs and return the bees ? An experi-

—
—

—

ment

in this direction might be tried.
K. H. Smith
Does the treatment make the combs objectionable to the bees ?
I'rof. Harrison
It does not injure the most delicate fabric.
Mr. Smith Will the bees, if there are any dry scales, remove them from the base of the cells ?
Mr. (iemmill Do you think, if the scales were dry, they
would be disinfected in the scales?
Those I tested were moist, and it would
Prof. Harrison
doubtless be better to moisten them.
A. Laing—
not turn the bees back to the combs, and
after ten days repeat the operation ? The bees would then be
practically clear?
Prof. Harrison
As long as I fed carbolic acid, although
growing millions of spores, no foul brood could be produced ;
but as soon as I left off feeding, foul brood developed.

—

—

—

—

Why

—

—

Mr. Holtermanu It would not do to return the bees tO'
the combs, and after ten days repeat the operation, bei-ause
the bees, when disturbed, take up perhaps infected honey and
return this to the comb, and there is no guarantee that they
may not repeat this operation the second time.

—

A Member What about McEvoy's method ?
Mr. Holtermann The combs are taken away, and the
bees cannot store the infected honey in cells. I am afraid

—

that bee-keepers, in their attitude, are rather inclined to despise scientific help and investigation
not in words, perhaps,
Remedies and results are given such
as much as in attitude.
as this, and yet bee-keepers go on just as before.
W. F. Clarke No wonder bee-keepers despise science
when the inspector has drilled into them to despise science,
and they are taught to hold to the theory of spontaneous gen-

—

—

eration,

Prof. F. C. Harrison, bacteriologist, who has recently returned from a year or more of study at the leailiiig bacteriological institute in Europe, gave the result of his work during the
past season with foul brood. He stated that the work undertaken with foul brood at the Ontario .Agricultnral College during the past year has been rather limited. The only thing attempted this year was some means of destroying germsof foul
brood in combs. One remedy had met with good success; that
was, disinfecting combs and hives with the vapor of formalin.
Pieces of comb had been taken containing wax and comb several years old, dead brood, cajiped brood, and cells of honev
into which had Ihmui put foui-brood germs. These wer<' ]ilaced
in a box the size of the orflinary hive, the lower entrance in
the box having been plugged, leaving only sutlicient room for
the entrance of a rubber hose coming from the disinfecting
apparatus, similar to that for disinfecting i)lants, etc. The
formalin gas apparatus was as follows
An alcohol lamp, and upon it a reservoir with a 40-degree

16, 1902.

solution of formalin.

—

was

cially

Jan.

which no

scientist to

day holds.

Clarke read the Cheshire remedy, and wanted to knoyv
why this remedy had been ignored on this side of the Atlantic.
Was it national jealousy, personal feeling, or what?
Prof. Harrison said if we will read Bulletin No. 12 .issued
by the Ontario Agricultural College, we will find considerable
work lias been done in this investigation. Carbolic acid will
not destroy the germ 2 percent solution will not destroy the
germ in six days Iin5<i0will prevent the germination of
The carbolic acid, in the strength mentioned by Mr.
spores.
Cheshire, will not kill the spores, but may pn'vent their
growth. Formic acid has a much greater value in disinfectSome honeys have more formic acid than others bucking.
wheat has almost twice that of clover honey. Bee-keepers
had even noticed the sting more severe when the bees worked
on buckwheat honey. He (Mr. Harrison) had spent several
weeks with Mr. Bertrand, in Switzerland he had also studied
In those countries they had a race of
the disease in Austria.
bees which had a natural immunitv from foul brood for this.
.Mr.

;

:

:

:

;

—

Jan.

10,

.
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reason, ho

b(>licv('(l,

riMiii'dios wliicli

biTs

llio

wore a

siicci'ss

iK^rc.

not

imiiiuiic.

bi'iiitj

in

t'onntrv
Mk^ Ix'cis wctc not,
Mr. CliirUo Is pluuiol and carljdliit lu.-ld tlin same thin;; ?
I'rcif. Harrison
Yes.
Mr. (lark Was i to 500 not a success ?
I'rof. Ilarrlsiin
Only as an antiseptic; not to d(\slii)y thr

tliia

In the lleddon short metliod rif traMsfirrlng, what would
yon do alxuit the ipieen that will lie reared In the old hive
whiii^ waiting 21 days for all thi! lirood to hatch V
AcordlriK
to my <-ount, a new queen will be hatched, and have quite a
little brood, before the 2 1 days expire.
1

gcM'ms.

Mr. Holtcrniann- I would like to ask anollicr
Under what conditions docs the Rorni ;,'row a;xain,
been trcat(^d willi carbolic acid 1 to iiOO
Mr. Harrison When yon coaso ionding.

(iin-stinn

feed

it is all

is

ri;;ht.

'I'he

conduct at

t'olU^Kc

th(>

formic
bees object to carbolic aci<l
I may say wo are always pleased lo
investi;;atioiis

along this and other'

we have we cannot conduct
experiments for individuals, but where for public ;;oo<l, we will
be pleased to carry on investi;;ati(uis. You help us by sending
material, and we will help you with our appliances, an<i pcrWith

lines.

t\u'.

strength of

stall'

for

one year?
No, for four years.

Prof. Harrison

—

PICKLRD BROOD

The
thought

—OTIIEK

—

The

"jees will take care of that matter to
the old queen Is yet in full vigor, the
young (|ur'i^n will likcdy be destroyed, otherwise she may be
superseded by the young <|ueen when the two parts are united.
If you wish to sav(! Iioth queens, of course you can interfere.
2. I can only guess.
I should think then' would be danger of their being packerl a little too sidid but if sullicient
pains were taken lo loosen them up they might be all right.
1.

If

:

.1.

ments Just

for

suit tliomselves.

increase knowledge.
10. Frith -Have you been working on foul-lirood experi-

lia.ps

trimmings from a book-bindery do for
winter?
Ii.r.iNoi.t.

will (laper

packing bees
A.NHWER8.

As lony as you
:

Nature's remedy.

How

2.
:

wliich has

'.'

add

Paper Trimmings for Packint;.

Transferrlnij

lln'

Kuropi' wito not sui'li
iinnnnKi tn tlio saninrxlont.

In
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Feeding a Mixture of Sugar and Honey.
hav(^ a colony of bees in a bcjx-hive. given to me by a
neighbor, and it is short of stores. There is no way to get
to them from the top of the hive, and I have been wondering if I could not carry them into the house-cellar, whiTe the
I

M.\.TTKRS.

(inestion of pickled brood was brou^rht up, and it was
well that the disease in Xew York State be investi-

thermometer registers about 40 degrees, turn thi> hive bottomup, and lay ui)on the lower end of the combs a roll of
sugar and extracted honey (mixed), leaving the hives in this
side

gated.
It was decidi'd that samples be sent to I'rof. Harrison.
Ontario Agricultural I'ollege, Guelph, Out.. Canada, who
promised to investi;;ate tlicm.
Wm. McEvoy. inspector of apiaries, suggested that bees
be sent to Mr. Harrison to measure the len^jtli of their tongues.
J. H. Hall welcomed the Ontario 15ee-Keepers' Association
on behalf of the Oxford Association bespoke of the incorporation of the Ontario liee-Keepers' Association, the Colonial
and Indian Exhiliition, the Foul Brood Law, and eulogized Mr.
McEvoy and the work he had done. Another important work
was the Spraying Act passed through tlie instrumentality of
the Association then the Pure Honey Bill. The Chicago Ex;

Nkw

position until spring.

— Y'our

'York.

to work all right, only it
the cellar wore nearer -45 degrees.
is some danger that you will use too much honey and
too little sugar in other words, your candy will be to thin. If
you lind it so thin that it will not stay up in place (and very
likely you will find it becoming thinner after it is given to the

An.swer.

scheme ought

would
There

likely be better

bees),

take

if

—

so as to

candy away and work some more sugar
thicker and dryer.

tlie

make

into

it

it

;

and tliat at the Pan-American, were also a success, and
had done much to educate the local public and other nations

hibit,

as to Ontario honey.
Tlie president called on Mr. Evans to reply, who responded thus
" I am very glad to come to Woodstock: I knew the Ontario
could teach the Oxford Association nothing, but we expect to
learn a groat deal from the Oxford laughter].
We are quite
ready to accept all the good things Mr. Hall has said of the
Ontario Association. I think mncli has been done, liut the
end is not yet."
:

|

(Coatinued

I

ne-xt week.)

Questions and Answers,

DR. O. O. MILLER, JUarengo, ni,
(The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.I
Dividins, or Artificial Increase.

—

too afraid of

them

Answers.

to give

—

me much

help.

I

don"t

want

my family are
East.

— If

you had asked for a plan I might have
answered you readily, but when you ask for my plan you make
the question more diilicuit.
I have no plans of mv "own, and
do not always follow the same plan, taking just what seems
to be tiie most convenient at the time.
Probably tlie nucleus
plan is followed more than any other. A necleus is formed
and a ripe queen-cell given to it, and then when the queen
gets to laying, it is strengthened by means of a frame of sealed
brood.

my bees for extracted honey and would
you consider it any advantage to have a hive
wider than the 10-frame. Can swarming be kept down better
Noijth Caholixa.
with a wider liive?
desire to run

I

to

like

know

If the nucleus be started sulticiently early, no aid will
be needed to have it built up sulticiently strong for winter.
If you will take the trouble to send the question on a
postal towards the last of May. I shall be glad to go more into
detail, and advise you just what to do to start your cells and
form your nuclei.

if

—

An.swer. I don't know for certain, but I think there
miglit be less swarming with a liive larger than 10-frames. It
would, of course, be more unwieldy, but you might not care
much for that. It would bo a good plan for you to try the
larger hives on a small scale, carefully comparing tliem with
the lU-frame hives, and then you would bo able to tell better
which would bo best for vou.

Early Stimulative Feeding.

l

CONDUCTED BY

What is your plan for artificial increas<'?
any natural swarms I can't manage them and

Hive for Producing Extracted Honey.

have four good, strong colonies of bees with ''red
I
clover" queens, and want to divide as far as practicable and
have the colonies so formed all in readiness for the honey-flow
the last of June. I espect to feed liberally of both sugar and
meal.
1.

How

early in the winter

is it

advisable to begin stim\ila-

tive feeding ?
2. Are granulated

sugar syrup and say, rye meal, all
the food necessary ? What do you recommend ?
3. How far do you consider it safe to carry the dividing,
and at how early a date ?
It appears tome that the further (and the earlier) they are
divided, the more good, strong, young queens we will liave
laying.
But where is the principal danger?

—

Answer. 1. Don't try stimulative feeding in the winter
on any account. Wait until the bees are flying daily.
2".
Some think sugar syrup as good as honey for breeding
purposes, while others thinlv it very inferior, and only to lie
used when honey cannot bo liad. Probably no one thinks rye
meal or any other substitute so good as natural pollen. If
possible' to have good honey and pollen. I should prefer it to
anytliing else.
'^. If it appears to you that the earlier you begin and the
more you divide, the more good, strong, young queens you will
have laying, I'm afraid it appears wrong tf) you. Y'ou can begin so early that your queens will be of little value, and if you
As far
divide too early or too much you will lie the loser.
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;ire il di-grces), if you get young queens to laying
before .Tune tliev are not likely to be of the best.
If you begin stimulative feeding in the winter, or too early
in the spring, you may have fewer bees than to let them entirely alone.
Indeed, it is possible to ruin a colony entirely
by injudicious early interference in the way of feeding. If
your object is to get as much honey as possible from the white
honey harvest beginning in .Tune." it will probably be best for
you to do no dividing before the time of the harvest. Something, however, depends on the strength of the colonies in the
spring, and upon tlie weather at that time.
The thing I'm
afraid of is that somehow you've got it into your head that by
beginning very early to feed, and using feed enough, you can
increase largely your number of colonies, and at the same
time your harvest of honey. Please set that down as a serious
error.
Stimulative feeding is a two-edged sword that is not
very safe in the hands of a beginner, unless he be of a very
cautious turn. Your safe plan is to let it alone, if not entirely,
at least till weather is warm enough for the bees to tly daily,
and it will be a safer plan to do no dividing till about the time
of natural swarming.

north as you

(

Was

It

Foul Brood

?

I now have 23 colonies from 10 that 1 bought last spring.
had one colony very weak when bought in April it didn't
do well all summer: it was in a box-hive. In August I transferred it to a Langstroth hive, and noticed notliing wrong in
the ajipearance of the bees or brood. Sept. 2y, after I had
I

:

H.xed for winter, this colony swarmed out.
I didn't know
for a week, and I then discovered it was gone, and the other
bees robbing tlie honey. I shut it up at once and afterwards
all

it

examined the hive and brood.

The brood was

all

capped,

regularly, no vacant cells, but looked entirely natural
but on opening the cells there was a rotten mass, attended
with some odor quite offensive. I burned the frames, combs,
brood, honey and all. in my house furnace.
1. Was that foul brood ?
2. »f so, can I hope that the bees tliat robbed part of that
honey will have it consumed by winter use before brood-rearing in the spring, and consequently escape inoculating their
brood and hive with the disease?
:!. If not foul brood, what, probably, was it '?
-1:.
In view of all the facts, what should I do, and when do
it?
My other colonies are strong, and have lots of lioney, and
are well-packed in winter-cases, tilled witli planer-shavings,
and a super full nf shavings on top of the frames.
Ohio.
filled

:

—

Answers. 1. Possibly, and possibly not.
2. If it was a case of foul brood you may pretty safely
expect the disease to be carried to the robbing colonies.
3. I don't know.
It is just possible there was no disease
at all.
4. Let the bees alone till warm weather.
In the meantime study up the subject carefully in your books and back
numbers of bee-papers, and thus you will become so well informed that when'warm weather comes yon will be well armed
to meet the foe, if foe it proves.
Don't omit Dr. Howard's
pamphlet on foul brood.

Can Bees Hear'
Do vou think

bees can hear ?

SUBSCKIBER.

—

Answ?;i!.
Opinions are divided. Some authorities whose
opinions are deserving of c(jnsideration insist that there is no
evidence that bees can hear. As proof that they do not hear,
instances are cited in which whistling and loud noises close to
the bees have failed to make the bees show in the slightest
degree that anything had been lieard. while a slight touch
upon the entrance-board would bring from the bees an immediate response.
Such proofs, however, are only negative. If
twenty men should testify that they had not seen Smith kill
Jones, their testimony would be outweighed by thc> testimony
of one man who had actually seen the murder. That a bee
shows no sign of having hi'ard a sound can not bo considered
proof positive that it has not heard the sound. Sounds may
be produced in which bees have no interest, and no heed paid
to them, while sounds to which we might pay little heed might
produce a lively impression on them. If you were taken by a
band of brigands, and they should state iri the most positive
terms, but in language unknown to you, that you are to be
killed forthwith, you might pay little heed to it, and the brig-

ands might say you were deaf

;

but

if

you were

to

hear the

i

Jan.

16,

1902

Jan.

1(1,
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TIIK-

UNITED STATES AND WORLD,
WITH

GDina, Gufta, rorto Rico,
Especially
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XX
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are works of art.
The engraving- is
plain, bold, and
decisive.

Index

Thecolor

one of the invaluable features.

work is elegantly
contrasted, but not

is

gaudy.

It gives an alphabetical list of

PerFec-

countries, their lo-

Mon and
Elegance
a

salient

on map,

cation

government, population,

style
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exports, etc.

feature

of this map not approached by any
similar publication.

It

has been pronounced a

XXX

Photograph of the World

The 1900 Census A:
of the largest

American

JTC

Cities is given.

One side shows a grand map of our great country, with connlies, railroads, towns, rivers, etc., correctly located. The other side shows
an equally good map of the world. Statistics on the population, cities, capitals, rivers, mountains, products, business, etc., a veritable photograph of the UNITED STATES AND WORLD.
'
The map is printed on heavy map paper and is mounted on sticks ready to hang. Edges are bound with tape.
1901 EOII'IOM. Every reader should c-»-t.suIt it every day. The plates show all the new railroad lines and extenEspecial attention is given to th_ topography of the country all the principal rivers and lakes, mountain ranges
sions, county changes, etc.
and peaks are plainly indicated. The leading cities and towns are shown, special attention being given to those along lines of railroads. The
Canadian sectioa of the map gives the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia, with nearly all of Quebec and New Brunswick,
the county divisions being clearly marked. The Southern portion of the map includes the Northern States of the Kepublic of Mexico, and the

—

;

Bahama Islands.
Oil llie reverse side is tlie I^ibrary ,Tlap of llie World. The largest and most accurate map on Mercator's Projection
The political divisions are correctly defined and beautifully outlined in colors. The ocean currents are clearly shown and

ever produced.

named. Ocean steamship lines with distances between important ports are given. A marginal index of letters and figures enables one easily to
locate every country in the world.
A series of short articles in alphabetical order is printed around the border of this map in large, clear type,
containing valuable information concerning agricultural, mining, and manufacturing statistics, also the value of imports and exports in dollars.
The area, population, form of government, and chief executive of every country in the world is given up to date, also the names of the capitals
are elegantly engraved and printed in colors. They are placed in convenient positions around the
and their population. Xlie Inset
United States map, and will be invaluable to every person desiring a plain understanding of our possessions. An inset map of China on the
World side of map adds to its value.
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HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Bee=Supplies.

n^^^^mrr^^^mid^^!^
Bees Seem All Right.

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

My

bees are in the cellar, and seem to he all
right.
The temperature is froui 45 to 4S degrees.
Geo. a. Oh.mert.
Dubuque Co., Iowa. Jan, 6.

Bottom Frame-Spacers,

Snoring Stopped
J
prevented and cause
W
jj
removed
^ J^gjJ^Jjl^ •7
Y * permanL'ntly
by a neat and simple
device which affords no inconvenience to user.
F&llure is Impossible. It also prevents
sleeping with operv moutf\» which habit
ruins so many throats and vocal cords and in
many cases brings on diseases of nose, throat

NOMEDICINE. Correspondence

SNOR-0-DONT, A-23

142 Honroe

Chicago,

St..

wueu

ineutiou Bee journai

III.

wiii..jj,t

—

Dittmer's Foundation
a

which enable me

inventions,

FOUNDATION and
Wori fax

Into Fonnilatioii

SELI*

to

For

Casli

Augusta, Wis,

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

'1

Only Genuine Non-Moisture
Incubator,
by patent. Gold Medal and highestaward
at Pan-AmerKian, October, lyOl. Illustrated S^-page circular free. <"oniplete t'atal<>t;ue, Util papes, 8x11 inches,
mailed for !ii rents. Ask tieart-st ollit-e lor book No. 5u.
fully covered

:k.

lACntATOi: <OMI'\NV,

v., Chicago,

ButUjo,

111.,

aia!>!>.,

Aew

lork, N. V.

flease 'Mention Bee Jouruai wiien writing.

BEE- SUPPL IEST~
Complete stock.

Alanufacturers' prices.

Send

for our catalog.

MUTH & CO.

FRED. W.
S.W. Cor. Front

A;

Walnut

Sts.

CINCINNATI,

0.

DAYS TRIAL
Kcifalatliii:

V

•iir 50 et^t? compartment
hatcheri
Lave advantages over all otherincuii.'itors. Bantani3at85,|y..^0and?irifiir
i'<'>, 100 and 200 egg mzts.
Hatch every good
SenH 2ceniB for No, .3 catalij.'ue.
'e^rrtri?.
Sprlnfffield, Ohio.

BICKKYE iX-LBAlOUCO.,
Please mertiou

Be o Journal wbeD

A Cool

'wtitit'..

Million of

Snowy Wisconsin Sections
AND

i.ooo

BEE-HIVE5

ready for shipment.

R. H.
lAf.t

Send

for circular.

SCHMIDT &

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Successor to Chas. F.Muth

and A. Muth.

BY M.

D.

CAPPS.

THIS

book of 175
pages presents a

and concise
treatment of the Belclear
g-ian

Hare industry;
growth,

its

origin

and kinds; the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breeding
stock; care of the
young, feeding, dlseases and their
cures, scoring, mar-

keting, shipping, &c.
First edition of 50,000 copies was sold
in advance of publication.
paper cover, 25 cents, post-

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American Bee Journal one
for only il.iO.

year— both

GEORGE
144

&

14t,

\V.

YORK & CO.,

Erie btreet,

CHICAGO, ILL-

-

WIFE
FORANPTHE
CHILDREN.

fop 1901.

an incubator tliutthoy can run;
one that will do yoi»d work from the
start and lust lor years. The Sure
(";et

It was a poor year for bees; late spring,
then a drouth, then too much rain, and then
no fall flow of honey. Some colonies did well
for me, but I did not average a dollar to the

hive.
I sold all the honey I had at Ih and 'Jtl
cents a pound, and could have sold more to

my

customers

if I

had had

it.

All the bees have plenty of stores for winunless it is one colony that I was moving
to another part of the yard, and noticed it
I will make candy and keep
felt rather light.
it under the Hill's device, and under the cushion, so that, if they should be short, Ihey can
get it. One of the grocerymen last fall gave
me a lot of candy that had become unsalable.
I was afraid of the coloring, so I kept it until
spring and used it as I have spoken of before.
\Vhen I took out the cushions they had it all
used up. and such a mess of bees as I had;
they made a lot of com!;) in the sections in the
fall, but could not get honey to fill them, so I
will have nearly a litindred to commence with
in the spring, the most of them full of comb.
ter,

Itittch

W

of California red

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,
r'oli'frfct-rii**
WdlllUnilct

f
1

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate

or Resources, send for a sample
fornia's Favorite Paper—

The
The leading

Horticultural

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

copy of Cali-

Pacific Rural Press,

paper of the Pacific Coast.

and Agriculttiral
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Market

-

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80
Perfect in

construction

and

action.
Hatches every fertile
epp. Writeforcatalopoeto-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincv. III.

a lue A merican Hee Journal.

regarding

Send for circulars and

the oldes

most
improved and original Bingham Bee-Smoker

For
Tn make cows pay. nse Sharpies Cream .Separators. Book
Chester.Pft.
"BuBinesa Dairying" & Cat. 212 free.

made

Sure Hatch Incubator Co., Clay Center, Neb., orColumbus.O,

my

waj' of hiving them.
those that
I get the sections cleaned, and
have not much honey in them I take a super
and put in four section-holders and put it in
a hive which I think has a little comb, and
uncap where the honey is. and put them in
on the section-holders, and cover it up; the

IS

-ood, wit liljoz. cold rolled fopper tank,
kHyiiro-Safcty Lamn, Cliiniii baleiy boiltr and
Corrugated Wafer regnlaior. Send for our big
,^- free catalog-. Ttpives actual phol^ffraj.hsot hundreds who are making money with Iht Snro Hatch Incubator. Our
lominon Sensp BroodtT Is th> best, >^ii(i now.

I have not seen any one hive bees as I do,
and as I get so many helps in the American
Bee Journal. I feel that it is my duty to give
others the benefit of my experience. So before swarming-time next season I will give

CO.,

SUEBOYGAN, WIS.

Flease mention Bee Journal "wrnen "writing

& Son

Standard Belgian Hare Book

Co., Miss., Dec. 13.

[Notched arrangements of wood, wire, and
perhaps tin, for holding bottom-bars in place,
were in use perhaps 4U years ago. Covers or
gunny-sack or other cloth were also used to
some extent some years ago. Editor.]

A Woman's Report

ill U. S., Canada. Aiit;ti-tilia and New
Zealand; alsu hy Anierk-a's leadint;;

CVI»IIKIi>

W. WEBER,

2145-214S Central Ave.,

2G fiov. Kxi>oninfntSt;itif>ns.

IKjuItrvdien and thuusands of others.
<;uaranti'Hj to Kive satisiaction or
lie Ikrieliiul and
pii'-e rt'lunded.

fialTalo,

money by buying from

c. H.

John Kennedy.

World's Standard Hatcher.
J

will save

"e.

up when necessary, and look in, and replace
With the honey-board you have to pry.
and pry. and split, and worry considerable
before you can get it up, and very often split
it before
it will come up.
It has another
advantage: It can be managed to act as a
ventilator in the hot summer, by placing an
inch strip of wood over the lop, and let the

Adams

Full Line of Supplies,

Used on

Hives, etc., at lowest prices.

You

top of the hive rest on the strip. This gives a
gentle draft of air from above, and not too
strong to interfere with comb-ljuilding. Has
any one tried these two arrangements ;

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth

;

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

lowest.
service i^ what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

it.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the

it

Retail— Wholesale—Jobbing.
I use

l.ieeii

:

confidential in plain sealed envelope. Address,

t-'iease

Etc.

a subscriber to the American
Bee .Journal for nearly two years, and I am
much interested in all it contains; but I do
not remember to have seen anything written
about two things, of wliioh I claim to be tlae
originator.
First, it
is a
piece of tin so
notched out as to allow 'the brood-frames to
lit to the notches, which piece is nailed to the
bottom-board about half way of its length.
This arrangement holds the frame steady, and
they can't by any means get irregular, and is
a very valuable convenience.
The next is this
Instead of using a honeyboard on top of the supers, I have adopted a
piece of crocus or gunny-sacli cut in shape to
fit over the super, and to hang down an inch
or so on all sides on the outside. Of course,
the bees will sticli it to the top of the sections
or super-frames so they will a honey-board
but with my arrangement you can easily pull
I

and lungs.

have

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

23

25Atf

Years the Best on Earth.
T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich.
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clean them oiu nicely,
any.
Wl.en eli-aniui
In more, iiiilll all are
ilanj^erof I(Jl)l^l^^f the

ill!
i

i
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MOW Hnythin^ about

m

the

porcli

to

it.

way. hill
hey tor( iIh; comb C(Misi(icrHliU'
bill on the lop of llic hive Ihcy did their work
nicely.
I put some on two hivi^s. but one can
Iiul Ihein on as many hives as may ho desired,
r could not ),ad alon;,'- withiuil the American
Bee .lournal. There liavi; Ikmiti two or llircc
artiidcs tliat have been worth the prie(^ id' a
year's RulLscription.
I look
for It every Friday, and have to loidi al all the headinjis,
however liii.sy I am. I credit whatever .success I have to the lice .Journal. One of my
neighbors has four colonieR. and .she did ii(it
have a liit of honey she feels she can not
alTord lo take Ihi' Hue .lournal beeause her
bees have not been pmlilableto her. !she will
I
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tiyTho.v will lUcIare thut others, which they
liilf tosell, are "just an jrond" aw Watkins' Ueinc(Hes.
In (infer thut yon may not be (lecelved we
put on the ph-tni-e and this sinmitnre lo prntei-t
villi liniii Ir.inil. Alwayn lii^^ist njnm the trenuine,
"uiih I lie poll rait and si^;natnre ot .1. K, \\ (1(1(1 lis.
Its jiliiive.
Take iii> others, for no nthcisiue s..
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Free! Free! Free!
We mail free to any address -'Watkins' Home
Doctor," an illustrated hook of lOO pn^es. the
tlnest ol'thekind everprinted. eontaininn nuieli
viihialiU' int'iriiiation, Ititcrcstinir. insti active
iliiil.r matter, ii^i lomniiical i-aleather fnreciist^ (It .t-i-hiss coi.kint;
louuc
recipes, and matter relating' to larm and iKiiu
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FREE FOR A MONTH
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you are interested ia Sheep in any way
you cannot aflford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Wool Markets and Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Write to-day.

Are you interested?

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee

face Ihe hives to the south, and some of llie
coml>s melted down, .she did not have any
shade.
I
shaded mine on lop, and on the
sides where I did nol liaveolher .shade; then I
have lall evergreen trees on Ihe north side
and imrtly on the west, to keep the cold
winds off in the wilder.
Mr. Andrew M. Thompson, of Alleghany
Co.. X. Y., wants to know whether any one
can show a tieltor record of wintering; bees
than he can.
1
am nol a g-entlenian beekeeper, but an old lady, ~\\ years old Dee. Hi,
and as I had not kept a record of my bees I
can speak only for the jxist two years. I
keep them on the siniinier stands, and have
not lost any the past two winters, and I do
not think I lost any the winter before. I put
on top the brood-frames a Hill's device, a
piece of sacking over that, then a good cushion, most of them tilled with cork-trimmings,
the rest with maple leaves. I leave the entrance the same as for summer, the length of
the front. To keep out mice, I put a strip of
wire two inches wide in the front, which
allows the bees to go in and out at will.
I have always had my hives face east, and
leave the same in the winter.
I set a board
slanting in front, and when it snows 1 go to
them all and draw the board out at the top.
and brush the snow away and lean it back
against the hive at the top. On some I have
boxes, or frames. I should say, with no top or
bottom, large enough to set over the hive, so I
can pack leaves or dry grass between the hive
and box, then a cover ot boards with tar
paper. Some I have fodder standing around
three sides, and a little around the front corners and the tops over the hives. I have
most of them in pairs, with fodder around
them, and dry grass or leaves between.
I have IC colonies, and all nicely packed for
winter.
I finished the last outside on Thanksgiving Day. I have tried the tar paper as I
read of in the Bee Journal, letting it come to
the ground, then packed grass and sod all
around on top of that a little ways, so the
cold wind can not go under the hive. They
are set on frames II or S inches from the
ground. I pack the hives, as I said, with the
tar paper around before I set up the (odder
to keep the cold from going under.
The boxframes are banked up the same (not at the
entrance, ot course), so they are better cared
for this winter.
I buy dry-goods boxes to use for my beebusiness, and knock -them to pieces, as they
are cheaper than lumber.
My means arc
limited, and I am alone, and have to do everything myself. If I live till spring I may report what success I have this winter.
If the foregoing finds a place in the "Old
Reliable," Andrew Thompson can judge for
himself whether or not this is what he asked

Sar.ih
Cumberland Co., N. .!., Dec.

sary.
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146 Erie Street,
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Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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for

Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

1

try tlial

J.

TlietMijBee
Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.
Thi.s is one of the .standard books on
bee-culture, and ouffht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound

substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 page.s, being revised by those
larg-e,

known

practical bee-keepers, so wellto all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject

clearly

is

plained, so that by following- the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

—

;

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK &
144 ,t 14* Erie Street,

An Old-Timer's Methods.
A grape-vine is a nuisance in the bee-yard.
I now have a fine cherry
orchard tritnmed
high enough for one to walk under, and it
gives good ventilation between the branches
and the bee-hives, with shade all the hot part
ot the day. My hives are S to 10 inches from
the ground, all in good, well-painted hives
no rags stuffed in cracks, and the alightingboards are as wide as the bottom of the hives.
I once bought burlap by the acre, and cut

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-
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for chaff cushions till the
of the night, then hauled oats chaff
to the baru to use for filling, and in spite of
There was too
all I would lose some bees.
much work in this, so I adopted this plan,
which has been a success so far for some

and sowed sacks

wee hours

years:
First, I see that every colony has plenty of
stores; then I take supers (without sectionholders), cut a thin board just to fit in the
rabbet at the top of the super. Then scrape
clean the top-bars of all burr-comb, if any.
then set the super on the hive. The bees
have room to pass over all the brood-frames
I put nothing
as they may have occasion.
I have a lot of
whatever in the supers.
boards cut and ready to drop in the suiiers,
and in a few hours one man can put ou a
great many supers. This plan has been a
success with me for some years. I once
bought a lot of the Hill's device, which are
now as worthless as a last year's bird's-nest.

In

my

OUR NEW CATALOG,

up

OF BEE-KEBPERS'

THE WORLD,

LEWIS

WatCPtOWn, WiS.

& Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis. Ind.
L. C. Woodmad, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fred W. Muth & Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sis., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah: Colorado Honey-Producers*
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-tirowers' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Hallev, Montrose, Colo.: Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant Si Son, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., N.E Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Special Agency, C. M. Scott
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26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
upon

low,

its receipt,

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
26 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

much with my

bees.

swarm I give them a good house to commence in, and then let them alone. I get lots
almost every year. Owing to the
honey
of
severe frost and freeze of Sept. IS and lii.
I'Ml. the honey-flow was cut, square off.
which left me with more unfinished sections
than I have ever had at one time in my 30
J. W. C. Gray.
years of bee-keeping.
Piatt Co., 111., Nov. 26.
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Rockford,

FREE
,

Illinois.

Public.
In a letter recently received from Mr. R. C.
Aikin, of Colorado, he writes that he put up
over 20,000 pounds of honey in lard-pails, let
less than a
it candy, and that now there is
fourth of it left, or a total of 16,000 pounds of
candied honey sold in three months. He is
now buying more extracted, and proposes to
put it in paper bags, just " to save money and
to head off the tin trust," as he says.

This goes to show what can be accomplished
own locality by educating the consumers. In the East they have been taught
It may be
to call for extracted, not candied.
well, in view of the large amount of the glujelly-tumin
market
cosed product on the
blers, with a little piece of dry comb in it, to
educate our customers to the use of candied
honey. Just imagine, if you please, the glucose people trying to make their product
candy solid. If the consumers of the whole
United States were "educated ' or made to
understand" that our product in the granulated form of a certain amount of consistency
was absolutelv pure, they would buy honey in
that shape and give the glucosed jelly-tumbler
the go-by.
There, now, I do not mean to advocate that
we of the East should put out candied honey
exclusively. Oh, no! but I only desired to
show that where a locality is " educated " to
the use of honey in this form, it would buy
in one's

quantities and quantities of it, as well as
it was
clear extracted, because it would know
getting pure honey. Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

—

going the rounds of the
European bee-journals, the last one I've seen
is

a really excellent
it in being LeRucher Beige,
journal. In that it is said in all seriousness
beethat Mr. Root, the well-known American
keeper, has succeeded in obtaining longnotthat,
excellence
such
tongued bees of
withstanding the high price at which Mr.
Root sells them, *200 apiece, he has not been
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iREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
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THE BEST FENCE
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so low in price. Largest illustrated J
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tape.
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AGENCIES:

the inventor and the man who manufactures
them, and great effort made to make the new
bee-man think that without these he is not
In fact, I do not
up-to-date in bee-keeping.
think the bees themselves like so much redI

16,

describing and listing the FINEST LINE
will be ready about the first of the year. If you have not been reIN
ceiviDfj a copy annually, send us your name and address and one will be mailed you free. Prices
will be same as last season with the exception of the narrow, plain sections with no bee ways, which
will be 25 cents per thousand less.
Q. g.
CO.,

SUPPLIES

judgment, there are too many new-

fangled" things gotten

Jan.
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goods at wholesale or retiiil at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Marltet price
Said for beeswax. Bend for our 1902 catalog. tS">^
Mich
[. U. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co.,
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07II' ipKiiMi (tlml. was nuvi-'i- oircrril for wUr) ul
$2011, iinil ncvi'i' Milil ii queen for niore tlnin
$10.
It is cviileut tluil sonic of our frinnils
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I

water see tliroujrli n (;lass ilari<iy.
Tluit i.s lo wiy, Ihey Inive nequireil only a
sinatlerin;; of Entrlisii, ami a very poor sinalterin(; at tliat, with the result tliat tliey ilo
not read arinht. Whew! if we eoukl sell
i|ueeiis for .*'J(K1 apieee, ami not supjily the
ilenianil, we woulil k'" 0"t "f th" supply liusiEpiTon.]
Stray Straw in
nesK instanter.
(iloanintrs in Hee-Culture.

acroHS

tile

—

Spruiil.

At last, thanks to Editor York (American
error lias been
Bee Journal, pagv 691),
speeilieally pointed out, and I am (j:Iad to eorI
reet it, for I did not say what I meant.
said, " I lielieve that long tongues are of no
represent
inan
value only so far as they
crease of vigor;" I meant to say. '' I believe

my

that long tongues are of no value except in
those cases in which they represent an increase of vigor." Mr. Doolittle's measurements tend to eonlirm this position. F. B.
SiMi'soM, in the Bee-Keepers' Review.

—

of Alfalfa.

A

correspondent in thi^ issue refers to the
fact that the growers of alfalfa hay are beginning lo cut earlier than usual; that instead of two cuttings in a season they now
get three. The result is that the mower now
begins its work just about as soon as the
plant begins to bloom. It it should be found
more profitable, in point of hay, to cut early
and often, and before fall bloom, the ranchmen will, of course, look to their own interests, ami not to those of the bee-keepers.
There is a bare possibility that the time will
come when bee-keeping in the alfalfa regions,
where hay is the sole object, will not be as
profitable as now. Those who think of going
into these new localities would do well to
take this into consideration. Gleanings in
Bee-Culture.

—

One day

found growing on

iMciiiiet,

This season being extremely dry. the bees
did DO good at all around here, many starving,
so that there are only just a few bees in our
town. Having a demand for them, we sold
most of ours, so when the grape season was
in, the bees did not bother the grapes at all
so far as we know, but a man in town told
us that the birds were destroying his grapes,
as he saw them doing it, but did not see a bee

We

noticed here last season (1901) some
(we believe they were Concords),
on the vines until they were overripe, so that one could smell them for 30 feet
away, and we never saw a bee on them at all.
J. W. Rouse, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.
left

—
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MAKKET QUOTATIONS.

|

;

reai'h away in liei oiid the characteristics of
the jiarent stock. - KiilTou.
|

CONVENTION NOTICES.
ninnesota. -Tlie Southern Minnesota BeeKeepers' Aseoclalioii will hold its next annual
convention in the County Commissioners' room
at the Court House in Winona, Jan. 21 and 22.
A good program has been arranged, and a large
attendance is expected. All are invited.
E. B. HlIKI-MAN.

Wisconsin

—The

Chicaoo, Dec. 21.— The hodcy market in of a
Hlow nature with little chauife in price of any
o( the t'rades. Choice irraden of white comb
honey, 14!<f*lSc; (food to No. 1, llJ^ISUc: liifht
ambers, IJl^dil ic; dark irradirs, includini; buckwheat, lOtaUc. Extracted, white, SJ^feVc; amber, SMIqj^'ic; dark, .^"iS;ic» the scale of prices
varyinjr accordiajf to flavor, body and packatfe.
Beeswax steady at 2Xc. R. A. BnKitETT at Co.

New York. Jan. 9.— Comb boner continues io
demand with supplies pretty well exhausted, ami wci|uote: Fancy white, l.^^c: No.
1,14c; No. 2, white, Klc: amber.l2c; dark. I<)@>llc.
K.vtracted dull with large supplies and (Quotations on large lots firenerally shaded in order
to effect sales.
We quote: \Vh\it.(,%Cn.lc; ^m.
ber. Siifeoc; dark, 5&s5ic. Beeswax firm and
rather scarce at 2f<(»28>^c.
^'ood

HlLDRBTH & SbOELEBK.

Wisconsin Stale Bee-Keep-

ers' Association will hold its annual convention
Jn the State Capitol, at Madison, Feb. -^ and i.,
11(12.
This iiromises to be a large convention.
All are invited to attend. There will be excur-

sion rates of I'l fare for the round-trip, good
for all of the first week in February.
N. E. FK.4NCE, Pres. Ada L. Pick.\rd, Sec.
of the New
York State Association of Bee-Keepers' Societies will be held in the parlors of the Kirkwood
Hotel, Geneva, N.Y., Wednesday, Feb. S, 1102,
commencing at Iti a.m. All interested in beeculture are cordially invited to be present. Subjects of importance are to be brought before
this meeting, and it is desired to have a large
representation of bee-keepers in attendance.
C. B. Howard, Sec, Romulus, N. Y.
W. F. Marks, Pres.

New York.— The annual meeting

6omt) and Extracted Honeu!

Boston, Jan. 4.— Comb honey is in good supply and not working off as well as we would
like to see at this time of the year.

Prices are

ranging as follows: Strictly No. 1, ISCalSJ^c;
No. 2, 14c. Extracted, white, 7fa.7i^c: light amber, 6Mc.
Blake, Scott A lisa..

Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
1, 13(6)14c; no dark to quote.
Ex6(a>7c.
Beeswax, 25<a,26c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
San Francisco, Dec. 31.— White comb, H@
125i cents; amber, Mfmiuc; dark, 5fi<7 cents.
Extracted, white, SSi^bc; light amber, 4«OSc;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
14@lSc: No.

tracted, white,

—

.

dark, 24to2Sc.
Business doing is not brisk, but

2i.(a.2.Sc;

is at generally unchanged values, the market being moderately firm at current rates, particularly for
choice to select. Stocks in this center are of
quite moderate proportions, and it is the exception where special selling pressure is exerted,
or less than full current figures prove acceptable to holders.

State price, kiad aud quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 109 S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

In

For Sale
DR. C.

cans.

PARKER,

L.
— R. F. D., Syracuse, N. Y.
Bee Journal -when writiue.

I

I

15
_ Volumes

•JXTritintp

American Bee
Journal for sale. All
complete except
Address,

a

Wuss, New PhiladelDhia, Ohio
Please mention the Bee Journal.

2A4t

wafcon. Made with either staptrered orsirai^ht spokes. Let us
you h"w to make a low down
wapon with any size wheel, any
wi.lthtire. Catalog tells. It's fr«€.
Wheel Co.. Boi

Electric

single week's cop.v missing.

Daniel

Electric Steel Wheels,
and save money. They fit any
tell

Wanted — Honey.
Car Lots or otherwise; will pay hierhest market price, spot cash. Address, stating quantity,
quality, and price desired at your station. Will
send man to receive when lot is large enoug'hto
THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
justify.
Fairfield, III.
3lAtf

on the wheel,

now they buy

Extracted Honey,
at 7 cents, in keg's and

Please mention Bee Journal "wh^n

Olden Days

men were broken

Clover and sweet-clover

of the

grapes

>j>4i yU. yU. >VL yVL >VL >!i >li

friiiii

case of an insi-ft and that of an animal,
so far as the eleiiiciit of time is conccrniMl. is
not alike. Ilf i|Uii-n-beeR we may he alile to
get se\'ei'al geiieralinns in a season of cattle,
for examiile, not more than one in a year.
Then it is true that a " sport" will .soinetinieK

around.

were

a white rose was
of the pink rose

brancli

and

'I'he

3Alt Station A
Please mention

Bees and Grapes.

11

this sport, as it
is called, was at niiceeHtabliKhi'il (he beautifnl
while rose, the liriile. Manyolher new varlVou are right.
clies have come from sports.-

—

Long-Tongue Bees.

The Future

Jamen

Catharini'

!

47

16.

Quincy, Hi.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writme

Catnip See d Free
We have a small quantity of Catnip
Seed which -we wish to offer our readers.
Some consider catnip one of the

greatest of honey-yielders.
We will
mail to one of our regular subscribers
one ounce of the seed for sending us
ONE NEW subscriber to the American
Bee Journal for a year with $1.00 or
will mail to any one an ounce of the
seed and the American Bee Journal one
year both for $1.30 or will mailj an
ounce of the seed alone for 35 cents.
;

Time Required

to Improve Bees.

S)VEET

In Gleanings in Bee-Culture S. E. Miller

took the ground that

if

CLOVER

And Several Other Clovep

we should now begin

Seeds.

the work of securing long tongues in bees,
our grandchildren might be needed to bring
the work to an issue. Referring to this, a
Stray Straw in last Gleanings says:

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

Rather discouraging is the outlook for improvement according to what is said on page
974.
It is true that some improvements have
required generations, as mentioned.
But
Sotne of the improvethere's another side.
ments have been compassed in a year.
Within 12 miles of here lives a man who
lately gave ?ir.50 for a single carnation plant.
It is hardly likely that a lifetime was spent
on that plant. Agrippiua is a rose of low
growth. One day Rev. James Sprunt found a
branch of an agrippina shooting aw^ay above
the rest. That's about all the time it took
him to produce a new climbing rose— the

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

5X6

ions

$.75 |1.20
90
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00
80

1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

25tb
$2.£0
4.00
4.C0
4.50
3.25

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
&

146

W.

Erie Street,

YORK & GO.
-

1+4

CHICAGO, ILL.

;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
141. KricSt..
CHICAGO. ILL.

&

-

soft
$4.50
7.50
7.75
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

144

—

with the "'nccmparaMe"

and our

BORDEAUX
NOZZLE^
be«l

vorldV

outtit von are ati-o ^
of the situation.
IcVects anti dis-i
before this all conqaerins outrtLVi*
book,
h b free. Write for it now/'W'

Uutemaettr
lease

fall

Seetbe
i
TIIEDEMIXGCO., SALKn, OHIO.

^^'
4'iA13t

Weatern Aets.. ilenion

&

Habbeli, Chicago.

^
((

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.
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We

Jan.

16, 1902.

have a Large Stock on haud
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Dadant's Foundation, yea!
Why does sell ^,^,
We guarantee ^^
^^
^^
so well?
satisfaction.
year

HIV6S, Exiractors
OR ANYTHIN6 YOU

WANT

IN

it

THE

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY. FIRMNESS, No SAQQINa, No

BEST.

LOSS.

Because

has always given better
any other.

satis-

23 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundaahead of everything, and cost no more

it

faction than

Because

In

tion are

New Catalog and copy of
The American Bee-Keeper free. Address,

Send name

than other makes.

THE W.

T.

FftLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Very

carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

A

IN'ovel

'Veil

Material.

cotton or silk.

low

prices.

Langslroth on the HoriG'y-Bee — Rei'i/iscd,

shows the incuba-

made and used by Mrs. Ruth MorThe
ris, on her farm in Norton Co.. Kan.
house is what is known in that part of the
Large blocks of
are dried in the sun, and then placed on
top of each other with a soft mixtuie between, very much after the manner of erecting an ordinary ijrick building. Across the
top. timbers are placed which are covered
with sod. then a layer of mud. upon which
After the
is placed another covering of sod.
building is erected it is washed otf with water
to close all cracks and crevices; then grass
and flower seeds are scattered all over it, and
in a short time the ftructure has a beautiful

'Veils,

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK Chickens and Eggs

fine pure-bred

tor house"

The

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

Beeswax wanted

country as a '-sod house.''

mud

Samples of Foundation and

the best

sell

for sale at very

Incubator House.— The
illustration

We

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

afO" W. M. Gekrisb, East Notingham, N. H.,

accompaoyiug

for our Catalog,

CHAS. DADANT
^ <y ^ y
y m^ V ' ^ ^
nj^

l

'

'*

'

'

&

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Cs., in.

^W'VW^^W'V'V

**

'

at all times.

'VVV-V

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.
•Uj

->^s

ijr

.i

fl) «*«iM

Y

T

$>,j-i».

Now

Ready.

Washington Office

We

beg to announce the opening of our Washington office
at the address mentioned below, where we shall be pleased
to see all of our bee-keeping friends if in the city.

#6^-

Low Freight and Quick Delivery
By
covering of green and gray, here and there
These
studded with beautiful blosfoms.
houses are dry, chean and comfortable. Many
farmers use "them for dwellings, while the
stables and barns are similarly constructed.
In the foreground is a Hen Brooder, and
you will observe that the chicks are as
lively as those cared for by the mother hen.
Mrs. Morris is standing beside a 100-egg capacity Wooden Hen which she has refilled tor
the sixth time. Both were bought of (ieo. 11.
.'^tahl. Quincy, 111., to whom she writes;
• I have iust finished my fifth hatch with
the Wooden Hen purchased of you last Fel>
ruary averaged 90 percent of all fertile eggs.

placing your orders with us. Southern bee-keepers will
save much time in transportation, and secure lower freight
than from Medina.

J^

^^^

Specialty

We have secured the stock and good-will of the business
formerly conducted here by Mr. F. Danzenbaker. and will
make a specialty of his hive, but carry also a full line of
supplies.

Catalog

;

Hatched the first setting
and got 80 percent of all

Kansas

blizzard.
fertile eggs.''
contains Hi colored
in a

Our catalog

be ready for mailing in a few days. Send
Let us quote you on any goods you

will

for a copy at once.
require.

Mr. Slahl's catalog
' Develviews including a chart showing the
opment of the Chick.'' It may be had free,
.Journal
Bee
American
if you mention the
when asking tor it.

The

A.

I.

Root Company,

WASHINGTON,
Saffeli, & Kkrrick, Managers.
s

D. C.
1200

Maryland Ave.,

S.

W.

GEORGE W. YORK &
'are head. luarters for

Send

to

them

sirl|>*t|)"C|

CO., J:1^fcitafLL.':'"'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

(ot their free Catalog.

i|:>"tp't|;

Cf)"(f>(fKfKfKf'(fKp

''<^^»'il

9
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QBOROE W. YORK,
Editor.
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Jan.

Honey- 7 cents a ponnd

Alfalfa

in
"

23, 1902.

4 cans

lots of

or more.

=BEST=

i
^

PUBLISHED ^'EEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

& 146

E rie St., Chicago,

Emoiefl 60-POUND
Honey
ALL

Alfalfa

III.

Class Mail-Matter.

This

is

JTiC

HoneyJ^

the famous

This

"White Extracted
Honey gathered in

EDITORIAL STAFF.
Editor-in-Chief.
Geobqe W. York, - -

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who

honey at all can't
get enough of the

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

of this Journal

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

is the welllight-colored

known

the great Alfalfa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

Dk. C. C. Miller, 1 n«„.,t™.>„»
E.E. Hasty,
^^^Fflfr"*
E'^""""
Prof. A. J. Cook, |

S^

Basswood

Honey

Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-

The Subscription Price

For sale i

TIN CANS.

IN

is

Prices of Alfalfa or

;

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will

be given upon ap-

plication.

National Bee Keepers' Association

:.S

Basswood Honey:

«'•

•^
A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and post1^ age. By freight — two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7>^ cents per pound
^1 4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, J^ cent' more per
:^ pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
i^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
;

^

two in a box, and freight

is

not prepaid. ADSOlUtCly PurC BCCS' HOIiey.

^;
^|
^:
2;
^|
S^

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
5!
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^i
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^I
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £:
^'
i^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III. %\
i^

:<
i^

We

^
^

OliJECTS:

To promote and protect the
members.

interests of its

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
g. m. doolittle,
W. Z. Hutchinson,
W. F. Marks,
A. I. Root,
J. M. Hambaugh,
E. T. Abbott,

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest

R. Root, President.
R. C. AlKlN, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

HOWARD

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treasurer, Forest City, Iowa.
Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

|t^°

If

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal,

to the office of the

when they

who

A

will be forwarded to
will mail individual receipts.

Celluloid Queen-Button

Mr. Secor,

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coaHapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.
**

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very

I

lieve that

good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
the
busy bee, and many a conquestions about
versation thus started would wind up with the
less
honey;
at any rate it would
sale of more or
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
regard to honty
person
in
enlighten many a
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
n
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal.

M. MELBEE.

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

is tiik

i-'ULi..

Your Name on the Knife.— When
address you wish put on the Knite.

Size of

the Knife.]

orderlug", be sure to say just

what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a norelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, aud Worker, as

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass:
the back spring's of Sheffield spring--steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a pood knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the *' Novelty " is lost, having- name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name 'an d address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and 111
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mothef
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu(, gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^^beautiful kuife,"as the " Novelty" must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us i href: new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3. W.) We will club the NoveltJ
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
-8ffl"Please allor" ""bout

two weeks

for

& CO,

your knife order

to

be

,

filied.

^

Chicago, III

:

:

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

4 2d

^

—

:

^

Editorial.

I

cago Bee-Keepers' Association, ami published
was given a
in these columns last week
prominent position in the Chicago Daily News
of Jan. 10. We took a copy of the report in
person to Editor Smith, of the News, who had
it appear under large head-lines reading as

—

follows
" Pure

Honey

Committee of the

in Plenty.

Chicago

Bee-Keepers'
Association
Statement. Is in Denial of Report.

Makes

Says
Adulterated Article Can Be Found Without
Dilliculty.

When

it

No Artificial Comb-Honey."
is known that the Chicago Daily

News has an evening

circulation of about
be seen what a wide reading
the report will have. Up to the time of this
writing, no other daily paper in Chicago has

him with

in his

future elTorls, and

interest, if

indeed

we do

not

follow his example.

Instead of putting his nucleus hives output them inside; then if a

side the tent, he

queen

flew

would be

when

a hive

was opened, she

He

inside the tent.

first

put into

the nuclei drones from the other colonies; but

they worried themselves to death trying to

trotypes of the three pictures as
last

week, and then place

ers.

it

we

printed

it

before their read-

•»

Don't Discourage the Fanner from
keeping bees,

says

to the hive at night.

Success to you in your further efforts, Mr.
Flower. Or, may you and your scheme be a
" blooming " success.

Starting Queen-Cells ivith Eggs.

A

way upward

in

Conflnenient. —

E. Flower reports that he
tent

and succeeded

in

made

a fer-

getting

one

fertilized.
As this is much poorer sucthan had previously been attained, it
might seem hardly worth while to pay any attention to Mr. Flower's efforts.
But when it
is considered that the previous matings had

queen
cess

but will continue
to start cells for several days, and by this time
the larv;v will be too old. If a!l are allowed
to remain, no harm will be done, for these
later and poorer cells will be among those dequeen-cells are

manufacture comb honey,

so as to

cells,

The harm comes when

give the bees a choice, and

those given there will be, in each case,
one that shows by its appearance that it is not

among

replied

The Depart-

etc.

in a

long

This, coming as it does from the
of the United States, bearing the

letter,

over

Government
Department

have great weiglit, and I suggest that
those who answer these canards about honey
always incorporate in their replies the statement that the Department has denied in into
the foolish stuff that has been going the
rounds of the papers.''
seal, will

Capping Queen-Cells Early. In the
Australian Bee-Bulletin, A. A. Roberts says
are

allowed in a queenless

may cap the queen-cells too
W. Penberthy says he has seen

colony, the bees
early

;

and

F.

with very young larvie in
them, in one case an egg only

queen-cells sealed

!

first started,

among

;

Less has been said about the matter this year
than last, but it seems all have not been idle.

W.

with what

time and distributes them. The experienced
bee-keeper will see that in the distribution of
cells each nucleus shall have two or more

;

tilizing

satisfied

and

specialists

never did.
Did not some of our most successful apiarists commence bee-keeping
in some back
farmyard, with only one or two colonies '

Mr.

For they are not

stroyed by the bees.

Did the reader ever see, or hear of, a horse
that wasn't a colt before it was a horse
I

Mating Queens

old.

the ignorant novice takes the cells one at a

noted queen-breeders, like ''Jonah's gourd,"
spring up in a single night? or did they, like
the rest of us, start with a few colonies, and
their

novice is very likely to entertain this
view, and yet there can hardly be a surer way
to get bees to start queen-cells with larva; too

the

Did our large producers,

to

when only eggs

with.

A

fol-

lowing pertinent questions

work

make queens

too-old larva? to

start

in

Willeutt

" It seems," says Editor Root, "the editor
of that paper, after receiving my letter, wrote
to headijuarters, the Department of Agriculture, Washington, asking if it were possible

—

"Only eggs being present they cannot

Then he asks the

A. E.

American Bee-Keeper.

stands on the side of right. The Ottuniwa (Iowa) Courier published the usual
canard, to whicli Editor Root replied, and a
half-column retraction followed:

ington

Then he put in the nuclei frames of
sealed drone-brood, and the drones from these
liehaved differently and seemed to feel at
home, flying freely in the cage, and returning
trance.

but eggs in the hive, and says:

that statement in the local newspaper it will
bedone. Bee-keepers everywhere can not do
a better service for truth and justice than to
ask the editors of their local papers to copy it,
or to send to us for a proof or copy with elec-

also encouragement in the thought
Department of Agriculture at Wash-

Is

ment promptly

in person.

possible to get

There
that the

the signature of Prof. Frank Benton. In this
letter the entomologist showed how impossiIMe it was to manufacture the comb and fill it
with glucose, and then stated that .$1,000 had
been offered for a single sample of adulterated
comb honey for a period of many years, without a taker.

writer in the Australian Bee-Bulletin proposes to take away from a colony its queen
and all its unsealed brood, leaving nothing

it is

letter in full.

get through the excluder at the outside en-

published the report, though all the morning
papers were furnished with a copy of it by us
that wherever

I knew how. and a few days later I had the
gratillcation of reading in their columns my

as

—

entire success

300,1100, it will

We hope

No. 4.

23, 1902,

—

watcli

"The Truth About Honey."—The re-

JANUARY

been secured in a tent measuring :iO feet each
way, and that Mr. Flower operated with a
tent l'2xlOx() feet a thing within reach of almost any bee-keeper we can all heartily wish

him

port of the coniiiiittee appointed by the Chi-

ILL,

those later started.

The Comb-Honey Slander.— It

Influence

Queen. — A

of

Nur.se-Bees on

the

few years ago the idea was ad-

vanced by writers

in foreign

papers that there

was a marked influence upon a royal larva
m ade by the nurse-bees, so that an egg reared
by nurse-bees other than those of the same
hive in which the eggs were laid might produce
a queen very different from what she would
have been if the feeding had been done by
nurses that were progeny of the queen that
F. B. Simpson seems inclined to
laid the egg.
this view in the last number of the Bee- KeepReview.
Undoubtedly, any growing animal may be
affected to some extent by the quantity or
quality of nourishment it receives, but no
facts have ever been brought forward to show
that it made any noticeable difference what
ers'

is

en-

couraging to know that at least some of the
papers that gave place to the misrepresentation of comb-honey have shown a willingness
to do all in their power to right the wrong
they have unwittingly done.
Editor Root
says

Nov. "28 the Chicago Chronicle published
one of the worst slanders on the honey-business I have ever seen. It was to the effect
that bee-keepers themselves were implicated
in this manufacturing business, and tlierefore
did not like to have the matter exposed. I sat
down and wrote as nice a reply to that paper

nurse-bees fed a royal larva.

much

If

the nurse-

growing royalty
as some have urged, it ought not to be difficult to prove it by a single exchange of eggs.
Take a very cross and a very gentle colony,
and let each rear a queen from an egg taken
from the other colony, and when the result
ing queens get to laying, the progeny of each
should resemble largely the nurse-bees tha
bees have

influence on

:

;

:
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If there has been any case
has not been widely reported.
Again, if a colony of pure blacks should
be compelled to rear a queen from an egg
taken from pure Italian stock, the colony
should remain, at least for some weeks, with

did the feeding.
of this kind

it

no very great change. On the contrary, the
change is sudden and entire, so far as can be
seen, to just what it would have been if the
young queen had been fed by Italian workers.

Bleaching Extractlng-Conibs.— In order to get the very whitest extracted honey, it
is believed by many that the use of new combs,
or combs that has never been used for broodIn a communication
from Robert J. Krause, he proposed to bleach
the combs by having them immersed in a
weak solution of bleaching powder or sulrearing,

desirable.

is

Jan.

To show how honey crops turn out in Califormost of the bee-men in March and April
said we would get about a fourth of a crop.
We bad late rains, and that makes honey.
The crop was light amber, very little being
nia,

water-white.

have had something to do with bees for
I must speak of four honey-days
wp had last May. The weather was muggy,
and the ground and hives were covered with
loaded bees couldn't put a toot down without crushing bees. The hum of a lot of bees
in a good honey-flow beats any other music.
The country is very dry here at the present
S. Q. Conkle.
time (Dec. 2l").
I

20 years.

—

A

Pardon.^ble Error,

it

seems, was

made

by us on page IS, in referring to an acrobatic
feat proformed by the president of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association at its last convention. We have received a letter from Mrs.

—

23, 1902.

are using all kinds of hives from the box-hive
to the improved dovetailed hive.
I had the pleasure of meeting W. S. Forney,
whose apiary is located in a small town at
the toot of Bald Eagle Mountain. He is employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad Comjiany, and has an apiary of 25 tir 30 colonies,
which he rims as a side-issue at the rear of
his home.
It will be noticed that he has a
tew chaff hives, and .some of his own make.
Mr. Forney is seen raising the cover from one
of the chaff-hives, and his four boys are his
helpers.
I am glad to say that the young beekeepers are taking a great interest iu bee-culture.
Ml'. Forney told me that when he is
away at work, these boys hive the swarms
and can find the queen as readily as he can.
They are not afraid of bees; in the apiary
the.v can be seen without veil, gloves or hat.

Mr. Forney runs his apiary mostly for comb
hone.v, being in a good basswood location,
linds a ready sale at home for all he produces, and at a good price. As a bee-hunter

and

phuric acid, from one season to another. Two
troughs are to made holding, each 1,000 combs
or more, with an arrangement to run the solution so slowly from one to another that the
air would all escape from the cells, the solution being run by a

somewhat ingenious

ar-

rangement, every tew days, from one trough
to another.

He desires an opinion as to the value of his
scheme. It could hardly be used except in
the South, for freezing would prevent the
plan from working, besides doing some injury
The question arises, whether
to the combs.
continuous soaking would not be sure to
loosen the
•

combs

Would there
combs except

from the frames.

entirely

be any object in bleaching any
those blackened by l>rood-rear-

And would

to
it not be a cheaper plan
keep extracting-combs and brood-combs en-

ing

*

tirely separate

^

Our

friends in

portions of the country

who

the

warmer

extract on a

large scale will probably be able lo give a reliable opinion as to the value of the scheme.

APIARY

(IF

«.

s.

FORNEY. OF LYCOMING

Aikin, protesting against the statement that

Weekly Budget.

^
>(

was her husband whose chair (not Mr.
Aikin himself) became so tipsy as to cause its
occupant to take a backward somersault. It
appears that it was the new president of the
it

I

U. Harris, who caused
tun by the unusual performance, that,
while not exactly on the program, was an enAssociation, Mr. J.

Mr. Andrew Carlson,

Chisago Co.,
Minn., called to see us recently when on his
way home, having been visiting in Indiana.
He reports a good honey crop the past year,
mainly from basswood. He keeps from 75 to
of

the

joyable feature of the session.

Our

Mr.

S.

Orange Co.,

explained.

new president

:

I

It

is

the

to preside

The Wisconsin State
and

1002.

6,

The Afiart of W. S. Forney is shown on
page. Mr. W. H. Heim, of the same

this

county (Lycoming Co., Pa.) wrote as follows
concerning it and the bee-keejiers of his localIty
I had the pleasure of visiting some of
bee-keepers in Central Pennsylvania. I
thought it might be of some interest to tell
what I have seen among them. I find they

As

the

is

the program

Address— Pres. N.

E. France.

Gross.

My Cellar— C. H. Pierce.
Production and Care of Extracted Honev
Description of

troduction

we mean.

The following

Moving Bees — Gustave

We certainly would not willingly deprive
Mr. Harris of any credit in the matter; nor
would we desire to give Mr. Aikin more credit
than is due him. So we most humbly beg the

elected.

convention will be

held in the State Capitol, at Madison, Feb. 5

and not at the one where
So we supposed, of course, it
was Mr. Aikin, who had been president up to
that time, who somersaulted in his chair.
is

pardon of both good men, and hope it will
not occur again —the acrobatic performance,

.

and transferred them into hives. He showed
me some very nice Italian bees that he found
in trees on the mountain.
W. H. Heim.

EirSs Fox.

he

Calif., is

send you by this mail a photograph of my
Mountain Apiary. I commenced the season
last March with 126 colonies, built, over TOO
combs, and took out 2.5,514 pounds of extracted honey. The season closed in July, and
owing to a severe attack of lagrippe 1 missed
getting my bees in condition for the main
honey-How by about ten days. The increase
was 10 swarms. I give room and use the exI make my
tractor to keep down increase.
increase in the valley after the honey season
tall
flow
of lowusing
the
is over in the hills,
grade honey.
I have now 203 colonies, and the crop sold
at 4K to 8 cents a pound, depending upon
the amount the purchaser look and the (|ualI sold the beeswax at 24 cents a pound.
ity.
"

easily

Mr. Forney can not be excelled, for he has
captured quite a number of runaway swarms,

President's

at the next meeting,

of

one of the car-load honey-producers of that
State. A view of his beautiful apiary in the
mountains appears on the first page of this
number. When sending the photograph he
wrote thus

is

usual thing for the

100 colonies of bees.

Q. Conkle,

error

CO.. FA.

How

—

I Produce Comb Honey
Mrs. Evans.
Address George W. York.
Co-operation of State and National Associations Pres. N. E. France.
Value of Good Queens and Methods of In-

—

—

— Secretary

Beeswax Production

Ada

— C.

Benefits Derived from
tions Jacob Hoffman.

—

The

1^.

Pickard.

A. Hatch.
Attending Conven-

secretary's notice also contains

this

paragraph
The above program will be interspersed
with music. A general discussion will follow
each topic and a free use of the question-box
will be a prominent and valuable feature. Excursion rates have been secured, one and onethird tare, good tor the entire week.
These
conventions are interesting and profitable and
every bee-keeper in the State should attend.
Come and enjoy the good things with us.

We

it may be a largely attended meetWisconsin always has good conventions
because some of the biggest and best bee-keep-

trust

ing.

ers are in that State.

Jan.
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bloom, if colonics arc reasonably strong; and the ttccond
one shortly after the clover-tlow starts, and before the first
All hives ought to be blocked up from the
is nearly full.
bottom-board to allow ventilation, using a wedge and
blocks bohiiul. Shade-trees will be found helpful sun-caps,
Then our real work comalso, to keep the hive shaded.
mences and we must " get a move on " to keep pace with
our industrious pets. First, we must study their conditions
by a glance at the entrance and a peep in the supers. If
they are working well at the entrance and storing honey
rapidly all is well. More room may be provided, but if they
are hanging out, sulking, acting f|ueenless and not working,
when other colonies in normal condition are doing well,
examine the brood-chambers; this is necessary, and may
reveal queen-cells started, no eggs, probably (jueenless, etc.
It is useless to try to tell you here what to do in such cases
time will not permit, and, besides, these little details are
;

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention,
Held at Woodstock, Dec. 3, 4 and 5, 1901.
KloroUlKl)

IIY

li.

F.

HOI.TEKMANN.

iContiuued troni pape

41.)

Mr. H. Sibbald gave the following paper

:

;

Out-Aplaries and the Prevention of Swarming.

Your
dirticult

coniiiiittee could not have struck a subject more
to write upon, and yet of such live interest to the

progressive bee-keeper of the new century. Mr. Hutchinson
it the most hopeful field to which bee-keepers can turn
their attention, and says "Keep more bees," which means
calls

" out-apiaries."
There was a time when extracted honey brought from
IS to 20 cents per pound and comb honey was proportionately
high when the forests were plentiful and filled with basswood that grand honey-tree, now almost extinct. The
forests in addition contained, and retained, moisture;
drouths were less frequent in consequence, and these forests
also sheltered and protected our most valuable honey-plant,
the clover.
Now new and undesirable conditions prevail prices of
honey have declined, the forests have been cleared away,
drouths are all too common, and our production of honey is
a more uncertain and less desirable occupation. Honeycrop failures occur with uncertain but too frequent regularity until the apiarist with .SO to 100 colonies, depending on
them alone for a living, finds himself poor indeed, and must
of necessity turn his hand to something else that will combine with bee-keeping and aid him in making a fortune, or
Farming,
at least in keeping the wolf from the door.
fruit-growing, poultry and other things have been tried
with varied success, but almost invariably to the detriment
of the honey-bee, and the loss or sacrifice of the honey crop.
This seems to be an age of specialists, and our thought,
time and attention must be concentrated upon one thing to
make the greatest success of it. This can only be done, and
the above noted changed conditions met, by increasing the
number of colonies kept, so as to make provision in the fat
years against possible lean ones.
But the difficult part is to tell you how to do it, and a
saying I have heard comes to me, and seems quite appropriate.
It is, " The more I know, I know I know the less,"
and so venture to give help on this new, hopeful field with
fear and trembling.
To commence with, then, out-apiaries ought to be so
situated as to be within driving distance, and yet three or
four miles apart. Any suitable yard with buildings adjoining, and cellar if possible, must be found
if with friends,
who will take a kindly interest and prevent molestation, the

known
By

to all.

visiting an out-apiary once a week, and running
over it in this way, you will catch nearly every swarm, and
spend very little time on it.
Inexperienced help can be procured to aid in extracting, and a splendid crop can soon be harvested and secured

by the bees.
All work must

be quickly done, and any tinkering or
Wholesale manipulation must take
H. Sibbai.d.

slow method dropped.
their place.

;

—

;

;

better.

The uncertainty of the honey crops, and the difficulty
of securing competent help at the right time, make it desirable that some system of management be adopted that will
not require the constant attendance of any one in any particular apiary. So we must, therefore, clip all queens to
prevent absconding swarms, while we bring all means in
our knowledge and power to bear on the prevention of

swarming, which is advantageous in any event, whether one
yard or more are kept.
The first step toward this end might be to have young
queens of a non-swarming strain (if such exists), or at least
chosen for their virtue in that direction.
The second step might be to equalize all colonies in
fruit-bloom, checking the strong and helping the weak, so
as to have all as nearly as possible in the same condition,
so that a yard can be manipulated together all supered the
same time, and extracted the same time.
The cause of swarming, as far as I understand, is the
natural instinct of the bee when crowded and a honey-tlow
is on, so that it will be seen that the third step would be to
anticipate their condition and wants, and provide room before they notice they are crowded. This necessitates having plenty of comb ready — two sets for each hive will be
found convenient and almost necessary.
The first super might be put on at the close of fruit-

—

—

R. H. Smith As to out-apiaries, I am only a beginner
and have much to learn. I want to put on the first super
during fruit-bloom. I require more than two supers, even
four to each colony. If the queens are young I can work
the colony to good advantage in an out-apiary. During the
height of the honey- flow they can be kept back, and if later
they swarm no great harm is done. Honey should not be
taken off early it should be ripened well. Every preparation in the way of supplies — getting hives and supers ready
should be done before the season opens.
Mr. Miller — My system is to visit the out-apiary once in
four days. I use a divisible brood-chamber, and can see in
an instant the condition of the brood-chamber and the age
;

—

of the queen-cells,

—

if

any.

keep only a few bees myself, but I am
For two or three years I have managed
the Heddon hive without getting queen-cells started. I use
two or three brood-chambers and then shut down the queen,
and as the brood hatches the cells are filled with honey. I
use starters in the new supers, and add supers as required.
Mr. Frith -Are those out-apiaries a paying concern ?
in
Mr. Hall — I would not do without out-apiaries
one locality you may have honey and in another none.
Mr. Byer I believe in hiring some one to put in the
out-apiary during the honey-flow and swarming season.

Mr. Chrysler
anxions to learn.

I

;

—

ADDRESS BY MR. PATULLA.
Mr. Andrew Patulla, M. P., for Ontario, being present,
was asked to give an address. Mr. Patulla said he was delighted to be present at such an influencial meeting. He
did not know why he was asked to give an address unless
bee-keepers and journalists were students. He had heard
Mr. Sibbald's paper and the discussion with pleasure he
noticed bee-keepers had their troubles, but journalists had
neither basswood nor clover, and in politics they never
make honey, but much too freely vitriol. He knew they represented a large and growing interest, and has felt this for
some time. He was proud of their record at the Pan-American, and he felt that that work was of profit not only to beekeepers but to the country and Nation at large. He remembered when cheese was first brought out. Mr. Ballantyne
and others, had. in a quiet way, established a reputation for
cheese, which had resulted in millions of dollars worth of
business. In one year, the last, the export butter industry
had doubled from three million to six million dollars. Almost every branch of agricultural industry had been developed from sources such as this. Poultry was going to do
much in the British market. He dwelt on these because
these were related to honej', and this development would result in greater consumption of honey at home and abroad.
The United States has spent millions of dollars to induce
Germany and other countries to use corn. With honey he
;

sure much could be done.
In closing. Mr. Patulla stated that he had thought a
good deal of bee-keeping, many in Oxford holding a prominent place among bee-keepers. If by their united action
their honey could be classified, and unitedly handled, he believed much advantage would result to the members. There
were government agencies which could be used he would
felt

;
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throw out this sug^gestion
just

won

in

view of the splendid record

at Buffalo.

Pres. Xewton — Mr. Sladen, of England, was at Buffalo,
and asked for some samples, and among others he had eulogized Canadian and basswood honey.

M.^RKETING HONEY

—A

BEE-KEEPBRS' EXCH.\NGE.

Mr. Gemmill was pleased
ford convention.

It

Oxford Association

to see Mr. Patulla at the Oxat the last meeting of the

was decided

to

bring the suggestion of a Bee-Keep-

ers' Exchange before the Ontario Association. He
ful to Mr. Patulla for bringing this matter up.

was grate-

Mr. Frith advocated an exchange.
Mr. Brown favored developing the home market first,
then the foreign.
Mr. Couse I somewhat agree with Mr. Brown. I believe Canadians are having greater faith in Canadian goods.
The Government had taught them to do things well they
were honest in their dealings, and Canadians had greater
confidence in Canadian honey than United States people
had in United States honey. This year all the honey could
have been sold locally. Bee-keepers were amalgamating

—

;

more and consulting more

in selling.

Mr. Craig -The low price has originated not with the
expert but with the smaller bee-keepers those outside of
the Association. I would advise trying to interest outsidert,
more. More could be made of the home market. As to the
foreign market, they had not the regular supply. In poor
seasons they are "left."
Mr. Dickinson This question is a broad one. We
should have an outlet in the years of extra-production. We
have had such years one year I had 1,000 pounds I could
not sell. There should be an outlet. When fruit is plentiful honey is not in so great demand.
Mr. McEvoy endorsed all that Mr. Dickinson said.
Mr. Laing had been told of men who sold this year's
honey very low. He advocated an organization such as the
Colorado Honey-Producer's Association.
Mr. Brown spoke about getting at a way of finding out
the amount Of honey produced. There was more than five
times the honey produced by men outside than in the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.
Mr. Pickett advocated local markets.
Mr. Roberts also advocated local markets he could not
get enough to supply the demand. As to England, they received there 8 cents per pound. If he had a ton he could
have sold it as well as the few pounds he had.
Mr. Dickinson advocated the British market for the
man with good honey and a considerable quantity.
Mr. Couse thought the best way was to buy out the

—

—

;

;

small bee-keepers.
Mr. Sibbald I have closely observed honey-markets
and have had a good deal of honey to sell. Two years ago
the honey crop was a partial failure dealers got it early and
made a good profit. This year they had secured it early,
and this had helped them out. Fruit also helped them out.
Bee-keepers should combine and get crop reports.
On motion of F. A. (Jemmill, a committee was appointed
to take in hand the matter of a Bee-Keepers' Exchange.
Messrs. Hall, Frith and Eaing were appointed such com-

—

;

mittee.

TUESDAY EVENING SESSION — DEC.

3.

R. H. Smith read a paper on

Exhibits of Honey.

Exhibits of honey at our local fairs and exhibitions
to be recognized as much a part of agricultural
displays as fruits or vegetables, and in any locality where
bee-keepers have taken sufficient interest in agricultural
societies, and attend their meetings, the directors have seen
to it that the premiums were liberal and encouraging.
There is no better means of educating the general public in the nature and use of honey than a good display at
fairs I do not mean such as is usually called for in the
many prize-lists, perhaps, " strained, five pounds " and " in
comb, five pounds," which is often taken literally. The
liquid is very much strained, but not all of the pollen is
strained out of it, and, as I have seen large brood-combs
shown for comb, all this is pretty good evidence that there
was no up-to-date bee-keeper on the committee for revising

have come

:

the prize-list.
The secretary and directors of agricultural societies are
generally progressive and intelligent men, who wish to
have their exhibition outshine all the others, and to do this
they must be well-informed, and I have always found them
willing to do all possible in the way of alloting space and pre-

miums

Jan.

for displays of honey, especially after

23,

it

1902

has been

shown what an attractive display may be made with honey,
and other products of the apiar)'. Of course, I do not mean

—

that display should be encouraged before quality quality
should count most, every time.
Some years ago, when living in the district of Muskoka,
I exhibited honey at the Muskoka County Fair, showing
the small quantities called for in the prize-list
it was
classed with preserves, pickles and other home produce, and
attracted no particular attention.
;

The next year

I exhibited at the Industrial at Toronto,
return to Bracebridge, applied for space at the
county fair to put up a display of comb honey in sections,
also extracted honey, both clover and buckwheat, some of it
clear and some in the candied form, several hundred pounds
altogether. Well, the result rather astonished me; I was
overwhelmed with questions about honey. " How did it
get into the little boxes ? " " How was it some was so light
and clear, and another kind so dark in color ?" "What
made it candy ? "

and, on

my

People who had never seen or tasted honey before
stopped to admire, and expressed a desire to purchase some;
the result was, we sold all cull sections by cutting them into
five-cent pieces, that were eaten on the spot, instead of
candy and many who had once tasted honey purchased
some to take home with them. I had a crowd around the
exhibit the whole time. The honey was all sold, and orders
taken to be filled later.
This proved to be the best advertisement we ever had,
and was the means of introducing honey into many homes
where it was found to be so much more healthful and
economical than many of the preserves in common use.
When on a visit to Muskoka, during the fall of 1900, I
found the display of honey still kept up the bee-keepers in
that district, who are as progressive as any in the Province,
evidently see that they are represented on the board of their
;

;

flourishing county agricultural society.

A

mistake

is

sometimes made, when attempting to

make

a display of honey, in not having a sufticient variety
of packages. I have known an exhibit to be made of several
tons of extracted honey, all put up in 60-pound cans in
their cases. While such an exhibit may be impressive to
the amateur who has a few colonies, to my mind it is not as
attractive to the general public as a much smaller quantity
would be if put up in a variety of packages of both glass

and

tin.

Another large exhibit I remember was all put up in onepound glass jars. In both cases these were extremes, and
were rather monotonous to the beholder. It must not be
supposed that a good display of honey is made without
some work. Honey of good quality is first required the
comb in sections, with its delicate, white cappings, must be
freed from propolis and cased in new, clean, no-drip cases
of various sizes, with glass on both sides to show the con;

tents.

The extracted honey, if in the candied form, will be of
the previous season's crop and put up in glass jars, or, if
liquid, it is best to have a variety of packages of both glass
and tin of a size and style that may be useful after the
honey is used, with a sprinkling of fancy jars for display
only.
I find it best to heat all honey, to be shown as liquid, to
about 145 degrees to remove all signs of granulation after
it is cold it may be run into glass and pails of various
sizes, that have been nicely labeled, care being taken
not to use jars that have a green tinge, or it will give the
;

honey an unnatural

color.

exhibitor is now ready to set up his display, and in
doing this he has to be guided by the quantity to be set up,
and the space at his disposal. A small exhibit artistically
arranged is far more attractive than a large quantity
massed together without design. And, last, but not least,
if there are many entries, and he is trying to get ahead of
his competitors, he must not forget that very likely the
other fellow is doing the same.
R. H. Smith.

The

Mr. Craig, in opening the discussion upon the subject,
said that some thought this question did not receive the attention it merited. The producers at large centers come in
contact with large buyers, and are also educatin-g the public.
Mr. Smith brought out desirable points neatness and
attractiveness are important. The Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association should take hold of this matter. At Toronto this
year the exhibit was stuck in a tent. Exhibitors should get
fair play. This exhibit was not local, but visitors from
other countries saw the exhibit.
Mr. Evans corroborated what Mr. Craig said as to ac-

—

;

commodation. Suggestions had been asked from him and
Mr. Hoshal as judge this year. One suggestion had Ijccn
made to have the prize money for neat exhibit divided Ijy
the judges according to merit.

As .soon as Mr. Pickett found clover was yielding well
he asked for the same building, but could not get what was
wanted. The grant should be conditional.
Mr. Holtermann said honey exhibits were important, in
these days of keen pressure, and, what would be got, largely
depended upon the pressure that could be brought to bear
upon the committee. It was advisable to give the grant con-

A

ditionally.

motion was carried

to this effect.
(To be codtiaued.)

t,J*.J*>^<Jt,J*.J*>J*>*4-^-^</^|

^

Contributed Articles,
j;

fsr^-pfK.

No.

1.— Bee-Keeping

for

Women.

Practical Sugg'estions to Those Who Contemplate Going' Into the Business.

Some
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BY

EMMA

WILSON.

—

that
Is bee-keeping a desirable occupation for women
For some women, yes; for some women,
is, as a l)usiness?
decidedly no. It all depends upon the woman. There is
no denying the fact that if you make a success of beekeeping you will find hard work and plenty of it. You must
be willing to work early and late during part of the year,
and give up a great many pleasures that some other occupations would allow you to participate in, because bees must
receive prompt attention, and certain things must be done
at certain times even if there is a picnic or a tea-party you
would like to attend and sometimes it is hard to work when
nearly all your friends are taking their vacations and are
having such a good time, for their vacations are very apt
to come during the bee-keeper's harvest.

and sometimes the experience is fiuitc expensive. I do not
think I would try more than two or three colonics at first.
If you are successful with these, gradually increase your
number, always keeping in mind that it is much better to
have one strong colony than two we k ones for it is the
strong colonies that give us the honey, and a lot of sickly,
weak colonics are only an expense and not worth fussing
;

with.

,

.

It will probably take you some time to learn this, but
Some way, a beginner
the lesson will have to be learned.
colonies
is always so anxious to increase her number of
that it is hard to learn that it is not the number of hives
with bees that counts, but the total number of bees. After
you have become somewhat familiar with the business,
through exnerience and the study of a good text-book on
bees, you will not be so anxious to increase the number of
your colonies at the expense of their strength.
About 18 years ago I was teaching, and my health
began to fail, and my physician ordered a change of occuI intended to rest one year and work with
pation and rest.
the bees in order to be outdoors as much as possible, and
then go back to the schoolroom. I did not go back. In
fact, I doubt very much if I would be living to-day if I
have never been considered
I
had continued teaching.
strong, and yet I have never missed a day's work throughout the entire honey season for 18 years, taking my share
of the hard as well as the pleasant part of bee-keeping.
For me it is very fascinating work, and I thoroughly enjoy
It is remarkable the amount of hard work one can endure
it.
while working in the open air, when one's whole heart is

work.
Perhaps the larger number of women who keep bees
can spend only a part of their time and keep only a limited number of colonies, instead of spending their entire
time at it as I have done. I feel sure there is much health
connected with such work, if no ereat amount of wealth,
and many a tired, nervous woman would be much benefited
if she could spend a few hours each day in the open air
working with bees, and, no doubt, add a considerable sum
McHenry Co., III.
to her pin-money, besides.
in the

;

you are thinking of taking up bee-keeping as an occu-

If

pation

it

is

well

to

take

these

things,

into

account,

for

have to face them, and some hot day, when the
temperature stands at 90 degrees or 100 degrees in the shade,
you will feel very much abused that you have to work while
That is, you will be
it is so hot, and others are playing.

you

will

likely to feel that way unless you are intensely interested in
bees, and to make a successful bee-keeper, be it man or
woman, a person must be interested in bees yes, bees must
have a sort of fascination for one. If that is the case, you
will be thinking a good deal more about what your bees

—

are doing than about what your friends are doing, and you
will be surprised when they pity you for having to work
so hard, and sorry they have wasted so much sympathy on
you.
For if your bees are only bringing in lots of honey,
what do you care if you do have to work hard and it is hot?
That is just the condition of things you want. The harder
the bees work the harder you are willing to work, for that
means a good harvest for you.

me

you, the hard part comes when the season
and you feel you are not getting any returns
for your work; for even then the bees must be taken care of.

Let

is

a

tell

failure,

Can a woman successfully take care of bees? Yes, I think
she can, if she is the right sort of a woman, with lots of
energy and push, not easily discouraged, and possessed o£
lots of patience.
Some of the work will be pretty heavy,
and a sickly, delicate woman would be obliged to have
help, but I really believe a healthy woman can successfully
run an apiary entirely alone. I know of no healthier occupation.
Of course, you must be willing to take the slmgs
that is part of the business.
Fortunately, the human system becomes, in time, habituated to the stings to such an
extent that you are, to a degree, immune to the poison.
I believe that women are, as a class, more patient and
persevering than men, and are particularly adapted to beekeeping. The great trouble is that they usually want to
rush things too fast, and commence with a larger number
of colonies than they are able to care for, when they really
know nothing whatever of the business. It is best to go
slow very slow at first. It is well to learn by experience.
;

In-breeding as Applied to Honey-Bees.
BY ADRI.^N CETAE.
perhaps the most important point to consider in
our efforts to iniprove our races of bees. In-breeding means
using male and female reproductors of close parentage, even
brother and sister, or father and daughter. The more alike
are the male and female parents, or the more closely related
they are. the more surely will their characteristics and
On the other
peculiarities be transmitted to their offspring.
hand, if the male and female parents are different in their

This

is

peculiarities, color, qualities, size, etc., all sorts of variations
may be expected in their descendants.

Now, suppose we have an

extraordinarily good queen.

breed together her descendants, drones
and queens, and keep up the process through the successive
generations, the qualities of that queen will be transmitted
to her descendants not only transmitted, but also intensified
If

we

can

safely

;

"fixed" meaps that the offspring will
invariably possess the peculiarities of their parents.
practiced,
If, on the other hand, in-breeding can not be
we will have now and then to introduce some queens or
drones of outside and comparatively inferior stock. Their
offspring will necessarily be inferior and irregular compared
In a word, every introduction of
to those of pure stock.

and

fixed.

The word

outside blood will be a step backward in our efforts to
Needless to say, that it would
create a superior race of bees.
be a serious drawback.

nature's way.

argument against in-breeding is that "it is
not Nature's way." In the state of Nature, mating between

The

chief

In many
close parents is the exception, rather than the rule.
plants, the female flowers are not on the same plant as the
male. In others, the pollen is so situated that it can not
Other nollen must be brought from
fertilize the flower.
some other plant bv the wind or insects. The larger animals
roam about, and find for mates all but their close relatives.

Queen

bees, ants

and wasps mate away from home.
-\-HY IS IT so?

is in-breeding injurious? or why is it avoided by
the laws of Nature? I think I can give one reason, and I

Why
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will explain

derstand,

I'll

it

by an illustfation.

take

it

in the

human

To make

it

easier to un-

race.

Suppose we have, say, three families of people, and it
arranged that no one shall marry outside of his own
family.
Suppose, also, that one family has a tendency to
weak lungs; the other to weak stomachs; and the third to
weak eyes. What would the result be likely to be? Why,
the probability is that the tendency to having weak lungs
would increase in the first family, as the generations go
by, until the last member would die of consumption.
The
last family mentioned would finally become blind
while
the second would die out of liver or stomach troubles.
Now. suppose that, instead of having iheni marry in their
own families, we let them inter-marry and mix together.

is

:

Then some

of the children may inherit some of the defects
of the father and some of the mother. Some, perhaps, the
defects of both parents: and some none of the defects at
all.
Those that have inherited mostly the good qualities,
will remain.
Tlie fittest zi'ill siirrivc.

We

do not know exactly how the present species of
plants and animals have originated, but we know beyond
a doubt that they have undergone many transformations,
and that those best adapted to their environments have survived.
The above ilhistration may give an idea why those
propagated by mixing have survived, rather than those propagated

in-breeding.

b}-

THE breeder's

am

going to make

W.\Y.

very bold proposition.
While, in Nature, in-breeding would bring bad results, it
does not necessarily follow tliat the same will occur in the

hands of

I

a

a skillful breeder.

In the above illustration, I took three families with
defects; but the breeder of bees or other stock need not use
defective stock or defective individuals. He can throw out
all the subjects that are objectionable for some reason or
other.

Suppose we were to take a colony of bees upon an
isolated island.
If we allow them to multiply just as ithey
please, o:' if we rear queens indiscriminatelv, the defects that
those bees may have will surely be perpetuated, as well as
their excellencies.
But, if we select only the drones and
queens that possess the good qualities in the highest degree,
and the defects in the least degree, we shall surely improve the good qualities, and eventually eliminate the defects
altogether.

We have made one step. But the Question may be
asked: "Is that all that there is of it?" Granting that one
of the evils, or, perhaps, the chief evil, of in-breeding is the
transmission of defects: granting, also, that this can be avoided
by a proper selection, is it not possible that in-breeding may
yet be an evil in itself?
To

all that can be answered is,
"What do the
show?" In breeding bees, we. as yet, have no
owing to our inability to control the mating
of queens; but we have numerous instances in other
kinds

this,

actual facts

facts to show,

of stock.

Even a superficial knowledge of phvsiology will show
beyond any possible doubt, that the same general laws govern all the living creation— plants, insects, animals,
and
even the human race. Of course, there are differences, and
they must be taken into consideration, but the underlying
laws, the fundamental principles, are the same
throughout
and if in-breeding can be practiced successfully with horses
cows, chickens, etc., we have all reasons to believe
that it
can also be practiced with bees; at any rate, until positive
proof of the contrary is furnished.

23, 1902.

breeds of stock. As the object is to have perfectly pure
stock of the highest grade, the closest kind of in-breeding
has been practiced. First, because an immense number of
animals of each kind would have to be kept to avoid inand, next, because the introduction of outside
breeding
stock would have given irregular and often inferior animals.
On the Jersey stock the process has been followed
seven years; and on the Friesian twelve years, .-vll tne animals are as perfect as they can be, and everyone raised is
almost the perfect image of its ancestors.
Absolutely
Tlic san.e can be said of the Jilerino sheep.
no tendency to run out or degenerate has been observed.
In the different races of pigs, the results are not so conThe best races, that is, those that fatten the most
clusive.
and the quickest, cannot be submitted to close in-breeding
without losing, to some extent, their reproductive powers.
The mating becomes difficult, and the females have too little
;

Concerning the Belgian hares and other lireeds of rabAll the breeds with
the results have been unexpected.
brown or gray-brown hairs have maintained themselves
throughout. Those having some white hairs, either in spots
that
or mixed, have invariably drifted toward albinoism
is,
toward a uniform white color accompanied with red
bits,

;

eyes.

Tlie celebrated stock of Toulouse geese has not changed
The whole lot at the establishment is exactly
like the original stock chosen eleven years ago.
particle.

Some of the chicken breeds have also denoted a tendency toward albinoism. Those having white feathers finally
became entirely white when closely in-bred. Needless to
sav, that the animals having any defect have been invariably set aside. This is absolutely necessary to successful
in-breeding.
In regard to the in-breeding of swine, as noted nbove, the
same peculiarities have sometimes been noted in the b''eeding of cattle. Bates, one of the founders of the Shorthorn
race of cattle, practiced the closest kind of in-breeding durbut the fecundity of his stock suffered,
ing thirteen years
and he was compelled to introduce new blood three times,
It is hardly to be supposed that
to maintain the fecundity.
the in-breeding in itself was the cause of the trouble.
If
so. it would have manifested itself in the Jerseys, Friesians
and other milking breeds, as well as in the Shorthorns.
;

On the other hand, the same defect appearing also in
the highest fattening breeds of swine, seems to show that
the excessive tendency to take on fat is incompatible with a
This could
full develonment of the reoroductive faculties.
be expected, considering that an excessive disposition to
fatten is something of a disease itself.
To obtain the best results in fattening, or creating a
stock disposed to take on fat quiclcly and in abundance, it
is necessary to keep the animals confined and very nuiet,
even in the dark, and fed with the richest food. Such
treatment must be, in itself, almost enough to destroy the
enerfv and the reproductive powers.
Concerning the tendency toward albinoism in some of
the Belgian hares, the manner in which thev are kent may
have something to do with it. If, instead of being shut up
in more or less dark pens, they were in the open air and the
sunlipht, that tendency might not exist.
Considerins' that our best breeds of horses, cattle, sheep,
swine and fowls have been obtained. I might say created,
hv choo'ing the best specimens, and then perpetuating them
bv the cl'^^pst kind of in-breeding. I think we are perfectly
safe in fnllowii'pr a similar course in our efforts to create a
Bee-Keepers' Review.
supe'-'or rp'-e of bees.

—

Knox

Co.,

Tenn.

ACTU.\L FACTS.
In 1828. a French Merino sheep-breeder had in his
a lamb with smooth, silky wool.
He undertook to
cross him with the ewes of his flock, but very
few of the
offspring showed the silky wool.
However, when he was
mated with those of his own daughters that also showed
Silky wool, all the lambs thus produced had also
the same
kind of wool. Thus was created the stock of silky wool
Merino sheep. The whole race descended from that one lamb.
Concerning the Durham cattle, Chas. Colling had a
bull which served the whole herd, including his mother, all
of his daughters grand-daughters, etc., for six generations.
This was the foundation of the present Durham race of

Same ResuUs

flock

cattle.

There is. at Lyons, in France, a large establishment
which furnishes guaranteed reproduotors of the different

H

milk.

a

Now.

Jan.

'by

of the
J.

S.

Season of 190!.

HAKTZKLL.

for the bee-keeper has ended, and wjtft
the trials of implements and designs of various
kinds, it is but fitting to express our convictions from
experience.
Much has been written relative to various kinds of
separators for supers, and, of the number, the so-termed
fence " and plain sections have apparently been the favorites.
I have been using for several years three kinds, viz.:
Tin, veneer or solid wood, and the fence. My first experience was with tin separators, and after the lapse of 12
seasons I stand with Mr. Doolittle in believing tin the most
economical, and that as fancy honey and as much per

AS another season
it

'

—

:

Jan.

23,
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square taper two sides so as to be three-eighths of an inch
at one end; with hand-saw rip a kerf half the length of the
piece. At the largeror »(iuareciid <1rivc in the center a two;

inch nail, having

first

cut the head

o(T,

leaving five eighth*

of an inch exposed.
The part ot the nail exposed file tapering until sharp, then stick in the topof the hive. Take a
piece of broken section, write on or letter, or use any motto
you may have adopted, place it in the saw-kerf and a glance
in passing through an apiary nveals in plain view the condition of the colony. Try it. To prevent washing off by
rain, use indelible pencil, and an extra piece of section
tacked flat-wise on the edge of the piece written on.

The last was an unfavorable season for the production
of honey where my apriary is now located, being extremely
wet.
Kain, rain, rain, was almost of daily occurrence,
and that, too, right at and hrough the basswood flow ;
not only then, but prior to and after. My honey crop was
3JHI) pounds
2993 pounds of merchantable sections, and
the balance uncompleted sections, and of which I extracted
those having the least honey, taking ISO poundsof extracted
honey, keeping the remainder for my own use and for sale
on the home market.
During the season I increased 10 colonies, but, as stated,
I lost 10; thus, when returning homeward
my apiary contained the same number at the close as at the opening of
the season.
Fourteen colonies worked on the (iolden plan yielded
three supers each of completed hone)-, whilst only one colony on the general plan yielded the same amount.
I

—

lllVK-M.VKKKll .VXD

TEN

colony can be produced with

it

SEl TIDXS

as with

UF IKJXEY.

any other separator

made.
Veneer or solid wood separators are too frail. The fence
has not only the same objectionable feature, but with it'
another fully as objectionable, viz., often ribby comb in
sections. Not only this, but as the fence is made for use
with plain sections only, I find it difficult in many instances
to case plain sections when filled, without marring the yappings.

Whether or not the bees were of the so-niuch-advertised
long-tongue variety I do not know. I do know I have not
made any purchases of that kind of stock, but if such there
be, each and every apiary of 25 or more colonies has
them.
We know the human family has them, and
great
sensations and disturbances in neighborhoods
are caused by them, ofttimes. Then, we have the long-fingered variety, too both are very bad elements, requiring
close and diligent watching.
Now, if the long tongued bees can create as much of a
sensation in the apiary as long-tongued people can in a
neighborhood, I would then want them.
Who of the many breeders of long-tongued queens will
guarantee their progeny to store more honey than bees
from our ordinary queens? If such breeder is known, I
would like to contract with him for queens for half the
number of colonies in my apiary next season, on the following terms
Tests to be made in 1903. Should the so-termed longtongue variety store, on an average, five pounds more per
colony than the others in the yard I will pay double the
price regularly sold at failing to do so, the breeder is to
have no pay. I will, if desired, place an amount necessary
to cover the cost of the queens in hands of. the editor, on
terms stated.
The above expresses indirectly my faith in the sotermed long-tongue variety.
Are all thoroughbred Jersey or Alderney cows good ?
Are all Norman and Clydesdale horses good ? Do we find
the greater number bringing fancy prices? Verily, no.
It is only the few selected ones, and very often they prove
no better than those considered inferior and in breeding'
from the very select, the same results will evidently follow.
Finally, give me young queens yes, queens of the past
season's rearing for the season of 1902, and at the close of
the harvest of 1902 see that all colonies are supplied with
young queens for 1903, continuing the rearing or stocking
each year with the close of the harvest. It will be the
means of a live and healthy apiary. Young, vigorous queens
means vigorous and healthy bees, able to withstand the
storms of winter, and undoubtedly not so liable to disease.
At stated intervals infuse some new blood, by requeening
at least a few colonies by purchasing queens from some
;

My

favorite section is the 4'^^x4 '4 xl Js, and so-termed
two-way, and the use of tin separators; and my reason is,
no danger of marring cappings when cleaning. The same
can be said when casing.

In regard to hives, Golden 's combination comb-honey
hive has again proven best in the production of honey.
And just here I would like to in<}uire why it was that not
one of the gentlemen named in my article (published Nov.
22, 1900), accepted the proposition I made regarding their
testing the Golden hive in 1901. But I am fearful yes,
confident Prejudice is the enthroned power, and, if by
trial forced in honor to acknowledge its supremacy, might
injure our influence If any of the gentlemen I named have
anything to offer on the same terms to me, I am ready to
accept, and will, to the best of my ability, give it a fair,
impartial trial in 1902.

—

—

1

I have this to say regarding the Golden plan or system:
feel confident that if fairly tested there will be no cause
of regret for having put it in practice, for had it proven an
I

error on the part of Mr. Golden, long ere this I would have
cast it to the four winds, and advised the fraternity of its
failure.

LOSS OF QUSBNS.

;

;

Yes, indeed, I lost 10 colonies out of a total of 93 the
past fall. Queens were lost by being superseded, and young
queens failing to return safely, after which robbing set in
and the doubling-up with other colonies adopted.

Who

number of bee-keepers can tell when a
be superseded, without examining the internal
condition of the hive ? If such there be, will he please inform the fraternity on the subject ? However, it is well
known that more queens are superseded in the late summer
and fall than at any other time.

queen

of the vast

will

The remedy Now I expect swords will be drawn, and
objections filed. Kill all queens in the apiary at the close
of the honey-flow, save those of that season's progeny,
and see that all colonies are supplied with young queens.
Thus the bee-keeper will be ever watchful until he knows
all colonies are requeened.
This was formerly, and hereafter will be, the plan adopted by me, and I am confident
better results can be obtained from an apiary stocked with
young queens than from old ones, or from young and old
:

mixed.

HIVK-MARKKRS.
have used slates, etc. Last summer I ran short
of slates, and an idea presented itself to me as follows
Take a piece of solid wood six inches long and half an inch
Yes,

;

reliable breeder.
I

herewith present a picture of 10 sections of a super of

basswood honey produced by the use of the two-way sections and tin separators, on Golden's combination combhoney hive. No selection was made to secure the best, my
purpose being at first to have the entire super taken, but I
found it would reduce the apparent size of sections too
much.
The hive-marker spokea of appears at the left in the
Somerset Co., Pa.
picture.

I

:

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working

—
;
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Jan.

pity) to keep the approval of a drone in abeyance
have examined a few of his "calves."

DOOLITTLE's BEST SEASON

—LONG

23,

1902

uritil

you

TONGUES.

And

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and

By

HASTY,

B. B.

THE

DR.

Sta.

B

Unreliable Glasses.
Rural, Toledo, O.

MILLER NUMBER.

That was an excellent idea to have a Dr. Miller number.
The pictures one at a time would not be so effective.
Getting acquainted is a process not happily done by small

— and,

of course, all old readers enjoy anything approximating to getting acquainted with the senior member
of the staff. I feel most interested in him at work at his
desk.
Desk as crowded as mine, but not so disreputably
crowded. Face has a happy look, aS if he enjoyed writing
and if he's like me he does.
By the way, our chief has been very shy about showing
us his home, and family, and surroundings, and whendriblets

so Doolittle secured his highest average last summer. Congratulations. For a season when so many did
poorly it's nice. In the attempt to give the long-tongued
bee a black eye (or nose), well, he must try again. Of course,
any bees, if their snouts were as long as the elephant's,
could fritter away their season with the aid of the swarm
fever.
And I fear that everything which conduces to prosperity increases a little the danger of that undesirable con-

style.

77S.

SELLING HONEY.

Lots of people are troubled over the difficulty of selling their honey after they get it. They should read the
Buffalo Convention, pages 772 and yyz read it twice over.
Hard cases if they can do that without getting some valuable

—

ideas.

^.JaLJ»L^.J>C^:L.j!l.JiCJiLJiLJ!LJiCJiLJiLJiC^.

Why

not have a York number?
[We prefer to leave such things to the editors who enjoy
showing themselves off in their own papers. Our family is
only Mrs. York, and the "surroundings" are all rented.
Editor. ]
curious ways of climate.

nobody's-looking

Page

dition.

^ The Home
Conducted bu Prof.

ft.

Circle.

^

J. Cook, Glaremont, Calif.

How

curious are the wavs of climate. In the climate
of Florida, it seems, wire-cloth lasts so poorly that burlap
is recommended instead of it.
Page 744.

DISCOLORATION OF

Mason

Dr.

is

going

it

HONEY BY THE COMB.
stronp-

against discoloration of
his extract-

honey by the comb, if he is going to destroy all
ing-combs and have new ones built. Page 742.
COLORS OF BEESWAX.

A COLD.
That's what I've got. And it does make one feel very
miserable. We can but marvel at the cold. We are one day
hearty and vigorous, and the world seems full of cheer and
The very next day we are in the dumps, and
delight.
And all this because of a
everything seems different.
" cold " (as we usually call it) that has stolen in upon us.
for it is three years since
I have no reason to complain
I have had a cold before, if I except a spell of lagrippe which
household
of Claremont, a year or two ago,
came into every
and treated all alike. Isn't that one of lagrippe's virtues?
shows
any
partiality.
It never
The cold is like the wind which, as we know, " bloweth
where it listeth we hear the sound thereof, but know not
whence it cometh or whither it goeth."
My cold of three years ago I could explain. It came as
the result of necessary exposure. This one is more baffling.
;

W'e expect the perfume of a flower to assert itself in
some degree in the finished honey but as to wax a different and very puzzling set of laws seems to come in. A
diploma for the wise-head who can tell us fully about the
how and the why of it. To a certain extent it seems as if
the secretion of wax wipes out all original odors and colors
;

And yet there are very great
variations in wax, and lots of them. Once when in a supply
store I found the place pervaded with an unusual perfume
and the lots of foundation piled up around was of a cherryred instead of the usual color. Was told it was the usual
color and odor of Jamaica wax. Page 751 gives us a number of these variations. One locality in Austria furnishes a
wax with the odor of pitch, and too soft.
grayish-brown
wax of almost no odor comes from India. Senegal wax is
dark brown, and has an unnleasant smell yet from Guinea
comes a good wax. Guadaloupe has a black wax. And
the European bleachers say American wax is too hard to
bleach.
Manifestly it's not the latitude and longitude that
and produces uniformity.

A

;

does

this.

all

What

is

it?

;

We

are told that the Esquimaux, in their

home

land, are

never troubled with cold. I have heard this explained by
the suggestion that colds always come from microbe attack,
and the Artie cold is so severe that the microbes would

and so are not known in the polar regions. I
we won't find, some 'day, that every cold is the
of an attack from these minute germs. I ween that

freeze up,

wonder

if

result
that will prove true.

This year

my work

I

have three very hard days each week when
me almost to the limit of my strength. I

carries

have wondered if colds are not very much quicker to steal
at such times the
in upon me at times of great weariness
whole body is below par in vitality, and as the thief could
easily enter the house of the sick person and rob him of his
valuables, so, mayhaps, these theiving microbes steal in
upon us at these times of weariness, and further sap the
entire body of its strength and vigor. If this is the correct
;

THE PICTURES OF APIARIES.
Did you mind (of course you didn't) that for a long
time I commented on every apiary picture that appeared.

—

After awhile the thing seemed to scrape and run hard then
I faced about and quit the pictures altogetner.
The beauty
of the view on the outside of No. 48 almost tempts me
back into the old rut again. Mr. Elliott ought to be a good
man to be the Adam of such an Eden of rural simplicity.

HAND-PICKING DRONES.

And

here

is fresh, and not yet shopdo you select in hand-picking drones? How
discriminate
between the desirable pater-familias of the
"coming bee," and the low-lived proletarian that mates th^
other fellows' queens?
Mr. Doolittle makes a promising
start
at
an answer on page 764.
Undersized and illshapen ones first killed off.
"Nextly," he takes the hind
ones, and spares those that rush around lively. Then all
that vary much in markings from what seems to be tlie
normal style of the colony have to go. Lastly, he ferrets
out and kills all that show by their looks that they might
have been born in some other colony. Not easy to give a
better set of rules. I reckon.
Yet at least two of them are
open to some doubt as to whether the best ones are not the
very ones that get killed. Never will be able (more's the

worn.

How

is

a subject that

explanation, then these little, worthless intruders must
have a special fondness for the mucous lining of nose and
throat.
By the feeling, I could easily be presuaded that
they had entirely stripped mine from the subjacent tissue.
They seem to grip these parts with their invisible teeth,
and we are disturbed with the feverish congestion. And
how the mucous glands act as if they would have every
microbe carried away.
I suppose the moral of all this is always to guard
against exposure, and double the caution in times of great
weariness. I wonder if all our home circles know of the
value of the warm water compress at such times. A napkin
wet in warm water is placed about the neck and chest, and
thickly covered with several layers of warm flannel. This
will often bring great relief to the fevered throat and nose,
and will often check the coughing spell at night almost inWe have found the same remedy one of the best
stantly.
specifics against croup in children. Possibly the perspiration induced scatters the venomous microbes.
Warm flannels in cold and changeable weather, good
rubbers in time of damp and sleet, and the warm overcoat
.

!
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to force off the chill of autumn or winter, are excellent protective measures, and by their use I believe wo may batlle
these insidious microbes. I have been planniiif^' all day
that by the use of the.se and other kindred measures I may
in the future force out these great disturbers of our peace

organize that no mistake may be made, and that every blow
struck will tell for the most.

and comfort.

have been reading the past week .some account of the
of the late Mr. Stevenson, the distinguished novelist,
who, from his early life, had a grim fight with that terrible
enemy consumption. That he might better hold hiK own
against it he pushed away off to the islands of the I'acific,
where, far from home and friends, but not until he had
made a most valiant tight, he was conquered. In all these
years he was a tremendous worker.
His forcible style and
diction came not easily.
Some of his works were written
and re-written as many as ten times, and then cast aside as
not worthy to be preserved.
Ls it any wonder that he
reached the very top in his profession ? To do this with
disease and death ever close upon his track points him out
as one of the world's great heroes.

UNRECOGNIZED HEROISM.
I

life

ROADSIDE TREE-PLANTINQ.
The whole county

of Los Anpeles is thoroughly waked
up on the subject of shade-trees alonR- the roadside. Last
week a convention was held in the city to arouse interest,
direct attention, and n'lve advice in the matter of shadeSurely, no one thinp improves a region more, or attrees.
tracts settlers more surely, than beautiful avenues of uniform shade-trees.
Shade-trees are not a thing of a day, and so fullest time
for consideration is not unwisely spent.
In.sect attacks,
which are so common with some of our most beautiful trees,
should be thoroughly studied. The maple in the East is a
beautiful tree, and often a favorite for street planting, yet
the borer, cottony scale, and the forest caterpillar like it as

It is also said that he was always sunny and cheerful.
Friends and companions would never know that any grief
or shadow ever entered his life. " To burn all one's own
smoke," under such circumstances, is surely thesupremest
heroism. Those who knew him best also speak of Stevenson as winning almost beyond compare. Hero worship in
this case was inevitable and Stevenson was the hero.
Few men can be thus winning, and preserve a really
Stevenson did this. Perhaps the presence
fine character.
of death always staring him in the face gave to him his
exceptional superiority. The following is one of Stevenson's beautiful prayers
" The day returns and brings us the petty, irritating
concerns and duties. Help us play the man. Help us to
perform them with laughter and kind faces. Let cheerfulness abound with industry. Give us to go blithely on our
business all this day. Bring us to our resting beds weary,
and content, and undishonored and grant us in the end the

well as we.
The elm, too, is a favorite with the cankerworm, and
the imported elm-leaf beetle. Might not these trees be wisely
replaced with the equally handsome linden, and we at the
same time add a valuable source of nectar, which will attract the bees and gladden the bee-keeper ?

The beautiful pepper in California, which is rarely excelled in grace or elegance, unfortunately attracts the black
scale and so is likely to be banished from Southern California roadsides.
Species of acacia and eucalyptus seem very free from
insect attack, and may be very beautiful if wisely selected,
and in resisting drouth probably have no equal. Surely, we
can not afford bare roadsides, and long avenues of trees all
of one kind are so incomparably attractive that all our
home circles should consider this matter, and then may well
follow the example of Los Angeles County, California, and

:

;

gift of sleep.

Amen."
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"WTiting,

during which I could not take ofif honey,
as I cannot stand a great deal of heat,
and so I was late in taking it off.
I placed 52 colonies in winter quarters Nov. 22.
I
commenced bee-keeping in 1890.
July 9th (the same year) I had a third
swarm, but had very little honey in
the fall. I fed them all winter with
thin sugar syrup, with good results. I
will write about this at some later time.
A certain bee-keeper handed me a
book in which I read that if bees swarm
in
very
warm weather give them
plentv of shade.
This same man
lost

quite

a

number

of

swarms
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about 300 pounds of comb honey which
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Buffalo, .\.\., tbieago,

have shipped 2222 at 13 cents
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ITALIAN QUEENS and the
for our price-list
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the 52 colonies which I placed in
the cellar in the fall of 1900, I found,
when returning them to the summer
stands April 4, 1901, that two had died
and one had only a few bees, which I
gave to another colony.
The most of
tne colonies were strong, but I had to
feed some.
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Hying
niight have been saved had he followed
the above advice. At least I have always found it so. I put new oil-cloth
on some and two boards on others of
mv swarms.
\Vm. DfESCHER.
Brown Co.. \\'is.. Dec. 2".
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Bee-Keeping in Oklahoma.

26 cents Cash
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After marking down an.ithtr failure
in the bee-business in Oklahoma. I can
say that though these be failures the
.American Bee Journal is not a failure.
I shall not try to prolong the business any longer, but I am going where
they can do something.
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Years the Best on Earth.
T. F. BINGHAM. Farwell. Mich.

buying untried incubators in thesedaysofthe perfectly
working and surprisingly simple

wliere every fertile ept; means a strong healthy chicle
„^ « ^
Guaranteed to do the work and do it as it has never been done before. The Zvttk
Ontiiry Pmiltry Itook outrht to be in every chickenman's house. You willnoC
part with it fur many times its cost. Discusses the poultry business from your view
,4|uiuey,lU«
point. Sent an V where for 10c. UeUablelncb, A: Brdr. €o..Hox B 2

THE GLORY OF HEALTH.
What more

that

They seem

plea.sing to the ej'e than au athletic, clear
is
skinned, deep chested man, ready to toil or play, with the
free, easy grace of perfect health?
The kind of man
that goes singing about his work, because he feels that way.

I

to do
best

WATKINS^

and 12 pounds

VEGETABLE ANODYNE LINIMENT
make a lazy man muscular, but it will keep
the body in such perfect condition that the food you
work you do, will all help to build up a bi^,
strong body. It is tiie cold in the chest, followed by a
troublesomecough that breads down so many strong
bodies. A dose of Waikins' Liniment will stop it all
before the harm has been done. No running^ for Doctor, no paving big doctor bills. Use internally or externally for Colds. Coughs, Colic, Diarrhoea, Dysen.
tery. Cholera Morbus, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns*
Bruises, for man or beast.
Watkins' Liniment is pood for so many diseases because of
the large number of valuable injrredients, each of which does
Let
its own work, and does not interfere with the others.
ouraj^entleavea bottle at the house. If there isnoagentin
we
will
and
see
that
you
to
us,
are
neighborliood,
write
your
supplied.
will not

eat, the

;

;
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A Valuable

I noticed what you said on page 803
(1901) regarding the person that found

some "real honey' in Michigan last
summer. Did you not score them rather
hard? Down here in this part of Michigan we are using sections without comb
foundation, and any person not a beeafter

shear Jirmciple, turns

Reliable Incubators and Brooders,

that

expert,

We claim that

Rather Risky Business,

The best
extracted 202 pounds.
did swarm cast three swarms.
From the old colony I took 56 filled
sections and 12 pounds of extracted;
from the first swarm, 90 full sections
from
and 12 pounds of extracted
sections
the second swarm^ 30 full
and 12 pounds of extracted from the
third swarm 12 pounds of extracted and
20 partlv filled sections, and they have
more than they can consume this winter.
Thus. 176 full sections and 48
pounds of extracted 224 pounds, which
I think is very well for poor colony.

of

111.

W. M.WK.

bee-trees

sections

Chicago,

regarding
the oldes

Suoplies!

My
fairly well in gathering honey.
colony that did not swarm last season
produced 190

St.,

JOLIET, ILL.

We can furnish you with The A. I. Koot Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht. and ship promptly. Marketprice
paid for beeswax. Bend for our 1902 catalog.
M. H. HTJNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich

Co.. O. T.. Dec. 20.

came

all

^rjei

and prepares the bone

J. ADAr<1.

Some Michigan Bees and Honey.
My bees are all "runaway stock." that
found

146 Erie

inferior styles.

Ill-cause it is
It worksonthe

the

W.

pose they got in on the Texas horsemint before drv weather set in.
I
have a lot of nice combs that I
have carried through the past summer.
I stack the hives one on top of the
other with bottoms off. and in the last
one on ton I set a tin cap or can, with
two ounces of bisulphide of carbon, and
It
need not be
close it up tight.
bothered for a UT^nth. T Ho not think
there is anvthing that w'U (a'^e its place.

is,

-„,

the Best?

iSuy

easier, cuts faster and cleaner,
In better shape than any other.
(.'utalogue Ko. U

out

G.

Not

It costs no

on them.irkcl.

my

C.vlahoma

&

CO., 144

Why
is

^lay.
last
of
the
have
surprise,
they
from five to seven fr-^mes filled from
top to bottom, all sealed up. I sold this
gentleman the comb found'^'ion. T s""that

^i-

Bone Cutter
Green
Adam's
the only KjU Bearing machine
best

;

and.
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This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

at any price.
low, upon its receipt, or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken
Address as follows, very plainly,

improved hives and
is no nectar one
cannot have honey. I received a queen
last summer and I introduced her just
as nicely as could be. Three days after,
she began to lay. and such a nice lot
of eggs and bees no one ever saw but
just at that time the dry weather set
What now? To-day I will have to
in.
But I
feed them or they will starve.
swarm from a gentlebought
a
man living two blocks from me,

r have

appliances, but

-4

•»- 'f^

nartaking of this honey,

would naturally think, when trying to
masticate honey on comb foundation.
hat honey was all artificial and bogus.
This person was undoubtedly mistik^n.
yet all bee comb and honev readily
biings 20 cents per pound, while with the

We have a beautiful Cook
send free to

all.

It is full

_

Gift.

Book and Home Doctor that we

of

valuable recipes

and good wholesome advice. Everyone is surprise that we can afford to send out such a
complete and beautiful book free. Write toSend your name and address on a postal card.
t

THE
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WATKINS MEDICAL

10 Liberty

Street, Winona, Minn.,
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and perfect than with foundation fur
nislied lheni, as tlicre is no sagK'niK,
stretching, or warping of the conihs.
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Brooder

wh«n writing

means of

a cushion with
'llii; only
ihe suptr.
iroiililc is ih.ii the super docs not shut
up tight, and the cover cannot be sealed
'I'lien, too, if you want to
up liglil.
look after a colony only once in the
whole winter you have to take up the
whole roof from that little house and
let the warm air out and the cold air

ran

the ChicaKo market.
Have you seen the ncw-stylc section?
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done

lie

With

m,

I'V

plated

iliatT

ni

thai

movable roof you can not

the hives so close together that they
No, every hive is
shelter themselves.
put up separately, wilh five sides exposed to the change of tcntperature.
The sttpply of food and air is dictated by climatic conditions, and an

|iiit

Calhoun Co.. Midi., Dec.

j8.

Controling the Mating.

Give Us Food and Air.
It

is

s.-ud

liulnns don't

ihal

like

lo

houses hecause they cannot stand
-Many a little bird will
the enclosed air.
not in want of food
die when caged
Life is light.
lint in want of open air.

live in

—

When

shut up it will cease
-Animal life needs, for the
to linrn.
production of heat, one part of the
atmospliere that is given free by plants,
and the plants need that part which is
given free by animals. Thus the atmosphere is always the same as long as
the parts of it can l)e exchanged.
.•\nimals or plants heavily fed need
because the fresh air
jilcnty of air,
only helps to burn up the food, like
it helps to burn up the oil in a lamp.
Now it is a fact that the physiologthe air

is

,

m

activity
ductive activity
ical

plains, aiui

oie rc|)vo-

animals, becomes
in
dormant below 43 degrees, Fahrenheit.
For this reason a colony of bees with

about 50 degrees, Fahrenheit, will not
rccpiire much food and not much fresh
air; and for the same reason the supjily of food and air must conform to
the temperature.
As a rule the cluster of bees in winter has a temperature of about 70 degrees, F.
with this the respiration is
decreased, but the bees cannot live entirely without fresh air.
The supply
admitted at the entrance is sufificient
provided the bad air can pass ofif without any draft or condensation.
The
bees ttse up from the fresh air only
one part, and give by breathing free
another part that does not agree with
their
organism.
Thus the air surrounding them becomes foul, if not renewed, and is converted into poison.
The moisture it contains is condensed
on the inside of the hive-cover, and the
place of
habitation
becomes damp.
The bees suffer badly, and if they are
able to live until they have to go for
pollen or water some day in April, they
succumb under the influence of work
and exposure.
To remedy this the
hives are ventilated
that is, in common practice the entrance is fully
opened, or even the whole hive is raised
on blocks at every corner. No doubt
there is plenty of fresh, cold air to force
out the foul air, and to dry up the
moisture, ibut this rude attempt of ventilation is made at the expense of comfort.
What would you think of a, man
who should attempt to ventilate his
hen-house that way? No doubt there
would be more fresh air in that house,
or hive, than the inhabitants would like
to have, and still they could have even
more without a house or hive.
Such
rough treatment results in retarded activity when spring comes, if there is
anything left of activity at all.
;

.

I

i

'

I

;j
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:

For ventilation in winter it is best
provide an air-space with absorbing
material above the cluster which allows
foul air and moisture to pass off.
This
to

We prm)ose lo conirul inatiug- t>i tiueens in
the followiii^j way, but it will be carried on iu a
liniiicd way ouly. for the present;
We are perfecllntr plans lo carry on the raatintr of ijueens in Norih Dakota. We have a spot
selected that lias no trees or anylhin^r where
bees could make their abode, except a bouse
now and then. There are no bees here, far or
near, and there can be no (|uesiion about the
niatinj; when we select our stock in Illinois,
and send nothldt'' but the finest to this place
that has no bees. And as it is quite windy here,
the chances are that nothintj but stronjj-winjjed
bees will mate. We shall try hard for the very
best results.
D. J.
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If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published iu the United States.

IVool IVIarkets

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheepbreeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the lime.
Are you interested? Write to-day,
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HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Bee=Supplies.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.
same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

etc., at

lowest prices.

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

will save

™e.

Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
2146-214.S

even temperature secured in any way
whatever is llu-rcfore just as important
as this supply.

Cellar-wintering

its
with
troubles
advocated and practiced by many for the benefit of an even
tcm[)erature. which could be secured
nut-doors just as well as indoors, if our
hives had not so many loose parts and
were not opened on top. This feature,
linwevcr, is s') nredominant that one

and vexations,

initrlit

ask.

is

Why

did

I-angstroth

in-

movable hive-parts or movable
frames? There is more comfort in a
solid house titan in a booth, especially
for winter.
.X eood shelter is a saving
in food, and if the question of air has
no relation to the nocket-book. the quesvent

tion of food certainly has.
J.

Chesterfield

Co.,

Va.,

VOLKERT.

Dec.

17.

Must Have Fine Honey In Chicago.
I have been reading those articles in
the American Bee Journal about adulterated and manufactured comb honey in
Chicago, with a mixture of amusement,
nidignation, and pity for those poor, ig-

norant fellows wlio have been trying so
hard and long to find a pure article of

comb honey

in your city
You must
have an exceptionally fine lot of honey
in Chicago if they cannjt find any that
looks dirty and crooked enough to insure purity. Oh, my, just send those fellows out here to Tioga Co.. Pa., where
we have not had a decent crop of honey
in three years, nectar being -so scarce
in the fields that bees could not complete a box of any kind of honey, but
would patch it up with from two to three
or even four different shades, and as
many flavors, and capped yellow, black
and almost anything except white. It
is enough to convince the most incredulous persons of its genuineness, allowing that they judge honey by that standpoint.
And even if they had their
doubts it would take them the remainder
of their days to analyze it and find out
what ingredients it was composed of.
I think you people have raised
the
standard of your bees too high in per!

comb-honey building. Better
leave it on the hive a while longer, and
the bees run over it with their dirty
feet and smear a little bee-glue on it
.ind possibly it would be better to put
it on the market with the boxes all besmeared with propolis, then the earmarks of the bees would be more prominent
I
well remember, a few years ago,
fection of

let

!

some nii-e white honev to 'he
grocery, and a friend told me that after
I went out a minister
of the gospel
came in and looked at the honey, and
remarked that bees did not make that
honey. It was too nice
it was
man-

takinp-

:

—

!
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have had ,a great desire
preach that minister a
sermon on bees and honey, but never
had a favorable opportunity; perhaps

ufactured.
ever since

I

to

may some

I

We
far.

time.
have had a very severe winter so
Bees have had only one partial

flight since the last

days of October.

fear what few bees are left in this
succumb before warm
will
section

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

weather again makes its appearance.
I enjoy reading the American Bee
Journal and hope it will continue to
prosoer, and gain in circulation
deserves. I wish I could send a
lot of new subscribers.

as

it

whole

A. D. W.MSON.

Tioga Co..

Pa., Dec. 27.

Seeds.

We have made arraugrements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
^^

I

^^^

$.75 J1.20

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

90
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00

80

1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

^^ ^^

$2.50
4.0O
4.00
4.50
3.25

$4.50
7.50
7.75
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pouud
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
&

144

YORK & CO.

W.

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80
[jPerfect in

may

year

this

say that

constrnctioa

and

Hatches every fertile
llaction.
weprg. Writeforcatalogueto-day.

Adding Supers Above.
I

all

GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy.

my

supers of sections were added at
ancl rather in advance
of the bees' requirerients. Only when
these last wer= taken to voluntarily by
the bees were they removed below the
It is more than a
partly- filled ones.
theory with me that this is a great aid
to success, and I have generally practiced it in very hot seasons, as I find
that it prevents loafing, acts as a cooler,
assists ventilation, and thus acts as a
preventive, or, at least, a deterrent of
swarming.— D. M. M., in the British
Bee Journal.
first

45A2t.t

III.

Meniioii the American Bee Journal.

above the others,

A

Plan of Uniting Colonies.

BEE- SUPPL IES
Manufacturers" prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog.

I

all

Send

MUTH & CO.

FRED. W.

S.W. Cor. Front & Walnut Sts. CINCINNATI, 0.
Please mentioii Bee Journal when writing

H yn

C
o \itf\fr\ a
^dlllUrilld.

care to know of its
!
I
t
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

the middle of September
hives and mark those which
are not in a populous condition. These
I strengthen by reducing the number by
All other things being
doubling un.
equal, I select, for wintering, the colonies which have sent forth swarms,
and consequently have young queens.
I take two. colonies, and if the colonv
to be united has a greater supply of
good winter stores than the colony to
which it is to be added, I exchange the
combs one by one. and give the colony whose queen is to live the better

About
examine

leading Horticultural
paper Of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market

330

Street,

-

San Francisco, Cal.

TII6H0116UB66

YOU'LL HATCH EVERY EGG

HAWkEYE''"<="'''ator,
and you
pay for
.1

mav
it.

t'\

f Ht

1

r'

.

,- -

'

r

1
:

pattern,

piping, safety

lamp

^J

ariflpi-r-

"Profitable
ftctreinilator.
IT
4
Poultry''(banii80tne oil paint"^
ing cover) fTev.
^eod 10c
for calaloEue anil poallry paper for one year.

llawkefs Incubator Co. Dept. 17 Nevitontla.

Please mention Bee jovimal

WE
that

The

like

to

when

writing.

DON'T SAY
PAGE
is

Hpp

tbe best fence, hut, we would
Did you ever?
as good.

anothpr

PAfi'i'lOVKN WIltK KKN(K('<I.,AIIKIAN,.111(11.

Get.^0 rhi'-k- fr-Mi .»

et_'L--^

'

hatch EVERY GOOD EGG EVERV
unai

iNever t'eUoutof
IfUjI^bt.
«•

.r

SO Egg Size $0

order.

.Neeils

lieealal«fl perfectlv.

Hcst

f^n

CsUUome BtCKkVE IMTHVniIl
SprlneSelil, OUo,
No. 63, '.ic
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combs.

I

then

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for SI. 25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for SI. 75; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
THI^EE
Journal for one year, with S3. 00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

with the one having
the good queen, and after giving each
hive a thorough smoking, place an
empty super-body above the colony to
be spared, and upon this place the
The smoking seems
queenless colony.
to destroy the distinctive odor of each
colony, and the bees from the upper
hive readily unite with those having
the queen, and all settle in the lower
hive.

After two or three days I uncap the
in the upner hive, and the bees
of the united colonies carry all the
honey into the lower hive. The bees
live in perfect harmony, and with their
increased numbers and greater store of
honey, winter far b-tter and gather
more honey the next season than would
the two colonies wintered separately.
In this manner I have united more than
50 colonies, and in only one instance
These
did I have disastrous results.
were caused by the fact that there were
two queens in the unper hive, a condition of which I was not aware until
It
about half the bees were killed.
sometimes happens that when the queen
is old the bees will rear another, and
allow both to remain in the hive until
spring.
Fred H.\xton, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.

hnney

Do Bees Hear?
A. H. Homersham (in the British
Bee Journal), quotes Mr. Loveday and
Mr. Sladen as saying that no evidence
can be found that bees hear, and says

My

own experience goes to prove
that bees cannot hear, or else they take
no notice whatever of sounds. 1 have
whistled and shouted and screamed as
loud as I could within six inches of the
flight-board, but all my efforts to attract
attention were in vain. I made a special
effort in shouting loudly one evening in
midsummer, after all the bees had returned from the fields, but the peaceful hum of a full colony undisturbed
went on. I then gently touched the
alighting-board an almost imperceptible
touch and instantly the humming stopped and a dozen or more bees wer^
scouting about the entrances to find the
cause of disturbance. Thus, while noise
was unnoticed, the slightest jar was at

—

once detected. I have watched several
times to see the effect railway trains
had on bees when shunting, or the
whistling and rush of an express passing bv. but all passed unheeded. I have
also tried various experiments on bumble-bees, but without effect, so that I
have quite convinced myself, and proved
to mv own satisfaction, that bees cannot hear.

Management with Two
Vou

say,

144

&

146 Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Stories.

Editor (page 897), that

Satisfied Peoplct
That's the kind th^t uu the
1

MARILLA

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

l\Ir.

you sometimes leave two stories of
brood-combs when putting on supers. I

—

esrt

the queen of the col-

kill

oriy to be united

—

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

_«..

:

t»

Incubators and Brooders.
we refund their

\ If tbey are not satisfieci

J money. Larger hatches, per feet sysuni
A fit

retTJlating temperature, moiBturti aq<I
veDtilstiOD. All these poiutfiexpUineA

uui. ",r.

rcatalog.

Seotfor two '^ Btampa.

MARILLA IKCUBATOR COMPANY, BOX 3

•

ROSE HILL

^

L

T.

Please raention Bee Journal "when wiitin&

—
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wish you could tell iis how the yield
compares with that of the colonies that
have the one story removed. I tried it
pretty thoroughly, and was ohliged to
give up sorrowfidly that I couldn't Rct
as much surplus with two stories as when
[If tlic two
story away.
I took one
colonics are the same in strength, thin
the one that is contracted down to one
have more honey.
story would, of cour^
But if one colony is so strong, so boiling
be
over in bees that it could not
squeezed down into the brood-ne.st of a
single hive-body, then I should expect
more honey from that colony than if we
itried to squeeze it into one brood-nest
and then made it get the loafing or
swarming fever. Ed.] Stray Straw in
Gleanings in Bee Culture.
,

—
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Wisconsin. The WiHcon»in Stale Ilce-KeepAssociation will hold its annual convenlion
and (,,
In the Stale Capitol, at Madison, Feb.
10112,
This proiniHcs to be a large convention.
All are invited to attend. There will be excur-

ers'

sion rales of IS fare lor tile rnund-trip, (food
for all of the first week in February.
Aha I,. I'iijkakd, Sec.
N. E. Eh.inck, i'res.

New Vork.— The annual meeting of the New
York State Association of Bee-Keepers* Sociebe held in the parlors of the Kirkwood
rK12,
Hotel, (leneva, N.'^'., Wednesday, Feb.
commencing at III a.m. All intereHted in beeties will

.^,

culture are cordially invited to be present. Sub.iects of importance are to be brought before
this meeting, and it is desired to have a large
representation of bee-keepers in attendance.
C. H. HdWAKi), Sec, Koniulus, N. Y.
W. V, Makks, i'res.

Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold

it-^

aiiiitiat

convention

in

the City
.=,,

In July last year I bought an imported Cyprian queen which turned out

very prolific, and her progeny were
very bright and pretty.
Tlie colony
wintered well, and came out last spring
overllowing with bees, and kept up the
same condition all the summer.
Indeed, it appeared stronger than any
colony of 'bees in my apiary, and yet
every one of my i6o colonies yielded
me more surplus than the Cyprians.
I
really do not believe that I got ten
pounds of honey from them and only
the other day I found the colony so
nearly starving that I had to give the
bees a large cake of candy to keep them
going.
On the other hand, they are
good-tempered if handled properly. I
do not nrefer to use either smoke oi;
carbolic acid when manipulating them.
They are also first-cl.iss defenders of
their own hives, but will find their way
into other hives and stay there, but not
a .single black bee will be allowed in

All are invited. It is desired
to form an exchange for the protection and benefit of our bee-keepers.
Come and aid a good
cause. It is expected that every county will be
represented.
J. B. Fagc, Sec.
E. S. LovEsv, Pres.

ing convention.

Gomb and Extracted Honeu!

State price, kiud and quantity.
R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. IQ** S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

They are also the most inveterate "robbers" I have ever seen,
and are always the first to find anv
"spoil," but I do not know where they
put their ill-gotten gains, for, although
I have tried several kinds of foreign
bees before, none have been, with me,
such poor honey-gatherers, and it is
honey that we want and not bees. ^John
Berry, in the British Bee Journal.

Cyphers Incubator Catalog for 1902.— All who
hare seen a copy of the magnificent catalog issued a year ago by the Cyphers Incubator Company will be interested to learn that this company's catalotr for 1002 is now ready for mailings, and is a distinct
improvement over their
great book of last year.

This new and complete catalog consists of
cover, is 8x11 inches in si/e, and
weighs over one pound. It contains a complete
description of the Cyphers patent-diaphragm,

fiONE.y

I

Please mentioa the Bee Journal.

>K

."K

-•!< .«t< .«!<

."M «K. jl<!#

AND BMSWflXj

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicaoo, Dec. 21.— The honey market in of a
kIow nature with little chantfe in price of any
of the trradcH. Choice (ftadcH of white comb
honey, U^fa^lF^c; jfood to No. I, 13i4'a»14c; li(fht
ambera, 12!^C«13c; dark jfrades, Includintf buck*
wheat.

Extracted, white,

\()ifi\2c.

S^^^'^-Tc;

am-

ber, S%(qjF>%c; dark, 5'" ^%c\ the Hcale of priccH
varyinjf accordintr to flavor, body and packajfe.
BeeHwa.x steady at 2xc.
R. A. Burnktt
Co.

A

New York. Jan. 0.— Comb

honey continues in

demand with Ruppliefi pretty well exhausted, and we quote: Fancy white, l.^c: No.
1, 14c; No.2, white, 13c; amber,12c: dark. V>(q^lic.
Extracted duH with lartfe (Supplies and r{uotations on large lots generally shaded in order
to effect sales.
We quote: White, '.J^'ii/7c; amber, 5^fai(,c; dark, S(''-5%c. Beeswax firm and
rather scarce at 2^<a2>ii4c,
(food

HiLDRBTH

Sl

SEOBLKBlf.

Boston, Jan. 4.— Comb honey is in good supply and not workinjf off as well as we would
like to see at this time of the year. Prices are
rang-inji" as follows: Strictly No. 1, 15tol5J4c;
No. 2, 14c. Extracted, while, 7(a,7!^c; lig-ht am-

Blakb, Scott & LiSe.
Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
14(Sjl5c; No. 1, 13@14c; no dark to quote.
Extracted, white, 6®7c. Beeswax, 25^26c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
San Francisco, Jan. s. — White comb. 1I@
12Ji cents; amber, niojiOc; dark, 6i^7 cents.
Extracted, white, 5%(g:tc; light amber, 4^(®Sc;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, lig-ht,
ber, b%c.

—

.

2Mc; dark, 24^2Sc.
Spot supplies are of very moderate volume,
with demand for the time being not particularly
2(/'i

Wanted — Honey.

;

their hive.

.«!< -•!<

-^

and County Building, Salt Lake City, April
ri02, at 10 a.m.
This promises to be an interest-

Cyprian Bees in England.

»K

>lrf<

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Car Lots or otherwise: will pay bi^hest market price, spot cash. Address, stajiug- quantity,
quality, and price desired at your station. Will
send man to receive when lot is large enoug-h to
justify.
THOS. C. STANLEY & SON.
31Atf
Fairfield, III.

Please mention Bpr Journal

when

Offering's are not being- crowded upon
the market, however, and prevailing values are
beintf as a rule well sustained.

active.

^

"wxit.injr

The Hawkeye Incubator.— We are g-lad to call
the attention of our readers to the advertisement of the Hawkeye Incubator Company, of
Newton, Iowa, which appears in another column
of this issue. While this concern is not the oldest in the business, theirlarpe capital, splendid
machine, judicious advertising' and fair dealing, have united to build up a very larffe business in a remarkably short time. Their proposition is a most liberal one,and we are informed
that their catalog- will be one of the most beautiful poultry books ever issued, and one of the
most practical as well. Write thera to-day, and
mention the American Bee Journal.

:arm raised poiitry
PAYS
BEST.

money

Always

Etr'in^r

and vigor-

healthy fUtk. We ship only fam*
oar new Poultry Guide and m&ke blf
with poultry. Worth ?25. but Benlf'-ronly 15©,

'1113

and

lirteds

raised stock,

tiet

J0HHBAUSCHER,JR.,B0X94

FREEPORT,ILL.

American Bee
Journal for sale. All
of the

15V0IIII116S

single week's

complete except
opy missing. Address,

Daniel Wuss,
2A4t

New

Philadelphia,

a

Ohio

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder
ALFALFA

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Beo

Extracted Honeu.
In 6o=pound Cans.

1% pages and

non-moisture, self-ventilating incubators, with
fine color-plate reproductions of all s-izes
of the
Cvphers incubators. It contains also an illustrated description of the Cvphers apartment
brooders, and the full line of poultrv appliances
manufactured by this company, 'in it will be
found beautiful half-tone pictures of over 2t)0
of the largest and best known poultry plants
of
America, Canada and Europe, where the Cyphers incubators are in use.

The Cyphers Incubator Company is now completely installed in its great factory at Buffalo,
n,\. The company also has offices and sales-

rooms in Chicago, Boston and New York City,
and IS in a position therefore to serve customers
to advantage in all parts of the country
at a
saving of time and moriev
in shipping
'
ff R bv
"J
freight.

All

who

are interested in the latest develop-

ments in incubator and brooder manufacture
should secure a copy of the Cyphers Incubator
Company's complete catalog for 1002. See advertisement elsewhere in this paper. Kindly
mention the American Bee Journal when

writing.

4 cans at a time, 7 cents a pound.
See another advertisement on second
page.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

If

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc tbe Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Journal tor one year— both for only fl.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this "Emerson" no further binding is necessary.

QEORaE W. YORK &
144

&

146

Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

!
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We

Exiractors

flives,

OR ANYTHING YOU

WANT

THE

IN

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything^, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog and copy of

The American Bee-Keeper

THE W.

T.

free.

Address,

Foundation,

We guarantee ^^
^^
satisfaction.

so well?

What more

A

Because

Year

Why does it sell
has always given better satisany other.
23 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

can anybody do? BEAUTY,'
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQQINa. No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED^PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

it

faction than

Because

In

ments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OP ALL KINDS.

N. V.

P'O" W. M. Gerrisb,

East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

A New Bee-Keeper's Song-—

.«

24tt]

leaf Dadant's

FftLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

23, 1902.

-^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^*>-'^-^-^'*^-*-^ A..^^

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Jan.

Very

fine pure-bred

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK Chickens and Eggs
for sale at very

Langslroth on
The

"Bockwheat Cakes
and Honey

the:

CHAS. DADANT

&

prices.

Honey-Bee — Re\/isec],

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

Beeswax wanted

)>

low

at all times.

SON,

Cc, m.

Hamilton, Hancock

Words by EUGENE SECOR.
Music by

aEORQE W. YORK.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

This song was written specially for
the Buffalo convention, and was sung
there. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
APPLE-TREE BLOOM"

Root's Catalog

Written by
Dr. C. C. Miller.

Now Ready

Eugene Secor and

for only 15 cents. Or, for SI. 00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if asked Jor.
146 Erie St..

Extractors

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Dd-tlZ.

UlVeS DeSI
VieldS

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

Higner

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
aod MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
use a

FOUNDATION

It is a 'Fact" that the
is acknowledged by

Hive

hive for

Dittmer's Foundation
I

It is

Honey

Into Fonnlation

Low Freight
Quick
Delivery

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

-^

Facts
W\f\t*f

KjfcS

the best

a fact th it bee-keepers using the Danz. hive get better yields
in iheir yards.

#<-

is

We

It 'is a fact that Root's Goods are in demand everywhere.
For
this reason we have agencies all over the Untied States and upward ot 25 foreign countries. A full list of agents sent on application.

For Cash

Catalog giving

^^

Comb Honey.

trial,

^'^^

Agencies
fori fax

lor

a fair

it

^^

/Sy^L,

also a fact that the honey in Dauz. Sections generally sells
have yet
^ higher price, and always finds a ready market.
to learn of a bee-keeper having comb honey in Danz. sections who
^^.d to hold his honey because of a dull market.
It

Price for
^

DANZENBAKKR HIVE

ALL who have given
comb honey.

*

from this hive than any other hives

and

at prices that are the lowest.

a tact that Root's Catalog for 1902, the
edition, contains information valuable
EN'KKY
to
bee-keeper, whether he has one
colony or a thousand colonies. The catalog is ready for mailing, and will be sent
It is

''ist

It's a fact that Root'sCowan Honey-Extractors are acknowledged
by far ihe best extractors on the market. You will make a mistake if you take one represented to be " just as ^ood." Our designs are the best, we use ihe best material, and our workmanship
ship is unsurpassed. Insist on "Roots'' Cowan.

Root's

QEORQE W. YORK &
&

I.^J'.fSiI»IS>>I>'l« '7jl

free to all applicants. If you will give us
the names and addresses of 10 or more bee-keepers, we will send you in addition our
40-page semi-monthly journal. Gleanings in Bee-Culture, for 3 months free.

—Either

song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both

144

,i.

" FACTS."

in the

Prices

K

i^r%

It is a fact that we are able by these agencies to furnish our goods
quickly, and at low cost of transportation.

*'

Facts About Bees,'' 7th edition, revised,
and sent t<
to any address for a
mention this paper,

ormation,
Wf^f^fi. information,

now ready. Full of
cent stamp, or free if

is

2

(^|^

^^

I

The A, L Root Company,
MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK &

U,

S,

A,

U4 & 146 Erie Street
CO., cHicAGaTLL

are headquarters for ROOT'S HEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO,

^@"f>f)'f)"(l)-(l)'(l)"(l)-(l)«<l)"(l)-f)'f)"f)"f)"f)'^^

AvvEge^
Bee Journal
QBORae W. YORK.
Editor.

CHICAGO.

ILL.,

JANUARY
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Honey- 7 cents a pound

Alfalfa

GEORGE
144

W.

YORK S COMPANY

& 146

E rie St., Chicago,

111.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-

i
^
I
1^

Prof. A.

J.

ALL

Honey ^v

HoneyJ^
This

Extracted
g-athered

known

in

Editors.

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the

of this Journal
a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

is the welllight-colored

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat
Alfalfa extracted.

The Subscription Price

i
^

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

the great AlfaUa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
is

60-P0UND TIN CANS.

Basswood

Honey

)

f

IN

Alfalfa

White

„,„„„,
t,„
'(Department

Cook,

!

This is the famous

BOITORtAL STAFF.
George W. York, - Editor-in-Chief.
v. E.
V. Hasty,
TTi^xv
E.

'0^™!*=°"°^

uimM Honey For Sale

Class Mail-Matter.

Dk. C. C. Miller,

'"

30, 19Ci2

BBST

•^

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Jan.

?1.(.>0

;

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon ap-

—

plication.

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its

iS
•^
i^
'^
:^
\^
t^
.^
:^
1^
^5
:^
[^
i^

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

^
^
^

Basswood Honey:

by mail, 10 cents, to pay for pacl<age and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7^ cents per pound; ^',
age. By
Basswood Honey, Yz cent more per S^
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are ^|
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC Bces' HonCV. S^
sample of

either,
freight tv?o

—

Order the Above Honey and then

Sell

It.

&;
>:
produce ^]

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £;
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^]
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, 111. S'.

^

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
G. M. Doolittle,
W. Z. Hutchinson,
W.
F. Marks,
Root,
A. I.
J. M. Hambaugh,
E. T. Abbott,

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest R. Root,

President.

HOWARD

R. C. AlKiN, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

General Manager and Treasurer, Forest City, Iowa.
Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

Eugene Secos,

11^^" It

[This Cut

more convenient, Dues may be sent

to the office of the American Bee Journal,
when they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
who will mail individual receipts.

M. MELBEEp

HONEYVILLE, O.
is tiik i'^ULi,

Size of

the Knife,]

Your Name on the Knife.— When oideriug, be sure

to say just

what name and

address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty

The novelty lies in the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
made

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
"

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offica
of the American Bee Journal.

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hatid-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the '* Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and \ou meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the " Noveit^cs," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and lo
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' gi res a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation oi
this^beautiful knife, as the ** Novelty" must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to th«
one sending us 'i iikee new subscribers to the Kee Journal (with$.^.'W.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Beo Journal for one year, both for Sl.OO.

GEORGE W, YORK
^S*Please allor

""bout

two weeks

L CO,

for your knife order to be lilied.

Chicago,

IlL

:

o

Q

^ERICA.^

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

ILL,

JANUARY

have such a dilTercnl bearing that
practically

3

^.
^

Editorial.

^^

CalilVn-iiia Conveiilion was held
.lull. lU ami 1?.
The foUowollicers were re-elected

TIi«'
I.

iii

ins;

OS Aiificlcs,

M.

II.

G.

Meudlesou, and H. C. Williamson.

Los Angeles newspaper report refers to
the convention in part as follows:
It was decided to orijanize the business end
of the Association on the plan of the Southern
California Fruit Exchange, and to dispose of
the honey crop through the latter's selling

agencies, thus saving the association the extra
expense of conducting independent agencies.
Each county will be organized into a separate exchange, each to elect one of its number
to become a member of the Southern California Honey Exchange in this city, which plan
centralizes the business here.
The following apiarists were appointed to
organize their separate ooauties: Solas Wood,
J. F. Mclntyre,
Ventura;
Borden and R. G. Clark, San Diego
county; E. A. Honey and Emerson Bros.,
Orange county; C. B. Schwack, Riverside;
D. A. Wheeler and H. C. Williamson, San
Bernardino; Frank McXay, Los Angeles.
J. F. Mclntyre, Maj. G. H. Marion and Frof.
A. J. Cook, were elected as the Executive
Committee.
E. A. Honey, Frank McNay,
T. F. Arundell and Allen Barrett were afterward added to the committee.
By organizing on the basis of the fruit exchanges, and disposing of their honey just as
fruit is now marketed, the bee-keepers liope to
work together in the upholding of the price
of their product, and to help each other
through the present dry and unprofitable sea-

Santa Barbara;
R. B.

son.

Read Up Back

—

I^iiiiibers. It you are
most bee-keepers, you are busier in summer than in winter. Often it happens that in
summer the bee-keeper is so busy that when
he receives a copy of this or any other beepaper, his reading is more or less hurried,
and sometimes the reading of some articles or
parts of them are omitted altogether, because
they do not seem at the time of immediate inWhen leisure conies for more reading
terest.
in winter, it is well to go over back numbers,
not only to read ivhat may have been entirely
omitted, but what may have been read in
such haste as not to receive due consideration.
Indeed, you will And many a time, that
what you supposed was of no interest at first
will be found later on to be of great practical
interest.
Then, too, the things that you read
like

with care will generally bear reading again.
An article that you read last June, may, because of something that you have since
practice or from reading,

will

it

be

to you.

the word "adulterated" after the
word "sugar," followed by a comma;
Make all the war you please on adulterated

sponded as follows, under date of Jan.

them.

EuoENE Secor,

••

>I.

—

Sprayiiiff Advice. Mr. John
Sutton wrote us as follows, Jan, 18:

Editor American Bee Journal

—

May

following
" Use bordeaux mixture, making the first
application before the blossoms open. When
the flowers are opening spray again, etc."
It seems to me this is in direct opposition to
the present teachings, and should be corrected.
I am sorry to see it in a Government publica-

John M. Sutton.
is

necessary

is

to call the

attention of the Department of Agriculture's
attention to

contradictory advice,

its

will hasten to

make proper

when

correction.

it

It is

such matters when discovered, as even the Government sometimes
a

good thing

call

nine-

it

ask your reconsideration of this
Sincerely yours,
fkoENE Secor, Oen. Man.

point!

Whereupon

the

company written

to re0:

Forest City, Iowa.

— We have your

letter of Jan. 3d,
in regard to a misleading thought in ourcircular.
Meltose is a pure product, and is designed to take the place of cane-sugar, and

Honey is a natural product,
perfectly pure, and we do not class it among
sweets that are harmful. On the contrary,
we use it on our own tables very freely. The
word honey should not have gotten into the
circular, and was an oversight.
will see
that the misleading Ihought is corrected.

We

Thanking you
matter,

we

are.

The above

is

to report

makes mistakes.

for calling attention
Yours very truly,

just the kind of

to

the

work the Na-

tional Association should be doing constantly.
It is educative.

Certainly, all that

misleading to

is

it

I

artificial sweets.

have recently received from the Government, Farmer's Bulletin No. 38, or " Spraying
for Fruit Diseases." This is a re/irint originally published in 1896.
On page 11, I find the
I

tion.

honey, but
sut/ar honey.

JJriir ,Sir;

Wrong

5,

or add

This advice will not be needed by those who
front as bee-keepers, but to
those who have not befen in the habit of giving more than one reading to each number of
the bee-paper they receive it may be well to
suggest the advisability of trying the experiment of giving at least a second reading to

S.

A

learned either in

new

No.

30, 1902,

are well to the

Stubbletield;
seeretarylrc'!isui-ei',
.J.
F. Molntvi'e;
vice-presidents,
(i. \V. lirodbeck, H. E. \Vilder, G. F. Merriam,
I'l-esidont,

—

:

:

It is a benefit to the

to have such corrections made, and

ways helps the cause o

public
also a

pure honey and

its

producers.

But why cannot bee-keepers themselves,
from this time on, be on the lookout for misleading statements about honey, and write to
the people who make or publish such errors
regarding honey
A few of us can not do it
alone, but all must help in the work of letting
the public know more about pure honey.
!

Meltose Again. — Eugene
eral

Secor, the gen.

manager of the National Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation, wrote us as follows recently

.

Forest City, Iowa, Jan. 18, 1903.
Editor American Bee Journal
Dear Nir: — Mr. F. L. Thompson, of Colorado,
sent me, Dec. H, 1901, a circular of a health
food company doing business in that State,

—

and called the attention to one paragraph
which was objectionable to bee-keepers. I
wrote the company and herewith submit the
correspondence

in full.

Respectfully yours,

Eugene Secor,

'Jen.

Jlmi.

Here follows Mr. Secor's letter to the health
food company, dated Jan. 3:

Gentlemen:— I have your folder on health
am glad to commend your general

foods, and

fare Food

We have used a good
foods with satisfactory

I'ropo.-ition.

deal of Battle Creek
results.

But I notice under the paragraph describing
" Meltose " these words
" It should be substituted for Cnne-Siignr
:

and

prepared sweets."'
I wish that this sentence might be altered
slightly, as it conveys a wrong impression to
would-be users of honey.
The fact is there is no such thing on the
market as caue-siujnr houey. It would not pay
to adulterate with cane-sugar. The adulteraJfuin'jt

all artifically

honey are exclusively, I might say, of
and in the extracted form.
Comb honey may be relied on as pure, or as

tions of
glucose,

natural product gathered by the bees.
Nowcan't you eliminate the word " honey,"

Maeterlinck's " Life of the Bee,"
which

at first

perfection,

D.

is

was received almost

as a work of
of late having its faults noticed.

M. M.,

in the British Bee Journal, says,
have only words of praise for Mr. Maeterlinck's book;'' and then with what can
hardly be entire consistency immmediately
adds

"

I

" I would, however, much preferif it had not
contained a single word of the moralizings of
his physiologist friend.
This is an excrescence, pure and simple, which could well be
lopped off."

Then he enters a somewhat emphatic
caveat against the view of the author that the
peasantry are filled with malevolence pure
and simple.

Are Commission Blerehants Dishonest as a class!

In the Progressive Bee-keeper

G. M. Doolittle answers this question

in

the

For 25 years he has shipped honey
to commission merchants,
shipping to as
many as '25 different ones, and he thinks
"commission men as a class compare favorably with any other class of men in the
United States."
negative.
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graphically shown, and one can see at a glance
the growing need for a deep-water isthmian
canal to connect our eastern and western

Weekly Budget.

I

I

coasts.

The most convenient place

for hanging the
temporarily was the dining-room and
as we occupy but three sides of the table, the
map was hung where all could see it, especially nine-year-old Arthur, who is studying
geography in the public school. During mealtime the conversation generally gets around

map

Jas. a. Stone

&

Son make annual

at the Illinois State Fair.

and

On

the

exhibits

first

page

shown the display they
All the Lincoln MonuIt was made by
is the statuary.
" Percy," and must have involved

on this page

also

made at the
ment lacks

the son.
considerable work.
play and

is

last Fair.

the

Both the comb honey

monument

premium, or blue ribbons,

received
as,

the

dis-

1st

apparently,

they well deserved.

has had fine displays
in its apiary department for several years.
While the number of exhibitors has not been
large, the displays have been both large and
good. In fact, this department is one of the
most attractive of the whole Fair, and Jas. A.
Stone tt Son have contributed no little to

The

Illinois State Fair

;

to some phase of geography or travel, owing
to the presence of the map, and we find it intinitely better to talk about foreign places

and people than about the block in which we
live and the good
neighbors all around
(

*

)

us.
I would most heartily recommend
the
to every member of Prof. Cook's " Home
Circle," (that includes every reader of this
journal), feeling confident that the nominal
price asked for it will indeed seem small
when compared with its actual value and its
educational influence in the home.
C. L. Walton.

30, 19C2.

well, I think.
I owe most of my success to
the reading of bee-literature, especially the
" Old Reliable " and other papers. Long may
they live to proclaim the wonders of beedom,
and speak for truth, temperance and righteousness.
R. RODENBERGER.

The Mexican Mutual Plasters

Co.,

writing us from Old Mexico, Jan. 8, reported
that bees there were " doing well, queens laying, pollen

coming

in,

and comb-building go-

ing on splendidly."

Quite a difference be-

tween the condition of bees there and in
Manitoba, Canada, on the same date.

map

We
word
It is

Walton has not said a
commendation of the map.
one, and should adorn the

believe Prof.

too

much

in

indeed a fine

Mr. Wm. W. Case, of Hunterdon Co., N. J.,
doing some good work in his locality to
down the comb-honey lies that some people
have been helping to circulate. In the Hunterdon County Democrat, under date of Dec.
31, ISIOI, Mr. Case has quite an article which
includes the ?1,000 reward offered, and a
is

this result.

Mr.

J. B.

DoDDS, the bee-inspector

for Jef-

ferson Co., Colo., has been in Chicago for
about two weeks. He came with a ear-load

comb honey, which he was
holding at ?3.00 per case. A dealer here purchased 100 cases of it, and found that it
weighed all the way from 17}4 pounds to 2i'.2
pounds, net, of honey per case. So the lightest eases cost about 1? cents per pound, while
the honey in the heaviest cases cost about 12
While it may have been all right to
cents.
sell or buy the 100 eases, as a lot, by the case,
of No. 1 alfalfa

«.» » «

11

II

B

li

JLMJUL

easily see the injustice it would
consumer were a case of the
lightest sold to him at the same price as a
to

M B
B

any one may
be

II

» » « *

II

Ji

I M

m\

the

case of the heaviest.

As the 100 cases averaged practically an even
20 pounds net per case, there was no injustice
done the buyer or seller of this particular lot.

A GREATMAP.—CalvinL. Walton, Ph.

D.,is

STONE
SON AT THE ILLINOIS STATE FAIR
AT SPRINGFIELD, IN OCTOBER, 1001.

DISPLAY OP

JAS. A.

a professor in the Lake View (Chicago) High
School, and an instructor of marked ability.

He has one of the maps that we are offering,
and he expresses his opinion concerning its
value in the following unsolicited manner:
Dear Editor York :— For some time I
have been waiting^ for a good opportunity to
tell you how much we appreciate the Reversible Wall Map of the United States and the
World, but find none better than the present. I
say ur, not in any editorial sense, but in a
broad family way, meaning the entire household.
In the

first place, the maps are very attracappearance. The bright colors will
catch the eye and hold the attention of even
the smaller children of the home, and they
are studying geography before they know it.
In the second place, it is up-to-date and
thoroughly reliable. The publishers have too
good a reputation to maintain to allow any
faulty or inaccurate map to go from their
press, so whatever knowledge the boys and
girls get from the study of these maps will
not be gainsaid anywhere.
In the third place, there is a whole encyclopedia of geographic information on the two
In country homes, where
sides of the map.
reference books are few. the marginal references will be found very ample and complete,
so that when the map is thoroughly mastered
one will have a very tjroad and comprehensive
knowledge of geography and geographic history. The ocean currents, which have such an
influence on the distribution of temperature,
and which exercise such a general climatic

tive

in

control, are clearly defined and easily traced.
Then the routes of the ocean vessels are

,V

walls and instruct the people of every home.

The

map

alone is ?1.50 prepaid, or,
if taken
with a year's subscription to the
American Bee Journal, both will be sent for
price of the

only 82.00.

If

our readers
coiiutlt'n

Mr.

it

we
is

ever

made

this one.

a good offer to

shows

It

nil

t/ie

of every State of the United States.

R.

Rodenberoer, when sending the
shown on page 78, wrote

picture of his apiary
as follows:

In the spring of 189.5 I caught the bee-fever;
so I bought two colonics ot bees in box-hives
and transferred them into new ones which I
had made the previous winter. I now have
all hives and frames exactly alike, and all
numbered as will be seen in the picture, which
was taken two years ago. I now have 51 colonies.
Before I began with bees. I did not know
the least thing about them, but got several
text-books on bee-culture and have read everything I could get hold of ever since.
I

sold

my home

last

fall

in

golden-rod.
all

things, I have

It seems that Mr. J. S. Trigg, of Iowa, (see
page 35), conducts a farm department in the
paper Mr. Case wrote to, and the editor, in
introducing Mr. Case's article, says Mr. Triggs
signs his name and address, " and we have no
doubt that he will either prove he is right or
admit thar he has been led into a misstatement by being misinformed."

We understand Mr. Triggs has since then
done the handsome thing by admitting his
error, and is doing all he can to counteract
As .soon as we see Mr.
its mischievous effect.
Triggs' correction we will place it before our
readers.

But let all get " The Truth About Honey "
published wherever they can.

Waukesha

County, and bought a farm in Milwaukee
County, where I am now located. I successfully moved my bees on one load. Nov. 15, a
distance of 35 iTiiles.
I expect this to be a
better location, as there is a great deal of sweet
and white clover as well as basswood and
Considering

statement of how the comb-honey lie was
given to the public by Government Chemist
H. W. Wiley, about 20 years ago.

done

fairly

H.

W. CoRNELisoN

reports that he started

spring with 93 colonies of bees and got
4,000 pounds of honey, for which he received
last

and an increase of 25 colonies of Ijees,
not counting the honey his family consumed.
?-ir5,

— Wasburn Co.,

(Wis.,) Register.

Jan.
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Successful home marketing is no easy matter; and away from
home is harder still.
Some men can come into the field fully occupied, and,

because of superior ability, or an advantage in facilities, or
nut only those without a
drive out competitors,
l)roi)er moral conscience will do so; there should alway>
be fairness in such things— in all things. There is, in this
vicinity, some territory thai would bear more stock, but the
near-by and desirable places arc already full. No one should
think of coming itUo or very near' to this town to engage
in honey-production except bv buying out some one already
established
to do otherwise would be foolish, and an inTo put more stock into terriiustice to others now here.
tory now well-stocked would reduce the yield per colony.
(ilherwisc,

Apiculture as a Business.

No. 3.

Marketing' a Large Problem
—Difference Between Selling at Home and
the Foreign Trade Effect
of Competition.

Producing' Not All

;

;

would mean that we must produce at a greater cost, and
make up for this we must sell greater quantities or at
higher prices; but the rule is that it would be just the other
It

to

BV

R.

C.

AIKIN.

way.

called attcmtion to sonic reasons why beekeepers fail in getting a crop and of making it pay, thns
causing financial failure and l)anl<ruptcy, and tlie direct and
in
1 now wish to show how,
indirect effect upon others.
large measure, ito avoid these expensive failures.

In

No. 4

I

First and foremost, remember that there are many people—^bright and sharp people who are giving time, money
and energy to discover short cuts, cheaper methods of proWhen
duction, and in every way possible increase profits.
they succeed in very materially lowering the cost of production, whether it be 'by labor-saving devices, improved
stock, nietho.ds that get 3 pounds of honey where but 2
used to be gotten, better marketing schemes, it matters not
wliclher by all these combined, or how the product is cheapened, they can and will make it hard for the less experienced.
If one proposes to go into any business, he should
ask many questions, observe how others are accomplishing
Try as
results, and whether the results are satisfactory.
hard as we may, and learn all we can from all sources, j-et
we will be behind some other fellow outw'its us.

—

—

Suppose some one wants to go into honey-production
Suppose he finds out just wdiat prices I get
this place.
the honey-house, and the wdiolesale prices at wdiich I

at
at
.supply

the stores. Knowing these things, is he ready yet
to produce, exoecting to sell his product upon this market?
may be
No he has yet a large problem before him.
my equal as an apiarist, get as good crops, pack just as well,
in every respect be
equal up to the point of having a
nice product to sell; he then finds I have the trade, and if

He

;

my

He must advertise,
it he has quite a job on hand.
push and work up a trade.
So far I have been speaking of the local or home market.
The facts are that I am now producing much more honey
than our local market consumes, and in addition ship out
large quantities.
If any other apiarist opens a producing
plant here he may in time divide my. home trade with me,
causing me to export more.
One fact must not be lost sight of in a producing field
like this
the home consumption will not use the entire prod-

he gets

—

uct,

we

)iiHst

consumption,

export the surplus. And, to increase the home
we must lower prices if we are to sell the

greatest possible amount at home.
I do not mean that this is
the only way to increase consumption, but that is one of
the things that must be done to reach the highest possible
home consumption, or outside, either.
may sell, say at
10 cents, and after having exhausted all other means a 2-cent
drop will further increase the consumption. Putting the price
on an equalitv with sweets of equal grade, or a little lower
will bring the product into favor and displace more or less
the other goods.

We

The

the matter is, the marketing of a
crop of honey is about as big a 10b as producing it. In producing, we have but the bees and ourselves to deal with, but
in selling there is a multitude of people to please.
One may
be well fitted to produce, an expert with insects, yet a failure in dealing with his own kind. There is no use denying
or ignoring the fact that to produce any kind of crop is
but little better than half the battle. Every prospective apiarist should not only consider the matter of producing, but
as well, how to market or get cash out of his product.
real

truth

of

The home market
most money

nearly always the best

usually
it
sold that w-e do not have
to supply a package for, nor are there any freights or middlemen's commissions to come out. At home we know better
whom we are dealing with, less risks than when we ship,
unless there is a firm sticking to the cash-with-order rule.
nets the

:

is

so

much

is

us see what else can be done: As I have said,
country tributary to this that will produce more
than is being taken from it— places that are not overstocked.
But to occupy these one must go into undesirable places to
his
live, or, living in the more desirable places, must have
stock far from home and transport long distances, gomg
Besides this, there are
far to work, and having far to naul.
the outside or general markets to contend with, the prodiict
must be largely exported— shipped to large centers of distribution, as Chicago, Kansas City, etc.
Considering these outside markets, Kansas City is the
Denver is not a
nearest to this point of the United States.
honey market in the sense that Chicago or Kansas City and
other Eastern cities are. The immediate vicinity of Denver
produces more than the city consumes, and so does the
country over much of which Denver is a distributmg cenDenver cannot be a distributing center for any great
ter.
quantity of honey, although she does, and will, sell much
This being true of
by car-load sent to Eastern markets.
Denver, the Colorado apiarist in any field that produces
more than the imincdiatL- home consumption, must look to
wholesale shipments by car-load to dispose of his surplus.
These car-load shipments mean competition with the producers in the country to which we ship, or who are nearer to the
consuming point; these near-by producers having the ad-

Bui
there is

let

vantage by the amount of the difference in freight.

Of

course, there will be

many

readers to

whom

rado conditions do not apply, yet some of them
I am trying to cover the whole field and make
the greatest

number

all

Colo-

will,

this

and

reach

of people.

do not fail to look carefully at all
things that you must confront when you
embark in the business. Let those who are in contemplation count well the cost, and as well let those now in the
inisiness see if they cannot find where they can improve.
the busI write that, if possible, I may help those going into
iness to go in right, for an intelligent and successful apiarist
cannot begin to do the harm to self and others that is done
by the careless and blundering.
I have already shown in previous articles that it takes
a real, practical apiarist to succeed in getting tne crops; and
now in this article I am endeavoring to show that you
Consider
need, and must have good marketing, or you fail.
I will follow this with
'ccell all these phases ere you jump.
more of the minute details of management. Larimer Co., Colo.

would

I

the

say,

then,

.

various

Some

Interesting Oiuesticns Answered.
BV

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

A

correspondent from Mohawk, N. Y., sends in the
following questions, asking that I answer them in the
.American Bee Journal, and requests if any reader of this
paper can throw any more light on the subject, that he will
Thus answeralso answer them after they appear in print.
ing would be something after the old question or "query"
department the American Bee Journal used to conduct, and
I hope to hear from others who may have different opinions
from mine.
GETTING HONEY FROM C.\PPINGS.

;

"What is the best way to remove honey from capI.
?'"
pings which will not run out
In my opinion the best way is to throw the cappings
into the solar wax-extractor and allow "Old Sol" to look
Then cover up, and the
in on them for two or three hours.

:
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wax off the honey, when you have
shape to use.
'"Could these cappings be pressed in a cheese-press?
2.
If not, why not?"
I
am not enough acquainted with a cheese-press to
answer intelligently; but my judgment would be that the
result would not be satisfactory
and that when the press
was used for cheese again there would be some "tall talk"
about that "nasty, sticky press." Rather than do that, I would
rinse the cappings in water, and use the water for making
next day

lift

the cake of

wax and honey

botli

in

:

vinegar.

UNCAPPING M.^CHINES.

"Do you know how Arthur

3.

machine is made?"
No, I do not know.
Mr. Miller tell as about

If there is
this matter

C.

^Miller's

uncapping

no secret about it, will
through tnese columns ?

PLACING COMBS IN THE EXTR.\CT0R.

"Would a honey-extractor work if the combs were
4.
placed with the top-bar toward the center shaft and the bottom-bar out toward the side of the can? If not, why not?"
If I am correct, the honey-e.xtractor works on the principle, that, when set in motion, the centrifugal
force is

greater than the atmosoheric pressure on the honey in the
cells, and this causes the honey to leave the cells, or fly from
the cells, out and away, from the center, the same as water
leaves a rapidly -turning grindstone and flies off and away
from the stone. With the combs placed as our questioner
suggests, the centrifugal force Avould cause the honey to
press against the sides of the cells, rather than out at the
open ends, and hence little or no headway could be made
toward accomplishing the desired results. I should be pleased
to hear from others in this matter.
.A.s the cells in honeycomb generally incline sli.ghtlv upward, it would appear that
better results could be secured, if any, by turning the top-bar
toward the can and the bottom-bar toward the central shaft
but I do not think there is anything practical in the idea,

anyway,
VENTILATI.NG
5.

lar?

up as

"How

HIVES

— CELLAR

WINTERING.

should hives be ventilated while

in the celat the top and entrance.
Can they be stacked
described in the Root catalog and not have the bees

That
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circumstances, very few bees will leave the hive in putting
and piling up in the cellar.
While at the Auburn, N, .Y., bee institute, a Mr. Mills
gave us something new, which was that he made rims of
J^-inch lumber of the size of the hive, and ij4 inches deep,
on one side of which he tacked the common wire-cloth, such
as is used in caging and shipping queens and bees.
On
all

in

warm

days, just before time to put the bees into the cellar,
he tacked one of these rims at both top and bottom of each
hive, the wire-cloth side being out from the hive, and a
small entrance, bein,g readily closable, provided in the bottom
rim. for the use of the bees, should they have more days
of flight before putting in.
When putting in, this entrance
was closed, and a piece of carpet was placed on top of the
wire-cloth at the top, when the hives were piled up, rims
all on, and no chance for a single bee to escape during all

same way Mr. Root pictures in his catalog.
Being told that this was contrary to all old practices,
and asked if he had no trouble with the bees trying to get
out, he said he was quite positive that he had less loss, and
stronger colonies in the spring, in this way than in any
other
while he avoided all loss of bees from flying out,
and the disagreeableness of dead bees on the cellar-bottom.
the winter, the

;

If my life is spared, I shall try this plan in a limited way
next winter, as the dead bees on the cellar-bottom are always

a nuisance.

PASSAGE-WAYS THROUGH COMBS.
6.

"Which do you

prefer,

all

things considered,

holes

through the combs, or a bee-space over the frames for wintering?"
I thoroughly tried the holes through the combs a score
of years ago, and proved them of little if any advantagCj
while they were a very great nuisance to make, and after
being made, were a still greater nuisance in having the bees
fill them up the next year with cells of the drone size, so that
each hive having such combs sent forth hundreds of drones
above what I desired, so I gave the thing up as something
not worthy of practice.
My hives are so constructed that
there is always a bee-space over the frames, and with the
Mills plan, this space is one and one-half inches for the
bees to pile up in, if they so desire.

is,

pile out all

over the cellar and the one stacking them up?"
I use the Dr. Miller bottom-board and like it very mucli.
This bottom-board has a bee-space on one side the side

—

CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR BEE-KEEPING.
you were single, at liberty to go where you wished,
and intended to make bee-keeping your life work, what State
would you choose, all things considered?"
.According to the question, I would hunt out some good,
unoccupied place in New York or Vermont, were Iwney-production to be my life work. Undoubtedly there are other
States which would give a more agreeable climate, and might
/.

"If

give a larger yield of honey, but the honey-resources of these
States are immense, in favored localities, while their nearness to the great markets of Boston, Philadelphia and NewYork, which (with Chicago), govern the markets of the

United States, makes a market

facilitv

unequaled

by

any

for

the

other State giving an average good yield.

THE LONG-IDEAL HIVE FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.
not the long-ideal hive
production of extracted honey?"
8.

"Is

the

best

hive

It might be. were it best to extract every three or four
days during the honey-flow, but as such a course is of questionable wisdom, the hive that allows of tiering-up while
the honey is ripening, lias the advantage, as I now see it.
If there are others who think differently, I should be pleased
to hear from them.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

UIVE U0TTOM-E0.4UI1 ISEIl

—

1;V

IDl.

>]H.LEH.

used during the working season and a two-inch space on
which answers for a stand during the summer,
and a place for the bees to cluster in during winter, when the
board is "winter side" up
that is, where the cluster is
large enough to hang below the combs, the cluster hangs
down in this space. This space also allows all dead bees
to fall below the combs, and gives all the ventilation necessary without further provision, during the time they are in
the cellar.
It also keeps the bees from falling off the
combs, or cetting out over yourself and the cellar-bottom,
while putting in and taking out, as a small board closes
the hive up tight while carrying in and out of the cellar.
But, if the hives are reasonably handled, and the proper
amount of care used, not to arouse the bees, as is best under
the other,

:

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a /u// year tn advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mentioni

—

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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WATCH THE TONGUE-REACH.
who feel at all satisfied

think brethren

with the dissec-

measurements would do well to spend a few hours closely
watching bees at work on the stalks of sweet corn ("as they
do not infre(iuently), and sec if their notions about the bee's
ligula are not modified somewhat.
In this work bees thrust
the ligula between the sh ,.th of the leaf and the stem and
being a tight s<|ueak they often fail to get under, and
it
tion

—

My
so by accident extend it along the outside in plain sight.
of this observation is that I was surprised at the
length of their reach. Perhaps the professors will be.
memory

PHOTOGRAPHING A

BEE.

llononiry mention to Collins, of Denver, assisted by D.
W. Woildng, for their photo of the bee, on the front of
No. 50. We should have called it the photo of a live bee
Anyhow, the
if
they had not "given themselves away."
assistant knew enough of bees to put things in life position.
What are those little spurs half way up the ligula? 1
think they are visible when we closely examine live l)ecs, anil
they are very distinct in this picture; yet I don't renuMn])er
to have ever seen a word about them in the scientific accounts.
That the tip of the ligula has a semi-identity of
its own, other than being a mere prolongation, is very natural
and praiseworthy.

—

i!V>Vj!V>^ Ji^VJiV J^ J^ J^>^ JiV>^

Convention Proceedings,

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention,
Held at Woodstock, Dec. 3, 4 and 5, 1901.
REPORTED BY

Room for lots more of this magnified photo work before
we reach Ilad-enough-town. Various parts of the bee (alive
would be very welcome. Several years ago, if
aright, Ernest Root got a lucky snap-shot of a
bee on the wing, which has done good service as a basis of
if

possible)

I

remember

pictures since.

A LONG-TONGUED NUMBER.
No. SO seems to be a long-tongued number. All right,
No danger of getting too many facts on the subject.
Say what you will about the uncertainties, we cannot afford to ignore any bright light which appears in front
only don't expect too much, or get too excited. When Mr.
Ramkin says that in five years' work for the Michigan Experiment Station he has found the best gatherers to be the longtongued bees, as a rule well, the testimony may not be final,
but it is not to be pooh-poohed. If the tongue keeps on growsay we.

—

—

some time after the bee starts out in life, that's an
awkward fact which we must look a little out for, and be
sure that we have mature bees.
ing for

"Nature

been breeding this tongue to a standard lengtli for
so long a time that it is not likely to vary rapidly under artificial selias

i

R. F.

HOI.TERMANN.

iContidued Irora page

SIZE OF
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Qups. 1
Is a larger hive than an 8-frarae desirable?
Mr. Hall said for extracted honey, the large one. He has
one equal to an 11-frame Langstroth. For extracted, he
wants the latter, for comb he doc^s not care which.
Ques. 2 How close should an apiary be located to a
dwelling so as to cause no annoyance ?
Mr. Hall I prefer them close, but you must manage
rightly.
The queens in cross colonies should be killed.
Mr. Sibbald— Much depends on how the bees are handled.
Pres. Newton related an instance where the bees were
clearly made cross through bad handling.
Ques. 3 What temperature is nearest correct for proper
cellar-wintering ?
Mr. Hall 44 degrees, I like. I have wintered bees well

—
—
—
—

at

52 degrees.

Mr. Pettit— Why then want 44 degrees? Do you not
think there were conditions you did not consider ?
Mr. Hall— No doubt.
Mr. Smith 44: to 50 degrees. I think it does them good

—

warming up occasionally.
Mr, Pettit — Seems much depends on

to get a
If you're drunk on the new fad, drink a little of that
and sober up. Thanks, Prof. Gillette. The professor is excusable for wondering how one or two hundredths of an inch

can help very much on red clover. 'Snects the real distance
that nectar can actually be taken out of a tube varies much
more than that. Interesting to see that the Cyprians lead.
Just what might be expected, considerinsr the vim of the
race, and the severe conditions under which nature has bred
them.
It was not the lack of ability to get honey out of
a posy that banished the Cyprians, but a job lot of unendurable qualities.
But oh for a honey-bee with a bumble-bee's
snout on it
However, probably the shrinknge of the bumblebee's dissected tongue is much less than in the case of the
smaller species to the extent that the honey-bee in actual
work will compare better than do the figures on page 793.
!

!

—

HONEY FROM RED

and acute ear

the cellar.

I

believe

the best guide.

is

BEES HANGING OUT — QUEENLESS COLONIES.

—

Ques. 4 If bees hang out of the hive, is it an indication
of no honey-flow, or is something wrong with the bees ?
If others are bringing in honey, and bees in certain hives
are loafing, they are probably preparing to swarm. If a few
bees are on the bottom-board, the colony is probably queenless.

—

Ques. 5 What is to be done with queenless colonies early
spring ?
they have lots of honey, set them on top of another
hive.
It is not advisable to give them a (lueeu.
in the
If

—

RETAILING EXTRACTED HONEV CARNIOLANS AND ITALIANS.
Ques. 6 What is the best way to put up extracted honey

—

CLOVER.

Prof. Gillette wonders if those who have reported honey
from red clover may not have been mistaken. By no means.
Theoretically there are at least four dififerent ways bees can
gather it. When honey conditions are most favorable the
whole inside of the tube, below the funny littfe knob
which closes the top, appears to be moist with nectar (whether
by secretion on the spot or by percolation from below
does not matter:)
and presumably all that's needed to
get nectar is sufficient time and patience in licking at the
damp surface. Furthermore, carpenter bees are quite plenty
in some places, and they in gathering from red clover punch
holes in from the outside.
Presumably honey-bees could get
quite a bit by following their path next day.
Thirdly, we
often see clover-tubes with a long section of the bottom filled
with nectar. It is supposed that they sometimes fill up within

reach of the honey-bee's ligula.
Fourth, a fall drouth shortens the tubes of second crop clover materially and they are
supposed sometimes to be so short that the honey-bee can
reach the bottom.
;

for retail trade ?
One pound. IJ^

and 8 pound jars, to dealers.
Mr. Evans 1 want, for my customers, nothing less than
10 pounds.
Mr. Smith It depends largely on the class of trade. We
put it up in lO-cent tumblers to 5-pound pails.
Mr. Sibbald In Toronto there are six half-pound jars
sold to one one-pound jar.
Mr. Holtermann said it largely depended upon what the
retailer educated the people to use.
Mr. Darling It is not well to sell too large a package.
Mr. Craig We must regulate ourselves by our local con-

—

—
—

—

ditions.

Ques.

—
7 — Does crossing Carniolans with

Italians

produce

cross bees ?
It

does and
CO.MB

—

it

does not.

Weed

out the cross.

FOUNDATION — BEST RACE OF BEES.

Ques. 8 Give us the most profitable method of getting
foundation made into comb.
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Give to the bees when gathering honey pretty fast.
Mr. McEvoy Alternate sheets of foundation and combs.
is not profitable to hive bees on full sheets of comb founda-

—

It
tion.

—
—
—

Mr. Hall For extracted honey hive on full sheets, every
me.
Ques. 9 Which is the best race ?
AH of them.
Mr. Smith Judging from advertisements, the long-tongued.
Mr. Dickinson Are we to understand that the longtongued bees are a humbug ?
The general opinion was that the long-tongued question
had been stretched rather too far.
t

—

WEDNESDAY— Morning

Session— dec.

4.

Jan.

30, 1902.

By the application of heat at 126 degrees the percentage
of water in various samples was
23 by specific gravity, 19
percent; 20 by specific gravity, 15 percent; 22 by specific
gravity, IT percent; 26 by specific gravity. 21 percent; 21
by specific gravity, 15 percent. In the latter case there was
5 percent less water.
He was not prepared to say which was
more correct. Mr. Shutt. however, favored the specific gravity.
But next year he expects to make further tests and at
:

lower temperatures.
To comfirm the theory that the levulose decomposed, Mr.
Shutt mixed equal parts of dextrose and levulose and took the
specific gravity

also applied heat.
of boiling water, after

;

48 hours 10
percent of tlie levulose had decomposed. After 120 hours,
18 to 19 percent was lost. Next, a temperature three-quarafter 2-4 hours 5 percent
ters the heat of boiling was applied
At the temperature

;

The

opened by the president calling upon Prof.
Shutt,.chemistot the Dominion Experimental Farm at Ottawa,
to give the result of the tests conducted by them in connection
session

with

The

Specific Gravity of

Honey.

Prof. Shntt said that some years ago some experiments
were conducted by the Experimental Farm with comb foundation.
In the discussion the question came up of the amount
of water found in various samples of honey.
There was no
Canadian data, and in other books he fond a variation of 10
to 15 percent of water.
As a result of this Mr. Shutt desired
to do some work in this direction, and the same was undertaken with the following results
With the object of finding the percentage of water Mr.
Shutt made a request for samples with which to work, yet no
samples had been forwarded by the Ontario Bee-Keepers" Association, and the samples experimented on were from Mr.
Fixter, of the Ottawa Experimental Apiary.
Mr. Shutt said that, greatly to his disappointment, he
could not tell the members in convention assembled the percentage of water in normal honey. Honey is not a material collected by the bees, hut the honey is" nectar altered by the
bees through chemical additions, a change similar to that
which takes place in a portion of our digestive system. There
is in honey two sugars closely related, the one sucrose, canesugar (dextrose), and another, levulose. This difference was
detected by polarization.
Results from chemical analysis
had shown a great difference in the percentage of water in
honey, but Mr. Shutt believed that this great difference was
real to only a certain extent, and the great variability only
seemed to be so. The work has been done by eminent men,
and men of reputation. Why, then, the difference ? In honey
the portion which crystalizes is the dextrose, the levulose
never crystalizing the latter is also very sweet. Levulose
:

;

very liable to decompose, and this decomposition, taking
place in drawing off the water. unless condensed, gives the appearance of an increased amount of water in the honey.
The samples taken were, uncapped honey, half-capped
honey, and full capped honey.
Four lots were taken of each of the above, two lots covered with a glass stopper, and two with a cheese-cloth. One
of each set was put in the honey-house and in the cellar, to
test to what extent, it any, exposure to the atmosphere in the
honey-house and the cellar influenced the percentage of water
and flavor of the honey.
In applying heat to honey, even when the temperature is
below boiling water, it decomposed the levulose as well as
drove off the water. Therefore, the percentage of water calculated by such a method is unreliable.
Heating honey rapidly, there was less loss than if heated
is

slowly.
Prof. Shutt then referred to the Bulletin of the Inland
Revenue Department, showing that one man's work gave
almost equal percentage of water, yet varies greatly from another chemist's. The uniform result was probably" owing to
the fact that each chemist put the samples under his liand
through a similar process. In one case was found 10 percent,
another 16 percent, another 27 percent, of water.
He
claimed the difference lay in the treatment of the samples, and
Mr. Shutt felt inclined to believe the percentage of water was

nearer 15 than 30.
After -18 hours' drying Mr. Shutt's results were 15 percent after another day, 1 or 2 percent more after another
day, more or less, and so on indefinitely. This method was
therefore of no use at TO degrees. Centigrade, or 168 degrees,
Farhenheit even the honey decomposed.
Another method was by taking the specific gravity, the
percentage of dr.y matter being deducted from the honey. In
this way, instead of 21 percent of water, he secured IT and
<i
percent, which seemed to indicate that even at 12G degrees,
Fahrenheit, there was some decomposition.
;

;

;

1

of loss was recorded.
Prof. Shutt intends to continue this work and find a definite way of determining the amount of water in honey.
As to general results, Mr. Shutt found that there was a
general tendency of about 2 percent more water in the un-

capped than in capped honey.
There is very little adulterated honey

in Canada, the artiused to adulterate being generally glucose. As to the
difference between the honey from the honey-house and cellar,
he wished a committee to decide. He believed the better way
was to keep honey upstairs, not in the cellar.
In reply to a question Prof. Shutt said that Mr. Selwyn
told hira that, as to specific gravity, seasons of dryness of the
atmosphere made a great difference.
A short address was then given on honey as a food.
Honey must be classed with saccharine food only. Foods
contain the following: Protein or albumenoids fat; starch
and sugar: ash or mineral matter.
1st. Protein contains nitrogen, as the white of an egg,
curds of milk, the gluten of wheat.
2d. Fat this everyone knows.
8d. Starch and sugar carbohydrates.
4th. Ash and mineral matter, which forms bone.
We require nitrogen to build up the broken-down and
worn-out tissue the others do not contain this element.
We obtain heat and energy from fats and sugars.
Where does honey come in ? It produces heat and energy.
It is not the food we eat but what we digest that is valuable.
Honev is a food in a partially digested form, and in honey we
are saved the expense of partially converting the food. Honey
is used as a medicine.
For ages before Christ, honey was the only sugar known.
Sugar from the sugar-cane was known to China and India
800 years B. C, but it had no commercial position for 1000
years after that.
Prof. Shutt did not think that honey was appreciated as
More judiit should be used more generally.
it should be
cious advertising would be beneficial.
In liquifying honey it should be kept at 70 degrees, Centigrade, and not above. The essential oil is volatile one should
liquify at a low temperature.
Mr. Fixter, in explaining the selection of the samples,
cle

;

—

—

;

:

;

said

:

object I had in view in selecting the samples was to
we could improve the quality. I therefore took threi'

The
see

if

samples from July 1 to Aug. 5.
Did you extract some in September to get the specific
gravity ?

Mr. Fixter— No.
Mr. McEvoy We believe when cool weather comes, the
honey, though capped, is thinner.
Although Prof. Shutt has not obtained the
Pres. Newton
I
results he desired, we have profited much by the address.
will appoint Messrs. Hall, Pickett and Emigh to report on the

—

—

samples.

Report of Inspector of Apiaries.
I visited bee-yards in the counties of Bruce,
Grey, Perth. Oxford, Waterloo, Wellington, Wentworth, Halton, Peel. York, Ontario, and Siracoe.
apiaries and found foul brood in 29 of
I inspected T7
them, and dead brood of other kinds in many others.

During 1901

Some bee-keepers secured the comb from others who had
many colonies of bees, and, not knowing that these combs
were diseased, brought them home and put them into use, and
thus spread the disease in their own apiaries.
When foul-brood matter dries down it glues itself fast to
lost

the lower side and bottom of the cells, and there it will remain
just as long as the comb lasts, and in old, dark combs the
stain-mark left in the cells from the disease is not yet noticed
by those who never had any experience with foul brood.

—
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Wm. McEvoy.
VVoodburn, Out.. Canada, Dec.

:i,

1901.

Mr. Clarke thought it would be well to have a certiiicate
of wliat liad been done, anil that the Inspector had visited the
apiaries, and the condition in whicli ho loft each apiary.
Mr. Kmigli said that the (iovernment hired Mr. McEvoy,
and he ri]iorted to them.
Mr. Iloltermaiin said that Mr. McEvoy had to give an account to the (Jovernnient it is not a ciuestion of his honesty,
but in a business-like way he should give account, and this he
:

did.

Mr. Evans said that tlie Ontario (iovernment looked pretty
closely after the finances, and when they passed a statement we
miglit be sure all was right.
Mr. Gray asked to whom to apply for Mr. McEvoy's services ?

Answer — The

president.

President Newton

—

I think it would be well to abide more
closely to the rule in this report in the future.
The Directors" report was given, and considered satisfac-

tory.

WEDNESDAY

After xoo>f Session.

The president in opening the session said he had great
pleasure in calling upon Mr. Mnrns, Mayor of Woodstock.
The Mayor welcomed the Association and its members:
he knew but little aliout this line of business but thouglit that
more should understand something about bees. He paid the
Association a high compliment as to the intelligent appearance of its members. He thought more could engage in the
business in general, and especially in the vicinity of Woodstock.
He trusted that they would soon be found again convening in the city.
In closing, he welcomed the Association on behalf of the
citizens.
I'res. Newton in reply said that the Association was very
much pleased to receive the welcome e.xtended, as such a welcome had a tendency to make the members feel at home. On
their behalf he thanked the Mayor for his presence and ad-

dress.

John Fixter.

Experimental Farm at Ottawa, then

of the

gave the following:

Experiments to Test Whether Bees Injure Sound Fruit.
For many years the question as to whether sound fruit
was injured by honey bees lias been under discussion, but
last year special attention was drawn to this question by a
lawsuit between a fruit-grower and a bee-keeper, the former
claiming that his fruit had been seriously injured by tlie bees
of liis neighbor, while the bee-keeper brought evidence to show
that not only was this not the case, but that it was impossible.
The question was of so much interest to bee-keepers that tlie
following experiments were undertaken to determine wliether
bees, even when deprived of food, would attack fruit placed
within their reach. The results here given indicate that such
is not the case, which merely confirms the conclusions arrived
at many years ago.
On Sept. 7, UKJl, when there was no honey to be gathered on plants outside, ripe fruit of four different kinds, viz.,
peaches, pears, plums and grapes were exposed in different
places near the Experimental Farm Apiary, wliere It was
easily accessible to the bees.
A. Inside the bee-hives.
B. On branches of trees in the apiary enclosure.
C. On shelves in a workshop, to which the bees had access

through an open window.
Every care was taken that

all

the fruit used in this experi-

ment should be perfectly sound.
A. Inside bee-hives

:

The

fruit

was exposed

in three dif-
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ferent conditions, (I) whole fruit without any truatnienl
(2»
whole fruit tliat has been dipped in honny CJ) fruit which
had been jjunetured In s("vcral places with the blade of a pen;

;

knife.

Four colonies were sidected for this experiment, all of
Each of these colonies was In a hive
upon wliich was placed a supi^r divided In the middle by a
partition.
I'roni two of the hives all the honey had been removed in the two remainln(f hives five frames were left, eacli
Tlie former two
liaviiig conslderatiie brood lioiiey around it.
weighed, on an average, 27 pounds, the latter >i'/^ pounds.
In each one of the four hives the whole specimens of fruit
not dipped in honey were hung within three empty frames
The whole specimens of fruit dipped
tied together as a rack.
were placed in one ('ompartment of a super, and the
ill honey
[lunctured specimens were placed in the other.
The bees began to work at once both iijion the dipped and
The former was cleaned thoroughly of
the punctured fruit.
honey during the first night; upon the punctured fruit the
bees clustered, thereby sucking the juice through the punctures as long as they could obtain any liijuid.
At the end of seven days all the fruit was carefully
examined. The sound fruit was still uninjured in any way,
but had the surface polisliod and shining as if the bees liad
been travelins it. trying to find some opening through the
skin. The dipped fruit was in a like condition, ijuite sound,
but every vestige of honey had disajipeared. The punctured
fruit was badly mutilated and worthless, and beneath each
puncture was a cavity, and in some instances decay had set in.
The experiment was continued the following week, the
undipued, sound fruit being left in the brood-cliamber. The
dipped fruit was given a new coating of honey and replaced In
the super, and a fresh supply of punctured fruit was substituted for that which ha^ been destroyed.
At the end of the second week, the condition of this fruit
was entirely similar to that of the first lot.
For the third week fresh samples of fruit of all the above
kinds were used, because some of the sound fruit had begun to
decay this fruit, however, had the skin unbroken, and in no
case had the bees done any damage. The result was the same
about equal strength.

;

:

as before.

After the third week the bees belonging to the two hives
which had been deprived of the honey appeared to be sluggish,
and there were many dead bees about the entrances of the
These colonies had lived for the first week on the
liives.
punctured fruit, and on the honey of the fruit which had been
dipped.

As there were at that season few plants in flower from
which they could gather nectar, these bees had died of starvation, notwithstanding the proximity of the ripe, juicy fruit.
This supply of food, which they were urgently in need of. was
separated from th(>m only by the thin skin of the fruit, which,
however, this evidence seems to prove they could not puncture,
as they did not do so, although tliey kept crawling over it

continually.

The mean weight of each of these two hives Sept. 7. when
the experiment was begun, was 27 pounds. At the end of the
experiment, four weeks later, each had lost 3}^ pounds.
The mean weight of the two hives in each of which were
left five frames with brood and honey, was, at the beginning
The mean loss of each of
of the experiment, 3-1: >^ pounds.
these hives was 2K pounds.
B. Fruit exposed in the open air hung from the branches
In this experiment
of a spruce tree in the apiary enclosure
two sets of whole fruit were used, one being dipped in honey,
the other punctured as before. The bees worked' exactly as in
the hives and with the same result.
C. Fruit exposed on shelves in a work-shop adjoining the
honey-house This, like the preceding experiment, consisted
of dipped fruit and punctured fruit, although the bees did not
work so freely inside the building as they did on the fruit
hung outside on tlie trees and that in the hives; still, the results were practically the same in every case.
:

:

He had conducted experiments

with the different sizes

of

and putting out bees.
In the matter of experimenting with fruit, Mr. Darling felt
sure this experiment, and similar experiments conducted on
the other side of the International line, would be of interest to
bee-keepers and the public. As to Prof. Shiitt's work he was
hives, foundation

surprised, yet not surprised, that thefe was the difticulty in
He hoped Mr. Shutt
detecting the percentage of water.
would keep on and make a thorough investigation of the matter. As to practical experience in the apiary, he had no doubt
all noticed that the grass becomes discolored at the entrance
of the hive, no doubt from the fumes of formic acid from the

—

—
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hive.
He would endorse what Mr. Selwyn had said about the
difference in the thicl<ness of houev in certain seasons. The
thin honey was not wliat the customers wish to purchase. Beekeepers did not adulterate honey with water, but there was
unripe honey put upon the marlcet which destroys tlie market for good, thick, well-ripened honey.
Mr. Darling found that the longer the honey was left with
the bees the riper and thicker it became.
Mr. Frith said thi- was a long-standing question, and of
much importance. Many assertions were made, but they
wanted evidence such as this. He was surprised that they
had to admit that nectar did undergo some change in the hive.

York, Pa., the editor of the first volume, was a fine German
scholar, and the first volume was and is especially valuable
because of what is drawn from German success, and because
of its containing the Dzierzon theory, with which every beekeeper should be familiar if he would be up in his calling. No
single volume of any bee-paper has been so valuable to me as
Volume 1. of the American Bee Journal,aud to this day I refer

Mr. Holtermann thought we should not let this statement
many have for years admitted that it does undergo
some change.
Mr. Fixter asked if any one had trouble while picking
fruit, or had they found bees working on sound fruit.
Mr. Evans .Vs a matter of fact, in seasons of scarcity the
bees sometimes work on raspberry, but it is near the close of a
season when berries are stunted and small the bees do not
sting the pickers unless they pinch them.
neglected and
I think if raspberries are
Pres. Newton
overripe they are attacked
not when ready for shipping.
Mr. JIcEvoy I can endorse the president's statement.
Mr. Ever I am convinced that bees will injure the raspberry even when not overripe.
Pres. Newton
I do not agree with Mr. Byer.
^Ir. Chalmers
I agree with Mr. Byer.
agree with Mr. Byer. but it is not
I
Jlr. Holtermann
often, and the bees help to fertilize the blossom, therefore doing
more good than harm.

Transfering and Swarming.
in a box-hive and X am going to
transfer into a Danzenbaker hive in the spring. Will a swarm
issue from them ? and will it store any surplus honey during

pass;

—

:

—

—

;

—

—
—

—
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frequently.

it

No

2.

:

is

not at

all

a large

quantity

of

7.

have a colony of bees

I

Rhode

the season ?

Isi-^nd.

— If

you make no blunder in transferring, the
colony ought to do about the same at swarming and storing
honey as if it had not been transferred. Some, however, prefer to leave the colony undisturbed until it swarms, hiving the
swarm in the new hive, then transferring about three weeks
after swarming.

Answer.

*~*-^

Danzenbaker

vs. Langstrotti Hive.

If the Danzenbaker hive is preferable to the Langstroth
hive for the production of comb honey, are the closed-end
frames an advantage ? Wouldn't the bees stick propolis all
Ohio.
over them so they could not be manipulated ?

;

Answer. I think closed-end frames ought to be better for
wintering outdoors than open-end frames. But I found them so
Where propolis is not
difficult to handle that I gave them up.
so plenty they would not be so bad. but if I had to use Danzenbaker hives I should prefer to live where there was no beeglue.
•*-*-^

Moving Bees a Long Distance.

:

:

say that

I .-hould

dead bees up to Jan.

—

—
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:

to

:

;

;

:

;

(Continned next weeli.)

i want to move 90 colonies of bees as far west as Omaha,
Neb., by railroad. I will describe their condition and a plan
that I have in mind for preparing them for the journey, and if,
in your judgment, it is not complete, add what you think

would make

it

so.

expect to ship April 15 or 20. The bees are all in 8
and 10 frame St. Joe hives, on metal spacers, so the frames
can not get misplaced sidewise. My plan is to put an extra
strip on the bottom-board, making the space below the frames
about ?+ inch, and close the entrance tight, and give them
the same space above, with a strip across the top-bars at
each end so they cannot shake, covering each with screen-wire,
then with the lid or hive-cover off tier them up in the car. The
frames are to run with the car, placing two strips of inch
lumber between each tier, then fasten them securely so they
cannot move. The distance is o82 miles. If they were not
shut up over 4S hours would they get through without water ?
I

I

Questions and Answers.
^
CONDUCTED BY
£>K. O. O.

MII^LER, afareng-o.

111.

(The Qucatious may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail.

Editor.

Illinois.

1

Answfr.

Historical— Dead Bees and Wintering.

— It seems to me

your plan hardly leaves anything to desire, so I have no suggestion to make. In April it
hardly seems they ought to suffer for water if confined not
more than 48 hours still, it will not be a difficult thing to give
each colony a small sponge or a rag filled with water.
:

Wliere and by whom was the first copy of the American
Bee Journal printed ? What date is the oldest number V
y. Is one quart of dead bees too much to indicate bad
wintering, at the present date (Jan. 7). from 18 colonies?
1.

Answers. — There

lies

Penn.
before me a volume, whose title page

reads as follows:

The American Bee

Journal.

Edited by .Samuel Wagner.
Volume
1861.
Published by
Spangler,
Book
and
General .lob Printer,
A. M.
No. 25 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.
1

—

a monthly publication, the first number appearing
January, 1861. There are 284 pages in the volume, about
24 pages each month. The printed surface on each page was
a little more than a half that on the page of the present number to be exact, four-sevenths. Comparing the volumi' for
1861 with that for 190 I (40 years later) the printed surface
of the latter is a shade more than five times as much as the
former
If the subscription price had been continued at the
same rate in proportion to the printed surface, it would now
iae $5. UO a year instead of SI. 00.
Samuel Wagner, living at
Ii

—

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will je glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

was

The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the finest bee-keeper's song — words by Hon.

•'

the

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

—

—
Jan.

30,
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Bee=Supplies.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

I

lillh'

although
line

of wliicli

licos
I

them

When

have

I

l)ccn

know very

little,

keeping and hand-

same

among them, and everything seemed
all

all

frurn

riprht

captured

some weeds
row that I was

off

at

my

first

swarm

the end of a corn-

cultivating, I thought
had performed a great feat. I also
thought within a few years I would
he a full-fledged bee-man.
But I have
found there are many things lo learn
I

about bee-keening.
Kept this swarm in a salt-barrel
I
(with a cross and support) the first season and winter. The following spring
(having lots of hogs and only one barrel of bees)
I
traded a hog for a
colony of bees in a deep box-hive, and
an e-xtra hive; then I transferred the
old colony from the barrel to the boxhive.
I did not like thp hive, although
the man I got them of said they were
about as good as any made.
At this time I procured "A B C of
Bee-Culture," and learned of the Langsfroth hive. ,ind at once sent for three
of them, and I am using nothing else

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the
lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

etc., at

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

2146-214S Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal •when writing.

STOVE
PIPE
can be made of
h'n metal, because
it is not exposed to
be weather, but

of

1900

_

To makd cnws pav.

iis«

SharplAS rrf^am .Spnarators.

"BusinesB Dairying"* Cat. 212 free.

W

Book

Chester.Pa

right for winter.
And
fed granulated sugar syrup.
right here I would like to ask. Is there
anv danger of this granulating in the
cells so hard that the bees cannot get
all

I

out?

it

W. H.
Cedar

Root.

Co., Nebr., Dec. 24.
is ilanger if you used no
you feed as (tarly as August or
September, and use equal parts

fYcs, thfrc
aiid.

If

early in

and water, the l)ees will so prepare the food that it wiil be all right
without any aeid. Hut if you feed as
late as October and use as much water
as sugar, there is danger that the bees
will not succeed in evaporating the feed
surii<'iently
and possibly if they should
get it thicl< enough they would not produce the chemical changes that prevent
So if you must use syrup
jiranulatioii.
in October, take 2 pounds of water to 5
of suojar, and about the time the sugar
is dissolved stir into it an even teaspooiiful of tartaric acid for every 20 pounds
of sugar, first dissolving the acid in a
Editor.!
little water.
of suf^ar

;

Stings.

must be heavy weight or
they will prove

LIVED.

BOX

1
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SHORT
the only

Bond

Steel

Post Go.,

it.

ftdrain, Mich.
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Don't Take Chances

There

is no better baUhcrin
Ihenorl.ithanthellnwk.-.io

Incobator.Three wallo.cftpjiir pipe
healiDK syMtm.
pateatsafety lamp andnumtiy. Our $10 proposition.
1 arpe
e'ze, en free trial.
Write at cncpfor tipe bookIft, or send 10 cents for book aod a leading
per for one year,
Inruhalor r<>. Dop 17,Newton,Ia,

I

to

1

Ted"

This is a true story of the poor aad unfortunate in cifj life. Miss Horton. the author,
is a deacoDess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short story 00 piiy:es.
5x0-'4
inches, bound iu paper cover gives
somewhat of an insitrht into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.)
Address.

—

—

ISABELLE HOt=(TON.
East Ohio Street, Chicago,

III,

Please mentinn B^e Journal "wni^n "wntin?

75 colonies PiMfBK

g-uod, dovetail hives, itj in. square
deep All Efood, straight combs.

by 11^

in.

5A2t
O. HOLDkEN, Gilium, McLean Co., 111.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

15 Volumes

of the American Bee
JonRNAL for sale. All

complete except
Address,

a

single week's copy niibc
mibsing'.

Daniel Wuss,

New

Philadelphia, Ohio

Please mention the Bee Journal.

my

bees

have what

summer

on the

winterinches larger all around
than the hive, and six inches higher,
so as to admit a super on top of the
In September I place this winhive.
ter-case over each hive and pack them
well with chaff, putting a Hill's device
over the frames, then a winter super
super without any slats
that
is, a
across the bottom then a piece of burlap followed by a thick, heavy cushion
which fills the super, making four
inches right over the cluster. Then I
]mt on a cover on top of the super.
then the cover on the winter-case,
case,

BY ISABELLE HORTON,

22"

winter

stands.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal wlien writlna

"What Happened

been

have

—
—

approved by the Government. Send
Tells all about

a constant reader of
the "Old Reliable" for the last three
years have read every issue very careand noticed the many questions
fully
and their answers, and the opinion of
bee-men on the honey-bee
dit¥erent
I
am well pleased to hear
question.
bee-men give their plans and opinions
and new ideas for publication in the
American Bee Journal, for it is in this
way we all learn something new.
I

HEAVY STEEL PL^TE

for booklet.

was so dry and

hot here, or something, that my bees
stored very little honey, and cast only
one swarm from the five colonies.
The past season was a good one
here.
One colony of hybrids that did
not swarm stored 96 pounds of comb
honey, and another 80 pounds, which
I thought was good.
I had one colony whose
queen got
crippled, losing a wing, and she must
have been a superseded queen, because
she laid nothing but drone-eggs, or all
the brood was drone-brood from her
eggs.
Well. I tried for about three
weeks to get them to start queen-cells
by giving fresh frames of eggs and
brood from other hives, but they would
not.
So some time in September I sent
for a queen to out with them.
Well,
sir, Mr. York, those bees had become
so indolent, or lazy, or something (I

In a few flays
October being a

Wlnteping Bees— Arnica for Bee-

MAIL BOXES

I

The season

on.

anrl

SMOKE STACKS

now.
got along \ervi nicely for a couple
of years; then I had 13 colonies. I
had been wintering them on the suinmer stands, but the winter of 1889-90 I
lost eight of the 13 before the winter
was half over._ So I out the remaining five colonies in the cellar under
the dining-room, as we had just completed a new house, and I had built
,a
cellar large and roomy; I concluded
it
was a better pince for the bee'? of
Nebraska. Our cellar is 10 feet deep,
15 bv 22. brick walls, cement floor, ceiling lathed and plastered, and entrance
from the east porch. I take the wiadow out and slat the hole and pack
with straw. The mercury stands at 42
degrees until near snring or warm
weather. I have never lost a colonv
in the cellar from any cause.
So it
is natural for me to advocate
the cellarwinterin? for bees.

lowest prices.

will save

™e-

tliat

l.iying,

by feeding I kept her laying
throuch the month, and I think they

are

for

for five years.
I

would

fine nioiith,

THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS aud OHIO.

Distributor of

that they

it;,

ot try to release the queen from the
."50 after about so hours of waitcage.
injf I let her out of the cage, to go in

she began

Beginner's Experience with Bees.
iiKiriread llio American lice
'I'liu
Jciurnal the more I want to, hoping
in this wav to Icarn more ahout tlie

name

yiiw

let

.ill

HEADQUARTER

I

made

I

'call

a

five

—

making
used

all

this

I
tight and warm.
of wintering for a

way

have

num-

ber of -ears and have never lost a
colony of bees, and we have some pretty
cold weather here in Michigan.
I\Iy apiary consists of
13 colonies,
as I live in the city and have not very
much room. I keep the increase down
and work for comb honey. As soon
as my bees fly well in the spring I commence to feed not because they are
starving, but to stimulate them and
;

Then when
start the queen to laying.
the honey-flo%v comes, which is white
clover here, my bees are ready for
work, for the hives are full of bees.
If the}' choose to swarm I let them
come out and cluster, then I set a new
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hive on the old stand with six frames
of full sheets of foundation, and a division-board on the outside, as the hives
are all 8-frame. I then hive the swarm
and cover them up until the next morning, when I take the frames out of the
old hive and shake off almost all of the
bees in front of the new hive, and if
there is any unsealed brood I place
that in another hive, leaving nothing
but sealed brood in the old hive. Then
I place a super on the new hive, and
on the super I put a piece of window
screen that just fits the sides of the
hive.
I then place the old hive on top
of the super, making all tight so as to
keep all the heat which rises from the
lower hives. This keeps the brood
warm, and soon all will be hatched
out then I shake them off the frames in
front of the lower hive." When all are
hatched out I take the hive off and
keep the cover for other swarms. As
soon as the flow stops I take out the
two division-boards and put in two
frames of worn-out combs. This gives
the bees a chance to fill up for winter.
:

How often we hear the question
asked. What is good for the bee-sting?
But of all the answers that have been
given in the bee-oaoers I failed to
see the remedy that I have been using,
and with success. I will give it here
so if any one needs it next season he
will have an opportunity
to try
it:
Arnica. Simnle. isn't it? Well, try it
and be convinced. Simply remove the
sting and apoly the arnica: the pain
stops, and the swelling stops.
In 15
minutes vou will not know that vou
had been stung.

I

have used

it

for

several years.
L. D. C.ARRIER.
Joseph Co., Mich., Jan. 4.

St.

Foul Brood

Queens— Candied
subscription

to

FREE

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY, Wateptown, Wis.

Special Agency. C. M. Scott & Co.. 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis, Ind.
AGENCIES: L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Fred W. Muth ^: Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
and From Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah; Colorado Honey-Producers'
,

Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Hallev, Montrose, Colo.: Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, SIS
1st Ave., N,E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bogardus *& Co,, Seattle, Wash.
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DES MOINES.
Please mention Bee Journal

Thev gave

died.

pot" odor, and

off the "gluethe others did not.

_

Now

I

am

when

writing.

IS0E6G

HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHia
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

INVINCIBLE

FREE FOR A MONTH

Premium

....

If yon are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the beat
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool

market!-*

A Foster

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

Stylo^raohic

PEN.
This pen consists of a hard
tapering to a

rubber holder,

rountl point, and
outfit

d

are ab^o

point

made of platina, alloyed
iridium substances of
great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of ink.
They hold sufficient ink to
write 10,OUO words, and do not

^

are

lute master of the flItuatlOD.
InHecUf sdH dia-|
Besse fail before this all comiuerinE on!
It is free.
See the book.
Write for it n'
I
THE DEMlXi CO., SALKll, OHIO.
Western Agta,, HeotoD & Hubbell, Chicago. \

Please mention the Bee Journal.

40A13t

leak or

blot.
As they make a

temperate, A nierican man,
years old, would like
charjje of an apiary, or as helper; 20 years' exWill do other work in mtineclion.
lerience.
\^'
,Vill

47

Box

If

ruling purpo!«es.
Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions,

you want the Bee-Book

filler

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

I9,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
tlie American Bee Journal uses
the "Foster." You should have
oue also.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc the Trade,

many

years.
In regard to buying queens, I have
bought half a bushel, or at least have
a half bushel of old queen-cages, but

A

How to Get a "Foster"

AND
R. H.

I ever bought lasted one year.
the bright yellow, 80 per cent died

lA6t
Iriease

the

first

have bought queens
from Texas to Michigan, and none gave
the satisfaction that I got from queens
I

i.ooo

Send

Send

for circular.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

SUEBOYGAN, WIS.

mention Bee joamai -wneu

WTiLiiig

Please tueutlon Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

TWO new subscribers

to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with $2.00; or send
$1.90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for $1.00 we will mail the pen
alone.
Address,
,

BEE-HIVES

ready for shipment.

Of

winter.

FREE.

Cool Million of

Snowy Wisconsin Sections

very few

and cleaner.

Best MANiFOLDrao Pen on
TUE MaKKET.

completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

retired

nni«

they are

MiDDLEBOKO, Mass.

511,

line of

width at all times
unequaled lor

foi-m

JOSEPH HURKE,

^0 anywhe-e.

4A2t

—

with

'

^^r
AC^^jj
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writes as

smoothly as a lead-pencil. The
and needle of the pen

with the "incomparaMe'

BORDEAUX NOZZLEiS
and ooT worlil't* boHl
you

tion,

so

IOWA.

-

-

-

I

looking for another loca-

and shall "try again," as I have
from railroad work and aim to
amuse myself with the pets I have loved

111.

ssicHanamiaHnsiISIZE

and two colonies

it

Chicago,

St.,

S=lt re^ul^iiij^ Ouaraiiu^eil tiT L'yedra, ii'itcnes every gwjilegg.
Sen 1 ffrcataloirae No '(
St^l
six ftDd get oue free.

although at this time I can hardlv
mvself as a "bee-keeper." I did
not keep mine. That dread disease, foul
brood, or its nearest relative, whatever
it is,
has cleaned me out, and I gave
up the fight. Si.xty-five colonies last fall,

fore

price.

NYSEWANDER,

JOS.

it,

Colonies treated by the McETvoy plan
dpoo), developed the disease
(1901), the larvx dying before being caoped over in most cases,
hut two colonies capped their brood be-

best yel-

any

710CQ.712'W Grand Avenue,

class

last year
this year

^I'^^.l^^i'M^ni^

CASH— for

We carry a lull line and large stock of the.A. I.
Root Co. goods, which we sell here at their. factory
prices.
Estimates cheerfully given. Send to-day for
our 16th annual catalog for 1902. .\ddress,

the

this fall, is my record.
In five years I have lost over 250
colonies, and I now have come to the
conclusion that it is of no use to attempt
to keep bees in this locality, as a business, for several years to come, or not
until the wild bees in the woods are
also dead.

is a good time
send in your Bees-

to

low, upon its receipt, or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

American Bee Journal I must say that I
do not see how a bee-keeper can do without

This

^

--^xm..

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAQO, ILL.
Flease mention Bee Journal when writing

Honey.

my

In renewing

.

INeW

win be mafied^ou

30, 1902.

describing and listiner the finest line of BEE-KEEP^y
\
supplies in the world, is ready. If yon
L-iatalOP'.
v,^v«xv«A^i'^f ERShave not been repeivin^ a copy annuallv, send us your

TKT

/«^

Utll*
^^

Jan.

(Exact
ttie

i^ize

of

Pen.)
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QEORQE W. YORK & CO.
146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

III.

!

my own

rearing.

when

will

I

.Still,

buy

I need
regard U) can<lied honey: I'ur
20 years I have produced both comb and
have never .seen candied
I
extracted.
honey, and have never had any of niy
extracted show even signs of candying,
and have kept it for three years in glass
and earthen vessels. When I am sliort

again

Now

77

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

Jan. 30. ly

of

;

tlicni.

in

of extracted and Iniy to fill niiit, I find
the honey candied nearly to the top of
I wish some of the wise ones
the can.
wonid tell the reason for this.
This .Xmerican bottom (St. Clair Co.,
Ill,), is a good location for honey-production if free 'from disease, but without a State inspector I fear to risk it
Some bee-keepers do not
any more.
know the disease (foul brood), and let
weak or dead colonies be robbed out.
Others who do not know allow the same
thing, and deny having the disease. They

by selling to anyone
So .the need of a
who will purchase.
State inspector becomes more apparent
everv day.
What has become of my old comI do not see
rade, Hon. Ed. Whitcomb?
him mentioned in the American Bee
Journal anv more W,nk.^ him mi. nh^n = -

go on spreading

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

have made arraa(fcmedt8 so that we can
fnrnlBh Seed of several of the Clovers by f relif hi
or express, at the tollowid(f prices, cash with

We

the order:

sm
$.75

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlslkeClover
White Clover

lOD)
$1.20

90
90

1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

1.00

Alfalfa Clover

80

2S»

son

$2.£0
4.00
4 ro

U-SO
7.50
7.75
S.50
6.00

4..S0

3.25

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

GEORGE
144

&

me

probably hear from
111.,

you

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK A CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

200*Egg Incubator
for

$

2-80

1

and
Perfect in construction
IlatchcB every fertile
action.
epp. Write for catalogue to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy. III.
45A26t

Meniioa lue American Bee Journal.

will

BEE-SUPPLIES

[Mr. Whitcomb wjll please consider
himself called, and "wake up." En.]

Manufacturers' prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog.

—

FRED. W.

Send

MUTH & CO.

If yon care to know of its
(
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

r'alifncnia
C^dlllUrnid.

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

Clover.

some doubt

presses

clover,
because the
tongue-reach does not e.xceed
tubes vary
.23 inch, while red-clover
from .34 to .37 inch. To this Editor

greatest

Root
ture

replies

in

Gleanings

in

Bee-Cul-

:

In regard to this

last, I feel

tubes

grown throughout the
measured

East, as

I

hundredths
the way from .12

them,

in

of an inch, vary all
to .36 or .37 in length, the depth increasing from the outside to the center.
In the rain-belt, at least, I am sure I
am right for these measurements. What
they may be in Colorado I am not able to
say.
As nearly as I can estimate, half
of the tubes in an ordinary head of red
•clover come within the range of .20 and
.22
so that the bees that have a tongue
reach, no matter what their tongue
length may be. will be able to gather
from half of the tubes; and probably
half of all the nectar in the head, as
they get some out of the long tubes.
That there is honey in these tubes is
well known, a fact which can be easily
demonstrated. All one has to do is to
pull the tubes at the right season of the
year, squeeze one bHween the thumb
;

havi-

I

On

all

believe the Promainly correct,
except that some bees have greater
reaching powers, probahly, than actual
measurements will show.
His tables
show a variation in tongue reach in
Italians from .15 to .22.
It will be noticed that he says he had measured the
tongues from red-clover bees, and also
the tongues of those that were said not
to work on that plant, and that he was
"unable to find anv diflfcrencc in tongue
length in favor of the clover workers."
Tlie italics in this case are mine.)
It
would be interesting in this connection

other points

all

I

annum.

330

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Street,

Market

-

LanQswn

know

on...

Ttl6l|0I16UB66

whether

same

those

bees

showed

a difference in tongue reach
for, as the professor has very properly
shown, there is a difference in tongue
reach and tongue length, and the variation of the former is much greater than
the latter.
It has been shown
indeed. I believe
it is generallv admitted
that some bees

—

will gather

—

much more honey from red
others.
Whether there is

clover than
a phvsical difference between them has
not been proven so far
and, to speak
franklv, it looks now as if tongue length
certainly has nothing to do with it.
Whether tongue reach has or not. will
have to be determined by means of much
more nerfect glossometers than have vet
been devised.
I sav glossometers. because I am convinced that the rule plan
of measuring (which I have hitherto advocated') ii; not altogether reliable.
It
gives an idea, but does not show what
the bees rci'// or can actually reach when
:

alive.

" Bee=Fever."

that Prof.

Gillette has gathered a wrong impression, and certainly wrong in supposing
that pollen may be the only thing sought
by the bees.
The red-clover corolla-

have

Agricultural
Published weekly,

as to bees getting

from red

nectar

and

illustrated, $2.00 per

ple copy free.

In the report of Prof. Gillette, as pulilished in this journal recently, he ex-

1

repeatedly seen them exthe nectar out of the shallow
tulits, and draw it down in the long
tuhcs to a |)oint just equal lo their reach.
While the bees do, of course, gather
sonic pollen from red clover, yet I
think the fact is demonstrated beyond
doubt that tons and tons of such honey
is
gathered, because there are times
when nothing else is in bloom, and the
hccs will store in sections quantities of
lioncy that tastes very much like the
Ininiblc-hce honey of our boyhood days.

,nid
tract

to

S.W. Cor. Front & Walnut Sts. CINCINNATI, 0.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

Long Tongues and Red

Nay,
walchcd

issue

(

again.
C. A. II.MNES.

Dec. 20.

nectar will

fessor's conclusions are

wanted by mail.

it

If I secure a suitable location

St. Clair Co.,

SWEET CLOVER

and a good-sized drop of
from the end.
have gone further. I have
bees jvorking on red clover,

finger,

iind

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-lieeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

is

—

;
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De.\r Friends

:— I have been

obliged

to delay writing to you. as I have been
"laid up for repairs."
tale hangs
to this which I can best tell you by

A

conying an extract from a letter that
the partner of my joys and sorrows
wrote to her sister. It may have interest for you. as you will see that you
are clearly "accessory before the fact."
and must bear vour share of the penalty

:

"Oh. good gracious
of

the

Harry.

!

I

inust

tell

you

new ailment that is afflicting
You know- what an enthusiast

the dear fellow is in everything he
touches, and how his geese are ahvaj-s
swans. This time it is the bee-fever, to
which typhoid is simple, and even yellow jack is less virulent.
You 'cannot
dream of such absolute absorption.
Xothing is of interest unless it concerns bees. Just think, my sitting-room
table is covered with bee books and
magazines, which I must not move, as
he runs in four hundred times a dav' to
consult them and see (I reckon) if his

:

AMERICAN BEE JOUENAl-
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working according to rule.
miserable weed in the country near and far he has entered in a
book when it blooms, how long, and
how good for bees, and his talk is bee,
are

bees

Wise
Guess qA

Is It
to

Results
when you may be absolutely sure about it*
If the epc-s are grood

and you put them

a

IncxibaLtor

Reliacble
aud follow

in

you are sure to pet a satisvou put the chicks into a

instructiona.

faet'jrv hatch.

If

RELIABLE BROODER
m
d

vou

will raise

other way.

whyand

try

We

cents.

10

Every

little,

—

bee, tintil I can hear the buzzino;.
do believe he has a personal acquaintance with each one. I know he has with
the queens, for they each have a name
painted on their box
'Yellow Rose of

bee.
I

:

to

the

house,

him
I

and two men assisting
was saying).

(I leave out what he
ran to him with, 'Oh,

Harry,

are

you hurt? Are you injured, dear? Any
bones broken?' I could see he was in
much pain, but bless you, he gave me
one of those high and mighty looks of
his, and his lip curled up in scorn as
he
fairly
yelled:
'Hurt!
Bones
broken!

Why, woman,

Injured!

I

tell

any
ever\ (Mie that mid be riiised
Our "aOTH CENTURY POULTRV BOOK

a hundred other thiiiEra every
owner should know. Sent for*"

tells

Jan. 30, iyi2

have

115

poul-

yards of

thoroughbred poultry.
Re'iablelacobator and Brooder Co.,
Box It 2
QdIqc;, Ilia.

Bee joumai wnen -writma

rtease mention

CALIFORNIA RED

WODD

Twelve ounce cold rolled copper
tanks; hydro-safety lamps; cliniax
psaretyheater;corrugrated wafer rejrru lilt or. and the best system of heatin^' ami ventilation is what makes
he Sure Ifnteh IiK-iibators haUhsure.
L'omiiion KctiMe UrouderH take good ciire
of liiile chicks. Onrfrfecat^l zueconUiins hunwdreds of actual photofrrapha of the Sure Hatch aL

work and
Let

it.

fnll of honest poultry iDformatioD
Y' u ou?ht to have
Write at once, adiiressing Dpsrest hoiiee.
usRtiiii it til \iiu.
is

Sure Hatch lQcubatorCo.,ClayCeoler,Neb.,orColumbus,0.

A

g-ood, reliable

man

for

work and foreman on the
Rockdale Fruit Farm and
Apiarv. Address,
_ _ _
_ _ __
5A2i GE(t. A. OHMEKT, Rockdale, Iowa.

Wagon World Awheel.

I
1

Half a miUinn of these steel
wheels have been sent out on
our own wagons and to fit other
wagons. It is the wheel that
determines the life of any
wagon, and this is the longest
Jjved wheel maile. Do you want
a low down Handy Wagon to
use about the place? We will fit
out your old wagon with Electric

Wheels

anv

size and
any shape tire, straiirht or stagt'fred spokes. No cracked hubsi. no
loose epokes. no roticn lelloes, no resetting. Write for
the bic new catalo^'uc. Itis free.
Electric
Co., Box l6tQulncy, Ills.

of

Al'IARV OF n.

mention Bee Journal -when writing
regarding

Send for circulars and

the oldes

most
improved and original Bingham Bee-Smoker

For

23

25Atf

Years thk Best on Earth.
T. F. BINQHAM, Farwell, Mich.

REIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE
oi jmze

wmniog poultry

illuftirates
[iivpR

for JUOti, pnnteil in colors,

and aescnbes 50 Varieties of FoDllry;

reasonable

|

it

Ices of eetrsandsiocl.

8cnd lOo

l-oiiliry raisers.

'n silrer

Many

hints to

or ftanifis for thia

i;. II. i;UEIUEK, Florlo, I'a.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

tiQted book.
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Queen,' 'The Lone
he does not talk to
them I am confident they talk to him,
lor he can tell by iheir sounds just what
they are doing.
Te.xas,' 'Southland
Star,' etc., and if

"Some one trom Texas

sent

him some

queens, and his anxiety and expectation
l.efore they came, and while looking for
them, was somewhat akin to what we
experienced before the advent of another
But
little stranger whom yoti know.
when they did come you never saw
oh,
'Oil. mother, come look
the like.
the beautiful things! oh, how grand!'
I had never seen a queen, and naturally,
I expected to see something gorgeous, i
looked into the little box he was holding up to me and innocently asked
(never dreaming of provoking him)
'Is that little brown thing the queen?'
You oueht to have seen the look of disgust and indignation I received. 'Little
brown things
Why, woman, where are
your eyes? She is two inches long and
yellow as gold,' with which, after glaring at me, he marched out in the high

—

—

:

Poultry Paper.— 3 months' trial subscription
and book, "Plans for Poultry Houses," 10 cents.
Inland Poultry Journal, Indianapolis, Ind.
29Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

!

STRONGEST
MADE. Bull-

^^^^FENGE!

~
' - ^^ ^~
titruiii.'.
chicken.
Sf.lil to the Fanner at IVholo.alo
ticlit.
5*i!i*£; Priroi. FoMj H.irranltd. (.atalog Free.
kVUIAW^il
COILED SPRINd FENCE CO.,

FaVaVaVmVbV^

^ivZSISZl

Box

Winchester, ladjaaa, C. S. A*

S'J

Please metition the Bee Journal.
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'

N«nie

Iicttf.T,

lower inice.

Gieat IJi^ Catalogue FKKE.
-^-

Nief big Pictures of eveiy variety,
It;, per pack'f; & up. A big lot
(»i extra ijut-k'gs; new sorts presentf*l FREE with every order.
Buy
direct irom tlic Grower to get Good Seecr.
Send for hig
BOOK.

"Vt^ ?ec0.s
>.

FREE

,^R.H.SHUMWAY
Please mention

12lS ROCKFORD, ILL.
Bee Journal -when writing

you

mv

queen

is

gone

!

What do you

mean by

talking of bones when I have
lost my queen?
Just like a woman!'
"We got him to bed to find his shoulder wasQisIocated,and it has taken many
weeks to get well. It seems his blessed
queen got away and lit away up inside the barn, when he went climbing

and clambering up after her, when something broke and gave him a terrible fall.
It had no effect on the fever, for it
is certainly as bad as ever, a case of
'ruling passion, strong in death.'
For
my part I feel and hear nothing but
day long. Do not be
surprised if you hear of iny 'swarming'
any time."
Some people may think it was not
in good taste for r^" to thus read my
'buz. buz, buz,' all

good wife's

letter and then send it to
you see there is a moral in
it.
I wish to impress upon others the
truth of the old adage that "listeners
never hear any o'ood of themselves;"
besides. I need sympathy.
HoNEY-Bt;G,
in the Southland Queen.

others, but

—

sulks.

"Well, pretty soon he came back all
smiles and good humor to tell me he

had now introduced them.

^OOD
SEEDS CHEAP
""^
BEST in
the world.
and none

CO., WIS.

(See page 68.)

Wheel

PleP=;R

KODEXBEBGER, OF MILWAUKEE

This seemed
an unnecessary formality to go through
with insects, I thought, but I did not
dare to say anything. All he could do
then, was t'^ wait a week and see if
they had 'took,' or something (may Ic
it

is

like vaccination).

"At the end of the week here he comes
for mv embroidery scissors to cut off
their legs or wings or something, anl
pretty soon I heard a terrible commotion at the barn, and a man came running to tell me he had dislocated his
shoulder by a fall. I ran as fast as I
could, and met the procession coming

Feeding Back.
Hand, who savs he produced in
pounds of extrafancy comb honev by feeding back, disJ.

E.

the past season 2000

cusses the matter with a friend in Glean-,
ings in Bee-Culture.

versation

is

Part of the con-

as follows

"What do you think of Mr. Doolittle's
experience in feeding back?"
"I am not at all surprised at the results of his experiments.
I
have had
about the same experience, and sc>
will any one else who tries to feed back
with a frame as dcen as the one he uses.
However, I consider his frame about

Jan. M),

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

l'J()2.

adapted lo feeding back as it is
producing comb honey when gathered
from the fields.
"Then you consider that a hive that

79

CONVENTION NOTICES.

as well

>j >1<

>!<>!<>K >K

to

"

is well suited to the i)rodnclion of condj
honey is just as well suited to feeding

back?"
"Yes, that

my

is

e.Kpcrionce

exactly.

Mr. Doolillk- fed his bees 50 pounds of
honey, and thoy only just got lo building
nicely, and then they struck and
refused to do anything, alter wdiich he
gave up the whole business in disgust,
as almost every one else docs who tries

comb

it."

"What

do you tliink became of that
50 pounds of honey ?"
"Well, I vvill tell you what I think
became of it. You vvill notice he says
he fed them about 15 pounds each, which
during the day.

they carried

olT

that

would take only

rate

it

a

At
little

over three days to carry off the 50
pounds. They were not building any
comb and as it takes three or four
days of feeding to start comb-building
there could be no place to store the
feed except in the brood-chamber; and
as his frame is ll]4 inches deep, there
was plenty of room for it, or the queen
might have been a poor one, and the
bees simply crowded her out and filled
un the brood-chamber.
I
have often
found this the cause of a failure in
feeding back. A good queen will compel the bees to move the honey out
and e-ive her room, while a poor one will
be crowded out completely, and the
brood-chamber crammed full of honey,
after which tne bees will work about
;

as

Wisconsin -The WiRconsia Stale Hcc-Keepannual convention
and (.,
the Slate Capitol, at Madison, Feb.
r'lli.
This promises to be a larj^e coiivenlion.

ern' AHHociation will hfild its
In

-^

All are inviteil to .itiend. There will bee.xcur^ion rates of 1', fare for the round-trip, (^ood
for all of the first week in February.
N. K. Kh.\ncr, Pres.
^VA h. Pickaki), Sec.

;

lose their

New

York. -The annual meetinjf of the

to feed at a

find

it

is

started

nicely'

Mv

best colonies would take about 2 quarts
even- 12 hours."

"How

long would they keep this up?"
it up this year from Aug.
I to Sept. 25, when the
weather became
too cr-iol for comb-building,"
"What kind of hive do vou consider
the best suited to feeding back?"
"There is only one kind of hive tbnt
I know anything
about that is at all
suited to feeding back.
It must have a
very shallow frame, and must be capable

"They kept

do

brint's

(J.

W.

K.

attendance.
H. IJoWAKD, Sec, Komulus, N. Y.

Marks,

in

AND BtESWflX

>jir >j<f

Ijcc. 21,

its

.State Bee-Keepers' Associaannual convention in the Citv

and County Building, Salt Lake City, April S,
l'iu2, at 10 a.m.
This promises to be an interesting convention. All are invited. It is desired
to form an e.xchange for the protection and benof our bee-keepers. Come and aid a ^ood
cause. It is expected that every county will be
represented.
J.'B. Fagg, Sec.
K. S. LovEsv, Pres.

efit

Gomb and Ex-

l

>lf >js v^- >}.>{>- >fr ?jt |i

-Tin: lujuey market

is

of a

BURNETT & CO

199 S. Water St.,

Chicago

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

liirhter, 5>4'^6c:

15c;

EVERGREENS

Flardy sorts, Niiriicry prown. for windbreaks, ornament an>i hedpes. Prepaid. $1
lo *10 per KlO-.'iU (ireat Hai x-ains t.i select
from. Write at once for free Catalocuo
^and Bargain Sheet. I-ocul Agenta wniited.

Please n.entiot, Bee Journal wlxen writina,

1902— Bee-Keepers'

Suoplies!

i

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freij^ht, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our lyoj catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

fanty.

(j'4''!)''Ac.

lower (grades, Ut^tois^c.
C. H. W. Wbbbk.

Albany, N. T., Jan. 22.— Honey market quiet
for all tirades of comb houey.of which
very li^fht stock is on hand. White, fancy, 15c;
No. 1, white, 14c; mixed, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Kxiracted, while (frades slow sale, and price
uncertain. Straif^hl buckwheat extracted scarce

and Hrm

at

Ijc.

Beeswax,

2>ilii'3i)c.

H. R. Wrioht.

Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly /aucy comb honey

A

in cartons, ISS^c:
No. 1, ISc; No. 1. I*i4c\ very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally runniuf^

No. 1 and A No. 1. Extracted, lijjht amber,
"He: amber, 7c; Florida honey. 6^fh'7c.
Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larger demand than we at this mo-

ment

tracted Honey!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

Sc;

Comb, fancy,

l*res.

Utah.— The Utah
tion will hold

Blake, Scott &

anticipate.

New York. Jan. 0.— Comb

I,bb.

honey continues

in

demand with supplies pretty well exhausted, and we quote: Fancy white, 15c: No.
1, 14c; No. 2, white, 13c; araber.Uc; dark, lufaillc.
Extracted dull with large supplies and quotations on large lots generally shaded in order
to effect sales. We quote: White, 0H(a,7c; amber, S^'alic; dark, frns^c. Beeswax firm and
rather scarce at 2^((i2Siiic.
g-ood

HiLDRETH 4 SeOBLKBN.
Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
14@lSc; No. 1, 13@14c; no dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6^^7c. Beeswax, 25^>26c.
M. H. Hdnt & Son.
San Francisco, Jan. 15.— White comb, 11®
12>^ cents; amber, 8@10c; dark, 6(&7 cents.
Extracted, white, 55^@6c; light amber, 4K(^5c;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

201" 2Sc;

.

dark, 24@'25c.

There are no changes to record in quotations,
but outside figures are more in accord with iob.
bing prices than with the views of wholesale

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
World's Standard Hatcher.
'Used on 26 Gov. ExperimentStationa.
in U. S., Canada, Australia and New
Zealand; also by America's leading
piniltrynien and thousands of others.
<; liar an teed
to give satisfaction or
price refunded.
The (Irlgliial nnd

Only Genuine Non-Moisture
Incubator,
fully covered by patent. Gold Medal and highestaward
at I'an-American, October, lyoi. illustrated iJ2-page circular free. Complete Catalogue, 19fi pages. 8x11 inches,
mailed for IDoent^j. Ask nearest office for book No. 50.

CYPIIEIi* INCUBATOi:
BatTalo, .N.\., CLlca^-o,

*'iease

111.,

buyers. The inquiry is light. Offerings are
not heavy, however, either at this center or at

interior producing points, and in consequence
of dry weather the tendency of values is to more

firmness.

The

Em erson Binder.

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee

COMPANY,

Bo!>toa, aia:^^.,

Ncn York,

N. V.

lUfHUon Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN OUEENS

atid the

WARFIELD STRAWBERRY..,
D.

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City.

111.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

D. J.
4Atf

BLOCHER, Denbeigh,

N.

Dak.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

30 DAY5TRIAI.

it."
I

I

O. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis., are amonw
those who believe in patronizine the advenisin?
columns of the American Bee Journal. Hence
we are (jlad to acknowledgre the receipt of their
neat catalog for IO112. It contains 4S pag-es
and
cover. See their advertisement on
another paije
in writing- them, alwavs mention
the American
Bee Journal, as it will help both them and
us

yifjs

Cincinnati, Jan.21.— The demand for honey
Kxiracted honey is offered freely. Dark

is fair.

representation of bee-keepers

of contraction horizontally so that
the
brood will lie spread out' evenly under
the super.
The Heddon is the only one
that will

•!<.

Hlow nature with Utile clianife in price of any
the jrradeH. Choice ifraden of white comb
honey, HHtoISc; i;ood to No. 1, !3!^<i«14c: liifhl
amberH, U"4'al,1c; dark i;radei, includini; buckwheat, liW'i'Uc. Kxtracted, while, 5;4'*7c; amber, iM(qiS,'/iC\ dark, il" S%c; the scale of pricet
var>'in(r according; to flavor, body and packatfe.
Beeswax steady at 2Hc. R. A. Boknett Si Co.

jects of importance are to be brought before
this meeting;, and it is desired to have a larjje

profttabU-

time?"

"I give them all thev will take up in
12 hours if they are building comb: if
not, I feed about a quart per day until

comb-building

New

"^'ork .Stale Association of Bee Keepers' Societies will be held in the parlors of tht Kirkwoud
Hotel, Geneva, N.^'., Wednesday, I'd). .S, l'm2,
conimencini,' at 11) a.m. All interested in beeculture are cordially in vited to be present. Sub-

heads next spring."

"How much do you

>M

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago,

«D.Hill,|^SSDundefc,lll.

bees ever refuse to work in
the feeders?"
"Well, not so bad as that but there is
a great difference in the working qualities of bees.
Some will build comb faster, and cap their honey whiter.
I keep
a nedigree of these bees, and use them
for feeding back.
They are also likelv
to do better field-work.
I had three
colonies this year out of 50 that I could
not make do satisfactory work. Two of
them were poor comb-builders, and the
other capped the honey so badly that it
was not fit to sell. Those queens will

>l>If Tj'f >jf

>t< >!< >!<

<jl

Mr. Doolittle says his did."

"Do your

HONE,/

I

yi/L

J

I

I

"H any vclm-lo we make. Kt*ep it if yoiil
like it. return it if you dislike it.
We save I
you dealer and jobl'er profits. If vnu want|
to know more nend for our
free'J'2ndanniin loataioe:ue.
& HARNESS
MFG. COMPANY.
( Pumee^i ofM, } nc Trial Plan.)

Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing- lo preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

KALAMAZOO CARRIAGE

Stat'on 33. Kalarrazoo, M'chiean.

flease

'-inntion

Bee Journal -when

sary.
-wTiting.
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GEORGE W. YORK &
146

Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

!

!

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

80

We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

i

Hives. Exiraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundaand cost no more

The American

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,

T.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

gr4^ W, M. Gerrish,

East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of oar g-oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writina

We

THIS

D.

Yf

T
^

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Very

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

pure-bred

fine

for sale at very

OF ALL
KINDS .

low

n^^/c

Chickens and Egg^s

prices.

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/isecl,
The

classic in

Bee-Culture— Price,

$1.25,

by mail.

CAPPS,

book

of 175

pages presents a

and

concise
treatment of the Belgian Hare industry;
origin
its growth,
and kinds: the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breeding
stock; care of the
clear

sell

Bee-Heepers' Suoplies

Standard BelQian Hare Book
BY M.

^
K

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

New

Catalog and copy of
Bee-Keeper free. Address,

than other makes.

»U WCll V

Because it has always given better satiRii" cf^ll cck xtrt^tl
IL SCII
r faction than any other. Because in 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

tion are ahead of everythiag-,

THE W.

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. ^uwV??FiS5NEis?NVsIaGi'yoT'''
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINU.
W/hx/
UUCA
yy Hy fickf^e.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

Year

LOSS.

THE

IN

25tti

Dadant's Foundation

?ta'P

30, 1902.

__

_

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Jan.

youag, feeding,

BEESWAX wanted

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

tlamllton,

Hancock Co.,

III.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

.s<;-(i)-(i)-(i)"Cl)-#'i)-(i"i)->A«A.#(i).i)»(i)'

dis-

eases and

their
cures, scoring, marketing, shippiDg,&c.
First edition of 50,000 copies was sold
~ in advance of publication.
paper cover, 25 cents, post-

'^

^^\

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American Bee Journal one

year— both
144

&

14t)

VV.

Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHANGE OF DEPOTS.
On and

after Sunday, Jan. 29, all
passenger tr;»insof the Nickel Plate

/I

that Root'sCowan Honey-Extractors are acknowledged
by far the best extractors on the market. You will make a mistake if you take one represented to be " just as good." Our designs are tbe best, we use the best material, and our workmanship
ship is unsurpassed. Insist on "Root's" Cowan.
It's a fact

Hoot S

P
vf-fsir-i-rtrG
CAiraClOrs

will stop at 31st Street Station,
Chicago, instead of 22d Street, as formerly. The latter station will be aban1-5A1
doned after that date.

DaUZ. HiVG

DANZENBAKKR HIVE

It is a 'Fact" that the
is acUnowledgedby all

bive for

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

Wax

§<-

who have given

it

(or

a fair

Comb Honey,

trial,

the best

comb honey.

tllVCS E>6Sl

It is a fact

Yields

from this hive than any other hives

Higaer

hooey in Danz. Sections generally sells
^^^ ^ higher price, and always finds a ready market. We have yet
tQ learn of a bee-keeper having comb honey in Danz. sections who
^^-^ to hold his honey because of a dull market.

^^

(^JL.

N^^^

J^
^$&<<^j<^

thit bee-keepers using- the Danz. hive g-et better yields
in their^yards.

c<^

I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

Worl[

^^

§<-

^^~^^^^~^"~"^^^^

s

Road

FOUNDATION

^^ '^ ^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ Root's Catatog- for 1902, the
'*lst edition, contains information valuable

EVERY bee-keeper, whether he has one
colony or a thousand colonies. The catalog is ready for mailing', and will be sent
free to all applicants. If you will g'ive us
the names and addresses of 10 or more bee-keepers, we will send you in addition our
40-pag-e semi-monthly journal, Gleaxings in Bee-Culture, ior'3 months free.
1U
D
WOW
Heauy

i^
^^

YORK & CO.,
-

Root's Catalog
—

M

for only tl.iO,

GEORGE

FACTS."

Pfice
iwc

it

fof"
lUi

Honey

is

also a fact that the

9<-

and

Into Fonnflation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

It 'is a fact that Root's Goods are in demand everywhere.
For
this reason we have agencies all over the Untied States and upof
foreign
countries.
full
list
of
agents
sent
on
ward
25
application.

Agencies

Casli

A

Catalog giving

Low Freight It

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
Please mwntion Bee Jovirnai w>

eTj

"xm

i.

is a fact that we are able by these agencies to furnish our goods
quickly, and at low cost of transportation.

Quick
Delivery

with prices and samples, tree on application

Facts

(...;»

s

.•|. oeeS
i\DOUL |»-^«c

*' Facts
About Bees,'' 7th edition, revised,
information, and sent to any address for a
you mention this paper.

mS

now ready. Full of
cent stamp, or free if

is

2

The A, L Root Company,
MEDINA, OHIO,
Everything used ty bee-keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY -JARS. Prompt
service.

Low

-^»»3

Freight Rates.

NEW CATALOG

FREE.

MP GEORGE

W. YORK

&

SI2

INDIMAPDLIS.IHD.

ID*

r

4-

If

S,

A,

CO., I'^fcAGEXV""''
SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

are headquarters for ROOT-S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

->->>»3

S.POUPER.
WALTER
MASS. AVE.

U,

Cf

TT

s
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in lots of 4 cans

Honey-

Alfalfa

7 cents a

pound

or more.

BBST-

PrBLISHED WEEKLT BY

GEORGE
144

&

W.

uimM

I
?

ALL

YORK S COMPANY

146 E rie §t., Chicago,

IN

floneii

For Sale i

Alfalfa

Basswood
HoneyJ?c

Honey v<t^

lil.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as SecondClass Mail-Matter.

This

is

White

EDITORIAL STAFF.
Editor-in-Chief.
George W. Tokk, - -

the famous

the

This

Extracted

Honey gathered

great

known

in

Alfalfa

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

Alfalfa extracted.

Tbe Subscription Price

of this Journal
a year, in the United States, Canada, and ilexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

regrions of the Central West.
It is a

Dr. C. C. Miller, ) n„„„,.„„„*
E.E. Hasty,
P?ii""'""
^'^'°^'Prof. A. J. Cook, f

^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

$1,110

is

Prices of Alfalfa or

A sample of either,

The Wrapper-Ijabel Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance.
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of Decemljer, 1901.

;

'

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap;
'

2;
^\
^.
^;
^|
S^

;

^

Order the Above Honey and then
'

Advertising Rates
plication.

—

freight two
Basswood Honey,
cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. AbSOlUtCly PufC BcCS' HOIiey.

age.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

By

^
^•

Basswood Honey:

10 cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7}4 cents per pound

by mail,

^

Sell It,

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^i
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the C^
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £;
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^|

GEORGE W. YORK &

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

S'.

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
W.
A.
E.
P.
E.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Vour Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

doohttle,
W. F. Marks,
J. M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
g. m.

Hutchinson,
I. Root,
T. Abbott,
H. Elwood,
R. Root,
Z.

side.

Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest

R. Root, President.

R. C. AlKlN, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

E0GENE Secor, General Manager and

HOWARD

Treas-

M.

MELB

HONEYVILLE, O.

nrer. Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.
It more convenient, Dues may be sent
to the office of the American Bee Journal,
they
will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
when
who will mail Individual receipts.

J^"

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thin<r for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It of ten serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note. —One reader writes;
have every reason to beit wonid be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
*'

I

lieve that

the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
if
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send aU orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal.
(five

.,

[This Cut

is

tub

i-'CLX-

Size of

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordertag, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The rfovelty lies in tbe handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a (^ueen, Drone, aud Worker, as

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrafed knife isof the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of G-erraan silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the '' Novelty" is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is Jor a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side ?
The accompanying cu/ gives a faint Idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as the '* Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us \ hkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (withS^.W.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W. YORK
JEyFlease

allor' ''bout

L CO,

two weeks for your knife order

to be tilled.

Chicago,

IlL

:

4 2d

:

:

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

ILL,

FEBUARY

6,

No,

1902.

Ahoiit Honey "— Mr. C. H
Kock Islanil Co., 111., writes

"The Truth
of

Dililicrn,

Epitok Amei!I(v\n Bee Jouhnai.:— I am

Hesult of the "National"

l-Ilection.
balloting

for camlidati'S in the election just held by the

National Bee-Keepers' Assoeiatiou.
port of the committee is as follows:

Toledo,

We, the

undersigned,

The

re-

O., Jan. 27. inos.
havini; this daj'

counted the ballots oast tor (ieneral Manager
and three Directors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, to fill the vacancies caused by
the expiration of the terms of Eiigenp Secor
as (Jeneral Manager, and J. M. Hambaugh,
Ur. C. C. Miller, and C. P. Dadaut as Directors,
find that 338 ballots have been cast of which

L'lr.

VH.

Weak

Colonien Tor Win-

(iubler. in the

Kcvue

says that the smaller the

as follows, Jan. 21

— We have received the result of the

Strong
ter.-

greatly interested in your articles on "The
Truth Aliout Honey." I have been making
some efforts along this line myself, and enclose one of my dodgers, that I furnish with
each package of extracted honey I send out.
The daily i)aper printing them kindly inserted
the entire matter as an item of news, and it

has helped my .sales considerably.
I should think that in cases like the Chicago Tribune, a suit for damages l)y the National Bee-Keepers' Association would be in
order.
How do liee-keepers generally feel
about it
Yours truly,
C. H. DlBBEIiX.
i

6,

Inlerrjatioiialc.

number

of bees the

upon each individual bee to

greater burden

keep up the heat.

In a colony of 30,000 Ijees

each bee will have only one-third as much
heat to produce as in a colony of Io,(J<XJ.

So

in the

spring the bees of the weaker colony
fatigued

much more exhausted and

will be

than the others.
will

Besides, a colony of :iO,000

consume much

less

than three colonies of

10,000 each.

Get a Te.xt-Book on Bees.— That
sound advice

to offer several times

is

each year,

damages against
it would be a
hard matter to get at, though we do wish
there might he some way to compel newspa-

because there are all the time, and especially
at this time of the year, fresh additions to the
readers of this journal. You may think you
can get along and keep bees without a text-

being cast for 29 different members, the
largest number of votes cast for any one of
them being 33.
For Directors, J. Ji. Hambaugh received ISO
votes. Dr. C. C. MiUcr. 332, and C. 1'. Dadant,
The other votes were cast for 109
215 votes.

pers to stop publisli in g falsehoods about honey.

book.

You

living to-day

different members, the largest number cast
for any one being 29.
have also counted the votes cast for
and against the laiijioscd amendments of the
Constitution, antl liiid that 214 votes were cast
for the first amendment, and 93 against it;
and 263 votes were cast for the second amendment, and 47 against it.
A. B. Mason,

damages, but a pursuit like farming or beekeeping could hardly have the same standing

;

Eugene Secor received

172,-

the other

ICti

bal-

lots

We

Committee

to bringing a suit for

Of course, that

There are bee-keepers
So you can.
who began with neither a textbook nor a bee-paper, and they have made a
But their success
success of bee-keeping.
would have been more rapid if they could
have had access to the various good Iwoks
and papers published to-day in the interest of
bee-keeping, and you could not now induce
them to do without such valuable printed

experts in law.

helps.

)

" Hardly any use to have any election,

is it?

or so often; "

this

when an
from what

see, it is quite a little diflerent

industry or

pursuit

is

libeled,

would be the case if an individual or firm is
libeled.
The latter would be able to claim

in court that

Here

is

a firm or individual would have.
is only our think.. We are not

a copy of the wording of Mr. Dib-

bern's honey dodger or circular, which, by the

way,

is

comment, which we

be-

we agree with
"Me, TOO. I feel »juKi

lieve

like giving the Constitution another whirl, and provide for electing all olticers and changing the Constitution
at our annual meeting. Other organizations do
it.
Our way is a nuisance. There were 30
different persons voted for for General Manager, and 109 for Directors in the recent election."

This is a matter worth thinking about.
There is quite a little expen,se and work connected with a ballot by mail, and it is going
to increase with the growth of the membership.
The members better thiulv about it and
discuss it before the next annual meeting.

Propolosin — which seems

ExTUACTEO HoN'ET Is honey thrown out
of the comb by means of the honey-e.xtractor.
It is simply honey without any wax, as in
comb honey, and not some sort of "extract
of honey " as many people suppose. The reason it is cheaper than comb honey, is that the
combs

are returned to the bees, to be refilled
again and again, thus saving them the labor of
building comb, and enabling them to send a
larger force into the fields.

It

is

esti-

mated that bees consume 15 to 20 pounds of
honey to produce a pound of wax, and it can
thus easily be seen that there is a great saving
in returning the combs.
There has always been some prejudice
against extracted honey, especially if granulated.
People seem to fear that it is adulterated.
If honey granulates (looks like lard) it
is one of the best tests that it is pure.
It is a
fact that there is now very little adulterated
honey in the market. The pure-food laws are
so strict, and detection so easy, that no one
can alTord the risk, to say nothing about the
dishonesty of adulterating it.
If honey is jireferred liquid and clear place
for a short time in a pan of hot (not boiling)

to be some kind
of a preparation from propolis is spoken of
in very high terms in some of the foreign beepapers, it is said to be a very liealing application in wounds and sores, and it is also said
that if one's hands are rubbed with it they will
not be stung by the bees. An objection is
that it is expensive. If it is reaily a good
thing, Yankee ingenuity ought to succeed in
getting it prepared so as to be sold at a moderate price.

—

many

Honey bearing my labels is warranted
pure, just as gathered by the bees
It is cheaper than comb
from the fields.
honey, but just as good. Y'ou get as much for
10 cents as of comb honey for Ih or 20 cents,
and you have left a jelly-glass worth 2 cents,
instead of a worthless frame. My honey is
fibisohitrli/

in glasses while liquid, and left till it
granulates, so it will not leak when handled.
filled

D

T")-*/ (7.

C. H.

Dibbern.

sometimes asked, "If
it

This journal

can

I

be a text-book
is

anxious to

subscribers as possible, but

find the things that every bee-keeper
should have as foundation-stones of knowledge, and without which you will do more or
less stumbling.
If you have only a single
colony of bees, the dollar or so that you pay
for a test-book will be very likely to come
back to you the first season. If you continue
at the business, you will get back its value
many times in the future.
will

Whatever
can get

it

else

you

get, or don't get,

you

if

without stealing, get a text-book on

bee-keeping.

The

Size

and Place of Entrance

be-

ing asked. Editor Gravenhorst of lUustrierte
Bienenzeitung replies that it should be 3 or
4 inches wide, ?b inch deep, and about 3
inches aljove the bottom-board or

floor.

He

bad to have the entrance clear
down to the bottom-board, on account of the
danger of having it clogged with dead bees.
In this country the tendency is toward a
larger entrance, and probably few entrances
are to be found as tar as 3 inches above the
bottom-board. Undoubtedly there is an advantage in having the flight-hole so far above
the floor that thtre is no danger of clogging
considers

water.

It is fine.

is

if you
must get along with only one, by all means let
the paper go and get the text-book. In it you

get as

Pacts About Honey.

much

The question

afford to get only one, shall

or a bee-paper; "

a good one:

all

Then he added

we think

•

S. J. Griggs.
were re-elected. Congratulations to
all the honored ones.
Dr. Mason, when sending us the foregoing
report, quoted this sentence in his letter

So

As

the Chicago Tribune,

it

—

:
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Coiiiiuissioner Jones Explains.— In
the^Modern Farmer we find the following letter from Mr. Alfred H. .Jones, the Illinois
Pure Food Commissioner, explaining the Chicago Tribune's reported interview with him:

Editor Moherx Farmer
Your letter of the 16th ult., has been forwarded to me and I hasten to answer same, and
in reply will state that I was not correctly re:

ported in regard to the question of adulterating honey in the comb, and have corrected all
mistaken notions that may have become circulated on account of the article in the Tribune in my Annual Report as the State Food
Commissioner, just tiled with the Governor,
which will be published in the next few

weeks.
i I never thought of stating that honej'-combs
are manufactured out of paralfin and then
On the contrary. Dr.
filled out with glucose.
E. N. Eaton, our State Analyst, as well as myposition
that the honeytaken
the
self, have
cells made by the bees could not be successIn
fully imitated so as to escape detection.
other words, that all the honey, or nearly so,
that we have have found to be adulterated in
this Slate was strained honey, or honey in the
comb, in which the walls of the comb had
been broken by being thrown into some
vessel, and then glucose mixed with the honey
that had oozed out from the comb.
Thanking you for your kind letter. I am,
H. Jones.

Commenting on the above. Editor Emerson
Modern Farmer, has this to

T. Abbott, of the

say:
as- our attention was called to the
which were being published claiming
that Mr. Jones had made the statement that
comb honey was manufactured by the use of
paraffin and glucose, we wrote him to learn
just what he did say, and received the above

As soon

articles

be seen that his statements are
a long ways from those which the Chicago
His explanadaily press put into his mouth.
tion as to how the adulterated honey is produced is not as clear as we could wish, and in
further elucidation of the matter we will say
that the method of procedure is to take a
good quality of honey-comb and cut it up into
A few of these strips are placed in a
strips.
jar and glucose poured around them until the
This mixture is labeled, as a genjar is full.
"Pure Honey,'' "Pure Clover
eral thing,
We
Honey." or something of that kind.
have some on our desk now which is labeled,
" Kellogg's Pure White Clover Honey, Medina,
Ohio.'' We had one of these samples examined by an expert in Philadelphia, and he reported that it contained only 2.5 percent of
honey. This fraud was perpetrated on the
consumers by a firm in the State of Missouri
who claim to be in a reputable business. We
leave the reader to draw his own conclusions
as to the honesty of such a mixture so labeled.
If we could have our way every man who persists in placing such goods on the market
would find himself in the pen with other
reply.

It will

frauds.
The other

The Tribune.

sions of appreciation of the

method

of adulterating

honey

is

Emeksos Taylor Abbott.

We are exceedingly sorry that Commissioner
Jones did not hasten to get a good, strong

ceived would be well worth

the postal card
used to send the notice.
We did not think to say so much on this
subject when starting out, but perhaps it is
just as well to place the matter fairly and
squarely before our subscribers at this time.
We want to please all our reatlers so far as
we possibly can do so. We also want to feel
that they will do the right thing by us. There
should be a mutual feeling of honor and regard in this matter. From the many expres-

American Bee
Journal received at this office, we know it is
worth every cent of the dollar asked for a
year's subscription at least to the person
who desires to make anything out of his bees
and honey. If we did not believe that, we
would be dishonest in accepting a dollar a
year for it. Of course, if any one thinks it is
not worth the dollar, it is his privilege to
take some other bee-paper, or not any just
as he may choose.
We would never wish to
send the Bee Journal to any one who did not
want it. But we do not know it is not wanted

—

i

Weekly Budget.
Mr. a. F. Foote, of Mitchell Co., Iowa,
wrote us Jan. 13, in the following exceedingly
kindly strain:

Editor American Bee Journal:

—

have just read J. P. Blunk's item on pages
'28 and 'J!1.
I am glad you let it "go in."
I,
the type-setting
too, say, "Let's have it"
machine. I always try to keep a one-dollar
bill on hand to send off in a letter when I
wish.
I have one now in the warm corner of

my

purse, that

I

would

to invest

like

in,

or

towards, a type-setting machine for the American Bee Journal office in some way. Pay another year in advance, or better still, pay
double price for the present year. It wouldn't
more than the paper is worth to do
be anv
'
that.

Anyhow, fix it up some wa.v so we can have
that type setting machine. Net that I object
workespecially the " cook "
to the " girls "
ing in the office occasionally, for it adds both
dignity and refinement to the place to have
them there offices in general, I mean, of
course.
Pass it along. My dollar is ready any time.

—

—

—

A. F. Foote.

We

hardly

know what

—

we are so notified.
Now, we trust that all who

until

are in arrears on
their subscription will, the very day they read
this, if possible, send the amount that is past
due, and, if they can, add a dollar for 1902.
would be willing to work every night as
well as every day for awhile, attending to such

We

We know we

letters.

want

to

help you

all

by sending you a good bee-paper; and we believe you want to help us by paying for such
paper. We have never yet run out of plans
for improving the Bee Journal.
The only
trouble has been to get the necessary funds to
carry out such plans.
But we do not believe
in begging in this matter.
It is a clear-cut,

American Bee
to you or it
is not. If it is not, we don't want you to keep
on taking it. If it is worth the dollar a year
to you, then why not pay it {

The

business proposition.

Journal

is

worth one dollar a year

Let us be co-workers along the bee-keeping
line, as

well as friends and brothers.

to say to such a gen-

"

erous letter as the above.

It's so sudden,''

maiden said when her admirer popped
the long-awailed-for and important question.
as the

But, really, dear friends,

if nil

who

are

now

owing on their bncl,- subscription would just
pay up and also pay for the year 1902, the
type-setting machine could be bought and
paid for at once. There would then be no
need of the kind suggestion that all pay
double-price, even if the American Bee Journal should be thought well worth ?2.00ayear.

a very hard matter to know just what
do about subscription credits. So many—

It is

to

by mixing glucose with pure liquid extracted
honey. This covers all of the cases of adulteration which are found on the market, and
the man who pretends to say in print that
combs are manufactured out of parafHn, and
then filled with glucose, and sold for pure
honey, writes himself down as an ass or an
He can take
ignoramus on this subject.
whichever horn of the dilemma he prefers.
To give this matter more weight, we desire
to say that we are authorized by a majority
of the Board of Directors of the National BeeKeepers" Association to offer a reward of
$1,000 for a single pound of comb honey
which has been so manufactured and does not
appear as a fraud on its face.
Now. if some of these smart reporters want
to secure a "scoop," here is their chance.
Official announcement of this offer of a reward
will be made in due time.

1902.

cent for a postal card to ask us to discontinue
sending the Journal. The copy or two re-

—

,Staie J^'ood Vomtiiisnioner.

6,

own signature in the Chicago
Tribune at the time the libelous matter appeared. He could very easily have compelled
that paper to publish his correction, or stand
a lawsuit on the matter, as, according to his
letter in the Modern Farmer, The Tribune
simply published a falsehood. In all probability the forthcoming report of the Pure
Food Commissioner will have little attention
from the daily newspaper press; and, besides,
it is so long after the damage is done that it
can beof little use in the way of counteracting the evil effects of the slander published by
denial over his

I

Very sincerely yours.

Alfred

Feb.

surely the great majority

— don't

want

their

copies of the American Bee Journal discontinued at the end of the time paid for if not

renewed on the minute. And we are glad to
favor such by continuing to send it right
along, believing them to be honest people who
will not only appreciate the courtesy we have
extended to them, but will soon pay up and in
advance again.
Then, there are some who are willing to receive the Bee .Journal right along after the
time paid for expires, and when asked to pay
for copies they have received, say they " didn't

Mr.
Mills,

Warner Mills and
whose

little

apiary

is

Apiart.

— Mr.

pictured on the

page, wrote as follows when sending the
photograph

first

While you are publishing so much about
and showing up so many large apiaries
from all parts of the country, I will send you

bees,

a picture of a very small affair. I live in the
center of a city of 140,000 inhabitants. I use
Langstroth hives, make them myself, and
love to work with the busy bee.
In

my

former home, Muskingum County,

Ohio, I had more colonies than I can have in
the city.
I bought a colony of
Italian bees
from Adam Grimm, of Wisconsin, and
changed my stock to good hybrids.
I had all the experience that a novice would
have, that is at all ambitious. I am going
slower now.
I read " The Bee-Keeper's Guide " and the
American Bee .Journal, and get enough honey
for my family use, and a little for my friends.
I am a veteran of the Civil War, and do not
have much to do but work with the bees.
Warner Mills.

Prof. A. J. Cook, writing us
Angeles Co., Calif., Jan. 22, said:

from Los

order it;" or •' didn't want it;" or " you're a
fool for sending it, without pay in advance;"
or " when we want a paper continued we will
say so " and many other similar expressions.

" We are having a very dry winter. It is
very discouraging. We hope yet that rain
will come in quantity."

two beyond
the time paid for, and not desiring it, any one
could afford to be kind enough to spend one

be short the coming season, just when California bee-keepers are ready to use their new

—

Certainly, after getting a copy or

It

would be too bad

if

the honey crop should

honey-exchange organization.

,

Feb.
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A .Member — Kotten

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention,
Held at Woodstock, Dec. 3, 4 and 5, 1901.
ItKl'OllTKI)

BY

14.

F.

— We have

just,

74.)

report from the eoniand in three cases out of

received

11

mittoc to test the samples uf lioiioy,
lour their judgment agrees with our chemical test of tlie (|uiility of honey.
Mr. l)arllu;j moved that a vote of thanks be tendered to
I'rof. Sliutt and Mr. Flxter. and tliro\i};li tiiem to the Ottiiwa
(iovernment, for the services rendered to l)oe-kee|)ers in their
experimental work in the analysis of honey, etc. Carried by
a standint; voti-.
TU'irni.lO Willi A IION'F.V-I)K.\I,KR.

Smith then read a

from a commission-house in
London that sent out advertising and other matter, and he
found the firm a fraud.
Mr. Craig said he regretted that the advertisement of the
firm had appeared in the Canadian lice .Journal.
Mr. Nolan explained a transaction he had with the same
the promise of payment had not been kejit. and a portion
firm
of his account was still unjiaid.
Mr. Brown recommended the exposure of such men, and
also that the editor of the Canadian l!ee .lonrnal take every
precaution to see that partes were responsible before an advertisement is inserted.
R. T. Patterson, upon request, told how he was threati'ned
with a suit for damages in connection with bee-keeping. After
some discussion it was decided to leave the matter in tlu^
hands of the National Hee-Keepers' Association, of which Mr.
R.

II.

letter

;

Patterson

is

a meml)er.

DRAWER— MR.

QUESTION

MILLER IN CHARGE.

— What the best season of the year to introduce
Ans. — During the harvest or directly after.
Mr. Chrysler — this
done extra stores should be proQues.

queens

is

?

If

vided, as the

is

young queen

will rear

much brood and draw on

the stores.
Mr. Evans In ease of Italianizing,
be an advantage ?

—

would spring not

etc.,

tions ?

— Which are the better, one-piece

or four-piece sec-

—

Ans, Four-piece sections retain their shape better and are
stronger for market.
Mr. Smith Which is more generally used in Canada'.'
Mr. Craig 50 one-piece to one four-piece.
Mr. Chrysler The best bee-keepers use four-piece.
Mr. Fixter Do you not prefer the one-piece split top?
We use this.
Mr. Hall If you took much comb honey you would not
advocate the one-piece section.
Mr. Holtermann Mr. Clirysler is right. The quc^stion is
not wliich is mostly used, but do the best cotnb-honey producers in Ontario use the one-piece section ? They do not. They
use the four-piece, and I strongly advocate it. There is less
breakage with a hot-plate machine a full slieet of foundation
can be attached to the top-liar, and after that the section put
together.
I know of no macliine in which
this can be done
with the one-piece section. Wlien only a few sections are
used, and the cost for the machine mentioned is too great, I
believe in the one piece section witli the split top-bar.
Mr. Pare I use a brush with beeswax at the proper temperature not too hot nor too cold. A block lits the section,
and 1 can jiut them in very quickly after the section has been
put together, and use a full sheet, too.

—
—
—
—

—

—

;

—

—

SMOKER-FUEL, LIGHTING, ETC.

— Which

the best smokcr-fuol, and which is the
of lighting ?
Ans. Cedar bark is advocated but it burns out too fast.
For lighting, cotton saturated with saltpetre lighttho cotton
after drving.

Ques.

best and quickest

—

is

way

:

throw

a

handful of

—

—

I'UICES

OF nONKV— SHADE FOR BEES.

Can wi' maintain Ihr' present
<Jues.
hcuiey. and how ?
Alls.
Too heavy a i|uestiou tor me,
(iuild will help.

—

Ques.
artificial,

Ans,

better

but

I

prices

for

believe

the

-Which is tli(! most advisable, natural shade or
when necessary?

—

I

like tlie ojien spring, but later, shade
I always jdace. bees under tree.:.

able to have lioth,

;

not lu-ing

—

Newton Unless too dense, natural shade.
Mr. Fixter— I believe an apiary in the open is best.
If
thi' trt^es are high it is a great disadvantage for swarms.
Mr. Dickinson Clip your cjueens' wings, then you do not
need to climb trees.
Mr. McEvoy I endorse Mr. Miller's statement.
Mr. Pare I want bees in the open they work longer.
Mr. .Shaver The same here.
Mr. Hall Aly bees work from daylight to dark when there
is honey to gather.
They are under trees. \Vliat more can
yours do ?
.Mr. Smith
I find as to working and results no difference
between shade and tlie open.
Mr. Dickinson Shelter on the north and west sides is
wanted.
I'res,

—

—
—
—
—

;

—

—

OUTDOOR WINTERING.

—

Ques. In wintering outdoors is it advisable to pack bees
before Nov. 1 ?
Ans.— I like by October 20.
Mr. Holtermann I like them packed as soon as I get the
brood-chamber ready, iiy early packing the bees cover the
stores, and it is kept in Ijetter condition for them.
Mr. Chrysler I like late packing the bees learn to cluster during the cold nights.
Mr. Hall We packed October 16, and I would sooner
have done it October 1
Mr, Shaver I leave them until Nov. 1st or 10th.
-Mr. Armstrong
Does Mr. Chrysler not find the liives
moist if packed that late?
Mr. Chrysler I did not notice.
Mr. I'are The earlier the better.

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

ONE-PIECE vs. FOUR-PIECE SECTIONS.
Ques.

I

grass on lop
.Mr. I'.rown— I prefer rotten ash.
.\lr. Arinstrong--I use rotten rdra, cedarbark and planershavings.
Mr. Ihilmes — Cedar bark.
Mr. Mall- Cedar bark.
Ml-. .McKvoy
If liees are very spunky, try dry .June-grass.
Mr. llolterinaiin- -Try compri'ssed peat-fuid.
Mr. I'ixtor Use an old bag rolled up.

lIOI.TKIt.MANN.

(Continued from pajre

Prof. Sliiitt

basswocid.

.Newton -I'laiiiT-shavings.

I'res,

Convention Proceedings.
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EXTRACTED OR COMB HONEY.

—

Ques. Whicli pays better, extracted honey at 9 cents a
pound, or comb at SL.SO per dozen ?
Ans. Comb.
]\Ir. McEvoy
It depends on the hive.
Mr. Shaver 9 cents for extracted pays best.
Mr. Hall Whr'u not much lielp, comb honey can be pre[lared for previously and taken otT after the How.
I can produce Su pounds of comb lioney to too pounds of extracted.
If I can get $1.60 I will produce no extracted.

—

—

—
—

—

Mr. Dickinson Are seasons not getting shorter and more
to produce comb honey?
It strikes me the wax
should be considered. I have 200 pounds of wax: if I were
producing comb honey I would not have had this.
Mr. .Miller True, but the margin more than counter-balances this.
Mr. Smith At the price mentioned, section honey pays
best.
It depends on locality.
In the south of Ontario corab
honey can be produced to better advantage than in the north.
difficult

—
—

WEDNESDAY— Evening Session.
Newton introduced the new president, Mr, Evans,
who in a very clever manner thanked the Association for the
honor conferred upon hira. He took the position with diffidence, especially with the modest vice-president, who considPres.

ered himself unfit -for that position, advising the latter to
cultivate more " brass "during the coming year. He was glad to
see the good feeling and order maintained
they were more
(A voice added. ' Long-tonguedl)"'
like Italians.
He hoped that next year an increased number would attend at Karrie.
I'rcs, Evai.s then called for Mr. Hutchir.so I's paper on
;
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How One

flan, Alone, flanaged

Honey,

in

500 Colonies for
Out-Apiaries.

Comb

I had hoped and expected to be with you at this convention, but, when at the Buffalo meeting, not dreaming of a
conflict of dates, I promised to attend the meeting of the Minnesota State Bee-Keepers" Association, which is now in session.
The Chicago convention, which I had hoped to attend, is also
Hoping that I may be with you next year, and
in session.
that you may have a pleasant and profitable meeting this year,
I will proceed to tell how'onc man, alone
Mr. Charles Koepformerly of this place (Genesee Co., Mich.), but now in
peii
Virginia, managed 500 colonies for comb honey, in out-

—

—

apiaries.

He bought

bees and increased them, and built up to 500
difficulties that would have discouraged an
ordinary mortal. Almost his first experience was to buy 30
colonies for .S300, and seeing them die of foul brood the next
year. He was green at the l)usiness, and did not Icnow enough
about the disease to recognize it. The bees were in chaff hives,
and. by the way, ho continued to use these hives as long as
he was in Michigan. He disinfected them with a strong soluI don't know how strong it was. but he
tion of carbolic acid
said it ate the splinters off the broom with which it was applied.
I presume Mr. McEvoy would say that this precaution
was unnecessary. Be that as it may, foul brood never developed in these hives since they were thus treated.
After getting some experience, and a few crops of honey,
his enthusiasm and confidence became such that he bought
bees largely, going into debt for some of them. Then poor
seasons came on, and not only did the bees that were expected to pay for themselves fail to store any honey, but had
to be fed both spring and fall.
In one instance he fed the
bees in tlie spring to keep them strong, and cared for them
all during the summer, only to find Xhey must be fed in the
fall, and. rather than do this, he let thera go back to the man
of wliom he bought tliem, losing his time and the spring feed.
It was under such discouragement that he worked away and
built up five out-apiaries of nearly lOO colonies each.
Then
came good seasons, and he was able to buy houses and lots
and put money in the bank.
The wonderful thing about this is that he did all the work
alone, with his own hands.
Briefly, his methods are as follows:
He winters most of
his bees out-of-doors, protecting them with chaff.
He waits
until as late as possible in the fall, sets the hives in a long
row with boards at the back and front, and then packs the
hives in chaff, putting two inches in front, three or four at
the back, and five or six on top, covering all with shadeboards, covers or water-proof building-paper. Some of his
colonies are in the chaff hives above mentioned, but he does
not like them, as they are too expensive, and too bungling and
heavy to handle to the best advantage.
In the spring the bees are looked over, stores equalized
and all extra combs removed, the bees being crowed upon as
few combs as possible. When the packing is removed, each
alternate hive is moved ahead a little, and then in a few days
the distance increased \intil the hives are sufiiciently scattered.
As soon as the bees are crowded for room, the combs are
spread and empty combs put in the center. This is usually
done for the first time just before tlie harvest from white
clover.
A week or ten days later the colonies are again gone
over, and the combs of sealed brood in the center shifted to
the outside, the outside combs, that are largely filled with
hoiicy, bi'ing moved to the center of the brood-nest.
At the
opejiing of the basswood How the brood-nests are again overhauled, and this shifting process gone through with but in
many instances in fact, in most instances that is. if the
colony is strong enough, two combs of bees and brood are
taken away and used in starting a neucleus their places, in
the center of thi' brood-nest, being filled with empty combs.
Eacli nucleus is furnished with a queen-cell, i)lenty of which
will be found in <jverhauling the colonies.
The empty comlis
that are placed in the center of the brood-nest at the last overhauling are usually filled, to a great extent, with honey but,
as soon as the flow begins to slack up. the honey will be removed and used in finishing up what sections may be on the
hives.
It is astonishing liow a colony so treated will go on
finishing up its sections after the flow from basswood is over.
With tills managenii-nt there is very little swarming, and,
as the queens are clipped, tli(> swarms always return, and
usually the iiueens get back into their own hive. If they do
not. the fact is shown at the next examination.
Mr. Koeppeu
says that if he can get around and examine each colony as
often as once a week, there is practically no swarming. Upon
reaching an apiary, if tlx^re is not time enough to go over the
whole number of colonies, the stronger ones are selected for
that purpose.
colonies,

under

;

—

—

;

;

:
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Comparing one location with another, and one year with
another, Mr. Koeppen believes thai it is more profitable to
keep not more than 50 colonies in a location. None of his
apiaries are nearer each other than three miles. His priaeipal
honey-resources are white and alsike clovers, and basswood.
One of his apiaries was located near a river bottom, and ho
often secured 25 pounds of surplus in the fall, from this yard,
when nothing was secured from others.
During the past three years that he was in Michigan, he
secured, on an average, each year, 20.000 pounds of comb
honey.
His wife was a Virginia girl and she pursuaded him to
move to her old home, else I suppose he would still be piling
up comb honey in Michigan.
W. Z. Hutchinson.

—

Evans The subject is now open for discussion.
Hall I am behind I cannot do this. I am behind
the times or too lazy. I cannot run 500 colonies alone. The
paper is so vast I cannot take it in. Is it a dream ?
Mr. Frith said he thought Ontario had produced nearly
Pres.

—

Jlr.

;

40,000,000 pounds, valued at $2,600,000.
Pres. Evans did not agree with Mr. Fritli.
Jlr. Dickinson — It is too much work for one man
tario.

in

On-

—

Mr. Hall I can manage 200 colonies when everything is
ready in advance, and I can have a horse when I wish.
Mr. Jliller This paper was published four or five years
ago in the Review, so it is no dream.
Mr. Holtermann It seems to me utterly impractical
many matters not mentioned require attention.
A letter was read from Mr. Coggsliall, regretting his inability to be present.
A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Hutch-

—

—

;

inson.

The convention then adjourned

to a

banquet

of its

mem-

bers.

THURSDAY— Morning
The secretary then read a

Ses.sion.

from the York Bee-Keepers' Association, showing that the following resolution had
been passed, asking the Jlinister of Agriculture to secure the
passage of an act to compel manufacturers of spraying implements, and druggists or others who sell spraying fixtures and
mixtures, to label prominently all such implements and preparations with a warning not to spray fruit-trees while in
bloom, as specified in the bill passed by the Legislative Assembly a few years ago, entitled "'An Act for the I'rotection
letter

of Bees."

Mr. Byer read the following letter from Hon. .fohn Dryden,
of Agriculture, Ontario

Member

:

—

De.\k Sir
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of the 11th, drawing my attention to a resolution passed at a
meeting of the York County Bee-Keepers' Association, asking
for legislation to compel persons who sell implements and
material used in spraying to label all such articles with a
:

warning not

to use them while fruit-trees are in bloom.
think I apjireciate fully the thought and desire of those
who passed the resolution. I am not so sure, however, that it
Tlie
would accomplish much in the direction indicated.
present law is clear, and persons can be fined for violating it,
yet it would appear from the resolution that, in tlie opinion of
the members of your Association, it is not strictly observed.
probably be
I would suggest that another statute would
treated in the same manner. It would be very difficult to
reach all the parties who handle such goods, and I fear it
would be suggested in the Legislature that the present law is
quite clHcient, and quite as likely to be observed as the one
you suggest in addition. If in any particular section persons
violate the law in the direction named, it would be easy to
lay any information against them, when tliey would probably
be fined for so doing. This would act as the best warning to
all parties in the future in the particular locality.
My information leads me to say that, generally speaking,
the law is pretty well observed, as itis of no practical utility
to spray while the trees are in bloom time and material are
both wasted, and, when this is understood, there is no object
in doing it at that time.
Y'ours very truly,
John Dryden, Member 0/ Agriculture.
I

:

Air.

in his vicinity they had not much
largely agreed with the views held by Mr. Dryden.

Byer stated that

trouble.

He

Evans thought that education went

In
a long way.
had no trouble, the best fruit-growers recognizing that the honey-bee is their friend.
Mr. liyer related how a man in his vicinity offered to pay
a bee-keeper if he would place bees on his farm to help fertilize the blossoms.
There was a strong feeling to encourage
bee-keeping in every possible way.
.Mr. Couse told of a man who offered him not onlyj room
Pres.

his vicinity they

,

:

Feb.

to

6,

|>iit
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boi's oil

Ills

Ills

farm but a liOMoy-houso as long as he

and also

to haul his bnes a distance of
free of cliarKO, so stroii^lv was tho man Impressed
value of bees as polleiilzcrs of lilossoms.

required

It;

McKvoy Rave

Mr.

A

roniTiiuiiicatiuii

'M

iiiilos

with

Itie

the hisloiy of the Spraying Act.
from SimiMK^ Association was read.

At

the annual iru'etint; a ri'siilutioii was passed, that tlici Assoi'latlon wishes the Ontario lice-Keepers' Association to place
Ijormanent placards In publht places with that portion of the
Act with regard in prevention o/ spraying/ntit-lrees zv/ii/c in
htootn.

DHAWKK — MU. KliOWN ANSWKniNO.
— Should honey bo strained or skimmed?
— strain
Mr. McEvoy — Sklni, always say after two weeks.
not lose llavor
Mr. Shaver — If exposed two weel;s, will
dead-ripe, not much.
but
Mr. McEvoy — Yes, a
want hoiu^y strained throiij,'h two
Mr. Dickinson —
cloths, one coarse and another liner.
Mr. Pare — The rijier the honey, the less sediment.
Newton — agree with Mr. Dickinson. At MiilTalo
(iUKHTION

Quos.
Ans.

It.

I

;

?

it

little,

if

I

]\lr.

I

—

One should

—

Mr. Dickinson There are bee-keepers out to learn and
to teach them to strain.
.lames Armstrong If you have to skim at all why not do
aw.ay with the strainer?
Mr. Smith I believe in skimmin"' and straininji-, but
there are lots who do not.
Mr. FIxter One of the best bee-keepers In Russell county
does not strain his honey.
Mr. McEvoy A sediment settles.
A Member What you skim off is pollen-grains.
Mr. Holtermann Do not imagine that pollen will float.
The specific gravity of this is fjreater than honey, as it will

we want

—

—
—

—
—

sink.
Pros.

Evans

—

—

I

strain honey, but do not skim.

The convention adjourned

to

meet next year

we have graded

it

according lo the rules of the Slate Asso-

ciation,
I
have known one qiiilc extensive buyer who would buy
by the iioiind, then sell his light weights by the piece and
his heavy by the pound.
I conclude by this that all the virtues
arc not held by the buyers and dealers.
I insist again that the convenience of the package must,
and docs, pay the dealer and consumer for the ounce of honey
they think they have lost, which, in fact, they have.
When I say the consumer has lost an ounce of honey I
want it understood that his loss has not come through the

producer, for when we say we want so much for 21 pounds
or 22 pounds, we furnish that much. This is as far as our
conscience goes but to my certain knowledge too often the
jobber sells what he has bought for 22 pounds as 24 pounds
and the retailer sells the piece as 16 ounces if it is light, and
by the pound if it overruns. So when the producers are accused of sharp dealing you will find we are not the only
"pebbles on the beach."

—

.says that after what he has written and
he looks for a lot of ignorance to be dispelled. I hope this
is so, for it is always best to get rid of all the ignorance we
can.
But more surely in the future than in the past will Colorado's crop of comb honey move by the case than by the
pound. We will see that it is done upon an equitable basis,
but we will enjoy the same convenience as other producers of
Boulder Co., Colo.
cased goods.

Mr. Burnett

.said

they admired the clearness of Ontario honey.
Mr. Sibbald It Is useless to dismiss this any.
strain and skim.

if
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Contributed Articles,
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Extracting

House on Wheels— Other Conveniences.
BY

A. .MOTTAZ.

for the second season. I used my extracting
house on wheels, with much satisfaction. Diameter 13 feet
long by 8 feet wide, sides 6 feet high, roof round, made of
2 thicknesses of one-half inch boards with tarred buildingpaper between. Floor, inch flooring laid lengthwise on 2x4
Frame, 2x2 all
resting on two sills 2x8, hay-rack fashion.

Last summer,

around: cotton sheeting tacked on under, and one-half inch
boards up and down.
The sills project behind 10 or 12 inches to receive on top
a 2-inch plank for a door-step for convenience in going in
and out, and also to rest one end of the plank on which is to
run the wheel-barrow on when extracting.
Two single sash windows opposite each other, are on each
side about four feet from the rear corner and one in front
;

to see to drive the team.

Comb Honey by

Selling

BY

M.

A.

the Case.

GILL.

The wagon or running-gear is an old heavy wagon-gear
with Electric steel wheels, 28 and 32 inches high.
The wheelbarrow's wheel is a cultivator iron wheel the
barrow's frame rests on two blocks 5 or 6 inches higher than
the wheel's axle; it has long legs in proportion so as to stand
about level: the object is to have it on a level with the extracting table in the house, so as to be able to roll it right
on the platform, which lies loose on the barrow's_ frame, and
having castor wheels underneath. I have two platforms when
the full one (they hold two hives each) is extracted, it is
;

have read with interest wliat has been said about th^
(so-called) Colorado plan of selling honey by the case.
I
will say that there are some features about comb honey that
I

puts

it

in the class with

cased goods.

We

buy our fruit, oysters, and canned vegetables, by the
ease, and they are retailed by the can, and we don't question
whether they are exactly pints, quarts or pounds.
Again, if a case of comb honey has been so established that
it is, we will say, two pounds short, it is not the fault of the
producer, but the manufacturer who has established the size
for us to use
however, it does something towards paying
us for the trouble and tare on the package, and the great convenience of the goods pays the retailer for what he and the
customer imagine as tlicir loss. Most buyers never think of
buying any other way than by the case in this section of the

:

;

country.

The buyer
past season, on

to

I sold my last car of
seeing the honey, said

whom

first

comb honey

the

"My people will insist on this honey weighing out 22
pounds per case."
"Very well," I said, "if they will pay me pro rata per
pound what it weighs above 22 pounds per case."
"Oh, no," said he, "we don't care if it weighs 30 pounds."
I told him there was 1200 cases of honey, that there was
a chisel and a pair of scales, and that he could examine to
his heart's content
but that if he bought it, it would be by
;

the case

—at $2.80 per case.

He bought the honey, and subsequently told me he weighed
about 40 cases, and, that it weighed from 221.4 to 24 pounds,
Now he may think he bought by weight, but I think I
net.
sold by the case.
Again, it is not always convenient for us to weigh a car
load of honey, but we always know it will weigh so much,

nOXET-WAGOX OF

A.

MOTTAZ.
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have had working for me a carpenter, a tall
and 2 inches, or more. Many times
I
have seen him reach up to drive a nail high above his head,
ind apparently above the length of his arm.
I would think
le is too short by i, 2, 3, or 4 inches, but every time he would
stretch arms, body or legs, or all together, and reach to his
nail.
He is the only carpenter I ever saw do that. I often
thought that he could always stretch or reach another inch
higher.
All this comes from some characteristics of both the
body and brain, or instinct when in animals or insects.
the way,

I

fellow, probably six feet

La

Salle Co.,

III.

The Truth About Honey— Encouraging Words.
EV

C.

P.

DAD.'^NT.

sometimes seems rather discouraging to see so many
false stories pass current about the nature of honey and the
iilulteration of it, and yet when we look back upon the conlitions which the apiarist has had to meet in this country,
.md upon what he is meeting in the Old World, there are many
things that give us encouragement.
When the honey-extractor was first invented by a European apiarist, Hruschka, there was no practical way to separate honey from the comb.
Good honey could be secured
only by straining the nicest combs, taking good care not to
mix the old combs with the new, or to get combs in which any
pollen was stored.
The average "strained" honey was taken
out by heating, and was cloudy, dark, and mixed with all
sorts of objectionable things, of which the least disagreeable
was the pollen. So those who knew honey in the liquid state,
knew only this ugly mixture, and I can recall dozens of instances, in the early '70's. when the consumer would flatly
say:
"No, sir; that isn't honey. I know honey when I see
it.
That's sugar syrup that you are trying to palm on us for
honey." Then would come a description of honey as the
man had seen it "No, you can't put any of your stuff on
me my dad used to keep bees when I was a boy, and such
nice buckwheat honey he used to get; but it was not like that,
it was darker.
That is altogether too light-colored for honey.
None of your sugar for me."
But the worst man to "ruli in" the slander was an old fellow who thought he could not eat honey
"No, sir I can't
eat honey pure honey makes me sick but I can eat Dadant's
honey; it is just right for me; it don't make me sick. I don't
know what they make it out of, but probably ggqd sugar."
It

A.

M.ITTAZ IN HIS Al'IAKV.

rolled on one end of the table to make room
and then exchanged for it on the barrow.

for the full one,

The extractor, a four-frame Cowan, stands in the middle of the house, on one side, and the straining one-half barrel
tub in one front corner, and the cans at the other end and
alongside of the house.
I am careful to drive to the nearest and most convenient
and level place to the hives. This is kept in mind when placing the hives, and whenever possible I stop on ground having
an incline away from the apiary so as to be able to run the
house away by hand. When this is impossible we use a rope
too feet long, and also sheet covers on the horses.
have
to use the rope only occasionally.
The house and furniture with looo to 1200 pounds of
Iioney make a good load on ordinary good roads.

We

We

are promptly ready for work on arriving. I usually
ride alone in the house, my help (usually three), coming and
returning in a top buggy.
daughter and two neighbor
girls prove first-class help, both to do the work expeditiously
and in fixing tlie house both at starting and finishing.

My

We

extracted last summer about 18,000 pounds in all,
including about 1000 pounds of comb honey, from some 200 colonies, spring count; but 6a colonies had been transferred in the
spring.
I have quite an extensive retail trade, to the stores in
pint Mason jars, and to private customers in pails and in
hulk.
This will use six or seven thousand pounds. This trade
increases every year.
LONG-TONGUED BEES.

I have just read with interest Prof. C. P. Gillette's article
on long-tongued bees. I desire to emphasize his remark, that
besides long-tongue
there is to consider the individual

gumplwn, or get there, of the bees. Let me illustrate:
I have two horses, one is smaller than the other, some older,
somewhat stiff, and 15 years old. That horse is very greedy
energy,

whenever he happens

to be cast

about for finding something to
eat.
When hitched up double or single, and reined up, he
turns his head on one side, braces his legs in some odd' way,
and reaches the shortest grass, if only there is any at all.
Let him loose in a yard, tight must be the barn and crib
indeed if he cannot get something to eat. His neck, or nose,
or teeth, are no longer, rather shorter, than most horses, but
I believe that if he were put with
gg others in a barren, starved
place, in all likelihood he would outlive all the others.
Also, I have some 18 cattle; last fall, when the pasture
began to fail, two of them after having fed the grass underneath the lower wire, finally pushed their way entirely tlirough
the fence into a clover field.
I then put the whole herd into
it.
Well, the next day the same two energetic cows again
pushed their way into a corn-field adjoining, and kept finding
plenty of feed. Now is it not so with bees? Will not a bee
or a colony of bees with tongues two or three, even four
one-hundredths less long tongue, but having ten one-hundredths more energy or greediness and know-how-to-get-there,
surpass merely long-tongued bees?
I do not deprecate breeding for long tongues,
for this,
coupled with the other .(and it can certainly be) cannot help
proving extra good gatherers.

:

;

.

:

:

;

;

And

so it went for years, and the argument and asserhad to he taken over and over, that the honey was "honey"
and nothing else, and that if it was nice, that was a quality
and not a fault. For years it was out of the question to get
the papers to quote "extracted honey" at all, and they insisted
on the word "strained."
Some of my readers will probably say that it is very much
tliat way yet. in many places.
That is true, yet the average
commission man and the average grocer are quite likely to
be informed on the question of honey, and you do not have
to begin at the beginning and inform even the educated man
the man of good sense and every day you meet people
who already know the actual facts, and help you to argue your
tion

—

—

case.

Again, even, if our chemists have done us some harm by
repeating stories for fun or out of ignorance, which is hardly
excusable in learned men we now have chemists who really
take hold of the true interests of the pursuit, and their work
goes a long way towards helping both ourselves and the consumers. Mr. Eaton, the chemist in charge of honey tests at
Chicago, has undoubtedly done work which will bear fruits.
The National Bee-Keepers' Association, on the strength of his
tests, has begun a work of reform which is showing pracFor years yes, for 30
tical results among the adulterators.
years we have seen a fraud perpetrated upon the public by
dishonest dealers who passed glucose for pure honey, helped
in this work by the consumers themselves, who, out of their
ignorance, were distrustful of the pure article and disliked
granulated honey. Lately, I must say that I have examined a
number of samples of such of the stuff as used to be sold openly
as honey, and in every case I have found it to be labeled
"Imitation HONEY," with the disreputable word in small letters of course; but with such labeling there is no need of any
one being deceived in what they buy, and I believe that the
success achieved is to be credited to the work of Air. Eaton.
There has been enough done to frighten the adulterators in
many cases. It is without doubt that there must be a great
It feels that
deal of adulteration yet, but it is getting timid.

—

—

—

—
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the truth

show

cvcrj- day.

The sale of honey, in my experience, has underRniie .iii
In 1X70 one had lo drum, .iml
evolution which is reniarUahle.
drum, and repeat the history of honey over !ind over .iKain.
with eaeli customer. A few years later the sale had already
made some jirogrcss, but there was still a chance for the consumer to be deceived, even if he tried hard lo become infornuil.
To-day the average man knows what he buys, and the average grocer cannot readily be deceived. True, there are all
sorts f)f incrediljle stories running about, and it is a real shame
that daily newsiiapers should lend themselves to such huinbiigs; but the average newspaper is not above relating a big
gliosl story, or a sea-monster tale, and they (it is sad to
say) expect to keep alive by sensation.-d reports. It will take
many and many a day to leach "ihe truth to the World, but
each d;iy lirings a little change and sooner or later the truth
will stand supreme.
It is very much easier to sell honey now
than ,30 years ago; it is even easier to sell it than it was ten
years ago, and since the new methods are still in their infancy,
we must not get discouraged, for it is a slow thing to educate
the masses.
Let us never spare a chance to inform the people, to
threaten and frighten the adulterators, and we may readily
expect that success will crown fiur efforts. I think it would
be well to keep our National Ree-Kcepers' Association after
the adulterators, and to publish, whenever practicable, all we
know about good, true, honest honey.
Hancock Co., III.

The Afterthought. »
The

THE

bccnmiiig known, and as \vc progress the Irnc

is

article will stand a hettcr

'*Old Reliable" seen

By

through New and Unreliable QIasses.

HASTY,

E. E.

Sta.

B
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SKLF-WATERI.Si; Kl.iALYPTUS TREK.

have read witli interest many items about the cucaly^ilus
in Cdifornia; knew it was specially adapted to dry climates,
bul somehow I never before got hold of the idea that it
watered itself by condensing water on llie leaves at night.
Oft good-sized puddles on Ihe ground, eh? A Yankee trick
among trees even, if the tncs don't come from Yankeellowsomever, a I'akcrsficid
kind, but from the anli|)odes.
Californian at my hand never heard of this, although eucalypdon't ihink the puddles woidd appear
tus is plenty there
where tlie nights arc as dewless and dry as in the Kern River
Almost any tree might make a puddle when a dense,
valley.
drippling fog comes up or when the air is saturated, and the
night sky clear.
Page 807.
1

—

—

—

DISCARDED

HIVE-COVERS.

have hundreds of discarded covers of all de"I
lying around."
scriptions
Mr. Bartz, we are not all
condition
outwardly,
but
most
of
in
that
of
us
us are in that way inwardly unsatisfied as to cover.
for your
cover,
also!
Depends for its
.Mas,
I
fear
water-turning powers wholly on muslin and paint and the
'Spects that in most yards it, too, would
slope a mere trifle.
soon be chalked, "Discarded." Page 811.

—

—

EXCHANGING QUEENS.

To

introduce three "superior" queens and lose 400 pounds
of honey by it. Well, that's just one of the little incidents in
our efforts to climb. Many of us don't know how good our
own bees are. And only a small "hunk" of sympathy can
we deal out to such an experienced old chap as Wm. Stolley.
But the case is decidedly sad wdien a beginner with 25 really
superior queens kills them all ofT and introduces 25 which are
Still, our efforts to cliinb should not
scarcely half as efficient.
be left ofT altogether. It is to be regretted that public competitions in the actual work of diflerent strains of bees are so
troublesome and so rare. Page 824.

Rural, Toledo, O.

FORCED SWARMING.

—
—

That Colorado plan of forced swarming sections with
full foundation above and only starters below
that's a plan
which it will certainly do to watch with interest. Probably
a poor plan for a lean locality. And fat locations which have
a

capricious

way

shower may vote

it

of withholding or misplacing the honeya vexation.
Page 798.

^ The Home
Conducted

For patient, persistent work in a good cause, and against
venerable lies with strong backers. Dr. Miller deserves a
medal. Few more honorable forms of intellectual doing good
can be found on this globe than just that kind of work. But,
ah, me, how the brickbats do fly, in the benevolent chap's
direction, sometimes
The bees' choice of 28 young larva- to
only I too old larva is a triumph for a valuable truth.
In reasonable probability that one was chosen only because
lots of bees that wanted to work at that kind of work couldn't
readily get at the limited space where the younger larvae
could be had. The ordinary removal of a queen from a full
colony would not bring such conditions.
It was a serious
dilemma that most of the bee-keeping world were in learn
methods unendurably fussy, else not do anything at all at
the propagation of their I'cry best stock and Dr. Miller has
removed that dilemma. Page 798.
!

—

—

DISAGREEMENT OF LONG-TONGUE DOCTORS.
I was talking long tongues I failed to notice one
sad disagreement between the doctors. Prof. Gillette finds the
amount of the variation one-twelfth, while Mr. Rankin finds
The former rather seems
it one-third of the tongue's length.
to infer from the small relative variation that the whole

While

is hopeless.
The larger relative variation would stimulate us to hope that still larger ones could easily be produced when once Intelligence takes the thing in hand. Pages

efifort

HONEY

PROHIBITED.

So (in the laboratory) foul brood has been made to grow
after two hours' boiling of the honey? And practically the
average bee-man will reproduce the disease in so large a proportion of the trials ;hat the best inspectors now totally forbid all attempts to disinfect and feed foul-broody honey. This
is somewhat of a change from former ideas and teachings.

Page

789.

Prof.

ft.

^

J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.

GOOD-BYE.

AGE OF LARVAE USED IN QUEEN-REARING.

7S0 and 704FEEDING BOILED FOUL-BROODY

bij

Circle.

our good friend and editor, !Mr. York, asked me
to attempt this department I was no less surprised than
It would be an
startled.
I had never "sawed such wood."
Would my
Could I do it acceptably?
entirely new field.
usual duties permit the time? Would my strength prove equal
to the added task?
I have a brother whom I have always regarded as altnost
an ideal man. The fact that he is my brother may have influ-

When

ence to effect the opinion. It certainly did in that I know
him so thoroughly. He says he has always regretted that
he had not a larger family even to number ten or twelve.
Possibly the possession of two splendid boys gave him this
longing for still better things. Surely, to give to one's country and the world ten stalwart children, true, vigorous, Godfearing, is a privilege that any of us might well covet.
My lot was like my brother's, though better; for while
I had but two children, one was a daughter, and so I have
always felt, and do now feel, much sympathy with my brothI would like a large family: indeed, as teacher,
er's longing.
I have alwavs had a large family, and to-day I can count my
boys and girls by the hundreds. The thought that he may
have done something to lighten the loads, and sweeten the
lives of these foster children, is what makes the profession
of the teacher .so full of pleasure and inspiration.
The thought of the larger family— the great, big family
that would be instantly born to me as editor of "The Home
Circle" department of the "Old Reliable," I must say came to
me as a most toothsome morsel. It would be a precious
privilege to share with them all my pleasures in the home.
the children, -the home pets, the flowers, the neighbors, and
the thousand daily experiences that make this earth so deI could but say, "I will
lightful an'" 'his life so worth I"--"g.
I come each
1 iirtve never regretteu rhe decision.
try it."
week, though often wearied and over-tasked, to this
part of my full life's work, with only thoughts of pleasI
came to a great home
that
felt
really
I
ure.

—

—
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those
who sympathized with each
kindly sympathy with me; of those who
were kindly tolerant of each other, and so would be charitable
with me even though I might stumble on to the wrong thought
or unsuitable suggestion. I have meant to give my best, and
only good things. That I have always been so happy as to
realize my desires. I am not at all certain is true.
can
hardly expect to be so privileged even in matters of much
less importance and influence in this world of imperfections.
I am assured of some success, in the very kind, and, I fear,
undeserved words of appreciation and approval that have
come to me from numerous members of the dear home circle.
It has indeed been a labor of love.
I believe no country is above its average homes.
I believe
more depends upon the sanctity of the home in making a
grand, stalwart nation, than on aught else. So, to-day, it is

which

other,

was

full

and were

Feb.

of

my

proud hope that I may have said some word, dropped
hint, quickened some good purpose, that has worked to
make some home truer and better. Surely, if what two have
written me that they always read "The Home Circle" article
first, and are always helped by it, is at all shared by many
others, then am I glad and happy.
It was no pleasure, then, to write the letter that would
sever this connection, and strike from our dear old American
Bee Journal "The Home Circle" department. Other duties
take precedence, and I am constrained to say, Good-by.
I still hope that the idea may not be given up, but that
it may fall into other and abler hands.
We often hear doubts as to the perpetuity of our country.
People say, "No republic has lasted, so ours will cease."
We do not believe it. Yet there are serious dangers that
should make all of us serious and thoughtful
The terrible

some

—

:

the

horrid

saloon,

the labor problem, unequal
taxation.
What will dominate these evils and preserve us as
a nation?
quick, active conscience.
The recent election
in New York City shows that we have the conscience.
If in
New York City, then surely in the country at large. If we
would make safe our country's future we must all do our little
part towards arousing and strengthening the conscience of our
people.
When can, and must, this work be done? Surely, as we
all agree, in our homes.
If our homes are all that they should
be. then our Government will feel the quickening, and we shall
continue to bless the world.
The greater problems which of late have come upon us
make it all the more important that the public pulse as to
righteousness be quickened. It seems a great thing, this raising
of our whole people to a higher plane: it should make us all
feel a higher dignity and a greater self-resncct, that in our
own beloved homes, where the influence will be reflex, and
will react beneficently upon us, we may do our part in this
glorious work.
It is my best hope, and my fervent prayer, that I may
have done a little in these "Home Circle" articles to bless
the homes and enrich their spirit. I come to the last word,
"Good-by," with only sorrow, regretting that the pleasant
relation might not have continued; and wishing that our limitations were not so obvious.
A. J. Cook.
evil,

A

(Perhaps a few words from us tnight not be amiss, right
Prof. Cook had an opportunity to do writing for which
he could command much higher pay than we felt we could
afford to give him, and so we thought he should not sacrifice
his good opportunity in order to continue this department.
We know his home circle contributions have been greatly
appreciated by nearly all our readers.
Of course, the department will be missed, and yet we will
use the space thus vacated in a way that will be both helpful
here.

and

profitable to

1902

in

Questions and Answers.

We

social

6,

all.

But, after all, the great majority of those who subscribe
for the American Bee Journal do so for the information it
contains on practical bee-keeping.
could not hope, within
its few pages, to compete with the many rich and varied home
magazines that are published to-day. And almost every family has such magazines, as they are so fine and so cheap.
So
when Prof. Cook decided that he could not continue at the
price he was receiving, and that we could afford to pay him
for the work, we concluded to devote the space and money
to matter we are certain will be appreciated by our readers.
It
may be more nice pictures, more splendid contributed
articles, and more of some other good things.

We

Of

course. Prof. Cook will continue, as heretofore, to give
American Bee Journal his best articles along the line of
bee-keeping. We have several such on hand now.
So our
to the

readers are not going to lose him, after

all.

Editor.]

CONDUCTED BY
X>R. O. O.

DULLER, JHqt&dso,

111,

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofl&ce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv roail. Editor.1

starting in Bee-Keeping.
I

am

a bee-keeper and have a mother and myself to sup-

port.
1. Do you think it would be advisable for one to start
with six or eight colonies of bees ?
necessary to liave a large piece of
2. Would it be
ground ?
IniNois.

—

Answers. 1. Unless you have some money to throw
away, don't think of beginning with so large a number as
6 or 8 colonies. First experiment with not more than 2
colonies, and find out whether you can make a success of
the business.

and you may

You may be
not.

well fitted for the business,
trial will tell.
If you think of unget a text-book first thing (you can

Onlv

dertaking bee-keeping,
get one at the office of the American Bee Journal), and
familiarize yourself with its contents between this and the
time for bees to fly in the spring. The study of a text-book
and the reading of a bee-paper, together with practice upon
one or two colonies, will start you on the road to successful
bee-keeping if there is in you the right material for a beekeeper.
2. No, a large piece of ground is not necessary.
You
can get along with not more than 10 square feet of ground
for each colony. Sorne bee-keepers in cities have had no
other place for bees than a flat roof.

Finding Queens— Knowing Bees are Not QueenlessPreserving Caged Qiueen Aljove a Normal Colony.

A

1.
queen is found by searching each frame in the
hive, of course. But it is something easier that I would
I tried three or four times last fall to catch the
like to do.
queen of a certain hive I was sure she was there, since I
saw the eggs and larva?. I could never get at her, so I gave
Now. there are various devices to catch
it up in disgust.
;

why not invent a queen-catcher? I
that a premium be proposed to award the inventor of
the best queen-catcher.
2. When we see the eggs or larva; anywhere in the hive
we know that a queen is there. But there are times when
the queen stops laying, as in October, generally. Well, now,
that is just the time we want to be sure that each colony is
provided with a good queen. Don't say, examine carefully
each frame, etc. I want to dispense as much as possible
with such manipulations. Is there any means of knowing
for sure that her majesty is at home, without entering the
rats, mice, flies, etc.,

move

house ? I will relate my experience
Last fall I had two queens to spare, so I went to a hive
which I suspected to be without a queen. I put her majesty
in a little cage with perforated zinc, and placed the cage in
a little box above the frame, with a glass, so as to watch the
actions of the bees. They came to see the queen, entered
the queen's apartments, seemed to feed her, and by and by
lots of bees came and filled the box, so I concluded they
were without a queen.
I went to another colony, and repeated the same trick;
the bees came, but only in small numbers after two or
three days, they did not seem to care much for that queen
only 8 or 10 were with her. I was surprised that they
seemed to treat her kindly, and to feed her. But thinking
that they possibly had a queen down below, I removed the
caged queen. Afterwards, being a little perplexed about
that colony, I went to the trouble of examining every frame.
I found no queen, no queen-cell, eggs, no larva?, no pollen
stored, except one frame full of pollen. I feel I should have
risked to liberate the proposed queen, but I did not and gave
up in despair. Next march I will know, I suppose.
Now, if you veterans have any trick to be sure about
the presence of a queen, we novices would be very glad to
:

;

;

know
3.

of

it.

Can

a caged queen be preserved above a normal colony?

Feb.
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reason for askinjf is, that haviriff tried my caged (|iiccn
(with qncen-cxcludiiifj zinc) over several colonies, I found
that (at least in October) the bees did tiot seem to molest the
((ueen, at least for the two or three days that I allowed them
access to her. Having one not-disposed-of queen, I thought
I would risk her, in a very small cage, with excluding zinc,
above the frames. But, after about a week, when I went to
examine my queen, I found her dead. Was the cage too
close? Or was there any other reason for starving that
queen 7 I don't know. Oueen-breeders ought to know more

The

about

it,

and

if

they do

and she would be deserted, even

The summers arc rather cool, very .seldom
degrees in the heat of the day, and quite
cool morning and evening, with much cloudy, rainy weather.
Bees swarm very little, not more than 25 percent at the most,
according to my I'xperience. The winters are mild, usually.
The bees fly nearly every day, so far this winter, and they
consume a great deal of honey. 1 lost some last winter
from starvation before I knew it. The most experienced
bee-man that I know in this country says that Italians do
not do as well as black bees they do not rush out and get
chilled in a cool wind or caught in a shower of rain, as
perfect for bees.

getting above

MONTKK.M..

'fO

;

much
1.

as the Italians.
I

wish

to

know what

or

what

improve my bees all I can, and would like
strain to breed, Italians, blacks, Carniolans,

to

'.'

also wish to know what I can do to keep the bees
from Hying so much through the winter. There have been
times when the roof of the shed and the ground were fairly
covered with chilled bees, and when they were apparently
dead, if we picked them up and warmed them in the kitchen
The colonies get
they would revive and tly to the hive.
weak from loss of chilled bees, then a cold snap in February
ends them. I expect to lose several colonies out of my 40
2.

;

search.
2. I'll tell you a trick worth two of finding whether a
queen is present after she has stopped laying. It is to find
whether eggs are present before it is time for her to stop
laying. If eggs are present in September I don't care to
know anything more about it till the next spring. I may
mention incidentally that you may often find in September
sealed brood and eggs but no unsealed brood. It seems that
the queen continues laying for some time after the bees

I

Washington.

before spring.

Answers. — 1. I'm

can't tell any more about it
than you can. The testimony of your experienced beefriend looks in the direction of blacks being better than
If blacks winter better, and if they store as much
Italians.
as Italians, then the blacks are preferable. But wintering
alone should not decide the question. If you could have
a fair test of the two kinds side by side for a series of years
you could more easily decide. Suppose you had ten black
colonies and ten Italians to start with. Give them the
same treatment, and the lot that at the end of the series of
years has given the most honey for the whole time may be
voted the best. You will understand that if there were no
winter losses of the blacks and some loss of the Italians
that it might be that the Italians might store enough more
than the blacks to make up for more than the winter loss.

cease nourishing the brood.

;

survivor,
sign you

the Bees.

am

recovering slowly from the effects of
the runaway I had last February.
I was able

My

do the most of the work in tlie apiary.
(145 colonies, spring count) did very
nicely the past season.
I have sold over $goo
worth of honey, and over $500 worth of bees,
witliin one vear, and have about loo colonies
to

bees

is a
are not

it

hitters.

BOND STEEL POST

Adhian, Mich.

left.

Our
at

CO.,

A Nebra.ska customer when orderinfr a new
supplj- of our fine Alfalfa honey in W-pound
sail!:
"The last I got went like hotcakes." So it does.
More people might do well if they would
order this honey, or basswood. and sell it. It
not only goes off '• like hotcakes,'' but it is
mighty good on hot cakes.
See hone\"-offfrs on iiaue 82.
L-ans,

A Good Year with

Write to-day
for description and prices.
hard

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

1411

Krie Street.

Minnesota bee-keepers' convention,
Minneapolis, was a success the best we
last

ever had.

Wabasha

—

C.
Co., Minn., Dec. 30.

working steadily at one time cannot hatch

Sit

many

one of our

chicks as

SiW-etrg size

J Successful
You'll

IncubaLtors.
knitw exactly why when

you read a copy of fur

l.'i8-pnce
cents, Knt^ (<»iali eucsin hve
I iieiibiittir I'o.,
l>es Miiini-f, la. orHiix?!^
JIuffalo.X. Y.

ail It

flifferenl
lacffuatfes.

for

f.->ur

Den Moines
Rox 7H

Please mention Bee journal

when

-writinft.

liable

to

prosecutions

Olden Days

for

wiivrnn with any size wheel, any
wiiithtire. Calalotr teU^. It's free.

If

his trade, is he not liable for
a miller, that he was mixing
best brands of his flour, by

Or of
shorts with the

damage?

which his

sales

were greatly reduced, could not that miller
maintain an action in court for damage?
Again, if such person were to make a general charge against the whole class of millers

ii.r..

now they buy
Electric Steel Wheels,
and save money. They tit any
wagon. Made with either stagLTPretl orsiraight spokes. Let us
tt'tl you hi>w to make a low dowr.

damage who publish damaging reports against
any business where there is no truth in them?
one should publish in the papers that
Mr. A. or B. was in the habit of mixing
sand with his sugar and thereby injuring

CO.

iiiCA(;().

men were broken on the wheel,

Dealing with Misrepresentations.
Are not persons

I

In

Theilmann.

Please mention Bee journal -when "writing.

20HENS

the bees

WeutLikeHotcakes

I

more than one

I

from flying out by shading their entrances. If you will
watch the matter you will find that a colony in the shade
will not fly out so soon as one into whose entrance the rays
of the sun are shining. Place in front of the entrance a
board, or boards, of sutflcient size to darken pretty thoroughly the entrance.

MAIL BOX TESTS.

is

afraid

And again they might not.
2. You may do something toward preventing

Teader-hearted raea .should not serve
on the committee, i Each member should
be furnished with
a heavy club and a
dose of nerve tonic
Before knocking
the samples all
over the hall, instruct janitors
where to ship the
remains of those
that fall. If there

in

Preventing Bees from Hylnj? In
Winter.
The climate of northwestern Washington is not just

Don't you think a good queen-catcher is
already invented ? Strain the bees through excluder zinc,
and the workers will go through, leaving the queen and
drones. One way is to have a ([ueen-excluding honey-board
fastened to the bottom of a hive-body. Set this on the top
of a hive that contains a frame of brood, then shake all the
bees into the strainer. It is a rare thing, however, that it is
necessary to resort to anything of the kind. It sometimes
happens that you may look over the combs for an hour without finding the queen, and I confess to you that I don't
know why. It may be that the queen is hid somewhere in a
it may be that she is in some corner of the hive, off the
cell
combs entirely. So if you do not find her the second time
looking over the combs it is economy to shut up the hive
and leave it half an hour or more before attempting further

;

no other queens were

Improvlns: the Stock

Answers. — 1.

3. I have kept a good many laying queens caged over a
normal colony, sometimes several in one hive, and I am not
sure that I ever lost any of them. But at least in one case,
when half a dozen queens were caged over a colony, the
reigning, free queen was killed. But these caged queens
were in wire-cloth cages and if I understand you correctly,
yours were in cages of excluder-zinc. I should expect to
have frequent loss of queens in such a cage. You ask if
the cage was too close. I don't suppose that had anything
to do with it.
I have had queens by the hundred caged in
small wire-cloth cages for ten days at a time without loss,
and if your cage had been larger the result would probably
have been the same. It is possible that cool weather may
ha ve had something to do with the case also the place where
the queen was. If she were on top of the frames and
the weather cool, the cluster would shrink away from her

if

the hive.

should like to know.

I
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Electric

Please mention

Wheel Co.. Boi

16,

Bee Journal when

WANTED

iS

Quincy, IN.

writing.

to 125 colonies of bees in

some location where I can
have room for 3 apiaries, withia 100 miles of
Chicago—in Indiana, Michigan, or Wisconsin.
Address.
6A4t

100

Biuce

W. FILMAR,

St.,

Londox, Ont., Cax.

—
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BEE-KEEP-

(that they were all doing the same thing),
and there was not a car-load of No.,
flour
in Chicago, and in consequence all their tirstclass flour was to remain on hand, or be

the world,
ready. It .vou
supplies
Cataloe:,
v-«w«v*.«j.-w^f f"shave not been receiving
ng a copy annuallv, send us vour
G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown. Wis.
FREE
is

'

i.

i

sold at a reduced price, or not sold at all. is
the damage any less?
It seems to me that
if an action could be sustained against such
lying persons, and an example made of them,
it would have the effect to close
forever the
mouths of such characters. Besides, the evidence brought out in such a trial, ^nd published, would be a good educator.
There are samples of honey on the market

Special Agency. C. M. Scott & Co.. 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis. Ind.
L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Fred W. Muth A Co., S. W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah: Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.: Pierce Seed *t Produce Co.. Puebln. Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant A: Son, Hamilton, III.; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.
.
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36 cents Cash
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price.

Chicago,

St.,

are
'

made

of first grade, second growth hickors'.

Split

— and they will outwear any vehicle on the market. We

know

this to be a fact

and we

will

"

Mr.

If

A.

falsely

is

selling

sugar.

But would

Editor.]

Successful Shipping of Bees.
my goods from here
on New Year's day, and put in the car my

111.

packed and shipped

40 colonies of bees. They arrived here on
the morning of the 4tli in fine shape.
The
supers were on, full of dry leaves.
One super
got loose and let a few bees out, but a little
smoke soon settled them.
Yesterday was very warm and pleasant, and
they had a fine cleansing flight and I could
see no signs of any combs being broken down.
This is my first experience in shipping bees,
and I think I have been very fortunate, especially so as I had the car packed full, and
had the hives packed three deep in the cen-

—not

sawed

"Adul-

labeled..

is

sugar an action would
the case would be still
larger number, say all

the law so consider it?

SpJir tlickory Vehicles
,

men who were

the

I

&
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sometimes mysterious.
accused of sanding his
lie, and it seems as if
worse if he accused a

W EsSIBB
any

One sample

[It certainly looks as if you had made a
pretty good case, but the workings of law are

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

low, upon its receipt, or 28 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

city.

Why

NYSEWANDER.

JOS.

this

terated."
That
perhaps
is
all
right,
and yet there is an effort to deceive as there
are good-sized pieces of comb in it..
that should he there unless to deceive I don't
see, when it might be left out without trouble.
The other sami)le is put up by a Mr, Lamon,
and warranted pure. Perhaps it is, but why
it
should not candy I don't know.
I can't
keep mine from candying. J. C. Armstrong.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Jan. i8.

\Vt' carry a full lini" and large- stdck of the A
I.
Root Co. goods, which we sell here at their, factory
prices.
Estimates cheerfully given. Send to-day for
our 16th annual catalog for 1902, .\diiress,

710

1902.

6,

'

send them anywhere

ter of the car.

30 Days' Free Trial.

Oi\

I

nm

depot,
it a month and
not fully satisfied it is the greatest bargain you <
ever heard of, send it back without paying us one
cent.
Send for free catalogue sho-.ving our full line of

Take the job from the

if

could not be contented here without
I
bees and the American Bee Journal.

you are

Monona

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG.

years ago
hived the colony of

CO.,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Iowa. Jan

Three

7.

cut

I

l>ees.

down

a

and

tree

packed them

I

in

leaves that winter, and they came through in
They swarmed twice, which made
fine shape.
me three colonies, and last season I increased
to nine, and got 300 pounds of comb honey

CirAcinna.1i Ohio.

6,

Co.,

Colony from a Bee-Tree.

vehicles and liarness,

station

my

•

W. CONCDOX.

H.

writing:.

sections.

in

This
8

sold

HEADQUARTERS

year

I

them to swarm, and
pounds of hoiiey

allowed

colonies, and
cents.
Besides,
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have five 24-section
supers on hand.
I have had but little time to look after my
bees as I have been away the most of the
at

FOR

Bee=Supplies.

1

5

I

H. A. Dicker.

time.

Cass Co., Iowa, Dec.
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nf pieces in a 40

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

Some North Carolina Honey-Plants.
give a list of the many honey -yieldflowers of our section, in the order in
First in the spring, ground
maple, buckeye-tree, peach,
ivy,
then soft
cherry and plum trees; apples of all sorts;
sugar-maple, wild-cherry, blackberry, red and
black raspberries, all yielding some honey.
will

I

ing

which they come.

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

nnd our
lute

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the
lowest.
Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

etc., at

lowest prices.

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

2146-2148 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Then

befit outtit you are ab«o
Insects aoii

dwj^

the
the

fall

writing.

75 colonies PJMia,"??,es
g"ooa, dovetail hive-^, 1'j in. square by llj^
All E^ood, straight combs.
Gillum, McLean Co.,
';A2t
O.

HOLDKEN,

In.

III.

bees,

the

poplar

bloom

about

of June, yielding a real harvest for
white clover beginning to yield,

and alsike clover, beginning to bloom.
Spring-sowed buckwheat comes about the same
linden about the first of July, when
time
there is another harvest for man and bees.
There is not much bloom of any note through
August. September l)rings another re;il harvest with the fall asters, golden-rod. Spanishneedles, smart-weed, and many others too tediA. J. McBride.
ous to name.
Watauga Co., X. C. Dec. 23.
;

49A131

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool

iVlarketjt

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day,

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO, ILL

deep.

comes

first

also red

THE DE3I1XJ CO., SALFM, OHIO.
Weetern Agts., [lenion & ilubbell, Chicago.

If

will save
'"e-

worhlV

maater of the Bituation.

before this aJl coniueHog outtlt.;
Ii Is free.
Write for U in*w
See tbe book.

|ease

Please mention Bee Jonrnar
when writing Advertisers,
j

Swarming"

All

Around.

I
had
did splendidly this year.
\2 colonies, spring ci.>unt. and had only three

My

bees

I caught nine swarms while plowcaught five in one day and
I
ing corn.
plowed four acres. I thought that was pretty
good for a clod-hopper.
My 12 colonies averaged 147 pounds of
comb honey to the colony, and my 12 new
swarms stored about 30 pounds each. I had

swarms, but

Feb.
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29 Years Selling
W
t

iii

tlit^

Direct.

4>f vi'liirlfHiiiiil li:irricHS

world

selling;

ami wo

cts,

liiivi^

busim-HsinthLs

t'> (joiiHurn
licrn {idiiij*

way ftir^flyt-ars.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS -Z-r;J--/-

bul Hlilp aiiywliiTc r.ircMii.iiimii..ii

v.m are out iiothlnif IT not
miLK« iiir> Hi,v1i-s or velilck-n and 6;) f<tyloN or
Imrnopfl.
Our priri-s lOproHt'iit th« vast of nmicrlul uiiil making, pluB oiio prollt. Our
\nrffC f'rpc catiiloK'a' t*h"Wrt coinplctc line. Send for 1 1.
i;>itt'*'uiiL-oliik' »-"i«' iiiilv,i_\

iO.O(j (o $8,iK)

more.

Elkhart Carriage

Sl

Harness Manufacturing

Hlease mHution Ree Journal

DO YOU READ

v^ln-'ii

free.

Address,

Send

POWER MACHINERY

their

names

for

sam-

what

I'.^KKNT.of
Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
5*' chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
HMt honey racks, 500 broodnames, 2,0*K) honey boxes, and
a ureal deal of other work.

why

ples.

One man had a %warm k<^ into hi«
chimney; another man had one in a five-gallon
oilcan; and another in an old cfx>k-<itove in an
out house.
1 found several bcc-trce*i along (he
river.
H. GiLBEtT.
Jasper Co., Iowa, Jan r.
year.

Poorest Season in 10 Years.

RvIhI

Modern Farmer

yours

Co.,Elkh;;rt, Ind.

BARNES' FOOT

not ? You g^et it a whole
year for 25 cents. Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.
if not satistied.
Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us SO cents, and get

tiuLkwheat that they did well on,

By the w.iy, there i« some talk alK)ut red
clover (juccnH,
find if red clovt-r d'>c» not
\
Krow loo rank the bees will work on it more
or less every year —at leant ihcy du here. The
hcvs workrd inure on the corn-ta»ftcU than I
ever saw them do before.
'I'hcrc were lots of bcc^ flying around this

wnm

THE

If not,

,

vVt)

Hiitlblli'd,

of

({o(t(l.

"Mirr tlir liirjCfMl nmrml'm;-

Mt'rrs

acm

and »omc white and tweet clover which wai

J.

I.

i

This winter we have double
the

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,

make, and we expect to do
with this Saw. It will do all
you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
'>')5 Kuby St., Rockford, 111.
P'eiso meutioTi Bhu .'oumal when wTitir/T
to
it

Tills lias ticiii the
year?! in ihib locality.

poorrst season f<ir lo
did not secure any

\\'c

summer honey and very

little fall honey,
1
licf^an with 5 colonies, spring count, and
secured 140 pounds of extracted huncy, an
average of .-8 potntds to the colony.
Bees were jiul into winter quarters in fair
condition, and the weather so far has been
very favorable for good wintering.
I received and introtiuccd a queen all right
last summer.
I
had the colony shut down in
the brood-chamber, and as there was a small
amount of honey coming in I was endeavoring to get some new combs built.
While
manipulating them late one evening in a hurry.
the queen in some mysterious way was left
on top of the honey-board, and the hiyc closed,
and you may imagine my regret when I opened
the hive the next time.
So much for hasty work.

J.

Anderson

MODERN FARMER,
ST.

9Ctf

JOSEPH, MO.

/\
I

The American Poultry Journal
325

Dearborn

Street,

Alrkl1t*n;il
OUUl 11<H

is

century old and

is still

39 Da/s' Fpcc Tplal.

American Poultry Journal.
Mention the Bee Journal.
Please mention. Bee Journal "when writing.

full

lii

save you dealer and jobber
Enotiirh huI*!. Writefur
annual catalog. Mailed free.

jriitits.
..'.ind

grow-

cents a Year.

l>tit;j;y.

I

I

ing" must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

50

amKeiuiixecton

or

Kalamazoo Carriage &,HarnessMfg,
Co..Station33.Kaiamazoo. Mich.

when

111 flat

and made up — al very low

SOCtf

O. C.

MASTIN,

price,

aft

Trent, S. D.

The Rural Californian
all about Bees in California.
The yields
of Honey; the Pasturape and NectarProducing' Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

Tells

and Price

months, 50 cents.

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Cal.
218 North Main Street,
-".^SG mention Bee Journal -when w^nuna
-

The New Catalog
which we have

of Prairie State lucubator
just received, is probably
the handsomest piece of printing ever put out
by any firm in the interest of the poultry industry. It is a large volume, pages S^xllK.
printed in two colors throughout, with several
handsome colored inserts and more than 5ii full-

page groups, showing scenes on poultry iarms
throughout the entire country. Besides this
there are numerous smaller illustrations. More
than 1(100 photographs were taken for this book.
A full description is given of the Prairie State
Incubators and Brooders, and a complete record
of their show-record. It is, all in all, a handsome book— a good book — about a good machine
built by a good company, which we can most
heartily recommend to all our readers. Another
attractive thing about the catalog is. that while
it cost probably $15,000 to print the first edition,
a copy will be sent free to anyone interested in
poultry. Write to Prairie State Incubator Co.,
Homer City, Pa., and please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

Rather Risky Business,
this

in these daysof the perfectly
workint^aiid surprisiuRly simple

buyinguntrled incubators

;

ReHable Incubators and Brooders,
where every fertile ept; means a strong healthy chick.
Guaranteed to do the work and do it as it has never been done before The toth
Century Poultry Uook ouL'ht to be in every chickennian's hou.sc Von will not
part with it for many times its cost. Discusses the pi ml try business from ynur view
point. fSent any where fur 10c. Uellublclnc-b. A: Urdr. Co.,Boi B ^
, QulucyflU*

The Business End of the

NEW RLMELY SEPARATOR^
When
Like aU the "Rumely Goods'* this is simply perfection.
coupk d to our New Rumely Rear Geared Traction Engine
they constitute a threshing outfit that not only makes b*''
money for the thresher, but saves grain and money for
the farmer. Tliey are durable beyond com- .—
*

parison and when you buy them you are
done buyinff for years to come. Take a little
time to think about how it would pay you to
own such an outfit, then '\\Titeus for free catalog,

M.

RUMELY

Please mention

CO., La Porte, Ind.

Bee Journal when

-writing

.

6.

The

was another poor season for bees
this locality.
The weather was very unfavorable during the spring and fruit' blooming; white clover was good but did not last
long.
Nearly the only honey we got was in
the fall from smartweed.
are having spring weather here now;
bees are flying, and are carrying out the dead
ones.
D. E. Evers.
Otoe Co., Kebr., Jan. 6.
past

in

*WTitliic5

Co.,

A>3"

Wiley Mountjoy.

We

J

r;.nu..;.;!l, It.. /,..,//'/.,«.

Please mention Bee Journal

Ky., Jan.

Anothep Poop Season.

(.:iTTi:\<j:(;

I

over a quarter of a

\\> luakcn

n~niietol)UV thnt

We

Chicago, III.

I

^^^^

REMINDER

Co.,

One Season's Repopt.
began bee-keeping in tlie fall of 1900 by
buying one colony in a box -hive, which wintered in the cellar and was taken out in good
I

condition in the spring.
I
increased to tour
colonies and secured a surplus of iz pounds
of section honey per colony, sprinsr count.
They are now in winter quarters in good condition, with plenty of stores without feeding.
I
transferred the old colony from the boxhive to an 8-frame Lang'^troth, and also hived
the swarms in 8-frame hives.

The main honey-tiow here is from milkweed
and white clover.
L. \'. Ricketts.
\\'hitman Co., Wash., Dec. 27.

A Young Bee-Keeper's RepoPt.
Last

spring I started a very small co.ony
of bees, I should judge about 10 dozen bees.
I
got a hive and made 8 frames but only
gave them 2 frames. I then gave them 2
queen-cells and in three days the queen was
hatched, and in 2\ days the hive ha'd an increase of some more bees.
Soon it had quite
a few more bees so I gave them another frame.
One day my father looked in, and made
fun of me, but I did not care. When he saw
I was interested in my small lot he fixed them
up for me so they looked like bees to him.
Of course they did not store enough honey
to winter them, but you know a greenhorn

can make a

fortune in his mind i^ he does
not make it outright. When winter came I
put them in the cellar along with some more.

One day last summer we had 8 swarms in
one day. Two of them went to the woods,
but my sister and brother followed them. My
sister was 14 and my brother S.
They followed
them about a mi.e over creeks, hills and
through brush, when the bees took a rest, and
so did their followers.
My father and I then
took a hive and went to get them, but it
being a very warm day made it bad for us.

We

got about one-third of them in the hive
and then we left the hive on the hillside, but
we went home and in the evening we undertook the task of going and bringing the hire
home. All the bees had gone in excepting a
quart.
We left them and Pa carried the hive
home on his shoulder.
When we arrived
home he looked as though he had been boatTo make cows pay. ase Sharpies Cream Separators. Book
"Business Dairying" & Cat. 212 free.
Chester,Pa.

W

•
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It being a
riding and the boat had capsized.
good season we were well paid, for this swarm
filled 140 sections.
One day, about a month later, myself and
my sister and brother were out in the woods
digging ginseng, and we came to the place
where the swarm had settled. I spoke of a
quart remaining; well, those bees had built two
pieces of comu about five inches wide and
nine inches long on the ground. How or why
they remained I do not know, but I got the
honey and bees and brought them home.
A\"e have 150 colonies of bees, of which
59 are in the cellar and 91 are on the winter
The
stands, and both lots are doing nicely.
past season we got 13,000 pound of honey, and
sold the most of it within ;o miles of home,
and could have sold twice as much.
I sent some to Washington, D. C, and some

Feb.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
World's Standard Hatcher.
Used on
I

in U.

Gov. ExperinientStatidiig.
t'anada, Anstmlia and Nt-w

26

S..

Zealand; also by America's leading
poultrymen and thousands of others.
Guaranteed to give satisfaction or
pri'-o retunded.
The (»rlt;liinl and

Only Genuine Non-Moisture

'Moisiure

Dncubator,

by patent. Gold Medal and highcstaward
at Fan-American. October, lyOI. Illustrated 16- page cirfully covered

cular free,
mailed for

t'oniplete atalopue. ISO papes. 8x11 inches,
10 cents. Ask nearest otKce for book No. MJ
t

CYPIIEUS INCUBATOIC COMPANY,
BoEuo, >.l.t

Chicago,

Bostoo, Mass.,

111.,

flease mention B^e Journal

Vork, N. T.

A'eir

wnpn

writing

again."
When California bee-keepers begin
to "pat themselves on the back" over a good
year, they must also prepare to face a dry
one.
It is a "streak of lean and a streak oi
fat" with us.
A. B. Bland.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Jan. 8.

Winteping Bees— A CoPFeetion.
There is the name and the trade
Imark which puaraotees t^) you all
Ithe purity, general excellence,
reliability of the famous

wish to correct one statement in "An Old
Timer's ^Methods," on pages 45 and .^6. I do
not want it to go out that I put a board in
the rabbets on top of the super and place
that on top of bees, leaving the whole super
space open above the bees, as I was made
to say. for that would be reckless.
But 1 cut
a board to fit inside the super to rest on the
tins, as do the section-holders,
making only
a bee-space above the frames; then another
board is put in the rabbets, then a ventilated
I

and

WATKINS' REMEDIES.

They are fitted to every requirement of the
hoiiie and leave little to be desired in tlie

of trtatment of human ills for <itlier
temporary or permanent relief. Of s|"ii;il
mei it because of its wiile range of uses, is
ourWiitk'Mt*' Wiretable Anodyne I.iiiiTlmu^ands of our patrons use it
nient.
daily for both internal and external purIt is unexcelled in treatment of
poses.

way

•

cover, and the job is done.
well with me for some time.
Piatt Co., III.

Jliarrhopa, l),\>ieiilfry,
I'lilic,
Coiislis,
ChohTs MorliUfl, Iiiiliei'stloii, fuls, Bmhcs,
or
Burns, pit. It is equally K^od for

(olfl8,

orchards while in full bloom last
had to force them to stop sprayspring.
ing, some of them saying they would rather
pay their fine than stop the pump.
walked them out of their orchards, but they
"laid out" lots of our bees before we knew
they were doing that kind of work.
C. H. Lake.
Wayne Co., X. Y., Dec. 2;.

J.

WATXINS MEDICAL

R.

10 Liberty

Ihii* in.-ans

*

that

anil rliiirur.-

(Wffieru orders shipped trom T>ea Moines,

FREE

SKKl)

on a

I

|.i

STATION

al

an.l natri.M.I

who is an artualseed

'

and

'atiilntf

and a packet of fauLI.aSa
earliest Tomato irrown 11 sent

small here this
year on account of drouth, but the bees went
into winter quarters in good condition.

Lewis Lloyd,
Columbia

Gift.

we consider our
make such a

ability to
niacliinu as the

of

Prairie Si?idt
Incubator.
The people who have used
think the same. The U. S. Department of
Ai;riculture thinks the same. The Judges at 342
shows have thought the same. Everybody thinks
Our new catalogue No. 79. with lifty tinted
so.
plates, four original paintini^s and 700 hall tone
illustrations. sent absolutely free. Write before
they are all gone.

it

Prairie State Inch. Co., Homer City, Pa,
,f

Inr>,r,.,t:r

\\^is.,

Jr.

Dec. 30.

Decs did fairly well the first of the season
clover, then the drouth set in and
stopped very suddenly.
They stoped
some rather dark honey in the fall, but I

on white
the>:

don't

know where

good

condition

they got it.
wintering.

They seem

in

for

We

have had quite a cold snap, 12 degrees
below zero, with 4 inches of snow. It was
degrees
above zero yesterday,
and bees
50
were out.
T. Q. Garman.
Gentry Co., Mo., Dec. 23.

l..-i..iv

Great

last

Co.,

Did Fairly Well on White Clover.

COLE'S SEED STORE, PELLA, lOWA.

Report for 1901— Spring^Feeding.
I
the small bee-keepers.
spring with to colonies and
had only two swarms. I took from 8 hives
about 1200 pounds of extracted honey and
about 300 pounds of comb, and as nice as I
ever saw. We had a fine yield of white clover
in this part of the country, and the aster
crop can't be beat.
I have my bees on the summer stands with
plenty to live on, though I see them bring
out quite a lot of dead bees, _when it is
warm enough to fly. I am afraid they will
he very weak in the spring. About what time
should I commence to feed them?
Some Golden queens that I got last sum-

—

SEED
TOMATOMar.-'O
_.\ddress

lni\ rr.

That's what

in

A\\r*Lami

V, '>r lor
iH-iVtll.or,

til d;i
:i

la.

CINCINNATI. 0.

6.

Send your address
a '^c stamp

vl'AI:Oi.[ K.
isi

The honey crop was very

I'^r it

the'u>(iniuT is sutisli.-il. Al>>'>lutely the bcs[ 6U cj-'tT machine on thu
market at any price. Send for our
free poultry book, "All Right."
CLAY PhFlP3 incubator CO..

Dec. 30.

^liip

trial
Iforty daysfree
«>nl\ wlit-n
#.h.<»0
7

111.,

Small Honey Crop.

-"yriting

uur *J0 Kec Copi»cr 'J'uiik
"All IHtrlifliiciibotor on

H

produced

Co.,

WINONA, MINN.. U.S. A,

St.,

'lur li.indsoine (;.iKIli:\

Bees Did Well.

Bureau

"ALL RIGHT" k\S?}m
anywhere
we
.

bees

this year.

CO.,

Please mentio n Bee Journal -wnen

We

bees did excellently well last year. From
8 colonies I extracted close to 600 pounds of
as nice honey as I ever took from them, but
I keep my bees as near
it is slow sale here.
the yellow stock as I can, and I think it pays
Kearly all my queens were superseded
big.
in August; I cannot say why, because they
A. J. Freeman.
were nearly all young.
Neosho Co., Kans., Jan. 0.

worked
Gray,

about $Soo worth of
I sold all of it for 14 and
cents per pound.
It was nearly all white
clover honey.
My bees are in good shape for
wintering, and all in the cellar.
I have over
100 colonies.
C. W. Anderson.

hints, recipes, farm, prarden andiioTue intorniation. Wiite at .m^-r and address

THE

We

My

C.

15

fntt

Loss from Spraying in Bloom.
have lost most of my bees by people

has

W.

A Good Report.
^ly

honey

<

Hoping for Better Things.
The last two years have been poor, with
only one swarm with an average of 30 colonies
in the two years, and not enough honey for
family use. But I am hopeful the next will
James Coe.
be better.
\'an Buren Co.. Iowa, Jan. 2.

It
J.

man

beast. Be ready to take them in the start.
There is no telling how much trouble, money
or even life itself, this foresight may save
you. irt"»r any rca-.iin we should not have a
ininuniiy, write tciusdisalesman in vi'iii"
rectaiid we \\ill •*'• lliat you are supplied.
name on
YOU. Sendus yciur
^grc aTO
postal card and we will send yon
afreecopy of our \Vatkin3' Home Iii-rfir
full
of
helj^ful
rnd Conk Book. 100 paires

.

am one

warm

is

Outlook " A Dry Year."

My

I

In that case feed as soon as weather

enough for them to fly freely, and give them
an abundance to last till they can gather
again.
There is more danger of too little
than of too much. You "will be surprised to
see how rapidly they use up stores when
breeding gets under full way in the spring.

I

Last fall I ordered the "A B C of Bee-Culture," a smoker, and some other fixtures, without having a single colony of bees. I read
the book, and made a few 8 and jo frame
Langstroth hives last winter. About the last
of February I bought a colony of black bees
in a box-hive from a neighbor, and later three
colonies of Italian bees in 8-frame dovetailed
On
hives from a bee-keeper 20 miles away.
of May I transferred the black
the first
hive.
Dees into a Simplicity
poor
considering the
bees did well
season, increasing to 16 colonies, and proThey averaged
ducing considerable honey.
about 20 pounds per colony from goldenrod
and asters in October.
In August I subscribed for the American
Bee Journal, and received a red clover queen,
which I successfully introduced to the only
colony of blacks I had. While the weather
was warm, the last of October, I packed them
up snug for winter.
I think this a fine locality for bees, there
being an abundance of sourwood, whi.te clover
and poplar, and in the fall many fields are
There are a great
fairly white with asters.
many minor plants, such as catnip, sumac,
C. L. S.\ms.
horsemint, goldenrod, etc.
Madison Co., N. C, Dec. 23-

started

as you say, they have plenty to live
don't feed them at all.
But you may
mean they have plenty for the winter and
not enough to last till nectar yields again.
[If,

on,

have 160 colonies of bees, increased from
90 last year, and produced 9 tons of extracted honey.
The outlook is "dry year

A Beginner's Report.

I

Giles Co., Tenn., Jan. 14.

Co., Minn., Jan. 12.

became interested in bees by reading the
columns on bees in the agricultural papers.

spraying

mer are hustlers, and don't want to be disturbed much; if they are I find it out, as
they are not much of cowards, and they do
feather honey when there is any to get.
C. M. KiMBROUGH.

Editor.]

I

:

19C2.

—

to .New Mexico, so you see we
have quite a large trade of our own.
Fred Banker.
I am 13 years old.

was taken

Brown

6,

(iwl Bro tier Fart'>r., hi

ih':

W^rU.

Fears Heavy Winter Loss.
^ly crop of extracted honey this year was
6000 povinds, from 100 colonies, spring count.
colonies in chaff hives,
I am wintering go
and they seem to be all right so far, but I
fear there will be heavy loss this winter on
account of their not rearing any young bees
since September.
F. B.

Clayton Co., Iowa, Dec.

Farrington.

18.

A Swarming Expepienee.
1900. as I was at work with a
1 5,
sliuvtl-plow hilling up potatoes, I saw a swarm
of bees coming straight towards the horse and
me. perhaps 20 or 30 rods off. I tried to
hurry the horse on, but she stood still until
I
the bees were all around us in no time.
went to try to unhitcli the horse, and in
doing so she switched her tail, which took
my hat off. In an instant the bees were all
over my head and the horse was off to the
Tilly

"

Feb.

6,

!
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barn with the plow. When she pot to the
barn-door the plow cauRht in the sill, and the
When
K"t home the
horse broke away.
horse was in the barn, antl my head wan
rubbed it
as
I
Rad
bees,
dead
covered with
lirst took a pail of the
1
all the way home.
my face
and
bathed
coldest water 1 could net,
and head. I went and served llie horse the
were
There
same way after I cot home.
My
three stings taken from over one eye.
Geo. Hodges.
head was very sore for days.
Allegany Co., N. V., Dec. 26.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

lliiX.iiiLiii'.ii^.yu.^.^.iiiL^.^t^^.ii/O*

I

Utah.— The Utah State IJee-Keepcm* ABiiociation will hold its annual convention in the City
and County IJuilding, Salt Lake (.'Ity, April S,
This promineH to be an IntercHiI'»o.i, at in a.m.
All are invited. Il ih dcHirrd
in^f convention.
to lorin an exchange tor the protection and benCome and aid a good
(rtit <»f our bee-keeperH.
cauKe. It in expected thai everv couuly will be
J. B. Fagc, Sec.
reprpKcdted.
K. S. LoVKSv, I'res.

I

Seem

to be

Wintering Well.

bees seem to be wintering well so far.
1
I put them into the cellar about Noy. 20.
have 120 colonies.
This has been a poor year for honey, bassSam Severson.
wood being the main crop.
Clark Co., Wis.. Dec. _(>.

)m

ticcicd to run

burr

i)i<'

Thry

liu'uhnlor.

iirtr

>.(j

llnlt'h
Hltnple

run theniMclvfs. MiuU}
of rjilifornla redwood, bfautlfulIv llul^hcii: twelvd niitim coinHT
Itiat iIh'v

tarik,:iinihvdr'i-s»fi-ty lunip. Knl-

^

Results of the First Season.

Iv ^'llll^IlrlIl.lt. "(Hir i-JitiilotriHT..n(uliiH
I'MirKln-ils ..f phi.tt.^nupliM -'i Itin hiirc
lliiit'li liM'utMilor lit wnik. uml vali'atilf iiitnriiintii'M. S.-iit liic.

Sure Hatch Incubator Co., Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus. 0.

My

bees are wintering: ot\ the '^umnier stands
in double walled cases with chalt cu.^hions on
top of the hives, with plenty of honey.
last spring with two colonies in
I started
box-hives that I boiiglit; they cast four large
swarms, and one of tlie swarms produced 80
pounds of honey, another 41 pounds, and the
other two later filled up their hives well for
V. McBride.
winter.
Hardin Co., Ohio., Dec. 27.

No

NO COLLEGE EDUCATION

Fall Honey.

had no fall surplus honey this year; white
clover was cut short by the drouth, and we
had only about half a crop of it. Bees are doing nicely in their winter quarters. They were
out prospecting a few days ago. T'hey had
gathered plenty for winter stores.
I

Flease meution Bee Journal

when

-WTitina

r*in;TiT:T7;TW.o°N?:^«
IwlLL
TRIALImtchiT^
30 DAYSiniparlnirnt

JJ

—fj^ff^
9

^''^"

U.u-iilii(ini,-f

have

udvuntiitfOrt

over

it

1

1

oUifi incu-

Imtnr.s. I'.uiitninsat5.'i,t'.»..'>uainleir>fur
iftT^"'!), UK' ao'l 200 egg aizes. Ilalcb every goo J
^^.t'lr. Sen.i'.icetirafor No. ,3 caUl'^tlue.

BtCKi:VK l^CLUA'lOieC'O., 8prluirfleld, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -wlif-n -wriTini?

1902— Bee-Keepers'

honey,

\A%((ii\Sc\ j^ood to No. 1, \?>%(<ii\Ac\ liiftal
\Z%<a,\.\c\ dark tfradl•^, Incltidinif buck\i)iw\2c.
Kxtracted, wliite, 554''f>7c; am-

ambern,

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our iy02 cataloR.
M. U. IIUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich

D. C. McLeod.
Christian Co.,

It

cannot

I

Dec. 30.

111.,

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80
construction and
Hatches every fertile

Pays to Read.
with

dispense

the

Perfect in

I

Well,
is

action.
epp. Writeforcatalopueto-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincv, HI.

stand-by,

old

renew my subscription. I had the promise of two new names, and I find at the last
minute they do not think they will need it.

so

the old

bliss,

nal will

45A26t

adage says, "Where ignorance
to be wise."
My old Jourgo the rounds of the neigh-

borhood as usual, I suppose. But I will make
them see the need of it another season, if
I have success with my bees.
They do not
believe that what / read materially aids my
success in securing large yields.
the location." you know.
John
Washoe Co., Xev., Dec. 2S.

It

is

W.

A FRIEND
to poultrynien— tochickens.

Adam'sX" Cutter

Manufacturers' prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog.

lower grades, lij^'^-l^l-^c.
C. H. W. Wkbbb.
Alhanv, N. Y., Jan. 2.2.— lloney market <|uiet
and firm for all trrades of comb honey, of which
very li^ht stock is on hand. White, fancy, 15c;
No. 1, white, 14c; mixed, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Kxtracted, white grades slow sale, and pric«
uncertain. Straig'htbuckwheat extracted scarce
at oc. Beeswax, 2S^"y3<ic.
H. R. Whioht.
15c;

Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly fancy comb honey

A

in cartons, ^S%c•.
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, IJMic; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally running'
No. 1 and
Xo. 1. Kxtracted, li(fht amber,
TJ^c; amber, 7c; Florida honey. (>W(y~c.

A

Our market continues somewhat dull in the
for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larf^er demand than we at this mo-

demand

Blake, Scott & Lbb.

anticipate.

New York. Jan. Q.^Comb

honey continues in
demand with supplies pretty well exhausted, and we quote: Fancy white, 15c; No.
1,14c; No.2, white, 13c; amber,l2c; dark. 10(§*llc.
Extracted dull with large supplies and quotations on large lots generally shaded in order
to effect sales. We quote;
White, (iJ4'^"c; amber, 5J^{a*6c; dark, 5(a*5J4c. Beeswax firm and
rather scarce at 28^28)^c.
g-ood

HiLDRETH & SeOBLKBN.
Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancy white comb honey,
14@15c; No. 1, 13@14c; no dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6^7c. Beeswax, 25fSi26c.

M. H. Hunt & Son.

San Francisco,

Jan. 22.— White comb, 11@
12]^ cents; amber, 8^10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, 5Ji^@6c; light amber, 4H®5c;

—

Beeswax, good

.

24(0.

Send

quiet, but is tolerably firm,
particularly for choice to select. Spot stocks
are of rather small volume, and there are no evidences of much being left in the interior.
There is some probability of prices hardening

slightly during the next few months, particularly if the spring trade proves to be of good
average proportions.

If yon care to know of ita
I
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

W. J. ADAM, JOLIET, ILL.

330

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum. Sam-

ple copy free.

GomD and Extracted fioneij!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 19'> S. Water St.. Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Alf

Tip=Top Glass Honey=Jars

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
Market Street,

The picture shown
herewith represents the

-

one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.

best

"wlien writing.

regarding

Send for circulars and

the oldes

ITALIAN OUEENS and the

WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...
D.

Ask

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City.

For 23 Years the Best on Earth.
2SAtf
T. F. BINOHAM, Farwell, Mich.
If

BLOCKER, Denbeigh,

N.

Dak.

in this issue of
the advertisement of

our paper will be found
the M. Rumely Go., of Laporte, Ind. Our readers will remember these people as beiny the
manufacturers of the famous '" Rumely
Threshing' machines, traction, portable and
stationary engines. In keeping wiih their past.

M. Rumely Co. have greatly improved

their

machines during the past year, and accordingly
they are the very best that long experience,
superior workmanship and material can devise.
Write them for their new illustrated catalog,
add kindly say that you saw this notice in the
American Bee Journal.

sets
ring,

FOR HIS

"Bee=" Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

Its

on a
and

glass top

flat

rubber

is held ia
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is practically air-tight,

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rumely Co.— Elsewhere

agined.

completely than any other published,
send J1.2Sto

dressed,

handsome a

as

package as can be im-

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

business (until further notice) should be ad-

4Atf

tilled

makes

for our price-list

D. J.

It is made of the clearest Hint glass, and when
with hone.v, and a
neat label attached, it

most
improved and original Bingham Bee-Smoker

III.

and testimonials.
As we are spending the wiuler in North Dakota, -all our correspondence, whether social or

to choice, light,

25c.

r'altfnfnia
V.^d.lIlUrni<t

The

fancy, fiWqt~%c.

lijfhter, Sh^fa^Uc;

5c;

Market continues

MUTH & CO.

FRED. W.

The

Bee Journal

briatfs

Comb, fancy,

2o(^28c; dark,

S.W. Cor. Front & Walnut Sts. CINCINNATI, 0.
Please cientioa Bee Journal -when -writing

It runs ea?ily because it has
hall benrin{;s. It cuts clean,
quickly an<l perfecly. Makes a fine
bone shaving such as chickens reBefore you buy send for
quire.
free catalotrue No, 51

^lease mention

Mention ibe American Bee Journal.

BEE -SUPPL IES

"all in

Lyell.

A

Cincinnati, Jan.21.— The demand for honey
is fair. Kxtracted honey is ofTcred freely. Dark

amber. 4@

folly
have to

'tis

ber, S%((^S^ic\ dark, 5'" 5!4c; the scale of prices
varyinff accordintf to llavor, body and package.
lieeHwax Hteady at 2^c.
R. A. Buknbtt
Co.

ment

SuopliesI

\

MARKHT QUOTATIONS.

wheat,

My

AND BEESWAX

HONE,y

which

is

thus permitting no leak,
houey-

an important thing with

sellers.

WAMTPn

150 COLONIES OF BEES
'^^ ^ * ^-<'-' iu March or April. State
kind of hive and general conditions; also lowest cash price. Address, G. E. P.,
Care American Bee Journal,
6Atf
144 & 146 Krie Street, Chicago, III.
'^'^

Please raeutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

We

can furnish these

jars, f.o.b.

Chicago,

One gross, ?S. 00; two gross,
at these prices
?4.r5 a gross; five or more gross §4.50 per
gross.
If you tr}* thetn once you will likely use no
other kind of top or sealing arrangement for
:

honey-jars.

GEORGE
144

&

14tj

W.

Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

!

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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We

Feb.

1902.

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

f^ Dadant's Foundation

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

HIV6S, Exiraciors
WANT

OR ANYTHING YOU

IN

THE

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundaand cost no more

We sell

Catalog and copy of
Bee-Keeper free. Address,

The American
T.

Send name

New

than other makes.

FALCONER MFG. GO.,

JAMESTOWN,

N. V.

*a- W. M. Gerrish, East Notingrham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our g-oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Hease mention Bee Journal -when ^Titm/:^
P

Seeds.

»U well V

for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
,

Bee-HeeDers' Supplies
Very

fine

low

The

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

$.75

$1.20
1.70

90
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

80

Please mention Bee Joiu*nal -when writing.

$2.£0
4.00
4.00
4.50
3.25

J4.50
7.£0
7.75
8.50
6.00

i)-i)-i)<i)-(i»(i-i)»i)-'A»i).i)-(i»i)-4

"FACTS."

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

f

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
&

W.

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

A Cool

Million of

i.ooo

lA6t

Send

colony or a thousand colonies. The catalog' is ready f<ir mailing, and will be sent
free to all applicants. If you will give us
the names and addresses of 10 or more bee-keepers, we will send you in addition our
40-pa;^f semi monthly journal. Gleanings jn Bke-Culture, lor 3 months free.
that Root'sCowan Honey-Extractors are acknowledged
far the best extractors on ihe market. You will make a m stake if you take one represented to be " just as good." Our designs are the best, we use the best material, and our workmanship
ship is nnsurpassed. Insist on "Roofs" Cowan,
It's a fact

by

EYfi-ar-tnre
'^iroClOrS

for circular.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,
SUEBOYGAN, WIS.
mention Bee Journal -wnen writing
R. H.

It is

DAUZ, Hive

is

a 'Fact" that the

Dittmer's Foundation

tllVeS oeST

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
I use a
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

It is

rllglier

It

Honey

lor Comb Honey,
a fair trial, the best

a fact that bee-keepers using the Danz. hive get better yields
in their yards.

from this hive than any other hives

fot*

it

comb honey.

Yields
Price

and

DANZENBAKKR HIVE

acknowledged by ALL who have given

hive for

FOUNDATION

It is a tact that Root's Catalog for 1902, tbe
'Ust editioa, contaias ioforraation valuable
to EVERY bee-keeper, whether he has one

Now Ready

Root S

BEE-HIVES

ready for shipment.

ir'iease

%

Root's
CatalOS
_^^^^^^^^^_^___

->?»5

Snowy Wisconsin Sections
AND

III.

^^ ^^

1.70
1.90
1.40

1.00

I'

Chickens and Eggs

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
^^^

L

Langstrobh on the Honey-Bee — Rev/ised,

We

^^

T
K

prices.

at all times

the order:

Vt

<«/OF ALL
KINDS •»• ^K,^%/

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

pure-bred

for sale at very

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other CloveF

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY. FIRMNESS, No SAUQINU,

Because it
always given better satis1+
II. cf^ll
»CII cr* »r<:>n r faction than has
any other. Because in 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

tion are ahead of everything,

25 tH
Year

WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.

W/h\7
rlrkf^e
T 11^ UUC»

WE MAKE ONLY THE

THE W.

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction.
PATENT
LOSS.

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

144

6,

is also a tact that the honey in Danz. Sections generally sells
^^^ ^ higher price, and always finds a ready market.
have yet
to earn of a bee-keeper having comb honey in Danz. sections who
^^^ ^^ hold his honey because of a dull market.

We

8^

%

and
is a fact that Root's Goods are in demand everywhereFor
this reason we have agencies all over the Untied States and upward of 25 foreign countries. A full Ust of agents sent on application.

It

Wort fax

Mo

Agencies

FoMilatlon For Cash

at prices that are the lowest.

Catalog giving

Low Freight It

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
Please mention Bee Journal w>

^^d

w-rn-Liis

is a fact that we are able by these agencies to furnish our goods
quickly, and at low cost of transportation.

Qulckl

with prices and samples, tree on application

->*^

Delivery
Facts

"Facts About Bees," 7th edition, revised,
information, and sent to any address for a

Ahniflf Ri^^c
i\UOui
Dees

Is

now ready. Full of
stamp or free if

Z cent

yQu mention this paper.

i^^
#

The A, L Root Company,
MEDINA, OHIO,

MT GEORGE W. YORK &
are beadquarters for

Send

to

them

m^
U,

S,

A."

CO., cH^cAGaill"'""'
ROOT'S I5EK-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

sS§<-

AvvERie%

DEE Journal
OBOROE W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

FEBRUARY

13,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No.

7.

;

AMERICAN BEE jOURNAL
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Feb.

Honey- 1 cents a

Alfalfa

pnnd

'°

13, 1902.

T,^l\°'°'

BEST=

i 0>xira6t6(l Honeu For Sale i
^
ALL
60-POUND TIN CANS.
^
IN

rrBLISHED "^'EEKLY BY

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK S COMPANY

146 E rie St., Chicago,

lil.

Entered at the Post-OfBce at Chicago as Second-

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J?£

HoneyJ^

CJass Mail-Matter.

This

White

EDITORIAL STAFF.

Geokge W. York,

-

the famous
Extracted

This

known

Honey

g-athered iu
the g-reat Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

Editor-in-Chief.

-

is

Dr. C. C. Miller, ) r>„„„,j„„„,.
P1P?«'?5°*
E. E.
E. Hasty,
Editors.
Prof. A. J. Cook,

ral

'

West.

It

is

a

soms.

It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

nearly

everybody
who cares to eat

I

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who

honey at all can't
get enough of the

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

Tbe Subscription Price

of this Journal
a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

$l.t»0

is

Prices of Alfalfa or

;

A sample of either,

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
" decOl " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscrip-

^\
^:
^;
^|
S^

;

4

'

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
5^
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^i
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^:
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get ^;
^',
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

We

'

Advertising Rates

;

plication.

g^
2;

10 cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7}4 cents per pound

By freight two
cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, }4 cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC BCCS' HOtlCy.
age.

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

—

Basswood Honey:

by mail,

QEORQE W. YORK &

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

S'.

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest houey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,

W.
A.
E.
P.
E.

HnXCHINSON,
I. Root,
T. Abbott,
H. Elwood,
R. Root,

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

g. m. doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Z.

J.

Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

M. Hambaugh,

C. P.

Dadant,

Dr. C.

C.

Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest R. Root,

President.

R. C. Aikin, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

U^"

If

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal,

to the office of the

when they

who

will be forwarded to
will mail individual receipts.

Mr. Secor,

(This Cut

is

the

i-'CLi-

Size of

the Knife.)

Vour Name on the Knife.— When oiderlug, be sure
address you wish put on the Knife.

to say just

what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a norelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coatnlapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

"

Note. — One reader writes;

I have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enligrhten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents ; two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offlca
ol the American Bee Journal.

lieve that

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are haud-forg-ed out of the very finest Eng^lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the liniiif^'s are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

1v

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a g^ood knife Is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having- name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! "What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side ?
The accompanying cu/ gives a faint Idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as th" ** Noveltj" " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give It as a Premium to the
one sending us iriKKE new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK

L CO.

j6S"Please allor "^bout two weeks for your knife order to be

Chicago,
filiea.

IlL

:

:

J^T BEE-PAPc^
'IN AMER^C^J^

4 2d

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

ILL,

FEBRUARY

suffer without water.

It their

gathered, or such as contains a

^

Editorial.

The WiwcoiiHin Convention
last

woek Weilnesday and

was a

^

tion of water, then water

I

was held
There

Tliursdaj'.

attendance and a s™"' meeting.
All theoflicers were re-eleeted. and they are as
fair

follows
President,

N.

France;

E.

vice-president,

HutTman; secretary, Ada L. Picliard;
and treasurer, Harry Lathrop.
Next weeli we will have more to say al)out
it, and later we expect to publish a short re-

Jacolj

port of the proceedings, includinj^ the papers
that were read.

"Soniniy " on Adulteration.

— Som-

nambulist opens up his January contribution
to the Progressive Bee-Keeper by saying:

'One's faith in humanity as well as one's
reliance on one's own senses receive a very
distinct shook on opening the American Bee
Journal for Dec. 5."
After some racy comments upon the Chi-

cago Tribune article and cartoon, he says

quote that genuine
be told by the brown coloring, he

honey may

then

in

to

After years of contriving and weeks of
hustling to secure unblemished sections, only
to be assured that they are not genuine
Too
bad!
What a vast amount of maneuvering, and
how many sleepless nights might have been
saved hail this information but reached us
years ago. On the other hand, what a crumb
of comfort is this knowledge to the slovenly,
go-easy bee-keeper.
The company of antisection scrapers may confidently expect new
recruits, for if the brown coloring around the
cells is an indication of genuineness, the same
coupled with a propolis-debauded section
would constitute a surety.
After a perusal of the Tribune article it will
h& hard for some bee-keepers to believe that
the "world moves."
!

WateringBees

in Winter

in this country.

consider

it

In

is little

Germany some

pracbee-

very important, while

others thipk

it needless if
not injurious.
Editor Weippl, of Illustrierte Monatsblaetter,

If the bees have honey
candied, thick, or tough, they may

says both are right.
that

is

is late-

propor-

The

superfluous.
10

to

2.">

percent.

The Robber Spotted. — A

peasant came

one day to the Cadi to complain that his hives
had been robbed. "Come to me to-morrow
with your neighbor." said the Cadi. Next
day at the appointed hour, the peasant appeared with a number of the villagers.

"Imbecile!"

know any

said the Cadi; "didn't

you

than to bring all these
worthy people here; Don't you see that the
man that robbed your hive has yet a cluster
of bees on his turban ?" At this one of the men
better

quickly put his baud to his turban, and
arrested on the spot. Prak. Wegweiser.

— was

—

—

A Honey-Lie Correction. Mr. Newton
Bawn, of Iowa, has kindly sent us a clipping
written by Mr. J. S. Triggs, who, unfortunkeep in circulation the old
about the manufacture of comb honej-.

ately, helped to
lie

The

correction

is

as follows:

AKTIFICIAL COMB HOSET.

What a fine excuse for a " little more sleep,
a little more slumber " along about the time
to remove supers; what a grand inducement
to the extra-fancy comb-honey producers!

keepers

fair

If there is IS percent or more, that is all the
water the bees need, even in the time when
lireeding begins.
Besides, the bees understand how to increase the supply of water.
Outside of the cluster they uncap more honey
than is needed for immediate use, and this
But
attracts moisture from the atmosphere.
if the honey be candied or thick, then water
in sufHcient degree is not attracted from the
atmosphere.

comments

ticed

is

honey varies from

:

In this famous or infamous article, as beekeepers are apt to brand it, one complainant
says, " I know of no place in Chicago where
one can purchase a pound of pure honey."
Poor Chicago! Little "one boss" Missouri
towns can beat that.

Proceeding

water

honey

A

short time ago

we

No,

1902,

13,

incidentally referred

manufacture of bogus comb honey,
and, judging from the many letters we received, we made a mistake in assuming that
any such honey is made, or could possibly be
made, and so our readers will please understand that there is no such fraud practiced,
and that we never said there was. The beemen unite in saying that it is a mechanical
impossibility to make an artificial comb, fill it
with an adulterated sweet and so to seal up
the cells that such fraud could not be readily

7.

the bloom of skunk cabbage, henbane and ragweed, distillers of the nectar from malignant
and deadly types of the vegetable kingdom.
Maylje their i|ueen was dead, or the regular
workers on a strike and the drones tried
their hand.
Anyhow, not knowing that the
bees made that honey, the poetic sentiment
with which wc have always invested the bee
is knocked into smithereens, and, hereafter,
it, like
the ox or the pig, is of the earth,
earthy.

Undoubtedly. Mr. Triggs got hold of some
rank honey perhaps some sour, spoiled
honey. Of course, all pure comb honey is
not of the finest flavor, as any one knows who
But just beis at all familiar with honey.
cause a certain honey does not suit one's
palate, or is rank from any cause, that is no
good reason for saying that it was manufactured by machinery, etc.
We think we'll turn over the Mr. Chas.
Saylor mentioned, to Mr. Benton, of the Department of Agriculture, and give him the
bee-keepers' full permission to "sail into"
him in the way he deserves.

—

Carbon Bisulphid as an Insecticide
the title of Farmers' Bulletin No. 145 sent
out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Carbon bisulphid has come into prominence
among bee-keepers as an insecticide superior
to sulphur, having along with its other claims
for recognition the very important one that it
destroys eggs as well as wax-worms. This
bulletin is probably the best thing of the kind
in existence, and it will be well for those interested in the matter to obtain a free copy
from Washington.
The following description of its liquid
is

properties

is

interesting

and instructive:

to the

detected.
At the

same time, we have before us the
statement of an expert of the Agricultural

—

Departmentat Washington Mr. Chas. Saylor,
of Des Moines, la. — in which he refers to this
matter as though such bogus product were
actually being made. The bee-men can now
go for him, and convince him as they have us,
that he

is in error.

The item which drew forth the criticism
was prompted, not so much by what we had
read and heard of this fraftd, as by the character and i|uality of a lot of honey which we
bought about that time. Assuming that this
lot of honey was the pure-quill product of
the bees, we wonder what the moral condition of the members of the hive must have
been to have produced such an abomination,
when it looked so very tempting. They must
surely have been foragers on strange grounds
and eaters of forbidden fruits revellers among

—

The

one-fourth heavier than water,
its specific gravity being 1.20 at the freezing
temperature of water.
It is very volatile,
evaporating with great rapidity when freely
exposed to the air. The rapidity of evaporation depends mainly upon the area of the
evaporating surface and the temperature of
the liquid and the air. It may be retarded by
mixing the litiuid with various substances,
and is wholly prevented by covering the surface of the carbon bisulphid with a layer of
water, which, being lighter, floats easily on
top. just as kerosene does upon water.
The
rapid evaporation of the liquid takes up a
large amount of heat. If a little be poured
upon the hand, a burning sensation will be
experienced, which, however, is due. not to a
burning. t>ui to a cooling process, as may be
perceived liy touching the spot with the other
hand. No harm need be feared from getting
it upon the skin.
When perfectly pure the liquid has an
acrid taste and a rather sweetish, not unpleasant, ethereal odor, quite similar to that of
ether or chloroform. Pure carbon bisulphid
is completel.y volatile, and will not injure or
Even when poured
stain the finest fabrics.
directly upon food-stutis their edibility is not
at all impaired, and all trace of the odor disappears quickly upon free and full expostire
to the air. The ordinary commercial article.
liquid

is

:

:

:
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its

though its vapor will do them no harm.
Liquid carbon bisulphid is not at all explosive, so there need be no fear of handling it,
provided the cans are perfectly tight. It is
best kept in an out-house where there is no
tire and where it is dry, so that the cans will
not rust and allow the vapors to escape
through leaks. The liquid boils at 115 degrees
F., but a few degrees higherthan the tempera-

I

stuffs,

ture of the human body. One volume of the
liquid is said to give 375 volumes of vapor
*
upon evaporation.

As a vapor, it is 2.63 times as heavy as air,
and so can be poured from one glass to another almost like water. Understanding its
understood why it is
directed to have the vessel containing the
liquid iiCui'f the combs to be disinfected, and
that the vapor will be more dense at the bottom. The first effect of inhaling the vapor is
weight,

will

it

easily be

upon the first feeling of giddione immediately gets to the open air

giddiness, and

ness

if

effects will soon pass off,
ensue if the vapor is inhaled
If one should
for a sufficient length of time.
desire to remain in a room with the vapor a
few minutes it may be safely done by resort-

to

breathe, the

ill

may

while death

ing to the following device

Weekly Budget.

I

— Unfortunately we have

run

Out op No.
out of the

1.

first

number

A

of our readers,

desired.

Of course it is understood that the vapor
must be confined to be effective, and the
amount of vapor needed depends much upon
the closeness with which it is confined. One
pound of liquid bisulphid to each 1000 cubic
feet of space, which is equivalent to 1 part of
air, will, if

the vapor be

properly confined, destroy insect life in a few
seconds, and the same result will follow in 7.5
minutes if there be one part of vapor to 354
parts of air. The weaker the vapor the longer
the time required.
" Carbon bisulphid

pounds.

It

if

Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
number of the
Bee Journal will write their name and address
with pencil on the first page before wrapping
if

who

those

return to us that

for mailing.

Mb. Geo. W. Bboubeck, of Los Angeles
Co Calif., wrote us Jan. 25, as follows, when
,

sending a short report of the recent California
convention
"California bee-keepers have been apprehensive of another dry year, as the rainfall up
to the present has been below the average,
and up to two days ago we had no rain for
over two months. The past 24 hours, though,
has brought us a fall of 1.32 inches, with a
prospect of more, consequently we feel some-

what relieved."

Ipaho ORGAjiizED.— We
ers'
IS,

from Mr.

learn

Association was organized at Parma, Jan.
with the following officers: President,

Fouch; vice-president, W.

Miss B. M. Petersen.

iron

wonder

of the song, "

Being very
without discomfort.
light, it can be carried by the tube iu the
mouth, thus leaving the hands free for any
minutes

cans or

2.

binding, would not like to send us that copy.
If so we will send them in exchange a copy

F. R.

vapor to UO parts of

We

some
who do not preserve them for

this year, dated Jan.

inflated, the bag contains suthcient air
to enable one to respire into it for several

When

work

of the Bee Journal for

E. F. Atwater, that the Idaho State Bee-Keep-

large paper bag (20 quarts or more) is
tied tightly around a short piece of tubing of
glass, rubber, or metal, inserted in its mouth.

is put up in
drums holding from

may be purchased

tight tin
1

In small

to

general manager,

any druggist, at from 25 to 35 cents
per pound " and at a very much less price by
the quantity from wholesale dealers or manutities of

F.

E.

F.

SchuU:

Atwater; secretary,

Membership

fee,

$1.00

a year.

Mr. Fred W. Muth,

of Cincinnati, Ohio,

gave us a pleasant call last week. He had
been on a business trip to Wisconsin. The
firm of Fred W. Muth & Co. has dissolved
partnership, and hereafter it will be " The
Fred W, Muth Co.," an incorporated concern,
with an authorized capital stock of iS10,000,
about a third of it being fully paid up. Mr.

Muth

himself

manage

will

business,

the

which means that it will be well managed.
Handling bee-keepers' supplies and honey will
be the business of the new firm, as it was of
the old one.
bright.

We

Their prospects are exceedingly

wish

them

success,

all

they will certainly have, as they

which

are pushers

each hole 1 or 2 ounces of the liquid, and
then close the hole immediately by stepping
on it.
It should be emphasized that bisulphid of
carbon is a dangerous explosive if the least
spark of fire should touch it.

Working
Maujean gives

for

Wax and Honey.— A.

in the

Revue Eclectique

a plan

by which he gets a crop of extracted honey
and a considerable quantity of wax, which he
His extractingthinks costs him nothing.
coml>5 are spaced I'-.i inches from center to
center, and are left in the hive

Then they

for business.

"

destroy ants with this drug, trace the
ants to their nests, make one or more holes in
the nest with a stick or iron bar, pour into

To

are cut

down

to

yielding considerable wax.

1

till

sealed over.

inch in thickness,

The American Grocer— the

leading peri-

odical devoted to the grocery trade
issue for Jan. 29,

written by Mr.

had an

W.

P.

—in

illustrated

its

article

Root, an employee of

Root Co., counteracting the effect of
the manufactured-honey misrepresentation,
and trying to set the grocers right on the
subject of comb honey. It was well done.
Every bee-keeper or other person who can in-

the A.

I.

fluence the publisher of any paper to give the
truth about comb honey to its readers will be

doing a good thing.

Mr. W. A. Prtal, of Alameda Co.,
wrote us as follows, Jan. 21

Calif.,

' The weather around Christmas was as fine
as any summer weather we ever had in this
State, with the exception that some of the
mornings were a trifle sharp. But the weather
was just grand.
We are having nice rains at last. Crops
are in splendid condition here, and the prospects are good for an aljundant harvest."

Mr. Pryal also wrote us that his oldest sister,
"Ella," died Christmas morning, lastly of
pneumonia. She was a very bright person, a
teacher of a dozen years' service, a gifted
artist in coloring,

and withal a beautiful char-

Mr. Pryal will have the sympathy of
in his bereavement.

acter.
all

The Chicago Daily News. —After reading
Daily News had published " The

Truth About Honey," as mentioned on page
51, a subscriber to the Bee Journal wrote us

;

facturers.

in the November Agricultural
Advertising.
Agricultural Advertising takes off its hat
and apologizes to the wardens of the busy bee.
Personally they are the salt of the earth, and
we believe they never made a pound of artificial comb honey in all their days.

that the

Success to the new Idaho Association.

.50

quan-

13, 1902.

and printed

however, has a slightly yellowish tinge due to
impurities, which also gives it a rank, fetid
odor that is extremely obnoxious. These imWhen
purities add to its poisonous qualities.
the impure article is used, some slight residue
may be left after the evaporation of the
For this reason this grade will stain
liquid.
goods, and it should not be poured upon food-

:

The Truth About Honet

"

is

being pub-

lished in various newspapers throughout the
land. The first to come to our desk contain-

as follows:

" I am glad to see your good report of
the Daily News. I think I will subscribe for it
when my time is out on another Chicago
daily paper. Why should the News not get
some fresh subscribers from bee-keepers on
attitude toward them ? "
the strength
of its

We

believe that bee-keepers should patron-

papers that treat them right. Editor
Smith, of the Chicago Daily News, would no
doubt be pleased to hear from the bee-keepers, not only with their subscriptions for his
ize the

but a letter of encouragement and
thanks for his treatment of them would be
appreciated. The editor of a daily newspaper
paper,

has no easy job, especially the editor that
wants to do the right thing.

Not a "Fling." — One

of our valued read-

ers says this in a private letter

" I am sorry you made that fling at
the
editors who enjoy showing themselves off in
"
papers.'
their own
'

ing the Chicago Association committee's rewas the Wood County Reporter, of

port

Grand Rapids, Wis.
The next we received was Agricultural Admonthly that unforJohn M. Stahl's
manufactured comb
foolish paragraph on
honey, which we reprinted on page 803 (1901).
In addition to giving " Tlie Truth About
vertising, the sparkling

tunately

Honey"'
had this
its

heart

published

in

full.

Mr.

Agricultural

editorial utterance,
is still

in the

Advertising

which shows that

proper place:

Agricultural Advertising has received a
score or more protests from honey-producers
the country over who object to the strictures
laid upon the honey-trade in a paper read before the National Agricultural Press League

Why, bless you, that wasn't intended as a
"fling," at all, unless it was a fling at ourWasn't >nfr turn picture in
selves as well.
the American Bee Journal last spring or summer, in connection with two other bee-paper
editors i And. once upon a time, wf had a
reproduction of our homely phiz shown inside
of a bee-veil, and usetl it in connection with
the word " Editorial " at the head of that department. But, say, we hope our readers forgave us at the time, and have not laid it up
We must admit it wasn't a
against us.
modest thing for us to do, and we promised
ourselves we wouldn't do it again. But, then,
IK do and .say lots of Ihings that afterward we
find

would

better have been left

undone and
Are yy«,

unsaid. But wf are not perfect yet.
dear reader ?

Feb.
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over winter, resulting in what I
" hol'1-ovcr blight."
It HtandK
zero weather perfectly. In the spring,
those hold over cases start off when
root pressure begins and when the tree
is forced full of sap. In some instances
in the South, very active changes go
on in these hold-over cases during mild
winter weather, but in the Northern
States they don't have lime to do much
damage. The virus runs out on the
sides of the tree and drops down. I
saw some very fine cases in the mountains of Virginia last spring.
The
flies and wasps and other insects swarm
on the exuding sap, and as the blo.ssoms open they fly from that to the
opening blossoms and start the infection for the next year.
Bloom-blight, then blight running
on the branches, then hold-over blight,
then re-infection next spring on the
blossoms. When it is started on the
blossoms, it is carried like fire. Now,
as I started to say a moment ago, you
would like to have the authentic proof
that the bees carry pear-blight.
I
worked long and patiently on this
problem forthreeor four years. In the
first place,
the great abundance of
blossom-blight leads to a suspicion, at
least, that we have here some normal,
live
call

I

The Buffalo Convention.

I

f5
i^
=5

Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-Second Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held at Buffalo, New York,

^

Sept. 10,

1$

(Ci)titiiuictl

The Relation
I

from

patre

-.>.

of Bees to the Orchard.

under three

:

Bees and the nionilia fungus
Second, Bees and pear-blipht.
Third, Bees as pollenizers.
Bees are certainly intimately connected with the orchard, both in health
and disease. Taking: up the first subject, I think I can give you somethingnew. It is probably the least important of the three matters which I shall
take up, but it is the newest. I am
quite well satisfied from observations
made during the early part of the present summer that bees are largely responsible for the rapid distribution of
the peach and plum rot fungus. They
are not the only culprits connected
with that distribution.
Wasps and
soldier-bugs and several other puncturing insects are also concerned in the
matter,and the wasps and the puncturing insects the ones which usually
make the openings, especially in perfectly sound fruit.
However, bees
rapidly follow in the punctures by
other insects. In June and July hundreds and thousands of bees may be
seen swarming over the early-ripening
peaches and Japanese plums, and in
going over rotten fruit they carry the
spores into the wounds made by the
First,

wasps

;

and

soldier-bugs,

and

into

weather-cracks. The peaches cracked
open badly by the wet weather this
year. Oldmixon was the worst in
Maryland, but even varieties like Elberta make a great manj* weathercracks.
Into these cracks the bees
penetrated. They even ate large holes
in the fruit.
I liave seen a hole large
enough to hold three bees inside of it,
and even on gathering the fruit, they
were so busily engaged that they were
still at work inside the hole.
I have endeavored to follow up this
subject a little more closely, and tried
to find out how much the monilia fungus could spread without the aid of
bees, and investigation showed that it
was able to spread witliout the aid of
insects in other words, it does blow
by the wind, and gets about in that
way. I covered trees with mosquitonetting, and also branches, and thought
perhaps I might be able to prevent the
spread of monilia with mosquito-net
protection, but was not able to do so
entirely.
I somewhat reduced it, however, showing that the bees are active
agents in the distribution of monilia.
Taking up the second subject of bees
and pear-blight, we may say that bees
are very active agents in the distribution of pear-blight.
In order to understand fully, however, the exact part
that bees do play in the distribution of
pear-blight, it will be necessary to go
;

and

S^

^

12, 1901.

very briefly over some other points
concerning this disease, and to give,
fact, the life-history of the pearblight bacillus through the year.

in

will discuss the subject,

heads

11

fr

In the first place, we have three
methods by which the pear-blight germ

enters the tree: First, through the
blossoms, resulting in what is commonly called blossom-blight, to distinguish it from the other methods of
communication of the disease; second,
through the tender tips of growing
twigs but either blossom-blight or
twig-blight may run down on the limbs
and trunk
and, third, blight may
enter directly into the fleshy bark of
;

;

young

trees.
latter is comparatively a rare
method, in fact by far the greater num-

The

ber of infections are directly through
the blossom.
Now, of course, it is only in blossomblight that the honey-bee is concerned,
and furthermore, all insects which
visit the pear and apple blossoms and
quince blossoms are more or less concerned in the matter of distribution on
the blossoms. I may say also that other
insects than the honey-bee are largely
instrumental in the distribution of
pear-blight on the twigs, and we liave
scarcely been able to find a direct, normal method of introduction of the disease in the twigs without the introduction of some mechanical or insect puncture.
Beginning with the spring of
the year, the disease breaks out on the
blossoms.
Ordinarily, trees do no t
have the blight very badly until they
come into bloom, and this, as I said before, is mostly due to its distribution
by bees and other insects which visit
the flowers and are the main factors.
The pear-blossom is a very open one
and is very extensively visited by a
whole list of insects. I started out to
get a list of insects which visit pearblossoms, but when I reached the number of forty, I gave it up. Nearly all
the flying insects the bee being most
active of all, but even beetles and
wasps, and occasionally even a humming-bird (the latter of course not being insect) visited the pear-blossoms
and carried the disease along.
The blight begins on the blossoms
in early spring
then during the summer we may have twig-blight clear into
September. The disease runs down on
the twigs, and in the great majority of
cases dies out. The disease works in
the bark and as a rule finds the tree, at
some time during the late spring and
summer, a little too dry and tough for
it to take hold of, and it dies out.
Occasionally infections, however, keep
running down on the twigs, get into
the fleshy bark, and keep on working
slowly till fall. After this season of
the year, the trees are so moist that
those germs will not dry out but will

—

—

;

method of distribution. There
some regular way about it, and we
shall see what that method is. In the
effective
is

second place, the disease begins in the

The germs of the pearblight are found growing and multiplying in this nectar. I determined
this mostly by artificial infection.
By
taking pure cultures of the pear-blight
germ and touching the nectary with a
camel's hair brush, I started the pearblight oif. It requires no puncture. It
is the only point on the tree where the
germs enter normally without a puncThe nectar has no shield or cutiture.
cle over it to keep out the germs.
nectaries.

Now my

first

relationship

acquaintance with this

of

bees

to

pear-blight

came about something like this When
I had succeeded in isolating the pear:

blight germ, I immediately tested the
validity of my cultures by a series of
experiments with a camel's-hair brush
on some blossoms, and I inoculated
and labeled a number of blossoms
around the lower part of a pear-tree on
the Agrictural Department grounds at
Washington. I spent a good deal of
time actually watching those blossoms
growing, and of course here came the
bees right in front of me, and as the
germs began to grow in the nectaries,
they began to visit my infected blossoms, and I saw thera fly from these
over the trees to the other blossoms. I
captured two bees, caught them in the
act of visiting the infected blossoms,
and taking them into the laboratory
made plate cultures by the method in
which we ordinarily isolate bacteria,
and succeeded beautifully in isolating
pear-blight germs from the mouthparts of the bees.
In otlier words, we actually caught
the bees in the act, and this was repeated a number of times and in different parts of the country. Now it seems
as though we had matters pretty well
trees that I had infected
proven.
came down beautifully with pearThe clusters all came down
blight.
which I had infected and labeled, and
a large number of others all around the

My

tree.

The question then was as

to

what

—
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other methods of distribution the pearblight germ might have, and I set
about with quite an elaborate series of
experiments, to find out the truth of
the matter. The main question was
whether the pear-blight germ was carried by the wind. If it could be blown
by the wind, it would not make anj- difference whether the bees carried it or
not. but it was not blown by the wind,
it became a matter of considerable importance.
So, having gone through
one spring in Washington, I moved up
to western New York and passed
through another spring the same year.
-\ gentleman near Brockport, N. Y.,
very kindlj' turned over a small orchard
to me in which I could start a small,
artificial epidemic of pear-blight.
We
inoculated about 6 or S trees, and about
eight or ten small branches on each
tree.
Before inoculating them, I covered a large portion of the tree with
bags of various density, mosquito-netting, cheese-cloth and paper, reasoning
that by covering the trees with mosquito-netting, if the disease is blown
by the wind it would certainly blow
through the mosquito-netting and
appear under the bags.
The disease gradually spread from
my centers of infection, but in no case
did the disease get through the mosquito-netting, although a large percentage of the clusters broke down, on the
trees that were infected, outside of the
mosquito-netting. We inoculated blight
in the bags and kept it in
we inoculated it outside, and kept it out.
Now, in further support of the view
that I have taken that pear-blight is
not borne by the wind, we have two
important facts The first is that pearblight virus is always a sticky mass,
which cannot be blown by the wind. It
is a gummy material that can readily
be carried by anything that touches it,
but not by the wind. The second fact
is that the pear-blight germs on drying
rapidlj' die.
In ordinarj' orchard con-

So I think you will be willing to
accept my proposition, that bees are
active agents in carrying pear-blight
on blossoms, and that the blight is not
•
carried by the wind.
Now we have been giving the honeybee such a bad record that it is with
great pleasure that I turn to another
phase of this subject. Very early in
this work, the question came up in my
mind, if the hone)'-bee was doing this
unfortunate work, what was its function on the blossoms ? The question
came up. Are our pear-blossoms of
such a nature that they required this
insect fertilization by the bees ? So I
started out to determine the relationship between the bees and the fertilization of the blossom. The result was a
long series of experiments lasting over
three years.
On account of the limited time, I
shall have to state ver\- briefly the results of this poUenization work. In the
first place it came out that most of our
pears, as a result of careful hand-pollination on tests, are sterile to their
own pollen. Cross-pollination is characteristic of our orchard fruits.
It is
perhaps not true of peaches and
quinces, but as far as apples and pears
are concerned, cross-pollination is a
way.

necessity.

By

trying a large number of experiments, I concluded that insects were
the largest agents in cross-pollination.
The blossom of the pear is not of the
type of wind-fertilized blossoms, but is

:

distinctly of the insect-fertilized type.
Now this matter is so complicated that
it will be impossible, in the short time
at my disposal, to go into the details
of fertilization.
To make the story
short, we may say that from the biological standpoint, the bees are doing
their normal, natural work in visiting
the pear and apple blossoms.
The
blossoms are for the bees to pollinate,
are developed by insects, and the insects have been developed in correlation
to them.
It is a normal, biological
process, the visiting of orchard fruitblossoms by bees. The bees are there
performing their proper function.
Now the question is, Is the honey-

:

ditions, a few days after the twig dries
out the germs die. So that pear-blight
germs are not lying around promiscuously. We have no evidence whatever
that we can get infection in any other
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bee to be looked upon as useful or as
injurious?
Do its beneficial effects
equal its injurious effects ? When there
is no pear-blight about, it is easily decided in favor of the usefulness of the
bee, but when there is an outbreak of
blight, it is a rather hard question to
decide.

There are no doubt times when pearis rampant in an orchard, when
it would be better not
to have the
honey-bee or any other insect in there
blight

until the blight is past. On the other
hand, from the standpoint of the bee-

keeper, it can be said that in most
cases wild bees and other insects would
do a large part of the work, both good
and bad, without the honey-bee, so that
we could not get rid of the infection of
the blight even if we do dispense with
the presence of the bee.
I feel satisfied that in the Eastern
United States the honey-bee must be
looked upon as a useful element in the
orchard. I have an apiary in my own
orchard.
The people in California
have had some terrific outbreaks of
pear-blight and are very much concerned over the matter, and they have
reached the conclusion that they can
dispense with the honey- bee as an
orchard pollenizer that their Bartlett
pears will set all the fruit that is necessary, without insect fertilization. I
have never investigated the subject in
California. My only knowledge of the
case is due to my observation of California fruits. There are so many seedless Bartlett pears from California that
it looks as if they were necessarily selfpollenized, and there may possibly be
some truth in their views that their
pears will set without cross-pollination.
In that case, it moves the thing a little against the bee, and if pear-blight
is rampant in an orchard, it would certainly be desirable— at times at least
not to have bees about.
In conclusion, I may say that I have
had just barely to touch upon matters
of extreme importance that should require an evening for their discussion,
but I am prepared to defend my propositions by further explanation, if you
find it necessary.
M. B. W.\ITB.
;

The

object of this was initiatory to the organization of
associations wherever bee-keepers were disposed to
do so. This previous action resulted in the presentation
of the project to the members assembled at this annual session, it being the principal theme of the meeting.
Mr. A.
H. Naftsger, President of the Southern California Fruit
""•
Kxi'hiino'fi: Prof. A. K
Scivaa'ui'
of
Ii(hi'"i>
itGrowers' Association, and W. B. Chamblini:. the father of the
exchange system in California all presented their views and
practical experience in relation to this subject, urging upon
the bee-keepers the necessity of organization as the only means
of the disposal of their surplus product.
local

BY

CEO.

W.

BRODBECK.

The echoes

of the last step of the departing delegates
California State Bee-Keepers' Association is faintly
passing away, but we trust that the work accomplished
and the inspiration engendered will result in the beginning
of a new era in the honey-industry of this great State long
to be remembered.

of the

The announced meeting was for
met in the Chamber of Commerce,

in

G.

F.

S.
tary.

Stubblefield

presided,

with

J.

16,

which

Los Angeles.
Mclntyre as

Pres.
secre-

Jan.

and

15

To

the wide-awake and intelligent bee-keeper it has been
evident for some time that we had reached a critical period in
the history of our industry, and while space will not permit me to define the conditions that confront us, to the observant reader and the California bee-keeper this undoubtedly
will not be necessary.
Recognizing the prevailing conditions
and the danger ahead, the bee-keepers of Southern California
met last October and organized a temporary association for
the purpose of co-operating in marketing their product,
along the lines and methods so successfully demonstrated
by the California fruit-growers.

A Central organization was effected, which selected a
board of nine directors, composed as follows
G. S. Stubblefield. W. T. Richardson. M. H. Mendleson, G. W. Brodbeck. E. A. Honey, F. M. McNay, H. C. Williamson, D.
A. Wheeler, and W. W. Bliss.
:

Km

—

Prof. Cook followed with an urgent appeal for immediate action, the result of which was the selection of the
following committee: Prof. A. J. Cook, J. F. Mclntyre, and
F. McNay, with power to select others to aid in the organization of local associations in every county and section.

The Redlands bee-keepers have been

the

first

to

fling

banner to the breeze, with the selection of H. C.
Williamson as president. When these local associations are
completed they will be asked to select a delegate to meet
in Los .'\ngeles for the purpose of organizing a permanent
Central Exchange, composed of a specified number of directors of their own selection, and who will then supervise
and conduct the business of ithe local associations with
the prospective plan for the utilization of the selling agency
their

of the fruit-growers.

The

election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as
S. Stubblefield, president; J. F. Mclntyre, Ven-

follows: G.

;

I<"eb. 13,
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and Ircasiirtr. Kxccutivc Committee: V. Mc(jro.
Nay, Allen BariicU, T. F. Anmdell. Viee-1'resiilents
W. JirudbecU, for Los AiiKeles Coimly 11. E. Wilder, for
Riverside County; Major G. F. Mcrriam, for San Uiego
M. H. Mcndleson, for Ventura; H. C. Williamson, for San
Bernardino; E. A. Money, for Orange; an.d Delos Wood, for
Santa liarbara County.
Appropriate resolutions in memory of Robert Wilkin,
R. Touoliton, and J. R. Crow, were presented, followed
by toucbinpr remarks by Prof. Cook and others.
The Kcnial face of "R.unbler" Martin was missing, with
turn, sccrclary

:

;

many inquiries in regard to his Cuban projects.
The following il members represented 9000

L. T.

J.

No paint is rc<iuircd
loosely over the interior or main hive.
if the tin reif the tin is good enough so it will not rust,
ceives a coat of oil every sprinv; it won't rust, and will not
absorb the sun's heal.
It seems strange that sonu: pf those bcc-kccpcrs that
have had trouble with combs meltmg down in the sun have
not tried unpainle<l tin for a roof, or even sides of tin. Tin
does not absQrb much heat from the sun. It is a thousand
tin-covered
times better than any painted wood or iron.
hive would not only be moisture-proof, but sun-proof, and
about as cheap as choice lumber.
Clare Co., Mich., Dec. 9, igoi.

A

colonies of

Mclntyre, M. 11. Mcndleson, Emerson Bros.,
G. F. Mcrriam, J. -McClure, W. B. Whittaker, Dr. D. W.
Edwards, Delos Wood, T. F. Arundcll, T. O. Andrews, and
bees:
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E.

No-Drip Sliipplns!-Case.s
BY

Andrews.

to the constitution increasing the membership fee to one dollar was carried, thus entitling one
to mcmbersliip in the State .'\ssociation and in the National
Association; 48 names will thus be enrolled on the latter, so
look out for California!
After a harmonious and interesting session, on motion
and considerate action of Mrs. J. F. Mclntyre, the Association
adjourned ito meet next Decenrber, during ithe meeting
of the Southern California Teachers' Association, thus securing the benefit of reduced railroad rates.

The auKMuhnent

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

Contributed Articles,

i

C.

How

to Prepare. Tliem.

DAVt.Nl-ORT.

A bee-keeper who was at my place in 1900, when I
was putting no-drip shipping-cases together, said I could
put two together in less time than he could one. He considered these cases a great nuisance on account of the time
to make the paper tray and nail in the cleats
it took him
or strips the right distance apart in the bottom. If the
paper is heavy enough it can be shaped into a tray over a
board in the way that has before been described. But with
the kind of paper that has been sent out with some of these
cases of lajte, it will not, after being formed around the
board, stay in shape long enough to place it in the case.
This can be overcome by using a wet or damp cloth to press
and form the paper around the board. But I now practice a
much quicker and easier way. I have a board of such size
that it will just easily fit down inside the cases, the corners
on the lower side are slightly rounded and made very smooth
and the sharp edge of the wdiole corners are made smooth
with fine sand-paper. The corners, except slightly on the
bottom side, are not cut oflr simply smoothed. Insignificant
as the details may appear they are important.
To put the paper in a case I lay a sheet down on the
table and lay the board, rounded corners down, on the top
of it so the paper will project evenly all around it. I then
raise the paper up and hold it tightly against each end of
The paper and board are now placed over the
the board.
case, and with the board the paper is pressed down to the
These trays can in this manner be
bottom of the case.
placed in very rapidly, and no matter what kind of paper
Simple as this seems, there
is used it will stay in position.
dozen
is a knack about it, as some who may spoil a fevv
sheets of paper and spend a few hours' time in learning will

—

The Tent-Canvas and Tin Hive-Cover.
BY

T.

F.

BINGHAM.

The

tent-apiary probably solves the much-written-about
liive-cover.
Bee-keepers need not be told that material from
trees which grows by its ability to absorb water from the
air and earth does not lose its affinity for water even years
after seasoning, when atmosphere or other conditions favor
absorption.
It is practically useless to try to keep bee-hives from
sympathizing with the air surrounding, and within them,
either in a dry or damp climate.
With the present high price of good lumber, economic
considerations would not seem to justify further experiments with wooden hive-covers. No hive is complete without an outside cover that will protect the hive proper against
heat and rain. Painted wood costs more if of choice and
valuable kinds than tin, and is of no comparative value.
This was one of the factors leading up to the canvas tents
Lightness, however, was the great inin the photograph.
centive to their adoption.
That my apiary has had no other covers than the tin
top and canvas sides since leaving the cellar last April is
evidence that it can be used.
It may be further observed that such tents are a great
pleasure in handling when necessary they weigh ^lot more
than four pounds, and are very easy to manipulate. Of
course, my hives are not like any others in use, but any
liive having a tin top and a narrow curtain around it to
fall down over the sides would do away with all warping
features so much written about.
The interior of my hives are practically solid and would
stand the out exposure as well as any, but I use the
The top
outside arrangement because I think it pays.
or roof is an unplaned pine board i inch thick and
The lin roof is formed at the sides like
17 inches square.
a square tin pan. by turning down the edges 1 54 inches on
This tin is fastened to the board with nails
all four sides.
driven through th-e rim into the edge of the board. The
tent-cloth I use is the common tent-cloth used in tents for
hunters, etc.
It is split in two lengthwise and cut into pieces
long enough to go loosely around the hive, and sewed
together so as to form a tube or bag with open ends. It is
fastened into or on the cover with strips of lath long enough
This lath secures a shallow chamber
to make good corners.
across the top of ithe hive is inch high dead-air space.
frame of lath or pieces the length of each side is
fastened to the lower edge of the canvas, so it will drop
;

—

A

be ready to acknowledge.

To

nail

the

strips

the right

distance apart in the bot-

use two. strips the length of the case, these being
marked to show where the center cleats should be nailed.
I first nail in the two end cleats, then place in the center
ones, and then lav in the two long strips on top of them,
one on each side, and the marks on these show iust where
the center cleats should be nailed. A very short-handled
hnmnier makes the nailinq- of these much easier, as does
starting the nails or staples in the cleats before they are

tom.

I

placed in the case.

PUTTING UP SECTIONS OF HONEY FOR THE

HOME

RETAIL TR.\DE.

visitor mentioned was also interested in the way
I have for many
I put up section honey for retail trade.
years sold several thousand pounds of honey each season in
Part of this is sold at the apiary to people
small amounts.
who call for it, and part of it is carried to customers who
home, many of the latter taking
reside in towns near
a whole case of comb honey each fall, and where a full
case is taken I usually furnish a tight and convenient case to
keep it in. But at the house and in town a good deal is
sold to persons who buy but a few sections at a time, and to
furnish a regular case for a few sections is of course out

The

my

of the

very

and sections are, unless one knows how.
wrap and tie up in paper so the honey Avill
broken and mashed up when it is carried for a

question,

difficult to

not' get

number of miles over rough country roads.
The way I first did to insure these small lots carrying
safely was to take as many sections as might be ordered
and set them up close and evenlv together on a table, then
over their tops I would lay a thin piece of wood usually
then very small wire nails would
a discarded separator

—

—

these thin strips on top into the
were driven through into each section, the
whole then turned bottom side up and another strip nailed
on the bottom side in the same way. These separators, or
whatever might be used, were then trimmed or cut oflf

be driven
section:

down through

3 nails

"
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even with the sections, which could now be wrapped up in
paper to keep out dust. If the package was kept right side
up the sections would carry as well and as safely as they

would

in a case.
practiced this plan for a number of years before making
what might be called skeleton crates to pack small lots in.
Aside from the work of making them, which is small, the
cost of these crates is insignificant.
The end-pieces were
made out of cheap lumber one or one-half inch thick it did
not matter which and were just the size of the outside measurement of the sections to be put in them. For instance,
with standard sections these end-pieces would be 4^ inches
square.
All the bottom or sides there were to these crates
was one piece l^ or 2 inches w'ide. I generally used pieces
of common building lath. The bottom piece was nailed
on so it would be in the center, and the side pieces were
also nailed at about the center of each side, and no top was
used, unless it was to go an unusually long distance, then
another piece of lath was nailed over the top after the sections were placed in.
I used to make these crates of various lengths, to hold
from 3 to 12 sections. I also used these crates for years,
their advantage over the plan first described, being that
after the crates were made it was quicker and easier to put
the honey in safe shape to be carried, for all there was
to do was to put the sections in a crate, and then tie up
the whole in paper, the same as one would any package.
But the method I now practice is far superior to either of
these.
Sections of honey can be done up simrlv with twine
and paper so it will tarry practically as safely, and any
where, as it would in a regular case.
Before describing how tliis is done I wish to say that / did
not discover how to do it the man who showed me how
to do up sections in this way was one who came to the
apiary to buy a few sections, and it may be of interest to
some to know that I made him a present of a 24-pound
case of fancy clover honey, and the next fall I sent him
another case. I tell this because it shows what I think of
the plan.
Suppose we want to tie up 12 sections a stout piece
of twine is laid on a table, and six sections are set on top
of it up close to each other, so the string will be under
the center of each. The sections should of course be exactly even with each other.
The string is now brought up
over the center of the tops and six sections tied together.
The only secret of success about this method is to use strong
twine and tie them together tight. Six more sections are
tied together in the same way.
The two rows are then set
close together and a string tied around the outside of the
whole. This last string should be tied so it will be about
at the center, or midway between the top and bottom of
the sections. If only six sections or less were to be done
up, after being tied as first described, the first string should
I

—

—

—

;

be tied around this one row.
If the sections of honey have been produced without
using separators, care should be taken to select some for
the ends, one side of which the comb did not come out
quite even with the wood, or the strings would mar and
damage the outer face of the end section.
I have known sections tied up in lots of twelve in this
way to be carried 20 miles over rough roads and without a
section

moving out of

Smaller lots of one row done up this way are practically
as safe to carry as one solid section of the same size would be.

Southern Minnesota.

;

—

there are not

more bees

here."

My

looked so reasont,.ble that John cooled
and said he would watch out for those
down
linnets.
John was an honest chap, and in a few days he
came over and said, "Brother Grimes. I will have to give
up there are more birds than bees after my grapes, and
now I am going to shoot the pesky things."
For the next week or two, or until the grapes were
harvested, there was a shot-gun fusillade over at John's every
morning.
I knew it would do no good to talk to him while in his
destructive mood, but after the grapes were all off to market
I went over one evening and we had a talk.
I said, "John, how did you come out with your grapes,
birds, and the shot-gun?"
"All right, I guess," said John. "I shot an everlasting
nvunber of linnets, orioles and sich."
".\nd, John, you missed some, I suppose?"
"Yes, we can't hit every time. Yes, yes but I did not
e.xplanation
considerably,

;

;

go to see how many."
"John, how much did you get for your grapes?"
"Well, times are awful dull, and there is a big crop of
grapes, and prices are low, so I got only 3 cents for them."
"Now, John, do you think if the birds had been let
alone they would have destroyed 100 pounds of grapes?"
"Well, neighbor Grimes, that is a hard question to answer
but the fact is, it does not seem as though they
would."
"And now, John, how much ammunition did you use?"
"Why, goodness, I had not thought of that; I guess I
used about $3 worth."
"And, John Hardscrabble, in order to save $3 worth of
grapes you fired away $3 worth of powder and shot. You
furthermore killed some of our best friends. Then, you know
the IBible says that you must give the birds a portion of the
;

crop,

is

it

by right

theirs."

"Why, neighbor Grimes.
do not believe
nition that way."
way.

I

I

I

will

never thought of
fool

BY "old crimes."
Well, Mr. Editor, there

is that John Hardscrabble with
picture and his broad-brimmed hat, and that good old
smile in the American Bee-Keeper, and just as natural and
good looking (not handsome, by any means) as when he and
I were boys together.
John always had that sunburst look
on his face, and so happy.
But I never thought John would take to bee-keeping
and religion. Bee-keeping is surely a new wrinkle, and as
to religion and being a deacon, why, John, how did you
get in, anyway? It is surprising.
Well, Mr. Editor, when John was married to his first
wife he lived neighbor to me, and a right hajppy couple
were they.
nice little wife, a nice little farm, and all
paid for, and that meant a great deal in those days, didn't

his

A

it,

John

?

Well, John had a

little

vineyard, too, and

we came near

it

in

that

away any more ammu-

I had some experience in that line
king-birds catch bees, and I shot lots
of them around my apiary. Opr ypar I was .ifritid th(>y
might catch my young queens when on their wedding-flight.
But, after all, nobody has ever proved that they catch

"You

see,

John,

You know

myself.

queen-bees;

my queens mate now just as well
numerous king-birds as they did when I

besides,

there are
the gun.

really think a few king-birds do very
large apiary, and for every bee they catch
I have no doubt they catch some other insect that is not the
friend of man.

used

little

harm

I

to a

—

Bees and Grapes, and Shooting Birds.

13, 1902.

having a quarrel over it. You see, John came over to my
house one morning rather hot in the face, and, said he, "See.
here, Mr. Grimes, your bees are eating up all our grapes."
"Do tell," said I, "but, John, let's not get hot about it let's
go over and see about it."
And what do you think we found? About five bees
on his hundred vines.
"Why, John," said I, "it will take those five bees a
long time to eat up all of those grapes.
"Why, Grimes," said he, "just look at this whole cluster
every grape full of punctures."
"But, John, you do not believe that a few bees made
those big holes, do you? You just watch out early in the
morning and you will find that the linnets and other birds
are puncturing your grapes; and, of course, when the juice
begins to run, the bees go for it, and I am surprised that

when

place.

Feb.

But now, John Hardscrabble I suppose I ought to
you deacon but it sounds so queer I am glad to
know that you are prospering, but until I hear from you I
shall wonder and wonder how you happened to take up bee-

—

call

keeping.

And

then,

deacon

in

a

church

—you

must have

fallen

in,

John.

9?
Introducing Qiueens with Tobacco-Smolie— Other
Important Matters.
BY FRANCISCO BROWN.
something wrong with the tobacco method of
introducing queens as mentioned in the Colorado convention
I have introduced a great many
report, on page 601 (1901).
queens with tobacco-smoke, and have yet to lose my first
Last season I introduced 40 that came in three shipone.
ments by mail, three to five days en route, and were introduced to various conditions of colonies, some just made

There

is

—
Feb.

13,
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quccnlcss to five hours, otlicrs qiiccnicss llirec, four or five
days, while there were seven or eight colonies that had
been quccnless several weeks. Some colonics were very
strong, some very weak, and all grades of bees from the
I speak parcrossest hybrids to pure ll.dians and blacks.
ticularly of this lot as they were received during an extended honey-dearth, when all colonies in the apiaries (there
were three apiaries of about loo colonies each that the
queens were distributed aniong) were worked un to the robbing pitch, and one to two hours' work at a time was all
one could do before robbers forced a stop.
The queens were introduced just at dark, l)y first goiiin
around and smoking the colonies to which they were iiUroduced, with a few putts of tobacco-smoke in the entrance;
the cover was removed, anntlicr pulT given, and the queen
run down on the combs followed with a puff of smoke,
Fifteen to 20 minutes later I w'ent
and the hive closed.
around and gave each colony two or three more pufTs of
tobacco-smoke in at the entrance.

This
30 years.

is

I

the

Henry Alley method, and has been

used

it

fully

in

not show much, but take it in a large apiary, and several
apiaries combined, the sporting b.ick is too plainly seen.

What is the remedy nearest to hand? Kccord-books and
pedigreed queens. We may not be able to know about the
drones it may not be needed so much but we must know
that a queen will transmit her fjualities uniformly good, let
them be only a good average for a starting-point.

—

results.

Tom and Harry rearing and shipping queens has
deteriorated the quality of the bees in many an
apiary throughout the land. There are many good, responsible breeders that can soon furnish a record and pedigree of their stock, and we should patronize them. Florida.
Dick,

certainly

use

^ The

Mr. Alley uses a
15 years ago.
adapted for the business. I use

am

aware that nntch has been said on this subvalue is worth repeating. Queens cost money.
From an extensive acquaintance among bee-keepers I know
a great many queens are lost in introducing them.
The usual
candy-cage method (shipping-cage method, I should say)
is far from being any where near a universal success.
I

but

Afterthought.

^
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The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

well

E. E.

SELLING

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

HONEY BY THE CASE

VS.

WEIGHT.

its

LONG-TONGUE BEES THE AIM.
Mr.

—

Pedigrees should be sworn lo. and breeders should be
required to furnish queens that give a general uniformity of

tin-tube smoker especially
a common Ringham smoker, starting fire with dry rotten wood,
filling the box well up, and then drop in about a tablespoonful of Bull Durham smoking tobacco, and shake it
down among the wood well. If there are many queens to
introduce, add more tobacco wdien the odor of the first
gets weak.
ject,
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long-tongue bees (in the same paper)
Right you are, Mr. Gill, or at least if not
long-tongued there is some factor we do not understand.
One of the largest yields of honey I ever had, and the largest
by nearly double of any in the whole yard (and three
yards), was from a colony whose queen kept only five or
six Langstroth frames full of brood, say 30,000 cells of
brood. There were plenty of other colonies in the yards
that had 10 to 12 solid frames of brood for weeks, but
when it came to the honey crop they gave only 80 to 120
pounds each, while the one colony, singled out above, gave
240 pounds of comb honey.
Each year for three years that one colony has given
so to 100 pounds more honey (than the general run of good
colonies.
The one pity is that the queen will not transmit
her extra qualities to her daughters, notwithstanding a number of trials. They are hybrid-Italian crossed with e.xtra
Gill considers

to be the aim.

blacks or Carniolans, are not robbers and so don't steal, but
are honest gatherers.

On

three occasions I have removed the nueen with a
frame of brood to another colony and introduced a pure
Italian queen, thus I know that the bees live longer than the
average. Who can tell why this is ?

BREEDING BEES FOR HONEY-PRODUCING QUALITIES.

For years we have been told to pick out our best colony to breed from the one that gave the biggest yields.
And what have we got in most instances as the results?
Just wdiat we might have known we should get if we had

—

—

stopped to study it out -.a lot of colonies with all varieties
of yields, from zero up to big yields
no uniformity except
it came by a fortunate chance.
The gist of the matter is. breed from a queen that comes
only from good, average yielding stock, and that transmils a uniformity to her daughters; then breed from those
daughters that show a general uniformity of good, average
yields, and go upward by degrees, not by one leap.
I must confess that I have been led astray by the
false idea of breeding from the extra-big-yielding colony,
and as a result I have continually to be culling out worthless queens that run so far below the general average yield
as some of their sisters go above it. We cull out the poor
ones and then think next year surely we will have all good
ones to start with we shall be on the upward tendency^
but, lo, when new queens come on to replace the old ones
or by swarming, we have the same old trouble lots of
them gone backwards.
In a small apiary of a dozen or two colonies it does
;

—

—

&

Co. buy 2100 pounds of honey. It
they go before a jury to recover
have a general idea of what their chances
their rights.
They buy 100 cases of
would be.
Now suppose again
rules.
Colorado
according
to
cased
to
be
honey,
When it arrives, short just as many pounds as the
other lot was, would they stand as well before the jury?
"Things
I suspect there are many jurors that would say:
must not be drawn too fine in this rough-and-tumble world.
These commission chaps bought 100 cases and got 100
cases.
Let 'em be satished." My suspicion may be wrong:
but if it is, it is valid all the same, providing the commission men share it. They will not favor a change which
they think damages their legal standing. It would be nice
to save the long and fussy job of finding the exact weight,
'Spects there'll
^but
in each case of a car-load of honey
have to be an "Honesty Department" in each bee-paper, and
every bee-man a subscriber first. Pages 819 and 822.

Suppose Burnett
arrives-^weight short

We

— and

:

— —

.

FOUL BROOD IN MICHIGAN.
to be scattered through 206
Looks as if the disease in
apiaries appears quite singular.
Michigan had taken a sudden and rapid march in all direcand as if but few apiaries had been infected more
tions
One would expect
thus, if so?
than a few months.
206 infected apiaries to yield at least a thousand infected
colonies.
The general ignorance of apicultural needs and rights
Clean out the disease in your
conies in very badly here.

For 402 foul-broody colonies

;

Why

locality

and

directly

being a bad neighbor.
lected bees, but those
you.

Page

bad odor, and accused of
a few negwho didn't have any bees, side against

you are

in

Not only those who had

823.

GLOSSOMETER FOR MEASURING TONGUES.

While every one is thinking and talking long tongues,
some svipply firm ought to offer Cook's Glossometer for
sale.
Still I think it has w^eak points which some future
instrument may remedy. A mere smearing of sweet will
quickly become too thick for the best satisfaction. Also, if
you w'ill observe z'cry closely a bee's ligula operating in a
state of nature, I think that you will join me in saying that
the bee valuer, and perhans decidedly needs, some surface to
one side of which the finger-like liguIa tip can be flipped against
one smooth surface at right angles and extreme distance
not being favorable. Too much like picking up distant grains
of wheat with the tip of your finger. We are too prone to
forget that the bee cannot suck honey exactly as a boy would
suck cider through a straw has to coax it up some other
way. Page 4.
ACORNS .\ND QUEEN-CELLS.

—

—

Many of our Pin Oak and Yellow Oak acorns are no
You just quit now
bigger than a queen-cell, dear Boss.
from leaning across the ocean and punching your Australian

—
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brother with the "shooting-stick

own

!"

Perchance some of your

Page

"subs." need punching more.

3.

A CO-OPERATIVE UNION AMONG BEE-KEEPERS.

Wish

could second Prof. Cook's desire that the farmers
(trust, under a mild name) and
get better prices. Can't do it. If farmers form a trust political men now engaged in trying to bring the great trust
evil under control, will get right out from under, and all
hopeful opposition to extortion will collapse. Just now the
people are being helplessly scooped of multi-millions on their
coal and their sugar and their oil and their transportation.
This done for no service or reason at all except the conscienceless power of the scoopers.
Flour, and everything else
necessary to life, is likely to suffer in the same way unless
help is found quickly.
The trust method, 1 freely grant, is
a millennial method; but the Millennium is not here yet.
Leaving your watch and money on a post by the roadside
will be all right in the Millennium
^won't do now.
Combines could be wholly beneficent at present sure not to be.
A second reason why I cannot do it, is that the farmers themselves are not up to the moral level that would be
required to make it safe. Next to flour the potato is civilized man's food.
Owing to a short crop it is expected that
people will pay twice the usual price for potatoes for the
next five months. A trust with all the supply under control
would easily get three prices instead of two. It would be
simply and flatly wicked to do it but it would be done, and
the average farmer would approve. Alas, it's only when
somebody else takes his dollars for no reason except the
brutal power to take them, that the average man can see any
sin in devouring
Page 4.
I

form a co-operative union

—

—

Feb.

13, 1902

vantage over your plan, that you would be sure of your queeu.
hatching all right, and you would be likely to average abetter
queeu than if you arbitrarily chose one of the cells. The caging plan you mention I tried, but it was not satisfactory with
me. I think others have liked it better.
3. When the queen is caged, you may count that the bees
will almost certainly start queen-cells.
4. Yes, to a large extent.

Honey on Foundation
1.

Is it the usual

New-Style Section.

thing that comb-foundation honey sells

for 5 cents a pound less than that made without foundation,
as D. H. Metcalt says on page 59 ?
2. What is the new style of section that he tells about, in

which bees

combs more true and perfect than with

will build

foundation furnished them

Answers,

— 1.

?

Subscriber.

think that the usual thing is that comb
honey built upon foundation will sell for more than that without foundation. It is possible some one may have used brood
foundation, or done something else to make his honey unacceptable, but as a rule I think that the highest prices are obtained by those who use foundation.
2. I don't know
and 1 am skeptical about bees building
more true and perfect without foundation than with it.
I

;

:

!

^

Questions and Answers.
DR.

O. O.

CONDUCTED BY
AJareng-o,

miLLER,

I

111,

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. MUler
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.

Running an Apiary with But

Editor.1

Little Increase.

Early Detection of Foul Brood.
1. Proceeding on the McEvoy plan of curing foul brood,
are the bees confined while they are kept on the "starters"
the first four days, or are they allowed to fly at their will ?
2. How can one detect the disease in its incipent state '?
It seems to me that it would be difficult for an amateur to
detect it until it had made a considerable progress. For instance, if only a few of the larvie in a full comb of brood are
affected, one miglit have a big job to find them.
I will need
to be on the lookout as soon as the hot weather comes, for the
development of the disease among my bees, and what I feel I
am not fully posted on is the method of detecting its appearance. If I can get informed on these two points I feel confident the disease will not get much of a start in my apiary.
Ohio.

—

Answers. 1. They are not confined. If they were to be
confined, there would be instructions to that effect given with
the treatment.
2. You are right
it is not only difficult to detect the disease in its incipient state, but impossible. You'll have to wait
till the larvic are very much dead.
:

wish to run my apiary with but little innroase. Wliat
would be your plan to that end ?
2. I had thought of destroying most of the queens .'ibout
the time basswood comes in bloom then about the time q aeencells are ready to hatch destroy all but one. Then the progeny
of this new queen would be ready for the fall flow.
Then,
again. I had thought instead of killing, caging her.
If I do
that and put her cage betweeu the frames, would the worker1.

I

Hand-Fertilization of Queens.

;

bees feed her
3. If I do that, would they start queen-cells with a view
of superseding her ?
4. If in either case, either killing or caging, would the
bees be likely to till the combs with honey as they hatch out?
'?

Iowa.

—

Answek.s 1. I hardly know how to answer your question.
There are so many different plans and combinations of plans,
some of which would be best under some circumstances and
some under others. One plan that I followed with much satisfaction, so long as I had some one on hand at all times to
watch for swarms, was a plan originating, so far as I know,
with G. M. Dooliltle. When a swarm issues, cage the clipped
<(ueen and put her in the hive. About 5 days after the issuing
of the

Inclosed you will find a paragraph that I copied from a
report of Nelson W. McLain, apicultural agent of the Department of Agriculture, who made experiments with bees at
Aurora, III., in 1885. I have looked through other reports
of the Department of later years but could not find anything
further on this subject, which, if it is practical, would be a great
thing for bee-keepers.
If you think this is worth publishing in the American Bee
.lournal, you are at liberty to do so.
It might lead to further
experiments among the younger bee-keepers, who might make
a success of it.
In Mr. McLain's report he tells of experiments made in
trying to fertilize the larva, and also when the queen is Just
hatched, liut he met with no success^, except in the latter case,
which yon will find in the inclosed article.
I hope to hear more on the subject through the Bee Jour-

destroy all queen-cells, or at least all sealed cells.
Ten days after the issuing of the swarm destrov all queencells and liberate the queen.
In that way you can prevent increase entirely, if you so desire, and I got good crops by it.
2. The first plan you mention might work all right", but it
would be well to go slow till you know. Unless you are unusually good at finding quecu-cells you would miss a cell in a
good many cases, then out would come a swarm with a virgin
queim. Possibly a modification of the plan might suit you.
After removing the queen, wait till the first young queen
hatches, which you will know by listening for her piping in

the evBiiing, beginning to listen lOor 12 days after removing
the queen. The next morning after hearing the piping, destroy all cells, paying no attention to the young qiu_'en.
That
ought to end all swarniiiig and the plan would have the ad-

Minnesota.

nal.

swarm

The paragraph from Mr. McLain's report reads as follows
When the virsfin tiueen was G days old ori:i:asiii occurred, and on
:

evening of the seventli day we removed lier from the liive and
drops of the male sperm upon the vulva as she was heid Ijacli
downwards, by gently grasping the thorax between the thumb and
finger.
The instant the maie sjierm was pressed from the testes and
seminal sack of a mature drone upon the excited and distended
vulva, it was curious to observe the effect. The action of the abdomen
and vulva resembled that of young birds while hting fed. There was
the reaching up after the seminai fluid, and an action of the parts
resembling ttie opening of the mouth and swallowing food. As much
seminal fluid as could be obtained, by tbe imiierfect method employed,
from three or four drones, was utilized and readiiy absorbed by the
queen, after which her wings were clipped, and she was dropped on
a frame covered with bees and returned to the hive, and the frees were
Up to this time her appearance and actions were those of a
liberated.
tlie

l»laced

!

Feb.

The next

virgin queen.
Hctninal
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lliiiil,

nioriiini,',

wlI^

licr iihildiiuui

1"J

after eximBiiro to

lioiirs

and her

(listctideil,

iipF'eurtiiice

llic
ttiiil

in all riispccis wi-i-c lll)^^ coiiirnnn to fcrtilr, layiritriiii'MMiK, Slur
inovini.C altoiil hlowly n\i'r li4- <M)iiihK, and iHMM'itif; Into the ccIIh.
In due time the
in 24 hours at'terwartls sin- had -lOO or- .'(00 e^j^s.

uctUm.s

was
and

I

1

.Ni(vetiiljor lit) worker-bees
worker-larva' appiMired, and at. this date
\V(! t.lK^n reared
two
in eonsiderahle nninliers are liein^ halclnMl.
<iueens from tin- e^r^^s laid \>y this artilieially feeuinhiled queen, iti
(ineenless eolonies, and as siKMi us they werir hatched I clipped their
wintcs, and when oivasin appcrared they were treated as before
described, and in three ilays ojie laid a few e^jtts in worker-i'ells. 'I'he
other has the appearance and action of u fertile (|Ueen, but htt.s laid no
ejTk's, and the lateness of the season forbids advantageous continuarjcr
of till' e\perinn-nts.
(

Answkk. — The

siicrcss claimed
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consequence In the North that it need not Klve any iiiiouhAmonx
nos.i. In the South It Is somcitlme- very destructive.
spraying the
the reinedic's olfeied are changing the (jueeii
and
salt
water,
solution
carbolic
acid
combs with
or a
of
water and traiisposlni? the colony. The lact named Is one
of th(! latest ottered, and it Is just possible It might be worth
while to try it. Simply let the disnasoil colony change places
with a strong, healthy one. The "A It C of Hee-Cnltiire,"
:

:

while saying " wi' know of tio reliable cure," (fives the transposition treatment tind says
•'The rationale of the treatment seems to bi' that the bees
of the ordinary colony having bee-paralysis are too much discouraged to remove the sick as a consequence, the source of
infection
that Is, the swelled, shiny bees are allowed to
Itut when the colonies are
crawl through the hive at will.
transposed, the healthy, vigorous bees of the sound colony
carry the diseased bees entirely away from the hive. The
sick and dying being removed the colony recover."
:

:

by N. \V. Mcl-aiii

in

fi'i-

tilizing a i|ii('en by liaiul WHS well known in bee-Uocping circles, and the fact that the tiling has never been repeated by him
or any one else, ill all these 16 years or more, gives some
jfroiind for thtr belief that no such success was ovtu' attaiiK^l.
He rejiorts success in three cases. If you should succeed three
times, do yon tliiiik yon would then dro|) the matter eutiri'Iy'.'

—

—

Prevention of Increase.

Perhaps Suffering From Bee-Paralysis.
colonies of bees are all dying out, apparently, of a
My
A bee will
disease with which I am not at all acc|ualnte(l.
comt^ out of the hive, and other bees will gather around
There is no show of anfrer by any of
it, and seem to trim it.
them, but sometimes a strong bee will rise and (ly off with nut:
of those diseased bees, but which is sometimes able to tly very
Thousands seem to die daily. Can you tell rae the
well.
Arkansas.
cause, and remedy?

—

Answer. Most likely the trouble is bee-paralysis, which
subject please look up in your text-book. Unfortunately, you
will not get a great deal of comfort from such consultation, for
many remi'dies have been given, some of them vaulted as sure
cures, but further trial has not confirmed the belief in their
efficacy. The fact is that in many cases the disease disappears
of itself, and then whatever remedy was used last has the
credit of the cure.
While the disease is generally of so little

I
1 have 2-5 colonies of bees that I run for section honey.
don't want any inc'rease, and will not have any empty hives
How should I manage them
for the swarms that may issue.
What should I do with the swarms?
to get best results?
Would I gain anything by uniting two colonies in one hive,
in the spring, thereby having some hives for the swarms?

Tennessek.

Answkk — I

don't know enough to say for certain what
Here's one plan that might
plan will bring the best results.
be worth trying: Have all (lueens clipped, and when a swarm
A week later begin lisissues remove or kill the old riueen.
tening each evening for the piping of the young queen. When
you hear ln-r piping, go the next morniug to the hive and
destroy all iiueen-cells. paying no attention to the young
queen. Two weeks later look to see if brood is present, and if
not give them a queen.
Yes, it might be well to unite in the spring any that are
not tolerably strong.

Wise
Guess a.t

Stone
Bru

Is li
to

Results
If the eprtra art- u'nud

If

commenced

spring with nineteen
I
colonies of bees, secured 1715 pounds of extracted honey, and a quantity of comb honey.
It is all sold, and I received over $165.00

a satisyou
vou put the chicks into a
are sure to pet

RELIABLE BROODER
m

you

will raise ever\ .'ne that

rmild be mised

any

for

Our 20TH CENTURY POULTRV BOUK
why and a hundred other thifiu'i^ fvery poul-

other way.
tells
trj-

owner should know. Sent

We have 115 yards of
cents.
thoroughbred poultry.

last

it.

have twenty-eight colonies packed for winI use the 8-frame dovetailed hive.

I

for'~

ter.

10

Herbert Freas.

J^S^^^^'

Lincoln Co., Ont., Canada, Jan.
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blood, the disease often proves fatal.
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Bee-Business Almost a Failure.
Please mention Bee journal -when -wntiiig.

The

last

almost

an

two year^; the bcc-business has been
entire failure, some haying lost
bees went into winter
bees.
quarters in bad shape, but I hope now to get

WeutLikeUotcakes
A Nebraska

customer when ordering a new
supply of our line Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
cans, said:

cakes."

So

"The
it

last I

got went like hot-

does.

More people might do

well

if

they would

order this honey, or basswood, and sell it.
not only goes off " like hotcakes.'' but it
mighty good on hot cakes.
See honev-offers on page !IS.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie .Street,

-

It
is

CO.

CHICAGO,
\r, if

you
pny for

aiiii

vnu

them through.
Bees did not work on the alfalfa last summer,
as it was so very dry that it did not even bloom
very much excepting on bottom land.
I
hope we will have a good honey-flow
the coming year.
I have been a constant reader of the American Bee Journal for years, and could hardly
get along without it.
H. H. McGvgin.
the most of

Jewel Co., Kans., Jan.

ILL.

t,',-ta

Incubator,

ma V tryit before yon
it. *10 buyeour lat-

rM

pattern. 3 wallp. copper ^^
pipine. safttylamp and per- L_.;
"'
fectreenlntoT.
'^Pr.ifiLilile
riinllTy''(h3nil80ineoll paintiijg cover) fret.
Seml 10c

13.

Buckwheat and Locust— The Jouneer
siting before reporting on a
piece of buckwlieat planted in 1900. to see
what that planted ^lay 22, 1901, would do.
It came into bloom July g, and bees were getting both pollen and honey from it in great
shape.
Mustard, clover, motherwort, catnip
I

YOU'LL HATCH EVERY EGG
tlmfs terti

HAWKEYE

j

My

their

all

have been

\\

in
full
our
honey-plants were
bloom, and it looked to me as if a great many
writers were mistaken in what they have said
in regard to buckwheat yielding no nectar
when planted early.
We usually have nothing for bees to work
on from about July 20 to August 1 5, and

and

all

Flease mention Bee Journal -when -writma

iREIDER'S FINE
I
F

CATALOGUE

Ij
**

of piize wiDDing poultry for I'AHi, pnnleil in lolors,
lllusirates aD-l oescribes 50 Varieties of PooUry;
aoy binU to
gives rtasOQable pTicte of e^gs and eioclpoulirv raisers,
10c In silver or stariips for this

M

^end

U. II. t;U£li>ER, Florin, Ta.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

Dotedbook.

51D8t

Poultry Paper.— 3 months* trial subscription
and book, "Plans for Poultry Houses.'' 10 cents.
Inland Poultry Journal, Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
29Dtf

STRONGEST

^^FENCE!??^'!!;
tight.
Prices.

11

11-

stronp. ChickenSnhl to the Farmer at Hholesale

FollT ".irranted. Catalog
COILKD SPRING FEXCB CO.,

Box 89

t'ree.

fTlnehester, Indiana, C. S, A.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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for cataloL'iie atid ponltry

paper forone year.
MafTkeje loCDbator Co. Dept. 17 Newton, la.

Please mention Bee journal 'wlien "writing.

To make cows pav. nsf Sliirples Cream Separators. Book
Chester.Pa.
"Business Dairying" & Cat. 212 free.

W

BEE- SUPPL IES
Manufacturers' prices. Complete stock.
for our catalog.

FRED. W.
S.W. Cor. Front

MUTH &

i Walnut

Sts.

Send

CO.

CINCINNATI,
please mention Bee Journal -when •writing

—
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a crop of buckwheat can be made to fill
the shortage I am satisfied it is a paying investment.
Compare with the "A B C of Bee Culture,"
page 50, Doolittle's note 44
also note page
197, in regard to locust.
In this locality there are three varieties,
common, honey, and one that I do not know
by what name it is designated. I have observed closely for three years, and following is
the result:
Two years strong colooies gave
some surplus, and the other year it sounded
like a swarm in every tree, but no surplus
honey.
The jouncer solves one of my most difficult problems, and on plain sections it gives

Feb.

if

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
World's Standard Hatcher.

;

me

as good results as Mr. Davenport gets
on extracting supers. Many thanks to him and
the American Bee Journal. L. C. Salsbury.
Bradford Co., Pa.

Used on

;]6 Gov. E.-sperinu-ntStationa.
S,, Canada, Anstrulia and NewZealand; also by America's leading
poultryinen and thousands of others.
Quarantined to give satisfaction or
price rctunded.
The Original oiid

in U.

Only<Genuine Non-Moisture
Incubator,
fully covered by patent. Gold Medal and hiphestaward
at fan-American. October, 1901. Illustrated 16-pape circular free. Complete ('atalojrue, ISO pa^es, 8x11 inches,
mailed for 10 cents. A^k nearest office for book No. 50

Made the Bees Pay.

During the past season I was able^ through
advice and instruction received through
columns of the American Bee Journal,

the
the

make the bees pay for the first time in my
experience.
I started with 3 colonies last spring and
have 5 that are very heavy now, and 1 that
is pretty light.
I placed them in an unused bedroom over
a cold room in the south-east corner of the
house.
They seemed all right when I looked
in the first of the week, so I did not disturb
them any more than I was obliged to,' in order
to get some books needed. Howard H. House.
Co., X. Y,,

Jan

20.

them whether he is or is not the procrietor of
the land on which they have established themselves.
But in event of his not being the
owner of the land he would be obliged to
compensate the owner for all or any damage
he would cause the owner of the land in removing said bees.
W. J. Brown.
Ontario, Canada.

[So long as law-makers are fallible beings
is a likelihood of
laws more or less
fallible.
The most that the bee-papers can
do is to try to tell what the laws are. Editor.]
there

CYPUEKS INCUBATOR COMPANY,

ir*lease

mentioi. Bee joiirual

o
WANTED
some
room
have

wnen

"writing.

location where

I

in

can

for 3 apiaries, within 100 miles of

Chicago— in Indiana, Michigan, or Wisconsin.
6A4t

Address,
K.Mi Biuce

to

Oneida

shall be the property of the person discovering

ffaCuo, K.I., Chicago, Ul., Boston* Bass., Netr York, N.T.

to 125 colonies of bees

Finally

13. 1902.

W. KILMAR,
-London .Ont. Can.

St.

GOOD

—

—

Hancock

Co.,

III.,

Jan. 20.

Wintering Well.
The bees appear

CME: AP
in

240 colonies are wintering nicely, and
are very rich in stores.
We extracted 7
barrels
about
pounds last year to
4,000
barrels the previous year.
Last year
1 12
was exceedingly dry, probably the dry est I
have ever seen in my 40 years' residence
here.
Emil Baxter.

.

SEEDS^V

^NoneBest
low

Bees Wintering Nicely.

My

the World.

,

so
in price. Largest illustrated I
seed catalogue ever printed, FREE. EnI graving
Price only 11
of every variety.
I cent per
pkg, and up. A lot of extra!'
packages, rare sorts, presented FREE
with every nrder. ^^eud name and address
by card or letter.
Rockford, Ill inois.
LR. H,

to be doing very, well in
the cellar, where they were put Dec. 10.
It was so very dry last fall that I don't
expect much white clover the coming summer,
as last year's clover burned out.
L, HiGHBARGER.
Ogle Co., 111., Jan. 20.

I

Treating Foul and Black Brood.

I

Good Yield-Honey-Dew for
I

Stores.

saw an item recently that spoke of hca

supporting a hired man in the hayfield at
$1.75 per day.
I
had a prime swarm of
black bees which came out June 7, 1901, and
on June 8 I put on sections enough to hold
64 pounds of honey, and in just 9 days from
the day I put them on I looked at them and

na h tt e^ »*rv < .e " ihera was ledfiy lo tau**
and so I took them away completed and
in good shape.
I think they did fairly "well.
I
have kept bees for a number of years
and have had success with them, for this reason.
I never lost a colony in winter, indoors or outdoors, so I think I have been successful. This
winter I expect to lose them all, on account
of the honey-dew that they have to winter on.
A. H. Chesley.
Carroll Co., X. H., Tan. :;o.
1(111

I

off,

'

SHUMWAY,

fiwd^o luouuuu i5ce jourua.1 wiicii 'writiua

For Sale, Reasonable ^^bJ^:

Tt'MKLEKS.
Leghorns exclusively — SiagleComb, White and Brown; 720 eggs weekly.
7A3t Geo. M. Deer, Sulvania, Ohio.
Please n.entioL Bee Journal when writina.

Wagon World Awheel.
Half a nnlUion of these steel
wheels have been sent out on
our own wagons and to fit other
wagons. It is the wheel that
determines the life of any
wagon, and this is the longest
Uved wheel made. Do you want
a low d'lwn Handy \Vagon to
use about the place? We will fit
out your old wagon with Elec-

Report of 2 Acres of Buckwheat.
It

July

was planted May
10.

Xectar

any extent July

first

24,

1900, and bloomed
in the hives to

showed

23.

Brood-rearing was certainly stimulated up to
July 28. They at no time worked on'blossoms
after i r a. m.
on that date they worked
until 1 p. m.
The buckwheat on July 28 was loaded
;

quite well.

August 6 the bees worked on it every day,
but at no time after 11 a. m., and it is now
about through blooming.
No honey s'howed in
the supers but considerable in the hives.
On August 6, there were 10 acres of buckwheat in full bloom about one-half mile from
here and bees were putting honey from there
into the supers.
This seems to me to prove
that it pays to plant buckwheat for bees.
Fortunately, I was able to harvest quite a
nice crop of the grain, but this is not the case
usually, as rain fell several times very opportunely, and a few days more of the hot,
dry weather would have entirely spoiled it.
L. C. Salsbury.
Bradford Co., Pa.

Wheels of any size and
tire, strai^'ht or sta^gered spnkes. Ko cracked hubs, no
loose ppokes. no rotten lellnes, no resetting. Write for
tric

any ehnpe

new cataloyiio. Itis free.
Electric Wheel Co*i Box l6fQulncy,

the bip

Plep'=^a

mention Bee Journal when

Ills.

-writing.

HEADQUARTERS

On

pages

11

and

12.

in
I

Law."

noticed the finding of

R. p. Fisher, i. e., "The Bee in Law."
That
finding appears strange, indeed.
It would seem
to me that if a person obtained a license to cut
down a tree and take either tree or bees
from the owner of the land, that should be
sufficient, as against a third party.
Why, a
farmer might as well sell a fat steer out at
pasture to a third party, as the owner of
the land to sell a bee-tree to a third party. You
do not give just what the statute in New York
State provides, but I gather from what you have
boiled down in the matter that Mr. Fisher, or
anybody in authority there, can rule just as they
think fit, according to their own personal ideas.
The law in the Province of Ontario is
laid down by act of Parliament, and the judge
would have to base his findings accordinglv.
Bees living in a state of freedom in Ontario

will

tell

how we

treated

foul

and black

brood the past season with the best results.
W'e had about 50 colonies which had the disease in all stages, and, after thinking the matter over, decided to try a way of our own.
The first thing was to get them strong by
uniting and otherwise before the honey-flow
was on; then when the honey was coming in
fast we took an old hive where the bees had
died of foul brood and cut out all of the
combs, scraped the frames as well as we could,
then put in 2-inch starters for the brood-nest.
Next, going to the hive we wished to treat,
we first smoked, then lightly jarred the bees
so as to get them to load, as we think it best
that all bees carry as much honey to the new
then moved the old hive
hive as possible.
away a few feet, front or back, set the new
hive with the starters and a super of drawn
sections in its place, then shake the bees out
before it and let them run in, bein^ careful
that none of the young bees go into another
hive, and the work is done.

We

Tlie reason for it being, a success, is, the
loaded bees at once store above all foul haney
in drawn combs, and commence to clean house,
and, as there is no comb below, if there is
any honey on the hive or frames it also goes
above.
I ommitted to say there should be an
excluder between sections and brood-nest.
Now if the flow should stop before the
super is filled and capped, it should come
off, otherwise we have a good super of honey
Out of 50
and the bees never stop work.
colonies so treated the disease did not appear
again.

This year (1901) has not been a j:ood one
for bee-keepers around here, but we are hoping
W. J. Stewart.
1902 will be better.

FOR

Utah

Bee=Supplies.

Co.,

Utah.

A Swarming Experience.

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.
same for THE SOUTH. TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

"The Bee

I

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives, etc., at lowest prices.
You will save money by buying
"^e.

c. H.

from

W. WEBER,

2146-214S Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

During the season of 1900 I secured 1400
pounds of honey from 14 colonies, spring count,
and 19 swarms, several of which I sold during
Then I expected great things
the season.
for the honey season of 1901, but early in
the spring wet weather set in and continued
about July i, at which time, instead of
having my honey crop taken and sold as usual,
my bees were just about ready to go to work
in the supers, and in this country it was said
until

not build cqmb after
it necesof
honey in the hive
leave
after this time, on which the bees might winter,
my feelings may be imagined when after
two to three fair days my bees began to swarm,
which was a large one, and put it in place of
(It was hived on starters
the i)arent colony.
of foundation only). I then went to the parent
hive, lifted off the extracting super, placed it
with bees and empty combs on the newly-hived
Well,
swarm with a queen-excluder between..
it soon looked as if every bee in the apiary
had become deranged, for there would be two
or three swarms in the air at one time. I
of

old

July
sary

bees could

that

10,
to

and as

I

have always found

plenty

hived

some,

front

of

dumped some on

the

hives

from

tlie

wliich

ground

in

they came,

Feb.

13.
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LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown. Wis.

5peclal Ai^ency. C. M. Scott & Co.. 100.1 liust Wushlni;ton St Indlenapull.s, InJ.
I'ri-il W. Muili A: C.i., s. W. Cor. Walnut
\,. C. WoddiiMii,
rami Raincls, Mich.
red Koiiljfcr A Sons, Oifden, Ulali; Colorado Honey I'roducerh'
aud Front Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio;
Aasociation, Denver, Colo.; (Irand .liiiiclioii Fruit-CrowerH' AsHociation, Urand J unnctlon, Colo.;
Kobert Ilalley, Montrose, Coin.; Pierce Seed & Produce Co., IMiebto. Colo.; IC, T.Abbott, St.
JoHepb, Mo., "Special Soulliwcslern Ajrenl; Clias. Dadant .*t Son, H.-intilloD, 111.; F. C. Krkel, 51.?
1st Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Ito^rardiis A: Co,, Seattle, W .isli.
Please) mention B»^e Journ.'il whfUi -wrltlnt^.
.

AC.KNCIKS:

1

1

:

I''

and

iionic

let

I

go.

So

after

a

(cw

day«

Ihcy settled rlown to l)Uiiinc>H, and I wa« noon
much surpriied at the way ihcy carried honey
and built c.ndi as 1 wan at the way they
had con(luct<-.l thcm^lvcs in their stampede.
JInt that tirjit swarm which I treated as
I ^aid before, xathcred at least twice Ih'c amount
of honey K-itliercd by any other colony.
After July 3, I averaged about 40 pounds,
of as nice Ijimey per colony as I ever saw.
It
was basswood, the season havinic b^en such
that it did n.jt bloom as early as usual.

as

am putting forth every effort 10 improve
bees by selection, have liccn rearing drones
select nuecns, as well as queens from
select inolher.s. and had fair success the past
season in mating my queens with these drones.
R. r,. Davis.
„,
Tazewell Co., Va., Dec. 9.
I

my

from

full line and largi- slock of the .\, I.
We tarry
Koot Co. goods, which wo sell here at their. factory
prices.
E.sliinates cheerfully fjiveii
Send to-day for
our lUtli annual catalog for IVKJ'J. .Xdilress,
11

JOS.
710

CO,

NYSEWANDER.

712

DES MOINES.

W

its receipt,

I

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

best yel-

2''

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

Chicago,

St.,

Lo^v Settlers*
Rates*
to

the

NORTH
WEST
Every Day

Durmg March and
April, 1902.
'Free land; low-priced land; fine climate; splendid crops; good
'
schools and churches; good neighbors. The growth and prosperity
of the wonderful Northwest is unequalled in the history of America.
Now is your opportunity to secure a home and farm. Don't neglect
Write to-day. The good land is going fast. It will soon be gone.
it.

These Bulletins tell you all SLbout it. Send 2c stamp
for eacK one wanted.
ColviUe Reservation (Wash.* Bulletin
North Dakota Bulletin
Stevens County
Milk River Valley (Mont.) Bulletin
Central Washington
Flathead County
"
"
"
"
Wenatchee Valley
Cascade County
Map and description of Washington (Folder.)
|^'

^']

Write for rates ami full information

to

any ayent of

Northern R.ailway,
Great NEW
YORK,

413

MILW.\UKKE,

Broadway.

BOSTO.N.iU WashinKtonSt.
PHIL.lDELl'HU. «36 Chestnut

St.
lll'FtAI.o. 4(l«l'ru.lentinl liuildlnsr.
riTTSIlUKi:. 11112 Park Blilf.. bth Ave.

DETKOIT,

Nor.

S. S.

I

o

'a

Hook.

MINNEAPOLIS. 300

66

Wisconsin

St.

CINCINNATI, 6th iin.l Walnut Sts.
ST. LOUIS, 403 Carlet in Huildine

KANSAS CITY,

822

Walnut

St.

1IE3 MOINES, 407 Walnut St.
ST. PAUL, :i32 Kobert St.
NicoIlt;t

Avenue.

MAX

F.I.WHITNEY,

BASS,

Gen. Pass. & Ticket Ag't, Gert'l Immigration Ag'
ST. PAVL, MINN.
220 S. Clark St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

Please ^-tention Bee Journal

when

readers of the .American

land here, in fact it is piled up in great, big
some of the hills being from 300 to
450 feet high, and extending many times for
25 or 30 miles.
'ITie valleys arc usually not
over a mile and a half wide, and many are
only a few hundred feet wide.
The valleys
?/,'' '',^'1; '"^'"S ^^" grazing and farming land,
piles,

cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

or

Southern Ohio.

in

will try to give the

Dec Journal a short description of Southern
iihio, mostly applicable to Pike, Highland
and
Adams Counties. We have a great deal of

IOWA.

-

-

-

^
27 cents Cash ^m
paid for Beeswax. ^
low, upon

Bee-Keeping

Grand Avenue.

writing.

111.

llic hills are heavily timbered,
finest frtiit land in the State.

and are the

The hill land
very rocky, and fairly productive on the
north side, while the south side is mainly
a barren, slatey soil, covered by scrub-oaks
and huckleberry bushes.
In the forest trees the bees find a fine
pasture.
First the red maple, usually about
March 20, and three varieties of willows,
red-bud, poplar, dogwood and sassafras coming in just after fruit-bloom.
In May, and
IS

sometimes a

little

sooner,

we

get

berry

wild straw-

bloom, raspberry and
blackberry, of
which we have hundreds of acres, especially

of the blackberry; sugar-maple, chestnut, sourwood, basswood and buckeye. Add to that
white clover, motherwort, catnip, hoarhound,
buttonbush, wild mustard, milkweed, ironweed,
smartweed, water-lily, golden-rod and asters,
and you have a partial list of the honey-plants.
I could name probably 50 more and leave
out
all
the wild flowers, of which there is a
great number.
Yet you could ride for miles
and not see even a box-hive. The "man that
has 20 colonies in any kind of old boxes is
considered a great bee-man.
My 18 colonies have a range of miles of
lulls and dales.
Here the Italian bee rules.
It came about in this way:
Some 15 years
ago a Mr. Legg engaged in apiculture to the
extent of 100 colonies; he became interested in
politics, was elected county treasurer, defaulted
the county some $17,000, and later took up his
residence at Columbus, Ohio, for six years.
The bees being neglecte.d they sent out many
swarms which went to the woods, and did
for the black bees what politics had done for
their keeper.
Motto: Let good enough alone.
Aow it would be impossible to find a colony
of black bees, and you seldom see a single
black bee.
Bee-trees have as fine Italian bees
as

you wish to see.
is cheap in
the

Land

for a song,
land in the

almost— $3
valleys

We

$60 per acre.

some good,

hills

— can

be bought
while

to $10 per acre;

would cost from $40 to
would be glad to welcome

reliable, up-to-date bee-man, for a
fellow gets awfully lonesome.
If a colony
dies from any cause, even queenlessness, and
you ask any box-hive, old-fashioned bee-man
what ailed them, he would say that worms got
in the skep. the bees took the cholera, and
froze to death.
They never read a bee-paper,
saying that it does not pay to keep more
than enough for seed. But they say they know
how to catch a sucker.
One of those fellows approached me one
day in the spring of 1900, and told me that
he had two good colonies of bees for sale
cheap.
I told him I knew nothing about bees,
and could do nothing with them.
He said

he could
teach me.

watch

tell

I

me

about them and he would
I might trade him a

told him
plated

was

and the plating was
off).
Well, we went to look at the
took shelter behind an apple-tree, and
he walked bravely up. It was a nice, spring
day, just right for bees to get a hustle on
themselves.
One colony was sending out
several bees, and the other had one or two
crawling around the entrance.
I
remarked
that they were weak.
"Xo, those fellows are
rich; they do not have to work unless they
feel like it."
Well, that looked a little bit
reasonable, so I bit.
The fellow helped me carry them that nisrht
to
my vineyard, and I went to bed that
night dreaming of tons of honey.
I was
satisfied that I had two extreme classes of
(it

about

all

bees.

I
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io8
one aristocratic, New York
honey-bees, viz.
400 they were so rich they only worked when
they pleased; the other colony poor, and not
so far up socially, and had to work like the
rest of us clodhoppers.
In a few days my "millionaires" began to
act as if they were suffering from sore feet:
and as the great bee-man had told me of the
great store of luxuries they owned. I naturally
In a few days
supposed they had the gout.
thev had gone the way of all the world.
VVell, I had caught the germ of bee-fever.
Later I bought four good colonies in movableframe hives, and a man promised to loan me a
I went four
bee-book if I would return it.
miles after it and it proved to be a bee-supply
returned
the "book"
I
catalogue for 1891.
and it was snugly stored awav for future use.
Pike Co., Ohio, Jan. 14.
J- M- West.
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A FEW CENTS
the right time in Watkins'
Remedies will not only

invested

at

much in doctors' bills, but also the danger and suffering caused by the tedious
delay in the doc-

as

coming.

tor's

'^.

WATKINS'
REMEDIES

For outside paint
save some sad experience.
is altogether out of the question,, for the
it
stuff will never dry, and all bees that touch it
while the sun shines on it must surely die.
For bottom-boards, paint the under side,
and do it a long time before they are to be
Reversible bottoms, of course, cannot
used.
be painted with it.
Three years ago I painted some hen-roosts
with it on the under side, and it killed all the
It also filled the
lice in the entire hen-house.
building with such horrid fumes that the chickens' lives were endangered, and they had to remain outdoors all day. The vapor that arose
from the stuff caused the skin on my face to
The
peel, and almost blinded me for two days.
nasty smell is still on the wood after three

are nothiug new.
They have stood the
test of time, having been on the market
for over forty years.
They are always
effective, always ready to use, no delay,
no unnecessary suffering, no expense to
speali of.
Only prompt, pleasant, permanent relief to man and beast.

prUUinr of imitations, WatDlII
L kins' Remedies are solii /
throueli onr traveling salesmen inj
the coimtr.v, and are known by the
picture and signature of J. R.

An

years.

carbolineum may have its uses in
the apiary; for instance, it may be effective in
destroying the bee-moth. The way to do it is
to paint a hive-bottom with it, and place over
it a hive-body with infected combs inside, and
cover with glass; then place in the hot sun, and
fumes that rise ought to burn the faces clean
off of the old worms.
If carbolineum is handled in the sunshine
without wearing a face-mask, the handler will
certainly have reason to regret it.
T. Fluegge.
Dupage Co., Ill,
still,

\!

Watkins on every wrapper and
label as follows:

f'/V/i /,<-,,

If our agent; has not yet called on you, or
we have no agent in your county, kindly send
us your name and address, and we will see that
you are promptly supplied.
if

- -

FREE TO ALL -

-

> our name and ad'lress on a postal card will
brin^ you a copv of Watkins' Home Doctor and
Cook Book, a fully illustrated 100 page book,
containing weather forecasts, flue cooking recipes and much valuable and interesting infor-

Bees and Ants.

_

^- ^- Eg^lj
J.

Many

of our bee-keepers do not seem to
realize the importance of the danger that ants
are to their bees.
I note what our mutual
friend, Mr. Hasty, says in reply to Mr. WorkYes, they jvill not only
ing (see page 9).
grapple with and destroy the queen, but if
they are present in immense numbers they
will destroy every living bee in the hive; and
they will also carry away the honey, leaving
the combs as light and dry as if they were
robbed by wasps or other bees.
I remember visiting an apiary of over 60
colonies that were badly troubled with small
black-brown ants about three-sixteenths of an
inch long;
they destroyed several colonies,
among them being a colony in a lo-frame, 312
to
story Langstroth hive containing
15
frames of brood, and over 100 pounds of
honey, and from 90 to 100 thousand bees, and
the ants invaded the hives in such vast numbers that they destroyed the bees and completely cleaned out the hive in 21 days.
Mr. Hasty says the number of species of
There are
ants is immense, which is true.
white, black, brown and red ants, an.d in size
they range from about one-sixteenth to seveneighths of an inch. As far as their destructive
effects are concerned their size does not count
like their numbers; thus a quart of small ants
are more destructive than a gallon of large
ones; besides, it is much easier to find and
destroy large ones than the small ones.
Mr. Hasty also says that bees show anger
when multitudes of little ants, too small to
grapple with, get scattered among them.
He
could have said with equal truth that the
bees are in a terror of fright when the hive
is full of small ants.
I have opened hives where there were many
times more ants than bees, and the bees in
their frantic efforts to get away from the
ants that followed them would rush against
the others.
I saw large numbers of ants grapple the bees by the legs or body, and, as
they scarcely let go when they fasten themselves on anything, the bees rise and fly
off with the ants; and as they seldomj if ever.
live to return, and as it often happens that
the ants are much more numerous than the
bees, a small colony of bees is soon cleaned
out, and the ants have a picnic carrying off the
honey.
After about 15 years of experience with this
ant-pest. I find that when a supply of water
is available so that the soil can be kept continually wet, the eggs will rot and they can

^1

SAVE YOU A HUNDRED TIMES

Carbolineum Paint-A Wapning*.
A word of warning as to Carbolineum may

But

Feb.

mation for old and young. The finest book of
the kind ever pubhshed. Write for it to-day.

JheJ.R.Watkins Medical
723A/<S-

C0.4

10 Liberty St., WINONA, MINN., U. S. A,

Please mention iiee Journal -wneu writint^

M apufacturing

Nai'shiield
Our

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty

Wisconsin

CoiiipaDj.

is

BASSWOOD
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SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
'-'lease

7A2iit

raention
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WIFE
FORA\PTHE
Cllll.DKKN.

Get an imuliatur tliut tlioy can nin;
one that will do ^ood work from the
sturtand last tor years. The (Sure
llnteh IS made of California red
wood, withK'oz. cold rolled foppertank.

Siftrty Lunio. Climax halely boiltr and
Corrugated Waft-rregtilator. Semi for our big
free catalog. ItpiveBacturil phot 'L'fni'bsol bun-

IF IT'S

Hydro

making money wilh the Surf Hatch Incubator. Our
tonimnn Scimc Itroodi-r 1b th=' best. >eTid now.
.
n
Sure Hatch Incubator Co., Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus.U.
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At Waukesha, Wis., for
spritig" delivery, lo colo>
nies of Italian BEES in
ranvable-frame hives; Laiiff'^troth hives pre-

Wanted
ferred.

Address,

Box

7AU

BROWN,

Waukesha, Wis.

3'»'i,
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laUh every
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for
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with the "incomparable'

BORDEAUX NOZZLE)»

and our world'M benl outtit yoo are abso \
lule maBter of the Bltuatlon.
Insects anH dia
ease fall before tU'ia all conquering outrtt.'
See the book,
tt Is free.
Writ* for it dow.v
THE I)EniN(i (O., SALEM, OHIO.
Western Agts., Ilenion i lubbell, Chicago.
J

30DaysTriaLioozS9.50?;„r
BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., SPRINGFIELD. OHIO.
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drcnt qiinntiUes can lie
be killed out.
destroyed with cnaloil, tire, l)t>ilinn w:itcr, or
with pails of sweetened water or wJtli poistincl

111

>J rfK

tluis

ALL RIGHT" llX'Si'

honey or sugar. Wlicn it is found impossitilr
to keep them down by the above nictliods, the
bees can lie protected by uslnj.; three sni.ill
'I.ike two Imi^
trestles, about 7 feet apart.
2x4 scantlings, brace them, then place as many
hives as the stand will hold; then jiaint a twoinch ring around the trestle hgs with a mix
ture of two-thirds of lard I0 one-third of
too quickly arid a littli!
coal-tar.
it dries
J f
more lard. The ants will not go over it if it is
kept soft and stieky apply it from about the
first of April until the middle of June, as the
ants will not be troublesome after that date,
as a rule.
The honey and irrigating water prospects
for the coming season appear to be bright in
some portions of the State; but in many parts
of the State at present the indications arc not
There is very little snow in the
flattering.
hills; however, it is not too late for snow.
E. S. LOVESY.
Utah Co., Utah, Jan. 13.
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CINCINNATI, 0.

Extracted Honey!
and quantity.

R. A. BUKNET'r&C(>..l'»'iS,WaterSt.,CHiCAr.(
Please luentioa the Bee Journal.
33Alf

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80
and
in cnnHtrTirt ion
anion. Ilatchi-H i>vpry fiTtilB
Write for cataloRURtu-day.
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.
Pi^rfpct

— The

Utah.

ejrc.

Utah State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

South Dakota.- The annual meeting of the
South Dakota Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the City Hall m Yankton, on Wednesday, Feb. 19, Vhz. The committee is making
special effort to make this meeting of interest
to all who are any way connected with bees or
Let

fruit.

all

who

are interested in bees

come

and bring a friend with them.

The

ExF,euTi\-i-:

Committek.

An\' of our

where on

full Miie

3Q

How can we

of (.'.trrnjjes and

Bii),'i^ieb

this?

U you care to kcow of its
I
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

r'alifrtfnia
^dlllUnild

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

leading Horticultural
Eaperof the Pacific Coast.

andsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

Sam-

annum.

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, CAr.

Market

-

"What Happened

to

Ted"

BY ISAllELLE HORTO.N.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences amonj^ the
fity poverty stricl<en are Ijoth interesting and
This particular short story lUl pages,
sad.
inches, hound in paper cover gives
f>x(>'*^
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
lot
of the poor. F'rice, postpaid, only 10
hard
Address,
cents (stamps or silver.)

Becausewe

inanufacturein our own factury all
veliicles wesell. Get one of our free
niiiney ^.i^inij

Journal.

—

sent any-

Qays' Fpec Trial.

do

liee

—

JUSTAWORD.

ISABELLE HORTON,
22"

iata!i>L:iiL-^.

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

III.

Kalamazoo Carriage& Harness Mfg.
Co., Station 33, Kalamazoo, Mich.
{I'wnft^t of the Fre" Trin! Pl.un

1902
We

you want the Bee-Book

If

Please nientiou Bee Journal wne-u "wrirmp"

—Bee-Keepers' Supplies

I

can furnish you with The A. I. Boot Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
eave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 190:2 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

Please mention Bee Journal -when

completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

FOR HIS

" Bee= Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade,

Tip=Top Glass Honey= Jars
The picture shown

D.Hill,'srecfSDundeb,lll.

est flint glass,

best one-pound jar for
honey that we linow of.
It is made of the clearfilled

writing.

D.

Ask

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City,

111.

and testimonials.
in North Daour correspondence, whether social or

for our price-list

As we are spending the winter
kota, all

business (until further
dressed,

D. J.
4Atf

notice)

should be ad-

BLOCKER, Denbelgh,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

regarding

Send for circulars and

the oldes

most
improved and original Binpham Bee-Smoker

For

Z3

25Atf

practically air-tight,

is

N. Dak.

Years xaE Best on Earth.
T. F. BINQHAM. Farwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

and when

with honey, and a

neat label attached, it
malces as handsome a
package as can be imagined.
Its glass top
sets on a flat rubber
ring,
and is held in
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It

ITALIAN OUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...

which

is

thus permitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

sellers.

We

can furnish these

at these prices
$4.7.5

a gross;

:

One
five

jars, f.o.b.

gross, $5.00

or

;

more gross

Chicago,

two

gross,
$4.50 per

gross.
If you try them once you will likely use no
other kind" of top or sealing arrangement for

honey-jars.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&

146 Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO,

AND BMSWflX

^

— Ilupe

of
ebruary brini^ioff
honey i» ho far diHappointIh extremely cold, yet lhi»
Kbould not curtail the demand, for honey in a
cold-wcalber luxury, and to niosl people more
invitinff when colcf than when it iH hoi.
i*erhapH one of the causeH [for there are manjj was
the boldinif back of the crop by producers in
the early autumn, on the BuppoHition that the
yield wan Vi^hx. takiDff the country aH a whole;
the renuU waH consumerH reanoned that it wan
^oiuff to be Hcarce and Hubntituted other thin^H
in lieu thereof. Comb is freely offered with
lirli. T.

demand

I

for

The weather

prices

weak

13fryl4c

for No.

at \A(f^\Sc for choice to fancy;
1; U'" 12c for amber and buckKxtracted slow at former prices. Heeswax strontf at 29c.
R. A, Burnett A Co.

wheat.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 7.— Honey market firm
for all grades of comb honey, of which there it*
lij^hl stock here.
White comb is fielling^

a very

at l.^fa)l6c:

No

2,

14f«>15c;

buckwheat and amber,

Kxtracted slow at 6C^7c for white; but

buckwheat extracted is selling' best at 6 cents.
Beeswax scarce. 2H(iy30c.
H. R, Wrioht.
Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— The honey market has
been rather dull this year. Comb honey is selling fairly, and brings as follows: White clover,
15c; lower g-rades from \2W<^\Ac. Extracted
honey sells very slow, the lower g-rades brinsfinjr SCo^Oc, and fancy, t*54(^THc. Beeswax, 2"<^30c.
C.

H.

W. Wbbbr,

Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly fancy comb honey

A

in cartons, 15'/^c:
No. 1, I'Sc; No. 1, 14^c; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally runniug

No.

1

~%c'.

and A No. 1. Extracted, li^rht amber,
amber, 7c; Florida honey. 6H'a'7c.

Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larger demand than we at this mo-

ment

Blake, Scott &

anticipate.

New York, Feb. 8.— There
tle

movement

of late in

I<bb.

has been very

lit-

comb honey, and while

there is no buckwheat on the market to amount
to anything, there is sufficient quantity of the
different grades of white honey. The demand
having been slow of late, prices have had a
downward tendency and are likely to remain
so during the spring.
We quote: Fancy white, 14c, and exceptionally fine stock at perhaps 15c; No. 1 white at
13c; amber at ll@12c. Extracted remains dull
at unchanged prices. Arrivals of late are quite
plentiful of all the different grades. Beeswax
firm at 28@28i^c.
Hildrbth & Sboblkbh.
Jan. 22.— White comb, llt^
amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Ex5^@6c; light amber, 4H'2>5c;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
1254 cents;

—

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

herewith represents the

when

»t< ."tt liiit

tracted, white,

Hardy sorts, Kiirfcry grown, for wixidhreaks. ornament ami hedRPS. Prepaid, $1
to $10 pFrHlU-r)U(.;reat Raiu-ains to select
from. Write at once for free Catalogue
and Harpaiii Sheet. Local Agents wanted.

Please mention Bee Journal

«K

San Francisco,

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

"writiuefj

EVERGREENS

Chicaoo,

\n)t.

13'" 14c.

Meaimti uie Aiuencaii

4SA26t

.«l'.

tliu

tor our
Hlwlit"

Gomb and
irid

«1<

ftt.

e

a i^ood

STATION

CO.,

JK

MARKET OUOTATIOHS.

AbKoluliv

;

tion will bold its annual convenlioti in the City
and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1''02, at 10 a.m.
This promises to be an ioterestAll are invited. It is desired
ing- convention.
to form an exchange for the protectiod and benCorue and aid a good
efit of our bee-keepers.
cause. It is expected that every county will be
represented.
J. B. Fagg, Sec.
E. S. LovESY, Pres.

HONE,y

I

Ir,

oriy prlri'.

iiiHi ki't lit
ri.

fM.oo

llnlilllll-r 1m HullNlll-ft.

I

.l,l|ili-

CONVENTION NOTICES.

>!< .xK

ORTV DAYS FREE TRIAL
tiT
oiils wiicii

II

Nk

J

<

^t>'.

11,1,.

.

26@28c; dark, 24@25c.
Market continues quiet, but is tolerably firm,
particularly for choice to select. Spot stocks
are of rather small volume, and there are no evidences of much being left in the interior.
There is some probability of prices hardening
slightly during the next few months, particularly if the spring trade proves to be of good
average proportions.

WANTPn
L<L^

COLONIES OF

BEES
Ti-kl-l 1
in March or April. State
kind of hive and general conditions; also lowest cash price. Address, G. E. P.,
Care American Bee Journal,
6Atf
144 & 146 Erie Street, Chicago, III.
150

Notice— On another page of this issue of our
paper will be found the advertisement of the
Watkins Medical Company, of Winona, Minn.
These people are the sole owners and manufacturers of the famous Watkins Remedies.
These remedies are not new and untried preparations, for they have been upon the market
and in daily use over a very large section of the
country for the past 34 years. We do not doubt
but that many of our readers are perfectly familiar with and are now using the Watkins
Remedies. They have stood the most rigid test
of all these years and are more popular with
the people to day than ever before. This could
not be true but for the fact that the remedies
are made upon honor and sold on their merits.
The responsibility of the Watkins Medical

Company is entirely bevond question. Ask
your banker, any reputable business man, or
refer to Bradstreet and Dun's Commercial Reports. Write them for a free copy of their Home
Doctor and Cook Book. This will serve to acquaint you with these people and gives at the
same time valuable information, weather forecasts, cooking recipes, etc. Address the J. R.
Watkins Medical Co.. 10 Liberty St., Winona,
Minn., and please mention this journal.

!
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

LOSS.

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

Because it has always given better satiRi\f\f^G. 1^
G^ll GC\ x%.jt^\\*^
IL sell
r faction than any other. Because in 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

W^flx/
VV llj

WE MAKE ONLY THE BEST.
Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more

THE W.

We

Catalog and copy of
Bee-Keeper free. Address,

The American

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

P tS" W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N.

H.,
carries a fall line of our goods at catalog prices.
freight.
save
Order of him and

Please mention Bee Journal -when

And Several Other Clover
We

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

sell

Twritinfe

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee- -Revised,
The

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

Seeds.

— Price, $1.25,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

stts

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

$.75
90
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00
80

lott
$1.20
1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

2sii>

son

$2.50
4.00
4.00
4.S0
3.25

$4.50
7.50
7.75
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.

Single pound

and

Add

5

cents more than the 5-pound

10 cents extra for

25 cents to

Please mention Bee

wanted by

cents per pound

if

GEORGE

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
•

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dittmer's Foundation

#

4^'
^\

CatalOS
Root's
5
_j
1U
D
H
WOW He^Cly

M

Into Foanilatioii

at prices that are the lowest.

For

-m

the names and addresses of 10
40-page semi monthly journal.

Full Line of Supplies,

-^^

Please mention Bee Journal "wl.en

writ'A'.f^

^®

^ ^^'^^ ^^^^ Root's Catalog for 1902, the
editioa, contains information valuable

EVERY

Gleanings

iN

Bee-Culture,

lor 3

months

free.

%

A-^-.

CrXir»ClOrS

^

it is

Higher

It

Honey

it

tor

a fair

55^

Comb Honey,

trial,

the best

comb honey.

from this hive than any other hives

K&^

a fact that bee-keepers using- the Danz. hive get better yield
in their yards.

is also a fact that the honey in Danz. Sections g-enerally sells
have yet
for a higher price, and always finds a ready market.
o earn of a bee-keeper having comb honey in Danz. sections who
had to hold his honey because of a dull market.

We

#-

For
is a fact that Root's Goods are in demand everywhere.
this reason we have agencies all over the Untied States and upfull list of agents sent on appliward of 25 foreign countries.
cation.
It

A

Low Freight It

Quick
Delivery
Facts

s

hive for

who have given

Yields

Agencies

-^^»:

DANZENBAKKR HIVE

It is a 'Fact" that the
is acknowledged by all

lllVeS rSeSt

->f>^

^^

a fact that Root's Cowan Honey-Extractors are acknowledg-ed
far the best extractors on the market. You will make a m stake if you take one represented to be *' just as good." Our designs are the best, we use the best material, and our workmanship
ship is unsurpassed. Insist on "Root's" Cowan.
It's

i

Price for

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMEE, Augusta, Wis.

^^

by

I^OOt'S
pj

-^>^

Casli

Catalog giving

'^^

'»lst

mr

bee-keeper, whether he has one
colony or a thousand colonies. The catalog- is ready for mailing:, and will be sent
free to all applicants. If you will grive us
or more bee-keepers, we will send you in addition our

use a

fork Wax

rh

i)

fi)

^—^—"^—^^•^^^^^^

DaUZ. Hive

FOUNDATION and

i

i)

w,j*'

->M

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

writing.

''FACTS."

1^
^^
if

freight, or 10

^M
#

Jjomal when

i

th

i)»i

postage and sack.

yonr order, for cartage,

wanted by mail.

I

ill.

have made arrangrements so that we can

the order:

&

by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight

144

Chickens and Egg's

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

or express, at the following prices, cash with

rate,

OF ALL
KINDS •••» ^%,.t

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

CLOVER

SYVEET

»U well

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

T.

UUCd

Send name, for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

New

than other makes.

year

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. ^uR^TFYRMNifflo'sioaiNaT^'
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBETINU

THE

IN

25 tn

Dadant's Foundation

?ti?

H1V6S. Exiraciors
WANT

13, 1902.

^is.^i^v!..is^is..ie^is.^s^ia^ii^ie,.y^is,ji^ia,s^

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

OR ANYTHING YOU

Feb.

\ Hrt f \K{^e^*ii.
iSeeS
AOOUl

is a fact that we are able by these agencies to furnish our goods
quickly, and at low cost of transportation.

"Facts About Bees,'' 7th edition, revised,
information, and sent to any address for a
you mention this paper.

is

2

now ready. Full of
stamp or free if

cent

9

The A. L Root Company,
MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK &
9

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

'IrT headquarters for

Seud

to

them

S,

a7

CO., t^fc'^'.-g.^ill'."'''ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

•»%j»V«;/»«»"'i
Hf

U,

i'&\

•r<j;i'f%ji«r<si«iwi«i

¥

4

•

DEE Journal
aBORQB W. YORK.
Bdltor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

FEBRUARY

20, 1902,

PORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 8

—
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Feb.

20, 1902.

il>ti.sJiite.>!4.>Itil4.>te.>ltiJ<>lti!iilSl*

Bee= Books
tElMT POSTPAID

GEORGE
144

&

W.
146

E rie St.,

Chicago,

III.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as SecondClass Mail-Matter.

EDITORIAL STAFF.

George W. Tore,

''''''''

E^s'^kASTY
PROF.'i'.'rCooK,

Editor-in-Chief.

-

Department
i
\

Editors.

is

SI. 00 a year, in the

of this Journal

Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiy.ry,
J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thuroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatorav and physiologv of bees. 460 pages, bound

by Prof. A.

United States, Can-

ada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postr
age. Sample copy free.
The Wrapper-Label Date of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

and

fully illustrated.

Price, $1.25.

ScientiHc Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Douliitle.— A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way. Bound in cloth

and

illustrated.

Price, $1.00.

Chicago, Feb. 7.— Hope of February bringing
demand for honey is so far disappointThe weather is extremely cold, yet this
should not curtail the demand, for honey is a
cold-weather luxury, and to most people more

a good
ing.

when cold than when it is hot. Perhaps one of the causes (for there are many) was
the holding back of the crop by producers in
the early autumn, on the supposition that the
yield was light taking the country as a whole;
the result was consumers reasoned that it was
going to be scarce and substituted other things
inviting

in lieu thereof. Comb is freely offered with
weak at 14fai5c for choice to fancy;
13(ai4c for No. 1; lU<i I2c for amber and buckwheat. Extracted slow at former prices. BeesCo.
wax strong at 29c.
R. A. Burnett

prices

&

Y., Feb. 7.— Honey market firm
for all grades of comb honey, of which there is
light
here. White comb is selling
very
stock
a
at I5@16c; No. 2, 14@15c; buckwheat and amber,
13(gil4c.
Extracted slow at 6(gi7c for white; but
buckwheat extracted is selling best at 6 cents.
H. R. Wright.
Beeswax scarce, 28^30c.

Albany, N.

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— The honey market has
been rather dull this year. Comb honey is selling fairly, and brings as follows: White clover,
15c; lower grades from 12^@14c. Extracted
honey sells very slow, the lower grades bring-

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially foC
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

ing

No.

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
Rational Bee-Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzoh.
—This is a translation of his latest German
book on bee-cuUure. It has 350 pages, bound in

plication.

paper covers,

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

Advertising Rates

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
g. m. doolittle,
W: Z. Hutchinson,
W. F. Marks,
A. I. Root,
J. M. Hambaugh,
E. T. Abbott,
P. H.
E. R.

C. P. Dadant,
Dk. C. C. Miller.

Elwood,
Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Ernest R. Root,

President.
R. C. AlKlN, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

J^"

If

more convenient. Dues may be sent

to the office of the American Bee Journal,
when they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
who will mail individual receipts.

$1.00.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos. G Newman.- Thit*
is a (ierman translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." luO-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
neuesten methode (German) by J. F. Eggers.—
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject,
50 pages, board cover. Price, SO cents.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. HO pages, bound iu paper.
Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
'-Revised and enlarged. It details the author's
*'

new system, or how

comb

to get the largest j-ieldsof
or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by

Thomas

G.

Newman.

Celluloid Queen-Button

a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
is

sale.

Note.— One
"

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
^ood idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
I

lieve that

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith is a reproducBou of a motto queen-butt«n that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
Send all orders to the office
<»r 6 for 25 cents.

of the American Bee JournaL

Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly iancy comb honey

A

and A No. 1. Extracted, light amber,
75^c; amber, 7c; Florida honey. t\^((v1c.
Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larger demand than we at this mo1

ment

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and l*revention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.- Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the moat

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field.— Everylhin'j' about Poul'.ry Diseases and
64 pages.

Blake, Scott

anticipate.

& Ukk.

New York, Feb. 8.— There

has been very little movement of late in comb honey, and while
there is no buckwheat on the market to amount
to anything, there is sufficient quantity of the
different grades of white honey. The demand
having been slow of late, prices have had a
downward tendency and are likely to remain

so during the spring.
We quote: Fancy white, 14c, and exceptionally fine stock at perhaps 15c; No. 1 white at
13c; amber at ll@12c. Extracted remains dull
at unchanged prices. Arrivals of late are quite
plentiful of all the different grades. Beeswax
Hildreth & Seoelkbn.
firm at 28@2SJ^c.

Feb. 5.— White comb, 11®
amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Exlight amber, 4^(8i5c;
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
amber, 4@

San Francisco,

1254 cents;

tracted, white, SM(§6c;

—

.

dark, 24@25c.
is not much offeriner in this center from
either first or second hands. The market is
firm at the quotations, although business is of a
light order. To purchase freely, higher prices
than are warranted as quotations would "very
likely have to be paid.

26fa'2Sc;

There

CONVENTION NOTICE.

reviews the esperi-

meuts of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R,

their Cure.

and fancy, ti^(s*7J4c. Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H. W. Webhr.

in cartons, ISJ^c;
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14i^c; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally funning

Howard's Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McKvoy Treatment and

Pierce.— Result of 25 years' experience.

A

5(*i6c,

Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25.
Dr.

|

GhicaGa

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I',
has 5Z0 pages, bound in cloth. Pirice, $1.25.

in cloth

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Protit, by Thomas G. Newman.— Ii is nicely illusirated, contains 160 pages,
beautifullv printed in the highest style of the
Price, in
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
£loth, 75 cents; iu paper, SO cents.

YORK 8 COMPANY

fiON&y

BV

GeorgeW.York&Co.

PUBLISHED ^•EEKLy BY

I

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, b^
r'anny Field. Tells everything about Poultry
ilusiuess. 64 pages. Price, 20 cents.

—

Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention in the City
and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1902, at 10 a.m. This promises to be an interesting convention. All are invited. It is desired
to form an exchange for the protection and benCome and aid a good
efit of our bee-keepers.
cause. It is expected that every county will be
J. B. Fagg, Sec.
represented.
E. S. LovESY, Pres.

Went Like Hotcakes
Nebraska customer when ordering a new
fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pouncl
"The last I got went like hotcakes." So it does.
More people might do well if they would
order this honey, or basswood, and sell it. It

A

supply of our
cans, said:

not only goes

Please mention Bee Journal

off

" like hotcakes," but

mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page

when writing advertisers.

U6

Erie Street,

is

98.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144 c^

it

CO.

CUICAGO, ILL.

—

!

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

4 2d

ILL,
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very lively struggle

when

*

Editorial.

^

bers

\

there

is

is

seen.

In that struggle,

a clinch between one of the rob-

and one of the defenders,

seen that the defender

it

is

plain to be

not joking, the

is

num"

ber of dead and dying bees often Ijearing evi-

"The Truth About Honey"

was

re-

fused by the C'hicafio Tribune, as we reported
recently in these columns. But in its issue of
Feb. 4 we find thefollowiug, beinj^ a contribution from a California correspondent;

Honey-Comb

Is

dence of the desperate earnestness of the
struggle; but it is nut so easy to say whether
in a warfare of that kind the two bees are each
So good an authority as
trying to sting.
Rauschenfels says they are. Perhaps he is

there

Not Imitated.

WAX FOUNDATION FOR TDE CELLS IS THE ONLY
ASSISTANCE MAN GIVES THE BEES.
honey crop for I'.IOl was 2,20S,000
This was gathered by about onenumber of bees and from small,

California's

half the usual

favored

now

localities.

With the number

of bees

the State, should the conditions be
favorable, the output this year will be in excess of .5,000,000 pounds.
In consequence, we
are interested in all that advances or injures
the industry. The Tribune printed an interin

which it was said tliat artilicial comb
honey was now both made and sold. This
statement is running like a prairie lire, and,
unless its correction is as emphatic and public
view

in

as the assertion, will

work great injury

to the

honey-producer.
Bee-keepers use what is known as "comb
foundation." This is a thin sheet of pure
wax, with the impressions of the base of the
cells impressed on the same.
This is used to
direct the course of the bees in comb-building.
Beyond this "base " man has not been able to
go.
There is not to-day, and never has been,
a pound of complete comb honey made by
man or machinery. I will give )?1,000 for a
pound so manufactured.
E, H. SCHAEFFLE.

This

much

is

good as far as it goes, but how
it would have been had the editor

better

of The Tribune written his own correction,
and promptly admitted that he puljlished an
interview that was a great damage to an honorable industry, and that he regretted it ex-

ceedingly, hastened to

make

the correction as

prominent as was the misrepresentation, etc.
But even editors are human, as we know from
experience, and perhaps too much should not
be expected of

them— especially

some partisan

of the editors

daily

that they are practically color-blind when it
to the question, of right and wrong.

comes

And

admit that they had been unjust to
any one or any thing— why, that would be unto

thinkaljle to

But

the only effort of the robber

away

J

The movements

tumbling and rolling in
a degree that

it is

is

to get

are so lively, the bees
all

directions to such

not easy to see

what

is

go-

It one had a case of robbing in which the
robbers were blacks at work upon an Italian
colony, or vice versa, then something might
be decided in the matter. For if in the heap

of slain none but bees showing the color of

the robbers were to be found, then

it

might

concluded that robbers do not sting;
whereas, if both kinds were among the slain
be

would be proof that the efforts of the apprehended robbers were something more than to
get away.
Prehaps some one can report a
it

decisive case.

—

Honey-Recipes. The following, taken
from the British Bee Journal, are translated
from Le Rucher Beige:
Digestive Lozenges can be made by melting in a bain-marie 3 oz. of pure gelatine in 3
oz. of water; then add carefully, while stirring thoroughly, ^. lb. of honey previously
warmed. When well incorporated add a little
cochineal and five or six drops to every 3 oz.
of English essence of peppermint.
This is
then run into lozenge moulds or thinly on a
plate, dried in the cool, cut into shapes, and
finished drying for eight hours in a dry place.

A Healing Balsam,

really valuable in case
or injuries to the skin, is prepared
in the same way in a bain-marie ;— Take of
wax from the cell cappings 1 oz. of fresh
propolis, 2 oz.
of the finest honey, 7 oz.
After all is well mixed pass through a close
cloth, and press out well; replace in the bainmarie add a little cochineal and a few drops
of essence of lavender: then beat the mixture
"well with a fork, and fill into small pots,
which fasten down closely.

of

wounds

;

;

them

us be thankful that there are
editors of daily papers that are all right.
let

many

Stimulative Feeding is spoken of more
frequently in European journals than in this
and is perhaps practiced more in
Europe than here, yet it is spoken of there as
a two-edged sword, and one with which it is
not wise for beginners to meddle. TheRockj'
Mountain Bee Journal having designated as a
country,

Do Robber- Bees
known

Sting ? — It

is

well

sometimes robbing goes on
appearance of anything but
friendly feeling between the robbing and
robbed, and it is equally true that sometimes a
that

quietly with

little

feeding for stimulation of brood-rearing was
not only unprofitable, but detrimental to the
bees," the editor of The American Bee-Keeper,
while agreeing that, " if discreetly done,
stimulative feeding in the spring repays the
cost
self

and trouble handsomely," expresses himsomewhat emphatically in the following

words:

We Ijelieve ourself that in other then expert
it is a most dangerous procedure, and
should not be recommended to the inexperienced manipulator.
There is no part of
apiary work in which the skill of a master
hand becomes more imperative than in tho
practice of stimulative feeding in the spring.
bands

It may as well be clearly understood that
whatever good or bad results there may be in
the hands of those of long experience, stimu-

lative feeding

ners to

is

a very safe thing for begin-

let entirely

alone.

ing on.

;

newspapers who are so
accustomed to painting things in wrongcolors
of

is

it is

is

only an effort to escape. Is it not possible
that when two bees have a closer grip, that
still

pounds.

certainly true that when a
grabbed by the leg or wing,
never any appearance of resistance,

Yet

right.

robber-bee

No. 8.:

20, 1902,

" fossil " a

man who

should say that " spring

Stingless Bees of Mexico.
received the following alx)ut the
less bees that are

— We lately
little

sting-

found in Old Mexico:

Editor American Bee JorRNAL:

By this mail we send three pieces of honeycomb, and a few very small bees. These are
the smallest bees we have ever seen they are
very plentiful here. There are other kinds of
stingless bees here, one kind nearly as large
as the Italian, and very nicely marked, but
the bands are of a very dark yellow, and the
body of a greyish color. They are very queer,
and they usually build in a log, with an opening just large enough for one bee *o go in or
out at a time; the door-keeper pops back out
of the way when another bee wishes to go in
;

or out.

We have just imported some Italian bees
from Texas, and have been expecting to see
them " go for " the stingless bees we have,
but so far they have not bothered them, for
the reason, I suspect, that our honey-flow has
been on every since they came.
We have no German or Italian bees within
300 miles, so far as we know, so this ought to
be a pretty good place to rear queens. Mr.
Doolittle, no doubt, would be in his glory here
rearing queens.
We received our bees about two months
ago, and they are building up tinely; this
morning I saw a few drones, and plenty of
drone-brood. The tops of the combs are getting white, which, according to some of the
bee-papers I have been reading, is a sign that
honey is coming in. We got the bees to pollenize our coffee-trees, as well as cocoa, vannilla, and other fruit-trees.
Our chief work down here is the plantingof rubber and coffee, with side crops of corn
and beans. We have produced between S.OOO
and 10,000 bushels of corn as a side crop, and
hope to save several hundred bags of beans
within the next 60 days.
The food of the
Indians is beans and corn, so we feed them
with home-grown food.
However, I started to tell you about the little bees, or rather to ask you to name the
little things, as you will see they are smaller
than the smallest house-flies, and just as harmWhat are they called? To what class,
less.
of bee do they belong *
We have an ant here, too, that gathers
honey, and if you care to have a sample I will

—

to send you some by friends who are
in 10 or 15 days, and will soon

be glad

Then there

coming here

return to the

'•

Windy

is

City."

Yours

often been mentioned in
Journal in the years gone by.

We

will

for-

to report on them. The cells
bottoms, as the brood runs clear through the
Queer, isn't
comb, capped at both ends.
And the bees well, they are about as
it.'
large as two or three ordinary pin-heads with

—

They are very

Miss S. E. Woodcock, of Cook Co., 111.,
when renewing her subscription for another

home.

year

interesting, in-

X^rsley Honey. — The

following clipping

this office:

The honey that bees gather from parsley is
indeed.
ill
to make man feel very

likely

Probably that honey does not disagree with
the collector, or it may occasionally be gathered and placed with the rest by mistake.
There is just the chance that it is done for
purposes of revenge by one member of the
community who considers himself aggrieved
and vents his spite on his fellows.

This is his first experience in Iowa's
General Assembly, and he says that he finds
" the session so far very pleasant, with plenty

There are not many places in which parsley
and still fewer are
the places where it is allowed to blossom in
•sufficient quantity to allow an appreciable
So
tjuantity of honey to be gathered from it.
one is led to wonder how it was ever found
out that parslej^ honey was such an objectionable thing. " There is just the chance " that
the whole thing is as much in the realm of
romance as the idea in the last sentence of
•the clipping seems to be.
IS raised in large quantity,

A. Eraser is shown on the
page this week. The following accompanied the photograph

at

least

one

really

and

bee-keeper in Madison. Now,
don't go and say we said there is only one
honest bee-keeper there. That wouldn't be
true.

there

But, listen to this

was a Wisconsin

And

sociation.
it

:

rate,

As

far

back as 1S7S

State Bee-Keepers' As-

money to burn,"
when the association

they had

At any

seems.

—

ing on to S7.00 for a quarter of a century, and
then turning it over tothe'proper authorities!
Wonder why it wasn't handed in long ago?

convention didn't adjourn at
go out and " blow it in " in
some " joUilicating'' and questionable way.
No, sir, bee-keepers at conventions are all
At least they are in Wisconsin.
straight.

And

yet the

all

the samples

we have seen

as far

away

as

And almost without a single individual exception this is true
of every bee-keepers' convention we have ever
California seem to be ditto.

The Wisconsin Convention. — It

has been
our privilege as well as pleasure to attend
three or four meetings of the Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association. Bee-keepers are pretty

much

alike the country over,

we

believe.

Especially the ones that attend conventions.
They are a jolly set of people. And clean, too

— with

but very few exceptions. We do not
Temember hearing an ungentlemanly word

•during the two days' sessions, either outside
or inside the convention room. Take beekeepers as a class, and we believe they aver-

age higher

in

almost every way than do those

many other pursuits.
But we didn't start out

to tell

how wonder-

good all bee-keepers are. Not at all, for
-we have discovered several specimens that are
But the black sheep will show up
•otherwise.
occasionally. We'll have to get Mr. Hutchin60n to ask Stock-Breeder Simpson to e.\plaiu
how it happened. Perhaps he can account
fully

for

it.

Pres. France is a good hustler. He knows
Wisconsin and its bee-keepers to a dot. And
they know him, and like him. And well they
may. He is simply tireless in his devotion to
Wisconsin bee-keeping. He succeeds, too. He
gets what he goes after. And sometimes he
gets what he doesn't go after— the presidency

of the Association, for instance.

attended.
Pres. France says the majority of the beekeepers are working toward the production of
extracted honey. Less swarming, less work,

and more honey and money. But the best
producers are death on the chaps that extract
unripe honey to put on the market. And
they ought to be. The bee-keeper that puts
unripe honey on the market ought to bewell, he ought to be forced to earn an honest
living in some way, and not rob the consumer
and also damage the market for good honey.
There were some good papers read by Mr.
Hoffman, Miss Pickard, Mr. Fox and C. H.

We

Pierce.

surprising

will

publish them later.

It

is

how much some people know about

successful bee-keeping, but have to be pressed

or squeezed in order to get the information

out of them. At the convention is where they
can sometimes be compelled to " let out." So
it often happens that the quietest member
could, if he only would, give the most and
best instruction to the rest of the crowd.

Prehaps we'd better leave the rest for the
secretary to

tell.

But the trouble is, she's incoming for-

clined to be rather backward in

ward with a

We

just

full

I may say in connection with the picture I
sent, that I have been keeping bees 10 years,
and am satisfied with the business. Last year
I would
I had a trifle better than half a crop.
like to get some of those big crops that I read
about people getting in Illinois, Nebraska,

do not mean the Western country.
with one colony and have had
varying success. I have 151 colonies in the
cellar, which is 20 less than the number I put

etc.

I

I started

away

report of the proceedings.

believe she could

write out a very

last year.

think the American Bee Journal is all
A. Frazer.

'.'

disbanded there was S~.0O remaining in the
treasury. And the selfsame Sr.OO— yes, the
very same bills was turned over to Pres.
France at the recent meeting. Think of hang-

And

Weekly Bud^t.

The Apiary of

first

truly honest

once, and
'

of work."

course.
is

and

food.

Harry Lathrop, the treasurer, is almost too
known to need any introduction. For
years he has been a contributor on bees to the
He's a railroad
Wisconsin Agriculturist.
That seems to be a pretty
station agent, too.
good business to combine with bee-keeping
' Harry " produces very
at least in his case.
nice comb honey, and is a good bee-keeper, of
Oh, yes, there

it

Hon. Eugene Secor, now a memlier of the
Iowa Legislature, in session at Des Moines,
has introduced a bill on the subject of pure

well

has been received at

:

and entertaining, and enjoy
my bees immensely."

structive

—

deed.

advance, wrote thus appreciatively of
" I find it both in-

in

the American Bee Journal

;

him
seem to have no

i

1902

Wilcox, Pierce, Gross and others remained at
But,
Miss Pickard. the secretary.
hold on an old married man like the writer
perhaps would better tread rather lightly
Suppose we simply say that she is all
here.
right in every way, and just let it go at that.
Now, certainly, not many could find much
fault with that, could they? But we will say
that she is a thoroughly practical " bee-keep" und vergessen sie das nicht."
eress "

the sample to Prof. Cook, and ask

wings

20,

complete report of all that was said and done.
But will she ? We'll await her answer.

And

the American Bee

little

Vice-President Hoffman. He
Keeps the dis-

a big help in a convention.

To have a Wisconsin convention without his genial presence would
seem strange, indeed. So it would if Messrs.

gathering ant.
We wish to thank you for the samples of
comb and small, stingless bees. Such have

ward

is

Feb.

cussions moving.

truly,

Mesicas Mutttal Planters Company.
Yes, we would be pleased to see the honey-

jn

:
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I

:

:

I

right.

Mr.

Burnett,

R. a.

of R. A. Burnett

Co., took a trip to the East recently,

&

and on

Feb. 7 wrote us

"

My

East was very agreeable. I
honey-dealers in Philadelphia,
Buffalo,
where they seem to
New York, and
have stock enough to carry them 'along, if
not some to spare."
trip in the

the

visited

We

understand that there is quite a good
honey yet in the country a number of
Seems to us some
carloads of extracted.

—

deal of

tried to

have bee-keepers believe,

last fall, that

the crop of 1901 was very short, and advised
holding for higher prices. We still think our

—

advice was all right to sell if as good prices
as those of 1900 could be secured.

Mr. Wm. a. Selser,

of Philadelphia, wrote

as follows, Feb. 6
I expect to leave this week for a tour of
Texas, Arizona and Californiajn- the interest
of the pure-food law now before Congress from
a chemical, scientific standpoint in order to
get samples direct from the bees of all flows
of nectar that produce a dextrose action with
a levulose reaction, that makes some adulterated honey hard to prove before a jury, when
the said honey has been adulterated by the
packers with inverted sucrose. I think when
I return I will be able to prove adulteration
sufficient to any jury, no matter how much it
has been doctored chemically. I hope to return in about two months.
My dear mother passed away last week, and
our home is so very sad without her.
Wm. a. Selser.

Mr. Selser

know

of

is

is

a honey expert, and no one

we

better prepared to undertake the

work assigned him

in

the

interest of pure

honey,

We hid the pleasure of meeting Mr. Selser's
mother when attending the Philadelphia convention 2 or 3 years ago. She was indeed a
lovely character, as are all good mothers. Our
sympathy, as well as that of all who know
Mr. Selser, goes out to him

in his

sorrow.

;

Feb.

:

:
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convincing them of honest, careful packing, I have
very much pleased witli their liberality in grading
The past summer I trierl to grade by the Colorado
cases.
rules, and sold by the case for the first time, getting a substantial advance in price over former sales.
And I will saythat careful work in producing, care in cleaning and packing, with or without rules for Xo. i and No. 2, will bring
good rewards for the labor expended. But I was especiallyimpressed with the value of weighing cases, being able to
guarantee weights and sell by the case.
J. S. Bruce.
after

been

Convention Proceedings.
Report of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Convention
held in Denver, Nov. 18, 19 and 20, 1901.

F. L.

BY
In

iliakiiig

W. WORKING, SECY.

D.

report of the proceedings of the

lliis

aiiiuKil

meeting of ihc Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association, I
assume tliat the readers of the American Bee Journal are not
inlcrcstcd in many of the business matters that were of
iniporlance to the members at the time; also, that much of
the discussion would be of interest to so few Journal readers
that it is better to omit at least those parts that seem to have
only a local application.
So, while the Journal will have
opportunity to publish all the papers, the editor will not
be required to use his blue pencil to any great extent in
marking out profitless matter.
The first paper of the session was on grading honey
and as it was written with the Colorado grading rules as
a text, it seems well to print those rules in connection with
the paper.
They follow
:

COMB HONEY RULES.

—

No. I
Sections to be well tilled and capped, honey white or
slightly amber, comb white and not projecting beyond the wood, wood
to be well cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds
net per case of 24 sections, with a minimum weight of not less than
20 pounds for any single case; cases of half-separatored honey to
average not less than 21^ pounds net per case of 24 sections, with
a minimum weight of 20^ pounds for any single case; cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 22j^ pounds net per case of
24 sections, with a minimum weight of 2iJ^ pounds for any single
case.
No. 2 Includes all amber honey of a pronounced tinge, and
all white and amber honey not included in No.
i ;
to be fairly well
sealed, uncapped cells not to exceed fifty in number exclusive of
the outside row, wood to be well cleaned; cases of separatored honey
to ai'erage not less than iS pounds net per case of 24 sections; cases
of half-separatored honey to average not less than 19 pounds net per
case of 24 sections; cases of unseparatored honey to average not less
than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

—

EXTRACTED HONEY RULES.
Extracted honey shall be classified as white and amber, shall
weigh twelve pounds per gallon, shall be perfectly free from particles
.\11
rendered
of wax, and shall always be marketed in new cans.
honey, whether obtained by solar heat or otherwise, shall be classed as
strained honey and not as extracted.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
It

recommended

is

to

sell

all

honey around home as much

cull

grade only in daylight, near a window; to use the
standard 4j4x4j-ixi^S inch section and the 24-pound double-tier shipping-case, in order to have uniformity in loading cars; to stamp all
cases of No. i honey with the owner's name above the handholes;
to mark all cases of No. 2 honey with two dashes in the handholes
at each end of the case, and with no other marks whatsoever; to use
no second-hand cases for No. 1 and No. 2 honey; to pack all sections
with paper below and above, and in double-tier cases to put a sheet
of paper between the tiers; to store comb honey in a warm, dry
place, protected from flies and dust; and to haul carefully, well proas

possible;

tected

to

from dust and

rain.

Grading Honey.
subject assigned me by your committee is so important that I had hoped it would be handled by older members with more practical experience. I shall speak of comb

The

honey only.

The grading

of

comb honey

is

so closely related to the

not attempt to write
that we have a firstclass article in the house, the question is grading for color,
beauty of build, and weight, so as to get the best returns
for the product.
The first essential of grading I believe to be honesty of
purpose but an attempt to grade by any of the established
I believe
rules has always brought me many difficulties.
we, on the Western Slope, have grades of amber honey that are
not found on the east side, and the term "slightly amber" in
the Colorado grading rules was a constant source of trouble
have a
to me in attempting to follow those rules.
decided amber grade of honey that always has clean white
cappings, and all buyers have taken it as No. i honey when
buying by weight; and vet I fear our rules would make it
entire field of production that

a

comprehensive

article.

I

shall

Assuming

;

We

No.

Thompson — In regard

to the uncertainty of includ-

amber comb honey of the Western Slope, those
grading rules were worded for the very purpose of includ-

2.

to the past season I have been making a case of
honey of even color and allowing buyers to grade it and

Up

;

ing

the

mg

the

part of their second flow in No. I.
The only
theirs which would be excluded from No. I, according to its color, is that capped in the latter part of August
and in September.
should have
T. Lytic Every man is his own grader.
absolute uniformity in any one case, and face it with fair and
honorable samples of that case. I don't see how we can
make rules that will be observed. He should use well-made
first

honey of

—

He

shipping-cases, uniformly packed, and, above all, should have
had a tilt here last year
his comb honey well ripened.
on that last item hence I wish to say that this year again
I received 25 to 40 cents more for my cases than did my
Of course, there is a great deal in always sellneighbors.
ing in the same city for some period.
V. Devinny What's the use of making rules for me?
I have to call in my wife to decide the color of the combs.
and many times she can not come. Many are color-blind,
and do not wish to acknowledge it.

We

;

—

Summary

on Breeding,

of the Recent Discussions

In one of the recent articles on breeding the following
quotation from Darwin was made
"If selection consisted merely in separating some very
distinct variety, and breeding from it, the principle would be
but its importance
so obvious as hardly to be worth notice
consists in the great effect produced by the accumulation
in one direction, during successive generations, of differences
absolutely inappreciable by the uneducated eye differences
which I for one have vainly attempted to appreciate. Not
one man in a thousand has accuracy of eye and judgment
If gifted with these
sufficient to become an eminent breeder.
qualities, and he studies his subject for years, and devotes
his lifetime to it with indomitable perseverance, he wll sucif he wants any
ceed, and may make great improvements
of these qualities, he will assuredly fail."
Under these circumstances, some will doubtless inquire
why the common bee-keeper should pay any attention to this
for the same reason that every
I answer,
subject at all.
person who buys hay should know what good hay is, and
where to get it, though he may not be competent to raise
If I have 150 colonies, and re-queen them with
it himself.
such superior stock that they average five pouiids apiece
more than they otherwise would, that is a gain af 750
That
pounds, and I have the same stock for next year.
result is worth a good deal of study and thought to secure^
whether one selects his own queens or selects the man that
Our queen-rearers, moreover, depend
sells him the queens.
largely on the bee-papers and conventions for suggestive
ideas, and we should see to it that they get them by providing for the continuance of this discussion, though it may
not aft'ect our personal bee-work.
The starting-point of the present discussion on breeding
in the Eastern papers was the following vigorous language
by Mr. A. C. Miller, in the Bee-Keepers' Review for last
;

—

;

March
"The authors of our

text-book.s, and the editors of our
journals [look out], appear to be grievously ignorant of the
laws of heredity, and of such authors as Darwin, Huxley,
Hajckel. Spencer, and a host of other biological authors.
Now, if our instructors are thus ignorant, what wonder
that the rank and file do not advance in scientific queenIs it any wonder we do not get ahead?
breeding?
Scientific queen-breeding, forsooth; 'breeding queens,'
Ball!
'golden breeders,' etc. Rot."
In the same article he also said "Crossing tends to cause
variation. The male varies more than the female. The male is
Under
the stronger element in begetting offspring.
such conditions it is little less than marvelous that we have
made the progress which we have. As I view it, the only
thing we have done, actually accomplished, is to cause the
bee to vary. Variation, once started, seems to run riot unless
For example of this, look
fixed by scientific breeding-in.

...

:

.

.

.

:
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at the pedigrees of noted trotting-horses."
In anotlier article in Gleanings, he said
"The use of the
terms 'choice bred,' 'straight golden breeders,' "breedingqueens,' etc., implies that the person claiming to have such stockhas produced it according to the well-recognized laws of
breeding; that for many years the ancestry of this stock was
pure and potent, and that these 'breeders' will produce
oflfspring which, when properly mated, will maintain the
same traits as their parents, with virtually no variation. Just
how many queen-rearers care to affirm that for their stock?"
" "Thoroughbred' is not 'crossbred,' as any high-class stockraiser will testify.
Thorough breeding is cautious, careful,
:

(do not confound this with in-and-in
alien blood is introduced the result
be foretold with certainty, the chances being
toward atavism, the reverting to a previous type."
"It is high time we began to be scientific in our work.
The haphazard, guess-at-it rule-o' -thumb ways have prescientific

in-breeding

and when

breeding)
can never

;

We

vailed altogether too long.
shall injure ourselves, and be
held accountable by those who follow us, if, knowing, we
do not set about to overcome the evils."
These e.xtracts indicate, in general, that those who rear
queens are ignorant of matters of great importance in breeding
queens. Let us now turn to the utterances of one of the
foremost queen-rt'ajvrj, and judge for ourselves whether he
and others do all they might in selecting the ancestors of
those queens which they are undoubtedly competent to rear.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle says in the American Bee Journal

"A yield of from 6o to 8o pounds of comb honey from
red clover this year, with little or nothing 20 years ago,
proves that I have not labored entirely in vain."
In the
American Bee-Keeper he sets forth his ideas thus
"We
often hear bee-keepers say, 'If all the colonies had been as
good as was No. 12 (No. 45, or some other nurnber, as the
case may be), I should have had several hundred, if not
thousand, more pounds of honey than I secured this year.'
Well, the question is, why not have all the colonies in the
apiary as good as No. 12? We may not accomplish all
we would like to in one year, but by superseding all the
poorer queens in the apiary by those reared from No. 12,
we certainly shall be advancing our apiary up the scale
toward No. 12's yield. This is what I have been working
for during the past 30 years, and it gives me pleasure to
:

my

colonies average very much more nearly alike
in their yields, and the average yield per colony is much
higher in proportion to the yield of nectar from the nectar-

say that

bearing

flora,

than

it

was when

I

commenced."

evident from this quotation that one who is an authority on queen-rearing recommends no other principle than
that of breeding from the queen that did best in one particular year. He says nothing about the fact that a queen whose
own colony is good may be weak in the power to transmit her excellence. That he has made progress by simply
going on the assumption that "like produces like" is precisely what we should expect
for among the numerous best
queens in a long period of years, some, at least, would have
the power of transmitting their qualities with little loss.
But the question is. Would he not have done better still to
breed only from the potent queens than to breed from all
the freaks without discrimination?
must conclude, therefore,
that Mr. Miller's reference to "haphazard, rule-o'thumb ways" of queen-rearers in selecting queens is justified, no matter how skillful they may be in the rearing itself.
Mr. Doolittle has, it is true, attempted to parry the criti"
cism of his neglect to select according to the laws of breed'
ing, by referring to the difficulty of mating with desired
drones. In this very important matter of selecting queens
whose progeny is uniform, that e.xcuse has very little force,
for queens can always be selected, even if we never could
select drones.
The conclusion is unavoidable that, with all
the disadvantages connected with the choice of drones, our
queen-rearers have not applied the science of breeding as they
could have done.
But let us consider just what this matter of difficulty in
selecting drones amounts to. On page 681 (1901) of the American Bee Journal Mr. Doolittle gives four plans for mating
queens with desired drones. Of one of his plans^that of
It is

;

We

having

his

queen-mating nuclei

in

—

a

locality

isolated

five

miles or more from all other bees he remarks
"The queens
will, as a rule, be all mated with the desired drones."
(Right
here I wish to say that there are plenty of locations in
Colorado and Utah that have the advantage of daily mails,
and I have no doubt also all over the West and Southwest, where we can be absolutely sure there are no outside drones, for the reason that fliere is nothing in the
:

Feb.

20, 3902.

country to support bees.)
Of another plan,
of carrying the drone colony and the nuclei into the
cellar until after four o'clock, or- when other drones cease
to fly, feeding them a little warm diluled sweet just before
setting out, and setting them so as to
face the western
sun, he remarks
"'Queens and drones will fly something
as they usually do in the early afternoon, and the results will
prove quite satisfactory." It seems, then, that when sufficient labor and care are taken, queens can be mated with
drones from some particular queen and in one of the other
plans Mr. Doolittle hand-picks his drones, thus narrowing
the choice still further. There appears to be no reason
why this hand-picking process should not be applied to any
such plan. Now, this attention and labor may not be commercially profitable on a large scale, when a man makes his
bread and butter from queen-rearing. I do not know about
that.
But it is clear that we can select both sides in breeding bees to almost as great a degree as in breeding Jersey
cattle or Leghorn chickens, the only differences being that
the queen herself does not gather honey as a cow gives milk,
and that we can judge somewhat more by the external appearance of a bull than we can at present from the appearance
of a drone.
But these are minor considerations, for ancestry of which we may be equally sure in bees and cattle if
we are willing to take the trouble counts for more than
individual traits as a guarantee that those traits -will be
transmitted. And when the desired object is the establishment of a new strain of stock a good deal of attention and
labor are required in any case.

surrounding

that

:

;

—

—

Mr. Adrian Getaz, in the American Bee Journal, lays
stress on the fact that Nature has been thousands of
years developing hardiness and honey-gathering qualities, so
It is reasonable to suppose the limit has been nearly reached,

much

if

not altogether.

He

qualities in animals
improving were completely undeThe trouble with this statement is that

says that those

which we have succeeded
veloped in nature.
it

isn't

so.

Even

a

in

Mexican wild hog has some value

for

meat; and when we consider milk-producing qualities, which
are a pretty good parallel to honey-producing qualities ,we see
how fallacious the idea is. Nature has been developing milkproducing qualities for millions of years, but nature never
would have developed a strain of cows every one of which
gives several times as much milk as the calf requires
nor
does nature need to concern herself with producing bees
that will gather much more honey than suffices for winter
stores.
Nature has done nothing whatever to test the full
capacity of bees for gathering honey.
So it is with hardiness.
Both white and black men belong to the same species'
but nature has not made the black capable of resisting pulmonary diseases, nor the white man capable of resisting
malarial fevers. But if each had developed in the other's
quarter of the globe, can we doubt the result, according to
the law of the survival of the fittest? The fallacy of the
idea consists in assuming that nature's tests are always the
most complete possible. They are not; they are of all
;

degrees.

We

have, therefore, no sound reasons for believing that
the breeding of bees, and their possible improvement, present such insuperable difficulties as to differentiate them from
But what about the science of breeding in
all other stock.
general? Is it easy or hard, slow or fast? On this point
"Those
Mr. C. P. Dadant says in the American Bee Journal
who have persistently worked for years for a lifetime to
secure the change desired in breeds of horses, pigs, cows,
chickens, and, in fact, in the improvement of any domestic
animals, or plants, or trees, those men know how little
But nevercan be accomplished in a single man's life.
theless it would be wrong to discourage those who try, for
That we can
they are certainly on the right road.
succeed, sooner or later, is evident, if we consider what has
:

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

been done in other lines."
Thus the question arises, Is it well for honey-producers
to undertake a work of such magnitude, when they already
have enough to do? Even the consideration of the strenuous requirements of rearing alone, without reference to
breeding, has led Mr. J. H. Martin, in Gleanings, to recommend that a certain number of bee-keepers in a given
locality turn their queen-rearing over to an expert in that
line of work, each bee-keeper to contribute his best stock, and
to agree to take a certain number of queens per annum, so
that, having a large and definite number of queens to rear,
In
the expert could rear them both cheaply and profitably.
this manner the queens used by the bee-keepers would be
whereas, by our presonly one remove from the original
nt method of rearing several generations of queens from one
;
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llicm mate vvilh
too much diluliil.
lice Journal, cinpli.itically endorses that plan, saying that she does not believe
queen-breeders jiroduce boney enough to give their bees a
chance to show what they are; but if each bee-keeger furnished a few of the best <iueens of his whole apiary, that
would be securing stock whose working capacity had been
brccdiiig-ciMccn

to

slarl

willi,

niul

Iclliiig

promiscuous drones, the Ijcst blood
Mrs. Uaiber, in the Koeky Mountain

is

tested.

This plan is alluded to in the Review by Mr. F. B. Simpson, a breeder of trotting horses and Jersey cows, who has
recently turned his attention to bees, and is writing a series
of articles, not yet completed, for the Review, on the application of the principles of stock-breeding to bees.
Mr. Simpson would prefer to follow a plan which would give the
breeder a chance to establish a business and reputation for
hiinself, and outlines the system he would follow.
He would
have over a hundred full colonies in addition to nuclei in
his own apiary, and would contract with bee-keepers in
his vicinity for the privilege of rc-quccning 500 additional
colonies, tlie queens to remain his property, for the purpose
of testing tlie honey-producing qualities of the bees of the
queens furnished. He would start with six of the best
queens procurable, as unrelated as possible, using each queen
in turn as a drone-mother with the others as queen-mothers,
thus getting thirty combinations of blood for testing. In
ensuing years just enough new queens would be purchased to
avoid in-breeding, .to which he is opposed. This is but the
gist of his plan, which should be read in full in the August
Review to be understood.
On the subject of in-breeding, by the way, I find opposing
views in the various articles. Mr. A. C. Miller, already
quoted, says "Variation once started seems to run riot unless
fixed by scientific breeding-in ;" and after pointing out that
inbreeding intensifies characteristics, whether good or bad'
his conclusion is
"Select properly, and it is your greatest
helper; select poorly, and it is your greatest enemy."
:

—

Mr. H. L.

Jeffrey, in Gleanings, says the worth of a
is in his ability to stamp the blood qualities,
and refers to Mercury, the famous Jersey bull, for whose
services $75 were offered, 23 of whose 32 ancestors were
descended from one pair.

blooded animal

Mr.

J.

H. Gerbracht says

in Gleanings
"There is not in
single strain of unusual superiority of
or chickens, in which this principle has
to secure a fixed type
and after this
:

existence to-day a
either cattle, hogs,
not been employed
has been done, the fixed type can be maintained only by
the most careful and scientific line-breeding. Crosses between dilferent strains produce just the same unreliability
and tendency to degeneration as crosses of distinct breeds
do, except in the few cases in which, either by accident or
the exercise of the most unusual good judgment, the two
strains happen to 'nick' well.
In cattle and swine breeding, the infusion of one-eighth new blood is considered
enough to affect whatever ill effects close inbreeding may
produce, the idea being to use the least possible amount to
maintain the vigor and stamina, with as little disturbance
of characteristics and type as possible; and the success of the
breeder depends to a great extent on his ability to do this
accurately."
In poultry breeding, he says inbreeding and
line-breeding are the only ways by which any fixity of tj'pe
can be secured, and while the results are sometimes only
good to look at, yet the best laying and most vigorous
growing stock we have to-day is from this same linebreeding.
George Shiber, a breeder of carrier-pigeons, says in the
American Bee Journal, "Most of the leading pigeon fliers
of course this can not be carried on indefinitely;
inbreed
new blood has to be added, gradually, say, a quarter, an
eighth, or a sixteenth.
It is an old saying, if you inbreed
stock it would soon decline or weaken.
It is undoubtedly
true
but the breeder unmercifully culls his stock."
He
refers to a pigeon of his ow-n, from stock bred as closely
as possible, that flew 250 miles in seven hours over the
Alleghany Mountains.
He thinks that if. for illustration,
two queens were chosen whose bees were long-tongued, but
of difi'ercnt strains, one to be a drone-mother and the other
a queen-mother, that but few of the resulting strain would
be as good as their parents, judging by the experience of the
breeders of other stock.
On the other hand, Mr. Simpson urges that nature never
inbreeds unless compelled to; that, when it takes an animal several years to mature, there is an incentive to inbreeding, in securing uniformity without loss of time, and
frequently inbreeding is resorted to just because no unre;

;

;
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hand

but neither of these reasons
a vast number of generations
can be reared in a short time, and an unlimited number
of unrelated individuals of equal value procured; that while
inbreeding of Jersey cattle has procured results in milk,
they are very nervous, undersized, subject to disease and
great mortality, and deficient in bringing forth living young;
that the fact that Jerseys abound in renowned ancestors
makes it impossible to say whether certain results were due
to successful inbreeding or successful selection independent
of inbreeding; tliat in trotting-horscs the real cause of prepotency is skillful selection and not inbreeding, which is
incidental and seldom close; that from personal observations
he is led to believe that close inbreeding in trotting-horscs is
a total failure, with some exceptions of parents of especial
vigor that inbreeding is resorted to mainly to get some one or
a few qualities, and this result is attained at the expense of
other qualities; that nowadays the best racing horses are also
the best all-round horses, because it has been found unwise
and he suggests that the best bee
to breed for speed alone
is the best all-round bee.
lated individuals are at
holds good with bees,

;

for

;

;

It is certainly an interesting and valuable fact that a
practical breeder of trotting-horses and Jersey cattle declares

against inbreeding, and prefers the difficulties of crossmuch harder to obtain
is
very
it
breeding, by which
But we have not yet been accurately informed
a fixed type.
whether the unsuccessful results from inbreeding are more
numerous, or more prevalent, or of a worse character on
the whole, than the unsuccessful results from outcrossing.
should
Perhaps the exact information is unavailable.
remember that it is not a mark of superior intelligence,
but rather the contrary, for inexperienced persons invariably
I sugto take one side or the other in disputed questions.
gest, therefore, that we keep an open mind on this subwish to breed both for
ject, and reserve judgment.
vigor of constitution and for permanency of type and if we
fall in either one, we have not succeeded in breeding.

We

We

;

What principles, in addition to the
"like produces like," should govern
our selection of breeding stock, in order that we should be
up-to-date in applying to bees all that we can supply of the
The next

well-known

question

is.

principle,

knowledge gained by breeding other animals? Mr. Simpson has so far given us but otie article on that subject,
besides the one on inbreeding, and so, after summarizing
that article and a few general principles laid down by Mr.
Miller, I shall be obliged to leave the subject in an incomMr.
plete state, as the bee-papers have not yet finished it.
Simpson takes up the popular fallacy of breeding frorn the
queen whose bees produce the most honey. That trait by
no means indicates that that queen has a special power of
transmitting her own qualities, but rather the reverse, for
the very fact that she is out of the ordinary indicates that
she does not belong to a uniform strain, and that her daughThe majority have for
ters are not likely to be like her.
years bred from the least uniform, hoping to obtain uniThe proper
formity, thus sacrificing blood for individuality.

queens to breed from are those which produce the highIn fact
est proportion of daughters above the average.
the less the increase of average with which we are satisfied,
He would prefer to
the more certain are we to maintain it.
select on a basis of five or ten pounds' increase over the
parents' averages, if the colonies were kept as nearly as
queen
possible in like conditions, avoiding manipulation.

A

should pass through one winter and one honey crop before
he would do any selecting. In buying the original queens,
their previous honey-yield would cut no figure, and only
their daughters' yields would be used as the basis in considering an increase of yield. In getting additional queens
for new blood, he would prefer to get a dozen untested
queens early enough to select a breeder from them after
one winter and a honey-flow. His breeders should do their
duty as queens in full-sized hives, so that he could from
year to year compare their yield with other queens, and so
that he could judge of their longevity under normal conditions.

Further, even if one breeding-queen produced daughters
of which gave a yield of 150 pounds each, he would not
select one of them for a breeder to depend upon, because
Daughit would be too great an increase to be maintained.
ters would be reared from one of them, but only as an
experiment outside of his system, and none would be used
in the system until they proved able to transmit hereditary
uniformity. His breeders woiild themselves be good average queens, but not the best as queens, because he estimates
the power to produce like offspring as very much higher than

all

:
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mere individual excellence. His rule would be to breed from
the most consistent representative of the best and most uniform blood.
The general principles which Mr. Miller lays down are
as follows
"Domestication of animals causes variation,
since variation is always brought about by a change of conditions.
Food, shelter, freedom from fear and from the
struggle to exist, are the changed conditions which follow
domestication. The variation produced by them in sheep,
hogs, fowls, and cattle, is very great and by taking advantage
of those variations, and selecting parents having certain
characteristics, man has produced wonderful results.
But the
conditions of existence which surround the bee can not be
materially changed; hence, we have a harder task to perform.
Nevertheless, there is encouragement in the fact
that the bee has begun to vary.
This is the first great
step.
The next is to increase that tendency, and then guide
it in the desired directions.
These results may be accomplished by breeding together those types that more nearly
:

;

approach our

Feb.

20, 1902.

—

Mr. Harris We should encourage every line of investiThings have come down from one generation to
another. We must take time.
Everything can not be done
gation.

at once.

—Two

way of the improveneed some means by which queens can
reach buyers in as good condition as they leave the breeders.
We also need a set of men who are willing to experiment
enough to make a good stock. You have to reach down into
your pockets to get good results.
Mr.. Lytle

ment of queens.

things stand in the

We

[To be continued.]

Contributed Articles.

ideal."

"The

successful stock breeder is he with the truest and
highest ideal, and who is able to detect and select those
animals most nearly aproaching it.
To select thus he must
know the internal as well as the external anatomy of the
animals he is breeding; must know their habits, tendencies,
and ancestry. The men who have achieved greatness in
this line have been wide readers, deep thinkers, and close
observers."
may sum up the important inferences to be drawn
from the whole discussion so far, as follows
1. There are no reasons for supposing that any essential
difference exists between the breeding of bees and the breeding of other stock.

We

Drones can be selected, to the extent that we can be
sure that a queen mates with some of the drones from a
2.

particular queen.

Queens should not be

selected for breeding because
are above the average.
Such queens should
only be experimented with, to find out whether any one or
more of their descendants will transmit their traits uniformly.
4. Those queens should be selected for general breeding
purposes whose ancestors have been uniformly good for
several generations back, and whose own colonies are fairly
3.

their

colonies

good.
5. Every bee-keeper should study to acquire a theoretical
knowledge of breeding, in order that he may improve his
stock, and consequently his honey crop and his profits, by
being able to discriminate between the pretensions of those
upon whom he relies for breeding-stock.
6. A professional honey-producer
should not waste any
time in breeding a strain of his own, if there is any reasonable
chance of procuring a good strain from one who makes a

specialty of breeding.
7. Bee-keepers should plan to co-operate in furnishing their
best queens to breeders for further tests.
F. L. Thompson.

Mr. Devinny— It seems that the whole aim of breeding

now

is to increase the length of the tongue.
Why should
not the wing be increased to correspond with the tongue,
so that the bee can carry the bigger loads? Some of the
finest race-horses have come from "chance seedlings," so to

speak.

—

Mr. Gill There is no danger of a bee loading up too
much, for it can hold just so much and no more. But there
is something in that matter of wing-power.
Too much can
be done to establ-'sh one quality to the detriment of
the constitution.
We want bees of strong wing-power, longlived, and of good constitution.
W. Z. Hutchinson We are not sure that all bees have the
same-sized honey-sacs. I spent half a day with Mr. Simpson in measuring the capacity and tongue-length of bees.
To measure the tongue-length, he uses very small glass
tubes, half an inch long, closed at one end, and filled with
honey. The tubes are filled with honey by first inserting a
wire, plunging in honey, and withdrawing the wire.
Then
the open end of the tube is applied to the wire-cloth of
the cage in which the bee is. and the length to which the
honey is withdrawn shows the tongue-reach of that bee
perhaps 20-100 of an inch. To measure the capacity of the
honey-sac. he uses a long tube, open at both ends.
Some
bees would take out an inch and a quarter of honev, some
an inch, and some an inch and a half. All those bVes had
been kept without food, so that their honey-sacs were empty.
I agree with Mr. Gill that we should not breed for one
thing.
We want hardiness as well.

—

Selling

Honey by Weight or Case-Whlch
BY

F.

is

Better?

GREINER.

I find the people I have to deal with are very loth buying
honey by the case. In buying anything we all want to
know what we are getting. Even grain must hold out weight
or we are not willing to pay the specified price.
If I guarantee the number of pounds each case of honey contains,
and the cases fall not short, then no objection could be raised
against my selling by the case.

am

using but one size of sections, but when casing I
is always some difference in the weight of the filled
When well filled they weigh a full pound but
sections.
others scantily filled scarcely weigh three-fourths of a pound.
The quality of this light-weight honey may be exactly as
good how, then, ought I to ca.^e it in order to sell my
honey by the case, and do justice to the buyer and myself?
I

find there

;

—

My

practice has been to select sections of uniform weight
(quality of honey to be the same) and case by themselves'
weigh each case carefully and note the net weight on the
cover, not necessarily in a conspicuous manner except when
In thus casing there would somedesired by the purchaser.
times be a difference of 6 pounds between the heaviest cases
and the lightest ones. By interchanging sections the two
cases could be evened up so that each would weigh 21
but the retailer would
pounds (24 sections to the case)
then not sell them by the piece alike, but would have tq
sell them by weight, which would be a good deal of trouble
;

to him.

a well established custom by the retailers of honey
by the piece, and for that reason sections ought to
run uniformly throughout a case, throughout the whole
However, many of us cannot produce honey
lot, if possible.
of the desirable uniformity, although we aim to do so. Perhaps our stock of bees consists of poor workers, or our
management may be faulty; possibly our location is not the
best and we can only obtain very low yields, the honey
coming very slow and in spurts. Whatever the reason may
be, our honey here lacks uniformity, and I notice that this
If we
location is not the only one producing such honey.
were always blessed with bountiful honey-yields, say 50
pounds per colony, spring count, I think we could^ produce
more uniform honey but as it is, we cannot or don't.
It

to

is

sell

;

the retailers want to sell by the
the piece ourselves when retailing
sections in a case are so
if all
uniform that any one of the 24 is a fair representative of
With the net weight marked on each cass
the other 23.
it
is an easy matter to figure out what a section costs at
a section of another case may
a certain figure per pound
have to be sold for a trifle more or less, according to the
weight of the whole 24. Dn the whole, it is less complicated if the sections contained in a case are uniforrn, than
in
if the cases all averaged uniformly in weight, but sections

Now, as stated before,
piece we want to sell by
—and it is a great help

—

;

It is very true, it would be
these cases were not uniform.
better if not only the sections in each case were uniform
But if I had to case
but also all cases among themselves.
my honey in this manner, a great deal of it would not be
The over-weight sections would
suitable for casing at all.
have to be rejected, also the light-weight sections. In a
liberal mood I might let the heavy weighters go in with
those of the desired weight, but then, someone would get
more than he paid for, and I would not get my just dues.
.

Kcb.

It
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would be an

to stand

iiijusticL-

even

Uic

if

producer was willing

it.

1 observe the Root Company is very careful to buy
by
weight only, and I fail to see why this system should not
be good. To sell by weight is practical and entirely satisfactory.
Each party knows what he is selling, each what he
is
buying. If the Colorado people sell by the case, but
guarantee each case to weigh 2i pounds or any other ninnber of pounds, then they practically do sell by weight and
not byithe case.
What is the motive, any way, to lump off our honey?
I cannot see any
Is it to take advantage of the purchaser?
justice in selling honey by the case regardless .of weight.
Ontario Co., N. Y.

Damp

Bee-Cellars and Safe Wintering of Bees.
BV

A

G.

M.

DOOLITTLE.

correspondent writes thus

damp, so much so that the

:

"My

floor

is

bee-cellar seems very
quite sticky, and the

moisture has collected in drops on the overhead wall. The
bees, however, appear very quiet, and, as far as 1 can judge'
are doing w-ell so far.
Will this dampness do any particular
harm, or accumulate to a sufficient extent to injure the bees
before it is time to put them out in the spring? Please give
us your views on this matter in the American Bee Journal."
I am glad to have the correspondent say that his bees
"appear very quiet," for quietness is the essential quality
for safe wintering, for with it always comes the least consumption of stores, and with a minimum consumption of storescomes the least possible exhausted vitality and the greatest
longevity during the spring and early summer days. Under
such circumstances I have had'individual bees by the thousand,
in one colony, live from the first of September till July 1st
of the following year, or for a period of ten months, this
being known by a change of queens on or about the tenth
of the preceding August.
Now, I wish to say to each and every one, that, so long
as bees are quiet, no matter where they are whether in
the cellar, in a room above ground, or on the summer
stand they are wintering in the best possible condition,
and should be left undisturbed, no matter if the place where
they are is dripping wet, or so dry that you may fear the

—

—

bees are suffering from

Many seem

v\-ant

of water.

suppose that a cellar in which bees aro
wintering should appear absolutely dry in all of its parts,
and, if it does not, or shows a condition of things similar
to that described by our correspondent, they become fearful
to

of the final results, often taking the bees out too early in
the spring, or putting them into another cellar or room
which exhibits more dryness. Allow me to say once more,
"Don't touch them as long as they are quiet, until the time
of putting out comes, no matter what all or any of the other
conditions may be.
From all the experience of the past I am convinced that
the temperature of the bee-repository has more to do with
safe wintering than any other one thing, and especially is
this the case where the repository is affected with dampness as is the one our correspondent describes. Should the
temperature in such a repository sink to near or quite the
freezing point, it will be found that the bees will no longer
be quiet, but will become uneasy, and go to roaring, and
running out of their hives, should such a temperature continue long but if the temperature can be kept from 44 degrees
to 48 degrees, all things will continue as they were when
he reported, unless some disturbing element enters in beside
the moisture.
As I was in my bee-cellar a day or two ago, perhaps I
can better illustrate what I wish to say by telling how I found
things there Janury 12, 1902; and as far as I could see
I found the temthe bees were wintering unusually well.
perature at 46, and the overhead wall very damp, so much
so that the water was running down the flag-stones which
formed the roof, from the condensation of moisture on them.
Then the sawdust on the floor, the farthest from the doors,
jvas so wet that I could nearly squeeze water out of it,
while near the door end it is barely moist enough to be
This sawdust has a flour-sack full
pliable to the hand.
added to it every two or three weeks, so as to keep the
dying bees from molding or being mashed on the floor, and
;

the reason for going in on January 12
sack full.

was

to

add another

The moisture which runs down from the stone roof is
caught by the mason-work walls, and as the top of these
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slopes out and away from the inside of the cellar, it is carried to the outside of the wall rather than staying inside
Some may call this cellar absolutely wet, but such is not
the case, for the hives and all about them (they do not
touch the wall or the floor of the cellar) appears as dry as
in summer, and will so long as the colony of bees remains
Hut shoulQ any colony die, then the combs and
alive inside.
honey take on moisture very similar to the flagging; and if
any colony should die very soon after being put in, the combs
would become quite moldy by the time the bees should be
put out but as 1 have not lost an average of two per cent in
this cellar during the past 12 years, it is very few combs
indeed that have become thus wet and moldy.
;

Perhaps some of the readers of the American Hce JourThey are
nal would like to know how the bees appear.
so quiet that often 1 stand with a lighted candle in front
of a colony, holding the candle within 12 to 15 inches of
the bees for two or three minutes, and I could not see
that a single bee moved at all ; but a little breath from my
mouth upon them at the end of this time, will make them
their abdomens and thrust out their stings; and
all- raise
if I continue after this to stay longer, they will soon begin
to crawl about and some of those coming from the inside of

Some of the stronger
the cluster attempt to fly to the light.
colonies have nearly as many bees hanging below the combs
as it would take to make a fairly good after-swarm, while
the weaker ones show only the points to their abdomens
standing out all along in rows between the bottoms of the
combs; and if very light in bees a few are up so far on
the combs that no bees are seen from the bottom of the
hive.

For cellar-wintering I like the Dr. Miller bottom-board
very much, as it catches the most of the dead bees, as well
as to allow ample space for the stronger colonies to hang
below the combs all they desire, besides giving full and
ample ventilation, from the bottom, for all the wants of
the bees. Then, to any lover of bees, these bottom-boards
give a chance to see the clusters whenever said lover enters
the cellar, and where a colony clusters below the combs, or
in the shape of those first and second described above, it
that it becomes
is something so enchanting to look upon,
almost bewitching, and it is with reluctance that I leave
the cellar every time I go in.
The viewing of a cluster having from two to three
quarts of bees hanging below the combs somthing like a
swarm in June, all perfectly motionless, and each bee lapping over its neighbor like rows of shingles on a roof,
right in the center of the winter, with the mercury from
is a sight to make one
10 to 20 degrees below zero outside
feel very cheery, and that is apt to give almost any one what
In fact, I find that I have a touch
is called a "bee-fever."

—

—

of that

disease

myself,

whenever

I

go

into

the

bee-cellar,

have kept bees now over 32 years.
Onondaga Co., N. Y., Jan. 17.

although

I

The Honey Crop
BY

of

B.

1901— Marlteting,

A.

Etc.

HADSELL.

The following clipping is taken from
agricultural papers in the United States;

one of the best

MARKETING HONEY THROUGH DIRECT

SALE.

the commission man selling the lowest who does
the business and who establishes the price of our products.
The honest commission man the one who would get full
value— is not in it. He is at the mercy of the most unscrupulous member of the craft, and we are no better than their
It
I want you to understand me, and I will repeat
slaves.
establishes
is the commission man who sells the lowest who
It

is

—

—

the price.

Stop

selling

honey through commission men. and then

If they
the dealers who will buy for cash will pay.
cannot get our goods on commission they must pay cash.
Having money invested in it, then and not till then, will they
I have asked many city dealers of
try and sustain prices.
whom they purchased their farm produce and they invariably said through commission houses, and gave for their
reason that they could in that way buy cheaper than of
the farmer. I remember one instance in particular, where
the dealer, with a knowing wink and laugh, said he would
rather let the commission man settle with the farmer, and
W. F. Marks.
then his conscience would be clear.

see

what

The above

explains

why we do

not receive a fair price

—

:
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for our honey.
Untruthful and unfair means are resorted to
in controHing the press, by which prices are depressed and
producers encouraged to sell. To illustrate
I am the regular correspondent for one of the largest farm papers in
the United States for the county which produces nearly all
the honey shipped out of Arizona
and I am one of the
largest producers of honey in the .Territory.
Recently an
article appeared in the paper I represent, headed from
Territory, but no name signed to it, evidently written and
paid for by some Eastern commission man who never saw
;

;

my

He had

headed, "Big crop of honey in Arizona ;"
and went on to say that the conditions had been favorable,
and that the bee-men had harvested a big crop from desert
flowers and cactus fruit and bloom, and gave the average yield at four times its actual amount. The entire
article was a false statement.
I sent a reply, giving the
exact report of the amount produced, correcting his false
statements, and saying that the desert flowers had started
four times the past three years and had dried up without
bloom or seed, and I doubted if there was seed left to sprout
again and that I never saw cactus honey.
Supply and demand have nothing to do with it. Early
in the season, before the crop was harvested, Arizona beekeepers received letters from commission men, all quoting
the same low prices, telling us of the big crops and foreign competition. One who had been handling our honey
before was bolder than the rest and went on to say that
our brother bee-keepers in Cuba were offering to lay down
Arizona.

it

;

honey

in Chicago at 3 cents, and we would have to meet
foreign competition or hold our honey. This was too
much for an alfalfa bee-keeper to stand. The commission
man got a reply that we had no 3-cent honey, and that when
the Cuban bee-keeper packed his honey on burrows from
the interior to the coast, and shipped it to New York and
paid 20 cents a gallon duty, then shipped it to Chicago and
paid him his commission, we would advise our brother
bee-keeper to send a cargo of bananas along to pay expenses.
On page 643 (1901) a Chicago commission man tells us
that Colorado. Nevada, and Utah are finding
that there
is riot the demand from the East that has existed, and are
beginning to get anxious about marketing their honey. That
is just what those letters and false articles were sent out
for, and it is that which has unsettled the market and held
back buyers from buying his supply. As usual, the local
merchants, and even the farmers, have refused to buy their
usual can of honey, all quoting the big California, Cuban.
or other foreign crops
unwilling to pay even a reduced
price.
He says that when we know the facts we will be
governed accordingly. Yes, the facts are not allowed to go
to press, as in my case, and won't be until this year's crop
is sold.
He goes on to try to convince us that it will do us
good to have these false reports sent out, but we know
better, and want the truth.
Can't the National Bee-Keepers' Association stop such
adulteration of the press?
Maricopa Co., Ariz.

this

:

[This

article

became mislaid,
it

has not lost

was

early

last

December,

it

fungi and kill insects by the only practical means does not
greatly oft'end tlie public sense of justice, even if some

minor

interests do suffer.
But it does offend the public
sense of justice to spread injuriously poison, just for the
sake of thinning out the fruit. What would be thought of
the farmer who thinned his corn by shooting shot through
it
and peppered his neighbors' cows ? It might also be
worth while to say: Do you want the strong, first blooms
all killed, and only laggards and side blooms left to furnish
your crop of fruit? Interesting to see that Prof. Beach classes
apple pollen as one of the kinds not well adapted to floating
on the wind, and therefore specially depend on insects.

—

Pages 7 to

9.

GETTING HONEY FROM BOX-HIVES.
not merely a few pounds but several hundred pounds
of honey that are involved, page 10. If Dr. Miller will be
patient with my know-it-all style, I wish to protest his
answer to the man who wants to close out 20 box-hives.
Don't melt chunk honey, except to close out the remainders.
If the man will properly sort over his combs, and tlien proceed by crushing and draining in a warm place, he may just
as well have from one-third to two-thirds of his honey of
excellent quality as to half spoil it.
As it is not the necessary heat that does the major part of the mischief, care in
that respect will not make the honey good.
The harm comes
from contact between hot honey and dirt, and contact between
hot honey and pollen and propolis. Most cappings and
most combs have more or less propolis on or in them and
dirt also.
Combs with masses of pollen in them are likely
to make trouble even without melting, and would better be
left for a second lot.
It is

—

INCREASE OUT OF LOW-GRADE HONEY.

Where
two

ates

a man wants both honey and increase,
locations, it's just the cunning thing to

^ The

Afterthought.

^

I

and oper-

make

the

the location where low-grade honey comes in
during the time when bees incline to boom. Rather dark
honey with off flavors will make up into bees as well as
any. S. Q. Conkle suggests this for us on page 13.
increase

in

BEE-KEEPING IN RUSSIA.

And

so in Russia, when their bees all kick up their heels
and die, they go 2,800 miles and buy a lot more. That's
all right.
And, the world over, what a cosmopolitan the bee
is, in this little matter of taking sudden leave of her keeper
and slipping through the shady gates! And the juice-producing blig, who puts the gates ajar, he's a cosmopolitan
also, it seems.
Some of our people would give up if they lost
500 colonies at 'one lick. Pages 18 and 2b.

COLD-WATER

HIVE-P.\INT.

cold-water hive-paint, page 20 and elsewhere we
axious to see it. If water will wash it on, why won't

That
are
it

all

wash

;

it

off?

BEES NECESSARY TO
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fruit, appears to be one of the best things to
give our pomological neighbors.
As for the rest, perhaps an appeal to
their sense of justice may be worth while.
To destroy

but

would have appeared sooner.
But
value by reason of the delay. Editor.]

else
its-

received

Feb.

—

THE FRUIT-GROWER.

This department does not run to quotations much; but
it puts in gladly and fully this one from H. W. Collingwood.
It's not likely to be printed too many times.
Glad so weighty
a man as the editor of the Rural New-Yorker said it, and
not one of the smaller fry and not a bee-man of any sort

—

proud dominion over the lower forces ot nature,
man cannot produi;e the tiuest and most perfeut fruitF without the
'•

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. HASTV, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

liulp

With

all his

of his friend, the bee.

BVeiy t'ruit-^rower

who

That, 1 believe, will be the conclusion of
study the question." V&ge 20.

will really

MASCULINE PRONOUNS FOR WORKER-BEES.

SMALL LOTS OF HONEY ON COMMISSION.
One would reasonably imagine that 100 pounds of honey
would be too small a lot to ship to the commission man.
Poor guide, that imagination, it seems. Mr. Doolittle has
an experience 23 years' long on just that point; and he finds
that such little lots always turn out more profitably than big
ones.
Let's mark it down.
Page 6.

SPRAYING FRUIT-BLOOM.

The

valuable paper of Prof.

Beach,

of

Geneva, N.

—

Y.,

on the red-hot subject of poisoning our bees well, we want
the scientists to hurry up, so as to have not quite so many
may-be-sos and may-be-nots. The fact that hitting all the
blossoms soon after they open will destroy all the young

laugh to see that Editor Collingvvood's masculine pronouns applied to the bee, a big lot of them, got into the
.-Vmerican Bee Journal without being checked out.
While
nobody's listening let me make a horrible confession. I
mostly use masculines for the bee, too (or would, if I had
my sweet will) but the Editor she won't let 'em go through.
[And Editor Collingwood wouldn't have succeeded in getting them through, either, had it not been that there were
so many of them in his paper. And, besides, he is not a
Ijce-keeper.
We e.xpect bee-keepers to call things apiarian
by their right names, as they are supposed to know better.
.\ he woman would never get into the American Bee Journal, even if a Collingwood or a Hasty would try it on.
!•

—

Editor.]

—

Feb.
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There inii-l
of collision betwf!en tlie bee> and anything ehe.
lie no possibility of anything bi'ing Hhovfd against the
hive-,

UK,

CONDDCTKD RY
O. A1IKJ.HH, Afnronu-o,

C

li

i

Do Bees

Euitor.1

Build Cells Full Depth Before Puttins; Honey
into Them.

Ou page 44, Sarali .1. flrillith says of her 1)(>(!S "Tlicy
made a lot of comb in llic sc'ctions in the fall, but coulil not
;

get honi'y to fill them, so I will have nearly a hMn(lr(Hl to c'onimenee with in the s]iririf,'. the must of theni full of comb." Is
it a conimon thing for bees to lill sections with comb ljef<ire
SunscRiBKK.
putting any honev in them ?

—

Answkk. I do ndt believe that bees ever (iUed a section
with empty comb. Thi'y bnild comb no faster than it is needed,
and the probability is that if tlm sections in question had been
Heing
taken off earlier they would have had honey in them.
left on the hive after the harvest was over, the bees carried the
honey down into the brood-chamber.

Sowing Sweet Clover.
1. With the idea of sowing sweet clover for be(^-pastiire
had plowed up last fall about three acres of land. The soil
is sandy and poor, being run out and too impoverished to farm
profitably.
There was no sod to speak of, the land having
grown up in weeds. Now, woulil it be wise to sow the seed
on the roufrh-plowed land, and harrow over, covering' deepiv ?
or would it be a lietter plan to level the land by harrowiUufirst, and then sow the se(>d and cover by a second harrowing
2. What is the difference, if any. between the white and
yellow varieties of sweet clover in the matter of honey-production and time of bloom
New Urunswick.

I

'?

'.'

Answers.
out

first

some

of

—

1.

I

believe

harrowing.
it

That

I

would sow pretty heavily with-

will give seeds at ditTerent depths,

pretty deep, whereas

if

you harrow

will

I

111,

[The Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal ofGce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.

lilves must be fastened In place hii they can not iiiovi
be a simple matter to pack the hives If there Is i-nouKh
iDum so that each hive cari be placed on the floor of the car.
All you need ti> do Is to nail eh-ats of Inch stufT on the door so
thcr hivi^s (iiniiDt move, having ilie hives plaeicl so the frami"*
run paralled with he rails. Mtist likely, liowiver, there will
he so little room that the hives will havi- to be piled on top of
one another. Ii] that ease, of course, It will not do to set one
liivi' directly on anotlier so as to cover up the wire-cloth.
Oii'
way 1() do is to fasten two strips a<rro8» the hives, on which to
sit the next hivi'S.
Unless the weather Is quite cool It will bigood thing to have In each hive a gponRe or rag lllled with
water.
^• »

and Die

Questions and Answers,

first

none

of

it

be very deep, and if you should have the experience I once
had it might all heave the first winter. Very hard ground
seems to be best, and if not hard it is probably best to sow
deep.
2. I don"t know the difference in honey-production, but if
I remember rightly, there is aliout two to four weeks' difference
in the time of bloom, the yellow being the earlier.
will

:\

10-Frame

Comb-Honey System
Frame Hives.

The "Golden

vs.

8-

1. What is the "(iolden
plan or system, mentioned on
page 57, for production of comb honey ?
2. Can a 10-frame hive be used as successfully as an 8frame hive for comb honi'y ? and under wliat circumstances?
.Ierseyman.
''

Answers. — 1.

It

would take up too much room

to

answer

Imt it may be found in the American ISee .lournal for 18".l'.). pages ;j4. dH, and li". On page
57 (this year) to which you refer, Mr. Uartzell inquires why
the live men named did not accept his jiroiiosition, and then
says it was prejudice, although when he made the proposition
he declared that he believed them all to be honorable and unbiased.
His proposition was that they should each buy a hive
from Mr. Golden, and test it. and if it proved unsatisfactory
Mr. Hart/.ell would buy the hive from them. That would give
them no pay for their time and trouble except what they
might get from the gain in the system.
Evidently they
had not enough faitli in that gain to be willing to make the
test, even if it cost tliem nothing to make that test.
here your question

in full,

2. Yes, I am sure that good crops of comb honey can be
obtained from lO-frame hives, for I have obtained them rayself.
I used 10-frame hives for years, and I am not sure but
I got just as good crops as with S-frame hives.
I!ut the work
in handling hives and supers was very much heavier.
I don't
know that any great difference in circumstances would call for
one more than another, unless it be that 10-frame hives require stronger colonies to start storing than are absolutely
necessary in S-frame hives.

Moving Bees on

a

Bobsled Preventing
Facing Hives.

Swarming—

1. In moving bees about the first of March, that are
packed with four inches of chaff all around and on top, would
you smoke them before loading them on the bobsled, or handle
them as quietly as possible without smoke
Would smoking
do more harm than the excitement of jarring, etc., without,
in case they did not have a flight within a couple of weeks ?
I wish to move them about three miles.
2. I want to run part of the apiary for extracted honey
next season. If. on approach of the honey-flow, I take three
or four combs pretty well filled with sealed brood, and place
in an upper story, finisliing out with empty combs or frames filled
with foundation, and fill in the lower hive where brood was
taken from with empty combs, would it work all right, and be
likely to keep down swarming? I shall use queen-excluders
between the hives.
3. Will bees do as well, and gather as much honey, with
'.'

Moving Bees on the Cars.
I have accepted the pastorate of a church here and have
rented my berry farm in Iowa. 1 intend to ship my bees here
in the spring when I move my family.
The time of moving
will depend somewhat on how soon it will be safe to move the

bees.
1. Will it be safe to take them from the cellar and ship
them 200 miles by cars before they have had a flight in the
spring? 1 put 22 colonies into the cellar and they seem to be
in good condition when I examined them the first of .lanuary.

2. If they are prepared for shipment with a wire-cloth
screen on top of the hive in place of a cover, and the entrance
securely fastened up, will they be all right ?
3. Would it be safe to ship them in a car with a horse,
cow, and household goods?
This is a town on the Mississippi 40 miles northwest of
Minneapolis. There are but few bees kept here. There is
considerable basswood along the river, and I think it will he a

good location for bees.

Minnesota.
Answers. — 1. They may stand the journey a great, deal

better after having a spring Might.
2. Yes, wire-cloth covering the whole top will give them
all the air needed, even if the entrance be hermeticallv sealed.
But it will be all right, too, to have the entrance closed with
wire-cloth.
3. Yes, animals and other goods in the car will do no hurt,
so that everything is so firmly in place that there is no danger

hive entrances facing north as they will with entrances to the
south or southeast, especially if hives are under trees ?

New

—

By

York.

means avoid the use

of smoke as
much as possible. If you can fasten the bees in the hive without smoke, there will certainly be no need of smoking them
afterward. The smoking and jarring will do more harm than
the jarring alone.

Answers.

1.

all

2. It will work well, and there will be less likelihood of
swarming, but if you go the whole figure, as many bee-keepers do. and put all the brood above, leavingonly empty frames
or combs below, you may like it still better, as in that case
you are practically free from swarming.
3. That question has been discussed a good deal, and
opinions differ.
It is 'doubtful that you will find a very

marked

difference.
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Did Well Last Season.

'

Rather Risky Business,
buying untried incubators in these days of the perfetth V^
^
working: and surprisingly simple

this

e^'ij

means a strong healthy elm

Guaninteed todothework and do

bees did well last season, but I do not
know how they will come out in the spring as
it has been so very cold and dry during
the
winter, but they are in good condition now.
I am the only bee-keeper that takes
any
reading at all, but the others run after me to
take care of their bees, and want it done for
friendship's sake.
It seems as
get along without the Journal,

Reliable Incubators 'and Brooders,
wliire fvery fertile

My

it as it has never been done before. Thetoth
<'entiiry P«ultry Itook outrht to be in every chickenman's house. You will not
part "ithitfor many times its cost. Discusses the poultry business from your view
point. Sent any where for 10c. KeUablelnob.Jt BrUr. to.,

BoiB

Please mention Bee Journal "when writine.
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Our
Wisconsin

Navajo Co., Ariz., Jan.

MaDnfactnrin g Company.

best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Mauufacturiug Company, Marshfield, Wis.
"A2i.t

^'lease

-'3.

More Rain Expected.

making SECTIONS, and they are the

specialty is

mention Bee Journal -when writing

had a

fine rain here in Orange county
about 3 inches up in the mountain— last week.
It is cloudy to-day, and we will have some

more

rain soon.

The sage

is

starting finely,

from which the bees will gather the waterwhite honey ne.xt spring, if we have later
rains.
I sold

,5 tons of honey last year for 4 and
43^
cents per pound.
There is no market for
honey here. I have 200 colonies of bees in
good condition, almost all Italians. I run
two apiaries 4i.^ miles apart, 100 colonies in

each apiary.

Orange

You

^^^

a.ivd

Fairm

fhii±

Great
Northwest.

so very dry the past
season that the bees barely lived, and gave
scarcely any surplus, except "a hundred pounds
or so, taken from brood-nest where they had
too many combs for wintering, which was
extracted. Our extracted honey has sold better candied than in the liquid form the past
few years. The grocer can then dish it out
on his little trays or butter-dishes just as he
does butter or lard, and it is not so dauby to
handle as when in the liquid form.

Mrs.

Warren

iLtv;.;.^^

Low

M<^

111.,

L. C.

Settlers*

Rates

March and April 1902.
Free land; low-priced land; fine climate; splendid crops; good<
schools and churches; good neighbors. The growth and pros' perity of the wonderful Northwest is unequalled in the history of

Sandusky

for

Milk River Valley (Mont.) Bulletin
"
**
Flathead County
"
"

Cascade County

Map and

among

Colville Resenration (Wash.)
Bulletin
"
"

Stevens County
Central Washington
Wenatchee Valley

"

**

"

"

Write for rates and full information to any agent of

Great Northern R^ailway,
41? P.rnadway.

UO.STo.N'.-Jll \\asbitiKtnn3t.

I*Hn..\DKLFHI.\.K:ie Cliestnut St.
HrFFAL<J.40X Prudential Building.
I'lTTSBUKli. 002 Park Bldg.. Iith Ave.
DETKOII.Nor S.S. Co 'a Hock.

MINNEAPOLIS.SOO

F.I.WHITNEY.
Gen. Pass. & Ticket Ag't,

ST. PAVL. MINN.

ir'lease

MILWAUKEE.

66 Wisconsin St.
I'lNCI.NNATl, f)th and Walnut Hts
ST. LOUIS, 40:tCarlc.ton Building

KANSAS CITY, 8rJ Walnut .St
DKS MOINES, 407 Walnut St.

I
'

ST. PAUL. 333 Uobert St.
Nidollet Avenue.

MAX

BASS.

Gen 'I Immlgr&tton Agent. 1
220 S. Clark Street.
CHICAGO. Itt.

mention Bee journal wlien writing

bees.

Our apiary

description of Washington (Folder.?

NEW YORK,

1.

Seeing so many reports in the American Bee
Journal of many apiaries and honey crops induces me to try and describe our success

each one wanted.

North Dakota Bulletin

Co., Ohio, Feb.

A Woman's Report— Ppopolis.

Send 2c stamp

SLbout it.

Clover.

Chauncet Reynolds.

vicinity.

America.
Now is your opportunity to secure a home and farm. Don't neglect
it. Write to-day. The good land is going fast. It will soon be gone.
all

Axtell.

Jan. 30.

Bees are wintering splendidly so far. To
this date I have not lost a colony.
I look forward to a successful year, for the white clover
in this vicinity was excellent when winter set
in, and the red clover is in good shape so far.
I am convinced that the latter clover was the
source from which the bulk of the honey came
here.
For the last two years the bees
have been working well on red clover in this

every day during

N"Pav

Co.,

Wopking on Red

flUi'.ll^

These Bulletins tell you

Buchheim.

The weather has been

in the

^

F. S.
Co., Calif., Feb. 3.

Poop Season fop Bees.

Kqlvc

Home

sl

could npt

QulDcy^UlB

We

Mai'sbfield

if I

Joseph A. Lewis.

k.

is situated about 8 miles east
and a little south of Longmont, and in a real,
good locality. But the country is nearly filled
up with bees, and more coming in.
My husband ranabout 200 colonies last year,
and got 700 cases of 24 sections in a case, and
only about 200 pounds of extracted honey.
We did a great deal better than a good many
bee-men in this part of the county. It would
have been a great deal better if we had had
more moisture from July on through the fall.
This year we intend to run about 300 colo-

nies.
Bees are selling here for SS to $7 per
colony.
The bees gather nearly all the honey from
sweet clover, alfalfa and Rocky Mountain beejilant.

Can you tell us about the sale of propolis
or bee-glue, whether there is any demand for
it, and liow we shall
prei)ar(' it for market?
To make cows pay, bsa
"Business Dairying"

Sliiirjiles

&

Cream Separators, Book
Chester.Pa,

Cat. 212 free.

W

,

Feb.
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how

to separate the wax from the
as w« kintw, there if* no
K.DiTon.]
have alxjiit l.'itj coloiileH at home tlxed
for winter, by jtiittlnj; chulT in
an empty

Also

loll lis

lK'(i-trhn'.-

f.Sri

ftir

siUii for |M-o|iolj,n.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

We

World's Standard Hatcher.
t;iMMl

super over each hrood-chaniber.
We have had ii very ni(M' wiritirr, lieeK Ilylnjf
all niontti u)) to this lant week, when it be<-aine
real

Miis.

<(ilil.

Weld

Co., Colo., .Ian.

.1.

II.

on

2A fjov. |-:t|HTlm<-iitKtnll'.riii.

(aniuJH. AuMlrdlln and Sv w
alMo Ity Arrii'rl'-a'n IfU'llrttc
and tlioufttiridii of othi-rn.
(i tiara nti'4-d
to Klv UitlHfa<-tton or
In

i;. H.,
X,4tiilAnil;

|>r>iillryinfn

prlrin-runded.

'I'avi.ou.

M.

Original and

Th<-

Only Gonulno Non-Moisture
Incubator,
fuMy rovi;red by patent. Oold M>

•Way Down

Roar Gear to the Fore.

This Tractiiin Fiii;mic slumld rcrcive the attention of nil
tliresliers.
Invcstin.-ile it.
Modt-rn in every pnrt. Uiis nil
latest devices ami apiilirinces.
Frrfci t in traction, unsurpassed In ^'^"•''"''"tf and supplyinjf power. A full line of
f;cner;il and siiccial purpose engines.
Sepirators sliouM
interest you. llie^cw Knnu'ly Is what you want.
U
thrcblies it all. cleans it all, saves it all.
Catnlop sent free.

M.

RUMELY

CO., La Porte, Ind.

I
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WANTED
room

75 to 12S colonies of

bees in

some location where

can

I

have
for 3 apiaries, within 100 miles of
Chicago — in Indiana, Micbiffati, or Wisconsin,
Address,
100 Biuce

6A4t

W. FILMAR,

St.

.London .Ont. Can.

in lllinoisai

had sent a few cases down there before

)5"EfT SEEDS'
'

contains Kadish. 17 sorts; Lettuco, 12 ports; Tomatoes. 11 rare; \
iTurnips, 7 beantios; Onions, 8 fine
! ones; 55 sorts inall, will be sent you.
with ni V new sped prowPTs Guide Book
'

FREE

I

W. BUCKBEE,^

Rockf ord Seed Farms>
Rockford,

Now about those l>ig lies that arc tJ^oin^ the
rounds of the press in regard to comb honey.
It really looks discouraging when an editor
can tind room to publish falsehoods to injure
a class of honest producers, yet when furnished with the truth cannot give it room.
Now

I

want

III.

Dep't 1.35.

Please mention Bee Journal "when

O

1

C

'

<

regarding

improved and original Bingham Bee-Smoker
23

25Atf

Years the Best on Earth.
T. F. BINGHAM. Farwell. Mich.

30 DAYS TRIAL.
vetiicie we make.
Keep it it you |
like it, return it if you dislike it.
We savcl
you dealer and jobber profits. If vou wanl|
to know more send for our
free 22nd annua Icatalogr^ie.
KAUMAZOO CARRIAGE & HARNESS

on any

I

MFG. COMPANY,
{Viimea of l\k
JriatPlan.)

Fm

L station 33.

Kalamazoo. Michigan.

30

DAYS
FREE

7A31

Geo. M. Deer, Sulvania, Ohio.
n.entloi. Bee Journal wben wnuna.

f tease

Olden Days

In

men were broken on the

u agon. Made with eitherstaggeredorsiniight spokes. Let us
you h'.w to make a low down
waiffin with anv Bize wheel, any

tell

width

tire.

Electric

Quincy,

III.

Journal, for character, ability, etc. Address,
BEE-KEEPER, i.22 Colorado Ave., Chicago, 111.

BETTER THAN SPRAYING.
Use

Don't lug barrels of water around when spraj-ing.
poison direct.

The annual meeting of the Parma Bee-KeepAssociation met in Parnia, Ida., at 10
a.m. Jan IS, 1H02, with a large attendance,
Pres. Brush being in the chair.
In the discussions many interesting points were brought
out, some perterring S-frames.
Some having
large hives claimed 45 Danz. sections of comb
honey could be produced in the same time it
took 8-frame colonies to produce ;i4 sections.
Reversible bottom-boards were generally
perferred.
After a basket dinner the following officers
were elected: Mrs. Mitchell, president; F. R.
ers'

In«iert Fit'Tinlnntor is a most in^jenious de^-ice that
rapidly supplanting; the old methods. It tilows the finely

nun
is

powdered dust into every nook and crevice. Reaches the botloms aa well

m

the tops of learea.

W

Dc^tToyBlorcct

life

on plaiiti. rjnca,

effcctire fur vrrmtn OQ poultry »nd pip*.
BhrubJbDd trees. Just
More rapli] IttaD Rpmjlng. DcrscHptlTe circuUrs knd tea tlnonlals Utr.
IIIM.IS IH ST SPItAVFK TO., Hoi 16, ST. JII^KPH, BO.

200-Egg Incubator
for

$

1

2-80

conf^trnctioa

and

actionHatches every fertile
epp. Write for catalogae to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy.III.

4SA26t

Fouch and H. M. Ruddock, secretaries.
shall try in the future to get better
rates on honey, from transporation companies.
The Chantry feeder for stimulating breeding was shown, and its use illustrated by E. F.

We

Since a satisfied customer is the best advertisement we could have,
propose to satisfy everyone that, our

the

Our

Common Sense Dust Sprayer

Parma Convention.

we

Split Hickory Veliicles
are the best made, and will ship anywhere on 30 Days' Free Trial. Take
it home, hitch to it, use it, and pay for it when you are satisfied that it is
a bargain. We would not dare do this, if we did not knuw that everything we make would prove satisfactory. If you do not think they are
the best, after a fair trial send them back. '\\ e won't quarrei with you.
Our new catalogue fully explains this plan and shows our full line of
vehicles and harness; it is free.

Please mention Bee Journal wh.en writlii^

16,

^Tpp

Perfect in

Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co., Station 6t Cincinnati, O.

Catu'loK' ttdlH. It's free.

Wheel Co.. Boi

Vl/" A
Partner, with capital, to keep
tY r\l^ I L^ r^
L/ bees on larg-e scale in honey
locality never known to fail; close to g'ood
market. To associate with party of 2>^ years'
e.vperieuce.
Reference, Editor American Hee

New Mex.

NOW FOR THE NEW SEASON.

wheel,

now they buy
Electric Steel Wheelsy
and save money. They fit any

:

Reports of the

Tin-

..r>I'lloNKY-

'Leghorns exclusively —SingleComb, White and Brown; 2" eggs weekly.

wrritinfi^

bend lor circular s^^„7,^«lt
For

For Sale. ReasonaDle

producers everywhere.
My suggestion is this Let the Association
buy space in suitable papers, paying advertising rates, if necessary, in order to furnish the
consumers with the truth about the matter,
and head oil the big lies. It seems to me some
of the money could be used to good advantage
thus.
W. G. Gathright.
Co.,

writlnjc,

Tt'Miu.KHs.

to suggest that the National As-

Donna Ana

Hr-

IMCUBATOK lOMPANV,

mention Bee Jou'-ria.l wht-n

•pint

sociation take the matter up. Surely, it is of
enough importance, as it affects all honey-

you iiientii>n this paper and send ^J
lOcentsto help cover postage and^
packintr. Send to-day.

H.

.Jan.

K.^patfo

ChJuf*! Ul<i BmIob, «••.» a*wlork,a.T.

H. \

'ease

I

'-'9.

Oiil .tu<\ t.li/h<.-Ntawftnl
Illii>ttrtit<?<j

(

rvi'll KItH

•bio,

man that had a few bees and
was i)eddling honey as black as tar, said the
honey I sent down was not made by the bees;
that the bees never made it so even and so
white as that was. He declared it was all
manufactured, and warned the folks not to
eat it. There was no one that I talked with
that was afraid of it.
I was in Alexander, Union and Williamson
Counties, Illinois, and saw but few bees.
W. G. LiNDZA.

Advertise the Truth About Honey.

COLLLCTION OF'

If

my

IInji.

oniplvtu('iitAloKur>. iwi pu^i^M. 1x11 ln<hf>a,
mallfd for 10 I'L'ntH. Aiik neartiNt olllci- for book N'fj. .'lO
cillrir fni-.

went, and one

Boulder, Colo.,

P/f/Z£r-

at I'afi.Aiiicnir-an.Ortobcr,

"Egypt."

old home plaee,
in " Ki;ypt."
I have l)een away for 2."i
years.
As far as liee-ciillnre is eoneerned there has
been no ehan;re oven in tio years. The same
old lo;r uY l)(!ar<l t,nims are used, aiul honey
taken out frcan the top in ehunks, either at
nil^Iit t)r when the weather was so eold the
bees could not fly. I saw no one that took
any care of their bees, and very few will keep
bees, as they say it is too much trouble, and
the moths are too bad.
I

RUMELY

was down

in
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Atwater. This feeder is cheap, easily made,
and one of the best feeders in existence. Mr.
Atwater followed this by a short talk on
queen-rearing, and the importance of rearing
our own queens from the best stock obtain-

The

'Prairie
been recognized as

the best incubator in the
That is why the
world.
U. S. Department of Agriculture uses it eschisivelv. That's why it won 342 first premiums over
all other makes of machines. This year we have
made a catalog to fit such a machine. 50 tinted
plate pages; 4 original paintings and over 700
Mailed free as long as
half tone illustrations.
thev last. WritK for catalogue No. 79.
PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY, PA.
L,, -..,-• !„,;,h,il..-it,u{

r'lease ircnuon.
I

FREE
I

who is an

Et.'.hr

F-ivr.'r;/

in the World.

Bee Journal -when

'WTiti.ng,

Our handsome Cartlen Annunl and
Seed Cutiiloeue. Send your address
onapostal today, ormi
lor a -<i2c Muuip
stamp
andnjinieiifa

iieiC'hliui-

actual seed buyer. Catalog; and I
a packet of the La rce <-epmnii PANSY
if sent before March 20tli. Addrp^s

:See(l

COLE'S SEED OTOKE,

Pello, lown.'

ALWAYS READY.
\^^e

ADAM
is

J

I

CUTTER

always clean and ready

for wurk.

Iinpf.ssible to

chnkeitup. Cleans

itself.

The Only Bone Cutter
with

ail ball

bearings,

Works quickly and easily.

Xo chokiDg or injuring

of

fowls by stivers or sharp
pieces. Cuts a clean li;rlit
shave that is easily digested by smallest chicks.
Send for Catalog No. *J.
Contains much valuable
'information on the cut
bonequestKia. You will be pleased with
I

I

it.

Sf'Ot free

W.

J.

upon

wnen

writin,?

State price, kind and quantity.

Please mention the Bee Jonrual.

good opportunity for

honest

White Clover May NotcDo Much.

We

have about 600 colonies of bees for the

coming season, but fear that white clover will
not do much tlie coming season, as the jmst
summer was so dry that the greater part of it
was killed out; however, we have two
chances for a crop, as our bees are

all

(Xbo Chick)
Thev take caro of them. Mails loaded with words of
jTaisefrum chicken people. Our
turns tlie lime
l);.'ht on the poultry business. Fne

.zTv&t catu|o(rue

.^tlifferent ediliona. live langruapea.

u English editioni cents.otherstree.
DF9 MOINES INCUBATOR C0.»

BosiH Des
,>.

31o1dc9, Iowa,

Y.

mention Bee Journal

1

trom
6,

Right."
MoiDes,Ia.

lies

CINCINNATI, 0.

"writing.

ITALIAN OUEENS aud the
WARFIELD STRAWBERRY.,.
J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City.

III.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

D. J.

BLOCKER, Denbeigh,

4Atf

Dak.

N.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

"STAPLES",
PAGE FENCE.
AKRIAN,.MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal "when -wi itine.

or "KHtcliets" to lose oft with
PA(JK, \V(»VE> WIKK FENCE CO.,

1902— Bee-Keepers' Suoplies

1

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht. and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 190J catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

The Sure Hatch
is

the ineubator for the poultry

raiser, whether farmer or fancier.
^Anyone can run them, beeausie they
run themselves. Anyone ean owq
them,
because tbe price is right. MaI
lehiDe and results truaranteed you take
Vno risk. Our Comniuii Spnee Brooder is the

orBnxTS

An

Handsome

Old Bee-Keepep.

Last spring I had 5 colonies and now have
12 (if they come through all right) without

boxes on.
I
took

something over 400
pounds of extracted honey, worth here 12
cents per pound.
I am not able to do any heavy work, but I
think I can do a little and put in the time
more satisfactorily than to be idle. I am

We

off

my

TBth year.

have a quantity of honey-locust, and a

of linden, which lasts quite a while; also
white clover, then white sweet clover along
lot

the roadsides. I still like to
keeping rather than be idle.

work

at bee-

Georue McCcllough.
Page Co., Iowa, Feb.

FOR

Bee=Supplies.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES,
same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

I

^^,j^_Z-:i!mJM

HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Please mention Bee Journal iwhen wmtirifr

Hauling Bees

with Open Hive-En =

trances.

A case is reported in Gleanings in Bee-Culture as having been successfully accomplished
by Adin Stone. While it might not be wise

Lots of lies have
been told about
tbe Rural Mail
li o X
business.
Here are tbe
facts. There are

HEADQUARTERS

Distributor of

3.

wnen writm^

Is this

Please mention Bee Journal "when writings

last year

Audf-iS-nearr^^^lce.

Monopoly?

we sell it very low.
eatuluKue eontaininer hundreds of views and full tif honest poultry inlnrmation,
mailed free. When writin^j: address nearest office.
Sure Hatch locabator Co. Clay Ceater, Neb. or Columbus, 0.
l>estatany price, a ml

INVINCIBLE

such a thing,

most persons to try
well enough to know what can be done.

for

it is

He

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

You

etc., at

lowest prices.

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

will save

^e-

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Successor to Chas. F.Muth

&. Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

says;

approved

bo.xes and with
the makers it is "everybody
for himself and the devil
take the hiadermost." We
plead puilty to gettiufj the
iioii's share of the business.
simply because our box has such "winWrite us and learn about it.
uiufj way."

BOND STEEL POST

1

f lease mention Bee journal "when

Coverdale.

BEEPOH BOILED]

•4

book, "All

STATION

located

S;l£ rc.-ulatjug. o..ar3iiL<c-J I'lr - ye^ira. 11 iu:De3 every gOOJegg.
Pen frrrstaioeTie No >(
Sell six aad gel one free.

14

free poultry

bountiful supply of excellent food for winter.
The past three years have been very satis-

Frank
factory to us.
.Jackson Co., Iowa, Jan. 31.

when

it

(Wefteiii orders shlppe

CLAY PHELPS INCUBATOR CO.,

where heartsease is plentiful and yields fully
half our surplus, as well as furnishing a

nearing

3 \ICC6SSI Ul Brooder

Buffalo,

a

is

.-liru-^-'f

;

BURNETT & CO.. 110 S. Water St., Chicago

fioa-'iw

There

1

ru--ti'iiKT is s;iti?,lie(l. Absolutely tlie bc^t r.o e^rK macliine on the
market at any price. Send for our

request.

Goml) and Extracted ttoneu!

33Alf

Copper

D.

lioney-producers to cultivate a market in Boston and vicinity. Not a quarter the honey is
consumed that should be.
I have seen some very fancy white comb
honey there and have had occasion to sample
different lots, but so far I have not found any
equal to our Aroostook clover and whitewood
honey. I suppose it is there, but there is cousiderable honey on the market that is fine in
appearance but lacks that fine flavor found in
lioney from more northern latitQdes.
0. B. Griffin.
Aroostook Co., Maine, Feb, 13.

"liK','.,«8i-»

FORTY DAYSFREE TRIAL
jp.s.OO t.ir
unly

We

The Boston Honey Market.

20, 19C2

lliif III. ans that we phiji anywhere
luir i\{\ KjCB
'I'uiik
•'.\ll Ifltrlit'* InciibutorOQ

-

'

-

State Association was also formed, its
purpose being to protect the bee-keepers of
the State, and to keep diseased colonies of
also have a beebees from being shipped.
inspector for foul-brood, etc.
country
is full of bees,
the
This section of
and short pasture will soon be the next drawH. M. Ruddock, Hn-.
back.
I'anvon Co., Ida.

ADAM, JOLIET, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journa.!

R. A.

-

A

Incubator
loni;

"ALL RIGHT

able.

State
has

Feb.

JOLIENAL.

CO.,

ADRIAN, NIIGH.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

to move, and ai»ut as
hives as I could place on a lumlwrin
the apiary. I loaded
sat
they
wagon as
them in as they sat, first using the smoker to
drive the bees inside. I hitched a horse to the
load and drove to my destination; unhitching
the horse from the wagon, I waited until
morning, when I put them on their stands.
These were full colonies in eight-frame hives,
Hoffman self-spacing frames, loose bottomboards, 34-inch enlran-'e full width of both
I

had about one mile

many

4')Al3t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Feb.
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All of Iheiii witi- left open iis
they stood when tit woi'k in Ilic a|>itiry.
niovrd on ii hnidnT-wiiKon wii hniil sprintrH,
over a stony I'oaii, ami tliroii^rli a snnill villat^c!.
In daylight, het-wee.n (J ami 7 o'eiiK'k p.m.
advise anyliody, nor idairn lids as
I don't
the |iro|ier way to handle Ix'cs hut I tell yon
what di<l sin'cesslully. Not a pei'stni was
stnnj^. noi- any tronl)lc whatever' came fr(»ni
Of course, they came outsider and
tliu ijees.
clustered on the, hives. I wall<<'d ami drove tlui
horse (not a vei"y steady one i-ithor.)
in this
I found the sunn' principle to work
disc as in handling,' l)oes in hives or hivintr
Wlien tlioi'on;,^liIy alarmed, and
swarms.
tilled witli honey, tlui lices ailcmlcd to their
own husiness and troul)lcd nobody, I am satistied I could luivc driven for miles with them.
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ends of hives.
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WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

at.

liuiri,

;t

years the

hi-st

colli! try.

will

Bee-Cel-

reported wintering

great success.

— a room within

iTV

c .M\ nil

il <ii1
..r a si.r:iiii, lui ;iM .n-k of i-lifiirii;it i-m. ':lf.|.-ra
s'ln- tin oat. iiiunijfs <.ntipliiiifritt dr> not ii'liiiiL <( t-xp'-r-

hil--.

Mux,

standard

riMUfdy known to

h'»ii.sfhuld

nifdiiial t«:lenctt.

It

has peculiar

hfi r<pot of the trouble as dons no other UninnMit.
Liniment is 8ohi by our traveling Kalesmen throujfh
If (nir aj^i-iil has not called on yon. send ns yr>nr naim^ and address at once.
si'i^ that
v<>ii are promptly supplied.
l*rice'Sl.tXJ and your money back if it
isn't the in-st hiiirin-nt you ever us<'(I.

Watkins'

eolonies in an inside cellar

room — with

frusl

;i

penetralitit^ qitahties, and ^j:i*ts at
Watkln.s' Vefiretabli: Amtdyne

t

Home

Doctor and Cook Book free.

trrutim-iit lor all rfitrini'Mi illseiisiM uI mnii unrl Ix-iiMt cMiitjiliiw ntiiiiltori
weather toiecjists uiid an iitiiiiendi! amount nf liiteri")'tin^ and iiMrfal
ilOrniutlon, fur home and farm. Somethhix for uvury member of the fajnliy, old or
Send
for
copy. free.
'tiintf.
';ivi'S

he remembered that in the winter of

Editor Koot

\\'!\ \

ill-

Vmii

lars.
1900-01

liaL will

want wiirifthiiii? t«i liflp you. and yu want it Hfcht avv'iiy. Why nut,
IlnTi, k*'r|) on hand a really rchjihU* rem»'dy, so an to hav<; it by you when you twcA "it?
Watkins' Liniment, fi>r intiTiial and external us-;, fur man and beast, has bt;*?n lar Vi

the

It will

l.ruls*'.

<;i;iiii[n, (liiirrlincii.

iiiH'iiliiik'.

and we
in

I

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment,
A

niorbus.

the time.

Importance of Fresh Air

n

I'Imlil.-. <|.-|M'niliih!i^ rt-i'iir.iy, lik*-

that this i)lan will always
I can not say
work. It did that time and season, hetween
Some new honey was
sprint; and sunnncr.
conun;,^ in

uh

JUSI

liuiiie

r \ iiUiiil>li^

oil

a

THE

J.

R.

;

rucllR-M,

WATKINS MEDICH

CO., lOUSERnsT..

WINONA, MINN.,

U. S. A.

This winter the

is repeated on a larger scale, and
Mr. Root seems somewhat enthuisastic over it.
He also had a cellar constructed at an outapiary.
When it is remembered that he has
heretofore been very successful in out-door
wintering, and has for the most part been
rather an advocate of that kind of wintering,
his advocacy of indoor wintering is all the
niore striking. He seems somewhat vehement
in insisting upon the importance of plenty of
pure air, for which belief he no doubt has the
very best grounds. He reports:

e.viieriment

There are 200 colonies of them, and they
are wintering finely. To all appearances they
are doi;ng as well as the 50 colonies did a year
ago and these, it will be remembered, came
through without the loss of a colony, and
scarcely any dead bees on the floor.
During
warm nights, when the air is sultry, we open
the door opening into the outer cellar, and
just opposite this door is a window leading to
the outside. The cool, fresh air pours in all
night, and then before daylight comes on the
door is closed. We have tried keeping the
door shut every night running for three or
lour days, but the bees get uneasy and begin
This goes to show that an infusion
to roar.
of fresh air from outdoors and a constant supply of it nil flie time, day and night, from the
outer cellar having ten times the cubic capacity of the room in which the bees are, is im;

portant.
Yes, indeed, I am becoming more and more
convinced that plenty of fresh air in indoor
wintering is one of the prime essentials, and
variation in temperature is only secondary.
Why, the mercury in our bee-room last year,
where the bees wintered so perfectly, moved
up and down all the way from SS to 60, and
noise there was a constant banging and
slamming, and yet you will remember I kept
those bees in till about the middle of May.
The dead ones had never been swept up, and
yet you could almost walk across that cellar
without stepping on one. When we remembered that it is considered good wintering indoors, even if the cellar is completely covered
with dead bees, the results I have mentioned
are all the more remarkable.
The bees in the out-yard cellar are not doing quite so well, for the reason that a streetrailway company have two or three times tilled
our drain, causing the water to back up. But
we are sure of this, that Bingham's idea ot
ventilation through a shaft 'if> inches square,
going from the roof of the building above, is

Doesn't it vex you, after ordering "one hive nailed up and
painted," to get one all colors of the rainbow, bodies and supers
"•" square, covers don't tit, frames crookea, one nail where two
«
/•
should be, etc.
That doesn't happen here, because the BEE^i||/-»/-»/iCCT|| I
SUPl^LIES AND HONEY-BUSINESS is the only iron we have
burning.
We are practical, and can advise you
in the fire, and we know how to keep it from
We don't sell " stickers '' or fandangled
correctly when you don't know just what you want.
paraphernalia to get your dollars, because we want you to come again. We .sell the best hives
shipping: iacililies »>iniply
and supplies at manufacturers' prices. Ser-vice

^^71^
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n

7
*^

^J'UV^^^^Ol UI*

!

and

perfect.

Our {Standard Bred
tor Untested at Toe each

;

6 for

Italian <{ueen»>

Southwest Cor. Front and Walnut

i We

are

Send

tlie

..50

quality.

each.

Sts.,

;^e-»v

Orders booked now
Catalo;; Free.

Co.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Laiiest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Snpplles in

tlie

\

Nortliwest

for catalog.

i3«

i
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We

Have

tlie

\

iHondetvg,

^

Minneapolis, Minn.

Best Gooils, Lowest Pric es,

29 Years

anfl

Best snipping j'acilities^

r

Ji

Selling Direct.
\Veare the larsrest manufacturers of vebiolesand harness
world selling to consumers, and we have been doin^'
businessin this way for 29 years.

in the

all right.

No. 202
Farm Uarnc;
Price

?'2-L

AGENTS
WE HAVE NO
forexaniinalion
but

I'd.uu'ioSs.Wmore.

stiip

anywhere

Yon are out nothing if not
t^uaranteein;,' taie delivery.
"
vVe make Vdh styles of vehicles and 65 styles of
satisfied.
'1
^
harness.
Our prices' represent the cost of material and making-, plus one profit. Our
font.
lar^Te free catalogue shows complete line. Send
)

=11. for

Please meutiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Xlf E

The Fred W. Huth

—

I believe bee-keepers have been making a
great mistake in their house bee-cellars by
not giving the bees fresh air, and lots of it.

are

Selected Tested, SI

.<4.0il.

5i\

Elkhart Carriage

I

1

1

A Harness Manufacturing Co.,Elkhart,lnd,

!
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

WANT

OR ANYTHIN6 YOU

Why rfne^
UUCS

WE MAKE ONLY THE
New

Catalog-

Thb American Bee-Keepbr

THE W.

T.

and copy

free.

JAMESTOWN,

if «pll

«n W/f^ii
SO
WeiirV

Because

it

We

N. Y.

East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
freight.
Order of him and save
Please mention Bee Journal -when wrltinfe

Em erson Binder.

Binder with cloth
This Emerson
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
it with the Bee
send
but 60 cents; or we will

has always given better

satls-

for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

sell

Address,

ft^ W. M. Gekrish,

The

^hat more can anybody do? beauty,
purity, firiviness, no SAuoiNa.

Send name,

of

FALCONER MFG. CO.,

Year

It S»C11
faction than any other. Because in 24 years
there nave not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everyihiag-, and cost no more

25 til

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

No LOSS.

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

than other makes.

\Ve
fUflrantee .:7cll.I^»l<lCLIU^.
^af i«fjirf inn
YYc ^udidiiicc

THE

IN

Dadanfs Foundation

year

HIV6S, Exiraciors

20, 1902.
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SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Feb.

Boe-Heepers' Supplies

OF ALL
KINDS «»•«»

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

Chickens and Eggs

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee— Re\/ised,
The

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, SI. 25,

by mail.

stiff-board

Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

""^
144 &

QEORQE W. YORK &

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

CO.,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

Do You Produce

completely than any other published,
sendJ1.25to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

9

Here

FOR HIS

Fruits, Flowers, Climate

l

or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

The

and

handsomely illustrated,
pie copy free.

per annum.

$2.00

Nov.

m

cause of

^m

-

Dittmer's Foundation

%

I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

FOUNDATION and
Work Wax

Into Fonndatlon

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

->^>3

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,

writ'rj.p

BEESWAX?
You should have

the best wax-extractors, else large quantities of
wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and practical
bee-keeper says of the ROOT-GERMAN STEAM WAX-PRESS :
For over 211 years past 1 huve hart to rentier up old combs or cappint's in Ureer or
smaller quantities, and my experience has Ijeen extensive, for I liave tried faithfully almost
every known melliod to j!et all the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfaction
until recently. 1 i;ol of yi>u a German wax-press, that comes nearer accnmplishinK that object than any thini; I have ever tried. I am more than satisfied with it, fur if used accordinn to directions, tliere is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any one useo tn the old methods will be astonished at the results obiained. In this press you have {jiven thuse in need
of it the best thine, to my mind, you have ever brousht out, and I really believe all who try
It will pronounce it a real treasure.
There are other points of advantaste that 1 could meiition. one of which IS its perfect safety— no boiling over and setting Ore to everything and
it can be left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can be kept neat
and
clean, and it occujjies very little room.
E T FLANAGAN

...

lii,

WANTED Beeswax. Price, 28c cash or 30c in trade for pure
average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of white sage
extracted honey, also larg:e lots of WHITE COMB HONEY in

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

DANZ.

aad Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

ILL

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

sections.

THE

A.

1.

ROOT

CO., hedina. ohio.

u. s. a.

9

a

wool MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHiCABO.

!

need good hives, smokers, knives, and most of all, a
good honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors
are used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.
will

—

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
i¥ool Markets

EXTRACTED HONEY
You

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobbers and
agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents sent
you on request. We will also send you a little book, " Facts About
Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog, on request.

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee Journal w>'en

demand."

Belleville, HI., uec,

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

"little

->i»S

^m

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

30, 1901.

you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for your
honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been held be-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
Street,

Market

will interest you.

The Danzenbaker Hive

If

Agricultural
Published weekly,

Sam.

Comb Honey?

I think will take preceall others. I am delighted with it, as it is
simple, and easily manipulated."
R. H. Pbpworth,
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

The

something that

dence over

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

l^alllOrnid.

is

"

" Bee»Keeper's Guide."

330

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

CHICAGO. ILL

146 Erie Street,

If

BEESWAX wanted
at all times

„^

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., J;^fci'S§,'ill'."^''
are head-iuarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPI,IES IN CHICAGO
Send to tbem for their free Catalog'.
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Bee Books

I

HONEY AND BMSWflX

Gliicago.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Pleasure anil Profit, by Thomas G. New-

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANK
&

144

146 E rie St., Chicago,

111.

Entered at the Post-Offlee at Chicago as JecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editors
Speciai.

^ Dr. C. C.

Miller E.E. Hasty.
Uooliuie,

Correspondents — Ct. M.

Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant.
R.C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

is

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of .American Bee-Culture. I',
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.
Bee.Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api?.ry,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural Colli!ge.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is

and thoroly practical and sciencontains a full delineation of the anatomvand physiologv of bees. 460 pages, bound
interesting
It

tific.

in cloth

of this Journal

and

Scientific

fully illustrated.

by G. M. Doolittle.- A method by which
the verv best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way. Bound in cloth
plied,

Subscription Receipts.—We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscrip-

agement, by W.

;

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advertising Rates
plication.

and

illustrated.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.
Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and ManZ. Hutchinson.— The author ol
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
Rational Bee-Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierjoo.

—This

is

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
A.
E.
P.
E.

M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,
J. M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
Dk. C. C. Miller.

Hutchinson,
I. Root,
Abbott,
T.
H. Elwood,
R. Root,

G.

Z.

a translation of his latest German
It has 350 pages, bound in

book on bee-culture.
paper covers, Sl.Ott.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

G Newman.— Thu

a (ierinan translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
Bienenzuclit und Honiggewinnung, nach dei
ncuesten methnde (German) by J. F. Eggers.This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.
is

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the houev-bee, giving the best modes
of management in' order to secure the most
profit.

110 pages, bound in paper.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
—Revised and enlarged. It details the author's

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel h. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B.Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

"new system, or how to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.

ISCGENE Secob, General Manager and Treas-

Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

nrer. Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

J^"
to the

may

If more convenient. Dues
office of the American Bee

.Journal,

when they will be forwarded to Mr.
who will mail individual receipts.

A

be sent
Secor,

Celluloid Queen-Button

is a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to believe that it would be a very
*'

I

good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less hooey; at any rate it would
five the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproducdon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offlcs
of the American Bee Journal.

Chicago, Feb. is.— There has been a decline
market on comb honey of one cent pe.r
pound since the mouth came in. Best grades of
in the

white now slow at 14c; sales chiefly at 13}^c
with some Western choice at 13c; no buckwheat
comb offered, and other dark grades are meeting with little attention, prices ranging from
')<a^l2c.
Extracted is steady, white, 5J^(a)7c, according to quality and what it is gathered from;
amber, S]i(aS}ic; off grades at 5c. Beeswax
wanted at 36c.
__.
R. A, Burnett & Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 7.— Honey market firm
for all grades of comb honey, of which there is
a very light slock here. White comb is selling
at 15@l6c; No, 2, 14(ailSc; buckwheat and amber,
13(a'14c.
E.xtracted slow at 6@7c for white; but
buckwheat extracted is selling best at 6 cents.
Beeswax scarce, 28@30c.
H. R.
ight.

Wr

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— The honey market has
been rather dull this year. Comb honey is selling fairly, and brings as follows: White clover,
15c; lower grades from 12H@14c. Extracted
honey sells very slow, the lower grades bringing 5(si6c, andfancv,t)54@7^c. Beeswax, 28@3ac.
C.

H.W.Weber.

Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly tancy comb honey

Price, $1.00.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos.

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its

Price, $1.25.

Queen-Rearing, as Practically Ap-

?1:00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra lor postSample copy free.
age.
The Wrapper-Label Date of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
is

W.

I

nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifullv printed in the highest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, in
floth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

prBLISHED WEEKLY BY

l

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

& Go.

for

man.— It

1902

sJi Jli >K. .Sit Mi >li ite- >li ilt Sit iti- .sitt#

»ent postpaid by
George W. York

27,

A

in cartons, 155^c;
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14^c; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally running

and A No. 1. Extracted, light amber,
7>^c; amber, 7c; Florida honey. 6?^{£^7c.
Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
No.

1

the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larger demand than we at this mo-

ment

Blake, Scott &

anticipate.

L,rb,

New York, Feb. S.— There

has been very little movement of late in comb honey, and while
there is no buckwheat on the market to amount
to aaything, there is sufficient quantity of the
different grades of white honey. The demand
having been slow of late, prices have had a
downward tendency and are likely to remain
so during the spring.
We quote: Fancy white, 14c, and exceptionally fine stock at perhaps 15c; No. 1 white at
13c; amber at ll(Sii2c. Extracted remains dull
at unchanged prices. Arrivals of late are quite
plentiful of all the different grades. Beeswax
Hildrkth & Skghlkbn.
firm at 28@28!^c.

San Francisco,

Feb. 12.— White comb, 11®
amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, 5J^@6c; light amber, 4W@5c;
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
amber, 4@
12>^ cents;

—

.

26@2Sc; dark, 24^»25c.

Considering the limited quantities offering
is a fair trade in progress, both for shipment and local account. Quotable values are
without change, but market is moderately firm

there

at the prevailing figures.

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by

Thomas

G.

Newman.—

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.- Gives the
Mcliiciy Trealiueiit and reviews the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.
in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
ol 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

Winter Problem
Pierce.— Result

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cjuse anil Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by .-\. R- Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, bv Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and oiheis. — Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and Uow to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field.— EverythiU'j- about Poul'.ry Diseases and
their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 20 cents.
^
Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, b-.'aniiy Field-— Tells everything about Poultry
business. 64 pages. Price, 20 cents.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention in the City
and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1902, at 10 a.m. This promises to be an interesting Convention. All are invited. It is desired
to form an exchange for the protection and benefit of our bee-keepers.
Come and aid a good
cause. It is expected that every county will be
J- B. Fagg, Sec.
represented.
^. S. LovESY, Pres.

New Jersey— Seveal of our progressive States
have one or two bee-keepers' associations, and
New Jersey should be able to place one lo her
credit with several hundred active bee-men. If
time was ever opportune for an association,
with a membership of several hundred, that
time is now. The New Jersey Bee-Keepers'
Association was organized January 11, 1*102.
The next regular meeting will take place Saturday, March 1, at the office of Mr. J. H. M.

Cook, 62 Cortlandt Street, New York City.
Every bee-keeper is most cordially invited to be
present. It does not matter whether you own a
half-dozen colonies of bees or a hundred dozen,
you are welcome to ioin us in a cause that you
"know is worthy of advancement. From present
indications the regular anuual meetidg of our
Association will be held at Trenton next Fall,
during the State Fair, at which place almost
every person in our State who is interested in
rural pursuits

is

Crawford, N.

generally found.
George N. ansek, Sec.

J.

W

:

:

1861

42dYEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

FEBRUARY

in tlie fall or spring,

^
That

on

liibcl

Comb Honey.— It

very disheartening to

know

dications of a decline in the

honey

in

^

Editorial.

some

i

is

for comlj

which there can be no
however, some encoura(jing features as well. There seems to be an
activity on the part of bee-keepers in demanding attention to the truth that was hardly
known in the years gone by when Prof. Wiley
made his unfortunate false step. Possibly
as a result from this, but from whatever
cause, there seems a more general inclination
on the part of the public press to do the fair
thing by bee-keepers in the way of retracting
errors and publishing truth. True, that inclination is by no means universal; but that
could hardly be expected.

Among

He emphasizes

the importance of keeping a

careful record of each colony,

and says

of the prominent markets as a

result of falsehoods tor

excuse.

with others, which had

pi'oduced an average amount, or al)Ove, if
such uniting was deemed advisable, through
coliiiiies light in bees or scarcity of honey.
If
all were not disposed of in this way (of course
I always destroyed the poorest queen and rotaiiH'd the other). 1 superseded the inferior
queens by tho.se reajcd from colonies known
to have produced the very largest amount.

tlmt'tlieve are in-

demand

27, 1902.

There

are,

the papers that have

shown

a dis-

position to give space ungrudgingly to have

the workers,
whiteness of cuppings, wintering qualtitics,
looked after, and all queens at all
times are reared, as far as possible, from those
giving the highest number of points along all
these lines, and in this way any apiary can be
kept steadily improving instead of holdiug its
Prolillcness, length of life of

etc., are all

own

or retrograding.

Insurance for Bee-Keepers

is

a topic

some prominence in the British Bee Journal nowadays, and enthusiasm is shown over
the prospect of carrying out the scheme. The
object of the scheme is for the purpose " of insuring bee-keepers against loss from damage
done by their bees." That raises the question
whether there is not more damage done by
bees in England than in this country.
of

wrongs righted may be mentioned two very
influential journals in their respective spheres

American Grocer.

Rambler's Big Scheme. — Rambler
nothing it not a schemer, and now he has

known

new scheme

— the National Stockman and Farmer, and the
The Stockman is a wellauthority in the agricultural world,
and has published a plain and full discussion
of the matter

which seems

to be written in as

strong terms as were at the
C. C. Miller.

command

of Dr.

The American Grocer, with

prestige of years' circulation

in

its

the grocery

one of its large pages to
an article headed, " A Great Damage to the
Grocery Trade," written by W. P. Root, the
" Stenog " of Gleanings.
Mr. Root indignantly denies that there was any secrecy
about the production of honey, gives a cut of
a comb foundation machine and a frame having foundation fastened into it, and shows
that artificial comb honey can have no possitrade, devotes half of

which

is

a

Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
nothing less than the idea of getting

the business so

of capital invested in bees,

managed

and

as to be largely freed

from the element of uncertainty.
This he
thinks might be done by having the same

company own bees

in a

number

of different

locations widely separated, in which case a

one locality might be more than balanced by a big harvest in another. One might
need some study before deciding that the
plan could succeed even on paper.
failure in

Help

to Raise the Standard.—
It may be thought by some that those who are

All

laboring for the improvement of their stock

Let the good work go on, and let bee-keepers everywhere continue their efforts with the
local press to have the truth placed before the

of bees are not at

still

holds the

G. M. Doolittle discusses
the matter conversationally in Gleanings in
floor as a live topic.

among

Bee-Culture, and

A

other things says:

score or more years ago I began to turn
attention to this matter, and soon adopted
the following plans; At the close of each
honey season I struck an average of the number of pounds of surplus honey produced by
the whole apiary and then all the colonies
which did not come up to this average were
marked. These colonies were united, either

my

;

all

dependent upon others,

and that a few leaders working together may
raise the standard for the whole country.
While a single person may do much to raise the
standard,

Improvement of Stock

localities

keepers, there

is

reudg

that are paradises for bee-

very likely to be some feel-

ing of dissatisfaction with one's present location
but if an actual change is made it is not
always an improvement.
Both sides of a
story are not always fully told, even if nothing but the truth is told on the one side.
Here are .some very sensible words spoken by
J. K. Hand, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture:
;

There are a great numl)er of things to be
considered in changing to a new location. I
have been in some of these paradises, and
there are other things to be desired besides
securing a large crop of honey.
Many of
these places are far from market: and unless
bee-keepers have an organization to protect
themselves, they are at the mercy of spectulators who will buy their product at their own
price because they cannot ship it themselves;
and then most of these locations are already
overstocked, and strangers will meet with anything but a hearty welcome. A good, accessible market, with a fair to poor honey -yield,
is more desirable than a good crop that is
practically inaccessible to market. This past
season has decided that, for me. the proper
solutiou of this jiroblem rests in improved
methods, careful management, and in developing the resources already at hand.

ler

C. Mil-

says in the American Beekeeper

Well, until we find some feasible way of
controlling the mating of the queens there is
but little we can do in the way of improve-

ment.

We

can select for our propagating

stock those colonies which seem to possess
the greatest number of desirable qualities; we
can suppress the drones of all other colonies.
We can use the utmost pains and care to rear
strong, vigorous drones and queens.

Some would hardly agree that doing thus
much was doing " but little." At any rate, if
III! bee-keepers would only do so much as to
see that their increase was made from their
best stock instead of the usual way of having
the most Increase from those most given to

ble existence.

public.

Changing; IjOoationH. — When one
about

Improvement of Bees. — Arthur
is

in

amount

a large

No, 9.

light

it

if

the matter

is

looked at in the right
we can not

will be seen that so long as

control the fecundation of queens the most

obscure bee-keeper in the land may have a
certain degree of influence toward preventing
that raising. For drones reared by him may

upon the character of
colonies two, three, or more miles away, and
these again in a diminishing degree upon colonies still farther out, and so on. Is it not for
the general good to have all interested in the
work ?
have their

evil effect

swarming,

it

would make a very appreciable

difference in the general character of stock

throughout the countrv.

A Law

Against Bo.\-Hives

is

advo-

cated in Gleanings in Bee-Culture by J. M.
Hambaugh. At first glance it would appear

and unreasonable to prevent a man
from keeping his bees in any kind of a hive
he chose, but after reading what Mr. Hambaugh says about the dilHcultj' of detecting
disease in hives from which the frames can
arbitrary

not be lifted, the unreasonableness does not
appear so clear. He says in part:

Foul brood, black brood, and all the diseases known in the category can fester and
thrive in these old non-movable-comb hives,
so far as the efforts of the inspectors are concerned, from observations that can be gained
in the brood-chamber, and so the non-progres-

;

:
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Hex.

slipshod bee-keeper can thus hug an
adder, not only to sting himself, but also his
neighbors, who" are powerless to help themsive.

iana.

under existing conditions.

selves

Now, I am sure, the picture is not overas an absolute
1 lool; upon it
necessitv in behalf of the best interests of the
careless'bee-keeper, as well as the protection
of the progressive apiarist, to enact a State
law making it obligatory on each and every
bee-keeper to put his bees upon movable
combs, so that Ihey may be accessible for inIt

tact with

would be

Down

in

winter and cooler in summer
board cover, but L. 0. Westcott objects, in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, that the space in
the double cover furnishes too convenient a
says

it

very annoying to have them crawl over your
In the
hands, biting like little bull-dogs.
region of Chicago there is some trouble with
double covers, but not enough to overbalance
is

the advantages. The objection would be removed if the covers were made so tight that
no ant could get in, and this would make the
is

made one

style of double cover that

in

the

Brood-

Chamber.— W.

T. Stephenson, in Gleanings

in Bee-Culture,

reports

success

getting

in

brood-combs built out on thin and extra-thin
foundation. This was Weed foundation. When
other foundation was used it would warp and
fall down after the cells were '4 inch deep.

But

it

requires a great deal of attention

a success in the brood-chamber with
thin foundation, and perhaps it is
economy for most of us to use the heavier.

such

Editor Root has in mind exceedingly thin
foundation with No. 40 wire incorporated in

^

to

make

it

Mks. J. B. AusMfs, the wife of one our
esteemed readers, died Jan. 24. 190'2, being
sick only about a week from pneumonia fever.
She was a faithful Christian, and member of
These partings must
come to us all sometime. No matter what
any of us may think of the future, we cannot
get away from the fact that the messenger
Death will call at each of our doors some day.
And there will be sorrowing ones left behind.
Then what comfort to the bereaved ones to
feel that there may be a reunion sometime,

the Methodist church.

over on

••

the other side."

A Spanish Bee JorRNAL,

I

" A Center Shot " is what Stenog in Gleanings calls the following remark in this Jour,

" The Tribune thus admits that it had room
to publish lies about honey, but it has not the
"
space to allow the truth to appear about it!
,

Mr. T. B. Blow, who formerly conducted
extensive hive-works in England, and who
made a visit to this country a few years ago,
has married Shoko Koyake. of Kyoto, Japan,

and has settled down as a good Japanese
So says the British Bee Journal.
zen.

or at

least a

Spanish department of five and a halt pages,
is the latest thing in the American Bee-keeper.
"
••
H. E. Hill, Editor, El American Bee-Keeper
is

reading; beyond that it would be
''
it printed in English. " Abeja

easy

easier reading

seems to be frequently mentioned. If that is
some Spanish bee-disease, Editor Hill would
have been kinder not to have introduced it
into this country.

Mr.

F.

W.

L.

Suden

citi-

1902

them the importance of having a full force of
working bees in the field ni ihf ritjlit time.''
" Mr. Doolittle was most kind in explaining
to me all kinds of appliances and methods; he
showed me the little room where he did all
his writing, the walls of which were well
decorated with a large number of newspaper
cuttings. The four hours or so I spent with
him passed like a moment, and the sun was
already getting low
bye."

when he wished me good-

Did not Mr. Doolittle
to the

in his

modesty

to

fail

Visits Doolittle.—

Mr. Sladen, who made a visit to this country
not long ago, is one of England's prominent
bee-keepers, and the following items are clipped from an account in the British Bee Jour-

M. Doolittle:

" He had an unusually powerful voice. His
thoughts and words flowed so rapidly that I
had some difficulty in keeping pace with
them, and sometimes of comprehending his
meaning. He was, hosvever, exceedingly explicit whenever I requested him to repeat
anything he had said. The first thing we
Mr. Doodid was to look at his bees.
little took a small piece of touchwood and,
fixing it on to the end of a wire skewer, set it
well alight. He then dropped it into his Corneil smoker with .some more pieces of the
same material, and. armed with this and two
Mr.
l)i'c-liats. we sallied forth to the bees.
He
Doolittle has about liu colonies of bees.
"liallup,''

uses a small, square frame, the

measuring ll'4Xlli4. and he spaces with his
For sections he seems to prefer a
fingers.
four-piece tall section, the size of which is 3)4
by
inches
0% inches.
'The sections were placed in a hanging
frame, and tin separators were attached to
the frame. Mr. Doolittle gave me a message
for British bee-keepers, which 1 will repeat
If you tell them
here while I remember it.
nothing else from me,' he said, impress on
'

'

number of those

90 colonies

?

Mr. a. B. Cook, familiarly linown as
" Bert " Cook, the son of Prof. A. J. Cook, is
coming into prominence in Michigan, the
State in

which

was so prominent

his father

in

years gone by. He has been honored with the
position of president of the Michigan State

Association of Farmers' Clubs.

The Lone Star Apiarist has made its
bow to Texas and other bee-keepers,

first

In one respect

edited by Louis SchoU.

made

nal of his visit to Mr. G.

substantial.

Weekly Budget.

nal:

Louisiana they have

to

make

it

in

27,

say anything about any out-apiary to be added

all the birds
are plenty of
rabbits and
squirrels, and the ducks are so thick that it is
almost wicked to kill them— great, big canvasbacks and greenhead mallards. It may be
that I did not hunt any! I returned weighing 14 pounds more than when I went, and
Mrs. Whitcomb exceeded that by several
pounds. I did not see any ice while I was
gone, and found on my return that the cold
me considerable, yet
pinched
weather
'There's no place like home."

is

guaranteed to be ant-proof.

Snper Foundation

band of

his

warmed up.
at home" with

Editor Root says

covers warmer in winter.
there

Geronimo and

we have in summer; there
oppossum and 'coon, quail,

than the single-

He

chief

that

strongly advocated

place for ants to have their nests.

of the Board of Direc-

Referring to his trip to the Southland, he
has this to say

said bees inspected.

warmer

member

Indians and bees.

and when bees are imported from an adjoining State that has no laws of a like nature it
should be the duty of the owner of said bees,
under penalty of the law. to have, at once,

the sake of having something

a

Intiin warriors to get him
" Uncle Whitcomb " is " right

fully appointed inspector, certifying that his
or her bees are healthy, and free from all infectious diseases, before he can be at liberty
to move them from one locality to another

for

is

southern Louis-

very quiet for a long
time, keeping hisapicultural " light bid under
Perhaps he needs cona bushel.'' as it were.

righteous defense against the common enemy
to the bee-keeping fraternity, and raising the
industry to a higher degree of progress.
I also believe it is very essential that a law
be passed compelling every one. under penalty
of a fine, to obtain a certilicate from a law-

is

He

in

Somehow he has been

doing no one an injustice, but instituting a

The Double Cover

of Saline Co., Nebr.,

tors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

drawn, and

vestigation and manipulation.

Whitcomh,

E.

has been spending a month

Feb.

a stride such as

usually

is

it

has

made later on.

has merged into it the Southland Queen,
which merging was accomplished before the
first number was off the press, indeed before
the first number was fully on the press. Success to the ' Lone{some) Star."
It

Mr. J. Warren Sherman and Apiary
shown on the first page this w.eek. When

are

sending the pictures he wrote as follows:
send a picture of

I

and

my children.

my

apiary,

my

sisters,

hard work to get a

It is

picture of the apiary as it is too shady. The
lower picture is the apiary. The house on
the right is the honey-house and house-apiary,
and is used for queen-rearing exclusively; it
contains 2fi colonies of bees.
I commenced bee-keeping four years ago,
by catching a stray swarm that came to a
friend of mine, and was hived in a soap-box.
I transferred them to an 8-frame Langstroth
hive, and have been using that kind of a hive
ever since.
My average 3'ield of honey in 1901 was 60
pounds per colony, of comb and extracted, as
I run for both.
You can see by the picture that it is rightly
named, " Shady Nook Apiary,'' although this
picture was taken in the winter.
The upper picture shows my two sisters on
the right and my three daughters on the left.
They are interested in bee-keeping, too. This
picture shows only one hive in the background, the rest being too much in the shade.
J.

Warren Sherman.

Mrs. E. H. Stewart, of Niagara Falls
South, Out., passed away, Feb. S, after suffering about 4 weeks with the bursting of a
She was 41 years
blood-vessel in the brain.

months old— just in her prime. Mrs.
York and the writer met Mrs. Stewart the first

and-.D

time at the World's Fair convention, and liked
her so well. She seemed such a good and
true little woman. Then, when at the Buffalo
convention, several years ago, she invited Dr.
Miller and us to her little home in Ontario,
We spent the night
after the convention.
there and in the morning she and Mr. Stewart
took us to see Niagara Falls the first time
we had beheld that great wonder.

—

But Mrs. Stewart
sistent Christian,

is

She was a conand beloved.
Her

gone.

loved

husband and children remain to mourn her
untimely death, but also to live so that when
their time shall have come to leave this world,
they will go to meet the "little mother ''In
that "Better Land."

Feb.
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Convention Proceedings.
(Continued from paKe

120.)

Report of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Convention
held in Denver, Nov. 18, 19 and 20, 1901,
BY

D.

W. WORKING, SEC

Y.

Advice to Beginners.
relates to bee-culture, tlic world of mankind is divided
into two distinct classes, between which the line of demarcation is strongly and sharply drawn. One class possesses natural
qualifications that render its members capable of handling
bees with both pleasure and profit. The other class is so

As

its members are foredoomed to
would achieve but an indifferent success
should they embark in the business of raising bees and
producing honey. Only a few people in each community

by

constituted
failure,

and

at

nature that
best

belong to the former class
while in the latter class may
be reckoned the balance of the human family, comprising,
by inconceivable odds, the major fraction of the rnce. There
is no absolutely fixed rule by which these classes may be
differentiated, but there are a few guide-boards that help
to point the way toward probable success or failure.
;

This was to be a paper of advice to beginners; but

I

be incomplete, and fail of its intended
mission, if it is not also a paper of advice to those who
ought not to begin.
As the latter class far outnumbers
the former, I propose to dispose of it in advance, and
hang out a few aanger signals that no one of ordinary
comprehension can fail to interpret.
It is a mistaken idea that bee-culture is a lazy man's
road to wealth and affluence. It requires hard study, hard
work, and unceasing activity the year around to be successful.
The same amount of capital, brains, and energy,
invested in any other occupation would yield as good or
better returns.
If love of ease and the luxuries that gold
will buy are the overmastering passions of your life, do
not seek bee-culture as a means of gratifying them, as
failure all around would be the inevitable result.
feel

that

it

will

If you have other business that absorbs your time to
such an extent that you can not devote the time and
study to bee-culture necessary to conduct it along scientific
lines
in other words, if you can only make it a side-issue
then most emphatically do I advise you to let it alone.
While bee-culture sometimes combines profitably with horticulture, poultry culture, and other rural or semi-rural pursuits, still I believe that specialism in any one of these occu-

—

—

pations will yield the best financial returns.
Unless you can accustom yourself to being stung, it will
is
It
be useless for you to embark in the bee-business.
possible to put on a rigging that is sting-proof, but no
practical apiarist would think for a moment of working in
Stings are unavoidably of daily occurrence
such toggery.
when working in the apiary at least that is my experience,
;

and one can become so accustomed to them as to become
On the other hand,
almost immune from their effects.
a great many people suffer intolerably from even one sting.
To such, apiculture oft'ers very little inducement as an
occupation, no matter how dearly they may otherwise love
the work, or its results.
To revert now to the advice to beginners, I wish to
preface what I may say under this heading by saying that
not pose as a sage, or lay claim to the wisdom
I do
that will allow me to speak authoritatively upon any subbeginner
I am only a
connected with bee-culture.
ject
myself, in the investigation and pursuit of scientific beesubject had been
culture, and would much rather this
assigned to some one riper ifi judgment and older in experience.

We

assume that our would-be beginner is naturally
qualified for the occupation of an apiarist and is desirous
My first advice to you
of entering upon it as a life work.
would be to procure a good text-book on bee-culture and
will

subscribe at once for as many of the leading bee-journals
Do this right
as the state of your exchequer will permit.
That will enable
away, and study them until next spring.
you to master thoroughly the theory of modern bee-keeping,
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queen-rearing, grading and marketing honey, etc.
What
you now lack is the practical experience, and that is, by
long odds, the biggest and hardest lesson you will have
learn.
to
The best way to gain this experience is to
apprentice yourself to sjine practical apiarist.
Learn all
that he can teach you, and when competent lo manage
an apiary alone you can begin to think about embarking in
the business upon your own account.
On the other hand, if you desire to enter into the business at once for yourself, after having spent the winter in
study and preparation, at the beginning of spring purchase
Be sure they are
not to exceed five or six colonies of bees.
Italian bees and that they are in movable-comb hives and
on standard HolTman-Langslroth frames. Read your books
and journals and manage your bees according to the direcin all cases do all the work
will
give you.
they
tions
Seek the advice, if you like, of older bee-keepers,
yourself.
but do not employ them to do any of the work for you.
You need the experience, and you may be certain that you
can not get it vicariously, or in the sweat of some other
man's brow. Follow the beaten path that has led others
When you have made a success along that line,
to success.
there will be time enough then for you to diverge in search
of other and better methods.
Perhaps I should be more specific. I would advise you
This year and for several years
to produce comb honey.
past extracted honey has ruled low in price, and the tendency is for it to go still lower. Comb honey finds a readier
sale, is more profitable, and requires less work to produce.
would recommend that you use the 8-frame hive with
I
the standard 24-pound super, using scalloped 4/4M/4 secUnless you are a good mechanic and have some
tions.
machine tools, it will hardly pay you to make your own
Better buy them anyhow for a year or two, and in
hives.
Home made frames
all cases buy your inside hive furniture.
and section-holders are more of a nuisance than you will
be able to realize until you have stocked your apiary with

them.

Procure at the outset a good strain of Italian bees, or,
purchase them of some successful apiarist of
still,
your acquaintance, as he will be pretty apt to have good
Pay no attention to flaming advertisements of longstock.
tongued queens, superior stock, etc., until you have made
better

The so-called superior
success with the common stock.
stock doubtless possesses merit, but it will not pay for
you to bother with it until you have at least mastered the
common branches of apiculture.
Your half-dozen colonies will increase just about as fast
One
as it will be safe for you to enlarge your operations.
thing, especially, you must guard against is your enthusiasm.
That will rise like an ocean tide at the harvest of }-our first
crop of honey, and you will want to buy all of your neighY'ou will
bors' bees and then some more; but don't do it.
a

reap disaster
out all right.

if

you

do.

Grow

into

it,

and you

will

come

lastly, I want to advise you, as your first duty,
join your State bee-keepers' association; and when your
honey crop becomes too large to dispose of at home, join the
Honey-Producers' Association and market your honey co-

And,

to

operatively through that channel.
necessity
I want to impress upon you the advantage and
of co-operating with your fellow bee-keepers in every possible
Bee-keepers must co-operate with each other in
way.
every way that can revert to their mutual advantage, or get
That is the naked truth of the matter, tersely
left.
Co-operation is the great fact of the Twentieth
stated.
Century, It is the beginning of a better, juster, and more
to
It behooves us as bee-keepers
Christian civilization.
New
fall in line, and thus be in accord with the spirit of the
H. C. Morehouse.
-pifne

Mr Devinney— It

is

one thing to join the Association,

I think the attendance is more imto attend.
I object to advising beginners to
portant than the joining.
That size requires particular
start with the S-frame hive.
attention to make it a success.
advise beginners to buy Italian bees?
H. Rauchfuss—

and another

Why

Mr. Morehuose— Because for

all

purposes they are the

best race of bees.

H. Rauchfuss— My experience is that the Italians are
the Grossest bees, especially those with four or five bands.
I advise Carniolans.
Mr. Lytic— I object to the advice to buy bees without
regard to the stock bought. I should not want my neighbors
I don't want to be served
to buy worse stock than I have.
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as 1 have been b)- the importation of inferior stock. It is
a nuisance and a serious menace. Get an expert to _buy for
you.
At the same time, I think a man in the business is
a chump to sell good stock. Superior stock counts as much
in bees as in horses and cattle.
Levi Booth If all bee-keepers were like you, where
would beginners buy ?
Mr. Lytle There are persons who make a business of

—

—
Gill — We

good

I do not.
have a very good strain of bees in
Colorado. Many of our bee-keepers have bought queens of
the best stock.
Beginners would do just as well to buy at
home.
F. H. C. Krueger I think the paper an excellent one.
As your stock increases, get knowledge. I commenced many
years ago in a small way. I think i was the first to write
to the American Bee Journal that there are sometimes two
queens in a hive.
Start small; feel your way along; then
make a business of it. If you want to farm and take care
of bees, too, you can not make it a success.
D. A. McLean If nobody must commence the beebusiness unless he makes it an -entire occupation, and yet
must commence with a few colonies, how is he going to
live?
It
is
not right to say no one must keep bees
unless he does not make it a side-issue.
Two-thirds of
the members present make bees a side-issue, and yet are
good bee-keepers, and I know some who make money out

selling

Mr.

stock.

—

—

of

it

Mr. Harris

—

We

I think the paper an excellent one.
all
errors.
I would say, don't rush in and think you are
going to make money. Work carefully. Experiment. Then
enlarge.
I think we should always lend a helping hand to
those starting in.
B. F. Hastings I think it well enough to tell our ideas
to those already in the business; but to have a lot more
jumping into the same occupation is not good business.
W. L. Hawley I think it is a good paper. I don't care

—

—

how much book-learning you have without
perience it comes to nothing.
The advice

practical

;

always ought to

be,

ex-

to beginners
Attach yourself to a practical man.

A Good Honey = Mouse.
With

the assignment

was desired

Feb.

of

this

topic

came

a

note

saying

I\Ir

Thompson

— Probably
make them

purposes.
My experience does not cause me to look with much
favor upon makeshifts.
It is better to avoid them where
possible, as they are the dearest in the long run
and few
can plan out really good devices of that character. Instead,
use good materials, exact workmanship, and then care well
;

for the structure.
I
will not try to outline a plan and specifications for such
a building in this article, because conditions may demand
variations and
individuality be a controlling factor, but
rather note the things which, to me, seem necessary in all
such buildings.
And, first, make a good foundation, either of stone, concrete, or brick, so carefully built
that not a crack or
crevice remains to allow the entrance of any pest. The floor
joists should be made straight or slightly crowned, and be
built into the foundation wall, whicli should be carried up
flush with the top of these joists.
The upper ends of the
joists should be notched to receive a 2x4 sill flush with the
upper edges of these joists and the outer line of the framework of the building; and upon this sill erect the frame of the
building.
I should have this frame of 2x4 lumber, machine
dressed on all sides to size, the studding spaced to receive
a super easily between them.
Over all secure horizontally
two layers of good building-paper, the inner one smooth
calendered, well lapped, and inner edges pasted down snugly.
Side up with good quality drop-siding, carried up flush with
top edge of rafter,s.
Cover over the paper on rafters with
sheeting, and finish roof with a good grade of shingles.
No cornice is needed. The rafters will project the same

of 50 of those who
too small.
In this paper the

49 out

dimensions given seem to be about right.
Mr. Foster How may we get the room warm enough
to keep the honey from candying?
Mr. Aikin T^iose who handle large amounts of honey
must protect themselves against fire. When I look at the
size of the check when I have to pay insurance, it makes
me feel that if I had to do it again, I should want a
fire-proof house.
The insurance bill would go a long way
towards paying the extra cost. It is also important to facilitate labor and cut off extra labor. A few hours now and then
in the course of years amounts to a large sum.
The running
expenses eat up the profits, not the permanent ones.
Mr. Lytle It was required of me, in writing my paper,
to
describe a honey-house of moderate cost.
Fire-proof
structures are always very expensive.

—
—

—

embrace a combined workshop and honeyhouse to be constructed at moderate cost.
This last requirement carries limitations not always easily overcome.
the bee-keeper is expert with tools, as all should be,
one large item of cost can be saved; but if he is not, it is
simply a question of cost of materials and labor. Of the
materials costing the least, good adobes, well laid and plastered outside and in, furnish a thoroughly serviceable building, and in many ways desirable.
Grout and concrete are
also good and not very expensive to make.
Still, I suppose,
wood will be used in the greater number of cases, and therefore I shall speak more fully of it as a material for such

19J2

if a cornice was designed.
The roof sheeting will extend
oyer these projecting ends and at the ends of the building,
giving sufficient cornice effect.
I can not impress upon you too forcibly the need of a
good floor. It should be strong, firm, and of such lumber
as will wear smooth, and should be covered as occasion
requires with some good floor-dressing.
Nothing will pay
you so well as a floor that can readily be kept clean. In fact,
I am convinced that where sections are cleaned or extracting
done, a floor covered with sheet-metal well nailed down would
be very desirable. If there is anything that to me seems more
necessary than another in bee-keeping, it is cleanliness, and
nothing more disgusting than the floors of some honey-houses.
I would really not care to eat honey coming from such places.
I suppose you will want me to tell how much room I
would want for, say, a 200-colony apiary.
Well, a 12x14
foot work-room, an 8x12 foot extracting-room or sectioncleaning room, and a 12x30 foot storage-room.
Of course you will have doors and windows and roofpeak ventilators screened and provided with bee-escapes to
suit the needs of the building.
In presenting this paper, I do not feel that all has been
said, but rather that it may be the basis of a discussion
drawing forth from others the good features they have
for years, perhaps, practiced.
T. Lytle.
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Abnormal Swarming.
It

seems

me

is something like the irony of
have been chosen to write a paper
subject abnormal swarming. If there is one thmg
know less about than any other thing connected

to

that there

Fate in the fact that

on

this

that

I

—

I

with the management of bees.

I

think

it

is

how

to

control

and satisfactory manner.
Until last year I should very confidently have said that
there would be no excessive swarming if bees were properly
managed, and that swarming could be controlled by a proper
excessive

swarming

in

a profitable

Our
use of half-depth Hoffman frames used with sections.
method was to put on a super of those small extracting
frames near the close of the season when we took off
.sections, letting the bees fill and keep them over winter.
Just before alfalfa 'bloom, or when the bees began to get
crowded, we raised the small super and put sections between
it and the brood-chamber, being careful to have the queen
below. The bees usually go to work at once in the sechoney-flow
tions and continue to work as long as the
seldom have more swarms than we want,
continues.
and get good honey crops, while our neighbors have trouble
in getting the bees started in sections and have excessive
swarming as hot weather comes on.
Last year, however, was an exceptionally hot and dry
The bees
season, and the honey-flow was scant and slow.
simply went crazy, and when I raised the extracting supers
and put in the sections they just made the queen-cells on the
brood in the upper story, and left without beginning on the

We

sections at all.
starters in a new

We

began

as

usual,

liiving

swarms

on

hive on the old stand, but usually^ the
swarms would come out again the next day. Sometimes
they would loaf in the hive two or three days, gnawing
Sometimes a little
off the starters, but doing nothing else.
comb would be built, a few eggs deposited and queen-cells
started, and the swarm would conic oitt again.
tried hiving on old combs and on full sheets of
foundation, but got no better results than with starters. I
exhausted my ingenuity, patience, and resources in trying
to satisfy them. Near the end of the season I began killing
every queen that came out the second time and giving her
bees either a newly hatched queen or a frame of brood with

We

_

Feb.

a good

llic next ilay after tlie old ciiiecn was flcthink, is the best jilaii, except for one disadvantage. 1 Iiave foniul that in excessive swarming thereof excitement among the liees, ami
is always a great deal
that more than half of llie young inieens are lost bcfoKthey begin to lay.

(iiR'cii-ccIl

stroyed.

Tliis,

1

The next plan was to cage the old queen when she came
out with the swarm, and keep her caged for a few dayUsually the bees will go to work when she is liberated— ai
least mine did
l)Ut to this day I can't say positively that
caging the queen made them go to work. They may h;ive
been just ready to get over their swarming fit, and might
have gone to work soon any way.
1 did not try that until
late in the season; but if I ever have another cxperieni<:
shall depend u|)on hiving swarms nn
like last year's
I
In a small
starters on the old stand with a caged queen.
apiary I should kill old queens and give cells or newlyliatfhed (lueens, but in a large apiary the loss is too great,
as not more than one in three of the young queens will get

—

to laying.

We

have all our bess in shade now, and believe that we
have less trouble. My home apiary is in a nice grove,
and last year when nearly all the other bees were crazy
we had but little more than the usual swarming there.
The apiary at the Kramer place was in sunshine most of the
day, and we only had three colonies that did not swarm
at all at th.at place, and all the rest of them swarmed from
once to half a dozen times each. This year we have not had
as many swarms as we wanted, but about the same amount
of honey a short crop in both cases.
I regret very much that I have so little to ofifer upon this
subject, as I think it is a very important one, and would be
pleased to help much more than I have been able to do.
Mrs. a. J. Barber.
shall

—

Mr. Lytic

—

—

My

my

bees do not
bees out in the sun._
If you get
the sun than in the shade.
an abnormally scant flow, bees will swarm in the shade as well
as in the sun. If you give ample ventilation the bees will do
as well in the sun.
Gill

want

I

swarm any worse

in

— Part

of my home apiary is in the shade, and
50 or 6o hives are in the sun. When it gets hot, I raise the
covers of these.
Mr. Aikin Heat is an important agency in producing the
swarming fever, but there are other conditions. If the conditions are such that the bees commence gathering honey and
keep straight on storing it in the super, it will surprise you
how little swarming there will be.
J.

B.

.\dams

—

—

Mr. Hawley I run for extracted honey. I had excessive
swarming one year sometimes lo or 12 to 15 swarms in
the air at one time.
The following year there was a heavy
flow, and two bee-yards acted ditiferently.
I can
draw no

—

conclusions.

When

to Produce Extracted

Honey.

One of the first things to be considered in the production
comb or extracted honey is the market. To produce comb
honey profitably when the market is distant, it must be

of

handled in car-load quantities, or the local freight rates will
take up a large part of the profits. This is not so necessary
with extracted honey. But for the same returns on the capital
invested, extracted honey must be produced in larger quantities, which requires a larger equipment and more extensive
preparation.
For instance, wdten comb honey ranges in price from 12
to 15 cents, and extracted from 5 to 8 cents, the producer
of extracted honey must have enough more colonies and
enough better averages to make up the difiference in price.
This requires a larger outlay of capital, inore time in getting
the outfit established, and the ability to run the business on a
larger scale.
If there is a home demand for extracted honey, or if one
can be worked up, it may be profitable to produce it on a
smaller scale. Often it can be profitably combined with combhoney production.

dark honey, it would be well
to have these extracted from special combs, while the white
If the first

and

supers can be used to coax the bees into the supers early in
the spring, and at the close of the flow put them 011 where
sections would not be likely Kj be properly finished.
It seems probable that in the future, conib-honcy producImitations arc so
tion will surpass that of extracted honey.
common, and the production of comb-honey is increasing so
fast, that extracted honey is likely to give place largely to
comb-honey as a table article. This will lead those who can
liroduce a fine, white quality to become conib-honcy producers, leaving those who produce the darker grades to supply

candy factories and bakeries.
present, in our vicinity, it would be almost impossible
lo run for extracted honey profitably, on account of the
prevalence of foul brood, which would be very likely lo be
spread broadcast over the yard by the changing of combs lo
different hives.
A. F. Foster.
Mr. Lytic The time to produce extracted honey is when
When to produce it exclusively is
it
pays to produce it.
In every yard it will pay to produce a
another question.
certain amount of it.
I have used a section of a Heddon
hive at the beginning of the season for an extracting super.
It relieves the brood-chamber of the excess honey.
I have thus taken 10 or 15 pounds when the scale again
showed only 5 pounds, showing that quite a quantity had
been moved up from below, thus giving the queen more
room to lay.
Then I put on foundation for comb honey
If the colony
later.
It is a very slight cost and a great gain.
it
gives the
weak, the same reasons hold good
is at all
queen opportunity to lay freely until the colony becomes strong
enough for comb honey.
Each one should determine for
himself what course to pursue according to the conditions.
Mr. Krueger I don't agree that people will more and
more like comb honey better than extracted. When I began
But I did sell
selling extracted, I had hard work to sell it.
the

At

—

;

—

If we sell the people pure, unadulterated extracted honey,
they will like it better than comb honey. This year 1 had less
The smallest amount
than enough to supply the demand.
Under my present circumstances, I
I sell is half a gallon.
would not think of selling comb honey. If I had 100 colonies,
I
don't
I
might run 50 for extracted and 50 for comb.
believe extracted is used less from year to year; I believe it
Extracted honey when
is
used more from year to year.
granulated is all right, but what are you going to do with
comb honey when it candies?

it.

— The

paper is chiefly valuable as showing the
probable reason of excessive swarming. The remedy is plainly
pointed out in the same paper. My hives are covered with
shade-boards, and I have no trouble with excessive swarming.
H. Rauchfuss I do not know -how to prevent excessive
swarming except with a special system. Shade will not
prevent it.

Mr.

'S
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last flows are

flow could be stored in sections.

In this

way

the extracting

The

Interests of Isolated Bee-Keepers.

There are many bee-keepers
who,

like

myself,

live

in

this

in

localities

State,

I

suppose,

remote from towns and

railroad lines, and therefore find little opportunity to' exchange ideas on bee-topics with the bee-men of their county,
and who are in a measure handicapped in conducting their
business, from the buying of supplies to the marketing of

And possibly for the
a represenative of this class it has become my
privilege to state to this convention my ideas as to how our
interesis might be best served.
There can be little doubt that our condition admits of
improvement, or that it would be improved could we but feel
certain as to just what our best interests are, and then act
accordingly. Most of us keep bees for profit, if not, indeed,
and of course our aim is to
as the sole means of income
produce large crops of honey at the least cost of production.
Our next aim is to place it upon the market in such manner
and at such a time as to command the very best prices at the
least possible cost to us.
To accomplish these results we must endeavor to come
into full possession of the latest and most approved methods
of management, together with a complete understanding of
what our market requires in the way of package and grading.
And we must likewise seek to keep informed on the best
figures obtainable, not alone on the honey which we have
to sell, but also on all supplies which we may need for the
season.
In addition to this, we should keep our weatheron matters calling for legislation such as
eye trimmed
the question of spraying, of uml -brood, of adulteration, and
perhaps others, lest our inditTerence in this connection prove
to be a source of serious consequences to us in time to come.
because of this isolation.

their crops,

reason that

I

am

;

—

Such, then, are our requirements and our duties, if we
are to achieve the greatest success financially; and anything
which will aid us in obtaining desired information or necessary legislation must be. regarded as furthering our very best
interests.

Now, it w-ill be noticed that the factors necessary to the
success of isolated bee-keepers are essentially the same the
State over, be it at Denver or at Grand Junction; and it

—
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follows,

therefore,

that

whatever

affects

our

vital

Feb.

interests
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bee-keepers in your section or my section will do the
same in any section. In other words our interests are identical.
They should be mutual.
should grasp the idea
firmly, that our individual actions, isolated as we are, may
affect bee-men all over the State, and that their acts in turii

as

Contributed Articles.

We

do even more certainly

affect

believe the interests of
a general recognition of these
facis. When we once learn to appreciate that we, in common
with other bee-keepers of the State, have substantially the
same subjects to master, the same difficulties to surmount,
and the same dangers to guard against, then it will be easy
to see the benefits which will come to us through organization.
isolated bee-keepers

us.

Good bee-literature is undoubtedly invaluable to every one
who keeps bees; but information which is elicited through
the asking and answering of questions, and the exchanging
of ideas upon the spot, can not be well gleaned from books
or papers.
Besides, knowledge so acquired usually "sticks"
better than so-called book-knowledge.

Again, object-lessons, such, for instance, as the display of
a lot of comb honey properly cased and graded as the
market requires, would come within the province of a
bee-keepers' meeting and, according to my ideas, would
impart more real information on the matter of graduig
in one day than illustrations and descriptions could in a
year.
Let us not fail to consider fully the importance of
the educational feature of such organization; for it must
be remembered that it is at the point of production that
bee-keepers will have to make their last stand when excessive demands are made upon them.
Organization offers to isolated bee-keepers possibilities of
obtaining their supplies at reasonable prices. The price which
we must pay for these hinges largely upon the quantity
we can use. Quantity regulates the first cost, and it also
determines the freight-rates. If we can order a car direct
from the factory or from the manufacturer's agents, and
tlwn divide the same among us, we will be gainers thereby
to the amount of at least one profit, plus reduced freightrates.
If you will take the time to figure it out, you will
see that there is a considerable saving in it.

Through

organization,

and

to

my way

of

thinking,

through that alone, can we hope to keep the price of honey
somewhere near its true level.
To those who have not
experienced the helping influence of our State organization,
I would say:
Try for yourselves. Who in our ranks has
not felt himself at sea regarding the market value of his
product when the opportunity to sell has presented itself?
Would you not have welcomed valuable information on the
state of the honey crop and the honey market at such
times?
Or, would you not be pleased to think that your
crop, together with the crops of your neighbors, could be
handled for you to the very best advantage to yourselves
at the least cost to each producer?
To many of us these are comparatively new ideas,
and we can not be expected to lay aside our old methods
at once; but this grand plan of organization will bear our
careful investigation.

have yet one other advantage to mention, which would
ours through organizing our forces thoroughly.
It is
in the matter of securing desirable legislation.
Bee-men,
like dairymen or stock-breeders, require helpful legislation.
To secure tlie same, our legislators must be convinced by us
that we actually need it, and that there are enough of us to
make it worth while bothering, anyway.
Should a single
bee-keeper, or even a dozen, apply for the enactment of a
certain law, the law in all probability would never be
enacted.
Should an organization of several hundred men
back up the same application, we would probably receive
what we asked for. If a law let us say the law on spraying
fruit-trees
is being violated, and
some isolated bee-keeper
enters complaint, he may or he may not make his voice
heard.
"Very likely not.
But let the organization of which
he is a member take a hand in the case, and we may
e.xpect to see the wheels of justice begin to turn forthwith.
I

be

—

In
avail,

fffT^-

I

demand

every
case
where
organized effort will

—

individual
effect

more;

effort

can

and where

be

of

indi-

viduals are helpless, there we may behold the power of
organization.
All
bee-keepers need the help which a
strong union is able to give, but none need it more than
those
who are laboring under the disadvantages of
isolation.

Brethren, our interests certainly need attention.
Let us
take them under consideration.
Frank H, Drexel.

Bee-Keeping as a Business— Good Advice.
BY

P.

C.

DADANT.

"Does bee-keeping pay as a business? and would you.
advise a young man to go into it as such? Where can I
get a practical knowledge of the business from an experienced
man? My experience is limited to the care of a few colonies
on the farm. R. Al. ISlack.
It is rather an unpleasant task to give advice to a young
man as to what he should do. Much of the success of an
individual depends upon his aptitudes, his tastes, his education, and men are not always found in the business which
is best adapted to their inclinations.
Many a poor mechanic
might have made a good farmer, and many an unsuccessful
farmer might have made a good business man, if only his
opportunities had been different.
So, in the question, "Does

—

"

bee-keeping pay as a business?" the aptitudes of the man
But if the question is asked, "Can beekeeping be made to pay as a business if properly managed?"
the answer could be given in the affirmative by many suc-

must be considered.

bee-keepers.
location is not a very good one for bees, and yet we
have often said that the average annual yield of a colony
of bees has usually been with us about 50 pounds. The last
ten years would probably somewhat lower this average, which
had been more than made in the ten previous years, for
the past few years have been very unfortunate, owing to the
almost total absence of white clover in the pastures and roadsides in this part of the country. But this conditon of affairswill certainly not last, unless there is a positive change in the
climatic conditions of the. Mississippi Valley, and a steady
recrudescence of drouths, in which case not only the culture of
bees but most other agricultural pursuits would suffer greatly.
cessful

Our

I said that 50 pounds per colony would be a good average.
This is counted as a low estimate by many apiarists
living in favored, regions. In many parts of Wisconsin, Michigan and New York, a:s well as in the new States, such as
Colorado, the average of yield by colonies in the hands of progressive bee-keepers I believe to be above 50 pounds per
colony. In California it is perhaps several times that amount,
but the low price of honey there in good seasons would
counterbalance the larger crops.
Counting on an average of 50 pounds, the net price of
honey that is secured by the producers in an all-around
business is certainly not less than 8 cents per pound, net of
packages, cost of boxing, etc. This makes a probable profit
of $4 per colony, spring count.
This estimate is taken in a general way. It is impossible
to make an absolutely reliable estimate of any farm crop, and
the bees are not an exception to this. But if we take the
reports of wheat acreage and number of bushels reported, we
will come to a very fair knowledge of the entire crop of
the wheat-producing farms, and, in the same way, the product
of the bee is very nearly estimated.
practical apiarist who makes bee-culture his business
can easily take care of 200 colonies of bees in producing
comb honey, and of twice that number, or more, in the

A

production of extracted honey. And if he is wide awake,
and does not manufacture his own hives, and manages to
take a little cheap help at the opening of the season, he
may be able to teach school during the winter, for five or
six months, at least, during the time when the bees are not
An occasional Saturday will be sufficient to keep
busy.
informed as to the condition of the apiary, whether wintered
in the cellar or on the summer stands.
If the man "grows" with his business, the outlay need
not be very great, as the original cost of a few colonies of

bees and that of the empty hives is a very unimportant capAn industrious man will rear his own queens, and
ital.
may even rear some for sale. Then he may sell a few
The careful saving of all
bees, a colony here and there.
the broken pieces of comb, burr-combs, drone-combs, and
cappings, ought very nearly to pay for what comb foundaThere are very few lines of business
tion is needed.
except perhaps chicken raising where so few implements
But poultry-raising is not to be compared to
are needed.
bee-culture.
The fowls need constant attention. They have

—

Feb.
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TIic ln-cs feed lliernsi-lvcs, except in iiiiforto be fed daily.
tiinale cases.
winter losses. s|M-iiig
,\iid yet there are many drawbacks
( )iir
Krandf.ilhers used to coniit tlic
(hviiidliiig, wet seasons.
have outgrown that.
i)cc-nu>tli among the <lrawbacl<s.
But foul-brood sccnis to be nmru prevalent than formerly,
though I must say that personally 1 have never seen a case
Hut the worst drawback of all comes from the possible
of it.
Of all lines of stockneglect, or greediness, of the apiarist.
raising none requires more careful watching than bec-cullure.
"Know what is to be done, and do it in time," is the most
important motto of a successful apiarist.

—

We

But

you do not love

if

into details, to watch the
on their actions; if, above

to

bees

care
at

for

link-

things

—

lo

go

find

Hamilton

Co.,

Whole supers
tliat kind of an extractor.
be placed
into
the
txtraclor without loosening a
wedge or touching a comb and llic honey could be nearly
all thrown out; it would not matter so much whether the
honey did come out of the cells perfectly or not, as it
would not be lost. However, this method would necessitate
extracting the same supers every two, three or four days,
and this would mean a great deal of work, freeing supers
from bees, taking them to the honcy-housc and returning
again .so often. However, it is not desirable to extract
unripe honey, and I think on this account the whole idea
of constructing extractors on such a plan as the question

advantage to use
could

proposes

111.

impractical,

is

work and keep an eye

all, you are afraid of your bees,
pleasure in opening a hive full of bees and
taking it to pieces for examination or for show; if you do
not care to read a bee-book and get informed on the exact
habits of these toilers, you would best keep out of beekeeping.
My advice to a begiiuier who wants to become practical
would be to go slowly. If he can find a position with a
bee-keeper, who can give him a season or two of practice,
this would be of great value.
But such positions are hard
If you have to gain your information on your ow'n
to find.
responsibility, have a dozen colonies, more or less, and try
to increase their numbers by following the methods most
recommended in the books. A few years will give you
more information on how successful you can be with bees
than could be imparted in a dozen articles on the subject.

and cannot

BY
Contributing
tions, as

a

on page

F.

As to choosing a location, from what I have seen and
can learn, good locations for bee-keeping may be found in
The difficulty will be to single them out
nearly all States.
One cannot safely judge a
without actually trying them.
My home yard, for
location by one year's test, either.
instance, gave me, in 1881, nearly lOO pounds of surplus
Durmg the rest
comb-honey; in 1885 about 70 pounds.
pounds
of the years the crop has seldom averaged over 30
One
that.
in a single year, and many a time only half of
would have been badly fooled to judge my location by the
here,
years l88l and- 1885; and if he had pitched his tent
have
depending on bee-keeping for a living, he would not
much money

in his pocket.
location
the other hand, if he should have hit such a
the
Doolittle has, or if he had his ability to make
as
bees have done,
bees "shell out" the honey like Doolittle's
He
the money.
he would not know what to do with all

On
Mr

mite to answering the interesting quesI wish to say the following:

HONEY FROM
if it is

A

COMBS IN THE EXTRACTOR.

PL.-VCING

and heavy body, honey can
not be as perfectly extracted from a comb in horizontal
stickiness

its

position as when placed in vertical position, as in our
present extractors. The principle would be all right. As
an illustration
Take a glass in your hand filled with water.
:

Whirl around on your
pressing against

away

its

heels.
will

side,

The water in
come up and out

—

the
of

glass,
it

and

central shaft a perpendicular line
through the heel and the head of the operator. If a small
tube was substituted, open at the bottom and small enough
so adhesion and atmospheric pressure would keep the water
the tube, the operation would force the water down and
out.
In other words, the liquid would have to go up
It would have to go in
in one case and down in the other.
Theoretically,
the direction where it finds no resistance.
a honey-comb could be emptied when placed horizontally
in the extractor, as the questioner proposes. The idea of constructing extractors on this principle is not at all a new
one.
I think the Roots have tested it.
desirable to extract the honey in its raw
If it was
state, before any of it wa^ sealed over, it might be an
fly

m

from

the

to

I

how

further

want to say

:

difficult

My

I cannot understand
in a position at least to live)
much higher, tor
the yields in these out yards are so
all of them.
the' flora seems to be the same in
might be easier to
In Colorado and some other States it
mistake.
select a location without making a
;

Ontario Co., N. Y.

The Mating

;

account of

and extravagant indeed

why

honey, which will not 7-un out, from the capdesirable to use said honey for culinary purposes,
about as good a way as I know of is to place the cappings
containing the honey in a can and warm the mass by
gentle heat, or better by placing the can with contents
inside a larger can with some water in it, and then setting
both on a hot stove. The wax will melt, the honey separate
and go to the bottom the latter will be but slightly impaired as to quality.
If the cappings are run through the solar wax-extractor,
as Mr. Doolittle advises, the honey gained will usually
not be of good color or flavor without the solar extractor
was perfectly clean, and the sheet of iron in the bottom of
it is
tinned.
.\ solar wax-extractor that has been used for
the purpose intended is not fit any more to produce honey
for the table.
It is all right for feeding or for making
vinegar.
If wanted
for vinegar-making I would
prefer
to soak the cappings in warm water and wash the honey out
of them.
This is the way I always treat cappings after
being drained.
press could probably be used to squeeze
this cheese dry, but ordinary ripe honey is too thick to
be squeezed out of cappings by simple pressure.

On

be very liberal

me

put

CAPPINGS.

To remove

pings,

'illustrate

location,

69,

to

to select a good
it is
two out yards within 5 miles
lies m the same valley as
of my home yard— one of them
does (and
home yard-average nearly double what the latter

^^^To

GREINER.

and has no future.

CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR BEE-KEEPING.

would have

Those Interesting Questions, Again.
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of Oiueens in Confinement.
BY W.

E.

FLOWER.

little more space
firmly
matter of matmg queens in confinement, as I
problem of sucbelieve it to be the keynote to the whole
It is useless to talk about breedcessful breeding of bees.
all other "maming horses, cattle, sheep, swine, dogs and
dam. Prinmals" in which the foetus is developed within the
not, cannot and will
ciples or rules which apply to them do
for the simple
not apply to the hen or to the honey-bee,
between the
reason that there is no union of circulation
sealed and passes
egg and the hen. The egg is hermetically
chicken may
the first pulsation in the heart of the
I

wish the bee-papers would devote a

to the

out,

and

hen.
take place a hundred miles away from the
of
The same may be said of the bee— there is no union
but some rules
circulation between the queen and the egg,
virgin
bee.
that aptrly to the hen do not apply to the
hatch a virgin queen
pullet will lay, but her eggs will not
produce drones only;
will lay, and her eggs will hatch, but
assertion,
and in my humble opinion (mind I don't make the
drones can be utilsimplv give it as my opinion), if these
very potent factor in
ized they are destined to become a
and
git,
producing a strain of bees that will "git up an
but
the honey. Partlienogenisis exists in the bee
gather
hence it is a
horses, cattle, sheep, swine or poultry,
not
when mating queens
factor that must be taken into account
results.
certain
for
experience in breeding thorI have had nearly 40 years'
years
oughbred fowls, and have had some prize-winners
points and characterI believe in inbreeding to fix
gone by
and judicious selection ot
istics or types, and in careful
vigor
healthy, vigorous breeding-stock to maintain
strono"progeny
and I'tamina of the breed. Darwin says that the
the other of the
of a first cross always reverts to one or
into
original ancestors;" hence when we introduce new blood
scrubs,
a strain of fowls we run the risk of getting a lot of
parent stock
all the faults that have existed in the

A

;

m

m

m

because

—

!
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on both sides for generations past are bound to crop out

in
their progeny.
I beheve this to be the case with bees, hence I want to
to be able to control the mating of my queens so that I may
be able to practice inbreeding, and prevent undesirable crosses.

Some one once asked Abraham Lincoln how long

a man's
and he replied, "They ought to be long
reach from his body to the ground." I don't take

legs ought to be,

enough

to

much

stock in long-tongued bees
might' as well
long-tongued woman for a good housekeeper.
Montgomery Co., Pa.
;

choose a

tastings of
love with it

Feb.

meltose

27, 1902

—

while not falling head and ears in
gave up a previous bad opinion. Had guessed
it
was best commercial glucose sweetened up with something.
It
appears t6 be a thing of itself, and tolerably
good. Presumably safe for invalids, which honey usually
is, but
sometimes is not.
Not seductive enough, either in
look or taste, to travel very far outside of the clientage of
the health-food establishments and so not likely to do us
any harm whatever. Pages 28 and 67.

—

I

—

FEEDING

BEES

THE OPEN

IN

AIR.

you wanted to feed 100 colonies in the open air the
chances are you would be "all at sea" about the minimum
of feeding space required. Glad to see so competent authority as the Atchleys on record that 10 feet by 18 inches will
do.
Page 31.
THE queen's STING AND THE LAMB's TAIL.
If

The Afterthought.
The

'^Old Reliable" seen

By

HASTY,

E. B.

New and Unreliable Glasses.
B Rural, Toledo, O.

through
Sta.

THE COMPLETED SCORE-CARD.
The completed score-card on page 24
\-oke objections on one or more points.

might pro-

still

seen

Questions and Answers.

think

there is
honey, too nauseous of flavor
to be eaten at all, that would score high according to the
card, if not actually take 100.
No place in the whole eight
items where good or bad taste could come in
Still,
this
blemish is more apparent than real. Honey that isn't good.

sometimes

Mr. B. Hamlin-Harris, if the queen facilitates laying, by
reciprocating her sting, may not the waggling of the lamb's
Page 35.
tail facilitate getting the milk?

I

bark-louse

CONDUCTED BY
I>R. O. O. JMII.LER, JUareng-o,

!

very seldom gets offered for a prize. Very likely it's the
best way practically not to require judges to cut into sections.

HONEY-VINEG.AR

Between the
neous acid and

VS.

direct,

may

be mailed to the Bee Journal

111,

or to Dr. Miller

ofl&ce,

will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.

when he

1

Moving Bees 20

vile

—

respect for Marquis of Queensbury rules.
"The liquid thus obtained will not appear

very

clean."

25.

Ves, indeed; me believes us.
Twentieth century will
hardly get out before it will find the public saying they
don't want to eat vinegar made from such dirty slop.
May
be the going-to-be public and myself are fussy. But say,
melt the cappings, lift off the resulting cake (to be melted
over again of course for you'll be astonished to see how
dirty it is) and use the black honey below for bee-feed.
If you want honey-vinegar, take some clean, sound honey

—

and make

Questions

OTHER "viNEGARS."

competition of "cost-nothing" pyroligthe honest competition of cider-vinegar,
honey-vinegar droops, it seems.
Rough in me to kick it
when it's down but truth and death seem to have scant

Page

The

it.

KILLING VOUNG SWEET CLOVER.
Interesting to see that cutting,

followed by a dry spell,
sometimes kill young sweet clover. Alas, that that
"sometimes" fails so seldom when I want it to die in my
strawberry patch
OPTIMISM PROF, cook's "iSM."

How can

my

Miles.

20 miles over a rough country
road ? I want them to be in their new home the first of June.
The road is quite rough, and over three mountains. Can I
haul them on a wagon on boards ?
When is
2. I would like to take them as early as I can.
1.

the best time, in

move them

I

movi'

warm
way

in this

bees

or cold

weather?

Will

West

?

it be safe to
Virgini.^.

Answf.rs— 1. Yes, fasten thfim in place so they cannot slide
around, and they can be safely taken. Look up back numbers of this journal, especially within the past few weeks, and
you will find some information on the subject.
2. In the spring, when it is neither too hot nor too cold, is the
If the weather is freezing, the combs are brittle
best time.
and will break in hauling. If too warm there is danger of
the bees smothering, and if ventilation is lacking the combs
may be broken down because too soft.

does

Prof.

Cook, you hardly needed to

us that optimism
was your "ism." I wonder if you have sufficiently meditated the evil of optimism right or wrong always through
thick and thin.
Pardon the suggestion.
How sorely the
world needs a few more persons who are neither optimists
nor pessimists, but capable of seeing with clear, uncolored
eyes both modest good and sneaking evil
Between the
pull and the haul of the optimist and the pessimist it seems
at times as if all mankind were being divided into two
self-neutralizing parties.
Nothing so bad but half mankind will excuse it and nothing so good but t'other half
will condemn it.
O that young students, and young people
everywhere who are in the formative period of life, might
realize the importance of not making theniselves partisans
in this important matter!
But we won't call Prof. Cook
a professional optimist, eternally proud of his profession
not unless he commands us to. Page 27.
tell,

—

—

!

;

MELTOSE AND

How

ITS

MAKERS.

pleasant it is (though oft a bit humiliating) to
find people very much more reasonable than we smelt them
to be!
This anent meltose and its makers. Not the "cunning little feet" that gathered honey but the "cunning little
thief."
The words which stirred our dander were partly
inadvertent, and the firm are willing to them. Do us no
harm to be civil on our side. On careful and repeated

Moved Bees Uneasy
What

should

I

do with

my

in

bees?

the Cellar.
I

have had them

in the

cellar abo\it 30 days, they having been expressed 120 miles
by train. The temperature of the cellar is 38 degrees inside,
and about 5 outside. The bees do not seem to rest easy, flying
and crawling continually. The hives have a solid board on
the bottom, and I have lifted the board a little on the top. I
have the cellar perfectly dark, and the hives on 2.\4 planks,
and about 2 feet off the ground. There are about 200 dead

Illinois.

bees lying around.

—

Answer. It was expecting a good deal from the bees to
them a ride of 120 miles in the middle of winter, to put
them directly in the cellar without flight, and then ask them
The 20 dead bees in 30 days is a very small
to be good.
number if there arc 50 colonies, and nothing to be alarmed about
if there were only 200. I'm afraid there may be more dead bees
on the floor of the hive. The thing for you to do is to do what
you can in the matter of temperature and ventilation. If your
thermometer is at all reliable, your cellar is too cold. If there
are colonies enough to make it worth whili-. a coal-stove would
give

I

be the thing to raise the temperature to aO degrees or more,
and then let it settle and stay at about 4.5 degrees. But don't
use an oil-stove with nothing in the way of a chimney to carry
out the smoke or gas. It you have only two or three colonies,
you can help matters at least a little by taking into the cellar
hot stones or jugs of boiling hot water corked tight. You can
lay hot bricks on the covers of hives, or you can remove the
covers and put old carpets or cloths of any kind over the

Keb.
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frames and then hi)t bricks on tlioso. As t(i viMitllatloii, lliiiay
be thiit it is all ri^lit, and It inay not.
If tlio air of llm cellar
smells fmil an<l closo, try Id cloar It up.
Iloniove docayiiiK
vegetables if any aro present. Open tlie inside door and lei iho
If you cannot do Ibis in
air from upstairs gn into tln^ cellar.
It
dayiifjlit because of the bees comiiiK np, do it at ni;;lil
may b<' lliat opening an inside door will do all that Is neediil
to bring up the temperature.
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2. Which do yon think will be the best to uho, the 10frame or the H-frame hive ? Of I'ourHO there will be more bi'e«
and larger swarm-t In the KJ-frame. and it will take more to
feed them through the winter, but I thought they would winter betl(!r,thr' larger body together. What is your experience?

I.MIIANA.

.

Answkkh.--

1.

Iteing too

much crowded may have caused

bees to build the sections to the separators. Sometimes,
however, they do It without bidng too much crowded, and I
hardly know why.
Your own experience in the matter is a great deal, and
They cerstick to them.
if sou found lOframe hives best,
tainly do not require- so clo-^e watching for safe wint<!ring as
do the 8- frame hives.
thi'

The Dr. Miller Hive Bottom-Board.

'.'.

On page

70, Mr. Doollttio describes the Dr. Miller boMomboard, but his discriptlon hardly tallies with Uw picture tli.ii>
given.
Which Is right? And how is tlio bottom-board inaile ?
SuUSCltlHKlC.

— Mr.

Hsually very careful to make
no incorrect statements, and the present case is no exception.
Mr. Doolittle describes the bottom-board as I used it for years,
and it is no little gratilication to me to know that a man of
such experience and judt;nieiit lias <;iven it his approval. 'I'Ih'
reversible feature was the valuable thing about it, allowing a

Answer.

Doolittle

New Swarm Rearing

is

and as hallow one in summer. The reversing necessitated lifting;' tlie hive every time, which I consider a small cost for the advantage.
Hut I thought it would
be better if I co\ild change to the shallower space in summer
di^ep space in winter

a

Queen.

When a colony swarms, if I catch the queen and kill her,
and give the swarm a frame of young brood and eggs from a
Ii.unois.
select queen, will they rear a queen?
Answkr.— I don't know. If you should kill the queen
immediately upon hiving tin- swarm or before hiving it, there
would be a probability that the swarm would desert the brood
and return to tin' old hive. If it was a second swarm there
might be more than one queen. If, however, yon should wait
perhaps 24 hours before removing the queen, you would have
Hut if you try the plan it is not
a pretty sure thing of it.
very likely you will follow it up. for the colony will be badly
"
reduced before any new fielders '' appear on the scene.
Preparing Bees for Moving, Etc.

My

1.
first of

best

way

We

I have 6.5 colonies to move about the
would like to have your advice as to the

brother and

March.
to

will

We

prepare them to move.
move them to northeast Missouri.

country for bees

Is that a

good

Iow.\.

'.'

—

without the lifting.
the space in summer,

So

1

devised a false bottom to

fill

up

making the expense more and the labor

less.

In the picture you see at the left a bottom-board with the
bottom in it, ready for summer use. For winter all that
is necessary is to slide out the false bottom, and you have
the space two inches deep. Back of this bottom-board, standing up, is another false bottom, showing the under side, but
the light upon it was so strong that at the right hand side
there is nothing clearly defined about it.
Now, as to the making: The bottom board is a plain box 2
inches deep, and open at one end. It is made of six pieces of
stuff: two pieces 2'J}i\2, one piece 12;sx2, and three
pieces I'SyixTj'i. The outside dimensions of the false bottom
are IS^x •lxl>2. It is constructed of two pieces IS^xl^x
You see,
j^, one piece 10xl'4^x>2. and two pieces 1 x9;'sx'4.
it is made on the same general plan as the bottom-board, only
smaller and much lighter. When in use, the closed end of the
false bottom is toward the entrance.
false

%

1

While talking about the picture I may as well tell you a
more about it. The hive that you see has its entrance

little

closed ready for hauling. A piece of wirecloth folded over
the ends and bottom is placed against the entrance and held
there by a piece of lath with a nail at each end. and usually another nail in the middle driven through the lath into the front
The stand on which the hive is placed carries
of the hive.
double and is a very simple affair. It is made of common
fence-boards 6 inches wide. Two pieces 3 3 inches long are
nailed upon two other pieces or cleats 24 inches long. That's
all.
Of course the longer pieces are uppermost.

Sticking
1.

I

Comb

to Separators— 8 or 10 Frames.

had some trouble about the bees sticking honey

the slat separators.

on too long

:

is tlie

reason

?

that ought not to make
have room to store it.

still,

else they did not

What

to

believe I left it
much difference, or
I

Answers. 1. Specific instructions for preparation can
hardly be given without knowing just what kind of hives you
You will, however, besides the information you can
hav<'.
get in your text-book, get some instructions from answers
given in this department in late numbers. It may be repeated
here, that the chief thing is to have the bees securely fastened
in. the hives with provision for abundant ventilation, by having top of the hive covered with wire-cloth or otherwise, and
then to have the hives firmly fastened so they cannot move
about in hauling, with the frames running parallel with the
rails on a railroad, and parallel with the axles on a wagon.
2. I don't know about the particular localities in that
region.

m

Filling

•

^

T Supers with Sections.

I see you speak of filling supers with empty sections and
then putting in the T tins. I fasten the T tins to the bottom
Ohio.
Is that the best way ?
of the super.

—

T

tins loose, for the sake
I prefer to have the
The super is reeasier to take out the sections.
Then it
tins and all.
versed and the contents pushed out,
is an easv thing to lift the tins from their places, after which

Answer.

of

having

it

T

the sections can be separated. But " filling supers and then
putting in the T tins " hardly gives the right impression, for
put in the
it might be understood that the 24 sections were
super and then the T tins were put in, which woul4 be imposThe first row of sections is put in one end of the super,
sible.
tlien a T tin is slipped under this first row of sections, and a
T tin is in like manner put under the second and third row.
In filling the super it is not left on an exactly flat surface, but
little strips are nailed to the surface in such a way as to raise
the sections an eighth or a quarter of au inch, which gives
plenty of room to slip the T tin under the sections. Then
when the super is lifted from the board the sections settle

down

in their places.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward g-et their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. Y'ou can aid much
by sending- in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

—
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describinp and listing- tbe finest line of BEE•"»
T
1
in the world, is ready. U you
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X
have not been receiving a copy annually, send us your
name and address and one
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will be mailed you
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Company.

is

the riffht kind for them.

for free illustrated catalog-

and

We

have a

in the market.
full line of BEE-

price-list.

Marslifleld ManufacturJtig Corapany, Marshfield, Wis.
^'lease mention Bee Journal when writing

7 A 26t

ep"
NORTHERN
W^
are a few of
the many features in our
new Seed CatalogTie which

The following

The "Plain Truth about Grades.
'COhat the Microscope "RcVeals.
Our Methods Appro-Ved.
Ejctraordinary Free Premium
Offers, etc.
it:

J^o Ejc agger ation.
Most "Reasonable Prices.
The "Best Seeds.

We

because
without
it is

CATALOGUE FREE to

mail our largo
Seed Buyers.

am

sure

I

could

get along

not

and keep bees. So you can be sure
a welcome visitor to me every time.
C. E.

Chisago Co., Minn., Feb.

Lemon.

7.

For the Type-Setting Machine.
Here goes a dollar for 11102. and as soon as
that type-setting machine is ready I will send
another, or more, if needed.
It is a blank proposition, and, commencing
''
of the ladder, let us, like the
at the " Foote
Irishman, average up until the machine is a
bugle
the
bee-keepers,
Brother
realitv.
Geo. Ferguson.
sounds. Fall in line
Rock Island Co., 111.
!

Bae Books and Papers.
The advice to the bee-keeper who cannot afford to buy a text-book and at the same time
bee-paper (page S3) is all
experience. I have read all the
apiarian text-books published in America,
and, it I had to do without all the textbooks, or have one bee-paper, I would take
the paper; but I would want to select the
paper.
A bee-keeper who cannot afford one good
book, and a bee-paper besides, is indeed a
very poor bee-keeper in more ways than one.

subscribe

wrong,

Write to-day.

NORTHRUP7 KING &

in

for a

my

M. D. ASDES.
Sullivan Co., Tenn., Feb.

7.

Bees.

bees did fairly well last season, 20 colabout 40 pounds each,
averaging
onies
all housed in winter-eases with 3,'5 pounds of
stores each.
For the past 4 years I have been quite studious in bee-keeping, reading text-books and
bee-papers as well.
Though unlike most others in the beginning, it was not the love 1 had for the bees
Four years ago I
more selfish, perhaps.
visited my brother John, living in Maryland.
and
I was suffering terribly with rheumatism,
had been suffering tor years with paralysis in
my right leg. Well, 1 complained so much
my brother said (laughingly), get some bees.
.Speaking more seriously. 1 concluded it could
do no harm, if I could endure the stings.
" Well." said he, " there is something to
learn about bees that you may not enjoy— beeculture has recently become a science; you

k!S;.?8i»
"ALL RIGHT
anywliere
means
we
"

-

Seed Growers.

I

it

An Experience with

Perfected Farm S'eed^.
Corn Insurance.

will also find in

Profitable Pleasure.

My

should interest you:

You

A

keep only a- few colonies of bees, more for
pleasure than anything else, and to pay me
for the good time I had with them last summer they gave me 1,000 pounds of tine honey
This was from 18
(comb and extracted).
colonies, spring count, with an increase to 22.
that are now in the cell.ar in good condition.
The American Bee Journal is all right, and
I am not afraid to promise that as long as I
keep bees I will have the Bee .Journal also,
I

making SECTIONS, and they are the best

BASSWOOD

SUPPLIES. Write

Gold Mf dal and highestaward

at Fan-Amencan, October, lyoi. Illustrated 16-page circular free. Complete (atal'-'^'ue, 180 pages. 8x11 inches,
mailed f<tr 10 cents. Ask nearest uftice for book No. bi)

\

I

by

patent.

Mai'shlleld llanulacturing
Wisconsin

26

S.,

put them in
S.") colonies of bees, and
the whiter bouse Nov. 27; they were in good
condition. I think they ai'e wintering nicely.
I got about ):i of a crop of honey last season.
E. R. Wright.
Seott Co., iowa, Feb. 7.

have

Only Genuine Non-Moisture

^

l*«i)R0CKFORD, ILL.

111.

Gov. Experiment Stations,
t'anada, Australia and New
Zealand; also by America's leading
pouitrymen and thousands oC others.
Guaranteed to give satisfaction or
price refunded.
The 4>ri£!iial and

(iieat Big Catal<)guerUEE.
Nice big Pictities of eveiy variety.
nj hf^-^ Seeris Ic. per paok'g & up. A big; lot
ot extra jiack'^s; new sorts presenBuy
fti ted FREE witli everj' order.
direct from the Grower tc get Good Seecf.

>R.H.SHUMWAY
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price.

World's Standard Hatclier.
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Used on

price.
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CYPHERS INCUBATOR

in the world.

Niiiie ln'tter,
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or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &
""^

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
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*(iyfi
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^
Beeswax.
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paid for
low, upon

-writtii?.
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*M.0O foritonly

the oust MMitr is sutiwlied. Ab.sulutely the li,-M tU> vnM machine on the
niarket lU any prii e. Send for our

' free puiiltiy
bunk, "All lU^'ht."'
(Wtsteru orders shipped trom I'es Molue8,la.

CLAY PHELP3 IHCUBATOB CO.,
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STATION

6,
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read and

think, to bcoom(! i>iolU-li;iit."
niiil look down an old, ifiwiKv
Ijy
I'rof. A. .1. Cook In
1S7H.
Ill- llicii liiiniicil in(; iin(ilh(;r
" .Vluniiiil
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ihe .A|iiur.v." MdcnlUli-,
Well, Mialcallwl
iniifl
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Burlington

rfiicliijd

Every day during March
and April wo shall sell

III

yeur.s

Montana, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and N.W.Wyoming

and

our system of Reclining Chair
Cars (seats free) and Tourist Sleeping
Cars only $6 for a double berth

—

—

the regular Pullman cars,

to

the

makes

I

want

P. S.

to say

ri(;lit

here that

things lieinn eipial) or, in other words.
I do not think
bees know their keejier from
any olher iierson. I have frei|uent demonstiations to conviiiee me of that fact.
You
must know your liees, and not your bees
know you there is no mystery about that.
;

Every farmer could keep 2 or more colonies
prolitably in frame hives
box-hives and
;

black bees will soon be athintrof the jiast. I
have the S-fraine Simplicity hive, and Italian
bees.
I
hope soon to present you with a pic-

Co., Wis., Feb.

Snow=Storm
piize wiDDiDg pool try for 1902, printed In colors,
illustrates anrt describes 60 Varieties of Pooltry;
[irlces

of eegsand siocl.

Send

10<^

Manyhinlsto

tn silver or

stamps for

this

H. II. GIJEIUEK, Florin, I'o.
Mention the Atn^ricati Bij Joar nal.

SlDSt

Poultry

Paper— 3

and book, "Plans

ttionths' trial

subscription

for Poultry Houses," 10 cents.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Inland Poultry Journal,
29Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Bull.
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Indiana, 0. 8. i.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

GomD and
iractetl

season

clover,

and

3.

In

New

York.

We

are having a terrible snow-storm to-day
the roads will be impassible to-morrow, I e.'cpect.
Our bees in the cellar seem to be in
good shape.
The State (N. Y.) Bee-Keepers" society is to
meet tomorrow, but I don't see any way of
getting to Geneva, only 30 miles away, so I
will have to stay at home,
F. Greiner.
Ontario Co., N, Y., Feb. 2.
;

U-

Honey!

State price, kind and quantitv.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St.. Chicago
3jAtf
Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.
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eithirstral^^htorsSS.
Ser i';'fuir''-w,"'S'
" '"","' ""^ ""•«*" from 24 to 60 inches.
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?vh
l'
hite hickory
«
axlea.stee hounds.
carry 40..0 Ihs. «hy not t-et started Guaranteed to
rit'ht"p,rttinS
in one of these wagons.
We make our steel wheels
to Ht any wafc-on. Wiite for the catalog.
It is trie

£

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

CO.,

BOX

16,

QUINCY, ILL.

t>o<il( iiit'l

a y.-ur's

[

\

ilncubatorGo.
Box

17,

Ncwion. Iowa,

mention Bee Journ al when vnting

Ple^'^e

UalfH to tFie .Nor thwoHl. Heginning March 1st, and every day thereafter
during the months of March and April. ISKia,
the Great Northern Railway will sell one-way
second-class settlers' tickets at very low rates
to almost all points on its main line west of
St, Haul and .Minneapolis.
Low rates will
also be made in connection with the Great
Northern, from Chicago.
The rate from St. Paul, Minneapolis and
other Eastern terminals, to .Montana points is
from ?1.T to .<20; to points in Washington,
$22.50 to .*2."). The rates from Chicago to
Montana points is from ?2.5 to .*.S0, and the
Ii<)W

highest rate to points in Washington is *;«.
Equally low rates will be made to other stations reached by the (ireat Northern Railway

and its connections.
The journey must begin on the day of sale
of ticket, and tickets will be good for stopover ten days or less at points on the (ireat
Northern Railway west of and including
Harve. .Mont.
This is the best opportunity that has ever
been offered to parties who wish to investigate the many advantages ofiered them in the
great Northwest.
Information about Great
Northern country is given by the Agent of
Great Northern Railway, or those desirous of
ascertaining just what opportunities are offered there can secure full information in
reference to land, climate, crops, etc.. by
writing to .Max Bass, G. I. A., 220 S. Clark
St,, Chicago, or to F. I. Whitney, ti, P. i\: T.
A. Great Northern Railway, St. I'aul, Minn.

went out.

^^ri/iik.,.i

Wintering

All RigJit.

We

have had very cold weather the last
month, but the bees are wintering all right,
as far as I have been able to tell.
I have been
experimenting some with out-of-door wintering, and they are all right yet.
I cannot get along with my bees without
the " Old Reliable;" I read it every week.
A. W. Atkekson.
8.

Wintering Well— A Good Swarm.

Electric

for

—

Jasper Co,, Mo., Feb.

Handy
Farm Wagons
work
man

!<»«•

P. S.
The snow-storm raging Sunday continued until Monday night. Our roads are
blockaded; we received no mail, and none

<

_

Koiiil

try puptT.

Chicken.

S"''' 'o 'he Farmer at » bolesale
Ul'41MMMa1 "f^"''atalOK Free.
'.«a«|*>tB.S.Sl i'rires. Folly IVnrrnnled.
COILED 8PRING FENCE CO.,
.j^SmSSmSH
„
•"• Boi H»
Winchester.

47Dtf

last

on sweet clover and buckwheat,
I got only tjUU pounds of salable honey from
3.D colonies.
We will hope for a better crop
this year.
Chas. Luebke.

Rock

FINE CATALOGUE
GREIDER'S
of

Irii-.

believe that

a total failure

Chicago.

pives reasonable
pouliry raisers.
noted book.

I

The lioney crop from my bees
was far from promising on white

EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agent C. B. & Q- "y-

"loKuo

(all

fortable

giving particulars.

I- h< ihI
t)i(rly (lA«n' Tree (rUl. It
'irliitfl lni|trovi-ni<-ii(H, llm-v vinllN
|tnt«-nt '-opiKT |tl|if) hrnlliiK Hytiti'fn, taU-xy
I""M'. niilt-rrj-. |KTro«t Kilfillulor, (.-fc. i nt-

Ktint'.

Report of the Past Season.

and convenient way to the
Ask you nearest ticket
agent about it or write me for a folder

HAWKEYE INCUBATOR
on

whl. h

one man can handle bees as well as another

Burlington Route the most com-

Northwest.

V...1
III.

;

;

in addition

\30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

liave heeii followini;
instriiclioiis
well
however, with the humlrcils of
received I have become immune to the

ture of my apiary.
I desire to say, brietly, that since I have
lieen
so
infatuated with apiculture, the
fever has rajred so incessantly that it has
crowded out all symptoms of rheumatism.
Now, I do not want to be misunderstood; I
do not say it was bee-stings or enthusiasm I
do say it must have been one or the other.
Daviess Co., Ky., .Jan. 4.
.J. M. Hall.

from Chicago to
and Denver,

Billings, Mont.,

Chicago to Pacific Coast

I

lo

1

lu-etty

Cheap Tickets
To The
Northwest

Hiii-ii

man

slxtli year, ilu'

slin(,'s

fast train service

Htiiii'ii

\va« pcrHiniiled liy our iilcl
siudy inedlclint, I wan In
Doctor wa«.">i>i licsearidipd
iiroiiiid and foiiml an old Comli-y's tpLdlinir
l)nol(, and liM-ncil to ihc word '• baker."
I
roiild only iim.'-li-r one syllable. He liuid, " My
>,rood tioy, you will make a doctor but j-rjii
niiisl follow inslnictions."
In the past four

nut liaidi

my

Our

ii|i

Muntml "

iiiL-ilicitie

St. Paul,
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The bees are, as usual, wintering comfortably on their summer-stands. Since the introduction of the tight-frame hive into the
apiary, uniform success and most gratifying
results have been obtained.
The honey-yield last season was abundant,
I had one prime swarm, which issued from a
32-frame hive. It was hived on 10 frames, a
number of which were wired, and had the
least sign of a starter.
Those that the bees
wanted for ijrood they built up with workercells, but those they i;eserved for honey they
built up in drone-cells a super was alsoadded
at the same time, which they tilled in about
;

To make cows pay. nso

Sliiirples

"BuBiness Dairying"

«

Cream Separators. Book
Oat. 212 free,
Chester.Pa,

W

THIS

IS J. R.

WATKINS,

the president and founder of the J, R.
Watkins Medical Company, Winona,
Jlinn., U. S. A., the proprietors of
the world famous

Watkins'

Remedies.

\ oil "ill find this picture -t Mr. Watkins and
his sitrnatiiie as above on everv tabfl. wrapper,

cartoon and package of \Vatkms' Kem-dies. It
is the trade mark— the stamp which marks the
(.'eniiine from the spurious and worthless. Some
unscrupulous men will attempt to sell > on ether
prepar;itions tor thepenuine Wjit kin Remedies,
They will declare that others, which they are tryinp to sell, are *just as good" as Watkins' Remedies. In order that you may not be deceived we
put on the picture and this'slpnaturo to protect
you from fraud. Alwaysinsist upon the genuine
with the portrait and signature of J. R. Watkins*
as above. Take no others, for no others are s-i
good as the oi-iginal and only Watkins' Remedies.
-;•

Free! Free! Free!
We

mail tree

t'l

any address "Watkins" Home

Doctor,
an illustrated book of lOO pages the
finest of the kind everprinted. containing much
valuable information, ititerestinir. in^t-uctive
"

andhumorous reading matter, astronomical

ca(-

weather forecasts, flrst-class cooking
and matter relating to larm and home;
something for every member of the
family, old or young.
eulatioiis.

recif-es.

in short,

J. R. Watkins Medical Co.,
10 Liberty St., U Inoiia, Minn., U. S. A.

The
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What seems to be noteworthy
is, that the queen was reared
the fall, in an observation hive in
which she passed the winter on the summer
stand. The hive was wrapped in a heavy
woolen blanket, but they breathed the air as
it came along, which was at times about 20
degrees below zero.
However, they came
through the winter in good shape, but were
set out under the trees too early, and many
died from the effects of cold, as the space between the glass was only li.< inches, and the
height sufficient to admit three frames.

Feb.

three days.

HEADQUARTERS

about this swarm
late

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiue^

ITALIAN OUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...
D.

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City, HI.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending- the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence,

business (until further
dressed,

whether

social or
notice) should be ad-

BLOCHER, Denbeigh,

D. J.

N.

same.

^sB^^"

In the beginningRural carriers

r

were allowed to
sell boxes to patrons.
So many

;

unanimous for " Uncle Sara's Favoras its fame has spread over the land.
us.

i

Please mention Bee journal "when -writing.

'

Write for it n""*..
THE DEniNd to., SALE>I, OHIO.
Wefit«rn Agte.. Henion A Habbell, Chicago.

Fleatse

[l Is free.

mentioa the Bee Journal.

US,

BUT

PAGE a Pi.l.-ndid fi.rm tfiioe?
FA»iK HOVKN WIKK FKNCK CO.. AKKI *N. JIM II.
f lease mention Bee Journal -when •wilting.
Ill

flriil

Tlic

Almost a Lifetime — If one were to

count

the manufacturers who have been in business
continuously for a generation they would be
found comparatively few in number, and yet
among them would he that old and well
known house, the Elkhart Carriage & Harness
Manufacturing Company, of Elkhart, Ind..

whose ad appears

in this issue.

You

money by buying from
C. H. W. WEBER,

"«

2146-314S Central Ave.,

ter,

bees are

and

all

hope

I

CALIFORNIA RED
I

This concern

has been in business for twenty-nine years
and during all that time has been selling
direct to the consumer at lower prices than
many factories charge dealers. The great saving effected by dealing with ibis advertiser is
Their line of vehicles and
at once apparent.
It embraces
harness is larger than ever.
many patterns shown at the Pan-American
Exposition, where the Elkhart people not
only exhibited against some factories noted
for their high prices but carried oil honors,
Their new catalog presents the comtoo.
plete line, and a copy will be sent free to any
one who mentions this paper in writing. Address, Elkhart Carriage t^c Harness Manufacturing Company, Elkhart, lad., and please
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing.

Sure llntc'h Incubators hatchbure.
^oininon Sciiae KrooderM take gooil c^ira
I

work and
it.

Let

full of honest poultry informalion
Y> a ousht to havo
Write at once, adilressiue nearest tiouse.
us send it to you.
is

Sure Hatch lncubatorCoMClayCenter,Neb.,orColuiDbus,0.

Please mention Bee Journal -wh^n wTitinc

For Sal6, Reasonable ^^nJ^^
Leghorns exclusively — Single-

Tumblers.

Cotnb, White and Brown;

this

my

ful '' into
to clear the

drift too

much

of the

apiary and causes

me

snow away from the

" beautito

have

hive-en-

trances of all colonies oftener than I have had
to do in other winters.
Bees keep quiter, remain clustered longer,
consume less stores, and come into spring in
much better condition when the snow is kept
away from the hive-entrance of every colony
in winter.
I lipped up the front of ever,v hive on Feb.
6, and brushed off the few dead bees that were
on the bottom-boards, and never found so
few dead bees under the hive at this date.
With division-boards I crowded the bees of
every colony on from o to 6 combs of capped
stores of the best quality, and then packed
4 inches of forest leaves at the sides, front,
back and top, the same as I have done for

many

Wm. McEvoy.

years.

Ontario, Canada, Feb. 10.

Bees Can

Heap— Illustpation.

Hardy sorts. Nursery grown, for windornament and hedpes. Pre paid, SI
to^lUper II»0-:.U(;reat RaiL-ainst" select
breaks,

from. Write at once for free Catalogue
.and Harpain Sheet. Local Agents wanted.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the befit
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool Markets

a.nd

has a hobby which

Sbeep

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first,foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.
is

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO, ILL
^ease mention Bee Journal "when writing.

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80 ^
Perfect in

and

construction

action.
Hatchea every fertile
epg. Writeforcatalogneto-day.

GEO.
4SA26t

H.

STAHL, Quincy.

III.

Mention tue American Bee Journal.

o
WANTED some

to 125 colonies of bees in

have room

location where I can
1(X) miles of

for 3 apiaries, within

Chicago— in Indiana, Michig-an, or Wisconsin.
6A4t

Address,
100 BiHce

W. HILMAR,
.London .Ont. Cax.

St.

.lll:l:;.SdrM:M
Get

In the Bee Journal of Jan. 16, page 42, I
see the question, "Can bees hear'" Now, I
think they can. About 36 years ago I started
I
in the tee-business in Thisted, Denmark.
had the German and Scandinavian bee-papers.

weekly.

EVERGREENS
I

having a pretty steady, cold winter
time, with frequent, high winds

20 egg's

7A3t Geo. M. Deer, Sylvania, Ohio.
Please n.entioi Bee Journal w^eu writina.

doing well so far this wincome out " right side

Co., Texas, Feb. 9.

We are

liille chicks. Onrfreecat.'*! rueconCains hunreds of actual photographs of the Sure Hatch at

if

all will

We have been having some of the coldest
and most disagreeable weather the past two
weeks that I have ever seen in Texas, and I
have been here 32 years.
R. P. Davies. M. D.

here

WOOD

Twelve ounce cold rolled copper
tanks; hydro-safety lamps; cliiiiax
,sa etyheater;cor nitrated wafer re:rulator, and the best system of lieatiiip and ventilation is what malies

up'' in the spring.

which often

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Winter in Texas.
My

lowest prices.

etc., at

will save

was

Condition of Bees in Winter.

EXCUSE

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.
The Standard Honey- Jars, Langstroth

Prompt

hives,
it

winter as well as the hybrids.
I enjoy reading in the Journal what people
in other States have to say about bees and the
honey crop.
Charles Ellis.
Newton Co.. Ind., Jan. 28.

Lamar

d.in't J.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

down" more.

with the "incomparalili:-

BORDEAUX NOZZLE^

lOd onr worl«i'(* be(*l outlit you ore alf-o *
lute maater of the situation.
Icsecta hwi tlis-(
leaa. fall before Ibia all conijaerine outflt.;

|Sce the book,

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Hives,

have transferred a good many bees for
other people, besides my own, and I have
come across all kinds of gums and boxes, of
all sizes and shapes, and my experience is
that the 10-frame would be better.
I have tried the golden Italians but they do
not winter well, as far as I know anything
about them; and in view of what others say
who have tried them, they do not stand the

and
by patron;

ADRIAN, MICH.

ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR
FACTORY PRICES.

I

fate,

CO.,

Bee=SuppIies.

Italians.

The bee season of the past summer was
very good here, the bees doing very well.
Mine averaged 40 pounds to the colony. The
honey was as clear as any I ever saw. I took
some off that I could hold up to the light and
see clear through it.
I could put my hand a
little way off on the other side of a section
and could look through and see it. The honey
" boiled

FOR

—

fine body to it.
I left it on the
and that was what gave it the body

other makers be-

BOND STEEL POST

17.

has a

of ihem fell in
love
with
ihe

J Write

Joseph Co., Ind., Jan.

A Report— Golden

just the

1

-^

St.

Chrtsostom.

Dak.

Gets there

ite,"

B. J.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

4Atf

are

in

Wishing to give this young queen a fair
chance. I put her together with her bees and
brood, into a hive, and added 13 frames containing some stores, and set this hive in the
place of another. Being thus encouraged and
assisted by the additional force of tield-bees,
she was able, some time in July, to lead out
the large swarm as above noted.

27, 19i 2

TiO

chickHfroin

f>0 etrt's

nften.

HATCH EVERY GOOD EGG EVERY TIME.
Never t'Ctaoutof
atziigbt.

urder.

Needs noall*!ntion

Hegulatea perfectly. Beaton eartb,

cnr„„c;-.«»C .Catalopae BDfKKlE IM'UBATOR tU.
DUtggdlZe$d Ho, 53, 2c
SpriogQeld, Ohio,
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Top Glass Honey-Jars

ii

his wisli,
liiinclh wiili
al

anil wimii lo the Ijeo-liW™ and wIukiIimI
the sont; " So lelmn wlr, so ielicn wir, so IcIpcti
wlr ftlle liiL'e, bei iler alleselioiihlcMi sauf eonia (lernnin liiiic, iilways the
pagnl," clc.
The liens, sinelliriK' 'he hoiiey, eaiiie
tune.
ami eleanod his haiuls oir. The next day he
went a little further away and tried the smnn
experinienl and the result was the same tim
bees ate all the hoiuiy but did not harm the
man, anti in time lui eould eall Ih!iu faraway.
Then tried the same experiment. I had a
^'arilen-luiuse, or summer-hou.se, and in a few
days eould eall the bees into the hou,se by
the thcnisand at a distance of a bloek. One
flue afternoon I invited a party of friends
(eonsislint; mostly of ladies) lo afternoon
ootl'ee in the siiuuner-house, and, when my
table was complete, I told them I expected
some more friends, and, stepping to the door
I whistled, and in less than a minute the room
was full of bees. The ladies were so frightened that Iliey all jumped uj). and the result
was that I had all the eotTee for myself. So,
surely, I think bees can hear.

honey

;

—

t

QyeeiisijoiislioiiKlHave

The

Honey-QatherlriK-

ir

Ih ffiadi;

r^t.

Hint

68 lbs.

comb honey

tii-al

lutK*!

<:ikf;H

John

Tonner.

Cook

Co.,

Our

Advertisers. — We do not make a

111.

P.

practice of devoting much space in our readtake
ing columns to our advertisers.
pains, before allowing them to buy space of
us, to llnd out that they are considered reliable, and after they have used our space for

We

some time we get

know, through

to

our

readers, somethiug of their product and of
the manufacturer, breeder or advertiser him-

attariicd, il

han'lKime a
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colony besides increase and stores for winter.

Comb-Huney Produced.
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It would dazzle you." -Wm. Envoy,
Ontario (lover men I Inspector of Apiaries.
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Does blood lell in other stock ? (Jive
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breedinfc the queens offered — not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
piving last season an average yield as

nleul

flat

the lop hh

U

shown

Wlnterintc Qualities.
Up lo the present (January 3ftj I never found
these bees to show ihe least indication of unrest
—always perfectly quiet. They are winterio^f
perfectly.— Frank T. Adams, Brantford, Can-

in the picture.
praclically air-li(fhl,

is

Ihusperniittini^no leak,

which

16

an iiiiporlaul thinfj

with

honcy-

eellers.

We

ada.

can furnish these jare, f.o.b. Chicago,
at these priocci: One gross, $5.00; two i?ros8,
$4.75 a gross; five or more gross $4..50 per

General Commendation.
Out of those fiueens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever

gross.

owned. Remember that is saying' a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter belter, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in sprinjr better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the seasou they gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase. <ilad you
are g'oiug' into the ijneea-business, and are yoing
to join the ranks ajjain. We are much in want

If you try them once you will likely use no
other kind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey-jars.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&

140 Erie Street,

CUICA<iO, ILL.

-

men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 3o5 col-

of a few
onies).

S. T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: "The
in my apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you. and they are grand bees."

blood

self.

Many a person or company has advertised
with us for two or three months, then dropped
out and was never heard of again; while
others commenced modestly have an article
of merit to start with, find a general demand
for it, it tills the bill, year after year the article is improved by their experience, it is sold
reasonably and continue with us without in-

—

—

terruption.
It is

always sate to patronize this class of

You are pretty sure of a fair
advertisers.
deal, because they cannot afford to do otherwise.

An

instance:

The Page Woven Wire Fence

Co., of Adrian, Mich., have used our columns
continuously for years: they have established
themselves in the confidence of our readers,

and they could never have done so if there
had not been real merit in their fences. Their
business has doubled up year after year, until
(we are credibly informed) they use the entire
output of wire of their extensive steel mill, at
Monessen, Pa., in their own fences.
They do not claim to sell fences the cheapest but they do claim that since they make
their own steel and wire they have a wire
especially adapted for fencing purposes, and
one that will sustain the specUil Jeatures in
Page Fences.

WANTPD
^^l^ L^L7
I
''
locality never

Prices of Queens.
Thev are dutv free to the United States.
Tested, $2.in' each; $10.00 for 6; $ls 00 per dozen.
TTuiested until Julv 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.00 per dozen. Same after July 1st, Sl.OOeach;
$5.50 for 6; or $10 iMi per dozen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selected tested queens are offered.
Every one has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and Carnioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Address,

Bow Park

1902

We

Send

tlie

Liberal Discounts tc tbe Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Larsest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Snpplies In

tlie

Nortlif est

^^^^

fail;

\m^'

regarding

Send for circulars and

" Bee= Keeper's Guide."

for catalog.

close to good
market, thus insaring good returns on the investment. To associate with party of 20 years'
experience.
Reference, Editor American liee
Journal, for character, abilitv, etc. Address.
BEE-KEEPER, ti22Colorado'Ave., Chicago, III.
lo

FOR HIS

Canada

— Bee-Keepers' SuupliesI

are

you want the Bee-Book

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

HOLTERMANN.

Co., Limited. Brantford, Ont.,

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
L H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich

Partner, with capital, to keep
bees oa lar^e scale in honey

known

R. F.

If

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

the oldes

most

Binpham Bee-Smoker
For 23 Years the Best on Earth.
25Atf
T. F. BINOHAM. Farwell, Mich.
improved and

orig-inal

'

3*^-SI

We

lia?e tlie Best Goofls,

Went Like Hotcakes
A Nebraska customer when ordering a new
supply of our fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
cans, said:
"The last I got went like hotcakes." So it doe,''
people
More
might do well if they would
order this honey, or basswood, and sell it. It
not only goes oiT " like hotcakes.'' but it is
mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page OS.

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

.

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

H—We
sent

now

filled in

w

-

*

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lowfst Prices, and Best

Please mention

Hello!
w
PfP
A ^
^**

"

Sliiimino; Facilities

Bee Journal when writinp

and no "leftovers." Not a sticker in the house! Finest dovetail Hives
and Supplies in the world at maker'e prices. Service and shippingr facilities simply perfect. Let us estimate your wants. Correspondence iu^ited.

Our Standard Bred

Man

Queens

unsurpassed; Untested, 75c each; Selected Tested. il.W each.
rotation, beginning April IS. New 1'102 Catalog free.

THE FRED W. MUTH

CO., Front and

Walnut

Orders

Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

flease mention Bee Journal "wlien writing.

—

'

!

AMERICAN BEE JOUPNAL

144

We

27, 1902.

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

^"^"
Year

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

H1V6S, Exiraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

IN

THE

i
Xj

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

yf
JV

WE MAKE ONLY THE

BEST.

Jf

Our Falcon Sections and New Process FoundaHoo are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog- and copy of
The American Bee-Keeper free. Address,

jj

THE W.

FALCONER MFG. GO.,

T.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

4y

W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him, and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing;
P

Feb.

WANTED

''''
Year

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. ^^^jTJ^t^S^^^EltXllBEi'fi'J.''PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINU
Whv
an v»7t»llV
UUCS if SCII »U
well r
tT
LOSS.

Because it has always given better satisllj' rlrtf^e II. cf^il
faction than any other. Because in 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

T Send name

We

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

sell

Bee-Hee0ers' Supplies
fine pure-bred
for sale at very lo-w prices.

classic in Bee-Culture

J{

V
K

and Veil Material. L

^

Chickens and Eggs

V
J,

j;

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— RG\/ised,
The

I
R

OF ALL
KINDS »»*

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

Lf^X^r.' flPlflRIST

two out-apiaries on shares. Must
have experience, and be well posted in the bus-

Dadant's Foundation

— Price, $1.25,

j;

by mail.

Jt

to handle

iness.

Address,

DUNNE,

p. V\Z.

BEESWAX

hamllton, Hancock Co.,

River Forest, Oak Park Post-Offlee,

Cook

Co.,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

wanted

at all times

Please mention Bee Jnvimal

111.

wten

III.

writiiig.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "WTitinK

Ctiltfnfnia}
W'CtlllUrilKt
I

li you care to know of its
Fraits, Flowers, Climate

(i-(i-i)<fc-#i)-#'(i4)-(i-(i'4-#i)^

or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

The

Do You Produce

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, 12.00 per annum. Sam.

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

Here

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai
Street,

Market

-

.

4^

Nov.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
the BEST
necessary to make
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
I

If
e

use a

ESSENTIAL,

Mo

C<^
K<*<-

30, 1901.

you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for your
Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been held be-

honey.
cause of

"little

demand."

e

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, free on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

^^

I

need good hives, smokers, knives, and most of all, a
good honey- extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors
are used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

BEESWAX?

%

:

years pa^t I have had to render up old combs or cappings in larger or
smaller quantities, and my experience has been extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost
everv known method to get all the wax out. but have never succeeded to my satisfaction
until rpcentlv.
got of you a German wax-press, that comes nearer accomplishing that object than any thing I have ever tried. 1 am mure than satistJett with it. for. if used according to directions, tliere is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any iino used to the old methods will be astonished at the results obtained. In this press you have given those in need
of It the best thing, to ray mind, you have ever brought out. and I real'y believe all who try
There are nther points of advantage that 1 could menit will pronounce it a real treasure.
tion, one of which is Its perfect safety— no boiling over and setting tire to every thing, and
it can be left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can be kept neat and
E. T. Flanagan.
clean, and it occupies very little room.

For over

-K«
Salem, O., oneot their new catalogs of pumps
and spraying machinery, which ought to be
in the hands of every farmer, fruit-grower,

and

of "Spraying for Profit,'' which they sell at
10 cents, and give a copy free with every
pump they sell. Those who are in the market
for spraying machinery for the coming season will do well to correspond with the Deming Company, whose factory and main olHce
In corresponding, kindly
is at Salem, Ohio.
mention the American Bee Journal.

W^
%

should have the best wax-extractors, else large quantities of
^m. waxYou
will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and practical
bee-keeper says of the ROOT-GERMAN STEAM WAX-PRESS

Pumps and Spraying Machines.
We have received fruiii the Deiiiin^ Co., of

marliet gardener. The Deming people
the oldest manufacturers of these
goods in the country, and their line is most
•complete, emlji-acing all approved patterns of
bucket. l<nap-sack and barrel sprayers; also
Held and power sprayers. The adaptation of
these devices in recent years to painting and
whitewashing has materially enlarged their
The book contains a
.scope and usefulness.
very convenient sprayingcalendar; also direcusing various mixpreparing
and
tions tor
tures, all of which add to its practical value.
The Deming people publish a special edition

m-

will

->^»>

Please mention Bee Journal w>Len WTitif.3

among

EXTRACTED HONEY
You

Fonniation For Casli

at prices that are the lowest.

are

c

I

it

and

fork Wai

The Danzenbaker Hive

think will take precedence over all others. I am delighted with it, as it is
simple, and easily manipulated."
R. H. PepworTH,
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

Comb Honey ?

something that will interest you.
"

pic copy free.
330

is

1

Belleville,

-»t«
->§S

211

111.,

»

oec. 12.

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobbers and
agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents sent
We will also send you a little book, " Facts About
j'ou on request.
Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog, on request.
WANTED. Beeswax. Price, 28c cash or 30c in trade for pure
average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of white sage
in
extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB

a

—

HONEY

DANZ.

sections.

THE

A.

I.

GEORGE W. YORK &
to

them

CO., nEDiNA, ohio.

u. s. a.

CO., J;1SfcAGo,tLlT''

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for ROOT'S
for their free Catalog.

^headquarters
Send

ROOT
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closely that only half the hives show plainly,
as part are painted red and part of them white
the red ones show very dimly, however.

Weelily Budget.

\

A Bee-Keepixg Hog

the

is

title

I

Editor

Root gives the man who will locate himself
upon territory already fully occupied by

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
144

&

146 E rie St., Chicago,

III.

Class Mail-Matter.

Editor— George W. York.
E. E. Hasty.
Dbpt. Editors — Dr. C. C. Miller,
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R.C. Aikio, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
of this Journal

Sl.OO a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a j-ear extra tor postage. Sample copy free.
'Wrapper-Liabel Date of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
is

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon application.

!

E. R.

father as

and plenty of it for bees
very unsafe hobby.

in winter.

Not a

C. P. Dadant has had put upon him the
honor of being made one of the regular collaborators of Revue Internationale. ' Our
Camille'' knows a lot of things about bees,
and knows how to tell what he knows— probably better even in French than in English.

"

"

The Cow Pea

the

is

title

of the latest

publication issued by the Experiment Farm
of North Carolina State Horticultural Society

Southern Pines, N. C. This book, neatly
bound, and illustrated in plain and concise
manner, discusses the value and uses of this
important crop— the cow pea. Every reader
can get a copy free by writing to the Superintendent of Experiment Farm, Southern Pines,
at

N. C.
_

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,

W.
A.

Z.
I.

G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Hutchinson,

Root,

M. Hambaugh,
C. p. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

E. T. Abbott,
P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

J.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

formerly Assistant Entomologist at Washington, has been advanced
to the post of Apicultural Investigator in the
Department of Agriculture. The creation of
this special commission is one of great interest to bee-keepers, and it is a matter of no
little pleasure to know that they are thus

Frank Benton,

And

Mr. Benton

is

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

U^" more convenient, Dues may be sent
to the office of the American Bee .Journal,
If

when they will be forwarded to Mr.
who will mail individual receipts.

Secor,

Celluloid Queen-Button is a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

A

sale.

"

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one Cof the buttons!
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conwould wind up with the
started
thus
versation
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
I

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith is a reproducfurtion of a motto queen-button that we are
nishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
^
..
.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
the
oflSca
orders
to
all
Send
cents.
25
for
or 6
of the American Bee Journal.

—

Nominations for Directors. Mr. P. H.
Elwood says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture:
" In regard to

making nominations

tors before election,

why

Our Association

alone?

not
is

let

for Direc-

enough

well

doing well; but as

soon as nominations are made there will arise
the suspicion that some one or some clique is
trying to run it. Better put up with some
minor evils or inconveniences than to have the

camp

divided."

way of looking at it. But may
not some one take the opposite view and say
that some clique is running the National AssoThat's one

ciation

just because no nominations are al-

lowed.

No one

being named beforehand, a

any new name,
but will always-vote for those already holding
the position, while the scattering votes are
so scattering that no one candidate among
them can ever expect election. At present
there is practically no chmur for &ny except the
old incumbents, except some one resigns, de-

number

large

will not think of

clines a re-election, or leaves this world.

we

But

are not complaining.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold

its

annual convention

in

the City

and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1902, at 10 a.m. This promises to be an interestslOO

Offer.— Judge E. Y. Terrall,
Apiarist, made the following

in the

ing convention.

All are invited.

It is

desired

form an exchange for the protection and benof our bee-keepers. Come and aid a good
cause. It is expected that everj- county will be

to

ofEer

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.
urer, Forest City, Iowa.

;*j,x\ which fits over the body
of the hive, preventing the entrance of bees or
storm. I also use the super made after the
style of shipping-case with glass in the side.
The cover is easily raised at any time, allowing one to see at a glance how nearly completed the sections are.
After trying several
kinds I have concluded that my own make of
hive is superior to any other.
F. R. Webster.

well qualified for the posi-

tion.

Lone Star

lEuGENE Secor, General Manager and Treas-

ferring

recognized by the United States Government.

A

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

make

these hives the same size as the dovehive, and use the Hoffman frame, preit to any other, by experience.
The
cover to the hives I made is smaller than the
cover of the Simplicity hive, only I rabbet the
I

tailed

bottom edges

air

The

Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscrip-

Ugh

!

Root does not compare with
is
Still, he
a hobby-rider.
something of an equestrian in that line. Just
now the hobby he has mounted is that of pure
Editor

his

Entered at the Post-Offlee at Chicago as second-

The Subscription Price

Ugh

others.

The house contains 29 colonies, mostly in
hives of my own make, with half-lock corners,
glued and nailed both ways, and I have yet to
find one that has even started at the corners.

efit

B. Fagg, Sec.

After a research and study for a lifetime, I
I
failed to master the little honey-bee.
will give 12 months' time and SlOO to any one
who knows all about bees to answer two
questions that are of great importance to the

represented.

apiarist, viz

have been proposed, and the Executive Committee has ordered them to be brought before
the ue.xt regular meeting for decision. It is proposed to change the name to "Chicago-Northwestern iiee-Keepers' Association;" and to
change the time of meeting to " the first Wednesday and Thursday of December, or such
other days as may be selected by the Executive
Committee." The object of this is to make
Chicago the rallying point for the whole North-

have

" successfully" to fertilize queens
in confinement.
2. How to distinguish laying workers from
other bees.

How

1.

Cunning Judge

Terrall has a string to that

When

the claimant comes with his
answer to his two questions, the judge will
"
all about bees?

.$100.

s.iy to

him

:

"Do you know

and the man who knows enough to answer
those two questions will know and confess
that he has some things to learn. Then the
judge will say, " My dear sir, do you not
notice that my offer is only to any one who
knows all about bees? "
'

'

A Bee-House of
sented on the

first

F. R.

page.

Webster is preWhen sending the

picture he wrote as follows:
I send a picture of one of my bee-houses,
which is 50 feet in length and " feet wide,
double deck, with a walk back of the hives

'i}i

feet wide.

It will

be observed by looking

i^.S.

Loves Y,

J.

Pres.

—

Chicago. Some amendments to the constitution of the Chicago Bae-Keepers' Association

west, or so much of it as is likely to run to Chicago to trade or attend expositions. I believe
our association is now the largest local asso
remitted to the
in America.
ciation
National Association for 62 members. Our mailing list is about 300, or about '4 of those in our
Herman F. Moore, Sec.
territory.

We

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this ** Emerson " no further binding is neces-

^"^'
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paper will be pleased to publish the item,
which places the truth about comb honey before its readers in a very clear and concise
way.

The Frank

B.

White Company are agriculand are as clean and

tural advertising agents,

Comb Honey
the

Not Manufactured

is

an item sent to the farm
papers of the country by the Frank B. White
Co., of Chicago, who wrote us as follows:
of

headiiif;:

(ient/emeii

:

— You have doubtless noticed

number

comb honey on

the market, and any comb
honey offered for sale may be purchased with
entire confidence that it is genuine.
So many farmers are interested in honey,
commercially, that we thought a brief notice,
siinilartothe enclosed, would be a great favor
to your readers, in that it will start a counteragitation, and so restore the confidence of
honey-users. Will you kindly run this notice
in an early issue of your paper, of course
making no charges for it, as we are simply
doing this for the benefit of the honey-producers, feeling that a great injustice has been

done them;

Thanking you
are,

advance for the favor, we
Yours truly,

in

Frank
The item

B.

White Company.

referred to in the foregoing, reads

thus:

COMB nONET NOT MANUFACTURED.

A

statement has been going the rounds of

the press to the effect that nearly all the comb
honey on the market is manufactured by a
"cute machine," that the combs are filled
with glucose and capped over by a mechanical
process.
The tacts are, there is no such
thing as manufactured comb honey anvwhere
in the United States, and in proof of this the
publishers of leading bee-journals of un-

doubted responsibility offer one thousand dollars for evidence to show that comb honey is
manufactured, or that such an article is for
sale in the open market.
Although this offer
has been out for fifteen years and has been
duplicated by other responsible persons connected with the industry of bee-keeping, no
one has ever seen tit to take it up.

The United States Department of Agriculture has put out several published statements
denying the existence of manufactured comb
honey, and the American Grocer, the leading
trade organ of its class, assures its patrons
that all the comb honey on the market is absolutely the product of the bee.
The Frank

B.

White Co. have placed

bee-

keepers everywhere under everlasting obligation to

them

their part.

commendable effort on
Undoubtedly every agricultural
for this

—

in

of daily and weekly papers a recent
statement t,'oing around, to the elfect that
much of the comb honey offered tor sale is
artificial, cleverly manufactured bv special
machinery, and filled with syrup, of which
the principal ingredient is glucose. This has
been given such publicity that it worked undoubted and deplorable injury to the honey
market, so that in some localities the demand
for comb honey has fallen off almost altogether. A statement of this kind might be
e.xcused if it was founded upon fact, but the
truth is that there is not a particle of artificial

Surely,

they have interested themselves in a worthy
cause one in which we trust every farm
paper will co-operate, and thus aid in seeing
that justice is done fhe honorable industry of
honey-prod uction.

American Bee Jouknal —
a

" White " as their name indicates.

A

Spraying Bulletin

has been issued

by the Agricultural Experiment Station of
of Illinois, giving important
details of spraying that are excellent, but it
seems a pity mention was not made of the
the University

fact that for the

good of the fruit-crop, if not
good of the bees, no fruit-trees should

for the

ever be sprayed while in bloom.

And

reminds us that a certain AVm.
maker of spraying outfits, gives, in
private letters, some spraying instructions
this

Stahl, a

"in connection with the instruction on spraying in catalog.''

He

says:

" Allow me to advise that you give your
frees one additional spraying this year [lyoi]
while in full bloom, using for this spraying
Bordeaux Mixture and adding thereto Parisgreen in the proportion of 1 pound to 160 gallons of Bordeaux Mixture. Trees that have
been sprayed the past year while in full bloom
the results have been simply wonderful. In
most cases trees have been overloaded, with
scarcely a wormy or scabby apple, pear or
plum to be found.''

And

this in face of the fact that practically
the agricultural experiment stations and
experts protest against spraying fruit-trees
all

when in full bloom. Bee-keepers will know
how to condemn such advisers as Stahl.
Not only
bees

is

there danger of poisoning the

when spraying

in full bloom, but there
danger of killing the pollen of the delicate
blossoms, and thus preventing the full fertilization and consequent production of a crop.
is

Is Swarming Desirable ?— During the
winter months, and before the time for active

work with the bees arrives, the man or woman
whose veins are filled with the blood of a true
bee-keeper will spend many an hour planning
for what he is going to do when old Dame

Nature thaws out. Among the interesting
problems over which many will puzzle is that
of swarming.
Y'ears ago it seemed to be the

somewhat

B":PAPe^-^

settled opinion that for best results

each colony should give one swarm. Nowadays we hear less said in that direction, and

some of those who advocated it are among the
most earnest seekers after some plan by
which the bees may be thwarted in all their
efforts to swarm.

No, 10.
If Mr. A. is in a locality where there is a
single (low, that flow corning comparatively

from white clover, he will have alxjut
he can do to get his colonies in condition

early, as
all

for the harvest,

and when the forces of any

colony are divided by swarming, that means a
diminution of hie crop.
If Mr. B. lives where there is a long-continued flow, and especially if there be a good

late flow, a swarm coming early will be in
condition fo do fine work on the late harvest,
and together with the mother colony the two

will store more for the season than the mother
colony alone would have done if there had
been no swarming.

So the general conclusion is that in Mr. A.'s
swarming should be discouraged as
much as possible, while Mr. B. should do all
he can to encourage at least one swarm from
each colony.
locality

But is there not a general fallacy in that
general conclusion ;
Suppose each has an
apiary of .50 colonies, and he has pasturage for
100.
If Mr. A. keeps down all swarming he
will have more honey this year, but it he
allows his colonies to double by swarming
this year, will he not have a larger harvest
next year, and the years following ; So for

Mr. A. is it not the true policy to increase
he has his field fully stocked ?

till

If Mr. B. doubles
by swarming, he will
have more honey this year than if he had only
the .50 colonies to store. But suppose that instead of the swarms having only part of the
season in which to store, they would have
the whole of it, would not the yield be greater*
In other words, instead of having the ,-iO colonies and their swarms he could have 100 colonies without swarms at work throughout the
season, would he not have a greater harvest than with the 50 colonies and their
increase
So is not his true policy exactly
the same as that of Mr. A., to increase till the
field is fully stocked, and then, if he can, to
>

suppress swarming

!

not do to be too dogmatic in such
matters, and the reader will notice that questions are rather asked than statements made.
The subject is one upon which it is desirable
It will

to
in

have

light,

position

and the views of any who are
shed light upon it will be

to

gladly received.

Basswood and Wa.x-'Worms. —S.

A.

Niver, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, says that
while wax-worms bore or eat holes in pine
top-bars they never trouble those

made of
Have others observed this
Serious objection has been made to basswood in
any part of a hive on account of its undesirable habit of warping and twisting.
basswood.

;

;

Convention Proceedings.

|

Report of the Ontario Co., N. Y., Bee-Keepers'
Convention, held at Canandaigua,
Dec. 12
BY

F.

and

13, 1901.

GREINERj SEC.

I2th annual meeting of the Ontario Co., N. \..
Bee-Keepers' Association and a bee-keepers' institute was
the auspices of
in connection with the meeting, under

was the

held
Farmers Insti
the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of
tutes.

,

,

President, W. F. Marks, in his message, dwelt upon the
importance of organization at the present time, pointuig out
some of the benefits of the local organization and what had
prevailing low
been accomplished through it. He compared the
and suggested that
price of honey with that of an early date
producers to name the price of
it was about time for the
He censured the teachings that honey is a
that product.
fact
luxury, and called the attention of his hearers to the
and yet
that most of the food upon their tables was luxuries
much of it had come to be looked upon as a necessity, and
why not honey? He thought the bee-keepers, through their
periodicals, w^ere much to blame for spreading and mainidea, and it should be discouraged.
taining the luxury
producers of other foods did not try to make the con,

The

The

that their foods are luxuries. The bee-keepers
fix the price, but it is the duty of each
consumption.
to work up a local trade, and thus increase
He spoke of the display of honey at the county fair and urged
bee-keepers to take advantage of this opportunity to adverliberal
tise their honey, and at the same time to secure the
premiums offered. In conclusion he told his hearers not

sumer believe

should not only

to get discouraged, but to have
to work for that object.

some desired object

in view,

and

HONEY

STATISTICS OF

THE UNITED

ST.\TES.

to appeal
In the discussion following,
statistics
to the Government for aid in collecting monthly
pertainas to amount of honev produced, and other matters
ing to apiculture; but it seemed to be the sense of the meeting that the Government would not be able to collect reliable
data as the present staff of regular correspondents would
not be in any position to know or find out what the honey
it

was suggested

crop was. It was believed that the National Bee-Keepers'
Association could do this work much more effectively, and
a resolution was adopted later on asking the officers of said
body to devise a plan and put it in operation.

2

6, 19(

a most attractive feature of the fair. It was the general
opinion that, while bee-keepers take great pride in making creditable displays, they cannot afford to spend time
and money without fair pay.

"bee-keeping

—ITS

CHARACTER

AND REQUIREMENTS."

Taylor, of Michigan, delivered an address
on the above subject He said bee-keeping differed from
ordinary farming m-so-far as the bee-business was subject
to greater variation; there were too many exceptions to
the rules, and the bee-keeper had to be on the alert all
the time. The farmer may grind away each day without
much thought, but each day in the apiary brought new
work and needed thought; new problems had to be worked
To keep bees successfully, he said, one
out constantly.
Abundant and
would have to observe the following:.
timely breeding of worker-bees, requiring an abundance of
All shortstores, for bees used scantily from scanty stores.
age should be remedied at an early time. Sufficient supply
was not enough. Attending things in season was essential, procrastination is the thief of the honey crop.
In addition to giving plenty of honey some of the sealed
stores should be uncapped at short intervals, as bees would
not use sealed stores as fast as was desirable for best results.
The more they eat, the faster they would breed.

Hon. R.

It
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spreading of the brood, he said, should be practiced very
cauLiously, giving empty combs or uncapped frames ot
nuiicy in the center 01 tne brood-nest, as was thought best.
reconmiended the Heddon method for treating the
Jtle
young swarms, using Heddon hives of 5 Langstroth irames
capacity, with queen excluding honey-board between broodcliamber and supers. One empty comb given in the center of the brood-nest, he said, would prevent pollen being
SLored in the sections. He is getting all the surplus from
tne young swarms, drawing on the old colonies for bees
In the fall the young and the
to re-inforce the swarms.
parent may be united, killing the old queen, thus practically re-queening all his colonies that cast swarms.
many bee-keepers, he said, have I seen, that would leave
the supers on the mother colonies, giving no surplus room
to the swarm, thus losing the greater part of the crop.
In
view of the fact that section honey built by swarms is
always of higher quality than honey stored by old colonies
over old combs, it is advisable to get all surplus from
the
swarm, for the market demanded unstained section
honey. If it was desirable to produce well-filled sections,
sealed all around, then not too much room should be
given.
In other words, the bees should be crowded
but
if quantity is the object regardless of fancy filling, then more

How

;

room should be allowed.
All comb honey, as soon
boxes, when
was needed.

found,

to

as

finished,

should be

taken

warm, dry room unfinished
be returned to hives where room

from the hives and stored

in a

;

THE GOVERNMENT AND MATING OF QUEENS.
Further, it was proposed that the Government establish
an apicultural experiment station on some small island where

The improvement of our stock should be looked after
during swarming-time. All queens from colonies not doing
well should be removed and queen-cells from good stock
should be inserted, utilizing as far as possible all the cells

no honey-bees were found present, and assist the bee-keepers
isolated
an
In
such
honey-bee.
the
improve
to
place the mating of the queens could practically be controlled, and such a course would be more effective than
mating queens in tents, for, when unconfined nature would

from the best colonies.
However, it was Mr. Taylor's opinion that Nature had
already done all it could do in the line of producing a
hardy bee, as well as one of greatest honey-gathering qualities
she had weeded out all the weak and the indolent,
while she had preserved the strongest and the diligent
a process that had been in operation a great many thousands of
years, we could therefore not hope to make any more gain

usually select the strongest drones as the successful ones;
It was bein the tent no such selection could take place.
lieved that we had just as good bees in America now as
anywhere on the globe, and what money our Government
expends in importing queen-bees from other lands might
better be made use of in the line proposed.

While the Association did not take action on this proposimatter was brought up again by another memUndoubtedly it will
ber, showing that it had gotten a hold.
be pushed on at some future time.
tion, still the

APIARIAN

EXHIBITS AT FAIRS.

securing of liberal premiums at agricultural
that even a single person could sometimes accomplish a great deal. The agricultural society in
a small town of Ontario County, had thus been influenced,
and had also increased the premiums on apicultural products and implements from 50 cents to about $30, in consequence of which the bee and honey exhibit had been

As

fairs

to

it

the

was shown

;

these directions.
In the line of perfect capping of honey, the honey-bee
might be improved. The color of bees could be changed,
or in other lines, wherein Nature had not busied herself,
had not cared seemingly to bring about greatest perfec"
tion, there we might expect to accomplish something.
As
in

comparison he said
Hardiness and fleetness had been
developed in cattle, and long horns had been given them,
so
they
might
protect
themselves
against
enemies
and endure the hard winters.
It was not possible to make
any improvement there, but evidently Nature had not
cared to develop the beef and milk-producing qualities of
cattle, and man had brought about wonderful clianges.
Tlie
difference between bees and cattle was, that Nature had
developed as far as possible those qualities in the bee that
are desirable for man; but she had not done this much for

a

:
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qiialilics

liigli

sess arc u( most value

to

llial

vicious nursc-bccs had instilled viciousncss iiilo tlicir blood.
Mr. Olmstead thinks he has some proof that qualifications
worker-bees have acquired, cannot be transmitted to the
future offspring of their mother.

catllc posto the caltU-.

present

</ur

man, but of no value

arc valuable both for the
•riie high qualities bees possess
pedigree
bees and for man. The bee had already a long
As to breeding out the swarming habit he said when
swallows and rabbits forget to rear young then bees wdl

Developing the

GENERAL DISCUSSION.
the

in

discussion

I

said he had more call
out.
was not tilled and sealed next to the wood of the sections.
Mr. Riker, of Iowa, asserted that he could take the poorest
queen of a whole yard and rear as good queens from her
It depended wholly upon the
as from the very best one.
manner she was reared, lie did not give a special method

rearing queens, except that they should have an abunof food. Others of the convention, however, took
Mr. Olmstead said that would eliminate all
exception.
Mr. Riker had observed that
chances of improvement.
there was a great difference in the longevity of bees from
of

dance

—

different colonies.

Mr.

more
that
fully

Olmstead,

of

New

York,

brought

out

this

point

He said he had found
clearly in his address later on.
some colonies would feed their young more plenti.

The young larv^ in some colonies
than others.
would be surrounded with an abundance of food, not so
in others, and he theorized that the more abundantly fed
develop into stronger bees, in particular as
larvee would
The -wings,
to their wing-power, than those scantily fed.
he said, are the most important indispensable tools for
"the field-bcc, and when they are gone, or worn out, the
The wings of the bee
bee's utility is gone and she dies.
develop at the very last end of the imago's life, and if the
growing insect runs short of material, the wings will of
necessity suffer most, and a short-lived bee is the result. To
ascertain the truth of the matter he had inade an experiment, selecting two colonies of equal strength one, which
seemed to provide their young always with an abundance
of food, the other, which exercised great economy in this
direction.
Into each of these colonies, both of the German race, he placed a comb full of newly-laid eggs at the
saine time, said eggs originating from a very yellow Italian
queen.
When the time came for these yellow bees to
become field-w'orkers he kept close watch of the two colonies.
The colony that fed their young abundantly, retained yellow Italian bees about two weeks longer than the
one which provided scantily.
Mr. Olmstead did not agree with Mr. Taylor on the
point that Nature always weeded out the poor colonies. He
said the bees that stored the most honey in the brood-nest
would come through the winter best, but they were not
the ones the honey-producer wanted. He would prefer such
bees as would store the least in the brood-chamber; but
Nature would weed them out without he interfered.

:

the city.
I know from experience that a great deal of honey can
I. am myself naturally
be sold near where it is produced.
disinclined to do any peddling, but for the sake of the
experiment I decided to make a trial this year. It seemed
pretty hard work for me, and I encountered some very
When you have to make a dozen calls,
unpleasant things.
have the door slammed in your face repeatedly, being treated
as though you were a dog, and then perhaps not sell anything,
or only a ten-cent box or so, is discouraging, and makes you
wish you had stayed at home. On the other hand, you will
meet pleasures unexpectedly; you will find some friendly
good people with whom it is a pleasure to deal and though
you may not always sell to them, you go away from such a
house with a good feeling. Sometimes these people are very
kind, accommodating and painstaking; they help you make
they insist on giving
sales with their neighbors and friends
you your dinner, etc. You feel encouraged, and- you begin

;

;

;

to think the people are not so

Occasionally you will

who
I

bad after

honey from his store.
trade; he may ask you

sells

all.

home
He may

enter the

of

a

storekeeper

you how you
you think it fair for you
tell

if
hurt his
to supply his customers with the very article he is trying to
even a
sell, he having to pay big rent, and you perhaps not
resident of the same town! You, of course, must meet his
argument somehow or other. If you sell extracted honey,
you can ask him how much of such honey he sells in a year,
or whether he sells any at all. If he does not, how can you
hurt his trade? It is right the opposite— you may benefit
his trade by developing the market, getting the people to
use extracted honey by showing them a good, pure article,
and letting them sample it— giving the children a taste, too,
telling the people how extracted honey is produced, perhaps showing them a photograph of your extractor and

A

year ago Mr. Terry said, in a paper read at the convention, that
bees would adapt
themselves to different
conditions
according to
the
environments.
If
bees
were employed for a term of years building comb
honey, they would eventually become a fixed comb-honey
strain.
Mr. Olmstead said he could not see how an
influence could be exerted upon the progeny of the queenbee by the workers, since they were not directly concerned
in propagating the race except as it might occur through
nursing the young.
To see what this influence might be,
he conducted another experiment, selecting two colonies,
one an Italian and extremely vicious, the other a brown
German and very gentle. The queens were exchanged and
results noted.
After a few days, and after the queens had
begun laying in their new homes, the yellow vicious bees
were nursing the gentle brown young, and the gentle brown
As soon as the
bees were nursing the vicious yellow.
yellow ones had hatched in sufficient numbers in the
German colony, they showed unmistakable signs of fight
But the black
just as their sisters in the other hive.
ones seemed to show the bad bringing up they had had,
and were found on the warpath, which he could only
account for on the theory of "bad company corrupting good
tnanners," the Italians giving the word and set the example,
the innocent blacks followed suit; and not because the

;

business center, and take what the commission man sees rtt
That is the easiest way. But is it the best
to give for it.
way? Do you get as much money out of your product as
you might or ought to? A great many people follow this
They are too easy to make an effort. I know
plan, I know.
of but few times that sales made by commission men for
me were satisfactory, and a great many that were most
Unwisely I sent a small lot of honey to
unsatisfactory.
The firm I shipped to quoted new
Pittsburg this year.
honey at from 17 to 20 cents before I shipped, and I supposed my honey would sell quickly somewhere near their
Rut what were the facts what was the result?
figures.
Well, after waiting over two months, returns were made
disclosing the fact that my honey had been sold at 12 cents
per pound! I considered that I had been swindled out of
The market report enclosed in the letter showed a
$15.
wonderful decline in price of honey in that market, although
having
and
place,
same
the
from
firm
another
their place of business on the same street, quoted me
Pittsburg business men are very
prices at 16 to 17 cents.
apt to quote high and sell low, all of them. I don't think in
But, after all, this one
other cities they are quite as bad.
The large centers are generally well supplied,
fact is true
The
often overstocked, and this brings down the price.
remedy seems quite simple: Do not scud your honey to

points

One member

Market.

this is perhaps
salesman
Very few producers are
Nevertheless, every producer of honey can, by
quite true.
a little effort on his part, do something towards creating a
demand for his product in his town, among his neighbors.
The easiest way to dispose of a honey crop is, of course, to
crop to a commission man in some large
send the whole

were brought
for such honey as

many

Home Honey
g'>ijd

stop swarming.
Relrogradalion, he thinks, is due to the bee-keeper nurssulphuring
ing up weak colonies. There was virtue in the
Nature would destroy them all.
match.

lullowing
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manipulated, etc. Then after you have made
is
it
converts, the merchant can sell your honey in quantities,
ten times as great as he ever was able to.
The extracted honey the average merchant keeps is
usually put in jelly tumblers, is of light color and of
good body, but, whew! what a taste, compared with a genuine article that comes from the hive.
Tell the merchant you will supply him wuth honey free
from such glucose mixture as he is selling, at a living price.

how

I

If
he objects, then tell him you have no other way
but to go around from house to house and make sales to
his customers.

;
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Extracted honey

is really a much better and safer article
handle, either for the bee-keeper or groceryman, than
is
comb honey. \'ery few people outside of the honeyproducer know how to handle comb honey properly, and
without getting it to leaking. I sometimes do wonder that
storekeepers will handle the article when I see in what
shape they keep it— leaking, daubing everything, shelves all
sticky, cases dirty with the dust that settled on them, broken
combs, etc. Now all this seems unnecessary, and yet it is
not an uncommon thing to be seen.
In case of extracted honey how different it is! Unless
a package breaks there is scarcely a leak. The honey is
put up
original packages by the producer, some perhaps
tm, some in glass. They can be handled rouglily,
turned upside down if sealed; on the whole, such should
give satisfaction all around, and do.
The only drawback
is
the granulating (•art.
On this the consumer needs enlightenment. After he once understands this matter thoroughly he will object to it very little. In fact, a great many
people think the extracted honey just delicious when it
is
semi-granulated. I found many people that were just
taken up with it when it was so partly granulated, sort of
semi-transparent and almost too thick to run at all. When
our honey gets solid and hard in small-mouthed and deep
glass packages, it is then not in good shape to be sold and
It must be liquefied.
By keeping them in a very warm place
for a time the honey will come back to its liquid state without opening the packages. I would not use small-mouthed
deep glass bottles anyhow, and, if I did, I would not put
up .any more of the honey than I could dispose of soon.
As long as we have our honey stored in tin we can liquefy

HOW

to

m

it

very

m

easily.

do not store honey

in wooden receptacles and let it
become hard. It requires a great deal of work to remove
solid honey from wooden packages, as I have
found by
experience. This can and should be avoided.
I do not object to selling to retail dealers,
in fact I am
anxious to do so. I tell the groceryman so; but I do
object to his making an unduly large profit.
I also tell
the groceryman that he does not understand handling
combhoney properly; that the honey he keeps for sale in the
way he does rather disgusts the purchasing public, and that
the honey I sell, or show to the people as I go from house
to house, looks neat and clean
it
has not been punched
I

;

of holes by careless handling, therefore does not leak,
If I can sell him a number of cases
of honey I
caution him to exercise more care in handling the sections,
clean up all leaks immediately, and keep things looking
perfull

€tc.

fectly

tidy.

cannot say that I was entirely satisfied with my peddling
trip,
although I sold some $28 worth of my product
I
though I ought to have sold more. The beauty and
the
surprise, however, was, that orders came in for
more honey
in consequence of my trip right along
after that and I
expect in the future I will have very little trouble in selling a large share of my crop in my vicinity.
If the bee-keepers as a whole would
follow a similar
course in disposing of their crop, there is no doubt that
the price of honey would very soon rise, for it is the
large
business centers that fix the price of it, and these centers
are over-supplied now.
Let these people get anxious for
our honey, and then you can ask a fair price, and get it.
We do not produce too much good honey at the present time
the trouble is the uneven distribution.
F. Greiner.
I

A

brief history of
Association was given
names of the founders,
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etc.,
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MAN.\GES.

Mr. Riker, of Iowa, produces only extracted honey he
told the bee-keepers how he managed his bees.
He win;

ters them in single-walled three-story hives; says they give
better results than chaff hives in Iowa.
The lower story is

empty,

the

honey are

combs containing 40 pounds of

bees with the
the second

story, and the upper story
is
with absorbing packing material. A temporary windbreak of cornfodder is set up around on three sides' of the
apiary.
This shelter he thinks is most essential.
Protected in this manner his bees come out of the winter with
12 pounds of bees per colony, which fill the hives with brood
so that he soon has from 18 to 21 pounds of bees in each
hive.
The lower and empty stories are filled with combs,
the packing is removed from the upper story and eight
combs are given here, the eight given occupying the same
room that the 10 would occupy.
in

filled

When colonies become too strong, he removes combs of
brood and adhering bees and forms increase. He does not
take off any honey till the season is over.
The upper
stories are taken to a basement room and kept warm for
some time, when he extracts the honey. The lower stories
are emptied of their combs and the hives gotten ready
again for winter.

The highest yield he has ever had in one day from one
colony was 18 pounds from clover.

When queens are discovered that are not up to the
mark, they are removed at once and young fertile queens are
given.
He introduces queens without further ceremony;
as soon as the dequeened colony becomes uneasy the new
queen is allowed to run in at the entrance and is accepted.
Incidentally he made the remark that one of his queens,
which had been clipped, did good service for seven years.
FOUL BROOD.
Mr. R. L. Taylor then spoke on foul brood, describing
symptoms and appearance, and said he had cured many
diseased colonies by shaking the bees off from their combs,
and giving them a new hive and foundation-filled frames.
However, when the disease is in the advanced stage, and
could be told by the odor when entering the apiary, he
thought burning was the safest and best. When he first
had foul brood in his yard he said one of the affected
colonies cast a swarm which he hived on foundation and it
remained healthy.
This showed him the way.
He had
found that foul brood did not spread as rapidly as we are
believe,
but advised to exercise great care to preThe
the spreading of the disease by bees robbing.
work of shaking off the bees should be done rapidly it
would not do to treat diseased colonies when bees were
flying.
Diseased bees should also be prevented from entering adjoining hives. Early in the morning, he thought, was
a good time, before the bees got to flying. He cautioned
not to leave any honey lying around anywhere. With care,
one need not get into a frenzy
the disease could be cured
because his bees have the disease.
The question-box was conducted by Mr. Taylor, and
proved to be interesting, but lack of space forbids going
0.,ia in Cu., J\ \.
into the details.

led

to

vent

;

;

Contributed Articles.

Ontario County Bee-Keeper,-,'
Mr. Olmstead, mentioning tlie
and was responded to.

HUNTING

March

BEES.

In his talk on this subject, Mr. H. L. Case gave some
valuable hints to those who like this sport. He said he
had given up the "bee-box" with its bait, to start a line,
long ago, but lined the bees from watering-places; he had
found that bees do not travel far carrying water, but take
it
from the next puddle, or spring, watering-trough or the
like.
If bees are found working in such a place near a
piece of woods, one may be sure to find the bees near by.
To locate the bees is an easy matter just keep the eyes
open. He had found in a few afternoons 24 trees within a
few miles of the village, and said there were 75 more in
the woods. Six bee-trees he found one afternoon, lining
all from one and the same little spring.

—

No.

How

2.— Bee-Keeping

BY

you are going

should begin at the
about bees.

When

Women.

to Beg^in the Business of Keeping- Bees.
~

If

for

I

first

EMMA

M.

WILSON.

bee-keeping as
very beginning, and
into

commenced driving

until I knew how
to learn
enough

harness so

the

business

you

did not drive a horse

and unharness

to harness

about

I

a

know something

that

it.

if

I

wanted
anything

went wrong about it I would know what it was that was
wrong, and how to remedy it and more than once I have
;

;
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been glad I knew soniclliiiig about tlic harness, as I slioiiM
have been in a had plight if I had not.
A beginner nf lo-day has sneh an advantage ovii
beginner of say 40 years ago. Almost everything then hid
to be learned by actual experience, and some of the .\
periencc was costly. I venture to say that some of ihc
veterans would have paid a good price to have had some
of their questions answered 40 years ago.
Now, all iIkbeginner has to do is to send the i|ueslion to the Amcr
ican Bee Journal and hack comes the answer. And jiivl
think of working with bees without a smoker and all
the modern conveniences we have to-day!
So, beginner,
whoever you are, count your many blessings, and do noi
forget under what bright prospects you are starting your
venture, and don't you dare to get discouraged.
If you
are tempted in that direction, just think back what it would
have been 40 years ago, and all your discouragements will
vanish like smoke.
Who knows what bright prospects the bee-keeper of
40 years from now may expect ? With bees with long
tongues, and a non-swarming strain (I certainly hope they
will reach that point during my lifetime), bee-keeping 40
years from now may be a perfect dream of bliss, even if at
.i

present

it

is

not.

There are so many and such good books and bee-papers
that a thorough study of them will give you a pretty good
foundation to start on. But there are some things that
you must get directly from the bees themselves.
Suppose you start with a very few colonies. That will
give you a chance to experiment with the bees, and gain
experience. Then, if you do have some loss in learning your
lesson, it will not be as heavy as if you had a larger number.
I don't see why a woman is not in every way qualified
to keep bees as well as a man, if she has the brains and
knows how to use them. To be sure, in the matter of
strength man has the advantage, but it is usually more
than balanced by a woman's power of endurance, patience

and perseverance.
Let us hope that if you are going to keep bees you are
in a good locality.
That has so much to do with your
success or failure.
It seems to me that in bee-keeping more
than any other business there are so many elements entering
into it over which you have no control.
You may have
your colonies ever so strong, all ready for the harvest,
and yet not get any crop because there is no nectar in
the flowers.
Or, the weather may be too cold. Or, it may
be too wet, or too dry. or there may not be any clover,
Well. I always feel better reconciled to a failure of
etc.
that kind than I would to have an abundant flow of nectar,
and not have the bees ready for it.
Unless you have some capital to fall back on, it is well
I am not sure but
to make the bees pay their own way.
capital or
it is a good plan to make them do it any way.
no capital. You may not increase your colonies quite so
If you keep a strict
fast, but you are on pretty safe ground.
account of what your bees cost von. and what they bring
in, you are a good deal more likely to make money on
them than if you run on the haphazard plan, because you
will be more careful of your expenditures, and buy only
vv-hat you really need.
Another very important item is that you have good stock.

—

costs just as much to keep a poor colony of bees as a
They may be equally strong and one colony
one.
give you 50 pounds of surplus honey, and the other only
You will readily see that the is-pound colony
15 pounds!
What will you do about
a profitable investment.
is not
The first thing to do is to kill the queen of the poor
it?
colony, then give them a queen reared from your best
colony. You may not get as good a queen as its mother, but
you are not likely to get as poor a one as the one vou killed
and by breeding from your best queens, and killing your
poor ones, in time your stock must be improved and good
queen s mean more dollars and cents every time.
mean the ones
What do we mean by good queens?
that produce workers that are hardy, and are good honeyWhen we have queens that will produce that
gatherers.
don't care
kind of bees, we call them "good queens."
whether they are yellow, leather-colored or black whether
their bees are three-banded or not. only so they get the honey.
It

good

;

We

We

:

To be sure, if we could have their good qualities, and
the golden yellow bands combined, we would like it, but
we are not going to give up the good workers for the
sake of having yellow bees, no matter how pretty they
would pay three times as
I
are.
It is honey we want.
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tested quccii that had been tested as to the
her bees as homy gatherers, as 1 would for atested (itieen that had been te-.ied merely as to the number
of band.s her bees had.

nnich

for

(luaiity

a

of

Moldy Brood-Combs
I)Y

Bens Fed
O.

In

Winter Cluster.

M. IJOOI.ITTLE.

have read your answers to questions in the
Bee Journal for (jthers with great interest, 1
have been wondering if you would answer one for me in
same paper. What 1 wish to know is something: rethe
garding moldy combs. I fear, by the appearances of things,
».hat 1 shall have moldy combs -.n the spring, as my cellar
the moldy combs already.
is very damp and I can smell
What will be best to do with them in the spring, should
any be very moldy?"
I do not think that you need wonder about your questions being answered through the columns of the American
Bee Journal so long as you will ask questions which will
interest the readers of that pajjcr, for even the most advanced apiarist often runs on little kinks when reading
kinks
replies to (pieries which he has not thought of before
which often prove of great value to the one who wishes
to do the most possible that he may succeed in his undertakings with the bees.
Regarding the moldy combs; we will hope for the best,
thinking that your fears may prove unfounded. But should
the combs come out moldy, probably not more than one
out of five or six will be very bad. Those which have
but little mold on them can be left in the hives, where they
will soon dry out enough so the bees will make them sweet
and clean. If any are from one-third to covered all over
with mold, it is well to take them from the hives and
hang them in some dry, airy room till they are thoroughly
dried out and needed by the bees. Do not attempt giving
them to the bees while they are all wet and slimy, for
nothing seems to discourage a colony of bees so, as nasty,
wet, moldy combs.
When they get all dry, and the colonies from which they
are taken are needing more combs, take the now dried
combs down, and, with a rather stiff brush-broom, made
from broom-corn, brush them off thoroughly (.but not hard
enough to break the cells, when you can put them into
the colonies, one at a time, and the bees will clean them
up so nice that, should you look for them two days after,
you could not tell which they were, unless you marked the
frames or the place in the hive where you put them. It
time,
is best not to give any colony more than one at a
In three or four
unless the colony is a very strong one.
days you can give another, and so on till you have them
".\s

I

American

—

all

in the hive.

never yet saw a comb so badly molded but what the
bees would make it apparently as good as ever, if the above
plan was followed.
Some say, melt up such combs; but so far as I have
tried, the mold will absorb the most of the wax so that
very little is obtained when melted by any process, and
scarcely none at all when melted in the solar wax-extractor,
as the fibre of the mold absorbs what litde wax remains.
I

were to melt up such combs I would calculate it
I
would pay me to have them cleaned up by strong colonies
before melting, through the extra amount of wax which
If

could be obtained.

ARE THE LOWEST BEES IN THE CLUSTER FED DURING
WINTER?
"I have kept bees but a little while, so I do not claim
to know much about them, but I am anxious to learn.
One of my colonies in the cellar has bees hanging below
the frames and I have been wondering how these lower
bees are fed during the winter. A neighbor tells me that
these lower bees go up into the cluster, and on the combs,
every little while, so that they may have access to the
honey. Is this right? An answer through the columns of the
American Bee Journal will be appreciated."
The story of your neighbor is one that has been told
a great many times, and is based on the very reasonable
supposition that each individual bee must help itself to
honey directly from the cells containing the same. But, reason-

HOW

story
it may appear, I am led to believe that the
has no foundation in fact. I have just been into my beecellar to see if I could not discover something of the

able as

—
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kind going on, and have to report that I cannot discover
any such movements.
Some of the colonies have bees
hanging below the frames to the amount of one-fourth of
a good-sized swarm, at least; and if such moving up after
honey was going on as has been supposed, it would seem
that now and then a bee would be crawling in after honey,
especially as the lowest bees would have to travel sonie
six or eight inches up through or over the cluster lo get
where the honey is. But I saw nothing save a big cluster
of nearly or quite motionless bees hanging and overlapping
each other— each one, or nearly so, having its head under
.

the body of some other bee.
Of course, it is impossible to see or know just exactly
what is going on inside of the cluster of bees during
winter; but I had always supposed, and so believe now,
that bees give honey to each other; that is, the bees which
are near the honey in the combs give to those under them,
and these, in turn, to those next further away, and so on
till the last bee is reached at the very bottom, outside
of the
cluster.
Bees are continually passing honey around during
the summer, and why should they not do the same thing
in winter, when it is more to their interest to do so than
in the summer time, when all can go about as much as
they please? All know that the honey carried with a swarm
is passed around, when bad weather comes immediately after
the swarm issues, and all are kept alive, or the whole perish
together.
I am well aware that these things are of minor importance
but I have always believed that it is better to be
infornied on all of the minutia of bee-keeping than to pass
anything by as non-essential, as such a course allows us to
drop easily some important point which would otherwise
be brought to light.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
:

* The

Afterthought.

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and

By

B. E.

HASTY.

Sta.

THE HOME CIRCLE

B

«

Unreliable Glasses.

Rural, Toledo, O.

DEPARTMENT.

Exit "The Home Circle !" A surprise for us that was not
agreeable.
Gone, but not altogether forgotten, Prof. Cook
may be assured. In the real home circle it oft happens
that the one who is gone is, in a kind of a way, more emphatically permanent and present than those who remain.
We can hope that some of the tender sentences of our
"Home Circle" may enjoy a portion of the same sort of

Page

immortality.

89.

A "horse" that never was a

colt.

So Mr. Willcutt never saw a horse except he was once
a colt.
Most wish I could say so, too. I have a horse that
never a colt. And this long, trying cold-spell I have to
go out and stand over him for a long while every day. It
isn't because I love him so; (Never saw a man
that loved
that kind of horses) it's merely that "a cruel fate has fixed
me

—
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the whole say a quarter-pound to 4^ pounds, thrown out
and I should expect twice as much, or 10 per
5 per cent
cent with the suggested position.
Of course, the top-bar
should be out, to take advantage of the slant of the cells,
as Mr. Doolittle suggests, and also to support the comb lest
it may break.
Page 70.

—

—

bees dying in

the

hive.

don't believe moribund bees will be satisfied unless
they can get further away from the combs than lyi inches.
Although their efforts to get further away to die may not be
any great disturbance to the colony, yet it is as far as it
goes a disturbance, and a disturbance introduced where we
want to do all that we can in favor of quiet. Sad to do
so much "carpentering" and stop short of satisfaction.
not go a little further and have the death-chamber outside
altogether? Page 70.
I

Why

than THERMOMETER.

EAR better

That was a wise saying of Mr.

Pettit (page 71) that an
a better guide than the thermometer as to just
how warm to have the cellar. That is. I suppose, if you
detect a wrong note try warming or cooling or both.

acute ear

is

—

AMOUNT

OF water IN HONEY.

That a Professor (with a big and governmental P)
should be unable to tell the exact amount of water in honey,
after making a careful series of experiments
well, it rather
jars us.
How, then, shall poor we'uns believe they can tell
the
more abstruse percentages?
Differences
reported

—

largely

amount

a difference
of water.

of

We

method,
see.

not

difference
in
the
potter away for
then guess the prob-

a

Our savants

awhile by some method or other

— and

lem. Naturally, we practical folk think we can do our own
guessing.
When w-e go to the professors we go for a different
article.
All the same, we love Prof. Shutt.
Honor to the
man who says he failed to find out, when that was the
case.
Far better the doctor who says he don't know what's
the matter with us than the one who looks enormously wise
and says he knows all about our case, when he doesn't
know a thing. But as they have been encroaching on my
prerogative of guessing, I'll encroach on theirs and suggest
a method.
Try how many cubic inches of acetyline gas an
ounce of honey will liberate, using honey instead of water,
or say half honey and. half water.
When the amount of
water in green wood is to be dealt with by practical folks
it
falls naturally into two parts:
First, the water which can
be got out by prolonged drying and, second, the water which
cannot be got out without disorganizing the wood.
This
second portion is, I understand, a quite large percentage of
the whole weight of the wood.
I begin to suspect that a
similar non-get-outable increment of water in honey is large.
Remember how alum, when it seems to be perfectly dry.
will, nevertheless, when
you heat it a little, dissolve in
its own water and become a fluid.
When we get around to
complete statistics let's have the water in honey reported in
two columns, "removable" and "non-removable" water.
;

Page

72.

w^as

there."

Page

51.

AIKIN HITS the "bULL's-EYE."

You

often hit the "bull's-eye," Mr. Aikin
and one of
times you did it was when you said that a man may
be an expert with insects, and yet a failure in dealing with
iiis own kind.
Jars their hive and wonders at the results.
Can never get over expecting them to look at everything
from his own point of view— and swallow all he tells them,
—and frequent his feeder when he has put no feed in it
and give up swarming, and everything else, when he sings

Questions and Answers.

;

CONDUCTED BT

the

out,

"Whoa!"

Page

extracting with combs the other WAY.

left

sticking to the

comb

is

a sadly

large part of

C O. MILLER, Mareaso, HI.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofiBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

Transferring— Repetition of Questions.

69.

Undoubtedly, thin honey can be thrown from combs placed
"t'other way;" but part of the centrifugal force is wasted
against the side of the cell in so doing, and we need it all.
Cases in which the honey will not come out at all will be
more frequent, and the percentage left in the combs will be
larger when you get the "improvement" running. At best the

amount

DR.

We've took

when

—

It
the bee-fever. Besides buying 8 colonies
a barrel ol bees-; have ord<^red some hives, and
the proper time arrives we want to ;j;ct the barrel-bees

of bees,

we got

into a hivo.

We're absolutely green as to the ins and outs of handling
bees; have subscribed for the American Uee Journal, and
read the whole of it ads. and all— but as yet we have seen
nothing regarding liow we are going to get those bees transferred to a hive, or the proper time for tackling the job ;

—
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fiirthor, wi^ cxpccl to lii-i tlm iiifDriiiatioii from you,
(^(uno, now, {c'V"'
you'll come and do tlio trick for us.
Will vvatcli for njply.
"and got us out of this scrii|ic.

iinli^n

down.

Iowa.

Answkk— If

was

you

d(:|)urtnnrit
how to transf()r boos, I'm afraid tin; lOdltor would tell inc thcio
wasn't room for it. Vou sc(\ thcr(^ arc certain thln>;s so l'cucrally needed to he known hy all hec-kc^cpers that they are
I

to tell

in

lull

In

this

put toRcther in a text-hook, and If there were no such hool;,
and each nc^wconier had to depend on linditiK In the Journal
tlu! thln{£s that arc C(uitaiuc>d in the text-hook, it wonid lake;
up a very !ar;i'c part of the journal. Vou mi};ht like that very
well for this year, but next year and ove.ry year aftei. he
same thiuRs would have to be told over and over again, and
you'd get mad at the repetition, and want something fresh.
In the same way, those who have been taking the .lournal before you, would f;et mad, if space was taken up now with
things easily found in a text-book. A good text-book will more
than pay for itself liy telliut; you what to do witli those tljrei^
You'll have jjlenty of
colonies, to say nothing of the barrid.
tini(! to study it pretty thoroughly Ion;; before^ it's time In do
any transferrin};-, and after studying it if you find anythint; lliat
needs further elucidation, send on a whole lot of questions and
I'll take delight in answering them. That's what I'm here f(jr.
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they are more certain to bo IIIIimI down to the bolgood wirlth for a bottom starter Is }i Inch.
li.
It Is not worth while to wire framest with such a narrow
Hhoets of foundation in
start(!r.
I liellove It pays to use foil
brood frames, by which means you are sure of worker-comb,
and your comb's will be straight and just where you want
2.

Vi!s,

A

tom.

thorn.
4.

Probably one can be made to do as well as the other, but
with opeuair feeiling you are not sure which colonies Ret Ihi'
benelil, and you are not sun^ that your bees will not divide
with those of your neighbors. 'Remember, however, that
stimulative feedi'ng In spring is a two-edged »word, and it 1» a
safe thing for beginners not to meddle with It at ail.

t

Answer. — Yes,

if

the hive

is

I

Several times during my work among the bees and ijueens,
have noticed queens go through maneuvers that Inclines me

to believe that in a perfi'('t ipieen the so-called stinger Is a
feeler that helps her to depo.sit her eggs so systematically.
I would like to know your opinion as to whether this would
no queens sting me, and I hav<;
I have had
be possible.
thought that thos(> persons stung by qu<^ens happen to have
imperfectly developed queens, more on thc^ work(^r-bee order.

qufeen, in perfect deI could as honestly believe that the
velopment, has a feeler as to believe she has a stinger.
C'ALirORNIA.

Sections Crosswise in the Super.
1. Can we prodnce as nice, and as much,
tions crosswise in the super as lengthwise'?

The Queen's "Feelers.'

honey

in

sec-

Ohio.

properly leveled.

Answer — There

hardly seems to be any need of a feeler
lays an egg in a cell she
always explores it by thrusting her head into the cell, and unless she can see in the cell— and she can hardly see when she
lays at night it must be that she examines the cell by means
of her " feelers'' or antenn;c.
at both ends; for before a (lueen

—

Feeding at Transferring Time— Keeping Queens.
I expect to transfer a colony from a box-hive to a Danz.
hive, fixed with full sheets of foundation.

much may
while building comb to

feed that will not overcrowd them
receive it
2. In case a queen is sent me too soon can I keep her'? If
so, how, and for what length of time ?
Penna.
1.

IIow

—

Sec-

tion-Folder.

'?

That depends upon the bees gathering
from the outside while they are drawing out the foundation.
Don't think of setting them at it before it is late enough for
Answers.

Solar Wax-Extractor— Foundation-Fastener and

I

1.

combs
2.
3.

1.

bees to gather from the fields.
If they are getting a fair
yield of nectar there will be no need of feeding.
If it is warm
weather in the fall and they are getting nothing from the
fields, you can feed 25 or 30 pounds of syrup without danger
of overcrowding.
2. Y'ou can keep her in the cage a week, two weeks, or
more, if the weather is warm, by merely seeing that there is
always plenty of food and drink, and that the temperature
shall not go below perhaps SO degrees.
Or, you can put the
cage between the frames of a colony of bees, and there will
generally be some good-natured bees that will feed her. I'm
afraid, however, that you are thinking of getting a queen
before the weather is warm. Don't.

make

How

can

I

can

I

make

a solar wax-extractor for

melting

?

How

fasten full sheets of foundation in sections?
of a section-folder, that I can
New Y'ork.

Send me a simple plan
myself.

—

1. The essential thing is a box covered
and it may be of any size, from a small box covered
an 8x10 pane of glass to 'a house large enough for your
Then there must be a surface on which to
ily to live in.

Answers.

glass,

with
with

famput

the combs. This may be of perforated metal to allow the wax.
to pass through the perforations, or it may be without perforations, the surface slanting so the melted wax will run oflr.
Under this a vessel to catch the wax.
2. If you have only a dozen to put in. you can use a pattyknife. Have the foundation warm enough to be tolerably soft,
work in a warm room, and press the foundation hard into the
wood. If vou have them by the hundred, it may pay you to
get a Parker foundation-fastener.
Don't know of any
I couldn't do that.
3. 0, bless you
so simple but what you can buy them for a good deal less than
you could make them. But if you think you can't afford to"buy one, you can fold sections pretty well without any machine. But if you have a considerable number of sections to
fold, I advise you to buy a machine.
!

Hive to Start With—Bottom Starters in Sections
Wiring Frames— Stimulative Feeding.
i.

I

intend to start in bee-culture and run for comb honey.
consider the best hive for that purpose '? And

Which do you
what size ?

order to get nice, full sections of honey,
bottom of the section as well as the top ?
If so, how wide should the starters be ?
3. Is it all right to wire brood-frames when only a 2-inch
Or does it pay to use full sheets of foundastarter is used
2.

Will

it

aid, in

to put a starter in the

'?

tion

'.'

the best way to feed bees in the spring, to
stimulate brood-rearing, in the open air or in feeders'?

Which

is

AN.SWERS.

—

4.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of SI. 00
advance,
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year
we will mail you a 'Wood Binder free if you will menti^nl

—

m

Wisconsin.
1.

I

don't 'Know.

Bees

will

do well

in

almost

any hive with proper management. It makes a difference to
the bee-keeper, however, whether he has a hive that is easily
handled. Perhaps the easiest way to tell you what I think in
is to say that in my own practice I am using dovehives are 8-frame, but
tailed hives with Miller frames.
unless you give the bees very close attention I feel pretty sure
lU-frame hives are better, and I have used both kinds by the

that regard

My

(But don't understand that
three or four hundred.)

hundred.

to

mean more than

Why Not Help a Little— both your neig-hbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal— by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will je glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for "it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for
ers

such

effort.

:
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Bees Wintering Well.

Washtenaw

I

have been much pleased of

LEWIS COMPANY, Watertowii, Wis.
,

'GoiPfffor the DoctoF\
Ete.

through the storm and darkness while the suffering one at home is in dan.ger, perhaps
is a terrible trip.
Why not have a good, sure family remedy in the house?
life saver in thousands of cases duriug the last forty years.

of death,

with
many of the suggestions of bee-keepers in the
American Bee Journal. Spring developing of
bees I believe can be helped much by protecting the single-walled hives by some kind of
cover from the cold, blowiiig winds, and
sleety, rainy days of spring.
Last spring I
covered mine with blankets, oil-cloths, or
anything I could get, and tied them on with
twine, and I know it helped them very much.
This spring I mean to get as much factorycloth and boiled linseed

cover for

late,

and make a

oil

and cover

all hives,

One that has proven a

Waikins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment.
Think what a

Mid.lle Grave,

We

Illlii<iis,

June

this

man.

4, 1901.

hav* oBcd Walkine' Vegetable Anodyne LinioieLt in severe
cas*s of flatiileot colic; have employed veterinary eurg-fons before, but rely eniirelv on Watklns' Liniment doW. for family
Qseaswell asforst.nk.
WALTER DIKEM.AN.
Waikins' Liaimi^nt is not only a^eat thing in cases of eerioas
tnjiiry through actidenl, but is always helpiul in c^ea

full

j

ot Cold. Colic. Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Indigestion, Cuts,
Butnfl.ete.
It is equally good for liioii or bottnt.
If

by any chance we have uo agent in your vicinity, write

trance.

Another

was saved

W(^rld of terr«jr ainl anxiety

DISPENSES WITH DOCTORS.

but the en-

all

BEE-KEEP-

& Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis, Ind.
L. C. Woodman. (Vrand Rapids, Mich.: Fred W. Muth A: Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogdeu, Utah; Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers'' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed *fc Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Soulhwestern Atreut; Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bog^ardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.

Co., Mich., Feb. 13.

Spring Developing of Bees,

1902

the world, is ready. If you
receivings
ig- a copy anauallv, send us vour

AGENCIES:

Bees are wintering well so far, and I hope
for a good season this j-ear, although we had
a good one last year.
D. E. Lane.

6,

and we

to us,

little article I find

very useful is a
little scraper made of the section of a fieldmower: pierce a hole in the center and rivet a
Sg inch rod 10
inches long for a handle;
^i or
it
dresses up mussy frames and hives nicely.
Another thing I use for brushing bees off
combs is a turkey-wing; it far excels all the
brushes I have tried.
R. McCRiDiE

will Ete that

you are supplied.

\
(^/i\
'-^ ^ ^

X^

-

A TREAT FOR ALL.
new Cook Hook and Ilome^

(.'ur

Doctor, cootainng a hundred papes ofr
!>!e
inforoialion
co'ikinp,
in
ling etc, isoiit fnr '02.
mall \
to anyone eeoding his n^
and 'iddress on a posUl card. W;
once and addresa

We

'

,

North Dakota.

,'

f'.'/',

THE

J.

R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

CO..

10 LibertySt. Winona Minn., U.S.A.

Think Honey Made by Man.
This is not a good locality for bees, only
about one year in 4 or 5 that they pay for the
work done; about enough honey produced
to create an appetite for that kind of sweet.
I have been very much
iHterested in "The
Truth About Honey."
Several times I have been in town when

men would

call

my

attention to the grocers'

comb honey, and declare they
knew some man made it. When I would tell
nice display of

them

It

me

could not be done they would look at

pretty sharp, and walk off, as much as to
you belong to the ring." I have advised the grocers to order second grade,
and
If they were too white and clean,
to rub them
with wax and dirt until they looked like the
ones I sold them.
James Coe.
\ an Baren Co., Iowa, Feb. 14.
say. "

Please mention

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

T

To

I

pretty,

-wrltinff.

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

W SkTSS

or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Shade fop Hives.
the bee-keepers that are looking for a
cheap and green (in season) shade,
that can be planted in any desirable place
around your house or lawn if there is soil, I
wish to offer the following
In looking over the old and latest American
Bee Journal, some of the bee-keepers complain about the combs melting in the hot sun
etc. Others want some good, cheap shade.
I've
had this cheap, pretty shade for the last two
years and I challenge any one to show a better
adapted and cheaper (hive) shade, (that can
be sent through the mail or express, Mr.
Hasty) for less money, and less work. After
being planted it will come for years and stand
upright, and make the finest shade just at the
right season after frost it will cease to shade
the hives until the next summer, then it will
grow up in the same place.
Bee-keepers who do not live on the same

Bee Journal -when

On

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Split Hickory Vehicles.

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

" ""'

In fact we chop off the jobber's and dealer's profits altogether and you buy at factory prices. On top of this we
do something no dealer ever thought of or would do.
send any of our Split Hickorj' Vehicles anywhere on

We

30
»A'-

Days' Free Trial

to let the customer see and try them. Think of it, try the
buggy 30 days, compare it with your neighbor's, and if you
are not more than satisfied at the end of the 30 days that
you got a great bargain, send it back without paying a cent
to us.
Now, are you interested? If so,
send for our catalogue. It contains a full
line of late style rigs, also

:

complete line of harness.

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG.
station

CO.,

Cincinnati, Oliio.

6,

To make eows pay. n«p Sliarplps Crpam .Separators. Book
Business Dairying" « Cat 12 free.
Chester. Pa.

W

i!

ti

ALL RIGHT

'

^^m

Ihis an-an.s that wl- ship auy where

Ilarshfleld

our «iO Eif£ Copn<-r '1 unk
"All llli:ht'*lii<-ubatoron

IFORTY DAYSFREETRIAL
#h.0O

Jandchitrtr-j

cur

l.,r it

only

when

thecu.st-.fji. r ist-atisllf.I. Ab.solutely the tj. v[ f.n ^;^^^ machine on the

market at any

price.

Send for our

frfo poultry book, *'A11 Right.'*
(WefUrn orders shipped (rom Des MolneB, la.
PHELPS IRCUBATOR CO., STATION 6, CINCINNATt, 0.

Our
Wisconsin

M annfactnring Company.

making SECTIONS, and they are the

best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-li.st.

specialty is

BASS'WOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
7A2tit

please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

1
March
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oviM-y y<.*ar, or whoKc hivcH riiiml \t*i
ijiovcd In winter or early "iirliiK will have
ilie aaiiie i;<io(J Hhado, If llie tulicrK are trans-

of 4 cans
or more.

place

in lots

a pound

plHiiteil.

am

I

iu)l H

ijMMfH liy the

BEST-

I

•^

UimM Honeu For §al6
ALL

IN

nO-POIIND TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

Basswood
HoneyJ/v

Honey J\^
This

is

White
Hoaey

tbe famous

This

Extracted
g'athered

known

iu

the jfreat Alfalfa
rajfious of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat
honey

at

all

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blosAlfalfa, and is preferred by those who

can't

like a distinct flavor

enoug-h of tbe
Alfalfa extracted.
get

in their

honey.

^-

A

sample of

—

lia%'e I

eol-

—

would

like to

hear Mr. llasty's opinion on

Ai.BEUT Wii-Tz.

Atchison Co., Kans., Feb.

l.i.

by mail,

10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7>2 cents per pound;
Basswood Honey, j^ cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PurC BCCS' Honey.
either,

I

this.

Basswood Honey:

nor

am

a Ktoek-ralHcr
and fui'nicrr,
.My hlVH arc all
Khii|illi'iiy,
(doiiijle
the
hivc) run
lO-frame
for exlriiele<l.
They rest on S pleees one foot
apart, In stnil^jht rows facintj eaht. and IhjIween eaeli two hives In the efntiT I plant
arllc'hiikei',
(the while French kindj, and
leave a path wide enough behind the hives to
walk and work in ; plant a solid row of artirliokes (plant eyes aliout IU Inches apart;.
About e.>;tractin^r-llme the artichokes l>etween
the hives and behind the hives will form very
nearly two t;recn walls, shading; the hives
from tlie south and west, and I>ec8 from other
hives, and those hives in rows behind will
not bother very much. .Most ot my bees are
liyl>rids and blacks.
Those of you that have no shade for the
bees, think of yourselves, if your house would
t^et too hot in summer time and also too hot
outside and no shade to (,'0 to. Try a few
artichokes this summer; it will cost you only
a few cents for each hive, and see how contented the bees will hunt up the shade; and
the hive itself will be in pretty, green— and.
last but not least, cheaj)
shade.
I

Prices of Alfalfa or

necd-niereliiint,

hundred, hut
and have been.

Order the Above Honey and then

Sell It.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

Fears Spring Losses of Bees.
have an interest in n bee-yards of 100 colonies each, but I could not keep bees without
the American Bee .Journal.
I am afraid we shall have heavy losses this
spring, as the bees have not had a flight since
1

Dec. 13.
We did not get any fall honey last season,
and had to feed ciuite heavily, consequently
they did not breed as late as they should have
Ei,MEU E. Turner.
done.
Tioga Co., Pa., Feb. 13.

Bee-Keeping in

tlie

Yakima

Valley.

Perhaps a few remarks in regard to beekeeping in Washington would be of interest
to some of the readers of the American Bee

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We
are the larget^t manufacturers ot
vehicles and harness In the world sellLDf? to consumers, and we havt- b pr doiut; busint'ss in this way for 2'.t years.

WE
HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for examination
guaranteeing safe delivery. You are
outnothinKif not satisfied. We make

No. Sto Carriage.

Price, M20.00.
as sells for $60.00 more.

Elkhart Carriage

As

line

196 styles of vehicles and efi styles of
harnes3.
Our prices represent the
cost of material and makinp, plus
one profit. Our large free catnloiruo

shows complete

line.

Send

li>r it.

No. :14;5 liu^'^y has ru
credstepsand ~K inch Kelly rubher tires. Price, *7.'i.00.
As line
:is

sells lromS40.(il)t.-*.so.OO[iiure.

& Harness Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

-writiuiT.

\Vf carry a full lint- and large slock uf the A,
Root Co. goods, which we sell here at their. factory
E.stiniates cheerfully given.
Send to-day for
our Itltli annual catalog for 1902. .\ddress.
I

prices.

JOS. NYSEWANDER.
710CSL712W Grand Avenue.
.
DE.S MOINEIS.
IOWA.

The Business End of the

NEW RtMELY SEPARATOR^
LikeantliQ**Runiely Goods'* this is simpiv perfection. VHipq
coupkd to our New Kuraely Rear Geared Traction Engine
they constitute a threshing outfit th:it nut only makes big^
money for the thresher, but saves grain and money for
the farmer. Tliey are durable beyond coin- <
^

when you buy them you are
done buying for years to come. Take a httle
tin^e ti> lliink about how it would pay y^u to
own such an outfit, then write us for f rt-o catalog,
M. RUMELY CO., La Porte, Ind.
parison and

.Journal, especially to those who may be thinking ot coming to this State with the view of
engaging in bee-culture.

To one unacquainted with the conditions
here in the Yakima Valley it would appear to
be a bee-keepers' paradise, but. after two seasons' experience (as in the case of the writer),
one may think differently.
In my experience I find the weather conditions to be one ot the most, if not the most,
serious drawbacks.
Bees winter in tine condition (as a rule) on
the summer stands in single-wall hives, the
only trouble being in the large consumption
ot stores on account ot much mild weather.
In the spring there are some wild blossoms
from which the bees gather pollen and some
honey, then comes the fruit-bloom, and if the
weather is favorable quite a large quantity of
honey is gathered. Enough perhaps would
be gathered to build up the colonies strong
and have sullicient to last them through the
long honey-drouth that lasts about two
months or until the first bloom of alfalfa.
But I find that even though there bean abundance of fruit and other bloom the bees are
unable to do much on account of the weather
conditions. There may be plenty ot nectar in
tlie flowers but our little workers wouJd need
the wings of a buzzard and a fur coat to enable them to carry on their work in the high,
chilling winds.
Usually in the morning it is nice and warm
the bees rush out and begin rolling in the
honey: everything looks favorable for a big
day for the bees, but after an hour or two a
lieavy wind begins to blow from the west
from off the snow-clad mountains of the Cascades, and there is no more honey-gathering
that day. Last season that was the condition
all through fruit-bloom; the bees consumed
what stores were in the hives and barely
gatherd enough honey to keep them alive.
After fruit-bloom for nearly two months they
were actually in a starving condition. Many

AMERICAN BEE lOUKNAL
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BurlinM

Every day during March
and April we shall sell

Cheap Tickets
To The
Northwest
Montana, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and N.W.Wyoming
Our fast train service from Chicago to
St. Paul, Billings, Mont., and Denver,
and our system of Reclining Chair
Cars (seats free) and Tourist Sleeping
Cars only $6 for a double berth
Chicago to Pacific Coast in addition

—

the

to

the

Burlington Route the most com-

and convenient way to the
Northwest. Ask you nearest ticket
agent about it or write me for a folder
giving particulars.
EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agent

C. B.

&

Q. Ry.

Chicago.

fiease mention liea

joumai -wneu writing

GomD and Ex-

warned

Great
That's wh.it
ability to

Wagon World Awheel.

)

Half a million of these steel
wheels have been sent out on
our own wagons and to fit other
wagons. It is the wheel that
determines the life of any
wagon, and this is the longest
lived wheel made. Do you want
a low down Handy Wagon to
use about the place? We will fit
out your old wagon with Elec-

Wheels of any size and
tire, straiirht or staggered spokes. Ko cracked hubs, no
loose spokes, no rotten felloes, no resetting. Write for
free.
the biK new catalntruo. Itis
tric

any shape

Electric Wheel Co>) Box letQulncy* Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal wricin -wntine

W/
A NXP
Pi
VV r\l^
1 l-^vJ

I'artner, with capital, to keep
tjggg oa large scale in honey
locality never known lo fail; close to good
market, thus ins iriag g-ood returns on the investment. To associate with party of 20 years"

Reference, Editor American Bee
experience.
Journal, for character, ability, etc. Address.
BEE-KEEPER, b22 Colorado Ave., Chicago, 111.

JUST A WORD.
full line

of Carriages an.l

BiiK^ri'?'^ '«^"t :*">'

3Q Qays' Fpcc

TPial.

Incubator.
The people who have used
The U. S. Department of
it t..inl: >e same.
Agriculture thinks the s.ime. The Judges at 34.!
shows have thought the same. Everybodytliinks

Our new catalogue No. 79. with fifty tinted
plates, four original paintini^s and 700 half tone
illustrations, sent absolutely free. Write before
so.

they are

How can we

do this? Hecsiisewe
marmfacturein our Mwn iactory all
vehicles wesetl.

liet "iieof

/..i-'-.v'

h,r„r.,ilur an.t

BARNES' FOOT

money saving catalo^'ues.

Tr,--il

you say

Read what

it

when writina

J. I.

Parent, of

&. John Barnes,
Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
mention Bee Joumai when wntixx

Address,

W.

F.

995

I

" ideal cellar,"
and find the
an
temperature 25 degrees, while in the open air
A fall of 10 degrees does not
it is ao degrees.
change the temperature much. Every hive is
dull,
low hum, always heard
the
and
clean,
when bees hibernate perfectly, seems about

The American Poultry Journal

calls

the same in all parts of the cellar. Very fewbees tlew out while I was sweeping up the
dead, which has been about the same every
month for the 3 months.
The air is sweet, and the prospect now is
that they will go through the next 2 months
T. F. Bingham.
successfully.
Clare Co., Mich., Feb. 17.

32S

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

'hat is over a quarter of a
century old and is still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
one. Such is the
valuable
must
be
a
its field

Almifti'il
JUUl li<*l

American Poultry Journal.

AMILLION TESTIMPNIALS,
miMiyvA.-Jirjrii^w"-'Our

compartment hatchen

60 egff

have advantat^res over all otherincubators. Hantamsat85,«9.50and ?15fnr
50, 100 and 200 ecg sizes. Hatch every good
Senrl 2 ceniB for N0..3 catalogue.

RcKol'itln'^

the Bees are Wintering.

Mention the Bee Journal.

60 cents a Year.

BCCKEl'E lIVCtBA'lOltCO.,

have been confined to
their hives for nearly 3 months, and being altogether wintered on their summer stands we
are beginning to feel uneasy about their coming out in good condition in the spring. It
being a nice day and the sun shining bright,
but the bees not flying, and the thermometer
registering only 'iS degrees above zero, I
thought I would take otf the covers and give
the sun a chance to dry off the cushion filled
cushion
I found the
with cut rye-straw.
frozen some to the cover, and very damp on
top, but over the brood-chamber not the least
sign of moisture, but warm and dry. After
having removed two of the covers I came to

Springfield. Ohio»

in this locality

the conclusion they would better he left alone
until the bees take flight on a suitable day,
and then give the cushion exposure to the
sun.
With over 200 colonies in 4 yards ray winI
ter losses have never Ijeen over 5 percent.
find that meddling with the bees or their hive,
when they are not Hying, is very risky and
detrimental to the colony.
I have just been reading in the February
number of the Leipziger Bienen Zeitung, that
the temperure in (iermany has been mostly

Daiizeiibaker Hives.
«3- In

and made up— at very low

fiat

CYPHERS INCUBATOR,
World's Standard Hatcher.
Usea onL't'.Cov.ExperinitMit stations
s., (.aimda, Auytraiia and Now
Zealand; also by Anierica'tt leading
andthoiisnndsof otbere.
I Qr.ll
i^ poultryiiu-ii
Gold medal and highest award at
L .. J I
Pan-American, Oct. I'JOI. Ifi-pa^e
circular free. Complete catalufjue,
ixri papee. KxJJ in., mailed for lOc
Ask nearest officefor book No. so
"-'^ ff^

in U.

y.j thieagO:

til.,

ItoKton, aiaiw.*

flease mention B«e Journal

New

when

York, N,

TC4

S. D.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. Tbe yields
and Price of Honev; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
thev are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months,

SO cents.

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Cal.
218 North Main Street,
-•/aase mention Bee Jotimal -when -writing
•

DO YOU RBAD
THE

Modern Farmer
why

not

if

not satisfied.

You g-et it a whole
Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.

?

year for 25 cents.

Get two of your farmer friends to take
get
it a year, send us SO cents, and
yours free. Send their names for samples.

Address,

MODERN FARMER,

X.

-WTitina.

price.

MASTIN, Trent,

O. C.

SOCtf

If not,

fiDlialo, N.

Please ZDentlon Bee Joumai

POWER MACHINERY

cut with

CYl'nFKS INCUUATOR COMPANY,

P'n")

in the W'.rUi.

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
one of your Corabiued Machines, last winter,
50 chaflf hives with 7-iu. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
will." Catalog and price-list free.

»fiTtf^!r»i

I

Kalamazoo Carriage & Harness Mfg.
Co., Station 33, Kalamazoo, Mich.

/7r,. ,/,r F.j<-f..rv

Please mention Bee Journal "wnen writme

,

our tree

I

(Pw^nefT* Oftht Frf^

gone.

all

Prairie State Incb. Co., Homer City, Pa.

F'Tease

'1

Gift.

we consider our
make such a

*

Winteping in an " Ideal Cellar."
have just put my bees in what Mr. Root

Bees

1902.

macliine as the

An effort is being made to organize, or reorganize, the Washington State Bee-Keepers'
Association. I understand there was such an
organization several years ago, but because of
things not being harmonious it became a
Virgil Sikes.
thing of the past.
Yakima Co.. Wash., Feb. 10.

How

6,

PraLirie State

tracted Honeu!

State price, kiud and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., IW S.Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
.UAtf

Any of our
«hereoQ

colonies had to be fed to keep up their
strength until the blooming of alfalfa.
During the flrst crop of alfalfa the weather
conditions were but little better than during
the first part of the season, but the bees gathered enough honey to build up strong and
put tbem in good condition for the second
crop, from which we get our main honey-tiow.
The cold winds ceased to blow and the
The flow began July 4,
weather was hot.
and was so gradual and ended in the same
way so that one hardly knows when it begins
or where it ends. But it generally ends when
the alfalfa is cut, but it is not all cut at once.
I secured from 7b colonies an average of 70
pounds of comb and extracted honey. It the
weather conditions were favorable I have no
doubt that twice or three times that amount
could have been secured.
So far I have told only about the Yakima
Valley as a bee-country, and there is much
more to tell, but space will not permit. This
article may put rather a discouraging aspect
on bee-keeping in this Valley, but take it all
in all bee-keeping has a bright future for the
practical bee-keeper in the Yakima Valley.
No careless methods will do here. Only
those who make a careful study of the conditions and seek for practical methods to overcome the difficulties can ever hope for success.

—

regular Pullman cars, makes

fortable

P. S.

March

9Ctf

C-: ST. JOSEPH, MO.?

!

March

1

6,
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too motleriilc for tlie hecn.
l.lolloir, one of
Ihi* editors of that paper, doi:8 not approve of
lonlliiint,' Iji'is In the hive iliirint: the winter
pi"art,icf;<l \iy Koriie noted l)ee-kee[>erh in Oerriiany).
Mr. l.iedlofT clalinn that the coohlruetloii of the lioney-beeB Is hiicIi thai they
I'liii do willionl a clcanftln^,' flii;hl for month*,
lull must hiivi' a cbanvc to leave the hive
when the wcatlier Is favorable In winter.
(

Would you
Like

r©Lrnv

Frxiit

a.

Low

I

w;ill

Settlers'!

clover honey. I think they would have done
better only for losin(j quite a numljer of
queens, which I found out hatipened by their
l>ein(j: caiitrht
by the kintr-birds. I read an
item in lasl week's Journal, [hat ihe few Ijees
cautrht by kln(r-biidsdid not amount to much,
but 1 think ii amounls to a i,'reat deal. I
posilively know that kin^-birds catch queens,
for I was out one day wilh a sbot^'un watchfor Mr. liird, and just when the bird
in;,'
cauKlit a bee, I let t'o, and when I picked it
up 1 fotuid in its bill a drone and (jueen hanf?ing to it yet alive, only one win^; being torn
off by the shot.
I took it back to ihe
colony
that swarmed, and put it at the entrance;
there came about 'JO bees going for her like
they meant to pull her to pieces, but thai was
not iheir idea, for they pulled something

the Northwest
Every Day During March and
April, 1902.

Free land; low-priced land; fine climate;
splendid crops; good schools and churches;
The growth and prosperity of the wonderful
'good neighbors.
is yourl
Northwest is unequalled in the history of America. Now
Write toit.
onnortunitv to secure a home and farm. Don't neglect
The good land is going fast. It will soon be gone.

—

I

day.

These Bulletins
North Dnkota

you all eiLbout it. Send 2c stamp
each one wanted.

tell

for

away from

her, and then everything was all
right and the queen marched right in and the
bees were as happy as could bee. Since then
I have no mercy for king-birds.
I may be
wrong, but I think they are not a bee-keep-

Colville Reservation (Wash.) Bulletin

liulletin

lrrSfv?a"rn.ton

I^V^TtoJ'r'"'^'-"'"''''"
Flathead CountJ
„

;;

I'.

,,
Wenatchee Valley
^^^^ ^^^ des cription of \Vashini; ton (Folder.)

Cascade oounij

Write for

rn/t'.i

and full information

to ani/

er's friend.

In regard to long-tongued queens, I can say
a word. I think we should try to rear nothing
but long-tongued bees. I have watched the
bees on red clover. An Italian bee will alight
and go from one nectar-tube to another on
one blossom, and a black or hybrid bee will
alight and fly from one blossom to another
until they find the one with the short tube,
then they will slick. That shows that the
Italian bees can out-reach them.

agent of

Railway,
Great Northern
NKW
YORK.

41?

MILWAUKEE.

Broadway.

BOSTON, ail Washliiglon St.
PHILADELPHIA, 836 Chestnut

St.

MINNEAPOLIS.SOO

'ba<

66 Wisconsin StBth & Walnut Sts,
>riS, 103 Carletun Bldp.

CINCINNATI.

liUKKAI.O.40« t'nuiential 6\iilciinp.
PlTltBUH(i,90*21'ark Hldg.. bth Ave.
IJETKOIT. Nor. S. S. ( n's Dook

ST.

H

KANSAS

Long-Tongue Bees.

King-Birds

.Mv bee.s did fairly well lasl siiniuier, averii^'int' US pounds to the colony, mostly red

Kates
to

would

like to add that I uite the doublehive, dead-air space around the tides and
iHittoni, wilh a eushiun on the top only.
lleiisiAN Cook.
Wyoinlni; Co., I'a.. Kel). 17.

In Woivderful Washmgtoix?
"The state that U Albuays Crecn.

I

riY.

82'J

Walnut

itES MiilNES. 407 Walnut
ST. PAL'L.:t3'.i Robert St.
NieolK't Avenue.

St.
St.

F.I.WHITNEY.

MAX BASS.

Gen. Pass. & Ticket Ag't,
ST. PAUL. MINN.

Gen'l Immigration A^'t,
220 S. Clark St.
CHICAGO. ILL.

P. H.

LaSalle Co.,

III.,

Feb.

Habbece.

12.

Please mention Bee Journal -when ivrltina

With
OITR

HELLO
HERE
WE

1902 goods

LEFT OVERS " Have you seen it—
earth, "Muth's
"CRACKER JACK," neat and most sub-

and no "

CATALOG— showing the greatest HIVE on

Special" Dovetail, it's a
stantial on the market, will wear a life time, no warp to Cover or
Bottom-Board. Finest Supplies in the world, at maker's prices.
ARE...
Service and Shipping Facilities Perfect. Let us estimate your wants.
Our Buckeye Strain Italian Queens are Unsurpassed. Untested, 75 cents each; o for $4.00.

THE FRED W. MUTH

Irro'dTr^no'^w:

We
<

are

Send

tlie

CO.,

'^'""'^rNC^NNArVoW

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

tlie

Norttiwest

h

Don't Spit
Dr. A.

in

Your Hives.

W. Smyth says

in

the Irish

Bee

.Journal:

" Woodhead states on Ihe authority of Vignal that the bacitlu.'* oJvel is an inhabitant of
the human mouth that great home of the
bacteria where Leuwenhoek first discovered
them.
is
well, therefore, in working
It
among bees to remember that human salira
can infect, and can start foul brood, and it
the conditions are favorable to the bacteria,
can destroy all the colonies in the apiary.
spark, if it can ignite the tire, is just as effectual as a torchlight.

—

A

for catalog.

\
That Bogus Honey.
December 12lh. • Watson "
Chicago Business Letter says that " law
stops bogus honey." He tells us that ' genuine honey has a brown coloring around the
cells, while glucose honey is perfectly white."
I have been keeping bees almost 20 years, and
mj- bees have produced tous of perfectly white
honey in that time, and I never saw a pound
of glucose to my knowledge. Sometimes I
neglect to take off my comb-honey as soon as
ought, and it becomes travel-stained or has
I
a • brown coloring around the cells "and then
have
to sell it for a less price.
1
While the item does not say so it gives the
impression that a carload of comb honey was
In your issue of

in his

*

Minneapolis, Minn.
We^liave

tlie

Best Goods, Lowest Prices, and Best SliippinR Facilities

r
-

t

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal

lSlSer"S...
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March

BeekeeDers

the faniur

is

iii^'

|Biick>M'i?'8 r.rcnt

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

& Son and
Please mention Bee Journal when

Successor to Chas. F.Muth

I Buckbec's Victa VlUou, vonderful fixlder.
I
lor 10 cti^ KDd my vatuaVjle Seo.i
rorl902. Established 26 years—onlj
reliable pccda- Mention this iiaptr and order to-daj.

AH

H. W. BUCKBEE,
ICockford Seed FaLrms,
Ue^t.

Plea=;e

Itorkford. 111.

Wanted

Buy

to

BEES,

house and a few
20 to 50 Colonies of
acres of land, in some good bee-locality California, Washington, or Florida,
preferred.
Slate kind of hives, bees, and price. Address,
T.J. B., box 78.
Rt^tleuge, Pine Co., Minn.
lOAlt

—

NO COLLEGE EDUCATION
is iifHiicil

to

run the Sure Ilalch

nculmtor. They are so simple
that th-'v run themselves. Made
nf California redwood, beautiful-

writing.

ly tliiished; twelve ounce copper
tUTik, and hydro-safety lamp. Fully friiaranteed. Our catalogue contains

1

and
construct ioa
action.
Hatches every fprtile
epp. Write for catalo^ne to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.

Perfect in

liuiichvds uf photographs of the Sure
llnti-h Inciiliitlor at work, and vah';ihle ilif'TTriation. Sent free.

of the chief up-to-date appliances in
apiary is known as a jouncer. Some four
or five years ago I described, with pen and
pencil, my first jouncer, and it was a very
crude affair compared with the one in use at
present.
The photos show the device and
how to use it. It will be observed that it is
made very strong, made mostly of tough fir,
and put together with bolts, and a cloth tray
is adjusted under the hive to be jounced.

my

When it is desired to jounce the bees from a
super it is adjusted as in photo No. 1, and
the whole jounced against the ground. The
sudden jar, or a few of them, send the bees all
into the tray. The latter can be removed as
shown in Fig. No. 2, and the bees dumped on
the top of the frames of the colony.
In order to cushion the lower ends of the
corner posts of the jouncer they are chambered off to a point. As there are no stones in
the apiary, when the jouncer strikes the
ground the jounce is broken just enough to
prevent the combs from breaking.
The benefits derived from this method of
getting bees off the combs are all in the line
of rapid manipulation.
In the American Bee
Journal not many months ago, Mr. Davenport
caught on to this idea and applied it to the
common Langstroth hive. The best success,
however, is attained with a shallow broodchamber; and the only objection I have to it
is, when there is much thin honey it slops out

Sure Hatch Incubator Co., Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus. 0.

Wease mentioa Bee journal -when

roritina.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

ITALIAN OUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRA WBERRY,,,
D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, III.
Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending the winter in North Da-

kota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice] should be addressed,

BLOCHER, Denbeigh,

4Atf

N. Dak.

Lanostrom on.«
TI16H0I16UB66
Revised by Dadant

— 1900

Edition.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

A Fortune in a Name —Under the keen and
exacting conditions of modern business much
more depends than formerly upon the name
adopted for the business or the article offered
lor sale. We feel like congratulating the Clay
Phelps Incubator Co of Cincinnati, Ohio, who
are advertising with us on the name "'All
Right," under which they are making and selling their incubators.
One or two points we wish to call attention to.
One is the plan on which they sell th-ir machines, namely. 10 days* trial. This is done to
create the fullest possible confidence on the
pari of the public. If the manufacturer shows
his own confidence in his goods, it^s bound to
find its answer in greater confidence on the part
of the buyer. We do not remember to have seen
in any catalog a clearer statement of the construction and advantages of an incubator than
A careful reading
in the "All Right" catalog.
of these pages impresses one most favorably.
i*nagine
how it would be
In fact, it is hard to
possible to build a machine more conscienThe catalog is
All
Right."
tiously than the *'
hiindsomely illustrated and is sure to interest
is
about
to
buy an incubaand aid any one who
Write the manufacturers today and get
tor.
Clay Phelps
free.
Address,
one of these books
Incubator Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and mention
,

this paper.

regarding
oldes
Send for circulars the
and most

improved and original liingham Bee-Smoker
For 23 \ ears thk Best on Kakth.
25Atf

LS5,

mention Bee Journal when writine.

A. Muth.

200-Egg Incubator
for $ 2-80 ^

D. J.

fine,

lOulde Book

OHIO.

2146-3148 Central Ave.,

Uhprtj Field Corn. Tfry

C.t. W. Yt'llow Dent Cum, ettra value,
|Bui-kl>e«'8 llllnola O&tB. rich in Diitri(li>c,
1 Ruclcbcr's Bnnanii Rapo, no elepmt \ftri. ly,
Ittuckbet-'s Electric Tree Bf&us. Dune Ltttir,
I Buckt*e'fl Bromus Incrmla, a Kf*at ntw |?Toas,

—

Orders taken for Queens— Golden Italians,
Red Clover <.*ueens, and Cahniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog:.

•ami'lec:

lUuotbteB

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the

Hives, etc., at lowest prices.
You will save money by buying from me.

bit;

" Tlie Jouncer " for Freeing Extracting Supers of Bees.
One

iDtrinluce thera will send the fol

lowing

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth

plants
buy. )

ciin

varieties of

Field Seed Novelties.
|To

Factory
Prices

Distribntor of

45A26t

new

|liuve tMine threat

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

National Stockman and Farmer.

WlioWins
who

the be^t sefds nioiify

Prompt

—

Ttie rariner
Ion his 'Tops

C.

terated by unprincipled dealers, but I think
there is some mistake about this item from
Chicago and it will work an injury to beekeepers, who, as far as I know, are all in
favor of the pure-food laws. E. Tark, in the

't,-.^^

FOR

:

1901.

condemned in Chicago, because it was white,
and contained from bO to fiO percent of glucose.
Without doubt extracted honey has been adul-

Headquarters

Supplies

6,

T. F.

BINGHAM.

This

when

writing

one of the standard books on
and ought to be in the

It is bound
and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

library of every bee-keeper.

substantially

in

known

cloth,

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for

—

one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
;

.

GEORGE W. YORK &

Farwell. Mich.

please menti'^ia Bee journal

is

bee-culture,

14-1

&

146

Erie Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

FIG.

1.— rambler's joi'ncer for cleaning
SUl'ERS.

—
March

6.

!

,
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U8ln^ ubbroviatii(fiH we can keep a record on
thehOCXteiKJiii^'' t hroun'h tt few inonthH or even
NeuHOJi, hut nT wlml use Ik tliiKUHare-

iJ ite

one

t'ortl

Of

i

etjuvenlent

they are

((iiiiH-.

in

keeping a leiiipomry recuni, but u rnconi of a
colony in <H"(lci In bo of value shftiild extend
of years, for liow are we to
(or the Htrain of becB
fr(»ni wliieli (iiiecn)
liave avera^red llie Ijeel
Mirou^rb a nmnbor of yearsi
can nf>t
trust tills to iMfiiiory.
If we could, records

kn<»w wiial

l)e

useless.

now keep

a book record, and said records
run from year to year 60 that I can trace the
aneestry of any ipH-en in the apiary back to
tile time whtiii this record conirneneed.
S. E.
MiLLEU, in tiie i'lo^reseive Bee-Keeper.

—

Every Chicken
a ^Toon

boiii'

Man Needs

it

I

It

oi'i'iiiiii-

t.-.l lit

.h?aiisitKi-lf,
(i-.jrued or choked.

white now hIow at 14c; 8aIeH chiefly at 13Jic
with Borne Western choice at 13c; no buckwheat
comb offered, and other dark tirades are meeting with little attention, priced rantrinif from
')tol2c.
Kxtracled is steady, uhite, -)4"i,7c, accordin^r to fiuality and what it is ifatbered from;
amber, S'/imS^c; off grades at 5c. lieenwax
wanted at JOc.
R. A. Burhbtt & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— The honey market has
been rather dull this year. Comb honey is selling fairly, and brings as follows: Whiteclover,
15c; lower grades from UHia-Uc.
Extracted
honey sells very slow, the lower grades bringing S(3»6c,and fancy, 65i(g,754c. Beeswax. ZS(a30c.

of the OptT-

tiK' plriisiin-

will wnixt Ut know «'( it.
Scud lor t. Ill- lUif^iiiiti-d Catalcitciie
Nf>. 0,
betnrf^ v"ii Iniv. Sent Frt'f.

utor.

Chicaoo, Feb. 18.— There has been a decline
the market on corab honey of one cent [ler
pound since the month came in. lie.t i^rad.H of
in

iH l.iill hci.iiiiL,-, it

I'll II II

It is

MAKKBT QUOTATIONS.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a lonjf time.
Fancy white comb, l.SftpK.c; No. 1, l.fc; dark
and buckwheat, 13@14c. Extracted, buckwheat.
be.
Beeswax, 30c.
H. R. Wright.

cutter.

The Adam
aIniH-

5

ctflofiies

We

I

AND BEESWAX

HONE.y

I

number

Ilimu^;li a

would

>te>M Mi 3«i idt >K rf<^ >K jtt jiK iltW

^i.ii

J. ADAM, jnltct. Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal

W.

If

when

-wrritine

C.

H.

W. Wbbbr.

Boston, Jan. 20,— Strictly lancy comb honey

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

in cartons, ISS^c: A No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14>4c; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally running
No. 1 and A No. 1. Extracted, light amber,
7Hc; amber, 7c; Florida honey, 6Hfe7c.
Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larger demand than we at this mo-

ment

Blake, Scott

anticipate.

dk

L>bb.

Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.
If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia^s Favorite Paper—

California
The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.
FIG. :i.— KAMBLER'S

JOUNCER AND HOW

IT

OETS THE BEES.

handsomely Illustrated,
pie copy free.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum. Sam*

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

330

upon the bees

of course, it is best to
wait until the honey is thick. It is hard to
malce people believe that any new way is better than their way; but as my former good
seed sown brought forth some good results,
I sow again, and again watch the results.

Whether

;

but,

use the
Rambler's
jouneer or not, I hope the bee-keepers will
discard the old, obsolete use of a brush.
Bees can be shaken off the combs clean
In Central California but few
enough.
brushes are used.

We quote: Fancy

white, 14c, and exception-

ally fine stock at perhaps ISc; No. 1 white at
13c; amber at ll(ai2c. Extracted remains dull
at unchanged prices. Arrivals of late are quite

plentiful of all the different grades. Beeswax
firm at 28@28>^c.
Hildreth & Skoelken.

—

OLEO

or

BUTTER?

KanL'b or Farm etock, stay in PAGE enclosures.
i'ACJK WOVKN WIKK FKNCK CO., ADUIAN, .11 KH.

Feb. 12.— White comb, 11®

.

26@28c; dark, 24@25c.
Considering the limited quantities offering
there is a fair trade in progress, both for shipment and local account. Quotable values are
without change, but market is moderately firm
at the prevailing figures.

Please mention Bee.Tou7Tial -when wiitina.

WANTFD
^^

with the "incomparable"

BORDEAUX NOZZLEJi

snd onr world*8 best
k lata

meaaa

I
'

Considerable has been written in the past
on the subject of keeping records of each colony of bees. Dr. Miller and Roots have had
several arguments in which the Doctor was in
favor of a book record and the Roots preferred
the little .slates, but years of experience have
taught me that they do not completely answer
the purpose for which they are intended. By

is

San Francisco,

See

Keeping a Record.

has been very litof late in comb honey, and while
no buckwheat on the market to amount
to anything, there is sufficient quantity of the
different grades of white honey. The demand
having been slow of late, prices have had a
downward tendency and are likely to remain
so during the spring.

movement

12>^ cents; amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, SMl®6c; light amber, 4X®5c:
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

bee-keepers

I liave great hopes for the shallow extracting-super.
Mr. Davenport says the jouncing
principle is worth $50 a year to him, even
with the standard frames. Now, I would give
S50 for a method that will enable me to extract a whole shallow super without removing
the frames. Can it ever he done? Rambler,
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

New York, Feb. S.— There

tle

there

oatflt yoo are abso ^
master of the situation.
Insecta and dia-i
fall before this all conqaering ontllt,/^
the book.
It Is free.
Write for it now. 2*''

THEDEHINOCO.,

Western Agts., Henlon

EXTRACTED HONEY-either
'^^ ^ ' •-<-'• large or small lots; parties
having same to offer, send samples, and best prices delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio. We pay cash
on delivery.
ThE FRED W. MUTH CO'.
lOAtf Front and Walnut Sts.. Cincinnati, O.
Please mention Bee journal when writiiig.

SALEtl, OHIO.

& HobbeU,

Chicago.

I

Please mention the Bee Journal.

i Astonished the Editor.
We
Box

advertised our Rural Free Delivery
the "Country Gentleman ^ of AlThey ordered a box "for use

iu

bany, N. Y.
is

Here
what they say

of

it:

in the office."

"We
till

had dO

idea,

we examined
ourselves,

of
the immense
turn that this comfor

i

BETTER THAN
SPRAYING.
around wheo
Use

Don't

lug- barrels

of water
poison direct.

spraying.

pany

the petty

nnd Insert FTlcrminntor

is a most ingenious device that
rapidly supplantinff the old methods. It blows the finely

i

u

fiesise

mention Bee journal whon

-wTiting.

sum ihey

portation prepaid.
There is positively noexcu
for usiug^ anything- else on
rural route."
Ot course we don't want
the business, but there is
" room for a few more." Write us.

powdered dust into every nook and crevice. Reaches the bottoms
well as tho trips of leaved. Destrojaloaect Life on pinutg. vines
ibrubs and trees. Just aa effective for vermin on poultry and picsMore rapid tbiin spraying. Descriptivo circulars and ttBllmonialB free.
1111,1, IS 1)1 ST SniAYKK CO., Itox Ifi, ST. JOSHI'll, MQ.

for

charf;re,f-.OO.trans-

the

Our

Common Sense DustSprayer
is

makes

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BOND STEEL POST

CO.

ADRIAN, MICH.

^W
Please mention Bee Journal

when

vn-itins

!
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

March

6,

1902.

^i£.Je,.i£..i£^i£..i£^ia.Ja.Ja,JS^Ui,JS»si,Je^ie,Ja^is.J^

>

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

HIV6S. Exiraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU

WANT

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

THE W.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

^ tO" W. M. Gefrish, East Notingham, N.

H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

Please mention

Bee Journal "when writma

A Competent

WANTED

and Reliable

Address,

P. W:.

We

sell

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

The

classic in

The picture siiown

which

is

an important thing with

can furnish these

m
^m
#

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

at these prices:

a gross;

.*4.?"

One
five

gross, ?5.00;

or

Here

is

"

Nov.

I think will take preceothers. I am delighted with it, as it is
easily manipulated."
R. H. PepworTh,
Pieterniaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.

all

&

30, 1901.

EXTRACTED HONEY

honey-

gross,
$4.50 per

CHICAGO,

-

BEESWAX?
You should have the best wax-extractors, else large quantities of
wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and practical

1902— Bee-Keepers'

bee-keeper says of the
llih.

Supplies

We can famish you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 19*12 cataloKMich
I. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co..
.please mention Bee Journal wlien, "WTitlija

Dittmer's Foundation
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my

—

and

inventions,

FOUNDATION

which enable me
and

to

SELL,

DANZ.
fork fax

Into Fonnflation

at prices that are the lowest.

sections.

THE

For Cash

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., nEDiNA.OHio.

u. s. a.

Catalog giving

GEORGE W. YORK &

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

:

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobbers and
agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents sent
you on request. We will also send j'ou a little book, " Facts About
Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog, on request.
WANTED. Beeswax. Price, 28c cash or 30c in trade for pure
average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of white sage
extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB HONEY in

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

own

ROOT-GERMAN STEAM WAX-PRESS

For over 2" years past I have had to render up old combs or cappinRs in Isruer or
smaller ijuautittes. and my experience has been extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost
every knnwn method to {;et ail the wax uul, but have never succeeded to my satisfaction
until recently. 1 Kot of you a German wax-press, th.at comes nearer accomplishing that ot)ject than any thins I have ever tried. I am more than satisBed with it. for. if used accordAny ime used t<i the old methint' t"' directions, there is little if any wax left in the refuse.
niis will be astonished at the results obtained. In this press you have tiivcn tlmse in need
of it the best thins, to my mind, you have ever brousht out, and I really believe all who try
There are other points of advantage that I could menit will pronounce it a real treasure.
tion, ime of which iS its perfect safety— no boilins over and Betting Are tt) every thine, and
it can be left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can be iiept neat and
E. T. Flanagan.
clean, and it occupies very little room.
Belleville, 111., uec. 12.

I

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee Journal wl.en writiui;

'IT? headquarters for
->i>j

h

Send

to

them

CO., ^^^tct<,V^^lT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

Cf

'&\'>i

tfj

m-

!

You will need good hives, smokers, knives, and most of all, a
good honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors
are used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

irs.

14* Erie Street,

m-

cause of "little demand."

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

<«<-

you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for your
honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been held be-

try them once you will likely use no
;ind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

Comb Honey?

The Danzenbaker Hive

dence over

u

If

I

something that will interest you.

gru^

other

III.

If

two

more gross

Do You Produce
simple, and

Chicago,

jars, f .o.b.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention Bee Jjornal •when wTltliig.

sellers.

We

j;

Bee-Culture— Price, f 1.2S, by mail.

BEESWAX wanted

Cook Co., 111.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writina

lierewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.
It is inacie of the clearest flint glass, and when
tilled with honey, and a
neat label attached, it
makes as handsome a
packat^e as can be imajj;ined.
Its glass top
sets on a flat rubber
and is held in
ring,
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is practically air-tight,
thus permitting no leak,

W

T
K

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Revised,

River Forest. Oak Park Post-Offlee,

Tip=-Top Glass Honey= Jars

satis-

OF ALL
KINDS »*»»

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

at all times

DUNME,

has always given better

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Heepers' SupDlies

flPIflRIST

Must
to handle two out-apiaries on shares.
have experience, and be well posted in the business.

Send name

Address,

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

T.

it

•»•
taction than any other. Because In 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog and copy of
free.

Year
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ide and east end of the seven-acre
give affective wind-break.

i

Weekly Budget.

I

Mr. Jas. a. Green of LaSalle Co., 111., is
moving to Mesa Co., Colo, mainly on account
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPAISY
144

&

146 E rie

St., Chicago,

111.

of his wife's health.

He

will

Illinois can't afford

to

loss

keep bees there.
many such beekeepers as Mr. Green. But our loss will be
Colorado's gain. Mr. Green has an excellent article on page 166.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as oecondClass Mail-Matter.

lot,

which

The old building in the background is a
hen-house, which I expect to move to another
location and build a bee-house with wintering
cellar underneath.
You will notice two (one
on either side) milk-stool looking arrangements hanging in the trees; these are simply
sticks of stoVewood with a board nailed on
one and a long wire hook to hang and handle
it with.
I smear them occasionally with the
slum-gum from the wax-extractor. To use
them, if they (the bees) do not voluntarily
alight on them, (when I see they have begun
to

cluster),

I

hang the swarming-block

a.^;

near as possible in the midst of them, and
four out of five swarms in 18S9 and 1000, used
the blocks, but this year (1901) only four or
five out of 25 used them
but I took no pains'
to induce them, as I found they were inclined
to go to the evergreens and a small cherrytree in the garden, and it was easy to hive
them from the trees.
;
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
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are being reported from

Southern California. These will help to insure
a honey crop. Some day all of California's
best crops of honey, and all the honey produced elsewhere in this country, will not be
enough to supply the demand. You see, we
have faith in the future honey -business of our
country. But be sure to produce only the
best honey possible, both in quality and flavor.

The bees are not all in sight, some of them
being back out of range of the camera.
have the 8, 9 and 10 frame Langstroth
and three or four box-hives, which I
have neglected to transfer. I like the 10frame best for my locality, but may change
1

hives,

ray

mind

in time.

;

The Wrapper-Label Date
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National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
G. M, Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Whitcomb,

E.

Z.

HCTCHINSON,

A. I. Root,
E. T. Abbott,
P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

J.

G.

Newman,

for

many

years

American Bee Journal previous
and now living in San
Francisco, writing us Feb. 2" had this to say
editor of the

to about ten years ago,

concerning the condition of his eye-sight:
"

glad to say that after having suffered
during the past three
years by paralyzed optic nerves, I am l»ginI

am

terrible inconveniences

ning to see some

much

improvement, and have

little

confidence that

my

vision will .soon

re-

turn. For you know how much it is needed
To depend
in such work as I have to do.
upon the eyes of others for all that I can
learn about the outside world has lieen a great
affliction on account of its long continuation."

Mr. Newman's hosts of friends will be rejoiced to learn of the improved condition of
his sight, and hope for speedy as well as entire

prevent the adulteration of honey.
dishonest honey-dealers.

To prosecute
W.

Mr. Thomas

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon ap-

To

That

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

recovery.

Mr.

Newman

Ijee-fraternity

is

still

through

[connected with

Ijeing a

member

the

of the

Board of Directors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager and Treasnrer, Forest City, Iowa.
Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

£uGHNE Secor,

more conveniept, Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal,

to the office of the

will be forwarded to
will mail individual receipts.

when they

who

A

Mr. Secor,

Cellnloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-)<eeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
^ood idea for every bee-keeper
wear
one
[of the buttons!
to
as it will cause people to ask
many a conbee,
and
questions about the busy
versation thus started would wind up with the
rate
it would
at
any
sale of more or less honey;
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
to
honey
regard
enlighten many a person in
and bees.**
The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offlM
of the American Bee Journal.
**

I

lieve that

being clipped did not go with the swarm, but
went back in the old home and tore down the
queen-cells and did not swarm any more.
They were making a gain of five to seven
pounds per day, but on this day they were i}4
lighter.

My bees

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

If

Aside from the above gains this colony cast

swarm June 5, which united with another
swarm from another colony. The old queen

a

pounds

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

p^

honey. 60 sections, (not all in
sight but equally well filled), was just taken
from one colony, there being thirty-two 4x5
no-bee-way Danz. sections, and twenty-eight
414x414 bee-way sections. The bee- way sections had separators between, except
one
separator which is left out, and two of the
sections on the left show the result. The
colony which produced the above, produced
250 such, and a super of extracting frames of
honey and went into winter quarters in a
10-frame hive, bees and honey weighing 69
pounds. A daily record of the loss and gain
was kept of this colony from spring until fall,
but I cannot give the record, as a part of it
was kept on the hive-cover and was packed
away on a hive in the cellar before taking a
I do not know anything about the
copy.
length of tongue of the bees of this colony,
only that they worked red clover; but so did
all the bS colonies, so far as I could tell.
pile of

The Apiary of Mr.

F.

W. Hall we present

on the first page of this number.
what he has to say about it.

Here

is

fairly tumble over each other working on sweet-corn Ijlossoms (tassels), and I
am satisfied they were after 'Something else
F. W. Hall.
than pollen.
Sioux Co., Iowa.
"

As promised some time ago, I send you a
my home and bee-yard. The gen-

picture of

eral appearance of the latter gives one the impression of a veritable weed-patch, or African
jungle, which former will not be much amiss.
'•'
Too many irons in the fire " made it impossible to keep some from burning, so I let that
Thus the
burn which did the least harm.
blue-grass, timothy, clover and several kinds
of weeds, had their own way save what I
tramped down passing two and fro in the
various manipulations of the Ijce-hives and
fixtures, which, up to the time of photographing (July 4th), and some time afterward, was

good deal.
As you look at the picture you are looking
toward the east, the sun at the 4 :30 o'clock
mark, and the mercury registering 100 degrees
a

in the shade.

The large-leaved plant

in

the

foreground is rhubarb, the trees on the right
are apple, cherry and three peach trees, south
of which row is sweet corn (some S or 10
rows) and south of which is the garden; then
the house and lawn (not in sight). The north
row are apples, north of which are six other
rows and all heavily loaded with apples, but
not discernible. At the further end is a plum
thicket, which extends clear across the east
end of the orchard. A heavy row of willows
some 2.T feet in hight Ijorder the north side of
the orchard, and extend clear across the north

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Associaits annual convention in the City
and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1002, at 10 a.m. This promises to be an interest-

tion will hold

All are invited. It is desired
for the protection and benof our bee-keepers. Come and aid a good
cause. It is expected that every county will be
J.'B. Fagg, Sec.
represented.
E. S. LovESY, Pres.

ing Convention.
to

form an exchange

efit

Chicago. — Some

amendments

to the constitu-

Chicago Hae-Keepers' Association
have been proposed, and the E.vecutive Committee has ordered them to be brought before
the next regular meeting for decision. It is proposed to change the name to " Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association;" and to
change the time of meeting to ** the first Wednesday and Thursday of December, or such
other days as may be selected by the Executive
Committee." The object of this is to make
Chicago the rallying point for the whole Northwest, or so much of it as is likely to run to Chicago to trade or attend expositions. I believe
our association is now the largest local asso
We remitted to the
in America.
ciation
National Association for 62 members. Our mailing list is about 300, or about }i ot those in our

tion of the

territory.

Herman

F.

Moore,

Sec.

:

:

:

:

>^!i-^/N AMERICA
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ILL,,

crawling all over me, is for ani-1 easy talker
one who (•(/// siiy just what he wants to — to
get up and delilierately ramble all over creation, just as if he were in a corner grocery.
Also that when bee-keepers "drive many
miles to a convention, or pay railroad fare
and hotel bills, tlii^y have a right to expect
that the limited time of the convention itself
(not speaking of the intermissions which can
be spent socially it desired,) shall be devoted
to that which conventions alone can give; and
that anything else, no matter how valuable,
which can as well l)e procured in other ways,
shall be rigorously excluded.
The presiding
olHcer should consider it one of his chief
duties to keep the discussion business-like to

—

^

Editdrial.

Too Much Theory

^

i

the complaint
from some of his
readers,
t'hililrea don't always know what's
good for them, Mr. Hutchinson. Americans
i]ciitor lluteliinson lias

is

liad

if not practical.
A man may be
a good eiitfineer without knowing just how a
locomotive is built; but he will be a better

are nothing;:

the point."

he knows just how the different parts
of his machine are put together.

one

Ijarge Ventihition for Bee-Cellars
advocated
T. F.

—

in Barrels. G. A. Deadthe Canadian Bee .Tournal, gives as

man, in
one arguhient in favor of shipping comb
honey in barrels the saving of freight. Honey
In barrels goes as second-class freight, and as
the classification does not specify extracted
honey, he ships comb honey at second-class
rates, the only

way

in

which he can get so

flue,

in

(ileanings

Bee-Culture by

in

Bingham. Instead of a 3-inch
16 inches

is

better.

He

is

low

rates, as

will

be seen by the following

Honey in glass, packed in cases
1st class
Honey in cans, not boxed
1st "
"
Honey in cans, boxed or crated
2d
•'
Honey in kegs or barrels
3d
Honey in comb, boxed, owner's risk. .1st "

My first winter's experience with a threeinch ventilator-flue in my cellar demonstrated
conclusively its insufficiency. My hives, like
Mr. Doolittle's. became charged with water;
and, while not painted, they do not fail to
show that they have been five months in a
warm, damp atmosphere. A hundred colonies of bees consuming 400 pounds of honey
per month would liberate not less than 35 to
40 pounds of water per week. Just suppose
two pails of water to be thrown into an airtight cellar once every Sunday for five months,
said cellar to be at a temperature of 40 to
degrees.

Size of Hives for Idaho.

— From

report of the Idaho convention given

Consumption of

Stores, says M. Bellot

Revue Int., in well-protected colonies, is
sometimes not more than one kilogram (2.2
pounds) for the months of November, December and January but as soon as the bees are
in activity, or even simply in movement, the
consumption increases in an incredible degree. The effect of activity upon the amount
of stores consumed is strikingly shown in the
many swarms that he ships. For a swarm of
nearly 4 pounds he calculates a consumption
of irtoSO ounces the first day, and a little
less upon succeeding days.
A swarm of 4i.>
pounds during a journey of 11 days consumed
somewhat more than 2^.1 pounds of honey.
During the latter part of the journey the bees
became accustomed to the disturbance, and
quieted down so as to consume less.
in

;

the

the

is

taken

Pennington Bros, found that the average
good queen could occupy 13 frames before the
honey-flow. On these large hives comb-honey
supers holding 40 4x5 sections are used, with
shallow extracting combs when running for
They found that such a
extracted honey.
colony would fill 40 sections as quickly as an
S-frame colony would fill 24 sections.
Mrs. Paul preferred the 8-frame hive for
comb honey.
E. F. Atwater gave the bees 10, 16 or 20
frames before the flow and then contracted to
S or 10 frames when the flow began, with a
preference for 8 frames.

re-

says:

AVax-Presses and Solar Extractors.
come prominently to the

— Wax-presses have

front lately, but K. C. Alkin thinks there

use for the solar wax-extractor.

It

is

seems

depend on the solar for
has done its best on
still paying work for the

when

it

any combs there is
press, but Mr. Aikin,

in

old combs, and

Gleanings in Bee-Culneed
of the solar in these words:
ture, expresses his view as to the further

to talk I feel like a dull and
So
rusty augur boring into tough wood.
when I listen to the false starts, the twice or.
indecisive
phrases
and
the
expresthrice told
sions that ther.iselves make repetition necessary.
I feel that we are all about in the same
box anyway if I think about it at all. But
what does make me feel as if little ants were
I

get

—

up

—

To

this Editor

Root replies:

myself believe, and have so stated, that
the solar wax-extractor has its place. I beI

A

press

is

a necessity and a money-saver.

You will now say,
why build a solar
'.

if

we must have

I will tell

should be put through it first, because the
wax that the sun renders out is of a superior

But the slumgum from the solar
ijUl combs should be put through the
wax-press. A bee-keeper who thinks he can
get along without a press of some kind is
probably throwing away gold dollars by the
handful. All refuse from the sun machines
should be by all means saved.
and

Inij)ortance of
in bee-cellars
in

is

Even Temperature

urged by R. F. Holtermann

Gleanings in Bee-Culture. Even the variaone degree causes a change in the-

tion of

position of the bees, and this activity

is

detri-

mental to the best wintering. One particular
colony has been closely observed, and of this
he says

At 40 degrees the cluster contracts sufficiently to draw all the bees above the bottomboards, and out of sight when you cast your
eye through the opening made between the
bottom-board and body by blocking up the
brood-chamber three-eighths of an inch. At
41 a few bees appear below the bottom-bar;
at 42, still more.
This condition has prevailed all winter. That cellar, I believe, has
not varied 4 degrees

all winter, and it affords
object-lesson.
Variations in temperature cause, as per above (contraction and
expansion of the cluster), activity; and to
husband vitality and stores, this is not desir-

a beautiful

^

able.

Acid

in

Wax-Reflning. — An important

is nuide in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
saying that instead of 5 to 25 percent, there
should be only about 1 percent as much acid
as water.
Editor Root says

correction

to be a great waste to

at ConTentions

ceives some vigorous handling from F. L.
Thompson, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper. He

When

in

.50

Kocky Mountain Bee Journal, the following

still

Waste of Time

the water pr'ocess in either bag or press, you
lose this honey.
The .«aving in hcjney that
can be used in feeding or in vinegar-making,
and even for table use, will soon pay for several solars.
It also saves time and loss in
other ways, and the first run of wax that Is
gotten by the solar is brighter and nicer than
can be had by the wet process. One who has
never used a s<jhir will have little idea how
much honey can be aceummulnted by means of
the solar just that much saved. The slumgum taken from the solar can be worked by
the press later at your convenience.

i|uality.

ventilator-

says:

'

table

11,

lieve that nearly all refuse, so tar as possible,

if

Comb Honey

No,

1902,

13,

J^

you.

a press,

There

is

scarcely a bit of comb, burr-comb, cappings,
or whatever you want to melt, but has in it
more or less honey. If you put these through

It is our daily practice in refining the commercial product as we buy it, to use half a
gallon of raw acid to two barrels (60 gallons)
of water. This would be less than 1 percent
of acid to water. If the wax is very dark we
make a slight increase.
Very "light wax
would require less than halt a gallon. In refining commercial wax anywhere from K to
I'.j
percent of acid may be used; but in the
handling of old, dark combs, especially slumgum, it will be necessary to increase the
amount to perhaps 2 percent; but in that
case it would be better to render the wax
again in clean water so as to get out the
slight traces of acid or acid smell.
The \ or
one percent solution of acid never leaves any
trace, so far as we can discover, in the wax.

:
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Convention Proceedings.

I believe you will
able reunion.

13, 1902.

have a delightful meeting and a
T. F.

profit-

Bingham.

Mr. Bingham's subject was then discussed as follows:
E. E. Coveyou says he does have serious winter losses,
and advocated ventilating by opening the doors and windows
at night, thus keeping the cellar cool.
He says 8 per cent
is

Report of the IKichigan Bee-Keepers' Convention.

March

much less.
Kkson wants young bees for

his heaviest loss; usually

D.

winter, and ventilatsame as Mr. Coveyou.
Mr. Bacon put 36 colonies in for winter one year ago;
lost one colony
no late swarms, old bees put in building.
One winter he covered six colonies with straw and lost two
from lack of stores. He thinks it is not a hard problem
to solve in this region.
He wants plenty of old bees, and
S.

ing the

EV JAS.

A. D.\RT, SEC.

The annual meeting of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association was called to order by Pres. Geo. E. Hilton, at
I :30 p. m., Jan.
i, in
Petoskey.
Mr. Hilton congratulated the Association on the successful results of the last meeting in procuring the enactment
of a foul-brood law.
The following communication, received from Mr. T. F.
Bingham, of Clare Co., Mich., was read
Safe Wintering of Bees in Northern Micliigan.
Regretting that I cannot be with you I have decided to
bring before our Association a feature in the management
of bees which, while perhaps not strictly new, will afford at
least a sense of novelty.
I will, with your permission, request that you take up the subject of safe wintering in this
Northern country. I define the location, as our wintering
must ever be our great danger.

Young queens found laying in October are a danger, and
as they are so determined to lay there seems to be no other
way of disposing of them but to kill or remove them the
bee-keeper
must make the decision, even though the
time seems inopportune.
One colony with a laying queen in a winter repository
will jeopardize the whole apiary, especially those colonies
nearest to it. In looking over my bees preparatory for
winter, about October i, I killed all queens found laying,
united their bees with other colonies having plenty of bees
and in all respects No. i.

—

has been argued that late-hatched bees were the
bees to pass the winter all of which may be true. But those
bees must all be eight days old long before going into
winter quarters.
All this will lead up to the consideration of what queens
There is but one answer,
will be best adapted to winter.
if the premises are sound, viz.
Queens that have stopped
laying when the honey season stopped. Any queen that has
not settled down to matronly ways, and does not go into
hibernating ways as other bees do, cannot be trusted. Any
queen that does not do this will surely keep the colony in
commotion long after every bee should have gone into hibernating conditions and deepest repose.
You may call to mind the winter losses of years ago, when
we had late-fall honey, and concluded it was late honey
that caused the losses. A late honey-flow caused late brood
and late supersedure of queens, and these young queens kept
the colony breedmg, and dying, and worrying others, and
the whole dwindled, and dwindled, and dwindled away.
It

;

:

Again,

you may

colonies have

call to mind that all spring-dwindled
more brood than the bees can care for.
Many

reasons have been advanced for these conditions. I, of
course, cannot explain as clearly as if with you, but I trust
I have said enough to give a plain, clear understanding of
the idea that our winter losses are not entirely due to cold
or poor honey.
bees are all wintering on buckwheat and other late
iioney, and dying much less than last winter, when, at this
time (January l), they had used nothing but granulatedsugar syrup.
One thmg above honey is the hibernating rest. If that
is broken by brood-rearing, the great essential of long-continued existence is absent, and premature death takes place.
Temperature has much less to do with hibernation than has
been supposed. The air does not require to be cold to cause
bees to hibernate. When the honey-flow stops the queen is
three months' old, hibernates, and the whole colony goes
into winter quarters, just as do the "ground hog," snakes,
It is not a matter of atmospheric 'temperature, but of
etc.
food conditions and the unerring instincts of the bees.

My

—

written "unerring" so
I ought to have
so much faith that the swarming instinct
could be evoTutioned out of bees, etc. Any poor season will
wipe out the swarming instinct for that year.
I

don't

think

many have had

;

;

thinks that wintering in a building

is

best for early building

up.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick thinks the important part is to requeen in July. He put his bees into the cellar with 25 to
30 pounds of sealed honey per colony; hives with no bottom-i
board, and had very light losses from wintering.
Ira D. Bartlett kept bees seven years, and wintered
them out-doors. He never lost a colony until last winter;
that one starved.
He gives about 30 pounds of honey put
up in the latter part of September makes winter hives containing about four colonies each, with three-inch soace in
the bottom
takes off covers and then puts on a piece of
carpet, kiln-dried planer-shavings, two inches kiln-dried saw;

;

dust, then eight inches planer-shavings ; gives dead-air space
in front, sort of portico and board, and packs over with snow.

Mr. Kirkpatrick one winter put 63 colonies into a pit
on a side hill 8 inches of straw over scantling, no bottomboards, ducking over brood-frames, straw, then dirt then
straw and, dirt again he took out 60. The only ventilation
was at the lower end of the pit, of a 4-inch wooden frame and
wire netting over the opening. Straw was under, between
and over the hives boards over to shed rain.
Mr. Hilton says such pits are successful only on sandy

—

—

;

;

soil,

not in clay

soil.

Smith had 22 years' experience both in and out
of cellars, and in pits, and says cellars are noisy and bees
C.

F.

hear the noise. He thinks, however, a cellar is the place.
Beginners often have success out-doors, but will have a year

He doesn't see much
that will change their ideas.
difference between using absorbent or a cover over the
frames. Last winter he accidentally knocked a cover off of
one, and this colony wintered the best of all, but it was a
very strong colony. He thinks after this he will take both
bottom and top boards off, but have some heat-retainer, as
come

burlaps and chaff.
Mr. Hilton thought best to leave the bottom off and have
a top covered with a pillow of chaff.

Mr. Kitson asked to have discussed in this connection
double and single-walled hives.
Frank Erdt thought chaff' hives best, but does not like
cellars
he thinks we ought to keep snow crust opened.
;

M. M. Hungerford says when he first-came North he
made double-walled hives by digging a hole in the snow; in
spring he found one-foot space around the hives. He has had
20 years' experience in keeping bees, and never lost a colony
in winter.
Mr. Hungerford gave his amusing experience
when coming North. He brought bees from Mount Pleasant on sleighs about 175 miles; it was hot over the bees;
started with 12 colonies, and lost some by drowning over
night, having left the sleighs standing in water, but the rest

wintered fine.
J. A. Dart thinks there is no better place for safe wintering than Northern Michigan
he never lost any except
once by starvation. He does not think it safe for amateurs
He handles
to try Mr. Bingham's method of killing queens.
his bees in winter, any time he feels like it.
He thinks
noise or disturbance has no bad effect, and doesn't believe
;

that bees hibernate.

Mr. Hilton thought that noises had no bad effect, and
said that he wintered where railroad trains jarred the beebuilding.
He does not think the word liibernate. used by
He thought Mr. BingMr. Bingham, is a proper term.
ham misleading, especially to young bee-keepers, but Mr.
Bingham being absent he did not desire to take advantage,
and preferred not to speak strongly on the subject introduced
by the article. He thinks one of the causes of bad wintering
is to have the bees too old: old bees are not so likely to
through
the
winter.
He doesn't believe bees
live

;;

March
ever
find
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liilicniaii-.
tlieiii

He

can examine llicm any day and never

liilieriKUing.

Mrs. iMary .Muirow has usually kept 75 colonics, reducing
to 35 or 40 hy doubling for winter.
She always looks for
brood likes those especially; lost 7 colonics last winter, but
usually has practically no losses.
She uses chaff hives, and
digs only sleet and where freezing after thaws.
When she
finds brood in a colony she unites one lacking it with this one.

—

-Mr. Smith says sleet never smothers.
Mr. Kirkpatrick thinks sugar all right for winter stores,
feeds quickly, and has combs 3/^ capped over before wintering.
Mr. Hungerford says not to let sugar boil, but just warm,

for feeding.

Mr. Hilton says scorching sugar kills bees;
Mr. Covcyou prefers, in feeding for winter, a large box
full of holes, bottom on top of the frames; bees have to take
the syrup or drown.
It is the principle of the pepperbox
feeder.

Mr. Hilton was asked if there is not danger of selling
sugar as honey, from thus feeding.
He said there is no
danger, but only likely to prejudice neighbors who sell it
The sugar fed is consumed in winter and spring.
Mr. Dodo said that in the fall of igoo, he put bee-hives
rows next to a high board fence, and the losses were,
in 1st row, 3 per cent; 2d. 20 per cent; and 3rd, 50 per cent
the loss being greater towards the fence.
He covered with
chaff and straw.
Mr. Covcyou thinks the bees might have flown and stopped
in three

in the ist row.
JMr. Kitson said a late laying queen may be unfertile.
The
general opinion of those present was that late laying is beneficial, there being no danger of bees being too young;
the
queen always stops her laying soon enough.

PUTTING UP HONEY FOR RETAILING.
Ira D. Bartlett asked as to the best method of putting up
honey for retailing. He said he has trouble with tumblers
not being sealed properly, and leak.
He thinks the Mason
jar, pint or quart, is the best can.
It was suggested by Mr. Hilton that the trouble is that
inexpensive glass cans do not fit the covers, and that cans
cost too much
that there is no successful and satisfactory
can.
The Mason jar is known to be of value. This is an
unsolved problem. He says he is not satisfied, but finds it
necessary to use glass. People tire of tin pails.
:

Mr. Kirkpatrick favors the Muth jar, or one similar.
L. C. Woodman says he sells honey at $1.00 a gallon,
and likes that method best, retaining the packages.
Mr. Smith and Mrs. Morrow say if customers buy in
large quantities they will always buy so; if started with small
amounts, they always buy small quantities. Except to groceries, Mr. Smith sells 1-3-pint cups in cases of one dozen

AMOUNT

this convention is that

;

—

WINTER FEEDING OF

is

colonies.

Mr. Chapman hasn't fed since 1885 to any extent, and
then feeds sealed honey in combs saved for that emergency. He doesn't believe feeding often is necessary. If
he didn't know enough to feed in the fall he wouldn't feed

now.
Mr. Hutchinson recommends making a candy of honey
and sugar.
Mr. Hutchinson says he doesn't know as he would extract in order to feed, but if he could manipulate so that
bees left the brood-frames empty and stored white honey
in the supers, he would feed for winter.
There is no danger
of carrying sugar into the supers.

Mr. Kitson says small producers
demoralize the market.
S. D. Chapman says he
sutnption,

THE SALE OF COMB HONEY.

HONEY CROP?

direct

to

sell

at

any price and

his surplus over local concustomers, not through com-

sells

outside

mission men.

Plain sections are taking place of those with insets.
Mrs. Morrow says her customers like square sections,
and the tall sections are not so well filled, and the bees
are apt to fill the top part with dark honey.
get

two-thirds

more honey with plain sections than with bee-way sections.
Air. Coveyou says plain sections sell best, either
oDanzenbaker. The thicker sections are uneven. He showed

C.

F.

Pinnell

super of Ideal sections filled from a June swarm, all
finely filled.
He uses a unique arrangement of his own, that
makes the removing of the sections from the super an easy
matter.
The general opinion
Plain sections are always best,
but there is little difference in the shape, that being a matter of convenience or preference.
_W. Z. Hutchinson says merchants seem to prefer shortweight sections, buying by weight and selling by the piece
that in the West they sell by the case, guaranteeing a certain
weight and quality.
The dealers get light-weight sections,
but this gives the dealers an advantage.
Mr. Hilton says the only honest w-ay for bee-keepers is
to sell by weight.

says

small

and he thinks some kind of
sells

bee-keepers

hurt his prices,
formed.
He

trust should be

to store-keepers in the vicinity.

Mr. Hutchinson spok^ of one bee-keeper who paid more
cash

to

would

his

pay

neighboring bee-keepers than the store-keeper
trade, and this kept the price up in his

in

locality.

Mr. Hilton advises selling

direct.

(Cunclut^ed ne.xi week.)

a 3d

:

DISPOSE OF OUR

diffi-

to improve present standard glasses; but glass jars
are not all the same size, and it seems impossible to remedy
it so as to sell at a low cost.

Kitson says in his locality he can

BEES.

Mr. Coveyou advises making dough of honey and sugar.
He never had to feed at any time except to small and weak

HOW SHALL WE
it

slucti of foundation for sections.
a slow honey-flow the bees can

they need foundation. He never
sections, but he used different
width.s, preferring
i^i-inch in order to get them wellfilled, but he gets
belter filled sections with
full
foundation, sheets, and better for market.
Separators are needed
to produce comb honey in the best shape for market.
-Mr. Coveyou uses full sheets of foundation in the broodframes and in sections
that one colony without foundation just draws out the brood-combs; another with full
foundation sheets in frames and sections will fill both.
Messrs. Kirkpatrick, Bartlett, and others all use full
sheets in sections, and even bottom starters, with a space of
to ;4 inch between the lower and upper foundation in
'/s
sections; J4 inch is safer.
H. E. Brown says it doesn't pay to use more than starters
bees will produce just as much honey.
Mr. Coveyou says he thinks it best to put a new swarm
on starters to get more surplus honey, and to prevent
making drone comb put in old drone-frames.
Mr. Hutchinson says he has had considerable experience
in hiving swarins on starters to get honey.
He hives on S
Langstroth frames, and agrees with Mr. Coveyou, who
uses a queen-excluder.
Set the old hive by the side of the
new one to get the old bees into the new hive. Bees
must then go into the supers. Place in some unfinished
sections, and in 20 minutes after swarming they commence
to fill the sections, and if the queen keeps up with broodcomb it makes them in fine shape, and all honey goes in the
supers.
Mr. Hutchinson feeds sugar for winter stores, using
one-fifth honey with sugar, and has no granulation.
It
is done in September.
He feeds 15 pounds of hot syrup
at one time, and has fed late successfully, but recommends
feeding early.

cult

Mr.

OF COMB FOUNDATION TO USE.

Mr. Kitson prefers full
Mr. Hutchinson said if
make combs, but if rapid
used anything except 4%

each.

The general opinion of
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Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal? We will .le glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

Si^
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Contributed Articles.
1.— Desirability
BY

of

PROF. A.

Lon§-Ton$ued Bees.
J.

COOK.

have read with no small interest the late articles in
the several bee-papers on the advantages of bees with long
tongues, and the practicality of working in the breeding of
bees to develop those with the ligula longer than the same
I

ordinary bees.

in

lette's

article.

I

was

specially

interested

in

Prof.

The Colorado Agricultural College

is

Gilto be

congratulated in having so able, painstaking and thorough
a scientist among her corps of instructors ^ and the apiarists
of the country are to be felicitated, in that he gives a part
of his valuable time and research to matters which so deeply
interest them.
His work in 1900, in connection with combfoundation, no less than these researches to determine the
real facts regarding the bee's tongue, are of great value.
I

was the more

interested as Prof. Gillette's results were
duplicate of my own, as determined and pubago.
Put Syrian in place of Cyprian, and we
close duplicature of my own conclusions.
I
little differently from Prof. Gillette in tnaking

so nearly a
lished years
have a very
proceeded a
the measurements, though.
I gave the length of the entire
tongue, including the mentum, as I think this should be
done.
The bee stretches its tongue, undoubtedly, to the

very utmost when probing the long flower-tubes' for the
coveted nectar. A longer mentum will permit a farther reach.
Thus I think in all our microscopic work we should measure
the entire length of the labium or tongue, from the base of
the sub-mentum to the tip of the ligula. For obvious reasons, I would also include the sub-mentum.
It is so connected with the braces at the base of this important organ,
that It also serves to elongate the tongue proper though
its
measurement would not affect to materially change results.

As we know,
The inner

the tongue, or ligula, rather, is a double
smaller tube— which, by the way, is slitted on the under side nearly the whole length, though
it is
so rigid as to be practically a tube— is open at both ends
of
the hgnla. and is the channel through which the
nectar from
deep flower-tubes must all pass. At the base of the ligula
on the upper side is an opening through which the ftectar
passes to the mouth, and thence on through the resophagus
to the honey-stomach.
The outer tube is closed at the
outer end, but opens at the base of the ligula into the
mentum, and so into the blood-chamber of the brdy. The
bee
extends its ligula by forcing the blood into this outer tube.
can copy this action by laying the ligula on a glass
or board, and then pressing on the mentum, with a scalpel
or our knife-blade.
Immediately the ligula will shoot out
just as it does when the bee extrudes it.
In my measurements. I took the bees off the frames by
the wings, cut the heads off by use of scissors, carefully
removed the tongues, laid them bottom up on the micro'scopic slide which had been previously covered
with a
little thin
transparent glue, and then by pressing on the
mentum the ligula was extended to its full length. I think
no other way so good to insure correct results.
I also used a glossometer. or tongue-measurer,
which I
placed in the hive. This was exhibited at the Paris Exposition and received favorable mention and a medal. It
consisted of a piece of glass one inch by three, and a
similar piece of wire-gauze, each held by wooden side-pieces.
At one end the gauze touched the Mass, at the other it was
one-half inch from it.
The glass slid in grooves So it
could be pulled out. and returned. Wood also closed the
thicker end of this wedge-shaped implement.
To use it
tube.

We

we

simply have to draw out the glass slide, coat it thinly
on the inside with honev. replace it. and suspend all in the
hive.
As the distance from the gauze to the glass increases
as we recede from the sharp edge of the w;edge. the distance which marks the removal of the honey marks most
accurately the maximum tongue-length
hive.
I found, as of course I must,
and microscope told the same story.
The black bees had the shortest
next, and the Syrian bees the longest
.

of the bees of that
that the glossometer

tongues,
of all.

the

13,

5902

scope showed that there was very little variation in the
length of the tongues of the bees of the same colony, and
not much, though more, in bees of the same race.
I was not surprised to find that the Italians varied a
little more than did either the blacks or Syrians.
have
worked more in breeding our Italians. Selection has been
made from our best colonies, in securing brood for our
queens. Thus, as we should expect, these bees would vary
more than blacks and Syrians, which have been left almost
entirely to nature.
The fact of this variation undoubtedly explains in considerable part, the varying amounts of honey secured by
different colonies.
Mr. Hawley. of San Diego county. Calif,
secured queens from a noted breeder in the East, and the
product from these bees was surprisingly in advance of
that from his other bees.
Thus there is a practical side to
this question, rich with promise, which I will reserve until

We

rrsf^No.

March

Italian

The micro-

my

Los

next.

Selling

Comb Honey by
BY

J.

.'\ngeles

Co.,

Calif.

the Piece vs. Pound.
GREEN".

A.

recent discussion of the rhatter of selling comb
case, the Editor has shown one side' of the
question, the Colorado bee-keepers another, while still others
have endeavored to show that we can not all be bound by
the same rules. It is an important subject, and we need
all the light we can get on it.
Those bee-keepers who market honey by the case with
as much variation in the net weight of the cases as has
been reported in some instances, are certainly guilty of a
carelessness that will react severely on the interests of beekeepers in general. If a case of honey is figured as 21
pounds, and the average weight of a lot of cases is 21 pounds,
it is quite true that there has been no dishonesty practiced
as between the producer and the wholesale buyer, even if
but
there is considerable variation in individual weights
where this variation exists, unless the wholesale buyer regrades the honey, or sells by weight, there is bound to be
more or less injustice and dissatisfaction before it reaches
the consumer.
This results in inevitable injury to honey-producing interests.
Bee-keepers as a class are too apt to lose sight of
the fact that the sale of the crop is quite as important as
They are too apt to think that once they have
its production.
got their honey off their hands their interest in the matter
Compare their attitude with the scrupulous care taken
ends.
by the producers of most other articles, tliat their product
gets into the hands of the consumer so that it is satisfactory
and pleasing to him.
If the consumer is not pleased with the honey he buys,
he can, and frequently does, do without any more honey.
If the retailer gets honey that he can not handle conveniently,
satisfactorily and profitably, he may drop the sale of honey
altogether in the future. I have frequently found such men who
have become disgusted with a poor lot or two of honey they
have become "stuck" on, and have quit the sale of honey
Honey is not the necessity or the
entirely on that account.
staple article that we would like to see it, so he loses little
or no trade thereby in other lines, as his customers, if they
do not see honey, will not usually ask for it or go elsewhere to

In

the

honey by the

.

;

•

hunt

up.
a short-sighted policy that does not consider the
fact that the interests of the retailer and consumer must be
taken into account, and that to practice any injustice on
either of them must inevitably injure our trade. This is true
of all branches of trade, but particularly so in ours, where
the consumer may readily dispense with our product if he
it

It

is

wishes.

There are great and undeniable advantages in buying and
honey by the case, or by the section, which amounts
same thing. Grocers almost invariably sell honey by
the section if its condition will at all admit of it, and after
they have once experienced the advantages of the plan, they
generally prefer to buy as well as sell by the piece.
To enable them to do this advantageously, there must be
selling
to the

a certain uniformity, not only between sections in each case,
but between different cases.

For years I
It is quite possible to have this uniformity.
have been selling my honey in our local markets by the section instead of by the pound.
It has been most satisfactory
to me, and that it has been so to the grocers is evidenced

March
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fact lliat llif cxci.-i)tiun of two or tlircc whose \n\siness liabits lead ihcm lo (k-maiid cheap honey, regardless
of its condition, there is no longer any objection to tliis way
of selling, but they prefer it as a more practical, busincNsNot only has this been the
likc and time-saving method.
case in the local markets and surronnding towns, but I have
had very little trouble to sell this way in new markets. Recently 1 took a quantity of honey to a city some distance away,
where ihey wore accuslomoil to buy their honey by the potnid.
In selling to eighteen grocers I heard no objection to my pl.in
of sellnig, but some coniniendcd it, saying they had been
making a mistake in selling by weight.
It is true that to make this melliod satisfactory requires
very careful grading, together with such management as
will secure practical uniformity in weight and ajjpearance.
To show how readily this is possible, I may say that for a
number of years 1 have put up a large share of my honey in
cases that were exact and uniform in weight as well as
appearance.
This year I put up 50 cases for this trade 40 of them
weighed exactly 22 pounds net each, and the remainder 20
pounds net. For another purpose I put up a number of 12section cases, each of which weighed exactly 9 pounds net.
Notice I say these were exact weights, as exact as your
grocer uses when he weighs out sugar or coffee. Also, in
all of them the sections in each case were practically uniform in appearance, with no extra light or heavy sections.
Case after case of this was filled with honey just as it came
from rny storage-crates that without any selection tipped
the beam at the exact weight. Most cases of course, required a
little selection to make the weight come out right, but a
moment's work was all that was required to even them up.
Several factors helped to produce this uniformity. This
article is not on the production of honey, so I cannot discuss these now, except that I will say that In my opinion
the principal of them is the use of a narrower section than
is common.
1 use 7-to-the-foot, which, by making a comb
more nearly the thickness which the bees build naturally,
tends to much greater uniformity.
But even though your ijs sections will not run as uniform in weight, it is an easy matter to make each case of
a standard weight. Set your empty case on a double-beam
scale
and balance it on one beam. Put the weight at
the required point on the other beam, and, with the case
Still on the platform, put in the honey.
As you set it in, set
aside all extra-light and extra-heavy sections. Of the remainder, put the lightest at one end of the case and the
heaviest at the other. If the weight does not come out right,
it IS an easy matter by a little selection to vary it either way.
When you can guarantee weights not average weights or
estimated weights, but exact weights you will have your
business on a sound commercial basis, and not until then.
It will take a little time and trouble, it is true, but you will
be more than paid for these.
But, you say, what shall we do with the light and heavy
sections that were set aside?
You can case them separately,
making cases of lighter or heavier weight than the standard,
or you can combine them, making cases of standard weight,
even though the sections are not uniform.
It is better to have nine-tenths of your cases uniform
and one-tenth very uneven, than to have all more or less
uneven. Those which are over or under weight, or in which
the sections are not uniform in weight, should be sold, if
possible, to those who prefer to buy by weight.
Incidentally, let me say that the surest way to cure a grocer of the
desire to buy honey by weight instead of by the section is
always to sell him your heaviest sections.
No doubt some will say that it does not pay to be so
particular.
It has paid me well.
It has enabled me to compete successfully with the careless and ignorant bee-keepers
who sell their honey for whatever they can get. Competition has been particularly strong during the past season,
as I have had to compete not only with the farmers and
others who keep only a few bees, who are very numerous
in this locality, but with some making a business of beekeeping, who ought to know better, but who have been selling
honey all the season for from two to three cents a pound
In spite of this unfair comless than I have been getting.
petition, I have supplied the majority of the grocers of the
neighborhood and have been able to maintain my price, which
is always based on the top price in the Chicago market, and
which I never change throughout the season if possible to
avoid it. I fix my price in the fall, after a careful consideration of the market, and only once in fifteen years has it

by the
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been necessary to change ihi |>ricc during the selling season.
.\Iy light-weight, but careliilly graded, section, averaging
a little less than thirteen ounces, has brought as much money
as the average bee-keeper has received for sixteen ounces.
-.

.'Vdojit

methods

that

will

give

you sections of unifortn

weight and appearance, grade your honey carefully and honestly, sell it by the piece, and you will have some strong
and effective weapons in your commercial struggle against
La Salle Co., 111.
the careless and incompetent.

Apiculture, as a Bu$lne.s.s.

Mo. 6.

Marketing' a Large Problem
Producing' Not All
Dilference Between Selling at Home and
the Foreign Trade^Effect
of Competition.
;

—

BY

B. C. AIKIN.

;

—

—

To produce

is

one thing, and to market

is

another.

To

marketing, means unprofitable
business; and to produce poorly and market well is but
Both problems must be well considered in underlittle better.
taking the business. .Marketing at home that is, where one
has a home demand for all his product is not so complicated or hard a problem as the outside marketing; the
home selling does not require the goods to pass through so
many hands or agencies. For these reasons it is evident
that there must be more co-operation in the outside work.
Should some other producer come into my field where there
is now a local production equal to from two to four times
the local consumption, he should leave out of his calculations the home trade, counting only the foreign.
There is a great and wide field in which to sell honey,
When we consider the great
in which to develop trade.
hosts of our population who do not use honey, the thousands of communities who scarcely know what honey tastes
like, there need be no question about there being an unde"
veloped foreign trade. By "foreign" I mean any field away
from the producing point.
These foreign markets must be reached almost exclusively by the co-operation of apiarist with apiarist, and
apiarists with transportation companies and middlemen^
there is no other feasible way of reaching distant points.
Near-by markets can be reached with only the transportation companies between, or possibly by wagon, and there
room m that field, but the biggest field is the one to
is
be reached by the general co-operation of all concerned.
This co-operation question I hope to consider later on;
moment
at least it should be considered, it is of very grave
honey-producers
to all classes of producers, and more so to
than to some other branches.
Having decided to go into honey-production, or, bemg
already in, we w-ant to know how we are to get the best
In each localresults in honey, both quality and quantity.
conditions.
ity one must adapt himself and management to
Whether you have light, amber, dark, or all shades of
honey; this or that flavor; slow, medium, rapid, intermitthat
tent, or all kinds of flows; all these things are factors
and observed
will' influence results, and must be understood
Just so sure
in management if a good product is obtained.
It is a
as we neglect these things we will drop behind.
is
set largely
fact that the price of nearly every product
methods;
by the cost of producing by the best and up-to-date

produce

well,

and

fail

in

—

—

.

and he who is behind in his management is usually also
behind in his accounts.
To my way of thinking, there is something radically
wrong in the present competitive methods; they, drive
mediocre
or
common
the
business
of
out
knowledge, vigor, capital, and natural or acquired advanAll cannot be at or near markets, post-office, depot,
tages.
the same
an'd other facilities; cannot have the same capital,
machinerv, the same materials. It is out of the province

m

of this journal to discuss the cure for general social evils'
but they exist and must be faced, hence I touch upon thein
busito prepare the reader better for success in the line of
ness he has chosen. The short- cuts, kinks, better appliances and what-not pertaining to the science and detail, are
So much for the imperative
things to know in any case.

need of much practical knowledge and understanding.
If one has a home demand that takes his product right
from his honev-house, almost any kind of product can be
sold— crooked and bulged sections, broken comb, extracted
If the trade passes
in bulk, and drawn right from a tank.
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out to

the village and small-town grocers, broken comb
gets to be out of the question, and uneven and crooked
sections also do not meet with favor.
I find many cus-

tomers coming to my honey-house for 15, 25 and 50 or more
cents' worth of comb honey, and the customer cares not
whether one section weighs a pound and a half and its
neighbor only a half or three-fourths of a pound— just so
long as I can give them the money's worth in good and
fairly nice honey to eat.
In my practice I use separators, planning to have my
section honey straight, smooth and even, such as can be
retailed by the piece at 10, I2j4, IS or 20 cents each.
In
a large crop, however, there is now and then a cull section
caused by a defective foundation or starter, or one with a
brace against the separator that causes a break in the
capping— some that meet with accidents in one wav or
another, and some that I buy from the farmers and from careless apiarists.
I sell my nice, smooth honey to go to city and
fancy markets, but retail the off-grades from the honeyhouse, weighing out by the pound.
Selling by weight from the average grocery is not practical in these days.
There is a growing custom to sell
almost every thing put up in regular packages, each package alike and the same weight. We find coffee, tea, bakingpowders, flavors, meats, flour of every kind, in fact, almost
every thing, sold in regular packages packed by the producer or manufacturer. I have heard that there are some
places where butter is cut off in big chunks and
weighed
out, but in this part of the country and all up-to-date
places,
selling by the piece or package is verv largely
practiced!
and the bee-man must come up to demand or custom
else he is out-of-date, and cannot satisfactorily
sell
his
product.
Even potatoes in this country sell often "by the
sack."

Honey must
be put

up

package

at
not,

in

surely

come

to be sold as other things are'
weight, and sold by the
It follows, then, that whether we prefer
must use separators in our supers, or some

packages of even

retail.

It or
we
other device or method used that will obtain uniformitv in
weight of sections. I almost see some one or more writers
hustling into print with arguments to prove my position wrong,
saying it is possible to produce a fancy, even-weight sec-

without separators. It is possible, but not probable
Possible when you have full sheets of foundation, thin sections (say VA inches), strong colonies, warm weather,
rapid
flows and skilled apiarists who know how to get the
greatest
number of these factors working harmoniously together. I
say It is possible, but not probable— not probable with
even
the fair-to-good practical apiarist, and not always
possible
with the expert. Whenever the apiarist can make or supply
all the deficiencies or defects caused by natural
causes, then,
and only then, can he produce a fair average finished product
year by year.
tion

A

knows that first and foremost he
and that it must be put in or4er,
mellow, and in fine condition to receive the seed'
No matter how good naturally the soil may be, it must be
prepared. After the soil is ready to receive the seed, then
comes the choice of good seed to put into the soil. It is a
familiar thing to most farmers to have observed or experienced the loss of .a crop from a fine, well-prepared
field
only because the seed was defective. So may the apiarist
practical farmer
a good soil,

must have
moist,

have the finest stock obtainable, but a miserable failure of
hives and supers.
Farmer bee-keepers and careless and
impractical apiarists will buy the best hives on the market,
then proceed to use them like a farmer putting poor seed
into good ground, or good seed into hard, untilled
ground.
A. good hive wrongly handled makes the possessor
worse
off than a poor hive well handled.

The value

of a

hive

is in proportion as it enables the
apiarist to apply methods, to produce results in short
cuts,
saving labor, obtaining control of bees, and thereby turning
their habits and instincts to further our ends, and
facilitating the best finished product.
Do not be deceived into
thinking that a "patent hive" of itself will get you more
and better honey. It is method—an intelligent management and application of principles that gets results. The

—

hive

—

it

is
is

medium by which we bring about results
vehicle.
I do not believe we have yet the per-

but the
the

the one that best enables us to practice to the
best advantage the knowledge we have attained to in scientific apiculture.
I will confess
(parenthetically) that I am
striving to perfect a hive that will best enable me to apply
my present knowledge of the scientific principles of apicufture, but, if I have not that scientific knowledge, or having
fect

hive,

March
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my fine, improved hive is worse than
themselves, and following instinct and
nature, will be just as healthy, gather just as much honey, and
be better off (they and their owner), dwelling in plain
box-hives without a frame in them. Remember that the
hive is but the vehicle by which the apiarist is able to apply
HIS KNOWLEDGE.
Larimer Co.. Colo.
will not apply
useless.
Bees, of
it

it,

The Afterthought. ^
Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses,
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

BEES

AND SOUND

FRUIT.

The Canadian experiments

to prove that bees do not
injure sound fruit seem pretty satisfactory. By starting very
hungry bees to work on sound fruit dipped in honey, and
also on similar fruit with little holes punched in it, right
alongside, the conditions seem to be made sufficiently alluring and natural. And when they wreck the perforated fruit,
and polish off the dipped fruit without making any holes in
it,
it's pretty plain that they at least don't know how to do
anything more. It matters comparatively little to the fruitman whether they don't know how or are physically incapable.
Still, this does not entirely obliterate previous testimony that
they do sometimes learn the trick of forming a hot, seething, miniature swarm on a bunch of grapes until they either
burst the berries or pry them loose at the stem. I have
grapes of many varieties, and only once in twenty-odd years
do I remember to have seen something that looked a little
By rubbing long enough in one place a single bee
like this.
could wear a hole and there is some testimony on record to
the effect that they sometimes learn the trick of doing this.

Page

73-

f

.

I

1

-a

ELECTING OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL.
Say, combine the two methods of electing officers. Begin
the ballot at the annual meeting, where the desirability or nondesirability of changes can be talked over. Report the vote as
far as it has gone. Then (after it is seen just how the cat is
jumping) allow a sufficient time for the votes of absent members to be sent in.
Or, would that lead to spite-work, to
defeat just the ones that ought to be elected? I premise
that the Scylla and the Charybdis of the thing are, that one
method elects by a disgracefully lean minority, and the othet"
method gives the voters no chance to concentrate on anybody else than the man already in the office. Page 83.

THE WHIMSICAL HONEY-EATER.
Yes, the man who cultivates a whim that he can't eat
genuine honey, but can eat imitation honey all right he's
What Edison, what Whitney, will ina tough proposition.
vent a method that can reach and evangelize him? Page 88.

—

SUGAR-MAPLE AFTER FRUIT-BLOOM

—RATTLE-HEAD BEES.

Why is this thus? North Carolina reports sugar-maple
blooming after fruit-bloom. Here it is the other way. Page
92.

Rattle-heads indeed were those bees that took up their
quarters in a five-gallon oil-can. Page 93.

CARBON BISULPHID.
a live topic on account of the present probability that it will displace sulphur in the important
greatly need
work of killing off our vermin and things.
the best, whatever it is. Very heavy, both as a fluid and as
a vapor. Four cups of it weigh as much as five of water but it
only takes two say bushels of the vapor to balance five of
air.
One result is that with care it can be poured from one
bushel to another. This is a practical matter, for we need
to remember the difficulty of getting it equally distributed
in the top of a closet or the top of a stack of hives.
Water
Fortunately, heavy vapor, although it
don't run up hill.
doesn't love to run up hill, will eventually mix with the air
and then go up to some extent. Page 99.

Carbon bisulphid

is

We

—

—

:

—
March
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against the staple tlie l,,uk edge of a »aw or something
then draw out the saw and linlsh driving in the

lirinly

of that kind
staple.

Questions and Answers.
CONDUCTKD

«K.

C. O.
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;

If I should do as you say, and not make answer In tho
American Bee .lournal, that would practically bar me out
from making any answer at all. anil you wouldn't want that,

For you see, the ,-amo reason that woulil make It
you to havi? your answer by mail would make
others want theirs by mall, aiirl it would Ijardly ilo for me to
make fish of on(! and fowl of another. And if I .should answer
all by mall
I'm afraid you'd have to wait longer than you do
now, for such letters would have to take second place, and
would get several weeks behind,
with so many I'm afraid
whereas at presi^nt llie Editor pays me for answering them and
they take first place. All such lettiTsare answered as promptly
as possible, ami I try to manage so there shall be no diday in
getting them to Chicago, and I suppose effort is made to get

would

ItV

ycju ?

ilesirabh^ for

MIJ.LHH, Alnronffo,

111,

(The QtteBtlons may be mailed to the Bee Jourual office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will anHwer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mall. Editor.
1

I

Honey from Box-Hives.
On

10

pag(^

iiistnictioM

is

givoti

to

melt Cdinbs of

lionoy

taken from box-liivcs, witli the hint tlial tlio melting will not
improve tin' quality of tlio lioncv. A muoh better way is to
get out the major part of thc> honey Ijeforo there is any melting.
Sort over the combs, and crush them, then jjive the
honey time to drain out in a warm place.
I would not have made this correction if it
had nut been
for the '"after-thinking" my good brother Hasty gave it, pa<;e
122. It is a comfort for me to l<now that such sharp eyes are
upon my work, and that an occasional slip will thus do less
mischief.
Never mind the " know-it-all style," Uro. Hasty

hem

in print in tin' lirst number possible after they
.So theri> is not the long delay you suppose.

•eived.

cases, however,
direct to me the
if it is

it

may happen

answer

that

if

C. C.

Mili-ek.

sent to Chicago.

Colonies Rearing
vanized iron and Honey.

Requeenlng

Dlvidins:

What

is

the

new

style section D.

H.Metcalf

calls attention

61?

Please describe "Golden's combination comb-honey hive,"
with plan or system, as mentioned on page 57.
California.

Answer.

— You

(ind these questions answered a
could answer them.

will

or two ago as fully as

I

week

I

have about 100

colonii's of

bees,

and

I

want

move

to

They

are within the corporation, and the
people are getting stung and bothered around the wells and
watering-places. I have plenty of water for them, but they
go elsewhere. I would like to know when would be the best
time to move them. Tliey are packed with chaff, with a shed
over them. Do you think they will come back home again ?
Illinois.
Moving the bees 60 rods may and may not make a difference about their troubling wells and watering-places. If a
good watering-place is afforded them near by, they may not
care to go a great distance, otherwise they will not mind a
distance of 60 rods. There will be less trouble about their
going back to the old place if moved right away than if moved
after they have begun to fly freely.
But the unpacking and
disturbance will not benefit the bees. Better wait till the
weather gets a little warmer, say the middle of April then
when you are expecting a warm day, shut them up the evening before, move them in the forenoon without trying to
handle them carefully, pound on the hives till they roar, then
open the hives and set boards in front of the entrances.
rods.

:

Driving Staples in T Supers.

am
How

Can you help me out ?
drive in staples like the enclosed witliout bending them all crooked? I've got to use such staples for T-tin
rests, and I can't succeed in driving in a single one properly.
As they are to be used with supers having a bee-space at the
top, they must be bent at right angles after being driven in.
How can I bend them without losing them in the wood ?
I thought that you could help me because you used the Tsupers yourself. It you do not use bent staples for T-tin rests,
will you please tell me what you use ?
Please, please do not answer through the American Bee
Journal. I can't wait so Ions. Xo doubt the answers appear
by turns there, and I'd have to wait weeks.
Wisconsin.
I

in trouble.

can

I

—

—

—

have the crossest bees that ever were there is no end
Last summer they kept sentries
the time, and woe be to the
stranger or neighbor who might visit. I tried to be as gentle
with smoke and handling as i)0ssible, but sting they would.
Now I know the Doctor will say. " Kill the queen." Is that so.
Doctor?
2. Well, then, I am after you for the shortest way to fill
up her place again.
3. One more question: How and when to divide for increase, and how to give queenless part a queen or queen-cell.
1

r

I think it is best for me to divide for increase
it gives less
trouble in watching swarms to double the colonies, as less is
all I want: I am after the honey.
4. Do you think it the best way to put an extra hive on top
of a strong colony with excluder between, near the time of
honey-flow, or would you put extra below ?
Would a
5. Is it best to rear queens in a full colony ?
strong half-colony not do as well ?
6. How many sheets of foundation or starters would vou
give a swarm at first?
7. How would this plan do for securing a few fertile
I divide a
queens, and to have them on hand when needed?
10-frame empty into 4 sections, by division-boards, each
apartment to have an entrance of its own. then place in each
section a frame with bees, brood and queen-cell, and another
with honey then let the queen get fertilized before using.,
8. Will galvanized-iron tanks injure the quality of honey
if standing in them for a time ?
North Dakota.
;

Moving Bees 60 Rods.
them 60

Queens -fiaN

to the fight there is in them.
at the doors and windows all

Questions Answered Before.
to on page

the i|uestlon is seni
a week sooner that

will get into print

;

give us the truth.

are re
In some

Use a big, heavy hammer no toy affair so that vou will
not drive alternately one side then the other, and if the face of
your hammer is not broad enough you might use the sidi' of
the hammer. Drive the staple in to the proper depth, then by
one or more blows of the hammer bend it over while you hold

;

Answers.

—

1.

No, I'm not so sure

I

would say

to kill

the

afraid I can't trust you to do them justice.
Sometimes it seems that all the bees in the apiary are crosa
when it's only the bees of one colony, and it would hardly do
to start with a gun after queens till very sure just which are
Watch closely the
the guilty onps. or which is the quilty one.
behavior of different colonies, and you may find there is just
one colony which has bees that follow you all over the apiary.
So long as you arc nowhere near their hive they may not
molest you, but if you go at all near the front of their hive

queens.

I'm a

little

they promptly make an attack and keep it up until you leave
the apiary entirely. Neither will it always do to issue a verThere may be some
dict of guilty upon one single count.
special reason why a colony is very cross today without it beingirretrievably bad. But if it has established a permanent reputation for viciousness then off with the head of the queen.
2. Rear queens in nuclei, and use them as needed.
3. As a leading object with you is to prevent swarming,
do your dividing a little before there is danger of swarming,
but not necessarily before any preparations for swarming are
made. How best "to divide is a very hard question. What is
best for one may not be best for another. You will do well to
try different ways and then decide what is best for you. One
way is to take from a colony all its brood but one frame, and
Take the bees
to take that away two or three days later.
with half the combs, and brush them off the other half, of
course being sure that the queen is left in the old hive. Start
a new colony with these combs, and give them a laying cjueen
after a day or two. The queen may be given in the usual
manner in an introducing-cage, or if she is given from a
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nucleus she may be given without caging; merely take a
frame of brood from the nucleus, queen, bees and all, and put
in a hive.
Another good way is the nucleus plan. Commencing with the colonies most in danger of swarming, take from
them brood enough to discourage them, and distribute it
among the nuclei you are building up. Better have the queen
laying in the nucleus before beginning to build up much.
±. I'm not sure that I know exactly what you are after.
In any case, I would have tlie queen below, and if the extra
story were filled with extracting-frames I would put it above,
although I have known bees to make good work storing in extracting-frames below. If the e.xtra story is to help prevent
swarming, then put a// frames of brood in the upper story,
leaving the queen with empty combs or foundation below.
That will work well for extracted honey, and will be better to
prevent swarming than the plan you tried of putting up the
brood piecemeal.
5. Yes and no. Up to the time the cells are sealed no colony
is|any too strong, in my opinion, to care for them. There are
some. I know, who think a weaker colony will do as well, but
my view would do no harm, even if they are right. When a
cell is about ready to have the queen emerge, it may as well be
given to a nucleus, for it will be wasting something like two
weeks" time of a strong colony to take care of it.
6. I don't know.
The easiest way is to fill the hive at the
start, and for extracted honey it may be as well. For results in

comb honey

8. Testimony varies.
Reports from abroad say harm has
been done by it. In this country it is generally believed to be
all right.
Possibly it would be best, not to have a large surface
of the metal in proportion to the amount of honey.

Feeding Bees

in

the Cellar, Etc.

My

bees are sometimes a little restless, buzzing and
coming to the hive-entrances (I winter them in the cellar). As
I have not had any experience with bees I don't know whether
they are short on stores.
In that case, what is the best thing
to do?
2. Is it harmful to open and examine the hive at this time
of the year (Feb. 17) ?
I have been thinking about doing it,
but if I should open the hive and disturb the bees, I believe I
would get them all around the cellar.
3. One hive seems to be slightly damp, which I suppose it
should not be. What can be done about that ?
1.

Answers.

—
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clipping ever injure her in any way afti.Twards
A thing I
like is a prime swarm to leave me and go to the woods.
'.'

do not

—

South Carolina.

You're right, " to push the swarms at the
expense of the mother colony to get the most honey." But
instead of giving the brood to the swarm and leaving the
partly-filled sections with the old colony, do just the other way.
Give the swarm frames filled with foundation or with starters,
and after a day or two, when the queen has begun laying in
the brood-chamber, take the supers from the old colony and
give to the swarm. In order to make the swarm stronger, do
this: When the prime swarm issues, hive it on the old stand.

Answers.

1.

and set the old hive close beside it. A week later move the
old hive to a new stand.
That will throw all the field force
into the swarm, making the mother colony
so weak that it
will not send out a second swarm.
All this is on the supposition that your earlier flow is the more important one.
If you
have a heavy flow continuing late in the season, and there is
no danger of overstocking your field, then it may be better not
to concentrate all your effort upon the swarm.
2. Of the great number of clipped queens I have had, I
never could see that one was worse for the clipping afterward.

American and European Linden— Wintering Bees- End
of Honey-Plow.

may work

better to give only half the number
at the start, and give the rest in ten days or two weeks.
7. First-rate.
Reared many a queen that way. Of course,
have entrances on all four sides."
it

March

Minnesota.

The

best thing to do depends upon circumstances. If you are fortunate enough to have a deep space
under the bottom-bars, sections of honey, or a comb of honey,
can be shoved under, taking care to "see that it touches the
bottom-bars, or at least that the bees get started on it. It may
be necessary to stir the bees up a little to make sure of this.
It may be t"hat the top of the hive is the only part you can get
at, in which case you may put in honey in frames or lay a cake
1.

of candy on top, covering up well.
2. Of course, it is not the most desirable thing to disturb
the tjees at all, but if carefully and gently done, the hives may
be opened and frames even taken out without disturbing them
very much. There is not much danger of getting them all
over the cellar.
3. It is possible that the hives need a little more ventilation.
If there is no ventilation above, and if the entrance is
too small, the moisture from the bees will condense on the
walls of the hive. It matters little how the air gets to the
bees so there is plenty of it.
It may be sealed air-tight above
if it is all open below
and it may be sealed air-tight below if
there is no covering on top or it may have the usual summer
entrance and a little chance for air 'to escape at the top, such
a chance as would be given by laying a nail "under one corner
of the cover.
;

:

Swarming Management— Clipped Queens.
1. My bees usually swarm during April and May.
What
the best plan to get the most lioiiey ? Is it hi'st to let them
swarm and give the prime swarm the most of the brood-frames
with the brood, and give the new swarm empty supers'.' or is
some other plan better
If you advise giving the new swarms
combs from the mother colony, how many would be best? I
find it to be the best plan with me to push the new swarms at
the expense of the mother colony, to get the most honey. But
if you will give me a better plan, I will certainly be glad.
2. If a queen is not hurt while being clijiped, does the

I am again asking questions, but
why just turn me down.

Well, here

weary

of me,

What is the dift'erence between the
linden ? or, in other words, which of

you get

American and Gerthem is what bee-

1.

man

if

keepers call "basswood?"
2. Which is the better, a dead-air space about the bees,
or to have that air-space filled with mineral wool or some
other packing-material ?
3. Is it a good plan to raise the hives say about four
inches from the bottom-board for wintering bees on the summer stands I mean to have a frame made four inches high
and the same dimensions as the bottom-board, so they may be
removed in the spring ?
i. Have you any way to tell when the honey-flow is over

—

in

summer ?

Penn.

— 1.

don't know enough to tell just what the
difference between the American and European linden is
but
it is not very great.
The American is called basswood.
2. It is considered better with the packing.
I get something
like the
3. It is a very excellent plan.
same result by having a bottom-board 2 inches deep, filling
up the extra space in summer.
±. Y'es
when the bees have been doing good work at
storing, and some day when you go into the apiary and feel
inclined to say, " What under the sun makes the bees so cross
to-day?" the probability is that the flow is letting up. 8o
long as the flow lasts you will have little or no trouble with
robber-bees: but when the flow stops you will find them inclined to pounce upon a frame of brood or honey if left exposed.
Don't you worry about being turned down for asking questions, so long as you do not easily find answers to them in your
text-book. Come on with your questions
I've a whole lot of
answers left, quite a large percent of them being, " I don't

Answers.

I

;

;

;

know.'

Why

Did the Bees Die ?

They had
I have lost 27 colonies during the winter.
plenty of stores b\it it was very nearly as thick as taffy. Is
this the reason they died ?
If not, what do you think killed
Illinois.
them? They had good winter quarters.

—

Answer. I don't know. It is possible that along with
the thickness of the honey there may have been something
wrong abovit the quality. You do not say anything about the
condition of the bees except their death. If they suffered with
diarrhea, the quality of the honey was probably at fault. It
is just possible that they died for want of moisture, in which
case I should expect to find them in much the same condition
as if they had starved but I'm not entirely sure about this.
:

is

'?

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention.it.

—

!
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Hone)

Alfalfa

7 contsa pound

^m
winter
My 38

colonies

shai)e.

They ure

Winter

is

Over Here.

come ilin)ii;rli in tine
i;atliorinn pollen t'vuiy day.

lift VI)

over in this locality.
Co., Miss., Feb.

Wants More

We

are

(it'teii

D.

I

MUKKY.

ALL

Papticulars.

int.lucL'ii

to read a scciuiiijjly

I

are

Honey J/<C

Honey

Hone J

This

Extracted

kDOwn

jfalhered in

ral West.
It is a
splendid bouey, and

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the

-'.5.

Alfalfa extracted.

in Chaff Hives.

!

:

in winter quarters,

which

right at the present time.
I wintered
the summer stands, in chaff hives of
my own construction, made of lap-siding
26x20x24 inches tor the S-frame dovetailed
hive, giving room for 3 inches of chaff all
around, and about 13 inches over the broodnest. The cover is made like a roof of shingles.
I find that the more chaff there is over the
brood-nest the better it is, because it takes
up more moisture during severe, cold weather.
all

'

them on

C. J.

Scott Co., Minn., March

Basswood Honey:

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

i.s
the wellli^ht-colored

honey leathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

great

Alfalfa
reg-ions of the Cent-

of extracted.

have 40 colonies

Basswood ^

the

Bees did fairly well last season. I .started
with '2r> colonies last spring, and increased to
45, from which I harvested 12.t eases of 24
sections each of comb
honey, and 1,000

pounds

Alfalfa

White

Bee-keepers, please give usconi])Iete reports,

Wintering

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

This is the famous

not half-finished, unintellij^nblc ones.
Our
time is too valuable to be thus wasted.
•biHN M. Davis.
Co., Tenn., Feb.

uimM Honey For Sale i

'27.

interesting; article and a( the eunclusion exclaim, "() pshaw I" .lust so with the Inickwheat item on patre lOS. We have no way of
jud^iny: the value of the ]>lant liy that item,
as we do not linow whether he had onecolony
or a thousand working on the buckwheat.

Maury

4 cans
or more.

in lots of

BESTIs

II.

KunUin

171

satnple of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7>4 cents per pound
Basswood Honey, Yz cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.

—

Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC BcCS' Honcy.

pound than Alfalfa

prices.

Order the Above Honey and then

\

i

\
'

Sell It.

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
QEORQE W. YORK «& CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

Oldenburg.

i

;

\
''

1

\

'

3.

A Florida Report.
my

If
health were good I would consider myself in good pasturage
but I
afflicted
with sciatic rheumatism and a good part of
the time I
not able to be with
bees.
I
;

am

am

We

my

have produced some large crops of honey here
river.
Three years ago my bees gave
me 22 gallons of honey to the colony. Last
year was a bad one, and they stopped at 14
gallons.
I keep from 60 to TO colonies.
We winter bees on the summer stands, of
course. I have "6 colonies now. nearly all apparently in good shape. One of my neighbors
had a good swarm yesterday. I study bees,
read bees, work with bees, and with the help
of the '-Old Reliable." When asked if I am
a bee-keeper my answer is, "I bee."
H. F. Baker.

are tteLarsest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies In

Send

A North Dakota Report

for 1901,

Last season I was very successful with 8
colonies, spring count, and got over 600
pounds of honey, 70 was in sections and balance extracted besides, I increased to 20 colonies, which were put into winter quarters
the first week in November in fairly good con.dition. L_ 1 ZZ
«!
I took a Michigan man's plan that I saw in
the Bee .Journal, to run more for honey than
increase of bees, but I got fooled some. The
plan was. when the colonies became strong in
brood, to put anextra hive on top with excluder between, and keep lifting up frames of
brood from below to the upper part. This
was to give no swarming and lots of honey,
but instead there was galore of swarming, and
1 fairly lost track of how they were, and
-"""
where they were.
I was fortunate in haviugia visit at the time
;

^^^'

bP

j^\ondc\\|^'

^M

•^
J
1

^^SM^pF^^
We

have

tlie

-i
.

Minneapolis, Minn.

.

Best Gooils, Lowest Prices,

'sT^^^ITH

HELLO
HERE
WE

-

Best Slilppino; Facilities.

anfl

1S02 O-OOIDS

!

.

-

Have you seen it—

.

OUR CATALOG— showins the greatest HIVE on earth. "Muth's
Special" Dovetail, it's a "CRACKER JACK." neat and most sub-

wear a life time, no warp to Cover or
Bottom-Board. Finest Supplies in the world, at maker's prices.
Service and Shipping Facilities Perfect. Let us estimate your wants.
stantial on the market, will

ARE...

Our Buckeye Strain

Vl^%^.rTot\

Italian

Queens are Unsurpassed.

Intested, 73 cents each;

THE FRED W. MUTH

CO.,

is

our $10.00 Hawkeye Incubator

uhich we send anywhere OD tbirty (lays' free trial. Keep
you like it. Ha.salllate improvements, patent eop-

it it

piT pipe heating system, perfect regulator, satety lamp
ml nursery. Catalogue free. Kor 10c we willsend you our
ok on Profitjible I'oultry" an.i a year's subscription to
Leading poultry paper. Make no mistake, get a Hawkeye.
CO.,

EOI

17, HEWTON, lOW*.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

6

for $4.00.

'^""*arNc^''rlATV'SW

TRY A HATCH WITH US.
Here

HAWKEYE IKCUBATOR
To make cows pay. Dse Slnrples ('ream Spparators. Book
'BuslDesB Dairying" & Cat.:^i2 free. W.Chester.Ps,

Nortliwest

a^^s^M

for catalog.

on the

Liberty Co., Fla., Feb. 27.

tlie

'writing.

30
DAYS
FREE
TRIAI

k
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/^

listing' the finest line of BEE-KEEP4
describinfi- and listjn^g
de£C£ibinfi/^
SUPPLIES in the world, is ready. If you
l^BialOP''^-*%^«^A-w^f ERS'
have not been receivingnuallv, send us vour
_ a copy annual]

TKT

.

UUl*
JNeW
^^

'

wmlemantdlolFREE
Special Agency. CM.

G. B.

'

LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wis.

Scott & Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis. Ind.
L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Fred W. Muth A- Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
Sis.,
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
Fred Foulg-er it Sons, Og-den, Utah: Colorado Honey-Producers'
and Front
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.: Pierce Seed <t Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.: E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo.. Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, III.; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bogardus A Co., Seattle, Wash.
.

AGENCIES:

^

March

of an old bee-keeper who examined all the
colonies, and found out their whereabouts,
and how they were for queens, brood, etc.
One trouble was, the queens would hatch out
iu the upper part, and there was no "go out''
for them.
There was one very good plan he told me of,
and that was to keep a record of how each
colony was, on a piece of board, day and date ;
so after that every hive was looked over so
many days after date, and all went splendidly
for honey and increase.
The basswood yielded finely, and I cannot
speak too much in favor of the sweet clover.
One thing I would notice about a patch of
yellow sweet clover that I raised from the
seed of one plant 3 years ago it bloomed .3
or 4 weeks before the white kind, and iust at
the right time, and the bees seemed fairly to
go for it. Then they took to the white bloom
and worked on it until the frost came in September. It grew from 7 to S feet tall. Our
cattle will eat it whenever they get a chance.

—

a Stump

10Miles TO A Doctor

13, 1902.

—

I have had a very good time this winter
looking over the copies of the American Bee
Journal, and am sure to be benefitted by its

useful hints.

Enough

to discourase anyone.
Ill health,
big doctor bills, no pleasure in life; blue and
discouraged. What's the matter?
Simplj'
this.
You can't work well, play well or
sleep well until your body is in good healthy

Thanks to Dr. Miller for his clear, honest
and answers to questions; likewise Dadant, Doolittle, and others.
R. McCradie.
North Dakota, Jan. 29.
talk

'

and you can't kecpthe body in
good healthy condition if j-ou allow disease

condition,

to once get a foot-hold.
that a bottle of

Few Dead Bees

Waikins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment
is so valuable in the house. It is ready when
first

the

Maxawa.
I

Wis., July

5,

It warmed up yesterday, and those on
summer stands lost a few bees by their

dropping into the snow-water in fact, there
were more lost from this cause within a few
hours than died all winter.
H. G. Quirim.
;

like the following:

ment

190!.

Erie Co., Ohio, Feb. 24.

have used "Catkins' Vepjetable Anodyne Liniand cramps with very best results."

for colds

II.

F.

The Best Remedy made

i:ii!A.

Fine Weather-Selling Candled

Honey.

for

Colds Coughs. Colic. Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Dysentery, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns, Bruises, etc.
An especially strong- point about Watkins' Liniment from the farmers' view-'point, is that it is
equally good fur

MAH AND

The weather

i

with
if we have
your neighborhood, write
and 'we will see that you are

no agent

l|to

us,

very fine in this part of the
country, and if it stays mild we will be able to
report fine wintering of bees.
I have sold all my last year's crop of extracted honey about 24,000 pounds over
20,000 pounds being put into lard-pails. This
was sold candied. You see, the people don't
want it that way. As soon as they get it
they will melt it and eat it. But some prefer
it candied.
R. C. Aikin.
Larimer Co., Colo., Feb. 25.

d(-

in

siipplit'ii.

GiFT
F0R1902.
We
Cook Book and

:i'Ak.,
I

ofTera beautiful
year

Home Doctor this

trj

anyone who

name and address on a postal

THE

J.

R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

—

No Honey Last Season.
(

card.
send us his
Fillpd with useful information ou everythmg perWrite
to-day.
It
is
free.
taining to the home.
will

is

—

BEAST.
you
any

lur atrrnt will furnisli
of Watkins' Remedies, or
ft

There was no honey here last season.
I
probably will have to feed my bees when
spring comes.
But a bee-keeper is always
hopeful.
Fred BiESEMEiER.
Johnson Co., Nebr., Feb. 19.

CO.,

10 I.ihert,jSt.. IIJ.VO.V.4. .W/.V.V., r. S. A.

Heavy Loss

UlarsMeld MaDukturing Couipanj.
Our

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog- and price-list.

specialty is

BASSWOOD is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Mauufacturlug Company, Marshfleld, Wls.n
J-'lease

7.\2'.t

niention

v«..^m..

low, upon

its receipt,

^
'k

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

CO.. 144

&

146 Erie

tion, colonies strong, with plenty of supplies,
such as it was, to last them, but, alas, it was
honey-dew, and the result is that nine-tenths

of them are dead, and those that are living
are in bad condition.
We had no clover last summer, consequently

St.,

Fulton Co.,

best yel-

Chicago,

111.

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers »»'

C. Zoll.

locality.

^i^ieZ^^'ii^iTi

CASH— for

or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

I

they gathered honey-dew in September and
October. It looks as if we will have togo|out
of business, or stock up from some other

Bee Journal when writinE

38 cents Cash
WW
paid
for
*v^*
i-^^^^^4^
Beeswax.
TT
r***^*

In Wintering.

have seen no letters from this part of
Illinois, 1 thought I would give the condition
of things. We have had a cold winter here.
Bees went into winter cjuarters in fine condi-

AS

"Wisconsin

Wintering.

hive.

A

sign of cold or chill is felt.
few
drops then does what a doctor would charge many
dollars to do later. "NVe receive numberless letters
the

in

Bees have wintered well so far. I never
saw so tew bees die during the winter in the
colonies left on the winter stands.
Up to
within the past three weeks there were
scarcely more than a dozen dead bees to the

It is for this reason

ts

111.,

Feb. 28.

A Severe Winter.
We are having one of the most severe

win-

Snow came very early,
in years.
there being good sleighing for Thanksgiving,
and staying right along, with the exception
of a sudden but short thaw in December,
which washed terribly, tearing out bridges
ters here

and doing immense damage.

We

are

now undergoing our

third blizzard

—
March

13,
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thin iiiontli, iitiil tliu stU)W-imiilvK were ti-ii fuel
iioop lurfore tliis beyaii, thri-f luMii^c lutiiiy itislances wlieni Ihc slcltrii tfiicks wori^ hijjher
tliiiri llui
I'cncd on niMier Biili' (]f llic nmilvviiy

and oHht
fili<)V<*l»'(l

wliciHi

it

for a piTKoii slaiidin;^ in the i\vU\ uiljucLMit to
the lli^rllwa.v lo see any portion of uiiliof luaiii
or driver as lliey puBseil tlirou;;li lliese deep,
shoveled places.
VVinl.iTeanic so early, so we are lookinj? for
an early sprin},"-, but wo have fears for the
safety of our bees, on account of their loni;
conlinement and the severity of lln^ winter.

ELECTRIC

Handy Farm Wagons
lor b'.th til*
1<I
tl'llMI.
llClIlK W illulhCy dlMlOtCUtillt<»tllOKI(.IIInl;

'ItlU till^^

iHliiirnf loftdlntf is redijcctl rnanv tlnu-H.hc'rmi-.f
iru'Hhortlll't- 'rhcyftro tHuilppei) with mirlniu-

till'
(>t

Cl,AKI!N(E Wit, KINS.
Cortland Co., N. V., Feb. 111.

uuH KliM-irU* SXvtX

hi oiH^ of

rnimyi t.W.u IpmIi.m.
hrmiuln. (;mir(iiirr..| u>
K<'t Mtttrted rlirlitliy piiitluK
llifHi' wiiK'oiiH.
W«t iiiiiko our Hterl wIiiiIm

to

wuK'JH.

Wlilti' lilrkory iinI<s.

Fair Season.

The unexiJected ^ood

a

rains have come,

Why

Mti-i-l

not

VVrltetur thvaxtal'm.

WHEEL

CO.,

BOX

16,

UIh

liui;.

QUrNCV. ILL.

and

It is late

fair season after all.
Ventura Co., Calif., Feb.

lit iiiiy

ELECTRIC

but we may have
M. H. .Mkndi.hson.

now.

it is rainini,'

\V1ii>i-In, (<lthi-rNtriiit;lil ..r Htiti;-

K'THiinkcw, Wh.-.iMuny hfljcht.

curry lomUliH.

May Have a

r

<

..'.">.

Thinks Bees Will Winter.

mention Bee Journal

*'iease

writing.

Headquarters
FOR

Beekeepers
Root's

M'e had between

and 7110 pounds of firstclass honey last season, which I sold mostly
in the home market at '2b cents per pound for
both comb and extracted, and could have sold
double that if I had had it.
6(K)

L. E.

Worcester Co., Mass., Feb.

Ammidown.

SuDDlies

Goods

at

Root's
Factory
Prices

THE SOUTH. TENNESSEE, KENTbCKY, WEST VIR-

Distributor of

24.

same

for

GINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

A Good

Suggestion.

Talk is of no value without action. If
everybody waits for the crowd there will not
be any crowd.
Mr. Ferguson (page 140)
starts out with a dollar for 1902. Here is my
dollar for 1903, toward the type-setting machine.
Now, come on boys; make a crowd; pay up
all arrearages, and a year in advance it possible and here we are.
A. F. Foote.
Mitchell Co., Iowa., March 3.
;

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.
Golden Italians,
Red Clover Oueens, and Cakniolans.
For prices 1 refer you to my catalog',

Orders taken for Oueens

[Wouldn't
;scriber

who

it

be a fine thing
arrears on

if

every sub-

Bee Journal
subscription would pay everything to the end
of 1902
Why not?— Editor.]
is in

his

C. H.

>.

W. CINCINNATI,
WEBER,

2146-214S Central Ave,,
OHIO.
Successor to Chas, F,Muth & Son and A, Muth,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FORAM>THE
WIFE
£MI.I>KKN.
1

an Inouhator that they can run;
one that will do good work from the
>lartaiid last tor years. The Sure

Hutch is made of California red
wooil,withl2oz.cold rolled coppertank,
Hydro Safety Laiiin, Climax fealety boiler and

Weather-Proof Hive-Cover.
drerfe

Easterners can not easily understand the
effects of a Colorado sun in warping, twisting,

who

has devised a cover that he thinks will
defy the worst that a Colorado sun can do.

He

sre
.

fetate price,

R. A.

GoniD and E,xtractedfloneu!
kind
and quantity.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Aif

says in the Bee-Keepers' Review:

use the standard, S-fraine hive, and in getting out the material for the cover, I first get
out a rim, the sides of which are Ix2-'^x2'i
inches long. Along one side of the sidepieces I cut a rabbet ^i^x^i inches. Across the
ends of the strips I dado in '^x'^ of an inch,
to allow the end-pieces of the rim, which are
1x23^x14 inches long, to set in, and I nail
both ways, as you will notice by referring to
the cut of the cover.
On top of the rim I nail two boards that are
simply ship-lapped together (very coiuniou
lumber can be used). In nailing the cover
^together I use thirty T-penny, cement-dipped,

Corrugated Waferreeiilator. Semi for our big
freecatalog-. Itpivesartiial phpti[rraiih';ot huDOur
liiiiR mniiey with the Suri' Ilalch Incubator.

troodiT is th= btst. >i"iilni^\v.
(ORiinnn Si'nse Itroodir
Sure Hatcb lacubator Cn., Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus, 0.

and checking hive-covers. One man says a
Colorado sun "will pull out nails and hide
them." That may be exaggerated. M. A.
•Gill

three to live years, its owner will have a (food
water-proof cover as long as he cares lo keep
bees.
this cover is placed on the hive, it
upon the siilex only, the ends shutting
down over. There is about '.j-inch play all
around, and it is at the ends where is secured
the circulation through
the air<'haintjer,
which 1 consider one of its most important

rests

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEEOS^
CHElfXP
Best in the World.
,^
None so low in price. Largest illustrated ,
seed catalogue ever printed, FREE. Enf
I

I

graving of every variety. Price only ll
[cent per pkg, and up. A lot of extra!
packages, rare sorts, presented FREE
with every or.ier. Send name and address
by card or lettfi.
I

1

I

[R. H.

SHUMWAY,

Rockford,

Old Bees More Poisonous Than Younor
*
Ones.
When 1 have forced a very young bee to
sting me, 1 have been surprised at the mildness of the sting. So I am not surprised that
Dr. Langer reports the amount of poison carried by a nurse-bee to be .00015 of a gram,
whilethat of a field-ijee was twice as much,
ranging from .00025 to .000.35— [Sometimes
the sting of a worker right from the fields is
so painful that I feel like groaning yes. and
I do groan
with pain. I am quite prepared
to believe that the fielders have twice the
amount of poison in their poison-sacs that the
home-l3ees have.— Ed.]— Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

—

Shipping

Comb and

—

Extracted

Honey

in Barrels.

Henceforth I want all honey in packages of
pounds and under in barrels. There is no
packing case that can compare to it, anyway
you take it. A barrel will hold about 250

pounds when in .5-lb. or 10-lb. pails, which is
more than 4 crates of six 10-pound pails
each, I prefer empty sugar-barrels, -nhich
it purchased when not much in demand (I
suppose anytime except during apple harvest)
they can be had for about 10 cents each. They

are preferable to either the regular apple-barrel or salt-barrels.
can readily see that when compared as
to cost the barrel is away ahead of crates besides, it takes less time to pack and close one
barrel than it does our four crates, but the
difference here is not to marked, but apart
from the cheapness it is much easier to handle
a barrel than any other large package that has.
or even can be, devised!
I would rather
handle one Irarrel of 200 pounds or 250 pounds
than half that amount in crates, especially

We

:

when

in one crate.
Then, again, it is handled much more care-

fully in

GOOD

I

As an inside covering I use two or three
thicknesses of burlap, both summer and winter; and when I crowd the cover on, the burlap, being cut ^o inch larger than the hive, is
drawn taut so that the bees have a space
above the frames; ami the cover is held
securely without any stooping over 700 times
each week to pick up a ten-pound stone.

10

iret

Gill's

I

features.

last,

Honey Sold Well.

zirii-

When

My

bees have not had a ebanee to lly since
December, but, I think they will ooiue
through all riffht as they had plenty of t'ouJ
honey to winter on.
J. I. Ci-akk.
Addison Co., Vt., Feb. 25.

-wiieii

I

jiuiijt, usirii;

o.Mdc of

banks have hccii
WHS iniin)Hsililn

tlm

phict'.s wlicr-c
tliri)ULrIi.

then (t'vc llic cover a heavy
outbldu white made from
and lead, and then rli;lit on to
this t'rcen paint I lay a piece of ihin, unhleachi'd rinifilin, cut two IncheH larger all
around iIjhii the top of the cover. Standini;
at the end of the cover, I cut a Iwo-lnch cahh
into tlie lir.ih, two Inche). from the conicr,
Tiii» allow- the aldextriiii, to laparound under
ihc endfs.
now (five the whole '-iiver another
heavy coal of tlic Bariic paini rii.'ht on top of
the cloll., and make the laps at ihccornern In
(,'recn paint, holh underneath, in the middle,
and outside; and I would advise to (five it another coat of paint after it is dry, Hucb a
cover will uot warp, twi.'it nor check, and It
can l)eex|iOhed to all of the elements of this
oi^ any climate; and, in my opinion, if (fiven
a I'oa*, of paint, such as I have named, once io
Ilat-licail niiild.

coat of

Illinois.

barrels.
It is for this reason I frequently ship comb honey in them. I referred
to the contents getting soiled when in crates:
there is no trouble of this sort with the barrels, so that I know of no reason whv they
should not be used in preference, unless the
quantity is not large enough. Even then, if

you

fill the barrel
half full it will compare
favorably with crates, unless it may be
slightly heavier, but they are a gain in this
respect when compared to four crates.
As to honey in the comb I prefer shipping
in barrels when the quantity is not large and
the distance very far. Some four vears ago
I shipped to IS different places in the West.
one lot going to Edmonton, 200 miles north
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March

13, 1901.

of t'algary. or over 2.000 miles wiili all the
to
this

a section broken.

I

I

Every day during March
and April we shall sell

rels.

As I have already said, it is when shipping
comb in small lots or long distances, and not
when shipped in quantities, that I favor this
Just how large a quantity, that I
not prepared to say.— G. A. Deadman, in
The Canadian Bee Journal.

method.

am

from Chicago to
Mont., and Denver,

and our system of Reclining Chair
Cars (seats free) and Tourist Sleeping
Cars only $6 for a double berth
Chicago to Pacific Coast
the

—

few of us but have seen men standing
around all day in the cold and perchance
storm, at "the sale,'' only for the l^lessed privilege of paying three or four prices for old,
dilapidated hives inhabited by weak or other-

in addition

Burlington Route the most com-

fortable

wise inferior colonies of bees, and then takprecautions about moving their
ing extra
precious treasure, only to tind them dead in
the spring, or, should a portion survive, keeping them year after year, ever hoping for returns, (presumably on the "open sesame''

and convenient way to the

Ask you nearest

Northwest.

agent about

it

or write

me

ticket

for a folder

giving particulars.
EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agent
Chicago.

P. S.

C. B.

&

Q. Ry.

Flease mention Bee Journal "wnen "writins

FINE CATALOGUE
GREIDER'S
printed
winning poallry for
A pilz«

Bee^Keeping.

How

regular Pullman cars, makes

the

to

in

Theoretical bee-keeping around the winter's
tireside is one thing, and practical bee-keeping in the field quite another. A mere amateur may operate the former, while it not
infrequently requires a whole crew of experts, aided by all members of the family, regardless of sex, color or former occupation,
together with invited guests thrown in for
good measure, to control the latter.

fast train service

—

principle) until all succumb to want and
neglect, when the wrecks are converted into
kindling wood. This, too, when the amount
of the investment would have secured not
only the kindling wood, but many a pound of
sweetness with which to regale friends and
family. SoMNAMBrLiST, in the Progressive

—

Bee-Keeper.

Melting Honey.

Bend lOc

U. U. «BEI1>EB, Florin, l*a.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

noted book.

STROMGEST
^^FENGE!'
— — MADE.
I

v-fww.^ ~

^^tlSxWxman

J.i"™**;*J
WKOWiWlinn

Bull-

,

ptT'ing.

«W ««««»« B„, ,9

Chicten*

Sold to the Farmer at Wbol,><>aIe
Follj Kormnlcd. Catalog iTee.

tl^lit.
Prtrei.

COILKD SPBISG FKSCK

CO..

WiieheiUr, Iidilna, 0.

8.

A.

Please meation the Bee Journal.
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Without special conveniences for it the
melting of candied honey in 5-gallon cans is
not always the most satisfactory. It takes a
long time to do it with a slow heat, and with
considerable heat there is danger that the
portion will be injured by the heat

outer

while the mass is still solid. J. F. Munday
helps matters by stirring the granulated part
into the liquid just as fast as it liquefies, thus

doing the work in one-third the time, and
leaving the honey possibly in a better condition. He says in the Australasian Bee-Keeper:
It is necessary to make or procure a suitable
tool for the purpose of breaking up and stir-

Seeds.

ring the candied honey

We

have made arrangements so that we can

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

the order:

SK

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

ion

$.75 $1.40
90
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00

80

1.70
1.70
1.90
1.40

^

25tb
$3.25
4.00
4.00
4.50
3.25

_^
son

lo.OO
7.50
7.75
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.

Single pound
rate,

and

5

cents more than the S-ponnd

10 cents extra for

Add

wanted by

postage and sack.

yonr order, for cartage,

if

cents per pound

if

freight, or 10

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
-

retnrn

it.

to
I

know more

-we ntake.

it if

you

Ke<-p

ilislike it.
If

job! er profits.
send for our

it

it

yoi]|

We e-'ave

vou want|

free 22nd annualcataloffue.
KALAMAZOO CARRIAGE & HARNESS
MFG. COMPANY.
(

Pioneers of ihe Fres Trial P/an.)

LStalton 33. Kalamazoo. Michigan.

flease

*-^Hntioii

Bee Journal -when

"writing,

Qu66nsiioiislioiildHav6
Does blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding the queens offered not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
giving last season an average yield a&

—

:

Honey-Gathering.
102 lbs. extracted and 68 lbs. comb boney per
colony besides increase and stores for winter.

Quality of

Comb=Honey Produced.

It would dazzle you.''^Wra. Envoj»
Ontario Government Inspector of Apiaries.

•'Man

I

Wintering Qualities.

Up to the present (January 30) I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
always perfectly quiet. They are winteringperfectly.— Frank T. Adams, Brantford, Canada.

—

General Commendation.

Out of those queens you sent me I hare produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying: a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring- better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase, tilad you
are going into theqneeobusiness, and are going
to join the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-presideat
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 3b5 colonies).
S. T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: "The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
qneens sent by you, and they are grand bees."

in

the tin while

it is

CHICAGO, ILL.

Prices of Queens.
They are dutv free to the United States*
Tested, $2.00 each; $10.00 fort.; $is 00 per dozen.
Untested until July 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.iXi per dozen. Same after July 1st. $1.00each;
$5.50 for 6; or $10 i.X> per dozen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
selected
tested
queens
are offered.
every one, no
Every one has the same chance. The above
careful
selection
of Italfrom
a
bred
queens are
ians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and CarnioPrice
of
full
price.
colonies
same
ian queens
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Address,

Bow Park
•^DMt

HOLTERMANN,

IFORTY DAYS FREE TRIAL
[anil cliiiree

When

the honey in the tin has melted say
around the insides of the tin, put in
the stirring-rod, and scrape with it the two
sides of the block of candied honey near the
time.
right

*s.0O

lur it only

when

the ou^t'lnuI is satislied. Absolutely the hfst fiO ejiTg machine on th©
market at any price. Send for our
' free
poultry book, "All Right.'*"
(Westtrn orders shipped trojn Dee MoiaeB,Ia»

removed the back from the blade with a
cold chisel and hammer, cut off about twenty
inches from the point, knocked out or beat
down fiat the old rivets, and then llattenedout

•'„-inch

Aiip

our 00 Ekk Copper 'ronk
•*An Kleht'* Incubator on

I

I

the point to the shape of a screw-driver (this
screw-driver point I wanted for the purpose
I then
of prising up the lids of the cans).
straightened the rod, as we may call it, with
the hammer, scraped oft the rust, and polished
it with a piece of sandstone and it was done.
The tool requires to be strong and stiff, as
great force is necessary to cut up the candied
honey in the can. Now for the operation

Canada

Please mention the Bee Journal.

j^This m*?ang that

scythe-blade.

mouth of the can, just a little the first
Then take out the rod say with your

R. F.

Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

mRlfiHT'lR'A'.'B'Sff
anywherewe

beingmelted; this tool I made (andl foundit
just the thing) from the steel back of an old

:

25 cents to

like

you dealer and

in cnlor^,

190'2,

illuslrat«a &n<l descnbea 50 Varieties of Ponltr;;
Many bints to
givfe rtf&son&ble prk«s of eee^&nd biocItn silver or stampa tor thia
poDltrj rsiaera.

511>8t

30 DAYS TRIAL.
[on any vehicle

follows

A Common Course

Montana, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and N.W.Wyoming
Billings,

to see.

—

Cheap Tickets
To The
Northwest
St. Paul,

was on hand

in the usual way so that rolling it was probably in order.
Comb honey in barrels has this advantage,
there is more spring or "give" to it than
when in a box. It stands a good chance of
never being so placed that the sections will be
exactly the opposite way to what they should
be so that the jar and shunting is not so fatal.
Honey in crates will be loaded one of two
ways the right or the wrong way. no halfway between. Apart from the " give ' or
spring this is a strong point in favor of bar-

Burlington

Our

shipping "lake and
nor any of the rest was
have reason to know, as
The heads were closed

changes incidental
rail,'' but in neither

I

I

CLAT PHELPS IKCUBITOII CO.,

IN on

placea,

STATION

6,

CINCINNATI, 0.

THE WORST
rout-h Kr.uniil. will,

wSere other fences

fall,

l"*--'^''\,^<"';j'a?5try llie PAGE?"

wont j.m

PAUE WOVEN WIKK FEMECO.. ADKIAN.MKn.

Please mentloo Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

March
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and UK you do so, lot it pass hctwcni
linger tmd tlmmb of .your Icfl lumd
to remove the honey frorii it.
I'm. on llin Inl,
and let tlie lioru^y remain in llie now Ifoilin^^
tmn^l,

CYPHERS INCUDATOR,

t.ho (irst

water Tor ten

serve otlier tins

more

I

tiie

one

turn

Dnriii;;- tlie

rnintil(!H.

World's Standard Hatcher.
rKi-'j on '4RtU>v. I<;x[ifrlnH-iit HtiiLionri
M. Citniidu, AiiMlMiilii inid ,N(-w
uIho Ii^ AiiM-rlrii'h IvinWinf
iniiilirynienund thouHiuiijH or«thiTM.

In

same way if you lni\(»
meitiii^ you can kee)i a

At

expiratiiin <»r (iio
be al)le to eul some

tl»o

ten minutes, you will
of euiuiied honey ofT the l^Ioek in tin'
liii.
Stir tlu'm al)out in tlie iioney Ilnit is
melted till no nu>re will diss<ilve. ivee)t on
iloin^ so about every ei(?ht or ten minutes till
all the eandied honey is quite ilissolveil, but

.

;

tiHxlat (ind

(iiilil

I'rni-Amerlfan,
*

Moisture

ix'itk

lll.»

Na

M

lluBhm, Ha**.,

Bue Juurnal

inentloti

wntinK

wii^ii

Send for circulars and

the nldes

Improved and

FoK

Yeaks

23

25Atf

nioHt

Hee-Smoker
on F^akth.

ori^'inal Hiujrhara
tiiic

IIkst

BINGHAM.

T. F.

Please mentl'^u Bee journal

Farwell. Mich.

when

-writine.

To advise

3.

niemljers as to suitable

local-

is in arrear.

The

8.

principal ofBcers be such as will

undertake to meet each other in committee at
least once in twelve months.
11. Supply dealers or commission agents
cannot become members.
13. Members unable to attend meetings or
conventions can authorize or nominate any

member they know

will be present to vote for

them on any subject brought forward.

Such

vote or votes to be in addition to the
ber's present own vote.

mem-

On page

Cowan's boolv on " The
the following paragraph
"It
will be noticed that the egg (tig. 1, A) stands
in a position parallel to the sides of the cells,
and this position it retains the first day.
On the second da.v it is inclined at an angle
of 45 degrees (fig. 1, B), and on a third day it
assumes a horizontal position (fig. 1, C). resting perfectly flat on the base of the cell."
10 of Mr.

Also H.

is

W.

%Vool Markets
has a hobby which

:

—

the sheep-breeder and

his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

$5icH!ni3E[iaaai^tISOCGG
IS\Z.£
,

HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHia
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

INVINCIBLE

ITALIAN QUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRA WBERRY,..
J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City.

whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

BLOCKER, Denbeigh,

Dak.

200-Egg Incubator
for
Perfect in

a cells just after an egg

N.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

4Atf

$

1

2-80

constraction

«
and

.action.
Hatches every fertile
'egg. Write for catalogue to-day.
is

we find a small white speck standing on
end, attached to the base of the cell, and
slightly on one side of the apex thereof; it is
fixed in position by a watery, semi-sticky substance, which at this period envelops the
whole of the egg. Within a few moments,
however, one of the nurse-bees enters the cell
head first, of course and after a few
seconds of activity, withdraws and hurries
away to the next cell to 'go on as before.
Now, let us examine the cell again, and we
find that the nurse-bee has carefully placed
the new-laid egg down on its side and in its
orthodox and-proper position at the bottom of
the cell. The egg from this time forward is a
matter of constant care and attention on the
part of the nurses, which are persistently

and A No. 1. Extracted, li(f'ht amber,
'iViC: amber, 7c; Florida honey, 6Hfa.7c.
Our market continues somewhat dull in the
demand for honey, while stocks are ample for
the balance of the season, unless there should
be a much larg-er demand than we at this moNo.

1

ment

GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy,

Blake, Scott &

anticipate.

liSK,

New York, Feb. S.— There

has been very litcomb honey, and while
there is no buckwheat on the market to amount
to anything-, there is sufficient quantity of the
different grades of white honey. The demand
having been slow of late, prices have had a
downward tendency and are likely to remain
so during the spring.
TD
^r~\

movement

tle

of late in

We quote: Fancy

\

—

\

white, 14c, and exception-

ally fine stock at perhaps ISc;

No. 1 white at
13c: amber at ll@12c. Extracted remains dull
at unchanged prices. Arrivals of late are quite
plentiful of all the different grades.

firm at 28(ai28Hc.

San Francisco,

kota, all our correspondence,

D. J.

in cartons, 15J4c:
No. 1, ISc; No. 1. 14>4c; very
little No. 2 to offer; stock nominally runnin?

III.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending the winter in North Da-

Brice says in the British Jour-

On examining

ILL.

s
„ re;fulniJij& l.iuiriiiL.-i,-.l liT :; years. llaLcnee every good egg,
&^i[
Sen'l fi^rcatsiosme Nn ''
Sell six and get oue free.

nal:

"

and Sheep
is

and buckwheat, 13@14c. Extracted, buckwheat
Beeswax, 30c.
H. R. Wrioht.
Boston, Jan. 20.— Strictly tancy comb honey

be.

A

yon are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

D.

Positions of Eggs In Cells.
Honey-Bee "

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
I

No memljer be elifjibie for office who has
than 50 effective hives, orhissutjscriptiou

6.

mentioa the Bee Journal.

If

5, That every member with more than 50
hives shall be allowed an extra vote for every
additional 50 effective hives.

less

i'lease

peculiar:

ities for establishint; apiaries.

inir for cimsiifiiption wliich arediOicult to
place
I'rices arc ni>minal1y v./ I4c for the bent white
wiUl travel. stained and li(fht amber, lIV^IJc'
Uiat wliicli in candied Hcllinir as low as 7c. with
the oartLilly candied at'»(i?i|irc. .No i.'reat amount
of darl< honi-v is offered. F.xtracted is steady
in price but slow of sale, white, 5)i'tt7c: amber,
S'+f'ao'iC; dark, .*c. accordin»f to what it is (gathered from and quality. Beeswax in urirent demand at .--oc.
.1: R. A. Bcknbtt & Co.

ThkFkkd W. MuTii Co.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a lonp time.
Fancy while comb, l.^rgil6c; No. 1, l.^c; dark

Bee-Farmers' As-

This oi-fjanization has amonj; its twelve
'•Rules and Otjjeets " the tollowini;, which

somewhat

Chicaoo, .March 7.—
decline noted in laat
'liiotation'' .Tre Htill more pronounced at thin
lime, lart'c i.rrerinK" "' Wehlern cmibare preiH-

Ci.sci.Nx ATI, March 6.— The market in exis (food wrth prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturin(f purposes. brin(fs from
5'4(ai6Kc: betier ijrades f rom 7f<;,Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower (grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax stroma at 27r«30c.

sociation.

are

jte 'li >4it*

tracted honey

in-

jured.

New South Wales

-•te

I

rejfardinjf

honey was eandied as hard as possible, and
/ms mil ban

"te .»j<

The

lork, S. T.

.Nvit

will tinil tliat your tin of lioneywiil lie
quite melted in less tiniu 1'., hours, when the
it

j« .«Ji

AND BEESWAX \
>K >?• >;• >T«" >K >?• >?»' >?• >?>' >J« TJi \
MAKKET QUOTATIONS.

hiiiTlH-Hi uv^iir'l ut
lUUI.
lft-|irti;ij

Vou

that the color and llavor of

>>!< <^t<

HONE.y
I
«
>1>J»

Oct.

cvrnriEH iMjriiAToR comi'any,
ItbOAlo. \. v.. (bicatco,

»:^le;iso

iJjltiK

olii-iilur fret*.
Coniplrti? rntalo^ni;,
IKM imtrof), Hxll In., niollud fur lUc

Ask noaroKt ofllcefor

sliees

not for niueli lon^^^er. The water may lioil ail
the while so loii^,'- as you cut olT ami stirabout
eveiy ten minutes.
If you luive to leave, you
must take the water olT the boil by adding'
eold water to it, as you know.

I

/,<-Mhtnr]

intet-vtil,

;

tin

ilozeu tins ^roin^:.
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Beeswax
Hildsbth & SBOBLKEif,

Feb. 12.— White comb, 11®

\VA cents; amber, 8(gil0c; dark, 6(^7 cents. Extracted, white, S%@bc\ light amber, 4i^iSSc;
amber, 4(3
Beeswax, good to choice, light.
26S-28c; dark, 24@2Sc.
Considering the limited quantities offering
there is a fair trade in progress, both for shipment and local account. Quotable values are

—

.

without change, but market
at the prevailing figures.

is

moderately firm

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— The hone.v market has
been rather dull this year. Comb honey is selling fairly, and brings as follows: White clover,
15c; lower grades from 12^@14c. Extracted
honey sells very slow, the lower grades bringing 5@6c, and fancy, 65^ @7>^c. Bees was.2.s® 30c.
C. H. W. Weber.

III.

laid

—

—

'

probably to see how it is
getthe second day we find the bees
have shifted its position to an angle of about
35 degrees; on the third it is again moved to
an horizontal position.; and on the fourth day
it hatches out."

examining
ting on.'

it,

'

On

The correctness of

Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTFD
'^

it is

If

you want the Bee-Book

That coTers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
sendJl.ZSto

We

on delivery.
THE FRED W. MUTM CO..
lOAtf Front and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati. O.
Please mention Bee jottmal -wlien WTitlni!.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

<

li Is a

Liberal DIscouDts to the Trade.

:

BEE=SUPPLIES!

Wonder
to

some

people

why

our Rural
Mail Box is so
far ahead of the
otherl3approved
by the tiovernmeut. Tb
teen is said to beau unlucky
number, hut that is not the
reason.

We don't

mind

tell-

you confidentially "how
happened," if you will write and ask us
to do so.
BOND STEEL POST CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
ing-

doubtful that any

one has actually disproved it. Some careful
observations upon the matter might be of in-

EXTRACTED HONEY-either

^ ' i-#«-^. large or small lots: parties
to offer, send samples, and best prices delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio.
pay cash
' '

having same

this teaching has been

called in question, but

terest.

4SA26t

it

WALTER

512 MASS, AVE.

S.

POUDER.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

•
fT,ease

^

'»^

mention Bee Journal when writing*

!!
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

WANT

OR ANYTHING YOU

THE

IN

THE W.

it has always given better satisfa'cuonu
faction
than any other. Because In 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

Send name

We

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y,

H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

WANTED

Bee Journal v^hen

a^nd%"eS"ire*

for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

r ** W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N.
Please mention

sell

Address,

free.

Very

fine pure-bred

for sale at

WT'-tinfe.

OF ALL
KINDS *•»

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

H^Vd^

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langstrolh on IheDHoney-BGe — Re\/isc^cl,
The

flPlflRIST

handle two out-apiaries on shares. Must
have experience, and be well posted in the business. Address,

Year

LOSS.

FftLGONER MFG. GO.,

T.

25tt1

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. 7vikTFiRSirEll°X%\uEl^J.'''
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINU.
Why does it sell so well?

4
i

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything', and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog and copy of

Thb American Bee-Keepek

Dadant's Foundation

it

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

13, 1902.

Ui!S^i^us,.}£^ia^ja^i£,j^}a,j^iii,ja,ja^j^

i III}

Hives, Exiraciors

March

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

to

DUNME,

P. WZ.

^ BEESWAX
at all times
^

Co.,

Please mention Bee Jrmmal

A Nebraska customer when ordering a new
supply of our fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
cakes."

So

"The
it

last I got

went

like

hot-

well

if

QEORQE W. YORK &
&

140 Erie Street,

Here

CO.,

m

m

of "little

demand."

You

1902— Bee-Keepeps' Sunplies

BEESWAX?
->*»

We can fumieh you with The A. I. Root Go's
We can
save you trei*iht. and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalOK.
M. H. UtJNT 4 SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

Dittffler's

FOUNDATION

^»a

and

Into Foundation

For

Casli

Catalog giving

c

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

the best wax-extractors, else large quantities of
wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and practical
bee-keeper says of the ROOT-GERMAN STEAM WAX-PRESS
:

Foundation

at prices that are the lowest.

You should have

B

liver

years

piist

-Ir good colonies in
rao\ abl*--frame hives.
Located in Iowa City,

Iowa. Prices reasonable. Address, Mrs. H. A. Hollistek,
Lincoln
Sireel,
Chicago, 111.
2831
N.
llAlt

DANZ.

sections.

THE

up

A. L

ROOT

CO., MEDINA, Ohio,

u. s. a.

GEORGE W. YORK &
Send

to

them

CO., J;^^!^:'*^^,''!^?'''
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

lor their free Catalog.

^.f'S\«(<^\«l'<$^'<l'^\'C'^yC<$
^f

to render

—

*ar^ headquarters for

->¥S§

1

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobbers and
agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents sent
you on request. We will also send you a little book, " Facts About
Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog, on request.
WANTED. Beeswax. Price, 28c cash or 30c in trade for pure
average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of white sage
extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB HONEY in

-y&^

For Sale

2i'

m^.
Augusta, Wis,

have had

old combs or cappings in larger or
smaller quantities, and my e-xperiencehas been extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost
every kni'wn method to get ail the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfaction
until recently. 1 not of you a German wax-press, that comes nearer accuuplishing that object than anv thing I have ever tried. I am more than satislled with it. lor. if used according to directions, tljere is little if any wa.x left in the refuse. Any one visea to the old methikIs will be astonished at the results obtained. In this press you have given those in need
,if it the best thing, to my mind, you have ever brought out, and I really lielieve all wln» try
'I'here are '.ther jtoints of advantage thai 1 could menit \vill pronounce it a real treasure.
tion, one of which is its perlect satety— no boiling ever and getting Are to every thing, and
it can be left alone without care fiir quite a time, and everything can be kept neat and
occupies
very
little
room.
E. T. FLANAGAN.
clean, and 11
Belleville, 111., oec. 12.

For

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

!

need good hives, smokers, knives, and most of all, a
good honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors
are used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.
will

-

(roods at wholesale or retail at their prices.

Work Wax

30, 1901.

you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for your
honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been held be-

EXTRACTED HONEY

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
Street,

Market

Nov.

I think will take preceothers. I am delighted with it, as it is
easily manipulated."
R. H. PfePWORTH,
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.

all

If

m^. cause

pic copy free.

1

The Danzenbaker Hive

simple, and

->S

Honey?

something that will interest you.
"

Pacific Rural Press,

The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam.

3.^1

is

dence over

is

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Produce Comb

*

It

It you care to know of its
Calitnfrti'H
WdlllUrilld. }I rruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia's Favorite Paper—

The

^ Do You

they would

order this honey, or basswood, and sell it.
not only goes off " like botcakes,'' but it
mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page in.
144

writing.

!)•#•# ^•A<l)-#i)'#(i)^»#i)-i)-#A"!

does.

More people might do

when

111.

111.

Went Like Botcakes
cans, said:

fc

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

River Forest, Oak Park Post-Offlee,

Cook

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

wanted

i-

f'<si'>r<tr»«

f
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t
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T

T
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March

the Association was incorporated and l)ecame the recipient of an annual money grant,
it was my privilege to modify its' constitution
and by-laws to meet the new condition of

^is,ji.ja,ji,ja,J^iJis,ji.jiiji.ja^j^

Weelily Budget.

I

20, 1902.

I am pleased to know that it has not
been found necessary materially to change

things.

these since.)

Mr. a.

I.

Root

This time

hobby.

is
it

taking a

is

ride

— on

a

starting plants from
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TuE Two Roots and

Dr. Miller have much
Gleanings in Bee-Culture alraut a
" personal devil."
Do thej- speak from a
" personal " acquaintance J

to say' in
lil.

Entered at the Post^Offlce at Chicago as Jecond-

Editor— Georgre W. York.
Dept. Editors — Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant.
R.C. Aikia. F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
Sl.W a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,

"decOl" on your label shows that
paid to the end of December, 1901.

it

is

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advertising Rates

Bee Keepers' Association

To promote and protect the
members.

interests of its

To prevent the adnlteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
Hutchinson,
A. I. Root,
E. T. Abbott,
P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Z.

J.

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

I

always interested

in

interest to others.
I bought 2 colonies in the spring of IflOO. in
old-fashioned hives, increafed to 4 by natural
swarming, and 21 days after I drummed out
of the old into new hives. I took off about
120 pounds of honey in the fall, and bought 6
more colonies, Sin S-frame standard hives, one
in an old shoe-box, and came out last spring
with S colonies, having lost 2, and bought 33
more in April with 10 extra hives, 3 supers on
each hive, and a lot of supplies and old truck
for ?75.
Six colonies were in box-hives. I
have sold about $70 worth of honey, and have
about 100 pounds on hand for our own use.
is

All the time I can get to work with my bees
in the morning and evening, and sometimes

a few minutes at noon.
clip

my

queens, and during swarming-

hired a small boy to stay in the yard
from 8:30 to 3:30, and paid him extra for
every queen he would catch, and he very soon
I

got to be an expert at it.
Through the kindness of the owner,

I

camera, and have taken up amateur photography. I enclose a picture of the bee-yard.
I think I have a very cosy place for the bees,
and enjoy working with them.

many good

I

remained secretary-treasurer

president,

when

I

till I

became

resigned the secretaryship,

but continued treasurer up

till

18!t2.

when, on

my

resignation of that oflice, the Association
very generously presented me with a gold
watch.

Mr. McKnight's
well

when

memory hardly

served

him

referring to the starting of the

weekly Canadian Bee Journal. Vol. I, No. 1.
of that paper is dated April 1, 1885
1'4 years
after the American Bee Journal had begun to
be published weekly, and 9 months bff'ure the
British Bee Journal began to be a weekly.
Previous to January, 1881, the American Bee
Journal was a monthly, and up to January,

—

1S.86 (and we know not for how long before),,
the British Bee Journal was a " fortnightly."
The Canadian Bee Journal was published

weekly for about

five

was issued
and finally as a
now, and has been for
years, then

for a time as a semi-monthly,

monthly, which

it is

years.

keep

bees in the private park of one of our
wealthiest citizens. I have a 4-foot poultry
fence around four or five rods, and keep the
gate locked, and the bees molest no one. I
keep them supplied with fresh and salt water
all the season.
The yard is right across the
My son and I have a
street from my house.

get

Association.

many

my

I

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel h. Hershi&er, Vice-President.

am

reading the
rei>orls of other bSe-keepers, I have thought
perhaps a report from me would be of some

As

time

OBJECTS:

W.

The Apiaet of H. W. Congdon. — Accompanying the picture shown on the flastpage
this week was the following:

I

plication.

National

By and

the Canada Farmer (long defunct).

by, D. A. Jones st.irted the Beeton World, ti>
which we transferred our patronage. Shortly
after he started the Canadian Bee Journal
then the only weekly Ijee-journal in America
with the exception of the British Bee Journal the only one in the world. The Journal
once became, and still is, the organ of the

—

Class Mail-Matter.

The Wrapper-Label Date

;

for the use of one of its pages to be devoted
The conditions were weto bee-literature.
were to supply the "copy " and I was assigned
the duty of editor of the bee-department of

—

cuttings in a greenhouse.

GEORGE

We had no organ at this time. One of our
members edited a weekly paper published in
the town of Welland with him we arranged

points and hints from the

"old reliable'' American Bee Journal; I
could hardly keep house (or bees) without it.
H. W. Congdon.

Mr. W. a. Pryal, of Alameda Co.,
writing us March

5,

Calif.,

said

" We are having glorious rains here. The
year bids fair to be as prosperous for the
tiller of the soil and the delverfor gold as any
we have ever had. I am speaking for the
central and the northern portions of the State.
The south has had rain, I am pleased to say.
but not in as liberal (luantilies as the agriculStill, they may have
turist, etc., could wish.
more in that portion of the State. Here all
vegetation is looking up grandly; some sorts
of fruit-trees are in bloom."

j£uGENE Secor, General Manager and Treasnrer. Forest City, Iowa.

The Ontario Association. — In the Canawe find this interesting his-

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year,

dian Bee Journal
If more convenient. Dues may be sent
the office of the American Bee Journal,
will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
who will mail individual receipts.

J^"

to

when they

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:
" I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
the
busy bee, and many a conquestions about
versation thus started would wind up with the
less
honey;
at any rate it would
sale of more or
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
person
in
regard to honey
enlighten many a
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents ; two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offica
of the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keepers'

Association, by Mr. R. McKnight, one of

organizers and an apiarian writer of no
ability

A

sketch of the Ontario

torical

:

its

mean

lJ

was, I think, in 1879 the Association was
The year previous, D. A. Jones
organized.
rolled ten tons of honey into the exhibition at
Toronto, for which he was awarded the gold
medal. This created a furore in the country.
The next year he called a bee-keepers' convention to meet in the City Hall, Toronto, while
the exhibition was being held. In response
to that call bee-keepers and prospective beekeepers gathered in, to sit at the feet of the
Gamaliel of apiculture and learn the mysteries
of bee-keeping. That was the most numerously attended bee-keepers' meeting that ever
The hall was
was held in the Province.
crowded with people during the three days of
It

The writer had the honor of ocsession.
cupying the chair. That meeting resulted in
the formation of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association. D. A. Jones became president:
The
1 was elected secretary and treasurer.
president, secretary, and the Rev. W. F.
constiformulate
a
appointed
to
Clarke, were
tution and by-laws for its government. (When
its

Buckwheat Cakes seem
home. He says

at Stenog's

in season
Gleanings iu

to be
in

Bee-Culture:

That song for bee-keepers, music by George
York, words by Eugene Secor, " Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," was received just
as the familiar thump, thump, thump of the
family batter-paddle was doing its work in
making such cakes, rendering the song very
It is good all through, and all
appropriate.
who have music in the house should have a.

W.

copy.

Went Like Hotcakes
A Nebraska customer when ordering a new
supply of our flue Alfalfa honey in ijO-pound
"The last I got went like hotcans, said:
cakes." So it does.
hey would
More people might do well
order this honey, or hasswood, and sell it. It
not only goes off " like hotcakes," but it ismighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-oflers on jiage ISC.

GEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

-
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ILL,

MAFCH

"Infallible"

20,

1902,

of

Intro-

Method

ducing (|ueens was given on page 070 (ini)l
by A. D. D. Wood, who says there: "This
may not be my own invention, yet I have
never seen it mentioned." This plan will be
found in " A Modern Bee-Farm,'' by S. Sinimins. On page llio of the IS'JS edition, after
emphasizing the point that where food is
given to a (lueen confined in a cage, " honey
from the same hive should alone be supplied," he goes on to say, " and on no account
may any of the bees which accompanied her
be placed in the cage; but it is advisable to
give her an escort of some half-dozen young
workers picked from the comb just after
hatching, and taken from the hive in which
the queen is to be caged."
)

*

^

Editorial.

The Homo Honey Market.On
182,

Mr. C.

P.

Dadanl has an

I

paj^e

artU'le that will

hear reading over several times, or until

it is

We

have never been
quite able to understand just why it is, that
so many honey-producers have not yet been
able to see that almost invariably the most
profitable marliet for honey is the home marthorous;hly

ket

learned.

— right among the people living not further

perhaps than

or

five

ten miles from their

No,

DangerH
est has been

well says, honey

is

different

from wheat, corn, potatoes, pork and beef.
There is always a settled city market for such
products, these having become staples, an<l
thus in constant demand. What is needed
now is for every bee-keeper to push the sale
of honey everywhere until it, too, shall be in
demand, eiiual, it possible, to that of soap
and bread.
Small bee-keepers need never fear that the
city market will become bare of honey, especially of extracted;

for there are

the large

producers of hone}', or specialists, w'ho produce by the ear-load they will keep the large

—

population

centers

of

honey.

But there

is

supplied w-ith

well

often

little

sense in any

This gives occasion to say that this book,
written Ijy so practical a man as Mr. Simmins,
well worth possessing. Among the many
good things it contains may be found the
is

"Simmins

fasting

method"

of queen-intro-

duction and the bleaching of sections, which
has had prominent mention in this country
within the past few years was probably first
;

given in this book nine years ago.

who produces

a ton or less, ever

shipping it to a city market. There is scarcely
a town or village but what, if properly
solicited, would use several tons of honey on
their tables in the course of a year.

Among

Bee-Writers

is the underlying text of a discourse from G.
M. Doolittle in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. He

says a rule in arithmetic and a rule in bee-

keeping are different things.

Two and two

mal<e four always and everywhere what is
true about bees in one locality or season may

not be true in another locality or season. So
two men may both be right from their own
standpoints while appearing to hold widely
different views.

Most people are fond of honey. Only convince them that it is the product of the bee,
and they will not be long in purchasing, and
also in consuming it.

The feeding of meal in spring is useless if
not mischievous, says A. It is a good thing
to give the bees in spring some substitute for

Bee-keepers need to get close up to the
editors of their local newspapers, and induce
them to give to their readers information on
the use of honey, which information the bee-

parently

keeper would need to furnish.

It

would pay

Both are

pollen, says B.
in

direct

locality there

either

from

is

from the previous year.

sample of the sweet product of the

it.
One says put on
another says not till, swarmone wants to discourage
Both right
ing.
and the other to encourage swarming. So
with other things. But the wise reader will
get the views of all, and use what best fits his

vegetable kingdom, etc. Others have cited
examples of iuiportant results obtained from
inbreeding, and
from their writings one
would judge that not only should no pains lie
taken to avoid inbreeding, but that it is the
proper thing in the hands of every one. Still
others have held that only as necessity compelled should inbreeding be resorted to.

Mr. Dadant has given much good advice in
on another page, which, if followed,

his article
will

make

this

particular

number

of

the

American Bee Journal of immense value.
There is often almost as much in selling a

;

and

that good results were obtained in spite of,
rather than on account of, the mating of two

beings closely related.
In the Bee-Keepers' Review, F. B.

Simpson

discusses the matter at considerable length,
and he certainly can not be considered as en-

couraging

inbreeding in the hands of the
every-day bee-keeper. While admitting that
" inbreeding has done us remarkable service

improving our domestic animals," he
thinks the chances of success are so much
against it that only one man in a thousand
will be successful, and that man in only one
in

He

says:

So far as I have been able to learn, no man
of unprejudiced mind has yet claimed that
inbreeding will produce anything that can
not in time be produced without it, provided
we can supply a sufficient quantity of unrelated individuals.
In breeding the domestic
animals, the great element of time enters into
the matter to such an extent that inbreeding
has proved a practical necessity yet there is
no reason to believe it will be likewise with
:

the bee, for the generations are too frequent.
Also, as inbreeding can not be individual, but
only collateral, in bees, it is doubtful whether
it will have anything like the same effect for
good and likewise for evil as in the higher
animals.
Furthermore, we have as yet no
proof that insects can be made to vary (hereditarily) in as great a degree as the higher animals. It is true that the same laws of development run through the entire system of
animated nature, but in her communal relations as against the individual, besides the
fact of parthenogenesis, places the bee on a
basis decidedly her own.

On the whole, he thinks it would be a good
thing in actual practice for bee-keepers to let
inbreeding alone until something has been

:

own

hive.

In B's locality the

bees are short of pollen in spring, with no
sections early

liberal

in spring,

flowers, or else left over

early fiowers to yield

a

although apIn A's

plenty of pollen

early

to invite the editor to visit the apiary about

forgetful as not to present the vistor with

right,

contradiction.

the time of taking honey off the hives, and
show him how that part of the work is done.

Of course, no true bee-keeper would be so

Some have cited examples from Nature
show how she abhorred inijreeding in the

ing.

to

of a thousand cases.

Discrepancies

;

bee-keeper

Inhreeding. — .Since interawakened to the im-

generally

portance of striving for improvements in
bees, considerable as been said alxjut inbrewl-

apiaries.

As Mr. Dadant

ol'

12.

case.

Instead of ceasing to read the bee-papers
because in the nature of the case there will be
real or apparent discrepancies, Mr. Doolittle
says:

crop well as there is in getting the crop in the
first place— whether that crop is honey or

"One hundred dollars per year would not
hire me to cease from reading on this subject,
for it is to this reading that I owe nearly all
the knowledge I possess relative to bee-keep-

cattle.

ing."

ascertained experimentally as to

its

results

aiiiontj heex.

•»

The Large White CIoTer

(Colossal

Lading) which has been highly spoken of in
foreign journals stands a chance of being tested
in this country, as the Gleanings in Bee-Culture people have secured some of the seed. It
may be a great improvement, but too much
should not be expected from it. It is not
likely that

it is

large

enough

as hay, and without this

valuable than the

it

common

to be harvested

may
kind.

not be more
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Convention Proceedings.
irTTT^nrT^TtfTfTristfTfTfTfTrK
Report of the Michigan Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY JAS.

A.

Mr.

UP COLONIES IX SPRING FOR THE HONEY CROP."

Chapman

puts away
unites in the

he

sa3'S

to winter.
colonies, puts

expects

He

more bees than he
spring, taking two

on one queen-excluder, then puts the
Other colony on top, removing the queen from the top one.
He says there is not much use in uniting three or more
weak colonies it is no better than each one separate.
light

;

in this.
He spreads brood later,
but only as they can furnish proper heat.
Mr. Kitson says those colonies that have the most honey
over winter work best in the spring.
Mr. Hutchinson in earlier days practiced stimulative
feeding, but if left with sealed brood they will do better.
!Mr. Coveyou advises in a cold snap in spring to sprinkle
sweetened water in the front of the hive to save the
bees going out and getting chilled. He uses an atomizer
in the evening.
Mr. Kirkpatrick sees that the covers are tight, and that
no heat escapes.
It was suggested that some one use an empty comb filled
with water, or use a sponge for water in spring.
Mr. Hilton and Mr. Hutchinson suggested that in feeding one can put the syrup outside near the apiary, and after
the first daj' it is safe from robbing.

Mr. Hutchinson agrees

COMB HONEY OR EXTR.\CTED ?

"Which

the

is

more

and then clips one wing.
Mr. Bartlett uses a queen-clipping device.

FRAMES

SH.\LL0VV
165.)

profitable,

or for extracted?"
Mr. Kitson says extracted

is

working
most

the

for

comb honey

profitable,

as the

nights are too cold so far north to build comb.
Mr. Pinnell says there is more money in extracted at
8 cents than comb at 14 cents so far north and counting
extra work it is much more profitable. He says this year
lie run 20 colonies for extracted and 30 for comb, and got
more money out of the 20 at 8 cents than the 30 at 14 cents.

VS.

STANDARD IN EXTRACTING.

"In the production of extracted honey what preference
has shallow frame over standard Langstroth?"
i\i.r.
Coveyou says if any advantage it is that one can
uncap with one stroke, and might get more uniform color
of honey.
Mr. Chapman sees no advantage.
Mr. Smith prefers the Heddon frame (shallow), for
the same reason given by Mr. Coveyou.
Mr. Kirkpatrick likes the Langstroth frame as there
are less frames to handle.
Mr. Brown says he can handle two shallow frames
quicker than one Langstroth, and bees go up quicker in the
spring.
He thinks deep frames make the honey darker. He
iisis one frame less than the super's size, as g in a lo-frame
super.

Mr. Chapman starts the bees up in 15 minutes after
putting on the super. He puts a frame of brood in the super
and waits until the bees are ready to go up. He extracts
when two-thirds capped, and thinks 7 frames .in an 8frame super is too wide. He likes 9 in a lo-frame super,
and wants 14 to 20 frames of brood, thus making the queen
do all she can in one year then he kills her.
Mr. Kirkpatrick thinks there is a disadvantage in the
shallow frames. He can't bait bees up. He uses 7 frames
in an 8-frame super.
Mr. Coveyou doesn't like to put the brood up, as it
makes darker honey above.
Mr. Chapman thinks it is a waste to force the queen
He gets
to fill the top and corners of frames with brood.
better results with 50 strong colonies than 100 less populous.
Mr. Pinnell thinks all frames in the yard should be
of the same size.
;

DEPTH

BEST

FOR

BROOD-FRAMES

;

Mr. Chapman says he got almost as much comb honey
as extracted, but the weather was warm. He says in threefourths of the years there is more money in producing extracted honey the expense is no more for comb, as pack;

ages cost less but he suggested that with a local trade the
cans can be returned.
Mrs. Morrow says this past was the best year she has
ever seen for selling honey.
Mr. Smith thinks the locality determines. He is in the
coldest place in northern Michigan, and can't do well working for comb honey.
;

TOO

"Are we

MUCH

POLLEN IN THE BROOD-NEST.

ever troubled with too

much

pollen in the brood-

20, 1902.

Mr. Chapman, Mr. Kirkpatrick, and i\Ir. Pinnell, pick
the queen up by the thorax.
Mr. Coveyou clips just at the time of fruit-bloom, when
laying freely, and when workers are out gathering.
He
takes hold of the legs and wings on one side.
Mr. Smith advises clipping earlier in the spring; and
holds the queen by the thorax.
Mr. Hutchinson picks her up by tlie wings on both sides,

DARTj SEC.

iCoutinued from pape

''BUILDING

March

"What depth frames
region?"

this

—QUEENS.

are best for the brood-chamber

in

—

Mr. Coveyou has two sizes the Langstroth for old hives
and the shallow for swarms.
"Is the queen most valuable before one year old, or
afterward ?"
Mr. Coveyou says she is best the second year.
Mr. Dart says he finds queens as good the second as the
year.

first

"How

is it

best to find a queen in a populous colony?"
finds her, in the middle of
till he

Mr. Chapman looks
day, in July.

Mr. Hicks asked why he hunts in July.
Mr. Chapman said because he hunts them up to kill them
except in the very best colonies. He thinks drones are as
important as queens, and uses the best queens for rearing
drones.

BEST BEES FOR THE NORTH.

nest?"

Mr. Smith says

it

may

bother the bees, but

it

does not

bother him.

Mr. Chapman advises putting comb containing too much
pollen in the center of a good brood-nest, the pollen will
disappear.

SECOND DAY—Jan.

2.

"What

is

the best bee for the North

— Italians,

Blacks, or

Carniolans?"
Mr. Kitson says the Carniolans are more gentle.
Mr. Chapman gave the Carniolans good trial, but gave
them up. He says they are the hardiest bees, but <hey rear
will tear out comb and make drone-cells
drones anyway
;

Hilton, having contracted a hard
cold, left for
home, and the meeting was called to order by W. Z. Hutchinson.
Pres.

CLIPPING

THE queen's WINGS.

"Does the clipping the queen's wings shorten her life?"
Mr. Chapman shortens her life himself, and does not
see how long she will live
also Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Mr. Coveyou says he sees no difference, and others agreed.
E. E. Brown says he had a clipped queen live six years.
"How do you clip the wings?" was asked.
Mr. Kitson holds the queen by the wings op one side,
and clips both wings on the other side.

try to

swarm

too much.
Mr. Kitson says Carniolans build up quickly in spring.
Mr. Coveyou says Carniolans are good lo get up an
apiary quickly then change to Italians.
Carniolans swarm too much.
General experience
Mr. Hutchinson says Carniolans build up quickly but swarm
too much he doesn't think them more gentle.

also

;

:

;

;

INBREEDING OF BEES.

Mr. Smith has inbred for 20 years, and takes no stock
in the talk against

Mr.

it.

Hutchinson

there are so

manv

says there is not
bees in the country,

much

danger,

as
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for too long a time without a flight.
Larrabce asked why bees die with honey close to
the cluster. The cause is not known.
A. M. Mill in(|uircd whether to winter his bees in a eel
lar with the temperature .^2 to .IK degrees, or in his fruit
Mr. Leonard said he
house. He was advised to do neither.
would not ri.sk his bees in a cellar where there was frost or

by being confined

Mr. Covcyou says beginners liave a good deal to do mi
hardy bees, by llieir losing the weaker in winu
and breeding from llic remaining strong ones.
Mr. Pinncll lhinl<s it best to' keep good strain.
Mr. Chapman tliinks it is better to cross. He .s.iy^
hybrid queen did good work, but lie tried rearing fiMin
one and could not duplicate her. He thinks it safer to liii\
a few good queens.
getting

W.

i-

i

OF MEETI.N'G

I'LACIJ

— KLF.CTIO.V

It was moved by Mr. Cliapman that the next annn.il
meeting be held at Lansing, at a time to be .set by cxern
The motion was seconded, and carried.
live conniiittec.
The election of officers resulted as follows: W. Z. Hutchvice-president;
Kirkpatnck.
president;
Geo.
H.
inson,
James A. Dart, of Petoskey, secretary; and Samuel D. Chap
man, treasurer.
Former treasurer, W. 7.. Hutchinson, reported a balauLXon hand of 65 cents.

BLEACIlINf, IIONEV.

more or less stained honey.
Last year he had bleached some of his darkest honey so it
passed for No. 1. He had built on a room 10x1.5 feet, with
glass on three sides of the room. He can bleach 1000
pounds at one time. He used sulphur, but not too much, as
In a room containing 850
it gave the comb a green color.
cubic feet, burn 6 ounces of sulphur, then let it .stand 20
minutes. He had to do it several times to make the comb
white. This season the color was caused by propolis. He
showed several samples which had been bleached by the
side of that which had not been bleached. (Jut of 6500
pounds, 500 pounds could not be brought out to No. 1. One
sulphur bath would not do as much as a week of sunlight.
When the combs are slightly stained, they can be brought
but when badly stained it can not be reto a pure white
moved at all. If he were to build another room he would
have it light overhead.
G. C. Spencer Would it turn the comb yellow ?
Mr. Crane It would not.
Mr. Holmes What makes some honey so yellow ?
O. J. Lowrey It is caused by the bees working on corn,
but the yellow largely goes off in time. The temperature
has not much to do about bleaching, but it helps ripen the
honey.
Mr. Crane had not been able to discover that the honey
was injured by bleaching. He thought it had paid him
financially for building the room.
How can this stain be prevented ? was asked. The only
way is to take off the honey as soon as completed. Black
bees make the comb look whiter than the Italians.
J.

LOC.\TING OUT-APIARIES.

"What

are the essential points to be considered in locating out-apiaries?"
Mr. Chapman advises locating so that bees will take
advantage of all of the pasturage; not too close to a small
Pick the locapatch, as the bees will work that to death.
tion so that there is good pasturage in equal distances surrounding.
He prefers three miles between good-sized
apiaries, the distance depending on the pasturage and the
number of colonies. He says he gets little basswood now,
mostly raspberry to take its place uses a tent in the out
yard, and pays farmers $10 a year for a location in an
orchard, and gives the farmers all the honey they want.
Mr. Kirkpatrick says 3^ to 4 miles bees worked success-

—
—
—
—

on basswood.
Mr. Smith never saw a bee over two miles from home.
Mr. Coveyou has had bees work successfully 2^4 miles,
and a neighbor 4 miles away had bees come four miles to
fully

his place.

INCREASE BY SWARMING OR DmDING.
is

swanuing?
honey? and what

artificial

the better practice to get white

method?

CONTROLLING SWARMING IN OVT-API ARIES.
Mr. Holmes — He had some help in each yard, but that
was not what he wanted. It was when he left the bees
without an attendant. They must have plenty of room to

Mr. Chapman takes the queens away after the spring flow
comb having capped
He has no swarm-

after queen-cells are capped.
He takes a
queen-cells, making increase in that way.
ing.

FRUIT-GROWERS

AND

BEES.

keep down the swarming-fever.

"Can

fruit-grower atTord to be without bees, prois no bee-keeper within two miles of his orchard?"
Mr. Woodman says some fruit-growers in his region
say the yellows are spread by bees, but he had one neighbor raising pickles who had a double crop while the apiary
remained there that it would be better for a fruit-grower
a
vided there

;

keep bees.
Others said they would keep bees, and that honey-bees
are earlier at the work and more to de depended upon than
other insects.
The afternoon meeting was enlivened by music. A quartet of Petoskey singers beautifully sang, "The Hum of the
Bees in the Apple-tree Bloom," and "Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey."
Emmet Co., Mich.
to

Report of the Vermont Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY M.

The meeting
was held

at

F.

E. Crane said he had

;

;

Which

(i.

that lacked ventilation.
Mr. Lowrey said that at the Vermont Experimental
Station, two years ago, they lost 22 out of 2.^ colonics packed
with sawdust on top and all around. Last season they lost
one out of 16 packed with planer-shavings.

Or OFFICERS.

"Should we increase by natural or
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CRAM, SEC.

Vermont Bee-Keepers' Association
Vergennes. Dec. IS, 1901. It was a joint meetof the

ing with the Horticultural Society, they holding their meeting the day before, with a joint session in the evening.
The meeting was opened with prayer by H. L. Leonard
the secretary's and treasurer's reports were read and
adopted; and the following committees were appointed by
the chair
On nomination, H. L. Leonard, W. G. Larrabee, and R. H. Holmes.
R. H. Holmes and M. F. Cram were appointed to confer
with a like committee of the Horticultural Society, to see
if the two societies would best unite and report at the next
convention.
:

:

CAUSE OF RECENT WINTER LOSSES.
W. Blackmer— The loss was caused by dysentery. The
disease was caused by young queens laying in winter, and

Messrs. Blackmer and Lowrey remove the brood and
the bees go back on starters or full sheets of foundation.
Mr. Lowrey uses queen-excluders 14 by 2 inches.
Mr. Larrabee thought the swarming instinct could be
bred out. He had brought home from an out-apiary 15 colonies which had been run 10 years for extracted honey, and
not one offered to swarm in 1900, or until late in 1901,
although run for comb honey.
A vote of thanks was extended to the people of Vergennes for the use of hall and lights.

let

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

The committee on nominations nominated the old board
of officers, and they were re-elected.
WAX-PRESS — LONG-TONGUED BEES.
Mr. Crane talked on the use of the wax-press, which was
very instructive. We have been losing a large amount of
wax by not having proper facilities for extracting the same.
Mr. Leonard spoke of long-tongued bees, saying he had
not measured their tongues, but had measured the other
end of the bee a good many times, and it reached clear
through his pants, and some besides.
Mr. Crane thought there was something in long-tongued
bees, but it was more in the hardiness of the bee. He had
known that some of his queens had transmitted desirable
He spoke of one
qualities for two or three generations.
queen he purchased whose bees had produced more honey
than any other colony in the yard, and had capped their
honey in a very peculiar manner, so much so that he could
distinguish it after it was all mixed up with other honey.
Mr. Lowrey read a paper on the loss of virgin queens.
Mr. Holmes — There is more loss some seasons than in
others.

RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, An All-Wise Providence has

seen

fit

to re-
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move from our midst
N. Forbes

:

the wife of our friend and brother, V.

therefore, be

it

members of the Vermont Bee-Keepconvention assembled, do hereby extend our heartfelt sympathy to our brother in his deep loss
and bereavement.
The above was unanimously adopted, and voted to send
a copy to Mr. Forbes, and also to record it on the journal of
Resolved, That the

ers' Association,

in

the Association.
A vote of thanks

was extended to the Central Vermont
Rutland Railroad Co., for reduced rates of fare.
The time and place of the next meeting was left with
the secretary to confer with the secretary of the Horticultural Society, and they to decide.
—Zi M. F. Cram, Sec.
~;
Orange Co., Vt.

&

Contributed Articles.
The Sale

of

Honey— Increasing
BY

C.

P.

Its

Consumption.

DADANT.

In the article on pag-e 88, I showed that there has been
a perceptible change in the conditions of the honey market,
due to the better knowledge that the people in general, or
at least the better-informed classes, have of the manners of
production now in vogue. On page 46, I see a quotation
showing how the people can be educated to the use of pure
granulated honey. This is exactly in the line of my experience, and I wish to insist a little more on the necessity
for the large honey-producer, and, in fact, for the readers
of our bee-papers in general, to extend their efforts in the
direction of vulgarizing, or spreading, among the masses
the information concerning the latest methods of bee-keeping, and the manner of recognizing good, wholesome honey.
The need of the present generation of honey-producers
is not only to make their pursuit truly known, but to increase the consumption of an article the production of
which has been probably increased one hundred-fold in the
past 50 years.
The most potent cause of the low prices in honey has
been the custom prevalent among bee-keepers to ship their
crop to the large centers without previously investigating
the possible chances of sale in their vicinity. Allow me to
make an example of this in an altogether different line,
which will probably serve well as an instance of what may
be achieved by seeking a home market.
There is quite an extensive production of grapes in this
vicinity. The city of Nauvoo, some 11 or 12 miles from
here, is renowned for its grapes of all varieties. The bulk
of the crop is shipped to Northern points— St. Paul, Duluth,
Minneapolis. Chicago. We grow grapes ourselves on a
comparatively large scale, having some 12 acres of vineyards, and we have often been tempted to ship our crop as
the Xauvoo fruit-growers do. But after investigation we
have found that in ordinary seasons, especially when there
are no apples, the peddling of grapes among the farmers
and in the neighboring towns would bring more per pound
for the grapes than could be realized in the North, in countries where a grape is never grown, owing to the cost of
.shipping and distributing. We have made sure that a basket of grapes could be sold to a farmer, besides paying for
the peddler's time, for more than the same basket would
bring, net, on the St. Paul market. There have even been
times when the grapes shipped to those common points
brought so little money that it would have paid the shippers to have crushed them into wine, even if they had only
been able to sell this as vinegar.
On the other hand, some seasons, when the crops in the
large producing districts were small, the prices in those
Northern cities was away beyond what could be, secured
here, so that the success of sales has resolved itself in
watching the markets, but especially in first trying the
home sales on as large and extensive a scale as possible.
The producer of corn, oats, wheat, the hog-raiser, the
horse-breeder, do not need to hunt about for a market,
because they have daily reports of the least fluctuation, and
they find dealers in the commodities they produce right at
home, in every town. But the growers of grapes, as well
as the producers of honey, are in no such circumstances.
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So they must take more pains

if they would be sure of
securing the best prices that their goods will command.
To find a home market it is necessary to push it, but
when it is properly canvassed one will be surprised at the
amount that can be disposed of. It is, however, useless to
expect the same success every season. Many things go
toward making or injuring the sale of an article, and one
can not expect that the demand will be the same each year.
If the fruit crop is large, both honey and grapes would be
of slow sale. But there is always a very fair market for a
properly-packed article, offered in a particular manner, with
a good guarantee of purity.
The fact is, that no matter how careful you are, how
diligently you canvass the retail stores, and the homes of
your neighbors, you will find that some articles in your
line will still be brought from the large centers for sale in
competition with your own product. But what a loss to the
producer when his goods have to go to the large market and
work their way back again, through the commission man,
the wholesale house, via the railroad both ways
If it is
not your own honey, it is perhaps that of another producer
just as far away as you are, and if this product comes in
competition with yours at a low price, you may be sure that
he has not realized much on his shipment. How many of
my readers have shipped honey to a large city and have
been sorry for it. And perhaps they have laid the blame of
the low price on the commission man. But let them remember that the fault is mainly theirs, because they have not
taken sufficient pains to seek customers. Perhaps their
very next-door neighbor would have purchased honey if
they had only offered it at a reasonable price and in neat
shape.
In seeking a home market, however, there is one stumbling-block, that is, the possible competition of two or more
producers in the same goods. This competition will not
assume an unpleasant shape, if the producers understand
their interests enough to join hands and agree on prices.
1

This

is

useful.

local bee-keepers' association becomes
judicious discussion of conditions will readily

where the

A

point the prices at which goods may be sold in any locality
to satisfy both producers and consumers.
There is nothing impracticable in the points I have
shown. The only thing needed is to take hold of this matThere are plenty of associations at
ter in the right way.
work, and many bee-keepers are doing that which I would
like to see the great mass do seek an extensive home marHancock Co., 111.
ket for their product.

—

Forerunners of

tiie

Movable Comb.

Gleayied principiiily jyoiit Mtemiwutef, JiiiktrscJmle,

and Austrian

BY

F.

and

other

German

bee-paperfi,

GREINER.

comb is not
the product of one man's brain. We Americans give Father
Langstroth all the credit the Germans feel equally grateful to Rev. Dzierzon and Baron Berlepsch for the same discovery. However, there were other men before Dzierzon,
Berlepsch and Langstroth who conceived the idea of making combs movable, and succeeded more or less in accomplishing this object.
During the earlier part of the 18th century a hive was
in use in Greece which might demand the name of a movable-comb hive. It was made willow-basket fashion, wider
at the top than at the bottom, coated with clay inside and
out.
Bars were fastened across the top at proper distances
If it was desirable to divide
to answer as comb-carriers.
a colony, half of the combs and bees were taken out and
transferred to another hive. Honey-combs could be removed if wanted. It is not improbable the knowledge of
these hives may have come from the Egyptians, for the
Egyptians were well advanced in bee-culture long before
other nations had any knowledge of bees. It will be remembered that Solon made a trip to Egypt about 600 B. C,
The same kind of a hive is
in the interest of apiculture.
also found on many islands of the Mediterranean Sea.
Delia Rocha, residing on one of them, describes this hive
He also constructed and describes a two-story hive
in 1790.
with bars.
The hive used on the island of Sicily may not have
been the outcome of the desire to make the combs movable,
or the brood-chamber divisible, as much as to make use of
the material at hand. The hive consisted of little frames
about 9 inches square, made of bamboo sticks 1 '2 inches
These frames were fastened together by fine wooden
thick.

As we have

it

in

use to-day, the movable
;

—
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ins, somimes as many as 2s or 30, and were coated on
the outside with clay.
Hives consistiriff of several separate chanibcra were
used in Sweden and Knj^'^Iaiul diirinfj the 17th and IHlli
centuries. J. U. Christ, of Nassau, describes such hivos in
1783.
He also made use of the bar in connection with the
separate honey-chamber (super).
Keaumur made many valuable discoveries regarding'
the natural history of the bee in his one-comb iiflas.s hive

The blind Rubor
<lurinp the forepart of the IHth century.
united a number of such combs— re(,'ular frames by hinjje-

—

iug them tof^other. Thus he constructed a hive which
could be opened like the leaves of a book.
Feli.x Pina introduced a siraplilied Huber hive into
Austria, and wrote a work on bee-keepinj; soon afterward.
Propokowitz, a Russian, is said to have used a hive
with a separate honey-chamber filled with regular Langstroth frames as early as 1X12.
We observe, then, that (ienius has been at work a long
time on the problem of how to make the combs of the beehive movable, and get the most out of bees, even before
L/angstroth and Dzierzon were born. And, after all, had it
not been for Langstroth and Dzierzon although we may
not make use of the exact appliances as they gave them to
the world— we might be to-day using the old box-hive, and
know but little more about bees than was known a hundred
Ontario Co.. N. Y.
years ago.

—

No.

2

-Desirability of Lon§-Tongued Bees.
BV

It is

patent from

I'KOF.

A..

J.

COOK.

m^* last article, that the

length of the

and very markedly in those
of different races. It is also important to remember that
the bees of the same race, and notably those of the same
colony, vary but very little, as compared with those of different races and in different colonies. The yellow races
possess the longest tongues, and the Cyprian and Syrian
tongue varies

in different bees,

bees stand in the lead in this peculiarity.

ARE LONG TONGUES OF VALUE

?

This would seem to go without saying. Is the long
neck of the giraffe of importance in the desert, where the
very uppermost leaves of the shrubs may stand between it
and starvation ? Not only the red clover, but many other
flowers have long tubular corollas. In many cases whole
families of plants have these long, slender flower-tubes.
"We all know that seasons vary greatly in favoring nectarsecretion. A cold wind, or spell of weather with low temperature, may shut up the nectar-secretion of the flowers as
absolutely as winter itself. Some flowers are much more
susceptible to such influences than are others. Suppose,
then, that in the season of clover or linden bloom the season is unpropitious, and that later come some flowers with
these long corollas, and also the genial warmth and sunshine that favors nectar-production, then plainly the bees
with long tongues will come to the front, and a few hundredths of an inch in length of tongue may stand between

and starvation. The cold may chill to inaction the
nectar-glands of clover, linden, and sage, while possibly
some wild plants with deep flower-tubes will prove more
hardy, and will yield an abundance of honey to such bees
as are able to reach to it.
I have frequently seen, as have many others, the red
clover swarming with yellow bees Italians or Syrians
while not a black bee could be seen on the bloom, though
the black bees were quite as numerous in the neighborhood.
I have seen the same thing in observing wild flowers, in
both Jlichigan and California. There is no doubt whatever that the bees with longer tongues are a decided advantage in any apiary. Bees with shorter tongues may still,
in certain cases, gather more honej', for reasons of superiority in other directions, but not because of their shorter
tongues, which are certainly never a disadvantage, but in
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CAN WK BHKKD LONCEH TOKGUE8 ?
There can be no more doubt that this can be done than

—

that the sun will rise to-morrow morning. AUorganiHms
plants as well as animals, and all animals, from the lowCHt
protozoan to man him.self are alike embraced under the
laws of breeding. Those interested in this subject should
read Miles' "Stock llrceding," or. still better, the claHsical
work of the great Darwin, " Animals and I'lants I.'nder
Domestication." All animals tend to vary. This tendency
may be inherent, or, more likely, is the result of environment. Selection, either by Nature or man, will continue
and fix these variations.
Through the three laws variation, inheritance, and
selection -the world is indebted for its wonderful varied
life.
Through the wiser, sharper selection of man, our
cultivated plants and domestic animals have developed
races with astonishing rapidity. The American trottinghorse has been created within the memory of tho.se living,
while the Poland-China hog another valuable gift to the
world from American breeders -is the product of but a few
years.
IS

THE BEE AN EXCEPTION

?

believe the bee would show exceptional susceptibility
Nature, unaided by man's keen
to such modification.
observation and painstaking selection, has made or developed several races of bees. The Italian, the Cyprian, the
Syrian, the Egyptian, the German, etc., are not species,
but races of the one species Apis millifera. Where el.se
in all the realm of life do we see so many Nature-made
races as in the species of our honey-bee ? I know no other
example at all comparable to this. Surely, if our bee is so
plastic in the duller, more plethoric hands of Nature, what
may we expect when man applies the well-known laws of
breeding towards its modification, along any desirable
line? We have seen what man can do with the bee in
color.
He can add rings at will, or cover all with gold. If
color were as valuable as a long tongue, we should have a
still more valuable bee to-day than are our best strains of
I

—

Italians.

Again, I know of no animal with such wonderfully
varied organs as has the bee, and such a multiplicity of
Glands, mouth-organs, legs, stomach, even the
them.
Man is only
hairs, are marvels of varied modification.
wonderful in his brain and hand, while the honey-bee has
a half-score of marvels to exhibit. This has all been done
Let man.
in the slow, plodding machinery of Nature.
eagle-eyed, take the honey-bee in hand, and with some
worthy ideal not color, which has only the virtue of pleasing
the eye in mind, and he may mold any product he may
desire. This is as sure as that love will always conquer.
I know that the difficulty of controlling mating stands
in the way, but the plucky breeder will easily find ways to
conquer this diflficulty. As I have urged for years, there is
certainly a brilliant success awaiting the man of pluck and
genius who will attack this problem, guided by the best
that is known regarding the laws of breeding. Bates.
Booth, and Blakewell had not such a field of promise, nor
such preparation as he may easily gain, and yet what an
enviable record they made for themselves, and what a
legacy they bequeathed to the world.

—

—

Los Angeles

life

Co., Calif.

—

spite of these.

The very best bee will be better in every way, and cer.tainly will be appreciated in value if among other anatomical, physiological and temperamental peculiarities it has
the longer tongue.

To breed bees, then, with longer tongues, and clover
with shorter corollas, would both be of advantage, but the
former would be of most service to the apiarist, for then
the bees would glean from all deep-tubed flowers, and not
simply from the clover.

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

BREATHING AIR FROM A PAPBR-BAG FCLL.
find it nearly or quite impossible to keep from
breathing for any length of time, even in poisonous gas,
or with head under water. We know an attempt to breathe
can only draw water into the lungs— or choking gas— yet
we breathe in spite of ourselves. An excellent device to get
on disobedient Nature's blind side is given on page 100.
Big paper-bag full of air. and tied around a short length of
rubber-tubing, the other end to be held in the mouth. This
is really better than no breath, and if it could get as bad as
none it would still help us keep from doing worse. If we
find it necessary to stay in sulphur fumes, or fumes of

We
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bisulphid of carbon, it's well to have this simple device in
inind.
I think its most valuable use would be in savinglife or property at a fire.
Personally, I am so intolerant of
smoke that I would often be thankful for such a device at
outdoor fires.

HOW

March
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Questions and Answers.

TO TIE UP COMB HONEY.

•<??r>!r*r>?TfTfTr>r>fWTrTr'J

don't believe, Mr. Davenport, I should like driving
nails into sections of honey, to hold them together on the
road to the customer's pantry— but then I mig-ht perhaps
it's the sound of the thing that repels me.
Like yourself, I
also used lath crates awhile for the purpose, and "quite a bit
diflferent from your style of thing.
Presume I also experimented with heavy strings, although my memory on that
point is not very vivid. As I never could tie a string anyhow, quite likely my string packages never %von my confidence enough to be trusted to start out. But at last came
the great Marconi discovery, that paper around the outside
held by ordinary wrapping-twine was the right way. Don't
you think, brethren, that I'm generous to give it to you
"mitoud a cent ?" Use newspaper sheets just big enough
and lots of them, <>z^ lots of them. There is really a little
art in rolling the sections into the paper tightly, and quite
a bit of art in folding the ends without marring' the outside
honey. Properly done, the package will stand quite a blow
on the ends, which are projecting and puffy. Page 103.
I

—

NOTE THE LONGEVITY OF BEES.
Brown, of Florida, wants some one to say why his
champion honey-gatherers live longer than other bees. I
waive the qaestion, and hail as a valuable item the fact of
extra longevity being attested. That is a fact we greatly
need to establish before we go much further. I'm glad a
competent man shifted the queen three times and observed
the age of the left-behind bees. Don't be entirely dashed
if daughters fail to transmit.
Try granddaughters, and
perhaps they will. But I'll grant that holding mainly to
stock that produces uniform queens is a good plan. Page 105.
F.

CARBOLIXEnM TOO STRONG

P..

FUMIG.^TOR.

Don't believe we have much use for a chemical so strong
that the fumes take the skin oflf the painter's face. This is
anent carbolineum as mentioned on page 108.
.\NTS

AND WET LOCATIONS.

freely yield to Mr. Lovesyasto knowledge about ants.
All we have here in Ohio are mere insect •' uncles " compared with those he tells of in Utah. The suggestion to
put the apiary on very wet ground seems to be a good one.
A wet location is not to be chosen on its own account, however. Dry locations much the best, other things beinsr
equal. Page 108.
I

ROBBER-BEES AND THE ROBBED.
Yes, that's a matter on page 115 that I have sometimes
longed to know yet I have never thought of it when there
were convenient means of finding out. Is the pile of dead
bees in front of a hive from which robbers have been repulsed all robbers ? or do robbers in the last extremity do
:

their best to kill ?
the time succeed.

If

they try to

'Spects

of course they part of
shall hear.

kill

now we

THE BOTTO.MLESS CELLS OF STINGLESS BEES.
You didn't say whether thecomb you got with the

little

was paper or wax. If of paper perhaps the
seemingly bottomless cells were not exactly so in fact.
Capped brood of our own paper wasps is in one tier only,
but only one end is ever opened. No good, the door-keepers
among our bees would vote the Mexican tactics of stopping
the door ail up with one's own body. Business-end pointed
away from the enemy. But stingless bees stand off enemies by biting them; so their tactics just fits their structure.
Some of them have jaws that will snip a hair off
quick as a flash— and bite so terribly, and "go in" so
stingless bees

boldly that the man who gets among them votes their
stinglessness to be in the nature of a humbug. As belligerents they seem from reports to be about as fierce as ants
and if ants could fly we would keep at a pretty respectful
distance. Very interesting (and all in our line) to see bees
carried to southern Mexico to pollenize coffee-trees and
fruit-trees.
Page 115.— [It was a wax-comb, of course, else
;

we would have mentioned
The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

it,

Mr. Hasty.

this
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Editor.]

week are well worth working

DR.

O. O.

CONDUCTED BY
Afareng-o, ni,

AULLER,

(The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. -Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers b7 mail. Editor.1

Closed-End Brood-Frames.
If the closed ends of brood-frames warm the hive in
comb-building, are they not warm for winter also ?
Granting that closed ends are desirable, why not have
them in the Langstroth hive ?
I have long had an idea that a dovetailed hive with the
side-boards built two or more inches longer than usual, and
thin end-boards mortised or let in at the right distance
from the true end-piece or outside end, so as to take the
Hoffman frames, but a super that takes an extra row of
sections, would be a good hive for outside wintering. My
plan is to get a hive that is 10-frame in size, has chaffpacked ends, and in the fall all the preparation necessary is
to take out two end frames and insert in their places chaff
division-boards, and place a chaff cushion over frames.
Would not this arrangement give a combination of the
closed-end frame and the chaff-hive ? Has such a hive ever
been tested ? If so, what were the results ?
Illinois.

—

Answer. Closed-end frames have been used in various
ways, and there is nothing to hinder using them with
Langstroth frames. Of course, the greater trouble with
bee-glue, and the danger of killing bees, is to be considered.
I think such an arrangement as you propose, or something
very similar to it, has been in use more or less, beginning
years ago, but the number of such hives does not seem to
be on the increase.

Was

It

Buckwheat Honey

?

I think I did well last year, considering the dry season.
started in with 18 colonies in the spring, mostlj- black,
and increased to 54, and took off about 1000 pounds of comb
honey, mostly from buckwheat. How is it that my surplus
came from buckwheat, and the color is so white, and the
flavor so fine, that I can sell it all for white honey ?
few
boxes were filled, and the body of the hives were filled, after
the buckwheat flow was over it, too, was of the same color.
I think that came from what iscalled here " wild sunflower."
I have been able to sell all my honey here for 14 and 15
cents per section 14 cents by the case, and 15 cents per
single pound. A great many merchants here want to weigh
the cases of honey. I tell them they may weigh it if they
want to, but if they buy it will be by the section instead of
by the pound. I think that is the stand all bee-keepers
ought to take.
Minxesot.\.
I

A

;

—

—

Answer. I don't know the answer to your conundrum,
but if you will let me shut my eyes and guess, I will guess
that your buckwheat honey came from some other flowers

One year a piece of buckwheat was close
house, and I could see the bees working on it a little
sometimes, but thej- never stored enough from it to give a
smell of buckwheat to the surplus, and that's about equivalent to saying that the)' didn't store anything from it.
Buckwheat is by no means reliable as a yielder in all places,
even when it blooms abundantly. Possibly the wild sunflower was in bloom at the same time as the buckwheat,
but I'm not sure about the color of sunflower honey.
than buckwheat.
to

my

Foundation Starters— ttueenless Colony,' Etc.
1. If I use comb-foundation starters and put them in
the frames some time before I use them, will the worms be
likely to bother them
If so, can I prevent it ?
2. Last fall I had a queenless colony
it had several
queens hatch out, I think, but the drones were all gone.
Afterward, every drone-cell in the hive seemed to have six
or more eggs in them. Was it a no-account queen, or laying worker, or what ?
3. I bought a full-blooded untested Italian queen, and
she laid all right for some time, and then disappeared. Do
'.'

;

:'
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suppose she died, or they killed her ? There were sevyoiiiij,' ones sealed up when I looked in the hive, atul
they hatched out about the same time as the one jireviously
mentioned. I united both with one, and I thought it had a
I
looked in the hive yesterday I'"cb.
jrood hybrid i|uecn.
24) and found vvliat dronc-couib they had was full of younj,^
drones, and some able to crawl about. They looked like
full-blooded Italian drones. Do you suppose they have one
of those younfj Italian queens ? If .so, do you think she can
ever be of aiiy account ? If not, what would I best do ?
There are a good many bees now.
4. I have a colony of rather short bees, and they don't
look like Italians, hybrids, or blacks
They almost try to
sting a shadow, and store more honey than most of my
other bees do. I don't know where they came from. Can
you guess what race they belong to ?
5. Sometimes I see blacks, and 2 or 3 banded bees in the
same hive. Have they the same mother ?
Alabama.

be any danger of swarming the same season, providing I
divide just before they get ready to swarm ?
5. Would you advise using the shallow extracting super
on the Jumbo hive, or a division-board in the brood-chamber, and extracting often enough to keep the bees working?
().
Will it be advisable to feed in spring with a divisionboard feeder so as to stimulate brood-rearing ?
7. Will a bee-house 10x12 fuet, inside measure, by 8 feet
to the rafter-plate, be large enough for 24 colonies ?
8. How much more extracted honey will a colony pro-

yoii

eral

(

Answers. — 1. No, there will be no trouble whatever.
2. Laying workers.
3. I don't know the cause of the queen's death.
You
can hardly expect any good from the colony, and the best
thing

unite it with another.
4. No, I don't know.
5. Yes, the same mother may produce bees that look
very unlike. When an Italian queen mates with a black
drone, the worker progeny may vary all the way from pure
Italians in color to pure blacks.
is to

Bee-Houses and House-Aplarles.
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duce than comb honey ?
9. Where can I get insurance on the bees and supplies I
have on hand ?
10. Have the plans for a good bee-house changed since
the " A B C of Bee-Culture " gave its plan for building ? If
so, please give plans.
11. Would you advise Italianizing my bees ?
I hope you will excuse me forasking so many questions,
and taking up so much of your time.
Minnesota.

—

Answkks. 1. It is hard to tell just what will be the
case with you. Some report almost entire freedom from
swarming with the Jumbo but with me it .seems but little
better as to swarming than smaller hives. Yet your working for extracted honey makes an important difTerence.
2. It depends on how you use the water.
If you carry
vessels of hot water into the house, letting them stand open,
It will be all right if you use hot water
it will not do at all.
pipes, or if you use jugs of hot water tightly corked, or if
you use the hot water closed in any way so there is n»
chance for any vapor to escape in the house.
3. It will make some difference, but not such a great
;

deal.

and can not keep bees unless I keep
them in a bee-house nor can I devote much of any time to
them during working hours so I wish to keep them as
nearly non-swarming as possible. I have a fine little grove
of young trees in my yard — a nice place to keep bees.
There is plenty of white clover here, and but very few bees
around. I have the " A B C of Bee-Culture " and "BeeI

;

;

Keepers' Guide." I can not make a cellar that will be
suitable to winter bees in, on account of it being somewhat
low and springy. I see in the books that a good bee-house
will be all right if made right, and I have decided to make
one next summer, so as to have it ready for the bees when
I put them into winter quarters.
I have also decided to use
the deep or Jumbo hive, and to run for extracted honey.
1. Will the Jumbo in the
bee-house make them practically

4.

live in the city,

non-swarming?

I have thought of keeping the house warm with hot
water when it got too cold. Will that do any harm to the
bees if the temperature is kept between 40 and 46 degrees
with hot water ?
3. Will it need to be so warm if I put a casing around
the hive, and a good cushion on top ?
4. If I divide each colony into two colonies, will there
2.

DEEPOM BOILED

It will help,

but will not be a sure preventive.

Use shallow extracting frames, and leave the broodchamber undisturbed.
5.

Until you are an experienced bee-keeper you will dolet stimulative feeding alone.
7. Yes.
The estimates of different persons run
8. I don't know.
all the way from saying there is no difference, up to more
than twice as much.
9. In other countries there are special insurance companies connected with bee-keepers' societies, but I know of
no such companies in this country. The best way for you
to do is to inquire of insurance agents in your neighborhood.
10. I think there is no material change.
11. Yes, by all means.
I am almost sorry you did not make out the even dozen
by asking me another question, that is, whether I would
advise you to build a bee-house. If you had asked that
question I should have told you that while some have been
successful with house-apiaries others have not, and that the
last I knew about it the one in
of Bee-Culture."
shown with eight sides, had no bees in it. The only reason
I don't tell you this now is because you have not asked the
question.
6.

well to

"ABC

BETTER THAN SPRAYING.
Use

Don't lug barrels of water around when spraying.
poison direct.

million, or a total money value of
to ten miilions of dollar.?.
tlie

Our

Common SenseDusf Sprayer
nrni Insect FTdrminatur is a most in^'enious de\-ice that
israpi<liy 5iiiip!:intinL.' ttienld methods. It Mows the tineiy
powdered dustinto every nook and crevice. Readies the bottoms
well na the tops of leaves. Destroy Hiascot life on pttuitB. rloefl,
sbmhs aii<) trees. Just as effootlTe for Termin oa poultry and plpsMorer&pldtbsn spraying. Deaorlptlre draal&n knd tesdmonl&ls Cre«.
Illl.nS IlIIST SPRAYFIt i:0.^ Box 16, ST. JOSKPII, Mp

from eight

Capt. J. E. Hetherington of New Yorlc. and
L. Coggshall, are the two most extensire
bee-keepers in the United States. The former
is credited with owing 3,000 colonies, and the

W.

latter

about

2,.=i00.

u

Bee and Honey

Statistics.

In reply to inquiries. Editor Root gives the
following interesting figures in Gleanings in

flease luenuon tsee journal

Bee-Culture:

There are no data as to the number of
pounds of honey and beeswax exported from
the United States, and I can, therefore, give
you no information. In a good year California might produce 200 cars of honey, Colorado
somewhere about 40 cars, and Arizona 20 or
New York is another godd State, but
30.
probably does not produce,

all told, to

exceed

But the honey is not exported from
New York, it being consumed largely in the
country where it is raised.
There are something like a thousand mem100 cars.

bers of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
Ttie estimate of the number of pounds of
honey produced in the United States is somewhere about as follows: For comb honey, 50
million pounds; for extracted, about 125

when

"WTiting.

Gomb and Extracted Honeu!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

The Sure Hatch
the incubator for the poultry
whether fanner or fancier.
H)ne can run them, because tliey
themselves. Anyone can own
[thi'in, because the price is right. Moiiine and results gruaranteed; you take
HI) risk. Our €«niinon Sense Broodi'r is the
l)est Jit any price. and we seU it very low.
'Handsi.nie catalof^rue containing liundreds of views and full of honest poultry information,
mailed free. When writing address nearest office.
bure Hatch IncabalorCo. ClayCealer, Neb. or Columbus, 0.
i.s

raistT,

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Shaking Bees from the Combs.
There is a good deal in doing it just right
Probably no way is better than that given a.
number of times by G. M. Doolictle. with
whom it is probably original. He gives very
minute instructions in the Progressive Bee-

Keeper as follows

With me it is very easy to rid the combs of
bees by shaking, especiallj' if each frame is
filled with comb as that the same is attached
Where
to the bottom-bar the whole length.
combs are not so attached, there will always
he a few bees Vietween the bottom-bar and the
comb which will stay there no matter how
the frame is shaken, and these will have to be
Desiring to take a comb away
brushed off.
from the liees. I place the projecting ends to
on
the
ends to the middle fingers
the frame
of each hand and then, with a quick upward
stroke, throw the ends of the frame against

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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the ball, or thick pan of the hand at the base
of the thumb. As the frame strikes the hand
let the hands give a sudden downward motion,
which makes the shock still greater. As the
frame strikes the fingers it is again thrown
back against the hand, and so on until all. or
nearly

all.

the bees are

Honey-

Alfalfa

March

20,

5902

4 cans
or more.

in lots of
'

pound

7 cents a

oil.

The

principle is that the bee is on guard all
the while to keep from falling off downward,
thus holding on tenaciously so as not to be

shaken ofl by any downward motion. By a
sudden stopping of the upward and quick
downward motion, the bees are thrown oS their
guard and dislodged in an upward direction.
In this way I have no trouble of shaking
«very black or hybrid bee off and if the Italians are disturbed enough to cause them to

i
^

unm
ALL

IN

=BEST=

Honeu For sale i
^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

;

Alfalfa

themselves with honey, they can be shaken
off the combs about as easily as the black
bees.
But even if we cannot afford to wait
until they are filled with honey, ninteentwentieths of them can be shaken off, when a
bee-brush will easily take off the rest. To
any one not used to this way of shaking, it
may appear to be a little awkward at first;
it will soon become easy, and after once becoming used to this method none will be willing to use any other.
fill

This

^Ir. Doolittle hand-jiicks his
<

other)

it

is

White
Honey

HoneyJ^

the famous

This

Extracted
g-athered

ral

West.

It

is

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

a

soms.

nearly

It has a
stronger Savor than

enong-h of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
io their honey.

splendid honey, and

everybody
who cares to eat
honey at all can't
get

drones.

In

is the welllight-colored

known

in

the great Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

tiand'Picking Drones.
opinion

Basswood

Honey^v

my

extremely doubtful that any
will be successful in picking out

is

man

the drones which are superior. Is there any
bee-keeper anywhere who can with any degree of certainty pick out a superior queen
from a batch of them, just by her looks
She may be yellow; she may be without fault
and blemish as to outward appearance; but
who can tell what her workers will bef Is it
any different with the drone? "By their
work ye shall know them.'" But in case of
the drone, he is gone when you see his work.
It seems improbable that we will gain anything by hand-picking.
In all probability
nature will attend to that part better than
man can hope to do. The very best we can do
is to select the mother of our drones.
F.
<tReiner, in the American Bee-Keeper.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

sample of

Basswood Honey:

i

by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7'/z cents per pound
Basswood Honey,
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if j'ou so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely Pure BeCS' HOIiey.
either,

—

%

?

i

;

\
'

:

'

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

We

'

;

—

QEORQE W. YORK &

!^

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

^

Apis Dorsata.
Interest in the introduction of this big bee

not what it was a few years ago, and the
present indications are that for utilitarian

is

We

purposes
fur

it will never have any direct interest
American bee-keepers. B. Hamlyn-Harris,

the well-informed correspondent of the British
Bee -Journal, has contributed an article to The
Entomologist's Record and Journal of Variation, from which the following is clipped:

About three years ago

a special inquiry

are

tlie

Largest Manufacturer' of Bee-Keepers' Snplles in

tlie

\

^^^i^c^s

Si5

was

set on foot to ascertain whether or not the
<iiant Bee of India was a suitable subject for domestication.
At that time I was
permitted to look over various reports at the
India office, and all these agree that A/>ix
•hirsiit't, mentioned
generally under native
names, could not be domesticated on account
of its intractable character. The chief points
ooted are
1. It is said to be exceedingly vicious, often
attacking man or beast on the smallest provocation.
2. It preserves the same habits and appearance wherever its habitat.
y. It has never been known to build its
nest under shelter, but mostly on isolated
lofty trees or overhanging rocks.
4. After the honey season they will desert
their nests, and often travel for long periods
and great distances, even cros.sing such mountain chains as the Nilgherris in their course.
h. They build single combs.
B. And are used to approach from north.
south, east or west.
r. They rarely remain in one locality for
more than three weeks.
s. Emigrating as flowers become scarcer.
It is well known that one of the greatest
obstacles to the domestication of this bee is
its natural wildness and its inability to settle
jjermanently in one spot. When we consider
that .I/"'.v ilurxitta usually makes its nest in

Nortliwest

3^
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Jack."
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Not a hive
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SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
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rocky country, only

rciiminin>,' In

as llowcrs aljuund,

Uiciility so lon^
sliiill licllcr realize

one

why

it

moves from

pliice

importance of so iloinn to

to pliiciN anil llie

wu
Its

general wellarc. Therefore, we see that only
in completely altering' its natural inibits could
we ho]ie to (ionutsticate this bee, or i)rin(; it
into use under otlier circumslanees to those
Also, on acin winch 11 has always lived.
I'ount of its size ami the power of its llljcht
tlie (iianl Hee will travel as much as Illll miles

^

_Y

^_

f
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name

"

anil
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The question

arises, if

we cannot domes-

ticate Apis dorsdtd itself, could we by judicious crossing attain the desired end? The
best answer to this question will, I think, be
found in the fact that European bees exist
which are closely allied to a species found in
Northern India, which never crossed with
Apis IjuIIcii, very similar to our European bee,
with which douiestication might be a success,
but if any real advantage would arise there-

add Kront

JIcNeal,

Keeper, says

it is

when he

Now, bad

the place to
in threshing.
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be, the

Wash.
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RUMELY,
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That

Stop!!

make your stand if yon are inliri st.d
Why tlo we exult over the name?

know, and you know, it stands for a success.
the ground when it comes to threshing.

The New R\imely Separator
with the various modern attachments, leaves nolhine to be desired.
1.
Fast threshinc 2. Clean Ihreshinc. 3. Clean
Its specialties arc:
Adaptability to
Turniiik- urain out in proper form. 5.
in savine. 4.
Simplicity cf constriiMion.
7.
6.
all kinds of cruin and sui-ds.
Durability.

The Rvimely Rea.r-GeaLred

Tro-ctlon Engine,

with the above, satistics the threshIn these you have the
er's wants.
best product of our skill and experience; the one perfect threshinti out'
upon the market. You
should have our catalog.
We send it upon re"

quest.

M.

RVMELY
CO.,

La Porte,

Ind.
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28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
28 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

T

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

best yel-

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

Grow
Make Crops
Drouth.

o

in Spite of

has succeeded in solving this problem is H. W. Campbell. He
Last year he
is not a theorist, but has put his plan into practical oper;ilion.
raised forty bushels of corn to the acre on his farm in \\'estern Kansas, when his
neighbors had a complete crop failure. Mr. Campbell is a regular contributor to
Tlic

man who

THE

TWEHTIETH CENTUKT
FARMER
This year it w-ill publish articles by him which no filmier can afford to miss. Farmers who ha^-e
been following his plan have been r3if.inff big crops everv year in spite of drouth. Mr. Campbell
has just published a manual of 5oil culture which fiil'lv explains his methods. This readable
volume, together with six month's trial subscription to The Twentieth Century Farmer
will lie sent on receipt of fifty cents.
Neb,
1544 Farnarrv St..
Twentieth Centviry

says

may

you

We cover

not one outside of Iwe-keepstrikes pretty close to the

as glucose

Co., S.^atlle,

"TKraLsKiiv' Time.

Bee-

germ that

sapping the life of trade in honey finds its
abiding place in unscrupulous methods of
production
To^people of taste and refinement the quality and general appearance of
extracted honey in so many instances reflects
on the producer such slovenly habits as to be

&
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the
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<lerm that is Killing the Market for
Extracted Honey.
W. W.
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from or not is doubtful, and no doubt can
remain that the facts relating to Apis ilurs'ila

must forever bar the way

:oi>y

Co.. ii.o4Ha.t Wa.hlnicton St, Indl.n.polls.lnd.
Co., s W. Cor. \\ alnut
C. Woodman, (.rand Kapi.lH, Mich.: 1 r,:,l W. Muth 4:
Colorado Honey-Producer.
Sts., Ciii. innatl, Ohio; Kre.l Konlifer Ai Sonh, Oifilen, I'tah;
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lost.

^"S- supplies

q g LEWIS COMPANY, WatertOWD, WlS.

seum.
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lislini; the fid
fluent line of
ileHcriblnir anil lisiini;
ilexcribinir
in tbe
'le worlil, iH

''VecralAKenclTc. M.Scott &

.
before a^^ain settlinj; down to home life.
It is not so much the honey t'alhered li\
these liees which is valuable to the natives, iuit
the large quantities of cond) they produce,
which is melted down into wax, whhdi forms
India,
Tlie
51 valuable article of industry in
liillmen do not trouble much about the honey,
l>ut are said to eat the young bees and larva'
witli great gusto. Another hindrance to domestication is the way they build their nests, (|uite
In the open, entirely unprotected, and always
single combs from about v> ft. to f, ft. in length
and about 2 ft. to 'A ft. in depth. Some tine
specimens of these combs are to be seen in
the South Kensington Natural History Mu-

When a species of insect Inis l)een used to
certain habits for generation afier generation
it will
in fact, has never l<Down imv others
be readily understood how ditHcult would be
attempt
to
the problem presented to us did we
keep such a refractory creature in conflnemeut. The only attempt made seems to have
been a failure. A i|iieen-bee was tied by a
thread to a stick and placed in the hollow of a
tree, and after two or three months a very
small piece of comb was found, and the experiment, proving useless, was aliandoned.
Since this a writer to the last tioverment reports says that •' he had seen seven hives all
well and fed for the winter," but in the spring
the " little brutes " decamped by twenty or
thirty a day, until each queen in turn left the
hive in disgust. Clipping the queen's wings,
as done in modern bee-keeping, would prove
On account of her unfatal to Apis tlorsata.
controllable character she would probably be
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is

Omaha,

Farmer,

The

!

in reality reprehensible.

The man who produces thin, unripe, unstrained or dirty honey, and palms it otf on
another is just as deserving of censure as one
who puts in glucose and calls it honey. The
effects are the same in both cases, for both
job honey of its rightful constituents.

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR C0..SPRINGF1ELD, OHIO.

INCUBATORS 30 DAYS TRIALS 5
HATCH EVERt GOOD EGG OR DON'T KEEP IT. SEND
2 CENTS"or HO. 53 CATALOG AND VALUABLE POINTS.

—

25

.

HAVE NO AGENTS
WE
but ship anywhere

for exfiinination
CTiaranteeintr safe delivery. You are

territory

—

FoiR

are the l;iru''-st. manufacturers of
vehicles and haruuss in the world sellconsumers, and we have b -en doto
ing
ing business in this way fur 2'j years.

am

situated near 38 degrees, while the
extends from IS deg. 40 min.
In the extreme north rain
to.55 deg. r>d min.
never falls, and consequently no place for
bee-keeper nor bees; whereas, in the region"
rain is
•south of this about latitude 40 deg.
constant all the year round, not the most desirable location for the bee-keeper, either.
It may interest some readers to know that
the mean rainfall varies Jrom I',' millimetres
I

most

B
orig-inal Bing-ham Bee-Smoker
:he Best on Earth.
Years the
Farwell. Mich.
T F. BINGHAM, Fanv
T.
25Atf
ISAtf

im proved and

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We

Apiculture in Chile, S. A.
whole

reg-arding
the oldes

Send for circulars and

out nothing if not satisfied. We make

No. tfto Carriage.

Price, «120.00.
lis sens
as
sells for
lor fsu.uu
$50.00 more.

Elkhart Carriage

As

fine

195 styles of vehicles and 6o styles of
Our prices represent the
harness.
cost of material and making, pins
one profit. Our large free catiUogne
line. Send for i t.
complete -^n.ehows >.i'iui.'>v
oiiwo

w

No. a4a uug^y has il. cr llveredstepsand }% inch Kellv rub.

As fine
ber tires. Price, «73.00.
as sells from WO. 00 to $50.00 more.
_
-

Elkhart, Ind.
& Harness Manufacturing Co., ^n

Please mention Bee Journal -when wilting.
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in latitude 27 dejj. to 2,S60 millimetres in latitude 40 deg.
further south, to latitude b'i
deg. 10 min. Punta Arenas) the rainfall decreases .550, of which one-fifth is snow. Mjown experiences extend to regions from latitude 33 deg. to 39 deg.. and I flatter myself in
thinking m}' own situation about the happy
medium as to extremes of temperature, moisture, etc.
After twelveyears' experience here
I am prepared to say that the swarming fever
referred to in the " Revue" is by this time so

20. 1902.

;

I

Burlington

eliminated with me, that I can worlv
quite as high pressure as at home.
I first commenced
the bees would
swarm in spite of extractor or unlimited working room, and. of course, to work for sections
was out of the question. Now I get -'-lb. sections worked with greater certainty than the
1-lb.
are at home. Of course, I use the
"B.B.K.A." standard frame. All the bees I
meet with in apiaries here are the Italian race.
With me, swarming begins about the latter
part of November. Honey begins to come in
as surplus in December, the heaviest months
being .January and February.

under

The statement that the produce of 500 colamounted to 36,400 pound of honey goes
what I have been trying to drive
into the heads of some of the bee-keepers here
— to-wit, the mistake made in laying down
onies

Montana, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and N.W.Wyoming
Our fast train service from Chicago

apiaries of over 100 colonies; the vogue here
is 500 or 1,000 and upwards.
Notice what follows in the article referred to, '-ninety-five
colonies gathered 18,000 pounds."
I have
taken 250 pounds to 300 pounds in my own

to

Mont., and Denver,
and our system of Reclining Chair
Cars (seats free) and Tourist Sleeping
Cars only $6 for a double berth
Chicago to Pacific Coast in addition
to the regular Pullman cars, makes
the Burlington Route the most com-

apiary from one hive when no swarm has
issued, and over 150 pounds from a swarm
hived in December. The statement that the
native Chilian does not eat honey is not my
experience. J. R. W. HoIjE, in the British
Bee Journal.

—

and convenient way to the
Northwest. Ask you nearest ticket

me

Young Larvae

EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agent

In Gleanings for July 1, 1900, in a footnote on an article of mine, you say, Mr. Editor, " We have heretofore assumed thatlarv;p
just hatched, or larv;e not more than three
days old, was the preferred age; but there is a
case where the bees evidently had a preference for the five-day limit." The fact that
this continues to be quoted in foreign journals, and that it is likely to be misunderstood,

&

C. B.

Q. Ry.

Chicago.

makes me now refer
have meant all right,

While you may
there is danger that you
may be understood as meaning: " In this case

The

'Prairie
Incubator
has lonK been recoi^nized .is
the best incubator in the
That is why the
world.
U. S. Department of Agricuhure uses it exclusively. That's why it won S42 first premiums over
all other makes of machines. This year we have
made a catalog to fit such a machine. 50 tinted
plate pages; 4 original paintings and over 7(X)
Mailed free as long as
half tone illustrations.
they last. Write for catalogue No. 79.
PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATOR CO., HOMER CITY, PA.
avd Br.'^^T

Fart'.r

I

Ihr

to

together with our Beautiful and instructi\e
Seed and riant Book. Tells all atn.ut
the best varieties nf Corn and everything
of interest in seeils how to grow them fur
:

1^

prufit. etc,

CDCCf
^^ rnCCi

fe

If you write to-dny and

Mention this Paper.

H.W. BUCKBEE,
Kockli.ril See<l

larms,

ROCKFORO,

ILL.

Dept L.85.

Please mention Bee Journal w> pp

wTjtjtMi.

A New Bee-Keeper's Song

"Buckwheat Cakes
and Honey
»)

Words by EUQENE SECOR.
Music by

QEORQE W. YORK.

—

-^

IIWM.

—

Please mention Bee JouruAi wtiun wntiut;.

Tiiis song was written specially for
the Buffalo convention, and was sung:
tliere. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-lseepers.

a copy of

—

it,

Every home should have
as well as a copy of

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
APPLE-TREE BLOOM"

in the

Written by
EtJGENE Secor and Dr. C.

it.

the bees preferred larvic five days old to anything younger." This is not true. The onlypossible preferencf at all in that line would be
expressed thus: "The bees preferred to wait
till some of the larvie were to old for good
queens, rather than to start all cells earlier."
Now let me give the truth deduced from my
investigations tlte trutli that I tlthik miy one
wilt deduce frtmt any fair bweiitlyntiona
it is
this: Bees will not start queen-cells with
larva? as old as three days when yonnr/er tamp
are present but they will continue to start
queen-cells after all the larva^ present have become too old for that purpose. Will my good
friend of the Review say whether he believes
[I accept your amended
this to be the truth?
correction.
Ed.] Stray Straw in Cleanings
in Bee-Culture.

State

/.*f tnr„}..,i:T

for Queen=Cells.

for a folder

giving particulars.
P. S.

Bjw

—

fortable

or write

m-i;

to confirm

St. Paul, Billings,

it

Great Money-Making Corn,

When

Cheap Tickets
To The
Northwest

agent about

BUGKBEPS

much

Every day during March
and April we shall sell

—

IS KIIVO!
Send yonr name and address on a Postal
Card and I will send vinu sauiplu of

C.

Miller.

—

Prices Either song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both
for only IS cents. Or, for $1.00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
i/ask:ed Jor.

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie St..

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We cau lurnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19<J2 catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON, Beil Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please meutioti Bee Journal

when

"writing advertisers.

DRIViNG A BARGAIN
LONG RANGE^

^

You do exactly this when you send your money away for a buetjy or carriaKG you have never seen. Whether you get a bartjain or not depends not
on your good judnment or shrewdness but entirely upon the honesty of the
man who sells you the buggy. Your money is in his hands and you are at
his mercy. We do not believe in that method. It is too one-sided. What
Well, we have such confidence both in you and in our Split
is our plan''
Hickory VeKicies, to please you. that we ship anywhere on

30 DAYS'

FREE TRIAL.

up; take it home and test it. Compare it with the buegies your .^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
"^^^B^^^^Mi^^^^^B
nei[,'hbors tiave paid considerable more for, and if not satisfied you liave
the best bareain of your lite at the end of 311 days you can send it back to us without paying one cent. We manufacture our own coods
know how and of what material they are made, and we know they will stand the test. Our lari;o new catalogue describes and siyos prices of

Hitch

mammoth
and

it

line of buecies. surreys, carriaees
harness. It is free. Send for it at once.

f*Uir»
*JlllO
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IVIean:

l-t

orrie-thir-ie:

•

)WATKIliS'^°i^^„H° LINIMENT
A Beginner's Report.
am

a youiif^ beo-keeper ami appreciate the
American liec louriial very rmicli.
I

I'liMli't'ii iiiMt iiii^

lis

u

(J.-ii -.i-iul.

WL-ltflit In <;»ia.
Kixl I.itUr. Mlnn.,.TiinP

fi,

1001.

One tlmp

lust Hurniner I tfot very nick wlth<-hoU'ruan<l thutiiflit
hiivi! to Mfiul lur thu ilnctor. but uUit tiik\\ utklllA* V vievtublv AiKMlyiio l.lniiitcut
l.-lt (IS well »si-vi*r.
Hlru-o tlu-ii 1 ll^.<. It cvi'iy .In \ /iml
^iiKl llnil 11 tli.-lM->Uiimlly m«'dli.-iii.' in ttip rmirk.-t r^ ,i.i>
.ii'SKI'H UrclI.MtMK.
il !.•« uuilh h.s w,.tt-ltt, hi k'ol'l.
'ni,iii^.,t.,u .if ..,.,,1 pcopli! Iiiivy written In tlieeuniu vein.
_
.
(>n coll*;, dlnrrhoott, ttprnlns.
Jt( -_ 'A

Huro wo would

J

of

iiik''t <l'mi-H

I

I

,

1

Reno

mumpn,

U

U'urth Itn

I

.John A.

U

I

tliruut,(ll|»liltni lu, .•(.,.

Tlu'i'c is only one lK*e-l<ce]>er in this nei^lihorliooil Ix'siiles myself.
I
starleil witli otic
<:olony, wliioli swarmed 1 tinn^s, anil now
have 5. I did nol ;,'ct. any surplus honey but
thinlj my Ijeos are winlerint;- well.
As I did not l<now muoli aliout bees
thought I would give them a t;ooil letting

alone.

Ilvi-toryj
h ItKiL lii-iL- iHii reiiu-'Iy that mukcM yui r.-'-l i-rtwln of I ho
iiiriiii-' iminy dolUrB KuVc.l tu
1)1 ii..-iilriit <.ri»ii(Mrii MirkiiL-wn.
in all ronfw
(liat wiiiilil oiinTwlMc ifo to ihu (IticUir or vt-t^Tliiwry.
iimrrhiH-ii. flux, rliiiiiiiutijiiu, t.-utn, crumiHi, HtnUuM, buros,
n-cM

K':l',

I

___^_^__^^

DiNN.

FOR ANIMALS'
I (•iit,s,!*'-i'atclies,brulhe9.(iweeney,et<,*.

Co., Kans., Feb. 20.

Don't wjilt until >()U ava down sick, or Injured by pome
ui-chlent, but lie euro to K^t a bottle from nuraifcnr
write um nX
lie fiiils.
II' no au<'"t in yonrcounty.
firy nupplli'd. PricedniicL- ami wi- will M-o that

bud

when

Early Spring.
openin;; up very early here fur
this country, anil the bees, as a rule, except
Sprinj;-

Wt'

i.s

Home

Lake

Salt

E.

.S.

iristnn-[iv(.i

'Mji-

tMi iirid

i

i

Hook

'...)k

[^

llHl-i.(ii;(-

t..

every Impiiier f ree.

U

i^

very vuinuiilc juid Interesting worli lOi liirin and home,
containiiii; wiullit r I'orecast-s, Hue cooking rrripcM, ei..
Vf send It, Ircf u hifhiT VOU ari- leadv l.i bu v iiow ..rii--t.

!L

perhaps Salt Lake County, have wintered
and a fair, avcrajje season is looked
for by our bee-keepers.
While there is no
drawback in sight, the only fear is drouth or
fairly well,

grasshoppers.

yu

FREE! FREE! FREE!
llnrly illustrated

sftiii

THE

J. R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

10 Liberty

St.,

^

CO.,

1

Winona, Minn.

Lovesv.

Co., Utah, Feb. 21.
r'lease

Nailing Up Shipping-Cases.
Mr. C. Davenport says he can now jiut

2

non-drip shipping-cases together in less time
than he could one before. Xow my way to
put slats in the bottom, nail on the 2 ends,
then I take a board that just goes inside of a
case, S inches wide, cut slots in it the space of
the sections, then slip the strips into these
slots and nail each end, then take out the
board and nail the center, and then nail up
the case.
S. D. Bvell.
Branch Co., Mich., Feb. 20.

Mannfactiirin g Company.

marshlield
Our
Wisconsin

specialty

mention Bee Joiirnai -when "wriUna

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
is

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
7A26t

ir'lease

mention Bee Joumal ivhen wrttlne

Standard Belgian Hare Book

Bee-Keeping in Oklahoma.

BY M.

\Ve had a very poor season in uorthwest«rn Texas the past season, although my loss
is only 10 percent, while that of others has
been .50 percent.
I am now
moving my apiary near the
Wichita Mountains, in Oklahoma Territory, I
heing one of the lucky ones to draw a "tine
place through the opening up of the
Comanche Reservation. I think I have a tine location for bees, and, as before, will give my attention to bees and fruit-raising.
I aiu the first man to establish an apiary in
the New Eldorado; it will be watched with
interest by other bee-keepers who want to
bring bees to Oklahoma Territory.
J.

Montague

W. Adams.

Co., Tex., Feb. 20.

Heavy Winter

Losses.

After a month of very severe wintry
Aveatber 1 tind I have suffered the greatest
winter-losses in my experience. I have lost
at least 00 colonies, or ,;, of my bees, and
most of the rest vpry weak, and if 'the weather
•does not moderate I fear the loss will be much

THIS

its

To make cnirs pay, as« Sharpies Cream Separators, Book
Business Dairying" scat. 212 free. W.Chester.Pa.

OCH)

BLOCHER,

D. J.

J.

BLOCHER, Denbeigh,

N.

was sold

cation.

Price, in handsome paper cover, 25 cents, postpaid; or with the American Bee Journal one

year— both

for only Jl.iO.

GEORGE W. YORK &

Dak.

144

Please mention the Bee Journal.

4Atf

copies

^ in advance of publi-

Pearl City, 111.
Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spendiog- the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice} should be addressed,
D.

&

14t)

Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

We carry a full line and large stock of the X. I.
Root Co. goods, which we sell here at their. factory
prices.
Estimates cheerfully given. Send to-day for
our l(5th annual catalog for 1902. .Address.
JOS. NYSEWANDER.
710CEL712W Grand A.venue.

DES MOINES,

ear.
I will

merchants handle honey on commis-

their
cures, scoring-, marketing, shipping,&c.
First edition of 50,-

WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...

anyway.

I let

orig'ia

eases and

ITALIAN OUEENS and the

;

sorry to say.

g-rowth,

and kinds: the san-

We have not had any honey since 1899 we
had some honey-dew in 1900, also a little last

am

concise

itation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breedingstock; care of the
young-, feeding-, dis-

rain.

I

and

treatment of the Belgian Hare industry;

was caused by being confined so
long without a flight on stores containing
honey-dew.
The prospects for 1902 are gloomy. It has
been nearly a year since we have had a good

continue reading the "Old Reliable,''
I have been a cash reader since I
have been a bee-keeper, nearly 7 years now.
I commenced with 2 box-hive colonies, and increased to 202 colonies in h years, all in Langstroth dovetailed hives.
"l
have decreased
considerable in the last two bad years.
I am the only member of the National BeeKeepers' Association in the Indian Territory,

CAPPS.

175
pag-es presents a

clear

greater.
My loss

3'

D.

book of

ii

-

Have You Seen Our Blue

alog?
at

-

-

the

(.0

NEEDED

IOWA.

Cat-

THE APIARY. BEST goods
Sent FREE; write for it.

Illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
IN
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers.

LOWEST

Tanks from

galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or

fir;

freight paid; price-list free.

KRETCHMER MFG.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shug-art
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

i:

Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iow;i: Chas.
12E2ot

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers *'
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Headquarters
FOR

BeekeeDers
Root's

SuDDlies

me and two of them refused to settle.
reported them to Hon. Eugene Secor, and
the money came forthwith, so I saved enough
there to pay my membership several years.
" A word to the wise is sufficient."
Let every one that reads this not only pay
up his subscription (it in arrears), and a full
year in advance, but inclose $1.00 membership
"fee to the " National," and make Editor York
J. T. Hairston.
and yourself happy.
Indian Territory, Feb. 20.
sion for

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

DistribDtor of

Deep Snows— Wintering Well.
We have had the deepest fall of snow for
It
several years, about S inches on the level.
did not drift very badly here, but delayed
trains about a day.
Bees went into winter quarters in the best
condition since I have been in the bee-business (1896).

They have not had many

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
The freights from Cincinnati are the
lowest.
Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free— send for same.
The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives, etc., at lowest prices.
You will save money by buying from me.
Orders taken for Queens— Golden Italians,
Red Clover Oveens, and Cakniolans.
For prices

I

refer

you

to

my

flights,

but

I

think

W. H. Meaxs.

all right.

Greenwood Co., Kan., Feb.

21.

& Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

CYPHERS INCUBATOR,
World's Standard Hatcher.
Ueed on l!C(_;ov. Experiment Stationa
s., Canada, Australia and New

in v.

»

I

*

®

l«

171

jfll

,

Supplied I*
Moisture I

Zealand; also by America's leading
poult rynieri and thousands of others.
Gold medal and highest award at
Ifi-pa^'e
Pan-Amerioan. Oct. 1901.
circular free. Complete
1811 papes, Sxll in., mailed for 10c
No. 5u

catalogTie,

Ask nearest offlcefor book

COMPANY,
CYPHERS INCUBATOR
KoBton, Mass., New Yort,

BniraJo, N. Y-. thicat'Oi H'-t

N, X.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

have made arranpements so that we can
Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

We

fnrnisli

the order:

Sweet Clover (white!
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

^^

^^^

I .75

$1.40
1.70
l.sD
1.90
1.40

1

90
"0

1.00

80

^^ ^^
$.-5.25

4.00
4,:;S

4.50
3.2S

!6.00
7.£0
8.00
8.S0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK « CO.
•

frered or straight spokes.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Let us-

you hnw to make a low down.
with any size wheel, any

tell

wnfT'in

width

Catalo^^' tells. It's free-

tire.

Wheel Co.. Box

Electric

Please mention Bee journal

Qulncy.

16,

wnen

"What Happened

111.

WTitin&.

Ted"

to

BY ISABELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty strieken are both interesting and
This particular short story 60 pages,
sad.

—

inches, bound in paper cover— givessomewhat of an insight into a little of th&
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only lOAddress,
cents (stamps or silver.)

5x6".,

ISABELLE HORTON.
Evidently an Error.

227

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

[Yes,

it is

an error.

It

A(iain's\"c'.V

for stimulative brood-rearing. I
have been feeding some old sorghum honey I

and

I make an entrance-feeder on
the Boardraan. I talie a round
tin can S inches across, run a gauge-mark
around it about l^i or 2 inches from the bottom, and cut it off. This makes a dish nearly
2 inches deep and S inches across; almost any
old dish will do. Then make a box with two
points to run into the entrance with a loose
cover; the box must lie tight, and great care
taken not to let robber-bees get a taste.
Liquefy the feed by mixing water with
The dish must be full of old comb to
it.
keep the bees from drowning.
C. H. Austin.
Eddy Co., New Mex., Feb. 21.

bought cheap.

It

^.> W.J.ADAM, JOLIET, ILL>
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

Calitni-nia
V^'CtlllUIlIId

the time of year when a tolerably
sate report can generally be made concerning
in this part of the State.
prospects
honey
have had, to date, a trifle over 4 inches
of rain, and the most of it came early, and
was succeeded by dry weather lasting until
have had
the latter part of .lanuary.
more cold weather than common this winter;
little damage, however, has resulted, but it
aided very much in retarding early bee-feed.
have been to my apiary several times
I
lately, and in traveling a section of country
30 miles in length, and observing closely on
every hand, I must say that I have never seen
the prospects for the apiarist much poorer
than at the present. Unless rain comes soon
in plenteous quantity, we will have to feed
back to the bees some of last year's crop.
Eastern markets, I think, will get but little

now

We

We

California honey in 1002.

Albert Rozell.
Los Angeles Co.,

If JO" care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
copy of Call-

I

1

or Resources, send for a sample
ornia's Favorite Paper—

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely
ple

copy

and Agricultural
Published weekly^

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330

Market

Street,

W.

Poor Prospects for Honey.
It is

Cutter

runs easily because it has
.—-*bnll bearings. It cuts clean,
quickly .anil perfecly. Makes a finebone j^haviiit^ such as chickens reliefore you buy send for
quire,
Wfree catal'iL'ue No. 9

should have been 35

near feeding-time tor the colonies out

of stores

poultrymen— to chickens.

to

degrees instead of 25.— Editor.]

It is

III.

A FRIEND

Mr. Editor:— Did the printer take liljerties
with Mr. Bingham's copy, page 156, or are we
to understand that 2.5 degrees is an "ideal"
temperature for bees in a cellar? Idealist.

the plan of

c

now they buy
Electric Steel Wheels,
and save money. They fit any
wagon. Made with either stag-

Entrance Feeding of Bees.

OHIO.

2146-2HS Central Ave.,
Successor to Chas. F.Muth

H

men were broken on the wheel,

catalog.

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

C.

they are

20, 1901.

Olden Days

In

I

Goods at
Root's
Factory
Prices

March

San Francisco, C al >

-

C. T. U.

W-e C-an' t t-ell U how li.ird we are trylne to restrali*
the rising generation of stock. Do you see?
i>A(JK WOVE.V WIUK KKNCECO., AURU.V. 11 ICIU
Please mention

Bee Journal wben

"WTitlna

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth,
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only J1.40. It is
the Joura fine thing to preserve the copies of
If you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

'"^
144

QEORQE W. YORK &

&

CO.,

CHICAKO, ILL.

146 Erie Street^

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field
completely than any other published,

morc--

send*I.2Sto

Calif., Feb. 21.

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal..

Do Robber-Bees Sting?
Answering the (luestion (page 115), "Do
R:irely; though very
robber-bees sting !"
rarely indeed they do. The robbing question
interesting to me. I
very
been
has always
have watched and studied it for days and
weeks with pain,

pleasui-e

and proHt.

The conditions in which a robber-bee is most
is when a defending bee grabs

likely to sting

Please mention Bee

Journal wlien writing.

the robber by the leg and then hangs on, and
hangs on, until the robber drags it clear down
the:ilighting-board into the grass. The robber then seems to say, " Come, now, old fellow, you are as mean as I am ; we are now on
common ground; let go or I'll sting;" and in

FOK HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

A MONTH ....any
FREE FORinterested
in Sheep in

way
vou are
best
you cannot afford to be without the
States.
Sheep Paper published in the United
If

amd Sheep

fVool Markets
has a hobby which

is

the sheep-breeder and

the time.
his industry, first,foremost and all
Are you interested 7 Write to-day.

ILL..
WOOL MARKtTS AMD SHEEP. CHICAOO,
-wntina.
Please mention Bee Journal -when

March

short order

But

stinge.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

20, 1902.

It
jcrapples the other hee uikI
(rcnenilly when therotilier iiiukttN

a sharp tui'n ttoih takn wiiitr.
ro!)l)in^; Mtinjf,
I have heeri a tiee in cuBes of
cl«ad or (iyiii;;, aiul still clintrin;,' to a rohl)er'K
colony that
respeet
the
I{ot)b(!r8 always
lo(j.
makes short, ileeisive work of it, and summarily stints every robber tliat they earj
irisiieli <'as(^H 1 nevei- eould see that
cateii.
robbers stinj; l)aek, but of enur-se ran not
S. T. I'lrniT.
say tliat tliey never do.
Ontario, Canada, Feb. 21.
1

pnrjduuis at State Fairs and
Poultry .Shows almost without number, anil
the Rellalile is always a favorite wherever exis already
planning
hibited.
'I'lie C(iU]|iany
great lldngs for tbe Louisiana I'urcliase Exposition to be held in St. I.ouis in liNlll.
One reason why the Keliaiile has always
been a suec-essfiil nuicliine is tliat its makers
are prai'tical pcjultry people, having (jwned
and operated exteiiNive poultry-yards for matiy
years, even Itefore engaging in the incubator
liavu the lirst

i>usiness.
lieen put

I

We
Everytliinr is shaiiinj; that way now.
have had only abinit I! inehes of rain so far
very much like
this winter.
It has looke<l
rain for two days, but the rain does not eome.
am havini^ a sad experienoe with foul
I
brood, not in my own apiary, but as deputy
foul-brood inspeetor. The tirst apiary I examined of '.^5 colonies was a rotten nuiss old
hives in which bees had died out lyin;? around
in a promiscuous way.
1 said to the man in
charge (the owner being in the East), "The
only thing we can do is to burn everything."
He finally gave his consent, so just at dark we
piled the 'J.t colonies as close together as possible, piled the .Ml or more old hives around
them, and set fire to it. Radical cure, but a
and permanent one.
Other apiaries which are not so bad we
give the McF.voy treatment.

an immense plant
of lloor space.

This will be the worst dry year since 1S64
Southern California. Even in the northern part the rainfall is short. I would not
advise any bee-men to come liere and go into
the bee-busioess; the seasons are too uncertain, and they would only meet with discouragements.
M. H. Mendleson.
in

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

c^ 14(', ?:rie

Sec.

Utah State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

annual convention in the City
and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
l^^, at 10 a.m. This promises to be an interesttion will hold its

ing convention.

All are invited.

It is

desired

form an exchange for the protection and benof our bee-keepers. Come and aid a good
cause. It is expected that every county will be
represented.
J.B. F.\gg, Sec.
to

efit

E. S.

LovESY, Pres.

Deserves

—

Its Success: It is always a
pleasure to us to notice the growth of any
concern which builds up its business Ijy honorable methods and first-class goods. In this
day it is hardly possible for any concern to
succeed for any length of time unless the
above is their policy.
When any concern
starts as did our advertiser, the Reliable Incubator Co., of Quiney, III., almost "id years ago,
in a modest wa\'. and their business grows
constantly from year to year until it becomes
one of the very largest concerns in the country manufacturing incubators and Ijrooders
exclusively, one cannot but believe that they
make the right kind of goods and treat their
customers in accordance with the Golden Rule.
Probably no incubator in the world has a
higher reputation than the Reliable. It has
taken many highest awards at various Expositions, as for example, the Columbian at Chicago, Cotton States at Atlanta. Trans-Missisat Omaha, International at
Brussels,
Universal at Paris, where they not only toolc
highest award but the grand prize.
They
sippi

(.HICACO, ILL.

Street,

Experienced Youno Bee-Man Wanted

IMMEDIATELY

to take charge of 200 colonies
Salary, $15 a month with board and

W.

Applv/

R.

G. N. R'y,

ANSELL,
St. Paul,

CALIFORNIA. — If interested

Minn.

land of
sunshine subscribe to our lOi'-pag-e handsomely
illustrated monthly magazine. $1.00 per year.
Sample copy 10 cts. Four months on trial, 25cts.
Information about fruit ranches, real estate,
in the

etc free to subscribers. The California Home^
seeker, 602 Byrne Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
,

D ^ II hv

DERf

Chicago.— Tbe next meeting of the Chicago
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
Briggs House, Chicago, April 3. l'>02. afternooa
and evening. A full attendance is desired, as
important business comes before the Associalion.
Let all come and enjoy a good social
time, and banquet in the evening; 50 cents a
plate. The ladies are especially invited to be
present, and bring their fathers, husbands and
brothers. Dr. C. C. Miller has promised to be

— The

tlie

;

REAL ESTATE

Semi deno matter where it Is.
striptiun and cash price and aei my

W. M. OSTRAN-

wonderfully sureessf 111 plan.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Mooke,

shipped from

BEES FOR SALE!

Uf

Utah.

liird

hO ^oO(.K lieavy tolonies in N-frame, dovetailed hives, well painted
most of the bees
show Italian niarkitiys. Prices: Single colony,
§6.00; 5 or more, ?<.'). 50 each. They are located
within 12 miles of Kankakee, III. Can be
shipped April 1. Address.

Calif., Feb. IS.

F.

(•i)vering i:-i,.V,MJ square feet
raise about .5,iHHt <-hick-

They

I'oultiy Farm is guaranteed in every
way. Send for the Reliable catalog. Address,
Relialiie Incubator Co., C^uincy. III., and mention the American Bee .Journal.

UAlt

Herm.^x

es-

jioultry-yards are

Reliable

and horse.

2;t.

Worst Dry Year Since 1864.

present.

Company's own

the

ens annually and every

lodging.

Ventura Co.,

in

The present

will

B. S. T.il-LOK.

Riverside Co.. Calif., Feb.

limes

tal>lisliment.

—

safe

Every improvement which lias
out on the Reliable has first been

many

tested

Fears Another Dry Year- Foul
Brood.
am afraid we are in for another dry year.

191

iN'ortli

American

llldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writins

Northrup, King

&

Co. — We have

just

received from tliese advertisers a cop.v of
tlieir new seed catalog tor ttie current year.
Ttiis is a very interesting booli, and every one,
even ttiose wlio buy seeds in a small way.
would be well repaid by writing for a copy.
Some of the many interesting features are as
follows: On page 1 the letter from a leading
railroad, offering half-freight-rates on certain
seeds. This will be a direct benefit to buyers
in certain sections.
The statement regarding
Corn Insurance, on page 1.5, is also novel,
and their illustrations of corn, made from
actual photographs, speak for themselves. On
page 15, the Grading of Grass Seeds, illustrated by microscopic pictures, is a revelation.
Many seed-buyers evidently need education
along this line. \'ery many of the illustrations all through the book are made from
photographs, and the general arrangement of
the book is commendable. Mr. Northrup is
recognized as a high authority in the seedtrade, and is president of the American SeedTrade Association. Write to Northrup, King
Co., Minneapolis, Minn., for one of the
catalogs, and mention this paper.

&

to St.

Paul or Minneapolis

for double berth in tourist sleepingcars of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway, each Tuesdaj' and Fri-

day during March and April, 1902, on
train No.l, leaving Chicago at 6:30 p.m.
For further information apply to the
nearest coupon ticket agent, or address
F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent,
Chicago,

111.

-•!< fin.

•!<

"M .«!<

fU. fVC

>» y^^y^iyfiy^K >jv >j* >j» >;•
MARKET QUOTATIONS.

•^TJi^

yi/i.V

AND BEESWAX

HONE,y

I

JK >te

J

>;» yfi p(

Chicago, March 7,— The dccliae noted

in laBi

(juotations are Btill more pronounced at thin
lime, Jarjfe cfferintTH of WeMcrn corab arc presnintf fur consumption which arediflicuU to place.
PriccH are nominally I V-/ I4c for the best white,
with Iravel-Ktained and Ii(fht amber, I0<<;.12c
that which is candied halliotf an low an Tc, with
tbe oariiallT candied at9(^lifc. No t;reatamount
of dark honey is offered. Kxtracied is steady
in price but slow of sale, while, Si4(fi~c: amber,
5^f<g>5\c; dark, 5c. according to what it \h tratbered from and quality. Beeswax in uri^ent de-

mand

R. A. BuHifBTT

at 30c.

CiNCi.NNATi,

March

A

Co.

6— The

market in extracted honey is (food with prices lower. Amber, for manufacturinff purpoBes, brinifs from
5'4'"*6J^c: belter grades f rom Ti'^^'Hc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower (frades hard to sell at
any

price.

Beeswax stroma

at 27fa30c.

Tin; Fkkd W.

Mcth

Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of corab honey in a lonjf time.
Fancy white comb, 15fg>l'.c; No. 1, 15c; dark
and buckwheat, I3@14c. Kxtracted, buckwheats
Beeswax. 30c.
H. R. Wright.
Boston, March s.— We bej? to report a fairly
(^ood sprinp demand for corab honey, and from
present indications stocks will clean up in g-ood
shape. Prices rang'e as follows: Fancy, I6c;
No. 1, 13(^135ic: No 2, none. Extracted is in
good supply and moves slowly; California, Tj^c.
6c.

Blakb, Scott &

I^bb.

Cincinnati, March ".—The i^eneral tone of
the honey market is lower. Water-white comb
honey sells from 14(aii4Uc; it is hard to obtain
Extracted has weakened
15c for extra fancy.
a little, and sells at 5@5J^c; fancv, from t/atl4c.

New York,

C. H'. W. Weber.
March S.— Comb honey is now

pretty well cleaned up, and what remains on
the market is nearly all fancy and No. 1 white
honey. The demand is fairly g-ood at following
quotations: Fancy white, 14c; No. 1, 13c; No.
2,

12c.

Extracted remains dull

at

unchanged

prices with plenty of supply. Beeswax firm, 29c.
have lUSt received the first large shipment of comb honey from Cuba; some in tall
sections, packed 20 combs to the crate and some
in square sections packed 32 combs to thecrate.
glass front on one side, plain, no-bee-way sec-

We

The honey was packed in shipping-carcontaining 8 of the large and
of the
small crates respectively, and arrived in firsttion.
riers,

'»

The

honey
the quality— some of it

class condition.

flavor of this

very fine, and as to
fancy white, while others

is

is

is

of a yellowish tint.

HlLDRETH & SBOELEEN.

San Francisco,

Feb. 12.— White comb, 11®

12H cents; amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, 5J^@6c; light amber, 4!<(3)5c;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

.

dark, 24@25c.
Considering the limited quantities offeringthere is a fair trade in progress, both for shipment and local account. Quotable values are
without change, but market is moderately firm
at the prevailing figures
26fSi28c;

\VANTFn
" **^
same

EXTRACTED HONEY-either

1 I *-#*-/• large or small lots: parties
to offer, send samples, and best pripav cash
ces delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio.

having

ondeliverv.
THE FRED
lOAtf Front and Walnut

W.

We
MUTH CO.'.

Sts.,

Cincinnati, O.

"

In a Glass
Case.
The

$1.00
Chicago

.^l4t >te

12A2t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

light fancy
mail b ox
last for
a long time, but
rain and shine,
with f r o - t and

rural

would

snow soon

tell

the

and then its
only claim to having been a
good box. is that it died
young. Our box is "* pretty
lough," hence long lived.
As for beauty, why " handstory,

Write for
is what handsome does.'
whv and wherefore.
BOND STEEL POST CO., ADRIAN, MICH.

some
the

("^

Rease mention Bee Journal when writina
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

OR ANYTHIN6 YOU WANT

25111

i

BEST.

We sell

N. V.

East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal -when wi-itina

A Competent
and Reliable

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Heeoers' SuDDlios

O- W. M. Gerrish,

WANTED

SU well

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

^uR^-Y?FiRMNiffl.'sASaiNoT''-

J5ecause it has always given better satisi't
Gf^ll cr* \]l/f*IIV
IL acil
f taction than any other. Because in 14 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog' and copy of
The American Bee-Keeper free. Address,

I*

?t!?

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINU.

No LOSS.

Hope
Why UUC9

WE MAKE ONLY THE

T.

We'guarantee Satisfaction.

>f

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

THE W.

Dadanfs Foundation

Year

THE

IN

20, 1902.

liiS^ii^ )!(J^ J<%J^i!Vf^>V>^»VliV}iVl^li^Kj^i:Vi^ia^K>V}i%J^l^>V us,J^{f

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

H1V6S. Exiraciors

March

OF ALL
KINDS »<

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

Chickens and Eggs

Langsbroth on thel^Honey-Bee— Re\/isecl,

flPlflRIST

The

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25,

j;

by mail.

Must

to handle two out-apiaries on shares.
have experience, and be well posted in the bus-

Address,

iness.

P. V\Z.

DUININE,

jL

BEESWAX vpauted

5^

at all times

CHA5. DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

Rivep Forest, Oak Park Post-Offlee,

Cook

Co..

Please mention Bee J:iumal -when -WTitingi

111.

Top Glass Honey=Jars
The picture shown
herewith represents the

^<^

one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.
Ijest

It

is

made

filled

Do You Produce

of the clear-

est flint glass,

and when

Here

with honey, and a

neat label

attached,

is

it

"

makes as handsome a
package as can be Imagined.
Its glass top
sets on a flat rubber
and is held in
ring,
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It

We
$4.7"

a gross;

One

"^^»

If

you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for your
Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been held be-

honey.
cause of

"little

five

or more

them once you will likely use no
!ind of top or sealing arrangement for

>u try

If.

honey

ars.

&

14t,

will need

BEESWAX ?

a

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

Erie Street,

You should have the best wax-extractors, else large quantities of
wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and practical

CHICAGO, ILU

-

bee-keeper says of the

Perfect in construction and
action.
Hatclu-H pvery fi^rtile
epp. Write for cataloi-'"*' to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL.Quincy. III.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Belleville,

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
use a

fork Wax

Mo

111..

Dec.

12.

—

HONEY

DANZ.

sections.

THE

A.

I.

FonnilatioD For Casli

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Catalog giving

with prices and samples, Iree on application

Augusta, Wis,

:

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobbers and
agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents sent
you on request. We will also send you a little book, " Facts About
Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog, on request.
WANTED. Beeswax. Price, 28c cash or 30c in trade for pure
average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of white sage
in
extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB

Dittmer's Foundation
I

ROOT-GERMAN STEAM WAX-PRESS

For over 2n years past I have had to render up old combs or cappires in larger or
suialler quantities, and my experience has been extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost
every known method to get all the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfaction
until recently. I got of you a German wax-press, that comes nearer acenniplishing that object than anv thing I have ever tried. 1 am more than siitisfled with it, tor, if used accord-'
ing to directions, there is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any one used to the old methods will be astonished at the results obtained. In this press you have given tht.ise iTi need
of it the best thing, to my mind, you have ever brought out, and I realty believe all who try
There are other points of advantage that I could menit will pronounce it a real treasure.
tion, one of which is its perfect safety— no boiling over and Betting tire to every thing, and
it can be left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can be kept neat and
E. T. FLANAGAN.
clean, and it occupies very little room.

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80 «

45A26t

!

good hives, smokers, knives, and most of all, a
good honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors
are used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

gros

other

K«<-

demand."

EXTRACTED HONEY
You

two

gross.
gross $4.50 per
;

i®«<-

30, 1901.

Chicago,

jars, f.o.b.

gross, ?5.00

¥^
%

PSPWORTH,

Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.

Nov.

an important thing with honey-

can furnish these

K^<-

I think will take preceothers. I am delighted with it, as it is
easily manipulated."

R. H.

sellers.

at these prices:

m-

all

simple, and

practically air-tight,
thus permitting no leak,
is

Comb Honey?

will interest you,

The Danzenbaker Hive

dence over

is

whic'h

something that

"Irl headquarters for

^^»)

>s

Send

to

them

ROOT

CO., nEDlNA.OHlo. U.S.A.

m

0^

144 & 146 Erie Street,
CO., TmcT^^i^i':

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

tf Cf If

5®*<-

'^Vi'&\'>^

tl)

'f

-r

pjAEffle/|/v

DEE Journal
QEORGB W. YORK.
Bdltor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

MARCH

From

^

THE LATE REV.

27, 1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 13

Michig-an Agricultural College.

O.

CLUTE.

Jf
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March

27, 1902.

FREE

as a.

Premium
"Anneeti— The Gtpst
title

S. Sly,

PTJBLISHED

GEORGE
144

&

W.

WEEKLY BY

III.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as oecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— Georgre W. York.
Dept. Editofs — Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

is

the

A

W.

have read

Foster
Stylo^raphic

it,

exceedingly interesting.
Briefly, the story may be outlined thus:
it

is

A little orphan girl was kidnapped by a
band of gypsies from an asylum near Cincinnati, reared as a gypsy, and some years later
was rescued near Chicago by a friend of the
author. Through her talent and love for art
she was trained into a splendid womanhood
and an artist of ability.
Around these /'irts a web of fiction and
other facts has been woven to illustrate the
sadness of orphanhood and separation from

PEN
This pen consists of a hard
rtil»l>er holder, tapering to a

i-oun«I point, and writes as
smoothly as a lead-pencil. The
point andne«?«IIeof the pen

made of platina, alloyed
iridium substances of
great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of ink.

are

It

may

be ordered

They hold

from the author, as above.

The "Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will be given

upon

ap-

plication.

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
W.

Z.

Elwood,
Root,

filler

"I regret very much not being present at
Woodstock convention, (ilad to hear that
it was such a success, and that
one of the
boys who was there reports that there was a
•

of tobacco-spitting, etc.,
at large gatherings.
I have had
the impression for some time that bee-keepers,
as a rule, are not tobacco-users nor good customers at the bar,' and am pleased to have
this belief confirmed.

How to Get a "Foster"
FREE.

Recently there was held in Chicago a con
vention of the school superintendents' department of the National Educational Associa-

Send TWO new subscribers
to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with $2.00; or send
$1.90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for SI. 00 we will mail the pen

tion,

And

to think

that those superintend-

Address,

alone.

(Exact

size

of

the Pen.)

ents stand before the rising generation five

days in a week as models
But there is cause
for thanksgiving that the tobacco-using school
superintendent is the exception rather than

cleaner.

19,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the " Foster." You should have
one also.

absence

common

tion.

and

Best Manifolding Pen on
THE Market.

'

W.
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GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

III.

!

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Dr. A. K. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

iCuGENE Secor, General Manager and Treasnrer. Forest City, Iowa.

If

will mail individual receipts.

Celluloid Queen-Button

But one would be

justified in

thinking that

who,

these days of

a teacher or professor,

in

of nicotine on man's delicate physical organ-

more convenient. Dues may be sent
to the office of the American Bee .Journal,
when they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,

E^"

the rule.

required instruction on the injurious effects

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year,

A

Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions,

the

notable

line of iini*
at all times

unrqiialed lor
ruling purposes.

Jourconcerning the last convention of the
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association

G.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

who

to

they are

nal

so

Midlli

foi-ni

—wrote as follows to the Canadian Bee

and we verily believe that there were
more smokers present among the superintendents than there would be among an equal
number of bee-keepers at a National conven-

M. Doolittle,
F. Marks,
J. M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

Hutchinson,

A. I. Root,
E. T. Abbott,
P. H.
E. R.

As they make a

A Clean and Sweet Crowd. —Mr. G. A.
Deadman — one of Canada's good bee-keepers

'

National Bee Keepers' Association
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To promote and protect the interests of its

ink

do not

leak or blot.

is Sl.CK)

;

sufficient

write 10,000 words, and

of this Journal

a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

—

with

loved ones.
Price, ?1.00, postpaid.
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Tbe Subscription Price

We

of Lansing, Mich.

and know that

YORK S COMPANY

146 Erie St., GhicaQO,

Aktist''

of a delightful book written by Rev.

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
wear on his coatrlapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

to

would know better than willingly to inon himself, to say nothing of imposing an offensive odor upon those around
him who detest tobacco, whether smoked or
ism,

flict injviry

" chawed.''

Think of being a

when

the

slave to such a habit

tobacco-heart

toljacco or the

man has

comes

!

— well,

But

Went Like Hotcakes
A

Nebraska customer when ordering a new
fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
"The last I got went like hotcans, said:
cakes." So it does.
supply of our

More people might do

mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page 186.

GEORGE W. YORK &

the

to go.

hey would

well

order this honey, or basswood, and sell it. It
not only goes off " like hotcakes," but it is

144

&

146

Erie Street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
"

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

and

bees.'*

picture shown herewith Is a reproduc/lon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 2.5 cents. Send all orders to the offics
of the American Bee JournaL

The

Brinistoning Bees seems

to be still con-

siderably in vogue in Ireland, according to
Dr. Smith, in the Irish Bee Journal, lie says:

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device

As to the brimstone robber, he should be
induced, in some way. to stop his cruel work,
but I fear it is not likely to take place very
soon. An old veteran near me declares that
there was far more honey in the country tjefore the new honey-roblMng hives were invented, and he, for one, is ready to join in a
crusade to burn them all up, as he had to do
with his own. For, unless it is done, he says
there will soon not be enough honey in the
country to cure a sick man's sore throat. He
is in earnest, and Irelieves every word of it.

is a fine thing- for use in
and clipping" Queens
wingrs.
mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Journal rof
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will

catching-

We

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Journal one yerj
and the Clipping Device. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
rhirairo. H'
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The bee-keepers

of (;ook County, 111., at
have an organization and investigate just such things, and let the ship-

ought

least

*

Editorial.

*

I

to

pers of honey know
Cook Co., 111.

it,

as

I

am trying to do.
Van Winkle.

Kip

Kip Van Winkle should go into the honeydealing business a while, for by so doing he

"Bee-Culture,

would soon
Bulletin No.77, of the De-

partment of Af^riculture of the Commonis the heading of a
handsome lOU-pase pamphlet written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, bearinfj the date, lyoi. As he
wealth of Pennsylvania,"

plainly said in his letter of transmittal, "

No

attempt has been made to write a complete
treatise on bee-culture."
It is beautifully
illustrated.
It is simply a handy booklet containing those things in relation to the honey-

bee and

its

care that any well-informed

And

son would like to know.

per-

the beauty of

and correct in its every
was employed by the
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture to
it is

that

it is all

statement.

clear

it

is

for distribution in

that State alone.

We

take quite a

some things that he

will

quotations a cent or two per pound higher
(at the price he gets for a few single cases),
how soon would it be before he would have
his store flooded

sent to

with honey which would be

him because

of his high quotations

?

Then, of course, the market would drop, and
the honey would have to be sold several cents
below the quoted prices. How the shippers
would howl then, when receiving their returns. That commission man would be called
a fraud, a swindler, etc.

Dr. Miller

write the booklet, so

learn

be able to see in any other way.
Suppose the commission man did publish
scarcely

It is better

to quote

a cent lower rather

than a cent above the market. If comb honey
is quoted at 1.5 cents, and then sells at 16

and a report is made at the latter price,
no bee-keeper is going to kick. But quote
the price at 16 cents, and then make returns

cents,
little

pride in the fact that

Dr. Miller was called upon to prepare the
pamphlet referred to. To be thus selected
was an honor to be coveted, and he acquitted
himself magniBcently as is his usual custom.

—

Quoting the Honey

Market. — We

at

1.5

cents (the best that could be obtained),

and how high would the shipper kick ? Well,
he'd likely say, "That commission man quoted
high so as to get the honey into his hands,
then sold it so as to get his commission."
Any " Rip Van Winkle " who goes along
the street enquiring the price of honey is
easily "sized up" by the commission man,
who is up to his bu.siness. He (the commission man) can tell very quickly that " Rip "
is only " nosing around," and doesn't mean
to buy, in nine eases out of ten.
We have
often been such a " Rip " ourselves, and we
felt the commission men of whom we enquired knew that we were simply out " en•

have received the following cammunication
from a bee-keeper residing near Chicago:
I have been interested in the honey market
of Chicago, as I have been a Chicago beekeeper for two summers past, and the article
on page 121, by B. A. Hadsell, is timely and
largely to the point, as tending to explain the
low price of honey to-day as compared with
the prices of "JO years ago. The commission
man has the honey-producers in his grip in
this market, more especially when he is a
buyer as well as a commission man. A buyer
is always a '' bear " in the market, and when
he also gives quotations of prices for the supposed guidance of honey-producers, it is beyond liuman nature, however honest he may
be in general, not to try to buy low, when it
is almost absolutely certain that his quotations will go to nearly all possible shippers.
I am certain there is this tendency here in
I have time and time again investigated prices on South Water street, inquiring of dealers in honey, as a possible buyer,
and invariably had prices quoted me one cent
higher per pound on comb honey than the
regular "quotations" in the American Bee

Chicago, for

Journal.

Again, the prices quoted for Milwaukee,
Wis., are almost invariably one cent per
pound higher for comb honey of like grades
than for Chicago. There seems no good reason why Milwaukee, located very much nearer
the great basswood forests of the great honeyproducing State of Wisconsin, should pay
more than (_ hicago for the same grade of
honey, unless the market reports are " fixed "
to suit some one who is interested in buying

honey low.

quiring."

But we would like to have those who quote
the honey market in our columns also help
answer Rip A'an Winkle, If all of us try, we
think he ought to get what he is after or
something else equally satisfactory.

—

A

Sun-Proof and Rain-Proof Cover

was described in the Bee-Keepers' Review by
M. A. Gill, of Colorado a heavy coat of oxide
of zinc and lead imint having bedded upon it
;

thin,
still

unbleached muslin while the paint
wet, another heavy

paint immediately laid

coat of

is

the same

on the muslin, and

after drying a third coat.

Referring to

this,

the editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture says:
I a.sked Mr. Calvert to figure on the cost of
Neponset paper and unbleached muslin for
hive-covers.
After figuring a little he surprised me by saying the muslin cost only
about half as much. My impression is that
I should prefer it, even if it were twice as ex-

No,

13.

pensive as paper, because, treated as Mr. Gill
recomtnends, it would certainly be verydurable.
If the paint
be first applied to the
cover, and then cloth be laid upon it while
the paint is green, it forms a bond of union
with the wood. Now, then, if he covers it
with another coat on the outside, it is rendered impervious to water, and stitT and hard.
I
suggest that the readers test paper and
muslin side by side. Let us see which will
stand the most " grief " in dillerenl localities.

General Manager. — As we anwhen Mr. Secor sent out his annual
General Manager of the National

A New
ticipated

report as

Bee-Keepers' Association, he almost immediately resigned after re-election.
His successor has just been elected by the Board of
Managers.
The new (ieneral Manager is

Emerson

T. Abbott, of St. Joseph, Mo., to
dues and other matters relating to the

whom

may now be sent.
Mr. Abbott has a good opportunity to show
his ability as a manager of the important
interests of bee-keepers.
He should succeed
in the work.
The American Bee Journal is
ready to co-operate with him in continuing to
Association

make things

hum— the

things for which the

Association exists.

Errors About Laying Workers,

like

other errors, seem hard to kill. It was formerly held by many, if not by all, that a single
worker was engaged in the unprofitable task
of laying eggs.
Actual dissection has shown
that in a bad case of laying workers a large
proportion of the population contain eggs.
Yet there are still instructions given occasionally to shake the bees on

the ground at
some distance from the hive, so that thf laying
worker may not find its way back to the hive.
With regard to another error, Arthur C.
Miller says in the American Bee-Keeper:

Let any bee-keeper who wishes to satisfy
himself that laying workers arise from mature,
normal workers, and not from larva; having a
bit of "royal food," try the following experi-

ment

:

Move

to a

new stand any

fair

colony having

a young queen which has been with them for
at least two months.
Provide for the old bees
returning to the old location as may be most
convenient; they concern the experiment
only in that they are not wanted in the moved
colony. In ten days or more take the queen
and all the brood and eggs away from the
moved colony, leaving only the bees, to which
give combs of honey and pollen. To be absolutely sure no eggs are given these, combs
should have been away from the bees for several days— weeks would be better.
Now
watch for results. Ordinarily in four or five
days a few eggs will appear, and the number
will increase daily until the colony begins to
decline. The reason for selecting a colony
having a young queen, and for getting rid of
the old bees, is to be certain that all bees subjected to the experiment are reared under
such conditions that there can be no likelihood of any of them receiving " royal food "'
while in the larval stage.
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the storage of honey, and be in position to advance a
quarter of the actual value of the honey handled.
He

proposed

this

should

be

managed by one

efficient

man

Convention Proceedings.

special assistants) capable of managing great
affairs, and that he should be responsible only to a board
of five directors, elected annually
by the stockholders.
Stock should be taken at so much per colony of bees owned.
An exchange of this sort ought to be a handsome dividend-

Report of the Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY ADA L. PICKAED, SEC.

paying investment.
Those who heard the address and discussion were convinced that that was the only way the bee-keepers could realize good prices for their product.
I
believe such an exchange ought to be organized, and that all of the Wisconsin
bee-keepers should be interested in this subject, and fall
into line and help make it an effective co-operative organ-

(with his

The iSth annual convention of the Wisconsin State BeeKeepers' Association was held in the State Capitol at IMadison. Feb. s

and

6,

1902.

The convention was called to order by
France, a man of sterling worth, nobility of

Pres. N.
character,
branches of apiculture.

E.

and

great experience in all
Copies of the song, "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," presented to the convention by our congenial friend. Editor
York, were distributed to each person present, and all joined
in singing the jolly song under the leadership of iS'Ir. York.

president's

annual

address.

Our genial vice-president, Mr. Huffman, took the chair
while Pres. France delivered his annual address. He spoke
of the last honey crop of Wisconsin as not being an average crop. The outlook for the southern part of the State
last year was good, but the drouth cut the crop short.
He
also mentioned the fact that the reason why many did not
obtain good prices for their honey was because they did
not put their honey up in salable packages.
He recommended that the National Association adopt
and furnish to each member of the Association, a badge
that will be suitable for a State Bee-Keepers' Association,
as well as the National Association, as we are a part of
that Association.

Mr. France also spoke of the advisability of holding
our conventions in different parts of the State, on years
except Legislative years. He said we could not afford to
meet elsewhere than in Madison on those years, as there
were frequently bills introduced into the Legislature very
detrimental to the bee-keeper, as there was in 1901. and
only through the ardent work of the committee of beekeepers going before the Legislative Committee was the bill
defeated.

own

ization.

A

resolution was passed recommending the National Association to bring up the subject of a honey-producers'
exchange at their next meeting.

QUESTION-BOX

The question-box

C.
:

orably blessed as !Mr. Pierce, to live in a community as
noted as the Wisconsin Dells, and have access to those old
sandstone bluffs, it was very interesting to all to listen
If Mr.
Pierce is a
to his description of his bee-cellar.
beginner in the bee-business he is a wide-awake, practical
man, and is willing to break the bread of his experience to
others, and at the same time sit and drink at the fountain
of others' experience.
An interesting discussion followed lliis paper, and the
question was asked, "Does noise disturb bees while in winter
quarters?" Mr. Kluck said he winters his bees in the housecellar, and that the boys and girls made as much noise in
their play as they pleased, and it did not disturb the bees.
Mr. Lathrop's bee-cellar is near a railroad track, where
the passing of the trains jars the ground terribly, and it
did not seem to disturb the bees. The general concensus
of opinion of the convention was that noise did not disturb bees while in winter quarters.

A CENTRAL HONEY-PRODUCERS' F.XCHAKGE.
has been the good fortune of the Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association, for the past three or four years, to
have Mr. York meet with us. He gave an address on
"The Need of a Central Honey-Producers' E-xchange." He
advised that in some inland city (preferably Chicago) there
be organized and conducted a stupendous honey-producers'
exchange. The central organization should ascertain the
probable amount of honey in the country at the close of
the honey harvest; should have a large, suitable place for
It

BEES.

feature in

our conventions, and
was spent
in questions and answers, or, perhaps I should better say,
discussions.
This is where some can be made to talk. Some
of the most backward about talking in conventions have
methods,
but
are
too
the
best
and most practical
bashful to let their still, small voices be heard in an assemblage of that kind, but if called upon, and urged, they will
disclose their secrets.
Which would be the more profitable, to keep bees for their
honey product, or for sale?" was asked. Some thought it
the most profitable to keep bees for sale. Mr. York suggested that it would pay to rear bees for sale, and said he
thought he could dispose of 500 colonies annually at $4.50
But the question came up, if there
to $5.00 per colony.
would not be a greater danger of overdoing that than any
other branch of bee-keeping.
Air. Lathrop said that from personal experience it was
not profitable to sell bees for less than $5.00 per colony.
One member said he would not sell bees to his neighbors
But if Mr. Neighbor really
as he wanted their honey-.trade.

wants tees,

and

so

many

people

selling bees, he will buy of
have lost the sale of the bees

BEE-CELLAR IN THE SOLID ROCK.

H. Pierce, of Columbia County, said, in beginning
"Being a beginner in the bee-business, as well
his paper
as being somewhat timid in coming before a gathering of
mostly veteran bee-keepers, I was on the point of declining
to write a paper, but thinking I had something in the way
of a winter repository for bees which perhaps none of you
have ever tried, I answered the secretary that I might give
a description of my bee-cellar blasted from solid rock."
As most of the Wisconsin bee-keepers are not so fav-

Mr.

— SELLING

a prominent and helpful
the rest of the afternoon

is

are

in

the

business

of

some one else, and then you
and also the honey.

SWEET CLOVER.

The sweet clover question was discussed. It was thought
that it was peculiarly adapted to some kinds of soil, and
thus was more valuable as a honey-plant in some localities
than in others. One having experience in sowing sweet
seed should be sown
seed suggested that the
clover
about the time the seed ripens, as it was best to follow up
Nature. Mrs. Lucky said that the bee-keepers' sweet-clover
enemies will turn out friends if we will persist in sowing
Almost all farmers object to sweet
sweet clover seed.
clover until they become acquainted with its value, and then
they like it.
The bee-keepers did not hold an evening session, as
we usually do. but went in a body into the Assembly Room
where the Wisconsin agriculturists, horticulturists and beekeepers, held a joint meeting. The evening program consisted of addresses by Prof. Henry and Ex-Gov. Hoard,
interspersed with vocal and instrumental music and readProf. Henry made
It was a very profitable evening.
ings.
us better acauainted with
ever were before.

our Holland neighbors than we

SECOND DAY— Morning
Thursday morning's session opened
Pres.

Huffman

in

the

Session.
at

9:30 with

Vice-

chair.

EXTRACTED HONEY.

on the program was a paper on the "Production and Care of Extracted Honey," by Elias Fox, of Ve'rnon County, read by Mr. York. We were sorry Mr. Fox
could not be present to give his paper, as he is a good convention man. But we were glad to hear his paper, as it
was a good, practical one, full of note-worthy pointers. A
lively discussion followed it and the subject of sour honey
came up. The man who extracts unripe honey, whether at
Mr. Wilthe convention or not, was scored on all sides.
cox thought people who produce sour honey ought to try
to earn a more honorable living than to sell unripe honey.
The question was asked, "What should be done with sour

The

first

March

27, 1902.
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embroidery scissors clip off both the wings on
Don't pinch her so tight as to hurt her, and be
careful that you do not cut off a leg while you are clipping
a

pair

one

of

side.

the wing.

remember how my heart beat, the first queen I clipped.
I felt sure I was killing her, and I assure you it was a big
relief to see her scamper over the comb when I let her go.
I have clipped a good many queens since, and have never
hurt one yet that I know of.
So you see it is not such
I

a dreadful thing to do, after

You want your

all.

swarm

—

of course you do.
Let
you. you will see the time when you will wish most
heartily that they never would swarm; but just now you
are anxious for more bees, and every swarm means another
colony.
But be careful that they do not swarm too much.

me

bees

to

tell

For

that

will

result

weak

in

colonies,

and what you need

A

strong colonies.
good, strong colony in a good season
will give you one
good swarm.
might give you
It
two. but the chances are that the second swarm would not be
good, and it would probably weaken the old colony too much.
is

When

the, swarm issues, move the old colony a few
away and put in its place a hive filled with frames
containing comb foundation.
Put the caged queen at the
entrance and when thfe bees return as soon as they get

running in nicely liberate the queen and let her run in
with the other bees.
Then place the old colony close to
the swarm.
In about a week take it away, and place it on
a new stand.
The flying force of the old colony will then
return to the swarm, making it a good, strong colon,y.
The
old colony will be reduced enough to prevent any desire
for swarming.
It will rear a young queen, and the hatching
brood will make it a good, strong colony for winter.
It is advisable to have hives, combs, etc. all ready for the
swarms when they issue, so they can be placed right where
they are wanted without the delay of getting them ready
after the swarm is out.
The first swarm is quite an event
to a beginner, and you are likely to be somewhat flustrated.
It helps much to steady your nerves to know that everything
MuHeniy Co., 111.
is ready waiting for use.

Bees

in

Spring

— Extracting-Combs— Foul
BY

P.

C.

Brood.

DADANT.

1. Would you remove the covers from the outer casings and
super, so as to allow the packing to dry, the sun shining warm, but
not warm enough for the bees to tly out ? Or would you not disturb
the bees, but wait till it is warm enough tor them to fly *
2. How do you have your extracting-combs built ?
In the surplus
case, or In the brood-chainber ?
C. D., Michigan.

—

We

never remove the covers from the hives in chilly
weather on account of moisture. If the w'eather is so cold
that the moisture in the super is frozen, it can do but little
harm, and if the bees are powerful enough to keep it
thawed, they run no risk from its dampness unless the
dampness is so great that water may run down into the
body of the brood-chamber. Such can never be the case
unless the hive top or roof leaks badly, and a good beekeeper should not allow this.
But it is an error to disturb
1.

the bees in cold weather. Every bee that leaves the cluster
is a lost bee, unless the colony is strong enough to keep every
part of the hive warm, and we must not expect this, espeIt is best to leave the bees
cially at the end of a cold winter.
alone till a warm day comes.
The present winter has not been a hard one on the bees, but
nevertheless we have heard of quite a number of losses
owing to the bad quality of the food. This was the first
time in our experience that bees were seen to gather honeydew in September, and this honey-dew the worst bee-food
after fruit-juice is now showing the results of its consumption, by the amount of diarrhea that it has caused wherever
the bees have been confined a month or so without interruption.
2.
have our extracting-combs built in the super where
they are to remain.
use a frame that is only 6 inches
deep in the super, and we could not have the combs of this
frame built in the brood-chamber because they would not
Resides, we can see no
fill the full space of a brood-frame.
advantage whatever in having the extracting-combs built
usually use sheets of foundation
in the brood-chamber.
of the same grade as those that are used for brood-combs.
Some of our friends who produce honey in extracting-frames,
with the intention of consuming a portion of this honey in the
comb use a light grade of surplus foundation so that the honey
may be consumed without the objection of the fish-bone.

—

—

;

We

ROSEMARY FOR FOUL

We

We

BROOD.

The question of foul brood seems
great many people now, and from the

be interesting a
reports that I have
seen, it would seem that there is a great deal more of this
disease in the country than was thought. I have ntever
seen a case of foul brood anywhere, and I wonder whether
in many instances they do not mistake accidentally dead
brood for foul brood. The easily cured cases are very
probably of this category, like the case quoted to me by
the manager of the Luxembourg Garden Apiary at Paris,
which he said had cured itself without any doctoring.
to

si^e a
new suggestion in the January number of the
I
International Review of Apiculture concerning foul-brood.
If this is not a case of false foul-brood, the suggestion may
be of some value. I quote:

"Having noticed, last winter, in Tunis, where I was taking
care of a large apiary of over 500 colonies, that during
the blooming of rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis) which is
very abundant and melliferous, the condition of several foulbroody colonies had been improved, I concluded to treat the
hives with essence of rosemary, which has well-known and
strong antiseptic qualities. The results obtained by this new
process have been excellent, and in order to make sure of
its
efficacy, upon my return in Valias, I applied it to 3
After three weeks, although the disease
diseased colonies.
was deeply rooted, I could no longer find a single diseased larva in those hives."
'•The low price of essence of ro'^emaiy. whi 'li i< tohefonrd
and the ease with which this remedy can
be used, some 15 or 20 drops being poured into the hive from
time to time, give each apiarist a very good chance to try
its efficacy.
It would be advisable for bee-keepers all over
the land to try this method and report to the publishers, if
in every drug-store,

successful."

Hancock

This may be worth trying.

Co.,

111.

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlaseea.

—

—

27, 1902.

which is caused by a heavy grade of foundation. But it would
be a mistake to produce honey in this shape for sale. The
large combs say 6 inches deep and of the full length of the
brood-chamber are very advantageous to produce surplus
honey if it is for home consumption, because the bees much
prefer putting their honey in such places rather than dividing
it up into small sections, and for this reason I am sure there
is a greater
production in large frames; but the sale of
this honey would be very slow, for the customer wants small
packages, and it is quite probable that not more than twothirds of the actual market value of comb honey could be
realized when sold in these large frames but the bee-keeper
who produces honey only for his family does not consider that, and can certainly make a better season by using
the larger frame.
Such combs when fully built and sealed,
are very fine. I remember that, years ago, before the invention of the section honey-box, we took the first premium
at the Iowa State Fair on a pyramid of full-sized combs
of white honey, and I do not see at the present day any
display of honey that can please the eye as much as these
large white sheets aid.

feet

to

March

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

NATURE AND HONEY-STORING QUALITIES.
discouraging thought that Nature has already
bred honey-storing qualities to the extreme limit, there are
important arguments on page 118. How about milk-secreNature has bred at them after a fashion
ting nualities?
and her fashion is to have just enough milk to rear a
When man takes a hand he doubles
calf, and no more.
and triples the milk does it -with comparative ease, and
Nature does not want three times as
in a limited time.
much honey stored as is needed to winter a colony but
man does want it. My present feeling is that this argument
Calves rarely die for lack of milk;
is a little too strong.
But I guess there
but colonies often die for lack of honey.
.\s

to the

—

—

;

is

SPtiic validity

in

the argument

;

at least

I

hope

so.

;
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CONDITIONS OF DEE-EXISTENCE,
120 that will pay for some
more rellection, perhaps. The conditions of existence whicli
surround the hee cannot be very greatly changed. Animals
are plastic in man's hand because in domestication the conhecn changed immensely.
ditions of their existence have
The struggle and anxiety about food is entirely removed.
No more trentbling fear, and running away from rapacious
Shelter in place of exi)Osnre to the elements. Leisure
beasts.
Provocalime in abimdanoe in the place of preoccupation.

There's

an

on

idea

page

Opportunity to form friendshiijs both with
with each other.
No wonder metamorphosis sets
Will not the lack of similar things
in and gets lively.
But why
Sounds forcible.
make the bee unresponsive?
One
then should these two crowds of people disagree so?
crowd says: Don't cross varieties, and beware of the daughelse your stock will get to
ters of your best honey-colony
varying loo much. T'other crowd says: Don't expect much
vary
will
not
bees
result in one million years because
Let's mix these two crowds and take the average.
enoujili.
tion

to

think.

man and

—

TONGUE-LENGTH OF

TESTING

way

BEES.

testing tongues with honey in
I used actual
small glass tubes is obviously the right way.
but I wished for glass
clover-tubes when I was in the biz
tubes pretty strongly. The going-to-be difficulty of tilling
them worried me a little and I never thought out the corTo see Mr. Simpson's solution made me
rect solution.
mentally swing my hat. Put the shorter leg of a J-shaped
wire in the tulie, and withdraw it while the mouth of the tube
is plunged in honey. .-Mso his way of testing the capacity of the
honey-sac seems about as good as weighing, and very much
less fuss. 'Spects any of our bees liave sacs big enough so let's
If we could make their
not worry about that at present.
sacs bigger more bees would fall and perish on the road.
'Sir.

Simpson's

of

;

:

;

Page

I

JO.

BEWITCHED WITH

BEES.

—

Bewitched by a ruta-baga turnip some men would as
soon be, as to be bewitched by a bunch of torpid bees
underneath a down-cellar hive.
As related on page 121,
Doolittle finds it difficult
so bewitched.
No possible
Mr. D's bee-fever struck in and

get

out

of his

INIr.

to

he's

doubt about the

hope he won't be

killed

became chronic.

(Biddle-brother style)

cellar,

fact

We

that
really

eloping with

an}' apicultural -turnip.

ARE THERE TWO

V,.\RIETIES

OF YELLOW SWEET CLOVER?

Anent Dr. Miller's answer on yellow sweet clover, page
If I remember the reports aright, there are two quite
123.
different yellows one the same thing as the white, the
other a totally different species.
Just now I half remember

—

we have been

that

having

at

two

least

told somewdiere of the distinct species
varieties that varied considerably.

HAULING BEES IN OPEN HIVES.
About hauling bees with wide-open hive entrances, if
there are two persons along, and a smoker, and only a few

To keep in an inhives, it is very much the best way.
furiated condition for hours is quite damaging to the bees
and being unable to get out does not help the damage any.
Even if the two persons are greenhorns they can be told
how to keep bees in subjection with a smoker. On the other
hand, having captive bees break loose on the road (as they
mostly do) will "try the bottom" of non-bee-keepers very
Page 126.
severely.
PROPER VENTILATION FOR

"Here she

.\

BEE-CELLAR.

—

there she goes" first complete victory
for ventilation through the soil only then fresh air and lots
Both ways certainly succeed in the beeof it every night.
cellar.

Which

goes,

is

—

the one that will akvays succeed?

Page

127.

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We vfill be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

ers

such

effort.

Biographical.

^
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OSCAR CLUTE.

The death of this good man, .so well and so favorably
known to apiarists the world over, which occurred at the
Soldiers' Home, Santa Monica, Calif., about Keb. 1, will
to bee-keepers generally, as it did to the writer, with a
shock, and will bring sorrow no less than surprise.

come

Mr. Clute was born in New York, near liingharaton,
about 63 years ago. ICarly life on the farm formed attachments which never let go their hold. His preparatory
course was passed with high grade at the Binghamton
Academy. Reentered the Michigan Agricultural College
with the class of 1862, in IH.S'J, where he was a highlyHis character and
respected classmate of the writer.
scholarship while at the College were excellent. He won
not only the regard of students and teachers, but, likewise,
the admiration of all connected with the College. By hard
study he gained time to teach one year during his course,
when he was at the head of the Ionia city schools. His success there was pronounced. This bright record, both as a
teacher and as a student, led to his engagement as instructor at his Alma Mater, immediately upon graduation.
He was specially good in mathematics, literature, and
science, which he dearly loved, and his professorship, which
he received later, wps in mathematics, though he taught
with marked success the biology, especially entomology,

which always attracted him greatly.
In 1866 he resigned his position, and was succeeded by
the writer. He then took a theological course at Meadville,
Pa., and upon its conclusion entered the Unitarian ministry, his first charge being at Vineland, N. J.: while there
he was one of the founders, and the first president of a very
sucessful horticultural club. He also took great interest in
agriculture, and wrote extensively and ably for the agricultural press.

In a few years he resigned at Vineland to take a more
responsible position at Keokuk, Iowa, and later he was
advanced to the First Unitarian Church at Iowa City.
While at Keokuk he visited the writer at the Michigan
Agricultural College, and of course looked over the bees.
He was enthusiastically won to the bee-keeping ranks. His
culture and ability stood him in good stead, and he marched
He came intimatelj' to know the
rapidly to the front.
Dadants, and, as Garfield said, to sit on one end of a log with
Mark Hopkins on the other was the equivalent of a college
course. So to be in close touch with the elder Dadant was
sure to push one naturally fitted rapidly to the front as a
bee-keeper.
Mr. Clute often told me that his income from his bees
was for several years in excess of that received from his
church, though the latter was an influential one. While at
This charming
Iowa City he wrote "Blessed Bees."
romance was at the same time so fascinating and so realistic that it had a wide reading, and many supposed it was
the record of actual experience.
About 1888 became to the First LTnitarian Church of
Pomona, Calif., from which he was soon called to the presidency of his Alma Mater. He remained at the Michigan
Agricultural College for three years, when he resigned to
take a like position at the Florida Agricultural College,
where he staid for some years. He was always known as a
hard worker, a close student, and at the Michigan Agricultural College he always did what he could to aid the beekeeper's art. He was always an eloquent advocate of any
and all efforts to further every department of agriculture.

Prejudice, because of his Northern birth, was bitter
against him in his Florida home. His home was burned
while there, and with it went valuable manuscripts, which
was not only a loss to him, but to agriculture.
President Clute, after a short, well-earned rest, came
again to his old Pomona church. He remained there less
than two years, when disease a kidney trouble necessitated his rest from all mental work. For a year he was
very successful as a breeder of Belgian hares, but he was
unable to continue, and for the past year or more he had
been unable to do any work.
The past months he spent at the Soldiers' Home, near

—

—
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Santa Monica, where pneumonia, coupled with his chronic
stricture, removed him from us.
Dr. Clute married a most estimable ladj- MissMerrilees
in 1869. He leaves her and five children, none of whom
were with him at the last trying- hour.
As an earnest student, a devoted friend of agricultural

—

—

education, a writer of vivid, exact English, a warm, earnest
friend, and a man of sterling character. Dr. Clute was an
exceptional man, and one who will be sorely missed.
A. J. Cook.
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way every

night for several days, and not closed up in the
morning till there was a show of bees beginning to fly out.
Put that down, then, as the first essential, that the cellar
must have been well aired all night previous to taking out.
The next is that the weather must be right. The sun must
shine, and there must be nothing in the way of clouds or mist.
Neither must there be a strong wind. If the day is not of
the right kind, then the only thing is to wait till a day
comes that is of the right kind. In that way I have safely
taken my bees out in large numbers for more than a quarter
of a century but you must use your own judgment as to
;

Questions and Answers.

whether the thing will be the best for you.
I may add that as a rule my bees are very quiet when
taken out, sometimes four or five colonies being carried out
one after another before the first one of the four or five beg-in s to fly.
*-.-•.

Feeding Bees

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C. C.

MILLER, Mfirengo,

ni.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor. 1

1.

Will

it

my

be a good plan to feed

them out-of-doors
2.

Increasing an Apiary.
bees after

I

put

?

By feeding them will it make stronger and
them when the honey-flow comes on ?

better

colonies of

Am

Cleaning Up Combs Where Bees Died.
have a

lot of combs taken out of hives where the bees
straining out the honey, and would like to have
the bees clean up the refuse: also the hives which are
I

died.

lam

smeared with
1.

When

hone5'.

should

I

put the hives and refuse out for clean-

ing up.
2. Would it tend to prevent robbing
say 20 or 30 rods oif from the apiary ?

Answers. — 1.

if

they were placed
Illinois.

matters little when but perhaps it
will be well to wait till bees are flying freely.
2. It will be well to set them some distance away, al-

though there

It

;

danger from having the work done
providing; you do not take away the combs
till after the honey has been cleaned out, and not only till
then but till the bees have ceased trying to vrork over it. If
you want to make a sure case of robbing, set a hive with
honey near the apiary for the bees to rob, and then take it
away while the bees are working at it in full blast.
near the

is little

hives,,

3. Should bees be fed in the cellar?
I doing it
properly by placing unfinished sections over the cluster,
and leaving the top cover ofl: ?
4. I wish to increase my apiary to about 100 colonies.
Would it be advisable to buy bees in box-hives in April, for
52.00 to S3. 00 per colony, and then transfer them into other
hives? There are no Italian bees in this section.
5. Would I get pure Italian bees bj' purchasing 2 or 3
Italian queens and introducing them into my hives ? Would
the bees in the colonies in which they were placed be pure
Italian bees? Would it be advisable to do this, as my best
colony last year produced 80 one-pound sections of honey in
the super while some of the others stored scarcely enough
to winter on?
New York.

Answers. — 1. Yes, if they have not enough feed to last
them till they can gather. If they have plenty it will probably be better to let them alone.
2. If they have plenty of honey to last them through,
extra feeding, unless in the hands of a person of much experience, may weaken instead of strengthen them.
3. Your plan of feeding is all right
but it may be well
to give no more than you think necessary to bring the bees
;

Taking Bees Out of the Cellar.
I have 100 colonies of bees to take out of the cellar this
spring. They are all in good shape. Last year they were
all right when I put them out, and it was very warm, and
putting them out all together they would all go out of the
hive, and they do not all go to their home again
some hives
would be crowded with bees and the other colonies would be
very weak— just little bunches of bees with their queens.
Would it be better to take them out at night, or when it
is colder, so they would not rush out of their hive and get
mixed up ? The weather is very nice now, and I may take
them out soon.
Minnesota.
:

is

Answer.— I am not sure I know enough to advise what
best to do. For many years I have taken out my bees

without any such trouble as you mention, yet I know that
others have had just that trouble, many colonies being
ruined by the wholesale desertion of hives. Having had no
experience in the matter myself. I can only give you the
advice that others give to avoid the trouble. I think the
common advice is to avoid bringing out a larg-e number at
once. They say that a large number coming out at one
time rnakes so much excitement that the bees rush out of
their hives pell-mell, as if swarming, and then they don't
know enough to get back into their own hives. In a late
number of Gleanings, a writer advises to bring out about
one out of twelve each good day till all are out, setting a
board in front of each entrance as soon as the bees of that
colony have had a good cleansing flight. The idea in this
is to avoid the excitement that occurs when so many are
taken out.
Without advising you to take the course I pursue, I'll
tell you what I do that may possib/y account, for the fact
that I have no trouble when I take out two or three hundred
at a time.

The evening before I think I will take out the bees, I
open wide all cellar doors and windows as soon as it gets
late enough in the day so that the bees will not fly out of
the cellar. Very likely the cellar has been opened up in this

through.
4. Yes, only it is possible you may do as well to let the
bees swarm, and keep the box-hives for swarms another
year.
5. If you give a colony a pure
Italian queen, all the
workers coming from her eggs will be pure Italian, but, of
course, there will be workers there till the progeny of the
former queen have time to die off. It will pay to replace
any very poor queen.

*-»-*

How

to Get Increase of Colonies.

I wish to ask a few questions through the American Bee
Journal about how to get increase of colonies. I now have
20 colonies. I have taken the American Bee Journal for the
past 5 years I also have Cook's " Bee-Keeper' Guide," and
4 volumes of the American Bee Journal in Wood binders,
but cannot find just what I want to fit my case.
I use the lOframe Langstroth hives, and run for comb
honey, extracting only unfilled sections.
There is lots of sweet clover close by, but no other beepasture after maple-bloom until sweet clover. I think that
is why I don't get increase during
maple-bloom, fruitbloom, etc.
;

The

colonies build up fast, get strong, and act like
all of a sudden there is a change
some of
the colonies kill off their drones and show in other ways
that there is no honey to be had. Then for 3 or 4 weeks
they get barely enough to keep them from starving until
the sweet clover comes, about July 1, then they begin to
rush, and then it is too late. I don't want them to swarm,
but want to get them in the supers and keep them so busy
that they will forget all about the swarming, except 2 or 3
strongest colonies which will throw off a great swarm, but
no more for the past 4 years. I have had only 2 to 3 prime
swarms a j'ear. From IS colonies 4 years ago I have 20 colonies now; the losses each year and increase keeps me
about even for the past three years I had an average of
100 pounds of surplus honey from each colony, spring count,

swarming, then

;

;
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sweet clover around here enough to supply

to

7.S

100 colonies.

increase to and still ^et
my averaffc, 100 pounds, sprinp count, the coniinp season ?
think of itt
I will pivc you my plan and see what you
and then toll me a hotter way. I have read up a fjood doa'
on the tiuclcus plan, but do not think 1 would like that it
would take too much time and work. I have some extracted
honey and I propose to buy fjranulatcd sufjar, make a syrup
and mix '4 honey and '4 syrup, and take 10 colonies and
feed them rijjht after maple and fruit bloom all they will
take to stimulate and keep up brood-rcarinfr, and KCt tlum
to swarm naturally before June 1, if possible: then rit;ht
after the first swarm, divide the old colony equally, fjiving'
the most brood and one or two of the best queen-cells to one,
and buy a laying- queen for the other half, lillinp^ both hives
with full foundation frames. But if they don't swarui before June 10 I will divide nearly equally, pivinp the queenless half the most brood and best queen-cells, if any, or buy
a queen for them. I have made some feeders that will hold
about a (juart of syrup (the bees are packed with supers on
the top), and I intend to turn back one corner of the cloth
covering- the frames, put the feeder on and pack around it
so that the bees cannot get in the super (only in the feeder),
which is covered %vith glass so I can see the condition of the
super by lifting the super-cover. The bee-house is made
tight and plastered so that they are not affected with sudden
changes in temperature. The hot sun will not bring them
out until it is warm enough not to chill them.
I have never fed my bees anything yet except to set out
combs or waste honey for the bees to clear up.
1. About how much syrup will a good, strong colony use
up in 24 hours.
2. Would I better fill the feeder, or just give what they
will use every day ?
3. If I divide the old colony after the first swarm, how
long must I leave the queenless half before giving them a
new queen ? or will there be queen-cells enough to give each
part cells?
4. If I divide before June 10, in case of no swarms before then, which would be the most profitable, to let them
rear their own queen, or give them a queen say the queen
costs 75 cents and the honey harvest begins July 1 ?
I

;

—

5. Would it be more profitable to feed the whole 20 colonies, and divide equally June 1, in case of no swarms before then, and feed all that need it until the honey-harvest
6.

3. If the queen is in a provisioned quccn-ca^fc, she may
n-markablc case if there are
be given at once. It will be
not more queen-cells than are m.-eded for both parts.
4. It would probably be ecinomy to buy the queen.
5. I don't know.
It may bo a good plan to operate upon
half, and then you can decide as to what is best for the
.1

Now, how many colonies can

begins

201

?

How many

queen-cells

must

I

half?

Answers. — Answering

leave in the queenless
Illinois.

the questions that are not
numbered, I should say that you can not expect to keep up
the same yield per colony if you increase any at all beyond
the same rate you have had in the past. You may as well
count that when part of your force is devoted to increase it
must take that from yotir crop. But that does not make it
unadvisable to increase, for the loss by increase this year
will be more than made up in the crops of succeeding years.
You say you will feed all the bees will take. You will
probably find that brood-rearing will keep up as well if you
feed a pound or so to a colony each day.
first

Whether your plan of increase would be best under all
circumstances is a question, but one's own plans are generally liked a little better than the plans of some one else, and
are better understood, so you may succeed well with the
plans you mention.
I am just a little afraid about your feeding business.
I don't understand what kind of a feeder you will have that
will allow the bees to come up at one corner of the quilt,
and it is quite possible that it will work quite differently
from what you expect. The sun will not bring the bees out
when it is too cool for them to tly, as you say, but if they
work on the feed you may count on that bringing them out.
it is so cool that the bees will not fly, then it is likely that
Better not
will be too cool for tliem to work on the feed.
feed at all when it is not warm enough for bees to fly.
for your numbered questions:

If
it

future.

One

as good as 20 if it is the best one in
it will not be chilled. But you can
as well as the bees which is host, so it is better to
than one. You will probably have enough so
6.

is

where

in a place

the 20, and
hardly tell

have more
as to use

several.

Having answered your questions, and understanding
that you favor natural swarming, let me suggest a plan
that you might try, at least in one case, to see how you like
it:

Have five colonies built up strong, and about June 1, or
sooner if they are strong enough, take from Xo. 1 a frame
of brood with adhering bees, and the (jueen in an introducing-cage put these in an empty hive, filling out the hive
with frames of foundation, and put in place of No. 2, setting No. 2 on a new stand. Keep the feeder going and No.
1 will start a number of queen-cells, and when the first
young queen is ready a swarm will issue with her. Hive
the swarm on the old stand, set No. 1 in place of No. 3, setting No. ^ on a new stand. A day or two later. No. 1. having been strengthened by the returning bees of No. 3, will
swarm again. Set the swarm in place of No. 1, set No. 1 in
place of No. 4, and set No. 4 in a new place. In a day or so
No. 1 will swarm again, when you will set the swarm in
place of No. 1, putting No. 1 in place of No. 5, and No. 5 in
a new place. Of course, the feeder must be kept going all
the while if there is no pasturage.
;

Transferring Bees from a Log.
Last fall I cut down a white-oak that had in it a colony
of bees they are in a log about 2 or more feet long. As
there were only a few days after I got them that it was fit
for them to be out, I was afraid they lacked honey for the
winter, so I put iioney in the comb on top of the log and
they took in about 4 pounds, or all I gave them. I put them
into the cellar and they seem to be alive at present. The
question is. When and how shall I get them into a hive ?
1 cannot see into them, and know nothingof their condition,
only of late when the day would be warm a few of them
would find their way up the cellar-stairs to the light, and
they at times make considerable noise. This is all I know
;

about them.
also,
The piece of log has in it a regular exit-place
since cutting off, it has a hole in the top and bottom, but I
Wisconsin.
have nailed a board over the bottom.
;

—

Answer. You will do well to leave them in the log till
they swarm. Before that, however, see what part of the
cavity is not occupied by combs, and saw off the log so there
shall be no unoccupied space. Otherwise it is possible they
may go on building more comb and not swarm at all. When
they swarm, if you are anxious for honey, set the swarm on
the old stand with the log close beside it. A week later set
the log in a new place. Two weeks later still, or three
weeks after swarming, drum all the bees out of the log, and
unite them with the swarm, smoking both well. Or, you
may drum the bees out of the log and treat them as a second
swarm. If you are anxious for increase, when the bees
swarm out of the log, hive the swarm and set it in a new
place, leaving the log undisturbed. In eight or ten days
a second swarm may issue, and you can put that on a new
stand, still leaving the log undisturbed. Then you can
leave the log to furnish you more swarms nest year, or you
can drum the bees out three weeks after the issuing of the
When all the bees are drummed out of the
first swarm.
log, you can set it some distance away and let the bees rob
out the honey. Then you can split the log open and melt
the combs.

Now

1.

All the

way from nothing up

to 20

pounds, depending

on circumstances.
2. It will be generally better to give them what will be
used each day, but that also depends somewhat upon conditions and circumstances. Speaking in general terms, during May and June the weather ought to be warm enough
usually to make no trouble if feed is left on all the time, except the trouble that comes from feeding too much.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of SI. 00
for your Bee Journal subscription a /u/l year in advance,

we

will mail

—

you a Wood Binder free

if

you will mention it
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Cutting Foundation for Starters.
This is done for sections after the following
by M. A. Gill, as given in the Bee-Keepers' Review:
style

-.^--•t,,.^

}

We

In the cutting up the foundation, I put ,50
sheets into a box that just flts the sheets of
foundation, but with one end and the top

Minneapolis, Minn.

have tHe Best Goods, Lowest Prices, and Best

SMping

The box has saw-kerfs sawed down
through the sides, at equal distances apart, as
guides for cutting the sheets into five equal

open.
Facilities

In cutting I use a scalloped breadknife dipped in wartn soap-suds; and by a
([uiek, sawing motion, I can, in less than one
minute, have five piles (250) of starters that
are true, and as loose as a pack of cards.
My wife is champion at the filling of supers,
as she will average to fill lOO supers in eight
hours.
parts.

They
nnd have a good pull

Hang

All

Small Pieces of Glass

ings, a small piece of

If

a Bueey. Carriage. Harness or
of your local dealer, you have to hold up all of these fellows,
llie dealer, traveling salesman,
jobber, manufacturer and mechanic,
as they all get a proht out of you. Seems quite
a load to lift, doesn't
It\\ hen you look at the buety it doesn't seem
quite fair that vou
should pay so many profits, does it?
you buy one of our celebrated

U

come

SPLIT HICKORY VEHICLES
we

make our goods and

thim

sell

at

one small

bury

need only the mechanic to
We have

sell

We know this to

This

to try Split

is

opportunity to prove our claims.
It won't cost
Hickory.as we pay freight both ways if you retur n it.

'

Our No. 235.

We furnish

tliis

our genuine

Jonj,'

popular

Tnp Eupgy.

with

distance, dust primf axles,
longitudinal center sprint, superior quick
shifting shaft couplings, best quality split
wheels
hickory
with screws in rims and with

mund edge steel tires, full
ed between each spoke; also our open
quarter inch

lom

—
f

boltbfit-i

ventilated spring cushion, fine quality

douhle

braced,

full

and

full irm
split hickory shafts.for

leather

Write

for

1-

is

be-

common

how

F. A. Salis-

to clean them.

wash-boiler, and places

pails of

immersed

in the solution

of potash.

It is

about ten minutes, when it
is lifted out and soused down into a tub of
water to rinse off the glass, for the photographic film will all have dissolved oil in the

then

.

handsome free catalogue of Split Hickory Buggies,
Carriages. Harness and Saddles. It is free.

left there for

solution.

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. COMPANY.
Station 6,

Glean-

fitted

water and a pound package
of Babbitt's potash. After the water comes
to a slow boil, he is ready to place the glass in.
But instead of immersing it in bulk in every
shape imaginable, it must be placed on wooden
racks so that the water can get at both surfaces
of eadi light of glass. For that purpose he
uses a pine board 3 inches wide, and just long
enough to go inside of the wash-boiler. Into
this he drives S-penny casing nails about }-^
of an inch apart, zigzag, the entire length,
and deep enough so they will stand up 1%
Wooden handles are nailed on to
inches.
each end. The lights of glass are now stood
up on edge between the nails, and the whole

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

you a cent

Gleanings

uses a

two

in it

one an>-where near as good for the price we ask for them.
be true and want >vT,i to kn.w it and that is the reason

Z^^^ri^'l^
that you may have ample

into play for this purpose.
tells in

"He

profit toourselves.

for dealer, traveling salesman or jobber.
Split Hickory Vehicles
are sold only by us direct. Your dealer cannot
sell you one at any price

nor can he

in

wood being

tween the pieces of glass so as to cover up
the edges of the sections, and the glass of
old negatives discarded by photographers

..J

of us direct, you cut off three profits, as

Shipping-

These have been recommended

TOGETHER
you buy

no use

in

Cases,

"To

expedite the work, three wooden racks

for holding glass are made: and if one works
right he can take 50 every 5 minutes, and
have 2 minutes' rest out of each 5. When the
rack is taken out with the glass it is set on
the inverted boiler-cover and carried over to
the tub. This catches the drip.

Cincinnati, 0.

^^mrAcri/MK

Comb
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writinE.

G.

Foundation for Swarms.

M. Doolittle makes

a

plea for utilizing

wax that is already secreted by a swarm
when it issues. He says in The American Bee-

the

NOTICE
THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY have

a Branch Store at 10 Vine

PHILADELPHIA,

Keeper:

St.,

PA.,

steamboat connections -with Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
and low freight-rates.
As this is a main branch, order from any catalog or quotations given
from Medina.
Also booking orders for healthy ITALIAN BEES shipped this month. Full
colonies, 8 frames and queen, S6.flO. Wholesale rates on application.

Where they have

Ple«

direct

Mention the Bee Journal lJv%"rSr?^f..

When the prime swarm issues, they go
forth, as a rule, with wax already secreted in
their wax-pocl<ets, so that they may at once
commence to build combs in their new home,
if the new home is already supplied with
the neces ary combs this wax is wasted,
or, what is often the case, worse than wasted,
it being added to the foundation already in
the sections, so that instead of drawing out
the side-walls of the foundation they build
with their own wax the cells of the combs,
thus leaving the foundation in the sections
the same as it left the mill. This causes the
grumbling we have heard so much about, regarding the " fishbone " in section honey.
Now, where I hive swarms on full combs, or
frames filled with foundation, I use only starters in the sections, and find that the bees will

and
all

To malie cows pay. ase Sharpies Cream Separators. Boob
Business Dairying" at Cat. '.212 free. W.Chester.Pa

—

—
March

:

;
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buiUl Iho combs In the sections whilii tlmy aru
drawing out th« fouiidiitioii Inflow, ami tliiiH
'« madn.
Hut, as a r-iiUi, unless w<*
pi-efer- In (111
are very sliort in tlie family,
the sei'tioiis witli foundation, tlnit I uuiy Inive
handsome, Halat)Ui sections of Intney, jiiid use
only slartci'H of fourulntion in ttu^ franu^s Ix;low, luivinj; the starters in tlie frtimes, say
from one to otui and one-lialf iiudms wide;. Hy
so few
contracting^ tlie Ijrood-cliarnlier to
frames tliat a part of tlie swarm is forced at
onee into tlie sections, the l>ees j^o to work
there storin;^ honey and drawinj^ out the
foundation, while during the same time they
build all strai^^hl worker-comh in tin; frames,
£0 that by the time the frames below an^ lllled
with comb and brood the sections will be

a savin^r

203

Headquarters

i

completed also. In tliis way tliere is
detraction from tlie amount of si^'t.ion
honey, so far as I can see; and we have
worker-eoinbs built that are nearly or ijU'te
as perfect as those frtnu foundation.

--POR-

tlierinomcU^r for t«itlinK

nlioulU \m\i: a

Mine

tliu

an ordinary tliftrtiioiiKjliT tcru'li-cl ij|i to U2I) <lc(?r(;(ts. 1 look lljc M!al«,
wlHi k'li'^'- iiilached, out of ttii' friitiii: anil raitc,
imncliiMl
liole in tlie upper of tlic niHtiil
tiMnpi;riiiwri'.

Ih

ii

a Mrlnif lonfC enouifli so the bull) of the
lliiiriiioMjitir will ritach nearly to the liotlom
of can. til' tliu other end of the btrini; to a
itttacli

BeekeeDers
Root's

SuDDlies

Goods

at

Root's
Factory
Prices

reach across the U>\t of the cans
thcrinoniel«r In the honey.
Homy will hi' perfcclly liijuld and flow freely
at I-'li de;rrii;B, but if to be lx)ttled and kept
lii|uid it is no doubt lx;8t to heat It to 180 deHere Is the cost of my apparatuii 1
(irees.
can Wi:
I can 40e;
paid blackMoith for valve
and work iWc; thcrmomotcr IHJc total ?1.!)0.
y\'u-M tliHl will

drop

iind

thii

:

;

;

nearl,v

no

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
•The freights from Cincinnati are the

Influence of Nurse-Bees.
C. A. Olmstead says in the Bee-keepers'
Review that he thinks the longevity and usefulness of a bee
nurse-bees,

is

hut not

greatly intluenced by the
its

color,

same for THE SOUTH, TENNES.SEE, KICNTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

temper and

other general characteristics. He gives the
following interesting experiment:

No. 2 consisted of yellow Italians,
and were the meanest, ugliest bees I ever saw.
No. 14 was one of my old black stock, some
I have had for 15 years, and is hard to equal
for industry and gentleness; I never used a
veil nor hat, and only a little smoke.
I changed places with these queens, putting
the one from No. 2 in No. 14, and that from
No. 14 in No. 3. From that time the brood
from the cross queen was nursed by the gentle
bees of No. 14 and as soon as there were
enough of those yellow ones to set up shop
they were ready to defend it against man or
beast; and, as time rolled on, the once gentle
blacks were found following their example,
and often stung me.
Colony No. 2 was the cross Italian to which
had been given the gentle black queen. As
her bees began to hatch and mingle with the
yellow ones, they were inclined to fly up, and
often stung when handled; and some might
think it due to being nursed by the cross bees,
as they were stirred up nearly every day while
caring for the brood, but, hold on now, I took
out a frame of this brood just before it
hatched, and put it in a colony of Albinos,
the gentlest bees I ever saw, and when (Iml
brood hatched, the bees were very gentle and
showed all the old-time trails of their strain.
Being nursed by those cross bees did not affect
t'(jlony

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

Golden Italians,
Red Clover Oueens, and Cakniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog'.

Orders taken for Queens

WEBER,
W. CINCINNATI,

C. H.

in

tlif h'a>i1.

WOOD

Twelve ounce cold rolled copper
tankfi; hydro-safety lamps; climax
jsalety heater -.corni prated wafer reir*

and the best system of heating and ventilation is what makes
iilator,

Sure llateli Iii<-iibatorn hnU-hbnre.
>niinon 8cnHe Kroodern take goo.i care
Our free cats! rueconUiinB hundredsof actualpbotografilifi of the Sure (latch at
of honest i«>iiUryinforiiialion
Y' n oozhl to have
if liiliech'cUB.

work and

la fall

Let DB send

It.

it

to you.

Write at once, aHtlressiDg nearept bousa.

Sure Hatch lacubatorCo.,ClayCeater,NebMorColiiinbas.O.

flease mention Bee Journal -wtien writing,

SYVEET

CLOVER

And Several Other

CloveF Seeds.

We

have made arranfrements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

Liquefying Candied honey.
Miller gives his plan in the Progressive Bee-Keeperas follows:
S. E.

have purchased two lard-cans, such as are
usually kept for sale in.a general store; the
smaller one holds about six gallons and the
larger one about ten gallons. By placing the
smaller one inside of the larger one, it leaves
a space of about 4I4 inches all around. I
took these to the blacksmith, who can also
handle a soldering-iron, and had him join the
cans together by means of braces in such a
way that the bottom of the smaller can was
about li._, inches above the bottom of the
larger one, and a space between the two as
mentioned above.
I was unable to find a
honey or molasses gate in the town, so I had
the blacksmith use a steam valve with two
sections of pipe attached, thus forming an
I

elbow.

Slls

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

$.75
90
1 iX)

1.00

Alfalfa Clover

80

10ft
$1.40
1.70
1.8)
1.90
1.40

2S11S

$3.25
4.00
4 25
4.50
3.25

SOB)
J6 00
7.£0

800
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

On

section of the pipe was passed
through the outer can into the inner one, very
close to the bottom, and securely soldered to
both.
In short, it is a can within a can, with
a space all around the inner one to contain
water and a valve for drawing the honey from
the inner can. Fill the inside can with honey
and the space between with water, set it on
top the stove and let boil until readv to draw

page

in 1886.

22^ of the American Bee Journal

for 1901. you give the amount as 40 tons; when
in fact the whole amount was less than 19
Canadian tons; or a little less than 17 English
tons,
(the English ton is 2240 pounds, as
all

know).

he remembered by some that a few
it was stated
in Gleanings that the
amount was 40 tons.
Feeling that that error
will

years ago

should be corrected

I took the liberty to do so
in that paper. Then at the Buffalo convention,
held in August, 1897, again the amount was
given out as 40 tons.
These erroneous state-

ments may be responsible for your heavy

fig-

It may be that the correction I made in
Gleanings escaped the notice of some.
Before the honey was staged, all the invoices
but one or two were in the hands of our secretary, and I gave him the missing figures.
Then
each exhibitor's exhibit was placed by itself,
and the packages were compared with and
checked off from the invoices.
And as I had

ures.

sent in to the

Government

officials

the

amount

before I left home, as I had to do. we knew
that not one pound more was to follow.
Now, Mr. York, to settle this matter of
amount of honey beyond all doubt, I refer you
to the British Bee Journal, page 604, Dec. 30,
1886. I also enclose a statement from Mr. W'm.
Couse, secretary Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association
proof enough, I hope, to convince you
that you are in error in quoting 40 tons.
There was a difference of opinion as to
the amount of honey we should take; some
said so tons, and some 100 tons, but principally
through tlic poor crop taken that season the
amount settled down to about 19 tons; but,
after all, it was a very creditable exhibit indeed,
of which everv Canadian bee-keeper ought to
have felt proud.
Ontario, Canada, March i.
S. T. Pettit.

—

[We

wish to thank Mr. Pettit for calling our
matter, and only regret that
he did not do so long ago.
We simply were
misled, else the 40-ton statement would not have
We can see no
appeared in our columns.
reason for the wrong statement going out in
the first place; and then for us to aid in repeating it- well, we would not have been guilty
attention to this

—

on the misrepresentation had we
remembered ever hearing the correct or itj-ton
amount.
But we are always glad to aid in
setting matters in their true light, and always
helping

of

desire

One

to

publish

the

exact

truth

concerning

everything we undertake to say anything about,
if

it

is

possible

to

get

at

the

real

facts.

Editor.]

A
a

Please mention Bee Journal wh.on writing,

Virginia Report.

began the season of 1901

witli 42 colonies,
had
spring count, and increased to 65.
very poor season, generally speaking, the
weather being too wet the fore part of the season.
The bees did well at the start, as we have
plenty of sugar maple for them to gather
when the locust bloomed
pollen from, but
I

off.

According to those who have had experience in bottling honey, we should not heat it
to above 160 to 180 degrees F., therefore we

London, England,

It

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal vrhen writing,

CALIFORNIA RED

I
desire to direct your attention to an error under which you are laboring, in regard to the weight of the honey sent
by the Ontario Hce-Kecpers' Association to the
C. E. I. Exhibition held in South Kensington,

we

OHIO.

2U6-214vS Central Ave.,

;

them

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.

A Correction of an Old Matter.
Editor York —

We
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vJur INew Catalog,
o'
J.

^

name and address and one

will be mailed

describing and listing tl ^°^^* ^'"^ of
i^,lS£'.^'S5.
""'*'*' "' .^U'^ilfL?^*'^
pRs- syppLiEs^rin the world, is ready. If vou
have not been receiving
annually, send us your
r'^.^rT'e ";>'<; ^r^;,^ '."«?/ T,?^

BEE-KEEP-

'

'

'

^
G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Wateptown, Wis,

FREE

vou

March

*"• *"** * ^°- "">» East Washington St
Indianapolis, Ind.
AGENCIES: ^^^"^'^KJ^L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fred W. Muth i Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah; Colorado
Honev-Producers"
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand
Robert Hallev, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.: Junnction, Colo.Abbott St
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent: Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.-E,
F C -^
Erkel' SIS
1st Ave., N.E, Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle,
Wash.
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The MUTH'S SPECIAL

a " Cracker
are absolutely warp-proof. We know because we are practical.
Our illustrated catalog; explains it all. You can
have one by asking-. Not a hive left over from last

Jack."

yes. sir

COVER

dovetail hive

is

BOTTOM-BOARD

and

_^^^^^^^^^^^_
^"""^^^"^^"^^^^
season. We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BUCKEYE STRAIN
of 3-BANDERS and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents
each;
6 for S4.00.

27, 1902.

was too wet, and tliey got no honey from
that source, and the same way when white
clover
bloomed, and also when
the linden
bloomed, but later in the fall we got some
nice honey from golden-rod and wild aster.
I'he bees gathered suthcient stores for winter
so that we did not have to feed any.
got about 3000 pounds of comb honey, for
It

We

which we found ready sale near home.
Taking our situation as a whole 1 think
our locality a good one for bee-keeping; wc
rarely ever have a complete failure.
We
winter our bees on the summer stands, and
rarely lose any; and if we do lose any it
is by some other cause, not cold weather.
We have had what we call a severe winter
for our locality, but at mv place the mercury has not been as low as zero, but it has
been cold and wintry since Nov. 15, and today (March 5) it is snowing; it began last
night, and the snow is about 10 inches deep,
and still coming down, but I do not think it
will stay long on the ground, as the season
1'. I. Huffman.
is too far advanced.
Rockbridge Co., \'a.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FRED W. MUTH

Front an

CO.,

Walnut

Bees Winteping All Right.

Sts..

C1NCI^NATI, OHIO.

My

bees are wintering all right in the
have no
put in 63 colonies.
I
I
The cellar is
in wintering my bees.
8x10 feet. I use the Langstroth 8-frame hive,
loose top and bottom, and pack them one
on top of the other 5 high. I hive the
had only 13
I
swarms on the old stands.
swarms from 50 colonies last year, and over
I have sold it at home
a ton of comb honey.
L. C. Green.
for 15 and 16 cents a pound.
cellar

TO

Make Crops Grow
Drouth.
in Spite of

The man who has succeeded

H.W

in solving this problem is
Campbell
He
not a theorist, but has put his plan into practical operation
Last year he
raised forty bushels of corn to the acre on his farm in Western
Kansas when his
neighbors had a complete crop failure. Mr. Ccmpbell is a rcBular
contributor

IS

;

trouble

Winnebago

Co.,

Iowa,

March

4.

to

THE

A Report

TWENTIETH CENTURT
FARNER

the

This yearitivill publish articles by him which no farmer can afford
to miss. Farmers who hove
leenlouowiiiijh.s plan have been riising big crops every year in
spite of ilrouth.
has just published a manual of soil culture which fully explains his methods. Mr. Campbell
This readable
v.ume. together »ith six months trial subscription to The Tueiitlelli Century
Fuiiuer
"^i
wdl besent on receipt of hfty cents.

The Twentieth Century Farmer.

15-I4

Farnan^

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

This

a good time

is

wax. We are paying
28 cents a pound

—

CASH—

1902— Bee-Keepers'

Suoplies

!

We can furniBh you with The A. I. Root Co'8
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
eave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19<lii catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please meutiou Bee Journal
whea writing advertisers.

Marshfleld
specialty is

&

146 Erie

„_

50 EGG SHE.
^30 DAYS TRIAL:

CO., 144

St.,

Chicago,

sale.

111.

200 EGG SIZE

[i^L"

BUUKEVEINCB.CO.,

Satisfaction puaraut«ed

no

SPRINGFIEIO, 0.

I

'

A2M

years

business,

Windsor

Co., Vt.,

March

13.

Bees Doing Well.
bees are doing well. I think. They seem
strong, and are gathering pollen almost every
day when it does not rain. There have not
been more than 30 days all together, but what
they have been Hying; they are quite strong.
was looking at them, and they were in
I
between all the combs, and all seemed to have
plenty of honey. I did not take the frames out,
but could see sealed honey where the bees were
not in the wav.
have had quite a good deal of rain
lately, and it is raining to-night, and the wind
has been blowing very hard all day.

My

We

B

years lUe best.

24

Send

for Circular.

T. F.

Siskiyou Co., Cal.,

Smokers

BINGHAM,

Parwell, Mich.

MannfactBrip g Company.

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.

Hease mention Bee Journal when writina

Have You Seen Our Blue

Cat-

alofr? ';"j,';"^i,"»l'l patfesj describes EVERYTHING
fN
APIARY.
at the
pr.ce.s.
Alternatiuff hives and Feruuson 5.upers. Sent FREE;
lanks from ijalv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

four

not

W. H.

INGHAM'S PATENT

BASSWOOD is the right kind for them. "We have a full line of BEESUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
Wisconsin

is

to send in your Bees-

for best yelor 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Our

Omaha. Neb.

St..

of Last Season.

since I commenced
the first 2 years being nearly a
failure, but I think now I can do better.
Last spring I started with 4 colonies, increased to 9, and took 300 sections of nice
comb honey, and my bees had plenty of honey
when I put' them into the cellar. They appear
to be wintering well.
I
use a hive of my own make, which I
think is a very good kind for comb honey.
Geo. W. Davis..
It

NEEDED

KRETCHMER MFG. CO

,

THE

BEST (foods
write for

it.

box gO, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

& Ouran, Council

Bluffs, lowu: Chas.
12Ei;<.t

Please Mention the Bee Journal iJ^^rSSrsF..

March

ROSEBROOK.

:i.

Some Canadian Suggestions.
asked me the other day how' to prefrom going through the
veiit a small queen
1 told him to feed her on
metal honey-board.
her plenty of water to
give
apples
and
dried
drink.
Was that right?
What I want to suggest is this: I have read
so often where valuable queens have been
ruined by transit thro|.igh the mails. Why not
send such queens by carrier-pigeon? I understand that carrier-pigeons will return home
immediately when tlicy get their liberty^ several
hundred miles. And liy ui^ing 2 or 3 pigeons a
queen cnuld be sent 1000 miles or more. For
illustration, say that I want a queen from
Chicago.
I get a pigeon, send it to Detroit;
have a jiarty there to get another and send it
to Chicago;
the second pigeon would be held
by the party in Chicago long enough to give
the party in Detroit notice just when the
pigeon would be released, and the party in
Detroit hold the queen long enougli to give

A man

me notice; and so on.
Where it is convenient, cheap queens might
be sent a few hundred miles in the same way.
Has anyone ever tried the above way of transportation? If so, let us hear from him;
if
not. and no one cares to try it, I think I will
try it the coming season.
I
would like to suggest to some one who
hn9. a cream separator,
and also keeps bees
and produces extracted honey, to extract

:

March
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some the same rlay that the hccs gather it,
and run it lluoutfh the ttcparator just to
.sec
the thick hom-y run out of one spoul
while the water inns out of the other.
\\ f
mean
h.'ivf
h.-ol
.1
very (try winter
I
a tiry atmosphere.
The bees seem to have wintered well so fai
tliey had a good ihght about

Buflin^ton

;

I-'cbruary

wliich

2$,

sprinK opens.
Ontario, Canri'l.i,

A
Every day during March
and April we shall sell

About

U

colonies,

.so

swarming

fall

for

surplus secured last year;
count, and all alive now.
j years.
W. U. iluKT.

Cass Co., Mo., March

Cheap Tickets
To The
Northwest
Montana, Utah, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and N.W.Wyoming
Our fast
St. Paul,

train service

from Chicago to
and Denver,

makes
to the regular Pullman
the Burlington Route the most comcars,

EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agent C. B. & Q. Ry.
Chicago.

licu

t

week Monday they were out
strong and seemed all right.
We have a market right at home for all
the honey we have to spare.
But we never do
to

fly,

but

without

it

Mildland

last

ourselves for the sake of selling it.
R. T. Clason.
Co., Mich., March 6.

this

Diego

Co.,

bees

sent

Calif.,

Feb.

19.

Mr.

Porter are species
of Anthophora.
These are long-tongued, robust
bees that look in a general way like male
honey-bees or drones.
They are Solitary
bees, and so will never be of any vise in
bee-keeping.
T*hey v^rork on
flowers^ and
like all bees feed their young on pollen.
Thus
they hie away to fields and orchards for
both nectar and pollen.
liy

Like all bees, they are valuable in pollinating flowers and rendering fruit-trees and
vegetables more fruitful.
They will serve

.

.

spread pear-blight even if all the bees are
banished from the pear-orchards.
These can
not be pushed away, and will prove ample
to inoculate with blight, but far from enough

to

to pollinate the blossoms.

— A.

Cook.]

J.

Not a Bee-Subjeet.
"A

horse

never was a colt," is what
Mr. Hasty claims to have in his possession
(page 1.5:;;. Is It possible that he has made a
mistake?
or has my old dictionary "gone
wrong" in the definition of a colt? It says a

There is the name and the trade
Imark which guarantees to you all
Ifhe purity, general excellence,
reUability of the famous

and

"young horse." Wonder if Hasty 's
never a "young horse."
A. K. WiLLCUTT.
Hampshire Co., Mass., March 8.

|,-<j

Iv

WATKINS' REMEDIES.

An Experience

They are fitted to every reijuirenient of the
home and leave little to be desired in the

of trtatinent of human iUs lor either
temporary or permanent relief. Of special
me it because of its wide rang^e of uses, is

way
I

our Walknit*' Vficctuble Anoilyiio 1-lulment. Thousands of our patrons use it
daily for both internal and external purposes.
It is unexcelled in treatment of
Diarrlioen, Iljseiilpry,
folds, CoiiKhs, CwHp,
Indlgi'stluri,
i'uiR,
Kruibt>h,
I'holiTa Murhus,
or
It is equally trood tor
Biirii's, clc.
beast. Be ready to take tliem in the start.
There is no telling how much trouble, money
itself,
this
foresi^rht
lite
save
even
or

man

may

irtor any reason we should nothavea
salesman in your comniuniLy, write-to us direct and we will see that you are supplied.
rgr|"
YOU. Send us your name on
rllkk a postal card and we will send you
a free copy of our Watkins' Home Doctor
nnd Cook Book. 100 pa^es full of helpful
hints, recipes, farm, trarden and home infor-

you.

TO

Write at i.nc.'and a'lilrcss
J. R. WATKINS MEDICAL CO.,

mation.

THE

10 Liberty

St.,

that

colt IS a
liorse was

,

WINONA. MINN.. U.S. A.

Please meutloti Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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of

witii Bees.

am

a merchant and have a general store
in a small town in Oneida county, N. Y.,
and carry a general line of merchandise. 1
have been keeping a few bees as a side-line
to my business, having had a few colonies for
the past 10 years. But I never had any success
with bees until I got a 'bee-book, and subscribed for the American Bee Journal, which
have taken for nearly a >e
1
but of the
two 1 would prefer the Journal but would
say to any one who keeps bees he should have
both.
Last winter I had 2 colonies which I wintered in the cellar; and they came out in the
spring rather weak, and in April I purchased
2 more colonies in old hives, for $2.75 per
colony.
They took to swarming, the first
swarm coming out May 22. They kept on
I

1

swarming
told.

I

through June until I had 18, all
did not know enough about the beeall

STROMGESr
MADE, BullChlcken-

Uuht.

rM9t9Anw0
r*
Si

rUeK.

htrniiK'.
S"1<1 to tlif Kjirrnt-rat
Kiilly

*V

nrrfintt-d.

was

hiving

one

you could have
last summer.
Just
swarm, another one
if

MhoU.»l»

'utalO(( i're©,

Please mention the Ree Journal.

47Dtf

Queens you

slioiild

Have

Does blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding the queens ofifered— not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
giving last season an average yield as
follows
Honey-Qathering:.
102 lbs. extracted and 68 lbs. comb honey per
colony besides increase and stores for winter.

Quality of

"Man!

Comb-Honey Produced.
It

would dazzle you."— Wra. Envoy,

Ontario Government Inspector of Apiaries.

Wintering Qualities.

Up to the present (January 30j I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
—always perfectly quiet. They are wintering
perfectly.— Frank T. Adams, Brantford, Canada,
General Commendation.

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying' a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season ihey gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase, tilad you
are going into theqneen-business, and are going
to join the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 365 colonies).
S. T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: ''The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you, and they are grand bees."

Prices of Queens.
They are duty free to the United States.
Tested, $2.tX» each; $10.00 for 6; $18 00 per dozen.
Untested until July 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.*X) per dozen. Same after July 1st, $1.00e.ich;
$5.50 for 6; or $10iX» per dozen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selected tested queens are offered.
Every one has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans, r'ure Italian and Carnioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Address,

Bow Park
9DSt

R. F.

HOLTERMANN.

Limited, Brantford, Ont., Canada
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Co.

,

JUST A WORD.
Any

of our full line of Carriages

where on

and Bii^^es sent any-

30 Days' Free

Trial.

Hnw

can we do this? Because we
manufacturein our own factory all
we^ell. Oetoneof our free
nion<'v saving catalogues.

veliit ie5

Co., Station 33, Kalamazoo,

issued.

(

tOLLtl) SFUINIi FESt-'UrO.,
Box H\t
WlDChe»Ur, Indiana, L. B. A.

swarm
I

Im Itna
Florin, 1*a.

\u %\\\rt or ii^i.^i^

UUEIUKU.

Kalamazoo Carriage^. Harness Mfg.

as

In f.'.l^n,

Mention the American Hee Journal.

business to increase my little apiary any other
way, so I was very much pleased when a

You would have laughed
seen me one hot June day

1

\»rlrtlr. ;t roaltr/i
Many Mnia U>
af ^1-

Home Market

have only i..; colonics of bees.
I think
tliey
have wintered well so far, and they
There have
sccni to be in good condition.
ccn only a few days warm enough for ihem

[I'ne

giving particulars.

¥

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE

We

San

and convenient way to the
Northwest. Ask you nearest ticket
agent about it or write me for a folder
fortable

^'lea.se ineiitioii

Wintering" Well-Good

day mail you 2 bees, dead, of
course.
I should judge from the description
they resemble Apis dorsata, but haven't they
a fine reach?
In those bees 1 think I see
the ideal of those long-tongued venders in the
east.
If you do not object, you can give
me the name of these bees through American liee Journal.
Edward Porter.

—

per colony, with new fence fieparatinif Nuners,
hi Hccliontt, and foundation Btarters. Or, if preferred, 5 full combt* and 2 empty frames for extracted honey, including' upper «t<trv.
C. KENDKJ, NapervMIe. III.
IJAlt

51l)Mt

I

and our system of Reclining Chair
Cars (seats free) and Tourist Sleeping
Cars only $6 for a double berth
Chicago to Pacific Coast in addition

P. S.

8.

Species of Anthophora.

Billings, Mont.,

—

until

Au'AU'iii.

J,
ro.

4H colonies of been, moHlly Italian, on 10 jfood
I'rice, {5.i^J0
in ifoo<l LanifHtrotta hiveH.

combH

Brief Report.

crop

J4

them

satisfy

will

March

FOR SALE

|

Mich.

(/*:,)neertofth^ Fret Trirt! P(<in)

Please mention Bee journal "when 'wrltin&
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issued and started for the woods, and as I
did not wish to lose any swarms I started
on a chase after them, all bundled up with
my bee-regalia on. I kept up with them for
nearly hali a mile, until I had to climb over
Then
a stone wall, when I lost sight of them.
returned, with the perspiration streaming
I
down into my boots. These 2 swarms issued
from the same hive about one hour apart.
Why did they not all come out in one swarm,
both being large swarms ? I doubled some
of the smaller colonies up after the honey
season, so I had 14 colonies that I put into
the cellar last November.
I placed all
the new swarms in 8- frame
Langstroth hives. I have just been in the cellar to examine
alive and with

them
plenty

found
honey

and
of

them
except

DAYS FREE TRIAL
\30
You donot know what you
do
an
can

Ini-ubator until

mer

3

stands.

only 2 or 3 colonies in a place by
some farmer who does not half care for them.
There is an abundance 01 white clover here
which lines the roadsides and pastures.
F. E. Castle.
Oneida Co., X. Y., March i.
10

Box

*io

Newton. Iowa.

when

-WTitiiig.

WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...
D. J.

BLOCHBK,

Pearl City,

III.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spendiajf tbe winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

BLOCKER, Denbeigh,

N.

Dak.

4Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.
Please mention Bee journal "whon "writing.

In the bee-busutess "some are born great,
grctitness
imust upon tuem.
others liave
'I'ne
bees were inrust upon me, tiiat is, a
swarm t;ame and settled on a .ilac-DUsn in
my tront yard, August 5, i6gg. i now have
9 colonies in my cellar in Uanzenbaker hives.
1 see tlie question is asked,. "Do oees near.''"
If they do, 1- should think that some one who
is good with the microscope might find their
I'ney seem to have good, large eyes,
ears.
anyway.
D. M. Hanson.
Marathon Co., Wis., March 7.

Loss in Cellar-Bees— Tongue-Reaeh
looking over the back numbers of
the -American jjce Juurndi, i louna a promise
auove my name 10 rcpuit later un, matiers
relerred to tiierein (.see -.Marcii 28, lyoi, page
204).
xiaving swept up what seemed to me an
excessive amount or dead bees, 1 began witli
the middle ot January to measure and record
amount, and l nnd by reierring to ttie
ttie
memorandum that irom the 70 colonies, from
Jan. 10 10 April j. oj qud. is u., u-,-vi ..^.->
were swept up and 32 hives were spotted,
and here X hnd the memorandum detective;
1 failed to note how many ot tlie 70 colonies
came out alive, and buUt up into good shape
But they did better than
for the honey-rlow.
supposed they could. 1 think about 10
I
died, but many of the 70, as well as those
outside, were rather weak in bees.
If you will reter on page 469, for July 12,
1890, you will find that lor joo colonies for
4 months in the cellar, Prof. A. J. Cook says,
"from 2 gills to 4 quarts;" G. M. Doolittle,
"from a peck to one bushel ;" Dadant &
Son, "half a bushel or more;" C. C. Miller,
"perhaps a bushel," Eugene Secor, "two bushThis estimate is on 4 months for 1 00
els.''
colonies, while the 83 quarts from 70 colHad
onies is on!y a little over 2^/2 months.
the time been 4 months and with 100 colthe
same death-rate
onies instead of
70,
would have made a total of almost 6 bushels.
Do you wonder that i f«'lt blue?
Now as fo the length of tongue-reach of
the bees,
the
measurements were in onehundredths of an inch, and I found some as
short as 17-100, placing the points of the
mandible even with the base line, then stretch
the tongue full length and let it contract what

While

"l!!!\!?.?8i»
"ALL RIGHT
means
we
anywhere
Thii

would as it lay on the rule, under the
and then count tlie looth marks. The
of my colonies showed
to
223/3
19
looths.
I
shall continue to investigate
and
try to have others measure bees from the
same hives and compare notes.
The year 1901 was cool and extremely wet
in the spring; all the early bloom w.as full
of nectar.
Clover came out tine and gave a
grand flow until the drouth came on, when
we had a month without any tlow. Drones
were all killed, and but little brood.
With
the later rams came a go* id (low from h<:irtsease, etc., which continued tintil frost, giving
the bees abundant stores for winter and leavit

glass,

most

17

that

our «0 EitB
**A11 ICIeht"

^-hij)

Copper

i aiik

Incubator on

JFORTY
DAYSFREETRIAL
rani^l charpe
j

#H.0O for it only when
the cut-comer Is eatislled. Absolutely the best 60 egrg machine on the
market at any price. .Send for our
free poultry book, "All KiKht."

(Western orders shtpped trom

CLAY PHELPS mCUBATOR

The

CO.,

STATION

6.

I^ea

MoiDee,la.

CINCIKNATI, 0.

Em erson Binder.

This Etnerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; ;or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing- to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.

.

and

;i

ITALIAN QUEENS aadthe

D. J.

Bees.

ing us nearly 2 tons for our trouble.
We have 98 colonies in the cellar

17,

Please -n^ntion Bee Journal

miles,

How He Began With

is

Hawkeye incubator Go.

I

There are not many bees kept here within

with

Here

it.

J

L

all

which I think are just about out,
had a quantity of sections that were
about 2-3 full, I took the covers off and set
these sections right over the cluster, and they
went to eating it at once.
As
I think this is a good locality for bees.
a rule they can be taken from the cellar about
the middle of April and placed on their sum-

try

wlii.h \vosrT].l<.n thirty davs- frt-e ti iul. It
ha^ ;(11 uurliite iinpruveineiits. ihree walls,
pati-nt cupper pipe heating system, safety
lamp, nursery, perfect regulator, etc. Catalogue free. Send 10c for book and a year's J
subsrription to leading pool/
try paper.

colonies

and as

vi.'U

HAWKEYE INCUBATOR

144

&

GEORGE W. YORK &
146 Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

March

27, 1901.

—

—
March
thcin.

If

don't
quito

mind
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I)itc,

bce-sting.

do

I

a
I

scarcely

hurts

it

at

all.

WiseHan's
Wagon.

I

much

as a Jersey m^•^
swells m. re luan h.'
wnnM
I
have K"ttcn over that.
with a colony of my hces than

stinn as

and the

latter
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i

rather work
ii
n.
tii
with an oldj cross,
My hces know my voice; that has heen
After
they had gone
proven in two instances.
into the hive for the night, at one hive was
times
'I'wo liilTerent
a hibiscus in hloom.
some of my friends and I were standing hy
tlie hive and the plant looking at the flowers,
and the liive was not touched; the hecs came
1
talk to
out on the alight ing-l>(^)ard thick.
everything I have; my pigeons are so tame
they will fly on me when 1 go in where lliey
Sarau Gkiffitii.
arc.
Cumberland Co., X. J., l-'ch. j6.

have given a m-w lease uf life to IhouHands of
old wagons. Tlipy can be had in any desired
height, and any width of tire up to h inches.
Willi a set of these wheels you can in a few
minutes have cither a high or a low-down

CONVENTION NOTICES.

by skilled workmen of best selected materialwhite hickory axlep, steel wheels, steel liouuds,
Guaranteed to carry 4000 lbs. Here is the
etc.

Chicago.— The next meetlag of the Chicago
Association will

Bee- Keepers'

be held

in

the

Briggs House, Chicago^ April 3, l'>02. afternoon
and evening. A full attendance is desired, as
important business comes before the Associalion.
Let all come and enjoy a good social
time, and banquet in the evening; SO cents a
plate.
The ladies are especially invited to be
present, and bring their fathers, husbands and
brothers. Dr. C. C. Miller has promised to be

Herman

present.

Moork,

F.

its

annual convention

the City

in

ing convention.

All are invited.

desired

It is

form an exchange for the protection and benCome and aid a good
efit of our bee-keepers.
cause. It is expected that every county will be
to

represented.
E. S. LovESY, Pres.

B. Fagg, Sec.

J.

BEES FOR SALE

I

50 good, heavy colonies in S-frame. dovetailed hives, well painted
most of the bees
show Italian markings. Prices: Single colony,
?6.00; 5 or more, $5.50 each. They are located
wiihin 12 miles of Kankakee, 111. Can be
shipped April I. Address,
;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

A

14(5

Erie Street,

CHICAGO,

-

waifon

itself.

E.LEGTRIG

wagon. THE ELECTRIC HANDY

Chicago, March

Our

^l\\[s

WABOM

is

made

wagon that will save money for you, as it lasts
almost forever. Our catalog describing the uses
of these wheels and wagons sent free. Write
for

Electric Wheel Co., Box

it.

i

>ltINC V,

16,

IlMNOIS.

Chicago,

12A2t

111.

t
I

It

you care to know of

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

and

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

per annum.

330

Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Gal.
-

AA

— There

in

continued de-

Cincinnati, March 6.— The raarkct in extracted honey is (^ood with prices lower. Amber, for nianufacturinjf purposes, brintf-. from
5}-if«>6!4c: better (grades iromlK^^c, Fancy comb
to sell at

Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a long- time.
Kancy white comb, ISf&loc; No. 1, 15c; dark
and buckwheat, 13@14c. Extracted, buckwheat,
Beeswax, 30c.
H. R, Wright.

6c.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTiting

—

Where

to Buy Seeds. Many seed catalogs are a disapointraent. Too often a gorgeous exterior simply covers poor paper and
worse printing, to say nothing of the extravagant language used in exploiting some alleged novelty. The Bucltbee catalog is a different kind of a book. True, it has a handsome cover, but it is only in keeping with the
unusually high character of the inside pages
which are printed on fine, highly finished
book paper which makes a beautiful and readable page.
If this was Mr. Buckbee's first
year in business instead of his 26th, this catalog would give him a great start. As it is, it
will make hitn thousands of new customers
and friends. To be one is to be the other.

Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains pood. Market rang'es as fol-

Fancy white, in cartons, 15fg>16c; A No.
No. I, 13(a'14c; honey in glass-front
about
one cent less. Extracted, Califorcases
nia ligbt amber, Kn^ll^c: Florida honey, in barlows:
1,

14(rt*lSc;

Blakb, Scott "a Leb.

rels, (>@bl^c.

Detroit, Dec. 20.— Fancv white comb honey,
14@l5c; No. 1, 13@14c; no dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6(^7c. Beeswax, 25@26c.
M. H. Hunt &. Sow.
Cincinnati, March 7.— The general tone of
is lower.
Water-white comb
sells from I4(aii4^c; it is hard to obtain
15c for extra fancy. Extracted has weakened
a little, and sells at S(^S%c\ fancv, from 6i^6J^c.
C. H. W. Webhr.
the honey market

honey

New York,

March 8.- Comb honey

now

is

pretty well cleaned up, and what remains on
the market is nearly all fancy and No. I white
honey. The demand is fairly g-ood at followingquotations: Fancy white, 14c; No, 1, 13c; No.

Extracted remains dull at unchanged
12c.
prices with plenty of supply. Beeswax firm,2'>c.
have just received the first large shipment of comb honey from Cuba; some in tall
sections, packed 20 combs to the crate and some
in square sections packed 32 combs to the crate,
glass front on one side, plain, no-bee-way sec-

2,

We

Flowers, plants, liulbs, etc., receive no little
space in this catalog, while, of course, the
staples and heavier seeds, such as corn, oats
and grass seeds, are shown in great variety.
Especial attention is called to Buckbee's
Quaker Oats, of which he makes a specialty.
This rariety is possessed of many striking
qualties, a few of which are: Its great yield
early maturing before the drouth of summer
can affect it; eagerly bought by millers for
oatmeal; its beautiful color commands for it
highest prices strong straw, does not lodge
as most common varieties, and so on indefinitely.
Get the catalog and read all about it,
and the other field and garden and flower
seeds Buckbee sells.
The profuse illustrations give correct ideas of the high development to which all the Buckbee seeds are

The honey was packed in shipping-carcontaining 8 of the large and 9 of the
small crates respectively, and arrived in firsttion.
riers,

class condition.

The

flavor of this

honey

very fine, and as to the quality— some of
fancy white, while others is of a yellowish

HiLDRBTH

&.

it

is
is

tint.

SbOELKER.

;

brought by careful selection and tasting.
Write to-day for free copy and mention this
paper. Address, H. W. Buckbee, Rockford,

San Francisco, March

12.— White comb. 11@
1254 cents; amber, S@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white,

—

amber, 4@

.

5H@ —

;

light

Beeswax, good

amber,

4J<(§i5c;

to choice,

light,

26@28c; dark, 24@25c.
While spot stocks are of rather light volume,
holders show more inclination to unload than
they did a month ago. Although quotable values are without marked change, concessions
are granted to buyers which would not have
been thought of at the beginning of the year.
A large proportion of the honey now offering is
comb of medium grade.

III.

Let

me

see!

said the

Blind man.
'"The box I am
looking for must
be heavy (yours
is),

must havefew

joints (you've got
'em), must be

simple
structioa,

in conbe strong- all

over like
the deacon's
one boss shay,' this is
the first box I've seen
'

that fills the bill." Some
men with two ejes can be more easily
fooled wiih "side issues" than this man.

1

10.

;

Its

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornla^s Favorite Paper

The

^i

preHHion in the trade owint;^ to liifht output on
the part of reiailern and the desire on the part
of thofte bavini; 6tock on hand to dispone of it.
The pa^t two weekB have noted a further decline in price of comb honey, with the exception of basHwood, which ia scarce and wanted
at 2 to 3 cents above any of the other white
?radcs; it now brink's 14f^l5c; alfalfa and other
air whilf. lofqiUc; ambers, ft'^^lOc. While extracted dull at 5W'«(.^c; ambers, S%m*S}ic\
Southern and dark, Sf^SHc. Ueeswax scarce at
30c.
K. A. BURMBTT A. Co.

Thk Fked W. Moth

to St.

r*<i|ifrtt*nt!l
V.'dlllUrnicl

>?• >jf

honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard
any price. Beeswax strong at 2T(^30c.

ILL.

Paul or Minneapolis
for double berth in tourist sleeping^cars of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway, each Tuesday and Friday during March and April, 1902, on
train No.l, leaving Chicago at 6:30 p.m.
For further information apply to the
nearest coupon ticket agent, or address
F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent,

>j»"

>T^ VJ* >?•

I

$1.00
Chicago

ijif >ji»

MAkKET QU0TATI0N3.

I

Sec.

and County Building, Salt Lake City, April 5,
1''02, at 10 a.m.
This promises to be an interest-

J)>If >l« >»•

he man \v\n> has had expe
rience in runnitii; a wa^fon
liiiows that it is ihe whreln
liat determine the life of ihe

Utah.— The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold

|HONty AND BEESWAX^

•'•

BOND STEEL POST

CO.,

ADRIAN, MICH.

T-y^T-l

"What Happened
BY

to

Ted"

WAlSITFr)
•-«-'•
' » '»' ^

EXTRACTED HONEY-either

iar(fe or small lots: parties
to offer, send samples, and best pripav cash
ces delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio.

having same

HOKTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.".
on deliverv.
lOAtf Front and Walnut Sts., Cixci-nnati, O.
Please mention Bee Journal when writiiig

This particular short story 60 pages,
inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat ot an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

I.^.\I1ELLE

—

sad.

5x6.^4

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
22"

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

We

send

51.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal

when writms
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

25in
Year

Hive§, Exiraciors

No LOSS.

BEST.

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
r 4*-

»U well

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

sell the

best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL
KINDS «»«» WK^^K^

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

CO.,

N. Y,

W. M. Gerrish, East Notiugham, N.

H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog" prices.
Order of him and save freight.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

Chickens and Eggs

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitina

WANTED

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
purity, firmness, no sAoaiNa,

Address,

free.

Year

Because it has always given better satist\l\c^(Z. if
II. cf^ll
r faction than any other. Because in 24 years
acil ai\ ix/f^llV
IIJ'
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything', and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog- and copy of

Thk American Bee-Keeper

25111

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINU.

Whv
UUCS
VV

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

Dadant's Foundation

W*»
miafanff»*»
^Slf icfnrf inn
LCC OcttisidCLiun.
we j^Udrdn

THE

IN

27, 1902.

^.1£.^s^\s..ii^vi,Ja^yi,^s»^s,JS^1a»Ja..is,^s^i^^

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

March

Langslroth on IheCHoney-Bee — Revised,

tr^X^Z' fiPIflRIST

The

handle two out-apiaries oa shares. Must
have experience, and be well posted in the business. Address,

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25,

by mail.

to

P. V\Z.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

BEESWAX wanted

DUNNE,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

River Forest, Oak Park Post-Offlee,

Cook

Co.,

111.

Please mention Bee

Jsomal wheu

writing.

Top Glass Honey= Jars
The picture shown
herewith represents the

one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.
best

is made

It

THE DANZENBAKER

^HIVE^

of the clear-

est Hint glass,

and when

with honey, and a
neat label attached, it

filled

makes as handsome a
package as can be imagined.
sets
ring,

glass top

Its

on a
and

held

in
steel

is

place by a flat
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is practically air-tight,

which

is

thus permitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

sellers.

We

can furnish these

jars, f.o.b.

Chicago,

at these prices: One gross, $5.00 ; two gross,
?4.7" a gross; five or more gross $4.50 per

gros

m try

other

them once you will likely use no
lind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

If

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, IIiU

-

The

rubber

flat

Root

comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their

best

Co., of

and jobbing- agencies.
and get quick deliver^'.
local

Branch
The A.

The

A.

I.
I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

1

conBtroction

Root

-

Saffell & Herrifk. Managers.
Co.. San Icnacio 17. Havana,
F. U. de Beche, Manager.

Root

GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy.

III.

|

Mention the American Kee Journal.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
the BEST
ESSENTIAL necessary to make
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
it

fort Wax

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago.

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bell Branch, Micb.
Indianapolis, Ind.

-

Nysewander,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Nebel & Son. High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold. Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
Lyonsville. Mass.
W. W. Cary & Son,
The L. A. Watkins Mdse, Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Jos.

.Ino.

Cuba.

increase your profits'? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

to California.

It's

used

:

Mechanic Falls, Maine, Feb. 23. I9i2.
OCT Company, Medina, Ohio.
GKNTi-EMEN :— I ara VEitv, VEHV pleased that you are willing I should
recommend the Dan/-, hive. I have liad a great many inquirr.-s regarding it,
and have not felt at liberty to recommend it over our regular hivus. At first 1
was prejudiced against it. hut tlu' .nales liave increased without rcconimenda-

ftnd

IIiitc-h(.'8 f.'very fertile
action.
epp. Write for catalofrne to-day.

45A26t

Geo. W. York & Co,
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Walter S. Pouder,

Mechanic Falls. Me.
Co..
J. B. Mason. Manager.
Root Co.. Hti24 Miss St., St. Paul, Minn.
H. U. Acklin. Manatier.
San Antonio, Texas.
The A. I. Root Co.,
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. I. Root Co., lL"n)M(i. Av..8. W. Washington.

The A.

nearest you, and save freight,

Jobbing Agencies.

Offices.

....

Would you

Perfect in

to the address

cot Co.. in Vine St., Pbiladelphia, Pa.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Root Co..
K. A. Salisbury, ManaRer.

from Maine

200-Egg Incubator
for $ 2-80 '^

Send

on s, and wherever I liave sold they have bought airain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and I am forced to the conclusion that it tb the Best
J.B.MASON.
COMB-HONEV HIVE on tbe market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. 1. Hoot Co.

The above unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.
M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

Casli

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

W. YORK & CO.,
a_. GEORGEROOT'S
BEE-KEEPERS'

arehMdquarters

their free Catalog.

for

'^^,tc't^l':t^lT

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Send

to

them

for

i!^Eme%
<i

';j>

Bee J51RNAL
QBOROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Red Clover Queens
FOR

Long-Tong-ue Variety

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BV

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK 8 CONPAMf

146 E rie St., Chicapo,
Class Mail-Matter.

Editor— Georg-e W. York.

— Dr. C. C. Miller,

E. E. Hasty.
Doolittle,

Specul Correspondents — G. M.

Dadint,
R.C. Aikin. F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P.

A. Getaz. and others.

of this Journal
SI. 00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postSample copy free.
age.
is

A Warranted Queen

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

—

Advertising Rates

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
fill our orders this season.
Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
Cjueens.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders forthese tine, " long-reach " Warranted Queens will be tilled in rotation ''first
come first served " beginning as early in June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than th^^past season), as amuch larger numberof queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one, no matter from whom 3'OU order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherwise ordered.

—

The Subscription Price

The "Wrapper-Label Date

We

—

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

^

will be given

—Warranted Purely Mated

for us during the season of 1901, to

lil.

Kntered at the Post^OfHce at Chicago as Jecond-

Dept. Editors

1902 FREE!

upon ap-

plication.

for

Seudlue us only

YEARLY ^UBSCRIBERS,

TWO NEW

In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order for one queen for sending us the names and
addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal and
00; or for sending
us u«f /CK' subscription and 30 cents more (or,?1.30), we will mail you a queen; or send us
*1.60 and we will credit your own subscription for one year, and mail you a warranted queen.
.?•_',

an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time helpswell the
American Bee Journal.
We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in j'our order the earlier you will get your (^ueen. We hope that
Address,
ever}' one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of these (Queens.
This indeed

list

is

of readers of the old

W

GEORGE

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its

144

YORK &
&

CO..

146 Epie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
E. Whitcomb,
W.
A.
E.
P.
E.

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.

G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Hutchinson,
I. Root,
T. Abbott,
H. Elwood,
R. Root,
Z.

Vour Name and Address oo one

side

—Three Bees on the other side.

M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.
J.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hctchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Emersoi^ T. Abbott, General Manager and
Treasurer, St, Joseph, Mo.
Membership Dues, ifl.OO a year.
fttr" If more convenient, Does may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Abbott, who will
mail individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^Iapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:
" I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproducflon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal,

[This Cut

is

thk

r'CLi,

Size of

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— Whea orderiug", be sure to say just what came and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid* which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, aud Worker, as
shown here.
The Material entering^ into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining's are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ?

In case a good knife

is lost,

the chances are the

will never recovt-r it; but if the '* Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and ia
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' ff' ^^s a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as th** ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.~We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us \ hree new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.VW.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
JflfS"Please allor^ ''bout

two weeks

for

£ CO,

your knife order

to be filled.

Chicago,

IlL

—

•^1861 ^li^

rM^i^

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.-

should not

l)e

Editorial

A IjarKe Kdition of this niunbei' of the
American Bee Journal will be mailed, some
of the copies ffoiug to bee-keepers

now

not

We

subscricers.

so well pleased with

it

trust,

who

are

they will be

that they will

want

it

Only .iil.Od will pay for
whole year— 52 weeks 52 copies
It
ought to be a good investment to any one
who wants to make anything out of his bees.
regularly hereafter.
it

—

for a

1

3,

1902,

prematurely undertaken deserves

He

strong emphasis.

^

APRIL

ILL,

says:

I might say, in
a few words, that the old
hi\c and its combs of hatching l)rood should
be managed alnuist exactly the same as would
the hive of a colony that had swarmed. In
short, tills method is nothing more or less
than forced swarming, and the work should
not be done until the colonies are nearly ready
to swarm
perhaps some of them /imr
swarmed. Toatlcmpt it too early, l)efore the
colonies are populous, the weather warm,
and plenty of honey in the fields, would be

—

disastrous.

He

further says that

swarming,

with

the

the plan

advantage

is

really

swarming is done when we want it rather
than when the bees want it, and quotes H. R.
Boardman one of the most reliable practitioners

begun

this week.
While it has been some
time since the meeting was held, it will read
just as well as if it had been published sooner.

We

—as

following

is

apiaries to solve the

first, and let our
meeting come last. It will be a
good report of a good convention, and will
probably run in installments every week for

of all the other conventions

own

local

two months or more.

It

was the best con-

vention ever held by the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association.

*

An Attempt to Outlaw Sweet Clover,
says Gleanings in Bee-Culture, has been
in Ohio,

and

made

Ohio bee-keepers are alive to

if

their interests they will at once write to their

Representatives and Senators urging the de-

House

which classes sweet
clover among noxious weeds, and directs that
township trustees shall cut it down whenever
complaint is made. It is refreshing to know
that at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment
feat of

Bill

59S,

Station the Director is such a man as Prof.
Thorne. Here is a letter from him to A. I.
Root:
.My Brid- Sir: If you find any serious attempt to have sweet clover declared a noxious
weed, please let me know. I should consider
such a declaration aijout as wise as one to call
red clover such a weed, and will fight it with
all my might.
I was one of the first to call

—

attention to the peculiar habit of this plant
of growing on soils where no other plant will
thrive, a little article of mine on this point
having been published as far back as 18"",
and quoted throughout the range of the agricultural press.
Yours truly,
Chas. E. Thokne, director.
(Die. L.)

The Colorado Foul-Brood Plan
managing

of

out and at the same
time get a crop of honey by shaking off nearly
all the bees upon frames filled with foundation, was copied some time ago from the
Rocky Mountain Bee Journal. Editor Hutchinson says

so as to kill

it

transferring,

is

it

really the

and

Heddon method of
that the work

his advice

swarming

his outproblem. " He

and

his out-yards about once a week,

vi-sits

'

With regard to disposal of the brood taken
away, enough bees are left to care for the
brood, which is put upon a new stand, and
Mr. Hutchinson suggests that after all brood
is sealed the queen-cells should be destroyed
and a cell of choice stock be given.

Wax-Worms and Basswood. — It

re-

California reports the second largest quan-

pounds, and

3,667,738

third

largest, .3,422,427.

New Vork

the

The counties show-

ing the heaviest production are Fresno, San
Diego, and Tulare, of California, and Tompkins,

New

Cayuga, and Seneca, of

in

every colony populous enough to swarm is
thus swarmed by the shaking-off process."
'

preferred to give place to the proceedings

the plan

Of the States reporting honey, Texas

ports the largest quantity, 4,780,204 pounds.

the

that

14,

honey and wax of ?i6,ti(»4,i)04, or ?9.42 for each
farm reporting the same. Of this value, X>
percent is from the North Central. 12 percent
from the North Atlantic, 15 percent from the
South Atlantic, 23 percent from the South
Central, 14 percent from the Western States,
and .1 percent from Hawaii. The products
of Hawaii were 06,870 pounds of honey and
1,720 pounds of wax.

tity,

—

The Chicago Convention Report

No,

York.

We

imagine that the reported pounds of
honey, and also of beeswax, are far below the
actual production. We think perhaps 700,000
farms where bees are kept must be somewhere
nearly correct. Perhaps by the time the next
census is taken more reliable apiarian statistics can be had.

The
8}^

Frame

British Standard

is 14xthree-fourths the capacity of

— not quite

the Langstroth~and the British Bee Journal
is emphatic in the opinion that an increase of

was

given out in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that
basswood was the proper lumber for top-bars,

because wax-worms would not burrow in it
Dr. Miller replied that
as they do in pine.

basswood would warp and twist too much to
be used in bee-hives, and later he says he has
found unmistakable proof that wax-worms
bore into basswood the same as into pine.

would be

backward

step.
Ten frames
about the right thing,
that being about the same as 7'i Langstroth
frames.
There is, however, a controversy
starting in the British Bee Journal as to the
advisability of a change in frames.
F. W. L.
size

a

in a hive is considered

Sladen says:

When

I

was

in

America

I

was surprised to

see the great diversity of sizes of frames used,
all were claimed by their advocates to be
better for their purpose than any others.

and

Ventilation of Bee-Cellars

is

a topic

being ventilated in Gleanings in BeeCulture by T. F. Bingham and G. M. Doolittle.
The former advocates a ventilator 16 inches

that

is

square, while the latter seems to think
or no ventilation

is

needed.

"

When

little

doctors

disagree," etc.

Bee-Keeping

in the United States.
Bureau, on March 21, issued a
complete report showing that for the country
as a whole, on June 1, 1900. there were 707,261
farms keeping bees, substantially one for
These farms reported
every eight farms.
colonies, valued
at ?10, 186,513,
4,109,626
averaging a little less than six colonies to
each farm reporting, says the Washington
Post. The twelfth census is the first to report the number and value of bees, or the
number of farms reporting them.
During the year 1S99, there were produced

— The Census

pounds of honey and 1,765,315
pounds of wax, of an aggregate value for the

61,106,160

Influence of Nurse-Bees. — F. B. Simp— the man who is writing such an inter-

son

esting series of articles in the Bee-Keepers'
Review concerning the breeding of bees

thinks there must have been some very careless reading on the part of the American Bee
Journal to allow it to say that Mr. Simpson
inclines to the view that a changing of nurse'

bees might produce a queen very different
from what she would have been had her own
sisters

been the nurses. The carelessness, so
was any, was not in reading but

far as there
in writing.

clines to

It

is

true that Mr. Simpson in-

that view, but he

strongly inclined, and

much

better to have

it

is far from being
would have been

said that he

inclines

So far from taksome have taken, he

very slightly to that view.
ing the ultra view that

expressed the belief that the influence of the
nurse-bees "is undoubtedly extremely slight
in comparison with the hereditary properties

AMERICAN BEE fOURNAL.
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measurements of reach as reliable
length, and says:
"I
place no value whatever upon my measurements of tongue-reach except to show how
variable and unreliable such measurements

ot the combination of the germ-cell with the

sider the

business

sperm-cell."'

as he does those of

made

He

quotes with astonishment the remark

that "if the niirse-bees hare as

much

influ-

ence on growing royalty as some have urged.
it ought not to be difficult to prove it by a
single exchange of eggs."
If Mr. Simpson is
familiar with European bee-literature, he
must know that that statement is true, and if
he will read again he will see that in making
it there was no reference to him.
It

may

turn be in order to ask whether

in

bses, although there

I

it

may

is

a possibility that such

does, Mr. Simpson
is no doubt correct that such a change must

a thing

exist,

but

if it

be very slight.
It

seems that none of us have yet reached

perfection, either in the art of expressing ourselves or deciphering the

meaning of

we

My apiary consists of 29 colonies in Langand dovetailed hives, all 10-frame size.
began keeping bees about nine years ago,
and was very successful until last year, when
they didn't average over 20 pounds per colony. The hot winds killed all ot the white
clover, and there was no buckwheat sowed;
but I am not discouraged yet, as I have hopes
stroth

The Epworth Herald, with
120,1*00 circulation ;every

lished the item

on "

its

nearly

1

week, kindly pub-

Comb Honey Not Manu-

its issue ofl March 29, which is
annual Easter number, and a beauty. The
Herald has the largest circulation of any
religious young people's weekly, being the
organ of the Epworth League_of the MethoIts able and popular
dist Episcopal Church.
editor. Dr. J, F. Berry, is one of our very intimate friends, and would do all he could to aid
bee-keepers in getting the truth about honey

factured," in
its

for better things.

My bees are all hybrids, but they are great
workers when there is anything to do. They
had the swarming-fever last spring, and I had
quite a time with them.

January 9, 19U2, I noticed the bees were
flying quite freely
I had placed a bucket on
a bench that had some rye and oats ground
together, and the bees were very busy carrying it to their hives.
I had intended this rye
and oats for the pigs.
I have always wintered my
bees successfully on the summer stands.
The stakes
which can be seen in the picture behind the
hives are for holding straw. After nailing
the poles to the stakes I pack straw in around
the hives.
I read the " Old Reliable," and couldn't get
along without it. I also have " I^angstroth
on the Honey-Bee."
John H. Blessing.
;

before the paople.

—

Bee-House OF L. J. Clark. When sending
shown on this page, Mr. Clark

the picture

wrote as follows

California Reports of late date seem to
show that prospects for a honey crop are not
so gloomy as formerly supposed.

the

first

to say

others,

but with the practice of a little patience
may easily come to an understanding.

— On

page is a picture of the apiary of
Mr. Blessing, concerning which he has this
the

careless reading or writing that allows
Mr. Simpson to say: " Suppose that the edi-

American Bee Journal were correct
in expectations, and also that there could be
a marked difference in each generation, due
to nursB influence."
There is nothing on
page 50 to show that there was any expectation whatever on the part of the editor of any
change being made by .a change of nurse-

—

Apiary of John H. Blessing.

i

was

tor of the

19(2

milling, farming, etc. I have never
a specialty of bee-keeping.
I have lately secured a farm on the Mississippi river bottoms, that I think is a good
location, especially for fall honey, so I expect
to increase my apiary largely in the near
future.
At the home apiary, shown in the
picture, our surplus honey nearly all comes
from white clover.
L. J. Clark.

are."

Weekly Budget.

3,

I

enclose a view of

my

bee-house, part of

my

apiary, and rear view of my residence.
I
was born in Vermont, Aug. 21, 1S40; came to
Minnesota June 1, iSbS, and have grown up

Salt the Aiits if you want to drive them
away, says Frank Gilmore, of Connecticut.
He says he has proven by experience that if
salt is sprinkled wherever they are they will
leave.
If little red ants annoy the good housewife, put a tablespoonful of salt in a teacup
ful of water, dissolve well, and then pour it
around where the ants enter.
This is such an easy remedy to apply, that
any one who has both salt and ants can soon
test the matter.
If it is as effective as Mr.
Gilmore .says it is, a good many bee-keepers
will want to extend to him a big vote of
thanks.

—

Cane
British

those

vs. Beet Sugar. For years the
Bee Journal has strongly urged that

who

feed sugar

to bees

should be sure

that cane and not beet sugar be used.

If that

—

right— and it is possible it is we
are in a bad case in this country, for there is
probably not one bee-keeper in a thousand
who can tell beet sugar from cane, and beet
sugar, which formerly formed only a small
portion of the sugar used, forms now the
larger part, and is constantly on the increase.
journal

is

TonKue-l/engtli and Tongue-Reach.

— In

Bee-Culture Prof. C. P.
Uillette calls attention to the mistake that has
been made in deciding from his experiments
that

(ileanings in

there

is

no

direct

relation

between

tongue-length and tongue-reach, in spite of
his saying:
"I believe, for practical purposes, it may always be considered true that
the longest tongue has the
the bee with
It is true
longest possible tongue-reach."
that according to his table of measurements

tongue-length and tongueit appears that
reach do not correspond, but he does not con-

BEE-UOrSE AND RESIDENCE OF

L.

with the country. When 1.5 1 enlisted to fill
a vacancy in the 1st Minnesota Volunteers,
but on account of my age, and the War coming to a close. I was not sent South. I was
married when 23 to Lucie E. Balch, of Lockport, N, Y., with whom I lived happily for
17 years, when death claimed her. and since
that time I have remained a widower. The
two girls on the back porch are my daughters.
May and Allie, aged 13 and 15 years.

Ever since

much

I

interest

can remember
in

bees,

I

MINN.

man with

up with make-shifts.

of your business will Jtistlfy the ej'jieyise.
sciueeze along with imperfect tools, when
the profits of your business will allow the purchase of good ones, is the poorest kind of
een/ioiiiy.
Don't let the habit of putting up
with poor tools become so fixed that it can
projits

To

have taken

and when about 10

go.

The year

that I was 16, in June, I paid $12
hard cash, that I had earned by working out,
fora colony of young bees in a very plain, unpainted box-hive, and I got up at
am. and

not be changed when conditions change. Another thing: Watch the conditions; study
them closely they may change so gradually
that you do not realize the change.
Fortunately, bee-keepers require new tools,
and there is little excuse for their using poor
ones. The largest factor in the production of
honey is labor, and anything that tends to
lessen this factor should be given the most
thoughtful consideration.
;

I

12 miles so as to

get there before the
bees were out in the morning. Since that
time I have had more or less bees the most of
the time, although being engaged in other

CO.,

limited capital
In fact, he is
rntnpi'lled to or go in debt for them.
Get inipruved tonh and miirliiiti nj jtiiit as fitsf as the
It is all right for a

to put

in

went

CLARK, OF WINONA

Have the Best Tools.— Editor Hutchinson
has this to say in the Bee-Keepers' Review,
on the subject of tools for the apiary:

years ot age had. at one time, about 7 colonies of bumble-bees, and enjoyed iny.self very
much in watching the occasional bee that

would come and

.1.

1

April

.?,
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—
—

Vork How many ihink basswood tin; best? (inc.
York Tliose who il ink whito clover iho best raise
your hands ? KIght.
I'res. Vork — How many think alfalfa Ih the bi!St ?
Three.
Pres. ^'ork — How many tliiuk sweet clover Is the lieut
honey ? Twelve.
Pres.. York
How many tliink buckwheat \n the best
honey ?
M. M. Italdridge Huckwhc at is the best honey for some.
I'res. ^ork
How many think the California sage Is the
best honey ? One.
Pres. Vork — How many think orange-blossom honey Ih
Pros.
I'res.

Convention Proceedings,

f

—

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901.
ItV

the best ? Two.
(Voice from audience)
of

A SIIOKTIIANI) UKI'OHTER.

Tlio ooiivi'ntion was called to order by Pres. fieorpi' \V.
York, at Ui:;iU a. m., after which T. K. llogRe oti'ered prayer.
As president of the Chicago AssociaI'ros. York
We
tion, I am delif^hted to liiid so tnany lifiro to hcigin with.
will now listen to the reading of the minutes of the last meetW<^ will do all the busin<'.ss
tn;;, and also the financial report.
up lirst, or at least most of it, l)eforo we start on tlie ((uestions.
Sec. Moore thoii read the minut(!S, and also the financial
statement, both of wliich were approved.
Pres. York
It affords me much pleasure to introduce to
the audience Dr. C. C. Miller.
Dr. Miller How do you do, audience ?
Pres. Vork
I also want to introduce Mr. C. P. Dadant.
Mr. Dadant Mr. President, I am a little bit ashamed.
Pres. York You needn't be ashamed
you are good looking.
Mr. Dadant I will be doing lots of talking anyway, so I
will say nothing just now.
Pres. York
Mr. Green and Mr. Clarke will now distribute
the paper slips for questions. Write one question on a slip
and they will be passed at different times so we will have
enough to go on with. You will have a chance to ask all the
questions you wish before we get through. I would like to
say a word about the membership while you are writing the
questions. Our dues are $1.00 a year, which dollar pays not
only your membership for the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, but also the dues in the National Association.
1 would
like to have every one become a member of the Chicago HeeKeepers' Association. I hope you will be very prompt about
writing questions, so that we will have them to go on with.
Dr. Miller, I know, is .just aching to talk.
Dr. Milhir I do want to say one word. I want to congratulate this Association on the plan of having the time not
taken up with a lot of long speeches and papers.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

;

—

—

—
—

Pres. York
Doctor, I think you had better sit down again.
Dr. Miller Will you please keep still until I am done?
Years ago, the pace was set in this very city by the old Northwestern, of having programs that were not programs in the
ordinary sense of the term, and I believe now it is getting to
be the common custom in all of the bee-keepers' meetings to
have the time taken up largely in discussion. You know how
it is
two bee-keepers get together, and the first thing they
begin to talk about bees. They don't need any program.
If
I should happen to meet Mr. Dadant (that Frenchman,
who
got away, and came into this country in spite of all I could do)
if I should meet him, we wouldn't stop to discuss whether
Franco or America is the best country, but we would begin to
talk bees, and in this convention, by talking bees and having
questions here and there, the time is put in profitably, and I
don't know any reason why this Chicago ]{ee-Keepers' Association should not become a power; it is, I believe, and there

—

why we should not have

exactly the same meetthe old Northwestern, and they were fine meetings, too, and I do know you can have a fine meeting here
to-day.
Pres. York I have just been looking over the questions,
and have a lot of good ones. We will begin with an easy one.
Listen to this:
in

—

"WHICH

IS

Sec.

THE BEST HONEY?"

— Bees' honey
Moore — That question

Dr. Miller

answer uniformly

!

I

am

asked every day, and

my

the honey that you like the
best, that you are used to. and that is in California one kind,
in Ohio one kind, and in Cuba another, and go on and give
them the names of honey in those localities. You may think
this is a very unimportant matter, but it isn't.
It is clearly a
case of what we are used to. There is no best honey. For
the candy-maker one kind, for the cake-baker another kind,
for the detective another kind, and the tailor another kind.
I should say alfalfa.
Take a vote.
is

this

:

It is

— ISest there,

but there

isn't

much

it.

—

Pres. York
How many know what alfalfa honey Is, and
have tasted it? Thirteen.
.1. A. Oreen
You didn't hit my case. Swi'et clover with
fall fiowers.
I find that everybody who has tried It prefers a
small amount of aster with sweet clover.
A Member J.ust my experience same crop and same ex-

—

—

;

perience.

Blunk— It

Mr.

suits this

Ilawkeye

best, too.

—

In
Dr. Miller I think there are two thing-i in the case.
the first place there is, as the secretary has suggested, the
prejudice of familiarity
and, theti. you will see in the foreign
journals, or in journals here, some one comes out and says.
This is the best honey in the world. He honestly believes so.
That's what he is accustomed to; that's what he likes. There
are mixtures, sometimes, that are better than the pure article,
and that sometimes makes confusion about it. Sweet clover
was spoken of a while ago, and if there was any one honey
that seemed to be spoken of enthusiastically it was sweet clover.
I am not sure I know just exactly what the best sweet clover
honey is, but I have had some and I have used a good deal of
it, and had some 1 got for the pure article.
If it was correct,
then I don't like sweet clover. I have gotten what I supposed
to be, and had good reason to believe was, a mixture of sweet
clover with white clover.
I think if I should say what honey
I liked best of any I had e,v<>r sampled in my life, it would be
the white clover flavored with sweet clover. The sweet clover
alone, to me, has a disagreeable flavor and seems to me a little
like this
You take the flavoring of vanilla and nearly every
one likes it; but you overdose it, and put too much in your
ice-cream and it seems to me it is a little the same way with
sweet clover. It has too strong a flavor, and there will be
some that like it. I know people that like the taste of tobacco.
The majority of people, I think, would say that the pure
article of sweet clover isn't so good as if you have just enough
of the flavor, and then it is a fine article.
If yon will allow
the comparison, for two or three years I ate it without knowing what it was, and 1 called it vanilla flavor, and I think it
:

;

—

was sweet clover.
Pres. York There may be some

—

In the room who are not
bee-keepers, who misunderstand Dr. Miller when he said he
believed that a mixture might be better than the pure article.
He doesn't mean adulterated with glucose or syrup.

Dr. Miller

;

is no reason
ings here as

—

—

ham

stock.

— Not in

the

same way

I

would say pure Dur-

—

Chas. Clarke As regards sweet clover honey, when it is
properly ripened it loses all that taste that the Doctor speaks
about.
think we will have some here this evening, possibly, in
which you cannot find any of that taste, and I think it is a good
deal the fault of the apiarist in taking the sweet clover honey
right from the super, packing it and sending it to market.
It
has the taste you speak of, and it loses it when it has ripened
thoroughly for six weeks.
Sweet clover honey then willhold every customer it goes to. in place of white or alfalfa, or
any basswood or other honey but there are so few that
seem to care about the reputation of sweet clover honey, and
ship it right to market and get rid of it, thequicker the better.
1 never have lost a sweet clover honey customer.
I never sell
any comb honey until it has been thoroughly ripened, for si.'i
weeks or three months, and when you go into a room with
three or four thousand pounds taken right off from the hives, I
can't descrilje the smell, and in two or three weeks it will lose
that and get the beautiful aroma of honey; but I think the
alfalfa is really the cause of having so much trouble with
adulterated honey on account of its very light flavor.
Dr. Miller It is only fair to sweet clover for me to say,
that in the samples I have tasted and eaten and I have done
it quite largely
that the taste seemed to me just as has been
described that it was raw, and not fully ripened, and it may
be that I liave not eaten any thoroughly ripened, extracted sweet
clover honey, and if any one could give me a sample I would
be very glad to sample some that was thoroughly ripened.
I

:

—

—
—

—
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— Send Dr. Miller a five-gallon can of preRiker — visited in Colorado this
in some sections

Pres.

paid

!

Mr.

York

it,

fall,

I

where they raisesweet clover altogether, other sections alfalfa,
and in others the two kinds mixed. Wliere they raise sweet
clover people don't like it.
Where it is pure sweet clover they
can't eat it.
It sickens them.
They can eat a mess, l5Ut
can eat very little of it. Of the alfalfa and the other there is
no end to ttieir eating it. The more they eat the more they
want of it. That experience I found there. Since I have returned I have put extracted alfalfa honey on the market and
am selling it to my neighbors. Every person that I have sold
it to likes it.
They can eat of that when they cannot eat of
any other honey. Well, it seems to me that the alfalfa honey
really is the best honey I ever had anything to do with. White
clover comes next, but the pure sweet clover in the West,

where

I

was

this fall,

and they

told

me

was pure sweet

it

clover which smelled exactly as pollen smells, as they grew it,
is pure honey there.
The gentleman who has sweet clover
honey must have some other honey mixed with it in order to

make

it good honey.
Mr. Clarke That reminds me of the boy and the cake.
You give -him a very nice-tlavored cake, and give him bread
afterwards, aud the bread doesn't go good
he likes the cake.
My experience has been this Where I have had a sweet clover
customer yon can't get him away with alfalfa. He is used to
good-flavored honey, where sweet clover is properly ripened
(I am
not talking about ''green goods," taking olT all the
honey and selling it). You give him alfalfa and he will pro^iably'tell you that he had a lot of artilicial honey. I meet with
that everywhere, nine times out of ten. on account of the
mild flavor of alfalfa, and the strong flavor of the clover. I
don't say anything against alfalfa, because it is a beautiful
honey, but it is the change from the strong to the mild which
is the cause of the trouble.
Mr. Whitney I would like to endorse what ilr. Clarke
has said with reference to sweet clover. Of course, we have
in our locality a sprinkling of white clover but not to any extent largely sweet clover. I have never proved it finer honey
in my life than 1 have this year, and it is nearly all sweet
clover, but, as he says, it should be ripened.
Mine was two
months in a very warm room and I sold it all, most of it at 15
cents, and I haven't had a word of complaint. There was very
little of that strong, sweet clover taste that we get in the smell
as we go through a patch of sweet clover. I am inclined to
think, however, as the secretary proposed, that the honey that
is^the best is that which people like best and I like sweet

—

:

:

—

—

;

clover.
(Continued

]

ne.xt week.)

Contributed Articles,
Transferring

Bees—VVhen and How To Do
BY

G.

l

It.

M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes thus " When is the best time to
transfer bees ? I have quite a number of colonies in boxhives which I wish to transfer, and 1 should like to know
when this can be done to the best advantage. Can I do it as
soon as spring opens'? or would I better wait till the bees are
or wait till swarming-time ? I
.securing honey from the fields
should be i)leased to have your answer through the American
:

'.^

Bee Journal."

The transferring of bees from box-hives, or " gums," or
from one style of frame hive to another, can be successfully
done at any time of the year when bees can fly. if the operator
understands just what is needed in the case and it is with
pride that I look on the man or woman who has ability enough
to accomplish anything successfully which is necessary to do
at a certain time, no matter whether such timr' is the most
propitious or the most unpropitious. The person who can suc-

April

3.
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issued.
During the first part of fruit-bloom the scramble
after new honey is such that one is not liable to be annoyed by
robter-bees, and at this time there is very little honey in the
combs to cut through, such honey making a sticky mess of
everything used during the operation. Again, as the bees are
getting their first honey, they are eager for .something to do
inside the hive at night, hence will repair all mutilation of the
comb, fasten the same in the frames, etc., much more rapidly
and readily than at any other time.
With all the above being true, fruit-bloom brings the
most auspicious time for transferring bees; but it has this
drawliack
As a rule, the bees have got under good headway rearing brood, and we shall find the combs half or twothirds filled with the same, so that in cutting them to fit the
frames, much brood must be sacrificed, as well as displaced in
the brood-nest, owing lo our not being able to secure all in the
shape in the new hive which it was in the old one. All of this
has a tendency toward a loss of bees, and as all of the brood
that is sacrificed at this time would become bees of the right
age to do the best labor in the honey-harvest, had we left the
transferring till later on, we can see that a loss must be made
by doing our transferring at this time of the year, with all
colonies except those which have little brood in their combs.
For this reason I prefer to wait till 21 days after the prime
swarm went out. However, even though some brood is lost,
fruit-bloom is a much better time to do our transferring than
any other except 21 days after swarming, and many think that
through transferring in fruit-bloom, the bees are incited to
enough greater activity to make good all loss that comes
through destroying so much brood by cutting through it.
At the time of 21 days after the prime swarm has issued,
all of the brood will have emerged from their cells, except
perhaps a few drones, and the young queen will have only
just begun laying, or have laid only a few days at most not
long enough so there will be much but eggs in the combs so
that all we have in our way at this time is the honey which
the combs may contain, which will not be a great amount if
for as soon as
the colony has been at work in the sections
the young queen begins to lay the honey is quite generally
hustled out of the brood-combs, up into the sections, to
give room for the eggs necessary to yield the bees for the future
And as this
prosperity of the colony later on in the season.
comes at a time of the year when bees are generally securing
all the honey they want, and the weather is always warm, so
that there is no danger of brood or bees becoming chilled, no
matter liow slow we may work or where we are, we can now
do our work right in the bee-yard, this being much more convenient and giving a better prospect of success all around.
So far, I have been looking at the matter from the standpoint of the old way of transferring, as it is styled. If we
should desire to use the Heddon or modern plan of transferring, by driving out the bees and hiving them in a hive filled
Willi comb foundation, this is just the time, and the only time
in whicli it can be done successfully, for the combs are free
from lirood, so only one operation !< needed. Otherwise we
must first drive o\it a swarm and hive it in a hive whose frames
:

—
—

:

are filled with foundation, taking our chances of getting out
the right proportion of bees, and leaving the right proportion
in, and then wait 21 days till the bees have all emerged from
the cells, at which time there will very likely be a honeydearth on, so we will be troubled with robber-bees, while the
young queen, in this case, will have already begun to lay..
When using the Heddon plan we do not have to tit any
combs into the frames, but the old combs are cut out full size
from the old hive, and wlien w(^ so work, at the time above advised, there will he no brood in the comlis to hinder, and nothing to prevent our taking the old hive riglit to the solar waxextractor and doing the work right beside it, so that in an
hour or two we can have both the honey and the wax from
the old hive in shape to use. thus saving time and delay which
would result at any other time of the vear.

Onondaga

Co.,

N. Y.

:

cessfully transfer a colony of bees in early spring, when robberbees are prowlins around, is to be admired yet. unless there
is some urgent reason why a certain thing should be done at
a certain time, it is always best to wait about doing anything
till the time when everything is the most conducive toward a
successful outcome.
Q As I consider it, there are two seasons of the year when
bees can be transferred to the best advantage, the first being
fruit-bloom, and the other 21 days after a prime swarm has
:

Winter Bottom-Board for Outdoor Wintering of Bees
BY

H.

DUrRET.

Fig. 1 is the winter bottom-board, with the movable parts
shown separately, a is a Syi inches tliick combination bottomboard made of three layers nailed together: the middle one.r, being 114 inches thick, "in order to provide a 1 '2 inch space under
Length and widths
b, the bottom-board proper (as in Fig. 2).
to suit th(^ hive which is to rest on A', A". A'.
When in place, it
b is the movable bottom-board proper.
will rest on 2>4 inch blocks t, t. nailed to the Hoor V, in the
and in front, on another longer movable block k. Two
rear
or three holes in h serve as entrance-holes under the frames.
:

—

—
April
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usually Inavi' only oiio opi'n at a tlmn.
In proparinR this
b, provision must bo inailii a};aliist warpitiK. b>
rjailiuK I'lcat.s to both mills: an allowaiico of about '4 imii
must also bi^ made In thn width of h (as In A', FiR. 2) oIIhtwis(^ danipiii'ss lu the sprinn-liuic will so oxtnnd the width that
till! boards will 110
lonj^or be movable.
Moanwhilo the ;,'ap
front
is dosed by a thin board f, placed under and resting In
I

movable board

:
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If robbers are tronblesonie in April or May, a Htrlp of perforated zinc can be used In the front entrani'C.
Fig. 2 shows the whole botlom-board ready for the hive to
be placed upon it-.
Although it iMi;.'hl be used that way a!
thc^ year around, I evcliangc- it fui the ordinary bottom-board
aometimr' in iMay, wlnn I also remove the winter-cases.
shows the hive In position. It does not lean on the
Fig.
movable bottom-boanl, but on the three side.s of the upper
:'.

layer.

A", A', A'.

s is

— very

my own
handy

" Hill's device," provided with an auger-holo
I generally use a chimney

for si)ring feeding.
feeder, covered with glass.

IfJjljZZIu

Fig.4 shows the whole winter arrangement.
are thi! sejiarate pans of the winter case

n, «, «,

/«

;

Is

the

WWIHfJl

Kk;. 1.— Wiiilrr lUitlvin-lioaril fur Onlihinr W'ijdiriiuj uf Ilns.
Oil

d (as in Fig. 2)
wliieli reiiialns in front.

a little bldi'U

the hole

;

a

little roll of

paper closes

/is a thin board used as a sort of bridge over the front of
the bottom-board d between the holes in the front end, to ])revent sawdust or any other filling material from falling in J-'.
It is not necessary to have it nailed.
(See it in position Figs.
2 and

FiO.

5.

JJive-Stand

(to

3).

necommodate 3

hivei)

with winter-ra»e».)

Tbis stand serves 3 purposes: 1. Convenience in handling frames
2. Keeping away rats and mice.
3. Protects against
snow embankments.
_
__
._^^
.

.

zinc-board cover. The edges in each 'part of the case (also
in X, Fig. 1 are beveled so as to shed rain-water as in o. Fig. 4.
I use sawdust as most convenient
for a tilling-material
about 4 inches thick on the four sides, and as much as 7 or 8
inches on the top of the frames.
Fig. 5 is the hive-stand, all the year around.
)

;

'

Fig.

J.Z
2.

Quebec, Canada.

1

Ready for

FlO.

use.

M.

— Willi

liine set

upon

it.

k is the oblong block to reduce the width of the front entrance to suit the taste.
Z, Z, Z, are three thin boards to cover the sides of the
combination boards; they must be of such width and so nailed
as to provide a space under the whole apparatus, as at 9.
I {renerally slip a piece of coarse
paper over the inside
floor /'for convenience.
IJees, in cleaning the hive, when the
temperature allows it, drop the dead bees, etc., in h, over this
paper, and it is easy for th<^ bee-keeper to remove these dead
bees by drawing the paper out, and replacing it, if it has bi'-

come

soiled.

But

late in

Fig.

4.

February or March some colonies

— With

Winter-Cuse.

have accumulated dead bees over the movable bottomboard, under the cluster, to such an amount that it will be
clean it and replace it
well to draw this bottom-board out
inverted, which operation can be performed without arousing
This is the principal advantage of such a
the bees much.
movable bottom-board. The others are The entrance-holes
h are never plugged by ice or dead bees the severe winds
never blow directly on these holes: neither do the rays of tlie
will

:

:

;

sun strike on them.
Care must be taken not to make any of the movable parts
for dampness
{b, g, k,) too tight, for easy removing of them
causes them to smell a good deal. So these blocks {g, k,) should
be a little less than ^^ inches thick.
^ is used partly to sustain the movable bottom-board in
front (inside), and is also placed near the holes // to provide a
sort of ladder for the bees to climb up and down.
:

1

An

Experience in Wintering Bees
BY

C.

in tlie Cellar.

DAVENPORT.

A

year ago this winter I wintered about 150 colonies of
a basement or cellar that was only partly under
ground, and besides the disadvantage of being only partly
under ground it was so small that the hives had to be packed
very close together and tiered up from the floor to the
ceiling.
There was no means of ventilation except by the
The temperature varied
door and two small windows.
with
severely
cold
weather;
greatly
during
some
both windows closed it would be as low as 38 degrees, and
when it was mild, with both windows open at night, it
would rise to 60 degrees. Toward spring, when the weather
began to get warm, the temperature was even higher, and
the bees became very restless and uneasy. They were clustered all over the front of the hives, and if the outside
door was left open enough so there was light enough to
see, the air inside would be literally thick with flying bees,
and the results were about as bad as though a lantern
was taken inside.
It became a serious problem how to get the bees on the
summer stands. As soon as a hive was set out-of-doors all
the bees clustered on the outside would take wing, and
those inside would begin to pour out by the hundred as
soon as the light struck the hive. I tried setting the hives
on a large canvas, then wrapping this quickly around and
over the whole hive before many bees could escape, but by
the time the hive was carried to its stand most of the bees
were out of the hive and in the folds of the canvas or
cloth, and when this was removed there would be a cloud,
in fact, practically all the bees that were not crushed in
the fold of the doth would be in the air without taking
Smoke only
bearings or knowing where they belonged.
made the matter worse, that is, trying to smoke a colony
I came very near
after it was removed from the cellar.
smoking the whole number in the cellar, but hardly dared
bees

in

for I was afraid
heavily charged with
worse.
to,

if

the

smoke

whole
that

it

air of the cellar was
might make the matter

These first attempts at putting them out was during a
few warm days the first part of March; the weather for a
short time after turned colder, but the bees were becoming more restless and uneasy all the time, many colonies
I would leave the
beginning to spot their hives badly.
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windows

open and the temperature would go down to
40 degrees or so, but during the day the windows had to
be closed to exclude the light, and the temperature would
run up to 6o and 65 degrees even when it was quite cool
outside.

Of

course, with a larger cellar, or a less number of
colonies in the same one, there would not have been such
a variation in the temperature, even if it vvfas partly above

ground.

Another thing that was very unfavorable was that owing
hives being crowded so close, I was unable to remove the great mass of dead and decaying bees that accuto the

mulated.

The colonies in the fall were very strong, and the loss of
individual bees was from the first very heavy, so those of
experience know what these conditions imply.
As soon as it became apparent that these bees could not
he removed to their stands during the daytime, without great
loss, I had been thinking about trying to take them out at
night, but I had never had any experience in putting bees
out at night, and could find but very little in regard to
the matter in any books or journals I have, and this is the
reason I am giving my experience in regard to the matter.
I have described how restless and
uneasy the bees were,
and I will say here, before beginning extracts from my
diary, that if the temperature at night was not above
35
the bees made no efifort whatever to fly when put out of
doors even if it was quite light. When a hive was first
put out the bees would set up a great roaring, but this
gradually subsided, and what bees were clustered on the
outside of the hive soon crawled in.
plan was to put outside, near the door, as many
hives as I intended to remove that night, and in one-half
to an hour and a half, depending upon the temperature, the
bees would be so quiet that the hives could be removed
to the yard, a number of rods distant, on a wheelbarrow, without closing the hives. Here are some of the records:
March 18 Carried out 25 hives this evening; temperature

My

—
March 19—
snowed
day; temperature up to 38
noon. Many bees flew out and were
the soft snow.
March 20— Snow^ed and blowed
day.
Temperature 16

28 above zero.

It

all

at

lost

in

all

above zero; many bees came out of the hives and died in
the soft snow.
March 21 Temperature up to 44 to-day. The bees flew
quite freely, but many were lost in the snow.
March 22— Temperature up to 46. Cold north wind; bees
flew considerable, but many were chilled and lost
snow is
about gone.
March 23— Temperature up to 60 in the shade. Bees
had a good flight. Tried to remove some from the cellar
durmg the day, but gave it up; carried out 50 colonies this

—

;

evening.

March 24— Rainy cold, raw wind. Temperature up to
Thousands of bees from each hive carried out
43 at noon.
last night flew and were chilled to death.
Many, or perhaps nearly all that flew or crawled out of the hives, had
bloated, distended abdomens filled with pieces that
they
seemed unable to void; whether this would have been the
case if they had been put out on a warm day I am unable
to say, but my opinion is that a large part of them
that
died to-day would have died just the same, only 'farther
away from the hives, if the day had been ever so warm.
One thing certain, they cannot stand such daily mortality
very long, or they will all have perished.
;

March 25— Another
up

to

46 for awhile.

rainy, cloudy day.

The

Temperature was

bees from 50 hives carried out
last flew freely, and I think there is no doubt
but what great
numbers, perhaps thousands, from each hive were chilled
and lost that would not have been had the day been warmer.
I fear a few more days as unfavorable as yesterday
and
to-day will cause the loss of the whole 50 colonies. I
shall let them remain out now whatever the weather
and
outcome are. It would be hard to imagine two more unfavorable than yesterday and to-day were; if it had been
a little colder the bees would not have left the hives
so
freely.
On the other hand, if it had been a little warmer,
or even at the same temperature, if the sun had shone
they would not have been chilled.
The bees in the 35 hives carried out first have not attempted to fly since the 23d. I think they will be all right
unless the spring should prove very unfavorable.
March 26 Cloudy and colder; no bees flew to-day. The
ground is freezing to-night and it looks like snow.
March 27 Clouds and sunshine to-day. with cold wind

—
—

April

3,

1902.

from the north. Temperature up to 42 for awhile during
the middle of the day.
Many more bees from the 50 hives,
carried out last, flew and were chilled to death in the cold
wind. The bees from the other hives did not fly.
March 28 Clear to-day temperature up to 40 for awhile
cold wind. Thousands of bees from the hives carried out
last flew, and many were chilled to death.
The rest of the
bees in the basement are getting very imeasy. Great numbers are leaving the hives and dying daily.
March 29 Fair most of the day; temperature 42 for
a short time; cold wind from the east.
Large loss of bees
again from the 50 hives carried out last. It is evident that
these bees are dying for want of a flight, but the condition they
are in. a flight means death during such weather as there has
been since they were put out. It must be there is considerable hatching brood in those hives or they would, after
sufl:'ering such great losses daily, be weaker than they appear
to be.
This evening they all, with few exceptions, responded
quite strong and brisk to "taps" on their hives.
Three are
about gone and another one is very weak. I think most of the
rest would pull through if they could have a good flight
soon.

—

;

—

—
—

March 30 Snowed some last night and this forenoon.
Temperature 26 above zero no bees left the hives.
March 31 Temperature up to 49 for awhile; no wind.
;

The bees

in all the hives out-of-doors flew freely.
Considerable loss of bees again.
Carried the rest of the bees out
of the basement this evening.
April I Fair; still -^v
temperature up to 55 in the
shade.
I will not quote from the diary any
farther just now.
The spring turned out to be fairly favorable the loss among
this lot of bees was much less than I expected it would
be.
There was no colony that died outright. A'^few colonies spring-dwindled, 3 or 4 lost their queens during the
winter or early in the spring, before they had commenced
to lay, and a few colonies deserted their hives soon after

—

.

;

they were put out.
As I surmised, almost all of these colonies had commenced to rear brood in the cellar; many of them had an
amount nearly equal to a whole frame of hatching brood,
and it was this early-started brood-rearing that saved them.
The old bees died ofif very rapidly after they were put
out.
The majority of the colonies got down pretty weak,
but they built up fast.
If the spring had been late and cold the loss from spring

dwindling would undoubtedly have been great.
There were
148 colonies put into this basement in the fall, and by
referring to my record-book I find that there were 119
colonies in this yard the first of May recorded as strong
to medium, and 4 weak ones.
As I said in the first part
of this article, the colonies were all very strong in bees in
the fall. There was a late fall flow so that brood-rearing
was kept up late, and they had plenty of good, sealed stores,
but there was another matter that might be expected to be
against favorable wintering even in a good cellar; perhaps
I
can best explain by quoting a brief extract from my
diarv' anai'^
Dec. 16 Finished putting the bees in to-day.; they have
not had a flight since the fore part of November left them
all out in hopes that they would have another flight, but
;

—

;

there was no day warm enough. There were no very bad
storms or severe cold
a few nights it was down to zero
or a little below.
The rule is to put bees in within a day or so after they
have had a good flight, but these were out in the yard for
5 weeks or more after their last flight.
Considering the cellar they were to be wintered in, they
were perhaps as well off in the yard as they would have
been inside, as long as the weather was not very severe.
Before closing I will speak of a matter in regard to
cellar-wintering upon which my opinion has been asked.
Two years ago, I think it was, Mr. Barber, in one of our
bee-papers, claimed that no fresh air should be admitted
to the cellar when the bees became sn warm that they were
uneasy, but instead the cellar should be banked and fastened up still closer towards spring, or during a warm
spell, so as to exclude all fresh air from entering.
He
claims fresh air does harm because it arouses and excites
the bees.
Dr. Miller and others advise letting in fresh,
cool air at night, when the cellar becoms so warm that the
Both Dr. Miller and Mr.
bees are restless and uneasy.
Barber are veterans whose opinions are entitled to great
respect, and in this matter my experience has been such
that in a way I agree with both of them.
I believe the
;

—
April

3,
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quieter bees are kept, or roniaiii during the lime they arc in
the cellar, the better, and fresh air admitted by means of
an open door or window certainly arouses and excites tlnm.
In some cases this fresh air causes a great roar of excitenicnl and I believe it does harm.
a saying in regard to drugs, to the efTerl that
atways a great evil, but that their use is sonu-tuncs
Now 1 believe that
necessary in order to overcome evil.
know
Ibis fresh air does barm by exciting the bees, but
'J'berc

their use

—

is

is

I

greater harm would result in some cases if it w.is not
admitted. In the case 1 have been dcscri'bing I do not bcluve
a dozen colonics would have survived if the windf)ws bad
remained closed from the time the bees were put in until
the weather was warm enough to put them out in the spruig.
I have always been an advocate of plenty of fresh air for
cellar-wintered bees, but I l)elieve it is much better to admit
it
througli a room or ventilator, in some way gradually, so
Southern Minnesota.
as not to excite the bees.

much

I.ONO-TONOI'KD MKKH

Afterthought.

HIVE-COVERS AND ANTS.

Another way to have the double cover free from ants would
be to hav(^ the two edges entirely open. Then, if it was thought
worth the fuss and frafiments involved, they might be closed
for winter with strips of wood — to be pulled off in the spring.
Page 132.
THAT ADVICE TO BEGINNERS.
Beginner's advice for those wlio ought not to begin, eh ?
That's all right, Mr. Morehouse; yet, like the famous and
brief advice to those about to 7narry, it may not be heeded.
When the passion and the fever burn at their highest, a mountain pitched right iu the path would be only a pebble under
the wheels. Page 133.

::

(

:

i

)

Comrade Chrysostom certainly did a unkjue thing when
he wintered out-of-doors (Ncirtbirn Itjdiana) a three-frame
nucleus in an observation hive. The tfiree frames, if I understand aright, were one above tbe other
and the only space
the bees had to cluster in were l)etween the one comb and the
outside glass. Possibly glass has a value as a winti^r wall
;

wbicli

we have not

Page
CAN BEES HEAR ?

(^'cploited y<a.

14'J.

full face value the account on page 142
be the long-looked-for, and al ways-provokIt they can
ingly-lacking. positive proof that bees can bear.
b(^ taught by long feeding
and patient whistling of a particular tune always wliile feeding
to leave the hive and lly several rods at the sound of the whistle, what more can be asked ?
But there must be no "gammon" no intentional or accidental timing of the sound with some other thumping or display
And it must not be
or pc^rfume which actually calls the bees.
always at exactly tbe same time of day. On the wind side a
smell' too slight to be noticed by people would probably be sufPossibly tbe perspiration smell of their keeper standficient.
ing there would be enough, especially if they had been drilled
too, think bees
I,
to that by licking honey off his hands.
hear: but when we get the positive evidence let it really be
positive.
That they are often non-responsive to sounds fails
They are just as often amazingly
to prove they lack hearing.
non-responsive to tbe sense of sight but that does not prove
they cannot see.

we are

1

43,

it

to

take at

S(!enis to

—

—

;

Questions and Answers.

SWARMING.
Mrs. Barber's remark that during an epidemic of swarmfever more than half the young queens disappeared before beginning to lay, is an important corner of an important subject.
Workers feel murderously hateful because their desires are
continually thwarted is my guess about it and it correct,
how are we going to help ourselves except by letting them have
their own way ? A modified guess might be that bees at such
times are excitedly meddlesome, and too easily convinced that
somebody needs killing.
I think abundant pollen-supply and steady honey-flow
not quite heavy efiougli for much surplus to be two of the
most important provocatives to swarm-fever. Bad wintering
the winter before stands about third, perchance. Hot weather,
frequent showers, small hives, and frequent manipulation
especially persecution to kill their drone-brood are also provocative, I think. Mr. Ilawley's remark that during a heavy
honey-flow two apiaries under the same management behave
differently about this matter of swarming well, it makes one
" There it is again." As Mr. Aikin
scratch his head and say
rightly suggests, enthusiasm for honey-storing on the part of
the bees is the grand remedy and this must begin before the
fever gets started. Uufortunately, that's what we can't possibly secure when by reason of dearth it is lacking. Page 135.

—

—

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

—

—

:

;

THE DEMAND FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

Wonder

if A. F. Foster is a prophet where he says the
use of extracted honey is going to decline relatively.
Doubtif
less would
certain evils are to continue forever.
But let us
brace up and say, "The Kingdom of Glory is coming
and
then pitch into the evils as often as we can. My customers
decidedly
are
increasing X,\u\ proportion of extracted which
they take. Page 135.
"

—

MATING QUEENS IN CONFINEMENT.
Mr. Flower, you are rough on the editors, to complain of
the small space devoted to mating in confinement. How can
they devote space to it until competent brethren try the thing
some more, and report ? It seemed last spring that we should
have something new in that line but the season passed, and
it now looks as if nobody actually got at it.
Page 137.

O. O.

AULLBR, Marengo,

ni,

(The Qoestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mall. Editor,!

Keeping Combs of Honey for Swarms.

—

;

a lltl'

is

—

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable aiaases.
By B. B. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

AND WOMKN.

nrngb on the long-tongued bee,
als(j.
'I'he long-tongued woiijari does, mor<' freijiiently than
the ordinary woman, makiwonderful housekei^per keeps
th<^ dirt out, keeps tbe Hies oni
ki'eps the f>oy8 out, keeps the
traveling agents out " IJIamnml cut diamond " and ' Two of
kcicps thi' owner of be house out, when he might
a trade :"
be wasting lime in an easy cbair; and keeps suporlluous eompanv out, that might bo wasting tb<; time and resourcei). Page
lar.
WINTERING A NUCLEUS IN AN OBSEIIVATION BIVK.
.\nd Mr. I'lower

If
an<l
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I

combs

The
lost 4 colonies of bees out of 26 this winter.
in the 4 hives are as bright as ever and ?4 full of nice

How can I keep these combs and honey for
swarms next season and prevent wax-moths from destroy-

sealed honey.

ing it then, using a disinfectant which will not cause the
bees to leave the hive in which I shall put a swarm on these
Ohio.
combs ? What should I use, and how ?

—

Answer. Use bisulphide of carbon. Set a saucer or
other dish over the frames, pour into it one or two teaspoonfuls of bisulphide of carbon, then cover up as nearly airtight as you can, having no leaks at top or bottom pile
them up in a pile and treat the whole at once, putting the
drug on top of the pile, and using a fourth of a pint for the
You may as well leave the pile covered up till the
four.
next day. Then if you keep the combs where the moths
will not get at them, they will be all right till you are ready
Look out though. Bisulphide of
to put swarms in them.
carbon is highly explosive, and if you bring a light near it
there may be trouble.
;

'.

Transferring Bees from One Size

Frame

to Another.

I have a colony in an old hive which I desire to transfer
to a dovetailed hive, but I do not want the mess of cutting
out the comb from the frames and fitting them to the Hoffman frames. TVould it be a good plan to put full sheets of

foundation in theframesof the new hive and place the old one
on top some time in May. with the queen in the lower hive
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?
Would the bees take
care of the brood in the upper hive until hatched ?
My idea is to have the old frames cleaned out by the
bees without losing the brood
then if the combs are in
good condition I can tit them in the Hoffman frames. The
old frames are about 10x15 inches.
New York.

and an excluder between the two

;

—

Answer. Your plan will work all right, except that it
will plung-e you still deeper into the mess you want to avoid
for the old combs above the excluder will become filled
with honey. If you can extract that, you will be all right.
;

Specialist

Bee-Keepers— Rearing Queens, Etc

1. About what percent of the successful bee-keepers of
the United States make bee-keeping their only occupation ?
2. ' Honor bright," do you think as good queens can be
produced from a queen-mother that is confined in a nucleus
(to prolong life) as from the same queen when kept in a full
or normal colony ?
3. Do young bees which hatch too late in fall to get a

cleansing flight live until spring

Answers. —

1.

which

Massachusetts.

?

That's a tough one.

to base an answer,
ficult to obtain such data.

and

it

I

haven't data on

would probably be very

dif-

the first place, I don't know
what proportion are "successful bee-keepers," and I don't
Irf

suppose every one would agree upon what should be called
a successful beekeeper. Taking bee-keepers as a whole.
my guess would be that in most of the States not more than
one in 500 makes bee-keeping his only occupation.
Take such States as Colorado, and it is possible that
the number may rise to 1 in 25 or 50. Yet that guess
may be very wild, and I should be very glad if some of the
bee-keepers in those regions where specialists are plenty
would tell us what percent have no other occupation.
3. " Honor bright," yes.
The form of your question
suggests that you think diflferently, and there is a possibility that you may be right.
Will you kindly tell us your
reasons ?
3. I think so.

*—-*

Bee-Sting

Remedy— Dark Color

for Hives.

1. Can you give any remedy for the swelling caused
by
bee-sting, or, rather, an antidote to prevent the swelling ?
The sting causes little or no annoyance. I hardly notice it,
but the swelling is something awful. I have tried ammonia, arnica, soda bicarbonate. Iodine tincture, and hot
water. I have been subject to stings for the last 5 or 6
years.
2. What are the objections to hives being a dark color,
except being hotter in summer?
Penn.

Aprils, 1902

ing bees with one of the frames of honey, and put them in
hive, taking the queen with them.
Two days
later take from the old hive two frames of brood and bees
and put in a hive on a new stand. Use the other two frames
of brood and bees for another hive. That leaves your old
hive with only the one frame of honey. Go to the hive that
has the queen, and take from it the frame of honey, and put
it along with the queen in the old hive.
The object of taking the queen away two days in advance is to be able to
form your nuclei from queenless bees, which stay where they
are put better than bees that do not feel themselves queenless.
If you want to make the matter more sure, you can
stop the entrances with green leaves for 24 hours after
forming your nuclei. Only you need not close the entrances
of the two hives that have had the queen in them.

an empty

Feeding Bees

L,ast fall I got a colony of bees from a neighbor, which I
have kept in the cellar up to this time (March 12). March
10 I happened to go down into the cellar, and took a look at
the hive. What I found was a quart of dead bees. I
thought the bees must all be dead, and took the hive up in
the sunshine, where I scraped some of the bees from the bot-

when quite a swarm of live bees came out. I then
opened the cover and removed one frame, and there seemed
to be thousands of bees still alive, even if a quart of bees
had died. The frame I removed did not contain any large
amount of honey about 2'. inches square of honey was
found in the frame, all the other cells being empty. 1 decided they must be short of stores, and made a mixture of
sugar and water (I dissolved the sugar in the %vater), which I
ran into the cells of the frame I had removed. (I should
think there was about 'j quart of sugar syrup.)
In the evening I put the hive back into the cellar again.
The next day (March 11) I went down (into the cellar) and
examined the hive. I heard the low hum of the bees, but I
decided I would see how much of my syrup the bees had
eaten, and again took the hive out of the cellar, and put it
in the sun.
Some of the bees came out and flew about for
awhile, and returned to the hive. I removed the same
frame that I had filled, and found the bees had eaten all
the syrup. I again filled it with syrup. Now what is the
best thing to do ? What can I do to keep those remaining
bees alive till it is time to put the hive out ? What else
could I have done instead of what I did.
Minnesota.
tom,

—

Answer. — What you have done may work all right.
The best thing would be to give them enough comb honey
to make them pull through.
Likely you have none. Then
make candy. The Scholz or Good candy described in your
bee-book will be best but if you have no extracted honey
with which to make Scholz candy, make plain sugar candy.
;

—

Answers. 1. It almost seems that the only thing is to
keep away from bees. Possibly an application of honey or
cold water might be good.
2. I do not think of any other objection, unless it be
a matter of taste. Unless the sun shines on the hive a dark
one would hardly be hotter than a light one.
Spring Feeding— Making Nuclei.
1. About how much sugar syrup will I have to feed my
three colonies of bees, that have run short of honey this
spring, to last them from now until they can gather honey.
I am feeding these three colonies one pound of sugar syrup
every day. Is it enough ?
2. How can I form nuclei?
I am after increase.
How
many nuclei can I get from one 8- frame colony ?

New
Answers. — 1. That depends.

York.

you have plenty of
pasturagefromthetimeoffruit-bloom.it may be well to
count that they need something like 10 pounds each from
the middle of March. If they gather nothing till white
clover they may take five pounds more. That's a liberal
allowance, but it's on the safe side.
2. Something depends upon the number of frames filled
with brood, for you can make a good nucleus from each two
frames. You can make a nucleus for each frame of brood,
but you will hardly do it a second time, and it is better not
to try it the first time. Suppo.se there are 6 frames well supplied with brood. Of course there will be two other frames
of honey and pollen. Take two frames of brood with adherIf

in Winter.

Transferring Bees.

How
a

modern

can

I

hive.

best transfer bees from an old-style box into
Illinois.

—

Answer. The instruction given in your text-book on
this subject is all right, only nowadays there is a tendency
toward the practice of allowing bees first to swarm, then
transferring three weeks after the swarming, when the
worker-brood has had time to hatch out.
Transferred Bees Fighting— Having Too Much Honey
Spring— Placing Hives, Etc.

in

1. Will not the bees fight when you return the old bees
that are left, to the new swarm, 21 days after swarming

when transferring?
2. Can bees have
spring
3.

Does

are placed
4.

too

much honey when put

out in the

?
it

make any

difi'erence

how

far apart the hives

?

About how many dead bees should there be on the

from 23 colonies if they are wintering all right ?
the north slope of a hill a good place for a bee-cellar? Wouldn't sand, put on the floor about 4 inches thick,
and then sawdust 2 inches thick on top of the sand, help
Iowa.
to keep the cellar dry ?

cellar-floor
5.

Is

—

Answers 1. That will nearly always be at a time when
the bees have good pasturage and will be peaceably iticlined.
The drumming will take all the fight out of the bees from

April
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fortably .seated between thdn, it will be about as well aH to
put them farther apart; and you can just as well put them
in pairs, putting the two hivs of a pair as close as you can
without touching, then hav<' space enough to put a scat between that pair and the next pair.

the old hive, and a good smokiii);- will in nearly all rases
take the fifflit out of the others.
2. It would probably be an iinpo.ssil)ility in most places.
They can not go into winter (luartcrs with more honey tlian
In the course of the winter
to have all their combs lilled.
they will cat out enough so as to alVonl the ipieen a place to
begin laying, and the enormous draft made on their stores
to keep up liroodrearing would omjjty out enough more to
allow all the room needed up to the time of harvest. If,
however, the locality is such tliat from the time they we're
taken out there would be enougli honey gathered to make
good the amount used each day, then the (pieen would become crowded for room. If you find in your part of Iowa a
place where the queen becomes crowded for room to lay in a
colony to which you have fed notliing after putting in winter quarters, be sure to report it.
If you put them too far apart it makes
3. Yes, indeed.
too much travel when working at them. If too near each
other you will not have room to work at them, and there
will be danger of queens and bees getting into the wrong
hives. If you leave room enough so that you can be com-

With eijually good wintering, the
4. The number varies.
number of dead bees will be much more in a colony that has
a large proportion of old bees. There may also be the same
number of dead bees with none on the floor in one case and

many

in others, for in one case they may all Ije on the floor
of the hive and not on the cellar floor. The time they are
taken out also makes a great ili (Terence. In the past winter,
no more bees died for me in tlic first 75 days than in the
lasts. If not more than a quart die for each colony, you
may be pretty well satisfied.

Other conditions being all right, it would.be a good
no better than any other slope. If the
sand and sawdust were very dry when put in, it would make
some difference about the dryness of the cellar. Hut dryness is not so important as temperature and ventilation.
5.

place, but probably

Headquarters

I

POR

No-Drip Shipping" Cases.
Mr.

reading

After

Davenport's

detail of no-drip shipping-cases,
Lu:iit)-honey pruuuccrs ^jiiuuid oe

and

better

ReoM*

This

Tr.ictiiin

Gear to the FoB*Gm

Enirine sliould receive

tlie

attention of all

Investij^ate it.
Motlern in e^ery part. Has all
devices ami appliances. Perfect in traction, unsurpassed in generating and supplying power. A full line of
general and special purpose engines.
Separators should
interest you. The
Kiimt'ly is what you want. It
Uireshes it all, cleans it all, saves it all. Catalog sent free.
tlire-^Iiers.

liitest

New

M.

RUMELY

CO., La Porte, Ind.

please meutioti Bee Journal

BARNES' FOOT

when

wTit»u.fr

POWER MAGHIRERT
Read what

J. I.

Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: ^ We
cut with one of your Com'bined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a ereat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
'

,

you sav

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

the

will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,

it

Address,

995

Ruby

St..

Rockford,

111.

The American Poultry Journal
325

A

Dearborn

Journal

Street,

that

is

Chicago, III.
over a quarter of a

century old and is still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

cents a Year.

and made up— at very low
O. C.

SOCtf

MASTIN,

price. "=5^

Trent, S. D.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California-CThe yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Kanches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months,
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50 cents.

Sample

=.1

(

-

.
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DO VOU READ
THE

Modern Farmer
not ? You get it a whole
year for 25 cents. Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.
if not satisfied.
Get two of your farmer friends to take
If not,

it

why

Beekeepers
Supplies

same for THE SODTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cinciunati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

Orders taken for Queens— Golden Italians,
Red Clover I^ueens, aud Carniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog.

9Ctf

ST. JOSEPH, MO.

WEBER,
W. CINCINNATI,
OHIO.

C. H.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Jovtmal when writing.

WE WANT WORKERS
O/IVC
I^L
^ V H ^^
H B^kV
V
Boys,

H^^ ^^

JH

^^
k'

(.iirls.

iii<il<^^

\\ t

tr.r

uld

iiK'Mt-y

tumi-h

neps. bftiil U3 10c (.tamps or er|ve-

aampleaioworkwiih.

and youniz alike,
working: for us.

losiarlynn inbnsiinvimctif ns and a line of

i-i(.itaj

full

lRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Cbicago,IU.

BEES FOR SALE!
good, heavy colonies in S-frame, dovemost o£ the bees
tailed hives, well painted
show Italian markings. Prices; Sing-le colony.
They are located
.?.5
,50
each.
or
more,
?6.00; 5
within 12 miles of Kankakee, 111. Can be
shipped April 1. Address.
.=iO

:

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

it 141!

Erie Street,

CHICAGti. ILL.

NO COLLEGE EDUCATION
isneerlpf] to run the Sure Hatch
Incubator. They are sositDple
that they run themselves. Made
of California redwood, beantifal-

Address,

MODERN FARMER,

lowest prices.

You will save money by buj'ing from me.

a year, send us SO cents, and get
free. Send their names for sam-

ples.

Bf

z Factory
Prices

yours

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
l,os Angeles, Cal,
North Main Street,

told a much
of
fastening

posed to. have nails, etc., but such is not
always the case; and, further, not many 'men
are able to hold a small nail in their great
fingers and drive it even with a short-handled
hammer. We do many small things, and know
liow ditficult they are to do.
The plan pursued by us was promptly
adopted by Mr. O. J. Hetherington (a very
ingenious bee-keeper who is a frequent visitor at our home J, several years ago. and he
has pursued it ever since.
There is no red tape in getting comb-honey
and having money left after selling it.
Every reasonable reason should be brought to
Mr. Davenport's plan of
bear upon its care.
forming the paper tray is all right, excepting that it should not project the same dis.c
i ne
I'^per snould project
.;^e uii .111
about 2 inches more on the ends than on the
glass sides, so the board or form may be
raised by taking hold of the ends of the paper
above the form. This plan enables the form
to be placed over the case firmly and accurately.
No one will fail to see that there will
be an excess of paper at the corners, and
We
that it should be avoided or removed.
remove it by cutting off the corners before
who
form.
Those
it
on
the
use
beginning to
The paper
send out the cases can do it.
of
should be cut off at the corners about
an inch, at an angle of 45 degrees, leaving
the paper longer than the case.
The form may be Yz inch thick and must

Mention the Bee Journal.

Danzeiibaker Uives.
.8®" In flat

plan

cases.
^Ir. Davenport was
in
to. a
of the troublus, and cut off his hammer hanuie, not tiunking that the nails were
object ionaole in any way but in the probable
incident of putting thern in.
While the fact
IS that any tiling less thick than honey could
find its way
under and through the nail
holes very readilv.
Of course everyone is sup-

American Poultry Journal.
50

modern

minute
seems all

no-drip

strips

RUMELY

more

it

,_

ly finished; twelve ounce copper
t:ink,;ind hydro-safety lamp. FulV puaranteed. Our catalogue contains
hundreds of phot-ographs of the Miro
Hatch InciilMitur at work, and vaUlable information. Sent free.

Sure Halch Incubator Co.. Clay Center, Heb.. or Colombtis, 0,

please n-entioL Bee Journal

wKen wntina.
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VXU*
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April

describing and
aad listing the finest line of BEE-KEEP\
^^
_
in the wo
vorld, is ready. If you
supplies
VjatalOP'<
vA^ivwix^,/^! ^"S"
jj^^g jjQj jj^gjj receiving- a copy anuuallv,
a
send us vour
1

.

.

.

'

wmte mafi'edlou frIe

LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wis.

G. B.

Special Agency. C. M. Scott & Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis. Ind.
L. C. Woodman. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Fred W. Muth & Co., S.W. Cor. Walnut
and Front Sts., Cincinnati. Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah: Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, Denver, Colo. Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Jnnnction, Colo.
Robert Hallev, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent; Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, SIS
1st Ave., N.E , Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bopardus i Co., Seattle, Wash.
,

AGENCIES:

;

3, 1902.

have a hole in

it or a handle to lift it out of
the case.
The board or form I use has a
knot-hole about 3 inches from the end which,
serves the purpose, the hole or handle should
be near one end, or the paper will come up
with it from the air-suction. Several one-inch
holes through the form would facilitate its
quick removal. In rapid work a little paste
spread in places on the bottom of the crate
would help hold the paper in place.
depend on the wide ends of the paper to hold
on to the end of the case firmly; while the
form at one end is lifted by the fingers, holding the paper against the case.

We

Referring to the nails again, you will now
see that ordinary flour-paste, rather thick, put
on the under side of the strips will hold
them in place no nails, no short-handled hammer, no nail-holes in the tray; in short, a

—

SPLIT
HiCHOHYVEfflaES
We
want new

used by no one but Bingham
and Hetherington that I know of. There is
no patent on it, yet it is a vast improvement
on any other I am acquainted with.
no-drip

put our horror against yours. If you
a
bugpry or
carriape this season, and would like not only to seeit set up. hut to
use it and satisfy yourself that it isa bargain, we will ship youoneon

Thirty Days' Free Trial.

case

'

Clare Co., Mich.

Bingham,

F.

T.

We believe our Split Hicltory

Vehicles are the best on the market at any price, and » e believe you will give them a fair trial. If
after thirty days you are not satisfied, return
them to us. There will be nothing to pay. All
this is fully explained in our new illustrated
catalogue, which is free. Besides vehicles it
shows a full line of harness.

OHIO CAR.tUAGE: MFG.
SUtion

6,

Clnclnmtl.

Do Bees Heap

?

This seems to be a very guzzling question

among

the

entire

CO.,

even among

bee-fraternity,

most learned and
always been settled in
the

experienced.

my mind

It

has

from

even

a small boy, that bees do hear.

OMo.

was a circumstance that occurred
was a boy
or 10 years old that
the beliei that it wUl take strong,
arguments and even '"showing" to change my
There

when

The MUTH'S SPECIAL
Jack."

yes, Sir

COVER

atid

a

"Cracker

BOTTOM-BOARD

are abso-

dovetail hive

is

We know

because we are practiit all.
You can
^""^^""""""^"^^^^^ have one by asking. Not a hive left
over from last
season. We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
lutely warp-proof.

Our

cal.

of

illustrated catalog explains

STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BUCKEYE STRAIN
3-BANDERS and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents each;

6 for S4.00.

Safe arrival guaranteed.
Walnut Sts..
CINCI^NATI, OHIO.

Front an

CO.,

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We
are the largest marmfaoturers of
vehicU'S and harness in the world selling to consiimers.and we have b'=en doing husmess in this way for 29 years,

195 styles of vehiclfs

the

In

bees.

those

days

the

Our

jjo 232

Waeon has rubber

ere.l steps and"

Harness Manufacturing

K inch

cov-

This

a good time

is

Si»n
CASH — for"F""t
best

&

146 Erie

any

yelprice.

call
I

in

for

i.;ir

\\t- riii-nisli
"^

(

..f

it if

-yn

I.- ^:,m^
p.Hilrry pi'tnliirt i.u\,-.
Mini HJi- t'i>r- ^illnJJles lUi'l parti''

ri.

111.

cjipilul

t>i

Htui-t yini in

Draper PublisblDgCo.,CbicaKo,lll.

Real Estate
Wanted
you want
buy

and for

If
to sell or
(no matter
send description and cash price i\v^\ ^'f't
saccesBful plan.
M.
North Amencau lUdg., Philadelphia, T.i.

DER,

W.

inu'-i

facts

these
tj

..

I

Keokuk

OSTHACJ-

staring

me

aloB?
at

the

Tanks

LOWEST

EVERYTHING NEEDED

THE

KRETCHMER MFG.

FREE;

BEST (?oods
write lor

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugatt
Spangler, Kentland, lod.

&

the

face^

Co., Iowa,

March

W. Hechler.

4.

of 1900 found me with 4 colin stores and bees, and for the
sections of honey, several stings,
and some experience. Winter problems conneighbors were ready to adfronted me.
vise me as to the where withs, etc.
I
wastoid that bees froze stiff and remained in a
dormant state until spring, and, when they
thawed out, to feed them corn-bread and
Another bee-keeper who had gone
molasses.
out of business, for lack of stock, said to
kill a chicken and bake it and put it in the
I
hive for the bees.
wanted to do the right
thing for the bees, and. like many other beginners, I was inquiring of every fellow that
fall

heavy

onies,

J4

My

Cat-

wi illustrated pai?es; describes
IN
APIARY.
prices. Alternatiug- hives and Keriruson supers. Sent
from t;alv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

in

:

Experience with Bees.
The

season

Have You Seen Our Blue

if

experiments in this line the coming summer.

sale.

my

as

ask. Why does a queen pipe
cannot be heard by the colony?

if slie

^^ilp^e located)

(FREE)

air.

assistance.

H.

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
h;iM-

tile

would also

With

Chicago,

mi^ii

Then, again, when all the bees are in thehive save i or 2, and you in some way
pinch one, how soon a number will come
rushing to its help, in answer to its loud-

I

St.,

.,.u^l..ig

^

.

would have alighted on my head had not I
stepped among some small peach-trees near
by, upon which they settled.

to send in your Bees-

low, upon its receipt, or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

CO., 144

^..

they were lost or bewildered, but in a few
minutes they started off in one direction,
and I started with them for about a block
until I was under them.
I then commenced.

Kelly rub-

Co., Elkhart, Ind.

vy xv

I

degree

the hiving of the swarm soon began,
but they were rather stubborn about being
hived, or the neighbor did not understand
how to handle them as he should, for all at
at once they rose up in the air and commenced to start for the woods, when the
neighbor began whistling, and they all at
once turned and came back just as suddenly
as they started away,
and settled on the
same tree under which the neighbor stood.

i'^b.,^

and eSetvlesof

prices represent the

^
28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. *
»

rti

highest

success was markea by the number ot
swarms any one had. Uf course we watched
to see who would get the first swarm, as the
time of swarming came on.
'One Sunday
morning the alarm was sounded that the neighbors' bees were swarming, and we all started
for the scene, and as we gathered near the
oi

I
want to say here that most of the
had broken the circle so common toand started in a course some 4
or 5 rods away.
In the summer of 1900 I had a swarm

cost of material and makinp, plus ler tires. Price, f) 7.( 0. As good
oneproflt. Our lar(,'c free catalogue as sells for $i0.00 to SlJO.fiO mure,
shows complete iine. Send for it.

GEORGE W. YORK &

line.

Now

out nothing if not satisfied. We make

&.

that

in

That circumstance was like this: My father
and a neighbor went tu a saie, and eacn
of them bought a colony of bees.
This wassometning new tor tiie uuys concerned about

swarmiuR

guaranteeintr safedelivery. You are

Elkhart Carriage

ideas

colony

WE
HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for examination
No. 717 Surrey. Price. »75.00. As good
as5eHs for ^3.^) Odto li'l.OOniHre.

ii

p. ace

THE FRED W. MUTH

hamess.

1

fixed

so

Ouraii, Council Bluffs, lowii: Chas.
12E20t

had ever kept bees, what to do with them, and
1
found them ever ready to advise.

Please Mention the Bee Journal iJ^^rSser'sS...

Let
that

me
about

say right here,
that time I

before I
received

forget it,
a sample-

:

April

3, 191
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lice Journal, and one
tinngs i noticed was an editorial
hditur \ urk caiitiuticd tht btginner in rcgaiU tu takiiiK aUvicc ui men iliat uad
failed to niaUc hccs pay, hut advised them to
get a standard tcxt-oook and suhscriUe for
That timely advice was
sonic good bcepapcr.
all that saved me going out ut the business.
1
had subscrihed lur a paper and concluded
that 1 could do without the text-book; that
\vas a big mistake, but 1 didii't see it then.
1
was greatly pleased with the American
Bee Journal, out my J4 pounds ot honey
woulu hard.y stand two bee-papers.
(Some
jjeoi»le keeiJ
bees lor pleasure, sonic for the
dollars, but a combination suits nic best; i
hnd much pleasure with my bees, and a little
money is a right handy thing to have around
tnc house).
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tubaccu

copy of the American
ot

ihc

in

which

first

would advise the beginner
American lice Journal, and ttien

to

into trouble,

is to make
will do the

1

his wants
xest.
iiut, in

all

that is necessary

known and

Dr.

Miller

take

if

he

he gets

December 1 bought 7 more colonies,
and moved them on a sled over as rough
a road as there is in southern Ohio; they
bumped around over the rocks, and I expecieo to luse them all, 4 Loiunics did die,
but the other 3 colonies pulled through in
very good shape. The colonies that died were
queeniess and had laying workers, at least so
1 supposed, as i luuud arone-uioud 111 wurker-

como and no

queen

They

present.

left

at

40 pounds of honey in the hives which
to the bees in ttte 6 colonies which remained.
As evidence of my ability as an up-to-date
apiarist, increase was the paramount issue with
me, when spring came.
i here Leing no bees
within 3 miles, except about 5 colonies, I fed
my bees in the upen. I contracted the entrances to 2 inches, and found that proof
against robbing— only use the preventive before commencing to feed.
I also succeeded by
following Doolittle's plan of stimulating and
spreading brood.
I produced aiiple-bloom
honey, of which I
received for my trouble some jo pounds per
colony, it being the first apple-bloom honey
least

fed

I

produced in sections in this vicinity. So I
concluded it paid to read bee-papers even if I
am a 2x4 apiculturist.
Ants bothered my bees badly in early spring,
and 1 tried to "lick them" in a hand-to-hand
contest

but

coal-oil,

and even turpentine;
smeared the bottoms

then

I

failed.

1

tried

hot

salt,

water,

they came.
with pine tar

still

which did the work. My new hives I fixed by
driving four 8-penny nails, one in each corner,
like legs,
and smeared the nails with tar
and let the nails rest on blocks which I also
gave a good coat of tar. Shallow cans filled
with water and the nails resting in the cans
would produce the same effect. If you are
troubled with ants just try my simple remedy

and note the

By

my

bees

swarmed

3

weeks

I

Some

increased to 15 colonies.

of

after-swarms were very small, so I concluded I would double up some. I hived an
after-swarm on Tuesday, and on Friday I
ran another after-swarm into the same hive
and again another on Sunday, using a little
the

30 DAYS TRIAL
any vehicle we make" Keep it if ycul
like it, return it if you dislike it.
We save I
you dealer and jobber profits. If vou wani|
to know more send for our
free 22nd annua IcatalogTie.

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oug-ht to be in the

This

Please meniiou Bee Journal

Bee=Man,
'

is

bound

library of every bee-keeper.
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellIt is

known

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
it

—

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
&

144

146 Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

SAY
PATRONS
HAT OUR
cks trom
epps
Get
50

50 cbi

I

of r*n.

HATCH EVERY GOOD EGO EVERY TIME.E

out of order.
Needs no alien lion
|atiiig:bt. Hegnlal^s perfectly. liest on earth.

Never

f eta

Cstaloene

cnr«.«p:,«#c
5UtggdlZe$9

No.

53,

BUCKKYE INVUBATOK CO.,
8prioBfleld,

::o.

OUo.

W

K?

wticii.

writing.

Experienced, Wanted,
at once, to

manage

colonies.

Wages,

2oa
$20

R.

14Alt

Nucleus Colonies, Queens, Strawberry
Plants.

Queen,

American Bee
$1.50.

and Tested

Circular free.

J. F.
14A4t

Journal

R.R.6,

MICHAEL,
WINCHESTER,

pop

me.

at

it

let
liees

the

ciuster

would

After they had settled down I
on the board down so the
touch the entrance, and they
and were not molested; on

)ust
in

went riKhl
same
plan
that
if
hanging
out
and fanning
tile

the

bees

are

you

jar

and

hive
they
will
quit
fanning
and
in the hive.
t,'o
I
put all the bees from 5
alighting-boards in the same way and then
gave them a few puffs of smoke, and awaited
results.
'I'hey filled 10 frames with stores for
winter, and I got 24 sections of honey from
them.
They appear to be wintering all right. Was
it
locality.''
"Tut," I suppose some of you
wise sages will say, "It's a lie."
say I
I
can do it again, so can you if you knock some
of the scales off your stout-edged glasses, and
let u|) on Davenport long enough to try it.
Pike Co.. Ohio, Feb. 21.
J. M. WEST.
the

Loss in Cellar-Wintering.
While

in the cellar a short lirne apo I
noticed a bee draggfinfr one of its dead comrades towards the edge of the Moor of the
hive, and when it got to ttie edge over went
the living bee with the dead one down to the
cellar tloor.
Now I wish to express two opinions right here:
First, that was a strong,
health.v, vigorous bee. that (barring an accident) would be likely to come through the
winter all right and do elTective work in the
spring. The nest is. that bee would never
get back into the hive, but perish on the cellar floor.
I would like to ask the cellar-wintering fraternity if they have made observations along this line, and if it is shown conclusively that we suffer serious loss in that
way, the next move will be to devise a remedy.
Since making the above observations. I
have enjoyed a very pleasant call from that
prince of bee-keepers, S. T. Pettit. and he
agrees with me that we suffer loss as above.
.J.

M. C'ruickshaxk.

Ontario, Canada, Feb. 24.

Bees For Sale.
O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co.. Iowa.
Ple?«e mention Bee Journal -when vrriting.
13Atf

YOU
TO START
ih prrs.-nt >i>u
V

5

II

and

IN

BUSINESS

Willi the first

Sv"i

>"U

aft yi'ii in a. tr'x'd payiiit^ hiistcents fur lull line ol s..uipleB
how to be^in,
I'lJBLiSHINQ CO., Chkai^o, Ills.

111 si

Sc'iHi 10
dirt'i-ti(»ns

DK4PER

ITALIAN OUEENS and the

WARFIELD STRA WBERRY,..
J.

BLOCHBR,

Pearl City,

III.

kota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

D. J.

BLOCKER, Denbeigh, N.Dak.

Please mention the Bee Journal,
4Atf
please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

ANSELL, The

Portland,
St. Pai-l, Minn.

I

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

BETTER THAN SPRAYING.
Use

Don't lug barrels of water around when spraying.
poison direct. Our

Queens Hurt

in

Mail

Still

Qood

for

Stock.
The

editor of the Bee-keepers'

Review

says:

Queens are often injured in shipment. Of
One proof is that a
this there is no doubt.
very superior queen often turns out to be a
very poor <|ueen after a long journey; while
(/(i»y///fr.'i of this queen prove to be most excellent.
I have often sent out a queen that I
knew to be the best that could be secured
only to have customers complain; and then,
the next year receive a letter of apology, saying that a (/'(kj^/i^i- of this queen had proved
.superior

tu

iiirijthiiiy

in

the iipiiirij.

\

queen

should be bought, not so much for the work
that she may do herself, but for the blood that
she brings into the apiary.

to Take Bees Out of Winter
Quarters.

month and board.

W.

tst-ni

J

flease mention. Bee Journal "when writing

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending' the winter in North Da-

L Station 33. Kalamazoo. Michigan.

a

Revised by Uadant— 1900 Edition.

D.

KALAMAZOO CARRIAGE & HARNESS
MFG. COMPANY.
( Piuneert of lh4 Frw Trial Plan.'i

:if{ain>.

I

one step further, to huild Ihc
colonicH 111- very strong.
In about a week,
after btiti'luwn one evening, when the beci
were haiiKiMK out on the aligtiting-boards,
iliLI
itiL-ked
boards up very carefully and
held at tlic entrance of my experimental hive;
shook a tew of the bees down. The bees
aiiie
om .if the hive and went for them,
.'ind
some of them were foolish enough to
.N'ow

.

$

'<u

tiiKl

iit(liting

corrci

!.

on...

TI16H0I161IB66

results.

stimulating,

sooner than any in the country, and by natural

swarming

Lanosiroiiti

Each hUcccctJinK day
each time.
a tlcad quccii near the entrance,
among the been. (Davenport

Mi'.k'-

'

would
nu

I

btit

Time
the

R. V. Holtermann, in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

Common Sense Dust Sprayer

ture, advises to

nnn Insett Eitfrmlnator is a most ingenious device that
rapidly supplanting tlie old methods. It blows the linely
powuered dustiuto every nook and crevice. Reaches the bot.

this Editor

begin about March

15.

To

Root replies

is

IND.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

shrutis

It may be well to bear in mind that localities vary greatly as to the proper time to set

Please mention Bee Journal

bees out. Dr. Miller once gave the good rule
that applies equally to all places, to set out
when the soft maples come into bloom. This

tomsu

well .. (he tvpB otlCTcg.

Destroy .Insect

life

od plnntB, vines,

sod trees. Just oa effeodre for reniiin on poultry uid pips.
More rapid (h.n sprayiog. Descriptive oircDlars end tesUmonlals free.
MIM.IS IH'ST SPIIAYFR t'O., Box 16, ST. JOSKI'll, M(i.

when

•writins
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JOUENAl-

BEE'

will usually be about the time when safe warm
shall, however, set
weather comes on.
are
our bees out late rather than early.
liable to have a ver^' warm spell in April, durlarge
amount
of
will
get
a
which
the
bees
ing
brood started. This will be followed by cold
weather during which not only a large part of
the brood is lost, but many of the bees, in
their efforts to cover and preserve the brood.
It therefore seems to me (except in the case
of actually diseased colonies) that March 15 is
about a month too early for most localities.
Last year we did not set our cellar bees outtill
after the ^s7 oj' Mat/.aiid 1ho>tt colonies provnt
til be the hext we ?hiii.
Of course, if one can"t
keep his bees quiet he will have to set them

We

We

is
plca-sing to tlie eye thanauatliletic, clear
skinned, deep chested man, ready to toil or play, -with the
free, easy grace of perfect health'?
The kind of man
thatgoessingingaboiu his work, because lie feelsthat way.

WATKINS'
VEGETABLE ANODYNE LINIMENT
will

not

Tool.

f

I

you

harm has l)f en dnne. No running for Doc
l>ig ductur liills.
Use internally or externally for Colds, Coughs, Colic, Diarrhoea, 'Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, for man or beast.
Watkins' Liniment is good for so many diseases because of
the large number of valuable mgredients, each of which does
its own work, and does not interfere with the others.
Let
ouragent leave a bottle at the house. If there is no agent in
your neighborhood, write to us, and we will see that you are
supplied.
no paying

A Valuable
We have a beautiful
send free to

Gift.

Cook Book and Home Doctor that we

all.
It is full of valuable recipes
and {jood wholesome advice. Everyone is surprise that \ve can afford to send out such a
complete and beautiful book free. Write toaddress on a postal card.
I

—

Send your Dame aod

THE

J.

§1.

WATKINS IMEDBOAL

10 Liberty Street, Winona, Minn., U. S.

"Nor do I consider any Italian queen as
When Bro. Doolittle says that, I
pure."
think that what he niemiti is true, but that what
he -sd),* is not true unless he uses the word
''pure'* with some meaning other than that
found in the dictionary. From what he has
said in other places. I understand him to believe that no Italians are of an entirely fixed
or permanent character, in which he is probably strictly correct. But I do not know that
in the term " Italian " there is at all involved
the idea of strict permanence of character.
If a man should order a queen, saying, "I
want a tested queen, for I want to be sure that
I have nothing but pure Italian," I think
Bro. Doolittle would be able to Bll the order,
and it would not enrprise me if at some time
he may have eold a queen that the purchaser
supposed was ' pure Italian." If there is no
such a thing as a pure Italian C(ueen, there is
an immense amount of correcting that should
In looking
be done in our bee-literature.
found just
over a half-page in the
Moreover, if
nine such corrections needed.
no Italian queen ever sold was pure, an immense number of frauds have been committed
by men supposed to be honest. Stray Straw
in Gleanings in Bee-t'ulture.

will kt-ep

A

tor,

Foul Brood.

Purity of Italians Bees.

muscular, but it
that tlip

conilitiiin

before the

—

Foul brood is not always apparent at a
spring examination. A colony that appears
free from the disease early in the season, may
turn out Ijadly infected in August and September. Don't be lulled into a sense of
security because no infected colony is found
when supers are put upon the hive. BeeKeepers' Review.

man

a lazy

such perfect

work you

do, will all help to builil up a iiiji,
strong body. It is the cold in the chest, fc.lli.wi-d by a
troublesome cough that breaks down so niaiiy strung
bodies.
dose of Walkins' Liniment will stop it. all

It is

—

make

tlie biiiiy in

eat, the

a long iron spoon about 15 or IS
inches long. With it we can work our capA little
also
in lighting our smoker.
pings,
charcoal from last using in bottom, the spoon
can quickly take live coals from the stove to
add to, then till up with we use dry apple-tree
bark." Australian Bee-Bulletin.
''

3, 1901.

THE
GLORY OF HEALTH.
What more

out earlier.

A Handy

AprU

Please mention

Bee Journal

CO.,

A.

'wrhen "roTitinp

narsMeld Mannfactnrin g CouipaDy.
Our

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty

Wisconsin

is

BASSWOOD is the

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturiag Cotupany, Marshfield, Wis.
Hease mention Bee Journal "when writlna

7A26t

'

j We

are

tlie

LarEcst Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies In

tlie

Nortliwest

Send for catalog.

"ABC"!

—

Exposing Brood to Robber=Bees.
Did you ever notice that bees rob worse
when brood is exposed ! If you never have,
the next time you have the ill luck to have
bees waiting to rob, just open a brood-nest
and see how quick the robbers pour into it.
Bees will rob when brood is exposed when
they would pay little attention to honey
alone.
I suppose that when they smell brood
they at once conclude that some colony is in a
bad fix, and that it is a good time to make a
Lone Star Apiarist.
raid on it.

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

lia?e tlie Best Goods,

Please mention Bee Jouinal "when

JOS.

C. H. Tomlinson, in the British Bee Journal,
reports that he was driving some bees, and

710

in

the best of tempers,

1

advised the ladles

don their veils (which the younger did),
and then placed them in an advantageous
position to view the whole proceedings.
Hardly had I commenced operations, howto

Ca.

NYSEWANDER,

712

DES MOINES.

says

not

"wn"itine.

I

English Versus American Pluck.

!

Facilities

We carry a full line and large stock of the .\. I.
Root Co. goods, which we sell here at their. factory
prices.
Estimates cheerfully given. Send to-day fori
our 16th annual catalog for IftU'J. Address.

—

There happened to he staying in the house
a bright American girl, and a very inquisitive,
excitable and stout old lady (English), both of
As it
them desirous of seeing " the fun "
was getting late in the day, and the bees were

Lowest Prices, and Best SMppins:

BIPINGHAm'S
;4

PATENT

j'ears the btist.

ISend for Circular. Smokers

25Atf

T. F.

BINQHaM,

harwell. Mich.

W

Grand Avenue.

IOWA.
dnbtr
MUNcT and easv to make
w..r-k
We

Imi- us.
will start y<m in
;unl liiriiish the capital.
\\ <>rk
iiiu! tasy.
St-ntl 10 cents for full
of
waiiiplfji
line
atiii particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.
jr

\

.Ml

'iii.-,i[R'^:s

iK'lit

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Jaurnal Advertisers «*.

:

April

ever,
tion,

3,

when
"Oh,
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hfanl a shout,

I
I

iiiui tln^

shall Ijusluiitr,

I

Unuw

nxclnrna"
shall

I

!

from Ihii (lame, who at oner (Miinriicnci'il to
throw her arms about in the usual st^'le. Iler
hostess eiuli'avored to raliii her fears, telliri^^
her that beatini,'' oil' the hues In that fashion

wa8thever,v way to trettlieiii to stiIl^c hei- tile
next instant tiiere was a perfeei, yell
A ijee
Without waiting
hail pinned her on tiie face.
further risk of dannit^o siiu wliipped her skirts
up over lier head and ran sereauiin^ into tiie
almost anythin^r
house.
1 would luive ^iven
at tiuit moment for a "Kodak " snap sliot,
the l)ack view liein^; exeeeiiinj^iy line.
The Aniorlean K'iri stood it without any sik'u
of relreatiiijf, indeed, Beemini? both interested
and higldy amused.
;

!

It would be a very unfair infereuee to conclude that the American girl liad any less fear
than the other. Indeed, did she not show
the greater tear l)y putting on the veil i

Selling

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

sm

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

manner in which a full supply
commission houses brings down the price.
and then says
discusses the

The Mueslion then arises. What is the
remedy
My answer is: Withhold as far as
!

possible our honey from the principal market
centers, and the way to do this is to dispose
of every pound that we can in the smaller
cities, towns, villages, and even in the county.
I know it is much less trouble to dispose of
the entire crop in bulk and be done with it,
but by selling in smaller (|uantities and supplying the demand nearer home, we can real-

enough more per pound over what we
would receive if shipped to a commission
ize

merchant, to pay us well for the time devoted
to selling, and the extra cost of smaller packages. One who has never tried selling honey
to his home trade and near-by towns does not
know how much honey he is shipping off to
help keep down prices in general that might
just as well be used near home to make new
customers and an increa,sed demand.

Tennessee Queens
Daug^hters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-todyued
(Moore's), and Select, Straight

5-baad Queens. Bred

and mated

}4

to

miles
select

No

bees owned within 2% miles:
none impure
within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'
experience.
QUEENS, 75 cents each:
TESTED, Sl.Sti each. Discount on large orders. 200
tested reared last season ready
to-day
Coutracts with dealDiscount after July 1st. Send

WARRANTED

JOHN M. DAVIS,

14A26t

SPRING HILL, TENN.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiRht. and ehip promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Are You a
Judge ?
If your experience with >heet

metals has all
*' u n d e r
been
cover," you
liable to

are

make

mistake when
choosing a rural
mall box. Even the boxmakers who have had no

outdoor "
experience
are astonished at what
the cruel weather can do.
We can give you valuable ^' pointers "
gained by actual experience. Write for
'*

particulars.

BOND STEEL POST

1

CO.,

so&
|(..00

4.00
4.2S
4.50
3.25

7,£0
8.00
8.50
6.00

1

1.00

80

1.70
l.SD
1.90
1.40

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK A CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

S. E. ^Miller

at

ers a specialty.
for circular.

25m
1.1.25

90
nO

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 ct^nts more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postag'e and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE

apart,

ion>

$.75 $1.40

Alfalfa Clover

144

drones.

Seeds.

We have made arratiirements so that we can
(nrnlsh Seed of ncvcral of the Clovers by frelirtat
or expresa, at the foUowinif prices, cash with
the order:

Honey.

In the Progressive Bee-Kceper,
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ADRIAN, MICH.

"-^"^^^i

FOR SALE
(lO colonies of Hvbrid Bees, all in
Dovetailed
Hives, on self-sp!tcing, Hoffman frames. One
o 10 colonies, $3 per colony; 10 or more, $Z.50
per colony. One super goes with each hive
All bees guaranteed to arrive safely by express.
Address,
ROCKFORD, MINN.
F,
14Alt
Mention the American Bee Journal.

GENT.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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We have a

Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.

25 tH

WC

Whv
yy Hy UUCd

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

BEST.

THE W.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

New

Catalog and copy of
Bee-Keeper free. Address,

The American

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

*y W.

?
M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N. H.,
carrl»»8 a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
OtA' r of him and save freight.

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL
KINDS »••»»

Bee-Heepers' SuDplies

FftLGONER MFG. GO.,

T.

an WCIl
»U

Because it has always given better satlsrtnf^e. IL
if »CII
at^ll
xirt^il'i*
r faction than any other. Because In 34 yearA
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes.

fd^

more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
\A/f criim-Jinfp>«»
^nf icfaff inn what
^UctrdllLCC .:7ctLIM<tCLIUn.
PURITY. FIRMNESS, No SAUQINO,
No LOSS. PATENT WEED- PROCESS SHEETINU

THE

WE MAKE ONLY THE

Dadant's Foundation

Year

Hives. Extraciors
IN

3, 1902.

»is^i^ki.is^i£,j£^i£,j£,jAjiS^ie,jii.iS,j£^iiijt^ja^^

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

April

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

,»/C^

Chickens and Eggs

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee — Revised,

Tip=Top Glass Honey-Jars

The

The picture siiown

Bee-Culture— Price,

classic in

$1.25,

by mail.

herewith represents the
best one-pound jar tor
honey that we know of.
It is made of the clearest Dint glass, and when
filled with honey, and a
neat label attached, it
makes as handsome a
package as can be im^
agined.
Its glass top
sets
ring,

on a

rubber

flat

and is held in
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It

is

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee

jDumal -when

III.

vrritlng.

THE DANZENBAKER

^ HIVE ^

practically air-tight,

is

which

BEESWAX wanted
at all times

thus permitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

sellers.

We

can furnish these

at these prices
$4.7" a gross;

One

;

five

Chicago,

jars, f.o.b.

gross, ?5.00

or

;

two

more gross

gross,
$4.50 per

gros

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.
;

other

them once you will likely use no
tind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

>u try

If.

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, II,!*

-

If yon care to know of Its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia's Favorite Paper—

California
The

I

.

I.

The.

.

1.

The.

.

I.

Jobbing Agencies.

Offices.

Co., in Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wra. A. Selser, Manager.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Root Co..
K. A. Salisbury, ManaRCr.
Meuhanic Falls, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

.

.

.

Sam-

The.

.

Minn.
Miss
Hoot Co.,
H. (t. Acklin. ManaKer.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root C'^..
Tueppprwein & Walton. Managers.
I. Root Co.. rj"n .Md, Av., S. VV. Washington.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cai.
Market Street,

The.

.

I.

andsomely
copy

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

I.

Saffell & HerricK. Managers.
Co.. San Ignacio 17 Havana,
F. ii. de Bechu. Manager.

Root

Would you

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80 ^

from Maine

146 Erie St., Chicago,

-

Nebel&Son. High

Hill,

-

Des Moines, Iowa.
Co.. Mo.

Montgomery

Prothero & Arnold, Du Bols, Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl K. Buck,
Augusta. Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Sin,
I.yonsville, Mass.
The r.. A. Watklns Mdse Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Cuba.

increase your profits? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

to California.

Retail— wholesale— Jobbing.
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL nece'ssary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own Inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and

and

I.

MUCnANIC PSLLS, MAINE,
ROOT CoMPAXT, Medina, Ohio.

used

Feb.

23, ion2.

and have nnt felt at liberty tf) reoutumend it over our regular hives. At tlrst I
wa# prejudiced against It, but tbt- sales huve increased without rccnmniendaons. and wlicrever 1 have sold they have bought asain and praised the hive
with exiravBgant claims, and I am forced to the conclusion that, it is the BEST
J.B.MASON.
coMB-Ho.NEV Hive on tbe mariiet.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Hoot Co.

The above unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.
M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

Into FonndatiDn For Casli
Catalog giving

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

at prices that are the lowest.

Uue

It's

:

Gkntle^ikn :— I am vekv. vekv pleased that you are willing I phould
recommend the Danz. lllve. I have had a great many inquiries regarding It.

A.

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Tai

Dittmer's Foundation

Full

U4 &

action.

Meutioa the American Bee Journal.

fork fax

Vork & Co..
W. Weber.

Perfect In

cnnstrnction and
Hatches everj^ fertile
ejrg. Write for catalogue to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincv. HI.

4SA26t

.Ino.

-

I.

free.

St.. St. Piull,

lii;;4

W

M. H. Hunt* Son,
Walter S. Ponder.
Jos. Nysewander,

Masnn. Manager.

The

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

Geo.
C. U.

.

The.

leading Horticultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

330

.

J. B.

Pacific Rural Press,

The
ple

Bpaneh
The

of SttppHes,
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FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS,

Red Clover Queens
FOR

1902 FREE!

Long'-Tong'ue Variety
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YORK S COMPANY

146 E rie St., Chicago,
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Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as JecondClass Mail-Matter.

We

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
for us during the season of 1901, to till our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.

We

of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these line, "long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first

want every one

We have

Queens.

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editors — Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special COBRESPOXDENTS — It. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikio, F. Greiner,

Emma M. Wilson,

A. Getaz, and others.

—

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
?1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

The AV rapper-Label Date

first

All

—

plication.

Queens

will be

guaranteed to arrive

in

good condition, and

will be clipped, unless other-

wise ordered.

A Warranted Queen

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon ap-

—

served " beginning as early in .lune as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than th«past season), as amuch larger numherof queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one. no matter from whom you order a queen).

come

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

^

—Warranted Purely Mated

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.
In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order for one queen for sending us the names and
addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee .lournal and S'i.OO or for sending
us o»tt «(«' subscription and 30 cents more (or .?1. 30), we will mail you a queen; or send us
SI. 60 and we will credit your own subscription for one year, and mail you a warranted queen.
;

list

This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help' swell the
of readers of the old American Bee Journal.

We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of these (Queens.
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National Bee Keepers' Association
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To promote and protect the interests of its
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146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

members.

To
To

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thos. G. Newman,
G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks,

Whitcomb,
W. Z. HOTCHINSON,
E.

A.

I.

E. T.
P. H.
E. K.

Root,
ABBOTT,

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Your Name and Address on one

side

—Tbree Bees on the other side.

Hambaugh,

Elwood,

J. M.
C. P. Dadant,

Root,

Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

HOWARD

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

HONEYVILLE, O.

Emerson T. Abbott, General Manager and
Treasurer, St. Joseph, Mo.
Membership Dces, $1.00 a year.
its?* If more convenient. Dues may be sent to
the oflBce of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Abbott, who will
mail individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing lor a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
*'

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
Questions about the busy bee, and many a constarted
would wind up with the
versation thus
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
opportunity to
bee-keeper
a
superior
^ive the
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offica
of the American Bee Journal

M. MELBEE,

[This Cor

is

tiik i^'oLL Size of

Your Name on the Knife.— Wbfta
address you wish put on the Knite.

the Knife.]

orderiug-, be sure to

say just what name and

The

novelty lies ia the handle. It is
The Novelty Knife is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Uncelluloid,
one
side
of
the
handle
is
placed
the natne and residence of
derneath the
on
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
indeed a novelty

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of (ierraan silver, and will nercr rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for.
tunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cvl gtces a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as ih* ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us i hkee new subsckieers to the Bee Journal (with $3.')0.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
JS^Please allor

•'bout

two weeks

£ CO,

for your knife order to be liliea.

Chicago,
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thing
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may be done toward

10,

1902,

the prevention of

swarming by giving plenty of room, by shade
and ventilation, and by having young ((ueens,

%

Editorial.

ILL,

\

but with the kn(jwledge of
will still be cases of

that bees

it is

all

these there

swarming; and just why

swarm has generally been con-

sidered as one of the things dwelling very

The Chicago Assooiation

held

its

Thursday afternoon and eveuinfj:. The attendance was fair,
ami the meeting a good one. Two changes
were made in the constitution. The name
was changed from Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association to Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Also, it was voted to hold an
Association.
annual meeting instead of semi-annual hereafter, and such meeting to be in the fall, in
Chicago, at the call of the executive commitThis will give a chance to select a time
tee.
when there are low railroad rates in force.
There is to be a two-daj's' meeting Wednesday and Thursday.
semi-annual convention

last

—

The above

actions

will, it is

revival of an association fully

hoped, cause a
equal to what

was once the old Northwestern convention,
which was so popular and intiuential some 20
years ago.

There

is

nothing

in

the w'ay

now

making this Association, both in
membership and influence, second only to the
to prevent

National.

It

already has over CO paid

mem-

Let all who are included in the great
Northwest, resolve to be on hand at the meeting next fall

bers.

nearly within the realm of

Chapman

mystery.

S.

D.

expresses some decided views upon

the subject in the Bee-Keepers' Review, and

view of the importance of the subject his
views may be worth considering, even it not
proven correct.
He thinks the swarmingin

fever does not

come from queen

or drones,

but from the workers, and " almost invariably
has its origin with those bees that are nmbr l'>

days

old,''^

He

says:

the desire to

"It

is

almost impossible to create
in a colony where all the

swarm

On

been are Jitld-bees

a colony of bees that are

and

see

how

easy

is

it

the other hand, take
all

for

under 12 days

them

old,

to get the

Without at all attempting
one can not help wondering whether Mr. Chapman speaks from
swarming-fever."

actual experience in this matter, seeing that

the cessation of the honey -yield

is

counted

upon to stop further preparations for swarming, and with bees under 12 days old there
would be no bees of the ordinary age for stor-

lows:

He

Editok Yokk:— lam in a very mild climate
beside the climate you are in. It is even
more equable than in California. The nights

field-bees enough to furnish
If you give to
these young bees.
such colonies one iiuand of fleld-bees, before
they get the swarming-fever, to balance up
such colonies, you will have no premature
swarms. When the tield-force is in proportion
to the young bees, the probabilities of swarming are past."

Cuba, shown on

the

first

are so mild that a sheet is all that is necessary
for a covering.
It is not too hot in the daytime, but yet warm enough for light cotton
or duck clothing.
A naked urchin is not an

unusual sight.
Last Monday was Cuba's
national holiday
their
Fourth of July.
There was a parade of school children 14,000
It was called purely a Cuban affair,
in line.
but behind it all were L'ncle Sam's methods.
I hand you some snap-shots.
You will note
the smart appearance, as well as good looks,

—

—

of the little folks.
You will note that the
color-line is not closely drawn here
black
and white march side by side, and sit side by
side in school.
Yours truly,

—

John

II.

M.^rtin.

The picture which we reproduce, shows a
Cuban stone-house with tile roof, barred
windows, heavy shutters, and no glass. The
balcony

is

of elegant iron- work.

What Causes Swarming"?

says:

'•

There are not
for

«i<))'/.-

Sounds Likea Komance. — "A

is

a ques-

knowledge of the cause there might be strong hopes
of prevention. It is well known that some-

Reader''

sends a clipping which quotes from a Nebraska
newspaper, and asks, " Is this report true

V

romance that
it is hard to believe it could have been meant
as truth, but the truthfulness of most that
follows makes it pretty clear that no burlesque
was meant. Dr. J. L. Gandy was interviewed, and the following paragraph of the
interview makes interesting reading:

The

first

part of

it is

to the

colony, whii'h
?5.II0.

I

represents

produce pound

extracted or strained, and chunk
honey, anil all of it is put on the market at
1.5 cents iier pound.
-Most of it is sold right
here, although I occasionally ship some to
other towns. Isold 200 colonies for .*t,0(K),
and during the latter part of May had a
chance to sell .5(J() colonies for ?2,.'>tl0 io a Colorado party, but before the deal was consummated the heavy June llow came on and
I refused
to sell.
I have each year purchased a farm from the sales of honey and
bees, and this year I branched out a little and
sections,

bought some s40,(iiKi worth of real estate, and
paid one-third of the purchase price from this
year's profits
on the bee-industry.
Why
should I not be enthusiastic in praise of bees i
I sat in the shade during the forepart of June
while my bees were making me -^UO per day.
I am in the business solely for profit, and
money obtained from the industry is much
the same as so much found.
In the course of

what follows the Doctor

says 100 colonies, "with ordinary care, will
yield

and above expenses

over

an-

$1,.500

not say how many
times that could be obtained with extra care.
nually."

Pity he

did

am

a great admirer of the tiusy little
thousand colonies in
keep some 12b at my
home, and give them my personal attention
and care. You will doubtless be surprised at
my yield this year, which was -107 pounds to
the colony from the 7b colonies, spring count.
I also hived 50 swarms which will pay the entire expense of the season, leaving me a net
'•

Stimulative Feeding of Bees.— The
opinion has been expressed in these columns
in a somewhat emphatic way that beginners
should have nothing to do with stimulative
feeding, and no exception

I

was made

for

any

Fuller thought upon the

matter forces the conclusion that there may
be conditions in which it will be wiser to risk
the dangers incident to stimulative feeding

than to omit all effort in that direction.
Given a locality in which there comes good
weather for bees to fly, and yet not eno\igh for
bees to do to start them at brood-rearing until
the harvest comes, and it is better to do something to have the hives filled with bees, even
if some mistakes are made in the doing.
This
fuller thought and "change of heart," it may
as well be confessed, comes from the presentation of the case by the Rocky Mountain Bee
Journal. Under the caption, " A Beginner's
Lesson in Spring Feeding,'' the whole matter
is so well presented in that journal that it is a
pleasure to give it entire. It will be found on
page 231.

-^

so rich in

bee, and have several
different places, and

tion of deep interest, forwith an exact

?^i'il

eases or localities.

ing.

page, was sent us by John II. Martin (Rambler).
At the same time he wrote us as fol-

in

prolit of

an investment of only

15.

to dispute his theory,

Even if Mr. Chapman should be mistaken
upon this one point, it does not disprove his
fuller theory as to swarming, which is, that
at the time when bees swarm there is a lack
of balance, and there is a surplus of young
bees in proportion to the number of fleld-bees.

The Scene

No,

A Large

Edition

American Bee Journal

of this
will

number

of the copies going to bee-keepers

not

now

We

subscribers.

so well pleased with

of the

be mailed,

some

who

are

trust they will be

that they will want it
Only ^l.OO will pay for
52 copies
it for a whole year — 52 weeks
It
ought to be a good investment to any one
who wants to make anything out of his bees.
it

regularly hereafter.

—

Yello«'"Bo.\

Honey,

1

according to replies
only kind

in the Australian Bee-Bulletin, is the

in Australia that does not readily granulate.

April
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Convention Proceedings.
The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

1902

'?
Dr. Miller— How fully have you tried making it into hay
Mr. Dadant— We haven't tried at all. We grew about an
acre of sweet clover for the bees, and when we found it was a
very rich piece of ground— the sweet clover grew Q'/z feet
high— we let the bees work on it. You all know how tough it
becomes if you cut it for hay, and the bees would not have any
chance. When we turned the cattle into that pasture it took
two or three years before it was all destroyed. There was
some blue grass that took root in the same pasture, and there
Since that
isn't a bit of it in that place, nothing but clover.
there isn't a stem of it. Of course, it will grow in corners
around Chicago because there are no cattle running at large,
but I do believe if there were they would destroy it. Y'ou see
where cattle can't
it along railroad tracks and waste places

.

runupoliit. Put in pastures you wouldn't lind it would last
very long, because if there very long the cattle would eat it, I

Dec. 5, 1901.
BY A SHORTHAND REPORTER.
iContinued from page

10,

more readily than blue-grass.
Mr. Dutnall— I live here in Chicago and I keep my cows
on the road, and they never touch sweet clover.
Mr. Dadant— Not even the first year's growth
Mr. Dutnall— No.
Mr. Dadant— I would like to ask Dr. Miller if the yellow
sweet clover wouldn't made a better forage plant than the
white ?
Dr. Miller— I don't know.
Mr. Green— There is a little herd of cows herded where I
them eat
live I have had a good many sad moments watching
growth,
the sweet clover down to the ground the second year's

think,

214.)

SWEET CLOVER AS A FORAGE CROP.

'?

Dr. Miller— I doubt the advisability of our spending mucli
more time in diseussiug this matter, but a closely related item
I thinlc we are pretty
I think we might discuss with profit.
well settled, whatever may be the character of sweet clover
honey, that wherever it is introduced, wherever it is known,

like to have
is no one wishes it away, and all of us would
But there
a little more sweet clover grown where we are.
seems to be somewhat of a difliculty in having its qualities as

there

further
that, we will do more good than talking about the honey that
comes from it. I would like to learn something as to what it
If some one here has tried it and
is worth as a forage plant.
knows whether cattle, horses or anything of that kind will
eat it, they may be a help to us. There is a great deal of conOne man says that when
tradictory testimony about it.
alfalfa and sweet clover are in the field— one at one side and
the other on the other side— when cattle are turned into it
they invariablv go to the sweet clover side. Other say that
sweet clover willnot be eaten by stock at all, and I think they
are right. I think both sides are right; the thing is that
stock of any kind must learn to eat it. They must acquire a
I have been trying for years to get a crop of
taste for it.
sweet clover hav and have failed. When I have gotten it into
my barn, and l' have considerable of it, I find that in the
barn it will be eaten greedily by the horsi'S and such stock as
have learned to eat it. The grown plant is not eaten. This
year I had sweet clover growing and 1 was afraid there
wouldn't be enough left for seed, it was eaten up so close, and
When stock learns to eat it in my localjust the stump left.
ity—everything goes by localities— they eat it readily. Is
there any one here wha has ever succeeded in having a wagonload— one-half ton of sweet clover hay— that he has taken into
a forage crop known, and

his

barn

if

we can do something

to

'.'

Pres. York— I think we can sum up the honey question
by saying when asked which is the best honey, "The best
honey is my honey.'' Now go on to the question of sweet
Who has had experience with growclover as a forage plant.
ing it for that purpose ?
Dr. Miller— Will you ask how many have ever sown sweet
clover seed ?
Eleven indicated they had.

Mr. Dadant— We tried sowing sweet clover. We have
never harvested a wagon-load of it because we always thought
Sweet clover grows from the seed,
it made too coarse feed.
During the first year it grows about a
blossoms, and dies.
foot high, the second year the stem becomes so large and hard
that 1 doubt if the cattle would eat it even it harvested. We
have harvested some with other hay and always had the
In sowstalks left even though the stock would eat the tops.
ing sweet clover, at least in our locality, as the Doctor says, if
we sow sweet clover and let it come up and grow, I don't care
how rank and thick, and turn the cattle on it, in three years
left, which shows
it is entirely destroyed and there is nothing
that thi-y will eat it. It grows the first year from seed, and if
stock is turned upon it they will eat every bit of it, and leave
no chance for the second year and during the second year,
they will turn in
if you turn stock upon it before it blossoms,
and damage it to such an extent that it will grow very little.
One partv, a friend in Canada, we advised to try sweet clover
He came at the time of the World's Fair and
for his be"es.
way.
told us he was making a success of sweet clover in this
There grass grows very late. The thaw takes place the last
of April or beginning of May and there is no grass. The sweet
clover that has taken root "the season before, in the course of
two weeks grows a foot high; they then mow it, and have
an increased quantity of milk. Now after a while they feed it
to their stock, but they have never let it ripen and get into
;

hay.

;

;

too.

,

Dr. Miller— That proves the point that they must learn to
and they
eat it. Keep those same cattle upon it long enough
Do you know that Texas cattle will not
will learn to eat it.
So cattle must learn to
eat corn ? They must learn to eat it.
eat alfalfa; they wouldn't eat it at first sight. Now as to the
matter of hav. Mr. Dadant says that they haven't used
The cattle will not eat the
it for hay because it is too coarse.
stems of red clover, but you may cut sweet clover when it has

no more stem than red clover.

Dr. Dadant— What of the bees, then ?
Dr. Miller— Take the first year, and cut it, the bees will
not get it, and you may take as your Canadian friend did— the
first year's growth they cut.
Mr. Dadant— No, the second.
Dr. Miller— Cut that, and cut it several times. Doesn't it
make up- afterwards
Mr.' Dadant— They use it as green feed.
Dr. Miller— They use it as green feed for some time and
very well ripen it, and
it is so early in the season they cannot
ripen,
so could you in Hamilton County; you could cut, and
'.'

and make hay of it.
Mr, Dadant— What of the blossom then
Dr. Miller— It would blossom just a little latter, and if in
the white clover season it will be worth as much again by cutTo my certain knowledge you can
ting, instead of losing.
get a good crop of hay from it the first year. 1 have had it
grow three feet the first year.
Mr. Josephson— I watched a patch of sweet clover closely
the past summer, and I saw in the early spring when the cattouch it. The
tle had plenty of grass to feed on they wouldn't
dry season came and they ate the sweet clover just as well as
'?

other grass.

A Member— That is my experience.
Mr. Chapman— I got half a ton of hay

into

the barn.

I

have not had the experience myself, but within a few miles
of the
of the courthouse I can relate the actual experience
They employed a
Normal Park Improvement Association.
team, bought a mowing machine, and cut down all the sweet
clover that grew in the vacant lots around our premises, and
the man who did the cutting got permission to store that hay
Altogether, he must have harvested about five
for his team.
It contained other weeds and
tons, mixed sweet clover hay.
some tall grass which natually grows on our vacant property.
He is now cleaning the sidewalks of snow with a snow-plow
with the same team. I asked him how they eat the hay, and
he says fine. That was sweet clover that was headed to
It was cut from .July 1st to lOih
blosso'm the first of .Tulv.
employed some small boys to
it lav there in the lots and he
hand-rake the hay, and he also raked it with the hay-rake,
and he gathered it up after three or four weeks some even
rained on, but his team is eating all of it. They expected of
course to destroy the sweet clover. I was one who helped.
Thev cut it off as low as they could, but in a vacant lot they
The result was
had "to hold the mower bar up pretty high.
long
that the sweet clover branched out close to the ground,
and
limbs some places four or five feet long, and then stood up
blossomed well, and that made the late crop of honey for my
There wasn't as much
bees, and I was very glad to get it.
;

;

April
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bloom oil tlio succeeding plant, but siiflicloiit to inako line forage for my licea. It blossomed luxuriantly after that. In
November it was line.
Mr. Italdrldge In Mississippi I have seen as lii;rli as 75
acres on one farm where they Krew It for a hay crop. They
out it before it blossomed, when it was about three feet \)iith.
Thoy thi'ii (leiiend upon its coming up to produce seed, and
secure all tliat firows. from 2t)0 to uOU bushels of seed, and
from the second crop they f;et their honey.
to the
Dr. Miller
I would liUe to answer Mr. Dadant as
character of the long but coarse stems. I liad a good deal cut
after it was in blossom, and, as he supposes, there are, of
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Contributed Articles.

—

Reading Bee-Keepers' Text-Books and Papers.

—

course, stems that ari' worthless, but, after all, there will be
but It
euouiih to maUe it tolerably valualile as a hay cro])
will bo very much mori' valuable as a hay crop if it is cut beand thcui the loss is nothing, biscause
fore it blossoms at all
so much later, and then it is eaten, and if I
it will blossom
would have my way about it and there is a good deal grcjwing along the roads where I live I would have the road commissioners cut it off close down before it first comes into blossom. It would be worth more to me than if they let it all
;

;

—

—

grow.
Mr. Sylvester That's the experience we have. They cut
blossoming
It down all through the season, and the result is
it comes on after the others stop.
later
Mr. Childs We have the same experience in our town.
The citizens got up in arms about the sweet clover. It grew so
high they couldn't get through the street. Father said he
wished they would cut down more as it helped his honey crop
nicely.
I believe it would be a good thing if they would
agitate that and have it cut down early in the spring.

—

;

—

—

Dr. Miller In that same connection comes something tliat
I don't know perhaps is so generally known.
Two places
within two or three miles where cattle are upon it upon the
road almost constantly, and it is eaten down throughout the
whole season, I don't think it grows in any case more than six
inches high, and there is really a carpet of white that is beautiful on the side of the road, and in any village or town it would
be an ornament instead of a detriment or disagreeable. If cut
early enough in the season, and constantly cut, one pasture
done in that way will be a thing of beauty instead of being

something distasteful.
Mr. Hogge I observed in watching where the cattle ran
on it and ate it down in June, when it began to blossom in May
and June it is higher on the sides where cattle are not tie!,
and no great amount of cattle kept it eaten down, and it
blossomed constantly until frost. But I notice another thing,
that while some say cattle won't eat it, there is good grass
growing around there (I was interested in the yellow clover
and was watching the process) they seem to leave the grass
and eat the clover, but it didn't stop the blooming. As Dr.
Miller remarked, they kept it close down but it constantly
bloomed. When the yellow clover that had not been eaten at
all in the month of June closed its blossoming, the seed would
mature and the stalk die but that eaten by the cattle was
brought into such a condition that it constantly shot out lower
limbs and kept blooming until frost.
Mr. Green Referring to the question of having it cut by
the city officials they sometimes will be a little slow. The
ward superintendent of my ward was he cut it down about
September 20, and there wasn't another blossom.

—

—

;

—

—

;

Mr. Fairbank — My experience with sweet clover in Iowa
— and sweet clover our principal flow — the sweet clover as a
is

forage plant, take it when the white clover and fall flow help
the bees out that in the roadsides we have no trouble
about cattle and sheep keeping it down in the pasture, but
where they can't get at it it grows very rank. A good many
Where it is kept
of the road-bosses are prejudiced against it.
down, and eaten down, it blossoms till the frost kills it.

—

(Concluded next

weeli.)

Why Not Help a Little— both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.
'*-•-*•

The Premiums offered
for.
Look at them.

this

week are well worth working

|

BV

C.

I'.

DADANT.

HAVE always been

a poor hand at paying compliments
to any one, but I must compliment the Editor on his advice to beginners on page H.I, where he recommends getting a text-book and let the beepaper go— if the reader cannot afford both. This unsellish advice is certainly sound.
Too many people go into a business without learning how to
manage it. and thereby make a failure. A Chicago party
some two years ago bought a large farm in our vicinity and
settled upon it, with the intention, as he said to me, to " play
at farming " a while. This playing has proven an expensive venture. Two bad seasons in succession, joined to absolute lack of knowledge of the management of a large
"
farm, have so thoroughly disgusted him with the "play
price
than
the
much
less
purchaser
at
a
seeking
a
he
is
that
original cost, and will probably have to make a sacrifice.

I

would be about the same with a man who would start
without some knowledge of the habits of the
He must know how to distinguish workers from the
bee.
queens and from the drones, how to rear queens, how to ascertain ho\y much feed the colony must have to winter or to
It

in bee-culture

reach the crop

if

winter

is

over.

If

feeding

is

necessary, he

must know how to do it properly, how to prevent robbing,
and stop it if it begins. He must be informed that the appearance of the first blossoms
supply of honey for his bees.
In this connection,

I

is

not indicative of a constant

will cite the instance of a

man who

had purchased half a dozen colonies of bees in spring, and
had brought them home during fruit-bloom. He had seen
our success with bees and had concluded that all he had to
do was to buy a few " for a start," and that they would go
on increasing without his having to attend to them, in any
other way than taking away their surplus honey. Asa matter of course he expected to ask us for a little advice once in
a while.

He brought

bees home, as I said, while the appleand came to me to tell me how strong
the colonies were, and wanted to know whether he would
not best put on the supers. I went over to his yard and we
examined the colonies together. The weather was rainy and
rather chilly, and they were getting nothing out of the
fruit-bloom, and were rather short of stores. So I told him
that he would best keep the supers off for a while yet. as the
bees would probably need feeding before clover bloomed.
This thoroughly disgusted him with my advice. "What
Feed them when there are blossoms all around ? " It probably looked very suspicious to him, for he asked no more
questions and did not feed, the result being that he lost a
portion of them and the remainder reached the clover crop
But there is no end of things needed to
in poor condition.
be known, in bee-culture, that cannot be learned unless it be
through a protracted experience, or through a book.
But the book is not alone needed and here. Mr. Editor,
I think you might have said something a little more pointed,
as to the necessity and usefulness of a good bee-paper. The
text-books give the digested knowledge acquired by the
leading bee-keepers and scientists of the world they give
it in a form that is at once exhaustive and elementary, betrees

were

his
in bloom,

I

;

;

cause thev not only explain details, but give reasons for all
But a text-book cannot follow progress, except
advice.
through repeated revisions, and these revisions are only
made from time to time, while the weekly or monthly publication keeps us posted on the present improvements. These
improvements are of all kinds, both in the domain of scienWithout the
tific discoveries and mechanical appliances.
magazine, that reports these improvements, we are bound
to get belated in the race for progress, and it is not only
local improvement that we want but a general information
of what is going on the world over. Those who do not read
find themselves distanced within a few years.
I never was so much struck with the idea of steady progress as when Father Langstroth visited us after having
It seemed
retired from the bee-business for some 15 years.
to me as if we had been following his teachings almost to
the letter, and that we could hardly show him anything in
the bee-line that he had not already seen yet, after witness;
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ivg our extracting- crew at work for a few hours, he said
"It is of no use for one to think that he can, after IS years
of absence, find an industry just as he left it, for he is sure
to be away behind."
:

And so, if we read a text-book, we will get knowledge
acquired at the date when the text-book was printed but if
we do not take a bee-paper, we are sure, after a few years,
to find ourselves " away behind."
Yet practical bee-keepers are very careful not to accept
new theories, or new implements, or new methods, until
they have been thoroughly tested, and it is well to warn the
beginner against taking hold of anj' new thing which he
has not seen recommended in the text-books, unless it has
been previously tested on a sufficient scale to make it reasonably sure of success. Many and many an implement or
a new method has been lauded to the skies, to be found
afterwards only an imposition, usually introduced in good
;

faith

by some self-deluded

individual.

Hancock

No.
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Women.

How They Should Dress for
Bee-Work.
BV EMMA M. WILSON.

Helpful Advice on

THERE
have a

no disputing the fact that in bee-keeping men
decided advantage over women in the matter of dress.
It is so much easier for them to dress
cool and comfortable, and also easier to protect themselves

MISS WILSON DRESSED FOR BEE-WORK.

is

from stings, than it is for women. I have felt tempted to
envy Dr. Miller more than once, on a sweltering hot day, as
he walked around attired in a pair of painter's white overalls,

said overalls tucked in his socks to protect himself

—

from stings. He looked so cool and comfortable perhaps
he did not feel as comfortable as he looked, but he looked
tantalizingly cool, at any rate.
But women can do much to make their dress comfortable, by a little thought.
Do not wear heavy skirts that take about all your
strength to carry around.
I have found a light-weight
worsted skirt the most satisfactory. Duck skirts are comfortable, but the fact that they soil so easily is a serious objection to wearing them, as they are not very easily laundered. But a worsted skirt and a shirt-waist make a very

satisfactory rig.
A large denim apron covering you completely from head
to toe is indispensable. Be sure to make it long enough to
reach to the very bottom of your dress, so that if a little
honey drips on your apron it will not lodge on the bottom
of your dress-skirt on its downward course.
Denim is the best material I know of for aprons. I
formerly used ticking, but I like denim better, as you can
get it in plain colors. The last ones I made were of plain
brown demin, and were very satisfactory. Either denim or
ticking is good, as far as the wear is concerned, as neither
will allow the honey to soak through readily. And when
you slip out of your apron, after your day's work is done,
you present quite a creditable appearance, which is something dear to the heart of a woman, especially if you are at
work in an out-apiary and have a long ride home before you.
My aprons are cut by one of the Butterick patterns. No.
3696, and certainly they are ideal aprons for the apiary.
I
have worn them for years, and have thoroughly tested
them, and I really would feel lost without my big aprons,
with their generous pockets. Those pockets are such a

comfort II wish our dressmakers would manage to give some
such pockets in our dresses; but no. Dame Fashion has
doomed us poor mortals to go pocketless). What do I use
those pockets for? Well, I am not going to tell you all I put
into them, but one thing I do use them for is to carry my
hive-tool.
I think it would be lost a good share of the time
were it not for those pockets.
One very important item in your outfit is your gloves. I
wear a pair of light-weight buckskin at present. I have
tried a good many different kinds. For quite a while I wore
a white glove, which is quite common.
I do not know
whether it is sheepskin or hogskin. but I do know that it
had a very disageeable odor. If it was not for that it would
be a good glove as it is, I much prefer the light-weight
buckskin.
I sew a pair of white sleeves around the top of the
gloves, having the sleeves long enough to come well up on
my shoulders. I have a strap sewed from one sleeve to the
other across my back. A similiar strap across my chest is
:

to one sleeve! and bottoned to the other.
This is a
very convenient arrangement, as it takes very little time to
slip my gloves off or on, is perfectly bee-proof, and at the
same time keeps the sleeves of my dress clean.
The reason for having the sleeves white is that the bees
will rarely sting anything white. I have about half-a-dozen
pairs of sleeves, and as fast as one pair becomes soiled I
rip them off and sevv on a clean pair.
The gloves can be
washed clean any time. It is a little more convenient to
have two pairs, then you are always sure of having one pair
ready for service.
A comfortable pair of shoes is an item not to be overlooked.
Never get a pair of shoes with high heels and if
you can get a pair with rubber heels you will find them extremely comfortable. If you cannot get the shoes with rubber heels, you can have the rubber heels put on by your
shoemaker for 50 cents a pair. If you have never tried
them just try a pair and see how you like them.
I am very fond of wearing low shoes and slippers, and
many an unnecessary sting I get to pay me for it.
Now we must not forget the bee-hat. I like a broadbrimmed straw-hat with a veil made of net sewed around
the brim, and a rubber cord run in the hem around the bottom of the veil
a safety pin caught through the hem
passing over the rubber cord in front, ready to pin down
securely to my apron, pulling it down tight enough so the
rubber cord will be drawn taut, then I feel sure no bee will
be able to get under my veil.
One advantage a woman has over a man is that she can
use a hat-pin to pin her hat on, and that is a comfort. You
are sure your hat is not going to tumble over your eyes at a
critical moment when both hands are full. Let us score one
for the women on that point.
One trouble I have is to get a hat with a crown small
enough so the hat will not rest on my ears. I don't see why
some accomodating soul doesn't make a few hats especially

sewed

;

;

for

McHenry

women.

Co.,

111.

Comb Honey

by Weight vs. Case.
BURNETT & CO.
have read two articles in the March 13th issue — one by
They are
J. A. Green, and the other by R. C. Aikin.

Selling

BY

K. A.

WE

both excellently written, and the personality of each
writer i.s strongly in evidence. Recently we had the pleasure
of meeting Mr. Green (who, by the way. is an old acquaintance), and we have the usual regret that comes to all of us
when we lose a neighbor yet the matter of a thousand miles
separation is not as much of a hindrance to intercourse as it
was a (juarter of a century ago. So rapidly are we progressing in the evolution of the power latent in man that we can
even dare look forward to the time when competition
which until very recently has been considered the necessary
thing to the developement of man's power— that it, too, will
have served its purpose and no longer be a necessary evil.
;

—

—
:
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and

in its place will be co-operation.
tion this would be

Wliat a grand transi-
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Feeding.

Lc.s.son in Sprints

I

We

the readers noticed what care Mr.
<Jrccn has taken to know exactly what he is doinf,' before he
lie will not trust even his
sells his houey /ly f/ie sec/ion ?
own practical eye to detect the difference of weight in the
sections, but he puts the case on scales, which are properly
balanced and weighted, and then proceeds to put the sections in the cases situated on the other end of the beam
until such a time as he lias adjusted the sections to got a
given ciuantity of pounds in the case then he proceeds to
Prudent Mr. Green he knows exsell it by the section
actly what he is doing, and if his customer should question
his statement he is ready to verify by placing the contents
upon scales, knowing that it will bear him true evidence of
good faith and intelligence on his part.
What do you make of this paragraph where he says
"There are great and undeniable advantages in buying
and selling by the case, or by the section, which amounts to
the same thing. Grocers almost invariably sell honey by
the section if its condition will at all admit of it and after
they have once experienced the advantages of the plan,
they generally prefer to buy as well as sell by the piece."
Then he immediately qualifies the proceeding by the
following short paragraph
"To enable them to do this advantageously, there must
be a certain uniformity, not only between sections in each
case, but between the different cases."
Is this not tantamount to weighing the honey for the grocer.
And what overworked tradesman does not want to get
as much done for him as it is possible to obtain ? In other
words, the groceryman trusts Mr. Green, whom he knows
to be an intelligent and trustworthy person
therefore, this
becomes practically a local matter. Mr. Green sells that
which he himself manipulated to a man who has, by prior
experience, learned to trust Mr. Green, and he is as safe in
doing so as any mortal can be in trafficking one with another.

wondered

if all

;

!

—

:

;

:

;

Notice how fully Mr. Green proves this statement in
another paragraph, where he says
" This year I put up SO cases for this trade
40 of them
weighed exactly 22 pounds net each, and the remainder 20
pounds net. For another purpose I put up a number of 12section cases, each of which weighed exactly 9 pounds net."
Then he particularly calls our attention by saying
"Notice, I say, these were exact weights, as exact as your
grocer weighs when he weighs out sugar or coffee, and that
each section was uniform in appearance, with no extra-light
or heavy section in the case," and which he proves by weighing them as they come from the storage-crates.
Now please tell us, did Mr. Green sell his honey by
weight, or did he sell it by the section with out knowing
what the section weighed ? Seems to us this question is not
a hard one to answer.
We think it would be only fair to say that at the present
time we have on sale a car-load of comb honey from Colorado, that the owners desired to sell by the case, but they
would not guarantee that the cases would average any
given weight, for they said some were heavier and some
lighter; but they wanted to sell it for so much, and the
buyer take his chances. They were unable to do so, and
now it is being sold by weight.
We find that some producers have been painstaking and
their honey runs quite uniform again, there are others who
have put in sections that weigh seven ounces, and some
that weigh fifteen, with others ranging between these two
extremes.
This is the very thing that is to be feared by adopting
the plan of buying and selling honey by the case. The careess and unscrupulous seller will take advantage of the honest and careful ones' reputation, and say, " If Mr. Jones
can get S3. 00 for his case, I don't see why I shouldn't get
53.00 for that is the market price." While competition is
the plan upon which society is organized, we must needs
have weights and measures to keep the ignorant constantly
informed of his duty to his fellows. When the world is run
on the much higher plan that of love, which Mr. Aikin has
brought into his article under the term of " co-operation "
then there will not be the necessity for misrepresentation
to get a living for the just will have taken the place of the
false, and our evolution to greater and even higher possibilities than the human race has hitherto dreamed of will be
dawning. That this panacea for all trouble may be reached
We know that
it is first necessary to eliminate selfishness.
this idea, with perhaps the majority of people, is yet Utopian
in that this world can be run on, " Do for your neighbor
Cook Co., 111.
rather than for yourself."
:

;

;

—

;

—

admitting- that stimulative
WHIIvK
edged sword (as some have called

feeding

it),

is

a two-

liable to cut the

wrong way, if carelessly handled, it is exceedingly
poor advice to advise beginners to "let it severely alone,"
as did the American Bee Journal in a recent issue. In localities where the main How is preceded by a dearth, or a very
light, intermittent How, some sort of stimulative manipulation is absolutely essential in order to have our colonics
populous enough to begin storing in supers at or near the
beginning of the main How. Loss of time in having colonies ready for the first alfalfa How means loss of money,
hence one of the most important lessons for beginners to
learn is the art of stimulating brood-production at just the
proper time to have an immense force of young bees ready
to enter the supers with the first opening of the alfalfa
blossoms.
To accomplish this requires great tact and some foresight, but the beginner can only acquire this by experience,
so my advice to him is to learn from others all that he can
upon this subject, and then go at it for himself, with both
eyes and ears open. Mistakes will doubtless be made at
first, but that is better than never to learn at all.
In Colorado, or any other locality where natural sources of
pollen and honey are not sufficient to cause the production
of bees enough to take care of the early tlow, feeding will
undoubtedly pay, and pay big. As soon as the bees begin
flying in the spring begin feeding rye or wheat flour or
graham. I prefer graham, as they do not get it all over
them so badly. This takes the place of pollen, and should be
continued until the pollen supply from natural sources is
The best way to feed graham is
sufficient to satisfy them.
to distribute it through the apiary in shallow boxes.
Some warm day in April go through all your colonies
and equalize their stores. This is done by taking combs of
honey from those that have a plenty and giving it to those
that only have a little.
In this climate stimulative operations should not begin
before the first of May. It is then 40 or 45 days before
alfalfa begins to yield, and that is about the length of time
necessary to rear a force of new bees and have them ready
when the flow begins. If there is some honey in all the
hives, begin operations by uncapping three or four pounds
per week. This will cause the bees to move -it. In moving
it they feed the queen with greater liberality, which stimulates her to laying eggs mdre rapidly. When the bulk of
this left-over honey has been consumed begin to feed. Feed
about a quarter of a pound of honey or sugar syrup per
colony daily, made almost as thin as water in fact, have it
just sweet enough to induce the bees to work on it.
As a beginner, you will, of course, only have a few colonies, and your best way to feed will be in some kind of
shallow receptacle placed on top of the brood-frames in an
empty super. Before pouring in the feed throw in a handConful of alfalfa hay to prevent the bees from drowning.
tinue the feeding until the honey-flow starts, or until the
hive is well filled with brood and bees, and when you stop,
if honey is not coming in freely enough to supply their
daily needs, be sure there is sufficient food in the hives to
carry them along until the yield begins. A little stinting
or starving at the latter end will result in the undoing of all
the good that has been done, and greatly injure the colony.
Put it down as an axiom, that there is no danger in
spring feeding provided it is done in the right way and at
the right time. To determine the way and the time adapted
to the individual needs of the individual colony, the beginner must keep his think-shop in order and use his brains. If
you feed too early in the season you will rear a lot of useless
bees that will be consumers instead of producers, and, besides, if you begin in cold weather,a cold snap may come on
and kill half of your brood and leave the colonies so weak
in energy and vitality that spring dwindling will finish
them. Learn how, go slow, use your best judgment, and
you will come out all right. X, in the Rocky Mountain
Boulder Co., Colo.
Bee Journal.

—

—

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

" The

the

name

—

sending us o?ie new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
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putting up section honey leastwise, the latter has been
universally abandoned in America. This is a pretty strong
hint that tongues are not all.
at

^ The

Afterthought.

*

The "Old Reliable" seen througti New and Unreliable Qlasses.
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

PICTURES OF APIARIES AND DESCRIPTIONS.
when you give us that picture of your apiary for
publication, " fall to " and tell us the whole thing. Mr.
F. W. Hall, pages 161 and 162, sets a most excellent and
long-needed example. And the magazines of the outside
world need the same sort of teaching worse yet. Who has
not felt, on looking through them, sorely tried, and almost
insulted ? Such numerous, costly, interesting, resplendentlv
beautiful pictures, and not descriptions enough to amount
to a hill of beans
It's amazing that publishers, after so
much expense and pains, can be willing to throw threequarters of the value of the illustrations away by leaving
the reader with no means of knowing about them. Well, we
know that that stack of honey had speaking relations with
a remarkable queen. We " allow " that 250 sections and a
super of extracted honey and a swarm all in one season is
going it gay. Have their tongues surveyed, Mr. Hall. A
unique swarm-catcher is a one-legged milking-stool daubed
in slum-gum.
And four-fifths of the swarms used the stools
zt'/ien the inventor made a hobby of them, and only four-

Questions and Answers.
CONDUCTBD BY

Yes,

OR.

when he got

have wondered

if

indifferent.
And more of us
sweet-corn tassels didn't yield some honey

at times.

KILLING YOUNG QUEENS IN THE FALL.
Mr. T. F. Bingham, you succeeded well in giving us
that sense of novelty killing your young queens if they lay
too late in the fall. Why didn't you kill the bees ? They
are the ones to blame in the case if the colony breeds late.
All queens lay till the bees stop them of it (by neglecting
to feed them, and by neglecting to hatch the eggs), d'ye
hear? And will you kill all the queens now and get along
with laying workers? But your idea that a colony breeding
in the cellar endangers the colony next to it it will hardly
pay us to throw that idea overboard with a laugh. Guess
that's so.
Bees sometimes are as bad as their keeper to
catch on to a novel but dominant idea and better posted
than Mrs. Grundy about what goes on behind their neighbors' walls. It doesn't very clearly appear what we can do
about it, however but that may be found out later. Paee
^

O. O.

MILLER, Marengo,

Moving Bees
I

intend to

—

—

164.

WINTERING BEES OUTDOORS.
Mr. Dodo, of the Michigans, furnishes a suggestive and
somewhat puzzling fact. Three rows of hives were snuggled up next to a high fence and packed there. Outside row
wintered pretty well, while of the row next the fence onehalf died. Premising that deep snow banked up beyond the
fence and covered the hives, also it might be guessed that
the whole establishment got too warm, and that the outside
row naturally sufifered much less from that cause— not enough
to do much harm.
But if the bees had a general flight after
they were moved, and before they were shut in, why, then,
as Mr. Coveyou suggested, they would largely re-enter in
the outside row, and leave the inside row to perish from
weakness and lack of young bees. Page 165.
TALL SECTIONS AND TWO COLORS OF HONEY.
Is Mrs. Morrow right, that tall sections are more apt to
get two colors of honey in them ? Not to any great extent,
I think. In a good flow all kinds of sections will be uniform
in color; while in a very bad, halting^ flow all are more or

less in

danger of being piebald.

Page

165.

GLOSSOMETER AND MICROSCOPE— LONG TONGUES.

One phrase

I found in Prof Cook's excellent paper, page
which I hardly like. ' I found, as of course I must, that
the glossometer and the microscope told the same story."
No "must" about it, quoth the know-it-all fellow. He
would call it a triumph instead of a mere rolling off the log.
Happy is the man who can reach the same result by two
lines of investigation or make either one of them tally
with big, clumsy facts. It is of interest, as well as a little
puzzling, that races vary more in tongue-length than do
individual colonies inside the race.
And the shortesttongued race (so reported) can beat the longest-tongued race

166,

—

in

Winter.

move my bees from Taylor County to Kansas

have them

still in winter-cases over the supers
packed with leaves. Would you to take the winter-cases off ?
If so, would you take off the supers?
I have text-books
on the subject but none of them say anything about moving
bees in the winter.
Iowa.

City.

I

—

Answer. It will be better not to take away the winter
packing till the warm weather comes. Whether you can
handle them in moving without taking away the packing is
the question. If convenient to do so, leave the packing. If
inconvenient, it must be a question between the inconvenience to you if the packing is left on, and the inconvenience
to the bees if it is taken off, and I cannot decide that.
Possibly you could take away the packing and then return it
after moving.
#-•-

—

—

111.

(The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editok.1

!
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Bees Coming Out of Hive at Night.
I had one colony of bees that cast 2 swarms last summer,
the last one about June 1. I put them into a chaff hive and
for a while they seemed to work well, but after a time did
not do much, and would come out of the hive at night and
hang in a cluster covering the entire end. In the morning
they would gradually go in until all disappeared. As I was a
beginner in the business I did not know the cause of it. One
morning while they were out I opened the hive and found
that nearly all the bees inside were drones. Thinking they
might be the cause, I killed a large part of them, and I have
had no more trouble of the kind. What was the cause of
their coming out of the hive in the night ? What can I do
should I have another case like it ?
Maine.

Answer. — It

the bees might have been hangit was too warm in
the hive, and when you killed off part of them they could
Possibly, howall stay in the hive without being to warm.
ever, the bees may have been queenless, the unusually large
number of drones pointing that way. So look out for that
this spring. Aside from the matter of queenlessness there
was no need for you to do anything.
looks as

if

ing out as a matter of comfort, because

Transferring— Feeding Bees, Etc.
1. I have a colony of bees in a frame hive, but it is not
the size I want it. I want to transfer into a Langstroth
hive this spring. How shall I do it ? and when is the best

time

?

am

I

2.

afraid

my

bees will be short of food before sum-

mer comes. They are in the cellar. How and what shall I
feed them ? I have some honey in the comb in sections.
3. Can I feed them without taking off the covers ?
4. Can I take off the covers in the cellar and examine
them without their flying out all over the cellar ?
?
5. Can bees fly when it is SO degrees above
6.

How

intend to clip the wings of my queens this spring.
I do it ?
And when is the best time before they

I

—

shall

swarm
7.

?

Would you advise me

to

do this

?

I

cannot be near

the time, as I will be out in the fields, etc., but
will be around them at meal-time, and at other times when

the hives
I

am

at

all

home.

Answers. — 1. Full

Minnesota.

directions for transferring hardly
belong in this department, but a good te.xt-book will give
you fuller instructions than there is any room for here. The
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Heddon plan

is perhaps as g^ood as any, but nowadays it ig
thougiit by many to be a better plan to let the bees swarm,
hiviiifj the swarm in an improved hive, and then at the ind
of 21 days drive out the rcmainititr bees and set the old line
off to one side for the bees to rob out.
If you prefer not
to wait for this, you can transfer in fruit-bloom.
2. Honey in sections will answer nicely.
It depends un
circumstances how you can feed them. In a frame hive
they can be put in frames. Hut in your box-hive they must
either be above or below.
If thoy can be put above .md
covered up bee-tight, they will be safe from robber-bees. If
below, give them in the evening when bees have stopped
flying, and be sure the bees make a start on them right
away. To do this it may be necessary to pound on the hive
to rouse them enough to come down.
Sometimes, however,
the cluster of bees will be down so near the bottom-board
that the bees will readily attack a section lying on the lloor,
the bottoms of the combs perhaps touching the section.
A
colony short of stores, however, is not likely to have the
cluster down very low.
3. Yes, if there is room to push the sections under, or if
the hives can be raised from loose bottoms.
4. Yes, if worked carefully.
5. Yes, if it is bright and still.
f>.
Catch the queen, being careful not to hold her by the
abdomen or hinder part hold her with the left hand, her
stinger pointing to your right, then with a pair of scissors
clip off half or more of the two wings on one side.
Clip her
at any time convenient after warm weather comes.
7. Yes, I should want the queen clipped, even if I were
in the apiary every hour of the day.
;

Transferring from Box-Hives— Yellow-Pine Hives.

Has any one tried to transfer bees from box-hives to movable-frame hives by making a cover to fit the latter hive, and
cutting a hole in the top just to fit the bos-hive, and set
the box-hive on top, stopping all cracks to force the bees out
through the new hive, as it is their custom to build below ?
"Would they eventually take up their quarters in the new
hive ? If so, when is the proper time to take off the old
box

?

I am a beginner. Last summer I bought 6 colonies of
bees for $5.00, 3 hybrids, 1 black, 2 Italians, and want to
transfer them this spring into Langstroth hives.
2. Will bees do any good in yellow-pine hives ?
I use
white pine, but yellow is much cheaper.
Ilwnois.
1.

Answers. — 1. Yes, that has been done, but it is not always the most satisfactory. You will have the old hive
filled with honey that is not in the most satisfactory shape.
If you decide to use the plan, cut away all you can from the
lower part of the box-hive, cutting away some of the lower
edge of the combs — the object is to leave just as little room
as possible in the old hive. You could take off the old hive
any time after it was so filled with honey that there was no
brood in it. Or, you could take it off as soon as the lower
hive contained three or four frames of brood, and three
weeks later drum the bees out of the old hive.
2. From what I know of yellow pine, I don't believe it
would be as cheap as white pine, in the long run. If exposed
to the weather it will soak the water when it rains, and

soon

Do you think

the following plan practicable? I
the Langstroth super and put a Danz. broodchamber with frames tilled with foundation on top of the
old brood-chamber. The Oaiiz. is 3'/i inches wider, but I
would make that open space bie-tight. I then would drive
bees and queen into the Danz. hive by drumming on the
sides of the old hive.
Would they build comb and bring up
the honey and commence rearing brood in the new hive?
If they would do that, I would leave them in this position
until they had cleaned out the lower hive, then I would remove it and put the Danz. on its own liottom-board in the
same place, and give it a super with sections and starters.
1.

would take

2.

to

off

Would

change

it

to the

A

Danz. system

me under thecircumstances
Iowa.

?

;

Requeening— Helping

tlie

Bees Get Up.

1. I wish to requeen several colonies this spring, with
as little loss as possible. Will this plan work with bees with
queen-cells ? Place the old queen with some brood above
the excluder, give a ripe cell below, and when hatched and
mated take the old queen away.
2. Another plan to supersede the old queen, put capped
brood and a cell over a wire screen on top of the hive to be
requeened with the entrance in front, so that when mating
she will return to the lower entrance and take possession
below.
3. Sometimes having queenless colonies in the spring,
and wishing to introduce fertilequeens to them, will this plan
work ? Take two or more frames of capped brood, place
over them a wire screen, give the queen to capped brood immediately, and when hatched unite with the bees below.
Which is the best way to unite ?
4. How do bees get up among the combs when loaded
with honej'. when using a deep entrance ? Do they have to
go up the sides, or rear end ? Would it be best to put a narrow plank crosswise, thick enough for them to crawl up on,
about the center of the hive ?

Answers.— 1.
2.

Doubtful.

Still doubtful.

3. It will probably work all right.
Unite by shifting
the wire screen so the bees can have a passag'e at one side.
After a few days remove the wire screen.
4. Don't you worry about giving them any help.
They
can fly right in and alight on the bottom-bars, or they can
climb up at the sides. But don't leave a deep space under
the bottom-bars in harvest, or the bees will build down into
it.

#-•-*-

Managing

colony of bees was given me for a present last Novemcolon}- was very weak, but had sufficient stores
for winter, as my friend asserted. Knowing nothing whatever about bees, I sent for " A B C of Bee-Culture " and
studied up " wintering." I then made a good chaff hive. I
carefully packed the hive with the super on, and put about 3
inches of chaff' on top of the super cover. The whole is at
present on a box out in the yard under a tree.
Shortly after I had put the hive on its stand, honey began to flow out of one side of the entrance. The flow is increasing and has spread more than half way across the
opening. On looking in, and running a wire in, I found a
comb lying on the bottom-board, under the center frames.
I suppose that during transportation one of the combs broke
loose and fell against the next one. and so on. The evil
seems to be increasing, and I do not know what to do.
The hive is a dovetailed 8-frame Langstroth, but in the
spring I would like to put the bees into a Danzenbaker hive.
Under the circumstances, I cannot transfer by the Heddon
method.

The

be advisable for

An.swkrs. — 1. No, your plan would not work. If you
should drum the bees up into an empty hive every day,
every day they would go back to their combs in the lower
hive when you stop drumming. Leave them as they are till
fruit-bloom begins, and then drum if you must but if you
drum them out of the old hive you must not leave it below
for them to go back into. It may be, however, that the
combs are not so badly broken but you can get them cut,
and fasten back in the frames those that are broken out.
2. It is not at all certain that you would gain anything
by the change.

rot.

Transferring Bees.

ber.
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tlie

Increase.

I have 6 colonies of bees and want to get 4 or 5 swarms
from them in June. I will be on the road at that time 3
days at a time, as long as a week at a time. I have the 8frame super with 5's-inch frames.
1. Would it be better to have 2 such supers for each
hive, as I have not enough to change from one to the other,
as the one is nearly filled ?
2. The caging of the queen and the bee-entrance guards
are a little out of place with me, as I am not advanced
enough in the business, so I will ask what I need. If I am
but
at home when they swarm, I can handle them all right
when I am obliged to be away for 3 or 5 days, and perhaps
a week, I am lost, and do not know what to do to save a few
Illinois.
swarms.
Answers. 1. I am not sure whether I understand )'0U.
You should have for each colony as many supers as the bees
will fill during the season, and one extra, for you will not
know just exactly when the season will close, and the last
super given may have little or nothing done with it. If
you mean that you intend to take the sections out of the
supers as fast as a superful is finished, then you may be
able to get along with two for each colony, but you mustn't
;

—
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think of g^etting along with less than
two, for when a super is nearly finished
it would be a waste of honey to have
no other super for the bees to be filling while finishing the first.

know any way that you
can work for comb honey and leave
2. I

don't

the bees for a week without using an
entrance-guard or caging the queen,
unless you are much more expert than
would be necessary to use a queen-cage
or entrance-guard.

QUEENS
Bay them of H. G, QUIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-tine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Oueens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
priced,

was established
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Aikin's

Honey and Wax Separator.

Aliout three or four years ago 1 conceived
the idea of an attachment to wax-extractors
to separate the honey and wax. The old way
of letting the honey and wax run into one
common pan or tank had several objections
that I longed to get rid of. and. having solved
the problem in a very satisfactory way, I now
propose to publish the results of my cogitations and experimenting. The device, while
having more properly its place with the solar,
may be made to answer the same purpose for
which it was invented, in connection with
wax-extractors of other kinds. I have no extractor but the solar, hence have not used it

12
$ 9.50

$5.00
8.00
10.50

15.00

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 4.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(juirin

the ({neen-Breeder,

PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
[Parkertown
15A26t

is

a P.

<).

Fig.

Money Order
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office,]

Please mention the Bee Journal.

with any other kind, but the principle
applied 10 others.

may be

The
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BEST=

principle upon which this device works
is specific gravity.
Honey weighs 13 pounds
to the gallon, and water about S pounds.
I
do not know what is the weight of beeswax,
but I Itnow what every apiarist does that
wax is lighter than water. It is immaterial
as to the exact proportion, so we will call it S
for wax and 12 for honey.

—

i Extraciefl Honey For Sale i
•^
^
ALL
60-POUND TIN CANS.
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is
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regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

hoaey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

stroflg-er flavor

soms.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A sample of either,
age.

By

It

has

a

than

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

freight

— two

Basswood Honey:
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10 cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7>2 cents per pound;

Fig.

HNow,

^
^
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^
^

cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, J-i cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are ^'.
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' HOflCy. ^•

4

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
S'would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^',
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £:
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^|

We

^
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24
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suppose you take a cake of wax 3
inches thick and put it into a bucket of honey
or into a tank where the wax has plenty of
room so it does not touch the bucket or tank
in any way that will interfere with its floating, and the wax will stand one inch above
the surface of the honey. You see it is just
a matter of weight: two parts of the honey
are as heavy as three parts of the wax, hence
the wax carries its surface clear aljove the
honey, just as a cork fl(.tats a considerable part
of its bulk above water.
It matters not
whether the wax is liquid or solid. It is
bound to float just the same. A third of its
depth will stand above the honey, and the rest
will be submerged.

Now look at Fig. I. This represents the
separator as it appears in a general outline
view. This is pUced under the drip as it runs
from the pan supporting the mixture of wax
iind honey-cappiugs, broken or any kind of
comb. The first to How from the melting
combs will be honey, dropping into the separator at A, the larger of the two compartments. The partition between these compartments does not reach i|uiieto the bottom by
about '; inch, heuce the honey will pass under and rise in both compartuients alike.
Look at the outh-t for honey, and you will
see that it is deeper from the top than the
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Beekeepers

wax-outlel; ami ko when the honey rl.sct. lo
Mir opening it Hows out, and will continue to
lldw as long us ii pours Into tin: otlicr com
'I'lic
pMrlnicnl, piiBsiii;.' under the partition,
wiL\ will lirgin III cdiiic shortly, und, lining so
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lliaii
lionuy,
will
liglucr
the
much
No matter
rise or pile up in rompartmont A.
wliat amount of wax falls into the honey, it
keeps rising above and settling below Ibc
Icvcl of the honcy-outlel; '„ the depth of the
';,
below; thus it
lioily of wax is iiliove and
iiHTciiscs until
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Catalog mailed free send for same.
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The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

lowest prices.

etc., at

You will save money by buying from me.
Orders

ta1<eii

for

Queens— Golden Italians,

Red Clover Oueens, and Cakniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog.
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"What Happened

to

Ted"

BY ISABELLE HORTON.
This is a true story ot the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad. This particular short story 60 pages,
5x6Jj inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot ot the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

—
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Howe out

at its

LanQsiroin on...
T116H0I1611B66

own oveiilow-

and tbcniiflcr maintains its position,
becoming neither deeper nor shallower. As
lung as wax ami honey continue to tlow in,
the wax lloats in its own compartment; and

ontlet,

the honey, being so much heavier, sinks nglit
Ihrmigb the wax and comes up and out at its
If wax stopscoming, that body of
level.
wax in compartment A .just remains as it is,
neither li'ss nor more, and honey can pour in
all day, but will jiass through and out at its
own door; and, likewise, should honey stop
coming, but wax I'ontinue to How, the honey
in the separator remains stationary, and the
wax overflows into its own place. There is
no limit; the two must separate and flow their
own way when they come into the separator,
whether it is tons or pounds.
There should Ijc a check or dam to keep
back the slumgum that would wash down
into the separator. There is always more or
less ot sediment that will get down; but if
the cocoons and more bulky foreign matter
are kept back the Hne sediment will be found
accumulated b.'tween the honey and wax;
and when the remnant of wax cools and is
removed the sediment comes with it.
This little contri%-ance I count as a valuable
adjunct to any solar, and maj- be used to

own

advantage in many places. I have made my
solar with one end for all sorts of trashy
combs, and the other end for melting cappings, candied sections, new broken combs,
und clean combs that may contain honey suitable for table use that can not well be separated in the extractor. Cappings or broken
combs placed in the solar will very soon release the honey and let it run into the separator, and from there it will soon be in a
tank or receptacle underneath, and away from
the heat and light. I have sold many hundred pounds for table use that has been
through the solar and separator. The tact is,
the separator is a sort of strainer, acting on
the specifle-gravity plan, and does its work
when the honey is quite warm and thin, so
separates freely, the impurities floatnext to the wax. This idea of a
strainer has been published in this journal,
but 1 do not take "he time to hunt up when
or by whom.
For cooling and caking the wax I use the
Rauchfuss idea of a series of small pans with
an overflow from one to the other. The Root
Co. is now putting out the same thing with
The honey, besides being
solars.
their
strained by the gravity process in the separa-

that

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

one of the standard books on
and oufjht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
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Special Agency, C. M. Scott & Co., 1004 East Washington St Indianapolis, Ind.
L. C. Woodmaa, Graod Rapids, Mich.: Fred VV. Mutb A: Co., S. W. Cor. Walnut
Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah; Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, Denver, Colo.; Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junnction. Colo.;
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; E, T.Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., Special Southwestern Agent: Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111-; F. C. Erkel, 515
1st Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Bopardus & Co,, Seattle, Wash.
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and Front

mention Bee Journal -when

-'".»s©

writine.

NOTICE
THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY have

I

a Branch Store at 10 Vine

PHILADELPHIA,

St.,

^

PA.,

Where they have direct steamboat connections with Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgria and Florida,
and low freight-rates.
x\.s this is a main branch, order from any catalog or quotations given
from Medina.

^

tor,

passes below into a tank,

still

warm and

thin, goes

10, 1902.

and there,

while-

through another

gravity-straining process: and, if uot yet satisfactorily done, can be drawn from there and
put through cheese-cloth or other strainer.
My separator, which has handled about a
thousand pounds of wax and over a ton of
honey this summer, is very well represented
in Fig. 2.

The bottom

is

about

'2x7 inches,

top about 6x9, and the depth about 7
inches. There should be at the very least an
inch from the bottom of the body of the wax
to the bottom of the partition C.
That will
make sure that neither wax nor sediment gets
under to float out with the honey. The flaring shape is to make the wax remnant easily
removable when cooled, and to get the necessary depth without having an undue amount
of honey in the separator, which must be
there all the time. Possibly a much smaller
arrangement will do as well; and if so, the
honey and wax remnants always left over
from one day to the next would be very nominal indeed.
I think mine carries less than 2
pounds of wax, and it has handled well-nigh
200 pounds in a day would handle much
more if it could be melted and delivered to it.
Each morning the wax remnant should be rethe

—

I

Also booking orders for healthy ITALIAN BEES shipped this month. Full
colonies, 8 frames and queen, S6.00. Wholesale rates on application.

moved and put back

to remelt.
This keeps
the sediment from accumulating. The honey
remnant need not be changed for days and

weeks.
This

is a decided success.
I feel that I have
at last developed at lea.st one invention that
will be useful to apiculture.

TRY A HATCH WITH US.
30 Hero
is our $10mOO Hawkeye incubator
30
Keep
DAYS
DAYS whichyouwe anywhere
Has
lamp
we
FREE
FREE
and
^

send

kit it

like

all

it.

on thirty days' free trial.
late improvements, patent cnp-

Pper pipe heating system, perfect regulator, safety
will send you our
ind nursery. Catalogue free. For lOc
a year's subscription to
X'ok on Profitable Poultry"
Make no mistake, j^et a Hawkeye.
i leading poultry paper.

TRIAL

HAWKEYE IMCUBATOR

CO.,

Our specialty

IIEWTOK. IOWA.

Bee journal when

Please mention

Nai'shfleld

H,

BOX

TRIAl

ivrlting,

MaBHfactnrin g Company.

making SECTIONS, and they

BASSWOOD

Wisconsin

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention

TAIi.t

i We
J

are

tlie

Send for

Bee

when

Joiirnal

^^

^.^^

tlie

Nortliwest

*'•'

,_

.

sv^w

'

^

'

We

^SP-j^BF

'

lia?e tlie Best Goods,

Minneapolis, Minn.

*

Lowfst Prices, and Best

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Stiippinp; Facilities

writine.

MUTH'S SPECIAL dovetail hive is a "Cracker
COVER and BOTTOM-BOARD are absolutely warp-proof. We know because we are practiThe

Jack."

yes. sir

cal.

Our

illustrated catalog explains

have one by asking.

of

We

Not a hive

left

it all.

6 for !?4.00.

sell

over from last

the finest

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FRED W. MUTH when
CO.,
J'lease

mention Bee Journal

Star Apiarist:

operator discovers that they are tooto extract with ijracticability, just let
him place them in a cool place so that they
will cool to a point where the combs will be
tougher, and then extract and place in the
hive where the bees will clean off all honey
and redeposit it. It is not a very desirable
job to extract when it is too hot. In the hottest summer days, the best time to gather
combs is early in the morning, placed in a*
cool place, and extracted after the bee-heat

wrritmg

has departed.
Did you ever extract honey '20 degrees beI have, and
low freezing, just at Christmas
it is a job, unless you are prepared and know
your business. I do not know that I know so
much alwut it, or know my business so well,
but here is the way I proceeded to success:
my combs when it was so cold
I gathered
that a bee dropped to the ground would be as
stiff as a poker in :iO seconds, and placed them
separately in a closed room and raised the
temperature of the room to ll."> degrees. I
allowed the combs to remain about sevea
hours in the hot room, and then proceeded tO'
extract them in the ordinary way.

Cuban honey,
' Rambler ' says in (ileanings in Bee-Cul-

You can

SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BITCKEYE STRAIN
3-BANDERS and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents each;

season.

;

*

jHondcivg.]

1

If too hot the combs are tender and easily
broken if too cold the honey will not leave
the comb. T. P. Robinson says in the Lone

warm

^^^»
.

Temperature for Extracting Honey.

If the

writina

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keeiiers' Sunplles in

catalofj.

honey-extractors ran direct into compartment
A; wax cappings, dead bees, refuse dirt of
every description, would remain in A until
the surplus would overflow at the wax outlet,
while the clear, nice honey would pass under
the partition C, and flow out of the honeyoutlet as shown in the diagram. Editor ]
(ileanings in Bee-Culture.

—

are the best in the market.
is the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
is

[While you do not say anything about it in
your article, I should imagine the same outfit
would be very handy during extracting time.
Suppose, for instance, the honey from the-

Front an Walnut

Sts..

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ture:
as I can learn as to the Cuban
for the past year, it has been equal tonot more than the (Mlifornia yield.
I doubt it California ever produced 10,000,OUO pounds; but I am credibly informed that,
before the War, when there were more apiaries than at present, the product was over

As nearly

•rop

if

that

amount

A marked
fornia

in

Cuba.

difference in the yields of Caliis that the former often has

and Cuba

:

April

:
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10, 19('2,

TIk; Kiiialler'
fftilures, but tlie laUer noim.
area, then, of Cuba i;aii Iju piif into tlu! trorit
ranks ns a producer.
At preBciil. virtually all of tliii honey pro<lueeil is liijuiil, unci prolialily lliree-foiirtlis of

hi^nvil

Tennessee Queens
l)auif lUers
I

i'riee
itis Imiiillcil liy OHO llrrri in Havana,
prevailing; at present is 'M to 'AT cents per ;;alTills lioiiey nearly all Koes to Kiiropo.
Ion.

As

'

"band

<j1

Ouc'en»i. Ilrcd ^[i inileH

mated

and

tt>

t-elect

No bees owned witbmilcH; none inifiure
within 3, and but few wiihiti
'
miles. No diseape. 2'' vears'
experience.
(HTKICNS, 7 5 cents each;
TKSTEIJ, $1.5iJ each. Discount on lar(fe orders. 200
ilroticH.
in Z%

I must say that Cuban extracted honey will
not lind favor in the States as a table honey
Comb
Ijesicio California or New York honey.
honey will come to the front, and 1 am sure
the States can absorb larno amounts of it at
<_'uban (u>mb honey is thoroughly
fair prices.
ripened, atui tit for taljle use.

WAK RANTED

ers a ppecialty.
for circular.

tested rt are<i last season ready
Contracts with dealto-day
Discount after July 1st. Send

JOHN M. DAVIS,

Hives for Wintering.
says

SelcLl IniporU'tl
l<niif Itiiimi* d
(aliau. Select
Moore's), and Seleci,Slraiy hi

.'ipart,

to the cjuality of the honey, he says:
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si'Rini; hill, tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing
14a:(,i

in

Progressive

the

Bee-Keeper

Which

is

best, single-walled

In giving a decision
it is all-important that we take into consideration the part that locality plays in the matter.
Those who live in the South would naturally
[irefer single-walled hives, as they are more
chea]ily made, take up less room, and are
made readily and easily movable, when any
manipulation is made which requires a changing of hives. Then those who live in the extreme North will prefer cellar-wintering, generally using the same hives as those preferred
in the ^^outh, as the double hives hardly give
lately entered the ranks.

l)rotection enough, where winter holds sway
from October till April. But where the winters are moderate, and in some other localities where great quantities of suow fall, the

the double hives generally give the best reThey are the hives to use in latitude
35 to 40, where they sometimes have a week
or more of weather when the thermometer
will register zero, or a little below
but the
rule is " open weather," with the bees flying
occasionally all winter
sults.

;

Here [New York]

the single walls are
hardly sutlicient for the zero weather, and the
temperature of the cellar will run too high for
the comfort of bees during the warm spells,
they becoming uneasy, and flying out on the
floor by thousands to die, while, if in double
hives outdoors, they would get beneficial
In this matter, as in ail others, the
flights.
jjround should be carefully gone over before
making a decision. In my locality. 42'o degrees north latitude, the winters, as a rule,
are continuously cold, and here the cellar
gives the best results, because the cellar can
be kept at an even temperature, or very nearly
This means also light consumption of
fo.
stores, and comparatively few bees dying during the winter.

A

Post Check— Good Idea.

Congress is attempting to perfect a design
for currency intended especially for transmission through the mails, and the active people
of the country wish it a success. The committees on post-ofHces and post-roads have before them a measure providing a Post check
in denominations of live dollars and under,
down to the denominations of fractional currency. It is proposed to retire the five, two,
and one dollar bills now issued by the Government, and substitute the Post check, and
make the latter the regular paper money for
those denominations. The Post check was
devised by Mr. C. W. Post, a prominent and
puljlie-spirited citizen of Battle Creek, Mich.
He was assisted in its perfection by a number
of publishers, and the plan has been earnestly
endorsed by the American Newspaper Publishers" Association.

The general appearance

of the Post check
is that of the present one or two dollar bill.
On one side are blank lines upon which the
holder may write the name and address of

any one

whom

by

The payee, upon

to
mail.

money, attaches

he desires to make payment

his signature

receipt of

and

the

collects the

at the office named.
To forge the sigis a penitentiary offense,
As rapidly as the
as counterfeiting.

traded
ttoney!
and (juantitj-.

Slate price, kind
R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Alf

by thin prorum, one can
person paper money in vari-

ilciiiptlorj.

.So that,

carry aljout

Ills

ouH

(lenijiiiiriatlons

under

live

and

ilollam,

it

pauses KK u'ood as ({old.
Hliould lie desire lo
timke reniitlance hy mail, he hiniply Lakes our
a hill or pl(M;e of fractional currency, writev
the name of his creditor, atlixes and cancels ii
stump, and it only requires the signature of
the latter III ai,'aln make the money as (food
us fold at tlic odlce nanjed.
,Slti('e tiie adoption of
rural mail delivery,
and our fHi'diers are making; so many mail
orders, our rural friends will be ({really interested in this proposition, and they would do
well so lo express themselves to their Senators
and Kepri-MMjtatives in Contrress. The desi(rn
lias Ijeen dedicated tf) the (ifn'ernment, so thai
no individual can sellishly protlt by the
adoption of the " Post Check."

Hon. Perry S. Heath, now the editor of the
Lake Tribune, and writer of the above,
was First Assistant Postmaster (General under
the McKinley administration.
The Money
Order .Service was under his supervision, and
he speaks with expert knowledjjeof all matters pertaininj; to

money

the transmission of

through the mails. His cordial endorsement
of Post Cheek Currency carries great weitrht.
It is a thing that should be adopted at once
liy the (iovernment.
We hope Congress will
soon act favorably upon

Handy Farm Wagons
man

thev Ik easier for l)c>th the
ami team.
e tirey beini^ « rde they do iioteut into the kioiuhI;
the labor of loatliiiLr is reduced nianv times.ljecaiise
of theBhort lift. They are equip|ied with our famous HIeetrle Nleel Wheel**, eitherstrait'hturBtae:K^r spokes. Wheels any heiprht from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 4000 lbs. Why not get started riprhtby putting
make our steel wheels
in one of these wiitrons.
to flt any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

it.

Difference in Locality.
This was brought out

in

the discussions at

'

We

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

Please mention

CO..

BOX

16,

QUINCY, ILL.

Bee Journal when

SYVEET

writing,

CLOVER

And Several Otber Clover

Seeds.

the Ontario convention, as reported in

Canadian Bee Journal.

the

Mr. Chrysler said

I have managed the Heddon hives for two
or three years without a swarm from them, or
I might say, even queen-cells.
I take probably three brood-chamljer sections when fruitbloom is on, and, when the queen has pretty
well filled the two sections, I take the empty
brood-chamber and set under the other two,
and take one of the upper ones and put a
qneen-excluder between it and the next one,
of course putting the queen below.
What
honey is gathered as a general rule will be
put in the top brood-chamber, and as the bees
are being hatched out that will be filled with
honey and by the time that is pretty well
tilled you can generally put an extra super
under of extracting-combs,
Mr. Hall Mr. Chrysler's plan succeeds with
;

We

have made arrang^emeiits so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
lOtt
$1.40
1.70

5tfc

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

1.75
90

UK)

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.80
1.90
1.40

1.00

80

2511)

$3.25
4.00
4 23
4.50
3.25

sons
J6 00
7.50
8.00
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

—

him, but

he comes to Oxford county

if

succeed.

the order:

W.

YORK & CO.

146 Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
Cow

k£<;iJi:r3:il<\a\s
meet ttu'Stf wfio work for us.
have mcney. We start you in busitiess. Vou in;tke
large yirolnts. Easy wurk. We ^umisb capital. Send
lOct-iil-H fur full line of pam pies and r-siticiilarsDRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.

it

won't

—

Mr. Gemmill If he comes to Stratford he
won't succeed. I have had them swarm with
the queen having the use of live of those
half-hives, as you call them; and on a half
story of foundation;
giving them all the
room they wanted. I have had them swarm
in eight days from that.
Circumstances alter
cases.

— i'ou can

give no regular rule for
have bees in three localithat ran the east one would
run them the same as the other two he would
run them into the ground, and they are only
nine miles apart. We are all of us confident

Mr. Hall

any

locality.
ties; it the

We

man

what we will do with bees, and what thejwill do with us, but we never take into consideration the locality, and, sometimes,
tlie race of bees.

it

is

to

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writina

ITALIAN OUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRA WBERRY...
D.

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City,

III.

Ask for our price-list and teslimonials.
As we are spending- the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be ad-

dressed,

BLOCHER, Denbeigh, N.Dak.

money

D. J.

nature of the payee

Please mention the Bee Journal.
4Atf
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

same

lnU> the potmcHkiun of |«iht
are sent to Wa»lilni;Uin for re-

Salt

Gomb and Ex-

those

hives,

with double wall", or the cellar, for wintering bees? is something which :)ften puz/.les
bee-keepers, efepecially those who have only

come

IiIIIh

iiiaKtiirn tlicy

The

Ethical Side in Apiculture.

Bessie L. Putnam, speaking of the bond of

good-fellowship existing

among

bee-keepers,

says in the American Bee-Keeper:

Old-time contributors have given through
mediums not only valued experiences but glimpses of their own personality.
the various

And it is one in which kindliness, gentleness,
and patience are dominant characteristics.
So wide-spread are these traits that we feel
impelled to seek a more explicit explanation
than mere co-incidence. There is a natural
sequence in all things; and if we but analyze
the qualities which make the good apiarist.
contemplate the phases developed by his

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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thoughtful life, it is not difficult to understand why he is also a good citizen.
Systematic study of his little charges,
patience, punctuality, neatness, gentleness,
are indispensable. Routine work may apparently succeed for a time: but the perplexities
and emergencies sure to come up sooner or
later oall forth originality of thought and a
thorough understanding of the habits of bees.
Did you ever see a really successful beekeeper who was not something of an enthudid not enjoy
siast over his pets ;
To him their methods
working with them
of housekeeping, brood-rearing, and the gathering of supplies have an interest higher than
that of purely mercenary gain. The construction of the cell, the •' bee-line " to and from
the distant clover-field, the evident recognition of strangers, these and many other traits
point to a higher order of intelligence than is
usually accorded to insect life. While much
has been written about them, there are volumes yet to be learned. Surprising incidents
are of freiiuent occurrence if we but note
them. Those who know the bee understand
that it does not go about seeking whom it may
sting, but simply attends to its own business,
and bravely resents the intrusion of others.

Who

'.

Careful study of the bee increases our inAnd the
our respect for it.
it,
awakening of love and kindliness toward the
lowest of tiod's creatures naturally extends to
His masterpiece man.
terest in

—

Qu66nsiioiislioiil[lHav6
Does blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding- the queens offered not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
giving last season an average yield as

—

April

year-old school boy, and I would try to introduce nice queens, and the old bees would kill
them as fast as I put thera in.
The best way to do with such bees is to
carry the hive away from the bee-yard and
shalse them out of the hive, and let them fiy
back to the yard and take up with the other
bees. Life is too short to fuss with thera.
G. W. Nance.

Woodbury

follows
Honey-Gathering:.
102 lbs. extracted and 68 lbs. comb honey per
colony besides increase and stores for winter.

Quality of

"Man!

would dazzle you.'^—Wm. Envoy,

Ontario Gorernraent Inspector of Apiaries.
Wintering: Qualities.
Up to the present (January 30; I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
always perfectly quiet. They are wintering-

—

perfectly.

— Frank

Co., Iowa,

March

T. Adams, iJrantford, Can-

ada.

General Commendation.

Basswood and Pine Frames.
I made some brood-frames,
usiug basswood for some and yellow pine for
I can see no
others, of V-shaped top-bars.
evidence of wax-worms on either the poplar
or pine, but plenty on the basswood. Why
things are so different with me than they are
with Mr. Niver I do not know, but I suppose
it is caused by the diiierence in "location."
With him they "located " in pine; with m&
A. Ziegler.
in basswood.

Huntington Co., Ind., March

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying- a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they g-ave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase. Glad you
are going into the qneen-business, and are going
to join the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 365 col-

We have been having some very nice rains,
and the present prospect is that we will have
some honey, but I do not think any one is
justified in getting excited over " futures.''
I may give a report later on of my last

year's crop, and if you think it would Ije appreciated, some of my observations, experiences, failures and successes.
J.

T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: " The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you, and they are grand bees."

Riverside Co., Calif.,

S.

I tried an experiment the past winter by
putting 8 colonies of bees into my cellar in
the same room with the furnace, and took
them out March 14, all in good condition.
C. B. Howard.
Seneca Co., N. Y., March 30.

Getting Extraeting-Combs.
On page 198, C. D., of Michigan, asks:
"

How

do you have your extracting-combs

In the surplus case or in the brood?'
I wish C. D. to try my plan with
at least one colony in a three-story hive.
As soon as his colonies are strong and
honey coming in, see that the middle story is
the brood-chamber. I use ten-frame threestory Langstroth hives for extracting, nothing less, and am never troubled with swarmFurnish the upper story with eight
ing.
combs for extracting, using combs having the
most drone-cells. Now see that you have six
good worker-combs in the middle story, and
in the center insert an empty frame between
two frames of brood and sealed honey, and
you will be surprised how soon you will have
built

?

chamber

new worker-combs built, and without

starters.

In the lower story have at least five combs,
alternating them with empty frames to secure
straight work. As the combs above are filled
with honey and brood, the bees will work below. I think Mr. Dadant might see some
advantage if he would give ray plan a trial
unless he prefers frames of different sizes.
Geo. W. Riker.
Lucas Co., Iowa.

A Report- Laying Worlcers.
started in with 20 colonies of bees in 1901,
and increased to 80 colonies, and got 2000
pounds of honey.
lUOO was a failure for honey I had only 20
colonies out of 100 last spring to start with. I
have 84 good colonies to start with this spring,
and they have plenty of honey, I expect to
increase up to 200 colonies this season.
have had some zero weather in March.
I hear a great deal about drone-layers and
laying workers, and what to do with them. I
have looked and sweated for hours looking for
laying workers and drone-layers, and then I
would hitch the team and drive seven or eight
miles to some bee-keeper and ask him more
(luestioDB about laying workers than some 10I

;

We

Prices of Queens.
They are dutv free to the United States.
Tested, $2.CK.> each; $I(t.00for6; $18 00 per dozen.
Untested until Julv 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.00 per dozen. Same after July 1st, $1.00 each;
$5.50 for 6; or $10 00 per duzen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selei ted tested queens are offered.
Every one has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and Caruioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Address,

Bow Park

R. F.

HOLTERMANN,

Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

Canada

17.

Don't Get Excited Over " Futures."

onies).

Wintering Experiment.

31.

Ten years ago

Comb-Honey Produced.
It

10, 1901.

[Certainly.

March

W. George.
15.

Send on you report,

etc.

Ed.]

Moving Bees— A Hopeful Bee=Keeper
shipped 31 colonies of bees from Taylor
to Wyandotte Co., Kans., in
Iowa,
March. They came through in good shape.
I left the winter-cases on in shipping, and
have not removed them yet.
My average yield of honey last year, in
Iowa, was 00 pounds per colony, spring count.
The prospect does not look very bright for a
honey crop at present, as there is very little
white clover to be seen coming now, but it
I

Co.,

may come

later.

Part of a bee-keeper's living

" hopes," and we are living in hopes of a
Bert Gardxeu.
good season this year.
Wyandotte Co., Kans., April 1.
is

Please mention the Bee Journal.

•iDSt

Bounteous Returns Expected.
ll3U:nes every gootlegg.
get oue free.
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$300,000,000.00
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you work
and
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tor lis. riiili- S:
that sum. s.'tiil

\Vf liir
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If

))rnduct pays

Imi --jiiiiplis and particsh .Mliilal Ii. start

II

Publi£blDgCo.,Cbicago,lll.

Please mention Bee Journal \phen writirvK
" Free Trial Proposition."— There is a certain
somethidgf about the "tree trial" propositioa
that maizes it attractive to even the person who
is accustomed to buy for cash.
Formerlv the
"free trial" idea was limited entirely to trial by
sample, and only such merchandise as could be
sampled were subject to "free trial;" matters
have been changed quite materially, however,
within the past few years, and now many
things may be had on "free trial" terms. It remained for the Kalamazoo Carriage and Har'ness Mfg. Co., Station 33, Kalamazoo, Mich., to
introduce the principle of "free trial" in the
selliug of the output of their large factories.
They advertise in our paper to send any buggy,
carriage, trap, surrey, harness, etc., whicli they
make, to any purchaser on "30 days free trral,"
and they lay just claim to being the " Pioneers
of the free-trial plan." They not only give that
length of time in which to test the vehicle, but
they at the same time sell it to the buyer at
manufacturers' prices. That they do these two
things, and that they give the best of satisfaction is true beyond doubt, as we have never had
a single complaint from our readers, many of

whom must

have embiaced their offer.
Those cf our readers who have not yet bought
a vehicle or harness, will do well to write the
Kalamazoo people requesting their 22d annual
catalog. It is fully illustrated with each articl'offered, and is almost sure to contain just what
you are looking for. Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing them.

has been snowing or raining here nearly
the whole of this month, and over nearly the
whole State. The outlook for a good honeyHow, and for good farm crops, is very encouraging. A plentiful supply of irrigation
water is the main thing, and, hiving secured
that, our farmers and bee-keepers are anticipating bounteous returns for their toil this
E. S. Loyest.
season.
Salt Lake Co., Utah. 'March 27.
It

Bees in Fine Sliape.
Bees are in fine shape this spring, having
plenty of honey to carry them through brood-

Hunter.

J. F.
36.

rearing.

Morrison Co., Minn., March

Seem Strong and

Colonies
I

the

Active.

man yesterday to put my bees on
summer stands; they seem very strong

hired a

They went into the cellar the
of December, and never had a ^Hight
until to-day. The temperature of the_cellar
~i C^
was from 35 to 40 degrees.
D. C. Wilson.

and

active.

first

_

Linn Co., Iowa, March

28.

Packing Bees for Winter.
(Ine page 1U4, Ira I). Bartlett is reported as
packing his bees for winter by putting on a
piece of carpet, kiln-dried planer-shavings,
two inches kiln-dricd sawdust, then eight
inches of planer-shavings. How many inches
of planer-shavings lioes he put next to the
does he put in-ithe layer of
carpet
'.

Why

April

sawdust i
ftll sawdust
iioUi

1

puts

Why
ol'

Bai-tletl.

Somursot

171, C. J. oldiwihinx
chttlV ovt^r the fraiiuih, thus
i«u'kini,' with Mr.
Ti:UNEK liiswici,!,,

C'o.,

.

w«nf«ff*f*n
47l)lf

answer

scMid

the above (inestions for |)nblication

Worst Storm

;

to

sumer,

(

most

tin:

you can buy

Our bees came through rather poorly this
spring, with a loss of 20 percent, the worst in
10 years, all due to honey-dew and protracted
Co.,

EruENE Hamb.\uoh.
111.,

March

yi.

Went Like Hotcakes

is

"The

So

cakes."

it

last I

got went

lilie

they

faith in their goods.

mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page 234.

GEORGE W. YORK &
&

140 Erie street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

TTr]
^rs GOOO.S

which has

^

improvements, and the

-^

price

POUDER'S HONEY -JARS.

Prompt

ers

Freight Rates.

NEW CATALOG

INDIANAPOLIS. IHD.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

The Fked W. Muth

200 Nnclei and Full Colonies For Sale.
We

have arranjjed with a good bee-lseeper located in Kankakee Co., 111.,
(within 12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for Nuclei and Full Colonies of Bees.
All are to be first-class, and most of the bees show Italian marking's. The
queens in the Nuclei will be Italian, of this year's rearing. Full colonies can be
shipped now the Nuclei beginning May 1. We can book your orders for Nuclei
;

;

Prices:

1

for

10 or more, S2.50 each.

Full colonies in 8-frame Langstroth hives (no super.)
Prices: 1 for S6.00
more at $5.50 each.
All are f.o.b. shipping-point, and will be sent by express, a postal card
notice being mailed to each purchaser a day or two before shipping the bees.
;

5 or

Send

all

orders to

G-EGRGE
144

&

W.YORK &

Co.

and buckwheat, 13@Hc. Extracted, buckwheat*
Beeswax, 30c.
H. R. Wright.

6c.

Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains good. Market ranges as fol-

Fancy white, in cartons, 15fg/i6c; A No.
14({til5c; No. 1, 13(g*14c; honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7(5*7J^c: Florida honey, in barlows:
1,

rels,

Blakb, Scott & hBR.

6@6^c.

Buffalo, March 28.— Buffalo

is very quiet on
honey, except very low grades at very low prices. We quote extra fancy,l 4c; No. i, 12@13c;
other grades, 8(a;l0c. Extracted, 5@6c. Beeswax scarce; fancy, 28^30c; dark, 22(a25c.
Batterson & Co.

—

Detroit, Feb. 20. Fancy white comb honey,
14@l5c; No. 1, 13@l4c; no 'dark to quote. Extracted, white, 6(gi'ic. Beeswax, 25fai26c.

M. H. Hunt

&

Son.

Cincinnati, March 7.— The general tone of
the honey market is lower. Water-white comb
honey sells from 14(^14 c; it is hard to obtain
I5c for extra fancy. Extracted has weakened
a little, and sells at 5@5Mc; fancv, from (>(q6%c.
C.

H".

W. Weber.

New

York, March 8.— Comb honey is nowpretty well cleaned up, and what remains on
the market is nearly all fancy and No. 1 white

The demand

is fairly good at following
Fancy white, 14c; No. 1, 13c; No.
Extracted
remains
dull at unchanged
2, 12c.
prices with plenty of supply. Beeswax firm, 29c,

honey.

quotations:

have just received the first large shipcomb honey from Cuba; some in tall
packed 20 combs to the crate and some
in square sections packed 32 combs to thecrate»
glass front on one side, plain, no-bee-way section. The honey was packed in shipping-carriers, containing 8 of the large and
of the
small crates respectively, and arrived in firstclass condition. The flavor of this honey is
very fine, and as to the quality— some of it is
fancy white, while others is of a yellowish tint.
'?

Hildreth & Sbselkbn.

San Francisco, March

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

12.— White comb, 11®

12J4 cents; amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, S}^@—
light amber, 4^@5c;
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

$3.00; S at .$2.75 each

comb

to sell at

ment of
sections,

who are

in light shipping-boxes.

ex-

Amfrom

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a long time.
Fancy white comb, 15fS>lfjc; No. 1, 15c; dark

2t(« 28c;

now — first come first served.
The Nuclei are 3-frame Langstroth,

in

We

a geu-

thinking of buying a vehicle this season, will
do well to write to this concern for their catalog, which is mailed free upon application.
Address, Ohio Carriage Manufacturing Company, Station 6, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Note. — This firm offers some fine buggies as
prizes to people who send names of persons
about to buy a carriage or harness. You should
send for plan and list of prizes. You might win
one. Please mention the American Bee Journal
when writing them.

FREE.

S.POUDER.
WALTER
MASS. AVE.
SIZ

is

uine surprise.
Any of our read-

Everything used by bee-keepers.

Low

ail

late

^^AT ROOTS f=R/c£^
service.

and that is
havf abundant

catalog, which is just
off the press, illustrates and fully describes over 100 specially designed exclusive patterns. In this
catalog they show several tests to which they
have put their vehicles to prove the strength of
the material used in their construction. Two
of these illustrations we here reproduce. They
also reproduce photographs of people who have
purchased their vehicles and have given them
testimonials.
This is a very clever way of
proving that the
testimonials are
genuine. The vehicle illustrated
in this article is
their top-buggy

order this honey, or basswood, and sell it. It
not only goes off " like hotcakes," but' it is

144

very

is

Their elaborate new

hey would

well

thing-

\

continued de-

honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard
any price. Beeswax strong at 27@30c.

evident,

does.

More people might do

is

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market

from

One

hot-

1*),— There

tracted honey is good with prices lower.
ber, for manufacturing purposes, brings
S%<m%c; better grades from 7'«'8c. Fancy

They make

A Nebraslca customer when ordering a new
supply of our fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
cans, said;

Chicaoo, March

the bold statement ihati
there is no other line of
vehicles sold for anywhere near the money
that is as g-ood as "Split
Hickory," and they offer
lis a proof of this assertion what one would consider a most fair proposition, namely, that they
will send any of their vehicles anywhere in the
Unhed States on 30 days' free trial. If at the
end of 30 days the purchaser is not satisfied, he
can return the vehicle and will not be out one
cent of money, as they pay the freight both
ways in case the job
comes back.

Loss Due to Honey-Dew.

Brown

it

AND BEESWAX

pression in the trade owing to light output on
the part of retailers and the desire on the part
of those having stock on hand to diKpose of it.
The past two weeks have noted a further decline in price of comb honey, with the exception of basswood, which is scarce and wanted
at 2 to 3 cents above any of the other while
?'rades; it now brings 144;c^l.^c; alfalfa and other
air white, 10^l3c; ambers, M''*10c.
While extracted dull at S'4^<i'>%c; ambers, 5'A^'^S^c;
Southern and dark, 5(a/^'tc. iJeeswax scarce at
R. A. BUKHETT A Co.
3()C.

This he.-idin^ is used in one of the advertisenioiits of the Ohio Carrla^fe ManufacturiiiK' Co.^ of Cincinnati, Ohio.
They mmuifacture and sell to the conthe now celebrated **Split Hickory" line

this concern.

cold weather.

metitioM Ihe lice Journal.

Unlike any other carriage concern
in the country, srlling- direct to the user, they
advertise and sell this special line only. They
do not sell to jobbers or
dealers; so if you want
a "Split Hickory" vehicle the only phice where

You see. the country was
rather lit,'ht.
Hooded with water at the time wo had the
N. T. FRANCia.
storm.
Sutter Co., Calif., March IT.

Mt itt sttJ»

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

of vehicles.

anollu'r ilO.
As for myself,
of -17, but some of them are

IL'li,

jlt >K sit rfi »te jte

\ ttONE,y

»t,c,l..i,nla

'atuloif i'Tcc.

}PC CAA7 SMlAA'irJ

tlie
We have Imcji visitcil in this
It
country willi tlui worst storm in
raised havoc witli llic liees, but we have the
scaffold up around licrc (Ui the river bottom
>nc man lost 'JOO coloand also on tlie Tulc.

saved

(

CUUJ!I>SI'I1I1<' VKMKIO.,
WlacheaUjr. liidlanft. C. H. A*
Uox •^M

IMe.isL-

In Years.
of
years.

I

I'liniKTRt

I'ullj Wnrritiitoil.

il stt >te -•!<

ntiii-

<'hl<'lii'ii.

'i^jpi/rff/c/ro/iy:^

— Ki).]

jiurt

nies, anotlu'r

SmI.I to Ih'i

uvAunnm

Maine.

Mr. Hartlett liindly

fWiil

FENCE !iMADE,
i*A«Anf«*An
(•VAMUnw

great depth of

ill
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STRONOEST

or

pliiiiur-slmvlritrs

all

on patfo

Uittl

atfreelii(;

not

;

inclius
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;

.

dark, 24@25c.

While spot stocks are of rather light volume,
holders show more inclination to unload than
they did a month ago. Although quotable values are without marked change, concessions
are granted to buyers which would not have
been thought of at the beginning of the year.
A large proportion of the honey now offering is

comb

of

medium

grade.

WANTFD
L.l^«
rvi -^ 1
having same

EXTRACTED HONEY-

;ither

large or small lots: parties
and best pri-

to offer, send samples,
ces delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio.

We pav cash
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.',
on delivery.
lOAtf Front and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, O.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing

1902— Bee-Keepers'

Suoplies!

We cau furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'8
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our istrj catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

-wxiliiig,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
aud can ship promptly.

Hives. Exiraciors
IN

BEE-KEEPINS LINE.

W/h^r
VV 11^ f\e\t^G.
UUCA

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundaand cost no more
New Catalog and copy of

Send name

tion are ahead of everything,

The American Bee-Keeper

THE W.

T.

We

JW

sell

D.

The

and

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

concise

— Price, SI. 25, by mail.

CHA5. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

144

Please mentiou

^HIVE!*^

Bee Journal one

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing' agencies.
and get quick delivery.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

If joa care to know of its
!
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia^s Favorite Paper—

Branch

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

$2-00

and Agricultural
Published weekly,
per annum.

Sam-

The A.

1.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

Jobbing Agencies.

Offices.

Co.. H> Vine St., Philadelphia. Pa.
A. Selser, Manager.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Root Co..
F. A. Salisbury, ManaKer.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

Wm.

J. B.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cai.
330 Market street,

Root

Co.,

Mason, Manager.
ini>4

Miss

St.,

St.

Paul, Minn.

H. G. Acklin. Manaeer.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co.,
Tnepperwein & Walton, Manajrera.
The A. 1. Root Co.. U"h) Md. Av.,S. W. Washington.

200-Egg Incubator
for $12-80 ^
construction and
Hatchea every fertile
action.
egK- Writeforcatalogneto-day.
GEO. H. STAHL. Quincy. III.

-

Saffell & Herrick. Managers.
Co.. San Unacio 17 Havana,
F. 11. de Beche, Manager.

Root

Cuba.

W. York & Co,
H.W.Weber,

Geo.
C.

M. H. Hunt& Son.
Walter S. Pouder.
Jos. Nysewander,

-

&

1-16

-

-

Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio,
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind,

Des Moines, Iowa.
Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield Co.. Penn.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
Carl F. Buck.
Lyonsville. Mass.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Denver, Colo.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,

...

from Maine

try the

Danz. Hive.

It's

used

:

Mbchanic falls, Maine,

Mention ibe American Bee Journal.
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.Ino.

Would YOU increase your profits? Then
Read the following
to California.

Perfect in

45A26t

Bee Journal -when writinp

THE DANZENBAKER

Caitir^fnia
CalllOrnict

The

III.

Hare industry;
growth,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
146 Etie street,

Chickens and Egg's

CAPPS.

origin
and kinds; the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breeding
stock; care of the
young, feeding, diseases atid their
cures, scoring, marketing, shipping, &c.
First edition of 50,000 copies was sold
in advance of publication.
paper cover, 2S cents, po3t-

&

^%^^%^

KINDS *««**

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

treatment of the Bel-

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American
year— both for only il.iO.

satis-

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/isecl,

book of 175
THIS
pages presents a

its

has always given better

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

Standard B6lQiantiar6 Book!

g-ian

it

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Very

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

clear

Because

OF ALL

N. Y.

BY M.

V

Bee-Heepers' SuDPlies

W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
t

cf^ll »U
at\ vltc^W

Address,

free.

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

li-

IL &CI1
VVCll r faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

BEST.

than other makes.

year

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. '^^^^^°"^^^^?,^^i%tiKll^^S:'
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINU.

THE

WE MAKE ONLY THE

25tll

Dadant's Foundation

itfr
WANT

10, 1902.

'itis..js^vi.jis,.yi,ja^is.ja,.)a.ji^ii.ji^^^

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

OR ANYTHIN6 YOU

April

Feb. 28, i902

THB A. Root company, Medina, Ohio.
Gentlemen ;—l am very, very pleased
.

that you are wilHnK 1 should
hive. I have had a great many inquirios regarding it,
and have not felt atliberty to recommemi it over our regular hives. At first 1
was prejudiced against it. but the sales have increased without recoramendaonw, and wherever 1 have M()ld thev have bought acain and praised the hive
with exiravHuant claims, and 1 am forced to the conclusion that it Is the Best
J. B, MASON.
COMH-HONEY Hive on the market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Root Co.

recommend the Danz.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
I

own

nse a

inventions,

FOUNDATION

which enable me
and

to

The above

SELfL

WorifaxMoFofliiilationForCasli
at prices that are the lowest.

Catalog giving

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
•

hives.

THE

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

r.

A.

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO., Tmc^K^l^^iT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO,

Send

to

them

for

T^^i^^A',

Bee Journal
OBOROe W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

APRIL

17,

1902.

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No.

i6.
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FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Red Clover Queens
FOR

Long'-Tong'ue Variety

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK H COMPANY
144

&

146 E rie St., Chicago,

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editofs.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikid, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

We

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
Queens. We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these fine, " long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first
come first served " beginning as early in June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than the past season) as a much larger numberof queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one, no matter from whom you order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherwise ordered.

—

—

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

,

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
?1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

;

The Wrapper-Iiabel Date

—Warranted Purely Mated

for us

111.

Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as oecondClass MaU-Matter.

,^

1902 FREE!

A Warranted Queen

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advertising Rates
plication.

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY hUBSCRIBERS.
In order that every one of our subscriljers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order for one queen for sending us the names and
addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee .Journal and s^S.OO; or for sending
us o«f /(f«' subscription and 30 cents more (or .?1. 30), we will mail you a queen; or send us
SI. 60 and we will credit your own subscription for one year, and mail you a warranted queen.
This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help swell the
list of readers of the old American Bee Journal.

We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of these Queens.

GEORGE W. YORK &

National Bee Keepers' Association

144

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the
members.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Whitccmb.

W.
A.

Z.
I.

Thomas

Hl'tchinson,
Root,

P. H.
E. R.

Newman

G.

Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks.

R. C. AiKiN.

J.

Elwood,

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

interests of its

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.
E.

&

Address,

side.

M. HAMBAr(;H,

C, P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

HOWARD

Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

M. IMELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.

Emerson T. Abbott, General Manager and
Treasurer, St. Joseph, Mo.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

[This Cut

more convenient. Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when

is tjik ^-'cll

Size of

the Knife.]

A;g" Tf

they will be forwarded to Mr. Abbott,
mail individual receipts.

who

will

Vour Name on the Knife.— Whnn

oideriug-, be sure to say just

what name and

address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty

The novelty lies \n the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
made

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

XoTE. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
*'

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of

more or

less

honey; at any rate

it

and bees."
Is

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-foru'ed out of the very finest Eug-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining's are plate brass:
the back springs of Sheffield sprintf-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-iime, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a pood knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the *' Noveltj- *' is lost, having- name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tunate as to have one of the ** Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How

would

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

The picture shown herewith

shown here.
The Material

a reproduc-

fion of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to l>ee-l<eepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offica
cf the American Bee Journal.

g-jve to

the

appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a g^entleman, the knife having

name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' gives a faint

idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ikkeb nf,w subsckibers to the Bee Journal (with $.'^.'JOi) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one 3'ear, both for $1.90.

this^beautiful knife, as tlv

**

GEORGE W, YORK

L CO.

J8S~Please allov "'bout two weeks for your knife order to be

Chicago,
filled.
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Editorial.

^

I

A

New Director of the National BeeKeepers' Assoi'ialion has just been elected to
succeed Mr. Abbott, who resigned as director
to take the position of General Manager.

new

The

Mr. R. C. Aikin, ot Colorado.
This is an excellent choice, and should give
unanimous satisfaction to all the bee-keepers
of the great Middle West.
director

is

National Association Notes

will be

furnished to the various bee-papers by General

Manager Abbott from time

first

''

to time.
His
batch " appears on page 24S. This is a
good move, and will help the membership to

keep in close touch with what is trying to be
done by the Association. If you are not now
a member, send four dollar at once to Mr.
Abbott, and get in line to help the whole beekeeping industry as well as yourself.

Colon.v Continuously Starting

—

Cells. After a colony has beeu queenless for
a considerable time, it can not be counted on

work at starting iiueen-cells.
But by the right management there need be
no difficulty in having good cells continuously
for doing good

started throughout the entire season in the
if not entirely by the same bees.
needed is the addition from time to
time of frames of brood. This has a two-fold
effect
It keeps up the supply ot young bees,
and also furnishes young brood to be fed,
thus keeping up the preparation of a bountiful supply of the right kind of nourishment

same

hive,

All that

APRIL

17,

the West will need no urging
to come; to the bee-keepers of the East I will
say, take the trip.
It will open your eyes,
not only in regard to bee-keeping, but to the
wonderful possibilities of the great West.
Your tickets will give you all of the time you
wish to see Colorado's wonderful mountain
scenery
"The Switzerland of America.''
Don't miss this opportunity of seeing its wonders, and mingling with its bee-keepers
the
men and women with great, big hearts.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Pren.
in

—

—

is

;

for the prospective queens.

Next National at Denver. — We have
following notice from Pres.
received the
Hutchinson, announcing that the executive
committee have selected Denver:

THE SE.XT NATIONAL CONVENTION TO BE
HELD IN DENVER.
Denver, Colo., has been selected as the
place for holding the next meeting of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association. Time
the first week in September. The exact date
has not been decided upon, but the first session will probably be held Tuesday evening
or Wednesday morning. The West has several times asketl for the convention, and been
put oft with promises that we must follow
the G. A. K., or something of this sort, in
order to secure the needed reduction of railroad rates. This year the (i. A. R. meets at
Washington, away to one side of the country.
We met there several years ago, and only
about 20 members were present— the most of
those from near by. The West has been

—

We are glad that Denver has been .selected.
This choice will not be regretted, for those
hustling Colorado and other Western beekeepers will simply do their best to have even
a bigger and better convention than Chicago
ever had; and it they succeed (and we believe they will), none will be more delighted
than those who helped to make the last National such a great success in this city, in
1900.

hive on a new stand. Thai makes a nucleus,
and the only dilliculty in the ca.se is to make
sure that the queen is not taken along with
the bees, and to make sure that too many
bees will not return

guard against the

to the old

hive,

."^ome

by imprisoning the
bees for a certain length of time before putlatter

Some do the imprisoning after forming the nucleus, closing
the entrance tightly
with green leaves.
Within two or three days the leaves will
ting them on the brood.

shrivel so as to allow passage

for the bees

if

the bee-keeper himself does not open the entrance.

Some take no precaution except

to

use for

the nuclei bees that have been queenless two

Queenless bees are much betstaying where they are
put.
Take two or three frames of brood well
covered with bees from a queenless colony,
and put them in an empty hive, and the
work is done. If you want to make more
sure, you can brush in some extra bees, or
you can fasten the bees in for 24 hours.

more days.

or

ter than others as to

Manufactured Comb Honey Again.

— Last month we received

the following com-

munication from Rev. A. E. Taylor, of York
Co., Pa.:

Editor American Bee .Journal.
U',ir Sir

— I clipped

—

the enclosed from the

Philadelphia Record some weeks ago:

" It was recently announced in a Chicago
paper that aear-load of manufactured honey,
in the comb, had been received in that city
from California. In reply to this the publisher of the American Bee Journal has
offered $1,000 for the sight ot a single pound
of manufactured comb honey. He adds that
he has been making this offer for 20 years
without finding a taker."
I

send

to say that I manufacture
and, second, to say that you had

it, first,

comb honey;
better call in

your

offer, if

some one may claim

it,

I

you made such, as
do not claim any

reward.

manufacture comb honey because— first,
honey in that way, whereas I would get
none otherwise; and, second, I get a better
I

I get

product.

Remember
first

No, 16,

1902,

going ahead with great leaps and bounds, and
can rightfully claim recognition. The Colorado Stale cnavcntion. last fall, was the
equal of many meetings of the National Association.
And in all probability the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet with
us in joint convention.
If held at Denver,
the bee-keepers of L'tah, California, Texas,
and all of the great West will be able to " get
there." I firmly l>elieve that a convention
can be held at Denver that will be the equal
of any ever held.
Of course, the first question asked will be:
"What about rates?" Well, they are all
satisfactory, or, of course, we could not go to
Denver, as a convention without low rates on
the railroads was never a success. The National Letter Carriers' Association holds its
annual convention in Denver during the first
week in September, and an open rate to everybody will be made at that time. A representative railroad man told Mr. Working (the
Secretary of the Colorado State Bee-KeeperS'
Association) that the regular fare outside of
Colorado would be one fare, plus .$2.00, for
the round trip, with a regular rate of one fare
for a round trip in Colorado; while there have
been made some specially low rates from some
points in the East. From Chicago the fare
will be only .$2.5 tor the round trip.
From St.
I.ouis it is .$21.
From St. Joseph, Kansas
City, and Omaha it will be only §15.
Rates
from points still further East have not yet
been definitely settled.
Bee-keepers

One

ILL,

>rr_^»N AMERICA /^

week

in

that Denver is the place, and the
September the time.

Another thing: Don't fail to plan to go.
There is ample time for everybody to get ready
to attend the convention.
And those Denver
bee-keepers will need to make large preparation for the crowd, in addition to furnishing
a generous sample of their fine climate.

The Formation of Nuclei seems to be
considered by some as a complicated affair
only to be undertaken by those of much experience.
In reality there is nothing mysterious or difficult about

it.

Any one can

take two or three frames of brood with adhering bees and put them in a hive and set the

Y'ou may, if you wish, inquire ot W. H.
Huntzgurger, principal merchant of our town
Dr, J. C. Channell, Mr. S. C. Kocker, Geo.

Weitzel, or H. L. Keller.
Respectfully,

Upon

A. E. Tatlor.

receipt of the above,

Taylor, telling

him he was

we wrote Mr.
man we

just the

were looking for; we also enclosed 40 cents
two sample pounds of his
in stamps for
" manufactured comb honey," and asked him
to forward them, securely packed, by express
at our expense, or return the stamps.
In a
few days we received the following
Messrs. George AV. York A: Co.
Yours of the Gth at hand. I do not pretend
to "manufacture comb honey by machinery,
without the aid of bees." That would imply
that I am a creator or secreter of wax, and I
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do neither; that I couslruct comb; that I
a chemical change in the compound of
sugar and fruit, which I give them, into
honey. It would be as if a ranchman raised
Such an eflort
cattle without breeding-stock.
would result as did Aaron's effort at making

place, and supplied their own table and many
of the neighbors with honey and, of course,
he knew that if l>ees were handled rightly,
well taken care of, they would yield a handsome profit, and therefore the bargain was

a god.

The logs were hewn in three days; 4 more
colonies were added to the lot, making 7 in
all to begin with.
The first year he took 600
pounds of section honey, and increased to 13
colonies; the honej' sold for 10 cents a pound.
The following year was a failure, but the
bees stored enouifh honey to winter them. In
the meantime Mr. Campbell had studied up
bee-culture.
It opened his eyes and gave
him new courage not to forsake but stick to
the bees, as a good year would surely come
again, and would prove that his bees were a
profitable investment.
Mr. Campbell says
the "old reliable " American Bee Journal is

make

You would be

safe in adding six units to
join- offer, for since the world began man

hath created nothing; nor hath he entered
into the secret of insect architecture; all the
paper-makers together could not make one
hornets' nest.
I prepare the material out of which bees
give me a product which the best judges of
honey pronounce superior to the natural

product in both taste and keeping quality.
Enclosed please find stamps returned as per
Respectfully,
A. E. TiTLOK.

request.

And

so endeth another boaster.

In his first
us he distinctly said, " I manufacture
" I do
honey.'' In his reply he says:

letter to

comb

I manufacture comb
wouldn't care to be compelled to sit under Ids preaching, and help
pay for keeping him alive. He belongs in the
mistaken crowd insteacl of the Taylor family.
But, thank the Lord, there are few such as
he among the preachers.
But we will not "call in" that offer of
§1000 just yet. We prefer to wait and let a
few more ignorant ones bite on it. It's pretty
good bait— a genuine offer. And we are not
afraid of being called on to pay the money,
because there is no such thing as manufactured comb honey made without the aid of

pretend

not

honey,"

etc.

to

say

;

closed.

surely worth

its

weight in gold to the bee-

man.

The following year the bee-yard was

look-

with 30 strong, hard-working colonies; the season was good, and an average of
ing

tine,

April

17,

1902

Section work in this apiary is done away
with, and all the honey is put up in halfdepth frames, cut out and sold as bulk comb
honey in from 1-pound to 50 pound cans. In
this way one can get two supers to one of
section honey, and obtain the same price here,
with a great deal less work.
Mr. C.'s plan is To tier up as long as they
work, by raising the super when two-thirds
full, and placing the empty one next to the
brood-nest. Sometimes there are as many as
six supers on one hive.
In hot weather the
hives are raised from '.J to 1 inch, according
to the strength of the colony, and covered
with light boards for shade, as they work
much better, and it also keeps the combs from

melting down.
Mr. C. gives the bee-papers and books on
bee-culture due credit for his success. There
are some people not far from this place who
also keep bees and give their ideas about beepapers in this way: " Mr. C. had better save
his money that he yearly squanders in books
and papers, and invest it in hogs; it would
profit him more." Those people did seem to

We

-M ^4^

—

m

bees.

ry

Weekly Budget.
Mr.

Ward Lamkin,

of

Cayuga

I

Co., N. Y.,

passed through Chicago recently on his way
to Colorado, where he contemplates purchasing and keeping bees. He left his 200 colonies in splendid condition at his New York

home, and

in

Mk, F. K. Schalow, of Kern Co., Calif.,
was in Chicago lately, to dispose of a car-load
of extracted honey which his firm ( Weems i&
They
Schalow; had produced last season.

have about 1000 colonies, and their crop in
1901 was about r0,0iKj pounds. Mr. Schalow
was formerly from Wisconsin, but prefers to
live in California now.

as well as

its

is

thus described,

owner, by a friend

Mr. S. M. Campbell, of Crawford Co., Ark.,
requested me to write about his success in
bee-culture and send it for pu'olication. This
will show what can be done if a person just
tries.

,

APIARY OF

S.

M.

CAMPBELL, OF CRAWFORD

7'2 pounds of section honey per colony, with
an increase of 30 colonies, resulted. That was

good hands for the season.

An Arkansas Apiary

-"!*^'

_

.

Mr. C.'s home is high up on the mountain,
and a wearisome drive it was to get there. It
settled on this
is only four years since he
place, cleared the land for cultivation, and
of bees and 'M
colonies
him
3
with
brought
Langstroth hives. His former employer, Mr.
Hayworth, from whom he got the bees and
hives, saw no profit in them, as he said that
one year they area feast and another a famine;
he wanted logo into chicken-raising, and told
Mr Campbell that if he would hew the logs
for a chicken-house he could have the bees,
hives and all, for the work.
Mr. Campbell had some knowledge of bees
in the old-fashioned way, that is, in log-gums,
which were always plentiful on his father's

a feast after the famine.
By this time Mr. Campbell began to handle
bees in the practical and profitable way; he
had studied their ways and doings, and it became a duty performed with pleasure, as he
Bee-study is the finest study a person
said.
can get into.
The year I'MO was a poor one in this part of
the country. To begin with, in the spring
the bees dicl well, and the prospects were for
a good season, but the dry weather of late
summer and fall cut short the honey crop,
and therefore they stored only 3.t pounds per
colony, and increased to 74 colonies.
In the meantime, Mr. Campbell hitched on
to chickens, thinking a little side-line would
not hurt, and might bring in a few dollars;
or, as the good woman said, some pin-money ;
but the hawks, the owls, and the cholera,
came, and got the pin-feathers, and of course
forgot to leave the money for the pin-money,
consequently the chickens were dropped, except what are needed for home use.
The year 1901 was started with 108 colonies,
and over 3500 pounds of honey was taken
off, and still they are working hard to close
the season with a yield of 5000 pounds, by
gathering the honey-dew from the hickory
trees, from which it is just dropping to the

ground.
This morning (Oct. '27, 1901), atearlydawn,
as we sat watching tlieui coming in heavily
laden with the sweet dew which they had
gathered so early, and in fact as l)usy as little
bees, they fairly fell down in clusters at the
front of the hive, crowding each other to get
in to unload and be off for some more.

CO.,

ARK.

know all about bees, and perhaps invested
their money in hogs, but so far as the writer
could see they have neither hogs nor honey,
and a mighty sorry looking bee-yard.
Mr. Campbell is also a member of. the National Bee-Keepers' Association, and therefore feels safe in regard to spraying, and
whatever may come up, and would encourage
every bee-keeper to join the Association.
The picture shows Mr. Campbell's home
yard. 'The man with the smoker is Mr. C,
the little girl " Fanny " is the keeper of bees
in swarming-time; Gibson, who stands on
the hive, takes a great interest for a small lad
he has a colony of his own, and some day
may make a bee-man.
A Friend.

—

Sweet Clover— (To the Mossback.)
cut and slash sweet clover down
Don't stop to ask its name;
Call it a weed and grub it up.
And throw it in the tiame.
Y^es,

Let bigotry and ignorance

Have now

their fullest

sway

Don't stop to get a new idea,
But mow the plant away.
Let fragrant ragweed, burdock sweet.

And
It

prickly lettuce grow;

wreathes the mossljack's face with smiles
see such things, you know.

To

Just find the rut that father trod.
And be content with that;
He always cut sweet clover down.
And that is what we're at.

—Gleanings

in Bee-Culture.

April
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Mr. CoggslialK-Klglit or ten percent, because I don't reqncen. Young queens are the k<'\ to a good record.
I would like
word concerning packing over
Dr. MllliT
I
lh(^ frames.
I never use cork nr -awdust, but of later years
If [use tliese shavings five
use planer-sliavings altogether.
use about two
If I
or six inches deep it is too inucli.

—

Convention Proceedings.
The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901.
BY A BUOmilAND HKI'OKTKK.
iContluued from pajfe

;i

If
inches,!'/^ to 2'4 inches, il is just right. In my locality.
the sluivlngs arc too di'Cp they liecr)m(^ dampetud, gel wi-t on
If I leave only I'/i to 2 inches I
the top, and don't dry out.
have never known them to gil damp. Tliey keep dry. and
keep the bees dry. I have now :i(JO colonies wintering in that
way. 1 built a cellar purposely to winter liei^s, 3fix4U feet. I
don't use it at all now. I lose from one to tlire<- percent of my
bees during the winter, and, as Mr. Cogeshall says. It Is
usually from neglect of putting in good queens in the fall. Too
much ('liatf can be put over tlii^ lic^es for winter, and I suppose
too much sawdust or too mucli ground-cork could be put over

229.)

tlieni.

GROUND COKK

KOIt

WINTKK PACKING.

ter

"

packing ?
Mr. CosRshall

— Where can ground cork be obtained ?
— Wherever they sell grapes that are imporli^d

Dr. Miller
from California.

Mr. Coggshall— It is safer than sawdust, but it is hard to
I have been inquiring- for a year or two.
Mr. Chapman There is a place here in the city wliore
they manufacture corks, lint I get my supplies entirely where
Dr. Miller suggests from the grocer.
I get it
from "the imported grape.-, that come from Spain— they come in casks. 1
find it is an excellent material.
It is impervious to moisture
and allows for considerable circulation of air. I find it an
excellent packing material, the best that I have been able to
find.
J have used excelsior and ground cork-dust, and I con-

obtain.

—
—

sider the latter

much

—

the better.

Mr. Coggshall Sawdust is good enough for me. Of course
it is very cheAp, but you must have it dry.
I have used it for
years, and I don't care for anything better.
Mice won't work
in it, because it will tumble down.
It don't give them a
chance.
Jlr. Dadant
In regard to sawdust, there is a good deal of
difference.
Sawdust, where they saw logs, is very coarse,
pieces of wood, really, but the sawdust of rip-saw is altogether
different from the other sawdust.
It is in line, long strings,
not exactly excelsior, but something similar. It holds together and will keep put the heat or cold. Sawdust from a finecut saw is very good. Has any one ever tried the fine sawdust
as compared with the other sawdust for keeping ice'? That
will tell you as well an anything.
If it will keep the ice cold
compare that with the coarse sawdust and you will find hnw
much less quantity will keep your bees warm, or the ice cold.
Dr. Miller Mr. Coggshall, what kind do you use ?
Mr. Coggshall Hardwood.
Set the saw so as not to cut
big
too
a chip, consequently it will be finer than if a larger
chip is cut; 1 endeavor to get the finer sawdust.
Dr. Miller Do you have any preference for hard or soft

—

—

—

—

—

wood

?

Mr. Coggshall
pay any attention

— No,

doesn't

to that.

We

make any difference. I
all know that in cutting

don't
bass-

wood, pine or hemlock, they set the saw so as to take a chip a
little over an eighth of an inch, while in cutting hardwood they
can't set the saw so as to take as large a cut, and it makes
finer sawdust.
Dr. Miller How do planer-shavings compare?
Mr. Coggshall They are too loose.
Mr. Dadant Too dusty.
Mr. Hintz How thick a covering do you put on for winter?
Mr. Coggshall Well, on some I have on three, four, five
inches, and with two inches I have wintered them.
My packing l)Oxes won't allow more than two inches with "a heavy

—

—

—

—

—

Brussels carpet before the dust is put on. These Brussels carpets you might think I was extravagant, but I can get them
at two cents a pound at any junk-shop, and they are something worth knowing about to bee-keepers. They will last for
years. Two cents a pound is nothing, you know.
Mr. Clark Do you use a Hill's device over the frames ?
Mr. Coggshall— Xo, sir.
Dr. Miller I think we will be interested if Mr. Coggshall
will tell us how he packs his Ijees for winter.
Jlr. Coggshall
There are usually some holes so itgives the
bees a chance to go through over the top-bars. Sometimes I
pick up a little stick about a quarter of an inch through, and
tack that on top, and lay the carpet on that.
Mr. Moore Mr. Coggshall, how many colonies have you
in winter quarters this year ?

—

—
—

—

—

Mr. Coggshall— 1600 or 1700, I think.
Mr. Moore What is your percent of loss?

—

—

Do you use a cushion?
Dr. Miller— .lust about three thicknesses of burlap over
the coml)S, and then put the shavings riglit in. There is one
other thing I want to mention- al)0ut mice. The man who
will let mice get into his hives doesn't look close enough to his
work, I think. .Some hives, of course, are old, and thi^y have
decayed bottoms. .Such hives should be set on a good, solid
Mr. Sylvester

" Is fjrouiid cork as good, or better tlian sawdust for win-

board, and the entrance sliould be so guarded that mice cangnaw it. I tack a piece of tin on the l)ottom-board and a
they can't
piece above on tlie hive so that mice cannot get in
gnaw in. If I don't, they will gnaw in and destroy the bees,
and cut the comb down and make bad work every way.

not

—

—

use planer-shavings for packing my bees.
I use
haven't lost a colony in wintering
a burlap sack with the planer-shavings packed in it about
I pack it down solid and then press it
three inches thick.
down into the upper part of the hives. I have never liad any
trouble since I commenced using planer-shavings, after packing down solid so they would remain compact. I think, however, if I could get hold of cork-dust I would use it, or that

Mr. Whitney

The

last

kind of

two years

filling.

I

I

—

Mr. Hogge Do all who have spoken use the chaff hive?
It seems to me there is nothing spoken of but top packing. Is
there no side-packing ?
Mr. Riker Xo side-packing in my packing. I have used
In our locality tlie weather sets
chaff hives to my detriment.
in cold, and cold enough for ice to collect in those chaff hives,
and it doesn't melt if the sun should shine for a day or two
but in the thin-wall hives just the single one-inch lumber or
%, the sun can work on them and melt the ice, so we let the
sun get right on it, where in chaff hives my experience is it
remains there too long.
Mr. Whitney X^ot quite pertinent to the question, perhaps,
but I am a little sensitive and I have used two or three kinds,
and I don't want anything but the chaff hives.
Mr. Josephson I have not so many colonies of bees, but
three years ago many bees died in the country. In my locality there was one bee-keeper who had 5(3 colonies in winter
quarters and took out -t in the spring. I had 27 in chaff
hives, with about six or seven inches of packing (planer-shavings), and I took out 26 colonies in the spring.
Mr. Whitney That's my experience. Last year I put in
about 58 colonies and took out just as many. I use planersliavings for packing in the top, in the second story.
Mr. Dadant We have been wintering our bees for years
which is
in hives that have double boards on the north side
always the back with us doubled on one side, division-board
When
side, and we pack the top of the hives full of leaves.
my father began keeping bees here, which is about 58 years
ago, he noticed that in a deep gully of the woods where there
was six inches of leaves, if the leaves kept dry you could almost dig any time in the hardest winter, and that gave him
the idea. We keep our bees under trees, and gather the
regular leaves whenever dry, which is very often in the month
We have of late years
of X'ovember. sometimes December.
wrapped up the hives with the same material by making slatwork with lath common plasterer's lath which we wrap
around the hive, and afterwards we rake it full of leaves on
all sides but the front: that shelters them on all sides but the
sunny side. Now as to the chaff hives: I agree with Mr.
Riker. We had SO, years ago. ^Ve sold some of them. We
have 20 or 30 of them now. They don't average wintering as
Xot that they are not good in certain secwell as the others.
tions, but if we have a very cold snap that will last two or
three weeks, and the weather gets mild and remains mild, the
chaff-hive bees will come out best: but six or seven weeks of
cold, and one warm day, during tliat warm day they are still
The others find
cold, and they don't know it is a warm day.
out as soon as there is one bright day, and they have a flight.

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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in the chaff hive are shut up, and unless we disturb
will not come out, because the inside of the hive is
cold, and everything is cold, and the result is thev will very
often suffer and die, when bees in some other hives, which are
seemingly exposed, come out all right.
{Continued next week.)

and those

them they
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an elementary knowledge of physiology the error will appear at once.
Only those who have tried it know how difficult it is to
explain a scientific subject in a way that even the least
educated can understand it. Nevertheless, I will try it.
We have here, say, two plats of land. One is poor clay
loam. In the clay we sow some
wheat, and in the loam we plant corn. Would you say that
the clay was the cause of the wheat being wheat and the
loam was the cause of the corn-plant being corn ?
Would you say that it the corn had been planted in the
clay, it would have acquired some of the wheat characteristics, and if the wheat had been sown in the loam it would
have acquired some of the corn peculiarities ?
No, you would not. The land or feed has an influence
on the development of the plant, but not on its characteristics.
The wheat will be wheat in whatever ground it is
sown but it will be puny and weak on poor land, and tall
and thrifty on rich land. So with the corn.
L,et us take another example at the other end of the line:
Frequently in the Southern States, when a mother cannot
nurse her baby, a colored wet-nurse is employed but it has
never been observed that she could transmit any " nigger
characteristics " to the baby through her milk.
Sometimes a wet-nurse is not obtainable. Cow or goat
milk is resorted to. Would you say that some of the meekness of character of the cow has been transmitted to the
child through her milk, or that some of the contrariness of
the goat has been acquired in the same way ?
No, you would not. And any man who would advocate
such a transmission, would not have to go very far before
being asked if he had not been raised on ass's milk himself.
Yet some one may insist and ask if there is not some
possibility of the worker-bee adding (something) to the feed
that might have some effect similar to that of the egg of the
female and the sperm of the male. No, there is none.
There is nothing in the honey-sac or the stomach of the
worker that can produce a living germ similar to the egg of
the female or the male germ. There are only glands producing substances similar to the saliva or the stomachjuices of the higher animals. And if there was, these germs
would be useless. Put a piece of wood in the fire and burn
You say it is destroyed. No, it is not it is only transit.
formed a part of it is now ashes, and another part smoke
land, the other is rich
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2— Improving

the Races of Bees.
BY AUKIAN GETAZ.

insisted on ina previous communication
breedingf. showing that in other Ijinds of domestic animals inbreedinfj could be, and had been, practiced successfully, provided all defectuous animals were rejected,
otherwise the defects would go on increasing all the time,
as well as the good qualities of the stock.
In breeding for improvement it is supposed that the
it may be
apiarist has selected the best stock obtainable
supposed that he has succeeded in improving it more or less.
Then it is evident that atiy outside stock would be inferior,
and, if introduced, would cause deterioration. We may set
down as a rule, " No introduction of inferior stock under
(pajife SS), I

IN

;

any condition."
Should we begin with two queens of different stocks
one for the drones and one for the queens, or use the same
for queen and drones ?
I don't know as it would make much difference, provided
both are equally good. In starting with two different stocks,

more variations could be expected, but less certain of transmitting the qualities already possessed.
I would choose some of our best breeds of five-banded
bees. Some of them are as good and as gentle as any ordinary Italians, and have the advantage of capping their honey
whiter. I have tried them.
must control the drones. That is, arrange so that

We

our queens cannot mate with any other drones than those
of the colony we have selected. There is no need of controlling the individual drones except to destroy the undersized or otherwise defectuous ones. There is nothing in the
appearance of a drone that can guide us or show us what
will be the honey-gathering or other qualities of his daughters
and therefore no choice can be made, except that the
only drones flying should be those of the stock selected.
There is only one way to do it, that is, to postpone the
rearing of queens (and drones) until the honey-flow is over,
and the general destruction of drones has taken place.
There are several advantages in adopting that plan.
One is that the young queens have a whole honey season to
be tested. Right here, the question might be raised whether
a one-year test is enough. I think those decidedly inferior
could be removed after the first year test. Those acceptable, especially if they are nearly equal, might have a
second year test before the final choice is made. After a
decidely superior queen is obtained, I should use her for
queens and drones, until a better one is reared. If the best
two queens were nearly equal, I think I would use both.
Contingencies will probably occur. For instance, the best
honey-gathering stock might be decidedly vicious, and a
crossing with a gentler stock might be necessary. In estimating the value of a queen, the strength of the colony and
all the circumstances having an influence on the amount of
surplus obtained should be taken into consideration.
The rearing of queens will be discussed from a technical
standpoint in a future contribution.
;

INFLOENCB OF THE FEED.

Some

writers have insisted that the worker-bees can
transmit to the young bees some of their qualities, such as
honey-gathering, gentleness, etc., either directly through
the feed they prepare for them, or indirectly through tlie
feed they give to the queen.
The question is a very important one. If that opinion
is true, then, in order to improve our present races of bees,
we will have to select not only the queens and drones, but
also the workers. Needless to say that the problem would
be considerably complicated.
Fortunately, it is and error. To the uneducated that
opinion seems very plausible to the one possessing even
;

;

;

;

—

and gases.
So it is with the

food. You eat meat, fruit, milk, etc.
All these substances go through several transformations
fully as great as when you burned that piece of wood. Some
finally become flesh, some bones, some nerves, etc.; some
are actually " burned" in the lungs and produce the heat
necessary to the life of the body. So it is with bees. And
any living germ that might chance to be among the feed
would be transformed (or destoyed as such) as effectively as
the rest.
Full details and proofs cannot be given here on account
of lack of space. They can be found in the text-books on
physiology.
An argument often presented is this The queen never
gathers honey, never stings, never feeds the brood. How
can she then transmit to her workers qualities that she
Is it not reasonable to suppose that
never possessed?
" somehow or other" these qualities come from the worker?
The argument at first seems to be pretty strong, yet,
after all, there is nothing in it. If you look at it closely;
you see that the meaning of it is that the offspring of the
queen must necessarily be like her.
But what are the facts ? A queen not mated lays eggs
as well as one that is mated. According to the above argument such eggs should produce only queens. But, instead
of that, they produce only drones, and nothing but drones.
This seems to me conclusive, and shows that the progeny of
the queen is not necessarily limited to being similar to her:

self.

EXAMPLES OF THE WORKERS.
Very often we have colonies of bees addicted to robbing,
or exceedingly cross. The apiarist changes the queen in
hope to correct the evil. To his surprise (if he is a novice)
the workers from the new queen are as bad as those of the
old one.

Yet nothing else could be expected. Bees follow each
other's example almost invariably. Let a bee, in a time of
scarcity of nectar, find some honey, She sips a load, hurries home and starts back for more. The other bees of the
same colony, noticing her movements, follow her. By and
by the other colonies also notice th^ proceedings and take
part in the operations, until the whole apiary is in an up.

—
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The bees from the new queen simply follow the
ample and action of those of the old queen.

roar.

ex-
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Spreading Brood
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SIIKVIVAI, <)l"'rnK I'lTTKST.
In a measure, the workers do inlluence the future (,'enIf the workers of
erations, but it is in a very indirect way.
a colony are defectuous in honcy-j^'atherin^;- or some other
essential qualification, that colony will probably die duringthe foUowinf,'- winter, queen and all. That race of bees will

disappear.
On the other hand, a race of bees better than the average will prosper, send out swarms, and eventually predominate, while less gifted ones will stay behind or even disappear.

INFLUENCE OF THE MALE.

—

often said and it is the opinion generally admitted
that the male has a greater influence on the offspring
than the female.
The question is almost impossible to
It is

—

settle.

When

breeding from parents possessing the same qualifrom which the offspring inherFor instance, let us choose the
case of a calf descendant of a bull and a cow both of pure
Jersey stock. That calf probably will possess all the traits
of the Jersey stock. Did he inherit it fron the cow or the
bull, or equally from both ?
We cannot tell.
Let us try it another way. Let us cross two very different stocks for instance, a Shorthorn bull with a Jersey
cow. Now, if the male has more influence than the female,
the calf should be more like a Shorthorn than a Jersey.
Yes, it should be, but it is not. In crossing very different
stock, the offspring is sometimes like the mother, sometimes
like the father, sometimes takes equally from both, and
ties, it is impossible to tell
ited its characteristics.

;

sometimes exhibits particularities (or variations) that
neither parent possessed.
We see such a case when crossing black with Italian
bees.
Some colonies are uniformly two-banded, some
nearly black, and some have bees of all shades and colors
from the three-banded to the full-black. Nevertheless, all
or nearly all the stock-breeders will tell you that the male
has the greatest influence.
Before proceeding any further it may be well to mention that in crossing different stocks, the qualities that are
the best " fixed " are those which are transmitted, rather
than the others.
What do you mean by "fixed"? In breeding Jersey
stock the originators have chosen a certain well-known
color they have raised exclusively from cows and bulls
possessing that color. Their successors have followed the
same rule, and that color has.become " fixed", that is, invariably possessed by Jersey animals.
Now to return to our subject: The cows or mares owned
by the majority of farmers and breeders are of no particular
stock at all common, scrub, hydrids, and nondescripts of
all sorts, sizes and colors, and nothing " fixed ".
When needed, the services of some high grade hybrid
or pure-stock bull or stallion are secured then the calf or
colt inherits chiefly the qualities of his father.
Why ?
Chiefly, and possibly altogether, because the father is of a
better stock and possessed of stronger and better-" fixed "
characteristics. Perhaps to some extent to his sex, but certainly not much, if at all.
For full information on this subject, see the text-books
on breeding stock in preference the German writers.
Their works are far in advance of ours. Also Darwin, Wallace, Huxley, etc., on the origin and variations of species.
The conclusion drawn from the study of the higher
animals cannot be strictly applied to the bees. In the higher
animals, the concourse of both sexes is necessary to the
reproduction, whether the offspring is inale or female.
The drone has no
With bees the case is different.
father and is exclusively the son of his mother. The female
(worker or queen, for both come from the same kind of egg)
is born exclusively from impregnated eggs. More than that,
the impregnated egg produces females and never males.
This seems to show that the female element comes rather
from the drone and, it is very possible even probable
that the workers and queens inherit their qualities chiefly
from the drone. We cannot, however, reach a final decision
>n this
until careful and extensive experiments are made.
subject see the text-books, especially Dzierzon and Cheshire.
;

—

;

;

—

;

<
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The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.
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week are well worth working

in tlie

Hive

in

Spring.

M. IIOOrjTTLB.

subscribers to the American Bee Journal wish
give an article on spreading the brood in the
bee-hive in spring, and what is to be the object to be obtained. To this I will say that it is a common trait in our
American people- that of desiring to get all that is possible
into the "now " of life they are not being willing to wait
till another year for what, with a little extra exertion, can be
gotten this year; and so it comes to pass that in almost
every pursuit in life we see a reaching forth for the fruits of
lo-tlay, and the bending of every energ^y and nerve to accomAnd beeplish great results during the present season.
keepers are no exception to this rule.
The old and natural way was to allow the queen-bee
from four or five years in which to lay her 700,000 to 800,000
eggs Nature had provided her with, but the Yankee push says
she must lay all of these eggs in from one to three years,
if the thing is possible, and if the science of apiculture is
to demand our attention. Hence many plans have been devised to stimulate the bees in spring, so that they in turn
would feed and coax the queen to lay the greatest possible
number of eggs, said eggs really meaning the laborers in
the harvest-field.
Without going over the many plans devised to accomplish the object sought, I will simply say that after trying
nearly all, I consider the mode of stimulating known as the
" spreading of brood " the best of any, for by it the queen
can be coaxed to lay to a greater extent than by any other

SI'iVICKAL

me

to

—

which

I

have

tried.

Before describing the plan I wish to say that it requires
great care and considerable experience to be successful with
it. for an injudicious move will often make the colony worse
off than it would have been had it been let alone.
As soon as we can reasonably expect warm weather has
come to stay, which in this locality is at about the time the
cherry and plum trees bloom, we go to a colony of bees
and lift out the combs to see the shape the brood is in. If it
proves to be a good colony we will find brood in five or six
combs, the two central ones being well filled, while the outside ones have little more than half a frame full. Finding
a colony in this condition at this time of the year, we do
what is called "reversing the brood-nest," that is, we put
the two central combs, or those having the most brood, at
the outside, and those having the least brood in, in the cenNow the six combs of brood octer between the full ones.
cupy the same place in the hive that they did before, except
that those having the least are in the center of the broodnest. This places the most advanced brood near the outside
of the cluster of bees and the youngest in the center, and
allows the queen to lay her eggs in the warmest part of the
nest, instead of the coldest part, as she was doing before.
The bees are also averse to an empty comb-space in the
center of their nest, so see that it is filled in the shortest
time possible, thus coaxing the queen to fill those empty
cells with eggs in less than one-half the time she naturally
would.
If the weather keeps favorable, in about a week we go
to this hive again and take one of the combs from the next
outside of the hive, one having considerable honey in it,
and after moving the combs along till we come to the center of the brood-nest, we insert this comb, after having
broken the sealing to the cells containing honey, by passing a knife over them flatwise. The bees go at once to
removing this honey, and in doing so are stimulated to feed
the queen to a greater amount, and the heat of the colony is
increased so that the queen fills the cells with eggs almost
as fast as the bees remove the honey, through this still

greater incited activity.
In this way we keep on inserting combs till all in the
hive are filled with brood. Should it so happen, before we
secure brood in all the combs, that the queen does not keep
up her egg-laying in the outside combs as the brood hatches,
this can be remedied by again reversing the brood-nest.
As the season advances, so there is no danger from
chilling, through a greater number of bees and warmer and
more settled weather, two frames can be inserted in the center at a time, every week, if need be.
If all has worked well the hive should be filled with
brood in a little over one-half the time it would have taken
if let alone, so that double the number of workers will be
ready for the harvest, if we have planned our time of commencement wisely, than otherwise would have been.
If the honey harvest comes very early in your locality
you will want to commence to spread the brood five or six
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\reeks before this harvest, in order to meet the harvest with
the maximum number of bees. If you have a late harvest,
then g-overn yourself accordingly but remember that the
earlier you commence, the more care is needed.
To show the harm that may arise, let us suppose that
you have a moderate sized colony which is carrying all the
brood it can keep warm in moderate weather. We go and
insert a comb in this nest, and by so doing cause the colony
to spread out so as to keep just so much more comb-space
warm. Now it turns cold, and after a little the bees are
obliged to contract the cluster to keep from being chilled.
in doing which they leave the two outside combs of
well-developed brood to perish, in order to protect themselves and the center combs containing eggs and the youngest brood.
Without explaining further, all will see that
much harm, instead of good, would result. Therefore I
said at the outset, "care and experience " are necessary.
With these great gain can be made by spreading the brood.
Without them, the colony is much better off undisturbed.
Onondago Co., N. Y.
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The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

DIFFERENCE IN LONGEVITY IN BEES.
That was a shrewd experiment of Mr. 01mstead"s, on page
149.
As it is very suggestive, and very easy, it should be repeated by many observers until wo can have a settled knowledge of wliat it amounts to, and what it teaches. Among your
dark-colored Iwes choose the colony that puts the most white
food around the hatching eggs; also choose the one tliat does
the least in that line. (Jive each a frame of eggs from very
yellow stock (both from the same queen if possible), and then
observe how long the yellow bees live in the two respective
colonies.
Mr. Olmstead's observation that the onesextra-weU
fed in early babyhood live two weeks the longest is almost beyond belief.
Yes, Mr. Olmstead, those bees that forget all about putting
any honey below in their zeal for filling sections are very valuable bees and there is serious danger that Nature will
tliem out by starvation unless man interposes.
:

weed

W.\X-WOKMS IN PINE AND BASSWOOD.

The New General Manager has not gotten things
entirely in

hand

but desires to say to the bee-keepers of
the country that there is a great deal demanding the immediate attention of the Association. The question of spraying fruit-trees in bloom has come up, and a member has
appealed to the General Manager for aid. This will receive
yet,

wax-worms, my memory is that
they eat the pine and the basswood about equally when they
burrow between a section and the adjacent wall. But my
memory sometimes plays me tricks. Some pine is very soft
while some is quite hard and basswood is usually pretty
tough. Page 147.

As

to the preference of

—

THAT SEVEN-TEAB-OLD QUEEN.

his attention at once.

A Bill Against Sweet Clover.— As has been announced
in the bee-papers, an attempt has been made to pass a law
in Ohio with a view of exterminating sweet clover.
The

General Manager has written a vigorous protest, in the
name of the Association, to the chairman of the committee
which has the bill in 'charge. Secretary Mason and Acting
Chairman Root have seconded the efforts of the General
Manager, and it is hoped the bill will be killed in the committee.
Director Miller has suggested that an attempt be made
to get the Department of Agriculture to issue a bulletin on

sweet clover. The General Manager will take this up at
once with the Secretary of Agriculture, and see what can
be done.

The Lie About Manufactured Comb Honey.— The
question of manufacturing comb honey still continues to
disturb the minds of city reporters, and the General Manager has also found it necessary to vprite vigorous protests
in the name of the Association, to the New York Tribune,
and to the Medical Brief, of St. Louis, on this subject. It
remains to be seen what will be the responses of these publications.

The General Manager has also addressed a letter to the
Chairman of the California State Board of Health on the
subject of honey-adulteration.

Bee-Keepers Invited to Co-operate.— It is the earnest
request of the General Manager that bee-keepers all over
the United States and Canada be on the alert, and inform
him at once if anything comes under their notice which
tends to the injury of our industry. In the meantime it is
hoped that old members will send in their dues promptly,
and that bee-keepers everywhere will see the importance of
sending in their dollar for membership fee. The new General Manager desires to say that all moneys received by him
will be acknowledged at once, and those who send in membership fees and do not hear from them promptly should
write and

make inquiry about them.

The Change of General Managers.— The retiring
General Manager has been absent from home, attending to
his duties as a member of the legislature of Iowa, and for
this reason there has been some delay in making the
change, but if our friends will be a little patient, all will be
in working order in a short time, and we will make a long
pull, and a strong pull, and a pull all together, for victory.
St. Joseph, Mo.
E.MERSON T. Abbott, Gen. Mg-r.

Hello Mr. Riker gets himself into good and ancient company. Virgil gives seven years as the extreme age of the bee
and Mr. Riker claims a seven-year-old queen. Probably the
ancients, most of them, didn't know that workers lived to a
less age than the queens.
And Mr. Riker will encounter lots
of Thomases who will tell him that anything beyond five years
must be a mistake. Page 160.
!

—

HONEY CROP

VS.

YELLOW BANDS.

Queen

tested for honey crop worth three times as much as
the one tested for yellow bands. Right and might have said
more and still be right Miss
Wilson. Even when you
studied the harness of the horse you intended to drive "you
were not any "right-er." But the provoking mischief of it is
that it costs much more than three times as much. And when
the testing is fairly complete the queen is not as young as

—

once she was.

—

Emma

Page 151.

OILED MUSLIN HIVE-COVERS

— YELLOW

SWFET CLOVER.

hive-garment projected by R. McCradie, page 154,
a practical thing ? (Oiled muslin to cover all the hive except
the entrance.) The object sought is valuable. A dry wall is
warm when the sun shines even a little but a soaked wall
uses up more of the heat evaporating its surplus water. If
the device can be kept from clinging^ as wet garments are inclined to do, and thus imparting lots of moisture to the wood
I think it would be worth while in any cold climate prone to
frequent rains and drizzle driven by winds. Possibly one
might profitably and as well go further and fare better with
regular outside packing and a big piece of corrugated iron for
Is the

;

—

—

top.

And
or four

so there

is

one yellow sweet clover that blooms three
Pago 172.

weeks earlier than the white.

don't be a propolls-rubber.
are rwidfo' o?i to sections to make the
family believe in them, and the ingenious rubber gets
found out, the family aforesaid will have " confirmation strong,
etc.,"; and the honey-man will find his mouth awkwardly
stopped. Guess it would be safer, as well as more strictly
moral, to lot alone. Page 154.
If dirt ur propolis

Thomas

SHADE FOB BEES.

My

opinion of the shade proposed by Albert Wiltz, is that
it is a wonder that some one has not proposed it before.
Artichokes are a vegetable I am unfamiliar with. There'll be some
hot days before they are big enough to sufticc, will there not"?
With artichokes, sunMowors, asparagus and grapes on trial.

—
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which would furnish a sunicicnt sliatic llrsl? On rich (jrouiid,
and for sm;ill hivos set low, siispi'i't rhubarh could Ix' luiido
to l)i'at (utiii'r orm^hul tliiil. would die down and leave u> Just
I

wii wanli'd it most.
On tin' wlu)l(', artichokes looif very
proniisiuK for an apiary lluit is In b(i moved every year.
As
to a settled location, 1 nii^lit go huntin;; for a weak pnint
and say that prehaps spreading around in the ground mi/lit
bother some in years aflin- tins tirst. I'age 1 54.

when

THK .lOUNCKR TH.\T RAMIII^KK DOTH .JOUNCE.
nice patient persistence, and Rambler seems to have it
whiMi his jouncer is involved.
I guoss we will have to corjfcss
that some people find it useful, and succeed In using it without

—

which the writer an old, experienced bee-keeper whom I had
known, personally, from I'hildhood -said that he had watchi'd
the quei-n laying eggs In drone-icllfi, worker-i'ells and queencells, on the sannr comb, while he held the comb In his hand:),
and thos(^ eggs hatched out drones, workers and querMis, according to the

I fear, Comrade Akin, that the price of honey is sometimes set not by " the best and up-to-date methods," as you
p\it it, but by th(^ cheapest
and also decidedly reprehensible
methods which ought not to be allowed at all. Some time
we'll set the pure-food commissioners after the offenders
so
we will. I'age 158.

—

—

—

Questions and Answers.

Ii.li.noih.

cells.

—

do not know that anything but honey Is
used as a flavor.
I
have had no personal experience In that
line, but I havi' sampled honey that was adulterated, and the
only flavor I could detect was that of honey and glucose. Still,
A.NswKHH.

I

doing serious mischief. The pointing of the corner-posts is a
good idea. They penerate the soil a little and favorably reduce the all-fracturing emphasis of the jouncer. Honest in
him to conf(!SS that thin honey gets badly jounced out sometimes. Page 158.
SKTTINfl THE I'UICK OF IIONEV.
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it

may

I

be that other

flavor you
is

1.

have

in

flavors

are used.

I

suspect that the
Is anise, for that

mind that your father used

used somr'times. I believe, to bait bees.
2. I never Inward of anything being used to Imitate the

flavor of be(!-bread.
pure honey that it

There are so many different flavors in
possible there may have been nothing

is

wrong except that the hees got the honi'y from flowery that
yielded the disagreeable flavor.
It may also be that the honey
was adulterated. I doubt that the honey you liked so well
was from apple or peach bloom. At the time of fruit-bloom
bees are not generally in suHicient force to store surplus, and
all the honey then gathered is used in brood-rearing.
3.

There

is

no conflict between your understanding and

the statement of your friend. All the eggs of the queen are
unimpregnated as they leavi^ the ovaries. In its outward passage the egg is impregnated as it passes the seminal sac or
sperniatheca zy'the egg isdestined for a worker-cell or aqueencell.
liut if the egg is destined for a drone-crdl it is not impregnated. In the absence of a queen, workers sometimes
undertake the business of egg-laying, but their eggs, being unimpregnated. produce only drones, even if laid in workercells.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. C. MILLER, Marengo, ni,
(The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Jonmal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.
1

Swarming with No

Now it would be justlike you to ask whether the queen
voluntarily decides what eggs shall or shall
not be impregnated, or whether there be something in the nature of the
case by which she is mechanically compelled to lay the right
sort of egg in the cell.
To that question I refuse to give any
answer. I must draw the line somewhere. Hut if in place
of that question you will ask one to which I know the answer,
I will cheerfully make reply.

Increase.

I am desirous of having my colonies swarm without increasing their number, and want to know a good way to
unite the swarm and old colony.
Last year I placed the old
colony over the swarm, a few days after the swarming, but
the plan was not satisfactory. My honey-flow is light and
continuous during the summer, the only sumlus coming after
the middle of August.
Xew Jersey.

—

Answer. I'm not sure I can tell you any way that will
be entirely satisfactory. Here is one way you might try,
which would have the advantage of leaving you a young and
vigorous queen When the colony swarms, kill or remove the
old queen
an easy thing to do if your queens are clpped. A
week later destroy all queen-cells but one. Or, wait till you
hear the young queen piping, then destroy all queen-cells remaining.
:

—

Flavoring Bogus Honey— Bee-Bread Flavor- Drones.
1. What is the name of the stuff the manufacturers of
bogus honey use to flavor the product ? I think I knew the
name when I was a child, and saw my father put a few drops
of it on a tray of rye-flour which he placed in the open air in
early spring, to encourage the bees to begin brood-rearing, I

suppose.
2. Is there anything used to put in extracted honey to
imitate the flavor of bee-bread? I bought a small jar of
honey in a Chicago store last September, and there was no
particles in it to indicate bee-bread, but there was such a decided flavor of bee-bread that the honey was quite spoiled for
And I wondered if it could be imitated, and was as a
nie.
supposed guarantee of genuineness, for I never knew that the
flavor would so permeate the honey that it would remain when
not a particle \Vas visible in the jar. I thought to take it to
Mr. York and ask him about it but I never got to go. The
flavors of different kinds of honey interest me very much, -and

when I taste a new kind of honey I wonder from what it was
gathered. The most finely and deliciously flavored honey I ever
tasted was a box of comb honey I bought in Chicago, last fall,
and I imagined it came from apple or peach blossoms.
3. My other question was about drones.
I may be displaying unpardonable ignorance, but I want to know your
idea.
I have understood that drones are always hatched from
unfertilized eggs.
Lately I was reading a manuscript in

Management for the Most Honey.
By which of the following plans do you think the most
honey can be obtained in a case where bees in an S-frame hive
swarm about May 30, and the surplus honey commences to
come in about June 15, and lasts until about July lo, and
then a fall flow from buckwheat commencing about Aug. 1 ?
1. By allowing them to swarm May 30 and getting a little of the white surplus from both parent colony and the
swarm, and building them both up for the fall flow?
2. Or, by not allowing them to swarm, by giving them
more room, until June 15, and then practice the Heddon
method to get most of the bees with the swarm ? With this
plan the parent colony does not get strong enough to do much
New York.
surplus «ork on the fall flow.

—

Answer. The answer to your question depends upon the
proportion the buckwheat harvest bears to your early harvest,
and also upon the number of colonies you have. If you have
enough colonies to stock the field, then your better plan is lo
keep down increase as much as possible. If there is no danger of overstocking, your flrst will be better if the buckwheat
crop is large compared with the earlier crop. The second
plan will be better if you expect only half as much from buckwheat as from the early flow. This is only a guess and I will
be glad if those who have had experience will set me right if
I am wrong.
*-."»

Getting Increase and Honey1.

What method would you

advise in

making

nuclei ?

I

to increase, and I also want honey.
2. Or, would you divide and give an untested queen?
3. Would you divide the strongest colonies or the weakest

want
ones

Iowa.

?

—

just a little like asking how
Much depends upon circumstances as to
to build a house.
So it is with nuclei. It is an easy
the kind of house, etc.
thing to tell how to start a nucleus, but just the best way de-

Answers.

1.

The

question

is

pends on circumstances. You say you want to increase and
also have honey, which is more of a help than many questionIn the first place, you should inform yourself thorers give.
oughly by the study of your text- book as to general principles,
and then you are less likely to make mistakes. Making the
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guess that you do not care for nuclei except to build up into
full colonies, you can wait till a colony swarms, then about a
week after hiving the swarm divide the old colony into as
many nuclei as you can by taking two frames of brood and
bees for each, making sure that each nucleus has a good
queen-cell in the center of the bees so it will not be chilled. It
will be well for you to fasten the bees of each nucleus in its
hive for 2-4 hours by plugging the entrance with green leaves.
If you have one or more choice colonies, build them up in advance of others, so that they will first swarm. Draw brood
from other colonies to build" them up.

You can make

2.

an

work by buying untested queens,

faster

will cost more.
improvement in stock, they

but of course

If

it

your untested queens make
be the cheapest in the long

may

run.
It will

3.

perhaps be best

to leave the strong colonies

for

honey. So many things have a bearing, however, that it is
hard to say just what will be best without knowing all about

what you

will do.

*

Did you ever hear of bees having spring dwindling in this
part of the country ? From what I can learn from the "A B
C of Bee-Culture."" that is what our bees have. The hives are
We have had
full of honey and the bees all gone, or nearly.
plenty of rain so far this season for this section, but we are
overstocked with bees at present. If you know of any remedy,
please let

me know.

Prices of

Warranted

Selected,

Tested

Isl:

1

6

12

$1.00
1.50

$5.00
8.00

$ 9.50
15.00

Selected Tested
2.00
10 50
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 4.00
"We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100, Free Circular, Address all
orders to

iJQiria tip. (jiieHi-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
a P. O. Money Order oflBce.]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[Parkertown
15A26t

i.'-

—

Answer. There seems to be no remedy e.xcept the coming of good weather to allow daily flight.

BETTER THAN SPRAYING.
Use
Our
^
Common Sense Dust Sprayer

I bought one colony a year ago this winter,
and when the time came to put on the super,
I put on one with 2S sections, and in June
they swarmed and I put on a super and had
to take them off and put on more sui)ers.
In
the fall I took off the honey and sold it for
.?1SI.1S, and that gave me the bee-fever, so my
wife says, and I bought 22 colonies more, and
caught 2 swarms, so that made 26 colonies.
The 22 colonies that I bought cost meS25.15
besides my work, but 7 of them I killed, as I
thought they were too light in stores for winter.
The 19 I have left are in good shape, I
think; I put 7 into the cellar and 12 out-ofdoors, with protection on the north and west.

The ones

u

shruV>«

veil

knd

Juet

u

More rapid lh»D gprkjing.
llll l-'S

is

u the tops ofleSTes.

trecft.

lit

tiettroj alascctilh on plABtB, Tln«S,
effeetlre for verrnlDon poultry and plp«.
Bescriptife drcal&rt a&d teetimoiilitla free-

ST fiPIUTFK €0., Roi

JOSKPH, MO

16, ST.

fleHisO XXiCULlOU £>ec! JOUTi

^11

wriuug

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arrang'ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order;
Sft

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover

White Clover

10ft

25ft

$.75 $1.40

$.1.25

90
1 oO
1.00

Alfalfa Clover

80

1.70
1.83
1.90
1.40

4.00
4.25
4.50
3.2S

soft
$6 00
7.50
8.00
8.S0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
•

CHICAGO,

of Select Imported
Italian, Select long^tongued
Moore's), and Select, Straight

best shape,
hardly any dead the ones that are out have
from half to one pint of dead bees per colony.

IIiL.

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;
within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29years'
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount on large orders. 200
tested reared last season ready
Contracts with dealto-day
Discount after July 1st. Send

WARRANTED

ers a specialty.
for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
SPRING HILL, TENN.

]4A26t

Please mention Bee Journal vwhen writina

GomD and Extracted Honeu!

in the cellar are in the
;

My

bees are almost all in Langstroth-Simplicity hives, but they are not on straight
combs so I can handle them with pleasure. I
have bought 10 Danz. hives, and expect to
start right if I can learn the trick.
I have
chosen the Danz, hives to start with for comb
honey, and if I have made a mistake I wish
some of the veterans would straighten me
out on that line. But there is one thing I do
not understand about the hive, and that is.
Mr. Danz. says if the bees do not build to the
bottom-bars "to reverse them. I should think
if that were done the honey would run out.
and the rest of the cells would be upside
E. B. Prichett.

AVarren Co., Iowa, March

19.

the

a most ingenious device that
is rapidly supplanting the old methods. It blows the finely
powdered dust into every nook and crevice. Reaches the botlomn

Q ueens

Daughters

S-band Queens. Bred 3% miles

poison direct.

nnd InBeft Eit*TinlDat«r

Tennessee

A Beginner's Report.

down.
Don't lug barrels of water around when spraying-

California.

I

in 188S.

GOLDEN and LEflTtiERGOLORED QUEENS, before July

»

fi^m^^rfk^m^^m

Buy Ihem of H. G, QUIRIN, llie largest
Queea-Breeder in the I<orth.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt. Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey mostly comb from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.
Our Breeders originated from the highestpriced. Long Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
was established

•

Spring Dwindling in California.

)Mi^s^/iSSi;^^i>a^.g^-i!id«fe^^

QUEENS

April 17, 1902.

Counteracting Honey-Lies.
items about "Lies
About Honey," I began thinking. Is there
no remedy S Yes, I think that there is one
remedy, and the sooner it is applied the IjetIt is
ter for all producers of pure honey.
organization. For the coming season ask the
officers of the National Association to act as
Make it independent of the present
officers.
organization for now, at least; it they wish to
unite later, all well.
Each member pay his dues according to the
number of colonies of bees, spring count. As
soon as the season ends, each member should
send a report of his crop. This would give
each a good estimate of the crop all over the
United States, and from each section, and be
governed by the same in selling.
The officers should appoint a committee of
investigation to look after the welfare of its
After reading several

meml:)ers.

Each member should put his honey on the
market under the seal of the organization,
with his own name and address attached.
This could be easily done with small stickers
on each package.
If any adulterated honey be found on the
market under the seal of theorganization, the
committee will look after the matter. If a
member put it on the market, black-list him
and expel him from the organization. If not

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

WHEELS
GOOD
MAKE A COOD WAGON.
Unless a wagon has gT>od wheels

it la

ri rATDlP STEEL
THE tLKUInIb ^WHEELS
aregoodwheelsandtheymakea \va;.'on
useless,

They are made hip*i or
\kidth of tire, to fit amy pVein.
can't (cet loonet rot or br<*iik
donn. They lastalweys-Catalogfi-ee.
Wheel Co.. Rot 16 Oti'"*-' '""
last indefinitely.

low,

any

They

Electric

Please mention

Bee Journal -when

writinfr

ITALIAN QUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...
D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City. 111.
Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending- the winter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

D. J.

BLOCHER, Denbeigh,

N. Dak.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
4Atf
Please mention Bee Journal "whon "writing.

ARE DELIGHTED
DAIRYMEN
Cow keepers
wro wtrk
meet those
have mcne).

iil«iiva

for ua.

lo

We start

you

in business.

You mnke

We

furotsh capital. Send
lirge profits. Easy wvrk.
10 cents for full line i.f Kam pics and paiticulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING
Please mention

CO.*

Chicago,

Bee Journal "when

FREE FOR A MONTH

Ills.

"writdng

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the beat
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Wool markets and Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

ILL,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

April
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a inernber, ilml wllh the forgery accordliii; In
law.
Let tlio busiiifKs of this orijunizalidii hiknown to all dealers and consniinM> as far as
possllilc, and thai they will mil let any hut
jmre hiiney pass under their name withcmt
If
IiuriiKhiuent if the guilty can he eaiiK'ht.
need he, a reward could he olTered for any
adiilleration paKsiiij; under their name, if
evidence could he had to convict tlic i^uilty.

tbc llaeM line of BEE-KEEPribinir
^_
^,^
—J
you
i« r.-a<lv
supplies in the worl.1,
Ollt*
Np"W C^atalOfyV-la^.al^»^^f ^RSus your
V^U-l l^V^W
.-ivinif ac<i|<y .mmially,
ikim^._B. LEWIS
..__ COMPANY, Watertown^ Wis.
pppc
G.
wdrbem'utl';, uFREE
~

Washington

Co.,

A Skunk
I will tell
cellar, and

how

I'a.

\V\i. K.

M.\KTIN.

a Bee-Cellar.
'^oia skurili out of my

I

hec-

wish to know whether
did
i'i(;ht.
My cellar is under the dininjr-room, is
XxlO feet, with one window and a door on the
outside on the south. I have (>:i colonies;— 40
colonies on one side (8 hives lon^ and n hifrh),
and the olliei- 'SA colonies across one enti.
1

I

Sunilay niornin;:^ I went down to
dead bees from the cellar-bottom
it has a cement tioor, and I noticed the bees
were all stirred up. I thought mice had (jotten in.
I commenced to
sweep the bees up.
There was a l:>arrel in one corner; I tool; hold
of it and moved it, and there was Mr. Skunk.
I started for the door, but he caught me.
My, what a smell
My wife smelled it as
soon as I did. I said, " Martha, there is a
sl<unk in the cellar;" and she said, " Yes,
and you got it I"
The next thing was to get him out. I could
open the door and let hiiii go out, but he
would come in again. I could poison him,
but he would likely go behind the hives, and
I could not get him out without overhauling
them. He had made the cellar smell, and I
did not want to let him go.
I set a steel-trap
at the foot of the stairs, and put on some
honey for bait, but he was too smart. About
4 o'clock I opened the cellar-door and he
came out from behind the hives, but before I
could shoot him he went behind the hives
again. At G o'clock I tried it again, and got
him. Do bees hear * I do not know. It did
not seem to disturb them. I open the door
at night to cool the cellar, and that is how he
got in. Now I put on a screen-door also. Did
I do right ;
L. C. tiKEES.
St. Francis Co., Ark,, March 15.

li'.iiiiK

1(

s.!iiil

,

and I'Vonl

Sis.,

l
,

L. C.

Woodman,

-

^.
Ind.
St . .tndlanapoll.4,
Wi
Co., I004 Bait- WaHhlnjiton
ilranil Ka|ii<l", Mich, : I'rid W. Mulh A: Co., S.W. Cor.

Scott
M.
Special Aucncy. C.

AGKNCIKS;

&

Waloat

Sooh, f)it(lcn. IJiah; Colorado lloiicyl'roducer*'
I''ou1i;it
,^
Ohio; .I' red
,„,.,„„.j,,, .^..,„,
incinil.-iti,
^
Colo.'; C.raud Junction !•• ruit-llrowers' AsHoclalion, cirand Junnclion, Colo.;

A

i

Associalion, Ucn vir,

ht.
Robert Ilallev, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed A: i'roduce Co., I'ueblo, Colo.: I-., !T. Abbott, 5is
C. hrkcl,
Joseph, Mo., Spi-cial Souihwestern AKent; ChaB. Uadanl A: Si>n, H.-imilton, 111.;
.Nlinncapolia, Minn.; Lilly, lloifardus & Co., Seattle, Wa»b.
1st Ave., N.E
.

,

mention Bee Journal -when ^riun£

-^Hso

30 cents Cash •^^
^
paid for Beeswax. ^
a

in

.-in<l

i,e

iir,i

would ^ruaralilec a pure
consumer, and would indemand and price, and hriiin'

crease both
money to the pockets of the producers.

.1.",!

f

Ihillk llnd this
article to dealer and
I
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low,

upon

w-v

/«

.g

its receipt,

M-

is a good time
send in your Beeawax. We are paying

This
to

'.^

^^

--v, r.:nz

or 32 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Well.

sweep

tile

;

HICKORY \EfflCLES
SPLIT
new
We

buggy
put our honor against yours. If you want a
carriage this season, and would lilienotonly to seeit set up. but
will
ship
we
you
one
itisabargaiu,
use it and satisfy yourself that

!

[Yes,

sir,

you did just

right.

the pudding was in the eating

The proof

— or

of

the smell-

ing.
You got Mr. Skunk, and deserve to be
congratulated upon your success. Perhaps
the noise of the gun was so much less a disturbance to them than the " loud" perfume
of Mr. Skunk, that the bees didn't notice the
sound of the shot. Not every bee-keeper can
go a-hunting in his cellar. EpiTOIi;]

Thirty Days* Free Trial.
We believe our Split Hickory

Vehicles are the best on the n
we Leheve you will give them a fair trlaL
after thirty davs you are not satisfied, return
tliem to us. There will be nothmg to pay. All
this is fully explained in our new illustrated
catalogue, which is free. Besides vetiicles it
shows a full line of harness.

ket at any price, and

OHIO CAR.RJAGE MFG.

Please mention

My

is

making SECTIONS, and they

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company. Marshfleld, Wis.
''lease

7A26t

^

mention Bee Journal when wrltinE

p^^^ 29 YEARS SELLING
We
vehicit'S and

—

again with empty combs; we keep
this up until the main honey-llow (sweet
«!over) starts in, then condense again by
tilling in

shaking all bees from upper chamber in front
of hive, and put on two supers. Of course
we get a good many brood-combs in the upper
chamber tilled with honey, but it makes tine
winter stores. By thus handling them in the
spring we get large colonies ready for the
aiain honey-flow, and have very little swarming.

Last year the different flower-blooms and

I;irt:t*--fc

harnej^s in the

HAVE NO AGENTS
WE
but ship anywhere for examination

wife and

We

DIRECT.

manufacturers of
world selling to consumers, and we have h en doing business in this way for 29 years.
are the

Partnership Bee-Keeping.

1 have kept a few colonies of
bees for the last six years with different results some years we would get little honey,
other years a little more, and sometimes we
had to feed; but last year being a very hot,
dry season here, we were surprised by the
<iuality and quantity of the honey gathered
by the bees.
keep only 5 colonies, and are trying to
keep the number down to that, so we go
through the hives once a week during the
spring-time and cut out t|ueen-cells, besides
giving the i|ueen plenty of room to deposit
her eggs, by putting a second brood-chamber
on top, and' by transferring full hrood-combs
from the lower to the upper chamber, and

writing.

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of Bhi.Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty

Wisconsin

—

A Home

Bee journal wlien

M annfactnriiig Company.

Mai'slifleld
Our

CO.,

6, CindniuiU, Ohio.

Station

No. 717 Surrey.
sells
as sens

fi.r
mr

Prire,

}7.'>.00.

As good

^^O.OOmure,
?:ir>,()Uto ?rKj.uuirn.'rc,
!f-^:>,*'uto

Elkhart Carriage

guaranteeing; saledelivery- Vouare
outnothint^ifnutsatistied.-Weraake
195 styles of vehicles and6;)stylesof
Our prices represent the
harness.
cost of material and makinjr. plus
oneprofit. Our large free catulogue
for *«.
it.
Send ^^-^
uLuii
line.
coiupiuto nut-.
shows complete
snows

& Harness Manufacturing

r-ieasB n.entioi.

.
\/AC O
Vip

I

J \\^
'^>^> C3ll

!

m

•

——

I

as

sell:^

for *10.w) to iod.'O ni.re.

^m» »^
x
«1
Co., Elkhart, ina.

Bee Journal when wntina.

MUTH'S SPECIAL dovetail hive is a " Cracker
COVER and BOTTOM-BOARD are absoJack."
lutely warp proof. We know because we are practi1'he

^^j_

^--^~~^^"~~~"

No. 239 Waffon has rubber co\.ered steps and }4 inch Kelly rubu-r tires. Frice. $<.7.rO. Asg'">J

Qy^

illustrated catalog explains

have one by asking.

Not a hive

left

You can
over from last

it all.

We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BUCKEYE STRAIN
and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents each;
3-BANDERS
of
season.

6 for 554.00.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FREDW. MUTH

CO.,

Front an Walnut

Sts..

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

when writing
Please llention the Bee Jaurnal Advertisers *»•
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iu times of distress.
anything for relief.

too young "to make
known, lies suffering, its little face drawn with
agony in the hour when the good wife, worn and
tired, needs an arm to lean on; at all such times,
when the calling of a doctor means a daugerotis

In the hour

when

the

little child,

its

time.

With all precaution we had 2 colonies
swarm, but we put each of them back in their
old hive; they stayed and were contented.
These 2 colonies must have had poor queens,
as they gave us the least honey, so we killed
the queens the middle of August and introduced 2 new ones a few days later. We hope

wants

;

dela}', besides great suffering and
there is nothing else so good as

a heavy bill,
a bottle of

WATKINS'
Vegetable Anodyne
We

ivcuive uumberlL'SS

lt_*tters

they will do well this season.
On May 28 we put two supers on each hive
to give them plenty of room, and the bees
went right to work in them. By the end of
June sweet clover commenced to bloom, hot
winds commenced to blow, and we thought
that would end the flow, but just the reverse,
for on July 22 we took off 184 filled sections;
Aug. 21, 186 sections; Sept. 16, 1S3 sections;
and by the end of the season we had taken
from hive Xo. 1 {an S-frame) 138 sections;
Hive No. 2 (an 8-frame), 124 sections; Hive
No. 3 (an 8-frame), 70 sections; Hive No. 4
(10-frame Danz.), 192 sections; and Hive No.
5 (10-frame Danz.), 77 sections, making a
total of (501 sections.
It was as fine white
capped honey as was ever produced by bees,
and all in 4 by 5 inch sections, divided by
fences. Besides, we had about 30 unfinished
sections, which we fed back to the bees for
winter stores.
As we sell 6 pounds for 81.00, it was quite
an income from 5 colonies.
all like honey,
so we have sold a little over half and kept the
rest for ourselves and the children.
Hall Co., Nebr., March 12.
Gus Kolls.

y

Liniment.
like these:

SAVED THE CHILDREN.
Clara City, Minn., June U. 1901.
We had five children sick with dlphthfrlu last winter and carried
them all through in one week without any doctor. Watkinn*
Vegetuble Anodyne Liniment shouM be used at once as sonn as
any symptoms appear. "We mixed two teaspoonfuls of Watkins'
Liniment with two of vinegar and one of salt. Gave s"ine of the
mixture once an hour, also rubbed the Liniment on out^ilde of neck.
OTTO FETEU.

HORSES WOULD HAVE

DIED.

Shipshkwaxa. Ind., June 18. 1901.
have used Wfltklnp*' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment for tiine
years and find it the best remedy for eollc lif horxeti 1 ever knew.
I saved two horses with it that woula have di<d.
Cannot speak
highly enough of it.
HENKV CATTON.
I

Tlie best thinp made for Cholera Morbus, diarrhea, flux,
rheumatism, cuts, cramps, strains, burns, colic, mumps,

We

sore throat, diphtheria, frosted limbs, etc. For horses and
cattle it cures sprains, cuts, scrat dies, bruises, sweeny, cnlii.-,
etc. Of course when vou read this advertisement you may
not feel the need, but the need of itmay arise at any moment
of the day or ni^ht. and then its worth can not be counted
in dollars and cents. Order it the nexttime ouragentcalls,
or if we have no a^ent in your county, send us your name
and address at once, and we wilJ see that you are supplied.

Hiving Bees— Swapm-Cateher.
On page

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Home

"We semi out a beautiful

Cook Book absolutely

100 papre illustrated
Doctor and
and wanf to place your name on our
mailing list. It is the cleverest and most
complete thinj' of its kind ever issued.
Wjite for one to-day.
one good,
WAniAfl
a Iflafli ^'^^'»"t
fffaniCU d
open-eyed yonni^
nmn in t-;nh neiizhtiorhnod who has a little ambition, and an inclination to get on
In the world, to write to us. We are in a.
position to start him in a good paying
business of his own. We have lots of
young fellows, "boys" you miirht call
them, who are making a nice thing selling Watkins' Remedies.

—

Uan

The J. R. Watkins Medical Co.
10 Liberty Street,

S.

A.

Have You Seen Our Blue

CatBEST

aloe? 60 niustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THE APIARV.
goods
at the
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it.
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.
Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.;
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.
Shugart

& Ouran,

Council Bluffs, Iowa: Chas.
12E26t

The Business End of the

NEW HLMELY SEPARATOR^
Like all the "Rumely Goods" this is simply perfection. "When
coupltd to our New l^umely Rear Geared Traction Engine
they constitute a threshint; outfit that not only makes ^''"
moDpy forthe thresher, but saves grain and money for
thof;irmt'r. They are durable beyond com^

<

when you buy them you are
done buying for years to come. Take a little
time to think about how it would pay you to
parisun and

O^^Ti

such an

M.

outfit,

RUMELY

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
and

jitii may have part of it if you work
for ut*. I'nele Sam's poultry product pay»
that suui. Send lOc for MumpIeHand particulurw.
Wtr furnish r-apital to start you in
busioess. Draper Publishing Co..Cbicago,lll.

206 is an item by Sarah tiriltith on
• Hiving Bees." For ten years I have not out
a limb on which a swarm clustered. I
never think of carrying the hive to where the
bees have clustered I always take the bees to
the hive. I never try to put my bees on top
of the hive; I have a better way. I have my
hives all ready on the stand, and when a
swarm comes out I lift the hive off and set it
on the ground by the stand. I have a nice
platform about 3 feet square that I lay down
in front of the hive, that is just even with
the entrance, so the bees can crawl right in
when they are shaken out of the catcher. I
always have a pail of water with a little salt
dropped in and a dust-brush which I dip in
the water and sprinkle the bees slightly in
the catcher, then shake some of the bees out
on the platform, but not too close to the entrance; sprinkle them a little, and with a
stick tap on the side of the hive, and it would
surprise you to see them rush for the entrance.
When they get well started I can shake the
others out of the catcher (not too close), or I
can lay the catcher down and the bees will
all leave and go to the hive, and the job is
done.
I will now give a description of my swarmcatcher, which, I think, is a good one for
many reasons.
Take thin boards, four
It is 12x16 inches.
Take the short end of an iron
of them.
which
is
1,^.1
inches wide, with this
siiuare,
make lines l'.> inches apart each way on all
four of the boards. Then with a i.;-ineh bit
bore a hole just where each of the lines cross,
except the center of two of the boards, there
bore a "4 inch hole, and make one hole square,
leaving the other round. Then take another
board "h or 94 inch thick, big enough for a
bottom (no holes in this).
Now you are
ready to nail the box be sure to get tlje
holes opposite each other; these are for the
pole or handle, which is made square to fit
the S(|uar6 hole and go through the box, the
end made round to fit (he round hole on the
opposite side from the square. There must
be a shoulder on the pole where made square.
When the pole is nicely fitted mark it at the
round end close to the box, then pull it out.
Bore a gimlet hole through the pole for a pin
to hold the box in place, and the catcher is
complete. I have four of these, with handles,
of different lengths. I also have a number of
light poles of different lengths, with hooks on
the end to shake the bees from the limbs.
I have set this bo^' up where the swarm had
off

free,

Winona, Minnesota, U.

17, 1902.

honey-Hows succeeded each other almost
every 10 days, commencing in March with
maple and following; with elm, willow, cherry,
plum, apple, dandelion, black and honey
locust, catalpa,
white clover, mother-wort
and sweet clover, the bees working all the

The Family Friend
An old and true friend that will lu-lp you
When racked with paiu you would give

April

then wrile us f^r

freucatalnj:^.

CO., La Porte, Ind.

SEIF-REQUIATIHQ INCUBATORS IN ONEi
2 Hate
htfveTyj;'>od egg. CO'-L'treC nnSend2o

30Days Trial. joo:^S9.50?;.k
BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., SPltlNGFIELD. OHia

Please Meutiou the Bee Journal IdverlSsirs^.-

;
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W'licii
ter (nil a liuib), luid tiilien in tlie Ihim.
shal<e tliciii
^;o to tiilve liown ii elustei" I
I
llie most of tluMu are ulT the
j;eiitl.v until
hold the ho\
limb on arul in tiu^ Im)\. llien
out iind cleiir from the pliiee of elusiiTinv',
and with u pole and liooU slmke the liudi to
I

keep the

liees

utes the i)ees

from
ui'e all

In ft few minthe box, then I ean

setllinif.

in

carry them anywhere or set them down, if
another swarm eomes out befiire this iiue is
my eiitehers full more
hived.
1 have had ttU
than once. I have found l)ees and carried
them '4 of a mile on my shoulder, all sunt? in
It is the best catchier I have
this catcher.
ever tried, the bees take to it kirully, and are
A
easily enrried to where you want them.
slight jar on the handle, or pole, and the liees
are on t.lie platform ready for the hive.
I'iattCo., III.
J. W. C. Okay.

TTTTTTT-TT

TT

just l)e(;uii Id clusl.er, iintl every one (if llie
beuB woiil<l (,'0 ""to It. I Imve held it up
whore the liees were thick iitul reiidy ti) clus-
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YOU Can'tDREAM LanQsiroin
nut the Herrett* i>r th inerltn In the I'AOE FENOKS.
cv worked tliem nut.
TliH nirmern' «
»VII[K KiiNCKCO. AI>ltlAN,.>ll<'ll.
r,\<iK.

WOVKN

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Ttl6H0[16l)B66

writlntj

Bees For Sale.

Revised by Uadant— 1900 Edition.

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

This

(). H. HYATT,
Shknanooah, Page Co., loWA.
Journai when vn-itine
mention
Bee
PleP«e

speak of bacteria as causing diseases,
then, again, as preventing diseases, and sometimes as curing diseases. These opposite and
apparently irreconcilable properties in objects
that can only be seen in a microscope, have
caused the bacteria to be looked upon as
mythical bodies by many intelligent persons
wlno have not made them a special study. In
explanation of the ways in which bacteria
act, I propose adopting a method frequently
>jsed by lawyers in court, (. f., of stating a
case, and I present the case of the boy learnIf a boy takes five or si.K
ing to smoke.
whiffs of smoke froni' a tobacco-pipe, he will
in three or four minutes turn pale and have
to lie down.
He will be a very sick boy for
half an hour, when he will begin to recover,
and in an hour he will be nearly well again.
The nicotine poison in the tobacco acts
quickly, and only for a short time. If the
boy had taken one whiff the first day, two the
second, and three the third, he could have
gone on for a month, and, without being sick,
have made himself an educated smoker likely
enough proud of his accomplishment. Men
and women have educated themselves to take
with impunity a dose of opium or morphine

will

now suppose that there

are bacteria

The poisons secreted by

the bacteria are very similar to the poisons
formed in the leaves and flowers of plants,
and the bark of trees, to protect them from
their enemies, so that the nicotine bacteria
are not impossible bacteria— they may exist.
If the smoking boy, and another boy not educated to smoke, should be infected with these
bacteria at the same time, no effects would be
noticeable for several days, the period of incuwhen the bacteria
batioQ— say ten days
would begin producing nicotine. The smoking boy would not be affected by it, while the
other boy would be killed veryquickly probably in an hour. Now. if we had taken this
boy before he died, taken him on the day he
was infected, or the day after, and had given
him a whiff of tobacco-smoke, the next day
two, and so on, until the bacteria commenced
secreting nicotine, he might have been sick
from the larger dose, but he would have recovered to find himself as accomplished a
smoker as the other boy, the bacteria having
completed his education.

—

—

We

would have saved the boy precisely in
the same way as a person bitten by a rabid
dog is saved in the Pasteur Institution, and
the smoking hoy's protection from the nicotine bacteria

showshow immunity from smallmay be produced at will.

pox, by vaccination,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

^

Purchasers of

"

TO START YOU

5

IN

BUSINESS

We will present juu with the flr^t ?.s y<m
take in to start ymi in a pixid payintr u?iiifss.
Send 10 cents for full line ot s;-.mples
I

how to bei;in.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO..

anil directions

Cbica^o,

Bee Joumai -when

to

Ills.

-writins

Ted"

BY ISAEELLE HOKTON.
This is a true story o( the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and

^

will last as long- as I
want a box." or ''will
last 50 years," etc., but

—

This particular short storj' 60 pages,
inches, bound in paper cover— gives
somewhat ot an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,
sad.

.5x6^4

nearly all wind up with, *'Our carrier says
it is the best on the route."

ADRIAN, MICH.

CHICAGO, ILL

146 Erie Street,

"What Happened

it

CO.,

&

please mention

will

BOND STEEL POST

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

$

The Carrier
Says So....

;

THREE NEW

CARYVILLE, TENN.

diate ill effects, a quantity of arsenic sutticient to kill a score of men. They commenced by taking small quantities.

for $1.25, or club

—

have moved from Coal Creek.)
Please mention Bee Journal when, writing.

_
beauty;" and
more than one has called
Some say
it **a dream."

in-

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

Either 3 or 5 Banded,
from the best strains
in this couctry. Untested, H5 cents each;
$'). per dozen.
Tested,
$L.25each.

our Rural Mail
Box often write
that they are
" more than satmany
isfied; "
say "it is a dandy;" others " a

Son.

and thoroly ex-

by following the

The book we mail

il

kill a dozen persons, and men
have been known to take, without any imme-

We

clearly

is

it

QANIEL WURTH,

sufficient to

which secrete nicotine poison as their weapon

Each subject

success with bees.

I make a specialty of Queen-Rearing, and fill
orders promptly. Remit by Post-office Money
order to

l(jE2t

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant &

structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to

Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

QU66nS

bee-keepers, so well-

to all the readers of the

plained, so that

Bee-Keeper's Guide/'

«-«—^^^-^-^^^

It is

can Bee Journal

FOR HIS

—

in the battle of life.

known

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send *1. 25 to

**

be in the

to

cloth,

in

large, practical

Stvi.k Hive.

H.

Prof. A. J. CookpClaremont, Cal.,

tion to Diseases.

We

ou^fht

bound
and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

—BEES—
Any

Foul Brood- Bacteria and Their Rela-

and

substantially

ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.
Rne Journai when writix-C"

15A^t

one of the standard books on

library of every bee-keeper.

20 Colonies

pie^^e meutiOT)

is

bee-culture,

13Atf

In

on...

L

ISABELLE HORTON.
Please mention Bee Jotamal

when

227 E.^ST

-wTitina

Ohio Street, Chicago,

III.

200 Nuclei a nd Full Colon ies For Sale.
We have arranged with a good bee-keeper located in Kankakee Co., 111.,
(within 12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for Nuclei and Full Colonies of Bees.
All are to be first-class, and most of the bees show Italian markings. The
queens in the Nuclei will be Italian, of this year's rearing. Full colonies can be
shipped now the Nuclei beginning May 1. We can book your orders for Nuclei
now first come first served.

—

;

The Nuclei
$3.00
5 or

;

are 3-frame Langstroth, in light shipping-boxes.

Prices:

1

for

5 at S2.75 each.

Full colonies in 8-frame Langstroth hives (no super.)
more at .55.50 each.

Prices:

1

for S6.00

;

All are f.o.b. shipping-point, and will be sent by express, a postal card
notice being mailed to each purchaser a day or two before shipping the bees.

Send

all

orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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It should be observed that it makes no difference whether we use the poisons of the bacteria or the bacteria themselves, weakened by
growing in a cow or by overheating, or by
merely drying— as Pasteur did the rabid dogs'

the animal

and

the white blood-corpuscles
(Metscbnikofl's Phagocytes)

We

—

ease.

Our

control over diseases, however, is very
much limited by the great, and, I might say.
insurmountable ditlicullics that have to be
overcome in isolating the bacteria, and cultivating them so as to obtain their poison. The
poisons can, as we have seen, protect against
the acute infectious diseases caused by the
bacteria, but when the disease has set in, the
poison can not be used as a remedial agent in
the disease. Anti-toxins are then used in a
few diseases with some advantage.
Bacteria, although vegetable organisms, live
like bees in colonies, and the individuals act
It is numbers
in the interest of the colony.
that make them formidable. If a bee stings
it dies, and if a bacterium secretes poison it
Both lose their lives in
dies in secreting it.
defense of the colony. A bacterium can multiply, and a bee sometimes tries to multiply,
but fails. The bacteria grow and multiply
for some time before they commence secreting
poison, and this explains the nearly uniform
periods of incubation connected with most
infectious diseases. The incubation period of
hydrophobia varies to a great extent.

commence growing four or

days sooner

five

than the sniall-pox virus, and will protect
wholly or partially from the small-pox virus.
This is the same kind of protection by which
we proposed to save the boy, and the same
that Pasteur used in hydrophobia.
It is
simply inducing a mild form of the disease
during the incubation period to protect
against the fatal form at the end of it. The
animal cells offer less resistance to the growth
of the bacteria producing the milder poison.
I have stated as briefly as possible the
action of bacteria in causing and protecting
against diseases, to show that we can not
make use of the bacteria or their poison in
curing or preventing foul brood. That all
parasitic bacteria, however, are continually
increasing the resistance of animals to bacterial diseases, is evident — the acquired resistance is transmitted and becomes hereditary.
Also, to show that germicide remedies
in the treatment of foul brood endeavor to

The nicotine bacteria did not grow in the
smoking boy. Bacteria will not grow unless
Parasitic
the surroundings are favorable.
fungi will not grow in strong and healthy
plants, but will readily in weak plants, and
the tubercle bacilli will not grow in strong
animals, but will readily in the weak. AVhen
the bacteria are unable "to poison and paralyze

4i»N\t/\li\l/xl/Vt/U/VtA)/\i/\^AtAlAl/VI/il/\t/il/\

=BEST-

UimM Honey For Sale

i
^
I Alfalfa
j^

ALL

!N

is

White
Honey

Basswood

HoneyJ^

the famous
in

ioms.

honey at all can't
enough of the

get

Alfalfa extracted.

'

has

either,

—

;

'

'

'

—

S^

—

^i;

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
^:
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^',
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
Jj|
GEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

We

^
^
^

INGHAM'S PATENT
years the be^t.

Send
25Atf

for Circular.

T. F.

EUGENE HAMBAUGH,
MT. STERLING, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitina.
16A4t

EXPERIENCED BEE-MAN WANTED
At once

Wages,

to assist in ruanaperaeat of 200 coloaies.
$20 a month and board.
steady iob lo

a g-ood raan.

loAtt

A

ANSELL,

G. N. Ry.,

St. Paul,

Minn.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writinK.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

Suoplies!

We can fnrnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Marfeet price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
t. H. UUNT & SON, Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Micb
Please 'nnntion Bee Journal -when WTitiiig,

Please mention Bee Journal when, wiitinft

Watkins Remedies — (>ur coluranscontain the
advertisement of the J. R. Watkins Medical
Company, a long- established and favorablyknown medical house of Winona, Minn. This
institution takes its name from its President^
J. R. Watkins, who established the business in
a small way about 35 years ago. It was incorporated in IS'M. It has therefore had a long and
prosperous career under the same management,
who was the discoverer and compounder of all
The Watkins group of remedies
its remedies.
have become household words in many parts of
the country. In some sections the Watkins
wagons have been traversing the country year
after year, call'ng upon regular patrons who
would not think of being without the Watkins
remedies and extracts. People have no hesitancy in patronizing the Watkins wagons The
drivers are bpecially commissioned bonded rep-

^
^
^\
^
^
^[

10 cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7}4 cents per pound

by mail,

4

14

ard Bred, Hig-h-Scorin^ stock. Barred Plymoutb Rocks, Black Langshans, and RoseComb Brown Leghorns. Eggs, il.50 per IS; $2.50
per 30. Stock in season.

a

By freight two
cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, )^ cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' Honcy.
age.

'

It

Basswood Honey:

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

ttill Poullru Farm
EGGS for hatcliidg- from Stand-

itroDger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

sample of

Maple
Is nonvselline

This is the wellcnown light-colored
lodey gathered from
he rich, nectaraden basswood blos-

Extracted
g^athered

great

Alfalfa
reg-ions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and
the

i
^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

Honey VC
This

17, 1901.

cells,

tissue-cells

eat them, and when the tissue-cells become resistant to the bacteria-poison they quickly
dispose of the bacteria.
find, therefore,
that the attendants of the sick in small-pox,
consumption, and fever hospitals, are more
secure from the diseases than if less exposed
to them.
The exposure strengthens the resistance and preserves the immunity of the
disease.
The animal cells know on the first touch of
the bacteria whether they are dangerous or
not, as one bee knows on the touch of
another whether it is from a queenless colony
or not. The dangerous bacteria are of small
size, and may be known to some extent in
that way.
If we
inoculate a person with
small-pox virus, and at the same time vaccinate with vaccine virus, the vaccine virus will

virus to protect against the disease the result is the same.
It is the poisons of the bacteria that cause and protect against the dis-

April

Smokers

BINQHaM.

Harwell, Mich.

SHEEP
MONEY
Wli rk lor
itrlit

iiif
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GOOD
(.

.•^y

MONEY
ti.

Wt' will sturt .yii hi
and (iirnish the capital. ' v\ .,rk
ixnd ensy.
Send 10 t-ents for full
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jiisiiiess
I

of Maniples

118.

and particulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ

CO., Chicago, Ills.

resentatives of the Watkins house. Elsewhere
the mail order, selling direct from the laboratories to the consumer, has been employed. By
these means an immense business has been
built up, and this "old reliable" boasts the
largest and best equipped house of its kind in
the world.
r

The V''j2 Watkins Almanac, Home Doctor and
Cook-Book combined into one, is a most valuable book for preservation in any home. It is replete in discussiuns of ailments, remedies, recipes, etc. It is much larger for this year than
ever before, and embraces many new and valuable features. Nothing untried or illy considered finds a place in it. Many of our readers
are long-time patrons of the house. Such as
are not should at least write for the above book,

which is sent free, and correspond freely for
anything desired in its line. Correspondence
should be addressed to The J. R. Watkins Medical Co., 10 Liberty St., Winona, Minn. Please
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing.

—
April
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miiUetlie BurroiiniliiiB comlitions as unfavorBlile U> tliu urowlli iif liaiaiM-ia as iioshililr
arul if lliis ininriplc Ik kept in vii'W llic- clriiuls
;

in carryini;

lie easily unilei'slducl an
subjeet.

will

il i>iil

we proceed with tlie
The conililion must

he exceedingly favorbacteria to enalile tliein
'ihl^ bci-s can
hecs.
of
colony
a
tlcBlroy
to
protect their oloiiy a(,'aiiist l.iicdTia to a

ahletotho i^niwlh

(it

greater extent than

is

neiicrall> -u|.i".^,il.

No

one has round foul brood in li'r> luniii'il in
chimneys or pirrets, or, in I'acM, in any home
If wo (•(Mitiniii^
not purposely niado forthcni.
to favor the growth of bacteria in the hive so
as to Kivo tlie bacteria an advantage over the
bees in the "struftrle of life," and persist in
cultivatiud the bacteria, and not the bees, we
will, most assuredly, never succeed with disinfectauts and sierinicides in (jettinij; rid of
the disease caused by the favored bacteria.—
A. W. Smyth, in the Irish Bee Journal.

The forepoing
doubt, help
readers.

to

interesting article will, no
clear

up matters

for

many

The implied statement, however,
is never found except in man-

that foul brood

hardly be accepted by many
thinlv that one great diflicuity in the way

made

who

hives, will

of getting rid 'of foul brood lies in the fact
that it is impossible to control it in wild colonies in trees.

make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book BusinessDalrjinc&Cnt.-JlJ tree. W.Chester.Pa

Tr>

JUST A WORD.
Any

of our full line of Carriages

^hcreoi

30

do this? Because we
manufacturein our own factory all
vcliicles wesell. Get one of our free
money saving catnlonues.
Kalamazoo Carriage& Harness Mfg.
Co.. Station 33, Kalamazoo, Micli.

P.lease

>3 >Ji

Went Like Hotcakes
So

il tloL's.

hey would
More people iiiii;rht do well
order this honey, or basswood, and sell it. It
not only goes olT "• like hotcakes," but it is
iiiit^hty i^ood on liut cakes.
See honey-oilers on page

21^4.
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& Uo

Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

-

TIIK 8URK liAT<'ll INCUBATOU. - While hotwater incubators arr very generally admitted to be
superior to the liot-air kind, a number of manufacturers, with a desire to cuter to every opinion
and catch their triule either "coining or going." conlinue to make both kinds Usually they claim that
in the hi)t-water make they have something superior to anything on the market, and in the same
breath weakly insift that their lot air machines
There is no such eqiiivocatitm
are " Just as gooii.
about our advertising patron, the Sure Hatch Incubator Co.,ot Clay Center, Neb. They direct their
energies toward making the best incubator possible
arul always on the
hot-water principle.
Their
straightforward course seems to have brought most
gratilying results. Theirgood name has spread to
all pails of the lotintry.
Wherever one of their incubators or tirood-Ts is introduced and put to the
teat, multiplied sales follow in a reasonable time.
It is the proud boast of the Company that their
most effective advertising has always been the work
of their machines. The latest catalog of the Sure
Hatf;h Incubator Co. i-* a valuable work on poultryraising. Any of our readers interested should write
for it. whether they e()ntemplate buying an incubator or not. Look up their advertisement elsewhere
in ovir columns and direct to Clay Center, Neb.,
mentioning the American Bee Journal.

menuon. tsweJouniai wiieu

Headquarters

wriuiiff

Beekeepers
Root's

SuDDlies

Goods

at

Root's
Factory
Prices

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

in

ex-

The Fked W. Muth Co.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a lonij time.
Fancy while comb, ISiali.c; No. 1, I5c; dark
and buckwheat, I3@14c. Extracted, buckwheat,
Beeswax, 30c.
H. K. Wright.

6c.

Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains irood. Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15&16c; A No.
1, 14@15c; No. 1, 13(g)14c; honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California li^ht amber, 1@V/ic: Florida honev, in barrels, umMc.
Blakb, Scott'* 1,bb.
Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
No. 1, 13@14c; dark and amber, Il@12c
Extracted, while. (,%@~c: daik and amber,
S@6c. Beeswax, 2<)@Xc. M. H. Hunt & Son.
ISc;

Cincinnati, Apr. 11.— Stock of comb honey
here is larijer than it ought to be at this time of
the year, and this is why it is offered for very
low figures. Water-whii'e is sold at 14(5)14)^
and hard to obtain; for extra fancy, 15c.
Extracted finds a steady sale, and amber is
sold in barrel lots for SCaSi^c; water-whits alfalfa sells from 6(i!6^c,and white clover brings
from (ij^(gi7c. Heeswa.x scarce at 30c.

H.

W. Webbr.

K.C. LUCKEY,

Madison, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when vn itma.
141b Jennifer Street,

The Emerson Binder.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freigrhts from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.
For prices

C.

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding- is neces-

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL.

I

refer

you

to

mj

catalog".

HiLDRETH & Seqelken.

at29W30c.

Buffalo, March 28.— Buffalo

is verv quiet on
honey, except very low grades at verV low priWe quote extra fancy, 4c; No. i, 12(ai3c;
other grades, 8@10c. E.ttracted, S@6c. Beeswax scarce; fancy, 2S(3)30c; dark, 22(ai2Sc.
Battkkson & Co.

OHIO,

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention. Bee Journal •when writing.

Nucleus Colonies, Queens, Strawberry
Queen,
14A4t

San Francisco, March

12.— White comb, 11@
amber, 8@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Exlight amber, 4i<(aSc;
amber, 4®
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
125^ cents;

tracted, white, S%(S:~;

—

.

26(a28c; dark, 24@2Sc.

While spot stocks are of rather light volume,
holders show more inclination to unload than
they did a month ago. Although quotable values are without marked change, concessions
are granted to buyers which would not have
been thought of at the beginning of the vear.

A

large proportion of the honey
of medium grade.

comb

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

2146-214S Central Ave.,

Plants.

This Emerson stifE-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; [or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is

York, Apr. ".—Comb honev, last year's
crop, practically cleaned up, but as we wrote a
little while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white,
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and lOcallc foramber.
Extracted: The market is decidedly dull.
Very little demand, with large stocks on hand,
some of which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline
in prices.
We quote: White, 6c; light amber,
5%c: amber, Sc; Southern, S2H(S'£Sc per gallon,
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm

ces.

Orders taken for Queens Golden Italians,
Red Clo\'ek (.*ueens, and Carniglaxs.

Erie Street,

March 6.— The market

is (rood with prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturing^ purposes, brinif-, from
S'4(§<>iic; better i;rades f rom "toSc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax stronif at 27f^30c.

C.

20 colonies of g^ood business bees, well Italianized, in 8 frame hives; perfectly healthy, never
had foul brood in apiary. i4.00 a colony, f.o.b.

146

is in over hupplj, and the market iH weak at
]i(; lit amber If radeH. lO'V^tlic; dark.K^Oc;
candied and mixed lots, "'" He. Extracted weak,
with white ran(fin(f from .'^'/i'"6^c: amber and
dark, ^(q/Sl^c. lieeswax hellitit; at .>2 cents, and
in (food demand.
R. A. HnRKBTT A Co.

12(^13c:

New

then, leaves the small fruit-yrower, orchardist and
others merely to the selection ol the pariicular
Bpraying outot which he shall use. In this connection we wish to dir-'Ct the attention of our readers
ti.1 the line of sprayine Kt.iods manufactured and ret-'ularly advertised in These columns by the Demin;::
Co.. of "^aleiu, Ot)ii>. In their bucket, knapsack, barrel and power sprayers they cover completely the
entire line, and the Demin^ goods leave nothinp to
be desired as to quality, general utility, convenience
and thornut,'li and effective work. Their "Simplex."
"Century" and "Peerless" barrel sprayers with special mechanical agitators and all brass working
parts, are ideal eeneral-purpose Dutflts. The Deming nozzles and spraying fixtures are of equal superiority. Writ** tli^m for their illustrated catalog
and Spraying Calendar, free. Send lo cents in postage stamps for a copy of their valuable and comprehensive little book. " Spraying for a Protlt."
Please mention the American Bee Journal when
writing them.

&

Chicago, Apr. 7.— Choice white comb bonej
produced from baHswood and white clover is
Mcarce, and briniTH 15c; all other kidds of white

'

TUB

144

>^-

tracted honey

FOR

PTKAYING SEASON.-Time moveB so rapidly thiit trees and vines will be in blossom and setting their fruit Jiguin Hlmost before we are aware of
it. This means that thesprayinjr season will be upon
us shortly and that now is the best time to decide
what me<ins shall be employed to save the berries,
fruit, etc., the cominii season. Nobody stops to consider the advisability of sprayinjr in these times. It
is not only now thoupht lo bealvisable but Mbsolutely necessary to successful fruit-culture. This,

sary.

5
»- >j.- >j.- >j»- >;.- >^ >p(p
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
>jir

CiNci.NNATi,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

>K >1« >ti. >ti ^t^

AND B&ESWflX

HONE.y

I

A Nebraska ciisiotner when orderini^ u new
sui>plyofour line Alfalfa honey in (W-pound
'' Ttui
cans, 6aid:
last I }?ot went like hotcakes."

>!<t

[

Fref Trill Plin)

Berlin, Wis.

>l<>K>lii j^ >ti

TiT^K >;>c>^-

and Bugg-Jes sent any-

Days' Free Trial.

How can we

{/^i>ng4?r»o,rtft..
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Atnericau Bee Journal and Tested
Circular free.

WANTFD

now offering- is

EXTRACTED HONEY-either

having same

to offer, send samples,
ces delivered at Cincinnati. Ohio.
on delivery.
W.

THE FRED

and best

pri-

We pav cash
MUTH CO.',

Front and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, O.
Please mention Bee Jouma: -when -WTltuig

lOAtf

•

$1.5li.

J. F.
R. R. 6,

MICHAEL,
WIXCHESTER,

Please mention Bee Journal

V7>^ell

IND.

wntLuij

fiaeh
^Slwll

BOYS

WE WAKT WORKERS
.Girls. Id and;
alike
niiike
iioney w. irking' f.ir us.
•

t-h ca(iital to start yoD in bosiness. Sdud as 10c etampi or silver for full instructiona snd s Ime of
eamplefltoworkwith. bRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Chlcago,m.

Please mention Bee Journal "wlien "WTiting

6ujf@rs for

Farms

"^ 0"'" re.il estate m.iy be fonnd
tlirough me, no matter wlierelncjited.
(lesi-nption and pru-i- anil le.irn niv
suc-pessful
inelhod tor nnciinc buyers.
M.
^'''
North American Uuiiaing, p"iadeii"S,
Pa.
o„ .
.semi

..

...

W.

OST'RANDEP

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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We

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

Hives, Exiraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU

WANT

IN

THE

BEE-KEEPINB LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalog and copy of

The American Bee-Keeper

THE W.

T.

free.

Address,

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

B|I9- VT. M. Gerrish, East Notlngham, N. H.,
carries a fnll line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writina.

Standard BelQianfiare Book!
BY M.

D.

CAPPS.

book of 175
THIS
pages presents a

and concise
treatment of the Belclear
g^ian
its

W^

Hare industry;
growth,

origin

and kinds; the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breedingstock; care of the
young, feeding, diseases and their
cures, scoring, marketing, shipping, &c.
First edition of 50,000 copies was sold
in advance of publication.
paper cover, 25 cents, post-

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American Bee Journal one

year— both

for only tl.iO.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

I* yo" care to know of Ita
T
l
Fmlts, Flowers, Climate
for
send
a sample copy of CallResources,
or
ornia's Favorite Paper—

r*
« 1 if /\f ti i «
Ca.llTOrnid.

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

The

handsomely

Agricultural
Published weekly,

and

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ole copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

330

Market

Street,

-

San Francisco, Cai.

April

17, 1902.

pjcme;i/v
y

Bee Journal
QBORQB W. YORK,
editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

APRIL

24, 1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
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17.
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Know What Your Dealer Pays

^

••.

^

^«^^i^«i^"""^^s.

'T^his book tells pretty nearly what your dealer pays
for everything.
It quotes wholesale prices on
70,000 articles, and shows pictures of 17,000 of them.
It includes practically everything that anybody uses,
wears or eats and its prices are the lowest ever quoted.
It will save the average family at least $100 per yearsome $500. Two million people send for this book yearly as a buying guide, and we want you to have one too.

'

CATALOGUE AND

;

BUYERS* GUIDE N? 70
r/f/s

/s

ouK

o/viy

salesma/v

We have been work ng |/!^/C>^
together on this catalogue for thirty years. We
consider this number to be as
near the ideaj Buyer's Guide as the
world has ever seen We have done
our best and our assistants have done
thefr utmost, to tell the
about everything listed herein.

selling merchandise by mail
about what dealers pay.
Ouri is the
original catalogue business, and the greatest mail order house in the
world. This enormous business has been gained and held by underselling everybody, treating customers fairly, and doing as we agree.

TRUTH

Y\\

Two

IVIillion

THIS BOOK CONTAINS

You Need This Book

70,000 PRICES
17,000 PICTURES

PAGES

one

is

satisfaction

»
Two Thousand Stores

in

One

Two

thousand average dealers together will not buy so
The makers who sell to us have
in a year as we.
no traveling expense, no credit risk, no losses, no salesmen to pay. They save the whole cost of selling the
same goods to 2,000 separate stores, scattered everywhere. The fiercest competition in America centers in
the effort to get our trade. The prices we pay are never

much

i

Cut

this slip out

and send

Montgomery Ward &

4-

with 15 cents in stamps

Today^

Co., Michigan Ave. and Madison St., Chicago

Enclosed find rj cents
Buyers' Guide No. yo

Name

it

for partial

postage on your 1000-page,

.

(Be sure to write very plainly.)

Postoffice

%

County.

_S<ate_
envelope.

Be sure to enclose this slip in an

Montgomery Ward &

4-

now numbered among our

customers.

We

carry for

them a

because you can rely on

it.

Other

catalogues are offered you, but

best.

are always the lowest.

dissatisfied customer.

J;

are

Our house is the oldest and largest, and our prices
Our guarantee is the fairest, and our record of a
quarter century assures you of fair dealing. We keep our customers.
this

and safe delivery.
Every article in our catalogue
Not the slightest exaggeris described exactly as it is.
ation is ever permitted. But if anything you get
doesn't suit you in quality, or price, or fit, send it back
and we will replace it. Or we will send your money
back, and pay transportation both ways. We consider
no expense or effort too great to avoid having one

Guarantee

People
We

P,

We

at

stock valued at S'2,500,000.
employ 2,000 clerks to fill their orders.
It requires 100 typewriters to write our letters to them.

WARD A
MONTGOMERY
MICHTGAN AVENUE
MADISON STREET. CM

l.OOO

we have been

for 30 Years

.

much above cost; and goods that we cannot buy low
enough are made in factories of our own. Is it any wonder that we can sell for about what common dealers pay?

We get along with a
We have no

charged
salesmen
no selling expense
save our catalogue. A dealer must make several times
as much on each article to pay his expenses and live.
Our expense is but a small percentage when spread over

by

fraction of the profit

stores.

sales that

amount

—

to millions of dollars annually.

We

simply combine the buying and selling of two
thousand average stores. We save the wasteful methods
that cost more than the merchandise, and we give the
saving to you. This is the modem method of business,
and the buying of the 20th century will be done more
and more by mail. In this way we are now saving our
customers from four to five million dollars annually.
You will become one of those customers when you see
this book.

Send Only 15 Cents

If

you want our cata-

logue,

fill

out

care-

and mail it to us today,
enclosing 15 cents. This catalogue which we offer you
costs us about 70 cents to print, even in million lots.
The postage on it costs us 22 cents more. We ask you
fully the slip to the left of this,

to'send us but 15 cents (less than half the postage alone)
just to

show

that you

do not send from mere

curiosity.

This book will save any average family at least SlOO
per year. If you don't find that it will save you at least
a hundred times what it costs you, simply write us, and
we will cheerfully send your 15 cents back.
Please send today, before you forget

Michigan Avenue

Co., &

Madison Street

it.

Chicago

¥¥¥^«¥<!iP^<^^4P«iiP^'iiP<»V¥liP¥«^VliP¥WV¥WWliPW¥¥VW^

—
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ought to know your own business, but I
thought it would do no harm to tell you 1»)W

^

^

Editorial.

I

view that a

Does

Quoting the Honey Market.— An
on

pajji' 1SI5

edi-

has called forth the follow-

ing:

full

better to quote a cent lower rather
than a cent above," etc. Our (Jreat Teacher
said that our conversation should be yea, yea,
and nay, nay. " The truth is niijihty, and will
prevail," although all the commission men
come to your rescue. Don't niaUe a fight on
that.
Yours truly,
C. C. Parsons.
is

The

fact that a lower quotation

confidence that

it is

the wise thing to obey the

So

stantly been the effort to

has con" the truth, the

tell

it

whole truth, and nothing but the truth."

One

of those things that no one with an

editorial experience will be likely to label as
belonging in the list of things so easy to be
done that they do themselves, is the matter of
pleasing everybody, and especially is this true
with regard to the matter of market quotations.
There are those that believe it would
be better to have no market quotations whatever; but it is not likely that this number is
very large and a conviction that by far the
greater number of bee-keepers desire to have
such quotations continued has been the warrant for their continuance.
Again, the opinion has been expressed that
;

would be better to give the price of comb
honey and omit that of extracted; and it is

it

possible that the exact opposite of this opinion

may

given.

not easily be

diverging views can

out at

same time

the

'.

There

carried

all
is

a large

there is a virgin queen with the swarm.
According to the first statement it is a first
swarm, according to the second statement it
Dadant's " I.angstroth "
is a second swarm.
speaks of a prime or primary swarm with a

swarm

Root's "

or virgin queen.

A BC

of

Bee-Culture" says that a swarm with a virgin
queen is an after-swarm.
The only object of the present paragraphs
is

to call attention to the confusion of

terms,

in the

supplied.

Black and White Hives.— At the Chicago convention Secretary Moore said that to

A

we expect to publish the views
commission men on the subject of

little later

of the

quoting the honey market. Theu there'll be
some interesting reading for " Rip Van Winkle," as well as others.

Reines
ing),

is

(Practical Treatise on

the

title

just issued by
It

Pour L'Elevase De

of a little

Giraud-Pabou

Queen-Rear-

work of 90 pages
it Fils, in

France.

gives the latest methods in use in this

country, for which
full credit (unless

it

it

seems desirous to give
be in the ease of Prid-

gen's nursery and West's cell-protector), and
gives especial credit to " Doolittle's magnificent work " " Scientific Queen-Rearing."

in

some way the matter may

be straightened out.

satisfy his desires a hive

least twice a year

fall

so as to attract the rays of the sun.

He

has held that opinion for some time, and
no one has objected to the desirability of such
a thing, but it did not seem an easy thing to
accomplish. Now that Arthur C. Miller seems
to have made a success of using black tarred

paper as a winter wrapping for hives, thereseems nothing in the way of hisat least trying
the plan of white and black.

—

Sugar for Bees. — An
sion as to the right kind

Tarred Paper as a Winter Coverins-

— After

tarred

paper

another winter's trial of black
tacked or tied about hives,

Arthur C. Miller says in the American BeeKeeper
In the matter of warmth I find that the
wrapping of tarred paper about single- walled
hives continues to work most satisfactorily.
During the past winter I have had seven colonies so protected, and they are now in prime
condition. The black surface of the paper
absorbs the sun's rays, and the hives are
warmed through and through, and yet the

bees do not seem to
seasonable weather.

fly

abnormally or

in un-

should be painted at

— white at the coming of hot

weather in summer, so as to keep the hive
cool, and black when cold weather comes in
the

Traite Prati<|iie

hope that

interesting discus-

of sugar for bees

is

Gleanings in Bee-Culture, in
which W. K. Morrison contends that beetsugar is unsuitable for bees, and Melvin R.
published

in

Gilmore contends that there is no difference
whatever between refined cane-sugar and reIt is somewhat hard to
fined beet-sugar.
decide which has the better of the argument.
So long as all agree that cane is at least as
good as beet-sugar, it might seem the part of
wisdom to prefer the cane. Unfortunately
for the possibility of carrying that out, we are
told that by far the larger portion of sugar on

the market

is

beet,

and no one can

tell

one

kind from the other.

Neither does the foregoing complete the
of dissenting views, as witness the follow-

list

ing:

—

Mr. Editor: Why do you print in the
honey and beeswax market quotations the
If it is meant
name of one firm in each city
as an advertisement of that firm, and you get

The Proper Naming of Swarms

pay for that advertising, I have nothing to
But I do not see the sense in taking up
say.
room with the names otherwise. It hardly
seems the fair thing to others in the same
place etiually trustworthy, even if they do not
do so large a lousiness; and if it is a matter of
free favor, should you not favor the weak
strong
I
have looked
rather than the
through my daily, which has one page pretty
well filled with market quotations of nearly
every commodity under the sun, and I do not
?

tind the name given of the
hides, or of the one who
else.

man who
sells

sells

butter, or

Of course, you

is

a

matter not without its difficulties. Take just
the three terms prime swarm, first swarm,
and second swarm. Very likely nine out of
ten will say, " A prime swarm is just the same

—

?

anything

17,

and further installments of that article
But please don't
will be cheerfully received.
insist on it that we must follow all that is
otlice,

be entertained.

onions, or

No,

young

not appear pretty clear that these

than the

market leads to less trouble than a higher
quotation is by no means an argument that
either one is as good as a correct <iuotatiou
and at this end of the line there is implicit
precepts of the Great Teacher.

it

capacity for the reception of advice at this

—

Editor Amekioax Bee Journal.
Ikiir .S/i- •— Referring: to
"Quoting the
Honey Market'' — editorial pafje, l'rt(i inst.
"It

agreement with this is the
list of dealers or commission

entirely in

men should be

torial

HoNEY-PRODfcEU.

things look to others.

Not

AMERlC^ J^

as a first

swarm — the swarm

that issues

first

from any given colony and a
second swarm is the next one that issues after
the prime or first swarm."
That looks simjile and easy enough, and it
would be so if nothing but the time of issying
were ever taken into consideration. But the
same man who gave the foregoing answer will
say, " A first swarm has a laying queen, and
a second swarm has a virgin.'' Then comes a
colony which by some means has lost its laying queen, and tlie first time it sends out a
in the season

;

E.xcluders Under Section-Supers.—
Some say they are not needed, while others say
that without them the queen will go
lay in the sections.

ion

may

result

up and

This difference of opin-

from difference

in conditions.

With plenty of room below there' is little inducement for the queen to go above to lay.
Yet with plenty of room below, if there is no
drone-comb in the lower story, and room for
above, the workers will be likely to build
drone-comb above, and the queen will be
If the sections are filled with
likely to use it.
foundation, so that no drone-comb can be
it

built above, the cases will probably be rare in
If small
which the queen will go above.
starters are used in sections, with no dronecomb beIow.it will be a safe thing to use a

queen-excluder.
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May instead of September, how long would they live? Suppose you introduced a queen of another color, how long would
those bees live ?
Mr. Riker The first of April I have taken queens from
bees, and the first of December I had good colonies yet, almost
as strong.
Same color. Remove the queen.
of

^is,je,je,js,.jii,.j£^i£,j£,ja.js^i

Convention Proceedings.

—

—

Mr. Dadant Those bees didn't go out to the
put another queen in, that's the way to test that.
bees.

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Serai-Annual Convention of the
Chicag"o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901,
BT A SHORTHAND KEPOKTER.
iContinued from page

Mr.

discouraged, and they will sit in the hive. Those same bees,
if they have a live queen, in less than three months will all disappear. Has any one else ever tried changing from blacks to
Italians, and from Italians to blacks ?

— How long was

"

Do bees winter better on frames deeper than the Lang"
stroth frames?
Pres. York How many think that bees winter better on
frames deeper than the Langstroth ? Five think so, and I
suppose the rest don't think so, or perhaps don't think at all.
^ Dr. Miller— I haven't a preference.

—

—

Mr. Dadant I prefer deeper frames than the Langstroth
because there is more honey over the cluster. They tell us
that the bees can work as well back as up. They can't have
I have seen bees starved to death many a
it warm enongh.
time with honey on the side. I don't think anybody ever
saw bees starve to death, or freeze to death, with honey above
them. I suppose others, as well as I, have seen the bees
starve to death with honey just a little over on the side.

—

;

—

Mr. Riker My experience is that the best wintering is in
I suppose Mr. Dadant's frames are a
the Langstroth frame.
little deeper than the Langstroth.
Mr. rjadant— A little over two inches deeper.
Mr. Hiker But with the Langstroth frame properly
filled with honey, it will take any colony of bees through thi'
winter, properly protected. I put 100 colonies in proper condition, and all will come out unless they become queenless, not
on account of the frames not being right depth.

—

honey producers?
Pres.

bees?

for

comb-

"

York — How many would recommend the

Italian

Fourteen.

Pres.

bees

"

York

— How

many wjuld recommend

Carniolan

?

A Member— 1 don't know anything about them.
Pres. York — How many would recommend black

comb honey?

bees for

One.

LONGEVITY OF BEES.

'What is the cause of longer or shorter lives of worker"
bees ?
Dr. Miller— Work.
Mr. Dadant Outdoor work.
Mr. Riker— I would think It was the proper manner that
the queen was reared. 1 have had a little experience in that
Some queens are reared according to Nature. I never
line.
have known queens reared that way but what would prodtice
good, long-lived bees. I have known queens reared otherwise
than in accordance with Nature that would live 20, 30, 60
days; the result was, it took the queen all her time, that is,
the colony wouldn't increase. The bees would die as fast as
she would lay eggs to produce bees, where, on the other hand,
bees would be three or four generations in one hive.
Mr. Dadant— What do you mean by three or four genera-

—

tions ?

it

before

all

the bees had dis-

Mr. Riker — Well, with me, I have tested it that way. I
have tested it by taking the queen from the colony. I have
tested it by taking in the fall and putting in again in the
That seems to me to be about the fairest way to test
spring.
the life of the worker-bee. I have taken other queens and in
three months from the time I have removed the queen from
the hive the old bees would be gone. Those are queens that
would rear bees that are short-lived. Take a long-lived queen,
and she rears long-lived bees. They always have a good,
strong colony. I have never known it to miss. But take the
other queens, that rear bees that are short-lived, and you always get a weak lot invariably they will be weak. One
queen need not be any more prolific than the other, but the

—

long-lived bees will be the stronger.

—

It often is too cold for bees to move sidewise
Pres. "i'ork
in the hive, but the heat going up, they can go up.
Mr. Baldridge If you have two sets of six-inch or shallow frames, vou have the same as a top hive with twolve-inch
frames. In "fact, you have a better hive for wintering, because there is a space between the two sets that will enable
them to pass but it in the cellar, it makes no difference how
shallow, they will reach the honey if it js in the hive, if you
keep it as warm as I keep mine, 40 or 50 degrees.

RACE OF BEES FOR COMB HONEY.
"What race of bees would you recommend

is

Three voted.
Mr. Dadant
appeared ?

240.)

DEPTH OF FRAMES FOR WINTERING.

you

Take black

— The best way to test them to remove them
Dadant — Those bees will not go out, because they are

Mr. Riker
entirely.

If

field.

COMB HONEY BY THE CASE OR POUND— WHICH
"Should comb honey be
the pound ?"
Mr. Burnett

—

I

would

?

sold wholesale by the case or by

like

to

have an expression from

some one else first, but I certainly have bought and sold some
honey in the last 25 years, and 1 have yet to buy the first
package bv the case so that answers a multitude of ques;

perhaps, on that side. I never could understand how,
where 1 had to dispose of these goods again in ordinary
methods that are now in vogue, of exchanging merchandise
for money, the question of liother being altogether obsolete
with us "but I can understand that where a party has produced some honey, and for so many pieces of honey can exchange it for what he wants in some other merchandise and
perhaps in that case, where both parties know exactly what
they are doing, every piece of comb being visible to the purbut where
chaser, that a fair understanding can be had
honev is to be handled in any quantity, and where we must
sendto buyers who cannot examine the goods until it reaches
them, W(^ must know, it seems to me, what the weight of the
merchandise is. There is no way of satisfying all parties concerned like records, and if we have those records the weights
the number of sections in a package it is difticult for a
misunderstanding to arise from that standpoint. But, if we
send a package of honey of so many cases, we don't know the
weight of that package, either gross, tare or net, it is liable to
disappoint the buyer. For instance, it contains 2+ sections,
his understanding having been that 2-4 sections meant 24:
pounds. As a matter of fact, it may weigh 1 5, 1 6 or 20
pounds, or it may weigh 2.'i or 28. I am at a loss to understand, really, why there should have been as much business
done as there seems to have been done in the last two or three
years in selling honey by the case, unweighed. Of course, we
have found that parties have bought it that way and have
been satisfied, and others have bought it that way and are not
tions,

;

—

;

—

—

satisfied.

—

—

Isn't it optional with the merchants of South
street to sell by the case if they want to sell by the
case ? There is no question that honey has been sold by the
case there that can't be denied.
never have sold it.
Mr. Burnett

Mr. Dunn

Water

;

— We

Dunn — Then you havn't been using the same concessions other men have been using.
Dr. Miller — I know that Mr. Burnett has sold hundreds
Mr.

Of course he took the
of cases by the case.
weight of it
Mr. Dniin Is there one house that controls this market,
that can make or break it? I have sold honey two cents a
pound higher than I could find anywhere on the market, and
1 want to say that the quotations in the bee-papers are not al-

and hundreds
1

—

—

Mr. Riker Three or four sets of bees three or four
months. The queen will lay eggs for three or four months and
all those bees would be retained in the hive. I have had ijueens
that would produce bees that would live from the first of September until the first of June— good, strong colonies without the
queen in that hive.
Mr. Dadant Suppose you took those first bees on the first

—

—

ways correct. They are Ijehind the times generally two or
three weeks, and that's not right to the men that deal in
honey.

April
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Mr. Horstiiiaiin— I l)f'll(no hiiiicy -;li(iiilil be sold by the
pound. I don't believe llicre is iiny fair wiiy (>xci'|it by the
ponnd. 'I'licrH are a ({rc^at niiiny illUVnMitslzos of sectlnns. As
to the o.oniinlssion man, 1 don't, care how he disposes of it— by
the case or pound— but I think in order to be fair all around,
the pound when we sell it wholesale.
York — That's the question.
Mr. Moore — In m\ ex[)erleuee I have seen seelions wiiyh-

wo nmst

sell b_v

I'res.

As lou^' as the
ius It) onuees. and sonn' wci;,'liinjr -" ounees.
variation is a possible one ounee, which means considerabli> on
a case of 24 sections, it is too far olt to sell honey by tlii; case
in a jriwieral way.
i'res. York
Ifow many are there who sell comb lioney
through tlio dealers ? Nine, iveferrinf;: to the market i|Uotations, I rely upon Mr. iiurnett to ke<'p me posted f<ir the (.'liicago market. Mr. Dunn has criticised thi^ ipiotations pubwant to refer the
I
lished ill till' American Hee .lournal.
matter to Mr. iturnett to explain to us whether it is necessary
to correct the i|uotations every day or two, and whether we.
can rely upon his quotations.
Mr. Dunn I notice that those (|UOtations are y-enerally
two, three and four weeks behind. That's not a fair quota-

—

—

tion.

Pros.

— What do you mean by "beliind?"
— In date. The market 20 days a^o

York

Mr. Dunn

is

no

rion today. I claim that reports ought to be prompt and
the publication.
We should not have the reports late.

crite-

up

to

Now,

We
then, those reports are what govern the whole country.
find reports from New Y'ork three weeks late, and four weeks
late, and from Cincinnati.
I claim tliey should as nearly as
possible be up to date of the publication.

—
—

York Do you mean we ought
them, or change the figures
Mr. Dunn No. sir, I want a correct
I'res.

to

change the dale

of

report, actual, as it
don't think, sir, with all due respect, that IMr. Kurnett
should have the say to fix the market, or any other commission merchant.
I think it the duty of the editor to <jo along
He should
the street and lind out what honey is selling for.
not depend on one man; there are other men selling just as
well as Mr. Iiurnett.
I told you I am selling two cents
is.

I

higher than others.

" up to you," as they
— Now, Mr. Burnett,
Burnett — wish Mr. Dunn would
us to whom he

Pres. Y'ork
say.

it is

Mr.
I
tell
honey so we can get advantage of the two cents. I
didn't know that Mr. Y'ork relied solely upon me as to the
sells

quotations.
I think in a sense he meant to say that lie has
quotations from me, and expects to get them whenever there
As soon
is a change in the market, and that is our purpose.
as there is any change in price we send in a quotation, and, as
a matter of fact, honey has not changed in price here in the
last 6U days, and there is practically no necessity for a repetition of those figures.
So far as the question of controlling the
market is concerned, I don't think many people here, who
have any experience, have the idea that I. or any two or three,
control the market price of honey.
Of course, I have had beekeepers come in here who sell their honey in Chicago, or as
much of it as they can, and sometimes leave the balance with
me or somebody else to sell, and they say, "Here, now why
don't you put up that price two cents a pound? Y'ou can do
it
and if you can do it that helps all of us we can all get a
higher price. If you put it up then we can sell." Now, I took
a little pains to find out wliat the prcducers of honey in Cook
County, wlio asked me to do that thing, did with their honey.
Of course, we know that the majority of the trade of this city,
that buy in any of the honey, before they buy they find out
what can be done on the general market. I asked many if
they knew so and so ? "Yes.'' Have you ever bought any
honey of him ? " Yes, a little I bought some a while ago,
and he came in the other day and wanted to sell some more."
•'
What price did he ask
He otiered to sell a cent less than
your price." Of course. I am willing to do my share, as I see
it, for a community as a whole, but I don't want to be deluded
to putting up a price that is really a fictitious price, and have
them go around and say, "'You can't buy it on South Water
Here is the quotation of Burnett ..t Co. I will sell it
Street.
a cent less than they do." That isn't the market. Is what
he sells at going to be considered a market ? If we put it a
cent higher than he is selling it at, that isn't a market. A
market is made by two people the buyer and seller. The
buyer says, " I will give so much." The seller says, " I want so
much." Now, then, if they cannot come together there, it is no
There is no market. If they come together there is
trade.
a trade, there is a market.
Mr. Dunn I take it that it is a very large market, and I
claim that the price of honey can be advanced to a price so
that honev from outside cannot come in and undersell us.
;

;

;

;

'.'

—

—

In other cities, and what
here for from otiier points; but you can afford to hold tlie honey liigh enough, and I claim it'ls tlie duly
of the gentlemen handling honey In this country to niakr' a
If they are not getting couimlssloM enough let them
price.
say so; they ought to get a reasonable commission. TliRcommission merchants can't alVord to do business unless lliey get
It Is a small linsiness and they must get
a good commission.
a good, round commission, and tlien liold the price up. I have
been told by men among the merchants along the line that
there are two houses lii-re that control tliis honey market. Mr.
Iiurnett Is one, and I can't lind out wlio the ollieris and tliese
if
don't know wlial he thinks
I
two houses fix the |)rice.
honey outside is quoted at a certain rale he can afTord tofiuote
the Chicago price with added trans|)ortalion here, and .sell at
that price, because there Is a big market here.
Mr. Burnett— It seems to me it will increase the importation of honey if we ([uote a very high price, or tlie highest
If we quote very high prices people will say,
possible price.
'•They are getting big prices in Chicago." If we quote lower
It seems to
prices, they will say, " We can get more here.''
me it is advisable to quote rather a little lower than the highAnother thing, if the bee-keeper in disposing of
est price.
his honev comes to the market and can't get that price, lie
will say," Gentlemen, here are your i|uotations; now you
Why don't you ? "
don't sell for that price.

when you ask more than quotations
tliey

can bring

it

;

;

Pres. Y'ork

— It

is

a big (pu'stion.

Mr. Dunn— Hogs and cattle are quoted daily, and why
should not honey follow the same course'?
(Voice from the audience)— Is honey quoted on the ex-

change ?
Mr. Dunn— Certainly,

it

ought

to be.

We

have a right to

daily quoted.
Dr. Miller I noticed today for the first time the quotaIt is
tion of honey in the daily paper— in the Record-Herald.
the first time I have seen it quoted for years. There is, however, this difTerence betwe<'n the market price of honey and
that of other articles. For instance, in beef, cattle come in
every day and the papers r(^port the ruling prices at which
they were sold. Now if those prices did not change daily
there would not be the necessity for the daily report of them.
If the price of honey changes every day then there is the
necessity for a daily report, and I suppose that it doesn't matter, either, how we get these reports, provided we gettheiu correct, and as often as a change is made we should be informed
If the American Bee Journal does not report the
of it.
changes from time to time they are failing of their duty, but I
don't know that there would be any necessity for their getting
a fresh report so long as there is no change in it. but I believe
this: \Ve should know the truth.

see

'?
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it

—

Dunn— That's

Mr.

it.

Dr. Miller— The truth never hurts anybody. AVe should
have the whole of it, whether up or down. We should know
as nearly as we can the amount of honey in the country, and
I believe that one man might do
that helps to fix the prices.
something towards fixing the price. I can do a great deal
towards fixing the price in Mare'ngo. I defy Mr. Burnett to
hurt my market; but if I come to fixing the price in Chicago
it is only a drop in the buc'Ket, and I suppose that Mr. Burnett or any other man must be guided by the law of supply
and demand. If he gives a false report of the market he is
very much to blame for it. It is his business to tell Mr. Y'ork
whiit the transactions are, and not what he wants, or anybody
That's what'we ought to have the market for
else wants.
honey. Here is a (|uestion that one time came up for me: I
then I see at another
see they report so and so in Chicago
place it is two cents higher, and as nearly as I understand the
matter of freight it will not be two cents from one place to the
other; then I say. Why not ship all the honey from Chicago
and get that higher market but this comes in Any of you

—

:

:

:

very much in shipping honey know that it is
not simply the question of ;imount of freight, but loss and
breakage, so that I would rather take a good deal less for my
honey in Marengo than have it shipped off. Those things
must be considered. I will tell you one of the things that you
can do Whenever you find that the reports are not all right
—I said I couldn't d'o anything towards changing prices in
Chicago, but I did once. At one time, a good many years ago,
when the dailv papers were reporting the market, and any-_
thing but correct, I went to the editor's room and laid before
him a bill of sale, and showed him just what the prices were,
and the commission was just about the average, and I changed
the prices then two cents a pound, and any of you can do that.
If you have sales, report the sales to the paper, and they may

who have done

:

help.

Chapman— The Daily Trade Bulletin has all of the
on South Water Street and stock-yards, and also a

Mr.
prices
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separate, sheet with the Chicago Board of Trade prices on, and
they follow largely the same method that is followed by the
American I5eo Journal that is quoted for honey, because the
price of honey does not fluctuate up or down frequently that
is to say, it is frequently stationary at a certain price, or just
about a certain price, for sometimes several weeks at a time,
then they don't change the quotations, they don't even chause
the print of it. It stands sometimes several weeks
but let
there be a little difference in price, sufficient to affect more
than one house, and thev are quick to take note of it in that
Trade Bulletin, but with hardly any more change than occurs
;

;

in the

American Bee Journal.

Dr. Miller The amount of transactions in any one article
makes a great deal of difference witli the papers and with the
market as to the reports. In the daily papers you will lind
the market for green goods and picked turkeys, but you will
not find that they give you the report of market prices of

honey, because thev say there is so much less, not even enough
honey to warrant any quotation at all. You and I think there
is a big lot of honey sold, but compared with cheese it is a
small matter. They will only report things in which there
are large transactions.
I doubt very much whether there are
more than two or three men here who can give me the fair
market price of turkey-feathers just now. I can't straighten
you out if you don't linow anything about it. That's just
what applies to this honey-business. If we can produce
enough of it and get more on the market we will have more
exact prices. So long as there isn't enough of it so that the
daily papers feel warranted in giving any quotations at all,
you can't have the thing figured down.
Mr. Dunn Where the bulk of the product is in the hands
of two houses they can protect the market.
Take the outside
markets and compare them and the cost of transportation
here. They can get that price. They have to make the money
on it. They have the right to a liberal commission, but I want
Chicago to stand as high as it can stand, and it can afford to
stand transportation added as well as any one in the market.
Dr. Miller There is no law that I know of against allowing Mr. Dunn, when the market is two cents higher elsewhere,
and one cent for transportation no law against Mr. Dunn
buying out these two houses and transporting it. [Applause.]
Pres. York I rely upon Mr. Burnett to give the proper
quotations. I believe he can tell the truth I have felt pretty
sure in the quotations. I would like to have him raise the market two cents, if he can.
Dr. Miller If he can raise the market two cents we ought
to raise his wages.
Mr. Dunn Yes, sir.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

(Continued next week.)
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April
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No.

7.— Apiculture as a Business.

A Discussion

of Selling by Weig-ht or Case
of Lig-ht Weigrhts—

Which?— The Cause

Colorado Grading Rules All Right-

Two

Sides to the Question.
BY

R. C. AIKIN.

fNoTB.— Since the foUowing

article was written tlicre iinve tieen several articles ,'ind editorials nn tiie Bubject. But. as the urounil has not hnen fully covered hv any, and this article touches a nuraberot pointB notal all considered by
other writers. 1 tblnn it best to let it co without ^e-writin^^ I recommend i)articularly that the reader note the abuse that may be made by the middlemen of
buyitiK t)y welKht and selUtiK by the case. Also, do a little Mgurinp on the cost
of cases and sections, and you will see that there is oothinf; gained uy producing
light-weight honey. Three pounds more honey in the case pays tor the case
and se tiona. approximately.)

6 [page 167]
dealt somewhat with the questions
INof separators
to obtain even-weight sections, and of sell-

No.

I

'• by the piece."
'While the thought is before us, I
as well pay my respects to the Editor, and to Mr.
Burnett.

ing

may

I think I see Messrs. York and Burnett doing a retail
business, each handing out 14-ounce pounds to customers
who pay for i6 ounces. They sell also maple syrup at SI. .50
a gallon, and give me 11 pounds, can and all; canned fruits
at so much for so many
1, 2 or 3 pound cans, " shorts ;" 48
pounds of flour when I ask for and pay for SO pounds and
on and on through a long list of articles.

—

;

1902

I hear my friends in Chicago laughing when they have
read thus far, and, between their fits of laughter, saying to
me, "Everybody does so; it's the custom, and the can,
bag, box, etc, are worth, or cost, something," Then they
turn to the wholesale-house man who has just come in, take
him into the private office and " raise Ned " with him because he insists on selling flour by the hundred-weight, that
is, four pounds short
and all other goods in like manner.
Excuse me, I mean they treat the "traveling man " like a
king, and do the " Ned " act with honey-producers who sell
honey at so much a case, guaranteed so much per case average, with a minimum below which no single case may go.
Y'ork and Burnett, stand up. Now, sirs, tell me how we
came to produce short-weight sections. Tell me if it was
the bee-keeper, or the wholesale buyer, or the retailer, or
who it was that wanted 14-ounce sections, or originated
them. Do you say none of them? Possibly you are right.
I do not think that any one specially devised or brought out
a 14ounce section with a view to selling a "short" pound.
I suspect so good, fair and honest a man as A, I. Root, and
possibly some other good men, had something to do with it.
The plan was to have a 4'4 x4'4 pound section that would fit
a certain place. This same section was originally very
largely used two inches thick, and was intended to hold a
full pound.
Later it was found that a two-inch-thick section was too
thick to be quickly and neatly finished by the bees then
came the idea of reducing the thickness to get a nicer and
better-finished one.
The prime object sought was the
quality of the goods, and when bee-men found that the
thinner section was in fact a nicer one, they consoled themselves with the thought that, if they could not supply a full
pound in the thin section they could make it up in quality,
thus no one was harmed. Possibly some have been guilty
of selling the short-weight section with the hope to increase
profits thereby
but, sirs, that thought did not originate
the short-weight but will you deny that the 48-pound 50pound sacks of flour, etc., had not so good an excuse back
;

;

;

;

of

them

?

The bee-man can produce

a neater and more salable
than two inches and, knowing
this, we use a thinner one.
We would use a thinner still if
it were not that the weight would be altogether too much
reduced. You see we can not change the other dimensions
of our sections without a great expense in changing hives
and such, hence we are trying to do the very best we can
under the circumstatices.
Then, too, conditions of the colony, strength of the
honey-flow, and a great many things conspire to make a
variation in the weights of sections of honey, but the fraternity, as a whole, are striving to obtain the most even results.
If we were to-day
knowing what we do of the
science of the business and needs of the trade to be placed
in a position in which we were to start all anew
hivemaking machinery, size, shape and proportion of hives in
short, with present knowledge but everything to build
anew, I vpould make some changes that would be for the
better in obtaining an honest and best pound of honey. I
believe thousands of others feel just the same way.
So the light-weight section came, and came not simply
of choice, or premeditated for fraudulent ends. Once here,
no doubt some bee-keepers who retailed honey thought to
article in a section thinner

;

—

Contributed Articles.

24,

—

—

—

increase profits. And, some retailers not bee-keepers, saw
that to buy 22-pound cases of honey at 10 cents a /'0««a',
and retail at 12'2 cetits a piece, meant 80 cents profit, where
a 24-pound case bought and sold in the same way would
only give a 60-cent profit. This made an inducement to
demand a 14-ounce section, and that it be sold to the wholesale and retail merchants by the pound.
Now, sirs, Messrs. York, el al., can not you see that when
I produce light-weight sections to sell by the pound \.\).3X\X
is to your interests, and yours only ?
One thousand sections for light-weight use cost me almost^ if not guile, as
much as for heavy-weight use. Cases ditto. And, when
you make me sell to you by weight it is plainly your advantage and my loss. If I am to sell by weight I want 18-ounce
sections, for then I have the pay for four ounces more
honey, and the sections and cases cost me no more than for
light-weight goods, A case of 14 ounce sections at 10 cents
a pound brings .'i?2. 10. while a case of lnounce ones at the
same price brings S2.70 enough to pay for the case and
sections, and approximately a good, big 2.S cents a case net

—

profit besides.

But something is wrong. I should not sell 14 ounces of
honey for a pound, nor should you. You should not want
to buy my honey by weight and sell by the piece, nor any

April
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such thitij,'^. The bee-keeper who produces lipht-vvoiKht
honey and sells it by the case without specification or limit
just as wronji as the wholesaler and
is decidedly wrong
retailer who wants him to produce lit^'ht-weight sections to
be bouf,'ht by the pound and sold by the piece -the wliole
thing is of the same rotten piece of cloth, This everlasting
shifting and changing to gain a tem]Jorarv advantage over
somebody is a sad thing in our commercial life, I care not
who does it.
I have told you somewhat of how and why we have a
light-weight section, and that which follows light-weight
cases. Not every middle man has been g^uilty of taking
advantage of it as herein indicated, but such things have
been done. Having studied out all these things, threshed
over and over the straw to get every grain of truth in it,
Colorado bee-keepers have adopted a fair and honest nietliod
of grading and selling. The proof of my statement is in
our Grading Rules, which specifically state that certain
minimum weights shall obtain in every case. Any buyer
who buys under these rules, so far as weights go, is proI defy any man, whoever he
tected, and so is the producer.
may be, to prove to the intelligent reader and business
man, that there is anymore fair and honorable plan than
that adopted by the Colorado State Association. It shows
in itself that it has honesty as its basis the greatest

—

—

—

amount

of protection to

all

concerned.

Again, I wish to call the attention of producers to the
idea of profit or loss as between light and heavy weight
sections. On the basis of general averages, prices of commodities will adjust themselves sooner or later, and any
gain you can hope to make by light-weight sections is only
temporary, soon discovered, then a readjustment comes,
If you do have less than a pound in a section, when you sell
by the pound you are the loser, because your cases and sections cost you just as much for light as heavy weight. If
you sell by the case and have not the weight therein if the
shortage is known it only creates suspicion, prejudice, and
a disposition to hold you down to a lower price. The honest
pound gives confidence, and should be striven after. But,
as every bee-keeper knows, it is impossible to have absolute
uniformity of weight, but you can hold confidence and present a fair basis by guaranteeing and selling a minimum
weight per case it is fair to all, and should be done by all.
Colorado Grading Rules are a protection to buyers, and the
buyer purchasing under these rules gets all or more than he
pays for, because every case is to weigh so much, a minimum
limit placed on each individual case, and a general average
on the whole lot, so there can not be any " pig in the bag "

—

—

about

it.

If honey must sell at wholesale by the pound, it must
also sell at retail by the pound, but it does not. The " pig
in the bag " does not apply to Colorado, but the " nigger in

the wood-pile " has been made to serve to the hurt of some
Colorado honey-producers. Our rules are all right, and
every buyer should insist on their observance when he
buys; their enforcement protects the wholesale buyer, and
limits the producer, preventing fraud. The very purpose of
the adoption of our rules was to avoid sharp dealings. It is
the common understanding that 24 pounds is a case of
honey, and buyers knowing this will buy a car of honey to
be delivered in Chicago, or other market, at say 10 cents a
pound, or $2.40 a case. When the honey arrives, and the
buyer weighs it which he will do and finds only 21 pounds
to the case instead of 24, he kicks, and having everything
his own way because the honey is in his possession, he refuses to pay $2.40 a case he will pay but $2.10, because he
bought at $2.40 a case, and the case is three pounds short.

—

—

;

We have, therefore, adopted a standard of weights, so
that while it is impossible to have absolutely even weights,
we can have a rule that protects each way both seller and
buyer.
But the Editor -miW again ask, "Why not sell simply by
weight ?" Well, if we sell simply by weight, why, sir, I will
put into first grade honey every very nice 10, 12 or 13 ounce
section its only fault being light weight, and thus there
may be sold as No. 1 honey many cases as light as 15 to 20
pounds. But our rules will compel the producer to put in a
minimum weight in every No. 1 case, and, no matter how
fancy his honey may be otherwise, he must ha.ve zi'eight. too.
Larimer Co., Colo

—

—

(To be continued.)
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No. 3.- Improving the Races of Bees.
BY AKKIAN GBTAZ.
(Continued from paffe

INI'LUKNCK

The opinion has

often

this

week are well worth working

247.,

rKKVIOUa MATING.'
been expressed that while the

egg producing a drone is not impregnated, it may nevertheless be influenced by the drone which mated with thequeen.
In support of this the assertion has been made that a young
animal sometimes resembles not only his fatherand mother,
but also the male which had mated with the mother at some
previous time.
We will discuss the second question first. Such an influence in an impossibility. When the female germ (the
scientists call it the egg) is ripe, it cuts itself completely
loose from the organ that produced it and decends in the
womb there it meets the male germs. These are extreinely
minute, being posses.sed of a distinct and independent life.
The majority of them soon die and are thrown out. Some
meet the egg and enter into it. When the egg is thus impregnated, a sac is formed around it. The egg develops
The only communiitself from within— inside of that sac.
cation that the new being has with the mother is an opening in that sac, through which the blood of the mother
brings nutriment to the offspring, and carries out the rejected matters.
How could the male germs have an influence later on,
when they were never a part of the mother's body, when
they were completely loose, as foreign bodies would be, and
soon die or become a part of the young oflspring ?
Now I will answer some of the arguments in favor of
In the first place, the fact that a calf or colt
this doctrine.
sometimes resemble the male used in a previous mating has
hardly any value as an argument. A number of calves and
colts are neither exactly like their mother nor exactly like
their father, especially in regard to color. That occasionally some would resemble a male previously used is no more
than should be expected.
The case of fowls is altogether difTerent. The fact is,
that one mating is sufficient to impregnate the eggs for several days, from S to 8 or even 10 days. That is, the male
germs live in the hen's body that length of time, ready to
impregnate the eggs as they come to maturity.
Suppose that before the 5 or 1 days are over, another
mating takes place then for a few days that hen will carry
the male germs from both roosters, and whatever eggs mature during that time may just as well happen to beimpregnated by the germs of the first mating as by those of the
second. The chicks resulting will actually be offspring of
the first mating. In this case, like in the preceding, there is
For full inno back influence from a previous mating.
formation on this subject, see the scientific works on physioThe elementary books found in the schools and
logy.
ordinary bookstores are not sufficient. Munn & Co.. of New
York, N. Y., can furnish any scientific book published anywhere, and give the information necessary to make the
right kind of purchase.
Concerning bees, the assertion is that the drones,
though born of unimpregnated eggs, are, nevertheless, influenced by the drone which mated with the queen.
In the first place, this alleged influence is an impossibiWhen a queen mates, the
lity, as far as we can ascertain.
drone-germs enter in a sac situated near the end of her
body. The pressure of the mating operation opens the sac
and puts the germs in. Then the sac closes and they remain
therein, entirely cut off and without any communication
with any other part of the queen's body.
The eggs are formed in what are called the ovaries, situated farther up in the queen's body. As they mature, they
separate and come down through what might be called a
tube, and pass before the sac containing the drone-germs
and are discharged. The sac has a small aperture which
the queen can open for an instant, when an egg passes. If
she opens it one male germ slips out and enters into the egg
through an opening that exists there. The egg is then impregnated and becomes a female egg possessing the rudiments of the organs of both queen and worker. The amount
and quality of feed given during its development determines which set of organs will develop. If the egg is not
impregnated, it will produce a drone, no matter whether
the queen has mated or not.
The proof advanced in favor of the above assertion is
something like this An Italian queen mates with a black
drone. Her workers are of course hybrids. According to
the principles generally accepted her drones ought to be
pure Italians, but they are darker than the apiarist expected.
;

;

:

The Premiums offered
for.
Look at them.
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How

LONG TONGUES.

is it ?
Well, in first place, as we have no control of
the mating', we can never be sure that a queen is absolutelypure Italian, but even if she was it would be no proof.
The Italian queens and drones vary greatly in color,
some are quite dark. The fact that the drones were darker
than the apiarist expected does not prove that they were
impure or were influenced by the drone that mated with
their mother.

WH.\T SHALL

WE BREED

FOR

am

not going to rehash the subiect. I want only to
bring out one point that has been neglected.
With the increase of population and improvements of
farming, the forests, pastures, and other present sources of
nectar, will decrease and disappear red clover will be more
and more cultivated as being the chief crop of a good system
of farming. And the time comes when it will be almost theI

;

?

Honey-gathering qualities, of course. Gentleness, capping the honey white, etc., will be considered to some extent, but the honey is what we are after.
And the queens
whose colonies give the largest surplus will be the ones to
breed from.

only honey-plant available. Other things being equal, the
largest bees will evidently have the longest tongues.

INFLUENCE OF LOCALITY.
Yes, locality and also management. Let me give some
examples John Smith lives in a good-locality plenty of
flowers and to spare. Bees with short tongues will find all
they can gather, as well as those with long tongues. Then
the colonies giving the largest surplus may just as well be
among those with short tongues.
Jim Jones lives in a poorer or overstocked locality.
There are not enough flowers accessible to short-tongued
bees to enable them to furnish a good surplus. After that
they will be idle, while the long-tongued bees will continue
Result The longto gather from deep-corolla flowers.
tongued bees will give the most surplus. Jim Jones will
breed from their queens and eventually create a race of
:

:

I mentioned once the fact that in breeding for honey
are working in the same line as Nature does, and, therefore, we could not expect such results as have been attained
with other kinds of domestic animals. For instance, the
faculty of producing milk has been left almost completely
undeveloped in the wild animals. We take the same animal
and develop that quality away beyond what Nature does in
the wild state. But suppose that we were to work in the
same line as Nature suppose, for instance, that we would
try to prove the hardiness of the Texas cattle, we would
then make but little progress, because that quality has already reached the limit, or nearly so.
This is very nearly the case with the bees. The qualities
tending to honey-gathering such as activity, hardiness,
etc.
are already well developed, so there is not room for
verj- much improvement, as the limit attainable cannot be

we

;

—

—

very
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far.

is not very encouraging.
To offset it we must rethat a very little improvement might increase the
surplus considerably.
In feeding back extracted honey to complete the partially filled sections it has been found that a good colony
of bees consume 1 ; pounds of honey per day. That honey
goes to sustain the life of the bees, keeps the necessary heat,
feeds the brood and produces the wax it cannot be doubted
that the same amount is required during the honey-flow.
Through the winter something like 25 pounds is used. After
the honey-flow, perhaps half a pound a day. Half a pound
of honey for perhaps 20,000 bees is a mighty small daily
ration for each one, considering that there is always a little

That

member

;

brood reared, and perhaps some wax secreted.
Upon the whole, a colony of bees of normal size consumes something like 200 pounds of honey every year, at
least, and probably more.
We have a colony that gives us 40 pounds of surplus
that means that 240 pounds have been gathered in all. Now
we improve the stock, and the colony becomes able to gather
The total gathered will be 280 pounds inJ-fe more, only '6.
stead of 240. Deducting the 200 pounds consumed, we have
now a surplus of 80 pounds double what we had before.
;

—

:

long-tongued bees.
Gilbert M. D. uses a small hive, or, rather, brood-nest.

The colonies with very prolific queens fill it early, and therk
swarm for lack of space, and just as Often as not keep on
swarming during the honey season. No surplus, or very
little.

Those with queens not very prolific do not get crowded,
and refrain from swarming. Colonies that do not swarm
are those which give the largest surplus. These Gilbert
will choose for breeding purposes, and eventually create
a strain of moderately prolific bees.'
Camille P. D. uses Dadant hives. Queens not very
They
prolific do not fill the brood-nest in time for harvest.
keep at it during the honey-flow, and when the colony is
"
"
it is too late to do much good.
up-stairs
ready to go
Those very prolific fill that big brood-nest with a whole
army of workers in time for the harvest, and when the flow
comes a big surplus is stored. Result is, Camille selects
these prolific queens as breeders, and creates a strain or
prolific queens.

A

contribution of mine on the

same subject (August,

1901, page 646) was bitterly, and I think unjustly, criticised
in the Bee-Keepers' Review (for November, 1901.) To those

who might think

the above

is

not exactly what

it

ou{;ht

to

will say this Instead of indulging in cheap critism.
write a better article on the same subject, if you can and
if you succeed I will be glad of it, for I will get the benefit
Knox Co., Tenn.
of it.
be,

1

:

;

SIZE OF BEES.

Would we gain by breeding

a large-sized kind of bees ?
Notwithstanding the contrary opinion of some high authorities, I say, unhesitatingly. Yes.
Granting that a large bee
would not fly faster than a small one, and granting, also,

that she could not suck the nectar out of the flowers faster
than the small one, there would yet be a saving of time going and coming. For the large bee would bring in the
same quantity of nectar in a less number of trips to the field
and back. But it is probable that the large bee would fly
somewhat faster, and it is almost certain that she could
suck the nectar from the tlowers faster, on account of a
larger tongue.
In order to breed larger bees it will be necessary to use
foundation with larger cells, for a bee cannot be larger than
the cell in which she has been reared. If any one doubts
the correctness of this last statement, let him look at the
drones reared in worker-cells. That will settle it.
The increase of the size of the cells should be gradual,
otherwise it would be difficult to avoid and overproduction
of drones.
There is a limit to the size of the cells that can be used.
Too large cell would not hold the honey that is, the honey
would run out of it. It is probable that cells of drone-size,
or perhaps a fraction larger, are all that can be used. This
might give us bees the size of the famous "Apis dorsata ".
In India and other parts of South Asia are found several
kinds of wild bees, some of them the size of our bees,
some much smaller and finally the Apis dorsata, much
larger. While this last gathers a considerable amount of
honey, the small kinds do not gather enough to speak of,
and never more than they can use.
;

—

Value of Good Queens, and Methods of QueenIntroduction.
liend at Vie

W\scitnshi Cuuvi'ntion in Febnuinj, 1903,

BY ADA

L.

PICKARD.

is not that I choose to come before this assemblage, nor
ITis the subject before us one of my of own choice; but
since a number of the members of this Association asked
that the secretary contribute a paper, and suggested the
present topic, I was willing to do what I could to help the
convention along, and so it may be said of me as it was of
the widow who gave her mite, "She hath done what she

could."

more true than, "What is home without a
just so true is the statement, What is a
colony of bees without a good queen ? By a good queen I
do not mean a beautiful queen to look at, but one that is

No adage

is

mother?" and
prolific.

Upon no other one thing does the success of the apiarist
depend as it does upon the queen. Give me a good queen
one that can be brought up to the highest production of eggs
just at the time they are wanted— and I will promise you a
honey crop, if the flowers do not fail to secrete nectar but
with a poor queen — one that may not even be coaxed to lay
to little or no purpose at the proper time— the flowers may
bloom and secrete large quantities of nectar in vain.
I must confess that we have had queens at different
times in our apiaries that, with all the coaxing we could
bring to bear upon them, would not lay any more eggs pre;

—

—
April
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coming season depends upon the queena
we have put into winter <iuarter».

for the

INTKODI'CINO yUEKNS.

Perhaps no other one subject connected with
bee-keeping has received so much attention in
our bee-papers and manuals as has the subject
of introduction of queens. Yet, after reading
the methods and discussions given, it is plainly
to be seen that success does not always attend
the efforts. On the contrary, many losses arise
from the fact that bee-keepers in general da
not discriminate between ([ucens taken from
one hive and placed in another, and those which
have come long distances by mail. In introducing queens from one hive to another in the
same apiary, it does not require one-half the care
that must be given to a queen coming from a
distance.
In introducing a queen from our own apiary
we very frequently use the following methods
:

nucleus from which we wish toWe go
THE HOME ATIART OF MRS. \V. J. I'lCKAKI), HICULAN'D CO., WIS.
get a queen, and, when she is found, we take
the frame of brood she is on bees and all together with another frame from the same hive, carryvious to the honey harvest than would keep up the spring
ing them to the hive from which we are to take the
strength of the colony and when the flow was at its best,
superannuated queen, placing the combs so the queen
there would not be '+ of the number of workers there should
No doubt these were good, prolific queens one day. but will be between the two combs; then we secure the
be.
poor queen and dispose of her then we take out two frames
at this time they were old, worn-out queens, proving thembrought from the nucleus in their place, puff a little smoke
selves worthless. Those colonies made a failure for that
over the top of the frames and close the hive. The object
season, all on account of the queens. The more queens of
in taking two frames with the queen is so that while waitthis kind the apiarist has the worse he is off.
ing outside of the hive she and most of the bees may cluster
So much is being said about implements, apparatus and
When placed in the
between them, thus becoming quiet.
improved methods, one would naturally think that success
hive both are put in together, thus leaving the queen quite
depended upon a certain kind of a hive, frame, section, secamong her own bees. This is a very easy and safe method.
tion-case, or some other aparatus or a certain method of
To introduce a queen that has come to me from abroad,,
manipulation. New apparatus, fixtures, and methods are all
or one which I consider of more than ordinary value from
right, but it is not wise to lose sight of the one important
our own apiary, we proceed as follows
fact, that the queen is the mother of the colony and it is
upon /;<> that the strength of the colony depends. Truly,
First catch the undesirable queen and let the bees rethe key-note of success is struck only when the bee keeper
main queenless from 24 to 48 hours. In the meantirne presees to it that each colony has a good, young, prolific queen.
pare a cage as follows Cut a piece of wire-cloth 4x6 inches,
It is upon the queen that the greatest success is hinged, and
bend up sides (after cutting out a piece one inch square in
until the apiarist awakes to the true value of the queen, just
each corner), forming a tray-like cage ravel down the edgea
so long will it be until he becomes the most successful. To
one-half inch. Then we take the shipping-cage containing
me it is a plain fact that in no one thing in bee-keeping the queen and escort bees and release all the escort bees
does quality count for so much as it does with the queen or
we do not allow any of the escort bees to go with the queen.
mother-bee. Of course, if we only desire to count our coloSelect a comb of hatching brood with some unsealed honey
and then there
nies, then a poor queen is better than none
above the brood place the cage, previously made, on the
are other times when she may hold a colony together until
comb over some unsealed honey and hatching brood, and
we can get a better one but let me repeat, that an apiary let the queen to be introduced run under the cage. Press,
with all poor queens is worse than no bees at all. When we
the cage into the comb until firmly imbedded into it. and in
come to the full realization of the great achievements which
48 hours more, if the bees have not released the queen, she
can be obtained with a really good queen, we, as apiarists,
may be released.
will put forth more energy along this tine of our pursuit
other ways of introducing
I will not mention any
than we ever have done before.
queens. There are probably as many different methods as
Some may ask why the best colonies did so well. Be- there are bee-keepers, and with precaution almost any
cause they had a large working-force of the right age. at
method may be used with success. I will simply start the
the right time, to take advantage of the honey-flow. This
ball rolling, that we may gather ideas from others.
one doing her part at the
is simply due to a good queen
Richland Co., Wis.
right time, and at no other time. The poor colonies failed
to do so well because they did not have a full workingforce due to a poor queen or because the bee-keeper failed
to have the queen do her duty when she should have done
Some may ask, " Can I get all colonies to do as well
it.
each year as my best colonies do ?" I will answer the question by asking. Why not? If all of the colonies are of the
same strength, having a full working-force, why will not all
do as well as the best colonies ? This being true, the trouble
CONDUCTED BY
lies in not having all the colonies of equal strength, and
this condition devolves primarily upon the queen. We may
DTt. O. O. JillLLER, Mareaeo, ni.
not have all exactly alike, but we may have them aproxi;The Qnestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Millet
mately alike if we work for that object.
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.1
Many queens are bred for beaut3' rather than quality.
If we want superior stock we must breed from the superior
workers, and by careful selection and breeding one can
Management of a Queenless Colony.
greatly improve the stock of bees. Pardon for referring to
to a

—

—

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

—

—

Questions and Answers.

—

our own apiaries, but we take pride, if I may say so, in giving special attention to the careful selection and breeding
of our queens for quality, and for this alone we are well
paid in our honey-yield.
Then, too, the wintering problem may be greatly rectiWe
fied by keeping close account of the age of the queens.
find that we have much better success in wintering with
young queens than with old ones. Here is a value of queens
that

many have

overlooked.

But a great deal of the success

In looking over my small out-apiary I found a very
strong colony with only drone-brood in worker-comb, and
some drones already out also one queen-cell containing a
young larva. I moved it away a little distance and put a
weak colony from a stand close by in its place. I then put
a frame containing brood and eggs into the queenless colony by way of experiment, to see if they would get a queen
fertilized with those drones, as there were no signs of any
;
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drone-brood in any of the other colonies, and no other bees
within 10 miles.
1. What
would you have done under those circumstances ?
2. If, as I think is most likely, there is no fertilized
queen in about a month, how would you treat that colony ?
3. If. about two or three weeks earlier in the season
than this (April 6), you found a strong colony to be queenless, without laying workers, would you send for a queen,
or unite it with a weaker colonj- ? If the latter, how would
3'ou proceed ? If you would not send for a queen, why not ?
British Columbia.
Answers. 1. You do not give the time, but, of course,
it was earlier than the date of your letter, which is April 6,
and if the seasons are about the same as in northern Illinois (you are very much farther north, but you are on the
Pacific Coast), I should have united the queenless colony
with the weak one, or perhaps with two weak ones.
2. Unite it with one having a good queen.
3. Unite it with a weaker one, perhaps by simply placing one colony over the other with paper between, and a
very small hole in the paper to allow passage from one
story to the other. I would not send for a queen, because
there would be only old bees in the colony very likely, and
rapidly reaching the limit of their lives, so that the prospect
of building up a good colony by adding a queen would be
not the best, and in the long run there would be a greater
gain to give some weak colony a better show.

—

<

»

»

Prevention of Swarming wlien Producing

Comb

Honey.

have all the bees I want, and run for comb honey.
How can I best prevent any increase?
No%v, Doctor, I am sure you have about the same number
of colonies year after year. Please give your best plan. I
feel sure all big bee-men have a good plan, yet I have never
seen a good explanation of any plan.
Indiana.
I

Answer. — It

is

somewhat doubtful

any bee-keeper
prevent swarming when
that

has a plan entirely satisfactory to
working for comb honey. One way is to allow the bees to
swarm once if they will, then in the spring to unite so as to
reduce to the desired number. Another way is to have all
queens clipped, and when a colony swarms kill the old
queen. About eight days later listen in the evening by putting your ear to the hive, and when you hear the young
queen piping go to the hive the next day and destroy all
remaining queen-cells. Another way is more radical, and
prevents swarming
As late as you can without risking
swarming, take from the colony all its frames of brood and
leave it on foundation or starters.
:

April

24, 1902.

I said I do not need to give any liquid food, but I do
often offer the bees a substitute for pollen, and I am not
sure but it stimulates as much as the liquid food, at the
same time being safer. If I didn't do it for any other purpose, I'm not sure but I would do something at it for the fun
of seeing the bees tumbling around in the meal. You may
take almost any kind of ground grain I use mostly ground
corn and oats, which is easy to get put it in a shallow box,
have the box tipped a little to one side, and as ofien as the
bees work down the feed to a level turn the box around.
When the fine part is worked out, the cattle or horses can
have the rest. As soon as the bees can get plenty of natural pollen, they will desert your meal.

—

—

Spraying Near End of Blossoming.
There are a number of orchards near my apiary, and as
soon as the bloom falls they are going to spray with arsenic.
Now, as a matter of course, there will still be more
or less blossoms on the trees that the bees can get at. Is
there anything I can do to prevent their being poisoned?
I have thought of closing their entrances with wire netting
and I might, if it is absolutely necessary, take some of them
;

Colorado.

to the cellar.

Answer. — It

possible that removal to the cellar
would be advisable. If the owners of the orchards are intelligent, however, nothing of the kind will be necessary,
for it has been decided at the experiment stations most conclusively that it is only a waste of time and material to
spray while any blossoms are yet on the tree not only a
waste, but absolutely detrimental to the blossoms without
is

—

doing any good whatever.

Management for Extracted Honey.
I

am working

same as

for extracted honey, and use supers the
bodies, that is, 2-story hives with an excluder be-

tween.
I have about SO colonies in hives one story only, to top
out with empty hives. No comb foundation.
Would you recommend putting the empty hive above or
below ? Or would it be better to give some combs and some
empty frames to each story ?
California.

Answer. — I

Something depends upon
you would rather not have any swarming, then put the empty story below with the queen in it.
If you would rather have the bees swarm, then put the
empty story above, leaving the brood below with the queen
It
there.
Another thing ought perhaps to be considered
is claimed by some, and denied by others, that you will
have finer honey if you extract from combs in which brood
has never been reared. There is probably little doubt that
there is a difference, however little the difference there may
be, and if you want the finest quality of extracted honey
you may prefer to put the foundation above, leaving the
queen below.

what you want.

don't know.

If

:

Stimulative Spring Feeding.
for comb honey, and want my colonies strong
the honey-flow comes. The books say, '• Stimulate
brood-rearing by feeding." You said not long since, in
answer to some one's question, that " spring feeding is a
two-edged sword, a good thing for beginners to let alone."
What is the danger? And how can I feed, if at all ? or
must I wait until I am a veteran ?
Ohio.
I

work

when

—

Answer. I don't know whether you should wait till
you are a veteran, or whether you are in that class who
should never practice stimulative feeding at all. If the
latter, it will, I feel pretty sure, be some comfort to you to
know that you will have myself for company. I do not feed
anything in the line of honey or other liquid food to stimulate brood-rearing, and I do not believe I would gain anything bj' it. If my bees have enough stores, there is little
danger but they will have all the brood the bees can cover,
and what more do I want ? But it would not be right for
me to insist that every one should have his shoes made on
my last, although I think it very likely that you and I are
alike.
Some, however, may have a week or more of nice,
warm weather, when bees can fly freely, and yet gather
nothing, and in such a case brood-rearing may cease entirely.
For such persons it may be decidedly advisable to
feed so as to keep up brood-rearing.
As to the danger, there is danger that the inexperienced
will feed and excite the bees to flying at a time when it is

and windy so that too many bees are lost. If advisable to feed at all, and the feeding isdone at a time when it
is warm and bees can fly freely, it does not matter such a
great deal how you feed. A good waj' is to uncap or mash
down the capping of the .sealed honey in the hive.
chill}'

.*-•-.

Equalizing Colonies in the Spring— Increase.
I would like to get your best method of equalizing colonies in spring, and the best method of making increase

without swarming.

—

some at home, others scattered
I have 40 colonies
through the country which I propose to run this season for

—

increase only. I want to increase to 200. I am willing to
feed some, if profitable. We have fruit-bloom, perhaps
white clover, always sweet clover, and a fall bloom if seasonable. I would like to increase early, about May, so as to
Indi.\n.\.
build them up strong.

—

Answer. The quickest way to equalize colonies is to
take from the stronger ones all the brood and bees they
have above the average, and that will yield enough to bring
the weaker ones all up to the same level. But unless your
colonies are strong enowgh to average at least four Langstroth frames of brood to the colony, I should strongly advise against that method of equalizing. Instead of that it
is better not to equalize all at once, but to take the stronger
ones first. Suppose your colonies vary from weaklings
having only one frame of brood each, up to those having 7
or 8 frames of brood. Take brood from the strongest, reducing them to 4 frames each. Then give a frame of brood
to each colony that has 3 frames, and, after that, if you have
any left, give two frames to each colony that has two, so

—
April
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lasts.
Two weeks later you can ripoat
the operation, not doinp anythiti^f to strengthen the w.ak€st colonies till all the stron^fcr are brought up to the
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lonp as the brood

mark.
Unless you have had a pood deal of experience you may
make bad work increasing- 40 to 200, and you are just at)cnit
sure to make a bad mess of it if you get up to the 2iiii in
May. Here is one way that I have successfully used Suppose No. 1 has your best queen. Wait until your colonies
are at least fairly strong, and until honey is regularly yieldTake
ing, and by that time build up No. 1 very strong.
from No. 1 all its brood with all the adhering bees, leaving
the queen to welcome home the returning field-bees. The
brood and bees you have taken from No. 1 are to be put on

% The Afterthought. *
The "Old Reliable" seen throuKh New and Unreliable Uluset.
By e. e. HASTY. SU. B Rural. Toledo, O.

:

the stand of No.
2 on a

new

2,

some other strong colony, setting Xo.
Then go to the remaining colonies, and

or

stand.

take from each one all the brood it has beyond 4 or 5 frames,
but taking no bees, and give this brood to No. 1. About "J
days later certainly not more than 10 days later go to the
queenless colony that was left on the stand of No. 2, and
divide it up into nuclei having 2 or 3 frames of brood each,
making sure that each nucleus has 2 or more good queencells centrally located so there shall be no danger of chilling. Then take all brood and bees from No. 1 and put as
before on the stand first occupied by No. 2, and fill up No. 1
with brood from other colonies, but no bees. Repeat this
every 9 days so long as the flow continues, or until so late
that there will not be time to build up. As the work continues you will need to add stories to No. 1, and equally to
the pile of queenless brood and bees on the stand of No. 2.
If there is danger of having the piles too high, you can
start a second plant to working the same as Nos. 1 and 2.

—

—

Uniting in the Fail— Extracting Late.
1.

I let

up strong

my

swarm once, then build the new colonies
expense of the old. If I have 100 colonies
and want only to winter SO, what would be best,
bees

at the

in the fall,
to kill off the surplus colonies, or unite in hives that hold 11

Langstroth frames
2.

Can

I

?

extract honey as late as October?

—

Answers. 1. I should prefer to unite so as to have
stroug colonies for winter.
2. Yes. but not without taking special pains to warm
the combs before extracting. For 24 hours before extracting keep them in a hot room all the better if hung up near
the ceiling. No danger of having them too warm if you do
not melt the comb.
;

in

SERVING VV " REPORTS."

And so John M. Davis wants thu reports woll-dlgesied and
intelligible— size never stated as, •' as big as a piece of chalk."
and di-stance never "a right smart piece," and the keystones
never left out from the arches of testimony. Hi- seem.s reasonable In his desire and rri|uest: and yet Mio.st certainly nobody Is going to fill tlie great yearning chasm In his soul to
Itrlef, lucid statement of things
any" satisfactory degree.
when they write why. you might as well ask Algebra and
Greek of a great majority of Intelligent people. An editor
Hi' cant scold continually
can't do more than he can do.

—

about rambling and unintelligibility without frightening

Pennsylvania.

I opened a lO-frame hive April S (as the bees were flying) to ascertain their condition. I found plenty of capped
brood but no young larv;e, eggs or queen. But I found a
queen-cell nearly ready to cap containing a large larva.

Now what I want to know is, whether I could safely and
profitably get that colony in good condition for the honey
season, which commenced about July 10 last year. Drones
commenced flying May 23, last season.
I have been a bee-keeper since 1898 and have lost only 2
small colonies in box-hives.
Now I have 3 strong colonies besides the one mentioned,
in 10-frame hives.
all I want is a
I do not care for any more colonies
large amount of bees to store honey. The honey crop last
year was poor year before, good.
Pennsylv.\nia.

—

THE "MUSLIN SANDWICH" COVER.
Doubtless a coat of paint with a thickness of muslin In
the middle of It would make an excellent surfaci' for some
climates, providing you get enough paint both above and below, and also providing you keep putting it on as fast as the
weather beats it off. Such a hive-roof would, I judge, fit best
a climate of fierce sunshine and occasional violent rains. In
a climate of little sunshine and endless drizzle there might be
danger perchance that the surface would disintegrate. Page

173.

BARRELS FOR COMB

rightly,

it

is

reared from a
nearly ready to seal April 5 be able to bring up a colony
strong for the harvest by July 10 ? I should say she will not
be likely to do so. The queen will issue from her cell by April
May 23 she will be 38 days old, and the
15 or sooner
chances for her being fecundated at that age are not worth
considering. Very likely some drones will be flying before
that time, but hardly early enough, for she will probably
fly out on her wedding-trip about a month before May 23. In
general you will find that in the latitude of Pennsylvania a
queen emerging as early as the middle of April will not be
a good one. Perhaps your best plan is to destroy the young
queen and get a laying queen from the South, or else break
up the colony and divide its forces among the other colonies.
:

cell

:

,^ND

EXTRACTED HONEV.

The chaps that can't stand barrels for honey, and the
chaps that want all their honey In barrels, can be reconciled
by the method of C. A. Deadman, page 173 Make your honey
secure in tin, and then fill barrels with the tins— for security
and convenience in handling. Guess he's right, that no big
package ever was or ever will be devised that will handle as
If second-hand barrels at ten cents each
nicely as a barrel.
can be had, the expense ought not to frighten one in fact,
the greater expense of crates Is one of the Items pro.

—

MELTING GRANl'LATED HONEY EXPEDITIOUSLY.
Didn't everybody know that'? Then let them hear
and heed that the melting of a mass of honey Is very greatly
expedited by frequent punchlngs and whirlings and subdiviPage 174.
sions of it.

Pshaw:

CARNIOLANS FOR INCRE.1SE

—THEN

ITALIANIZE.

Here seems to be a winning kink which Mr. Coveyou of
the MIchigans gave: Premising that you start with a few
bees, and want to build up a big apiary, keep Carnlolaus till
you get your number, and then Italianize. Page ISU.

BLEACHING COMB HONEY.

81 we have more about the unfamiliar subject
Sulphur vapor and sunlight both.
of bleaching comb honey.
One bath of the former equals somewhat less than a week of
the latter. But look out the sulphur doesn't •' green " it and

On page

1

:

look out the sun doesn't melt it. In Mr. Crane's experience
500 pounds out of 6,500 could not be completely bleached.
Just one-thirteenth. I should call that encouraging success.

THE SEMI-MOVABLE FR.^MES OF YEARS AGO.

;

Answer. — If I understand your question
this With drones flying May 23, will a queen

off

the reports altogethrr. I I'Xjject If we km-w how carefully lie
carves, and how deftly ho fixed things that tnus/ be lixed,
we'd send up a vote of thanks, and refrain from asking anything more. Page 171.

:

MlNNKSOT.\.

Early ttueen-Rearing

\

Exactly so, Mr. Grelner, the semi-movable frames of long
years ago. and centuries ago. would not have benefitted us any.
We should never have heard of them had not an inventive
mind of our own age put the thing In actual working shape
not merely old-time working shape but modern working shape.
Should the next great inventor find out how to tly to an adjacent planet we should directly hear about Elijah and Enoch.
Soon the recondite literature of the world would contribute
dozens of Hiawathas and Laou-Tzes who had made such trips
before.

Wonder what Solon thought he was

after

when he went

the interests of iiee-keepers, 500 B. C. Could
hardly have hoped to copy the floating apiaries on the Nile.
Might have sought an Improved manipulation and a better
kiud of bee. Page IS'2.
to

Egypt

in
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Buy them of H. G. QUIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to lime; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 40D pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from single colonies
containing our queens.
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above.
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$1.00 a year.

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

NKUTON,

a verv

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes;
" I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
^ood idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

and

llitleclilekstannot tTuwii, sm.itt.u nor trample <-ach other. The
Inmpi9<riarantecdn..t tohluvr f„it In the hiirdcst wlnil Btortn.
fiurhan.lBomenew catalog |oU painting Cover).'-i'r'.>f,i/-fe /^,u(rr;i
lanowrcttlTisent froe. Or send 10 cents In stamps for book
nnaay^ttTBSuhBcnptlonfor leading poultry paper. Write at once
\\\\\
l.\t:[;itATOIt rrt.. Box i7.
lA.

KEYE

*«" If more convenient. Dues mav be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded lo Mr. Abbott, who will
mail individual receipts.

A

Bee-Stort. Miss Jean
Chicago girl, 11 years of
Glessner, a prominent society

J. J.

also greatly interested in the sub-

gave a lecture on bees, and afterward
"Jean,'' who was one of the select audience,
wrote out the following from memory, and
also copied the bees and cells as shown in the
illustration accompanying:

interests of its

prevent the adulteration of honev.
prosecute dishonest honej-dealefs.

E. Whitco.mb.
W. Z. Hutchi.n-son,

—
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best that money can buy.. 4.00
We i^uarantee safe arrival, to any State, conlineutal island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we e.'ipect lo keep 300
to 5(XI Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(juirin

and several hundred-weight of
beeswax was obtained besides. The location

in this apiary,

1st:

$9.50

$5.00
8.00
10 50

TuE Apiart of Albert Rozell, of Los
Angeles Co., Calif., is shown in the pictureon the first page. In it are over 150 colonies.
Last year a car-load of honey was extracted

All FoREicfjj Subscribers will please remember that our queen or other special otters,

1

Warranted

Tested
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GOLDEN and LEflTtlERGOLORED QUEENS, before Jiilij
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Prices of

Selected,

Weekly Budget.

\

bees.**

when

Please mention Bee journal

"WTitin^

ITALIAN QUEENS and the
WARFIELD STRAWBERRY...
D.

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City.

The bee, or, as the Indian calls it, the white
man's tly, is a very interesting insect to study.
There are three kinds of bees the drones, the
queens, and the workers. Each hive has only
one queen, which governs the others, and also
lays the eggs. The drones do no work, so. in
the swarming season, the workers, which do
all the work, kill them.

—

A bee can see a long distance. After gathering as much honey as she can carry, she
rises in the air till she sees the hive, and tlies
the shortest way toward it. The word " beeline '" is derived from this fact.

A

bee

will

Drones have no

not

sting

sting, but

unless

bothered.

queens and workers

both have.
The poison of bees is so deadly that if they
sting an insect it will die very soon. Sometimes animals and men also have beeninown
to die when a swarm of bees have attacked
them.
The queen-bee, after pairing with one of
the males or drones, begins to lay eggs. Sometimes in one day she lays two or three thousand. The (|ueen lays worker-eggs in one set
of cells, the drone-eggs in another, and the
queen-eggs in a third. After three days small

III.

Ask for our price-list and testimonials.
As we are spending" the w^inter in North Dakota, all our correspondence, whether social or
business (until further notice) should be addressed,

D. J.

BLOCKER, Denbeigh,

N.

Dak.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
4Alf
Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

The picture shown herewith

is a reproducilon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.

Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offica

of the

American Bee Journal

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
We

furnish caj-ilal. S*Dd
Urt:^ pri.liUH. F:a.>.y w.-rk.
in c.TilH for full l;rie of samjilfHanil rmlliularf;.

DRAPER PUBLISHING
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CO.,

Cblcago.

Ills.

Bee Journal -when writing

CtLLS

worms, called larv:i'. come out of the eggs. In
about tlve or six days tluring which time the
workers feed and care for them they spin a
cocoon. In ".il days the workers come out of

—

!

;
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very well done for a city

bees told,

heard the story of the
and then wrote it out as she re-

niemhered

it.

jii.st

Of course, there are some

little

but in the main it is fairly correct.
Who knows but "Jean " may be a bee-keeper
herself some day
Stranfrer things than that
have happened.
We hope our little girl friends in the country will read Jean's story, and see if they
could do as well at copying pictures of the
three kinds of bees and the honev-cells.
twists in

TIT

wax

stieks out in liitle .scales. Then it is taken
olT and made into cells. These cells are sixsided, so as no space will be wasted.
When we eat lioney it is dillicult to realize
how much patient lahor is spent in making it.
Jean Stiui.ino.

little girl

/^

vJuf iNew

ti»

full

a new home.
liives.

.

it,

iondcna

!

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

^

tiave tlie Best Goofls,

IVDtf

Plea=;e

^^^^^^^^^^^^
Marshfield
tir^^mtfr^mmm

Our

specialty

Wisconsin

Peppermint

Oil for Bee-Stings.

For the benefit of " Penn "' (see page 318)
and other Ijee-keepers who may not know of
this remedy for bee-stings, I would say that I
use peppermint oil; it will stop the pain and
swelling instantly.
Minnie Greenman.
Van Buren Co., Mich., April 13.

All

Favors Ordinary Italians.
my bees came through the winter safely.

I have not lost a colony for several years, except some of the " yellow " order, which die
with plenty of honey around them.
I believe for all-around workers nothing can
(beat the ordinary Italians.

Evan
Madison

E.

Edwards.

Best Slilppinj; Facilities

>

mention Bee Journal whsn -writma.

Mannfactnrin g

Coiiipaoy.

making SECTIONS, and tiiey are the best in the market.
is the right kind for them.'We have a full line of BEE-

BASSWOOD

SUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfield, Wis.
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7A26t

Bee Journal -when writina

The MUTH'S SPECIAL
Jack."

yes. sir

COVER

and

dovetail hive

is

a " Cracker

BOTTOM-BOARD

are abso-

We know

because we are practical.
Our illustrated catalog explains it all. You can
"""^^^^^^""^"^""^ have one by asking. Not a hive left over from last
season. We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
of

lutely warp-proof.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BUCKEYE STRAIN
3-BANDERS and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents each;

6 for S+.OO.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FRED W. MUTH

Co., Ind., April 15.

Spraying Fruit-Trees While

is

Lowest Prices,

anil

CO.,

'^""irNcJ^^Tr.^W

Please mention Bee journal •when writing.

in

Bloom.
This subject, like most others, has two sides
it, or it Is seen
from different points of
view, and different opinions are formed as to
the effect it will have upon the pollen in the
bloom and the crop of fruit. The American
Bee Journal of November last quotes from the
Farmers' Review on this subject:
" It has also been discovered that the poison
is equally destructive to the life of the pollen,
even when the amount of poison is only S) to
10 parts to 1U,000.
Even 2 parts in 10,000 has
been frequently found fatal to the pollen.''
The writer quoted does not tell us what
" the poison " was that was used in the spraying mixture that was so fatal to the fruit
crop and we must take it for granted that he
refers to the usual " Bordeaux '' spraying
mixture. If so, then his conclusions are very
different from the experience of some others.
I have always avoided spraying trees when
in full bloom.
I have heard that it would kill
bees, and also injure the fruit-bloom.
It
looked reasonable that it would do both, and
I did not believe that it would be of any special benefit at that time if the spraying was
done just before and just after blooming. I
accepted these conclusions without making
any personal investigation. But there are
others who believe that it is of great benefit to
the fruit crop to spray the trees when in
bloom
and, through the influence of beeieepers laws have been passed in several
to

;

;

NOTICE
THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY

liave a Branch Store
PHILADELPHIA, PA..

at 10 Vine

direct steamboat connections with Massachusetts.
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
and low freight-rates.

Where they have

As

this is a

St.,

Rhode

main branch, order from any catalog or quotations given

from Medina.
Also booking orders for healthy ITALIAN BEES shipped this month. Full
colonies, 8 frames and queen, S6.00. Wholesale rates on application.

30 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

This is a good time
send in your Bees-

to

W Eisxi'SB

Impure wax

or 32 cents in trade.
not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

any

price.

Chicago,

111.
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Qu66nsiioiislioiildHav6
Does blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding the queens offered not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
giving last season an average yield as

—

follows

:

Honey-Gathering.
102 lbs. extracted

and

comb honey

per
colouj besides increase and stores for winter.

Quality of

*'Man!

6S lbs.

Comb-Honey Produced.
It

would dazzle you."— "Wm. Envoy,

Ontario Government Inspector of Apiaries.

Wintering Qualities.

Up to the present (January 30; I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
always perfectly quiet. They are wintering
perfectly.— Frank T. Adams, Brantford, Canada.

—

General Commendation.

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase. Glad you
are going into the qneen-business, and are going
to join the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 3o5 colonies).

States and in the Province of Ontario to pre*
vent tliem from spraying while trees are in
bloom. There are those of an investigating
mind who believe in the old adage, " Try all
things, and holdfast to what is good, "who
are not willing to taUe hear-say evidence without personal investigation, especially in matters pertaining to their own business and in< )f this class I
have a friend living on
a neighboring island, over in the State of
Ohio, who has almost a national reputation
as a successful fruit-grower. There are no
bees on that island to be killed, and he was
willing to run the risk of losing the fruit on a
few trees, or even the trees themselves, in the
interest of the knowledge gained so he made
a test of the effect of spraying some trees
while in full bloora, and comparing the result

terest.

Prices of Queens.
Thev are dutv free to the United States.
Tested, $2.(X» each; $10.00 fort.; $1S 00 per dozen.
Untested until Julv 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.00 per dozen. Same alter July Ist.Sl.OOeach;
$5.5*.* for 6; or $10.(n,' per dozen.
Larger quantities, prices on application.
Postage stamps
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selected tested queens are offered.
Every one has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and Carniotan queens same price. Price of full colonies
on aoplication. Orders booked as received, and
filled as quickly as possible. Order early.

Address,

Bow Park

R. F.

HOLTERMANN,

Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

Canada

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ODMt

with trees sprayed after blooming. On July
he wrote to me as follows:
" I experimented with a half-dozen peachtrees just in full bloom with Bordeaux mixture
4 pounds sulphate of copper, 5 pounds lime,
and i ounces of green arsenoid, to 50 gallons
of water.
I thoroughly saturated the trees,
every portion, until the mixture dropped from
them. I saw no ill effect. The trees so
treated had more fruit on them than any
other six trees adjoining them that were not
sprayed until after blooming. One seedling
was so full that I had to take off more than
2r, 1901,

tor us.

I'll

We

And

there were no bees there to fertilize
the bloom, and it was too early in the season
for other insects to be out; if any had chanced
to have been there such a dose would most

have killed them
be noted that " green arsenoid"
virulent poison was
added to the usual
formula for Bordeaux mixture, and that the
writer simply states facts, and does not claim
that the spraying in bloom was the cause of
there being no fruit on them he leaves us to
our own conclusions.
But such evidence
ought to go a long way to establish the truth
that the " poison " does not injure the pollen,
or spraying in bloom prevent a crop of fruit.
This witness is thoroughly reliable, and one
of the most intelligent, up-to-date, successful
It will

—

—

;

fruit-growers in this country.
It may require further investigation and experiments
to settle this

matter fully.

Ontario, Canada.

Thaddels Smith.

good advice nut to spray
while in bloom. Good crops of fruit have
been secured when no spraying at all had
done. Editor.]
[All the same,

it is

Only a 2 Percent Loss.

int-bs
,i.n-

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago. Ills.
Please mention Bee journal when wTitin&.

INGHAM'S PATENT
24

years the best.

R''Send

for Circular,

T. F.

2SAtf

Farm

EGGS

EUGENE HAMBAUGH,

15A4t

MT. STKRLING, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal

Plenty of Rain.

Parwell. Mich.

ttlll Poultry
for hatching from StandIs now selling
ard Bred, Uigh-Scoring stock. Barred Plymouth Rocks, Black Langshads, and RoseComb Brown Leghorns. Eggs, 11.50 per 15; $2.50
per 30. Stock in season.

Maple

Bees have wintered with a 2 percent loss of
colonies, and perhaps 10 percent of the remainder will require careful handling to
build them up in shape for the white clover
honey-tlow.
MoRLEV Pettit.
Ontario, Canada, April 14.

Smokers

BINGHAM,

when wrttlna

Bees are doing well here. AVe have had
plenty of rain to insure a good honey crop.
My bees are working on the fruit-bloom and
gathering some honey from fllaree. White
sage will soon blossom.
This is my second year with bees. I built
up my apiary last year, and have now 52 colonies, spring count.
I am
I have the bee-fever pretty strong.
running for both extracted and comb honey.

Eugene Dimas.
San Bernardino Co.,

BEE=SUPPLIES!
COo a^
^„„t3

Calif., April 10.

Report foF 1901.
have kept bees for about 30 years, on a
I never had a bee-book or a
lOO-acre farm.
bee-paper, the American Bee Journal being
the first one I have taken.
My
I have been very happy in bee-keeping.
apiary now consists of 49 colonies. I had 1^0
spring
count,
from
which
I
colonies last year,
secured 8.500 pounds of extracted honey half
of the lot I sold for 7 cents per pound, and the
I inrest for .S cents, without any cans.
I

;

WALTER S.POUDER.

|HOI»H»POIIS.IHD.

make cuwm piiy, use J^hiirples CreaTii .Separators.
Book ilusinesB Dairy ln(,'&Cat.:il2 tree. W.CbesCer.Pa

T<»

Flease mention Bee

Jonmal wlien

•writing

Beekeepers
Root's

SuDDlies

Goods at
Root's
Factory
Prices

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTDCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

half the fruit."

will start y<ju in

and luruish the capital.
U urk
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
(if samples and particulars.

FOR-

,

—

SHEEP
MONEY a',?d?.°?°t,S*
uijik
It

Headquarters

;

likely

T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: " The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
qneens sent by you, and they are grand bees."
S.

April 24, 1901.

etc., at

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.
Golden Italians*
Red Clover Oueens, and Carniolans.
For prices I refer you to mv catalog.

Orders taken for Queens

C. H.

W. CINCINNATI,
WEBER,
OHIO.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention. Bee Journal -when writing.

;

April

AMERICAN BEE JOURN/J^

24, 1902.

FOR^LE.

uIwh.vk wina li'niiuTiipiil lliem In
tic
I
liii-e from -IN to Till ilii^rrues.
of winlur
anil
gooil
contlilion
i)lenly
cellar in
stores.
1 have never lost ft colony during the
winliT.
\Vn had a flue day yesterilay, and put the
liees out, Ijut to-<lay we had ahii; snow-storm,
and put the liees into the cellar ai;ain.

ci-LMisinl 111

tercil

my

Ml iMilonifs.

Im'ck in

llin

1
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liiivu

™llai', willi

55

I

40 colonieH of Hvbrtd lie**", all in Dovetailed
UiveH, on H self spiicinjr lioffman Frames. One
to 10 colonicH. fr> 111 per colony; 10 or more, SZ-Sft
per colony. One super poes with each hive. All
bees (guaranteed to arrive safely by express.
Address,

TllEDDDliK STEliKll.

Washincton Co., Wis., April

F.

7.

Please

Bees Wintered Well.
the reports pnliI pill 4S
lished in the Aincriean Bee .loiirnal.
colonies in last fall, am! took out 4S all ri^'ht
hie year ut'u I to*)'' O"' -^ colothis sprint;.
I

ImvB

liecn interested in

'

kept them from swarmin!; all I could
liy cuttintr
out drone-comb, or cutting the
heads olT. I fed two sacks of sugar in April
and May, and (;ot tlie bees ready for business
when clover came into bloom. I (jot 'i\M
pounds, mostly comb honey, which I sold at
home at V,i cents per pound.
I had no ventilation to the bee-cellar, only
as I miffht open the door from the rest of the
kept the vegetables, but I
cellar where I
found the bees got quite uneasy, and I took
them outa week earlier than nsnal this year.
W.M. Cleakt.
Kossuth Co., Iowa, April T.
nies.

GENT, Rockford,

inf»ntioii

5

H^e Journal whtJi

START YOU
TO
We Mill pt.-Hent you

IN
with

BUSINESS

m.u

i»:.

ttikf In I" start ynu In a i^o.nl jm v In;: l.nslniss, S. ml 10 centB for full Hue (.1 suiiipk-H
iinil

tllr.itlnnH hr.w

URAHt'.K

t'>

l>iis'iti.

PUBLISHING

CO.. CblcQKO,

Ills.

Fleaae mention Bee.lonrnai -when writine.

I

Bees Wanted.
A
L.

ti

C. MILLER.
If

V

kind of Hi vp.

Newton Center. Mass.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send 51.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Liberal Dlscouots tc the Trade.

Illinois.— The Eastern part of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
spring meeting at the residence of O. J. Cutnmings, 2M miles northeast of Rockford, 111.,
Tuesday. May 20, 1902. All interested in bees
I>. Kennedy, Sec.
are invited to attend.

FOR A MONTH

f H£E

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool markets and Sheep
has a hobby which

Is

the sheep-breeder and

his industry, first,foremost and all the time.
Are you Interested? Write to-day.

Light as a
Feather.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

a grand

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
5.
INCUBATORS
TRIAL
HATCK EVERY GOOD EGG OR DON'T KEEP IT. SEND
2 CENTS FOR NO. 53 CATAIOQ AND VALUABLE POINTS.
r-'ease mention Bee Jou^mal "when -writing.

This

is

but Rural
Mail Boxes are a
different proposiniad,

You donH

tion.

ant them too easily digested.
Father
makes short work of ihe
light ones, but our "Un-

Time

heavy

our gain."

cle
for him.

See

Sam's Favorite "'
However, " his loss

is

is

V

BOND STEEL POST

CO.,

ADRIAN, MICH.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writine

Queens

Either 3 or 5 Banded,
from the best strains
in this couctry. Untested, S5 cents each;
$0. per dozen. Tested,
$1.25 each.

mammoth

have moved from Coal Creek.)

Wanted
and estubit a

SWEET CLOVER

I make a specialty of Queen-Rearing, and fill
orders promptly. Remit bv Post-office Money
order to

D;^pj|EL WURTH,
CARYVILLE, TENN.
(I

Latter Day Merchandising has many houses
in the mail order business, "selling- direct to the
consumer," and "saving agent's profits." A
very large percent of these are themselves
taking the agent's profits, having themselves
received their goods at second and third hands.
Among this smaller class, who in truth and in
fact manufacture their own goods and sell directly from the factory to the consumer, is the
famous old Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg.
Co., of Elkhart, Ind. These people handle only
goods of their own manufacture, and they have
no jobbers, agents, or middlemen. Everything
you purchase from them comes directly from
their factories. There is no doubt about agent's
commissions being avoided in their case. The

proportion to which their business
has grown proves that the people realize that
is a great saving to them in dealingdirect
with this firm. Every kind of light vehicle and
harness is in their line. They publish a large
illustrated catalog which our readers should
have. They will be pleased to mail it to any
one writing for it. Please mention the American Bee Journal when asking for the catalog.

m^^^^^^^^m^^^^^

16E2t

S

JO DAYS

the

powder

bakiag

too

lit.

motto for the

cook and

Rider Agents
Oneinoach t"wn
sample

l'JU2

to ride

EK-yt-le.

1902 Models, $9
*0I

&

to

$15

'00 Models, hi^h grade, S7 to $>]

BOO Second-hand Wheels
iiiuki-sand ni<ide!s, pi>i>cl as nt-w,
Grt-at FnrtoryCleariu'j
Sale atbalf factory ci 'ft. Weshipfo

;iil

$3 toys.

an '/'•!( f on approval and tendaye trial
withoutacentin advance.

EARN
A B/CrCI.£"distributin)?
imiu tMtnl'iu'UfS fnr us.
at viu
^^'rlte

i-

list and our wonderlul
Tires, e-iuip•il-ri,il I'jf'-r toau-ents.
ment. sundries, all kinds, half regular nn"'"
for

bar pain

MEAD GYOLECO,

aff.u.'ufZ

Please mention Bee Journal when, -writing.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

Suoplies!

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
Bave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
I, H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich

AND BEESWAX

flONE.y

there

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

sell at ')'" 12c.
Extracted is
for white, and £'" f.c for amber,
flavor
and other 'lualiiies.
liecswa.i scarce at ilc. R. A. Bdrnbtt
Co.
.^^'''tjjic

dependidK upon

A

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in extracted honey is (food with prices lower. Amber, for manufacturing purposes, brings from
iVtC<^biic\ better ({fades from7"i.Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at

any

Beeswax strong

price.

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

$.75
90
1 00
1.00

Alfalfa Clover

80

8.00
8.50
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

146

W.

Erie Street,

YORK A OO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Co.

Albant, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a lon^ lime.
Fancy white comb, ISfiJloc; No. 1, 15c; dark
and buckwheat, 13fel4c. Extracted, buckwheat,
Beeswax, 30c.
6c.
H. K. Wriout.
Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains pood. Market ran^res as fol-

lows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15(atl6c; A No.
1, 14@15c: No. 1, 13@14c; honey in g-lass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, "(oiVJ^c: Florida honev, in bar-

Blake, Scott* Lrb.

Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
ISc; No. 1, 13®14c; dark and amber, Il(ai2c;
Extracted, while, 654@Tc: daik and amber,
5(gl6c. Beeswax, 2'i@30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
Cincinnati, Apr. 11.— Stock of comb honey
here is larger than it ou(f ht to be at this time of
the year, and this is why it is offered for very

low figures. Water-whiie is sold at I4(a(l4uc
and hard to obtain; for extra fancv, 15c.
Extracted finds a steady sale, and amber is
sold in barrel lots for S(a,5^c; water-whits altalfa sells from b(ii6}ic, and white clover brings
from ti\i(gslc. Beeswax scarce at 30c.
C. H. W. Weber.

New York, Apr.

7.— Comb honev. last year's

crop, practically cleaned up. but as we wrote a
little while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and 10@llc for amber!

The market is decidedly dull.
demand, with large stocks on hand,
which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline
in prices,
^ye quote: White, 6c: light amber,
S'lic; amber, Sc; Southern, 5iii(ajS)<c per gallon
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm
Extracted:

Very
some

little

of

HlLDRETH

at 29(5 30c.

&.

Buffalo, March 2S.— Buffalo

SEOELKBK.

verv quiet on
honey, except very low grades at verv low prices. We quote extra fancy, 4c; No. i, 12'a'13c*
other grades, 8@10c. Extracted, S(ai6c. Beeswax scarce; fancy, 28@30c; dark, 22@25c.
Batterson & Co,
is

San Francisco,

Apr. o.— White comb, 10®
amber, 7@10c; dark, b@l cents. Ex5(9—; light amber, 4K(a
amber, 4(S
Beeswax, good to choice, light.
125i cents;

tracted,

—

white,

—

.

26@'2Sc; dark, 24(a25c.
Advices from the interior of this State indicate a big yield of honey this year and an early
season. While quotable values remain in about

the same position as last noted, the market cannot be termed firm.
Buyers are operating
lightly, anticipating easier values when newcrop begins to arrive freely.

having same
50ft
fb.OO
7.£0

at 27&i30c.

The Fred W. Mhth

WANTFD

25ft
$3.25
4.00
4.25
4.50
3.2S

whicbcomb

heavy supply and

dull at

the order:
10ft
$1,40
1.70
1.80
1,90
1.40

in

hodej sells prior to the neft crop ih now practically at an end; therefore pricen are more or
lesH irrefftilar, as some sections in a case will b«
grained more or less and others free. The best
lots of basswood and clover sell at \¥qf\5c\ oth«'r
kinds of white at UXa/13c: ambers are not in

have made arrangements so that we can
ftirnlsh Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
Sft

\

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

rels, 0(ai6)4c.

....

>ti >li iijfjg

•!<

Chicago, Apr. 18.— Theseanon

111.

-writine.

Hit- (Irnt

I

J^ >K >!< >4i yVL ii/L yU. >!i

T T i-»i « •

t-.tx.

EXTRACTED HONEY-either

,3^g.g Qj small lots: parties
to offer, send samples, and best pri-

We pav cash
MUTH CO.'.

ces delivered at Cincinnati, Ohio.
on delivery.
THE FRED W.

Front and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, O.
Please mention Bee Journal -wiien writinflr

lOAtf

BOYS

ora-s.

trii.I

WE WANT and
WORKERS

Buy-;. Girls, old

vnuri)^ alike,
for us.

make mrmey working
\^ e

furnish capital [o.^iari via

ns 10c eUnipt or silver for

aampleaioworkwith.

i

m bosi-

and a line oC
CO.,Ch(cago.lU.

fiiil irii-trLiciions

bRAPER PUBLiSHrNG

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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We have a Large Stock on hand

April

24, 1902.

^i^,1a^is^v!,Ja^is..3i^V!mSs^^e.^e^1a,^s,^iSmJfi».1^^

and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

fiives,

Exiraciors

OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

IN

THE

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything, and cost no more
r

more can anybody do? beauty,
^\^*» ^UdrdllLCC
0-|l!1t*;inf P><* .:7ctLI!»lct(,,LIUIl.
^af icfnrf inn What
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQQINa,
No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

•i
;^

\Vhv
rlrtPe
yv liy UUCA

THE W.

T.

Send name

We

Catalog and copy of
Bee-Keeper free. Address,

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

W. M. Gerrisb, East Notingham, N. H.,
carries a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.

P'jia-

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writine.

D.

OF ALL
Very

dis-

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American Bee Journal one
year— both for only Jl.iO.

Erie Street,

r'olifrkf-nici
CailTOrnicl

T
l

YORK ^ CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

If you care to know of its
Fmits, Flowers, Climate

Pacific Rural Press.

The

leading Horticultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ole copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

33'j

Market

Street,

•

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

^X/W%^

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Re\/iseci,
The

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

San Francisco, Cal.

CHA5. DADANT

SON,

when

III.

writinp

THE DANZENBAKER
$^HIVE^
may be obtained of The A. I.
Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
local and jobbing agencies. Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
and get quick delivery.
The

Root

best comb-honey hive on the market

Co., of

Branch
The A.

I.

Root

The A.

I.

Root

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

Co..

Wm. A.

Jobbing Agencies-

Offices.

Vine

Ill

St..

Philiidelphia,

P.a.

...

Se)ser, Manager.
^lyracuse. N. Y.
Co.,
K. A. Salisburv, Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Root Co..

J. B. Mason. Manager.
Root Co., li':i4 Mi8.s St.. St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. Acklin. Manager.
•
San Antonio, Texas.
The A. I. Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton. Managers.
The A. 1. Root Co., li'no Md. Av., 8. W. Washington.
Saffell & Hernck. Managers.
The A. I. Root Co.. San Ignacio 17 Havana, Cuba.
F. H. de Beche, Manager.
-

200-Egg Incubator
for $ 2-80 9,
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recommend it over our regular hives. At first I
it. but the sales have increased without recommendahave si>lrt tliev have bought again and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and I am tnrced to the conclusion that it 18 the BEST
J.B.MASON.
comb-Honey Hive on the market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Root Co.
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unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.
just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
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hives.
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Mechanic falls. Maine, Feb. 28, 1902.
Root Compant. Medina, Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am verv. vekv pleased that you are willing I should
recommend ihe Danz. hive. 1 have had a great many inquiries regarding it,
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Know What Your Dealer Pays
'T^his book tells pretty nearly what your dealer pays
"'•
for everything.
It quotes wholesale prices on
70,000 articles, and shows pictures of 17,000 of them.
It includes practically everything that anybody uses,
wears or eats; and its prices are the lowest ever quoted.
It will save the average family at least $100 per yearsome $500. Two million people send for this book yearly as a buying guide, and we want you to have one too.
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We haw been work^g
together on this catalogue for thirty years. We
consider this number to be as
neal* the idea] Buyer's Guide aa the
world has ever seen. We have done
our best and our assistants have don^
their utmost, to tell the
about everything listed herein.

TRUTH

Two
It

THIS BOOK CONTAINS

now numbered among

our

because you can rely on

it.

Other

catalogues are offered you, but

Our house is the oldest and largest, and our prices
Our guarantee is the fairest, and our record of a
quarter century assures you of fair dealing. We keep our customers.
this

one

is

best.

are always the lowest.

PAGES

and safe delivery.
Every article in our catalogue
Not the slightest exaggeris described exactly as it is.
ation is ever permitted. But if anything you get
doesn't suit you in quality, or price, or fit, send it back
and we will replace it. Or we will send your money
back, and pay transportation both ways. We consider
no expense or effort too great to avoid having one

much above cost; and goods that we cannot buy low
enough are made in factories of our own. Is it any wonder that we can sell for about what common dealers pay?

dissatisfied customer.

sales that

We

Guaraotee

t

requires 100 typewriters to write our letters to them.

You Need This Book

70,000 PF.ICES
17,000 PICTURES

t

are

IVIiiiion

fill

ft

if

at about

People customers. We carry for them a
their orders.
stock valued at 82,500,000. We employ 2,000 clerks to

NVARD & CO.
MONTGOMERY
MfCHtGAN AVENUE
MAOISO^J STREET. CMICACO.

1,000

we have been

selling merchandise by mail
what dealers pay. Ouri is the
original catalogue business, and the greatest mail order house in the
world. This enormous business has been gained and held by underselling everybody, treating customers fairly, and doing as we agree.

for 30 Years

satisfaction

by

We get along with a
We have no

stores.

fraction of the profit charged

salesmen

— no selling expense

t

save our catalogue. A dealer must make several times
as much on each article to pay his expenses and live.
Our expense is but a small percentage when spread over

amount

to millions of dollars annually.

We simply combine

\
i|>

Two ThoMsand Stores

in

the buying and selling of two
thousand average stores. We save the wasteful methods
that cost more than the merchandise, and we give the
saving to you. This is the modem method of business,
and the buying of the 20th century will be done more

One

Two

thousand average dealers together will not buy so
in a year as we. The makers who sell to us have
no traveling expense, no cretiit risk, no losses, no salesmen to pay. They save the whole cost of selling the
same goods to 2,000 separate stores, scattered everywhere. The fiercest competition in America centers in
the effort to get our trade. The prices we pay are never

much

In this way we are now saving our
customers from four to five million dollars annually.
You will become one of those customers when you see

and more by mail.

this book.
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you want our cata-

logue,
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care-

and mail it to us today,
enclosing 15 cents. This catalogue which we offer you
costs us about 70 cents to print, even in million lots.
The postage on it costs us 22 cents more. We ask you
to send us but 15 cents (less than half the postage alone)
just to show that you do not send from mere curiosity.
fully the slip to the left of this,

Today,

Name
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Send Only 15 Cents

This book will save any average family at least $100
per year. If you don't find that it will save you at least
a hundred times what it costs you, simply write us, and
we will cheerfully send your 15 cents back.
Please send today, before you forget
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New York Anti-Bogus-Honey

Ijaw.

—

Such a law has recently been enacted, and
It will be
is a credit to that great State.
worth much to the whole country to have the
adulteration of honey stopped in New York
City.
Chicago used to be headquarters for
such work, but since the Pure Food Commission came into existence, there has been precious little adulterated honey put on the open
market here, and most of that has been
labeled so that the purchaser could see that
he was not getting the pure article.
Jlere is a copy of the parts of the
law as amended

New York

to amend the agricultural law relative to prevention o( disease among bees,
and to add two new sections thereto relative to honey, to be known as sections

eighty-a and eighty-b.

—

Section 2.
Said chapter, three hundred and
thirty-eight, is hereby amended by inserting
therein, after section eighty thereof, two new
sections, to be known as sections eighty-a and
eighty-b, and to read respectively as follows:

— Bcfiniiiff

—

?io)iey.
The terms
or extracted
honey,"
" strained honey," or "pure honey," as used
in this act, shall mean the nectar of flowers
that has been transformed by, and is the natural product of the honey-bee, taken from the
iSt'ftioii

SO-'i.

"liquid

honey-comb and marketed

in

a liquid, can-

died, or granulated condition.

—

iSection Sll-b.
h'cfattveto KeUhif/ a commodity
in imitation or seiniiltincc of ftoncy.
No person
or persons shall sell, keep for sale, expose or
oflfer for sale, any article or product in imita-

tion

or

"honey,"

—

semblance
"liquid

" strained honey," or

not pure honey.
association,

honey

branded as
honey,"
"pure honey," which is
of

or

extracted

No person

or persons, firm,

company, or corporation

shall

manufacture, sell, expose, or offer for sale
any compound or mixture branded or labeled
as and for honey which shall be made up of
honey mixed with any other substance or ingredient. There may be printed on the package containing such compound or mixture a
statement giving the ingredients of which it
is made; if honey is one of such ingredients,
it shall be so stated in the same size type as
are the other ingredients; but it shall not be
sold, exposed for sale, or offered tor sale as
honey; nor shall such compound or mixture
be branded or labeled with the word "honey "
in any form other than as herein provided;
nor shall any product in semblance of honey,
whether a mixture or not, be sold, exposed, or
offered for sale as honey, or branded or labeled
with the word " honey," unless such article
is pure honey.

ABSTRACT PROM THE AGRICULTURAL LAW
RELATIVE TO PENALTIES.

—

MAY

1,

No,

than one hnndreil dollars, for the first violation. and not loss than one hundred dollars for
the second and each subsequent violation.
When such violation consists of the manufacture or production of any prohibited article, each (lay during which or any part of
which such manufacture or production is carried on or continued, shall be deemed a separate
violation of the provisions of this article.
When the violation consists of the sale, or the
offering or exposing for sale, or exchange of
any prohibited article or substance, the sale
of each one of several packages shall constitute a separate violation and each day on
which any article or substitute is offered or
exposed for sale or exchange shall constitute
When the
a separate violation of this article.
use of any such article or substance is prohilMted, each day during which or any part of
which said article or substance is so used or
furnished for use, shall constitute a separate
violation, and the furnishing of the same for
;

use to each person to whom the same may be
furnished shall constitute a separate violation.
Section 2. This act shall take effect imme-

—

Section .57. Every person violating any of
the provisions of the agricultural law shall
forfeit to the people of the State of New York
the sum of not less than fifty dollars, nor more

We hope other States will copy the New
York law, and thus get into line for pure
honey. Nothing would so help the sale and
table consumption of genuine honey as stringent laws against the sale of the adulterated
article, and their rigid enforcement.

Honey

at Fairs.— Mr. Smith reports in
the Canadian Bee .Ic:>uraal that several years
ago at the county fair he made a display of
honey in sections and extracted, both clover
and buckwheat, some clear, some candied,
several hundred pounds altogether. He says:
Well, the result rather astonished me. I
was overwhelmed with questions about honey.

"How

did

I

get

it

in

the

little

boxes?"

" How was it some was so light and clear,
another kind so dark in color?" "What
made it candy i-i, etc. People who had never
seen or tasted h"oney before, stopped to admire
and express a desire to purchase some; and
the result was that we sold all our cull sections by cutting them into 5-cent pieces, that
were eaten on the spot, instead of candy, and
many who had once tasted honey purchased
some to take home with them. I had a crowd
The
around the exhiiiit the whole time.
honey was all sold, and orders were taken to

be

tilled later.

This proved to be the best advertisement we
ever had, and was the means of introducing

honey into many homes where it was found
to be so much more healthful and economical
than

many

of the preserves in

Bad Bees
lawsuit

is

common

use.

they have up in Canada.

A

reported in the Canadian Bee Jour-

a Mr. Brock suing for damage done by
Mr. Patterson's bees. Some who have kept
bees close by their homes without any misapprehension may be surprised to read how very
nal,

bad Mr. Patterson's bees were.

AMERICA )-^

1902,

diately.

AN ACT

"honey,"

ILL,

ill*5JV'N

Listen;

In stating his case Mr. Brock: swore that he
owned a house and :i half-acre lot west of Mr.
R. L. Patterson, who also owned a house and
a half-acre lot, and kept about 130 colonies of
bees.
Mr. Patterson's bees had been very

18,

His
troublesome to himself an<l family.
mother and sister were afraid to go outside of
the house on account of them, aixl especially
at swarming-time.
He could not cultivate his
lot, and had to give up fruit-raising, not only
on account of their stinging the pickers, but
through llicir sucking the juices of the fruit
and destroying the berries. He Ijelieved that
he could not sell the property if he wanted to
on account of Mr. Patterson's bees. His horse
had been stung, and injured through fear of
the bees. The family washing could not be
hung out to dry without being spotted by
their excrement. The roof of his house was
also defiled,

and when the rains came

this

matter was washedoff into thecistern, rendering the water filthy and unfit for use. His
wood-pile, loo, was affected he could not
get any one to saw his wood, and sometimes
the bees would crawl on the pieces and be
carried into the house, where they would
sting and annoy.
Mr. Brock's mother and brother and sisters,
and a number of others, mostly relatives,
witnessed for the plaintiff. Mrs. Brock swore
having had to wash the clothes three times.
One of the sisters declared she had to leave
home on account of the bees.
;

The strange thing is, that Mr. Brock should
ask only $(J0 for all that harm, and that the
judge should be so hard-hearted as to find no
cause for action.

of Honey-Cans. — The

Size
tin

can

man
It

is

says in

may

fer a
tacle

60-pound
But G. A. Deadthe Canadian Bee Journal

a favorite size.

surprise

some when

say that

I

I

pre-

10-pound slip-covered pail to any recepI have yet seen for honey after it is

In the future, or until further
notice, any honey I have no market in view
If an order
for goes into 10-pound pails.
comes for a liO-pound tin I can send six of

granulated.

these with the assurance that the customer
They
will be pleased rather than otherwise.
are so much nicer to handle, and more useful
when empty. In sending these you will be doing
a favor rather than otherwise. You can till an
order for liO-pound tins with 10-pound pails,
but you can very seldom send a 60-pound tin
A 10in the place of six 10-pound pails.
pound pail of honey almost any family can
buy, although where honey is expensive I find
.5-pound pails are in demand.

The Buffalo Convention Report

is

issued in pamphlet form, size OxS'., inches. SO

pages and cover. Besides a full report of the
proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 10, 11 and 13, 1901, it
contains fine half-tone portraits of all the
ofiicers and directors of the Association ; also

the Constitution, a

list

of the

membership up

end of 1901, and the two latest beesongs "The Hum of the Bees in the AppleTree Bloom'' and "Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with
Journal one year both for
the American
SI, 10.
Every bee-keeper ought to have a copy
to the

—

—

of this Report.

We believe it

is

gotten out for the Association.

the finest ever
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others

who has cured

Ccnvention Proceedings.

|

when moved away the bees will get in there and
into all the hives.
But when you say that you can
keep clear of foul brood by cleaning it out of your own apiary
when you have it within a mile of you, I would like to see the

Dr.

take

2oO.)

— Get a State
Mr. Horstmann — There

Mr. Clarke

brood— clean
for three

inspector.

In other words, get

is only one way to get rid of foul
have had experience with foul brood
didn't know my bees had it until I got a

1

out.
years. I
it

report from Dr. Howard stating what it was. In the summertime, during a good flow, drive the bees out on the starters of
After the brood
foundation— (that's the McEvoy plan).
hatches out take the bees off the lioney and save it, and cut
the other combs out and burn frames and all. Scrape the
hives out clean, and use them over again. That's the way I

and I believe I have been successful.
Mr. Moore Have you any foul brood now ?
Mr. Horstmann I cleaned out one hive, I think it was
Saturday. There was foul brood. The first of September I
noticed that there was some fo\il brood, and I took the bees
and drove th('m right off on frames; and this is an experiment I am trying for next spring. The idea is to have the
bees consume all the foul honey they have this winter.
Mr. Marvin I suppose there are a great many here that
knew my brother by reputation. He kept bees for a great
many years, and his bees had foul brood.
Dr. Miller That was James Marvin, whom we all looked
up to as an authority along with Mr. Baldridge.
Mr. Marvin He was an authority. I have bees myself,
and I want to tell you all, for your benefit as well as those who
are in hearing, if you have any foul brood, why, get rid of it.
Don't try to monkey with it, but just burn it right up and get

did,

—

—

—

—

—

rid of

it.

Mr. Moore

— How many

have used the McEvoy treatment

and gotten clear out by that method ?
Mr. Horstmann — How long a time

will he allow?
How
time are you going to give us to try the experiment, a
I
year, or two years? You can hardly report on one year.
cleaned some out last year and I took them out again this
I don't know whether it was the cause of the treatment
year.
or whether the disease was spread by robbing. I think it was
caused this spring by robbing. I had a colony that was weak.
and had the hive-entrance closed. It grew very cold and they
knocked the entrance block off and the bees pounced in there
and cleaned it out. I believe that is what spread my foul
to
I worked on the McEvoy plan but I won't be able
brood.
report on that until next fall.
Mr. Italdridge The McEvoy plan will cure foul brood
there is no doubt about it. There is another plan, but I will
not detail that. You need not expect, if you get rid of foul
brood, tliat yo\i will keep rid of it. Therc^ is too much in the
neighborhood. I had it introduced in my yard several times
from the bees robbing other people's bees. My bees have foul
brood now. I can get rid of it, but it won't stay rid of it but
it will be introduced from other yards if it is not entirely
eradicated from the section of the country.

much

—

;

;

— I believe,

—

the trouble is
if you get rid of it
There'is something about the hives,
the honey, the comb and the bees. You don't get rid of it.
Now I tell you, there is no other way but to burn it. My
brother was a thorough-going bee-keeper. Dr. Miller knows
something about it. You cannot get rid of foul brood unYou won't get rid of it from neighbors'
less you exterminate.
My brother tried
If you have it at home, get rid of it.
bees.
everything he heard of. He had 6f)7 colonies of bees. He
lost all but three.
Dr. Miller— Has he three left yet ?
Mr. Marvin About three, I think, or half a dozen, anil
that was down at St. Charles. They weren't up with his

Mr. Marvin
you don't get rid

of

it.

.

•

—

tells me he has it but can do it.
I don't believe
an apiary that has foul brood within a mile but what
It may not form this year.
The
I can find it in the cells.
honey that is ripened in the fall is in the cell; you don't get
any from the pussy-willow, but:the bees will naturally go to
work for brood. Those cells may lie in the frames and they
may not develop, but as sure as you have a month of May like
last year, if your bees have foul brood, by the middle of June
you will have it developed so that you will have to throw out
the whole colony. If you have foul brood thoroughly developed there is no mistaking it, even a single cell of it. You
can go to the hive and take everything out. If you go in the
evening, shake all your bees off into the hive and bury the
frames put them down the same as you would in the bottom
you need not be bothered with foul brood again, if
of a well
you do it that way. Burning I am dead against. There is
not one in fifty I have known to do that way that is without

man

shall

rid of foul brood.

it off

that

there

IT.

"
we get rid of foul brood ?
treatment.
McEvoy
the
Take
Miller —

How

—

neath, and

Dec. 5, 1901.
BY A SHOKTHAND REPORTER.

"

foul brood, get up.

—
—

—

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag'O Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

iContinued from paffe

1902.

Mr. Muore Have you cured foul brood, Mr. Clarke?
Mr. Clarke I have not. My bees have had a touch of it
every spring, and I have a neighbor next door who labored
with it for about two years. Mr. Marvin spoke of 667 colonies.
I can imagine how it would spread to every hive if the
combs were burnt, and the work was not done properly, even
I think it an
entirely wrong idea to
in half a dozen hives.
burn up the combs, because, unless a person goes to work and
covers up entirely we tried it and the fire will not, and cannot, consume the honey and wax, the honey will run down
and you move away the ashes and find honey under-

The Chicago Convention.

FOUL BROOD — HOW TO GET RID OF

1,

they had been, he wouldn't have any. Let some one

if

:

May

is

—
—

foul brood.

Dr. Miller

— Will Mr. Clarke us what he would do?
— would bury every frame. The amount
tell

Mr. Clarke

I

of

trouble and the risk you run by the
bees taking the honey. I am dead against burning.
Mr. Horstmann I have burned the frames and I guaranI have carried it into the
tee there wasn't a bit of wax left.
basement and was sure there wasn't a bee near, then I saved
what wax I could and also honey. The honey was all right,
and I have taken all the frames and put them into a furnace,
and they make the nicest kind of fire, and saved coal for me.
Take it out in the country where you can get lots of leaves, and
not a germ left. You
I know you can burn up every bit of it
can take the old wax and let it dry some place where the bees
won't get it, audi know you can get rid of it by fire a great deal
better than burying it. It may be dug up. I don't know but
what the disease may spread three or four years afterwards.
As to burning up the frames, bees and all, that is away behind the times. I think we have bee-keepers in this country
that can exterminate foul brood without burning up the bees
and all. I don't like tlu^ idea of burning bees, and I wouldn't
do it. I think I have about as good a way as you can get.

wax wouldn't be worth the

—

—

—

Dr. Miller Is there any city ordinance against combining
the two, digging a pit deep enough to bury, and then burning
[Laughter].
it and burying the ashes ?
I have had no experience with foul brood.
ISIr. Dadant
I never have seen a case even away from home, but I wish to
say that I buy beeswax to make foundation, as you know, and
and
in that way we certainly have many cases of foul brood
our bees have access to the building in which we keep our crude
material, and our bees get to all the beeswax that comes to us.
And, remember, we
If there is any honey about it they get It.
have been doing that for 25 or 30 years, and I have never
seen a case of foul brood. The scientists tell us that a temperature of 212 degrees will destroy any germ of life. Germs of
foul brood, bacillus alvoi, are living germs, and just boiling
water will destroy them. Scientists tell us that, and I am satisIf it wasn't so I would have seen foul brood
fied that it is so.
before this. As to the burning of bees, some of you say if you
burn the hives you will destroy it. but perhaps some of the
other hives will have it. Do you r<'alize that foul brood is a
disease ? We had [ilagues Asiatic eljolera and small-pox
and there was a time when they put persons having either one
of these diseases in the pesthouse and left them there to die.
No one would go near them. Did that cure it ? No. It was
only when men devoted themselves to discovering a remedy,
ami in an assembly like this we don't want to advise burning
Find a remedy. When we have a case of small-pox we
it.
vaccinate all who are around. You don't want to apply the
treatment only to the one colony, a|}ply it to every colony.
When you have one, you don't know how many side by side
may have the germs, just a small germ that may not develop
fortvvo or three months. If you treat not only the colony th

—

;

—

—
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(hmo, tliat yoii liavi!
is discasi'd, tlidii yoM can tell, as I have
Tlial is
liiit, yon tell lis to dcsl.i'oy it liy biiniliiK it.
curi'd it.,
Did lliat I'liro it ? Do you know liow
(•(|iial to tli(>, prstlioiisc.
many cities wcri' dostroyi'd? Kven to day wlion wi^ ar<^ caii'li'ss

small-pox It spreads in our town. Wo vaccinate iviiy
VVc want to discover a cure, and not apjily it to om- tjut
to ev(!ry eolonv, and if you are careful even to tlii^ nelKlilior's
bees, and if y(Mi liiid it will cure it, as you must sooner or
Here is a Kenl !later, llieii you liavi> achieved soinelliiiiKman tliat out of (H)7 colonies saved Ihrcic. Might just as wi-ll
bnrii tlieiii all at first, then.
Mr. jMarvin— llo was trying other experiments.

of tlin

one.

FOUL-BROODY C0L0NIK8 INTO

SHIPI'ING

ILLINOIS.

"Can a bee-l<eeper 1)(^ prevented from hriufiing foul-broody
"
colonies into Illinois
Mr. Moore I tliink aoreat many f,hint;-s on this foul-brood
question, but I don't suppose I can express tlieni in a way Miat
About two years ago I found
will he particularly interestiii}j;-.
'.'

—

liad foul

in

my

—

repeatedly
I
I had about 30 colonies at that time
the bees off the honey and frames and o-ave them
ni>w frames, and gave them foundation, burning the whole
The result was I
thin;; up bodily, except the hive and bees.
lost 20 colonies and out of the eleven I now have I am satisI would have no objection
fied four or live are still diseased.
I had
any quanto burning them up if I could get rid of it.
titv of kindling, so that where I burnt up a pound of foul
brood I had ten pounds of kindling to burn it with, and I got
the lire good and burning, and I put it on and am satisfied
that everything was burned up. Dig up tlie ashes and bury
them in the ground about a foot, and you have clinched the
for the ordinary, every-day
I think there is no way
thing.
bee-keeper to get rid of it without burning it up. The ]McEvoy treatment may be all right for Dr. Miller, who can
spend days and weeks at it, but for ordinary, everyday b(^ekeepers it is a failure. To burn up everything that conies in
touch with it, even the hives, I am satisfied is the way to do it,
excepting of the honey, brood and frames. Burn it up, then
you liavc a fair, fighting chance. Mr. Marvin says you don't
get foul brood from the outside, and you would better get rid
My experience is
of it in your own apiary when it is there.
from B8 colonies down to 11, and nearly everything I have
now is infected with foul brood, and I have been experimentPerliaps if I had spent all my time at that,
ing long with it.
and quit my other business. I would have gotten rid of it, but
in my ow'n weak way I have tried to get rid of it and I have
failed absolutely.
The first thing, we ought to have a good,
No use in going into details. You
drastic law in this State.
Well, that
all have read about the laws other States have.
A foul-brood inspector soes
covers tlic thing completely.
with them, and burns and destroys if necessary. 1 take it that
there are 12 apiaries in this (Cook) county that are infected
now with foul brood, and there is a chance to infect the whole
State with foul brood.
Mr. Clarke Can Mr. Moore tell us what time of the year
it was when his colonies were infected ?
Mr. Moore It was mostly last spring, from April to .Inly.
Mr. Clarke Was it in April or May ?
Mr. Moore Probably May, .June and July.
Mr. Clarke You did your work in the worst possible time
you could. This not only from my experience but from every
bee-keeper's around, as there were very few days that you
could open the hive and not have robbers come in. and you
would get it into every other colony you had in the yard.
Mr. Moore It is very easy to talk about what is the best
thing to do. It is very easy to read McEvoy, but you knowhow hard it is to go home and carry out to the letter things
that we believe are right to do. We won't do it. The moral
is, to take the most drastic possible method with your case of
Do the thing you are absolutely certain the foul
foul brood.
brood won't get away from, and I say there is nothing else
but tlie consuming tire that will break up foul brood.

apiarytook

when we find we liave it, and then start In again liuyiiig
new comb; I think this Is the cheapest In the long run.
Mr. Clarke— 1 have tried the McEvoy treatment, and I
have never known It to fall if it is done properly.
Mr. .Moore— Your bees now have foul brood?

start

—

all

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

A Member If this method is proceeded in, and a drastic
law enacted by which all foul brood is destroyed beyond all
recognition, where is there ever going to be any chance to experiment ?
Mr. Marvin I think we liave had too much experimenting.
When men can't get up here and tell us among all the
bee-keepers, and women, too how to cure it, and cure iteflfectually, I think it about time to exterminate it, and I think that
is the cheapest way.
We don't want to spend money for
nothing. Go right to work and exterminate it right at the

—

—

—

the si)ring because I
foul brood in tlie colony

1 am likely to liave It
Mr. Moon
have It around me. Directly you have

it

show

will

in

it.

Mr. Dadant -From the outside?
Mr. Clarke From its work.
Mr. llorstmann When I first noticed foul brood I had
live colonies, and I have increased to 27. I liad 1,700 pounds
of honey tlie past season and cleaned out, 1 think, five or seven
McEvoy plan, and got over W)
colonics.
I worked on the
pounds of honey from the colony I treated in June. If that
doesn't show up well, I will give up.
Dr. Miller There are some of us who haven't any foul
We will all take foul brood home with
lirood in our apiaries.

—

us.

—

move we change the subject.
is the best way to prevent

I

"

my

with it
ajiiary.
I had no ex]ierienci\
bej^aii to read up on that (luestion and I
weak, imperfect way attemptinf;; to ;;ct
striififiled alonjr in
I studied up the McEvoy treatment and
rid of th(^ disease.
this.
Last summer, in my
I failed in
tried to carry it out.
brood
whatever, but I
I
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What

foul brood,

and keep

it

out?"
Mr. Dunn--That"s what we all want to know.
Mr. Stanley— I have tried it. I think it can be done without
burning the bees and destroying them. I will explain my way.
It is to re-queen the colony, and about ten days afterwards
shake the bee? off the combs on the starters, and boil the combs
up and use for wax, and the honey can be used after boiling.
In 1884 we had over 200 colonies, and treated about 20 that
way. and we had a barrel of lioney and had no bad results.
Dr. Miller— That's the McEvoy treatment, but you had
the additional
Mr. Stanlev

— Then

I

re-queen the colony.

Mr. Horstrnann— I would advise no one to handle foulbroody colonies unless there is a good honey-flow on. Then
you will have no robbing but lie sure that there is a good
;

honey-flow on.

A Member— Did anybody ever know foul brood to spread
during a good season? It is during a poor season— that's,
when

it

spreads.

Walker— We don't have poor seasons here. There
are several quite important particulars that he might tell us
about. As to whether he handles them in broad daylight or
was careful to handle them just at dark, and careful to see
that no bees got into some adjoining colonies, as they are put
Mr.

have had experience with foul brood for at least 20
it
I fancy Mr. Moore asking me why I am not rid of
now. I am rid of it now: and I will say that I have had more
or less of it nearly every day from 20 years ago up to now,
but it is because I have had to ship so many bees from different places. I have found out that foul brood, when you suppose vou are rid of it you have to go at it again to get rid of
McEvoy's
it.
It has been eternal vigilance in my case.
treatment I have adopted, and it is all-sufticient. Some have
tried a few cases, one season or two. and sit in judgment on
Mr. McEvoy, to find out whether his treatment is proper or
By way of suggestion, I tliink we get honey from all
not.
over creation, and then transport it all over, and expect to get
rid of foul brood, and keep rid of it.
" Can a bee-keeper be prevented from bringPres. York
Does any one know ?
ing foul-broody colonies into Illinois ?
law to prevent it.
there
is
a
believe
I
don't
Miller—
Dr.
" Is the queen responsible for foul brood?"
Pres. York
I

off.

years.

—

"'

—

How manv

think she

is

— raise the

hand.

Two.

foul brood one-half to three-fourths
of a mile from you, is it possible to keep from it in your own
many think it is?''
apiary?"
Dr. Miller— It depends upon what kind of neighbors you

Pres.York— With
'•

How

have

to

keep

bees.

A Member— Was

foul

brood ever

known

to exist in bees in

a wild state ?
Dr. Miller— Yes.
(To be contiaaed.)

The Texas State Convention.
The 24th annual session of the Texas State Bee-Keepers
Association was held in Greenville, April 2. 1902. YicePresident J. M. Hagood called the meeting to order, and
prayer was offered by the chaplain. About 25 bee-men were
present, representing nearly 3.000 colonies of bees, and an
average of 20 pounds of honey per colony the past year,
which vear was the hardest on bee-culture in the experience
of bee-keepers.
The convention was in session two days, and topics of
great interest to all were discussed.
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The venerable president, W. R. Graham, was too feeble to
be present and preside, very ranch to the regret of all.
Messrs. Hagood, Morgan and Cooper were elected delegates to the Farmer's Cong're.«s to be held at College Station
next July. W. R. Graham was re-elected president; J. il.
Hagood, vice-president and F. N. Hunter, secretary.
;

Contributed Articles.
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with a colony of bees, or even given the profit from one or
more colonies, it would give them new life. If once they
could be induced to study the bee, they would find it so wonderful that many hours could be profitably passed in studying the mysteries of the hive and its wonderful inmates,
and soon new life would come to the sick one in forgetting
self, and in the prospect of earning a little fortune from the
care of the busy bee. And when the bright, sunny hours of
spring come, and the bees with their happy hum are flitting
from flower to flower, the sick one would be induced to go
out-of-doors and forget self and the many aches, as nothing
is so conducive to health as to forget self and become intensely absorbed in something else, especially if one can see
there is profit in it and if one is so desirous of health that
he or she will endure a little hardship in the way of working
with bees, even if it does tire them some, and will grin and
bear the stings, if they get any, as stings are a wonderful
tonic a summer thus passed may brown the face some and
discolor the hands somewhat, but it cannot fail to bring
more roses to the cheeks and a brightness to the eye, and
give elasticity to the step, and an appetite that had before
been a stranger to them. Never mind if the clothes do get
somewhat soiled, it is "clean dirt " and if you get too tired
to walk, just lie down on the " soft side of a board " anywhere, if it is out-of-doors, or on the green grass, if the
ground is warm and dry and then look at the bees as they
labor so earnestly to do their best, which they always do. I
am sure, ere many weeks have passed the sick one will be
on the highway to health, if not already there.
;

Don't Neglect the

Bees— Other Good

BV MKS.

L.

C.

Advice.

—

AXTKLI,.

the time is not far distant when the bees will
do well again. We have had so many dry years here in
the West, and the people are getting- a good deal discouraged with trying to make bee-keeping pay, and so each year
the poor bees are left more and more to live or die. just as it
happens and often they die for want of a little care.
Some of us will awaken one of these days to find a fine
honey crop, and no bees, or but a few, to gather it.
"The platter kept right side up " should be our motto,
and when the good honey season comes again, as it surely
will or everything else will dry up and all farming cease
to pay then, I say, when the good seasons come again, bees
will increase and again fill their hives with honey as if by
magic if the bee-keeper has his bees in good condition.
But if the bees have been neglected there will be no bees to
gather honey, and all will be wasted, and the bee-keeper
will take up the lamentation that '• bees don't pay," when it
will be his own fault, and not the fault of the bees.

IBEIvIEVE

;

—

;

;

Warren

—

BBK-KEKPING A SPECIALITY.

am

not sure but it pays to make bee-keeping a specialWhat is there we do make a success of if we do not
ity.
make a speciality of it ? I am sure it is not farming. Being merchants, or school-teachers, or any other business
we need to put our whole soul into any work we wish to
make a success of, and push, and push, and push.
This is why some succeed and others fail. They simply
play at work, and at every little failure will give it up and
try something else. If one makes a speciality of his beework he will see to it that his bees are kept in good condition, so that they can take advantage of every honey-flow
he will see that there is no spraying of fruit-trees done in
the neighborhood while the trees are in blossom, as spraying fruit-trees while in blossom will surely kill bees, and so
depopulate the hives as to cause the colonies to be so weak
that they cannot build up into strong colonies in time to
gather a crop of honey when it does come, as it is strong
colonies that gather a surplus of honey, and weak colonies
get but little more than a living, and often not that.
I

;

BEES A BENEFIT TO FRUIT MEN.
seems a pity that there should be any friction between
bee-keepers and horticulturists. If there is any difference
it is the horticulturists that are more benefitted by bees than
bee-keepers being benefitted by fruit. Bees do get a little
honey from fruit-bloom, hence they may be poisoned when
spraying is done, while the trees are in blossom but most
fruits are an injury to bees.
It is almost universally
acknowledged that the bees flitting from flower to flower
carry the pollen, and thus cause the trees and bushes to
have more and finer fruits.
Horticulturists and bee keepers should be firm friends,
and thus help each other, and if losses do occur, to help each
other bear the losses. If the bees seem to be hard on their
neighbors' vineyard, let the bee-keeper be generous with his
honey, and also the owner of the vineyard gather his grapes
as soon as ripe and not leave them longer to crack open and
thus tempt the bees, as bees never bother sound grapes. If
both bee-keepers and hortrculturists would vie with each
other to make the injury light, and overlook what cannot be
avoided, or do as they would wish to be done by, there
would be no need of resorting to law. Honey is a wonderIt

;

ful

Co.,

111.

—

sweetener

BEE-KEEPING FOR INVALID LADIES.
There are many households where there are sick daughters that might be greatly benefitted if they would take
more out-of-door exercise and if they could be presented
;

Foul

Brood— Its Alarming Spread,
BY

C.

P.

Etc.

DADANT.

I have lately been reading reports of foul brood, and of
the number of colonies treated in different States by a number of foul-brood inspectors. The last in my hands is the
Colorado report, made to the Secretary of the State Association by a number of County inspectors, and published in the
"Rocky Mountain Bee Journal " for January, 1902. These
reports make me feel very much behind the times, for after
some 33 years of active bee-keeping, and a good portion of
the time on a large scale, I have yet to see the first case of
foul brood, not only in our own yards, but also in any yard
that I have visited from time to time. My father, whose experience goes back some 20 years farther, also says that he
has never seen a case of foul brood. It is true that we have
had, occasionally, especially in early spring, a case of dead
brood, generally caused by spring-dwindling, or by the
desertion of the bees, but this accidental dying of brood was
easily ended by the prompt burying of the dead brood,
which removed all danger.
But here is a report that astounds me. According to
this report, in the State of Colorado, in 1900, out of 7'i52 colonies inspected 799, or a little overten percent, were founddiseased. In 1901, out of 13,131 colonies inspected, 804 were
found diseased, or a little over sis percent. Just think of it!

take it for granted that not all the bees in those counwere examined, for that would be a terrible condition,
if that percent of all the bees were infected with foul brood.
But the report does not say anything about the probable
number of colonies in the country, and we are led to infer
that the number mentioned covers all the bees in that portion of the country. It seems to me that a more detailed
statement ought to be published. For instance, the report
ought to state in how many apiaries the disease is found,
where they were located, how many apiaries were found im
mune and, if any apiaries were not examined, how many
of these, and the reason why they were not examined. The
probable number of colonies in the State ought to be embodied in the foul-brood report, so that strangers reading
such a report may not be led to believe that this contagion
I

ties

;

spread all over the State.
The reason that prompts me to ask this, is that the
plain report, as printed in the journal, will give foreigners
a very bad idea of the condition of bee-culture in the States
where such reports are printed.
It seems to me that it would be well, also, that the localities where the disease is raging with the greatest vehemence
be'mentioned in the report, so that bee-keepers should avoid
buying bees, or honey for feeding, from those localities
K«?z7 i/n' disease has been conquered.
A contagious disease should be treated as all contagions
are by a prompt and effective quarantine. This quarantine
will be in the interest of the affected apiaries themselves,
is

—
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because it is necessary that the disease should be conlinod
in as small a space as possible.
This is very much like battlinf,' with small-pox. Our
little town was invaded by that dread disease last Novoimber.
Just as soon as it was detected, the facts were jjublished by the Mayor the houses of the sick were quaranThe town put
tined, and the public houses were closed.
itself under strict ([uarantine for some 40 days, and at the
end of that time the disease had disai)pearcd. In a nei^hborinK^ city they kept the lipht under the bushel, for fear of
losing trade, and the result was a much longer and much
more extensive siege of the disease.
But while we are carefully guarding against foul brood,
let us not be hasty in declaring the existence of foul brood
Foul brood
at the first sight of a cell or two of dead brood.
is a special disease, which has been described often enough
to make every body familiar with it, and when a case of
dead brood is found, one ought to make absolutely sure that
it is a case of maligant foul brood before resorting to the
extreme measures which foul brood demands.
At two different times in my experience I have had
samples of dead brood sent me by bee-keepers who thought
they had the dread disease in their apiaries, and in both
cases I had the pleasure of informing them that I did not
believe the disease was the true contagion. In both cases
the subsequent disappearance of the disease proved that this
;

was

correct.

modern methods of rearing and shipping
over the country, there lies a great danger, and,
for that reason, I believe that the State inspectors, after
making absolutely sure of the existence of the disease in a
After
locality, ought to publish the fact in their report.
the disease is cured, it would be their duty publicly to mention that fact also. Can we not hear from some foul-brood
Hamilton Co., 111.
inspectors in regard to this matter ?

But
queens

in the

all

[Any or

all
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with her husband in the apiary. lyct me advise you to give
u|) all thoughts of boarders for the present, get as good a
hired girl as you possibly can (fori think a poor one is
worse than none), and give up all the care you can. No
matter how good your help, the care of boarders would still
be left upon you. It is not work that kills people so much
as worry and fretting. A good, hearty laugh is worth more
than a dose of medicine for nervous trouble.
The first thing to do is to get well. So please remember what I say
(live up the boarders as the first step. Try
not to worry about anything, and keep in the open air as
much as possible; then think about your bees instead of
yourself, and I firmly believe you will soon be well.
To your further questions I answer as follows
No, I do not run an apiary of my own. I work with Dr.
:

:

Miller.

When we have a large enough crop of honey we ship it
very small, we .sell at home.
Yes, I wear gloves.
I have described what kind in
previous article.
McHenry Co., 111.

;

if

A

Feeder for Feeding over the Frames.
BY

H.

DIPKET.

TURNER BUSWELL,

Maine, desires me to
MR.describe the chimney feederofcovered
with glass, which
I referred to on page 215.
In answer, I beg to say that the chimney feeder is a
very simple affair. The principle involved is to allow as little warmth to escape from the cluster of hees as possible,
and at the same time to give the bees free access to the feed,
without compelling them to take more than they want. Any

the official foul-brood inspectors are invited
on this subject, in these columns.

to express their opinions

— Editor.]

No.

An

5.— Bee-Keeping

for

Women.

Ideal Occupation for People Suffering-

from

Nervous Troubles.
BY

EMMA

M. WILSON.

HAVE

received a letter from a lady in New York, asking a number of questions, seeking further information
As the answers to
in regard to bee-keeping for women.
these cjuestions may be of benefit to other readers of the
American Bee Journal, I have concluded to give them here.
This lady is suffering from nervous prostration, and
would like to know if I had any of her symptoms, and, if so,
if I took much medicine, or simply trusted to the open air
and suitable diet to cure me. I did not have nervous prostration, but I do not know how soon I might have had it if
I had kept on teaching, as I needed a rest, both physically
and mentally. It is not best to take any more medicine
than can possibly be helped for nervous trouble, and I certainly would trust much to out-door air and suitable diet.
If you belong to the class of nervous people, bee-keeping is an ideal occupation for you, if a genuine interest in
bees is once awakened. Why ? Because it keeps you in the
open air gives you physical exercise of the right sort in
that which deeply interests you and because it takes your

I

:

;

thoughts entirel)' away from yourself. That last is what
you need more than anything else. You are obliged to give
your whole attention to what you are doing while working
in the apiary. Often and often people have stood for some
time a few yards away from Dr. Miller and myself, watching us work, and neither of us knew they were there until
they spoke, so intent were we on what we were doing. Not
much time to think of your own aches and pains, you see.
And nervous people can make themselves believe they have
any disease under the sun if they only think about their
own aches and pains long enough. Nervous people are
poor sleepers, and that which will keep their thoughts off
from themselves, and keep them in the open air, will induce
sleep, if anything will.
It must be dreadful not to sleep a
wink for two or three nights in a week, and certainly anything that would help to counteract such a state of affairs
would be a boon, even if there were no money in it.
This lady has been taking boarders. She says she
would like to hire most of her housework done, and work

—
—

Fig. I. Communication Bridge with K-inch space under
Fig. 2.— Chimney Feeder on top of the frames.
Fig. 3. Feeder and Communication Bridge combined.

it.

Punch a hole in the center, about
tin bos or can will do.
one inch in diameter solder a tube or chimney around this
hole, taking care to make the chimney shorter than the
walls of the box by '4 inch at least. Put in the feed (if
liquid, cover it with bits of cork or wax to prevent the
drowning of the bees), place the box in communication with
the cluster of bees, on top of the frames, providing a stick
as a ladder in the chimney for greater convenience of the
bees. Then cover the feeder box with a glass, so that you
can watch the actions of the bees whenever you wish. Cover
also snugly the top of the frames with any warm material.
For greater convenience together with this feeder I use a
In fact, every hive is prepared for
Hill's device of my own.
winter with such device, which serves as a communication
bridge for the handy clustering of the bees during the cold
;

season.

This communication-bridge, to be placed on top across
the frames, and a ,'4 inch space for the free communication of the bees from one frame to another, and is provided
with an auger-hole, which, when not in use. is covered with
a bit of glass. Now any hive marked as light in stores in
the fall will receive in the spring an early feeding through
Honey in sections can be given to the
this auger-hole.
bees if the feeder be made of the right size.
In conclusion I must say that I found the principle of
this feeder in the French paper, " L'Apiculteur," of Paris.
Quebec, Canada.
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The Part Bees and Other

Insects Play in FertiliiFruit-Tree Bloom.
BY THADDKUS SMITH.

ini$

writing- an
SINCE
American

on this subject, published in the
Bee Journal of April, 1901, pages 262 and 27'i,
we have had another season for observation and investig-ation: and as I made it my especial business to watch closely
article

the fruit-bloom last May for insects, I propose to give some
results of the investigation.
It is well known to be a fact beyond dispute that certain
islands in Lake Erie, where there are no bees kept and bees
never visit, produce an abundance of fine fruit. We see
here, year after year, full and quite regular crops of fruit of
various kinds, grown more uniformly, I believe, than in any
other place in the state of Ohio, or of the same latitude.
This completely settles the question with myself, and with
others who have had personal evidence of the conditions
that the bees are in no way necessary, nor of any advantage
whatever, in producing a good crop of fruit not on these
islands, at any rate. If not necessary on these islands, why
should they be anywhere ?
This question being settled, the investigation I had to
make last season was to try to find out what part, if any,
other insects played in fertilizing fruit-bloom. To this
end I gave my especial attention, not only here at home but
upon other islands where I knew there "were no bees. On
May 15 I visited Middle Bass. I found the greatest profusion of bloom on many varieties of fruit trees and shrubs.
They grow every variety of fruit and berries that can be
grown in this latitude. They grow them successfully without bees. The friend with whom I stopped said to me
" I have been watching the fruit-trees closely for bees
and other insects. I have not seen a bee. The only insects
seen were on the apricot trees which bloomed a week before
the other fruit-trees. They were a peculiar kind of insect
that I never saw before, and they soon disappeared. I have
been among my trees daily since in bloom, and never saw
anything more of this insect upon any other trees, and no
other insect of any other kind."
Such was the testimony of Mr. George M. High. Mr.
High is personally known to Prof. A. J. Cook, who will

—

:

vouch for his intelligence and integrity, and he is known by
other men of prominence who have made his acquaintance in visiting the summer resorts of these islands, and
through business. He is widely known as an intelligent
and successful fruit-grower. In company with Mr. High
we renewed the search in his orchards with the like results
he described.
I watched very closely the bloom of fruit-trees and vines
on my own place. Bees I found, for there are bee-keepers

many

scattered all over the Island. My search was for the " other
nectar-loving insects" that we are told do the work of fertilizing bloom with the bees or without them.
I will not
saythat I did not see one single insect on any of the flowers
besides the bees, but they were very scarce, and very small,
much more so than I expected to find them. There were
practically none worth taking into consideration in connection with carrying pollen from one flower to another. It
would have been impossible that there were enough to visit
one flower in 10,000. It was too early in the season, as has
been observed heretofore by Mr. Hershiser, Mr. High, myself and others, for these nectar-loving or other kinds of insects to be out in any numbers to be of benefit in pollenizing the bloom.
In reviewing my former article upon this subject, our
erudite friend of the " Afterthoughts," makes the very uncharitable intimation that I was not competent to see insects, and my evidence unreliable as to there being no nectar-loving insects found upon the fruit-bloom on these
islands where are no bees. Mr. Hasty dismisses our testimony with a sneer, saying: "It is quite possible that a
skilled entomologist with only half an eye, would find nectarloving insects abnormally thick."'
(Italics mine.)
And
again he says " Apparently neither himself nor his friend
are well-posted in insect lore." Perhaps not. But is it
necessary to be " well-posted in insect lore " to see the insects when you look carefully for them as we did ? The experience of over a quarter of a century engaged in fruitculture, where we have to study and combat the many
diseases and insects injurious to both trees and fruit, ought
somewhat to qualify us to see insects of any kind on the
trees, and should entitle our evidence to some respect.
No,
nectar-loving, nor other kind of insects, are not found thick
"
here, " abnormally
or otherwise, as early in the season as
the blooming of fruit-trees.
:
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Mr. Hasty suggests that there should be a "chance for
some friendly hand to show how much better results " could
be obtained on these islands with bees. I believe that no
intelligent person will claim that bees or other insects can
possibly have any influence on the size and quality of fruit.
It is only thought by some that bees have something to do
with disseminating the pollen, thereby fructifying the stamens and giving a better setting of fruit, and a larger crop,
than there would be without them. The most kinds of fruit
on beeless islands set too much fruit, and it has to be picked
off
thinned out to keep it from being too small. Those
that do not require thinning usually set as much as is
wanted to give good size and quality. Now, what chance
could there be to obtain better results with bees here when
we get more fruit set than is wanted ?
But that " friendly hand" has, incidently, repeatedly
tested that very thing by comparing the fruit crops grown
on an island with bees, and that grown on a neighboring
island without bees. Pelee Island, like its neighbors in this
group of islands, is well adapted to fruit-growing, and many
colonies of bees are kept upon it, but we know that the fruit
crop is no more certain, no larger nor better than our neighbors' who are without bees. In fact, there are some incidents
that would indicate to a superficial observer that the best
crops are grown where there are no bees. For instance,
last season I had 60 bearing peach-trees of a certain variety
that bloomed profusely but did not set a peach. In visiting
my neighbor in October I found that his peach-trees, of the
same variety, had produced a good crop, and there were no
bees.
Now, if this had been the reverse if the failure had
been where there were no bees instead of where bees were
plentiful how quickly the incident would have been used
as an argument to show the importance of our little friends
in this matter.
And this is just like all other arguments
used to show that bees increase the fruit crop. The bees
have nothing to do with it.
I would be pleased to have Mr. Hasty investigate to see
if insects frequent the bloom here in May in " abnormal
numbers " and I hereby invite him to come over to Put-inBay nest May. [This month. Ed] and see for himself.
There is a steamboat line from Toledo to Put-in-Bay, and it

—

—

—

—

;

—

is

only a short and pleasant

ride.

From

the

Bay he can

and I shall be glad to have him visit me
on Pelee Island, and I shall take pleasure in meeting him
and entertaining him while on our Island, and will do what
I can in assisting his investigation.
I have no theory that
I am wedded to, no " ax to grind," and only seek the truth.
If he cannot come let him send some one else who is " wellposted in bee-lore." Not some one with " half an eye," or
one eye, but with two good eyes assisted by glasses.
I have but little hopes of any accepting this invitation.
They might learn what they do not wish to know. The old
adage, " Convince a man against his will, he will be of the
same opinion still," is quite true; and to convince one
visit other islands,

against his supposed pecuniary interest is still harder. The
advocates of this bee-pollenizing theory seem to think that
it is of great importance to bees and bee-keepers that its
truth should be established, and therefore they are hard to
convince otherwise, even when the facts are against them.
There should be no antagonism between bee-keepers and
fruit-growers. An experience of 40 years in both occupations has convinced me that neither is injured nor benefitted by the other not in my locality.
Ontario, Canada, Nov. 13, 1901.

—

[In the interest of fairness to both sides of this controwe give place to the foregoing article. It should have
appeared long ago, but perhaps now it will be just in time
for those vcho so desire to make more careful investigation
along the line indicated. Editor.]

versy

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

—
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« The

Afterthought. ^

t

up the bees especially as we get the idea that there is no
dry season there. Evenly distributed, it would give quite a
heavy rain for every day of the year— one-third of an inch.
Wonder if this too much rain bears .some sort of relation to
the very excellent honey-flows found just north of the rain-

Page 1H7.
FASTENING NO-DKIP STRIPS IN CASES.
Apparently S. I). Buell has a winning idea for getting

belt.

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

e. B.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

BEKS— RACES AND SPECIES— DEEP-TUBB FLOWEKS.
Most species ill Nature have few different races within
the species, or none at all. Apis mellifera has distinct
races, so many that it is doubtful if any other natural species can equal it in that resi)ect. This is a hint for us.
Prof. Cook thinks that we shall find the bee very responsive to intelligent breeding. In addition to the advantages
of long-tubed flowers, which he mentions, there is aucither
They hold and keep a supply of nectar
important one
which lasts over and through the spells of weather in which
none is secreted. I have seen dry hay in the mow in which
the clover heads were decidedly sweet to chew. Page 1S3.
:

HONEY AND BEE

the strips on the bottom of honey-cases. Slotted board
three inches wide to hold them just where wanted, and nail
them on the bottom-board before the rest of the case is put
together. But T. K. Bingham thinks that first-rate paste
will do instead of nails, and save possible leaks through
nail-holes.
Hardly know if the Buell method could come in
when paper trays are to be added. Pages 189 and 219.

TEMPERATURE

IN A

WINTER BEE-REPOSITORV.

Wouldn't that corrected error on page 190 be a little
more ideal if it were corrected some more? (Jet it up
another 10 degrees, and say 45 35 looks like hovering too
close to the freezing-point. Pages 156 and 190.
;

STATISTICS.

took lots of able, very able, guessing to get so far out
of the old, inflated, and worthless estimates, and so nearly
down to hard-pan, as are the Gleanings' estimates of honeyAnd this estimate makes the per
statistics on page 18S.
capita over two pounds per person, which same might be a
It would be ten pounds for each
little hard to prove up.
family of five and so few families actually consume that,
and such an immense number of them never eat an ounce
of honey from one year's end to another, that a grain of
doubt is still permissible. Were it not that bakers and
other big operators take so large a share of the extracted,
the grain of doubt would be something more than a grain.
It

Questions and Answers.
CONDUCTED BY
Z>R. O. O. JHU^I^ER, Afareng-o,

;

Sam has gotten around at last to have some
Of course, we are not to take them exactly
as we take the multiplication-table and the Sermon on the
Mount. We may safely draw a little on our own inner conGlad Uncle

Bulldins a Bee-House-Finding Queens.

bee-statistics.

sciousness in digesting them. Manifestly the number of
people keeping bees 707,261 is noi an exagge/aiion.
That's something to the good and almost new. People
are not very likely to report bees where there are none, that
is, not
when guessing colonies by the county-j ields to
actual enumeration. We may take also as safe on one side
the total number of colonies 4,109,626 and the very
modest valuation, which figures $2.50 per colony. When it
comes to the value of the product it's more of a guessingmatch but the tendency to exaggerate in guessing may be
much more than balanced by individual census-takers, assuming that there are no bees in territory where such is not
the fact. This last source of error we can know little or
nothing about. The two are not for the same year, nevertheless it may be worth while to put the United States
figures and the Gleanings' estimate side and side

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

VALUE OF PRODUCT.

111,

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofiBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, -when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor. 1

I am very glad you called my attention to the question I
should have asked above all others. But it is never to late
I will
to mend one's ways and profit by mistakes made.
therefore collect a few of the many questions I would like to
I will give you a pen
ask, and bother you once more.
description of the bee-house I have been thinking of making.
It is to be 10x12 feet, with an 8-foot studding 2x6 inches,
and boarded up on both sides with matched lumber, and
tarred paper between the boards studding on both sides.
That will keep the sawdust from leaking out in case there
would be loose knots in the lumber.
I will put tarred paper on the outside, and then side the
house up with good siding, and place one foot of saw-dust
on the ceiling. To keep the house warm when it gets too
cold, I will build a storm-shed in the same manner, and in
the shed put a tank of water that has pipes running through
the wall to the room with the bees in, so arranged that there
will be a complete circulation of water. I will heat the
water with a large lamp placed under the tank this tank
will have small tubes running from end to end, the same as
a boiler with a tight-fitting hood on top, and a small pipe
passing out of the roof. In this way there will be no fumes
in the bee-house, and by turning the lamp high it will heat
the water faster, and by letting it burn low it will keep the
:

:

United States
(ileanings'

g6.e64,90-l

minimum

8,000,000

POUNDS OP nONEY.
United States total

61,196,160
50,000,000
175,000,000

Gleanings' (comb only)
Gleanings' total

As
lies

for the

number

of pounds,

between the two somewhere.

I'll

guess that the truth

Page

211.

:

H.\NDI,ING COMBS OF HONEY.

operate

seems to me that if Mr. Doolittle was an extracting
fellow, and if he tossed heavy combs with the tips of his
middle fingers for hours, the finger muscles would cry out,
"We are sore, sir." Try the method, of course — then if you
don't entirely like it try this
Grasp the comb a,t the corners with a grip like a vise. Imagine yourself about to
It

:

pitch a base-ball with the center of the earth for home-plate.
Pitch it. In other words, don't let the comb go down by its
own weight and be jerked back, but jerk it both ways, being
especially snappy on the down motion. But it won't do to
try this on tender combs' which are not built down to the

bottom-bar.

Page

water just warm.
I have been thinking of using the house to keep bees in
all summer, and in winter store a few more colonies that I
might have in my yard. Now
1. Would you advise me to build such a bee-house and

185.

TOO MUCH RAIN AND GOOD HONEY-FLOWS.
Chili, down at latitude 40, appears to be a wet place.
I
figure 2,860 millimeters to be 9 feet 4 inches more rain
than we want sprinkled over us while we are trying to feed

—

it

in that

way

?

took my 6 colonies out last week I found 5 of
them had a good deal of brood, and one had none at all, nor
any eggs, either and the second daj' this one hive had no
Where did the bees go?
bees, either.
3. What made the 5 colonies rear so much brood while in
the cellar ? The temperature was all the way from 38 to 47
degrees all winter, and the bees very quiet ?
4. I found 1 or 2 cells of brood sealed here and there in
What does this indicate ?
all parts of the frames.
5. Will it injure the bees any to rear brood in the cellar?
and will the chilly weather we have now (25 degrees above)
harm the brood any if warmly packed on top ?
6. I would like to do away with hunting up the queen,
and have thought of placing the colonj' I wish to divide on
top of a new hive with full sheets of foundation in the
frames, and when I find eggs in the lower hive take the
upper one off and set it bj' the side of the new one, and in
2.

When

I

;
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troduce a laying queen as soon as the time comes. Will
that work all right 7 How long will it be before the queen
comes dowd into the new hive ?
Minnesota.

Answers. — 1. No,

much
2.

wouldn't advise it. I am very
afraid it would not come up to your expectations.
Very likely the}' swarmed out into one of the other
I

hives.
3. I don't know
and yet it is nothing very unusal for
brood to be present before bees are taken out of the cellar.
;

4.

Nothing unusual.

5.

They

6.

How

will probably come out all right.
are you going to tell where the queen is ? For
find eggs in the lower story you are not at all sure
the queen is there. I have had many colonies with two
stories, and when the queen laid a quantitj' of eggs she
would return to the upper story, and then kept going from
one story to the other, so that I could never tell which story
she was in without finding her.
Possibly this plan may
serve your desire of knowing in which of two hives the

when you

queen

is without actually seeing her: Divide the colony,
putting part of the combs with their bees in another hive.
Two or three days later the part that has queen-cells started
will be the queenless one.
Of course that is on the supposition that no queen-cells were present at the time of making
the division.

Dogwood and Honeysuckle— Bumble-Bees— Increase.
1. Does the enclosed flower yield honey?
It grows on
a tree called " dogwood," and the woods are full of it, hereabouts. Also, does " honeysuckle" yield honey ?
2. Is the honey gathered from hops and bitterweed (wild
chamomile) bitter in taste? I bought some colonies in
Alabama lately, and the honey contained in the hives is
very bitter, and tastes like a drugstore.
3. Do bumble-bees sting, or
store honey? I notice
about my well a great lot of rather small black bees that

live in holes in the

ground.

To-da}' I noticed
of them ?

them balling

Do you know anything

a queen.

take four frames containing some brood from a
strong colony, and put it in a new hive, and move the old
hive to a new stand, will I not stand a fair chance of getting
two colonies ? What is the objection to this means of increasing when one does not know enough about queen-rearing to increase via nuclei ?
Mississippi.
4.

If

I

Answers. — 1. The dogwood (cornus

florida)

which you

send does not, I think, yield honey, and the bees have not
tongues long enough to reach into the deep flowers of the
honeysuckle.
2. I don't know
I'm afraid it is.
3. Bumble-bees sting, as many a barefoot farmer's boy
can testify and they store honev, but never in any considerable quantity. I never found a nest with as much as a
tablespoonful of honey in it. I have seen small black bees,
but I am not acquainted with their habits.
4. Yes, you will stand a fair chance of having two colonies, and possibly three
for if the queen is taken to the
•new stand, and the queenless part left on the old stand, that
queenless part, being strong, may send out a swarm when
the first young queen emerges. An objection to the plan is
that the queenless part will not have any increase from its
new queen for nearly six weeks.
;

;

to sting the " old

May
boy " himself.

papers say " black

?

"

Which

is

1,
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meant when

bee-

8. I have a large numberof queenlesscolonies. Lastsummer and fall I think a large number superseded, and reared
young queens. Do you suppose this has anything to do
with the present large number of queenless ones ? If so,
how ?
9. I know the comb comes off of the bees
where do they
keep it, or rather, where does it come out ?
10. Now, Dr. Miller, you know more about bees in S minutes than I do in a year, but I want to give a point or two. I
;

read your answers to

all our greenhorn questions
you advise several in answer to their question about transferring
out of box-hives to do so in fruit-bloom time. I am sure that
is all right up there, but in this part of the country, and
may be in other parts, it is quite different. It is 2 or 3 weeks
;

from fruit-bloom until our nest honey-flow, and it is nearly
always cold during fruit-bloom and for the next 3 or more
weeks. Should one transfer then, and not feed, he would
lose his bees, every time. The reason I call your attention
to this is, because I believe that nearly all of us greenhorns
that have bees in bos-hives would never think of feeding,
but would use an empty hive or dry combs.
Alabama.

—

Answers. 1. I don't know why it is, but there seems to
be a great variation in appearance of drones, and either one
may be pure stock.
2. Weather so cold that bees do not gather freely is sufficient reason in the eyes of the workers for disposing of
their lazy brothers.

Yes, they seem to be free commoners.
In something like three or four days.
5. A larva perhaps two days old, or younger.
6. I don't know whether there is any difference
if there
is, I should guess the Carniolan.
7. The subject is a little mised, but usually the term
" brown German " aud the " black " mean the same thing.
Tunisian bees are the blackest I ever had, and possibly the
blackest that exist, and the ones I had were what my assistant called " vindictive little sinners."
3.

4.

;

8. It may, and it may not. The young queens may have
been lost when taking their wedding-flight. As a rule, I
think there is little loss of queens when bees do their own

superseding.
9. Look sharp and you can see the little scales of wax
between the rings on the under side of the abdomen, where
they are secreted by the wax-glands.
10. No one realizes more fully than I the fact that there
are a whole lot of things that I don't know about bees and
I feel a good deal like a humbug sometimes when I try to
answer about things hundreds of miles away where I have
never been, and I will be ever so much obliged if you good
people in the South will straighten me out when I go wild in
my answers. You probably are entirely right that fruitbloom would be a bad time for you to transfer. More and
more that time is going out of use, and the transferring is
not done till 21 days after the issuing of the first swarm.
;

;

Drones— Rearing Queens-Transferring,

Etc.

have drones from a laying worker whose mother
was a full-blood Italian queen they are so yellow that you
can tell them as far as you can see them. The drones in an1.

I

;

other full-blood Italian colony look like common black ones
a little way ofi". Why is this ? and which is right ?
2. This is our main swarming-time, but on account of the
cold spring they have not started but are killing oflf the
drones like they do late in the summer. Why is this ?
3. Will drones from one hive go into another hive ?
4. Suppose I give a queenless colony young brood to
rear, saj- to-day, and they start to rear a queen, how many
days before they will have one sealed up ?
5. Which will they use, an egg or one just hatched ?
6. Which will be the most apt to try to rear a queen, one
with laying workers or without ? If there is any difference,
which race will be the most likely to rear one, Italian, black
or Carniolan ?
7. Speaking of black, we have what a bee-keeper called
a " brown gum " and " a little black fellow " that would try

Stimulative Feeding.

Why

is it

that stimulative feeding of bees in the spring,

hands of amateurs, is always spoken of as a dangerous business, and referred to as a two-edged sword, etc.?
New Brunswick.
in the

—

Answer. Because feeding induces the bees to fly, and
the weather is such that they will be chilled and lost,
there may not be a sufficient gain in brood to overbalance
the loss.
if

.*"»-»^

Pollen Substitute and Robbing.
Will throwing out corn-meal, rye or Graham flour that
has enticed bees from other apiaries cause robbing ?
Illinois.

Answer. — I do not

believe that exposing

any substitute

for pollen will cause robbing.

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, along as they last.
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QUEEI^S
Buy them of H. C.. QUIKIN, the
niieeii-Iirccder in the North.

--

Weekly Budget.

\

largest

A. I. Rdoi Company tell us our slock is
extra-line; Kdiior York, of the American Ben
Journal, says lit- has g-ood reports from <ni\
stock from time to lime; while J. L. (iaiitl\ ^t
Huniboldl, Nebr., has secured over 400 poumlof honey (mostly combj from single colonies
containing- our queens.

The

,

PtMlI.ISHRD

WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK
144
Enteivil at

& 146

CONPAINY

tliu P<ist-( )llico

at

We

have

testimonials similar to the

files of

above.

E rie St., Chicago,

III.

Chicago as Jecond-

Class Mail-Matter.

Our Breeders originated from the higliestpriced, LongToiigued Red Clover (Jueeus in the
tlniled States.
Fine Otieens, jpromptness, and square dealing, have bnilt up our present business, which

was established

Editor— George W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special CoRRKSPONDENTS G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
M. Wilson,
R.C. Aikin, F. Greiner,
A. Getaz, and others.

—
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GOLDEN and LEflTttERGOLORED QUEENS, before Jullj

Prices of

Warranted

Selected,

Tested

3-Fi*ame Nuclei For Sale.
We have arranged with a bee-keeper
located in Kankakee Co., III., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,
and most of the bees show Italian markings. The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this j'ear's rearing.
The Nuclei

are 3-frame Langstroth,
in light shipping-boxes.
Prices: 1 for
$3.00; 5 at $2.75 each.
All are f .o.b. shipping-point, and will
be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

1

6

$1.00
1.50
2.00

$5.00
8.00
10.50

1st:

12
o.5<)

$

15.00

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money cad buy.. 4.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

the (jueen-Breeder,

((uirin

PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office,]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[Parkertown
15A26t

EMEBSON

The New

WfllllBd

tSAoneu!

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
33Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
& 146 Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

kUKK

have a

Culiiloiiiii.

.ill

Editor E. R. Root, ot Gleanings in Bee-Culmade this comment on Mr. Abbott, when

ture,

announcing

SiijipUes

clH-Hp.
Senil for
K. T. h'L,\N.4(;.iN, ilelleville.

III.

of 25 colonies of bees in fiae condition, in hives holding- frames 12x12 inches,
the usual depth, that I will let ffo at the following- rates, viz: One colonv, J5.00; 5 colonies at
$4.50 each; 10 colonies at $4. no each: or the entire lot to one party for $75.00, cash with the
order. These bees have a mixture of Carniolaa
blood in them, ^ut are workers having- averaged
nearly double the amount of honey per colony
that any ot the pure stock did in the same
apiary the pasi dry season. I guarantee safe
delivery and freedom from disease. Act quick,
for these bees are a barg-ain at the above price,
and this advertisement will not appear again,
I

^

E. T.
ISAlt

u easier for both the
and team.
beinp uiiJe they do notcut into the crouiid
the labor of loadintr is reduced manv times.becau^e
of the short lift. They are equipped with our famOU3 Elet'trlc Steel ^Vhefl«, eitherstraig;htorstaqper spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 40ii(j lbs. \\hy not get started rlerht by putting;
We make oursteel wheels
in one of these wagons.
to lit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.
iiiaUL-

,

ELECTRIC

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

Sample

WHEEL

CO.,

BOX

16,

QUINCY, ILL.

Please meutiou Bee journal when. WTitins.

COMB FOUNDATION
ADVANCED 3 cents
^ Owing to .the increased price of beeswax, until
further notice, dealers handling the A. I. Root
Company's goods are compelled to raise the
price of Comb Foundation 3 cents per pound
above the prices found in their price-lists and
catalogs. Please take notice. Adv.

—

Gen-

" Mr. Abbott is enthusiastic, progressive
and aggressive, has modern ideas, always attends the conventions, is a good speaker the
best we have in our ranks and I bespeak
prosperity for the Association under his lead-

—

—

ership."

•

—

Mr. Boomer and His Apiary. Through
the courtesy of the Canadian Bee .Journal, we
are permitted to

present to our readers the

Bees For Sale.

following, all taken from the April

also the

number

of that paper:

A

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
r~r<
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
ISAtf
plepse mention Bee Journai when wrriting

WATERLOO COUXTT APIART.

We

have pleasure in giving a picture of the
apiary of Mr. A. Boomer, of Waterloo Co.,
Ont. Many of our readers are personally
acquainted with this tall, old gentleman, here
shown bending over his bee-hives, having met

We

we are
the tallest
of Ontario's bee-keepers, measuring 6 feet 4}o
inches, and although he has reached the full
three-score years and ten, he is still straight
as a reed, hale and hearty, and can run after
wish that our good
a swarm like a boy.
friend may be long spared to enjoy his pleasant and profitable "side line," as will be
noted in the following
" The photograph of my apiary was taken
I have been keeping bees
iu August, IDUl.
for some I.t years with somewhat varied
When I commenced I was. as I am
success.
still, a traveling agent, and as I was advancing in years I was looking for something that
would give me some employment, and possibly some returns, when I became too old to
but long before I felt like giving up
travel
him

in

convention.

SPRAYING.
BETTER THAN
Use
around when

Don't

lu^'

barrels of

ivr

spraj

'T

'.'a

direct.

iuj^.

the

Our

Common SenseDusiSprayer
nnd Insect Extfnolnator is a most Ingenious de%'ice tliat
rapidly supplantinjj theoldmethods. It blows the finely
powdered dustinlo every nook and crevice. Reachesthebottiim" ns wdU as tbo toj^s of Iravea. DostroyaliiBCctUfe on plants, viuea,
is

JuBt aa cffBOtive for Tarmin
I>escriptiTO clroDl&iS
Mori! rupld tlinn flpraylnB-

atirulid nnii trtt'g,

nii.i.iH

m ST

sriiAVKit

<.:o.,

on poultrj and
and teatlnioniala

pips.
free.

Bo^ le, ST. joskpii. wo.

ARE DELIGHTED
DAIRYMEN
Cow
hi" avs
WHO work
met I hi 'Sf
hiveiDcmj.
!!

1

keejjera
for us.
I
Htarl you in business. You mike
prnfiu. Easy work.
furnish capital. Send
ct'iilH fur full line of samplesand psiticulars,

iri:e

111

We

We

DRAPER PUBLISUINQ

CO.,

Cbicago,

Ills.

We
:

;

think that

Boomer

safe in saying that Mr,

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street,
Los Angeles, Cal
flease menti'-.n Bee journal -when writing;

office ot

picture on the front page of this issue, and

III.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

50 cents.

til

Tlie tires

Belleville.

The Rural Californian

months,

Handy Farm Wagons
man

lot

FLANAGAN.

his election to the

Manager

And Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers'
Review, had this to say

Sections.

.Vpiiirinn

of the National

" One ot Mr. Abbott's marked characterstrenuous aggressiveness. I'erhaps the fur may fly. If it does, it will be in
the defense of the rights of bee-keepers.''

Comb Foundation

\nil

ABBOTT,

istics is his

QUEENS

Smokers

T.

Manager

Bee-Keepers' Association.

eral

144

(General

is

the road I found myself with a yard of fully
100 colonies of bees. For a few years I found
it more profitable to hire a man for some three
months in the early summer than jb give up
my business: but last summer, although 70
years of age. I did the work myself (my partner, nearly as old as myself, helping me a little in the extracting-room). and I attended
to the Division Court business of the township, of which Court I am the clerk; did
considerable insurance business and conveyancing, as well as keeping up the sale of sewing machines and musical instruments. Not
especially as the
so bad for an old man, is it
crop of honey last season was somewhat large,
;

running up to fully 10.000 pounds. X have
only had one season of larger returns since
keeping bees, and that was in 1S99, when it
ran up to fully 11,000 pounds, averaging
about 120 pounds per colony. Last year the
average would be about 110 pounds. My
greatest average in any one year was 125
pounds per colony.
" I use the Richardson hive, mostly those
made with bevelled joints and sun caps, and
don't have to keep the covers on with stones.

My

yard, as will be noticed, is rather contracted for such a large number of colonies,
being only about 60x70 feet, the rest of the

ground being taken up with buildings and
garden. The small building to the right is
the extracting-room, size 10x14.
"My bees are usually very cross, last year
particularly so. and this, in the judgment of
practical bee-keepers, was probably due to the
congested state of the yard. This I intend to
overcome by removing about one-fourth of
them to an out-yard this season. It may be
possible that if I were to devote my whole
time to it I might make a greater success of it,
but I find that my winter losses are not
greater than of those who devote their whole
time to them, and my average yield of houey
per colony is about as good as that of the
specialist.

might mention that at the time the photograph was taken I was in the yard taking
A. Boomer."
out combs for extracting.
'•

I

F.iRMERs' Natiouai, CONGRESS.— It Isquitc
probable that farmers generally do not fully
realize the scope and extent of the Farmers'
National Congress, as otherwise they would
take a much deeper interest in it. The topics
discussed a'Te more particularly those of a
national or international character, quite different from what is generally on the program
The following is a
at farmers' institutes.

copy of the program tor the 1903 meeting
1.

2.

Interoceanic canal.
National irrigation.

3. Reciprocity— how may it affect agricultural interests t
4. Effect of present insular ]>ossessious on
the agriculture of the United States.
h. Preservation of forest and fruit trees and
reforestation.
Injurious insects, insect pests and fungi.
ti.
7. What part of a man's farm does he sell
when he sells the crop
s. Postal reforms particularly affecting the
1

farmer.
11.

Mutual relations of Northern and South-

ern farmers.

Dairy interests of the United States as
related to the markets of the world.
11. Farm products other than dairy products in the markets of the world.
10.

12. The labor problem from the farmer's
standpoint.
13. How can we best build up our mer-

chant marine

May
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is made up
and associate delegates appointed
by the governors of each State. Every gov-

The Farmers' National Congress

of delegates

many delegates as the State
has representatives in both houses of Congress, and as many associate delegates as he

ernor appoints as

chooses.

The meeting

will be

held at Macon,

Tu mufee cows pay. use SharpU^s
Book Bu8ines8Dalrying&Cat.2I-j

(ia.,

t^reara Separalorw.
tree. W.Cliesler.Pa

Headquarters
-FOR-

Beekeepers
Root's

SuDDlies Goods

at

Root's
Factory
Prices

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.
Orders taken for Queens— Golden Italians,
Red Clover Oueens. and Carniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog.

C. H.

WEBER,
W. CINCINNATI,
OHIO.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

& Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Successor to Chas. F.Muth

rr
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!
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tlic bfi^s llu'oiiK'li tills piirtof Uir country wcri^
lost, whily iiiiiiu ciiiiiullinnn;li wil.li vury littli'

loss
1

laiiil that was caustMl by starvation).
hiivc not I'.xaiiiineil all of my liors as

yel

have cxainincHl

iirn

tliLs spring'.

Imt

wliat

I

appariiiitly in as t^ooil coiKlilioii as wliun tliey
luA 1). Bahti.ett.
were paolieii last fall.
Charlevoi.v Co., Mleli., April 14.

Another Frame-Spacer.
I

,

send a

in

RUMELY

That
that
acter

* ^^^

wurbemaMc'i';,,:,

is

Our

1

mention Bee Journal -when ^^rltlna

making^ SECTIONS, and they are the best in the market.
is the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-

Write for free illustrated catalog^ and

Mease Tnention Bee Journal when writing

7A26t

t,ui/

•';.^f^3^

WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

means charand utility.

and yim never know

just

when that
reliable,

Threshing Ma-

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment.
A

burn, a bruise, a frost ijitc. a vnl or a sprain, au attack -tf rhiMiniatisin, cli"l.-ra
morbus, cramps, diarrhoea, Hux. sure tlin»at. mumps ordiplitheria do not admit <'f e.xperimeutinp. You want something to help you, and you want it rigrht away. Why not,
then, keep on hand a really reliable remedy, so as to have it by you when you need "it?
Watkins' Liniment, for internal and external use, for manand beast,' has been for 40
years the best standard household remedy known to medical science. It has peculiar
penetratmp: qualities, and gets at the root of the trouble as due^ n.i -ither liniment.
Watkins* Vegetable Anodyne Liniment is sohl by our travehnj? salesmen through
the country. If our agent has not called on you, send us your name and address at once,
an d we will see that you are promptly supplied. Price'gl.flO and your money back if it
isn't the best hniment you ever used.

Watkins'

Farwell. Mich.

Gives

^UPFD UnilEY
oncer
IflUnCI andeasytomnke

Home Doctor and Cook Book

free.

for all common disease.^ ot man and beast; contains numbers
weather forecasts and an immense amount of interestintr and useful
Something for every member of thefamiiy, old or

home treatment

ut valuable recipes,

information, for home and farm.
yountr. Send for copy, free.

MONEY

We

work for us.
will start you in
and furuish the capital.
Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
of samples and piirticulars.
URAPER PUBLISUINQ CO.. Cbicago. Ills.
v.iu

be— it's very (.'"iivenieut to have at hand a pood,
dependable remedy, like

will

chinery.

>S GOOD

f

price-list.

Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfield, Wis.

name

a

is

Company.

15ASSWOOD

SUPPL,IES.

Smokers

BINGHAM.

i«

specialty

Wisconsin

CO., La Porte, Ind.
Bee Jounial wlieii WTltliia

T. F.

Bee-KcbK-

tbe llneHt line ol

Mai'shfield Mannlactnring

INGHAM'S PATENT
2SAtf

liHlinif

.

RUMELY

24 years the best.
Send for Circular.

and

Special Agency. C. M. Scott & Co., loot Hast WaHhlnicton St Indlanapoll.*. Ind.
red W. Muth <v Co., s. W. Cor. Walnnt
L. C. Woodman. <;rand KaiiuU, Mich.;
Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio; Kreil FoulKer & Sodh, Oijden, Utah; Colorado lloncyl'ro<lucer»'
AHuuciatioii, Denver, Colo.; (irand Junction Fruit-tVrowern' AHBociation, Grand Junnction, Colo.;
Robert Hallev, Montrose, Colo.; Pierce Seed & Produce Co., Pueblo, Colo.; K, T. Abbott, St.
Joseph, Mo., S|)ecial Souihwestern Aifent: Cha». Uadant A Sod, Hamilton, 111.; F. C. Erkel, SIS
l8t Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Lilly, Boj^ardus & Co., Seattle, Wafih.

New

Please mention

(IcHcribintf

4

.

and Front

Ifinvesgating, start with tlie Rumcl J ami yuu will end at the same
place. Get (.mr catalog on the
ICiiincly Separator
and tlie Kiimoly Kenr Genreil 'rriictlon Eneiiie. All
approved ilevices and appliances to each, and constitute the one
perfect tlirc--lniii; iditfit. Catalog shows our engines for all
pLirpub<
W c stiiul it for the asking. "Write to-day.

M.

^^

ready. If jron
supplies in the world,
V^atalOCv-.*.*vv*x-w^f ERShave not het-n rrcri vinif a copy annually, Hend uh your
G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown. Wis.
FREE

AOKNCIKS:

Itsuggeststhebest
in

iNfW
"

tlir

hive. A srooil many ilevices liave been olTercil
and used, but, liaviuj; tried tliem all, there is
no device that ^avt; uie such satisfaction as
the (laujre I am usiiij,', and have had for the
Tula t;auge at each end of the
:iast 'iO years.
hive across the frames, and fasten a similar
center
across the body of the
in
the
j;aui;e
hive, tlicii when you fasten the cover and bottom-board with iiool<6 to the hive, you may
turn the hive whichever way you like, and
none of the frames will become dislod(,'ed,
and no bees hurt. As the gautres at the ends
<:over uj) the rabbet, the super closes better at
the ends, and the bees have no chance to get
out or in if the outside rim should warp.
If you want lo take out or invert a frame,
all you have to do is to take oft the gauges,
and you may move the frames to either side
and take out or insert with the greatest ease,
without fear of crushing any bees or scraping

'

«T

^v-.3se

frames

fof spacinjf

Kii'tJ'-'

^^
LJllI*
^^^~*^

28S

THE

iisiiiess
k'lit

J.

R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

"aiit a fe"

more Imc,

CO.. IOLIBERTYST..

WINONA, MINN.,

jintto earn a t,-»od Ihinir.

liiistiinu-

U. S. A.

«ritt- fi-riiarlirul.Tr-.

iiic

Please mention Bee journal

Bred,

"wntingu

Hill Poullru Farm
StandEGGS for hatcliingfrom
stock. Barred Ply-

MapiG
Is flow selUnff

ard

when

Uigh-Scoring

mouth Rocks, Black Lang-shans, and RoseComb Brown Leghorns. Egif s, $1.50 per IS; $3.50
per

30.

Stock

Fpy/fi'

in season.

EUGENE HAMBAUGH,

MT. STERLING, ILL.
when -writinE.

10A4t

Please mention Bee Journal

TRIAL
DAYS FREE
TEN
purcbasc-d of
allowed oaevery
bicycle

us.

We ship on approval

XJ.S. or

(

toanyonein

Canada, tn/liuut a cput

fh'iinsit.

30 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

1902 Models, $9 to $15
'OIModeis. bestmakes. $7to$II
1900
SOO Second-hand Wheels
new,

its receipt,

T ii-SlfiST

or 32 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

tt

makes and models, good as
$3 to $8, Grea-t Factory Clearing

upon

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

all

Side

The MUTH'S SPECIAL

at half factory c^st. Tires.eqiiipDient,
regular juire.
.t sundriea, all kinds.

M

WAMTEO
RIDER
AGENTS
in
rid-.-A:exbiliit
every town to

l'j03m"del.

s^niii'le

A;."-ms nuike

money

fast.

A
BICYCLE f«£-f distributing
rileat ouce
cat'ilo(^Uesin inirto%\
J

rafrents* net pricesand uLir

VIEAO

n.

II

special

"'"'

OYOIE CO.

Please niention Bee

iffic^"'^.
Journal -when wrltinjZ

FOR SALE.
40 colonies of Hybrid Bees, all in Dovetailed
Hives, on S self spaciag- Hoffman Frames. One
to 10 colonies, $3.^K) per colony; 10 or more, $2.50
per colony. One super g-oes with each hive. All
bees guaranteed to arrive safely by express.

Address,

F. GENT, Rockford, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when wTitm&

Jack."

yes. sir

COVER

and

dovetail hive

is

a " Cracker

BOTTOM-BOARD

are abso-

We know

because we are practiOur illustrated catalog explains it all. You can
cal.
^""^^^"""^""^""^^^ have one by asking. Not a hive left over from last
season. We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
of

lutely warp-proof.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS, none better than our BUCKEYE STRAIN
3-BANDERS and MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS. 75 cents each;

6 for §4.00.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FRED W. MUTH when
CO.,
Please mention Bee

joomal

'^""aNcVN^AT.^oH.o

WTltin&

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers «»
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the combs for the honey to run out and
bedaub the bees.
As you will notice, I use only 9 frames in
my hives, but a gauge can be easily made to
off

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We
are the largest manufacturers of
vehicles and harness in the world selling to consumers, mid we have been doing business in this

way

for

2'J

cover 10 frames.

,WEship
HAVE NO AGENTS
anywht-re for examination

I*

but

gruaraiiteeinjr safe delivery.

You are

We

^

No. 331 Buggy,

As good

Price, *6y.00.
as sells for fcia.OO more.

Elkhart Carriage

maiie
outnotliingrif not satisfied.
195 styles of vehicles and 65 styles of
barnt:-s.
Our prices represent the
cost of material and making', plus
one profit. Our laryrofree catalogue
shows compiete line. Send for it.

make my own

I

could not find

staples, as I

any t6 serve the purpose, but I can make
hundreds in an hour.
If any of my fellow bee-keepers will try this
device they are welcome to do so, and I am
sure that upon trial they will agree with me
that the gauges are very handy.
Chas. H. Wiele.
Vernon Co., Wis., April 1.

years.

No. 7iu Open Stanhope. 11^=;^
I'riie,
inch Kellv rubber tires.
88:i. As f;ood as sells for 850 more.

A Harness manufacturing Co^ Elkhart, Ind.

[The gauge used by Mr. Wiele
strip 14 inches long, 5-16

is

a

wood

inch thick, and

%

inch wide, having driven into it a row of 10
small wire staples 'g inch from one side, the
staples being

HlCKOlft' VEHICLES
SPLIT
want new bugf^
We

In this vicinity, as far as I know, the bees
have come through the winter with very little
loss, but so far the weather has been very unfavorable for the bees to work ; however,
everything looks quite promising when the
weather warms up. Almost all of the bees
are wintered on the stiramer stands here with
the best success.
The honey crop in this vicinity was a little
short last year. It was too hot and dry in
July, just when clover was at its best, so it
dried up. My bees were ready to swarm, when
the weather got so hot that they just dwindled
away, so by Aug. 1 the hives looked as if they
had just come out of the cellar. One beekeeper, about 4 miles from me, thought that

Thirty Days' Free Trial.
We believe our Split Hickory Vehicles are the

best on the mar-

we beUeve you will give them a fair trial.
days you are not satisfied, return

after thirty

If

to us. There will be nothing to pay. AH
this is fully explained in our new illustrated
catalogue, which is tree. Besides vehicles it

them

shows a

full line of harness.

OHIO CAR-RJAGE MFG.
SUtion

CO..

6, Clndanafl. Ohio.

Have You Seen Our Blue
NEEDED

Cat-

THE

APIARY.
IN
aloff? 60 illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent I Klib;
at the
free.
price-list
paid;
freight
fir;
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.

BEST Ifoods
write lor

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., I^incoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

&

Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iowa: Chas.

Red Clover Queens
1902 FREE!

Long'-Tong'ue Variety—Warranted Purely Mated

We

9

YOU
TO START
pr-'siMit
\'iii

ill

5

IK

BUSINESS

"ith the

first

*.">

you

'ill ill a j^ood payiiifr luisislai t
8end 10 cents for full line of sauiplea
less.
ind ilirectiitns how to bejiin.

akt-

ill tti

,\

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Chicago,

Ills.

^^'°'

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

FOR

inches apart.— Editok.]

Unfavorable Weather.

a
or
put our honor against yours. If you
carriage this season, and would likenotonly to seeit set up. but to
use it and satisfy yourself that it isa bargain, we will ship you one on

ket at any price, and

m

Clover Queen
have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Low Rates to Eastern Points
always apply via the Nickel Plate
Road and its Eastern connections to
all points in New York, New England,
and the Eastern States. Three daily
will

season. Although fully 95 percent of
for us during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this
all that he mails for us will be
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season

trains to Ft. Wayne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New York and

warranted

Boston.

purely mated.

of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
season
received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last
Queens, if
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better
He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
that is possible
The Breeder he will use is direct from
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured.
imported her himself. Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,

We

Queens

Italy,

want every one

We have

having

„
Bcarcelv reouirinff veil or smoke.
filled in rotation— " first
Orders for these tine, "long-reach" Warranted Queens will be
It
is expected that orders can be
possible.
June
as
early
in
as
"—beginning
come first served
season), as amuch larger number of queen-rearfilled quite promptly (even better than th»past
(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
queen).
^
,,
,
ceived the new one, no matter from whom you order a
.,,
,.
,
and will ^be clipped, unless otherAll Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition,

wise ordered

A Warranted Queen

for

Sending us only

Standard equipment on all
Meals served in dining-cars,
on American club plan, at prices to
suit passenger, from 35 cents to $1.00
per meal. For particulars call on or
address, John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago. Depot,
Fifth Ave. and Harrison St. 'Phone
2— 18A3t
Central 2057.
trains.

_

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

of these Warranted Queens this
In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one
sending us the names and
season can easily earn it, we will book your order for one queen for
and .sa.OO; or for sending
addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee .lournal
you
a queen; or send us
mail
us wie new subscription and 30 cents more (or .$1.30), we will
year, and mail you a warranted queen.
$i.60 and we will credit your own subscription tor one
same time helplswell the
This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the
Journal.
list of readers of the old American Bee
ReWe are now ready to book the Queen orders, and alsolto enroll the new subscriptions.
We hope that
member the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen.
one of these (Queens. Address,
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least

&
GEORGE W. YORK
146 Eple
144

&

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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QUEENS—Try

was not

umiKutl

nurs(!-l)c(!s to

How

caiiin

Ijock

you sent my brother takes
the lead. Slie had a rouBinu" colony when put
up for winter. The f^oldens can be bandied
without smoke <>r veil.
John Thokming.
Very truly yours,
Months
May and June.

are all

lias been some foul brood about 1^
from hero, but my bees have never had
any foul brood that I know of.
'I'liiri'

luileB

McHenry

Co.,

111.,

April

Our Stock.

I>Avi;Ni*iiHr, Iowa, Dec. .^1, r»oi.
queens are fully up to standard. The

honey queen

on

ri^iit aj^ain.

Numukk

lliat

6

12

$1.00
1.25

$5.00

$ 0.00

$1.00
1.25

$5.00
7.00

oi' tji'Ki'.NS

1

HONEY QUEENS

Wihth.

.Jacob
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Untested
Tested

1.

7.00

ll.(K)

GOLDEN QUEENS
ITniesled

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Tested

Illinois.— The ICastern part of the Northern
lUltioiB IJee-Keepers' Association will hold their
spring meetin(;j at the residence of O. J. Cnramin^s, 2S miles northeast of Rockford, 111.,

Tuesday, May

20, 1002.

are invited to attend.

:

Select tested, $2.00 each, after June
Breeders, $5.0(i each, after June 1.

We
fill

bCK"!" mailing-

D. J.

All interested in bees
11. Kknnkoy, Sec.

Queens about

orders in rotation.

BLOCKER, Pearl

ples.

Address,

their

ST.

Dearborn

Street,

names for sam-

All tests should be made before the boxes
are put iu service. Thousands of people
are ready to back the ** Favorite" against
the field. Let us tell you what "they say."

JOSEPH, MO.

1

York,

Road

Danzenbaker Hives.
O. C.

BARNES' FOOT

MASTIN,

Trent.

J. I.

all

Eastern

atid

its

from 35 cents to SI. 00. Folders, rates,
and all information cheerfully furnished by applying to John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, 111., Depot Fifth Ave., and
Harrison St. Phone Central 2057.

^S?ft

S. D.

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

New England and

Eastern connections.
Three trains daily, on which there is
no excess fare. One feature of service
on that road is meals in dining--cars,
on American club plan. Pay for what
you ^et, but in no event more than

Mention the Bee Journal.

SOCtf

ADRIAN, MICH.

points, applying^ over the Nickel Plate

Amepican Poultry Journal.

price.

CO.,

It will be to Your Advantage to ascertain the rates from Chicagfo to New

Chicago, III.

and made up— at very low

BOND STEEL POST

4— 18A3t

Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: '* We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
SO chaEf hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
Address,
W. F. & John Barnes,
'

40 Colonies of

^
'

—BEES—
For Sale.C. BUCKSTAFF.

mostly Italians.
18A3t

1861

:^
.^
•

^

Fancy

Any

ISAtf

Cll assed

bee-keepers in

New York

5
?$
=?/(f\(f\(f\ffy

it

Mass.

\^ |

or Pennsylvania producing either
(in

glassed sections),

undersigned at once.

GEOKGE W. YORK
&

1902

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Co ml» Honey

to their interest to write to the

144

Oshkosh, Wis.

-ADEL QUEENS-

White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey
will find

StJeet,

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
Please mention Bee Journal -wlien "writing.

^

D.
Main

Adel bees the Standard strain. My 1902 Catalog- ready to mail May 1. Send for it. Address,

'

I

149 So.

«fe

i
MARKET QUOTATI0N3.
Chicaoo, Apr. 18.— TheRcanon

in

which comb

honey sellH prior to the new crop iH now practically at an end; therefore priceH are more or
less irreffular, as some scctionn in a caKc will be
grained more or less and otbcrn free. The best
lots of basswood and clover sell at 14''^15c: oth«*r
kinds of white at 10ft&13c; ambers are not in

heavy supply and

sell at 9f",12c.
Extracted is
for white, and S'n'ic for amber,
flavor
and other riualities.
scarce at 32c. R. A. Burnett dk Co.

S'lutiiic

Beeswax

March 6.— The market in exis good with prices lower.
Ammanufacturing purposes, brings from
S/i&bHc; better grades from7to8c. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 27fai30c.
TiiK Fbkd W. Mcth Co.
tracted honey
ber, for

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 21.— Our market has not
been so empty of comb honey in a long time.
Fancy white comb, IS@l6c; No. 1, ISc; dark
and buckwheat, 13(ai4c. Extracted, buckwheat,
Beeswax, 30c.
6c.
H. R. Wrioht.
Boston, March 2n.— The demand for comb
honey remains good. Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15(&>16c; A No.
1, 14@lSc; No. 1, 13@14c; honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7@7}^c: Florida honey, in barrels, 6@6^c.
Blake. Scott* I<8B.
Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
No. 1, 13(ail4c; dark and amber, TVail^c
Extracted, white, b'ACgi'c; dark and amber
5@6c. Beeswax, 29@30c. M. H. Hont & Son.
ISc;

trouble, sure.

A

flat

full

without

damage. We do
uot approve of
it might lead to
some one trying it on
some other make of box,
and then there would be

^^^^ 'S over a quarter of a
old and is still growiug- must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one.
Such is the

j8®*In

Udcle

this, as

loilffl^l
llCll century
r\ UVFUl

60 cents a Year.

III.

charge of buckshot,

HON&y AND BEESWAX

Ci.NciNNATi,

Ihem with a

The American Poultry Journal
325

and

RURAL MAIL
BOX have tested

MODERN FARMER,
9Ctf

25,

Sam's Favorite''

not ? You get it a whole
year for 25 cents. Yotir money back,
Sample Copy Free.
if not satisfied.
Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us 50 cents, and get

Send

May

Several owaers

why

Ht JK jti >4t rf4 jK jti alt ittV
^

depending upon

Don'tShoot

Modern Farmer

I

dull at

City.

of the "

free.

00

Please mention the Bee Journal.

iSEtf

-THE-

yours

'i

ll.iHJ

1.

Circular free.

DO VOU READ
If not,

$

iJ >Ii >t< >t<

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

^
^•
^
f5^

Cincinnati,

Apr.

H.— Stock

of

comb honey

here is larger than it ought to be at this time of
the year, and this is why it is offered for very
low figures. Water-while is sold at 14&14^c
and hard to obtain; for extra fancy, 15c.
Extracted finds a steady sale, and amber is
sold in barrel lots for SCofS^c; water-white alfalfa sells from 6(ci(65ic, and white clover brings
from b}i(si~c. Beeswax scarce at 30c.
C.

H.

W. Webbk.

New York, Apr.

7.— Comb honev, last year's
crop, practically cleaned up, but as we wrote a
little while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and 10@llc foramber!
Extracted: The market is decidedly dull.
Very little demand, with large stocks on hand,
some of which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline
in prices.
We quote: White, 6c; light amber,
Siic; amber, Sc; Southern, 52i^@5Sc per gallon,
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm

Hildreth & Seqelkbn.
Buffalo, April 25.— Market is very quiet.
Fancy comb, 14@15c; other grades, 9, lo'and 13c.
Extracted, 5@t.c; moderate demand. Beeswax,

at 29(n 30c.

Batterson & Co.

25@33c.

San Francisco,
12}4

Apr. 16.— White comb, 10®
cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Ex-

tracted,

white,

—

amber. 4@

.

S@—

;

light

Beeswax, good

amber,

V^@

to choice,

;

light!

2b@2Sc; dark, 24@i2Sc.
Demand is not very active, and market cannot be termed firm, although quotable values
remain without important change. Considerable honey of last crop is now being offered,
which up to a few weeks ago had been held off
the market. New crop is expected to arrive in
wholesale quantity in the very near future.

BOYS

WE WAMT WORKERS

Biiyy, Girls, old and jounp alike,
make money working for us.
We furnish C3[0tal f^siart yon in basinets. Srii.l 03 10c 6tamp3 or silver for full insinictions and a l:ne o'
aampleaiowork with. bRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.,Chicago,III.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
If you are interested in Sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

fV^ool

Markets and Sheep

a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

has

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEtP. CHICABO, ru.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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We

May

1,

1902.

have a Large Stock on hand
and can ship promptly.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR

flflvance in Prices

Hives, Exiraciors
OR ANYTHING YOU WANT

IN

THE

BEE-KEEPING LINE.

WE MAKE ONLY THE

01 foundation

BEST.

Our Falcon Sections and New Process Foundation are ahead of everything-, and cost no more
than other makes. New Catalogr and copy of

Thb American Bee-Keeper

THE W.

T.

free.

We quote an advance of THREE CENTS PER POUNDWHOLESALE AND RETAIL— in Comb Foundation.
We are much in need of Beeswax, and pay the HIGHEST

Address,

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,

JAMESTOWN,

...

N. Y.

I^" W. M. Gerrish, East Notingham, N.

H.,
carries a full line of our ^oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save freight.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

PRICES.

Send us

all

you have

to spare,

Chas. Dadant

200-Egg Incubator
for $ 2-80 «

&

Son,

Hamilton,

1

Perfect in

either for cash or

trade.

III.

and

construction

action.
Hatches every fertile
egp. Write for catalogne to-day.
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III.

45A26t

Mention tbe American Bee Journal.

C
a if nfn
CaillOrnia
I

I «i

I*

t

yo"

<=="'^

'o ''now of

l
Fralts, nowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Calioruia's Favorite Paper

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

The

handsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Please mention

THE DANZENBAKER
^HIVEt*^

Sam.

ole copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Street,

Market

-

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

FOUNDATION and
fori fax

Into Foeilation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GU S. DITTMER,

Augusta, Vis.

European Tourists and Others destined to Eastern points, will find the lowrates applying- over the Nickel Plate

best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses* and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.

The

Root

Co., of

Branch
The A.

1.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.
I.

The A.

I.

Wm.

Saffell & Herrick. ManaKcrs.
Co.. San Ignacio 17. Havana.
F. H. de Beche. Manager.

Root

Cuba.

Geo. W. York & Co., 144
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Walter S. Pouder,

to

&

Hfi Erie St., Chicago.

111.

Cincinnati. Ohio
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Nysewander,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Nebel & Son, High Hill. Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck,
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville, Mass.
Tbe L. A. Watkins Mdse.. Co.,
Denver, Colo,
Jos.

.Ino.

Would you increase your profits? Then
Read the following
to California.

from Maine

try the Danz, Hive.

It*s

used

:

Mechanic Falls. Maine, Feb. 28, 1902.
Root Company, Medina. Ohio.
Gkntlemen :— I am very, very pleased that you are willing I should
recommend the Danz. hive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,
and have not felt at liberty to recommend it over uur regular hive;*. At first I

Thk

other

docks, and the service afforded is firstclass. Three trains daily from Chicago. Uniformed colored porters are
in charge of day coaches, whose duties
require that proper care shall always
be given to keeping cars clean and attending to the wants of passengers enMeals are served in dining-cars
route.
at prices that are reasonable and within
Details cheerfully furreach of all.
nished on application to John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago. Chicago City Ticket Office,
'Phone Central 2057.
111 Adams St.

Jobbing Agencies-

Offices.

Co.. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Selser. Manager.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Root Co.,
F. A. Salisbury, ManaRer.
Mechanic Falls. Me.
Root Co..
J. B. Mhsod. Manaper.
Root Co.. Hj24 Miss St.. St. Paul. Minn.

Root

H. G. Acklin. Manatier.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Manapers.
The A. 1. Root Co., li."'o Md. Av.. 8. W. Washington.

The A.

New York, New England and
Eastern destinations, specially
attractive. The Eastern terminals via
this line are only from three to ten
minutes from all ocean steamship
Road

Bee Journal when writinp

"»

A.

I.

was prejudiced against it. but the sales have increased without rectimmendaand wherever I have sold they have bought aaain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and I ara forced to the conclusion that it is the BEST
J.B, MASoN,
Comb-Honey Hive on tbe market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. 1. Root Co.
tions.

The above

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzeilbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

3— 18A3t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

_

GEORGE W. YORK.&

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO., ]ltc^Go^i^lT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO,

Send

to

them

for

i^e.ae%
Bee Journal
QBORaB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

MAY

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
8,

1902,

No.

19.
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Why Not

May

8,

1902.

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up^to^date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.
HAVE YOU EVER TllIED MONTGOMERY
£r CO.
of Chicago ? Perhaps you have long intended to, but never.knew how
to begin. Why not start now? Our Catalogue No. 70, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to

Spring

is

If you are

WARD

—

roof with good things the very best our active buyer could gather in
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— just as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is our Famous Catalogue.
It can be found in over tujo
all winter, and believe that there never was a better opportunity for
million homes of thinking peoe
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our wholesale prices — no
pie. Is it in yours?
middlemen one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
REJIDY. Over WOO pages packed with the good things of
CJtTMLOGUE NO. 70 IS
Page after
life — everything you use — gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world.
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
SEEMS TO us THJtT YOU OUGHT TO HJtVE Jt COVY. We want you to have one— so much so that we
There are so
Witt furnish the book free and pay one=half the postage if you wilt pay the rest^ fifteen cents.
many peopte in this country bubbling over with curiosity^ or trying to get something for nothing, that we are

I

—

NOW

compelled

to

make

and are interested

this trivial charge.
in our business.

only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are acting in good faith
not ask for it today, before you forget it?

It is

Why

Montgomery Ward
eieaae

LanQswn

mennon

This

— 1900

on...

Red Clover Queens

is bound
and contains
revised by those

library of every bee-keeper. It
in cloth,

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

to all the readers of the

Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject

clearly

is

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money

—

146

Erie Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILI,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—Warranted Purely Mated

We

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tonfrue Red Clover Queen
during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.
for us

We

of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
queen-breeder
says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
And this year our
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.

Queens.

want every one

We

—

Orders for these fine, "long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first
" beginning as early in .June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
first served
filled quite promptly (even better than Ihspast season), as a much larger numberof queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one, no matter from whom you order a queen).

—

come

All

Queens

will

be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped,uuless other-

wise ordered.

A Warranted Queen for Sending us only TWO NEW
YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.
In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order for one queen for sending us the names and
addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee .Journal and $3.00; or for sending
us ij7(C «."!« subscription and 30 cents more (or .$1.30), we will mail you a queen; or send us
$1.60 and we will credit your own subscription for one year, and mail you a warranted queen.

This indeed
list

GEORGE W. YORK &
&

1902 FREE!

Long'-Tong'ue Variety

;

or work.

144

FOR

Edition.

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oug-ht to be in the

over 500 pages, being-

Chicago

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

is

substantially

•

iiea journal Tsmen writing

Tll6tiOI16yB66
Revised by Dadant

Sr Co.,

is

an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time helplswell the
American Bee Journal.

of readers of the old

We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also' to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your (^ueen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of these Queens.

GEORG-E W. YORK &
144

&

Address,

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

:

:

:

3-

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

gathering

at

make any

^

^

Editorial.

natural

If at

freely.

MAY
stores.

1902,

6,

It

can hardly

increase in the queen's laying, for

such times

I

ILL,

the queen

a time

when

No,
behind

thetij a compact mass of honey
pollen reaching about 1 cwt. (page 3!)).

is

con'

tinuously warm, yet no flowers yielding, the

in a Swarm. The
number of bees goinff with a swarm, Editor
Root ;^uesees, iiiaj' be 75 percent of the whole.

Wonder

leaving 25 percent in the old hive.

make

others would

the same guess

it

J

laying, the

(|ueen's

feeding

may

be a good

thing.

Another way by which increased laying is
sought is by making such change in the position of the brood-combs as to bring an additional number of empty cells within the
usually called brood-spreading.
This matter is (|uite fully discussed by Mr.
Doolittle on page 247. The fear is that the
beginner will pay too little heed to the dangers mentioned.
Still another way advocated by some is to
reverse the position of the hive and all its
contents, making the front and back ends of
the hive change places. The reasoning is that
bees naturally prefer to have their brood close
to the entrance and the honey at the back
end, so when the hive is reversed the bees
hasten to bring the brood again to the front.
In this plan there seems little chance for
doing harm.
The probability is that beginners have an
exaggerated estimate in nine cases out of ten
of the gain that can be made by any interference.
Many seem to have an idea that
brood-spreading and stiuiulative feeding will
in all cases result in an increase of brood,
whereas either one may have the opposite
brood-nest,

Returning Bees to Cellar After a

—

Plight. This in early spring has been understood to be a thing not to be commended.
Possibly it may, after all, be one of those
things as to which traditions are not reliable.
At least it looks a little that way, according to
the following item

from Gleanings

Bee-

in

Culture for April 15:

The bees in our bee-eellars have wintered
nicely.
The larger portion, as will be remembered, were in our home cellar, comprising
nearly 300 colonies, and these, many of them,
two and three frame nuclei and yet they
came out bright and healthy. One or two
nuclei succumbed, but they were very weak.
;

days of March there was
considerable roaring among the bees, and it
seemed necessary to (|uiet them down. Mr.
Warden finally suggested taking them out on
the flrst warm day and giving them a flight,
and then returning them. This was done
with the bees in both cellars, and the results
were eminently satisfactory.
In our flrst
test, we took out 25 or 30 colonies that were
quite uneasy. We gave them a flight, and
put them back, and, presto! they were iiuiet,
while those that had not had a flight were uneasy as before. These were put out, and they,
too, became contented.
I believe it has been stated that it is a waste
of time and labor to give indoor bees a flight
during mid-winter or early spring: but our
own experience does not seem to prove the
statement.

During the

last

When we put the bees out in the first place
we numbered and marked their location, so
that in a month hence, when they are put out
again, they will go back in exactly the

same

•

—

Up

seizes with especial eagerness

is

the idea that

by some special measures he may secure more
rapid laying on the part of the queen, and so
have an extra number of laborers when the
ready.

tempts this

One way

by what

is

is

which he

in

certain extent a natural flow.

windy,

will

for

it

be made in a case in which a colony
ing already all the brood it can cover

amouat every

the weather

is

If

this is

done
and

cold, wet,

almpst certainly result in

loss,

will start the bees to flying out. If

done

it

at a time

are flying

the weather is warm and bees
day long, doing at least a little

when
all

is
?

carry-

Before

whipping up your queen make sure that she
is

not already doing her best.

Maeterlinck's Book seems
country and abroad.

to be judged

By some

it seems
bad book, by
others as of mixed i|uality. and by still others
as of faultless beauty. This appears in the
American Bee-Keeper

There are one or two among us to

whom

the beauties of Maeterlinck's delightful book
are overshadowed by the trifling inaccuracies
which are but the iuiprint of humanity.

And

this in the British

Bee .Journal

should say that the greater portion of his
open to criticism, and this is a
circumstance the more to be regretted', inasmuch as the work is one that is evidently obI

figures are

taining a wide general circulation. What, for
instance, is to be said of statements that convey such ideas as ttie following?

That the common size of swarms is from
pounds to 14 pounds (page '^).
That bees on swarming commonly leave

1.

12

2.

and sleep on the near-

4. That the (lueen bears in her flanks close
on two million lives (page 84), etc.

Such statements might \x multiplied almost
indefinitely, but
poetical license,

I think
the wildest flight of
or whatever it may be, is
reached in the following, with which I conclude, although I can not pretend to be ((uite
certain of the author's precise meaning;

"
immense fields of flowers that have
been visited daily one or two thousand
times" (page "293). Does .M. Maeterlinck really
mean to saddle our poor little servant with
the task of a laborious journey during every
half-minute of a lon^ summer's day ?

Sulphur Smoke and Blaok Brood. —
In

European countries

there are frequent

reports of foul brood and kindred diseases
being cured with drugs, but in this country
is placed upon anything of the
has been suggested that across the
water bees are more nearly immune to the
disease because it has existed there for a

little

reliance

kind.

It

longer time, and so drugs that are not effective here may succeed there.
In (ileanings in

Bee-Culture T. F. Bingham reports what may
be a possible cure with the fumes of sulphur.

He

says

Mr. Hetherington was at my place, and I
wished to show him my first buckwheat colony. When opening it we found a non-laying queen and a few black, dead larvEB scattered

at

intervals

among

the

empty

cells

when, evidently, the brood had just matured.
Mr. Hetherington said there was no doubt
that the dead brood was such as had made
trouble in eastern New York. It filled the
description given in the journals so far as we
could decide. I told him I would try an experiment, and watch results. I gave them an
unfertile queen five days old and when darkness came I smoked the bees thoroughly at
the entrance and at the top of the hive, and
at the two joints between, with pure sulphur
;

quite differently by different minds, both in

at-

day. or every other day, so as to imitate to a

when

hands of the most ex-

not certain that gain can be
made in every case. What possible gain can

called stimulative

feeding, or feeding a certain

at a time

in the

it is

to be considered as rather a

Whipping
the Queen. One of the
things upon which the novice in bee-keeping

is

Even

perienced

this

places.

harvest

effect.

visit

aiiit

est flowers (page 2.S7).

dearth continuing sufBciently long to stop the

Number of Bee«

That drones

3.

already laying

is

the weather

19.

The following night I gave them the
same treatment, but stopped the exits from
the hive and compelled the bees to stay
awhile. .Just as the young queen had begun
to lay, Mr. H. was again at my place, and, of
course, we examined the first prime buckwheat swarm to see if the combs had still in
them evidence of disease. Nothing could have
smoke.

been cleaner or in better order. The question, so far as cleaning out the few dead
larvae was a factor, was complete.
One factor, however, remained; viz.. would the disorder develop again
I kept watch of the
brood, and nothing could have been finer or
more abundant. The queen laid abundantly
1

the flowers failed, and no signs of weakness or dead brood appeared.
till

The query will naturally arise, " Was the
sulphur smoke the cause of the change ?"
The reason I have given this experiment publicity is because I am not likely to have an
opportunity to test the experiment again;
and while I do not like to say much, based on
a single experiment, others may find it of
value.
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—

Mr. Dunn Have you force enougli to be able to inspect
thoroughly?
Mr. Patterson Now, you know our si.x inspectors cover
our entire State, and we have a good many complaints from
different points, about different products^ and when a complaint is filed we look it up.
I am sorry we don't have more

^iA.js,js,js,.3e,ja».iSmM^is..is^i

this city

Convention Proceedings.

—

inspectors.

Mr. Patterson

—

THE ILLISOIS PURE FOOD COilMISSIOS.
Mr. Patterson — The bee-question is certainly a new subhad
1 remember when I was a boy on the farm
ject to me.
The only bee-factory I
a little experience I never forgot.
have visited during my time in office was yesterday, at Mr.
I

Wheeler"s place, and he entertained rae very well on the subject of bees. I heard a good deal of talk from him on foul brood
and other matters pertaining to bees. It seems to me that the
Pure Food Commission and the beo-people of IlliDOis should
work hand in hand in all these matters. That is, there is no
organization in my opinion that ought to be so thoroughly organized for the purity of goods as the bee-people, because if
anybody is producing pure goods it is certainly the bee-people,

and the only question that we had up before the commission
was a car-load of extracted honey coming from the West, and
we found it adulterated. I seems to me all the bee-people of
Illinois would certainly be in favor of and willing that honey
from other States should be tested, that in our own State not
being adulterated, because adulteration would naturally docrease the production of honey. I want to say right now for
the Pure Food Commission, that we would be very glad to
come in contact with all of the bee-people. I intend to visit a
few of the bee-keepers, but will not have much time now to do
that, but I am so glad to see so many interested. I didn't have
any idea there were so many bee-people in Illinois. As I said
before, the only one Iran across was out at Piano.
Dr. Miller There is another one besides those here
I

[Laughter.]
Mr. Patterson It is certainly a great subject, and it is a
great industry. Nobody likes honey, and pure honey, as well
as I do, and I think if you all stand together as you are here,
eventually honey will go up. I understand that honey is
lower now in price than it has been for years and I don't see
any other reason for it than the adulteration of honey. There
has been a little mistake in the press upon the interview of
our Commissioner about honey. You know as well as I do,
that a reporter always endeavors to make a startling article
on almost any subject of adulteration, and they say what they
Some one said to me, "I saw a cartoon in one of the
please.
papers of one of the men out in tlie country adulterating comb
honey." We can't stop those things. We are trying to bring
about an honest condition, and t)iat is surely your purpose. I
will endeaver to have our chemist come and speak to you toI assure you any question you ask the Commission
night.
will be welcomed, and we would be very glad to consult with
you on any subject pertaining to honey.
Mr. Dunn Can you. as an officer, visit the glucose fac-

—

—

—

Mr. Patterson Yes, sir. That's another matter. There
was some little honey In our last report that we found adulterOne man I talked to had bees near the glucose factory,
ated.
and he claimed they brought the glucosi' into the hives and
thus naturally adulterati'd the honey. I don't know whether
that is so or not, as I am not able to say. The law gives us
the right to visit anything in the way of products, eatables or
drink, in Illinois. I want each and eve^y one of you who
knows someone who is adulterating hom-y. and selling it as pure
honey, to notify our Commission, and we will be glad to look
We hope to have your co-operinto the matter thoroughly.
ation in all this work. I thank you.
Mr. Dunn Mr. Pattersou, have you assistants to canvass

—

Mr".

thoroughly?
Patterson

— We

have only
and

State, and we have a chemist
sioner, and his assistant.

this investiga-

—

277.)

It was decided that the secretary be authorized to send
the necessary amount to the General Manager of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association to pay the dues for all the members
of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association.

this city

line of

—

—

Dec. 5, 1901.
A
SHORTHAND
REPORTER.
BY

tories 1

upon the

our force, would be a great help to us.
Mr. Duun Does that come from Congress ?
Mr. Patterson From the State.
Mr. Dunn How many assistants would permit you to canvass it thoroughly ?
Mr. Patterson I think an inspector for every Congressional District would cover very thoroughly throughout Illinois.
I know as we are now we are busy night and day with
every inspector we have. We have so many complaints, and
our chemists have so much to do, we can't possibly cover the
ground.
Dr. Miller I think we will always agree with the statement of Mr. Patterson that bee-keepers do not desire adulteration.
There has been enough of it to injure us very, very
seriously, and there is another thing whicli runs side by side
with that, and that is, to get the public to believe that there is
It doesn't ma'^e any difference whether it is
adulteration.
true or not, when you get the public to believe there is adultertion, you have injured the sale of our product to an extent
that cannot be gotten over for a long time.
Pres. Y'ork Are you talking about comb or extracted

—

Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

—

— Anything

can this organization take to

tion, or to increase

Semi-Annual Convention of the

(Continued from page

—

Mr. Dunn What action
give you the force required ?

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the

8, 19C2.

six inspectors for the entire
his assistant, and a Commis-

honey

?

—
Miller — don't care what

Dr.
I
it is, whether comb or extracted.
Here is the condition that faces us right now. Here
is a statement made in a reputable paper that one of the Pure
Food Commissioners has said that there is scarcely any gen-

uine comb honey that it is nearly all adulterated, and that
unless you see the brown coloring on the comb what we beekeepers call travel-stain it is not pure
I am not bothering
aliout what foundation they had for that, but I do know
the result of what Prof. Wiley did years ago. I believe we
have the impression now that the Commissioners are the ones
that can do a great deal to help us as bee-keepers, and I believe that they will as gentlemen, do this, for if there has been
anything said by them to give any foundation for the statement made in the papers, I believe they will, over their own
signatures, in the same public manner in which the statement
was made, say there is no foundation for it.
;

—

—

I

—

Mr. Patterson I know positively we never made such a
statement. The reporters, as a rule, use their own language and
say a great many things that should not be said. Of course,
this adulteration would come under the observation of our
chemist, and that there was certainly some adulteration,
especially in that one sample, and a reporter naturally takes
that one and says all. You know the Commissioner, and no man
of any sense, would say that honey was adulterated, or any
other product, because he would be saying something that was
not true. I would say that Commissioner Jones would be very
glad to confer with you, or a committee, upon the subject.
13e said to me he never made such a statement, and he is particularly interested in the bee-interests, as he lives in a part
of the country where there is a good deal of bee-raising.
We
are trying to bring about a condition that will meet w;th the
approval of everybody that is honest and fair, and have put
upon the market that which is labeled.
If adulterated,
mark it adulterated if pure, mark it pure; and if they say it
;

is

pure

let

them

invite inspection.

—

Dr. Miller I believe Mr. Jones is a friend of the beekeepers, and desires nothing but what is right. There is no
need of any consultation of any committi'O. There is a statement made that is either true or not. Now, if it is not true,
and there is no foundation for it, Mr. Jones, as our friend,
will, over his signature, say that there is a slander, and we,
I think, are entitled to just that much.
If there was any
foundation for it, that foundation was wrong. If anything
was said that ought not to have been said I have confidence
in Mr. Jones as a g<>ntleman, to believe that he will withdraw
whatever he may have said. We must remember that every
man doesn't know as much about the business as you and I
who have spent years at it and a Food Commissioner might
make a mistake. He may have said som(^thing that he wasn't
authorized to say. As a gentleman he will withdraw that.
That much I do believe we ought to ask. If some statement
of that kind is not made I shall be disappointed in Mr. Jones.
That should be said, and very plainly, and in as public a way
as the statement was made in the papers.
We are entitled
to that much, and I believe we will get it.
;

a

May

8,
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Mr. Dunn— I iiuivn, as tim scnso of this <',onv('ntloM. tlmt
Mr. .loncs iuid his iissistaril.s he, rcqiicslcil lo stiitc tlii' l:ii't,s,
tlKarutli, ;iii(l riotliiiif; but tile triitli, for piibllcatioii luiil cortiil<o cogiiizain'O of anythiiiK liiiit
tho nowapapc^rs, but wo want an aiilhoiitic- ri',port from liiiii lliat tlioso stalonicnts aro IncHirroct so far as
Ho slioiii<i (five it ciirrc^ncv ali ovor this Stato. Wo
thoy go.
I-ct liini state what aro
oniy want liini to Rive us tln^ trntli.
Let liini spcsitc l)roailiy wliat is puro honey, 'livo
tlio facts.
I move, as llui
tlio public to undorstaml what pure lionoy is.
sense of lliis meet, that wo rci(iiost Mr. .loncs on bohalf of tlie
honest moil interested in hoiioy-prodiiction to stato tho hr(]ad
facts for tile information of the pniiiic.
Dr. Miiior— Whilst I said what I did, I believe 1 am opposed to that motion, as I belii^ve Mr. .lonos Is a Rentleman,
and 1 liellove it isn't necessary. I believe wo will get tlio
right thing. Mr. .Jones wants, I lielim-e. to do what is ri};ht in
Ho
tliis matter, if it were necessary to call his attoiilion to it.
knows of it. Tlio tiling is fnlly l<nown, and if he needs any
Here we liavc
instruction upon it, it is simply to tell liim this
been for years otVcriiig premiums for the whitest and bi^st
honoy tliiit can be produced, and then you come in and tell
I don't think it is necessary to pass that
us it is adulterated.
motion. I believe I would rather let him do something on his

roctioM.

.Mr. .loiios can't

tiiUrs piano

ill

:

own

iiook.

—
—

some reason for it. We
I want to give him
ask him as an organization, to state the facts for tho public.
Mr. Moore Om^ thing mentioned in Mr. Patterson's adThis quosdress seems to me ought to be further taken up.
There is no
tion of' adulterating comb honey will not down.
such thing as artilicial comb honey. It is impossible. It was
put in this way, as to the question of glucose being carried
That I understand cannot Ije
into the combs by the bees.
done. It is impossible and impracticable. Mr. Grabbe, one of
the best known bee-keepers, said he was hired to make comb
honey out of glucose and other materials, and he made other
experiments on 300 colonies of bees, and the result was their
entire death and destruction— poisoning by the glucose, lack
I am satisfied myof sweetness, or lack of food for the bees.
self tliat it cannot be made a success, whether it is made one
way or the other, by the aid of tho bee or not. I am perfectly
clear, and I think" the Pure Food Commissioners ought to
know that artificial comb honey is out of the question altotons of it
gether. Comb foundation is an article of industry
are made and sold by some of our best. known bee-men. Some
think if you can make comb foundation you can make the
It cannot be
complete comb. It simply boiled down to this
done it isn't done. One man might go to work and make
something that would be a sort of counterfeit, and that which
is done and found in the market is altogether a farce.
Mr. Dunn We are speaking fOr the State of Illinois and
county of Cook, and we have a right to speak by the organization en masse, because they will require Mr. Jones to reply. I
want something practical, and I want the response as coming
at the call of this Association, that he shall put in black and
white what is the truth.
Mr. Moore At the time Mr. Jones was before our Association, a year or so ago, he was heartily in favor of all our
work, andcalled upon us to co-operate with him, and it seems to
me that this is a little in the light of " Yon don't know your
business." I am afraid it won't be taken well.
Prof. Eaton— (Chemist of the Pure Food Commission)— It
will only he. about half a month before our report is out covering the work of the entire year in which every sample of honey
we have taken in the market will be reported on, and full
analysis given of pure and adulterated, and at that time I wili
probably give a resume of the work of both this year and previous years, and the work done for the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association, or rather, the National Association. Most of you
know that Mr. Jom^s will be only too viilling- to do anything in
his power to correct the wrong idea that has gone out through
the newspaper interview. These newspaper reports are uot
very accurate.
Pres. York There are some reporters in the room, and
they will please take notice of what is being said
It would be a hardship on anybody, to be
Prof. Eaton
held strictly responsible for everything a newspaper reporter
To be called to task in this way would not
says.
think it is due Mr.
be very pleasant, and I hardly
Jones, particularly considering what he has done for the bi'Okeepers' association, and the interest he has always taken in
pure houey. I have no doubt at all that if you go to him in
an official capacity and present the matter to him that he will
take every step he can to correct this matter.
Mr. Dunn 1 trust that no gentleman in this audience will
suppose that I want to reflect on the Commissioner. Mr. Jones
has'allowed this thing to go uncontradicted. It is the duty of
Mr. Dunn

:

:

;

—

—

—
—

—

!
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It is the duty of
this Association lo bring that to his iiotlco.
this organization to report, and they should appoint a coniniitf-et It go forth from
toe to day to answer that article also,
this Association also that no one wants to relleia on .Mr. .loiies.
On the contrary, I feed fric^ndly Inward him. They must not,
be so thin-skinned as to take offense.

Idea was to no at Mr. Jones a little
hands of Dr. .Miller It would
be settled. I have I'very conlidonce In Dr. Miller settling It
to the entire satisfaction of us all.

Mr.

easy.

It

I

Horstmann— My
beiii've

if

we

left It In thi^

was moved and seconded that the whole matter be

definitely postjioned.
Pros. York— I have no doubt

th<?

In-

representatives of the

Commissioner who are here will report this all right. It may
have the desired effect, anyway.
IMr.Dadant— I would like to speak to Prof. Eaton, the chemWhen there is any adulteration we want to prove it. We
ist.
don't want our friends to hurl us in their names, when it Is said
here: "Commissioner .lones says it is comparatively easy for
(Jenuine honey,' he
a purchaser to detect the imposition.
(ilucose
declared, 'has brown coloring around the cells,
honey is perfectly white. The purchaser can delect the fraud
by this simple rule.'" If he did say it, lie certainly will correct
We want lo warn him of the mistake of Prof. Wili-v, of
it.
the United State Chemistry Department, who did us the great'

est

harm .in the invention "of

comb, put the honey

in

it,

the story that people could
He called
seal' it over.

and

make
It •'

But it prevented the sale of pure
pleasantry."
honey. Since the story was invented and reported all over
the United States, hundred of persons have come to our combfoundation factory and asked to see the honey put into cells
and sealed over. 'Of course they go home very much disappointed. We make comb foundation and want to make it as
near to the bee-comb as we can. I have told a great many
people, something that has not come to the thought of many
of you— an answer for you to give to those who say comb honey
In this age of progress you don't know
is manufactured.
what they will invent to morrow. There are no two leaves in
the woods that are alike, and no two comlisof honey are alike,
but if man made coml) they would be alike. Y'ou might have
two or three different patterns, but they would be alike. Remember that, and tell it to your friends who say you can manufacture comb honey.
Mr. Dunn I move you now as the sense of this meeting
that we ask the Legislature, through our representatives all
over the State, to furnish the additional help required by
these gentlemen— one inspector for each congressional disscientific

—

trict.

Dr. Miller— I would like to ask, either Mr. Patterson or
Prof. Eaton, whether that, in their judgment, is a desirable
thing.
Prof. Eaton— Well, I don't know but what it might be a
desirable thing if the other branches of the department were
placed on an equality with the inspection. If you expect to
keep as many inspectors as that busy, you will have to get

more than one chemist.
Mr. Dunn I move we amend the motion by adding addi-

—

tional chemists.
Dr. Miller— Then I would like to ask this question, in
order that we move intelligently, because the Pure Food Com-

mission

understand

this

more

fully

than any

of us.

I

would

Prof. Eaton can give us the view of the
Commission as to the desirability of having these.
Prof. Eaton— I have not talked with Commissioner Jones
upon the matter. Y'ou heard what Mr. Patterson had to say
I would say there is no State in
as assistant commissioner.
the Union that has more inspectors than the State of Illinois.
Minnesota has but six. Wisconsin but two or three, and one
New Y'ork has vineof those in the dairy department alone
gar inspectors but not more than six all told. In fact, six inspectors i? the largest number in the food commission to my
knowledge in any State. Six inspectors, if they inspect nothing but food all the time, and doing nothing else but buying
samples for analysis, could keep many more than that number
like to

know whether

;

of chemists busy, because it takes much less time to buy sample of food than it does to analyze them. Those are my own
views. I can't speak for Commissioner Jones. Inspectors can
do other things. They act as detectives. They can visit

creameries and apiaries". It may be that more inspectors than
would be desirable.
Dr. Miller— That being the fact, and I suppose it is, that
Illinois is up to all other States in their force ?
Prof. Eaton— We haven't as many chemists, but we have
as many inspectors as any other State.
Dr. Miller— There is then just this little danger in the
While it might be a very desirable thing to have
matter.

six
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more, vou know how the legislature is. If they asked, the
request is not likely to be granted. Now you are asking what
Then we are only weakening
isn't done in any other State.
our chances for getting something else we might ask them
for.
I don't know, possibly it may be all right, but unless we
are pretty sure of having our request granted, we better not
make any.
Mr. l)unn I predicated the resolution on the statement
he gave us. He said they could be used, that they didn't have
force enough. The mere fact that other States are not doing
their duty is no reason why Illinois should not.
We all have
our representatives. I don't see any objection to asking it,
even if we are refused, even if we can't get so much more ad-

another, and the end

ditional help.

There are a few points in relation to bees that can be
demonstrated any day in the working season, and one of
them is that the hustling colony is the one that gets the
honey. And there are various ways to make them hustle
without tampering with the queen. The moving of several

—

Mr. Sylvester

— Not that we say

anything to the legislature, but labor with our representatives to ask for it.
There
could be no harm in that.
Dr. Miller Let us understand which way it is.
Mr- Dunn I want it both ways.
Dr. Miller That this body as an organization should ask

—
—
—
the legislature.
Mr. Dunn — And also that we see our individual representaand get them to work for us.
The motion was then voted upon and

tives

carried.

(Contiaued next week.)

Contributed Articles.

is

not yet, and

all

since the breeding of

Has not the breeding for certain qualities, or the mixing of races, weakened the bee in certain
qualities, or torn down its defense to diseases ?
Our enthusiastic advocates of long tongues cite the
queens commenced.

gathering honey from red clover as an indication of their
value, but there is no positive demonstration that such is
the fact. I have seen black bees work quite freely upon red
clover.
This red-clover work is always done in hot weather
and under conditions when honey is secreted rapidh-. The
nectar wells up in the flower-tube to an unusual height, and
the hustling bee, either long or short tongued, soon finds it
out.

colonies to a new location will give them this desirable
feature, provided, of course, that there is honey to gather.
All know that a natural swarm is a greater hustler than an
artificial one, but still an artificial swarm can be made to
hustle if it is given a large amount of brood.
It is the great army of bees that load the hive -with
honey, and here is where the most prslific queen is of the
greatest service, for a queen that la\i6 an abundance of eggs
will surely preside over a hustling colony.
It is only a step from a hustling colony to a hustling
apiar)'.
Bees in an apiary of weak colonies do not go far
for honey. I doubt if even a few strong colonies send their
bees far afield. But a large and strong apiarj' what an inspiring roar is borne to your ears upon the morning breeze
They will find honey if it is 4, S and even 7 miles away.
" Old Grimes " would not disparage experiments they
are legitimate in any line of work. .But let us experiment
until we demonstrate, then give it to the world.
Marconi came over quietly to Newfoundland and set up
his tickers when he recognized the ticks from across the
ocean he had something to demonstrate.
The long tongues may just now have the innings on
paper, but the hustlers are still on deck for profitable crops
of honey.
Perhaps I will tell you some time how to get a big hustle
into a small apiary.
[If "Old Grimes " is going to tell how to get that " hustle into a whole apiary," he'll have to "get a hustle on"
himself soon, else it will be of no value this season. We are
Editor.]
ready to furnish the paper on which to put it first

—

!

;

Length of the Bee's Tongue vs. Hustle.
BY "OLD GRIMES."
discussion of late about improving- the length of
THIS
bees' tongues is not devoid of interest to " Old Grimes."

And the boys and I have had several warm discussions
over the matter. The boys, like all boys, are inclined to
start out after new things.
I have held them in on quite a
number of things that have in time proved the Old Man's
wisdom. But in this long-tongue business there is some
danger that the whole crowd will stampede after it.
When I was a boy I was taught to have respect for
David Crockett's maxim, " Be sure you are right, then go
ahead." Now there are no indications in sight that the
long-tongue fellows are right, and the indications are
mighty slim for coming in sight for many years.
To me, the little bee seems to be a well-balanced insect,
and it is, we might say, a little air-ship. Now, to increase
one part without increasing the other parts, the bee loses
its balance and more is lost than gained.
Let us look into

;

I

The Ise

of

Smoke
BY

T.

F.

—

in Controlling Bees.
BINGHAM.

sirable feature.

I note this on page 123, " By all means avoid the use of
smoke as much as possible."
The above remark was undoubtedly made from habit,
not from any evidence demonstrating its reasonableness. It
is of no consequence except as it conveys an answer to a
query, and gives no reason for the answer. The fact of bees
filling their sacks with honey and emptying them when

These gentlemen cite instances where in-breeding has
produced variations, but every time it is at the expense of

they please does not imply that Nature has made a mistake
in implanting in the hive-bee the instinct to fill said sacks

some other feature, and, if carried too far, results in diseased
conditions. Witness the silk-worm and the dire financial
results following from a too scientific breeding.
Our domestic animals and fowls show much variation
from a wild to a domestic state. The hen in the wild state
has more wings and less eggs, but by civilizing it gains in
eggs and loses in wings.
The good, docile work-horse is a good-enough animal
for most of us, but bred for racing he loses his sturdy qualities and becomes what we might call a "dude" in horse-

when

the matter a

little.

There have been several articles recently in various beeperiodicals by Simpson, Getaz, and Miller of Rhode Island,
all of whom are more or less versed in the science of breeding of animals, and none of these writers seem to be in
haste to demonstrate that the long tongue is a fixed or de-

flesh.

Examples might be multiplied, but these are enough to
show without much scientific reasoning, that to breed for
one good point many others are

sacrificed.

In the bee the breeding for long tonues may result in
the loss of wing-power, or some other greater weakness.
And I find myself inquiring- as to how far, and how many
of the recent diseases of the bees can be traced to our
modern methods of breeding.
It is a fact that when I was a boy my grandpa kept bees
in the log-gum
they had their own sweet will about breeding, and there were no diseases in those days.
The modern diseases have come trooping along, one after
;

frightened, or from flowers. This instinct is all
yes, the only one on which modern or civilized bee-keeping
is rendered possible.
Fright applies to all insects alike and in common. The
rude log-cabin of the pioneer has its kettle of smoking chips
to keep away the troublesome mosquitoes and other winged
insects from its door but to the hive-bees are given this
special instinct to cluster, to huddle, to protect their home,
and fill their honey-bags against a possible day of trouble.
I do not write about this subject because it is new, but
because it is so oft-repeated without the shadow of evidence
of proof. It seems handed down as superstitions usually
;

are.
It has cost the lives of people and horses, and made
the bee-keepers' union a necessity among superstitious beekeepers.
The Creator made no mistake in fixing up the pale,
hatching worker with all the instincts for its own and its
colony's preservation without experience and choice of

methods.
We say the reason why the bees do this and that when
no fact is so patent as the one that bees know as much
when they gnaw open the cap that has protected in their

—
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cells as they ever will, of
ally or collectively.

what

is

of value to

Ihem individu-

Bee-keepers all over the land have smoked bees in and
out of hives with all sorts of fuel— sulphur, tobacco, cotton-wood, pulT-ball, etc.— and have never said that the
bees were injured by any of these materials. Of course,
every one will lift up the voice in holy horror at the sulphur smoke for bees, but sulphur smoke will not kill bees
any more than tobacco neither of them hurt bees if allowed
a few hours exposure to fresh air. The fresh air restores
them and smoke does them no enduring injury.
It will be well for all bee-keepers to bear in -mind that
statements are fre(|uently made by bee-keepers more destitute of facts to prove them than much of the newspaperThe fallacy of smoke consists
talk we hear so much about.
In an emergency
in the lack of enouf,'h of it at all times.
a bee-keeper has no time to light matches.
In the handling of bees one may not at all times need to
smoke them. But I would rather start out hunting without
a gun than go among my bees without a cloud of smoke
around, and within quick and easy reach.
If it was well understood by everybody that bees would
not sting or proffer an attack away from their near-by home,
or unless pinched, one senseless superstition would have
disappeared, and happiness not common with inexperienced
people would be realized.
Bees that are to be moved will fill their sacks without smoke just as if smoked. One has to consult his own
convenience.
He will find smoke, reasonably used, will save the lives
of individual bees and be of great convenience.
Men have shown their vanity and ego in words like
this: "My bees never sting me; I can take them by the
double handful. Bees are all right, they need to know their
master." The safety of the community lies in knowing
that the bees do not know anybody or anything, and that if
proper care is taken of them, and you have no superstitious
neighbors, you will also have no trouble.
Clare Co., Mich.
;

Rapid Increase of Colonies
BY

G.

in the Spring.

M. DOOLITTLE.

past winter has been very serious with us, and from
THE
also has been so in some
my correspondence find
I

it

other parts of the country, so there has been quite a loss
of bees. For this reason I am receiving enquiries regarding
the feasibility of a rapid increase of the colonies remaining,
in order that the combs from the lost colonies may be stocked
with bees again, as quickly as possible. As it is quite a task
to'give a full answer to a score or more of people by private
correspondence, I have told these that I would give an article in the American Bee Journal on the subject, and have
referred them to this article, which I trust will appear in
ample time for their use.
After trying everything I have ever heard of for a rapid
increase of colonies, I prefer the nucleus-box plan to anj'
other, for the purpose. To use this building-up process, all
want one or more boxes similar to one of the shipping-cases
used in sending section honey to market, only having wirecloth sides in place of glass, and a hole in the top which will
admit a funnel large enough to shake the bees from the
frames down through, the same as is used in putting up bees
by the pound. This large hole in the box should have something like a door to close it with easily, and one of the wirecloth sides should be tacked to small wooden strips, like a
All about
slate frame, and thus made easily removable.
how to make these "nucleus boxes" has been given by mj-self"
in back numbers of our bee-papers, but the. above " brief
•will enable any one to make it, if not able to turn readily to

one of the former
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articles.

As

early in the spring as you can do so without loss by
cold spells, begin to stimulate the very strongest colonies
you happen to have, by spreading the brood and feeding, as
I have given on page 246, so that one or more of these colonies may swarm early, thus giving you queen-cells or,
what is still better, have these strong colonies build queencells by the plan given in my book, "Scientific Queen-Rearing," so that you can have plenty of queen-cells to use as
you wish them, if you prefer to rear your queens to purchasing them. Having the queen-cells nearly mature, or
having queens on hand by purchase or otherwise, go to any
of your colonies that can spare bees without damaging
their building up as fast as you desire, and take out two
frames having to the amount of one-half pound of bees on
;

them, being sure the old queen is not on these corabs. Set
them down in an empty hive, or on the outside somewhere,
and tap gently on them so as to cause the bees to fill thcmand as soon as they arc (illcd shake them
.selves with honey
down through the funnel into the box, removing the funnel
and closing the door or hole.
While the bees arc filling themselves with honey, you
can go to other colonies and take out the frames of bees
from them, and thus keep things moving right along, instead of waiting as you would if there is only one colony in
;

the apiary.
in the box, return the combs of brood
the hive, marking the one having the
most emerging brood, so you can get it in a moment when
wanted. Now set the boxes of bees in a cool place, where
there is little light that will come to them, and leave them
finish your
till near night— just time enough so you can
work before it becomes so dark you cannot see.
At the right time— a little after sundown— go to the hive
from which you took the bees, take the marked comb, shaking the bees which are on it in front of the entrance, and
put a frame of comb from which the bees have died, in its
Now take the comb of brood and a frame of honey,
place.
left from the dead colonies, and place them in a hive where
you wish a colony to stand, putting in a division-board so as
Now go to the
to make a small hive for the two combs.
hive having queeen-cells, and, taking one of them fit it
into the comb having brood, placing it near or at the upper
edge of the brood, where it will be warmest next close the
entrance to the hive get the box of bees, and put it with
the funnel-hole next to the combs, then open the door over
the hole, and if the box is within three-eighths of an inch of
the brood, the bees will immediately run out of the box on
the combs.
As soon as they begin to run out, close the hive, and the
work is done till the next morning, when you will open an
entrance large enough for three or four bees to pass at a
time, on the opposite side from where the two combs stand.
Then toward night of the same day you will take out the
box and adjust the division-board, when you have a nice
little swarm or nucleus started in that hive.
As soon as the young queen from the cell given gets to
laying, you are ready to insert the combs from the dead
co'lonies till the hive is filled, giving the combs, one or two
at a time, as fast as the bees can occupy them.
In the above I have given the way of making one little
colony, and you can make as many and as often as you have
colonies that can spare the bees, and have queen-cells to
give them, using about half a pound of bees for each colony
made during the month of June, one pound during July,
and two pounds during August. Where we have plenty of
combs to use, there should be no trouble in making ten colonies from one old one in the spring, if said colony wintered
through fairly well, as I have repeatedly proven.
If you prefer to purchase queens, instead of rearing
them, then you will proceed the same as above given, but
instead of doing anything about putting the bees in the
hive at night, you will place the queen in a provisoned cage,
go to the box of bees, and, by setting it down suddenly on
the floor, drop all of the bees to the bottom, quickly open
the door and hang in the caged queen so the bottom of the
cage nearly touches the top of the box, when the bees are
the
left till the next morning, the hive fixed as before, less
queen-cell and, instead of opening the funnel-hole for the
bees to run out of it, the movable side is taken off, and the
bees hived like a swarm, releasing the queen from the cage

Having the bees

to their old place in

;

;

;

so she can go in with them.
In this way I have made hundreds of little colonies and
nuclei, and there is nothing that pleases me anywhere
nearly so well for the purpose as this. But, if any one
thinks otherwise, then let the colonies left after a bad winswa rm
ter, swarm as fast as they will, and six days after a
issues from any hive, divide the old colony into nuclei,
using two combs with bees, brood and a queen-cell to start
a separate colony, and build up these nuclei with the combs
not occupied with bees, the same as by the first plan, after
the young queen is laying. In this way I have succeeded in
making from five to six good colonies by fall from one good
colony in the spring, and in good seasons obtained quite a
little surplus from the new swarm.

Onondaga

Co., N. Y.

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.
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Sweet Clover Bulletin. — The General Manager is in
from Prof. Frank Benton, in which he

receipt of a letter

says

Association Notes

ByEMERSOX T, AliUOTT, St. Joseph, Alissouri.
Gen. Mgr. of the National Bee-Keepers' .A-Ssociation.

^
J^
ty

Extracts from Letters.— "The writer begrs to extend
congratulations and sincere well wishes." H. E. Hill,
Editor American Bee-Keeper.

—

" Permit me to offer ray hearty congfratulations on your
election to the office of General .Slanag-er of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. Mr. John Froliger, who is a
member of the advisory board of this company, joins me in
the same.
know that the aifairs of the Association are
in the proper hands.
wish yon a successful term. If I
can be of any service to you in the aifairs of the Association in this city, do not hesitate to command." Fred W.
MuTH, of Ohio.

We

We

"Accept congratulations

letter of April 19 [to the Secretary of Agriculture], in reference to the growing of sweet clover, has just
been referred to me for reply. I went immediately to the
Agrostologist, and, not finding him there, consulted with

his first assistant regarding the issuance of a bulletin on
sweet clover. He seems to think the subject might warrant something of the kind. I think that a candid discussion of the subject, giving, so far as possible, all phases
of the matter, would place it in its right light, and our interests, as well as the farming public in general, would be
benefited thereby. I shall see the Agrostologist himself,
and endeavor to bring the matter to a point as soon as possible, and then report to you further."
The General Manager is very glad indeed to have the
co-operation of Prof. Benton, and he wrote him at once to
urge him to look after the matter, and do what he could to
secure a fair and candid discussion of the subject by some
government official, who will give both sides of the question.
Prof. Benton is in a position to aid the bee-keepers
in many ways, and we are glad to have his co-operation.
E. T. Abbott, General I\ianager.

Manager Secor. May success
W. Hall, of Iowa.

eral

F.

for your successorship to Genlie in your pathway."

:

"Your

"I am glad to see that the Association has an energetic
manager, and hope you will have the time to spare to keep
its affairs in proper order.
I should like to know where I
can get information in regard to keeping bees on the public

highway
"

in the State of Illinois."— C. F.
answer this question ?

Who can

nois.
I

hope you will receive

all

Bender,

of

* The

the support necessary from

The 'Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

members of the Association, to lessen the duties of the
office now imposed upon you.
Co-operation we must have
maintain the honor and usefulness of
— John
W. EylE, of Nevada.

E. E.

"If necessary to make an assessment of one or two
dollars to fight this spraying-of-the-open-blossom business,
ray assessment will be ready any time you want it. That
raan Williams ought to be pulled out of the hole without
any regard to the cost."— Ralph B. DailEy, of New York.

The Important Thing' just now engaging the attention of the General Manager is the subject of spraj-ing fruit
when in bloom. He had mailed to him a circular letter
issued by William Stahl, in which is advocated spraying
when in bloom. This circular gives the testimony of IS or
20 people who say they have tested the matter. The General Manager wrote a letter to each of these persons, asking
him for further information, and requesting him to explain
fully why he thought it a good thing to spray when in
bloom. Up to this time only two have replied. One of
them shows clearly by what he says that he has been spraying blindly. The General Manager will have more to say
about this in future notes.
quote an extract from
another letter which will explain itself

We

will say that three
years ago I sprayed my fruit while in bloom, and I did
think at that tirae that it benefited the trees. However,
that was the first time, and, also, the last time I sprayed
my trees while in bloom. Now, I do not intend to do it any
more. I can not say if I am quoted correctly in Mr. Stahl's
circular, as I have not seen one.
I wrote him something
about it at the time, but do not remember just what I said.
However, I will say to you that I am too fond of bees to do
anything to kill thera."— E. Chapell, Sr., of Michigan.

stiU continue to

Rural, Toledo, O.

QUOTING THE HONEY MARKET.
Anent page 95, it is easy to see that the dealer who buys
honey outright, and also deals on commission, and also
furnishes quotations for the bee-papers, is tempted to quote
a little too low, whether he yields to the temptation or not.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the rascal who deliberately intends to skin his consignors alive, is tempted (if
that's a proper word for him and Satan) to quote prices a
good deal too high.

Low

quotation ? Honest coon.
Scoundrel prices to the moon.

—

EVERYBODY KEEPING BEES.
Yes, Mr. Wisconsin, we are not anxious
neighbors dip into keeping bees; but if we
them any

it

come in, but there
Have you sent in

The Sweet-Clover Bill, in Ohio, is probably safely
pigeon-holed for good, writes Secretary Mason. We congratulate our Ohio friends on their successful campaign
against this bill. All that is needed is energetic work on
the part of the bee-keepers of the United States, and in a
short time the busy bee will be recognized as having some
rights in law, as well as elsewhere.

to

have our

refuse to sell

will stimulate their determination to

have some

— as well as lower our own

standing. Offer them swarms
the next swarming season, they to send you the hives to put
them in. Let the rates offered be reasonable. The chances
are that they will not actually send the hives. Page 196.

:

Membership Dues

B

observer, S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, reports
on the robber-bees. They sometimes sting the bees they
are trying to rob, but quite rarely. Page 191.

I

yet room for many thousands more.
your dollar? If not, do it now.

Sta.

One competent

of Minnesota.

is

HASTY,

robbbr-bees stinging other bees.

the Association."

"In the earliest days of the Association I was a member, and now desire to take it up again."
L,. A. Pennoyer,

" Replying to yours of the 19th,

%

Illi-

the
to

Afterthought.

I

expect (but

PUTTING UP THIN HONEY.
if you're a rogue, and want to do it, don't
thin honey be heated and put in air-tight

read this) that if
condition before it begins to ferment, the fermentation will
then be slight or lacking until the package is opened. But
I don't believe a wooden barrel can be depended upon for

any such

results.

Page

197.

CLIPPING THE WINGS OF QUEENS.
That's a good record. Miss Wilson, if with all the queens
you have clipped in a large apiary for years you have never
found a queen with S'2 legs as a sequel. Still. I'll supplement your warning a little. The queen being secured, let
the beginner experiment a little before actually clipping.
Notice when she is touched with the scissors how quick as a
flash she will put a leg between the blades and take it out
again. Do you soberly think your collocation of things is
safe enough to clip and get away without danger ? If yes,
then go ahead. Page 197.

CURING FOUL BROOD WITH ROSEMARY.
Yes, the rosemary method of curing foul brood is an
easy one (IS to 20 drops dropped into the hive from time to
time), and if we only knew just when such little help would

—
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be enouKli. and just when the conditions

positively destronger, it iniKht he a blessing'- As it
is, I fear ten will waste time, and let the blaze get unnecessarily bi^,^ for each one that will succeed in puttin^; the
blaze out. Page 198.

manded

soniotliiiii,'-

REMOVING BEKS I'KOM THK CKI.I.AK.
About removing bees from the cellar in the spring,

I

trust that readers will at least not fail to notice that Dr.
Miller has no trouble at all, where many of the brethren
have serious troubles indeed. This for many years. Must
be some reason and it's queor if his success cannot be
duplicated. Serious nuisance to have to secure Id or 12
good days to put out when one would suffice and even then
the first ones get on their robbing clothes and rob the last

297

had many a case in which the bait was filled and sealed and
not a drop of honey in another section in the super. In
some cases a single bait may have the effect to start the bees
so much sooner that it will make all the difference between
swarming and not swarming. It would take a good deal of
money to induce me to put on supers without having at
least one bait in the first super given to each colony.
Another way recommended by some is to take a super
or a section, bees and all, from a colony that is working well
at storing, and give it to the balky colony.

—

Building a Bee-Cellar.

;

winter bees outdoors, and had no recent experience
in putting out
and my surprise is that he insists on sunshine instead of a mildly cloudy, warm day. Of course, he's
right rather than I who does not know anything about it.
May it be that bees once out stay out until they feci dry,
and that that time arrives very much quicker in sunshine?
ones.

Page

I

—

200.

hive.
2.

stone

VARIOUS " AFTERTHOUGHTS."

A

caused by out1. On account of heavy winter losses,
door wintering of rav bees, I have decided to build a cellar
which I wish to hold 100 to 125 colonies without crowding.
About what should be the length and width ? The height
I shall probably use the Danzenbaker
will be b'x to 7 feet.

locality in

New York where

there are no Italian bees

!

Who'd a-thought

it ?
Page 200.
S. E. Miller did well to extemporize a double-walled
melter for $1.')0. Page 203.
Dried apples and water to keep the slender queen from
g'etting through the zinc
worth more than the carrier-pigeon

—

suggestion, Mr. Alpaugh. Make the pigeon eat the queen
first
then she'll go all right. Page 204.
Too much divergence of the doctors about the maximum
of dead bees from 100 colonies 4 quarts or 2 bushels. Page

Which would you
?

Answers.- -1. A cellar 6'; feet high to hold 125 colonies
should be about 14 feet square, inside measure, or 12x15, or
10x19.

there is no trouble about keeping it
the brick might be better, for brick
being mere porous would allow more air to pass through the
2.

I

wall.

1.

Questions and Answers.
DR.

CONDUCTKD BY
O. O. MILLER, afareng-o, ni.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal oflBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.]

A Reporter's

Error.

Are you quoted correctly in the convention report on
page 245, second paragraph, right hand column, where
they made you say ? " I built a cellar purposely to winter
bees, 36x40 feet. I don't use it at all now." I supposed you
always wintered your bees in the cellar.
Pennsylvania.
Answer. No, I don't know whether the reporter, the
printer's devil, or some other person is to blame for the tangle, but the two paragraphs in that second column credited
to me were spoken by some one else.

—

Getting Bees to
I

would

like to

know

Work

in

the Sections.

the best method to follow to get

bees to work in sections.

,

California.

Answer. — Usually there is no great
tions are favorable. The sections should,

trouble if condiof course, be easy
of access, preferably directly over the brood-nest, and as
soon as there is any surplus to store the bees are likely to
store it. Remember, however, that it is only the surplus
that will be stored in the sections, and as long as there is
plenty of room to store honey in the brood-chamber it cannot properly be called surplus.
There are, however, times perhaps it would be better
to say there are bees which will continue to crowd honey
into the brood-nest, when in all reason it ought to be putting
it in the super. It will help very much to make them change
their minds if you will give them a super filled with drawnout comb. Even a single " bait "-section that is, a section
containing comb more or less drawn out, either with or
without honey in the bait will have the effect to hasten the
work in nearly every case. In a season of failure I have

—

—

—

—

If

*

.

»

Changing Langstroth to Danzenbaker Hives.

—

Yes, have several wise fellows measure tongues from
the same colony and see how they tally. Page 206.

don't know.

warm enough, perhaps

;

206.

prefer to use for the walls, brick or
Illinois.

I

have had a few 10-frame Langstroth hives, and

A.s I think the 10-frame hive too large,
thinking of cutting down the hives to about the size of
the Danzenbaker, and using the Danzenbaker supers. Do
you approve of the plan ?
it
2. Will it pay to buy clover honey (extracted) and feed
to the bees in the month of August (when it is very hot and
no honey coming in), thus turning it into comb honey for
which I can get 16 cents per pound ? I have to pay 8 cents
for the extracted honey.
3. Candidly, what do you think of the Danzenbaker hive

desire
I

comb honey.

am

comb honey ?
Answers.— 1.

for

Minnesota.

Better go slow about changing from 10 to
8 frame hives until you know by some trial that 8 frames will
be better for jtiK. Moreover, are not your lO-frarae Langstroths already the right size for Danzenbaker supers ?
But you can decide by trying
2. I don't believe it will.
it with one colony.
3. The only experience I have is with two hives, and
that did not decide me that I would gain anything by changing from dovetailed hives. The claims made for it by others
are so strong that I may give it further trial.

Sweet Clover Honey
1.

Other Questions.

Does not sweet clover honey taste very rank

?

A year

last summer I got very little honey, as basswood was a
failure, and there was considerable sweet clover around, the
honey was very strong and I laid it to the sweet clover, but
honey was fine in flavor.
last year
old do bees have to be before they become field2.

ago

mv
How

workers ? Do they act as nurses a while ? Do certain bees
stand guard, and do nothing more ?
3. Which are the best comb-makers, young or old ones?
4. Is not the wax sweat through the bees after they
gorge themselves with honey ? They can't make wax when
they can't get a surplus of honey, can they ?
5. Why do some hives have small, black, shiny-looking
bees in them sometimes, which the other bees kill? What
An old queen ?
is the cause?
6. What is the best plan to keep the bees from swarming, and keep them up to the strongest working point ?
Iowa.

Answers. — 1.

I have made no little effort
I don't know.
ignorance with regard to sweet-clover
honey, but I feel a good deal mixed about it. I have eaten
honey that was supposed to be unmixed sweet-clover honey,
and I didn't like it, nor did any of the family. I have had
some that I supposed was a mixture of white clover and
sweet clover, and we thought it better than any other honey
we had ever tasted. Some say that if sweet-clover honey is
not thoroughly ripened it will have a rank taste. I can

to

overcome

my
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easily believe it, and it is possible that thorough ripening^
may remove the disagreeable quality.
Like
2. Workers go afield when about 16 days old.
good children, they all help •' tend baby " during their first
16 daj's. There are sometimes bees that stand guard and do
nothing more but no bee ever spends its whole life stand;

ing guard.
I

3.

May

Oh my my my

Dynamite would answer the quesyou hadn't tacked on that last condition. Taking
the whole question together, it may be answered in a tentative sort of way by saying to work for extracted honey, and
when the honey-flow first begins raise the hive and put
under it a story having foundation or empty combs, with an
excluder between, and put the queen in the lower story.
6.

!

I

!

tion, if

;

are not gathering any.
The queen is probably not
5. It may be bee-paralysis.
to blame, and it is hard to say what is to blame unless it be
the presence of bacillus Gaytoni.

^

Mineral Wool for Packing.

How would "mineral wool " do as a packing material in
the spaces of a double-walled hive? It is said to be a nonconductor of heat, and insects will not stay in it. Ohio.
Answer. I believe it is excellent.

—
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a receipt (or money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon application.

DiKECTOR

National Bee Keepers' Association
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

W.

Whitcomb.
Z.

Hutchinson,

Root,
R.C. Aikin.
A.

I.

G. Newman
G. M. Doolittle,
W. F. Marks.

Thomas
J.

P. H. Elwood,
E. R. Root,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.

Emerson
Treasurer,

T. Abbott, General
Joseph, Mo.

Manager and

St.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

#itf" If more convenient. Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Abbott, who will
mail individual receipts.

P.

H.

Elwood (Herkimer

Co.,

above.

on receipt of the Buffalo Convention
Report pamphlet, wrote thus approvingly

priced,

" The proceedings are neatly gotten up,
and with constitution and list of members is
of added value. Bees wintered well."

was established

tion,

:

Mr.

Wm.

a. Selsek, wife and daughter,
stopped off in Chicago, for a few hours while
passing through on their way East recently.
They had been away from home for nearly
three months, having been in Texas, CaliforMr. Selser was representnia, Colorado, etc.
ing the Government in

its

investigation of

honey analyses, he going out to secure samples of various kinds of honey in ditlerent
parts of the country. His report will likely
be made in about a month to Prof. H. W.
Wiley, at Washington.
Mr. 8elser and family had a splendid trip,
and all were looking well.

No Liquor Ads. Need Apply. — In the
Modern Farmer for April we find the following from Editor Emerson T. Abbott:

We

last month, if pleasure
be called, of returning a whisl<ey ad.
written
and
sent in to us by an
which was
agent. The contract called for $100, and it
was signed by a firm with a good rating, but
we refused to run the ad., and returned it to
the party who sent it.
The Modern Farmer is not so rich that it
can afford to throw away one-hundred-dollar
contracts, neither are we in this business for
revenue only. It remains, however, to be
seen what appreciation the friends of a clean

had the pleasure

may

paper will show of our effort to keep it clean.
If they will stand by us and give us their
patronage, we will try to make a farm paper
which will be clean in every department.
We are led to wonder, sometimes, how it is

who claim to be in favor of cleanliness and purity in the home will take and
pay tor a farm paper which inserts liquor
feel like saying to our readers,
ads.
" Are you doing it *" It so, our advice is to
that tho.se

We

order the paper stopped at once. You can
not afford to take a whiskey drummer into
your family circle, and, in addition, pay it for
coming. There is surely temptation enough
for the boys in this direction on the outside,
without bringing it into your own home
ulathed in the fascinating form of so-called
cheapness. Others may help on this kind of
work if they choose to do so, but so far as we

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

of

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb! from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the

N. Y.), of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

it

To
To

1902

think comparatively j-oungones.

Roughly speaking, they might be said to sweat wax
that is, it is secreted by the wax-glands. They cannot make
wax without having honey, but they can make it when they
4.

144

8,

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
in 1888.

GOLDEN and LEflTHERGOLORED QUEENS, before July
6

Prices of

1st:

1

Selected,

Warranted

Tested

$1.00
1.50

Selected Tested
2.00
E.i£tra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 4.00
guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we e.^pect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on SO or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

We

(juirin

the (jueen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office.]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[Parkertown
lSA26t

WfllllBfl iraGtedVne'u!
State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

—

May

8,

;
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Headquarters
FOR

Beekeepers
Supplies

»!»'

= Factory
Prices

me

ooncerncd, mm will have iKithintr to do

Willi it;

THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRsame

for

GINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

uud

.^lioiilil

we

fail in

our

alleiiipt to

a cluan jiajiiir, we will have tliir eoiiwlousiicRB left tlmt vv(: have; liecii true to our
own conviclitms. iiiul IhiK, to us, at least, ifi
worlb more than the luouey.
iiiiikc

Good

Modern Farmer!

for the

Wc are

en-

we
paper we

with Mr. Al}l)ott In
succeed in puliliehinK- a clean
Hui the agricultural press Ib
)>rcfer to fail.
quite free from whiskey and tobacco adversayiti;;

tirely

that

<'an't

tisements.

Hut

iihouiinalions.

If

the daily and weekly news-

It is

pai)ers that seerii to

Iieople,

Distributor of

i

;

would not

have a monopoly ot such
bee-kee])ers, above all

tolerate

their

in

homes a

or farm-paper that would jiublish
such advertisements. They think too much
Ijee-jiaper

of their families,

and have more self-respect

than to do that.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinuati are the

The

lowest.
Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.
The Standard Honej'-Jars, Laugstroth
Hives, etc., at lowest prices.

—

You will save money by buying from me.
Goldex Italians,

Orders taken for Queeas

Red Clover Oueens, and Carniolans.
For ptices I refer you to my catalog-.

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

C.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,
Successor to Chas. F.Muth

OHIO.

& Son and

A. Muth.

Please mention Bee Journal -wheD writing.

^ = = ^^^i

^^^

PjVG^

=

P

THEY ALL SAY
Is ".lust as Kood as tlie Pace."
Don't that
eound pretty well for "The PAQEV"
PA«K WOVEN WlltK FENCE CO., A DRIAN, MICH.

theirs

Q ueens

Tennessee

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long'-tongupd
(Moore's), and Select, Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 2% miles
apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within 2/4 miles;
none impure

within
5 miles.

3,

and but few within

No disease.

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

ers a specialty.
for circular,

29 years'*

WARRANTED

cents each;
$1.50 each.
Discount on large orders. 200
tested reared last season ready
to-day
Contracts with dealDiscount after July 1st. Send
7 5

SPRING HILL, TENN.

14A36t

Please mention Bee Journal vry.en wntrnq;

Bees For Sale.
Two,

3 or 4

lSA2t

5

frame Nnclei— cheap. Good Queens.
G.

W. GATES, Bartlett, Tenn.

START YOU
TO
We will jiit-sent

IN

BUSINESS

yn

yi>n willi tlie rir^I >^-'
ill tu start you in a iXiunl pa\in^' Imsiness. StTid 10 cents for full line ot suniplea
(iirt'L-tinns
how
jiml
to betjin.

take

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Chicaso,

Ills.

COMB FOUNDATION
ADVANCED 3 cents
Owing to'the increased price of beeswax, until
further notice, dealers handling the A. I. Root
Company's goods are compelled to raise the
price of Comb Foundation 3 cents per pound
above the prices found in their price-lists and
catalogs. Please take notice. Adv.

—

Docs blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding the queens oiTercd not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
giving last season an average yield as

—

follows:
Honey-Oatherlng:.
102 lbs. extracted and Qi Ibfl. comb honey per
colony besides iacrease and stores for winter.
Quality of

"Man!

Comb-Honey Produced.
It

would dazzle you."— Wm. Envoy,

Ontario dovernnient Inspector of Apiaries.
Wintering; Qualities.
Up to the present (January 30) I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
—always perfectly quiet. , They are wintering'
perfectly. -Frank T. Adams, Branlford, Canada.

General Commendation.

A SONQ OF TONGUES.
BY

IIAIIKT

LATHKOP.

Some months and weeks have passed alonp
Since I've been heard in prose or song;
So on the ".lournal's" shining page
I'll speak ot what is all the rage;
Fooling with what no profit Ijrings—
Time lost that might serve better things.
But here I close this introduction.
To pen the following short production

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying^ a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they g"ive me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase, (ilad you
are going- into the queen-business, and are going
to join the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 365 colonies).

:

Longer tongues for bees, indeed
And lunger tails for dogs;
And why not also try to breed
Some longer jumping frogs

S. T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: "The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you, and they are grand bees."

!

" Bees with longer tongues," they say,
" Would gather where others couldn't;"
But Doolittle said, the other day,
" Some gather where others wouldn't."

Better not idle away your time
With longer tongues or tails.
Or others will beyond you climb.
And the wind take out of your sails.

I'm satisfied with my bees' tongues;
I'm satistied with their stings;
But give me the bee that has good lungs,
And the bee that honey Ijrings.

Another fad they soon will
But what Oh who can
*

'.

Canada

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Several Other Clover Seeds.

have made arrangements so that we can
famish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
ibe order:
51b

Green Co., Wis.

Apiary

He

HOLTERMANN,

We

Improvement now should comprehend
Improvement of bee-keepers
For some for silly fads contend.
While some are only sleepers.

on the first page this week.
lows concerning it

R, F.

Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

SWEET
CLOVER
And

1

Unless he act the prophet's part,
And act it very well.

C. Gatii right's

Address,
9D8t

start,
tell

Prices of Queens.
Thev are duty free to the United States.
Tested, $2.00 each; Slo.OOforti; $1.S 00 per dozen.
Untested until July 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.00 per dozen. Same after July 1st, $1.00each;
$5.50 for 6; or $10 0<» per dozen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selei ted tested queens are offered.
Every one has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and Carnioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Bow Park

The tongues of bees are long enough:
As well improve the lung;
This talk of tongues is only " stuff"—
The song will soon be sung.

Mr. W.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

QyeeiisijoiislioiildHave

is

shown

writes as fol-

I send a kodak picture of a corner of my
apiary, also showing some cacti and amole
plants in the Imckground. This apiary consists of 250 colonies, and is run for both comb
and extracted honey. I also have a large
number of nuclei.
There is something like a dozen wild plants
that yield honey in this locality, though the
mesi|uite and alfalfa are the main source.
The honey-flow is slow, but lasts, on the averDuring all this time
age, about 5'., months.
there is enough nertar in the flowers to keep

the bees busy, and they never kill off the
drones until late in the fall. This makes the
ideal conditions fur queen-rearing.
The picture wa^ taken in winter, and shows
the style of hive 1 jirefer for comb honey. It
consists ot an ujiper and lower story, the
upper one having frames 5 inches deep. The
lower, or main biood-chamljer, has 9 frames
inches deep. The upper story contains
r-'s
most of the winter stoi'es, and is left on until
time to put on sections. When the bees have

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (vellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

$.75
1

90
UO

1.00

lODs
$1.40
1.70
1.80
1.90
1.40

25m
$.";.25

4.00
4.3S
4.50
3.25

50ns
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
8.50
6.00

80
Alfalfa Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK A CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Low Rates to Eastern Points
always apply via the Nickel Plate
Road and its Eastern connections to
all points in New York. New England,
and the Eastern States. Three daily
will

trains to Ft. Wayne, Findlav, Cleveland, Erie. Buffalo, New York and

Standard equipment on all
Meals served in dining-cars,
on American club plan, at prices to
suit passenger, from 35 cents to SI. 00
per meal. For particulars call on or
address, John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago. Depot,
Fifth Ave. and Harrison St. 'Phone
2— 18A3t
Central 2057.
Boston.
trains.

May
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in these shallow combs
off anil the sections are put on,
bees enter and begin work at once.

begun storing
taken

Bee-Heepers-Attention
NEW-FAXGLEU

BEE-HIVES, but buy
not put your money into
a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed
hive arranged for beeway sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one
of the largest honey-producing sections in the world— use this style.
Do

—

THOUSANDS OF HIVES, MILLIONS OF
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

G. B.

LEWIS

when WTltln&

BEE^SUPPLIES!

distributing 1000 catalogs for Bs In your

Agt7>ts can make money fast on
our wonderful 1902 oilers.

\\n.

1902 Models, $9 to $15
4

1900

Models,

'01

grade. $7 to

hij;h

$11

everything used by be

SOO Second-hand Wheels
Dew,

nil liiakt'S

$3 to$8.
'at hall

we

POUDER'S HONEY-JA

and models, good as

^^w-rr-f^o

^^^eatl\u^turyL^tt;ar^^lgSate

10 1>A VS TKI -A

-^r^

I'lease

,v/INDUH«nLIS.IND.

o^fc to agents

^ MEAD CYCLE

CO.

ce51;ago.^

Please mention Bee Journal

mention Bee Journal when wriunfe

30 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low, upon

its receipt.

are

Send

tlie

when

writing.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
30 cents a pound

—

CASH—

for best yelor 32 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &
We

Freigl

WALTER
— - S.POUDER.

( aiuida niihdut a cent in advance.
Hrile al once lor net prices and sjjecial
Tires, equipment and
Isundrles. alJ kinds, half regular prices.

ijF

m

Low

CATALOG

mrtrnycost.

and
SHIP on APPROVAL
L to a.iv.iiie In U.S.

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Largest Mannfactiirers of Bee-Keepers' Suplies in

Chicago,

tlie

they are
and the

By

this

swarming. The shallow
combs that contain brood are placed over
plan

weak

I

have but

little

W.

colonies.

C. Gathright.

for

CO., 'Watertown,Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

EARN^BICYCLE

SECTIONS, Ready

1902.

111.

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., 111.,
writing us on April 29, had this to say about
the Buffalo Convention Report and his bees
I think I will be doing a favor to any new
subscriber to advise him to send 2.5 cents to
obtain a copy of the Report of the last convention of the National Bee-Keepers" AssociaThe time of the convention was almost
tion.
entirely taken up with live discussions, and
these "are reported in an unusually correct
manner. In such discussions thoughts are
brought out that would not be obtained in
any other manner; and the discussions iu
I am
this report are exceedingly interesting.
free to say this without being charged with
occupied
so
blowing my own horn, for I was
much of the lime during the sessions at the
directors' meetings, that I had comparatively
small part in the discussions of the conven-

tion.

Bees are now having fair opportunities on
dandelions and some other tlowers, and fruitbloom is just opening, seeming a little earlier
C. C. Miller.
than usual.

The Report

referred to

we mail

for 25 cents,

or with a year's subscription to the

American

Bee Journal— both for ?1,10. It ccfntains 80
pages and cover portraits of all the officers
and directors of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, besides the two latest bee-keepIt is indeed a
ers' songs, words and music.
valuable Report also, as Dr. Miller says.
;

Nortliwest

for catalog

Bees Wintered Well.
The bees are in line condition. They seem
All of the
to come out better than usual.
colonies seem to be strong, and if we have the
right kind of weather tor the flowers to
secrete nectar, we will have some honey.

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

Have

tlie

Ada
Richland Co., Wis., April

Best Goods, Lowest Prices, anfl Best Stiipino; Facilities,
Plea=ie

mention Bee Journal when

am

Our
Wisconsin

CoDipany.

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfield, Wis.
Please mention

7A26t

Bee Journal when wrltina

Nebraska customer when ordering a new
supply of our fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pouDd
"The last I got went like hotcans, said:
cakes." So it does.

We have a small quantity of Catnip
Seed which we wish to offer our readers.
Some consider catnip one of the

A

We will
greatest of honey-yielders.
mail to one of our regular subscribers
one ounce of the seed for sending us
ONE NEW subscriber to the American
Bee Journal for a year with $1.00 or
will mail to any one an ounce of the
seed and the American Bee Journal one
year both for SI. 20 or will mail an
ounce of the seed alone for 30 cents.

More people might do well if they would
order this honey, or basswood, and sell It. It
not only goes off " like hotcakes," butlit is
mighty good on hot cakes.
See honey-offers on page 'Ml.

Send

all

orders to

;

—

much

interested in bees

and bee-

I

follow, either for a living or for pleasure, I
believe that we bee-keepers have the most

Catnip 5eed Free!

Weot Like Uotcakes

very

enjoy reading the reports from
Although
different bee-keepers veiy much.
some of them sound pretty big compared with
remember
that we
do
here.
I
can
anything we
live in a big world, and pass on.
As no one else tells the readers of the
American Bee Journal anything about the
bee-keepers' luck here, 1 will try again to tell
them about our hopes and disappointments.
Of all the different kinds of work that people

papers.

Mannfactnria g

Pickard.

Bee-Keeping in AFkansas.

-wTitinB.
I

Marsiilieid

L.

29.

;

GEORQE W. YORK &

CO.,

144;& 146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

and bitterest disappointments.
As stated in my last, 1 have part of my bees
in movable-frame hives and part in box-hives.
They were put into winter quarters in tine
shape, by feeding a few of the lightest ones.
all in better shape than in the fall
of 1900.
have had one of the worst winters I
have ever seen cold and wet nearly all the
time until the first of March, when we began
About this
to have a little warm weather.
time the bees began to rear some brood. As
a result of the cold winter and spring I have
had no end of troul>le, feeding to keep some
As far as I know, S
of them from starving.
of the colonies in frame bives, and may he one
or more in the box-hives, are tjueenless.
Two weeks ago we had a fine prospect for

They were

We

—

To make cows pay. use Miarples Cream Separators.
Book ilu8ines8Dairying&(.'at.212 1ree.W.Cbe9ter.Pa

!

May
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^
^ A If <f_
I Alfalfa
% Honey J/<C
^ White

ALL

is

Honey For Sale |
CANS.
^•
60-POUND
TIN

_

Basswood

''JS^^jm,

Honey,A^

the famous

the

p"athered

great

This

known

in

is

nearly everybody
who cares to eat
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A sample of either,

— two

by mail,

10 cents, to

pay for package and post-

60-pound cans of Alfalfa, lYz cents per pound
Basswood Honey, Yz cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a bos, and freight is not prepaid. AbSOlUtCly PUfC BCCS' Honey.

By

age.

freig'ht

;

Order the Above Honey and then

Sell It.

yes, Sir

COVER

and

^
^"
^
^|
Sr
^
^\
S^
&
^:

"Cracker
are abso-

We know

because we are practical.
Our illustrated catalog explains it all. You can
^~'^^^^^~^^~~~"^~~ have one by asking. Not a hive left over from last
season. We sell the finest SUPPLIES at manufacturers' prices.
lutely warp-proof.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS,
of

3-BANDERS

6 for

and

none better than our

THE FRED W. MUTH

I have asked them to take some bee-paper,
hut they say they are not able. They call a
queenaking. I think some of them think
the drones lay eggs, and some that they get
comb oil' of the sweet-gum tree. They could
not tell in a month whether the bees got
honey from pine, oak or poplar.
.1. S. P.\ttox.
Hale Co., Ala.

Bees in Good Condition.

My
hives
brood.

grand condition, several
as eight frames of
have encouraged their breeding to

bees are in
having as
I

much

their full capacity, as this is the fruit year,
and I wish to get a crop of apple-blossom
Ai.len" Latham.
honey.
Norfolk Co., Mass., April 2!l.

Rearing Long. Lived Bees.
On page 10.5, F. Brown, of Florida, wishes
to know why his best honey-gatherers live
longer than the average bees. I have had
much experience along this line for many
F'irst. I observed that some colonies,
years.
" never having more brood than others," were
Queens
twice as strong. Why was this
were exchanged with results the same. Strong
colonies pass the winter better, build up more
rapidly in spring, and have greater force to
gather honey when the flow comes. These
'.

75 cents each;

BINGHAM,

Front an

Walnut

Sts..

Standard Belgian flare Book

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

BY M.

Harwell, Mich.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
meet thusewftn work tnr ii^, i'u» ktt-|.-T-. ;J ^^ :i\3
have money. We start yuu m bubiiiess. Yi.iu iiKike
large profits. Easy w.-rk. Wt furnish capital. Sf-enil
Ul Cfnls for full line of Baraplesaiid particulars.

CO.,

X

7S colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
13Atf

and kinds; the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry;
selection of breeding-

stock; care of the
young', feeding, diseases and their
cures, scoring, marketing, shipping,&c
First edition of 50,000 copies was sold
in advance of publi-

Cbicago,

Ills.

Please raentiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

NOTICE
THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY have a Branch
PHILADELPHIA,

cation.

Price, in handsome pa[)er cover, 25 cents, postpaid; or with the American Bee Journal one

Store at 10 Vine

St.,

year

PA.,
144

steamboat connections with Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
and low freight-rates.
As this is a main branch, order from any catalog or quotations given
from Medina.
Healthy ITALIAN BEES. Full colonies, 8 frames and queen, $7.00. Wholesale rates on application.

Where they have

CAPPS.

clear

to

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ

D.

a
and concise
treatment of the Belgian Hare industry;
orig-ia
its prowth,

Bees For Sale.

14 years the best.
Send for Circular.

T. F.

CO.,

book of 175
THIS
pages presents

INGHAM'S PATENT
25Atf

feeding some to keep them from

Safe arrival guaranteed.

S4.OO.

Bl

BUCKEYE STRAIN

MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS.

still

or 5 years; ISSI), IS1)2, IMil.i, and I'.tOtJ, are
the only ^ood ones I remember.
There are several bee-keepers within \h
miles. They all use box-hives, and keep from
10 to ao colonies.
I have tried to get them
to use the frame hives, and they keep saying
they are going to, but they never get started.

a

is

am

H, 4

BOTTOM-BOARD

dovetail hive

have not
prospect
within a
here this

think this is one of the worst places for
Ijees.
We have only a j^ood year about every

^
&

The MUTH'S SPECIAL

AutruBl.

I

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^*.
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^i
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III. S'.

Jack."

ami

Ajiril

in

oui main honey-flow. It bloomB
lusts for about three weeks
iMitnes next, in .lune; bilterwee<l In
Ajiril is our main swartning-titne,

is

sourwood

1

We

^

of the llrnc.

nil

I'oplar

.starvin)^.

li(fht-colored

Basswood Honey:

nearly

year.

the well-

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
gel enough of the

I

Imt up to the present time (April 14) I
had a .sintrlc swarm, and very little
I'nless the weather changes
few days honey will be very short

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honej, and

liKW, hut w(! have had our pari of bee-keeper'B luck.
Hoe-kcepcrit work hanl, early ami
lule, to hi; ruady forlhe iimiii honiey-llow, an<l,
presU> just a wcok or 10 ilayh' rain, or h<;at.
or cold, unrl all tlieir frtiul liopeh are (lua'l for
unolhfr yi;ar. .In8t bo here now. Th« last
two weeks have licen cold and cloudy very

of any.

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

Alfalfa

reg"ions of the CentIt is a
ral West.

•^
•9
:^
1^
r5
:^
;^
^5
i5
:<
1^
^5
:^
;^

^*

J

Extracted

Honey
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T.

'WB~

•

This

IN

BEST

!

—both for only $l.iO.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

&

l-k.

Erie street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

direct

If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send J1.25to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal

DiKOunts to the Trade.
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Bee= Books
& Go.

Ghicaso.

Bees and Honey, or Manag"ement of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicely illustrated, contains 160 pap^es,
beautifully printed in the hig-hest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, io
*loth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. Il
treats of everything" relating to bees and beekeeping-. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Lang-stroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I',
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.
Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thoroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiologv of bees. 460 pages, bound
in cloth

and

fully illustrated.

Price, $1.25.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Dooliltle.—
method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth
and illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 4<10 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honev-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.
Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
Rational Bee-Keeplng, by Dr. John Dzierzon.
This is a translation <ti his latest German
book on bee-culture. It has 350 pages, bound in

—

paper covers,

$1.00.

Bienen-Kuitur. by Thos. G Newman.— Thtt.
is a (iermau translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." loO-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Bienenzucht und Honiggewlnnung, nach der
neuesten raethode (German) by J. F. Eggers,—
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.
Bee-Keeplng: for Beg:inners, by Br. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the rao<it
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
—Revised and enlarged. It details the author's

"new system, or how to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.
Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by

Thomas

G.

Newman.—

Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather bidding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00: for 100 colonies, $1.25.
Dr. Howard's

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McEvoy Treatment and

reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
Pierce.— Result of 25 years' experience.

Capons andCaponlzing, bv Dr. Sawyer, Fanny

Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny

Field.— Kverythin-; about Poultry Diseases and

^

^Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, b^;
anny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
-:.

Uusiness.

64 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Good Secoud-Hand Hives

—FO R SA LE—
lO-frame Simplicity-Langstrotb, standard in
every way. When I kept bees I would have been
glad to pay $1.00 eacb for such hives. Write for

MRS. B. J. LIVINGSTON,
Center CHiiN, Martin Co., Minn.

particulars.
l'>A2t

proved the longevity of

I

Bees and (|neeDS
Having been

lived.

This proves to my satisfaction that longlived bees gather more honey, and are in the
lead in every respect.
It is just as easy to rear queens that will
maintain strong colonies during the honey
season as to rear those that produce only
weak colonies, if you know how.
I find it is not so much the mother as it is
in the manner her daughters are reared.

PRICES:
Untested Queen
fl.OO1 Tested Queen
l.SO
1 Select Tested Queen
1.501 Breeder
3.0O
1-Comb Nucleus, noqueen 1.80
Write for catalog, giving
1

.

.

.

prices of Comb Foundation
and prices of Queens by half
and doz. lots.

Geo. W. Riker.

Lucas Co., Iowa, April

28 years rear-

ing Queens fur the tiade, on
the best known plans, will
continue to rear the best during 1902.

doz.

14.

J.L,STRON(},Clarin(la,FaEeCo,,Iowa.
I'^'Dtf

All

Wintered Well.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

My

bees are working nicely, carrying in lots
when we get a day that is warm
enough. The spring is very cold and backward here. I put 11 colonies into the cellar
last fall, and they all came out in good shape.
I have wintered bees three winters, and have
never lost a colony.
C. M. Lawrence.
Blaekhawk Co., Iowa, April 29.
of pollen

No Foul Brood

Premium

A

Foster
Stylo^raphic

in Bee-Trees.

noticed the article on page 2.53, and the
Editor's remarks, and I will say we do not find
I

foul

brood

in

bee-trees.

Foul brood and

black brood have the same origin, only under
different conditions of the atmosphere, and
can be eradicated by the same remedy or pro-

PEN
This pen consists of a hard
rubber holder, tapering to a
round point, and writes as

cess.

Bees came through the winter stronger than
ever, flew 25 days, from March 1 to April 1,

brought

in

honey and pollen March 20;

smoothly as a lead-pencil. The
and needle of the pen

last

point

year April 8. It has been so dry during April
they have not made much advance.
D. H. Metcalf.
Calhoun Co., Mich., April 19.

are

Last Three Seasons Poor.

—

ruling purposes.

Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions^
filler

right plenty of
plenty of young bees,
summer stands, with chaff cushions in the super

eight colonies last
the ants killed one
of comb honey last
ter on.
I wintered

hives.

I

and

I9,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the '• Foster." You should have
one also.

had

spring, increased two, and
colony. I got 139 pounds
season, and plenty to winnine colonies.

How to Get a "Foster"
FREE.

Mrs. Ben Ferguson.
Ford Co., Kans., April

Send

21.

began

last season with 21 colonies, and
got 1900 pounds of honey, about one-third
comb. I sold it all at home at an average of
I have 28 colonies now in
10 cents a pound.
good shape for the summer.
C. H. Benson.
Calhoun Co., Mich., April 23.

TWO new subscribers

to the American Bee.Iournal for
one year, with $2.00; or send
Sl.fiO for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee tlournal for one year; or,
for $1.00 we will mail the pen
alone.
Address,
(r

Results of Last Season.
I

cleaner.

Best Manifolding Pen on
THE Market.

them
honey and pollen, and
I wintered them on the
bees and found

and old hay packed around the

(Exact Bize of
the Pen.)
144 & 146 Erie

QEORQE W. YORK & CO.
St.,

Chicago, HI.

"What Happened
Blind for Five Years.
I used to write a few years ago about my
bees and my blunders. Since I became blind,
about live years ago, I have kept pretty still.
My bees keep still, too; neglect has caused
their silence.
Neglect has a different effect
on me.
They lived along at a " poor, dying rate "
until the past winter, when a damp, poorly
ventilated cellar finished them. A year ago
the mice tried to do so, but spring came too
soon, so a few were left.
I remember one of your correspondents, a

line of uniat all times

form 'Width
they are unequaled tor

Bees All Right this Spring.
all

alloyed

do

blot.
As they make a

hives; 12 died the past winter, and the rest
are very light.
David Livingston.
Somerset Co., Pa., April 16.

my

platina,

leak or

have been in the bee-business for a good
many years, and the last three were poor ones
in this section.
I
keep my bees in chaff

have unpacked

of

iridium — substances of

great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of ink.
They hold sufficient ink to
write 10,000 words, and
not

I

I

made

with

30 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, la cents.

Price, 20 cents.

I

By

others.

found I could rear queens from my
poorest queens that produce long-lived workers, while queens could be reared from my
best queens whose workers were very short-

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. CheCause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

64 pages.

more honey than

1901

8,

ITALI-A-lSr

longer was the only cause of

their workers.

•jhire.— Its

their Cure.

living:

changing queens

Next

&ENT POSTPAID BY
George W. York

workers

their gathering

May

to

Ted"

BY ISAIIELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and

—

This particular

sliort story
60 pages,
inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insi;;ht into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. I'rice, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.
Address,

sad.

hxG%

—

1

ISABELLE HORTON,
227 East Ohio Stkeet, Chicago, III.
Please mentioii Bee journal -when -writiiig

—
May

8,
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jj jte >t< .«tt jte

wrote about hein^r

sick. Wliile
wliero lie cuiilil overlook
Ills
bee-yard, lie saw swiirrn aflfr swarm
rememdepart, and no way to help himself.
was very
ber I shed tears of sympathy
Ten of the hupliapjiy then with my bees.
lilesl years of my life was the 1(1 years with
years
of hearlaehe.
Then
eame
live
bees.
the

few yours

;

Ills cdiK^li

3-FranH^ Nuclei For Sale.

1

I

;

But 1 have many
remember them.

when

ble.sslnirs left,

Miis. H.

.1.

I

ean

I.ivinuston.

Mtu'liu Co., Minn., April 'Ml

Bee-Keeping

Wc have arran(.(ed with a bee-keeper
located in Kiuikakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of K.inkakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of hii s. All are to be first-cla.ss,
and ino.st of the bees show Italian markThe (|ueens in the Nuclei will
iii^js.
be Italian, of this year's rearing.
The Nuclei

In Florida.

The

past winter here in western Florida has
been a cool one, thouf^h there was no severe
freezin;;.
The sprinj; is rather late.
in its garb
I looU out upon an orange tree
of shining leaves, and the air is fragrant with
the odor of orange blossoms. Some orange
trees lost their leaves, while "others did not.
Pomegranates are now in bloom, and magnolias are opening.
The past winter being cool, the bees were
slow in building up strong, and few swarms
have issued. Many persons still use the tall
box-hives, which are made of pine. To-day I
saw two hangstroth hives with many bees
clustered in their porticoes. All the bees I
have seen are the small, black ones.
At West Bay— an arm of St. Andrews Bay
I was told that white comb honey sold for 5
cents per pound; it was chunk honey, not in
frames. I have purchased good extracted

honey, produced at Wewahitchka (commonly
called the Dead Lake) for 'J5 cents per quart.

Mrs. L. Harrison.

Washington Co., Fla., April 23.

are 3-frame Langstroth,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,
-

BOYS

WE WANT WORKERS

Boys, Girls, DldaniJ.vuntr niike,
make muiiey wurkltiK f<.r u3.

We

fumli-h capital toxiariyou

Honey Prospects Poop.

Conrad

good condition.

Putnam

1902— Bee-Keepers'
We

SuopliesI

can furnish you with The A.

.Job.

Co., Ind., April 22.

bees,

one having died,

and since taking them out I found another
colony (|ueenles6, to which I gave a couple
frames of brood. I have fed some sugar, and
expect to feed two or three sacks before white
clover conies. I think it pays. I fed 2.5 colonies two sacks last year, and it paid well.
I
had my bees strong as soon as the honey-How

We have white and yellow sweet
never saw the yellow until about
two years ago, then I saw a few sprigs of it
near the depot. I suppose it came in some
way on the cars. It is spreading some most
people in town oppose it, and cut it down on
the streets, as it grows so rank, though not as
rank as the white.
I think the Alley drone-catcher is a fine
swarm-catcher. When you expect a swarm
put on the catcher, and when the swarm
issues you will find the queen in the catcher.
Remove the old colony, put a new hive in its
place, and when the bees return let out the
queen, and they will all go in like a flock of
Wm. Cleart.
sheep.
Kossuth Co., Iowa, April 22.
started.

clover;

I

;

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Illinois.— The Eastern part of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
spring meeting at the residence of O. J. Cummings, 2% miles northeast of Rockford, 111.,
Tuesday, May M, 1902. All interested in bees
li. Kennedy, Sec.
are invited to attend.

wnCtr
MUNtT
work
if

.vou

for

lis.

.r.usiiiess aiul liirulsti

line

eas.v to make
will start vuu in
"\\'ork
full

and

We

the eapitiil.

and easy. Send 10 cents for
of samples and particulars.

[lil.'ht

DRAPER PUBLISUINQ CO., Chicago. Ills.
Please mention Bee journal -when wntin&.

-ADEL QUEENS-

1902

Adel bees the Standard strain. Mv 1902 Catalog leady to mail May 1. Send for it. Address,

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,
ISAif

We

Mass.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

"WTitiiig,

....

you are Interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Wool Markets and Sheep
is

the sheep-breeder and
and all the time.

his industry, first,forettiost

Are you interested? Write

40 Colonies of

—BEES—
For Sale.C. BUCKSTAFF.

mostly Italians

D.

14'} So. Main StJeet.OsHKOSH, Wis.
lSA3t
Please mention Bee Journal "when writin&

**

heavy supply and

Extracted

Hell at 9'" 12c.

in

5'i.(jJic for white, and £"'6c for amber,
dependintr upon flavor and other <|ualitteB.
Becswa.K scarce at 32c. R. A. BtjBNBTX dt Co.

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market

in

ex-

is (food with prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturing purposes, brin(f.>» from
S]4(mb'Ac; better (jrades from T'o-.Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 27@30c.

Thk Fhkd W. Muth Co.
Albany, N.Y., May 1.— Honey market is dull.
Very little call now for any fiTa.de. Well cleaned
out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honej- is selling at 14'" 15c. Extracted,
6@6^c, Beeswax, good demand, 30(&*3lc.
H. R. Wrioht.
Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains good.

Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15'§>16c; A No.
1, 14@15c; No. 1, UCg^Hc;
honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7^754c: Florida honev, in barrels, o@6!4c.
Blake, Scott & L,bs,
Detroit, Apr.
15c;

No.

1,

8.

— Fancy white

comb honey,

dark and amber,

13ra;l4c;

}lCtL12c.

Extracted, white. 6^(aj7c; dark and amber,
S@6c. Beeswax, 2''^3'-ic. M. H. Hunt & Sow.

Cincinnati, Apr. 11.— Stock of comb honey
here is larger than it ought to be at this time of
the year, and this is why it is offered for very
low figures. Water-white is sold at I4(§j14^c
and hard to obtain; for extra fancy, 15c.
Extracted finds a steady sale, and amber is
sold in barrel lots for 5f|^5!^c; water-white alfalfa sells from 6(u6J4c, and white clover brings

from 6J^@7c.

Beeswax scarce

at 30c.
C. H. W, Weber.

to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing

New

York, Apr. ".—Comb honey, last year's
crop, practically cleaned up, but as we wrote a
little while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white,
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and 10(ailc for amber.

The market is decidedly dull.
demand, with large stocks on hand,
which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline
iu prices.
We quote: White, 6c: light amber,
Extracted:

Very
some

little

of

amber, 5c; Southern, 524(a;58c per gallon,
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm
5J4c;

will be to Your Advantage to ascertain the rates from Chicago to New
Yorlt, New England and all Eastern
points, applying over the Nickel Plate
It

Road and its Eastern connections.
Three trains daily, on which there is
no excess fare. One feature of service
on that road is meals in dining--cars,
on American club plan. Pay for what
you g'et, but in no event more than
from 35 cents to $1.00. Folders, rates,
and all information cheerfully furnished by applying^ to John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, 111., Depot Fifth Ave., and
Harrison St. Phone Central 2057.
4— 18A3t

HiLDRETH & Segklkbn.

at29(fi30c.

San Francisco,

Apr. 16.— White comb. 10@

1254 cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extraded, white, 5@— ; light amber, 4!^®—;
amber. 4(31
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

.

26@2Sc; dark, 24@2Sc.
Demand is not very active, and market cannot be termed firm, although quotable values
remain without important change. Considerable honey of last crop is now being offered,
which up to a few weeks ago had been held off
the market. New crop is expected to arrive in
wholesale quantity in the very near future.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

pretty thintj for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; [or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson '' no further binding" is neces-

—

^"^'

1861

Boot Co's

when

FREE FOR A MONTH

has a hobby which

have 48 colonies of

I.

can
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices.
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Bald for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
& SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mtch
t. H.

Feeding to Tide Over— Alley Trap.
I

tiusU

Please mention Bee Jotimal "when "writing.

Please 'nention Bee Journal

in

in

nets, ^kikI na lOc etamp^ or aiWer for full inxlroctio'iB and a tine of
wiDpletttoworkwUb. DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,ChJcago,lU.

alt .^- ;»

CHiCAr.o, Apr. IS.— The season in wbicb comb
honey scHh prior to Ibe new crop ih now practically at an end; therefure pricen are more or
le8u irreffular, as some rtectiunh in a cane will be
Ifrained more or lenn and olbern free. The best
lots of baKHwood and clover sell at U^i^lSc; otb'-r
kinds of white at 10C<%13c; ambers are not in

tracted honey

144

<iii

i

All are f.o.b. shipping-point, and will
.sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailcil to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

be

jk

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

dull at

;

•!< «tt

HON&y AND BEESWAX

Prices: 1 for
in light shipping-boxe.s.
S or more at $2.75 each.
$3.00

HUNT

Last season was a very poor oue for honey.
I now find white clover scarce, and a poor
prospect for this season. I have 23 colonies

I

jK jit

144

&

QEORQE W. YORK &
14« Erie Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please metitlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproducHon of a motto queen-button that we are ftirnishinff to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents
two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the offic*
*'

I

lieve that

;

©f the American Bee JournaL
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BEE=KEEPERS,
§
I
''
Sa^e Money by Buying
g
Brood
Sections,
g Hives,
g
^2
g Frames, Extractors,
g Smokers,

ELSE YOr NEED, OF

FALCONER MFG.

THE, W. T.

g
g
g
6

in

8,

1902.

Prices

I

01 Foundation

CO.,

j2
52

Jamestown, N. Y.
^g' Our eoods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

49

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER,

&
g
»
S
g

Advance

AND EVERYTHING

May

...

We quote an advance of THREE CENTS PER POUNDWHOLESALE AND RETAIL— in Comb Foundation.

a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Now in Uth year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
C^~ "W. M. Gekrisii, E Nottingham,
N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

We

are

PRICES.

much

need of Beeswax, and pay the

in

Send us

all

you have

to spare,

HIGHEST

either for cash or

freight.

trade.

f lease mention Bee Journal "when wntina.
r*ai:f<-»-n!<i 1( If you care to know of its
C'SllIOrnid.

The

Hamilton,

III.

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,

leading Horticultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ole copy free.

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

Market

Son,

Pacific Rural Press,

The

330

&

Chas. Dadant

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia's Favorite Paper—

Please mention

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 ifAV..U
ivni-k
;Ui.l

Bee Journal when writinp

San Francisco. Cii.

Street,

%-il nK.\

li:iN'-

1

1.1

II '.f

it

l.,iuv. Tiirf.-s.nr.'s pmiHry prmliu'C pays
that sum. Send 10..- fur sainplrs iin.l partiofurnish r;ipitiil {•> start \<m in
vilars.

We

THE DANZENBAKER

business. Draper Publi^hiagCo..Cbicago,lll.

^ mention Bee Journal when

-wriTana

5^

HIVE ^

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

FOUNDATION
fori fax

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.

and

Into Fonndation

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,

The

Augusta, Wis.

The
The

The

European Tourists and Others

des-

tined to Easterti points, will find the low
rates applying over the Nickel Plate

Road to New York. New England and
other Eastern destinations, specially
attractive. The Eastern terminals via
this line are only from three to ten
minutes from all ocean steamship
docks, and the service afforded is firstThree trains daily from Chiclass.
cago. Uniformed colored porters are
in charge of day coaches, whose duties
require that proper care shall always
be given to keeping cars clean and attending to the wants of passengers enMeals are served in dining-cars
route.
at prices that are reasonable and within
Details cheerfully furreach of all.
nished on application to John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago. Chicago City Ticket Office,
'Phone Central 20.57.
111 Adams St.
3— 18A3t

The

Jobbing Agencies.

Offlees.

Root Co.. in Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Win. A. Selser. Manager.
Syracuse. N. Y.
A. 1. Root Co.,
V. A. Salisbury, Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
A. I. Root Co.,
J. B. Mason. Manager.
A.I. Root Co., 11124 Miss St.. St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. Acklin. Manager.
San Antonio. Te.\as.
A. I. Root Cf^..
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
A. 1. Root Co.. lJ"n Mil. Av.. S. \V. Washington.
Safl'ell & Uernrk. Managers.
A I. Root Co.. San Ignacio 17 Havana, Cuba.
F. U. de Heche, Manager.

The A.
The

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS. DITTMER,

Branch

For Cash

Geo. W. york & Co..
C. H. W. Weber.

1.

.

U4 &

146 Erie St., Chicago,

M.H. Uunt&Son,

-

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Walter S. Ponder,
Nysewander,
Dea Moines. Iowa.
Nebpl & Son, High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold. Du Bois, Clearfield CO., Penn.
Carl K. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co., Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville. Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Jos.

,)no.

I.

Would you increase your profits? Then
Read the following
to California.

from Maine

try the Danz. Hive.

It's

used

:

MECHANIC FJLL9, MAINE, Feb. 28, 1902.
ROOT CoMPANT. Medina. Ohio.
GENTLEftlEN :— I ftCQ VERY, VEKY pleased that you are willing I should
recommend the Danz. hive. I have had a great many Inquiries regarding it,

The

a.

I.

and have not felt at liberty to recommend it over our regular hives. At first I
was prejudiced against it. but the sales have increased without recommendations, and wherever I have sold they have bought again and praised the hive
with exlravagant claims, and 1 am forced to the conclusion that it is the BE8T
.I.B, MASON.
comb-Honey Hive on tbe market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Root Co.

The above unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.
M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

QUEENS

Sinokera Sections,

Comb Foundation

Ami

.ill

rheKii,

Apinrinn

.SuftjOles

Send Tor

hlKSAliW

llclletllk, lit

^ease mention Bee Journal ^hen wTitina

GEORGE W. YORK.&
ariheadquarters for
their free Catalog-.

CO., i^tc^H^tT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Send

to

them

for

QBOROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MAY

15,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 20.
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Why Not

CATALOGUE AND
3 BUYERS" GUI DEN? 70 ii

May

IS, 1902.

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up=to=date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.

Spring

is

If you are

HAVE YOU EVER TRIED MONTGOMERY WARB Sr CO.
Perhaps you have long intended to, but never knew houi
not start now? Our Catalogue No. TO, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to
roof with good things — the very best our active buyer could gather in
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— just as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is our Famous Catalogue,
It can be found, in over tujo
all winter, and believe that there never u^as a better opportunity for
million homes of thinking peO'
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our wholesale prices — no
pie. Is it in yours?
middlemen — one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
READY. Over lOOO pages packed with the good things of
CJtTJtLOGUE NO. 70 IS
Page after
life — everything you use — gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world.
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
SEEMS TO us THJiT YOU OUGHT TO HJtVE J» COPY. We want yoa to have one— so much lo that we
There are so
wilt furnish the book free and pay one=hatf the postage if you will pay the rest, fifteen cents.
many people in this country bubbling over with curiosity, or trying to get something for nothing, that ive are
compelled to make this trivial charge. It is only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are acting in good faith
of Chicago ?
to begin.

Why

I

NOW

and are interested

in

our business.

Why

not ask for

it

today, before you forget it?

Montgomery Ward

Sr Co.,

flease menuun Uee Journal 'wnen

•

Chicago

-writrng

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Lanosiroin on...

Red Clover Queens
TI16H0116UB66
Revised by Dadant

This

is

FOR

— 1900 Edition.

Long-Tong'ue Variety

bound
and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
library of every bee-keeper. It is
in cloth,

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal

Each subject

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

—

—

and thoroly ex-

by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
plained, so that

success with bees.

The book we mail

A Warranted Queen

for $1.25, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for fl.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NEW

;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
&

146

Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Sending us only

TWO NEW

In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order as follows:
\o. 1. For sending us the names and addresses of two neiv subscribers to the American Bee Journal and.?2.00, we will mail you one of these queens free.
Xo. 2. Or, for sending us v/tc /inc subscription at .?1.00, and 311 cents more (J1.30), we will
mail you a queen, and the Bee .Journal for one 3'ear to the new subscriber.
Xo. 3. Or, send us SI. 60 and we will send to vou the Bee Journal for one year, and also
a queen.
This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at thi' same time help swell the
list of readers of the old American Bee Journal.
We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get ycnir Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of th^-se Queens. Address,

—
—
—

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

144

for

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

it

—

—Warranted Purely Mated

We have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
for us during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
Queens. We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these fine, "long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first
come first served " beginning as early in June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than th«<past season), as a much larger numberoi queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one. no matter from whom you order a queenj.
guaranteed
to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherAll Queens will be
wise ordered.

one of the standard books on
and ought to be in the

bee-culture,

substantially

1902 FREE!

i

GEORG-E W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

J^S^g^JNT

IN

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

4 2d

when

^
The
tion

,faii)aica

is

I

Bee-Keepers' Associa-

not a bee-keepers' association

usual sense of the term.

This

bits

of

MAY

15,

now wax

1902,

are

found

deposited where they are not needed it is
because there is some feeling on the part of

^

Editorial.

these

ILL,

the

in

office

in

is

receipt of a circular " setting forth the object

and methods of the Jamaica Bee-Keepers'
Association more clearly," from which it appears to be a good deal like a company united
to dispose of honey on commission, charging
patrons 2'.^ percent commission and 1 percent
brokerage. At present their market is to be
London and Bristol, the honey to be shipped
in barrels in preterence to tin.

cramped
ought not to be
allowed to obtain if it is desired to keep down
all thoughts of swarming.
Do not wait for any inside indications of
the need of supers, but take your cue from the
outside.
If you are in a white clover region,
watch for the very first clover blossom that
appears, and put on supers at once. They
the bees that thoy are getting into

quarters— a

feeling

that

heeded Ijy the bees for ten days,
because a stray blossom will be seen here and
there before the clover harvest begins, but if
supers are on in advance the bees will begin
promptly in them when the harvest begins,
will not be

and

many

in

cases they will

become

so inter-

ested in storing that they will not stop to dis-

cuss whether they should swarm.

Weather
have

said

for

that

Handling Bees.— Some

less

stings will be received

when handling bees in cool, cloutly weather.
Possibly there may be something in that with
some bees, especially black bees, if the air is
But beginners should understand that even
it,

too cool for bees

is

true in general

If

you want

to

have a big tight on your

when

hands, just open a hive of Italians

good weather

it

will

Even
be found that

as the temperature becomes cool toward even-

ing the temper o£ the bees changes with

When

it.

you to stand coat or
vest, if bees are gathering at all, you will find
them on their best behavior.
Apropos of this subject, Bulletin de la
" To open a hive in cold and
Meuse says
windy weather is as imprudent as to take a
baby from its warm cradle and expose it to a
it is

too hot

its

for

chemise."

factors that plays an

the

of

important part in caus-

swarm is the lack of room. Inmay be the greatest factor, for with

ing bees to
deed,

it

hives and abundant super-room

very large
some report that not more than two to five
colonies in a hundred swarm.

As

it is

quite

generally admitted nowadays that swarming
militates against the greatest yield of surplus,

the effort

should be to give

all

the

room

old rule to give supers as soon as bits of white

wax

are seen along the top-bars

ing

on

is

an excel-

respects except as to

swarming.

The

likelihood

its
is,

bees are present,

may

nucleus
in

?

If

a full colony

amount

they not be as active as

And having a limited
feed, may they not feed

5

of brood to

the queen as lavishly as she would be fed in a
strong colony ? Being well fed, and having
little

laying to do,

if

it

is

true that laying

bear-

that

is

exhaustive, ought she not to be in a greater
possible, than in

if

a strong colony

*

way

haps 24 or 36 hours

of swarming.

Value of Old Combs. — In

the Austral-

Bee-Keeper is a symposium upon exwax from old combs. Among others
G. Colbourne gives his plan, but closes by

asian

tracting

saying:
I would like to ask. Why melt up those
combs ? I have yet to see the comb that
use.
I would never think of

But
old

was too old to

comb because it was too old; those
good as a little gold mine to me.
can make the extractor hum, in throwing out thick honey from them, wiiereas, if I
had a new comb I must go slow, no matter
how well it is wired. No, my friends, don't
melt up your old combs. If you want to get
good wax melt the new, and keep the old ones
to extract from.
melting a

combs

How

are as

I

Keeping Breeding-Queens in Nuclei.

—This question

is

raised by a correspondent

not fully determined in his

own

mind that best results in queen-rearing can be
obtained if the queen whose eggs are used for
queen-rearing be kept in a nucleus. He says:
" As a queen thus confined and kept back
her egg-laying duties is surely not in a
normal condition, the thought came to me
that it might pusxilily have a detrimental
It might be very
effect on her progeny.
slight at first, but if kept up for several genin

erations it might be more noticeable. Isn't it
agreed that better i|ueens can be reared when
all hands
are busy and the queens are laying full speed' than at any other time ? I
don't know that there is the least ground for
my suspicions, but I thought it might be well
to look the matter nji a little."
'

'

'

For after preparations for swarming
are started, no amount of additional room will
dissuade the bees from their purpose. The
needed.

lent rule in all

the

it

this belief.

mother-queen is in a
the proper proportion of nurseif

is

very short time that the young larvse are fed
before being taken a time not exceeding per-

who seems

Don't Crowd the Bees. — One

How

vigor,

:

current of air in

on the part of many confirms

given to storing with no distraction in the

it is

so cool that none of the bees are flying.
in pretty

:

the great advantage of having full attention

if

that the hotter the day the better-natured the
bees.

A royal larva in a full colony is
not likely to be well fed at a time nothing is
doing, and con6e(|uently a limited amount of
the proper food prepared and no doutu the
case is still worse in a nucleus. Observation
bountifully.

—
— why

should they not be

fed as well as in a strong colony

it is
it

is

and as a consequence ought not her eggs to
be of the best quality ? Then during the

the brood-nest should

uever be disturbed when
Moreover,

to Hy freely.

never any danger of the slightest
For at such times there is
every facility and every inducement on the
part of the nurse-bees to feed the royal larvae
there

chilling of brood.

The little harm done by having needless
room to keep warm will be richly repaid by

so cool that they are inclined to be stupid.
the bees will permit

No, 20,

not likely that there is anything wrong
in the general impression that better queens
are reared when bees are gathering freely, and
the tetuperature in the brood-nest is such that
It is

might be

'.

The case

queens were reared in
cold weather, when proper heat can not be
kept up in a nucleus; but queens are reared
at a time when the bees have to work to keep
down the temperature rather than to raise it.
different

if

If there is anything wrong in the foregoing
view it is very desirable that it should he
pointed out, for in a matter on which so much
depends it is important that no wrong view
should prevail.

Prolonging Life of the Queen. —

When

one has a queen that is especially valuable for breeding purposes, it may be desirable to have her live as long as possible.
A
practice

more or

less

common

a queen in a nucleus.

is

to

keep such

The question may be

is any evidence that a
queen kept in a nucleus will live any longer
than if she were kept in a strong colony. It
is well known that workers live much longer
when doing little or nothing than when working hard. As laying eggs is the work of the
queen, there seems some reason for believing
that heavy laying will shorten the life of a
queen, just as hard work shortens the life of
a worker. It would he a satisfaction if those
who have had much experience in the matter
would report upon it, and say how the length
of life of queens in nuclei has compared with
that of quef^s in strong colonies.

raised whether there

The

idea of keeping a queen in a nucleus

will result in greater longevity of offspring

has been scouted as ridiculous, but it may be
questioned whether any one has ever seriously
advocated such a thing.
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quence

Dec. 5, 1901.
A
SHORTHAND
KEPORTEB.
Br
294.)

—

—

Mr.

must remember the thing must be

When

in the sun, and it must be scattered.
will be very little of it.
If you put

all

;

INTRODUCING QUEENS TO A LAYING-WORKER COLONT.

"When

its queen and develops a laying
"
queen be introduced successfully
Dr. Jliller— Find that laying worker, take it away and
put another queen in. The only trouble is that when there is
one laying worker there, there may be 50 or 100 or 1,000 of
them.' The notion that there was only one laying worker in a
hive is exploded, and it is often that there are many engaged
yet
in it; and while it is difficult, it is not utterly impossible
you can manage to have the queen introduced.
" What would you do with a laying-worker colony ?
Dr. Miller — I would break it up, because you don't have
laying workers until they have been a long time queenless and
nothing but old bees. I would break it up and distribute the

colony loses

a

fertile

'?

;

'"

bees to other colonies.

—

Mr. Riker Sometimes we have colonies of young bees
My
that become queenless and they have laying workers.
method of subsiding that is to introduce a fertile queen in a
cage for ten, twelve or fifteen days in that colony, and then

and everything is all right.
Mr. Whitney Mr. Riker's experience has been mine. I
found a colony with laying workers I introduced a queen and
inside of iS hours everything was all right.
Mr. Blunk Was she caged?
Mr. Whitney I introduced her just as I would introduce
I had some misgivings, as I expected
a queen to any'colony.
thev would kill' her. b'ut they didn't.
'Mr. Dadant I would suggest, if you have a valuable
queen, not to introduce her to a queenless colony. If you have
a queen to spare, and she is good, introduce her to a colony
where the colony is not very valuable and if you have a queen
and you don't care whether she is killed or not, introduce her
by introducing
into the colony with drone-laying workers
her you will succeed half of the time, and if you lose her, well,
there is nothing much lost.
Mr. Whitney—That's just what I think. Change the
queen, take out a iioor one, and put in a good one.
Mr. Hintz In' my experience, T bad two about two or
three vears ago that were queenless, and the most successful
way I'found was to take away the hatching brood and the laying workers will disappear. Six times out of a dozen you won't
succeed, but you take a frame of workers or hatching brood
liberate her,

—

:

—

—

—

;

;

—

colony.

The colony

lost

its

queen.

I

scattered all over.
I read so much about layer workers
that
you couldn't do anything with a colony of that sort. The
queen had hatched, and I concluded they had destroyed that
queen and consequently broke up the colony and distributed,
and after going too far in that process I found a good queen
in that colony.
They had gone right on and reared their
young queen from brood, and all that time they had laying
workers laying as fast as they could lay.
Mr. Swift I would like to know whether, when you break
up the colonies and introduce them into their hives, you will
introduce the laying workers in those hives
Mr. Hintz In that one colony of mine I put eggs and
larv;o, and they wouldn't start a queen-cell
but as the young
bees were hatching, they accepted a queen in 48 hours.
'.'

—

:

— Answering

the question asked, I think you
you distribute to other colonies the bees that
have laying workers, that you will distribute the laying workers, but they will go into another colony with a good queen
their occupation is gone.
Dr. Miller

will find that

if

;

SEVERAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
"

When

should a queen begin laying in order to have colony in shape for the honey-flow by June 10 ? "
Dr. Miller Whenever good weather comes.
" Will a queen that has been a good one through the season, but commenced laying drone-eggs in worker-cells, be all
"
right next spring ?
Dr. Miller— No.

—

scattered

there
two combs, one on top of
the other, the under comb will not melt. If you have only
one-comb thickness there will be so little to press that it will
stick.
One thing we have done, and that is to take it out on
a hot day, in the heat of the .July sun. and press it right
through," and get little of it but it isn't worth it.

worker, can a

got a good

—

A SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR.

" Has there ever been a wax-press on the inside of the
solar wax-extraetor ?"
Mr. Blunlv That's a question of mine. I have seen a good
Why cannot we press it
deal about the German wax-press.
right in the solar extractor ? That's why I ask if there has
been one, and, if a success, I would like to have one. If not,
lam going to make one.
Mr. Dadaut While I can't exactly answer the question,
we have used solar extractors both for combs and residue of
hundreds or thousands of pounds of beeswax. The first prinPut a press in
ciple 'is to have the sun strike the beeswax.
there, and the sun doesn't strike the beeswax.
Mr. Blunk You wouldn't be pressing all the time.
Mr. Dadant Talie what is in your solar extractor, and
put it in the press while hot.
Mr. Blunk Press right through at the time. When you
get enough in there, press it by screwing.

—
—
—
Dadant — Vou

I

—

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

IN

and they almost always will, as soon as hatched out, accept a
queen within -±8 hours.
Mr. Green I had a little experience last spring, different
from anything I have run across in the bee-books. In conse-

went through the colony, clipped the queen just before swarming, and I think I clipped a virgin queen.
I introduced a
frame of brood and they started queen-cells, and I selected a
good one, and soon after that I found laying workers and eggs

The Chicago Convention.

iContiaued from pagre

15, 1902.

—

Convention Proceedings.

A WAX-PRESS

May

RIPENING HONEY.
" Should

hive

all

"

,

comb honey by ripened

after taking

from

?

Dr. Miller— No.
How long before putting in cases would you consider
the proper time for the same ?''
Dr. Miller That depends. All comb honey should not be
ripened, because if ripe enough it doesn't need any ripening,
and if it isn't, as to the time, depends on the time needed. As
a general rule, when honey is sealed it is ripened, but not always. There is no law you can put down to it.
Mr. Hogge How am I to know when I take it off that it
I
is ripe?
had some I'xperience the past summer with comb
honey. I found some of my honey, after four weeks taken off,
that was dripping looked like sweat. 1 thought the honey
looked as if it was perfectly sealed.
Dr. Miller Take the ripest honey you can get, the best
honey in the world, all perfectly sealed, put in a place where
it has a chance to attract moisture and leave it there long
enough, and it will leak through the combs.
jlr. Hogge
There was other honey right with it that
didn't do it.
Dr. Miller The probability is some of the honey was less
ripe than the other.
Allow me to step just to one side of the
question a little. None of it ought to have been allowed to
become thin. The place was unfavorable to evaporation, and
it was favorable to the attraction of moisture.
The best honey
that was there was probably hurt a little by being there, but
the thinest of it would weep through the cells. Although
honey may be taken from the hives so ripe that it doesn't need
any more ripening, I should, if possible, put it in a place
where it would ripen m<ire, and if you put it in a warm, dry
place it will be constantly getting a little thicker and better.
'•

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Mr. Dean We used to have some difficulty with our comb
honey in Pennsylvania when we kept the Italian bees. We
had some Italians and blacks. The honey from the Italians
was sealed directly on the honey. The honey would swell a
trifle, seem to sweat, and there would lie a bubble of water on
it, while honey from the blacks, in tlii> same place, wouldn'tdo

We discarded the Italians entirely. I think that was
the trouble perhaps with this gentleman's honey.
When the
bees cap it directly on the honey it has no chance to expand,
and the consequence is it seems to force water.
that.

—

Dr. Miller It is true, there is a ditTerence, as has been
suggested in that fact. I have had Italians that would do
that very thing. They fill up the horiry too close to the capThe blacks I had were a great deal worse than any
ping.
Italians I ever had.
As a rule the blacks will produce better
looking honey.

1
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I
wouldn't bi' sun? but wbtit I KOt tliosi- Itiilfrom Dr. MilliuMr. llo;;;rc — It Wiis luy fault, ami not tlio faultof tlii> h. ,.;.
I
had some honey that rami' oil cjf the vci'v saini' hivi', ainl it
did not act thai way.

Mr. Dciui

iaiis

8WEET CI.OVKK

ari'

prf-

' Is there any way to remedy sueh llavor?"
If eomh,
Mr. llintz Does that mean eomb or e.xtracted
it wasn't well ripened.
I never had that trouble.
Mr. Chajjinan I asked that ([uestion, and I ncner e\took it the second
I
lraet(Hi any honey that wasn't sealed.
'.'

—

wecdi in .Septemb<'r when it was ]ierfectly ripe, and any that
larked sealing I put down for the bees, and ] have still had
people object; I myself object to the sweet clover as being
rank.
Mr. Ilintz— My experience is that if sweet clover honey is
entirely scahid over, and a long time in the hive, it doesn't
taste rank.
Mr. Mooney ]\Iy honey in the early part of the season
doesn't taste like what I get later. The early-flow hom^y
taken away doesn't have the chance to ripen as it should, ami
I know that mine was strictly sweet clover honey in the fall.
Mr. <_'hapman The honey wasn't tak(>n until the first or
second week in September, and I ripened it. I have since
moved my location, and have honey from asters and I have
none of that trouble.
Mr. Ilintz— Mine has never given me any trouble when
properly ripened.

—

—

— Was that honey, when you
Mr. Chapman — Good, thick honey; live
weigh (iO pounds. I call that thick honey.
Mr. I'urple — In my locality
get nothing
Mr. Whitney

thick or thin

extracted

it,

'.'

gallons

will

I
but straight
sweet clover honey, mixed in August with burdock, and I
notice that the honey we get first after blossoming is our best
honey. ,Just the time the sweet clover is in blossom is the
best.
As the season advances it gets stronger. I extracted
.Tuly 14, but 1 never extract until it is all sealed over, and the
lirst extracting is always the whiter.
Mr. Chapman Isn't that mixed with white clover? When
the honey is thus mixed in my present location I get it that
way— it is the finest. When I had the pure sweet clover
nearly every one objected to the flavor.
Mr. Purple The latter part of July the white clover is all
gone, even burdock. Then it comes in nearly white, and it is
as nice a honey as I get during the season in the middle of the

—

put on I spread out more tlian ho did his; but when I
spread his down to the same depth as mine, they
couldn't tell which was which.
I have tried
I have testeil it,
every whi<h way, to see If bhick comb will color the honey. It
will color water hut not honey.
Dr. .Miller I wouldn't like to take either side of that, for I
want to get out of this crowd alive. There are different views.
There are some who say that Mack comb will yhdil honey just
oxac!tly the same as that in virgin comb, and yet there Is this
that is ditlicult to answer. Mr. liicker knows black comb will
be colored, and most of yon who have had ('onibs out In the
rain, and li'ft them out all night, when shaken out will notice
it looks like ink.
I saw an explanation of that the other day.
I am not sure
but what It
I can't recall where I did seiMt.
was at the Kutfalo convention. .Some one said honey Is not
that, therefon^ the black coloring-matter
watery, it is oily
cannot come into Ihe honey because of Its oiliness. We know
pretty well, at least in my locality, that wati-r is not oily, and
honey and water, will mingle together. There are those whr)
make a business of exhibiting viTy line, white honey, taking it
from virgin comb, and thi'y claim they had whiter honey by
doing that.
who
I made an engagemc^nt with a man
Jlr. Chapman
produces a great deal of honey to meet and detel-minr' that
question. There was over a ton of honey produced in broodcombs, which had never been used for other purposes than
breeding, and the (irst extracting was very slightly discolored,
but the subsequent extracting was just as good as that in the
new combs. We tried the experiment of filling the combs
with rain-water, and found that the cocoons absorbed the
water and allowed the material deposited to come through
into the water, and into the cell, but honey didn't soak into
the cocoon, and the lirst that was extracted was slightly discolored.
You would have to have a great quantity in order to
notice the coloring at all,
that

came

I

to

—

IIONKV.

— "How

Pros. York
many havo found that pcoplo
"
jiidirod apiiinsl sweet clover honey ?
Six raised the hand.

—

:

—

[Continued ne.xt week,)

Contributed Articles.

—
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—
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HONEY TAKING COLOR FROM DARK COMBS.
" Is honey darkened bv putting into dark combs by the

bees

?

"

—

That is one thing that I have seen and read
considerable about, and I have tested it in every possible way,
and find that it will take color from the comb. Water put in
such comb will pick up the dark color, but honey will not. I
never have been able to discover tliat the honey would take
any coloring of the dark comb. One time, at the State Fair
of Iowa, a gentleman made a remark that dark comb made
dark-colored honey. I told him that was opposite to my experience.
It is the fact,
I never noticed anything of that kind.
he said. I looked about. He had some bees there in a little
glass box, and comb, and I discovered that the comb was black,
but there was a little white honey around the edge and it appeared to me that that was white honey. I asked him if he
would permit me to take some of the honey out of the blackest
comb and a little honey out of the whitest comb, to compare
with each other. He took the dark comb and put a sample of
the honey on a piece of paper, while I took the whitest and
put it on a piece of paper, and put it by the side of the dark.
We then presented it to the crowd standing by for them to
judge. Every person decided that the honey I took out of the
black comb was the whitest. I took a little advantage of the
old gentleman when I took the honey out, as I spread it thiti
on the white paper. When he took it out of his comb and put
it on he left it perhaps twice the thickness of the paper.
After they had all decided mine was the whitest I told them it
was the same honey. Then I showed them and the old gentleman how I had taken advantage of him, that the hoie y
Mr. Riker

6.— Bee-Keeping

Thing's Learned

for

Women.

Only by Experience— Robber.
Bees.

—

Mr. Chapman Ever have any objection to it?
Mr. Purple I have customers who don't ask for any better honey than that honey.
They will go to the market and
buy samples of honey, and it is good honey, but still they
would rather have the sweet clover honey than have that.

—
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BY EMMA M. WILSON.

THERE

are some thing^s in bee-keeping that can be fully
learned only by experience. Among these is the danger from robber-bees. No matter how much the beginner may be told about the danger, she will go on in blissful
freedom from anxiety until she has one serious case of robbing, and then she will know what robbing is as no book or
bee-paper can tell her and after that she will always be on
the alert.
During the time of a good honey-flow there is little danger in that direction. Honey may be left standing exposed
for some time without causing any trouble the bees pay no
attention to it. They can get all the nectar they want from
the field. But in early spring, or at any time during the
season when there is not abundant nectar coming in, look
out for robbers. There is danger. My, what a commotion
a bit of honey carelessly dropped at such a time will cause
The apiary
It would seem as if the bees had gone crazy.
that a little time before seemed all peace and quietude is
suddenly changed into a howling mob of angry, stinging
It would seem as if the entire apiary were engaged in
bees.
the uproar, when in reality there may be only one or two
But it aftects the whole
colonies engaged in robbing.
apiary, for when that bit of honey is gone the robbers set
out in quest of more spoils, and every hive in the apiary is
likely to be tried.
Every colony is alert and on the defensive.
If any are weak or poorly protected look out for them.
If the robbers seem to be getting the better of them, stop up
all cracks where a bee can get through, and close the entrance,
leaving only room for one or two bees to pass at a time.
Then throw an armful of hay or straw over the entrance and
soak thoroughly with water. That will dampen the ardor of
the robbers, as they do not like to crawl through the wet
hay, and they will most likely give up the fight. Under no
;

;

I
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consideration open any hive at such a time, for the robbers
will be ready to pounce in if you do.
You can very easily start robbing working with the
bees without leaving any honey exposed, *hen there is a
dearth of honey. If you are inexperienced they can get
quite a start before you realize that they are robbers. If on
opening a hive you see some bees flying with quick, darting motions, trying to get in or if you see a bee alight on a
comb, and it is promptly seized by one or more of the bees
of the colony, you may be sure they are not honest bees
and if at the same time the bees of the colonj- you are working at are angry and excited, stinging without apparent
provocation, you may be sure robbers are at work, and you
would better close up operations, no matter how anxious you
are to work. The only safe way to work at such a time is
under a tent, where no outside bee can get in its work.
Sometimes, by leaving the apiary undisturbed for a few
hours, things will quiet down and you can go to work again.
But you must be on the alert, and at the first sign of robbers
you must be ready to close up promptly.
If a frame of brood or any honey has been left exposed,
and the bees have got started on it, do not take it away
from them and leave nothing in its place. If you do they
will probably pounce upon the nearest hive and there will
be a royal battle. You can take it away and put a comb
without any honey in its place, or one that has a very little
;

;

That will satisfy them.
Dr. Miller often tells me that I am not as afraid of robber-bees as I should be. We have never had a very bad case
of robbing, at least none that ended very seriously. The
most we have suffered from robbing is having weak colonies
robbed out in the spring. But they have got started enough
a number of times to show what they might have done if we
had not been able to control them.
A year or two ago Dr. Miller was called up in the middle
of the night, and asked if he would not come and straighten
up a man's bees. The man lived some six miles away. It
was his hired man that came for Dr. Miller. He said that
several hives had been knocked over, and the man had been
so badly stung that he had had to go to bed, and send for
the doctor, and there was no one else that could touch the
bees.
Dr. Miller told him that he could not do anj'thing
until daylight, but that he would come early in the morning.
I assure you it was a scene of desolation that we looked
upon when we reached that apiary the next morning. He
had quite a little apiary, had kept bees for years, but I imagine he had never had such an experience before. He had
tied a young calf, with a rope long enough to reach the bees,
to an apple-tree near the apiary.
The bees stung the calf,
and the calf commenced a mad race among the hives, as far
as the rope would allow him to go, overturning hive after
hive. In some cases the combs had been thrown entirely
out of the hives, and it looked as if the calf, in its mad
career, had run over them several times. Broken broodcombs filled with nice brood, combs of honey, bees and sections, were in a sad mix-up, and the bees were fast waking
up to the fact that there was plunder to be had.
We straightened things up as best we could got the
hives back on their stands, and whenever it was possible we
tied the brood or honey into the frames that were left whole
put the bees back into the hives where we thought they belonged, etc. Fortunately there was not much honey in the
sections, so that simplified that part of it somewhat, but it
was a little the worst wreck I had ever had anything to do
with.
I think that man has had his lesson.
I do not believe
he will ever tie any animal near his apiary again. But it
was expensive.
McHenry Co., 111.
in

it.

;

;

Make the Honey White— Bees
Don't Hear.

to

BY

C.

P.

D.\DANT.

a Mr. Krause proposes to bleach the combs of
the extracting-cases in order to secure white honey, and
suggests a weak solution of sulphuric acid for that pur-

ON

page

52,

pose.
In the first place,

I am not fully satisfied that the dark
color to the honey.
have been in
the habit of extracting our honey for some 32 years, and the
readers all know that we have been the champions of the
special system of extracting all the honey. Yet we have
harvested just as white honey as any one else ever did, when
the nectar in the fields was white. We have used old combs.
In fact we are still using combs which were built by bees in
1870, and we much prefer these to others .because the bees

combs always give a

We

IS, 1902.

seem

to have strengthened them season after season by rebuilding the damaged cells. Yet I wouldn't like to set myself
up against the numerous testimonials which say that honey
is colored by being stored in old combs, but I hold that this
coloring is exceedingly slight, and that in the instances
where people claim that its color has been very perceptibly
deeper the fault has lain more with an inaccurate examination.
The bees do not separate their different grades of
honey when harvested at the same time but some colonies
do get lighter honey than some other colonies, probably because their fields are different. For instance, I have seen
some colonies harvest honey-dew when colonies adjoining
them did not get a drop of this, their labors taking them to
other crops.
Now, taking for granted that this coloring of the
honey is a fact, and we have tried to remedy it, the most
active agent in this change of color would be the yellow
coloring matter which the bees seem to gather so plentifully
when harvesting yellow pollen in the fall. This, in my
opinion, is caused by the deeply colored pollen, and is so
powerful as a dye that it is difficult to get rid of it. Waxbleachers are well acquainted with it, and say that this is
one of the most obstinate colors they have met. It seems to
stay with the beeswax, and often will not allow it to bleach,
but will remain in it. Acids have no effect upon it. This
we know by our own experience, and we find that the red
beeswax, which is produced in countries where these fall
blossoms are found, still remains a deep yellow after purifying. Sun-bleaching changes this deep yellow to a paler
shade, which never becomes quite white. If this is the
coloring-matter which darkens the honey, it is useless to
expect to get rid of it except by melting up the combs.
Now to come to the proposed process of soaking the
combs in a solution. Even if we were to expect a decided
change in the color of these combs by the use of a solution,
it would be unadvisable to use it because it would be sure to
leave a smell that would be objectionable to the bees, and
very probably also a taste which would damage the honey
more than the slight amount of coloring-matter which it
;

was sought

Now

to

remove.

combs blackened by brood-rearing. The only
way in which these combs could color the honey would be if
the latter was so thin that its presence in the cells would
liquefy or dilute" the hard substances which have gone towards making this dark color. Otherwise there is no possibility of a change in color.
If the soaking of the combs in
a solution of sulphuric acid were resorted to, the result would
as to

be a dissolving, by the action of the acid, of

all the castskins of the bee-larva?, and of all the refuse that colors these
combs but, as this exists in large quantities in old combs,
there would be a very large amount of residue, and unless
the cells could be washed clean afterwards, by repeated
drenching, it seems to me that there would still be enough
coloring-matter remaining to stain the honey. It is out of
the question to make a dark comb white, short of melting it
up in the rendering kettle.
If the extracting-combs are removed shortly after the
crop, and put away till the following season, and if they are
put upon the hives only a few days before they will be
needed for storing the crop, there seems very little chance
of their getting much stain. Of course they will get some
color this is unavoidable. But what percent of extracted
honey is produced in new combs ? Undoubtedly a very
small quantity.
And if there is any very light-colored
honey produced with the extractor, it is evident to me
that in many instances, at least, old combs have been used
without injury to the color of the honey.
;

;

BKES DO NOT HE.\K.

On page

Bleaching Combs

May

A. H. Homersham (a quotation from British
Bee Journal) says that he has proven to his own satisfaction
that bees cannot hear. Well, we have all made those tests
ourselves. There is probably hardly a bee-keeper who has
not tried shouting when next to a hive of bees. But on
these questions Cheshire says
" Should some alien being watch humanity during a
thunder-storm, he might quite similarly decide that thunder
was to us inaudible. Clap might follow clap without securing any external sign of recognition yet let a little child
with tiny voice but shriek for help, and all would at once be
62,

:

;

awakened to activity."
We might add also that as the beesemit different sounds
at different times, there is very likely some response to
these.
The only thing that we can knowingly assert is that
there is no response to whatever noise wk may make, whenever this noise does not act as a disturbing element.
as far as we are concerned, the bees do not hear.

Thus,

—
May
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In the Brood-Nest Seriously Interfere with Storing In the Supers?

Does Getting Bees Started
BY

A

G. M. DOOLITTI.K.

venerublc tradition has

come down

to ns,

tliiit

allowing;

liii-^

to

get started etorini; in llio lirood-uesl seriously interfercH with heir
ion^c enough, and now
storing in supers.
I Imve l)owed to that idol
stand up to say I don't helieve there's a word of truth lu it. So there,
now !— Ur. C.
Mii.i.ek.
It there is a supI am halt inclined to think the Doctor is riirht.
"
porter of that
venerable tradition," let him B|)eak out. E. K. Hoot.
By the time the surplus season besfins (lOth to loth ot .lune in this
locality), the brood-combs will usually be exhausted ot stores, or
nearly so, and no work can be expected in the sections until these are
and the amount of the choicest honey
filled to their utmost capacity
ot the season reiiuired tor this purpose would be an important item if
secured in the sections. II. K. Boakdman.
But the persistence with which they (the bees) continue to store
in the brood-combs at this time, is often disappointing H. R. BoiunI

C
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doesn't believe there is a word of truth in it (not in the yield
of honey, but in the plan), seems strange to me. Will he
kindly tell the readers of the American Ilee Journal the reasons he has for his unbelief, or give them a better plan, if
he has one. I am very anxious to learn, and if there is a
better way than the one I have been following I would
gladly follow it. And if it is better, the giving of it will be
a blessing to the giver, and also a blessing to the bee-keepOnondaga Co., N, Y.
ing world.

—

Fertilization of

BY DR.

;

—

—

MAN.

Fruit-Bloom by Bees.
C. C.

MILLER.

Mr. Thaddeus Smith makes an assertion that
is entitled to consideration, to the effect that he thinks
bees are not needed on certain islands to fertilize fruitblossoms, and then asks "If not necessary on these islands,
why should they be anywhere ? "
Mr. Smith found a small number of " nectar-loving insects " present, and it is possible that they could do all the
fertilizing that was needed, while in other places the number of such insects may have been less, so that there would
not be enough of them to do such fertilizing without the aid

ON

page

280,

:

whicli appeared in print some
time ago, and I have been waiting ever since to see if
some one was not going to say something further in the
matter, but so far this is all that has come to my notice as
especially bearing on the subject. It would have been very
interesting, indeed, to have had Dr. Miller give us the reasons he had for saying that he did not believe there was a
word of truth in the doctrine as taught during the past, that
if bees once got thoroughly started at storing honey in the
brood-nest it would seriously interfere with their storing in
sections. But I have not seen a single reason given by him
in support of his disbelief.
And it would have been equally interesting had Mr. Root
told us what he had run across in his bee-keeping experience
which led him to be half inclined to think the Doctor was
right in making such a sweeping exclamation against something which hundreds of bee-keepers believe they had

The ahove

are

some items

proven true. But Mr. Root does not give us even a little bit
of experience in support of his half think.
Mr. Boardman, on the contrary, tells us something
which hundreds and thousands of bee-keepers have noticed,
doing the same without even hinting at the unbelief of Dr.
Miller, or the skepticism of Mr. Root, and probably wrote
what he did without a thought that he was running counter
to what those gentlemen believe. Were I asked which of
the three was right, I should have to decide with Mr. Boardman, for all of my experience of over 30 years arrays itself
on his side, and I cannot doubt my own experience.
When I commenced to keep bees I adopted the 12-frame
Gallup hive, and thought that hardly large enough, as the
colonies of bees that lived through at that time, year after
year, were always the ones in very large box-hives, the colonies in the smaller box-hives being lost in winter more frequently than otherwise. Everything worked well so long
as it was increase I desired more than surplus honey, but
with the desire for surplus honey came the fact that I had
the most of it stored in three or four combs occupying each
end of the hive, these eight combs often containing from
40 to 50 pounds of the very choicest of honey, just as Mr.
Boardman says is the case with him. Then, after these
eight combs were nearly or quite filled with honey, the bees
instead of entering the sections, would, as Mr. Boardman
says, persistently continue to store in the other four broodcombs, instead of taking to the sections, until, at the end of
the honey harvest, if it continues long enough, the colonies
in such hives would be very small in numbers, the combs
crowded with honey, and very little in the sections for Doolittle.

As soon

as I saw where the real trouble lay, I reduced
12-frame to those holding 9 frames, then worked
these hives so that each of the nine frames were solid with
brood when the honey harvest commenced, upon which the
bees would immediately enter into the sections with their
honey (as they had nowhere else to put it), when I had
something which gave me from double to three times the
yield of nice, salable honey that I had ever had before.
Yes, and I used dummies in a part of these hives, too, for
any colonies that did not give a prospect of filling the nine
frames full of brood by the time the honey harvest was on,
were confined to the number of combs that would be fully
occupied with brood, even through that number was as few
as five or six. The older readers of the American Bee
Journal will remember my writing several articles on
"those six-frame hives," telling how they were worked,
and how, in 1877, I secured the unparalleled average yield
of 166-3 pounds per colony from the whole apiary, nearly all
of which was nice, marketable honey.
And then to have Dr. Miller stand up and say that he

all of these

of the bees.

The testimony of Mr. Smith should be given all the
weight to which it is entitled, but he should remember that
testimony has been given on the other side that is equally
entitled to consideration. That testimony has been given
by many — some of them experts with no possible bias in
favor of the bees, men of ability on both sides of the ocean
and however honest in his opinion, he should hardly ask
us to throw to the winds the testimony of a number of men
supposed to be competent and trustworthy, just because the
testimony of one man is different.
The following item appeared in the American Agriculturist of Feb. 15, as a reply from the extensive greenhouse

—

man, W. W. Rawson
How many colonies

:

ot bees do you keep in your house 300 by 40
are fruiting ; "Usually tour colonies are refor
a
single
house,
and they are put in just before the blossoms
quired
begin to open, so that they are ready tor work as soon as the flowers
Early in April the old colonies are taken
are ready to receive them.
contract for our bees at S.5,00 per colony
out and new ones put in.
usually lose about oneand use about 50 colonies each season.
halt the colonies, even after the most careful attention is given them.
Many of them get out of the house through the ventilators, and are unable to return. Many others lose their lives in the house and various
places
but we find it absolutely necessary to keep the house well
stocked to insure fertilization and thus good fruit."
feet

when cucumbers

We

We

;

It will be seen that it costs at least S125 a year to have
these bees as fertilizers. Does Mr. Smith think it at all
likely that this expense would be endured each year if the
McHenry Co., 111.
bees were not needed as fertilizers ?

« The

Afterthought.

^
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Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

B. e.

HASTY,

B

Sta.

Rural, Toledo, O.

NO PROGRAM FOR BEE-FEVER PEOPLE.
very true two men afflicted with bee-fever
do not need any program when they meet, and couldn't possibly be made to follow one if somebody should make it.
Same of a live convention, I suspect. But when Dr. Miller
Very

true,

:

swung on the ball the next time he didn't do quite so well.
Went out on a " fly," as it were, seeing he couldn't go out
on a bee. To the conundrum "What's the best honey ? " he
just said, " The bees' honey." The correct answer is "The
bridegroom's." Page 213. — [Of course it's none of our business, but we'd like to know how INIr. Hasty knows. We believe he

has never " dared "

be a bridegroom.

to

Editor.]

SWEET CLOVER HONEY.
Sweet clover 12 white clover 8 alfalfa
buckwheat
basswood 1 California sage 1
;

;

;

;

3
:

orange 2
sweet clover
;

;

mixtures 3. The commanding lead of sweet clover honey at
the Chicago convention surprises me. I had supposed the
apicultural world was settling down into the belief that
sweet clover honej' had a bad flavor. Can well accept the
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correction that extracted too soon, and not properly ripened.
is the real trouble
that is, for the most part. Perhaps I
can add one more important consideration. Almost any
nectar which has a decided flavor is liable to be dreadfully
over-flavored when the yield is very scant. Nature seems to
pour in her little spoonful of flavoring extract without much
regard to whether she is pouring into a gill or into a barrel;
and in the former case she made a bad mess of it. Apple
honey has a reputation for being bitter from this cause.
Sweet clover in many regions is rather more liable to scant
yield than are most of the flowers we look to for honey.

—

Page

213.

THAT

'*

STE.iM BOTTOM-BO.'^RD."

occured to me that Mr. Dupret failed to indicate to us
where the steam should be turned on to run all these little
parts and items of his steam bottom-board. But then critics
are liable to get over-critical a great many times. Page 214.
It

GETTING EXCITED BEES OUT OF A CELLAR.
of C. Davenport in getting an awful
stack of excited bees out of a too contracted cellar makes an

The experience

instructive anti-climax to the experiences of Dr. Miller.
Surely circumstances alter cases. Perhaps some who never
had any such troubles think they could have weathered the
situation all right. Old maid thinks she could have made
an angel out of the '"enfant terrible." Every one could
have managed the bad wife save the poor fellow that had
her.
Editors could always succeed at farming, and farmers
always succeed at editing. But don't ask me to succeed at
Mr. Davenport's job. My advice to the young brethren is
Don't get into any such a scrape in the first place. Pages
215-217.
:

BEES PERISHING WHILE " CLEANING HOUSE."
So two bee-brothers came to an agreement that quite a
bees perish by •' cleaning house " while in the cellar.
stands to reason that the bee which tumbles to the floor
with a dead bee it is dragging off is not likely to get back
again. Outdoors they frequently fly off with the dead but
I don't think they would try that in'the darkness of a cellar.
A fence half an inch high terminating the exposed edges
of the bottom-board would make it impracticable to ,drag
the dead any further. And the fences could be made of
strips of tin, or even of stiff paper.
But, let me see, bees
even at two dollars a pound would be 22 for a cent and I
am not sure you could not save enough to earn wages while
erecting your fences. Page 221.
lot of

cases.

May

Would that be hurt by

you know on

the fumigating

?

IS, 1902.

Tell

me

all

this line.

The rest of my bees seem strong and in good shape.
Last summer I ran out of hives, and put 7 swarms in
cracker-boxes, with frames and starters then I sent for S
hives, and in the latter part of the season I lifted out the
bees, frames and all, and put them in the new hives, all in
good shape. The 2 left in the cracker-boxes came through
all right.
The boxes were on bricks facing the south, and
covered nearly all over with snow for some time. The box
is only ^s inch thick, with 1', inch space at each end, and
covered over bees, with '2 incli space above the frames.
Illinois.
;

—

Answer. Brimstone will do no good whatever in killing the eggs of the moths. It will only kill the larva;, and
will not make the very best work at that after the larvae
have attained full size. If you put the frames in a small
space, and brimstone them very heavily, vou might succeed
in killing the larva;, but it would take another fumigation
after all the eggs were hatched. In so large a room as you
have you would hardly make a complete job of it with the
frames hanging at the top of the room. No harm, however,
would come

You

to the

honey

in the cases.

do better with bisulphide of carbon. That will
kill eggs and all.
Read up about it in back numbers of this
journal, especially in the report of the Buffalo convention.
Make two piles of your combs, putting them in hive-bodies,
five in a pile
set an empty hive-body on top, and set in it a
saucer containing bisulphide of carbon cover up tight, and
leave covered 24 hours. But don't bring a light near it to
blow you up.
Perhaps it may be as well, or better, to let the bees attend to the job. Put a hiveful of the combs under a strong
colony, and you may feel sure the bees will clean them out
and keep them clean.
will

;

;

It

Making Increase by Dividing.

;

;

EXPOSED BROOD AND ROBBING.

As

my

to page 222, I have
doubts whether setting out a
of brood for a few minutes would incite robbing any

frame
worse than setting out an adjoining frame from the same
hive with no brood in it. If. in mending combs or transferring, you scatter small chunks of mangled brood on the
ground and leave them there, the consequences may make
you think that brood is specially " bad medicine " for robbing.

Is it time for me to jog your rriemory (as you suggested)
so that you would give me a plan for making increase by
dividing, or artificial swarming, in the American Bee Journal ?
Will there be time enough if I get a queen in June, to
make some nuclei and give them cells from the new queen ?
How shall I go to work to do it ?
I wish I lived near some one that made it a business to
keep bees, but as a rule my neighbors know less than I do.
One old farmer told me the drone-bees laid the eggs for the
swarms. Did 3'ou ever see such ignorance ?
We are having a cold April a great deal of rain but
hope soon for spring weather.
Connecticut.

—

—

Answer.— Let me answer your questions without taking them in their exact order. Although too early yet in
your locality to take any active steps toward artificial increase, it is none too early to study up plans with regard
to

it.

If you get a queen in June, there will be plenty of time
for you to make colonies queened by her royal progeny.
There are different ways of proceeding. I'll give one that I
think appropriate for those with only a few colonies
The first thing is to get your new queen in a strongcolony. If the colony is not very strong when she is first
introduced (and it is usually a little easier to introduce into
a colony not too strong), you can strengthen it by drawing
frame of brood, as nearly as possible all
from others.
sealed, will in a short time add considerably to the strength
of the colony. Indeed, a comb may be so well filled with
brood that four of them, when the brood has all hatched out.
will make 20,000 bees not a bad colony.
Be sure never to
:

Questions and Answers.
CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

ailLLBR. Afareng-o,

A

ni.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to Bend answers bv mail. Editor.
1

—

give more brood than the bees can cover that would be a
waste. You may, however, give more than the bees can
But
cover, if, with the brood, you take the adhering bees.
if you put in too large a proportion of strange bees there is
danger that the queen may be attacked. If there are three
frames of brood already well covered by bees in the hive,
there is probably no danger in introducing a fourth frame
with bees from another colony. But it might not be safe to
introduce two frames from another colony, for that would
make too strong a proportion of strange bees. If you add
more than one frame of bees, it is safer to take them from
different colonies. If you use bees that liave been queenless
48 hours or more, you may have little anxiety about adding
any nuinber. These remarks apply to strengthening either
nuclei or full colonies by taking brood or bees, or both, from
other colonies. Remember that it is safer to use queenless
;

Fumigating Brood-Combs.

The past winter was a hard one on bees. I am 10 colonies short, all last year's swarms, and I have 80 frames of
nice, white comb, and want to keep them from the moth.
I
have had lots of trouble in keeping them clean.
I now have a nice house, 12 by 18 feet, for a honey-house
and a workshop, full 8-foot story, with floor above and room
to store odd stuff.
Now I have some 1-inch square pieces, 18
feet long
if I were to nail these to the under side of the
upper joists and hang the frames up there, could I fumigate
them with brimstone, or something that would kill moths,
;

eggs and all
I have a

?
little

honey on hand,

all

in

tight shipping-

May
bees

IS,
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when convenient, although

there

is

little

danger

in

takinjf from colonics with queens if yon do not laki- too
The safer way, if
larfje a proportion from any one colony.
not to slow, is to take brood without bees. I may say, however, that in my own practice it is rarely the case that I
take brood without bees, and the few exceptions are f.,'enerally because I cannot tind the (jueen in the colony from
which I take the brood. Of course, the queen must always

be found if the bees are taken, otherwise she mif^'^lit be
taken with the bees.
If you have the material to spare in other colonies, you
may make the colony with your choice queen so strong; that
it may require two or three stories to hold the frames, or
you may do with only one story. The colony will now be
made (lueenless, but at least si.\ days must elap.se after pivinp the last brood to the colony, else you may have queens
reared of the wrongf stock. Take two frames with the (|ueen
and adhering bees, put them in an empty hive and set on a
new stand. Nine days after you have made the colony
queenless you will form your nuclei. Into each hive put two
frames of brood with adhering' bees from the queenless coloony. There will be some honey in the frames you use, and
it will be an additional advantag'e if you can give each
nucleus another frame containing some honey. The bees,
being queenless, will not be much inclined to desert their
new localities, but you can help matters by plugging up the
entrance with green leaves.
A day or so later you may
open the entrances, and if you happen to forget it no great
harm will come, for the green leaves will dry and shrivel so
that the bees themselves will open a passage.
If you use up all the material of the queenless colony, as
probably )'OU will, there will be nothing left on the old
stand. Take the hive that now contains the queen, put it on
the old stand (of course you will till the hive with combs or
foundation), and put in its place one of the nuclei.
Nothing has be said about queen-cells. They will be on
different parts of the combs, some of them where you want
them, but mostly where you do not want them. Cut them
out, where wronglyly placed, and see that each nucleus has
at least one good cell better have two or more in each
nucleus the cells being between the combs and centrally
located, so there is no danger that they will get chilled. You
may fasten each cell in place by pinning it on with a slender
wire nail or a pin 1 '2 inches long and it is still better to
fasten it on by means of a staple an inch wide, or wider,
making sure that in no case the cavity of the cell shall be
punctured.
In two week examine each nucleus for young brood or
eggs, and if you find none a mature queen-cell may be given,
provision for such queen-cells having of course been made
in advance.
Whenever the young queen is laying, you may
build up the nucleus to a full colony in the manner already

—

—
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cerned, there is little danger that you will begin too soon,
but there is danger that you rjiay begin before the bees are
strong enough to be meddled with. Take a colony that has
no more bees than just enough to keep warm what brood it
has, put a frame of honey between two of its frames of
brood, and you will have a lot of chilled brood. So don't begin until you have so strong a force of bees that they can
take care of more brofxl than they are already covering. In
many cases that will mean not to begin at all. for an ambitious queen under favorable circumstances may keep all the
cells supplied with eggs that the bees can care for.
2.

I

what you say
I am not sure from
You say your strongest colonies conIf by that you mean
four frames of brood.

don't know, for

how strong yours
tain three or

are.

there is brood in three or four frames, that's a very uncertain quantity. For it sometimes happens that when there
is brood in four frames, the two central frames will each
have a patch three to six inches in diameter, while in each
outside frame there will be a patch much smaller, the brood
in all four not being as much as one frame would easily
contain. If, however, you have three or four frames well
filled with brood, say three-fourths full each, then there
ought to be no trouble in bringing all up to full strength
At
for the sweet clover, and perhaps for the white clover.
any rate, if you follow the instructions on page 266, you will
do nothing with the weakest till all the others are strong
and if you find that crowds too hard on the time of harvest
you need not do anything at strengthening the weakest.
It depends on the strength of your
3. I don't know.
colonies, and the strength and number of the nuclei bought.
If honey is your object, perhaps you will do as well with
what you have.
4. Hybrid bees are often objectionable on account of
their tempers. But they may be good workers, and it is not
hard to change them to Italians at least you need not increase from them, and then you will not be getting any
:

;

more on your hands.
5. The top starter is i's inches wide and i'( inches deep.
deep. That makes the
The bottom starter is 3~/s wide and
-=s

starter extend clear to the bottom, of course, but there is a
space of something like '+ inch between the two starters.
About the first thing the bees do in the section is to fasten
the two starters together.

;

given.

Instead of Increase— Buying Hybrid Bees Foundation in Sections.

I have 17 colonies of bees, 11 of which I think contain 3
or 4 frames of brood now, the remaining 6 being weaker.
I have intended following the plan Mr. Doolittle outlined in his book on " Scientific Oueen-Rearing." of stimulating brood-rearing by reversing the brood and supplying them with honey inside the brood-nest. My object is to
secure as much comb honey this summer as possible, instead
of making an increase.
1. When would you advise me to begin
active operations here, where our main honey-flow is from sweet clover,
although we have some white clover?
2. Would it be possible for me to build up all of these
colonies by equalizing the brood in the manner you described
in the last number of the American Bee Journal, or would it
be good to follow Mr. Doolittle's plan of uniting the weak
colonies, by which I understand that I would have 3 less
colonies for the production of surplus. 3 of them forming

nuclei.

Under these circumstances,

if

I

Wisconsin.

Answers. — 1.

not likely that he instructed you to
A man diskill the escort bees because they were diseased.
honest enough to send diseased bees would be dishonest
enough te keep quiet about it. The probability is that he
believed that the presence of strange worker-bees would
hinder the cordial reception of the queen and it is quite
possible his belief is correct. The deportment of the queen
herself has something to do with her reception, and she may
not be so ready to make friends with strange bees so long
as some of her own daughters are at her side. Besides, the
bees of the queenless colony might have some animosity to
the strange workers, which would make them less friendly
In most cases, however, the queen will be reto the queeu.
ceived kindly without her escort being killed.
2. If the escort is to be killed, it should be done before
the cage is put in the hive at all.
It is

;

should buy bees,

would it be best to buy full colonies, or nuclei ? That is,
would I be able to build up nuclei purchased now, so that
they would produce surplus this season ?
4. I notice an advertisement in the Bee Journal of hybrid bees for sale. Would it be well to purchase such bees,
or would they be objectionable for some reason ?
5. Will you please tell me what amount of foundation
you use in section-boxes? It should not extend entirely
from the top to the bottom of the box, should it ?

Answers. — 1. So

As I have received queen-bees from a large number of
different queen-breeders in the last IS years, also this
spring, I should like to ask in regard to one I received a few
days ago. When the queen was shipped he also dropped a
card requesting me to kill all escort bees.
would he advise me to kill the bees ? Do you
1.
think he has any bee-disease in his apiary ?
2. If removing the bees is any advantage, at what time
should they be removed ? When you put the cage in the
hive, or when you remove the plug in the cage ?

Why

•-•-•

Comb Honey Wanted

3.

Introducing Qiueens.

Illinois.
far as the season of the year is con-

Why Not Help a Little— both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.
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W'iscoxsis Bee-Keei'ING is the title of
Bulletin No. 2, just issued by N. E. France,
State Inspector of Apiaries. It contains about
SO pages, and is fully illustrated with pictures
of bee-fixtures, Wisconsin apiaries, etc.
It
is really a pamphlet on practical bee-keeping,
by a practical apiarist. This Bulletin is not
for sale, but for free distribution among Wisconsin bee-keepers only, of

whom

there are

reported to be over 10,000. For a copy, address
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that a copy is mailed you if you live in Wis-
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land iu the middle of the eighteenth century.
The name of Francois Ruber is known to
every naturalist; but greater than his work

was the man himself, and his life story is
worth reading by every young man or woman
who to-day wants to make the best out of life.
It did uot seem as if Francois Huber could
make anything out of life, for, though his
father was a scientist, and the boy had the
best of teachers, he became practically blind
The same disease which
at the age of fifteen.

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

of

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Compaoy tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has g-ood reports from, our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey* (mostly comb) from single colonies
containing- our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.

Oar Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tougued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptuess, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
priced,

was established

in 1SS8.

GOLDEN and LEflTttERGOLORED QUEENS, before July

Prices of

consin.

Fraxcois HiBER A Blind Discoverer.
— One of the most beautiful stories in the
world is that of a blind man, his devoted wife,
and his faithful servant, who lived in Switzer-
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to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(juirin the (jiieen-Breeder,
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Several Other Clover Seeds.

plication.

We

have made arrangements so that we can
famish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
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sale.

"

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
good dea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsl
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conTersation thus started would wind up with the
Bale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduoflon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-lieepers. It has a pin on the
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Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
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caused the blindness of Milton attacked him,
brought on by much study at night in insufiicient light, and by intense application to his
books when his health was not equal to the
His father, in alarm, took the lad to
strain.
Paris, where Tronchin. the famous physician,
ordered him at once to give up all study and
So Francois Huber went
try life on a farm.
to work like a peasant lad, following the
plow. In a short time his health was combut, alas
his eyesight was
pletely restored
not a whit improved, but rather the worse for
the experiment. The highest authorities now
pronounced the disease incurable, and darkness day by day closed in upon him.
Although so young, Francois had yet a
sweetheart, Marie Aimee Lullin, the daughThe boy
ter of a prominent Swiss official.
and girl had loved each other from their
earliest school days, and, though the father
vigorously objected to his daughter's Ijetrothal to a blind man, Marie never faltered
Her father forin her devotion to Francois.
;

ijade all

!

communication between them, and

she obeyed; but. when she came of age, her
first act was to marry the man she loved, and
the marriage proved ideally happy.
The
blindness of Francois only drew out the ex-

trains to Ft. Wayne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New York and

Standard equipment on all
Meals served in dining-cars,
on American club plan, at prices to
suit passenger, from 35 cents to $1.00
per meal. For particulars call on or
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Fifth Ave. and Harrison St. 'Phone
Boston.
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quisltc devotion aiiii tuiideriioHH of his wife's
unselfish nutiir'c, tiiid wluMi, after 40 years of
perfect companionship, slie was tai<en fromhini, lie surnnieil up liis loss in one pathetic

"

sentence:
1 am blind."

It is

only now

tliiit

I

realize tlnit

She was his reader, his secreand neither the cares of her
hoiLsehokl nor her children were ever allowed

tary, his helper,

to interfere witli her untiring service to his
every need.
With her help, Iluber be^'an his life work
the study of bees. When we consider what
powers of close observation are demanded for
this sort of worl(, we cannot at tlrst understand iiow a nuin, totally blind, could follow
the minutest hal»its of insects, and nuikc discoveries which the most patient invest i^'ators

before him

had

failed

in

nnikint;.
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Bee-Keepers-Attention
not put your motley into New Paneled Bee-Hives, Ijut buy a plain, serviceable anil well-made hive, such as the re^jular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way secliutis. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the lar^jest honey-producintr sections in the world use tliis style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.
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Let's Get Together.
Do

Hut, be-

do not warn somo dealer to
Order one or our

jou want a new

carriau-e or bueity. nn.l
a biu profit at your expense'

make

sides his wife, Iluber had a servant, a ])easant

uutued Burnens,

"born with the

whom

he soon found to be

talent of an observer."

cated

nuiii

into an accurate investigator,

Days, and if you
L
the depot; hitch to h; run it fnr Thirty
semi ,. back we don't
rig on the market, pay f.,r it. If nm
you see. we are
ell
do
this?
want you to keep it. How ran we aftord to
are not afraid to
makine the best line of vehicles on the market, arid
Take it from
rthe best

find

upon

whom he could rely. Burnens was deeply
attached to his master, and willing to take
any trouble to please him.
" It is impossible," Huber says, in his
preface to his tjreat book upon the bee, pubI7n2, "to form a just idea of the
patience and skill with which Burnens has
carried out the e.\periments I am about to
describe.
He has counted pain and fatigue
nothing. If there be any merit in our discoveries, I must share this honor with him
and I have great satisfaction in rendering him
this act of public justice."
Huber had other interests outside of his
bees.
Like them, he was ever at work. lie
invented a sort of printing machine, by means
of which he could write to his absent friends
and no man had more friends, or loved
them more loyally. He was passionately fond
of music, and could compose as well as execute.
He loved to walk in the open air, and
had knotted cords stretched beside the rural
paths near his house, so that he could walk
without troubling any one to lead him. As
we read his life, we find it not a darkened
one, but one full of light, and affection, and
sweet compensation. It was a long one, too,
for he died in 1S33, at 82, full of years and
honors, leaving behind him the memory of a
noble and victorious tight against a great
affliction,

We

;

l\t^^.:s5-

have you pass judement on them. I-ull details in
our new illustrated catalogue, which we send free.
harness.
—
line of
— . .our fine
u...- ....„
showso uui
also i>li,J,,
It UlbU
to

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG.

lished in

—

Hickory Vehicles.

Split

With

infinite patience, by askinp: a thousand questions, and repeatinpf each observation over
and over aj^ain, Iluber trained tliis unedu-

station

6, Cincinnati,

CO.,

Ohio.

Have You SQen Our Blue
alo^?
the

at

(.0

Cat-

THE APIARY, BEST g^ooda
Sent FREE; write for it.

illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
IN
prices. Alternating- hives and Ferifuson supers.

NEEDED

LOWEST

Tanks from

jjalv. steel,

red cedar, cypress or

KRETCHMER

fir;

freight paid; price-list free.

MFG.. CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Ag:encies:
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shug-art
Spaugler, Kentlaud, Ind.

& Ouran,

Council Bluffs, Iow;i: Chas.
12E2ot

The Business End of the

NEW RUMELY SEPARATOR^
Like all the "Rumely Goods" this is simply perfection. ^^Tien
coupled to our New Rumely Rear Geared Traction Engine
they constitute a threshing outfit that not only makes big^
money for the thresher, but saves grain and money f
the farmer. They are durable beyond com-

when you buy them you are
done buying for years to come. Take a little
time to think about how it would pay you to
own such an outfit, then write us for free catalog,

parison and

under which most men would have

given up hope of achieving anything. His
work was great but the greatest thing about
Francois Huber was his character, of which
indeed it might be said that it had that
;

RUMELY

M.

CO., La Porte, Ind.

" Equal temper of heroic hearts
fate, but strong in

Made weak by time and
will

To

I

^

VS
1^

Any bee-keepers in New York or Pennsylvania producing- either
White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey (in glassed sections),

and not to yield."
Leonard, in Forward.

strive, to seek, to find,

— Pbiscilla

Mr.

Greiner, of Ontario Co., N. Y.
wrote us on May 3
F.

" Our bees have wintered well, although
the spring has not been favorable so far."

•

The Attic Apiart of Ret. W.

S.

^

vein find

it

to their interest to write to the

•^
vS

144

within 2^2 blocks of the Capitol building.
Other houses are built on all sides of me.
There seemed no way of keejiing bees unless
I carried out a long-cherished plan of having
an attic apiary when I became my own landlord.
The high attic— full size of upright

A

ing business in this

I*

way I'nr

2','

yenrs,

for examination
puaranteeinK' safe delivers. You are

outnothin^if not satisfied. We niaJte
oif vehicles and 65 styles of
harne.-^s.
Our prices represent the
No. 740 Open Stanhope. Has <
cost of material and makiiip, plus
one profit. Our large free catah'truo inch Kelly mtber tires. Price,
*S2. As good as sells for^O more.
shows complete line. Send forit.
195 styles

•^'

No. 391 Bug^y.

Price, $69.00.

As good

as sells for Ka.OO more.

Elkhart Carriage

A

To make cows
Book

^

,WE HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere

pieces and wire-screen cover reaching from
the hive-entrance through the clapboards.

pay, use Sharpies Cream Separaiora.
Busioess Dairying& Cat.212 Iree.W.Cliester.Pa

f-

are the largest manufacturers of
vehicles and harness in the \v<")rld sell*
ing to consumers,,ind we h;iv-- h.en do-

floored, lathed and plastered.
stationary hive was built in a south
gable to begin with. An entrance and alighting-board were made of one piece, with side-

Purchasing a strong colony in May of the
year, half of the frames with brood and
clinging bees were transferred to the new
hive, leaving the queen in the old hive, which

CO.,

«fe

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

^;
^;
^.

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We

and rear wing— is

same

&

\^ |

undersigned at once.

GEORaE W. YORK

Sly,

in his beautiful residence, appears on the lirst
page of this issue. He writes us as follows
about it
Four years ago I built a house, located

Fancy Gl assed Co iiil) Honey

P'.ease

Harness Manufacturing

Co., Elkhart, Ind.

mention Bee Jotirnal when wiitmg,

AMERICAN BEE TOURNAI-

3:6

May

was placed in another gable. The empty
spaces in both hives were tilled with new

^Goingfor the Doctop\

frames with

She died the past season, having become unfertile, aged over 51., years,
the colony having given over ISO pounds o£
comb honey each year after the first.
The other half of the original colony was
worked for increase, and last spring showed
10 strong colonies, which, by autumn, had
increased to 24— all but 2 by natural swarming and over tiOO pounds of choice honey for
the season, half in pound sections, 113 pounds
of which was from a single colony, and sold
for 1.5 cents per pound, wholesale.
Most of the hives have each a glass end and
side; so have the section-holders and extracting supers, heavy curtains excluding the
early spring.

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment.
this

man.

DISPENSES WITH DOCTORS.
Middle Urove, lllmois, June 4. 1901.
We havp used Walkics' Vegetable Anodyre LiDimeut in severe
cascG of tlatiilent colic: bave employed veltTioary surE-'ons before, but rely entirely on Watkins' 'Liniment now, for family
aseaawe:i asforstock.
WALTER DlKt.MAN.
Watkins' Liniment is not only aftreat thing in cases of serious
miury ttiTongh accident, tut is always tielprul in cases
ol Colli. Colic. Dianhtta, Dysentery, Indj^esiion, Cuts,
Burns.etc. It is equally good fm- man or bcawt. If
..
_,
by any chance we have no agent in your vicinity, write
(^/l\\^^\^^
J'' <
\ \ ^
*
to as, and we will see that you are supplied.

—

__

A

A TREAT FOR ALL.
Uur new

i\

C.iok

Hook and

Home^

Poctor.contain'Dg a humlredpaze-^
valuabla infofjaalioa in cook in
s-irJcningHc. is out for '02. We nii
it ree It) anyone sending
hii n^me
and address on a postal card. Wr.ie
at once and address
I

THE

J.

R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

light.

The

CO.,

10 LiberljSt. Winona Minn., U.S.A.

Please mention Bee Journal "whwi writing:.

REGULAR
"MUTH'S
SPECIAL"
COVER
—^^—^^^^——^^^-^—^^———— BOTTOM-BOARD
is

The

ABSOLUTELY WARP-PROOF,
Our

We

Dove-

a

tail

therefore the best dovetail Hive on the
have One by asking.

than
Standard Bred Queens. None
EYE STRAIN
better

and

and

with a

illustrated catalog explains it all.
You can
sell the finest Supplies at manufacturer's prices.

market.

bees have not disturbed any one, as
so high
when they swarm, passers
like the priest and levite
"go by on the
other side" until the bees cluster on a tree or
shrub on the lawn, or in the garden at the
rear of the house.
Xo change is made in the condition or covering ot the hives, summer or winter, save to
put on or take off section-holders aud extracting supers.
The bees have no chance to disturb the
operator nor rob open hives. When a few get
out into the room they dash for the windowscreens and pass out through the bee-escapes.
The plan is an unqualified success. The
average profit on each colony the past season
was .*r.OO, not counting the increase.
WisriELP Scott Sly.

they
1

I

tliat is

starters.

The hive containing the old queen was
worked for honey, and to test her longevity.
It was done by giving large storage-room in

through the storm aud darkness while t he suffering one at home is in danger, perhaps'
of death, is a terrible trip. Why not have a good, sure family remedy in the house?
Oiif that has proven a lite saver in thousands of cases during the last forty years.

Think what a world of terror and anxiety was saved

15, 1902.

"MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALLVNS. "

by return

of
mail.

our

fly

—

:

BUCK-

3-Banders
75c

each

;

Safe arrival guaranteed.

6 for S+.OO.

THE FRED W. MUTH
'^?s©

mention Bee Journal

Front an Walnut

CO.,
-when wntin^

Sts.,

CINC1^NATI, OHIO.

Colonies Strong for the Season.
4s^il/\l/\|/\lAiAJ/lli/\lAi/U/\;i>\t/\i/\|/\|/\|)\tAl/\i/l^^

Bees are in fine condition and strong for the
The western hot wave has not
reached this part of the world.

BEST-

season.

Henrt Alley.
Essex Co., Mass., April

Extracted Honey For Sale I
I
^
^
ALL
f>0-POUND TIN CANS.
IN

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey JTfu
This

is

White

HoneyJ^

the famous

This is the welllight-colored
boiaey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blossoms. It has a
stronger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Extracted
Hone3' g'athered m
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Cetiiral

West.

It

is

known

a

splendid honey, and

nearly everybody
who cares to eat
honey at all can't
enough of the

get

Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

sample of

Shade fop Hives.
saw

recommended

to plant a.rtichokes
for hive-shade. I do not think I should want
my hives in an artichoke patch. I want the
hives where I can see them, and when there is
a breeze they can get the benefit of it.
I

it

For shade I put a stone on top ot the hive,
and then mow grass, weeds and artichokes,
and put them on top. Mow in the evening or
morning, and put it on green or wet. It will
surprise you to see what a good shade you
will have.
Do not put the stone on top of
the grass, for, it you do, when it rains it will
run down under the stone and keep the top
By putting the grass on top
ot the hive wet.
of the stone, green or wet, when it dries yon
have a fine shade that will shed rain and keep
the hive cool. The stone on the hive leaves
an air-space under the grass.
Winnebago Co., Iowa.
L. C. Green.

Basswood Honey:

by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight — two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7}i cents per pound
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
Basswood Honey, }4 cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of hone)', if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS* HOIiey.

A Word

either,

;

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

We

GEORGE W. YORK &

23.

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Cliicago,

III.

for the Cyprian Bees.

page 232, Mr. E. E. Hasty, in his " Afterthought," makes some assertions which I
think, to many, will convey ideas which he
(

)n

did not intend.

Mr. Hasty does not say what races he designated as the longest and shortest tongued, but
from all recent measurements we are led to
think he refers to Cyprians as the longest,
and blacks as the shortest. This has been the
result ot measurements made by Profs. Gillette, Benton, and many others.
Mr. Hasty says, in his article, that the
short-tongued race beats the long-tongued
race in storing section honey.
Whoever
heard of Cyprians being recommended for
Evidently Mr. Hasty imwork in sections
jilies that blacks gather more honey and cap
'

—
May
11

better.
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lutler, as

tlio

trniiit

I

tln'.v il"

not

full before ciipplnt,', Umik
irlviiitc tlieir (oiiibs a bcttci- uppwirmicc; but
as to their stirpiiKKlrif,'- (,'ypriuns ni );iitli<^rini;

eoUs an

tlioir

till

power, even
initted that
galliorers.

exeollenl

(

inosl

tlie

prejiidieecl

are the

'yiMiiiiiK

have

They till a
far superior.
Anierlean apieiiituro that no other

plaee

in

There seems to be rnucii prejudiee against
these Eastern liees, l)ut in spite of all o]iposition they are steadily caininjr in ))opularily,
whieh, though not e.xaelly in a<'eiirdanee wilii
Mr. liasly's stalenienl, tinil they Inive been
universally abandoned, is an actual fact.
yet
I (jranl tliat tonjfues "are not all;"
lon^' ton>;ues uryed on by such ambition as is universally accredited the Cyprians,
the results must be obvious to all unprejuDoubtless Mr. llasty's
diced bee-l<eepers.
views are due to his "new and unrelialile

when

glasses."
sell bees or queens of this race or
for facts rather than inprejudice.
B. E. Goodnoi iiii.
Orleans Co., Vt., April 1".

do not

any other, but wish
(liviiiual

A Bee-Keeplng Woman's Dress.
an interesting article on
" Bee-Keepins for Women," by Emma JI.
Wilson.
I wish to suggest to her, and to
other bee-women, the wearing of bloomers
instead of an undersl<irt for bee-worlc. They
will find them much lighter than an underskirt, and, besides, more protection from the
Bloomers are best made of blue drill
bees.
or denim. I also wear leggings of the same
miterial; that is so I can wear low shoes. I
like a duck skirt and a gingham apron, as the
gingham washes much more easily than
denim. I wear gloves made of white duck, it
read recently

I

get into a hive that

keep them

in

yell.

inclined to be cross.
pocket, handy, or else
wear a black tarletan
Mrs. N. O. Penny.

I

Brevard Co., Fla.

Artichokes for Hive Sliade.
Bees are working now, having wintered iu
fine condition.

Supplies &>'
I

Factory
Prices

Distributor of .same for

NESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.
Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction f,ruaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

Wild and tame plums are

blooming, also early cherries, and artichokes

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.

lire

batched

Wlicn the dwinilllnjf ceased laol "prinif I
Imil only ID coloiiieK out of X>, and there were
only two of IhoHe that I coiihldcred of any
value.
But 1 fed tlieni tip and they did wondorp, iniri'iii-inK to Hi colonies, and divine me
hOTiiethini; over 4(11) pounds of honey in secto the home trade at 12 and
tiouK.
I sold it
.Mits. C. A. Uai.i,.
l.')Cent» |>er pouud.
(Oneida Co., N. Y., April '.i.

Does Noise Disturb Bees?
Ims beiju some disctis-sion lately in
regard to Ijees hearint;. " Uoes noise disturb
bees. etc.
the past winter
I tried H colonies
in a new cellar, which I built last summer.
cellar
under
the
kitchen floor.
This
is directly
.Now, I have a family of boys and (rirls that
lil<e to roijip and play as well as the averatre
family of cliildren does: furthermore, some of
those colonie.s were directly under the kitchen
wood-box. I have been in the bee-roorn when
the boys would briii;,' in their wood and drop
Thc;r(^

il into the wood-box. and it actually seemed
as if the wood-box and all were comintj down
throui^h the lloor into the cellar, yet it did not
seem to disturb the bees in the least. This
occurred every day. and yet after a contineinent of live months and three days they were
placed on the summer stands stronjr and in
(iEci. W. StiiNKM.\n.
line conilition.

Dnor Co., Wis.

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

C.

OHIO.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when WTitiiig

An Advantage
by

IF

YOUR TICKET

drew a milP '»E w.ivcn wire fencing', ui'iililn't you
be miKhty lucky it it specified "The PAGEV"
I'AGK WOVKX WIKE FKNCKCO., APKIAX, .IIIC'H.

Tennessee Queens

<i.

of Clipped Queens.

probably new to many is thus given
M. Doolittle, in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

What

is

ture:
I do not believe in not having hives all in
readiness for swarms when the3' come: but in
case of emergency, if the queen is clipped,
you can hold a swarm out on a limb while
you make a dozen hives, or all summer if you
wish. If you ever wish to do this, as soon as
you have the queen in the cage attach a short
piece of wire to the cage and as soon as the
bees begin to alight, bend this piece of wire
over the limb, so the caged queen will hang
where the cluster will naturally be. when the
swarm will alight and cluster the same as
they would had the queen not been clipped.
:

Daughters of Select Imported

wish to offer thanks to Mr. Hasty, and
will also say that there will not be very many
hot days before artichokes will furnish shade.
The strange thing about artichokes is, if the
blossom is picked ofT the stalk, the tubers
You see how easy they
die a natural death.
Asparagus, grapes,
are kept from spreading.
and rhubarb, are a whole season behind arilI

thokes for shade.
I wanted to have sunflowers a few years
ago, so I planted some on my place for poultry feed, but the neighbors gave me " a big
talk," and I therefore gave it up.
Five miles
north of here there is a 160-acre farm not in
<'ultivatiou for two seasons, and if I saw sunflowers it was on that place.
Kansas is called the " Sunflower State," but
those farmers who live iu a sunflower neighborhood hate them worse than cocklehurs.

Albert Wiltz.
Atchinson Co., Kans., April

2U.

Cause of Low Prices of Honey.
think our bee-keepers are to blame for
the low price offered hy the commission men
«arly in the season. Take the year 1897, for
example: There was about 10 days of the
best honey-How from clover that I ever saw,
and immediately the bee-keepers began writing of honey "just rolling in." Well, that
was all the surplus we got in this section,
and some of our bees starved, but the commission men started in with low prices, and
people sold. For did not the bee-papers report a great honey-flow i And it has taken a
long time to convince the people that there is
not a great deal of honey in the country.
I do not believe one could find 10 pounds of
I

white honey

wonder

cbickeDB

Orders taken for Queens— Golden- It.^lians,
Red Clover (.^ueens, and Carniolans.
For prices I refer you to my catalog.

are up, loo.

I

Hiruclcil til wttitiirilil the
luiforu ('ountlni; tfiorn.

"

THE SOUTH, TEN-

is

my

near by on a hive.

Beekeepers

raceean

occupy.

I

KOK

ail-

.storiritc i|iialities.

C(M-uiinly

I

Headquarters

trri'alest hoiiey-

Kven Mr. DooUtllc says Ihuy have

For extraeteil honey the Cyprians are mohi
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in this locality to-day.

if

the bee-keepers can not be in-

loug^-tongufd
Mooter's), and Select, Straight
Bred
5-baiid Queens.
3% miles
Italian, Select

I

and mated to select
No bees owned with2% miles; none impure
within 3, and but few within

a part,

drones.
in

Smiles.

No

disease. 29 years'

WARRANTED

e-xperience.

oUEENS,
TESTED,

7 5

cents

each;

$1.50 each.
larg-e orders.

Dis-

count on
Contracts with dealers a specialty. Discount after J uly 1st

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
SPRING HILL, TENN.
Hease mention Bee Journal w/en wnun?.
14A26t

1^--*. r*Virfcir'f*

^°'"

honev-g-atherers

is

a

V/Ur ^IIUICC cross between the Italian
and Caruiolan. A limited number of Nuclei and
and full colonies for sale. Healthy, vigorous,
and excellent workers. Address.
20A4t E. S. ROE, CLARISSA, TODD CO., MINN.

5

IN BUSINESS
YOU witti
TO START
pit-sent
vill

takt.'

yoQ

the

flrjjt *.3

you

in I" start you in a K<'Od paying busiSfiiii 10 cents for full line of samples
(iin-itii-ns how U^ bepin.

ness.

ami

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Chicago,

Ills.

COMB FOUNDATION

ADVANCED 3 cents
Owing to the increased price of beeswax, until
further notice, dealers handlings the A. I. Root
Company's ijoods are compelled to raise the
price of' Comb Fmindation 3 cents per pound
above the prices 'ouud in their price-lists and
catalogs. Please ..tke notice. Adv.

—

You can now go about anything you may
to, making hives or anything else, resting assured that you will find the bees there
when you are ready to take care of them. It
they should go otT they will come back to the
wish

limb as soon as they find their tjueen is not
with tbeni. ami cluster there again, as I have
had them do when conducting experiments
along this line, I even holding them thus until
they had started several combs, evidently concluding to make their future home on this
limb. I at tirst thought, when they started
off so, that they would return to the parent
hive on coming back, instead of seeking out
the limb: but the queen is of all-absorbing
consequence to any swarm, and so they come
back to her every time.

The Food Value

of Honey.
You ask fur an article on •• Food Value of
Honey as Compared with Meat, Cheese. But-

This is hard to give. All kinds of
food are necessary' to health, and the best condition of our bodies. The proteids meat,
cheese, white of egg— we positively must have
We call food containing much
to live at all.
If we have too little we
of these " hearty."
are poorly nourished and crave them. The
carbohydrates starch and sugars, including
honey if not so absolutely necessary to life,
are surely requisite to health and strength.
We have a great sugar-factory in our bodies
the liver— so that we may have this necessary
food even though we do not take it in our
daily regimen.
Fats and oils are likewise necessary to the
ter, etc."

—

—

—
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We

3-Frame
We

Siiclei

For Sale.

have arranged with a bee-keeper

located in Kankakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to till orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,
and most of the bees show Italian markings.
The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this year's rearing.

The Nuclei

are 3-frame Langstroth,

Prices: 1 for
in light shipping-boxes.
5 or more at S2.75 each.
S3. 00
;

All are f.o.b. shipping-point, and will
be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

144

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,
-

BOYS
I

WE WANT and
WORKERS
younp

Ui>7^, Girls, old

make

best condition of our bodies.
could live
on proteids alone, but not in best health, and

very expensive when it alone
ministers to our bodily needs. The liver can
manufacture sugar when we eat only proteids,

such diet

it

works much

when we
Nearly

We

worliin^

fi)r

article in

among

1902—Bee-Keepers'

egg

SuopliesI

We can fnrniBh you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19t»2 catalog.
M. H. HUNT 4 SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
Please --lention Bee Journal when wriliiig.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are Interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Wool Markets and Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost anil all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

wool MARKETS AND SHtEP. CHICABO.

III.

40 Colonies of

-BEES—
For Sai6.C. BUCKSTAFF.
D.
Main

StJeet, OsHKOSH, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writina
149 So.

APPROVAL
SHIPPED""
perind Ten Days Free Trial to
aiiy

or c aiiada. ^ol a end J. 7.081I
required on our Bicycles In advaiiw;.

icn in V.

S.

1902 Models, $9 fo $15
19008i'01 Models.bestmakes.JTtoSlI
Wheels
BOO Second-hand
good as new J
all

to

<f
makes and models,
SaleaX
$8. Great Factory Clearing
equipment S.

ha.lt

factory cost.

sundries

Tires,

all kltuls, half

regular prices.

A B/CrCiE distributing
EARN
HX)Ucittnli>k"ics on our new plan.
"unil"'"' ^^^ P™P<"">"''
one? for lowest net prices to

^k. m'lKlS.'oil 0"r
--' Write

rit

and our special offer.

m
OYGLE CO. ^&^,£nS
^ MEAD
when
mention Bee
ficents

Please

Journal

..t;?

-WTitina

It will be to Your Advantage to ascertain the rates from Chicago to New

New England and

all

Eastern

points, applying over the Nickel Plate

Road and its Eastern connections.
Three trains daily, on which there is
no excess fare. One feature of service
on that road is meals in dining-cars,
on American club plan. Pay for what
you get, but in no event more than
from 35 cents to SI. 00. Folders, rates,
and all information cheerfully furnished by applying to John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, 111., Depot Fifth Ave., and
Harrison St. Phone Central 2057.
4— 18A3t

this

In

an

Gleanings in Bee-Culture, he says

other things:

a queen lays an
For three days the embryo in
egg grows, the nourishment for the form-

in a cell.

the vitellus, or yolk. On
it receives a food prepared in the
stomach of the nurse-bee, consisting of honey
and pollen acted on by the digestive secretions
of her body.
It the larva is destined to become a worker it receives such food for approximately three days, after which a gradual
change takes place. According to Dr. A. de
Planta's analysis, the solids in the food of the
worker-larva, before the fourth day, consist
of albumen
53,38; fatty substances 8,38;
sugar 18.09 percent. After that time the proportions of the same elements are respectively
27.87, 3.69, and 41.93 percent a very decided
change. According to the same tables a lirva
destined for queen receives of albumen 45,14;
fatty substances 13,55; sugar 20,39,
These
figures are taken from Mr, Cowan's book,
" The Honey-Bee," page 123. Mr. Cowan also
quotes Dr, de Planta as saying that, for the
first three days, the food of queen-larvie is the
same as of the worker-larv;e for the same
period (page 122), and that "queen-larvie
were fed the same food during the whole term
of their existence." There is a discrepancy
here which needs investigating.
What I desire to impress on the mind of the
reader is that, with each varying stage of the
development of the embryo that is, from the
commencement of the incubation of the egg
until the larva spins its cocoon, there takes
place a change in the proportions of the elements of the food. It is of vital importance
that these changes occur at the proper time,
if
the embryo is to develop normally. It
should be borne in mind that the larval bee is
as truly a developing embryo as is an unborn

ing larva
hatching,

being

Oa

s

Hofimatt Frames.

CLYDE CADY,

R. F. D. No.

20A2t

m^The
iX

kS

3,

ELECTRIC WHEELS

lastalinost lorever. Fitany wai^on.straiyht
or staggered spokes. Write tor tae catalogTie. We mail it free.
EUitUruiO WUEELC«., Box 16) Qulney, I1U»

QUEENS—Try

Our Stock.

Davenport, Iowa,

Dec.

31, 1901.

Your queens are fully up to standard. The
honey queen that you sent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousing colony when put
up for winter. The g-oldens can be handled
without smoke or

veil.

John Thoeming.

Very truly yours,

Months
Number OF

May and

12

$1.00
1.25

$5.00
7.00

$ 9.00
11.00

Jl.OO
1.25

$500

$ 9 GO
ll.OO

1

Untested
Tested

June.

6

Ol-eens

HONEY QUEENS
GOLDEN QUEENS
Untested
Tested

7.00

Select tested, $2.00 each, after June
Breeders, $£.00 each, after June 1.

We begin
fill

mailing Queens about

orders in rotation.

D. J.

1.

May

25,

and

Circi^lar free.

BLOCHER, Pearl

Cit.y, 111.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISEtf

INGHAM'S PATENT

n^a^^^^
2SAtf

T. F.

Smokers

BINGHAM,

Parwell, Mich.

Free

All Italian (jiieeu

We

would

like to

have our regular subscribers (who best
know the value of the

American Bee Journal) to work for us

NEW

in getting
scribers.
ask them to

We

sub-

do not

work for
us for nothing, but
wish to sav that we

will mail

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALfor sending us ONE NEW

IAN QUEEN

subscriber for a year, with $1.00 or 2
yueens for sending 2 new subscribers,
etc.

hive than an 8-frame Lang-

Is a larger

V

stroth desirable

—

I have
Mr. Hall For what purpose *
equal to the 8-frame Langstroth hive, and I
have equal to the 11-frame, and for extracted
I

Wheel

Life of the

;

Size of Hives.

honey
honey

Grass Lake, Mich.

depends upon the make of the whee'

—

mammal.

"

Colonies Bees For Sale

§Q

—

want the large one, and

for

comb

I don't trouble which one it is.
Mr. Holmes Answer it both ways.
Mr. Hall For comb honey the smaller one.
In the location where you have a fall flow the
smaller one, every time. In locations where
you have nothing but white honey, where it
shuts off July 22. the large one every time.
Mr. McEvoy Wouldn't the man have something to do with it
Mr, Hall The man has something to do
with all these things. He is the smallest por-

—

—

—

Remember,

those

up with our Red Clover Queen
another page.)

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

140 Erie Street,

tion of it. The field is first, the man is next,
the hive is next.
Mr, Fixter As far as my little experience

have no use whatever for the

large hive.

Mr. Hall— But you have no fall flow,
Mr. Fixter— No. We have had the s-frame

ori/y

-

offers

on

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Gonit) and E.xtractedttoneo!

—
I

made

who

;

—

concerned,

this otfer is

are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
and a Oueen for S1.50. We expect to
be able to send them almost by return
mail.
(Please do not get these oilers mixed
to

'.

is

Please meution Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

is.

Under natural conditions

"

York,

Canadian Bee Journal.

Arthur C. Miller thinks there

DRAPER PUBLISUIMG CO.,Cbicago,lll.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

wmplestoworkoith.

I8A3t

in

there Danger in the Cell-Cup Plan?

Is

BROWN.

—

Cook,

J,

125 S-frarae Dovetailed Supers. 1~H inches
long- inside, by 5H deep, closed-end extracting^frames— at lOcts. each; also 175 Supers, same
length, and 4^3 inches deep— at 5 cts. each: 8000
snow-white plain Sections for same, at J1.75 per
M.; 25 Covers for same, nailed and painted, at
12 cts. each.
Box 102,
E. W.
20Ati
Morton Park. Cook Co., 111.

a like,

us.
money
I
\\ e turoish ca|>itil toniart y^n i[i buaiDess. Seoil OS 10c stamps or B'lver for full in-.iriTCtif.ri9 and a line o(

mostly Italians.

all

Prof, A.

FOR SALE.

is

easier and more effectively
eat liberally of the carbohydrates.
sugar and all starch must be
digested before it can pass to the blood. Not
so honey.
The bees digest this for us. Thus
we may well believe that of all the carbohydrates, honey is the best.
Thus we can say that honey is doubtless the
very best food of its kind, and that such food
is absolutely necessary to health and strength,
and greatly conserves the more expensive and
absolutely requisite
proteids.
The child
voices his need of such food in his longing for
candy.
act wisely when we give him all
he desires in the best of sweets honey
which should be served most liberally at
every meal-time. This will check the desire
which leads to the pernicious habit of faking
candy at all times and on all occasions.

but

1901

IS,

state price, kind and quaatity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. 199 S.V7ater St., Chicago

33Alf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

;

May

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

15, 1902.

and a hive irixIfixSO, anil a lilvii
14x15x1-'; wc! have the IlecUlon hive; the Sfranie l.iuii^'siriiili hive can knouk them all
out.
That is a three years' test.
Mr. Hall .Mine ha(l )lt> years' test.
Mr. Ilolterinann I inljcht just say that the
company 1 am with are he(,'inn|[i(,'. anil after
wei^hin^ it all carefully we have eomo to the
conclusion, at least I have, that we are (^oinfj
to have 'Jfiit hives made, anil that tliey are
goin^c to l)e r.'-fr'ame Lan^^si.roths.
Mr. Hall Mine is equal to a llJ-frume l.an>cstruth.
Mr. Holtermann I agree with Mr. Hall entirely.
Mr. Hall says he wants the large hive
for extraeteil honey, and for eoml) honey he
does not care which he has. I don't want to
run two kinds of hives if it can be avoiileii. If
you are l)eginning two sizes of hives, and you
can make both do for comb or extracted, I
don't just see the objection that Mr. Hall has
if you have the fall How.
Mr. Hall The objection is this: I tell you
what I do at home. I take every ounce of
white honey I can get from the top, and I
either till them up with foundation or put
two together and run them down to the fall
(low.
'I'hey work together, and they give me
50 or 60 pountls of a fall tlow.
I.anf,'8tr()tli,

—

—

—

—

flow.

Holtermann

Mr.

—Y.ou

would contract

1

—

combs now

they have.
like to endorse what Mr. Hall says.
so

much

have on hand 400 BOXES of i.oTin Horicy-Cans (2 can.s in a box.)
Many of them were emptied of honey
by ourselves, and all have been carefully in.spectod.
If we had occasion to
do so, we would use them apain ourselves. We need the room they occupy,
and offer thcin at a low price to close
out, as follows, f.o.b. Chicago: 5 boxes

big

it

;

in

it I

Mr.
right

that

is all

I

would

It is

at SO cts. each; 10 boxes, 40 cts. each
20 boxes, 3S cts. each, .50 or more boxes,
;

30 cts. each.

wanted

A

14t!

('I1ICAG(

-

ILL.

»,

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

13Atf

$2.00 Each.
After May 15th, will sell 3-fr. Nuclei of Bees
on L. frames, $2.M each, f.o.b. R.R. here; after

June

1st, $1.75

ALSO BEE-SUPPLIES

each.

MOORE.

H.

19A2t

McLemore

704

Ave.,

Memphis, Tenn.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

meet those w Do work for us. Cow keepers ai ays
have money. We atari you in bualnesp. You make
lai^e pmlits. Easy work. We furnish capital. Send
10 cents for full line of samnle§and raitlculars.
DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Chicago, Ills.
to

i\

it

'Good Secoud-Haud Hives

it

—

;

hive then, every time.
Mr. Gemmill Do like Mr. Hall, contract it
if you want to.
I want the big hive for summer. Canadian Bee .Journal.

—FO R SA LE—
10-frame Siraplicity-Laugslroth^ standard in
every way. When I kept bees I would have been
glad to pay $1.0l) each for such hives. Write for

MRS. B. J. LIVINGSTON,
Center Chain, Martin Co., Minn.

particulars.

liA2t

—

The

—

Em erson Binder.

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journg.! we mail for
but 60 cents; .'or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only fl.40. It is

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Illinois.— The Eastern part of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their
spring meeting at the residence of O. J. Cummings, Za miles northeast of Rockford, 111.,
Tuesday, May 20, 1902. All interested in bees
are invited to attend.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

a fine thing- to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this ** Emerson" no further binding- is necessary.

QEORQE W. YORK &

&

144

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

MarsbMd Mannfactnrin g Company.
Our
Wisconsin

specialty is

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

BASSWOOD is the

Hease mention Bee Journal when writlna

30 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
CO., 144

&

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in exis ^ood with prices lower.
Ammanufacturing purposes, brinies from
S'/icubiic; better grades fromT'u.Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 27'^30c.

tracted honey
ber, for

The Fked W. Mutii Co.
Albany, N.Y.,May 1.— Honey market is dull.
little call now for any grade. Well cleaned

Very

H. R.'Wrioht.
Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains good. Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15(ai6c; A No.
1, 14@15c; No. 1, 13(Sil4c;
honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7@7Hc: Florida honev, in bar-

*

Blake. Scott LsB.
Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
ISc; No. 1, 13ig*14c; dark and amber, i\(qtl2c.
Extracted, while, aSiiftiTc; dark and amber,
S@5c. Beeswax, 29@30c.
M. H. Hont & Son.

Cincinnati, May 8.— As the warm weather
in, the demand for comb honey is as good
as over. There are no settled prices; for whatever is left, prices are made to force sales. Extracted honey is in fair demand and finds
steady sales. Amber is sold in barrel lots for
set

water-white alfalfa, sells from tfatbiic,
and white clover brings from 6>^fai7c. Beeswax
scarce and brings 30(u 3lc.
C. H. W. Weber.

S(SiS!4c;

New

York, Apr. 7.— Comb honev, last year's
crop, practically cleaned up, but as we wrote a
little while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white,
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and lOfiillc for amber.

Extracted: The market is decidedly dull.
Very little demand, with large stocks on hand,
some of which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline

We

in prices.
quote: White, be: light amber,
55^c; amber, 5c: Southern, 524(a-58c per gallon,
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm
at 29(g 30c.
Hildreth
Sbgelker.

&

San Francisco,

Apr. 16.— White comb, 109
12yi cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Eitraded, white, S@—; light amber, 4»<(a

amber, 4®

—

.

Beeswax, good

—

to choice, light.

26@28c; dark, 2-Ug25c.
Demand is not very active, and market cannot be termed firm, although quotable values
remain without important change. Cons'derable honey of last crop is now being offered,
which up to a few weeks ago had been held off
the market. New crop is expected to arrive in
wholesale quantity in the very near future.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultaral Field more
completely than any other published,
send Jl. 25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade.
Please mention Bee Jonrnal when wntliia.

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

T ^^SEB

low, upon its receipt, or 32 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly.

GEORGE W. YORK &

J

Chicago, May ».— The trade in honey of all
kinda in li^fht, eHpecially i8 thifi true of comb,
the little trade that exifitsiH for the best ffradet.
liasswood ranifeft from lAfOflSc; that havinif
more or lesn basftwood. willow or other white
nectar. 13c; off (fraden of white, lof^l2c: amber,
Hftji^c. Extracted, white, SXiai.c; amber, 5"'
5J4c;
some lotB of new extracted offered, but no sale*
have been made. Beeswax scarce at 32c.
R. A. BURHBTT ik Co.

If

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshf ield, Wis.
7A26t

AND BEESWAX

>l<>^ >p.- >lf >;« >j«- >j.- >j» >j« ^rn
MARKET QUOTATIONS.

rels, 6@6'/^c.

3-Frame Nuclei FOR SALE

could make them

but I
with the S- frame Langstroth.
Mr. Gemmill In regard to wintering, do
you mean ?
Mr. McEvoy No
in wintering, the big
frame is nowhere. I would want the smaller

>K >tt »i« >te «te jtt sii iixj0

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling at 14'u.l5c. Extracted,
b%b}4c. Beeswax, good demand, 30/a.31c.

Bees For Sale.

was the management;
would want that management conducted

—

.-street,

not

think Mr. Gemmill set

said

Erie

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

to.

McEvoy— I
when he

I

boxes of cans are

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
14-1

it is the location and manhad Jones' hives I would use
had smaller hives I would utilize

such a way that

NEW

worth 75 cts. a box of 2 cans. So these
2d-hand cans are a bargain. Better
speak quickly if you want anv of them.

It I
I

rft Jit

HONE.y

I

7)>jf >;»

We

the hive,

agement.

them
them

;

<>t<

Ib.

to

about S for winter
Mr. Hall— If I am not lazy I would contract
to }.
Four will hold 3.5 pounds.
Mr. Gemmill I have some on 4 solid sealed

jlslt

400 Boxes
2d-Hand Cans.

—

Mr. Holtermann You can contract through
the light How, and then give them more room
for the dark.
Mr. Hall— 1 would rather keep them in the
small hive so that they would not have any
surplus honey down-stairs, and then give
them a good chance to fill up with the fall

319

146 Erie

St.,

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

1861

-ADEL QUEENS-

1902

Adel bees the Standard strain. ±\ly IQ.12 Catalog leadv to mail May 1. Send for it.' Address

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,
ISAlf

Mass.'

Mention the American Bee Journal.

work fur us. VTe will start you ia
and turui,-;h the capital.
Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
samples and particnlars

If you.
iiu.-^iness
.iM:ht

line of

Please Mentiou the Bee Jonrnal iJl^rSS???...

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Chicago. Illg.
Please mention Bee Journal when writiiia

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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15, 1902.
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BEE=KEEPERS,
I

Save Money by Buying

g

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers, ^^d everything
_^_^^,^,.^.^ ELSE \OU NEED, OF
TttE, W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO..
Jamestown, N. Y.

li
*7

g
a

6Jr Our goods are g^uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog-,
and copy of

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER.
a

f^ Dadant's Foundation
a
a

Whi7
VV liy Anf^e.
UUCS

if
c*»ll
vi/t»ll r Because it has always given better satisII. sell
faction than any other. Because in a4 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

W. M. Gerbish

ffS^

We sell the best Veils,

OF ALL

E Nottingham,

our goods at
O.der of him and save

freight.

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

mention Bee Journal when wi itma11 jou care to know of its

The

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of CaliPaper—
Favorite
ornia's

handsomely
ple copy
330

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

free.

annum.
_

for lis L'ncle Saul's poultry product pays
that sum. Send UK- for samples and particWe furnish capital to start yon in
ulars.
businei>s. Draper PubllsbingCo.Xbicago,!!!.

roention

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention

III.

Bee Journal -when wrltine

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

fork fax

^HIVEf^

Foundation

use a

FOUNDATION

THE DANZENBAKER

Bee Journal wnen wnuQe,

Dittffler's

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be .obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freig-ht,
local and jobbing- ag-encies.
and get quick delivery.

and

Mo

Fonniation For Casli

at prices that are the lowest.

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMEP,

Augusta, Wis,

European Tourists and Others

destined to Eastern points, will find the low
rates applying- over the Nickel Plate

York. New England and
other Eastern destinations, specially
attractive. The Eastern terminals via
this line are only from three to ten
minutes from all ocean steamship
to

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

-

and you inav

Road

Chickens and Eggs

Sam-

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
have piirt of it if you work

I

at all times

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Oil.
Street.

Market

fied'Jti

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

^K/^Kf

Langstrolh on the HonGy-Bee— Re\/ised,

I

The

KINDS *****

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

i

California

cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' SuDDlies

full line of

catalog prices.

t^lease

an WCII V
SU

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

I

for allbee-kpepers; SOcayear.
in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

N. H., carries a

Year

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^rTm^Si^Ws'^Xlllomo:''
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

I;

monthlv

(Now

25111

New

docks, and the service afforded is firstclass. Three trains daily from Chicago. Uniformed colored porters are
in charge of day coaches, whose duties
require that proper care shall always
be given to keeping cars clean and attending to the wants of passengers enroute. Meals are served in dining-cars
at prices that are reasonable and within
Details cheerfully furreach of all.
nished on application to John Y. Cala-

han, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago. Chicago City Ticket Office,
'Phone Central 2057.
111 Adams St.
3— 18A3t

The A.

The

Braneh Offices.
m Vine St., Phihidelphia,

Root Co..

Wm. A.

Selser,

I.

Comb

KKEE<alaloeut.

flease mention Bee

Manager.

Root

H. <j. Acklin. ManaKcr.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. I. Root Co.. rj"n Md. Av.. 8. VV. Washington.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

Saffell & Herricb. Managers.
Co.. San lifnacio i7 Havana,
F. H. de Beche, Manager.

Root

Cuba.

AffGTieies-

Geo. W. York & Co., i44 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, 111,
Cincinnati, Ohio
C. H. W. Weber.
Bell Branch, Mich.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder,
Dea Moines, Iowa.
Joa. Nyaewaufler,
.Ino. Nebel & Son. High Hill. Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Da Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
AuRUSta, Butler Co., Kan.
Carl K. Buck.
Lyonsville, Mass.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Denver, Colo.
The L. A. Watkins Mdae. Co.,

increase your profits? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

Would you
from Maine

to California.

It's

used

:

MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE, Feb. 28, 19n2.
A. I. ROOT COMPANY. Medina. Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am very, vekv pleased that you are willing I should
have had a great many inquiries regarding it.
recommend the Danz. hive.

THE

I

and have n-'t felt atlibertv to recommend it over our regular hivc^. At Urst I
was prejudiced against it, liut the sales have increased without recommendations, and wluTfver I have sold thev have bought aaain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and 1 am lorced to the conclusion that it is the Best
J. B, mason.
comb-Honey Hive ou the market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. 1. Root Co.

The above

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

QUEENS

Smokers

Jobbing
Pa.

•
Syracuse, N. Y.
Co..
F. A. Salisbury, Manajjer.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
A. 1. Root Co.,
J. B. Mason, Manager.
A. I. Root Co.. 11124 Mi88 St.. St. Paul, Minn.

The A.
The

1.

Sections.

Foundation

Am) .ill Aplarlnii Sii|>|il)ei
Send for
rhoaii.
K. T. KLA.NAtJAN, B*lle»lll*, HL

Joumai wnen wntuut

W. YORK.& CO., ^^nfcTal'^i^iT'
,^ GEORGEROOT'S
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

Send

to

them

for

Bee Journal
QBOROG W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MAY

22, 1902,

FOHTV.SECOND YEAR
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Why Not

CATALOGUE AND

>

".BUYERS' GUI DEN? 70

May

22, 1902.

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up^to-date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED MONTGOMERY
6r CO.
of Chicago ? Perhaps you have long intended to, but never knew how
to begin. Why not start now? Our Catalogue No. 70, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to

Spring

is

If you are

WARD

roof with good things — the very best our active buyer could gather in
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— fust as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is our Famous Catalogue,
It can be found in over two
all winter, and believe that there never was a better opportunity for
million homes of thinking peos
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our wholesale prices — no
pie. Is it in yours 7
middlemen — one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
CJ^TALOGUE NO 70 IS
READY. Over I GOO pages packed with the good things of
everything you use gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world. Page after
life
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
SEEMS TO us THJiT YOU OUGHT TO HJtVE Ji COPY. IVe want you to have one— so much so that we
There are so
tvill furnish the book free and. pay one-half the postage if you will pay the rest, fifteen cents.

I

NOW

—

in this country bubbling over with curiosityt or trying to get something for nothing, that we are
compelled to make this trivial charge. It is only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are acting in good faith
and are interested in our business. IVhy not ask for it today, before you forget it ?

many people

Montgomery Ward

Sp Co.,

Flease mention Bee Journal

LanosMD

wnen

•

Chicago

-writing

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
on...

Red Clover Queens
Ttl6flOI161lB66

FOR

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This

one of the standard books on
and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
is

bee-culture,

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal

Each subject

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

be wonderfully helped on the

to

way

to

success with bees.

The book we mail

Long'-Tong'ue Variety

We

warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our
Queens.

We

present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.

And

this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
His bees average quite
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders.
The Breeder he will use is direct from
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured.
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.

scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these tine, "long-reach '' Warranted Queens will be tilled in rotation "first
come first served "—beginning as early ia June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than th^ipast season), as amuch larger number of queen-rear(But never remove the old queen from the colony until j'ou have reing nuclei will be run.
ceived the new one. no matter from whom you order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherwise ordered.

—

A Warranted Queen

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

14«

Erie Street,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

it

—

—Warranted Purely Mated

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
for us during the season of 1901, to flU our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be

for $1.25, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

1902 FREE!

In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order as follows:
Xo. 1.— For sending us the names and addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee .Journal and?:2.00, we will mail you one of these queens free.
Xo. 2.— Or, tor sending us one ufir subscription at .*1.00, and 30 cents more (SI. 30), we will
mail you a queen, and the Bee .Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
'

Xo. 3.— Or, send us
a

«il.60

and we

will send to

Tou

the Bee -Journal for one year,

and also

queen.
This indeed

is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help swell the
of readers of the old American Bee Journal.
Rereaily to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions.
are
now
We
member, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our pn-sent readers will decide to have at least one of these Queens. Address,

list

GEORG-E W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

—

4 2d

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

^

Answering Comb Honey
iu

MAY

Lies.

— This

" I'ure honey should last for years without
candying if kept in a close jar or bottle.
Nothing will bring it back to a litiuid state
alter it has candied, unless you adulterate it
with water and boil it."

publish the lies. We are very glad to have
our readers send us clippings from newspapers
showing what is being said on the honey
<|uestioD, but please don't ask us to answer
them all in the American Bee Journal. So
few of the people who read those lies in the

Think of mixing water with granulated
honey, and then boiling it, in order to re-

daily press take this journal, that

(|U0ted

worth while for nx

devote

to

it

much

is

hardly

time or

liquefy

that

is

What

it!

of the

guilty of
publishing untruths about
honey, to write to the editors of such newspapers, placing the truth before them in a
courteous manner, and requesting Its publi-

newspaper can
possibly know everything, and if he is only
rection of misrepresentations that have unin-

tentionally appeared in

his paper.

But

it is

useless to publish such corrections in a paper
not read by the same people who read the
misrepresentations in the first place. Some-

thing like a paper that for a time tried to corfound in other papers, when its
own circulation was only a fraction of the
papers it was correcting. It seemed to be
almost a Hat failure.

it

Root

having expressed the opinion that alfalfa
does not yield nectar except on irrigated
lands, Carl F. Buck replies in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture he does not know what they
would do in Kansas if it were not for alfalfa.

He

says;

Alfalfa does not seem to do much good in
Missouri, Illinois, and other eastern States;
but in Nebraska. Kansas. Oklahoma, and Indian Territory, alfalfa on the bottom lands
does yield honey, in some quantity at
least, and in many localities it yields it in
abundance but. of course, not like the irrigated districts of Colorado and other western

—

States.

Honey-Questions In Newspapers.
Several of these have appeared recently in a
certain Chicago daily newspaper, having been
referred to one of
ply.

Here

is

its

special writers for re-

a sample:

" Please inform me if pure honey will turn
I
have been told it does. If so,
to sugar.
what can I do to get it back to a liquid <
• L. H."

have

from Dr. Miller's large stock of "I

And

21.

up at each meal. Then it " tastes
But if we were to be a little
piggish, anil try to put down a half-pound at
one meal, we would likely not care for any

clean
like

it all

more."

more

at the

next meal, or for several dayi^

A

and often we believe is a good practice
when it comes to eating honey.
little

But

to return to the poison

the honey.

the bees put io

Dr. Kellogg ought to get a few

bees and watch them inject the poison into

each

Unless

cell.

he

l;iiitw.i

such to be

<i

fift, he should not give utterance to the idea.

Some people

are so easily influenced by

what

they read that they might be induced to
deprive themselves of so luscious a viand as
all because they had read somewhere that a certain doctor •' said so." We
have no doubt some people will actually stir
some water with granulated hone}', and then

honey, and

another that

is

is

pretty good

answer given to the

this is the

fore-

boil

it,

in

order to u/tgranulate

it.

But we wonder why the daily papers don't
refer their bee and honey questions to people
who are supposed to know something about
such things. Dr. Miller and many other beekeepers would gladly help to get the truth
about bees and honey before the people.

—

• The idea is novel to me and startling.
However opinions may vary as to the cause,
honey is certainly extremely unwholesome
when eaten in large quantities. Some people

can not eat it at all. I have supposed this to
be in consequence of the clogging and congesting effect of the wax upon the alimentary
organs. The suggestion of formic acid is an
unpleasant complication."
Surely,

it is

jects a small
cell just

And

a novel idea that the bee " in-

(|uantity

so

it

is

as

into each

of poison

before capping"

unwholesome

honey

to

\

It

might be just

take ''large quantities"'

of water, or large doses of anything else that

good.

But who

corn or potatoes?

eats

honey

It isn't

like a

hog

necessary to

is

eats

make

a

whole meal of honey alone, any more than
one would eat all butter or all pie at one meal.
A person ought to use a little sense in eating,
that is, if he has any.
Yes, we have seen people who couldn't eat
honey. The trouble was, we found, they had
been trying to eat glucose with a piece of
honey-comb in it. As soon as they got hold
of liimeij they were all right. Now, we can eat
perhaps a half section of honey at one meal,
if we feel like it, but that, of course, is almost
bordering on the swinish idea, we must conPerhaps a quarter of a section of honey
fess.
would be sufhcient. But we never stop to
count the cells and estimate how much beepoison we are eating. That would be ridiculous.

When
to

it comes to extracted honey, we like
have at every meal about two full tea-

spoonfuls in a

little

The Denver Convention
b'e

fully equal to

promises to

the Chicago conventions of

the National Association, and that is saying a
good deal. Of course, there is a possibility of
the Denver one being greater in many ways.
We hope it will be such. The following has
been received from Pres. Hutchinson

THE COMING CONVENTION AT DENVER.

it.

extremely unwholesome to eat

large quantities of

and Irrigation.— Editor

to

going question

rect the errors

Alfalfa

would have been

" Do you agree with Dr. Kellogg, of Battle
Creek, in his statement that honey should be
partaken of very sparingly and as a relish
only, for the reason that the bee injects a
small quantity of poison into each cell just
before capping the same for the purpose of
preserving the honey ? I believe this poison
is called formic acid."

a

half-witted he will be glad to publish a cor-

of ignorance concern-

don't know's."

cation.

Not even the editor of

amount

better

Well, here

are

big free advertisement

ing honey the one answering has in storage.

How much

space to them.

The thing to do, is for the readers who
subscribe for and read the newspapers that

a

!

;

No,

swered the question, when they read this:

the very same papers that

:

22, 1902.

Our readers will enjoy the indication of the
quantity of inf(jruiation on the characteristics of honey possessed by the one who an-

Editorial.

should be ilone

ILL,

—

:

;

;

side-dish.

We

like to

Of course, we naturally expected, if the
National convention went out to Denver, that
those Western people would do the hand.some thing, but the present indications are
that they are going away ahead of anything
that any of us have ih-fiimnl of. Some things
have come to me in private letters, giving
hints of what may be expected, but all of
their plans are not yet sufficiently completed
to be given to the public; however. I have a
letter from Secretary Working, that I have
permission to publish, and here it is

Denver, Colo., April '26, 190'2.
Hutchinson.
We have put both feet into it
D,,ii- ShYesterday and the day before our Executive
Committee (Harris, Gill. Rauchfuss. and
Working) made the preliminary arrangements
Following
for the big meeting in September.
are the chief points decided upon
The Colorado Association will meet on
Tuesday morning, Sept. '2, and devote the day
to business, and in the evening and the following days take part in the general sessions of
the National Association. Our program committee will work with yours.

Mr. W.

'/..

—

:

We will give a complimentary banquet to
of the National Association coming
from other States than Colorado, and a " See-

members

ing Denver" trolley ride to all the attractive
places iu the city to the same people. Our
members, and those of your Association who
have the good fortune to live in Colorado,
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May

will have the pleasure of sharing: in these
pleasures for a fixed price to be fixed later.

—

We will plan for special excursions at low
rates to places of interest in various parts of
the State.
We gave our committee on exhibits ?50.
and the authority to beg a thousand, for the
purpose of making a great exhibition.
We decided to ''spread " ourselves in such
a way as to make the visiting bee-keepers forever proud of having attended the Denver
meeting, and those who don't come everlastingly ashamed of themselves. And we have
persuaded the Mayor of the city, and the Governor of the State, to do their utmost to make
the occasion memorable: and the men who
hold the purse-strings of the city, are interested.
Promises later. Then, too, the Secretary of the Denver Chamber of Commerce,
who is past-master in such matters, has become an enthusiastic member of our banciuet
committee a committee that is not too big to
do things.

—

f hat ought to be enough to tell you now.
You are to tell us when we may give the
banquet. You are to name us three men, including yourself, who will respond briefly and
tlitiiikfiilly to addresses of welcome by President Harris, Governor Orman, and Mayor
Wright. As for the banquet, you are to prepare for it and nothing more to be in good

—

humor,

good appetite, and in large num-

in

bers.

As for our people ? With the kind co-operation of the railroads, we'll bring them to Denver in crowds. There'll be as many of our
folks as of yours, if you dare
And before
we are done with you, j-ou'll be ours and we'll

Weekly Budget.

I

I

22, 1902.

around them when the photos were taken
but on account of their small size, of course
they do not show), for all a bee has to do is
dip down into one of the great, big cups and
drink and drink to its fill. Then it flutters
scarcely able to fly, while the others are
gorging themselves only to go back home in a
off.

lazy, uncertain flight.

Red Clover Queens. — The

breeder

who

and mails the red clover queens we have
been offering, writes us that he expects to be
able to begin to mail our orders June 10 to
June 1.5. If the weather is favorable, he intends to have all our present queen orders
rears

filled

A

by July

1st.

two in
advance of sending the queen, to each person
entitled to receive a queen from us.
This will answer a number of readers who
are getting somewhat anxious about the red
clover queens they are to have.
postal card will be mailed a day or

Cacti and Alfalfa in Arizona.— Editor
E. R. Root, of Gleanings in

Bee-Culture, as

remembered, made a trip through the
South and AY est last year, and afterward
described his journeys with pencil and picture.
This week, through the courtesy of Gleanings,
will be

In the picture shown we have a general
view of the whole forest of tree cacti. Over
in the distance will be seen the mountains
near which orange-growing. I was told, was
possible.
The broad expanse of country

shown

in the general view, is a perfect desert.
will thrive there but these cacti: a
peculiar kind of thistle, or what seemed to be
such to me, and the ever-present sage-brush;
and yet, on the ot/nr \iile of the road were
beautiful market gardens and fields of alfalfa.
AYhy this difference * you ask. The one can
be irrigated, and the other can not: and I
hope it never can, because this desert has
some attraction just as Nature left it, and
man should not be allowed to desecrate it.

Nothing

This forest is probably the largest, both in
the number of trees and in its general size, of
any iu the world. There seems to be no apparent effort to preserve these magnificent
specimens.
They are mutilated by curioseekers tearing off a piece of the barli. Then,
as it the work of civilized man was not
enough, the Indians mutilate them with their
bad aim, throwing stones to knock down the
fruit that develops from the flowers, of which
the bees are so fond. Indeed, there is no way

!

be yours.
Scatter the news!
Tell it in Gath and
Askelon.
We'll tell it wherever Denver
papers circulate.
Yours truly,
D. W. Working,
i'^ecretary Colorado State Aasonatton.
It is very evident to me that the man who
misses the coming convention at Denver will
miss the treat of his lifetime. I expect to see
it outstrip its predecessors in every possible
manner and that is saying a great deal. But
look at the conditions: In the heart of the
great West, and for the ./7r.s7 titnr. Bee-keepers of both high and low degree, all over the
West, will flock to it. The local arrangements, upon which the success of a convention is so largely dependent, are in the hands
of very capable men. The rates of the railroads will be low. It is at the right time of
the year before cold weather, and after the
work and heat of the season are over. The
sights to be seen in and around Denver are
equal to any on earth. Go to Denver, meet
the boys, have one grand holiday, and go
home loaded with enthusiasm and new ideas
the two things upon which all successes

—

—

—

have been builded.

W.

Z.

HrTCHixsox.

Fres.

Now, we submit that if the whole of the
above doesn't sound about as windy as the
windiest thing that ever came from this notorious "Windy City" (Chicago), we are no
lover of honey. But if there are any who
doubt the ability of those Denverites to carry
out their big plans and schemes, the best way
to see them fail (or succeed) is to go to the
convention.
Just think of that banquet— with meat and
And
other eatables soaring aloft in price
the trolley ride
Yes. and the Governor and
I

!

Mayor
And there's
Working them all

that hustling Secretary

!

going to be a
regular hallelujah time. We hope to be able
to ' take it all in " when the time comes. But
our capacity may not be equal to it. even if
we should be " Aikin " ever so hard to do so.
Let's

it

looks to us as

all

down on

if

it

is

abscond to Denver, and swarm

the bee brethren and sisters there in

regular apiarian style.

Hurrah

for

Denver

TEMI'E TO PHfEXIX, ARIZONA,

we

two of the

give

illustrations

that will be

and the following
which accoiujianied

of interest to our readers,

part

them

of

the

write-uii

We

had planned to drive to Phcenix, and in
doing so we had to i)ass by a cactus forest,
jierhaps the most remarkable in the world, on
the main road leading from Temi)e to Phienix.
As we came up alongside of these magnificent
specimens of tree cacti, monarchs of their
kindr

!

And

the convention

I

by which this fruit can be gotten out by pelting it down. Taking it all in all, it seems too
bad that the general government is not taking more active measures to preserve such
magnificent specimens of cacti specimens
that take years to grow, and that landscape
gardeners in the Eastern cities would pay
thousands of dollars for if they could only
cultivate them.
Speaking about the fruit of the tree, cactus
reminds me that no one but an Indian can
eat it.
It affects white men very seriously,
and some have been known to die from it: for
it has a beautiful flavor, and therein lies the
danger. Before civilization had encroached
on either side of this magnificent fore.st of
cacti, the Indians were in the habit of getting
water from them. There is a trick about it
that they alone understand; and although
the water, I am told, is somewhat brackish,
yet to one almost dying of thirst, I suppose it
has all the freshness of the delightful cool
springs that we knew in our childhood days.
After I had snapped the kodak right and
left, I got into the buggy again
but as I did
[Continued on page 336.)

—

:

I

could not help thinking of

hood days

at

school,

when

I

my

old boy-

was studying

how I used to look at the pictures
of these giant cacti, or what seemed to me to
be very funny trees then, and whether or not
I asked Mr.
I should ever see the real thing,
Chambers to drive up near some of them
geography,

I

Well,

THE celebrated forest of giant cacti on the road leading from

while I, with my little pocket kodak, would
take in a more permanent reminder of them,
and here are some of the " shots.''
On the top of these cacti will be seen small
objects.
They are nothing more nor less
than beautiful blossoms that yield copiously
Quite a little swarm of
a rich, thick nectar.
bees will hover around them (they were thick

;

May
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Mr. I'llunk— How far liack will that extend
Dr. Miller— Within one.half Inch of the back of thehlve—
'.'

so that the bees will not glue It to the hive.
Mr. .Mooney— Is that fals('-l)i, Horn supposed to be drawn
out anv time In the winter to take out any dead bees that may
lie thr'rc, or is it substantially stationary?
Dr. Miller— It Is made of thin material— a shallow box
with one i.nd openi'd and when I first made it I Intended to
have it put in.
Mr. .Mooney As a draw?
but I concluded afterwards It wsi< loss
Dr. Miller— Yes
would rather
I believe I
trouble to draw it out and scrape.
havi' it taken out entirely.

enough

Convention Proceedings.

|

—

The ChicaSo Convention.

—

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

;

Dec. 5, 1901.
I)V

CO.MB

A SUOUTIIAND KEI'OKTKU.
iCoiitiuued

from

i>a(fe .W).)

IIIVK 110TT0.M-]»)Al;l)S.

" How many are satisfied with tin' Daiiz. iKittom-lmaid "
Five votod favorably.
" How many arc not satisfied witli it ? "
About the same luiniber voted unfavorably.
Mr. Swift Wliy not?
Ilr. MllliMliceause I do not thinii it is as i;ood as the
The Danz. is
Milh'r liottcim-b(jard, after which it patterns.
simply an imitation, and it isn't as solid. The original Miller
boltom-bciard was made to be reversible, but I think it is better not to be reversible.
In the first place, I think the Danz.
I would rather have it made of good,
is not strong enousih.
stron<; lumber.
In the second place, I would rather have it
made not to reverse. Another point, the Danz. is not deep
enough. It is % and 9j. I want it two inches one side and
niithin^' on the other side
and I want that depth of two inches
to l)e filled up in the summer-time with a false bottom thrust
in, and I can pull it out again with a great deal less labor
than I can reverse it so that I much prefer the bottom-board
to stay with the hive winter and summer, in the same way, and
when I want a deep bottom I pull it out.
Mr. Horstmann My objection is like Dr. Miller's. His
idea of having the big entrance would be all right for any one
wintering the bees inside, unless he has some advantage in it
with the bees during the honey-flow but otherwise I think
the common bottom-board, the same as he uses, the every day
.'

—

—

;

:

—

;

bottoiu-board, is the best.
Dr. Miller Did I understand Mr. Horsemann to say that
there is iio advantage in the deep bottom-board ?
Mr. Horstmann The way I winter my bees in the cellar I
raise the hives up and put a lath across the front and rear
that gives that width all around the hives. There is no possiblity of a mouse getting into the repository, and it is usually
warm enough that is, the bees are warm enough to get at
them if there is a hole gnawed through. I don't see the advantage of the big entrance, because I think the rats or mice
will get in and have a good time, because the repository is apt
to get cold as well as the hive, unless undersround. and by
and by, having them higher, unless there is some kind of a
guard over it, I think it is a disadvantage.

—

—

;

;

—

Dr. Miller There is no law against having a guard at th'at
entrance, and that's just what I want. I want that two
inches under the hive in the winter-time more than any other
})laee, betime.
I need it more for the cellar than any other
cause then I don't need to separate it from the bottom-board.
The bottom-board is fastened to the hive with staples, and
when it coiues time to take the bees into the cellar the false
bottom is taken out, and there is a deep place for the bees to
fall down in. and much more easy for you to clean out a space
two inches deep than one one-half inch or one inch deep. And
when the hives are taken into the cellar a piece of wire-cloth,
three meshes to the inch, can be put at the front and there is no
possibility of any rat or mouse getting in there then.
It is
much less work than raising by a lath or anything else. I
.-^11
follow that because it saves me all the labor.
in the world
I have to do is to take out that false bottom and put in the
wire cloth at the entrance, then it is ready for the whole
winter.
Mr. Horstmann I believe I will have to take it back. I
believe Dr. Miller's method is the best, since he has explained

—

it.

— Is that a reversible bottom-board ?
— As made in the
would be a reversiplace

Mr. Mooney
Dr. Miller

first

it

ble bottom-board, because in the first place I used it with old
hives that had an entrance cut in the hive in front, and they
stood on the fiat bottom, but with the dovetailed it wouldn't
work unless I nailed strips around but I wouldn't have it to
reverse, for the reason I woiild rather have the deep space
there summer and winter.
;

HONEY SMD TO BK HOOUS.

— Prof.

Eaton has with him a sample of comb
honey from Springfield, 111., which he has analyzed, and I
would liki' him to explain it.
I'rof. Eaton— The public in general have rather (jueer ideas
of the adulteration of food products, and I don't know that
there is any one product that they have more misleading ideas
about than the adulteration of, "and the price of, the pure
A lady came to me with a sample of
article of honey.
honey which was granulated. It was reported that it looked
It was rather white in appearance
as if it was adulterated.
being solid site was sure that it must be adulterated. I
had hard work to make her understand that, if anything, the
granulation was a sign of purity rather than of adulteration.
Of course, all granulated honey is not pure, but glucose
does not granulate. A great many people have the idea that
honev must be adulterated if it solidifies, and the newspapers
have lately given the public the idea that all white comb honey
must be adulterated. You know that is a fallacy. That false
statement has brought us a number of samples. This sample
is vouched for as being artificial by one of the State officials of
Springfield, and. consequently, I made a more than usually careful examination of it, as it was sent up to me with almost an
affidavit that it was manufacturi'd, comb and all. I telephoned
I knew he was
for Mr. Y'ork and had him examine the honey.
an expert along that line, and he said it showed every appearance of being manufactured by the bees. I have examined
quite a number of samples of comb honey, but I have never
yet found a sample in which I did not liave every evidence to
lead me to believe that it was made at least in part by the
houey-bee. This sample is granulated in part and is quite
white, but under the microscope I find evidence of pollen,
which of course indicates its natural origin and you will
notice many other indications which would lead one to beIt
lieve that it is made entirely or partly by the honey-bee.
apparently has comb fouiulation in it, which I suppose a
great deal of the honey put on thi' market nowadays has. I
examined the honey extracted from it. and find it to be
pure honey the comb has also been examined, and up to the
present time I have found nothing in the examination of the
comb that would lead me to believe that it is a.iything else
but pure beeswax. There is one little anomaly in the composiIt doesn't have the same composition as some beeswax.
tion.
Mr. Dadant Was the comb cut, or open, or sealed ?
It came as you see it
Prof. Eaton .Tust as it is now.
here, with something on the top and bottom.
Dr. Miller The capping is there now.
Knowing both the honey in the inside to be
Prof. Eaton
pure honey, and the comb to be what I believe is pure beeswax
(although"! have not definitely decided that yet), and as I find
evidences of pollen, I cannot help but conclude that that sample is pure honey, in which conclusion I am aided by Mr. York,
Pres.

York

;

:

;

—
—
—
—

says that it has every external evidence of being pure
honey. If any of you can see anything to the contrary from
I
the examination of the sample I wish you would tell me.
don't want to make a mistake.
Mr. Dunn It was sent as a bogus article?
Yes, sir. The statement was made that
Prof. Eaton
there is a lot of adulterated comb honey sold at Springfield.
Mr. Purple— In that sample, what percent of foreign substance did you find ? (Referring to a sample of adulterated
extracted honey.)
I wotildn't like to state the exact amount of
Prof. Eaton
adulteration of any sample of honey. I don't know the composition of the original honey, nor the glucose, because they
vary. As Mr. Dadant says, every bee manufactures a different product. If I knew the composition of the original honey
and glucose in a given mixture, I could tell the exact propor-

who

—

—

—

tions.

—

Mr. Dadant I think that I must have said that the different blossoms give different results: because I don't think that
the bees would make very much difference in the result.
Perhaps tlia' was what you intended, and
Prof. Eaton

—
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At any rate, I think it is true, where you have individbees working, the bee will work on different flowers and
perhaps create a different flavor.
Mr. Dadant If it was what I said in regard to leaves in
the woods, what I meant to say was this: That in a section
of honey the cells are not all filled up you will find an
emptv cell here, two or three there, one over here then the
undulation of the comb. There is another one here, and there
are no two alike. I didn't mean to say that the bees made it
dilferent I meant to say that they built it a? the leaves of the
I don't care if you take combs or sectrees grow differently.
tions of honey, put them side by side, the formation is entirely
granted that he could, for the sake of argudifferent. If man
ment build that comb, make the honey and seal it, whenever he sealed them over he would seal them all alike, unless
he had two or three, or half a dozen, samples but take a carload, and one section is just as much unlike the other as two
Prof.
trees.
I am conceding the possibility of sealing combs.
Eaton, excuse me for interrupting you so long. You can use
Cirant it that people say that
the same argument as we do.
honey is manufactured and put in the comb and sealed. They
stated or claimed that the chemist said that the genuine
bees' honev has a brown coloring around the cells, and
that glucose honey is perfectly white. Take three out of
half a dozen sections, you can show him they are not alike
one empty cell here, and there, and that they are never in the
same places. How is a human going to begin to do that? You
make artificial leaves you know when they are artificial.
Anybody can tell an artificial leaf from a natural leaf. Take
all the leaves in one timber, and you can't find two alike.
I think you can
Prof. Eaton
I accept your correction.
apply the same reasoning to the honey itself. !• say the grade,
the quality of glucose and cane sugar, would differ: but the
saliva of "the bee. I take it to be about the same, and that's
all she puts into it.
Mr. Dunn Will glucose granulate?
Prof. Eaton
Not commercial glucose.
Mr. Dunn Has that been in a cold place ? (Referring to
the piece of comb honey.)

said.

ual

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

—

—

—
—
—
Prof. Eaton — No.
Dr. Miller — Is there grape-sugar in honey ?
grape-sugar. There
Prof. Eaton — There
sir.

is
dextrose
is
(grape-Bugar) and levulose forming inert sugar. The commerThere is dextrin and dextrose
cial glucose contains dextrose.
in honey but no commercial glucose in honey, and there is
Glucose
not. in a chemical sense, any glucose in honey.
It does not
refers to a group of sugars in a chemical sense.
refer to any one product.
Dr. Miller I have watched with exceeding interest the
very careful manner of the chemist in making his statements.
It occurs to me that if all the statements that go from the
Pure Food Commission to the public are made as carefully we
bee-keepers will not suffer.

—

May

and passed a resolution as to that. Here is a cartoon showing me putting the honey into the cells
The man in the picture has
Pres. York Y'es, that's you.
[Laughter.]
whiskers, and so have you.
Mr. Dadant He is right, let us protest.
Dr. Miller I don't know whether we are all understandNow, if one paper makes a false accusaing this thing aliki-.
The next question, that paper ought to make a retraction.
!

—
—
—

tion

is. is it

not desirable

—
—
—

Mr. Dunn You bet they will all take it.
Mr. Miller Then let us go before all of them.
Mr. Moore This reporter suggested merely a technicality.
If we mention the Tribune the other papers won't pay any
But if it is stated " in the newspapers.'' then
attention to it.
the Citv Press Association puts it in, and sends it to all the
papers and they report it.
Mr. Dunn The Tribune can very well say that they were

—

misinformed. We are going to state positive facts here. We
are going to challenge the statement that has been made.
Mr. Moore This reporter represents every paper in Chicago his report will be sent broadcast. If we refer to a parSubstitute in
ticular paper, there is no attention paid to it.
place of Tribune. " in Chicago papers."
Mr. Dunn These gentlemen have common-sense; they
won't insult any one.
Dr. Miller-^Allow me to remark, that is capable of two
interpretations. One is. they must answer in the Tribune the
It is the article in the Tribune that is wanted to
article in it.
be answered. I don't know what I can do with the other two
stubborn heads, but I suppose the committee will do what
might be best tor the bee-keepers
Pres. York We have a pure food show at the Coliseum,
and one of the circulars to be distributed at that show has on
it the following
" A REWARD OF SljUOO

—

—

—

!

—

for the discovery

and presentation of A SIXGLE

POUND

of manufac-

comb honey

has been standing as an offer for about 20 years,
Simply because there is no such thing
and is still untaken. Why
as manufactured comb honey, and there never w.as a pound of comb
honey thai the bees didn't store themselves.
"A U. S. tiovernment chemist started the story, or lie. about this
matter, and when pressed for a reason for his libelous statement, said
he did it as a scientitie pleasantry. And there are thousands of people
who believe that lie about comb honey being manufactured. He said
the comb was made of parafllne and then tilled with glucose, sealing
the cells afterward with a hot iron, or by some equally impossible
tured

;

manner.
' What a pity that so honest and honorable an industry as honeyproduction should have to suffer so greatly, and so unjustly, just because of the foolish utterance of an otherwise sensible man. Nothing
that he can ever say or do toward undoing the awful wrong he did to
bee-keeping will atone for the mischief his first statement did. It
doesn't pay to try to be tunny, particularly when one must tell a downright lie in order to amuse."
The convention then adjourned until 7 o'clock p, m,

INJUKIOrS NEWSPAPER .STATEMENTS.
'

22, 1902.

(To be coatittued.)

What can we

do to counteract the injurious statements
"
in the newspapers concerning honey?
Mr. Dunn I move you, sir, that in view of the statements
that have appeared in the Chicago Tribune, it is the duty
We represent the
of this body to set that matter straight.
honey-men of the United States, and inasmuch as that statement has gone forth, it behooves us to answer it on behalf of
this organization.
I move that Dr. Miller. Pres. York, and
Mr. Dadant, be appointed a committee to reply to that article
in the Tribune, because they aie the best competent to do it.
The motion was seconded and carried.
Prof. Eaton One other thing I think you can do, or at
least I will try to do it for you. aiuJ that is, to have incorporated in the report of the State Food Commission, a statement
similar to what you gentlemen have said in my hearing here,
that it is impossible to adulterate coml) honey, and quote the
fact of the reward for any adulterated comb honey found, and
make the statement that there never has been a sample of
adulterated comb honey found.
Mr. Moore One of the reporters here suggests that this
motion in regard to the article in the Tribune shouldsay " the
newspapers," whereas, if we racntitm the Tribune, it will not
be taken any notice of by the other papers.
Mr. Dunn I believe in taking the bull by the horns. We
have a right here, as an organization, as well as ordinary
common-sense individuals, to put the blame where it belongs.
Why blame the Chicago press? If they refuse to publish the
resolutions of our meeting
Mr. Dadant Mr. Dunn is right. Wi- as bee-keepers meet,
and they sav these lies about us and we stand and say nothing,
and that means they are true. They can say these folks met

—

Contributed Articles.
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Experiments

—

—

—

in

Rendering

BY

C.

Comb

into

Wax.

D.WEXPOKT.

the last 8 or 9 years have used quite a number
DURING
of divisible brood-chamber box-hives. But, forreasons
I

I will not now take space to explain, I decided iast season to quit using- this style of box-hive, or at least such
This decision gave me a large
large number of them.
amount of combs to render by some means into wax. I also
overhauled the brood-chambers of about 150 colonies in
frame hives and cut out all the drone and old, crooked combs
and replaced the same with foundation. The old comb I. of
course, also wished to convert into as much wax as possible.
Now all of this comb is not rendered into wax yet, and some
of it never will be. for the moth-worms " got away " with

quite an

amount

of

it

last season.

going farther, that I do not believe
any man, living or dead, ever did more experimenting in regard to rendering wax than I have, or spent more money for
different machines and appliances to be used in this work.
I do not say this because I consider there is any credit or
honor about the matter far from it, for all the wax there
I

wish

to say, before

:

—
May
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was

ill the larpe amount of
refuse comb
wortli but a very small part of the money I

had would he
have paid out. to
say nothing about the time and work. With this, as with
many other thiiij^'s in re^^-ard to our pursuit, an irresistible
impulse has seemed to draw and lure me on.
Previously I had rendered comb into wax by the kcttlcand-sack plan, but having heard the Ferris steam wa.\-press
very highly spoken of, I secured one of the latest improved.
I next made a steam machine, or rather, had one made, on
something of the same plan as the Ferris it was made very
strong, and so constructed that the refuse could be subjected
to enormous pressure under boiling water; the baskets
were long and narrow, and there were two powerful screws,
one at each end of the basket. This machine cost me r21,
I

;

and

sold

I

it

for #4.50.

next had a machine made on a dilTerent principle;
with this one the wax was rendered with boiling water, and
the refuse or slumgum subjected to great pressure under
boiling water. I will brielly describe how this machine was
I

made

;

was about the shape, only a tritle larger, of a common. No. y wash-boiler. This outer part was made from
heavy galvanized iron to fit the inside of this, and leave a
space of about 2 inches. Between the two was a basket in
which the combs were to be placed, this basket also being
held up from the bottom about two inches by means of a
heavy, iron spider, which was riveted and soldered to the
bottom and sides of the boiler. The method of using this
machine was to set it over a fire, put in three or four pails
of water, and, as soon as it began to boil, put in as much
old comb as the basket would hold. After it had boiled a
It

short time a follower that just fits the inside of the basket
was placed on and pressed down by means of a powerful
screw at each end. These screws were attached on something of the same plan as those on the Ferris machine, but
instead of being small ones, they were made from two
medium-sized jack-screws. After the follower had been
pressed down the wax would of course rise to the top of the
water and was dipped oft'. This machine cost me S29.00,
and I sold it for ;r7.00. I regret now that I did not keep this
machine, for it may be that it is as good a machine as I
will be able to devise.

The Root-German steam wax-press (one of which I purchased) could be made with but little change so that the refuse could be treated to pressure under boiling water, if desired and the Root machine has a large and very powerful
screw.
I next decided to make a machine on the Hatch-Gemmill
principle, that is, boil the comb and press the refuse in a
separate machine, for the inventor and one of the users of
this stj'le of press told what a large amount of wax could be
secured from old comb when this method was practiced.
I sent to Chicago for a powerful screw, with which I at
first used a 4-foot lever or handle to turn it, but this did not
g'ive power enough to press out all the wax from the slumgum. I next put on a 6-foot handle, but still the power was
insufficient. I then put two men on the lever, and broke the
screw. I do not believe it would be practical to apply power
enough to secure all the wax from slumgum treated on this
plan. I could take up a handful of the refuse that had been
subjected to pressure by this method and squeeze out wax
from it with my hand. I do not mean the wax would drip
out of it, but there was wax enough in the refuse so that it
could be plainly seen by squeezing a small quantity in one's
hand. Of course, a good deal of wax can be secured from
the refuse when treated to strong pressure in this way, but
;

by no means all of it.
The readers, if there are any who have followed me this
far, may wonder why I bought and made so manj- difterent
machines. I was not fully satisfied with any of them, and
it seemed as if I could improve or make the next one a success.
I also made three or four other machines
one of these
treated the refuse to pressure by passing it through rollers.
I had great hopes of this principle, but I have given it up as
impracticable. Another principle that I have tried, though,
leads me to believe that we have been making a mistake by
endeavoring to secure all the wax from the refuse by great
pressure, for with moderate pressure combined with agitation I secured a considerable amount of wax from refuse
that had been subjected to great pressure under the HatchGemmill process.
;

A

far greater percent of wax can be pressed but of the
slumgum if the pressure is done under boiling water, but

contrary to what some seem to infer, all the good the water
does in this case is to keep the refuse or slumgum boiling-
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hot while the pressure lasts, .\fter only moderate pressure
has been applied no water can penetrate the mass.
When the refuse is dipped out into a separate press the
wax, or at least a part of it, gets below the boiling-point at
once, and the colder it gets the greater pressure it requires
to press the wax from the slumgum.
When it gets too cold
I do not believe any force it would be practical or possible
for us to use in this manner would separate the two.
In pressing refuse or slumgum, whether it has been rendered in water or by steam, or if it is pressed under water or
in a separate press, a great deal more wax can be secured if
the screw just fits down loose on the follower than can be
had if the screw fits in a socket rigid so that the follower
has to go down even. Especially is this so when a cloth is
used to hold the refuse.
Why this is so I am unable to explain.
)f course, with any of the machines I have mentioned, what refuse comb I had could soon have been rendered
into wax, but I kept the comb on hand because I wanted
plenty of material with which to test ray new or different
machines. Hut this pastime or holiday work must soon
cease, for a while at least, for the time draws near when my
real work of producing comb honey will begin for the season.
Southern Minnesota, April 7.
<

Tongue Length and Glossometer— Co-operation.
BV

I'KdF. A.

|.

COOK.

WAS

surprised at our good friend Hasty's suggestion of
criticism of my statement, that the tongue length of bees
as ascertained with the glossometer must agree with the
measured length as indicated by the microscope. Why,
bless your heart, Mr. Hasty, both tell the truth, and truth
never wars or quarrels with truth. The old-time hog had
an infinite nose. He was a rooter. With such a hog a
plowed meadow only required propinquity. The hog present,
and the meadow must be rooted.
The microscope told of the long Syrian-bee tongues
told that all had long tongues, or that their tongues were
surprisingly uniform, and all of great relative length. The
same instrument spoke of equal uniformity and the same
relative brevity of the tongues of black bees.
Mr. Hasty, all bee-keepers know that all bees will push
hard for nectar. If the glossometer is put into the hive
thej' will reach to the utmost for the coveted sweet.
The
Syrians having the longest tongues, they must clean the glass
farther than the equally eager black bees. If I had said
thej' must gather more or whiter honey, it would be different. The}' usuall)- will gather more because of their longer
tongues, as they can reach the nectar in tlower-tubes which
is inaccessible to bees with shorter tongues.
They will also
be able to reach deeper into long, tubular flowers, and thus
get more.
They might have other characteristics that
would prove a greater hindrance than would be the advantage gained in the longer tongues, when, of course, they
would really secure less nectar. In many cases, too, as in
the case of such Howers as linden, sage and figwort, the
honey is so exposed, and so easy of access, that any tongues
can reach it in its entirety and here the short tongue would
serve as well as the long.
We cannot have bees with too long tongues, but with
these we also must have in the perfect bee all the other advantages, like early habits, maximum activity, eagerness
to defend the hive. etc.
In a letter from Prof. Gillette, he objects to my method
of obtaining the tongues. I cut off the heads of the bees,
and then dissect out the tongues. Prof. Gillette threw
the bees into hot water. His objection to my method is that
the tongue will move. Of course we must wait until the
muscles die, which requires many hours, often a full day. I
have known a headless wasp to inflict a painful sting more
than 12 hours after it had lost its head. Of course the muscles were not all dead yet. and the sting will be thrust out
as long as the muscles are alive. Might not the hot water
If we stretch the tongue by pressure on
set the muscles ?
the mentum as soon as the muscles are dead and inactive,
and before regor mortis has set in, I believe we have the
conditions best suited to give the most correct results. I
have reason to think so from the uniformity of results in
the measurements of bees from the same colony.

I

;

CO-OPERATION AMONG HOXEY-PRODUCEKS.

We

have great reason to hope from, the temper and
spirit of our late and last convention, that we should very
soon have a honej' exchange that would rival in excellence
and advantage to its members the Citrus Fruit Exchange of
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Southern California. That organization saved the citrus
industry. I now markets bO percent of the citrus fruits, and
with the present rate of growth it will soon handle nearly
or quite all. The great advantages arising from buying
supplies cheaper packing better, cheaper and more uniformly distributing more wisely in the market developing more and better markets
of keeping informed most
thoroughly as to the state of the markets, throughout the
entire country; and of keeping all the profits to the grower,
are simply stupendous. It is co-operation on a large scale,
and is blessed in performance.
The bee-keepers desire to enter an exchange, but at the
same time wish to keep the right to sell their own honey if
they will so to do. Of course no such exchange could live.
It must know its supplies as to quantity, quality and whereabouts, else it cannot command the market. In case any
bee-keeper learns of a good market at a high price the ex;

:

;

;

change will be glad to know of it, and give the bee-keepers
the advantage of it. But. of course, the organization must
handle the honey, and. unless this is permitted, the organization would be like a rope of sand.
There are two things that stand in the way of the rapid
realization of such organizations.
People are slow to trust
them, and quite as slow to pay salaries that will secure the
ablest management.
A bee-keeper or fruit-grower who
works hard the entire year, and counts his income possibly
with three figures, finds it hard to see why the manager of
an exchange should receive a four-figured income, with the
fourth figure probably a large one. It is simply this In
doing business, as does the Citrus Fruit Exchange, that
reaches up into the millions, a shrewd business sense will
often, in a single deal, save many times the salary of the
manager. He must be far-sighted, alert, cautious,' experienced. The railroads, and all large, successful corporations,
are all-the time looking for such men once found, and they
:

;

have and keep them at any price. The exchange must
be the same.
The Southern California Citrus Fruit Exchange pays
its manager S8.000.
I am free to say that she is wise, and
would far better add to this large sum, if such addition were
necessary to keep him. This organization does business
atyay up in the millions of dollars, and yet, for several
years, has met no losses at all, in the way of'bad sales does
the business for 3 percent of sales has the full confidence
of the trade and is developing a constantly larger and better market.
All our rural industries must and will wheel
into line. Let us all urge that it be soon.
•will

;

;

;

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

May

22, 1902.

Dr. Jliller expresses the idea about too much flavor, and
find it pays to teach people the difference, and label each
kind alwavs true to name.
One store sold over 500 Mason jars of honey this season,
nearly all candied, because it is cleaner to handle
clerks
like to handle it better, and people can take it home safer
and eat it candied, or melt it, as they please. The result is
all because I took special pains to give every man, woman,
and child in the small town, who was fond of honey, a taste
of the various flavors, and explained how we kept the various kinds separate, etc. I told them that I would put my
honey in the store, always labeled true to name, advised
them to remember which kind they like best, and, to call
for it at the store. If they ever found I have deceived them,
to take it back and get their money. So %yell has this experiment of thorough canvass succeeded that if I only had the
time to go to every town in the United States and do likewise, I could use almost an unlimited supply. I have added
two more towns to my list of thoroughly canvassed educated somewhat in regard to honey. I gave them an opportunity to educate themselves about flavors, and already the
stores are asking for more honey. One small town has used
over l.noo pounds, while two towns four times its size, on
either side, have used 120 pounds, all because of a little time
in educating people as to what extracted honey is, how
much difl'erence in flower-flavor, how to melt when candied,
I

;

—

etc.

Now, in mixing various honeys, heat from 130 to 160
degrees, stir thoroughly, let it stand an hour and skim what
foam rises, then draw off into jars properly labeled true to
name, and put in the store and let it candy when it may
the label will explain that.
;

When I say mixed-flavored honey. I don't mean adulterated with glucose or syrups no, no, but mixed one flavor
of pure bees' honey (perhaps of strong flavor! with another
pure bees' honey of a milder flavor.

—

Naturally, we would generally get buckwheat honey
with some of the last of clover or basswood. and then with
some goldenrod, heartsease, or aster, but principally buckwheat also sweet clover in our country here will get mixed
more or less with other clovers, and shoestring, snowdrop,
;

etc.

Oh, for a honey exchange that would see to it that our
good honey was properly put on the market, in a standard
but otherwise

name.

useful package, properly

One man cannot do

labeled

true tosee to it
in good order,

The creamery men

it.

that their fancy butter gets to the consumer
and not mixed with oleo then why shouldn't the bee-keepers
do the same, and not throw it on the general market, and let
it be mixed with glucose before reaching the consumer, and
perhaps labeled " Red Top Clover Honey," or " California
White Clover Honey," or, as I saw in Sioux City this winter, " King-Bee Honey?"
Such stuff, along with poorly
ripened, strongly flavored honey, tends to disgust the public
with extracted hone}'. In fact, all my remarksrefer to clear
or extracted honey.
Clay Co., S. D.
;

Something on Honey-Flavors, Marketing,

Etc.

BV THOS. CHANTKV.
reading the report of the Chicago convention, on page
IN213,
could hardly keep my .seat.
wanted to add a little
I

I

my own

experience to the question, " What is the best
honey ?
I see that the bee-keepers there like sweet clover,
principally, but want a little aster or goldenrod or something
in with it to modify it a little.
How many have tried, as I
have for years, to carry a glass or sample of 5 or 6 different
kinds around from house to house, and exhibit at fairs, and
always insist on everybody, %vho likes honey at all, to sample all kinds with pocket-knife, table-fork, or toothpicks,
and note how different people are in regard to taste, even
among members of the same houshold ?
Most think honey is honey, and the notable difference
in taste between sweet clover, alfalfa, white clover, basswood, goldenrod and buckwheat, for instance, will give rise
to many questions of how they can be gotten separately,
and give good opportunity to explaii. the use of the extractor,
and why extracted honey can be profitably produced at a
lower price than comb honey; and, in time, you will learn
to tell when asked "Which is the best honey ? " (before tasting the samples). They are all good honeys, and as to food
value one is as good as the other, but I can't tell by looking
of

"

you which you like best.
Now, since you like your sweet clover a little mixed with
some other, I would say if you have pure basswood honey
put in 'j alfalfa, and people who like basswood honey will
like it better: also to yourpure buckwheat put in -, alfalfa
and it is so mild it is not noticeable to the taste, only makes
the buckwheat flavor less rank, and improves the whole
and you will be surprised to see how many will like it better
than any other and order it. Also California sage should
be diluted with alfalfa. I say alfalfa because it is so mild
and of such good body.
at

;

^ The
The

Afterthought.

'^Old Reliable" seen throus:h

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

^

New and

Unreliable Glasses.
Rural, Toledo, O.

HAVANA LITTI,E GIKI.S AND HONEY-DBW.
As for the nice frontispiece for April 10, I can't make
very much connection between bees and the little girls of
Havana having a procession in the street, teachers along-

—

side but I'm glad to see the little girls all the same.
If it'strue that without love the world wouldn't go round, it's
still more true that without little girls, there wouldn't be
any world to go round and then the great big question
whether honey-dew is ever actually dew couldn't be
" argied." You see. I'm a little disposed to open the chest
where we keep last century's chestnuts, because at ray
apiary I recently had a case where bees in such enormous
numbers were at the dew on the grass and herbage that it
hardly looked possible that water only was what they were
each one getting a drink for
Still, perhaps it was
after.
herself, and then promenading and sunning herself awhile

—

—

before going home.

—
May
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THK POST CHECK.
other words, the Post check is a tloUar bill (or other
When it
detiominatioii) with room and lines to write on it.
is once written on it is no jjood until redeemed, and therefore not desirable to steal in transit. But and if the thieves
well,
in making a haul take it along, and finally destroy it
NeverI haven't found out yet where the remedy comes in.
Say, have a coupon on
theless, let's have the Fost check.
one end to be cut oil', or not to be cut otT, as the sender
chooses, and to be payable after six months if the body of
the note is not presented. Page 237.
Ill

—

WINTERING

Questions and Answers,

l

I
CONDUCTRD BY

DR.

O. O.

Mlhl.KH. Marongf),

III.

[The Qnestlons may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Mllln
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bT mail. Editor.
1

FUKNACE-ROOM.

IlEES IN A

Seemingly preposterous experiments with bees are ijuite
apt to turn out all right. C. B. Howard contributes one by
wintering bees in the furnace-room of his cellar. That experiment should be repeated it may contain the germ of
something valuable. I'll venture the guess that it will
usually turn out well, so far as the bees are concerned, but
that sometimes (lying bees vpill be a nuisance to the one
who tends the furnace. Page 238.
;

WAX-WORMS ON BASSWOOD.
And now comes a man who sees wax-worms prey on

—

the basswood and let the pine alone just the opposite of
the report sent in a bit ago. The man is Mr. A. Ziegler.
So merrily we swing around the circles, and get more facts
than we can tind pigeon-holes for. Page 238.

PERHAPS A JOKING MINISTER.
A. E. Taylor may not be such a bad minister, after all.
He was joking and presumably said what he did with the
verdancy of a child. Didn't think (or never heard what
immense mischief has been done bj' just such jokes, and the
statements not jokes which they give rise to. Neither did
he realize how sore bee-folks are on that spot nor what a-lot
of them feel ready to trade a kick for a joke. Page 243.

Increasing by Dividing.

wish to increase my bees when the time comes, and I
If I put a new hive on an old
to do it artificially.
stand with starters, and (jueeii clipped, with almost the entire swarm, and then put the old hive on top of the new one
with the rear end in front, entrance closed, and put a tube
at the rear end for the hatching bees to escape, how long
must I leave the tube on ? Should I put moisture or water
How long should 1 wait before I give the
in the old hive?
Colokado.
old colony a ripe queen-cell ?
I

want

—

Answer. I have had no experience with the plan you
mention, and I doubt the advisability of trying it. If,
however, there are those who have tried the plan and approve it, I will gladly give them the lloor to answer you. In
late numbers you will find some plans for artificial increase
that

may

suit vou.

;

Early Drone-KlllIng and No Swarmins;.

I

—

SWEET CLOVER HAY.
was decidely surprised that the call for a man who had
a whole load of sweet clover hay in his barn should so
I

nearly

fail of

response

— after all

these years of agitation

What

shall we do about it ?
louder, and tear the strips of our raiments
a little longer, or give the whole thing up ? Mr. Baldridge
was able to certify some extensive use of it for hay in the
South. They can cure it there and are also in most distressing need of something to make hay of. I suspect the
great hindrance in the North is that suitable hay-.weather
mostly does not come so soon as sweet clover needs cutting.

and publication
Vociferate a

in the matter.

little

—

Page

228.

MR. AIKIN'S

WAX

Why do some colonies make such cleaning out of the
drones, and so early in the spring ? I have 2 hives now that
have a large quantity of dead and some live drones ejected.
the spring was late and cold,
I had 10 colonies last year
like this spring, and quite a number of colonies emptied
I got
their hives of drones, and I had but one new swarm.
from the 9 colonies a little over 250 pounds of surplus honey
last year, and it looks as if the bees have started to do the
same thing this year. All the colonies are working well on
fruit-blossoms now. Let me know the cause of early drone;

Washington,
and no swarming.
Answer. — Bees may vote down drones at any timd
when stores appear to be getting scarce. They may also
vote that they have no immediate use for drones when the
old queen has been superseded and a new one has commenced laying, even if the superseding comes early.
killing,

SEPARATOR.

In the cut of Aikin's wax-separator, on page 234, there
is a funny source of error.
We think we see two galvanized
iron pails. Mentally estimating them at ten inches high, or
such a matter, we see the device standing up as tall as a
man's shoulders, and big in proportion. When we read it
is seven inches high and two inches wide on the bottom, we
are rather taken back.
Good style of straining. Mclntyre, of California, %vas
one early practitioner of the gravity method of straining, if

Honey, Not .Increase, Wanted— Italianizing

Managing

Swarms.

remember rightly.
EXTRACTING WHEN THE WEATHER IS COLD.
To extract honey successfully 20 degrees below freezing
would be quite a triumph, surely but he didn't mean exactly that. He meant when the wea//ier v!a.s that many degrees to the bad. The process of warming up can be helped
along materially by bringing the combs into an ordinary

have several colonies of bees in 2-story 8-frame doveI wish to manage them for comb honey and
Our main honey-flow is white clover, beginning about June 10. What plan would you advise ?
I wish to introduce
2. My bees are blacks and hybrids.
pure Italians. At what time of the year would you introduce them ? And would you get laying or untested queens ?
3. Would it be better to buy queens reared in this lati"
tude ? And is there a liability of introducing " foul brood
with a queen ?
4. Under all conditions would you give full sheets of
comb foundation in frames and in sections, to a swarm ? If
not, what would be the exception ? When would you add

room, which stands at 40 or

the super

I

;

Page

50,

a day or two beforehand.

236.

RIPENING CUBAN HONEY.

Rambler
not

tell

Cuban comb honey was ripe, but he did
why Cuban extracted honey could not be well
too.
One would think that with an honest sun
told us

us

ripened,

overhead, and an honest son beneath, the feat would be
possible.

Page

236.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

1.

I

tailed hives.
no increase.

Illinois.

?

Answers. —

possible that by allowing them
to continue in the two stories (if by that you mean that
there are two stories in the brood-chamber), there may be
no swarming. One way is to have the queen clipped, destroy the queen when a swarm issues, and when the young
queen pipes, a week or more later, destroy all queen-cells.
2. You can introduce queens almost any time, but the
introduction is less risky when bees are gathering, and it
is easier to get queens after the June flow begins. Untested
queens are always supposed to be laying queens, only they
have been laying so short a time that their worker progeny
have not yet hatched out. If you want to be entirely sure
of what you get, it will be well to get tested queens but it
will cost less to take some risk and get untested ones.
3. I don't know as it makes much difference about the
latitude.
No honest man would send you foul brood, but to
1.

It is just

;
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make matters

safe you can kill all the escort bees without
fear as to conveying' the disease.

wanted

to be very saving in outlaj-, I would give
or five frames with starters, and when these
frames were filled out I would give the remaining frames
filled with foundation.
I do not think of any other condition except that of the necessity of economy that would
make it desirable to do other than to give full frames of
foundation to fill the whole hive. The super may be given
to the swarm as soon as it is hived if a queen-excluder is
used, otherwise there should be a delay of perhaps two days
to avoid the danger of having the queen go up in the super.
4.

a

If

I

swarm four

May

JOlIEIvAi^

22, 1901

chamber at all by extracting the honey from any of the
combs in it. Put a queen-excluder over the brood-chamber,
and over this put a second storj- to contain the extractingcombs.
it is an excellent extractor.
Unless you expect to run above one or two hundred
colonies, the 2-frame will be all right.
Some say it is all
right for 200 or more.

4.

Yes,

5.

Painting Hives— Foul

Brood— Wax-Extractors.

Will it hurt bees to paint the hives thej- are in ?
Is there any danger of getting foul brood by introducing queens bought of queen-breeders ?
3. How can I make a good solar wax-extractor ?
1.

2.

Introducing aueens.
I take an Alley queen-trap and trap the first queen,
introduce a new queen without using an introducingcage. if I don't catch the swarm ?
Wisconsin.

If

can

Answer. — If you have an Alley

trap at the entrance,
the queen will be caught in the trap and the swarm will return
and I suppose your idea then is to remove the queen
that is in the trap and give another queen in its place. The
chances are that the new qneen will be killed. Even if
caged, the plan would not be a success, unless you wish the
bees to swarm with the new queen.
;

Vermont.

.

I

1.

little

No. except that with ordinary paint there may be a
trouble in having their feet daubed with it while it is

very fresh. It will help the matter^ to use a drier in the
paint and to do the painting in the evening.
2. It is pretty generally agreed that a queen will not
carry the disease, but the workers might if taken from a
diseased colony. So it is safe to kill the escort. Answering your question on general principles, it might be said
that the danger of getting foul brood through buying
queens is very small for an honest man would not sell
queens if he had foul brood in his apiary, and the number
who would be so dishonest as to send out the disease is
probably very small.
3. That depends a good deal on what you mean by " a
solar wax-extractor." You can put a pane of glass over a
box, and have in the box a sheet of tin with small perforations, placing on this the scraps to be melted, with a receptacle underneath to catch the melted wax, and it will do a
good bit of work. If you mean a solar wax-extractor as
good as one you can buy, it will not pay you to undertake it,
and it would not be worth while to give a description, for
;

Putting on Supers— Placing Hives.
1. My bees work from about 7 a. m, till the sun goes down
it is a nice day. and they have something on the hind
legs as they go into the hive. Can you tell me what it is ?
It looks like honej'.
2. When do you prefer to put on supers.
3. Will bees do as well to have their hives all in a row
about 12 inches apart, or is it better to have them further ?

when

Iowa.
Answers. 1. Bees never carry honey on their legs.
Usually the load carried on their legs is pollen, but pollen
does not look like honey. Sometimes propolis or bee-glue
is carried on the bee's hind legs, and looks somewhat like
very thick honey.
2. As soon as the first white-clover blossoms.
3. The}' are better not to be placed regularly quite so
close together, but you can manage to have all right without
occupying any more ground. Leave the hives with the odd
numbers, 1, 3, 5, etc.; right where they are, and then move
No. 2 close up to Xo. 1, No. 4 close to No. 3. No. 6 close to
No. 5, and so on.

—

-*-•-•

Increase

Wanted— Extracting Honey.

1. I put 9 colonies into the cellar to winter, one of them
being a nucleus colony that I started about September IS.
You remember I wrote you during the winter the particulars
about this colony. I put them out April 5. Well, all of the
9 colonies are in good shape, as far as I can see, and I
thought I would divide them instead of letting them swarm.
I have 3 extra hives on hand.
Do you think I would better
divide, or let them swarm once ? I want to increase, but not

too fast.
2. Can I, or rather would it be practical to extract from
the brood-chamber the frames of honey used during the
winter or spring ?
3.
What is the best plan to arrange the hive for extracting ? Should I use a double hive, or just the broodchamber of one hive ?
4. Is the Cowan extractor as good as any ?
5. Would you advise me to get a 2-frame extractor ? I intend to keep bees always, and want to keep 40 or SO colonies,
so you can judge from this. As I never saw an extractor
at work, I do not know much or anything about it.

Answers. —1.
matter, perhaps
once.

it

If

#

If you have not much experience in the
will be as well to let each colony swarm

warm enough, and

If

gooseberries and currants are spraj-ed with white
it do any harm ?
Will it kill the bees ?

hellebore, will

Ohio.

Answer — That depends upon
done. When the plants are not in

w'nen the spraj-ing is
blossom, the spraying
will do no harm.
Spraying when the plants are in blossom
will be a damage to the bees and also to the fruit crop.

A Beginner's

Questions.

Does the old queen come out with the first swarm ?
so, how old is the virgin queen at that time ?
2. How many days old is she before she makes her
1.

If

bridal trip
3.

?

Do they ever mate while swarming ?
After the young queen hatches, how long

will the two
4.
stay in the hive without swarming or killing one of them ?
Will they be apt to
5. I hived a good swarm April 20.
swarm this year if I give them plenty of room ? I gave
them three frames of drawn comb and five with brood-

foundation starters.
6. How soon shall

I

put on a super?

Southern

Illinois.

Answers. — 1. The old queen comes out with the first
swarms generally about the time the first queen-cell is
sealed, or about a week before the young queen leaves her
cell.
2.

3.
4.

her

Somewhere from

five to ten days old.
Sometimes.
The old queen leaves before the young one leaves

cell.

Likely not but they maj-.
Just a little before the main flow begins. In your
location it is likely white clover is the first thing from which
surplus is stored, and you should put on the supers as soon
as you see the first white-clover blossoms.
I am sorry you didn't ask the question, "Should I get a
text-book ? " Of course it might not do for me to answer
the question you have not asked, but if you had asked a
question of that kind I should have said that it would probably be big money in your pocket to pay $5.00 for a text
book, and then study it carefully.
5.

if

»

Spraying with White Hellebore.

Nebraska.

the honey is not granulated,
it can be extracted.
But it will almost surely be better to
leave it in the brood-nest. You will find that up to the time
of the beginning of the main honey-flow the bees will consume a large amount of honej', and if you extract all out of
the brood-chamber j-ou will compel the bees to fill up the
space you have made vacant before they do anything in the
super. It is not at all likely that there is any more honey in
the brood-chamber now than there should be.
3. It is not considered a good plan to disturb the brood2.

you can buy one cheaper than you can make it. If you
want something still better than a solar wax-extractor, get
a steam wax-press.

6.

;

May
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the outlook
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Salt

Bees.

was

housed up two months without any flight.
The prospects are good for a good crop of
honey. All kinds of fruit are beginning to
blossom, clover is looking ttne, and we are
having plenty of rain.
My bees were bringing in pollen in March,
which I do not remember ever seeing before.
Ira D. Hyde.

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
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will be given
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26.

a very hard winter on bees around
here, fully 7.i percent having died. They were
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Bees never wintered better than they did
the past winter. The hives are full of bees
and brood, and if we can have plenty of rain I
think the clover will come on all right, and
we will have a good season.
We will hope for the best, and get the bees
ready for the crop when it does come.
M. M. Rice.
Grant Co., Wis., .May 3.

meant when I say, on page 302, "Next I
found I could rear queens from my poorest
queens that produce long-lived workers."
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Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary. Toledo, Ohio.
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I'.ditor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has tfood reports from our
slock from time to time; while J. L. Gaudy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured orer 40'i pounds
of honey mostly comb, from siuifle colonies
containtnjf our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.
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Rearing Long-Lived Worker-Bees.
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crops and a good honey-How are conlldenlly
looked for. It is to be hoped that the tremendously heavy rains the past month may
have rotted the eggs. Where there was a p:irlial failure last year the principal cause was
drouth and grasshoppers; these causes being
wholly or purlly removed, we know of no
reason why our farmers and bee-keepers
should not succeed this season.
Smelter-smoke is still the principal cause of
trouble in Salt Lake County.

is

of this paper

A.

extra-line;

things

The Subscription Price

The Wrapper-Label Date

The

for a
good honey-llinv in I tah is eiieouiak'in); lliis
season. Then- is plenty of water for irri};ation nearly all ovit the State.
There have been s,inie winter losses In some
localities, but. as a rule, the bees have wintered fairly well, and barrln(f the danger of
irrasshoppers, In two or three places, good
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Manager and

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
SIk

It is

»S" If more convenient. Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Abbott, who will
mail individual receipts.
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of their workers, but do not know why.
Geo. W. Riker.
Lucas Co.. Iowa.

2d=Hand Cans.

144 ct 140 Erie Street,

the

250!
$3.25
4.0O
4.25
4.50

wanted by mail.

I mean when I say "poorest queens." that
such queens are below the average in every
respect, less prolific, and whose workers are
short-lived so their colonies are always weak.

$1.00 a year.

90

IdO
Alsike Clover
1.00
White Clover
80
Alfalfa Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freieht, or 10 cents per pound if

L

Membership Dues,

ions
$1.40
1.70
l.SO
1.90
1.40

$.75

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (vellow)

Is it

a

New Bee-Disease?

have 21 colonies of bees here, and all seem
to be in good health but one. They have been
dragging out dead and helpless bees for the
last month, but the weather has been too cool
and changeable to open the hives, so I left
them alone until yesterday, when I concluded
to take oflf the cover and look in, and on
doing £0 I noticed a few of the affected bees
I took out over
at the top of the frames.
one-half of the combs and found the queen,
which appeared all right. The colony seemed
quite strong with bees, and combs well filled
There was no foul
with eggs and brood.
odor from the hive, and the brood in all stages
looked healthy, so far as I could see. but it
I

To mabe cows pav. u^e rSbarples Cream Separaturs.
Book Business Da'iryin>:&Cat.212]tree.\V.Chester.Pa

Are you interested?

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO. ILL
Please mention Bee Journal vrhen "^jcriting.
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commeneed

rainuiLT

!ief(;>rt

I

hail

May

22, 1902.

finishe<l. su

Bee-Heepers-Attention

there were tbree or four frames in the hive
that I did not talie out.

The bees

affected turn blaeli from head to
couplinsr. and the point of the tail end also
black: in the last stages they are black all
over, and look more like large-winfjed ants
than like bees, having a slick, oiled appearance. They seem smaller, or more slender.
than the healthy ones. They are Italians.
the iiueen very yellow, and only one year old,
being one that I reared myself last season.

not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

—

B.

G-.

LEWIS

CO.,

Watertown.Wis.

There has not been any contagious disease

among

bees in this section that I know of.
I
like to hear from some of the old i»rofessionals Dr. Miller. Doolittle, or any one
else who may have had bees aflected like
mine are.

would

NOTICE

—

have just re-read the discussion on black
brood at the Buffalo convention, but I can't
find anything in that that covers my case.
If
this is something new to older heads than myself. I will natch the colony's progress a few
weeks longer, and make another report.
I have kept liees here for seven years, and
they have alw.iys seemed healthy.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY have

a Branch Store
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

I

A. Wilson.

S.

Siskiyou Co., Calif., April 30.

would be well

keep close watch of
the colony, also mail a sample of the bees to
Wm. McEvoy, Woodburn, Ont.. Canada, telling him about them, and getting his ojiinion.
[It

— Editor

to

]

Diseoupaging Spring.
For two days

were old ones.
It was so dry last summer that there was no
brood after July. The white clover will be
very scarce, and all other clovers the same.
N. A. Kluck.
Stephenson Co., 111., May \>.

A Bridegpoom

!

E. B.

May

Ttkrell.

1.

Anothep Bee-Sting Remedy.
On page
for.

site

318. a bee-sting remedy is asked
For single stings press tirmly over the
of the puncture a coin, say a half-dollar,

minutes. The pressure causes the
absorption of the poison into the general circulation, and the local irritation is prevented.
I often used this remedy when a boy. in
the case of hornet or wasp stings.
for live

Geo. Wextz.

[We

have to try this the next time we
are stung if we can raise the half-dollar
If
there are any banker bee-keepers, they can
will

—

I

use twenty-tiollar gold pieces,

we suppose.

Editor.]

The Chaff Hive.
Some one asks. ' How is
much about chaff hives :'

we do

not hear
use them il.'iO).
and have for 20 years. JIany started with
bees in common hives about the time I commenced, and have gone " where the woodbine
twineth." Others I know have chaff hives
and still have their bees. .My loss this spring
'

As

this is a

main branch, order from any catalog

it

I

Rhode

or quotations given

from Medina.
Healthy ITALIAN BEES. Full colonies, S frames and queen,
sale rates on application.

Whole-

$7.00.

SPECIAL"
—
—
^^————^— ^u^^^l^^^^^,^.
BOTTOM-BOARD
ABSOLUTELY WARP-PROOF,

"MUTH'S
^^^^-^^^^—
^—
The

is

We

therefore the best dovetail Hive on the
have one by asking.

illustrated catalog explains it all.
You can
sell the finest Supplies at manufacturer's prices.

market.

Our

than
Standard Bred Queens. None
EYE STRAIN
better

and

"MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS."
ITALIANS,

by return

our

of
mail.

BUCK-

3-Banders
7Sc each;

Safe arrival guaranteed.

6 forr S4.00.

THE FRED W. MUTH when
CO.,
•-:i^p.

nienrion Bee Journal

Front and Walnut

Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

wntir.p

v^>il/\l/ilAl/\l>\l/\i/\lAi/\l/il/\l/vl/\l/U/il/vi/\l/\l/^

BEST-

eh
My bees are building up strong this spring,
having wintered well, and although the
spring is cold I expect them to be in tine cimdition for clover.
(lenesee Co.. Mich.,

direct steamboat connections with Massachusetts,
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
and low freight-rates.

at Buffalo.

The report of the Buffalo convention is
just received in pamphlet form, and I assure
you it is highly appreciated, being a handy
reference-book, and a tine history of that
memorable occasion. I suppose I ajipreciale
it more as it was my tiri-t attendance, and I
was then on my weclding-trip. and neglected
the Pan-American to attend every session of
the convention.
Pretty good for a bridegroorj).

Where they have

that

looked as it spring was
here.
It was the coldest, windiest spring I
can remember. I had a loss of S colonies out
of 40 since I took them from the cellar.
The
cold, windy, sunshiny days dwindled them to
nothing. Soft maple buds drop off by cold,
and willow for tlie last few days for pollen
makes a more hopeful prospect. But my bees
it

at 10 Vine St.,

I Exiraoteo
ALL

IN

Honey For Sale i
60-POUND TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey jr<C

Honey v<C

This

is

White

the famous
Extracted

This

known

Honey

g-athered iu
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honej, and

soms.

It

has

a

stronjrer flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
iu their honey.

nearly everybudv
who cares to e 1
honey at all can t
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

is tbe wellli^ht-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

Basswood Honey:

cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7^ cents per pound
Basswood Honey, ;i cent more per
7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC BCCS' HOHCy.

sample of

By

freight
4 cans or more,

age.

either,

— two

by mail, 10

;

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

We

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

—

!

May
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uever have bad
I
wa.s oii(ii|ueeiilnNh colony.
iievrenl i
loss In winter but once
iiml tlint was oaMse<l by late fcedlriif of suifiiiframes
of
To-day
.Kvrup.
Ijfes Bvera(,'i! six
tinioil, uiid hut li'W days that tbey could t'et
J. C. Stewart.
(nil r<ir iiiiUen.

scribers (w li o best
know the value of the
American Uee Journal) to work for us
subin getting

Nddaway

do
ask them to work
us for nothin;,'-,
wish to sav that

not
for

but

we

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEEN for sending- us ONE NEW

will mail

subscriber for a year, with

SI. 0(i

or 2

;

Co., Mu.,

Swarms

NEW

Wc

Oueens for .sending 2 new subscribers,
etc. Remember, this offer is made only
to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the nevr
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts.. or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
and a Oueen for SI. 50. We expect to
be able to send them almost by return
mail.
(Please do not get these offers mixed

May
All

3.

on

offers

another page.)

QEORQE W. YORK &
&

l-U,

Erie Street,

CO.,

There are swarms of bees iu every direction
One boy across the street
all over the vallt-y.
has |)icl<ed \ii> 1'' swarms the past week. Mr.
within 10 days. My
Sutton has picked u|)
yciinii.'est boy, r.' years old, went down First
slrcet two miles, on Saturday, and came home
witii one swarm Iti a bo.\ and one in a crainsack. Three swarms went over my hou.se toUh. E. CiALLri'.
day.
Ornnjje Co., Calif., April 30.

wanted
Rider Agents
ti>wn
ride and exhibit a
Oiieinench
saiuplt'

l'ju2

to

Ek'yt-Ie.

l902Models,$9to$l5
'01

&

'00 Models, high grade, $7 to $11

SOO Second-hand Wheels
all

riKikfsand nnxlels. pi.od as new,

Utile

r<irtory Clean /i(j

Great

S3 toys.

We ship ?o

at ha\t factory C'^t.

on approval and tenday 6 trial
wiihoMtacentin advance.

an

f/c)**-

A
EARN
h>m c:yV.ih'MUvs f..rus.

B/CrCUdistributing

tiT biirfrain list

Write at

<iif e

andourwonderlul

o^rr

toat-'t'iits.
Tires, e<iuipall kinds, balf regTJlar prices.

s;"V-,.w

ment, sundries,

MEAD CYCLE CO- S^.ulil'n]:
1902— Bee-Keepers' Suoplies!
We

can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiRht. and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19*12 catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

/~\|«C
W'lUJIVt;
^-'"' CttCkir'f^

^^^ honev-g-atherers

is

a

cross between the Italian
and Carniolan. A limited number of Nuclei and
and full colonies for sale. Healthy, vigorous,
and excellent workers. Address.
20A4t E. S. ROE, CLARISSA, TODD CO., MINN.

5

TO START YOU

IN

BUSINESS

11 prej^ent you
willi the lli>t
\ oa
take in to suit yim in a jrood paying' liusiine,>is.
Send 10 cents fur full line ot samples

ami directions liow

tn be^'in.

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO., Chicago,

Ills.

Sale.

We have arranged with a bee-keeper
located in Kankakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,
and most of the bees show Italian markings. The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this year's rearing.
The Nuclei are 3-frame Langstroth,
in light shipping-boxes. Prices: 1 for
$3.00; 5 or more at $2.75 each.
All are f .o.b. shipping-point, and will
be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,
-

£!»'
Factory
Prices

same for THE SOUTH, TENNESSEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

Distributor of

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

Pickled
1.

Brood— Nature and Character.
pickled lirood absolutely no

Has

per-

ceptible odor
-'.
Will there be
:

absolutely no ropy matter
adhere to a toothpick when withdrawn from
a dead larva baviuj; had the disease kilown as
pickled brood
:i Will a comb that has l«en rotten with
foul brood during .June become filled with
healthy larv:v afterward; Or will a foulbiood cell produee healthy larva? at times and
diseased ones at other times

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth
Hives,

etc., at

lowest prices.

You will save money by buying from me.
Golden Italians,

Orders taken for Queens

Red Clover
For prices

1

(.'ueens,
refer you to

and Carxiolans.

mv

catalog-.

H.W.WEBER,

C.

2U6-214S Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing

'.

R. C-

HUGENTOBLER.

no odor like foul
[1. I'ickled brood has
brood, nor has it a foul smell— in fact, no
If any odor
g-eueral
thing-.
a
smell at all, as
is present at all it is slightly acid, or sour,
and hence the name, pickled brood. In the
advanced stages there will be a white mold
over the surface of the comb; and this, in
fact, is the best evidence that it, is pickled
brood.
-'.
Pickled brood is slightly ropy at times,
but it never draws or ropes out more than an
eighth of an inch, and. unlike foul brood,
does not have a stringy character.

Tennessee Queens

have contained foul brood
may be cleaned out by the bees, and afterward healthy brood be reared in them but

Daug-hters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long--toa^^ued
iMoore'si, and Select^Straight

3.

Cells

IF
of a bull,

bim,

t

Jvi^t

YOU'RE AFRAID
put

;i

the probabilities are that those same cells
containing the spores of the disease will again
Yes,
give the disease to our healthy larv;e.
cells that have been foul-broody at one time
another.
Ed.]
healthy
at
apparently
may be
—Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

within
5 miles.

have proven, to our

own

—

satisfaction at least,

3,

.!•.--

and but few within

No

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

disease. 2^ Tears'

WARRANTED

7 5

JI.50

cents each;
each.
Dis-

count on large orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July 1st

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

SPRING HILL. TENN.

14A:6t

The

Em erson Binder.

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents: or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
,

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this ** Emerson " no further binding is neces-

of

it is

<

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2J^ miles:

"'^'
the things fully settled long ago
a bad thing to put bees out of
cellar for a flight and then return them. Having tasted the pleasure of the free air they
would not again be content to be imprisoned.
Xow. Mr. Editor, you've gone and unsettled
the whole business again. Please tell us
minutely as to the final result. Also tell us
when you took out, returned, and took out
There have been times when I felt
for good.
I'd like to give the bees a flight, and then
return them to the cellar; but I had too
[I think we
strong respect for traditions.

One

was that

ADB[AN,M1CH.

S-band Queens. Bred 3K miles

Robbing— An Unusual Occurrence.

aiving Cellared Bees a Flight.

CU.,

t'lease mentioi. B^-e Journal vt/^^^l >

;

—

between you and

safe.

PXUK WOVEN W'lUE FENCE

that

I had a case of robbing after extracting this
week. I covered the hive being robbed with
After awhile bees belonging to that
a cloth.
hive and the robbing bees united and clustered
on the cloth. In the course of two hours the
cluster dispersed and entered a weak nucleus
containing a laying, clipped queen. The bees
balled the queen for awhile, but finally released her and settled to work like a regular
swarm, and are doing well. What will bees
do next; J. F. M., in Australasian BeeKeeper.

PAGE FENCE

ben you' U be perfectly

f^:-

S-Frame Nuclei For

.144

Supplies=

;

CHICAGO. ILL.

-

FOk

Beekeepers

Around.

;

wp with our Red Clover Queen

Headquarters

my

Wc would like to
have our repuUir sub-

scribers.

CM

M liuil

Free

All Italian (Jueen

144

—

,

144

&

QEORaE W. YORK &
146 Erie Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

COMB FOUNDATION
ADVANCED 3 cents
Owing to the increased price of beeswax, until
further notice, dealers handling- the A. I. Root
Company's goods are compelled to raise the
price of Comb Foundation 3 cents per pound
above the prices found in their price-lists and
catalogs. Please take notice.— Adv.

AMERICAN BEE
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that the old idea that indoor-wintered liees
should not be given a (light on some warm
in midwinter, is not good practice for
Medina. In a normal state of health bees are
compelled to void their excreta at certain regular intervals.
linow that the.v do retain
them during the winter; and we linow that,
just as soon as the.v are set out, the first thing
the.v do is to spot everything in the neighborhood. This goes to show that Nature has
been pent up for a long time, and seeks relief.
To give the bees a cleansing flight during winter is not only rational but humane.
manage to keep our bees quiet till about
the latter part of March. Then we set them
out and let them have a cleansing flight, and
put them back again, and then Ihey are perdaj-

May

lOUPNAI.,,

22, 1902.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Tbree Bees on the other

We

side.

We

— no doubt about that. Edi— Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

(This Cut

fectly contented

tor.]

is

the

t!*\jL.t.

Size of

the Knife.]

ture.

Your Name on the Knife.— When orderiug, be sure
address you wish put on the Knife.

Stimulative Feeding.

made

I have been, and am still, experimenting
with stimulating food for bees, but I am
alreadv satisfied that here, at least, feeding in
the spring is done at a loss. Cane-sugar
syrup has to be " inverted " by the bees, and
that process calls for an expenditure of

vitality that old Ijees. after a winter's confine-

ment. can

illy

meet. Under normal conditions

— during the natural fiow of nectar— there are
an abundance of young bees to do such work,

believed that they do much, if not
the greater part, of
it.
But in the early
spring, when stimulative feeding must be
done if to be of any use. there are but very
few young bees, and so the labor falls upon
the old ones. If we could afford to feed
honey, or honey and water, at such times,
would not such evils be avoided ; it may be
asked. Not entirely. I can not discover that
colonies stimulated with honey and water are
in one whit better condition lor the harvest
than are colonies left entirely alone, but having plenty of honey (and pollen) left from
their winter supply. On the contrary, even
with such skill as I have acnuired in the past
20 and odd years, spring-stimulated colonies
are more often behind tlie others than ahead
of them. Other things being equal, I believe
bees winter better when they have a super-

and

it is

to say just

what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, aud Worker, as

shown

here.

The Material entering into this celebrated kntfe is of the very best quality;
the blades are haud-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the
Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise'to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tuuate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and ia
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

''''

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a sou, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side ?
The accompanying cu' gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this_beautiful knife, as tb" ** Novelty" must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for J1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us irfREE nf.w subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.v'Xi.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK

L CO,

Chicago,

fi^*Please allor" "^bout two weeks for your knife order to be

larshfleld
Our
Wisconsin

111.

lilieci.

MaDBfactiiring

Coiupauy.

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.

Bees and (|ueeDs

7A26t

Haviag- been 28 years rearC'ueens for the trade, on
the best known plans, will
continue to rear the best during 19u2.

^'lease

mention Bee Journal -when writina

iug"

PRICES:

'

We

are

tlie

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keeiiers' Supplies in

tlie

Norttiw est

Send for catalo

Untested Queen
$1.00
Tested Queen
1.35
1 Select Tested Queen
1.50
1 Breeder
2.50
1-Corab Nucleus, noqueeu 1.40
Write for catalog, giving
prices of Comb Foundation
and prices of Queens by half
doz. and doz. lots.
1
1

.

.

J.L,STROM,Clarliifla,PaEeCo,,Iowa,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

I'tDtf

Minneapolis, Minn.

Bees For Sale.

We

75 colonies iu Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
Shen-andoah, Page Co., Iowa.
13Atf

WE WANT
DAVC
Hm M ^^
^^
M^
V

WORKERS

make

iiionev wurkiii^' fi>r u*.
W,^ furni.hcai.italloc'ari)-!!) IN l.usiHas. StD.1 DS lOcBtampsor Biiver f'-r full in-.iriiclion9 arid a l.ne ot
wmpleaioworkwith. uRAPER PUBLISHING CO..Cbicago,lll.

^r

Please mention Bee Journal -when

-ar^i»i'-i7

Gomt] and Extracted ttoney

liave tlie Best Hoods,

Plea'ie

Lowest Prices, and Best SMppina

meation Bee Journal "when

"writinsu

30 cents Cash ^
^
_ _
^
paid for Beeswax. *
• ji

low,

upon

its receipt,

^
•* S
'*^

its

1~>

Facilities,

T^s

is

a good time

*° S6°<^A° yo"'' Bees-

wax.

We

- 1„«

or 32 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

are paying

•

p„..i

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

I

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please Mention

tiie

Bee Jonrnal I'i^^rT^^^f....

!

!

May
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than tlieyilo if lliey
to carry iheiii iliroiicli.

abuiiiliiiu'e of stores

Imrcly

enough

.

Jj Jit •!< .«!<

liir.^-

It Muiy not be consldereil ns eeonomical
pive foloules iiiiu'li inoru
nianaKi'iiieiit to
lioncy for winter than will siillU-c llnMri till
fruU'l'liMjni,
IVrlmps it is not in some pliicrs,
but it certainly is tlic best plan here, and col-

onies so supplied are ready for the supers
rtret, and produce as tine a jrrade of white
comb honey as can be desired. The dark
honey, which may be In the combs below,
never seems to Ije carried into tlie supers, so
that feature is no bugbear.— .\UTiiiit C.
Mii.i.EH, in the American Bee-Keeper.

QueeiiMjoii

M. Doolittle

li.

let

into a

then

cai.ce,

directs, in Cileaninjis in Hee-

let

when found run up

to

'.'0

of the bees enter

.50

the cage with her as they rush out of the
hive, and then continues:

" As soon as you have secured the c|Ueen,

down in front of the hive, when
you will move the old hive back, and put in
which the swarm is to
its place the one
occupy, when the caj;e with the queen is to
lay the case

Place the old hive
where you wish it to stand, or move it up
beside the new one at right angles, n In Heddou, as you prefer. Have, iu a convenient
place, two sheets, one of which is to lie jilaced
on each of the hives on either side nearest the
one now awaiting the swarm, so that they can
be spread over them should the swarm attempt to enter these hives upou returning,
which they very rarely will do if only one
swarm is in the air at once, and if the caged
(jueen and the bees with her is left at the enWhen about twotrance of the new hive.
thirds of the bees have returned and entered
the new hive, pull the stopper out from the
cage, which liberates the queen, when all run
into the hive, the whole swarm will sometimes take wing again, and this is the reason
that we wiiit about giving her her liberty till
If
at least two-thirds are settled in the hive.
out together, more
several swarms come
sheets are needed, so that, if more than the
right proi)Ortion of bees draw toward one of
the new hives placed on the old stands, a
sheet can be thrown over for a little until the
bees are drawing about alike to all."

be laid near the entrauce.

follows
Honey-Oat he rinK102 lbs. extra, led

Quality

o(

It

SEIvL

WorifaxMoFonMationForCasli
Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying' a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winur belter, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did. and more increase. Glad you
are g'oing^ into the tineen-business, and are going'
to join the ranks again. We are much In want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association (owns 3t)5 colonies).

Bl

Augusta, Wis,

24 years the best.

Smokers
BINGHAM,

Send for Circular.

25Atf

T. F.

Karwell. Mich.

to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia's Favorite Paper—

California
The

If

you care

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
pie copy free.
330

HOLTERMANN.

Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

Canada

Please mention the Bee Journal.
is good money
curPD unutY
oncer
nunc I andeasytomuke
will

work for us. We
start yu in
Work
and furnish the capital.
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
samples and particulars.

> oil
iiU'-iTif^s

I'f

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Chicago, Ills.

mention Bee Journal when WTitina.

QUEENS NOW READY
TO SUPPLY
BY RETURN MAIL.
EXCELLED, bred
SUPERSEDING CONDITION of
SELECTED MOTHERS.
GOLDEN ITALIANS,the GREAT HONEYGATUERERS. having- no SUPERIOR and
few EOUALS; Untested, 7Sc each; o for $4.00.
RED CLOVER or LONG-TONGUED ITALIANS, breakiUL' all RECORDS in HONEY-

STOCK

the best (Trades.

lots of

have been made.

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in exis (food with prices lower.
Amber^ for manufacturing purposes, briaffs from
S)i(qi6%c: better grades irornVn-Hc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 2Tf^30c.

Thk Fkkd W. Muth Co.
Albany, X.Y.,May 1.— Honey market is dull.
Very little call now lor any izrade. Well cleaned

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb hone^- is selling at l-f-'l^c. Extracted,
6^0 o4c.
Beeswax, good demand, -W'S 31c.

H. R. Wright.

Boston, March 2i>.— The demand for comb
honey remains good. Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, 15'q»16c; A No.
14@15c; No. 1, 13rgil4c; honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, ~Ca,1)^c: Florida honev, in barrels, <j&b%c.
Blakb, Scott a L,&^

1,

Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
No. 1, IjCaHc; dark and amber, Ufg,l2c
Extracted, while, b%(fylcx dark and amber,
5(s;6c. Beeswax. 29^30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
set

Pleiise

fi>r

Extracted, white, SH'^'-c; amber, S''iS%c\
new extracted offered, but no sales
Beeswax scarce at 32c.
R. A. Burnett 3l Co.

M(«>'ic.

Prices of Queens.
Thev are dutv free to the United States.
Tested, $2.LiO each; $10.00 for t,\ $18 00 per dozen.
Untested until Julv 1,51.25 each; $7.00 for o; or
$12.00 per dozen. Same after July 1st, $1.00 each;
Larger quanti$5.50 for b; or $10 oo per dozen.
Postage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selei ted tested queens are offered.
Everyone has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolaus. Pure Italian and Carnioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

line

trade Ibat exiHtniii

little

Hasswood ranxea from M^^lSc; that having
more or less basswood, willow or other white
nectar. Ijc; oflf tf^raden of white, V*(a^\2c'. amber,

15c;

,i;_'ht

\

/p ^

CHiCAfio, May 8.— The trade in boney of all
kinds iH liifht, esp«ciallj \h thiH true of comb,

T. Pettit, Canada^s most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: "The
blood in ray apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you. and they are grand bees.*'
S.

R. F.

>^' >*• >?^ >?*

which cannot be

Cincinnati, May s.— As the warm weather
in, the demand for comb honey is as good
as over. There are no settled prices; for whatever is left, prices are made to force sales. Extracted honey is in fair demand and finds
steady sales. Amter is sold in barrel lots for
water-white alfalfa, sells from 6fS,6I4c,
and white clover brings from b^fSTc. Beeswax
scarce and brings 30''_( 31c.
C. H. W. Weber.
S(g>S%c\

New

York, Apr. 7.— Comb honey, last year's
crop, practically cleaned up, but as we wrote a
liltle while ago we had received new crop from
Cuba, and are now receiving new crop from the
South. Demand is fair at 14c for fancy white,
13c for No.l, 12c for No.2, and lOfS-llc foraraber.

The market is decidedly dull.
demand, with large stocks on hand,
which no doubt will have to be carried
over, and indications point to a further decline
Extracted:

Very
some

little

of

We

in prices.
quote: White, 6c; light amber,
5J^c; amber, 5c; Southern, 52Vs'tti5,Sc per gallon,
according to quality. Even these prices are
shaded in car lots. Beeswax, scarce and firm
at 20«j 30c.
HiLDRBTH <& SeOBLKBN.

San Francisco, May T. — White comb, 10®
X2% cents; amber, 7@l0c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, 5(21—
light amber, A^(Sy~~\
amber, 4(®
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

;

.

26fa28c; dark, 24'a25c.

The market presents an easy tone, but there
are no reductions in -luotations. Holders of
last crop houey are desirous of effecting a cleanup, and buyers are operating in same only to
cover most immediate needs. The new crop
will soon be on market, and whether it proves
large or small, the fact of it being near at hand
is unfavorably affecting the situation for spot
stocks.

under the

PATENT

IINGHAM'S

Adams, Brantford, Can-

General Commendation.

Address,

"It fiK. -•!< .'M. yi/L !ig.\t

tracted honey

to the pii'seni (January 30j I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
—always perfectly quiet. They are winterin(f

perfectly.— Frank T.
ada.

.«!<

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

some

would dazzle you."— Wm. Envoy,

It'

I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my

to

per

Up

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

which enable me

comb honey

Wintering Qualities.

Dittmer's Foundation

inventions,

dS lbs.

Comb-Honey Produced.

9D8t

FOUNDATION and

and

colony besides increase add stores for winter.

jK

HON&y AND BEESWAX

the

:

rf4

I
WA^ >» >w >^* y^ yi^ >?*

—

Bow Park

own

Have

Ontario Government Inspector of Apiaries.

Clipped Queens.

the queen

Culture, to

§lioiil(l

Does bloo«l icll in other stock ? (iivc
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding the queens offered not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
jrivinj^ last season an avera^^e yield as

"Man!

Swarms With

335

the colony, from

GATHERINi;-. I'ntested, ll.iK) each; o for f5.W.
The so highly recommended C ARNIOLANS;
Untested, ll.no'each; Tested,

il.25.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.
C. H, W. WEBER,

2146-214S
21.Atf

Central

Ave;.,

annum.

Sam.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Smokers

Sections,

Comb Foundation

And

a\\

.tpiarinn
Send fur

Siiptillei

chrap.
E. T. FLAN.i(;AN, BrllcvUIe. IlL

WEBER»

21Atf

IT

Mention the American Bee Journal.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other published,
sendfl.2Sto

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

go

Colonies B66S For Sale

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."

Hoffman Frames.

Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

On

s

CLYDE CADY,

Market

QUEENS

Mail sample and state

price 'delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

Honev and Beeswax,
214f.-214s

20.\2t

R. F. D. No.

3,

Grass Lake, Mich.

1861

-ADEL QUEENS-

Adel bees the Standard

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

alog leadv to mail

May

1.

strain.
Send for

My
it.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,
ISAtf

1902
\'^^2

Cat-

Address,

Mass.

Mention the American Bee Journal.
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BEE=KEEPERS,
5ave Money by Buying

W.

T.

flflvance in Prl66s

FftLGONER MPO. CO.,

Jamestown,

N. Y.
j^" Onr eoods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

ot f ounflailon

I

a

N. H,, carries a
catalog prices.

our goods at
Older of him and save

full line of

...

We quote an advance of THREE CENTS PER POUNDWHOLESALE AND RETAIL— in Comb Foundation.
We are much in need of Beeswax, and pay the HIGHEST

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
montbly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in Uth year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
ZW~ W. M. Gerrisu. E Nottingham,

22, 1902.

I

Hives, Sections, Brood 8
Frames, Extractors, |
*?
everything
*^" EVERYTHING
Smokers, AXD
ELSE YOU NEED, OF
TtlE.

May

i\

a
a

PRICES.

Send us

all

you have

to spare,

either for cash or

(freight.

trade.
t'l'^ase

mention Bee Journal -when wntina,
'

Chas. Dadant

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 ifAvnu
^\iirk
;inil

\

in iiia\

Iki

v

.

|.ar

(

i>f it

u>. la. It s,.iii .~ ii.iultry prculTii't [.ays
tliat sum. .Sf ml nil' I'M -atiipU-s iiini piiitK'liii-

rji^Tll

iiliirs.

\Vf furnish .apital to start \ou

& Son,
Hamilton,

m

Til.

CSS'* business. Draper PublisbiDg Co.,Cbicai(o.l
Rease mention Bee Journal when "writinsII.

[Continued from pa^e

324.J

back lingering eyes, thinking that
per/ill j,s it might be many a year (and possibly
never) before I should see the remarkable

Please mention

Bee Journal -when writine

BO I turned

sight again.

GROWIXG ALFALFA.
of the most interesting developments throughout the arid regions of the
Almost no
AVest, was the growing of alfalfa.
other hay will grow in those hot irrigated
districls.and yet this thrives wonderfully. A
hot. dry climate and moist roots give us a
fooder that, for fattening cattle, and making
them grow f:lepka/nJ handsmne, beats anything

To me. one

saw. For work-horses it is not
quite the equal of timothy or oats; but as
nothing else is to be had, except at considerable expense, farm-horses are able to do a big
day's work on it. so I was told.
When Mr. Chambers and I were driving by
one of his apiaries we came across a field of
alfalfa that had reached its perfection of
growth. It was in the height of bloom, and
the beautiful violet blossoms, and the hum of
the bees, made a combination alike pleasant
I attempted to take a
tu sight and hearing.
photo of it, but the result was very disapelse I ever

However. I will show it to you as
jiointing.
If you were standing out in the Held
it is.
would
reach very nearly up to your
the tips
chest: for alfalfa grows in Arizona, especially
in that section, as it does nowhere else.

But one of the novelties to me was the mode
of harvesting this crop. It is cut with mowers
as we cut hay in the East; but instead of
being put into barns it is always put up outdoors in stacks, giant in size as compared with
the little mounds of hay in the rain-lielt.
Some of these great masses of alfalfa hay, I
should judge, were 60 feet long and 'J.") wide.
Instead of pitching the hay from a wagon
with a pitchfork on to the stack in the good
old-fashioned way, it is carried up by a simple
piece of mechanism.
The climate in Arizona is so dry and warm,
and there is so little rainfall, barns are nut
iThis is true of all the alfalfa-grawneeded.
Ing regions in the West that I visited.) It is.
therefore, not necessary, or not so much so,
to make the stack shed water as with us in
the East. The alfalfa is piled up until it
feet, aud then
reaches the height of 1.5 or
The hay, when
is left to stand till used.
Blacked, is of a beautiful light-green color,
and remains so for a year or more, or until
It is used, except the portion that is exposed
to the direct rays of the sun, which bleaches
Stacks such as we have in the
It somewhat.
East would be altogether too small; and, besides, the hay would be bleached too much.
These large mounds economize room, and at
the same time keep the hay in much better
condition for stock when it is needed.

W

THE DANZENBAKER
5^

HIVE ^

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing ag-encies.
and get quick

delivery.

Branch
The A.

I.

Root Co.,

10

Jobbing Afreneies-

Offlees.

Vine

St.,

Philadeliihia, Pa.

W. York & Co.. U4
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Geo.

Wm. A. Selser. Manager.

Syracuse, N. Y.
•
Co.,
F. A. Salisbury, Manjtfier.
Mechanic Falls. Me.
Root Co.,
J. B. Mason, Manager.
Root Co., 10J4 Miss St., St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. Aclilin. Manager.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..

The A. L Root
The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

1.

The

I.

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

III.

Cincinnati. Ohio
Bel) Branch. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Walters. Pouder.
Nysewander,
Des Moines. Iowa.
Ino. Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville, Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Jos.

Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
Boot Co., riiMi Md. Av., 8. W. Washington.
Herrifb. Managers.
Saffell
The A. I. Root Co.. San Ignaclo 17. Havana, Cuba.
F. H. de Beche. Manager.
A.

ci

,St

Would you increase your profits? Then
Read the following
to California.

try the Danz. Hive.

It's

used

from Maine

Mechakic Falls, Maine,

Feb. 28, 1902.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am vekv. vehy pleased

that you are willing I should
hive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,
and have nnt felt atlitierty to recommend it over nur regular hive.s. At first I
was prejudKPd against It. t>ut tin- .sales have increased without rt'Ciniuiendations. and wln'rever I have siilil lliey have bnughl again and praised tlie liive
with extravagant claims, and am forced to the conclusion that it Is the Best
J. B, MASON.
COMB-HONKY Hive on the market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Root Co.

recommend the Danz.

1

The above

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has

hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.5.A.
W. YORK.& CO.,
^„^ GEORGEROOT'S
BEEKEEPERS'

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

h'^tcTGo"u^iT'
SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Send to them for

i\iAEge%^

Dee Journal
QBOROB W. YORK.
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MAY

29, 1902,

POHTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 22.

AMERICAN BEE jOUPNAL
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Why Not

May

29, 1902.

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up-to-date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.

Spring

is

If you are

HAVE YOU EVER THIED MONTGOMERY WARD Sr

CO.

Perhaps you have long intended to, but never knew houj
to begin. Why not start now ? Our Catalogue No. 70, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to
roof with good things — the very best our active buyer could gather in
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— fust as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is our Famous Catalogue.
It can be found in over two
all winter, and believe that there never was a better opportunity for
mitlion homes of thinking peo=
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our_ wholesale prices — no
pie, Js it in yours?
middlemen — one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
READY. Over lOOO pages packed with the good things of
CATJtLOGUE NO. 70 IS
life — everything you use — gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world. Page after
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
SEEMS TO US THJtT YOU OUGHT TO HJIVE Ji COVY. We want you to have one — so much so that we
There are so
tvill furnish the book free and pay one=half the postage if you will pay the restt fifteen cents.
many people in this country bubbling over U)ith curiosity, or trying to get something for nothing, that we are
compelled to make this trivial charge. It is only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are acting in good faith
of Chicago ?

I

NOW

and are interested

in

our business.

Why

not ask for

it

today, before you forget it?

Montgomery Ward

8p Co.,

•

Chicago

flease menUon Bee Journal when writing

Lanoswn

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
on...

Red Clover Queens

TI16f|0I16llB66

FOR

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This

Long'-Tong'ue Variety

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
is

bee-keepers, so

large, practical

-well-

kno^wn to all the readers of the American Bee Journal Chas. Dadant & Son.

—

Each subject

is

and thoroly

ex-

by following the

in-

clearly

plained, so that

structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped

on the way

to

success with bees.

The book we mail

for $1.25, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NEW

;

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention Bee Jourtial
when writing advertisers.

—Warranted Purely Mated

We

have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this season. Although fully 95 percent of
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purelj' mated.
We want every one of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
Queens. We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible. He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these fine, " long-reach " Warraated Queens will be filled in rotation "first
come first served " beginning as early in -June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly' (even better than th** past season), as a much larger number of queen-rearing nuclei will be run.* (But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have received the new one, no matter from whom you order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherfor us

—

—

wise ordered.

A Warranted Queen

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

it

—

1902 FREE!

In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order as follows:
No. 1. For sending us the names and addresses of two ne'w subscribers to the American Bee Journal andS2.00, we will mail you one of these queens free.
No. 2. Or, for sending us one new subscription at .*1.00, and 30 cents more (.?1.30), we will
mail you a queen, and the Bee .Journal for one year to the new subscriber.

—
—
No. 3. — Or, send

us SI. 60 and

we

will send to

Tou

the Bee Journal for one year, and also

a queen.

an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help swell the
list of readers of the old American Bee Journal.
We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of those Queens. Address,
This indeed

is

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

:

«-^

^oumiiJ^iLi

y

42dYEAR.

^

CHICAGO,

^

Editorial.

^

The Denver Convention. —Don't decide
ott

the route to take east ot Denver until

see

tlie

announcement we expect

you

to malce

soon in these columns. We think we are
going to be able to tell you the cheapest
as well as the quiclvest
for all

who

way

to go, especially

are going east ot

Omaha.

So
until you have seen our

please wait a bit

announcement.

The

Illinois Pood Commissioner,
Hon. A. H. Jones, has just recently sent out
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wondering Itow it happened to get near
lump or the (jil-can. I tried the honey

knife,

so long as the probability
ten, it indeed

with a spoon, and I got the same taste of oil.
I washetl
the spoon thoroughly, hoping still
that the bati taste was not in the honey itself.

But no amount of washing did any gooti.
That I'un of honey and its mate, also the cans
from another case, are contaminated with
some kind ot vile, oily taste. Other people
may be able to eat the honey, and it is possible that a tew may call it good
one can
never account for tastes but the honey is
spoiled for me.
It seems very unlikely that you could know
the condition of these two cases, though you
may possibly have known of other cases
which had thus been injured. I suppose that
the producer of the honey made use ot secondhand cans which had had oil in them, and

—

—

failed to get them clean.
It is surely a fearful
mistake to put good honey into such cans. In
my own case, I hesitate to allow any of this
contaminated honey to go out to my customers for fear that it may do me untold injury.

At present

greatest interest to bee-keepers

two cases ot the second lot
was the equal of the first lot.
I should like to hear from you in regard to
the matter. Perhaps there is some way in
which I can eradicate that evil flavor. At the
worst, you can look over your lot ot honey
and see that no more oily cans go out. And
you can put some thunder into the American

is the part of
the report prepared by Prof. E. N. Eaton, the
State Analyst. In this issue we begin the
republication of it, and will complete it next

week. It is interesting reading, we think.
Prof. Eaton surely has a desire to help the
producers ot pure honey, as well as those

who put out pure goods

Sealed

in

any other

line.

Porous Covers. — A

vs.

sub-

scriber says that in the catalog of the A. I.
Root Co., the advice is given to use a burlap

covering with chaff for outdoor wintering,
while in Gleanings in Bee-Culture the editor
says enameled quilts or sealed covers are better;

and he wants

log or Gleaniugs

may

to

know whether

the cata-

the better authority. Both

is

in general

be considered good authority,
but in the present case one or the other must
have the preference. Possibly the obliging

may offer some middle
both may be followed.

editor ot Gleanings

ground so that

hold the reputation ot putting
up the best honey that is found in the markets about here.
Where will the reputation
be when my customers' tongues meet that
I

flavor ^
Except tor the

oil.y

of honey

it

Bee Journal against the

folly ot using oil-cans
for honey.
I say again that the uncontaminated honey
is
fine; that I
never ate extracted honey
which so pleased me.
Yours very truly.

No, we don't know how to remove kerosenetaste from honey once it has become
tainted with it.
But we can't understand how any beekeeper can be so short-sighted as to use second-hand oil-cans in which to put honey.
He should know that only one sale of such
stuff can be made in the same place.
We are
out something like So. 00 on our deal in
freight charges alone.
We have heard that
the school of experience is very valuable, but
oily

the tuition rates are high.

Honey

in

Old Oil-Cans.— We

have

re-

some experience with some Western honey that was put into oil-cans. It
makes us feel like publishing the names of
the bee-keepers who put it up. They deserve
cently had

just

such notoriety

some ot

this

honey

chusetts, and here

that.
We shipped
customer in Massahis report on It

is

I'ea. verily.

We

hope that no reader ot the American
Bee Journal will be such a scamp as to put
honey into oil-cans, and then mix it in among
a lot ot good honey in good cans, and thus

work

Mt Dear

Mr. York:— The honey arrived
in a reasonably short time, and in good shape.
I opened one lot, and had soon filled jars with
that from six cans.
I liked the honey the
more I ate of it, and was more than pleased
with it, declaring that I should sell no other
as long as I could get that.
Last Saturday I
went to bottle the other lot ot honey. The
first can that I opened I of course tasted.
Ugh, but what a taste! I threw aside the

one

is

notonc

that

in

hundred, is doing anything in the line of improvement, there is
abundant excuse for insisting upon attention
in a

to the subject, evenlf

nothingcan be said that
has not already been well said. To every beginner it should be said, " It you have only
two colonies, you can do something perhaps

much — toward improvement
For the cliance
colonies

are

is

—

ot your stock."

very small that the two
It, with equal

exactly alike.

opportunities, one of

them gives

a larger sur-

plus than the other, there will be a gain to
have all your increase from the better colony.
Left to themselves, the probability is that if

you do not have the same amount ot increase
from each, the larger increase will be from
the poorer colony, because

it is likely to be
the case that the colony most given to swarming is the one least given to storing. It is not

a hard thing to reverse the case, and indeed to
go so tar that you will have all the increase

from the better colony. Give the better colony brood from the poorer, so as to make it
so strong as to

swarm

first.

Then when

it

swarms, set the swarm in its place, putting
the old colony in place of the poor one, and
putting the poor one in a new place. The
field-bees that leave the poorer colony for the
next day or two will all go back from the
old location, and a week or so
another swarm will issue with a queen
of the better stock, while the poor colony will
be so weakened that it will not be likely to

field to their

later

swarm till

later, if at all.

the beginner may think
not worth while to pay attention to
the matter until the number of colonies is
It is possible that

that

it is

considerable.

Exactly while the number

is

the time to give the matter attention,
tor with only two or three colonies it is less

small

is

trouble than with a hundred, and the little
pains taken now will tell upon the whole

hundred when they come. And if year after
year constant care be taken to breed from the
best, the difference made in the total income
no slight matter. Even if your colonumbered by the score or hundred, if
you have heretofore given no attention to
breeding from the best, begin now.
will be

nies are

it oil.

as

to a

No, 22.

tlm

Second Annual Report. It is a pamphlet
of 2(i0 pages, and can be had by addressing
Mr. Jones at ir>2:S Manhattan Building, 815
Dearborn St., Chicago, III. The matter of
his

'

ILL,,

Tiering

Improvement of Stock
that has been so

much

is

a

subject

discussed of late that

some may think

it should have a
were a matter for the consideration
ot a tew leaders to whom the mass are looking
for improvement, there might be no sufficient
it is

likely

rest.

If

it

excuse for this present word. But so long as
ei'enj bee-keeper can do something himself
for the improvement of his stock aside from
trying to get better stock from outside, and

Up Supers of

Sections

is

a

thing that puzzles beginners, and unfortunately the most experienced must do more or
less guessing about it.
Suppose the first
super to be given about ten days before the
full fiow, the question is, What rule shall
guide as to giving additional room
No definite rule can be given, but some general
principles may be given to help in the guess*

ing.
If there

is

too

much

delay in giving room.

May
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may meaa a loss in storing, and
what may be in many a case still worse, it
may bring on swarming. If too much room
or what is the same thing in pracis given
there is
tice, it room is given too rapidly

the crowding

—

—

waste of heat in keeping warm the unnecessary room, and there is danger of having a
lot of sections partly tilled or filled and not
completed,

perhaps better to err on
much rather than too
littleroom. Only one super should be given
at first, and usually a second may be given
when the first is half filled. If the colony is
weak, or if the flow is such that the work
goes very slowly, it may be better to give the
second super not till the first is more nearly
On the other hand, if the colony is
tilled.
<)n the whole,

it is

the side of giving too

strong, the flow heavy, and there

is

every ex-

pectation that a second super will be

may

be given before the

some

cases

ning made

when there
in the

first is

only a slight begin-

is

For

first.

filled, it

half filled; in

if

\

Weekly Budget.

I

Mk. Edwin Bevins and Apiakt, of Decashown in the illustration
herewith. The hives had just had the wintercases set up around them when the photograph was taken.
Mr. Bevins sent us, several months ago,
some rhythmical stanzas that were written

29.

1902

beginning with .July 1, for three months we
will close our otHce and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Nearly all other firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open a month later on account of the localbee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

tur Co., Iowa, are

before the great Chicago Fire, in 1871,

when

he lived within about a block of where our
ottice is now located on Erie Street. The lines
were addressed to the woman whom he after-

ward married, being written when Mr. Bevins
supposed he was on his death-bed. He did
not send them to us for publication, but we
think he will not object to seeing them in

He

print.

did not place a

title

above the

Chas. Schweinhaqen and Apiary are
front page of this issue. When
sending us the photograph, Mr. S. wrote thus

shown on the

I

send a picture of my apiary and myself.
hard to get a good picture of the apiary,

It is

have too many shade-trees

in the yard.
at the picture people may think
"
darky," and the only darky beeI am a
keeper in the State of Ohio. But I am not a
darky. I am standing under a little cherrytree, with an umbrella placed over my head
in the tree to keep the sun out of my face.
Looking at the picture you look to the
north. The hives all face to the south, but
a Jew at the left in the picture are lacing the

for

I

By looking

there are bees

to fill promptly the two supers, they
be the better tor the room.

enough

may

When there is apparent waning of the flow,
then one must be more chary about giving
room. When the close of the harvest comes,
whether that close be two weeks or two
months after the beginning, it is better that
there be a little crowding rather than too much
room. The chief reason for this lies in the
fact that when the bees have too much superroom they are slow about sealing up the last
cells of a section.

As already hinted,
at

best,

because

it

it

is

case of guessing,

a

can

never be told in

advance just what the flow

will be.

Statistics of the Honey Crop seem
hard to get, and even when they seem to be
reliable it is hard to compare one region with
another, because when it is a good season in
one part it may be poor in another. The fol'lowing figures are given in Gleanings in BeeCulture:
Texas produces IS pounds of honey per
sqaare mile, according to the census report
for 1899; California 31 pounds, according to
Rambler's estimate for 1901;
Cuba 114
pounds, according to exports for 1901 and by
the same authority, Jamaica 358 pounds.
;

Tiering Under or Over. — In

tiering

up supers of sections on the hives there is
not entire uniformity of practice. There are
some reasons why each added super should be
put under those already given, and some rea-

why

they should be put over. If they
are put under, the bees will be more prompt
about beginning work in them, and there is
sons

danger that sections will be darkened by
being on too long if they are some distance
above the brood-nest than if they are directly
over it. It the additional supers be placed
over, the filled supers under them will be
more promptly finished, and there will be
less

a smaller number of unfinished sections at
the close of the harvest.

Perhaps the best plan

many

is

that followed by

of the veterans, to put each additional

super under
tainty that

it

if

there

will

be

matter of doubt to put

is

Stanzas,

name

but we have taken the liberty to

it

LIFE'S

My

FAREWELL.

are Howing fast.
The end of earth seems nigh.
But words of welcome, low and sweet.
From a distant church-yard fly
A gift of holy cheer to bring
To loved one near to die.

sands of

life

—

Those words of welcome, low and sweet.
Withheld from me so long.
Come to me now mine e«r to soothe.
With cadences of song;
Those cadences shall go with me
E'en to the gates of doom,

And

be prolonged when thee
Beyond the dreaded tomb.

I

greet

There

shall our souls united sing
To Him who saves from sin.
Glad that His love has bought tor us

and when

over.

it is

a

CO.,

IOWA.

All hives facing the south are in sheds,
with the back ot the sheds open during the
summer. By looking closely you will see
three rows of hives with a shed over each
row, with the back of the shed open, which I
close up in the fall to keep the cold winds off.
I also put clover chatf back of and between
the hives, and wheat chaff in the upper story.
I have never had a great loss by packing this
way.
Bees in this locality are wintered on the
summer stands. I put 110 colonies into winter ciuarters last fall, and have wintered 10,5,
east.

which are in good condition at present. I
use the Hoffman frame, and make my own
hives, with loose bottom-boards.
I had (JOOO pounds of honey last year, comb
and extracted, as I run for both.
The main honey crop in this locality is
from alsike and liasswood, no buckwheat

being raised to amount to anything.

Chas. Schweinhagen.

The

right to enter in
And may the souls assembled 'round
.loin to enhance seraphic sound.

Through tribulation great is reached
The rest for which we sigh;
Through agony of soul is wrought
Its fitness for the

'ky

And they who wear a crown of gold
A crown ot thorns must try.
Edwin Bevins.

a fair degree of cer-

tilled,
it

APIART of EDWIN BEVINS, DECATUR

Close Saturdays at
mers and friends

will

1

p.m.— Our custo-

kindly remember that

Mr.

B. S. K.

Bennett,

of

Los Angeles Co.,

Calif., referring to the Denver convention to
be held in September, wrote us May 0:

" I believe we will bring a big part of California bee-keepers with us."

Now. look
notify those
jireparations

here,

Mr. Bennett, you'd better

Denver people
if

to

make ample
swarm on

you're going to

them with " a big pan of California bee-keepers "next SeptembL-r.
They may not be able
to take good care of " late swarms," without
having due notice.

May
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out of the liquid part. There is one way in which there
might be liquid honey there and yet not taken. I would
like to know how many of you have ever had bees robbing,
and had some comb honey laid out before them where they
were robbed, and have them leave that comb honey.
A Member Scaled comb, do you mean
Dr. Miller I mean sealed comb honey. There is just
one way in which it may be that bees will not take it. If
you will take a comb of honey and have it sealed over, and
then move the combs apart in such a way that the bees will
commence building again on that sealing, and fill in some
more honey on top of that, they will never get through the
capi^ing that contains that inside honey at least I never
knew them to do it I don't believe they will they seem
not to know enough to know they can go through the capping. I have seen that in a number of cases, and never
have seen cases in which they knew enough to dig through.
Mr. Dadant I think they could get it from the other

^s,Jf^1a.Jem^1S,^s,.is,.is^la»JS^¥s».ie».1fi^Jfi^

Convention Proceedings.

'I

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

;

Dec. 5, 1901.

;

HV A SlIOKTUAND REPORTER.
(Continued from paf?e

.'^6.)

SKCUKING A FOUr.-BROOn I,AW KOK
"

—

II.I.INOIS.

side.

What can we do

a foul-brood law

;

as an association towards securing
and inspector for the State of Illinois ? "

—

Dr. Miller I should think that a resolution makitif,ra
request migfht have a little intluence, possibly as much as
anything that we could do and then by privately tnakinpf
application urgfing the matter, the legislators might do
something. As an association, I think all we could do
would be to pass a resolution asking that such action be
taken.
Pres. York Is there to be a session of the legislature
;

—
— No, there is not.
Pres. York — Then there is no use of discussing this
question now — if there is to be no session this winter.
Mr. Dadant — In regard to this matter of getting the
this winter ?
Dr. Miller

I would say that I was
intimately acquainted with J. M. Hambaugh, who was one
of the State representatives at one time, and I took advantage of it to urge him to help the bee-keepers along. I had
experience in what was required in order to succeed in getting a law passed in which the general public has no particular interest, and yet no decided opposition.
It
must
have the support and be helped and sustained by those who
want to see it passed. Mr. Hambaugh was a nice man (he
is yet), and he did get an appropriation of $500 for the beekeepers for two years, and, of course, after that it was
dropped. He had me go four or five times to Springfield, to
appear before their committee, to state what I knew in the
interest of bee-culture, and asked me to write to the representative from our district, and I wrote to a dozen of the
representatives to help. Then we had one or two members
in the Senate that worked for us, and by that means we got
part of what we wanted done but it takes a great deal of
work on the part of the bee-keepers, and somebody there
who will work and take the matter to heart and push it before the Committee in the house and in the Senate, and prevent opposition. Things that are in the interest of the
agriculturist are not hard to pass, for generally the legislature wants to favor tho farmer they know he is behind
the whole thing. There are no such questions at stake as
when you touch the transportation matters then they are
ready to fight, if you touch the railroads. The farmer does
not fight he stays at home, and if he writes to his representatives he probably does not know how to spell very well,
and he has to have some voice behind him before he can be
heard on the other hand, if once he is heard, they will not
be likely to oppose him. What we need, and want, to get a
law passed, is to get somebody well interested then each
and every one of us must influence all the men whom we
are acquainted with in the legislature. Personally, I have
no politics in me; I have never been able to follow politics,
and I would have done nothing if it had not been that I was
personally acquainted with the man who was a member of
the legislature.
BKKS STARVING IN WINTER.

legislature interested in bee-culture,

;

—

Dr. Miller I suppose it must be that the other fellow
on the other side is getting that. In that way they might
have honey — liquid honey in the middle of the cluster and
starve. I don't understand French, Mr. Dadant, so there
are some things I can't get at. He has been told that, in
French, and he has got it

—
I

(Continued ne.xt week.)

Report of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Convention.
The convention was called to order by Pres. E. S.
Lovesy, and in the absence of Secretary J. B. Fagg, Assistant Secretary Belliston reported the preceedings.
The first general discussion was on the purchasing of
supplies, the marketing of bee-products, and as to the advisability of Utah bee-keepers exhibiting their productions
These subjects were disat the St. Louis World's Fair.
cussed by many of the members, and vchile many thought
the reputation of Utah honey was pretty well known, the
State would not lose anything by sending an exhibit to the
Fair.
General management and the best method of protection,
and the most successful way to enlighten the people as to
the benefit to be derived from the general use of pure honey
as food were considered. It was shown that people enjoy a
higher degree of health by a moderate use of Nature's sweet

— honey.

The next was a discussion as to the advisability of forming an exchange for the disposal of bee-products, and a letler was read from the Pacific Honey-Producers' Association.
A committee was appointed to confer with them as to the
best general method for forming a union of interest for the
Northwestern States.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
1st Vice-President, R. T.
President, E. S. Lovesy
Rhees; 2d Vice-President, Andrew Nelson; Secretary and
Treasurer, J. B. Fagg, of East Mill Creek Assistant Secre;

;

;

;

;

;

—

" Is it possible for bees to starve in winter, with a few
drops of honey in the center of the cluster ? "
Mr. Hintz Yes, I say it is possible, but it is very
probable they will not starve as long as there is honey that
they can get. They will not starve provided it is liquid
but if it is candied, of course they will.
Dr. Miller I think the bees are very accommodating to
one another — if there is any honey in the center of the cluster, they would pass it from one to another, and those in
the center of the cluster would not keep it to themselves. I
have some little doubts whether they might possibly starve
with candied honey in the center, if they had first gotten

—

;

—

tary, Wilford Belliston.

COUNTY VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Lake County, Geo. Wilding Utah, Geo. Hone
Wasatch, J. A. Smith; Davis, J. F. Stevenson Bos Elder,
Weber, C. O. Folkman Juab, Thos. Belliston
J. Hansen
Cache, Henry Bullock; Morgan, T. R. G. Welch Uintah,
C. C. Bartlett Emery, Chris. )tteson Wayne. P. M. Grigg
Salt

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(

:

Sevier, R. A.

;

Ulrick Bravnor

;

Washington,
Tooele, B. Barrows; and Kane, W. F. C.

Lowe Carbon.
;

:

A. N. Winson
McAllister.
As a rule, the presidents of county associations are the
countv vice-presidents of the State Association.
Secretary J. B. Fagg made a few remarks in regard to
the industry in Salt Lake County. He said that in his locality the greater portion of the bees had died from the effects
of the smelter-smoke.
Mr. Warren said he had come over 300 miles to attend
this convention. He gave a very interesting account of
the industry in Washington County, in the southwest corner
of the State they had a good honey-flow last year, and the
indications for irrigation water and for fruit, honey, and
other crops, were flattering for the present season. He said
they had had a very good market for their honey from the
adjacent mining camps.
George Wilding, an old pioneer bee-keeper of Salt Lake
County, gave a very interesting sketch of the early beekeepers of the State, at a time when bees were worth r50 a
colony, and honey was worth .^0 cents a pound.
;

:
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Mr. Miller, of Cache County, and Thos. Neilson. of
Sevier County, gave good reports of their respective counties
they also reported that the present honey-crop indica;

tions were flattering.
J. N. Elliott, an old Iowa bee-keeper, gave an interesting sketch of the industry in that State. He said the beeprospects there were not very bright that honev often sold
for 20 cents or more a pound. He praised the Utah honey
as being the finest in quality that he had seen. He thought
we should exhibit at the St. Louis Fair.

May

29,

1902

part of the State, steps should be taken to get the law enforced, and thus try to eradicate the disease.
E. S. LovESY.

;

Marketing Honey.
Very few bee-men are able to market their honey successfully, but many can produce it. There are certain qualifications necessary to be able to put

best results.

It

should be put

in

shape to get the
shape first to supply the
it

;

The packages should be uniform, and the contents
exactly as represented.
Under these circumstances the
market will hunt the honey instead of the honey having to
hunt the market, and command prices that will'be remunertive.

ative.

Bee-men can be the best judges of the package, according to the locality and prospects in marketing conditions;
they vary with localities. If you want the top price for
your product see that it is in the very best shape and condiT. R. G.
President's Address.

Welch.

No.

1.— Longevity

of

Bees— Rearing

Sliort-Lived

Ones.
BY DR. K. GAUUP.

WHEN
Mr.

I read in the report of the Chicago Convention
Riker's account of longevity of bees, I felt like
hurrahing for hira. He has struck the right key. I
have been watching the discussion about long tongues.
Allow me to tell how to rear short-lived queens, and
short-lived workers, so that the merest novice can run an
apiary for profit in two seasons, and never make a mistake.
Understand that I have been "through the mill" it is no
guess-work or theory with me. Now we are ready to com-

—

mence.

Take a small box, say 6 inches square, fit in some comb
containing a few eggs and larvje just hatched. Now get a
small quantity of bees and place them in the box with the
comb place them in a dark room or cellar, and in about
three days set them out and let them go to work, and if they
succeed in rearing a queen you will have a short-lived one,
and she will rear short-lived workers. Don't bother your
head about whether your nucleus contains old workers or
nurse-bees, it won't make so much difference only the fewer
nurse-bees the nearer you come to starving the embryo
queen.
I obtained my first Italian queen from W. W. Gary, of
Massachusetts. Queens were then selling from $5 to S20
each, and I was going into a fortune <»t once (in theory),
and it was " just as easy as rolling off a log." But in practice it was a failure.
I did not sell any queens, but I was
learning, all the same.
When I went to the first Cincinnati convention I roomed
with Adam Grimm and we discussed the queen-breeding
theory thoroughly, and when I bade him good-by, he said,
"Galliip, next summer I will send you a queen that is a
queen." And he did. She was one of the very best queens
ever owned prolific, long-lived, and reared long-lived
1
workers. She lived to be 6 years old. Those bees were
extra honey-gatherers. When I got ray first large hive,
whose colony produced 600 pounds in 30 days, I hived a
large prime swarm on the 10th of May from my Grimm
stock.
As soon as they commenced to build drone-comb I
filled out the balance of the hive with ready-made workercomb 48 combs, all on the ground floor, and the queen
spread herself grandly.
I made other large hives containing 36 combs each.
None of my large colonies cast a swarm the second season,
so I thought I had a non-swarming hive.
But the third
season my large colonies all swarmed, some 8 to 10 days
earlier than those in standard hive.», because they had
superseded and reared new queens to suit the capacity of
the hive. Those swarms were so large when they came out
that it took three standard hives, one on the other, to contain them. The queens all lived 3 or 4 years, and one lived
5 years, whereas many queens reared on the small nucleus
plan die of old age the first season, and all are worthless
the second season. Bees hived in cracker-boxes, nail-kegs
and small boxes for a series of seasons soon get so they
rear queens to suit the size or capacity of the hive or box.
No%v allow me to tell how to rear long-lived queens and
My 14-year-old son takes quite an interest in bees,
bees.
and he has made two 9-frame Langstroth hives all under
the same roof, side by side, so that all can be turned into
one hive. Now when all are full, and if the two queens do
not fill to suit with brood, we will fill with hatching brood
from other hives, so as to have an immense quantity of
nursing bees, and bees of all ages. Now in a hive of that
capacity, and filled in that manner, we expect to rear longlived queens and long-lived workers, and we shall not be
disappointed. I know positively, by actual experience, that
the lifetime of the bees from queens reared under the
best possible conditions is fully three times as long as those
reared under the opposite extreme.
Now, Mr. Riker, let us shake, as you and I are both on
;

take pleasure in greeting so many of you at this time.
While we meet, and greet many new faces we still have
many of the old true and tried friends with us. And while
all of our bee-keepers, as a rule, are kind, generous and
true
in their sympathies for each other personally, many of them
lack interest in a unity of purpose necessary to the building
up of the bee-industry while manv express a hope and a
willingness that the bee industry may be built up and become a grand success, they wait'for others to do the building,
and the great trouble has been that there have been too many
in the waiting column.
We should form a co-operative exchange for the benefit
of all concerned. In union is strength, and if we would succeed we should form a strong bond of union.
I have received a number of letters of late from
several
bee-keepers in different parts of the State favoring the
adoption of an exchange for the general benefit of our beekeepers, and we hope to see it pushed to a successful issue.
A strong organization should be formed, and the best possible plan or method should be adopted for the purchase of
I

;

supplies, and for the disposal of all bee-products.
find
that organization for general protection is the order of the
day among all orders and classes, and why should not beekeepers? It needs but little argument to prove that when
each is striving alone to push his product on the market,
the result will be a demoralized market and low prices.
Thus the best way to avoid these difficulties is to ship all
products collectively to the market where it is required.

We

I have in view the publishing of a treatise in the interest of the industry as soon as our financial condition will
allow us, on the general management, the protection of
bees, etc.; and also as to the benefit to the health of the
people in the general use of honey.
I find some very crude ideas exist in regard to honey,

some believing that nearly all honey is adulterated, even the
very purest and the best white alfalfa, which is said to be
the peer of all honeys. Even this peerless honey, in its
granulated condition, which is a general test of its purity,
some claim is adulterated. These mistakes need correcting.

We

do not believe there is a bee-keeper in the State that is
guilty of adulterating, and Utah honey has a name which
it justly deserves, of being par excellence.
Shall Utah bee-keepers exhibit at the fairs ? We cannot afford to miss the great World's Fair at St. Louis.
Utah honey has carried off the honors on all occasions
where it has been properly exhibited, and if we send a good
exhibit to St. Louis we need have no fears for the result.
From present indications over the greater portion of
the State the outlook for a good honey-flow is encouraging.
and thus if the results of the season prove satisfactory it will
be beneficial from every standpoint to put in a good exhibit
at our own State Fair this fall.

Our bee keepers should take pains

|

in

local market, which is always the best
and, nest, tliat it
be in proper shape and condition to ship to any market.
All packages should be scrupulously clean and attrac-

tio"-
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to protect their bees

from ants, wasps, and other bee-enemies, and also from disease. If there should be any trouble of this nature in any

—

—

the

same

side of the fence.
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to Introduce a

for

Women.

Queen Successfully.

HV KM MA M.

Wll.SIIX.

introduce a queen successfully is not a very dillicult
feat for a veteran, but it is an entirely difTerent tiling
with those who have had no experience whatever in
that line, and scarcely know a queen from a worker. With
them the introduction of a <iueen is an undertukinj^f attended with a fjood deal of nervousness, and the success or
failure of the venture means so much more to them than it
does to one who has had years of experience.
I well remember the first ([ucen I introduced all by my
lone self. Dr. Miller was away from home, to be gone several days, and the very first day after he left a valuable imported ([ueen arrived. How my heart sank. I sat down and
looked at her, and just about made up my mind to leave her
in the cage until he came home. Still I was afraid she might
die if left in the cage so long, and I finally concluded she
must be taken care of. But not a bee would I risk with lier
valuable ladyship. I had helped Dr. Miller introduce an
imported queen that had come unexpectedly some time before, and 1 concluded to try the same plan.
I put a piece of wire-cloth on top of a strong colony,
placed an empty hive on it, then went to two or three
strong colonies, and selected several frames of sealed brood
from which the bees were just hatching, and placed them in
this empty hive, being very careful that not a single bee
was left on them. I was afraid they might need water, so I
Lastly,
.soaked a cloth with water and put it in the hive.
with fear and trembling, I put in the queen (killing the attendants for fear of foul brood), and covered her up snug
and tight so that not a single bee could get in, and left her
to her fate.
I wanted so much to look for her the next morning to
see if she was all right, but concluded to leave her until
evening. When evening came I could wait no longer, so I
opened up the hive, and was delighted to find her all right
with quite a cluster of baby bees, and more hatching, sol
concluded they would do to put on a stand by themselves, as
the weather was warm, which I proceeded to do, taking the
precaution to close the entrance so that only a few bees
could get out at a time. By the time Dr. Miller got back
there was quite a little colony.
Dr. Miller said it would have been better if I had left
them on top of the other hive for four or five days. In this
case I don't think it did any harm, as the weather was so
warm. If it had turned around cool some of the brood

THE

might have chilled.
If I had a very valuable queen to introduce I would
rather take the plan I have described than any other I know
of, for it is perfectly safe.

In ordinary cases the introducing-cage is a boon, especYou often want to remove a queen,
or kill a worthless one, and you don't want the colony to go
queenless until the next time you visit the apiary. All you
have to do is to remove or kill your queen, fasten a queen in
a Miller introducing-cage on one of the frames with a wirenail pushed through the cage into the comb.
By the time
the bees have gnawed through the paper and eaten their
way through the candy they are ready to accept the new
queen without any trouble. That is, they very rarely make
any trouble. Once in a great while you find the queen
missing. Perhaps they gnaw their way through too quickly,
and reach the queen before properly making her acquaintance. Sometimes, however, when a queen is not kindly received it is because there is something in the hive which the
bees regard as a queen.
I remember one colony that I thought was hopelessly
queenless. There were no eggs nor any unsealed brood in
the colony, and I looked the frames over carefully and could
find no young queen, so I gave them a queen in an introducing-cage, and the next time I looked she was gone. I gave
them another, and she shared the same fate. Then I
thought I would try them once more, and gave them another,
taking care that everything was all right about the cage.
When I opened the colony the next time I found that she
also had disappeared. Then I concluded that they must
have some sort of a worthless queen. I looked very
carefully but could not find the least trace of one. Then I
gave them a frame of young brood. In a day or two I
looked again and they had not started any queen-cells. So
I began mj' search for a queen again.
I went over the frames carefully several times and no
queen could I find. Just as I was about to close up the hive
ially at the out-apiaries.
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caught sight of a little black queen with one bad wing,
much if any bigger than a worker. That was what had
been making all the trouble. I tell you, her head came off
pretty quick, and the next fjucen was accepted all right.
If nectar is coming in freely, and robber-bees are not
ciusing any trouble, and we know that acolony is'iueenless,
all that we do is to drop a (|ueen on a comb among the bees
and she is generally accepted all right. In a case of this
kind it is a little safer to introduce her in the evening.
I

not

McHenry

Management

for the Production
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Comb Honey.

STlil'llE.NSON.

writing on the production of comb honey I suppose the
be to begin in the fall, tell how
to prepare the bees for winter and build them up in the
spring ready for the honey-flow. But as that would take
up too much valuable space I shall assume that they have
come through the winter and early spring to the time of
fruit-bloom, which occurs about the last of April or the fore
part of May, in this locality. At this time each colony
should be examined carefully, clip all queens tViat are not
already clipped, and note especially the very weak and very
strong colonies, for these are the ones with which we have
to do at present.
I believe some bee-keepers advise taking brood from the

INproper thing to do would

medium-strong colonies to build up weaker ones. I prefer
I have been thinking
to go to the very strongest colonies.
it is better to use up one or two strong colonies to build up
several weak ones than to weaken the medium colonies to
make the wdak ones only medium. Take one or two frames
of hatching brood (be sure and have the bees just emerging
from the cells), place these frames in the center of the
brood-nest, and your colony is strengthened at once. As
fast as the young bees emerge the queen will lay in the
empty cells and the eggs will be right where they can be

—

kept warm.

The queen will also extend the brood-nest on each side,
as there are now plenty of young bees to take care of the
brood. There is nothing like lots of young bees to encourage a weak colony. By continuing this method, always
replacing the frames of brood taken from the strong colony
with empty combs, we will soon have all the colonies in a
flourishing condition and ready for the harvest.
We come now to the time of swarming and putting on
the supers, but before we put on the supers I wish to call
your attention to the one I have used for the last three or
It is what
four years, which is arranged in this manner
is known as the T super, the size to fit a 10-frame hive, and
will hold twenty-eight 4'4x4'4 bee-way sections; but instead of putting in 28 sections I put in only 24. with a follower at each side, leaving a bee-space of about '2 inch
between the inside of the super and follower. It is to the
importance of this bee-space that I wish to call your attentention. I find the bees will build out and finish the outside
sections much quicker and better than without it it also
acts as a ventilator, giving the bees a chance to ripen up
the honey very fast. There should also be a space of at
least fs inch between supers, and between the cover of the
hive and super, for if we expect to have the sections of
honey built out and sealed to the top and bottom we must
have room for enough bees to cluster to keep up the heat.
In such a super there is a living blanket of bees from -s to
>2 inch thick all over the top and around the sides, and they
are bound to produce a first-class article.
Having the supers all ready with sections filled with
full sheets of foundation, and a few bait-sections in the
and as the
first ones put on, we are ready for the harvest
honey begins to come in we are likelj' to have some swarms:
but to prevent this as much as possible I raise up the hives
on '2-inch blocks at each corner, and give plenty of superroom. But, do all we may, we will have some swarms,
which I should manage in this way, (and this management
is for a long, continuous honey-flow, and admits of very
little increase)
Provide a hive with 5 frames
I use a 10-frame hive.
containing full sheets of foundation or empty combs, putting them all together in the center of the hive. When the
first colony swarms set the old hive to one side, place the
new one in its place and fill up with two frames of honey
and three of brood from the old hive, being sure to destroy
Take the brood that will not emerge for
all queen-cells.
four or five days, put on the super at once, and the bees will
go right to work. Fill up the old hive with full sheets of
:

;

;

:

foundationorempt}- combs; in from

five to

seven days shake
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most of the bees in front of the new hive, and use the
old one for the next swarm, putting- it on the stand of the
next colony that swarms, leaving that hive at the side of
the stand for seven days, then placing it on a stand of its own,
beginning again with a new hive as with the first swarm.
In this way we increase only one-third, and our colonies are
almost as strong as if they had not swarmed.
Bj' this method the strength of the colony increases
from the day it is hived, instead of decreasing for three
weeks before there are any young to take the place of the
old ones that are wearing themselves out every day.
As soon as the first super is well started, raise it up and
put an empty one underneath, and so continue, taking off
the full ones as soon as finished. But at any time when the
flow begins to slacken, place the empty super on top, which
will in a great measure prevent having so many partlyfilled sections, as the bees will usually finish the lower ones
before going above, especially during a light honey-flow.
off

Cook

Co.,

ASour beloved

little bee, it may be noticed by the observing that location plays a most important part in wintering bees. From what has come under my observation
during a period of more than 25 years, I am convinced that
natural protection is of greater importance than double
walls, chaff-packing, tarred-paper covering, and what other
auxiliaries we may have, and employ, to give protection to
bees. In an exposed place, where a dog couldn't keep his
hair, the bees will £-0, no matter how well they are protected.
Such a location will probably prove unsatisfactory even
during the summer season.
We also know, however, that there are many sections
where bees may be kept with profit if the wintering problem
could be solved. A suitable cellar could be used in such a
locality with advantage.
However, I wish to bring out a
scheme that, I believe, is practicable with the professional,
and has certain advantages for such as are situated to put it

in operation.
It seems singular that natural protection in our climate
should be worth more than the skill of the professional, but
it really does seem that way many a time.
I have known
of small after-swarms, which had built but little comb in
one corner of a thin-wall soap-box, to come through the winter unharmed and built up and make good colonies ready
for the harvest, simply on account of this natural protection.
Sometimes the apiarist need not go very many miles from
his own place to find the sheltered spot, where bees could
be safely wintered.
There may exist a great difference as to wintering bees
even in the different parts of the same yard. Mr. W. F.
Marks says, for instance, the bees at one end of his home
yard nearly always suffer badly, while those in the other
part come through in good shape, usually. He attributes it
to the exposure to the winds in that part of his yard, trees
and buildings giving' shelter to the others.
From what has been said it would seem, then, that we
should winter our bees in one of the favorite spots, and that,
indeed, is part of the scheme. The proposition is this: To
stock up such a place -or more of them, if we can find them
with say 50 colonies of bees each. We need not even be
very particular as to the kind of hives they are in. Boxhives, nail kegs and the like will answer as well as any. We
allow our bees to swarm, and hive the young swarms in
improved hives of some kind, preferably shajlow broodchambers.
Very early and large swarms may even be
"boxed," and thus give us a little surplus honey but, on
the whole, I vpould run the yard /or increase only. It will
take a lot of hives, of course but swarms are just what I
would want that first year. Small swarms are to be doubled
up. One hundred young swarms could thus be obtained
from the 50 old colonies. They should receive a large broodchamber, in order to enable them to build up into large,
populous colonies, and to store an abundance of honey for
winter. It would not require a skillful hand to attend such
a lot of bees. Any ordinary man, if not afriad of bees,

—

;
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but honey, combs and hives. The specialist will know
to do this, and will reap a bountiful harvest in honey
and wax. The best and perfect combs may be saved, all
inferior combs melted up and made into wax during the
season.
This method would be a slow way of getting anything
out of the original SO colonies, but they have not cost much,
and the income would be pretty certain. The profits from
wa.x would be no small item. We are neglecting the production of wax by far too much. This method will give us
at least a fair yield of this desirable article.
To do justice to the originator of the above ideas, I
want to say they developed in the brains of our friend, Mr.
E.H.Perry.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
left
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On Woman's Dress
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Difference in Localities— A New Wintering Scheme.
BY F. GREINER.
favorable as the past winter was relative to wintering
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Wilson, on how women should
SEEING an article by Miss
dress for bee-work, I should like to say a few words,
first on the subject of wearing woolen skirts, and second
on gloves.
In advising woolen skirts we lose sight of the fact that
the honey-bee has implements on the three little claws of
its hind legs shaped like a hoe, a trowel and a rake, and
these delicate little implements catch on the wool and cause
no end of unnecessary annoyance to the bees. I know if I
wore woolen skirts in the apiary the back, though "the
apron covers the front," would be full of struggling, stinging little prisoners, caught on the fuzzy material. Nothing
annoys rae so much as to see somebody entermy apiary witha felt hat on. I always keep two or three straw hats and
suggest an immediate change, with an extra veil.
Clean, starched clothes, and why not duck, short skirt
with bloomers, no matter what color, so they are clean ? I
wear black cotton shirt-waists (because light colors fade
and white soils so quickly), and clean cotton skirt. I rarely
ever get a sting. I became so conceited about my method
of handling bees that I rolled up my sleeves and went at a
three-story hive with about 40,000 bees in it, and I got three
or four stings. I reasoned it out and came to the conclusion
that the arms and hands perspire more or less when warm,
and the little bees in constant contact with the exquisite
perfume from the flowers quickly discern that it is living
flesh, and sting immediately.
So I tried this experiment
I got an old pair of kid gloves, 3 or 4 buttons, and a size
too large for me, so they will come well up on the wrist.
Then I cut the finger-tips off to the second joint, and
warmed beeswax and rubbed it well in, and then placed
them in a warm oven so it would soak and permeate the
gloves thoroughly. I have worn these gloves for three
years, and rarely ever get a sting. They never sting the
gloves, and I can wash my hands, as the wax protects the
kid.

Yesterday I handled and looked over three 3-story hives,
and thoroughly cleaned the bottom-boards, for I believe
that

strict

attention to cleanliness prevents foul-brood,

have never experienced a case here. Each of these
hives contained, on an average, 40,000 bees. I extracted
about 5 gallons of honey, besides hiving swarms. I never
increase, but cut out all queen-cells and return a swarm to
the hive from which it issued, on empty combs and comb
foundation. I received only one sting during my stay in
though

I

the yard.

The reason I cut off the finger-tips is, I cannot understand anybody handling the delicate little bees without being sensitive to every little creature that flutters on the
hand I should smash dozens, and could not work with des;

Sonoma

patch.

Co., Calif.

;

could see to the hiving.
Every year this 50-colony apiary could be drawn on for
100 swarms, to be converted into comb honey the following
season, when they would have to be moved to other quarters
and run for all they are worth. They should be given small
brood-chambers, and, after a while, they may be doubled

down, and again doubled down,

till

finally

we have

little

Honey and Beeswax— Considered by

tiie Illinois

Food Commission.
BT PROF.

E. N.

EATON, STATE ANALYST.

Recently a report has been (|uite wiiiolv circvilated and credited
which has affected, injuriously, the reputation and sale of honey. This
report pretended lo give

—
—
—

Tlie ap/jmrnnce of honey when puff.
Sn'oml.
The extent of adulteration on the market.
Third. A dencription of the manufaetiire of comb honey (carton)
and prevalence of thin product on the market.

first.

Knowing the report to be unwarranted, the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association, at one of their semi-annual meetings, asked me to give
the facts in this connection to the public.
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Adulterated honey has had a loutrand i>rosperous reit;n in Illinois,
but the " Dynasty " is totteriut: on its throne. The .National liceKeepers' Assuciation commenced war on adulterated extracted hnney
in Chica^'o in bs'.is, and I, as the expert clieudst, found over ob percent
However, owinj; to loose food laws,
of samples tal<en adulterated.
The creation of the
nothinii' coulil be done with (larlies arrested.
Illinois l''ood ( 'omuiission, however, had a wholesome elTect on tlie
honey market, imd but ei)ilit of '12 sanjples analyzed were found adulterated in tile preliniimiry work of the commission.
Since that time :i() samples have been collected and examined, with
a view to selecting adulterated or suspicious goods, and but six, or 20
percent, were found adulterated.
While the adulteration of extracle<l honey has not been wiped out
(indeed, never will be so lontf as there is a prolit in adulteration, and
a chance to escape detection), yet the market is in a more satisfactory
condition than it has ever been, as gladly testifled to by bee-keepers,
and emphasized l)y the result of our work.
Many years aj;o Dr. Wiley described, in pleasantry, a process of
manufacturing comb honey. Since that time comb honey has striven
No doubt
in vain to live down the aspersions cast upon its character.
they have been fostered by the manufacture and common use of artificial comb foundation, and also the re-usiug of oUl comb after extracIn the course of my analytical career I
tion of honey by centrifuge.
have exan)ined many samples of comb honey, usually those suspected
before
going to press, and I have never
last
adulteration,
the
,iust
of
yet discovered a sample which was not, in my opinion, supported by
the chemical evidence, made in whole or in part by the bee. Nor have
I seen, in any literature on the subject, a record of such fabricated
goods.
However, I have seen and have analyzed adulterated comb honey.
I will refer to this later on in a portion of this article on honey adulBefore discussing that part of the subject it were well to
teration.
define accurately the article as understood by me, and describe its
properties.

A comprehensive definition of honey must include the saccharine
liquid food secreted by the honey-bee. Apis rufUif^ra^ the bunible-bec,
ISombus peinisiihuuticux, or other hynienopterous insect. Wiley (ls;)l)
Cook (IsiW)
defines honey as the transformed nectar of Howers.
would modify this definition to conform to our more extensive knowledge of the food of Ijees and o\ir limited knowledge of honey by defining honey as simply transformed nectar. This definition, to be sure,
would include aphis or louse honey, but would not include honey
obtained by feeding bees cane-sugar, etc., a form of honey sometimes
met with and very difficult to distinguish from (lower honey.
Several States forbid the selling of honey obtained by feeding
bees cane-sugar, and in view of the fact that the fiavorof honey is the
one important property that gives it its iudividif^ility and establishes
its reputation as a delicacy, which flavor is wholly obtained from
flowers; and also considering that the composition of such honey is
ofttimes so greatly changed as to destroy its character as honey, I
believe it to be just to adopt the following definition for honey as a
marketable commodity:
Commercial honey is the nectar of flowers, transformed, and
stored in a

comb by

the honey-bee.

definition will rule out some honeys admitted
by the comprehensive definition previously given, but not to the disadvantage of the producer, the tradesman or the consumer.
As stated by Cook, honey-dew (aphis) is so unattractive in appearance and fiavor as to 'be rarely foimd on the market. Honey produced
by other insects than the honey-bee is not made in sufficient quantity to
give it commercial standing. Honey produced by artificial feeding is
an adulteration in fact, and, although concocted with the bee as an
accomplice, is a fraud and a cheat. The physical properties of honey
depend somewhat upon the variety of bee, but much more upon the
food.
As previously stated, the color depends wholly upon the plant
visited, as also does the flavor, this flavor and color being in part due
to pollen carried by the bee from blossom to hive, and intended as a
food for young.
The viscosity of honey varies from a solid sugar to a limpid syrup.
The amount of water present will depend somewhat upon the variety
of bee producing the honey, the time of ripening and the lenglh of
time kept in the hive. All honey will "^ candy," and some, more particularly alfalfa, will " candy " in the comb, and on short notice sometimes.
Usually honey " candles " evenly, and a honey half liquid and
halt solid is suspicious. Honey should not contain over 23 percent
It is true that this

of water.
It is the custom of bee-lteepers to set a sheet of comb foundation
the center of a honey-box. that the bees may build regular cells and
till out the corners of the comb.
The comb foundation is embossed
on both sides with the form of the cell-bases, and is made from bees-

m

Other waxes, fats and paraffin have been tried, and found
wanting. Even with this starter the cells are seldom, if ever, perfectly hexagonal, nor even level, and each section, like each leaf of
the forest, possesses an individuality of its own. And the same is
true, to a lesser extent, of the honey contained therein, as no two
samples have exactly the same composition.
Chemically considered, honey is a water solution of invert sugar

wax.

(sucro-dextrose and sucro-levulosej.

It

also contains a small

amount
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of sucrose (cane-sugar), manidte (a sugar) and dextrin (a ifuiri). Still
smaller quantities of formic acid '; and other organic and mineral
subhtarK.'es are invariably present.
i

(ienuine honify always turns a ray of polarized light to the left
from II to 'J.j degrees; gives a slightly Increased rotation on Inversion;
usually contains but 2 or !! percent of sucrose, rarely "t.^ to !i percent.

The

Dextrin
higli percentage jirobaljly signlfles unrlpened honey.
should be i>resenl in small amount i>idy.
The statement is often made that honey normally contains glucose
Sm h is a mistake, (ilucose, in a comin greater or less proportion.
mercial sense, can not tM5 incorporated In comb honey. (JIucose, In a
chemical sense, sigidfles a group of sugars having common characteristics, and incluiles almost two dozen varieties, the most common of
which are dextrose and Icvulo.so. Money, therefore, contains glucoses,
but no "glucose." " (ilucose " also contains glucoses, dextrose bein^
common to both products.
The physiological process of converting nectar and sugar into
honey is \'ery little understood. The constitution of nectar can only
Vet
be approximated, as it is obtainable in such very small quantity.
larger i>roportlon of sucrose and dextrin
it certainly contains a uiuch
than is found in honey. Watts allirms that the sugar is converted
Cook, with more reason,
into glucose by a ferment in the honey.
thinks that the largtt couqiound racemose glands in the head and
In
tliorax of bees furnish the ferment which induces the change.
view of the fact that the inversion of cane-sugar is seldom complete,
Mr. Doolitlle thinks that the young bees work over the honey and

more thoroughly digest

it.

ADVI.TEKATION' OF UOXEY.
In is,sr the United States Department of Agriculture caused an
examination of honey to be made in various sections of the Inited
It was found that the percentage of adulteration ranged as
States.
follows:
Seventy-six percent in Nebraska.
Eighteen percent in California.

Twenty-six percent in Kentucky.
Twelve percent in Massachusetts.
Thirty-four percent in New Orleans.
Fifty-eight percent in Pennsylvania.
Forty percent in Ohio.
Forty-eight percent in New York.
In calculating the percentage of adulteration all honey suspected
of being adulterated with invert sugar, but not susceptible of positive
proof, were classed as pure honey. It will be observed that this investigation, although extensive, was mainly conducted along coast lines.
Nebraska is the only representative of the great corn and glucose pro-

ducing territory between Ohio and

('alifornia,

and

it

was

in

Nebraska

that the highest percentage of adulterated honey was found.
Bee-keepers seem to have been the last to recognize such a commodity as adulterated honey. Yet honey was adulterated extensively
with cane-sugar as far back as 1S65.
The manufacture of glucose gave an increased impetus to adulteration, as it had advantages not possessed by cane-sugar or other
adulterants. Within the last few years honey, especially extracted
honey, has been sold so cheap that it was not thought profitable to
adulterate it. The American Bee .Journal of .July, l.sss, says: " AdulOwing to the immense
teration of honey is now a thing of the past."
But glucose
yield in California, honey is to-day cheaper than ever.
and cane-sugar have also decreased in value. The work of the United
States Department of Agriculture, in isni, and my own work on
honey, offered for sale in Minnesota in 18113, in Illinois in 1S9" and to
date, show that there is still balm for a seared conscience, and sufficient inducement in the sophistication of extracted honey to hazard
detection and punishment.
(Concluded aext weelc.)

* The

Afterthought.

iJ4

WT?TfTfTrTrTrTfT!?T5r'
The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses..
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. O.

FINE S.WVDUST

FOI'!

WINTER

P.\CKING.

At tVie Ciiicag-o convention Mr. Cog-gsiiaU brought out
one excellent minor trait of fine, drj' sawdust used as winterpacking. Wlien mice try to burrow in it the roof of their
working immediately falls in, and they have to give up.
And of course it does not, like chaff, offer premiums in the
shape of ati occasional eatable grain. Page 215.
PL.\NER-SHAVINGS FOR PACKING.
contribution to the wintering question
to be passed around till all have had a chance at
Put in sis inches of planer-shavleast to think about it.
ings and the top gets wet and keeps wet. Put in two inches
and the whole keeps dry and so presumably is better for
the bees. Does damp packing, on the top of dry, really do
much harm ? And how about those who still stick to enamel
Dr. Miller's

ought

—
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cloth for covering' next the bees ? Probably they would
find a dry top on six inches. Page 24S.

CHAFF HIVES FOR WINTERING.
whether the chaff hive is a dandy or a
dolt
'Spects Mr. Dadant had the right of it. All depends
on the weather and the style of winter. Severe winter with
long mild spells in it and they are excellent. Severe winter
with single warm days in it and colonies in chaff hives don't
get half the benefit they ought takes more than one day to
warm the walls through. Presumably chaff hives ought to
be best where a long, severe winter has no let up at all. At
my apiary, and at present writing (May 13) nearly every
chaff hive has shown surplus bees at the door and not one
of the other hives has so done. But then, I remember no
other time in 23 years when the big hives have very
markedly shown superiority. Unfortunately my tests are
not between chaff' hives and single-walls. Instead of singlewalls I have 10-frame hives narrowed down to 7 frames by
dummies and things inside — much better than absolute sin-

Questions and Answers.

Still debating-,
!

—

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

I

think.

Page

245.

DISCUSSING BEE-BREEDING QUESTIONS.

On page 246 Adrian Getaz shows remarkable valor in
" massacreeing " men of straw. Say, Mr. G., they tell us
the Kentucky colonels say " watah " instead of water who
knows.but that's " nigger-milk " working out ? Leastwise,
in working at deep and elusive problems it is dangerous to
go in with such a spirit as that shown by the following
;

" To the one possessing even an elementary
knowledge of physiology the error will appear at once."
Had that spirit been always victorious where would the
doctrine of parthenogenesis now be ? Sometimes the elementary things themselves have to be torn up.

quotation

:

Honey More Than Increase Wanted.
1. Not wishing any increase except one swarm from
each colony, would the swarms issue earlier were no supers
put on ?
2. 'Would it be wise to put no supers on until after
swarming ? I wish honey more than increase.
3. 'Would it not be better to have smaller swarms earlier
than larger ones later ?
Illinois.

Answers. — 1. Yes,

I

Page

INCUBATION OF BACTERIA.
was interested in A. W. Smyth's article on bacteria>

253.
Period of incubation in bacterial diseases a num"
ber of days. Bacteria reproduce to the extent of many generations in one day. Yet (apparently no poison is secreted
by any of them until about the time the victim begins to
feel sick.
If this is true so far it looks as if there might be
more valuable truths lying around in the same vicinity.
IVhat makes the earlier members of the new colony of minute pests refrain from secreting poison ? What determines
the time when poison secretion shall begin ? Do they all
go at it, or only a part of them ? The doctrine that bacteria
secrete poisons, and kill themselves and the patient also,
)

—

of l/ie bacterial species well, it seems to me
as if that doctrine would bear some more looking at. Appears a little like sawing off the limb they sit on.
the benejit

PROPER NAMES OF SWARMS.
Yes, our literature

some

cases.

I

swarms.
Cost of Bee-Books.

247.

page

for

at least in

think it would be unwise, unless your chief dependence is a late flow.
3. I don't think you would gain anything in honey by
having smaller swarms early. Besides that, so long as
honey is your desire, if you put on supers early enough, and
give abundant ventilation, some colonies will not swarm at
all, and you will be ahead on honey if an early flow, such as
white clover, is your chief dependence. If you depend
mainly on a late flow, then it might be better to have early2.

TOTAL EGGS OF A GOOD QUEEN.
Doolittle's estimate of the total eggs of a good queen
700,000 to 800,000.

MILLER,

Afai-engro, HI.
[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.1

;

gle walls,

O. O.

is

330, "

Southern Illinois " is told that it would
pay $5.00 for a text-book. Are
there no cheaper bee-books that are good?

On page

be

money

in

his pocket to

Cheap Skate."
me to give an answer

"

Answer. — It was very

careless in

that might be so misunderstood. You can get any one of
the best text-books for one-fourth that amount but it would
pay you %vell to give the $5.00 if you could not get one for
;

less.

Swarms on Extracting-Combs Containing

Hjving

Pollen.

'Will you please tell me whether extracting-combs with
bee-bread or pollen in them will be all right to hive new

swarms on ?
Answer. — Yes, unless
pollen that

is

Maine.

there is too large an
soured, moldy, or badly dried.

amount

of

badly at sea about the proper

names of the different kinds of swarms. It is partly because we try to get along with too few names. The term
"first swarm " is objectionable because it sometimes is not
the actual first but third. Then when an actual first has a
virgin queen, things differ materially from what they
would have been with a laying queen and such a swarm
;

deserves a separate name. I say " prime," " virgin prime,"
and "repeater prime," for these three kinds of swarms. But
I also say " repeater prime" in the quite different and much
more common case where the same bees fill a hive with
brood and then start out again bag and baggage and that's
a weak point in my nomenclature. P^irst kind have plenty
of j'oung bees last kind are apt to be all old bees. Perhaps
the term " old-fool repeaters " would about fit the latter
case. Then, to extend if not complete the list, we have
"seconds," and "thirds," and "fourths," and "repeater
seconds," and also " hungry swarms," and "absconders"
not hungry swarms, and "fool swarms." The latter are
those which in early spring might evidently have lived and
done well had they not become so desperately excited that
they had to swarm. Page 229.

—

;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Management of Swarms—Transferring— Increase— Keeping

Comb Honey.

1. In hiving a small swarm it is best to contract the
space in the hive down to what they can fill? 'W^hat I
mean is, on just the frames that they are on or can hang on.
We will say we have a swarm of a quart of bees, now shall
I give them 3 frames, or shall I give them the whole hive
and contract the entrance?
2. Having done transferring this spring by the Heddon
method, they staid in the hive 13 days then they swarmed
I hived them on starters. What caused them to leave ?
out.

3.

then

am running for increase. I let them swarm twice,
wished to stop them. I put on the extracting super

I

I

and raised 2 or 3 of the frames. Will that stop them? If
not, what is the best way besides cutting the queen-cells
out ? That will do when a man has but a dozen or two colonies,

I

think.

How

can I keep comb honey until along in the fall
without the moth getting into it? I find it hard to have
a moth-proof house. Will it be safe to fumigate with biCalifornia.
sulphide of carbon ?
4.

Answers. — 1. There

is

hardly any need to contract

either hive or entrance, unless it be that you want to give
them starters for the first four or five frames, and then full
frames of foundation after the first are filled. That will
save foundation, but you are not so sure of having all

—
May

2'),
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worker-comb as you will be if you give nothing but full
sheets of foundation.
Will any one help
2. I don't know enougli to answer.
us out ?
3. I doubt that raising two or three frames into the
supers will stop them in many cases, although cutting out
Perhaps a belter plan would be this; When
cells would.
the second swarm issues, hive it and set its hive in place of
the hive from which the swarm has just issued, setting the
old hive in a new place. That will strengthen your second
swarm, and will so weaken the mother colony that it will
not be likely to swarm again.
4. The bisulphide of carbon is the thing.

Queens Direct from

Italy.

Who is a reliable person in Italy to whom I could send
for Italian queetis ? And what would they cost me ?
Indi.\na.

—

Answek. I am sorry to say that I cannot ansveer your
question.
We would be pleased to publish an advertisement of a reliable queen-breeder in Italy. But gilt-edged
references would have to be furnished. Ed.]

—

|

Proper Temperature for Openins Hives, Etc.
1. What is the lowest temperature at which it is safe to
open hives and handle frames without danger of chilling^
brood, in the spring of the year?

working on alsike clover, buckwheat and
2. When
goldenrod, do you believe that Italian bees would gather a
greater surplus of honey than pure black or Cerman bees?

Nkw

Answkks. — 1.
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Never since I came to California, in 1804,
have the indications been so favorable for a
The rains have not
most successful year.
only been generous, but they have been so
timed and moderated that all has been utilized
and most effective. A large grain-grower
said to me yesterday that the crop of hay and
grain was belter than it had been for seven
years.

With rain and vegetation at full vigor.
California is sure to give a goodly crop of
honey. I think that every indication points
to a lirst-elass honey crop this year. The bees
have been at work for weeks on the black
sage, and now are swarming on the tall
flower-stalks of the white sage, which is just
coming into bloom. California is a region of
most beautiful Bowers, and the bees realize
and appreciate what this wealth ot bloom
means to them. They will be heard from this
A. J. Cook.
season, I am sure.
Los Angeles Co.,

May

Calif.,

".

Made a Fine Start

apiary consists of only 8 colonies, but
they have made a tine start this spring. I
had only 4 colonies a year ago, having lost 4
colonies during the winter before. They were
short of honey, owing to the dry weather in
the fall. I had an attack of pneumonia in
the winter, and when I became able to take
care of and teed them the 4 colonies were
dead. I saw then that I should have to feed
them in the fall, but I thought at that time
they had honey enough to winter on.

Levi

New Haven

A

Nebraska customer when ordering a new
supply of our fine Alfalfa honey in 60-pound
"The last I got went like hotcans, said:
cakes."

So

it

Co.. Conn.,

i. Whitehead.
May 13.

Colonies Strong Early.
Our bees are
out some now.

in line

condition, and are lying

_r^

did not get to attend our State convention
and I feel that I lost quite a feast.
I like the American Bee Journal very much,
and am always glad to get it.
I

last fall,

Chas. Bcrcham.

does.

More people might do

this Spring.

My

plication.

Went Like Botcakes

well

if

they would

order this honey, or basswood, and sell it.
not only goes oil "like hoteakes," but it
mighty good on hot cakes.

Sangamon

Co..

111.,

May

14.

It
is

A Pleased Member— Bee-Prospeets.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

The proceediuLCs of the Buffalo convention
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association is
just received. I can say it is a very neat piece
of work, and must congratulate you on having put before the bee-fraternity in condensed
form as nice a piece of literature as they will

See honey-offers on page 348.

Uki.vswick.

not possible to answer that question
;

;

rhe Wrapper-Label Date

It is

by giving a single number. Sunshine and wind must be
considered as well as the thermometer and also the length
of time the brood is out of the hive. At one time you may
kill brood when the thermometer stands at To degrees, and
another time you may do no harm to have it out at riH degrees. It is better not to opsn hives when the thermometer
is below 70 degrees if you can avoid it, but if the air is still
and sun is shining there is no great danger at 6S degrees.
If you must open a hive at a lower point than f).S degrees,
keep the brood out as short a time as possible. A toleraby
safe rule is to say that brood should not be taken out when
bees are not flying freely.
2. I think they would.

Califopnia Prospects for

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY
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not put j'our money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

Please mention

—

LEWIS

G-. B.
Bee Journal when •writing.

CO.i

Watertown,Wis.

enerffy needs encouragement.
Bees in this section have wintered fairly
well, as far as heard from.
My lOu coloDies
came through with no loss, and are booming

now on fruit-blossom and dandelions. I am
pretty busy trying to keep back the swarming
fever, but I tear results unless storm or frost
come to help me out. At any rate, I shall be
with them and try to keep them busy guessing whether to swarm or not.
Jno.

Washoe

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
28 cents a pound

—

CASH—

for best yellow, upon its receipt, or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

902

be able to obtain for thrice the money. Enclosed find io cents for another copy. Such

Bee-Heepers-Attention
—

29,

Chicago,

Co., Nev.,

May

W. Ltell.

ID.

Bees in Fine Condition.
Bees are doing line here. Never before
have they come throujjh in better shape.
Frank Cole.
Mecosta Co., Mich., May 13.

Succeeding With Bees.

111.

have succeeded quite well my first year
with bees, as I just went into the business
last year, and did not know anything about
bees.
But by the help of the Bee Journal,
" A B C of Bee-Culture,'' and advice of some
kiud bee-men, I got along nicely, although it
was a poor year.
I kept my bees from swarming, and had
good, strong colonies for the late flow. I got
over 500 pounds of honey from 9 colonies,
while our neighbors" Ijees swarmed, and some
went away, and while the others did not have
enough stores to carry them through.
Miss B. L. Haokworth.
St. Clair Co., Mo., .May 13.
I

6omD and Extracted Honey!

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

IhoeewDo work for ua. Cow keepcrsal^ays
have moDey. We atari yon in business. Vou make
large profits. Easy work. We Enrnish caiiilal. Send
10 cents for full line of samples and i>ftrtii-ulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.
to meet

State price, kind and quantity.
~
199 S.Water St.,
Chicago

BURNETT & CO

R. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

ase

iUt,iiLioii iict:

juuTuai "wnen writing,

The-MUTH'S SPECIAL" lln^TF^o^^^^lZ
^^^^^-^^^—^^^—^——^—^^^^-^—
BOTTOM-BOARD
that

is

ABSOLUTELY- WARP-PROOF,

We

therefore the best dovetail Hive on the
have one by asking.

illustrated catalog explains it all.
You can
sell the finest Supplies at manufacturer's prices.

Our

market.

than
standard Bred Queens. None
EYE STRAIN
better

and

"MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS,"

our

BUCK-

of 3 = Banders
by return mail. 7Sc each;

Safe arrival guaranteed.

6 for S4.00.

THE FRED W. MUTH
'^F^se

CO.,

Front and Walnut

Sts.,

C1NCI^NATI, OHIO.

mention Bee Journal -when -wnunp:

Fine Season So Far.

We

are having a fine season here so far, and
between trying to farm, nail up and paint
hives and supers, and hiving swarms, I am
having a merry time, but one that suits betare having plenty
ter than last season.
of rain, and everything is growing fine. The
prospects for good crops and lots of honey are

We

F. W. Van
Ter., May 10.

good.

^HI/\t/\l/\l/\l/\l/\lAi/U/\l/U/\l/\l/\l/\i/\iAl/\i/\l/

Payne Co., Okla.

BEST=

De Mark.

Bush Clovep.

Honey For Sale i^
1 &xira6li6(l
ALL
60-POUND TIN CANS.
IN

•ff

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey JTc

Honey J/<C

This

is

White
Honey

This

known

West.
It is a
splendid honey, and
nearly everybody
who cares to eat
ral

sample of

Basswood Honey:

either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postfreight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7)i cents per pound
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
Basswood Honey, yi cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' HonCy.

By

—

;

immature condition of the specimen. In comwith other members of the same family,
honey-producing
it is undoubtedly a good
plant.— C. L. Walton.]

Worst of

^
^
^|
S^
^•
^'
^•

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
^:
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^'.
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^'
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^!

We

'

;

^

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

is

mon

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who

Prices of Alfalfa or

one of the bush-

rather ditlicult to determine, owing to the

ligrbt-colored

like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

is

clover species, but the exact identification

the wen-

soms. It ha's a
stronger flavor than

honey at all can't
get enough of the

A

is

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

the g-reat Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

age.

[The enclosed plant

the famous

Extracted
gathered io

Enclosed please tind a sample of a •' weed "
that grows in the timljer and along the roadsides of the woods, but not on the prairie al
all.
It grows about one foot high, and has
{rom one to 15 branches, and a pink or purple
like
cleome,
ijut
blossom, spike-shaped
smaller.
It is a very fine honey-plant.
Chaki.es M. Dakrow.
Vernon Co., Mo., April 2H.

^:

All

thought we

Springs for Bees.

had some very hard
springs for the bees, but this is the worst one
I ever knew, during the 38 years in which I
have Lieen a bee-keeper. We hare had just
one good, warm day, but before morning the
mercury had dropiJed from SO of the afternoon before to 28. Wind, snow, rain, cold
and clouds was the order of the day up to
I

had

Thursday morning. May

8.

when we had more

the forenoon. Toward
night it cleared with a gale from the north,
morning
of
tlie 0th, after the sun
and on the
had been shining two hours, the mercury
stood al 22, with the wind still on. Ice formed
fully one inch thick, and all of our fruit was
spoiled, unless, perhaps, as we hope, apples
may have survived un the later-blooming
trees, which were still in the bud form. Then
it
froze nearly as liard on the night of

or less

snow during

To mate cows pay. use sharpies Cream SepHrators.
Book il usiness Dairy inK&Cat.i:l2.tree.W.Che»ler.Pa

!
7

May

llie

An
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Italian (|ueen Free
We would like to
have our

rcfjular sub-

scribers (who best
know the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
subin gettinff
do not
scribers.
ask them to work for

NEW

We

us for nothint;', but
wish to sav that we

ami w

mil,

I

iiKiriihiif

of

Moncliiy

iiiclil.

tiuiicil colli

wt! liHii

had a while frost on the
It rained a little on

i>

IJlh.

till'

but

the i;ah,

Tuesilay,

It

ici' '„

or

inorninn. The hceb have
tci'Ui'ud iiolhiiii,' lint pollen so far this year,
unci a dose inspe ction of the basswood reveals
thai tlu) eiiilirvo hlossoms, at the base of the
incipient. Iciivt-s have assumed a brownish
color, whicli woi iM denote that they are all
If tln>- !•i so. the bees will have a huni
killed.
titnc, anti this sc c'lion will cut. no tijjure in the
wliitc honey mar kel durinir the fall of IHICJ.
(1. M. DOOI.ITTI.E.
Onondaga Co \. v.. May !.>.

WHS

:)

111

ihic'k

I

NEW

for sending us ONE
subscriber for a year, with $1.0(1 or 2
Oueens for sending 2 new subscribers,
etc. Remember, this offer is made only
to those who are now getting- the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these

IAN QUEEN

for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
expect to
and a Oueen forJl.SO.
be able to send them almost by return

Queens

each

;

up with our Red Clover Queen

mixed
on

offers

another page.)

QEORQE W. YORK &
141)

Erie Street,

CO.,

CHIC/>;0, ILL.

-

TRIAL
FREE
TEN DAYS
jmrchayt-d
on every
Wo

of ns.

bicyck-

nllowoil

ship on approval ti^any-mfin

U.S. or r.in;Hla.

irinn>iit

a

>',ii[ .hii-'.-^it.

1902 Models, $9 to $15
a '01 Models, best makes. $7 to $11
SOO Sccond-hsnd Wheels
uew,
1900

qU makes and models, good as

toftS. Giea.t Factory CUaring Sale
at Imlf factory cost. Tires.equipment,
sundries, all kinds, >4 reirular price.

$3
I

Ls:

AGEMTS WANTED
RIDER
in
towu to ritlecV-eshihit
every

'11102 ri' "del,

'A

:;aiii|ile

Apeittsmake money

agents' net prices and

II

uiir

MEAD CYGLE

1902

fa^t,

F«£"£"distrihuting
BICYCLE
rid' at "'ice
Miirtown.

cat'ilti^'iieyin,\
.<...

special
jll^l^'^^
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GO,

— Bee-Keepers* SuupliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Boot Co's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and sdip promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Bend for our I9<i2 catalog.
M. H. nUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich

Our Choice

honev-g'atherers is a
i°'
cross
between the Italian
and Caruiolan. A limited number of Nuclei and
and full colonies for sale. Healthy, vigorous,
and excellent workers. Address,
20A4t E. s. ROE, CLARISSA, TODD CO., MINN.

1U START TOU IN BUSINESS

We « ill j>resent you with the llrst you
take in to start you in a txooti payinp busiiie.ss.
Send 10 cents for full line of samples
j^'j

and directions liow to beirin.
"W4PFR PUBLISHlNfi CO..

Ready

for the

Honey-Flow.

Chicflro.

Ills.

;;i«h1

ill

in the mountains of late, so we will
have water for irri;,'ation, and 1 think we will
have a fair crop of honey.
This county will be represented in Denver,

snow

3-Fraffle Nuclei

For Sale.

liiitah Co., llah.

May

"

located in Kankakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,
and most of the bees show Italian markings. The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this year's rearing.
The Nuclei are 3-frarae Langstroth,
in light shipping-boxes.
Prices: 1 for
$3.00; 5 or more at !52. 75 each.
All are f.o.b. shipping-point, and will
be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 I3rie St., - CHICAGO, ILL,.

Factory
Prices

same (or THE SODTH, TENNES.SEE, KENTUCKY, WEST VIRGINIA, ILLINOIS and OHIO.

6.

Complete stock for 1902 now on hand.
freights from Cincinnati are the

The

lowest.
service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Catalog mailed free send for same.

Prompt

—

Stone for Bee-Cellar Wall.

The Standard Honey-Jars, Langstroth

On page -DT. " Illinois" asks the question,
" Which would you prefer to use for the walls
to which Dr.
of a bee-cellar, brick or stone

You will save money by buying from me.

V

Miller replies as follows:

" I don't, know. If there is no trouble
about keepinjx it warm enough, perhaps brick
might be better, for brick being- more porous
would allow more air to pass through the
wall."
I may say that I prefer stone to brick for a
cellar wall; because a stone wall may be so
built that it will be practically air-light; then
the ventilation can be controlled to suit the
weather conditions, which can not be done
with a porous wall. I would even provide
against the air coming in throu{;h under the
wall.

Then there is another thing, the air that
passes through a porous wall of a bee-cellar
will be made impure by the impurities with
which said wall will be saturated from cellar
air.
With a properly built stone wall it is
always sweet.
When I built my cellar wall I paid the men
by the day, and I had a definite bargain with
them that I should have the privilege to stand
right by them when the wall was being built
and boss the job, and I did, and all went
along plea.santly and well; but the building
cost more than the ordinary way would have
done, but it gives good satisfaction, and that
is a valuable consideration to me.
I ask
the Doctor's pardon, but may be he
will agree with me, after all.
S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada.

QUEENS— Try

Hives,

John Thokming.

May and

6

12

$5.00
7.00

$ 9.00

}5 00

$ 9 00
11.00

1

Untested
Tested

$100

Untested
Tested

$1.00
1.25

1.25

June.

C.

IF

YOUR GARDEN

don' t turn oiil w*'!!, I'lii-ii Kvei-vthiim Out of
4s-Incb Oardi-n Fence. TUe
It with PAGK lii-Biir.
e\x bottom wires are only - inches apart.
Close?

PAGE WOVEN niKK KKNCK CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
Please mention Bee Joumal w>ien wntiufe

Tennessee dueens
Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long--tongued
(Moore's), and Select, Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 3% miles
apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 214 miles:
within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'
e.xperience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount on large orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialtv. Discount after July 1st

WARRANTED

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
]4A26t

BLOCKER. Pearl

25,

City,

and

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bees For Sale.
.f-'i.eafie

SPRING HILL, TEXN.

Please mpntion Bee Joumal -when "writing.

"What Happened

to

Ted"

BY ISABELLE HOKTOX.

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
13Atf

OHIO.

Successor to Chas. F.Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

11.00

7.00

Select tested, $2.0U eacb, after June 1.
Breeder?, $£.uo eacb, after June 1.
We bepin mailing- Queens about May
Circular free.
fill orders in rotation.

D. J.

H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

GOLDEN QUEENS

ISEtf

lowest prices.

Orders taken for Queens— Golden Italians,
Rp:d Clover <.*ueens, and Cakniolans.
For prices 1 refer you to my catalog.

veil.

Months
Number of Queens

etc., at

Our Stock.

Davknport, Iowa, Dec. 31, VW\.
Your queens are fullj up to standard. The
houey queen that you sent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousingr colony when put
up for winter. The g-oldens can be handled

HONEY QUEENS

have arranged with a bee-keeper

W. Vangunuy.

G.

in .September.

Very truly yours,

144

Supplies Sr'
Distributor of

shape for the hoiiey-llow
when if comes. It lias been cold and windy
until the last few days. We have had rain and
Bees are

without smoke or

We

Beekeepers

,

We

mail.
(Please do not get these offers

&

OH

,

;

144

1

las

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITAL-

will mail

cts.

Headquarters

and Wednesday inornlnt,'
iin
Inch thick, and the lee

utrii In,

O. H. HYATT,
Shknandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
meutiot' Bee Joujnal

when

writing

Tliis is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton. the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
This particular short story 60 pages,
sad.
5x65i' inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address.

—

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
227

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

III.

Please meatloti Bee Jourtial
when writing Advertisers.

AMERICAN BEE lOURNAl.
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The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on

the other

'"tmtOH BOllt^

side.

An

HOWARD
is

the

M. MELBEE,
i-'ULi-

Size of

I anj so well pleased with the plan of natural swartniug with queens' winjjs clipped,
after trying all other plans used in such natural swarming, that I would as soon think of
going back to the box-hives as to return to
the old way of letting the queens have their
wings as nature made them.

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— When oideriug-, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

Larva or Worms.

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of Uerman silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring^-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

L.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a pood knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the *' Novelty " is lost, having- name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*tunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How

appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
g'ive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladY to a g^entleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' gices a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as tb^ ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or g^ive it as a Premium to the
one sending us ikree new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.vW.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK

d CO,

fl®"Please allov" "^bout two weeks for your knife order to be

Enthusiastic Queen-Clipper.

After an experience of 30 years, G. M. Doolittle has the following to say in tileanings in
Bee-Culture;

HONEYVILLE, O.
[This Cut

29, 1902.

Chicago,

III

tilieo.

Stachelhausen evidently thinks that

it

might not be a sate thing if every one should
take Mr. Hasty as authority, and consider it
Ills inalienable right to use names to suit himself.
In the Lone Star Apiarist he gives an
interview between himself and his storekeeping friend, V\'. Uere is part of the conversation:

"Friend W.," I said, "you know that
some people, not acquainted with bee-keeping, will very often use incorrect expressions,
and you have laughed when you told me of
it is with all branches of
trade and science. The better a man is educated the less wrong expressions he will use.
As we can not know everything, we all blame
him for ignorance. For instance, if a bee-keeper
It I make a
calls the queen a king-ljee, etc.
mistake of this kind in some branches of
science I am not familiar with, I am always

such occasions; so

if another man, Ijetter educated in this
branch of science, will correct me, as I do not
like to expose my own ignorance it I can
avoid it. So I think Hasty is entirely wrong

glad

Marshfleld

MaBMfactnriiig Company.

in this respect."

making- SECTIONS, and they are the best in the market.
Wisconsin BASSWOOD is the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEESUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

Our

specialty

is

Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention

Bee Journal "when wntins

INGHAM'S PATENT
24

Send
25Atf

I
•g
-^

^

Smokers
BINGHAM.

for Circular.

T. F.

^

BOYS

Harwell, Mich.

make money working
e

bee-keepers in

New York

s&mpUsto work with.

bRAPBR PUBLISHING CO.,Chtcago,iU.

it

to their interest to write to the

(in

glassed sections),

undersigned at once.

GEORGE W. YORK &

5
'^

144

&

i^

or Pennsylvania producing- either

White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey
find

fur us.

furnish cs[iit&l toslarlyon in basifor full in-dructiona and a line oE

n»s. StL.1 D3 10c Btaropa or eilver

Fancy Gl assed Co ml) Honey

Any
vpill

WE WAMT WORKERS

(Boys, Girls, oldandyouu^' alike,

years the best.

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

"0, no!" our storekeeper fell in, with a
smiling face; " I go with Hasty, whom I do
not know, as I am no Ijee-keeper. but I can
If
see at once the advantage of his opinion.
I fix up a glucose mixture and call it honej-,
or if I call some 'margarin the finest country
butter, and sell it that way, it is one of niy
inalienable rights, and you have to give me a
premium if I do not sell you axle-grease for
Ha! ha! do you see the point !"
butler.
"That will not do," said W. "this is
against the pure-food law."
"If it is against my personal liberty, if
somebody wants me to call these things by
the correct name, as Hasty says it is, then the
whole pure-food law is against this inalienable right, and consequently against the con;

stitution."

|
^
^•
^
^
^

The Wind and Wintering.
is a factor in wintering that is
Some speak as if
latitude must make an increase
of
an increase
The isothermal
in the severity of the winter.
lines do not by any means keep company with
the parallels of latitude. The wind may cut
more figure than either. Where I live the
wind thinks nothing of keeping up a lively
gait -4 hours at a stretch, with the mercury
not far from zero. I can easily imagine a

The wind

not sulticiently considered.

Md miles further north, and a good
degrees colder, where it will be easier
on outdoor bees than in this windy locality.
[It is not much wonder to me that Ur. Miller
has never been able to make a success of outdoor wintering in his locality. A lively gale
of wind for 2i hours on a stretch, with a zero
temperature, is something we do not have in
Medina, for perhaps more than one day in the
winter, although we may have several days
of high wind when the temperature is 20
above; but these are liable to be followed by
a warm spell, and it is not an unusual thing
during the winter for bees to have a flight.
Notwithstanding, however, we have made a
wintering at
great success with outdoor
Medina, I am coming to the conclusion that
place

many

Have You Seen Our Blue
NEEDED

THE

Cat-

APIARY.
IN
aloe' t." illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE;
at the
cypress
or
fir; freight paid; price-list free.
cedar,
red
steel,
galv.
from
Tanks

LOWEST

KRETCHMER

BEST goods
write for

it.

MFG.. CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Ke'ntla nd, Ind.

& Ouran,

Council Bluffs, lowii; Chas.

UKZU

Please Mention the Bee Journal Il^i^^^Sf....

—

!
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lioro, will
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riioru

economical in llic c<>tiBiiini)tion of stores, anti
^Ivo lis stroti^er colonifs {ov the lioricy-liow.
I may c'liaii^jo my iiiiiul; but that Is tin; way
the Bti'aws rouiut alH>ul Medina blow jusL now.
Kditok.J— Stiay Straw in(il«anin(,'8 in Boe-

—

»K .«!< jli jK jti <>14 jti

>J Jte

Adel

IjiieciisaiKi

Bees

^^J-f y^^

The

>»

siraidof yellow-banded bees.
Each, $l.ix». Ready

staiKlard

out by all advanced beekeepers in this country. But it must not be

These are

rule<l

forifotteri that tlii!advantai,'e

of movable-comb

and
if no advantatre is to be taken of the movable
feature — in other words, if the movable combs
are never to be moved, then it may be tho
is all

on

better plan to

American

sule of

tin*

the bee-keeper,

use box-hives.

Hee-Kecper upon

sprinjj; dwindliiif;,

Writing

in

the

a lar^e measure the natural i)rotection of
the bo.x-hive t<) the bees. This must be conceded, since bees in box-hives nearly always
pass this critical season of the year more successfully than do those in frame hives.
because colonies in the
larger box-hives usually have more and better
stores; that l.iy reason of the }?ood, ripe sealed
honey the bees winter better, and they are
stronger than if compelled to feed upon honey
that was sathered late in the fall. This is all
very true, and one of the essentials in the
prevention of sprinfj dwindling. But the natural advantages of the box-hive is seen further
in the fact of the combs being attached to the
cover-board, thus dividing the spaces between
the combs into so many little rooms. The
bees are enabled to regulate the heat of the
cluster earlier in the season, for it is held
right where it is needed. And by the time
the bees can Hy actively in the spring, there
are a large number of young bees ready for
duty.
it

is

11 yon care to know of Its
Fmite, Flowers, Climate
sample copy of Cali-

t
:

or ReBources, send for a
ornia^s Favorite Paper

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The leading

and Agricultural
Published weeklj,

Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely Illustrated,
ple copy free.

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Market
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says:

in

say

Calif
rkfni'a
Vi/aillUrillct

the subject of

W. W. McNeal

The movable-comb bee-hive, while it;;reatly
facilitates work in the apiary, compromises

You may

WENMAM, MASS.

22A41

-

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
5BS

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

$.75
90

lOtt
$1.40
1.70
l.SO

2S11S

$3.25
4.00
4.3S
4.S0
3.25

soft
$6.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
6.00

Alsike Clover
100
White Clover
1.00
1.90
Alfalfa Clover
80
1.40
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

W.

YORK & CO.

Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

FOR DECORATION DAY

In frame hives the air circulates freely all
around the combs, and unless the hive has
abundant protection from the cold, the actual
comb-space within the clusters that is sufficiently warm for brood-rearing is so small
that the colony barely holds its own till the
arrival of settled warm weather. The old
bees wear themselves out from exposure in a
vain
attempt to carry on brood-rearing.
With the air circulating freely throughout
every part of the hive, and a loose coverboard permitting the escape of warm air, the
conditions are about as adverse as they

the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets
at one fare for the round-trip within
a radius of 150 miles from startingpoint, on May 29th and 30th, with return limit of May 31st. When going
East, patronize the Nickel Plate Road.
Vestibuled sleepingf-cars on all trains
and excellent A la Carte dining-car
service. For detailed information address John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

could be.

Central 2057.

111

A

Dittmer's Foundation

Adams

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

Please meutiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WE MUST MOVE.
DUPLICATE.

is

a very

troduce the subject of honey,

I

>Kf

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
1''.—

The market

without

jh

special chatitfti from thui prcvailmu' early in
the niontli, with perhapH teKs dointf than waH
noticed at that time, white comb buney HelU
in a small way at H'ojISc for fancy, if white

clover and basHwood; other IcindH at l2''aH3c;
ambers of all ((fades and flavors are dull at
MrijjlOc.
Extracted unusually 'juiet with white
rang^in^ from t%0^%c\ ambers, ,-''i 5J4c; dark,
MtySc. ifeeswax still active at 32c.
R. A. BuRiCETT Sl Co.

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market

in ex-

i.s jjood with
prices lower. Amber^ for manufacturing- purposes, brings from
S%(<Pb%c: better grades fromT'^'Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 2~(cy30c,

tracted honey

The Fred W. Muth Co.
Albany, N.Y.,May 1.— Uoney market isdull.
Very little call now for any erade. Well cleaned
Beeswax, good demand,

6^6^c.

30fa.3lc.

H.R. Wright.
Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb

(rood. Market ranges as folin cartons, 15(a*i6c; A No.
No. 1, 13(^14c; honey in plass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7@7Kc: Florida honey, in bar-

lows:
1,

Fancy white,

14f(til5c;

rels,

Blakb, Scott A

6@6S4c.

LfSB,

Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. 1, 13faji4c; dark" and amber, Ilfai2c.
Extracted, white, 6J^(g.7c; dark and amber,
5Ca!6c. Beeswax, 2'>(3>30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
Cincinnati, May 8.— As the warm weather
iu, the demand lor comb honey is as g-ood
as over. There are no settled prices; for whatever is left, prices are made to force sales. Extracted honey is in fair demand and finds
steidy sales. Amter is sold in barrel lots for
S@554c: water-white alfalfa, sells from 6(a+6J^c,
and white clover bringrs from 6M@"c. Beeswax
scarce and brings 30(a3lc.
C. H. W. Wkbeb.

New York, May

19.— There is a limited decomb honey and prices rang-e as folFancy white, i4c; No. 1, white, 13c; amber, ll@12c; no buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market

mand

for

lows:

on extracted remains very inactive. Plenty of
supply with only fair demand. We quote:
white, 55^frt5'4c: light amber, S(g}5%c; southern,
in barrels, 50fai55c gallon.

Beeswax firm

at

from

30@32c pound, according^ to quality.

HiLDRETH & SeOELKBIV.

San Francisco, May

14.— White comb, 10@
amber, 7@10c; dark, b<^7 cents. Extracted,
5@— li^ht amber, 4H@
amber, 4@
Beeswax, g-ood to choice, light,
12)^ cents;

white,

—

—

;

.

dark, 24@25c.
Spot stocks are not of heavy volume. but there
is more offering than can be accommodated
with prompt custom at full current rates. Business now doing is mostly of a light jobbing
character on local account.

26(aiiSc;

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
*'

WANTED!

I

lieve that

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reproduoilon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing- to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal

Honev and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price 'delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
214o 214.S Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
.Mention the American Bee Journal.
21Atf

SO MUST THE BEE-HIVES.
200 10 fr.

WEBER,

vHCtr MUntT

and easy to make

you work for us. We will start you in
and furnish the capital. *Work
jliijrht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
'liiie of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.
if

'lousiness

,

Please ineiiiiou Bee Journai

when

writina

BEE=SUPPUES!
oooo^
irS

AT PRICE YOU WILL NEVER

y^/ii

35 Dovetail, S fr. 2 story. Ideal Supers, $1.00 each.
15 Dovetail, -S fr. 2 story, fcr extracting, $1 Oil each.
40 Dovetail, .S fr. 1% story. Ideal Supers, 90c each.
S Dovetail, 10 fr. 1% story. Ideal Supers. $1.00 each.
25 Lewis' Champion Chaff Hives, at $1.35 each.

Plenty of other goods

>;»-

sale.

made, 8 fr. l^-story, and
Write and say how many you want.

1000 St. Joe, best hive

'Phone

7— 22A1

and frequently leads to a

FOUNDATION and

Into Fonnflation

Chicago.

pretty thing: for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to in-

PROCESS that produces EVERY
I use a
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

fort fax

Street,

Celluloid Queen-Bntton

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

at prices that are the lowest.

>;*

set

GEORGE
146

>itf

honey remains

the order:

&

jti •ti ii/i ]t

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling' at \-i''j 15c. Extracted,

Seeds.

We

144

>j* >jv' >T* >?v >j»

Chicago, May

HENRY ALLEY,

Box-Hives.

•!<

AND BEESWAX

HONE,/

I

All selectii-sted Oueens.
to mail June 1. Cai. free.

Culture.

hives

;

^oors

/a/y/i-TgS-a

CATALOG

Special price on 10-frame St. Joe Supers.
Act at once. No More
These Prices When These Akk <^one. No agents wanted, no
private checks taken, cash only goes. No delay in shipping.
Uives crated in fives. First-class work.
ST. JOSEPH. MO.
E. T.
iu stock.
.\t

ABBOTT.

S.POUDER.
WALTER
MASS. AVE.
SI2

IMDMNAPOLIS.IMD.
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BEE=KEEPERS,

§

5ave Money by Buying

•'

Hives, Sections, Brood S
Frames, Extractors,
^

Smokers,
TtlLW.

g
S
jZ
X
S
S
S

T.

AND EVERYTHING
ELSE \OL' NEED, OF

FftLGONERMFG. CO.,

Jamestown,

N. Y,

i

-^^ Our

ffoods are g^uaraoteed of superior qaalitj in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Mmm

I
i

g
S
K
S
g

We
?i
z2

are

PRICES.

g

freight.

...

We quote an advance of THREE CENTS PER POUNDWHOLESALE AND RETAIL— in Comb Foundation.

W. M. Gerfish, E Nottingham,

ffS^

N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

Prices

In

01 Foundation

i

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER,

29, 1902.

H

a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

•7

May

much

HIGHEST

need of Beeswax, and pay the

in

Send us

all

you have

to spare,

either for cash or

trade.
flease mention Bee.Tounial -when wiitina

'

anii y<.u iiiuy

ti;iv.-

pjiit

"f

& Son,

Chas. Dadant

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 Ayou
wi.rk
it if

rncle Sum's jKniltry product pays
that sum- Send H)e for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulars.
business. Draper PublUhlagCo.Xbicago.lll.
f'.rils.

Bee Journal -when

Please mention

Hamilton,

II

SPECIAL DECORATION DAY RATES
over the Nickel Plate Road, at one fare
for the round-trip, within a radius of
150 miles from starting point. Tickets

on

sale

May

29th and 30th, good re-

turning from destination to and including May 31st, l'i02. Three through
daily trains in each direction between
Chicago, Cleveland. Buffalo, New York,
Boston and New England points.
Every facility offered for the comfort
of the traveling public. Fast time and
Meals in dining-cars on
low rates.
A la Carte plan. For particulars, write
or call on John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago.
6-22A1
"Phone Central 2057.

FREE FOR A MONTH

Please mention

and Sheep

has a hobby which Is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAQO, ILL,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
ii
S

ydu want the Bee-Book

aat c^T-ers the whole Apicultural Field
completely than any other published,

comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.

The

Root

best

Co., of

Branch
The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

Wm.

MasoD. Manager.
\o-2i

Would you
from Maine

NOWBY READY
QUEENS SUPPLY
which cannot be EXCEl.Lt;D, bred
"of

GOLDEN ITALIANS.the GREAT HONEYGATHERERS, having no SUPERIOR and

so highly

6 for $4.00.

2lAtf

111.

-

It's

used

:

Central Avk., CINCINNATI. Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

1.

Root Co.

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

GO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

$1.25.

SAKE ARRIVAL (lUARANTEED.
C. H, W. WEBER,

2146-2148

-

Chicago,

Nysewander,
Des Moines. Iowa.
,lno. Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
•
Lyonsville, Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,
Denver, Colo.

increase your profits ? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

recommendedCARNIOLANS;

Untested, $1.00 each; Tested,

-

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio
Bell Branch. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind,

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.

RED CLOVER or LONG-TONGUED ITALIANS, breaking all RECORDS in HONEYGATHERING; Untested, $1.00 each; 6 tor $5.00.
The

-

146 Erie

Jos.

Manager North-eastern Branch The A.

The above

RETURN MAIL.
Uniesied, 75c each;

Paul, Minn.

to California.

TO

EQUALS;

St.

&

144

THE

Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

few

St.,

Geo. W. Vork & Co.
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Walter S. Pouder,

MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE, Feb. 28, 1902.
A. I. Root Compant, Medina, Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am very, vekv pleased that yon are willing 1 should
recommend the Danz. hive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,
and have n'lt felt at litierty to recommend it over our regular hives. At first I
was prejudiced against it, but the sales have increased without recmmendations. and wherever 1 have siild they have bought atfaln and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and 1 am forced to the conclusion that it is the Best
J.B.MASON,
comb-Honey Hive on the market.

FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

nnder the SUPERSEDING CONDITION
the colony, from SELECTED MOTHERS.

Miss

Root Co.,
H. G. Acklin. Manager.
•
Shu Antonio, Texas.
Root Cii..
Tuepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. I. Hoot Co.. IJnii Md. Av..S. VV. Washington.
Saffell & HerricK. Managers.
The A. I. Root Co.. Han Icnacio 17 Havana, Cuba.
F. H. de Beche, Manager.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

STOCK

Jobbing Aereneies-

Offices.

Co., 10 Vine St.. PhilJidelphia, Pa.
A. Selser, Manager.
•
Syracuse. N. Y.
Root Co..
K. A. Salisbury, Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

J. B.

more

send fl.25to

-wIimh writint

^HIVE^

....

yon are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Bee Journal

THE DANZENBAKER

If

V¥ool markets

III.

-writina

,

GEORGE W. YORK &

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO., J^'SfcASaillT''
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Send

to

them

for

Bee Journal
QBORae W. YORK.

CHICAGO,

Editor.

ILL.

JUNE

5,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR

1902.

No. 13.

VIEW OF THE APIAFY AT THE CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, OTTAWA,
WITH HOUSE-'APIARY AND WORKSHOP ON THE RIGHT.

ONT.,

(See page 356.)
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BUYERS' GUI DEN? 70

their

^\

urmoiLto

tell

Ihe

1902.

5,

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up-to-date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.

Spring

We hm* been woriing
together on Ihit carr
(ogMf for thffy ye«n We
iiiiJef thia numbfr to be a:
(he idoJ Buycr'^ Cu>de &s (he
worW I«» ever leen We have done
OUT beat and our amsUnts h«ve done

J\

*S,

Why Not

liaTALOGUE AND

June

is

If you are

H.AVE YOU EVER TRIED

TRUTH

MONTGOMERY WARD 6r CO.

Perhaps you have long intended to, but never knew how
to begin. Why not start now? Our Catalogue No. TO, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to
H?^
roof with good things — the very best our active buyer could gather in
P10NTG0MCRY WARD
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— fust as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is our Famous Catalogue.
It can be found in over two
all winter, and believe that there never was a better opportunity for
million homes of thinking peos
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our wholesale prices — no
pie. Is it in yours?
middlemen — one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
READY. Over lOOO pages packed with the good things of
CJtTJtLOGUE SO. 70 IS
life — everything you use — gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world. Page after
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
SEEMS TO us THMT YOU OUGHT TO HJtVE Jt COPY. IVe want you to have one~so much so that we
There are so
ivilt furnish the book free and pay one-half the postage if you ujill pay the rest, fifteen cents.
many people in this country bubbling over with curiosity, or trying to get something for nothing, that uje are
acting
in good faith
compelled to make this trivial charge. It is only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are
about everylhing

tijted

of Chicago ?

hnnn

I

NOW

and are interested

in

our business.

IVhy not ask for

it

today, before you forget it?

Montgomery Ward
t^lease

Sp Co.,

mention Bee Journal wb.en

•

Chicago

-writrn^.

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Red Clover Queens
FOR

Long-Tong-ue Variety

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

& 146

E rie St., Chicago,

III.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as JecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— Georfre W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller. E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.
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The

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
Snb.scription Price of this .Journal

00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

.?1.

The "Wrapper-Label Date

1902 FREE!

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOI" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon application.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—Warranted Purely Mated

We have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
Although fully 95 percent of
for us during the season of 1901, to fill our orders this season.
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will be
warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our present subscriijers to have one or more of these money-maker
CJueens.
We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better Queens, if
that is possible.
He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these tine, " long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first
come first served " beginning as early in June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than the past season), as a much larger number of queen-rearing nuclei will be run.
(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have received the new one, no matter from whom you order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherwise ordered.

—

—

A Warranted Queen

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS,
In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order as follows:
Xo. 1. For sending us the names and addresses of two new .subscribers to the American Bee .Journal and $2.00, we will mail you one of these queens free.

—

—
—

No. 2. Or, for sending us one mm subscription at $1.00, and 30 cents more ($1.30), we will
mail you a queen, and the Bee -Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 3. Or, send ua $1.60 and we will send to you the Bee .Journal lor one year, and also
a queen.
This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help swell the
list of readers of the old American Bee Journal.
We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of tliese Queens. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Editorial.

Ho, for Denver! —There seems to be
much enthusiasm among Western Ix'e-keepers
with regard to the conTention to

lie

held Sep-

tember in Denver. They have had excellent
local eouventions in that region, and with the
addition of others from outside it is likely to
be one of the most notable National conventions ever held.

5,

1902,
should

something like this:
Bees have some discrimination in the matter of collecting ]>ollen, and it there is an
over-supply in the hive they will let up on the
gathering, no matter whether they have a
queen or not. When a colony loses its iiueen,
the workers keep right on gathering pollen

not prefer the colony with shorter tongues

is

when the combs begin to
be well supplied with pollen then they desist
from gathering. So when a colony is carrying in no pollen, it shows that it has been
just the same, Init

queenless for some time.

— It seems a little strange

to us Americans to see in the British Bee
Journal mention made ot improved boxes for
sending sections of honey by mail.
We

Combs

Starters, Full Sheets, and
for Sivarnis. Not infrequently the

question

is

couldn't afford

says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture:

Honey by

3IaiI.

it in this country, but, with all
our boasting, Johnny Bull is away ahead of us
with his " parcels post "
to send things
cheaply by mail.

Using

Pear-Blight and

Bees.— The

the bees are responsible for

"

if

not

much

SIO.OOO,

of the

dam-

all,

and

his loss this season

up

time
of the report, at not less than 1000 tons of
fruit on 0000 trees.
Just how the discrepancy
between his view and the views of others can
be accounted for remains to be seen.

Sweet Clover in Ohio.— A

to the

bill

was

in-

troduced in the Ohio legislature intended to
kill sweet clover in that State.
Instead ot
sweet clover being killed, it seems that the
bill itself was killed, according to the following item from Gleanings in Bee-Culture:

The iniquitous sweet-clover

bill

that

was

introduced in the Ohio legislature has been
killed,

and

killed so

dead that

I

hope no suc-

ceeding legislature will
measure like it. This
bee-keepers, when they
to the members of their

try to pass another
only illustrates that
are united, and write
legislature, can exert
a powerful influence.
It it had not been for
the bee-keepers ot New York the new anti-

adulteration honey law would not have been
passed.

^

into a hive

bees are carrying in large loads

is

generally considered a sign of queenlessness,
and that is probably all right; but the con-

by no means always true, that when
bees are carrying in pollen they have a laying

verse

is

queen.
Most bee-keepers have probably
noticed that a queenless colony has an unusual

amount

of pollen in

its

advice to

combs.

mix these when hivG. M. Doolittle

swarm.

all

is,

frames

filled

Italians

with comb."

That would

and Red

M. Leger says

Clover.

— Discussing

in

Le Kucher Beige

ISOO, we received an Italian
"October,
queen, but she was small, dark, and insignificant to such a degree that it was hard to distinguish her from the workers. However, in
the summer ot I'.'OO she built up an enormous
population, which, however, gave no more
surplus than the Ijlacks. The last harvest
came at the beginning of August, and this
Italian colonj', which had hung out during
the excessive heat, received a super of frames
simply furnished with starters. Fifteen days
later, upon the visit ot a friend, we opened
it was completely filled.
So in
this super
two weeks this colony had built 10 extracting
combs 13x0';., had iilled them with honey,
and sealed them. The combs were beautiful,
of an immaculate whiteness, almost transparent. Other colonies with black bees had
at the most one or two pounds of honey in
;

their supers."

Circumstances were such as to warrant him
thinking that the great advantage ot this
one colony was in its working on red clover.
in

Are Long Tongues of Value?— With
the passing of time

it

ought to

l^e

possible to

get an unprejudiced answer to this question.

is

that

seems to be settled

is

that

a decided difference in the length of

different tongues.

extra

a colony

that

should

At the same time

it

with s)iort

the larger crop,

get

why
'.

looks reasonable to sup-

pose that wherever there

is

any plant

like red

clover with corollas too deep for ordinary

tongues— and

it

may be found
ot tongue

m jst

is

possible that such plants

quite generally

mean

—extra

length

extra storing of honey.

However great may be the value ot tongueit may be that it will be wiser to

length,

measure the crop
tongues that stored

stored

rather than

the

it.

L/abeling Honey with the producers'
name and aildress is the proper thing it the
producer retails it himself. It he sells bis
crop to a dealer, then he should omit his
name and address unless the dealer gives him
permission to label it.

and has been ever

the question of getting honey from red clover,

there

happen

tongues

comb foundation came

into use, to use
only starters in the frames in hiving swarms,
or else till all frames with foundation, or give

since

One thing

Bees Not Carrying Pollen
when other

My

a

to

Pacific

estimating his loss on his crop
of Bartlett pears last season, due to blight, at
age,

—

how

asked

upon them

ing

all

Rural Press contains a report from Charles
Downing, who covered trees with netting to
note the result. He seems to conclude that

No. 23.

if the bees
would stop carrying pollen as soon as queenless. Possibly the

not be the case
truth

^-

JUNE

ILL,

length,

As

to the importance of

opinions

have varied from

thinking that bees should be valued in exact
proportion to the length ot tongue, to thinking that length of tongue is not worth conProbably neither extreme is
sidering at all.
correct. The thing that is desired is to have
the largest possible crop of honey; and if it

Retail Packages for Honey.

— In

the

Ontario convention reported in the Canadian Bee Journal, the
thought seemed to prevail that in the country
it was not necessary to have less than from '.'O
to 60 pounds in a package, while in the cities
half-pound packages were needed. J. B. Hall
put the matter tersely by saying, " The larger
discussion

in

the

the city the smaller the package."

Extracted

— In the
little

Honey— Which

i.s

Right ?

Progressive Bee-Keeper, Editor Doo-

quotes

some withering accusations

against bee-keepers, in which they are charged

with putting on the market extracted honey
it hurts the market
more than the adulteration with glucose, and

so vile in character that
says:

" Bee-keepers, as tar as I know, take every
precaution to put nothing but the best before
the public at the present time."

The difference in these two views is very
extreme; both can not be right. Do beekeepers themselves put on the market that
which is unfit to eat, or is there nothing but
extracted honey ot the best quality to be
found ?

Low

for Extracted Honey,

Price

X-Rays " in the Rocky Mounaccording to
tain Bee Journal, is not so much due to adulterating foes as

it

is

to

bee-keepers themselves.

the bad practices ot

He

says:

Ot course, the presence of large quantities
of glucose mixture labeled "honey," and
offered eheaii, has a depressing effect on the
price of pure honey, especially if the mixture
and pure honey bear any resemblance in
quality and taste. There is so little difference

between glucose honey and thin, unripe pure
honey (and that is the character ot much of
the extracted honey found in the city mar-

AMEKICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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kets) that the consumer can not detect it.
Both are so vile that the consumer is soon disgusted and quils trying to eat it, and thus is

the demand lessened and the
for really good honey. Here
the apparent over-production.

market spoiled
is

the root ot

The remedy is to put only first-class goods
on the market, in which case he thinks it will
be difiieut to meet the demand.
Relative Size of Bees.— Locoppe Arnold, in Le

Kucher Beige, takes comfort

in

the thought that workers are the smallest
members of a colony of bees. Suppose the
order were reversed, and the drones were
smallest and workers largest,

be

made

of excluder-zinc

what use could

'.

apiart of

t. s.

apker, of LTCOMINQ

more commonly

cultivated plants, but of
others in the extensive collection of
native and introduced plants grown on the
grounds ot the Central Experimental Farm.
A large number of farmers and fruit-growers visit the apiary every year, and every
facility is given them to examine the work
and to avail theniselres of the inforumtion at
the disposal ot the apiarist. Mr. Fixter is an
enthusiast, who is thought by Canadians to
be the right man in the right place, and is
well known to many of the fraternity in the
United States, who have met him al the anJames Fletcher.
nual conventions.

many

Weekly Budget.

\

The Buffalo

Convention Report

pamphlet form was mailed

to the

I

in

membership

shown by the published
seems that some have
not read the Report carefully, and so are

of the Association, as
list

But

of names.

it

sending us 25 cents for the copy we mailed
them, when it says on pages 11 and 12 of the
Report that the Association voted to have the
Buffalo convention proceedings put in booklet
form for the members. The Association pays
for it, so the members need not pay again for

We

may

sa.v

further that

we have had

the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Fixter at several of

our National conventions.
a very neat apiary.

We

He

certainly has

think bee-keepers,

both in Canada and in the United States,
would be glad to hear from Mr. Fixter.

the Report.

The Canadian Experimental Apiart is
shown on the first page. We are permitted
our readers, through the kindness of Prof. James Fletcher, Entomologist
and Botanist of the Dominion Experimental
Farms, who wrote us as follows
to present

it

to

In the autumn ot 1S93, in response to many
representations made to the Honorable Minister of Agricilture, arrangements were made
for the institution of an apiary at the Central
Experimental Farm at lllawa, in the extreme
west ot the Province of Ontario. This work
was placed under the supervision of the Entomologist and Botanist; but the practical management of the work was entrusted to Mr.
John Fixter. the Farm Foreman, who has had
considerable experience as an apiarist, and
who has carried out all the experiments
which have been tried from the beginning of
this work until the present time, and which
have been reported upon year by year in the
report of the Division of Entomology, which
forms part of the general report of the Ex-

Close Satirdats at
mers and friends

will

1

p.m.— Our

custo-

kindly remember that

beginning with July 1, for three months we
will close our ofHce and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Nearly all other lirms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

CO., PA.

In the picture will be noticed in the backhills where there are plenty of

ground the

basswood, also on the west side ot his apiary
are hills ot the same, surrounded with good
pasturage of basswood, where nectar is gathered by his strain of bees, which are mostly
blacks and Italians.
Now a word about Miss Nellie, daughter of
Mr. Apker, who is also taking a great interest
I am sorry that in the photo the
in bees,
readers are not able to see the colony of bees
which she owned at the time I was there, it
being on the south side of the apiary, and,
therefore, not shown in the picture. This
was a runaway swarm which she hived herself, being stung some.
But this did not discourage her in the least. She is quite a help
in her father's apiary, and takes a great interest in the busy bees.
Tlirough the effort of Mr. Apker and two
other men. who helped him during the last
flood in December, his apiarj' was saved.

Near the apiary Hows the Lycoming creek,
which overflowed its banks, endangering the
apiary from being flooded or washed away.
There was 10 inches of water in it, which
it necessary to move the bees to a higher
location.
Some bee-keepers lost their entire
apiaries during this Hood, and some lost from
.50
colonies, which was (luite a loss to
40 to
many in this section. This was also true ot
Loyalsock creek, which overflowed, and
caused bee-keepers to lose their apiaries. Mr.
F. A. Hayes lost .50 colonies during the flood.
He is also an extensive bee-keeper in this
county. I am sorry to say that many beekeepers lost their apiaries in that flood.

made

W.

I

perimental Farms.
A suitable space was chosen near Mr. Fixler's house, where the colonies could be conveniently watched and attended to. About
50 colonies has been the average capacity ot
this apiary, and some interesting experiments
have been tried. Among these may be mentioned the testing ot various comb founda-

and when milled at dillerent temperatures, heavy and light sheets
tions as to ([uality,

made with

different mills; the wintering of

cellar, in a pit dug in hill-side, in a
house-apiary, in a root-house, and out-of-

bees— in a

doors, with various protections: experiments
with different degrees of artificial heat in the
cellar, with a careful record ot the temperatures and the results; the feeding ot sugar
syrup for winter stores; experiments with
the hou.se-apiary against the open apiary in

and also experiments to decide
whether bees could puncture sound fruit of

summer;

various kinds.

Records have been taken of the weights of
colonies daily during the summer, and also ot
the various plants in bloom which were particularly attractive to bees, not only of the

The Apiart of
Co., Pa.,

is

T. S.

Apker,

of

Lycoming

presented herewith, through the

kindness of Mr. W. H. Helm, who visited
and sent us the following concerning it:

About

21 miles north of

Williamsport,

it,

in a

located the apiary of Mr. T. S.
Apker. who is an extensive bee-keeper. When
a little boy he took great pleasure in his
father's apiary, by helping his father what he
could until at the age of 10 years, when he
began to have bees ot his own, and has been a
Howsuccessful bee-keeper for 22 years.
ever, in the year ISill, misfortune came to
him, as it does to nearly every bee-keeper.
At that time Mr. Apker lost 4.5 colonies with
that dreadful disease- dysentery. This did
not discourage him in the least, tor he made
a new start, and has now an apiary of 12.5
colonies in good condition.
The apiary is located in an orchard with
grape-vines as shade. A better location could

small town,

is

hardly be found for basswood honey, which
He works his apiary mostly
is his main crop.
tor comb honey, and a little extracted, but
finds good sale tor all the comb honey in his

neighborhood and

in W^illiamsport.
that Mr. Apker uses are of his
own make, and are somewhat on the same
principle as the Langstroth. The supers are
made the same as the T-super, using the 4openiug sections with wood separators. The
finest comb honey I saw last season was produced at this apiary, and was of the finest
quality, being the best filled sections and of
nice basswood flavor.

The hives

Rearing Our

Own

H. Heim.

Queens.

W. H. Pridgen, although
queen-breeder, seems to think

a
it

well

known

well for bee-

keepers largely to rear their own queens. In
an article in Gleanings in Bee-Culture he says:

The tendency on

the part of honey-proto a greater extent than ever before,
their
own
not
only because a larger
to rear
proportion of those reared at home give better results than those transmitted through
the mails, all else being equal, but because
the essential conditions for the production of

ducers

is,

—

the highest type are more generally understood.

Bees are no longer regarded as bees without
considering their (lualities; but each progressive bee-keeper is continually on the lookout
for superior honey-gatherers and other desirable traits shown by individual colonies.,

The ability to rear our i|ueens from the best
mothers, and control their mating to some
extent by weeding out and i>reveuting the
production of objectionable drones, and thus,
step by step, make ijermanent improvements
in the working (lualities ot our bees, not only
increases our proflts, but lends enchantment

*

to pleasure.

Next

Week

we

will be able to

announce

about rates and accommodations for the Denver convention in Septem-

something
ber.

definite

,

June
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to please tho.se who want to buy honey. A gentleman comes
in to see me occa.sionally, and twits me with what Dr. Miller here will enjoy very much, as it is a joke on me.
He
was in one day, and wanted to know if we could hell honey
"Oh, yes," I said, "we have the reputation
at a high price.
here for selling honey at a high price." There was a gentleman standing right beside me who wanted to buy some
honey. I turned to him and said,
you \vant to buy
some honey " He said, " Yes, but I want to buy it cheap."
" Certainly," I said, " we sell cheap." He said to me, "I
just heard you tell that man that you sold for a high price."
There is just this about it The man who has goods to sell
watits to sell dear, and the other man wants to buy cheap.
It is a little ditlicult to please both of them, but we try to

ia,ja,ja,je^v^ie^ia^is^iii.ja^ia,ja^iS.J^i^i^}t

Convention Proceedings,

"Do

'!

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

:

Dec. 5, 1901.

strike a

BY A SHORXnANI) RKI'ORTER.
(Continued from patre

341.)

happy medium.

Mr. Dunn — I want to take exception to Mr. Burnett on
this question. It is the duty of every man who produces honey
if it is a good article, he can afford to stand on
to brand it
if it is a poor article, he will soon find it out, and
that
know what the market for it is. I brand all my honey all
my cases and I stand on my record and guaranty, and there
is no trouble about it.
I would recommend every bee-keeper
that is what gives it a standard. Make
to brand his honey
a reputation for yourself by sending proper goods to the
market, and proper weights, and there will be no trouble
about selling your honey.
Mr. Horstmann I think we have to satisfy the people
we are buying honey from. I don't believe it is necessary
to stamp honey, if we are selling it to commission men who
are going to sell it again. In my own neighborhood I
would put my stamp on. They would notice that stamp.
But in sending it to a commission firm, I would not do so.
After I have sold the honey to them, it doesn't belong to me
any more, and I don't think it is right to put my nameon it,
unless they want it on. It all depends on the party who is
buying the honey if he wants it, all right if not, it should
be left off. If I had a lot of honey to sell in that way, I
would ask, " Do you want the stamp left on or ofif ? " and if
I was told to leave it off, it would be left off.
Mr. Riker If I were to buy honey from commission
men, I would much rather the name of the producer would
be on the case of honey then I would not be afraid that
the honey had been tampered with in any manner.
Mr. President This is comb honey, Mr. Riker.
Mr. Ricker I would have the producer's name on it, if
I were going to buy honey of a commission man. as that
would be a guaranty that it was good honey. That is the
way I would look at it I think other people would do as I
would do in that respect.
;\lr. Burnett
Does a fact of a name being on a section
of honey guarantee that it is good ?
Mr. Riker Not necessarily.
Mr. Burnett — Then that doesn't amount to anything.
Mr. Riker If the producer puts an article in the hands
of commission men with his name on it the man who buys
it would expect that the producer was honest, or he would
not want his name on it.
Dr. Miller Like most questions, this one has two sides
If I have comb
to it, and I think it may have three sides.
honey, and am supplying the market, if I am known even a
little bit as an honest man, people get to know the honey
that I sell, and I put my name on it. Say where one of you
people
live, you have the reputation there of being honest
will buy your honey and would rather buy it than any other,
and in that case it is well to have the name on it. if you are
the producer. Your grocerj'man will prefer it. providing
that you produce good honey. Here is another case, in
which a man has a trade. Suppose that I were selling
honey iu Chicago, and going around and delivering it. I
must buy from you producers now I would rather not have
the name on, because I have a trade of my own that I am
building up. If one of you should say to me, " I am willing
to supply you that honey, but I want my name on it," I
would say, " No, I have built up my trade, and have taken
pains to get customers, and I am entitled to get credit for
the work I have done. I want to sell my honey that simply
goes as my own, and I don't want any name on it and if
you don't like that, you don't need to sell the honey to me."
If a man were doing a large enough business, so as to produce an amount to supply largely any one of the large markets, it might be possible that he would prefer to have his
name on it, because it would be handled largely, and his
name on it would have its advantages, and the dealers
might want it on. The same as I have in mind now the
Atwood Clothing people handle the Rogers, Peet & Co.'s
;

THE PKOimCEH'S NAME ON COMB HONEY.
" Should the producer put his name on the sections

;

an<l

—

about it ?
Mr. IJurnett

—

—

;

—

I don't think that was really established
Well, I don't know, where
a market controller.
people are sending honey to a large market, whether or not
it is any advantage for the names of the producers to be put
on the shipping-cases. As a matter of fact, my experience
has been that it is a disadvantage, as a whole. I presume
it would be conceded by most of you that the best honey is
the honey that a person likes. It is immaterial what the
name of it is, or where it was gathered. When the people
can see the name of John Jones, of Colorado Springs, Colo.
on the honey, tl\ey might say, " Oh, I have seen that place
out there; that honey is all gathered from wild stuff; I
guess it is not very good I would rather have some clover
honey." On the contrary, if he wants some of that honey,
if you don't happen to have any of it, and you let him taste
something else, why he says, "' Yes, that is what I am looking for." He will give it a name, and tell you what honey
it is, which may be quite the contrary to the fact, but he is
entirely satisfied that that is the honey he wants. I have,
as a matter of fact, lost sales of honey from the fact that the
producer's address was on the cases. For years we used
to scrape the names off the cases, so that people would buy
on their judgment, and not on their prejudices. Thequestion was up this afternoon, while I was here, with regard to
sweet clover honey, as to the taste of it, and its tasting
strong. There is a gentleman of means in this town, who
perhaps for years has bought a case of honey of us nearly
every autumn, and has happened to get something that
suited him, so a year ago he came; he is a man about 60
years old, and in business, a man of more than ordinary
intelligence.
He bought a case of honey, and in two or
three days he came back. I happened to see him when he
came in. He went up to the cashier's window and asked for
a bill for the case of honey he had bought at such and such
a time. He got it, and after he had the bill receipted, having paid it, he came over to where I was sitting, and said
" I bought a case of honey here the other day, and it has
got to be like everything else, you can't get any honey that
is pure and fit to eat
I want to send that case of honey
back." "Well," I said, "all right, sir." So he got his
money back, having returned the honey. As soon as I saw
it, I knew, of course, what the trouble was
he got a nicelooking case of sweet clover honey, but he didn't know anything about sweet clover honey, only that it tasted wrong.
People have heard that honey from certain sections of the
country is not good others have heard that the honey from
that same section is very good, but if they have an opportunity of judging what the article is, for themselves, and
not by the printed matter that is on it, so that their prejudice will prevent there buying something that they really
want, it often results in sales otherwise it might be a loss.
This is from an experience running over 25 years, and when
people really ask me, honestl)', whether their names ought
to be put on, I tell them, as a matter of fact, for sale in this
market, it ought not to be. But in nearly all cases we are

— that

I

am

;

:

;

—

;

;

misunderstood they say we want to sell something on
which we are making a greater profit, therefore we don't want
their names also that people will want to buy this honey
and won't take any other, and so on. Now that isn't fair
we want to sell all the honey we can we at the same time
want to satisfy the people who buy it. Why, if there was no
one to buy the honey we couldn't sell it, so we are as
anxious to please the party who has honey to sell as we are
;

;

;

;

—

—

cases of the honey he sends to markets ?
Pres. York Mr. Burnett, you are one of the men %vho
control this market so Mr. Dunn said what do ro« think

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—
—

—

—

:

;

:

—

ready-made clothing, and tlie Atwood people want that
name on those goods, because they are supplying those par-
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There might be such a case in
ticular g'oods to the trade.
handling honey, where both sides would want it the same
thing applies to the Diston saw any dealer in hardware
would be glad to have the stamp of " Diston " on their saw
goods, because the}' will sell better for it. It is a matter of
mutual understanding. I think it must be conceded, that if
any man wants his name on his goods, it ought to be on,
and if any one does not want to handle it, he doesn't need
I have some doubt about the propriety of having
to do it.
commission men, or any dealer, scratch off the name from
the cases; I very much doubt the rightfulness of that. Then
there is that matter of prejudice which has been spoken of
here. It is a poor rule that won't work both ways.
The
very fact that people are prejudiced might work good for
the producer as well as it might work harm. A person is
prejudiced in favor of a certain kind of honey, so he buys
It works both ways, but I very much doubt whether you
it.
will settle the question here
people will do as they please,
and every one of you who produce honey, if you want j'our
name on it, you have a right to put it on.
Mr. Moore There is one thing that occurred to me. I
am actually spending five cents a pound in expenses and
advertising, to put honey on the market; that entitles me
to have my name printed on every pound of- honey I sell.
My customer wants uniformity. If I give him, this time,
honey that Mr. Baldridge produces, the next time Dr. Miller's, then honey that Mr. York or Mr. Dadant produces,
there is a lack of uniformity, and he will think right off " If
this man gets his honey from Dadant, and Baldridge, and
York, and some one else another time, I don't want it "
whereas, if it all comes with Moore's name on it, the uniformity will strike him and help sell the honey.
Dr. Miller If Mr. Moore has a customer, and he sells to
that customer some honey that he likes very well, and it has
my brand on it, the person may find out that he likes my
honey best, and he will buy his honey from me, or whoever
produces it Mr. Moore will lose his sale. There is a question whether I would gain in that instance.
He is working
and spending five cents a pound to make his market oug-ht
he not to get the benefit of it rather than I? We must look
at both sides. Looking at it from my side, I might say, " I
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:

;

;

—

:

;

—

:

—

don't care I want to get the credit for it " but if I want to
be entirely honest, he ought to have some reward, if he is
expending money to build up his trade.
;

•

;

— If

I sell my honey to Mr. Moore, Mr.
Moore's honey. He is responsible to
his customers for that honey, and I am not responsible to
his customers, only to Mr. Moore; so I think it is perfectly
right, if the buyer wants the name left off, he should have
it left off.
If any man buys honey from me. I don't care
whether my name is on or not if he doesn't want it on, 1
won't put it on. If j-ou insist on putting your name on it,
it will lose you lots of customers.
If I were buying honey,
I could get all 1 wanted without any name on it
and if
some one selling me honey wanted to have his name on it,
and insisted on its being on, I would buy from somebody

Mr. Horstmann

Moore

will sell that as

;

;

else.

— move that we allow every bee-keeper to do
Stowe — believe as Dr. Miller does on several

Dr. Miller
as he pleases.

Mr.

I

I

sat in the grocery-store last evening, and a man
came in and said: "Have you any of Stowe's honey on
hand ? " I was standing there, but he did not recognize
me. The grocer said " Yes, I have it it has his name on
it."
Then the man said, "I want some I know it is pure
I bought some in Chicago a few days ago, and my folks
didn't like it at all, so I want some of Stove's some that is
pure."
name on that honey was a recommendation for
it
but if I were going to ship honey to Mr. Burnett, I

points.

I

;

:

;

;

—

My

;

would leave off the name.
Pres. York — I should like to know what right Mr. Stowe
has to put /lis name on it, when his zct'/e is the bee-keeper
Mr. Stowe — It is an old stamp— it didn't have " Mrs."
on it. [Laughter.]
I

(To be continued.)

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards fcr
such effort.
ers

—

Contributed Articles.
Bees Started in the Brood>Nest
Seriously Interfere Hith Starting in Supers.
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

Does Getting

Mr. Doolittle asks me
ONmj-page
unbelief
the statement "that

reasons for
allowing bees to

to tell the

311,

in

get started storing in the brood-nest seriouslj' interferes
I am very glad to reply to
the man to whom I owe not a little for some of the things I
have learned about bee-keeping.
I do not see that the first quotation from Mr. Boardman
conflicts in the least with my belief.
I think that no beekeeper of any experience ever expected his bees to begin
storing in supers while there is plenty of vacant space below.
I should be glad to understand how that conflicts with
what I believe to be the fact that starting to store in the
brood nest does not seriously interfere with their storing in
supers.
The second quotation from Mr. Boardman is given
without saying where it is to be found, and, taken from
its setting as it is, I do not know its full bearing
do not
know what time is " this time," nor the conditions involved
so I cannot say whether it conflicts with my belief or not.

with their storing in supers."

—

—

If I am not mistaken, storing in any aiad every case, in
accordance with the first quotation from Mr. Boardman,
begins in the brood-nest possibh', to be more exact, in the
brood-chamber or brood-combs which, however, does not

—

materially alter the case.

—

The

bees

first store in

the brood-

Moreover, a writer for whose opinions I have much respect is very positive in the opinion
based on very careful observations that no bee coming from
the fields ever goes straight to the super to deposit its load,
but leaves it always in the brood-nest. Afterwards, it is
carried by younger bees into the super, providing there is
not room for it in the brood-chamber. If, however, there is
room for it in the brood-chamber, in the brood-chamber it
will be left, no matter how strong maj' have grown the

chamber

till it is filled.

habit of storing in supers.

One j-ear, a good many years ago, I thought I might
prevent swarming by giving additional room in the broodchamber for the queen to occupy. I put one. two or three
empty combs in the middle of the brood-nest. If three combs
were given, the bees promptly filled them with honey, in
spite of the previous habit of storing in supers, and only
when the queen was ready to use those combs were they
emptied out for her.
When I used 10-frame hives, there was more honey stored
in the brood-nest than I find in 8-frame hives, and if the
harvest began with empty combs in the brood-chamber
those empty combs had to be filled before work was done in
the super, and I would rather have that white honey in the
super; but when the brood-chamber was filled I could not
see but the bees went to work in the super just as willingly
as if they had earlier formed the habit of storing in the
super. Perhaps that does not exactly express the thought.
Bees are creatures of habit, and after storing in a certain
place, other things being equal, they will go on in that place
more readily than they will commence in a new place. But
always the desire to have their stores near the brood-nest is
stronger than the habit of storing away from it. and they
will store elsewhere onlj- when compelled for want of room
What I mean is, that after filling
in the brood-chamber.
up two or more combs in the brood-chamber they will then
as readily form the habit of storing in the super as they
would have done in the first place if they had not had those
two or more combs to fill.
I think I have seen stated in forcible language by the same
writer whom I have mentioned, that when the old queen is
succeeded by a virgin queen the bees during her virginity
devote their energies to filling the brood-chamber with
honey, and then when the youngqueen begins laying the
honey is rushed above and the supers tilled with marvelous
rapidity that, in spite of the fact that the bees have been
fixing the habit of storing in the brood-chamber. Does Mr.
Doolittle think he would get any more honey if. during the
time that the young queen has not yet commenced to lay he
would fill the brood-chamber with dummies so as to force
;

the bees to continue the habit of storing in the super

?
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Clive a colon)' an cxtractinff-siipcr, and keepit restrictod
to tliat one story, cniptyiiit; it often cnoiiph to ff'^'C them
room, and after liavinfj the habit of storinf;- in that one
story continnod diirinff tlirec weeks time, Kive tlicm a
second story without emptying the first, and see if tliey
will not as promptly enter the second super as if it liad been

given two weeks sooner.
It is probably the truth that habit has its bearing, but
not enough to be a serious hindrance that bees always prefer to have their stores as near as possible to the brood-nest,
and store away from it only when compelled to do so; that
after having continued the habit of storing in the supers no
matter how long a time they will always change to storing
that they
in the brood-chaml)er if room there is given
always begin storing in the brood-chamber before storing in
sections and that the length of time they continue storing
in the brood-chamber has no special bearing upon their
hesitancy to Ijegiu in the supers.
Mr. Doolittle wants me to give a better plan if I have
one. As no plan has been mentioned I do not understand
If he will say to what plan he refers I
to what he refers.
will be delighted to give him a lietter one — if I have one.
But I have not been aware that we have difl'ered in any plan
that might be affected by a difference of belief as to the
McHenry Co., 111.
things that are herein mentioned.
;

;

;

Question,

"Do Robber-Bees
HV

Sting

?"— Answered

in

—

;

— vitality spent in honest toil
contrasts largely with the other, though the novice may be
wholly unable to determine a robber by its color.
Upon approaching a hive— and I might say any hiveeven its own a robber-bee will hover over the entrance
just out of the reach of the guards, very much as a sparrowhawk will flutter above a certain spot in some grassy, weedy
field when watching for a mouse.
There is anything but pleasantness in an apiary where
the bees have acquired the habit of robbing. On behalf of
the little honey-bee, and the g^ood graces of every reader of
this Jowrnal who has the care of bees. I beseech you to use
great care not to provoke them to rob. Their mission is a
noble one, and they should not be tempted to pursue an
ignoble one through the careless exposure of sweets.
I would be pleased to hear from others upon the subject
Scioto Co., Ohio.
of robber-bees.
comes with waning

vitality

—

"

editorial

is

not sting the defenders of the hive they are trying to
Moreover, the Editor asks for something positive upon
rob.
Robber-bees do sting at such
the subject, and here it is
times, and with terrible effect, too. If this were not so,
how is it they are so successful in over-running at times a
good, normal colony ? Surely, the bees of the attacked colony are not intimidated by anj' superior force of numbers,
and retreat before the robbers in their rush for the stores
This is not in the nature of the honey-bee when she feels
that her home is worth fighting for. When such a colony
submits to the plundering of its combs, you may know that
its fighting force has been swept away by the fierce onslaughts of those frenzied desperadoes.
There is something peculiar about the apparent ease
with which robber-bees will, in so many cases, get the better of a bee that opposes it in an endeavor to enter the hive.
The robber is worked up to the very highest pitch of excitement and abandonment to an evil habit the poison-glands
and, the
pour forth their fiery fluids more bountifully
honey-sac being almost perfectly in a state of depletion, it
will be seen that she is in the very best possible fighting
condition. But a robber-bee will not use its sting for the
mere pleasure of killing that characterizes a villain in
human form. There is a risk to run which she is not willing to take in any such way. I mean the risk of losing her
sting. The danger of having it torn away is not so great
when thrust into the body of another bee but when the
sting has penetrated sufficiently to kill outright, the bee
can not witndraw it easily, and I have often seen them
crawling about upon the ground in front of the hive dragging the dead bee thereby.
Robbers will often bite and sting just a little a bee that
has surrendered, in an effort to make her give up the last
mite of honey, which may cause the bee to die in a short
time. This, to me, is more plausible than that the captives,
so to speak, join the victors in their own hive. When a robber has been seized by a fighting bee, and the two are buzzing so rapidly on the alighting-board or ground in front of
the hive that the eye can not determine what is actually
being done at the time, the fact that one, and quite often
both, of them have their mandibles fastened upon each
other at the close, convinces me that both were fighting.
Sometimes they cease buzzing, and wrestle on the ground
for the advantage. The mandibles hold a death-grip while
the two hindmost legs of each are dextrously used in an
effort to prevent the other from getting into position to use
The bee whose abdomen is distended the least
its sting.
of the two that are fighting, usually succeeds in this and
destroys the other. So soon as the fatal thrust of the sting
has been effected, the victorious bee will usually make an
but the other vfill often cling by the
effort to break away
mandibles till she is too weak to do this.
As the editorial in question suggests, evidence of a very
conclusive nature may be had in cases where the conten:

!

;

;

—

;

;

tion is between a colony of Italian and black bees. The
untrained eye then can easily separate the robbers from the
regular inmates of the hive. Hut the experienced observer
will not often be deceived by the maneuvers of robber-bees.
The sweet melody in the hum of a bee engaged in honest
pursuits is so difi'crent from the loud, shrill notes of robbers
that the ear alone may detect them. The bright, cheery
color of honesty is soon swept away, being replaced by a
dirty, glassy, grea.sed appearance in a short time, when a
bee resigns itself to this evil haliit. All Italian bees will,
when they become aged, assume a darker color than they
had when in younger life but this shade of blackness that

w. m'neal.

\v.

under the heading,
Do Rob
page
an
ONber-Bees
ventured that robbers do
Sting." A supicion
11.^,
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Italianizing

Bees

at tlie

I!V O.

Time

of

Swarming,

Etc.

M. DOOLITTLE.

QUESTION —

I see that you sometimes answer questions
American liee Journal, so I send along a couple.
Wishing to Italianize my bees I have thought that it
might be done by changing queens during the time of
If I have my queens'
swarming. What I mean is this
wings clipped, and hive the new swarm on the returning
plan, can 1 pick up the old queen while the swarm is out,
put an Italian queen in a cage, put the new hive on the old
stand, and when the swarm returns let the Italian queen
run in with the bees into this new hive, the same as would
the old queen did I not change them 7 Would it ba| safe to
let a strange queen go in with the swarm ?
Answer. From an experience of 30 years I have
found that the changing of queens, upon the hiving of any
swarm of bees, in any place, is liable to " raise a rumpus,"
and especially is this the case where the swarm is hived
upon a new stand for in this case the least disturbance or
dissatisfaction will start the swarm running out and all
over the hive, resulting in the larger part of the bees going
back home. And the chances of failure are too great for all

in the

:

—

;

practical purposes with a single swarm hived in a new locaWhere two or more swarms cluster together, if the
tion.
new queen is placed in a large cage made wholly of wirecloth except the stopper, so that the bees can get near the
queen in large numbers, and the cagej hung with the clustered swarm for half an hour or so till they are led to call
her " mother," then this large swarm can bs hived where
you please, and the queen allowed to run in with the swarm,
and as a rule all will go well.
The why of this is that where two or more swarms cluster together, they seem "to know that strange queens and
strange bees must be thrown one with the other, and so are
not so disposed to be such sticklers for their own queen, or
go back to their brood if they cannot find her with them.
But as very few wish to hive two or more swarms together,
so that it is possible thus to give a queen, only occasionally,
did we so wish to do, this also is hardly practical. The
chances are better where the swarm is hived in a new hive
on the old stand, or allowed to return as our questioner suggests, and where you have the old queen so you can control
her on account of her having a clipped wing but even then
they will sometimes become so dissatisfied that they will
hunt up the old hive (unless moved quite a distance from its
old standi, and all or nearly all go back to it, or worse still,
go into the hives all about the apiary, where in many cases
they will all be killed.
If the above large cage is used, placing the cage over
the frames before the swarm returns or is hived, and the
queen allowed to remain in this cage for a day or two, the
chances of success are much increased. The reason for this
dissatisfaction coming to the bees, is not so much that they
have a strange queen, as that ninety-nine-one-hundredths
;
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of them consider that they have no queen at all, they thinking thus because when the first few bees come in contact
with the strang-e queen they immediately cluster her so that
the most of the bees cannot get near enough even to get a
scent of her, and so the majority consider themselves queenless, and all know that it is very hard work to make queenless bees stay in a new hive.
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Honey and Beeswax— Considered by the

5,

1902.
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Food Commission.
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(Continued from page

345.)

VARIETY OF ADULTERATIONS.
HOXET-DEW.

The large cage places the queen so that the bees cannot
cluster her so but what the main swarm can "catch the
scent," and so they do not consider themselves as being
without a queen. On the whole, I would not advise the
changing of queens during the swarming season in any
way or by any plan, for I find it to be much more annoying
to try to change a queen with a colony about to swarm, or
with those which have lately swarmed, than with any
others, or at any other time of the year, and, besides, a fail-

Wiiey called attention to honey collected in pine
resions, evidently collected from pine-tree honey-dew.
It is now
known that such nectar is obtained from secretions of aphides (plantlice) which infest not alone pine-trees but most vegetation.
Honey
produced in this manner from flora of any locality is termed " honeydew honey," and has the following characteristics: Usually dark in
color, rank in flavor, and unfit for market.
It is distinguished chemically from other honey by a dextro-rotary. or slightly levo-rotary,
rotation of polarized light, a low percenta^^e of invert sugar, and a

ure more often results.

high percentage of ash.

SUPERSEDING CLIPPED QUEENS.
Question.— The other question I wish to ask is whether
it is advisable to clip the queen's wings ?
Are such more
liable to be superseded by the bees than those having perfect wings?
What has been the experience with such
queens.

1SS.5,

Prof.

CANE-SUGAR.
Sucrose, or sugar of cane and sugar beets, was, before the advent
of glucose, much used in the adulteration of honey. It has not altogether gone out of fashion yet.
There are two objections to its use from the fabricator's standpoint:
First.— Its cost; being nearly as much as California honey.
Second. Its tendency to crystallize from solution. Cane-sugar
does not crystallize readily, however, when mixed with to percent of

—

Answer. — In nearly every

apiary, where the manager
expected to be present during the swarming season, I should advise the clipping of all laying queens in any
apiary in fact, I should as soon think of going back to
box-hives as to the managing of an apiary where the queens
have their wings so they could fly out with the swarm,
where I was working the same for comb honey. It will be
noted that I said, " in nearly every apiary." Why I said
this was, there are a very few localities in the United States,
so I am informed, where ants are so thick on the ground,
and about the hives, that it would not be safe to allow the
queens to be out on the ground for any length of time, else
they would be killed by these same ants. But as such a
place or places are a rare exception, it would be safe to say
that I would always clip the wings of all queens in the
apiary as soon as laying.

can or

In

is

;

Some seem to think that queens with clipped wings
give far more trouble at swarming-time than do those having their wings but I cannot think that such have had
much experience with clipped queens for with myself I
would rather manage three swarms where the queens are
clipped than one whose queen can go with the swarm.
Especially is this the case where there are trees in or about
the apiary, whose height exceed IS feet; for where there
are small trees near the apiary, some swarms will alight so
high that it is often more than they are worth to climb for
them, while the clipping of the queen's wings does entirely
away with all climbing, if no after-swarms are allowed to
;

;

issue.

Without going over the whole ground regarding the
advantages arising from clipping, it can be su. timed up thus
Clipping the queen's wings prevent swarms decamping, as
a rule saves the climbing of trees after swarms or the marring of those trees by the cutting of limbs or the bruising
of the same makes it easy to separate the bees where two

honey.

The use

much less proportion of
If a smaller quantity than

cane-sugar would hardly pay
percent is present in honey
the sugar was probably fed and elaborated through the organism of
for mixing.

of

1.5

the bee.

Another method of adulteration with cane-sugar is to feed the
same to bees. Bees readily eat cane-sugar. It is a common and justiflable practice among bee-keepers to feed bees through the fall to winter them, especially if flowers be scarce.
Some also feed at other seasons to stimulate the breeding of young bees. Last year a sample of
extracted honey was secured from Aurora, said to be produced by Mr.
Wheeler, of Piano, which, on analysis, was found to contain about 2.>
percent cane-sugar. It was reported as containing sucrose, either
added intentionally or fed to bees, with prob.ability in favor of former.
Eight months afterwards the same honey was re-examined with practically the same result.
Lately six samples of honey (three extracted
and three comb) were secured directly from the apiary of Mr. Wheeler,
and submitted to analysis. All the samples but one were normal in
behavior. No.
(a comb honey) contained 28 percent cane-sugar.
The comb consisting of pure beeswax, I reported the sample as obtained by artificially feeding bees. At this time I did not know the
history of the sample.
I am now convinced the previous sample was
fed rather than mixed. Mr. Wheeler admits having fed sugar, but not
for purposes of profit.
He claims that it is not profitable to feed
cane-sugar, as the bee employs one-half in the manufacture of wax.
However, if this be true, and the honey is sold in comb it would seem
as if a fair margin of profit is left, allowing six cents per pound for
sugar and 14 for comb honey, 20 i>ercent of which is water. Then,
too, if old combs are used, little sugar need be diverted from the
manufacture of honey. However, only a very small amount of comb
honey is made in this w.ay, and but two specimens have been identified by me— one in Minnesota and the other the sample secured from
Mr. Wheeler.

INVERT SCGAR.

:

;

;

or more swarms come out in the air together facilitates
the hiving and managing of swarms and gives the apiarist perfect control of the apiary during the swarming season.
As to these clipped (|ueens being more liable to supersedure, an experience of over 30 years says there is nothing in the claim put forth by some that such is the case, for
during that time I have had very many such queens remain
the profitable heads of colonies for three, four, and in a few
instances five years. My impression is that superseding,
as a rule, is caused by failure on the past of the queen as an
egg-layer, and not on account of any clipping.
;

;

On one occasion in carelessly clipping a queen I cut
one whole leg, and one foot off another, besides nearly

off
all

of the four wings but as far as I could see this made no
difference as to the usefulness of that queen, for she did her
duty with the best for over four years, and then lost her life
by carelessness on iny part.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
;

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—

Invert sugar is produced by splitting up, with the aid of acids or
ferments, cane-sugar (sucrose) into equal parts of two other sugars
dextrose and levulose. Although neither of these sugars is as sweet
as cane-sugar, a mixture of the two is said to be sweeter.
As the bee
utilizes this identical chemical reaction to manufacture honey, it will
be surmi-sed that the detection of man-made invert sugar in natural
honey is a matter of no little difficult^'.
That the adulteration of honey with invert sugar has passed from
the realm of possibilities to actualities was long ago suspected by the
United States Department of Agriculture. I have also noticed samples whifh, I think, illustrate the fact that the busy bee has no
monopoly of industry. However, the low cost of honey, the high
price of sugar, and the expense of manufacturing, will, for the time
being, safeguard honey from this form of sophistication.

GLUCOSE.
Glucose is produced by the action of dilute sulphuric, oxalic or
hydrochloric acid upon starch, in an open or closed vessel, with or
without pressure. The conditions of manufui-ture govern the quality
If the boiling be conducted in an open vessel only a
of the syrup.
part of the starch will be converted into dextrose, the remaining portion forming dextrin. This forms the so-called glucose syrup of
trade.
If the boiling is conducted in a closed vessel under pressure
almost all the starch is converted into dextrose. This product, after
treatment and evaporation in vacua, forms the article of commerce
known as grape-sugar. The liquid product is alone used as an adulterant of honey.
In Germany potatoes furnish the starch for the manufacture of
glucose, but in the United States corn alone is used.
After the starch is converted into " glucose," the acid isdestroyed.
In case sulphuric or o.xalic acid is used, liint- is added, forming calcium sulphate (gypsum; or calcium oxalate, and these products being
insolvent in the syrup may l)e separated b.v liltraiion. In this country, of late years, hydrochloric acid is generally used in manufacturing glucose, the acid being destroyed by soda-lye, which forms sodium
chloride, or common salt, which, while it can not be removed on

:
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its solubility, Is |)ci-ri-i'lly linriiilusii, luul is not in siilliii.nt
Ilydnicliloi'lc iiciil is mIso
(|Uuntit.v to iill'fct tliu tubtu of tliu syrup.
superior to sulj)liurie iiciil, us it is less lildily lo lie (oiiinMiiiintcil with
Thu rwcut wlioli'siilii poisoiiiiitr in Kiitjliinil wiis attriliuicd
arsoiiic.
In tlic iriiuiuto iirsiMiic in (,'Iuimisc usi^il In Ihc nmnnriiclurc! of liwr.
fucturc of i^Uicosc lMi;;liin(l rniiiiiifMcliircrs use sulpliiirlc acid pjo-

account of

tniin iiyrilcs, tlic urluinul sourer of tlie ursuriie.
Sevuriil j,'iiidi's of tfiiicose are Tnariieted, jjnuled l)y defjrec of concentration and color. Confectioners' (fiucose is tlie liest, and almost
white in color.
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from (ieorge \V. York <\: (.'o., direct frf)m producer, web quite dark in
color, while one obtained from Kichards .t Co., Ltd., was of a medium
shade of yellow. A sample of comb foundation from The A. I. Ilooi
Co. was also subjected to analysis. Thle latter wax was i|nitu pale In
Bbade. The following are the resulls in tabular form

duccd

Keccnlly a ^rape-sujjar has been placed upon the market consisting of almost pure dextrose, white in color. The product in a granulated form is being somewluit e.\tensively used as a 6ul)stitulc for
cane-sugar in Imking and to nu\'(lam not aware of its lieing done
fraudulently) with cane-sugar. It is a possible adulterant of honey
Olucose is only one-half as sweet as cainr-sugar, ])Osse6ses a clnirttcteristic rneUillic taste, and is inisciblc in all proportions in water
and solutions of other sugars. It does not readily crytalllze. It traclIts
alily aei|uires the llavor of the substincc witii wliicli it is mixed.
cheapness and general properties make it an excellent adulterant for
and
I'robably nine-tenths of all adulteration in honey
other sugars.
syrups consist ()f glucose.
(ilucose occurs in Nature in combination with other sugars in

An invesligaliiui performed at the infruits and vegetables.
stance of the I'liited States Department of Internal Kevenue result.od
in tinding glucose as nuide in this country not in the least detrimental
to health; in brief, a proper food.
It may be mentioned tliat the glucose of to-day is superior to the
product investigated by this C'ommission. Some grades of glucose,
especially that intended for Southern trade, are decolorized and preserved by sodium sulphite, a substance not improving the hcaithfulness of any food into which it enters.
many

Water is a very cheep adulterant of honey, but in excess is as
patent as a label, "and generally affects its market value. In case
honey is not sufficiently ripened, or if much water is added, honey
will ferment, thus destroying its market value except for vinegar
manufacture.
HONEY IN THE HOME.
is within the reach of the poor'
rich.
It is produced largely by
even in the cities, as almost 300 bee-keepers reside in
the neighborhood of Chicago, some keeping colonies on the tops of
tenement buildings, known as roof-apiaries. The bees gather from
the gardens, the groves and the grass-lands.
Surely, such an industry should be protected from the unjust comSuch a name, honestly gained and
petition of the food sophisticator.
honorably worn, should not be allowed to be used as a cloak to cover

Honey is a necessary luxury. It
and not despised as a delicacy by the

home

apiarists,

inferior products.

for

And, more than all, the consumer is entitled to receive the
which he asks and tenders an equivalent in currency.

article

BEESWAX.
This appears to be one of the products obtained from the nectar
and pollen of blossons by their passage through digestive organs in
the body of the bee. The bee builds up the cells of its comb from the
undigested portion known as wax. The latter is rendered from the
contained honey and cast into cakes the yellow beeswax of the market; or it is cut into thin ribbons and exposed to the bleaching effects
of air and sun from 10 to 30 days, and is then known as white beeswax.

—

ordinarily of a yellow color, semi-transparent, brittle
a slight taste of balsam. It melts in the
neighborhood of 03 degrees C, and its sp. g. at I.t degrees C should he
between .'.GO and S7h. Bleaching it in the sunlight raises the meltingpoint to about 0.5 degrees C, but affects the density but little. In
the capillary, the temperature was
observing melting points in
observed when capillary action started. This method gave very uni-

Beeswax

is

when chewed, and shows

form

results.

Beeswax
pounds
30

(
(

i

61

C H
30

fiO

is

known

— oerotic
16
'

2

to be essentially a

mixture of two organic com-

*°''

myricin (myricyl palmitate)

acid
31

<)-

[

,

"4 9

r

though smaller quantities of melissic acid

1

and myricyl cerotate

\

C H OC H O
30 61

27

.54

2

-

are always present.

to obtain in looking
for adulterations of beeswax are the total saponitication. acid and
ester equivalents. These should respectively lie between the linnts
If a sample answers all of the above-menSlO-95, lOS-21, and 72-76.
tioned requirements, it must be considered commercially pure.

The quantitive chemical data most important

Beeswax has been adulterated with

tallow, stearin, paraffin, resin,

as well as other waxes.

The following samples came up for analysis: No. 150.58 was a section of houey-comb, claimed to be entirely artificial. The honey was
found to give perfectly normal chemical data, as also did the wax.
The examination of the comb by expert bee-keepers also established
The wax, which
its genuineness, the frame showing the bee-cement.
was pale in color, revealed pollen under the microscope. Meltingincluding the
parts
of
the
section,
wax
from
various
the
of
point
foundation, were determined by the capillary method, and gave normal results.
Sample No. 6 was a section of honey-comb. In this the chemical
examination revealed the honey to be strongly admixed with sucrose.
The organoleptical examination by experts showed the comb foundation to have been capped by bees. This verdict was borne out by the
physical and chemical data" of the wax, which was light in color.
Samples of pure wax were also obtained in the open market. One

1

WAX.

M.P."C.
i
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SUCCESS DEPENDS UPON THE QUEEN.
Good sentence from Ada L. Pickard " A g'reat

deal of
success for the comingf season depends upon the queens we
have put into winter quarters." Page 265.
:

<*-—»

OF FRUIT-BLOOM BY BEES.

do not wonder particularly that Mr. Thaddeus Smith
thought my last year's insect remarks a little rough. But
such things have to be said and sometimes thej' get said to
persons who do not deserve them. Sincerely beg pardon
but won't promise to refrain from doing it again to the
very next fellow. IMost people have talent for not seeing
things which is immense immense almost bej'ond belief
that is, when the things are such as they never tried to investigate. For instance, an intelligent farmer, my neighbor, once expressed astonishment to see me carrying by a
white clover, that is, a red clover so far as species is concerned, with a pure white bloom. Had never seen such a
thing. Well, there was a fine one growing not far from his
gate that minute and he had doubtless sat on his mower
and mowed down hundreds of them without his mind taking
;

—

:

—

;

his eyes.

Actual observations are what we want and I do not
wish to discount Mr. Smith's or Mr. High's any further
than to remark that it takes a good many I-didn't-sees to
head off an I-did-see.
That Pelee with bees has no better fruit than other
islands without bees is pretty strong medicine, so far as it
;

—

goes.

My observations last year on strawberry bloom were
that lots of insects of a number of species visited the bloom.
Many honej'-bees were among them. Pistillate blooms were
visited about as freely as the perfect blooms. If I remember
aright, it was for denying that that I chucked Mr. Smith
down in the see-nothing class with my neighbor the farmer.
(Saw a honey-bee yesterday deliberately draw nectar from a
pistillate strawberry bloom.)
Mr. Smith is again far astray in saying that nobody
claims that bees improve the quality of fruit. Bees crossfertilize
and it is claimed, and not only claimed but apparently proved up by photographs, that cross-fertilized fruit
is sometimes very much larger and better than self-fertilized
fruit.
Not claimed, I believe, that it always shows any difference.
;

1. How do you think it would work to introduce a queen
from a long distance in this way ? Place a frame of hatching brood in a wire cage, with the queen thereon, and let
her remain for about 48 hours, then release her.
2. There was a swarm of bees that issued from mj' apiary about two weeks ago. I being away at the time, my
friend, who was present, undertook to capture the swarm.
The bees had settled in a large oak-tree, and he climbed up
near them and sprinkled them with water, then sawed off
the limb and proceeded to hive them, but on descending to
the ground he found they had taken flight, and were settling on another limb of the same tree. He climbed up the
tree again and gave another sprinkling with water, then
sawed off the limb and descended to the ground by this
time they were settling on a small limb of a blackjack, to
which he had easy access from the ground. He sprinkled
them again and quietly sawed off the limb, being careful
not to jar them off, and placed them near the hive, or decoy
box, which they readily entered. The shutter was then
closed, it being perforated with holes to give them air.
They were kept in the decoy box about two hours, while we
were making preparations to transfer them. Upon examination we found three-fourths of them dead. Can you tell
the cause of their death, whether by water or too much
heat ? We found them very much besmeared with honey.
;

Tex.^s.

Answers. — 1. The plan is certainly good up to the time
releasing, and then it depends upon circumstances as to

of
the reception. If the old queen had been removed just at
the time of putting the new one in the hive, the reception
might not be always satisfactory. If I understand you correctly, the whole frame is caged in, in which case there
would be no harm in leaving it in the cage for two or three
days, making sure of success.
2. Lack of air was the prime trouble, aggravated by the
heat, and probably to some extent by the moisture.

Queens Going Out

Questions and Answers.

\

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

MILLER, Marengo,

111.

(The Qnestions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Transferring Bees -Producing Extracted Honey
Introducing (lueens.
1. I am a beginner, having bought my bees last fall
they are in Langstroth hives, but the combs are not very
correct, and I wish to cut them and make them straight.
Please instruct me how, and when.
2. I intend to go in for extracted honey.
If I put the
top part of the hive on with starters will the bees go to work
on them without any coaxing ?
3. Would it be safer to introduce a queen in an artificial
swarm than in a natural one?
Ont.\rio.
;

—

1901

Introducing Queens— Hiving a Swarm.

I

any report from

5,

the way, although if the case is not a very bad one it may
not be necessary to drum them out.
2. Yes, but they will start sooner in the upper story if
you put in it a frame of brood from the lower story, returning it below when the bees have started above.
3. There ought to be no difference, if both are alike as
to queenlessness.

Total. 130 pounds. Presumably, for an earlier climate
the figures should be readjusted so as to put more of the
amount in April and Maj", and less in later months.

5.

FERTII,IZ.\TION

June

Answers. 1. First take out any frames whose combs
are straight enough to lift out. Then cut the comb enough
to get out the rest.
It is possible that all the combs are
built crosswise in such shape that no frame can be lifted
out. In that case take a knife long enough, or a saw, and
cut away the attachments to the sides of tlie hive, then turn
the hive upside down and dump out the whole of its contents.
You will then fasten the combs in the frames as
directed for transferring in your text-book.
Before operating you may drum out the bees, so as to have them out of

in

the Spring.

It is a fact that occasionally the queen-bee goes out in
the spring. I distinctly remember having once seen one
which alighted on my hand while I was engaged watching
the bees of a certain hive bring pollen on a very warm day
of April. Another day I saw a queen returning home: I
think it was in May, during fruit-bloom. But in neither
case did I remark anything abnormal in her majesty, nor
did I think of examining the hives to find out whether or
not there were two queens in the same hive. Both queens
looked very bright and young.
1. What was the reason of their coming out so early ?
2. Is this a common occurrence?
3. Should it not discourage the early clipping of queen's
wings ? For if she is not clipped, she is likely to be lost
every time she goes out alone.
4. Would not this account for the fact that several colonies which had a queen in March are found without one ia

May?
while I am at it, don't you think that it is usesay the least, to clip queens' wings in the home
apiary ? Since the prime swarm which has the old queen,
always alights on low branches and near the hive.
5.

And

less, to

C.\N.\DA.

don't know, but if you will allow me
the privilege of guessing I should guess that the queens you
mention were virgins out on their wedding excursions.
2. It is not a common occurrence so far north as Canada, to see a queen flying in April.
Of course it would be a bad thing
3. I hardly think so.
to clip a virgin queen in any case, but it is hardly to be
supposed that any one with even a very little experience
would make such a mistake. I have known a laying queen to
tly out in spring occasionally, but always with the intention of deserting the hive, as with an absconding swarm, in
which case the advantages and disadvantages of clipped
wings would be the same as any swarm. That a laying

Answers.— 1.

I

!

June

5,

queen ever leaves "the hive alone I very much doubt, althoiiKli I do not know positively that such a thinf,-^ never
happencil.
Icavinj,' tlie
4. Yes, if such a thinf,' as a layinjr <|ueen
hive alone ever happened. Hut are there not just as many
queens missintf in May in apiaries where there are no clipped (pieens, as in those where all the (piecns are clipped.
I don't see why it is not just as necessary in the home
apiary as in an out-apiary, for swarms would be likely to
If
ali^'ht ill the same kind of places in one as in the other.
,';.

your prime swarms always

ali).;ht

on low branches and near

the hive they are better trained than mine.

A Wire-Cloth
wish to say a pood word

I

in

Bee-Vell.

favor of a bee-veil whicli

diagonally under the split corner, so the wax will run down
hill to get out.
2. Let the bees clean it out, sprinkling with water as
often as needed.
3. Pages have been written upon the subject in back
numbers of this journal, and Howard's little tjook gives full
information that could not possibly be given in this department, which has its limitations. The one symptom that may
perhaps be relied upon more than any other is the clastic
springing back of the matter in the cell when it is drawn out
half an inch or more.
4. I never have been so unfortunate as to have any to
If I should ever become so unfortunate I should rely
treat.
upon the McEvoy treatment as given in Howard's book.
5. I seldom have occasion to use it, for as a general rule
my bees of their own accord have all the brood they can

I

in foreifrn papers. It ismadeof wire-cloth,
oval, such as are used to protect dislies of fruit af^ainst Hies.
piece of cotton-cloth is sewed all around to protect the
head and neck of the apiarist. In very hot days this veil is

see
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recommended

A

cool and comfortable, in my opinion and practhan any other veil of tulle or silk, and, besides, insures an almost perfect vision. Of course a straw hat can
be worn over it just the same.
This oval must be of a size a little larger than one's
face (about a foot across), and need not cost more than 2,5
or
cents in any place. If kept dry it might last for about
4 years
but sweating or rain maj' cause it to rust rapidly.
I wonder why no one seems to know or suspect the comCan.^da.
fortableness of this wire-cloth veil,

much more
tice,

cover.

A

dollar queen may be one of the best in the world,
be one of the poorest. It depends upon the
stock from which it is reared, and the way in which it is
reared. I knovr of no reason why such queens should differ
in disposition from others.
6.

and

it

may

7. If you clean off the burr-combs they will in time be
replaced but they will not be so bad as if they had never
been cleaned off.
;

Storing and Caring for Honey.

.'5

;

—

Answer. I have one of the veils )'0u mention, and
although I have not used it very miich I have hardly
thought it as good as other veils without the wire-cloth.
Moreover, if I am not mistaken, some one (I think it was
M. M. Baldridge) reported having his eyes seriously injured
by a wire-cloth veil. If you have used one for considerable
time, and it has been entirely satisfactory, it is possible
that yours is of a superior quality.
Rendering
1.

How

Comb

Wax— Foul

into

Brood, Etc.

I have burr-combs, cappings and some old combs.
can I get good wax from this without buying a solar-

extractor

honey
3.
4.

reliable method of getting candied
out of sections so they may be used again ?
How can I detect foul-brood for sure ?
What is your plan for treating foul-brood ?
Do you use Doolittle's plans for building up weak

5.

colonies

?

What

is your opinion of most of the dollar queens?
bee-keeper told me he had never seen one whose bees
vrere not very cross.
Would you cut
7. I use Hoffman self-spacing frames.
Illinois.
burr-combs off, or will it do no good ?
6.

2. Would it be best, or desirable, to store the same in
water-tight tin-lined boxes in which they were fumigated,
with the finest window-screen wire over box as cover, which
would seemingly be necessary as givinar a reasonable
amount of air for the proper ripening ? Would moths get
through this wire ?
We small producers of honey living in villages and
keeping only a few colonies cannot afford an up-to-date
honey-house, for the storage of our honey through the
ripening process, therefore I bother you with this (to us)
M.\ss.iCHUSETTS.
perplexing question.

?

Can you give a

2

1. In the storing and caring for honey, the greatest pest
have to deal with is the wax-moth. Do you recommend
bisulphide of carbon as sure death to them ? Please give
the amount necessary to fumigate properly 100 one-pound
boxes ?

I

A

Answers. — 1. Get

a steam wax-press, which will get more
the solar extractor. But it costs more than the
solar.
Take an old dripping pan and split open one corner
to the bottom. I^ay in it your old combs, but not one on top
of another. Put the pan in the oven of the cook-stove with
the split corner projecting out over a dish set on the floor to
catch the wax. Put some thing under the corner which is

wax than

Answers.

—

1.

although there is nothing to hinder moths from coming
If you liave
into the room through cracks and crevices.
only 100 sections or so, keep them on an upper shelf of a
kitchen cupboard. Perhaps better still, keep them in a hot
garret next the roof. After getting a summer's roasting
there, they will stand the winter's freezing all right.

(listributine lOOOcatnloge for us in your
«n. A'l'i^l^ can make money fast oa
Ovir woiiOt-rful I'.'d'J (.itfers.

'01

Models,

hifiti

grade. $7 to

$11

500 Second-hand Wheels
!i

I

i

$3
at

iiKikcs
t<.

«8.

li::tll

and

nimlfts,

Great

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within 2% miles;
none impure

pood as new,
CUaring Sale

/'.R/uri/

Inctorv cust.

We SHIP ON APPROVAL and

10

within

DAVS TKIALtoauyoneinU-S.

5 miles.

or ( iiruida nlihoul » cent in advance.
W rile n( once for net prices and special
"()• r to agents
Tires, equipment and
Sundries. "U kinds, half regularprices.
_

MEAO GYGLE GO.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
Bave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Bend for our i9(tJ cataloBM. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

3,

Dittmer's Foundation

disease. 29 years'

(j TEENS,
TESTED,

WARRANTED

75
cents
$1.50 each.
larg'e orders.

each;
Dis-

count on
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July 1st

Send

for circular.

JOHN M, DAVIS,
14A26t

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. Mv PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

nse a

and

FOUNDATION

and

and but few within

No

e.^perience.

SJoo.?.z.

SuopliesI

I

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
Daug-hters of Select Imported
Italian, Select loug'-tongued
(Moore's), and Select, Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 3J4 miles

1902 Models, $9 to $15
&

prob-

will

2. Now, look here, my good friend, you sit down till I
talk with you. You have an exaggerated idea of the requirements for comb honey, and you are proposing to go inio an
Don't think of
expense that I couldn't possibly stand.
water-tight, tin-lined boxes. Instead of something air-tight,
you need something airy. I don't try to keep the moth
away from my comb honey after it is taken from the hive.
The only danger from the moth, so far as section honey is
concerned, where I live, is from the eggs that are laid before the honey leaves the care of the bees. If the larvae and
the eggs are killed, no fresh eggs are laid in the sections,

EARNABiCYCLE Tennessee Queens
900

Three or four tablespoonfuls

ably be sbundant.

SPRING HILL, TENN.
when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal

fork Wax

Into Fonnflation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

Please »n'^ution Bee Journal -when WTitiiig.
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QUEENS
Buy them

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United "states.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
in is^S.

Prices o!

Selected, "Warranted

$1.00

Tested

1.50
2.00

1st:

6

12

$5.00
S.OO
10.50

$ 9.50
15.00

1

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 4.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

the (jueen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

[Parkertown

a P. O.

is

Money Order

office,]

Please mention the Bee Journal.

15A26t

Orange-Bloom Crop Good.
froiu orange-bloom is excellent
quaDtily and quality in this
in
vicinity.
The sage crop is doubtful yet.

The Rural Californian

Sample

50 cents.

San Bernardino Co

,

Bee-Keepers Stand the Stings.

Street,

*^^^

AlAllftlJll
*''-'"' lldl

'^

Chicago, III.

Daiizeiibaker Bives.
In flat and made up— at very low price. "t^U
O. C. MASTIN, Trent. S. D.
50Ctf
Please mentinr, TRt^p* .jMurrja' wrhpii jct-^iti"?

POWER MACHISERY
Read what

J. I.

Parent, of

We

Charltrtn, N. Y., says: "
cut with one of your Combiued Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a ereat deal of other work.

This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
will." Catalog and price-list free.
'

yon say

it

& John Baknes,
Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
Please mention Bee Journal "w^hMn wTirmer
Address,

W.

F.

995

n

Hives.'
Sccond-Haiid
new, some oi ibem never

Nearly as good as
u'ed. Made by <;. B. Lewis Co. Three sljles.
Well made and painted. About one- half factory
prices.

2JAlt

H. H.
R. D. No.

PORTER,

1,

._

.

Bakaiioo, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

will mail

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALfor sending us ONE NEW

IAN QUEEN

subscriber for a year, with Sl.OO or 2
Queens for sending 2 new subscribers,
etc. Remember, this offer is made only
to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
and a Queen for SI. SO. We expect to
be able to send them almost by return
mail.
(Please do not get these offers mixed
up with our Red Clover Queen offers on
another page.)
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
;

It

Was

for Bees.

am

Some

feeding mine.

are

starving, I

learn.

We

always have a moderate flow during
cotton-blooming time, which is from the middle of July until frost.
Our country is not what it once was for
All the land is in clutivation, hence
bees.
scarcely any wild llowers, and the farmers all
plant cotton to the exclusion of almost everything else, so we do not count on our bees

144

& Ub

a living, until aiter cotton
begins to bloom. Horsemint in the pastures
generally furnishes some nectar, but it is a
failure this year on account of its not coming up for some unaccountable reason this
spring.
A. B. Cox, M. U.
Fannin Co., Tex., May 16.

Erie Street,

Bees in Kansas.
Bees did poorly last winter, but increased
rapidly during fruit-bloom. They are at work
upon alsike clover. Alfalfa will bloom in
about 15 days, but the bees will not be strong

enough

to benefit

by

it

THE

Modern Farmer

18.

-writins

why

If not,

not

get it a whole
Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.

?

You

year for 25 cents.
not satisfied.

Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us 50 cents, and get
yours free. Send their names for sani'
Address,

pies.

much.
Leslie Hazen'.

Co., Kans., Maj'

CHIOAGO, ILL.

-

DO VOU READ

MODERN FARMER,
ST.

9Ctf

JOSEPH, MO.

TOSTARTYOUINBUSINtSi
win present you with the

Spraying While in Bloom.

We

have had an ex]>crience with some of \Vm.
Stahl's work.
I had 3.5 good -colonies in an
out-yard G miles from here, and the man
where I had the bees got one of Stahl's sprayers and followed his directions and sprayed
his plum-trees in full bloom, and, of course,
the bees got it. Over half of the bees are
dead, and also open brood. It is a big loss to
ine.
The man that sprayed feels badly about
it; he did not mean to hurt the bees.
I was
lucky in getting there in time to prevent him
from spraying his a|iple-trees; he was going
to do it tlie next day.
Now, I think Mr. Stahl might put in his
directions that spraying trees in full bloom
will also poison the bees. There has never
been any spraying done here before, and this
is something never thought of here.

first

Syj

you

take in to start ynu in a good paying iisiiiess.
Send 10 cents for full line of samples
1

I

JffS"

^
'

What

The bees are not gathering any honey now.
I

Nemaha

Mention the Bee Journal.

'

is

over a quarter of a

American Poultry Journal.

BARNES' FOOT

)n

;

Country Not

century old and is still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

50 cents a Year.

page 332

given a cure
for stings— live iiiiniues pressure with a halfdollar on the allected part.
You suggest that
bankers can use 2U-dollar gold pieces. That
might be a little expensive, but the most expensive part of the performance is that " five
minutes." For a dozen stings that would
take just an hour. Can a bee-keeper not better afford to stand the pain than to take so
much time in the rush of the season *
C. O. Ward.
I.

if

The American Poultry Journal
Dearborn

Mu. Editor: —

We

do not
ask thera to work for
us for nothing, but
wish to sav that we

Frank McN.\t.
May 19.

Calif.,

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Cal
218 North Main Street,
I'lease mentirin Bee journal when ^ritina

325

like to

NEW

scribers.

making more than

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months,

would

scribers (who best
know the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
in getting
sub-

The honey crop

priced,

GOLDEN and LEflTflERGOLORED QUEENS, betore Julij

1902

Free

(|iieeii

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

of

S,

have our regular sub-

above.

(juirin

Italian

We

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
exira-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from lime to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey ;mostly comb) from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the

was established

June

lOUFR-^L,

and directions liow

to be^:in.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. ChIr«-o III..
Please mention Bee journal when wntinK.

SARATOGA EXCURSION
June

8 and
at the rate of ^^19. 45
Final return limit
for the round trip.
July 2, 1902, via Nickel Plate Road.
Three daily trains to New York and
Boston. City Ticket Office 111 Adams
'Phone, Central 2057
St., Chicago.
5, 6,

'^i,

19— 23Alt

Daniel Daxielsen.
Turner Co.,

So. Dak.,

May

The Honey Prospect

').

in California.

Thinking perhaps the readers of the Ameriwould be somewhat interfrom this dry country, and

can

lice .lournal
ested in a report

knowing how eager the honey-buyers

We

Have To Use
PAGE

Hif^h-Ciirbnn, Double stn-ntrth Wire In tbe
order to mJiintaln tbe coil sprinK shape.

In

PXUK W<>VKN WlUK KK.NCKCOm AUUIAN.MICK.
l-'iease

mentioti B^-p Jourxiai -when wtitisa*!

are to

get exaggerated reports started in the Fjast in
regard to the brg cr(»ps of honey of Southern
Callifornia, I thought I would give a few
facts in regard to the present prospect.
have 115 colonies in No. 1 condition,
I
which ought to be storing at least a ton of

To make c<iws pay. use .sh.irpIeB Cream SepHrators.
Book BUBiaesBDHir5inK& Cat.212ilree.W.Ctie»Ler.Fa

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
j
13Atf
t--e?.-je

O. H. HYATT,
Shenanooah, Page Co., Iowa,
mention

Be*^

Journal wlien wTitJx£

i

J

June

5, 19(
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honey every week.

>v

A FEW CENTS
invested

lime in
at tlio rij^'lit
Uciiiodics will iHit, (inly

Watkiiis'

lar

the

'"^'^j

t^

doctors' hills, but alao tlio danas
sjcr and sullering caused by tho tedious
delay in tlio doc-rvn"
tor's cdining.
//^ i^Sii«(J|^}^

more

y'vlFllWIWM^

.

new.

Tlicy have stood

iv<//>!

tlie

of time, liaviug been on the market
for over forty years.
They arc alwax^
eU'ective, always reaily to use, no delay,
uo unnecessary suffering, no expense to
speak of. Only pronijit, pleasant, per
juaiient relief to man and beast.

test

t

DCU/ADC

^f Imitations,

\

C^"' td^^ t^"\\

'ifk,,

our aKcnt.has not yet called on you, 'iif we have no anient in your county, kindly s^n-i
us your name and address, and we will see that
you are promptly supplied.
If

- \ our
brinfiC

FREE TO ALL

name and

inn queens and dividintf.
In Michigan I always got some honey every
I
kept l)ees, but I have Ijeen in the
business here eight years, having as high as
:IW colonies, and have had only three crops
of honey.
B. S. Tavi.oR.
Riverside Co., Calif., Mav H.

*

- -

answer

knows

you a copy of \Vatkins' Ilume Doctor and

Cook Book, a fully ilhistrated lnO pag:e book,
containing weather forecasts, fine cooking ncipes and much valuable and interesting iui'oi'tl)e

kind ever published.

The

finest

Write for

it

book

10 Liberty

St.,

WINONA, MIKN.,

U. S. A,

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
/^_.l J_.-_ \A-,^\\„.^~r^ Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
•

;

uolden Italians centsefors+oo.
honeyr\ J C
which
records behind
n.*» f\-n
tVCCl WlOVcr V^UcCn», gathering. Untested, 00
— Thev are highly recommended, being more gentle
C
n f*^ tr\\ nry than
Untested,
WarniUianS
aU
r

left all

at.1^*^ c"

SI.

so
others.

c'

— EniTOR.

W. WEBER,

;

in
6 for $5.00.

FOR STRENGTH
COTDIP
CLbU
HIU
when
'^*""

I

I

ELECTRIC

A. Mulh.'

YEARS SELLINB DIRECT.
29
We
are the largc^^t manufacturers of
VPhiclf 3 and harness in the world sellins to consumers,.iiid we have b'cn doing business in this way lor 29 years.

WE
HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for e.xaniination
Jump

Elkhart Carriage

As

snnwt; conipirtL- line

Send lor it.

K

No. 152 Top Biig-g>- has
inch
Kelly rubbertires and rubbisr covered steps. Pri. e, ^T.'? 00. Asjuod
as sells fnr

*l'' mi ni.Te.

& Harness Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, lnd.|

WHEEL CO., BOX

to Saratoga

16

,

QUINCY, ILLINOIS.

and Return $19.45

via Nickel Plate Road, to leave June
5, 6, 8 and 9, open return limit until
June 17, 1902
By depositing- ticket
with Ag-ent. Terminal Lines, on or before June 17th, and payment fee of 50
cents, ail extension until July 2, 1902,
may be obtained. City Ticket Office,
111

195 styles of vehicles
2121.:
^eat Trap. Prke. ^0.
I,nc:ii s.-lU lor .^40 to $."0 inure.

nitn

fortune either. Write for the tree cataUtffue. ltt«UsaI!
about this w.-i^^on and the famous Electric Wheels.

$9.45

No.

tbroiiETh

HANDY WAGONS.

CI^C1NNATI, OHIO.
Mulh and

-'"''^

wiiu'on worry forever
yon buy one ot our

They carrj- iWC lbs. and do
it easily, and don't cost a

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

guarantee! nir safe delivery. You are
outnotJiinfjitnotsatisfieil.Wemsko
and 65 styles of
harness.
Our prices represent tho
cost of material and making, plus
onerrofir. Our lar^e fre'e ratnlngiio

he really

CI

SI. no.

(Successor to Chas. F.

if

cleaned house for them.
It was the longest and most severe winter
for 2.5 years.
I kept a record of the snowfall,
as my family and neighbors gave it to me.
and I find we had over 1.50 inches of snow.
April and May. until the loth, was very cool,
dry and win<ly. making a very hard spring on
bees as well as the farmer.
I am a farmer, and keep a few colonies of
bees for prolit. I harvested about 40 pounds
per colony the fall of liiol. I sold it in the

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

question

1

I came through the past winter with -J?
colonies in fair condition; they are almost all
blacks.
The last winter was a hard one on me. as I
was laid up all winter with sciatica, but I am
out again, and have " dressed " my bees, or

Queens Now Ready to Supply bu Return Mail

\ t^-m. T

invited to send a satisfactory

the above

to
it.

is

A Report— Bees Selecting a Home
Befope Swarming.

ol:

to-day.

JheJ.R.Watkiiis Medical Go.
r3W(o~.

tlie

apiary.
liut in order to show you what can l>e
ttceomplishc il here in a (food year I will five
you a report of what I did with )i colonies,
which were lllo^tly eared for liy my son, l,ee,
who is now only Hi years of a(fe:
The last of October. lilOO. I bought 9 colonies in doulile Simplicily hives. Oetolxjr 1,
IlHll, I liud built them
up to T^ Rood, stronp
colonies, and had sold just SWU worth of
comb honey from them. I increased by rear-

[Mr. Riker

address on a postal card will

mation for old and young.

Very

did.

Mk. Eiiitou:— On pageSMl, Geo. \V. Hiker
explains what he means by poorest (|ueens.
an e.xplanalion that is hardly needed, but does
not throw any additional light.
Will he
kindly tell us his plan of procedure by which
from a (|Ueen " whose workers are shortlived so their colonies are always weak '' he
succeeds in rearing queens that p'roduce longlived workers
SfBSCRiBER.

K.

Watkius on every wrapper and
label as follows:

we

jiroduced in

lie

Rearing Long-Llved Wopkep-Bees.
y

our travrlint; salesiiieii in
the couutry, and are knuwu by the
lu''Mi_'li

picture aiJd sij^nature of J.

than

niin

year that

AVat-

DLn flnL kins^ K.MiuMlii.s are sol.l
t

prevallrt

my whole

WATKINS'
REMEDIES
iiotliiiij;

con<llti«n

little, if any,
southern part.
So, tO(feth(!r with foul l)rood, dry year, and
low prieeB for lioney. Iiee-kccpers here are
havint; a imiiy liard time of il.
Not a swiirui has been cast this sprini; from

.

ale

same

'I'lic

surplus will

——

^

\»tKt>.

pan of the country.
Oneir«o<l. heavy rain woulil have the croi),
but it is loo iiae to Iool< for il now.
think pirijaps the middle part of the
1
Slate will proiluce some honey. a8 they ifot

^

iniu^li in

v'.

But not a pouiiil of iieoHoncy-|>lantH look lln«—
but nottiiiii,' in iheni for

In.

in abuncJance,

throu(fli')Ut iIjIh

SAVE YOU A HUNDRED TIMES

^^

coiiihii;

ie

bloom

Adams

tral 2057.

St.,

Chicago.

'Phone. Cen18— 23Alt

Please meution Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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JnneS,

Bee-Heepers-Attention
not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

—

LEWIS

Please mention

CO., Watertown,Wis.

G-. B.
Bee Journal "when -writing.

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. ¥" SirJES
wax

This is a g-ood time
to send in your Bees-

low, upon

its receipt,

not taken at
or 30 cents in trade. Impure
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

Hai'shMd Maniifactnring Company.
Our
Wisconsin

making SECTIONS, and they are the

best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfield, Wis.
when

flease mention Bee Journal

7A26t

BIPIINGHAN'S
years

PATENT

the best.

24

ISend for Circular.
T. F.

WE WANT WORKERS
V B ^^
B/IVC
^
^^ ^ ^^
A.

Smokers

BINOHAM,

^

2SAtf

wrltlne

Parwell, Mrch.

WAV

IJoys, Girls, oldam].v..iiiijraIik-e,
make money workinj^ fur ua.
We furtib.hcs[.ital toM.arly^j inbcBJ-

fcr

ne.'.B. Send us 10c Btnmps or silver for full iti>.cr(ictif'Ti9 ai^l
line of
eampleatowork«ith. bRAPER PUBLISHING CO..Cbicago,l|].
.»

in Boston June lath to 18th.
be to your advantage to obtain
rates applying over the Nickel Plate
Road before purchasing elsewhere.
Tickets on sale June 12th, 13th and
Final limit returning, July 31st.
14th.
Call on or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St. .Chicago.
10--23A2t

It will

AMQueensamiBees
The standard strain of
All select-tested Queens.
to mail June I. Cat. free.

is

market.

We

sell

BOTTOM-BOARD

the best dovetail Hive on the
You can have One by asking.

"MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS,'

mention Bee Journal

^ Fancy Gted

Front and Walnut

vmxinf^.

Co mb Uoney

i«

will find it to their interest to write to the

r$

undersigned at once.

GEORG-E W. YORK &
144

&

Co.,

W.

bloom.
Iba SnOCKET.

is in full

Va.,

May

IS.

is a hard country in which to winter
bees, for the mild temperature of the Willamette Valley causes them to eat a good deal

This

in winter.

Many bees died since last fall, partly owing
Clakk S. Fuge.
to disease, I think.
Clackamas Co., Oreg., May 13.

A " Greenhorn's" Experience.
of hybrids, .June

1, I'.ioO,

in a

home-made

hive.

took from them in the fall IS pounds of
honey. They wintered well out-doors, and
casta swarm June H, and another June 13,
These I hived in eight-frame hives.
I'.lOl.
had the
1 gave the first new swarm, which
old queen, a super, and later I tiered them up,
another
hive-body.
that is, I gave them
I kept watch of the tjecs this spring and
found the combs in No. 1 crossed .so I could
not take out the frames, and there were
plenty of wax-moths. The queen was laying
in No. 2, and the cluster well covered the
bottom-board. May 1 I set No. 1 on a new
stand, after turning the hive bottom side up
and taking out the frames and cutting out the
I

.'^

3

The white-oak

can't remember Hiien I was not fond of
honey and bees. A friend gave me a colony

Sts.,

Any bee-keepers in New York or Pennsylvania producing either
White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey (in glassed sections),

g

that once in a great while they
do look out for their future home.
Do bees gather honey or pollen from whiteoak bloom at this time, May is i Bees seem
to be bringing in lots of pollen and some

;

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

.^

.

like this one; it

two other cases

I

CO.,
THE FRED W. MUTH wnen

I

75c each

by return mail.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

^.^se

of

me

Hard Country for Wintering.

Standard Bred Queens, iTifrTAmys'sTn^e^s
and

know

Randolph

Our illustrated catalog explains it all.
the finest Supplies at manufacturer's prices.

6 for S4.00.

I

liroves to

honey.

\ln^^^^^o\^K^7:.

-

ABSOLUTELY WARP-PROOF, therefore

colonies of bees; late in June they showed
signs of going to swarm, by lying outside of
the hive. One Friday he was out in the
woods above the house and found bees working nicely in a small white-oak tree, going in
a knot-hole up about 40 feet. He bragged a
good deal about his " find." On the following Sunday several of the neighbors and I
were there for dinner. .Just after dinner one
colony swarmed; everybody present got a
bell, tin pan or something that would rattle,
and joined the band, but all to no purpose,
they wouldn't or didn't settle at all. So after
circling in the air awhile they struck tor the
woods, all the men and boys after them.
They went up where uncle had found his beeGreat excitement,
tree, and plugged right in.
now prevailed, all thinking there would be a
hatchets
were haslliy
big bee-fight, so ax and
got to cut the bee-tree and try to divide the
bees and save them. When the tree fell and
was cut open where the bees were, all were
surprised again, as there was not a speck of
comb built or anything done in the line of
worli, except the hollow seemed to have been
got the bees in an
cleaned out nicely.
old box, took them liack home that evening,
and all seemed satistied and contented.

Bee Journal -when WTitina

The"MUTH'S
SPECIAL"
—
that

yellow-banded bees.
Each, $1.00. Ready-

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, MASS.

32A4t
Please mention

home market, the dark at r-i'j cents, and the
white or basswood honey at 15 cents per
pound, cash.
I am also trying: the cultivation of ginseng
as a side-issue.
I
have about l.")00 plants
growing nicely under lattice or paling.
I wish to give my opinion and experience
about bees selecting their future home belore
swarming, as I have read a good deal in the
bee-papers in the past on this subject.
I think once in a great while they do select
their home before they swarm, but probably
not more than one time in a thousand, as
only three cases of seel;ing their future home
have come under my inunediate notice in 50
years. So I will give you one as a sample
Some years ago an uncle of mine had a few

We

Christian Scientists'

meeting

1902.

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

when writing

|
^
^
^
f-

^

Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers »•*»

fastening
it
in new Hoffman
frames. In transferring I got rid of some of
the moths, and also got straight combs.
On May 13 1 received a premium queen, and
placed the cage in the hive. In 48 hours I put
the queen under a screen-cloth cage on unsealed honey, and cut out five queen-cells.
After 24 hours I liljcrated her, and to-day I
found a nice lot of eggs and busy, contented

comb and

bees.

To-day, May 18, No. 3 gave a large swarm.
other colonies are working in supers, and

My

!

June

I

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

5, 1902.

expect thuy will swarm soon.
now a year atro I

gooil colonies

;

have

1

Initl

live

one.

If all the liec-keeiiers knew how inuch ini
ter foundalii>n is fasteneil li.v elccli'icilv tln-v
wonhl never use a roller. If yon woulil ap-

can deserihe how 1
il
anybody can >ise.
There is noihin;;- belter than the Aiiieriean
Bee Journal for a bu;;iuiier.

preciale

do

I

il

Willi

an

oullil lluil

F.

May

is.

pleased

to

Worcester Co., Mass.,

we would

[Yes,

way

tie

comb

fastonin;;

of

frames.— Eiirrou.

DuAKi;.

II.

publish your

foniulation in brood-

|
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CLOVER

$>VEET

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

I

HONE,y

We

have made arranifemeDts so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the followini; prices, cash with
the order:

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
WhiteClover

sm

lom

2sm

sons

$.75

$1.40
1.70

$.1.25

$(..00

4.00
4.25
4.S0
3.25

7.50

90
1.00
1.00

1..S0

1.90
1.40

n.(X)

8.50

6.00
80
Alfalfa Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Sin^rle pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

cSi

-

CHICAGO,

sDoiild

ILI,.

Have

Does blood tell in other stock ? Give
your bees a chance. Stock used for
breeding" the queens offered not from
a sport, but my pick out of an apiary
g-iving last season an average yield as

—

RUMELY
This

Rear Gear to the Fore^of

all

Has

all

Tractii-'H En;,,'ine sliuuld receive tlie attention

Investiynteit. Motlern in every part.
Perfect in traction,
latest devices and appliances.
tlircsliers.

unsur-

A

passed in cenerating and supplying power.
full line of
Sepirators should
effneral and special purpose engfines.
interest you.
Itnmcly is what you want. It

The Sew

threshes

it all,

M.

cleans

it all,

RUMELY

saves

it all.

Catalog sent

free.

CO., La Porte, Ind.

To Boston and Return

at

One Fare

round-trip via Nickel Plate
Road, for Christian Scientists' meetingin June. Tickets on sale June 12th to
14th, inclusive, with extended return
limit of July 31st. Write John Y.

for

the

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St.. Chicago, for detailed information.
9— 23A2t

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
ow

tu uie«l those wfio

have money.

work

large profits.
10 centfl for full line of

"itiase

tor us-

<.

keepers iih^ava

We start you in busioess. You in ike
Easy work. We furnish capital. S«:nil
oamplesand

narticularF.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.
menUoii i:i<_e juurnai wneii "writing,

6omD and Extracted Honeij!
State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

S-Frame Nuclei For
We

Sale.

have arranged

vfith a bee-keeper
located in Kankakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,

and most of the bees show Italian mark-

The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this year's rearing.
The Nuclei are 3-frame L,angstroth,
in light shipping-boxes.
Prices: 1 for
ings.

$3.00; S or

more

at §2.75 each.

All are f .o.b. shipping-point, and will
be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

144

GEORGE W. YORK & GO.
& 146 Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Please lueutlou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

follows

:

Honey-Gathering.
102 lbs. extracted and 63 lbs. comb honey per
colony besides increase and stores for winter.

Comb-Honey Produced.
'*MauI It would dazzle you. "^Wra. Envoy,

Quality of

Ontario Goverumeut Inspector of Apiaries.

Wintering Qualities.

Chicago, May !'.— The market ih without
tliat prevailing early in
the month, with perhapH lens doing than wa»
noticed at that time. White comb honey Hellt*
in a small way at 14^fl&l.'c for fancy, if white
clover and basHWood; other kinds at I2'^I3c;
ambers of all grades and llavorB are dull at
MffiJlOc.
Extracted unusually quiet with while
ranging from l%C^fi%c\ ambers, 5/«.^J4c; dark,
4^5c. Jieeswax still active at 32c.
R. A. BcRrf BTT A. Co.
special chani^e from

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in exis good with prices lower.
Amfor manufacturing purposes, bring-i from
belter
grades from7"^Sc. Fancy comb
5Ji@6}4c:
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
tracted honey

price.

Beeswax, good demand, yi^Mc.
H. R. Wright.
Boston, March 20.— The demand for comb
honey remains good. Market ranges as follows: Fancy white, in cartons, l^fVuiGc; A No.
1, 14(§15c; No. 1, 13f^l4c; honey in glass-front
cases about one cent less. Extracted, California light amber, 7@75^c: Florida houey, in barrels,

Prices of Queens.
Thev are dutv free to the United States.
Tested, $2.00 each; $10.00 for 6; $18.00 per dozen.
Untested until July 1, $1.25 each; $7.00 for 6; or
$12.00 per dozeu. Same after July 1st, $1.00 each;
$5.50 for 6; or $10 I'o per dozen. Larger quantiPostage stamps
ties, prices on application.
taken for fractions of a dollar. To be fair to
every one, no selected tested queens are offered.
Everyone has the same chance. The above
queens are bred from a careful selection of Italians and Carniolans. Pure Italian and Carnioian queens same price. Price of full colonies
on application. Orders booked as received, and
Order early.
filled as quickly as possible.

Address,

R. F.

water-white alfalfa, sells from 6rai6Mc,
and white clover brings from 6>^@7c. Beeswax
scarce and brings 2Q<n 3Ic.
C, H. W. Weber.

New York, May

19.— There is a limited decomb honey and prices range as folFancy white, 14c; No. 1, white, 13c; amber, ll@12c; no buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market

mand

for

lows:

on extracted remains very iaactive. Plenty of
supply with only fair demand. We quote:
white, 5M@5'4c: light amber, 5'l*5I4c; southern,
in barrels, 5O(055c gallon.
30(si32c

boney-gatherers is a
cross between the Italian
and Carniolan. A limited number of Nuclei and
and full colonies for sale. Healthy, vigorous,
and excellent workers. Address,
20A4t E. S. ROE, CLARISSA, TODD CO., MINN.

f\ttt» C*Vtrkirf^
VJUm WIll^IWW

r'<ili^r»t*rii5i
^dlllUlllKt

T
;

^*"'

If you care to know of Its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
sample copy of Call-

or Resources, send for a

Paper—
Pacific Rural Press,

ornla's Favorite

The
The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
pie copy free,
330

and

Agricultural

Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam<

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal,
Market Street,
-

at

from

Hildreth & Skgelken.

San Francisco, May 14.— White comb, 10@
\2% cents; amber, 7@i0c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, 5@—
light amber, 4«@
amber. 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,

—

;

—

.

dark, 24@2Sc.
Spot stocks are not of heavy volume.but there
is more offering than can be accommodated
with prompt custom at full current rates. Business now doing is mostly of a light jobbing
character on local account.

26(ai28c;

WANTED
Hone.v and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2140-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.
21Atf

WEBER,

)

Canada

Please mention the Bee Journal.

')DSt

Beeswax firm

pound, according to <iuaUty.

SHEEP MONEY a'„^J°?°to1S'!II
you work

HOLTERMANN,

Co.. Limited, Brantford, Ont.,

I^bb.

Cincinnati, May S.— As the warm weather
demand for comb honey is as good
as over. There are no settled prices; for whatever is left, prices are made to force sales. Extracted honey is in fair demand and finds
steidy sales. Amler is sold in barrel lots for
Sfo^SJ^c;

S. T. Pettit, Canada's most successful combhoney producer and bee-keeper, says: "The
blood in my apiary is largely the progeny of
queens sent by you, and they are grand bees."

Blake, Scott &

6@6J^c.

Detroit, Apr. S.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. 1, 13i^ai4c; dark and amber, llfaUc.
Extracted, white, 6^(at7c: dark and amber,
5(^6c. Beeswax, 29{a>30c.
M. H. Hunt & Sow.

General Commendation.

onies).

at 27(^30c.

(i^iiMc.

set in, the

Out of those queens you sent me I have produced the best race or strain of bees I ever
owned. Remember that is saying a lot, as I
have tried every breed imported in this country.
The bees winter better, build up, and stand cold
chilly winds in spring better, and are more suitable than any bees I ever owned. For the season they gave me about double the honey the
pure Italians did, and more increase. Glad you
are going into the qneeu-business, and are going
to juin the ranks again. We are much in want
of a few men like you. C. W. Post, Ex-president
Ontario Bee-keepers* Association (owns 365 col-

Beeswax strong

The Fred W. Muth Co.
Albany, N.Y., May 1.— Houey market is dull.
Very little call now for any (;rade. Well cleaned
out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling at 14'^(15c. Extracted,

Up to the present (January 30i I never found
these bees to show the least indication of unrest
—always perfectly quiet. They are wintering^
perfectly.— Frank T. Adams, Brantford, Canada.

Bow Park

J

MAKKET QUOTATIONS.

any

Queens you

AND BEESWAX

ber,

YORK A CO.

W.

146 Erie Street,

;

I

for us. "O'e nill start vou in
and furnish the capital. 'Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
of samples and particulars.

I'Usiness
ik'lit

.iiie

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal when -wTiting.
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%iamjs^vi..is^is,^s,.is,je,ja,^s^is,ss,ja^^s^^

I

BEE=KEEPER5,

g

Save Money by Buying

•'

kj

g
g
S
•7

g
a
^
S
92
f.

Hives, Sections, Brood g
Frames, Extractors,
g
^^^ everything
Smokers,
Ji
^^„„^„„^^ ELSE YOC NEED, OF g
W.

TtlE.

T. FflLGONEf? MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

Cfll a>U
en \s7pill?
vy 11^ HnP>e
UUCA if
IL sen
WCll r
a \\^hv

N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save
freight.

Send name

1

'

it

has always given better

satls-

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
cotton or silk.

^

Bee-Keepers' Supplies ask
Very

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

^i--'^

Chickens and Eg-gs

very low prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/i&ed,
The classic
Bee-Culture — Price, $1.25, by mail.

A TtAK
3)300,000,000.00
uf
If viiu iv.iik
aiid \..u inuj liaxt IK. 11

Because

for our Catalog,

We sell the best Veils,

men tion Bee Journal when wntmg

year

faction than any othe-. Because In 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

\^

«
ij
V
S
^4
S
g

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER,
monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year,
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
S^~ W. M. Gekrish. E Nottingham,

25 tH

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^^!^-^'':^^i.k^^^t?^t°Lllx^S:'
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINU.

wf

A

a

t^lease

»J

tZ
76

and copy of

5
6
•?
%
S
g

4

g
g
/•

45^ Our goods 3re guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,

Dadant's Foundation

fi^

iti

it

Uncle Stilus puultry prodiK-t pays
that sum. Send lOc for samples and particyVe furnish capital to start you in
ulars.
.^ifi^^J(S> busine^^s. Draper Hubli^hiagCo..Cbicago,' II.
liu-iis.

Please mention

Bee Journal -when

BEESWAX wanted
at all times

"writina

CHA5. DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

$19.00 to Boston and Return $19.00
via Nickel Plate Road, account of meet-

Please mention

Christian Scientists, June 15th
to 18th. Tickets on sale June 12th,
13th and l-tth, with open return limit
of June 21st. By depositing tickets
with joint agent in Boston on or before
June 21st, extended limit returning
until July 31st maybe obtained. Three
trains daily. Through vestibuled sleeping-cars. American Club Meals served
in dining-cars on Nickel Plate Road

III.

Bee Journal whi^n writinp

ing- of

THE DANZENBAKER

^HIVE^

;

also raeajs a la Carte. Address John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for reservation of sleeping-car space and other information.
8— 23A2t

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.

J^

Branch

Bees and

The A.

<|iieens

Having been 28 years rearing OuecDS for ihe trade, on
ibe best known plan?, will
continue to rear the best during 19U^.

The A.

1.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The

A.

I.

The A.

I.

J. B. Mason. Manager.
Root Co.. MviA Miss St.. St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. Acklin, Manager.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..

i-i4

i

146 Erie St.. Chicago,

-

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Nyeewander,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Nebel & Son. High Hill. Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville. Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdee. Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Jos.

.Ino.

-

& Walton, Managers.

Co., Vl^'X'i Mil. AV..S. W. Washington.
Saffell & Herii(.k, Managers.
Root Co., Snn li^niioid 17. Havana, Cuba.
F. H. de Beche. Manager.

Root

Would you
from Maine

Then
Read the following

increase your profits?

to California.

Co,, Iowa.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

STRONG, Clarin(la,PaEe

It's

used

A.

I.

and have not felt atliberty to recommend it over our regular hives. At flrst I
was prejudiced against it, but thu sales have increased without rccomniendalions, and wherever I have sitld they have bought a^ain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and 1 am lorced to the conclusion that it is the Best
J.B, MASoN,
comb-Honey Hive oq the market.
Blauager North-eastern Branch The A. 1. Root Co.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

The above

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal..

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.

FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

hives.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....any

way
If you are interested in Sheep in
you cannot afford to be without the best
States.
United
the
Sheep Paper published in

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

Wool markets* and Sbeep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
bis industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO.

try the Danz. Hive.

Mechanic Falls, Maine. Feb. 28, 1902.
Root Compant. Medina. Ohio.
Gentlemen ?— 1 am vekv. vehv pleased that you are willing I should
recommeiwl the Danz. hive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,

THE
I'tDtf

Geo. W. Yorfe & Co..
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Walters. Pouder,

.

prices of Comb Foundation
and prices of Queens by half
doz. and doz. lots.

J. L,

Jobbing Agencies.

Offices.

Co.. to Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager.
Syracuse, N. T.
Root Co..
F. A. Salisbury. Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

Ttieppprwein

PRICES:
$1.00
Untested Queen
1.35
Tested Queen
1.50
1 Select Tested Queen
2.50
1 Breeder
1-Comb XucleuF,noqueeu 1.40
Write for catalog, giving

1
1

.

I.

GEORGE W. YORK,&

ILL.

Pleaee mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.
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OBORQB W. YORK,
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Why Not

June

12, 19ti2.

Now?

Start

at hand and you will need supplies of all kinds.
a progressive, up^to^date buyer, go slow and place
your order where you will get biggest returns for your dollar.

Spring

is

If you are

MONTGOMERY

HAVE YOU EVER

TillED
WART) 8r CO.
Perhaps you have long intended to, but never kneu} houf
to begin. Why not start now? Our Catalogue So. 70, revised for
Spring and Summer, is just out, our building is piled from basement to
roof with good things — the very best our active buyer could gather in
the best markets; every employe in our big establishment is ready and
waiting to serve you to the best of his or her ability— just as though you
were shopping over our counters. We've been preparing for this event
This is oar Famous Catalogue,
It can be found in over two
all winter, and believe that there never was a better opportunity for
million homes of thinking peo=
shrewd, active buyers to start purchasing on our wholesale prices — no
pie. Is it in yours ?
middlemen — one profit plan. The Spring and Summer edition of
READY. Over lOOO pages packed with the good things of
CJtTJtLOGUE NO. 70 IS
Page after
life — everything you use — gathered by our buyers from the markets of the world.
page of high grade merchandise, all illustrated and honestly described.
we
SEEMS TO us THJtT YOV OUGHT TO HMVE Jt COVY. We want you to have one — so much so that
There are so
tvilt furnish the book free and pay one^half the postage if you will pay the rest, fifteen cents.
many people in this country babbling over with curiosity, or trying to get something for nothing, that uje are
compelled to make this trivial charge. It is only fifteen cents but it assures us that you are acting in good faith
of Chicago ?

I

NOW

and are interested

in

our business.

Why

not ask for

it

today, before you forget

Montgomery Ward
irieasH

mention

^

it ?

Co.,

•

Chicago

±iee Journal "wJien "WTitins

FOR GETTING NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Red Clover Queens
FOR
PUBLISHED

-VP-HEKLY

Long'-Tongue Variety

BY

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
144

& 146

Erie St., Chicago,

lil.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as JecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant.
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiuer, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES,

1,

rhe Subscription Price

of this Journal
is Sl.UO a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage.

Sample copy

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Bnbscription Keceipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will

be given upon ap-

plication.

Please tueutiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—Warranted Purely Mated

We have arranged with the queen-breeder who furnished Long-Tongue Red Clover Queen
Although fully 95 percent of
for us during the season of 1901, to till our orders this season.
the untested queens he sent out were purely mated, this season all that he mails for us will lie
warranted purely mated.
We want every one of our present subscribers to have one or more of these money-maker
Queens. We have received most excellent reports from the queens we supplied last season.
And this year our queen-breeder says he expects to be able to send out even better (Queens, if
that is possible.
He is one of the very oldest and best queen-breeders. His bees average quite
a good deal the longest tongues of any yet measured. The Breeder he will use is direct from
Her worker-bees are large, of beautiful color, very gentle,
Italy, having imported her himself.
scarcely requiring veil or smoke.
Orders for these tine, " long-reach " Warranted Queens will be filled in rotation "first
come first served " beginning as early in June as possible. It is expected that orders can be
filled quite promptly (even better than thp past season), as a much larger number of queen-rearing nuclei will be run.
(But never remove the old queen from the colony until you have received the new one. no matter from whom you order a queen).
All Queens will be guaranteed to arrive in good condition, and will be clipped, unless otherwise ordered.

—

—

A Warranted Queen

for

Sending us only

TWO NEW

YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.

free.

rhe AVrapper-Label Date

1902 FREE!

In order that every one of our subscribers who wants one of these Warranted Queens this
season can easily earn it, we will book your order as follows:
No. 1. For sending us the names and addresses of two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal andJS.OO, we will mail you one of these queens free.
No. 2. Or, for sending us out' nno subscription at $1,00, and 30 cents more (.f 1.30) we will
mail you a queen, and the Bee Journal for one year to the new subsciiber.

—
—

No. 3.

— Or, send

,

us $1.60 and

we

will send to

TOU the Bee Journal

for

one year, and also

a queen.

This indeed is an opportunity to get a superior Queen, and at the same time help swell the
of readers of the old American Bee Journal.
We are now ready to book the Queen orders, and also to enroll the new subscriptions. Remember, the sooner you get in your order the earlier you will get your Queen. We hope that
every one of our present readers will decide to have at least one of these Queens. Address,
list

GEORGE

W

144

YORK
&

&c CO.,
146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

—
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new stand where

the brood

is,

and

in

three days returned to the old

stand.

Editorial

>^

Comments.

a rousing colony, made up of the
and the greater part of the young bees.
On the new stand are two stories of brood rapidly hatching out, and

There

^^

!

is

now on

the old stand

flying force of both colonies

this will give extracted honey, while the colony on the old stand
be worked for either comb or extracted.

Noiiiinating National Candidates

for the offices to be

ttiiiuial

plish.

election

In the American Bee Journal for Oct. 31,
torial

l'.H)l,

we had

this edi-

paragraph

It might not be a bad idea for each annual convention to nominate
three candidates for (ieneral Manasrer, and nine candidates to succeed
the three whose terms expire with the following December. Then
these nominations could be announced to the members when sending
out the voting blanks. Of course, any others could be voted for if
preferred, hut very likely one of the three would be elected General
Manager, and three of the nine would be elected Directors.

The words, " three whose terms expire,"

the above, refers to

in

This plan

lilleil

seems to be a ratlier dillicult thing to accomHeretofore there has beea no attempt made in that line.

at each

the Board of Directors.
In the May Bee-Keepers' Review, Editor Hutchinson approves of
our suggestion, with the slight exception that he would have /«'"
nominated instead of three, for each otlice. We have no objection to
that.

The more we think of it, the more we feel assured that the plan we
proposed would work out all right. It could very easily be tried at
Denver, if those present so decided.

is

not given

in

the full assurance that

making

the nominations for Directors.

It will

be noted that at least

time.

He

also fully believes

in passing

the honors of office around.

Probably no set of men should ever have a monopoly of the offices of
the Association. It might be well, perhaps, to make an exception in
the tieneral Manager's office, and we could easily conceive of the
necessity of an occasional change even there as well.

We

have suggestions on this subject from
members of the Association. As Mr. Hutchinson says, " Let us discuss it in advance of the meeting " at Denver. If the plan we proIf you have someposed meets with your approval, why not say so
thing better, all right, send it on.

would be pleased

to

?

Prevention of Swarming

is

accomplished by some by simply

—

anticipating the desire of the bees for an empty home to start in taking away from them all the brood. As to the details of the after

management, plans
worth trying:

differ.

Here

is

one plan that some may think

Have the hives in pairs, the two hives of each pair not more than
an inch or so apart. As late in the season as may be without running
the risk of swarming, take from one of the hives of a pair half of its
brood with adhering bees and queen, and put them in an empty hive
on a new stand. Then into an empty hive provided with starters or
full sheets of foundation brush all the bees of the other colony, queen
and all. Brush into the same hive all the bees remaining in the other
Ta'.te all these frames of brood from both hives and put them
hive.
with the iiueen that was put on the new stand. The hive into which
the bees were brushed is to be placed centrally where the pair previously stood. The supers that were on each hive may be put on the

will !» the best

the colonies operated on are very strong, there

is a
according to the views of some, that there will be
too many bees in the new hive for best results. If a cold night should
come, there is a bare possibility that there may not be enough bees
with the brood to care for it properly.

in all cases.

If

possibility, at least

Are Drones from a 3Iisniatcd Queen Pure ?— When
Dzierzon gave to the world the doctrine of parthenogenesis, he announced that the drone-eggs being unfecundated, the drone progeny
of a queen would be of exactly the same blood as the mother, without
reference to what drone that mother might have met. The opinion,
however, has prevailed with some that the blood of a drone is
materially affected by the mating of his mother. The matter is a very
practical one. and withal very important. Therefore, the article on
telegony in this number will be read with interest. It is probably the
fullest presentation of the subject that has ever found its way into
bee-literature.
Although Prof. Cook is not undecided as to his own
view on the subject, he seems to give a fair hearing to both sides,
leaving the reader to form his

own

conclusions.

But there are one or two things that should be considered when
one State has three members on the Board, while the whole South has
not a single representative. Of course, that is manifestly unfair,
though no one can be blamed for the present condition of affairs. It
has simply happened so. Illinois has two members on the Board. One
would be sufficient. Dr. Miller would be pleased to be omitted at any

it

may

—

A Button or Badge for the Xational. This seems to be
oueof the questions for the Board of Directors to settle, as noted on
page 28 of the Buffalo Convention Report pamphlet, where it says;
York— I move

Mr.

that the matter of selecting a badge be re-

ferred to the Board of Directors.

The motion was seconded by Dr. Mason, and

carried.

Editor Hutchinson takes up this subject in the May Bee-Keepers'
Review, and suggests what has, we believe, been mentioned by Mr. N.
E. France and others, viz. a button and has this to say concerning it
:

;

that we would be proud to wear,
simply for the sake of its appearance, aside from its emblematical
I would not have
nature. It should be handsome, but not gaudy.
the button large enough to remind one of a sign-board. I think that
three-fourths of an inch would be plenty large enough. Instead of

The button should be something

having

it

round,

I

would have

it

hexagonal.

As an emblem.

I

think

If the body of
of nothing more suitable than a bee on a clover head.
the button were drab, the clover could be white, the bee leathert/iU.
t/rnuhu
Asa motto, above the bee
colored with bands of gold
and clover. I would suggest. " By Industry We Thrive.'' At the bottom I would have the initials, '• N. B.-K. A."

We think the button idea is all right, but whether the Association
shoidd go to the expense indicated by Mr. Hutchinson's exquisite
button is a question.
Then, again, the Denver Association may not wish to be deprived
of the pleasure of furnishing elaborate buttons or badges, as did the
Chicago Association in 19U11, when the National met here.
understand that Denver is going to outshine Chicago so far that even the

We

two cities may be greater than ever, after next
September! And, so, if they contemplate furnishing a silver or gold
badge worth probably a dollar or two don't do anything to head it
off.
Those who attend that convention will want something like thai
And yet, we believe the Colorado
to keep it green in their memories.
people arc planning to do a lot of things for, and with, those who
attend that convention that will make it the most memorable meeting
distance between the

—

—

of

all.

May

they succeed.
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Cure

for Bee-Paralysis.

fed with boner."'

is

—

'"

Oil of napthol, one teaspoonful

recommended by the Australasian Bee-Keeper.

June

be held on Tuesday and
ary Building.

Wednesday evenings

of the Fair, in the ApiRespectfully,
E.

Surely, such an array of

Apiarian E.vhibit at Nebraska Pair.— Hon.

E.

Whitcomb,

the superintendent of the apiarian exhibit at the Nebraska State Fair
and Exposition this year, has sent us a copy of the premium list,

which, we believe, is the most liberal of all such lists now in this
country, being over .«;300. The following is a copy of the same

LOT 1— BEES AND HONET

—OPEN

TO THE WORLD.
1st

2d

Pre.

Pre.

comb basswood or white-clover honey, not less
than 20 pounds, cased and in single-comb sections
weighing not more than 3 pounds each
?5
Alfalfa honey, the same amount and cased as above. 5
Sweet clover honey, same amount and cased as above 5
Fall honey, the same amount and eased as above. ... 5
20 pounds extracted white clover or basswood honey. 5

00 ?3 00 S3 00
00 3 00 2 00
00 3 00 2 00
00 3 00 2 00
00 3 00 2 00
5 00 3 00 2 00

."

2— COl'STT COLLECTIVE

The

.

.

2 00

3 00
5 00
3 00
5 00
5 00

100
1

00

3 00

1

00

1

00
00

1

W. Furnas, Secretary of the Nebraska State Board of
Agriculture, Brownville, Nebr.

Only One Night to Denver. By going over the Chicago &
North-Western and Union Pacific railways, you will need to spend only
one night on the road from Chicago to Denver. There is a daily train
leaving Chicago at 10 a.m. on the C. & N. W., and leaving Omaha,
Nebr., over the Union Pacific at 11:30 p.m. of the same day. This
train arrives in Denver at 2 p.m. the following day.
That is, by starting from Chicago at 10 a.m. on Monday, Sept. 1, you will arrive in
Denver at 2 p.m. the next day, or Tuesday, Sept. 2. in ample time lor
the first session of the National Bee-Keepers' convention, which begins

Now

.?20

will be ?25.

The round-trip
By going over

would be only

price at that time from Chicago

the route mentioned, the regu-

$;j. 00,

because of being only one

night on the way.

There is also another saving by taking the C. & N. W. and Union
There is a Pullman tourist ear on this train from Omaha, in
which the charge for a double berth is only ¥1..50 to Denver. As no
sleeping-car accommodations are required on this train east of Omaha,
it will be seen that one can go com fortably by this route for a very
small sum.
We may say that Dr. C. C. Miller and the Editor of the American
Bee Journal expect to go over the route indicated, starting at 10 a.m.
on Monday, Sept. 1. Who will join us 3 We would like to publish
the names of all who will do so. It would be pleasant to have a large
number go together.
Pacific.

M

* The Weekly

I
5 00

as to rates:

Denver

to

25

Budget. «

I

3 00

"Der Pavillon Faehige Dadant-Alberti-Bienenkasten "
somewhat involved name of a German book by A. Straeuli,
which contains an authorized translation of G. M. Doolittle's " Scienis

the

Queen-Rearing.'"

tific

3 00

2 00

EXHIBITS.

.

For
list,

address, Robert

lar sleeping-car rate

00 SIO 00 «5 00

An Apiakt

of Simon P. Michael, of Bureau Co., 111., appears
on the first page this week. It contained 00 colonies, spring count, in
1901, which were increased to SO colonies, and 3000 pounds of No. 1
comb honey taken, with plenty left for winter stores. The picture
was made a few days before the bees were put into the cellar, last fall.

must have been produced

in the county exhibiting,
and the product of not less than five apiaries. Individuals composing
this collective exhilMt may compete for any or all minor premiums
offered.

exhibits

The Fair will be held at Lincoln, Aug. 2!! to Sept. 5.
further information, as well as copy of the complete premium

2 00

The county in Nebraska showing the best collection
of honey of all kinds, any or all ages, shapes and
conditions

Siipt.

out a large number

of exhibits.

are confined to exhibitors in Nebraska alone:

Best display of apiarian implements and supplies, including comb foundation drawn, and bees in
cages, not less than ti ve cages
,
10 00
Report of surplus honey stored by any colony of bees
during the year 1001, the amount of stores, manner of building up. handling, kind of hive used,
kind and quality stored, to be verified by owner.
Entries to conform with other entries of this
class, and report, with verification, to be filed
with Superintendent not later than noon on
Thursday of the Fair
5 00

LOT

Whitcomb,

call

that evening.

after Aug. 1
5 00 3 00
20 pounds extracted alfalfa fall honey, to have been
stored after Aug. 1
5 00 3 00
20 pounds extracted sweet clover fall honey, to have
been extracted after Aug. 1
5 00 3 00
Largest display by any one, including bees, extracted
and comb honey
15 00 10 00
Most artistic designs in beeswax
7 00 5 00
Exhibit of apiarian supplies and implements
15 00 10 00
Display of honey in marketable shape, products of
exhibitor's own apiary
15 00 10 00
Display of honey-candy, honey -sugar, and sweets, by
any one, in which honey is made to fill the place
of sugar
3 00 2 00
Honey-vinegar, not less than }., gallon
3 00 3 00
Display of bees and queens in observatory hives, and
not allowed to fly, not less than five cages
10 00 5 00
Exhibition of extracting honey, to be exhibited on tlie
grounds, under the direction of the Superintendent, not later than Thursday of the Fair
3 00 2 00
Honey-extractor, test to be made by actual extracting
upon the ground
3 00 2 00
All-purpose single-wall hive
3 00 3 00
All-purpose chaff hive
2 00
1 00
Bee-smoker
1 00
50

The following

premiums should

—

3d
Pre.

Best

20 pounds extracted alfalfa honey
The above to have been extracted previous to July 1.
20 pounds heartsease fall honey, to have been stored

12, 1902.

All competitors on honey must produce their own honey.
Points for the judgment of honey: Comb Honey A7rs/, perfection of capping; ,S>fo;i(/, evenness of surface; y/'ifi/, whiteness of
capping; Fonrtli, general appearance to marketability. Extracted
Honey First, cleanliness Second, clearness Third, flavor.

'

—

;

;

Mr. Whitcomb has prepared the following announcement for beekeepers

Mr. Louis Charles Dadant, son
of Father Charles Dadant),

is

a

of C. P.

member

Dadant (and grandson

of the graduating class of

1903 of the University of Illinois, at Urbana.
invitation to be present at the Thirty-First

He

kindly sent us an

Annual Commencement,

T to 11, which we should have been pleased to
we have gotten away, but in June it is utterly impossible

which occurred June
accept could

for us to leave our office for even a day, unless absolutely necessary.

We

wish •' Louis " every deserved success in life, which he will
doubtless have, as he has done the right thing in making a careful

:

Brothek Bee-Keepers: — Your

attention

is

called to the greatly

premiums offered this year in Class K., Bees, Honey, and
Apiary Goods. The officers of the State Agricultural Society have
always responded to the wants of the bee-keepers of the State, and we
are able, through them, this year, to present you a list of premiums in

preparation in advance.

Increased

this class

which can not be equaled

in

any State

in the I'nion.

In return for these liberal premiums offered they have a right to
expect from the bee-keepers and supply dealers such an exhibit as has
never before been seen in this or any other State. Already about onehalf of the available space in the Honey and Bee House has been
asked for, but it is desirable to till this building so full from cellar to
garret, of the nice things produced in the apiary and manufactory,
that it will be a palace of sweets, bees and supplies.
The superintendent of this class will be on the ground this year a
day earlier than usual, fully prepared to make your stay at the Fair
and the Bee and Honey House more pleasant and profitable than ever
before.

The anDual meeting of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association

will

The Apiary of Philip Weisner,
least

part of

it

—

is

about 300 colonies,

of Maricopa Co., Ariz.

— or at

shown on next page. The whole apiary numbers
and SO colonies of them are placed under this brush

shed.

In that hot climate bees require shade, and the most practical
and satisfactory way is to construct brush sheds. These are made
wide enough for two rows of hives, allowing ample space for passageway with the wheelbarrow, etc., between the two rows.

The Salt River Valley, of Arizona, is a most excellent bee-country.
Where the land can be irrigated one continuous Held of beautiful, and
and always green, alfalfa can be seen; and even the desert, where
Nature stands unmolested, are flowers and trees, which, when in
bloom, are covered with bees.

:

June

I
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Convention Proceedings.
The Chicago Convention.

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901.
BY A SUOUTIIANI)

liKl'OKTKB.

(Continued from pajre

EXTRACTING
"

How

frames

combs

COI,D

358.)

HONEY — HIVECOVERS.

can one pet honey that is stiff out of extracting
weather without spoiling the frames and

"

?

—

—

;

;

ment on my part.
REMOVING HONEY FROM BROOD-CHAMBER TO SUPER.
" Under what conditions can you get bees to remove
honey from the brood-chamber up into the supers besides
one of young queen ? Or, in other words, can you get them
"
to do it with the old queen ? If so, how ?
Dr. Miller — Several years ago Mr. Baldridge advised taking a three-tined fork, and tie the tines together with wire, if
they are not of the right distance apart. Make it so the
three tines will strike about the center of the cells of honey,
and scratch the combs of sealed honey with that. It will
make the bees empty it. Another way to get the thing
done is to take a wire hair-brush, and just, tap the comb
all over, so as practically to open all the cells, and then the
bees would be tempted to empty that. If the queen is so
old that she is not doing any work at laying, that will make
no difference, but if she is a queen two or three years old,
the likelihood will be, if the honey
not, that will help to take it up.

Mr. Dadant

is

coming

in plentiful or

You

all

know

that

was
when bees

put honey in the

brood-chamber, they put it at the top;
invert the hive the honey is right at the bottom.
and right at the entrance, and the bees must carry that
honey away because it is where the robbers can get it, and
they carry it in the super. That is the only advantage of
invertible hives and that is why some people use them.
Mr. Riker To have the bees carry the honey above, I
just take an uncapping-knife and slice the cappings, and the
bees carry the honey up.

when you

—

:

REPORTS OF HONEY SCARCE AND HIGH PRICES.
Do bee-keepers benefit by giving the impression
is

WEISNEH. OF MARICOPA
page

scarce and will be high-priced

?

"

that

Mr. York — It seems to me some one suggested a while
ago it was a good idea to give out the impression that there
would be lots of honey, and prices would be low, so that
everybody could afford to eat honey.
Dr. Miller — I believe, Mr. President, it would be well to
leave that for the American Bee Journal.
R. C. Aikin, of Colorado, Vice-President of
Bee-Keepers's Association, for 1901, who had been
contribute something on the production of
honey, kindly sent this paper, which was read by

CO.. AKIZ.

]

wanted of me

in this paper is, to tell some of the short,
straight roads that avoid the kinks.
There, don't get
I will tell you first about the hive.
scared at the hive-question ghost. There is a difference between producing comb and extracted honey. Any hive that
will succeed in working for comb will succeed for extracted,
but when plenty of storage-room is given in ready-made
combs in a super, the colony will freely begin storing there,
and once a force of bees is in the extracting-super there is
a great relief in the brood-nest, both of honey and bees
the queen has much laying-room, her work-shop is cooler,
and less swarming results. As long as the apiarist keeps
the honey out of the way so that there is never any lack of
room, there will surely result a much greater amount of
brood than will result in a comb-honey colony. As to
whether that brood is desirable, depends upon whether the
flow is long or short whether it is to be followed by another
flow wherein the brood being reared may become fielders to
gather it or whether it is late in the fall and you want
those bees for winter stock. Even then there is a difterence
whether you winter the bees in the cellar or outdoors. This
general rule applies Extracted-honey colonies will not
provision the brood-nest as does a comb-honey colony and,
going into winter with more bees and less honey, calls for a
larger brood-nest for extracted-honey colonies than for
;

;

;

:

;

comb.

One of

the very curly places is getting the bees to take
freely to the supers that the queen, having
plenty of room, there will be little or no disposition to
You can make that rough place to run much
swarm.
smoother by putting a little brood in the super, and also by
having two supers, and the brood in the uppermost. With
divisible brood-chambers that can be so nicely arranged by
putting a dry set of combs on the bottom-board, on this one
set half of the brood-chamber, putting the other half above
the super for a little time, more or less, according to condiat once

— There was invented at one time what

called " invertible hives."

honey

I'lIILIP

tSee opposite

Dr. Miller By warming it.
" Is there tobe any improvment in the 1902 hive-cover ? "
Mr. Horstmann There is a cover on the table there now
which I think is a good improvement. That will'not warp
it answers as a shadeit has been in use for one summer
board as well as a cover, and it improves the appearance of
the hive greatly. It gives the top a chance to expand without loosening a nail or cracking the board: it can be used
for winter as well as summer. Anybody can see the advantage of it, if he will examine it, without any farther com-

"

FAKT OF Al'IAKY OF

in cold

and so

tions.

No, no, never think of getting along without a queenexcluder when working for extracted honey. I have tried
both with and without, and I must say that a lot of old zinc
that leaks queens every now and then is almost more than I
can stand, let alone being entirely without excluders. This
is a very kinky place, and for the sake of common decency
and cleanliness, for the best grade of honey, and for speed
and easy manipulation, use queen-excluders.

invited to
extracted

Extracted honey is so low in price that there must be
economy or no profit. Many, when taking off combs to
extract, pull out a comb at a time and shake and brush off
the bees. That is all right with a very few colonies, but
when it comes to making an extensive practice of that it is
too puttering. I take off extracting-supers without moving
a comb separately, by smoking down most of the bees, then

Secretary

at once

National

Moore

KINKS IN EXTRACTED=HONEY PRODUCTION.
The apiarist that can take out or avoid all the hard
kinks in extracted-honey production (or in comb, either)
must be expert indeed. He who thinks that honey-production on modern lines is without kinks, will find it one of
kinkiest businesses he ever undertook. As time passes, and
get more experience, we find ourselves able to straighten
out some of the knotty kinks, and I suppose that what is

removing the entire super at one lift. If no excluder is used, I would in this way get much brood with the
supers, sometimes a queen, too, and one of the crankiest
kinks would be the fact that the bees would not leave that
brood, and when I go to pick up the super I would have a
Set a super on the ground that is free from
fight at once.
brood, and the bees soon leave it but if it contains brood
they stay, and after being quiet a few minutes will fight as
;

if at

we

at

home.

Smooth out the kinks by having a small bee-tight room
each apiary, the windows well screened — better double-
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treble cone escapes on the windows,
a view to keeping bees out and facilitating
the escape of those that by any means are in. If you are
taking- off supers when there is no robbing, just set them
about the yard as open and airy as possible, and they are
soon free but if robbers, put into the shanty, but also as
light and airy as possible, and let the bees go out through
the escapes. If brood is in a super, only brushing will get

screens,

June

12, 1902.

and double or

made with

all

Contributed Articles.
I

;

the bees out.
Do not be afraid to have two supers to the colony it
pays to have plenty of room, saves having such a rush in
extracting when the flow is on and you are so very busy
you don't have time to eat. You can so much more easily
and quickly drive bees down from a top super into a second
one, the second being put under the full one but have the
second one on long enough so it will be licked dry and be
occupied you can not successfully smoke down into a wet,
sticky super, and not very well through an excluder. Extra
supers cost less than hired help the hired man takes his
pay and goes, the supers are paid for and you still have
them as so much capital and wealth. If it is a question of
hired help or more supers, it is big economy to get the

2— Rearing

No.

Long-Lived Queens and Bees.

;

;

—

—

supers.

Have j'our extractor and all the machinery at home.
You have to go to and from the out-yards in any case, and
also have to transport the honey, just haul it home in those
extra supers, it is no more hauling to move the supers than
to move the machinery and cans or tanks, and your extracting machinery being all set and arranged at home to the
best advantage, makes it a pleasure to handle the product.
Doing the extracting at home, let the honey remain in
the settling tank as long as the tank is not too full, or as
long as the honey does not candy, and you have a giltedged product. Also, let the honey remain on the hive
until all or nearly all is sealed it is just as easy to uncap a
solid sealed comb as one half sealed, and the wax from the
cappings is as profitable as the honey, or more so.
Stop the old. fussy method of educating your consumers
to expect honey always liquid. The same amount of efl'ort
and energy spent in educating to use (or buy) candied honey
will accomplish the desired end, and save an immense
amount of trouble and expense. Just imagine me having
customers SOO to 1000 miles away sending back honey to
have me melt it for them. I know you will say you can not
do it, the people will not have it so yet all the while you
go right on educating them to have it the reverse. That
our extracted can be marketed in the candied condition, and
successfully, and a very large class of consumers reached
that are not now eating honey, are two things I know. I
also know that a good home trade at from 7 to 10 cents for
the net honey at home beats selling delivered in Chicago at
5 to 6 cents, and producer furnish package and pay freights.
That is the size of it, and you must face the fact.
Here are a few things to keep in mind
Producing extracted honey requires less skill as an apiarist, but it takes
quite a considerable more capital invested in hives and
machinery takes more hard work, and, as intimated hereinbefore, unless you keep in mind that fact, of so much of the
stores being put into the extra, and a vast amount of brood
being reared in its place, you will starve your bees in winter
and spring. Remember, too, that extracted honey will
keep indefinitely, so that you have your time to accomplish
its marketing
but with comb honey it must be sold and
consumed within its first year.
Have abundance of super-room plenty of tank-storage
capacity to hold the product until well settled do not rush
to extract as fast as gathered, but use the extra super-room
to hold the crop until after the rush is over; the rush over,
extract at your leisure at home, having a warming-room in
which to heat before extracting after extracted and well
settled, put into retail packages and set aside to candy
ship or market in retail packages that do not require a second packing after being drawn from your storage-tank,
thereby lessening the vast amount of labor and expense
that comes between the producer and consumer.
These things mean radical changes from the practices
of many, but you will do well to think them over, and when
you can get to it, practice in some way the principles. One
plain fact must be evident to all, e.xtracted honey sold in
bulk, in cans and barrels, will not bring good prices nor be
profitable.
Produce for home trade, and in a retail way for
table use this is the solution of the problem that is now
before the producer of extracted honey.
R. C. Aikin.
;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Continued next week.)

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working

BY DR.

E.

GALLUP.

I don't know that I can get all I wish to say on the
queen-rearing business into one article, but I suppose I
will be allowed to write more if I live long enough.
To say that I was surprised at Dr. Miller's and Mr.
Dadant's answer to the question, as to what is the cause of
the longer or shorter lives of worker-bees, hardly expresses
it.
Why, gentlemen, don't you know that it is the longestlived bees that do the most work, and out-of-door work at
that? I know that the very best and most profitable colonies of bees are reared from long-lived queens — queens that
On the other hand, the least profitable
years.
live S or
colonies and the shortest-lived bees are those that are reared
from queens that live only from 6 to 24 months.
Perhaps no one has had any more experience in testing
queens from as many different queen-breeders than I. As
I have been a prominent writer, queen-breeders would send
queens for rae to test in the hope that I would recommend
their stock, especially when the great fad was for fancy color.
Now the fad is long tongues. I3ut, gentlemen, and ladies,
too, I want to see another fad, and let it be long-lived bees,
both queen and workers. Neither their tongues nor tails
will be shortened any bj' carrying out that fad.
When I came to California I took an apiary in Ventura
county, to run on shares, and knowing how to rear longlived queens and bees I selected two colonies that suited me
to breed from, and having some dirty honey to stimulate
with, and plenty of ready-made comb (the bees were all in
lOframe Langstroth hives), I began stimulating about the
But in February I
last of January, very gradually at first.
attended to it more thoroughly, but not sufficiently to have

them store any so as to restrict the queens in breeding. I
diluted the honey to about the consistency of fresh-gathered
nectar from the flowers, and sprinkled it in the top of the
two hives every evening, right among the bees. Both hives
were two stories, and each had one comb containing a patch
of drone-comb I spread the brood according to my notion
as the queen required, and the first of March I had two
rousing colonies. There being so many bees the queens
could and did deposit eggs in any part of the hives,
wherever they could find empty or vacent cells. Right here
I will say that I usually get more queen-cells built than
where the queen deposits her eggs in any one particular
part of the hive, and I was not disappointed, as I got 36
natural queens from the two colonies. Both colonies sent
out their first swarm early in March, before I had drones
;

from other queens.

The proprietor thought they were not pure, because they
were too dark-colored but I called them dark leather-colored
Italians, and I was not disappointed in them. " Why," said
he, " their drones are all black."
Right here I will explain to our Eastern bee-keepers,
that bees can and do gather pollen here the entire year.
There was not to exceed four days the past winter that they
did not gather pollen in some part of the day.
If the bees are left to themselves the queens usually stop
breeding in November, and do not commence, to amount to
much, until the last of January. February is about like your
May and June weather. Of course, I mean here in the
Santa Ana Valley, not in the mountains. It is now May
13, and for the past three weeks bees have been storing very
rapidily, and swarming beyond anything I have seen before,
since I came to this State. They are everywhere. A boy
in the next block from me has 22 swarms, picked up in
about as many days. One man has 12, another 42, another
They have gone into barns, warehouses, chimneys,
24, etc.
;

etc.
I

told

you

in

my

first article (last

rear short-lived queens and workers.

how

know,

week) how you could

My

calculations are

another article.
I see Mr. Kiker gives another touch on page 302, on the
long-lives question. That is right, touch them up, as many
of our queen-breeders need it, and need it very badly, judging from the number of worthless queens that I have reto tell

ceived

I

from

in

diff'erent

ones,

many

of

them having beea

:

rjune

worthless because they ruin any colony they are introduced
into.

Well, another will follow this in due time, if I
Orange Co., Calf.
spared.

Putting on Sections
BY

G. M.

am

Getting Early Swarm.s.
DOOUTTI.K.

A corrcspoiulcnt sends in a couple of questions which lie
wishes answered tlirough the columns of the American lice
Journal, the hrst of which reads as follows
"I am a hcginncr in apiculture and wish to work wholly fur
When is it best to put sections on a hive
honey.
section
having a new swarm?" That will depend somewhat on how
you work, the size of the swarm, etc. If the swarm is large,
and you have full sheets of foundation in the brood-frames,
super of sections at the time when
it is well to put on a
hived. And I think that I sliould fill the secBut
foundations, as well as the brood-frames.
should you fill the sections with foundation, and use only
starters in the In-ood-frames, the queen would be likely to go
into the sections to deposit her first eggs, unless a quceii€.xcluder was used, in which case she could not get into the
sections, no matter how the hive was fi.xed below.
is

With nothing but starters in the brood-frames, and no
queen-e.xcludcr used, then it is best to wait about putting on
sections till the queen has commenced laying in the newcomb built below, when the sections can be put on without
fear of Ijrood in them.
The plan I like the best, and the one I use more largely
than any other, is to contract the brood-chamber to twothirds its usual size, using only frames having starters in
them of foundation about half an inch wide, on top of which
The new hive
is
placed a queen-excluding honey-board.
thus prepared is set on the stand of the parent colony while
the swarm is out in the air or clustered on a limb, and the
sections are now removed from the parent colony and placed
over the queen-excluder on the new hive, when the swarm is
hived in this new hive, now on the old stand, after which
the old or parent colony is placed at some distance off on a
new stand which we wish it to occupy.
In this way we not only get all the bees with the swarm
into this new hive, but also all of the old or field bees which
are in the fields at the time .of swarming, as well as all the
field-bees that come out from the old hive within a day or
two later, as they return to the old location which they had
marked, not realizing that their place of abode has been
removed. This throws so large a force into the new hive
that work does not stop in the sections at all, and, as a rule,
As the
prevents all after-swarms from the parent hive.
larger part of the bees go to work in the sections, and have full
room there for the honey they are securing, storing it in the
partly filled sections removed from the old hive, comb-building progresses in the frames below only so fast as the queen
can- occupy the cells with eggs, and in this way, we, as a rule,

secure the frames in this contracted brood-chamber

filled

with

straight worker-combs, at a less cost to us than the
purchasing of foundation and fitting it into wired frames.
But in any other procedure I think it best to fill the frames
with foundation, for if we do not the bees build altogether
too much drone-comb for the future prosperity of the colony.
The second question is as follows: "I am desirous of
having just as many early swarms as possible. Would there
be a gain or loss along this line by putting on the surplus
arrangement or supers of sections early in the season?" It
might be safe to say that, taking early swarms into consideration, there would be a disadvantage, or tendency toward a few
days delay in swarming, if the surplus arrangement is put
upon the hive before the bees swarm. Heat is one of the
elements in forcing early swarms, hence, by putting on the
surplus arrangement before the hive is crowded with bees,
much of the heat from the colony will be distributed among
the sections, which would to a certain extent retard swarming, as it also does brood-rearing?
If early swarms is of the utmost importance, even if we
have to sacrifice other values, then it is best to keep the
top of the hive as close as possible, and stimulate the bees by
feeding, spreading the brood, and otherwise. Later on, when
the hive becomes crowded with bees, and preparations for
swarming are begun, the placing on of sections may not
delay it.
But if we count surplus honey a gain, then I can
conceive where there would be a gain in putting on sections
nice,
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the swarm
tions with

;

:

main honey-harvest opens, as it is often the
case that, with all our crowding and desiring early swarms,
the bees will obstinately refuse to swarm, when we not only
fail in accomplishing what we are after, but lose a part or all
of the lionev crop we might have had if we had put on the
sections at the proper time.
I
verily believe that during the past, when conducting
e.\i)eriments along this line, I have sustained more loss by
trying to force swarms by crowding the bees, than by giving
as soon as our

them too much room. Theref<jre, it has always been my
advice of late years to place the sections on the hives at the
proper time, just when the first flowers of our main honey
harvest are opening, no matter whether swarming is desired or
otherwise, resting assured that, with the majority of beekeepers, more swarms will issue, when doing our l)cst to
honey, than we had hoped
secure a good crop of section
for, or at least fully enough to satisfy any reasonable persons.
And if this should not be the case, it is very easy under our
present enlightenment to make a few "swarms" after the
harvest of white honey is over, which will, as a rule, build
up and secure enough dark honey for wintering. This latter,
loss
it seems to me, is much more reasonable than to sustain a
of white honey through fear that our bees will not swarm as

much

or as earlv as

we

Onondaga

desire.

Telegony^The Influence

of the

N. Y.

Male on Succeed-

ing Offspring Not Sired by
is

Co.,

Him

the Theory Proven?
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

If telegony be true at all, I believe it speaks with muffled
voice and never in loud accents. May I present the matter to
The
your readers, as it is very important in practical affairs
belief in it once reduced the value of a cow in my herd many
I believe there were no just grounds for this loss.
dollars.
The theory of telegony is very important to breeders.
.'

originated quite recently with Weismann. Telegony
teaches that a taint is given a female by mating with a male
To illustrate, a mare bears a
of different breed or race.
If the theory of telegony be true, any subfoal from a jack.
sequent foal from that mare, even though sired by a horse,
will very likely show mule characteristics. Again, a shorthorn
cow is crossed with a Jersey bull. All future offspring, even
from pure shorthorn, are likely to show the Jersey taint.
That there was some such theory in the minds of people
The theory has
as early as Jacob's time is possibly true.
been regarded by many of our scientists as a correct one. back
even to 1820, when Lord Morton wrote to Dr. W. H. Woolston, President of the Royal Society of Great Britain, the
These experiments were
results of his famous experiments.
substantially as follows
nearly pure .\rabian mare was coupled with a quagga.
The resulting offspring was a female hybrid quite intermediThe mare was
ate in character between the sire and the dam.
afterward bred to a pure Arabian horse. The resulting filly,
in the Avords of Lord Morton, and also a colt a year younger,
were fine specimens of the Arabian breed, as fine as could
but in
be expected when only fifteen-sixteenths Arabian
the color and the hair of their manes they bore striking
resemblance to the quagga. The stripes seemed quite conclusive, but the evidence from the mane and tail was less so.
This testimony from Lord Morton has been regarded as conDarwin, in referring to this
clusive by many scientific men.
case, says, "There can be no doubt that the quagga affected the
character of the offspring subsequently got by the Arabian
It is significant, however, that Darwin wrote afterhorse."
ward that telegony occurred rarely for he stated, some years
before his death, that it was "a very occasional phenomenon."
He was fully jgersuaded,
Agassiz believed in telegony.
to use his own words, "that the act of fecundation is not an
act which is limited in its effects, but that it is an act that
affects the whole system, the sexual system especially, and in
the sexual system the ovary to be impregnated hereafter is so
modified by the first act that later impregnations do not efface
the first impressions."
Romanes also believed that telegony was of occasional ocHe sums up
currence. His researches were quite extensive.
"The phenomenon is
his conclusions in the following words:
of much less frequent occurrence than is generally supposed.
I doubt if it occurs in more than one or two cases in a hun-

The name

A

;

;

dred."

Herbert Spencer believed

in

telegony.

He

not only has
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a theory to explain

it.

but also

argument which he used

The

latter,

lows

in the

makes the

basis of an extended
controversy with Weisniann.

in his

who gave

us the term "telegony," writes as folContemporary Review:
'I must say that, to this day, and in spite of the additional
cases brought forward by Spencer and Romanes, I do not
'

I should accept a
consider that telegony has been proved.
case like that of Lord Morton's mare as satisfactory evidence
But this is by no
if it were quite certainly beyond a doubt.
means the case, as Setegast has abundantly proved.''

Settegast explained the case in question as an instance
of "reversion." He says, "Cases are not rare where colts are
born with stripes which recall the marking of a quagga or
zebra."
Many German breeders hold with Weismann that
telegony is yet unproved.

The

Everett Millais, an eminent breeder of dogs in
England, was also a doubter. He says:
late Sir

"I may further adduce the fact that, in a breeding experience of nearly thirty years' standing, during which I made
experiments with pure-blood dams and wildall sorts of
blood sires, and returned them afterward to pure sires of
their own breed, I have never seen a case of telegony, nor has
my breeding-stock suffered. I may further adduce the fact
that I have made over fifty experiments for Prof. Romanes,
dogs,
to induce a case of telegony in a variety of animals
ducks, hens, pigeons, etc., but I have hopelessly failed, as has
every experimenter who has tried to produce the phenomenon."
Very recently Prof. Ewart used Matopo, a beautiful zebra
stallion.
He has secured eleven zebra hybrids, from mares
of various breeds and sizes.
Some of these hybrids were
even more marked with stripes than the sire. The mares were
afterward bred to horses. The progeny were for the most
part very much like ordinary foals.
There were, however,
stripes, which in some cases were quite evident in certain
lights, but even these in many cases disappeared later.
It
is interesting to note, however, that these faint stripes were
unlike those of the sire or even the hybrids.
Foals of
ordinary breeding very often show similar stripes.
Many
of the colts show no stripes at all, nor any indication of taint.
Prof. Ewart has also experimented with pigeons, fowls, ducks,
and dogs. There were many cases of rabbits, and in every
case the mother which had been impurely mated subsequently
bred true upon being purely mated.
Prof. Ewart does not
claim to have proved anything. He is certain that it does not
always occur, and believes with German breeders that, if
it occurs at all, it is seldom.
quote from him
"The
experiments, as far as they have gone, afford no evidence in
support of the telegony hypothesis."
He believes that the
stripes are easily explained by atavism or reversion. Certainly

—

We

:

we owe

a great debt of gratitude to this Edinburgh professor.
recently Prof. Ewart gave the results of further experiments to the same purpose.

Very

The

late Dr.

Manly

Miles, in his "Principles of Stocktelegony.
He gives a case in his own
An Essex sow was bred to a Chester White boar.
She was afterward mated purely, and produced a litter of pigs
which were as much mixed black and white as the previous
litter.
I was at the time a colleague of Dr. Miles, and with
many others had grave doubts regarding the experiment.
careless work-hand, the accidental opening of a gate, so
many things would explain the result without an appeal to
telegony.
The taint was so great that it could not but
make us skeptical.

breeding,"
breeding.

accepts

A

12, 1902.

a part of her body, and spreads to affect all the tissues, even
the reproductive organs. This is surely very hypothetical.
I was led to question the truth of telegony, as the testimony seemed as conclusive with birds and bees as with
matninals. Mr. Spencer's germ-plasm could not affect in these
With fowls, only the sperm-cells are lodged, and
latter cases.
There is
that for a brief space, in the oviduct of the hen.
no organic connection, and it is hard to see how any influence
could taint the hen. I know it is claimed with some show of
authority that impure mating changes the color" of the eggIf such a
shell.
I can only say, very interesting if true.
change occurs, I believe reversion explains it. In the case of
Here millions
bees the connection is a little more obvious.
of sperm-cells are lodged for years in the spermatheca, or
sperm-sac, of the queen. There is, however, no difference in
The
kind froini the fowls the only difference is in time.
sperm-cells are present in the reproductive apparatus for
years instead of days.
So grave were my doubts that I experimented at length
experiments with
to see if I might decide the matter.
poultry were made with Light Brahnias and Brown Leghorns. These birds are different in limb, feather, form, habit,

—

My

ran together through the
In early spring I separated
the birds, putting all the Leghorns, male and female, in one
After three weeks I
pen and the Brahmas in another.
commenced to incubate the eggs, and raised over 200 chickens.
There was not the least show of taint in either breed.
all know how persistent the feathers on the legs are with
My Leghorns had legs that
any show of Brahma blood.
At the close of these experiments I
were entirely clean.
was more skeptical than ever as to the truth of telegony in
Noted breeders of long experience in our country make
birds.

and color of egg. The fowls
winter, mating promiscuously.

all

We

similar reports.
I procured a queen all
I next experimented with bees.
I introduced her in my apiary where
the way from Syria.
I at once reared several queens
there were only Italians.
from her which must have been mated exclusively with
Italian drones, as there were no Syrian drones within hundreds of miles. As is well known, drones hatch from unimpregnated eggs. Here, then, if the drones from these queens
should show any Italian taint, we should have positive proof
The eggs, not being impregnated, can
of telegony in bees.
produce only drones that have the characteristics of the
mother. If impure, then surely the mother must be affected.
In this case we have examples, not by the tens nor the
I examined these drones
hundreds, but by the thousands.
Every
very -carefully, as did my students and many others.
drone was decidedly Syrian, and had not the slightest mark
Have we not, then, good reason to doubt the
of an Italian.
truth of telegony in bees ?
I have known several cases among mammals where telegony might be put in evidence if true yet in every case the
evidence was absent. I know this is only negative testimony.
I went to the Chicago exhibition during the time that mules
were being exhibited. I talked with many extensive breeders,
and not one believed in telegony. The.y all said that they had
had no evidence of its truth.
;

As stated at the beginning of this article, this is a matter
If telegony be true,
of no little importance to the breeder.
then accidental cross-mating with any female for ever taints
her blood. I am so firm in the belief that it is not true that
I would not pay a nickel less for a shorthorn or Jersey because, at some time in the past, she had been impurely
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
mated.— Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

As is well known, many poultry-men and apiarists argue
that the law of telegony is as true of birds and bees as of
mammals. I have long doubted its truth with poultry, or our
pets of the hive.
Telegony was at first explained as bloodtaint in the case of mammals
but there is no intermixture
of the blood of the mother and the embryo.
An extensive
membranJ in the placenta separates entirely the blood of
mother and fcetus. Blood-taint is obviously impossible. The
nerves were next appealed to to explain this phenomenon.
This, however, is vain, as the nerves of mother and offspring
are entirely separate.
Dr. Miles called in cell-inoculation to

% The Afterthought. ^

;

The "Old Reliable" seen through New'and Unreliable Qlasuf.

By

We

explain telegonj'.
all know how inflammation spreads
in the case of wounds.
The explanation is evident. Poison,
or possibly microbes, pass from the injured to the uninjured
cells, and, with the spread of the cause of the disease, the
disease spreads.
In telegony there is no virus, and so there
could be no inoculation.
Herbert Spencer suggests that
"germ plasm" passes from the foetus to the mother and becomes

June

the

E. E.

HASTY.

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

LAW AGAINST BAD HONEY-DEW HONEY.
And so the New York folks have got a law under which
man who puts on the market a bad article of extracted

honey-dew can be fined fifty dollars ? It would serve him
But some years,
right, and, so far, no cause of complaint.
and through extensive regions, half the honey produced is
more or leas mixed with natural sweets not nectar offlowers

June

12,
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— and so not pure honey according to the wording of the
Act — and yet not bad either as to taste or wholesonieness.

Most of the producersdo not themselves know whether their
)f course, the experts who
honey is New- York-pure or not.
<lrew up the wording of the law " allowed " that no one,
either for fun or for spite, would go around slaughtering
these innocent lambs. This critic, however, doesn't believe
it's wise to have legal power to slaughter lambs put in the
(

Page 275.
CLBAN DIKT KKOM THE BEES.
"Clean dirt," is it, Mrs Axtell, that vire get from

statute books.

the
often try to console myself a little with that
maxim, too. Unfortunately bee-dirt is rather worse than
the average dirt as to being tilthy looking. Those who constantly and tremblingly ask, " How do I look ?" will find
scant peace behind a nice white apron well propoli;-,ed.

bees

Yes,

?

Page

278.

VAIA'ABLE REMEDIES THAT ARE NOT NEW.

number

of people are greatly in need of a little selfexamination. On the other hand, many (by counting here
and there one) suffer terribly suffer almost to the destruction of sanity and life by ill-advised and too constant
moral introspection. Don't brood. Some chickens will die
of cold and neglect if they are not brooded. Try it on that
ineradicable sin, and that incipient cancer of the stomach,
and that internal tumor.

—

CONDUCTKD BY
O. O. MJI.J.KK. Marengo, J/J.
(The Qnestlons ma; be mailed to the Bee Joamal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he nill answer them here. Please do not ask the

DR.

Doctor to send answers br

malL— Editor.!

—

CROWDING HIVES MAKES BEES

Dividing Colonies and Introducing Queens.
1 have 13 colonies of bees (blacks) that I wish to divide,
About the time
and this is the way I thought of doing
:

they are preparing to commence to swarm divide both
brood and bees about equal, and have a laying queen ready
Now for the questions
for the queenless half.
1. Which should I leave on the old stand, the old queen
or the queenless half ?
2. How long should I leave the queenless half before
introducing the new queen ?
3. I intend to use the old black queen this season, but
want to Italianize all this fall, or in the spring. What
would be the proper time to have them for the next season ?
:

Pennsylvania.
Answers. — 1. Better leave the old queen on the old
stand. But if you want the two parts to be equal in
strength you should put the larger part of the bees and
brood on the new stand, for all the field-bees will return to
the old stand.
2. With a provisioned introducing-cage you can give
her at once, or you can wait a day or two.
3. Toward the close of the honey harvest is a good time.

CROSS.

idea of Mr. A. Boomer and his friends, that crowding the hives makes the bees cross, is an idea not much in
the papers. Is it that the children " sass " each other from
yard to yard when the homes are thus near, or what ? In
manipulation, if we disturb other hives besides the one or
ones we smoke, that might tend to general bad temper. The
closer the spacing the greater that difficulty will be. It is
tolerably plain that manipulation, if it ends pleasantly all
around, improves the temper of the bees while all ugly
" musses " (especially if the bees think they have driven
you off) have a contrary effect. Page 284.

Honey from Dogwood and Bitterweed.

The

;

MORE PROMENADE SURFACE FOR SWARMERS.
As

a general approximation, 75 percent of the bees to
25 for the old hive will do very well.
nearly all that
I think the percentage varies very greatly
can fly going sometimes, and on rare occasions not more
than 25 percent. If you want more of the bees to stay I
think I can tell you how to compass your desire without
much trouble. Have a big, empty upper story. Set in several division-boards, or whatever " gingerbread work " you
can lay hands on, with intent to increase the promenade
surface there is inside. Fix the quilt so the bees can easily
get above if they wish. Most beholders do not see all there
is of swarming.
While taking flight is going on at the
door a grand promenade is going on inside, up and down
and all over, entrance forced into every crack and cranny.
Now, the idea is that the more promenade surface there is
the more promenaders there will be that will satisfy their
appetite for excitement without going to the door and tak-

go with a swarm and

;

ing flight at

\

I

Miss Wilson will not be able to patent her panaceaGet well by not thinking of your disease — too many before
have recognized its curative value. Every mother knows a
funny story heals a bump. Nevertheless it's good and
profitable to advertise afresh valuable remedies which are
not new, as Miss Wilson does on page 279. Sometimes, and
just right, give earnest study to your ailment. Sometimes,
and just right, cast the whole thing off your mind, utterly
and absolutely. As to our moral ailments, same yules. A
vast

Questions and Answers.

all.

Page

291.

PUTTING BEES OUT AND RETURNING TO CELLAR.
Putting bees out and then returning them to the cellar
the cases where that has been tried
were cases where dysentery had become very bad bees
sure to die any way, in or out. This would naturally lead
Bees in tolerable
to the idea that the plan was a bad one.
health, only uneasy and distended, would constitute a very
different case. It would not be surprising if a partial reversal of doctrines should come in with more exact and discriminating experiments. Page 291.

— presumably most of

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

Dr. Miller :— I notice on page 282, that in your reply
to " Mississippi " you say that you do not think dogwood
(Cornus florida) yields honey.
Dogwood, in Jefferson County, Ala., begins to bloom
about April 15, and yields much honey. (You will notice
that the showy part of the blossom is not a part of the
flower, but only the calyx— the flowers proper are in a compact cluster, and are composed of petals, stamens and pistils, making a perfect flower.)
The honey from the bitterweed is intensely bitter.
I write you this hoping to aid you in a small degree in
C. C. Parsons.
your work.
Escambia Co., Fla.
I

am very

beautiful

glad to be corrrected, and to know that the
is useful as well as ornamental.

dogwood

Management for Extracted Honey.

—

I have been reading articles from
Dear Dr. Miller
your pen for years with much pleasure, and sometimes with
But what I admire most is what you "don't know.'*
profit.
When one has passed the " know it all " stage, he usually
knows something, and can make a good guess at what he
"don't know." But I wish to warn you against followingthe advice given by Dr. Miller in the American Bee Journal to " California," in regard to putting the queen in the
lower story on empty frames. Don't do it. I tried it last
year on 7 colonies, and had 7 failures. In every case the
bees followed the brood in the upper story and left the
queen. Two of them were allowed a flight-hole from the
upper story, and they left the queens entirely, and they both
died starved, I suppose. The others were compelled to get
in and out through the lower story, and they fed the queens,
but were so slow in building combs that I lost the use ot
the queens for a long time, and the colonies, being pracIt prevented
tically queenless, stored but little surplus.
:

—

swarming

for a certainty.

This season I am practicing two methods, and both are
proving a success as far as I have had time to test them.
First, I took two frames of brood and the queen and put
them in a new hive and filled up with frames, left them on
the old stands, and put the remaining combs and bees on
top of another one-story colony with excluder between, thus,
making a very strong colony that begins storing honey at
once, and I think the old queen and returning bees will
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build themselves up into a strong colony before the season
closes. They are buildings comb well now.
If they are not
strong enough I can add to them at the close of the white
"
honey from the boomers."

My second plan is to make what Ernest Root calls
" shook swarms," putting them on empty frames and giving the combs with brood and honey to another one-story
colony.
Colonies that have queen-cells ready to seal do as well
as natural swarms. I find it will not do to give the new
swarms combs in the upper story until they have the frames
in the new hive nearly full of comb.
Delos Wood.

Santa Barbara

Co., Calif.

Answer. — One

of the things that help to lighten

my

work in the "Question and Answer" department of the
American Bee Journal, is the fact that sharp eyes are upon
my work, and back of the sharp eyes kind hearts ready to
help out where I fall short. In the nature of the case it
must be that questions will come that fall outside my own
experience, and then I must rely upon what I have learned
from others. After learning of the experience of Mr. Wood,
I should advise that one who desires to try the plan of putting the queen in a lower story should try it at first on a
limited scale, until he finds how it works in his case.
I am very much puzzled to know why the plan should
work so differently in California, for it so happens that I
have tried the plan in a good deal more than seven cases,
with no sign of a failure in any case. I never allowed a
flight-hole in the upper story
in fact. I allowed no possible
entrance except through the lower story, but even if I had
allowed an entrance above I should not have expected anj'
diflrerent results, expecting the bees from habit to have
continued to use the lower entrance.
I would give a good deal to be present to see the progress of a case in the hands of Mr. Wood, so as to find out if
possible what makes the difference. Let me give a little in
detail the course of a case, and if Mr. Wood can see his way
clear to do so, I wish he would try just one more case, and
then tell us wherein is the first departure of his bees from
the course pursued by mine
I wait till queen-cells are begun, then the brood is
raised to the upper story, and the queen left upon foundation in the lower story, with an excluder between the two
stories.
The queen stops laying in every case, and I suppose she spends her time in the fruitless attempt to get up
through the excluder. This cessation of laying I believe
to be an essential part of the program, and without it I
think the plan would be a failure. The bees, however, go
right on gathering as busily as ever, and in two, three, or
four days the queen begins laying in the foundation. I
think I never had a case in which the queen sulked more
than four days, but, certainly, she began within the week.
If Mr. Wood should try another case, I wish he would tell
us whether he finds eggs later than the fifth or sixth day.
Also, the outcome of the first of the two plans he is trying
this year.
;

:

-•-

Italianizing and

Working for Honey.

wish to Italianize and also work for comb honey. I
understand that after a swarm leaves the hive there will be
no eggs in the old hive for 21 or 25 days. Of course, the
bees will not do much work during that period. The safe
and proper way is to let the bees follow their natural instinct.
Will I gain anything by introducing a laying queen
I

in a

Benton cage, and cutting out the

cells ?

Mass.-vchusetts.

Answer. — Are you sure, when you say, "Of course, the
bees will not do much work during that period," that your
" of course " is well founded ? So good an authority as G.
M. Doolittle is very positive that nothing is gained by
doing as you propose. He is pretty certainly right for his
locality, and it is not unlikely that the same thing is true
for you. It might be a good plan for you to try some both
ways and compare results. Then please be sure to give us

your conclusion.
.*-•-.

Not Foul Brood.
mail you a sample of comb under separate cover, and
thank you if you will let me know what you think
about it. I have never come in contact with foul brood,
and did not know but what I had run up against a genuine
case. If so, I shall be pleased to have you tell me how you
would go at it to stamp it out. The colony that this comb
I

will

Junel2,

1901.

taken from died out some time during the winter. The
I mail you is the worst in the hive.
I
have
Ouinby and Langstroth reversible hives. I have read the
convention reports, but I am not sure that I am right, and
ask for your valuable counsel.
I have so much to do that I can not give the bees proper
attention, but I do the best I can, and will endeavor to
clean them up if it is foul brood.
Iowa.
is

piece which

Answer. — There

no appearance of foul brood, and
any disease at all in the case, but it
seems different from anything I ever saw before. The cells
that are sealed, when the capping is picked away, seem to
be entirely emptj' and clean, as if the bees had just sealed
them up for a joke. Can it be that some very minute insect
I'm not sure there

is

is

has eaten out the contents of the cells

?

Bee-Paralysis.
" Past blessings do not suffice; I am still needy." I
I have another question that I would like to have answered through the American Bee Journal.
I have a colony of bees that are afflicted with some
malady, and I want a cure. The colony is a first swarm of
last season
it was in good condition last fall and wintered
About three weeks ago
all right, being strong this spring.
Quite a number of bees perI noticed something wrong.
haps two to four dozen each day crawl out, or are hauled
out of the hive by the other bees. They remain on the
alighting-board or crawl on the grass around the front of
the hive, and are unable to fly, but keep up a constant
motion with their wings for a few hours, then die. The
most of them look natural, though some are very black,
In other respects the colony seems all
hairless, and shiny.
right, working when the weather is fit, carrying pollen into
the hive and rearing brood. What should I do in the case ?
I find nothing in the books that covers it, unless it be
" Bee Paralysis," mentioned in " A B C of Bee-Culture,"
and this, to my mind, does not quite cover it.
I am anxious to do what is needed as soon as I leara
Ohio.
what that is.

mean

;

—

—

—

Answer. If your name was Mississippi or Florida instead of Ohio, I would say that I could only condole with
you without the slightest hope of helping you. Seeing you
are as far north as Ohio, I can bid you dismiss your fears,
and let things take their course. Yourdescription so clearly
given leaves no doubt that your visitor is bee-paralysis. I
had one case so bad that I broke up the colony. But that
was the only case so bad. I've had many another case, but
the colonies suffered only temporary loss, and I never paid
any attention to it. I'm not sure that I've seen anything
of it for three or four years.
Preventing Further

Swarming— Young Queens.

In the winter of 1900-01 I read one or two articles in
the magazines and papers relative to bees, and caught the

borrowed some late American Bee Journals and a
and " read up " some more, and in May, 1901, I
purchased a nucleus of three frames in a dovetailed hive,
the rest of the frames with full foundation. The queen
was a tested Italian, and proved very prolific, as she led out
a good swarm, June 26, which was successfully hived.
August 1 the original purchased queen led out another
swarm (colony No. 2), which was also secured and properly
hived, thus giving me three colonies. We secured about 40
pounds of section honey.
I put these three colonies into winter quarters out-ofdoors, and they wintered all right, and have been so industrious that on May 16 colony No. 1 (the purchased queen's
first daughter) led out a swarm, and May 18 colony No. 2
(the purchased queen's second daughter) led out one also,
both of which are now at work in their respective hives.
So much for the history of my bee business. Now for
the questions I wish to have answered as soon as possible.
After the two swarms spoken of above were cared for
in their new homes, to prevent further svrarming for the
season if possible, I proceeded to cut out all but one queencell in hives No. 1 and 2.
1. Was that a wise thing to do ?
2. How soon should the new queens be hatched, and out
on their bridal-trip, and the hives examined to find the
New Hampshire.
queen ?
—
was
desired
have the
to
if
it
Answers. 1. Yes,
strength divided equally as possible between the swarm and

fever.

I

text-book,

!
June

12,
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many

it is better to throw the
a g^ood yield of surplus
from that, and expectinj^j the old colony to do nothinj^ more
than to ^'Ct a ^^ood ready for winter.
2. I don't know, for I don't know the ape of the young
queen in the cell you left. When no cells are cut out, and
no second swarm issues, the young- queen may be expected
to emerge from the cell in about a week after the prime
swarm issues, and that would also be the case if you cut out
the cells immediately after the issue of the swarm, leaving

the mother colony.

main

force into the

In

swarm,

cases

fjettinij

"1

I

p)„^m^^!!^^^!^^
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a sealed cell. But if you waited several days before cutting
out the cells, you may have left a younger cell, for the cells
will vary as to tlie time of being started, and consequently
as to the time of the emerging of the young eiueen. The
queen will take her wedding-trip when (ivedaysold or older,
and you may look for eggs when she is about twelve days
She may begin laying when eight or ten days old, but
old.
it is vfell enough to delay looking, as it is not so easy to find
the first few eggs, and if you do not find them easily when
she is twelve days old, you may fear something wrong.

QUEENS—Try Our Stock.

f^^^J!^.^

QUEENS
Buy them

QUIRIN,

H. G,

of

i^ueen-Ureeder

in

DavknI'okt, Iowa. IJec. 31, 19 i|.
^'oiir queed-i are fully up to standard.
The
honey (jueen that you Rent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousio(f colony when put
up for winter. The lyoldens cau be hand ed
without smoke or

The A. I. Koot Compaay tell us our stock is
extra-liue; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. (iatidy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.
Our Breeders originated from the higheptpriced, Long-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the

United States.
Fine Oueens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which

was established

NUMllKK

)j:ettMiK' alon^' very well in the beeI am
started three years atto with
I
business.
colonies, ('anic out this spring with 42, all in
I have had a dozen swarms tljis
good shape.
spring, and am looking for more every day.
1 had isoo pounds of honey last year.
The American Uee Journal has been a great
deal of help to me, as I was a beginner and
did not know it all, neither do I yet.
T. S. Elliott.
Delta Co., Tex., May 18.
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$1.00

Tested

12
$

$5.00
8.00

1.50

"J-SO

15.00

10 50
Selected Tested
2.00
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.- 4.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
till all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

Qiiirin the ({iieeii-Breeder,

PARKERTOWN,
[Parkertown

is

a P. O.

OHIO.

Money Order

office.]

Please mention the Bee Journal.

DAIRYMENwork
ARE DELIGHTED
Cow
avs

to nietl tbose

havemcnrj.

wno

tor ub.

We Atari

you

ketjitr^ -l

in busiiiea-.

'^

You tnike

We

furnish capital. ^fnJ
large profita. Easy w,.rk.
10 cent* for full line of psmplenand i'*itirulafs,

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago. Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal -wlien writing

3-Frame Nuclei For

Sale.

have arranged with a bee-keeper

located in Kankakee Co., 111., (within
12 miles of Kankakee), to fill orders for
Nuclei of bees. All are to be first-class,
and most of the bees show Italian markings. The queens in the Nuclei will
be Italian, of this year's rearing.
oThe Nuclei are 3-frame Langstroth,
in light shipping-boxes.
Prices: 1 for
$3.00; S or more at $2.75 each.
All are f .o.b. shipping-point,

and

will

be sent by express, a postal card notice
being mailed to each purchaser a day
or two before shipping the bees.

144

f.i.OO

1.2S

7.0O

$1.00

}S 00

1.25
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'I.OO

$

ll.oo

GOLDEN QUEENS
Select tested, $2.00 each, after June
Breeders, $£.0Oeach, after June 1.

11.00

mailing Queens about May
orders in rotation. Circular free.

BLOCKER, Pearl

D. J.

ooo

f

1.

We begin
fill

25,

and

Cit.y, III.

Please mptitiou tbe Kee Journal.

ISEif

FREE

prepared for winter last fall 20 colonies of
bees, leaving them on the summer stands, by
putting winter-cases over them. I lost 2 colonies.
The balance are in tine condition,
uniform in strength, with a large force of
workers.
Prospects for a honey crop are good.
N. SivioN.
Wood Co., Ohio, .June 2.
I
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A Warning

A

Foster
Stylographic

to Bee-Keepers.

The Arkansas Valley Bee-Keepers' Association desires to say, that except in a few localities this valley is overstocked to such an extent th.at any increase will sensibly augment

PIN

the overstocking; that in the last few years
the averagesof the Ijest located havedecreased
fully one-half, and that further coming of
bees among us from abroad is not advisable,
and by us not desired; that in all not fully
occupied places the natural readjustment of
apiaries will very soon fill all spots that early
cuttingof alfalfa is the rule; and that large
tracts of land are being turned to the raising
of sugar beets, still further reducing pastur-

roiintl point, and writes as
smoothly as a lead-pencil. The
point and needle of the pen
are

GEORGE W.YORK & CO.,
& 146 Erie St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
-

To Boston and Return

at

One Fare

for the round-trip via Nickel Plate
Road, for Christian Scientists' meeting
in June. Tickets on sale June 12th to
14th, inclusive, with extended return
limit of July 31st. Write John Y.
Calahan, Geiieral Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for detailed information.

9—23A2t

made

platina<

alloyed

— substances of

great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of ink.
They hold snflBcient ink to
write 10,000 words, and do not

Ieai< or blot.
As they make a

form nidlii
they are

line of uni«
at all times

iiiie4|iialed

tor

ruling' purposes.
neat
Pens are
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions,
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Just Started With Bees.

tiller

and

in

cleaner.

Best Masifoldisg Pes os
THE Market.

have just started in the bee-business. Last
winter niy father purchased 4 colonies of
bees and h empty Langstroth hives. He gave
them in my care, and I wish to do the best I
can to take care of them.
They wintered well and came out strong
I

19,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the '• Foster." You should have
one also.

They

are nearly all Italians. In
hang out on the hives like
gave them ventilation according

a shady place they

How to Get a "Foster"
FREE.

Kyle Ink.

Send TWO

XEw subscribers

to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with ¥2.00; or send
$1.90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for $1.00 we will mail the pen
alone.
Address,
>.

Fastening and Cutting Foundation.
I told you how I fastened foundation in
extracting frames some time ago, and requested an explanation of a better way, if
any one had a better way. No one seemed to
think the job needed any special instructions,
or else they had no better way themselves.
My way didn't exactly suit me, so I tried several other ways, and finally struck the following:
Take a common machine-oil can, with
plenty of spring in the bottom, wrap it with a

of

with iritliiim

Our Association, therefore, desires to lay
the facts before the readers of the American
Bee Journal, and expresses the hope that this
communication may be of some good.
Adopted as the unanimous expression of
this Association, this ;M day of May, 1902.
J. K. Wasson, *'«.
Otero Co., Colo.

swarming. I
to the American Bee Journal.
Richland Co., Ohio, May 2S.

hard

This pen consists of a
tapering to a

rubber holder,
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Do not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado— one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

G. B.

Bee Journal when

LEWIS

a short, stubby, fine-pointed nozzle for the
spout, fill it about one-half full of beeswax,
and set it over the smolder until the wax is
melted. The rest of the job needs no explanation, as any one intelligent enough to keep
bees at all can invent some handy way to
handle it in getting the foundation in.

Watertown,Wis.

CO.,

writing.

1902

heavy coat of asbestos-paper to retain the
heat loDfjer and make it cooler to handle; fit

Bee-Heepers-Attention f

Please mention

12,

While
I

cut

I

my

am at it I am going to tell you how
section foundation.
I make 7 or S

wax (I use none but
the Extra Thin). Make a cutting boxsimilar
to a common miter-box, and cut the pieces
about as much trianj^ular as 7 or 8 starters to
the sheet will cut. I have not found it necessary to use bottom starters. Should one prefer them a narrow strip can be cut from the
sides of the sheets for such starters.
Being
somewhat proportioned like naturally built
combs, BufHcient bees are not apt to cluster on
them to pull them loose at their greater proportioned
fastening surface than if cut
square; besides, if it is not set in the section
perfectly square it will not matter, as the
edges can not come in contact with the sides
of the section, which will cause a square one
to " buckle " if not exactly true.
Try a few my way and report. May be you
have a better way; if so, out with it.
Sioux Co., Iowa, May 20.
F. W. Hall.
starters of each sheet of

i We

are

tlie

Largest Mannfacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

Nortliwest

tlie

TV

Send for catalog.
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Minneapolis, Minn.

We

liave tlie Best Goods,

Lowest Prices, and Best SWppins; FacOities.

A Copneob Bee-Feedep.

Please mention Bee Journa: -when -writin?
I

The^^MUTHS SPECIAL" \lu^^^F^o\^^^Za
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BOTTOM-BOARD
that

is

ABSOLUTELY WARP-PROOF,

therefore the best dovetail Hive on the
have one by asking.

illustrated catalog explains it all. You can
sell the finest Supplies at manufacturer's prices.

market.

We

Our

than
Standard Bred Queens. None
EYE STRAIN
better

and

"MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS,"

6 for $4.00.

our

BUCK-

of 3-Banders

by return mail.

7Sc each;

Safe arrival guaranteed.

THE FRED W. MUTH when
CO.,
wnuna

Front and Walnut

Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

"asa mention Bee Journal

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on tbe other

HOWARD

side.

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

is

tiik ^-'cll Size of

wanted an available something

Ah, I thought so. First I put on an empty
super over the brood-chamber, then I shelled
a dozen big ears of corn, brushed the fuzz off
the large cobs, tied them together eorduro.v
fashion that they might hold together, and,
having my thick sugar syrup ready I soaked
them in it and laidthesecobs over the frames.
Of course, every cavity where the grains grew
was filled with the syrup, much like the cells
in their wax, permitting the bees to sip out
the syrup (honey would have been better) at
their leisure without the fear of running over
the combs faster than the bees could take
care of it. In renewing the feeding after the
first time I simply poured the syrup carefully
over the cobs, without removing them, from
time to time until the bees could gather from
the blossoms.
The utility of this method must be apparent at first glance. The feeding is perfect,
the cobs reasonably available, and the cost
admittedly light. Result: Big colonies.
This is a hint for our farmer boys. Try it,
and you will be pleased.
In tying them, alternate the big ends with
the small ends of the cobs; they will then fit

—

Your Name on the Knife. When oiderlug-, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as plass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, aud Worker, as

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are haud-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring^-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Your Ukcle Frank.

Hard Time

for Bees.

This has been a very hard time for the
bees.
The winter was unusually severe, the
month of April having only a few days warm
enough for the bees to My. The first half of
May was very cold, aiul now apple-trees are
in bloom, and during the past three days
another cold wave has been here, and hardly
Unless ne-xt
a bee able to leave the hive.
month is very favorable the crop of white
honey will be very small.
A. W. S.MiTn.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the ** Noveltj' " is lost, having" name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling', and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

my

—

better.

the Knife.]

to feed

bees early this spring with a view to encouraging brood-rearing to strengthen ray rather
weakened colonies. I thought over some of
the suggestions that I had seen advanced the
wet cloth, the perforated can, the sponge,
etc., but somehow I stubbornly insisted there
might be a better way.

Sullivan Co., N. Y., .May 30.

owner

How
g-ive to

the

appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting- memento could a mother
a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having

name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying^ cu/ giv^es a faint

idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
kmfe, as tb^ ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or g^ive it as a Premium to the
one sending- us'triKEE new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $-'*.O0.J We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

this^^beautiful

GEORGE W, YORK
4S"Please

allor* '•bout

two weeks

L CO.

for vour knife order to be

Chicago, IlL
tiliect.

A Favorable

Spring.

bought

2 colonies in box-hives during the
winter of lUOO, and transferred to S-frame
hives in .lune, and increased to 4 by transferring the brood three weeks later, all of
I

which made good cohjnies. My place is in
Limestone County, about is miles from home,
hence I am there but little of the time, which
find does not suit to make a success of beekeeping, yet I have learned enough to believe
firmly that an experienced bee-keeper can do
well in that locality. There are a large number of sourwood trees there, and the honey
I

!

:
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from them surpusf^ofi any I have seon, bot.li In
flavor and uolor, boin^; as nearly puru wdlto
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Owin^^ to

to bo,
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iHiint;
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Morgan

Co., Ala.,
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Free

All Itciliaii (Jiieeii

tbo fall How wiis
H(t
far thu spring: has beisn voi'y
llt,^!it, but
favoraiib^ indetiil.
I
hav« taken otT sevoral
sections of nli*e honey, with tho best How yet
to follow from sourwood.
then!

!

subscriber for a year, with $1.0() or 2
Oueens for sending 2 new subscribers,

A

l4HV<>

til]

iiH

Joy.

Well,

I

went

to tbcse little eoloiileii, expectto find in each a line, healthy
of the I (JO I took '.i' i|ueen8, all

inj;, (j( eotiroe.

Out

queen.

found. The reniainlni,' "H were
and many with i|iiecn-eell8 in various slucos of consumjition. Here wa» a direct
that

eijiild l)c

(lueeiileds,

loss of

7^1

(|UeenH.

He continued

his

experiments until he had

more than aoO queens, aud thinks the lose
lurirely due to the fact that the bees went
lost

vi>i(inK-

from one nucleus to another.

;

Honey

etc.

for Horses,

Molasses ie very iiiiu'li used for mixiiit; with
food for stock, and I don't see why our inferior i;rades of honey may not l)e i|uite, if
not more, beneficial. One thiag: I aceidentally
noticed during the past season was that a
horse can heoome very fond of honey. I extracted my WyBuleii^h apiary in a tent, and
when I finished and had the honey tinned and
removed I removed the tent, but through
want of cartage-room I had to leave the cappings, covereil up, for another trip. During
the night my horse, which is mischievously inclined, and does not stop at opening a gate,
removed the cover and helped himself. I
fastened the box, but the following night he
again helped himself by upsetting everything
and scattering the cappings all over the yard.
><'eedless to say the bees started working on
the caps. That did not interfere with the
horse he rolled the lumps of caps to one side
to disturb the bees, and finished the spilt caps
during the day. Altogether about 30 pounds
of cappings were eaten by him in the two
nights.
Here is the point: That horse was
troubled with an itchy skin, and was con-

Remember,

this oflfer is

made

ari/y

to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these

for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
cts. each
or the Bee Journal one vear
and a Queen for $1.50.
(Please do not get these oilers mixed
up with our Red Clover Queen offers on
another page.)

Queens

;

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Here is an editorial
Farmer and Kusy Bee:

from

the

.Modera

A. H. Duff says in the .lournal of Agriculture, " Carniolan bees are not i,'iven to swarniinj; more than the pure Italians, and, perhaps, not as much.'' There is wiiere you are
Mr. Duff. If these bees are not properly
looked after, if they are left to themselves,
they are the worst swarmers we have ever
handled.

oil,

No Foul Brood

in

Adrian Getaz says
Keeper

Foundation.
in

the American

Bee-

:

—

tinually tearing the hair off his head, tail,
projections.
few days afterwards he got all right and
ceased to scratch the hair off. I believe the
honey was the cause of the cure, though the
wax may have had something to do with it.
If honey was the cause, could not our inferior honeys be used for keeping horses and

Carniolans and Swarming.

THE FENCE THAT

The PAGE.
PAGE WOVEN WIUE FENCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
Please mention isf.ei Joiirnal w>*en pttiubu?

everybody

likes for li:ird iiMacee

is

In discussing the possibility of the transmission of foul-brood spores through wax
foundation, a correspondent of a German
paper remarks that even it the heat of the
melted wax did not kill the spores outright,
they would be imbedded in it, and never he
able to get out, having no means to burrow
their way through it.
A coat of wax will
eventtifllly kill any living being anyway, by
shutting air and moisture out altogether.

aud body, by rubbing on sharp

A

!

Long-Tongue Bees.
"A York County Bee-Keeper"

FOR SALE

Bee-Escapes and F^'eders.
24A4t

—

other stock in healthy condition
Editor
Pender, in the Australasian Bee-Keeper.

says in

the

Laogstroth
Winter Hives,
100

5

14')

i

KARL KEIM.

VoKK St Buffalo,
,

TO START YOU
We

Supers, Z a cHoQPv Hoards,

IN

X. Y.

BUSINESS

prfsent you with the rirst ft., you
you in a tiooii jjayiin: (msicents for full line ot ^..uiplea
ami (lin'ctiona how to bepln.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.

tako

\\ ill

ill

ne.-^.s.

to start

.SfiKl 10

Please mention Bee journal

when wntina.

Canadian Bee Journal

Christian Scientists'

By

the way, Mr. Editor, have you noticed
the ' long-tongue '' craze is slowly dying
out * From the way the queen-breeders went
wild over it we could expect nothing else,
and then Prof. Gillette's experiment was the
" straw that broke the camel's back." Last
fall, while talking with a friend, I ventured
to predict that in one year from that date, not

meeting

one queen-breeder in a dozen would mention
long tongues. Judging from the ads. up to
date, I believe such will be the case.

be to your advantage to obtain
rates applying over the Nickel Plate
Road before purchasing elsewhere.
Tickets on sale June 12th, 13th and
Final limit returning, July 31st.
14th.
Call on or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
10--23A2t

The S'warthmore System
Management.

PATENT
BirINGHAM'S
years

This is
Gleanings
Breeder,"

reported

of Nucleus

upon

unfavorably in
in
Bee-Culture by
"Queenwho seems to have tried it on a
large scale, having as many as 330 nuclei. He

says:

In due time I found, by examination, eggs
deposited in about 200 boxes, which I marked
for convenience. The remaining boxes were,
many of them, queenless, and others with
queens evidently not fertilized. I gave virgins to the former, and awaited developments
with the latter.
Of the 200 boxes containing eggs, I supplied 100 with queen-cards, to be kept until
the brood hatched for warranted queens, etc.
I had some orders for untested queens to be
filled in a short time, and congratulated my-

To make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
.Book Uusiness Dairying^ Cat,2i2 free.W.Chetter.Pa

'

Boston June 15th to 18th.

how

in

It will

24

the best.

ISend for Circular. Smokers

2SAtf

T. F.

BINOHAM.

Farweli, Mich.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MONETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing^ for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal lor
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeaJ
and the Clipping' Device. Address,

NEW

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
Chicago, lU.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Points in the Introduction of Queens.
W. H. Pridgen says in tileanings in BeeCulture:

From my experience

in introducing

queens

Ijy using bees from the colonies to which
they
are introduced. I consider the plan outlined
by Mr. Bonney far superior to the usual instructions that accompany shipping-cages.
In fact, I have not attempted to introduce
one in years with the cage in which she is
received without first releasing the escort and
caging some of the bees of the colony with
her. which invariably treat the queen kindly
if
very j'oung, or having filled themselves
with honey.
It also works equally well if
the queen Ije caged in an odorless cage without
any bees, but still better to use the bees and
odorless cage, or the odorless cage without
the bees, tirst scented by allowing the queen
to be superseded to remain in it an hour in
the hive; out I prefer scenting the cage with
the old qneen, and then using the bees with
the queen to be introduced, either bv placing
her in it and selecting the Ijeesone at a time!
or allowing them to go in. which they quickly
do in search of their mother, and close theti]
up for awhile and then allowing the queen to

run

in.

One advantage worth considering in having bees with the queen is that she is less
liable to be damaged tjy the outside bees by
getting hold of a leg or wing. I am partial
to side-comb cages, as the queen is placed
right down in the cluster; but instead of relying on hatching brood, young bees are at
once put into the cage with the queen,
through a hole near one corner, as large as a
leadpencii. The hole is stopped a day or two
with a curk. and with candy when the cork is
removed, thus allowing the bees to release
the queen, and combining the good points in
the different methods. A great deal of this
is too complicated for a novice, and no doubt
for that class the usual instructions are best;
but befoie being too confident of uniform
success by pasteboarding, it should be remembered that, when queens are sent by mail,
bees, cage, and all partake of the scent of the
mails, and from this scource much of the
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60-POUND TIN CANS.
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honey gathered from
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W. WEBER,

2i46°2i48 Central Avenue,

Our

A. Muth.)

Manutacturiu g Company.

Marshfleld
Wisconsin

Muth and

making SECTIONS, and they are the best

in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when WTltine

7A26t

Have You Seen Our Blue
EVERYTHING NEEDED

Cat-

IN THE APIARV,
Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE;
prices.
at the
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

alog? to illustrated pages; describes

LOWEST

KRETCHMER

BEST goods
write lor

it.

MFG.. CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, .\eb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

& Ouran,

all the bees from both cellars along from
the 20th to the last of March, and gave them
one or two days of llight. The location of
each hive was marked so that, when the bees
were set out again, each colony would go
back to its own stand. This may not have
lieen a necessary precaution, but we felt that
All the
it was wise to err on the safe side.
bees were kept in the cellar till along the first
week in April. About 100 colonies or nuclei
were set out of the hume cellar, and left out.
The rest were confined till about April 30,
when they, were put out. But in this case
Mr. Warded thinks the first lot of bees are in
better condition than the second lot. The
former have brood in all stages, while the
latter have nothing but eggs, and it looks
now as if the first bees had about two weeks'
This seems to
start over the others in brood.
contradict my footnote on page ISC of this
year, wherein I said I lielieved it was the best
policy to keep the bt-cs in until the first of
May. A year ago, atmiit this time, we set out
some bees early, and siune not till May.
thought the last lot of Ijees had the advantage over the others, because there was a
storm on April 20, and the snow lasted for
several days, with a good deal of cold weather.

out

CI^CINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

;

Early or Late Setting Out of Bees.
I mentioned in our last issue that we set

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES,

C. H.

Question What is best to be done with
the queenless colony early in the spring i
Mr. Hall— If it has lots of honey I would
simply pick it up and put it on top of one
that had a queen and not much honey. If I
hadn't one in the condition I would simply
shake off the queenless bees and preserve the
comb, honey and hive for future use. Beginners always fancy they must introduce a
queen as soon as they find that a colony is
without a mother. They are just wasting
I used to be
their time and money, as a rule.
bothering about that €ort of thing, but I
haven't done so these 12 or 14 years.
Mr. Dickenson I quite agree with Mr.
Hall that is my experience exactly. It does
not pay to introduce a queen to a colony that
you discover is queenless in the spring.

—

records behind in honeygathering. Untested, SI. 00 6 for §5.00.
-Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than an others. Untested, $1.00.

/^< a/rk/r^*^ <r>

in Spring.

.Journal

iow Ready to Supply m Return lail

/~^t

fol-

The following is taken from the report of
the (infario convention in the Canadian Bee-

Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
«

Root comments as

Queenless Colonies

^/I

«--»

this Editor

Sell It.

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

Qolden Italians

Upon

Dr. Miller first spoke of his plan in
(page 6S0, 19U1) I did not take
stock in it; but I am tree to confess
that there must be something in it after all.
Caging the bees, and keeping them so until
they have a real sense of their confinement or
loneliness, no doubt puts them in a condition
where they are ready to take up with anfj
When they are given back to the
([ueen.
whole colony having the same scent, the new
queen with them, all goes on lovely. But, as
Mr. Pridgen points out, it is doubtful it the
Ijeginner would be able to recage or change
But the advanced bee-keeper
the escort.
may well give it a trial. I should be pleased
to hear from others.

We

(jiieens

i|ueen.

much

Basswood Honey:

Order the Above Honey and then

Inasmuch as Dr. Miller was impressed by
the fact that bees caged with a queen from a
different colony were kind to her, I wish to
say that, when robl^ers are bad, I often prepare a number of cages with escorts, by selecting the returning young bees that are talking
their playspells, and tiud that it works well,
as they always treat the queens kindly, are
exactly the right age, and I have only to keep
the nuclei open long enough to find the

his Straw

A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7yi cents per pound
Basswood Honey, yi cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' HonCy.

—

queen.

When

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
g-et enough of the

trouble arises, and tbere will not be the success that attends the same plan if the queen
be changed to a fresh cage, thus removing
much of the odor.
Bees will often destroy their own queen if
given back after having been caged an hour
or two with some of her own bees in a cage
that has an odor that is transmitted to the

lows:

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

12, 1902.

Council Bluffs,

lowii;^

Chas.

lJK.;iit

when writing

Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers

.....

We

It is hard to tell just when to set bees out;
but obviously it would have been belter this
year if all the bees had been set out about

!

;

June

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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l.aBt year the ItittiT pail of
not have heen too hUo.
We have (lelerniinLMi that we will (hi thisNext year we will set the bees out the tirst of
April, if the weather is siiitalile; ami if it
shoulil turn eoht we will put them l)aeU in

the
the

tlrsl

of

Ajji-il.

llie

eellar

and keep them

atraiii.

tliere

And Several Other Clover

—

inatiy

have made arraairementn bo that we can

Sweet Clover Iwhitel
Sweet Clover (yellow)

The Split
Split Hickory Veliloles
Hiekory Veliiele advertisetnoul of the Ohio
is

still

run-

our eoluiiiiis. We (U> not know how
of our readers have availed themselves

in

of the (generous otter of the Company to sell
one of their bn^j^ies on iiO days' free trial, to
be paitl for if approved, or to be returiietl
withont obli;^alioii or eost if not satisfactory.
the
proposition
must appeal
Certainly,
The vehicles turned out
Btronjily to them.
by this company have a wide use and popularity, and the free trial plan of selling enables the proposed purchaser to examine and
lest Ihoroutrhly at his leisure, and t« be thereafter guided siilely by his own judgment as
to whelluM' he shall purchase or not. Coupled
with the above is one other decided advantage,
that of buying direct from the factory and
saving the protils which necessarily go to
in making
dealers or local agencies.

middlemen

sm

lom

» -VS
90

J1.40
1.70
l.KO
1.90

Alalke Clover

100

WhlteClover

1.00

GEORGE
&

W.

146 Erie street,

CHICAGO,

If the vehicle prob-

II,L.

State price, kind aud quantity.

BURNETT & CO., 1^9 S. Water St., Chicago
Please meutioa the Bee Joarnal.

BOYS

WE WANT
WORKERS
old and

BojM,

make

I

Iie»s.

Scud OS 10c stamps or

\^ e

.vounp: alike,
miiiiey wurtiinp for us.

Girl.4,

furnish

cs|iit.t!

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
the BEST
necessary to make
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
use a

it

tosrarlym iq boaiand a line ot

silver for full instractinns

uRAPER PUBLISI1I^Q CO.,Cbicago,lll.
Please mention Bee Journal -wtien. wniim^

fork Wax

•aiiiplei,lowc.rk».llh.

if you care to linow of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Calloruia's Favorite Paper—

(Tjllifnrniil
VdlllUI Illd

The
The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

uandsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

$2.00

and

Ag^ricultural

Published weekly,
per annum.

"What Happened

to

.

The standard
mail

22A4t

J

une

I.

Each,

barrels, 5a5i^c; water-white

C.

BY M.

tracted,

their
cures, scoring, marketing, shipping,&c.
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reader writes:
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lieve that

Price, in handsome
paid; or with the American Bee Journal one
year— both for only Jl.iO.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street,

-

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal -^^hen wTicma
13Atf
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;

light

Beeswax, good

.

amber,

AH®
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to choice, light'

now doing

is

mostly of a light jobbing

Mail sample and state

WEBER

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Mention the American Bee Journal.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuDpliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'h
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Marfeet price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 190-2 cataloc.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

dis-

eases and

sale.

—

dark, 24(a2Sc.
Spot stocks are not of heavy volume.but there
is more offering than can be accommodated
with prompt custom at full current rates. Bus-

Honey and Beeswax.
a

concise
treatment of the Belgian Hare industry;
origin
its growth,
and kinds; the sanitation and construction of the rabbitry
selection of breeding
stock; care of the

young, feeding,

white,

4(21

26(ai28c;

!

D. CAPPS.

and

W. Wbbek.

14.— White comb, 10®
125^ cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6to7 cents. Ei-

character on local account.

book of 175
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pag"es presents
clear

H.

San Francisco, May

iness

Standard Belgian ttare Book

A

M

Ready

MASS.

Celluloid Queen-Button is a verv
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat>-Iapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

The picture shown herewith Is a reprouucflan of a motto queen-button that we arc furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
vmderside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents ; two for 10 cents
6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to tie office
of the American Bee Joitrnal

$1.00.

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM,

ISABELLE HORTON,

and bees."

[a

from 6(4*1, >sc; white clover from oi<,f6 7c.
is coming in more freely and sells"
for

Beeswax

Cat. free.

—

have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
qnestions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
Bale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

on extracted remains very inactive. Plenty of
supply with only fair demand.
We quote:
white, S'Ai't?\c: light amber, 5q,s%c: southern,
in barrels, 50(aiS5c gallon. Beeswax Brm at from
30fe32c pound, according to rjualitv.

alfalfa

strain of yellow-banded bees.

East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
mention Bee Journal -when VTTiting:

Note.— One

10.— There is a limited decomb honey and prices range as folFancy white, 14c; No. 1, white, 13c: amber, ll(S,12c; no buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market
for

amber,

22"

"

New York, May

mand

steady sales,

"wriliiig,

AdelQaeens and Bees
to

This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short story 60 pages,
5x654 inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
bard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

PleP'^p

when

Wright.

lows:

2^c.

All select-tested Queens.

BY ISABELLE HORTON,

.^'If^.^lc.

HlLDRBTH & SEGBLKEW.

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
Please •nention Bee Journal

ex-

Cincinnati, June 7.— There is hardly any
change in Ibe honey market. Comb is not moving- much, and whatever is left can be bought
at cut rates.
Water -white is selling from
14("15c. Extracted is in fair demand and finds

with prices and samples, tree on application

Ted"

—

Casli

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cai

Beeswax, ^ood demand,

Catalog' giving

Full Line of Supplies,

f

1

Pacific Rural Press,

For

Into Foflnilation

at prices that are the lowest.

in

Dbtroit, Apr. 8.— Fancv white comb boner,
ISc; No. 1, 13(iul4c; dark and amber, n(ai2c.
Extracted, white, 6Ml§t7c; daik and amber
'
5(al6c. Beeswax, 29@30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

and

I

a

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling at 14'« !5c. Extracted,
6((i6Hc.

Dittmer's Foundation
ESSENTIAL,

is in

The Fred W. Muth Co.
Albany, N. Y., May 1.— Hooey market is dull.
Very little call now for any grade. Well cleaned
H. R.

I

!

i

>j» •>!< >j^j

is (rood with prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturinff purposes, brin^rs from
5%(qitl^c: better jrrades irom7'a>Ht:. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax stronif at 27ftt30c.

Extracted ttoneu!
33Alf

yf,-

tracted honey

Gomb and
R. A.

>j» yfi

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market

YORK & CO.
-

-iiyr

out special chani^e in either comb or extracted
honey fr<jm those (riven last. Consumers are
not in the tnarket for other than small Iota,
lieeswax is very scarce and brink's lie upon arrival.
R. A.BoknettA Co.

purchases through

lem confronts any of our readers they would
do well to write for the Company's free illusI.ook up the advertisement,
trated catalog.
and kindly mention this paper when writing.

AND BEESWAX

wailinjf attitude; there is more comb on Hale
tlian for several Junes of recer.t years; moHt of
it
is out of condition from one cause and
another, chieflv by havintf (grained; therefore a
very light yield this year would not help the
crop now on hand of last year. I'rlces are with-

16.00
7.£0
8.00
8.50
5.00

4.00
4.25
4.50
3.2S

jlt ri/.ii/y

Chicago, June ".— The honey market

son

2510
$.1.25

j>ii •!<

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

80
1.40
Alfalfa Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound ? cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents e.xtra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted iSy mail.

144

rft >K «te •!«

ttONE,y
i
^

Seeds.

the order:

Carriat;e Mfj;. Co., of Cineiiinati,

.'i/.

>)7J»- VJ.- >j.- >;.- >j»-

We

IJee-Cultui'e.

ning

J>l>fe ^i/.

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by f relirht
or express, at the fullowlnif prices, cash with

nmileril
(ileanin^s in

till

in

iMlitorial

l''r-oni
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SWEET CLOVER

iiiuiuli wo\ilil

ates

;

wHCCr

IVIUHkl and easy to make
you work for us. We will start you lii
and furnish the capital.
Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for £uU
liiie of samples and particulars,
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.

if

ruisiness
ik-ht
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Save Money by Buying

•'

Hives, Sections, Brood g
Frames, Extractors, g
Smokers, -^^•' everything
g
Ji
^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSK YOV NEED, OF
PnLGONER MFG.

TtlL W. T.

CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y.
OSff* Our poods are g'uarauteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

&

monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
tW W. M. Gebrish, E Nottingham,

a

fc?

•*

N. H., carries a
catalog prices.

our goods at
of him and save

full line of
(:>.der

freight.

g
g
J.
%
4?
U>

S
K
?2

Bee Jotirnal Tghen wiitma.

v.Hi tiiav
f.Tiis. InrlfSani^ poujtn" product pa> t;
that sum. Send uu- for samples aiui partic-

We furnish capital to start you in
business. Draper PublishiogCo.,Chicago,ill.
ulars.

Bee Journal when

June

21st.

By depositing

W

It has always erl^eu better satlsHrkf^e
UUCJ> IL c^ll
sell ai\
well r Because
»U »I7*»I1?
faction than any other. Because In 34 years

there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

We sell the best Veils,

Bee-Heepers' SuDDlies
Very

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

OF ALL
KINDS

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

»»»

^K>-»^%^

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

BEESWAX wanted

CHAS. DADANT

at all times

"WTitinK

$19.00 to Boston and Return $19.00
via Nickel Plate Road, account of meeting of Christian Scientists, June 15th
to 18th. Tickets on sale June 12th,
13th and 14th, with open return limit
of

LOSS.

Wh^7
TT 11^

Langstroth on the Honey-Beei — Re\/isc:cl,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

and

Please mention

Year

tZ

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
liavr part of it if you work
«™v- a'w^

25tll

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. ^^^^"^^^i^^i^^i^ltsKllx^:''
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

7«
rt

g

flease mention

Dadant's Foundation

f^^

tickets

with joint agent in Boston on or before
June 21st, extended limit returning
until July 31st may be obtained. Three
trains daily. Through vestibuled sleeping-cars. American Club Meals served
in dining-cars on Nickel Plate Road
also meals a la Carte. Address John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for reservation of sleeping-car space and other information.

&

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,
Please mention

III.

Bee Journal when writinp

THE DANZENBAKER

^HIVE^

;

8— 23A2t

Tennessee Queens

Branch
The A.

I.

Daughters of Select Imported

The A.

I.

Italian, Select long'-tont^upd
(Moore's), and Select, Straight

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

5-band Queens. Bred V4 miles
apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2\4 miles;

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 2'> years'

WARRANTED

experience.

QUEKNS,
TESTED,

7 5

$1.50

cents each;
each.
Dis-

count on large orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialtj'. Discount after July 1st

Send

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.
Jobbing Affeneies.

Offices.

Co.. in Vine St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Selser. Manager.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Root Co..
F. A. Salisbury, Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

Geo. W. York & Co.. I44
C. H. W. Weber.

Wm.

Co..

H':!4

Miss

St.,

St.

14« Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Bell Branch. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

M. H.Hunt & Son,
Walters. Pouder.
Nysewander,
Des Moines. Iowa.
.Ino. Nebel &Son. High Hill, Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck.
Augusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville, Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse, Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Mason, Manager.

J. B.

Root

&

Paul, Minn.

Jos.

II. G. Acklin, Manager.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. I. Root Co.. 12"ii Md. Av.. 8. W. Washington.
Managers.
Saffell & Herrick,
The A. I. Root Co.. San Icnacio 17. Havana, Cuba.
F. U. de Beche, Manager.

Would you increase your profits,? Then
Read the following
to California.

from Maine

try the Danz. Hive.

It's

used

:

for circular.

Mechanic falls. Maii^e, Feb. 28. 1902.
ROOT Company. Medina. Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am very, vehy pleased that you are willing I should
recommend the Danz. hive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,

JOHN M. DAVIS,

14A26t

Please

If

The

SPRING HILL, TENN.
mention Bee Journal when writina

a.

I.

and have not felt at liberty to recomruend it over our regular hives. Attirstl
was prejudiced against it, but the sHies have increased without recnmmendatii>ns. and wherever I have sold tliey have bought ai/ain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and I am forced to the cunclusidn that it is the BE8T
J-B. MASON,
COMB-UONEY HlVK on the market.
Manager North-eastern Branoh The A. 1. Root Co.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal

DUcounts to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH

The above

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

....

you arc interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

THE

If

A.

Wool Markets and Sheep
has a hobby which

is

the sheep-breeder and
and all the time.

his industry, first, foremost

Are you interested? Write to-day.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAQO, lU.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U.S.A.

„^

GEORGE W. YORK. &

are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO., cHfciGo''i\l'.r''
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO,

Send

to

them

for

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

Bee journal
QBUKOB W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor.

ILL.

JUNE

19,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR

1902,

No. 25.
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A New

June

Edition.

19th

19, 1902.

Thousand.

Prot.6oo!CsB66-K66D6r'S Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK & CONPAINY
144

& 146

E rie St., Chicago,

^

"^

III.

Entered at the Post^Office at Chicago as Second.
Class Mail-Matter.

Editor — Georg-e W. York.
Dbpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadaat,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, aad others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

,^

The Subscription Price

Price,

Price,

Postpaid,

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

of this Journal

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, .50 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

m

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Babscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon ap-

JJJv

—

plication.

An

Italian ()ueen Free
We would like to
have our regular subscribers (who best
know the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
subin getting

NEW

We

do not
ask them to work for
us for nothing, but
wish to sav that we
scribers.

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEEN for sending us ONE NEW

will mail

subscriber for a year, with SI. Oil

;

or 2

Queens for sending 2 new subscribers,
etc. Remember, this offer is made only
to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
and a Queen for SI. 50.
(Plea.se do not get these offers mixed
;

PROF.

A.

I.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly rev-ised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes It now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
It is printed on clear white paper, and
fine illustrations.
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
He
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorHis book has had a large
ity on bees and related subjects.

which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following
sale,

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
— For $1.75 we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
NOi 2. — Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
No,

1,

advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a prefor sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. *^''', send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
($1.50 in all, and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For $1.00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is $1.00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1.20.
in

mium

—

)

up with our Red Clover Queen

offers

on

another page.)

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

14<,

Erie Street,

The

CO.,

CHICAtlO, ILL.

Em erson Binder.

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bat 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces^^"^^

144

&

GEORGE W. YORK &
14^1

Erie Street,

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL.

—

Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
are made to tho,se who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.

tW"

al)ove

Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

OtSt BE E:PA Pc^.

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

ILL,

JUNE

No, 25,

1902,

19,

—

^

Comments.

Editorial

^

i

almost nothing she wouldn't want that herself. But it
would be encouraging to her many excellent bee-keepers if
they could all average say 100 pounds to the colony.
There is no disputing the fact that in northern Illinois
the season up to the first of June has been one of discouragement and now when white clover has been in bloom
a number of days, and honey should be going into the
supers at a lively rate, the bees in some cases must be fed
But there is no need to give up in
to prevent starvation.
despair, if only the colonies are strong. There have been
seasons when bees were starving in the first half of June,
and yet conditions changed and a good crop was secured.
It must be admitted, however, that there have been seasons
in which white clover abounded, and yet the bees seemed to
get no nectar from it.
;

—

General Manager of the National. We have received
the following- announcement from Acting Chairman E. R.
Root, which

is

BUGENE SECOR

self-explanatory

:

GENERAL MANAGER OF THE NATIONAL
BEE-KEEPKRS' ASSOCIATION.

STILL

Some little time ago it was announced that Mr. Eugene
Secor, General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, had sent in his resignation, and that the Board of
Directors had selected E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph, Mo., to
But the Board, in reviewing its
fill out his unexpired term.
work, after a great deal of writing back and forth, during
which valuable time has been lost, finally discovered that
Mr. Secor's resignation was never formally accepted that
the procedure was irregular and out of order by which
;

Mr. Abbott was supposed to be elected. Some complications having arisen, it was decided by the Board not to
accept Mr. Secor's resignation, and to request him to fill
out the unexpired time, or till the next general election. To
All dues and membership fees,
this Mr. Secor has agreed.
hereafter, should be sent, as before, to Mr. Eugene Secor,
Forest City, Iowa, who is still the General Manager, and
will continue to be such till his successor is elected and
qualified.

E. R. Root,
Acting Chairtnan of Board of Directors.

Cutting Out Drone-Comb has been recommended to
On the contrary, Rud. Dathe
(Centralblatt) says it hastens swarming, for the vacancy
thus made gives a^more convenient place for starting queenaid in preventing swarming.

cells.

Quality of Queens Reared In Cell-Cups.— Arthur C.
Miller having said in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that since
the introduction of the cell-cup plan there were increased
reports of inferior queens, G. M. Doolittle replies in the
same periodical
:

what Mr. Miller had to say in this
"Yes.
and my mind went back to the early 80's, when Mr.
Alley's book on queen-rearing came out. I ha%'e been a
careful reader of our bee-papers, and have noted many
things and one of the things which I have noted is that, in
proportion to those buying queens, there are not nearly so
many reports of poor queens to-day as there were duringthe 80's. In other words, the reports of poor queens are
little if any greater now than were such reports during the
I

The Honey Crop

of 1902.

— Editor Root

matter

says in refer-

ence to this

noticed

;

;

From various letters that we have received from the
southern counties, I am now convinced that this will be an
off year, and that California will not cut much of a figure
There will be some honey, of
in the Eastern markets.
course
but it will make no great flurry, and therefore
prices all through the United States ought to be and will be
reasonably firm.
There are some other reports from the East that indicate that the season has been very backward. It has been
very much so in this locality. It has been cold and chilly.
Brood-rearing has been held in check, and the bees are
"snappy." Mr. Doolittle says the season has been very
discouraging In his locality and so, taking it all in all,
there ought to be a general toning of prices. East as well as
West.
:

;

Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, Foul Brood Inspector for San
Diego Co., Calif., wrote June 4 as follows concerning the
honey crop prospects in his locality
:

"There has been no

my

Bees are doing
last.
paralyzed, and our countenances elongated. Barber's fees exorbitant
Send us a
fan
I
am very confident if you were depending on this
locality for your honey to speculate on. the demand would
exceed the supply, and the bulls would be on top."
rain since

The crop

practically nothing.

is

1

1

'

'

The foregoing

is

certainly discouraging for

We

some

Cali-

not general throughout
the State. We would like to see California have a good
average crop this year. Of course, we wouldn't want her
to have so much honey that the price would be lowered to
fornia bee-keepers.

hope

it

is

queen-traffic of to-day has reached giganbeside what it was then. This shows that
the cell-cup plan has been a success beyond anything- previously known, does it not ?"
80's, while the
tic proportions

—

Hiving Swarms With Dynamite
Mr. Adrian Getaz
sends us the following sad account of an attempt to hive a
swarm of bees with the use of dynamite, as given in a
Knoxville, Tenn., newspaper, dated June 6
:

to hive a swarm of bees at his home
on the Sevierville pike, six miles southeast of the city,
Thursday afternoon, Matt Lopasser, a farmer, sufl^ered the
loss of his right arm near the elbow, several injuries about
his face and body, and internal injuries which may result
fatally.
Lopasser had been experiencing- some difficulty in hiving a large swarm by the usual methods of beating on tin
cans, ringing bells, throwing water on the bees, and others
commonly in use. He secured several sticks of dynamite,
and had been exploding these near the bees, thinking that
the jar would cause them to settle, and hiving them would
stick of dynamite which Lopasthen be an easy process.
ser was intending to throw among the bees, exploded prematurely before leaving his liand, and his right arm and

While attempting

A

hand were blown off below the elbow. His face was badly
bruised and torn by the explo-iL'n. and it is believed that he
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also suffered
death.

internal

injuries

which may result

in

We

hope that no one else will ever be so foolish as to
dynamite to make a swarm of bees settle. About
the only thing likely to be " settled " is the bee-keeper him-

Of course, we are

was Lopasser.

Convention Proceedings.

and

try to use

The Chicago Convention.
Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901.

sorry for him,
though no one will be able to understand how he could
take such a fearful risk.
as

self,

19, 1902.

his

Lopasser was rendered unconscious by the explosion,
and was picked up and carried into his home, where mediPhysicians who attended the incal aid was summoned.
jured man pronounced his injuries of a very serious nature,
apt to result fatally. Lopasser is yet very nervous from
the shock given his physical system, and is suffering intense pain. He is known to many people in this city,
has the heartfelt sympathy of many friends.

June

all

BY A SHOKTHAND KEPORTER.
(Continued from pape

374.)

BEST RHTAIL PACKAGE FOR HONEY.

Cover Over Super.— "
clipping

A

Reader

'"

sends the following

:

There is nothing better than enamel cloth over sections
when on the hi%'e. The bees do not glue it so tight as they
do a board, and if you wish to see how the bees are progressing, just fold back one corner and peep in, keeping
the bees back with a little smoke. With a board, one is
compelled to open the whole top at once, and the bees rush
out all over, and when putting the board on you are apt to
kill some of them.
There is room for division of opinion, and some who
have thoroughly tried enamel cloth over sections are emphatic in their preference for a board cover with an airspace. It is true that with the enamel cloth you can uncover only a small part of the sections while with the board
cover the whole must be uncovered. But does it often happen that one wants only a corner uncovered ? and will not
the smoke that keeps the bees back when a corner is opened
also keep them back when the cover is entirely removed ?
Of course, it will take more smoke for the whole than for a
part.

That when enamel

cloth is used " the bees do not glue

so tight as they do a board," is apparent rather than real.
As a matter of fact, the cloth is glued down tighter than
the board cover, but it is easier to remove, because the peeling off of the cloth raises only a small portion at a time.
But a good deal more glue will be found in case of the cloth
as compared with the board. Wherever the cloth touches

it

the sections the bees will put propolis, and they will push
up the cloth to crowd in the propolis, so that the tops of the
sections will be much cleaner under the board.
An occasional thing that is perhaps the worst feature
in the case is that the bees sometimes take the black matter
that forms the surface of the enamel cloth, and incorporate
But that
it in the beautiful white cappings of the sections.

does not often happen.

Keeping Honey

in

a

Refrigerator.

—A

clipping re-

ceived contains the excellent advice to keep honey in a hot
" It should never be put in a cellar
and dry place, saying
:

or refrigerator, for the honey will absorb moisture, become
thin, watery and sour." There could hardly be a worse
place to keep honey than in a cellar, unless it should be in
a climate where cellars are remarkably dry, but it is not

safe to jump to the conclusion that because the air in a refrigerator is cold the matter of moisture would be the same
as in a cellar. The women-folks will tell you that cake and
other things put in a refrigerator will dry up. Why not

honey

?

^^^^____^

Annual Consumption of Honey Per Colony.— Adrian
Getaz figured this at 200 pounds. Editor Root thinks it
would hardly amount to more than 100 pounds in his locality,
but admits the possibility of its being ISO or 200 pounds in
localities farther south, where bees are active throughout a
greater portion of the year.

" What is the best retail package for extracted honey to
be sold in a grocery trade ?"'
A Member Mr. Walker can answer that, as he knows
more about this than any one else.
Pres. York I suppose what is meant is the material to
be used, size, etc.
Mr. Horstmann I would consider one-pound jars to be
the best.
Mr. Walker I wish to take exception to that. In speaking of the Chicago market, one-pound jars are altogether
too large for ready sale. Three-fourths pound is far better
there is five times as much handled in J4 -pound jars as in
one-pound. The average consumer doesn't want to put
more than 15 cents into honey at a time, and a good many
only want to put 10 cents in. Though I have used tin a
great deal to put up honey, I find that at present there is
very little demand for anything put up in tin. I think the
10 and IS cent packages cover the ground pretty fully. We
have some demand for large packages, but not very much.

—
—

—

—

;

SHIPPING COMB HONEY.

"What

is

the best

way

to ship

comb honey long

tances?"
Mr. Riker
pretty well

dis-

— By freight, and have it smashed up it is
smashed up when it gets to the commission men

anyway you

;

ship

it.

—

Mr. Johansen I have read that in order to ship honey
long distances you would have to put top and bottom starters in the section, otherwise the combs will break. If there
is any one who has had experience in shipping honey long

and there is a way to fix the sections, that is
want to know.
Pres. York — That is a good way to begin, to put in top
But I supposed the
and bottom foundation starters.
question had reference to the way it should be packed.
Mr. Moore — I would like to sum up this question of
shipping comb honey my experience runs back IS years.
I can remember the'first comb honey ever shipped to me, in
tight boxes two feet square. I suppose it went end over
end, and every time it came down it went smash the honey
was running out at every corner when it got to me. I think
it was about four years ago that I first heard of the very
best waj- to ship comb honey. To ship comb honey safely,
you want to begin right back to where Mr. Johansen suggested, by putting in starters, so that the combs will be
built better and don't ship any combs except those that
are fastened well to the wood. There is just one way to
ship comb honey so that it will always get there right, that
distances,

what

I

;

;

;

to make a crate to hold six or nine 24-pound ship
ping cases, with handles the whole length of the crate, so
that two men can take hold, one at each end, and carry it
out of the car without dropping it or kicking it around, or
dumping it down. I have seen persons handle large
amounts and not have a section break. As I understand it,
that is the only way to ship comb honey.
Mr. Johansen — I want to ask about the handles.
Mr. Moore They should be at the top of the box. You
go down to Mr. Burnett's and ask him to show you what he
considers an up-to-date crate for shipping honey
in a
glance you will see the whole thing. The honey that is
being shipped that way comes almost invariably safely,
and every day honey shipped the other way comes smashed
up like pie would be if shipped, and in very bad shape.
Mr. Dadant I want to tell you a little story in regard
to shipping comb honey with handles on the boxes, that
two men can catch hold of and carry. We struck that
idea when we first shipped comb honey, 35 years ago. We
is,

—

;

—

a
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used to ship our honey to St. Louis on the steamboats on
the Mississippi in the river boats, and we didn't ko alcitij;-,
and could not understand why our honey should .irrive
broken. After three or four years of more or less failinir, I
went down with some honey, and found out that those liifj,
stronff darkies — those roust-abouts didn't think that it was
worth while for two men to take hold, and one man took the
whole thinp on his shoulder and dropped it down when he
pot to the place where it was to be deposited, and usually
broke every comb that is all the good the handles did.
Mr. Purple Mr. Dadant didn't make it heavy enou^jh.
If made like Mr. Moore said, two or three hundred pounds,
they could not then pick it up in that way it would take
;

—

;

two men to pick that up.
Mr. Johansen — I want

to know more about the starters
the sections are filled with starter.s all
through, wouldn't that be damaged by the sealing of the
honey would that be pleasant for the persons who cat it,
if they found wax right in the middle of that section ?
Has
any one had experience in that line ?
Dr. Miller I might say in answer to that, for a great
many years I have filled sections almost literally full—
foundation starter at top and bottom, a little more than half
an inch wide at the bottom, and the starter from the top
coming down so they almost meet, making foundation from
top to bottom when finished, and I never had any complaint
about it. It tastes all right
I have no objection to it, nor
my family. I suppose if you used a foundation heavy
enough there might be trouble, but using a foundation as
light as thin foundation not extra thin you would have
no difticulty. I usually use the same grade top and bottom.
If I thought it advisable to use the extra thin at the top. I
should simply use the thin for the bottom, because the extra thin I should think would fall down.
in the sections.

If

;

—

;

—
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and I believe I will sell it all in the name
have your apiary in as neat appearance
as possible that is what I try to do, so as to attract attention.
People will see the hives and begin to talk about
them they will know that honey is produced there. Sell
them a good article, and they will come back. If anybody
comes around I always show them my apiary, and talk
about bees. I think I am known for miles around for selling honey. I have sold my section honey for 20 cents a
section, or six for a dollar.
My extracted honey I sell for
10 cents a pound, the customers bringing their jars and
get them full. I have had no trouble whatever in getting
I think I will have to buy some from
rid of my honey.
somebody in order to supply my customers.
Mr. Moore- I would like to hear from Mr. Dadant he
told the story abojt selling nearly SIO.OOO worth of honey
in olden times.
I would like to have him tell that.
Mr. Dadant — I wish I had a copy of the story, so I could
tell the same one.
I don't know exactly what I did say.
Mr. Moore — You told how you sold extracted honey in
olden days, up and down the river to the boatmen.
Mr. Dadant — The first honey we sold was comb honey,
and we shipped it to St. Louis; then we began extracting,
The only persons selling then were the
in 1809, I believe.
drugstore keepers they sold two or three ounce bottles for
When I went to the drug-store to offer some
sick people.
nice clover honey for sale, they had never seen anything
but strained honey they said they didn't want that, it was
too nice. They thought it was sugar syrup. I suppose. We
put our honey up then in Kipound tin cans. We had been
transporting comb honey to St. Louis, shipping it on the
When they found we
boats, and the boatmen all knew us.
were shipping honey in 10-pound cans to St. Louis, the
boatmen wanted some. We sold about 1200 pounds of honey
We sold a great deal of
to boatmen at Keokuk, Iowa.
honey in 10-pound cans then we got up the 5-pound, 2^pound, and l'4-pound, and we stopped there, and now people want us to sell it in '2 -pound cans. We have not come
All we have to
to that yet, but I suppose we will have to.
say in our neighborhood is, "Mr. Dadant has some honey
to sell," and that is all that the man I have who draws out
honey for me has to say, and they give him an order; he
has placed in the city of Keokuk about 1300 pounds in a
half day; everybody tells him, "Your packages are too
close to

two

tons,

You ought

way.

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

"What

the best plan for working up a paying demand
for honey in a city market ?"
Pres. York Mr. Moore ought to be able to give us
is

—
—

something on that.
Mr. Moore I have nothing
a question like that

is

a

little

to say, Mr. President. Why,
like a question I put in one

time to make fun, and I was never more pleased with myself
in my life than with the result of that question.
I had a
lot of fun over it.
There was one question put in which I
didn't give at all, and Dr. Miller answered that very finely.
He said, "That is the Secretary who put in that question."
Then when my question did really come along the Doctor

gave us the finest talk of his life, but I was not blamed for
But this question is like, " How shall I make money in
Chicago ?"
Pres. York — Sell honey. (Laughter.)
Mr. Moore — It is a lifetime business. Above all, it
means to get out and get acquainted with people you are
going to sell honey to, and that, it seems to me, is a settler
of the whole question. Get out and see them go up and
down the streets and get acquainted with people day after
day, month after month, and year after year. If you are
an honest man, and have good things, good goods, they
will swear by you, and that is the way, the only way, to
make a market for anything in this 20th Century. You can
stand here and talk a week and not cover the subject, but I
believe if you have the hustle in you, and energy, and go
where there are lots of people, like in Chicago, and have a
good article of honey, and will get out and keep at it, you
will make a success. It is the eternally and everlastingly
keeping at it no matter if you don't sell this time you will
another. Don't slam the door if you don't get an order.
Just close it gently
give everybody a kind word. They
will say, "That is funny
that fellow shut the door gently
and I didn't give him an order." You might say the same
thing of the honey trade as of the hardware trade. Give
good goods, and charge good prices for it you don't gain
either respect or money by selling things cheap.
Pres. York I think Mr. Moore has reference to family
trade what about working up a demand in any other way ?
A Member — Get an office on South Water Street.
Mr. Horstmann — I have been very successful in getting
rid of my honey, and about 500 pounds of a friend's honey.
I have my apiary right in the yard where everybody can see
I have the hives nicely
it, and I keep it as neat as I can.
painted. People passing on the street can see it some call
it a graveyard, and others something else other than beehives. It is an advertisement for me. They learn that
honey is produced there, and they come right to the house
and get it. I sold over 2000 pounds of honey without canvassing. Next year, if I have success, I expect to produce

it

!

;

After a while the people will do as they do in Paris.
There they take their salad-dish to the store, and get one
cent's worth of salad-dressing at a time, and one cent's
worth of oil, pepper and salt to dress the salad. I doubt
that we will get that low. The time probably will come
when we will have to sell it in '2-pound cans. I think we
will have to come to using glass for putting up small packages of honey 1 '4 -pound tin cans are nearly as expensive
as glass, and the tin doesn't look so nice. But to sell honey,
as these gentlemen say, you have to be known make youryou have to hang on, keep hammerself known to people
ing at it don't get discouraged keep fighting and disputing. Don't be afraid when people say your honey is adulDon't be afraid to fight; I do some hard fighting
terated.
when they say my honey is not pure, and generally I convince them that it is pure. I had a gentleman say to me
once that my honey was not pure. I told him he didn't
know what he was talking about, and I knew that he didn't
know, and that he certainly must know himself that he
didn't know. I convinced him that my honey was absolutely pure, and he never doubted my word after that, and
was very nice to me, although I called him a fool.
large."

;

;

;

:

;

(Continued next week.

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

Wood

*-—¥•

made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompanj'. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year tn advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it
Our

Binder

(or Holder) is

—
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In filling a mill which

death.

Contributed Articles.
CS2
BY PROF.

A.

I.

COOK.

To

the one who has never looked into chemical science
at all, the above will sugg^est a rebus, and he will whisper
something like seeing crooked twice. But how inappropriate
for the bee-keepers who read our " old reliable
American Bee Journal, I take it, rarely see crooked even
once. To the one who has looked but little into the marvels
of modern chemistry. C suggests Carbon that which forms
much of gun-powder, most of coal, and nearly all of graphite,
and all of the diamond. S also recalls Sulphur, the same
that coats the end of the match. And CSj means to him
Bisulphide of Carbon, or carbon bisulphide. The 2 indicates that in a molecule of the liquid there are two atoms of
sulphur to every one of carbon hence the %vordbi-sulphide.
I have been thus explicit as this susbtance is coming to
have a very important place in our fighting of insects.
The bee-keeper finds it more pleasant to use in protecting
against the bee-moth than is the sulphur alone. And so,
before long, sulphuring will very likely be entirely superseded by sulphiding, which, by the way, is a newly-coined
word, and will not be found, I take it, in the dictionaries.
!

—

;

The old-time use for this liquid was almost wholly as a
solvent of rubber, and so the unpleasant odor of the vapor
rarely met except in the presence of the cobbler, who
used it to form his rubber patch to shoe or boot.

was

The man in our country who has made the bulk of this
liquid is Mr. Edward Taylor, formerly of Ohio.
I visited
this plant some years ago, and was much interested in his
work and explanation of how he had improved the process
of manufacture. He now makes it by a new electric process, which he has patented, and his factory in New York
State is said to turn out 20,000 pounds daily.
It is made by passing the fumes of burning sulphur
over red-hot charcoal. The gases of the two unite to form
a vapor which cools into a liquid, and this is CSi. This has
a specific gravity of 1.29 at 30 degrees Fahr. It is exceedingly volatile, and when turned onto one's hand cools it
greatly by the rapid evaporation. Of course, it will evaporate more rapidly in a warm atmosphere, and when a large
surface is exposed. If we throw a spray into a room the
evaporation would be almost instantaneous. As it is onefourth heavier than water, a little water turned into a vessel containing it will largely 'prevent evaporation, as the
water remains at the top. Of course, it must be kept in

perfectly close or well-stopped vessels, or when we go for
we will be met by emptiness, as have many druggists of

it

whom

I have essayed to purchase a little to use in illustrating a lecture.
The usual bisulphide is not quite pure, and is sold as
" Fuma Carbon Bisulphide," a quite appropriate name, as
the disagreeable odor comes wholly from the impurities.
When perfectly pure it is colorless as water, has a slightly
acid taste and a sweetish odor, reminding one of that of
ether and chloroform. When perfectly pure it can be
poured on the most delicate fabrics, or on flour, and it will
very soon evaporate wholly and leave not the faintest show
of its previous presence.
The " fuma bisulphide " is slightly yellowish, and will,
because of the impurities, often leave a stain, and so its use
must be guarded. The vapor will not stain, and so in its
use we are safe, if we do not pour the liquid on the cloth or
food products. I use it much in ridding my insect cabinets
of other insects that are lured to eat them up. I put the
cases into the box, close it hermetically by shutting the
cover on rubber, and then pour the liquid through an uncorked opening into the box, so that only the vapors strike
insect or the paper lining the bottom of the cases.
The vapor which can be detected in all parts of a large
room almost immediately after spilling a few drops, is 2.h3
times heavier than air, so it of course tends to settle. Thus,
unless we use enough to saturate a box or room, the lower
portion will be much more dense. This is an important

remember.
With care there

fact to

is

no danger

in

breathing this gas or
for long it results in

the vapor. If we are confined in it
dizziness, nausea, extreme congestion,

insensibility,

and
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desired to rid of insects

it is

with its vapors, one may suffer considerable inconvenience
if they fill from the top to the bottom, while by going from
the bottom to the top, no trouble will be experienced. In
this case one leaves from an upper window.
It acts quite
energetically on the heart, so those with weak hearts
should use it with extreme caution.
We should always remember in using this substance
that the vapors are explosive and very inflammable. A
lighted cigar or match in a room containing the vapors
would result very seriously. We must use the same caution
as we would in using gasoline or napthaline.
Bisulphide of carbon is now used in killing ants in
their under-ground tunnels, as I have often described; in
killing other subterraneous insects; in destroying insects
in mills, warehouses, etc.; weevils in peas, beans, etc.; in
destroying moths and beetles that eat our silk and woolen
clothing to some extent in killing insects on living plants
by covering with close tent or box and, last, in protecting
our honey from the ravages of the bee-moth. It has strong
disinfecting power. Meat will keep in its vapor.
;

;

USE TO PROTECT COMBS.

To

destroy the bee- moth larvre or caterpillars, we have
only to turn the liquid into a close box containing the
affected or suspected combs to be treated In a perfectly airtight enclosure. One pound is ample for 1000 cubic feet, or
a room 10 feet each way so we see it is not expensive. We
must remember, however, to keep the cork rubber corks
should not be used in the bottle or can holding the liquid.
It can be used with so much less trouble and danger
than is required to fumigate by burning sulphur, that I feel
sure its use is to become well-nigh universal.
The two cautions to be emphasized are
Be wary of
fire
and exercise caution in reference to breathing the
vapors.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
;

—

—

:

;

3.— Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.

No.

BY DR.

E. G.\LLUP.

Nearly 40 years ago, or the next season after I moved
into Iowa, I had some horses stray away, so I went to hunt
them. After finding them it was so late that I dared not
venture across the open prairie, so I sought a place to stay
overnight. I found a man that had some 20 colonies of
bees in box-hives, all with large clusters of bees hanging
on the outside. This was in July. So I made arrangements with him to stay over night, and in the morning I
drummed out a swarm of bees, and explained all the paraphernalia of making artificial swarms, all of which was new
to him.

In the course of our conversation he wanted to know
whether a colony could be transferred from a log to a hive.
He said he had a near neighbor that would give $5.00 to any
one that would do it for him. So we went over to the
neighbor's, and he had a basswood log with a big colony of
bees in it. The log veas sbout six feet high, and had two
hollow branches about 12 inches high above the main log.

The

log

was nearly

completely
that

chap

it

was

18 inches in the clear inside the hollow,
to bottom.
So you can judge
a very large colony of bees, and I was the very

filled

to tackle

from top

them.

could not see how I was going to manage them
without getting stung very badly. The first drumming I
got out a half-bushel measure full of bees, but no queen.
She probably went up into the other branch. He had movable-comb Langstroth hives with bees in them, so I went to
one of them and took out the queen and gave to the halfbushel of bees. In due time I hived them. I turned down
the log, sawed it in two in the middle, turned the top half
upside down, drummed out another half-bushel of bees, and
this time I got the queen, so we had two large colonies of

They

bees,

and comb, brood and stores enough for two more

colo-

nies in 21 days.
I explained everything to them so they could transfer
and fix all up in 21 days. I explained what the bees would
do for a queen in the hive where I took the queen away.
In sawing the log in two I discovered one large queencell in the top half, and two in the bottom half.
We cut
one loose from the comb and it fell on the ground. I dissected that cell from the base carefully, and made what to

me was

"
a great discovery at that time.
explained to Mr. Drake how to give one of those sealed
told him how to
cells to the queenless colony in 24 hours
handle it carefully, etc. He met with perfect success with

I

;

—
June
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instructions,

and had four excellent colonies:

blast, for a space of about 1 to IJ feet each side of the drillhole, and as decj) as the drill-hole, generally from 24 to '.W
inches.
then shoveled the sand into a wheelbarrow and
w+iccled it outside.
The eelliir went in very i|uickly and very
eluapl\' — I believe the last ;{ feet we went into ccst about
$2.00 for material, sharpening tools, etc.
Two men who understand blasting could very easily go
in 3 feet or more in a day.
There are three doors leading into the cellar, also 2 ventilators
one ventilator that brings in fre.sh air from inside
the .second door, starts from the floor, and passiing into
the cellar and escaping near the ceiling: and one for foul
air, starling from about one fool from the floor near the center
of the cellar, going t(j the ceiling and passing out-of-doors.
There is a door in the foul-air ventilator near the ceiling that
can be opened when the air in the cellar becomes too warm.

all

wintered and came out stronfj in the spring. No springdwindling there, you bet, as tlioir queens and hees were the
long-lived variety. Why? Hccausc the (|ueens were naturally reared at superseding time.
Mr. Drake had that log in his yard five years, and no
knowing how long they had been tlicre before he found it
and it had not swarmed in all that time. It would prob^ibly
have taken H or 10 queens, such as we usually get, to keep
the number of bees that were in that log, and 20 queens
such as I liave received would not do it.
That discovery I will explain farther on, probably in
my next article.
A writer some time ago in the American Bee Journal
said that he had purchased lots of queens, and but very few
lasted one year SO percent of the very light-colored ones
<3ied the first winter, and none gave the satisfaction of those
of his own rearing. I can fully endorse what that writer
says it is utterly impossible to receive the profit from such
short-lived, worthless queens that one can from one longlived, properly reared one
and the former are a loss to the
party introducing them, every time.
In olden times we every now and then heard of some
one discovering a tremendous colony of bees in a cave, so
numerous that they in flying out and in darkened and obscured the sun. Well, there may be a grain of truth in such
stories as well as several grains of imagination or falsehood.
No one that has not seen as large colonies as I heretofore
have mentioned the basswood log, the colony that I saw
taken out of a large dry-goods box at Decorah. Iowa, and
my large hive, four times the capacity of a standard 10frame Langstroth hive, where the bees have been in long
enough to rear queens to suit the capacity of the hive can
realize the number of bees that one queen can rear, and
that workers will live to be four months old in the working
season instead of 30 days, as is the case of three months"-old
queens and their workers. Now, by rearing your cheap,
inferior queens in a very unnatural manner, you have
shortened the life of the queen from 4, 5 and 6 years to from
3 to 18 months. You have shortened the life of the workers
in proportion, consequently lessened the production
you

We

;

—

;

Last winter I had but 2 doors and 4 inch ventilators, this
winter 1 have 3 doors and 8 inch ventilators.
Now as to its merits as a place to winter bees: Being but
Last
the second winter it is hardly a fair test, however.
winter I put in 30 colonies. 4 of them nuclei on 3 frames. A
few days after being put in, the thermometer in the cellar
stood at 4.S degrees: it gradually went down until the lowest
point reached was 39.
There was considerable moisture in the cellar, showing iu
drops on the ceiling, dead bees in the hive-entrances and on
the floor showing mouldy; a long, hairy mould on the doorjambs and ventilators, but apparently no moisture inside the
hives.
I removed the bees from the cellar April 1. all in
excellent condition, with no loss.
This winter I have .57 colonies, 16 of them nuclei on 4
They were put in November 16. A few days after
frames.
being put in the thermometer stood at 47; low^est point
reached so far 43. January 20 the bees were quiet and all
doing well. There is very little nioisture to be seen this winter; no drops upon the ceiling; scarcely any mould to be seen;
moisture shows some upon the inner door, which is
I lay the little appainted; also the ventilators feel damp.
pearance of moisture to the third door and the larger venti-

;

;

—

—

lators.

covers.

vitality.

Last season I ordered 12 untested queens from six different breeders some of them I received quite late in the
season. One received late in May was superseded the first
of September. Two reared paralyzed brood two had winter dwindling what our Eastern bee-keepers call " spring
;

;

—

dwindling."
I sold
10 colonies this spring, and kept two and one
black nucleus.
One of the Italian colonies is summer
dwindling now, that is, the bees are dying off with old age
as fast as the queen can supply the loss. She is fairly prolific, but the deaths keep about even with the births.
The
other is a fairly average colony. The black nucleus has
built up to a good colony, having a two-story hive completely filled. It was a starved-out swarm that I picked up
last fall, and gave them three frames of comb and two
combs filled with honey, one on each side of the empty
combs. They went right to breeding, and bred all winter.
A neighbor has 12' colonies, or swarms that he picked
up, the first one a very small one taken out of a house, and
it is small yet and alwaj's will be, as it was somebody's
starved-out cheap Italian queen, from all appearances. The
bees die of old age as fast as the queen supplies their places
she will never fill the hive.
Orange Co., Calif.
;

(To be

A
Read

contittued.)

Bee-Cellar Blasted from the Rock.

at the Wisconsi?i. State Convention, held in

BV

C.

H.

February, 1902,

PIERCE.

My apiary at Kilboum is situated at the east end of sandstone

bluff, said bluft" fronting

the Wisconsin river at The

The east end of
Dells, and running due east about SO rods.
the bluff, where my yard is situated, is about 25 feet above
the general level of the ground.
I began at the ground level and dug a trench to the face
The earth,
of the bluff, about 20 feet long, and 6 feet wide.
next to the rock or bluff, was about 8 feet in depth. I then
began and blasted out a tunnel, with dynamite, 4 feet in width
6 feet in length, and 6J feet in heighth. Then putting the
charges in the corners, I widened the tunnel to 8 feet in width

and

_

mv bees with hive bottom-boards on and no
leave the queen-e.xcluders on for a bee-space over
In the place of covers I put on 2 thickness of a
the combs.
grain bag a bag cut in two in the middle makes a cover for
I

:

have also lessened the
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12 feet in length, making a room 8x12 feet.
The rock, being soft sandstone, went all into sand at each

winter
I

—

2 ten-frame hives.

The hives are tiered up in the cellar with 2-inch strips
across the top of each hive, for ventilation.
I expect ne.xt fall to widen the tunnel of the cellar where
the doors are situated, to 8 feet, the same as the main room;
then widen the trench and build two stone walls, with timbers
across the top, some porous material on the top of the timbers,
and dirt over all, with a board roof over the dirt, giving about
This will allow all moisture to
i of the cellar a porous roof.
escape, and, I believe, make a perfect wintering-place for the

Dane

bees

Co., Wis.

SI
Making Rapid Increase
BV MRS.

F.

S.

A.

of Colonies.
SNYDER.

If you have only one colony and wish to increase to 4,
just as early as possible begin to feed, and it will pay \-ou to
buv a few pounds of extracted honey and feed through a
I say extracted honey because
feeder all thev will consume.
bees will decline to store sugar s^-rup just as soon as the
nectar- vields begins. I have experienced this repeatedly, and I
think uncapped frames placed in brood-chamber invariably
cools the brood and retards hatching.

Now, when the hive is just boiling over with bees, honey
and brood, make a box exactly the length of the hive you use,
of the frames.
and just wide and deep enough to hold
Place 5 of the frames containing the most brood, bees and all.
in the box. and shake the balance of the bees on a white cloth
-5

at the entrance of the box. or really- contracted hive, thus
crowding all the bees and the queen in on the 5 frames, and
close them down with a bee-quilt and one or two newspapers

over the quilt, and cover up warm.
Take the 3 remaining frames with the old hive and keep
in a warm room with division-boards and a thick blanket
anything to keep the brood from chilling. This is best done

commencement ot the honey-yield, and if you open
the contracted hive with the .5 frames and all the bees and
queen towards the evening of the following day. you -svill be
surprised to find from 30 to 40 queen-cells started; mine
started 46 in one night.
Now remove the contracted hive off the old stand, and

just at the
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place the hive with 2 of the 3~combs \vith no brood, or as
as possible, on the old stand, and let the worker-bees
return to it.
Xow catch the queen and place her with the
worker-bees.
This makes one colony by adding either combs
of foundation, or built-out combs, if yovi have them.

little

June

19, 1902.

and bees from best and poorest colonies in an
Also bees that are supposed to have specially long
tongues. Fifteen or 20 may be put in a queen-cage and sent by
Caucasians

;

apiary.

Fort Collins, Colo.

mail.

Now you have 6 frames or combs full of brood, and queenunder the swarming impulse. Place 2 combs
each in 3 nuclei hives with division-boards, and by feeding and
adding new^ combs b}- degrees you will soon have 4 strong
colonies.
If you have more than one hive you can place the
3 remaining combs over a strong colony, and then it might be
better to keep the bees in the contracted hive on the 5 frames
for say 3 days, until the queen-cells were more fully matured
before returning the queen and worker-bees on 2 or more
frames to the old stand; though you must watch them closely
or they will swarm out, leaving the completion of the cells to
cells started

the nurse-bees.
If you have 10 or more colonies you could take 2 frames
brood from each hive and thus utilize the queen-cells before
they hatch out, place the remainder of the queen-cells one in
each cage in a frame with a little cream candy made of confectioners' sugar and honey, and mixed very thick; put a
little of the candy in the comer of each cage, and a queenless
nucleus will care for and feed 21 queens. Thus you will have
an extra queen to repla~e any losses during marriage-flight.
If you have more than one colony, and want to stimulate
by feeding, close the entrance of each hive to the size of one
bee, then tack wire-net right over the entrance, leaving
the entrance through the wire at the end.
I place the wirenetting right over the entrance.
Now have two sticks an
inch wide and just the length of the width of the hive, and
tack the sticks over the wire, thus keeping it in place.
Now
tack one end and leave the other end open, just the size of one
bee.
This prevents the bees from taking a noisy flight in the
air and proclaiming to the whole apiary that in some mysterious mannertheirstores have increased; and in their endeavor
to find the outlet they quiet down, and thus prevent the robber-bees from gaining an entrance and making havoc among
the nuclei before they are strong enough to defend themselves.

of

Sonoma

Killing

On

page 327,

Bees

for

Co., Calif.

Tongue-Measuring.

BY PROF.

C. P.

my good

friend. Prof.

Cook, suggests that

of killing bees by plunging them into boiling
water might set the muscles so as to prevent the full extention
of the tongue for measurement.
The lengths obtained do
not indicate that such is the case, and I am quite certain that
the hot water has quite the opposite result.
Some years ago, while a student under Prof. Cook, I was
making a study of mites and other very small insects that
I wished to mount as microscopic objects.
In order to have
the specimens suitable for examination, it was important that
the legs be fully extended, and not curled beneath the body.
I was able to find just one method by which this could always
be accomplished without injuring the tissues, and that was to
thrust the insect into boiling-hot water, or dash the water
upon the insect. It was that experience which suggested the
hot-water plan of getting the bees' tongues extended to full
length for measurement.
If hot water caused the contraction of the muscles, it would result in the bending of the
joints of both legs and tongue, and these parts would not

be perfectly extensible.
And then, one can not very well wait 24 hours for the

tongue to die so it will lie still for measurement and all this
time it would have to be kept in a moist place, or it would be
in danger of becoming so dried that it would not fully extend.
;

to be as merciful as possible in handling
lower animals for scientific purposes. When the bee is thrust
into boiling w'ater it dies about as quickly as if struck with a
hammer; but if the head is simply pulled off, the head and
body live for hours. Whether or not these severed parts
really suffer pain we can not know.
The movements which
antennio, mandibles, legs, and wings, still undergo suggest,
at least, that sensibility may still be present.
The nervous
svstcm of the bee is not so centralized in the head as it is in
the higher animals.
I am still studying bees' tongues.
I have received bees
from a goodly number of readers of the American Bee
Journal already, but would be glad to receive more. I am
specially anxious to have more samples of genuine black
bees, of new races of bees, as Carniolans, Cyprians, Syrians,
also

like

Women— An

Written for a 3>«' York

BY MRS.

Experience.

tState i'^arme/vs' Institute^

C. A. BAI^L.

these days when machinery has taken the place of
much of the farm labor that used to be employed, and the
milk of the dairy is taken to the creamery, instead of being
made into butter and cheese at home, the farmers' wives and
daughters have been relieved of much of the labor and care
that fell to their lot under former conditions.
Yet there is
enough to do in every farmers' home and the round of
duties is so nearly the same each day that the monotony
becomes a weariness, and some kind of business to occupy a
part of the time may prove a diversion, and help earn a little
pin-money besides and it seems to me that keeping a few
bees would be a great help.
The other day a gentleman said tome, "Who takes care of
your bees for you?"
replied, "No one.
I
I take care of
them myself." "But," said he. "what do you do when they
swarm?" "Why, I hive them," I replied.

In

;

;

"That is strange," he said. "I did not suppose a woman
could do that. When I was a boy my father kept bees, and
when they swarmed every available man and boy on the
place was called upon to help hive them."
I find that this gentleman's opinion of bee-keeping prevails to a great extent
that running an apiary is too hard
;

for a woman.
Yet the work is no harder than much
that falls ordinarily to our lot.
But whether a woman can
successfully run an apiary depends upon the person herself.
delicate, sickly woman would need some help, but one in
ordinary health can do it alone if she is interested in the
work. And right here I wish to say if your bees do not
possess a fascination for you, you would better let the business alone.
It is like every other business, requiring patient attention
to small details.
Your bees will not prosper if neglected,
any more than other stock.
little care at just the right
time may insure a fine yield of honey, or, neglect, a total

work

A

A

GIUETTE.

my method

I

Bee-Keeping for

failure.

For a beginner I would advise starting with one or
colonies, then if you fail the loss will not be so great.
I

will

give a

little

of

my own

experience

:

In

two

1895

I

bought one colony, for which I paid $6.00. That summer 1
got 60 pounds of surplus honey, but no swarm. In 1896 that
colony cast two swarms and the three gave me over 100
pounds of nice honey. 1897 was a year of swarming, and my
colonies increased to 11, but the honey-flow was a short
one.
Yet the surplus more than paid expenses.
1898 and
1899 w-ere bad years for bee-keepers throughout the country,
but 1900 was the most disastrous of all, yet each year my
bees gave me some honey.
At the close of the season of 1900 I had 25 colonies, but
I was obliged to move that fall and could not pack the bees
for winter, and the result was that last spring I found that
fifteen colonies had died, leaving me only ten, and of these
only two that I considered valuable. Yet they gave me last
season between 400 and 500 pounds of honey, and cast five
swarms another swarm came to me, so that at present I have
The honey I sold for
si.xteen colonies, all in good condition.
ten, twelve and fifteen cents per pound, the most of it for
;

fifteen cents.

Some

of the dark honey I kept to stimulate the colonies
while rearing brood.
And here let me say that it is not the number of colonies
that counts, but the number of bees in each colony, and early
spring is the time to strengthen so that the hives will be
just running over with bees when the honey-flow begins.
Then put on the supers and let them work.
in the spring

With regard to swarming: Prime swarms usually come
out from 10 to 2 o'clock and need close watching. I manage
the issuing swarm with water, and can drive them so that
Last summer I used a
they will not cluster out of reach.
dipper to throw the water, but a spraying bucket is better.
When the swarm has clustered I take and shake them on
a white cloth in front of an empty hive, then may be seen a
wonderful

sight.

A

moment

after the tumultous

fall,

you

will

"

June

sec llieni as if ol)i'ying some order, turn their heads toward
the entrance of the hive and march like a vast army in and
upward until they reach the top of the hive, hanKiiiK' '<n to
each other until they form a dark curtain, and wail for the
mysterious secretion of wax to take place willi whicli lo huild
the walls of their new city. Some of the swarm are iKiailcd
as guards to the entrance, and some inspect every crevice of

the hive and clean and glaze the walls and fill every seam
The guards at the entrance keep out intruders,
and woe to the stranger who comes. But if any of the
worker-bees come from the field with soiled wings these ^'uards
act the part of dressing-maids, and carefully attend lo their
toilets, for no bee may enter the immaculate city of the (|uecn
with soiled garments, for bees arc almost fanatically cleanly.

with propolis.

When I began bee-keeping I used chaff hives, but found
them too heavy to handle. Now I use the single-walled dovetailed hives, which I can handle alone, and use outside cases
These hives being bought in the flat,
for winter protection.
and every part so nicely fitted any one who can drive a nail
can put them together.
When working among the bees a beginner needs a beehat with veil, a pair of thick gloves and a good smoker, and
the very best is the cheapest in the end, because a poor smoker
may fail you when most needed.
With regard

when

super
about full I pry it free from the hive with a screwdriver, puff
in a little smoke, and place another super with empty sections on the hive, under the full one. In a day or two, about
3 o'clock in the afternoon, I sally forth with smoker and beeescape board, and, raising the upper super just enough to blow
in a little smoke, slip the escape-board between the two
supers and leave them until about 5 o'clock the next morning.
Then I take off the super full of honey from which
every bee is gone, and the colony does not know it has been
robbed.
Everything is peaceful.
to taking off the honey,

I find a

I do not know that I ever enjoyed greater satisfaction
than when walking through the dewy grass last summer
carrying burdens of white honey, before the majority of
people were stirring. With me it has been both success and
failure, but the bees have quite a balance in the credit
column, and I hope to go on with a work that has been of
more value to me than can be reckoned by dollars and cents,
in the lessons of patient faithfulness under difficulties learned
from the bees.
Oneida Co., N. Y.

j

^ The

Afterthought.

^

SULPHUR AS A GERMICIDE.
Sulphur smoke is pretty severe medicine for

.MOKE ROOM TO liISSUAMB SWARMING.
to give the bees room, it
be remarked that they do not consider that matter of
room exactly as we blunderingly expect. Nothing is room
to them (at least not in any full sense) unless it has comb
in it.
They do not walk on air any more than men do.
Suppose you dwelt in a lowly cabin, 12x20 and 6 feet high,
and were about to move for lack of room, Suppose, then,
some practical joker of a fairy queen should touch your
cabin and, presto, it is 12x20 and 20 feet high. " Now, you
have plenty of room, be satisfied," quoth she. You would
quickly answer, "The cubic feet are all right, but my feet
can not perambulate in cubic feet so far from my head."
Empty space may at times help some but it is usually very
inadequate as a swarm-dissuader. Page 307.

Anent the oft-repeated advice

may

;

EXTRACTED honey FROM DARK COMBS.
a matter of some importance whether honey does
or does not extract color from black combs. The general
impression one would get from reading the Chicago convention report on the subject is an impression of doubt whether
there is a slight discoloration, or whether that is all pure
imagination. Pvvidence of serious discoloration seems to
be lacking. Page -WJ.
It is

ROBBEK-BEES STOP THE APIARIST'S WORK.
inferred from Miss Wilson's article, on page
danger and damage to the bees aren't all by any means
that is involved in a robbing muss. Some seem to think it
is — and that ignoring robbers is a nice kind of bravado.
Often the real, main thing when work presses is the annoying and expensive loss of the apiarist's time. (Jnce they
get the robbing bee in their bonnet nothing can be done
that does not involve stopping work. Extreme care from
outset on might have purchased the right to go ahead too
late now.
BEES fertilizing BLOSSOMS.

As may be

309,

—

Mr. Thaddeus Smith (being good on the skirmish) will
abandon the cucumber kopje when he reads Dr. Miller,
page 811 — but he'll shoot " allee samee " from the fruit and
berry territories.

BEES STORING IN BROOD-CHAMBER FIRST.
'Spects that part of Mr. Doolittle's dissent, on page 311,
because he runs a different strain of bees from those some
of the rest of us keep. As for the rest, I guess (being a
Yankee) that Dr. Miller's mind was mainly on breaking an
idol in his own yard, perhaps not thinking very much of
other people's idols. Had no further faith that /as bees
would contract any bad habit of storing below that would
interfere in the least with starting in the sections when
conditions were right for that. To that extent I can go
with him heartily. In fact, I can go somewhat further. I
am willing my bees should put some of the first surplus below, and serenely confident that they will carry it up a litbut then, I run with 7 frames, not 9 or 10.
tle later on
is

—

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.
By E. B. HASTY, Sta. B Rural. Toledo, O.

live bees
but those who have been so veicked as to kill light colonies
in box-hives in the fall with it know that it takes a strong
dose of it long-continued actually to kill. Of its powerful
germicide powers there is no doubt. Smoking hive, bees,
and all, just to the last point of endurance looksmore hopeful than feeding or sprinkling drugs.
Seems to me I'd do
it the third time, the last time taking the combs alone and
smoking them in a box. Page 291.

;

Only One Xight to Denver.— By going over the Chicago &
North-Western and Union Paeifle railways, j-ou will need to spend only
one night on the road from Chicago tu Denver. There is a daily train
leaving Chicago at 10 a.m. on the C. & N. W., and leaving Omaha,
Nebr., over the Union Pacific at 11:30 p.m. o£ the same day. This
That is, by starttrain arrives in Denver at 2 p.m. the following day.
ing from Chicago at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 2, you will arrive in
Denver at 3 p.m. the next day. or Wednesday, Sept. 3. iuample time for
the first session of the National Bee-Keepers' convention, which begins
that evening,

Now

OLD grimes' too much tongue.

much tongue on the bee is going
ground from lack of balance, we'll
quickly remedy that by breeding on a little more tail. Give
us something harder. Hustle is all right, but, you see, we
propose to drive Tongue and Hustle in span.
No wonder they thoui!:lit Old Grimes was dead;
He moved like the cluck-hand, void ot bustle;
And never a mile did he get ahead.
Say, Old Grimes,

to

make

it

tumble

if

too

to the

For his tongue was so long that he couldn't hustle.

keeping bees on the "sly."
Frontispiece, May IS, is what might be called. Keeping
Bees on the Sly, or, A Clergyman Queer in His Upper

We
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Story.
trust that the
will not cause any hegira

queens of surrounding domiciles
by their '"quahking.

to

as to rates:

Denver

will be

The round-trip prlee at that time from Chicago
By going over the route mentioned, the reguwould be only .5;100, because ot being only one

%'ih.

lar sleeping-car rate

night on the way.

There is also another saving by taking the C. & N. W. and Union
There is a Pullman tourist ear on this train from Omaha, in
which the charge for a double berth is only SI. 50 to Denver. As no
sleeping-car aeeommodations are required on this train east of Omaha,
it will be seen that one can go comfortably by this route for a very
Paeifle.

small sum.

We may say that Dr. C. C. Miller and the Editor of the American
Bee Journal expect to go over the route indicated, starting at 10 a.m.
on Tuesday, Sept. 3. Who will join us ? We would like to publish
the names of all who will do so. It would be pleasant to have a largo
number go together.
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CONDUCTED BY
O. O. JUILLER. Afarengxi, HI.

Making Honey-Vinegar.

(The Qnestions may be mailed to the Bee Joarnal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.

How can I make good vinegar from the waste honey
around an apiary ? Can it be made so that one can detect
the honey-flavor? Is such vinegar good for pickles ?
Wisconsin.

1

Apt to Make the Cross Crosser.
I

see that

some one

with honey-bees,

my

to cross

work nights

We

is

—

Answer. From honey you can make vinegar of best
quality, good for pickles or for any other purpose for which
good vinegar is used. Minute instructions are given in
some of the bee-books, and there is not room in this department to go into the matter fully, but it may be said that
you can make vinegar from diluted honey just the same as
you would make it from cider. Indeed, if you dilute honey
and let it stand in a warm place it will make vinegar probably in spite of you. Add to the honey a sufficient quantity
of water so that when a fresh egg is put into it there will
be a spot of the egg about the size of a dime above the surface.
It should be understood, however, that honey of objectionable flavor will not make as good vinegar as will
honey of good quality.

trying to cross bumble-bees

to increase the size

I

I

have been

tryingthem to

bees with lightning-bugs, to enable
1

crossed our strawberries with milkweed last year,
fine crop of strawberries and cream

and this year we have a
on the same vine
1

to arrive at any good results with
crossing the bees if j'ou can give any information on the
subject, I would be greatly obliged.
Nebraska.
I

have been unable
;

—

Answer. I advise you not to make any further effort
in that line, for crossing bees makes them cross, and if you
cross a cross cross with another cross cross, the resulting
cross will be a still crosser cross.

When To Put On
Honey-Dew— Cockroaches— Swarming.
1.

Explain honej'-dew.

2.

What harm

can one get
3.

first,

rid of

When
or last

to the

them

hive do cockroaches do

?

swarm does

bees

the queen

come from the hive

North Carolina.

?

Answers— 1.

—

would be going beyond the limits of this
department to say all that can be said about honey-dew, but
it is likely that you desire to know its source. In some cases
it is a secretion of plant-lice, in others it seems to be secreted directly on parts of the leaves or stems of plants.
2. I never could see that they did any harm, although I
don't like to have them about the hives perhaps more for
their looks than anything else.
I suspect that like ants
thej- make their stay in and about hives for the warmth.
I
think they might be destroyed by -poison, providing the bees
did not also have access to the poison.
3. Neither. She may come along in the crowd at almost
any time, but I think I have oftener seen her issue after
than before half the swarm was out.
It

;

How
As

I

a Beginner Should Begin.

am somewhat

interested in bee-keeping,

like to ask a question or

two

in

I

Supers.

Dr. Miller says, " Put on supers when you see first the
white clover bloom." Here's the bloom, but we will wait 2
or 3 weeks before following his advice. This is fully 2 weeks
earlier than I ever saw the bloom in Northern Iowa. All
well here, and waiting patiently for the bloom.
Iowa.

and how

?

19, 1901.

Bee Journal a year for 51.75 for the two. Become familiar
with your test-book, let your study go hand in hand with
your practice with the bees, and when you run across sotiiething that neither your practice nor your text-book helps
you out with, as you surely will, send the conundrum to me,
and I'll do my best to help j'ou out if I can.
Success to YOU.

Questions and Answers,

^

June

would

regard to learning bee-

Answer. Probably it may be all right not to put on
supers until 2 or 3 weeks after the appearance of the first
clover bloom, but in a good many cases it might do a good
deal toward forcing bees to swarm. Unless I have been
mistaken in my observation, bees begin working in earnest
on clover about 10 days after the first blossoms are seen,
and with any considerable number of colonies I always feel
safer to have supers on about 10 days before they will be
needed, so the bees will be sure to commence promptly in
them when they are needed. Weak colonies, or those with
scanty stores, may not need supers so soon, but a strong
colony, with plenty of stores, so that there are no vacant
cells in the brood-chamber well, my friend, if you have a
number of colonies of that kind, please report how much
more than 10 days after the first clover bloom they are ready
to work in supers, and I'll make my teachings to fit the case
If swarming is desired, then it is all right to
in the future.
put on supers not till 2 weeks after first clover bloom is seen.

—

Sowing Sweet Clover— Preventing Increase— Hive for

Comb Honey.

keeping.

My

grandfather and father have had bees for about 20
years, but I will confess that neither they nor I know
scarcel}' anything about them, in fact nothing in regard to
handling them for profit in the honej'-line as we have kept
them simply as agents for distributing pollen for fertilizing
small fruit, and they have done their work well.
My father has been a subscriber to the " Old Reliable "
for some time, and I have read each copy with a great deal
of interest, but with not as much as I would if I knew more
about bees so I could understand it better.
What would be the best way for a beginner to learn
something of beekeeping ? What, and where, could I procure, and what would be the cost of, a good book of instruction in bee-keeping for a beginner ?
Kansas.
;

Answer. — You have done two important things toward
becoming an up-to-date bee-keeper. You have become interested in the bees themselves, and all the more because
intelligent enough to recognize that their most important
work is that of fertilizing the flowers; and, second, you
have been reading the American Bee Journal. A third item
you have omitted, and that ought to have been done before
reading bee-papers but you are on the track of it and that
is the study of a good text-book
Send to the office of this
journal, and get " Root's
of Bee-Culture," for $1.20
Cook's "Bee-Keeper's Guide," for 51.20, or Dadant's L,angstroth for SI. 25. Any of these is clubbed with the American

—

—

ABC

;

1. When and how should sweet clover seed be sowed?
and which kind is the better for honey, yellow or white ?
How much per acre is best to sow ?
of mine
2. You recently said in answer to a question
that one way to prevent increase would be to take all the
brood from the bees just before they were ready to swarm.
Now, what would I do with about 500 frames of brood, if I
did not want increase?
3. I use Hoft'man frames and our flow here is from white
and red clover, and lasts from four to eight weeks. Which
hive do you think would be best for the production of comb
honey, the eight or the ten frame? Give reasons.

Indiana.

Answers. — 1. You can sow the same as farmers in your
neighbornood sow red clover, using half the amount of
If the ground is very mellow, however, there is danger that in the following winter the frost may heave the
sweet clover out of the ground. If you can have the ground
beaten or tramped down as hard as the roadside, your chance
for a crop will be better.
2. I'm afraid I made rather careless work in answering
that question. Prevention of swarming is one thing, prevention of increase another. Some want to prevent swarming but do not want to prevent increase. Some want to

seed.

!
June
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prevent increase, but are not anxious to prevent swarminjf.
As a means of preventing swarniinK-, taking away all lirood
works well, but it is not so easy to see on the face of It how
It is not an easy thinfj to start with a
it prevents increase.
piven number of colonies and keep that same number every
day of the year for a series of years. Indeed, it is pniliably
impossible. iJut it is possible to have the same number each
year at some given date. There will be more or less losses
in different ways, and these losses must be made f^ood.
There are losses in wintering-, losses through (|ueenlessness, and perhaps losses in number through uniting. When
a man does not wish to go above a certain number, he may
find it advisable in the spring to unite all his weaker colonies because it is the strong colonies that give the best
harvests. Thus it will be that in any case there will be
some increase to make each season, although the number
€acii fall may be the same.
So you will see that you will be able to use up a good
deal of brood to make good your number of colanies. But
that will not account for the 500 frames of brood you men;

have

files of

testimonials similar to the

Our Breeders originated from the highestpriced, Long-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the

was established

in 18S8.

GOLDEN and LEflTtlERGOLORED QUEENS, before Julu

Prices of

Warranted

$1.00
1.50

Tested

Selected Tested
2.00
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 4.00

1st:

6

12

$5.00
8.00
10.50

$ 9.50
15.00

We guarantee

safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on SO or 100. Free Circular. Address all

orders to

^uirin the (jueen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
[Parkertown

foundation when you take away all brood.
After having tried both on a pretty
3. I don't know.
large scale, I have some doubt whether there is any differIt is easier to
The two principal points are these
manage the larger hives so as to avoid the danger of starv-

ence.

:

ing in winter and spring, also the danger of weak colonies;
and it is easier and more convenient to handle the smaller
hives and their supers.

a P. O. Money Order office.)
Please mention the Bee Journal.
is
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Root Co's

Each.

Untested Italian Queens, by mail.. $ .75
1.25
Tested Italian (Jueens, by mail
4-frame Nucleus, $2.50, with Queen.
No foul brood in this country.
Also Bee-Keepers' Supplies. CatH. MOORE, Prop.,
alog free.
T. Lewis, Mgr.

A

are having' plenty of rain here,
for honey, if
nothing' happens. Swarming will be
somewhat later than usual, on account
of cool, dry weather this spring.

Gage

Co., Nebr.,

Foster
Stylo^raphic

PEN

J. M. LiNSCOTT.
June 6.

hard

This pen consists of a
T-iil>bei* bolder, tapering to a
point, and writes as
The
sriioothly as a lead-pencil.
point and needle of the pen
are made of platina, alloyed
with iridium substances of
great durability which are not
affected by the action of any
kind of inli.
They hold sufficient ink to
write 10,000 words, and
not

Discouraging Outlook.

round

I will write a little about the honey
crop that some of the good people with
supplies to sell told us about. Mr. C.
Dayton, who was around among the
bee-men, says no one has extracted yet,
and is not likely to do so. He has
moved his bees back into the valley, so
he can watch them.
Bee-keepers say they will be lucky if
they do not have to feed. There are
lots of flowers, but it is too dry for nectar.
Of course, we can tell what bees
might do with alfalfa in central Cali-

fornia.

The sumac bush may

—

do

lealc or blot.
As they make a

ruling: purpo^iies.
Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions,

some nectar for winter stores. There
is more brood than honey in our hives
now. Black, white and silver sage are
in bloom, and so is wild buckwheat,

filler

honev.

E. Archibald.
Co., Calif.,

May

cleaner.

19,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the " Foster." You should have
one also.

yields very little this year. It is
possible that along the ocean, where
the fog is more dense, they may get a

Los Angeles

and

Best Masifoldisg Pes on
THE Market.

it

little

line of uni«
at all times

form 'Width
they are unequaled for

yield

How to Get a "Foster"

25.

McLemoke Ave..
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Send TWO n'ew subscribers

Introducing Queens— Hard Winter.
I will give my quick way of introducing queens. I have introduced 20,
and have not had a failure, but I do
not say it is infallible.
I go to the colony about sundown in
which I want to introduce the queen,
and open up the brood-chamber care-

fully, so as not to flustrate the bees.

"04

as a.

FREE.
Suoplies!

can furnish you with The A.

goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
eave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
M. H. HUNT 4 SON, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

W.

FREE

and prospects are good

but

We

There will thus be an increase in the number of combs,
and these can be used the next year to take the place of

Plenty of Rain— Later Swarming.

United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which

15A26t

use.

of

above.

Selected,

reasonable amount, keep right on and give an unreasonable
amount. Pile up until each pile has 40 frames of tjrood or
more. That will allow you to use some of the earliest and
strongest for supers, reducing them to one story, or you
may allow them to store frames of sealed honey for future

^j^^^m^mK

H. G. QQIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Cotupany tell us our stock is
extra-tiae; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from lime to time; while J. L. Gaudy, of
Huraboldl, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from siuf^le colonies
containing our queens.

We

tion.
After you have given a reasonable amount of brood
to each of the weak colonies you have to tiuild up, or tocach
of the nuclei ymi have started, there will still continue to
be brood to be disposed of. Well, after you have given a

^^ms^^^^^^^^

QUEENS
Buy them

395

lOURN/VL.

to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with $2.00; or send
SI. 90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for $1.00 we will mail the pen
Address,
alone.
^

(Exact

hunt their queen, take her off, and then
put all the frames back in place. Then
I smoke them for a few seconds, so the
bees will all rush to the honey and fill
themselves then I smoke them again
enough to make them scamper all
through the hive, and then give them
a few puffs of smoke at the entrance.
I then give them enough smoke again
to clear the bees from the top of the

44

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

r" t%tift\rrtia
C^aillUrilld.

f

U yon

care to

III.

know

of its

1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornla's Favorite Paper—

or

;

To mabe cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairying&Cat.212 free. W.Chester.Pa

QEORQE W. YORK & CO.

size of

the Pen.)

I

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

Agricultural

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San FRiNCisco.CAl.
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Published weekly,
inum. Sam-

$2.00 per a
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Do not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-vray sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

LEWIS

G-. B.
Bee Journal "when *WTitine.

Please mention

CO., Watertown,Wis.

YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
29
We

all.

are the lar£:t•^t manufacturers of
vehicles and harness in the world selling to consumers, and we have b'.'en doing business in this way for 29 years.

gTiaranteeini,' safedelivery.
outnothinpif not satisfied.

Elkhart Carriage

A5

Youaro
__

._

No. 1S2 Top Buggy has )i inch
Kelly rubber tires and rubber covered steps. Price, |73 00.
as sells for * 40.00 more.

As good

A Harness Manufacturing Co^ Elkhart, Ind.

fiease

lost
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McDonough

Famous

Italian

Queens!

BUCKEYE STRAIN OF 3-BANDED LONG-TONGITES

honey-gatherers. One customer bought 10 dozen.
a few last season as a trial.)

Just think of

it

are wonderful
1

(He bought

ITALIANS.
STRAIN GOLDEN
MUTH'S
each
above by
money can
As
buy. Either of the
Selected tested, best money can buy, $1.50.

tine as

6 for S4.00.

FrLL Line of
Send

return mail, 7sc

when
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;

Front and Walnut

Sts,,

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

Co.,

side.

the

M. MELBEE,
/•"ci-i.

Size of

tured.

but

have

will

I will

tried to tell people,

any

When

I moved from Illinois I brought
some second-class honey (unfinished
sections) with me, and gave some to
my tjew-niade friends the words of
praise for it I can not remember, but
they were many. One was so much
;

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the Iinin(fs are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the "Novelty" is lost, having name and address
owner,
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and adof
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanviug cul gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this>eautiful knife, as tb» " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
'
How to Oef this Valuable Knife.- We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us^rtREE new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with|3.'Xl.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for SI. 90.

allor*

I

;

chine, and have been laughed at for
being so innocent. A case in point:

Your Name on the Knife.— Wbea oideriug, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish pui on the Knlte.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully o( indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures df a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

4^Please

it

number of times, that it is impossible
to make comb honey by hand or ma-

the Knife.J

GEORGE W, YORK

28.

be enough to lose
not give up until
I try one colony, as there seems to be
all kinds of flowers here, and honey
sells in the stores for 20 cents a pound,
but everybody thinks it is manufac-

HONEYVILLE, O.
is

May

there is not a honey-bee in this county
that I can find, although I have looked
in fact, I have just
in every direction
returned from a trip in the country,
looking for some that I was told were
kept by a farmer about two miles from
town, but I was disappointed again,
and now I will give up looking and
send away for a colony, as I believe
they will do well here, but I do not
wish to try more than that, for the people say that they will not do any
good here. They are not bee-keepers,
and I put but little reliance in what
they say, but still they may be right,

trying

(This Cut

111.,

Bee-Keeping in Oklahoma.
The bee-industry here is nothing, a^

and one colony

HOWARD

;

:

The FINEST DOVETAIL HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

for Catalog.
Please mention Bee Journal

of started with 8 colof them another

all

with 7 colonies lost all but one and
one with 36 had only 5 to get through
the winter all right. I moved mine 12
miles, to the farm, the last of February
on a sled, and lost 19 of them. They
all left enough honey-dew and other
stuff to feed them more than through
the winter, if they had been able to get
out; but the long, cold winter with
honey-dew, and what some mean people fed them last fall, made it hard on
Arthur A. HouSER.
the bees.

We ID site

N'o.212M Jumpi-eatTrap. Price. 6^0.
fine as sells lor *igto ^.'-O more.

know

I

and

;

and 6ostylesof

Our prices represent the
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cost of material and makinp. plus
one profit. Our large free oatalo^^ue
shows complete line Send for it.

One

onies,

HAVE NO AGENTS
WE
but ship anywhere for examination
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frames, then I open the cage and let
the new queen run down, and, as she
goes I send two or three puffs of smoke
with her. I then close the hive and
the work is all done, and the bees do
not know that their queen has been
taken out.
I can
change quicker than I can
write and tell how, if the first queen is
not too hard to find.
Bees in this part of the country had
a hard time getting through last winter, several bee-keepers losing almost

Bee-Heepers-Attention
—

19,

Chicago,

£ CO,

^bout two weeks for your knife order to be

infatuated with it that he got the address of the man I sold my bees to (in
Illinois), and has written to him and
contracted for some for his winter's
use, at a price that will make it cost
about 25 cents a pound delivered. The
stores are selling now some of the
finest white honey that I ever saw at
20 cents, but I can not convince him
that it is "real bee honey," as it looks
C. M. Br.\di.ey, M. D.
too white.
Kingfisher Co., Okla. Ten, June 6.

MeFQaeeiis and Bees

IlL

tilie<i.

The standard strain of vellow-banded bees^
All select-tested Queens. 'Eacb, $1.00. Ready
to

mail June
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article of extracted honey
produced in thi« wray.

Demaree's Plan for the Prevention
of Swarming.
Some years ajjo li. W. Demaree gave
as a plan to prevent swarming the put-

THIS
tlii^

ting of

all the brood in an upper story,
leaving the queen below upon foundation, an excluder between the two
stories.
The plan has gone so many
years unchallenged, that to many will
come as a surprise the following in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, by C. Davenport
I
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more
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Free! Free! Free!
We mall Iree to any address -'Watkins' Homo
Doctor," an illustrated book of 100 pa|j;es, the
finest of the kind ever printed, containing mucti
valuable inti.ruiation, intereatlnBr, Instiu^tlve
and humorous reading matter, astronomical calculations, weather forecasts, first-class cookln^f
recipes, and matter relatini^' to
in short, somethiuK for every
family, old or younp.

The
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Watkins Medical Co,,
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colonies

BEES AND QUEENS

morally sure

We have a strain of
bees bred specially for

in all cases pre-

vent strong colonies from swarming,
whether they had contracted the
swarming-fever or not, was to remove
all the brood, give empty frames below,

and use either drawn comb or full
sheets in the upper story and when
this was done the bees drew out the
foundation more readily than they did
when there was brood below, probably
because they had no intention of
swarming, and this method gave us
the largest amount of surplus of any
plan I tried. But almost all the colonies so treated built a large amount of
drone-comb below.

honey

-

gathering

and

longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.

PRICES:
for the

;

remainder of this
season:

Untested Queen
$ .60
Tested Queen
80
1 Select Tested Queen
1.00
1 Breeding Queen
1.50
1-Comb NucTeup, no queen 1.00
1
1

.

J. L.

.

.

STRONG,

The American

The

difference in the quality of extracted honey is strongly put in the
words by
Rays," in the Rocky

"X

Mountain Bee Journal

:

Some bee-keepers extract from combs
partially filled with brood. This is not
only filthy and unsanitary, but oositively vicious. Honey can not be very
healthful or palatable that contains
chyle, essence of grubs, and the thin
watery stuff gathered from filthy places
that is stored next to the unsealed
brood. The queen should be confined
to the brood-chamber with a sheet of
queen-excluding zinc, and never, upon
any occasion, be allowed to enter the
supers, which she will do if not re-

Institute of Phrenology,
{Incorporated

^*'

1.s66)

Opens

it next session Sept. 3, V^OZ.
For particulars applj to the Secretary, M. H. PIKRCY,
care of Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East 22d Street,
New York, N. Y.

FORareSTRENGTH
El CnTDin
through with
I^L^lJ
I |1|U Ton
'^^
wagon worry forever when
you buy one of our

the
custom very generally
large producers to extract several times during the flow.
Some of
them wait until the combs are entirely
sealed, but the majority extract when
they are half to two-thirds sealed. Let
me say right here that a first-class
It

is

Super-

The following

is

part of a conversa-

between G. M. Doolittle and a
visitor, as reported in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture, Mr. Doolittle being the
first speaker
tion

"If you can find any colony which
shows by its building queen-cells outside of the swarming season that the
bees are about to supersede their
queen, you can rear as good queens
from that colony, during the time that
the old queen lives, as can be reared
under the swarming impulse."
" I am glad to hear that, for I found
one of my strongest colonies building
queen-cells yesterday, some having
royal jelly and larvae in them. But
this colony has not my best queen in
it, and I wish to rear my queens from
my best queen. How can I overcome
this difficulty ?"

"By doing what is known as grafting the queen-cells, which is simply
transferring larva> frcm your best
queen over into the royal jelly in the
queen-cells the bees have started, after
first removing the larva that floats on
this royal jelly. In this way you fool
the bees, and they go on and perfect a
queen from the substituted larva, the
same as they would have perfected

their

own."

I be sure that the
grafted cells are not torn down, or
that others are not completed which I
have not grafted ?"
" By sticking a slim l'4-inch wirenail through the comb immediately
over the grafted cell you can tell all
about this and if you wish to secure
as many queens from this colony as
possible, while the old queen lives, you
will open the hive twice a week and
graft all cells having royal jelly in
them at each time of opening, and.
later on, take out the ripe cells before
the queens emerge. In this way you
may get as many as from 25 to 100
splendid queens from this colony be:

fore the queen dies."

HANDY WAGONS.
FXhey carry 4000 lbs. and do
it easily, and don't cost a
j

fortune either. Write for the free catalogTie. It tells all
about this WHj^ou and the famous Eleetrle Wheels.
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WHEEL CO.. BOX
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WTlting,

strained.

among

in a

seding Colony.

"But how can

204 East Log-an St., Clarinda, Iowa.
25A3t
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Quality of Extracted Honey.

Rearing Choice Queens

t<> eiell ^^>ll

Wat

so treated swarmed. Five of these colonies were in 10-frame hives that I
bought a year ago, and one was in a
12-frame hive. Two of these colonies
swarmed before any cells in the upper
stories were sealed, and no signs of
cells below.
Some claim that a swarm will never
issue with cells in the upper story when
there is a queen-excluder between the
two stories unless they have also
started cells below. But I am absolutely certain that three of

world

Kvery extracted honey equipment
should include not Icsh than three sets
of extractinff-combs, Lanfjstroth size,
or their equivalent. The number of
these .sets of combs must be governed
by the locality and the yield anticipated.
There should be enouffh to
hold the entire season's crop. When
one is partly filled, raise it and slip in
another between that and the broodchanibiT. Keep this up until the end
of the How, and get as many filled as
possible, but leave them all on the
hive until you are ready to extract.

hi'i sl^'Miitiiri' IIS

all the brood to the upper story, and
filled the lower story with frames containing full sheets; and every colony

did last season, and

fiiunil.T of III,' .(. K.
CVinijKiny, Winonn,
fliiun., V. S. A., tlu' priijH'ieturs <if
iiriil

.'Me'llL-Jil

till.'

:

With a number of colonies

WATKINS,

IS J. R.

pi-i'si.l.iit

WatlviiiK

can not be

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shk.vandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
Fiease mention Bee Journal when writme
13Atf

American Queens
There

in Australia.

one peculiarity about American-bred queens that I have always
noticed, and that is a most decided disposition to curtail laying operations
on the approach of winter. On account
of the long winter's rest in America,
this is simply following an inherited
tendency, but is certainly one that I
do not look on as too desirable in this
is

climate, still I am well aware that
many look on this disposition on the
part of the queen to rest through the
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Marshfleld

Jnne

MaDiifactnrin g Company.

specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are the best in the market.
have a full line of BEEis the right kind for them.
SUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

Our

We

BASSWOOD

Wisconsin

Marshfleld Manufacturing Cottipaiiy, Marshfleld, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

7A.26t

Qneens

M

when

writina

Ready to Supply du Return Mail

Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
w-k

J /^l

75 cents; 6 forS4.00.

»« ^
^
V»'3.rniOI3.nS
•

1 ,^

which

left all records behind in honeygathering. Untested, $1.00 6 for S5.00.
They are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than a"ll others. Untested, SI. 00.

/^« «/^/rk«-i
I^CQ wlOVCr l^UCCn&,
!-»««

£!•

;

—

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

CU

Uf

III

UfCDCD

ff I If CDCni

2146=2148 Central Avenue,

cl^cI^NATl, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Rumely Threshing Machinery. — While advanced methods in agriculture are gradually
uufoldid^ themselves, the demand is keeping
pace for the best implements and machinery
that the market affords. It is but natural that
this should be true in all lines, but there are especial reasons why it should be true in a matter
of the magniiude of threshiogf machine outfits.
amount

money

that
Chief among \hem Is the
must be invested. In no other implement that
harvestcultivation,
has to do with the seeding,
ing- of the crop, preparing for the market or
cf

Muth and

A. Mulh.)

in the threshing business since 1853, their machines have been put to a good, long lest. Their
popularity as told by the number ot sales annually as compared with those of other threshing
machine manufacturers, has outrun even what
their long years would seem to warrant. The
reason must be sought lor in the intrinsic worth
of the machines themselves. We have not the
space to enter upon a recitation of the many
distinguishing points of excellence of the Rumely machines. We are reproducing a cut both
of the New Separator and the Traction Engine
herewith. The advertisement is running regularly in our columns. Any of our readers anywhere, who are interested in threshing machinery, should look it up and write to the Kumely
Co. for their catalog. It will be gladly sent free
for the asking, and will put the inquirer in the
way of possessing a threshing outfit of the
highest type of usefulness.

WE WANT WORKERS
D ik\Q.
^ I ^^
^^
H^^ W
H^B«^V H ^^^
M^^
^^ JB
Sl'iiiI

iie(>s.

other farm use, is there such a considerable
outlav required as in the matter of threshing
machinery. It is nut purcbafed for a season's
work on a single farm, but usually for many
crops for all the grains and grass"s, and to
make a profit for its owner above first cost and
operating expenses, it must do duty for a series

lioy^. Girls, old and youDg alike,
nitike money working for us.

\\ e fun)ihhca(iitallO(*l»rtyia mbnalca 10c etairipa or Hilver for full inutniclionB and a line of

bRAPER PUBLISHING C0.,Cbic8go,IU.
Please mention Beo journal when WTiiing-

Minplet.io«ork.»ith.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other

Clover Seeds.

We

have made arrangements so that we can
Ctirnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order;

10»

25ns

$.75 $1.40

$.1.25

sns

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

90

100
1.00

Alfalfa Clover

of years. If for no other reason it would seem
to be imperative, in this ai.count alone that machinery ot the widest uses and the best adaption to each as embodied in the best makes to

M. Rumely

Co., of

La

GEORGE
144

Having been

&
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W.

low, upon

<

its receipt,

"«"

or 30 cents in trade.

GEORGE W. YORK &

;is

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Please lueatlou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

i~*

Address

50ft
16.00
7.S0
8.00
8.S0
6.00

YORK & CO.

Erie Street,

28 /cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. ^
•

4.00
4.35
4.50
3.2S

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5'pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

be found, should be sought by the thresherraen.
In this connection and always when speaking
of threshing machinery the mind reverts to the
Engines and :5eparat6rs raanufadured by the
Porte, Ind.

80

1.70
l.SO
1.90
1.40

'-

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are payine

-

--

Impure wax not taken

at

pound-

any

price.

follows, very plainly,

CO., 144

& 146

Erie

St.,

Chicago,

ill.

19, 1902.

winter as a very desirable feature. I
must say, however, that some of these
American queens produced splendid
/wney-gatherers, but they are crowding
the brood-nest rather too much to suit
me but I am quite sure that this in;

fusion of fresh blood is going to have
a decidedly favorable effect on my
strain.
H. L. Jones, in the Australasian Bee-Keeper.

—

Plan for Starting Queen-Cells.
W. H. Pridgen is an acknowledged
authority in matters pertaining to
queen-rearing. In getting cells started
he uses a "ventilator," or bottomboard consisting mostly of wire-cloth,
to use when fastening bees in a beetight hive; and to prevent the excited
queenless bees from rushing out when
the cover is lifted to admit the cellcups, he has a slotted cover, so that a
part of the cover can be raised sufficient to admit only the frame having
the prepared cups. As to the manipulation, he says in Gleanings in BeeCulture
:

To

get a colony in readiness to accept cups, simply shake the bees from

enough combs of brood to fill a hive,
and place it over a populous colony
with only a queen-excluder between,
with a laying queen below, as has been
so often described for cell-building.
These combs of brood are drawn from
any colony or colonies in the apiary,
and replaced by frames filled with
foundation or empty combs. The bees
are simply shaken and brushed from
them without having to find the queen
or queens.
The bees in the bottom story over
which they are placed will at once take
possession, and, as soon as the brood
is all sealed in this top story, it can be
placed on the ventilator and the combs
thoroughly examined for queen-cells.
Better shake the bees from them, to be
sure none are overlooked and, besides,
this shaking process and rough handling tends to hasten matters, as a
search for the queen immediately follows. Remove all cells, and place the
slotted cover on, enough combs having
been removed to leave spaces for the
reception of the cups. While it is not
essential that bees be broodless to accept cups, provided there be no unsealed brood present, it may be necessary for them to be prepared a few
hours longer before giving the cups,
and the preparation of the bees can be
done the evening before, or earlier in
the day than recommended in the first
case, with the other manipulations to
follow at the time given.
As soon as the accepted cups are
given to the cell-builders, the hive of
queenless bees used over the ventilator
can again be placed over the same colony as before, with the excluder between, and the operation repeated as
;

often as desirable.

To keep this colony in a condition
for continuous work as cup-accepters,
necessary to fill another body with
of brood as before, and place it
on an excluder with the first one above
it, until the brood is all sealed in the
second lot of combs. After this is
done, and before the brood in the second lot is sealed, the bees should be
it is

combs

June

I'l,

AMERICAN BEE

1902.

shaken from two or three of the secoml
lot of combs into the one placed on the
the necessary exthe latter is set
ofT to make ready for the acceptance of
I!y
cups.
the time the brood in the
second set is sealed, the bees will have
emerged from the tirst set, and the
latter can be disposed of, the (jueencells removed from the second set as
recommended, with the first, the second used over the ventilator, and
another set placed under it for the
ventilator, to start

citement

ill

it,

when

brood to become sealed. Thus managed the same hive can be used the
season through, and the combs and
adhering bees, whenever a set is removed as above described, can be used

forming

nuclei.
idea is to use bees for accepting
cups that were only a few hours previously deprived of unsealed brood and
queen, either by taking them from the
queen and brood, or the brood and
in

The

queen from them, and thus have them
in a condition to accept larv;i' at once,
in a hole in a block, or wherever found,

regardless of the crudeness of the
transfer or preparation.

]OUi?NAL.
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BEE=KEEPER5,
Save Money by Buying

25tll

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Year

Smokers,

W*»
^af icfjirf inn
^UctrdllLCC C7cttli»I<tCLIUIl.
WC erl1Sirsinf*»«»

AND EVERYTHING
ELSE

NEED, OF

-VOr

No LOSS.

TtIL W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO..
Jamestown, N. Y.

g
g
T.

*S" Our poods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog,
and copy of

fZ
JZ
92
rt

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER.
a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
r^ W. M. Gekrish. E Nottingham,

N- H., carries a
catalog prices.

49
69

S
K

our goods at
Older of him and save

full line of

92

freight.

t'lease

g

mention BeeJourn^l -when WTitmp

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
part uf
if you work

and vou may have

Dadanfs Foundation

it

for us. ViK-leSani's poultry product pays
that sUDi. Send 10c for samples and particulars.
We furnish capital to start you in
business. Draper Publi^biagCo.,Cbicago.lll.

Why

ftir'

What more can anybody do 7 beauty,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQaiNQ.

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.

fifvfkc J* cf'll cr» vi7f»llV
\X\l^o IL 9^11
i^

Because

su >Vdl

has always given better satis-

it

faction than

any other. Because

In

34 years

there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL

Bee-Heeoers' Supplies
Very

fine pure-bred

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

low

for sale at very

KINDS

»»»

,*/(l/.*/C/

Chickens and Eggs

prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re-k/isecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture —Price, $1.25, by mail.
BEESWAX wanted

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Mamllton, Hancock Co., IH.

and Extracted ttoneu!
Goint)

l/vanied

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO.. 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.
33Alf

Langstroth
Winter Hives,
100

FOR SALE

Honev

York St Buffalo,

149

,

Daughters

N. Y.

Italian, Select
I

Imported
long-tongued

of Select

Moore's), and Select, Straight
i}i miles

5-band Queens. Bred

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio; at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing ag-encies.
and get quick delivery.

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 214 miles;

The A.

I.

experience.

The A.

I.

WARRANTED

cents each;
Dis$1.50 each.
count on lar^e orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty.

Send

Discount after July

1st

JOHN M. DAVIS,

SPRING HILL, TF;XN.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

*1. 25

Root Co.,

Wm.

Root

Jobbing Agencies-

Offices.

Vine

10

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A. Selaer, Manager.

Co.,

-

-

Syracuse, N. Y.

-

F. A. Salisbury, Manajier.

7 5

for circular.
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Bpaneh

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'

QUEENS,
TESTED,

-writinp

^HIVE^

i

Tennessee dueens

Bee Journal -when

THE DANZENBAKER

n cBoards,
7,

KARL KEIM,

Bee-Escapes and Feeders.
24A4t

Supers,

Please mention

The A.

I.

Root

The A.

I.

Root

The A.

I.

The A.

I.

Co..
J. B.

Mechanic
Mason, Manager.

Falls,

Co.. WJ.A Miss St.. St. Paul,

Me.

Minn.

II. G. Acklin. ManaKer.
San Antonio, Texas.
Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Manajrera.
The A. I. Root Co., rioo Md. Av.. 8. VV. Washington.

Jos.

Saffell & Herrick. Managers.
Co.. San Ignacio 17. Havana,
F. H. de Beche, Manager.

Root

Would you

U4 &
-

146 Erie St., Chicago.

-

Nysewander,

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Bell Branch. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Des Moines. Iowa.

Son. High Hill Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Carl F. Buck,
AuKusta, Butler Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville. Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,
Denver, Colo.

Jno. Nebel

-

from Maine

to

Geo. W. York & Co..
C. H. W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt & Son,
Walter S. Pouder,

&
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Cuba.

increase your profits? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

to California.

It's

used

:

MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE, Feb. 28. 1902.
A. I. Root company. Medina. Ohio.
GENTLEMEN :— I am VERY, VEHY pleased that you are willing I should
recommend the Danz. hive. 1 hsive had a great many inquiries regarding it,

THE

Prof. A. J. CookfClaremontp Cal.*
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

recommend it over uur regular hivcn. At flrst I
it. but the sales have increased without recommendahave sold they have bought airain and praised the hive
with exir:ivagant claims, and 1 am forced to the conclusion that it is the Best
J. B. MASON,
Comb-Honey Hive on tbe market.
aianager North-eastern Branch The A. I. Root Co.
and have nut

felt atlibprty to

was prejudiced against

Liberal DI»counts tc the Trade.

ti'ins,

and wht-rever

The above

I

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has just ordered 700 Danzenbaker supers.
Siles are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
grt^ater than the supply.
If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.
hives.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA/ OHIO,
Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

U.S.A.

GEORGE W. YORK.&
are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO.. "tntctol^'idtT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO,
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for

National Bee= Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02
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Postpaid,

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
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The Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.(10 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postSample copy free.
age.
is

;

The Wrapper-L/abel Date
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^

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
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All Italian Qiieen

We

Free

vpould

like to

have our regular sub-

'

scribers (w h o best
know the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
subin getting
scribers. We do not
ask them to work for
us for nothing, but
wish to say that we

NEW

_
will mail

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALfor sending us ONE NEW

IAN QUEEN

subscriber for a year, with $1.00 or 2
Queens for sending 2 new subscribers,
made only
etc. Remember, this offer is
Bee
to those who are now getting the
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
;

;

and a Queen for SI. SO.
(Please do not get these offers mixed

up with our Red Clover Queen
another page.)
144

&

offers

& CO.,
QEORQE W. YORKCHICAGO,

146 Erie Street,

-

on

ILL.

Close Satukdays at 1 p.m.— Our custothat
mers and friends will kindly remember
we
beginning with July 1. for three lEionths
will close

our

office

and bee-supply store

at

1

on Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Saturday
Nearly all other firms here begin the
keep
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we
local
open two months later on account of the
to
convenient
more
bee-keepers who find it
bee-supplies.
call Saturday afternoons for

pm

J.

COOK.

practical bee-keeping has just
brought down to date. About
and
been thoroughly revised
have been added^,
illustrations
100
100 pages and nearly
pages, with 295
544
of
volume
a'superb
which makes it now
paper, and
white
clear
on
printed
is
It
fine illustrations.
gold-lettered.
cloth,
brown
is bound in elegant
Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.

This standard work on

to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorHis book has had a large
ity on bees and related subjects.
greatly.
increase
fair
to
bids
sale, which now
American Bee Jourthe
of
reader
every
In order that
of Prof. Cook's
copy
a
possess
already
not
nal, who does
following
the
make
wish
to
w-e
it,
work, may have

is

well

known

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
American Bee Journal one year and a
No. 1.— For $1.75 we will mail the
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
is now paid
No 2 —Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription
mailed
to him free as a prebook
Cook's
Prof.
of
copy
a
have
in advance,"can
tor a
mium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal
year (with|2m)
more
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents
will send the Amerand
book
the
of
YOU
a
copy
mail
to
will
and
we
($1.50 in all,)
ican Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
or freight
No 4 —For Sl.OOwewiU send Prof. Cook's book by expressBut the postthe price is $1.00.
with oYher goods; or, if called for at our office,
paid price of the book alone is $1.20.

Nos. 2 and 3 of the
the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to
paid
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are
who deadvance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one
sires to take advantage of them.
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Editorial

Comments.
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is a rather discouraging' one in some parts
Cold weather continued late in spring, retarding brood-rearing, and up to the middle of June, in
spite of occasional hot days, cool weather has ruled. Instead
of being busied putting on additional supers, some have
been obliged to feed to keep the bees from starving.

The Season

Mistakes in Queen-Rearing are likely to be made by
beginners. One mistake is in thinking that good queens
can be reared at times when the weather is chilly, or when
bees are not busy bringing in nectar. Rightly managed,
feeding may be made to take the place of a natural harvest,
but there is nothing the bee-keeper can do to make up for
the lack of good weather. Another mistake it is to think
that a weak nucleus can produce good queen-cells. The
royal larva should be flooded with royal jelly, and this is
best attained in a strong colony. Up to the time the young
queen is about ready to emerge, there is no better place for
her than in a strong colony, and at no time before she begins to lay should there be any risk of her being chilled.

—

General Manager of the National. We have received
following announcement from Emerson T. Abbott,

which

is

self-explanatory

No. 26.

26, 1902,

they should be given an opportunity to elect his successor
As soon as the membership selects another (ienat once.
hands will be turned over to
eral Manager, the funds in
him, but they will not be turned over to Mr. Secor unless he
is elected by the membership.
The majority of those voting elects a General Manager, according to the Constitution.

my

>i^

of the North.

the

JUNE

:

St. Joseph, Mo.. June 17, 1902.
Editor American Bee Journ.\i.
Dear Sir : The notice of Acting Chairman Root (see
page 387) with regard to the General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association seems to call for a state-

—

—

ment from me.
First, the Board has or has not a right to receive Mr.
Secor's resignation and elect his successor. If they have a
right to do this, then one was elected some time ago, for
eight members of the Board voted to elect his successor,
and seven of them voted for one man. The three New York
directors and myself refrained from voting. The vote was
declared, and Mr. Secor was duly notified by the Acting
Chairman as to the result, and was requested to turn the
funds over to the newly elected General Manager, and he
wrote that he would do so. However, later, at the solicitation of a disgruntled member of the Board in New York, he
refused to do so. If the Board has any authority to act in
a case like this, then every member of it who voted to elect
a successor to Mr. Secor, formally voted at the same time to
receive his resignation. As a majority of the Board so
voted, of course he is out, and it is all nonsense to talk
about reviewing a vote which has been canvassed and the
Therefore, Mr. Secor is not .General
returns announced.
Manager, and has not been since the day th^ vote was

announced.
Mr. Abbott was not " supposed " to be elected he was
legally and clearly elected by a majority of the members
voting, and is the only legal General Manager in existence
to-day, if the Board has any authority to act on the quesIf it does not (and I am inclined to doubt if it has),
tion.
then Mr. Secor's resignation is before the membership, and

—

The Buffalo amendment, in my opinion, gives the Board
authority to remove a General Manager only for cause, and
then to fill his place, but it does not give them authority to
fill his place in
any other case. If it does, then all the
members of the Board having received notice of his resignation, and eight of them having voted for his successor
in fact, nine of the twelve, if my vote should be counted
that ended the matter so far as the Board was concerned.
A deliberative body may review a vote, but any sane
man knows that a vote by ballot is final, if anyone receives
a majority of the votes cast.
It seems from the statement of the Acting Chairman,
that the Board has decided that they have a right to act on
Mr. Secor's resignation. If so, then I am General Manager.
This is all I care to say at present.
Emerson T. Abbott.
Prevention of Increase comes sooner or later
desirable thing for every bee-keeper

to be a
very successful
bees, unless his bees

who

is

and does not wish to sell
do not swarm to any appreciable extent. What may best
suit one may not suit another.
One of the old ways to limit
increase so old that it may be new to some may be worth
in wintering

—

—

repeating here
When the first colony swarms, hive the swarm in the
usual way. When the second colony swarms, hive the
swarm in No. 1, that is, in the hive of the colony that first
swarmed. Then as each successive colony swarms, hive
the swarm in the hive of the colony that previously
:

swarmed.

The question arises, however. How long must a colony
have swarmed before it is ready to receive another swarm ?
If a swarm is immediately returned to its own hive, it will
only result in the swarm issuing again the same day or the
day following, and it would seem that the same result would
follow putting in a swarm from some other colony. Will
some one who has had experience in the matter tell us how
it is necessary to wait after a colony has swarmed
before a swarm can be given to it without the danger of
having the swarm reissue ? Or is the plan one not to be

long

commended

I

?

* The Weekly

Budget. »

I
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Mr. Thomas G. Newman, who for so many years previous to June, 1892, edited this journal, had the following
paragraphs concerning the condition of his eyes, in his
Philosophical Journal, under date of June 14
:

Kind inquirers ask
vision,

for

news concerning the

as nothing has been printed about

it

editor's
for several
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months. In reply he would say that while a slight improvement is noticeable, he is still unable to read any ordinary printing^ or writing.
The best magnetic healers have been employed — including mental scientist treatments, suggestion and hypnotism, but all have failed to cure. The case is stubborn, and
we doubt if any of these can cure, while we have to use our

June

26, 1902

Convention Proceedings.
I

\

eyes so persistently.

The Chicago Convention.

Henry Dadant,

second son of C. P. Dadant, dropped
into our office recently. He had been in Chicago looking
up some work along his line that of civil engineering. He
found a position with the Illinois Central Railroad Company. He expects to hustle during his vacation months,
and then return to the State University at Champaign, 111.
" Henry " will get along all right. He is well mannered,
Quite like his " dad " in these respects.
alert and cheery.

—

The Apiary

of C. E. Knott, of Buffalo Co., Nebr.,
shown herewith, concerning which Mr. Knott writes this

is
:

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association, Held
Dec. 5, 1901.
BY A SHORTHAND RErORTER.
(Contiaued from pape

389.)

SHIPPING-CASES FOR HONEY.

—

QuES. '"What kind of shipping-cases is the most
desirable?"
Mr. Burnett The case that has come into general use
now is known as the non-drip case it is perhaps the best I
know of. We prefer cases that hold 12 and 24 sections. Of
course, we probably sell honey in other sizes, but people
rather like uniformity of packages. They like to call for a
package of honey, and know about what they are going to
The non-drip case has certainly been the best thing
get.
that has come to my knowledge during ray time in the
honey-business, and I sometimes think it would be a little
difficult to improve upon it
however, there are some people who don't understand how to manage it, even as simple
as it is, and put the strips in without fastening them at all,
and, at times, despite the fact that the honey is in that sort
of a case, it is injured. I know it is something the beepapers have called attention to a great many times, and I
think it is a fact that the manufacturers do give directions
to fasten in those strips before the honey is put in.
Is not
that a fact ?
Pres. York I think they do.
Mr. Burnett — I think I have seen some advertising calling attention to the fact that the strips should be fastened
in the case, and it certainly is not of great value unless it
is done, but if the combs are injured the paper that is in
the bottom prevents the honey from getting out of that
case, as a rule, and smearing the others.
So far as some
honey is concerned, I think it is the best thing now in use.
Mr. Walker I have a few words to offer in regard to
the shipping-case question. While I sanction all that Mr.
Burnett says about the superiority of the non-drip case, I
can't say I regard the cases now on the market under that
name as deserving of such a name. Possibly I was among
the first instrumental in the introduction of such a case,
and I have used these cases largely what I call the nondrip case for perhaps 15 years, and after using them for a
good many years I had them made to order bj' the Root
Companj', and succeeded in getting that company to list
them in their price-list. When they first sent them out
they made them after the pattern I was using. Of late
years they have adopted something quite different. Pos-

—

;

bee-yard, showing my wife, two
boys, and myself. The boys are a great help to me they
are hiving a swarm apiece, one on a limb, the other between
the legs of a saw-trestle. One boy is 10 years old and the
other one is 11.
I
I have kept bees for three years, and like it first-rate.
have not lost any during the winter. Last summer I got
301) sections of comb honey and 250 pounds of extracted
from 21 colonies. I winter the bees in open sheds on the
summer stands. Our pasturage is nearly all alfalfa and

send a picture of

I

my

;

sweet clover.
I am always glad
read

it

the

first

to get the American Bee Journal.
of the papers. I wish it success, as usual.
C. E. Knott.

I

Mrs. Anna E. Danzenbaker, wife of F. Danzenbaker,
died at Claymont, Del., June 11, 1902, aged 63 years. When
sending us this sad information, Mr. Danzenbaker wrote
thus tenderly concerning his departed life companion
:

Claymont, Del., June 11,
Dear Friend York — Tne sufl'erings of my
:

1902.

saintly

wife ended at 4 o'clock this lovely June afternoon, filled
with bird songs and roses' perfume. How sadly we miss
the inspiration of her sweet voice and kindly ways, that for
42 years have been the chief corner-stone and crowning joy
of our life and home. How sacred in memory her sterling
worth, her purity of soul and life, her sacred devotion to
truth, duty, and right, for the very love of right.
She won the esteem and love of all who knew her. We
were always proud of her. She taught us in life how to live
to die withfor others' good in death too dear the lesson
F. Danzenbaker.
out a fear.
;

—

—

—

For 42 long years to tread life's pathway together and
then to stop. How lonely will seem the way to our brother
who now goes on without lier who was thus long the
delight of his life and home. Bee-keepers everywhere will
sympathize deeply with Mr. Danzenbaker in his sad bereavement. The American Bee Journal de.sires to unite
with them in their feelings of sorrow for a stricken brother.

The Red Clover Queens which we have been booking orders for during the last six months or more, are now
being mailed by our breeder. He has been greatly delayed
by unfavorable weather, but he expects to get caught up
with the present orders by about July 1, so those whose
orders have been received lately can not expect to have
their queens until July, for the orders were taken "first
come first served," as will be noticed by referring to the
Red Clover Queen advertisement previous to this week's
issue.

Orders for regular Italian queens we are
at terms quoted on page 402.

filling

almost

by return mail,

Advanced Bee-CtlTURB

is

the title of a 90-page (6x9)

pamphlet on practical bee-keeping, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The first edition was issued about 10 years ago the second
edition is just off the press, and we have a supply at this
or with the Amerioffice.
It is sent post-paid for 50 cents
can Bee Journal one year both for $1.35.
;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

sibly

some

of

you remember

my

criticising

them several

think it is stated in Gleanings, that the dripsticks that are used in common shipping-cases are worthless, and that possibly two different kinds of drip-cases
should be used, one for the careless bee keeper, and another
for the other sort. The inference was that it was good
enough if bee-keepers would only be careful enough. The
point I wish to make is, the drip-sticks commonly used are
altogether too shallow only about 's of an inch in thickness; I have always used them about 5-16 inch deep. The
reason for this is, if there is any drip to amount to anything, for instance, a couple of spoonfuls of drip in the bottom of the case, it will spread, and when you lift the sections up, you will find them half filled, while if the dripsticks were 516 of an inch, or V thick, there would be no
trouble in that respect. I consider that a very essential
point, and one that has been overlooked, and thus causes a
great amount of money to be lost in handling honey that
has been dripping more or less, to put it in condition.
There are some very careless freight-handlers as well as
bee-keepers. I had a consignment the other day, and the
sections were thoroughly fastened all around the combs
were thoroughly fastened they were the plain sections,
averaging about 15 ounces to a section the honey was
packed in the common style of non-drip cases, with dripsticks about Js-inch deep, and nearly all of them were fastened so they could not move about, and nearly every case
years ago.

I

—

—

—

;
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had a few sections that were broken more or less just a
few spoonfuls of drip-and it took hours of time to clean up
those sections. Sometimes the drip would be in the ccjrners
of sections, and had to be gotten at. It has cost mo at least
'SSO to handle over cases like that, and I can see no sense in
Mr. Root wrote nie on
havinjf those shallow drip-sticks.
the matter, that so many beekeepers wanted shallow dripI
repliid that
sticks because their honey was so thick
thick honey required more drip-sticks. The shippitif;-c:ises
that are so commonly sent out have paper in them that
it is not
won't hold the honey, in case there is a drip
manilla paper it will tear easily and soak through, and if
there is any drip to amount to anything, it is apt to get in
the dilTerent cases. The original non-drip cases had ma;

;

;

nilla paper.

— The

not dripping when it leaves
us, why is it that it is when it reaches its destitiation ?
Is it because the sections
What is it that makes the drip
break down ? or why is it you have the drip ?

Mr. Moore

honey

is
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case, and we will
in the car until

go and get

it

out of the car

;

they leave

it

and we have very little
breakage of honey in that way the breakage is nearly all
where it is unloaded, as a rule — very nearly always at the

we

seiul

for

it,

;

destination.

Mr. Dadant— Or at the transfer 7
Mr. Burnett Orat the transfer. Of course, the railroad
coiniianics now have gotten fairly well educated on that;
they won't transfer it if they can help it.
Mr. Walker I wish to ratify what Mr. Burnett says
about fastening combs in sections; those that are well
fastened in proportion to their weight are the ones that
usually come through in good shape.
Mr. Dadant I imagine it is a case of luck if they come
through all right only slightly fastened.
*'
How would you fasten the strips in the no-drip cases ?"

—

—

Dr. Miller

'.'

Use

light nails.
Concluded lu-xl week.j

Mr. Burnett— I arose to endorse what Mr. Walker has
It is a fact that we find now that the best honey is
thick honey, and that the space between the sections and
the bottom of the case, that is the drip sticks, are not thick
enough they do not raise the honey enough, so that when
it drips out, it gets up against the section, and it causes the
difficulty that lie mentions
it had not occurred to me to be
as technical about it as he is he has evidently thought the
matter out carefully. As to the leakage, there ought not to
be any leakage in comb honey at any time, and I suppose
the reason for it is that these drip-sticks are not large
enough. We are pleased to have the inventor with us it
The calis a very great privilege to have heard from him.
if they
culation is that the combs should not be broken
do the drip-sticks would not be of much service, but it is for
the little drip that may get out of the injured cell or cells
that has not been capped properly.
Dr. Miller Now, if these men who receive the honey
find that there are so many unsealed cells, and that the
honey is so thin that it runs out, then there is something
wrong on the part of the bee-keeper. It seems to me that it
ought not to be a matter of necessity that unsealed cells
containing honey so thin it will run ought to be shipped.
Do all the sections break out alike ? Will a section that is
thoroughly fastened, top and bottom, break out?
Mr. Dadant Yes, lots of them.
Dr. Miller Fastened on all four sides ?
Mr. Dadant On all four sides, yes.
Dr. Miller I believe the great trouble is, a section is
put in that is not thoroughly fastened.
Mr. Dadant I have known of honey being shipped in
car-load lots all the way from California, and not get
broken, but in single packages they break often. The railroad companies manage us, we do not manage the railroad
companies, and we have no recourse. I do believe we have
not gotten hold of the railroad companies as we ought to
they ought to handle the honey so as not to break it. Our
attention should be directed towards compelling them to
transport our honey safely. They charge us well for it,
and they ought to pay if they break the sections.

said.

Contributed Articles.

;

;

;

{
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Honey-Crop Prospects

Finding and Clipping

Qiueens.
BY C. DAVENPORT.

;

;

—

—
—
—
—
—

;

—

should be sorry to have a false impression go abroad. Where there will be some apparently not
well fastened sections that do not break down, I have
noticed that, as Mr. Dadant says, apparently a well-filled
section will be broken out but on examination I find that
it was not really well fastened
it was fastened, as it were,
down the center where the foundation was, but not outside
of that. And then, again, I have thought that a section
had at times been put in a case that had been jarred loose
after it was put in there. As to the light weights breaking
down, that is accounted for by the fact that the weight is
not there to break it out, even though it is only fastened
partially on two sides, and fairly well on top, and open on
the bottom the weight is not there, but the heavy section
will be full, and it would seem as though it was fastened on
the section, but it is only slightly fastened there, and not
fastened on the outside. Years ago when I was young,
like Mr. York
I used to go to the depots and try to have
the honey handled carefully, especially when it would
arrive, and we sought various ways of getting honey from
the railroad company with the least possible breakage. We
got the men so that they would carry it out of the cars instead of dragging it out. The warehousemen had been
accustomed, in carrying out the honey, in setting it down,
to stoop over and then let it fall to the floor the rest of the
way. Nearly all of the railroad companies now notify us
when any honey arrives for us, if it is any considerable
amount, and some railroad companies will for only one

Mr. Burnett

I

;

:

;

—

—

The season here, so far, has been about the most unfavorable I have ever known, it being cold and windy most
of the time through April and the first part of May. The
bees secured but very little from the spring flow of soft
maple, fruit and dandelion bloom, as it was so cold and
windy while they were in bloom that they were not able to
fly much, and since the weather has warmed up there has
been nothing for them to work on.
For some reason, unknown to me, basswood has failed
Although, as I have said, the spring has been exto bud.
ceptionally cold, there were no hard frosts late enough to
kill the basswood buds, if they had started.
Last summer we had the worst drouth known since the
country was settled. Possibly this may be the cause. This
spring there have been an unusual amount of rain and
A good deal of the white clover died out last season,
floods.
owing to the dry weather. What was left started up well
this spring, but all the low pasture lands, where the most
of it was, have been flooded and under water a number of
times, which has greatly injured it, for a good deal of it is
buried under mud and sand. What will the harvest be ? It
looks now as if it might not be anything, but if the season
is a failure it will be the first one here in my time, and I
have a number of times seen the prospects fully as unfavorable looking as they are now, when a fair crop and in
one case a big one was secured before the season closed.
I have been going ahead, getting things right side up,
and am about ready to handle anything in the way of a
crop that may come. I am glad to say that at this date the
queen in every colony I own is clipped, and clipped short,
The last few years I have not practiced clipping to
too.

—

—

any extent, for I practice artificial swarming mostly, so
there was no climbing for swarms, anyway. But last year
I was ill at the time this work should have been done, and
was unable to secure any one that was competent to do it.
Swarming was soon on in full blast of course, I had
men to hive the swarms, but they were not able to handle
One day, when I was not able to walk around,
all of them.
I lay under a tree, near one of the yards, and watched
swarm after swarm fly off to the woods. There were two
;

for this yard, both of whom were a failure, but the best
could get at the time. I resolved then that another
season I would have every queen clipped, but I had a hard
time doing it this spring in fact, I had to clip the most of
them in the night. It was so cold the most of the time early
in the spring that I disliked opening the hives and exposing
the brood as much as is often necessary to find a queen, and
when the weather became suitable there was nothing in the
fields for the bees to work on, so they were all at home
ready to rob and pounce on a colony the minute a hive was

men
and

all I

;

opened.
I have said before that whenever I wished to open a
hive and handle a colony for any purpose I always did so.
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no matter how crazy the bees were to rob. I wish to modify
this by saying that there are times when it is not practical
to expose a colony long enough to find the queen, especially with German or black bees, for one disadvantage
about this race of bees is that they sometimes become so
frightened or excited when being handled that they race
and run all over the combs and hive, and finally cluster in
bunches on the bottom-bars, so that it often takes a long
time to find the queen, and in some cases, this spring, before the queen could be found, the great horde of robbers
following me around would have a good share of the exposed stores carried off. But I will say that, bad as the
robbers were, a medium to a strong colony never failed to
expel them after their hive was closed. Although I have
Italian bees from some, and, in fact, from almost all the
noted strains, the majority of my colonies are of the Gerrace, and I say that to find the queens in all of them
would be a big job. even if there were no robbers.
I have done a good deal of studying over this problem,
which was finally solved in a most satisfactory way by the
use of zinc and Rambler's famous jouncer. About sundown, on warm evenings after the bees had ceased to fly,
entrance-guards would be attached to a large number of
hives, and the bees jounced out and allowed to run in
through the zinc. Myself and assistant timed ourselves
one evening, and found that one of us could attach the entrance-guard and jounce out a colony in three minutes. It
was such a simple, quick and easy way to find black queens
by this method that I was afraid there must be a catch
about it somewhere, and thought that perhaps it might be
that the jouncing would injure the brood or eggs, for the
jouncer I use is not the elaborate padded affair that Rambler invented
so I went slowly until I had time to watch
and notice if there were any bad after-effects on the brood.
A frame in a number of hives was marked, and the brood
carefully inspected before and each evening after the hives
were jounced. No ill effects whatever could be noticed, and

man

;

method I shall practice to find queens after this,
whether robber-bees are bad or not if they are not the bees
could be jounced out during the day, which would save
night work, for it takes the bees some time to work through
this is the

:

the zinc.
I

later,

used to go around with a lantern two or three hours
and the queens were easily found among the bees

that were
I

still

outside.

have had experience enough with clipped queens be-

though, to know that when natural swarming occurs
everything does not always go just right, for I have had
swarms without queens cluster and hang for some time
before returning to the hives they issued from, and in
numerous cases they would try to enter some other hive,
usually one in which a swarm had been hived shortly before.
Again, I have had them break or divide up and try to
enter a number of hives in such cases they would usually
all get killed, if the colonies in the hives they were trying
Such cases, while by no
to enter were not well smoked.
means rare, are exceptions the majority of swarms will,
if their queen is clipped or confined by zinc, return to their
own hive without clustering. But going over a yard, in
the spring, and clipping all queens, does not insure that all
queens that issue with the first or prime swarms will be
clipped, for it is not very rare for a colony to supersede its
queen just before or during the swarming season, and,
when this is done, if they are fairly populous they are
almost sure to s%varm with the first young queen that
fore,

;

;

hatches.

Now,
that

may

I will give beginners in clipping a little advice
in time pay them for the trouble of reading this

article.

When a swarm issues and clusters, if you can't find the
queen don't decide they will come back anyway until you
raise or tip the hive up so you can look along and up between the bottom-bars of the frames. If they have superseded the old, clipped queen there will be ripe queen-cells in
sight. Cells from which young queens are nearly ready to
hatch look considerably different from those that have only
been sealed two or three days. If not able to tell in this
way, by taking the frames out and looking^ them over the
cell from which the young queen has hatched can be found.
If no such cell is in the hive the bees can be depended upon
not to leave for the woods, provided no young queen from
some other hive on her wedding-flight, or one driven out,
has not joined them. This only happens in quite rare instances, but I have lost swarms in this way, and so have
others.

The bright side, or the ease and simplicity of handling
swarming on the clipped-queen plan, has been told

natural

June 26

1902.

by others. I have told about the balks and difficulties that
one will sometimes encounter when practicing this plan in
a large wav.
Southern Minnesota, June 7.

Foul Brood in

San Diego

Co., Calif.—Needs of
Legislation, Etc.
BY HON. ]. M. HAMB.\UGH.

" During the years 18.59 and ISOO there were upwards of 6000 colonies of bees imported from the East into this State [California]. They
arrived in better condition, apparently, than those of former years,
yet, owing to the fact that large numbers of these were infected with
foul hruuil prior to their purchase and shipment, together with the
effects of so long a voyage, probably halt of the whole number was
lost.
Many of the remainder have since died, or now linger in a diseased condition, which is infinitely worse for the parties owning them
than if all had died at onee.
•'Thus the result has been bad for all concerned, for while some
have lost their money, others have injured their reputation, besides
paralyzing for a time an important branch of productive industry."

So wrote Mr. Harbison, in 1861, as quoted from his
" Bee-Keeper's Directory."
Three thousand colonies of JoulJust think of it
broody bees allowed to enter our State, and be indiscriminately scattered all through the country
From the reading we would infer that the 3000 colonies were a putrid mass
of dead brood, germ-inoculated honey, wax, etc., and this
with the "many that lingered in a diseased condition,"
destroyed the reputation of many beekeepers, and, for a
time, paralyzed the bee-keeping industry.
!

!

This, you will notice, was over 40 years ago, and the
bee-keeping industry has survived this calamity, and many
might imagine that we were safe from a return of this extremely dangerous contagion. Let us not deceive ourselves.
The hydra-headed monster is abroad in the land, and I
very much doubt if it has ever been thoroughly banished
from our State since its introduction over 40 years ago.
Like Mr. Dadaut, I never had any acquaintance with
this disease until I came to California, and was appointed
foul-brood inspector of our county (San Diego). Feb. 13,
I had often won1900, is the date of my first introduction.
dered if I would recognize the disease. I had already come
in contact with many badly afflicted bees, and worried Prof.
Cook's patience (thanks to him) with various samples, but
they all seemed to lack the chief characteristics, viz.: " The
elastic ropiness, coffee color, and glue-pot smell." Here
was a case, however, that would not admit of a doubt, and I
was obliged to put my first seal of condemnation upon 30
Since that time I have found over 300 cases, and
colonies.
it extends over an area of 70 miles square, and approximates
a total of nearly 7000 colonies. This will make one diseased for nearly every 23 healthy colonies. This, of course,
does not include many apiaries not visited, which would
naturally lower the percent.
I also found the disease in spots, with a central location, traceable to imported diseased bees from foreign
parts, pointing very clearly to the need of a law prohibiting the moving of bees from one locality to another without
a certificate from a duly authorized inspector, that such
bees are free from contagious diseases, etc. The bee-keeping citizens in these unfortunate localities are vehement in
their expressions, and do not request such a law, but simply
say they (fei/ia/id iL They are the victims of unscrupulous
parties, who have simply unloaded their venom upon an
innocent purchaser, not only to poison him, but to contaminate and possibly ruin, an entire community.
In the name of justice, bee-keepers of California, will
you not co-operate with us and see that our law-makers
frame and enact a law that will protect us from such an
unnecessary source of contagion among our bees? The
dread disease (foul brood) is among us, and without a proper
knowledge of it, and its cure, it is to be dreaded.
Let me tell you, Mr. S. was a purchaser of over 100 colonies of bees in an adjacent county, two or three years agoThere was always trouble among them, and, not being informed as to the gravity of the situation, he took no pains
I found him, about one month ago, with 35
to read up.
colonies, and the surrounding dead ones bore strong evidence of the man's careless incredulity and ignorance. Of
the 35 colonies, 33 were in all stages of the disease, and one
hence, he had but one
of the remaining two was queenless
sound colony in the yard. And this is not all. Every
neighbor's bees within reach of this apiary were more or
A widow moved 23 colonies within one:
less afflicted.
fourth of a mile of him last fall, only six or seven months
;

June
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previous to my visit, and I found 1") out of the 23 inoculated
with the disease, and had to l)e condemned.
I could ffive other instances in which we have reasnu to
be apprehensive, but I will close by reiteratinjf my previous
position, that box-hives and stationary combs should be
done away with by legislation. They are a nuisance to the
industry, and exceedingly unpro^jressive.
lyCt us hear from some of our inspectors upon tliis sub-

San Diego

ject.

Co., Calif.,

June

S.

Production and Care of Extracted Honey.
Writfrii

fur

t/ir

\y'iseo7mii .State ('oni'nilio)i,

lirlil

in J-ebrnnry.

I!iii:\

BY ELIAS FOX.

The prepartion for a future crop of extracted honey begins soon after the close of the present season. This preparation consists in having an abundance of stores which
varies with the season. Should there be no How of honey
after basswood, each colony should have from 40 to 50
pounds of honey, but should there be a fall flow, a less
•quantity would be sufficient. The point is, not to have less
than 25 pounds of good honey in each hive when the bees
are placed in their winter quarters.
Nest to plenty of good stores is the necessity of having
a young, vigorous, and prolific queen.
Then comes proper wintering, which consists in placing the bees in suitable winter quarters at the right time.
In my estimation, after 18 years of practical experience,
my method of manipulation is as nearly successful as the
average.
Late in the season I remove the oil-cloth from the hives
and place over them a piece of factory cloth. Then, as
soon as cold weather begins, the bees are carried to the
cellar and the covers are removed. The first hive is placed
upon 2x4 studding lying flat upon the bottom of the cellar.
Two sticks '4 -inches thick are placed crosswise on top of
the first hive to support the nest one, and thus they are
tiered

up six hives deep.

The covers
one end

of the top hives, however, are left on, and
slightly raised to allow the escape of accumulating

moisture.

The cellar should be as near underground as possible
in order to control the temperature.
It should be dry and
well ventilated with at least two doors three feet apart.
The temperature should range from 40 to 50 degrees above
zero.
Prepared thus the bees come out in the spring with
combs as dry and free from mold as when put into the cellar.
The bees should be removed from the cellar as early
in April as the weather will permit. You will, no doubt,
be surprised to see them bringing pollen, and perhaps you
will wonder where they get it so early.
But if you make
investigation you will find them working upon willow, tagalder, poplar, or hazelnut, or perhaps all of them. This
will be a week, or perhaps two weeks, before elm and softmaple are in bloom. Thus, some bee-keepers make a mistake by leaving their bees in the cellar till the latter trees
bloom. If these simple instructions are implicitly adhered
to our winter loss, as a rule, will be nearly nothing.

As soon as the bees are removed from the cellar and
have a cleansing flight, each hive should be cleared of all
dead bees. The frames should be rearranged by placing a
frame well filled with honey at one side of the hive, and the
queen and brood should be placed nest to this frame, and
then another well-filled frame should be placed upon the
opposite side of the brood. Place oilcloth over the factory
cloth, and put on a tight-fitting cover to exclude robberbees, storms, and wind.
Then, in ten days or two weeks, should the weather
prove favorable, go over them again, and if the bees are
sufficiently strong, spread the brood and insert one empty
frame of worker-comb in the center of the cluster. In one
week repeat the operation, adding two empty combs in those
hives having bees enough to cover them well. Continue
thus until the brood-chamber is over-flowing with bees and
brood in at least six of the eight frames. Then put on an
upper story with at least three or four frames of workercomb, and let the queen have access to this also.
As soon as the honey-flow begins, confine the queen to
the brood-chamber with a queen-excluding honey-board,
and if there is any honey to be had I will guarantee the
bees will get it. At least this has been my experience.
Should the colonies be sufficiently strong add a third story,
and as soon as the honey is capped remove and extract.
Have a sufficient number of large barrels to hold two or
three pounds of honey.
Remove the heads and insert
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inolasses-gales near the bottom of each barrel. Place these
barrels around the walls of the extracting room on strong
benches of sullicient height to draw off the honey into f/Jpound cans.
Have the head of each barrel covered with fine cheesecloth, through which every ounce of honey should be
strained.
Leave the honey in the barrel as long as you can
conveniently do so, as by so doing, should the barrel contain any thin honey, it will rise to the top and ripen by
evaporation. Then draw oil the honey into f>0-pound cans.
(In my estimation the f)(i-poun<l can is the only perfect
package for storing and shipping honey.) Screw down the
caps on the cans as tightly as posssible. Then place the
cans in cases holding two each, which makes a 120-pound
package, net. Securely nail down the covers of the cases,
and you can safely ship your honey to any foreign country
should you so desire. This package is covenient to handle,
Also,
free from leakage, and consccjucnt unsightliness.
there will be no danger of having fermented honey in any
climate.
You should get all of your clover honey out of the hives
by the time the basswood season begins. At the close of
the basswood season clean all the combs out again, in case
there should be a fall flow of hdney. Thus, you have each
variety of honey separate from the others, and should there
be a better market for one variety than the other, you are
in a position to take advantage of it without any extra

expense.

The secret of success in the honey-business is to do the
proper thing at the proper time as our seasons here in the
North are short, at the best, we must make honey while the
Vernon Co., Wis.
sun shines.
;

The Cause

of Spring Kiliing of Drones.

BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLK.

have been keeping bees for about a year and a half now, and
read the American Bee .Journal. I want yon to tell me through the
columns of that paper what is the trouble with my bees. I have ten
colonies that wintered well in the cellar, coming out strong in bees.
They are strong now, and I see plenty of them working on the opening heads of white clover to-day, but they are killing off their drones.
They
What could the drones have done that they are thus killed
"

I

;

making a business of killing them as much as they did last SepTwo of the
tember. What is the cause, and what will be the result
ten colonies swarmed a short time ago.''
are

'.

The correspondent seems to think that his drones must
have done something very wrong to cause the bees to kill
them but I hasten to assure him and the readers that his
drones were not •' sinners " above other drones, for all
drones are treated in the same way under like circumstances. The failure of flowers, or with a " sea " of bloom
and the flowers failing to secrete nectar on account of unfavorable weather, or the atmosphere not being favorable
for the secretion of nectar, no matter if the weather appears
all right, often causes the bees to kill their drones in May
or June, as well as later on in August and September and
if the scarcity of nectar is great enough, drones just ready
to emerge from their cells have the cell-covering gnawed
open, and they themselves ruthlessl)' dragged out just before their wings are formed, and before they get even a sip
of honey.
And if the failure of nectar-secretion continues, no
matter how nice and fine the weather may appear, till the
colony is on the verge of starvation, drone-brood, in its
milky condition, is torn from the cells and sucked dry so as
to prolong the esistence of the colony, the refuse, not having any life-supporting qualities left, being cast out at the
entrance to puzzle the bee-keeping novice who is not acquainted with these things.
The questioner did not tell us anything about what
kind of weather he had been liaving in his locality, nor in
which quarter the prevailing winds were. But I suspect
that it was very much the same as we frequentlj' have in
this locality at about the time of the opening of the white
clover bloom, namely, cool, cloudy, and windy, with more
;

;

or less rain

;

or,

what

is

nearly or quite as bad.

all

clear

I do not know why
air in the northeast.
it is so, but in this locality we rarely get any secretion of
nectar from any source of bloom, when the wind or air continually hangs in a northeast direction. I have known colonies to be killing their drones and dragging out dronebrood right in the very height of white clover bloom with
seemingly nice weather for nectar-secretion, except that
there was a northeast air day after day.
During cool, cloudy weather the bees rush out every

weather with the
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time the sun " breaks the clouds." and appear to be workings
well, while they are not g-etting a living for themselves
and the brood, to saj' nothing about storing sufficient to
afford the presence of drones, or these "gentlemen of
leisure." as one bee-keeper calls them. After ourquestioner
has studied into matters long enough he will know that
such a state of affairs as this during white clover bloom is
not an uncommon occurrence and I believe a failure of
nectar in the clover blossoms, in our correspondent's
locality, is the cause of the killing of his drones.
The fact that only two of the colonies have swarmed,
when all came out strong from the cellar, and that no
swarming is being done at the time of writing, shows that
there is no secretion of nectar to amount to anything, else
his colonies would keep on swarming. Only two swarms,
with the bees killing oft their drones, is proof to my mind
;

that the clover he
else save pollen,

saw

his bees

even though

work upon

is

yielding

little

appeared to him that his

it

bees were working well.
As to what the result will be, I see no reason to fear
anything bad, unless this honey-dearth continues so long
that his colonies starve from his neglect to feed them.
Nature makes no mistakes, and bees never kill off drones
where they are needed. The colonies which have not
swarmed have given up all idea of swarming for the presand I
ent, without doubt, so they have no need of drones
will venture the assertion that, if he will look into the hives
of the two colonies that have swarmed, he will either find
drones or a young fertile queen, for a colony having queencells or a virgin queen will preserve their drones till the
very last, even though the whole colony perish with hunger.
If the failure of nectar continues, then the drones in these
two colonies will be killed off as soon as the young queens
have become fertile or laying queens but our correspondent can rest assured that, until said queens have been
mated, the drones in those hives will not be driven out as
useless consumers.
My opinion is that whenever drones are being killed off
in the spring of the year, or in early summer, it will amply
pay to examine the colonies, and all not having sufficient
stores to warrant them in keeping their drones, should be
fed.
In this way we not only preserve the drones so that
they will be present should a sudden flow of honey come on
so as to cause the bees to swarm before drones started after
this flow arrived, were perfected but it would also cause the
bees to keep up the rearing of worker-brood to a greater or
less extent, thus providing the bees for the basswood honey
harvest. In fact, it never pays to allow colonies to come
anywhere near the starvation point at any time of the year,
and especially is this true during the forepart of the season.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
;

;

;

No. 4.

Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.
BY DR.

E.

GALLUP.

Now for the discovery in dissecting the fjucen-cell that I
found, in the before mentioned basswood log hive. The queen
was in the embrj'o stage, pretty well advanced, and had what
I will call an umbilical cord, attached to the point of the
abdomen and the outer end glued to the bottom of the cell,
with a large amount of royal food in the cell. I never have
seen this fact mentioned by but one writer, and that I think
was in the proceedings of the late Canadian convention. I
never have seen this cord attachment to any nymph reared
from an egg laid in a worker-cell in all I have ever examined,
but have seen them from eggs laid in queen-cells by the cjuecn.
Two weeks ago (May 3) my youngest boy brought home
two small black swarms. In hiving them one had no queen
so I gave it a frame of brood to hold them until I could
fix them to suit.
In 7 or 8 days, perhaps more, I gave a
sealed cell from a superseding colony, and cut out 6 cells carefully from the comb I gave them, so I could examine them
thoroughly at my leisure. This comb was taken out of the
superseding colony.
Five of those nymphs had no cord
attachment, but the 6th one did; this nymph was a little farThis must have been a
ther advanced than the other .5.
superseding cell that I had overlooked.
The .5 were started
worker-cells; they never have the cord, neither does a
worker or drone nymjjh. Now, here is a kink that queenbreeders would better look into.
When I first made the discovery I intended to follow it up, but soon had to leave beekeeping for my other occupation. I claim that the queen
draws nourishment from this large amount of food through
this cord, in a somewhat similar manner to human beings and
in

animals.

Who

knows?

June

26, 1902.

Now, no one need dispute the fact that the queen deposthe eggs both in the cells built by the workers at natural
swarming and superseding time. The cord is attached inside
of the abdomen just at the very point, and extends nearly if
not quite a 16th of an inch inside. Cut the cell out of comb
whole, and then dissect carefully from the base of the cell in
making your examinations.
In dividing colonies for increase, and allowing one part,
or compelling one part, of the colony to rear queens from a
worker-egg never was satisfactory to me. Queens thus reared

its

are short-lived, and consequently their colonies cannot come
up to the scratch.
I have received two queens from a party that started out
well, but they did not hold out satisfactorily, at all.
I have already told you that bees stop breeding here for
Well, towards spring I
a while but can forage all winter.

noticed that they were not showing up right, and on opening
out one hive I found the queen and about a single handful of
The other hive had about twice as many, so I
workers.
You can readily see that they were
broke up both colonies.
so short-lived that when the queens stopped breeding there
was where the spring dwindling came in. I had one queen
that reared extra-fancy colored bees, but she could only ocThere was
cupv a piece of comb about the size of my hand.
Another
no dwindling, for there was nothing to dwindle.
queen kept her hive fairly full of brood, but the workers did
not live long enough to store any more honey than they consumed from day to day, and early in the fall dwindled to
I could tell of dozens of colonies that were about
nothing.
My object of sending for q\ieens
as worthless as the above.
to different brei;ders last summer was to try to select a good
In selling, I kept one queen from one
strain to breed from.
breeder that is holding out well so far.
As a boy I was a great and intense fancier of pets. Some
12 years ago I went into the Brown Leghorn business, paying
.$5.00 for a sitting of premium eggs, and had a good hatch.
But all got the swelled head. That was easy to get along with.
I had lots of sure cure, warranted to cure swelled head, so I
cured up a trio two pullets and a cockerel. In breeding
from those I had lots of swelled heads for 5 years, and, by the
way I had one chick hatch from that first sitting with as
beautiful a swelled head as I have ever seen.

—

I went into fancy pigeons; purchased a pair of Nuns;
kept them three years and never raised but one young one
I exall died with canker when from one to three weeks old.
changed eggs with other pigeons, and the Nuns could raise the
other pigeons every time, but the other pigeons could not
I had lots of fun trying to cure canker with "sure
raise Nuns.
cures," and I learned that the disease was transmitted in the
Cut the heads off; don't breed from diseased chickens
egg.
I have had no diseased chickens of any
that you have cured.
kind for five years.

Take an ax
I have had several cases of bee-paralysis.
and cut the queen's head off; introduce another queen and
providing you do not introduce another
the cure is complete
diseased queen.

—

I was born in Canada. 65 miles north of the Vermont line;
kept bees there, and they wintered on the summer stand,
They
usually in a small open shed built for that purpose.
were frequently confined to their hives from November 1 until
May 1. and there were very few dead bees on the bottomboard in the spring. They wintered splendidly, providing
they were ventilated right, and had sviflicient stores. The
thermometer often sho\ved 40 degrees below zero. One time
in particular it was 40 degrees below zero for 8 days and nights
The bees came out nearly as strong in the
in succession.
No spring dwindling or
spring as they went in in the fall.
I

They swarmed naturbee-paralysis was known there then.
No monkeying with them
ally, and "reared natural queens.
They were long-lived bees.
to try to beat Nature.
I might have given my ideas in a short article and right
to the point, and "not pestered the editor and readers as I
have, but my object is to get up a new fad get all interested
enough to go at it with a vim that will make success instead
of a faikire of the business.
Rear long-lived, healthy queens, and rear them in a
I care not how long you get their tongues
natural manner.
We want bees for business, not for fancy.
or tails.

—

Orange

Co., Calif.

(Continued next week.)

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

—
June

20,
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The Use of the Queen's Sting.

Questions and Answers.
[
D».

CONDDCTKD BY
O. O. MIKI^liU. Afareng-o.

HU

iTbe Qnestloas may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when be will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers br mail. Edxtok.1

Swarming

I herewith send
you some clippings that I think arc
good information for the public, except several linen that I
will draw my pen around.
I
do not recollect ever seeing
them in the American Bee Journal. If there is any truth
How one
in it .some of the readers will certainly know.
Ohio.
would find out I am anxious to know.

Answer. — The sentence

Indications.

The

When should one begin to watch bees for swarming-?
and at what time of the day are they most likely to come
Ohio.
out?
Answkk. There can be no fixed rule. It is a matter of
conditions rather than a matter of the almanac. I don't
know enough to tell exactly what the conditions are but
before a colony thinks of sending- out a prime swarm it
iiuist be strong, and there must be a good yield of nectar.
As you are probably in a white clover region, you may begin to watch for swarms as soon as the bees get to work on
white clover. A prime swarm will not usually issue more
than three hours before or after the middle of the day. An
after-swarm may issue as much as six hours before or after
noon. Probably you will find that nearly all the swarming
will occur between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

—

;

referred to reads as follows

:

stintr is an ortfan of use to the queen-bee in (lis|>oiiini;or
rivals, thoij^'li luitinly used in depositing eggs in their proper position
durinn tlic workiii;,' season."

"Tli«

writer of that sentence

is

not alone in his belief,

though what ground there may be for the belief I do not
know. In the scientific part of Cheshire's work one would
expect to find a pretty full exposition of the subject if anything were positively known about it, but there is only one
possible reference to it, which is in these words
:

"

has been remarked that the decided curvature of the i|ueen's
stint,', in contrast to the strai^'hlness of that of the worker, is intended
to five her such an advanta;,'e in ciiinbat, that, while her sting is applied, her antai;onist should be powerless to reach her, so that a queen
duel may not be fatal to both but the curvature appears to me rather
to refer to matini,' and ovipositing', as the extremity of the sheath can
be turned far more completely out of the way through its deviation
from the straight line.''
It

;

That can hardly be understood to mean that the stingmating or ovipositing, but rather that its
curved shape makes it Less a hindrance than it otherwise
would be.
is

a help either in

Getting Increase and Transferring.

Getting Brood-Combs Built.
7 very strong- colonies in large box-hives. I want
some increase without regard to surplus of honey. I intend
to let them swarm, hive the swarm in a frame hive on the
old stand, set the box-hive back after four or live days, open
the box-hive and divide equally (as nearly as I can) in two
parts bees, brood, stores, and queen-cells and put in
Ohio.
frame hives. Will this work ?
I

have

—

—

Answer. — Yes, it will work, but you may expect a
messy job with so much brood and honey present. If you
are not after honey, you would have a more equal division
not to set the swarm on the old stand (which will make the
swarm very strong, leaving the mother colony proportionately weak), but to put the swarm on a new stand. Then
there is a likelihood that it will swarm again in about eight
days, and 21 days after the time when the prime swarm

my

I have Danzenbaker
first year with bees.
the close of the white honey harvest I double
the brood-chamber, putting full sheets of foundation in the
upper story, will the bees build comb suitable for broodrearing next spring ? If not, how shall I best proceed ?

This

hives.

is

If at

Michigan.

Answer. — Bees

will build comb only as they need it.
If, after white clover, there is a sufficient income from
other sources, they will build all the comb they need to
occupy. If they gather nothing, they will do little more
than to daub the foundation with propolis so as to make it
The simple rule is to give foundation when
less fit for use.

they need more room, whether

it

be early or

late.

issued you can transfer with no worker-brood in the way.

Alfalfa in Tennessee.

Oxide of Zinc for Hive-Covers.

Does alfalfa yield honey the first year? I sowed some
two years ago it came into bloom, but the bees did nothing with it. Last fall I sowed alsike, which has not fared
much better, and buckwheat this spring, that bloomed
Tennessee.
nearly a month ago, with like result.
;

saw an

the American Bee Journal in regard
to commercial oxide of zinc being so good to cover hives.
Can metal roofs, that are leaky, be patched with that material ?
How would the oxide ground in oil do ? If you
I

article in

know of anything really No. 1 for patching up old, leaky,
rusty, tin roofs that can't be soldered, please let me know
MiSSOUKI.

it.

Answer. — I
question to
can answer.

know, and respectfully refer the
be answered by any one of the fraternity who
don't

Introducing Queens at Swarming-Time.

As

am

just a novice in the handling of bees, I wish to
ask if at swarming-time one could move the old hive to a
new location, and, waiting until all the old bees had gone
back to the old stand (if they will go back), then introduce
a queen to what were left in the old hive ? Would there be
any danger of her getting killed ?
Nebraska.
I

Answer. — Introduction

of queens is such an uncertain
almost always some danger, but if all
queen-cells are removed and the new queen is introduced a
day or two after the swarming, you will have the danger
reduced to a minimum.
Referring to the implied doubt in your parenthesis, it
may be said that there is no room for doubt, that wlien,
after swarming, the mother colony is removed to a new
stand, and the swarm put on the old stand, the field bees
will return to the old stand unless you take some special
precaution to keep them on the new stand. But it will be a
day or two before they will all have returned.

matter that there

is

—

Answer. As far east as Tennessee you will probably
find that alfalfa yields no honey the first nor the twentyIt seems strange that a plant that stands so
first year.
very high as a honey-yielder west of the Mississippi, should
be of no value in that regard farther east. As to alsike and
buckwheat, you may find them behaving differently other
years.
Only One Night to Denver.— By going over the Chicago &
North- Western and Union Pacific railways, you will need to spend only
one night on the road from Chicago to Denver. There is a daily train
leaving Chicago at 10 a.m. on the C. & N. W,, and leaving Omaha,
Nebr., over the Union Pacific at 11:30 p.m. of the same day. This
That is, by starttrain arrives in Denver at 2 p.m. the following day.
ing from Chicago at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 2, you will arrive in
Denver at 3 p.m. the next day, or Wednesday, Sept. 3, inample time for
the first session of the National Bee-Keepers' convention, which begins
that evening.

The round-trip price at that time from Chicago
as to rates
By going over the route mentioned, the reguto Denver will be .?25.
lar sleeping-car rate would be only .*;i.OO, because of being only one

Now

night on the way.

:

There is also another saving by taking the C. & N. W. and Union
There is a Pullman tourist car on this train from Omaha, in
which the charge for a double berth is only ?1.50 to Denver. As no
sleeping-car accommodations are rcc|uired on this train east of Oir.aha,
it will be seen that one can go comfortably by this route for a very
small sum.
We may say that Dr. C. C. Miller and the Editor of the American
Bee .Journal expect to go over the route indicated, starting at 10 a.m
on Tuesday, Sept. 3. Who will join us ?
Pacific.
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The Tick Trefoil belongs to
the large and important pulse or leguminosic family, to which bush-clover,
alfalfa, and other clovers belong.
The family, as a whole, is rather

Hate.

QUEEHS
Buy them

A Veteran Bee-Keeper.

My

bees

all

and commenced

am

I

sorry

came throug-h strong,
to swarm on May 30.

did not put supers on all

I

them before I did. There is a good
show at present for honey this year.
I have had 4 swarms from those I

of

did not put on the supers the rest are
all working nicely in supers.
I am nearly 79 years old, do not use
glasses, and am quite nimble as yet. I
go out with dog and gun when in season. My bees are on the farm, so I
have one mile to go ever3' day.
:

Henry White.
Humboldt

Co., Iowa,

June

Awful Winter foF Bees.
have had an awful winter for
bees. I lost 17 colonies out of 28. Bees
did not have a flight from Oct. 15 to
Feb. 22. Some days the snow in front
of the hives would be black with bees,
and I used to tell my wife I did not see
how they could possibly live and waste

We

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the

priced,

United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which

was established

Warranted

all

the

things are white with frost
this morning. I am afraid everything
is frost-bitten in the garden.
C. G. ASCHA.
Berkshire Co., Mass., June 9.

Discouraging Outlook.
The outlook is very discouraging indeed for this section of country. The
incessant rains and cool weather have
reduced the bees to the verge of starva-

PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office.]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

15A26t

Low

Rates to Atlantic Coast Points.
July 5 to 9, inclusive, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets to Portland.
Me., and return, at one fare for the
round-trip. It will be to your interest
to obtain rates via that road before
Three daily
purchasing elsewhere.
Write John Y. Calahan, Gentrains.
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
26— 26A2t

DAIRYMEN
ARE DELIGHT£U
Cow keeiiTB
wio wcrk

My bees were in swarming condition
a month ago, but in spite of all the
feeding I have done they have dwindled until it looks as if there would be
but few bees to gather honey, if there
were any to gather.
Everything is late here, and the prospect may brighten a little later on.
Mrs. Jennie Towle.
Clark Co., Wis., June
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bush-clover

false

— C.

indigo.

W. WAL-

Bad Spring for Bees.
The spring has been very bad

for

bees here, and the losses from spring
dwindling have been very great. I
have a few colonies in fine condition,
but more very weak, besides a number
of them dying out entirely since the
James P. Howard.
first of March.

Milwaukee

Co., Wis.,

June

9.

Ills.

Chicafio.

Basswood or Linden Tea.
Europe and American linden or bass-

—

are just the same the blossoms
can be gathered for tea in case of sickness. The tea is good for fevers, all
kinds of sore throat, measles, whooping cough and chicken-pox. Take the
tea as a drink in time and it will save
many a long sick spell, and a large

wood

doctor's

bill.

are in full bloom about
July 10; gather them when they are in
bloom, with the stem, then dry them
in the shade. They are then all right
for tea. Just put boiling water over
the blossoms, and in 10 minutes the
tea is ready for drinking. The hot
water can be put on the tea a second
time. In case of sickness the tea needs
to be made fresh two or three times a
day. It needs to be sweetened with
honey. (See page 170.)

The blossoms

Catharine Wainright.
Poweshiek

Co., Iowa.

SuDpliesI

We can furniBh you with The A. I. Root Co'b
(roods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
eave you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our I9ri2 catalog.
M. n. UUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

A Beginner's Experience with Bees.
I am a " tenderfoot " in the bee-busihaving had but one year's experience before the present one. I will not
stop to tell of the disappointments and
mistakes, but proceed to display my
ignorance by propounding a few quesness,

tions.

Adel Queens and Bees
to

and other clovers? I enclose
another sample of a plant without
root.
It began blooming about May
IS, and will continue until about June
10.
The bees have not had anything
from it yet, as it has been too wet.
Ch.\s. M. Darkow.
Vernon Co., Mo., June 4.
alfalfa

[This specimen, which is much more
mature than the first, shows the plant
to be a Tick Trefoil, probably Desmodium paniculatum, and not a bush-

The ripened pod

and

l^^ h

7.

Tick Trefoil.
relation

to

vetch,

TON.]

15.00

(joirin the (jiieen-Breeder,

tion.

curved with
minute hooked hairs which catch on
the wool or hair of animals, or to
clothing; hence the name, "Tick.''
"Trefoil" refers to the leaf being
made of three leaflets, or being trifois

pay. use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy iDg&Cat.2]:2 tree. W.Cbester, Pa

To make cows

12

sweet, as among its most promising
representatives might be mentioned
the clovers, trefoils, lupine, locust,

$ 9.90

$5.00
8.00
10.50

[Parkertown

spring;

clover.

$1.00
1.50
2.00

1st:

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best tbat money can buy.. 4.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

so.

had very cold weather

What

in 1888.

GOLDEN and LEflTHERGOLORED QUEENS, before July
1
6

Prices of

Tested

We

themselves

above.

Selected,

10.

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

of

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, of the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to lime; while J. L- Gaudy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 4O0 pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the

QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
The standard strain of yellow-banded
All select-tested Queens.
to mail June I. Cat. free.

22A4t

Eacb,

$l.iX).

bees.

Ready

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, MASS.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
13Atf
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

Nickel Plate Excursions
to pth, inclusive, to Providence, R. I., July
7th to Qth, inclusive.
One Fare for the Round=Trip.
By depositing tickets with agent terminal line, an extension can be obAug. ISth, returning.
tained until
Write John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

To Portland, Me., July sth

111

Adams St., Chicago, for particulars.
27— 26A2t

Very many of the natives keep bees
" native " way, in boxes and
hollow logs, and if they " rob " out 20
to 30 pounds of honey, bee-bread and
in the

brood, they think they are doing fairly
well.

Please tell me why, this year more
than usual, about =3 or }{ of the

Many come out
fly away ?
and leave after having been hived in
swarms

new "gums."*
My man, who works in the shop for
me, has had some years' experience
with bees,

in the regular

Georgia way,

our colonies
into the regular 8-franie Langstroth
One was transferred in good
hives.
shape, and in 21 days we drove out

and we are transferring

all

another fine swarm, and in cutting out
the old comb we found brood enough to
was properly arfill 7 frames, which
ranged in another hive, anda sufficient
number of bees induced to enter, and
now the seventh day they appear to be
doing well. Besides this we secured
I will report on
2I2 gallons of honey.
this colony later.
Another colony had the super nearly

.

—
June
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after they were transferred to an 8-fran)C his-e, with full
sheets of foundation, and are working
on the second.
We are endeavoring to introduce the
regulation hives with foundation in
frames, and starters in the .section, but
the people consider it a useless outlay
but when they come to see our product
full in 24 (lays

Bee-Heepers-Attention !
Do not put your niouoy iiito New FangleU l{ec-Mi\cs, l,ut buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the rejjular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-pfoduccrs of Colorado one of the larg^est honey-producinp sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

G-.

B.

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

;

next

fall

they

may

think differently.
K. S. Dl'.NKI.KK.

Haralson Co., Ga.,
i

We

are

tlie

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

Norttiwest

ttie

f

i

Send

for catalog.

i
4
i
i
i
i

|*It

fjuite

is

May

26.

possible

more

that

swarm.s desert their hives than usual
The therbecause of unusual heat.
mometer may stand higher, or with
the same height there may be more
moisture in the atmosphere. It is possible, also, that you do not give as
much ventilation and shade as you
ought. Leave the cover partly off for
a day or so after hiving. Editor.]

Minneapolis, Minn.

<

We

have

ttie

Poor Ppospects for Califopnia.

Best Goods, Lowest Prices, and Best Sliippinp; Facilities.

On page

347, I notice an item by A.
in regard to California prospects for 1902. I must say it surprised

J.

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writing

Cook,

me

Have You Seen Our Blue
NEEDED

Cat-

THE

IN
APIARY,
aloff? 60 Illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
prices. Allernatiag' hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE;
at the
Tanks from ^alv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER

BEST goods
write for

it.

MFG., CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Trester Supply Co., I,iiicola, Neb.; Shug-art & Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Chas,
Spangler, Kentland» Ind.
12E26t
Please mpntion Bee Journal when writinff'.
Ag:encles:

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Vour Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

very much. Perhaps his means of
getting knowledge of the situation are
much greater than mine. Up to this
date my bees have not stored a pound
of honey more than their wants, and
from inquiry and observation I am
well satisfied the bee-men in Southern
California are not going to reap much
of a harvest this year.
I have been around a little also in
San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange
Counties, and 1 could not see that prospects looked any better than in Los
Angeles County. There may be a few
local places where some honey vrill be
gathered.
I am sorry that I must disagree with
Prof. Cook, but the facts, so far as I

know, compel

me

to

do

so.

A. RozELL.

HOWARD

Los Angeles

M. MELBEE,

is

the

r'cLL Size of

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— When orderlug-, be sure to say just what name aud
address you wish put on the Kuile.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as grlass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

shown here.
The lUaterlal

Why Own

the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
it; but if the "Novelty" is lost, having name and address

will never recover

of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi.
tunate as to have one of the •' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How

appropriate this knife is tor a present: What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' pii-es a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this.beautiful knife, as tb^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $.•»).) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W. YORK
^»"Please

allor"

6.

I have a method of handling bees
which is different in some respects
from the general custom in regard to
swarming and hiving of swarms. I
have practiced this method for several

years with complete success.
How to produce the largest possible
amount of fancy white comb honey,
We try
also the most extracted honey
to get all colonies as strong as possible
before raspberry and clover bloom. At
the commencement of raspberry bloom
we put supers on all colonies, and they
usually swarm when the supers are
This is just
about two-thirds full.
:

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, aud we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of tierman silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linincs are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

owner

June

Managing Swarms and Swarming.

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cct

Co., Calif.,

'bout two weeks for vour

ktiife

£ CO-

order to be

Chicago, IlL
filiea.

wlien writing
Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers *****

what we want them to do. As the
queen's wings are clipped we go to the
hive that

and

is

swarming, cage the queen,

we conclude to run the swarm
comb honey we hive them on the
if

for
old stand in a brood-chamber containing starters onlj'.

Take the super from the parent colony and place it on the swarm. The
following evening we take the parent
colony and place it beside its swarm,
and leave it there for six or seven days,
then move the parent colony to a new
stand. The brood is all sealed in seven
days, and it is better to have the flying
bees from the parent colony enter with
the swarm, as it gives the swarm wax-

AMESICAN BEE lOURNAL.
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workers, which

is very important at
gathers later the parent colony is prevented from casting a
second swarm, and all goes well.
There are several reasons why we
should get more honey than we would
had they not swarmed. The swarm
has nothing to do for several days but
gather honey, as they have but little
brood to care for as the combs in the
super are drawn, and the frames in the
brood;chamber contain starters, they
commence work in the super at once,

this time,

and

it

;

:

and build combs

in the

brood-chamber

only as fast as the queen needs cells to
deposit eggs and pollen, and the cells
will be of the worker size, and but lit-

any, drawn comb will be built.
For extracted honey we give the
swarm full combs or full sheets of
tle, if

foundation on wired frames, as this
prevents the queen from entering the
super.
If there is anything that is not made
plain I will be pleased to try to make
it so.
E. E. Cove YOU.
Emmet Co., Mich., May 27.

That

„
Runieljnud

gating. start with the
pU.:e. Get our catalni:; .^n the
Kiiinely !^epa^utn^
and the Uiimely If enr Genred Truction Fnirlnc. All
approved devices and appliances to each.and ronstitute the one
perfect threshini: outfit, Catalog shows our engines for all
purposes.
send it f-r tlie asking. Write tu. Jay

>ew

We

M.

RUMELY

CO.,

wneu 'auuh^

One fare for the round-trip via Nickel
Plate road to Providence, R.I., and return, July 7, 8 and 9; final limit returning Aug. lath.
Three trains daily,
with first-class modern equipment.
Meals in dining-cars at reasonable
price.
Going and returning via New
York, if desired. Write John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars.
24— 26A2t

BEES AND QUEENS
have a strain of

bees bred specially for

honey

—

Old Oil-Cans." In 1871-72 I kept
bees in California, 12 miles from Los
Angeles. I commenced in the spring
of 1872 with 48 colonies, increased to
100, and that season got eight tons of
honey, all extracted, and I shipped it
to San Francisco, all in second-hand

and

gathering

and all to one commission
merchant, and got the top price. It
netted me I2J2 cents, freight and commission paid. There was not one complaint made. The cans were as clean
as new, with no odor of the oil after
the3' were cleaned. All the beekeepers
there used them.
The trouble with
the cans was referred to on page 339,
they were not cleaned well.
After

cleaning with concentrated lye they
have to be left in the sun for several
days, and there will be no odor left.
J.

Rice Co., Minn., June
[If

right,

Beckley.

remainder

you know how, and
it

may

be

all

will

right.

do

But

1
1

Breeding- Queen

1

J
,.

is

putting

it

mild.

Onions — the wind blew them out of
existence. Then I rescued them again,
and the wind and freeze had them all
except one acre.
All vegetation is
frozen. We had no rain this spring
until June 6, and the dirt was blown in
great clouds, and did thousands of dollars damage to the onions and other
crops. So with the dry weather, cold
and bad high winds every day for the
last six weeks, and clover and linden
blown down, we are not in it for a honey
crop this year, from this place in Ohio,
anyway.
"'
If it were not for the " Old Reliable
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture 1 would
go out of the bee-business and hire out
as a cheap errand-boy.
F. McBride.
Hardin Co., Ohio, June 9.

.tjO

STRONG,

Caves vs. Cellars for Bees.
The following from Editor

Doolittle,

Progressive Bee-Keeper, will
make some wish they could have caves
instead of cellars
in

the

:

THE HIRED MAN

can do more work on ii farm fenced with
Dim't liave to repair fence, or chaee stock.

novKN

PAGE.

kenceco., ai>rian,micii.
Please mention Bee Joumat w>>en ?mtme

pxav.

uiitt;

of stores from the
September, at which time
they were prepared regarding their
winter's supplies, to the time of putting out, averaged about six pounds to
the colony, for those here at home,
while those in the out-cellar consumed
latter part of

nearly or quite twice as much. Those
were in a house-cellar,
with a family in the rooms above,
while those here at home were in a
special cellar dug in the side-hill, so
that an even temperature of 45 degrees
was maintained during the whole time
they were in winter quarters, which
was from Nov. IS till April IS to 17th,
or approximately five months.
in the out-cellar

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
I

use a

and

Into Fonnflation

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEEST7AX

V7

ANTED.

GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

if you care anything about your
honey and your trade. Editor.]

BOYS

nef'S.

WE WANT WORKERS

Buys, Girls, old and youn^ alike,

make money workinK
\^ e

f'>r us.
furob<h CB[>ital toetart yoa in L>db1for full inslniclionB and a hoe of

Seud aa lOc Btamps or silver

»mple.lowork

with. URAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Chicago,Ill.
Please mention Bee Journal when wriunft

not

I do not believe I will get any increase or an ounce of honey this year
unless things change, as they are not

I live in the village near the Scioto
Marsh, in the onioti-raising district. I
keep bees, raise onions and fruit, and
garden for a living, and to say that I
have been on the anxious seat this

The consumption

is,

here
are not in the business. They have
made a living. They came out
strong in the spring, in grand shape,
but they have been on a strike and refuse to work, and it is a hard matter to
arbitrate with them.

year in this sec-

1.00
1.50
1.00

204 East Log-an St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Please menttoa the Bee Journal.
25A3t

it

we

off

pp^EEPOM BOILE^

it

A Dlseouraginir Spring.
When it comes to booming bees

have had an
of

80
.

IComb Nucleus, uo queen

at prices that are the lowest.

hardly pays to risk using old, secondhand oilcans for holding honey. That

when they came out

as

the country, with high, cold
winds, and freezing weather.

of this

season
Untested yneen
Tested Queen
Select Tested Queen

1

Wort fax

2.

We
tion

PRICES:
for the

in

oil-cans,

now

faction.

J. L.
something on "Honey

-

longevity. We feel confident of giving satis-

queens from my poorest queens that
produce long-lived workers."
InouirKk.
[Give it up. We'll have to refer it
to Mr. Riker himself.
Perhaps he can
and will tell. Editor ]

Second Hand Oil-Cans.

as strong

1902

26,

in the spring.

spring

Cheap Rates to New England
via New York City.

Editor York
Please tell me what
Geo. W. Riker means when he says,
on page 302, "I found I could rear

is

La Porte, !nd

fiease meuuoii bee juurniii

We

On page 339

that means character ami utility.
It suggests the best
in Threshing^ Machinery.
Ifinvesv<HnviIl end at the same

RIIHELY

Good Queens from Poop Ones.
:

name

a

is

June

How Cubans Take Honey.
The native Cubans have log-hives 40
inches long and 8 or 10 inches square,
the hives being made by sawing the
royal palm into sections and cutting
out the center, which is a tough pith.
A board is nailed on to close the back
end of the hive, the front being left
So says Rambler in
entirely open.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture. As to securing the crop, he says
:

Low

Rate Excursions.

On July 5 to 9, inclusive, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets at one fare
for round trip to Portland, Me., and return, with final return limit Aug. ISth.
Particulars at City Ticket Office, 111
25— 26A2ta
Adams St., Chicago.

The owner approaches a hive much
as we do with smoker in hand and if
;

not a modern smoker it is something
like a stew-pan arrangement: or (as
Cubans all smoke) the ever-present
cigar may be used.
After the bees are driven back, a thin

'

June

26, 1

•(
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knife with a hooked point is inserted,
and a comb cut out and dropped into a
broad sliallow copper well, I will call
it a kettle.
Two or more of these are
used; and when one is tilled it is taken
to the palm honey-house for further
treatment, while the man with the
the knife fills the other kettles. The
board on the rear end of the hive is

—

taken off aiid the honey is cut from
both ends of the hive or until the
worker-brood is exposed. Although
was not a witness to it, I am informed
that drone-brood is also cut out and
dropped into the dish with the honey.
In the honey-cabin the honey-comb
in the round-bottomed kettle is thoroughly pulverized with a large wooden
pestle or pounder.
From the kettle
the mashed honey is emptied into willow baskets of much the same shape as
the kettles broad and shallow.
Upon one side of the palm cabin is a
huge trough 10 or 12 feet long. This,
too, is made from the royal palm, and
sometimes is of such size as to hold
several barrels of honey. The baskets
with mashed honey-combs are placed
over the trough and left to drain. I
supposed these baskets would have to
drain for along time,but was informed
that the combs, being so thoroughly
I

413

As it was a strong colony I
thought I would get one super of fall
from
honey
thuiu. In about two weeks,
on looking al them I foun<l they had
dwindled down to an average colony.
The next time I looked at them
I
found they had dwindled below
an average colony. The next time I
looked at thctn, 1 found there were but
few bees in the gum, and on closer examination, found they had no queen.
then added them to another colony.
I
I
learned afterwards it was a case of
supersedure. If I had had a bee-book,
I would have learned from it what to
do, and would not have lost them, and
the bees would have paid the price of
two or three books. So much for trying to run an apiary without a bee book
cells.

I

—

or journal. T. W. Mokton, in
Progressive Bee Keeper.

the

—

pulverized and warm, the honey would
drain out in half an hour, and the refuse then dumped into an open barrel
or into another palm-tree trough, where
it could be solidly packed against the
day of rendering into .beeswax, which
operation is performed in larger kettles,
according to the boiling process, and
under some adjoining tree.
When the trough is filled with honey
it is drawn off into the large bocoy
outside the building.

Ebb and Tide in Bee-Keeping.
Some 15 to 20 years ago a man

in
this county and about 10 miles northeast of here, made in one season SI, 000
with 100 colonies, at least so it was reported. Of course it was not long until nearly all his neighbors were keeping bees, and at one time there must

Tempepatupe Affects Ppopoption of
Extpaeted to Comb Honey.
No matter how good the honey-flow

may be, if warm weather,
warm nights, are wanting,

especially
there will
be very little wax-production. Full
super combs often make a difference
between a crop or no crop of honey.
The past season's experience taught
me that when the nights were cool, no

wax was

secreted. I was producing
sections and found those bees that had
not to build comb, produced considerably more than those that were given
foundation only. The previous season,

which was warm throughout, gave me
almost as much comb honey per colony
as extracted. I have no doubt, where
bee-keepers' experiences vary, the difference is due to the unlike conditions
surrounding during observation. Australasian Bee-Keeper.

—

—

FOR

F SirfS

Sfll

Bee-Escapes and Feeders.
24A4t

U'l

YoKK

KARL KEIM,

Sr.,

OF Paper.

Commencing with six colonies on
frames, I run them the first season
without a bee book or journal, thinking I could manage them with a knowledge I had gained from my father, he
having kept bees in hollow logs and
square boxes. I lost one colony the
first season.
In the latter part of
August, while overhauling them, I
found a number of queen-cells in one
hive sealed over, preparatory, as I
thought, to swarm, as I thought it too
late in the season for them to build up
and store enough honey to winter on,
and as I had seen in some paper or
somewhere else that cutting out queencells would stop swarmiiig, and being
anxious to try my hand, I cut out the

Kri

]iV

I'lJ.VII'Alll

GEORGE W.YORK & CO.,
146i:ricSt.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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-

Rec-Kceper'H

iiu'uli-, nr .Manual of the
A. J. Cool<, of I'ouiona ColThis book is not only Infrtructivu ami helpful as a ^uidc in lx:e-ke«pini,', but is interesting and thoroughly practical and scietailic.
It contains a full deline»liori of the anatomy and physiolotcy of lje«s.
.")44 pages,
illustrations. Bound in cloth.
I'JO^ edition
llllh thousand.
Price, $l,i!0.

A()iary. Uy

I'rot.

(--alifortiia.

l<*tre,

'.ill.')

—

IjanKstroth on the Honey- Bee, revised

—

m

by DaJant. This classic
bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to
liee.s and bee-keeping.
No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
I..
I.,
l.angstroth the ^"ather of American
liee-CuUurc.
It has :>'M pages, bound in

—

cloth.

I'rice,

?1.'.>.5.

—

A B C of Bee-Culture,

tjy A. I. Root
cyclopedia of 4(J0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains :W0 engravings. It was written
e.'^peeially fur beginners.
Bound in cloth.

A

Price, SI. 20.

Scientiflo

Queen-Rearing,

as Practi-

M. Doolittle. — A method
which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
15uund in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;

cally Applied, by G.

by

in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey,
Newman. — It

Management of an
by Thomas G.

or

Apiary for I'leasure and

Profit,

nicely illustrated, contains
ItiU pages, bound in cloth.
Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, '60 cents.
is

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
00 pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.

—

^^take

will present you with the first ^> yon
in to start you in a good payinp: J-usiSend 10 cents for fiill line of sumplea
directiinis hnw to bejrin.

Hrifss.

^' ^iind

^^

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO., Chicago,

Ills.

SWEET CLOVER
And
Sevepal Other Clover Seeds.

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed ot several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order;

Itee-Keeping for Iteginners, by Dr.
H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving

—

the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Ilienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

— This is a (icrman

translation of the princi-

book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

$.75
90

100

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00
80

lOft
$1.40
1.70
1.80
1.90
1.40

ZStt
$3.25
4.00
4.2S
4.50
3.25

soft
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
8.S0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

&

cents.

.50

pal portion of the

We

144

Price,

J. P.

fai.o, N. Y.

$pr
TO START YOU IN BUSINESS
L^^ We

Sib

Keeping Bees Without a Bee-Booli

-E.NT

;

have been something near 300 colonies
in that neighborhood. In enumerating
that section in June, 1900, if my memory serves me correctly, I did not find
10 colonies all together. This is one
straw that points toward a decrease in
tne number of colonies kept in Missouri.
Is it not probable that there
are many similar cases? S. E. MiLl.SR,
in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Bee=Books

W.

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO,

FREE FOR A MONTH

ILI,,

V¥ool markets

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheepbreeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

the

ILL.

New-

Leather

Book on Foul-Brood.

McEvoy Treatment and reviews

the experiments of others.

AVinter Problem

—

in

Price, 25 cents.

Bee-Keeping,

by

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment,
(Cheshire.

by Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Development and Cure.
If

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

G.

Price, for 50 colonies, SI. 00.

Dr. Howard's

— Gives

Foul

YORK A GO.
-

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

Price. 10 cents.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send SI. 25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Ca!.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Dlicounts to tbe Trade.
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^>REVERSIBLE
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WALL
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MAP<^

OF THE

UaiTED STATES AND WORLD,
WITH SPECIAL INSET MAPS OF

GuDa, Porto Rico, Tli6 rmiiDDlnes, Hawaii, and ftiaska,
Home and

Gtilna,

Especially prepared to meet the demand for a first-class map that will g:ive a quick, general idea of location of events the world over, and particularly to the United States and our territorial possessions.
Very iiiSftuB in every
Ollice.

eex4e

i.^ciies

i!V sizi:.

ELE^VEnsr BEJ^XJTIFXJILi OOIL.OPLS.
Best and Most Necessary

No Home

Map

or Business House
should be -without it.

Ever Issued.

are works of art.

The engraving

is

plain, bold, and
decisive. The color

work

is elegantly
contrasted, but not

gaudy.

Perfec-

Mon and

ArMslic
Eleganc-G
a salient
of this

feature

map not ap-

proached by any
similar publication.

hhas been pronounced

Photograph

a

f^^
W Orld

or the

M^^^p

|^^^^-^=S>

The 1900 CcHSUS A: A)
of the largest

American

Cities is given.

shows a grand map of our great country, with counties, railroads, towns, rivers, etc., correctly located. The other side shows
an equally good map of the world. Statistics on the population, cities, caxiitals, rivers, mountains, products, business, etc., a veritable photograph of the UNITED STATES AND WORLD.
The map is printed on heavy map paper and is mounted on sticks ready to hang. Edges are bound with tape.
OOt KOI'I'IOiV. Every reader •tilioiild e-'-*.siilt it every day. The phites show all the new railroad lines and extenEspecial attention is given to th, .opography of the country all the principal rivers and lakes, mountain ranges
sions, county changes, etc.
and peaks are plainly indicated. The leading cities and towns are shown, special attention being given to those along lines of railroads. The
Canadian section of the map gives the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia, with nearly all of Quelieo and New Brunswick,,
the county divisions being clearly marked. The Southern portion of the map includes the Northern States of the Kepublic of Mexico, and the

One

side

—

;

Bahama

Islands.

On

liie

reverse side

is tlie I.iibrary iTIap ot tlie

World.

The

largest

and most accurate map on Mercator's Projection

The ocean currents are clearly shown and
political divisions are correctly defined and beautifully outlined in colors.
lines with distances between important ports are given.
A marginal inde.v of letters and figures enables one easily toseries of short articles in alphabetical order is printed around the border of this map in large, clear type,
locate every country in the world.
containing valuable information concerning agricultural, mining, and manufacturing statistics, also the value of imports and exports in dollars.
The area, population, form of government, and chief executive of every country in the world is given up to date, also the names of the capitals
are elegantly engraved and printed in colors. They are placed in convenient positions around the
and their population. Xlie Inset
United Slates map, and will be invaluable to every person desiring a plain understanding of our possessions. An inset map of China on the
World side of map adds to its value.
ever produced.

named.

The

Ocean steamship

A

^laps

^^ Two maps
forward
the

it

on one sheet, all for only $1.50, sent
for sending us Three New Subscribers at $1.00 each
Address,
Journal for one year.

free as a

American Bee

premium

GEORGE

W

by mail or prepaid express
;

or for $2.00

YORK &
144

&

we

;

or

will send the

we

will'

Map and

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

!

June

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

26, 1902.

Fourth of July Excursion
I'late Koail, at one fare for

of

over Nickel

Individual American Club Meals, ranging in price from 35 cents to SI. 00, and
meals a la carte in dining-cars on
Nickel Plate Road. Write John Y. Calahan, (ieneral Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, for special rates to eastern

Chicago,

21— 26A2t

GEORGE W. YORK &

yon care

to

know

The

handsomely Illustrated,
pie copy free.
330

annum.

>jv >j« >ji

>;.- >j. >j.-

>;»

5

i^ ^

honey sells at 16c; lower (jrades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax stronif at 27fi?30c.
TiiK Fhkd W. Moth Co.

Albany, N.Y., May 1.— Honey market

Very

isdull.

little call now for any grade. Well cleaned
out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling at \4iq 15c. Extracted,
0(^0^c. Beeswax, good demand, SCKo-^lc.

Sam*

H. R. Wright.

-

Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. 1, 13fa-14c; dark and amber, lltol2c.
Extracted, white, 6)<@7c; dark and amber,
5@6c. Beeswax, 2'i(a30c. M. H. Hont & Sow.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

AND B&ESWflX

vj.- >;.-

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in extracted honey is (food with prices lower. Amber, for maiiufacturin^f purposes, bring-s from
S'/i(0(iiic; better tirades froin7^mSc. Fancy comb

of its

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cal.
Street,

Market

•$< «!< «Ji rft. il' to

.'^

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

.•!<

Cbicaoo, June 18.— The market ib practically
over in comb honey until the new crop comes
forward, ho far none haw appeared in ihiw city.
A little ol the extracted is on sale, but it in
chiefly of a low tirade of amber sellinff at about
cents per pound. There is a larffe amount of
the white extracted honey of the crop of 1901
still on sale brinifinif.'5'*''C, according to body
and flavor. Jleeswax sells upon arrival al 32c.
R. A. BCKNBTT A Co.

Pacific Rural Press,

Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

«li

MAkKET QUOTATIONS.

Fruits^ Flowers, Climate
copy of Call-

The leading

a fine thing- to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this *' Emerson " no further binding is neces-

146 Erie Street,

If

I

1

>K >K ."K

HONE,/

y^yp >;«

or Resources, send for a sample
ornla^s Favorite Paper—

This Emerson stiflf-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. Ills

&

I

111.

r'<ilSfrkt*ni«i
Vp^alllUnild.

The Emerson Binder.

144

i! >li >te

^rrown until now it exceeds 50.0<hi bicycles Hold
throu(fl> mail orders all over the world each
year. The Mead Cycle Company keeps ilH factoricH rutinint,; all winter storing up wheels ol
the tinefit qu.ilily, and is always ready in the
spring and snmnit-r lo lill orders promptly at
prices which are lmvi*r than any niatiulacturer
selling on the<ild plan, through local dealers,
can deliver a wlin-l of even inferior <|uality.
The Mead Cycle Company can ship any wheel
al any price the same day the order is received.
Readers of this paper can be assured of prompt
and honorable treatment. When writing for
catalogs and prices mention the American Bee
Journal. and address Mead Cycle Co., Dept.K 3K,

points. Rvery facility offered
for comfort of the traveling public.

sary.

BIcyclcA. For Home; lime the adverlisemciitH
the Mead (."yell- Cumpaov have appeared in

columns nf tin- American Itee Journal.
Every year the biisiiicHU of thifl Company has

England

points.

415

the

the rouiid trip, within a radius of 200
miles from startiiiff point. Tickets on
sale July 3r<l and 4th, with return limit
of July 7th. Three daily trains in each
direction between Chicago, Clevelan<l,
HulTalo, New York, Boston and New

;

New York, May 1^— There

mand

is

a limited de-

comb honey and prices rang-e as folFancy white, 14c; No. 1, white, 13c; amber, ll@i2c; n» buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market
for

lows:

Queens low Ready to Supply by Return Mail

on extracted remains very inactive. Plenty of
supply wilh only fair demand. We quote:
white, 5J^(rt5'ic: light amber, 5(qi5%c; southern,
in barrels, S0(g»55c gallon. Beeswax firm at from
30@32c pound, according to quality.

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
px

J /'^i„

HlLDRETH & SBOELKBH.

75 cents: 6 for $4.00.

^•. /^..^y-v»-« /-r

which

left all

records behind in

honey-

L/IOVer V,IUeenS, gathering. Untested,«1.00;6 for $5.00.
— Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
*.«-• !^~vl n t^

t\JcQ
/^

WarniOianS
r»

than

a'H others.

Untested,

SI. Ol).

W. WEBER,

Our
Wisconsin

tracted,

A. Math.)

M anufacturin g Company.
is

Please mention Bee Journal

when

white,

—

;

.

27(a29c; dark, 2S@2oc.
There is not much of any description coming
forward at present or being offered for sale. To
purchase freely, better figures than are warranted as quotations would have to be paid. No
evidences are displaced, however, of large operators doing any noteworthy competitive bidding so far on this season's product, although
the crop is not coming up to expectations in
point of quantity.

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshf leld, Wis.
7A26t

11.— White comb, 10@

amber, 7@10c; dark, 6(97 cents. Ex5fal—
light amber, 4J<@—
amber, 4(3
Beeswax, good to choice, light
12 cents;

making SECTIONS, and they

BASSWOOD

barrels, 5iVi;5^c; water-white

in

eatihsc; white clover from t.^fc 7c.
in more freely and sells for
c. H. W. Wbber.

coming

San Francisco, June

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Muth and

is

28c.

are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

from

Beeswax

2146=2148 Central Avenue,
(Successor to Chas. F.

Narshfield

steady sales,
alfalfa

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES,

C. H.

Cincinnati, June 7.— There is hardly any
change in the honey market. Comb is not moving much, and whatever is left can be bought
at cut rates.
Water -white is selling from
14(c_iISc.
Extracted is in fair demand and finds

WANTED

writlne

Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state

WEBER

Famous

Italian

Queens!

BUCKEYE STRAIN OF 3-BANDED LONG-TONGUES

honey-gatherers. One customer bought 10 dozen.
a few last season as a trial.)

Just think of

I

FrLi, Line of
Send for Catalog.

Either of the
money can buy, $1.50.

upon

its receipt,

iiiL-

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

W SHrSlT

Impure wax not taken

at

any

price.

GEORGE W. YORK

fit

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

INGHAM'S PATENT
24

years the best.

Send

for Circular,

Smokers

T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich.
2SAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -ro-iien writing

Meeting B. Y. P. U., Providence, R. I.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets July ". ^ and 9 at one fare for the
round-trip, with stop-over at Niagara
Falls and Chautauqua Lake if desired
also via New York City if preferred.
For sleeping-car accommodations, call
;

at City Ticket Office, 111

Address as follows, very plainly,

address
St.,

Chicago,

111.

CO., Chicago. Ills.

;

DOVETAIL HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

or 30 cents in trade.

f..r u^.
We will stkrt vou in
ami luruir-h the capital. 'Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
of samples and particulars.

lusiness

DRAPER PUBLISHING

Front and Waluut Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writine.

low,

If

lu-ht

the FINEST

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

SHEEP MONEY a'„'JS°v°to1°Je
you work

(He bought

return mail, 7Sc

'

Mention the American Bee Journal.

21Atf

are wonderful

it

MUTH'S
STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS.
As
money can
each
above by

fine as
buy.
6 for S4.00. Selected tested, best

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2140 214S Central Ave., CiNCl.NN.iTi, Ohio.

Adams

John Y. Calahan,

Agent, Chicago.

St., or

General
23— 26A2t
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I
•/

BEE=KEEPERS,

|

Save Money by Buying

•'

25tll

WC

W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
j^" Our poods are guaranteed of supe-

§
C
6
§

rior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalogr,
and copy of

THE AnERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcavear.
(Now inlZthyear. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
13^ W. M. Gerfish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save
freight.

No LOSS.

^?if icf ar-finn What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
.ZJctLlMdCLIUII.
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAaOINQ,
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINO.

W/hi/
VV liy H/M^e
UUC£>

1^ cell »U
ct\ ^^roll
WClI

tZ

/
fi
S
W
g
g
jZ

Send name

t2

Very

We

sell

has always given better

It

satis-

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

fine pure-bred

OF ALL
KINDS »«»•

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

low

for sale at very

Chickens and Eggs

prices.

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee — Revised,

wntina.

The

rates via Nickel Plate Road. One fare
for the round trip, July 3rd and 4th,
within 200 miles of starling point. Return limit July 7th. Write John Y.

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
Street, Chicago, for particulars.
20— 26A2t
ami you inav have piirt of it if
for us. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send lOe for samples and particulars.
We furnish capital to start you in

Because

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

Fourth of July

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 Ayou
work

^

IL sell
r faction than any other. Because In 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

g
g
f?

g

menuon Bee Joumai wheu

t'lease

^^^

\A/*» n-i<«ican't'<x(x
^UctrdllLCC

"i'OU

g THE

Dadanfs Foundation

year

g Hives, Sections, Brood S
§ Frames, Extractors,
§
everything
Smokers, ^^^
S ^^^^^^^^^^^^
g
V
ELSE
NEED, OF
Ji

Please mention

III.

Bee Journal w^hen writme

THE DANZENBAKER

^HIVE^

business. Draper Pul}lisbiaKCo.,Cbicaso,!ll.

Gomb and UtraciedHoneu!
State price, kind aud quatJtity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Alf

Tennessee Queens

;

Branch

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long'tonf^upd
(Moore's), and Select, Straight

Tbe

A.

I.

5-band Queens. Bred 3% miles

The A.

I.

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;

within

and but few within

3,

5 miles.

No

disease. 29 years'

WARRANTED

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

cents each;
Dis$1.50 each.
on
large
orders.
count
Contracts with dealers a spe7 5

The A.

I.

Gco. W. York & Co.. 144
C. H. W. Weber.

M.H. Hunts

JOHN M, DAVIS,
SPRING HILL, TENN.

Would you
from Maine

Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Cincinnati. Ohio
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

increase your profits? Then try the Danz. Hive.
Read the following

to California.

General

used

Feb. 28, 1902.

THE A. 1. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.
Gentlemen :— I am verv, very pleased

that you are willing I should
recommend the Danz. iiive. I have had a great many inquiries regarding it,
and have not felt at liberty to recommend it over (»ur regular hives. AtflrstI
was prejudiced against it, but the sales have increased without recommendations, and wherever I have sold they have bought aaain and praised the hive
with extravagant claims, and 1 am forced to the conclusion that it is the Best
J.B.MASON.
Comb-Honey Hive on tbe market.
Manager North-eastern Branch The A.I. Root Co.

S18.90 to Providence. R. I., and return, via Nickel Plate Road, July 7, 8
and 9. Particulars at City Ticket Office, 111 Adams St., Chicago, and Union
TicketOffice, Auditorium Annex. Write

Calahau,

It's

:

Mechanic falls, Maine,

Y.
Chicago.

14(5

Jos.

-

Cheap Rates to New England.

John

&

Son,

Walter S. Pouder,
Des Moines. Iowa.
Nysewander,
,lno. Nebel & Son, High Hill. Montgomery Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co., Penn.
Augusta, Butler Co., Kan.
Carl F. Buck.
Lyonsville. Mass.
W. W. Cary & Son,
•
Denver, Colo.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.,

J. B. Mason. Manager.
Co., 11124 Miss St.. St. Paul. Minn.
H. G. Acklin. Manager.
San Antonio, Texas.
The A. 1. Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. 1. Root Co.. l-'"(i M(l. Av., 8. W. Washington.
Saffell & Herrick, Managers.
The A.I. Root Co., San ignacio 17. Havana, Cuba.
F. H. de Beche, Manager.

The A.I. Root

for circular.

14A26t

Jobbing Agencies-

Offlces.

Co., in Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager.
.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Root Co..
F. A. Salisbury, Manager.
Mechanic FalJB, Me.
Root Co.,

Root

Discount after July 1st

cialty.

Send

The best comb-honey hive on the market may be obtained of The A. I.
Root Co., of Medina, Ohio at any of their branch houses, and many of their
Send to the address nearest you, and save freight,
local and jobbing agencies.
and get quick delivery.

Agent,

The above

22— 26A2t

unsolicited testimonial speaks for itself.

just ordered 700 Dauzenbaker supers.
Sales are doubling every year. Still the demand for honey in Danz. sections is
greater than the supply. If you are wise you will raise comb honey in Danz.

M. H. Mendleson, of California, has

,t3 C OOd^J]
Wl^AT

hives.

ROOTS

F>RIC^^

THE

Everything used by bee-keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt
service.

NEW

A.

WALTER S.POUDER.
|MOI»N»POLIS.IMD.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA/OHIO, U.S.A.

Low
CATALOi; FREE.

Freight Rates.

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for
their free Catalog.

CO., J:1^fck'lofiLLT''
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Send

to

them

for

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

Bee Journal
OBORQE W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

JULY

3,

1902,

t'ORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 27.

.^,^^^=^s&.^m^
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A New

July

3, 1902.

ipth Thousand.

Edition.

Prot.6oorsB66-K66D6rs Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

^

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
144

& 146

Erie

St„ Chicago,

lil.

Entered at the Post^Offlce at Chicago as JecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— Georg-e W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

^

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

Price,

Price,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

of this Journal

is $l.tW a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

The Wrapper-Label Date

will be given

upon

ap-

plication.

All Italian (|iieeii

We

Free

would

like to

have our regular sub-

(who best
the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
subin getting
scribers.
We do not
ask them to work for
us for nothing, but
wish to sav that we
scribers

know

NEW

will mail

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALfor sending us ONE NEW

IAN QUEEN

subscriber for a year, with Sl.OU or 2
Queens for sending 2 new subscribers,
etc. Remember, this offer is made only
to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.
In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
;

;

and a Queen

for SI. 50.

(Please do not get these offers mixed

up with our Red Clover Queen offers on
another page.)
QEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, IL,L.
144 & 146 Erie Street,
-

P.M.— Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with .July 1, for three months we
will close our otlice and laee-supply store at I

Clpse Saturdats at

1

p.m. on Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Nearly all other tirtiis here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with Jlay 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-snpplies.

^

^

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOI" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

^

PROF.

A.

J.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughl}^ revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and

brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authoris

bound

in elegant

Prof.

ity

on bees and related subjects.

sale,

which now bids

His book has had a large

fair to increavSe greatly.

In order that every reader of the American Bee Jour-

who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following
nal,

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
— for SI. 75

we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
No.
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at SI. 00) and 50 cents more
(SI. SO in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No, 4. For SI. 00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods or, if called for at our office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is SI. 20.
1.

—

—

—

;

Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.

l^"

Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:
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No, 27,

Perhaps, however, there is little difference in this
regard as to the behavior of Italians and blacks. The
truth seems to be that a colony will not swarm if it contains a queen reared the current year in the colony itself,
but if a young (jueen reared elsewhere is introduced it
makes no difference as to swarming, even if the young
queen should not have been laying two days. Just why
there is this difference has not been explained, but it is well
to know the fact that a colony inclined to swarm will not
be diverted from its purpose by the introduction of a young
queen reared elsewhere.
rule.

^

Editorial

Comments.

^^

^
Fears Poisoning from

Spraying.— We have

just re-

ceived the following- letter from a larg-e bee-keeper
Richland Co., Wis., dated June 24, 1902

in

:

Editor American Bee Journ.\i, —
Dear Sir
We have been having quite an experience
in the bee-business, and I write you for some information.
Our bees have been very strong, and I never saw more
healthy looking bees, or more of them, than we have had
all spring.
About three or four weeks ago we noticed a few
bees looked ragged. Their wings were all frayed out, and
they looked badly. Last week there were large numbers of
those bees, and the colonies weakened down in quite an
alarming manner. We have been studying and thinking
of all sorts of causes, and at present we have settled down

—

on the spraying- of fruit-bloom as being the cause of the
bees going to pieces as they have. The young bees seem to
disappear, and now we wonder if it could be possible that
the brood reared during fruit-bloom could have been
poisoned.

Can you

tell what theeifect of spraying fruit-trees when
bloom would be on bees ? Would it affect the working bees? And could it affect the brood? Would the
brood hatch fed on poisoned pollen, providing there was
only a slight poisoning? or would the brood die if there
was any poison in the food at all ? If it should hatch,

in full

could

it

produce healthy bees

?

•

Now, Mr. York, it has become an alarming subject to
us, and we are very interested to know all we can on the
subject.
The sick bees seem to have flown away. There

The General Managership of the National We have
received the following from the former Acting Chairman of
the Board of Directors of the National Bee-Keepers' Assowhich refers to a statement made by Mr. Abbott,
on page 403
ciation,

:

TO THE JIEMBRRSHIP OF THE NATIONAL BEK-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.
In the statement
are two propositions

made by Mr. Abbott to
:

First, the

the public there

Board of Directors of the

National Bee-Keepers" Association has the right to receive
the resignation of Mr. Secor and elect his successor; or,
second, it does not havesuch right. Let us consider the
first proposition.
I was appointed Acting Chairman of the
Board of Directors by Mr. E. T. Abbott, who was then
Chairman, to put the vote on the selection of a new General
Manager, Mr. Secor, the old Manager, having sent in his
resignation to Mr. Hutchinson. I did so, and the result of
that vote on the part of the Board showed six votes for E.
T. Abbott, one vote for E. M. Abbott, and one for W. Z.

Hutchinson.
I

was

in doubt whether I could declare this an election
finally turned the matter over to Mr. Abbott, who

are no bees crawling around the yard as they do with bee-

or not.

paralysis. The brood hatching now seems to be all right,
and the young bees in the hives look as healthy as any bees

was Chairman of the Board, saying that I thought that E.
M. Abbott was intended for E. T. Abbott, and could be so

I

ever saw.

This will be enough
Yours truly,

to start on.

Now, we don't know a thing- about this, as we never
saw any bees that were poisoned by spraying fruit-bloom,
nor do we remember having read a description of such result.
But there may be a number of our readers who have
had just the experience this bee-keeper is having. If there
are any such, will they please sit right down and write to
us the answers to the questions in the foregoing, and also
add any other information bearing on the subject ? We
should be pleased to publish very full replies to the questions asked in the foregoing, as it appears to be a very
vital matter, one in which all beekeepers would be deeply
interested.

It certainly is a serious affair, as described in
the above, and needs to be understood thoroughly so that
proper measures can be taken to prevent a recurrence of tlie
disastrous proceedings.

Young Queens and Swarming.— At one time

it

was

held as a safe rule that when a colony contained a j'oung
queen of the current year's rearing there would be no

swarming. Then it was learned that with Italians exceptions were too freqneent to allow aty dependence on the

I

construed as the " intent of the voter." Mr. Abbott then
issued a circular letter to the Board, declaring an election
for himself as General Manager, and at the same time announcing that he had resigned as Chairman of the Board.
I was then appointed by him as Acting Chairman until a
permanent Chairman had been elected.
Subsequent developments showed that the Board was
very much dissatisfied with the procedure. The contention
was that E. M. Abbott was not E. T. Abbott, and that there
were only six votes— not a majority. I was criticised for
not declaring the vote myself instead of turning it over to
an interested party. In the meantime it developed that the
resignation of Mr. Secor had not been accepted either by
the Executive Committee or the Board of Directors. Some
thought that Mr. Secor should have sent his resignation to
the Chairman of the Board. To avoid complication Mr.
Secor then sent his resignation to me. This I placed before the Board with the result that every member voted not
to accept.
It was further contended that because this resignation had not been accepted Mr. Secor was legally General
Manager at the very time :c'e uere trying to elect his successor, and that, therefore, the procedure was irregular and the
election void. At the time of submitting this resignation I
also stated that an appeal had been made from Mr. Abbott's
decision to the efl'ect that he was elected General Manager,
and inquired whether that decision should be sustained. To
this there were ten negative votes and one affirmative.
I
then announced to the Board tliat Mr. Abbott's decision (or
mine, if Mr. A. prefers to have it so) was overruled, and
declared Mr. Secor General Manager.
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Let us take the other horn of the dilemma, or the sec-

viz.: the Board did noi have the power to
accept Mr. Secor's resignation and elect his successor. Mr.
Secor tendered his resignation the second time to the Board
of Directors, and the Board unanimously declined to entertain it. Mr. Secor has notified the Board that he will continue in office till his successor is elected and qualified.
This avoids all complications and if the Board can not fill
a vacancy caused by voluntary resignation, then it has
done the proper thing by refusing to entertain a resignation
it could not accept (if Mr. Abbott is corrrect), and leave the
man in office who was elected at the last regular ^XecWow,
when every member of the Association had a chance to vote.
If Mr. Abbott's claim is correct, then the only thing that
can be done is to leave the matter as it is, and wait till the
next general election only six months away.
My understanding of the matter is that Mr. Secor's
resignation is not " before the membership." It has been
returned to Mr. Secor marked " Not accepted." He has
been unanimously requested by the Board, to whom he is
responsible, and from whom he receives instructions, to fill
out his unexpired term, and this he has consented to do.
For the complication that has arisen I do not wish to
Among
shift all the blame on Mr. Abbott, by any means.
other things I should have made it my business to see that
the resignation of Secor was accepted before I called for a
vote for his successor, and then I should have declared the
vote myself. While it is easy to see what might have been
done it is not always easy to rectify past mistakes.
To go into all the details of this would require a goodsized volume, and I forbear. It is a matter of deep regret
that Mr. Abbott, an able and capable man, should so persistently go against the Board of Directors. If he had
quietly acquiesced in the first place, it is my opinion he
would have been finally elected General Manager by the
Board.
I will conclude by saying that this business has been
the most disagreeable of any I have undertaken.
E. R. Root,
Former Acting Chairman of the Board of Directors.

ond proposition,

;

—

—

A plan that is in use in Gerwith box-hives may also be used with movable-frame
hives. When a colony swarms remove the old queen and
Prevention of Increase.

many

return the swarm.

Eight days later cut out

all

cells that

can be reached but one. (In a box-hive only part of the
cells may be within reach, but in a movable-frame hive all
are accessible.) If a swarm issues, hive, and in the evening
return to the old colony. That will be the end of swarming
for the season, and the whole force of the colony will be left

make good work at storing. A variation of the plan that
has been recommended in this country is to destroy the old
queen and return the prime swarm, then wait till the young
queen is heard piping in the evening, and in the morning
of the ne?t day cutout all queen-cells.
to

* The Weekly Budget. «

\

l

Mr. Wm.Rohrig, of Maricopa Co., Ariz., wrote us, June
that " there will be very little honey produced in Arizona
this year it is so very dry."

17,

;

A. I. Root has gone back to his cabin in the woods of
northern Michigan, interesting himself in peach-trees,
chickens, angle-worms, etc., leaving the younger fry to run

things at

"The Home

of the Honey-Bees."

—

The Apiary of C. C. Ch.^mberlin the owner wrote
us as follows when sending the picture shown herewith
"I commenced keeping bees when I commenced taking
the Old Reliable,' in 1S93. My hives are all the 8 frame

APIART OF

C. C.

CHAMBERLIN, OF MACOMB

CO.,

MICH.

ing material is leaves from the forest, and wheat chaff
cushions on top.
" My entire crop of honey last year was 1000 pounds,
mostly white clover in plain sections. Nearly all was sold
for 14 and IS cents a pound. From 23 colonies, last spring,
I increased to 46, and lost one in winering.
"To-day (March 2>') the bees are gathering pollen from
the willow, and the weather is fine."

—

A Live Exhibit .\t St. Louis. "The liveliest live
exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904 will
come from Colorado." Thus spoke Van E. Rouse, the Colorado Springs mine-owner and capitalist, during his visit
to St. Louis lately with the Colorado World's Fair Commis" The world gension, of which he is an active member.
erally knows that as a mining country Colorado leads all
nations on the globe," continued Mr. Rouse, "and this has
naturally created the impression outside of Colorado that
all the wealth of our magnificent State is hidden underground. Our exhibit at the World's Fair will show Colorado to be not only great in mining, but that it is a worldleader in horticulture and agriculture.

" The World's Fair management, in their plan and
scope of the Exposition, declared they wanted live exhibits,
so in casting about for plans to make our exhibit conform
to that idea, we interested one of our wealthiest and most
citizens
Hon. G. W. Swink, of Otero
public-spirited
County. Mr. Swink is an apiarist, and he has one of the
largest bee-plants in America. He is going to bring his
bees to the World's Fair, and they will work here from the
time the Exposition opens until it closes. Mr. Swink's

—

plan, which will cost fully S10,000 of his own money, is to
bring to St. Louis enough hives containing bees to construct in miniature a counterpart of the Colorado State
House at Denver. The bees will then be turned out to find
material for honey in the country surrounding the World's
Fair grounds. It will require about 640 hives to construct
the little State House, and in it about five and one-half
million bees will work. It will be a great exhibit. In Colorado we have the finest honey in the world. We have one
bee-man who works his bees all the year through. In summer they work in his alfalfa fields in Colorado, and in the
fall he ships them to his plantation in Florida, where they
work among the flowers and orange-groves until time to
return thoni to the West in the spring."

The Apiary and Home of Thaddeus

Smith, on

Pelf-e

page. Perhaps we
would better say that the picture shows a part of the apiary,
with a view of the residence in the background. It will be
Island, Ontario, appears on

the

first

seen that the hives are all chaff hives, or other doublewalled hives. The location is on the northwest point of
the Island, and this point is surrounded by water almost on
three sides, making it very much exposed to the wind from
There is no windbreak, and such a location
off the Lake.

:

'

Langstroth

size,

and ray own make.

picture that they are

all

packed

in

You will notice in the
outer cases. The pack-

makes outdoor wintering much more difficult, so Mr. Smith
generally suffers some loss. For several seasons he has
greatly reduced the number of colonies now kept.
Mr. Smith certainly has a beautiful home.

July

3,
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Dr. Miller -That depends again upon the weight of the
hive and the age of the combs upon the amount of pollen
present. A lot of old black combs will weigh very much
heavier than fresh, new combs. Taking the average colony, I should say 45 |)Ounds Is rather light.
" What is the best size of hive to use in producing comb
honey
Is a lOframe hive too large for comb-honey production ?"
Pres. York Limiting it to Chicago locality, how many
think the lO-frame hive is the best size of hive to produce
;

Convention Proceedings,

i

'!

—

The Chicago Convention.

comb honey ?
Ten favored.

Report of the Semi-Annual Convention of the
Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Held

Pres.

BY A SUOKTIIANI)

.son

One

HKl'DHTKIl.

iContidued from pa(?e

405.)

ilavor ?"

—

sir.

Mr. Burnett That is one of the reasons why it is not
required to have your name on sections of honey. People
get accustomed to a certain Ilavor. and if they don't get
that again, ' Oh, well," they say, "this man's honey used
It is one of the strong
to be good, but it isn't any more."
arguments against putting your name on honey.
Mr. Dadant— We have had bees in apiaries (and have
now) three or four miles apart; we used to have six; we
have four at present. It is hardly ever that the honey from
one apiary is an exact sample of the honey in another at
the same date. In some parts the honey will be white
clover further on there is basswood next to the honeyEach
field, and this will all affect the taste of the honey.
apiary will have a special brand of its own. A person who
is not accustomed to honey will call it not good, if it tastes
different from that he has been accustomed to. There is a
difference in honey according to the location of the apiary.
Mr. Moore Not only would Mr. Dadant find that his
two apiaries are not alike, but he will find, if it is as it is up
by my house, that the honey this year will not be exactly
the same as next year. Another thing you will find is. that
the weight will be diff'erent from year to year and that is
one of the reasons why some people will ask what size the
sections are. If you find a locailty will produce exactly a
pound section of honey this year it may not produce exactly
a pound next year that is one of the reasons why it is not
the right thing to sell honey by the case. One case will be
plump full and heavy, and another case will be lean, and if
you sell by the case they will come in and be placed on the
market at the same price, and there is no fairness about it.
It is not quite the right thing io sell sections by the piece,
so long as you can't get the bees to make them of equal
weight, and the time has not come when you can get them
;

—

;

;

to do this.

.

—

Mr. Spring Is it not a fact that the quality and flavor
of honey from different colonies, even in the same apiary,
will differ quite materially, and at the same time?
Mr. Dadant — Yes. A gentleman right by my side called
my attention to that fact, which I know to be the case. I
knew of a most interesting case of this kind, when bees
stored from honey-dew, which is produced on the trees early
in the morning or at night.
The bees gather it late in the
evening or early morning. I remember some colonies of
bees being a little earlier than others, and they would go
out and get it every morning, while a lot of the colonies
near by didn't get any of it, because they got out too late
and some hives had hone3' almost like molasses, while
others had white clover black and white, side by side.
Mr. Moore I remember years ago I had an apiary that
was working on buckwheat two colonies stored white
honey and the rest buckwheat.
Mr. Blunk I had one colony this season right the reverse I had dark honey right through on white clover.
;

—

—

;

—

;

GETTING COLONIES READY FOR THE HONEY-FLOW.
"Will a good queen starting to lay April 15 have her
colony in good condition for the honey-flow June 10 ?"
Dr. Miller That depends upon the strength of the
colony April 15.
AMOUNT OF STORES FOR WINTER BEST SIZE OF HIVE.

—

—

" Is 45 pounds, gross weight,
of bees ?"

Mr. Dadant

— Our hives

is

the

enough

favored.

—

York Is a 10-franie hive too large for comb-honey
production ?
Mr. Ilorstmann I don't think any hive is too large.
The question is. Can you produce coml) honey to better advantage in a large hive than a small one ? I will use an 8frame hive until I can prove that the 10-frame hive is better.
Mr. Dean In regard to the production of comb honey,
I don't think it makes very much difference onlj- in this respect
A lO-frame hive leaves the bees in better condition
after winter: they will have more ripe sealed honey in the
lower story than in an Sframe hive; consequently I think
the 10-frame hive the better.
A Member— How about the 12-frame hive, Mr. Dunn?
Mr. Dunn I have not tried it long enough to tell.
Pres.

PRODUCING UNIFORM QIIAIJTV AND KLAVOR.
"Can a bee-keeper be certain that from season to seahis bees will produce honey of uniform quality and

A Member— No,

York — How many think the 8-frame hive

best?

Dec. 5, 1901.

to winter a colony

weigh SO pounds, empty.

—

—

:

—

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.
" Is the tall section of any advantage in the Chicago
market ?"
Mr. Burnett No.
" Does the clipping of the queens lead to supersedure ?
Dr. Miller— No.
"What has been the average winter loss in Cook
County ?"
Pres. York Pretty hard to tell I guess not as heavy
as in some other places.
" What is the best temperature for a bee-repository ?"
Dr. Miller About 45 degrees.
Judge by your own
thermometer find out where they keep the most quiet find
out for yourself.
Pres. York In other words,attend to your own business.
[Laughter.]
" How close can apiaries be located ? and how many
colonies should an apiary consist of?"
Dr. Miller— That depends.
A Member Depends upon the flowers.
Pres. York Suppose the bee-pasturage is pretty good,

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—
—
how near
A Member — Say within
?

two miles.
Dr. Miller— Three miles.
" How many colonies should be in each apiary, or can
be ?"

—
—

Mr. Hintz Not over 50.
Mr. Dadant— 80 or 100.
Dr. Miller There is no rule about it.
You have to
study up your locality 40 or 50 will overstock some places
you have to find out by experience. After you have had an
experience of 15 years in that place then you can make a
guess on it.
" Is it advisable to leave the ;'s-inch hive-entrance open
when wintering bees out-doors ?"
Dr. Miller— Yes.
"With the 10-frame hive for comb honey, can you successfully contract to six or eight frames at the beginning of
the honey-flow ?
Dr. Miller I don't know.
"While being very fond of honey I have not bought
any for years, because all that I did buy tasted like syrup.
How do you account for this taste ?"
Pres. York It would be pretty hard to account for some
;

;

—

—
Burnett — There

peoples' tastes

!

Mr.
is considerable in that question,
although I didn't ask it. The facts are, that if you supply
people with honej- that they are not acquainted with, they
will stop using it.
Buckwheat honey is preferred by some
(of course, they are in the minorit)', nowadaj's), but if that
has been the honey they are accustomed to, no other will
do.
Some prefer mild, white clover, some honey from
Illinois, others from Wisconsin, and Minnesota and Iowa,
and nothing else satisfies them. If you give them Utah,
Colorado or California white lioney, and the_y are not accustomed to using it, they at once say, " Oh. that is manufactured honey it has no taste," etc., and they stop using
;
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honey perhaps for years. Therefore, it is the duty, really,
of ever^- one who sells honey, to find what kind of honey
the people want who are buying- it if you sell your customers honey that they don't like you lose them.
" How can I keep bees from swarming- ?"
Mr. Riker The way I manage it is to give them lots of
room and comb to work with.
Pres. York Does it keep them from swarming ?
Mr. Riker Yes.
Mr. Dadant All but about 5 or percent.
;

—
—
—
—
Riker — Give them about 40 good combs to work on.
Blunk — What time do you give those extra combs
Riker — Just as soon as spring opens.
Blunk — Set one hive on top of the other
Riker — Yes, and put the bees in the very upper
Blunk — have just found out how cangoa-fishing
Riker — have 300 fixed up in that way, and never
.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
story.

Mr.
Mr.

?

?

I

I

1

I

have them swarm.
(The End.'

[Owing

Briggs House people being compelled to
use the club-room for a guest chamber, with cots, the convention had to break off the interesting discussion suddenly.
Mr. Blunk could have started ofl" on a fishing excursion that
very minute, had he so desired. He probably did " fish
around " for a bed at once. Editor.]

^

to the

Contributed Articles.

Influence of Worker-Bees on the Offspring.
BY L. STACHEI.H.\l-SEN.
On page 246, Adrian Getaz says that to one possessing
even an elementary knowledge of physiology it will appear
as an error, that the worker-bees have any influence on the
coming generation. His arguments are about as follows
1. The food in which young animals or plants develop
:

has no influence on the characteristics of the animal or
plant.

This is generally true, but not always. If corn is
raised in a fluid containing hyposulphide of magnesia the
young plant will bear blossoms quite different from that of
corn. Frog-eggs develop into quite other frogs in water
containing salt, from Sweetwater. In the animal kingdom

we have another example in our bees. An impregnated
egg can develop into a queen or into a worker-bee, and
which one will develop is decided by the nourishment of the

larva.
We know a worker-bee is not simply an undeveloped
or crippled queen, as in the worker-bee the digestive organs
are fully developed, which are missing or not fully developed
in the queen
the same is true with other organs. - But this
is not the most important point in our question.
2. He thinks that queens, drones and larv;t are fed by
worker-bees, and this food is only a secretion of glands,
consequently can not transmit more qualities than the milk
of the wet-nurse to the baby that is, nothing at all.
:

—

a mistake that the food given to the queen and
young larva; is a secretion of glands simply. Certainly the
eggs are produced out of the blood circulating in the body
of the queen
but the production of this blood is something
quite particular to bees. How the food in the bee-body is
digested, and how the blood is formed, it seems Mr. Getaz
does not know only so much, that from the food the chyle
is prepared in the true stomach, and for assimilation this
chyle simply passes the wall of the stomach and is blood
then, without being changed in any way. Now, in the
queen all the organs for digestion are either entirely missing or rudimentary, only in such a degree that the queen
can't digest at all and can't renew her own blood nevertheless, for laying so many eggs as she does, she needs an
enormous quantity of new blood. This is possible only because a number of worker-bees prepare this chyle, feed it to
the queen, and it passes the wall of her stomach. So we
can truly say that the digestive and blood-forming organs
of the queen are in the bodies of the worker-bees.
Now, we have to consider a deciding point. Except
with the lowest organism, life isconnected with cells, which
It is

;

—

—

;
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grow and multiply by

splitting.

Where we

3
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find such cells

we have life.
number

In the intima of the chyle-stomach are a
of such cells which split, and a part of them
is mixed with the chyle in the stomach.
The same cells we
find in the blood of the bees, and they represent the bloodglobules of higher animals. Consequently the chyle fed by
worker-bees to the queen is not a simple food, or a secretion
of glands, but an organic, living part of the worker-bees,
and identical with the blood. It is the same as if the blood
from the veins of one man would be pumped over into the
veins of another man. Mainly this particular quality of
the bees forces us to consider the whole colony as a unit
organism, while the single bee is onh' a part of this organism. The worker-bees and the queen belong to an individual organism in the same sense as the sexual organs,
digestive and other organs, belong to one and the same
mammalia. The fact that two important functions of life
are separated in two separated bodies as yet hindered this
conception, till we found the way in which connection is
secured.

great

For this conception

it

is

not more

difficult to

explain

how worker-bees can transmit through egg or sperm-cell,
or through both, their qualities to the young bees, as it is
to explain how the quality of the brain or the color of hair
of men is transmitted from parents to children and grandNeither the brain nor the hair produces something like an egg or a sperm-cell (as Mr. Getaz erroneously
says is necessary), but the connection is secured by the
blood, especially by the blood-globules, and we do not know
as yet how the qualities of these organs are transmitted to
the sperm or germ-cell and through them to the offspring.
With bees it is quite the same.

children.

We may say what -we please, the fact that queens and
drones never gather honey, never build combs, never feed
larva?, etc., forces us to suppose an influence of the workerbees on the egg or sperm-cell, or on both. From these cells
nothing else can develop but something very similar to the
ancestors. The fact that from an unimpregnated egg a
male bee, and a male bee only, can develop, is no proof
against this. The drone has no father, but he has a grandfather.

Do you

see ?

Mr. Getaz tries to explain the different characteristics
of bees by saying they follow the example of other bees.
If you take a comb of capped brood and set it in a nursery,
and let the bees gnaw out there, these bees have never seen
any other bee, nevertheless they will nurse given brood,
rear queens, build combs, will afterwards gather pollen
and honey, etc., and will occasionally sting you just like
other bees in your apiary. How could this be possible if
these instincts should not be transmitted to them ? All this
can not be explained if we do not suppose an influence of
the worker-bees ?

As I said above, from an impregnated egg a queen or a
worker-bee can develop according to the nourishment given
This does not prove that by this food any
to the larva.
quality of the worker-bees is transmitted to the larva to
the contrary, I am like Mr. Getaz, of the opinion that this
The power to develop into a queen,
is very improbable.
a worker bee, or into a drone, must be inherited in the egg.
;

egg is impregnated the power for development into a
drone is getting dormant, but is still present and latent.
The environment of the larva decides whether the development takes place in the direction of a queen or a workerbee. This can be proven to a certain degree by the bees,
which are between queen and worker, not only in size but
in consideration of the inner organs, too. They will appear
when a larva a short time before the cell is capped is
selected by the bees to rear a queen. The digestive organs
have already commenced to develop, and this can not be
stopped any more
the ovaries develop better than in
worker-bees, but not quite as well as in good queens. This
proves that the environment of the embryo (the larva can
be compared with the embryo of higher animals) has some
influence on the development, but that hereby any quality
can be transmitted is doubtful, if not impossible.
If the

;

We

knowledge of physiology is not
such questions —a special knowledge of
the ph3'siology of the honey-bee, too, is necessary. In all
these questions we should not simply condemn e.v iii//ied>a
another man's opinion. With all our knowledge a new discovery may change that prove what we believed to be corMr. Getaz 's opinion was generally
rect to be an error.
accepted as correct until about 20 years ago, when the
above-mentioned particular qualities of the honey-bees
Bexar Co., Tex.
were discovered.
see that a general

sufficient to decide

—

"
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3.— Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.

No.

H\'

IIH.

Ji.

i;ai,].i:i'.

;

;

;

on examination I found but very little
each hive, and both queens superannuated and
worthless, and colonies very much reduced in numbers, etc.
Now, those (lueens I have not the least doubt were degenerates reared on the nucleus plan, for lots of the queens
we get die the first winter, and nearly all of the balance die
the following season. The Italian breeders have "caught
on " to our methods of rearing degenerates.
Mr. Adam Grimm personally went to Italy and selected
his own queens from colonies that had cast natural swarms
that same season. Consequently he got all young, vigorous, prolific, and long-lived queens.
He was well informed
how to keep his stock up to the standard. When he shook
hands with me and bade me good-bye at the Cincinnati convention, he said, "Gallup, I will send you a queen next
summer that is a. queen." The following June I received
the promised queen. She lived to be six years old, and kept
up her prolificness without one particle of diminution until
the sixth season. She was one of the very best queens I
ever received from anyone. I reared my Iowa stock from
her.
The queen whose bees produced upwards of 700 pounds
of surplus honey in one season was the mother of that
brood

;

in

;

colony.
into the hive on May 10, and never
any help from other colonies except filling out the
balance of the hive (as soon as the bees commenced building drone-comb) with empty ready-made worker-combs.
The hive contained 48 Gallup frames, all on the ground
floor.
That queen and progenitors had never been degenerated, consequently her workers were long-lived, and they
did work, too. But according to Dr. Miller and Mr. Dadant
they ought to have worked their lives out in short order.
Work does not make short-lived bees by any means; it is
the long-lived bees that do the most work, every time.

The swarm was put

received

I now have one of those degenerates of last season's
rearing, at least I ordered her untested, and I do not dispute
it, for her workers are so short-lived that the colony can not
get on at all, and the queen is now failing. The bees are
dying off with old age so rapidly that the ground is continually specked with dead bees, so that I sweep them up
every day, and there are from SO to 100 dead bees pushed
out of the hive in front of the bottom-board early every

morning.

your spring dwindling, only here it is sumThere is no disease about it. It is simply
degeneracy of the worst kind for breeding for fancy color,
It is

mer dwindling.

as the bees are beauties.

—

prefer bees for profit, not fancy.
Now, you fellows that wish for a strain of bees that do
not swarm, and wishing for some one to breed out the
swarming habit, just send to that breeder for your queens.
He will certainly satisfy you. But your non-swarmers will
produce rio profit. It makes no difference if their tongues
are six inches, or even a foot long, if they have not the
strength, longevity or vitality to handle that long tongue
where is the benefit coming in ? I have not the least doubt
but the longevity of that class of bees is only about 30 days,
and the longevity of the Grimm queen's workers were at
least 90 days in the height of the working season. I have
had them at least a portion of them live from the first of
May until the first of September, and they did not sit
around doing nothing, either.

—

Some

the orange-blossom
here in the valley.

How

entirely,

which

in

quite an

item

To illustrate
I obtained a small, Htarved-out black
colony last fall, but they had a natural queen, and they filled
the hive and two supers with combs, honey, etc., and are
now a rousing colony with lots of bees from bottom to top,
and 1.5 Langstroth frames \vell tilled with brood.
Now, here is another fellow who jumps up and says,
" Didn't I tell you so ' The blacks are the best bees for
me." Don't you know that one swallow does not make a
spring ? I have seen him try to do it in Canada, but he
froze to death in the attempt.
We have had three days of cool, dry northwest wind
which stopped the honey-yield, and those blacks have to
fall back on the stores, and so do the Italians from my purchased queens. I have two queens of my own rearing that
have been in their hives long enough to have their workers
old enough to work outside, and llicy keep right on working,
and are storing more than they consume. It is just fun to
see them work late and early, while the others are sitting
around doing comparatively nothing. This black queen
was reared at natural-swarming time.
My purchased
queens are all degenerates, even a long-tongued one purchased this spring has, by coaxing, filled just two combs
with eggs in the same time that my own queens have filled
nine each.
I am not satisfied that I can rear the best of queens
from these degenerates, either in the first or second generaNow rear your black and Italian queens under the
tion.
same conditions and then you will be a better jury-man to
decide the case.
I have seen seasons when the blacks would starve to
death and the Italians would make a living and store some
surplus.
Degenerate your blacks in the same manner that
the Italians have been, and see where you come out.
:

Dcffencralioii is, fjrowiii^f worse, or a losiiifj of j^uod
qualities; a decline from the virtue and worth of ancestors a decay of the natural f^ood (jualities of the species a
fallinj;- from a more excellent state to one of less worth.
The thing- dej^enerated.
Now, I am poinff to call those queens that breeders arc
sending- out, " begenerates." For the majority of them
have degenerated to a remarkably low state of worthlessness so worthless that they will ruin any good colony that
they are introduced to.
Now, the question is, What are we going- to do to renew
our stock again? "Why," one says, " send to Italy and
get fresh stock again." Well, let us see how that works.
A number of years ago A. I. Koot ordered and received
some SO qufens in the fall. The following spring he offered
them for sale. I ordered two, received tliem some time in
May, introduced them to strong colonies successfully, and
about the middle of June I thought I would rear some

queens from them
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I

—

of the bee-keepers here are in

the habit of

re-

queening with untested cheap queens from the South every
spring. I am aware that many of those cheap degenerates
start out quite well the first season, but if they do not die the
first winter they dwindle so low in numbers that we lose

Orange

Co., Calif.

(Contmued next week.)

The " Singing "
BY
"

or " Piping " of Queens.

G. M.

DdOLITTLK.

have something strange to tell you. I have soiiiething in the
way of queens which I never heard of before, although I have devoured everything I could tind on bees for several years. I have an
Italian queen that sings like a hen.
8he sings when moving among
the bees as well as when still, and so loudly that she can be heard live
The day before I heard this
feet away when the hive is closed.
strange noise I cut out all the (lueen-cells, but could not find the
queen. The next day I resumed the search for her, and very soon,
upon opening the hive, I found her singing as happy as a lark. It
was not a piping noise, but a regular singing, something like a laying
hen; and. besides, it was an old queen; and, as I read, it is only
young or virgin queens which pipe. What do you think is the cause
of

it

I

V

I

am

inclined to believe

tliat it

was what

is

called the

"piping of the queen" which our correspondent heard,
and nothing else, notwithstanding that he says, " It was
not a piping noise " which he heard. I believe it amistaken idea which many adhere to, that virgin queens are
the only queens that pipe for I have heard queens two and
three years old pipe many times, although the noise made
by them is not quite so sharp, or so shortly cut up as that
of the virgin queen, where there are rivals in the several
queen-cells still remaining in the hive. There seems to be
more intense hatred toward rivals on the part of a virgin
queen than with laying queens, but, when thwarted in her
purpose, a laying queen will resent it as well as a newl3'hatched virgin.
I think I am justified in saying that there are few
queen-breeders who have not heard laying queens pipe, or
call to each other, where a number of cages containing
queens ready for shipment were placed near together and
left thus for a short time, although I have never heard any
breeder say so, or talked with one regarding this matter.
;

And I-doubt not but that very many who are not queenbreeders, who have ordered several queens so that they
have received them at the same time, and have left them
near each other preparatory to introducing them to different colonies, have heard this piping or singing noise produced by said queens while in tlie confinement of their
cages. I have heard it hundreds of times with laying queens
when preparing them for shipment, and many times from
the cages of those I have received. Our postmaster often
remarks about how the queens I put in the office " sing,
and, only a few days ago he said in handing me some which
had come in the mail, " This is a singing lot. They have
kept it up ever since I opened the mail-bag thej' came in."
Anything which enrages queens and causes them to
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cease laying' will sometimes cause them to go to piping
and the cutting- of the queen-cells from the hive, as did our
correspondent, at a time when the queen had a great desire
to swarm, will cause this result.
Years ago, when I was
told that the cutting off of the queen-cells would stop the
issuing of prime swarms, I often had instances of "singing
queens," and in every case where the old queen was incensed enough (over herself, and the colony not being able
to carry out their purpose of perfecting queen-cells) to go to
piping, the result would be the issuing of a swarm, sooner
or later, without the construction or completion of queencells, providing the weather continued favorable for swarms.
Another thing I found was that any queen which was
enough enraged so that she began piping, would not lay
any eggs while this piping continued, or during the time
of her enragement, which was shown by her continued
piping or singing.
Again, I have had queens which would begin to sing
or pipe as soon as put on the combs, in any effort to introduce them to a strange colony, and as soon as this was done
the whole colony would be set into a commotion, which resulted in the bees balling this queen almost immediately on
her piping, while she had walked about unmolested until
she began to sing. And after releasing her from the ball
of bees with smoke, and putting her into a cage, the bees
would give the cage very little notice until the queen again
began to make angry demonstrations through her piping,
when a rush for the cage would be made, so that, where the
cage had been left on top of the frames, a cluster of angry
bees would form over it three or four inches deep.
Of all the hard queens to introduce it is one of these
which persist in going to piping as soon as they come in
contact with strange bees. In one instance I was three
weeks in trying to introduce such a queen, which came
from the State of Kentucky, and, after the bees had apparently accepted her, she began to pipe on my opening the
hive, and was stung and killed right before my eyes, before
I could release her from the ball of enraged bees, which
were treating her kindly when I first opened the hive, and
before she began to sing. In looking her over after she
was dead, I could not help remarking to myself, " You sung
just one too many times for your good, old lady."
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
;
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A white man would hardly want
wonder whether there is really any difference in
the races of men, as to their susceptibility to poison, or
whether a pack of white outcasts and tramps would hold

poisoned by strychnine.
to try

I

it.

their

own with

Page

324.

the fattest

— or

say the leanest

— of

them.

EXPERIMENTS IN RENDERING WAX.

When we have

a man with money to scatter around,
a la C. Davenport, page 327, let's pick up what we can of it.
Old style of rendering wax had the floor voted not good
enough. New Ferris press obtained voted in need of improvement. Massive improved Ferris built voted not good

—

—
—

sold cheap.
A wholly-under-boiling-water
press built at a cost of $29 voted to sell it for S7.00 sorry
afterward he didn't keep it. Root-German steam press also
voted not good enough. Three or four machines built, at
odd times, and for good measure voted not good enough.
Lastly (in this world there must always come a lastly) came
a two-stand, two-man, long lever, screw press and boiler
and left the wax in, even when the amount of power applied
smashed the big screw. Bare hand could squeeze some wax
out of the warm refuse even then. Conclusion
Repeated
moderate pressure between stirrings better than immense
pressure once for all. The perfect method seems not to be
here yet.
THE TRUST AND INDIVIDU.AL LIBERTY.

enough, and

—

—

—

—

:

We

trifle ashamed for the witlessness
of our fellow craftsmen think they can have the
consolidated power of a trust and individual liberty, too
ride without getting on. Page 327.

of

would fain be a

—

some

'

SECOND-HAND OIL-CANS FOR HOLDING HONEY.
Thunder wanted
Sad that thunder, even when the
!

weather furnishes it most plentifully, can't be used secondhand. Oil-cans can. The genuine thunder not being in
stock, give 'em the best fraudulent thunder in the ofRce,
Mr. York. Page 339.

THE BEST RACE OR STRAIN OF

BEES.

There are so many things which affect the apparent
value of a colony of bees, and make it seem better than its
neighbor when it is not, that I would not set a beginner at
extinguishing one strain and booming another. Should he
flip a coin to decide which one to boom he would hit right
just about as often. Tough problem for old heads and they
can't solve it without more than one vear to do it in. Page
;

^ The Afterthought. ^

4

339.

HONEY

IN

CUBA AND JAMAICA.

Pounds
The' Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

CYPRIANS AND FUNICS.
didn't use

those "unreliable glasses" once in
wouldn't be living up to contract. And when I
illustratively kick the emptiness of a hive of Cyprians, and
they comeout at me, am I not getting my full dues ? [B. E.]
Goodnough for me
So Cyprians still have some keepers
and champions, it seems, and are not universally abandoned. Here's a kick for the Punic hive let us see if they
come out. Cheap way of getting information. Page 316.
If

I

awhile

I

!

358.

of

it

of honey per square mile
Cuba, 113 Jamaica,
I think this is because Cuba just now is a great part
unoccupied with bees. Never fully occupied, and the
;

:

war destroyed nearly all. Page 340.
HUNGER, NOT HUNGRY, SWARMS.
On page 346 I am made to designate the little swarms
which come out in early spring — come out because their
honey is gone, or nearly so — as " hungry swarms." Doubtbut the term as I have seen it used is
less they are hungry
"hunger swarm;" and hungry in that connection is the
;

opposite of an improvement.

;

SUNFLOWERS AND ARTICHOKES.
Atchinson Co., Kans., they combine against sunflowers as dangerous weeds, and " labor " with a neighbor
if he inclines to plant a few.
Oueer. Mr. Wiltz's way of
checking the spread of an artichoke patch by clipping'the
tops below the bloom, is of interest and value. Page 317.
So

in

Questions and Answers.
CONDUCTED BY
JMarengro,

MILLER,

\

THAT DENVER DINNER— OTHER COMMENTS.
The hungry bee-men can have a dinner by going to
Denver after it. The idea
The bottom lines of my column, on page 361, are criti-

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Jouraal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.)

cised from a literary point of view. Ashamed of them.
Dr. Miller's reversible bottom-board seems to be the
bottom-board now he has got it so it does not reverse.

Runnlns for Comb and Extracted Honey.

1

—

Page

325.

So

alfalfa

honey

decided flavor.

Chantry.

Page

splendid to dilute all honeys of too
Evidently correct, and a valuable idea, Mr.
is

328.

GIANT CACTUS FRUIT AND THE INDIAN.

And the fruit of the giant cactus, agreeable to the
palate, but too poisonous for white men to eat, is eaten by
the Indian. Our friend " Eo " also eats freely of wolf-meat

DK.

O. O.

III.

I have a question to ask you in regard to a plan I have
for running my apiary for comb and extracted honey, and
at the same time wish to keep down swarming.
I put on top of the queen-excluder all frames of brood,
leaving the queen below on empty frames. Our main white
honey is from alsike clover and basswood, which I would
like to get in the sections.
If I raise the upper hive and place a super of sections
on the excluder during the white honey-flow, removing the

July

saTiie

3,
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when

the close, allowing the bees to finish

neaririff

up the season in an extractinj,'' super, would it be likely to
Nkw Yokk.
work satisfactorily 7 If not, why not
plan
Answkk. — I should expect the
to work satisfactorily if there was a sullicient harvest to fill both the ex'!

.

:.,..

1.

.

1

.1

v,..»

•.:

.1

-.c

:

i

,„^Yi

some rep
on empty frames
Keeping Ants and Moths Out

Superseding ttueens.

keep moths and ants out of my hives ?
them out after they g^et in ? If so, how ?
3. What makes the bees come out and seem to lly in
front of the hive as if they wanted to go in ?
4. If a queen is superseded is it advisable to requeen, or
will the bees rear one?
1.

How

2.

Can

3.

How

can

I

I

get

can

I tell

when she

is

superseded?

Main'K.

—

ANvSvvers. 1. A moth can go wherever a bee can, so
there is no possible way to shut the moths out without sliutting the bees out. But you may depend upon the bees to
keep them out. With a strong colony of Italians you need
not give the least thought to moths even a weak colony of
Italians will not be troubled much. A strong colony of
blacks will take pretty good care of itself; but a weak colony of blacks is in much danger. Better have Italians, and
keep them strong.
2. Take a sharp-pointed nail and pick open one end of
the gallery of the worm, then start at the other end of its
;

burrow and chase
patch

it

along

till it

comes

out,

and then

dis-

it.

They

are trying to fix in their little heads the location and surroundings, so that when they come home in a
hurry from the field with a load they need not spend any
time in hunting for their home, but make for it in a beeline.
It is only the younger bees that you will find thus
"marking their location."
4. If the bees supersede their queen the only thing for
you to do is to let them alone. A young queen is always
reared before the superseding.
5. Clip 3'our queens' wings; then if you find a queen
3.

with whole wings you will know she has been superseded.
It will pay you to study well your text-book.

Why

Don't They

Swarm?— Swarms

Leaving After Being

Hived.
1. I have a strong colony of bees which I have been expecting to swarm. To-day (June 8) I examined the hive
and find no queen-cells, but worker-larva; and drone-cells.
Thej- are storing honey in brood-frames and supers. What
is the reason they do not swarm ?
2. What is the reason for a swarm leaving a hive after
being successfully hived ?
South D,\kota.

—

Answers. 1. Sometimes tees appear to get so much
interested in a strong flow of nectar that they can not spare
time for such matters as swarming. Sometimes certain
strains of bees are so little given to swarming that if they
have plenty of room, are well ventilated and well shaded,
they will seldom swarm, whatever the conditions may be.
If you have such bees, be thankful.
2. The chances are that they are too warm.
See that
there is abundant ventilation, perhaps leaving the cover
partly off for a day or two and having the hive raised on
blocks, and providing good shade. Some take the swarm
into a cellar for a day to let it cool off.
Prevention of Swarming More than Once.
1. What are the best methods of swarming after increasing once ?
2. What is the best method of artificial increase by
dividing ?
3. Can swarming be prevented by the use of queenWashington.
traps ?
Answers. 1. When the prime swarm issues hive it and
put it on the old stand, putting the old colony close as possible beside it.
A week later remove the old colony to a

—

new location at least six feet away. That will weaken it
down at about the time the young queens will be emerging,
and that weakening, together with the fact that no honey
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becoming in (because the field-bees have all joined the
swarm) will so discourage the old colony that there will be
small chance for further swarming.
2. That depends upon circumstances, and it would take
too much room to give all the plans here. In late numbers
of tliis journal you will find the question answered more
than once, and it may be repeated here that perhaps for
most persons the nucleus plan will prove as good as any.
When you have succeeded in getting' a young queen to laywill

ing in a nucleus, gradually add brood to build it up, unless
so that it will build up
it be early enough in the season
without any help.
3. No.
The (jueen can not leave, but the swarm will
issue all the same, generally returning, and after a week or
ten days a young queen will emerge and the old one will
be killed. Then, theoretically, after several days more, all
the young queens but one having been killed, the trap
should be removed to allow the young queen to make her
bridal trip, and all would be serene and lovely. Practically,
It will do no harm for you to try it in a few
it is a failure.
cases and see how it works with you.

Bees Killing Each Other Off.
bees and they seem to be killing
There are hundreds of dead and dying bees
outside of each hive. At first I thought they were robbing
each other, but that does not seem to be the case. It looks
to me as if they were killing off the young bees, both drones
and workers. What is the reason ? and what can I do about
I thought perhaps
I think they have plenty of honey.
it ?
they wanted to swarm, but the weather was not favorable.
I have
each other

3 colonies of
off.

Washington.
Answer. — If they are not robbing or starving. I don't
know what the trouble can be, unless they are poisoned. It>
the latter case, the probability

Kankakee

Co.,

111.,

is

that you can do nothing.

as a

Honey Locality.

I am a beginner in the bee-business, and have 54 colonies—quite a beginning. Two things I did right, I am sure,
fori bought the " A B C of Bee-Culture " and subscribed
for the American Bee Journal. My bees are nearly all pure
I am thinking of putting in all my time caring
Italians.
for the bees, and would like to increase my apiarj' to 200
colonies, or more, if I find it can be made to pay. May I
ask you a question or two ?
1. Is this county (Kankakee) a good honey-producing

territory ?
2. In what section of Illinois
per colony, obtained ?

is

the largest honey-yield,
Illinois.

Answers. — 1 and

2. I am sorry to be obliged to say I
the right answer to either question. If any
one has the information I will gladly yield the floor. Some
one in that region who has had experience, or who has had
opportunity for observation for a series of years, may be
ready to report as to the character of that county but I am
not very hopeful as to obtaining a reliable answer to the
second question.

don't

know

;

.*-•-»

Starting with Bees in Mississippi.

have been keeping bees for something less than a
and as my limited experience, supplemented by such
scraps of arbitrary information as I am enabled to gather
from the natives here, is somewhat at variance with statements made in the papers, and other advanced sources, I
beg permission to state my case so far, and ask to make
such comments as you see fit. that I may know where to
look for improvement.
In this section " patent gums " (as hives are called) were
unknown until I came, and I was assured that bees never
would work in them. But wild bees are very abundant here,
and when any one wants honey (which is when they develop
sufficient interest in life to want anything), they simply go
a little way from their homes in the woods and cut a beeI

year,

tree.

Well, I bought 5 colonies of bees last December from up
the road, and when they reached me all the combs were
broken out of the frames and lay in a mass of honey, bees,
I was
too busy at the time to
etc., on the bottom-boards.
give them any attention further than to place them on
stands and let them alone. During March they all swarmed
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and I now have 15 colonies. I have since transferred
them to new hives. Only one of the parent colonies gave
any surplus, and the other 4 seem to be dwindling away,

twice,

though they have a

Now

little

hatching brood.

The first were large prime
swarms, and the second about a quart of bees each. Their
history is about the same, so I will describe but one. I
hived it about March IS on inch starters April 1 I gave it
a super, which was promptly filled. April 15 I gave another
with ditto results April 25 I gave a third, and some filled
this, but when I gave the fourth all work in the entire apiary suddenly ceased, and only a few burr-combs were made
in the sections. The old colonies also did nothing at all. I
might mention that the weather has been very dry.
1. Now. is the honey-How over ?
2. Will any more honey 'be gathered in the fall?
The
natives assured me that bees never build comb here after
swarms

for the

ble that generally there is little pasturage for the bees except very early. Make observations for yourself, however.
You may rely upon it that bees will build comb at any time
they need it.
^ • »

:

;

;

May

Jul}' 3, 1902.

15.

Mississippi.

Answers. — l. I don't know. I never can tell for sure
when the honey-flow is over for my own bees. Sometimes
the flow will stop for two or three days, and then start up
again from the same flowers.
2. That depends upon the flora in your neighborhood,

On general principles I should make
a guess that there vpill not be an entire dearth of pasturage
from May till winter. However, some dependence should
be placed upon the word of the natives, especially if the
natives are experienced and observing, and it is just possiand upon the season.

6

Requeening at Swarmlng-Time.
Suppose you have inferior queens in a few colonies,
and you want to replace them at the time of swarming by
using the swarms of your best colonies that is, without
going to the expense of buying queens, neither increasing
the number of your colonies. How would you proceed ?
;

C.^-NADA.

Answer. — Here's one way
When one of your best
colonies swarms, hive the swarm on the old stand, and
brush into the swarm all the bees from the brood-combs.
Set this hiveful of combs on or under a hive containing a
poor queen, destroying the poor queen. A young queen
:

from one of the queen-cells of good stock.
swarm when the first queen emerges from
her cell, returning the swarm in the evening of the same
day on which it issues. Or, seven or eight days after the
issuing of the prime swarm, listen in the evening for the
piping of the )'oung queen, and if you hear her, destroy all
remaining queen-cells in the morning. Or, cut out all but
one queen-cell before it is time for the first young queen to
emerge. Of course, you can divide up the brood and cells,
and treat more than one of the colonies having poor queens,
if you so desire.
will be reared
Look out for a

July

3,
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searching for insects, and in doinp so
have to tfrasp branches and spurs all
through the trees. I have seen them
search even the blossoms.
I am a
bee-keeper and quite an entensive fruit-grower
I
have looked
into the matter quite a little, and I am
very sure the bees have nothing to do
with blight.
I am sure the bees are of great value
as pollenizcrs, and it is an awful mistake to spray during blooming time;
it is sure to kill the pollen as well as
"
the " goose that lays the golden egg

— the bees.

B. P. Chifkchili..

Kennebec

Co.,

Bee-Heepers-Attention
—

Please mention

LEWIS

Famous
!;

ready to blossom. The bees are not
to speak of.
Ira D. Hyde.
Washtenaw Co., Mich., June 15.

1

MUTH'S
STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS.
As
money can
above

line as
buy.
6 forS4.00.
Selected tested, best

Send

FOR SALE
YoKK

Supers, Z i n cHo [lev-Boards,

KARL KEIM,

Buffalo, N. Y.
flease mention Bee journal -when -writme.

$

St.,

5T0 START YOU

BUSINESS

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicaito. Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal when wntinE

witli

Electricity.

To

fasten foundation I place a Hoffman frame, inverted, in the jaws of a
vise and string the four wires tight. I
next lay in a sheet of wax and insert

the wedge.
I

have two

six dry

flexible wires attached to
batteries, such as are used for

ringing door-bells and telephones connected in series, that is, the wire from
a zinc pole leads to the carbon of the
next. I make a hook on the end of one
of the battery wires to hang the wire
ouHn the frame. With one hand apply
the other battery wire to the other end
of the frame, and heat one cross wire
at a time, using the free hand to press
the wax against the wire which is
warmed.
F. H. Drake.
Worcester Co., Mass., June 12.
.

Sulphur fop Bee-Papalysis.
tell " Ohio " (page 378) that
have bee-paralysis, and that
sulphur will cure it. I have had it in
my apiary for three years. I have tried
salt but it did not do any good, and in
rainy weather it makes the hives too
damp.
This spring I tried sulphur it cures
every time. I take a ilour-dredger and
dust it over the combs. You will see
I

wish to

his bees

;

first-class modern
in dining-cars at

equipment.
reasonable
Going and returning via New
price.
York, if desired. Write John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars.
24 — 26A2t

Meals

4>Vi/xi/\i/\iAl>\i/\t/\i/\i/\l/\i/\l/U/\i/it/\lAi>\i/\

=BEST=

were

Wiping Comb Foundation

CINCINNATI, OMIO.

One fare for the round-trip via Nickel
Plate road to Providence, K.I., and return, July 7, 8 and 9; final limit returning Aug. ISth.
Three trains daily,
vrith

IN

«ill pn-st'nt yell with the tirst S^i vim
take in to tit Jilt you in a KiHid piiyilifr litisiluss. SiiHl III cents for full line of samples
liiri'tii'iiH
ami
how to beirin.
\\'t.'

Sts.,

"writinft

Cheap Rates to New England
via New York City.

Lan^stroth
Winter Hives,

arrived.

;

Bee Journal when

100

14't

;

$1.50.

Front and Walnut
Please mention

I

from Tuesday morning
(May 20) until Friday noon getting
here. The weather was very hot.
White clover is quite thick here it
has been coming into bloom quite fast
the past week.
E. M. Hayes.
V,'ood Co., Wis., June 13.

by return mail, 75c each

Kither of the

money can buy.

the FINEST DOVETAIIv HIVKS AND SUPPLIES.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Full Li.nk of
for Catalog.

24A4t

We

I

trial.)

Bee-Escapes and Feeders.

miles or so, over all kinds of roads. We
repaired bridges, forded streams, went
through mud and chuck holes up to the
axles.
We did not break a comb, but
the bees suffered a good deal, and there
were a great many dead ones when we

Queens!

3-15AXDliD LOX( ;.TONG liS are wonderful
One customer bought 10 dozen. Just think of it (He bought

swarming any

Moved Bees on Wagons.
have moved the greater part of my
bees from Columbia County to Wood
County, and will be here the most of
the time. I moved them on vragons 75

Italian

STKAIN OF

honey-gatherers.
a few last season as a

washes the nectar all ofl' of the flowers.
There is an abundance of white and
alsike clover, and basswood is budded

CO.! Watertown,Wis.

G-. B.
Bee Journal -when writing.

Bl!CKK\

This is a very poor season for the
busy bee to gather honey from every
opening tlower, as it rains or pours
almost every day or night, so that it

!

not put your money into New Paneled iiee-Hlves, but buy a plain, serviceable ami well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, n-adv for Prompt Shipment.

Do

Maine.

Too Much Rain.
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uimM Honey For sale i
ALL

IN

60-POUND

^

TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J/<C

HoneyJ/c ^

This

is

White

tbe famous

This

Extracted

known

Hoaey g-athered in
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

the rich,

nectar-

laden basswoodblossoms. It has a
stronger 13avor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by th ose who
like a distinct flavor
in their honej.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

is the welllight-colored

honej gathered from

Basswood Honey:

by mail, 10 cents,

to pay for package and postfreight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7j4 cents per pound-;
Basswood Honey, }i cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' HonCy.

age.

sample of

By

either,

—

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, jtist order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earti some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.
rr:

We

when WTiting
Please Mention the Bee Jaurnal Advertisers *..

^^

&

^\
^'
^,
^fc;
^',
^fc;

^'
^^
^,
^^
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an improvement in less than two
weeks, and it is seldom that I have to
give more than one dose. If it makes
its appearance again give them another
dose. The sulphur has the merit of
being harmless.
When they go into winter quarters

BEES AND QUEENS
We
honey

of

Minnesota — cold and rainy.
frozen, and the

season
Untested yueen
$ .60
80
Tested Queen
1.00
1 Select Tested Queen
1 Breeding Queen
1.50
1-Comb Nucleu?, no queen 1.00
1

1

bees did not gather pollen for a long
time after leaving the cellar. It is
15,

Hardest Spring on Bees.
This has been the hardest spring on
bees since I have been in the business.
I lost 20 colonies
almost all dwindled.
The spring was cold and windy.
I have not had a swarm this spring.
Quite a number of colonies are weak.
The weather has been so cold that
they don't build up fast.
G. W. Bbll.

—

Clearfield Co., Pa.,

June

12.

Bees Starving.
Bees are doing poorly on account of
the wet weather. There is no white
clover yet, and they need to be looked
after or they may starve. They are
killing the drones, and that is a sure
sign of starvation.
L. HiGHBARGER.

Ogle Co.,

.

and cold and no swarms.

commenced swarming June 4 last
Mrs. E. B. Hawkins.
Wabasha Co., Minn., June 15.

Thej'
year.

111.,

May 12.

California Crop Over-Estimated.

The honey season has been grossly
over-estimated in Southern California.
I do not think it will average one-fifth
of a crop, and in some localities that
are considered among the best in favorable seasons will produce none at all.
The weather was so unfavorable during orange-bloom that little surplus
was stored, and then there was an excessive amount of swarming in both
comb and extracting apiaries.
L. L. Andrews.
Riverside Co., Calif., June 6.
California— " Boom, or Busted."

As I promised a report of my last
year's honey crop I will turn it in now.
It is rather late, so I don't think it will
do any one any good, neither will it do
harm.
I think we can as individuals come
nearer an estimate of a crop, after it is
harvested, rather than before. Apropos
Prof. A. J. Cook's California crop report, on page 347.
Xow, every one who knows Prof.
Cook, either personally or through his
writings, knows what a great, big
heart he has, and that it is exactly in
the right place, and if he makes any
mistakes they are of the head and not

of the heart.
From all that I can gather the honey
crop of Southern California will be
very, very short. I have reports from

San Diego County, Los Angeles, San
Bernardino, and I am situated in about
the center of Riverside County. All
reports are for a total failure, or very
light crop in my own vicinity. Bees

and

gathering

faction.
PRICES:
C
for the remainder of this

The maple buds were

now June

-

longevity. We feel confident of giving satis-

with that disease they are reduced very
weak in the spring, and if they build
up they do not seem tohaveanj- energy.
What a bad spring for bees in this
part

have a strain of

bees bred specially for

J. L.
204 East
25A3t

Logan

.

.

STRONG,
St.,

Clarinda, Iowa.

Please metition the Bee Journal.

Julys, 1902

Jiilv 3,
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that purpose you don't need anything

for

QUEENS—Try

Those supers ought to have
newspaper birtwecn each one, anyhow, no inatler where they are; and a
cover above and below each pile will
keep the mice out.
Mr. S. lUit you want a place to store
empty combs.
Mr. T. -I would have the combhoney room a little larger than sutlices
for the comb honey, and store them in
there. Tlic point is, not to have any
part of the house too good for what
Mr. T.

a

better.

Mr.

429

— The

S.

paper-house
won't last any

idea of a

any purpose!

It

time.

Mr. T. — At the other places I have an
8x« paper shanty, tarred paper without

and resin-sized within (both outside of
the frame-work), with a lath roof to
hold the jiaper up, but no laths in the
walls, nothing^ but the paper and the
1.^
frame-work, and it has stood
months, and seems almost as pood as
ever.
It seems likely to last two or
three years without renewal and then
I would simply add another layer of
tarred paper and let it stand another
two or tlirce years. The frame-work is
permanent, and the cost of the paper
is so trilling it hardly matters. I much
prefer that kind of a makeshift to a
canvas tent over a frame-work. I have
had two tents t%vo years, and they are

You

part holds.

NUMltKK

full of holes.

—

Mr. S. But don't you punch holes
in the paper every little while ?
Mr. T.— Not a hole. Why should I ?
A tramp punched a hole in it once to
steal some food, and some kind of a
bird pecked two holes in the roof. I
just put new panels of paper over
those places.
Mr. S. But it can't last; now, you
can't convince me of that it is unrea-

—

;

sonable.
Mr. T.

Paper

lumber, two inches wide, about a foot
apart, between each pair of tvvo-byfours, make it last long enough to suit
me. Confess you are just theorizing.
You may think me a crank, but from
my actual experience with paper I
wouldn't have any other sort of a building for this purpose, unless it were a
fire-proof one.
It is a real moneysaver. Just think of the amount of
room most of it, in fact that is taken
up for storage of empty receptacles of
all sorts in a honey-house, for which
matched flooring and walls, and a
shingled roof, and carpenter's work
generall}', are
v?holly unnecessary.
Mr. Jones, you know, has built a $300
honey-house.
No doubt it is a good
one but that money is locked up for

—

good and all. With 5^50 of that I could
have built a house, and had money
enough left for repairs on it, that
would, with the occasional repairs, last
me as long as I live, and then I would
have had the other $250 to use in other
practical and remunerative vrays, or to
buy books with. I tell you, this makeshift question has two sides to it.
If
all makeshifts are not good, some are,
and it is worth while to consider what
they are. Many things are to be considered in answering the question of
what pays. When everything is taken
into consideration, any old shanty pays
Mr. Coggshall better as an extractingroom than to spend money on a special
apartment. Now, I think my paper
shanties are still better than his board
ones, for they cost less, and are bee-

1.00

5.00

10.00

$.75

!4 rx)
5.00

$7 00

QOLOEN QUEENS

don't put on a collar

1.00

Select tested, $2.00.

Sweet Clover as a Fertilizer.
Prof. C. E. Thome, Director

10.00

Breeders, $£.00 each.

',

D. J.
27Alf

The appearance of sweet clover is a
signal that the soil is out of condition.
Its mission seems to be to occupy the
waste-places and neglected spots of the
earth, and to prepare them for the
growth of other plants.

BOYS

netiS.

California

XI

jou care

know

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writine.

Paper—
Pacific Rural Press,

Meeting B. Y. P.

U., Providence, R. I.
Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets July 7, K and 9 at one fare for the
round-trip, with stop-over at Niag-ara
Falls and Chautauqua Lake if desired
also via New Y'ork City if preferred.

The

and Agricultnral
Published weekly,

The leading

Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Suoplies!

13Atf

of its

orala^s Favorite

The

III.

Journal.

Bees For Sale.

I
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
Resources, send for a sample copy of Call*

or

City,

liee

75 colonies iu Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

CO..Ctilcago.Ul.

to

Please metjlion the

1902— Bee-Keepers'

WE WANT WORKERS

ijRAPER PUBLISHING

BLOCKER, Pearl

We can farnlBh you with The A. I. Boot Co'b
goods at wholcBuIe or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKhi, and sblp prumptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Hend for our lyo:; cataloKM. H. HUNT & 80N. Boll Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

Boytt, Girls, old and youn;^ alike,
make money wtirkinf^ for us.
We fumbh capital tootarlyng id buslHead as 10c etampa or silver for full inxtructionB and a line of

sampleBtoworkwith.

$2.25

each; 3-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen,
$3.00 each;
for $2.75 each.

of the

Ohio Experiment Station, says:

Sam*

pie

copy

330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Market Street.

free.

;

For sleeping--car accommodations,

-

Queens

Adams

at City Ticket Office, 111

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—

;

\2
» 7.00

2frame Nucleus with Untes'ed Queen,

I

— Two small studdings of inch

Q
H.OO

1

$.75

Untested
Tested

;

now

IJI'EKNS

Ol-

HONEY QUIENS

Untested
Tested

milk your cow.

to

Our Stock.

I>AVIiNrOKI, I'lWA. I)CC. ^,1. I'MI.
Your '{UcciiH are fully up lo standar,]. The
honey quL*,*ri that you Hent my brother takea
the lead. She bad a rouHintf coloiiy whea put
up for winter. The ifoldenH can be bandied
without smoUv or rell.
Very truly yours,
Joil.v Thokmin*;.
Months
July and Auifust.

address

John

Y.

St.,

or

Calahan.

General
23 — 26A2t

Agent, Chicago.

Im Ready to Supply

call

Return Mail

oy

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians

cents 6 for S4.00.
""hich left all records behind in honeygathering. Untested, SI. 00 6 for S5.00.
—They are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than an others. Untested, SI. 00.
7vS

;

J CXr^^Tt^r Citti^e^nC
V^UCCIIS,

r>

rVCtl

WlUVer

n <««^ /~vl n*^
V-'drniUianS
r'

ty

•

;

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES,

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2i46°2i48 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Our

specialty is

A. Muth.

M anufacturing Company.

Marsblield
Wisconsin

Muth and

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best In the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Compatiy, Marshfleld, Wis.
Please tnention Bee Jotimal -when writine

7A26t

tight besides.

— Do

you mean to say that
build the rest of this it is
going to be of paper, too ?
Mr. T.— Certainly.
When a thing
Mr., S.

when you

has proved good what more do you
?
Of course, there ought to be a
floor in the shop part, and where the
comb honey is stored, to prevent dust.
Mr. S. But dust ought to be kept
out of the supers that are prepared before the season begins.

want

—

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

or 30 cents in trade

This

a good time
your Beeswax. We are paying
28 cents a pound
for best yelis

to send in

—

CASH—

Impure wax not taken

at

any

price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.
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^^REVERSIBLE

July

WALL
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MAP'^

-OF THE-

MD WORLD,

UNITED STATES

WITH SPECIAL INSET MAPS OF

GoDa, rorto Rico, Ilie

Gtiina,

FliiilDDlnes, Hawaii,

and Alaska,

Especially prepared to meet the demand for a first-class map that will g:ive a quick, general idea of locatiOQ of eveuts the world over, and parOUice.
uisetnl in every
ticularly to the United States and our territorial possessions.

0«x46

Home and

Very
SIZE.

IilKJIIES IIX

BEJLXJTIFXJrj 003L.0PIS.

EHLiE^V^ElT
Best and Most Necessary

No Home

Map

or Business House
should he without it.

Ever Issued.

The

a; a;

w

Plates

/\

are works of art.
The engravingf is

IVIarginal

^%/ ^%f

Index

plain, bold, and
decisive. Tliecolor

one of the invaluable features.

work

is

gaudy.

It gives an alphabetical list of

is elegantly
contrasted.but not

PerFec-

/ COLORADO.

,

o

Mon and
Artistic
Elegance

"*/

/

1

^!

fsf^

ir

JABKANSASI

f

.™,th

X^

»I^,

r,,

countries, their location on map,
style of government, population,
area, products,
minerals, imports,
exports, etc.

.

a salient feature
of this mapnotap-

proached by any
similar publication.

It

The 1900 Census A:

has been pronounced a ^x, T%. Tx,

Photograph of the World

of the largest

American

J?C

Cities is given.

side shows a errand map of our (jreat country, with counties* railroads, towns, rivers, etc., correctly located. The other side shows
an equally ijood map of the world. Statistics on the population, cities, capitals, rivers, mountains, products, business, etc., a veritable photoWORLD.
of
"the
UNITED STATES
graph
The map is printed on heavy map paper and is mounted on sticks ready to hang. Edges are Ijound with tape.

One

AND

1901 EIHI'IO!^. — Every reader slionid

The plates show all the new railroad lines and extenc-»-i.s«iIt it every day.
county changes, etc. Especial attention is given to th_ .opography of the country all the principal rivers and lakes, mountain ranges
and peaks are plainly indicated. The leading cities and towns are shown, special attention being given to those along lines of railroads. The
Canadian section of the map gives the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia, with nearly all of (Quebec and New Brunswick,
the county divisions being clearly marked. The Southern portion of the map includes the Northern States of the Republic of Mexico, and the
sions,

;

Bahama

Islands.

On

liie

reverse side

is

the

I.,ll>rary

Map ot

llie

World.

The

largest

and most accurate map on Mereator's Projection

The ocean currents are clearly shown and
political divisions are correctly defined and beautifully outlined in colors.
marginal inde.x of letters and figures enables one easily to
lines with distances between important ]iorts are given.
A series of short articles in alphabetical order is printed around the border of this map in large, clear type,
locate every country in the world.
containing valuable information concerning agricultural, mining, and manufacturing statistics, also the value of imi>orts and exports in dollars.
and chief executive of every country in the world is given up to date, also the names of the capitals
government,
form
of
population,
The area,
are elegantly engraved and printed in colors. They are placed in convenient positions around the
Inset
and their population.
United States map, and will be invaluable to every person desiring a plain understanding of our possessions. An inset map ot China on the
ever produced.

named.

The

The

World

side of
,;p??~

forward
the

A

Ocean steamship

it

map adds

Maps

to its value.

Two maps

on one sheet, all for only $1.50, sent
for sending us Three New Subscribers at $1.00 each
Address,
Journal for one year.

free as a

American Bee

premium

by mail or prepaid express
;

or for $2.00

GEORGE W. YORK& &
144

we

;

or

will send the

we

will

Map and

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

!
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The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size Oxx',; iiiclu's, H(l p;i(,'cs and cover. Besides a full
report of the procoeUinjjs ol the .^2d convention of the
National IJeeKeepers' Associatioti, held in HiilTalo, N. V.,
Sept. 1(1, 11 and 12, I'lOl, it contains tine halftone portraits
also the
of all the ollicers and directors of the Association
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
lyOl, and the two latest bee-songs
" The Hum of the Hees
in the Apple-Trec llloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but whoshould have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 2.S cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for SI. 10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.

>1 rf< >1< *W. .ote

I

»!<!

*V. *V.

.«$<

•!<

.«!<.

rS/,ft^\t

AND BEESWAX

HONE>y

J

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

;

—

Chicaoo, June

^^\^.uu ...jii.,^,

wax,

Low Round Trip Rates, via
UHion Pacific, from Mis-

j

Tennessee Queens

souri River,

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select loag--toti^ued
(Moore's), and Select, Straight

To Denver, Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo,

QIC nn

Colo., Julv

to
13, inclusive, Aug. 1 to'l4, 23
to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

iJ>lJ.UU

To Denver, Colorado
(Tin

5-band Queens. Bred

1

To
$25,00

Springs,

Salt La'ce City and Ogden,
1 to 14, inclusive.

Utah, Aug.

To Glep" Mod Springs,

Colo.,

July

1 to i3, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

$25,00

To

Salt

experience.

$30,00

QUEENS,
TESTED,

1

inclusive.
30 to 31. in-

to 13,

Aug. 23 to 24,
clusive.

and

cialty.

Send

To

Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

To San Francisco
geles, Calif.,
clusive.

$45,00

To
and

$45,00

Aug.

or Los An2 to

10, in-

Portland, Oreg., Tacoma
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

Discount after July

14A26t

i^rojii

Informal inn ChoerfuIIy
m's/jec/ on ai>plicati<>n to

Fiilt

_Fiir-

SPRING HILL, TENN.

LOiMAX,

G. p.

tracted honey

any

send

$1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook,Clareinont, Cal..
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts tc tbe Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

%Vool iUarkets

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

ILL.

Co.

Albany, N.Y.,May I.— Honey market is dull.
Very little call now for any grade. Well cleaned

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling at l-ict/lSc. Extracted,
b@biic. Beeswax, good demand, 30(5)3tc.

H. R.

Wright.

Dbtroit, Apr. S.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. 1, 13fail4c: dark and amber, ll(§12c.
Extracted, while, 6'46,1c: daik and ainber,
S@6c. Beeswax, 2'Kai30c.
M. H. HoNT & So«.
for

11.— There

comb honey and

is a limited deprices range as fol-

Fancy white, i4c: No. 1, white, 13c; amber, llfSjUc: no buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market

lows:

tracted Honeu!

30('i

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mall it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal tor
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeat
and the ChppiaK Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
Chicago, IlL

INGHAM'S PATENT
24 years the best.
Send for Circular.

Smokers

Fourth of July Excursion
over Nickel Plate Road, at one fare for
the round trip, within a radius of 200
miles from starting point. Tickets on
sale July 3rd and 4th, with return limit
of July 7th. Three daily trains in each
direction between Chicago, Cleveland,
Buifalo, New York, Boston and New
England points. Every facility offered
traveling public.
Individual American Club Meals, ranging in price from 35 cents to SI. 00, and
meals a la carte in dining-cars on
Nickel Plate Road. Write John Y. Calfor comfort of the

ahan. General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, for special rates to eastern
points.

strontj at 27^a30c.

The Fhkd W. Mdth

on extracted remains very inactive. Plenty of
supply with only fair demand.
We quote:
white, S'/iifS'tc; light amber, 5<SlS%c; southern,

A.,

you want the Bee-Book

Am-

E-ood with prices lower.

Beeswax

price.

in barrels, S0(ai55c gallon.

21-26A2t

Please meutloii Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Beeswax

32c pound, according to quality.

firm at from

HlLDRBTH & SBOBLKBN.
Cincinnati, June 7.— There is hardly any
change in tbe honey market. Comb is not moving much, and whatever is left can be bought
at cut rates.
Water -white is selling from
14iii 15c.
Extracted is in fair demand and finds
steady sales, in barrels, 5@5^c; water-white
alfalfa from 6@6J^c; white clover from iiis(a7c.
Beeswax is coming in more freely and sells for
28c.
C. H. W. Weber.

San Francisco, June

11.— White comb, 10@.
amber, 7@i0c; dark, 6@7 cents. ExS@— light amber, 4K@
amber, 4®
Beeswax, good to choice, light.
12 cents;

white,

tracted,

—

—

:

.

dark, 25(ffi2(.c.
There is not much of any description coming
forward at present or being offered for sale. To
purchase freely, better figures than are warranted as quotations would have to be paid. No
evidences are displaj ed, however, of large operators doing any noteworthy competitive bidding so far on this season's'product, although
the crop is not coming up to expectations in
point of quantity.

27(a2'lc;

T. F. BINQHAIH, Farwell, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journa when writing.

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

is

manufacturin(^ purposes, brings from
S'A(m%c: better grades from 7"i>Sc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
ber, for

WANTED

2SAtf

OMAHA, NEB.

27Atf

If

& T.

,;Aiia,.LCu, Jn .'t'-'
in market.

C. C. Clkmons & Co.
March 6.— The market in ex-

Ci.NciNNATi,

1

E. L.

practically

in

Comb and Ex-

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

B

market

No new honey

New York, May

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

/-ow Ratos

Intc^rniediate foi/its.

— The

ij'?;**-.,,,

IS'tur^tc.

mand

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writina

21, inclusive.

C7fJri-esporidjjig-/3'

1st

JOHN M. DAVIS,

14 to 31, inclusive.

$32,00

7 5

$1.50

for circular.

To Gleuwood Springs. Colo.,
June 25 to 30, inclusive, July

$31,00

WARRANTED

cents each;
each.
Discount on large orders.
Contracts with dealers a spe-

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, July

miles

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'

Colo., June 25 to
30, inclusive, July 14 to 31, inclusive.

ipla.UU

^Ji

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within 2% miles;
none impure

and Pueblo.

nn

IM.

over in comb honey until the new crop comeH
forward, si» far none has appeared in thiH city.
A littlp r,i the extracted iH on sale, but it in
chietly of a low grade of amber selling at about
5 cents per pound.
There is a large amount of
the white extracted honey of tbe crop of 1901
still on sale bringing S'^'i/'ic, according to body
and flavor, iieeawax sells upon arrival at 32c.
R. A. BaKNBTT & Cu.

Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state

WEBER,

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W,
Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

iil4(j-214S

21Atf

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Onttr MUnt T
you work for

and easv to make
us. We will start vou in
and furnish the capital. 'Work
and easy. Send lO cents for full
'line of samples and particulars.
If

^iiusiness
|liy:ht

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.
Bee journal "when WTitmg.

Please mention

The

Em erson Binder.

This Emerson sliflf-board Binder with Jcloth
back for the American Bes Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee

—

for one year both for oaty fl.40. It is
a fine thing- to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces*
sary.

Journal

GEORGE W. YORK &

144

&

146 Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEE=KEEPER5,

|

Save Money by Buying

•'

Smokers,
^^^^^^^^^^^

Why

N. Y.

jZ

V

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

g
iZ

and copy of

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c ayear.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill» Editor.)
rF~ W. M. Gerrisu, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Oiderof him and save

Very

BEESWAX wanted

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,
Please mention

A TEAK
$300,000,000.00
of
^-oi-k
\<Mi

lis.

may

Inrl.-

liitv.. ]iii[l

Sam '^

it if

i»

>f

you

I

III.

Bee Journal -when w^ritmt

i
i»j"($i

a;''i.^j"V^^"V^^'\«i

product pays
fm samples and partif[i-mltry

that sum. Semi lOr
We furnish *aiiital to Btnrt you in
">|,vjl uiars.
ir^fj'' business. Draper PublUbiiigCo.,Cbicagii,III.

Ss

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
Street, Chicago, for particulars.
20— 26A2t

for

Chickens and Eg-gs

very low prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/isecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture — Price, $1.25, by mail.

«..^^*^i.

Fourth of July
rates via Nickel Plate Road. One fare
for the round trip, July 3rd and 4th,
within 200 miles of starting- point. Return limit July 7th. "Write John Y.

iirul

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

pure-bred

fine

for sale at
...^^-

OF ALL
KINDS »«»* ^X/^Ki

Bee-HeeDers' Supplies

freight.

occ JOLU 11^1.

f^,

Because it has always given better satisHf^l^c
coll »t»
cffc Vi/f^ll
\x\3^o \\
IL acil
VV^IIl^ faction than any other. Because in 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

g
g
jj

i^ff* Our goods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog,

UiellUuii

1902.

€>• lint" sin !"*»*»
^si + icf ar'+ir«n What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
j^uctrctiiLcc
.:7ctLi!>i<iULiuii.
purity, firmness. No SAaaiNO,
No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINQ.

TtltW.T. PftLG0NEflMFG.COM

f least:

3,

W*»
yyc

everything
ELSE YOU NEED» OF

a^t>

Jamestown,

Dadant's Foundation

?ta'?

g Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

July

sjj"isy»i».

8^

ENTIRELY UP

WITH— ORDERS #

W^

©

After working overtime foV

->»^

%
•^
Cheap Rates to New England.
$18.90 to Providence, R. I., and
turn, via Nickel Plate Road, July

and

8

Particulars at City Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. .Chicago, and Union
TicketOffice, Auditorium Annex. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
22— 26A2t
Chicago.

I AEISE
Bee Journal

%

->#5§

^>^

Untested Queen .$1.00
3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50
" Queens 4.00
"
3
Extra selected breeding, the very best.. 5.00

Q. M.

is

.

We

are the exclusive wholesale agents for these goods. There is
no Escape that has ever been put on the market that can compare
with it and the fact that the Porter has driven all competitors from
the field, is one of the best evidences of its merit.

THE ROOT HONEY-EXTRACTORS.
These have won a reputation for themselves. For ease of run"ing, and for quality of workmanship throughout, we believe there
is nothing on the market equal to them at any price.

Branch
A.

I.

Root Co..

The A,

I.

The A.

I.

Wm

in

St.,

Philadelphia,

Hoot

Root
J. B.

Mechanic
Mason, Manager.

Co.,

Falls,

Me.

The A.l.Root (^o.. lo24 Miss St. St.PauI.Minn.
H. G. Acklin. Manager.
San Antonio, Te-vas.
I. Root Co..
Toepperwein & Walton. Managers.
RootCo..i2i'"Mti.
Av.. 8. W., WashThe A. I.
ington. Saffell & Herrick, Managers.
The A. I. Root Co., San Ignacio 17. Havana,
Cuba. K. 11. de Beche, Mauayer.

The

^m
%

^

Jobbing Ag-eneies.

Offices.

Vine

A. Selser, Manager.
Co..
Syracuse, N.Y.
K. A. Salisbury. ManaKer.

P.'i.

A.

THE

A.

George W. York &

Co..

-

Chicago,
C.

H. W. Weber.

U4 &

GEORGE W. YORK &

146 Erie

St.,

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bell Branch, Mich.
Indiiinapolis, Ind.

-

M. H. Hunt & Son,
•
Walter S. Puuder,
Jos. Nysewander,
Dea M).)ine9. Iowa.
.Ino. Nebel & Son. High Hill. Montg.Co.. Mo,
Prothero & Arnold. Du Bois. Clearfield Co.,
Penn.
Pari F. Buck Augusta. Butier Co.. Kan.
W. W. Cary & Son,
Lyonsville. Masa.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.
-

•

•

I.

ROOT

CO.

MEDINA, OHIO,

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

27D4t

the time when you will be needing these. If you have
not tried our Cases, send a sample order to your nearest dealer, and
see what fine goods you can get.

The

now up with

1

OUR SHIPPING-CASES.
Now

-h«9

that

orders,
so he can send (jueens
from his choice honeygathering stock, by return mail, at the following prices:

K§<-

and

;

DOOUTTLE...
is

now

everything
orders,

PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.

say to the reaaers of

the

fullest capacity, we have finally caught up with
can ship, with some few exceptions, by first train.

its

re7,

9.

To

to

many months, running

U. S. A.

CO. ^^aVtlo fLL^'

are headiiuarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to ihein for their free Cataiog.

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y,

fiease mention Bse Journal

when writing

tC

|)"f)-f)-f)"(|)-(f-(f-^«f)"(|)-(f-(|)-f)'f)'(f-^'^

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

Bee Journal
QBORQB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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A New

July

10, 1902.

ipth Thousand.

Edition.

Prot.6oorsB66-K66D6rs Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE
144

W.

& 146

^

YORK 8 CONPAISY
E rie St., Chicago,

III.

Entered at the PostrOffice at Chicago as .JecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor — Georg-e W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,

4}i

Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

Price,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

S1.20

$1.20

>,

Price,

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a jear, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage.
Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

}^

f(f.

Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advertising Rates
plication.

tX»IXZX»T»XZZT»»»XXX»XXIX T» »»XXXX;

An

Italian (}neen Free
We would like to
have our regular subscribers (who best
know the value of the
American Bee Journal) to work for us
subin getting

NEW

We

do not
ask them to work for
us for nothing, but
wish to say that we
scribers.

will mail

ONE FINE UNTESTED ITALfor sending us ONE NEW

IAN QUEEN

subscriber for a year, with $1.00 or 2
Queens for sending 2 new subscribers,
;

Remember, this offer is made oti/y
to those who are now getting the Bee
Journal regularly, and whose subscriptions are fully paid up.

prof. a.

;

(Please do not get these offers mixed
up with our Red Clover Queen offers on
another page.)

aEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
144

&

146

Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Close Sati'rdats at 1 p.m.— Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with .July 1. for three months we
will close our office and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on .Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Nearly all other firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call

Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

COOK.

Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
He
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authority on bees and related subjects. His book has had a large
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:

etc.

In case you cannot secure the new
subscribers, we will mail one of these
Queens for 75 cts., or 3 or more at 70
or the Bee Journal one year
cts. each
and a Queen for SI. 50.

J.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.

—
—

No. 1. For $1.75 we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2, Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and 50 cents more
(SI. 50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For $1.00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1.20.

—

—

l^" Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who de-^
sires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I.

4 2d

s

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

ILL,

A.iS,ja^ia^i£,ja,j£..}a,js,j^i)i.i£^i^i£^iiiJ<i.i<^ts^>i

JULY

10,

-^IN
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Do Not Leave

Sections On Too Long.— If comb honey
bring the highest price in the market, it is of first importance that the cappings be snowy white. (lenerally in
a crop of light honey a certain proportion of the sections
will be so dark as to lower the price a cent or two on each
pound. This darkening, in nine cases out of ten, if not in
9 cases out of 100. is the result of leaving the sections too
long on the hives. Bees make slow work generally about
is to

^

Comments,

Editorial

"The Bee-Keeper's Guide:
is

the double

title

or

Manual

^i

of the Apiary,"

of Prof. A. J. Cook's text-book on

bees,

which has now reached its 17th edition. The present edition is improved as to its outward appearance, and still
more as to its contents, much of it being written anew, thus
enlarging the work to 544 pages, and bringing it up to date.

Cook writes from the standpoint of a scientist as
well as a practical beekeeper; so it happens that in one
Prof.

respect no text-book on bees published in this country can
compare with this that respect which relates to the natural

—

history of the honey-bee.
167 well-written pages, 81

book being used

This occupies Part

I.

and covers

of the 295 illustrations of the

to illuminate this first part.

It is true that a man might keep bees and produce
honey without knowing whether a bee belongs to the class
hexapoda or myriapoda — men have profitably produced
honey without knowing whether the drones or the workers,
or something else, laid the eggs — but the ambitious young
person who enters the ranks of bee-keepers will have some
desire to be intelligent upon the subject in general, and
even if he has all the other text-books he will want the one
hat is so full upon the natural history of his pets.

Preceding Part I is an introduction discussing who may
keep bees inducements to bee-keeping recreation, profits,

—

:

etc.

The introduction to Part II advises as to starting an
apiary, the proper preliminary study, procuring first colokind of hives to adopt, where to locate,

nies,

Part

etc.

gives practical instruction in bee-keeping, its
successive chapters treating on Hives and Sections Position and Arrangement of the Apiary Transferring Bees
Feeding and Feeders Oueen-Rearing
Increase of Colo.
II

;

;

nies

;

;

;

;

Working forComb Honey
Comb Foundation Marketing Honey

Italianizing; Extracting;

;

;

;

Prof. Cook's book is sent by mail for SI. 20 or we mail
and the American Bee Journal for a whole year both for
only SI. 75. See other offers on page 434.
;

—

The remedy is not difficult in the hands of those who
are willing to give the proper care. As soon as all but the
outside sections are finished, and while the central sections
still retain their snowy whiteness, remove the super.
Sort
out all sections that require further sealing, mass them in a
super, or in as many supers as are necessary, and return
them to the bees to be finished. These returned supers, to

which has been given the name "go-backs,"

will probably
be taken off before all the sections are properly
finished, the unfinished ones sorted out and again returned
to the bees.
Not only will this plan result in a minimum of darkened combs, but in a small number of unfinished sections.

need

to

A

Bee-Keeper's Button for members of the National
is advocated by Pres. Hutchinson, and the matter will probably come before the convention at Denver.
Why not ? The American Bee Journal has sent out a large
number of button-badges having on them a queen-bee, and
they have no doubt served in many a case to introduce to
each other bee-keepers who would otherwise have remained
as strangers. A National Association button or badge
would serve the same purpose, with the additional advanAssociation

tage of distinguishing the

members

of the Association.

—

;

bee-keeper of much experience who has nothing but that
experience on which to rely. Those who think a bee-paper
will take the place of a text-book are making a mistake.
Better have a good text-book, even if the favorite paper must
be stopped for a year.

it

up from the black combs beneath. Late in the season the
matter is made still worse, especially in some localities, by
the deposition of bee-glue on the surface of the sections.

:

Handling Bees
Honey-Plants (with 55 illustrations of honey-plants in
bloom)
Wintering Bees
The House-Apiary and BeeHouse; Evils that Confront the Apiarist; Calendar and
Axioms.
The beginner of the present day is greatly blessed in
being able to have a text-book the study of which before he
ever handles a hive can put him on equal footing with the
;

finishing up the outside sections in a super, and if the
is left on until these outside sections are entirely
sealed, the middle sections are pretty sure to be darkened,
the darkening being caused by bits of dark material carried

super

Transferring
L. E. Kerr, in the American Bee-Keeper,
says if a number of colonies are to be transferred, first drum
out the bees of No. 1 and run them into a frame hive filled
with combs then take empty No. 1 into the honey-house
and transfer the combs at leisure. Drum the bees out of No
2 and run them into the combs of No. 1
then transfer the
combs of No. 2. and so on.
;

;

Stings for Rheumatism.— Dr. Sere de Marburg says in
Prager Med. Wochenscrift that in acute cases of rheumatism not serious in character, the effect of stings is rapid, a
cure being effected by a few injections of the poison.
Chronic cases may require hundreds of stings, and in such
cases it is not advisable to try the sting-cure unless all other

means

fail.
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Spraying to Thin Fruit. The following is clipped
from an editorial in the Farmers' Review
Trees sprayed at the time they are in bloom will not set
as niuch fruit as those sprayed either before or after blooming-.
The pollen that is struck with any sprays of common
:

strength

doomed

is

practically.

It

may

put out a feeble

toward germination. When trees are sprayed in
blossom of course the pollen in a good many flowers escapes,
for the reason that all flowers do not open at the same time,
and many will not have opened sufficiently to receive the
spray. It has been suggested that this is a good way to
thin the fruit on trees. The suggestion has been entertained by scientists, and if it is ever put into practice it may
result in the finding of an easy method or thinning.
efifort

Upon second thought

better counsels are sure to prevai
To say nothing of

Farmers' Review.

in the office of the

the criminality of the act in some States, well-informed
would hardly be willing to poison the honeybees that are now considered in horticultural circles as important helpers toward a good crop of fruit. Besides, such
thinning would very likely result in an undesirable quantity
horticulturists

of deformed fruit.

Steam

for Bee.Stings,

—Mrs. Burns — a lady bee-keeper

—says she finds that

steaming the part stung
gives relief from swelling and pain. Simply hold it over
the nozzle of a boiling tea-kettle, perhaps first putting a
piece of cloth over it, as the issuing steam might be hotter
than the sting itself. This is a simple remedy, only it involves the necessity of having the water '• tailing " when
stung. And a bee-keeper with a hundred colonies might
have to spend too much time " steaming up '" his fingers or
hands. We believe we would prefer to stand a few stings,
and go on with the work. Still, the " steam cure " may tae
near Chicago

just the thing for

some bee-keepers or bee-keeperesses.

^ The Weekly

I

Budget.

July

in, 1902.

—

On to Denver. Secretary D. W. Working, of the
Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association, is true to his
name. He is indeed at it early and late, to make the next
meeting of the National a great success in Denver, Sept. 3,
4 and S.
It won't be his fault if it is not the biggest beekeepers' convention ever held in America. Just listen to
these temptations to the " tenderfeet " of the East and
South

:

Mr. York: — You may tell the readers of the
American Bee Journal that those of them who attend the
National convention in Colorado next September will have
De.^k

a chance to sit in the seats of the mighty. It is officially
decided that we are to have the Hall of Representatives of
the Colorado State Capitol for our Big Joint.
You are to understand that our State Capitol is worth
seeing on its own account. It lacks a little of being finished,
and has already cost more than two million dollars. So you
may guess that it is no cheap affair. Moreover, it is surrounded by the most beautiful of lawns and when you
come to Denver the grass will be a sight to rest your eyes
and make your tongue tired talking about its beauty. So,
there
You might mention the fact that the bee-keeper who
has worked faithfully all summer is sure to be in debt to
himself and his wife. One of the best ways to cancel such
a debt is to take a vacation go some place. Thousands of
people come to Colorado merely to see the sights and have
a good time and that,
too,
without knowing anything about our alfalfa honey and our Bee-Keepers'
Association
Your readers, knowing about these additional attractions, can be the more easily persuaded that
they ought to go to Colorado at the time of the big meeting
of bee-masters. Tell them to get ready.
Yours truly,
D. W. Working.
;

1

—

—

1

Say. Mr. Working, are there any signs there of the
Off" the Grass " sort 7
If so. we have the same thing
here in our Chicago parks. But we want to see Colorado
just the same, and its many big bee-keepers. We believe
they are the best " crop " of that State. Of course, many
other things out there are also worth seeing, besides grass,
and honey, and bee-keepers. Get ready for a bustin' big

"Keep

crowd of bee-folks.

%
I

Wisconsin Bee-Keeping compared with other Wisconsin products of 1897 to 1899

:

bearing orchards— 4.5 lbs. of honey tor each acre.
1..S lbs. of honey for each apple-tree.
1.41"i.!M'i;i bearing apple-trees
16 lbs. of honey for each bushel of
166,721) bushels apples, 1.S119

59,85.T acres

— Several

times we
have had to refer to the delay in rearing and mailing the
Red Clover queens, orders for which we have been taking
for a number of months, expecting that our breeder would
be able to begin sending them about June in. Here is what
he wrote us June 30

Red Clover Queens Delayed

:

— Say,

I am at times almost desperate,
weather goes on without ceasing.
Today and yesterday it has been very good, and I am hoping for nice weather. There has not been enough honey
coming in, until the last three or four days, to keep the bees
from starving. I sometimes think I will never try to rear
any more queens after this season, but perhaps this season

Fhieni)

when

Ydkk

:

this cold, rainy

give us the disposition of Job— to learn to be patient.
Bees are now taking to cell-building, as the season for
swarming approaches, but I can't promise to be up with
is to

orders before the last of July. It is awful, but i can't make
weather. I have had over 200 queens lost in flying out to
You can't imagine the
be fertilized. Just think of it
time we are having. Clover is nearly over and no surplus.
You see, the young queens go out and a cold wave and rain
catches them.
Well, we must do as we would like to be done by.
Yours trustingly,

—
—
apples.
of honey for each bushel
bushels of apples, 1897 — 10
260,
of apples.
S9,.54S bushels of strawberries — 3 lbs. of honey for each bushel of
lbs.

.549

strawberries.
42,829 bushels of timothy seed

—

1 lb.

seed.

of

beeswax

for each bushel of

—

85.423 bushels of clover seed, 1899 31 lbs. of honey for each bushel
of seed.
1..502, 444 tons of cultivated grass, 1899— l.T lbs. of honey for each
ton of grass.
5.2 lbs. of honey for each acre of
.510,570 acres of wheat, 1S9S

—
—
—
—
—

wheat.

1,145.351 acres of corn, 1898 2.3 lbs. honey for each acre of corn.
1,928.366 acres of oats, 1898 1.3 lbs. of hooey for each acre of oats.
411,278 acres of barley, 1898 6.4 lbs. of honey for each acre of
barley.
253.190 acres of potatoes, 1898 10.5 lbs. of honey lor each acre of
potatoes.
27,521 acres of tobacco, 1898 97 lbs. of honey for each acre of
tobacco.
722,933 milch cows 6 cows for each colony of bees.

—

—

!

.

simply too bad, and yet our breeder of
Red Clover queens can not help it. He is doing the best he
make weather."
can. As he well says, he can not

The delay

We

is

who

are entitled to these queens will be
patient. Some have already been mailed, and the balance
A card notice will be
will be sent as rapidly as possible.

mailed

trust those

to

each a day or two before sending the queens.

?107, 170 for support of

poor— 25

lbs.

of

honey

for each dollar for

the poor.
?3,U31 for diseased animals slaughtered— -*7. 26 for each dollar the
.State pays to protect bee-keeping.
?8,.537 for diseased animals slaughtered and veterinary surgeon
and help .<17 for each dollar State pays to protect bee-keeping.
.*.5.07 for each dollar State pays
?;2,.535 for Horticultural society

—

—

to protect bee-keeping.

—

A Correction. At the bottom of the first column of
the excellent article by Mr. Elias Fox, on page 407, it
" Have a sufficient number of large barrels to
should read
:

It was
hold two or three thousand pounds of honey."
printed, " two or three pounds," which was plainly incorrect.
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had not kept track of the time

it

took me, as

how quickly it was done.
sure it was a success as far as

I

was

sur-

prised to see

Contributed Articles.

I
—

-"

I

felt

killing

the

worms

was concerned, but had a little misgiving as to the effect
the gasoline might have ujjon the combs, and as to- what
the bees would have to say about accepting them after they
had been so treated. I am happy to say that the combs
were not injured in the least by the gasoline, and the bees
made no objection to accepting them, so I am inclined to
think it a pretty good way to treat them. Of course, one
must be very careful not to use gasoline anywhere near a
I

——

'

No.

-'-

»-

8-— Bee-Keepln§

for

Women.

Methods of Caring- for Old Brood-Combs.
BY

EMMA

M. WILSON.

not to be expected that the beginner will have a
very threat number of extra brood-combs to look after.
Still, it often happens, even with a few colonies, that some
die, and then the extra combs must be taken care of or they
It is

by the bee-moth. These combs are
any to be destroyed, consequently they
must be looked after sharply, and upon the first indications
of worms at work they must be attended to promptlj*.
will soon be destroyed

too valuable to allow

I

know

of no better way to take care of them than to
in charg'e of the bees, by putting- an extra story

give them
tilled with these wormy combs below the colony, where the
bees are obliged to pass through them every time they go
in or out. You may be sure the worms will be routed in
short order, and everything kept in good shape as long as
they are allowed to remain. It would be an ideal way to
keep combs, only for one thing
The bees will proceed to
fill these combs with honey the first thing they do after
they have nicely cleaned them up, providing that honey is
coming in freely, and that is not the place we want our nice
white honey put
if we are working for comb honey we
want it in sections instead. Now, how are we going to
take care of our combs and have our honey put where we
:

;

want

it,

too

?

fire,

as

it is

very inflammable.

that have been out over winter and thoroughly
frozen will be very little bothered, if any, by the worms in
this locality. Combs from hives in which colonies have

Combs

died will need the closest watching, as such combs are sure
to be infested.
Old, black combs which have been in use many years
to be much preferred by the worms, probably on account of the cocoons. The presence of pollen in a comb
will also increase the danger of its being riddled by the
worms while a comb that has never had any brood in it is
not likely to be troubled, so I always pick out our old, black
combs and put them in use first. I do this for two reasons
First, the bees prefer them every time for brood-rearing,
and in the spring we are anxious to increase our bees as
much as possible. I have actually known the bees to skip

seem

:

:

over a light-colored, rather new comb in the center of the
brood-nest and fill an old, black comb on the other side of it
with brood, thus making a break right in the center of the
brood-nest. This shows how very strong is their preference
for the old, black comb. The other reason is, that the
worms prefer them, too, so it is desirable to get them in the
care of the bees as soon as possible.

McHenry

Worms will make

slow headway in combs that are kept
in a cool place, such as a cellar, and spread so that there is
an inch or so space between the combs, but you must look
them over frequently to see that the worms are not getting
a start, for when they once get started they work very rapidly, and your nice combs are soon destroyed unless attended to.
Burning sulphur has been much used in destroying
worms. It is very effectual in killing the young worms, but
it takes a great deal to have any effect on the old ones, and
has no effect on the eggs, so the combs must be fumigated
again after the remaining eggs have hatched out. Bisulphide of carbon is better, as it kills eggs as well as worms.
If. after the combs have been treated, they are shut up
absolutely moth-tight thev will be safe.
The past spring we had a good many extra combs to look
after, and as we were pretty busy they were not looked after
quite as sharply as usual, and when I came to look them
over I found quite a number that needed attention.
Dr. Miller had been reading to me about the fumes of
gasoline being effectual. I did not have much faith in the
fumes of gasoline, but I did have a good deal of faith in the
gasoline itself. So, without consulting Dr. Miller I concluded to experiment a little. I had about SO combs that
were wormy. Some of them had full-grown worms, some
about half size, and some just commencing work, so I felt
I had a good chance to experiment.
I took a bottle of gasoline and a small oil-can, such as
is usually used about the sewing machine, as my outfit.
I
I
filled the oil-can with gasoline, and was ready for work.
inspected each comb carefully, and whenever I saw the

worms

squirted the cells full of gasoline from the oil-can. It was very quickly and easily done.
and was most effectual even on the very large worms. I
treated the whole 50 combs, and was sorry afterward that I
least suspicion of

I

Co.,

III.

Prevention of Increase During Natural Swarming.
BY

C.

P.

DADAXT.

reply to your inquiry on page 103, on the
prevention of increase during natural swarming. The
prevention of increase by returning swarms to the parent
colony shortly after swarming was tried by me accidentally
on a large scale a number of years ago I believe it was in

Permit

me

to

—

happened in the following manner
made arrangements with an apitime
We had at that
arist some 14 miles from us to furnish him hives for his
swarms and take care of his bees at the same time, taking
one-half of the honey and of the increase for our pay. He
was to harvest the swarms as they issued. The season was
exceedingly favorable, and we were crowded with work.
The number of swarms was greater than we had anticipated, and our man found himself sh"brt of hives for two or

the years 1877-78.

It

:

three days. When I arrived at his apiary with a load of
some IS or 20 hives, he had been hiving his swarms in all
Upon my arrival at his apisorts of boxes, nail-kegs, etc.
ary I at once went to work to transfer, to the new hives
that I had brought, all the swarms that had issued within

the past two days, as they had but little comb built. But
each of them did have several pieces of comb with eggs in
them, in almost every instance. They were so ill-pleased
with my unceremonious transfer into freshly- painted, empty
hives that every swarm left those new hives and returned
to the parent hive from which it had come forth a day or

two previously.
Subsequently we ascertained that none of those colonies
swarmed again that season. I thought that I had made a
discovery, and used this method repeatedly afterwards with
very frequent success, but I later found that my original
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discovery had been put into practice years ago in Europe,
by the box-hive bee-keepers.
In his Cours D'Apiculture, the first edition of which was
published in the SO's, Hamet, the well-known champion of
the bos and eke hives in Paris, describes his method of returning- the swarm to its parent colony. This method he
uses for all secondary swarms, and he considers it necessary
in order to secure strong colonies, or rather to prevent the
" swarming to death " that weakens the parent colonies and
furnishes worthless swarms. His method is to hive the swarm
as usual in a plain box, and on the evening of the following
day return this swarm to the hive from whence it issued, by
shaking it in front of that hive.
His explanation of what happens is that by the end of
the second day the bees have usually destroyed all queencells and have kept but one young queen.
When the swarm
is returned thus unexpectedh-, the two queens come together
and have a duel, in which one of them is killed. It would
perhaps serve the purpose still better if the queen of the
swarm that is returned was killed by the apiarist at the
time when the swarm is returned.

As I said before, Hamet used this method only upon
secondary swarms. It is quite likely that he had never
tried it on primary swarms, for the reason that natural
swarming was considered by him as the best method of inmy accidental trial and further experiments

crease, but

have convinced me that it works nearly as well on a
mary swarm as on a secondary swarm.
Bear

pri-

mind, however, that this method is not infallible.
The conditions which cause the bees to make preparations for swarming being still there, it is quite likely that
other preparations may be made a few days later, but if the
apiarist takes the pains to increase the space, giving room
and additional ventilation so the bees may not find themselves too crowded if he sees that the hive is as well sheltered as possible from the heat of the sun during the warm
part of the day this method will prove most successful.
Returning the swarm on the same day will not do; the excitement is not over, and several young queens may be
roaming about the hive, or the additional queen-cells may
still be intact.
It would be better to wait two days, if for
some cause the swarm can not be returned on the second
in

—

—

day.

This method I gave several years ago in Gleanings,
and perhaps also in the American Bee Journal, and a numof apiarists have reported favorably upon it, though it has
not been uniformly successful in all instances. But there
is nothing which is at all times a success, and exceptions
only strengthen the rule. If in dry weather all signs fail,
it is also true that in a crazy swarming-time all methods
will fail to keep the bees within reasonable bounds. But
this method is worthy of a trial by those who have small
hives and wish to keep down the increase as much as pos-

Hancock

sible.

Co.,

111.

History and Condition of Bee-Keepin§ In Brazil.
BY

The

K.

GRKINEK.

now kept in Brazil was imported from Europe in 1839 by Carneiro. Of the 100 colonies he started with from Portugal, he lost 93 in transit.
Later a German emigrant, whose name is not now known,
brought several colonies with him to the province Rio
original stock of bees

Grande. These few colonies, it seems, were sufficient to
stock up the immense forests of Brazil. A few old inhabitants are still keeping the small, native Brazilian bee with
some profit, but the products are principally used for preparing medicines. On the whole, her European sister has
crowded the native bee out.

July

10, J902.

The climate of Brazil is quite favorable for keeping
bees, especially as to obtaining increase.
Drones are found
in nearly all strong colonies the

whole year around. Several

swarms are cast by every colony, and every prime swarm
again swarms several times. This excessive swarming,
however,

is

of no advantage to the ordinary bee-keeper, as
fail to store enough honey to bridge over the

many swarms

rainy season, and die. The apiarist who understands his
business, however, can reap bovintifully.

Mr. A. Hannemann developed the method of hiving ten
more swarms in one large, giant hive, caging all queens.
Thus he has immense quantities of honey stored, practically
exchanging the bees for honey, for in the end he has
scarcely enough bees left to make one good colony. American bee-keepers try to accomplish the same object by contraction of the brood-chamber and uniting at the close of
or

the season.
In the mountainous part of the province Rio de Janeiro
the bees begin to fly in Jul}', and the main harvest comes in

August, at the time of orange-bloom. The swarming-period
has its beginning also at this time, and continues till away
into October. After this month there is little honey to be
gathered. Soon the rainy season commences, which often
extends into January or February. The then following dry
and cool spell does not hinder the bees from flying and leaving their hives, but they find so very little bloom that their
stores become wonderfully reduced, and" many colonies
starve and die. June is the coldest month of the
is the trying one for the bees and their keeper.

3'ear,

and

The hives mostly used by the common run of beekeepers consist of all sorts of miserable boxes, which often
They leave them scatfail to give sufficient protection.
tered about wherever it happens to be. Only a very few
bee-sheds may be found which provide shelter and shade,
and give some comfort to the bees.
Natural enemies of the bees are numerous. Ants and
moths are at all times ready to embrace every opportunity
to put in their destructive work, and are a constant annoyance to the bees. The bee-keeper himself, who should be
the protector, is of questionable advantage to them, and
often robs the poor creatures of all their sealed stores, leaving them only the unsealed, poor honey gathered late in the
season. In consequence the bees do not remain healthy,
and often die with the dysentery during the wet season.

The lack of proper bee-supplies, and the general ignorance of the masses, are responsible for the fact that Brazilian honey is in no demand. The wealthier land-owners
do not seem

to

take any interest in bee-culture.

Their

coffee-plantations take up their whole niind and being, and
they look down upon other branches of agriculture with

contempt, especially when such do not promise large returns. A change for the better in the near future is ineviSince the abolition of slavery (1888) many landtable.
owners found themselves without the necessary help to work
all their land, and had to dispose of the greater part of it,
dividing it up into small farms. Many of these were
bought up by European immigrants, who brought with
them the knowledge of apiculture. Through this element
the progress is expected to come. In particular will this
be the case in the State of Rio de Janeiro, where conditions
are most favorable for a most extensive production of cofi^ee.

So

far, then, apiculture is not in a

very flourishing con-

dition nor of great importance in Brazil, but as

knowledge

increases apiculture will come to the front. When better
constructed hives are adopted some of the pests will be
more easily held in check. The native small bee is much

she has the very best chance with such
hives as are now in use, and which are usually full of
cracks and holes. With well-made hives her European
inclined to rob

;

—

—
July
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sister need

have no

The

fear.

hives

may

—

means
to a

of distributing

knowledge and help

raise apiculture

higher plane.

nectar-secreting plants in Brazil
are the orange-tree, peach-tree, tamarind, and other numerous fruit-trees also the cofieo, tea and cotton plants.
;

is

largely

Bienen-Zeitung.

No.

taken from the Leipziger
t)ntario Co., N. Y.

6.— Rearing Long-Lived Queens and
BV UK.

Now

illustrate further:

Late

last

season a young boy

that had no previous experience with bees, undertook to
take a colony out of a tank-house. Not knowing how to

handle them he got badly stung, but succeeded in getting
the queen and a small quantity of the bees. One of my
young sons made a hive for them not knowing the value
of ready-made comb he destroyed most of the combs, but I
patched up part of a frame with pieces, then hived them on
three frames. They filled four frames last fall. Sometime
about the first of April I looked them over and found that
they had filled two frames outside of thedivision-board, and
the queen had all packed with brood. Now, at this time
none of my purchased queens had done anything to gain in
numbers in fact, were rather decreasing. My small,
starved-out, black colony, that I obtained last fall, was
building comb rapidly, and the queen was occupying the
cells as fast as they were made deep enough to occupy, and
they have now two supers and the hive completely full, and
every comb built but three— the ones they were first hived
on built by themselves and the queen had 15 combs filled
with brood. I introduced a mature cell, built at superseding
time, from one of my Italian colonies, and the young Italians are now working outside (June 2). I do not expect a
better queen, but I want the Italians, as they will not meddle with the drying fruit or the canneries as the blacks will.
The Italians always find flowers of some kind to keep
;

The most important

The foregoing

To

be raised and

put on Icffs to (fct the better of the ants, etc.
Die Brazilianische Uieneiipfleg-e— a bee-journal printed
will in no small degree be the
in the (ierman language
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K.

CAM.!

Bees.

r.

us look into the question of requeening every
spring with young queens from the South. Your queens
are all reared on the degenerating or contrary-to-nature
plan. Many of them do fairly well the first season, but
their workers, being short-lived, dwindle down through the
let

winter in this climate so that it is almost impossible to get
them up numerous enough to take advantage of the orangeblossbra honey, which is quite an item. The second season
those forced or degenerate queens almost invariably fail,
and if they are superseded their young queens are reared in
a small, weak colony, and they lack vigor and prolificness.
Now suppose we take said queens in the East, where they
as soon as
lie comparatively dormant through the winter
spring opens and they commence working, they dwindle
down very rapidly with old age. There is where your
spring dwindling comes in.
I will have to ask a question
Why do not the bees
from a natural queen dwindle just the same? I think I
would better answer that question in my own manner, and
right here:
Simply because the bees from the natural
queen are longer-lived, and the bees from the degenerate
queen are very short-lived.
The natural queen is just as prolific the second season
as she was the first. She fills the cells with eggs so rapidly,
and her workers are long-lived enough so that the young
brood comes on more rapidly than the old bees die off, and
the colonj' is kept up to its working strength at all times,
providing they have honey enough in their hive to fall back
on in an emergency, such as a cold, rainy spell, etc. A
good, rightly-reared queen ought to keep up her full prolificness well into the fourth season.
I have had them last
until the sixth season, and I could not see any difference
;

:

between the fifth and first and when the queen was superseded in the sixth season the colony was strong and numerous, so they could rear a vigorous and perfect queen.
;

—

—

busy on.
I have never reared Italian queens for sale, as my other
business prevented, and I never could see my way clear to
satisfy myself, let alone purchasers.

I

said, years ago, in

American Bee Journal, that I did not believe that one
could rear cheap queens and have them all good ones, and
Although one
I have seen no reason to alter my mind yet.
man said in a convention that, assure him of a market for
them and he would agree to rear them at 10 cents each. My
the

strong impression is that they would be only 10-cent queens,
any way you could fix it.

Here the oranges commence blossoming

in

March, and

continue until the latter part of May, and if we have the
right kind of queens and weather we get a good quality and
quantity of honey.
I said, years ago, that upon the queen nearly everything
depends in bee-keeping, and I have not yet changed that
Orange Co., Calif.
opinion.

Convention Proceedings.

Now, don't you think you had

better keep that old, prolong-lived queen that rears long-lived workers that are
able and willing to work both outside and in, rather than

Affairs and Interests of

to supersede her with one of those degenerate queens

lieiid 'd the niftUnij

lific,

cheap ones from anywhere ?
I want to tell you that those cheap queens are dear ones
as a gift, for you have to furnish a colony, and with lots
of them you have to furnish another colony and queen to
rear bees to keep the first colony in strength, in order to
have them do anything at all. I have had them where it
would take eight to keep up a colony as strong in numbers
as one good queen would do.
I received a queen this spring reared last fall, and all
the coaxing I can do for her she only partly occupies three
Langstroth frames while I have two queens of my own
rearing, one occupying 16 frames and the other 15. I have
one naturally reared, black queen that occupies 15 frames
fully, and the 16th one partially, and this is her second
;

season.

New York Bee-Keepers.

nf the Xeie Yurk .Shite Associdtiuit uf Bfe-Keeptrs'
Hocielies, held nt Geuevii, X. J'., in February, 1002.

BY PRES. W.
3/etnbers of the
Societies

New

F.

MARKS.

York Slate Association of Bee-Keepers'

:

my

duty and privilege to address you again on
matters pertaining to the affairs and interests of our organization. I shall aim to be brief.
This meeting is, to all intents and purposes, a congress
of bee-keepers. You come here by authority and direction
of your local societies, and represent to the best of your
Your coming is the result
ability their wishes and desires.
of organization organization for a purpose, an object,
many purposes and many objects. There are so many
problems for us to solve, and solve rightly, that it will require your undivided attention and thought.
It is

—
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Objects to be accomplished, and

methods

to be

em-

ployed, toward increasing- the usefulness and efficiency of
our organization, is a problem you must all help solve with

and in order to encourage thought
and study on this subject I would suggest that it be one of
a view to the future

:

the chief subjects for every convention. It is a subject
that requires thought and study, and I trust you will give it
such.
It is my opinion that the time for discussions at these

conventions should mostly be devoted to questions pertaining to the upholding and advancement of our commercial
interests and questions pertaining to the work or management of the apiary should be left for the institutes.
I announce with pleasure progress in organization in
this State.
Since our last meeting, Monroe, Oswego, and
Onondaga Counties have organized auxiliary societies, and
bee-keepers in other counties have signified their intention
of doing likewise.
It has been the aim of this Association to deserve the
respect not only of the bee-keepers in the State and out, but
of all classes and of every vocation. That you have
achieved such respect is no more a source of gratification
than the fact that you maj' deserve it. It is not my intention to boast of what, as an organization, you have accom;

plished, but

I
•'

mention these facts as

not necessary for

me

we can meet at some other time and place. It has been
suggested that we meet at the same place the day following
the State Fruit-Growers' convention. This would enable
those who wanted to attend both conventions a chance to
do so without additional traveling expenses. It would give
all the benefit of reduced railroad rates.
It would be a
mutual benefit to members of both Associations and the
secretary of the Fruit-Growers' Association assures me that
in arranging for reduced railroad rates he can look out for
both associations as easily as for one. I would respectfully
call your attention to the matter.
The premiums offered by the State Fair Commission on
products of the apiary are not equitable or just. A committee should be named by this Association to confer with
the State Fair Commission, and insist that justice be done
our pursuit in this matter or such other steps taken to
secure the desired result as you may deem advisable.
;

;

At your last annual meeting you recommended that the
enforcement of that portion of the pure-food law relating
to adulterated honey be transferred to the Department of
Agriculture. As chairman of your legislative committee I
took immediate steps to comply with your wishes. The
attention of the Commissioner of Agriculture was called to
the matter, and I was assured that a bill would be introduced, which, in connection with other matters, would

accomplish the desired result. Such a bill was introduced.
Senate Bill No. 196, familiar to most of you as " Senator
Ambler's Pure-Food Bill ;" but owing to the determined
opposition of the baking powder manufacturers it was
finally defeated.

investigation

—

law on adulteration could be properly enforced in fact, I
am convinced it is not what we want. There is much complaint of adulteration, and you are urged to take steps to
prevent it if possible. The recent advance in the price of
honey will have a tendency to increase the practice. Samples analj'zed by the Connecticut Experiment Station, in
1898 and 1896, are suggestive here are the figures
Out of
37 samples analyzed in 1898, 5 were pure, 22 doubtful, and
10 certainly adulterated in 1896, out of 48 samples analyzed, but 7 were pure, the balance either adulterated or
doubtful and several of these samples were manufactured
in this State.
We can not afford to wait longer for a gen;

:

;

;

eral pure-food bill.

All things considered, after taking counsel and advice
and others of experience in this work, I would

of chemists

recommend

that

we secure,

if

possible, a

relative to

your legislative committee, I have prepared a bill for your
consideration, which, if it meets your approval and becomes a law, is intended to prevent misbranding aiad adulteration such bill is not yet before you, but with your permission I will depart long enough from the regular order to
explain some of its provisions, with a brief explanation of
the whys and wherefores so you will more readily understand them when it is reported.
;

It is intended strictly as a honey-producers' and honeyconsumers' bill it is intended to affect no other product as
long as such product is not branded with the word " honey."

Briefly stated, it does not prohibit the mixing of other ingredients with honey but it does prohibit the branding of
such mixture as " honey," and the branding of any product
" honey " which is not pure honey. If the glucose-mixers
want to raise the grade of their product by the addition of
honey, I do not believe we can prevent them doing so if
they sell it for just what it is, and I know of no reason why
we should want to prevent them or anybody using honey ;
but we can and should prevent their branding their mixture
"honey," or the branding of any product honey which is
not pure honey.
In order that my position may not be misunderstood,
let us look at the question from another standpoint and say
that glucose is adulterated with honey. Now, I do not believe such adulteration would hurt us, or anybody, if such
product could not be sold for "honey." " Honey " is the
natural product of the honey-bee and the trade-mark of the
honey-producer. I believe the courts will sustain that position without exception, and we should zealously maintain
Perhaps further explanation at this
it against all comers.
time will be improper. I trust the matter will receive your
earnest consideration at the proper time. If we have a
law it should be honey-tight, enacted with a view of being
enforced there should be no holes in it, and the bill must
;

;

be carefully drawn.
In conclusion, let me urge you to combat the idea that
honey is a luxury. We know it to be a valuable saccharine
food, and why should we not maintain such fact at every
opportunity ? Encourage home consumption no person is
worthy of the name of honey-producer, no matter how extensively he is engaged, who will not do all in his power to
increase consumption at home.
;

Now

that the price of honey has advanced, try to mainThere is no reason why the producer should

tain prices.

not receive good returns for his time and

A

word

find there is a question if our present

money

invested.

regard to the series of Bee-Keepers' InstiA speaker is furnished for
tutes may not be out of place
these institutes by the Department of Agriculture, through
dates, places, and
Farmers' Institutes
its Bureau of
speakers for the same must be arranged for some time in
in

:

:

I

new law

the adulteration, misbranding, imitation of and deception
in the sale of liquid or extracted honey. As chairman of

;

to

keepers, and which were conducted last season.
Article II of our Constitution fixes the time and place of
the annual meeting of this Association. Present or future
conditions may make it desirable to amend said article, so

On

10, 1902.

;

Footprints, that, perhaps another.
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother.
Seeing, shall take heart again."

dwell upon the results of
experiments conducted by the Experiment Station in 1900,
as they were given by Prof. Beach and Prof. Lowe at our
last meeting, and are a matter of record.
Prof. Lowe, the
Station Entomologist, is on the program, and will give you
an account of his experiments that are of interest to beeIt is

July

—
July
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advance of the meetings, and approved by the Director. If
you do not ask for an institute until the series has been
arranged and the dates fixed you will be disappointed
much of this v?ork should be done to-day. Your thanks are
due the Department for favors received.
It is important, and a source of gratification to the beekeepers and the several societies, to be largely represented
at this convention
but it is not necessary that we should
;

;

be noted for the numerical size of our conventions; but
rather by the value to our pursuit of the work accomplished.
Our time is limited there are live issues to be di.scusse<l
be thorough, but brief and pointed in your discussion.
Thanking you for your attention and for the loyal support and aid you have rendered, I await the pleasure of the
convention.
;

;
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going through my hives whenever I wanted to (and that has
been to a total of a great many cases), at temperatures very
much below what the authorities set. Instead of keeping
my minimum at 6.5 degrees it would be somewhere about 2r>
degrees, I reckon. No wind, you understand and a protecting case made on purpose to put the frames into as soon
as taken from the hive the exposed side of the case to hold
a broodless comb and the quilt laid loosely on the top of
all if things are severe.
I may have done much harm by
this conduct, but I have yet to run acro.ss the first evidence
of it. Tender brood lies at the bottom, or at least half way
to the bottom, of a narrow, warm cell, which takes quite
a while to get cold. And my idea of how matters work in a
calm atmosphere is that a warm, empty comb holds its in;

;

;

— somewhat as

a floating thistle-down holds its
The cooling of the inner walls
of the hive is to be regretted, in case you take everything
but then the bees go back in a stirred-up condition,
out
like a stirred-up tire, and soon warm things up again.
closed air

warm

inclosed globe of

air.

;

*

i

The Afterthought.

^

A

Worst spring
Tbe

'*Old Reliable" seen

By

E. E.

New and Unreliable Qlasses.
B Rural, Toledo, O.

through

HASTY,

COMB HONEY

Sta.

Co., N. Y.;

worst spring

15.

Bring

;

To deplete the old hive of bees after swarming, and to
use it finally to hive a swarm in, is a method of restraining
increase that commends itself highly. Still you must re.
member that it might play capers -mith you, in your yard,
providing you have never used it before. Article of G. W.
Stephenson, page 343.

we can not know

exactly

down

to

June

Onondaga

19,

remember in my locality for lack
Not so very exceptionally cold,

and say
of nectar
or dry, or

Perhaps the number of
days of rather cold weather has been exceptional. But in
my garden one or more cucumber plants, planted May 3,
and coming up with reasonable promptness, still live, having had no protection whatever. Page 348.
]a.ja,js,jis^is,js,jAjem.ia,Js,ja.js^ie,je,M.

Questions
and Answers.
Quest

\

COLOR KRllM

.\ND

CONDUCTED BY

POLLEN.
If

it

BEES.

— Doolittle,

wet, or stormy, but just barren.

Yes, sir, no doubt of it a living blanket of bees on top
of the sections and all round, is one of the very best incentives toward getting them finished promptly and in the best
style of bee art.

— FL.WOR

I

in the flowers.

.\ND SW.\KMING.

PERCENT OP WATER IN HONEY

May

HARD SPRING FOR
for bees in 33 years

how much water

Znt. O. O.
there

is in

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. MlL'er
He will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.!

Qiiestloiis
direct, when

tolerable.

water rather than honey.
Wonder if he intended to say that flavor and color of
honey depend in part upon the pollen. If so our goat, methinks, ought to give him another degree of bee-masonry.

THE SCIENTISTS AND GLUCOSE.
worries me a little when I hear the scientists tell
what the different sweets are that compose honey. These
pronouncements, of which we have had quite a number,
sound very different the one from the other. How much
of this disagreement is real disagreement, and how much a
different use of language merely, a layman can not tell very
well.
It's plain that scientists, when they get criss-cross
at each other, rather take pains to have their language disagree. I am not accusing Prof. Eaton of this, but just
honestly and squarely quoting him below and those " unreliable glasses " of mine can see " just as easy " that none
It

;

of our learned and respected teachers know quite as
about the composition of honey as they let on

much

111,

may

[The

honey, here

is an approximation stake to tie to which is
Prof. Eaton tells us on page 345 that 23 percent
should be the high-water mark. Above that it's hone^- and

JUILLER, Marengo,

Superseding or Swarming-Out ?- When to Put on
Supers.

Why

much superseding

of last year's reared queens ?
the hives I find two capped queen-cells, frames
well filled with brood, equal to the work of a well-regulated
The bees will ball the queen, and I
qtieen, no drone-brood.
I have not been tamperfind them on the entrance-board.
ing with them or bothering them. All are clipped. I would
think nothing of it if they were old queens.
bees, and saw the first clover
I had hives booming with
bloom May 21. I put on supers June 10, and to-day there is
scarcely anything being done in them. The reason is the
cold and wet weather. I said I would wait before putting
them on. because I thought the weather would continue
cold, and it has, and will remain cool throughout the season, as it did in 1882.
There is very little swarming, what swarms there are
issue when young bees are out for a flight. I get about
enough of the returned ones to make a coporal's guard. The
swarm will settle and go in with others I can't blanket all
the entrances.
I find the bee-men have troubles as well as the fisher-

so

On opening

:

:

Glucose, in a chemical sense, sigailies a group of sugars having
common etiaracteristics, and includes almost two dozen varieties, the
most eomiiion of which are dextrose and levulose. Honey, therefore,
contains glucoses, but no glucose.' Glucose also contains glucoses,
dextrose being common to both products." Page .345.
'

'

'

PROPER TEMPERAURE FOR HANDLING BROOD.
temperature at which brood should or should
not be taken out of the hive, the answer on page 347 is conservative, and to that extent good. I will remark, however,
that for 20 odd years I have been in the regular habit of

As

to the

man.
I had my stakes set for 100 colonies, but have concluded
that a whole lot less will make me plenty of trouble.
It is enough to make one hot under the collar to have
the natives swarm in to buy honey and have none to supply
them with, and to hear them say, "What, all of these bees
Iow.a.
and no honey
I would get rid of them.''
!

Answer. — I've looked over my assortment

of answers

your question as to the loss of
queens, and can't find a single one to fit the case except
" I don't know." I doubt
that one I have to use so often
carefully to find one to

fit

—
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its being supersedure, for I doubt there ever being a case of
intentional supersedure without the rearing- of drones. It
looks more like swarming-out. Sometimes bees swarm out

with plenty of honej' in the hive, and with plenty of brood,
as in a case of spring dwindling, and I've never seen any
satisfactory explanation for it except the possible one that
there is not a sufficient force of bees to care properly for the
brood. Sometimes bees swarm out because they run short
of stores. In either case, with a clipped queen, the bees

would be

likely to return to the hive,

be

If conditions are the

lost.

would be nothing strange for

The

after that date.

rule,

however, to put on supers at first
one. If there is no nectar
count. Neither is it necesthe brood-chamber is en-

sight of clover bloom is a good
in the clover, of course it doesn't
sary to put on supers so soon if
tirely destitute of stores, for the

brood-chamber

.'Folding
1.

2.

is filled

bees will first see that the
before storing in supers.

Sections-Winter Pacliing

in

or

in this latitude? or just see that they had
plenty of stores and the upper story off? The thermometer
only once in five or ten years goes below zero, and then not
over 1 to 5 degrees.
Ai..\bama.
I

I want
With us it

know what

will induce bees to build comb.
hard to get any comb built after July 10.
Could I induce bees to build comb in brood-frames where
foundation starters are used, say 3 or 4 inches wide ? Would
feeding do it ? We have very little trouble in wintering
bees, if we can get the frames full of comb.
Virginia.
Answer. Bees will build comb only when they need
more. Yes. feeding will make them build comb, if you feed
more than they have empty cells for. The reason they do
not build comb after the 10th of July, is probably because
after that time they do not gather enough to need any more
room to deposit what they gather.
to

is

—

Colony Refusing to Accept a Queen.

around bees

Answers.— 1.

Inducing Bees to Build Comb.

Alabama.

What do you make or fold your sections with ?
Do you think you would use any packing on

10, 1902.

queens offered as premiums, and then see whether the new
stock does any better than the old. But do not depend upon
the first trial with a queen obtained through the mails. A
queen of the very best kind may be so injured in the mails
that she will not do as good work as inferior stock, while if
young queens be reared from her they may show the very
best results
If you mean something else by " help about
queen-bees." please be a little less general and it will be a
pleasure to answer your questions.

and the queen might
same with you as here, it
bees to swarm out because

short of stores.
You are entirely right in thinking there was no necessity for putting on supers this year for a long time after
the first white clover bloom. I saw the first clover bloom
this year Hay 20. and there seems no likelihood that there
will be anj' need to put on supers until more than a year

July

have been using the Hubbard section-

press for a number of years.
2. I don't think I would use any packing for winter in
Alabama, but before being too positive about it I should
want to inquire of you and others in your locality as to your
previous experience. If you have had success without pack-

I have a colony that refuses to accept a queen, though I
have tried twice, and lost the queen in each case. What
would you do with the colony ? Shall I distribute it around
among the other colonies, or unite it with a weaker one that
has a queen ? If the latter, how shall I do it ?

Il,I,INOIS.

Answer. — Either plan will be good. If you have several weak colonies, divide it among them if only one,
unite with that one. First give to the weak colony a single
;

frame of brood and bees from the queenless colony next
day give two more frames, and the following day the re;

mainder.

ing, then packing

would be hardly worth the while. And
yet, if you have not had entire success without packing,
that by no means proves that the lack of packing is to blame
for your want of success. In that case, I should want to try
packing on a small scale, and see whether the packed colonies did any better than others.

Inducing Early Swarming.
1.

What

2.

How

will induce early swarming ?
soon will bees swarm after being hatched

Answers. — 1. Do everything j'ou can to favor building
up the colony early
keep it as warm as possible
give
frames of brood from other colonies keep off surplus arrangements so it will be crowded for room and, if there is
still vacant room in the hive, either feed to fill empty cells,
or give dummies in place of empty combs.
2. Perhaps the same day they are hatched if a swarm
happens to be issuing at -that time. When a swarm issues,
bees of all ages go with the swarm, and bees of all ages
remain with the old colony.
;

Bees Not Storing Much Honey.

?

Iow.\.

;

;

;

have 12 colonies of bees, and they have not stored any
honey in the sections this season so far (June 25.) Half are
pure Italians, and the other half are mixed Italians. I have
the 10- frame hive. I have a little brown bee and the mixed
Italian, and only two colonies that have stored any honey
in the sections.
Last season did not seem very good for
bees, and also this season. It is hard to understand why
they don't do better. I am located near some good farms
within less than 300 or 400 yards from my place. I have
I

made

10 hives of 10-frame style.
I am expecting next season to do better. If I do not, I will have to move to some
other locality.
If you can give me any information that will help me
about the queen-bees, I will appreciate it very much. It may
be the bees, the reason that I do not get much honey.

Geokgia.

Answer. — It

is hard for any one to make a guess as to
bees store so little. It is possible that the bees
are not at all to blame, the trouble being that there is not
sufficient nectar for them to gather. It is also possible that
the bees are to blame, and that if you had a different strain
you might have more honey. This is perhaps to what you
refer when you ask for information about queens. All that
is necessary is to get a queen of so.iie reputable queenbreeder, such as advertise in this journal, or get one of the

why your

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8'2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
of all the officers and directors of the Association
also the
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
lyOl, and the two latest bee-songs
" The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but who should have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for SI. 10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.
;

—

—

!
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Bee-Heepers-Attention
Bees in Good Shape.
have 60 colonies of bees all in g-ood
shape, up to date. I have had only 4
swarms, and do not want any more. I
run for comb honey, and not for
swarms. Tliey are doing well on white
clover, and I never saw as prood a sup-

Do not put your money into New FanKleil Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable ami well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Mives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

G. B.

I

E. B.

ply before.

Winona

Co., Minn.,

Hiitman.

June

25.

Please mention

\ We

are

Send

J

ttit)

Bee Journal when

LEWIS

CO.,

Watertown,Wis.

writinB.

Latest Manufacturers

of Bee-Keeuers' Supplies in

llic

Nortliwesl

^

for cnlalog,

Most Unfavorable Season.
The season has been most unfavorable so far. It is aggravating to see the
profusion of white clover bloom everywhere and no chance for the bees to
get out and gather the nectar which is
present in large quantities, judging
from what our bees do whenever there
are a few moments when it is possible
for them to be out. There have been
not more than 4 days in all this month
when it was warm enough and dry
enough for bees to work. I liave not
been able to do much in the line of
queen-breeding because I did not con-

sider

it

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

1

Hot Weather Needed.
never saw so much white clover,
but the weather is too cold for bees to
store any nectar. We must have hot
weather soon, or the honey crop will be
very light.
Eugene Manning.
Tompkins Co., N. Y., June 30.

M

Lowest Prices, aud Best SHiPDlua

Best" Goods,

Please mention

Bee Journal wnen

alog?
at the

Tanks

Facilities.

-"PT-itiD?

Have You Seen Our Blue

safe to open hives.

Basswood bloom has been ruined by
frost, and I feel afraid that buckwheat
will be all we may now depend on for
honey.
F. Ghkiner.
Ontario Co., N. Y., June 28.

lia?e

THE

Cat-

APIARV.
IN
Illustrated paees; describes EVERYTHING
prices. Alternating hives and Fereu^on supers. Sent FKLL;
from ualv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

NEEDED

()0

LOWEST

KRETCHMER

BEST foods
write for

it.

MFG.. CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart & Ouran, Council Bluffs, town: Chas.
12E26t
Spangler, Kentland, lud.
Please mention Bee Journal when writlna

I

Dogwood and Bitterweed Honey.
thought, as did Mr. Parsons, that
I"d tell you about dogwood and bitterweed, but as he has done it I'll just go
a little farther and say that dogwood
gives considerable honey, but it, too, is
slightly bitter, enough so that it is objectionable in the section honey, but
as it blooms a liltle before poplar it
rarely gets into the sections. If I ran
for extracted honey I fancy it would
bother a good deal. If Mr. Parsons
had written all he said about the bitter
part of bitterweed honey in italics, and
closed with a big BITTER, he'd have
hit it.
Ouinine is a sweet morsel by
the side of bitterweed honey. Fortunately, it grows only in cities or small
towns, and the farmer bee-keeper is
immune from it.
R. V. Goss.
Walker Co., Ala.
I

BEST

=^

I
^^

I

can

Swarming— Pickpoeketed.
report my bees strong in num-

bers, but late in swarming and storing
honey in the supers. White clover

blossoms were in evidence the first day
of June, and at this date are plentiful,
but the cool, cloudy and damp weather
which has prevailed the most of the
month has prevented the bees gathering much honey. But when a good day
does occasionally appear, I am encouraged to see them going for the white
To make cows

nay. use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy iniz&Cal.iil J tree. W.Chesler.Pa

uimM Honeu For sale i
ALL

Alfalfa

IN

This

is

White

^•
%;

60-POUND TIN CANS.

^

^ Honey J^ ^^^^^^^^M

Basswood
HonevA:
HoneyJ/c

the famous

This

Extracted

known

Honey

g^athered in
Alfalfa
reg-ions of the Cent-

the

great

ral

West.

It

is

a

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all canH
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

i

:

'

'

'

i

1

'

Basswood Honey:

10 cents, to pay for package a.nA postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7}4 cents per pound
Basswood Honey, 'A cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are

sample of

f

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

splendid honey, and
nearly everylaody
who cares to eat

'

Late

f:

either,

—

by mail,

two in a box, and freight

i

;

is

not prepaid.

,

;

,
'

Absolutely PufC BCCS' HOHCy.

'Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
would
r"- We
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & m6 Erie St., Chicago, III.

,
'

I

,
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July

clover and alsike blossoms, provingthere is nectar in both. I am quite anxious for a good honey crop this season, to make up for a loss I met with
the 13th of this month. My wife and I
went on a short excursion, by train,
and I " fell among thieves" for the
first time in my life.
In the rush of
getting oft the train, pickpockets got
my pocketbook containing S+0.00 and
over enough to have paid my fare to
the convention at Denver next September; but " misery loves company "
' there were others," the thieves getting about S300 on the different trains
to and from the place.
A lone dollarbill that I was keeping for an emergency went with the rest. I am glad
I have paid so far in advance for the
American Bee Journal.
A. F. FooTE.
Mitchell Co., Iowa, June 23.

ONE NIGHT TO DENVER
uN

I

UK

COLORADO SPECIAL
VIA

THE

Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western Line
Leaving Chicago daily
Arriving Omaha
Arriving Denver

Another

Chicago

train leaves

at

1.30

1

—

6.30 p.m.
7.00 a.n.
7.50 p.m.

at

-

—

p.m. daily, arriving Denver 7.55 a.m.,

second morning.

The Best

Modem

of Everything in

Transportation Service.

$25.00
CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.
Tickets on sale on various dates through the summer, nnd from August 30
to September 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, 1902. Tickets are hmited tor return
to

October

For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply to agents
North-Western-Union PaciJic Line at
Broadway
287 Broadway
461

-

-

-

-

601 Chestnut Street

802 Chestnut Street
368 Washin^on Street
176 Washington Street

H. R.

Bees on Verge of Starving.
outlook for honey is very poor

31, 1902.

Sew York
New York

301 Main Street ^12 Clark Street 193 Clark Street -

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Boston
Boston

-

-

-

-

435 Tile Street 53 East Fourth Street
507 Smithfield Street

W.

McCULLOUGH.

A.

-

Buffalo

-

-

-

-

Chicago
Chicago

-

Cincinnati

-

Cincmnati

-

Pittsburg

of the

at
-

234 Superior Street 17 Campus Martins 126 Woodward Avenue
2 East King Street 60 Yonge Street - -

W.

Gardner,

The

12th Floor Park Building,

B.

General Manager,

Third Vice-President.

10, 1902-

KN1SKER^,

Gen'l Pass'r

&

-

-

Detroit

-

-

Detroit

-

-

-

-

Toronto
Toronto

The

present.

clover season

is al-

most gone, and the bees are on the

Pittshnrg
Cleveland

It is too cold and
trees are full of buds,
and will be out in 8 or 10 days. I hope
for better weather then.
C. A. Hatch.
Richland Co., Wis.. June 27.

verge of starving.
wet.

Ticket Agent

Basswood

CHIC.\GO.

Short Honey Crop.

The honey

Queens ?iow Ready to Supply m Return Mail
Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,

crop is short in this part
country about half. Cause :
cold, wet spring and hot, dry summer.
the

of

—

Dry winds from the North are
parching up evervthing.
H. D.

;

Golden Italians cents
which
Red Clover Queens, gathering.
;

'

Rankin

records behind in honeyUntested, SI. 00; 6 for SS.OO.
Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than all others. Untested, SI. 00.

/^ _.^_J|,_j^_ —
WCirniOlclTIS

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

W. WEBER,

2146=2148 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

100 Laag-stroth

FOR SALE

Wiuler Hives,
Supers, Z

i

a

c-

Houev Boards,
Bee-Escapes and Feeders.
KARL KEIM,
140 YoKK St Buffalo, N. Y.
24A4t

$

,

June

Worst Year for Bees.

Muth and

TO START YOU

A. Muth.)

IN

BUSINESS

We will present you with the first you
take In to start you in a pond payinp: l.usiiifus.
Send 10 cents for full line ol sumples
*.'>

5

din't-tions how to betrjn,
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO..

iiiiil

Chlcaco.

Ills.

This is the worst year for bees that I
have ever known, and I have kept beesfor 2.5 years. No honey, and very little
brood. This is the worst week of the
summer; no honey from white clover.
Bees win starve in a few days unless
there is a change in the weather soon.
We may get some honey from sweet
clover. Will it pay to feed bees at this
season of the year?
E. L. Glover.
La Salle Co., 111., June 27.
[Certainly;

it

will

whenever they need

pay to feed bees
Editor.]

it.

Do Bees Hear

Marshfleld
Our
Wisconsin

specialty is

Manufacturing Company.

making SECTIONS, and thev are the best in the market.
is the right kind for them. 'We have a full line of BEE-

SUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
f lease mention Bee Journal when

writinp.

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low, upon

its receipt,

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
28 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

best yel-

Impure wax not taken at any
Address as follows, very plainly,

or 30 cents in trade.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

price.

Chicago,

111.

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Jaurnal Advertisers «....

?

tilated
ers in

been venby the most profound bee-keepAmerica. From my observa-

tions

believe that everything that has-

This

BASSWOOD

7A26t

MURRY.

24.

6 for $4.00.
left all

C. H.

Co., Miss.,

now

I

is

a question that has

and moves on top of the earth has
the senses of hearing and seeing, for
life

the protection of themselves. It may
be that the mole and angle-worm, and
a few other animals and worms, depend upon concussion of the earth toalarm them. I have my reasons for believing that bees hear, viz
When bees locate a home only about
one-fourth of the swarm leaves as
These
scouts in search of a home.
scouts, after locating the home, will return to the swarm, and by a peculiar
noise notify them that a home is ready,
the carpets are down, and all the cracks
Now, the
are glued with propolis.
swarm comes off the bush, or where
thev are hanging, and takes a bee-line
One-fourth of
to their future home.
:

—
Julv

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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QUEENS!
Iluy tln'iii ni U. {.. Q[IIK1N, the
<3ueeii-Hree(ler in ihe North.

larjfcst

The A. 1. Kof)t Cninpaiiy tell us our stock la
extra-Mue; lulitur ^'<)rk,olthe American liee
Journal, says he has ^food reports Ironi our
stock froni lime to time; while J. L. (iandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 4(X) pounds
of honey (mostly corab] from sin(?le colonies
contaiuintf our cjuecns.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.
Our Ilreeders orijfi dated from the hi^hePtpriced. IvOiit,'-Ton^rued Red Clover (jueens in the
United States.
Fine Oueens, promptness, and s()uare dealing-, have built up our present business, which

was established

in 1M.SS.

GOLDEN and LEftTflERCOLORED QUEENS, after July
1
6

Prices of

Selected

....:

$ .75

$4.00

1.00
1.50

S.iX)

Tested

1st:

12
$

7.(i0

9.00

Selected Tested
8 00
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 3.00
We guarantee safe arrival, lo any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular, Address all

orders to

(juiriu the (jiieeii-Breeder,

PARKERTOWN,
fParkertown

is

a P. O.

OHIO.

Money Order

office.]

Please mention the iJee Journal.

l^A2t)t

Bees For Sale.
Improved Dovetailed
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
loAtf
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal when WTitina.
7s colonies in

BOYS
1

WE WANT WORKERS

Boys, Girls, t.ld and youDK alike,
limke money working for us.

We

fumb-h

ca[>ital Looiart

vnn

in bnai-

Dttfi. Send ufl 10c sUmps or silver for full insiruclinn. and a line oE
Moipiestowork Willi. bRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Cbicago,IU.

Please mention Bei3 Journal

C^alitnfrtia

it

when

yon care

to

wrxtinft-

know

of its

WaillUrilld 1 Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia^s Favorite Paper

The

?

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

and

Agricultural

Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

_

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street.
San Francisco. CAi.
-
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I would not do
would unite them with some
weak colonies, which bee-men generally have, that is, bee-men who do not

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long'-tong^ued
(Moore's], and Select, Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 2% miles
apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;

within
5 miles.

3.

and but few within

No

disease. 29 years'

WARRANTED

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

7 5
cents each;
Dis$1.50 each.

count on lar^e orders.
Contracts with dealers a specialty. Discount after July 1st

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

SPRING HILL, TENN.

14A26t

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stin-ooard Binder with 'cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bnt 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Joornal for one year— both for only fl.40. It is
a fine thin? to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces.

'"^
144 &

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO.,
CHICAGO.;iLL.

S treet.

146 Erie

>s oood monev
cuccn InUIICI
unucv am)
easy to make
OnCCr
ynu work tor us. We will start you in

if

Work
-.,' .i.^B«J|i'Usines3 and furuish the capital.
Send 10 cents for full
i/j^^l(jBraiii.ht and easy.
'•line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISBINO CO., Chicago, llli.

QUEENS—Try
without smoke or

veil.

John Thoeming.

Very truly yours,

Jnly and August

Months
Number OF Queens

o

IZ
$7.1X1

1-00

$4.00
5.0O

$-'5

ifOO

l-OO

=•<»

»J™
l"-"*

1

Unt?s?ed=^°"".''^....J.7S
Tested

..:.:

GOLDEN QUEENS

Untested
Tested
Select tested, $2.00.

lO.iXi

Breeders, $£.00 each.

Nucleus with Untested Queen, $i25
Queen,
each; J-frame Nucleus with Untested
each;

6 for $2.75

D. J.
27Atf

A

each.

BLOCHER, Pearl

City,

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
.

-°

XlSy

^

sale.

2)
z

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevery bee-keeper
^o' \-^ j!^
*^^
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
eale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouuoiion of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to liee-lieepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal
)

o/

*'

I

lieve that

,

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We can furnish you with The A. 1. Hoot Co'B
goods at wholpsale or retail at their prices. We can
save you frei^rht. and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 cata]o*(.
M. II. IIDNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

WfllllGQ iracAoneu!
State price, kind and quantity.
R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

10, 1902.

I

;

LanQstrom

on...

make

a business of looking after their
colonies. They just put them any old
place, slap on the sections, and then

them go

let

that.

at

Now,

I

always

give my bees the best care. You cannot make money in stock if you do not
take care of them, and it is the same
with bees.
I know of a bee-man that put 3 big
swarms in an old salt-barrel, and got a
barrel of honey he killed the bees and
took the honey that the bees worked so
hard to store away. He could liave put
them in other hives and kept them for
another year.
I am a reader of the "Old Reliable,"
and could not do much without it. I
enjoy the pictures of the apiaries very
much they are up-to-date.
G. B. WlLLI.^MSON.
Jones Co., Iowa.

Tll6tiOI16!JB66
Revised by Dadant

This

is

;

;

— 1900 Edition.

one of the standard books on
and ought to be in the

bee-culture,

It is bound
and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

library of every bee-keeper.

substantially

in cloth,

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal

Each

Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

subject is clearly

and thoroly ex-

Repairing Hive-Covers.
Tell " Missouri," on page 409, first
to paint the bad place in his old cover
thick with white lead, then stretch on
a piece of muslin, and paint over it
well. I mend cracked covers that way,
and it is very successful.

Lafayette Co., Wis.

H. Lathrop.

Rates to Denver— A "Bee-Bonnet."
I have been interested in the meeting of the National Bee-Keepers' Association at Denver. The Editor gave
the rate from Chicago last week, but
that does not do us much good down
here. Can you give rates from Kansas
City, Mo., Wichita and Hutchinson,
Kans.? Also, are women bee-keepers
eligible to membership in the Association

?

snap-shot of my
apiary. The picture does not show all
I
had been working
tlie colonies.
among the hives and did not have the
yard fixed up for a picture. The lady
that took the picture stopped on her
way home from a picnic, and it was
just about sundown, the wind was
blowing quite hard.
fine Italians which I
I have some
purchased last year. They are the best
workers in the yard.
I liave a little different kind of a beebonnet from any I have seen. I took
a wire hat-frame and covered it with
muslin; around the edge of the hat I
sewed screen-wire, and fastened it together at the back to the lower edge
I

•"-frame

$3.00

that

Our Stock.

Davenport, Iowa, Dec. 31. 1101.
Your queens are fully up to standard. The
honey queen that you sent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousing- colony when put
np for winter. The goldens can be handled

July

off witli sulpiiur.

all

Tennessee Queens

lOirPNAL,

will enclose a

;

sewed muslin and ran a draw-string
in so as to draw it tight around my
I
cut arm holes and sewed
waist.
sleeves in I made them large, and put
I

plained, so that

by following the

in-

structions of this book one cannot fait
to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail

for fl.2S, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
it

—

THREE NEW

;

Bee

subscribers to the

Journal for one year, with $3.00.

;

a draw-string at the wrists. When I
get my gloves on, the bees may get as
mad as they please, but they can't get
I have strings sewed to the
at nie.
crown of the hat which I tie under my
stuck
chin, and with the hat-pin
through into my hair I have it pretty
To keep it from hanging loose
solid.
in front, I pin the muslin part to my
dress with a safety-pin. I can see so
much better through the wire than
through any kind of a veil, as a veil
wavers and blows about.

This is a splendid chance to get a.
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 .& 146

Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO,

FREE FOR A MONTH

ILI,

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Wool Market!^ aad Sheep

The last month has been very hard
on the bees we have had so much

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

There have been only 6 good
working days. The colonies are quite

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

;

rain.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHIGABO,

ILL.

;

July
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stronp, and were doinff fine before we
had so much rain. The whole country
has been covered with white and red
clover.

My
tion

shown any disposiwanted them to
I

swarm;

M'..NT I'lJUTl'Alii

swarm

this year, as last year I did all I
could to keep them from swarmiii^r.
This is a fine crop year; everything
looks well. Kruit will not be as plentiful as last year.
Miss B. L. Hackwokth.
St. Clare Co., Mo., June 20.

[We
your

regret to say that the picture of
apiary. Miss H., is not clear

enough

to

make

We

a good engraving.

should be pleased to have you try
again, and if you get a good picture
send it on and we will use it.

Of course,

mem-

ladies are eligible to

bership in the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, on the same basis as the
men SI. 00 a year dues.
As to the rates to Denver from the
places you mention, you should be able
to find out by enquiring at your nearest railroad station. We do not know
what the rates are from everywhere,
even if all roads do lead to Denver 1—
Editor.]

—

Low Round Trip

Rates, via

Union Pacific, from Missouri River,
and Pueblo,

iplJ.UU

13, inclusive,

to 24,

and

to
23
30 to 31, inclusive.
1

To Denver, Colorado
QiQ nn
ipiy.UU

<t\nc

nn

ipiU.UU

Springs,

Colo., Julv

Aug.

1

Springs,

Colo., June 25 to
30, inclusive, July 14 to 31, inclusive.

Salt

Lake Citv and Ogden,

Utah, Aug.

1 to 14, inclusive.

To Glenwood Springs,

Colo.,

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

to 13, inclusive,
Aug. 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.
1

June

Springs. Colo.,
inclusive, July

25 to 30,
14 to 31, inclusive.

Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

To San

Francisco or Los An-

geles. Calif.,
clusive.

Aug.

2 to

10, in-

Poitland, Oreg., Tacoma
and Seattle, Wash., July 11 to
21, inclusive.

Corresponding/^'' /,otv Kates
I^runi IntermediatG' f (tints,
Full Jnformation Clieerfally F'nrnif^lte'cl on application to

E. L.
27Atf

LOM AX,

G. p.

a:

still

and

in cloth.
gl.'.'O.

— Thi.s

classic in bee-culture has
is fully illustreats of everythint^ relatint; to
bees and bee-kcepin^r. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. I.. Lanjjstroth
the Father of American
Bee-Cullure.
It has 520 pages, Ixjund in
cloth.
Price, ?l.i5.
It

—

AB

C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
cyclopedia of 4U0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains ;sOO engravings. It was written
especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth.
A

Price, $1:20.

Scientific

Queen-Rearing,

as Practi-

—

by G. M. Doolittle. A method
by which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.

cally Applied,

Bound

in cloth and illustrated.
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Price, SI.UO;

Bees and Honey,

or Managemeni of an
Profit, by Thomas G.
nicely illustrated, contains
U>0 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, 30 cents.

Newman. — It

is

Advanced Bee-Oulture,

Methods
The
a practical and enter-

and Management, by W.
author of this work

is

Z.

Its

Hutchinson.

t. a.,

OMAHA, NEB.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—

taining writer. You should read his t>ook
'.)0
pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.
Price, 50 cents.

;

Itee-Keeping for Beginners, by

—

Dr.

P. H. Brown, of Georgia.
A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving

•J.

the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
Price, 50 cents.

Kee-Keeplng

—

on sale
flavor.

brioifinij

S'tjfOc,

accordintf to body

iJeeswax sella upon arri%-al at ?>2z,
R. A. HURIf RTT & Co.

Ka.nsas Citv, June 23.— There is very little
in honey at this time.
The Bupply of
tbe market is not lar^fe, althouff b there
is a very good supply of extracted.
We quote:
Comb honey, 13%14c; extracted, 5%<"(>c. Beeswax, 25^30c. No new honey in market.
C. C. Cle.mons & Co.

comb on

been eotirely re written, and
trated.

vjw y^i >;•

(loinjf

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant.

for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Revised and enlarged. It details the

new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

CiNciNN-ATi,

March 6.— The market

in

ex-

tracted honey

is (food with prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturing- purposes, bring^s from
5!4@6Hc; better g-rades from7f't«c. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong^ at 27(ai30c.

The Fked W. Mcth Co.
Albany, N.Y., May 1.— Honey market isduU.
Very little call now for any grade. Well cleaned

out of stock and season practically over. Some
comb honey is selling- at 14^al5c. Extracted,

Beeswax, good demand,

6^6Hc.

30f5>3lc.

H. R.

Wright,

Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. 1, l3(Q>l4c; dark and amber, ll@12c.
Extracted, white, 6Ji@7c; dark and amber.
5@6c. Beeswax, 2*?@30c. M. H. Hunt & Sow.

NbwYork, May

I'J.— There is a limited decomb honey and prices range as folFancy white, 14c; No. 1, white, 13c; amber, ll@12c; no buckwheat or dark on the
market and no more demand for any. Market

mand

for

lows:

on extracted remains very inactive. Plenty of
supply with only fair demand. We quote:
white, 5^Ca5\c: light amber, 5®5%c; southern,
in barrels, 50^55c gallon. Beeswax firm at from
30^32c pound, according to quality.

HiLDRBTH & SKOBLKBIf.
Cincinnati, June 7.— There is hardly any
change in the honey market. Comb is not moving much, and whatever is left can be bought
at cut rates.
Water -white is selling from
14^^? 15c.
Extracted is in fair demand and finds
steady sales,
alfalfa

in

barrels, 5[S>5Hc; water-white

from 6@t>J^cj white clover from fj^to 7c.
is coming in more freely and sells for
C. H. W. Wbbbr.

Beeswax
2Sc.

San Francisco, June

25.— White comb, 10^

amber, 7@l0c; dark, 6^*7 cents. Ex5@— light amber, 4H@—
amber. 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light.

12 cents;
tracted,

white,

—

;

.

27fS29c; dark, 25(a2oc.

While the market presents a firm undertone,
owing to the season's yield proving much
lighter than was generally anticipated, the inquiry is not active at full current rates. Buyers
are slow realizing that they are not going to be
favored this summer with heavy offerings.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

— This

is a German translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

Dr.

G.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, 5^1.00.

Howard's Book on Foul-Brood.

WANTED!
Honey and Beeswax,

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati.

C. H,

W.

WEBER,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

21Atf

— Gives

the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

Problem

in Bee-Keeping, by
Winter
Result of 25 years' experience.
R. Pierce.
Price, 30 cen ts.

—

ij.

To

$45,00

Price,

Apiary Register, by Thomas

To

$45,00

Bound

Tinker.
author's "

To Glenwood

$32,00

illustrations.

edition— lilth thousand.

padres.

clusive.

Utah, July

$31,00

lUO'.!

paper.

To
&30.00

BeP"Keei>c(r'H (Juide, or Manual of the
Prut. A. .). Cook, of Pomona Col('aliforuiii.
This book is not only Inlei,'e,
structivB and ht'lptiil as a (juide in bue-keepint;, but is intciustin);; and lliorouglily iJiactiIt contains u fiiil dclini'acal and scientilic.
tion of the aiuitorny and physioloi^y ^>( heus.
r>l4

J

y;^-^ j^^
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
vjif

Chicago, June 1«.— The market Ih practically
nvcr it) comb buuey uniil tbe new crop conies
forward, km far noue has appeared in this cily.
A little ul the extracted in on Hale, but it is
chiefly of a low (frade of amber HeUiag at abont
5 centH per pound.
There is a lar^-e amount of
the white extracted honey of tbe crop of IWl

-

1 to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, in-

July

$25.00

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 Kric St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

2itr>

AND BEESWAX

HONE,y

-^CA^ >;v >^- >;» >^-

Apiary, by

to"l4,

and Pueblo,

To

I

liv

Apiary for Pleasure and

To Denver, Colorado
QIC nn
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Bee= Books

bees have not
to
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Foul Brood Treatment, by
Cheshire.

Foul

Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Development and Cure.

Prlz6=wlnnlnQ

Price, 10 cents.

It:lli:in r^llP£>nc —bred for business, bv the
Ibdlldll UUOtJMo best methods, and from the
bees are free
best honeygathering stock.
from disease, and are hustlers. No small or inferior queens sent out. Untested, T5c: tested, $1.
2SA4t
D. E. ANDREWS, Bloomington, Ind.

My

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Daughters

of

Mnore's famous long-tongued

red clover Italian Queen, which won the t25.00
prize offered by The A. I, Root Co. for thelongest-tongued bees; and also daughters of other
choice long-tongued red-clover breeders whose
bees '* iust roll in the honey," as Mr. Henry
Schmidi, of Hulto, Tex,, puts it, now ready to
go by return mail. Untested Oueens, 75c each;
six. §4.110; dozen, $7.50.
Selec"! untested, $1.03
each: six, fS.u"; dozen. $9.(X). Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
J. p.
Lock Box 1. nORQAN. KY.
28Elf

MOORE,

Please mention Bee Joartal wlien "Wi-itias
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BEI
BEE=KEEPERS,

I

Save
5a
A\oney by Buying

f3 Dadant's Foundation

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction.
PATENT

everything

^^'^

and copy of

Ji
jZ
fi

g

a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
S^~ "W. M. Gerrisii, E. Nottingham,
N- H,, carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

g
g
fZ

l-'lease

nienuon

'

^^^TT^^^m?i^T?^il\alt^a^'

Because it has always piTcn better satlsfaction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

freight.

Year

AA^Hxr
c^ll S>U
co ii7^ll
UUCd ii"
IL »C11
yy iiy Hrk^c
WCll Vr

Jamestown, N. Y.
J^' Our poods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog-,

25111

WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
TtlE, W. T. FftLGONER MFG. CO..

g
•k

July

Send name

We

sell

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL

Bee-Keepers' SuDDlies
Very

jZ
Si

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

fine pure-bred

low

for sale at very

^^A

KINDS *****

Chickens and Eggs

prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/i&ecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture — Price, $1.25, by mail.

iiee Journal wiit;n WTitiat

$300,000,000.00 A YEAR
wuik

hn^ti piiit nf it if you
for us. Uncle Sum's poultiy product pays
that sum. Send 10c for samples and particulars.
We furnish capital to start you in

ami >ou iu«v

BEESWAX wanted

siness. Draper Publisbln);Co.,Cbicaeo,ill.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Please mentioii Bee journal "when writing.

Hancock Co.,

Hamiltoii,

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Please aittntion

Bee Journal

III.

-wh^^n writine

send J1.25to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

ENTIRELY UP

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Diacounts to the Trade.

A New Bee-Keeper's Song-—

WITH ORDERS

"Buckwheat Cakes
and Honey
)j

After working overtime for man)' months, running everything
fullest capacity, we have finally caught up with orders, and
now can ship, with some few exceptions, by first train.
to

Words by EUGENE SECOR.
Music by

QEORQE W. YORK.

OUR SHIPPING-CASES.

This song was written specially for

<«THE

Now

is

what

fine

the time when you will be needing these. If you have
not tried our Cases, send a sample order to your nearest dealer, and

the Buffalo convention, and was sungthere. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

in the

its

see

PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
We

are the exclusive wholesale agents for these goods. There is
no Escape that has ever been put on the market that can compare
with it and the fact that the Porter has driven all competitors from
the field, is one of the best evidences of its merit.

HUM OF THE BEES
APPLE-TREE BLOOM"

:

Written by

Eugene Secor aad Dr.

Prices

— Either

song

C. C.

will be

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie St..

•

THE ROOT HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

Miller.

These have won a reputation for themselves. For ease of running-, atid for quality of workmanship throughout, we believe there
is nothing- on the market equal to them at any price.

mailed

for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both
for only 15 cents. Or, for $1.00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if asked Jor.

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

goods you can get.

Branch
The A.

I.

Root

Wm

Pa.
9

The

A.

I.

The A.

1,

Jobbing Agencies.

Offices.

Co.. in Vine St.. PhilHdelphia.
A. Selaer, Manager.
Syracuse. N.V.
Co..

Knot

Manager.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

V. A. Salisbury.

Knot
J. B.

The
The

The

Cii.,

-

Mason.

Maiirtger.

A.I.R.'ot Co., li'24 Mi8s St. 8t.Paul,Minn.
H.i;. Acklin, ManaKer.
A, I. RiMit Co.. - Sun Antonio, Texas.

Toepperwcin & Walton. Manaifers.
A. 1. Knot Co.. lion Md. Av..S.W.. Washington. Saflell & Herrick. Manacers.

The A.

I,

Root

Cuba.

F.

Han Ignaoin 17. Havana,
H. de Beche, Manajier.

Co.,

THE

A.

George W. York &

Co..

-

1-14

W. Weber.
M. H. Hunt &. Son,
Walter S. Ponder,

C. U.

Jos. Nysewanrler,

-

-

-

146 Erie St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bell Branch. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Des Moines. Iowa.

-

& Son. High Hill. Mnntg. Co.. Mo,
Prolhero & Arnold. Ou Bois, Clearfield Co.,

Jno. Nebel

Carl F.

Buck

-

Penn.
Augusta. Butler Co., Kan.
Lyonsville. Mass.
Co., Denver, Colo.

W. W. Cary & Son.
The h. A. Watkins Mdse.
-

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO,
o. r^n
YORK &
CO.
GEORGE W. vn-nv

oT-.z-wTi^r' ,ir

&

Chicago, IIl

L).

S. A.

& 146 Erie Street,
Chicago ill..
SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.
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are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Cataiog.

K«<-

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

DEE JOURNAL
OBOROR W. VOKK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

JULY

17,

1902.
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A 5TANDARD=BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance
Subscribers.

We

have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply
The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth SI. 00 each. We want every one of our present reg'ular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the neces.sary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.
us with

—

A Qneeii Free for Sending One New Snbscriber
Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
prices are as follows:

One Queen,

75c.;

3

Queens, $2.10

;

6

Queens

for $4.00.

We expect to be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send youl

—

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

'i^Kfl^^*'

^I-^."m"D
42dYEAR

^

CHICAGO,

Editorial

Bee-Orowers

ELL,

Comments, t

|

is

to use so

The Change in Weather throughout a large scope of
country came suddenly, but there was nothing of a compromising character in the change. It was from cold to hot,
sudden, distinct, unreserved. In the latitude of Chicago
the feeding of bees was the order of the day throughout
the
month of June with those who were wide enough awake to
be aware how stores had disappeared. Then just about the
same day with the opening of linden came a welcome rise
in the thermometer.
No matter how much clover was in
bloom, the bees got nothing from it during the dreadfully
chilly time, and they will be more or less
uncertain now
whether bees are getting honey from it, and will wait with
no

little interest to find out after the
cessation of linden
bloom. Whoever may grumble about the hot weather,
beekeepers will hardly do so.

Honey Crop Prospects )n California.— A leading beekeeper of San Diego County sends us the following,
taken
from the San Diego Weekly Union, dated June 19
SAN DIEGO COUNTY HONKY PROSPECTS.

:

The latest estimate of the honey crop in this county by
those who make a business of dealing in it, is that
there
will be about 20 car-loads this season. The average
yield is
about 7a car-loads, so that there will be a quarter crop this
year, if the estimate is correct. It is very difficult,
however
to forecast just how much honey the bees will
gather. This
will depend to a considerable extent on the life
of the plants
and flowers from which the honey is taken.
Some new honey is already being brought to market
but the quantity is very small. One commission
man said
yesterday that he was not buying new honey, and
when
asked for the reason, he said there was none to buy
Between 4 and 4", cents a pound is being paid for the
new
honey. The bee-men themselves think that the estimate
of
20 carloads for this year is a little high. There have
been
seasons when this county produced more than 100
car-loads
The other day Simon Levi shipped 48,000 pounds of last
year's crop to eastern points. This honey had been
stored
since last season.

themselves into a local association for their
mutual

1902,

No. 29.

The motion was carried that all honey-producers of
Julian and vicinity not present at the meeting,
who wish to
avail themselves, through this agency, of
selling
honey by car-load lots, where it is not convenient to their
deliver
their honey in Julian, they can deliver it at Foster
or Lakeside, but must have their honey inspected
or graded and
bring their receipt from railroad agent and deposit
the same
with the agent at Julian.

ORANGE COUNTY'S

CROP.

Orange County's honey crop

for the current season
promises to be particularly small, says the Santa
Ana
Blade, and instead of 20 car-loads, as was the
aggregate
output last year, the figures for this season are put
by wellknown and reliable authorities at not more than one-fifth

of that amount. For the promise of the beginning
of the
season has not been fulfilled, and instead of having
"honey
to burn," or to sell, many bee-men are
already buyine
sugar to feed their bees, and many more are
undecided
whether to incur the extra expense of feeding the
colonies
over the season in the hope of more favorable
conditions
another year, or to let them take the chances.

N. Smith, probably one of the best informed
men in
subject, says he has made a careful
canvass of the county in the interest of the honey-business
and from information obtained from reliable
sources he
fee s confident that not more than four cars
of new honey
will be available for shipment the present
season, and he
further says he will not be surprised if the
yield for last
season is 16 or 17 cars less, or reduced to figures
more easily
understood, is a shortage of between 200 and 250
tons from
last season's output.
For from 12 to IS tons is considered a
car-load, and thus the weight is roughly
arrived at.
J.

Orange County on the

The leading bee-keeper referred to when introducing
the above quotation, has this to say in
a private letter to
us, under date of June 26
:

Editor American Bee Journal—
P'^^*'' ^'"^ ^ clipping from the
l,=f'?'''"rr'-"-";?"'''°^^'^
last San Diego Union, about the honey
crop this year. The
estimate of 20 cars for this (San Diego)
county
is, in
u my
.
^^
judgment, very high.
Julian, the place where they expect
some honey is on
the extreme summh of the highest
mountain range in the
county, and some ,5 miles back from the
coast.
Up there
they have few bees and fewer honey-plants,
and as they s-et
'^^^
^°^' ^' '* '^ '°^«^ down toward fhe
rLT.u^\°»'
coast,
that flowers J"'
do not necessarily produce honey I have
just returned from up that way, and
although I saw thousands of acres of our best honey-plant-the
wild buckwheat
—white with bloom, the bees did not touch it.
•=*• °"\ honey-plants are now
at their best, but
*>,»
they^^.^^i^"^
yield very httle-so that scarcely any
are extracting
and they are doing it, feeling that their
bees will ,^ot ^
gft
enough later to carry them over.
I looked through about 500
colonies 40 miles back from
the coast, this week-where they are
surrounded by million^
of flowers-and found only about onefourth of them wi?h
,

enough honey

to justify extracting.
get reports from all over Southern
California like
mine. The north half of the State never
has cut any Lure
in honey. In considering the crop
from this State you
'^ ^ /-«^ State-as long'^as
from Louisiana
ln?-''"'^^''^^'^^°''°'^
to Chicago, or Savannah to
Maine--and
•

JULIAN BBE-MEN ORGANIZE.
The honey-producers of the Julian section have organized

17,

protection, and for the purpose of marketing their
honey in
car-load lots. F. A. DeLuca was appointed sales
agent
and John Stevens honey inspector, to grade the honey
and
assist in making the sales.

a term that Editor Root thinks it
as to avoid the constant repetition
of "bee-keepers." But is the frequent use of the same
word objectionable if the thing itself is frequently referred
to ? The word "bee " is used with much greater
frequency
than " bee-keeper." Does our good friend of the Buckeye
State object to allowing the word " bee " the monopoly of
representing the thing that we speak about so often ? We
prefer to be a bee-keeper or honey-producer rather
than a
" bee-grower."

would be well

JULY

^
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that the only real reg^ion where hone.v

is

produced

is in

July
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wore in winter, only I shed my underseemed to yield only pollen, and I fed
nearly a thousand pounds of sugar to prevent starvation.
Suddenly there came a change July 2, and now for several
days we have had delightfully hot weather. Whether there
is any nectar to be had from the clover is not yet deter-

suit of clothes I
Clover
clothes.

the

southern half.

Honey-buyers agreed with each other, as soon as it was
given out that we had a prospect of a honey crop, to pay
but 3'2 cents here, f. o. b. Their mouths watered for the
crop, and they agreed to cinch us.
You may be certain that our crop will not enter into the
Yours very truly.
East at all this year.

mined, but after the manner of bee-keepers

I

am

hopeful."

Mr. Gus Dittmer, of Wisconsin, wrote us July 7
" I am thinking of going to Denver in September with
:

indeed a sad condition of affairs for California
bee-keepers. In all probability, then, what seems to be
their loss may be the gain of the bee-keepers east of the

This

is

the rest of you."

Good

Rocky Mountains.

price

Keep on thinking about

1

Mr. Dittmer, and we

—

Wouldn't it be a fine joke
in fact, from everywhere.
on those Denverites if .there would be such a crowd that
they would simply have to allow all to walk on their " beautiful grass," whether they wanted to allow it or not.
You
know that " Working " secretary of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association, said they had such restful grass to look at!
Pshaw we want to walk on it, and all over those alfalfahoney chaps out there. They're " just too sweet " for anything, and need to have some of it "extracted." Let's go
too

down somewhat.

We

would like to see all our bee-keepers prosperous and
happy not only for their own welfare, but for the good of
None of us liveth to himself. We are all of
all mankind.
one body — one humanity — and so no one should rejoice over

—

the probable or real prospects that may result in adversity
even to a portion of our fellows.
Let us all hope that there may yet be a fair harvest of
honey for every worthy bee-keeper in this great country of

!

for

them

30,

had this

!

Mr. Thomas G. Newman,

ours.

to

in a letter to us dated June
say in reference to attending the Denver

convention in September

4

it,

are sure you will then go. We would like to have such a
representation there from east of Denver as will simply
overwhelm those '" windy " Coloradoans. Of course, we
want to see a lot of people from west and south of Denver,

In view of the honey prospects throughout the country,
we should say that honey certainly should not be any lower
Still,
in price than last j'ear, and it ma3' be a trifle higher.
it must not be forgotten that there was considerable honey
carried over from last year, and this may aid in holding the

* The

Weekly Budget.

"Had

*
\

Mr. N. E. France, the energetic inspector of apiaries
June 30, as follows

for Wisconsin, wrote us

With many others we regret that Mr. Newman

1

will

be

would be a nice thing if all of
the old friends, who are in the West, might be present at
the next National convention. We hope that as many as
possibly can do so will be there, and make it a grand reunable to go

:

" Bees in southern Wisconsin are starving. One year
ago we were talking basswood honey. No clover in 1902.
There is plenty of clover in central Wisconsin."

:

health increased and given me strength
enough to have borne the journey, I might have put in an
appearance at Denver, which I fully hoped to have done,
but I am in no condition now to take such a journey, and
must, therefore, give it up. I shall be with you in spirit,
and hope for a pleasant and profitable convention."
ray

to

Denver.

It

union.

Chapman appears on

The Apiary
page.

of Wilford
Mr. Chapman wrote us

this

Mr. Sanford HarTman,

:

"I send a photograph of ray apiary of 145 colonies. The
person shown is my son " Harry.'' The bees did fairly
well here last year, considering the dry weather. I had
about 5000 pounds of comb honey.
" I think the American Bee Journal is just right full

—

of good for the bee-keeper."

us June 18

of Lincoln Co., Nebr., wrote

:

"If Providence permits, my wife and myself will join
your party when you go through to Denver, and help you
take in the sights. You want to take time to take in some
of the excursions up into the mountains. It's the grandest
thing you ever saw."

We

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co.,
cently as follows

111.,

wrote us

re-

:

"I think June, 1902, was the worst June for bees I ever
knew. So cold that throughout the entire month I wore the

hope that a large number will join our party on the
Denver convention. Remember, our train leaves
Chicago at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept 3, on the Chicago &
North-Western road, and arrives in Denver on the Union

way

to the

Pacific at 2 p.m.

Wednesday.

A

little

later

we

will likely

July
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have more to say about the sights along this route, and also
about the attractions in and around Denver.

Santa Ci.aha
fertile

Vai.i.ey, in California, is one of the tuost
localities of the world.
Its fruit lias

and productive

a wide reputation for excellence, and its flowers are
incomparable. The bee-keepers in that delightful climate
met on
June 2() for the purpose of organizing an association. There
are over 300 bee-keepers in Santa Clara County,

and they
should have an effective organization, to advance their
interests, and protect the pursuit.
After some informal discussion an adjournment was taken until July 5, when
a
permanent organization was to have been effected.

[ Contributed

Articles.

Table of Contents and Index to Books.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.
been indexing the 19th 1000 of mv "Bcc
^^^Pf^ Guide." This leads me to pen a few -.vords on
lable of Contents and'Tndex.'' To me, no part of
a book
—especially a really helpful book— is of more value
than a
good index.
The table of contents is not quite so valuable
but IS, to my mind, a far too valuable part ever to
be omitted'
1 believe it will not be amiss to say a word
in suggestion of
how these parts of a book can be best utilized.
When I get a book that promises to be useful in mv
work I tirst study carefully the table of contents.
If this is
well thought out and planned by the author,
its thorouc'h
study will make one very conversant with
the entire contents of the book.
He will thus in an hour learn what it
woiild take days to compass by the slow
process of careful
reading.
Indeed, it will take a vear or more of readin^r
verihed by actual practice in the apiary,
for one t^o
become conversant with the whole text so he
mav
what a mine of wealth he has in good suggesti6n, know
and valuable history. Whereas, a thorough but brief fact
study
ot the contents will make them keenly alive
to these treasures
of information.
He will know that they are there, and the
chapter that contains them.
To illustrate: Take Chapter XVI in my own book
It
treats of marketing the products of the apiary.
The table of
hav-e just

I

can turn at once with no loss of time, to the very theme that
most concerns his present nee<ls.
In case of the young bee-keeper, robbing may come as a
very practical theme in his xpcrience. The index directs
him at once to the very page whi re the cause and cure are to
be described. The novice may commence his work when the
bees arc busy.
Later the nectar-flow ceases, and the bees
cross and irritable, being a new and not so pleasant experience
to his life and work.
Po.ssibly he turns to stings, and finds
where to look for prevention and cure. Or, if his desires are
in line of protection, he will find under bee-dress, bee-veil,
yell, bee-hat, hat, smoker, Bingham smoker;
etc.
just what
he needs in his extremity.
I doubt if any of us realize to the full the value
of a good
index.
As in making a book, it is the most arduous and trying part of the work, .so to the owner of a book it ought to be
the most valuable and heliiful jjortion.
I suggest to all our
bee-keepers to give a little time to the index of their bee-book,
and I am sure it will open their eyes to the wealth of information they have right at hand.
Akin to the last is the Glossary.
This is also valuable,
as we may judge by the more and more frequent place
that It finds in our text-books, especially the practical manuals that are to help in the every day work.
A good glossary,
well-paged that every theme may be quickly sought out and
fully studied, is a valuable part of any manual, and will richly
repay close and frequent study. This will make our reading
and study more accurate and valuable.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
(

—

^w
Does the Rearing of Oueensas Given in " Scientific
Queen-Rearing " Have a Tendency Toward
a Race of INon-Swarming Bees ?
BV

;

:

table of contents.

The index may well be studied from the same point
of
view.
good index, however, has other and even better use
It serves as a wondrous time-saver.
Even though we have
the best of memories, and have been most
faithful students
ot our text, there will yet be points that we
shall not keep

A

in

memor)-, and which we shall wish to use when
time forbids
much study or chance to find w*at is in demand
At such
times a good index is invaluable.
The index, to be perfect, should present every subject
under every possible head that would be suggested
to the
person who comes for light and information. Again
to take
rny own book for example. A person may
come upon something that suggests "foul brood;" the ill-odor,
the sunken cellcap or the perforated capping to the brood-cell. He
wishes
at once to know what the trouble is.
He may know nothing
ot toul brood, when he will turn to the index
for di.seases of
bees when will be treated, dysentery, spring
dwindling beeparalysis new bee-diseases, black-brood, sour-brood
and foul
brood.
Or, if he has foul brood in mind, he turns at
once to
that
the index, and finds under foul brood: illustration
of
nature of; remedies for; fasting, phenol, salicylic
acid
He

m

G. M.

Among other things,

-

contents gives the subjects treated as follows:
How to invigorate the market; preparation for market,
l^xtracted honey; how to tempt the consumer
Comb
honey rules to be observed. Marketing bees; selling
queensselling bees by the pound.
Vinegar from honey. Fairs and
the market
What they should be. Effects of such exhibits.
A few minutes of careful, thoughtful study of this series
of topics gives not only what this chapter
has to mve the
reader, but suggests the methods and
treatment throughout
the entire book.
Any book which is to serve at all adequately
is seriously handicapped unless it
offers its readers a good
''
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correspondent,

I

find this

DOOLITTLK.

iu a very interesting letter

from a

:

"I shouldlike
plan given
to

m

'

to know if you claim that (|ueens reared by
Scientific Queen-Rearing-,' have a greater tendency

swarm than those reared by

the
not

the bees during the swarming season,
as most bee-keepers allow their bees to rear them. I purchased your
book a few years ago, and have reared a few queens each year in accord therewith, and very few of the queens so reared have led out
swarms, while my other colonies have kept up an excessive swarming
each year. The queens in these swarming colonies were reared under
the swarming impulse, by colonies casting swarms, as are the
most of
the queens in any apiary where the bees are allowed to swarm. Then,
four years ago I purchased a (|ueen which I supposed was reared
by
the plan given in your book. This queen has done well for me
but
the point of interest to me just now is this: Although she has kept
her hive full to overflowing with bees, they giving me a good surplus
each year, fully as much so as any queen I have amongst my 150 colonies, yet only one swarm has issued from her colony
since I got her
Can you enlighten me in this matter through the columns ot the
American Bee .Journal
:

V

have never made the claim that queens reared by the
plan given in my book, where the queen-cells are brought
to perfection in upper stories, while the reigning queen was
doing good work at egg-laying below, were less inclined to
swarm than were those reared when the bees were preparing to swarm, as I formerly reared all queens before perfecting the plan as given in " Scientific Queen-Rearing." At
that time I was quite certain that queens reared under the
swarming impulse were the very best possible, just as some
I

still

claim, but

I

now

believe that

it

is

possible to rear

queens by other methods which are every whit as good in
every respect, and perhaps better in some, than queens
reared from natural-swarming cells.
Some 25 years ago I noticed that queens reared without
the bees having any intention of swarming where this was
done to supersede a failing queen— were less inclined to
swarm than were those reared during the height of swarming, and so jotted down this fact in my diary at that time
and during the time intervening since I first noted this
matter, the queen by supersedure cell, whose bees have been
given too much swarming, has been the exception, not the
rule.
Queens, where reared by the plan as given in my
book, are brought to perfection in very much the same way
as are those reared where a case of supersedure happens
and I have thought that the bees from them were less inclined to swarm. In any event, I have had far less swarming in my apiary during the past 12 or 14 years, during
which time I have reared nearly all of my queens over
queen-excluders, than I formerly had yet I would not think

—

;

;

;

it

best to put forth the idea that a continuation of thus rear-

ing for a quarter to half a century would give a race of non -
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bees, as my apiary has been manag^ed much different during- the time mentioned than it formerly was,
queen-rearing being more in evidence now, while before
the "race " was wholly for comb honey.

swarming

When God

animated nature to " go forth, multiply, and replenish the earth," He implanted in the same a
nature to do so and if that nature is not carried out in beelife, through the issuing of swarms, it will come about
through the intervention of men, by way of such manipulation of hives as will throw the colony out of its normal condition, in my opinion, rather than by breeding for a race of
non-swarming queens and bees. At least, that is the way I
am inclined to think after all of my efforts along this line
during the past.
I have received several letters similar to the above, relative to less swarmiug occurring since those writing had
practiced the plan of rearing queens as given in " Scientific
Queen-Rearing." But it must be remembered that for several seasons past, taking the country as a whole, we have
had rather poor seasons, and such seasons would be conducive to less swarming. Of course, there is no harm in
watching this matter; but to put forth the claim that a persistent rearing of queens over a queen-excluding honeyboard, or in a part of the hive partitioned off by queenexcluding metal, will bring forth a race of non-swarming
told all
:

bees, would,

the end, only result in disgusting
those who went into such a trial with a full belief in the
honesty of the one making such claim. However, I must
admit that no news would sound more joyful to me than to
hear it as a settled fact, that we had accomplished what has
so long been sought after a race of bees which are nonswarmers, no matter by whom bred, in what locality they
were found, and under any and all circumstances in which
they were placed.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
I

fear, in

—

No.

7.— Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.
BY DR.

Now,

K.

GALLUP.

am

not writing this series of articles in a spirit
of fault-finding, but in a spirit of trying to get at the truth
in the matter of queen-rearing.
A queen may start out the first season and do fairly
well, no matter if she is improperly reared but she almost
invariably fails the second season.
Yesterday (June 10) I examined two colonies that had
queens that I obtained last season
one had scattering
brood in one frame, and the other in two frames, while one
natural queen had brood in 14 frames, and every cell occupied as far as she went. The first two are decreasing in
numbers, while the other is rapidly increasing. The first
two are Italians, and the other is a black of the same age as
the first two queens of my own rearing. This season they
have from 8 to 16 combs well filled, according to the amount
of room I have given them and the time they have been in
the hive.
Now, some one says the Italians are more reluctant to
take possession of the supers than the blacks. Are you
sure? or is it because the Italians have been degenerated
I

;

;

by

artificial or

improper rearing?

In receiving so many queens, and from so many different breeders, the queen-breeder is at the first end of the
line, and I am at the second.
In ordering queens I prefer
the untested, because / want to test all the qualities
purity, longevity, etc.
In getting queens from an old, established breeder, the percentage of impurely mated is
quite small. Then the chance of an untested queen being
injured in the mail is not so great as is the tested one, and
all she is tested for is for her purity.
She is not tested for
longevity and other qualities it takes at least two seasons
to test a queen properly.
In ordering 12 queens from six
different breeders, last season, only two were improperly
mated, and not one of the 12 was worth keeping the second
season.
When I first started in to making artificial swarms, it
was with the greatest kind of enthusiasm, but it did not
take long to find out that the artificial queens did not begin
to come up to the natural ones, especially the second season.
On page 92 of Cook's Manual, he says the time when
queen-rearing is naturally started by the bees we should
conclude that queens reared at such seasons are superior.
His experience and he has carefully observed in this connection most emphatically sustains this view.
Now, I will make a statement, that only queens reared
under the swarming or superseding impulse, and in strong
colonies (the stronger the better), are perfect. There is a
;

—

—
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missing link to all queens reared in any other manner,
whether reared on the Doolittle, Alley, or any other plan.
I have reared very good queens, that is, they were very good
the first season, but the

second season they invariably

failed.

By

building up a strong, extra-populous colony, then
taking out a frame of comb containing the old queen, without disturbing the colony with smoke or in any other manner, at a time when they are gathering an abundance of
stores, so as to have them in as natural condition as possible, they would make a large amount of royal jelly, but
the missing link would be lacking. Queens reared in that
manner failed the second season.
Some 35 years ago I dissected a queen-cell that was
built in an extraordinarily strong colony, under the superseding impulse. In that cell I think I found the missing
link.
The embryo, chrysalis, or nymph, had what I called
at that time, an umbilical cord attached to the vulva atone
end, and the other end attached to the side of the cell, near
the base, by three or more small rootlets adhering to the
side of the cell, and extending to very near the base. I
then " went gunning " for more of the same sort, but found
none, as I searched for them in cells built over workerlarva: or forced or unnaturally reared queens.

About that time I went out of the bee-business entirely,
but kept up a strong thinking " why " I should find one,
and only one, with that attachment. Was that a freak, or
was I mistaken ? Now, Prof. Cook, you are a scientist,
which I am not I ask you to look into this matter scientifically, and give the bee-keepers the result.
Select cells
from colonies that are built under the swarming or superseding impulse, dissect carefully, beginning near the base,
and open it so as to get at the back of the chrysalis, for if
you open it at the front you will be likely to destroy the
roots, or misplace the cord so you can not make a careful
examination of all its parts in their natural position. Those
roots or tendrils do not go wandering around through the
mass of royal jelly, but closely adhere to the wall of the
They suck up substance from the jelly and convey it
cell.
to the queen through this tube, so she is receiving nourishment all the time. She is in the embryo stage after she
has done, taking nourishment through the mouth.
Right here is partially where the longevity comes in,
extra-prolificness, etc.
If you examine one of those natural
cells immediately after the queen has emerged, you will
find the jelly that is left completely dry, tough and leatherylike, whereas examine one where you have reared an unnatural queen, before the workers have had a chance at it,
and you will find it still quite moist. The missing link was
lacking to convey the moisture up to the embryo. I have
often wondered why there was such a lavish expenditure of
;

seemingly useless royal jelly made by the bees. But from
my present knowledge even a blind man with his eyes shut
ought to see that the blessed bees know what they are about.
They even do their share where they are compelled to rear
a forced or unnatural queen.
Upon the quality of the queen depends the profits of
the apiary. There is a vast difference between a queen
that will deposit from 3 to 6 eggs in a minute and one that
deposits an egg every 10 or 20 minutes. The first-mentioned
compels the workers to store in the supers by their numbers
and longevity, while the last-mentioned will not for lack of
numbers. Of course, I mean when they are gathering sufficient to store.

A number of years ago I took an unusually strong colony of bees out of a house about 4 feet square and 6 feet
high they had been in there so long, and reared their
;

queen

to suit the capacity of the house, that the bees lived
to a great age, and had become regular bandits or pirates,
and a nuisance in the neighborhood. Whenever there was
a dearth of forage for them to gather from natural sources,
they would pitch into standard colonies in the neighborhood
en masse, and rob them outright. They tried it on
bees,
but I fixed a trap for them, and caught and kept a good,
strong colony of them. I notified the owner, and he finally
employed me to take them out, as the neighbors made such
strong complaints about their depredations that it was disagreeable for the man to stand it. Now. what I am getting
at is this

my

In that colony there were not only a few old black,
shiny bees, but there were thousands of them.
They were so long-lived that they would forget their bad
habits from one year or season to another. I have had a
grand chance, in many instances, to look thoroughly into
this theory.
Long-lived queens make long-lived workers,
and short-lived queens make short-lived workers.
hairless,

Orange

Co., Calif.

—
July
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We are quick to recognize the pleasure we derive
from these gatherings, and from the friendships made.
The hearty handshade of our editors it is with pride wc
welcome them at each session. We feel honored by a visit
from so worthy a body of co-workcra. And doubtless they,
too, pride themselves that we are possessed of such a thrivmeet.

Convention Proceedings,

—

l

ing, enterprising society. The two great aims of life that
actuate the most of our movements are pleasure and profit
these noble men bring both to us.
;

Benefits Derived from Attendlnji Conventions.
Jinid

(it

tin-

Winruiisin

i'o/it't tition,

in l'\'brtuirij,

l!MI'.\

BY TACOn Iiri-TMAN.

Our annual meeting has proved

to be a great pleasure
each of us, and I feel that as a result we receive valuable help for future work.

and

protit to

The knowledge and ability of each officer and annual
member of our Association have enabled us to gain the most
out of each passing event. Let us all take home what we
gather here, and we shall be better men, and better apiGreen Co., Wis.

arists.

There are so many interesting and instructive features
connected with, or, in other words, discussed at our annual
gatherings that I am puzzled to know where to begin. To
me they prove a school of no small importance.
I have been able to write down these among the things
experiences that
gained
Helpful thoughts suggested
have been given given by men of talent, men who have
succeeded in bee-culture, men who have accumulated wealth,
simply through skill in practical bee-keeping. If a man
chooses to be a mere cipher iti the bee-industry, he can possibly afford to let our conventions go unattended but if
ambitious he will seek a wider outlook, take up bee-culture
with its diversified activities, educating the head and
strengthening the judgment. It is at these gatherings we
get the very extract of success, possibly given in a nut-shell.
I would like to be able to point out a few of the advantages as they appear to me.
The question relating to our becoming consolidated,
forming laws and restrictions by which the State, through
legislation, is bound to protect the industry. It was in our
conventions the question of foul-brood law was agitated.
:

* The

Afterthought.

^

;

—

Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and

By

—

B

Unreliable Qlaiset.
Rural, Toledo. O.

STORING IN SUPERS AND BELOW.

No

may have grown the habit of
storing in supers, bees will put the honey below if there is
room for it there Dr. Miller thinks. I think he's wrong
in regard to some bees, in some cases.
I think I have had
bees, in quite a number of cases, get so interested storing
in sections in August, that they kept on after there was
room below, and after, in all reasonable prudence, they
ought to put the honey below. I have not positive examinations and records to show for this, however. Their plan
was to form the winter
if plan is a right name to use
cluster at the top of the brood-frames and eat on up into
the sections. Plan is a good one, but the final removal of
the sections makes it disastrous. But the general drift of
Dr. Miller's article is right, I think. Page 358.
matter how strong

—

—

—

ROBBKR-BEES AND THE ROBBED.

;

—

Sta.

Let me offer a compromise in the matter of whose name
shall go on the honey. Mark the white honey "Andrew
Jackson," and the amber " Julius Cxsar." Are you sure
this way would not be just as well? Consumer never eats
the inscription, and rarely pays any attention to it, I
reckon. However, if dealers -would allow the producer's
name on it, said producers would, in many cases, be quite a
Few of us are so
little bit more careful in putting it up.
bad as to enjoy seeing our names on a swindle.

The

—

HASTY,

PUTTING PRODICER'S NAME ON HONEY.

;

discussions are full of useful suggestions, beneficial to
bee-keepers all over the State.
Through our organization we have been able to kill
bills introduced, which, if passed, would have been detrimental to the bee-keeper.
We must admit that a vast
amount of fraud has been perpetrated through unjust legislation.
In this organization we have men of back-bone
who are not afraid to inquire into the situation, put in our
protests, and demand our rights.
It is possible through the
medium of our society to educate apiarists so that they may
be able to take a great step in advance of where they are
even at the present time.
Through these discussions we are able to distribute light
and practical information which leads to scientific queenrearing, successful wintering, the building up of a trade for
our products; the hive found to be the most convenient and
practical the best and safest packages for shipping. Thus,
we are enabled to make our dealings so plain, straight and
honest that no outside concern can gain any foothold upon
our transactions a code of fair, honest and equitable prices.
As we confer together it is inevitable that we differ in
opinion, but the current of friendship and brotherly love
courses through all our transactions important not only as
regards dollars and cents, but important as regards social
acquaintance. It is a mistake to think we are smart enough
to " go it alone."' You are far more likely to succeed if you
confer with others who are working along similar lines. It
is the listening and inquiring mind that paves the way to
results.
The whys and wherefores are always to be thoroughly considered. We live in an age of progress, when
success depends more upon brain than muscle. God pit3'
the man who is not progressive.
The thought I wish you to get hold of is, that much can
be done through organization the exchanging of thoughts
without which no individual could otherwise hope to do.
The young must eventually take the place of the older
ones. I know of no place where they can be better educated
in bee-culture than by attending our annual gatherings, for
combined efforts are always most effective.
Another feature
Through the medium of our State
organization we are enabled to become members of the
National Association thus giving our members the benefit
of the two for the same rate of membership.
The social part of our gathering is by no means to be
omitted to pass it by unnoticed would be unjust, although
the last feature spoken of is by no means the least. These
meetings are an endless source of pleasure as well as profit
to the many who avail themselves of their opportunities.
Speaking for myself, I never go home without feeling a
great deal better friend with myself and with those whom I

E. E.

Having had one

excellent reply, to the effect that robber-bees sometimes but rather rarely sting the bees of the
colony which is defending against them, behold, now comes
W. W. McNeal to tell us that they are bloated with poison
and very ready to sting the bees which oppose. But. under
my glasses, his article seems' to be almost wholly made up
of it-must-be-so arguments. That style of reaching conclusions looks a little out of place in the 20th Century. Let
the previous centuries suffice for the reign of King It mustbe-so, and let us put Prince It-is-visibly-so on the throne.

Page

359.

ITALIANIZING AT SWARMING TIME.
At Italianizing swarms while they are being hived I
am totally without experience, and so specially interested
Poor plan. A little
in the experience of Mr. Doolittle.
better when you hive on the same old stand. But even then
part of the bees are liable to ball the queen for awhile.
Meantime, the rest of the bees are disgruntled at the balling, and at things in general, and many of them start out
individually and find homes elsewhere, else get killed.

Page

359.

PREVENTING SWARMING.

:

;

;

eat a large grain of salt with the assertion that bees
extra-well fed as larvs will live very much longer than
other bees. But, while this is tlie case, I am quite prepared
to hear that bees almost starved to death in their development period might be found very short-lived, and perhaps
poor workers while they did live. Until we know more
about this we would do well to be shy of all manipulations
(whether to prevent swarming or otherwise) that throw
large amounts of open brood into a hive which most of the
bees will quickly desert. Why such brood does not die very
I
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oftener than it actually does, is one of the minor
wonders of apiculture. Practically, to throw brood away
or worse would be a heavy price to pay even for nonswarming-. But perhaps I am an alarmist seeing ghosts
and things. This about the paragraph on preventing
swarming, page 371.

—

CHEMICAL CONSITUKNTS OF BEESWAX.
delinition that beeswax is chemically a
varying mixture of three different waxes, seems to be upset
by the report of Prof. Eaton, page 361. Mixture of two
compounds with small quantities of two other compounds.
Whether all the four are properly called waxes or not seems

The convenient

All right. Getting exact
bothersome, and comes high but we can't do
without it not even if the next chemist finds five substances, and quarrels with previously reported proportions.
But next time he must tell us what the " ester number " is.
is

A

HOW THINGS SEEM

IN CANADA.

19 I had my hive open and counted the queenthere were 4 capped, 7 or 8 ready to cap, and 19 in various stages of construction, nearly all with eggs or larva;,
each side of the brood-frame had one or more. Now I have
had the drone-guard on since June 12 on that day I moved
the hive to one side, and put an empty one in its place with
a guard on it, and shook the bees off the comb in front of
the trap. I found it impracticable to get all the bees off,
but I cleared the combs sufficiently to expose the queen, if
she was there (as I thought). After doing this I replaced
the combs in the new body, and watched as the bees went
in
there were lots of drones, but no queen could I find.
Now that trap has been on ever since (that night I allowed
drones to enter the hive). All this morning (June 24) the
weather was wet and dark, but at 2 p.m. the sun came out
brilliantly, and I was out feeding chickens when I saw the
air was full of bees they clustered in the forks of a little
apple-tree, about 3 feet from the ground, and I left them
there and went and took the trap off of the hive, as the bees
were still issuing then I took a frame from the hive with a
little uncapped brood in it, some honey and the rest uncapped brood, with 3 capped queen-cells at the bottom, and held
It would hold only a few, however, so I
it among them.
placed it in the hive with frames of foundation and shook
the bees off into a box. It held 6 quarts and was filled once
and three-quarters, or more than a peck of bees. They all
went into the hive all right, but I do not know whether the
queen is with them or not, and that is my trouble. I put
the super they had been working in on their hive, but no
honey-board. There is only a little honey in 3 or 4 sections.
1. Should I now cut the queen-cells out of the original
hive, leaving but one ?
2. In case the queen stayed behind, will the bees stay in
the new hive and hatch queen-cells without trying to swarm
out with the queen as they fly out ? And if the queen is in
the old hive will she kill off hatching queens ?
3. Should I have put the honey-board under the super?
4. The bees clustered within SO feet of tlie old hive.
Can I move them back beside it ?
5. I suppose the drone-trap must come off now, to allow
Illinois.
young queens to take their wedding-flight.

On June

cells,

;

—

smile but not so broad a smile as might transpire in
Canada. In that region, it seems by page 363, an object a
foot across is a /i///e larger than one's face.

AN EXTRACTING KINK.

From

Aikin's paper to the Chicago convention I take
this item
The bees of an extracting super, when an extracted super with honey-bedabbled combs is put beneath,
stop persistently at the border of it, so that you can't smoke
them out of the super you wish to clear. This is just what
might be expected, and still what many of us would fail to
:

foresee.

Beginner's (Luestions.

;

—

I
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flying bees from the parent colony enter with the swarm,
as it gives the swarm wax-workers, which is very important at this time, and it gathers later." There will be a
full quota of wax-workers with the issuing swarm, and the
bees that join the swarm when the old colony is removed
will be field-bees that are already gathering and will do
little at wax-work.
So instead of helping to have more
wax-workers, the proportion of wax-workers will be less
than it was before the accession of the flying force from
the old colony. But this is simply a little matter of misunderstanding, and leaves the plan all right.

to be left a little " in rtudibus."

truths

July

Page

374.

;

;

;

Questions and Answers.
|
CONDUCTED BY

OR,
[The Qaeetlons
direct,

O. O.

may

MILLER,

Af^az-eng-o, D2,

be mailed to the Bee Journal

office,

or to Dr. Miller

when he

will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mall.— Editor.1

Getting Rid of Burr-Combs.

my

This has been the best season I have ever had with
bees, and as a result there are great masses of burr-combs
built between the tops of the frames and the supers, and
also between the frames. What is the best plan to get rid
of these next spring ?
Alabama.

—

Answer. I know of no other way but to scrape off the
objectionable combs. For this purpose a knife of any kind
may be used, the knife not sharp enough to cut the wood
easily.
Years ago the general space over top-bars was ^s
inch instead of '4, and every year I cleaned off the burrcombs over top-bars at the time of putting on supers. I
used a sharp garden-hoe. Bracing my foot against the top
of the hive in front, I scraped the hoe toward me, while an
assistant kept the bees smoked out of the way.
Plan for Working for

Comb Honey.

Do you think it is a good plan to work for comb honey
way E. E. Coveyou tells about on page 411 ?

in the

Subscriber.
an excellent one, being substantially the same as has been repeatedly given in this department. His communication, however, is not entirely without
error.
He says nothing about using a queen-excluder, although he seems to put on at once the super that has already been occupied. Whatever may have been his experience in this regard, others have found that in such case
the queen is very likely to go up and lay in the super, if no
excluder hinders, even if full sheets of foundation be in the
brood-chamber. So the safe thing is to put the super on
the swarm after the queen has established a brood-nest below, unless an excluder is used.
He says to move the old colony about a week after
swarming so as to have the flying force united with the
swarm, which is really the core of the whole matter; but he
is a little confused when he says, "it is better to have the

Answer. — The plan

is

—

Answers. 1. Under ordinary circumstances, cutting
out all cells but one would be all right. In this case it is
not safe, because you did the very unwise thing to shake
Please never do that again. If you shake
the combs.
combs with queen-cells you are likely to injure or destroy
the young queen. So if you should now cut out all queencells but one, the one you left might contain a deed queen.
The safer thing now is to put your ear to the hive each evening, and when you hear the young queen piping, go to the
hive the next morning and cut out a// queen-cells that are
Of course it is now too late for this, but I am talking
left.
about what you ought to have done. When the swarm
issued there was possibly a young queen with it (the old
queen having been killed or lost), and in that case you
would need to cut out n// queen-cells that were left. You
could tell whether a young queen had emerged by seeing
whether there was a full-sized cell empty.
2. If I understand you rightly, the hive on the old stand
is one you are talking about, it having most of the bees
and brood, with a number of queen-cells. The great probability is that when the first queen emerges the bees will
swarm. (The plan mentioned of listening for the piping
queen would help out.)
3. If bees are put into a hive without empty frames or
foundation, and sections upon which they have been working are at once put on, there is danger that the queen will
go into the sections. Either wait a day or two before giving the super, or else use an excluder.
4. After bees have been flying even for a few hours, it
is difficult to move them a short distance without loss of

July

in the hive for 24 hours, then pound on
before opening it.
L,ook out that you don't

Fasten them

bees.

hive

the
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Piping of the Queen

NIce-LookIng Apiary
sis,

Bee-Paraly-

Etc.

smother them.
S. Yes, unless the youn^f ijuecn can
drone-layer, if she lays at all.

lly

out she will be

.i

Can

1.

the hive

How

2.

Size and Style of Hives

May

be Lazy Bees -Bee-Stlng

Cure.

What

size and style of hive would you use in Iowa,
running- chielly for comb honey ? I have 6 colonies of bees,
Which do
3 in American hives and 3 in Langstroth hives.
1.

you think is the better ?
2. I have a colony of bees that do not work as fast as
the other colonies. What is the matter with them? The
supers are not on, and the hives are light, but there are
plenty of bees.
3. The best remedy for bee-sting's I ever had is ChamIowa.
berlain's Pain Halm, applied frequently.

—

Answkks 1. You will probably find that the hive with
the regular Langstroth frame (17;.sx9's) will suit you best
but as you have both kinds side by side, you can decide for
yourself better than any one else what will best suit you.
But try and decide before you have many more on hand, for
you will find it a very troublesome thing to use more than
one kindof frame in the same apiary, unless you treat them
as box-hives. Whether you should have eight or ten frames
( )n the whole, the probais a question not easily answered.
bility is that the larger hives may be better, unless you object to the weight. The smaller hives require a good deal
closer attention.
2. It is hard to guess what is the trouble.
It is barely
possible the bees are queenless. The queen may be very
old and poor. The bees may be of lazy stock.
3. After you have had stings enough you will probably
not give a rap for any remedy, but will quickly give a slap
on your leg to kill the bee and wipe the sting out of your
hand, and then go right on with your work.
;

Rearing Queens Under Superseding Conditions.
I notice that some breeders say their queens are reared
under the superseding condition of the colony.
1. How could they have enough colonies superseding to
rear many queens ?
2. When a colony wants to supersede a queen do they
kill her and then build queen-cells, or do they build cells
and make her lay in them ?

If they ijuild the cells after the egg is layed in it,
should the queens be any better than the one reared
by removing the old queen from the hive ?
4. How can I find out when a colony is going to supersede the queen ? I should like to find one in this fix, as I
want to rear a few good queens for my own use, but as I do
not bother the brood-nests much this time of the year, I am
afraid I should not find any superseding their queens ?
5. I have only 25 colonies, and they were all Italianized
last year.
Do you think they would be apt to supersede a
queen this year ?
6. What do you think of queens reared from the cells
formed when the bees swarm ? I have an idea that I could
next year force some of my best queens to lead out swarms
early by stimulating, and giving them sealed brood so they
would be strong colonies.
Mississippi.
3.

why

Answers. — 1.

A superseding

colony can only rear one

to completion, but it can start or continue a number
of queen-cells at the same time, and one lot can be taken

queen

away and another lot given time after time.
2. They start queen-cells with the queen present, just
as they do when they are preparing to swarm, only a
smaller number.
3. The cell is built before the egg is laid in it
but I
know no reason why a cell built for superseding should be
;

any better than the best cells started under favorable circumstances when the queen is removed.
4. Look to see whether they have started queen-cells,
and then guess whether it means superseding or swarming.
5. Sometimes a queen may be superseded before she is
a year old, but in that case the superseded queen is poor.
Usually queens are not superseded till three years old.
Among 25 colonies you may expect about eight queens to
be superseded every year.
6. Swarming cells are as good as can be had.
If they
are not of best stock you can inoculate them with larv;e
from your best queen.

a person hear the queen pipe

when standing by

?

can

I

make my apiary

look very nice?

Also,

where can I get any kind of dwarf shrub or bush that does
iiot grow to exceed four feet in height ?
3. How long does a queen remain in the hive after she
hatches ? and suppose the weather is too cold for them to
swarm after she is hatched, what then ? I have heard that
the bees kept the two queens apart until swarming-time.

What

4.

are the

first

symptom

of bee-paralysis

?

have been watching, and sometimes I see bees that are hanging out, start hopping around,
Iowa.
and then fall off the hive dead.
I

have a colony that

I

Answkks. — 1.

(ienerally speaking, no but on a very
evening a queen may be heard when you are standing
some little distance from the hive. The rifiht way is to go
to the colony after bees have stopped flying in the evening,
and put your ear tight against the hive. You may then
hear the free qneen piping in a shrill voice, and the queens
yet in their cells quahking in reply, in a coarser voice.
2. It is not well to have anything like a bush four feet
high in an apiary. It would only be in the way, without
giving a satisfactory shade. Perhaps nothing is nicer than
If
to have spreading trees with a velvety sward beneath.
you do not care for expense, you might prefer a cement
pavement to the sward, in which case there would be no
grass growing up in front of the hives to trouble the bees.
If you cannot have the trees, you can have the vines on a
trellis overhead, the trellis being high enough so you can
walk freely beneath. For immediate results you can have
vines that grow from the ground in a single season, such
as hops or wild cucumber, at the same time having something more permanent coming on, as grape, Virginia
;

still

creeper, trumpet-vine, etc.
3. Don't take the hearsay of those that know little about
bees, but get a good text-book, and it will enlighten you on
this and many other questions. You seem to think a young
queen comes out with the swarm. That is true only of
after-swarms. The old queen comes out with the first or
prime swarm, and perhaps eight days later the first young
queen emergies. If the bees contemplate furtherswarming,
they stand guard over the young queens in the cells, precold, wet
venting the free queen from destroying them.

A

may prolong this.
4. The bees you saw hopping

spell

about was perhaps the
symptom you might notice, unless it would be bees
making a trembling motion with their wings, the other
bees appearing to drive them out, some of the diseased bees
first

being black and shiny.
-» •

»

Requeening— Bisulphide of Carbon.
1. In requeening would it be a safe way to place say 2
combs of brood and young bees on the old stand, and the
young queen with them, placing the old colony on top, with
a wire screen between, for say 36 hours ? Then allo-v them
to pass down through a bee-escape, after which place the
balance of the brood below, and remove the old hive ?
2. Would you allow a hybrid colony to escape general
destruction whose bees have put up 120 Danz. sections of
honey to date, about one super being apple or fruit bloom,

the balance white clover?
I

3.

requeen to Italianize as the stock has run down,

vicious little blacks. Here the surplus usually depends on buckwheat, and we have frequent swarms then.
These are old queens and bees that usually die off at all
events, in a few months. Why does not this method do the
requeening, year after year, and what comb they make if
taken care of is a help for the next season ? Is not this
method (of requeening) just as profitable as to bother with
rearing queens, requeening. and all that ? Of course new
blood will have to be added year after year to meet the
black stock and keep it in subjection.
4. In using bisulphide of carbon, do you stack up the
supers and place the carbon on top ? How long does it re-

many too

quire

?

How would it work to close up a cellar tight, and
place it in there to destroy ants ? or would the gas it generates remain in the corners thereof and wait for a lighted
Pennsylvania.
lamp to blow the house up ?
5.

—

Answers. 1. Y'ou are hardly explicit enough. You do
not say just what bees are on those two frames that are
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with the queen. I suspect, however, that the supposition is
that they are at least such that there is no question about
the safety of the queen with them. I also take it for granted
that the old queen has been removed from the colony placed
over.
In that case I should expect the plan to succeed,
especially if honey was coming in freely. But I should
expect a good manj- bees to perish during the 36 hours imprisonment. Having the queen all right with two frames
of brood and bees, perhaps you might like better the following way: Let the colony to be requeened be queenless a
day or two then place over it a hive with two brood, bees,
and queen, having between the stories a heavy piece of
paper or two or three thickness of newspaper, with a hole
large enough to allow just one bee to pass from one story
to the other.
If honey is yielding when this is done, you
need have little fear as to the result.
2. I would respect a queen whose workers were doing
exceptionally good work, no matter what her color or pedi;

gree.

have studied over this question quite a little, and I
out what you mean. I should understand it to
mean the method of requeening mentioned in the first
question, you buying the new queens, as you speak of its
being as profitable as to bother with rearing queens; but
right after that you say new blood would have to be added,
and you wouldn't need to add new blood if you bought your
queens. If you will tell me what method you mean, I'll try
3.

can't

I

make

my

best to answer.
4. In using bisulphide of carbon stack up the supers
and place the drug on top, as you say, and the length of
time is not very material. At a guess, I should say that
the work might be done fairly well in an hour but 24
;

would be

better.

5. The gas evaporates and diffuses itself through
the
air very rapidly, so that after the cellar is opened and aired
for a few hours there would be no danger of an explosion.

Swarming

Qiuestions.

July

17, 1902.

Syrians, Holj' Land or Cyprian races of bees ? If so, how
do they work and sting compared with the full-blooded
Italians ? How do they do crossed with the blacks or Italians ?
5. Would you advise me to have a few colonies of either
or all four races with 75 colonies of blacks, hybrids and
Italians

?

Some times

I see 3 or 4 bees around one bee
they
don't seem to be trying to kill it, but act as if they were
talking to it. What are they doing ?
" Mississippi " asked you if bitter-weed honey was bitter
you told him you thought it was. You should try to eat
some of it. I would like to see you when you try it. It is
very pretty honey looks as yellow as gold.
Al,AB.\MA.
Answers. 1. With weather at S6 degree there might
be no danger of chilling brood, providing the weather continued at that or near that all the time. But if the weather
were a good deal warmer than that for a good many days,
and then a drop to 56 degrees there might be danger. For
during the warm weather the circle of brood would expand,
and then thq cluster, shrinking on a cool night, the edges
of the combs the place where the queen-cells are most
likely to be would be exposed and cells killed.
2. With starters of drone-comb there will be more dronecomb built than with starters of worker-comb, but I should
hardly expect bees to fill a whole story with drone-comb.
The only sure way would be to have drone-foundation
thing not easily obtained because there is no demand for it.
Are you sure you want drone-combs ?
3. You cannot depend upon the bees building in the
right place without starters. Some who have no regular
foundation-fastener use melted wax to fasten the founda6.

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

tion.
4. There are those who prefer each one of these different kinds, but the majority prefer Italians.
5. It would do no harm to try them, so long as your bees
are not unmixed at present.
6. They act that way toward a strange bee, sometimes
just as a policeman might hold you up and question you if
he should find you on his beat in the middle of the night in
a strange city.
;

1.

week

had a small colony of bees in a hive for about a
I then had a large swarm come out, and hived it
it

I
;

;

stayed in the hive over night, but in the morning came out
and went in with the small colony. After they left the
hive I looked to see whether they had any comb, and there
were two queens, and two bunches of bees inside with a
queen about dead. Do you think they had all of these
queens with them when they swarmed ? They went into
this other hive and carried out another queen.
2. Yesterday I was watching a swarm work, and I saw
a queen come out and fly away she was gone about three
minutes and came back again
it was a second swarm.
What made her do this ?
3. I had a second swarm yesterday, and this morning
I saw a dead queen lying on the alighting-board.
Why did
this queen die ? Was she an old or a young one ? The dead
queen was on the old alighting-board.
New Jersey.
;

;

—

Answers. 1. It will not do to be too positive about
such things, but this may be a fair guess There was a
plurality of queens in the strong swarm, and for some reason the bees divided into factions, and part swarmed out
with one of the queens, going in with the small swarm.
The small swarm had a queen before, and now two were in
the hive, and you saw one of them carried out dead. Sometimes a half dozen queens may be in an after-swarm.
2. She was out on her bridal trip.
3. Two or more queens were in the swarm, and all but
one were killed — not an uncommon thing with an afterswarm.

Virgin Queens Uniting with a Swarm.

When a swarm issues from a colony having a clipped
queen, and a virgin queen comes out to mate, and goes
among the swarm, will she return to the nucleus from which
she came, or will she settle with the swarm ?
Bees are about starving here (June 30) the weather has
been so cold, and now it is so wet the bees cannot gather
Pennsylvania.
anything.
;

Answer. — When a virgin issues from the nucleus to
make her wedding-trip, she generally returns to the nucleus,
but occasionally enters a wrong hive, and there is a possibility that she might be induced to unite with a swarm
without any reference to the drones in that swarm.

:

Why

Dead Cells ?-Separators Races of Bees— Bitterweed Honey.

1. I gave a colony young brood from which to rear a
queen. They made as fine cells as I ever saw. After wait.
ing some time I opened them and found both were dead.
What caused them to die ? We did not have weather below
56 degrees during that time.
2. Suppose I use drone-comb starters
for extracting
frames, will the bees be likely to build the whole comb
drone-comb? If so, how wide should the starters be? If
not, how can I get drone-comb built ?
3. Suppose I use separators, would the bees be likely to
build nice comb honey without starters ? If not, how can I
fasten the starters without a regular outfit ?
4. Do you know
anything about the Carniolans,

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8'2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
also the
of all the officers and directors of the Association
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
" The Hum of the Bees
1901, and the two latest bee-songs
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but who should have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for $1.10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.
;

—

—

^

Our 'Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of fl.OO
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—
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The Subscriptioa Price

of this Journal
$l.tX) a year, in the United States, Canada, and Me.xico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
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Close Saturdays at 1 p.m.— Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with .July 1, for three months we
close our office and bee-supply store at I
p.m. on Saturdays. This isour usual custom.
Nearly all other firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.
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Bee-Heepers-Attention
not put your money into New Fangled Bee=Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

G-. B.
Bee Journal wtieii writing.
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31, IQ02.

For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply
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Now, I suppose some of the readers will
hollow, "What a greenhorn!'' Yes, I suppose I am green yet, although I have kept
bees for 10 years, and for the last four years I
have made bee-keeping my principal business,
keeping from 150 to 300 colonies, and producing large quantities of comb and extracted
honey. If pollen were salable, I would Lave a
wagon-load to sell every season. A colony of
bees, in this locality, if run for extracted
honey, will soon become so *' pollen-bound "
that something has to be done, for the bees
gather so much of it that they can not consume it, and it is left in the combs and becomes a nuisance. Furthermore, if left in the
combs, and honey be put on lop of it and
sealed over, and used for winter stores, it excites too much brood-rearing in the cellar,
and the bees come out strong in bees and
light in stores in the spring, some of them
consuming all of their honey so they have to
be fed in the spring. The same is true when
Bees
all the combs are full of sealed honey.
winter best, in this locality, with about half of
the combs empty, especially the center ones,
and extremely poor fares a colony under such
conditions, having a late-reared queen.
I lost 10 colonies last winter, having 10 sisters for queens of the choicest Italians this
country produces.
So, for me, not too much pollen, and not
depending on the bees to regulate the same.

of Everything in IModern Transportation Service.
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to
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extractor throws it out, and in quantities
large enough to " paint the town brown," or
green, if it happened to be that color.
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Hiving a

Swarm

16.

with a Colony.

In the " Editorial Comments" on page 403, it
" how long it
is requested that some one state
may be necessary to wait after a colony has
swarmed before a swarm can be given to it,
without danger of liaving the swarm re-issue."
Time should be given for destruction of all
queen-cells in the hive of the colony to which
the swarm is to be introduced; or, the apiarist should go through the hive and remove
them before introducing the swarm.

Wm.
Walworth

Co., Wis., July

M. Whitnet.
3.

A Swarming Experience.

Queens Jiow Ready to Supply bu Return Mail
stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qttalities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
J

rj

r*l/-k»7-i:k*.

75 cents; 6 for $4.00.

r^««£»£k«-l£'

which

left

an records behind

in

honey-

l<ea L/IOVcr l^UccnS, gathering. Untested, $1.00; 6 for $5.00.
— They are so highly recommended, being more gentle

Carniolans

than

all

others.

Untested,

SI. 00.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

G. H.

W. WEBER,

2146=2148 Central Avenue,

C1^CINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F. Miith and A. Mnth.)

Marshiield
Our
Wisconsin

Manufacturin g Company.

BASSWOOD

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
7A26t

'r'tease

mention Bee Journal -when

writine.

to where we had been a
few mintites before, and saw the swarms coming out of the hives which we had covered.
We uncovered tbem, and by that time about
all in the row, some ::iO, had the fever, and
were out. We glanced over to the row on
"Easy Street;" they, too, had taken up the
rumpus, and the whole string of them joined
the others as fast as they could tumble out of
the hives. We have the colonies all named
prefer names to numbers, as we never were
very apt with figures. I am not going to give
you the names of all, only a few that you are
familiar with. "Rambler" swarmed about
noon, and had been hived beside " C. C.
Miller;" the latter behaved very nicely, and

when we looked back

come out, I think the reason was,
because " York " was not there to go along,
"
York " had swarmed a week ago and was
as
" E. E. Hasty," as
in the "hospital row."
usual, did his part last by coming out after
" Rambler " got
all the others were through.
crazy, as he had always wanted to go to some

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

W EsSlEB

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago/Ill.

out,

" Mrs. Rambler"
the fracas. A few queens came
black ones, and got their heads

and swarmed again.

got lost

low, upon its receipt, or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

occurred in our

;

place,

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

It

apiary yesterday, and still at it to-day, but
not so heavy. The young bees were out for a
play a swarm issued, and we covered the
adjoining hives to avoid mixing. While we
were watching for the queen we glanced
down the row and saw two others coming
out: we hurried there to cage the queens,

did not

making SECTIONS, and they

are the best in the market.
is the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

Talk about swarming!

in

all

pinched.

There was a cluster on a tree as big as a
We thought of the man who had
t)arrel.
lixed the clock, and had enough left to ti.x
VVe beat that, as we had three
one.
another
light swarms housed with division-boards,
the returning bees being alraut as many as a
corporal's guard, so we helped ourselves to
the big pile and fixed the three in working

—

!!
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BEES AND QUEENS
We

and
fjatherinj^
feel conlonfjevity.
•tident of giving satisfaction.
-

We

season:

1

Untested yueen
Tested Queen
Select Tested Queen

1

Breedinj^

1
1

( .60

SO
.

.

.

Queen

1-Comb Nucleus, no queen

J. L.

1.00
l.SO
l.CO

STRONG,
Clakinda, Iowa.

204 East lyogan St.,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2SAtf

I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and

Mo

Fonndation For Casli
Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

expt't-tud

1

tiiitl

'I'he inix-nii

is

now

the

in

tlmre wonkl be

rt^ttirninj^ bees,

all in

we had
Home

but on ex-

and
only "Miller'' was
ti^^reeable,

alxjut.

fuller
It will be oblij^ed to pet out soon
to i;el I'ooin aeetndlnir to its streni^th.

limn a lick.

il
was, they were tame— no
any of the readers ean beat that

(if

stini^iiii;.

If

record, at

home

Celluloid Qnecn-Bntton

or abroad,

would

I

like

to

hear from them.
1 have .V) colonies, all
were out but those
hail
that
swarnied except the wizard
("Miller.")
No sujier work is beinj^ doue;
the weather is wet and cool.
V\'e
are thankful all our queens were
clipped; if they liaii not been it Is titiite likely
tmr apiary would have been eick to-day at
least the manager would have been.

—

The swarms have behaved very badly this
season they do not care where they return
enter any hive, and usually make two or three
attempts befoi'e the queen is willing to go
with them.
.J. P. Blunk.
Webster Co., Iowa, June 3".

Full Line of Supplies,

"

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

Low Round Trip Rates, via
Union Pacific, from Missouri River,
To Denver, Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo,

a very good flow of honey here
during the early part of the season, but the
last two weeks the bees have done nothing: on
account of the long drouth, and I am afraid
they will not get any more surplus honey
this year.
Joe S. Wise.
Copiah Co., Miss., July 5.

had

$15.00

$1Q
fin
q)i3.UU

made one

division,

and

5 nuclei.

John
Middlesex Co., Mass., July

$25,00

T.

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Journal one yeal
and the Clipping Device. Address,

INGHAM'S PATENT

$31.00

Smokers
BINQHAM,
Farwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Joumai -when writing.

Our Stock.

Davenport, Iowa,

Dec. 31, 1901.
Your queens are fully up to standard. The
honey queen that you sent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousing colony when put
up for winter. The goldens can be handled
without smolce or veil.
Very truly yours,
John Thoeming.

Months
Number OF Queens

July and August.

6

1

HONEY QUEENS

Untested
Tested

$ .75

12

1.00

$4.00
S.OO

$ 7.00
10.00

$ ,75

f4 00

$700

1.00

S.OO

10.00

QOLDEN QUEENS
Untested
Tested

Select tested, $2.00. Breeders, $£.00 each.
2-frarae Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; 3-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen,
$3.00 each; o for $2.75 each.

D. J.
27Atf

BLOCKER, Pearl

City,

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
wno work
Cow

to iiiecl tbotm

havemonej.

We Btari

for UB.

you

avs

ke,;[i.frB.-.l

Youin.ke
furnish capital, htnd

in buBiiies...

We

arge profit., Ewty work.
10 c-nt« for full line of (wmpileaaod oaiti. ulars.

DRAPER PUBUSHINQ

CO.,

It

Was

Starvation.

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Aug.

23
clusive.

to'

to 13,

1

24,

inclusive,

and 30

to 31, in-

To Glenwood Springs, Colo.,
June 25 to 30, inclusive, July
14 to 31, inclusive.

$32,00

Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

rather think the case mentioned on page
is like many similar cases I have seen
which were complete starvation. The
southern counties of Wisconsin, last summer,
had severe dry weather, so that all clover was
killed, with results as follows:
Bees wintered well, were strong in April and May,
1303, gathered quite a little honey from fruitbloom and dandelion, but it was all used up
in the abundant amount of brood reared, so
that by June 1.5 they were out of feed, and
many colonies actually ate up the liquid portion of the brood, leaving the dry larva' and
grubs on the hive bottom-boards. Several
apiaries I found once that in May were strong
colonies, and by .lune 2" were dead from
starvation.

$45,00

geles, Calif.,
clusive.

I

24 years the best.
Send for Circular.

QUEENS—Try

1

To
Think

T. F.

Springs, Colo.,
to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, in-

To
&30.00

The

past few days have been very hard on
the bees. I am feeding the most of mine.
The most populous colonies seem to be the
worst off for honey.
J. W. Johnsox.
Stephenson Co., 111., .July 1.

inclusive.

clusive.

Coeirn.

Hard Weather on Bees.

Chicago, IlL

2SAtf

1 to 14,

To Gleuwood

QEOROB W. YORK & COMPANY,

B

LakeCityand Ogden,

Salt

Utah, Aug.

Utah, July

and

We

30,

July

$25,00

1.

a fine thing" for use in

clipping- Queens
mail tt for 25 cents;
wings.
will
send
it
as a preor
mium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal tor
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will

Springs.
Pueblo, Colo., June 25 to
inclusive, July 14 to 31, in-

^""^

clusive.

—

wintered 5."i colonies of bees all that I
put into winter quarters. I disposed of 13
this spring, have had 7 swarms issue, have

and

To Denver, Colorado

To
I

Colo., July 1 to
Aug. 1 to 14. 23
30 to 31. inclusive.

inclusive.

13,

to 24,

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
is

NoTB. — One reader writes:

versation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportanity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
.
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouuoJlon of a motto queen-buttxin that we arc furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten It.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 fur 'Zb cents. Send all orders to Uie offloA
of the American Bee Journal

Long Drouth.
We

Bees Wintered Well.

Augusta, Wis,
pease meution Bee Joumai wtien wn-itinff

Device

a verr

I have CTery reason to believe that it would be a very
irood idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonaj
as It will caase people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a con-

with prices and samples, tree on application

catching-

U

sale.

order.

Hpitfitn-ti

ei|tially tli.'^tribnletl.

A

pretty thing for a b*c-kee[H!r or honey-seller
to wear on hiscoat-lafiel. It of ten serves to Introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently learlg to a

;

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— W holesale— Jobbing.

Work fax

iiiuiiy.

I

bulled by

tliiettns

iLiiiintitioii

liiniri*;

but she

tt)t»

sweat-b().v,

The fuu

I'RICES:
remainder of this

for the

two

fnicasliislfti iilioul

oiif. (|iiec*ii

bees bred specially for

honey

took
out tlio division-boards, and
tlmy will iiiiikc a rocord-tjreakcr.

Thf

have a strain of

461

Chicago,

Ills.

^Please mention Bee Journal
LiWhen writing Advertisers.

To San Francisco

419

latel}',

Basswood bloom
opened. Good weather
on July 3, 4 and b, and good colonies did well.
July 6 it was rainy. I never knew or heard of
such condition in Wisconsin before.
Grant Co., Wis., July 7.
X. E. Fraxce,

To
$45.00

and

or Los An-

Aug. 2

to 10, in-

Portland, Oreg., Tacoma
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

21, inclusive.

C'orre.spondijig-ij-

J„ow Rates

Prom Intermediate

Points.

Pull Infonnatloa Cheerfally Furnished on apt>lication to

E. L.

LOMAX,

G.F.6: T.

A.,

OMAHA, NEB.

2"Atf

is

Tennessee Queens
Daughters

of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-tong-ued

Good Crop Expected—Swarming.
I

Moore's), and Select,Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 2% miles
I

have seen several reports from various

and mated to select
No bees owned withmiles; none impure
within 3. and but few within

apart,

sections of the country, some discouraging.
While we in central Indiana have had cold,
windy weather my bees are in a flourishing
condition, and I look for a bountiful harvest.
The majority of J.he bees surroundingme have
the foul brood.
I
manage to visit those

Smiles.

within reach and exterminate it. Some it
puts out of business.
I notice
that swarming puzzles a great

count on
Contracts with dealers a specialty. Discount after July 1st

many, as well as myself.

I have had a number ask how to prevent swarming. To me
there is but one way that will give satisfaction,

drones.
in

2%

No

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

disease. 29 years'

WARRANTED

7 5

cents

$1.50 each.
larg-e orders.

Send

each;
Dis-

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
14A26t

SPRING HILL, TENN.
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and that is First get one or more text-books,
such as Langstrolh, Prof. Cook's, or " A B C
of Bee-Culture," and study the nature and
habits of the insects which you intend to
:

BBST

=f

?

uimm Honeu For sale i^

i
^

ALL

Alfalfa

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Basswood

^

Honey J\^
This

is

White

This

Extracted

known

in

one of the ways I have to hold'
check
First, a deep entrance,
width, and keep the bees in a grove with
plenty of sunlight, cool to work with, thea
the heat does not irritate the bees. Clip the
(|ueen's wings and
hive the swarm on 5frames of starters, and put on the supers the
second day; in about 10 days move the other
4 frames to the center of the brood-nest, or, I
might say, when they have the 5 frames built
clear down put the 4 frames in the center,
and you have a nice colony and several
pounds of surplus honey.
R. L. Haskett.

everybody
who cares to eat
honey at all can't

is the welllight-colored

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.
get

Tipton Co., Ind., .June

3

Prices of Alfalfa or Basswood Honey:
A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postl^
[^ age. By freight — two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7>2 cents per pound
^5 4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, ^ cent more per
:^ pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
[^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are

Very
There is very
side) County.

;

^ two
a rr We

in a box, and freight
•

is

not prepaid.

July

CO., 144

WfllllBfl wtedVoneu!
State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Alf

&

$

III.

START YOU IN BUSINESS
TO
We will [irescnt you with the
,vou
first

5

stiirt

Send

sorry to say the prospects are very
discouraging here. Bees have to be fed to
keep them alive. I found 2 colonies to-day
starving out. It is so wet and cold, and no
white clover is in bloom yet. It looks as if
we would have a very poor year. If the bee&
live there may be a fall flow from heartsease.
swarms out of over 200 colonies.
I had only

U

5>.'i

you in a jfood payinir tii Hisamples

10 cents for full line ol

and directions how to be^in.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. CbIca{:o. Ilia.
Please mention Bee Journal "when wiitina.

Italian

Queens!

BUCKEYE STRAIN OF 3-BANDED EONG-TONGUES

honey-gatherers. One customer bought 10 dozen.
a few last season as a trial.)

Just think of

it

are wonderful

(He bought

!

ITALIANS.
STRAIN GOLDEN
MUTH'S
each
above by
money can
As
buy.
Selected tested, best

fine as

6 for S4.00.

Full Line of the
Send

for Catalog.

return mail, 7Sc

Either of the

money can buy,

N. Staininger.

Cedar Co., Iowa, June

Poop Prospects

;

FINEST DOVETAIL HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
Sts.,

in

28.

Southern

Calif.

honey are exceedingly
The sages are all dried up on the
poor.
and
an
almost
total absence of
mountains,
moisture from fogs or showers have about
" done us up." Southern California will not
be in it this year.
J. M. Hambaogh.
San Diego Co., Calif., June 21.
jirospects

for

Bees Starving— No Honey-Flow.

$1.50.

Front and Walnut

Season.

am

The

Famous

I

1902.

A Discouraging
I

takf in t"

Honey.

honey from this (Riverhave S cases from 150 colo.John C. Wilms.

Rain, rain. Basswood is in bloom, but the
weather is inauspicious.
Eugene Secor.
Winnebago Co., Iowa, July S.

Sell It.

146 Erie St., Chicago,

Little

Too Much Rain.

ADSOlUtCly PUfC BcCS' HonCy.

Order the Above Honey and then

QEORQE W. YORK &

6,

29.

little

nies.

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
S^ enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

S
^
^

:

full

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly

will give
in

swarming

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswoodblos-

the g-reat Alfalfa
regions of the CentIt is a
ral West.
splendid honey, and

is the only way to
become successful, and
then you are ready to prevent swarming or
reduce it to a minimum.
My bees average -^4.00 or .?5.00 per colony,
which I think does pretty well for this
localitj-.
Then, others do not get anything,,
and their bees often die from starvation.

I

HoneyJ^

the famous

Honey gathered

Either before or after, subscribe for

liandle.

one or more good bee-papers. The outlay
will be but .«4.00 or .So.OO.
I insist that this

Bees are actually starving here. June was
wet and cold, with no honey-tlow at all.
J. A. McGowAN.
ButlerCo.,Pa., July 2.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Bees Not Doing Much.
Bees

I
•

^

.^
.^

S
i$

^

Fancy Gl ansed Co mb Honey

^

Any bee-keepers in New York or Pennsylvania producing either
White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey (in glassed sections),
will find

it

to their interest to write to the

undersigned at once.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

i
^
^
^
f-

^

doing much here.

White

clover was almost all killed by the drouth
last summer, and there is not much bloom of
any kind for the bees to gather honey from.
Our only hope will be the fall honey crop.
Last year, at this time (June 20), I had some
colonies that had stored from 50 to T5 pounds.
J. M. Curistie.
Coffey Co., Kans.

A Very Poor Season.
This has been a very poor season in southwestern Wisconsin for the bee-business. Our
bees wintered well, but it was very cold and
windy, and the bees did not get any benetit
from the soft maple, which we have in abundance.

was rainy and cold all during the dandeand fruit bloom, so it was worth very
We all had to feed up to
the bees.
June 10. more or less. After that time the
enough
to live on. June 17 I
bees gathered
talked with two bee-men, one of whom had 40
It

lion

little to

Please Mention the Bee Journal iJ^^xS^f.?...

are not

Y
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and llie othiir liiiil IHI; llicy siiici
UiDi'H was not a pminil of siirpliiH or now
Ih'us were llie snnie.
lioiKiy in « lilvd.
lost while anil all otlier Itinils of clover
There is
liiKt year and
throUK'li tiii' winter.
very little elover, and witli so much oolii

colonics,

My

We

w<Mitli(!r

Our

and

I

part of .lime, with not over a halt-pound
oi honey in the hive.
Hasswocal is lieavily loaded, Init we have so
litlle of it, as there are so many stave factories, excelsior mills, etc., that have cleared
We hope for enough' honey to carry
it oir.
our bees throu;rli into the next season.
(iraiit Co., Wis., .luno2".
I.. (1. Hi.Aiii.

May Get
liere.

Fall Crop.

bees are not tloinj^ very much ffood
have had only one swurm up to date.

White Co.,

Ind., .Iiine HO.

A.

Wohtman.

Poorest Season So Far.
This has been the poorest season for bees, so
ever experienced. My 34 colonies
the winter on the summer
stands without any loss, and were in fine condition, but they are now almost destitute of
honey, and a very poor prospect of getting
any soon.
H. G. Wtkoff.
that

I

Warren

Bce-Kecpor'M

(iuitlc, or Manual of the
I'rof. A. .1. Cook, of I'omona ColCalifornia. This book is not only instructive and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is intcresling and thoroughly practical and scicntilic.
It contains a full dclincati<m of the anat()my and i)hysi<jlogy of bees.
.')44 pages.
2'.l,T illustrations.
Bound in cloth.
11)02 edition— 19th thousand.
Price, 81.20.
lege,

LangHtrothon the Honey- Bee, revised

—

by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to

No

bees and bee-keeping.

apiarian library

is

complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American
Bee-Culture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains 300 engravings. It was written

A

especially for
Price, $1.20.

by
2.5;

at this time there is very little honey above
the brood-uest, but the bees are very strong.
If the weather remains favorable we will get
at least one-half as much honey as last year,
which was 130 pounds per hive. Farther back
in the mountains the crop will be very nearly
as good as last year, or, in other words, about
one-half of the county will produce little or
no honey, while the other half will get a full
crop for an ordinary year.
L. C. NORTHRUP.
San Diego Co., Calif., June 24.

beginners.

Bound

Queen-Rearing,

in cloth.

as Practi-

M. Doolittle.— A method
which the very best of queen-bees are

Honey Outlook Very Poof.

—

N. A. Kluck.
111.,

.lune 2S.

$9.25 to Cleveland.O.and Return $9.25
on July 16th and 17th, via Nickel Plate
Road, good returning to and including
July 22, 1902.
Three through daily
City Ticket Office, 111 Adams
St., Chicago.
Write John Y. Calahan,
(Jen'l Agent, Chicago, for particulars.

trains.

33— 29Alt
The Home -Hade

—

Greenhouse.
There is
scarcely a lover of plants who has not felt the
need of some place other than the ordinary
window for plant-growing, a place secure from
dust, dry air and excessive heat that form the
greatest obstacles to suctess. Many plants unable_ to survive the winter in open ground may
be lifted and carried over in a drv cellar, well
lighted; but many cellars are un'snited to the
purpose, the extremes of furnace heat or over-

dampness, with poor ventilation, proving

Bees and Honey,

Management of an
Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

—

Profit, Ijy

Newman. It is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents in paper, 30 cents.
;

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
HO pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.

—

;

Price, 50 cents.

fatal

to all but the hardiest plants. Suitable plant
rooms are highly desirable, and the amateur
will be aided in his efforts to provide such, by
the illustrated article in the August Delineator on simple forms of plant (juarters, which
may be made at a comparatively small expense.
Address, The Butterick Publishing Co., Ltd..
7 to 77 W. 13th St., New York, N. y:

ytii. .'^^i .<4» Ir

AND BEESWAX

>pr >ff Tijf >I« >^• >^- VJf >If y>(

>l>-

5
^

Chicago, July 7.— The honey market may be
said to be on a vacation so far an actual business is concerned. Should the harvest of l'X)2
be practically a failure there will be no dearth
of extracted honey, as there is more of it in

storage than we biive ever known at this season
the year. If the consumers are not too
greatly impressed with the idea that the honey
harvest is a failure this season it may be worked
off at an advance in price.
Heeswax is lower,
jet sells well at 30 cents per pound.
K. A. Udrnbtt a Co.
of

Kansas Citv, July 5— .Some new comb honey
has arrived. We quote: New, UrijlSc; old,
Kxtracted, white. ()(ai,<4c; amber, S(a6c.

—

the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

Itee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Uienen-Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.

—This

is a German translation of the principal portion of the book called " Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

Dr. Ho^vard's

— Gives

New-

G.

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00.

binding.

the

Beeswax,

Hook on Foul-Brood.

McEvoy Treatment and reviews

the experiments of others.

Winter Problem

—

in

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

Co.

vicinity.

H. R. V7rioht.
Dbtroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
15c; No. t, 13@14c; dark and amber, n'§12c.
Extracted, white, 6}4(a7c; dark and amber,
S(al6c. Beeswax, 2''@30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

New York,

Bee-Keeping,

July 7.— There

is some fair deat 14c for strictly fancy
and lOCgtUc for amber.
Extracted quiet at unchanging prices. Beeswax dull and declining at 29c.

mand

for

white;

12(a)13c for

comb honey
No.

1,

HlLDRBTH & SBOBLKBII.
Cincinnati, July ?.— The shipments and offers on new comb honey are so little, besides
the predictions for the yield of honey so uncertain, that I can give no figure for prices. Extracted is celling for the same price— Amber, in
barrels, 5@S)<c; alfalfa, 6(ai.Jic; white clover,
u^c. Beeswax, 2Sc in cash.
C. H. W. Webbr.

San Francisco,

July 1.— White comb, lOO

12 cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Extracted, white, S@—
light amber,
amber, 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, lieht,
27(a29c; dark, 2S@2(jc.
While offerings are light of both comb and
extracted, buyers are not numerous at extreme
current rates, nor do they show disposition to
operate in a wholesale way at prices now generall.v asked.
Most dealers are doing little else
at present than awaiting developments, and
producers, as a rule, are not crowding honey to

4X@—

;

,

sale.

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,
2140-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
21Atf
Mention the American Bee Journal.

w=

'E can place a few cars of COHB AND EXTRACTED HONEY. Wilt ballad to correspond with parties having- some to offer. We
also solicit local const^uments.
39A'^tt

3i>6

Price, 25 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by

Foul

&

Y., July 10.— Honey market not
opened yet for this season, but we look for demand to begin in a couple weeks. No old crop
in the way.
E.xpect good demand and good
prices for new crop, which is very light in this

C. C CLEMONS & CO.,
Grand Ave.. Kan-s.'\s City, Mo.

wilttr inUNCT
if

by

and easy to make
you work for us. We will start you in
and furnish the capital.
Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
samples and particulars.

|0usines9

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.
Cheshire.

C. C. Cle.mo.ns

25(*30c.

Cincinnati, March 6.— The market in exis good with prices lower.
Amber, for manufacturing purposes, brings from
S'4®biic: better grades fromTtoSc. Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax strong at 2~(ai30c.
tracted honey

—

Dr.

H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving
J. P.

weather has been cold, rainy and
cloudy for a month. Colonies that did not
have much honey and a prolific queen overflowing with bees must be fed. I have fed 6
colonies during the last week that did not
hafe an ounce of honey something I have
not done since I have kept bees.
Blossoms of white and red clover have no
bees on them.
The outlook is very poor,
though basswood buds are plentiful, and will
be opened soon, if we have a few warm days.

Stephenson Co.,

reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Ifee-Keeping for Beginners, by

The

HONE.y

«K

Albany, N.

I'rice, 81.25.

cally Applied, by G.

Half as Much as Last Year.
My first extracting, last year, was .June

<iK sit >te -•to

12tol3c.

Scientific

Co., Iowa, .lune HO.

I

jK

\U.

MAkKET QUOTATIONS.

-

cloth.

came through

II

Apiary, by

I

Hasswood was in bloom last week, but we
have had an old-frashioned -lune freshet of
three days' rain, and no prospects of clearing;
ul>very^OJn; this means lots of fall honey,
if the weather should prove favorable.

far,

144
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GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 Erie St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

swarming to
had several swarms the

lirst

The

SENT rOSTPAII)

;
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Bee=Books

rain it is no ^ood.
this section, are

iiees, in

heat everylliinj,'.

!

JliK'ht
'lifie of

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Ch]caso. lilt.

Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Development and Cure.

Price, 10 cents.

yrs

FREE FOR A MONTH

If you are interested in Sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be withont the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

y\

Everything' used by bee-keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt
service.

Wool Markets and Sheep

Low

Freight Rates.

NEW CATALOG

has a hobby which Is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

cooD^

ik^'^ ^oors^Rfci^:.

....

ILL.

FREE.

WALTER
S.POUDER.
MASS. AVE.
SI2

INDI«H*MLIS.INO.
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%vs,Js^^s.JSm^s»^s,.3a,ss,^ie.^is,JA^^^^

BEE=KEEPERS,
Save Aloney by Buying

Hives, Sections, Brood
P
§ Frames, Extractors,
everything
Smokers, *nd
S ^^^^.^M^^
ELSE YOU NEED, OF
g
g Tt1E>W. T. FALCONER MFG. GO,.
S
Jamestown, N. Y.
Jg
jZ

-8®" Our g-oods are gruaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog",
and copy of

§
w
^
§
«?

a monthly for all bee-keepers SOc a year.
{Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at

•?
Ig

JK

^

Dadant's Foundation

?tip

^?

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction.
PATENT
^A/hv
Hnf>c
TT 11^ UUCA
Send name

We sell

W

Because

e<>ll »U
cr« \ii?*»IIV
well

it

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

Order of him and save

The

classic in Bee-Culture

BEESWAX wanted

— Price, SI. 25,

by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writlnp

CO.,

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 ifAyou
work

and you may have part of it
for lis. I'nele Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send 10c for samples and particulars.
We furniph capital to start ynu in
business. Draper PubllshlnitCcChicaeo.'ll.

Please mention Bee journal

when "writing,

9

I

ENTIRELY UP

QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL.

After working overtime for many months, running everything
fullest capacity, we have finally caught up with orders, and
now can ship, with some few exceptions, by first train.

The standard strain of yellow-banded bees.
All select-tested Queens. Each, $1.00. Ready
to mail June I. Cat. free.

to

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, MASS.

its

OUR SHIPPING-CASES.

'

Please mention Bee journal

Now

the time when you will be needing these. If you have
not tried our Cases, send a sample order to your nearest dealer, and
see what fine goods you can get.

when wntins.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

is

PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
We

are the exclusive wholesale agents for these goods. There is
no Escape that has ever been put on the market that can compare
with it and the fact that the Porter has driven all competitors from
the field, is one of the best evidences of its merit.

send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

;

FOR HIS

" Bee- Keeper's Guide."

THE ROOT HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

Liberal DiscounU tc the Trade.

I AEISE
To

the

t

WITH orders!

Adel Queens and Bees

say

X'^

^»

Untested Queen ..$1.00
Untested Queens.. 2.25
Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50
"
" Queens 4.00
3
Extra selected breeding-, the very best.. 5.00
1

3

Branch Offices.
Co., m Vine St.. Philadelphia,

Root

I.

The A.

1.

The A.

I.

Wm. A. Selser.

Manajier.
Syracuse, N.Y.
K. A. Salisbury. Manajrer.

Pa.

that

is now up with orders,
so he can send Queens
from his choice honeyg^athering stock, by return mail, at the following prices:

These have won a reputation for themselves. For ease of running, and for quality of workmanship throughout, we believe there
is nothing on the market equal to them at any price.
The A.

the reaaers of

Bee Journal

DOOUTTLE...

Root

Co.,

Root

Co.,

J. B.

a

The A.I. Root

Circular free, g-iving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

M. DOOLITTLE,
Borodino, Onondaga Co. N. Y.

-

Mechanic
Mason, Manatter.

Falls.

Me.

Co., 1IC4 Miss St. St.PauI.Minn.

H. (J. Acklin, Manager.
San Antonio, Texas.
I. Ri'oL Co..
Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. I. Root Co..l2(>i)M(l. Av.. 8. W.. Washington. Saffell & Herrick. Managers.
The A. I. Root Co., San Istnacio 17. Havana,
Cuba. F. U. de Beche, Manager.

The A.

-

THE

->^)5

1

a.

Chickens and Eggs

CHICAGO. ILL.

146 Erie Street.

26Atf

./(!/

Langstroth on the Honey-BGG — Re^/ise^d,

a fine thing" to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding" is neces-

&

»•

KINDS

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

"wneu "wrmiut

QEORGE W. YORK &

satis-

OF ALL

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with 'cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is

^^^^'

has always given better

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

;

The Emerson Binder.

144

^i}if^TFiRMNii5:l?o''sAQai!«i!''-

IL sell
r faction than any other. Because in 34 years
there have not been anj complaints, but thousands of compliments.

IW

f lease meauon Bee Journal

Year

WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

catalog" prices.
freight.

25ttl

A.

Co..

l44

-

Chicago,

GEORGE W. YORK &

-H*S

are headquarters (or

Send

lo

them

&

146 Erie St.,

111.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
H. W. Weber.
Bell Branch, Mich.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Walters. Pouder, • - Indianapolis, Ind.
Des Moines. Iowa.
Jos. Nysewander,
.Ino. Nebel & Son. Uigh Hill, Montg.Co.. Mo.
Prothero & Arnold. Du Bols, Clearfield Co.,
Penn.
AuKusta, Butler Co., Kan.
Carl F. Buck Lyonsville, Mass.
W. W. Cary & Son,
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.

C.

-

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO,

-^»§
>$

->M

Jobbing Agencies.
George W. York &

CO. 'l^^l^JSltC''

L).

S. A.

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
;-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

DEE Journal
OBORQE W. YORK.
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

JULY

WEEKLY

24, 1902,

POBTV-SECOND VEAK
No. 30.
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July

A STANDARD=BRED

QUEEH-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance
Subscribers.
We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply
us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth SI. 00 each. We wa:it every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. .And we propose to

—

make

it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

iieeii

Free for Sending One

Kew

Subscriber

Send us SI. 00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us SI. SO and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
prices are as follows:

One Queen,

7Sc.;

3

Queens,

S2. 10

;

6

Queens

for $4.00.

We expect to be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send youl

—

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

24, 1902.

5tST BE E:PAPc^

AMERICA

'N

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

merce was

^

\

OKATH OK CHAS. DADANT.
We WBi'e startled by receiviiiK' the foUowiofj:
telegram the afternoon of July Hi:
Father died this morninfr at
short illness.
C. P.
'•

11 :H0. after

Dadant."

Bee-keepers everywhere will join with us
in extending to the Dadant family sincerest

sympathy

in their

bereavement.

We

have had the pleasure of a personal
aci|uaintance with Chas. Dadant foranuml)er of years.
It was his custom to spend a
few weeks every fall in Wiseon.-.in, and, passing through Chicago on his way, he called on
us. and we thus enjoyed his friendship and

acquaintance.
Mr. Dadant was one of the pioneers in beein the United States, as all reading

keeping

bee-keepers well know.

Chas. Dadant tt Son
need no introduction wherever the literature
is read, and that means in sevand languages.
But we will let the departed Dadant himself
tell something of his life, which he furnished
to us nearly ten years ago, and which appeared in the American Bee Journal at that

of bee-culture
eral countries

time.

It is as

follows:

I was born on May 22, 1817, in Vaux-sousAubigny, a French village of Champaign,
near the confines of Burgundy. My father
was a doctor of medicine. From the age of
to IT I went to school, living with my grandfather, who was a locksmith in the city of
tj

Langres.

Then I entered as clerk in a wholesale drystore, and ten years after I went into
partnership with one of the owners of the
goods

We began successfully;
earned some money when the French
Revolution of 1S48 came, followed
by the Republic, which was destroyed by Napoleon III, and replaced by his Empire.
For six
years the trouble and the insecurity
lasted, and determined us to quit
the business. Then I succeeded to
my_ father-ill-law, who was a tanner,
but bad luck continued to persecute
me. The city of Langres, the ancient Audomatunum, which, several thousand years ago was thecapital of a people named the " Lingones." is situated on a high
mountain, which overlooks its vicinity nearly on everyside.
Civsar,
and the other Roman emperors, at
the time when the Roman Empire
owned most of Western Europe,
fortified Langres with strong walls,
which were so well constructed
that they are solid yet, after 2000
store.

we

had

No, 30,

24, 1902,
good
and di-

friend l.angslroth, and published a French
edition, which has had the honor of i>eing
translated into the Russian language.

These Roman roads, as they are yet called,
helped greatly llic business of the city, which
was very prospcr<.)iis until the railroads came.
Of course, these railroads refused to climb the
high mountains, and built their depot two
miles away, in the bottom of a deep valley.
ThiMi the city began to depopulate, and its
buildings lost HO percent of their value. Compelled to go elsewhere to get a living, I resolved to come to the I'niteti States.

I am now 70
years old, and I have enjoyed,
so far, good health, thanks to the care of my
wife and of our children and grandchildren
living with us. '// /'O/t/'/f.

facilitated by a quantity of

roads, laid with stones and cement,
rected to every iioint of tlie compass.

^

Editorial.

JULY

ILL,

came, a poor man
to understand a word
of ICnglish. I subscribed for a weekly paper,
and began to translate it with the help of a
pocket dictionary. But the greatest dilbculty
was the pronunciation. I was soon able to
write sf) as to be understood, but my spoken
English was not intelligible.
The French
language has very little accent; while the
English has the accent on one syllable in each
word, and the scholars themselves do not
always agree on the syllable on which the
accent ought to be placed. Then imagine the

was 'M years ago
with a family. Unable
It

I

dltiiculty of a foreigner!
keepers were amazed to

A

great

many

store-

see me explain in
writing what I wanted, when they had been
unable to understand my language.
As I had already tried bee-keeping for pleasure in France, I began here with two colonies.
What I knew of bees had satisfied me
that a well-managed apiary
would give
enough profit to support a family, and the
result proved that I was right.
Soon after I began to rear Italian queens.
Being able to understand the Italian language, and having been elected an honorary
member of the Italian society of bee-keepers,
it was an easy matter for me to try the importation of bees. But the conditions indispensable to success were not yet known, so I
lost some money in the undertaking.
Then I
went to Italy; but the trip was a failure. I
had about resolved to quit the business of importing queens, when I began experimenting
with Fiorini, and soon after all the queens
arrived alive.
But the care of 400 colonies, with the comb
foundation business, was then beginning to
give us my son and myself as much work
as we were able to do, so we resolved to quit
the importing business.
We have since revised the book of our

—

—

CuAS. Dadant.
Such is the story Mr. Dadant wrote for us,
and we are glad to place it again before our
readers at this time, for since

We

need add but

its

com-

BIRTHl'LACE OF CHAS.

appear-

further at this lime.
sketches and incidents
and death, as they may be furnished

Later

we hope

of his

life

little

to give

friends.

Suffice

it

many

son and

to us by his devoted

to say

knew Father Dadant

now

intimate

that those

who

best will agree with us

that his was a noble, honorable, upright, con-

moral life, and, in his death, beekeeping has lost one of its most faithful
devotees— one who ever labored for its greatest development and highest progress.
sistent,

Quoting the Honey Market.— Some
time ago we promised to publish a symposium

on

this subject,

give the

first

and

in

part of

this

it.

We

week's issue we
think it is very

interesting reading.

We

may

be pardoned for reprinting Rip

Van Winkle's
ment thereon,

first

letter,

and also our com-

as by thus doing

it

places the

whole matter before the reader, and avoids
the necessity of referring away back to see
just what was said on page 195.

Of course, the commission men and other
know it all. But we
must give them credit for honesty of purpose in the conduct of their business, and in
what they have written in response to our
request that they help enlighten Rip Van
Winkle, as well as all others who are interhoney-dealers do not

years. These walls aftording a protection to the inhabitants, the city

was densely peopled, and

its first

ance thousands of new subscribers have been
added to our list.

DADANT— VAUX-SOCS-ArBIGNV, FRANCE.
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ested in the subject of correct market ciuota
lions on honey.
We hope that our readers will suspend
judg-ment until they have read what all the
expect to
market luoters have to say.

who

Are there

prefer blacks to Italians.

ter blacks across the water, or

make

the diiHerence

July

bet-

do conditions

'.

We

•complete

next week.

it

i
.._
^
._
Budget.
Weekly
.

Use Soft Water for Kenderins Wax.

— This
as

seen from the following by H.

l)e

-Brice. in the Bee-Keepers'

In rendering

wax

either

or acids,
luyricine
tion

I

a matter of considerable importance.

is

will

.

Record

the

cerotic

acid

or

the

is dissolved out. and its composibecomes changed and forms a secondary

product, as may be seen by the dirty -gray,
spongy residue on the underside of a calie of
wax after cooling. This residue has to be
scraped away and wasted. Rain or distilled
water should be used in the operation.

and are

nice,

clean trees to

work

around, and on account of the fruit. Tlie
large tree on the left of the picture is a hickory it is full of nuts every year.
We winter our bees in a cellar under the
dwelling-house. The temperature was about
r>2 degrees all winter, until lately (March 8)
we have been having very warm weather for
this time of the winter, and had to open the
outside door and let fresh air in at night. We
wintered the bees last winter in the same
cellar with a loss of 2 colonies the temperature was down near HO degrees all winter.
A. Henthorn ct Sox.
;

W.

water containing lime

in

shade,

24, 1902.

Secretary D. W. Workinc, who is pushing for a big attendance at the Denver convention, wrote us on July 14:
" There

nothing new to tell you yet about
the coming meeting. We are hoping that
there will be a large attendance from the
is

other side of the Mississippi. In this State
we expect to stir up a good deal of interest,
and have our people out in good force."

Mr. H. H. Hyde, of Wilson
writes us that he

Co., Tex.,

planning to attend the
National convention in Denver in September.
Say, you hustling Denverites, get ready for
bee-keepers from everywhere. They're comis

ing.

We

—

Blacks TS. Italians. I venture to assert that a careful and unprejudiced examination will show things that will prove a decided surprise to many. 1 have in my apiaries
some of the best strains of Italians to be obtained, also some pure blacks, and many
shades of the crosses of the two races. According to the generally accepted view regarding
Italians, such colonies should excel the others,
but that has not proven to be the case. The
black bees have bred up the fastest, have
honey, and entered the
•stored the most
^supe^s most readily. Also, they have proved
to be better tempered. The hybrids came
next to the blacks in the possession of these
Such has been
virtues, and the Italians last.
my experience this spring, and the contrast
has been so marked that I have considered it

worth recording.

The above by Arthur C. Miller, in the
American Bee-Keeper, will, no doubt, be as
he says, -a decided surprise to many." But
does

it

prove that, as a rule, blacks are supe-

rior to

?

Surely, all bee-keeper.s in

are

not deficient as observers

Italians

this country

who have

testified to

the superiority of Ital-

ians.

When

Italians were new,

that those
to grind

who had them

in

it

was charged
had an ax

for sale

recommending them.

common

Now

that

can hardly be
charged, especially against men who have no
stock for sale, and are only interested in havItalians

are

that

ing the bees that will yield the best results.
It should not be forgotten, however, that in

England and

in

Germany

there are good

men

Uil.ME AI'IAKY

think " the other side of the Mississippi" will be well represented. We hear

almost daily of more bee-keepers that are expecting to go. It looks now as if the Denver
large as was the
met in Chicago in 1900
Even such a crowd would surprise Denver
Of course, Chicago is accustomed to such

meeting might be
National

when

tthnosf as

it

!

things

!

Mrs. Chas. Becker, of Sangamon Co.,
after an illness of more than five months,
passed away on May 2, 1902. This was learned
just last week.
We wish to extend our
sympathy to our bereaved brother and
his daughter who rt^main to mourn the departure of a beloved wife and mother.
111.,

Prof. Cook's

Manual

" Bee-Keepers'

Guide, or

thus kindly referred to by Editor Root, in Gleanings in BeeCulture for July 1
of the Apiary,"

is

:

The new

revision of the nineteenth thousand of the " Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual
of the Apiary," by Prof. A. J. Cook, published by George W. York ct Co., of Chicago,
is now out.
It has been most thoroughly
revised, and is enlarged by the addition of
aljout 80 pages and 7.5 engravings.
I have
read over in a hurried way several of the
chapters, and they all seem to bear the brand
of 1902, and all of it orthodox, at least from
my point of view. ,So skillfully has the old
matter been blended with the new, that one
would never suspect the book had not been
written from beginning to end this year. The
scientific, as well as the practical, part has

been gone over completely and while the
hook has always been a standard, both in
Europe and America, it is now ''clear at the
front in bee-keeping science and practice." I
;

The Apiart of A. Henthorn & Son is
shown on this page. When sending the
photograph, they wrote as follows

We send the picture of our home apiary.
There are 96 colonies in this yard. We use
the old standard (iallup hives, and run for
extracted honey alone. Our average for 11)01
was 72 pounds per colony.
We run one out-yard of 40 colonies, the
average being S."> pounds per colony from
white clover and basswood. We run on the
non-swarming plan of nuclei for increase,
and kill the rest of the queens.
We have one colony that stored 40 pounds
of red clover honey after the basswood How
was over last season.
Those trees seen in the picture are cherrytrees we use them because they make fine
;

OF

A.

HENTHORN

.v

Mi.N. tjt

liii

congratulate the publishers as well as the
author.
P. D. Jones, of this State, hived 4S swarms
on a single day recently; again in a few days
he hived 47 swarms on one day. Mr. Jones
must have the swarming kind of bees.

Mr. E.

S.

Lovesy, president of the Vtah

Bee-Keepers' Association, expects to attend
the Denver convention. He should take a
large delegation with
tion.

HLANO COCNTY, WISCONSIN.

him from

his Associa-

July
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Contributed Articles.
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The commi.ssion man will quote the article he kcIIb at a»
low a price as he possibly can, no as to enable him to give
his shipper better returns than he expected, and, therefore.
securing for himself his shipper's future business.
On the contrary, the dealer will be governed by the
supply and offerings, and stock he has on hand, also the
demand and sale, to (|Uote the highest and lowest sale he
made

Quoting the Honey Market.

On pape

l'),S,

of the

March

there appeared the followiuf; oti
honey market in the bee-papers

27th

copy of this journal,

:

have hern intfrested

have made

honev-uealeks akk TirB people.
Editor York — We note Kip Van Winkle's article in
reference to (|Uoting the honey market, and we beg to say
the commission men and the honey-dealers are directly responsible for the large demand there is for honey today.
If left to the bee-keepers alone it would be impossible for
them to find buyers and consumers for the vast amount of
honey that is produced. Business is business, and a good
:

the honey imirkel of Chicnt^o, as I iiavc
been a Chicuijo bee-keeper for two summers i>asl, anil the article on
pa^e 1-1, liy H. A. lladfiell, is timely and larjfely to the point, as tendini; to explain the low price of lioney to-day as compared with the
Tlie cominissi(jn man lias the iKiney-jiroducerR
prices of ",'0 years a;^^<>.
in his prip in tins market, nioi'c es])eci:dly when he is a buyer as well
A buyer is always a " l)ear '' in tlie market,
as a commission man.
and wlien he also trives ([Uotations of prices for the supposed guidance
of honey-jirodncers, it is beyond human nature, however honest he
may be in general, not to try to liuy low, when it is almost absolutely
certain that his c|uolatioDS wdl f;o to nearly all possible shippers.
I am certain there is this tendemy here in Chicago, for 1 have
time and time aj^'ain investivrated prices on South Water Street, iiiliuiriny: of dealers in honey, as a possible buyer, and invariably had
prices quoted me one cent hifjher per pound on comb honey than the
retrular 'cpiotations'' in the American IJee Journal.
Again, tlie prices i|UOted for Milwaukee, Wis., are almost invariably one cent per oound higher for comb honey of like grades than
There seeiis no good reason why Milwaukee, located
for Chicago.
very much nearer the great basswood forests of the great houey-producing .State of Wisconshi, should pay more than Chicago for the
same grade of honey, unless i^e market reports are " tixed " to suit
some one who is interested in bu_\ ing honey low.
The bee-keepers of Cook Co., 111., at least, ought to have
organization and investigate just such things, and let the shippers
honey know it, as I am trying to do.
Rip Van Winkle.
Cook Co., 111.
1

to benefit his business.

it all the time my practice to give the exact
figures for " i|Uotation " what I was able to sell for, and not
C. H. W. Wkhkk.
prices that I would like to get.
I

the subject of quoting the
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in

We ask here.
is of necessity a good buyer.
The beethat creates the demand for honey
keepers, the bee-papers, the commission men, or the honeydealers ? To be sure it is none other than the dealers.
business

Who

man

'.'

is it

Their business

to

is

buy and

sell

credit of bee-keepers to produce the

honey

while it is to the
right kind of honey in
:

salable shape.

Supply and demand regulate the price of all commodiany fair-minded individual will acknowledge. Honey
is governed also in like manner, and because Milwaukee
markets will pay one cent per pound more than Chicago is
no criterion for all honey and prices. Very frequently in
one grocery you can see comb honey posted at 20 cents per
pound, and in the nest block priced at 18 cents, apparently
the same kind this I have observed in Cincinnati, many
ties,

;

times.

Kip Van Winkle should go into the hone.v-dealing business a
while, for by so doing he would soon learn some things that he will
scarcely be able to see in any other way. Suppose the commission
man did publish quotations a cent or two per pound higher (at the
price he gets for a few single cases), how soon would it be before he
would have his store Hooded with honey which would be sent to him
because of his high quotations^ Then, of course, the market would
drop, and the honey would have to be sold several cents below the
quoted prices. How the shippers would howl then, when receiving
their returns.
That commission man would be called a fraud, a

Rip Van Winkle is apparently looking from his selfish
standpoint alone I would suggest a broader range. The
dealer seeks the market for the consumption of his ware.
while the producer yields the supply. Bee-papers, as a
rule, reach only the producer; the public in general is not
concerned in bee-literature, market quotations, etc., therefore, it devolves upon the vender, in a great measure, to
distribute the production and necessity regulates the price.
Periodicals do not always give correct estimates of amount
produced and consumed, and are at fault many times in
giving the producer the wrong information as to yield and
prospective price.
Rip Van Winkle should hold his peace until he has
thoroughly gone over the territory and considered all points,

swindler, etc.

conditions, etc.

In reply to the foregoing-

ment

to offer

we had

this editorial

com-

:

It is better to quote a cent lower
If comb honey is quoted at

market.

;

;

Yours

and then sells at l(i
no bee-keeper is going

cents,

cents, and a report is made at the latter price,
But quote the price at 16 cents, and then make returns at 1.5
to kick.
cents (the best that could be obtained), and how high would the
Well, he'd likely say, "That commission man quoted
shipper kick
high so as to get the honey into his hands, then sold it so as to get his
'.

commission."
Any " Rip Van Winkle "' who goes along the street inquiring the
price of honey is easily " sized up" by the commission man, who is
up to his business. He (the commission man) can tell very quickly
that "Rip" is only " nosing around," and doesn't mean to buy, in
nine eases out of ten. We have often been such a " Rip" ourselves,
and we felt the commission men of whom we inquired knew that we
were simply out " inquiring.''
But we would like to have those who quote the honey market in
our columns also help answer Rip Van Winkle. If allot us try. we
think he ought to get what he is after or something else equally sat-

—

isfactory.

truly.

The Fred W. Muth

rather than a cent above the
I.t

Co.

Fred W. Muth,

Pres.

QUOTE three grades OF PRICES.
Editor York: — The writer, in entering a

store of one
of the large seed-men of Ogden, Utah, who handles a great
many car-loads of honey, was greeted with rather a cool
reception, and found out immediatel5' the cause of it was
the damage that he felt our Philadelphia market quotations
had done his market repeatedly, and the writer had impressed upon his mind very forcibly how much quotationscould damage such large car-load shipments of the West,
and on reaching Chicago found the whole subject of quotations was in general discussion.
We have always understood that the quotations in the
bee-papers were for the small bee keepers scattered throughout the country that is, parties who produce from one to
five cases of comb honey and a few cases of extracted
honey, in order for them to know what they might reasonably expect as returns if their honey was shipped to commission men in the various cities.
Now, then, if such a honey-shipper would ship to Philadelphia to-day to a commission man, a few cases of fancy
white clover extracted honey, such commission man should
Such a
get, if he sold it to a grocer, V cents per pound.
grocer would only buy one or two cans at a time.
;

we

In response to our request in the last paragraph above,
have received the following from some of those who

quote the honey market for the American Bee Journal

CAN

.\DD

:

NOTHING TO OUR COMMENT.

—

Replying to yours, wishing our views
Editor York
as to quoting honey market, we would say your answer to
Rip Van Winkle in the American Bee Journal of March 27,
so fairly and squarely explains the matter that we can not
Very respectfully,
add anything to it.
:

Battkkson & Co.,
Per N. D. B.
quotations will never be alike.

—

Editor York
It is not to be expected that the market
quotations are to be alike, not even in the same vicinity, as
the different branches of business under different pressure
are compelled to make different quotations to protect them:

selves.

On the other hand, should California or Utah ship to
Philadelphia to-day a car-load of extracted honey in cases,
the market price would be, in car-loads, S'z cents. Now, the
seed-man at once says that we quote the price of 9 cents,
and if he shipped he would not get over 5 '2 cents. You can
see the reasons are very clear. On the other hand, should
we quote car-lot prices, we would want to give very correct
what a shipper might expect spot cash for same. Now,
then, if said shipper would ship a car-load of extracted
honey to Philadelphia today, and would urge the receiver
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to sell

out quick, 4J^ to 5 cents might be all that would be

it

realized on

it.

Again, we have had repeated calls from a customer out
who saw quotations intended only in a wholesale
way, and he thought that was the price at which he could
buy a single can of it he would send the money, which
would have to be returned to him.
There are a great many things to be considered in
quoting prices, and prices vary according to so many different circumstances. If a car is unloaded at a depot and
of town,

;

carted into a store and held from 30 to 60 days, the cost of
carting, storage and insurance would have to be added to
the price over and above what the car could have been sold
at spot cash at the depot and carted away by the purchaser.
The writer would suggest that a possible way out of
this difficulty, which is a very serious one, would be to
quote three grades of prices. 1st car-lot prices. 2d—
wholesale prices. 3d retail prices. And then quote only
for fancy or best grades of both extracted and comb honey,
and let those who are looking for quotations make their
own average of the lower grades.
We repeatedly say at the end of our quotations that we
are producers of honey, and not dealers, and do not handle

—

—

Wm.

on commission.

A. SelsER.

Concluded next wesk.l

Bisulphide of Carbon
BY

The

C.

Its

Value

to

Bee-Keepers.

DAVENPOKT.

J. Cook, entitled, " CS " which
read with much interest. Before
commencing to use this drug moth-worms were one of the
most difficult problems I had to contend with, for they have
always been very numerous here. I have had sets of combs,
and even hives themselves, almost cut to pieces by mothworms in cases where the bees deserted their hives, and it
was not discovered until some time afterward. When comb
honey is removed from the hive a close watch must be kept,
for moth-worms are sure to develop on some of it, and if
their depredations are not checked a large part of it %vill
soon be ruined.
Some persons seem to think these raoth-wornis appear
only on comb honey that contains more or less bee-bread,
but I regret to say that this is far from being the case here.
They are much more apt to appear on combs that contain a
few cells of pollen, but I have had hundreds of sections of
comb honey that did not contain a cell of bee-bread badly
cut up and damaged by moth-larv;e.
A number of years ago I sold 2000 pounds of white
clover comb honey to a large retail grocery concern in Minneapolis.
The honey was shipped about the middle of
August, by express. (I got a special rate, and went along
with the shipment, as it had to be transferred twice, and I
wanted to see that it was handled as it should be.) It was
not crated, simply cased in 24-pound cases, two of which
were fastened together. Not a comb was broken en route.
The firm was much pleased with the honey, and contracted
for more to be delivered later.
About three weeks after I returned home I received a
letter from them, saying the honey was being all cut to
pieces by worms, and that they would hold me fully responsible for not only the price of the honey, but for damages to them in loss of time, customers, and numerous other
things, for, they said, they could prove the vrorms were in
the honey when I delivered it they had kept it in a place
free from worms, and there were no other worms of that
kind in the city.
I had been afraid the moth-worms might damage it before they were able to sell it all, for it was shipped soon
after being removed from the hives, and had not been sulphured, sulphur being then the only remedy I knew of. It
would have done no good, for the honey was free from
worms at the time it was shipped, but contained moth-eggs,
which developed into larv^ soon afterwards. The fumes of
the sulphur have no effect whatever on these eggs, at
least not what we can subject them to without discoloring
the honey.
The fumes of bisulphide of carbon not only kill mothworms, but utterly destroys the vitality of all eggs that the
comb maj- contain. A good many seem toquestion whether
it does kill the eggs as well as hatched larva?.
I know,
from a large amount of actual experience, that it does.
Last year I sold to a large grocery house, in a near-by
city, nearly 7000 pounds of honey.
This firm had consider-

article

by Prof. A.

appeared on page

390,

I

;
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able experience with, and loss from, moth-worms developing in honey after they bought it, and on this account would
not buy any very large amount at one time, although besides a large retail trade they had quite a jobbing trade
from the Dakotas. Last season one of the firm was at my
place to buy honey if it were not for worms they could
handle a large amount. He was very skeptical about my
assertion, that the worms would not appear on it. In order
to get him to buy the amount which he did, I had to get the
bank in our town to guarantee him the full amount he paid
for the honey, on all that the moth-worms appeared upon.
;

The reason

I have mentioned this incident is on account
and possibly important, incident connected
with it. This firm expected to need about 2000 pounds or
more for their retail trade, and this amount I put up in
" T " supers. The honey was all hauled to them by team,
and by using supers it saved me the price on shippingcases for this amount.
' Last spring I went
to that city to gather up a load of
empty supers, cases and cans, and found that this firm still
had considerable of the honey I sold to them. I helped
take out what was left in the supers and pack it in boxes.
While one of the firm and I were doing this he spoke about
my honey keeping so much better than the other they had.
He said that was why they had so much of mine left. They
had bought a number of small lots from different bee-keepers around there, and towards spring it all commenced to
granulate or candy in the comb, and they wanted to get rid

of a curious,

I was unable to find a trace of granulation in
sold them. Now, this honey I sold them was
all subjected to the fumes of bisulphide of carbon for 7>Yi
hours, or longer. Did this prevent granulation, or have
anything to do with its not granulating ? If I live I shall
know in a year from now, or less, for this season I shall
subject samples of both comb and extracted honey to these
fumes and keep them over winter, besides similar lots that
have not been treated.

of that first.
any of that

I

Some may remember that I described how, last fall, I
had subjected the winter stores of a number of colonies to
these fumes in order to find out whether honey so treated
was affected or rendered unfit for winter food. I have not
space here to go over the matter, but in a former article I
explained why it was very important for me to know
whether honey so treated was safe for winter food, and I
am glad to say that it is. The colonies on these stores wintered in good shape, and this proves, also, I believe, that
honey so treated is perfectly wholesome, for if trace
enough of these deadly fumes remained in to make it injurious to health, it would surely have affected the bees during the long confinement of winter.
Before closing I will say a few words about the manner
of using this drug. I have described this before, but I still
see it recommended by many to pile up hive-bodies containing combs, and treat them by putting some bisulphide in
the upper stories. Such a method may kill moth-worms
and eggs all right, or it may have no effect on them it all
depends on how tight the bottom cover and hive-bodies fit,
how much of the drug is used, and the length of time
the combs are exposed to the fumes. I have a tight box
made out of matched lumber that is large enough so that a
number of supers of section honey or hive-bodies containing
combs can be placed in and treated at one time. When this
box is closed up it is nearly air-tight, and I know pretty
nearly to a minute how long it takes to kill moth-worms in
it, but whether the vitality of the eggs are destroyed as
soon as the worms themselves, I do not know. For this
reason I have always treated the combs much longer than
was necessary to kill the worms. Southern Minnesota.

—

No.

8— Rearing

Long-Lived Qiueens and Bee.

BY DR.

A

few years ago

E.

GALLUP.

received a circular and price-list from a
queen-breeder " away down South in Dixie," which read
something like this " We have 300 colonies and our queens
are reared in those strong colonies under the swarming or
superseding impulse." And this is about the way I wrote
I

;

to

him

:

"Dear
queen, as

I

—

Enclosed find money order for
like the ring of your circular."

Sir

:

and untested

In due time I received a queen, and she turned out to be
a good one in every respect. I ordered others from him and
received satisfaction, that is, they were as good the second

July
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season as the first. I then sold out and did not keep track
of them any further.
In article No.l, pafje .^42, I left out something of importance. After sayinff, " we should not be disai)pointc(l,"
should have added, " providing we succeed in f,'^ettinff them
reared under the superscdinj,' or swarming; impulse, one can
rear very fairciueens in a very stron)^^ colony from egffs or
larva' from worker-cells. lUit they will lack the missing link,
therefore they fail the second season." I was in the same
boat with the rest of the queen-breeders, but I jumped out
and allowed my bees to swarm naturally, was not satisfied
with forced or unnatural f|Ueens, and am not yet. They are
only a makeshift for the bees in case of emergency, or until they can do better.
I cannot see the propriety of confining a queen that will fully occupy lo Langstroth combs to
an >S comb or frame hive. Some say if you breed her up to
her full capacity she will fail so much the sooner, but I
have not found it so, where the queens are properly reared.
With your degenerate queens think possibly it may be
so, but I am not positive, as they fail the second season.
Why need we care, as we do not want them anyhow ? A
large proportion fail the first season, especially the first
winter. Now we will suppose you start in on the fad of
rearing extra-yellow bees, e.xtra-golden-colored, extra-fivebanders, Adels, albinos, etc. You rear them by the hunand you keep it
<3reds, all on the nucleus plan, as I call it
up for a good many generations. What kind of queens did
you finally send out ? Why, some queens that will not lay
an egg after they are received, some that only occupy a
piece of comb as large as your hand, some that will occupy
that is, all
2, 3 or perhaps 4 combs, in a scattering manner
among the brood there are cells filled with pollen or honey,
no regularity about her laying at all, and if there comes a
flush of honey-gathering we will find every cell filled with
honey. The queen is so slow about her laying that the
bees keep ahead of her. We have tried to remedy this by
extracting, putting in foundation, and even empty frames,
but it was no go. Then by the first of March in all these
colonies, even the best of them, the bees have dwindled until the colonies cannot be brought up to take advantage of
•the orange-blossom honey, which this season was extra-fine
I

1

;

471

extra-long-lived workers. On the other hand, an opposite
extreme accounts for the fact that by rearing our queens in
such an unnatural condition, and contrary to nature, we
have deteriorated or degenerated our queens and their
progeny to the very lowest stage of vitality, longevity,
productiveness, etc. Who knows but many of our new diseases of bees are generated through this low type of vital-

caused by bad breeding ?
A number of years ago Mr. Aaron Benedict, of Ohio,
sent out a circular, and advertised extensively that he was
going to supply the demand, and warrant his rjueens to be
purely mated, etc. He moved on Kelly's Island in Lake
Krie, with an imported queen and about 100 small nucleus
boxes stocked with bees, and went into the business on a
wholesale plan, but he made an entire failure, and published
in the American Bee Journal that his queen was not pure,
the queens reared from her were as black as crows, etc. You
can readily see that he failed on account of the worst kind
The climate was cold and windy everyof nianagement.
thing about the management was contrary to nature. I
wrote to him and told him that he was the one to blame,
and he afterward acknowledged that the queen turned out all
ity,

;

right.

When I first began the nucleus plan I reared them
small, inferior, and as Mr. Benedict said, as black as crows,
but I jumped out of that boat long ago.
Well, I think I would better submit the above argument
Now, gentlemen of the jury, what are you goto the jury.
ing to do about it ? Let us hear your side of the story.
Orange

Co., Calif.

;

here.

Convention Proceedings.

\

The Colorado State Bee-Keepers'

The queens

are short on laying, there workers have no
longevity, etc. finally, they are short on every good quality.
Now, I have not exaggerated the facts one particle in
fact, it is rather a hard matter to picture the facts as bad as
;

Its

cial Interests.

they are.

Head

Do

;

;

own.

The very best conditions for rearing first-class queens
are at natural swarming time. The bees are active, and
keep a loud hum at night while evaporating the nectar they
gather through the day, and there is a moist heat in the
hive, instead of dry. Moisture and heat are promotive of
growth why not in bees as well as vegetables? Of course
we can stimulate with diluted sweet to promote natural
swarming, but we can hardly come up to the natural gathering. When bees are gathering stores they manufacture
a larger amount of electricity or magnetism, which is life
itself.
This is all lacking in your siaall nucleus. Therefore, do not transfer your cells as soon as sealed to a
nucleus keep them in the strong colony as long as possible.
This accounts for the fact that queens reared in extraordinarily large hives and extra-strong colonies are so longlived, extra prolific, and have such extra vitality, and rear

—

;

Association.

Moral, Social, Scientific, Business and Finan-

;

naturally-reared queens get driven out of their
brood-nest in the above manner ? Do their bees die off with
old age, and leave the queen destitute of subjects before
spring ? Why, the queen is in a condition to compel the
bees to take possession of the super and store orangeblossom honey. Orange blossoming commences here the
first of March, and continues up to the 1st or ISth of June.
While in bloom the whole atmosphere is scented with perfume, which accounts for the hundreds of tramp swarms
flockng into the vicinity of orange-orchards this season
outside there was nothing for them to gather.
By the way, I was up to the orange-packing house one
day when they had just loaded a car, and a swarm fiew inside, and the agent closed up the car
the engine hooked on,
and they started on the road for Chicago.
The valley here would be an ideal place to rear queens.
If it were not for the difficulty of getting them purely mated,
one could rear the very best of queens for business. The
first good yield is orange-blossom, the next is alfalfa, then
comes the Lima beans, all three extra-good, with any quantity of other blossoms switched in between.
One hundred
acres of alfalfa in blossom now for seed, two miles south.
June 18, Italians storing, but blacks not quite holding their

I

at

thi'

Caiweutiuu held in Deiirer, in Xun'mber. HlOt.

BY

R. C.

AIKIN.

man duties. The greater
part of the things we know, and the blessings and privileges we enjoy, are obtained from others. There is a great
debt hanging upon us a debt we owe to others because by
and through them we are made to enjoy many things. We
have government, the comforts and enjoyments of invenNot
tions, business relations, and all social privileges.
only because of being recipients from others, but as well
because of divine commands, do we have obligations upon
I my brother's
us to do for others. Cain said to God, '"
keeper?" and at the same time he had but recently proved
by his act of murder that he at least was trying to be his
brother's keeper, when he forcibly came between him and
the enjoyments and privileges of life. If men are to live in
social relations, then they iiius/, of necessity, aid and foster
each other's interests. A pauper is no help to the community in general, therefore we must not make paupers of
our brethren. Neither are the vicious, the immoral, and
criminally inclined, a help to you and me or to the social
compact; hence, to make a brother such is to injure ourIn no way can we so surely protect and promote
selves.
our own interests as by promoting the interests of our
brethren. To shirk or avoid the duties we owe to each
other is to injure self more than him toward whom we fail
to perform obligations.
It follows, then, that we as brethren and members of
this Association, should strive to build up each other in
every moral relation. Morality pertains to our duties to
one another of man to man. If a brother is weak,
strengthen him. If he is down, help him up. Let not a
member of this Association do anything that is against the
interests of a brother. We can rejoice that in all the history of our Association there has never been anything
degrading in its conduct, though we may have come short
of our whole duty, not doing all we might have done.
Members have not always been as brotherly as they should
be it is human to err but, with all our weakness there has
been a spirit of brotherly love that surely must have made
Every man owes

to every other

—

Am

—

—

;
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and women of

better men
influence.

all

who come under

THE SOCIAL

the society's

SIDE.

speak the sentiment of every member when
I say that from year to year I look forward to our conventions with a joyous anticipation. I am g'lad to be here today, to meet with you and grasp the hand in a brotherly
I rejoice to be able to give, as well as receive,
f)rreeting.
feel that I

I

the enjoyments that come to us when we meet after months
of separation. I have labored with many of you for years
working- for the interests of each other, and today a blow
given to you would hurt me perhaps as much as you.
Because of longer acquaintance and closer intimacy in our
work, some of us seem bound by a closer bond of love and
sympathy and. brethren, to meet in these annual gatherings, to labor together for the common good and upbuilding
of all will knit us into a richer, nobler, and better life. Our
Association is not all hard business; there is a social side
that we do exceedingly well to cultivate, and I shall be
happy indeed if I may be able to help you all to a better
and more full social life. May I not be disappointed in
realizing in each countenance, and in every word and act,
that hearty good-will and enjoyment that is ours to have if
we but will it.
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
;

Our constitution says

of this Association, " Its object
the promotion of apiculture in all its interests."
That is short, but broad and comprehensive. As indicated
hereinbefore, we can not escape responsibilities to others,
nor can we honestly engage in our pursuit without helping
others.
I know, brethren, that some of you will say this is
not sound doctrine, that there are too many in our ranks
now but a full investigation will prove to you that I state
no false doctrine when I say that apiculture is not overdone.
I will repeat and emphasize that an honest and intelligent
conduct of apiculture by not only those now in our ranks,
but by others who may see fit to enter the business, can
not, and will not of itself, injure us.
shall be

;

However, admitting and believing the foregoing
true,

to be

makes my heart sad to see many people rushing
apiculture without a knowledge of the first principles
it

into
of scientific bee-keeping. I will plainly say it is not honesty to self, nor to those already in the business, for any
one to put money and time into the bee and honey business
not knowing how properly to handle it to meet the requirements of the times and conditions.
Look at the nice,
fancy honey in our markets, and you see the results of
science. Is it far amiss to say that science is Nature comprehended ?
An intelligent application of the laws of
Nature in obtaining results is applied science. It is, then,
self-evident that one should, before becoming possessed of
much of a stock of bees, or entering the pursuit as a business, have gained a reasonable knowledge of the science
of apiculture. Note, I do not say he shall be an expert in
the science, but have a reasonable knowledge of it none
of us know it all.

—

then, we are all students in this science, it becomes
one of the duties of this Association to make scientific
research, but especially to add to each other's knowledge
by an interchange of thought and experiences. By so
doing we become a mutual help, we spread knowledge, and
help each other to better produce and market, and that
which betters or puts the business on a higher plane helps
all.
I do rejoice in the fact that the Colorado State BeeKeepers' Association has stood well up to her privileges
and duties in the line of science. There has been in our
annual meetings an intense interest by the members in
bringing out a true knowledge of the laws governing the
bee and its labors, the most scientific application obtainable.
Except in rare cases the spirit of helpfulness has
been displayed, and in a degree not excelled by any similar
association.
If,

Remember, however,

that having reached these heights,
push forward and protect our
increasing numbers and foster that which we have built up
will be a very great wrong to ourselves and to the pursuit
in general.
This Association has not only fostered and
very materially aided in a spread of scientific knowledge,
but it has in no small degree protected its members and
others in their
to neglect our opportunity to

BUSINESS INTERESTS.
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nection I will call your attention to the fact that after years
of effort we have at last obtained a show-case in which to
display apiarian products in the State House, where so
much is already on exhibition showing other resources of
the State, and it is now our duty to make a proper and creditable display, of which we shall not be ashamed, and which
shall do justice to our rapidly growing industry.
There was a time when apiculture in Colorado was but
an infant, when the product of the bee did not begin to
meet the home demand whjle to-day our home needs are
not only supplied, but a large export trade has sprung up to
take our surplus. Our people consume immense quantities
of honey that is not excelled in quality in any State, and
we send hundreds of tons to other States. And, brethren,
the very fact that we must export is a very, yeky great
reason why we must continue to work in harmony, co operate and unite in our efforts. Co-operation has been one of
the outgrowths of the work of this Association, and to relinquish this work in the least we can not afford, we must
go on. To stop or go back means a death-blow to the business and financial interests of very many apiarists in Colorado. Yea, more than this, the pursuit in other States
would suffer injury with us. Cut off your hand, your foot,
or any member of your body, and you injure the whole
body. Let this Association, or the Colorado Honey-Producers' Association, or any of the co-operative interests of
the State fail, and our business in Colorado, as well as outside interests, will surely suffer.
There are many apiarists in the btate who have never
been to a single one of our conventions, yet much good
comes to such because of the work and influence of the
organization. The absent ones miss the social contact, the
side discussions that we have between sessions at hotels,
restaurants, and wherever two or more of us meet, but they
do reap something from the published reports, and in the
general moral influences that can not be enumerated.
There is not an apiarist of any consequence in the State
who has not received directly or indirectly more benefit
from our organized and co-operative work than the annual
membership fees. So closely connected and sympathetic
is the whole social compact as one body, that these influences are felt in many ways and places of which those
affected are entirely unconscious of the influence. Brethren,
let not your interest flag
be firm in j'our faith and interest
Be not deceived with the
in your own and others' welfare.
selfish and greedy methods commonly practiced, they partake much of unwisdom and anarchy. Scorn all methods
and practices that tear down others, remembering that to
build up self at a sacrifice of others is a sin that will surely
react, it will prove a boomerang, coming back to bring you
sorrow. Let your motto be, "The greatest good to the
greatest number." This is wisdom in a nutshell.
And to the general public a few words We are glad
What I have said
to have you with us we be brethren.
we all have an influence
to our bee-brethren applies to you
upon one another, we can not escape it, no matter how hard
;

:

:

—

;

if we prosper you
try.
reap a benefit in our increased ability to purchase your
Are your interests in railroads? We pay you
goods.
freights on supplies shipped in, on our products sent out,
and passenger traffic to and from these conventions, and in
other ways. If you are a farmer do not worry because our
they fertilize the bloom by
bees feed upon your alfalfa
the distribution of pollen, thereby increasing your seed crop.
And to the fruit-growers I also have a word If it were
not for insects visiting the blossoms of nearly all kinds of
The bee is the most
fruit, where would be your fruitage ?
important of all insects in transmitting pollen from bloom
to bloom for its fertilization, and you can not much better
do without the bee than can we do without your bloom. I
have a neighbor who has said that the honey my bees gathered was so much stolen from my neighbors. Let me tell
you that it is a common belief that he who so charges me
with theft is himself a thief, and enjoys (or at least possesses) plunder.
No, no, my friends there is altogether
too much jealousy, too much selfishness, too much greed.
Jealousy and selfishness tend to poverty and ruin but a
spirit of good-will and kind liberality will come back to be
with us, but in a way that causes rejoicing and love, a
spirit of peace and joy.
In conclusion, I want to say again to all, " We be
brethren.'' Our prosperity is yours, and yours is ours. We
can not afford to fight and antagonize we must harmonize.
If you believe otherwise, I will just point you to the former
condition of this country when inhabited by the selfish and
cruel Indian, contrasted with the present. Then, no prognow.
ress, no love and happiness, nothing that helped up

we

Are you a merchant

?

Then

;

:

:

;

;

This

shown by the obtaining

of legislation favorable
the industry
by the obtaining, year by year, lower
prices on supplies used by us, and by advertising our product, and in many ways fostering the industry.
In this con-

to

is

;

;

—
July

—
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and mutual help we grow in wealth and
luxury, in peace and wonderful attainments. Hrcthron, I
warn and exhort you, for the sake of all that is jjood and
just, curl) the spirit of f,Teed and selfishness, and work fcjr
the greatest (,'ood to the fjreatcst number. It is the true
road to prosperity, the only safe, riffht, and comniendalilo
way.
Ivarimer Co., t^olo.
Htider co-operation
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by keeping the old queen in it for an hour. To add to the
scent, and also to secure other good ends, put in a new
escort of her future subjects.
I
think this likely to be
valuable.
Very likely we do not consider enough the provocative .scents bees get in the m'ails. Rules ought to work
both ways. Bees are undeniably liable to kill their own
(jueen if caged an hour where she gets a provocative scent
why should they not then accept an alien when she comes
with the right scent ? The main rub is, I suspect, that she
:

has an individual scent which, while

somewhat, can not be entirely gotten

* The Afterthought.

i

The

I

^'

take her scent, she can not take theirs,
temporarily.

Lengthening the

\

lives of

UR.

:

1

I

—

S\V.\RMING

And he

didn't even tell

AND SUPERING.
the fellow how

to prevent the
for
refusing to swarm at all),

and most provoking item (bees boomed and forced

the greatest number of swarms
so I guess we have here another chapter from the big book
of what none of us know yet. He's level-headed in saying
to put on the supers betimes
for then, if the anticipated
swarms fail to come, only part of the honey crop will be
;

Doolittle,

page

375.

TBLBGONY.
Telegonj'. Glad I know now what it is. We
need some such word so badly that it will not be so hard to
make us remember and use it and so, happily, it won't
superinduce any more " bug " and " worm " unpleasantness
between us and the scientific folk.
Believed in by many of the very highest authorities.
Apparently proved by some striking cases. Doubted, perhaps doubted increasingly, because divers and sundry extensive and careful efforts to produce it fail so utterly. The
influence imis/ be small, and one of the strong evidences on
the books provokes doubt becaqse it seems to show great
influence. The horse kind furnishes a great share of the
evidence, and very young colts often show faint stripes
without any Telegony. Very distant Atavism it seems to
be.
And so, and so, and so another fine case of nobody
knows yet, and believe just what you like about the drones
from mismated mothers being slightly impure. Pages 375,

And

so

it's

—

376.

BOGUS FLOWERS.
C. C. Parsons, page 377, is wrong in calling the showy
part of the dogwood blossom a "calyx." The calyx is a
part of a true flower, while the flaunting imitation referred
to is not one of the essential floral parts at all, but an " involucre " of whitened leaves technically called " bracts."
Queer that we should have bogus flowers in Nature as well
as genuine ones. The sunflower is also a bogus flower, of
a somewhat different sort, many real flowers so arranged as
to simulate a still larger flower which is not real.

—

THAT CORNCOB FEEDER.
The bunch-of-corncobs bee-feeder, page

380, I

—

should

lay to give tolerable satisfaction /o/- a while an indefinite
while until it gets soaked and sour once. Perhaps waste
some of the feed by soaking before that time.

A POINT IN OUEKN-INTRODIXTION.

The

main queen-introduction point which Pridgen
furnishes, page 381, is not by any means universally
familiar
Introduce in a bran new cage, and first scent it

CONDUCTED BY
O. O. MII.I.EIt, Marengro,

III.

|The Qaestlous may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Milder
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.1

Dragging Out Brood.

Why

do

my

it

in a

bees drag their brood out of the hive? I
nucleus to which I had given frames of
brood and bees, giving them an Italian queen, and thoug'ht
perhaps it might be owing to mismanagement of my own
in some way
but I find this morning (July 2) it is going on
The brood is fully developed, can
in all of my colonies.
crawl about, and upon my attempt to replace them in the
hives it is either lugged out again by the bees or come out
themselves, seemingly bent upon staying anywhere but in
the hives.
As the weather has turned quite cool and cloudy, with a
chilling wind blowing, the young bees are dj-ing by the
hundreds from exposure. The trouble affects the strong'
as well as the weak colonies, and all are perfectly free from
moths. I am at a loss to account for it.
The honey-flow is on the wane in my locality, but about
4 miles from here at the apiary of an acquaintance it is
about at its height, but he is having the same trouble, so it
cannot be from lack of stores.
California.
1.

first

noticed

;

—

Answer. I confess I do not understand the case. You
speak of brood being dragged out, but again say that it is
fully developed and can crawl about, so it seems it is bees
rather than brood. It is just possible that the trouble may
be paralysis, in which case you will see the diseased bees
making a tremulous movement of the wings, some of them
being black and shiny, and other bees are inclined to worry
them much as they do when a strange bee is caught in the
hive.
If it is paralysis, there is no certain cure known.
There

—

—

be overlaid

Colony must
except partially and

Questions and Answers.

our bees won't shorten their
tongues or their tails, eh ? I guess that's so. Dr. Gallup.
And another thing you hint at is probably so If we can
add an average of even two days to bee-life, that extra time
will not have to be divided between indoor and outdoor life,
but will be all honey-gathering time. As to long-lived
<iueens producing long-lived workers, that's very possible
and especially possible that queens such as are superseded
in one year may produce short-lived workers.
But all that
is in urgent need
of some more verifying. To shout
"Long-Lived Bees !" when there is nothing back of it but
desire to sell queens, and to shout, " Long-Tongued Bees '."
in the same unproven but thrifty way
what's the difference? So, Doctor. I entreat ho/ to have either made exactly
important.
Page
a fad. Both far too
374.

lost.

may

'^Old Reliable" seen throut^h New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

LONG-LIVED QUKENS AND BEES.

first

it

rid of.

is

also the possibility of poisoning.

A Swarming

Experience.

I have just had an experience with bees that I can't find
duplicated in any of the books and papers, and I thought
you might be interested or perhaps had had a like experi-

ence.

One very full colony had several queen-cells two weeks
ago when I clipped their queen, and I have been expecting
them to swarm, but they did a little work in the super and
then loafed. I ventilated the hive well but thej- would come
of
out and cluster on the currant buShes, that is, about
the colony, and one night they stayed out so late, and I saw
them
into
the
hive.
back
it was going to storm so I put
Next day they came out again and went into an empty hive
On
opening
the old hive
and went to work like nailers.
yesterday. I found plenty of capped brood but no eggs or
unsealed brood, and 12 queen-cells, one of them evidently
just opened, but on account of so many bees (for I could
hardly miss the loafers that had gone into the other hive)
no queen was to be seen.
I gave the loafers a frame of capped brood and 2 queencells, and cutting 2 more out of the old hive I found a queen
just ready to come out, so I gave her to the loafers, and they
have 5 or 6 brood-frames drawn out from foundation, and
are also working in the supers.
'

,
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Now, as I said before, this is out of line with anything I
ever heard of or read about, and I would like to know
whether you have ever had bees come out and loaf away
from the hive entirely, and then hide themselves. They
have actually put in 3 or 4 pounds of honey already, and
were 2 days without a queen. I had hoped the old colony
would swarm, and then I would have put them all back together, but I concluded to give them a queen, as I had a
good chance to do so, and call them a colony, for there are
enough left in the old hive to make a good, strong colony.
I had another colony swarm without a queen, but after
loafing out all afternoon they went back.
Minnesota.

—

Answer. If I understand the matter rightly, the unusual thing in the case is that that a smaller number than
usual of the bees came out with the swarm. Why that was
I don't know, and I don't know that their is any rule determining the number of bees that should issue with a swarm.
Probably matters occurred a little after this fashion When
you found queen-cells started the bees were preparing to
swarm. About the time the cells were capped the bees considered the matter of swarming and did some loafing it is
a common thing for bees to do more or less loafing a day or
two before swarming. Then the bees swarmed, although
not so many bees as you expected issued, and as the clipped
•queen could not go with them they returned to the hive, repeating the swarming, and probably staying out a little
longer each time.
Then when the first young queen
emerged and was strong enough to fly, the swarm issued
with her and went into the empty hive. The cells and the
young queen that you gave to " the loafers " did no good,
as a young queen was already with them or they would not
be working like nailers but would have returned to the old
hive.
(By the way, do you think it fair to continue to call
them " loafers " after they " went to work like nailers ?"
You found no eggs or unsealed brood in the old hive, because the old queen was lost when she swarmed out or was
later put out of the way. It is just a little to be feared that
you meddled too much by so freely giving cells to the " loafers." for if you left neither virgin queen nor queen-cell in
the old hive you may count the chances are in favor of a
queenless colony. Under the same circumstances you may
expect a repetition of the program, except that usually
more than a third of the bees will issue with the swarm.
:

—

)

A Beginner's Report on Queens.
I have just been through the hives, the ones I bought
•queens for. In one I found a quantity of brood, and what I
take to be eggs. These, however, are not lying on the bottom of the cell, but are stuck half way up the back of the

Are they eggs

cell.

The third colony is dwindling — no queen, no brood. I
saw the queen in this hive 4 or S days after she was put in,
but cannot find her now I feel sure that she is dead. I will
give them a second frame of brood to-morrow. The three
:

queens were put in 14 days ago, so there ought to be brood
now. I wish you could give me a hint or a clipping.
Bkitish Columbia.

Answer. — Those

are eggs that you found on the sides
sometimes happens that a queen lays an
egg in that way while in general she places her eggs all
right.
I once had an imported queen which for a time laid
all her eggs in that objectionable way, and afterward laid
them properly. It is likely that rough handling in the
mails may have .something to do with the matter. It is to
be feared that no queen is in the second or third hive, although it is barely possible that there may be one. Sometimes a queen will not lay for a week after being introduced,
and if the weather has been very bad it might be longer. If
the weather has been as bad during the last half of June as
it has been here, it is not to be wondered that the queens
are not kindly received, especially after being roughly
handled in the mails. I had a fine queen killed by strange
bees in circumstances in which heretofore there never had
been any loss. That was two weeks ago, but if it had occells.

It
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cured during the present hot weather there would have been

no

loss.

There seems something wrong in one colony that I can
The bees have allowed the brood in
that comb to die when there seemed to have been no other
brood in the hive. It looks at least as if the colony must
have been very weak.
The first-named queen will likely put her eggs in the
bottom of the cell after she is fairly settled down. I have,
however, a little fear that there is no queen in the hive, as
you say nothing of seeing her, which leaves the suspicion
that there may be laying workers in the case, forwhen they
have only worker-comb they sometimes lay eggs on the
hardly understand.

sides of the cells, although at other times they are placed
all right.
By this time the brood will be sealed, and if sealing is flat it is work of a queen. If, however it is raised, so
that it presents the appearance of a lot of little marbles,
you have laying workers, and will do well to break up the
colony and distribute the combs among other colonies.

Wants Honey, Not Increase— Supers from Foul-Broody
Colonies.
greatest problem confronting me in bee-keeping is
produce the greatest amount of honey with what
bees I have some 25 or 30 colonies. When I get the 9 frames
full of brood, and the super of 30 pounds ready to cap, or if
I tier up to 60, and the 9 brood-frames full, as G. M. Doolittle recommends, out comes a swarm, and it is all spoiled.
Now, then, can I at that stage, when the hive is full of bees,
take 4 frames of brood out of the center of the brood-nest
and put in frames with starters, and keep my bees at home

The

how

to

—

work successfully ?
Will sections or supers that have been on foul-broody
colonies be safe to put in with a healthy colony, when they
have not drawn out the foundation, and have been exposed
Indiana.
to the air for some time ?

and

at

2.

—

Answers. 1. Your problem is the great problem with
a great many, how to produce comb honey without the interference of swarming. Taking away all brood and leaving the colony on foundation or starters will effectually
stop the swarming foolishness, and taking away four
frames of brood will answer sometimes, and sometimes it
will not.
2. The fact that so good an authority as Wm. McEvoy
says it is safe to use hives that have been occupied by foulbroody colonies makes it seem that it ought to be equally
safe to use supers and sections, if no drop of honey has
ever been in the sections.

?

In the second I find more bees than there were before,
but no sign of young brood. There is a little brood which I
think is dead, being old stuff laid by a former queen that
died.
I gave them a frame of brood from another hive and
this may account for the increase. The dead brood is in a
frame near the side, and all the center frames are filled
with honey. Bees are working well, but no sign of queen,
eggs or young brood. I wish I had an expert here to look
at them for five minutes.

of the

July

Fastening Queen Below on Foundation.
will give the desired report of ray efforts this year.
onein
previous letter, in building up
story hives to "double deckers" I work for extracted
honey and run hives 2 or 3 stories, using full-sized hives for
I took brood and bees from one hive, and placed
all stories
I

my

As mentioned

—

my

—

with queen-excluder between, leaving the old
queens and two frames of hatching brood, on the old stands,
The hatchingfilling up with empty frames and dummies.
brood and returning bees make good nuclei, and immediately commenced building worker-comb, and are now fairly
good colonies for wintering. But unless the sumac yields
I think if
a good fall tlovc, feeding may be necessary.
foundation had been used I might have been able to get
another,

am

so well pleased with this method that
next year. By taking brood from the
hybrid queens, it entirely prevented rearing impure drones.
The colonies topped out with brood and bees, went to work
at once as though they had always been one family, and
stored more honey than those that had two stories during
the winter. The season being a "record-breaker" for not
producing honey, the two-story colonies did not build up
fast enough in the spring to be ready for a honey harvest,
I extracted a little from those built
if there had been one.
up strong, but I wish I had not, as I may have to feed it all

better results.
I shall practice

I

it

back.

After reading your advice to "California,"

I

tried 2

more colonies that way. Not having foundation, I put one
empty comb and empty frames below, and confined the
queen on them with excluder and put the brood on top. The
bees built queen-eells above, but did not build comb below.
I do not think the queen "sulked," I think it was the
" sulky bees."

July
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In the case of the
just as well as natural

tin rabbets some of them are thicker than others,
and the one above smaller. The bees glue them together
and kill the bees between thcin. liee-keepers should agree
on a certain size frame and a manufacturer that makes
them, otherwise bee-keepers should refuse to buy them.
.^.
I think with the Electric
Heater virgin (jueens and
drones can be made to come out. Glass and tar-paper work
Cami-oknia.
about as well in the sunshine.

"shook" swarms, they have done

on the

swarms, but not taking bees fr<jni
them the brood alone would not build up the other cohjiiies
Cai.u'oknia.

as quickly as the other way.

—

Answkk. I thank you for the further trial of fasteninp
the <iueeti on foundation in a lower story, and it seems to be
thorouffhly settled that tlie plan is not a success with you.
Of course you are rif^ht in usinjf the plans that are successful, and I think your plans will be (generally successful, as
others have u.sed them with success.
You do not say specifically just what you do with the
brood when you shake off all the bees, except that you put
it over other colonies.
Do you put all the brood over one
colony, or do you give it to more than one colony ? It has
been claimed that when it has all been put over one colony,
that colony with its double load of brood would not afterward swarm. How has that been in your experience? Another thiny When all the brood is taken from a colony,
leaving empty frames or foundation, does such colon)' never

—

Answers. 1. The account of sale dated June 27 shows
that the honey was sold at 3 '4 cents, certainly a discouraging price if the honey was of prime quality, as to which no
mention is nia<le. The advertising colomns of the beepapers are always open for placing of advertisements of
reputable dealers. That is about all that ought to be asked
of them.
Having two dimensions such
2. You are quite right.
as you mentiou is an unmitigated nuisance. There is more
or less uniformity among the leading manufacturers, and
where there is fear of undesirable variation it is only the
right thing for the man who orders to stipulate as to dimensions, and then refuse the goods if they are not of the desired dimensions. The difficulty in such cases is that there
is no particular tribunal to settle just what dimensions
should be used, and it is quite possible that manufacturers
would be glad of there being some authority to tell them
Every one, however,
just what dimensions should be used.
has the right in any and every case to order explicitly just
what he wants, whether it be in accord or not with that
which is most in vogue. Only in most cases it will cost a
little more for goods that are not standard.

;

swarm

out

?

Using a Mothy Hive.
Did 3-ou ever have a colony thrive
been cleaned of webs, moths, etc.

which has
Michigan.

in a hive

Answer. — Don't you think you're pretty hard on me to
ask a question that will bring out whether I have been so
very careless as to allow combs to be filled with "webs,
moths, etc.?" Well, since you insist upon it, I may as well
own that I have had all degrees from the mildest to the
severest cases. If you mean did I ever have a colony thrive
in a hive in which the colony had allowed the moth to get
the upperhand so that most of the combs were filled with
webs and cocoons, I must answer no. If you mean did I
€ver have a colon)' thrive in a hive that was given to them
in that condition, yes. Take a very bad case, only that
some parts

of

the

comb

are

still

left,

suppose your idea is to excite the queen and drones
the day than the usual time, a thing which
Will you please tell us exis recommended by Dzierzon.
plicitly just what you mean as to Electric Heater, glass and
3. I

to

I

am

Other Questions.

I have been keeping from 10 to 15 colonies of bees for
several years, just for the pleasure they give me in looking
after them. I live in the buckwheat belt, and hundreds of
acres are being sowed now which will begin to bloom by
August 10. It always produces an abundant flow of dark
honey which sells readily at 16 cents per pound. My bees
last year averaged 40 sections from buckwheat alone. This
year I sowed the buckwheat June 10. It is now almost a
foot high (July 8), and will bloom in a few days, which will
make the season much longer. Please answer the follow-

(lueenless Colony.

have a queenless colony, and

-•"•

Bees Eating Foundation

dig out the %vorst

case is not too bad, will make things all right. If the moth
has made too much headway the swarm will be likely to
evacuate.

I

fly earlier in

tar-paper.

bunches of webs, place the hive under or over a strong
colony, and see how nicely the)' will clean it out so as to be
habitable. Even a swarm put upon wormy combs, if the

them
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fearful of losing

they are quite yellow or a hybrid strain, I should
judge they have been queenless for 4 weeks. I got them
out of a bee-tree, and there is where I lost the queen. I put
in a frame of larvet^' but they did not build a queen-cell on
the frame I put in, but on another frame. Do they transfer
larva: themselves, or is it on an old cell that they built out
of the brood that I put in the frame when I felled the tree ?
It seems to me that it ought to be hatched out before this
time. I put the frame in about a week ago to supply themselves with a young queen, and when I looked a week later
I found this queen-cell started on another frame, so I am
puzzled to know what to do about it.
Washington.

ing

;

;

:

1.

Why

do some colonies go into sections and just

ally eat the foundation

liter-

?

2. Would you advise feeding at night at this time of the
year? I use Boardman feeders, and if I use them in the
daytime it starts a rumpus.
3. I have all my queens clipped, so when a swarm issues
What will be the result when a
I simply let it go back.
young queen is hatched ?
4. Bees here will need no sections for two or three weeks,
but will it do any harm to put supers on now to be ready for
the honey-flow when it does come ?
5. In making 2 colonies from one. should the queen be
left on the old stand or taken to the new place ?

—

Answer. It is not likely tha:t the bees transferred a
larva, and there would be nothing strange in their starting
a queen-cell from brood taken from the bee-tree. But as
the cell has not yet hatched out four weeks after the loss of
the queen, you may count that thequeen in the cell is dead.
Having had brood given them at two different times, it is
not impossible that a young queen may be in the hive (a
queen-cell is sometimes so inconspicuous as to be missed),
and in that case any queen you give them will almost certainly be killed, so look out. Before giving them a queen
it will be well to give them frames of brood to see if they
start cells.
If they start none they have a queen.

Pennsylvania.
Answers. — 1. You will not likely find this to occur
when the bees are very busy storing. When bees have
to do they are a little like mischievous puppies.
Better not leave sections on after the flow stops. The thinner the foundation the worse the bees are about gnawing it.
2. Y'es, if you are obliged to feed this time of year, it is
better to feed at night if you use an entrance-feeder like the
Boardman. If you use a top feeder, like the Miller, it makes

nothing

little difference.
it comes time for the young queen to fly, a
will issue with the young queen, and must be hived
or it will abscond.
4. It will do no great harm, but the sections will not be
3.

Selling

Honey— Having Bee-Hives

all

Alike— Electric

Hive-Heater.
1. Enclosed I send you an account of sale, and may the
bee-papers find and advertise a honey-deaier that can give
higher prices. Bees increase here very fast, about 300 to
1000 percent per year, but hardly any sales for queens or
colonies of bees.
2. I think it would be an advantage, or desirable, to
have the inside of the bee-hives all alike. I have some
Langstroth-Hoffman frames that where the top-bar rests

When

swarm

In some cases the foundation may
be gnawed.
5. Nearly all the field-bees will go to the old stand,
and they will do better work at storing if the old queen is
with them. Very little storing will be done at first at the
new stand, and by the time there is a good force of fieldworkers there the young queen ought to be ready to encourage them.
quite so nice and white.

I
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July

Eye #^M^i
Let me stale the results of my visit with
The counties of Ventura, Los
the brethren
Angeles. Riverside and San Diego are the leading honey sections of California, and notwiths'Tnding the many newspaper reports of
.ecord-breaking '' year for honey in
the
Southern California, put in circulation by
l)uyers and speculators (including a so-called
bee-iournal, whose editor and projirietor is a
speculator, but has two or three colonies of
bees in a city back yard, so he can saj- "us
bee-keepers") there is no honey in these
counties worth mentioning.
:

PUBLISHED WEFKLY BY

144

&

146 E rie St., Chicago,

'

lil.

Entered at the Post-Oflice at Chicago as .".econdClass Mail-Matter.

Editor— George W. York.

Mr. Meudleson with about SOO colonies reports no honey, and is moving his bees into
the bean-fields, hoping for a little bean-honey.
Mr. Mclntyre with his 800 or 1,000 reports
some honey, but is not going to extract any.
Others report no surplus.
Southern California will not produce more
than enough for home use, in place of the

Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

Tbe Subscription Price

car-loads. The
practically over.
Santa Barbara Co., Calif.,

boasted

of this Journal

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postis

age.

Sample copy

free.

honey season

is

Delos Wood.
June 2S.

Buy them of H. G. QLTIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has g^ood reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured orer 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb! from single colonies
coutaining- our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United Slates.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
priced,

was established

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

I

notice on page

a request to those

40:i

who

hiving back swarms
have previously cast
that
into colonies
swarms. I have had quite a large experience
along this line, having practiced this plan of
preventing increase for three or four years on
hundreds of colonies. How long ir it necessary to wait after a colony has swarmed before a swarm can be given it without danger
If it is at the
of having the swai-m re-issut
begi.ming or durit g the first halt of the regular swarming season, watt at least 8 days,
and then it may be necessary to take away
about 2 frames of brood, and give frames of
empty comb or foundation. If it is toward
the end of the swarming season, put in a
swarm in T days, as they are not so liable to
The cells should be cut
re-issue at this time.
on the fifth day after the swarm has issued,
then again the seventh or eighth, just before
running in the new swarm. It will not do at
all to hive a swarm into a colony that has unsealed brood young enough to malie larv;e for
queen-cells, as they will do nothing but build

have had experience

Subscription Receipts. —We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given unon ap-

plication.

Close Saturdays at 1 p.m. —Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with .July 1, for three months we
close our office and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This i" fur usual custom.
Nearly all otner firms here uegin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

a few eggs and the bees swarmed out
W. C. Gatukight.
cells ,1ust started.
Donna Ana Co.. New Mex.. .June 29.

laid

with

Exhibition
eet scratched, or their beauty marre-l

Vetch as a Honey-Produeer.

in

ADKIAN,

QUEENS—Try

JIICIl.

Our Stock.

Dec. 31, 1001.
Your queens are fully up to standard. The
brother takes
my
sent
that
vou
honev queen
the lead. She had a rousiog colony when put
be handled
can
goldens
The
winter.
up for
veil.

Very truly yours,

John Thoeming

.

July and August

Months
NOMBER OF Qt'EENS

O

1^

.;;::.::;:;;\:S

't^

\oS>

Un?e?t'-eS^r°.".".''.*...J.75

J4 00

f 7 «.

1-00

S-OO

1

HONEY QUEENS

^illtir

W.OO
Breeders, f£.00 each.
""•frame Nucleus with Untested Queen, fi.ib
each; 3-frame Nucleus with Untested yueen,
$3.00 each; 6 for $2.75 each.

Tested

Select tested, $2.00.

D. J.
27Atf

BLOCHER, Pearl

City,

I

t'lf
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Vl^/A'Mli"""™'}-

Wei.l«rlyt."

u,-,.

in

<

.iw
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iMJnlnn..
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V-'i in.t,

!*n(l
K«.y w.irk. We furnish
/l3^B lire" [""'''»• („|i
/Jiy^
Slid MiHriilitB
ii„,
,am
j,„„ f„,
,11

ra|ill'.i.

,.f

DRAPEK PUBLISUINQ

l^etween ','0 and 30 acres sown to
vetches; they are .sown in the fall, mostly
mixed with wheat, and are the best thing I
know of for feeding green to horses, cows and
They also malie first-class hay. and we
pigs.
had a heavy crop. During the past week they
were in full fiower, and humming with bees
all over, and a colotiy I have on scales indays. There is not a
creased 28 pounds iti
large amount of white clover around here; on
have at a
colonies
I
the other hand, some
place some distance off, where there are no
vetches but great quantities of white clover,
have not put up as tiiuch. The honey is as

this year

"(j

light as white clover, and of good flavor.
W. FisUEK.
Britith Colutnbia, .lune 24.

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

ARE DELIGHTED
DAIRYMEM
^N-i^
.[
ri.«Hb,:«ewJiii work
;.;<«|b
\-'^i

have seen at diBerent times letters regarding the vetch as a honey-producer, and I thitik
I am now in a position to speak with certainty on the suljject.
There are in my immediate neighborhood
I

Davenport, Iowa,

without smoke or

filer.

CO., Chicago,

$4.00
5.00
8,00

1.00
1.50

1st:

12
$7.00
9.00

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
3.00
best that money can buy
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or anv European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we e-vpect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to
.

(juirin

in

and swarm out. But it is fairly safe
I have
after ail larv;e are 4 days old or over.
had only a very few cases where the queen

K CO..

$.75

Selected

Tested

.

the (jiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office.)
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[Parkertown
l5A26t

Bees For Sale.

cells

PAGE fence enclofiures,
PAfiE WOVKN « IKK KKX

Is.sS.

i

Advertising Rates

Ptorkwont

in

GOLDEN and LEflTtlERCOLORED QUEENS, after July
6
1

Prices of

Hiving Back Swarms.

The AVrapper-Label Date

call

.500

1902

QUEET^S

No Honey Worth Mentioning.

GEORGE yi. YORK 8 CONPANV

24,

Ills.

[The following, on the same subject, was
sent us quite awhile ago, but with the reciuest
that we do not puljlish it lest " it Ijring a
''
which the writer
flood of letters of inc|uiry
said he had " not the time to answer." (That
is one of the nuisances resulting from pub-

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailer*
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., low A.
Please mention Bee Journal when wntine.
13Atf

BOYS

WORKERS
WE WANT
nldandyouuK

alike,

B'lys, Girls.

make mmiey working

for us.

\\ e furnish ca|>ital to start yon in bnalor silver for full intinictiona and a line of

n»3. Seii-i DB 10c Btamps
BUDplestoworkwith. bRAPER PUBLISHIP^G CO.,Ctiicago,IIU

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and sliip promptly. Market price
for our 1902 catalog.
Said for beeswax. Bend
Wayne Co., Mich
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch.

QUBBDS

Itdlldn
best methods, and from the
bees are fi-ee
best honev-gathering stock.
hustlers. No small or in
are
from disease, and
ferior queens sent out. Untested, 75c; tested, $1
D. E. ANDREWS, Bloomington, Ind.
iSA4t

My

Please mention

Bee Journal when writine

New York and
at

S18.00

Atlantic City
via Nickel

for round-trip,

Plate Road, July IT and 31. Return
limit 12 days. Stop-over at Chautauqua
Lalte and Niagara Falls witiiin final
limit. City ticl^et office. 111 Adams St.
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Chicago, will be pleased to give detailed
38— 30Alt
information.

'
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the posl-olIiccacUlressof a

liHliUitr

avoid
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unt.
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1902

24,

tliut.

Couiily anil Stale, which
llon.)
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.So

name

will

Kl)[T01l.

Bee-Heepers-Attention

llu'

i'oriuspoii<k'iil,'s

not objeol

the beiiellt of

IVir

il

jrivlriu;

sullicient for loca-

omit the

beliovint; he will

use of

is

as post-olllce, ami publish his

as well

Idler,

eoi'rrsixiiiil-

simply

I)y

by

siieli

reii'liTs;

iiiir

—

There

G-.
is

a variety of velch

hero, the seeii

sown about 4 years nixo. It
supt'ontiniies to ^^^r-ow on the same j^round,
pose, from st^(Mls that are seatlerecl when the
hay is made. 'I'lie bees work very busily ui)oii
March until 'luly, but not upon the
it fri)m
blossoius. At the l)ase of each sli]tule is a little brown spot or- ^--huHi from whieh a sweet

S

not put your money into New Fancied Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable :inil well-made hive, such as the rejfular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Jloncy-iiroducors of Colorado one of the larfjcst honcy-producintr sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

I

havinjr been
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Please mention Beo Journal

B.

when

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

writing.

lirsl

1

If the phiut is not visited by
few minutes, enout^h of this sap
accumulate
to
will
form a dro|i as lart;e as the
head of a comuuiu i>iii. The blossoms appear
have never seen a bee upon
in .lune, but
thiid; Ihe llower-tnbes are too deep
tlu'in.
liees
for the
to reach the neclar.
The vetch is not plentiful here but since
the bees work upon it whenever the weather
is warm enoujjh for them to lly, if raiseil in

sap

is

bees

secreted.

for a

Famous

honey-gatherers. One customer bought 10 dozen.
a few last season as a trial.)

certainly would be of j^reat
the bees in f^ood condifor the white clover flow, which begins
quantilios,

it

buy.
Selected tested, best

are wonderful

it

(Ho bought

'.

Fui.i.

Send

money can buy,

;

$1..S0.

DOVETAIL HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Line of Thk FINEST

for Catalog.

P'ront

t^lease

by return mail, 75c

Pvither of the

fine as

6 for $4.00.

;

importance

Just think of

STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS.
MUTH'S
As
money can
above
each

I

I

lari^-e

Queens!

Italian

BUCKIiYK STRAIN oK 3-BANDED LONii-TONCil :ES

mention

B»^e Journal

and Walnut

Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

"when writing.

in trottin*;^

tion
late in .lune.

The opportunities for
The amount of
rapidly we have a good
a fair price.
A good many bees are
good.

;

Have You Seen Our Blue

bee-keeping here are
clover

is

increasing

home market, and

at

kept by farmei's, and

i|uilewell; but real, live, up-to-date beekeepers are very few indeed.
Only I.T miles away are the burnt liLuber
regions of the Cascade Mountains, where tireweed, salal. vine-maple, and other honeyplants abound.
The (luality of tlui honey
produced there is ot the best, but the territory is unoccupied except by the millions of
wild bees that are everywhere found. I visited this region twice last summer, and found
the salal yielding nectar in iiuaniities that
surpassed even the most e.vtravagant reports
•of the basswood.
Here are thousands of acres of unclaimed
land, good mountain water, and only 20 to -.5
miles from the railroad surely, a bee-keep•ers' paradise, unknown and undeveloped.
Not many years ago a man kept an apiary
of ilO colonies in the mountains I'i miles from
here, and cleared an average of $000 'per year.
This man died, and the apiary passed into the
hands of others, who were not bee-keepers,
.and the business soon went to ruin.
No one
has tried bees on an extensive scale there
since, but most ot the settlers keep a tew (one
man whom I visited had over 40) colonies at a
good profit. I am now studying conditions,
hives best adapted to moving, location, and
other matters, with a determination to take
"20 colonies there in July and give the pasturage a trial. I shall employ my spare time in
hunting bee-trees, and may decide to locate a
homesteatl if I find the enterprise a promising
one.
Marion Co., Oreg.

NEEDED

Cat-

aloff? 60 illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
APIARY.
IN
prices. Alternatini^ hives and Ferirusoo supers. Sent FREE;
at the
Tanks from aaXw steel, red cedar, cypress or lir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER

•do

THE

BEST ^oods
wriie for

it.

MFG.. CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Tresler Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart & Ouran, Council Bluffs, low.i: Chas.
Spangler, Keiillauil, Ind.
12E2ot
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

'

j We

are

tlie

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keeuers' Supplies In

ttie

Nortlif est

^

Send for catalog

^"jr^f^^j^iT^

^^^Si

—

iYiW

^^_H52^?S|;llr

'^''.V^J''

We

^

tiaye tlie Best iloofls,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lowest Prices, and Best snipping

Please mention

Bee Journal wnen

Facilities

'vrituxg

Queens Now Ready to Supply m Return Mail
stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-g-atherers.
Have no superior, and fevp equals. Untested,
;

Unfavorable Weather for Bees.
The spring and summer, so far, have beeu
the most unfavorable for bees of any during
my experience too much wind, cold and wet
weather, and now, at ihe end of .lune, with
.abundance of flora there is no weather to
handle it. The thermometer has been bubIMing around .")0 degrees nearly all this month
sometimes below 40, and only a few times
above (JO, and rain, rain. To produce a good
How of nectar the thermometer should register from SO to DO. and even 100 would not

—

Golden Italians cents for
records behind
which
honeyUntested,
6
Red Clover Queens,highly recommended,
being more gentle
-They are so
Untested.
Carniolans than
75

;

6

S4.00.

in

left all

gathering-.

a'u others.

;

$1.00

;

for S5.00.

SI. 00.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2146=2148 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

hurt.

Muth and

A. Muth.^

The beos in anticipation ot a good flow
made ample preparations for swarming, building queen-cells by the dozen, but have been
so retarded in their desires, have swarmed
with the least possible outbursts ot sunshine,
and in many cases before the swarm could
get fairly on wing a dark cloud would obscure
the sun, and the air become so cold, and with
the strong winds continually blowing, the

To make cows

ouy. use Sliarples

Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy mg&Cat.212 free. W.Cbester.Pa

MarsMeld M annfacturing Company.
Our
Wisconsin

specialty is

making SECTIONS, and they are the best

in the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

BASSWOOD

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company, Marshfield, Wis.
7A26t

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing
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bees would be driven down upon the tops of
hiifes, and upon the grass, and would have to
remain there until the cloud passed over and
they got warmed up so they could return to
the hive. In most cases I was able to capture
the t|ueen on the alighting-board and adjust a
new hive on the old stand before the bees
were able to return in several eases they took
refuge in other hives, and in one case the cold
was so intense that day and for several days
following, that they remained there, that is,
the major part of the swarm.
This season is my first real experience with
clipped queens; I have about -'4 of them
clipped, leaving one row of about 20 undipped, as I failed to get such practical help
as I needed, when the weather was suitable.
Of the clipped ones I think fully 10 percent
have been superseded, while not one of the

very short crop.
Ontario, Canada, July

A.

Boomek.

BEES AND QUEENS
We
honey

PRICES;
for the

season;

Untested Queen
$ .60
80
Tested Queen
1.00
Select Tested Queen
1.50
1 Breeding Queen
l-Comb NucleuF, no queen 1.00
1

1
1

„

,

,

-'

Pike Co., Ohio, July

M. West.

M.

r'alifnfnia
C'dlllUrnid.

I

am

light, as the mowing machines will be out
shortly, and that means quit in short order, in
this valley.
,
.
.
,
Bee-keepers that are running for extracted
.

honey say that all colonies that are strong
enough are storing pretty lively none ex;

tracted yet.

,„„

,

.

had only .T swarms from 100 colonies and
I
How is that? They did
all had queen-cells.
time, cither, while the fever
Ninety-eight colonies working in
reinforced,
the" supers and almost ready to be
or supers doubled. Two are rearing queens.
that he exyesterday
A bee-keeper told me
pected to average :! cases of comb honey per
colony, from \'M colonies, and his bees are not
on
yet up in the supers, and not more than
quite
as yet. I hope he succeeds, for I will do
of
him.
start
the
for
have
I
think,
as well, I
will try using one
I think if C. Davenport
or two brood-frames ^or frames of brood)

not lose

much

was on.

M

St.,

Clarind.\, Iowa.

I
I

H you

The

care to linow of

meetings, or make nominations so the members will have some idea
who to vote for. I am lost when it comes to
voting, as the matter now stands. Our conventions should come a little later in the season to benefit us Nevada bee-iceepers, as all
our heaviest work ct)mes about the first of
September, and all who try to do the most of
their own worl<, like myself, cannot get away
I would like ever so nuich to
at that time.
attend the Denver convention, but I'm afraid
I e.xpeet, too, that it will
it's no go for me.
be some time before we will have another
chance at it so far west.
officers at the regular

John W. Lyell.
Washoe

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely
ple

copy

330

Market

All

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

Sam-

annum.

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal,
Street,
-

?

you can, send your name
^^•^••x and address for a sample
'^^••\**«Vi copy of ihebest farm paper
published and particulars of
our preat dot countiog con'5»^T_»*^"»I test. Every person wbocounts
'
" *
correctly g-ets a prize, while
'^%%,**~»y^
tho«e who count be^t ffet cash
"^".^••^-^
prizes from $1 to $125 and a
If

"

$2,500

i;^rj;f°gawl;

in

Prizes,

on Postal to-day for free particulars.

Up to-Date Fakming
Bo.K

30A4t

>i4.

ani:>

^rm-'e

Address,

Gardening,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
the BEST
necessary to make
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
I

use a

ESSENTIA!,

it

and

Wort Wax

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

June

Co.. Nev..

28.

its

Pacific Rural Press,

The

Casli

Catalog giving

Poplar Honey— Shopt Crop.
my life I have heard that a " good

be-

ginning makes a tjad ending." Although we
had a bad, discouraging beginning, we have
not had a very good ending. The Ijad weather
lasted until April 14; the 1.5th opened up
bright and warm, and continued very warm
and dry all of poplar-bloom time, which gave
us oue of the finest Hows we ever had, and it
was the finest honey I ever saw. It was so
thick iMfore it was sealed that it would hardly
run through a strainer-cloth, but on account
of the cold, late spring bees were very weak
and in a saci shape to take care of the crop.
best colonies stored from 5 to 8 gallons;
to il gallons.
the rest from
On account of the dry. hot month (and it

The

'-'

hot), our June How from sourwood
Bees
has been almost a complete failure.
usually store some honey from cotton and
bitterweed, but our surplus crop is over now.
I think that I can safely say that the crop is
Out of
less than it should be.
from 1., to
70 colonies oiily two colonies in Ijox-hives and
two, and maybe three or four, in frame hives,
swarmed. l" did not do anything to prevent
swarming, only gave them plenty of room. I
have found out that the road to success lies
through a rich hive in the winter and a good
queen. Some writers say that it is best to requeen every year; I do not think that would
work every time. I Ijought an untested Italian queen in 1900, and that colony has stored
more honey than any cither one here.
see that C. C. Parsons wrote Dr. Miller
I
that bees store honey from dogwood in some
1 do not think I ever saw
jiaris of Alabama.

wasawful

-',;

a Ijee on a

dogwood bloom

Hale Co., Ala., June

HO.

here.
J. S.

Patton.

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
Bte Journal wiien

w-'Uie.b-

$fWTO
START YOU IN BUSINESS
L^^ We
rw^take

is

afraid that
first crop of alfalfa will be

field- forces at a terrific rale.

.

24, 1902.

when driving l:)elow an excluder, he will have
no further trouble with the bees swarming
out.
It is almost impossible with us here to
keep them at home when transferring the
second time for foul bi-ood (McEvoy method),
without using entrance-guards or brood.
I think the convention must either elect all

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia's Favorite Paper—

slow in
Bees are
showing up, as there is plenty of bloom. Cold
nights and afternoon winds are killingoff the

humming, but nectar

.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Piea-so meutioti

Plenty of Bloom, but Little Honey.

the yield from

Logan

25Atf

.

There seems to be a good flow of white
clover and basswood, but the weather is so
windy cool and wet that bees can not do

much,

.

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East

;

,

remainder of this

CAN YOU COUNT DOTS

;

in.

and

gathering

faction.

—

them

-

longevity. We feel confident of giving' satis-

Loss in Winteping— Swarming.

W

have a strain of

bees bred specially for

-.

Last winter was the worst on record for the
tjees for many years; losses from 5M to 100
percent, and the average loss at least 60 perBackward spring in fact, the same
cent.
old story you read in the bee-papers almost
percent the
every weeli. My loss touched
bees died and left from 58 to To pounds of
honey in the hives (10-frame). I cleaned the
hives out and stored them away and put early
swarms right in on the honey, and as a result
fancy sections from my
I have some 400
swarms that otherwise I would not have had.
While I have had such bad luck in winter
losses, never saving over tW percent, still I
have never lost a swarm I never clipped a
queen's wing, and have never had to hive a
swarm a second time.
May 17;
I have had 20 swarms, the first on
there is lots of complaint of swarms leaving,
and they frequently pass over. Will some of
the "liruddering'' tell me how to stop a
swarm that is passing over < I have tried to
stop them, but always fail. I have a boy to
watch the bees, and just as soon as they get
clustered I go after them. If the queen has
failed to come out, and is not with the swarm,
they will not go into the new hive, but return
to the parent colony on the attempt to put

July

IT.A.LjIA.lSr

:

undipped, so far as I know, have been disposed of. This would seem to be some evidence that clipping causes supersedure. I
tind, however, that I can manage swarms
much more easily with clipped than undipped
Queens, and notwithstanding the tendency it
seems to have with me to supersedure I may
become an advocate of clipping.
Swarming having been delayed, the swarms
are coming off very large, and if the weather
should clear up and become warm we may y3t
get some honey, but the prospects are for a

lOlfRNAL,

^|iiesH.

will iiirsciit yoii
Im wlart you in

ill

Semi

^iiiel
^
\^
DRAPER

10

you
with the tiist
a iroiul jmyiiii.' Imsi.1.^.

cents for full line ot sjinplea

how to bei:in.
PUBLISHING CO.,

liirec-tioiis

Please mention

Cbicago,

Ills.

Bee Journal -when wiltma.

Low Rate Excursions
New York and Atlantic City

via
Nickel Plate Road at S1«.00 for the
round-trip, July 17 and 31, and Aug-.
Return limit 12 days. Stop7 and 14.
over at Chautauqua Lake and Niagara
Three through
Falls within limit.
daily trains. Meals served in diningcars on Nickel Plate Road on American Club Meal Plans, ranging in price
from 35 cents to SI. 00 also a la carte.
Chicago Depot, Harrison St. and Fifth
Ave. City Ticket Office, 111 Adams St.
For particulars write John Y.Calahan,
39— 3oAlt
General Agent, Chicago.
to

;

Fastening Brood Foundation.
Bees in this locality ai-e not doing vei-y welf
this season there have lieen only 6 swarms in
Wethe whole country, to my knowledge.
have had only two weeks of good honey-fiow,
and that is tlie last two weeks. This section
of the country has lieen visited with heavy
rains, and constant winds (that we could not
say wei'e only Ijreezes), and some very cool
nights. But we live in hopes of better weather,
wliiie clover and liasswood are in bloom.
Bee Journal some
I saw in the American
time ago something al)out fastening comljfoundalion in brood-frames. I have tried all
the ways that have heea told of in text-books,
and I come with something new at least I
have never seen it in any text-books. I want
to say right here that the first text-lwok
should be the " hive of bees " you get, and if
you get it " hivetl " successfully, try some
bees, and see how much pleasanter it will be.
Now for the fasteuer Take a board 2 feet
long and oue fool wide, planed on one side;
nail a small cleat on top of the board on the
side you want next to you. This is to keep
the fi-ame from slipping away from the foundation tack a light strip under the Ijottom
of the frame on the board to hold the frame
level, then take a piece or strip that will go
this piece should Ije just
in the frame easily
one-half as thick as the top-lar. Push the
frame up tight against the cleat, and lay this
one on the inside of the frame. Bring it up.
;

—

:

;

;

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—
July

;
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rd^jtMilrnost iM)irii-s in conthis picfd MiMsI- conm up Ir) t,li(5
fniiiio stj UK to luu'p thr fllUtldalioii level.
Then j'ou want a small cleat, (ni
this one so as to keep j'our foniiiialiuM ft'oiii
slippinj; away from you.
Take the Tounda
tioii as wi<l(^ as you
wani it, allow \ of an
iiieli 10 rest on ln-ood-frame, tlicn slip the iil-tle eloals u|) a;,'!iinst. Hie foundation and latdt
them to tile board, that is, thi^ cleat.s.
use a
half roller lor fastenini; foundation and liiid it
more satisfactory than the roller, for the roller pushes too mucli.
I
take a lirm piece of
wood :t-IO of an inch thick, :i inches Ion;;, anil
^',_, inches wide.
Talic a compass and iimkea
circle on one end, trim oil' nice and riiund,
with a very smooth ed;;e, loavin;; one enti
square; lay down a damp cloth, when it is
convenient, ami roll over on tills once for
every frame, and it will not sti<-k to j'our roller.
Keep a constant,, liriii pressure on the
roller, I have put to frames in a few minutes,
and that is fast enou^rh for anyone.
I have
ccplaiiieil this device as clear as 1
could, and if there is any one who wants to
know more, would be only too glaii to exuntil

Iitivclcil

Ili(!

tacl willi

of

bL'\L'l

Jl.

>)>1< »1<

Prlz6=WinnjnQ

^'SlOCK'^

DauKhtcrs of M,„.rc'8 fanious lnnir-toni;ued
red clover Italian inieen, whicli won the liS.OO
prize olTercd by Tlie A. I. Knot Co. (or tlielonifestton^'iied lices; and also daiit'liters of other
choice lon^'-ton^'ucd red-clover breeders whose
bees "just roll in (he honey," as Mr. Henrv
Schmidt, of Hullo, Tex., puts it, unw ready to
go by return mail. Untested iiueens, 7,^c e.ich;
six. J^.llO; do/en, J7.,sil.
Si-lec'i untested, $1.00
eacli; six, $5.ilii; dozen, $9.00.
Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
J. P.
28Klf
l.nck Box 1.
nORQAN, KY.

MOORE,

Please mention Bee Jotu'iial "when "wn'ltUiG

B

plain further.
How aliout keeping bees in an attie ? Is it
a success ; There is a tnan here who wants
to put bees in his attic, but would like to
know more aliout it.
-A. ,\I. HoovEIt.
Vermillion Co.. 111., June 20.
will

have to

on Kev.

call

W.

Send

for Circular.

T. F.

is.

*U

."i/.

«K

ytA. .«ln.-'il?¥

in the hive of the

colony that

>j.- >;.•

AND BEESWAX i
-^ ^5

yfi yfi y^i

vj.- -/j. -^,-

Chicaoo, July 7.— The honey market may be
nil a vacation ho far ai actual buninesB is conci-rnril. Should Ihe harveot of 101)1
be practically a failure there will be no dearth
of extracted hnnej, an there is more of it in
Bioraije than we have ever known at thJH seaaon
of the year. If the consumerH are not too
t'reatly impressed with the idea that the faonev
harvest is a failure this season it may be worked
off at an advance in piice.
Beeswax is lower,
jet sells well at 30 cents per pound.
R. A.BCKKETT &Co.
sauI to be

Ka.n.sas City. July 5 —Some new comb honey
We quote: New, IMa-lSc; old.
Extracted, white. -tlSo^c; amber, SiSbc.
Iteeswax, 2St« 30c.
C. C. Ci-emons 6i Co.

has arrived.
I2(<ul3c.

March 6.— The market in exhoney is (rood with prices lower. Ammanufacturing purposes, brinjfs from

CiNciN.NATi,

Smokers

Farwell, Mich.
Journal -when writir^

6omb and Extracted Honeu!
State price, kind and quantity,
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
33At.f
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Tennessee Queens

ber, for

i,'4(mbiic: better (frades from7(a„Sc.

Fancy comb
honey sells at 16c; lower grades hard to Bell at
any price. Beeswax stronif at 27to3nc.
Thi; I'kkd W.

Daug-hters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-'tongued
Moore's), and Select, Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 3Ji miles
I

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within 2% miles;
none impure

tirst

swarmed, and so on. My plan is to have
boxes to put bees in that I wish to double up.
When the tirst colony swarms hive in a box
when No. 2 swarms put it into a hive or shake

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount on large orders.
Contracts with dealers a spe-

;

WARRANTED

in front of the liive; then take No. 1 in
the box and dump them out on swarm No. "J.
and they will all go in together in perfect
have thrown 7 weak swarms topeace.
I
gether in that way, and got a good colony,
whereas, if they had each been hived in separate hives, they would have been of no account.
Reno Co., Kans.
Wm. F. Cakson.
off

cialty.

Send

Discount after July

1st

for circular,

Co.

in the way.
E.xpect good
prices lor new crop, which

demand and good
is

^'Cinity.

very light in this

H. R. Wright.
Detroit, Apr. 8.— Fancy white comb honey,
ISc; No. 1, 13(a.i4c; dark and amber, ll@12c.
Extracted, white. bWi'c: dark and amber,
S(a6c. Beeswax, 2')@30c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

New York,

July 7.— There

is some fair deat 14c for strictly fancy
and lOfciic for amber.
Extracted .jui-t at unchanging prices. Beeswax dull and declining at 2'.>c.

for

comb honey

white; 12tel3c for No.

1,

HlLDRETH & SEOELKBS.
Cincinnati, July 7.— The shipments and ofnew comb honey are so little, besides
the predictions for the yield of honev so uncertain, that I can give no figure for prices.
Extracted is s-elling for the same price— Amber, in
barrels, sasi^c; alfalfa, 6("i,)^c; white clover,
'>J^c. Beeswax. 2.'^c in cash.
C. H. W. Weber.
San Francisco, July ).— White comb 10®
12 cents; amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents.
Extracted, white, S@—
light amber, 4«(a—
amber. 4®—. Beeswax, good to choice, light.
s
fers on

;

JOHN M. DAVIS,
SPRING HILL, TENN.

14A26t

Muth

—

Y., July Ki.
Honey market not
opened yet for this season, but we look for deniand to bejfio in a couple weeks. Ko old crop

mand

what I call uniting swarms or
doubling them up. It says when the tirst colony swarms hive the swarm in the usual way.
When the second colony swarms hive in No.
that

HONE.y

I
>l>J<r >?«•

tr.acted

BINQHAM;

of

S. Sly,

under "Prevention of

4(IH,

years the best.

Increase,"

1,

>ii

Albany, N.

Keeping Down Increase by Uniting
Swarms.
on page

24

Please mention Bee

;

see

INGHAM'S PATENT

25Atf

Michigan, who has an attic apiary.
How
about it, Mr. Sly
Is it a success ?
Editor.]

I

yK

MAKKET QUOTATIONS

I

We

.•!< .•!<

;

tlio

I

I
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ONE NIGHT TO DENVER

'.
27ei20c; dark, 25fe2i,c.
Stocks are of light volume and market cannot be termed favorable to buyers, but demand
is not brisk at prices now generally asked,
dealers waiting as a rule for offerings 10 be presented to them. If presure to realize were exerted, the material shading of rates to buyers
would be necessary to effect noteworthy wholesale transfers.
•

ON THK

wantedT^

COLORADO SPECIAL
\\.\

THE

6oney and Beeswax.

Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western Line
Leaving Chicago daily
Arriving Omaha
Arriving Denver

Another

train leaves

Chicago

p.m. daily, arriving Denver 7.55 a.m.,

2')A'H

of Everything in

W.

WEBER

'

can olace a few cars of COHB AND EX^^ TkACTED HONEV. Will be glad
to correspond with parties having some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.

second morning.

The Best

C. H.

Cincinnati, Obio.
.Mention the American Bee Journal.

W/E

7.50 p.m.

-

at 11.30

21Atf

6.30 p.m.
7.00 a.m.

at

-

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati.
2146-2148 Central Ave.,

3'ii.

C. C CLEMONS A- CO..
Grand Ave., Kansas Citv, Mo.

Modern Transportation Service.

SHEEP
MONEY a'n^JS°».,Sr
yi.u work for

$25.00

It

us. We will start vou in
and furnish the capital, "n ork
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
samples and particular?

uu^iInt.ss

CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.

!iu'ht

line of

Ticliets on sale on various dates through the summer, and from August 30
to Se|)tember 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, igo2. Ticltets are limited for return
to October 31, igo2.

For

ticliets

and descriptive boolclet on Colorado apply to agents
Nortli-Western-Union Pacific Line at
-

-

Buffalo

-

Ctlicago

PbUadelphia

Main Street 212 Clark Street 193 Clark Street -

-

-

-

-

Chicago

802 Cheslnut Street
368 WasliiilftoE Street
176 Wasiiington Street

Pliiladelpliia

435 ¥ino Street

-

Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Pittsburg

461

Broadway

-

287 Broadway
601 Chestnut Street

New York
New Yorli

-

-

Boston
Boston

H. R. McCULLOUGH,
Tliird Vice President.

301

-

53 East Fonrlli Street
507 SmilliSeld Street

\V. A.

Gardner,
General Manager.

CHICAGO.

W.

of the

12lh Floor Park Building.
234 Superior Street - -

B.

Detroit

Falls within final limit.

-

Detroit

-

office. Ill

-

-

-

Toronto
Toronto

-

Ticket Agent.

City

Citv ticket

.\dams St. Write John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, Chicago, for
particulars.

Si

New York

-

Kniskern,

Gen'l Pass'r

$18 to

-

-

CO.. Chicago. Mis.

and Atlantic City and return via Nickel
Plate Road, July 17 and 31, and Aug-.
7 and 14. return limit 12 days.
Stopover at Chautauqua Lake and Xiagfara

-

Campus Martius 126 Woodward Avenue
17

2 East ling Street
60 Yonge Street -

Pittsburg
Cleveland

DRAPER PUBLISHING
Pis,

37— 30.\lt

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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BEE=KEEPER5,
5a>e -Money by Buying

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,
TtlE,

W.

AND EVERYTHING
EL^E YOU NEED, OF

i
Vj

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction.
PATENT

^^i^TTpi^mSElT^ollaamS^-

WEED-PROCESS SHBETINQ.

m^

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

V'f

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

sell

THE AHERICAN BEE KEEPER.

OF ALL

a moothlv for all bee-keepers; 50c ayear.
[Now in Utk year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

W.M.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Gekrish, E. Nottingbam,

N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Oiderof him and save

Very

freight.

BEESWAX wanted

Colo., July 1 to
13, inclusive, Aug. 1 to 14. 23
to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

and Pueblo.
30, inclusive,

$25,00

1

to 14, inclusive.

To Glenwood Springs,

Lake City and Ogden,

Salt

1

Aug. 23 to 24,
clusive.

inclusive,

to 13,

and 30

to 31, in-

25 to 30, inclusive,
14 to 31, inclusive.

Salt

July 14 to

geles, Calif.,
clusive.

To
and

$45,00

Aug.

% Comb Honey

->f>;

We
Honey
'm.

state

or

Int&nnediatG

LOMAX,

Ii.i

\.'n

ii^.

1

iii;,v
ri'

ulars.

Kates

1.)

sell f.o.b.

your

%

g8¥<-

latter.)

We

& T. A.,
OiMAHA.NEB.

G. p.

(3>^xS)

I.'

)ias.'

J.;,

and 4'4x4'+

Wt

THE

QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL.

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, MASS.

mention Bee journal

when

'wntin&.

Ideal

Send sam-

the same, and giv-

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK &

The

standard strain of vellow-baaded bees.
select-lesled Queeas. 'Each, $1.00. Ready
Cat. free.
mail
to
J uoe 1.

name on

in

ing particulars as to amount, source, size of package and
Extracted honey is preferred in 5-gal. square cans.
price.

pnvM

Send

AH

Also Extracted.

sections.

ple of Extracted, putting your

It -.f it

Satii\- ii.Miiir.v ijn"liirt

can use also moderate quantities at once

%

26Atf

g-athered.

station, or delivered at Medina. (Preferably the

-Poijits.

Adel Queens and Bees

t*iease

what source

3rd.— In what size cases.
4th.— Price at which you will

i'n- for MimplfH iiini partii'
furnifih ciipitnl t<' i^turt ynu in
busioetsti. Draper Hubti^taiDKCo..Chicago,lll.

tliiit suiri.

t^w.'Ji

In writing please

2nd.— Color (White or Amber) and grade

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 tfAV-.U
work
:iu.l

to offer.

on ajiplloatinn to

27Atf

-

who have any

Comb

shall be pleased to

:

(Fancy or No.

Full Informal to a CliGGrfally I'm—

E. L.

Danzenbaker Sections, and

1st.— Fpom

Los An-

Pottland, Oreg., Tacotna
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

nf-s/ie<i

have a market for large quantities of Fancy
in

hear from parties

21, inclusive.

.Pro/n

in

% Danzenbaker Sections.

2 to 10, in-

Corresponding'^^'' /-ow

V-,

Wanted Immediately. »

31, inclusive.

To San Francisco
$45,00

->i5^

July

Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,

$32,00

Bee Journal when writmi'

%

Colo.,

June

To

III.

->^)5

To Glenwood Springs,
$31,00

SON,

1

Utah, July

&30.00

Please mention

Colo.,

to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

To

&

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

->^

Utah, Aug.

$25.00

CHAS. DADANT

Colo., June 25 to
July 14 to 31, in-

Lake City and Ogden,

Salt

July

Chickens and Eggs

Springs,

clusive.

To

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

^m^

^^^9y

very low prices.

at all times

and Pueblo,

To Denver, Colorado

v*/^

KINDS ««»«»

Lcingstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/i&ecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture — Price, $1.25, by mail.

souri River,
To Denver, Colorado Springs,

$19.00

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

Low Round Trip Rates, via
Union Pacific, from Mis-

$15.00

Year

Because it has always g-iven better satisW/^It^/
rinf^c
c^ll »U
cr* imr^H
VV
UUC9 i't
IL sell
WClI Vr faction
than any other. Because In 24 year2
there have not been any complaints, but thonsauds of compliments.

T. FflLCOISER MPG. GO.,
Jamestown, N. Y,

SSS' Our poods are g:uaraiiteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog,
and copy of

6^"

25tll

Dadant's Foundation

f^}

are headquarters for

Send

to

them

CO. ^^hVaIo ^L^r-

U. S. A.

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Cataiog.

mr
%

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

Bee Journal
^uuKUB W. YORK,
Bdltor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

JULY

31,

1902,

POBTY-SeCOND YEAR
No. 31.
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A New

July

31, 1902.

19th Thousand.

Edition.

Prot.6oorsB66-K66D6r'S Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

^

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

& 146

E rie St., Chlcapo,

III.

Entered at the Posl^Offiee at Chicago as SecondClass Mail-Matter.

^

Editor — George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R.C. Aikio, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz. and others.

Price,

Price,

Postpaid,

Postpaid,

S1.20

S1.20

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
is $1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

The Wrapper-Label Date

^J5

—

plication.

Tlie National

Bee-Keeners' Association.

To promote and

OBJECTS:
protect the interests of

its

members.

To
To

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas

Whttcomb,
"W. Z. Hutchinson,
E.

I

I
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Cellnloid Queen-Button

is

a very

Note.— One
"

reader writes:

have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
qnestions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
I

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlig-hten many a. person in regard to honey
bees.**

The picture shown herewith

Is

a reprouuc-

motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
ilon of a

underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to tiie office
of the American Bee Journal

His book has had a large

fair to increase greatly.

In order that every reader of the American Bee Jour-

who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, "we wish to make the following
nal,

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
— For $1.75

we wiU mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
No.
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a.
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
($1.50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For SI. 00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods or, if called for at our office, the price is $1.00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1.20.
1.

sale.

and

in elegant

on bees and related subjects.

sale,

will

pretty thin^ for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

COOK.

Prof.

be sent to

who

J.

brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a centur3\
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorbound

American Bee Journal, when

thev will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mail individual receipts.

A.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping- has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and

ity

W. Z. Hutchinson. President.
Orel L Hekshisek, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

^5*If more conveaient. Dues

PKOF.

is

Newman,

G. M. Doolittle,
J.

^

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given uDon ap-

—

—

—

;

1^"

Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Response by George W. York, of

1902.

^

Editorial.

DAY— FRIDAY— AFTERNOON
1

The Denver
pleted,

FIRST

and

is

I'rograin has been com-

as follows:

DAT— WEDNESDAY- EVENING

SESSION.

~;30 o'clock.

Invocation.
Music.
Addresses of Welcome by Pres. Harris,
'Wright, and Gov. Oruian.

Mayor

Responses by Pres. Hutchinson, Sec. Mason,
and Director Miller.

o'clock.

Question-Box.

THIRD

SESSION.

:30 o'clock.

Trolley Ride

— " Seeing

THIRD DAY — FRIDAY

"—

9:30 o'clock.

— "The Future
— W. Z. Hutchinson.

of Bee-

Discussion.
10 o'clock.

"

Which

the Most Hopeful Field for the
National Association J" Dr. C. C. Miller,
of Illinois.
Response by Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri.
Discussion.
is

—

U

o'clock.

Question-Bo.x.

SECOND DAY

—THURSDAY — AFTERNOON
SESSION.
1:30 o'clock.

The beginner should have
queen

number

of course)

who seem

find that there

of bee-keepers (beginners,
to

during the operation

it is

they are not to rush out when they feel the
hive jarred by the prying open of the cover.
is

in

to be found, especial

mind that

if

a

care should be

used to give no more smoke than is absolutely
necessary, for if the bees are set to running it
is a very hard thing to find the queen.

think that the un-

We are frequently asked by letter
whether untested c|ueens are fertilized. It
seems such a useless question to ask. What
good would be an unfertilized queen 2 No
honest ciueen-breeder would send out virgin
tilized.

queens.

An

untested queen

is simply one that is ferbut has not Ijeen kept in a colony or
nucleus long enough for her eggs to hatch, so
as to see the kind and color of her bees.
A tested queen is one that has been kept by
the queen-ljreeder long enough to see first
what kind of bees she produces.

tilized,

Music.

"Reporting of the Honey Crop: When and
How it Should Be Done "— C. A. Hatch, of

The Use of Smoke On Opening a

Wisconsin.
Response by Frank Rauchfuss, of Colorado.

Hive

Discussion.

ony
2:30 o'clock.

"Bee-Keeping Lessons that Maybe Learned
from the Word Locality " H. C. More'

—

house, of Colorado.
Response by E. R. Root, of Ohio.
Discussion.
3::« o'clock.
Music.
Question-Box.

SECOND DAY — THURSDAY— EVENING SESSION.
7:30 o'clock.
Music.
"The Outside and Inside of a Honey-Bee"
(Illustrated by the Stereopticon)
Prof. C.
P. Gillette, of Colorado.

—

THIRD DAY — FRIDAY

to be used at all

entrance, so as to give the guards notice that

SESSION.

A. B. Mason, Sec.

are quite a

many

tested queens offered for sale are also unfer-

Music.
President's Address

Keeping"

That may be going to the other
cases it would be all right,
for in many cases bees are so gentle that no
smoke whatever is needed from the time the
hive is opened until it is closed, but if smoke
In

well to give at least a preliminary puff at the

9 o'clock.

Untested Queens. — We

tells him that only in rare
necessary to blow any smoke into

the entrance.

is

Denver."

—EVENING

is it

extreme.

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio.

SECOND DAY — THruSDAT — MOHNING SESSION.

Another writer
cases

Music.
" Managing Out-Apiaries for Comb Honey
W. L. Porter, of Colorado.
Response by M. A. Gill, of Colorado.
Discussion.
2:30 o'clock.
Question-Box.
3:30 o'clock.

Banquet.

8:30 o'clock.

"Bee-Keepinjjfrom the Atlantic to the Pacific,
as Seen Throusrh the Camera and Slereopticon "— E. R. Root, of Ohio.

—

3'.j

II

\

31.

themselves with honey. Seventy-live limes
minutes make 4 hours and 22 minuten
length of time that a busy bee-keeper could
not well afford.

Illinois.

Discussion.

^

No,

—MORNING

SESSION.

9 o'clock.

Music.

" Selling Extracted Honey at WholesaleHow to Get the Best Prices"— J. F. Mclntyre, of Colorado.
Response by T. Lylle, of California.

Discussion.
10 o'clock.

" Putting Cp Extracted Honey for the Retail
Trade "— R. C. Aikin, of Colorado.

is a thing subject to abuse.
If a coldeluged with smoke there is an unnecessary loss of time in the work of the colony,
supposing, of course, that the lime is one

is

when

the bees are gathering.

If

too

little is

used upon across colony, or at a time of day
or under any circumstances when the colony
may be temporarily cross, a lot of cross bees
will be in the air, and in the long run more
smoke will be necessary than if the bees had
been kept under subjection from the first.
Experience is needed to know just what is
best.

The beginner is likely to be confused by the
contradictory advice sometimes given. In a
late exchange the beginner is told that before
opening the hive he must puff smoke into the
entrance and wait three or four minutes for
the bees to flu themselves with honey. That
would be a time-robbing performance in a
case where fifty or a hundred hives are to be
opened in the course of a day. Suppose we
take the medium ground, and say that To
hives are to be opened, and that S'a minutes
are allowed in

each case for the bees to

fill

Kanibier's Jouncer was seen

in

opera-

by the editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture
while he was in California, and he commends
it as a good thing to jar bees out of supers,
especially where the modern escape is not
used, and can not be used at out-yards. He
tion

says
It consists of a framework, or
legs, as it were, without a top,

four tablethoroughly

braced together. It stands about two feet
high; is just wide enough and long enough
to take in a regular hive-super between the
four legs. Beneath the super is put a trap of
cloth, and this is supported at such a height
as will bring the super up flush with the top
of the legs.
Now, to get the bees out: Lift
the super and jouncer off the ground a few
inches, and give it a sharp " jounce " downward. Repeat these jounces till the bees are
all jarred out on
the tray, which can be
dumped in front of the entrance.

Quoting the Honey Market has
another " whirl " this week, as will he seen
by referring to page 4S5. Mr. S. A. Niver, of
New York, sends us the following:
Mr. Editor:— I am glad to see you stir up
the subject of quoting the honey market, for
in many ways.
It is the
it needs attention
most interesting if not the most valuable
column in the " Old Reliable " to the beekeeper. That is the first thing I read. But
w^at a " tired feeling" comes over me when 1
read a finely written and encouraging market
quotation, in the July 24th number, which is
dated " March <).'' " It hath an ancient and
fish-like smell."
S. A. Niver.

—

Of course, in one way, we are to blame for
not removing from our market column any

But we have an understandwith those who quote, that they will
change quotations whenever any changes in

old quotations.

ing

prices or conditions in

occur.

seem

to

their several cities

But some of those who quote don't
appreciate the privilege thej have of
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being represented iu'the market column of
the AmericaB Bee Journal. If they were to
paj- full value for

cost them a good

it

they would find it would
dollars every year. If

many

dealing in honey is a profitable part of their
business, they should see to it that their quoWe stand
tations are fresh and up-to-date.

ready to change them every week, if they will
only send them in.
We are glad to have the bee-keepers ' get
after'' those who quote prices on honey.
Some of them need a good poking up.

i

(|uire a

had been declared,

election,

the Association

I contend, further, that every man who cast
a vote for a successor to Mr, Secor, voted to
accept his resignation at the same time, and
that let him out. You wink at this, simply

real facts in the case.

majority of the Board to constitute an
if the constitution is to be taken for
a guide, but a majority of those voting. Six
votes are. however, a majority of eleven, and
there were only that many of the Board to
vote, leaving out myself.
You know, perhaps, that this whole thing
is a mere quibble and a subterfuge, and is not
the real reason of all this trouble, and none
of the parties who started this ditliculty dare
say that it is. This whole thing grew out of
the attitude of Mr, York and myself toward
Mr, Benton, a matter that has been adjusted
by the parties interested long since,

because it is unanswerable. There was no
occasion for Mr. Secor to send his resignation
to you
he was already out if the Board had
power to act and / was in. It seems to me

—

YVeekly Budget.

—

—

folly to talk of appealing from my decision,
I had not made any decision, but the majority

of the Board of Directors had.

Secretary D. W. Working,

of the Colo-

rado State Bee-Keepers' Association, has sent
us the following, dated July IS

Dear Mk. York :— I enclose a copy of a set
of resolutions adopted yesterday by our Executive Committee.
have appointed a Reception Committee
to look after the comfort and convenience of
our guests at the National convention. Mr.

We

chairman; and among
members are Mr. Gill,
Mr. Morehouse, and Mr. Aikin.
Pres. Harris came over fron Grand Junction
yesterday, and is in the city to-day looking
after business connected with the big meetYours truly,
ing.

Herman Rauchf USB

is

the other well-known

D.

The

W. Working.
Working

resolutions mentioned by Mr.

refer to the death of Mr. Chas. Dadant, which
was noted last week, and read as follows

We

have this day received notice
Where.\s.
of the death of the venerable Charles Dadant,
III.,
at the ripe old age of 85
of Hamilton,
years;
Whereas, The services of Mr, Dadant to
the science and art of bee-keeping have been
of the first order, and his life has been a benediction to all who have been associated with
him in business and social ways; therefore,
be

it

Jlesolved, That we, the members of the Executive Committee of the Colorado Slate BeeKeepers' Association, hereby express our appreciation of his character and worth as a
man and a friend, and that we unite with his
friends and admirers everywhere in testifying

to his worth

Jtesolrril, that the Secretary of this Committee be directed to transmit a copy of these
resolutions to Mr. V. P. Dadant with the condolence of the Committee.
James V: Harris, ) j;.„„„;„

Frank Raucufoss,
D. W. Working,

Committee.

After every bee-journal in the United States

and Canada had made the announcement of
my election, you had notified Mr. Secor, and I
had taken up the work of the office, then
these gentlemen began to look around for a
way to dispose of me, and I was asked to re-

Why

resign if never elected ? Drowncling to straws.
You say, " Mr, Secor's resignation has been
returned to him marked not accepted," By
whom ? Surely not by the eight people who
voted to let him out, seven of whom elected
another man to serve in his place. Does not
the man elected have some rights ?
sign.

ing

men

Y'ou say you are for the Association. So
and I think I am sate in saying that I
I
have done as much hard work, and spent as
much cash to promote its interests, as any
other man in it, 1 did not want to be General
Manager, neither do I want to be kicked out
of the Board simply because I am not willing

am

;

Association mismanaged, I openly charge that its business has
l>een neglected, and, further, that Mr. Secor himself was placed in office at least once when he
was not legally elected. At the last election
he received only 172 votes out of over 1100
members, which would show that the membership is not overly enthusiastic, to say the
to see the affairs of the

about having him tor General Manager,
At an election before this he received a less
number of votes than another man, and yet
he was declared General Manager. I was
Chairman of the Board and said nothing
about this, simply for the sake of harmony,
hoping that the time might come when the
affairs of the Association would be conducted

least,

However, I do not have to
lines.
contention of mismanagement on
statement. He has said
but
his
own
anything
over his own signature, that owing to the
press of other business he neglected the work
of the Association, and I say without any
on different
base

my

hesitancy, as a member of the Association
who has its welfare at heart, that the time
has come for this neglect to stop.
I am for the Association, but I am, also, for
I am not
right, justice, and fair dealing,
asking any favors of the Association I never
asked any. It was not my will that 1 be
It was none of my
elected General Manager,
I am not one who is given to wink
seeking.
at what he believes to be wrong, simply to get
the good-will of a few individuals, even
though this might promote the interests of
I do not hesitate to say that
the Association.
if the life of the Association hinges on the
unfair treatment of any individual, then it
would be better that it die iwia : for no institution which openly defies the rights of one
of its otiicers and active members, let it be
ever so meritorious at the start, can live very
long.
1 am ready to meet these gentlemen at any
time and discuss this matter in a fair and
candid way. I, too, was a member of the
Board, and was elected by the same constituency that elected them, and as I see things
I am now a member of the Board, and its
Chairman, if I am not the legal General ManYou do not place before the memberager,
ship the real reason for this trouble; neither
do you tell them that all of this was worked
up ajter the Board had voted and the vote
;

On the Gsneral Managership Matter,
Mr. Abbott sends us the following letter for
publication in answer to Acting Chairman E.
R. Root's, as given on page 41 s
St. Joseph. Mo., July
Permit nie to reply to the communication
in
a late number of the American
Root
of Mr.
14. r.i02.

Bee Journal.

,

,

,

have declared
I desire to say that the Board
that they have "authority to act in this matter.
act, and that
did
they
that
is
contention
My
seven out of eight votes were cast for me.
The question of a <|Uorum can not be sprung.
The entire Board were notified and were conSeven of the eight who
structively present.
voted, voted for me.
Now, as to the vote cast for E. M. Abbott
There is no use for any fair-minded man to
quibble over that. Dr. Mason knows who
cast that vote, and it would not take very
long to find out what the voter intended, if

one'^wanled to deal fairly and honorably with
However, it does not re-

a fellow-worker.

July

am

I

31, 1902.

at a loss to see

how

is to be benefitted by such a
procedure as you suggest. Yet it may be perfectly clear to you,
I have no personal grievance against an,v
member of the Board, and I can co-operate
with any of them, but I do object to being
held up before the public by you, or any one
else, as trying to elect myself General Manager.
If we want to be fair and just, Ictus
hear from the man who voted for " E. M.
Abbott;" let us hear from any man on the
Board who thinks his rights have been infringed upon, and perhaps we can get at the

Here is what a member of the Association
says in regard to the matter

Stanislaus Co., Calif., July

9,

1903.

Mr. E. T. Abbott. St. Joseph, Mo.
Dear Sir; In the marked Modern Farmer
you sent, the members of the National Bee-

—

Keepers' Association are requested to give
their views on the miserable smash-up of the
Association. As the latest Gleanings is at
hand, and I should desire the information, if
in your position, I now complj' with your
request.
In my opinion the Directors had the authority to accept the resignation of Mr. Secor, and
elect his successor, which they did at one and
the same time. Their easiest way now to get
rid of you is to declare your election valid,
which it certainly is.
Your offer to leave the matter to the membership is certainly fair, but I doubt verjmuch if the Directors will leave it to a vote.

Committee would probably

The Executive

stand with the " push,"

If left to the members at a special election, I fear you would
be defeated by a strict party vote.
Of course, you can do little for the AssociaWere I in your
tion, as things now stand.
place I should endeavor to hold all funds in
my hands until a successor should be elected.
I see no opposition to the Colorado Director
keeping your old seat warm all legal, I guess.

—

founded on

personal
usually so
present
oppofair, as are the most of your
the contradictory and
nents, should take
absurd positions they have, staggers my comprehension.
You have my consent to use this letter any
way you please, provided the entire letter is
Y'ours truly,
used,
W, A, H, Gilstrap.
letter is not
grounds in the least.

This

Why men

Another member says
dozen others:

in the

name

of a half

'*We recognize no General Manager except
you, and will never pay a cent of dues to any
other but you, and your properly-elected successor.
So hold your ground, and contend
It much of such doings is
for your rights.
kept up by the leaders, our Association will
mistake,
sooner or later,"
no
be busted, and

am

the only legal General
I want to say to all of
those who have sent their dues to me, that
anxiety
about them, I
no
they need have
I
will see that their rights are protected,
have receipted for all dues sent nie the day
they were received, and I shall continue to do
so until the Association elects another GenWhen it does, I shall make a
eral Manager,
report to him, and give him a check in full
for the amount due the Association,
I

hold that

Manager

I

in existence.

In conclusion, I desire to say that I am perfectly willing to leave this entire matter to
three disinterested men. If they say I was
not legally elected, that ends all opposition
on my part.
Yours for justice and right,
Emerson T. Abbott.
In order that this

ended

this

week

(so

controversy might be

far as the

American Bee

Journal is concerned), we requested Mr. Root
to forward his reply so that both might appear in the same issue.

Here

it is

—

Editor American Bee Journal;
sure your readers must be tired of this

I

am

thing,

as it is a matter that concerns the Association
alone, and not the general public; and I, for
my part, do not feel like inflicting on your
readers a further discussion, any more than

;

;

July
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tdKa.v 1 chiiMipioiK'd Mr. Abljylt lit the Ijec'mh(tpe(i that tiie mat^lin^; of this trmil>U\ tiiicl
tor iiii^rht ln' ilr'<t|)|K'(i, anil that he (Atilmit)
iiiij;lit l>n |it'ri"illi'il tci IHl

(iiil

I

iiiii'>(|iirc'il

In-

of Mr. .^I'rur.
Wlicri I was coiivim-cd,
after a cunferetu'o with Huine of our best men,
that tlie i)ro('tH?(lint;R respecting; his supposed
election was wliolly illegal, and out of order,
ami liow Mr'. Aliliotl. was atteinpliii;; t,o "force
tliiii^^s " irrespective of tlie conse<i»ieiices to
tlie AsstK'iatiiin at tlie very zenitli of its success- just when it was [^ettiiit; to lie a power
leriii

for^ood —

I

felt Iluit

I

could no

lotij^er

sup-

port him.

.Manacer in the tirst place; but when
they came ill possession of the same faidsas
myself, twelve of theni unanimously voted
not U\ aceejit Mr. Secor's resi;;nation and a
(;ood majority of them voted also to declare
Mr. Abbott's election illegal and voiii. A
further reply to Mr. Abbott's points will
doubtless be made to tl)e membership direct.
(leiieral

;

can not forbear noticing his reference
to Mr. Seeor.
have [irobably criticised him
I

1

privately as

he grasplngi at straws

i

The implied

And thus endeth this controversy io thene
columns. U'c bullcve we have given txjth
sides a fair and ^ulllclent hearing.
For us to
use more spac<- would be a waste; and the
majority of our readers, not Ijelng mendwrs
of the
Association, care little about the
trouble, anyway.
Personally, we have refrained from taking sides In the public discussion, preferring not to meddle with either the
Board of Managers or Mr. Abbott in the settlement of their dilliculties. We still hope
that everything may be amicably adjusted,

as-

sumption from the aiiove ({uotatlon is that
there were IHio v(jtes raBl. and -Mr. Secor received 172, or less than a llfth of them. The
fact is, there were oiiI,\ ;i;is votes cast, au^l Mr.
Seeor recived 17J, heoi her ballots having been
I

members." The constitution plainly says
" Thetiencral Alanagur
shall beelccted
by ballot during the month of December,
during each year, by a majority vote of the
"cast for

1(111

ilitTcrent

(Italics mine.)
Mr. Abbott probably didn't intend to misrepresent the facts but the general public would
be misled. The fai't was, Mr. Secor received
a majority of all the votes cast, and therefore
ntt'inhi'fs nuliu;/.'^

;

Six uieiuliers of tlie Hoard voteii for hini for

But

Is
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much

any

member

of the
Board, and Mr. Aliliott knows this; l)ut unless
it be to prejudice his readers I do not see
why this ))ublic attack should be made on
him (Secon when the iiuestion is not whether
Mr. Secor has been /iiyllfft'tit or i»n>nihrtfttt^
but whether Mr. AIiIidU has the rii/lit to lay
f/(iim to the olHoe of General Manager.
Mr.
Abbott says that " at the last election Mr.
Secor received only \'2 votes out of over
!HI0," and then goes on to say, "The membership is not overly enthusiastic, to say the
least, about having him astieneral Manager."
as

and that

was duly elected. But it is a wonder he received any votes when there were lOlt other
men voteil for. and when he plainly stated,
when calling for votes for a new Manager,
that he did not wish to .serve any longer. Mr.
Abbott's statement, that "the memljership
is not overly enthusiastic, to say the least,
about having Mr. Secor as General Manager,"
is as ungenerous as it is unfair.
Regarding the Benton matter, while I once
thought

now

in

it

might have had an

inlluence,

possession of facts that

I

Mr.
Co.,

and

Things

will

warm when
comb honey by the

likely get

pound comes up for discussion. "R.
A." maybe able to help "Burn-ett" into

case or

am

show conclu-

some

of those conceited alfalfa boys, that
" there are others.''

it had nothing to do with the case.
any of the members were prejudiced at all,
it was because of the treatment Mr. Abbott,
as Chairman of the Board, exhibited toward

Say, reader,

Time "

if

you want

to see

"

A Hot

Old Denver the first week in September, you'd better arrange for yourself and
wife (or best girl, if so unfortunate as to have
no wife) to " get aboard the train," and run
up to Denver and help "litiuefy" some of
those candied apiarian Coloradoans!

Mr. Secor.
Mr. Gilstrap and a most e.xoellent man he
apparently saw only one side or a part of
is
the other side. If lie will withhold judgment
until he receives a full statement, I think he
will see the matter in a different light.
E. R. Root.

—

Contributed Articles.

to be friends

BtrRNETT, of R. A. Burnett &
expecting to attend the Denver con-

the question of selling

If

I

may continue

R. A.

is

vention.

sively that

—

all

brothers as heretofore.

in

home. Or, if it happens to get home with the last load, a
light breeze on the next trip will force it down in the dust
from which it will never rise. Thus, do our bees die out
during the summer days. Nature is a harsh and inexorable

|

mother.
If the queen is healthy, and there is room in plentj- in
the breeding combs, the numbers are not too much depleted
by the natural wearing out of the old bees but if the queen
becomes tired, or is getting old, the laying may be reduced,
and tlie colony will soon show a decrease of activitj".
In some cases it may be that the colony has swarmed
unknown to its owner, and not until the young queen has
been fertilized, and her first-laid eggs begin to hatch, will
the numbers increase in the hive.
I believe it is to these causes, and not to spraying
poison, that your correspondent must ascribe the condition
of the bees mentioned. "' The sick bees have flown away."
Yes, just so. The poor worker, when her wings get so
frayed and so short from overwork that they can no longer
carry her, does not seem to realize what is wrong, and still
insists on going to work, and does fly away and drag herself till she falls exhausted in a ditch.
She dies in the harness.
She is to be praised, and yet pitied. There ought to
be a time for bees, or for men, when the days of hard labor
should be crowned with a few days of rest and enjoyment
but the bees, like some men, enjoy nothing but hard work,
Hancock Co., 111.
to the last minute of their life.
;

Does Not Think the Bees Were Poisoned.
BV

C.

P.

D.\D.\NT.

The inquiry of a
bility of tlie

reader, on page 419, about tiie possipoisoning- of bees from spraying, attracts my

attention.
It seems to me that the suspicions of the writer of this
inquiry are based upon an erroneous impression. Fruitbloom takes place early in May, and the loss of bees from
bee-poisoning would be immediate. Even if the poison was
fed to the brood, the bees would have shown the effects at
once. The brood would have perished in its earliest stages,
and the depopulation of the hive would have taken place
more than a month earlier than the time reported.
The ragged-looking bees with frayed wings and shiny
bodies are only old bees that have worn themselves out by
continuous hard work. It is quite probable that in a wet
season like the present, the labor of the field tells more upon
the bees than in a dry summer. The worker-bee's life is
short exceedingly short during the long summer days.
The most practical method of testing this is by changing
the breed Italianizing, for instance. If an Italian queen
is given to a colony of common bees and the black queen removed on May 1, there are ten chances to one that not a
single black or common bee will be left in the hive by Aug.
1.
In many instances it takes even less time. Yet, when
the black queen is removed on the first of May, she leaves
in the hive brood in all stages, and fresh-laid eggs which
will require some 22 days to hatch.
So the last black bees
will have hatched May 22, and yet those bees will all have
died by Aug. 1. When we retlect that those same bees, if
they had been born Sept. 1, would have lasted till the following May a part of them, at least we must look for a
cause of this short life. The cause is hard work.
After S to 10 days of sedentary lite in May and June,
the young bee begins its active work, and is constantly
on the go from early daylight till long after sunset.
At first it is covered with a thick down of hairs. Its wings
are perfect. Slowly and steadily, by repeated flights among
the grasses, in the calyx of flowers, it loses its downy
fleece, and its body begins to shine, bald looking, the wings
become worn, frayed and short, and some evening after a
hard day's work the poor laborer is unable to reach its

—

—

—

—

—

Quoting the Honey Marltet.
iCoutinued from page

470.)

SBLL HONEY THROUGH COMMISSION MEN.

—

I have sold honey extensively for the
Editor York
past 30 years on commission. From my knowledge of the
business, and observation of the marketing of honey, if I
were a bee-keeper I would place my product in the hands of
a commission merchant to sell in preference to trying to
sell to the "bargain hunters."
First, I would find a responsible commission merchant
:

—

in a city of not less than 100,000 inhabitants one wlio understood the grading and handling of honey, and had been
engaged in it for a number of years, thereby having worked
up a trade of regular customers that relied upon him for
their yearly supplies.
Commission merchants in general lines of produce generally include honey in their price quotations, not so much
expecting consignments of honey as to give general mar-
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ket quotations on all kinds of country produce, which are
not specific enough.
In every large city tViere are at least one or two commission merchants that make a specialty of honey-selling-, who
have a iioney-trade, and know how to handle, who know
what grades their customers want, and can generally place
honey at good prices while some dealer next door, not generally known as a honey-dealer, can't sell unless at a
slaughter price.
Commission merchants in honey are as indispensable
to the honey-producer as commission merchants are to the
manufacturerof cottonor woolen, and aboutall manufacturing industries. For their goods are nearly all sold by commission merchants that know the trade and the wants of it
better than the manufacturers do.
;

As

in all lines of business, there

are irresponsible com-

mission merchants that should be avoided, but it is a very
easy matter to find out the responsibility after you have
found a practical honey commission merchant. Go to any
bank and ask them to give you the financial rating, which
they can do in the mercantile agency book. There is no
excuse in these days for shipping to irresponsible commission merchants.
It behooves a responsible commission merchant to do
his best for a consignment, for it is on his consignments he
has to depend for his supply of honey. It is quite impracticable for the commission merchant to-day to buy his needed
supply of honey. He can not afford to spend his time
traveling the country over to buy, and to buy by sample is
generally unsatisfactory.
The honey-producer should not begrudge the commission merchant his small commission of S percent, which is
usually well earned by the risk of credit the commission
merchant has to give the risk of delivery to his trade
safely; the risk of turning out as represented or shown,
and coming back after he has made account of sale to
the owner, etc.
Regarding quotations being always reliable and sure.
that is impossible, for quotations, although based on actual
past sales, are somewhat problematical. Selling honey,
like all other produce, is governed more or less by circumstances. Some buyers are more bearish than others. It is
not always possible or practicable to hold to a rigid price,
but many times a small concession is advisable rather than
let a hard buyer go.
It is not wise to quote honey too high, nor too low
better err on the side of too high, for quotations are seen by
the buyer as well as the producer, and it is extremely difficult to sell above quotations.
I would avoid consigning honey to any commission
merchant not strictly commission, or who bought honey
more or less, for it is quite according to nature for such to
sell their own purchased hotiey to the most favorable customer and best-price-paying' customer, to the exclusion of
consignments on which they make only a small commission
compared with the profit they are making on their purchased honey.
It is quite the custom for bee-keepers, and they take a
natural pride in selling the finest selection of their honey
at home, or to some '• finicky " groceryman that sells but
little at best.
The bee-keeper often in this %vay lowers the
average grade or quality of honey. He sends the balance
of his crop to commission merchants late in the season, and
is oftentimes disappointed in his returns.
In selling honey, unless you sell at home for cash before shipping, you take much more risk than by consigning.
If you sell your honey delivered at a distant city, the buyer
is apt to be fastidious, and if he sees the least sign of drip,
;

:

or leaking, or out of condition, will refuse to accept it and
pay for it and if he doesn't pay you at all he can go into
bankruptcy and pay you nothing. While, on the other
tiand, if you consign the honey, and the commission merchant doesn't pay, you can send him to jail for conversion
of property. When you consign honey a good plan is to
write promptly and ask the commission merchant to write
you on receipt of the honey, the condition it arrives in, and
what he thinks it will sell at also to send you two-thirds
to three-fourths of its market value as an advance on the
consignment, which any responsible commission merchant
;

:

will readly do.

There should be a better understanding prevailing between the honey-producer and the commission merchant
than there is. I do not understand why any party would
want you to quote markets incorrectly or under price, unless
they want to use the quotation to help them buy cheap in
the country.
The quotations of honey in

the various markets that
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you publish in the American Bee Journal must be a guide,
and of great value to the many bee-beepers, in helping
them to get a fair price from the home or country buyer.
The fact that these quotations are made and signed by reliable dealers is more or less of a guaranty.
Of course, the
quotations

must necessarily be somewhat expectant or
the prices governed by the supply and

prospective, and

demand.
It would be a gross injustice, and entirely against the
usuage of trade, to quote honey less than market. Your
market quotations signed by those who furnish them is
evidence with the witness furnished, whilequotations without the authors' names is evidence without the witness.
H. R. Wright.

MARKET QUOTATIONS ARE FOR

WHOLES.-^LK.

Editor York — We notice that in the closing paragraph of your editorial on page 195, that you invite some of
us who quote the honey market in the columns of the
American Bee Journal to help enlighten " Rip Van Winkle.
It would seem that there is little for us to do, for you have
:

made about

as complete a setting forth of the other side of
the question as can well be done. We think that by the
time " Rip Van Winkle " has been 20 summers instead of
in Cook County he may change
he might as well " take another
sleep," and that, of course, might be considered selfish, as
it would tend to give the commission man a rest. But there
is just about as much rest for the commission man as there
is for the honey-bee when the How of nectar is on. He must
be " up and doing," or the labors of all concerned will fail
to bear the fruitage that they should.
We do not know that that side of our life has been presented of late in any of the bee-papers, so we will call the
attention of those who send goods to be cared for, that the

two summers bee-keeping

some of

his ideas

;

not,

if

commission merchant

in the summer-time is at his place of
business at 5 o'clock, and he does well to get away by 6 or 7
o'clock in the evening.
For many years the writer kept up
this pace, but now is not to be found on duty quite so early,
nor always quite so late, still some one else has to represent
him who has reached the maturer years. We find that the
old do not run as many miles in a day in rounding up the
affairs intrusted to him, but he often accomplishes as much
by the short cuts that he has learned by careful attention
to each day's experience, and thus he may be able to work
out in 10 hours quite as good results as he did formerly in
18, by aiding others younger with counsel, so that in 9 or 10
hours he has accomplished a full day's work, and is entitled
to the rest and recreation that a fairly well-spent life de•

serves.

Beginning with November the hours of the labor day
gradually shorten until about 6:30 or 7 is as early as most of
the stores open, but with April they begin to open at 5 to 6
o'clock in the morning for continuance during the summer.

The prices given at the request of the editors of the
various bee-papers are for the figures obtainable for honey
in the wholesale way, and not for honey retailed by the case
or single package. There is in the Chicago market, as in
all other cities, wholesale dealers, some known as receivers
and others as jobbers the receiver is supposed, in selling to
a jobber, to get the market value of goods in lots, the jobber or wholesaler, on the other hand, varies his profits by
the amounts taken by the purchaser, as a man buying a
case of honey would not buy it quite as cheap as a man
buying 25 or 100 cases would— there would be a difl'erence
of anywhere from V cent to 1 cent per pound, according to
the nature of the goods and trade.
Now, there are quite a number of so-called wholesalers
who buy from receivers in the manner already described,
and peddle it out as best they can from '4 to 1 cent per
pound profit, and their asking price is hardly ever their
selling price, so that any one going along the market and
pricing stuft' is almost certain to get the extreme figures
given in reply to his question but if he is a bonafide buyer
he will soon impress the salesman with that fact, and by
practicing the usual diplomacy will succeed in purchasing
for a little less than the original figure given (especially if
the would-be buyer and the salesman are strangers to each
other), for the day of bartering and haggling over prices
has not yet become obsolete in the produce markets, while
to a lare extent it has done so on the more permanent articles of trade, or those that are less liable to perish if not
sold within a very short time after they have been placed
on the market. A great many people find fault and say
that the price asked should be the price that the seller is
willing to take. In the abstract we quite agree with this
proposition, but if we wish to live in the practical, every;

;
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day world we must conform somewhat

to the customs that
prevail in our surroundinRs.
You Rive utterance to a well demonstrated fact, th;ii
the (juotations given than
it is better to be a little lower in
a little higher than the actual conditions warrant, for these
quotations are supposed to be given as a guide for those
who have produce to place upon the market. It is the desire
always of the commission merchant to (luote as high as he
dares (and sometimes he dares a little too much), for it is
only natural, as society is now organized, that he should
seek to get the goods to sell. It is much pleasanter to re" You got for
ceive a letter from a consignor which reads
us the full market price for what we sent you," or, "You
got us more than the market price," than it is to get a letter saying, " You did not get us even the market price, but
a good deal less, and we don't think you have treated us
right; we shall write to the bee-papers and tell them just
what you are doing."
Now, the commission merchant's skin is not thicker
than that on the alligator's back therefore, an impression
of a painful nature is sometimes made upon it, and by experience he learns (that is, if he wishes to become wise) to
avoid as many of the disagreeable things as possible. For
ourselves, we may say that we frequently discourage wouldbe consignors from sending us their product when we find
that they think their goods should bring a little more than
Very truly yours,
the quotations.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
:

;

THE FACTS AS TUKV ARE.
we note the article from Rip Van Winkle,
on " Ouoting the Honey Market." Even if we are outside
of the Chicago market we take exceptions to his statements,
The writer of that
simply for the sake of truth and justice
article certainly selected a fit name, when he signed himself
" Rip Van Winkle," admitting thereby that he has been

On page

195,

asleep for years, and is utterly ignorant of present conditions of commerce and trade. Furthermore, the man who
is afraid to attach his name to any statement he makes,
lacks the courage of his own convictions, and can hardly be

taken seriously.
We endorse most emphatically every word of Editor
York's reply, and especially where he says, " // is better to
quote a cent loiver rather than a cent above the market.'''
Exactly this has been our rule ever since we have been in
the business, and the same has been generally appreciated

by shippers.

The quotations we give in the journals are the market
value, or, in other words, the selling price in quantity lots.
In a small way, single cases or so, here and there, a better
price is obtained, while, in a jobbing way. the price quoted
This must be
in order to effect sale.
the seller's discretion and judgment. He is on the
spot and must size up his customers, take into consideration
the condition of the market, demand, supply, stocks on
is

sometimes shaded

left to

hand,

etc.
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They appeared to be in good order, and we signed for them
that way when we received them from the railroad company.
In caponing the cases there was not a whole comb in the lot.
The straw had absorbed part of the leakage, and the heavy
wood prevented it from oozing through the case. In notifying and explaining to the shipper, our trouble began,
though it was wholly his own fault. Such cases arc a
tedious and thankless job, but we are glad to say that they
are few with us.
" The commission man
Rip Van Winkle further says
has the honey-producers in his grip, more especially when
he is a buyer as well as a commission man:" and. "A
buyer is always a bear on the market." Kip Van Winkle
does not seem to be aware of the fact that most bee keepers
prefer to sell rather than to consign, which is but natural.
If a bee-keeper sells his crop he knows exactly what he gets,
and if the buyers are not willing to pay his price he is not
compelled to take their offer. If he sells his honey his responsibility ends, and his chances end at once, whereas the
buyer takes all the chances himself, and it is also but natbut even
ural that he should veant to buy as low as possible
if he thinks he has made a good purchase he is far from
being sure of a profit.
Of all the honey we handle the most of it we buy outright.
We know the shippers know hoiv to grade their
honey, and how they put it up, and we have no trouble in
agreeing on prices.
Rip Van Winkle is absolutely wrong when he says commission men have the producers in their grip. The beekeeper who has his honey in good shape will find no trouble
If one buyer will not pay hira what he conin selling it.
The buyer knows he can not
siders fair value, others will.
buy his honey for a song, and will not dare to make him
any ridicuou^-ly low offer, for fear that some of his competitors will pay a better price and, if he wants the honey
he will pay fair market value for it. We have bee-keepers
in New Y'ork State whose crop we have bought ever since
we have been in business vfithout a break. They are not
"small fry," either, but generally come down with a goodsized crop, and one year brought to New York over 4000
They never even try another ;«ar/(-c/, knowing that
cases.
they will always find us willing to pay fair value, and evidently they are well satisfied for us to have them " in our
:

'

'

;

;

grip."

On the other hand, there are some producers who are
laboring under the delusion that no other honey is as good
as ///f/;-,T, no matter how inferior their own may be, and
these are rather hard customers to deal with, especially so
when they want to buy a few cases themselves. These are
the ones who want to buy a single case or can at the lowest
quotations, and even less, because they are bee-keepers themselves.

A

bee-keeper wrote us the other day (seeing that we had
that he would like to have a
few cases, and offered us lb cents (which was all he could
pay), or 9'2 cents for a full carrier that he was an apiarist
who was not going to pay Cuban apiarists fancy prices to
the detriment of home apiculture. We refused his liberal (1)
offer, having no intention of slaughtering the hone)' for

new crop Cuban comb honey),

;

the market is well stocked, with more supply to follow, demand not brisk, and indications pointing towards a
decline in price, the commission man is justified in making
concessions in fact, it is his duty to close out at a fair
value, rather than to hold the honey and take still less
later on.
We have had shippers write us that other parties had
quoted better prices than ourselves, and wanted to know
why we, being in the honey-business, could not do as well,
or even better. We would answer that we could not conscientiously quote higher prices than we felt safe we could
realize, and if they could do better elsewhere that was the
place to ship to. Thus, we lost some shippers for a season
or two, but invariably they would come back to us, and
oftentimes admitted that they had made a mistake.
If

;

Again, if the market is overstocked with a certain
grade, and no demand, we advise not to ship; that we
could not see our way clear to meet the shipper's expectations, and, rather than have complaints afterwards, we preferred not to handle the goods. If we quote, for instance,
fancy white honey at 14cents a pound, we feel confident
that we can realize that price, and shippers can depend that
returns will be made accordingly, provided, however, that
the shipment comes up to the standard rules of grading.
Quite often we receive honey marked fancy and No. 1, which
is really no more than No. 2, or amber, to say nothing of
the careless and slovenl)' way in which the honey is put up.
Only recently we received 14 cases of honey packed in
two large dry-goods cases, no caution marks, and, consequently, they were handled rather roughlj- in transit.

his benefit.

No doubt some bee-keepers will disagree with us, but,
their opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, we have
given the facts as they actually are.
Hy. Sbgelken, of Hildreth & Segelken.
Only One Night to Denver.— By going over the Chicago &
North-Western and Union Pacific railways, you will need to spend only
one night on the road from Chicago to Denver. There is a daily train
leaving Chicago at 10 a.m. on the C. A N. W.. and leaving Omaha,
Nebr., over the Union Pacific at 11:30 p.m. of the same day. This
That is, by starttrain arrives in Denver at 2 p.m. the following day.
ing from Chicago at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 2, you will arrive in
Denver at 2 p.m. the next day, or Wednesday, Sept. 3. inample time for
the first session of the National Bee-Keepers' convention, which begins
that evening.
Now as to rates: The round-trip price at that time from Chicago
By going over the route mentioned, the reguto Denver will be S25.
lar sleeping-car rate would be only .?3.00, because of being only one
night on the way.

There is also another saving by taking the C. & N. W. and Union
There is a Pullman tourist car on this train from Omaha, in
which the charge for a .double berth is only §1.50 to Denver. As no
sleeping-car aocommodations are required on this train east of Omaha,
it will be seen that one can go comfortably by this route for a very
small sum.
We may say that Dr. C. C. Miller and the Editor of the American
Bee .Journal expect to go over the route indicated, starting at 10 a.m
on Tuesday. Sept. 3. Who will .join us
Pacific.

\
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Questions and Answers.
|
CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

AtlLLER. Afareng-o,
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2. If I understand correctly, the queen had been in the
colony a good many days, in which case you went to unnecessary trouble. When I have opened a hive I have in a
number of cases had the bees ball their own queen. In every
case I have closed up the hive as quickly and quietly as possible, and when I have opened it on a later day have found
the queen all right. When you opened the hive the bees
were alarmed and balled the queen to protect her at least
that is the way it seems. When you smoked the ball, the
probability is that you blew hot smoke upon them. Hot
smoke will make a ball of bees sting a queen, whereas if let
alone it is a very rare thing for a queen to be stung. Even
when the bees feel the most bitter against a queen they do
not sting her, but keep her in the ball till she dies of exhaus;

112.

[The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Jouriaal oflBce, or to Dr. Miler
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.1

Cross Colony of Bees.

tion or starvation.

have a colony of bees that are so cross that I cannot
handle them. They seem to be very lawless in other respects, such as building comb on top of the frames, and
will not go up into the super.
What is the best way to fix
I

them

Illinois.

?

—

Answer. Change the queen. One would think that
would only make the bees good-natured after all the bees of
the old queen had died off, but I have found that when the
queen of a very cross colony was replaced, there seemed to
be a change in the temper of the colony in a very few days.
Saving Virgin Queens for Future Use.

In clipping my queen's wings I lost one I have twice
given the colony a frame containing eggs, larvje and brood,
hoping that they would rear a queen, but they have not met
my wishes. The colony has been queenless a month. Can I
requeen that colony ? and, if that can be done, how shall I
proceed to accomplish it ?
Idaho.
;

—

Answer. Perhaps the best thing is to break up the
colony, dividing the brood and bees among weaker colonies.
If, however, you are anxious to continue the existence of
that particular colony, give it some brood and bees from
other colonies and then give it a caged queen.

am

just a beginner in the bee-business and would like
to save queens for the future, and keep them
alive and have them fertilized at the same time. I had two
nice queens from one I got last summer, but I could not
save them, so if there is any way I wish you would tell me.
I

to

Requeening.

know how

Michigan.
Answer. The only way to save virgin queens and have
them fertilized is to keep them in separate nuclei quite
small by having division-boards in a hive, and keeping two
or more nuclei in the same hive, so they can be mutualh'
helpful in keeping up the heat. I have had as many as sis

—

nuclei in a 10-frame hive.

Why So Many

Bachelor Bee-Keepers?

have been greatly interested in reading the " Quesand Answers " in the American Bee Journal, but there
is one question I would like to have answered, namely
Why are there so many bachelor bee-keepers ?
Iowa.
I

tions

:

Answer. — Are

there any more among bee-keepers than
other people ? Perhaps bee-keeping is such an interesting pursuit that a young man is too much taken up
with it to give attention to the little matter of looking for a
wife, and then after he gets old enough to be on the list of
old bachelors the law does not allow him to be killed. After
all, I don't know that I'd want them killed off
there are
some first-rate fellows among them. [We thought it was
because they were so taken up with theirqueens
Editor.]

among

Moving Bees on

Wagon.

I have 40 colonies of bees that I must move this fall a
distance of 20 miles. Please advise me how to prepare them
for the journey, over an ordinary wagon-road, about what
time to start, and how I should fix the wagon on which I

move them.
Answer. — Better wait

Iowa.

the weather is pretty cold,
but the weather should not be freezing very hard lest the
combs become brittle and break. Close the hives bee-tight,
but provide for plenty of ventilation.
If your bottomboards give an entrance two inches deep, all the ventilation
needed in cool weather is to have the entrance closed with
wire-cloth. If the entrance to your hive is verj' small, it is
better to have the top of each hive entirely covered with
wire cloth, a frame to fit the top of the hive being covered
with it.
The easiest available thing for you, in the
absence of something speciall.v made for the purpose, is to
use a wagon with a common hay-rack. Put a foot or so of
straw or hay on the bottom of the rack to break the force of
the hard jolts. Possibly you can borrow a pair of heavy
springs that can be put under a hay-rack.
till

Swarming

;

—

1

a

Difficulties.

I have some bees that have knocked all the theories that
can find in two bee-books into a cocked hat, and I want to
know if you will put a little of your bee-philosophy on it
throught the columns of the American Bee Journal.
Wednesday, July 2, a prime swarm issued from hive
No. 4, and settled where we had to let it go. Monday. July
7 (S days after) a second swarm issued but returned to the
6:30 a.m. Tuesday it issued again, and again rehive
turned 10:30 a.m. Tuesday it issued the third time and settled. I got them well hived and contented all but a " hat full,"
which I supposed would go back to the new hive on the old
stand. But they fooled me. Tuesday night there was a
hard wind and rain. Wednesday, more rain, and hat full
Thursday, rain and bees still in tree. I constill in tree.
cluded to capture them (thinking they must have a queen
I fixed this
also), and put them in an observation hive.
with an empty brood-comb into which I poured some honeysyrup for bait. I shook apparently all the bees into a bag
and thence into the hive; but no queen. Some clustered
again and were shaken off a second time, and into the hive.
At this point I got tired and have left them alone to do as
they wish.
The present state (12 m. Friday, July 11) is: Main
swarm contented in hive in observation hive handful
no queen. In tree— (75 hours) same
left and very restless

I

Did Well for a Backward Spring— Balling Queens.

have run across something

in handling bees that
set 5 colonies out in April, and they did splendidly, and by May IS were strong enough to make 3 more
new colonies, so I sent and got 2 golden and one red clover
queen. All proved to be fine queens. The bees of one of
1.

I

puzzles me.

I

the golden queens have stored about two 10 frame shallow
extracting supers up to the present date. The red clover
queen's bees have stored one shallow .super full and one
comb-honey super one-half full. Now I would like to know
what you think about this for this backward spring? Is
that doing well, or just fair ?
2. When I opened the hive of one of the golden queens
last week I found the bees balling her.
I took her away
from them and caged her, and took 2 frames of brood and
bees from the hive and started a nucleus with her. Did I
do right or not ?
I found one of the old colonies with the old queen doing
the S3 me, and when I smoked the ball they stung the queen
and she died. What made the bees ball the queen ? and why
did they sting the queen ? They had not started any queenMinnesota.
cells when they balled her.
.

Answers. — 1. For a backward spring
markably

well.

that is doing re-

;

;

—

—

;

;

old hat full in same old place.
vphat I want to know is
did this second swarm issue in five
1.

Now
Why

—

:

and

six

days

—
July
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after the prime swarm, when, accordinjf to text-books, no
well-broiiffht-up bees should have a queeu for at least seven

days

'!

2.

Do second swarms ever have two queens

7

and does

that account for those retnaining^ in the tree ?
3. What is the record of time for bees hanging in a
cluster ?
I intend to ^'ives the bees in the observation hive a comb
of brood with a queen-cell, hut
4. In case I didn't, what would the bees do? and what
are they staying for, anyway, without a queen ?
Il,I,INOIS.

A

second swarm issues about eight days
after the issuing of the prime swarm, because about that
time the young queen is mature enough to leave. If, however, for any reason the issuing of the prime swarm is delayed, then the time between first and second swarm will be
shorter. The first swarm may be delayed by the weather
two or three days, possibly by some other cause, and in that
case the second swarm will issue at just the same time it
would have issued if there had been no delay on the part of
the first swarm. Of course, that will reduce the length of
time between the two swarms. Indeed, it is possible that
there might be an interval of only a day or two between the
The old queen
issuing of the first and second swarms.
might be too heavy to fly at first, or she might be utterly
unable to fly, as in the case of a clipped queen. So the
swarm could only return when it issued, and come out again,
and if you did not happen to see it issue except the last
time, you might think there was only a day or two between
the prime and second swarms.
2. Yes, second swarms sometimes have a good deal
more than two queens, and it would not be a hard thing for
part of the swarm to be separated from the rest with one of
the queens.
3. I don't know.
I never knew a cluster to hang more
than two weeks, and that was a very small cluster without
a queen. A stray swarm was hanging on a tree one day
when I was driving to an out-apiary. The swarm was small
and of no great value, but the ovpner of the tree was rather
insistent that we should take the swarm away. My assistant took it in her bee-hat to the out-apiary. On our return
home we found a small cluster still on the limb. They had
probably been out foraging when we took the swarm away.
I think the little cluster staid and dwindled away.
4. Those bees on the tree may have a queen, and having been kept there by stress of weather so long, they may
have become reconciled to the situation, and if left alone
they may remain there all summer.

Answkks.

1.

When

When

to

Sow Sweet Clover

plant for 1903

MiCHiG.\N.

when

other clover is sowed
in your locality.
Probably most sweet clover is sown in
early spring, at about the time for sowing oats, but if convenient it might be well to sow in the fall and have it well
tramped in. But if you want sweet clover to yield nectar
in 1903, you must sow it right away, immediately, quick,
so as to have it grow this year. Doubtful whether you can
get it to do that. It does not blossom till the second year of
its growth, and the winter after blossoming it dies root and
branch.
clover

A Vermonter's Seven
Do you

Questions.

prefer golden, leather-colored,

honey queens,

for honey-production

?

Do you

6.

Do you

7.

How

Always.

7.

I

don't get

them ready.

They

are carried into the

bottom and all, just as they were on the summer stand. Some time, however, before it is time to take in
cellar, the false bottom has been removed from each hive,
leaving a space two inches deep under the bottom-bars.
cellar, cover,

Bees Visiting Out-Houses and a Planing-Mili.
1. W'hat will keep the bees from visiting out-houses?
and what do they go there for ? I keep the weeds and grass
from the hive fronts by sowing salt, but still a few bees
I do not know why they go.
visit the out-house
bees in early spring made trouble at the planing2.
What can be used
mill, which is some 4 or S blocks away.
Iow.\.
or done to cause them to stay away ?
;

My

—

Answers. 1. It is generally supposed that they go for
the salts to be found in such places, but it is not certain
It is not disproved, however,
that such is the right view.
by the fact that all the salt needed lies in front of the hive.
Set a dish of water at the entrance, and you will still find
some bees going oS^ a distance to get water. Perhaps you
might try giving the bees a watering-place where they
could at all times find water somewhat salty. You see, the
salt in front of the hives is wet only part of the time, and
dry salt would iiardly answer.
2. In early spring, bees quite often gather sawdust as
(iive them something better
a substitute for pollen.
work on, as ground corn and oats or other feed.

to

White-Eyed Drones— ttueen-Excluders on

your queen ?
do you get your bees ready for winter

in

Winter.

1. To what race of bees do white-eyed drones belong ?
have never seen any drones with white eyes before. I
saw the first one about 5 weeks ago — found him in the yard,
then I watched every hive but could not find any more, but
in a few days I noticed two in front of one hive, then more
and more, but only in the one hive. This colony is extrastrong, and is storing lots of honey in the third story, keeping ahead of 18 other colonies.
2. Can I leave a queen-excluder over an 8-frame lower
brood-chamber all winter? or must it be taken away? My
hives are all two-story 16franie during the winter, and I
would like to leave the queen-excluder on during the winter,
Kansas.
if possible.

I

—

red clover, or

prefer Danzenbaker or Langstroth hives for
comb-honey production ?
3. Would a queen bred in Texas do as well in northern
Vermont as a northern bred queen ?
4. Which do you think would be more profitable here,
comb or extracted honey ?
5. Is it necessary to put on perforated-zinc honey-boards
between the super and the hive for comb honey ?
2.

6.

Seed.

?

Answer. — Sow sweet

1.

every other place. I like much the appearance of the
goldcns, but the ones I have had have not excelled others in
.Ml goldcns, however, may not be alike. Leatherstoring.
colored and their grades have given excellent satisfaction.
The term " red-clover queen " has been used as applying to
different strains, and 1 am not sure I can say very definitely
just hpw much bees have ever done for me on red clover.
Honey-ijueens, as already intimated, are my preference, if
by that term is meant bees that give best results in the long'
run.
Hut between you and me, I suppose there is a lot I
haven't yet learned about such things.
2. I prefer the Ivangstroth.
3. I think the general testimony is that she will do just
as well, although one might naturally expect a little more
hardiness in bees bred for a long time in the severer climate.
4. As a rule, probably comb, although the right man
and the right management might make the most out of
extracted.
5. It is not necessary in this locality when separators
are used and full sheets of foundation in sections.
in

the best time to sow sweet clover as a honey-

is

489

Answers. 1. To no particular race. Drones with
heads of unusual coloring may occasionallj- be found among
bees of anv kind. Just why drones should be tricked out in
fantastic colors, and never workers, seems to have no satisfactory explanation.
2. Certainly, there is no reason why you can not leave
excluders on all winter. Don't be afraid to ask all the
questions you like. That's what this department is for.

Trouble

in

Introducing a

Queen— Feeding

Bees.

clip

?

Vermont.

—

Answers. 1. I prefer the queens that will assure me
the greatest profit, under whatever name or garb they may
appear. It is not easy to answer your question categorically, for what may be best in one place may not be the best

received a red clover queen but the bees do not want
They started a lot of queen-cells, and when
her.
the candy was taken out tliey wanted to kill the queen.
What can I do with her ?
2. I am taking care of bees of a man 5 miles from here,
and the grass-hoppers have taken all the bloom from the
1.

I

to accept
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alfalfa so that the bees
what shall I feed them

Answers. 1. Keep the queen caged take two frames
of brood and bees from the queenless colony and put them
after they have stood
in an empty hive on a new stand
there 24 hours give them the caged queen and at the end of
another 24 hours free her, when you will probably find that
the bees will treat her kindly. In the meantime all the
queens-cells should have been destroyed in the colony and
in the nucleus.
As soon as the queen is kindly received by
the nucleus, return nucleus, queen and all to the colony.
Another way, a little more troublesome, is absolutely safe.
Take frames of sealed brood with young bees just emerging,
shut them in a hive bee-tight, first putting the queen on the
brood. Keep the hive in the house where it is warm if the
weather is at all cool, or else place the hive over a colony of
bees with wire-cloth between, so that there is no possibility
of a bee getting from one hive to the other. In five days
;

;

Tennessee Queens

QTIEEI^S
Buy them

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-tonyued
(Moore's), and Select, Straight

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A, I. Root Compaay tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ol the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pouads
of honey (mostly comb' from single colonies
containing- our queens.
have files of testimonials similar to the

We

above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestRed Clover Queens in the

priced, Long--TQngued
United States.

Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealhave built up our present business, which

ing,

was established

5-band Queens. Bred 3% miles

H. G. QQIRIN, tke largest

of

in ISSS.

GOLDEN and LEflTttERCOLORED QUEENS, after July

Prices of

1

$.75

Selected

'st:

6

12

14.00
5.00
8 00

$7.00

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within 2^A miles;
none impure

Transferring Bees.
To traiister
thinii a better

in

Ijees

midsummer

I

be devised than to
drum the bees into a box, set the new hive,
filled with worker-combs, or full sheets of
foundation, on the old stand; place a queenescludinj^ zinc on the new hive; over this
place the old box, in three-week's time slip a
bee-escape board under the box, and when the

bees have all ^one down, take the box off. It
will then have nothing but the combs and
what honey may be in the comb, no bees to
mash, no brood to kill, and all the brood
hatched out and added to the hive's army ot
workers.

The foregoing

is

given by E. H. Sch;effle

American Bee-Keeper.

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
3.00
best that money can buy
"We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we e-xpect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all

orders to

new

1.00
1.50

.

(juirin

9.00

.

the (jiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

[Parkertown
lbA26t

If

a P. O.

is

Money Order

in the

Please mention the Eee Journal.

you >vant the Bee-Beok

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.CIaremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee- Keeper's Guide."

in tlie

Sandwich

islands.

the island of Oahu, the greater part of
the honey is produced. There are two large
corporations there; one is incorporated for
sri5.UUU paid up capital, with a bee-privilege
They produce a large amount
of 7.5,000 acres.
The
of honey and ship mostly to London.
other is not quite so large, but they produce
and handle a lot. There are quite a number
of persons, both white and .Japanese, also in
the business. The bees are imported Italians
and, of course, hybrids, as well. The wild
bees (of which there are a large quantity on
on the islands) are black or German brown

Bees For Sale.

oba, which blooms more or less nine months
in the year, and the honey is flne-tlavored.
There are also a great many weeds and much
lantana, which gives a dark honey at certain
seasons.

BOYS
I

I

WE WANT
WORKERS
oldandyouDjjaliko,

Boy

J.,

tiirlH,

make money working for u3.
W e famlfh cipttal tOBlart yon in IidbI-

newj. bmj OS l(k Btjiiiips or Bilver fnr full InnlructlonB and a line ot
•ui>ple.u. work with. bRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Cblcjigo,m,

On Hawaii,

150 miles, a little south of east,

from Oahu, the principal honey district is
Kona, situated on the southern or lee side of
the island, sheltered from the strong northeast trades, but having a cool land-breeze at
night, while during the daytime the breeze
comes from the sea. There are lots of .Japs in
the business and they make 10-frame hive out
of anything that comes along, from a coal-oil
box to a 3-inch plank, and also use Hoffman

Dis-

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
14A26t

Please mention

B

SPRING HILL. TENN.
Bee journal when writing.

PATENT

IINGHAN'S
24 years the be'^t.

Send for Circular,

25Atf

T. F.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

Farwell. Mich.

please mention Bee Journal -wbeD wntitg:

GomD and Extracted tioneu!
State price, kind and quantity.

BURNETT &CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you are Interested in Sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

%Vool markets

and

99heep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -wrltim:

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arraugements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

5tt)

ion

$.75

$1.40
1.70

90

100
1.20

Alfalfa Clover

80

1.80
2 3U
1.40

25»>
$.^2S
4.00
4.25
-S.SO
3.2S

5on>
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 ceutte more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.

they had to do was to
get a hive of bees, put a super on, and when

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound
wanted by mail.

pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
BookBu8lneB8Dalrying&Cat.'212free.W.Chester,Pa

144

frames.

The

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Send

)n

bees.
l)ur honey-source, that is, the best quality
(light amber) comes from the kauvi or alger-

each.

$1.50

count on large orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July 1st

33Alf

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.
Please mention Bee journat "when writing

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailer*
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
13Atf
Shenandoah, Page Co., low A.
Please mention Bee Journal whei. wrritma

WARRANTED

TESTED,

R. A.

hive.

Bee=Keeping
(

office,]

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;

don't

method can

There is a possibility of misunderstanding ou account of
the repetition ot the word '' box " which after
the first time has reference to the old hive.
The understanding is that after the old hive
has been placed on the top of the new one. the
bees are run from the drumming-box into the

Tested

31, 1902.

the hive may be set on a stand of its own and the entrance
opened, and then you can strengthen it gradually from the
queenless colony or from other colonies, the same as you
would strengthen any weak colony. It is possible that
when you first gave the queen to the queenless colony it was
at a time when no honey was coming in. If so, it would
have helped matters to have fed the colony.
Feed them granulated sugar. The most convenient
way is perhaps with a Miller feeder, taking equal parts of
sugar and water (either by weight or by measure). If you
have no feeder, use the crock-and-plate plan. Take a gallon stone crock and put into it equal parts of sugar and
water stirred together. Lay over the crock a woolen cloth
of five or six thicknesses of cheese-cloth. On this put a
dinner-plate upside down. With one hand on the plate and
the other under the crock, quickly turn the whole thing
over.
Set it on top of the frames, put over it an empty
hive-body, covering it up so no bee can get in except through
the colony, and the bees will do the rest.

must be fed. While I can't get honey
? and how ?
South Dakota.

—

July

.laps

thought

To make cows

all

GEORGE
&

W.

146 Erie Street,

if
if

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

!
July
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the super wan full cut the honey ciul and
BiinecKe out liy hunil, then sit ilown iiml c^ut
and huioke till tlie super was full atruiii but
most of tlmiii fount! to theii' sorrow that that
was a losiii)^ j^auu^; and now llirrv ai'e only a
few who havt^ stayed with it and j^'ol fxtractoi-s, etc.
know of two who run :.'(H) (•oh)nies
and understaud the business (iuit(^ well alIhoiitjh one caniuit impress uj)on them the
necessity of i,a'ttinK^ (^ood (gueons any queen
is (lood enou^ch for tliem.
H. H. 8MYTU, in

Do not put your nioiicy into New Fan{;led IJce-Mives, tuit buy a plain, serviceable and vpcll made hive, .such a.s the regular iJovetailed hive arran).;ed for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producinp sections in tho world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

I

—

;

—

Please mention Bee Journal "when

Fastening Foundation In Sections.

Famous

For this purpose it is a payinj? investtnent
have a sjood machine such as the Daisy

number

of sections

may

care to

the plan ^iven by G. F. Herman, in the

CO., Watertown,'Wis.

wntlnK

Queens!

Italian

BUCKEYR STRAIN OF 3-nANDED LONG-TONGUES

foundation fastener; but some with a very
small

B LEWIS

G-.

the Ameriian Hee- Keeper.

to

f

Bee-Heepers-Attention

;

—
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One customer bought

honey-gatherers.

know

10 dozen.

Just think of

it

are wonderful
(He boug-ht
I

a few last season as a trial.)

Amer-

MUTH'S
STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS.
As
money
above

ican Bec-Keeper:

Kor this ]iurpt>se we use a t)oard with four
t)locks nailed on it. ^^ of an inch thick by li^^
inches square. This size is for the standard

can buy. Either of the
by return mail, 75c each
Selected tested, best money can buy, SI. So.
Full Li.vk of the FINEST DOVETAIL HIVES
SUPPLIES.
Send for Catalog.
THE FRED W.
CO.,
From and Waltint Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
flease mention Bfte Journal when writing
fine as

;

6 for $4.00.

section which holdsabout one pound of honey.
When we pick up four sections at one time
blocks.
The
sections beinjj: on ilieir eil;r<'. I'lv in the oneinch starters, or full sln-cis, ju-t as preferred.
The blocks brin;; the -'iin. is ju^i midway in

AND

MUTH

and place them over the four

the sections.
We next dip the piece of tin into theheated
wax and touch the starter and sections at the
unitinj; point. Ijoldinf; the starter in place
with the left hand, withdrawing the piece of
till instantly, as it only requires a touch and
the work is done.
If full sheets are used we
dip twice, touching the top and one side and
leaving one side and the bottom loose for expansion.
The size of the piece of tin used in the operation is 3t5S by 5 inches with a perfectly
straight edge. The receptacle to hold the
heated wax is a small sardine-box 2-'.j by 4
inches, kept about one-third full of wax and
placed over a small hand lamp with a tin
chimney, having the top nipped in a little
and then bent out to form a crown which will
give vent to the burning lamp when the pan
of wax is placed on top.

ONE NIGHT TO DENVER
ON THE

COLORADO SPECIAL
Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western Line
Leaving Chicago daily at 6.30 p.m.
Arriving Omaha
7.00 a.m.
Arriving Denver
7,50 p.m.
Another train leaves Chicago at 11.30 p.m. daily, arriving Denver 7.55 a.m.,
'
second morning.

The Best

of Everything in

Modern Transportation Service.

$25.00
Comb Honey

CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.

and Excluders.

Some

Tickets on sale on various dates through the summer, and from .Ausiust 50
to September 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, 1902. Tickets are limited for return

say that in producing section honey
excluders are unnecessary others say that
;

without them the queen is sure to lay in the
sections.
M. F. Reeve having said in the
American Bee-Keeper that excluders were in-

to

For a long time

it

puzzled

me

Broadway
287 Broadway

-

461

to understand

-

601 Chestnut Street

there could be the difference, but I think
I have solved the mystery.
Nowadavs there
is little or no drone-comb left in the broodchamber, and the bees make desperate ettorts
to secure drone-brood. More than once, when
using 10-t'rame hives, I have known the queen
to go outside the brood-nest and lay eggs in a
patch of drone-comb, leaving one or two

;

•drone-cells for her.

they go up into his supers to rear dronebrood, why don't they do the same thing for
me > Simply because there are no drone-cells
in mine to bait the queen up.
I use top and
bottom starters of worker foundation, tilling
the sections entirely full. If I should use
small starters I would consider excluders indispensable.
I would not think of working for extracted
honey without excluders, for even if only
worker-comb should be in the supers there
would be at least part of the time empty comb
there, and whenever the queen should be a
little crowded for room she might find her
way up. When working for comb honey, I
If

-

802 Chesmut Street
368 Washington Street

176 Washington Street

H. R.

New York
New York

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Boston
Boston

301 Main

Street

-

-

212 Clark Street 193 Clark Street 435 Vine Street 53 East Fourth Street

607 SmithSeld Street

W.

McCULLOUGH,
Third Vice-President.

A.

-

Buffalo

-

Chicago
Chicago

-

Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Pittsburg

Gardner,

W.

General Manager.

of

the

12th Floor Park Building.

Pittsburg
Cleveland

-

-

-

-

126 Woodward ivenue
2 East King Street 60 Yonge Street - -

-

-

Detroit

-

-

-

-

Toronto
Toronto

234 Superior Street
17 Campus Martins

B.

-

Detroit

Kniskern,

Gen'l Pass'r

&

Ticket Agent.

CHICAGO.

combs without any brood between

this patch
of drone-brood and the worker-brood of the
brood-nest. You will notice that Mr. Keeve
especially mentions that in his supers he
found " the nicest lot of capped drone-cells.''
I am not certain whether this was in working
for comb or extracted honey, and it doesn't
matter he says at the outset that excluders
are necessary for either. If 1 am not greatly
mistaken the queen goes into the super to lay
because the workers have there prepared

31, igo2.

For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply to agents
North-Western-Union Pacific Line at

dispensable, Dr. .Miller replies in that journal:

how

October

Plep'=i(^

mention Bee Journal "when vrnting

I

^

Fancy Cl assed Co mb Honey i«$

|

:^
:^

Any bee-keepers in New York or Pennsylvania producing either
White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Hone)' (in glassed sections),

^•

•

^

^
|5

will find

it

to their interest to vrrite to the

undersigned at once.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

^

^.

f-

^

Please Mention the Bee Journal iJ^^rtTslrf.!...
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July

31,

1902

should want excluders, unless there was
much drone-comb in the brood-chamber
that there would be no desire to have any elsewhere, or unless the sections were so filled
with worker foundation that there was no
chance for drone-comb above.
so

?

BBST

I
•5

uimm Honey For sale
ALL

IN

fi

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey JTc^

HoneyJ^

This

is

the famous

White

This

Extracted

Honey

gfathered

known

in

West.

ral

It

is

a

nearly everybody
who cares to eat
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A sample of either,
By

age.

We

light-colored

freight

— two

Coolv Co.,

Basswood Honey:

cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 7)4 cents per pound
;

cans or more, 7 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, 'A cent more per
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You _
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are ^',
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC BCCS' HonCy.
4

'Order the Above Honey and then Sell

:<

^
&

It.

^

^

Ready to Supply m Itdiirii Hail

(iueens low

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
J

w-j

/^l>-v

.r^..

75 cents

/^<a/-v/-k«^

<-•

;

6 for $4.00.

which

left all

records behind in honey-

tvCQ L/IOVCI V^UcCnS, gathering. Untested, $1.00 6 for SS.OO.
/Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
J
I
than a'U others. Untested, $1.00.
Wa.rniOlcinS
;

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

G. H.

W. WEBER,

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Our

is

SUPPLIES.
Marshfield Manufacturing Company, Marshfleld, Wis.
^'lease

7A26t

mention Bee Journal when

writ.lnp

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. *
•

low,

upon

*

_/«

its receipt,

An

'4*

l~^

or 30 cents in trade.

'*

This is a good time
to send in your Beeawax. We are paying

»

-- p-;,t

Impure wax not taken

at

any

price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK

Sk

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Old Beginner's Report.

a beginner in the bee-business.
I
found a colony in a tree last October and
wintered them they were Italians. This spring
1 traded and got IS colonies of blacks, and in
old hives with racks, but the combs were in
I transferred them into new
every shape.
hives which I made, and in 3 weeks I divided
2 of the colonies, and put 3 frames of brood
and adhering bees into a hive and 3 frames of
brood foundation, on May 38, and on July 9
they cast a nice swarm, and I hived them on
brood foundation.
The Italians cast their
;

4, and to-day, when they
aii was alive with them for
about 20 minutes, then they returned to the

swarm July
swarmed out the
first

old hive that they issued from, and went to
work as usual.
My Irees are doing well this month, so far;
white clover is in profusion here, the most for
a great many years. It has been very warm
<Jne
for 2 weeks or so, with occasional rains.
of the old colonies that I divided cast a swarm
July 11, so now I have 10 colonies, and I sold
one.

To-day I hived 2 more swarms; one was a
second from the Italians, and they came out
again yesterday about 3 o'clock, and after a
while they returned to the old colony from
which they issued this morning they came
out and settled on a small birch and I hived
D. B. BoYNTON.
them.
Oxford Co., Maine, July 14.

Too Much Wet Weather.

making SECTIONS, and they

BASSWOOD

all Right.

;

A. Muth.)

are the best In the market.
the right kind for them. We have a full line of BEEWrite for free illustrated catalog and price-list.

specialty is

IS.

am

I

Manniacturing Company.

larslilleld
Wisconsin

Muth and

July

Bees are doing well in my locality. I have
2 hives with about ITHl pounds on each, and
others with from 100 pounds down to 25
pounds, and lots to come yet, as we have a
good honey-yield in this locality in the fall.
I am sorry to hear of so many failures in
other Stales. I think Minnesota is all right.
P. H. Davis.
Hennepin Co., Minn., July 17.

^.

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^'.
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^.
:d above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
^',
!^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
Chicago,
III.
QEORQE W.YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St.,
S'.
!^

We

',^

111.,

Thinks Minnesota

by mail, 10

•

have had bad weather throughout .June.

The bees were starving the last part of June,
and the first part of .July I fed 3(j() pounds of
honey to my bees. The last 10 days there
has been a pretty good honey-flow from sweet
clover.
JoHx Eenigenburg.

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the

^
:^
;^
^^

Pretty Good Sweet Clover Flow.

the well-

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

iS
:^

is

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswoodblos-

the great Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

'.^

i
^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

Chicago,

111.

when writing
Please Jleutiou the Bee Journal Advertisers .».«.

My

bees are doing fairly well. There is an
almudance of white clover this year, but the
weather has been unfavorable, too many dark,
wet and windy days, but when we do have a
nice day the bees fairly make things hum.
Last year I got s2.t pounds of honey, mostly
extracted, from 5 colonies, spring count, and
increased to 8 colonies. I thought that was
doing pretty well for a greenhorn.
I will send you a reixirt of this year's crop
G. Gletsteen.
later on.

Sioux Co., Iowa, July

19.

Heav.y Rainfalls and Washouts.
During July, so far, we have had a little
good weather, and so our bees have secured a
small amount of surplus honey. But now the
season has closed.
Within 10 miles of us some of the friends
Bassliave secured a large crop, so I hear.
wood was not frozen in these localities. C-2
E^I established a small yard about 14 miles

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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north of me, for iin Bxpuriiiient. If I liiiil
theru with my homo yarii I iiiidoubtudly
liavu miido a nicu thiii),'. hut as it iK 1
did not l\iiow just what was troiii;; on, and
lost somi^ l)y netrlft't in tlds yard of l."> coio-

would

K N
I

niue.

been

^1-

The 'luality of our Injucy is vvvy t^ood, in
fact it is l>t'tt*M' tliun
iiave ever tiad, in tliis
section, except durini; ISSI.
Btiil
liave ;;reat a deal of rain, more

^

We

Ul

Inive Buf-

Ontario Co., N, Y., July

12.

>s

ha ve

I

:

oniers bv

lill

mail.

U!

either

or 5

.*

I

trial,

GOOD

and see what

QUEENS

am

I

senoinif

money. This ad. will not appear
Kemit bv postal money-order to

for so little
ag-ain.

D /\NIE.L WURTH,

Garyville, Tenn.

100 Lbs. of Comb Honey
'
PER COLONY

the record of our bees thus far this season.
We sell Oueens at the following prices: UnTested,
tested, 75 cents each; % doz., $4.00.
All Queens will be sent by
$1.00; % doz., J5.01).
return mail.
is

Report of White Honey Crop.
1 am anxious to i<now
how the honey

As
crop

is in other places, I thought beSt to report for this location. I had 7S colonies in
the spriuf,', increased to ll'J, have taken off
2,500 |)0unds of honey and think there is 1,500
pounds on the hives now.
The season was co)d up to the first of July,
except during apple-blossom, when we had a
few warm days. White clover is the main
honey-plant here, as the basswood has been
nearly all cut down.
D. L. B'iles.

Monroe

Co.,

New

Y'ork,

July

31.

LEININGER BROS.,
FT. JENNINGS. OHIO.

31Dlf

"What Happened

to

Ted"

BY IS.ABELLE HOKTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricl<en are both interesting and
This particular short story 6lj pages,
sad.
5x6J^ inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only IU
Address,
cents (stamps or silver.)

—

—

Poorest Prospects in YearsThe prospects for a honey crop iu San Diego
County are the poorest they have been for a
number of years, but I think the bees will go
through the winter without feeding.
We have had cold and dry, and hot and dry,
the results of honey-secretion are bad.
although the flowers were in a tine, healthy
condition.
Matnauo D. Nichols.
San Diego Co., Calif., July IT.

so

ISABELLE HORTON.
East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please meunon Bee Journal *wnrtn wntme
227

QUEENS— Try
fully

up

Dec.

Bees

are not doing very
much.
have had hot, dry winds that
have dried up all the nectar. I have been
feeding my IJees for two months, but since
the rains all vegetation has commenced growing, and bees will store until frost.
Mi!s. C. R. West.
Ellis Co., Texas, July 14.
iu

this

Ttie

honey queen that you sent my brother tal^es
She had a rousing colony when put
for winter. The goldens can be handled

We

A Handshake

for Dr. Gallup.

Dr. Gallup, here is my hand— shake.
Y'ou
have voiced my sentiments in full, and to the
letter.
I have read your series of articles on
queen-rearing with great interest, and they
are so closely iu touch with my experience
that I fully endorse every word.
I have bought many i|ueens that I well
know were reared by small swarms or nuclei,
as they were of no value whatever, and some

were superseded within two months after being received.
I would like to hear your impressions of
some of the other fads, as long tongues, for
instance; also as to the exactness of spreading frames to l-\ inches from center to centerbut more particularly the long tongues.
Give me queens reared at home, in full,
strong colonies, under the swarming impulse,
and 1 will compare notes with any and all,
both long-tongued men and bees. This may
look a little strong to some of the queenbreeders, but perhaps the "truth should be
spoken

at all times.''

my

short-tongued bees did nothing un2, and were starving June 25 and 27.
Because there was nothing in the
flowers to get, and if there had been they
could not get out to get it, as it rained almost
every day and night, and was so cold the entire month of June.
On July 2 they commenced to roar, and have kept it up to the
present time, and are now commencing in the
All

til

July

Why

i

up

without smoI<e or

veil.

John Thoeming.

Very truly yours,

section

Months
Number OF OuEENS

July and August.
1

HONEY QUEENS

6

12

Untested
Tested

$.75

$4.(X)

$7.00

1.00

S.0O

10.00

Untested
Tested

$.75

$4 00

$700

1.00

S.OO

10.00

GOLDEN QUEENS

Select tested, $2.00. Breeders, $£.00 each.
2-frarae Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; S-frarae Nucleus with Untested Oueen,
$3.00 each; i. for J2.7S each.

D. J.

BLOCKER, Pearl

Cit.y, 111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

27Atf

.^DAIRYMEN
ARE DELIGHTED
wno
«,h

^
wi.rk lor iiti. i o,\ ktei- r>
eel iLoae
st.i'i you in liusinps-. ^.nin.ke
m. ne\.
furnivh ca|ilial. S*nJ
,ri;e (iriitils. Esfty iv.rii.
HI cent- for full line of 8am[>lr!.aiol I'^itn iila s.

[Jjjp

I

Tt'ffltft

liive

I

We

We

I

hRAPER PURLISHINn

CI).,

Chkaiin

lll<i.

tickets

special

round-trip

excursion

announced from Chicago

New

A. y.
(

.1

the lon({-

.

III., .Iiilv

Baldwin.

14,

Cold, Wet,

and Windy.

have BaM that nothint; short of an earth(|Uttke swallowini; up all of .Sioux County
would keep uiy fuinily anil iiic away from Denver, ill ISejiteinber; hut too inueh cold, too
iniieh wet. too niuch wind, and » whole lot of
I

other "too iiiuches"

may make me

ehani;e
will not ^Ive up until
the last minute.
.May was cold, but the bees built up fairly
well .June was windy, cool, cold, colder, and
fairly dry. for the first half, and the remainder was wet, wet, wet, and it appears to be
(^ettinii: wetter ail the time.
The bees work
well when a few hours of suitable weather
shows uo. I'asturat'e could not be better,
but the weather O my
Vou should have seen me " spreading " myself early
.June 2(5, after the tornado had
sjiread itself, and somewhat, well, considerably, spread the bees and bee-hive?. The bees
^rot such a "jouncing'' (and it wasn't any of
Rambler's make-up, either) and soaking that
they made very little trouble while I was
straightening things
up.
broken
trees,
chimneys, windmills, and an occasional building, were common.
F. W. IIall.
Sioux Co., Iowa, Julj-.S.

my mind

yet,

though

I

;

—

I

Bees Hustling.
now and swarming

Bees are booming
fearful rate.

We

at a
are getting from 10 to 15
to it.
.Some of the

swarms a day, and no stop

colonies gained from r> to 10 pounds in weight
per day, .so prospects are grand at present. If
the weather would keep hot and dry for about
two weeks we would have 100 pounds per
colony. I hope it will be so.
Cook Co., 111., .July 1','.
A. WiCHERTS.

Hard Year on
This

Bees.

a hard year on the bees: such unfavoralMe weather, all of the earliest young
queens lost in mating. Honey will be a very
light crop in this section, although there has
been an abundance of nectar.
I have
colonies, and about one-half the
amount of honey I had last year with SO colois

M

C. H.

nies.

Kanabec Co., Minn.,

Harlax.

.July lb.

Average Crop of Honey.
My

bees have stored an average surplus up
this date.
The white honey harvest is completed in this locality.
I use a horizoutaliy divisible brood-chamber, and shall, as usual, put the supers containing unfinished sections between the upper
and lower parts of the brood-chamber. The
bees will, in most years, finish them from the
fall honey-tlow.
I suppose all the "convention"' that we
small fry bee-keepers will enjoy this year is
the talk we maj- indulge in near the honey
exhibits at State and County fairs.

Hamilton Co., Iowa. Julv

().

WESTKril.

'Jl.

to

New York City, Atlantic City and other
New Jersey Sea Coast resorts on July
31st,

Ixdleved

P.

NOTICE.

The

inclined to

have not done nuich belter.
swarmn in May. and nothini;

31, l'>01.

to standard.

the lead.

Hot and Dry in Texas.

sinic.
DeKttllj

Our Stock.

Davenport, Iowa,
Your queeas are

four

re-

500

have

I

liie.',

had

orders

banders Untested, W)cent8
Tested. $1 ik> each.
My bees are the Finest In
To th<jHe who
the Land.
liave never tried them,
will ask to (five them a

;

Si

buny

I

lilliin;

•-•ach;

feretl ^;reatiy

washed out; the roads last Monday (.luly ")
were almost impassable, in some i>laees entirely so.
Our little town is damaged in roads
aud bridges not less than $(i,(HlO. A few farms
have been completely ruined; some sttjcii and
a few lives were lost.
F. Greineu.

Um

KI KN

QUEENS

we liave stinslilne, hut it iK warm.
You iuive probabiy heard of tile- inutiensc

tiian

State.

!'

»

and can
turn

We

from washouts here, S()niet)f our
crops hein;; seriously dama^^ed
roads have
been ti)rii out, arul l>rid^rcs waslmd away. Hetween my liome and the out yard run'tli of mo
(mentioned above),
or io hridjres were

1

I

am

I

ioiii;umJ

to ailvertine much, bul have
caujs'ht ti[) with orderH now

j^
.V*

I

New York

upers

QUEENS!

l)eeii

waterfalls in

493

Aug. '7th and 14th, 1902, via the
York, Chicago
St. Louis Railc'vr

road Co.. under the headings of "$18.00
to New York City and Atlantic City
and Return," and "New York and Atlantic Citv at S18 00 for the Round
Trip," by the Nickel Plate Road July
17th and 31st, and Aug. 7th and 14th,
with return limits of 12 days, is hereby
withdrawn and tlie rates abrogated.

40— 31Alt

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Expected Crop Failed to Appear.
They say in California the unexpected is
ever popping up, like Bamiuo's ghost. This is
exemplified in the present season's honey crop.
I have often praised California as a honey
State, or the paradise of the bee-keeper, because he could divine at the beginning of
each season, knowing the rainfall, whether or
not a honey harvest would be realized, and
thus make, or not make, all due preparation.
I must say now that this, like all rules, has
its exception.
From the rainfall, we had
every reason to expect a spendid honey harvest this season
The early promise was fine,
and I made what I thought was a .safe prediction of a very generous harvest. The results are severely disappointing;
About here we have done better than in

AMERICAN BEE
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lOLiKNAL.

most places, but even here the crop

BEES AND QUEENS
We

have a strain of
bees bred specially for

honey

and

gathering

-

longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.
•

for the

PRICES:
remainder of this
season:

$ .tO
Untested yueen
80
Tested Queen
Select Tested Queen ... 1.00
1.50
Breeding Queen
lCombNucleu^, no queen 1.00
1
1
1
1

St.,

Will Plan for Fall Flow.

Clarind.\, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

25AH

r'nla-f^xnio
C'£inTOrnia

II

I

know of Ita
nowers. Climate

you care

to

S
Frilts,
Call
or Resources, send for a sample copy of
ornia's Favorite Paper—

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

The

leading Horticultural
&aper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cai..
Market Street.

CAN YOU COUNT DOTS?
you can, send your name
and address for a sample
copy of he best farm paper
published and particulars of
our great dot counting contest. Every person who counts
correctly gels a prize, while
thosewho count best get cash
prizes from fl to $125 and a
If

>

pittuu.

We

in Prizes^Ime
iiwiij v*'*-,*.'
are giving away
jj
Address,
on Postal to-day for free particulars.

$71)0

$2,500

.

Up-to-Date Fakming and Gardening,
Indianapolis, IND.
Box X4,
30A4t
Please mention Bee Journal wnen writinfe

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— JobbinB.

Ml Wax

and

Into Fonnilatioii For
Catalog giving
Casli

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
meunem Brb Journal wnen

F'ea*«

wr-u.irjj

IV WeSTART YOU IN BUSINESS
C
VB 1-^^ TO
Mr

will preHent yon with the Hr^t ».i .vnu
f^^ktJike in to start yon in a trood puyinir nsl^|tiess. Send 10 cents for full line ol h..iuples
directions how to lie^-in.
I

^Pand
^
\^
DRAPER

PUBLISHING

No

CO.. Chicaro.

ills.

ltdlJ3n Qli66nS best methods, and from the
bees are free
best honey-gathering stock.
from disease, and are hustlers. No small or in
tested, ft
75c:
Untested,
out.
ferior queens sent

My

D. E.

ANDREWS,

Bloomington,

mention Bee Journal -when

Ind.

-WTitlng,

We have had only three warm days, and
not a warm night; it is 5.5 degrees at "a.m.
To-day it seems as if it would be wanner.
Clover is in full bloom, and may give 24
sections of honey per colony. I shall begin
to plan for a good fall honey-How.
.Ions C. Stewart.
Co., Mo., July 31.

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only {1.40. It is

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

""''
144

&

QEORQE W. YORK &
146

Erie Street,

it

PAGE FENCE

lontiest

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

jourua,! "when wntinft.

who have

bus, are the people

and tested

merits.

its

PAGE WOVEN WIKK FENCE CO., ADRIAN, JIICH.
f'lease n-entloi Bee Journal -when writma^

Union Pacific, from Missouri River,
To Denver, Colorado
$15.00

a small way at lirst, and see what you
You will need to plant the
of it.
seed deeper than other clover seeds, as it is
W. D. Harris.
very large.
Ontario. Canada, July 14.

can

and Pueblo,
$19,00

We

have been having a honey-How from
This was unfor about 15 days.
expected. It is less than 10 days ago that I

was feeding some starving colonies, but at the
time I was feeding these the strong colonies
yard were storing quite rapidly without
knowledge, as I was then unable to give
Swarming
them the attention demanded.
from these strong colonies commenced about
until
now. I
up
and
has
kept
ago,
a week
had to hustle in order to hive the swarms, and
keep the bees provided with storage-room.
This I have done without help, but I have
had to work and think all day. and then
think all night, with the exception of a few
cat-naps, in order to do it. Fortunately, I
was provided with a good deal of storage in
the shape of drawn comb, both brood-combs

my

Colo.,

June 25

July 14 to

30, inclusive,

to-

31, in-

clusive.

To
$25,00

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, Aug.

to 14, inclusive.

1

To Glenwood
$25,00

Springs, Colo.,

to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, in-

July

1

clusive.

To

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, Julv

&30.00

$31,00

Aug.

23
clusive.

1

to" 24,

to 13,

inclusive,

and 30

to 31, in-

To Glenwood Springs, Colo..
June 25 to 30, inclusive, July
14 to 31, inclusive.

To
$32.00

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

To San Francisco
$45,00

geles. Calif.,
clusive.

To
$45,00

and

Aug.

or

Los An-

2 to 10, in-

Poitland, Greg., Tacoma
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

21, inclusive.

Correspondingly I^ow Kates
from Intermediate t'oints.
Full InTormalion Cheerfully Furnished on application to

make

some source

Springs,

To Denver, Colorado

into bloom June 8, here this year, and is
still in blossom, just meeting the white sweet
clover, the two making a constant bloom of

trial, in

Springs,

Colo., July 1 to
13, inclusive, Aug. 1 to 14, 23
to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

and Pueblo,

came

over three months; and if the white clover is
cut just as it comes into bloom, a much
longer period.
Yellow sweet clover does not grow nearly
so tall as the white sweet clover, and is of a
It is not so thrifty on very poor
liner nature.
soil as the white sweet clover, but perhaps
after it has been in the ground some time it
Every day I see evidence
would improve.
that cattle will eat sweet clover when they
have learned to eat it.
This year I put in a small plat of sainfoin
clover seed; the plants came up and some of
them blossomed it is t|uite a thrifty plant,
making a heavier growth for the first season
than red clover, and the stalks are not nearly
so coarse as the red clover, but seem to carry
a greater amount of leaves. Of the few blossoms that came out 1 did not notice any bees
on them, but they have Euch a feast here this
season that it would be hard to get them to
look at small things.
I got a farmer friend of mine to try some of
this clover seed this spring, and he thinks it
is
a good fodder-plant; however, we will
know more about it next year, if all goes well,
as I shall try to put in a larger piece of
ground. It is altogether unlike any other
clover in appearance that I have ever seen.
I notice the Ontario Agricultural College, at
Guelph, rt ports on it this year, and it seems to
be as good as any of the clovers. Give it a

Rates, via

Low Round Trip

Yellow Sweet Clovep— Sainfoin.
Bees here are behaving splendidly, gathering in plenty of neelar. Yellow sweet clover

in the

The Emerson Binder.

Bee

THE STRONGEST
used

Fri-

Superseding Queens— Starved Bees.

28A4t

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, MASS.

26Atf
f lease mention

friends

Please mention Bee Journal -when wiitina.

*lea.<?e

Reared by a New Method. Queens very large,
aad handsome. One yueen, $L.(iiJ; three
Queens, $2.75; six Queens, ifS.tMj; twelve Queens,
f'i iK).
EverTthine" ffuaranteed.
prolific

:

produces EVERY
I use a PROCESS that
make it the BEST
ESSENTIAL necessary to respects
My PROand MOST desirable in all
are my
CESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES
me
to
SELL
enable
own inventions, which

FOUNDATION

Tested Adel Queens.

sections completed.

Nodaway

pie copy free.
330

The rain seems over; 4 inches fell on
day night. The ground is full of water.

Sam.

annum.

31, 1902.

light,

not more, surely, than one-third or one-half
In some of our Vjest honey
that of last year.
sections, like parts of Riverside County, or
about Ferris, there is no crop at all. I think
the cause of this is in the cold weather. An
overcoat has been in demand all the spring.
A little fire in the house each morning has
been relished most of the time. The same
cold, I think, is making the oranges drop
badly. Thus, while our friends in the East
are mourning the dearth of honey because of
excessive rain, we will join in the lament,
and charge up our misfortune to the cool
weather, which has been very delightful.
A. J. Cook.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., July 8.

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East Logan

is

July

E. L.
,-,,,

LOMAX,

G.p.&T.A.,

OMAHA, NEB.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNKTTB Qneen-Clippiag
Device is a fine thinp for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 2S cents;
or will send it FREE as a preminm for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal tot
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeai
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

aeORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,

Chlcairo, DI.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

Go's
We can furnisli you with The A. I. Rugt
VJe can
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices.
Market price
save you freight, and snip promptly. catalog.
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19(J2
Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Si. H HUNT 4 BON. Bell
flease mention Bee journal when -wTitins

;

July

31, 1902.

iinflnlKlicd scTlions, nnd 8o
Imiiillr llic itiiji so far.

and
alilr

I

have been

III

is

Sliii'intc

interrupted

Ihr.

lieavy rains.

fall

How

I
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lost

Thin

now on account

of
prolmljly insure a

wiil

more lluin usual
i|iiit.e a numher of
of

HUNT

colonies, liut the
hives Willi a nooil deal of

best to let the bees attend to the matter of
am tolerably cerI
supersedintr the c|Ueen.
tain that followintr this advice has resulted in
Mad I iiiiide use of (|ucens
trreat loss to me.
reared in my own yard in stroni; colonies under the swarniint; impulse, and theu allowed
no c|ueen to live more than three years, 1
think I would Ije better oil. I have some
»^ood purchased ((ueens, ami have had a cood
many purchased queens that were sood for
iiitroduced Au^.
nothinj;.
I have one (|ueen
is

which has done as ^ood work this
season as ever before, and she has always
done well. This is a York State queen. While
one can get a good many good queens by purchase, he has the trouble of experimenting a
great while in order to find out which are the
good ones hence, I believe it safest for the
ordinary bee-keeper to rear his own queens
from the best queens in his own yard in the
:!,

ISSir,

;

swarming season.
stated in some of the papers that
many colonies in Iowa and Illinois have been
allowed to perish in the past month from
starvation, owing to the lack of bloom, or the
weather being so bad that the bees could iiOt
worit.
A few dimes expended for sugar at a
critical time may be returned in a good many
dollars later on.
To let bees starve in June is
poor economy. Shall such a man be called
*
an apiarist
He is only a bee-bungler. If
the flowers yield nectar from July to November they yield it in vain for him.
It

Edwin Betins.
9.

6 swarms, one

June

19, 32, 24, 30,

and July

4

7.

On Saturday afternoon my wife was at
home alone, and being (|uite anxious to know
what the bees were doing, she took the
smoker and looked thi-ough all the hives, and
found all the brood-frames well built down,
aud enough stores ahead so they will not need
to be fed just yet.

The colony we hived June

19

has the super

and nearly all capped. It is the
only one that has done much in the super.
We thought we were doing pretty well for
greenhorns many others are losing their coltilled

;

onies.

Wright Co., Iowa, July

R. A.

Marshall.

21.

Worst Season— Foul-Brood Cure.
is the worst season ever known in this
It rained 28 days in June, and every
July up to the Sth, which was cold and
cloudy. It rained July 9, 10 and 11, and a
cold northwest wind. This morning it is cool,
but it looks as if it would be a honey-day.
I never saw such a large crop of white

This

section.

day

in

clover.

W. Tucker.

.•!».

.^ to

AND BEESWAX

J

Chicaoo, July 1''.— Not any comb honey of
new crop yet on the market, but adviccR of
week would indicate that Home sectioan

country are now prepared to Mhi^* an ftood
demand appearn, and be(fianinf( with
Aujijusl there ban ia pahi HeasouH been more or
leHM of a market, aod it in looked for to betfin
this year on lime. Thi« for several reaHonii,
one beiDt,f that we arefr'>in(f to ha ve Horoe choice
white clover and baRswood to ofTer. which has
of the

as any

or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof. A. J. Cook, of I'oniona ColThis book is not only inlege, California.
structive and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is interesting and thoroughly practical and scientilic.
It contains a full delineation of the anal<jtny and physicdogy of l>ees.
.")44 pages.
2'.i.t illustrations.
Iiou!id in cloth.
liKJ2 edition— 19th thousand.
Price, ?1.2U.

not been over plentiful during the past three or
four seasons. Trices are nominally the name as

duriag the past 90 days.

City. July 5
We quote: New. 14(fy\Sc; old,
Kxtracted, white. b(ab\4c; amber. 5(atc.
Heeswax, 25fa'30c.
C. C. Clemons & C9.

has arrived.

—

12fail3c.

Albany, N. Y., July 10.— Honey market not
opened yet for this season, but we look for demand to beg io in a couple weeks. No old crop
in the way.
Expect pood demand and g^ood

bees and bee-keeping. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. I,. Langstroth
the Father of American
Hee-Culture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

—

prices for

is

Qneen-Kearing,
M.

Doolittle.

as Practi-

— A method

in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey,

or Management of an
Profit, by Thomas G.
nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, .50
cents; in paper, 30 cents.

very lipht in this
H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, July 7.— The shipments and offers oTi new comb honey are so little, besides
the predictions for the yield of honey so uncertain, that I can give no figure for prices. Extracted is selling for the same price— Amber, in
barrels, 5(5)5ii4c; alfalfa, fif^oj^c; white clover,
<>)4c. Beeswax, 28c in cash.
C. H. W. Wbbeb.

by which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth ami illustrated. Price, $1.00;

San Francisco,

Apiary for Pleasure and

Newman. — It

which

HiLORBTH A SSOBLKBlf,

Price, $1.20.

Scientific

crop,

NawYoRK, July 7.— There is some fair dcraand for cnmb honey at 14c (or strictly fancy
white; 12tol3c for No. 1, and lOfallc for amber.
Extracted quiit at unchang-ing- prices. Beeswax dull and declining at 29c.

ABC

cally Applied, by G.

new

vicinity.

Price, $1.25.

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains 300 engravings. It was written
especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth.

A

Hells at 30c.

bUKNBTT & Cu.
—Some newcomb honey

Kansas

Langstroth on the Money-Bee, revised

cloth.

bee6waz
R. A.

by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to

is

i

July 0.— White comb, 10@
dark, b(&7 cents. Ex-

12 cents;

amber,

7(5J10c;

tracted,

white,

5®—;

amber,

4(3)—.

llpht

Beeswax, good

amber,

—

4H(8i

to choice,

light,

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W.Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. Y'ou should read his book
90 pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.

dark, 25<g)2(yc.
Stocks are of light volume and market cannot be termed favorable to buyers, but demand
is not brisk at prices
now generally asked,
dealers waiting as a rule for offerings to be presented to them. If presure to realize were exerted, the material shading of rates to buyers
would be necessary to effect noteworthy whole-

Price, 50 cents.

sale transfers.

;

Kee-Keeping for Beginners, by
J. P. II. Brown, of Georgia.— A practical

27(ai29c;

Dr.

and

WANTED!

condensed

treatise on the honey-bee, giving
the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
80 pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman,

—This

a (ierman translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
is

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

G.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00.

Dr. Howard's

— Gives

Book on Foul-Brood.

the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

Winter Problem

—

in

Bee-Keeping,

Honev and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
2lAtf
.Mention the American Bee Journal.

W^

'E can place a few cars of COHB AND EXTRACTED HONEY. Will be glad to correspond with parties having' some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.
C. C.

CLEMONS &

CO.,

Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Please mention Bee Joiimal "when "writins
29A0t

30ti

OnCCr

IIIUIICl and easy to make
you work for us. VTe will start you in
business and furnish the capital. *\Vork
li^rht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., CUcajo, lllk

if

Pleaso iueniluii Jaeu jouxutu

wucu

wriuiiii

by

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Development and Cure.

J.

j>lt

the

Bee-Kccpor'H <;uidc,

buckwheat at least 50 percent less. Our outlook for this season seems to be very slim, as
the white clover is on the decline.

Jefferson Co., Pa., July 12.

«K

tliiH

Cheshire.

tice.

«te fS/L

MAKKET QUOTATIONS.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Yesterday was the first day in about 20 that
the farmers have been able to plow the
ground, it being too wet. That will make the

I think I have found a sure cure for foul
brood, at least it has made it disappear in one
yard.
I will be able to report in a short time,
as the second lot of brood will be hatching in
about 12 days. The 3 colonies I have treated
are as healthy as any bees I ever saw since the
treatment; but I want to make sure before I
report.
Facts are what we waat in our prac-

•K jK sit

.•!<

HONE>y

I

—

Pretty Well for Beginnsps.
In February, 18M, we bought 4 colonies of
bees; now we have 10 colonies. I have hived

well

144

>K

fOHTI'AIll IIV

is

Decatur Co., Iowa, July

and

ifSti

Bee=Books

inu^rnituile.

most of Itiose left
thiulf only one colI
sealed honey in them.
ony starved. Two were lost because the hiveentrances were not kept clear of dead bees.
that all entrances shoidd be
I had directed
cleared by means of a bent wire, but it was
not faithfully attended to. The most of the
losses were (iue to the loss of (lueens.
taui;ht by many writers that it
I had been

495

Foul Brood Treatment, by

Foul

Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,
Price, 10 cents.

Close Sati-rdats at 1 p.m. —Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with July 1, for three months we
close our office and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This is our usual custom.
Nearly all otner firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

Please mention Bee Journal
wlien writing advertisers.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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BEE=KEEPERS,

C. P.

DADANT.

CHAS. DADANT.

Smokers,
TtlL W. T.

C.

DADANT.
1879.

1817-1902.

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

^?

L.

1851.

5ave Money by Buying

AND EVERYTHING
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

FALCONER MFG.

To Our

CO.,

Friends and Customers,

Jamestown, N. Y,

9^

Our fi-oods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Our

senior

member, Mr, Chas, Dadant,

THE AHERICAN BEEKEEPER.
a monthly for

(Now

Z^~ W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

«

±5ee journal -wneu

The

status of the

eighty,^ive years of age,

firm will remain the same, Louis

C, Dadant joining his father C, P, Dadant, under the firm

freight.

f lease flieuuon

He was

short illness, July 16th,

SOcayear.
H. E. Hill, Editor.)

all bee-keepers;

in I2th year.

died after a

name

WTitm&

of

DADANT &

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 Ayou
wnrk
and jou may have part of it if
for us. Uncle Sam's poultry pnnliift pays
that sum. Send lOc- for najiipU-w aiul partk-ulars.
We furnish capital tt> yttirt you in

SON,

HAMILTON,

ILLINOIS,

boBiness. Draper PublisbiagCo.,CbicaKO.IU.

A New Bee-Keeper's Song—

"Buckwheat Cakes
and Honey
>>

QEORQE W. YORK.

1

This song was written specially for

->¥^

Words by EUQENE SECOR.
Music by

the Buffalo convention, and was sungthere. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
in the APPLE-TREE BLOOM"

j5^

.>^^

TUG

Fomr

Sorino EscaD6

a great labor-saver. Don't lift the heavy super, shake and
brush the bees, cruelly smoke and cause uncapping, stings
is

I
K^

and robbing.

^%

Written by
De. C. C. Miller.

EOGENE Secor and

^.

—Either

song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both

Prices

for only IS cents. Or, for $1.00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if aslted Jor.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.
CHICAGO,

146 Erie St..

To

say to the reaaers of

the

that

Bee Journal

DOOLITTLE...
now up with

orders,

so he can send Queens
from his choice houeyj^atbering stock, by return mail, at the following prices

Untested Queen $1.00
Untested Queens.. 2.25
Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50
"
" Queens 4.00
3
1

.

Use it, and make work a pleasure instead of a dread.
and you won't be without it again. Price, 20 cents.

4 pomr Honeu-House

Extra selected breeding, the very best 5.00
.

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M.
27D4t

DOOLITTLE.

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

tscflDB

clears the extracting-house of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

%

-^»S

->^x

¥m

^m

annoyance.

If

you

tier

BEST

up the supers to rid of bees this is the
it and you will wonder how you got

of Escapes. Try
along without it so long

THE

A.

3
1

Try

9

— THE —

^^

11,1,.

I ARISE
is

it,

Also for sale by

all

I.

1

Price, 20 cents.

ROOT CO.,

Address,

Medina, Ohio.

our branch houses and agencies, and

all

dealers

iti

bee-keepers' supplies.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO. ^t,m^^Go\tZT'

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

t

K«<-

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

DEE Journal
ueuKUB W. YORK,
editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

AUG.

7.

1902.

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 32.
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GEORGE W. YORK 8 CONPAINY
144

& 146

Erie St., Chicago,

%

EmGieo
ALL

Honey For sale i
^

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J^

HoneyJ^

111.

This is the famous

Sntered at the Post^Office at Chicago as Second*

White
Honey

Class Mail-Matter.

the

This

Extracted
g'athered

known

in

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

great

Alfalfa
reg-ions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and
nearly everyiaody
who cares to eat

Editor— George W. York.
Dbpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
— G. M. Doolittle,
Correspondents
Special
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
Emma
M. Wilson,
Greiner,
Aikin,
F.
R. C.
A. Getaz. and others.

1902.

BEST

•f

I
•^

Aug-.

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

Prices of Alfalfa or

of this Journal
a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is ?1.00

A

By

ag-e.

The Wrapper-Ijabel Date

of this paper
indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
'* decOl "
on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

either,

by mail,

10 cents, to

freig^ht

Order the Above Honey and then

Bubscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscrip-

Sell It.

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.

AdTcrtising Rates wiU be

Basswood Honey:

pay for package and post^Yz cents per pound
Basswood Honey, Yz cent more per
4 cans or more, 7 cents a pound,
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BcCS' Hoiiey.
sample of

given upon ap-

plication.

The National Bee-Keeuers' Association,
OliJECTS:

To promote and protect the interests
members.
To
To

of its

The Novelty Pocket = Knife.

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

W.

Whitcomb,
'L. Hutchinson

A. I. Root,
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

Thomas
I
I

I

I

G.

Your Name and Address on one

Newman,

—Three Bees on the other side.

side

G. M. Doolittle,

W.

F.

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

J.

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

HOWARD

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor, (leneral
urer, Forest Cily, Iowa.

$1.00 a year.

(This Cut

KB-If more convenient, Dues may be sent to
theoffi.-e of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mail individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

—

Note. One reader writes;
" I have eTery reason to believe that it would be a very
gopd idea forevery bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."

^

The picture shown herewith Is a reprouucflan of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has ft pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee JournaL

MELBEE

HONEYVILLEr O.

Manager and Treas-

Membership Dues,

M.

is

the

i-^OLi,

Size of

the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure
address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife

indeed a novelty

to say just

what name and

The

novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
is

shown here.
The Material

entering" into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forg-ed out of the very finest Eng-Ush razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass;
the back spring-s of Sheffield spring--steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a cood knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, having- name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the *' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How
g-ive to

the

appropriate this knife

is

for a present!

What more

lasting-

memento could a mother

a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having

name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying- cu( gives a faint

,

idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this"beautiful knife, as tly* '* Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
send it postpaid for $1.25, or g-ive it as a Premium to the
How to Get this Valuable Knife.—
will club the Noveltj
one sending- us i hkivK nf.w subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^.'>).)
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

We

GEORGE W, YORK
ii^Please allov

""bout

two weeks

We

£ CO,

for your knife order to be

Chicago, IlL
tilie«l*

—

:

:

^

BEE:PAPe^
-/N AMER^C^:^^
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may be
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We

Invite You to Subscribe for the
American Bee Journal.
This invitation is extended to the thousands
who will f;el this copy as a sample. We only
wish those who know and appreciate the
value of the American Bee Journal could visit
all who will receive this number and who are
not now subscribers, and tell them just what
they think of

It

it.

that could be done,

we

list would be
month.
But, of course, it won't do for wx to " blow
our own horn " loo hard. We will simply ask
you to examine this number carefully, and see
if you don't think it is irurlli till of two vmts.
That is just what it costs when you pay us
$1.00 tor a whole year's subscription, or 52
numbers.
Shall we not have your name and address
tor our list rijjht away *

believe that our subscription

doubled

in a

Rullicient reason

Supersedure the

seems hard for some to believe that superis anything but exceptional, and when
a queen is superseded it is considered something out of the usual. The beginner should
have it impressed upon his mind that in the
It

sedure

invariable,

of

Iter

the

life

is

superaedecl.

inevitable thing.

As
tield,

In

there arc always

It is the

Lately

a

"Of

the clipped ones I think fully 10 percent have been superseded, while not one of
the undipped, .so far as I know, have been
disposed of."
If only 10 percent of his clipped queens are
annually superseded then he has no reason to
find fault with clipping, for that means that
lite

of his queens

10 years is a longer

term of

is

and
queen

10 years,

lite

for a

than has ever before been reported. The reason that he has not observed much superseding among his undipped queens is that the
superseding queen looks so much like the old
queen that he does not recognize any superseding.
If he will observe carefully, he will
probably find thatabout a third of his queens,
whether clipped or undipped, are superseded
annually. In other words, the average lite of
a queen does not exceed three years.

The Keputation of Extracted Honey
is

a very varying quantity

greatly

in

different

;

that

localities.

is, it

varies

Some

new comers on

the

the advice to be scrupulously careful as

honey is always
Small wonder that people do not care

to the character of extracted

timely.

honey that

for

Some

sour.

thin, raw,

is

extract

and inclined to
of the honey

when a part

more than nectar, because they will
more pounds than if they wait till the
honey is thick. They will have more pounds
of honey anil water, but not more pounds of
honey, and although they may get more
is little

get

pounds, they

will

not have so

much money

in

the long run.

There is a difference of opinion as to
whether honey may be ripened artificially to
equal that ripened by the bees. In any case
it is well for the beginner to be on the safe
side, extracting only that which is sealed.

The

practice of

some

is

to extract only at the

It is

a safe plan.

Let the beginner remember that a single
sale of honey that is not thoroughly ripened,
of good flavor, and scrupulously clean, can

have its evil effects neutralized only by many
subsequent sales of the proper article, if indeed such subsequent sales can be made at

,^

tin

correspondent wrote

the average

all-

all.

ordinary course of events every quee?i at
ti-ntiintitioii

one

the varying character of

is

itself.

bee-

keepers say they can get as much for extracted as for comb, while others can scarcely

Vinegar for Bee-Stings. —A Canadian
subscriber writes:
" Rub on a little good vinegar.
find almost instant relief.
Try it."

You

— Editor

Root says " the bee-keeping world would give
thousands of dollars to get hold of a plan by
which it could put strong colonies with small
brood-nests at out-yards and leave them
there with a reasonable assurance that those

would not swarm;" and be thinks
two plans offered by Dr. Miller do not

colonies
that
fill

the

bill.

ence

Dr. Miller says

Hee-Culture,

in

bleaching honey

in

honey into No.
his

as to

change No. 2

into fancy.

I

His

honey-house a permanent structure 10x13
with gable roof, and mostly glass sides.

He

says:

ran some iLtOO combs the past year through
the bleaching process with very satisfactory
results.
Combs that are only a little oft
would come out almost as white as snow,
while those a little darker would be greatly
improved.
A few hundred, however, had
so much propolis mixed with the cappings
that no amount of bleaching would make
them white, as I held some of them to it for
three months, and finally concluded I might
as well try to change the skin of an Ethiopian.
It takes more time at best than one
would expect. Even those combs that are
but slightly stained usually require several
days to make them look bright.
I

In closing, he wisely suggests that

be

much

better to produce

would

it

comb honey with-

out stains.

Combs

" Pollen-Clogged

wired

in

frames cleaned, 4s. per doz., standard frames.'*
So runs the beginning of an unusual advertisement in the British Bee Journal. A dollar
a dozen seems a pretty good price, but the
work is done at least promptly, as the advertiser says he will
send back the cleaned

combs by return

mail.

It

is

much

better,

however, to try to have pollen used by the
bees, in some eases pollen being worth more
than an equal weight of honey.

Uniformity of Hives and Fixtures
a thing

whose importance

is

keenly felt by

Not always
perhaps not often by the beginner. Indeed,
one of the first things with a large number of
beginners is to try to make some change in
hiyes or fixtures, later on to find that what
was supposed to be an improvement was anythe experienced

bee-keeper.

—

thing but that. It is safe to give to the average beginner the advice Don't invent.
:

After some experience the bee-keeper becomes aware of the nuisance of different

measurements when perhaps he finds himself
in possession of frames of two kinds so that
they can not both be used in the same hive.

Then he
In some

itself.

locality insist

is

.so

and No.

feet,

to take away all brood about swarming-time, and the other is to get the bees to
rear a young queen about swarming-time.
Giving a young i|ueen reared elsewhere will
not answer. I've had a swarm issue with a
young queen that I had given not a week
before, she having just begun to lay; but
when a colony has itself reared a young
queen, and that (|ueen has begun to lay, I
never knew or heard of such a colony swarming till the next year. Grayenhorst gave this
as reliable without being able to explain why
the young queen must be reared in the hive

One

1,

J. E. (Jrane, In

gives his experi-

success has been such that he has added to

is

be /(o/if;/-vinegar would be best to subdue the pain caused by a bee-sting!

Swarming.

(ileanings

will

May

Prevention of

Bleaching Honey.— Mr.

Whatever

for this,

some cases extracted
honey is so well ripened, so rich, and of such
line body, that some prefer it to comb honey
at the same price, especially tor some uses.
the product

close of the season.

Invariable Rule. —

No, 32,

falls to

belaboring the manufacturer.

cases the manufacturer

may

be to

encouraging changes, but generally
pocket to have as few
it is money in his
changes as possible. If all the bee-keepers in
the country would agree upon one kind of
hive, one kind of frame, one kind of everything, the manufacturer would never need to
have on his hands dead stock out of style. As

blame

for

matters

now

stand, a set of bee-keepers in one

on a certain kind of goods,

a.
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set in

some

dLflerent locality

want something

need for something different perhaps being real, perhaps fancied. It
costs more for the manufacturer to make two
kinds than to make one kind: and when the
need for one of the kinds turns out to have
BO little foundation, in fact, that the goods
are no longer called for, then the manufacturer is left with more or less of the stock on
hand; and so it is that from time to time
different, the real

remnants of odd goods are advertised at ruinous prices. In the final analysis the loss must
(all

more or

less

ujion

the bee-keeper, for

manufacturers are not in the business entirely
for their health, and must make themselves
good for losses upon odd goods by prices on
regular articles.

The moral

for all this

to be as conservative
such fixtures as are
seems an imperative
ferent, in which case
pay the price for odd

is

for each bee-keeper

as possible, using only

standard, unless there

need for something difhe must be willing to
goods.

rearing stock exhibit near my house, and the
other is my main apiary with 100 colonies in it.
They are according to Dr. Miller's plan, except there are three twos on each IG-foot rack
up from the ground, so that big skunks can
not molest them so badly. I have adopted
the 9-frame ".Jumbo" hive, and am getting
very strong proof that a large hive is the best
The fl-trame hive is being
tor this canyon.
used more from year to year in this county.
In the body of the " Butterfly " is the picture of the members of my family.
I run every colony for extracting, and have
the honey-house arranged so that I can wheel
the honey in on a slight incline, uncap it. put
through the extractor, then it runs on a
cheese-cloth strainer held by a hoop over a
tank large enough to hold two cases if necessary.
My honey-house is 8x"20 feet, with part
two story, so I am not obliged to handle the
honey very much; then the tank is proof
from dirt, bees or ants, and I feel that with
queen-excluders I am able to put my crop up
for the market as clean and pure as is required.
To those bothered with ants I would suggest that they try putting a tin pan over their
hole with a bit of bisulphide ot carbon under
it, and put dirt around the edge so it will be
air-tight.
It is the best and cheapest way we

have found

Competition of Cuban Honey
thing that

is

is

a

not to be feared by bee-keepers
judgment of W.

of the United States, in the

K. Morrison. He says in Gleanings in BeeCulture:
Cuba bulks largely in the mind's eye of
some Northern bee-men just now. They torget that the land is comparatively small.
Texas is ten times as big. and a good deal of
Cuba will be rendered unfit for bee-keeping
by the advance of the sugar industry. But
even it it produces all the honey that its most
sanguine admirers think it will, it i;: certain
very little of it will be consumed in the United

Honey sells for more money in
Europe than it does in America; hence, for a
long time Cuban honey will gravitate toward
States.

Europe, as

is

the case at present.

I do not think the present tariff of a cent
or so a pound on honey sent to the United
It only tends to
States avails very much.
discourage trade. If honey were on the free
list the dealers in New York would buy the
whole Cuban and West Indian crop and reThe American bee-keeper
ej-purt it to Kurojx.
would lose nothing by the operation; on the
contrary, a market would be created which,
in times of plenty, would be a valuable asset
to the United States.

Aug.

yet.

I wish
to say "Amen" to the Editor's
advice some time ago, not to remove the old
queen until the new one has been received.
Maykard D. Nichols.

San Diego Co.,

Calif.

joint session with the National

to

in

Denver

in

September. The program ot their '23d annual
session, held Sept. 3, is as follows:

WEDNESDAY,

SEPT.

3,

10 o'clock.

Invocation.
Reading Minutes.
President's Address.
(After the President's address ten minutes
will be given for members to offer suggestions
or give notice ot any business or discussion
that they wish to bring before the convenCome prepared.)
tion.

A four-cornered discussion, by tour prominent apiarists, speakers limited to 10 minutes
each.

Work and
and Why."

1st subject, " Association

— It Hood or

Influ-

Bad,
" Comb Honey Production— Best Hive
and System, and Why."
Best
3d, "Extracted Honey Production
Hive and System, and Why."
4th, " The Most Pressing Need of Our Pur-

ence

afternoon session.

Maynard D.

1

Question-Box.

Editou American Bee .Journal:— I have
been trying for some time to gel a suitable

Unfinished Business.
Report of Committees.

represent

my

increase of last year, nearly

all

decoy hives placed in trees, then
transferred to standard hives. The picture
with the wheelbarrow scene is my queenin

Keeping"

— "The Future
—W. Z. Hutchinson.

of Bee-

Discussion.
10 o'clock.

"

Which

the Most Hopeful Field for the
National Association J" Dr. C. C. Miller,
ot Illinois.
Response by Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri.
Discussion.
is

—

11

o'clock.

Question-Box.

SECOND DAY — THURSDAY

— AFTERNOON

SESSION.
1 :30

o'clock.

Music.

"Reporting ot the Honey Crop; When and
How it Should Be Done "— C. A. Hatch, of
Wisconsin.
Response by Frank Rauchtuss, of Colorado.
Discussion.

2:30 o'clock.

" Bee-Keeping Lessons that May be Learned
from the Word 'Locality'" H.C.Morehouse, ot Colorado.
Response by E. R. Root, of Ohio.

—

Question-Box.

SECOND DAT

—THURSDAY— EVENING

Music.
"The Outside and Inside of a Honey-Bee"
Prof. C.
(Illustrated by the Stereopticon)
P. Gillette, of Colorado.

THIRD DAY

— FRIDAY — MORNING

Music.
"Selling Extracted Honey at Wholesale
How to Get the Best Prices "—J. F. Mclntyre, of California.

Response by T. Lytle, ot Colorado.
10 o'clock.

" Putting

Up Extracted Honey for the
Trade"— R. C. Aikin, of Colorado.

Response by George W. York, of
Discussion.
11 o'clock.

Question-Box.

THIRD

DAT— FRIDAY— AFTERNOON

SESSION.

1:30 o'clock.

Music.
" Managing Out-Apiaries for Comb Honey "
W. L. Porter, of Colorado.
Response by M. A. Gill, ot Colorado.
Discussion.
2:30 o'clock.
Question-Box.
3:30 o'clock.

— "Seeing Denver."
DAY — FRIDAY — EVENING

THIRD

A. B. Mason, Sec.

Banquet.
Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio.

Election ot Officers.
3 o'clock.

"The Bee

in

SESSION.

9 o'clock.

2:30 o'clock.

Literature"

—F.

Remember it is less than a month from
when the Denver convention will be
We hope that as many beein full blast.
this date

L.

Thompson.
Miscellaneous Business.

The Program of the National.
DAY— WEDNESDAY— EVENING SESSION.

FIRST

7::30 o'clock.

Invocation.
Music.
Addresses of

Retail

Illinois.

Trolley Ride

Business.

Paper:

SESSION.

9 o'clock.

1:30 o'clock.

New

SESSION.

7:30 o'clock.

o'clock.

Nichols are shown on the first page this week.
He wrote as follows when sending the picture:

caught

Music.
President's Address

•3d,

General debate on the foregoing subjects,
speakers limited to three minutes except by
consent ot the convention.

picture of my bee- keeping investment, and
have not been very successful, but will offer
If the whole of the wings
the enclosed.
could have been taken it would have suited
my idea. I have named my apiaries " Butterfly Apiaries,'' and the arrangement of the
pictures forms one.
This is ray fourth season with the bees on a
large scale— all short-crop years— and during
" old
these years, with the great help of the
reliable " American Bee .Journal, one other
leading paper, and one of my neighbors, I
have acquired some of the rudiments ot beekeeping as managed now-a-days.
In the " Butterfly " the two upper pictures

SESSION.

9:30 o'clock.

Discussion.

11 o'clock.

Dinner.
of

—THURSDAY— MORNING

—

1902.

Appointment ot Temporary Committees.

The Bdtterflt Apiaries

SECOND DAY

3:30 o'clock.

hold a

is

suit."

Weekly Budget.

S:;« o'clock.

" Bee-Keeping from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
as Seen Through the Camera and Stereopticon "—E. R. Root, ot Ohio.

Discussion.

The Colorado Association

—

^

1902.

7,

Welcome by Pres. Harris, Mayor
Wright, and Gov. Orman.
Responses by Pres. Hutchinson, Sec. Mason,
and Director Miller.

keepers as possible are planning to be there.
It promises to be the biggest and best ot all
It
the meetings of the National Association.
ought to be. Colorado is a great honey-producing State. It has within its borders some
ot the greatest bee-keepers in the world.
they,

with

many from

all

And

over the United

States, will be at the convention.
It's in

time.

Denver.

And

Sept. 3, 4

and 5

is

the

Aup.

7,
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and queens, bees, and all ru.sh
vacated by the guard-bees
and in such cases I have often counted as many as
from H to l.S queens with one .such swarm, though from one
to five is the usual number.
Occasionally a colony will send out a fourth, and sometimes a fifth swarm, though the latter is of very rare occurrence; and sometimes all of the young queens will leave
their cells and go out with the last swarm, in which case
the parent colony is hopelessly queenless, and dies from
their inability to procure a queen, when, as soon as the bees
are gone, the larvif of the w"ax-moth take possession of
and destroy the combs, and the owner declares that the
worms was what destroyed his bees.
In the above I have tried to give a short insight into the
mysteries of the swarming of bees, many points of which
do not seem to be fully understood, even by those who have
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
kept bees for several years.
;

out,

I

Contributed Articles.

Two Queens with a Swarm— IWysterles of Swarming.
BV

G. M. DOOLITTI.K.

Question'.— " Does a colony of bees ever have two queens? I
hiveil a swarm of bees the other <iay that had two inieens, I am [irutty
short lime, but I think I know what a
I have kept bees only a
sure.
queen is. My bee-keeping neighbor tells me that there were two
swarms whicli I hiveil, anil says there is never more than one quei^n in
I'lease tell us through the columns
Which of us is right
a colony.
of the American bee .Journal, as we both take that paper."
;

Answer.— Very likely both your neighbor and
may be right in this case, but you have things
mixed. I thinlt such a thing was never known as

yourself
a little
a prime
swarm of bees coming from a colony in a normal condition,
having two queens with it. To be sure, we do sometimes
have two laying queens in a hive at the same time, although
such is a rare exception but so far as I am aware no colony was ever known to swarm at such a time, and both of
these laying queens go with the swarm. With a prime
swarm, or what is often erroneously called a first swarm,
there always accompanies it a laying queen. All swarms
having a young or virgin queen can be properly classed as
after-swarms. When a prime swarm issues it generally
leaves maturing queen-cells in the old hive, from which,
when matured, a young queen leads out all after-swarms.
The only exception to this is that hinted at above,
where, from some cause, the old queen dies near the swarming season, when several queen-cells will be formed on the
brood left, so that young or virgin queens may lead out
what appears to be a prime swarm.
For convenience, all swarms except the one having the
old or laying queen are called "after-swarms" by beekeepers, and from this explanation the readers may know
what the term "after-swarms" means. As a rule, about
six to eight days after the prime swarm has issued the first
young queen emerges from her cell, and if after-swarming
is considered by the bees to be the best economy for the
colony, the other young queens are kept in their cells by a
little knot of bees clustering on them at all times after said
queens are heard to be gnawing at their cell-covers, so the
lid of the cell can not be removed to let the queen out, her
majesty being fed all the time through an aperture made
by the gnawing of the imprisoned inmate in the royal cell.
If further swarming is not considered "economy " by the
bees, then all the other queen-cells are torn down after the
young queens have been destroyed, so that the first which
emerged is the only queen in the hive.
;

If the cells are protected as above, the first emerged
queen seems to get into a rage, and utters shrill notes at
intervals, sounding something like tee tee — tee-tee, te, t, t,
t, would sound uttered in this way, and called the " piping
of the queen," which is kept up for about two days, when the
second swarm, or the first of the after-swarms issues. This
piping of the queen is always heard if listened for before
all after-swarms, or any case of a plurality of queens in a
colony intending to send out a swarm. The queens kept
back in their cells by the bees are growing in age and
strength, the same as is the one having her liberty, they
telling this by their trying to pipe the same as the one does
that is out of her cell, which noise is termed " quahking ;"
and so it happens that, during the hurry and bustle of second swarming, one or two of these queens hastily finishes
biting the cover off the cell and gets out with the swarm, in
which case two or more queens are found with the swarm,
as was the case with our querist, although it is a rare thing
to see more than two or three queens with a second swarm,
unless said swarm has been long delayed on account of bad

—

weather.
If a third swarm is to issue, the bees now cluster about
the remaining royal cells having queens in them, the same
as before, keeping all queens prisoners except one, which
liberated qeeen scolds and pipes away, as did the one before, the others in the cells showing their anger back again
by a chorous of quahking immediately after the first ceases
piping, when, after the lapse of two days, or such a matter,
the third swarm issues.
As there are less bees in number at this issue than there
were when the second swarm issued, and more mature
queens held as prisoners, the queen-cells are quite generally

Importance of Good Stores for Bees
BV

C.

P.

In Winter.

DAD.^NT.

believe it is necessary that we should report failures
as well as successes, in order to enable the producers to
judge of the possibilities of the business and take advantage of the experience of others, whether for good or for
bad.
Last year was probably the driest season that we have
ever seen, and the apiary conditions were anything but
favorable. But in spite of the drouth the bees stored some
honey. Those that were located on the lowlands near the
Mississippi River gathered quite a crop from the fall blossoms that grow there in abundance. Those on the hills
had, in this locality, a heavy flow of honey-dew, the honeydew of plant-lice, a very unusual occurrence in the month
of September, for I do not remember having ever seen
honey-dew later than the month of July.
When our apiarist reported to me that the hives were
getting fairly good stores from honey-dew, I had some misgivings as to the probable success of wintering on such
food, but as he reported also that they already had some
honey from other sources, though in small amount and as
I had noticed the bees at work in the fall bloom, which was
rather scanty, it is true I concluded we would best risk
wintering on that food rather than going to the very considerable trouble of extracting all the honey and feeding.
But I felt uneasy, and wrote to a friend who asked me about
the condition of the bees, that I was afraid there might be
considerable loss, owing to the bad supply of winter food.
He reminded me of this after he was informed of the result.
Well, the beginning of winter was very favorable. The
bees had a flight every few days, and everything looked
prosperous. But after Jan. IS, we had about five weeks of
confining weather, during which the bees could not fly, and
when a warm day came it was plain that the bad food was.
doing the havoc anticipated, and worse, too. Nearly every
colony suffered from diarrhea, and a few colonies were found
dead. Then dwindling began, and slowly and steadily we
lost one colony after another till one-third of the apiary had
gone, here at the home place.
Two other apiaries were equally decimated, both having'
been within reach of the unhealthy supply, while the bees
that had harvested a crop of fall honey wintered as well as
any. Never had we seen such poor food in the hives, and
never had we lost so many bees during the winter. It was
practically a disaster, and until May the bees kept falling
away. But at the opening of the fruit-bloom they began
picking up, and now the hives are full (June 27), artificial
divisions have refilled the greater number of empty hives,
and our apiary is itself again, though still we have a few
hives full of combs waiting for a little better weather. For
the season is not at all favorable, the white clover bloom is
missing almost entirely, though there is plenty of it coming
up, but this will not bloom so as to give us any crop this
year. The wet weather is filling the corn-fields with knotweeds and Spanish-needles, and we look for a fair fall crop.
I

—

—

This loss, it seems to me. carries a good lesson. We
knew, by former experience, that winter food was of great
importance, but this evidences the fact that it is probably
the most important item in successful wintering. Not only
can not the bees be wintered safely out-of-doors with such
food as honey-dew, when the confinement is to extend beyond a few days, but even cellar confinement is dangerous.
We had put 20 of our weakest colonies, in an out-apiary,
in the cellar, and out of these only four came out alive.

With good, healthy food

it

is

not probable that

we should
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"have lost more than one or two of these. So we must
emphasize the need of good stores for winter.
It is not probable that an accident of this kind will
occur very often, because honeydew may not appear for

years at the end of the season, but it is very clear that it
would be better to extract all such honey, when it is present
in the hives, rather than run the risk of its pernicious influence on the health of the bees.
But the beginner should remember, when he meets such
a disaster, that it is a mistake to get discouraged first, because such things do not happen very often and, secondly,
because an apiary can very soon be recuperated when you
have the hives, the combs, and a few good colonies left to
breed from. With a number of hives full of combs and
partly full of honey, the most insignificant swarms can be
turned into strong colonies in a few weeks of warm weather.
;

;

Hancock

What Determines Sex
liV

PROF.

?— A

A. J.

Co.,

111.

Big Oiuestion.

COOK.

When we

stop to think, the fact of the approximate
equality of the sexes numerically, not only among our own
species but among most organisms, can but awaken surIt would seem that the determining factor must be
prise.
some fortuitous event that is just as liable to turn one way
as the other. It also speaks of a Planner who controls in
the physical world, and has planned that the best equality
of the sexes in number shall always hold.

—

—

Cattle-breeders have often argued that each alternate
will produce males, and
the others will develop into females. While there is enough
evidence to give this position some standing, and to effect
results in auction sales of fine cattle, yet the numerous exceptions seem to negate its reliability, and I think now it has
no hold at all among scientists.

We

have seen how conjugation

The giving

ism.

Aug.

vivifies the

of its substance, or

7,

1902.

lower organ-

exchange of substance,

adds vigor and enhances vitality. Can we doubt that in
the incorporation of the sperm within the egg of both plants
and animals also gives new vigor, and that this is a principal purpose of sexuality in all organisms? It follows that
the impregnated egg would have an added vigor, and if it
is true that added vigor determines female structure and
function, then, in case all eggs develop, those that have received the sperm will produce females, while the others will
result in males. Usually, unimpregnated eggs have not
vigor sufficient to develop at all. Prof. Loeb has shown
that in some cases the addition of certain chemicals can induce this development of eggs without sperm, that else
would have been infertile. Thus I believe the. production
of drone-bees from unimpregnated eggs, and females from
impregnated ones, among ants, bees and wasps, is a real
argument in favor of our theory.
There are other arguments. In the plant kingdom we
find some cases where the reproductive cells are better fed
and developed, and these always produce eggs, and are
females. Plants and animals are alike in their basic structure, and such a phenomenon in one can be safely used as
an argument in regard to the other.

theory is true, then if a female is kept in maxivigor during gestation, the progeny will be female if
at a certain indeterminate time there is lack of vigor then a
male will result. It is possible that an indigestible meal,
a hard task, or a bitter disapp9intment, may have been
parents of many a male, while the opposite gives us our
females.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
If this

mun

;

egg that passes from the ovaries

The theory most advocated to-day is that the quantity
of nourishment which the embryo at the time of sex-determination governs in fixing the trend. It is a well-known
fact that the sexes are indistinguishable for some time. The
sex-organs are present long before they are diflferentiated
so that the sex can be determined even by closest examination.
Even the keenest, best microscope can not tell
whether male or female is to result. I doubt if there is any
difference at first. Just when the difi'erence commences, or
what determines it, are interesting questions. The view
now being explained is that the vigor of female just at the
crucial time effects the trend of development.
If the
female is strong, and all her organs in healthy condition so
that the egg or embryo will receive a maxiura of nourishment, then a female results. If the reverse is true, then a
male is produced. This theory has much to sustain it, else
it would not receive the support and advocacy of our most
advanced

scientists.

THE ARGUMENT.
The animals and plants that first peopled
when Time was young, as also similar simple

the world,
life today,
are sexless, and only produced by division. These organisms are single-celled. They produce by simple dividing.
After a ti;ae, that is, after they have divided again and
again, they conjugate, that is, two cellsunitein closeapposition.
After remaining together for a season they separate,
when division goes on as before, each organism dividing
and becoming two. That this conjugation in some way
gives new vigor and strength cannot be doubted. This is
surely a precursor in purpose and reality of real sexes
among plants and animals.

BEES IN THE ARGUMENT.

The Dzierzon theory

of agamic reproduction, or parthenogensis, in the production of drone-bees, it seems to me
offers a substantial argument in favor of the new theory, I
truly believe, notwithstanding the note of criticism that
ever and anon is being sounded forth by doubters, that no
truth in science is better founded than this, that the dronebee is the result of reproduction from unimpregnated eggs.
A few in early summer, and later, at the volition of the
queen, have the sperm-cells withheld. These invariably
produce drones. Old queens whose sperm-sacs, or spermathecas, have become emptied of the sperm-cells received
at the time of mating, produce only drones. We call such, as
also unmated queens, that lay eggs that develop, "dronelayers;" such can lay unimpregnated eggs, and so such
can produce only drones, and are worthless.

Metliods of Rearing Good Queen-Bees.
BY F. GREINEK.
The cool and rainy weather of late has been unfavorable for honey-gathering here, and extremely so for queenrearing. I am very anxious to put to test some of the newer
and cheaper methods of keeping young queens in very
small nuclei for the purpose of having them mated; but the
weather we have had all during June has not permitted of
any such work. At least it did not appear to me that mere
handfuls of bees could be depended upon for it. If queenis at all practicable here during such times, good,
strong, three-frame nuclei are to be preferred. Warmth
certain degree of it is essential for the development of
brood, and I would as soon think of running an incubator
10 degrees below the proper temperature, as to mature beenymphs at a low temperature.
Of course, we do not know just in what manner, or to
what extent, bee-brood is injured by letting it become cold
or chilled. It is difficult to ascertain this. Capped brood
may be exposed to a low temperature for a time and not be
harmed, so far as I can see but to be on the safe side,
developing queens should be kept at the proper temperature
This, however, is no higher in a doubled-up
all the time.
colony than in a single one when in full strength, and I
can, therefore, see no advantage in using two colonies
united for the purpose of rearing queens in that respect. If
there was, one might reason thus
If a single colony rears queens living three years, and a
doubled-up colony queens living six years about what Dr.
Gallup claims then ten colonies united into one giant colony must rear queens living 30 years. By continuing this
doubling-up plan we would finally produce queens reaching
the age of Methuselah, etc.. ad infinitum. I can not think
that Nature should have made a mistake in limiting the
powers of a queen, the life of a queen, or that of the workers.
I suppose one might assert that two colonies united
would be able to prepare a greater quantity of royal food,
and in order to dispose of it would provide it for the baby
It could be supposed that there was
queens more lavishly
a limit to the production of this food. One colony, for instance, might be able to feed a dozen queen-larv;f properly,
but no more. A doubled-up colony would have to feed each
of the 12 larva; a double portion the same would result if
but six cells were allowed to be built in the single colony.
The superiority of queens would thus be governed to a great
extent by the numberof cells built in each colony. If but
few cells were built they would be very large in order to
hold this greater quantity of food. But this is not so. Only
recently one of my best colonies built but a single queenAnother colony by its side
It is exceptionally small.
cell.
built 12 or IS, all of which were large and long, indicating
a large amount of food under the developing insect.

rearing

—

—

;

:

—

—

;
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WINTEH AND SUMMER BBE-nODSE OF
If the theory was sound, a colony robbed of all its brood
would be in the best condition to feed queen-larvaj. But it
seems that a colony in normal condition, with lots of brood

of all ages, does the best work. Even after a colony has
been robbed of the gfreater part of the bees, in the shape of
a young swarm, it is still in a condition to keep warm and
properly feed a large number of growing mother-bees.
I agree with Dr. Gallup in his closing remark on page
408
To rear long-lived, healthy queens we must rear them
in a natural manner.
It shall be my aim in the future,
more than it has been during the past three or four years,
to rear my queens from normally-stocked-up cells.
However, we should not ignore the fact that Doolittleand others
are just as successful since practicing queen-rearing according to the new methods, as they were before when queens
were reared naturally.
The great majority of honey-producers have always
reared their queens according to nature, and do so now, but
it has not been discovered that the powers of the queens
have materially changed or increased. I don't anticipate
that we will accomplish wonders. It must have been an
exceptional case when it was necessary to provide a hive of
the capacity of three full Langstroth brood-chambers to
hold the bees of one young swarm, as Dr. Gallup says in a
previous article. If it was possible, and we should succeed
in changing the nature of the honey-bee to such an extent
our bee-supply dealers would have to get up different patterns for the hives to be used in the future.
Mr. Frank Benton suggested, some years ago, that the
:

queen-nymph might absorb nourishment through her abdomen, or the part which rests upon the food. Dr. Gallup
claims this process takes place through the umbilical cord.
It can not be said in the true sense that the nymph rests
upon the food, for the food is above the insect, from which
it would fall if it were not held in its position in so^e manner.
The umbilical cord may serve this purpose. It looks
highly improbable to me that the queen-bee in its nymph
stage should take nourishment in any fashion. Other insects pass this stage of their lives without taking food or
having access to it why should the queen-bee be an exception ? On the other hand, it would seem like wasting
material if this what seems like an accumulation—^which
is found at the base of each queen-cell after the insect has
emerged should not have served a purpose.
There are a great many things connected with our pursuit still hidden in mystery.
Many will remain so for all
time. However, this should not hinder us, but rather urge
us on to work trying to solve some of them. All who engage in such work are deserving credit, although they may
;

—

—

—

fail to find

the real truth.

Ontario Co., N. Y., June

27.
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WEBSTER, OF CHESHIRE

CO., N. H.

You must provide a suitable winter shelter to protect
them from the elements of our long, cold and stormy winters.
For this purpose I build a bee-house, and it is for bees
only. The accompanying rough drawing will give a fair
idea of its construction. It is 8 feet between each space,
double-deck, and intended to hold 4 hives between each
space. It is 6 feet wide, with 2 platforms 30 inches wide
for holding hives, with a slant to the front of l|i inches
leaving the balance of space behind the hives for a walk.
My bees are kept in this house in winter as well as summer. The hives are always dry, which, in my opinion, is
much better for wintering than one that is cold and frosty.
As soon as stormy weather begins I close the two open
spaces with heavy canvas, which keeps it so dark that the
bees never leave the hives. The warm sun warms the air
through this canvas, and the air is always pure.
This house faces the south-east, while in the rear a high,
uneven bank furnishes the best shelter from the northwest.
My building standing to the northeast is another shelter
from that direction.
Two or three times during the winter I raise the canvas curtain and allow the bees a good flight at the same
time I tip back the hives and brush off all dead bees from
the bottom-boards.
I do not advise others to do as I do, but I will say that
while others in this locality have lost nearly all their bees I
have met with small reverses, and shall continue as I began
until I have proven to myself that I am following the wrong
;

;

trail.

The wise man profits by experience, while the otherwise
spend their time in experimenting. What the foolish man
does in the end the wise man should do in the beginning.
I am a subscriber to the American Bee Journal, and
find in it many items of merit which are of great interest
and

profit to every bee-keeper of our great country.

Cheshire Co. ,'N. H.

Bees Dying from Spraying
by

c. h.

TVIiile

in

Bloom.

lake.

Editor Amekic.\n Bee Journal

:

—

paragraph that caught my eye in the July 3rd
edition of the American Bee Journal was the Richland Co.,
Wisconsin, case of "Poisoning from Spraying.'" and I take
the liberty of being one of the many who will probably
comply with your invitation to answer the questions there

The

first

put forth.
1. The effect of spraying with any of the arsenical solutions, the trees or any kind of plants the bees work on,
will be death to the bee that works on the flowers in quest

of honey.
2.

A Bee-House
BY

for Winter
K.

K.

and Summer.

WEBSTER.

I speak of wintering bees not only because I feel that I
have been successful in my plan, but because I am convinced that others have failed to meet with success by other
methods, or I might say because they had no method at all.
Neither do they try to form one. If you have 20 head of
cattle to winter you must prepare to have a suitable place
you must also have from 20 to 30 tons of hay,
to keep them
;

You

are not expected to be to this great outlay
if in a suitable place they will supply the necessary food for wintering themselves. But according to my way of thinking this is not all that is required
of you.
grain, etc.
to winter

your bees, for

Would

it

affect the

working bees

?

Yes,

it

would

kill

them.
3. Would it affect the brood, etc. ?
It would kill jvery
larva fed with the honey gathered from sprayed fruit-trees.
No, it would die within 24
4. Would the brood hatch ?
hours after the nurse-bees fed it to any hatching brood, besides killing the nurse-bees.
5. Would it produce healthy bees if it should hatch ?
This I cannot answer, as in the case I am about to relate
but few bees hatched at all, after the trees began to blossom.
I base these replies upon mj' own experience of 4 years
ago. I had a small apiary of 39 colonies of as fine Italians,
and in as fine condition, as I ever saw, when the spring
opened. I had wintered them under a covered shed, with
plenty of protection all about them, even leaves packed
snug beneath the stands and between the hives, with a we
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bag over the brood-combs. They were strong enough
swarm on the opening of the first blossoms.
The plums were the first to blossom, and a goodly num-

ber of trees were in close proximity to my bees. I then discovered in front of the hives quite a number of dead bees
with pollen on their legs, and on opening several hives I
found the bottoms covered with dead and dying. I remember picking up quite a number and sending them to various
authorities asking their opinion of what was the trouble.
A. I. Root, I remember, answered that he was unable to
surmise the cause, and. you, Mr. Editor, may have received
a box of the dead. At the time I had not thought of any
one spraying.
Ten days later I visited the apiary again, and I could
have filled a barrel with dead bees in front of the hives;
thousands were dead with pellets of pollen on their legs,
showing how quickly death came. I began then to look
about for the cause, and in conversation with the gardener
of an adjoining farm he made the statement, that " he must
go and see about the men spraying."
"Spraying what?" was my inquiry.
"Why, the
orchards," he replied. " We have been at it for two weeks,
kill
the
to
codling-moth, etc."
" The cat was out of the bag," and he was the ruin of

my

bees.
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taneously and both die. These are facts. This is not the
only instance I have known, though I think that it is the
exception rather than the rule for robber-bees to sting the

filled

to

Aug.

home bees.
AMOUNT OF HONBY CONSUMED BY A COLONY IN A YEAR.
On page 263 is an excellent article by Adrian Getaz,

J

but in it is the statement that a colony consumes 200 pounds
of honey in a year. By my figures, allowing most generously, a strong colony will use only 165 pounds in a year.
I doubt if average colonies consume more than 120 pounds
in a year.
If the matter seems of sufficient importance I
will later submit my figuring, but not now, for it would
take up a great deal of space.

MOVING BEES A SHORT DISTANCE.
had occasion, last fall, to move several colonies a
short distance. For distances less than 20 or 30 feet this
plan worked well
The colony was moved about 10 inches
two days later two feet two or three days later a yard
and so on till the full distance was reached. The bees
seemed to get the habit soon of easily finding their hive,
though it was changed as much as four feet.
For distances more than 30 feet I found this to work
well
I have portico hives, and I fitted over the portico a
board with four J^-inch holes in it. Few bees returned.
I

:

;

;

;

:

useless for me to add anything further, but the rewas, that every colony but two dwindled to a handful,
and the moth soon made their appearance and I was compelled to break up the apiary entirely, by uniting the best I
It is

sult

could.

your correspondent will

visit some of his near-by friends
and make inquiries respecting the spraying while the trees
are in blossom, he will find the cause, and also what poison
If

they used.

One main point before I close
The cause of his
" hatching young being healthy," was from the fact that
plenty of the old stores were in his hives, while in my case
they had but little, when the trees began to flower, and the
young were fed the poisoned honey as fast as it was gath:

ered.
I sincerely hope others, if there were such, will give
their experience along this line, and that fruit-growers will
get their eyes open one of these days and learn that they
destroy thousands upon thousands of their best friends, not
only the honey-bees, but all classes of insects that our Great

BREEDING FOR LONG TONGUES.
effort, but would
cry out against too great expectations. Though a bee with
a long tongue can thereby reach into a few deep blossoms,
a tongue too long will hinder the work on the shallow blossoms. At present the legs, tongue and other parts of the
bee are in perfect harmony. Give the bee too long a tongue
and the harmony is destroyed. Too long a tongue will
probably be a disadvantage in the domestic duties of the
I

would not discourage this worthy

hive.

We

can at best, then, seek to lengthen the tongue only
Shall we gain more than the red clover by a
lengthening ? Let him who knows answer. If not, then it
would be far better to seek red clover with short corolla. I
am strongly of the opinion that we already possess bees
with as long a tongue as their bodies will profitably utilize.
Let us breed for larger bees with the longer tongues.
slightly.

LONG-LIVED BEES.

Master has given

to fertilize the blossoms to give them a
bountiful crop.
If the same labor were expended in going over the
orchards and gathering up and destroying all the " windfalls " and defective fruit, which is the breeding-pen of the
codling-moth, that is put into the task of spraying, I will
guarantee the codling-moth will be a stranger in such
orchards.
I was born and reared among fruit, and it was part of
my daily task to destroy all fruit that dropped. The result
was our fruit always maintained a high reputation, and no
spraying was thought of.
Baltimore Co., Md., July 8.

Do Robber-Bees

Sting ?-Other Questions.
BY ALLEN LATHAM.
This question is raised on page 115, and having had
some experience in the matter I will venture to offer an
opinion. I say that they do. I would suggest here that
there should be a distinction made between thieves and
robbers. Some bees get a thieving habit and will sneak
about the apiary seeking an entrance here or there, always
watchful and alert to keep out of a struggle with the entrance guards. These bees are sneak-thieves. There are
other bees which get stirred up over some exposed honey,
or the poorly guarded stores of a weak colony, so that they
sally forth in conquest.
Will they sting? Well, I should
say so They will sting both bee-keeper and the home bees.
Last fall I had a colony which, swarming late and possessing an exceedingly prolific queen, bred heavily, and
had to hustle to get a living. A drop of honey could not be
exposed a minute before that colony would be in an uproar.
Sallying forth by thousands they would try to force every
entrance in the yard, and would kill and be killed by the
hundred. These bees were a bright yellow, and the dead
bees left by the entrances were by no means all yellow ones.
Many a time I watched these bees, and it was no infrequent
sight to see one of them turn on its captor. Being an exceedingly active bee it often got its sting into action first.
In more than one instance I saw the two bees sting simul!

Too much can not be

said concerning longevity of bees.
continue to harp on this strain. A few years ago I
had a colony with a 4-year-old queen. The queen could
keep only four or five frames filled with brood, while other
colonies kept eight or nine. The colony stored twice the
amount (75 pounds) that I got from any other colony. The
season was a poor one.
I shall

THE FATHERLESS DRONE.

Though

do not question that the drone is fatherless in
the ordinary sense of the term, I do think that he has a
father in the sense of looking like the drone which was the
father of his sisters. Last summer I reared several queens
from a mother whose workers are yellow and whose sons
are well marked with yellow. Out of four of the young
queens two mated with yellow stock, the other two with
impure stock. The first two throw as yellow sons as their
mother, the second two throw as many black drones as they
do yellow ones. So that it is a mere accident, if you wish.
will, however, show the
I
It may be.
I do not know.
progeny of these queens to any visitor. I have frequently
had queens throw blacker drones than their mother furnished, and explained it by saying that the grandfather
was dark. But when some queens throw yellow grandsons
to a drone, and others black ones to the same drone, then
we have a puzzle.
I

THE FATHER OF GREATER IMPORTANCE THAN THE MOTHER.
How often are we disappointed while breeding from a
fine queen that we get queens uniformly inferior to the
mother. Until we control mating this will remain true. I
am more and more convinced that the drone makes up for
his sonlessness by transmitting his character to his daughters, and that the queen throws her peculiarities into her
sons. Allow me to off'er facts. A few years ago I bred
from a fine queen at a season when the drones flying were
mostly from colonies of a neighbor whose bees were very
The progeny of the young queens proved vicious.
vicious.
Again, last fall I bred queens from a dark Italian queen
whose workers are rather cross. I had drones flying freely
The
at the time from a colony of most gentle yellow bees.

—

Aug.
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two queens which I have saved from that lot have beautiful
yellow workers which are as gentle as one could desire. (I'.y
the way, the drones are much more yellow than those of tlio
old niother-cjueen.) I believe, therefore, that the worker
takes more strongly after the father, and that we shall have
to control mating if we ever get the results that are possible.

WORKING

I'OR

NO INCRKASK.

should like to get the composite opinion of bee-kee|>ers on this plan Clip the queen let the colony swarm if it
wills, allowing the queen to get lost, or take care of her in
any way one may wish let the bees return to the hive si.\
days later cut out all but one good cell, and then push the
colony for section-work.
Worcester Co., Mass.
I

:

;

;

;

Questions and Answers,
DR.

l

CONDUCTED BY
O. C. JUILLBR, Olareago, ni,

that would give work for the bees about the firHt of June,
for that is the most critical time for us here, for we want
our little workers strong when the basswood comes.

Nkbkaska.

Answkhb.

A Case

of Laying Worker.

is the cause 5 or 6 eggs in a cell ?
My husband
have looked over this colony for 3 hours and cannot
find a queen, and we are quite positive there is no queen,
but the cells are laid with eggs, and there are lots of bees,
in some of the cells there are two young bees formed.
Is
there any danger of foul brood in a case of that kind.
Should we try to throw the brood out with the extractor ?
Where there is more than one bee in a cell would they decay ?
Ontario.

What

and

I

Answer. — You have on hand

a case of laying workers.
best thing to do is to break up the colony and give
combs and bees to other colonies. The brood that is present
will produce only drones.
You will find it cheaper to break
up the colony and make a new one than to straighten up
this one.

The

Requeenlng— Extracting— Yellow Sweet Clover.

-

1.

year.
2. Try giving them from another colony a frame of
brood with adhering bees, of course being careful to see
that you do not take the queen along.
3. Better be on the safe side.
You can extract later, if
necessary, but make a sure thing of winter stores.
4. Seed from the first crop of red clover is not obtained
because at that time bumble-bees are too scarce to fertilize
it.
Sweet clover being fertilized by hive-bees, the first crop

right.

is all

5. It is earlier,

and

it

makes

light honey.

Removing Granulated Honey from Combs.

1

On page 409, " Ohio " asked whether the chief use of the
queen's sting is in ovipositing, and my reply leaned
strongly to the negative. My attention has been called to a
different view expressed by no less an authority than T. W.
Cowan. In his excellent work, " The Honey-Bee," he says
in speaking of the queen's sting, page 81, " Dewitz, Vogel,
and others, have pointed out that it is not only analogous to
an ovipositor, but is actually used for this purpose by the
queen-bee." (See also Grimshaw, B. B. J., 1889, p. 514.) I take
pleasure in recording my change of belief.
C. C. M.

By

the terms of the advertisement it will
be seen that to secure a premium queen one already a subscriber must send in a sub.scription of another who has not
been a subscriber; it is not your own subscription that
counts, but that of a new subscriber whom you have secured.
You are not barred out, however, even if you do not secure
a new subscriber, for, according to one clause, you will see
that not being in arrears, if you send in Sl.SO you will get
the premium queen and the American Bee Journal for one

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.
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I have about 40 Hoffman frames with as beautiful comb
as one could wish to see, but during winter the honey granulated.
I wish to know if there is any safe way of taking
the granulated honey out, without melting the combs.

New

Brunswick.

Answer. — M. M. Baldridge gives

Sprinkle
this plan
give to the bees. As often as
:

the frames with water and
the bees lick them dry, sprinkle again.

Dark-Colored

Wax and

Foundation.

Do bees that feed on buckweat honey produce dark-colored
wax? If not, what is the cause of dark-brown-colored comb
foundation

Ontario.

?

ZJ

—

Answer. Foundation is not dark-colored because the
wax was made from buckwheat honey, but because in some
way the wax became dark after the bees were through with
their part, such as having it melted in an iron kettle.

A

Beginner's Troubles and Questions.

We have had
I cannot tell queen-cells from any other.
bees for 3 summers, and I never saw a queen that I know
My husband is in
I am very much afraid of them.
of.
California this summer, and I am the only one to care for
the bees. I thought I had done something to boast of when
We had only 3 colI got courage enough to put on supers.
onies when they were put into the cellar. A good many
died, and we did not know the cause, whether for lack of
food or not, we did not dare to look.
1. Two of the colonies sent forth 2 swarms apiece in June,
and the other one, a small colony, has not swarmed they
seem to be working the best. The last two swarms gave
me trouble, and that is the reason I sought information.
When No. 1 came out it settled in two different trees I
shook the smallest number until I got it to go over on the
other tree with the rest. I then hived them. In about a
half hour they were out again and settled on a grapevine
all together, and I got them in once more.
I had set it beside
2. This time they stayed in 9 days.
the old hive the fourth day when at daybreak I went to put
on a super I saw a great tumult going on in it, and in the
old one that it came out of. and it was kept up until the
ninth day, when I noticed there were no bees going in and
out, as there had been, but they had done quite a little work
in making comb and laying eggs. The foundation comb
had loosened, or they had gnawed it until the most of it lay
on the floor of the hive, and the work they had done was
without foundation comb.
3. There has been more noise in the 3 old hives, until 3
days ago. I supposed by the racket that was kept up in the
old hives they must have gone back to the old hive they
came out of, and that the queen would not receive them all,
but made them divide up and some go in the other old
hives the hives were side by side, still the first 2 new
;

1. I subscribed for the American Bee Journal for 3
months, and my time expired, I think, but I would like to
have the paper continued. Would I be entitled to an Italian
queen as a new subscriber, if I sent SI. 00 ?
2. I have 3 colonies in which I cannot find the queen,

and that

will not accept a queen-cell, will cut it out, but
they won't draw a cell. They go on storing the honey same
as the othfers. One of them draws out some cells about '2inch long, caps them over, and in a few days cuts them out.
I have tried everything I know, and would like some advice
as I do not like to exterminate them.
3. I think I shall have more than a ton of honey in my
apiary that I could extract. Shall I do it, and then let the
bees build up for winter ? 1 have sown buckwheat, and we
have a good deal of goldenrod in the fall, so I am undecided
what to do, whether to let them work in the supers or to extract.
4. Will sweet clover seed grow from the first bloom, or
does it have to be cut and gathered the second crop like
other clover ?
5. Is the yellow sweet clover earlier than the white ?
and does it produce white honey ? I would like something

;

;

;
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swarms were not troubled. Did they fly away, or go back
into the hive in which they were reared ?
The last swarm. No. 2, came out of another hive two
days afterward, on a very sultry day, there was scarcely
any air. I could not get them to stay in after chasing them
in from three different trees they finally flew away so far
I could not carry the hive, so I lost them.
I find by the Bee Journal that it was as I thought
because it was too warm, and they preferred hanging on the
trees to being in a hive.
Our bees are small brown ones, and I have been told by
persons who know, that they are Italians they are great
;

—

;

Minnesota.
Answers. — 1. The dead bees j-ou found in the cellar
may have been nothing more than the usual number of
workers.

bees that died from old age.
2. It is an unusual thing for a swarm to desert a hive
after nine days yet too great heat may have caused the
bees to leave then a view that has some confirmation in
the fact that the foundation broke down.
3. The queen would not object to the return of the bees,
but it is by no means certain that there was such return if
you did not actually see it. The issuing of a swarm from
the same hive a second time may have been nothing more
than the issuing of an after-swarm that is likely to be a
part of the regular program with a strong colony.
You will no doubt find plentv of information in future
numbers of this journal equally as valuable as those already
found, and the study of a text-book would be a matter of
the greatest profit.
#-•;

—

Bee-Keeping
1.

How

Oscoda

in

Co., Mich.

about the climate and honey-plants of Oscoda

Co., Mich.?
2. Would bees do well
County ?

in a

basswood location

in

Oscoda

Answers. — 1. As the counties
run up into the thousands
all,

and

if

it

of the different States
would be difficult to have a

any possessed such knowledge

it

of sufficient general interest to occupy the
large amount of necessary space with it. Some acquaintance living in that county can probably set you on the way
to find out what you want.
2. You may count safely on basswood anywhere, although even so good a honey-plant as basswood has its
years of failure.
3. Most likely, as it is less than 45 degrees north, and
between two of the great lakes.
4.

7,

1902.

by putting facts together from different sources, may
eventually work out the cause and a cure.
Ohio.

—

Answer. It is not an easy thing to prove that when a
cure occurs after the administration of a certain remedy the
cure was the result of the remedy, and perhaps equally diflicult to prove that there was no relation between the two.
Changing the queen of a colony is one of the many remedies put forth as a certain cure, only to prove a failure when
tried by another person.
Root's " A B C of Bee Culture"
has this to say about it
" In many cases destroying the queen of the infected
colony, and introducing another from a healthy stock,
effects a cure.
This would seem to indicate that the disease
is constitutional, coming from the queen
but in the South,
where the disease is much more prevalent and destructive,
destroying tlie queen seems to have but little effect."
That statement, together with the fact that in the North
it is a common thing for the disease to disappear when no
remedy is attempted, makes it at least not certain that the
change of queen had any thing to do with the cure.
;

Changing Queens

Now— Keeping

Queens.

1. I would like to know whether it will do to change
queens at this time of year or not? I have a colony of bees
that were transferred about 2 weeks ago, and they have 13
queen-cells started, and I cannot find the queen I suppose
she was lost in transferring, by having so many cells
started. I have a new colony of hybrid bees, which were
found on a bush June 27. I would like to have the good
queen in this hive, but they have a queen-cell started, and
a very nice-looking queen. Can I take the queen from this
colony and give it to the queenless one, and give the new
queen to a good colony ?
2. How long can I keep a queen before I introduce her ?
;

Illinois.

Could I winter bees by packing in a shed in that cliinate without much loss from freezing ?
4. Is the season too short for the bee-business in
that
county ?
Ohio.
3.

knowledge of
would not be

Aug.

No.
^

*

»

Changing aueens for Bee-Paralysis.
I wrote you some time ago in regard to a colony of bees
that was suffering from disease which you pronounced
" bee-paralysis." I acted on your advice and let them alone
for about 3 weeks, during which time the mortality increased very much, to the extent that perhaps ISO to 250
bees fluttered around the alighting-board each day and died
before night. The queen all this time was doing her duty
nobly, keeping the combs pretty well filled with eggs; she
was a fine looking queen but I did not know her age as she
was in a colony I bought in the spring of 1901. I thought
possibly she might be very old, and I had about made up
my mind I might as well break up the colony, as the deathrate about equaled the number of young bees produced, and
the colony was not getting any stronger. About this time
there was an article in the American Bee Journal by Dr.
Gallup, in which he said, " If you have bee-paralysis take a
sharp ax and cut off the head of the queen and give the
colony another queen, and you will have na bee-paralysis,
provided the queen you give is healthy." It was June 27
when I read that article, and I destroyed the queen and gave
a queen-cell about ready to hatch in a little more than a
week she was depositing eggs. This is perhaps two weeks
ago, and the disease seems to have disappeared.
Now, Doctor, was this a happen so, or is there some connection between the facts and the results ?
The books seem to give no cure for this disease, indicating that not much is known about the disease, and I quote
these facts to you in the hope that yourself or some one else,

Answers. — 1. Yes, this is a good time of the year to
change queens, or at any time when honey is freely coming
in, and you can make the desired change if you observe the
precautions advised in your text-book.
2. With a sufficient escort of workers and plenty to eat
and drink, there is no trouble in keeping a queen a number
of days while the weather is warm, possibly a month.

Transferring and Perhaps Robbing.

We lost the colony of bees transferred from the old boxhive to a new Danzenbaker hive. The bees were all, apparently, driven into the new hive, and the old hive, which contained but little honey or brood, and a lot of old dark-colored
comb broken up and the pieces left lying near the stand.
They seemed gradually to leave the new hive and to merge
with another colony in the hive alongside, until the new
hive is now empty, except a few dead bees. These bees in
the two hives had not worked much all summer, and we are
in doubt whether to risk transferring the other colony to
the new Danzenbaker or not.
Illinois.
Answer. — Without full particulars it is not easy to
make a diagnosis. You do not say whether you left the
new hive on the old stand, but it is supposed that you did.
The fact that the old hive which contained some honey was
broken up and the pieces left lying near the stand awakens
suspicions that you left lying on the ground near the transferred colony the remains of their old residence, there being
It might not be a very
in the scattered combs some honey.
wild guess, in such case, to say that other bees commenced
promptly to work on this unprotected honey, and when that
was cleaned up the marauders would turn their attention to
the transferred colony, as yet in a somewhat demoralized
condition, and then the robbed colony would join the robbers. This would be likely if in your locality, as in some
other parts of the State, there has been something of a
dearth in the harvest. It is not a safe thing to transfer

when bees

are not gathering.

;

Swarming- Italianizing— Rearing Queens
Keeping Bees

Dividing

in a Building.

1. On July 8 I had a swarm come from a colony that
had not swarmed for two years. About seven o'clock they
came out and alighted in the top of a tall maple tree. At
I sawed the limb off but be9 o'clock I went to hive them
;

!

Aug.

fore

it

7,

reached the hive the rope broke and they

fell

about

4

went in. At noon, wln-n
ajjain in
field, they had swarmed
I came in from the
the hedffe a block away. At one o'clock I took the same
hive and tried it again and they all went in. At 3:30 o'clock
I went to look at them and they were all out in front, not
one inside. It was very hot and clear until 4 o'clock, when
I got a sheet and set a new hive on it and shook the bees on
the sheet in front of the new hive they all went in but a
few that hung to the front of the hive. At 5 it was raining
after the rain I poked them off of the front of the hive and
they went in, and have been in ever since then and are doing well. Can you tell me why they did not stay the first
time?
2. I am just starting, and have 2 colonies of black and 2
colonies of Italians. I would like to have all Italians. Do
you think it too late to try to change now ?
3. Can you tell me how to rear queens ?
4. The 2 colonies of Italians are very strong and would
swarm if more honey was coming in. Do you think it is
too late to divide them now, or would you leave them this
year?
5. I have an old building that has a vacant upstairs.
Do you think it advisable to cut holes around the side and
Illinois.
put the hives up there next spring ?
feet from the hive, but they

;

Answeks. — 1. The heat was almost

certainly the whole

try to keep the swarm cool.
Leave the cover partly off for a day or two, and if the
entrance is not large raise the hive an inch or so on blocks.
If the hive is not in the shade, it will help to put an armful
of hay or cut grass on top and keep it sprinkled with water.
2. Plenty of time yet.
3. You ought to find pretty full instructions in your
test-book, and if you want to have fullest information on
the subject you can hardly do better than to get Doolittle's
excellent book on queen-rearing. See also the answer to
Connecticut, page 312 of this journal.
4. It is not too late to divide, but you will have to feed

Next time

cause of the trouble.

necessary.
5. Such a course

is advisable only as a matter of necesyou have room enough to set the hives on good old
Mother Earth, don't bother with any vacant up-stairs.

sity.

Cliansilnii;

all

;

if

Location of an Aplciry
Cyprians.

send you a drawing of the location of our apiary. You
by it that our bees have to cross one-half mile over
an open bleak field. I have favored the removal of the bees
to the main woods where the most of the honey is gathered,
believing that the bees would gather 'X more honey if they
did not have to cross a bleak field in the face of strong
southern wind. Our yield this year was 6,(XK) pounds of
section honey from 130 colonies, spring count.
1. My partner, who is half owner, is opposed to the removal, claiming that he does not think it would pay us. I
would like your opinion on the matter.
2. We are introducing Cyprian queens this season, and
Cyprian queens mated to Cirniolan drones. Our bees are
blacks and hybrids except a few colonies of Italian S-band,
and I must say after years' experience with .^-band Italians
.'i

gift.
They are cross, and
will not store in supers even if they have full-drawn empty
I find the first cross
sections, except in a very few colonies.
between blacks and Italians are all right. What do you

that

I

would not have them as a

think of d cross between blacks and Cyprians?

North Carolina.
Answers. — 1. One

of the very difficult things is to make
a fair estimate as to the relative value of two different locaOne should know about the honey-plants in range
tions.
of each, and even with that there will be more or less guessA flight of half a mile is no great thing for a bee,
ing.
still it is desirable to have a pasturage as close as possible.
Why not compromise matters by putting part in each place
and making a comparative trial ? Indeed it is quite likely
that the bees will do better divided than all in one place.
At any rate it would help a little toward deciding the question.
2. I don't know the character of a cross between blacks
and Cyprians. Some strains of Cyprians are said to be
cross, and it is possible the cross might be Grosser.

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestRed Clover Queens in the

priced, Ivong-Tongued
United States.

Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealhave built up our present business, which

ing,

in 1»8S.

Prices of

$ .75

Tested

1.00
1.50

Ist:

6

12

$4.00
5.00
8.00

$ 7.00
9.00

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy
3.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect tc keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100, Free Circular. Address all,
orders to
.

week are well worth working

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-tongued
(Moore's], and Select,Straight

containing" our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the

Selected

this

for.

Tennessee Queens

Buy them of H. G. QUIRIN, the largest
Cueen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has g-ood reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L,. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from single colonies

1

and

I

QUEERS

GOLDEN and LEflTttERGOLORED QUEENS, after July

Crosslns; Blacks

will see

If

was established
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5-band Queens. Bred 3% miles

A Nebraska

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;
within 3. and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years'
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount on large orders.
Contracts with dealers a specialty. Discount after July 1st

Report.

looks so quBer to read the reports of some
of our brother bee-keepers, what discouraging reports from old bee-States, and we are
having such a rush of honey and bees out
here in Nebraska. I have been handling bees
for over 50 j-ears I bought one of the tirst
patent hives that was sold in that part ot New
York State; it had doors on behind, and
drawers with boxes with glass in them, so we
could sit and see the bees work. How many
It

WARRANTED

;

have sat and watched them work, and
how much I learned from it. I remember
very well, though it has been over .50 years,
what my old grandma said when I bought
my hive, " Y'ou will never have any more luck
with bees," because she did not think we
should speculate in bees, for she was of the
old Puritan stock that landed at Plymouth
Rock. But, tiod bless the man that tirst invented the patent hives, for before that we
had to rob and kill the most industrious and
wisest insects that (iod ever made.
In all the 50 years this is one of the best of
them all. This is the first year that I have
taken care of my bees as I should. I started
in the winter with 28 colonies, the mice destroyed S of them, and I bought 2 in the
to start with last spring,
spring, so I had
I increased to 30 during plum
all good ones.
and fruit blossom. Most of our fruit is
wild, such as gooseberries, black raspberries
and plums. Our bees commence on elm first,
then the box-elder. In June, this year, I fed
100 pounds of granulated sugar, and kept the
bees rushing so that when basswood and sweet
clover came 1 had almost all of my 30 colonies
hours

I

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
14A26t

SPRING HILL, TENN.

Please mention Bee jonmal "wlien "wrltlnfr

Requeenino Oul-flplaries.
For Sale— Black

<.»ueens, 25c

10 for $2.00.

J.

32A3t

each:

6 for $1.2;

M. JENKINS.

\N'F.TrMPKA, Ala.

'.'-'

(JQirifl

the (jueen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

[Parkertown
l5A26t

is

a P. O.

Money Order

office,]

Please meutioa the Kee Journal.
>S GOOD MONEY
CUFFD mUnb
UnilFYI and
wllbtr
ea.sy to make
you work for us. We will start you in

if

^ousineas and furnish the capital.
Work
|lijrht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
"line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Cblcago. Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal

wben WTitins

in the boxes.

When

they swarmed

I

would

To make cows pay. use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book BuBiDess Dairying& Gat.212 f ree. W.Chester.Pa

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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put them back, until last week, and then I
had to begin to put them into hives. The

Bee-Heepers-Attention

swarms

not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

—

LEWIS

G. B.
Please mention

Bee Journal when

CO., Watertown,Wis.

"WTiting.

Poisoned by Spraying— The Gulls.

COLORADO SPECIAL

We had the same experience, some years
ago, as our Wisconsin friend, mentioned on
page 419, and our loss was caused by being
poisoned by the blossom-spraying method.
There are several causes that may vary the
results if
the spraying mixture is very
strong, or if used in large quantities, or if the
bees are working exclusively on that class of
bloom it will soon use up the colony by killing off the worker-bees; but if the solution is
weak, or spread on a limited area, or if the
bees in the colony go to different points of
the compass, or to different localities, these
conditions will sometimes produce the results
as our friend complains of.
If the trouble is only temporary it may be
relieved sometimes by feeding the bees to
keep them in the hive for a few days.
This spraying question is a wearisome one;
if we are ever going to succeed we must catch
the moth with its 90 to 125 eggs at the same
time. The 2 to 5 percent we are catching
now is little if any better than nothing.
On spraying to thin fruit (see page 436),
there is a point that the writer and ye editor
seemed to have missed. It does not require a
poison spray for this work clear water will
produce the same effect. i*ractice or judg-

THE
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Leaving Chicago daily
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second morning.
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$25.00
CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.
Tickets on sale on various dates through the summer, and from August 30
September 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, 1902. Tickets are limited for return
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For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply to agents
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ment

the only necessary qualification, as
by a big drenching at the right time the whole
crop can sometimes be washed off. Nature
often proves this by a heavy downpour on
trees when in full blossom, sometimes destroying all, or nearly all, of the entire crop.
I know whereof I si>eak in this matter, and I
know that while a poison spray may answer
the same purpose, water is better because it
will not injure the fruit, which the poison

Toronto
Toronto

Ticket Agent.

CHICAGO.

Have You Seen Our Blue

Cat-

EVERYTHING NEEDED

IN THE APIARY,
at the
prices. Alternating- hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE;
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

alop? 60 illustrated pages; describes

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.

are

tlie

may

BEST goods
write for

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Sbugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

We

&

Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Chas.
12E26t

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

tlie

r

Nortlif est

i

Send

i

Co., Nebr., .July 15.

ON THE

Vl.A.

to

are so large that they fill the old
Langstroth hive, that is. the most of them. I
have some colonies that I hived June 38, that
have their second super almost full, and
everything full below. I have two and three
supers on almost all of my colonies, and one
and two on the new ones.
I have 3S colonies now, and all well filled.
To-day is the first day in three weeks that I
have had time to write. My daughter and I
have been busy almost day and night; not
expecting such a rush we were not prepared
for it.
A. C. BUTLEB.

Dixon

ONE NIGHT TO DENVER

The Best

1902.

7,

is

do.

While we have our share of difficulties to
cope with, some drouth, smelter-smoke,
grasshoppers, etc., on the whole our State is
doing fairly well in the different localities.
We are getting from a few pounds to a full
crop, even here in smoke-smothered Salt Lake
County. Our old '' saviors," the gulls, are
devouring the grasshoppers by the wholesale,
and I think we will be able to produce a samWhile I don't feel cruel,
ple of our product.
with gratification on the many thouI look
sands of the big white birds as they devour
this miserable pest; these

for catalog.

by law

in

birds are protected

for they are as tame as chickens.
not for these gulls sometimes we

<

know

Utah, and they seem to

neither crops nor honey.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, .July

it,

were
would have
E. S. Lovest.
If

it

13.
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Mulberries for Bees.

5@^5;i^55s2r^

*

'Ci

i
i

Minneapolis, Minn.

i

We

lia?e tlie Best ijoods,

Lowest Prices, and Best Stiippiug

28 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

or 30 cents in trade.

Facilities.

I

is a good time
send in your Bees-

This
to

W SisSTE?^

Impure wax not taken

at

any

price.

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

plies

St.,

Chicago,

111.

of

pollen or

nectar.

Mine had

just

about existed up to two weeks ago.
For some unaccountable reasons the white
mulberry fruited much earlier this season
than usual by nearly a month. Ordinarily it
is the first week in .luly before any fruit
ripens, but here it is now the middle of the
month, and the fruiting season is practically
over.

suppose the fact is due to so much rain.
berries were exceptionally large, but not
I began
to their standard of sweetness.
early to gather them, mash them to a pulp,
and put on the alighting-boards. It is real
I

The
up

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Don't you wish you had about 100 white
mulberry trees in full bearing just now ?
Most of you will agree that for reasons
wiser bee-keepers than I may explain, bees,
this season, have certainly " been backward
about coming forward " with the usual sup-

!

:

Aug.

7,

!
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fun to see the

BEES AND QUEENS!
We

have a strain of

bees bred specially for
honey - fjuthering and
longevity. We feel confident of giving
faction.

satis-

PRICES:

1

for the remainder of this
Beasod
Untested yueen
$ .dO
Wi
Tested Queen
Select Tested Queen ... I.IK)

I

lireediniT 'Jueen

1

1

l-Comb Nucleus, no queen

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East

1.50
1.00

Logan

St.,

Ci.akinda, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Ixmib

Hwarm

all

over the crimhed

e.virnet every pttrticlc of huljKtiiiK-o, luavitig titr hare sevds an clean as if
n(!tmilly wtisiieil.
The weiijht of the hive Is a eertaiii evlilenee of what llicy illd with the juico.
Tile riKJi'e 1 rclicct and ohservo, the more
Ixirries,

iinil

iiii|iress('il

white

I

am

with the usefulneKs of the

a hee-pr(»vender. also as a
lieautiful
shadiMrce— a tree so hardy uh
alriioKt to leave the conviction that it would
thrive on an ieebei't^
Hut apparent trouble comes with all pood
thin^^s.
Before I lie^^au to feeil the Ijees on
mulberries no oneilesired more than to taste
tlieni.
"Ai-h! too sweet!" -Now that I wish
them for tlie specirtc purpose, boys come
around daily to nibble at them; hut they
tlon't stop at iiilibliiif^.
1, too, have aequired
a decid(Hl taste fctr them, and my " Ijetler
half '' remarlieil naively enou(j^h the other
(-iay, that
"one fell lil\0 havinj^ just one
more." Indeed, after eating a Ijowlful And,
loo, the robins, and even a few eat-ljirds,
have ijeen lured l)y the fruit, until what 1 hiul
set apart for tlie bees has become a coveted
morsel for two-lej,'t'ed animals, with and withniiilh(;i*ry

!
t

Paper—
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The
The

out

and

Agricultural
Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.
ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Fkancisco, Gal.
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Please mention Bee Journal -when "WTitinK
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Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

EVERY

PROCESS

that produces
ESSENTIAL, necessary to make it the BEST
and
desirable In all respects. My PROCESS and
are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

with prices and samples, tree on application

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when -writine

Knights Pythias Biennial Meeting.
For this gathering in San Francisco

August next excursion

in

111.,

.July lu.

tickets will

be sold via the Chicago, Milvcaukee

&

Paul Railway from Chicago to San
Francisco or Los Angeles for S50 for
the round trip with final return limit

St.

My bees are not doing very well this season.
started in the spring with 21 colonies, and
now have :iS by natural swarming. I had one
swarm issue at 5:1.5 in the morning of .July 8,
and at 7 o'clock there were 7 swarms flying.
Four swarms clustered on one bunch, and 3
on another. I hived the 3 in another hive. 1
use the Langstroth hives. I got 17}.^' pounds
of honey iu i^^ sections from one swarm in 20
days after being in the hive. I have one colony I put in a hive on .July'; they cast a
large swarm, and I examined the old hive
when the Iwes were flying, and found it filled
with brood and al)out a dozen fiueen-eells. I
returned them to the old hive again, and they
are doing very well now.
Chas. Heitchler.
Henry

The "Chicago.Milwaukee&St.Paul"
Railway is the Short Line between
Chicago and Omaha.
Two through

& St. Paul Railway's
Short Line between the East and the
West.
Time tables, maps and information
furnished on application to F. A. Miller,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago.
32A2t
cago, Milwaukee

#If

CAN YOU COUNT DOTS ?
you can, send your name
and address for a sample
copy of the best farm paper
published and particulars of
our great dot counting contest. Every person who counts
correctly gets a prize, while
those who count best get cash
prizes from $1 to $125 and a

are givfng

away tb/jOUU

Ifl

f

PIZCS. name

on Postal to-day for free particulars. Address,
Up-to-Date Farming and Gardening,
30A4t
Bo.x 84,
Indian.^polis, Ind.
Please mention Bee Journal -wlien writing,
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WE COULD SAVE
K diiv

i-Vn

we

If

cciul.l Ii];ikM
»)ut It wtm't

colninon fcncH wire,

I'AI.K
hold llif

1

I..M:K

lit

coll.
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Low Round Trip Rates, via
Union Pacific, from MisRiver,

To Denver, Colorado Springs,
tfiic

and Pueblo,

nn

iplJ.UU

Colo., July

1

to

inclu.sive, Au^^. 1 to 14, 23
to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.
13,

To Denver, Colorado

Springs,

and Pueblo,

iJib.UU

Colo., June 25 to
30, inclusive, July 14 to 31, inclusive.

anc nn

To

iJliJ.UU

Utah, Aug.

(Tin

nn

Salt

Lake City and

Og-den,

1 to 14, inclusive.

To Glenwood

(tine

Springs, Colo.,
to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

nn

Julv

To

1

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, July

gqn nn
aoU.UU

to 13,

1

Aug-. 23 to 24,

inclusive,

and 30

to 31. in-

cliisive.

To Glenwood Springs. Colo.,
-fuie 25 to 30, inclusive, July
14 to 31, inclusive.

$31,00

To

Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

$32,00

To San Francisco
Calif.,
clusive.

$45,00

fi^^les,

A,r nn
$4D,00

and

Co., Ohio, .July 21.

Sept. 30.

trains daily in each direction with the
best Sleeping Car and Dining Car
Service, and all regular travelers know
and appreciate the merits of the Chi-

rrrrq;

iPiU.UU

I

Catalog giving

MASS.
Bee joomal when vmtiue.

r=^^T=r-

Bees Not Doing Well.

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAIVI,

26Atf
f lease mention

Dr. I'eiro.
78 State St., Chicago,

lartfc,

Kverytliititf jfiiaranlecd.

f*^ 'X).

souri

the fruit. But Ijear in mind that I specitically
stated that the lorries must first be crushed
before the pulp is fed to them.

very

'Jueen, $1."0; ibrec
twelve Oueenfi,

$1.1'; ^ix f»ueenn, $'.(»;

—

MOST
AUTOMATIC MACHINES
FOUNDATION and
fort fax

QueenH,

win|j:s.

Only one way out of the difBculty plant
more of the trees. This I am prepared to do
by rooting cuttings, and sowing the seed. I
now have plants growing from Ijoth processes, and hope soon to be well stocked and
able to make some of the most interested
readers of the American Bee Journal a present of a plant to each (none for sale). Exception was taken to a previous article on the

One

and handnome.

prolific

llneens.

New Method. Oueeim

Rearcil by a

value of white mulberries for bee-feeding,
that the bees coukl not extract the juice fnim

Dittmer's Foundation

Add

Tested

us

!

It yon care to know of Iti
Fmits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Call-

r'alifnfnia
V^'aillUrnid.

509

'^°

Aug.

or Los

An-

2 to 10, in-

Po'tland, Oreg., Tacoma
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

21, inclusive.

Corr-espondijig-iy Z,ow Rat&s
from Int ^rme<JIat& I^oitits,

Full Information C>h&erfa21y Fur~
ni^hocl on aT>plIcation to

One Way to Improve Stock.
A good thing is the plan Doolittle

offers, to
graft cells in a colony with a queen that the
bees are trying to supersede. As beginners
are not likely to have many such queens, but
are likely to have plenty of colonies preparing
for swarming, why not graft swarmiug-cells i
They could be cut out two or three days before time for the queens to euierge, and quite
a batch might be secured
[The best time in
the world for the honey-producer to rear
queens, and a very choice lot of them, too. is
during the swarming season. He can well
afford to take the time to graft some of his
swarming cells with larvie or eggs from a
choice breeder; then when those cells are

E. L.

G. p.

&

T. A.,

OMAHA, NEB.

IN BUSINESS
SpTTOSTARTYOU
with
L^^ We
you
^^tnke

will present y..ii
ihe rii>r >..
in to start viMi in a K'ood paviiivr lusi-

^ ritss. St-nd 10 cents for full line oi samples
W" ^Vaml .lirertions how to be^-in.
DRAPER PUBIISHING CO., Chicago, Ilia.
t*lease mention Bee Journal Ts^hen wiitlna.

X^

—

capped cut them out and put them in nuclei.
This is a very simple and easy way to rear
queens, and is, in fact, it I mistake not, the
one practiced by some of our most successful
honey-producers who have become convmced
that such queens are remarkably strong and
vigorous. The next best colony, according to

LOMAX,

27iVtf

The American
Institute of PhrenolosT,

*—'*
([ncorporated 1S66)
next session Sept. 3, l^oi. For particulars apply to the Secretary, M. H. PIERCY,
care of Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East 22d Street,
New York, N. Y.

Opens

its

j. j. a.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing; Advertisers.
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OFFERINGS."
"SEASONABLE
FLINT-GLASS HONEY-JARS, with

MT'TH-S POUND SOUARE
STOPPERS, at
air-tth?GLAls
tigiiL vj*-air

55.50 per gross. Fak Sm-ERIOR
Just the thing for home market.

DTn=is

'"^CRATES OF^TWOeO-lbclNl,
of 5 cfatel, 40C each

10 or more. 55c.

;

patent

TO O1.D Sxv.E

beef used once, in good condition, in
This lot is limited order at once.

;

A

THE FRED

—

lots

Moisture

in Cellars.

;

-^0
Selected tested
Send for our catalog of

f

MUTH

VV

1902.

our experience, is the one that is trying to
supersede queens. Indeed, we consider such
it
a oolony a prize, and set it apart and keep
breeding- and filling out cells.— Editor.]
Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Buy
QUEENS! The Best Money CanRED
CLOVER WORKare the genuine
3-BANDED
STRAIN
BUCKEYE
can not to be surpassed. Either
ITALIANS
GOLDEN
STRAIN
MUTH-S
FRS
each
$4.00.
of above, 75c each 6 for
trial will convince you.

7,

CO., Front

BEE-SUPFLIbb.
Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

& Walnut

"

A

York County Bee-Keeper "

says in

the

Canadian Bee Journal
So Mr. Alpaugh thinks that a perfectly dry
is not an ideal place to winter bees in
There are others who hold the same opinion,
was
.lust a short time ago a bee-keeper friend
telling me that the past winter he had partjjf
!

cellar

which is very dry. The
bees were quite noisy and restless, temperature 44 degrees till along towards spring; during a heavy rain, water contrived somehow
when
to till up the drain around the cellar,
the bees at once ciuieted down and remained
Looks
there.
was
water
quiet as long as the
moisture
as it Doolittle's idea, that bees need
more than fresh air, is about right after all.
his bees in his cellar,

SWEET CLOVER ipnz6=winnlnQ
And
Several OtheF Clover Seeds.

We

we can
have made arrangements so that

Clovers by freight
farnish Seed of several of the
prices, cash with
or express, at the following
the order:

Sweet
Sweet

^^

^^^

..$.75
Clover (White)
Clover (yellow).... .90

n.40

AlsikeClover

IM

WhiteClover

1-20

80

Alfalfa Clover

1.70
1.80

jj^j
13.25
4.uo
4.2s

230
l-W

5.50
3.2s

50as
16.00
8.00
10.£D
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
the 5-pound
Sinele pound 5 cents more than
for postage and sack.
rate, ind 10 cents extra
if
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
if
freight, or 10 cents per pound

wanted by
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
&

144

W.

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

146 Erie Street.

Daughters of Moore's famous long-tongued
red clover Italian Queen, which won the $25.00
prize offered bv The A. I. Root Co. for the longesttongued bees; and also daughters of other
choice long-tongued red-clover breeders whose
Henry
bees " iust roll in the honey," as Mr.
Schmidt, of Huttn, Tex., puts it, now ready to
.5c each;
Queens,
Untested
mail.
return
ffo by
Select untested, $1.00
iix. S4.00; dozen, $7.50.
and
each; six, $5.W; dozen, $9.00. Safe arrival
satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

Lo'ckBoxL inORQAN, KY.
TSKtf
Please mention Bee Journal when -RnltUia

WANTED
W,

and price wanted.

Improved Dovetailet'

75 colonies in

Hives, in lots to suit purch^er.
O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
13Att
whei. writmg.
Please me ntion Bee Journal

(iive

City,

grade

YENNEY,

Qiassboro, N.

.

J.

way
you are Interested in
you cannot afford to be without the best
States.
United
the
in
published
Paper
Sheep
If

Wool Markets and
has a hobby which

is

Slieep

the sheepbreeder and

his industry, first.foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAOO, ILL.
Please mention Be e Journal when writing

Min.|.l™an.l .••.it.ful..s10 rent- for full lin^ rf
CO.. Chicago. Ills.

DRAPER PUBLISHING

Jhe
/a

Life of the

depends

Suoplies I
1902—Bee-Keepers'
Root Co'b
A.
WB can farnish you withatThe
We can
goLs a?whol™ale {t retail their prices

uii'jn

the

make

^^^^

logue.

KI,li«lKIC

writina

We

mail

WHEEL OU.,

Wheel

of the whee'

WHEELS

1 ELECTRIC

I.

MarRet price
save TOU freixht. and ship promptly.
191J2 catalog.
olid for beeswax. Send for our
Wayne Co.. Mich
5f h: HUNT 4 SON. Bell Branch.

when

VER
lEY—

HFnS°.^ ork

....
FREE FOR A MONTH
Sheep in any

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

riease mention Bee journal

H,

32A3t

Bees For Sale.

Our Nominatioa as a Candidate for
Qeneral Manager.

it free.

Boi

16. «Julncy, IIW.

ilail
Now Ready to Supply m Return apiaries,
Queens
•
apiaries.
seoarate
in separate

v-^^u „aT-;ptv hrpd

variety bred
Stork which cannot be excelled. Each
their qualities as great '--y-gathere s
from lelectld 'toothers have proven
^ Have no sirperior, and few equals. Untested,
w
^^
, ,
i •
75cents;6forS4.00.
^ which left all records behind in honey.
^t
r\
_

.

.

,_ -

.

ii„/i

;

.1

Italians
Golden
^ Clover Queens,
^ gathering. Untested,$1.00;6for$S.OO.
Red
^Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
"V
Untested,
CarniOlanS than aU
.

I

Sl.OO.

others.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

(Successor to Chas. F.

Mulh and

A. Muth.

Bee-Culture tor .July 1.5
Ill (ileanings in
appeared the following-, which was written
entirely unbel<nown to us, and consequently
without our consent

GEORCE W. rORK FOR GENERAL MANAGER.
York, editor and
I consider Mr. George W.
owner of the American Bee Journal, as the
Manager of the
General
lo>'ical candidate tor

National Bee-Keepers' Association at the elecis common
tion to be held in December, 190:.'. It
knowledge that Mr. York stands in the foreand
that he
America,
in
most ranlt of bee-men
National and
has always had the interest of the
Mr. "iork is
of bee-keepers in general at heart.
the
ex-President of the National, and right
line for promotion.
known that Mr.
It is probably not generally
number of
Yorl; received the next highest
Mr. Secor at
after
votes tor General Manager
declared rethe last election. Mr. York has
for any
peatedly that he is not a candidate
would obey a unanioffice but I believe he
feelings
personal
his
mous call, and sacrifice

m

good of the greatest number. He is in
of pubposition to do great good in the way
his lournal has
licity and promotion, and
of
interests
the
forward
ready to

to the

always been

Herman

the National.

In a foot-note

comment on

F.

Moore.

the foregoing.

Editor E. R. Root wrote this:

has repeatedly
It is true that Mr. York
the office ot
declared he Is not a candidate for
the subbroached
once
GeneraUIanager. I
positively declined 'o
ject to him, and he very
based his rebe considered a candidate. He
bee-editor should
fusal on the ground that no
to get the
were
he
if
take the office. But
support he mh/M reconsider. Per-

„„„„unnu>
Genwnally I know he would make a good
not see why the fact
eral Manager; and I do

liee-paper should
of his lieing an editor of a
theoffice.
stand in the way ot his considering
relieved.
Mr Secor has said he wished to be
be
I do not
will
Just what his future action
whom 1
men
good
dozen
a
know There are
Mr. \0Tk,
could support as candidates, and

Mr.

Hutchinson, Mr. France, and Mr. becor

some ot them.
Now when I say

are

.v.„» ,>,o
I do not believe that the
being Genfrom
one
bars
editor
of
position
say emphat ca ly
eral Manager, I wish tx>
as one of them,
there are other reasons why I.
as a cancan not and will not be considered
support most cordidate; but I can give my
dially to any other bee-editors.
publication of this letter from
I suspect the
Moore will raise a breeze with Bro. York.

Mr

llarshlield Mannfacturin
Our
WisconsTn

specialty is

market.
making SECTIONS, and they are the best in the of BEEhave a full line
is the^right kind for them We

bTsSWOOD

SUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and
Marshfield, Wis.
Marshfleld Manufacturing Company,
when writing
.j^

Please mention Bee Journal

price-list.

Moore and 1
Well, let him raise the wind, Mr.
The
/,../ days.
can stand a good deal-these
can rooi.
Association needs some men who
things otr a little.
pleasant, and
Certainly, all the above is very
care to have
not
do
really
we
but
appreciated,
the

office

of

often said that

General

we

Manager.

We

have

did not think that an edi-

!

:

Auff.
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7,

tor of a l)e(;-|)ftper should hold the i)()Kllion of

(iencnil

We

Miinii>,'iT.

And

are

of thnt opin-

still

reftll/.e that we have a duly
our friends as well as to the
cause we represent and are so deeply interested in.
We lire liero to servo wherever best
we can and, as Mr. Hoot siij^^jests, were the
support on llie part of the niember.ship prac-

ion.

yet

to perform

!

we

to

;

511

Ct.osK .S.^TniiJ VH AT I i'..«. Our cuslomers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning wilh -Inly 1, for tliree months we
close our ofliire and bee-supply store at
p.m. on Saturdays. ThlH is our usual custom.
N(Mirly all ntrier (intis here begin the Saturday
V

1

May 1st. Ijut we kc(;p
Inter on account of the; local
bee-keepers wh(» tiud It more convenient t(»
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

we would

duty bound

in

wanted us

feel that we should
where the iinijority
That would simply be in

woric

anil

to

be.

the line of duty, as

wo

see

il.

open two months

QUEENS— Try Our Stock.
Davkni'Okt, Iowa, Dec. .11, 1001.
Your queeus are fully up to staadarcl. The
honey queen that you sent ray brother takes
the lead. She had
rousing coloay wlien put
up for winter. The (^oldens can be handled
.i

Whether or not a bee-pai)ur editor be (ieneral Manager of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association
If

is

were, and

it

wrong thing
hold

the

strongly as

how

we

for

we

felt

that

it

would be a

us or any other editor to

position,

we would oppose it
how hot

could, no matter

as

or

cool the weather.

Personally,
to

not a matter of ri;iht or wroni;.

we would not do

win the position.

a single thing

no easy

It is

job.

It is

without smoke or

Newman and

Mr. Secor can easily testify.

veil.

John Tikjkmin*^.

Very truly yours,

Months
NuM»KK

July and August.
or-

noKi;Ns

1

HONEY QUEENS

Untested
Tested

$.75

6

12
$7.00

1.00

$4.00
5.00

$.75

J4 00

$7W

1,00

5.00

10.00

lO.CiO

GOLDEN QUEENS
Unlesled
Tested

Select tested, $2.00. Breeders, $£.00 each,
ifrarae Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; 3-franie Nucleus with Untested Queen,
$3.00 each; 6 for $2.75 each.

of no financial advantage to any one, as both

Mr.

D. J.

BLOCHER, Pearl

City,

111.

Please mention the Bee Journil

2TAtf

means a lot of careful, conscientious worli,
but work that neeils to be done, and done
It

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

good of bee-keepers and the purwhich they are vitally interested.

well, for the

suit in

The MoNETTH Queen-ClippmjT

So, all we can say now is, that if elected to
the position of General Manager we would
simply endeavor to fultill its requirements to

the best of our ability.
will be nothing

If

to regret

part.

We

would expect to continue to labor for the
good of bee-l<eepers and the Association just
the same as we have done heretofore, countit

is

a

use in

fine thinp* for

and clipping Queens

We

wing's.
mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Journai tot
a year at $1,00; or for $1.10 we will

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Journal one yeaf
and the Clipping Device. Address,

aeORQB W. YORK & COMPANY,
Chicairo, IlL

a privilege to have been

permitted to
aid so worthy a band of the world's workers.
ing

Device

catching'

not elected, there

on our

Against Liquor and Tobacco.
the use of liquor
and tobacco have become now so nearly universal among railway and other large corporations that tlie recent action In this direction
taken by the Chicago & North-Western Company did not receive the attention it deserved.
It established far more rigid rules than ordinary, inasmuch as the company not only forbids the use of intoxicants, but forbids its
men frequenting places where they are sold.
An employee who does either is liable to get a
curt note of dismissal from the general superintendent or the general manager. The operation of trains in this day of high speed and
congested traffic requires every ounce of brain
and nerve force an employee can bring into
action, and for this reason the management
of the North-Western does not purpose having
the brains of its passenger-men befogged with
whi.'^ky and tobacco.
Regarding the new rule
prohibiting the use of tobacco an official of
company
said
the
I'rohihitive'rules against

" Cleanliness and neatness are important
factors in the railroading of to-day, and these
considerations alone are sufficient warrant for
a prohibition of the use of tobacco by employees when on duty.
desire that employees shall not make our property disgusting to travelers by the use of tobacco, and

We

themselves steeped by tobacco-poison while
on duty. I believe, however, that the use of
tobacco by railroad men engaged in train
operations is fast decreasing, and the time
will come when a tobacco-user wdl be as unwelcome in the transportation departments of
the railroads as a drunkard

is

now.''

Young men who are contracting the tobacco
habit in any form, or who take litiuor of any
kind as a beverage, or associate with those
who do, may as well give up all hope of entering business life. They are not wanted.
The door of success is shut before they approach its threshhold. Ram's Horn.

—

.•!'.

Bees For Sale
will sell my 13 colonies of Bees, includiag a $5 00 Doolittle Oueen»
for the cost of hives and fixtures.
E. L. DRESSER. Divernon, Sangamon Co., 111.

On account

of removal

I

Please mention the Bee Journal.

32A2t

WE WANT
D
H^^^V
H
H
^ AV^
B
H^B^^V
^r

'^n

fr

y^^

linys. Girls,

WORKERS

uldandyouu)^aliku,

make money working

for us.

fu^^i^h ca[iitalloeiarl yon inboslBtumpa or silver for full iiisiriiclinns and a line of
eampleaioworkwith. lRAPER publishing CO.,Chicago,IU.
\\ e

cefS. bcuii U3 10c

to

Ted"

BY IS.AIJELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in eit.v life, iliss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short storj* 60 pages,
5x6?j inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents {stamps or silver.) Address,

—

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please mention Bee Journal "wlirtn "WTitine
22" E.^ST

.xK

Liberal Discounts tc the Trade.

ft

Golden Opportunitu

A

few tested S-banded stock, J1.50. Red Clover
Queens balance season, SO cents.
J. F. MICHAEL, Winchester, ind.
R. R. No. 6.
32A2t

Mention the American Bee Journal.

J

>^ >^ ^

0U<»TATIONS.

Cbica(»o, July 1'*.— Not any comb honey" of
new crop yet on the market, but ad viccH of
thiH week would indicate tbat some secttoaH
ot the country .ire now prepared to ship aH Hoon
as any dcni;ind appearn. and be^finninK with
Au(,just therp li.in in p.ihi Rea^onH been more or
less of a market, and it is looked for to bej^in
this year on time. This for Hcveral reanoas,
one beini;- that we areirointr lo have Home choice
white clover and baflHwood to offer, which ban
not been over plentiful during- tlie past three or
four seasons.

nominally the name as

I'riceB are

during the past

W days.

Beeswax

sells at 30c.

BUKNKTT A CO.n
KansasCitv, Aug. 2— Receipts of comb honey
increasing^
fairtv g^ood demand. New fancy
R. A.

;

white, 14((il5c: No. 1, 13"//14c: amber. 12%\ic.
Extracted, white, 6c; amber. 5fa'5^c. BeeHwax,
22^250.
C. C. Ci-EMONS & Co.

Cincinnati, July 26.— Considerable stock of
crop fancy comb on the market and sells
for new comb honey,
as yet none on the market; this market demands fancy comb; all other ffrades discourag-es trade.
Extracted is in fair demand at
5^'"6c for amber and "if^Hc for clover. Beeswax,
19ni

at 14fa»lSc; there is a call

The Fred W. Muth

2>^Ca>3i)c.

Co.

Albany, N.

Y., July 10.— Honey market not
opened yet for this season, but we look for demand to begin in a couple weeks. No old crop
in the way.
Expect good
prices for new crop, which

demand and good
is

vicinity.

New York,

verv light in this
H. R, Wright.

July ".—There

is some fair deat 14c for strictly fancy
and lOfg^llc for amber.
Extracted quift at unchanging prices. Beeswax dull and declining at 29c.

maud

for

white;

12(ail3c for

comb honey
No.

1,

HiLDRBTH & SsOBLKBlf.
Cincinnati, Aug. 2.— Some small lots of newcomb honey have been coming in, but as the
weather is so warm there is very little demand,
Tbat sold to stores brought 15c for fancy.
The market for extracted was more lively,
brings as follows:
Amber, 5@SKc; alfalfa
water white, 6fa!6Hc; and white clover. Tfiz-THc.
Beeswax, 30c cash.
C, H. W, Webbr.

San Francisco, July

23.— White comb, 10@

12>^ cents; amber, 7@lOc; dark, 6(aj7 cents.
Extracted,
white, 5®—; light amber, 4H@-~\
amber. 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light,
27(®29c; dark, 25(gj2tc.
There are moderate quantities arriving, with
asking figures in the main above the views of
wholesale operators. Business doing at present
in this center is principally of a small lObbing
or retail character, and inthis way transfers
are being made at an advance on any figures
which would be warranted as quotations based
on values for round lots.

—

.

WANTED!
Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati.

C. H.

W.

WEBER,

Cincixnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

2146-2148 Central Ave.,

21Atf

W/E
^^

can place a few cars of COHB A^D EXTRACTED HONEY. Will be glad to correspond with parties having some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.
C. C.

29A9t

300

CLEMONS &

CO..

Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

WHITE CLOVER
WANTED TRACTED
HONEY

EX-

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancv Comb wanted in no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Gonit) and Extracted fioneu!

send 11.25 to

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

.yfl*

the

If you want the Bee-Bosk
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

FOR HIS

^

«t<

AND B&ESWflX

MAkKET

32Atf

Prof. A. J. Cook.CIaremont, Cal.,

."t! .»!< .•!< .«!<

vjTj-T >j» >jw^ >^- >pf >jtf >^' >^- vj*- >j*'

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writinp

"What Happened

-•!<

HONE./

I

afternoon closing with

tically untiidinous for us as (ieneral Ma!ni].;er,

reconsider,

-•)>!< .«!<

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

B

Please mention the Bee Joarnal.

INGHAN'S PATENT
24 years the best.

Send for Circular,
T. F.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

Farwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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BEE=KEEPERS,

C. p.

DADANT.

CHAS. DADANT.

AND EVERYTHING
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

To Our

4S" Our goods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog",
and copy of

Our

Friends and Customers*

senior

member, Mr, Chas. Dadant,

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEePER.

The

.JuLii iiiii

eighty^ive years of age.

status of the firm will

remain the same, Louis

C. Dadant joining his father C. P. Dadant, under the firm

freight.

ClWii^f AiioULluii JDce

name

wiicii wilting.

of

DADANT &

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

Sample

died after a

He was

short illness, July 16th.

a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c ayear.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
t^* "W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N* H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

SO cents.

DADANT.

1817-1902.

Ttit W. T, FftLGONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

months,

C.

1879.

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,

L.

1851.

Save Money by Buying

SON,

HAMILTON,

ILLINOIS,

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Cal
218 North Main Street,

A ifcAK
$300,000,000.00
of
if you work
it
> "li tii;i% li:ivf part
riirleSaiirH poultry product pays
ii:s,
that sum. Send lOe for samples ami partioulart*.
We furnish capital to start you in
business. Draper PublishiagCo..Cbicago, II.

an.l
f'lr

1
^^^^
I

-^^

Daiizenbaker Hives.
JOS' In fiat

and made up — at very low
O. C.

50Ctf

MASTIN,

price.

Trent,

e^
"^Tft

4^^

TI16

Fomr

SDrino Escape

I

Don't lift the heavy super, shake and
is a great labor-saver.
brush the bees, cruelly smoke and cause uncapping, stings

and robbing.

S. D.

DO YOU READ
THE

Modern Farmer
If not,

why

mr

You g-et it a whole
Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.

not

?

year for 25 cents.
if

not satisfied.

Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us SO cents, and get
yours free. Send their names for sam =

it,

Porter Honey-fiouse tsoaoe

MODERN FARMER,
ST.

9Ctf

BARNES' FOOT

Try

— THE —

•^

Address,

pies.

Use it, and make work a pleasure instead of a dread.
and you won't be without it again. Price, 20 cents.

clears the extracting-house of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

JOSEPH, MO.

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

J. I.

PAKENT,of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Corabined Machines, last winter,
SO chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, SCO broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a creat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. K. & John Barnes,
Address,
'

^
'

995

Ruby

St.,

Rockford,

annoyance.

you

tier

up the supers to rid of bees this is the
it and you will wonder how you got

of Escapes. Try
along without it so long

THE

111.

A.

I.

!

Price, 20 cents.

ROOT

Address,

CO., Medina, Ohio.

Also for sale by all our branch houses and ai^encies, and all dealers in
bee-keepers' supplies.

The American Poultry Journal
325

If

BEST

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

that is over a quarter of a
century old and is still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

OyJUrila.1
A|^,,_^2,|

American Poultry Joupnal.
60 cents a Tear,

Mention the Bee Journal.

are headquarters for

Send
?3l'

to

them

'"^iih^^i^'lLlT'

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

»

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

Bee Journal
QBOROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL..

AUG.

14,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 33.
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A 5TANDARD=BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance
Subscribers.

We

have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply
The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth SI. 00 each. We want every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the neces.sary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

us vrith

—

A Qneen Free

for Sending

One New Subscriber

Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near )'OU, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
prices are as follows:

One Queen,

75c.;

3

Queens, $2.10

6

;

Queens

for $4.00.

We

orders by return mail, or almost as
no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send youl

expect to be able to

promptly as

fill

that, so there will be

—

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
144

mm^

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

:

^

^^J^Ps,

CHICAGO,

42d YEAR.
is,js,ja,je^is,ja^

ILL,

AUG,

14,

^ EdiU
Editorial.
White Clover

^^

|

unusual history

has an

.50 pounds of honey and a good
The honey should bring on the open
nuirket l."> cents per- jjound, or a total of ^?..'>0,
and the swarm woui^l be worth as much the
following spring as tlio original colony. It is
a fact that small i|uiintities are a more paying
investment than the handling of many colonies, as when grouped they can not be handled so well, and contingencies arise which
materially reduce the profits.

yield will be

The

and wet
weather of June, while destroyinf? all hope of
the usual June clover yield, kept the clover
unusually

cold

plants in an increasingly luxuriant condition,

becoming exhausted in
June, the plants were actually blooming more
so that instead

of

profusely the last of July than the

June.

One correspondent

wrote us Aug.

in

first

of

northern Illinois

4

fed throughout the entire month of
to prevent starvation.
With July came
pasturage enough to sui)ply the daily needs
of the bees, but only with the coming in of
August has it appeared that there may po.ssibly be some surplus from white clover,
although it is too early to tell yet. There has

"I
June

been no time without white clover blossoms
since the tirst week in June, but the number
of blossoms has been constantly on the increase up to the present time."

This
that

is

it is

certainly

remarkable, considering

much beyond the middle of
should turn out that clover, having given no surplus whatever previous to the
first of August, should then yield a surplus,
it will be something contrary to the memory
of that distinguished individual " the oldest
If

that Mr. Abbott had not censored the

article before

seem

went

it

to

press, for reporters

have a special aptitude for getting a
" oil " when it comes to matters pertainto

little

ing to bee-keeping.

The average reader

will

plainly understand from the statement (juoted

may count on a

that he

ony— $7.50

profit of $13. .50 a col-

honey and ^G.OO for the
swarm. Most bee-keepers would be willing
to pay a good premium to be insured the half
for the

of $1H.50 per colony annually.

14xSi.; inihcs.
In this country there is no
standard franie, the one most In use being
probably the l.augstroth, 17;<<x9'i,- Ten or

eleven frames are generally used in the British
liive,

it

—

Inhabitant."

in

Canada.

— The

Ontario Association called for reports as to
wintering, and .5") members with 4303 colonies
responded. The average losses are given in
the Canadian Bee Journal as follows
In pit,
:

3.3 percent; in bee-house, 3.9; in

packed outside,

cellar, 7.2;

7.3; in dug-out, 13.5 percent.

"A

Tale of Blasted Hopes"

the

is

heading to a collection of crop reports from
the different quarters of Colorado in the
Rocky Mountain Bee Journal. Of the 39 reports quoted, nearly all warrant the heading
given, and only two report a good crop.
Editor Root
dreds of letters he thinks some regions will
have a crop, others none. Readers of this
journal will have noted that reports in general have not been of the most favorable charLate Hows may, however, be better
acter.
says that after reading hun-

Shallow Hives. — W.

K. Morrison says
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that when shallow hives are used it is better to use drawn
combs than starters in hiving a swarm, so as
to prevent pollen in sections.
"The sectionsuper in the case of an older colony should be
placed on the hive earlier in the season than
is
the case with ordinary hives."
"Full
sheets of foundation must be used in the sections, otherwise there is troulile," probably
because of the queen going up.

—

Profits of Bee-Keeping.
The Saint
Joseph Daily News contains an article of more
than a column relating to the bee-industry, in
which many good things are said, the article
apparently resulting from an interview with

our well-known friend, Rev. Emerson T. Abbott.
It is a good thing that the daily press
can be interested in our pursuit, but there is
always danger from misleading statements
like the following:

The profits in bee-keeping are larger in proportion, according to the money invested,
than of any other rural pursuit. Starling in
the spring with one colony, costing $6.00, the

ten giving nearly the

same comb surface

as eight Langstrotb frames.

Don't I'ut Honey in the Cellar.--In
the
is

Rocky Mountain Bee Journal the advice
Do not store honey of any charac-

given, "

sound advice in
Union so dry
that in the cellar is a good place to keep
bread— it is eminently sound advice in places
where cellars are so damp that great drops of
moisture are fretiuently seen standing on the
wall.
Of course, not many bee-keepers are
likely to make a mistake in this regard, but it
is well to keep it constantly in mind so as to
ter in the cellar."

If

that

one of the driest States

is

in the

caution consumers, for the

Wintering Bees

not often that white clover con-

tinues to yield
July.

I'ity

Ours

than anticipated.

and

likely

it

will average

is

a large country,

up

to fairly well.

J^

No. 33.

this year, at least over a considerable extent

of country.

ERIC^

1902,

swarm.

I

BEE^PAPf^

wife

is

—

average house-

pretty sure to consider the cellar just

the place to keep honey.

Formalin and Foul Brood.- Those
who have any

i>ersonal experience with foul
brood will be interested to know particularly
about the experiments of Prof. Harrison, in
Canada. It must not be understood that
formalin is a drug that can be administered
to a colony to cure it of foul brood any more
than the fumes of sulphur could be administered to a colony to rid it of the larvie of the
l)ee-moth.
The fumes of the formalin will
kill the bacilli and the spores of foul brood,
and an agent powerful enough to kill the
spores could not be expected to be without
effect on bees and brood as a matter of fact,
all forms of bee-life will be promptly killed
by the fumes, so the drug works merely as a
disinfectant.
It is much, however, if the
combs can be saved to be used again.
The exact manner in which Prof. Harrison
proceeded is thus given in the Canadian Bee
;

Journal:

The

Bee-Keepers'

British

Guide-

by the well-known authority, Thomas
William Cowan, has passed through 16 editions, comprising in all about 40,000 copies,
and the 17th edition has now made its appearance. That others besides our British cousins
appreciate the work is evidenced by the fact
that no other text-book on bees has been

Book,

many languages. What
many have felt to be a lack in the book has
now been supplied by a fine likeness of the
translated into so

author.

The American

reader will be struck by the

fact that locality, fashion, or

something

else,

makes no little difference in the implements
and plans described In this book as compared
The
with those in vogue in this country.
British, for

example, have a standard frame.

Sections of comb were taken out and placed
box the same size as an ordinary hive.
The exit at the bottom was plugged up, with
the exception of a small hole, and a small
opening about half an inch in diameter was
To the lower hole was affixed
left at the top.
a formalin apparatus consisting of a small
alcohol lamp at the bottom, with a reservoir
at the top which contains formalin.
Formalin. I might say, is the trade name
given to a 40 percent solution of formaldehyde gas in water. A small portion of
this is put in the reservoir over the alcohol
heater, and then the top is screwed down.
The top connects with a small hose-pipe, and
it is placed in the lower hole
of the hive.
Directly after the apparatus is attached the
alcohol lamp is lit and the formalin is vaporized and spreads throughout the hive. This
means of disinfecting the hives was used;
and the wax of the comb that was placed in it
was several .\ears old, judging from the looks
of it. and contained dead larvie, foul brood.
in a
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also a certain number of capped cells, so
that probably all the conditions were present
which would be met with in a i)ad case of
foul lirood.
After the gas had spread through the hive,
and the smell of the gas could be noticed
issuing at the hole at the top, this top hole

and

On

«-v

the

Aug.

Way

to

14, 1902.

^c

Denver

was closed, and almost immediately afterwards the formalin apparatus was disconnected and that lower opening plugged up,
and it was kept there from one to four hours.
At the end of that time the hive or box was
opened and the combs taken out and a careful examination made, not only of the capped
cells but all of the foul-broody cells and also
certain marked cells which contained honey
and also spores of the foul-brood bacillus.
In not a single instance did foul-brood
germs grow from these combs after they were
treated.
And since then I have performed

the experiment
three separate times with
three other distinct comlis and with the same
success, and in each ease the germs were
killed, whether ihey were in dead larv;e,
whether they were in honey, or whether they
were in capped cells.

Pure Queen-Fertilization.

— Among

several plans given by Mr. Doolittle in Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture, he prefers the following,
adding that for securing honey the mismated
queens will give just as good results as those
purely mated

Give to all colonies which have good Italian
(|ueens one or two frames of drone-comb, so
that large numbers of drones will be reared
in these Italian colonies, which will be very
likely to secure the pure mating of from onefourth to one-half of your young queens and
when one is found that is impurely mated,
kill her and give the colony a queen-cell from
your best pure breeder, and try again. As
your colonies increase, your drones will increase also; and the more drones reared in
your Italian colonies the better will be your
chances of having all purely mated.
;

scene near kearnev. nebr., on the union pacific railroad.
That makes us producers suspect
that i)art of the ({notations are a little up and
part a little down
As we want to get nothing but the truth from the " Old Reliable,"
what are we to do i Couldn't you stick a
tag on the end of the high fellows, saying,
"Shave these figures down a little." And
another for the low fellows, reading. " Boost
these figures a trille
Pkoducer.
than high.

V

Look

do you want to get us into
trouble, and perhaps be the cause of a murder
The idea of wanting us to " stick a
W/ilcli
tag un the end of the high fellows!"
iiul !
And what if we couldn't reach up
And another on the low fellows! Isn't that
awful
Then, what kind of " figure " do you suppose the market-quoting "fellows" would
Cut after they
had been "shaved" or
"boosted;" No, sir, we'll not "play tag''
with them, nor allow any shaving or boosting
of their "figures. "
Why, it might (/^figure
them, and perhaps get us into a peck of
trouble. Excuse us, please
here,

;

'.

\

Weekly Budget.

upon a stand one foot high.'^This colony' I
denominate my "Missionary Hive," the entire
proceeds ot which I appropriate to the missionary work of the church. One year
secured §8.00 from it for that purpose.

I

feet apart each
1 have my hives placed 4
way, and do not experience any difficulty in
running my apiary.

The picture does not show nearly all of the
hives in the apiary.
Last fall, after the first zero weather, I
brought 20 colonies from an out-apiary in a
wagon-bed on a stoneboat, and hauled them fi
miles with the hives open, and but one bee
escaped and took wing that I saw. I placed
them in the cellar without a (light, and they
wintered

Daniel Whitmer.

finely.

;

Mr.

,1.

T.

Calveht,

of

the A.

I.

Root Co.,

passed through Cbicago last week on a western trip with stop-offs

in Colorado, L'tah,
Oregon, Washington, and then
back through Minnesota. It will be quite a
" swing around "
among the bee-supply
dealers.
He expects to be home again about
the middle of September. He reports a good
season's business for 1002 at the Root factory.

California,

QcESTioss FOB THE CONVENTION. — Secretary Mason,

National

Bee-Keepers'
Association, requests us to publish the following:
ST.i. B, TOLEUO, Ohio, July :«, H1u2.
of

the

Editor American Bee .Ioi'rnal—
Please say to your readers that if any of
them who have any questions to ask that they
would like to have answered at the Denver
convention, will send them tome soon, I will
present them for replies.
Very truly yours,

A. B. Mason, Sec.

QfoTiNG THE Honey Market.
scriber sends us the following in

—A

sub-

reference to

which was discussed by the commission men in these columns recently
this subject,

:

Mr. Editor:

— In

that interesting symposium giving views of the middlemen as to
(juolations, part of them think it better to
quote the market a little too high than too
low, while another part think it better low

Daniel Whitmer's Oak Leaf Afiart.

—

—

On the Wat to Denver. Here are a
few questions from a Wisconsin reader that
may interest all who are preparing to go to
the Denver convention, Sept. 3, 4 and 5:
Editor York:— I am thinking of taking
Denver meeting, and would like to

in the

know
1. If the rates will be low from all points,
or just from central points like Chicago ?
2. For how long a lime are those excursion

tickets

good

;

When

sending the picture of his apiary
(shown on the first page; Mr. Whitmer wrote

Can a person stop off in going to or
coming from Denver ?
4. Can a person go one way and return

US as follows:

another

This apiary was established about 18S0, and
has never known a failure in a crop of good
honey. Neither has it ever been diseased in
any way whatever. It has never been infested with the liee-rnoth except in a limited
degree. I have never fumigated a particle of
the honey, neither do I think it is necessary
if the apiarist is on duty and observing.
I have kept the Italian bees almost exclusively, believing theui to be the most desirable, although I have manipulated other races
in a limited way.
The " Oak Leaf Apiary "' started with 2
colonies, and the maximum number consisted
of 24? colonies, and were manipulated successfully in one yard by myself when at
home, otherwise my wife and daughter did
the work.
I produce both comb and extracted honey,
and have never taken less than U) cents per
pound for the extracted, and have had as
high as IN cents; and for comb honey I have
received from 10 to 22 cents per pound.

It will be noticed in the front row, just
north of the tub ot water, an observatory hive

3.

(

Please post us up a

little

more fully.
Davenport.

B. T.

We reply

as follows, after interviewing a

representative of the Chicago

ern Railroad

&

North-West-

Company

1. Low rates cover all points.
2. By having the time on the tickets extended at Denver, they will be good until

Oct. HI.
3.

Yes;

at points

west

of

the

Missouri

River.
4.

No — not

at the

low

rates.

Close Saturdays at 1 p.m. —Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
beginning with .July I, for three months we
close our office and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This is our usual custom.
Nearly all otner firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

Aug.
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KE-yUEKNI.N(. K\ KRY YEAR.
Excepting the queens that are reserved for breeders,
that the apiarist wishes to test a second year, I am more
and more inclined to think that it is best to re-queen every
year.

Pointers.

prevents swarming

to a great extent.
A young
more active and more vigorous will, somehow
or other, induce the bees to empty and prepare the cells for
brood-rearing and probably more honey stored in the surplus apartments and less in the brood-nest. It is a wellknown fact that the failure of the queen to lay a sufficient
quantity of eggs is the chief cause of swarming orsupenseding. whether the failure is due to the queen or to the want
of empty comb. And it is well known that the colonies
with young queens are less apt to swarm than those with
1st.

Improving the Race of Bees-Oiueen

No. 4.

It

<|ueen being

;

BY ADRIAN GBTAZ.
{Continued from pa(fe

Summing up

264.)

the preceding pages,

we may say

:

In breeding stock of higher animals, close parentage can be allowed, provided defective individuals are rejected. Close parentage or inbreeding has the advantage

old queens.

of surely perpetuating and increasing the qualities already
acquired. There is no reason to think that it would be

2d. There will be less drones reared.
Somebody here
will say, "
don't you cut out all drone-comb from your

1st.

otherwise with bees.
2d. The nurse-bees have no influence except what
arise

from

insufficient

feeding,

warmth

lack of

may

or other

physical conditions.
3d. The drones have at least as much influence on the
workers as the queens, and probably more.

Since the preceding numbers were written, Mr. Doolithas published some of his experiences on the subject.
When he first introduced Italian queens in his locality there
were none but pure blacks in the whole neighborhood. The
first mismaced queens were necessarily a first cross
between
blacks and Italians. He says that in nine cases out of ten
the hybrid workers exhibited the characteristics of the
drone-stock. The workers from the Italian queens mated
to black drones would show the disposition to sting,
running from the combs, capping the honey white, which belong to the German race of bees. On the other hand, the
hybrids from a black queen mated to an Italian queen
tle

would have

the traits peculiar to the Italian bees.

all

He

does not say anything about the color. The experiment
could not be repeated now. The two races are so much intermingled that we never know certainly whether we have
an absolutely pure queen of any race, and still less about
the drones.
4th.

The mating

of the queen has no influence on the

drones she produces.
Now let us go to work.

THE NURSING COLONY.
which the young queens are to be reared
must, of course, be made queenless, and must be very strong
in nurse-bees so as to insure sufficient warmth and
generous
feeding. Plenty of feed should come either from the field
or from the sugar-barrel. Somebody lately claimed that

The colony

_

in

some colonies or strains of bees feed their brood more generously than others. That may be, but I doubt it. I think
the honey-flow, and, above everything else, the number
of
nurse-bees in proportion to the amount of brood to be fed,
are the factors in the case.
After the
especially

THE TIME OF YEAR.
honey-flow, even when the

work

in view of

apiarist does

not

stock.

For several reasons. It does not interfere with the surplus-gathering. The apiarist has comparatively little to do.
controlled. In the South there is no difqueens at that time of the year. Simply
by feeding abundantly, I can get all the worker-brood,
drone-brood and queen-cells I want and occasionally seme
swarms, that I don't want. In the Northern States the
weather is already cool at that time of the year, and it is
sometimes difficult to induce the bees to rear drone-brood.
ficulty in rearing

;

"

I used to do it much more closely than now,
and I thought there were only a very few drones in my
whole apiary. In fact, I saw only a few now and then.
When I began using queen-traps, I found that there were a
great many more than I thought, and I discovered, also, that
a great many were undersized and had been reared in

?

Well,

worker-cells.

The
eggs the

fact

is

that a queen will lay but very few drone-

year

(if she has no drone-comb)
but their
quantity will increase every year, and if no drone-cells are
there they will be laid in worker-cells.

first

;

BUYING OR REARING QUEENS.
For the one who is not interested in "improving the
races of bees," and who owns hundreds and perhaps thousands of colonies, the question might be asked Would it
not be cheaper for me to buy my queens than to rear them,
having already more work than I can do ?
I think it would be cheaper, and besides, that the queens
reared by an experienced and well-equipped queen-breeder
are probably better than those reared by an ordinary bee:

keeper.

But there is a " but " in this case. That is. the queens
are sometimes more or less injured by the transportation,
and their laying faculties thereby impaired. It seems to be
due to rough handling through the mails. And there seems
to be a difference according to the line of transportation they
come. At least it is so in my locality. Those coming from
a certain direction are very often injured.
Often, apiarists think that the queens they buy are impure or mismated. But they must remember that the bees
of an apiary mix considerably more than is suspected. I
have several five-banded queens, and in their colonies threebanded hybrids and even black bees can be seen in small
numbers. But when I look close I find that the very young
bees are invariably five-banded, showing conclusively that
the other strains come from the other hives of the apiary.

THE BREEDING COLONIES.

As

improvement of the

The drones can be

Why

hives

stated above, the colony that is to rear the queen
must be queenless, strong in bees, especially young bees,
and well fed.

The one that is to rear the drones should be supplied
with drone-comb, and also well fed. In order to prevent
any interruption or delay this should be all ready at the end
of the flow. The drones driven from the other hives are
apt to take refuge in the ones that are fed. A judicious use
of the queen-trap will dispose of the intruders.

The colony

that

is to

furnish the brood

same that furnishes the drones or
be fed.

it

may

(it

not),

may

be the
has also to
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THE PROCESS.
There

out early, say before sunrise, a great many young bees, just
hatched, on the alighting-board in the last struggles of
death and from that time until the present I find the same
thing, and at this writing, in front of each hive, there are
from one pint to half a gallon of dead bees.
The bees are close to the house and part of the garden
which is always free of weeds. Now this ground has been,
each morning, literally covered with bees crawling in every
direction, and, when I irrigate, the little ditch gets clogged
with bees. Some of my hives are almost depopulated. I
have examined hive after hive. The young bees seem to
gnaw out all right, but do not seem to be perfect. This
morning, in my rounds, I found one of the best queens dead
on the alighting-board with other dead bees. This queen I
received April 10, 1902. I opened some of the hives of the
strongest colonies and found only a few just-hatched brood
(but no eggs), and those were scattered, none together, in
all cases from five to eight cells apart.
One hive was well
filled with bees, and most of the brood-nest cells partly
filled with a very light honey.
There was no sealed brood
in this hive, and no eggs found
I did not look for a queen,
as I concluded she was dead, too.
I have tried three times to get a very strong colony to
build queen-cells in fact, I have tried three different colonies during the period named. On June 3 I took away the
queens on the seventh day I destroyed all queen-cells and
inserted in each a nice frame of brood and eggs in all
stages on June 21 I opened each of these hives, but not a
queen-cell did I find. I again gave each a frame of brood
and eggs I did not open the hives again until July 4, and
I again
to my astonishment no queen-cells had been built.
gave them each a nice, new comb with fresh eggs, not over
five days since they were laid, and to my surprise no queen-

no need of artificial queen-cells, transfer of
larva;, etc., for one who rears queens only for his own use.
Besides that, the one who is not experienced in the business
may fail. He may injure the larva; during the " transfer,"
or choose some too old, or do it so awkwardly that the bees
will have to remove the jelly and replace it. This will
is

necessarily check, to some extent, the
Whether the delay is injurious or not,
avoid it.

We will
larvce

,

;

growth
I

of the larv*.
don't know. Better

comb

of eggs and very young
and larva; holes wide enough to
and as long as convenient, and put

simply take a
cut under the eggs

accommodate good cells,
the comb thus prepared in the nursing colony.

As soon as
the cells are started an examination is made, and if some
are built too close together, a few are destroyed so as to give

to the others.
We want none but good, big
give the bast queens. Exactly why, I don't
know. Perhaps big cells and plenty of room go together.
As soon as these cells are capped, or thereabout, we can
give another comb and start the next batch of cells.
Two or three days after the cells are capped they are put
in cages. The cages are either left in the nursing hive orput
where the queens are to be introduced. In that last case
the queen must be removed.
sufficient

cells

room

;

— they

;

;

;

;

QUEEN-CAGES.
I

make my own queen-cages

for sake of cheapness.

but this comb was filled with honey and no brood
whatever.
made a business of it prior
I have reared many queens
My
I never ran up against a case like this before.
to 1882.
hives have no smell. I never saw a case of foul brood in
the East or in California.
I have been so situated that I could not keep bees until

The

cells,

West cages are all that can be desired, but they cost too
much. I make them of wire-cloth the two edges are sewn
together with foundation wire.
They are made over a

—

;

round stick of wood. A few small saw-cuts across one side
of the stick helps to pass the wire under. At the top end I
put a ring of thick wire, one end of it projecting as a handle
to fasten the cage to the comb.
The wire-cloth is simply
turned over the ring. The other end is closed permanently,
by pinching the sides together. The top end can be closed

the last two years. When I first came to California, in
1883, I had charge of John Bidwell's bees in Butte County.
There were some 300 colonies. Since that time I have been
superintendent of five large fruit-ranches, and at the present time I am manager of the Fisher Ivake Packing Co.,
and have here quite a little apiary.
February 1, 1901, I got two colonies in soap-boxes, and
had 7 swarms. In the fall I began the winter with 9 coloI winnies, and secured 110 sections of nice, white honey,
tered 9 strong colonies, have secured about 200 sections of
but the way
honey this season, and have 27 colonies
things look now I do not know how many I will have in

by any kind of suitable stopper.

The

queen-cells are cut with a small piece of

comb

forming a tail-piece. They are introduced in the cage at
the top, and the tail-piece pressed into the wire-cloth so as
to hold the cell, and the stopper put in.
Care must be taken in constructing the cage that no

;

another month.
My bees have had for
black sage since fruit-bloom

mustard, hoarhound and
at this time a field of 60
acres of radishes, and also a field of lettuce of 110 acres, are
During the
in full bloom, to which they have free access.
last six or seven weeks the buckeye has been in bloom, and
at our county convention, July S, it was suggested that the
buckeye bloom was the cause. I have visited other apiaries
and find them as bad as mine. I have tried to give you the
Can you give me the solution, or a remedy, or tell
facts.
J. Luther Bowers.
the cause ?
Santa Clara Co., Calif., July 15.

wire should protrude inside so as to injure the queen.
As far as I know, it will not do to cage queen -cells just
after they are sealed. At that time the end is very thick.
As soon as the queen has spun her cocoon, the bees remove
the surplus wax
the end of the cell in then smoother, somewhat darker, and of a leathery appearance. If the surplus
wax is not removed, the queen cannot cut her way through,
and dies in the cell. At least I had a few that I thought
were lost that way.
The cages should be placed at least two inches apart,
;

that

is,

flora,
;

and

—

Answer. I have never known but one case at all like
the foregoing, and that was a case of wholesale poisoning
large apple-orchard at Grand
by spraying fruit-bloom.

young queens have emerged. 1 did once
them close together, and lost nearly all the

after the

Aug:. 14, 1902.

put a number of
queens. I suppose that they worried themselves to death
trying to destroy each other.
No feed is needed. The bees will feed the caged queens
provided the cages are within the cluster, that is, where the
bees are constantly.
Knox Co., Tenn.

A

Rapids, Mich., was sprayed while in full blootri. The season was propitious, and the bees swarmed on the trees eager
for the tempting nectar. The result was great loss of bees
in all stages brood, young bees, old bees, and even queens
died.
If it was earlier when the orchards were in bloom,
and the orchards being sprayed for codling-moth or cankerworm, I should feel pretty sure of the cause of the alarming

—

[Continued next week.)

mortality.

What Caused the Bees
BY

to

Die

I'KOF. A. J.

?-Was

It

Spraying ?

COOK.

The following letter from Mr. J. Luther Bowers is of
great interest, and I am glad to send it for publication in
its entirety
Prof. Cook
I want to give you an account of my bees.
Something like six or seven weeks ago I noticed by getting
:

:

—

I

Can it be possible that poisoned honey was stored weeks
ago, and is now being used to the destruction of the bees?
In case no such poisoning can be explained, or made to
harmonize with the facts, then I should look to the nectar.
Such immense acreage of lettuce and radish is rare. Can
the bloom furnish poisonous nectar? It is not to be believed that buckeye furnishes poisonous nectar. I have

i

—
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always doubted

if

any nectar or honey

is

ever poisonous.

I

believe a close study will prove that the arsenites arc the
cause of this mortality. I have suggested that the honey
in the worst colonies be

would explain

analyzed.

A

detection of arsenic

all.

IIKKS IN

THh MOUNTAINS.

No.

1.— How

Rear the Best Queen-Bees.
BY HENKV ALLEY.

to

I have read the articles of Dr. Gallup on queen-rearing
with a good deal of interest. In the main the Doctor is
about right.
I do believe that fully 90 percent of all the queens reared
are as worthless as so many house-flies.
Such queens
are not reared by Nature's plans in fact, the means used
by many queen-breeders are just the opposite to those ways
suggested by Nature and used by the bees themselves. Did
you ever know bees to use sticks to form cell-cups first ? Do
bees ever go into the chamber above the brood-nest to build
<jueen-cells unless about to supersede an old queen, or to
prepare to swarm ? Now, I have experimented a good deal
in trying to get bees to rear queens in a hive above the
main brood-nest. When the honey-flow is at its height
good queens can be reared by the above method but that
part of the queen-rearing season is very short in many parts
of the United States; particularly was it so this season, and
if queens are to be reared they must be reared, so to speak,
out of season.
Now, what are the conditions under which bees usually
rear queens ? Natural swarming, superseding an old queen,
and when a queen is killed by accident. Of course this last
condition comes more properly under a forced condition.
Nearly all queens are reared under a forced condition, but
bees even then comply with natural laws in producing another queen, or others. What do the bees do under these
last conditions ? Do they loaf about the hive, waiting until
some one has furnished them artificial cell-cups ? By no
means; they just select an egg, or several eggs, in some
convenient place, and at once commence to construct a
cell-cup; in due time a lot of fine queens are reared and
appear. Asa rule, a queen-bee so reared is in any way the
equal, and often the superior, of any queens reared under
the swarming impulse. I say superior. And why are such
queens superior ? Now, this question brings me to a point
I wish to dwell upon
I have always claimed, and still claim, that I can rear
better queens by the forced method than can be produced
under the swarming impulse. I have the queens in my
apiary to day to prove this assertion. And, by the way, let
me say here, that I am using an entirely new method for
rearing queens. Although good queens can be reared by
methods I have given, I can rear much better queens by the
method now being used in my apiary.
I have found by actual experiments that a colony of
bees will not rear good queens while there is a fertile queen
present. I don't want any one to tell me it can be done, for
I assert that it can not te done by any person.
'Tis contrary to Nature's laws. Even at swarming-time the bees
do not rear as good queens as they will under queenless
;

;

:

why

I can beat Nature
have thought that queens
from cells made at swarming-time were superior to any I
could produce by the forced method. They are not, and I
do not now save such cells.

conditions, and this is
in the

way

I

of rearing queens.

As queens

be remembered that on my visit two years ago
at Yosemitc, I found no bees on the highest peaks, and
great quantities of aphid honey-dew was going to waste.
Now I am in the San Bernardino Mountains, and have just
made the top of " Old Gray Back," 11,600 feet high, yet we
saw bees on Yerba Santa and Potentilla, away up at the
top. The yellow and brown lilies are beautiful. It is a glad
pleasure to live in the mountains and to breathe the blessed
air.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., July 24.
It will
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claim that
I

now

reared they are short lived and unin hives while a fertile queen is
present are short-lived. The bees appear to understand,
when they are given cell-cups over their brood-nest, that
they are not in want of another queen. But this is not the
case with queenless bees. Bees in a queenless condition
feel the need of a queen, and they will bend all their energies to produce one or more. Does the reader see the point ?
prolific.

,///

are

queeus reared

Again, (jueens reared while a fertile queen is present
are not nearly as large as those reared by queenless bees.
I can show larger and better-developed queens than any
ever reared under the swarming influence. Come and see
them.

Now, let any one come forward and dispute the statements here made. I stand ready to back them up. One
may " beat around the bush " forever in trying to prove
that the artificial methods employed now will produce firstclass queens, but the fact remains, all the same, that

can

it

not be done.

There is quite a difference between artificial and forced
methods for rearing queens. In the artificial method it is,
" Do it as you please ;" in the forced plan it is a case of,
"We must have a queen or the colony is destroyed." Isn't
this so

?

had time, and Editor York would allow me the
would show how man can undo Nature, not only in
producing queen-bees, but in many other things. All the
same, it is only Nature's ways under the direction of experiment and common sense.
Essex Co., Mass.
Let this do for this time.
If

space,

I

I

[Come on with your proofs and methods.
York " will " allow " you all the space necessary
thing up in a proper manner.

" Editor
to do the

Editor.]

Marketing— Taking Orders for Honey.
BY

E.

S.

MILLER.

you have never tried canvassing, allow me
you a few instructions, not that I am perfect in the
If

to

give
but

art,

experience may be helpful to others. In the first place,
dress yourself in respectable clothing. With some people
you might have more success if dressed somewhat shabbily,
as they will be the more likely to take you for a producer if
you appear in that garb but, on the whole, I consider it

my

;

best to appear respectably dressed

when appearing before

strangers.

The
a small pail, say one-half gallon of honey.
have a lid that is easily removed and replaced,
and for this purpose I find nothing neater than the frictiontop pails. The sample should be a fair average of what
Take

pail should

you intend to deliver when sold, and, it is needless to say,
should be thick, well ripened, and perfectly clean. As to
the color, I do not find any objection raised to amber or
slightly dark-colored honey. However, we should sell only
one kind of honey in a town, for the average person does
not know that there is a great variety of honey from various sources, and should neighbors where you have sold two
kinds happen to compare the two, they are quite likely to
imagine that one of the other is not a pure article, or, more
likely still, they will conclude quite frequently that you are
a mixer, and that it is all impure. Should you be obliged to
supply honey of a kind difi'erent from what you have sold
in the place

before,

it

will

be best to explain to the pur-
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chaser at the time you deliver it. I allude to this because
many bee-keepers are likely situated like myself. Here I
nearly always get two crops, one from clover blossoms and
other sources, and later another from autumn flowers, the
former being almost clear, and the later amber colored.

Now, having entered a town or village, if you are acquainted with any of good standing and influence, try to
secure their orders

first,

Having done

dation.

which

is

practically a

recommen-

proceed to canvass the town
from house to house. Step up to the door in a business-like
manner, and ring the bell or knock. When your call is
answered, take off your hat and say, " Good morning.
Madam " (Miss or Sir, as the case maybe). " My name is

Smith.
in

town

this,

am

a bee-keeper. I live over at Smithton.
to-day taking orders for honey. Do you use
I

house ? I should be pleased
of what I have."
in the

to

show you

I

am

honey

a sample

Aug.

14, 1902.

who have good money with which to buy your honey.
Canvass the town street by street, or as most convenient.
Do not plod along on the street as if you were lost, but
step in a business-like manner, and when you approach a
house, step up as if you were going there to sell honey, and
intended doing so. Talk business. Talk honey to all with
whom you have occasion to converse. If you happen to
meet some one who keeps bees, and he plies you with questions, answer him kindly, explain to him what a honey-extractor is, and how it works how extracted honey is produced. Do not appear overly wise, but let him understand
that you are posted and up-to-date in the production of
people

;

honey.

and

tell

More than likely he will talk to others about you,
them that you know a whole lot about bees and the

production of honey.
Deliver the honey on or as near the day you have

named, and you

At about

this point they are likely to reply that they
hardly ever use honey, or they always buy their honey from
the country, and the reply will likely be accompanied by a
suspicious look that indicates that they think you are offering a mixture that is put up in some city. In fact, some
people will tell you as much. Do not be discouraged, however, but come at them like this

will find that most of your customers have
waiting, and quite likely you will find a few extra orders waiting for you.

the

money
I

have not named

all

meet
you are determined and
be polite and gentlemanly ia

of the obstacles that you will

with, but all can be overcome

if

Do not fail to
address and action. Progressive Bee-Keeper.
energetic.

—

:

"Madam, I am a bee-keeper, and this honey is gathered
by my own bees. I am willing to stake my reputation on
every pound of it. I suppose you know Dr. Jones ?"

am well acquainted with hira."
"He has known me for years, and will

"

I

would not

\
tell

you that

I

you a spurious article. I have just taken
Here it is" {showing your order
Brown, also.
I suppose you are
acquainted with him. I have his order for one-half gallon.
Would you kindly bring me a spoon and a saucer ? I shall
be pleased to leave you a small sample, even though you do
not purchase, and it shall not cost you a cent."
At this request the spoon and saucer will generally be
promptly produced. Remove the cover from the pail, dip
the spoon in and give it a twist, draw it out and lay it in
the saucer, and say, " There is as fine honey as was ever
gathered by any bees."
If they bring a tablespoon, and your honey is as thick
as it should be, this will be a good taste for a small family at
the next meal. You can well afford to give a liberal sample, for a customer once gained, if properly treated, is quite

this time the

one addressed will probably say to

member of the family, or a lady who may be visiting, " Well, Jane, I believe this is genuine honey taste it
once. Isn't it nice ?" And addressing you, will say, " How
do you sell it ?"
another

;

By this time you should have your book and pencil in
hand, and after quoting the price, say, " How much can you
use? I put it up in quarts, half-gallons and gallons. Can
you use a gallon ?" Try to sell all you can, but if a party
decides to take only a
on taking more, but
honey in two or three
Step to the door, and

you please

is

if

nothing happens to prevent."

as you turn to close
who lives next door ?"

me
"Thank you

tell

formed, say,

quart, do not annoy her by insisting
say, " Thank you.
I will deliver the

days,

;

DR.

O. O.

atlLLBR,

AfSLrengro, DI.

[The Qiestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.]

Introducing a Queen to a Colony with Paralysis.

Would
of bees that

it

is

be safe to introduce a new queen to a colony
Washington.
troubled with paralysis ?

—

Answer. Yes. Indeed, one of the cures confidently
put forward every now and then is giving a new queen to
the diseased colony. The trouble is that when a new queen
is given and the disease disappears, you can not be certain
that the disease would not have disappeared if there had
been no change of queen.
^ • »

Moving Bees— Danzenbalter Hive.

remain permanent.

About

There

CONDUCTED BY

offer

his order for a gallon.
" Here is Mr.
book).

likely to

Questions and Answers.

it,

say, "

Would

On being

in-

good day."

some advantage

in

knowing the name

of the

person you are calling on, and, therefore, it is well to inquire as you go along. Call at every house where any one
lives, unless you have good reasons for believing that there
is no prospect of making a sale.
Do not judge the occupants of a house from the outside appearances of the house,
for though it looks dilapidated, there may be within it good

I began 3 years ago by purchasing 6 Danzenbaker hives ;
then I bought a colony of bees in an American hive and
transferred them to a Danzenbaker hive, and they did not
do very well the first year, but last year I got a swarm and
about 20 plain sections filled from them and from another
colony which I found that was queenless. I sold the honey
for 15 cents a pound in cartons.
I have been cutting out the queen-cells this year, but
one colony swarmed, nevertheless. I purchased two colonies
from a neighbor 2'2 miles from my home, so I have all my
new hives filled with good, strong colonies, and have about
150 nicely-filled sections, in spite of this poor year, as there
has been so much rain.
handling bees
I am 25 years of age. and to say I enjoy
does not express it. I wish to increase my apiary as fast as
lean, and as my knowledge will allow.
1. Could I not move home the 2 colonies I purchased, 2}4
miles, by tacking a screen over the entrance at this time of
the year ?
2. Is the Danzenbaker hive as good as the dovetailed
with Hoffman frames for comb honey ?
3 Is the Danzenbaker hive good for extracted honey ?
4. As I hope some time to produce both comb and extracted honey, and will have to purchase all my new hives,
and of course want them all alike, what kind of hive would
you advise me to buy ? I like the Danzenbaker brood-nest,
as the bees fill the brood-frames straight with only starters ;
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wintering them, by placing them
and packin^j with chafl.
5. Is the Danzenbaker comb-honey super as easy to
handle and operate as the dovetailed super with slotted sec-

and

I

have

tine success

toffcther in a low shed

tion-holders, with old-style sections havinjf bee-ways.
6. Can the dovetailed super, with slotted section-hoklcrs
for old-style sections, be used on a Danzcnbaker brood-cham-

ber

Ohio.

?

Answkks. — 1. Yes, provi<linjf the entrance is large
enough or the weather cool enough. It will be safer in the
evening when it is cooler. If it is hot and the entrance is
not more than six square inches, better have a screen to
cover the top. Kor so short a distance two thicknesses of
mosquito-netting might do. Sprinkling with water will
help keep the bees cool.
2. That's a matter on which there are differences of

to be set in their ways and unwillingf
what the bee-keeper wants.
2. The fighting was probably made worse by the fact
that little honey was coming in at the time, for the bees are
likely to be good to each other when there is no scarcity, A
plentiful sprinkling with thin sugar syrup might have been
a help. As already said, the best thing is to break up the

have lived so long aa

to do

however, you have a special affection for that
want to preserve its identity, give it sealed
brood from other colonies (not taking bees with the brood if
they still keep up their ill temper), and after young bees
hatch out from the brood you will find them ready to rear
a queen from brood, or to accept a queen or cell offered them.
colony.

If,

colony, and

Queenless Colony

opinion.

can be used for one as well as the other, but is not
very generally used for extracting.
4. Your safe plan may be to try a few of each side by
side, so as to see which does best for you, and that will be
better than the opinion of some one else.
5. That depends somewhat on what kind of supers you
mean in the latter, and also upon the facility one has in
handling the different kinds. I can handle the T super
easier than either of them, while others would not have T
It

3.

supers.
6.

With some

little

adaptation they can be used inter-

changeably.

*-"*

Winter Repository— Sugar

vs.

Honey.

I

the outside

;

now

—

;

Answer. — The case is an unusual one, but such cases
have been reported under the head of quiet robbing, the
swarm quietly carrying off the stores of the mother colony.
The swarm having their old queen would naturally kill any
other queen given them.

I

Answers. — 1. You

will

an underground

probably find it not so successalthough some are successful

»

Comb Foundation

in Sections.

large a piece of foundation should be put in a sec-

Wisconsin.

?

Answer. — I

my

sections, using all the foundation I
can get in without having it sag. Some prefer to use small
starters.

"

fill

You pay your money and take your

frames and scattered them among three colonies, and took
unsealed brood from those colonies that were the strongest,
and put in place of the ones I took out. So on the ISth I
looked them over and saw they still had not started a queenWhat is the reason they do not start a queen-cell ?
cell.
and what am I to do to save them ?
2. When I exchanged the frames they fought like mad
smoking would not pacify them, and they killed each other
frightfully.
Do they always fight so when exchanging the
frames with adhering bees? I am a beginner and do not un;

much about

:

Pennsylvania.

these things yet.

the lower wire was too close to the
bottom-bar. Bees are quite inclined to leave a passage-way
between the comb and the bottom-bar, and if the wire was.
less than half an inch from the bottom-bar they would be
If the wire was not imbedded
likely to cut up to the wire.

they would be more likely to gnaw away the foundation
and they will do more gnawing if no honey is coming in.

Hives.

1. As I hived a swarm of bees j'esterday, when nearly
the workers were in the hive, the queen left them without going into the hive at all, and did not comeback as long
as I was watching. What could be the reason ?
2. How can I find out whether there is a queen in the

Washington.

hive?
3.

colony with laying workers is generally so perverse that the best thing is to break it up entirely,
for it is cheaper to make a new colony than to doctor up a
colony of laying workers, in which, as a rule, all the bees

What would

I

better do

if

there is no queen in the

hive?
4.

How

and place

it

would

it

do to take a frame with a queen-cell

in the hive ?

5. Would it do the bees any harm to paint the hivea
while they are working in them ?
6. Is there any way by which I can get what bees are
flying around in the air after a swarm is taken down and
Minnesota.
hived from a high tree ?

Answers. — 1.
ing her bridal

It is

possible

it

was a virgin queen tak-

trip.

You may

be able to see the queen by looking over the
Give a frame of brood,
some of the brood at least being quite young. If you find
no queen-cells started on the brood a day or so later, you
may count on the presence of a queen. But you hardly need.
2.

A

i

all

1. I have one colony of bees that is queenless.
I have
put frames with larva> and eggs in three times, and they
would not start a queen-cell. On July 11 I looked them over
and found evidence of laying workers, so I took all of the

Answers. — 1.

My bees have done well. I run 12 colonies for extracted
honey, of which I took SS gallons. They did not do as well
I divided the strongest colonies and used
in the sections.
wired frames with whole sheets of comb foundation they
ate the most of them oif at the lower and second lower wire.
What causes the bees to eat comb foundation along the
wire ? Above that they build out very nicely.

A Swarming and Queen Experience— Painting

choice."

Colony with Laying Workers— Uniting Bees.

derstand

Foundation.

Answer. — Perhaps

*

How

Comb

Bees Eating Wired

cellar,

with a house-apiary.
2. Sugar.

tion

Robbing.

I had just one colony queenless, and that for a great
while, as it seemed. It was a strange case I never had
such a one. One day in June a new swarm issued, and
everything seemed all right. The hives were about two
rods apart. The second day both colonies commenced flying to and fro from early morning until late at night, in
and out of their respective hives that is, one to the other.
That lasted over a week, and at last they gave it up. Now
I gave a queen toI see the old colony has lost its queen.
the new colony at that time, but the bees killed her. Does
Michigan.
that happen often ?

board

ful as

Oiuit

have a shop

lb by 36, 7-foot studding, shingled on
intend to partition it off to make it lb by
16,
it up inside of the studdings, fill with sawdust,
ceil it, and have a stove in the adjoining room, with a pipe
running into the room described. Will that do to keep bees
in during winter ?
2. Which is the cheaper for cooking and general use,
honey at 12'2 cents per pound or sugar at 19 pounds for a
dollar?
Wisconsin.
1.

521

frames.

Not always, however.
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wait for this, for if you give them no brood the swarm will
return to the mother colony if no queen is present. If the
queen is a laying queen, you will find eggs laid by her.
3. If j-ou give them a frame containing eggs and young
brood, they may rear a young queen, or as soon as you find
they are starting queen-cells, you may give them a mature
cell or a laying queen.

;

—

That would work all right.
It would be all right except the danger of having the
bees daubed with the paint at the entrance. With plenty of
4.

drier in the paint, at least in the paint used in the entrance,
there ought to be no trouble.

—

Unless they should have an extra queen with them,

there is no need to pay any attention to them. What bees
do not join the swarm will return to the old hive. If they
have a queen, you must capture them the same as a separate

swarm, and then unite them with the

rest of the

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

swarm.
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Bees Did Well, Considering'.
Last spring I bought 19 colonies of
bees from a neigbor in box-hives, at
$4.00 per colony. One was robbed, but
the rest have done well, considering
the weather. They have increased to
40 colonies. I have taken off 263 pounds
of comb honey already.
V. A. Hansen.
Polk Co., Wis., July 21.
At Least One Good Colony.
I took off 84 sections of white honey
from one hive the other day, and every
section was completed fancy comb but
in taking out I broke five sections by
their having burr-combs. Every section on the hive was completed
I do
not know how many they would have
stored if they had been properly taken
;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
Is $1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper
Indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

been received and duly credited.
will be given upon ap-

Advertising Rates
plication.

;

care of.

have no other colony in the 20 that
storing white honey, and no other
one storing half as much, and not one
doing sucli a nice, clean job.
We had no basswood honey, and I
did not think they were crowded for
.

I

is

room.
This is my fourth year, and I have
never failed to get some honey, thanks
to the

this

Qums
Buy them of H. G. QUIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has g^ood reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L- Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb) from single colonies
coataining- our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which

priced,

was established

in 1S88.

GOLDEN and LEftTttERGOLORED QUEENS, after July 1st:
1
6
12

Prices o\

Selected

$ .75

Tested

1.00

Bee-Keeuers'

Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
mprabers.
To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealere.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. Whitcomb,
Thomas G. Newman,

(juirin

the (jiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office.]
Please mention the Bee Journal,

[Parkertown
liiA26t

wllbCr nlUIICl and easy to make
you work fur us. We will start you In

IE

and lurniRh the capital.
Work
light and eauy. Send 10 cents for full
'line of samples and particulars,
fctjusiness

Co., Iowa, July 31.

W. Z Hutchinson,
A. T. Root,
R. C Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

W

I

I

I

G. M. Doolittle,

W.
J.

I

I

F.

Makes.

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Z.

Dr. a. B. Maso.-(, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor.

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest Cily, Iowa.

Memuersbip Dues,
4^If more

$1.00 a year.

convenient. Dues may be sent to
the offi e of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

Fastening Brood Foundation.
Seeing the letter that A. M. Hoover
wrote about fastening foundation in
brood-frames, on page 487, I thought I
would give my way. When I get the
top-bar sawed out I set the saw to cut
just so deep, so that it will cut out onefourth of the top-bar that is to say.
cut two ways, one from the bottom and
that takes out a
one from the side
piece (say one-quarter) of the top-bar
from the underside. Save this piece.
Now, when the frame is nailed together lay it on the work-bench (or any
place that is strong enough to nail on|,
and cut a board that will go inside of
the frame, and just one-half as thick
as the top-bar. Lay the foundation on
;

;

To make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book UuBlness Dairylnni Cat.21:2 free. W.Chester, Pa

$ 7.00
9.00

.

DRAPER PUBLISHING
Tlie National

$4.00
5.00

Selected Tested
1.50
8.00
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy. 3.00
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

American Bee Journal.
Lewis Lamkin.

Woodbury

week are well worth working

for.

\f^^^^f,f^!im^^m

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

14, 1902.

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8'2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
of all the officers and directors of the Association
also the
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
1901, and the two latest bee-songs
" The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but whoshould have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for $1.10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.

5.

6.

Aug.

CO., Chlcsgo, lilt.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover
We

Seeds.

have made arrangements so that we can

Enrnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

sn

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

$.75
90
1.00
1.20

80

loas
$1.40
1.70
1.80
2 30
1.40

zsft
$3.25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

son
$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.
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and on the top-bar, where
the i)iece is sawed out, take the piece
that is sawed out and nail it back just
as it was before it was sawed. The

this board

foundation is strai).fht and lirm, and
can not drop out. This is the kind of
frame I make and use.
Uees have done nothing in storinjj
honey in supers yet too much rain it
rained 2() days in June. How is that
for rainy weather ?
I). Cooi.ky.
Van Buren Co., Mich., July 26.

Bee-Heepers-Attention

I enclose a ilower and some leaves,
and would like to have it named. It
grows very extensively here in paslures, and is a great nectar-yielder.

—

Thousands

is

upon

is

its receipt,

GEORGE W. YORK &

any

at

price.

CO., 144

&
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COLORADO SPECIAL
VIA THE

Chicago, Union Pacific and Nortli-Western Line
Leaving Chicago daily
Arriving Omaha
Arriving Denver

followed by very dry weather.
Our bees came out booming this
spring, but stored only 21 barrels of
honey so far, and the prospects are
very poor for getting any more. I had
83 colonies, and increased to 93.

Another

train leaves

The Best

to

have increased from !'> colonies to
42 this year, by natural swarming, and
will have a few more
still, the season

October

Broadway
287 Broadway
461

;

Denver

7.55 a.m.,

of Everything in

Modern Transportation Service.

Quinine Honey— A Bee-Hat.
I have 18 colonies of Italian bees
they have filled, up-to-date, about 300
sections and SO Langstroth frames
with honey. About this time of year a
weed that resembles "dog-fennel," except the bloom is yellow instead of
white, comes into bloom, and if the
bees work on it, which they do in dry
weather, it makes honey as bitter as
quinine, and spoils all the honey in
unfinished sections or frames. It grows
along streets and highways and on
vacant city lots, and is a great drawback in the production or good honey.
;

31, 1902.

-

-

-

-

601 Chestnut Street

-

-

802 Chestnut Street
368 Washington Street

the bees have been doing very good
work for the last few days. Before the
2Sth of this month it rained on an average of four days each week, but my
bees are very industrious, and some of
them would go out in spite of the rain.
F. E. Castle.
Oneida Co., N. Y., July 30.
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CHICAGO.

Queens low Ready to Supply m Return Mail
Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great hone3'-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians

75 cents

J r'ir\-^rckf diiCkCkt^c
tVCCl wlUVer %/Ucen3,
r*

_ «,,—
WarniOldnS
/^

J/~vI rt <-i /T

;

6 for S4.00.

left all records behind in honeygathering. Untested.Sl.OO; 6for$5.00.
Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than a'U others. Untested. SI. 00.

which

—

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and

A. Muth.!

a

:

about 6
inches wide, and long enough to go
around the head loosely, preferably
having a selvedge running lengthwise
on one edge. Sew the two ends together, and sow the raw edge to an old
straw hat that will not leak bees and
sew to the bottom edge (the selvedge) a
:

arriving

For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply
North-Western-Union Pacific Line at

was very poor here until about July 25.
White clover is just in full bloom, and

strip of wire-cloth

ciaily,

Tickets on sale on various dates through the summer, and from August 30
to September 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, 1902. Tickets are limited for return

Poor Season Until July 25th.

making

p.m.

CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.

30.

of

-

at 11.30

at 6.30 p.m.
7.00 a.m.
7.50 p.m.

$25.00

I

my way

Chicago

-

second morning.

B. F. Batkm.\n.

Liberty Co., Fla., July

Take a

W Es£^EB

ON THE

Short Honey Crop.
Our honey crop has been short, and
prices low this year. The season was
very wet in the early spring, and was

good bee-hat

is a good time
send in your Bees-

ONE NIGHT TO DENVER

Bee-Keepers' Guide, page 444,
17th edition.)— C. L. Walton.

you

to

the blue vervain, Ver-

of vast service to bee-keepers.

will give

This

Impure wax not taken

or 29 cents in trade.

(See

I

CO., Watertown,Wis.

writing

Address as follows, very plainly,

bena hastata, and is, as you say, an
excellent honey-plant. It is very widely
distributed over the Northern States,

and

when

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

(lenesee Co., Mich.

plant

LEWIS

G. B.

low,

Prompt Siilpment.

of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for

Please mention Bee Journal

A. C. BUTI.KR.

The

!i

Do not put your money into New Fancied Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular iJovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.

;

Blue Vervain.

523

tobfield Manufacturing Company.
Our
Wisconsin

specialty is

making SECTIONS, and thev are the best in the market.
the right kind for them. 'We have a full line of BEE-

BASSWOOD is

SUPPLIES. Write for free illustrated catalog and price-list.
Marshfield Manufacturing Cotupaay, Marshfleld, Wis.
7A26t

Please mentiou Bee Journal

when

writing
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A New

piece of cheese-cloth to
curtain at the bottom

19th Thousand.

Edition.

Aug-. 14, 1902.

are.

the

Proi. Cook's
Or,

B66-K66D6r'S Guide

Manual

of the Apiary.

and comfortable veil that does riot
catch on to every limb or brush. I
have worn one for three years, and
would not swap it for the finest silk

^

4V

G.

7.

A Swapming Time.
never saw bees swarm like my bees
this year. I had the new swarm on
old

yet

stand,

the

old colonies

would swarm the same. Some three
or four weeks later each of the new
colonies swarmed.
I
did not have

Price,

PriC6,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

^

W. Fagan.

Co., Ark., July

I

the

^
J.

you

on, the place where these edges join
will come at the back of the head. This,
makes a good protection, and a cool

Arkansas

A.

a kind of

The two ends must be joined at
back, so that when you put the hat

one.

PROF.

make

— and there

hives to put them in, so I tried everything I could hear of, but of no avail.
I had the best results in caging the
queen, and keeping the queen-cells cut
out.
I also had trouble with queens,
laying in the super. I think my queens,
are too prolific, or it may be too warm.
They surely have plenty of room and
ventilation — more than they ever had.

Jonas Wolf.
Howell

Co., Mo., July 14.

Expepience of a Minnesota BeeKeepep.
I have been keeping bees for the last
seven years. Before I took the American Bee Journal I was not much of a
bee-keeper then I commenced to learn

COOK.

;

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added^,
which makes it now a'superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
It is printed on clear white paper, and
fine illustrations.
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.

some things.

Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorHis book has had a large
ity on bees and related subjects.
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

and

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
one year and a
No. 1.— For $1.75 we wiU mail the American Bee Journal
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
whose subscription is now paid
]^0^ 2.— Any one of our present subscribers
free as a prein advance," can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him
mium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
(at SI. 00) and 50 cents more
J^Q 3,— Or, send one new subscriber for a year
the Amer($1.50 in all,') and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send
ican Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
express or freight
No, 4,— For SI. 00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by
with other goods; or, if called for at ovr office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is SI. 20.

IW

Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

have 102 colonies, and

I

they are doing very well. You will
think it is hard to keep bees so far
north, but we do not get 300 to 400
pounds of honey as some of the Southern boj's claim, but we can get some
good honey this far north. Four years
ago I got 1920 pounds of fine comb
honey from 17 colonies, spring count,
I

had 50 colonies in the

I^ast

fall.

year I had 65 pounds of comb honey
per colony. One colony gave me 149
pounds of extracted honey.
I was the first one to have bees in
this place,

keeper
county.
I

and now there

who has

sold all

pounds

my

to the

is one bee200 colonies in this

last

—

220O
year at

honey right here

same house

14 cents a pound.
I wish I could meet some good old
bee-keeper, so we could have a good
bee-talk, and have him teach me some
things about bees, as all I know I got
out of books and from the American
Bee Journal.
I have to use ray left hand in all my
work, as I lost my right hand five
Oliver Carson.
years ago.

Red Lake

Co.,

Minn., July

10.

A Wet Time in Iowa.
As has probably been noticed in the
newspapers, we are having a wet season here in Iowa, as well as in the adjoining States.
Bees wintered well here, and what
clover was left from last year's drouth
came through so that things looked
fairly promising for honey at the winter's end.

But the spring was dry and cool up
May, and windy. Well,
windy hardly expresses the idea — it
simply kept things on the move, espe-

to the last of

!

:

Aup.
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We

have a strain of

bees bred specially for

honey - fiatherin^- and
loM^jevity.
feel conlidciit of giving satisfaction.

We

PRICKS:
remaiuder of this*
season
Untested yueen
{ .lid
Tested Queen
S(l
Select Tested yueen ... 1.(10
for the

1

1
1

Hreedin^r Oueen
I'Comb Nucleup.uo queen
1

1.50
1.00

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East Logan

Ci,akini)A, Iowa.
Please meatlon the Bee Jouraal.

25Alf

dirt drifted off the
like snow, and piled in
drifts 2 or 3 feet deep.
Then it began
to rain the latter part of May, which

plowing

fall

I

St.,

r^ci1flf/\fni<i T1 I^ you care to know of Us
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copj of Callornla^B Favorite Paper—

WdlllUrilia

was what we wanted, of course, bad
enough at that time, but it gradually
got welter and wetter until now it rains
about half the time, and such rains!
simply pours. The
bees, of course, starved through clover
bloom, that is, they all but starved,
though a few of the best colonies
made a good living, but mostly from
mustard, I think. Since basswood began to bloom- about 10 days ago— they
have stored a little surplus between
rains; the most of them have one
super nearly full, but whether they
almost floods

;

it

any section honey looks extremely doubtful just now.
There
have been a good many swarms here
this season. The bees would swarm
when the hive was so bare of honey
will finish

leadlng^ Horticultural and Agricultural
Eaper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
aadsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-

that the parent colony, when put on a
new stand, not only ran off the drones
before the young queen hatched, but
actually pulled
and carried out the

ple copy free.

drone-brood

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS.
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal,
Please mention Bee Journal when writinE

before,

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

-

I

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make It the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

FOUNDATION

f ai

Work

and

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

as

find,

Plea£.e

Augusta, Wis,
meution Bee Joumat t^nen wrritme:

Knights Pythias Biennial Meeting.
For this g-athering in San Francisco
in August next excursion tickets will
be sold via the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway from Chicago to San
Francisco or Los Angeles for $50 for
the round trip with iinal return limit
Sept. 30.

The "Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul"

Railway is the Short Line between
Chicago and Omaha.
Two through
trains daily in each c^irection with the
best Sleeping Car and Dining Car
Service, and all regular travelers know
and appreciate the merits of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway's
Short Line between the East and the

West.

Time

tables,

I

work with

maps and information

furnished on application to F. A. Miller,
•General Passenger'Agent, Chicago.
32A2t

#If

CAN YOU COUNT DOTS ?
you can, send your name
and addres.s for a sample
copy of he best farm paper
published and particulars of
I

our great dot counting contest. Every person who counts
correctly gets a prize, while
those who count best get cash
prizes from $1 to $125 and a

^700 piano. We OJO CAfk jn PpJTOc Send
are giving away tDZ,OU(J III PI liCS. name
on Postal to-day for free particulars. Address,

Up-to-Datk Farming and Gardening,
Box 84,
Indianapolis, Ind.
.rtease mention Bee Journal when
30A4t

wmm&

4

i

4-4-;-l-4- 4--l
I

I

1

1

t

is,

there

is

»

•

|tr<-tl> u'K'ii t..|i<i- lo Nlitntl IIm- tri.il- tin* I'AUl- li.m
Hucci'bnlully vv-itliNtood for ho many jwiirn?

PAUK «((VkN WI«K KENCK

CO., 41)1(1 A.^.niCII.
r'lMase ii.eniKjt. Ht*e Jouriuil wfif^n ^xrnuniL

SOMETHING NEWI
have discoM'red a new method for rearing
mrong, hardy and long-lived queens;
warranted for ^ years, and lu be the greatest
hustlers for lioney. They are of my famous
strain of ADEL bees, very gentle and pVacticatlj
non-stinging and non-swarming.
Try these
fiueens; i] they do not come up to above guarantee will refund money. One rjueen, $1,inj; 3
I

large,

'lueens,

$2.7.^;

i,

(|ueeuK, tS.Ou;

U (|ueena,

$'P.OO.

ICverything guaranteed.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

2i.Atf

Mass.

Round Trip Rates, via
Utiion Pacific, from Missouri River,

Low

To Denver, Colorado

Springs,

and Pueblo,

nf|

tfiic

14>1J.UU

Colo., July 1 to
Aug. 1 to 14, 23
30 to 31, inclusive.

13, inclusive,

and

to 24,

Springs,

and Pueblo,

Colo.. June 25 to
30, inclusive, July 14 to 31, inclusive.

$19,00

no telling what

bees won't do.

With fair weather in the fall there
might be some fall honey but will it

i

f

|-)

-{

TAKE

IT

a

bees, that there

only one sure rule in regard to them,

To
$25,00

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, Aug.

to 14, inclusive.

1

;

stop raining

To Glenwood Springs,

?

Farm

crops are at a critical stage,
and unless it "fairs off" very soon
small grain is doomed.
F. S. Miles.
Crawford Co., Iowa, July 8.

Colo.,
to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

July

$25,00

To

one, occurred. A large swarm issued
from the hive standing next to the
queenless colony, and having, besides
its old queen, a virgin with it.
So 1
left the old queen with the swarm, but
the virgin I introduced in the queenless drone-breeder as follows
I

Lake City and Ogden,
inclusive,

to 13,

1

to 24,

and 30

to 31. in-

clusive.

To Glenwood Springs, Colo.,
June 25 to 30, inclusive, July

$31,00

14 to 31, inclusive.

To

Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, June 25 to 30, inclusive,
July 14 to 31, inclusive.

$32,00

To San Francisco
geles. Calif.,
clusive.

$45,00

To
and

$45,00

Aug.

or

Los An-

2 to 10, in-

Portland, Oreg., Tacoma
Seattle, Wash., July 11 to

21, inclusive.

Coj-resporiding-73- T^OVF Rates
I'rain IntGrin&diate f^oijits.

:

took about a pint of bees from
the swarm and started them to run into
the queenless hive
then I let the
queen run in with them, when I took
two or three handfuls more and threw
The bees were very
in after Ihem.
cross on that day, for robbers bothered
I did not useone whiff of smoke,
lots.
and did the job in the most reckless
First,

Salt

Aug. 23

Introducing Queens.
I had a colony of bees this summer
which mocked all treatment that I
knew or ever read or heard of. It would
positively accept no queen or queencell, under no conditions, until it finally
became drone-broody. I had given up
all hope, and intended to unite it as
soon as I had time, when one more
chance, and, to me, a seemingly good

1

Utah, July

&30.00

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

.

To Denver, Colorado

Catalog giving

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

i

DON'T

did.
is

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

—

t

i

|

something I never saw
and did not suppose they ever

and that

Dittmer's Foundation

-

Why,

cially dirt.

BEES AND QUEENS

525

Full Irtfarntatioti Cheerfully Fur^
aisliotl on appiieafion to

;

manner, because I was very busy and
felt vexed because a swarm issued so
late in the season, and then having a
virgin queen with them, so I had to go
after them and get them. To-day she
is

in nice shape.

introduce a laying queen by simply
taking the old queen from the comb
she is on and putting the new one in
her place, by letting her run out of a
round wire-cage, holding the cage over
the comb, and watching when she becomes perfectly quiet, then carefully
remove the cage, and very, very carefully lower the comb down into the
and just as carefully, without
hive
I

;

E. L.

LOMAX,

G. p.

$

5

i

T. A.,

OMAHA, NEB.

27Atf

TO START
YOU
will
present

%\'e

vitii

IN

BUSINESS

with the

first ?•

you

to start you in a ijood payinir l.usintss. Send 10 cents for full line of sauiplea
ami ilireetions how to bejrin.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Cbicaso, Ills.

take

ill

Please mention

Bee Journal "when

wiitina.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stifE-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "

sary.
144

&

Emerson " no further binding

OEORQE W. YORK &
146 Erie Street,

is

neces-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN BEE lOlTRNAL
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jar, adjust the combs and close up
the hive, and all was well.
A. C. F. Bartz.
Chippewa Co., Wis., July 24.

any

1 ExiraGleflHiiTor Sale
60-POUND TIN CANS.
ALL
^
""^^^^^^^ Basswood
I Alfalfa
^ Honey J:^ ^^^^^^^^M Honev
HoneyA:
J^
IN

This

is

the famous

This

White

Extracted
Honey gathered in

known

is the welllight-colored

either,

by mail, 10

A

cetits, to

pay

for

package and post-

By freight— two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 8 cents per pound
Basswood Honey, 'A cent more per
4 cans or more, 7^ cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
age.

r$ two

in a box,

and freight

not prepaid.

is

^

Device for Holding a Queen While
Being Clipped.
This has been sent to the editor of (ileanwho says concerning it:

i

ings in Bee-Culture,

'

This I regard as an exceedingly simple and
It consists o( a piece of
practical device.
broken section cut in the shape of a fork, as

;

ADSOlUtCly PUfC BCCS' HOHCy.

Order the Above Honey and then

:^

EEPOH BOILED

Basswood Honey:

Prices of Alfalfa or

sample of

it

next season. I expect an immense crop of
apples and pears this year. I have the finest
crop I have ever seen on the trees. I think
we will have hardly any surplus honey here
this season, but I will have quite a crop at
A. N. Draper.
another apiary.
Madison Co., 111., July 28.

like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

A

It

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who

honey at all can't
get enough of the

^
i$
^
^

Young white clover is everywhere now.
if we would have a fine flow from

lool<s as

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

iS

Honey Season Not Encouraging.

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

the great Alfalfa
regions of the CentIt is a
ral West.
splendid honey, and

!C

I
^
I
f

shown.
A small rubber band is stretched
moderately across the two prongs, being
secured at either end in the manner illus-

Sell It.

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
i$ enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
uS above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
;^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III. ^.
i^

We

Some care should be exercised in getting a rubber band light enough, and then
drawing said band to such a point of tension
that it will hold the queen down nicely on tho
comb.
To determine whether that
point is reached,
try the device after
trated.

it is

made, on a few

of the worker-bees.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send f 1.25 to

you can succeed
holding any one
of these down, then
you can with reaIf
in

Bees For Sale.

sonable safety try
it on a ((ueen.

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailer'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.
13Atf

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee- Keeper's Guide."

While she is
standing still on a
comb, receiving the
attention of her ad-

Please meutioa Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Liberal DiKount* to the Trade.

mirers, clap it down
across
her back.

She will wiggle and
squirm; but if the
rubber band is ad-

"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS."
MUTH'S POUND SQUARE FLINT-GLASS HoNEY-JARS,

with patent

air-tight

at SS.SO per gross. Far Superior to
Just the thing for home market.

GLASS STOPPERS,
Try

WITH Corks.

a gross.

CRATES OF TWO

of 5 crates, 40c each

;

CANS, been

60-lb.

10 or more,

3Sc.

This

used once,
lot is

in

limited

good condition,
;

A

6 for $4.00.
trial will convince you.
;

I
g.

^
iC

5
f$

^

Selected tested, $1.50 each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Send

THE FRED W. MUTH

Fancy Gl assed Co mb Honey \<^ |

Any

bee-keepers in

New York

or Pennsylvania producing either

White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey
will find

it

to their interest to write to the

(in

144

&

glassed sections),

undersigned at once.

GEOBGE W. YORK &

doing any damage.

in lots

Now,

order at once.

queens: The Best Money Can Buy
BUCKEYE STRAIN 3-BANDED are the genuine RED CLOVER WORKERS. MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS can not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

justed to the right
point it will hold
her firmly without

Old Style

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

^
^•
^
f^
«^

QUEEN-CLIrPING
DEVICB.

then, deliberately pick out one
of the large wings,

pass it between the
points of the scissors and clip. Lift the little
tool,

and

all is

over.

Horn's Plan with Bee=Escapes.
Bee-escapes are now in use, or soon will be,
and it is an appropriate time for me to tell
my readers of a little item sent me some time
ago by Mr. Henry E. Horn, of California.
He says that he has obtained the best results
by putting the escape in the center, and then
have four strips of wood tacked to the top of
the escape-board, each strip extending, diagonally, from the escape to the corner of the
board.

Then when the bees begin racing

around the edge of the board, looking for an
outlet, these strips lead

the bees to the center

is located.— An editorial in
the Bee-Keepers' Review.

where the escape

Editor Root in a Scrimmage.
The

editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture had

on
some supers

a slight difference of opinion with his bees

the occasion of trying to put on

a

:
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in the eveniu);, ufter a

nmy

thunderstorm.

bo reminded of like expeilences

Others

thiit

In

own words:

Mr. KuotV

With my usual caution after such a sti/rin I
blow smoke into the entrance of one hive, removed the cover, ami was ahoul to pull out a
frame from the brooii-nest. It was toward
or I should, perhaps, lutNe noticetl that
a lot of hees were slanditi^^ hi^rli up on their
diisli

nervously twistintr this way atui that,
ready for an onslauplit. At all events, the
onslaught came. It ijcin;^ very warm, as before stated, I had nothing' oti but one thickness of clothint;. and linen trtmsers at that
fact that those bees were not slow to discover,
let,rs,

—

rnfmtunately.

1

had

hunt,' the

QUEENS— Try

they

liave taken the precaution to kee|)(|uli!t ahout.

Here's the Htory

I

!

smoker on one

side of the hive, and that was the only smoker
in the yard.
1
reached for the wc'apon. l)h,
no! they had |)Osse88ion. I retreated a few
paces, and waited for them to calm down.

boss.

Say— I was rubbing

stings out of my arms
was stung so much I did not
where I had been hit until an
itchy spot would remind me there was, may
night.
I
really know

all

be, a sting located thereon.

Our Stock.

Davi.ni'OKt, I<jwa.

I)ec.

without Hmoke or

Months

July and August.
1

6

HONBY QUBEN8

Untested
Tested

$ .75

Untested
Tested

1.00

$4.00
5.00

$ 7.00
lO.WJ

$ .75

J4 00

$ 7 00

1.0(J

5.00

lO.fX)

BreederH, $5.0o each.
2franie Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; 3- frame Niirleus with TTutested Queen,
$3.00 each;
for $.^.75 each.
(»

BLOCHER, Pearl

City,

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal

for

to

mi>ii.'>,
prrillui.

10c*nt« for

WewUrt ymi

Kmv

work.

full line

urt.

in

We

<

k. ep. r»

.1

bunln^H-. Vni
fu^nl^b c(i|ili.tl.

.-

a

-

iri'.k.-

>^i\<\

of (»»m|'I^B Brid f^i tIriiU.K.

DRAPER PURLIf^HINO CO.. Chicago. Illi.
Please mention Bee Journal •when wnting,

in

Requeening Out-flpiaries.

Please mention Bee Journal wh*^n

"What Happened

to

Ai-a.

tracted,

—

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long'-toiig'ued
(Moore's), and Select,Straight
5-band Queens. Bred 3% miles

and mated to select
No bees owned within 2% miles;
none impure
within 3, and but few within
apart,

drones.

Smiles. No disease. 29jears*
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each:
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount on lar^e orders.
Contracts with dealers a specialty. Discount after Julj 1st

WARRANTED

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

New York,

maud

and clipping- Queens
mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Jonrnal tot
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Jonmal one yeat
and the Clipping DcTice. Address,

brings as follows:
Amber, 5@5J^c; alfalfa
water white, 6@6Mc; and white clover. 7<a>7Jic.
Beeswax, 30c cash.
C. H. W. Wbbbr.

July 23.— White comb. 10@
amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Ex5@— light amber, 4H<&^;
amber. 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, light.

On account of removal I will sell my 13 colonies of Bees, including a $5 00 Doolittle Oueen,
for the cost of hives and tixtures.
E. L. DRESSER, Dlvernon, Sangamon Co., 111.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

BOYS
I
I

.

beuii aa lOc

Girls,

make muiiey working

mpluio^orkwith.

fur us,
yna in basland a line oC
CO.,CliJcaso,lU.

Vi'e furnish ca[>lLal toHlart

stamps or silver for

full inatructfona

bRAPER PUBLISHING

—

;

.

dark, 25@26c.
There are moderate quantities arriving, with
asking figures in the main above the views of
wholesale operators. Business doing at present
in this center is principally of a small jobbing
or retail character, and iu'tfais way transfers
are being made at an advance on any figures
which would be warranted as quotations based
on values for round lots.

WANTED

Honey and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2146-214S Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
21At£
.Mention the American Bee Jonrnal.

WEBER,

WE

can olace a few cars of COHB AND EXTRACTED HONEV. Will be^lad to cor.
respond with parties having- some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.
C. C.

ft

Golden Opportunity

29A')t

A few tested 5-banded stock, $1.50. Red Clover
Queens balance season, SO cents.
R. R. No. 6.

32A2t

J. F.

MICHAEL. Winchester,

Ind.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

,"!ii(,

CLEMONS &

CO.,

Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/ANTPn
VVMI^ EL^ TRACTED
uoney;
I

Send sample and best price delivered here; also

Fancv Comb wan'ed

in

no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32.\tf

Front and Walnnt, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Gomb and Extracted ttoney!
state price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

SPRING HILL, TENN.

WE WANT
WORKERS
Boyp,
old and younpalikw,

white,

27(ai29c;

ni.

Bees For Sale
A2t

is some fair deat 14c for strictly fancy

HlLDRBTH <& SBGBLKaif.
Cincinnati, Aug. 2.— Some small lots of new
comb honey have been coming in, but as the
weather is so warm there is very little demand.
That sold to stores brought 15c for fancy.
The market for extracted was more lively,

QEORQE W. YORK A COMPANY.

32

July 7.— There

comb honey

for

white; 12(al3c for No. 1. and lOCo-llc for amber.
Extracted quiet at unchanging prices. Beeswax dull and declining at 29c.

tracted,

Device isafinething^ for use in

CUcaco,

light.

crop of honey near here is light, owing
so many colonies of bees havingbeen destroyed.
H. R. Wright.

San Francisco,

catching^

We

demand

The

to

12>^ cents;

The MoNBTTB Qaeen-ClippLn^
wings.

Co.

Ted"

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

well-nigh impossible

Tennessee Queens

The Fred W. Mcth

speak of yet. No price established yet, but
think can get 15@16c for good white comb. Ex-

—

to remove the taint and smell of the kerosene,
and the honey will quickly absorb it, rendering it unfit fur use. The Editor of the Ameri-

his disgust and loss.
He comes down
pretty hard on the thoughtless consignor in
an editorial. None too hard, however, when
one considers not only the financial loss, but
the incalculable damage done to the extracted
honey market by such worthless stuff reaching the consumer's table.

t

utrritinp

BY ISABELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among: the
city poverty strieiien are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short story 60 pages,
5x6% inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only lU
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

hope none of our readers will risk putting extracted honey in cans that have once

to

Cincinnati, July 26.— Considerable stock of
comb on be market and selU
isa call for new comb honey,
as yet none on the market; this market demands fancy comb; all other grades discoura
ges trade. Extracted is In fair demand at
5Hui(,c for amber and TfrnSc for clover. Beeswax,
1901 crop fancy
at HfoilSc; there

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 1.— We are havinjr Fome
calls for new comb honey, but no receipts to

We

can Bee Journal recently received a consignment of honey in second-hand oil-cans, much

increasing; fairly good demand. New fancy
white, 14(fil5c; No. 1, l2(a^Ucx amber. lyo-Uc.
Extracted, white, 6c; amber, S^aS^c. Beenwaz,
22@25c.
C. C. Clemons <Ss Co.

28(a>30c.

M. JENKINS.
Wktumpka,

East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please mention Bee Journal -whr^Ti -wrpinnar

It is

an any demand appears, and beifinninK with
AuifUHt there has id past Heanonn been more or
lesB of a marketf ana it is looked for to betfin
this year on time. Thin for several reaAona.
one beiny that we aregoint; to have some choice
white clover and basswood to offer, which has
not been over plentiful during the past three or
four seasons. Prices are nominally the name ad
during the past 00 days. Beebwax bells at 3^)c.
R. A. BORNBTT A Co.

J.

the position of this journal after the following fashion

oil.

thJH week would indicate that ttome nectioas
of the count ry are now prepared to Hbip aAHOon

(Jueens, 25c each; 6 for $1.25;

The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal endorses

been used for

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

10for$2.00.
32A3t

22"

Oil-Cans.

i

For Sale— Black

ISABELLE HORTON.
Honey

BEESWAX

KansasCity, Aug. 2— Receipts of comb honey

DAIRYMEN
ARE DELIGHTEU
metl IliLW wDi. work
Vw
Urge

Mb

HONE,y

I

jH J^ti Jte. .ats. Jit? li

the

f2.(H).

Ihave

iJt Mi >li

Chicago, July I*).— Not any comb hooey of
new crr.p yet on the market, but advicea of

12

QOLDEN QUEENS

27Atf

>!/- j^li

John TnoKMiNfi.

NUMllHK or QUBKNS

D, J.

j4^

veil.

Very truly youre,

Select tested,

>J rfi

\'H>\.

.^I,

Your c|uecnH ari; fully up to Htandar<i. The
honey nueen thai vou BCnt ray brother takcH
the lead. She ha<] a rouHinjf colony when put
up for winter. The ^oldens can be handled

The minute I showed myself ajirain. out they
came like hot shot, up my sleeves, an<l whereever my thin clothing touched mc they were
sure to tind the spot. I retreated again, and
waited for them to "cool olf." Again I
showed myself, with the same result.
" Well, now," .said I, " I have never been
conc|uered by a colony yet. If I can get hold
of that smoker I will see who is boss." But
the minute I got anywhere near the hive to
get my weajion, that moment they would rush
out.
I finally got behind
a big apple-tree
which was conveniently near, and with a long
screw-driver I reached the point of it into the
nozzle of the smoker, and quietly lifted it ofl
the hive.
Didn't I work up abig smudge ? and didn't
I give 'em Bts i
I smoked them at the entrance, I smoked them at the lop, I made
them fairly howl for mercy, and then / was
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Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED
and price wanted.
32 A 3c

Please mention

WHITE CLOVER
COMB HONEY —
near New York
Citv.

Givp grade

W. H. YENNEY.

Q'assboro, N.

J.

Bee jonmai when writma
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tis.js^iiiJ^i

BEE=KEEPERS,

8

5ave Money by Buying

•?

Dadant's Foundation

Hives, Sections, Brood g
Frames, Extractors, s
everything
Smokers,J ^nd
g
ELSE \OC NEED, OF

f^^

Ttt&W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO..

W/Vix7
G^ll
VV liy Hrk^c
UUCd i^
IL sell

Ji

Jamestown. N. Y.
*«"Our fi-oods Te y^uaranteed

of superior quality in every way.
illustrated
catalog,
Send for our larg-'e
and copy of

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^uR^rpiRMN^ii^.Jo'sAaaiNa''PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINQ.

fZ
JZ
52

S

a monthly for all bee-kpepers; 50c a vear.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

i*

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell

freight.

J*

OF ALL
fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

«^.*/«^

Chicliens and

Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re\/isecl,
Tiie classic in Bee-Culture — Price, $1.25, by mail.

INGHAM'S PATENT
the best.

24

ISend for Circular. Smokers

2SAtf

•»»

KINDS

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

tlease mentiou li«e Journal -wiieu writing.

BIP years

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-HeeDers' SupDiies

g

IW W. M. Gerrish, E Nottingham, Ji
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at JZ
catalog prices. Otderof him and save JZ

»U WCIl ^

cck vLri^il r Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other. Because in 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

g
g
fi

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

ii^

T. F.

BINQHAM,

BEESWAX wanted

Farwell, Mich.

DADANT & SON,

at all times

FREE FOR A MONTH ....

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

yon are Interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

'Wool Markets aDd Sheep
has a hobby which

is

the sheepbreeder and

his industry, first,foreniost and all the time.
Are yon interested 7 Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICASO,

ILL.

$300,000,000.00it ifAyouTtAR
woik
n.l

h:

}

#

f

We furnish capital to start you in
business. Draper PublishiagCo.,Chicago,lll.

100 Lbs. of

when

Fomr

SDrinQ Escape
lift

ulars.

Please mention Bee Jotinial

TUB

the heavy super, shalie and
Don't
is a great labor-saver.
brush the bees, cruelly smolte and cause uncapping, stings
and robbing.

•us. rrirlf Sain'.'^ |...iiltry product pays
that sum. Send l(k- fur samples and partii'-

®^
m-

-writiiuc

^

%

Comb Honey
*

PER COLONY

the record of our bees thus far this season.
We sell Queens at the foUowinp prices: UnTested,
tested, 75 cents each: % doz., 54.00.
tl.oO; H doz., $5.00. All Queens will be sent by
return mail.
is

LEININGER BROS.,
FT. JENNINGS, OHIO.

31Dtf

Please mention Becj jrournal

when

it,

wtjIiti;'

1902— Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Use it, and malte work a pleasure instead of a dread.
and you won't be without it again. Price, 25 cents.

— THE —

I

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht. and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog. Mich
[. H. HUNT 4 SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.,
t^ease mentjcn Bee journal "when wrritine

I

"

^M
B

lieve that

-»^»

as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conTersation thus started would wind up with the
flale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouucare
furqueen-button
that
we
motto
llOB of a
nishing to bee-lteepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Forier Honeu-House Escaoe
clears the estracting-liouse of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

A

Note. — One reader writes;
have every reason to be[
it would be a very
good idea for every t)ee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]

1^

s

Celluloid Queen-Button is a verv
pretty tiling for a bee-l\eeper or honey seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It ofi^n serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Try

t
m-

annoyance.

up the supers to rid of bees this is the
If you
BEST of Escapes. Try it and you will wonder how you got
along without it so long
Price, 25 cents. Address,
tier

!

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.

Also for sale by all our branch houses and agencies, and
bee-keepers' supplies.

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

dealers in

CO. "chicaIo JllT*'

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPKK&'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

e

aUfi-LlES IN CHICAGO.

s*<-

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02

DEE Journal
QBUROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

AUG,

21,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 34
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A STANDARD=BRED

QUEEIf-BEE FPiEE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance
Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply
us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance; If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the neces.sary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

—

A Queeo Free

for Sending

One New Snbscriber

Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
6 Queens
prices are as follows: One Queen, 7Sc.; 3 Queens, $2.10
;

for $4.00.

We

orders by return mail, or almost as
no great delay at any rate.
subscribers that you will send us and then

expect to be able to

promptly as

fill

that, so there will be

—

Now for the new
the Queens that we will send you!

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

-^ r

M*

&

146 Erie

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

21, 1902.

—

42dYEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

!(*i.*4j!V*4JV*4J^*i.*Vt4«>^t4.*i«*iJ:i.i!iK>i4K*V*i.kf

AUG.

21,

1902,

No, 34.

up such a glorious convention here

in Chicago in the fall as
"Harris'' those Den vcrites into " Rauchfussing " around and putting up " the real thing " in the convention line in September.
However, we are willing that Denver shall be first.
But look out for Chicago later on

will simply

^

Editorial

Comments.

^|i
^J*.

I

Formalin for Foul Brood.— Editor Root

very skeptical about believing that formalin, or indeed any drug,
may be successfully used in killing- the spores of foul brood.
But those Canadian professors say that beyond a doubt
thej' have killed spores with formalin, and they seem to
think it not so very difficult. Let us hope that Editor Root,
rather than our more northern friends, is mistaken.
is

European vs. American Conventions. — Mr. C. P.
Dadant has an article on another page contrasting the beekeepers' conventions of continental Europe with those of
America. No other man is more competent to write on this
subject, for he has attended conventions on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Undoubtedly the fact of greater distances in this country militates against great conventions here. The only

way we can hope to gather a large crowd
meetings when low railroad rates are in

is

to hold our

force for

some

We

have had the
largest and best bee-keepers' conventions when taking advantage of the railroad rates granted on account of the
meetings of the Grand Army of the Republic. This year
the Denver convention will likely be well attended for the
same reason that of low rates.
other and

more important occasion.

—

And, then, another matter that may induce bee-keepers
to " go again " may be that of having a jolly time rather
than so much " shop talk." A convention should be as far
removed as possible from being like sitting down and reading a bee-paper. This latter can be done at home, and at
far less expense. The meeting and greeting of old-time
as well as new-time apiarian friends should be one of the
greatest incentives to attending any convention, and especially the meeting of the National.

we may judge from

the published program of the
be a leader in the way of providing a variety of entertainment for those fortunate
enough to be there. We hope that aside from the indoor
sessions it will indeed be the best meeting ever held by the
bee-keepers of this country.
We Americans have much to learn from our European
If

Denver convention,

it

will

ways, and in no way more than in the
not begin at Denver to strike out on
this new line for our bee-keepers, and have such a good
time that not only will all who attend this year be sure to
attend nest year (if alive and well), but cause those who
remain at home this year to feel that they have missed
about five years out of their lives by not being at the Denver convention ? If Colorado bee-keepers can't succeed in
doing that, they're not nearly up to the grade of their fine
We are just " Aikin " to begin " Working "
alfalfa honey.
brethren in
convention

many

line.

Why

Foundation and Foul Brood
H. W. Brice, in the BeeKeepers' Record, insists that it is not safe to use for foundation wax from foul-broody combs, while all authorities in
this country seem to agree that it is safe.
Which is right ?

—

Legislation Against Foul Brood
Although no new
thought upon the subject may be given, its great importance makes it advisable to keep it warm so long as the
States that have proper laws to protect the interests of beekeepers are so very few in number. It seems a little strange
that so little should be said or done by bee-keepers in States
without any legislation. Now and then a solitary voice is
heard, then all is again silent.
Possibly the matter stands a little in this shape Those
bee-keepers who are especially suffering from foul brood
because of the lack of legislation are somewhat inclined to
be discouraged, and those who are yet safe from the scourge
feel no personal need of any legislation.
An earnest plea
to this latter class may not be amiss.
:

Let us suppose that you are living in a part of the State
where there is no disease near you. Why should you trouble
yourself about legislation ? But those who are in the most
distant part of the State need your help to secure legislation, and you ought not to be so selfish that you will stand
idly

by and see them

sufi'er

without making any effort

to

help.

Neither are you so safe, perhaps, as you may think.
disease may be brought into j'our neighborhood at any
time, and it will be a great deal better for you if there is
legislation in advance of the appearance of the disease.
With proper laws, if you learn that your neighbor has a
diseased colony, you may take steps to secure the stamping
out of the disease before any colony of j'ourown is affected
whereas, if there is no law, you are utterly helpless against
having the disease spread through all the colonies surrounding you, if indeed you can do anything to prevent its
appearance in your own apiary.
The fact is, that every State that secures proper laws
against the disease makes you that much safer, and it is of
interest to the fraternity at large that every bee-keeper in
the land should do his part toward securing legislation in
his own State. The entire wiping out of the disease in
California will make it safer for Maine, and vice versa.

The

;

In the article of Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, on page 406
which article may be worth a re-perusal he takes the
ground that all hives but those with movable combs should
be outlawed. At first it might seem that such a thing
would be arbitrary and unjust, and the box-hive man might

—

say, "Isn't this a

free country

?

And

haven't

I

a right to

please ?" On the
same principle one might say, "Haven't I a right to carry
a pistol in my pocket if it's my own pistol and my own
pocket ? Haven't I a right to sell poison or whiskey to any
one I please ?" No, you haven't the right to do these and
many other things that would be a menace to the public

keep

my own

bees in any kind of a hive

I

safety or a detriment to the public good. If you have a
colony in a box-hive, and the disease starts in it, you can
not determine whether there is any disease until the
scourge has advanced to a severe stage. In other words,
the inspector can not tell whether there is any disease pres-

ent or not.

You have no

There should be earnest action everywhere organizaand combined effort everywhere. It ought to be made
a difficult thing for an ignorant, careless, or pig-headed
bee-keeper to harbor the disease and it ought to be made
an easy thing for others to rid him of the disease, will he
Shall there be such combined action everywhere,
nill he.
or shall it be confined to a few States ?
;

;

pecially for use in connection with the coming convention
it flatters me,
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
though Brother York's engraving may not. I confess that
It is all true enough, no
I don't like to write this stuff.
doubt but somehow my modesty and my vanity both protest that some one else ought to have written me up. Probably no honest man could be persuaded to do it.
;

:

*

P. S.

* The Weekly Budget. *
Mr. Thaddeus Smith,

I

of Pelee Island, Out., Canada,
several articles for the

He wrote

American Bee Journal the past year.

A

Bee-KekpSRS' Picnic— Mr. F. Greiner, of Ontario
Aug. 7
" We had a bee-keepers' picnic Aug. 1, along the shores
of Canandaigua Lake. We had a good time. The most of
our bee-keepers have harvested a fair honey crop."

Co., N. Y., wrote us

So far as we know, this is the only bee-keepers' picnic
United States. It's a good idea. The only trouble
is, that many who would like to join in an affair of that
kind live too far away.

in the

Orders.— It seems

oi--

stores.

Speci.^lR.^tes TO Denver. —Pres. Hutchinson sends us
the following for publication:
Special rates on the railroads were expected all over the
United States when the National Letter Carriers" Association held their annual convention in Denver, but I can not
learn, by the most persistent correspondence, that any rate
has been made for the far West. If there is any one going
from any part of the country, and there are no reduced
rates given from his part of the country, let him write to
me, and if any rates are eventually secured, I will at once
W. Z. Hutchinson.
write to him.
from the Santa Fe
notice
Later.- I have just received
Railroad that they will sell tickets from California to Denver and return at the rate of $55.00, for accredited delegates
of the National convention of bee-keepers. Date of sale is
W. Z. H.
Aug. 28, and final limit 60 days.
Flint, Mich.

Mh. D. W. Working, whose phiz decorates the front
page of this issue of the American Bee Journal, sent the
following sketch with the photograph, written

"

By Him-

self :"
in Belle Plaine
In
trust the records.

was born

Township, Scott

Co., Minn.,

my

short career, I have lived
in three Minnesota counties, one county in Missouri, five in
Kansas, one in Nebraska, and three in Colorado. My first
experience with honey-bees was in Minnesota, where my
grandfather kept a few colonies that knew how to sting as
well as to make honey. I was stung. My latest experience
with the little honey-makers has been in Colorado. My own
bees sting and make honey, too. They have done neither

but it isn't my fault.
I have written this sketch at the earnest and frequently
repeated request of Editor York, who has also asked me for
a photograph of myself. I have had the picture made esthis year

the American Bee

Journal is a pretty good advertising medium, if we may
judge by the following
Dear Bro. York Please take my advertisement out
It has caused such a
of the American Bee Journal.
"deluge " of orders that I am now three weeks behind orders, instead of being able to send by " return mail," as
that " little, lying old man " is telling your readers.
:

this is

If

Dk. C. C. Mii.lek stopped oflf in Chicago over night on
his way home from 'Winona Lake Assembly, in Indiana,
where he gave a talk on " The Story of the Bees, or Secrets
of the Hive." His own bees (some 200 colonies) are not telling a very good story this year, on account of the unfavorable season. He fears having to feed them for winter

may

»

wish you would let me know at once. I want to tell our
daily papers about the crowds of bee-keepers who are going
to be with us on that occasion. We are to have a real poet
at our banquet. I don't mean York, or Secor, or Myself.
D. W. Working.
Box 432, Denver, Colo.

Journal

I

#

I

:

if I

*

— If you are coming to the big Denver convention,

A Deluge

died on June 11, 1902.

21, 1902.

right so to jeopardize others.

tion

I

Aug.
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any

—

criterion

to

the best advertising
Hastily,
is

go by, the American Bee

medium

out.

G. M. DooliTTLE.

And yet there are a lot of breeders of good queens who
do not have their advertisements in the American Bee
Journal. Some seem to think that our advertising rates are
too high. But when returns are compared with the amount
invested, we think there will be no cause to complain, that
is, provided the prices of queens or goods offered are reasonable, and that all comes up to the claims made by the
advertiser.

—

Queen." A Wisconsin exno longer " queenless," sends

" Imported " a " Superior
bachelor, who, of course,
us the following

is

:

I

would say

to

"Iowa," who

asks,

"Why

are there so

bachelor bee-keepers ?" that I was one for a good
years, and in the summer season was too busy with
bees and bee-queens to think of much else, but finally
devoted one winter (while ray bees were in the cellar) to a
more worthy enterprise, and the next spring I was no longer

many
many

a bachelor, for I
" superior stock."

had found and imported a " queen " of
B. T. D.

[Now, that's good.

Only don't

let

any lonesome bache-

he should not be able to import his
"queen." The home-bred ones are just as likely to be of
the " superior stock " as the best imported. We have been
rather observing " along this line," and have also found,
from personal experience as well, that, should the prospective home queen not be of such tender years, it is no perceptible detriment, so far as we have been able to determine. (Of course, it wouldn't do for a certain "queen " to
see this copy of the American Bee Journal, or a certain
" old drone " might wifeh he hadn't buzzed so loud.)— Ed ]
lor get

discouraged

if

Dr. Angei.o Dubini, one of the most prominent beeall Europe, who lived in Italy, passed away recently, at the age of 89, the result of a fall in his house.
Editor Bertraud says of him
keepers of

:

;

for about 38 years attached to the Grand
Hospital of Milan and after a brilliant and useful medical
career, in the course of which he published several impor-

He had been

;

:

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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tant works which established his reputation, he retired at
the a.KC of dS years. But he liad too much activity of spirit
to rcuiaiii idle.
An amateur experimenter with bees, he
devoted his robust old age to the advancement of apiculture.
He became. In 1.S6H, one of the founders of Iv'Apicoltore,
and worked for that journal assiduously till his death. I'liderstanding several languages, he kept abreast with apicultural literature, and published monthly, under the name of
Spigolature Apistiche, an analytical review of foreign journals, wliich was greatly appreciated, as were all the rest of
his contributions to the journal.
He left a very complete
treatise,

"The

ISec

and

Its

Management," which has gone

through two editions.

The loss of this gifted man and untiring worker, one of
vast erudition which he devoted to the service of others,
will beJ<eenly felt in Italy, and by all outside of Italj', who,
like ourselves, have had the privilege of knowing personally
the man, or who have been able to appreciate his vyorks.
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ing in February, one apiarist
his reports

is

reported as failing to

make

and it is decided to take away his
some one who will be more prompt. It

regularly,

scale and give it to
appears also from the reports that the Romande A.ssociation is a member of the Federation of Agricultural Associations of Switzerland and that this latter national body allows the Romande a certain sum each year for experiments,
etc., requiring a condensed annual report.

The statement

of the treasurer shows that the Associabut that the receipts for I'JOl have been 1656
francs. It appears also from the report that the annual
membership fee is only one franc 20 cents.
tion

is in detjt,

—

We

the Association appoints a member
each year to visit apiaries, give instructions or suggestions,
and deliver lectures when desired.
see, also, that

showing that there is more
of an European Ascountry, also shows that more pains

All the foregoing, although
social intercourse

sociation

Contributed Articles,

^

l

Bee-Keepers' Associations and Conventions.
BY

C.

P.

D.\DANT.

have often wondered at the greater success of the beekeepers' associations in Europe than in this country, and
especially at the greater attendance at conventions, whether
local or national, and I have tried to explain the thing in
several ways. We feel ahead of the Old World bee-keepers
in practice and pecuniary success in bee-culture, but it is
only accidentally that we can have a bee-keepers' meeting
that is well attended; and whether our associations are
local or represent entire States, we can readily see that it is
only exceptional that the bee-keeper belongs to them or attends them. The greater distances, also the higher railroad
fares, in this part of the world, would partly explain the
lack of attendance but money is more plentiful here, and
our citizens spend a dollar as easily as a European spends a
franc. So this is not the whole explanation.
I have been reading, lately, some of the programs and
reports of meetings, and it strikes me that there is a congeniality and unconventionality about their meetings which
are absent from many of ours. It seems to me that we are
too stiff, too matter-of-fact we are too fond of parliamentary rules, essays, and addresses we do not put enough
free, neighborly intercourse into our meetings.
We do too
much bee-keeping and do not mix in enough pleasant social
intercourse, which enables the members to get acquainted.
Let me read to you the program of theSociete Romande
d'Apiculture, of Switzerland, which was to meet May 12
and 13, as I find it in the Revue Internationale

among

than in this

the

members

But the
important point that I wish to notice is the more steady condition and better attendance at these local meetings than is
usually found in the United States. The Germans are, if
anything, still more enthusiastic in their meetings, and
their National Congresses are attended by hundreds upon
hundreds of jovial and happy members.
are taken to diffuse information in diffenent ways.

I

;

;

;

If our apiarists will look back upon our experience in
bee-keepers' associations in this country, they will see that
we have been successful in proportion as we have made our
meetings attractive, not only by some practical discussions

the meeting, but also by social and familiar intercourse
between members, visits to apiaries, exhibitions, banquets,
and, in fact, by such enjoyable performances as would make
the absent member wish that he had been there, %vhen he
in

reads the report.
I know that some of my friends will say, as I have
heard them say " I do not care for all this visiting what
I want is bee-knowledge, and I want to put in ten solid
hours each day, to get all the information I can." This is
well and good if everybody thought as he does, but for ten
who feel thus, there are hundreds wlio want a little pleasure
mixed in with their attendance at a convention. Besides,
some of you have probably experienced what I did. I have
learned more, at conventions, from a private talk with an
individual whom I had singled out of the mass, than I have
learned from discussions where we often hear a man make a
long talk about something that you and I learned perhaps
long before he did.
In my opinion, Mr. Editor, the Chicago meeting last
fall, which was so pleasant, derived as much of its popularity from the humble banquet in the evening, as from any
:

and

all

;

Hancock

of its discussions.

Co.,

111.

:

Official meeting: at 10 o'clock, a.m.

At

1L':30,

dinner at Hotel de I'Ange; price, 40 cents.

At 2:15, departure

in carriages (20 cents) to

visit

No.

the apiaries of

2.—How

for the report of the meeting of Feb. 17 It appears that this Romande Society is divided into sections.
:

each section being expected to make regular reports of the
condition of the bees, and in each section some bee-keepers
are provided with scales at the expense of the Society and
are expected to make monthly reports of the weights of
hives, with meteorological observations, and all remarks
that may be of interest to the apiarian public. At this meet-

tlie

Best Queen-Bees.

.\LI.EY.

iContinued from pag-e

At

Now

Rear

BY HENRY

Messrs. Sautter and Odier.
.t:45, lunch at the apiary of LaRippe.
Return to Nyon in the evening, unconventional meeting.
Rooms at the Hotel de I'Ange, 30 cents; breakfast, 20 cents.
The l;^th, at 7:15, if the weather is good, excursion to the Jura
mountains. Ipon the return, visit and lunoh with Mr. Berlrand.
In the evening, adjournment.

to
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have looked over Dr. Gallup's article on page 470.
They are good articles, interesting, and to the point. I
want to take up a few points in one of Dr. Gallup's article.
I

He

says
" When

I first began the nucleus plan I reared them
small, inferior, and, as Mr. Benedict said, as black as crows,

but I jumped out of that boat long ago." I never reared
queens by any nucleus plan, always using the strongest
colonies in my apiary for that purpose. But I want to tell
Dr. Gallup, and all others, that the best queens I ever saw
were reared in a small box 5x5x6 inches, and on 4 small
combs. Not only do I make the above assertion, but I now
have a dozen queens in my apiary that were so reared. Now
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these boxes have been used by me more than 30 years. I do
not rear queens in them, but merely use them for fertilizing-
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hives.

can be produced under the most favorable conditions. One
thing is peculiar with the small colony, and that is, I have
found the queens they rear are always good first-class in

ient,

all respects.

I have always found these small hives more convenand easy to manipulate, and superior in every way to
'" Well,"
full-size frames.
some one says, " how came you
with those fine queens if you didn't rear them in those

hives ?'"
When the j-oung queens have filled their little combs
with brood, they are sent out to a customer. In some cases I
fail to introduce queens to them, or they are in some way
lost, and the result is the bees rear several queens.
Although none of these hives contains over one pint of bees,
they never fail to rear the best queens that are produced by
any method used for rearing queens. Now, the " proof of
the pudding is in eating it," and I want to say here that I
will mail Dr. Gallup, or any other man of his standing, several queens that were reared in these small boxes, and if
these queens can be equalled by queens reared at swarmingtime I am ready to " throw up the sponge," and drop tliis
question. Conditions, and not circumstances, are %vhat produce good queens.
Taking a hint from the above experience, I am now
rearing all my queens by a method that has never appeared
little

in print.

The poorest queens I ever saw were reared at swarmingtime. and as Dr. Gallup says, " I jumped out of that boat
long ago." I don't want any such queens. I can rear better ones. Why, a queen that was reared in the above way
(nucleus) was kept in my apiary 4 years and 2 months, and
she was the mother of more than 400,000 bees.

A

few years ago, as
a hundred-dollar queen.

many

readers will remember, I had
Thousands of the readers of this
Journal had received queens from this particular queen, and

nearly every customer sent

me

a testimonial of the queens

received.

This hundred-dollar queen was a come-by-chance, and
reared in one of the little hives described above. I now
have several queens that are promising duplicates of the
hundred-dollar queen.
I don't believe queen-rearing begins to be 'understood.

When

no queens will be reared in colonies that have
queens. First-class queens cannot be reared by that
process, and the sooner queen-breeders give it up the better
the queens will be. 'Tis unnatural, unscientific, and not an
up-to-date method.
I sometimes purchase a queen or two to see what some
people are rearing for queens. In all my experience in this
line I never have as yet gotten a queen that was worth the
two-cent postage stamp that was on the cage. Last season
I paid a man S8.00 for two queens.
One of them was half
fair
and the other was worthless.
it is,

fertile

;

Experiment, gentlemen, and get down to a method for
rearing queens that will beat Nature out of sight. It can
be done. It has been done.
My experience in rearing
queens over the brood-nest has been that more than half of
the queens so reared are worthless and out of one lot of 35
queen-cells only 2 queens appeared to be worth saving.
Other people claim that they can rear good queens in this
way. Why can't I ? My colonies are as strong, and I feed
to stimulate as much as anybody.
I had to give up the system several years ago.
I rather like this queen-rearing subject.
I have given
nearly 40 years of my life to rearing queens, and I shall
probably continue in this business as long as I am on earth.
;

Queens whose colonies fill 100 one-pound sections cannot be considered cheap queens.
Finally, I have shown that a few bees, in a small hive,
without a stimulant of any kind, save for the want and
necessity of a queen, will produce much better queens than

—

Dr. Gallup is good authority on almost any subject connected with bees, but I believe that I have had very much
more experience in this line than he has, or, in fact, any
other man living.
Essex Co.. Mass.
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Improving the Races of

Bees— Oiueen

Pointers.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.
(Continued from page

51S.!

INTRODUCING OUEENS.
You don't want any nuclei. Nuclei are a necessary
evil with which the professional queen-breeders have to put
up to get their queens mated. The apiarist rearing only
his own queens can just as well have them mated in the
colonies which they occupy.
One or two days after the old queen has been removed,
the virgin queen will be accepted, and could be as well turned
in loose. Still it is safer to introduce her caged, and release
her the following day.

The trouble will come later, if it does come. If there is
any unsealed brood the bees may start queen-cells, and,
when they are ready to seal, kill the virgin queen. At least
they have done it a few times for me and since then I
;

never release the virgin until all the brood is sealed. Needless to say that the queen-cells which may be there are re-

moved.
Tinder such circumstances, a laying queen would go out
with a swarm. Why should a virgin queen be killed ?
When the queen-cells are ready to seal, the queen, whether
virgin or laying, will try to destroy them. The bees on
the other hand, will try to protect the cells against the attack of the queen.
Now, bees have a great respect for a laying queen and
will avoid hurting her.
But they may not be so particular
about a virgin and she may get worsted in the scuffle.
That would be my explanation.
;

TO PREVENT SWARMING.

comb honey, it is not possible to avoid
swarming entirely. If swarming is allowed, both the swarm
and the parent colony are too weak to do much good in the
majority of localities. The question comes to keep all toIn working for

gether.

Some

re-queen throughout and where the majorexpected to swarm, it is probably the
would treat only those that do swarm.
;

ity of the colonies are
best.

If not, I

must be removed or
caged as soon as possible. Otherwise there would be a daily
swarming and no work done. Furthermore, as long as there
are eggs and larva; present the bees will construct queenSo it is imperative that
cells as fast as you destroy them.
the egg-laying is stopped as soon as possible.
In the first place, the old queen

Later on you can release the old queen,

if

she

is

caged,

or introduce another one, or let the bees have one from their

own

queen-cells.

The

advice to destroy

all

queen-cells but one

is

not good.

and pick out the best-looking of
the queens after they have ermerged. I am partial to color,
and also to a long and well-shaped abdomen, taking for

Cage several of the

cells

granted that such a one contains the best developed generative organs.
Be
Here is the chief point, and the key to success
sure that the bees are at least four days without unsealed
brood. During these days the bees lose their disposition to
:

i
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build <iueen-cells. How it is, I do not know. But I suppose
that the majority of the nurses take to the field-work, and
that when the effff-layin^ is resumed, those reniaininij have
all the_Y can do to feed the younfj brood, and have no time

away

to fool

construclitif,''

AND CAKKYING QUEKNS.

L'ATCHINC.

A

my own

queen is to throw a cup of
water on her, whether she is on a comb or in a <|ueon-trap,
or before an entrance-guard.
I frequently carry queens from one apiary to another
simply by putting them in the cages described above, and
the cages in my pocket. A few hours of fasting does not
hurt them.
KINDING THE OUKKNS.
trick of

to catch a

Perhaps the most disagreeable part of the operation is
to find the queen to be replaced. After trying nearly all
the methods of which I read, and almost all those I could
think

of,

I

Smoke

finally settled on the following

:

take out the com I s as rapidly as possible, puttinj; them into a comb-basket. Look into the hive
the queen may be on the walls or on the floor. As there
are but few bees left she can easily be seen if there. Cover
the hive, closing also the entrance. Now shake the bees
from the combs on a sheet or some boards two or three feet
away from the entrance, replacing the combs in the basket.
Cover the basket. Now, uncover the entrance of the hive
(not the top), put on an entrance-guard, and start the bees in.
You will see the queen readily if she is among them. If not,
you will find heron the combs. Do not uncover the hive
and return the combs until the queen is found.
the colony

;

;

Some

need a few more explanations.
Do not
smoke the bees more than necessary, yet enough so there
will be no danger of having to do it again.
Smoke first at
the entrance, not much, or you might drive the queen in the
super or on the under side of the cover. Then smoke from
above, not too much, either, chiefly between the combs and
the walls of the hive. Then again a little at the entrance
so as to drive the queen back on the combs, if she happens
to be on the floor of the hive. If supers are on, it is well to
first smoke through them, as the queen might be in the sections.
The whole is done in little time. The object is to
drive the queen among the combs or rather on the combs,
instead of driving her off the combs and perhaps clear out
details

of the hive.
It is not necessary to shake off the bees clean from the
combs; only enough so the queen can easily be seen. A
virgin queen will be almost always found on the combs a
laying queen being heavy with eggs will, on the other hand,
fall easily from the combs.
;

In looking over the corobs watch especially the space
between the comb and the end-bars and bottombar. Sometimes the queen is near the bottom opposite
you, and when you turn the comb to look on the other
side she passes under and is on the " other side, too." I
suppose she does that to avoid the sun or the light, as the
apiarist inspecting a

strikes

The covering
ready.

comb invariably turns

it

so the light

it.

from climbing
It

on one side, and then begin on the other side. This still
diminishes the chances of leaving the queen on the walls of
the hive.

QUEEN-TKAI'S.

When

queen-cells.

of the hive is to prevent the shaken bees
(queen and all) before the operator is

in

also prevents a virgin queen

from alighting

unbeknown to the apiarist. Virgin queens do often take
wing and come back a few minutes later.
If there are some queen-cells on the comb that are to be
saved, they should be cut off and caged before shaking,
otherwise their occupants might be injured. Often, when
ripe cells are on the comb, a number of virgins emerge
while the combs are in the basket. Be sure to get them all.
In taking the combs out of the hive, I take one or two
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the apiarist

is

not present

all

the time during the

swarming season, the best is to have the queen-traps attached to the hives. Then if a swarm comes out during his
absence the ijueen will be caught in the trap, and he then
knows which colonies have swarmed, and saves his swarm.
That is all right so far as the saving of the swarms is
concerned, but the queens do not remain in the traps. In
the course of a few hours they invariably succeed in getting
back through the cones. The <lrones are not quite so smart.
There is room right
Still, a number of them do go back.
here for improvement.
As orginally constructed the queen-traps (and entranceguards are a considerable help to the bees against robbers.
But the present traps are just the reverse. The robbers
learn to get in, and come out through the upper story while
the home bees are vainly watching in front of the lower enI

trance.

This should also be corrected.

LONGEVITY OF BEES.

Some writers have lately insisted on having strains of
long-lived bees. I do not see the point. Bees in the working season do not die of old age, but from accidents and
actual wearing out of the body, especially of the wings. If
you look at those which leave the hive to die, you will almost invariably see them with ragged wings, unable to fly
any more. But for the accidents and wearing out, the
workers might live perhaps as long as the queens.
It has been said also that the rearing of brood is what
shortens the life of the bees the most. I just don't believe
It is true that bees die faster when the most brood is
it.
reared.
But the bees rear brood when they gather nectar.
And it is the gathering, with its exposure to accident and
Knox Co., Tenn.
wearing out, that kills the bees.

Working for Beeswax

in Australia.

In Australia, with honey at a very low price, and with
of honey not readily marketable, there is live
interest in the question whether it may be a profitable
thipg to work chiefly for wax. and the matter has been discussed no little. Opinions vary greatly. R. Beuhne expresses himself thus in the Australian Bee-Bulletin

some kinds

:

The editor of the Australian Bee-Keeper thinks that 13
pounds of honey (the amount which, according to Cowan
and Simmins, is necessary) is an excessively high estimate.
In my opinion it is a very low one, and I have never
been able to get below 20 in my wholesale attempts some
notwithyears ago to convert inferior honey into wax
standing that the attempts were made under the most favorable conditions of strength of colonies and of temperature,
and a dogged determination on my part to succeed, I
finally gave it up and got rid of the inferior honey by shifting away from it.
Unless we feed back the honey, which is a ruinous proceeding, we can not get more than one pound of wax to
every 25 pounds of honey in running bees for wax. Boxhives produce as high as 1 to 20, when they have been
allowed to become chocked up, resulting in endless swarm;

ing.

The amount of wax asserted to be wasted when bees
have no opportunity to build combs is greatly over-estimated. Has any one ever found a half-ounce on the bottom-board of a liive in which a swarm was hived on sheets
or combs ? Let it be wasted it is paid for many times
over by the honey stored if combs are given, and after a
few days it will take all the wax they produce for sealing
;

cells.

" Loyalstone." on the other hand, considers the cost in
His plan of procedure
fifth as much.

honey only about a
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will be of interest to

have practical interest

any who may be situated so as to
in the matter.
He says in the same

journal
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Questions and Answers.

\

I have not tried the method on
a larg-e scale, because
locality is not suited for it
but I have tried it year
after year for four years, on various colonies of bees, and
have alvrays had the same return of wax in ratio to the
amount of honey produced. You will notice that it takes
(according to my estimation) about S 1-20 pounds of honey
to produce one pound of wax. Only one kind of hive in
opinion is suitable for wax-production, and that is the
" Long- Ideal," of 2o frames 20 would do but 25 frames are
better.
I use the ordinary Root-Hoffman standard frame.
The " long ideal " gives the space required for clustering
room, a thing absolutely necessary for wax-production.
The clustering-room is too cramped in 8 or 10 frame hives.
I have all frames with a small stick across center, in place
of wire. At extracting time I take out all frames contain-

my

Ausf. 21, 1902.

;

my

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

MILLER. Alareaeo,

lU.
[The Qaestions may be mailed to the Bee Journal oSBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mall.— Editor.)

—

ing honey, extract the honey, then cut out all comb save
about one inch attached to top-bar for starter. To describe
it better, I will take a case of one hive, "long ideal," 20
frames.
I have to fit a queen-excluder to
this hive, which I use
the first time I open the hive to extract. I find all the broodcomb, place it together at the front of the hive and place
a queen-excluder behind them to prevent the queen from getting to the back. Should there be more than 8 frames of
brood in the hive, I place the oldest of them behind the excluder. I keep the hive this way till the approach of winter, when I withdraw the excluder till next season.
Occasionallj- I remove two frames from the brood-chamber, replacing with empty ones from the back.
At first extracting I take, say 10 frames, and cut out all
combs, leaving a starter on each and replacing frames in
the hive. On the top of this hive I have a kind of super 3
inches deep with canvas cloth on the bottom. After replacing frames I place this super on top and pour into it
two-thirds of the honey extracted from the frames, place
the lid on top and the bees are forced to consume the honey
as it comes through the cloth, and commence comb-building.
At the end of days I open up the hive again and find
combs built again, with a fair amount of fresh honey in
them I go through the same process, extracting the honey,
cutting out the comb, and returning to the hive, this time
returning all honey extracted, together with the one-third
left from last extracting, to be sucked through the canvas
at the bottom of the super.
After the second process, I generally wait from S to 7
days, according to the weather, and again proceed as before, giving back all honey extracted each time to the end
of the season. You will notice I- always leave two frames
at the back. This is to keep the bees in a contented frame
of mind. It seems to upset them a lot if the whole of the
frames are cleared from the back each time.
After extracting the honey I run it into a watering-can
with the nose off, and after replacing frames I place super
on, pour the honey in and replace close-fitting cover.
I have tried this experiment with 10-frame two-story
hives, queen-excluder between, but with little success, as I
could not feed sufficient honey through the super. The
extra weight of honey forced it through the canvas too
-i

;

quickly, and the bees could not get sufficient clusteringroom without over-crowding one another; in fact, any other
hives but the " long ideal " proved failures for wax-production. As I said before, I have experimented on this
plan on various colonies of bees, and find the return of wax
is 1 pound for every S 1-20 pounds .of honey returned to the
hive.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of SI. 00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, %ve will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

Likely RofiDer-Bees.
I would like to know the meaning of these actions of a
colony of bees The bees come from the hive with their feet
locked, and struggle to get apart, and when they finally get
separated one goes into the hive and the other flies away.
The bees seem to be working all right.
Massachi-setts.
:

Answer. — A

foreign bee has probably

into the hive to steal
one of the sentinels.

made an entrance

some honey and has been nabbed by
Struggling to get loose, the robber
flies away as soon as

works toward the outside, and quickly
loose.
*-'-•

Some Swarming

Difficulties.

On page 488, I read with much interest the swarming
difficulties of "Illinois," which he says would knock into a
cocked hat all theories lie could find in two bee-books. But
think I have just had an experience with one of my colonies which will " go him one better."
On July 22, the first or prime swarm issued, and was
duly hived, but after being hived about an hour came out
again and left. The next swarm issued on July 27, but it
returned to the parent colony after a short time, and before
properly settling (2 daj's latter, July 29) another, the third,
swarm issued, but the queen had been caught in an Alley
I

queen-trap, and queen and bees were properly hived and
went to work all right. The next day (July 30) the fourth
swarm issued, but we again caught the queen and destroyed
The next, and fifth
her, the bees returning to the hive.
swarm came forth August 1, and again tlie queen was trapped, and bees returned to hive as before. I thought this
was quite enough swarming for one colony, but while I was
standing in front of the same colony this morning (August
3), and thinking of the trouble they had caused us, another
swarm, the sixth one, came forth. I put the queen-trap in
front of the hive just in time to catch this queen also, and
killed her, thinking the bees would soon return, but as they
did not seem inclined, I cut them down from the tree in
which they had settled, and mixed them with the swarm
hived on July 29. Everything seems all right now, and I
This one colony
hope they will not swarm any more.
swarmed 6 times in 13 days, and 4 queens were caught in
the trap and killed. The question I would like to have

answered is this
Did I do the proper thing
:

in

this difficulty?

and what

be the cause of so much swarming ? I may add that
the weather has been warm and clear during this time.
Missouri.

may

—

Answer. July 27 a swarm issued and returned, leaving
the colony as strong as before, and when the bees returned
July 30 and August 1 it was practically the same as if no
swarm had issued, reducing the number of after-swarms to
two, not by any means a large number. Put a queen-excluder under a hive before the colony swarms, and the
bees may swarm out a dozen times, first a number of times
with the old queen in the hive, then more times after a
young queen has emerged. If you had left the bees entirely
alone, there would hardly have been so many attempts at
or if you had hived them each time there would
not have been so many issues. If j'ou had returned the
swarms without killing the queens you might have done
better, for the colony was left unreduced in strength, and
so long as two queen-cells were left in the hive the bees
would continue to swarm. Instead of returning the swarm
to the mother colony, if you had added the swarm July 30 to

swarming

;
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the one hived July 29, it i.s likely there would have been no
further swarmiiifj. Better still, if you had put the swarm
on the old stand July 29, puttinii; the old hive on a new
stand, that would likely have prevented further swarminff.

Rearing Long-Lived Queens.

4.

5.

in full colonies over an excluder,
3 days old, reared either by the Doolittle

larva- not over
cell-cup plan or by the Alley plan are queens reared thus
inferior to (jueens reared under the natural impulse of the
bees, as by swarming or supersedure ?
2.

also

If so,

are they inferior only as to longevity, or does

make them

inferior in prolificness

it

would early frost be the best time to do so ?
expect, on account of very dry, hot weather, to have
Will it be best to feed before or after I move
to feed .some.
6.

If so,

7.

I

strength of colony, yield of honey, and other things should
be all right.
2. When they are inferior they are likely to be inferior
in both respects.
If Dr. Gallup is right in saying that queens reared by
the Doolittle plan or by any other plan than by swarming
or superseding are necessarily inferior, then Mr. Doolittle
is either ignorant or dishonest.
It is easier for me to believe that Dr. Gallup is utterly wrong than to believe that
Mr. Doolittle is either a fool or a fraud. Neither does Mr.
Doolittle stand alone, for a large number of others that I
believe are intelligent and honest stand with him.

Bees Getting Black 'and Cross.

What

the cause of our bees getting black and cross.
got them, and for 3 years, I did not see any
black bees, and now more than '4 of them are blacks, when
they were all golden Italian, and all the bees here came
from the bees I brought. There were no bees in the woods
is

I first

Minnksot.\.

here.

Answer. — It must be the working in of black blood.
Your young queens might meet drones from colonies a long
way off, and it would be difficult for you to be certain there
were no other bees within a radius of

If so, kill the queen of that colony and
give them a queen of better stock.

of the culprits.

Diseased Brood—Feeding and Moving Bees.
1. I have another nut for you to crack, and it is a serious
one this time, I think. I have 7 colonies in box-hives about
16 miles from here. Last April, the men that kept them
hived a fine swarm in a 10-frame hive, on 1-inch starters.
They filled the hive full of comb, and have a lot of honey.
They had a good-looking queen, a few old bees, a little
brood sealed, and a little not sealed a few eggs in worker
and drone cells. The most or all that was sealed, and part
of the unsealed, was dead. The dead ones are a little dark,
and very tough, but not ropy they smell a little sour, but
not much odor at all. The other two frame-hives are all
right, and the box-hive seems to be, too. They are in the
hot sun it has been from 100 to 108 degrees in the shade
for the past 6 weeks. Do you think it is either foul or black
brood ? No such disease has ever been here.
2. If it is either foul or black brood they must have
caught it by using comb foundation. What do you think
about it ?
3. If not black or foul brood, what do you think it is ?
;

;

Would
If so,

'.'

it do
ought

Answkks. — 1.

to put one hive on top of the other in the
I to nail strips to hold them together ?
I

doubt

it

being either.

pretty generally agreed in this country that
foundation will not carry the disease, and there are other
2.

It is

ways by which
4.

box.
5.

6.

it

may

be carried.

don't know.
Send a piece two inches square in a tin or wooden
Of course, the shape and size is not very important.
They have been shipped farther than that.
Then or a little later would be a good time.
I

will be lighter and less likely to break
you do not feed till after moving. But if you move
before feeding you must move early enough so that it will
7.

down

The combs

if

not be too cold to feed afterward.
8. It will be all right to put one on top of another providing you manage to give air enough. They should be
fastened firmly in some way so they cannot move about.
Strips would be all right.

Robber-Bees
I

Uniting Bees-Kingbirds.

have just purchased

which

I

size.

I

will
also

number

3 colonies of bees in box-hives,
respectively, according to their
colonies in a weak condition, Nos. 2

4, S, 6,

have two

After getting the box-hives home I placed bos 4 on
top of a 10-frame empty hive box 5, which is quite strong,
on a stand a few feet to one side and box 6. a rather small
colony, I attempted to transfer by the Heddon short method,
but in spite of all the pounding with a hammer and smoking I could do, the bees refused to leave the box. Finally I
ripped open the box, and the bees went in the air. Finding
mostly empty combs, and brood in the combs with the box, I
went to hive No. 3 to get a frame of honey, and on my return the bees from the transferred box were going into box
I immediately looked for the
4, making a great swarm.
queen of box b, and after searching half an hour found her
on a post near hive 3, having been carried there on my person when I got the frame of honey. I placed the queen on
the brood in the new hive, but there %vere scarcely a hundred
bees within.
To-day the big colony 4, busied itself by robbing hives
these colonies were so weak in numbers, and the
2, 3 and 6
robbers were so plentiful, that there was no fighting. The
robbers also hung in the entrance and unburdened each
home-coming bee of her load of honey and pollen. On opening the hives I found what looked like a good-sized colony,
so I closed the entrances of hives 2, 3 and 6, carrying them
into the middle of a potato-field, where I left them to hum
until you can tell me what to do with them.
Hives 2 and 3 have each an old queen, while number 6
has a nice, young queen.
Do you think the
1. So far there has been no fighting.

and

3.

;

;

;

five miles.

As to the cross bees, it is quite likely that if you observe
carefully you will find that all your colonies are far from
being alike. It may be that a single colonj- furnishes most

;

car

3.

Answkks. — 1. They may be just as good. They may
be inferior. To be just as good, conditions as to

When

it

600 miles?

?

I have read with considerable interest the articles from
Dr. Gallup, as appearing in the Bee Journal, and, although I
would rather that the Doctor had been seriously mistaken
in his observations, than if he were not, yet the important
part of the thing is to know whether we are really rearing
queens by the aforesaid plans that will not give us the
amount of long-lived workers as will those naturally reared
Ir.LiNOis.
by the bees.

also

Would

I

them.

Are queens reared

from

sample to Dr. Howard, how large a piece,
send it /
be safe to ship a few colonies about .500 or

.send a

I

and how should

».
1.

If

537

robbers, that are inclosed in these hives, will

queen
2.

harm the

?

Will they unite with the other bees after being shut

up with them?
3.

How

4.

If

I

long can I safely keep them locked up ?
feed sugar-water with a Boardman entrance-

feeder at night, will that help to make them stay ?
5. Would you advise me to unite the 3 colonies now,
leaving them the young queen ? or let them drag until fall,
when I can secure bees from box-hives that the farmers are
going to kill for the honey in them ?
6. If I unite the 3 colonies, will that be a good time to
introduce an Italian queen ? or would it be better to wait
until fall, when I add the bees from the farmers" box-hives?
7. There are a happy pair of kingbirds in our orchard
that eat a good manv of my bees they are building a nest
of grass and cobwebs. Do you think they could materially
reduce the number of workers in a medium-sized colony of
;

/J^JERICAN BEE JOUET^Al-
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bees

Birds are mv friends and I would not harm them
My test-book says but little of them.

?

willingly.

Answers. — 1. They may and they may

Illinois.

If they do
do so after being shut in

.not molest her at first, they will not

not.

for a time.
2.

Yes.

That depends. If there is no danger of smothering
or starvation they might be shut in for two or three weeks,
5.

but not without
4. Hardly.

loss.

5. Hard to tell
perhaps it would be as safe to unite
them now but if you can keep them from being robbed
out, thej' might be left separate, providing each has a
:

;

queen.
7. Some think kingbirds do little or no harm, while
others think they weaken a colony rapidly. Perhaps both
are right, for they may not be the same at all times and in

By watching

all places.

closely you can give a pretty

guess whether thej' are doing serious harm.
It looks probable that you operated at a time when
or no honey
less as to

was coming

Swarming Questions— Scraping

little

Sections.

1. I find a colony of black bees preparing to swarm.
I
cage the queen, and cut out all the queen-cells at two different times, the last cutting being about 10 days after caging
the queen.
The queen is then released. A month or so
later, upon opening the hive, I find one large queen-cell from
which a queen has emerged (being open at the end, with flap
still attached), also eggs all through the hive, and a number of swarming-cells with eggs laid in them. Now if the
old queen is good enough to swarm with, why did they rear
a joung one ?
2. Upon examining a colony of bees and finding, we

will say, 3 or 4 queen-cells in process of construction, how
am I to tell whether it is a case of swarming, or superse-

dure

?

them

New

for market.

Answers. — 1.

York.

don't know. The case is a very exceptional one. Years ago I treated a great many swarms in
the way you mention (cutting out cells twice and releasing the queen after 10 days caging), only I caged the queen
after the colony had swarmed, and never did a colony swarm
the same season after such treatment. I felt greatly indebted to G. M. Doolittle for the plan. You are not likely
to have a repetition of your experience in the next forty
I

years.
2.

is

and possibly were a little carestarting robbing. Look out for that in the future.

21, 1902.

3. I have had a swarm this year from a colony in which
the queen was reared this season. Tpon examination I
find a number of colonies with this year's queens reared in
hives now occupied preparing to swarm. Isn't it an unusual occurrence ? I believe in one of your answers you
stated that such did not happen.
4. What is the easiest and best way to clean or scrape
sections after being taken from the bees, so as to prepare

good

in,

Aug.

You

meant

can't tell at all by the looks of a cell whether

for

swarming

or supersedure.

it

•

But you can some-

times make a pretty good guess by noting conditions. A
small number of cells is likely to mean superseding rather
than swarming. If cells are present in a weak colony, or if
the colony has not a large amount of brood, you may guess
supersedure. But often conditions are such that it's an
even thing which way you'd better guess.

may happen

if the queen was reared very early in
Such a queen is much the same as a last year's
queen. I wish you would tell us if you have had any queen
swarm that was reared in her own hive this season as late
3.

It

the season.

as June.
4. Ouite a number of machines were talked about not so
very long ago, and it looked hopeful that we would have a
machine that would greatly shorten the work, but nothing
has been said about them of late, and I know of nothing
better than a sharp case-knife, and a lap-board, having on
it a block about an inch thick and four inches square.

SWEET CLOVER
And

QUEENS

Several Other Clover Seeds.

We

Buy them

H. G, QCJIRIN, the largest
Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Cotnpany tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ol the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb, from sing-le colonies
of

containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestLodg-Tougued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, aud square dealing, have built up our present business, which

priced,

was established

in

1m,s.?.

GOLDEN and LEATHERCOLORED QUEENS, atter July

Prices of

Selected

Tested

1

6

12

J .75
1.00
1.50

$4.00
5.00
8.00

$7.00
9.00

the (jiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office,)
Please mention the Eee Journal.

[Parkeriown
l;A26t

apiary

very interesting.
I have always read the American Bee
Journal with much interest and profit.
Mrs. E. G. Bradford.
Newcastle Co., Dela., July 31.

Alsike Clover
White Clover
A-lfalf a Clover

1.00
1.20

1.80
2 30
1.40

80

4.2S
5.S0
3.25

8.00
10.10
6.00

Prices subject to market chang-es.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

if
if

YORK A OO.
-

CHICAGO, TWU

1st:

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 3.00
We g'uarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 5<Xl Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on SO or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(juirin

Bees a Pleasure.
is always a great pleasure
to me, and this season the honey crop
has been unusually good. The white
clover bloomed in abundance, and my
bees gathered much fine honey from it.
All of my colonies are in good condition, and I have some nuclei which are

My

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
[he order:
Stts
lOffi
25Ib
SOffi
$.75 $1.40 $3.2S $6.00
Sweet Clover (white)
90
1.70
4.00
Sweet Clover (yellow)
7.50

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

A Wet Season.
So much rain fell during basswood
bloom that the bees worked lots of days
when it got too heavy for
in the rain
them they had to quit business, but
part of the time they worked rain or
shine. I had some idea why they did
it, so I looked, and they did not have
anything to live on, and that was why
they had to push out in the rain. But
at this date they are gathering some
White clover is in second
nectar.
for
bloom, or took a second growth
a while it looked as if it would not
amount to much, but no%v it is looking

IS GOOD money
^IIFFD
wllbbr MnVPY
inUlltl and easy to make

DRAPER PUBLISHING

;

make cows i>ay, use Sliarples Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairying^ Cat.2121ree.W.Che.ster,Pa

CO., Chicago, lll>.

s?s

ulored

100 Colonies Hoffmann

Irame

liives,ou

My

frames.

lw:iu;,'^^5iruib

leather-colors took first

Ital-

standard

premium

at the Minnesota State Fair last year. Delivery
at any time before winter. (Ample stores guarSingly, $5; ia lots of 20, $4.50 each, on
anteed
:

V\Z. R.

;

T<j

We

you work iov ue.
will start you in
tjusiness and luruish the capital. 'Work
light and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
line of sainitles and particulars.

if

34A3t

ANSELL,

Mille Lacs Apiaries.

MILACA, MINN.

Please mentloa Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—

.
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inclined to think the
I am
of nectar is small
some colonies will store enough to live on, some
will store a small surplus, and some
will hustle to live throuf,'h without
feeding.
It is warm to-day, as warm as it has
been this summer; bees are lyinjf out

very well.

amount

more now than

ever.

spring, but

it

They seemed
was too wet in

June

for them.
Chas.
Newton Co., Ind., July 27.

Our lipncy-tlow comes all through
May. June, July and part of August,
from maple, willow, white clover, red
clover, alsikc clover and iireweed and
some other weeds. The white clover
furnishes honey all the season, as there
are no hot days to kill it, and it does
not slobber horses here like it does in
the East.
F'. M. McPhekson.

Wash., Aug.

Co.,

in Western Iowa.
This has been a tough season with
us in western Iowa, not a pound of suroff

yet

;

—

LEWIS

G. B.
Please mention

Bee Journal when

CO.i Watertown,Wis.

-writing.

last year
off 1,000

time we had taken
with '2 less colonies.

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

GEORGE W. YORK
U you

at

this

This
to

&

CO., 144

Sr

want the Bee-Book

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

Bees For Sale.
O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

13Atf

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

tc the Trade.

pounds,

Too much rain
and cold wind when white clover
bloomed what little they got from
basswood was needed and taken to
keep house on. Rains came through

ONE NIGHT TO DENVER

the earlj' part of sweet clover bloom,

ON THE

;

and now

about done blooming, and
very little surplus in sight. Heartsease and Spanish-needle may spring
up on stubble-fields so we will get winter stores, but we will not glut the
market with section honey.
I guess if we get to Denver we will
have to go on foot, and that is hard on
a cavalryman.
C. E. Morris.
Carroll Co., Iowa, July 30.

COLORADO SPECIAL

it is

\\A TFIK

Chicago, Union Pacific and Nortli-Western Line
Leaving Chicago daily at 6.30 p.m.
Arriving Omaha
7.00 a.n.
Arriving Den.ver
7.50 p.m.
Another train leaves Chicago at 11.30 p.m. daily, arriving Denver 7.55 a.m.,
second morning.
Tiie

"Prime Swarm" and "First Swarm"
On page SOI, Mr. G. M. Doolittle says
a prime swarm is often erroneously
called a first swarm. Please tell us
what is the difference between a prime

swarm and a first swarm. Inquirer.
[We respectfully refer the above to
Mr. Doolittle himself for answer. Perhaps his " locality " makes the difference. — Editor
1

Too Dry

Best of Everything

Modern Transportation Service.

$25.00
Tickets on sale on various dates through the summer, ,Tnd from .August 30
September 10, inclusive, covering the time of the National Bee- Keepers'
Convention at Denver, September 3-5, igo2. Tickets are hmited for return
to
to

October

31, 1902.
For tickets and descriptive booklet on Colorado apply to agents
North-Western-Union Pacific Line at

Broadway
287 Broadway
461

-

-

-

.

601 Chestnul Street

_

H. R.

ifew York

Jew York

-

-

176 Washington Street

Many of the readers of the Bee Journal up North, are having discouraging
times on account of the wet weather,
but down in Georgia we are having too
little rain, and are getting very little
honey but we keep right on getting
"the experience.

in

CHICAGO TO DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS AND PUEBLO AND RETURN.

802 Chestnut Street
368 Washing:IJ5n Street

in Georgia.

111.

75 colonies in Improved Dovetailet'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

FOR HIS

DUcounU

in

T Es^IEB

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

Liberal

a good time
your Bees-

is

send

or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

its receipt,

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
sendfl.25to

2.

Tough Season

plus taken

not put your money into New Fancied Uee-Hlves, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the worltl u.se this style.
Thousands of Hives, Million.s of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

ICi.i.i.s.

A Long Honey-Flow.

Whatcom
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Bee-Heepers-Attention

;

stroll),' last

!

Philadelpliia

Philadelphia
Boston
Boston
-

McCULLOUGH.

301 Main Street 212 Clark Street 193 Clark Street -

-

-

W.

A.

Buffalo

Chicago
Chicago

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cincinnati

-

Cini'innati

-

Pittsburg

435 Vine Street - 53 East Fourth Street
507 Smithfield Street

Third Vice President.

-

Gardner.

W.

of the

12th Floor Park Building.

234 Superior Street 17 Campus Hartius 126 Woodward irenue
2 East Eing Street 60 Yonge Street - -

B.

General Manager.

Kniskerx,

Gen'l Pass'r

-

-

Pittsburg
Cleveland
-

Detroit

-

-

Detroit

-

-

Toronto

-

-

ToroDlo

& Ticket

Agent,

CHICAGO.

;

Mr. Dobson and

I

have 12 colonies

in

the rear of our shop. They were largely
black bees, but we have been introducing Italian queens since they were
transferred from the bos-hives. When

we received 4 queens we took one colony and divided it and removed the
<jueen, and at the proper time we liberated the queens, but they balled them
and we caged them again two days
longer. Then we looked for queencells and in one we found 1« cells which
were destroyed.
The next time we
opened the hive there were 8 more, and
the third time several more. Then we

Qneens ^ow Ready to Supply m Return Mail
Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
f~wr\tria*^ I '#- <i I « «i •-« £-> Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

vJUIUCIl ILcllIcirid
I3p»/-1

rVCU

C^trwre^f
WlUVCr

75 cents

f\itr:^£^*^t:y

;

6 for S4.00.

which

left all

records behind in honev-

V^UCCIlS, gathering. Untested, Sl.OO 6 for SS.O'O.
{^ €t fM «r\l o t-l ^ — Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
Wdl lllUlctlld than all others. Untested. Sl.OO.
;

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES,

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2i46»2i48 Central A\enue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and A. Muth.)
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Aug.

put the bees in one hive on new foundation, and the brood and comb in the
other.
This arrangement succeeded
and all are doing well now.
We are feeding all these young colcnies in order that they may fill the
brood-combs and be ready to fill the
supers when the fall honey-flow comes
on.
Is not this a good arrangement?
have two colonies that are nearly

We

and can discover more dilthem than among the blacks.

all Italians,
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144
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Coolest Season on Record.
The season here was a great disap-

most of the honey-proThe most of those who were

pointment
ducers.

to

extracting got a short crop, while the
comb-honey man got little or no honey.
With the exception of a few warm
days this has been the coolest season

and summer on

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postSI. 00 a year, in

is

F. S.

Haralson Co., Ga.. Aug.

record.

L. L. Andrews.
Riverside Co., Calif., Aug. 4.

;

Sample copy

age.

free.

rhe Wrapper-L/abel Date

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given upon ap-

—

plication.

Tlie National

Association,

Bee-Keeners'

protect the interests of

its

members.

To

prevent the adulteration of honey.
dishonest honey-dealerg.

To prosecute

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
I

G. Newman,
G. M. Doolittle,

I

W.

Thomas

Whitcomb,

E.

W.

I

HuTCHixsox,
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the office of the .\raerican Bee Journal, when
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A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:
*'
I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea for every bee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions abouc the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouacflon of a motto queen-button that we are furDishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cen ts. Send all orders to the office

ot the American Bee JournaL

Handy
Farm Wagons
woiK
man

maUe

tlie
easier for both the
and team.
being wide they do not cut into the pround;
tbe labor of loadintr is reduced manv times. because
of the short lift. They are equipped with our famous Elec'trif Steel WhevN. eitherstrai(rbtorstatrper spokes. Wlieelsany beipht from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed lo
carry iOnoibs. Why not f^et started rierbtbv putting
We make our steel wheels
in one of these wagons.
to lit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

Tlie tires

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

Please mention

CO.,

BOX

16.

Bee Journal

ILL.'

wlii^n writing.

HUSTLERS!

HUSTLERS!
Queens reared ty

QUINCY,

my new method

produce

bees that are great hustlers for honey, and
queens that are equal or superior to swarm
queens. These queens are extremely prolific,
fill 12 L. frames with brood, aud are fine, large
breediufj queens. Ha^e coU uies of Adel bees
that gather honey from April to October. All
queecs guaranteed to live 3 years. To introduce
these queens into every county they will be
mailed at 75 cents each.
26Alf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

wntina

Please mpntion Bee Journal "wheji

;

Emmet

Low Round Trip

Rates, via

Uuion Pacific, from Missouri River,
To Denver, Colorado Springs,

E CovEvou.

E.

yet.

Co., Mich., July 29.

Colo., July 1 to
inclusive. Aug. 1 to 14. 23
to 24, and 30 to 31, inclusive.

and Pueblo,
$15.00

13,

Reading the Bee Journal Pays.
1

am

satisfied

the

American

Bee

Journal has paid me many dollars in
the production of honey this year. I
have IS colonies of bees and the most
of them have produced 100 pounds of
honej' to the colony, this season,
while my neighbors' bees have made a
bare living. I attribute this wholly to
the management, as I have learned
many valuable lessons from the American Bee Journal that would have taken
years of experiment.
W. P. Browning.

comb

OBJECTS:

To promote aud

Did Well on Clover,
Bees are busy working on basswood
they did well on clover and raspberry.
We' have a little over 100 pounds per
colony now, and basswood is not over

21, 1902.

Barry Co., Mo., Aug.

Worker Foundation

5.

To Denver, Colorado
tPiy.UU

30,

clusive.
'^'-'

QOR nn

Lake City and Ogden,
1

to 14, inclusive.

To Glenwood

Springs, Colo.,

to 13, inclusive, Aug. 1
to 14, 23 to 24, and 30 to 31, in-

-Ttily 1

dOR nn

tpZO.UU

clusive.

To

Salt

Lake City and Ogden,

Utah, July

nn
$jU.UU
(ton

in Sections.

notice on page 491 something on
excluders. I have
never been troubled much with the
queen going up in supers. I use no
honey-board of any kind. Although
I have a lot of zinc ones I cannot call
to mind that I ever had any drone-cells
in sections filled with brood. In taking
honey a short time ago I noticed one
super that the bees had not gone out of,
(I use escape-boards); it was full of
bees, and they were cross. I smoked
them and opened the super, and as I
took out section by section I found
drone-comb, and instead of capped
honey a drone in every cell, just ready
to come out. Dr. Miller, in replying to
above, says, " I use top and bottom
starters of worker foundation, filling
the section entirely full." He says
" worker foundation." Is this not the
same that all bee-keepers use for their
sections ?
Now suppose the Doctor does fill his
sections full of worker foundation,
would that prevent drone-comb? I
seem to get that idea from the last
lines of his remarks. He says, 'Or
unless the sections were so filled with
worker-foundation that there was no
chance for drone-comb above the su-

^^^*

Utah, Aug.

IpZO.UU

I

comb honey and

Springs,
Pueblo. Colo., June 25 to
inclusive, July 14 to 31, in-

^""^

nn

<t1Q

1

inclusive.

to 13,

Aug.

23 to 24,
clusive.

and 30

To Glenwood

Springs, Colo.,

to 31, in-

-June 25 to 30, inclusive,
14 to 31, inclusive.

$31.00

To

Salt

$32,00

^^'t=^^>'

$45,00

8^<^'^^-

'

July

Lake Citv and Ogden,

J""^

-5

^.o'iQ,

inclusive,

Jul)' 14 to 31, inclusive.

To San Francisco
Calif.,
elusive.

'

To

Aug.

or

Los An-

2 to 10, in-

Pottland. Oreg., Tacoma
Wash., July 11 to-

^""^ Seattle,

$45,00
'

21, inclusive.

/.ow Kates
J^rom JjitemiOt/iaf e /*<>inl"s.
Full Information Cheertally FurC"orrespon<iiTig-73-

nislied on ajtplicatlon to

E. L.

LOMAX,

G. p.

27Atf

5

&

T. A.,

OMAHA, XEB.

START YOU IN BUSINESS
TO
vou
We will present you with
Ih'

t;ike in to start you in a gn.nl )
Send 10 cents for full liiii
iiess.
iiid liiret'tiona bow to beyin.

DRAPER PUBLISHING

r

laisi-

CO., Chicaso,

luijles
Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers*

!

Aug.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

21, 1902.

per." Now, I don't put any foundation
on the bottom of my sections, but put
that leaves a space below,
and the bees till the comb down to the
bottom of the section.
If the Doctor has a worltcr foundation different from others will he
please tell us about it ?
J. W. C. (;kav.
in 3 inches

;

Pratt Co.,

III.,

:

Aug.

2.

"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS.'

MI'TH'S I'OIIND SotlAKIC FLINT(;EASS Hi )Nf;Y-JAKS, with patent
air-tight (iEASS STOl'PKKS, at s5.t..^0 per gross. Fah Sl'I'Kkiok to Olu Stvi.B
WITH CoKKS. Try a gross. Just the thing for home market.

CKATES OF TWO

of 5 crates, 40c each

;

60-lb.

CANS, been

10 or more,

.^.Sc.

used onco,

This

lot is

in

limited

good condition,

loU

in

order at once.

;

queens: The Best Money Can Buy
BUCKFYK STKAIN SBANDICD are the genuine RED CEOVKK WORKEKS. MIITH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANScan not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

Hard Season on

541

A

Bees.

trial will

;

6 for $4.00.

convince you.

THE FRED W. MUTH

have 20 colonies of bees. This season has been a hard one on them. I
had to feed some in June to keep them
alive.
They are doing better now,

Selected tested. Si. .=50 each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Send

I

storing in

ttie

supers some.
Fkki) Lockwood.

Greene Co., Wis., Aug.

Have You Seen Our Blue
alotr?
at the

NEEDED

LOWEST

Tanks

6.

KRETCHMER MFG.
Expects to Go to Denver.
I expect to attend the Denver convention, and want to be one of the boys

when I get there.
The honey season has been

all

I

i We

are

tlie

THE

BEST (ifoodB
write for

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

could ask for, up to Aug. 1. but since
that time the bees have been almost

Cat-

Illustrated pagfes; describes EVERYTHING
IN
APIARY.
prices. AUeriiatiiig' hives and Ferguson superK. Sent FKKK;
from jjalv. steel, red cedar, cypress or tir; freig'ht paid; price-list free.

(.')

i

Quran, Council Bluffs, Iowa: Ctaas.
I2E26t

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

tlie

Nortliwest

t

Send for catalog.

idle.
I hope to see you and many of the
boys at Denver.
E. Davison.
Finney Co., Kans., Aug. 4.

V.'

Not Much Honey.
We began the season with colonies.
The weather was not favorable in
fruit-bloom
it rained the most of the
time, and continued until basswood
bloom, when the bees worked some in
the supers. While clover is blossoming
fairly well, where it had not been killed

'yjii

^-"^T^^ ^A I'xi^ i) ^n rt Br^^^

c**K-'^''^\?'^

V""

y^""^*^^

^

\

ii

Minneapolis, Minn.

;

during the dry spell

Our bees nearly

last year.

all

swarmed

in

one

day, and all nice, prime swarms, and a
few after-swarms.
Last year we had a fair crop by this
time, but this year we have not much
to show, unless we get a good honej'flow in the fall.
We have 14 colonies now. I like the
American Bee Journal very much.

Blackhawk

Co.,

Nicholas Klein.
Iowa, Aug. 4.

We

liaye ttie Best lioofls,

Lowest Prices, and Best SMpplnp;

r

\

Facilities.

O
!k\\^c\rr\\tt
lllct
S^aillUI

It you care to know of it«
t
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornla's Favorite Paper—

The

The EoiersoD Bioder

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
Eaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum. Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco. Cal,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writins

330

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with ^cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both lor only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this " Emerson '* no further binding is necessary.

QEORQE W. YORK &

Not a Great Honey-Flow.

The honey-flow is nothing great here.
It was too cold and wet in the spring,
and now it is cold at night, so the flow
is very meager. The basswood yielded
only 3 or 4 days. There is lots of bloom
but the flow is light.
I have 100 colonies now, but will not
get a very large lot of honey.
F. E. Kn.app.

Wadena

Co., Minn.,

Aug.

THE REASON
80

many

who.

14« Erie Street.

like

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHY

PAGE FENCE

is,

it's better.

Tennessee Queens
Daughters

of Select Imported
Italian, Select long'-tong^ued
Moore's), and Select, Straight

I

Dittmer's Fonndation

5-band Queens. Bred

PROCESS that produces EVERY
I use a
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

Work Wax

and

Into Fonnilation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Send

for

ircular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

Catalog giTing

Full Line of Supplies^

14

SPRIXG HILL, TEXN.

A 36*

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS. DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

1902— Bee-Keepeps'

SuopliesI

We can furnishl you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Bald for beeswax. 8end for our 1902 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON, BeU Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich

miles

WARRANTED

and

FOUNDATION

V/t,

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned within V^ miles;
none impure
within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease, 29 years*
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1,50 each. Discount on large orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July 1st

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

did nothing, hardly making a living,
and they got the swarming-fever the
worst I ever saw. They would come
out and cluster for a few minutes, then
go back to the parent colony, and lots
of them would leave the new hive directly after being hived and go back to
the parent colony.
I don't believe, out of 16 colonies, I
will get enough honey for my own use.
Up to the present time I have not received a pound of honey. Between my
practice and the bees I have been jumping this summer.
here,

penple l>uy

PA(JE WOVKN WIRK FKNCK CO., ADKIAN, MICH
flease iLentioii Bee Journal -when wntma.

8.

Not An Encouraging Report.
The spring was so wet that our bees

There are quite a few

&

144

BOYS

WE WANT WORKERS

BoT9, Girls, old and younf? aliku,
make money working: for us.

We furobh c&(>ttal to start yoa inboslDns. Stod o8 10c stamps or eilrer for full instructions and a line of
oompleato work with. bRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO.,ChIcago.lIL

Plsase

Mention Bee Journal

>\hen writing advertisers.

Aug.
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A New

Prot.

myself, keep bees in a small way, but
none of them report any honey, so far.
White clover is nearly gone. There
may be some fall flow here, but we get

ipth Thousand.

Edition.

Cooks B66-K66D6r'S Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

most of our honey from white
Every one here works for comb

the'

clover.

L)k.

honey.

Calhoun

^

^
Price,

Postpaid,

$1.20

M

that.

$1.20

nies,

Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
of a century.
the American Bee Journal for a quarter
authoran
is
He
everywhere.
is well known to bee-keepers
Prof.

sale,

which now bids

His book has had a large

fair to increase greatly.

Bee JourIn order that every reader of the American
Look s
Prof.
of
copy
nal, who does not already possess a
following
the
work, may have it, we wish to make

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:one

.

($1 SO i^n'^aU, and we will
subscriber.
ican Bee Journal for one year to the new
Cook's book by express or freight
Prof.
send
will
00
we
No d -For SI
the price is Sl.OO. But the postoffice,
our
at
for
called
with o'Jh^r^goodsI or, if
20.
SI.
is
alone
paid price of the book
)

of the
Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3
the
to_
subscribers
now
above are made to those who are
in
paid
are
subscriptions
American Bee Journal, and whose
dewho
one
any
to
made
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are
sires to take advantage of them.

5^=

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144.

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

,

Poof Season for Honey.
This has been a very poor season for
honey in this section of the country.
spring count, and
I had IH colonies,
have only about 100 pounds of comb
been
honey, up to this time. There has
sumplenty of white clover bloom all
at
mer, and there is plenty of bloom
nectar in it—
this date, but there is no
clover
the bees do not notice it. Alsike
season.
failed to furnish an v honey this
of buckwheat
I have sowed 3 bushels
and the bees are
it is in full bloom,
from dayiust having a real nice time
break until noon the balance of the
much. I
day they do not seem to work
expect some honey from buckwheat.
There are a few bees kept in boxfarmers
hives in this neighborhood by
get
on the old plan— do nothing and
there
nothing. They grumble and say
They will
bees.
is nothing in keeping
Journal to
not take the American Bee
for and
learn anything about caring
imhandling their bees, so there is no
provement or gain in their lives as
learned
bee-keepers. What little I have
been
about bees and their keeping has
from the American Bee Journal.
:

H. C.

Clark Co.,

year and a
mail the American Bee Journal
No. l.-For $1.75 we will
„ ,,;^
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
subscription is now paid
No 9 -Anv one of our present subscribers whose
mailed
i„advancf,-canhlveacopyo? Prof. Cook's book
VrjouTn^rfor
Bee Journal for a
mium for sending us two new subscribers to the American
S2m^
(with
year
more
subscriber for a year (at$1.00) and SO cents
the Amermail to YOU a copy of the book and will send

Address

,„

have increased from 90 to 117 coloand for about two weeks had from
the 19
a few up to 19 swarms daily
came out on Sunday, of course.
B. T. D.WENPORT.
Green Lake Co., Wis., Aug. 4.
I

;

COOK.

on bees and related subjects.

Basswood also

rich

Postpaid,

just
This standard work on practical bee-keeping has
About
date.
to
been thoroughly revised and brought down
have been added
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations
with 2 J5
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages,
and
paper,
white
It is printed on clear
fine illustrations.
gold-lettered.
is bound in elegant brown cloth,

ity

nectar well.

with honey this season,
though we haven't a great amount of

was

^
A. J.

W. H. ElUS.

Co., Iowa, July 31.

Best Season for White Honey.
This has been the best season for
white honey in this part of Wisconsin
that we have had for a good many
years. I have taken from one to three
'supers from all of my colonies that got
down to business, and I think I took
the fourth super from one or two.
There has been a perfect sea of bloom
from white and alsike clover, and it
yielded

Price,

PROF.

21, 1902.

ILL.

111.,

Aug.

KUYKENDALL.
5.

Honey-Plants of Australia.
to reNo doubt you will be surprised
South Australia.
ceive this letter from
for the
Last September I subscribed
American Bee Journal, as I had often
much
of it, and I have received

heard
reading it.
valuable information from
in keeping bees, and
I am a beginner
think is a
have t.O colonies, which I
pretty good start.

Thinking

it

might interest some of

of the
your readers I send an account world.
honey-plants in this part of the
August, the bees
First of all, about
wild tlowers,
start to eet pollen from
other
liule from almond and

and a

last until Octoearly fruit-trees, which
cape-weed
ber when the dandelion or
farms
blooms very thickly on all

swarm, if
About two weeks later bees
if it does not
the blue-gum follows
;

!

'

Aup.

they

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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do not, as a

awarni

rule,

543

that

>!>!< >te

season.

Our main honey
about

every

crop, which we get
other year, first of all

comes from bliie-fjuni, then rod-jjuni,
which blooms from December until
February and arc the best honey-trees
we have. About the first of April the
peppermint era sort of box- tree blooms,
and lasts utitil June, and sets our bees
riffht for winter; and if it does not
rain too much we get between 3 and 4
60-pound cans per colony for the season.
I believe it would pay American and
California bee-keepers to plant trees, as
they stand forever.
A. R. Bei<i,.
South Australia, June 16.

Robber-Bees Stinging.
Having noticed, incidentally, that
Mr. Hasty has been more than willing
(?) my writings in his charway, I here tender him congratulations, although I would not by
any means have my friend get a
" bloated " conception of my worth to
the bee-keeping world.
That there were in the great array of
honey-producers a man, woman, or
child, who would assert that the statement that robber-bees sting the defenders of the hive they are going to
rob, was assumption, rank with the
mildew of centuries past, I could not
believe until I read it in his "comments" in a recent issue of the Bee
Journal.
Now I wish to say to the readers of
this paper, that if any statement of
mine herein recorded will not stand the
crucial test of modern practice I want
the hammer of truth to fall squarely
upon it. But to this practical apiarist
and critic for the columns of the American Bee Journal, I would suggest the
fairness there would be in first giving
the matter an impartial test before
" passing it up " as mere fiction. Let
him effect a genuine case of robbing
on the part of Italian bees, and then
concentrate these forces suddenly on a
strong colony of pure blacks, and record the results. If he doesn't find
that the robbing bees sting with effect
when they meet with determined opposition, I'll agree to " eat my old hat'
for the edification of Mr. Hasty.

to dignify
acteristic

W. W. McNkal.
Cook

Co.,

III.,

Aug.

1.

Close Saturdays at 1 p.m. —Our customers and friends will kindlj- remember that
beginning with .July 1, tor three months we
close our office and bee-supply store at 1
p.m. on Saturdays. This is our usual custom.
Nearly all other tirms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who tind it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

Prize =WinnlnQ

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
WHO work tor

have money.

us.

We start

you

».'oiv

keept-TH nl

in buslues-'.

'^

a\9

You inike

We

lar^e profits. Easy work.
furni.sh ca[jilal. Send
10 cents for full line of samples and oiilirulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Cbicaso, Ills.
Please mention Bee JoumaT -when writir^

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

Vt^ool

Markets and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested 7 Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHrCABO, lU.

.««

.»i«

JK

."te

.'K •!< .«K ."tt .^<L yi/

HONEY AND BEESWAX

I
".^>T»' >•

>?» yi* vti y(i y;i yfi vfi

a

I

vtivfi ififi

MAkKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicaoo,
Daui{hlers of Moure's famuuu lonu-toriifucd
red clover Italian (jueen, which won the $25.00
prize offered by Tlic A. I. Root Co. for the lonifest-tont^ued bees; and also dautfhters of other
choice lonif-ton^jued red-clover breeders whoHe
bees " iust roll in the honey," as Mr. Uenrv
Schmidt, of Huttii, Tex., puts it. Untested
Oueens, "i^c each; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select
untested, $l.(Xl each; six, $5.00; dozen, $9.00.
Safe arrival andsatisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
J. P.
JllUf
Lock Box 1.
nORQAN, KV.

Anj..

11.

— Some

in l'io2 is now od sale.
off in appearance

duced

anythintr
l.*f"14:

lor white;

amber

comb honey
Fancy briDK«

pro15c;

or i|uality sella at
(grades. 2 and 3 centu

per pound less. Extracted is sellintr at wii,7c
for white; liKht amber, Si^fnoc; dark, ?''a,s'4c.
for all itradesand kinds.
R. A. Borkett & Co.

There is a fair demand
Beeswax steady at 30c.

Kansas City, Aug. 2— Receipts of comb honey
increasinjf;

fairly

New

good demand.

fancy

MOORE,

white, 14foiSc; No. I, 13tol4c; amber, Ufalic.
Extracted, white, 6c; amber, 5ta5Hic. Beeswax,
22((025c.
c. C. Clkmo.ns & Co.

Mail sample, and state
style of packae'eaiid price
delivered in Chicag^o.

Cincinnati, July 26.— Considerable stock of
crop fancy comb on the market and sells
for new comb honey,
as yet none on the market; this market demands fancy comb; all other grades discourages trade. Extracted is in fair demand at
S^w 6c for amber and 7(aiSc for clover. Beeswax,
19(11

TT

dl I L^iJ

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
John

F.

34Atf

Gampbell, 53 River St., Chicago, III.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

QUEENS— Try Our Stock.
Davenport, Iowa,

Dec. 31, noi.
Your queens are fully up to standard. The
honey queen that you sent my brother takes
the lead. She had a rousing colony when put
up for winter. The goldens can be handled
without smoke or veil.
Very truly yours,
John Thoeming.

Months
Number OF Quhens

July and August.

6

12

$4.00
5.00

$7.00

$4.00
5.00

$7.00

1

HONEY QUEENS

Untested
Tested

$.75
1.00

10.00

GOLDEN QUEENS

Untested
Tested

$.75
1.00

10.00

Select tested, $2.00. Breeders, $£.00 each.
2-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; 3-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen,
$3.00 each; 6 for $2.75 each.

D. J.
27Atf

BLOCHKR, Pearl
*Please mention the

Lanos

City, 111.
Bee Journal

wn

at 14(§*15c; there is a call

The Frkd W. Mdth Co.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. I.— We are having some
calls for new comb honey, but no receipts to

38(a'30c.

speak of yet. No price established yet, but
think can get 15(9l6c for good white comb. Ex-

demand

tracted,

from

New York and Pennsylvania

on...

Tlief|0I16yB66
Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

from

Hildrbth & Sboblkbh,

27(g 2Sc.

San Francisco,

July 23.— White comb, 10®
amber, 7@10c; dark, 6@7 cents. Ex5®—: light amber, 4i«@—
amber. 4@
Beeswax, good to choice, li^ht.
12>^ cents;

tracted,

white,

—

.

dark, 25@26c.

There are moderate quantities arriving, with
asking figures in the main above the views of
wholesale operators. Business doing at present
in this center is principally of a small jobbing
or retail character, and in this way transfers
are being made at an advance on any figures
which would be warranted as quotations based
for

round

lots.

is

bee-keepers, so wellto all the readers of the Ameri-

large, practical

can Bee Journal

Each subject

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly exby following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
is clearly

plained, so that

be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for SI. 25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with f3.00.

—

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

2146-214.S

21Atf

Central Ave., Cincixn.^ti, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

AX/E can place a few cars of COHB AND E.X'' TRACTED HONEY- Will be glad to correspond with parties having sjme to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.
C. C.
29A'it

.~Jii,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CLEMONS &

CO.,

Crand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

WHITE CLOVER EXXA/ANITPn
WMIN CLi/ TR.\cTED
honey:
I

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
in no drip cases.

Fancv Comb wanted

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

Front and Walnut, Ci.ncinnati. Ohio.

32Atf

Wanted

Gomt) and ExtraGl6tlHon6u!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

COMB
WT
A X.nPr:?PV
WArN
I I::IJ?,-jf,.|.XTRACTED
^^
White Clover

York

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
Erie street,

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,

;

NEW

144 ,& 146

beginning

Cincinnati, Aug. 2.— Some small lots of new
comb honey have been coming in, but as the
weather is so warm there is ve'y little demand.
That sold to stores brought 15c for fancy.
The market for extracted was more lively,

on values

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

known

is

to arrive in limited quantities. There is a good
demand for fancy white at 14c, and No. 1 at 13c,
and exceptionally fine lots will possibly bring
a little more.
Lower grades quiet at from
10(gil2c.
As to extracted honey, fancy grades
are in good demand at from dfg^^^c for white,
and 5'G'5!4c for light amber. Southern in barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 47'^"M,nc per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax dull at

27(S>29c;

This

light.

The crop of honey near here is light, owing
many colonies of bees having been destroyed.
H. R. Wright.
Nbw York, Aug. 11.— New crop comb honey
to so

brings as follows:
Amber, 5iasMc; alfalfa
water white, 6(g6!^c; and white clover, 7(a7J^c.
Beeswax, 30c cash.
c. H. W. Webbr.

to

to niett those

;

HONE \

State.
of

and grade

from New
Send sample of extracted, price
comb.
W. H. YENNEY,

32A3t
Glassboro. M. J.
Please mention Bee journal -when -writing.
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BEE=KEEPERS,

8

Save Money by Buying:

/•

g Hives, Sections, Brood
g Frames, Extractors,
everything
Smokers, *^"
s ^^j^,^^,^^^^^
ELSE YOU NEED, OF
g
g
W
12
je

Jg

S
S

g
3
fZ
S

T.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell

S
S

a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
8:^" W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

iq

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Heepers' Supplies 11^1^
Very

freight.

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

^^

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Revfised,
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25, by mail.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

INGHAM'S PATENT

^^^^^^^ Smokers
BINQMAM,

i't

11.

=-

j2
JS

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

T. F.

c^n »l»
cr\ ^t/^^H
SCII
WCII Vr

Because it has always given better satis.
faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Jamestown, N. Y,

BEESWAX wanted

Farwell. Mich.

Please '-lention Bee Journal -when

Year

WEED-PROCESS

W^h^7
firkf^e.
T llj' UUCa

FftLCONERMFG. CO.,

^g^ Our goods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

25Al£

25ltl

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. J^^TTpiRSi^ell'fL^laatu'J.''PATENT
SHEETINO.

J7

Ttl&W.

Dadant's Foundation

f^r

'^

DADANT & SON,

at all times

'wril.ing-

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

BEES AND QUEENS
We

have a strain of

bees bred specially for

honey

-

and

gathering

longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.

PRICES:
1
1
1

.

.

a great labor-saver. Don't lift the heavy super, shake and
brush the bees, cruelly smoke and cause uncapping, stings

and robbing.

1.50
1.00

Logan

Clarinda, Iowa.

St.,

to Ted"
"What Happened
HORTON.

BY ISABELLE
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city lite. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences amonjj the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
This particular, short story— 60 pages,
sad.
5x6% inches, bound in paper cover— gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
Address,
cents (stamps or silver.
)

ISABELLE HORTON.
East Ohio Street, Chicago,

*

#-

.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

227

Porier sorino Escape

STRONG,

J. L.
25Atf

Tti6
is

for the remaiuder of this
season
Untested Queen
$ .60
80
Tested Queen
1.00
Select Tested Queen

1 Hreedinff Queen
1-Comb Nucleus, no queen

204 East

4
^
^
_

it,

Use it, and make work a pleasure instead of a dread.
and you won't be without it again. Price, 25 cents.

Try

THE —

i

III.

Porter Honeu-House EscaD6
clears the extracting-house of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

t

A TEAR
$300,000,000.00
Imv,- part ot it if you work
utui voil

mav

for lit*. rn<U' SaiMM poultry product pa.v.n
that sum. Send UK' for samples and partioV'L-.'Ji ulars.
We furnish capital to start you in
business. Draper Piiblishlai!Co.,Cblcai!0,lll.
u - -.

^

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiiut

annoyance.

If

you

tier

BEST

up the supers to rid of bees this is the
it and you will wonder how you got

of Escapes. Try
along without it so long

THE

C

A.

Also for sale by

all

I.

1

Price, 25 cents.

ROOT

Address,

CO., Medina, Ohio.

our branch houses and agencies, and

all

dealers in

bee-kefeper&' supplies.

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for

Send

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

to

them

CO. '^^l^MSM^:''

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Cataiog.

^"(i)'(i)-(i)-f)"^##-i)'##-(i)#-(i#*(i)-i)

®^

National Bee=Keepers' Convention at Denver, Sept. 3=5/02
In the Hall of Representatives in the State Capitol Building'.

Tsj^eaeq/v

DEE Journal
IHKWUh

>>.

VOKK

CHICAGO.

ILL.
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A New

Aug-. 28, 1902.

19th Thousand.

Edition.

Proi.6ook'sB66-Ke6D6r'SGUlfl6
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED "WEEKLY BY

^

eeORGE W. YORK & COMPANY
144

& 146

Erie St., Chicago,

111.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as .SecondClass Mail-Matter.

Editor — George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz. and others.

^

Price,

Price.

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Snbscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

^

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Snbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
been received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates wlU be

given upon ap-

plication.

Tie National Bee-Keepers' AssociatioD,
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
•To prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

W.

Wbitcome,

I

Hutchinson,
Root,

Z.

I

A. I.
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

I

G. Newman,
G. M. Doolittle,

Thomas
W.
J.

I

I

F.

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest Cily, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

^

$1.00 a year.

**"If more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Cellnloid Queen-Bntton is a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:
**
I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea forevery t>ee-keeper
to wear one [of the buttons]
as it will cause peop.e to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
yive the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
j

The picture shown herewith

Is areprouuomotto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the

flon of a

aqderside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
ct the American Bee Journal.

PROF. A,

J.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly re\'ised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 29S
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
He
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authority on bees and related subjects.
His book has had a large

which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following
sale,

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
— For $1.75 we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 3. — Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
No.

1,

advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a prefor sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
($1.50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For $1.00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is 81.00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is SI. 20.
in

mium

—

—

Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
are
made to those who are now subscribers to the
above
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.

ZW"

Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

.-/N

-/L
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Editorial

Comments.

it'

'K
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Change in Going to Denver.— We find that the Chicago
Northwestern train on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 10 a.m., which
we reported that Dr. Miller and others of us would take
from Chicapo, does not make very g^ood connections, so we
have decided to leave on the b:oO p.m. train out of Chicaffo,
on Monday, Sept. 1. This is a fine train, and arrives in
Denver at T:50 p.m. the nest day only about 25 hours.

&

—

We

trust there

may

be others

who

our party

will join

on the way.

The Government Chemist on Glucose. — Prof. Wiley
was quoted as saying
:

"A
is

mixture of glucose with food products,

not injurious to health, neither

is it

I

maintain,

a fraud."

The editor of the Modern Farmer and Busy Bee wrote
him and received the following reply
Dear Mr. Abbott — You are right in supposing that I
:

:

am

incorrectly quoted in regard to a mixture of glucose.
argument before the committee was all to the effect that
glucose when sold under any other name is a fraudulent article, but that I had no objection to glucose being sold
under its own name. I illustrated particularly the matter
of honey, where glucose was added without informing the
customer, I considered to be an unmitigated fraud.

My

I will send you copies of the testimony both before the
Senate and House Committees, as soon as I can get hold of
them. The Senate report has been already published, but I
have been able to get but two copies so far. The House report is still in the hands of the printer.
There is greater opportunity now than ever before to
secure legislation, and a little influence brought to bear
upon the Speaker and your Senators and members of Congress would prove of wonderful effect.
With sincerest regards, I am, faithfully,

AUG,

AMERICA

J«^'^

28, 1902,

No, 35,

other than the very unsatisfactory one that such a thing
has not been done in the past? It might be an interesting
thing to have a symposium giving the reasons of the presidents of the different agricultural colleges for leaving beekeeping out of their courses of study. The columns of this
journal are open for any of them, or indeed, for any one

give some good reason or reasons why it is not the
proper thing to instruct the students of agricultural colleges how to care for bees as well as other farm stock.
else, to

ical

Referring to the apiary at the Agricultural and MechanCollege of Texas, Mr. Louis H. Scholl has this to say :j

"This is an apiary that not every State has, and we
Texans are real proud of ours. I have had charge of it for
some time, and we have fixed it up just like the good books
Bee-keeping will now be taught the students who attend school here, and it is certain that some will go away
with a good knowledge of apiculture, and will make successful bee-men when they launch out for themselves. ]/
"We have had a grand meeting, and some more good
things to advance the interests of bee-keeping in this
State."
say.

Amount of Brood in a Langstroth Frame.— Editor
Root and Dr. Miller are having a set-to as to the amount of
brood in a Langstroth frame, the former believing there is
a border of honey at the-upper part which bees are loth to
cross to reach the sections in the super, the latter claiming
that his bees have brood nearly to the top-bar, and he thinks
Mr. Root is out of the way in estimating that a Langstroth
frame will be filled only about two-thirds full of brood. Mr.
Root referred the matter to their queen-breeder, Mr. Wardell, a bee-keeper for over 30 years. Mr. Wardell was asked,
" How full are the average Langstroth frames filled with
brood in our apiaries ?' He replied
:

" That depends on the time of year. Before the honeyflow, when the bees are breeding strongly, the brood will be
much closer to the top-bar than during the honey-tlow.
During the swarming season there will be on an average
about two inches or more of honey circling over the brood.
'

H. W. Wiley, Chief.

A Comic Book on Bees

—

Bee-Keeping as a Department of Study. This country
rather prides itself in its advanced educational methods,
but so far as the matter of education in bee-keeping is concerned, other nations can be found much in advance. There
are among other nations schools for special instruction in
the science and art of bee keeping, the government providing free tuition under experienced instructors, and in some
of the common schools elementary instruction in bee-keeping is given. At Vienna a building has been erected solely
as a place of instruction in bee-keeping, equipped with all
necessary conveniences for such a school.
Michigan took the lead in putting bee-keeping in the
curriculum of study in Michigan Agricultural College, but
not more than or 4 other States have followed her examWhy should not the young
ple, among which is Texas.
man or woman who goes to an agricultural college have an
opportunity for instruction in bee-keeping as well as in
other departments usually taught ? Is there any reason
,?

is

mentioned by Albert Gale,

Australasian Bee-Keeper, and
from the book are given that seem
familiar with bees and their habits.
few may be repeated here
" One by
Speaking of drones
in the

a

number

of extracts

funny enough to one
Of the extracts a very

:

:

space,

irresistible,

glorious,

one they sail off into
and tranquilly make for the

where they sleep till the afternoon freshens
and awakens them." That the drones must sail off into
space to reach the nearest flowers is amusing that drones
near.est flowers,

;

visit flowers at

decidedly so that they fall asleep
upon the flowers till the refreshing afternoon awakes them
is irresistibly funny.
" During the slight spasm that visibly
Of the queen
accompanies the emission of an egg, one of her daughters
will often throw her arms around her and appear to be
whispering to her." " Is it not funny ?" says Mr. Gale.
all

is

;

:

Of the nurses: "The nurse-bees feed nine or ten
thousand eggs, the eighteen thousand larvje, and the thirty-
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Mr. Gale finds nothing- amusingfeeding of eggs, but thinks it funny that the workers
feed the nymphs after they are sealed up.
The strange thing about it is, that this book that Mr.
Gale says is the only comic production on bee-life that was
ever produced, is the same book that has been approved by
some others as thoroughly reliable in its teachings, being
nothing less than Maeterlinck's, " The Life of the Bee."
The charming manner in which the book is written seems
to have blinded the eyes of its reviewers to the many glaring absurdities that Mr. Gale finds for the seeking, and of
which he gives nearly a score of samples.

six

thousand nymphs."

in the

2.S,

1902.

wise a golden bee would be very becoming, and not conspicuous. To members who will pay their dues 5 years in
advance, paying $.5.00, such a bee might be given as a premium. < >therwise every member would have to pay for the
emblem. Are bee-keepers willing to do this ? is a question."

We hope that a committee will be appointed at the Denver convention, with full power to act in this matter, so
that a suitable badge of some kind may be secured for the
members. Then, each new member should be presented
with a badge when joining. If more are wanted afterward,
let the members pay for them.
They should sell for not
more than 10 cents each, we think.
International Bek-Exposition in Viknn.a, Austria.
prospectus of this exposition has been received from
the management, and preparations are already under way,

—A

i

The Weekly Budget.
0'^'*r^-5ir^-^"^-^r^'^'^'^"*s*'*f~^'^'^'^«~^0

and

Auff.

It's

Denver Next 'Week.— Are you going ?

It's

the National Convention Wednesday evening,

all

day and evening Thursday and Friday.

although the date for the exposition is April 4-26, 1903.
Fine quarters have been obtained, and during the course of
the exposition t^ree important excursions have been
planned. A bee-keepers' convention will occur during the
exposition, exact date not yet determined.

Mr. Walter C. Lvman is one of the leading bee-keepDupage Co., 111. He has about 60 colonies some 20
miles southwest of Chicago. " Ye Editor " and wife spent
part of a day with Mr. Eyman, his mother (80 years of
age), and his sister. Mrs. Lyman is a dear old lady, but as
young in mind and heart as ever. She is also just as much
ers of

Mk. E. E. Hasty has been in rather feeble health, hence
"
the omission of his department of " The Afterthought
for several weeks.

Mr. Chas. Monheng, proprietor of the Minnesota BeeKee-Keepers' Supply Manufacturing Company, called at
our ofiice last week while in Chicago looking up machinery.
He reports a good season's business, though the honey-crop
is rather short in Minnesota.

interested in current events as one 50 years her junior
might be. The bee-business is not very rushing with Mr.

Lyman

this year.

It

has been too wet and

cool.

Mr. Wm. H. Heim's Home Apiary appears
When sending the picture he wrote as follows

on page

,557.

:

OfR AftekThinkek, Mr. Hasty, has this said about
him by " Stenog," in tileanings in Bee-Culture
:

E. E. Hasty's review of the apicultural world is always
readable because interesting. As a critic he is " the goodnatured man " of whom Goldsmith wrote. No stings about
Hasty. Some funny literature consists of nothing else.

George F. Robbiks, formerly of Illinois, but of late
years manager of apiaries in Texas for E. T. Flanagan,
died very suddenly on Aug. 3. It necessitated Mr. Flanagan's going at once to Texas to see to his property there.
Mr. Robbins used to be a contributor of the columns of the
American Bee Journal, and a good beekeeper and writer.

A

Fui.i,

Report of the Proceedings

will be taken for

the American Bee Journal. We have arranged with an expert shorthand reporter, and expect a fine report. If you
have any bee-keeping friends that you would like to have
subscribe for the American Bee Journal, you should be able
to get them when you tell them of the Denver convention
We are expecting the greatest bee-keepers' convenreport.
tion ever held on this continent, right in the midst of the
greatest honey-producing region in the Tnited States, and
among the greatest lot of biggest and best bee-keepers on

Now, with such a combination something unusually
good for beekeepers should happen. We believe it will.
earth.

Better go.

Bee Keepers' Badges.— Referring

to this subject,

F. Greiner, of Ontario Co., N. Y., wrote as follows

Mr.

:

"Pres. Hutchinson is not in favor of a 3-cent badge to
be worn by members of the National Bee- Keepers' AssociaHe wants sometion at conventions or on other occasions.
thing less conspicuous and of better quality. I fully agree
with him. A button with a bee, he suggests, should show
more artistic taste than the buttons I have seen so far. A
very expensive insignia, I believe, is out of question, other-

" Feb. 22, 19112 (Washington's birthday), was a day not
soon to be forgotten in this city and nearby towns, as
then a heavy snow-storm visited this part of the State,
which was a curiosity, from the saying of old-timers, such
as has not been seen for many years. The snow all came
in one night, and was from 22 to 2S inches deep, delaying
all trains and destroying telegraph and telephone wires.
"My home apiary (of which I send a photo, or a part of it)
was, as you see in the picture, nearly covered with snow
a scene that put me in mind of Mr. A. E. Manum's apiary
in winter, shown in the A B C of Bee-Culture.'
" Our snow did not last very long, as in a few days it
began to rain and it was soon all gone.
'

"

"

The Bke-KeepERS'

by Prof. A.
recently,

is

Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,"
Cook, the 17th edition of which we issued
thus referred toby Editor Abbott, of the Modern
J.

Farmer
This work

lias

been thoroughly revised and brought

Some SO pages have been added and nearly
to date.
100 illustrations. In many respects this publication is the
best of its kind in existence. It has the merit of being free
from all personal advertising, and discusses matters in a

down

that makes them clearly understood by any one with a
Prof. Cook is always an interfair degree of intelligence.
esting writer, and, as he is a practical bee-keeper as well as
a scientist, he has been able to state things so that they
will be understood thoroughly by those who have but little
knowledge of the industry. Evfiry bee-keeper should have
a copy of it in his library. Parents will find it an advantage if they will place a copy of this work in the hands of
their children, even though they have never seen a colony
of bees. It will give their minds a bent in the right direction, and furnish them information that will be of practical
utility to them as long as they live.

way

The postpaid

price of this book

American Bee Journal one year — both

The Premiums
for.

Look

at

oflfered this

them.

is

SI. 20;

or with the

for only $1.75.

week are well worth working

Aug.
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Convention Proceedings,

i

fortunate in securing the serI have been especially
vices of Mr. Wilmon Newell as my assistant in the Department of Entomology. He is also an experienced bee-keeper,
and vou can fully rely upon his scientific accuracy as well
as practical judgment in the future managment and development of the apiary. I commend him to you and solicit
your hearty cooperation in his behalf.

TheS.Wo

Report of the Texas State Convention, Held at
Colleg'e Station, July 16 and 17, 1902.
uY

i.ouis scnoi.i,, SKC.

The Convention was
IS,

called to order at 3:30 p.m., on July
in the absence of Pres. Sal

by Vice-1'res. H. H. Hyde,

yer.

The meetinp was opened with prayer by
which came the reception of new members.

The

K. L. Aten, after

election of otlicers for the ensuing^ year resulted

as follows President, Udo Toepperwein Vice-President,
W. O. Victor Secretary-Treasurer, Louis H. SchoU, of
;

:

;

Hunter.

The following committees were appointed
tions, F. L. Aten, F. J. K.

program

for next

meeting

:

On

resolu-

Davenport and H. H. Hyde.
:

L,.

On

Stachelhausen.

Mally, State Entomologist at College Staan address on the apiary and beeS located at
the College, and how they were procured. He spoke as follows
Prof. Mally's Address on the State Apiary.
Prof. F.

W.

tion, delivered

:

Members of the Association

:

— It is no small

pleasure

to be able to report to you the establishment of an apiary
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College since your last

meeting. It is not often that our annual meeting can show
progress and results in so short a time, as I am able to outline to you this afternoon. The apiary at the College is a
direct result and monument to your first meeting and efforts
as a State organization. If the value of organization
needed any argument, kindly suggest a stronger one than
this.

Many of you present today remember that I appeared
before you to suggest how to proceed to secure proper funds
from our State legislature for establishing an apiary at the
College, in order that beekeeping might be properly taught,
and an important industry of our State receive due support
in an educational way.
I asked you to furnish statistics as
to the value of your products, and the capital invested, and
also requested that a legislative committee be appointed.
This you did promptly, and during the session of the 27th
legislature 1 left no stone unturned to prove to the finance
committee of the House the importance of providing the
funds asked for.
Mr. G. F. Davidson deserves special mention in this
connection for having spent his own time and money to
visit Austin and explain many of the practical details to
the committee. Outside of the technical information required, or the support given the Bill by bee-keepers and
others, the Hon. W. O. Murray, a leading member of the
Finance Committee of the House, deserves unstinted praise.
He was the bee-keepers' friend from first to last, and
but for his dogged determination to stick to his text, the
bee keepers could not to-day be invited to an inspection of
the college apiary.
There is, I fear, a little misunderstanding by some as
to the nature of the appropriation.
We were provided with
SSOO the first year, and 5f2SO the second year, for equipment.
This means that money was appropriated to organize and
equip the apiary, but no money was appropriated for the
salary of a bee-keeper. Hence the apiary, so far as the hep
and assistance are concerned, has been maintained by my
department, out of the Entomological Assistance Fund. I
have been able to do this because I was unable to procure a
proper man until several months of the salary had elapsed.
At the proper time I was then able to secure additional expert service in practical bee-keeping by employing your
honored Secretary for a couple of months before the close
of the fiscal year.
After the close of the fiscal year, Sept. 1, there will be
no such funds, and we shall have to do the best we can in
managing the apiary in a small way as a model for instuction.
This we can hope to do successfully, but I fear not
much time or funds will be available to devote to experimental work.
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for the first year has been practically expended.

We have enclosed

a beautiful ten-acre block of ground under
This block has a small, wooded ravine running
through it, and an enticing natural grove, making it an
Here has been built the beeideal location for an apiary.
house, and eijuipped with everything that should be found
Some models are,
in a well-ecjuippcd, up-to-date apiary.
of course, "dead timber," as it were, but they are important
for teaching students, by comparison, ihe advantages of
one hive or implement over another. Hence, I think we
have all our apiary needs as a practical money-making
apiary, and in addition many things which are important
in a complete course of instruction in bee culture at the
fences.

Agricultural College.
We had hardly started with the apiary on the College
grounds when we found ourselves confronted by the very
serious conditions of a sparse honey-pasturage, and it became at once imperative to study the honey-plants of Central Texas, systematically and thoroughly. This immediate
section is not well provided with indigenous honey-plants
Under
at critical times in the production of surplus honey.
direction of this Department Mr. Newell and Mr. Scholl
have made quite a complete collection of the native honeyIt is
plants, and %ve shall constantly enlarge upon this.
needless to state, therefore, that this Department at once
began a systematic study of the honey-plants which might
be tested on the College grounds with a view to determining their adaptability and successful introduction and cultiSome 30 or 40 different varieties have been sown
vation.
each month during the season, and many valuable data
have been already noted, some of which will enable us to
secure a continuous honey-flow for this locality the coming
year.
It is proposed to make a complete study of the honeyplants of the State and make a map of their geographical
distribution. This will be accompanied by a map showing
the time of best honey-flow in the various sections of the
State for each leading honey-plant. Much can be done
along this line, and it is the first important work which this
Department proposes to investigate thoroughly.
F. W. M.\I.LV.

The apiary, or bee-yard, referred to, has been located at
the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, at College Station, in connection with the Department of Entomology at that institution. It adds to the already large
number

of courses of study at the College,

struction
scientific.

a course of in-

up-to-date bee-keeping, both practical and
It is now beginning to be realized that in the

in

bee and honey interests of the State, Texas has a most important agricultural resource. Already Texas produces annually more honey than any other State or country in the
world, and still thousands of square miles are annually furnishing in their trees and plants millions of pounds of
honey which await only the bee-keeper and his faithful

workers— the bees. Already many firms and individuals are devoting their entire time and capital exclusively
to this industry, one firm alone producing annually over
one-half million pounds of honey. In addition thereto, this
industry furnishes beeswax, vinegar, refreshing beverages,

little

and derivatives for medicinal

use.

what has been done, there being but three or four other States that have established an
apiary in connection with their Agricultural and Mechanical

Texas should be proud

of

College.

In concluding. Prof. Mally kindly asked the bee-keeping fraternity to lend freely their help by giving their suggestions and advice, which would be greatly appreciated,
and would help the bee-keepers as well as the Department
He
in conducting the study of bee-keeping at the College.
also requested the President of the State Bee-Keepers' Association to appoint a committee to inspect and investigate
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that had been done, and report on the same, with suggesand advices. Prof. Mally finished by remarking
what a grand State Texas is for such a pursuit, and mentioned the wonderful things that could be done also, how

all

tions

;

he expected to see to it that Texas bee-keeping should be
brought up to a high standard. He will keep bees upon his
extensive truck and fruit farms in East Texas, and in a
few years expects to have a large number of colonies of

Augr- 28

can build up so as to be sufficiently strong in bees before
cold weather sets in. If b}- any means, after all our precautions, the 20t;h of October finds us with weak colonies,
they should now be united, for it is useless to attempt to
winter very small colonies unless we have some special
place to put them in. which has proven during the past
to be sufficiently equal to the wintering of such small colonies.

Again, we wish to know that

bees.

The

president,

words of thanks

Mr. Udo Toepperwein, spoke a few

in behalf of the bee-keepers, for the

pleas-

ure afforded them by Prof. Mally "s address. Pres. Toepperwein also appointed a committee of three, viz., L. Stachelhausen, F. L. Aten, and Mrs. C. R. West, to investigate
and report upon the college apiary. Later, they reported
as follows
:

REPORT ON COMMITTEE OX

ST.A.TE

APIARY.

"Your committee has

investigated the apiary upon the
College grounds, and has found 16 colonies of bees in good
and healthy condition, a very neat honey-house, and in it
all necessarj- implements for the apiary.
Our opinion is
that the small sum of money at the command of Prof.
Mally was invested in a very proper way for the purpose of
creating the apiary, the object of which is to serve as a medium of instruction in apiculture to students of the College.
Especially were we pleased with the orderly and systematic arrangement of the whole.
We hereby recommend that more monej- be expended
on this apiary so that it will contain at least 50 colonies
and the necessary implements, as we think that the present
number of colonies is not sufficient for the proper carrying
on of experiments.
L. Stachemhausen
)
Frank L. Aten
Committee.
Mrs. C. R. West
)
'-

.

[Contiaaed next week.)

Contributed Articles.

\

Preparing Bees for Winter-When and How.
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

A

correspondent writes me that he desires to do the best
he can with his bees at all times of the year, and that he
has been benefited much by my writings. He still wishes
to benefit by them by me giving an article in the American
Bee Journal regarding when to prepare bees for winter. He
says his neighbor tells him that December is soon enough
to get the bees ready for winter, but he has been wondering
if it was not too late.
Well. I will do the best I can in the matter, but I will
say that we do not all see alike in regard to the time when
bees should be prepared for winter. Many seem to think
that the latter part of November or December is early
enough to prepare bees for winter but some of our best
apiarists have learned that the best results in wintering can
be secured only when preparations are begun early in the
season, so that the inside of the hive need not be disturbed
after cold weather arrives. Therefore all colonies are to be
looked after as soon as the honey harvest is over, to see
that they have good queens, and that there is plenty of
brood in all stages, for this brood is to produce the bees
which are to live through the winter months and if, for
any reason, there is not plenty of brood at the end of the
honey harvest, it is easy to tell what the result will be the
following spring.
If any colonies are found that have been short of brood.
the queen should be changed for a good one. and brood from
those which have an abundance be given them so that thev
;

;

1902.

good quality for winter.

Good

all

have honey enough, of

quality in honey has

much

do with the safe wintering of our pets in fact, I believe
more than any one thing which can be named and he who
does not pay any attention to this matter cannot expect to
succeed to any great extent.
to

:

:

good quality in honey ? may be asked. If
answer — that Nature which preserved our bees all through the thousands of years before
man began to keep them for the profit in them — we shall
find that, as a rule, the honey which a colony left undisturbed by man has in store, is that which has been on the
hive long enough so that it is thoroughly ripened, having
that rich, good quality we all like so well. Now such honey
as this cannot be gotten just at the close of the season,
where the extractor has been used till the very last thing,
as many novices, and even older ones, persist in doing, leaving only the thin, watery stuff which comes at the time of
But what

we

is

look to Nature for an

the year

when extracting

is usually left off, for the bees
opinion, upon the injudicious use of
the extractor has been chargeable much of the loss of bees

to live upon.

In

my

wintering during the past quarter of a century for in
nearly every instance where we have heard of large yields
of honey taken with the extractor late in the season, we
were almost sure to hear of a corresponding loss of bees by
the same persons the next spring.
in

;

To overcome this difficulty it is better to set aside
enough combs of thoroughly ripened and sealed honey during the season to winter our bees; and then, when the
honey-yield is over, exchange combs with the bees; extracting all that is left in the combs taken this late from the
bees, if we so desire, or carry it over in the combs to help
build up the colonies in early spring, if this seems better in
our sight. In this way we are sure that the bees have such
honey as they ought to have to winter on. Of course, this
applies only to those who are prone to extract too closeljbut it is a good plan to
during the earlier honey-flows
work a few colonies for such combs of thoroughly ripened
honey to be used in case of emergency, no matter how the
bees are worked. Each fall finds me with.an average of at
least two full combs of such honey for each colony calculated to be wintered over.
;

Another reason why we should not put off' preparing
till cold weather comes, is that, if we do
this, they cannot well get their winter stores near and
around the cluster in time for them to settle down into that
quiescent state so conducive to good wintering, as they
the bees for winter

should do pricr to November 10th to ISth. To arrange these
stores, and properly prepare them, requires warm weather,
hence all will see the fallacy of putting off caring for them
till

cold weather arrives.

To

be sure that all have enough honey for safe winterbe ascertained by weighing a hive filled with
empty combs, of the same pattern as those which the bees
or the frames can be taken out and the honey
are in
"counted off," as many prefer to do, myself among the
number, as this gives you the whole of the wintering matter in only one manipulation.
ing, this can

;

To be absolutely safe, 30 pounds should be allowed for
each colony to be wintered on the summer stands, and 25

—
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pounds

for each colony to be wintered in thecellaror speci.il

though not

in all
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;

we

shall

se<- in

that respect honey

is

not

repository.

a complete food.

However, if we are willing; to look after tlieni when
spring opens, 2,'i pounds for those out-doors, and 20 for those
wintered under cellar protection, will do well enough; and
in season of scarcity my bees have gone through safely
from September till April on 20 pounds for those left out

I have said it is absolutely necessary that a complete
food should contain these. First of all, the body requires
something to build up its tissues continually. There is
waste of our tissues due to muscular energy. Every time I
speak a word or move my arm there is a certain waste of the
system and this must be replaced it is due to the protein
or albumenoids that repairing of the waste of the body takes
place, and consequently in order to restore life we must
have foods which contain a certain proportion of protein or
albumenoids. Such have this quality of being muscle-builders, body-builders.
They contain nitrogen as an es.sential
element. These other materials, fat, and starch, and sugar,
and so on, do not contain any nitrogen. The chief intention with regard to protein and all albumenoids is to build
up the body and repair the waste which hourly takes place.

and

15

pounds for those carried

in.

;

not honey enough, after all are equalized in
the apiary, to give sullicient stores to all, then draw on
those combs you have set aside for emergency and if not
onough of these, then you will have to resort to feedinf,'^.
As I go over the hives I carefully note the quantity of bees,
age of the queen, amount of pollen in combs, etc., which is
jotted down on a piece of honey-section, this piece being
left on top of the hive, so that the nest spring I can tell
just what was in each hive the fall before, so that in case of
loss I can form some idea of what occasioned it, and also
tell what is the first thing to be done with each colony when
spring opens. This little piece of section also helps me in
deciding what queens to supersede during the next season,
for on it I keep quite a record of when the colony swarmed,
If

there

is

;

if it

how much honey

did so,

it

With regard to the fats and sugars, we have materials
which are useful in keeping up the heat of the body. If you
put a thermometer in your mouth you will find that the
temperature is somewhere in the neighborhood of 100
degrees Fahrenheit.
How is that maintained ? In the

same way that heat

stored, etc.

After having the bees prepared as above, they are to be
snugly tucked up in their chaff and sawdust cushions, at
any time before the middle of November, when most convenient, after which they are left undisturbed till spring, or
fill placed in the cellar, according to where we winter our
bees.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

burned

is

stove is maintained. The wood
the food is burned in the body. It

in the

in the stove

:

combustion and the combustion of
and starch and sugar within our bodies gives rise to heat.
Heat is only another form of energy. We know that.
Therefore we are able to convert the heat produced by the
combustion of our foods into physical force or energy. So
that we have in these two substances fats and carbohydrates those materials or constituents which have for
their cheif functions the development of heat and energy
is

really a process of

:

fat

—

—

The Value

Honey as a Food.

of

BV PROF. SHUTT.
|The followiug is part of a ver.v interesting: adelress made before
the Oatario Bee-Keepers' Assocation bv Prof. Shutt. and reported in
the Canadian Bee Journal. Il would be a g'ood thinjr it bee-keepers
could have it copied in their local papers. Editor.
|

HONEY AS A FOOD.
With regard to this matter of the position of honey as a
honey must be classed with the saccharine foods when

food,

considering

its

In order to appreciate its value intel-

value.

have

something with regard to the
general food constituents as found in all foods. It will not
take me more than a few minutes just to outline their nature
and their composition and function in the animal system.
We find that all foods comprise a greater or less quantity
of the following classes of constituents Protein or albuminoids, fats, starch and sugar, ash or mineral matter.
ligently,

I

shall

to say

:

Now, first of all, with regard to protein or albuminoids
These materials all contain as an essential element of their
constitution, nitrogen. Now, if you ask me for an example
:

of protein or albuminoids I should at
of an egg, which is pure albumen it
;

name the white
one of the purest

first

is

forms in which we can obtain protein then the curd of
milk and gluten of wheat are others.
There are more or
;

less pure forms.

Fat or
in

so

oils,

need not describe to you. because we have
such as butter and various classes of
materials that you are perfectly familiar with. You
oil I

many

know what

I

articles,

mean when

I

refer to

and mention the word

fat

With regard to starch and sugars, those are known to
the general chemist as carbo-hydrates. You have already
learned from what I have said that starch and sugar are
related chemically, so that all those substances which come
underneath that head we call carbohydrates. Then there
is also ash or mineral matter which, in the body, goes to
form the bone. These substances you understand are present in greater or less proportion in nearly all our foods.

within our bodies.
Of course, the formation of fat takes place a certain
quantity of fat within the body is formed and we further
find that that fat may be formed from either one of those
three substances, but chiefly from the fat and carbohydrates of the food. It is important for us to know that a
complete food must contain all those classes of constituents,
and that protein or albumenoids difter, from those others,
in possession of nitrogen, and that the latter are absolutely
essential and cannot be left out of our daily diet, from the
fact that it is necessary to build up the body and repair the
waste which is constantly taking place. It is also necessary we should have a due portion of fat, starch, and sugar,
in order to produce the necessary heat of our bodies, and
for the purpose of developing energy.
:

There

is

also a certain proportion of mineral matter, or

ash, required for the development of our bones.

Having said so much, where does honey come
Honey is not a complete food, it does not contain anj-

in ?

pro-

tein or albumenoids it is not a body-builder, it does not
contain any fat, but it is a substance of great value from a
saccharine standpoint. It consists of sugars, dextrose and
levulose, principally
consequently, we have a substance
which from the food standpoint is strictly comparable with
sugar.
The digestibility of food in a large measure limits or
regulates value. It is not the food we eat that does us good,
it is the food we digest and assimilate, that is, is converted
into body-tissue or helps to develop heat and energy. When
we take cane sugar or syrup into the mouth it is mixed with
the saliva and converted into the form of glucose, and that
is the form of sugar which is assimilated and passes into the
blood and nourishes the body. We have that work already
done in the case of honey it is tlien already in the forms
of dextrose and levulose. and therefore sugar in honey is
what we may term a partially digested form it is at once
presented in a condition that is immediately assimilable and
;

:

:

;
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may

pass into the system. From this standpoint we may
say that 95 parts of honey-sugar are worth 100 parts of canesugar for the purpose of assimilation.
We already have been saved the expense, so to speak,
the physiological expense, of conversion of that sugar into
assimilable forms. Honey as a food material, turnishes in
a palatable, wholesome and readily digestible and easily
assimilable condition, sugar which may act for the production of heat, for the development of energy, and also for
the formation of fat within the body. From the foregoing
considerations you see, we could not live on honey alone, no
matter how desirable from many other standpoints, simply
from the fact that it does not possess any of these protein
or albumenoid substances which furnish the necessay nitrogen, neither does it furnish the bone-forming material. I
think, however, it is one of the most digestible, most agreeable, most palatable, and most assimilable of all forms of
sugar.
With regard to its position as a medicine I cannot say
very much. It is used as a demulcent and as an anti-irritant for affections of the throat and coughs, and so on.
It
is slightly laxative in its character and it has some value as
a medicine in that direction. But I thiuk it is used medicinally principally for coughs

and colds and affections of
the throat, although possibly to some extent as a laxative.
In former times it was employed medicinally to a much
greater extent than it is now.

Rearing Queens

KY

E.

S.

28, 1VU2.

them between the place of rearing and their final home,
does shorten their lives but that it shortens the lives of
their workers, I never could see.
;

One of the poorest queens I ever saw was a " superseder." She could fill only S frames, and those scattering,
nearly half the cells missed, and she gave out when less
than two years old. Another one, I believe the poorest
queen I ever had, was from a swarming-cell, and as fine and
large a queen as I ever saw, but absolutely worthless, and
lived less than a year.

have had a great many " swarming and superseding"
two and three years. On the other hand,
some of the most profitable colonies have been " mothered "
by queens reared by the " Doolittle method " or modifications thereof. I have never had one such give out the second
year, as the Doctor says they do, and I have had several do
I

(jueens give out at

good, profitable work the third year.

So

I write this not to argue with any one, not to critibut in the hope that some beginner may save valuable
time in learning how good queens are reared.

cise,

I

do not wish to be understood as claiming that natural-

swarming queens are not good, but only that there are poor
ones among them and that queens reared under artificial
methods from the best stock are worth more than naturalswarming queens selected haphazard as to stock. And,
further, I would as soon have them as swarming queens
from any stock.
I hope to hear from more of the "jury."
;

Crawford

Another Jury Member Speaks.

Co., Iowa, July 25.

MILES.

have read the articles on " Rearing Long-Lived Queens
and Bees," by Dr. Gallup, and since they do not seem to
commend the queens as now generally reared I have been
expecting to see some of our queen-breeders defending their
methods. As the Doctor has left the case with the "'jury,"
and seems to expect a verdict (see page 471), or at least a
defense, I beg leave to give a little of my experience with
I

—

in Law
Keeping of Bees Damages—
When, and When Not, Recoverable.

The Bee

;

BY

K. D.

EISHEK.

— Damages are the

indemnity recoverable
by a person who has sustained an injury, either in his per1.

Definition.

son, property, or relative rights, through the act or default
of another.

queens.

Now,

cannot site the readers back to 30 or 40 years
with bees, as I have had bees just 10 years this season. After having all kinds of queens, as to manner of rearing, and
after having owned several dozen queens from several different breeders, I wish to say positively that my experience
has been altogether different from Dr. Gallup's. When I
first began with bees I noticed, every now and then, in the
bee-papers, some one, like Dr. Gallup, who would tell how
natural-swarming queens were so much better than others,
that for several years I was afraid to try to rear any queens
except as I could save cells at swarming-time. After a few
years' experience I found that there was a great difference
in queens from swarming-cells, and I also found that a good,
fair nucleus would sometimes rear a fairly good queen.
Now, I use the 8-frame hive, but don't think that I don't
know a good queen, for I have had two stories and 10-frame
brood-chambers, and have also known colonies to be in

every queen as soon as she begins to lay, and keep
a record, so I can tell, without any chance of making a mistake, whether a queen lives one year or six. Every purchased queen is clipped before being introduced, so there is
no chance for superseding without my knowing it. Of all
the queens I ever purchased or reared by artificial methods
I never had one that did not get up to 5 Langstroth frames
of brood and all but one or two purchased queens filled
from 6 to 8 of the combs in the 8-frame hives.
As to the longevity of the queens, I believe the transportation through the mails, or something that happens to
clip

;

2.

I

large boxes, box-hives, etc., so I know pretty well what a
queen ought to do here in the way of producing bees.
I

Aug.

General Prineiples.

— Whenever an injury is

a right, actual, perceptible

damage

is

done to

not indispensable as
sufficient to show the

a foundation of an action but it is
violation of the right, and the law will presume some dam:

age.

But no damages are recoverable for a mere inconvenience attending the existence of a public benefit or for any
lawful act lawfully done, which, if causing damage, is
damniun absque injuria or for any act causing no legal inor for an injury caused
jury, which is injuria sine datnno
wholly or in part by the complaining party's own wrongful
act, default, or negligence.
;

;

:

3.

Noninal Damages. — Proof

of the

violation of

some damages.
no actual damages appear, nominal damages are given
legal right entitles the injured party to

the technical injury.
4. Substantial Damages.

— Where actual

violation of a right are proved, substantial

any
If

for

injury and the

damages may be

awarded as compensation to the injured party, and in cerpunishment to the wrongdoer. In arriving at
the proper amount of damages, the courts follow defined
tain cases as
rulse.

—

Remoteness. Immediate or consequential damages
be considered. No one is held responsible for all the
consequences of his acts or defaults, but only for those
which the law considers the natural consequences. These
are either the direct consequences or they are indirect. For
all direct consequences, whether they are such as inevitably
ensue, or such as have naturally ensued in the particular
case, the person guilty of the cause is held absolutely liable.
5.

may

Aug.

:.s,
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Such daniapes

a.s

the cause produced naturally but indirectly

are called consequential.
In case of tort not invoIviMff malice, damages may be
recovered; not merely for the direct consequences, but for

such indirect results as might reasonably te expected to
ensue by a person of ordinary intelligence, or for all the
natural consequences of the wrongful act.
6.

I'crsonal Property

J'respass.

;

— For asportation

struction of his personal property, so that

the

or de-

owner

is

wholly deprived of it, he is entitled to recover its value at
the time of the trespass. This is the measure of damages
for the entire loss of the property.
For an injury to it
there is a right to a proportionate recovery.

The measure
is

of

damages

for the conversion of property

the value of the property at the time and place of conver-

The element of damage to be considered in case of
injury to the person is, the plantiflf's time of loss from business or employment his loss of capacity to perform the
kind of labor for which he is fitted expenses for medical
services, nursing, and mental and physical pain. The same
rule will apply to injuries to animals.
We have set out the above principles of damages for
the purpose of discovering, if possible, under what branch
or branches damages may be recovered for injury or losses
in consequence of keeping bees.
In a previous article we
reviewed the causes of damages growing out of the nuisances committed by bees. In this article we desire to review the rules regarding the bee as a trespasser. One who
feels aggrieved by reason of trespassing bees may bring an
action against theowner fordamages, and may recover upon
proper proof and identification of the trespassers for their
original act of destruction and successive actions may be
brought to recover for damages for the continuation of their
wrongful trespassing but in all these cases damages are
estimated only to the date of the bringing of each suit [loi

away from

the fruit-grower
If the extensive fruit-grower
can sue and collect damages for injuries to the fruit on his
1,000 trees, the owner of one tree, and 1,000 owners of trees
within flying distance of an apiary, can also collect. If an
abundant bee-pasture happens to exist a few miles away,
the solution is easy and moving is practical. But thi.s is
usually of short duration civilization and improvements,
farms and fruit-gardens, soon follow, and the cry is again,
" Move on " On the other hand, it is claimed that the
damages to fruit alleged to be due to bees is too remote and
uncertain and. as already stated, the benefits from pollinaFew, if any, cases have
tion are equal to the damages.
reached the higher courts, and the judgment in the lower
courts are largely based upon actual damages proved, and
identification of the trespassing bees.
.'

;

1

;

INJURY TO PERSON OK PKOPERTV.

sion.

;

:

;

;

N.

v.,

9.V).

C.\P.\CITY

TO TRKSP.^SS.

;

If

the owners of houses, grocers,

and

fruit-

dealers and fruit-raisers were not careless in leaving attractions for them, bees would commit no trespass. They would
to pasture among forests, fields and amid flowers.
But
the grocers, fruit-dealers, and fruit-raisers say they are not
required to screen against bees if domesticated and regarded
as property that the law should protect them from the
ravages of trespassing bees the same as from any other
trespassing animals. This is true only in so far as identification can be made positive. The instinct of bees is %vell understood, but their identification is difficult. The relation be-

go

;

tween fruit-growers and bee-keepers is said to be somewhat
strained. The former claim it to be fair to compel the beekeeper to feed his bees at home in seasons when they would
otherwise prove a nuisance and damaging trespassers to his
neighboring fruit-grower. Whether it would or would not
be possible to keep bees at home by feeding them heavily is
an open question. But this plan would entail a heavy tax
upon the bee-keeper. Would it be just to make the beekeeper pay this when, quite likely, the cracked and rotting
fruit which the bees would take from the neighbor's orchard
has been produced, at least has set, because of the labors in

same bees ? When bees find a fair supply of nectar in the flowers within reach of the hive
they prefer that to fruit, and few bees then attack fruit.
But it is not at all sure that liberal feeding will keep all of
pollination of these

all of them, from trying to get
sugar or juices.
The next suggestion is that of moving away if the cost
would be less than feeding. But can the bee-keeper get

the bees at home, or nearly

fruit

A

small son of an Indiana farmer left the team he was
driving, near some bee-hives, while he chased a squirrel.
The horses backed the wagon into the hives, and the animals were so badly stung that they died. The boy was also
stung so badly that he lost the sight of one eye. It was
held that the boy's contributing negligence occasioned the
injury and resulting damages, and no recovery could be
had.

An Iowa

farmer maintained a hitching-rack at the roadNear by, but within his inhe kept a number of stands of bees. A neighbor vol-

side in front of his residence.
close,

untarily hitched his horses to the rack. A swarm of bees
upon the animals, causing them to break the tethers
and run away. In their flight they collided with a team and

settled

vehicle going in an opposite direction, and both teams and
It was held that the hitching of

vehicles were damaged.

the horses near the bees was a voluntary act, and the attack
by the bees was too remote to justify a recovery from the
bee-keeper for the joint damages suffered by the owners of
the wrecked outfits.

Van Alstine (S Barbour, 6;o). the
Court held that the owner of bees is not
liable, at all events, for any accidental injury they may do
that one who owns or keeps an animal of any kind becomes
liable for any injury the animal may do, only on theground
of some actual or presumed negligence on his part. It was
alleged in this case that defendant owned and wrongfully
kept fifteen hives of bees in his yard adjoining the public
highway, and that the plaintiff's horses, while traveling
along the public highway, and passing the place where the
bees were kept, were attacked and stung so severely that
one died and the other was greatly injured. A judgment of
$71 was appealed from, and the court, in revising this judgment, said " In an action against the owner of bees for an
injury done by them to the plantifF's horses while traveling
along the highway where the bees were kept, it appears
that the bees had been kept in the same situation for nine
years, and there was no proof of any injury ever having
been done by them, but, on the contrary, neighbors testified
that they had been in the habit of passing and repassing
the place frequently, without having been molested. This
rebutted the idea of any notice to the bee-keeper, either
from the nature of the bees or otherwise, that it would be
dangerous to keep them in that situation, and hence he
could not be made liable."
If damages be done by any domestic animal kept for
use or convenience, the owner is not liable to an action, without notice (/; John, Rep., :;:;i)). The utility of the bees no
one will question, and hence there is nothing to call for the
application of very stringent rules in their case. However,
the question whether or not the keeping of bees near a
highway subjects their owner to a responsibility which
would not otherwise rest upon him has not, to our knowledge, been passed upon. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
In the case of Earl vs.

Courts judicially know that bees can not be stabled as
other animals are that to do so would destroy their value
as property.
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New York Supreme

;

:
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Questions and Answers.

;
1

DR.

O. O.

CONDUCTED BY
Majreiaeo,

MILLER,

|
r

J2I,

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. MU'er
d.rect, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.]

—

and capped.

What

I

wish to know

is, if I

take out 1 or 2 of the outside frames that are filled with
honey, and put in a frame with a full sheet of foundation,
can they draw it out and fill it before cold weather ? and
will it stop them from working in the supers ? The reason
I want to take it out is for feed in the new hive this winter.
I would put it in the new hive about the last of October or
first of November.
This is mj' first season with bees.
2. I expect to be in Denver the first week in September,
at our Letter Carriers' Convention.
Could I attend one of
the bee-keepers' sessions, while there?
Missouri.

Answers. —

Whether the bees can fill up again deThe chances, however,
are that storing will not yet stop with you. and in case the
vacancj- was not filled it would be an easy thing to return
the combs removed. As two of the eight combs have no
brood in them, and the remainder are only about one-fourth
filled with brood, there is some danger that the colony may
go into winter quarters weak in bees. Therefore when you
take away the frames of honey, put the frames of founda1.

pends entirely upon the harvest.

tion in the middle of the hive, so as to

There

of brood.

is

danger that

in

the super.
2. The sessions of the convention at Denver will be
open to the public. At the same time it will be to your advantage to become a member of the Association.

Foul Brood.
I have had bees for some time, but never had any experience with foul brood until last spring, when I first noticed
it in one colony, and they increased and threw out a swarm
and left a good colony in the old hive. The brood that died
was coflfee-colored, and now almost all the other colonies

Will they breed and swarm with it ? I thought at
chilled, as we have had so much bad weather.
What shall I do with it ? I do not want such a mess around.
We are in need of an inspector here. If there is a cure for it
besides fire, I would like to know it.
Ohio.

have

it.

was

Answer. — The

It is

possible that the difference in the

season had something to do with the trouble. When honey
is coming in in a Hood, bees are much more tractable about
accepting a new queen than they are in time of dearth.
Perhaps j-ou might succeed better if jou did not have to
open the hive to liberate the queen. The opening the hive,
especially in the time of scarcity, when robbers are ready to
pounce in whenever a hive is opened, is likely to make the
bees hostile to the new queen. Opening the hive in the
evening, when robbers have stopped flying, is safer. It is
also safer to have the queen liberated without opening the
hive at all, letting the bees do the liberating by having
them eat through the candy of an introducing-cage You
might try Simmins' method of direct introducing Let the
queen fast half an hour before introduction, and then smoke
the bees at the entrance, open the hive and smoke a little
on top and then let the queen run down between the top:

bars.
2. Very likely the queen-cells would work all right, although you are never entirely sure what whims a stubborn

colony

may

take.

Pack the cells in cotton, put them in a breast-pocket
where there is no danger of their being chilled, and they
will carry all right if you do not do any high jumping.
3.

encourage the rearing
taking away outside

combs you may take away all the pollen in the hive. Taking away honey from the brood-nest will not stop storing in
the super if there is enough storing for both, but, of course,
what goes into the broodcharaber will be that much less in

first it

best thing you can do

is to

get Dr.

Bisulpliide of

Carbon for Fumigating.

1. How much bisulphide of carbon will it take to treat
two or three thousand pounds of comb honey ?
And could you get it for me ?
2. What is the cost of it ?
Wisconsin.
Answers. 1. I don't know as I can give a definite
answer. Something depends on the size of the quarters
that contain honey, and the closeness of the walls. In a
large room much more would be needed than in a small
space, and more will be needed if cracks allow the escape of
the vapor. If honey is closely confined in small space I
should say at a guess that a quart would be enough, perhaps

—

less.
[2. We have investigated the matter and find that we
can furnish bisulphide of carbon in pint (one-pound) cans, at
40 cents a pint, by express, not prepaid 2 pint cans, for 75
cents. Address all orders to the office of the American Bee
Journal. Eihtor.
:

|

•*-•-*•

A Queen Experience.

How-

ard's pamphlet on foul-brood, and also read up the instructions given in your text-book, "i'ou are entirely right in
thinking a foul-brood inspector is needed. A good foul-

brood law should be enacted in every State, with proper
officers to carry it out.

Troubles in Introducing Queens.

Desiring to Italianize my bees, I purchased 3 selecttested queens, and on receipt of them, June 26, removed the
old queens and introduced the Italians by placing the cages
over the frames of colonies 1 and 2, and started No. 3 by
giving 2 frames of brood from No. 1, and one frame of honey
from No. 2. No. 1 was a very strong colony of hybrids and
had almost filled an " Ideal " extracting super at the time.
July 4 I examined 3 colonies and found all three queens (how
easy to find them compared with black ones). Nos. 2 and 3
had eggs and larva;, but not No. 1 however, as the queen
was there, I thought it was all right. July 12 I found my
Italian queen missing in No. 1. and still no eggs and only a
few capped brood. I looked over the frames carefully and
found 2 small queen-cells, one opened naturally, and one
torn open at the side. I did not know what to do, when.
;

1.

I

have some trouble introducing queens, but

had so much before, with

I

never

3 colonies as follows
One swarm
divided colonies and left one queen-cell it
did not hatch and then I took a laving queen, placed over
frames, as usual, and after being over frames 4 days I let

1

month ago;

I
;

28, 1902.

her out, expecting her to be all right, but she was crippled
so she died before I could get her. Two queens were lost in
fertilization, and the bees set to biting wires, and I know
%vhat that means. I considered it too late for dividing and
cut out cells. The queen is lost. Now, is there any way to
bring bees to time? There are plenty of bees in said hives.
I am sure there is no queen as there are no eggs, nor laying
workers, as yet.
2. Now suppose I buy queen-cells, placing them in hives,
would that way be all right ? I have tio cells myself, but
can get some.
3. Is it safe to carry them 4 miles, as I have found out
it takes a very small jar to kill a queen in the cell.

Answers. — 1.

1. I started a new colony in June by taking out 2 frames
of brood frotn an 8-frame hive. Now the old hive has the
2 outside frames full of honey, all capped over, and the
most of the brood-frames are '4 full of honey. I put on a
super of sections, and they are working' in them have the

filled

Aug.

Illinois.

Gettiing Winter Stores— Denver Convention.

middle rows

JOUTuNAL.

:

;

Aug.
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after replacing all the frames, I found a bunch of bees on a
piece of board on the (ground, and on examination found u
small, black queen, so .small was she that I would never luivifound her amoiiff all the other bees. I removed her and sent
for another (jueen at once, but as the breeder was out of his
own ciueens I put in a frame of brood and egffs from No. .i,
on .July 16. Now this colony. No. 1, had been practically
queenless for 21 days, up to July lli. Ten days later (the
2f)th), I found a big. yellow c|ueen, one frame full of eg^s,
and some larv;i.' lloating around in the milky food in several

frames.

Now,

then, isn't this a record-breaker for queen-rearill^,'

days time from brood to laying? and some of the
brood from tlie new queen was surely several days old it
lay in the bottom of the cells curled up so as almost to complete the circle. What do you think of it ? I clipped her
wings at the same time.
New Yokk.
in 10

:

Answkk. — Your supposition is that from brood given
li> a queen was reared which July 2f) had brood several

July

Suppose the larvic were only two days old then
old.
the (jueen must have laid the eggs five days earlier, July 21.
That leaves five days from the starting of a queen-cell to
the laying of eggs. You are most surely mistaken in your
supposition. Noqueen could possibly be reared in five days
from the starting of the cell, to say nothing of an interval
between hatching and fecundation, and another interval between fecundation and laying. It is a week from the time
the cell is sealed till the young queen emerges, and if the
queen emerges five days after the starting of the cell, the
cell must have been started two days after it was sealed
You will probably ask me where that nice, laying queen
came from. I don't know, but there are more ways than
one to account for her presence, one way being that she was
the same queen that was introduced for you saw her in the
hive eight days after she was introduced for if the bees
would tolerate her for eight days they might have kept her
along till after the rearing and rejecting of the little black
queen. It is also possible that the black queen was an interloper from outside, and that the yellow queen was reared
in that properly opened cell that you found July 12, the egg
having been laid by the introduced queen when she was
first introduced.
days

;
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time yellow blood by means of imported Italians, I found a
constant tendency toward black. At the »amc time there
seems to be a tendency on the part of the queens toward
lighter color, and I think there must be something in this
climate that makes the queens lighter than in Italy. As
long as I did not clip queens, there was a chance to
be mistaken in some things. A certain colony would have
an Italian queen and threc-bandcd workers. In a year or
two the workers would average very much darker, although
the (jueen would be just as light as ever— prehaps a little
lighter.
As a matter of fact, there had been a change of
queens, and the new queen having met a black drone, her
progeny resembled blacks as much as Italians. When this
queen was again superseded (remember that every queen as
a rule is superseded), the workers were darker still, and so
long as black drones were in the majority in the surrounding
vicinity this blackening process went on. Only by constant weeding out of queens with darker workers could the
bees be kept respectably yellow, and yet the vexatious thing
about it was that some of the very best harvests were made

by those colonies that lack somewhat in color, and today I
breeding from a queen that is not pure yellow, just because I want honey more than color.
So I can only give you the doubtful comfort of saying
that you may expect a continuance of a tendency toward

am

darker color in the future as in the past.

I

:

;

Fastening the Queen on Foundation.
In your first answer in the first column of page 475. you
to think it noteworthy, if not strange, that "California " didn't make a success of fastening queens on founda-

seem

tion in lower stories.

Why, how can it seem even noteworthy ? I don't see
how anyone could make a success of it. I am quite sure (although I never tried iti that the poor things would soon die,
whether in the lower or upper stories, and no matter
whether you fastened them with glue, melted wax or pins,
on foundation or combs.
Don't you think you should be careful 'now you try to
induce bee-keepers to try such risky practices

?

Skeptic.

Bees Turning Black.

—

Can you explain the following (to me) funny happening ? Our bees last 3ear were all Italians but this year they
are, except a couple of colonies, black.

Now

there has been

no black queen given them. Xo. 1 had, last year, a beautiful
Italian queen. She superseded last summer and now still
has that queen, but all the bees have turned black. We had
two swarms from three colonies, a beautiful swarm of Italians, and they have turned black.
Nearly every colony in
the yard has turned to blacks. Some are bright Italian and
some are blackish, but they all came from Italian mothers
of our own, and the bees turn black whether the queen is
bright or dark. We got a couple of queens this year — bright,
golden-colored ones— and their bees are black too. Our
beautiful, large Italians, which every one admired, are
slowly but surely getting smaller and blacker every day.
Will you kindly explain this.'
Illinois.

Answer. — If

there were not internal evidences that
from one of the gentler sex, I should be inclined to say, "My dear sir, you are quite mistaken in some
of your views. Bees don't gradually become darker day Ijy
day. You must be more careful in your observations." But
to get into controversey with a lady— never.
" I don't know why your bees have changed as they
have," is the only answer I happen to have that will meet

your

all

letter is

the requirements of the case. I'll tell you, however, a
of my own experience, and then you may not feel that

little

the bees are treating you so

much worse than

they do

others.

Longer ago than you probably know anything about I
got Italian blood, but I found it was changed to something
a good deal darker, and in spite of obtaining from time to

Answer. I do not for a moment suppose it would be a
success to fasten queens on foundation either " with glue,
meUed wax or pins." Indeed, it is reasonable to believe
that no queen fastened in such a way could live more than
eight or ten years. But has " Skeptic " the right to assume
that I had any of these plans in mind ? Before he is too
hasty in condemning a thing which he himself admits he
has not tried, let him try fastening the queen by some
humane plan. Has he ever tried fastening one with a
string

1

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8". inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
also the
of all the officers and directors of the Association
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
1901, and the two latest bee-songs —" The Hum of the Bees
;

in the

Apple-Tree Bloom" and "Buckwheat Cakes and

We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but who should have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year— both for SI. 10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
Honey."

before

all

are gone.
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Qums
But them

of

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

Queen-Breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb! from single colonies
containing our queens.

We

have

files of

testimonials similar to the

above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestpriced, Long-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which

was established

in 1SS8.

GOLDEN and LEflTttERGOLORED QUEENS, after July

Prices of

1

1st:

6

I ."5

Selected

Tested

1.00

1.50
Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
3.00
best that money can buy
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on SO or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to
.

((oirin

the (jiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
i> a P. O. Money Order office,]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

(Parkertown
lbA26t

Aug.

28, 1902.

Aug.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

2H, 1902.
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QUEENS— Try Our Stock.

they are the vilest enemies to every occupation and citizen, but they are out
of the reach of the law. The law punishes not for the act, but for getting^
caught, and they do not get caught.

the lead.

To

without smoke or

by a fact
certain minister in my vicinity
found out that kerosene kills vegetation, and proclaimed it broadly, "When
an obnoxious plant is in my way, a '2pint of kerosene oil puts it out of my
illustrate

:

A

way."
Not long afterward, various shrubs
and plants began to die, that were offensive to various persons.

They

fol-

lowed that minister's advice.
Another person finding that sweetened Paris-green water would kill flies
and other insects, exposed it for that
reason, and killed off 20 colonies of
bees.
Some time afterward it leaked
out that, " I made up ray mind those
devilish bees had to be gotten rid of."
The bees were the things aimed for,
some of their honey was eaten and the
eaters were made sick.
The law does not reach that class of
people, but they are everywhere.
Spraying really does more harm, as
a whole, than it does benefit.
I have
worked at it, and I have studied it
closely for more than 20 years. It does
some good, but that good is limited.
H. L. Jeffrey.
Litchfield Co., Conn., Aug. 13.

Davenport, Iowa,

Bachelor Bee-Keepeps.
"

Now

as I rank with a few of the best
men, and as there are only a few who
do not take the fatal step in early life,
there is no reason why there should be

bachelor bee-keepers, for they are the
sweetest men in all the world. And,
then, again, they are so wonderfully
"stuck-up." I'erhaps that is why the
ladies would always be excused.
Now, if there are any old maids who
can throw any light on the subject, it
would be gladly received and highly
appreciated.
C. E. Stevens.
San Diego, Calif., Aug. 9.

Too Cold and Wet.
has been too cold and wet this season for bees to store any surplus honey.
Buckwheat is in full bloom here, but it
does not appear to be yielding nectar
in large quantities.
I have 36 colonies
It

of bees in

Heddon

hives.

Why

do bees have a dislike to a certain color of hats ? I never wear a veil,
but I could not go through the apiary
without getting slung, if I wore a neutral or mouse-colored hat.
A large
straw hat they do not mind.
Samiel He.^th.
Armstrong Co., Penn., Aug. 18.

(No one can tell zt/Z/j/ bees dislike dark
any more than any one can tell

why

John Thoeming.

Untested
Tested

12

14.00
5.00

$7.00

1.00

J .75
1.00

$4.00
5.00

$700

1.75

Untested
Tested

^^^

^•^^

^r

^ ^^

furalBh capital tOBtartyon ID bori-

Dees. Seod as 10c stamps or silver for full instructionB and a line of
•MDpleatoworkwith. DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.,ClilcaKO.[U.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

lOK

25m

$.75 J1.40

$3.25
4.00
4,25
5.50
3.25

51b

90

1.70
1.80

1.00
1.20

WhiteClover
Alfalfa Clover

2

80

are working at present on
sweet clover, red and white clover,
heartsease and buckwheat. The honey
supply here is very short and will not
be enough for home consumption.
Up to date, ray strongest colonies

30

1.40

SOIb
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
lO.fO
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pouQd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO. ILL

146 Erie Street.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We can furnistal you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich

Crop— Too
is

11.

Cold.

very light

:

too

Bees are not making a living.
Unless it gets warmer it will be neces-

cold.

sary to feed for winter.
Wood Co., Wis., Aug.

M. Tarr.

C.
9.

The

present season will go on record
phenomenal, not only in the extreme rainfall, which has exceeded the
as

recollection of the oldest inhabitant,
but in the violence of its storms, which
have caused washout after washout,
rendering highways and railroads impassable at times. The aggregate rainfall in this place, according to the official report for the month of July, was
10.45 inches.
It is worthy of note, that " washout
after washout" was not confined to
highways and railroads, but has been
most successful in removing the nectar

from the blossoms, to the detriment of
the honey-bee, and the consequently
wretched impoverishment of the apiarisfs pocketbook.
It is now a settled fact that no strain
on the imagination is necessary to impress vividly the most casual observer
that the apiarist's pocketbook, in this
section at least, must this fall carry
the impression of having either been
unsuccessful in an attempt to " loop
the loop," or of having been accidentally stepped on by the elephant, and
no " baby elephant " at that.

We

are sorry to have to report so
light a crop of white honey our buckwheat just commenced to produce nectar a few days ago. About 200 pounds
of comb honey and 400 pounds of extracted will comprise our surplus from
47 spring
66 colonies, present count
trust we will have a good
count.
flow of dark honey.
;

HOLD UP

;

We

vour bead and hear voiir sentence.." Try one strip
PAGE 2;^- Bar, liH-tnrh P.mltry Fence.
PA^KWOVKN UiUK I KNCK t'O., A IHtl AN, MICH.

nt

^loase rr.entioL Bee Journal

w^en writma,

^^ you care to know of Its
f
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia^s Favorite Paper—

Pallfnrnifl
^a-llIUrilld

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely Illustrated,
pie copy free.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam*

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing:

330
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uMrk

t(>

make

leather-colored

and (iolden

100

Ital-

ians for sale in
.v^iv^iimvi^ s
GOIOIIIGS
irarae uives,on Lau^,'-sir<jth Hoffmann standard

'»-

My

frames.

leather-colors took

first

premium

at the Minnesota State Fair last year. Delivery
at any time before winter. :Ample stores guaranteed
Sing-iy, $5; in lots of 20, f4. 50 each, on
car.
;

W^. R.
34A2t

AMSELL, —

Mllle Lacs Apiaries,

As a consolation to my fellow beekeepers who are in the "same boat,"
and without any disrespect to the
"Good Book." or the "sky pilots"
who so earnestly and faithfully advocate its most e.xcellent principles
neither do I wish to cast any reflection
on the " gentler sex," for I ever have
in mind that my mother is a woman.
I would say. but you know it is on
record that " a little nonsense now and
then is appreciated by the wisest men."
(Perhaps the quotation isn't verbatim).
As a consolation to such poorly afllicted

mankind
and ea«y

for up. We will start you in
rmsinesa and furnish the capital.
Work
li^ht and t-asy.
Seiiil 10 cents for full
line of saniplee and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Mil.

if yoii

__

The bees

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we cao
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

Aug.

Light Crop of White Honey.

Boya, Girls, old and youDRaliktr,
make money working: for us.

We

111.,

Cit.y, 111.

WE WANT WORKERS
D/%VC
^^^^V
H
H^B^^V H
^^B

Co..

The honey crop

Please mention the Bee Journal

27Atf

many

Honey-Supply Short.

10.00

Select tested, $3.00. Breeders, $£.00 each.
2-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen, $2.25
each; 3-frame Nucleus with Untested Queen,
$3.00 each; 6 for $2.75 each.

BLOCKER, Pearl

Light

10.00

GOLDEN QUEENS

D. J.

filled two supers of 28 one-pound
sections, while the weaker ones have
done about half as well, and still some
of the weakest colonies have not given
any surplus, and I think June 1. 1903.
will be time enough to put on supers
for them.
J. W. Johnson.

Stephenson

6

1

28, 1902.

have

July and August.

HONEY QUEENS

other things that
exist.
It has often been noticed that
white or light colors are preferred by
bees. Editor.)
of

I'lOl.

."I.

veil.

Very truly yours,

Months
Number OF QUBENS

colors,

the

l>ec.

Your queens are fully up to standard. The
honey queen that you sent my brother takes
She had a rousing- colony when put
up for winter. The goldens can be handled

Alsike Clover

On page 488, I notice the question,
Why so many bachelor bee-keepers 7 "

Aug.

MILACA, MINN.

(or

it

may

be womankind),

the story is told of a minister of the
gospel, who, remembering the teachings of the Master, upon the sudden
death of one of the oldest members of
his parish, went immediately to offer
his counsel and consolation to the
newly-made widow in this her greatest

bereavement.
" My dear madam," began the good
man, " this is indeed a great affliction :
but you know the Good Book teaches
us that we must all some time go the

way

of all the

should

all

earth,

and that we

be prepared, for we

know not

!

AujT

AMERICAN BEE lOUPNAL
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Bee-Heepers-Attention
Do not put your money into New Fangled Bee-Mises, but buy a plain, serviceable aiul well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way section.s. Honey-producers of Colorado- -one of the lar(rest honey-producinp sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, JVlilllons of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

G. B.
Wease

menti'^n

Bee journal ^vhen

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

"writinf

^
27 cents Cash •^^
r-^
Beeswax. ^ CASHpaid for
*^* «_^^^4-»
r***^*
This

««.^m..

what hour we may be
manner."

CO., 144

called in

" O, yes,"' she replied, " I don't
what I would do without the

There

'4^

a

^ounTi

for best yelat any price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

like

know
Good

one passage of scripture in particular that has been a great
help to me through my present atHicBook.

is a good time
send in your Bees-

Impure wax not taken

low, upon its receipt, or 29 cents in trade.
'

W

to

is

tion."

" To what passage do you refer?" he
asked, all attention at once as the subject of his daily study was mentioned.
" Well, now," replied the elderly
matron, and the shadow of a smile appeared on her wrinkled features, at the
fickleness of her memory, " I don't remember whether it is in Psalms or
Proverbs, but I distinctly remember
the passage."
" Perhaps I could recall the passage,
and prompt your memory as to its location, if you would kindly repeat it," he
quickly made answer," as the deepest
interest held him in rapt attention.
"Well," she replied to his request,
as a hesitating uncertainty, plainly
depicted on every feature, and in voice
as well, seemed to take possession of
her as she endeavored to recall the
quotation verbatim to the learned man
who stood before her. " The passage
"'
'Grin and bear it.'
Fellow bee-keepers, let us, without
wavering, face the front, continue to
take the "Old Reliable" American
Bee Journal (which I have taken for
nearly 19 years), study apiculture, look
for a better season next year, and do

is,

woman's quotation,
whether it is in Psalms or Proverbs or
not, but " Grin and bear it."'
C. W. WlLKINS.

&

St.,

Chicago,

Close Sati huavs at

1

111.

r.M.— imr custo-

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

meet thoaewDo work for us. Cow kcept-rs
avs
bare money. We start you Id busities". You mskf
large profit*. Easy work. We furnish capital, bend
10

.•,!

c«dU

..

for full line of samiileeand psitirulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ

CO.,

Please mention Bee JoumaX

Chiu;^.

when

Ills.

irritirg.

nrrn
JPFA
'^^"

mason jar bargain
$5.00 per grross for pints;
quarts; $7.00 for j^g-al.

prices on gallon cans

and

$5.50 for

Get

my

tin-top tumblers.

WILTON WELLS, New

Try

A

trial will

;

Cricaoo,

Au(f. 11.— Some

;

ConiD and Extracted Honey!
State price, kind and quantity.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S.Water St., Chicago

R. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

—Extracted HONEY
W/q-^^^^
VV dn LwU Mail sample, and

^mm^^^m^^^^m^^^^

John

F.

34Atf

style of packag"e

Beeswax steady

delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River 5t.,Ghicago, Mi.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailet'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.
13Atf

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

THE FRED

Tnai

you want the Bee-Book

co't-fers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send ¥1.25 to

R. A. UaiinBTT

A Co.

receipts of

comb

honey are increasini;; so is the demand. New
fancy white comb, I4c; No. 1, 13c; No. 2 and
amber, I254fn.l,5c. Extracted, white, 6c; amber,
.itoSHc.
Beeswax, 22(»2:c.
C. C. Cl.KMONS Si. Co.
Cincinnati, July 2<,.— Considsrable slock of
lOiti crop fancy comb on the market and sells
at 14C4>15c: there is a call for new comb honey,
as yet none on the market; this market deniands fancy comb; all other ffrades discoura-

New York,

Aug. 11.— New crop comb honey
New York and Pennsylvania is beginning

to arrive in limited quantities. There is a good
demand for iancy white at 14c, and No. 1 at 13c,
anil exceptionally fine lots will possibly bring
a little more.
Lower grades quiet at from
10^12c. As to extracted honey, fancy grades
are in good demand at from 6((i6!^c for white,
and S(a)5^c for light amber. Southern in barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 47^^'af,Oc per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax dull at

from

2~(9,

Hilsrbth

28c.

Si

Sboblkkh.

Cincinnati, Aug. 19.— New comb honey
not

coming

in so

is

Whatever

plentiful, so far.

has come in, and is fancy water-white, has
brought a good price, and' sold to stores from
lS(a>l6c.
Honey kept over from last year, fancy
sells for 14c. The market for extracted is more
lively and brings— amber, from 5@S^c: alfalfa
water-white, from 6(a6>ic; white clover, from
'(S'iic- Beeswax, 30c.
C. H. W. Wbbbii.

San Francisco, Aug. 6— White comb. 13@14c;
amber, 10@12c; dark, Sgoc Extracted, white,
i\@—\ light amber, ^#—; amber. 4",(a' -. Beeswax, good to choice, light 27to29c: dark, 2S@2oc.
There is not much honey offering from any
luarter, and market is decidedly against buyers, particularly for choice to select comb,
which is in fair request on local account. Extracted has to depend on shipping demand to a
considerable extent, and to secure shipping
orders prices have to be reeulated by values
current in other centers. While there is not
much extracted offering, buyers have not so far
shown

disposition to take hold at
lately ruling.

any material

advance on figures

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

Plsase Mentloti Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Selected tested, Si. 50 each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
W.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when wmluls

MUTH

,VJc.

•

ti

;

Send

at

Kansas City, Aug. 16.— The

and price

Just the thing for home market.
CANS, been used once, in good condition, in lots
order at once.
10 or more, 3Sc. This lot is limited

6 for S+.OO.

pro-

in \'»)Z is now on Hale. I'ancj brioffs I5c:
off in appearance or ijualit; aellii at
1.1'" 14j
for while; amber f^radett. 2 and 3 cent*
per pound less. Mxtiacted is nellinff at V" Tc
for white; li({hi amber, Sli^i.c; dark, -'o.S'.c.
There is a fair demand lor all (grades and kinds.

anjthioif

state

^^^^^^^^^^„^^_

60-lb.

convince you.

comb honej

duced

from

QUEENS! The Best Money Can Buy!
BUCKEYE STRAIN 3BANDED are the genuine RED CLOVER WORKERS. MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS can not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

\
>i< noff >i« >K 5^" >^' ;pr >i" ft
MARKET OtOTATIONS.

y(y^ >?f >^•

WANTED!
Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state

WEBER,

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
214^-2148 Central Ave., CiNcixN.iTi, Ohio.

21Atf

.Mention the American Bee Jonrnal.

WE

can olace a few cars of COHB AND EX»' TRACTED HONEY. Will be glad to correspond with parties having some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.

a gross.

of 5 crates, 40c each

«!< 'tt. 'd't*

HONEY AND BEESWAX

I

Albany, Ind.

"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS."

CRATES OF TWO

.«$<

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 32.— The demand for
honey is improving with the unusual cool
weather, the summer resorters returning home
hungry. We.|uote: Extra white comb, l'5'al6c;
medium, 14(&15c. No other grades coming yet.
We want lo caution shippers against shipping by express, as it arrives almost invariably
broken. Express companies are stamping the
cases "Received at owner's risk," which seems
to cause their employes to " play ball "' with it.
Freight handlers are slower, more careful, and
less broken, and much cheaper.
We advise
sending by freight only.
H. R. Wright.

MUTH'S POUND SOUARE FLINT-GLASS HONEY-JARS, with patent
air-tight GLASS STOPPERS, at &5.S0 per gross. Far Superior to Old Style
WITH Corks.

«K

p.m. on Saturdays. This is our usual custom.
Nearly all otner firms bene begin the Saturday
afternoon closini; with May 1st. but we keep
open two months later on account of the local
bee-keepers who find it more convenient to
call Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

FOR HIS
to

."K .'K

(res trade.
Extracted is in fair demand at
5^"i6c for amber and 7(asc for clover. Beeswax,
jSrnSOc.
Thk Fred W. Muth Co.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Glaremont, Cal.,

11.

li/. ySf.

mers and friends will kindly rememljer that
beffinninj; with .luly 1, for three months we
close our otlice and bee-supply store at 1

not forget the old

Cortland Co., N.Y., Aug.

146 Erie

.**/.

C. C.
29A'it

.W(.

CLEMONS &

(Irand Ave.,

\A/AMXPn
WMIN CLy
I

Kansas

CO..
City,

Send sample and best price delivered here;
Fancy Comb wanted in no drip cases.
32Atf

Mo.

WHITE CLOVER EXTRACTED honey:
also

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
Front and Walnut,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal
wheti writing advertisers.
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BEE=KEEPER5,

I
O

^

25111

Save Money by Buying

g TtlLW.T. FALCONER MFG.
JZ

^
K
§

g
i

Wf»
frttnranfff^ OdtlblctCLIUII.
^tifiatarflnn
WC ^UctrdllLCC

f2
JZ
Ti

•*

a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Xow in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
?S^ W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottiagham,
N. H., carries a full line of our g-oods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

7i

freight.

sen »U well V

UUCS

Send name

We

S

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY.
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQQINa.

Hrktf^c ii"
c^lt crk ^t/^II f Because it has always given better satis11.
faction than any other. Because Id 34 yeara
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

\A/hx7
YV iiy

g
g
fj

Jfc«" Our g-oods are g"uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for' our larg-e illustrated catalog,
and copy of

?tiP

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINQ.

No LOSS.

Ji

CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

_

6j
•'

Dadant's Foundation

year

g Hives, Sections, Brood
g Frames, Extractors,
e%erything
Smokers, ^^'^
S ^^^^^^^^^^^
W
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

sell

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL

fc?

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

74
jZ
?2
52

Very

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

fine pure-bred

for sale at

KINDS

»*

,»/C^<l/

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langstrolh on the Honey-BeG — Re\/iseci,
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25, by mail.

piease meuiioii Hee Jouniai wh.en writing,

IINGHAN'S PATENT

BEESWAX wanted

T. F. BINQMAM, Farwell, Mich.
25Atf
Please ^Rntion Bee Journal "when "writing,

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

BEES AND QUEENS!
We have a strain of
bees bred specially for
honey

-

and

gathering

longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.

%

PRICES:
for the

c

Untested Queen
i .60
80
Tested Queen
1.00
Select Tested Queen
1.50
1 Breeding Queen
1-Comb Nucleus, no queen 1.00
1

.

Logan

St.,

Ci.arinda,

a great labor-saver. Don't lift the heavy super, shake and
brush the bees, cruelly smoke and cause uncapping, sting-s

.

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East

.

^^

and robbing.

1

1

Porier SDrino EscaDe

is

remainder of this
season:

TI16

#

->^»)

Io\v.\.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2SAtf

to Ted"
"What Happened
HOKTON.

BV IS.ABELLE
This is a true stor.T of the poor and unfortunate in city lite. Miss Horton, the author,
among the
is a deaconess whose experiences
city poverty stridden are both interesting' and
story—
GO pages,
short
particular
This
sad.
bxG^i inches, bound in paper cover— gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents fstamps or silver.) Address,

ISABELLE HORTON,
227

East Ohio Stkekt, Chicago,
'

->^
it,

Use it. and make work a pleasure instead of a dread.
and you won't be without it again. Price, 25 cents.

Try

%

— THE —

f

Porter Honey-Hoose E.§caD6

-^)§

III.

clears the extracting-liouse of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

f

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 Ayi>n
work
'

tn:n li.iM' i^nrt .,i it
liirlf >.iiiJi ? |M.ultry

,1]

il'

ijri'iliirt

pay-

tiiat suui, Seii'i lur fnr sanipU-s auti paTtii--

\W

furnish rapital to yturt \ uii in
bu^iuL's^. Draper Publi5biasCo.,Cbicago,tll.
iilurs.

Ple^-^e

mention Bee Journal wtien wrltUaz

4
annoyance.

If you tier up the supers to rid of bees this is the
BES'T of Escapes. Try it and you will wonder how you got

^M
#
^»>

along without

it

THE

so long

A.

I.

1

Price, 25 cents.

ROOT

GEORGE W. YORK &
Send

4H'

CO., Medina, Ohio.

Also for sale by all our branch houses and agencies, and
bee-keepers' supplies.

are headquarters for

Please metitiou Bee Journal
-when writing advertisers.

Address,

to

ihem

all

dealers in

CO. "^s'liAJo'iLir"
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPl^lES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

@

N^^S^%
DEE Journal
HBOROB W. YORK.
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL. SEPT,

4,

1902,

PONTV-secOND YBAR
No.

3'<-
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A New

Sept.

4,

1902.

19th Thousand.

Edition.

Proi.6ooKsB66-K66D6rsGUlfl6
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

6E0RGE W. YORK £ COMPANY
144

& 146

Erie St., Chicago,

lii.

Entered at the Post^Offlce at Chicago as SecondClass Mail-Matttr.

Editor — George W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant.
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson.
A. Getaz. and otiiers.

^

ik
Price,

Price,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

liHPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal

is $1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
;

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei- .•eceived and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will be given

The National Bee-Keeners' Association.
OBJECTS;
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecate dishonest honey-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. Whitcomb,
Thomas G. Newman,
Z.

Hutchinson,

A. I. Root,
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

I

I

I

]

I

G. M. Doolittle,

W.
J.

F.

Marks,

M. Hambavgh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COiMMITTEE.
W. Z. HuTCHi.NSON, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a

JJjv

uoon ap-

plication.

W.

^

year.

PKOF.

more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes;
I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea forev.2/y bee-keeper
to wear one [of ihe buttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
eale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
^ive the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
.
"

The picture shown herewith Is a reprouucflan of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to liee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
ot the American Bee Journal,

J.

COOK.

Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
He
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authority on bees and related subjects. His book has had a large
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

tf5*If

mall individual receipts.

A.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping' has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
—
—

No. 1. For $1.75 we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending- us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one ne^y subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
($1.50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For $1.00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is $1.00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1.20.

—

—

ZW

Please remember that oifers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose .subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

;

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

The

*
Comb

Editorial.

^

;

ILL, SEPT.

l-'ourfolil

Versus E.xtractefl Honey.—

A.

A

I

its advantages " are so obvious that even the layman can grasp and

comprehend them at a glance."
It seems that in this hive there is no separate compartment for honey, at least the
author says " there is no separate honey-section in my hive," and adds;

in

" The reason why, after years of experience,
can not endorse the separate honey-section
is that the bees, in the first place, fill up with
honey the empty nooks around the queen,
and only after there is no more space here at

The man must also be considered. One
man has learned the trade of producing comb
honey so as to make it more profitable, while
another man in the same locality will make

I

they carry the honey into the section
separated from the queen; this, however,
greatly harms the breed, for the great quantity forces down the queen-bee from the beebreeding perches to such an extent that the
family often degenerates or entirely declines
by reason of too much honey."
all,

extracted more profitable. Perhaps the season should also be considered, although how

one to know in advance what the season
If the season is unusually cool, the
be
cool days, and especially the cool nights, will
drive the bees out of the sections; and if
honey be gathered in larger amount than
necessary for the daily consumption of the
colony it will be crowded into the broodchamber, crowdingout the queen while with
extracting-combs the honey would be stored
above. As illustrating this, see the following
editorial from the Rocky Mountain Bee .Jouris

'.

Isn't that richness for

"

.Just

My

me

that the

the queen

should
fall off one of the perches as she goes on her
rounds " to arouse the population to industry " is not stated.
it

possilile that

if

a sufficient

number

of

dupes can be found to pay for the expense of
issuing and advertising such a circular?

A Bad

Case of Stinging.— Xot

long
ago Editor Root had a little controversy with
the bees, which he reported in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture. Another fracas with bees has
occurred at the Home of the Honey-Bees—
this time no laughing matter.
A horse belonging to Mr. Harrington was standing unhitched in a field in which was an unfenced
apiarj', and the horse got among the bees.

in

I

—

fate.

Notwithstanding the dozens, and perhaps
hundreds, of stings received, the curious part
is that Mr. Harrington insists that after the
first few stings the rest did not hurt, although
he remembers feeling slightly sick.
As to the horse, Mr. Harrington treated it
in the following manner;

He

called for a

pound of

salt,

and,

in

the

meantime, proceeded to rake the bees off the
horse.
He wrapped the salt in a paper, and
pushed paper and all down the horse's throat.
She was beginning to swell, and it was evident she would die in a few minutes unless
the salt would act, and something did act.
Very soon the swelling began to eas.e up the
horse seemed easier, and. in the course of an
hour, when given grain, she ate as if nothing
had happened
and in two or three hours
;

;

more she wastlriven home by Mr. Harrington,
2'.j miles, in the very buggy in which she had
been hitched, and from which she kicked herself clear.
With some binding-wire the thills
were made to hold together, and man, horse,
and buggy went to town as usual.

Boxwood
E. Miller in

experience has taught

What would happen

Is

'

'

same

what the

perch to arouse the population to industry."

This is one of the seasons when it would
have paid to run all of our apiaries for exA fairly good crop might
tracted honey.
have been produced even if all new combs
had to be built. In one of our out-apiaries
are rigged about 2.5 colonies for extracted
honey, with the design of supplying our home
Full-depth extracting-supers
city market.
were given with frames containing halfsheets of wired foundation. In every instance these supers (they hold 10 frames)
have been filled and are ready for extracting.
the same apiary
have not finished one super apiece. The
honey in the extracting-supers is all sealed
and will yield 4.5 pounds apiece. In the section-supers three or four rows of sections in
the middle are finished. The balance are unsealed and only half built out. The season,
of course, accounts for this vast difference.
In the extracting-supers a large cluster of
bees could form, and comb-building was not
seriously interrupted during the cold days
and nights that prevailed during the first
Mow. In the section-supers the comb-builders
had to divide up into 25 little clusters, and
these literally '• froze out " during the aforesaid cold weather.

J

Ijees perform their work most industriously,
and readily in an undivided section in which
the queen-bee can freely move from perch to

nal;

colonies

you

right through one super of comb honey,
into the brood-nest, and, such a racket!
Mr. Harrington arrived on the scene Justin
time to find the horse covered with bees and
kicliing everything in sight into smithereens.
He managed to get her free, and started her
for the open Ijarn.
lie himself was literally
covered with stings. He raked the bees out
of his hair by the handfuls; and when he
emerged from the yard there was scarcely a
spot on his face or body that you could place
a finger on without putting it on a sting; and
the
old mare
well, she shared about the

down

"breeding perches" are is not explained,
although the writer of the circular says;

;

Comb-honey

Smith.

the circular

cular assures us

price.

is to

W.

is

which might be worth printing here
but for its length. It is bard to see what
there is patentable about the "specially-constructed fourfold bee-hive," and hard to see
what advantage it tan have, although the cir-

tracted at the
localities

very interesting document

enclosed,

some localities may prefer exsame price as comb. In other
they will have none of it at any

Consumers

W.

us us

Epitok Yokk;— I answered an advertisement in the New York Herald, of a wonderful
bee-hive, and received the enclosed letter,
which I thought might interest you. I do
not think it any improvement on the common
hives in use in this country.

asked by beginners,
is often
produce comb or extracted honey i"
The question is not one to be answered offhand in a single word. The flora must be
considered. Someliindsot honey, especially
the darl;er and the stronger-flavored varieties,
may find a ready market, even if not at a
high figure, while the same honey in sections
could hardly find sale at any price. The market must be considered. There are local preferences which can not be utterly ignored.
Sliall

A.

N. Y., wrote

The question
"

No. 36,

1902.

Bee-Hive.— Mr.

Smith, of Sullivan Co.,
follows Aug. II

I

4,

Pretty soon the horse began to kick, and
then a regular stampede ensued. The more
the bees stung her the madder she became.
She kicked two hives over, and, as if out of
revenge, she would walk right up to a hive in
front of her, and stamp one of her front hoofs
right through it.
she actually ran one foot

is

spoken of very highly by

honey-yielder in Missouri.
of extracted

S.

the Progressive Bee-Keeper as a

honey from

it,

He

has a

tine lot

and says

June 10 is the date in my almanac for bees
commence on boxwood, but they commenced on .June 0, and did good work on all
"

to

favorable days until about the 20th. Little
trees not over four inches in diameter some
of the same ones that I have husbanded in
the past were fuU of bloom, and the roaring
of the busy bees in their tops was certainly
good music to my ear."

—

—

There .•\re Other Fools, Too. General
Manager Secor sends us the following clipping, which originally appeared in
Y'ork

Sun

the

New

;

Fooi. THE Bcmble-Bee — HiS HlVELoviNo Corsixs Tickle Him and
Ste.\l His Hoset.

TuET

The men who study insect life have found
that the big, lilack and yellow bumble-bee is
often swindled of the results of his hard day's
work at honey-gathering. The dapper little
hive-bee knows how to play upon his weaknesses.
The hive-bee is a thoroughly city dweller,
living in a bee metropolis which has its beemechanics, builders and nurses, bee-boards of
health that look after the ventilation of the
city and the removal of the garbage beepolicemen who guard the hive against moths

—
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and other honey-thieves, with bee-queen
rule over

to

all.

The

clumsy,
loud-buzzing bumble-bee,
however, is a veritable farmer, and lives with
a comparatively small family in his mud
farm-house in the clover-flelds. He is such a
simple soul that the hive-bees look upon him
as a hayseed.

meet him when he is
on his way home with a load of honey, and
induce him to stop and have a chat in the
bee-lanjruage. Then they pat him and rub
him, and the bumble-bee loves to be tickled.
Thus they work upon his good nature until
he actually lets them take part of his bag of
Several of

sweets

them

will

—all of

it sometimes.
he has been robbed in this fashion
the smart hive-bees bid him an affectionate
good-by, acting just as if they were slapping
him on the back, and probably telling him
that he must come up to town and take dinner with them some day when he is not busy.
Whoever knew a bumble-bee to have a day

When

to himself

Then the robbers go home and lay their
plunder away, while the bumble-bee sets out
for his farm-house, congratulating himself
upon having such good friends, likely
enough, and quite convinced that he is indeed
a highly popular fellow.
Mr. Secor's

was

this:

for it will be hard to find a more faithful or
honest man than he was. Peculiar in some
respects, even eccentric, he was faithful to a
high standard of duty. Intelligent, well educated, keeping abreast with the advancement
of his favorite pursuit, he was above all a
sincere Christian gentleman.
I respected and
loved him as a friend and brother bee-keeper,
and none will miss him more than I. Would
there were more like him.
St. Clair Co., 111.
E. T. Flanagan.

Considerably Doubled-1'p
might

'*

only

comment on

the above

never eaui^ht them at

I

^is,ss,ja»ys„is,,is.ja,.ii,js,js,je.^ej^

i

Weekly Budget.

I

^r^^^^sr^fT^r^sr^^-^^^^^^^r^ir^rwi

Mr. and Mrs. UdoToepperwein. of Texas,
when on their
wedding tour. They were expecting to go

called at this ottice recently',

get back to the Denver
wish the happy couple a

East, and possibly

convention.

We

long and useful

same "twin

so ago these

life.

girls"

were married at

the same time, so Mr. Hutchinson became a

double
!

And now — think

father-in-law.

—one of

these twin daughters has a

of

little

little girl,

making Mr. H.

a double grandpa. If heisn'ta

much-doubled-

boy and the other a

up man we don't know who is. " Grandpa
Hutchinson!" Sounds old, doesn't it ? But
he says he "Never felt younger or more
returns,

in the apicultural literature

try

it.

Then they

line

— until

We

learn better.

they

are really

Mr. C. p. Dad ant and youngest son,
"Maurice," called on us last week when on
their way home from Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
where they had gone to settle up some business affairs of Mr. Dadant's father. It was
the late Chas. Dadant's annual custom to
spend a few weeks each autumn in Wisconsin,
where he would be free from an attack of hay
fever.
One of his aged Iowa friends, also an
octogenarian, who was always at Sturgeon
Bay at the same time Father Dadant was
there, when told of his death, decided to go
there no more, as he would miss the companionship of Mr. Dadant too much to endure
So this year he is going to the Pacific
Coast for awhile. It only shows the strong
friendships

made by

the late

friend of bee-

any

E. R.

Root seems

much,

come

to the front as a writer of distinction to

take his place. Neither is it in this country
that Charles Dadant is best known as a

French journals that he
them he could use
his native tongue, and although it might not
be suspected by those who were familiar with
his writings in the American journals, he
never became so familiar with the English
language as to converse freely in it. That
the movable-frame hives with improved methwriter.

It is in the

at

home

much
is

in

in use

a very

large measure due to the strong influence of

Charles Dadant, an influence used in the face
the opposition of the French journal,
I'Apiculteur, for a long time the leading

of

French bee-journal.

When

46 years old, Mr. Dadant came to this

familiar from childhood, but within a year he
became so interested in bees that although he
continued to do something with grapes the
bees became the leading object of his attention.
Dadant A Son made themselves known

as large producers of extracted honey, as importers of Italian queens, and especially as

comb foundation

the largest manufacturers of
in the

world until recent years.

In 18S6 he revised and republished the book
of " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," which
has been styled " the classic in bee-culture."

This work was published almost simultaneously in America, France, and Russia. The
three latest editions were printed at

Keokuk,

Iowa, near his home. His teachings spread
over the world, and there is not a civilized
country where his name is unknown to proCharles

Dadant

Dadant, with

P.

\

whom

Hancock

in

Dadant

Mr.
is

1847,

Miss

had two

the wife of E. J.

and one son, C.
he has been in partnership since 1874, and with whom he lived
Baxter, of

Biographical.

married,

Parisot.

daughters, one of

\

for in

;

ods of management are to-day so
among French-speaking people

Gabrielle

till

Co.,

111.,

whom

his death.

Mr. Dadant was of a cheerful disposition,

CHARLES DADAXT.

1817
Editor

however, that of late he has not
his son, Camille P., having

It is true,

written

:zxzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz:zxzzzzz:

rate.

of his father's rural tastes.

to

gressive bee-keepers.

keepers.

sorry for our Te.\as friends, for they deserved
success, at

scale.
Later he began the manucomb foundation, which has helped
make his name known.

facture of

intending to make a business of
grape-growing, a business with which he was

grandpa

it.

The Lone Star Apiarist, of Texas, has
suspended publication. This is unfortunate,
especially for those who had their money invested in it. But it will be no surprise to
those who know what it means to publish a
bee-paper. There are a good many people
who just know they can make a great success

1902

country,

energetic.''

Many happy

3

what you

—

it."'

•^^^--^-^^^^^»=xzxiiiiiziii^T^

is

Editor Hutchinson, of the BeeKeepers' Review. Quite a good many years
ago he was a double father all at once a pair
of twin girls came into the home. A year or
call

4,

on a large

was most

it

?

Sept.

to

inherit

The

1002

some

father has

gone into the wilds of Michigan and built
him a cabin in the woods two miles from the
post-ctfice, and now the son, restrained by
business cares from getting so near to the
heart of Nature, has moved his family out
upon a farm S^.j miles from town, to get
away from the smoke of factory and locomotives, and from the nerve-destroying shriek
of whistles and clang of bells. He has an
apiary on the farm where he can spend his
evening hours.

The news of the death of Charles Dadant
came as a shock, notwithstanding the fact
that at his advanced age it was a thing natMany of those, howurally to be expected.

who have enjoyed

and vigwere perhaps not
aware that he was more than 85 years old at
the time of his death, which occurred after a
short illness, on .luly 10, 1902.
Charles Dadant was born at \'aux-SousAubigny. in the golden hills of Burgundy,
ever,

orous

style

France,

May

of

his youthful

writing

22, 1817.

After his education in

the college at Langres, he went into the mer-

The Death of Mr. Geo. F. Robbins we
announced a week or two ago. He was in the
employ of Mr. E. T. Flanagan, in Texas. Mr.
Flanagan wrote us as follows, Aug. 23
Friesd York: — I have

just returned from
a trip to southern Texas, where I was called

by a telegram announcing the sudden death
of my manager, Geo. F. Robbins, formerly of
Median icsburg, 111. It was a sad blow for
me. as I will find it hard to replace him.

cantile business

in

that city, but ill-success

induced him to remove to America. He settled in Hamilton, III., in 18(53, and found a
genial and protitable occupation in bee-culture, which, in his hands, yielded marvelous
results.
He soon became noted as one of the
leading apiarists of the world.
In 1873 he

made

a trip to Italy to import

the bees of that country to- the United States

and made friends of all who knew him. He
had none of the infirmities of old age, and his
death was but the flickering out of a lamp
that has entirely used up its fuel, a worthy
ending to a useful life.
Those who have had the pleasure of an
acquaintance with Mr. Dadant in his own
home will testify to his genial and cordial
spirit, a spirit which it is a pleasure to know
has descended to the son.

A Tribute froiiv Mrs. L. Harrison.
The death of Charles Dadant has brought
to my mind many pleasant reminiscences of a
visit there, after

the closing of the national

convention of apiarists, held at Keokuk,
Iowa. Carriages liad been provided, and invitations to delegates to visit the home and
manufactory of comb foundation of Charles
Dadant iV: Son. I accepted the invitation,
and it has been a pleasant reminder ever

After a pleasant drive of three miles,
less, from the town of Hamilton, 111
with congenial companions, we entered the
grounds where there was a fine residence
where three generations lived in harmony
since.

more or

and

,

love.

It is

not every one who, having spent time,

:

:

Sept.
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1111(1
money in estalillshint; u "uw
business, would, as it, wore, U'ive il iiway to
lliosewlio niij;lit. coiiiH in eoiii|irliti(ni witli
tliem, us the.v did.
Tliey hud culled tot'ether
tlioii' workmen, iind liiul every de|iiirtment in
full oijoration from Hie iiieltin(r of Hie v/n\ to
liow
the linislied iiroiiiiet.
Il, was notii-eiiljle
itiuuli lh(int:ht
had heeli exptuideil to reach
the jroal of perfeetion in all Hie small details,
with the least expenditure of lime and
strength.
The senior Mrs. Dadant spoke the I'Yeneh
could not comprelanruaije only, wliioli
hend. 'I'he wife of the son had a lar^e
family and a little child to care for, so Father
I reUadaiit was delef^ated to entertain me.
mained over iiif^ht,, and in the morning he
ottered me his arm and showed me through
the {,'rounds, jjoiii;; amonjj the buildinf^s lirst;
these were all upon substantial stone foundations, ipiarried
from their own laml. The
buildin^^s were iiuite numerous, and so far
apart that if one burned the others would not.
One was eorru^jated iron for storin;^ wax, and
Mr. Dadant said " it paid its own insurance."
One building was devoted to the vineyard,
containint; implenients for its culture and
sprayiny:; presses and other paraphernalia for
the manufaeturo of wine; a larjze cellar beneath containintr hogsheads of the fruit of the
vine.
I
saw the stables and barn, in which I
noticed that all Itins for holding f^rain were
lined with tin, preventing rats or mice from
destroying their contents; a honey-house
containing all the appurtenances of a model
apiary and storage for barrels of extracted
honey, I was shown the apiary with its
large, lli-frame hives, and from there we went
to the vineyard, with its vines neatly trained
to wires, showing care and culture.
Mr. Datiant then said, " Now, you must see
.John's home."
It was the colored man's,
who spoke French. As we drew near the
pleasant cottage, the loud barlting of the dog
proclaimed our arrival, and a bright-appearing colored woman opened the door with a
child in her arms, and gave us welcome. She
appeared so comfortable and happy, and her
countenance beamed with gratitude as she
said, " Mr. Dadant built our home tor us."
On our return across the field Mr. Dadant
said, "John is too kind-hearted; he spent his
wages every month. I said, '.John, you will
be getting old after awhile, and you must
save something.
But .lohn could "not doit.
So he agreed that I should pay him only part
of his wages, and I could save the rest for
him, and now he owns a home. I encouraged my French workmen in like manner,
and now they have homes of their own; and
when we have no work for them they cultivate their vines, and work their ground."
What a philanthropist Taking such kindly
interest in those he employed.
Though "the
place that once knew him knows him no
more forever," his kind deeds and loving

l.hoiijcht,

I

Washington, D. C.

piihllshed in

on "

How

I

His articles

Became an Aplculturist," pub-

lished in Vols. Ill Mild IV of the paper for
IMiT lis, were eagerly road.
In ISlIli he undertook the task of lighting the routine of
F.uropoan bee-culture by writing for the
In
I-'reneh, Italian, and Swiss bee-keepers.
IST4 he published a siciall book, " I'ctit (.'ours
d'Apiculliire Praticpie.'' in the French lan-

guage.

Notwithstanding

the

and forceful

clear

manner

of Mr. I>adant in writing English
(although it never became easy for him to
converse in that language), yet he wielded a
pen of still greater power when writing in his
native language; ami the fact that the mov-

able hive

is

to-day so

much

in

use

among

French-speaking jieojile is not a little due to
vigorous writings of Charles Dadant, the
Dadant and the Dadant-Blatt hives being
among the most common in France of movable-frame hives.
In this connection it is not out of place to
say that his son, Camille F., bids fair to become, like his father, a power at long range,
for he has lately begun to furnish monthly
articles of ability and interest to that standard
French bee-journal, the Kevue Internationale.
In 1ST4 Mr. Dadant took into partnership
with him his son, (". I'. Dadant, and together
llie

brielly

mentioned

in

Gleanings for

.July

When

he

reached

America

[in

1.S63]

he

knew not a word of the English language.
He established himself on a small farm near
Hamilton, and subscribed to Horace Greeley's
New York Tribune, denying himself any French books or paper.
In this way
he found himself compelled to follow the
events of the day by the use of a dictionary

paper, the

;

and so great was his ability to learn, that,
although then 4li years of age, within three
years he knew English well enough to write
articles for the American Bee .Journal, then

greater power
I

when writing French.

met him some

ten

years ago. and well

>Jo

reineinlM>r thi- corilial welcome he extended,
anil how, us 1 g(.i into the carriage to drive to
I

town, the old gentleman, with the warmth of
feeling so characteristic of the man toward
those he loved, leaned forward and grasped
my hand and hung to It. 1 had not at that
lime written much on bees, and he knew me
only through my father; but from his manner I took it he loved me because
was a son
of A. I. Koot, for, indeed, he and my father
I

were very warm frienfls.
Years ago Mr. Dadant imported queens
from Italy. Like all imported queens these
were leather-colored, and rather inferior-looking comjiared with the ordinary, yellowiiueens
of the same race in this country.
It was not
long before Mr. Dadant was accused of sending out hybrids for imported.
At that time
my father came to the rescue by saying that,
if .Mr. Dadant wanted to send out hybrids, he
would mail misuiated Italian queens of a
bright color rather than to send the darkcolored, genuine imported of Italy, which he
did.
This little act pleased Mr. Dadant, and
I think he never forgot it.
)ur business connection with the Dadants
has always been of the iileasantest. Indeed,
there are no better or more successful business men
in our ranks than those same
Frenchmen and when they first advertised
that every inch of their foundation would be
equal to the samples, they lived up to the
very letter of their guarantee.
I am not so
sure but the death of Mr.
Dadant will mean more to the bee-keepers of
Europe than to those of America. Indeed, it
is
v\'onderful that he could wield such a
mighty inlluence in modern apiculture at
such " long range," and in a foreign country,
even if it was his old fatherland.
gratifying to
know that his son,
is also able to inlluence, as did his
much-respected father, at " long range.''
is

E. R. Root.

FUO-M

TUE BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.

Chas. Dadant, at the advanced age of S.5,
passed away, after a short illness, on July lij.
Forty years ago, when he came to this country from France, he was a poor man with a
family, and no knowledge of our language.
Notwithstanding these disadvantages, he and
his son, C. F. Dadant, have built up a most
prosperous business in the production of
honey, and especially so in the manufacture
of comb foundation. .Not only have they
done much towards the building up of beekeeping in this country, but the mother
country has not been forgotten the name of
Dadant being an authority in that sunny

—

clime.

FROM THE CANADIAN BEE
The bee-keeping world will

.lOl'RNAL.

learn with reof Mr. Charles Dadant. of
Hamilton. 111., on July 16, after a brief illness.
Mr. Dadant was deservedly considered one of
the fathers of American ijee keeping, and in
his death the industry has lost one of its most
faithful and devoted followers, and who,
apart from his connection with the revisions
and translations of that magnificent work,
" The Hive and Honey-Bee," by L. L. Langdone much for its highest
stroth, has
advancement.

gret of the death

.

CHAS. llAllANT IN 1ST3.

in Bee-Culture, besides

the death of Mr. Charles Dadant occurred
.lulyll).
A brief illness of 3B hours preceded
his death, fulfilling a wish often expressed by
him that he might never become childish, nor
linger a burden to himself and others.
Few
men have lived to pass the S5th milestone of
life's journey retaining such vigor of mind
and body.

;

It

Extracts from theBee-KeepingPress.

As

1

Camille,

counsel will continue to bear fruit upon the
stony bank of the (ireat Father of Waters.
May we profit by his example.
Mrs. I.. H.iRRisox.

15,

Rystom were more fully
than
hoee of our late deimrled
friend.
He wa« a vigorous writer in KngliKh
but, as Dr. .Miller nays, his jien wielded a still

;

I

having a
line picture of Mr. Dadant, published a biographical sketch written by Dr. C. C. Miller,
from which we take these paragraphs

whose hive ami

adopted

I

'
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they increased their apiaries

till

they reached

the number of .500 or more colonies. They
harvested at different times crops of 40,000 to
4.D,000 pounds of
honey. Later they went
into the manufacture of comb foundation. In
187;-) Mr. D. went to Italy for Italian bees, and
became a most successful importer, having
been the first to ascertain what was necessary
to keep bees alive on such long journeys.
It is

pleasant to

know

that the familiar

name, Dadant tV' Son, is to be continued,
the son becoming the senior, and the son's
son, Louis C, the junior member.
C. C. Miller.
firm

Following the foregoing Editor Root had
this foot-note

Charles Dadant, almost the last representa-

and Quinby generation,
was probably the Ijcst-known bee-keeper of
any man in the world, for his writings have
tive of the Langstriith

been read in both hemispheres. Langstroth
wielded a great iiilluence in America; but
perhaps there is im bee-keeper in all Europe

FROM THE MODERN FARMER AND BUST BEE.
The Modern Farmer and Busy Bee speaks
its editor, Emer-

thus of Mr. Dadant, through
son T. Abbott:

We

are pained to be compelled to announce
the death of one of our prominent bee-keepers
and staunch friends, the senior member of
the firm of Chas. Dadant tfe Son. Mr. Dadant
was born in 1^17. and died July 16, 1902, being in his s.">lh year. He was born in France,
and educated in the language of his nativity.
He never aciiuired an easy use of the English
language in conversation, but, notwithstanding this, he wa.s a very interesting conversaHe has been identified with the
tionalist.
bee-keeping industry for more than a quarter
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of a century, and we are probably safe in
saying tliat his name is Icnown wherever a
colony of bees is kept.
He was a man of that high type of character with whom it is a pleasure to associate,
and after whom no one can read without being benefited. His home life was ideal, and

Sept.

life was that of an ideal Christian.
be a long time before the bee-keepers
pay the debt of gratitude which they owe to
this venerable patriarch in the industry.
He
lived an excellent life, and at a ripe old age,
without a lingering illness, no doubt died an
ideal death.
He has left us for something
higher and better, we trust, but his work will
remain to bless the untold generations yet
unborn.
C. P. Dadant has been associated with his
father in the comb foundation business from
the start, and his son will now join him, and
the tirm name will be continued.
We shall miss the pleasant welcome of
Father Dadant, and the interesting articles

outward
It will

he was revered and loved by those who knew
him best. The writer has found a hearty
welcome in a great many homes, but in no
home has he felt more at home than during
his visits at
the home of the Dadants.
• Father Dadant," as we were wont to call
him, was a capital host, and while he made
nopretentipns to being a religionist of any
kind, we have no hesitancy in saying that his

4.
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from his pen, but there will be no change in
the policy of the tirm so far as the quality of
their goods is concerned.
have done
business with them nearly 20 years, and during all that time, if we have ever differed on a
business deal to the amount of a nickel, we
have not known it. To us, the word of a
Dadant was always as good as a bond, and
this has been true, because the goods have
always been delivered according to the stipulation in the bond.
The family has our profound sympathy in this, their hour of bereavement, and the best we can possibly wish
them is that their lives may be like the life of
the friend and father who has gone out of
their sight for the lime being,

We

be conducive to language very unbecoming to even a Texas

Convention Proceedings.
Report of the Texas State Convention, Held at
Colleg-e Station, July 16 and 17, 1902.
BY LOUIS SCHOLL,
(Continued from page

sect pests.

SEC.
550).

The subjects regularly upon the program were taken
and Prof. Wilmon Newell spoke as follows, on
The Preparation

of an Apiary for a

up,

Honey=Flow.

This is a subject that is closely coupled with that of
producing surplus honey, and together with the latter sub.
ject has received its full share of discussion in the bee books
and periodicals.
The entire subject under present conditions is more
adapted to a careful and full discussion by all, rather than
a treatment by any one person. What I will have to say
will be composed solely of facts and principles that are
familiar to up-to-date bee-keepers, and therefore not of

paramount

interest.

have nothing new to introduce, and shall only endeavor to review briefly those methods of operation that
have been found essential to the proper handling of a honeyflow.
On the other hand, it is to be expected that the experience of many bee-keepers, in various localities and under varying conditions, will bring to light matiy new ideas
and methods of manipulation. For this reason I shall attempt no more than to introduce the subject, for the full
discussion of which I feel sure will follow, and which, I hope,
I

will

bring to light many valuable points, that, at least to
of us, will be new.

many

HOW

BEST TO PREPARE FOR A HONEY-FLOW.

The proper time

to begin preparation for a honey-flow
All partially-filled sections, if we are
producing comb honey, and all empty combs, if we are running for extracted honey, cannot be made better use of
than by saving for use as " baits " the following season. For
this purpose they should be placed in a tight super or hivebody and kept absolutely protected from mice, wax-moths,
ants, and all manner of insects. It is also needless to say
that they should be kept in a fairly dry room, where they
cannot freeze. Many bee-keepers assert that these baits
are worth their weight in gold and, while I believe I would
prefer the gold, they are at least worth more for coaxing
the bees up into the super, at the beginning of the honey
season, than could be realized from them if converted into
wax and extracted honey.
is

the year before.

,

;

At the approach of the honey season, there are three
points to which I would call special attention
The first is the gathering together of all tools and implements, getting the tools sharp and clean, and getting
every thing into its place, where you can instantly put your
hands on it when wanted. Of course in all well-regulated
apiaries there is a place for everything, and everything in
its place, but, alas, we are all human, and, once in awhile,
:

or perhaps twice in awhile, tools are mislaid. This is likely
waste of time and labor in hunting for them
when most needed, and when strictly, as well as literally,
time is money, to say nothing of the fact that it is liable to

to entail a

bee-keeper.
In addition to this, a sufficient supply of supers, extracting frames, hive-bodies, etc., should be nailed up and
painted. If using sections, the supers should be filled with
their proper number of fences or separators, and if the
honey season is not too far distant, the sections folded, comb
foundation inserted, and all made for immediate transfer to
the hives. I would not advise the placing of foundation in
frames or sections more than a month previous to use, as it
does not retain its form and freshness as well as when kept
in the original boxes, to say nothing of the exposure to in-

The second point to which I would call attention, and
which, above all others, is of the most importance, is that of
having strong, hustling colonies at the beginning of the
honey-flow. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that unless a full force of bees is present little or no work will be
in the supers. To attain this result best the colonies
should go into winter quarters with plenty of stores and
bees in each hive. As soon as possible in the spring, the
colonies should be examined, and any that are weak should
be stimulated by feeding. In localities where a reasonably
good honey-flow is expected there is absolutely no question
as to the profitableness of feeding. Only a small amount
of cane-sugar is necessary, when fed daily, to stimulate
brood-rearing.
During the forepart of June we conducted some experiments in the College apiary to determine the amount of
sugar necessary to stimulate. At this time there was little
if any honey coining in, and as a result of the shortage all
queens had ceased laying. Both neuclei and full colonies
were fed an average of 3 ounces of sugar per day, made, of
course, in the form of syrup. Within a week the bees were
rapidly building comb, and all queens laying. We bought
sugar at this time at the rate of IS pounds for a dollar, or
6-3 cetits per pound, making the cost of feed per colony 1%
cents.
Of course, earlier in the spring a larger amount
would be necessary, owing to the increased consumption
needed to maintain the temperature of the hive. It seems
likely, though, that even then stimulative feeds should not
cost on an average of more than 2 '2 to 3 cents per feed for
each colony.
The importance of thus feeding in order to have a strong
force of bees at the beginning of the honey-flow, is readih'
seen when one realizes that approximately ten thousand
bees are required to do the household work in an ordinarySuppose a colony to contain 40,000 bees, 30,000
sized hive.
of these will be field-workers really the number which will
be gathering surplus honey. On the other hand, suppose
these 40,000 bees to be divided into two colonies of 20,(300
each. In each hive will be required, as before, 10,000 bees
for interior or household work, leaving but 10,000 field-workers to each colony, or 20,000 in all, as compared to 30,000 in
the former case. The beekeeper cannot afiord to have
weak colonies at the opening of the honey season, as a
large part of the season at least will be required to build

done

—

to a profitable working strength.
a third important point, queens which are prolific
should be used in all colonies and while it may not be advisable to supersede poor layers during the honey-flow, this
point should not be neglected, and as soon as a poor layer is
found she should be replaced by a queen at as early a date
Wilmon Newell.
as possible.

them up

As

;

In the discussion that followed, questions were asked
as to which feeder was best adapted for this feeding. Of
the different kinds used in the College apiary the divisionboard feeder, or " Doolittle Feeder," was found to be the
best.

The

required

amount of syrup

for feeding

was

discussed,

—
Sept.
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some did not think the amounts as given by Mr. NcwcU

several weeks, on account of the
increased number of bees that would then be hatching. Tlie
answer was that at about that time the amount would huvc
to be increased, but in the case of the exi)eriment at the
College apiary a light honey-tlow came on at this time,
which increased the food-supply sufticiently to make furth.r
stimulative feeding unnecessary.

would be

siiHicieiit after

mUI.UING

I'l'

NUCI.KI

IIV

STIMt;i,.\TI\K KKKDINC..

Relative to the building up of nuclei by stimulative feeding, and having combs built out, the ([uestion was asked
" Where is the proper place in the hive to put the full
"
sheets of foundation to have them built out ?
The replies developed that this requires some good judgment and care. When adding a frame filled with foundation, this should be placed next to the last frame containing
brood, or, in other words, on the outside of the brood-nest,
It should not be placed in the
to have it well-built out.
middle of the brood-nest as many are prone to do, as such
does very disastrous work at times. When honey comes in
very sparingly, and this is not drawn out, the queen is very
likely to use only the set of combs on one side of this sheet
of foundation, neglecting entirely the combs on the other
side.
Then, again, when honey is coming in plentifully,
these combs are generally drawn out fast enough, but filled
with honey before the queen has a chance to deposit any
eggs in them. Then the same condition prevails as before
One side of the hive is neglected, the combs on that side are
filled with honey, and the colony is in a cramped condition.
The queen is restricted to but half of the combs, and as a
result there is a decreased amount of brood, and finally a
weak colony.
When putting in foundation be careful. Put it outside
the brood-nest, nest to the brood, with the combs of honey
(if there are any) on the outside of this, and then, when the
foundation is drawn out sufficiently, place in the middle of
the brood-nest, between combs of hatching brood, for the use
of the queen when she makes her next round.
Next a discussion on adding frames of foundation
There is
to full colonies, and in the spring, was also had.
great danger when cutting the brood-nest, at this time, into
two parts, as the bees are likely to neglect the queenless
half or side on cool nights and during cool weather. This
often results in a great loss of brood. It is better to give
frames on the outside of the brood-nest, and then one need
not lie awake on cool nights, during a cold, backward
spring, and wonder if any brood is suffering, to entail a
:

:

him later on.
colonies and nuclei should have the brood placed
next to one side of the hive, the west or sunny side being
best, and then the other frames added towards the middle
or other side of hive.
heavy

loss for

Weak

(Continued next week.)
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Dangers of Starvation
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Women.

—What and How

EMMA

to Feed.

M. WILSON.

of the dangers that a beginner needs to guard
against is the danger of starvation. She may think her
bees bountifully supplied with stores in the early spring,
and indeed they may have been, but she is not aware of the
large quantity of honey needed to keep up the amount of
brood-rearing that is necessary for the welfare of her colonies.
Perhaps the first intimation she has that anything is
wrong, she notices the remains of larvae dragged out of the
nothing but the
hive, the juices all sucked out of them

One

She has very little idea of the
?
of stores needed for brood-rearing. She ha8 not
taken into account the number of wet or chilly days when
the bees were not able to gather any. Brood-rearing must
go on just the same, and an extra amount of stores is consumed at such times in order to keep up the heat.
two or three weeks before

amount

A good bee-keeper tries in every way to encourage
brood-rearing in the spring, in order that the colonies may
be as strong as possible and reaily for the harvest when it
comes. There can be no brood-rearing without the consumption of stores. Not only must the bees have enough
stores for immediate needs, but they seem to look ahead
and do better work if they have quite a surplus on haud.
If the bees are allowed to come to actual starvation the
danger is much greater, for not only is brood-rearing
stopped, but much of the brood already started is destroyed.
In this condition of affairs it pays to feed.
How shall we feed ? By giving the bees combs of
sealed honey, if you have them to give. There is no better
way of feeding than this, but, unfortunately, we so seldom
have enough of these combs. The next best thing is the
feeder and the best granulated sugar.
With this
I know of no better feeder than the Miller.
feeder it is a very quick and easy job to feed. You can put
the feeder on the hive, put in the dry sugar, making a little
depression in the center, and then add a very little water
(either cold or hot can be used, much depends upon the
weather which is best if it is cool, better use hot) let it
soak through slowly, so that the first that goes through will
be sweet enough for the bees to take readily after that
add the water as you please. You need not be very particuIf only a small
lar about the quantity of water used.
quantity of sugar is used, use about the same quantity of
water. If a large quantity of sugar is used, add as much
water as you can conveniently, and more water can be
added from time to time as the sugar gets dry.
Another way is to dissolve the sugar with hot or cold
water, and pour the syrup into the feeder.
But you may have no feeder, and may not be able to
wait to get one. Then the crock-andplate feeder will do.
Put into the crock equal parts of sugar and water, stirring
Put over the crock one thickness of woolen
until dissolved.
Put the plate
cloth, or five thicknesses of cheesecloth.
upon the crock, bottom side up. With one hand under the
crock and one hand over the plate, quickly turn the whole
thing upside down. Place it on the top of the brood-frames
and put an empty hive-body over it. Cover it up bee-tight,
so that no bees can get to it only as they come up through
the brood-frames.
If there are no neighbors' bees near you that you are
afraid of feeding, you can feed out-ot-doors just as well,
setting the feeder a few rods away from the hives.
Do not imagine that the only time that your bees are in
danger of starving is in the spring. It sometimes happens
that in the very height of the season, even when bloom is
very abundant, because of a prolonged cold, wet spell, or
some other condition of the weather, there is nc nectar coming in, and unless you are on the alert the first thing you
know your bees are dragging out their brood.
This year we had to feed our bees all through the
month of June, and that with abundance of white clover in
bloom all the time. Not a very encouraging prospect.
I must say I never realized beStill, the bees must be fed.
fore how much honey it took for their own consumption. It
was a big relief, I can tell you. that the weather changed
the first of July, and we had about ten days of very good
weather, just at the time, too, that the bees had full benefit
of the little basswood we have. They filled up their broodchambers so that we have not had to feed up to the last of
July, but I don't know how soon wemay have to, if this wet
weather continues.
Whatever you do, don't let your bees starve. See to it
that they have at least two or three weeks' rations in advance. You may be sure if they have more than they need
McHenry Co., 111.
thev will not waste it.
;

Necessity of Legislation Against Bee-Diseases
BY

1

N. E. FR.iNck,

Slate Iiispevlor of Ajiinries for ^Vixrunsill.

left.

talking about. Starving, indeed didn't she know that her
bees had plenty of stores when she examined them only

;

;

—

She is very much alarmed, and wonders
what disease has appeared among her bees, when the simple truth is, her bees are starving. If you should tell her
so, she would be very sure you did not know what you were
white skins
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Friend York :— I thank you
531,

for the editorial on page
I find that

on "Legislation Against Foul Brood."

—

bee-keepers are like other people selfish and seem to care
Unless they are in some way
little for others in general.
in danger of their bees getting disease they seem to care
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about law or for others. Several times I have noticed
the indifference of some good bee-keepers about diseases of
bees, saying their bees and that part of the country had
nothing of the kind but when I showed them pictures I
took onl)' a few miles from them of apiaries once profitable, 200 colonies reduced to S, and another of 90 reduced to
how
1, and also diseased combs lying around on the grass
anxious they were then to know what the law was, and
whether the disease is endangering their bees.
little

;

—

—

Had it not been for importing foul brood into Wisconfrom other States. I could have had our State free of
the trouble some time ago.
Each State can have just such laws on diseases of bees
as its bee-keepers want, and will have them as soon as its
sin

bee-keepers will together ask for the same.
Xow, the United States Census Report on bee-keeping
in United States is to be had.
I know the above to be true.
I long for the day when every State will have legislation
on diseases of bees, and no more importing of the same
from other countries, or from one State to another. Foul
brood and other diseases are not half as hard to handle as
the behind-the-times bee-keeper.
Every State should have an experiment apiary conducted by a bee-keeper, said bee-keeper to be chosen by its
State bee-keepers' association, and to conduct such experimental work as directed by said association. I hope to see
such a day. Then bee-keeping will advance and be of great
value.
Grant Co., Wis.
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as seems likely, the whole work of sex-determination is
dependent upon nourishment, who shall say that such division of labor as suggested here is not most influential in
organic evolution ?
If division of labor is the strongest factor in economic
advancement, why, then, may not such division of labor as
just suggested prove most potential in the best and most
rapid development ?
Do not all see at once the application of this example
to our bees ? Here, through varying the food, the bees
develop a numerous " bachelor class " — the workers which
may never transmit their characteristics for they shall
never know descendants but they may store such rich harvests of the best food, may prepare a food regimen so superexcellent that their own mother and fertile sisters shall the
better transmit surely and generously all the good qualities
which they bear and share. This mother-queen had the
power to transmit them, else they would not possess them.
She will hand her peculiarities as surely to her fertile
daughters, and more richly because of their exceptional
If,

—

—

;

ministries.

Again, suppose, because of an exceptional environment,
she produces workers of exceptional excellence. The exceptional environment may have come through better care
and attention from her own sterile daughters. She will
not only produce there excellent workers, but she will give
to their fertile sisters, her own power perhaps magnified
to produce also improved workers.
Thus the fact of sterile females is no bar to the work of
development through " natural selection " nay, may be its
best aid. The fact is that differentiation has nowhere been
so varied and marked, both anatomically and pysiologically
as in the honey-bees, and no less wonderful work of the
queen in laying nearly double her own weight of eggs each
day. To appreciate this latter we have only to fancy a
Brahma hen laying some IS pounds of eggs a day, or a Jersey cow producing milk that would furnish us say 1,500
pounds of the best Jersey butter.

—

—

Evolution

in

Bees—" Nature and Nurture."
BY PKOK.

A. J.

COOK.

read with great pleasure the interesting article from
Mr. L. Stachelhausen, on page 422. I always do read his
articles with great intei'est.
He knows a whole lot, and I
usually find myself in hearty accord with his pen-strokes.
This matter of development in the bees has puzzled
many abler than Mr. Stachelhausen or I. Even the great
Darwin was staggered to harmonize fully his great discovery
with our bees. Yet to me there seems no very great puzzle,
nor any serious conflict with the laws of breeding 'or of
transmission. Let us see
In all organisms parents, either through some inherent
tendency, as taught by Darwin, or more probably influenced
by environment, are ever producing offspring varj'ingfrom
each other, which shows that it is more from " nurture than
Nature." Thus while all parents tend surely to transmit
their own peculiarities to their progeny that is, all oftspring tend surely to inherit the peculiarities there is always as surely a like tendency to variation. And it is these
two tendencies, coupled with " survival of the fittest," that
has guided and controlled in all the developmental life-history of the World's evolution.
Let me make the case or example concrete. A man
sires children.
He gives to them strong characteristics, to
all of them.
One is to transmit to his possible children
these same prominent traits. Let us suppose this is a very
united family, and always works together for the common
good like the apostles of old, "have all things in common." Suppose there are two children. One marries and
is happy in a family, which he is able to surround with the
best environment, and is wise to give or withhold as the
best needs of his children suggest. The other does not
marry, is not encumbered with family cares, and thus
shares the productive resources of his fruitful labors with
his less thrifty but more fortunate brother. Who can surely
say but that this is not better for the world, in scattering
more broadly the grand, sterling characteristics of this
family than though both had offspring? A good motto
for college classes is, " Not how much, but how well." Here
the bachelor brother supplies means for the best possible
nurture that the benedict has leisure and opportunity to give
it.
More children less well equipped would surely not be a
richer gift to the world. One unique, like a Gladstone, a
Beecher, or a Washington, is worth scores of those who
never touch their kind to bless and help. If, as I fear, the
neglect of busy fathers sends fine, promising boys to the
slums, then surely means to banish this neglect would be
I

:

—

—

—

beneficent.

Could we say that the bachelor brother did nothing to
elevate the future in his failure to leave children ? Did he
not help to a development which carried grandly his own
very characteristics also, rich in the blood of his brother.
into the life and work of the world ? To doubt this is to
doubt the grand work of nurture in the world's progression.

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

The Causes of Swarming— Its Prevention.
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

notice the quotation, on page 499, of Dr. Miller's stateI wish to
in regard to the prevention of swarming.
make some remarks about it, and as the paragraph I wish
to quote is quite short, it is perhaps as well to repeat it here.
Dr. Miller says
I

ment

:

" One way to prevent swarming is to get the bees to rear a j'oung
queen about swarming-time. Giving a young queen reared elsewhere
won't answer. 1 had a swarm issue with a young queen that I had
given not a week before, she having just begun to lay, but when a
colony has itself reared a young queen, and that queen has begun to
lay, I never knew or heard of such a colony swarming till the next
year, tiravenhorst gave this as reliable without being able to explain
why the young cjueen must be reared in the hive itself.''

My experience tallies exactly with that of Dr. Miller,
but the difficulty is to rear a young queen in a colony just
at swarming-time, and get her to lay before the bees swarm.
My experience is that when a populous colony is made to
rear queens during the swarming season it will swarm with
the first queen hatched, more readily than if it had not been
caused to rear queens at all. If, however, the first queen
can be brought to lay, the other queen-cells have all been destroyed, the swarming fever is over, and the interruption
in the laying between the taking away of the old queen and
the laying of the new one making a period of some- 20 to
25 days is sufficient to deter the bees from swarming.
After the young queen has begun to lay, the season is already far advanced. But a young queen has this particularIf she is healthy, she lays drone-eggs very sparingly.
ity
father held that a queen preferred laying worker-eggs
whenever she was not tired by incessant laying, and according to his views the young queen avoids laying in droneThe drones when
cells simply because she feels vigorous.
numerous are a great incentive to swarming. I might say,
perhaps, that they are the greatest incentive of all when
So if the hive has few
circumstances are favorable.
Open a
drones the swarming will be less frequent.
hive that has just swarmed, and in nine cases out of ten,
you will find a great many drones. They are noisy, they are
in the way, they make the workers more or less uncomfortable, hence the swarming.
When we give the bees a young queen just at the time

—

:

My

—

—
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of swarming, they usually notice the change from theirown
ciueen to a stranger. Ordinarily they accept the intriulir,

but in many in.stances it is only a temporary acceptance. I
have seen this many times, vvlicn we used to import quetri-.
from Italy by tlie hundreds and introduced them in full colonies.
Often the bees would accept them quietly, but would
also (juietly go to work rearing (lueen-cells with the intention of getting rid of the stranger at the first opportunity.
At any rate that is what I thought was their purpose, for I
have many times seen the bees rear queen-cells in a hive
where a new queen had been introduced. As a matter of
course, if this happens during the swarming-tirae, there are
ten chances to one that the bees will swarm out with the
queen instead of killing her. The bees have almost become
reconciled to her and they arc reluctant to hurt her. So out
goes the swarm. That is why, as Dr. Miller says, a young
queen may go out with a swarm from a colony to which she
had been given not a week before.
In our efforts at domesticating the bees and making
them bend to our will, we must put up with their natural
tendencies. If our work does not contravene with their
native instinct we will succeed, but there will probal)ly always be some difficulties which we cannot overcome. Thus
the very requirement to prevent swarming the rearing of
a young queen in the hive at the proper time will be our
undoing, if the bees conclude that the hive is too crowded
at the time when the young queens hatch.
I would like to suggest to those who wish to avoid
natural swarming, to rely mainly on good, young, prolific
queens of the previous year's rearing, for two reasons The
first is, that the removal of the old queen and the rearing of
a young one at the opening of the harvest is sure to result
in a weakening of the colony by the interregum of the
greater part of a month, during which no eggs will be laid.
The second is, the ditScuIty of preventing the swarm from
issuing with the first queen hatched. It is true that the
cells may be removed, all but one, but in a populous colony
it is quite a task to make sure of all the queen-cells, and this
would be practicable only in small apiaries, as it would entail a great deal of labor.
When all the conditions have been as favorable as possible to the comfort of the bees shade, ventilation, and
storing space amply provided, the production of drones reduced within the smallest possible limit we find that there
is but one very strenuous cause of swarming, and that is
the supersedure of an old queen by her bees. As the laying
has been long protracted, the queen begins to show signs
of weakening, or of decrease in her laying, and the bees
build queen-cells in the prevision of her decrepitude. Should
the queen retain enough vigor, as she often does, to resent
this treatment, an excitement is produced, and swarming
results, even though the other conditions may be satisfactory.
So it is very certain that the older the queens are,
the more probability there is of swarms.

—

—

:
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—
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The "Missing Link"
BY

G. M.

in

Co.,

111.

Queen-Rearing.

DOOLITTLE.

It was with more than usual interest that I read the
articles on " Rearing Long-Lived Oueens and Bees," by
Dr. E. (iallup. And why ? Because Dr. Gallup was about
the oiaXy personal teacher I ever had in bee-keeping. Under
date of the earlier 70's, I have a stack of letters nearly three
inches thick, which the then Elisha Gallup wrote me, giving me the minutest instructions how to proceed along the
different lines in bee-keeping I asked him about
and I
have kept these letters all these years as a sweet memento
of the man who had so much patience with a beginner in
the mysteries of apiculture.
;

Brother Gallup and myself have aged nearly, or quite,
30 years since then, but I see by these articles on queenrearing of his that he is quite as young on this theme as he
was at the time he wrote me that " Good, long-lived c/iwt-ns
come only from cells in which there was a lump of ro\al
/VZ/jf /f/? after the queen had emerged from the cell."
.\tid
that was 29 years ago. He was so emphatic in this matter,
and made it so plain to me, that I soon discovered why I had
so many queens h-ing dead at the entrance of their hives
the spring before, for I had been rearing them on " the
nucleus plan" recommended by some of the "leading
lights" in queen-rearing of those days.
The next year found nie rearing all my queens by natural swarming, coaxing colonies to swarm both early and

569

late in the season, that I might rear the more while the
bees were under this magic of swarming. This I continued
to do till into the early HO's, when I discovered a colony

having two laying queens in it mother and daughter.
These two queens just filled that hive from end to end, and
from bottom to top, with brood in May and June, and when
the basswood bloom came on their workers filled the supers
with honey equal to the way the hive had been filled with
brood.

The

But the
doing the best

old (|ueen died during the honey-tlow.

young queen lived to be nearly
of work for five years.

six years old,

This turned my head from queens reared by natural
to queens reared whore two laying queens were
tolerated in the hive at the same time, and the next time I
found such a case which was some two or three years later
I took away the young queen as soon as she commenced
to lay, and then cut out mature queen-cells as fast as the

swarming

—

—

bees built them. In this way I secured the finest lot of
before, and, later in the season,
I ever had known
after I had discovered the " cell-cup " plan, I gave this colony a frame of prepared cups, which they accepted at once,
and turned out from them as fine a lot of queens as I ever
saw. every one of which was long-lived, and of the best
quality. And each of these cells had a lump of royal jelly
left in them, just as Elisha (rallup said there would be

queens

where good queens were reared.
From this sprung the plan as given in " Scientific
Queen-Rearing," from which I have reared many queens
that have given splendid service for four, five. and. in a few
instances, well into the sixth year. And I wish to say to

my

indulgent teacher of the "gone-by" j'ears. that in
nearly every instance where I have cut open cells I have
found that " missing link " present that which Dr. Gallup
pleases to term " an umbilical cord. " I had noticed this
cord many times in years gone by, when, in instances where
I had more ripe cells than I needed for use, I would cut them
open and critically examine the embryo queen to see in just
what stage of development she was. And this cord has
often been so strong that it would hold the queen-embryo
suspended to the cell after I had rolled her out in my hand,
or partially so, as far as the cord would allow, when it
would take quite a little force to break it.
Since the Doctor wrote his articles I have examined
more closely into this matter, and every cell which I could
spare since has been carefully opened, only to find in each
case the tendrils he speaks of, as they run from this cord
up the inside of the base to ths wax cell-cups, and all under
and through the royal jelly in every conceivable direction.
Therefore, according to my old teacher, the "missing
link " that which will produce the best of queens is supplied in nearly every instance when using the plan of
queen-rearing as given in " Scientific Queen-Rearing."
And this best of qiteens is as hundreds, if not thousands,
have found it to be when using that plan, for I have hundreds of testimonials telling me that those using this plan
now produce queens of far greater value than thej' were
ever able to produce before using the same. And these
hundreds and thousands can only smile a quiet, contented
smile when told by Mr. Alley that queens so reared are " as
worthless as so many house-flies." "The proof of the pudding is in the eating," and after having tasted of a really
first-class article, none care to go back to the " makeshifts"
of the past.
To say that " a colony of bees will not rear good queens
while there is a fertile queen present," shows the fallacy of
many of the other statements and assertions made by the
writer, for a moment's reflection will convince any thinking, reasonable person that 99 out of every 100 queens were
so reared prior to the Nineteenth Century, queens which
brought our bees down to us in as perfect condition as they
were when the Creator pronounced them as "good."
And lest some may think that I have an " ax to grind "
in this matter, I wish to say that I am in no financial way
interested in "Scientific Oueen-Rearing." The same is
the property of the publishers of the American Bee Journal,
to use and to do with as they please.
Onondaga Co.. N. Y.

—

—

—

[The price of Doolittle's "Scientific Queen-Rearing" is
bound in cloth or with the American Bee Journal one
year both for $1.60. Bound in leatherette, price 60 cents,
or with the Journal a year — both for $1.30. Order from this
office.
Editor.]
$1.00

:

—

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working
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"Quoting the Honey Market" Again.
BY " RIP VAN WINKLE."
have read the comments of the honey-buyers and commission men made in answer to the Editor's request to
" give me what I am after," etc., and I see no reason to
change my position on the subject as given in my article,
that is, that the honey-producers of this locality ought to
have an organization for the protection of their interest in
I

such matters. And the general conclusion I arrive at, after
reading all the replies is, that all practically admit that the
market has been misquoted, most of the articles being devoted to explaining the reason ivhy.
And now allow me to examine some of the statements.
no. He says, "It is
The Editor says that it is better to 1
better to quote a cent lower rather than a cent above the
market." So it is (for the buyer or commission-man). I
don't dispute it but I am looking at it, I frankly admit,
from the selfish standpoint of the producer.
Mr. Muth "would suggest a broader range." That is,
I suppose, from his standpoint, he being a philanthropist,
and only in business for his health. Well, of course, it does
make a difference, sometimes, which point of view you take,
or whose ox is gored.
Then comes R. A. Burnett & Co., and, in a very moderate and conservative article, among other things repeats
to be a little lower
the Editor's statement It is better to I
" It is the dein the quotations given, than a little higher.
sire of the commission merchant to quote as high as he
Depending on his condares, eic." (The italics are mine).
well
science, I suppose. Well
Then comes Hy. Segelken, all the way from New York
(I didn't say anything'about the New York market, but it
seems the shoe tit him, too), and after facetious remarks
about my being asleep, and afraid to sign my name, proceeds to say
"'
We endorse emphatically every word of Editor York's
no, quote
reply, especially where he says It is better to 1
a cent lower,' etc. Exactly ihis has been our rule ever since
we have been in business."
As I observed above, I had not included the New York
market in my article, as I did not at that time know that
Mr. Segelken had been misquoting it for so long and as
for my name, there is an old Greek adage which says,
" Consider not so much who speaks, as what is spoken,"
and Mr. Segelken practically admits the truth of my stateno, misquoting the market.
ment as to ly
Mr. Weber seems to be the only one of these combination buyers and commission men who honestly quotes the
exact prices that he gets.
Another gentleman. Mr, H. R. Wright, has a word to
say, who seems to be legitimately a commission man (not a
He
buyer), and I wish to call attention to what he says.
has been in the business 30 years, and he does not quite
agree with these buyers, etc., but says on page 486
" It is not wise to quote honey too high or too low, for
quotations are seen by buyers as well as the producers, and
And
it is extremely difficult to sell above quotations."
again, near the foot of the same page; " I do not understand why any party would want you to quote market under
price, unless they want to use the quotation to help them buy

—
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a weak or falling market he can't blame the comynission man
for misleading him on quotations, at least.
There seems no good reason why this system could not
be adopted by the bee-papers. Wouldn't it be better for all

—

concerned ?
Gentlemen combination-buyers-and-commission-men why not try it and see if you will not thrive just
as well by telling the truth, and have the added pleasure of

—

new sensation ?
Cook Co., 111.
[And to think that all our symposium on quoting the
honey market was lost on " Mr. Rip 1" This certainly is discouraging. But we'll let him "call names" if he wants to,
and accuse us all of lying, for it seems to amuse him, even
if everybody else knows his charge isn't true
Editor.]

a

,

;

—

:

!

,

Questions and Answers.
\
T>Tt.

CONDUCTED BY
C. C. MII^I^Ett, Marenfgo, HI,

[The Q lestioas may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
d rect, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail.— Editor.1

Feeding for Winter Stores.

1

I have had bees a long time, and this is the poorest year
have seen for honey, some of my best colonies not having
enough to take them through. What is best to do with them,
feed or not ? And what shall I feed them, honey or sugar ?
and how shall they be fed ? and when ? I have about 10
I

:

'

—

,

colonies out of 63 in this condition. I started with 29 colonies in the spring and now have 63 they are strong in bees
but have not enougVi honey to take them through the winter,'*and I do not believe they will get any more.
When I say to feed honey, I thought of taking out a
comb that is well filled and putting it in for them but even
Iow.4.
then they will not have enough for winter.
;

;

;

—

,

Answer. — Increasing from 29 to 63, you have evidently
had some after-swarms, and in a bad year it would have
been the part of wisdom to prevent after-swarms or else to
return them. It may be well to unite now any that are
weak in bees and then feed those that need it. If you have
enough combs of sealed honey to give the needy, nothing
can be better. If not, then feed sugar and water in a Miller
feeder or by the crock-andplate plan. See page 567.

Catnip as a Honey-Plant.

;

in the country.'"
Now, isn't it

about time that some one mentioned it,
even a sleepy Rip Van Winkle, when three prominent buyno,
ers and commission men admit that " It is better to 1
excuse me better to quote the market differently from
what it is ? And, candidly, I would be not a little ashamed,
even if I were a New Yorker, to admit that I had been ly
excuse me again — misquoting the New York market all
these years, even if I had such an authority on commercial

—

,

!

—

!

ethics as Editor York to wink at it.
But, gentlemen, what is the need of lying excuse me
quoting the market lower, etc. ? You don't need to as Joe
Jefferson makes my famous namesake say about his glass
of liquor, " You'd be better mitout it."

What is the value of catnip as a honey-plant ? I have
a few bunches along the poultry-yard fence, and every day
from morning until night the bees are working on the
plants.
Would it pay to plant out '2 acre, or an acre, of
catnip for bees ? Could the leaves or seed be utilized in
Illinois.
anyway.
Answer. — Catnip
some doubt whether

is
it

plant half an acre with

a superior honey-plant, but I have
would be a paying investment to
it.

The

leaves are used as a medi-

cine, especially for children, and if a market could be found
In the lifefor these there might be profit in the planting.
time of Jesse Oatman, I saw at his place a cultivated patch
of perhaps an eighth of an acre, but I think it was not considered wise to continue it.
Perhaps there are others who can answer definitely.

—

;

a business here in Chicago conducted on siniiShippers send stock to the commission man, on
liar lines.
journal
commission stock is sold and returns made, etc.
is published in the interests of the shippers, wherein actual
The editor publishes actual sales of all
sales are reported.
prominent transactions. He may make his comments on
the state of the market, etc., but the shipper and stockman
who receives the paper can see for himself just what the
market is, and can use his own judgment in his shipments.
There is no lying or misquoting, and if his stock arrives on

There

is

:

A

Tlie

Queen's Sting.

Last February I wrote for your idea in regard to the
queen's so-called stinger being a feeler, to which you replied on page 153. When I read your reply I saw that I
failed to express what I had meant.
My experience agrees with every condition in your reply.
I should have written that my observation had been, and
still seems to be, that instead of being a stinger it was a
guage, with power of feeling used to place the egg in a uniform position in each cell, as you find them. Your clipping
in reply to Ohio, page 409, is about my idea.
To-day I saw two queens up close together that had been

Sept.
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out of their cells a short time, and the stroiiffer, or older fine,
clinched the younger, or weaker one, and you would
have thoufjhl she was pushinjf her stinjcer clear thronffh
her, ri^ht by the small connection of the two pnrts
of the body. I rolled them around so I could have full view
of what the process was. She tried to stiiiff her, all risht,
or else bite hard. The so-called stinper seemed to bo too
soft to penetrate the body, and made a performance like
one of your black wasps will when you hold him by the two
winps, so he cannot stinp, as we used to do at school.
But the queen died in a few seconds, either from a sting-,
found this young queen in a
I
bite, hupfjiiif,'^ or fright.
worker-cell head lirst, where she had crawled for protection.
in
I notice the weaker queen does not make any resistance
a melee, so the victorious one could not very well get hurt.
This season I have found several queen-cells with the
queen dead, and the head toward the bottom of the cell.
C.M.IFOKNIA.

Answek. — Confronted with such good authority as
T. W. Cowan, I have been obliged to change my view as to
the possibility of the sting being used by the queen as an
aid in laying. Moreover, it is likely that I was wrong in
thinking there is no need of a " feeler " at both ends, for
workers have them. Cheshire tells us that, notwithstanding the swift work a worker makes in stinging, it always
feels first the spot where it stings.

Taking Off Supers-Stores for Winter.
1. When is the best time to take supers off, in middle
Wisconsin ?
2. Should all the frames in the brood-nest containing
If
unsealed honey be removed when preparing for winter
placed in the middle, and containing a little honey-dew, the
bees will get the diarrhea, and if put towards the sides, for
the bees to get at towards spring, the honey sometimes pops

few exceptions it is not colored, but is shrunken and short.
There is no sign of a queen in the hive at present, and evidently has not been for some days, as there arc neither eggs
nor unsealed brood. About 10 days ago there was brood in
The combs or cells
all stages, and a large quantity of it.
out of which the bees arc taking the brood arc clean and
apparently very dry. When empty I noticed 2 or 3 small

wax-worms

What

is

best?

3. Sometimes after the supers are taken off, the bees
swarm. If such swarm is hived on empty combs and fed 20
pounds of sugar in syrup, will that carry a colony through
the winter and until the next fruit-bloom ?

Wisconsin.

Answers. — 1. Take them

as fast as the sections are
all or nearly all finished, whether that be in June or SeptemTake all off as soon as it is evident that storing for
ber.
the season is over.
2. Honey-dew of such character as to give diarrhea
should be removed from the hive and replaced with honey
of good quality or with sugar syrup. In spring, after bees
are flying daily, it may be safely returned.
3. That will be likely to carry them through if the bees
are cellared. For out-doors a fourth more would be safer.
But let the feeding be done early.
off

in

the cells along with brood, but so far as

I

have examined, not enough to account for the very abnormal condition of things. Can you give mc any hint as to
I do not
what is the matter, and what to do in the case
like to lose a colony which started out so well.
2. Would you advise me to put a new queen with this
colony in its present condition, or what would I better do
with it first ? C)f course, if I can get the colony in working
order again I intend to feed it up for winter. I forgot to
'!

say that at present

has plenty of sealed stores.

it

Ontakio.

Answer. — I

don't know what the trouble is, but it looks
like a case of poisoning. Being past the time of fruit-spraying it is hard to make any guess as to the scource of the
poisoning, if poisoning it be, so it is impossible to say what
should be done, only to hope that the trouble may now be
over. In any case it may be a good thing to supply the
colony with a queen. If the trouble continues, try giving a
frame of brood with some of it sealed, taking it from another colony, and see if they tear the brood out of the sealed
If it were
cells the same as they do with their own brood.
only part of the brood that was carried out, it might be
drone-brood, nothing being wrong, but from what you say
it seems to be all the brood.

Are They Diseased ?Paralysls.

.'

out.
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Last June I found 2 colonies of bees had rotten brood,
nearly one-half of it it is not ropy or stringy. It dried up
and the bees carried it out of the hives, and now some of
the larv;c that are sealed up are dry, and some are watery.
carry
I think it will dry up, and the bees will uncap it and
There does not seem to be over one-tenth or less of
it out.
the brood affected now, and they seem full of bees and prospering. Yesterday and to-day I find I have 3 colonies of
bees that seem to have made drone-comb out of the workercombs, and they have dead dried, brood, and I think all the
brood just before capping looks yellow. Are they queenless,
or are thev diseased ?
I had two colonies that had paralysis; I changed the
queen for queen-cells, and thev appear to be all right now.
;

Iowa.

Answer.— The

trouble seems a

poisoning,
the cause no

little like

if it is poisoning it will disappear when
longer exists. The rearing of drone-brood in worker-comb
indicates drone-laying queens or laying workers.

and

Carrying Out Sealed Brood.

Introducing ttueens.

Something has gone wrong with one of my colonies.
the history so far as I know, together with present
appearances It was a swarm, having been hived on July 3,
hence it is only a few days over a month old. It was a very
large swarm, and during the first three weeks not only

know
1. When a queen is introduced hoiv is one to
whether the bees received her ? Of course, one could wait
until the brood already in the hive hatches out, and then
examine for young brood, but that takes time — too much

1.

Here

is

:

frames of comb in the brood-nest down to the bottom,
one and partly filled a second super of sections.
Over a week ago I noticed an apparent lack of energy in
this hive
bees did not seem to be working, and acted as
I examined the
frames
though something was wrong.
carefully, but could not find a queen, although there was
brood in all stages, even eggs. I noticed that a lot of the
sealed brood was "bareheaded." However, since I found
eggs I felt satisfied. Still the bees did not go to work, and
seemed listless, walking about on the alighting-board in
front of the hive. Yesterday and this morning I observed the
bees busily engaged carrying out brood, some of it quite
dead, but a good part of it still living, so that the young
bees dragged out of the cells and thrown out could still
move their legs, and some of them could even crawl around.
I
I at once opened the hive and examined the frames.
find no cells empty, and most of the remaining brood have
the caps torn off and the bees are at work hauling the brood
out of the cells. Some of it is dead, and some living-, and
some of it is hatching out in the natural way. But in a day
or two the bees will have every brood-cell empty. The brood
which the bees are carrying out is all taken from capped
With very
cells (there is no other in the hive at present).
built

but

filled

:

time.

introduced a queen a few days ago (August 2) and
more bees. Can I take bees from
another colony and give her ? If so, will there be danger
of their killing the queen ? If so, how long after introducing
the queen before that danger would be over ?
2.

would

I

like to give her

Kentucky.

Answers.— 1. If the queen is introduced immediately
after the removal of the old queen, it will be about three
weeks before all the brood from the old queen emerges from
the cells but there is no need to wait so long a time. Three
days after the removal of the old queen all her eggs will
have hatched, and if you then find eggs in the combs you
may know that the new queen is laying. But if you do not
find eggs at that time it is not by any means proof that the
new queen is gone, for sometimes she does not lay for a
:

By a little looking over the
see the queen.
week.

combs you can generally

2. Yes, you can give more bees from another colony,
but it must not be recklessly done. Something depends on
the strength of the colony to which you wish to add the
bees, and a good deal depends on the harvest. If honey is
If the colony is very
not yielding there is more danger
.
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weak, you must not give many bees. If they have three
frames of brood, you may give a fourth with adhering bees,
but it would not be safe to add two frames. The safer plan
If you have no queenless
is to give them queenless bees.
bees, take the queen with two frames of brood and adhering
bees from one of your colonies, putting them anywhere in a
separate hive. In two days" time you can take from this
queenless colony one or more frames of brood with adhering bees, and give to the colony you want to strengthen. Of
course it will be better to take brood that is sealed. Then
return to the queenless colony the queen with the two
frames of brood.

—

-»-»-^

Reducing the Numberrof Colonies.
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your breeders, but I suspect you mean when storing is over.
You speak of putting your breeders where your new colonies
are, which would lose to a breeder its own field-bees, an idea
that later on you repudiate, leaving it a little muddy what
you do mean. In any case, your fears as to danger from
fighting may be well founded. Supposing that you want
to strengthen thus your breeder about the time the harvest
is over, you might do this
Remove the queen from the colony that is to be destroyed, setting the hive on top of the breeder or close beside it, leaving on the stand of the condemned colony a hive,
with the queen and one comb. This hive will catch all the
older or field bees, and upon these you can wreak your sulphurous fury without loss, for these bees would not be likely
while the hive that has gone to
to survive the winter
keep company with the breeder has the younger and
Two days after this these bees
more valuaole bees.
will be fully conscious of their queenlessness, and there will
then be no danger of their making any attack upon the
queen of the breeder. Up to this time there must be no
communication between the two hives if the one has been
on top of the breeder it still has its own bottom-board.
After its two days of queenlessness, you are then to set it
over the perforated-zinc as has been your custom, with no
bottom-board between, but over or under the zinc put a
piece of manilla paper or two or three thicknesses of newspaper, allowing no communication between the two stories
except a hole through the paper large enough for one bee to
pass at a time. The bees will gnaw away the paper, and
when all brood is hatched out you can extract.
If I don't get your idea, come again and I'll try it over.
:

;

—

do not want over 5 colonies to keep over winter
don't need more for my use, and I cannot sell colonies here
for any more than the hives are worth. I have been doing
just what farmers do with cattle, which they keep for famSome I keep for milk (honey), some I keep for
ily use.
I

breeders, and others I kill. I use the movable-frame hive
full, well-wired foundation.
Those I keep over winter,
They have the
(S
of them).
I
call my "breeders"
surplus one-pound sections and always produce enough
comb honey. These are allowed to swarm in the natural
way. I have hives ready with complete comb, from last
year's building, which receive the swarms, and as fast as
they fill and cap these combs I extract, leaving perhaps one
At the end of the
or two of the center ones untouched.
honey-gathering season I don't get shocked I kill them
with brimstone, and after extracting what honey is still in
the hives, set the brood-chamber on top of one of the breedThe hatched brood will
ers, with perforated-zinc between.
strengthen the old colony, and by the beginning of December, when there is no danger of the bee-moth doing mischief,
I take off the brood-chamber and find the comb again entirely clear of brood, and in perfect order for the next year's

with

—

—

Thus I keep 5 " breeders" and 5 completed broodchambers for use as stated.
Do you think I could safely strengthen my " breeders,"
if needed, by putting them where new colonies are, and
work.

shake the bees out of the latter in front of the breeders ?
Do you think there would be a fight among them, and perhaps do more harm than good ? I know your method of
putting a frame covered with bees into another hive, but I
do not want to use my " honey " frames in with the breeders, if there is another way.
Your article on " Strengthening Colonies," by putting
one hive where another has been, while many are "afield,"
may be
will not answer my purpose, because the " breeder
as strong as the " milker," hence I would lose as many perhaps by being taken away from the old colony as would be
gained in the new.
If you have any suggestions to strengthen my "breeders " with those or some of those I would kill at any rate,
Pennsylvania.
you will greatly oblige.

—

Feeding Bees— T Supers.
1. How did you feed that 1,000 pounds of sugar the past
spring, in the hives or out of them ?
Do you still adhere to the " T " super ? and do you like
them ? Do they sag at all ?
3. Do you use any dovetailed supers with section-holders ? If so, how do they act with you ? I have had great
trouble with their sagging, in some cases so badly as to
close up the bee-space between them and the queen-excluders, or one super and the other.
4. Can " T " tins be used in a dovetailed super without

much changing

feeders, which are
always put on top of the hives. In some cases a second
story was put on a hive with a feeder over it, and filled
combs were taken from this upper story to give to other

''

Answer. — I confess I don't feel entirely
You don't say when you want

stand you.

sure

I

?

Answers. — 1. By means of Miller

colonies.
2. I still use the T supers and like them as much as
ever. There is not the least sagging, the upright part of
the tin entirely preventing it.

3. I have not had the trouble you mention, but I have
not used them to any great extent.
4. The super would have to be shortened inside, which
could be done by putting in one end a board of sufficient
thickness, or a thin board with two little cleats.

under-

to strengthen
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Prize =wlnninQ
Bees Doing Fairly Well.
Daughters of Moore's famous loug-tong-ued
red clover Italian (jueen, wbich won the $25.00
prize offered by The A. I. Root Co. for the longest-toDgued bees; and also daughters of other
choice iong-todgued red-clover breeders whose
bees *' iust roll in the honej,"' as Mr. Henrv
Schmidt, of Hutto, Tex., puts it. Untested
Queens, 75c each; six, J4,00; dozen, $7.50. Select
untested, $1.00 each; six, $5.0n; dozen, $9.00.
Safe arrival andsaiisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
J. P.
HOROAN, KY.
Lock Box 1.
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a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is necessary.

Lafayette Co., Wis., Aug.

OEORQE W. YORK
144

&

146 Erie Street,

6:

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL-

Disposing of a Laying Worker.
had a case of laying worker like that on
page 50.5.
I take an empty hive, without
frames, and put in two of the most eriiply
frames, from the hive where the laying worker
is, and then put a good queen with a few of
her bees in a new hive, then put the new hive
with the queen in the place where the hive
stood with the iaying worker, and put the
When the
ciueenless one on top of the other.
bees come from pasture they will find themselves in a strange place and will not fight the
1

W you

want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cookp Claremont, Cal.*
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal DiKOunta tc the Trade.
Bee Jovirnal when writing.

Please mention

!
Sept.

(|i)eeii.

4,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

1J02.

In 2 or

;i

diiys the rest of Mio hoes

frames can be iraiisforred to
(lid it in this way on .(uiy

.'i,

llie

nrw

willi

and

lilvu.

Bee-Heepers-Attention

1

cood suc-

cess.
Tlie old Itiies wore (iueeril(!HK sinc(i May
I
tliinU if is the
10; they are all ;;oiie now.
safest to iiitroiiuce a new <|U(mmi. only tlie (jid

one must be taken away, and the liisi frairjes
Anton .Simon,
must be willioiit brood.
Linn Co., Iowa, Aug. IS.

your money into New Fanj^led I5cc-Hlves, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the re(,'ular iJovetailcd hive arranijed for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the larfjest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do not

put

G-.

LEWIS

B.

A Bulg-arian Beginner.
It is not necessary to tell you that
beginner in beekeeping, but
like
1

I

it

am

a

very

inueli.

the Orplian-liouse here,
I am a teacher in
in if livealxiut Kill children (70 lioys and 'A)
girls), and the larger ones like very nineh to

work with me

573

apiary, whieli consists of
.S colonies in Ihidant-Hlatt liivea.
In the Huljriiriaii lantcuage tliere are two or
three books or t;iiides for bee-keepers, anions
which the best is, Bertrand's " Bee-Keeper's
Almanac."
D. C'nAK.\i,OFr.
Bulgaria.
in tlie

Unfavorable Season.
This has been a very unfavorable season for
the liee-keeper in this vicinity. Tlie month
of .lune was so wet that the bees stored very
little, but .July proved very favorable, and
those that were so situated as to catch the
milkweed How reaped a nice harvest.
are having very dry weather at present,
and unless we get rain soon there will be no
surplus from the fall How.
I have about 10,000 pounds of white honey,
mostly extracted. I hope for better weather
soon.
Ira D. Baktlett.
Charlevoix Co., Mich., Aug. IS.

We

CO..

27 cents Cash
paid
Beeswax.
»v» <^^^4-r
TT
K ^* for

This
to

upon

its receipt,

is a good time
send in your Bees-

W ^ri.^^'^^

%«.^m..

low,

Watertown,Wis.

'V^

CASH-for

Impure wax not taken

or 29 cents in trade.

best yel-

any

at

price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

&

CO., 144

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS."

MUTH'S POUND SOUARE FLINT-GLASS HONEY-JARS, with patent
air-tight GLASS STOPPERS, at SS.SO per gross. F.\r Superior to Old Style
WITH Corks.

Try a

Just the thing for home market.
CANS, been used once, in good condition, in lots
10 or more, 3Sc. This lot is limited
order at once.

gross.

CRATES OF TWO

of 5 crates, 40c each

;

60-lb.

;

QUEENS! The Best Money Can Buy!
BUCKEYE STRAIN 3-BANDED are the genuine RED CLOVER WORKERS. MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS can not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

A

trial will

;

Selected tested. Si. SO each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.
mention Bee Jounial ^^hen writinfir

6 for S4.00.

convince you.

Send

THE FRED W. MUTH
Ploa-se

Very Poor Honey Crop.
The honey crop is very poor
Buckwheat and goldenrod
ity.

in this

local-

Weare

are blossom-

Send

ing, but the weather is so stormy and cloudy
that the bees cannot gather honey.

Sullivan Co.,

New

A.
York, .\ug.

W.

r

tie Largest Manul^artiirers of Bee-Keepers' Sflpplies in tie Nortliwest
for catalog.

Smith.

II.

Those Partially Filled Sections.
As

the lime of the year draws near when
the disposition of partially filled sections beof importance to the average bee-keeper, I think the plan I used last
year will be of interest, especially as it was
very successful.
When the honey-flow ceased I took all the
unfinished sections and divided them into two
lots, according to the amount of honey they
contained; those that were half completed or
more in one lot, and those that had less than
half in the other. The first lot I placed in
supers in the ordinary way. and the others I
put loosely in supers, breaking some of them
so that the honey would run from the comb.
This was to excite the bees to get them to do
the work I intended them to do when I was
ready for them.
I then nailed a lath on the top of a bottomboard in such a manner as to form a beespace, leaving an opening of two iachesin
the front for an entrance. A patent bottomboard will do as well if tne entrance is con-

comes a question

tracted to

two

inches.

placed one of the supers, which had the
sections in loosely, over a strong colony, and
left it on until about noon the next day, when
I removed it to the prepared boHoni-board,
with what bees it contained, and tiered up
several other supers containing the same class
of sections on top of it, and liuished with a
cover, being careful that there was no other
opening for the bees except that which was
made intentionally on the bottom-board, and
on the colony I placed a super with the secI

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

Have You Seen Our Blue
NEEDED

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.
Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.;
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

Cat-

THE

BEST g-oods
write for

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.
Shugart

&

Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iowa: Chas.
12E2ot

Queens low Ready to Supply by Return Mail
stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians

75 cents

;

6 for $4.00.

J /^l
left all records behind in honey/^
^ which
gathering. Untested. SI. 00 6 for S5.00.
V^UCClId,
IVCU WlUVer
r>

;

Carniolans

— They are so

than

all

highly recommended, being more gentle
others. Untested, $1.00.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

Results

pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators
Booli Bu8iDessOairyinK&Cat.212free.W.Chesler.Pa

SliiDPins: Facilities.

alogr? 60 Illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
IN
APIARY.
at the
prices. Alternating- hives and Fertfuson supers. Sent FREE;
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

first I

To make cows

Lowest Prices, and Best

-t

tions in properly.

began to show immediately. At
thought there was going to be a case of
old-fashioned robbing, but in a few minutes
things quieted down except the bees from the
colony which was intended should do the
work. They worked the balance of the day,

lia?e tlie Best lioods,

G. H.

W. WEBER,

Please Mention

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

tiie

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Clias. F. Mum add A. Mnlh.)

Bee Jonrnal I^I?rS"r'sf....
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Q ueens

Tennessee

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-'tonsfued
iMoore's), and Select,Straight
S-band Queens. Bred 2% miles
apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;

within

3,

5 miles.

and but few within

No disease.

experience.

QUEENS,
TESTED,

21 years'

WARRANTED

cents each;
Disfl.50 each.
count on large orders.
Contracts with dealers a specialty.

Send

7 5

Discount after July

1st

for circnlar.

JOHN M. DAVIS,

SPRING HILL, TENN.

14A:6t

$8.50 Cleveland and Return. $8.50
on Sept. 2iith and 27th, via Nickel Plate
Road. Return limit of Oct. 28th may
be obtained by depositing tickets in
Cleveland. Three trains daily, vrith

American
vestibuled sleeping-cars.
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00 in dining-cars. Also
meals a la carte. City ticket office,
Chicago, 111 Adams St. For detailed
information address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113
45— 36A3t

Adams

Street.

Sept.

and the next morning- went back to work,
and so continued, except when it rained, until
what sections it reI had all the honey in
quired, and the other sections cleaned ready
for spring.
I found that it lost about 20 percent by
being handled in this way, but I think that
was better than having a lot of sticky combs
around all winter, and the muss of putting
them in supers in the spring.
Bees guarded the entrance to the supers as
well as they did the entrance to their hive,
and there was no signs of robbery after the
tirst day, although I worked them about two
weeks.
As fast as they would clean up a lot of sections I would remove them and put others in
On the colony I
their place to be cleaned.
tiered up the same as I would in a honey-liow,
only I used those sections which were more
than half full.
As I was only experimenting I tried but
one colony, but if I had many partially tilled

sections 1 would work enough eolonier to do
the work in a much shorter time, and I would
use only very strong colonies.
C.

Cook

Co.,

111.,

Aug.

M. Bradley.

was very cold and wet

Buy them

of

H. G. QQIRIN, the largest

Queen-Breeder in the North
The A. I. Root Compaay tell us our stock is
extra-fine; Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from time to time; while J. L. Gandy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey [mostly comb] from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.

Our Breeders originated from the highestLong-Tongued Red Clover Queens in the
United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, and square dealing, have built up our present business, which
priced,

was established

in 18^8.

GOLDEN and LEftTttERGOLORED QUEENS, after July 1st:
12
6
1

Prices of

$.75

Selected

Too Wet and Cold for Bees.
It

all

through the

spring, so the bees did not get built up very
strong until the middle of .June, and then
there was nothing for them to do. It rained
al»ut lialf of the time, and it was too cold for
them to fly the other halt.
I never saw so much white clover in bloom
in my life as this year, but not a bee to he
seen upon any of it, and I do not see how
they have done as well as they have, but they
have found something, for they have stored

1902.

QUEET^S

Tested

22.

4,

1.00

J4.00
5.00

$7.00
9.00

8.00
1.50
Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
3.00
best that money can huy
We guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or anv European country. Can
Qll all orders promptly, as we e.tpect to keep 300
to Sai Queens on haod ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(|uirin

the (jueen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
is a P. O. Money Order office.)
Please mention the Bee Journal.

[Parkertown
lbA26t

some amber-colored honey, and some black
We may
as ink, which I think is honey-dew.

X.

get a short flow from goldenrod if the weather
James Quinn.
is so they can work.
Strafiord Co., N. H., Aug. 19.

B0UI6S.

tnajftm
ol

Brood— The Rosemary Cure.

Foul

experience with foul brood was in
I had never seen a case
of 1890.
and did not know we had any in the comfor extracted honey
working
was
munity. I
almost exclusively, therefore I had no occasion to go into the brood-ehamber for examination, until I observed something of a serious nature was the trouble with some of my
best colonies— they were on the decrease.
Then I began to examine them. I had 49 colonies, and had been extracting and exchanging frames from one to the other, so I had
scattered the disease thoroughly, through the
apiary. Then I put on my thinking-cap, and

My

the

There is the name and the trade
mark which guarantees to you all
I

the purity, cneral excellence, and
relialiilitv

>

't

tlie fiinious

WATKINS' REMEDIES.

Thev are fitted to every requirement of the
hnnie and leave little to be desired in the

way

of trtatmeiit of

human

iIJa f<)r

either

temporary or permanent relief. Of speeial
meiit because of its wide range of uses, is
our \Valk>iii»' Vc-tcctuble Anodyne I.liilThousantis of our patrons use it
nicnt.
daily for both internal and external purIt is unexcelled in treatment of
poses.
(ol.ls,

(hol«-ra

Bums
beast.

lliarrhocn, UyM-nlrry,
Colli',
Coiiirhs,
llriils.-H,
i'urs,
Iitdis'stloii,
Moil'iiB,
It is equiilly t,'Ood for muti fr

ptc.

Be ready

to take

them

in the start.
trouble, money

There is no tellin^r how much
oreven life itself, this foresight may save
you. If for any reason we should not have a
salesman in your community, write tons direetand we will see that you are supplied.
p|||>2 JO YOU. Send usyournanieon
a p'>staleard and we will send you
a free copy of our Watkins' Home Doctor

rUtt

and Conk

Bi-ok.

100 pau'es full of helpful

farm, garden and home iaforWrite at ont-e and address
MEDICAL CO.,
WATKINS
THE J. R.
10 Liberty St., WINONA, MINN.. U. S. A^
hint** recipes,

mation.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I nse a PROCESS that prodaces EVERT
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST

and

MOST desirable in

My PROare my
me to SELL

all respects.

CESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES
own

inventions,

FOUNDATION
Wort fax

which enable
and

Into

FoMdation For

at prices that are the lowest.

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and

samples, tree

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

on application

summer

and what

wondered what was the trouble,
would be the remedy. I began to read
and was soon convinced that my bees
foul brood, and in the worst form.
The honey season about closed, and the
bers ready to get in their work as soon

up,

the disease was in our

community

it

was

Honey
Dealers....
STUTTS GLASS GO.,
Manufacturers,
145 CHAMBERS ST. NEW YORK.

G. G.

robas I

Adel or Golden Caroiolan
.\del bees are Golden Caruiolans. There's no
Cyprian, Syrian nor Italian blood in them.
Adels are the original vellow-bauded bees.
Adel me..ns "Superior." Try them and see if

Reared by new process.
Ihfev are not superior.
A line tested Breeding Queen for 75 cents.
Everything guaranteed.
26Atf

of

foundation in tliem; I
narrow strips
opened the hives and shook the bees in front
of the clean hive, so the ijees could enter it,
and put the frames and combs, and unhatched
lirood, on the fire where the flames consumed
them then I returned the bees to their former
place in the apiary. After 4 days I took away
of

IN

IVlass.

BUSINESS

«itli tlielirst IB-^i.voa
k"'>iI pt^yin^r business. Send 10 cents for full line of sumplea
and directions how to benin.

take in to stait yt>n in a

DRAPER PUBLISHING

my

neighbors had 3 colonies,
and one of them died with the disease that
winter. The next season I had two cases of
the honey season came on, and one evenit ;
ing after they had all come in from the lield,
took them away about
I closed the hives and
halt a mile from the apiary. The next morning I built a fire near them, and set an empty
hive beside them, with a few frames with

One

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

START YOU
TO
We will present yiMi

use-

less for me to attempt to keep bees, so I laid
off until 1S99, and came through all right that

year.

N, Y.

Write for illustrations.
35A4t
Please mention Bee Journal when -writinft

had

took the cover off the hive. I tried the shaking process but it was not a success. During
the next season it closed the business out for
me. My neighljors had a few colonies and I
began to look at them and found a number of
cases of foul brood, so I concluded I would
better keep out of the business for a while,
believing it would not be long before they
would be out also. I knew they had had no
experience with the disease, and as long as

;

Augusta, Wis.

Jars,

first

every

description

CO., Chica£o,

Ills.

....
FREE FOR A MONTH
Sheep in any

way
you are interested in
you cannot afford to be without the best
States.
Sheep Paper published in the United
If

Wool Markets amd Sheep
has a hobby which

is

the sheep-breeder and

his industry, first.foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL WARKtT S AND SHEEP. CHICAOO, lU.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Sept.

4,

A^EmCAN

1902.

the coirilm tliry Imd liuilt, and (jiivn tlieiii full
sluMitH of foMiidtitidii.
They lilled Liu'ir hivo
full of hi-oixl iiiul hoiK^y, and
hilw do si^ns
of the disease that season.
In the spi'injf of Utt)l, I bouj,'ht a colony
seemed to he in ^oo(] <'oii<)Ulon and
tliat
stron^^ in hers the combs wert^ nol. slnii^^hl
In the l)rot>d-(-h)Lnilier, so 1 did no[ make iin
examination. U'iicn the honoy-llow cume I
removed tlie lioney-board lo put on extracting frames, aiui there was some lioney and
wax adhered to it. I |)ut it up on a shed, near
for tin- bees to clean olT, and they tlid it,
l)y,
and the result, was that, in a short, time I
found 4 more colonies alleeted witli the disease.
I applied the same remedy to them,
and I saw no more of the disease tiiat year.
In the sprint; of 111(12 I slarteil with ;i4 colonies.
May IT) 1 discovered I liad the disease
in several colonies.
I had seen an article
in
the American Bee .Journal, ou paf^-e I'.liS, where
the essence of rosemary had been used with
good results in several colonies with foul
brood.
I
resolved to give it a test, with the
next thing to no faith at all in its doing any
good. May 111, 1 Ijoiight half a pint, paying
.")0
cents for it. May IT, I commenced using
it on every colony I had, to make sure that
none would escai)e. I lilledasmail oil-can and
dropped :iO or 40 drops on top of the frames
in tlie brood-chamber, being careful not to
drop it on the bees, for it will kill a bee as
soon as you drop it on it. I used it H times a
week for about 4 weeks, and at the end of
that period I could not find any of the disease in the apiary, and have not seen any up
to the present date, and my bees never were
in better condition than they are at the present time.
The total cost of rosemary used on the M4
colonies was $1.2.5. Some will say it may not
have been genuine foul brood. Well, all I
have to say is, it was the same as I had before,
and I never have known a case of it to get
well itself; and where they had it in the
spring it increased very rapidly in .June and
July it became so foul that it sent forth an
odor so offensive that any one who had ever
had anything to do with it before would not
doubt its presence.
J. O. Crieghton'.
Hamilton Co., Ohio, Aug. 14.

BEE JOURNAL

DO YOU READ
If not,

why

not

not satislied.

if

Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us SO cents, and get
yours free. Send their names for samAddress,

ples.

ST.

9Ctf

PAGK WOVKN

THE PAGE

Read what

J. I.

Pakknt, of

LUarllon, N. Y., says:

"

We

one of your Corabiued Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a g-reat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
cut with

the

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,

make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
Catalog- and price-list free.
to

it will.'

F. & John Barnes,
905 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

W.

Address,

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in CaUfornia. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag-e and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this' the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

Sample

months, 50 ceuls.
218

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Gal.
North Main Street,
-

Danzeiibaker Bives.
flat

and made up— at very low
O. C.

325

best?

is

JOSEPH, MO.

MASTIN,

price.

Trent, S. D.

WlltK ENCE CO., ADKiAN.MICU
Klease nr.entiOL Bee Journal when wntina.
I

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

Alrklfftml
^'^^J* 1I<*I

^^^*

'®

century old and
of

is still growits own, and
is the

Such

American Poultry Journal.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailei'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser. •
O. H. HYATT,
13Atf
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

BOYS

WORKERS
WE WANT
Lildandyciuntr

Boys,

Dtf-s.

SeDil OS 10c

Bt&mps or

alike,

Girlfl,

make money wi.>rkint; f'T U9.
We fumUih capital to start y'>n in bosi-

I

fl

liver for full

inNimctionB and s hoe of

State price, kind and quantity.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

Wanted —Extracted

URAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Chlciigo,IU.
Please mention Bee Journal when wriuut*.

Round Trip

or S8.S0 to Cleveland, Ohio, and return
via Nickel Plate Road, Sept. 2bth and
27th, with extended return limit of Oct.
28th by depositing tickets in Cleveland.

equipment and service.
trains.
Chicago Passeng^er Station, Harrison St. and Sth Ave.
Write John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

Adams St., Chicago,
46— 36A3t

113

F.

It you care to know of Its
1
l
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
for
send
a sample copy of CallResources,
or
ornia'8 Favorite Paper—

The

Suoplies

Horticultnral

gaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

and

Aujc. ll,— Some

comb honey

annum.

Sam-

•

<S GOOD MONET
CUFFD
Wllkbr MnilEY
IflUnCil and eii^y to make

I

you work for us. We will start yoyi in
tmyiness and fumlsli the capital. "Work
i.'ht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
of samples and particulars.
UI^APER PUBLISUINQ CO., Chicago, llli.

if

J

Please

1

pro-

in T'lij is now on Bale. Fancy briatftt 15c;
off in appearance or 'luality Hells at
l.V'i.Hc for white; amber ffradcs, 2 and 3 cents
per pound less. Kxtracted is sellintf at 6'«/7c
for white; liiflii amber, SJ^'o.^c; dark, ''a-5!4c.
There ih a fair demand for all (fradenand kinds.

Beeswax steady

at

R. A. BoRifETT

S'^Jc.

bo

increaBing';

is

& Co.

receipts of

comb

the demand.

New

fancy white comb, 14c; No. l» 13c; No. 2 and
amber, 12^^^" 13c. Extracted, white, 6c; amber,

Beeswax, 22@25c.

Sfq^S^c.

Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, July 26.— Considsrable stock of
crop fancy comb on the market and sells
at 14fg>15c; there is a call for new comb honey,
as yet none on the market; this market demands fancy comb; all other g-radea discourages trade. Extracted is in fair demand at
Si^'ai6c for amber and 7^8c for clover. Beeswax,
lii'l

The Fred W. Mcth

2^^300.

Albany, N,

Co.

Aug. 32.— The demand

Y.,

for

honey

is
improving^ with the unusual cool
weather, the summer resorters returning^ home
hungry. We-juote: Extra white comb, 15/'j^16c;
medium, 14rg)15c. No other grades coming yet.
We want to caution shippers against shipping by express, as it arrives almost invariably
broken. Express companies are stamping the
cases "Received at owner's risk," which seems
to cause their employes to '* play ball '' with it.
Freight handlers are glower, more careful, and
less broken, and much cheaper.
We advise
sending by freight only.
H. R. Wright.

New York,

Aug. 11.— New crop comb honey
New York and Pennsylvania is beginning

from

lo arrive in limited quantities. There is a good
demand for fancy white at 14c, and No. 1 at 13c,
and exceptionally fine lots will possibly bring
a little more.
Lower grades 'luiet at from
10@I2c. As to extracted honey, fancy grades
are in good demand at from 6fa.6^c for white,
and StoSi^c for light amber. Southern in barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 4Ti^''u,0c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax dull at

Hildrbth & Sbgblkkm.

2T(o.2Sc.

Cincinnati, Aug",
not

coming

in so

l**.-

New comb honey

is

Whatever

plentiful, so far.

has come in, and is fancy water-white, has
brought a good price, and sold to stores from
15(ailbc.
Honey kept over from last year, fancy

The market for extracted is more
and brings amber, from 5@54c; alfalfa
water-white, from b@K)^c; white clover, from
7@7)4c. Beeswax, 30c.
C. H. W. Wkbkk.
sells for 14c.

—

San FRANCisco,Aug.20-White comb. 13(314;;
amber, 10@l2c; dark, S(g;'>c. Extracted, white,
5H^.^}4\ light amber, S55^; amber, 4\iq—.
Beeswax, good to choice, light, Z'7(ai29c\ dark,
2S@2t.c.

_3

JT-i

Not much offering or arriving of any sort.
While the market is firm throughout, current
values are being better sustained on comb than
on extracted, for the reason that the latter has
to depend to some extent on outside demand.
All the comb honey offering will be required
locally.
The shipment of comb honey has
never proven satisfactory, and the production
is in consequence restricted to small compass.

WANTED!
Honev and Beeswax.

I

menuon Bee Journal when

-writinR

Mail sample and state

WEBER,

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2140-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

2lAtf

Mention tbe American Bee Journal.

few
WETRACTED HONEV.
can place a

cars of

COnS AND EX-

Will be glad to correspond with parties having some to offer. We
also solicit local consignments.
C. C.

Agricultural

Published weekly,

$2.00 per

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cai.

Market

We

can farniBh you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
for
beeswax. Send for our I9fi2 catalog.
Said
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
flease mention Bee Journal wlieu wiitina.

Pacific Rural Press,
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for particulars.
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John
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R. A.
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yon say
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EX:
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Fancy Comb wanted in no drip cases.
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Save Money by Buying

f?

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,

^^i^

Dadant's Foundation

f,i}

*'

WViv
VY 11^ rirtf^e.
UUCa

if g<^1I

en V»7«»1IV
WCll
»U

Because

it

^S" Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog,

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

and" copy of

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

OF ALL

a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
{Now in Uth year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

W. M. Gerfish,

E. Nottingham.
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

Very

freight.

Se-QdYor'arcufar.

SmOKOfS

BINQHAM,

T. F.

Please 'nention Bee Journal

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

low

•»

^%/M

Chickens and Eggs

prices.

DADANT & SON,

BEESWAX wanted

Farwell, Mich.

when

KINDS

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee— Re^/isc^d,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

WTiting,

INGHAM'S PATENT
25Atf

pure-bred

fine

for sale at very
-ro-lien

has always g-Wen better satls34 years

r faction than any other. Becaase In
IL acil
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Jamestown, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

Year

guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^TTpiRSi^EllT^o%Aoa(^.''WeNo LOSS.
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

everything

^^,^^^_^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
TtlE, W. T. FftUGONER MFG. CO.,

iW

25 tH

at all times

"WTitiug.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

BEES AND QUEENS
We have a strain of
bees bred specially for
honey - gathering and
longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.

•PRICES:
for the

4

Fomr

TI16

SDFinQ Escape

a great labor-saver. Don't lift the heavy super, shake and
brush the bees, cruelly smoke and cause uncapping, stings
and robbing.

t

is

remainder of this
season:

Untested Queen
i .60
80
1 Tested Queen
1.00
..
1 Select Tested Queen
1.50
Queen
1 Breeding
1-Comb Nucleus, no queen 1.00
1

.

J. L.
.204 East
2SAtl

Logan

STRONG,
St.,

Clarinda, Iowa.

->^>

Please mention the Bee Journal.

to Ted"
"What Happened
ISABELLE HOKTON.

BY
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
experiences among the
is a deaconess whose
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad. This particular short story 60 pages,
5x6% inches, bound in paper cover— gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
Address,
cents (stamps or silver.)

_

.

Use

it,'and

it,

and make work a pleasure instead of a dread.

you won't be without

East Ohio Stbbet, Chicago,

227

'

Try

Price, 25 cents.

\
^m.

III.

Forier Honey-House tscape
clears the extracting-house of bees. The worst robber cannot
return. One over each window and door will save you great

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
you w.rk
havt- part of
and v-m may
for

lis.

I

it If

Dile Saui't* jKHiltry proiiii.-t

paj.-s

that sum. Send 10<; for samples and parti-We furnish lapital to ytart yon in
ularsbusiness. Draper Publi6hlagCo.,Cblcago,lll.

fle-i^e

again.

— THE —

—

ISABELLE HORTON,

it

mention Bee Journal when -writing

9

-^»)

annoyance.

If

you

tier

BEST

up the supers to rid of bees this is the
it and you will wonder how you got

of Piscapes. Try
along without it so long

THE

A.

I.

!

Price, 25 cents.

ROOT

Address,

CO., Medina, Ohio.

Also for sale by all our branch houses and agencies, and all dealers id
bee-keepers' supplies.

, GEORGE W. YORK &
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Editor— George W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
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Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadaot,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz.
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Price,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
is $1.00 a year, la the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

rhe "Wrapper-Iiabel Date

of this paper

end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei .'eceived and duly credited.
Advertitdng Rates wUl be given uoon apindicates the

plication.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the iaterests of Us
members.
To
To

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecQte dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Whitcomb,
W. Z. Hutchinson,
~
A. "I. Root,

I
!

'

R. C. AlKlN,
P. H. Elwood.

G. Newman^
G. M. Doolittle,
F. Marks.

Thomas

E.

I

W.
J,

I

E.R. Root,

I

M. Hambavgh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hekshiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager add Treas-

urer, Forest Ci>y, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

J^"If more convenient, Dues
the

offi<

e of the

may

who

sale.

Note. — One reader writes:
I
have every reason to believe that it would be a very
"

g^ood idea for ev^ry bee-keeper
to wear one [of cie burtonsj
as it will cause peop> to ask
3uestions about the busy bee, and many a con-

/ersatioa thus started would wind up with the
iaie of more or less honey; at any rate it would
^ive the beekeeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
*
bees."

md

shown herewith

Is

a reprouuc-

motto qaeen-button that we axo furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the

ilon of a

anderside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents;
6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
?? the American Bee Journal

J.

COOK.

Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a centur3^
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authority on bees and related subjects. His book has had a large
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:

will

A

f>r

PROF. A.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.

be sent to

Celluloid Queen-Button >s a verv
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or iioneyseller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of. honey,
and frequently leads to a

picture

H^

American Bee Journal, when

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

The

f&.

— For

SI. 75 we wiU mail the American Bee Journal one j'ear and a
No.
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending- us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with $2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at SI. 00) and SO cents more
(SI. 50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For $1.00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is SI. 20.
1,

—

—

—

l^W Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

j^l^ERICAjl

/s-M^

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

ILL, SEPT.

3U^>^>^>4^>^|i^j!Vi^>V<'%K>s^i^>^i^>^ii^J^>^>i^

Editorial

Greatest

Comments.

to the Greatest

Number. — Bee-keepers

;

at large.

Suppose a bee-keeper discovers that by making certain
changes in his supers and sections he can produce honey in
sections that, without making any difference in the total
amount of honey sold, will make consumers prefer his
honey to other honey on the market. If there is no ditl'erence made in price, he will have the advantage of a more
ready sale for his product, but whatever that advantage
may be it will be exactly balanced by an equal disadvantage to competing producers. If a difference in price is
made, the final result will be more or less lowering of the
price of competing honey.
Then his competitors must
make the same changes he has made, so as to bring up the
price they obtain. When all is balanced there will be no
gain either to bee-keepers or the public, and bee-keepers
will bear the expense of changes in fixtures.
On the other hand, take such an improvement as the
extractor. The public at large is the gainer by its use, for a
pound of good honey can be obtained for a less price, while
hundreds of bee-keepers will testify substantial gains by
using the extractor.
So, in laboring for improvements and in advocating
them, it will be well always to place the greater emphasis
upon those improvements which will bring the greatest
good to the greatest number. Just now there is probably
no more promising field for improvement which shall be for
the benefit of all— an improvement in which every beekeeper in the land can take a part than that of improvement of stock. Fortunately it is a field which gives promise
of immediate personal reward to each bee-keeper engaged

—

it.

The Bee=Louse (Braula coeca) is an enemy of the bees
that fortunately bee-keepers of this country know little
about. In Europe it is considered by some a troublesome
pest, while others think

it not worth minding.
It seems a
strange that it does not flourish in this country, having been introduced more than once on imported queens.
As many as ten lice have been found on a single queen.
Prof. Cook says in his Manual, that, compared with the

little

it is enormously large, hence it is no wonder
devitalizes the bee " from which it sucks its nour-

ishment."
'5^

as a class are a progressive lot, always on the alert for any
change that offers a reasonable prospect of gain. It is
human nature for a bee-keeper to be interested in an improvement by which he may make more, even if some one
else suffers a degree of loss by it.
More commendable it is,
even if not so much according to human nature, that he
should be interested in an improvement likely to bring gain
to bee-keepers at large
and most commendable it is to be
interested in that which will be an advantage to the world

in

it

Some European

writers, however, assert that

it

does

nourishment from the bee on which it dwells,
but is merely a " table companion," partaking of the food
that the bee takes by running down to the mouth of the
bee. Ptof. Benton is quoted in Cook's Manual as sayingthat " if hives are kept clean inside, and colonies kept supplied with young queens and kept strong, the damage done
by the Braula is very slight, if anything."
Let us hope that in any case this pest may continue in
its present mind and refuse to take out naturalization papers
not suck

Good

No, 37.

1902,

size of the bee,

that

^^

11,

its

in this country.

Wax-Production The Australasian Bee-Keeper consymposium upon the production of wax, in which
some of the writers think that it may be made a profitable
thing to have wax the staple product, with honey a sec-

tains a

ondary matter, while a minority are of a different mind.
G. Colbourne.

Jr.,

says

:

wa3' to increase the production of wax is to space
the frames wide and allow the bees to cap the honey well
over then, when extracting, cut the combs down level with
the frames. In this way I have increased the yield of wax
very much. I also find that it pays to insert a few emptj'
frames in the extracting-super. I can not see any difference in the yield of honey from colonies so treated and
those whose combs are left full thickness and all the frames
The extra amount of wax is quite an item at
full of comb.
the end of the season."
"

One

;

E.

J.

Rien says

:

"Always

use bright, tin vessels if you would have a
good colored wax, and as the price varies as to color and
clearness, there should be a constant aim to produce the best."

Box- Hives in Germany are in greater favor than here.
Indeed, in some parts they are preferred by intelligent men
who are experts in bee-keeping, and the bee-journal, which
has the largest circulation of all German journals, has each
month a chapter of instruction in "fixed" bee-keeping.
Strictly speaking, however, the hives are mostly skeps made
of straw.

in

Securing White Sections of Honey
Gleanings in BeeCullure

—

S. T. Pettit

says

:

On page

435, American Bee Journal, under the caption
not leave the sections on too long," the editor tells us
but if I had to follow
to get the sections all finished
the directions I should never take comb honey. This pulling the supers to pieces during the honey-flow is just awful.
Now, if the colI pity the poor bees and their good owner.
onies are slro/ig my best wishes would say, " Just try my
system use the wedges, or their equivalents, and my divid-

"

Do
how

;

;

ers."

my

took thousands of sections.
100 sections to the colony,
and, with but very few exceptiois, the outside sections were
beautifully finished. In maiiv cases the choicest sections
were right next the dividers. Brother York's editorials are
generally of the very best well chosen, well written, and

Last year

Mine

in

son and

I

Aylmer averaged over

—
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The bees entered the house, and the officiating clergyman
was badly stung on the head and face.
Here is a suggestion for other bridal couples. Have a
few bees to let loose on those who wish to "rice" and

right up to date but this one is sadly astray. I quite agree
that the sections should come off soon after the white-honeyflow ceases. Here, where the honey-flow is short and sharp
generally, I leave all the sections on until the close of white
;

honey.

" shoe " them away.

system can be used that will get the outside sections finished as soon as the center ones, certainly that is a
good thing. It is not entirely clear, however, what Mr.
Pettit may have in mind when he pities the poor bees on
account of " pulling the supers to pieces during the honeyflow." He takes off the super just the same, and it can

Great scheme

I

If a

hardly trouble the bees that two, four, or six of the sections
are taken out of the super as unfinished. It is evident, too,
that his conditions are different from those of many others.
He generally leaves the sections on until the close of white
honey. That may do very well with him, " where the honeyflow is short and sharp," but with many it would be leaving the sections on entirely too long, for before the close of
the white-honey harvest the central sections of the first supers would be sure to be darkened. So long as whiteness of
sections is a desideratum, take them off as soon as the super
is entirely sealed, whether it be at the close of the harvest
or before it is a third over, and generally it is better not to
wait for the finishing of the corner sections.
Even with Mr. Pettit's system, getting outside sections
finished as soon as inside ones, sections would be badly
darkened if only taken off " soon after the white-honey flow
ceases," when that flow continues as long as it does in

many

places.

Mr. F. D.\nzenbaker called on us last week when
passing through Chicago on his return trip from visiting
some California bee-keepers. He is very enthusiastic over
his hive, which he says is to be improved in its finish of the
small wood parts. Mr. D. is an interesting conversationalist, and loves to dwell on the excellent qualities of his
devoted wife, who passed away a few months ago.

"Bees in Colorado" is the title of a 48-page and
cover pamphlet gotten up to boom the Denver convention.
Its author is D. W. Working, the alert secretary of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association. It is beautifully
It is a credit
illustrated, and printed on enameled paper.
to Mr. Working, and will be a great help in acquainting
those outside of Colorado with the bee and honey characPrice of pamphteristics and opportunities of that State.
Address, D. W. Working, Box 432,
let, 10 cents postpaid.
Denver, Colo.

—

CiG.\RETTES Kill .k Boy. This is the heading of an
item reported to the New York World from Easton, Pa.,
Aug. 21, and forwarded to us by R. J. Cary, of Connecticut,
one of our subscribers. It reads as follows
:

The Apiary of H. E. Qale appears on the
He wrote thus when forwarding the picture

first

page.

:

my

home-yard of 111 colonies, situated in Chateauquay Co., Province of Quebec.
It also gives a view of the house, my wife, two daughMy nephew happened to
ters, youngest son, and myself.
be standing so that he is entirely hidden by me, with the
exception of one of his shoulders.
I run the home-yard principally for comb honey, and
the out-yard for extracted honey. My oldest son has had
charge of the out-yard this summer.
This has been a very poor season with me. The first
part was so cold and wet that the bees did not do very well
on the clover flow. The basswood yielded next to nothing,
and now there is very little for them until the buckwheat
I

enclose a view of

blooms.
I

Charles Zane, aged 11 years, died to-day from brain
He
fever, superinduced by excessive cigarette saoking.
was ill ten days, and while delirious he went through the
motions of holding a cigarette to his mouth and imagined
he was blowing smoke from his nose.

bring boys into the world. But it doesn't
to be killed off in that way.
The " killing off." however, ought to be applied to the human hyenas
that make and sell cigarettes and similar body-and-souldestroying things. But it pays in dollars and cents, don't
you know ? That's the test now-a-days. What does a few
thousand boys amount to if some one can make a few more
And then, you know, by licensing the evils, it
dollars
It's cheaper to use up boys
saves a few dollars in taxes
than to pay honest taxes. And, then, it's so nice for good.
Christian people to get the license (blood) money for furGreat exchange, that
nishing the boys
We know this isn't about bees, but we believe boys are
worth more than bees. How about your boy ? Are you
rearing him for the cigarette or saloon to kill off? God
It

pay

pays

to

to allow

them

I

I

keep bees about 20 years ago, but did
whole time into the business until about five

commenced

to

not put my
years ago.
I subscribed for the American Bee Journal in 1896, and
in a single issue

I

have found

articles

worth to

me many

times the subscription price. I recommend it to all the beekeepers with whom I come in contact.
I was the
I have the largest bee-yard in this vicinity.
only contributor in this Province to the display of extracted
clover and comb honey made by the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association at the Pan-American Exposition, in Buffalo, N.
Y., which display won the Gold Medal, and from which I
received a certificate of " Honorable Mention."
H. E. Gale.

I

I

forbid.

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8 '2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
also the
of all the officers and directors of the Association
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
" The Hum of the Bees
1901, and the two latest bee-songs
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but whoshould have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for $1.10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.
;

\

* The

Weekly Budget. *

Bees Help at a Wedding.—The Chicago Tribune
tells how some bees helped a bridal couple

Aug. 26

\
of
in

Aurora, III.:
Guests at a wedding ceremony in this city to-day were
put to flight by a swarm of bees. As the guests rushed out
of the house laden with rice and old shoes when the couple

carriage the swarm of bees, which had built a
nest by the walk, attacked the company and drove them
into the house, while the bridal couple rode away in peace.

left for their

—

—
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Convention Proceedings.

|

Report of the Texas State Convention, Held at
College Station, July 16 and 17, 1902.
BY LOUIS SCHOLI,, SKC.
{Continued from pa^e 567

)

SECOND DAY.

The meeting opened at 8:30 a.m., with the reception of
a number of new members, after which the committee on
resolutions made their report, and the following were
unanimously adopted

:

KKPORT OF COMMITTKK ON KKSOI.UTIONS.
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to Pres. J. W.
Salver for the efficient manner in which he has discharged
his duties while in office during the year just closed.
Resolved, That, 1st, in recognition of the services of
Prof. F. W. Mally in securing the experimental apiary at
the College, and in view of the great services rendered by
him in various ways to the beekeepers of Texas, we tender
him our warmest thanks and highest appreciation of his
work 2d, in view of the service rendered by Prof. Wilmon
Newell, in the establishment and equipment of the experimental apiary, we tender him our thanks and full approval
of his work, and heartily recommend him to the bee-keepers
of Texas.
WherE-^s, The Hon. W. O. Murray did, at the last session of the Texas legislature, use his influence to secure an
appropriation for the establishment of an experimental
apiary at the A. it M. College of Texas and
Whereas, The Hon. W. O. Murray did use his best efforts, and did persistently defend the interests of the beekeeping industry in Texas and, owing to the fact that the
establishment of an apiary at A. ,!« M. College, making
possible the investigation of important problems in beeculture. and offering to the students of the Agricultural College a course of instruction in the same, is largely due to
his influence, be it
Resolved, That this body extend to the Hon. W. (>.
Murray its hearty and sincere thanks for the valuable services above mentioned. Be it further
Resolved, That the Secretary of this Association be instructed to forward to the Hon. W. O. Murray a copy of
these resolutions, and they be spread upon the records of
the Association.
F. J. R. Davenport,
W. O. Victor,
H. H. HvDB,
Committee.
;

;

;

]

\

I

F. L.

Aten.

I

DELEGATES TO THE NATIONAL AT DENVER.
Following the adoption of these resolutions, the Association elected the following delegates to the National BeeKeepers' Convention, which convenes in Denver, Colo.,
Sept. 3. 4 and 5, 1902: Udo Toepperwein, Louis H. Scholl,
W. O. V'ictor and H. H. Hyde. Alternate delegates were
elected as follows: L,. Stachelhausen, F. L. Aten, J. B. Salyer, F. J. R. Davenport, and Mrs. C. R. West.
motion was then made relative to having special
badges prepared for the delegates to wear to Denver. It was
ascertained that the secretary had already ordered association buttons, but which had not yet arrived
it was decided
to have ribbon badges printed, to be used with the buttons,
and this combination could be used year after year by

A

;

delegates elected.

PRES. SALVER'S ADDRESS.
Pres. Salyer having arrived, he was requested to deliver
his annual address. He spoke on the importance of beekeepers getting together for organization, and of united
efforts in earnestly pushing forward bee-keeping until it
should occupy its due place as an important industry. EarnHe
est organization counts for much towards success.
made a direct appeal to every bee-keeper when he said,
"Organize and get together all the beekeepers in your

neighborhood."
Pres. Salyer has been interested in Farmers' Institutes,
and has been impressed with their good work in making
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better farmcrn, better cattlemen, better truck-farmcrH. better fruit-growers, and better men in all linen of agricultural
work. He argued that the same- thing could be done in the
case of beekeepers. He also calkd attention to the rapid
progress being made by the Texas l!ee Keepers' AHsociation,
and to its importance in developing this resource of the
State. He also discussed at length the benelits accruing to
its members, both educational and financial, through their
mutual support and co-operation.
He also called the attention of the members to a clause
of the Association's constitution, which clause was adopted
at the previous annual meeting, which requires all annual
membership dues be paid in full at or before the time of

each annual meeting. Members should be prompt in sending in their dues to the secretary in time, so that all
amounts can be sent to the (Jeneral Managerof the National
Bee-Keepers' Association at the appointed time, thus lessening the work of the secretary and preventing more or less
delay each year in keeping the accounts of the Association.
Therefore an earnest request is made that all members
send in their annual dues at or before the time of the annual meeting in July, which annual meeting is held in connection with the Texas Farmers' Congress.
The regular program was then resumed, and Mr. F. L.
Aten spoke on

THE PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED MONEY.
Mr. Aten remarked that the subject had been gone over
so many times that he feared he could add but little. He
astonished some of his listeners by making the remark that
this year he had not produced any extracted honey at all,
but explained matters by stating that on account of the dry
season he had no honey, the crop being an absolute failure.
He then related his methods of procedure in years when
a honey-flow is to be had, when he is a heavy producer of
extracted honey.
He uses 10-frame hives, with plenty of super-room,
sometimes tiering up four or five stories high. He uses the
regular full-depth body for extracting-supers, and allows
the queen to go up in these as high as she desires. As the
bees fill the supers with honey she will be crowded below,
or to the regular brood-chamber.
M. M. Baldridge, of Illinois, said that, as a matter of
course, honey could not be produced when there was no nectar to be gathered, but he said that he believed that when
honey was to be had, rousing colonies and plenty of superroom about covers the subject of producing extracted honey.
H. H. Hyde's most important requisites for the successful
production of large quantities of extracted honey are A
good locality, good honey-flows, strong colonies secured by
the use of prolific queens, and plenty of empty combs.
:

ANNUAL ASSOCIATION EXHIBIT.
Under the headof new business the following was given
attention

:

H. H. Hyde spoke on the importance of having a beekeepers' exhibit at each annual meeting of the Association
at College Station, and that premiums should be offered, so
that the bee-keepers would make the best showing possible,
of what the bee-keepers are doing. He also mentioned the
good results that would come to the Association through
this plan. After a lengthy discussion it was decided that a
committee should be appointed to consist of such persons as
would give careful attention to working up the matter.
Udo Toepperwein spoke relative to a bee-keepers' exhibit at the San Antonio Fair, as Pres. Brown of the Fair
Association had requested that the bee-keepers make an
exhibit. Pres. Brown also asked that he be advised as to
the exhibits the bee-keepers would have at the Fair, and the
amount of space they would require, as the Fair Association
had signified their desire to do everything possible to help
the development of this industry within the State.
The question of providing a suitable premium list for
use at fairs was then discussed.
H. H. Hyde was appointed a committee of one to take
charge of and secure exhibits and premiums at the next
meeting of the Association at College Station, in 1903 he
was also authorized to correspond about and solicit prem;

iums therefor.
Mr. Toepperwein and Secretary Scholl were appointed a
committee to co-operate with the management of the San
Antonio Fair Association, in adopting a suitable premium
list, and determining the amount of space that would be required by the bee-keepers' exhibits.
A committee, consisting of those appointed later by the
executive committee, was also appointed for the purpose of
securing exhibits for the World's Fair at St. Louis in 1904,
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and was given instructions to cooperate with similar committees from other sections of the Farmers' Congress.
As a standing committe to supervise and attend to any
future needs of the experimental apiary, J. B. Salyer and
F. L. Aten were appointed.
Prof. F. W. Mally, M. M. Baldridge, Dr. R. C. Buckner
and Hon. W. O. Murray, were unanimously elected honorary members of the Association.

THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY.
H. H. Hyde talked on this subject. Success in this is
more dependent upon right conditions than in the production of extracted honey. With a good locality and fast
honey-flows it is more profitable than the production of extracted honey. Here the importance of having good queens
aod strong, rousing colonies of bees, again comes in. Without these you will not succeed. The proper manipulation
of the brood-nest in the spring is of great importance. It
should be so handled as to induce the production of a great
many young bees, so that at the beginning of the honey-flow
the brood-combs will be filled with brood.
Shallow supers have their advantages over others, in
that they produce more capped honey, and sooner than
when deeper combs are used. Besides, in manipulating
hives containing shallow supers, the handling of the frames
individually is unnecessary, as all the handling is done by
cases, or full shallow supers.
Then, too, brushing off
the bees is dispensed with, the shallow supers being easier
to removd
The bees are smoked down, supers taken off,
and jostled roughly, when only a few bees will be left upon
the combs, and these will soon leave for home, freeing the
combs

of bees.

Mr. Hyde advocates using shallow supers with combs
in shallow frames, on all hives at the beginning of the season. He allows the queen to lay in these, thus giving her
more breeding space. Then, when section-supers are to be
put on, he removes the shallow-frame super, and thus the
bees go right ahead storing honey in the newly-put-on sections.

He also spoke in regard to having supers ready beforehand, to be immediately available when the flow comes on.
Care should also be taken to have such supers, containing
comb foundation, put away so they will be free from dust
or dirt, as the bees are slow about entering dirty ones.
Supers should not be put on until the flow is coming on, as
the bees have a tendency to gnaw down much of the foundation given them if sufficient honey is not coming in. Mr.
Hyde advises removing all comb honey from the hives as
soon as well sealed over, and before it becomes soiled. The
demand is more for comb honey in bulk, or, as formerly
known, "Chunk Honey." He explained how it was produced, in shallow extracting-supers, then cut out and fitted
into cans, after which extracted honey is poured over it to
fill up the crevices.
This packing is of much importance.
If the honey is put up honestly and neatly so that a giltedged article is produced, a good demand can be maintained
at remunerative prices.
L. H. Scholl told the bee-men how he used the shallow
extracting-super on all his hives the year around. In early
spring the queen is allowed to go upstairs and use it for ah
increased amount of room. Then, as more or less honey
comes in during the spring, before the main honey-flows, it
is stored upstairs and crowds the queen down into the lower
compartment and by the time the main honey-flow comes
on, the shallow super is about full. These are then raised
up and the comb-honey supers inserted between them and
the brood-chamber, when the bees go right ahead and fill
them with a vim not shown by any treated in other ways.
Thus a whole super of extracted honey is gained, besides
being very essential in the spring in providing a place for
;

the storage of all surplus, or honey not used in brood-rearing. It also prevents clogging of the brood-nest, which is
likely to occur where no such room is given, and saves the
honey which the bees otherwise would have had no use for,
and no place to put.

He, like Mr. Stachelhausen, prefers the divisible brood-

chamber hive, consisting of shallow-frame cases or supers,
and these have brought the best results in every trial for
several years by the side of several other kinds of hives.
The question was asked as to whether an entrance at
the top of the super would be of advantage. The reply was
that it would not be, as it would give too much ventilation,
would interfere with the nice finishing of the combs, and
that very few of the bees would make any use of such an
entrance; hence it would be usaJess.
"Should an excluder be used on the brood-nest when the
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comb-honey supers are put on
found necessary."
F. J. R. Davenport related

?

"

Answer: "No,

1902.

it is

not

his experience in producing
not in favor of producing what he calls
and
honey, /. e., in shallow frames, or bulk
comb honej'. He wants his in sections, of which he can
sell more than he can produce. He rehearsed the importance
of saving every section containing foundation starters,
drawn comb, and even the very small bits started in some
sections, as they are the most valuable in getting the bees
started when the honey-flow begins. He keeps these nicely
stored away, safe from the ravages of mice, rats, mothlarva? and dust, so that they are nice and clean when they
go to the hives.

comb honey.
a " cap

He

is

ball "

MARKETING HONEV.
M. M. Baldridge was

called upon for a discussion of
this subject.
He uses frames seven inches deep for combhoney production as well as for extracted. Then, instead of
using pails or cans, he has manufactured for him shallow
pans or trays which will hold just one comb when cut out
of the frame. He also sells his extracted honey for the same
price as comb honey — makes no difference in price sells
them in the same style of can regardless of kind. He said

—

was the bee-keepers' fault that a difference of price existed
between extracted and comb honey, and the bee-keepers
were foolish for ever having made any difference in price
between the two. If this had not been done, extracted honey

it

would today be selling

the uniformly higher price reHis, of course, is a retail market,
and under such conditions a uniform price for both extracted
and comb honey would be satisfactory but for a wholesale
business it wovild not answer.

ceived for

at

comb honey.

;

Mr. Davenport said that he wanted his honey in sections,
which he packed in twelve-pound cases and sells in his home
market. In regard to comb honey packed in pails and
buckets, he told of the quantity shipped in from the North

— adulterated goods

with but a strip of comb put in each
to deceive the public.
The people soon come to
dislike this glucose mixture, and prefer to buy what they
know to be pure honey, namely, that in the comb or in sections, which sells right beside the vile, adulterated stuff for
very much higher prices. He calls all his yellow honey
" Gold-Bug Honey," and all his white honey goes as " Free
Silver Honey," and if he had ISO cases of it in his own town
he could dispose of it in a few hours. "It knocks the 'cap and
ball honey out, every time." He related instances where
comb honey, put up in cans, when opened would boil out as
though it were all frying on the inside. He objects to the
way in which bulk comb honey is put up by many bee-keepers, the cans being smeared with honey, dirt and dust,
which certainly is anything but a good advertisement for

package

'

the industry.
He believes in advertising, and advertising right then
in putting the best of goods on the market, and with a little
talking they can soon be disposed of at good prices.
Prof. Newell arose to say that if there was anything by
which to successfully advertise one's business, it was by
one's mouth.
A motion was approved for the Association to purchase
144 copies of the Farmers' Congress Proceedings at 8'i
cents per copy, this being the number allotted to each section of the Congress. Owing to the fact that the bee-keeping section was not as strong as some of the other sections,
and owing to the fact that this number was not needed, the
motion was amended so that the Association should take 50
copies at a price not exceeding IS cents each. A sum was
raised for payment of this number, and the Secretary instructed to mail copies to the members.
[This matter has
been referred to the executive committee. Secretary.]
;

(Concluded

ae.Kt week.)

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions aqcompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of fl.OO
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but tp close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.
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compartment large enough to contain one frame. In the
a frame of brood, and in
central compartment I put
each of the other two compartments a frame of brood and
and one of honey, and a dummy, all bees being brushed

Contributed Articles.
Forming: Nuclei— A Review and
BY DK.

C. C.

Comment.

MII.LKK.

In the American Bee Journal for March 30, l.S<)>), paf,'c
198, a questioner proposed to make a nucleus by taking a
frame of brood and eggs and one of honey, and asked
whether a pint or .so of bees would do. I replied
:

"They may

protect themselves against robbers, and
they will be pretty sure to rear a tjueen, but the chances are
that the queen will be a very poor all'air."
On page 370 of the same volume, Mr. Doolittle objected
to my answer, and said
" \f four ijuarls of bees are taken from any colony of
the 14 our questioner says he has, and said 14 colonies are
all in the same apiary where he is forming his nuclei, as it
will be reasonable to infer, said four quarts will not be
enough to make a decent nucleus of those two frames, providing no precautions are taken to make that four quarts of
bees stay in that hive, for all but the very youngest, fuzzy
ones vrill go back home, and the fuzzy fellows run out in
the grass and all about the outside of the hive, where they
will perish."
That statement surprised me very much, and I said on
page 788
" If I should take four quarts of bees without any precaution, and put them on a frame of brood and one of
honey, I think enough would remain to make a fair nucleus
but as I have not actually tried for years taking bees from
a hive with a laying queen to form a nucleus, I am not posi:

:

;

tive

about

it."
484,

On page

Aug. 3, 1899, Mr. Doolittle was still more
in his statement, where he said
" As it is stated that Iowa intends to take the bees
which he is to use in forming his nuclei from the colonies
sweeping

:

'

'

'

with laying queens, shaking the bees from the combs and
giving them directly to said nuclei,' I would reply that under such conditions all the bees there were in any one colony from which thej' were taken would not be sufficient to
form a decent nucleus
The proposition does not even
hint at any precautions being taken to keep those bees in
the hive with the comb of brood and honey, and unless such
precautions are taken, there will not remain bees enough in
that hive to make a decent nucleus 24 hours later, no matter if two bushels are put in by the plan proposed for what
can not get back home again will run out of the hive and
scatter over the ground, through the grass and anywhere
but stay with those two combs in that hive. I know what I
am talking about, for I have tried it many times, even putting them in just at dark, only to find them scattered all
over everything surrounding the hive early the next morning, with scarcely a bee inside on the brood and honey."
In a nutshell, if I understand him correctly, Mr. Doolittle teaches that if bees and brood are put on a new stand,
the bees having been taken from laying queens in the same
apiary, they will in no case remain where put unless previously imprisoned.
It would not be a very difficult thing to ascertain from
the bees themselves whether Mr. Doolittle is correct or not,
and yet, being very much occupied, I never made any direct
experiment in the matter until recently. August 1 I formed
two nuclei by giving to each of them three frames of brood
with the usual number of adhering bees, the same being
taken from normal colonies in the same apiary without any
precaution whatever.
I may say by way of parenthesis, that I am not in the
habit of making nuclei so strong as this, because I either
use queenless bees or imprison the bees in the nucleus hive
for a day or more. This time, however, the bees were not
queenless bees, and no precaution whatever was to be taken
;

make them stay, and I thought a larger number of frames
of brood and bees would be more successful.
I did not look at the nuclei till three days later, when I
found a plenty of bees remaining to cover well the frames
of brood.
Then I thought I would try having about the conditions
that had been speciall5' mentioned. I took a nucleus hive
having three compartments, the two outside compartments
large enough to contain three frames each, and the middle
to
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from the combs. Then I put thu hive an a pair of scales,
and after taking the weight, brushed upon the combs 2?^
pounds of bees, allowing the bees to distribute themselves
over the combs. Then covering up al', I put the hive upon
an unoccupied stand and left it to its fate. Two days later
I found all three nuclei robbed out, not a drop of honey remaining. Notwithstanding that, two of the nuclei had a
sufficient number of bees remaining to make satisfactory
nuclei (the central and one of the outside ones), while the
third nucleus was deserted. I gave some honey to each of
the two nuclei, stopping the entrances for a day or so, so
that robbers could not enter, and they have held their own
against the robbers since.
In this case it will be seen that there were less than a
pound of bees to each nucleus, much less than "four
quarts," to say nothing about "two bushels," and, according to Mr. Doolittle's assertions, they ought not to have
stood a ghost of a chance for existence, and yet they did
exist, and that after having all their honey taken away by
robbers, and to-day 1.5 days after the formation of the
nuclei I find plenty of bees present in each of the two

—

—

nuclei.
I do not want it understood that I advise forming
nuclei with bees that are not queenless without taking any
precaution against desertion, but I think I have proved that
in this locality, and with my bees, there will not in all cases
be such wholesale exodus as Mr. Doolittle speaks of. I prefer queenless bees for forming nuclei, as such bees will
" stay put " more contentedlj-, but within the past two years
I have formed many nuclei by taking them from colonies
having laying queens, and imprisoning them in the nucleus
hives for a day or more by stuffing green leaves into the
entrance (green grass will not answer as well). I think
they are thus safer from robbers than if first imprisoned
after Mr. Doolittle's plan, and it is a good deal less trouble.
But I have lately formed new colonies (not nuclei) by

simply taking brood and bees from laying queens, putting
them in a hive on a new stand without any precaution
whatever, and so far I rather like the plan. On the 8th of
the present month of August, at the Hastings apiary, I put
three hives on new stands, each containing four or five
frames of brood and adhering bees taken from colonies
with laying queens, and put in each hive a caged queen.
Yesterday, Aug. Is, I was again at that apiary, and I found
each of the three new colonies well stocked with bees, a
moderate force of field-workers flying, and in each hive
plenty of young brood and eggs. I do not believe they
staid any better for the presence of the queen, for she was
a stranger to them.
I wish Mr. Doolittle would try the experiment of putting in a hive four frames of brood with adhering bees, so
as to see whether they would desert in his localitj'.
Why Mr. Doolittle's experience should be so different
from mine I do not pretend to explain. The kind of bees
may have something to do with it but 1 am inclined to
believe that for the majority of bees and the majority of
places my teaching upon the subject has been sound.
;

McHenry

Co.,

111.

Commercial Queens— Amount of Brood
Large Hives— Age of Workers at

in

Different Seasons, Etc.
BY

F.

GKEINKR.

queen-breeding, written by
Dr. Gallup, the contention is that queens reared by artificial methods are greatly inferior to those reared naturally.
The Doctor cites many instances to prove his position. He
has had a most exceptional experience with bought queens.
These things are
I have not had such disastrous results.
absolutely not true with the queens I have bought. The
very worst case I have had was with six very yellow queens
which did not go through the winter, and one other queen
which laid only "dead" eggs, or such as would not hatch.
Nearlj- all others were prolific enough to keep the combs of
a 10 frame hive well filled with brood, and attained the age
of three years.
It would not be fair to condemn all queens reared from
worker-larva; because Dr. G. has had such a singular
experience.
He says his bought queens would not lay
In the series of articles on
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to keep three or four frames full of brood. The
average commercial queens do a great deal better. Mr.
Case, treasurer of the Ontario County Bee-Keepers' Association, says the queens reared from young worker-larva: do
just as well with him as those reared naturally or under
the swarming impulse. xVt the present time I have only
three bought queens in my yard. They brought their respective colonies to a high state of populousness early in
the season, and when preparations were made for swarming I formed nucleus colonies with the queens in order not
to run any risk of losing them.
At this writing (Aug. 7)
these nuclei have again reached full normal strength, and
are ready for the buckwheat harvest. These are the rules,
not the exceptions. I can not understand what kind of
queens Dr. Gallup must have gotten hold of. I have no ax
to grind, as I do not sell queens.
In speaking of longevity of bees. Dr. G. judges and condemns certain mother-queens because he finds a certain
number of dead bees scattered around the hives. I wonder
whether that is the way he judges this matter, or any other

matter, for that matter. If it is, I don't give much for his
opinion. The only certain way to test the longevity of
bees of a certain queen is by changing queens or brood with
other colonies of different blood. How could the Doctor
tell whether or not the dead bees lying around were from
those special hives ?
Admitted that the bees from his
properly-reared queens live 90 days, as he says, does he
claim that when the time comes for them to die and it certainly does that they have vitality enough to go away and
die far off, while the offspring from his so-called degenerated stock dies in or near the hives 7 If his high-blooded
queens are no more prolific than those of deteriorated
blood, just as many bees of high-blood stock must die as
are born, the same as in the colonies of inferior blood. If
they are more prolific than his high-blooded colonies, thej'
must lose more bees each day than the others, and he ought
to find more dead bees around his rousing-big colonies.
This seems as plain as twice two makes four. I don't think
Dr. Gallup has claimed that his high-blood bees do ko/ die.
If they die, where do they die ?
(I do not mean to say that
during the working season the bees die around their hives
they don't. They die in the field, as a rule.) We must be
careful in our experiments and not jump at conclusions.
Dr. Gallup resides in California. From his writing it
seems his locality is favorable for bee-keeping. In such a
country a colony of bees requires a great deal more room.
The same number of bees would make much more of a
showing there than they would in a locality like mine, with
its regular, poor honey seasons.
Judging from the very
poor results I have chronicled for a long term of years, I
began to lose faith in my own ability but the wonderful
yield I have had in a distant out-yard with the same stock
of bees, mind you shows very plainly that a good locality
is the secret of success.
When honey flows the colonies
appear populous they may occupy half a dozen of 10-frame
hive-bodies. There is nothing wonderful about it.
As to Dr. G.'s bees living 90 days in the working season, I am skeptical, at the least. Mr. C. P. Dadant says, on
page 485, in substance, that bees hatched May 22 will all be
dead Aug. 1, thus making 70 days, the greatest age of a bee
at that time of the year.
It is well known that the Dadants,
for many years, have used very large hives, and their bees
ought to live as long as anybody's. Had Mr. Dadant, in
his experiment, changed his black queen for a yellow one
on June 1, instead of May 1, the chances are his bees would
have lived but 60 days, or less. On the other hand, Mr. D.
says that bees hatched Sept. 1 will live till May. With me
they live till July, /. <?., just a few of them. Cellar-wintering might bring about this different result I do not know.
Thus, it will be seen that different men have different
experiences, and arrive at different conclusions.
Mr. Gandy, of Nebraska, is another example of how
widely experience differs. He, like Dr. Gallup, is an advocate of large hives, because, as he says, bees will occupy
two combs on each side of the hive for storing pollen and
honey, anyway. This would leave but 4 frames of an 8frame hive for brood, which, of course, is not enough. Two
8-frame hives would not suffice. They ought to be 10framers, at the least.
In my hives of 10-frarae capacity, sometimes one comb
on each side is thus used for pollen and honey, but very
often yes, usually brood is found in these outside combs,
although not as much as in the others. In an observation
glass hive, standing by the window in my house, I can now
see brood again in each outside comb, the colony occupying
it having swarmed, and the young queen— an improperly
reared one is again doing her duty, as it seems.

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—
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In a 12-frame glass hive, in my yard, the brood reaches
the out.«ide comb on one side there is brood in lOframes.
These are the rules with my bees here, and my colonies
have probably as much brood in one hive-body as Mr.
Gandy's or Dr. Gallup's in two or three. It seems, anj-way, that with good honey seasons I can produce very
large crops, inferior queens and small, 10-frame hives not;

withstanding.
The experience of Mr. Gandy as to longevity of queens
differs widely from Dr. Gallup's.
Mr. Gandy's queens can
not stand the strain two seasons; Dr. Gallup's queens livi
six years.
Both of these gentlemen give their queens unlimited room. In my yards queens seldom live much over
three years.
The reason why the experiences of different men differ,
must lie in their peculiar location, as well as in the different management. Some men may also be keener in making correct observations. I am not able to detect a great
deal of difference in different stocks of bees, or in properly
or improperly reared queens.
I have often used two 10-frame hive-bodies for broodchambers, with both properly and improperly reared queens
in them.
It was
no uncommon occurrence to find 16
frames with brood in them but to obtain comb honey from
such colonies that has been a complete failure unless a
severe change was made at the beginning of the main
honey-flow, or soon after. In good honey seasons it may
not be impossible to obtain comb honey from these doubledeckers.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
;

—

Rearing Long-Lived
BY DR.

Queens— Other Matters.
E.

GALLUP.

In reply to Mr. Baldwin, on page 493, I will say that
last May or April (I have forgotten which) I received a
queen of the long-tongued variety, cracked up to be extra,
Well, she turned out entirely worthless, not prolific,
etc.
did not occupy two combs with as many eggs by one-half
as she should have done, and with all the coaxing that I
could do to have her rear bees enough so as to supersede
her, she died the last week in June with feebleness and old
age, and her bees failed to rear a queen to take her place.
Now, I have no doubt she was reared from a good strain of
bees, but she was reared out of season the fall before, and
It is a fact that a good strain of
in an unnatural manner.
Italians can and do work on flowers that ordinary black bees
can not reach. This fad of long tongues was gotten up by
some queen-breeder in order to sell his queens, and the
other breeders have taken up the cry in order to keep up
with him. Long tongues, improperly or unnaturally reared,
are a humbug, anyway.
The nearest right distance for frames is 1)2 inches
from center to center in the brood-chamber, instead of 1*4
.

I

them both ways.
On page 509, " One Way

have

tried

to Improve Stock," is a good
item to read carefully.
On page 502, in the article by F. Greiner, it seems that
he did not get at my true meaning about extra-large colonies producing long-lived queens. An extra-large colony
manufactures a large amount of electricity, heat or vitality,
while an extra-small colony is lacking in all these essentials or necessities for rearing good queens.
Mr. Greiner says we should not ignore the fact that
Mr. Doolittle and others are just as successful since practicing queen-rearing according to the new methods as they
Now, Mr.
were when queens were reared naturally.
Greiner, are you sure that is a fact, or have you jumped at
that conclusion without examining the facts ? I have examined the facts, and do not find your conclusions correct.
Mr. Baldwin says the truth should be spoken at all times.
Well, I have begun on this line, and now I shall speak right
out in meeting.
Being a prominent writer on bee-keeping, I have had a
great many inquiries as to whom I would recommend as the
best queen-breeder, and I almost invariably recommended
Mr. Doolittle. I also had queens shipped in my name for
different parties, and all that reported said the queens did
not turn out right. I have received private letters from
queen-breeders, stating they had received queens from him,
that they had paid an extra price for, and they did not turn
out right, etc. I tried one queen from him myself, and she
was no good. Four years ago, when so many were sending
me queens to test, he sent me two for a present. I think I
received them in August, and in the fall both colonies that I
introduced them to had dwindled down very low in numbers

—
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and both (jueens died before spring. They were probably
reared the season previous, and consequently died of old
ape. Mr. H. Alley sent nic two queens as a present the
same season — they were his Adel strain — and both colonies
peiered out before sprinjj.
Most people dislike tiiKlinR- fault with a queen-breeder
to his face, and so do I, but now we arc tryin(,' to get at
facts.
My motion is that queen-breeders, as a class, arc as
honest as I am, and I never had the least fear of beinff
hunjf for my honesty. Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Alley both
comply with all the neces.sary conditions but one for rearing queens, consequently their (jueens do fairly well the
first season, but almost invariably fail the second season.
There are exceptions to all general rules, I admit.
Now, gentlemen, if you can invent any plan in transferring common larva' to the cell-cups, whereby you can
attach that umbilical cord, you will then come up to NaLook this
ture, otherwise your ((ueens will lack longevity.
matter up thoroughly, and see what conclusion you arrive
at.
Don't find fault with me for coming to the conclusion
that I have.
Mr. Greiner went into a trifle of ridiculousness about
Gallup's long-lived queens. I wish to ask him one question
Mr. Greiner, are you aware that ridicule is not argu:

ment
by

excluder -and every one swarmed. To my mind that ought
It /oois just as if a lot of f|ucen-cell», where
to be expected.
the queen can not get at them, would bo an almost sure

HINTS ON

397.

IlISII.I'IfirjE Ol'

CAHBON.

lilsulphide of carbon, as described to us by Prof. Cook,
on page 39(i, is not the stuff some previous writers caused
us to think that it was. Pon'l pour it upon your food, or
your clothes, or your person. I may add, from the book of
my own foolishness, don't pour a lot of it into a well, thinking to sweeten up its ill-smelling water.

THE UTERAHV FIGHTEK.
picture of the home and apiary of Thaddeus Smith
(page 417) has a melancholy interest now that he has passed
over to the other shore. His antagonism to one of our most
cherished ideas —well, we are glad now that on our part
twinge of
the antagonism was no sharper than it was.
somelliing (can it be regret ?) comes when I remember that
he thought I was a little too severe. Paul indeed said, " So
fight I, not as one that beateth the air;" but we must also
be able to say, " So fight I, not as one that smiteth his fel-

The

A

low servants."

THAT PAPER HONEY-HOUSE.

ridicule.

That colony of mine that sent out the extra-large swarm
which filled three standard hives with bees, was not the
only one I had, it was only one out of seven, all buiit on the
same plan. I have said before that ray colonies in extralarge hives all swarmed from 1 to 10 days before those in
the standard hives, and I am foolish enough to attribute it
to the fact that their queens were all reared in extra-large
colonies, and on the superseding plan, as the previous season they did not swarm, and I honestly thought I had made
a non-swarming hive.
I
know that longevity of both
queens and bees were above those in the standard hives.
When I started bee-keeping in this State, the bees were
in 10 frame Langstroth hives, and, as I have before stated,
I selected two colonies to rear queens from.
I stimulated
them to have them rear natural queens early. One reared
17 and the other 19 queens
all had had 20 frames, and each
had 16 frames fully occupied with brood, and 2 more frames
;

managed

save every
one of the 36 queens, and all turned out extra-good in every
respect. They were good not only the first season, but
in each hive partially occupied.

I

to

good for four seasons.
Now, here is another thing
I do not know how many
letters of inquiries I have received in regard to queens,
prices of queens, etc., since commencing those articles, and
I wish it distinctly understood that I never have reared
queens for sale, and never expect to do so. So no one can
truthfully say that I have an ax to grind, other than to
:

Orange

benefit bee-keeping.

Co., Calif.

Apparently F. L. Thompson's paper honey-house has to
be tried and condemned, and accepted and laughed at, and
praised, and be put through all the chequered experiences

—

common

For some locations and uses I into novelties.
Light it by having one or more
cline to think well of it.
sections of the sides made of muslin double, with airspaces between, if a specially warm shanty is desired. So
much easier to keep it bee-tight than a board shanty, is one
prime good point. Still, if you trust honey in it at an outapiary it will get punched, and the bees will carry all away
Page 428.
in your absence.

—

KONKV OF CIVILIZED AND N.\TIVE BEES IN BRAZIL.
Honey of the civilized bee to eat, and honey of a little
native bee to make medicine of, is the way they fix things
Said little native is kept to some exin Brazil, it seems.

We get to thinking that quality in honey all comes
from the flower; but in Brazil, where they have a dozen or
more species of nectar-storing insects, the influence of the
gatherer is too plain to be ignored. The honey is good,
bad, or indifi'erent, according to the little paws and pipes it
tent.

^ The

i

AfterthouSht.

^
|

Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable QlasgCB.
By B. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. O.
H.\STY

ON A HOP, SKIP AND JUMP.

With a hop and a skip and a jump a number of weeks
have got to be gone over. (You see, I've been playing
truant

;

but the teacher kind

'o

intimated that he wouldn't

whip me, and so I'm back again.) The writers in those
numbers are lucky, or unlucky, just as they view things.
If they deem it a favor to be reviewed, their case is sad.
If
they consider my reviews as a traveler considers the attentions of the custom-house officer, let them chuckle that
their baggage has slipped through untouched.
A. PIPING QUEEN.
might guess that a queen piping up and down the
hive would stop laying; but it is better than a guess to
have so careful an observer as Doolittle tell us such is the

We

And a being-introduced queen, as long as she pipes,
not safe from attack. Page 423.

fact.

Page

has come through.

the

have been picking out, or smashing in, or cutting
away, as the case might be. Slow, disgusting, unsatisfactory work, and very apt to leave many of the larva;
The gasoalive, even when we had killed 'em our prettiest.
line slaughter-machine promises to make clean work where
it goes, and to go much more rapidly than fingers and forks.

Page

;

437.

BISULPHIDE OF CARBON TO PREVENT GRANULATION.
Yes, Mr. Davenport, find out, for it is an important
thing, whether treating honey to bisulphide of carbon vapor
does actually prevent granulation in the combs, or whether
the one case you experienced was fortuitous. Seems to me
we have had complaints that the vapor damaged flavor. Or
Must not expect to transform the
is my memory at fault ?
character of a thing without at least the possibility of transforming the taste also.

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

So Mr. Davenport "prevented" a considerable number
swarming by putting all brood above an

,

One of the very best little inventions of recent j'ears
way I incline to put it. And all about^ what, sure ?
Why, Miss Emma Wilson's oil-can full of gasoline for
worms. We (at least I) have been inspecting combs for
is

effort.
.*-•-•

A SW.\KM-PROMOTER.
of colonies from

438.

THE GASOLINE CAN FOR WORMS.

years

is

Page

swarm-promotcr.

Neither you nor any one else can overcome facts

?

585

The Premiums
for.

Look

offered this

at them.

week are well worth working
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4. How can I tell when to take measures to prevent a
colony from swarming?
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5.

Questions and Answers.

If nuclei are

and some of them

in the spring,

feeding.

»iir'*r>r>snsr>?T!r*f'>rwT*Tr'*eT'?T!ri'r>?'>fT^K

Mississippi.

Answers. — 1. You

CONDUCTED BY

be able to tell any difference
between the queens reared from Italian brood in the way
you mention, and those reared by Italian bees.
2. I suspect you're fooled as to all the drones being
killed off in your apiary
but if they are, there is little
doubt that neighboring apiaries will supply them.
3. Only one queen will likely be reared in each, unless
the colony is strong enough to think of swarming, for the
first queen that emerges will kill all her royal sisters in
their cradles. If you want to get more than one queen from
each, take away the cells nine days from the time the brood
was given, and give to nuclei.
4. By looking in the colony to see when queen-cells are

DR. O. O. MILLER, Mareago, Ul.
CThe Qiestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
d ifect, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.1

1. I had black bees in a box-hive, and drove them into
an Sframe dovetail hive. Then I waited until the bees
hatched, when I put them, with their old combs, in the
dovetail hive, and gave them eggs and hatching brood from
a golden queen. They reared a queen from the first brood

first started.

hatched, but since then -3 of it has died in the larva; state.
There is no odor or ropiness, it just dies and dries up. The
brood that is sealed hatches all right.
2. I reared 2 golden queens, and made nuclei
one shows
dead brood, and the other one does not. There are very few
bees here, and no disease anywhere around. I used new
hives, and full sheets of foundation, bought queens and
made the nuclei. My old bees are all sound. Now, what is
the cause ? and what shall I do ?
Pennsyi,vani.\.

5. Either dynamite or gunpowder would be a good thing
blow up anj' nucleus started in spring that failed to build
up by winter, unless it was started too weak to have any
chance, and then the bee-keeper needs — to be told to unite
the weaklings, unless he is anxious to save the queerls, in
which case he may feed up and try to keep them over sepa-

to

;

rately.
•^-•-^

Sweet Clover— Foul Brood.

—

Answek. It looks a good deal like nothing more than
a scarcity of bees. If there are not enough bees to care
fully for all the brood, the sealed brood will continue all
right, but some of the young brood will be starved.
If
guess is right there is nothing to be done now, as by this
time no more brood will be dying.

1. If I sow sweet clover in the spring of 1903 it will not
bloom until 1904. The following winter it will die, and if
it does not bloom until the second season of its life, how
will it produce any bloom in 1905 ?
2. Would '2 acre of sweet clover do much good for 25

my

.*-*-»^

colonies.
3.

Foul Brood?

I would like information in regard to disease that has
attacked some of my colonies. Last summer I noticed a
weak colony that had lots of brood that died before it matured. This dead brood was brown in color, but did not
smell badly, neither did it adhere to a toothpick if stuck
into it. The colony was rather weak in the spring, and had
to be fed. but it cast a swarm late in the season.
This
young swarm acted in the same way, only there was not
much dead brood, but it did not store any honey, and finally
swarmed. I put them back several times, but they would
not stay, so I put them with another colon}'. I do not know
whether the colony I have described before is the one I
united those bees with or not. I know it was a weak colony
when I took it from winter quarters, and I fed it partlyfilled sections of honey on top in a super, and put a blanket
over them but we had a very cold spring and I believe the
brood got chilled.
Please let me know what you think of it, and how to
find out whether it is foul brood or not.
Minnesota.
;

will not

;

Perhaps a Scarcity of Bees.

Is It

formed

do not build up to more than 3 or 4 frames, what do you advise doing with them ? Unite, or carry over the winter by

i

How long will

the disease
4. Will
5. Will
6. Will

a colony of bees live after they take
called foul brood ?
they ever appear to get better ?

they ever swarm ?
they ever work in the supers

honey be wholesome

to eat

If so,

?

would the

?

—

Answers. 1. I don't know of any possible way by
which you can have bloom in 1905 from sweet clover plants
that started from the seed in the spring of 1903. If you
want bloom in 1905, the plants must begin their growth in
1904.
2.

Yes, indeed.

There is no definite rule about it they may be finished up within a year, and they may live several years.
4. Yes, if the disease is not very bad it may appear to
be almost gone in a big yield of honey, but it's only fooling it will be faithful about coming back again.
5. Yes, sometimes.
6. Yes, and the honey is not injurious to the human
stomach, although death to a healthy colony of bees.
3.

;

;

—

Answer. In a matter of so much importance one cannot be too active in taking precautions, and a wise thing
would be to send in a tin box a sample to Dr. Wm. Howard,
Fort Worth, Tex., with a fee of S2, and then you can know
something

definite.
-^-^-^

Italianizing— Preventing Swarming-Uniting Nuclei.

Being desirousof Italianizingmy apiary, and not feeling
myself equal to rearing queens, nor wishing to purchase all I
need, I concluded to try a plan which 1 have not seen described, but would like to have your approval or opinion as
to its practicability.
To try
plan I took several colonies of black bees,
that failed to give any surplus this season, and removed

my

their queens. Then I took out all the combs containing
brood or eggs and exchanged them for a frame of brood
from a colony of Italians.
1. As they have no queen, and only Italian eggs, will
they not rear an Italian queen ?
2 If so, how will she be fertilized, as all the drones
were killed off more than a month ago ? Are there likely to
be drones flying from other apiaries ?
3. If more than one queen is reared by each colony, to
which I have given brood or eggs, how can I preserve them
from being killed ? I would use them on other colonies of
blacks.

One Colony Joining

a Neighbor Colony.

I may be taking up your time with something that other
bee-keepers know all about, but the incident is entirely new

to

me.

have a few colonies of bees, all numbered the other
little boy came running to me with, "Papa,
No. S is robbing No 4." I found, when I got there, that
there was no robbing going on, but a solid line of bees as
wide as two fingers going from No. 5 into No. 4. These two
hives stand on a platform holding 5 hives they are about 4
feet apart. The bees in No. 4 made no objection whatever,
and as long as they were satisfied I was, so I stood and
watched them migrate until a fair-sized swarm had passed
into No. 4. No. 4 was a small colony that I had made about
4 weeks before, and was not very strong, but had a nice lot
of capped brood ready to hatch. There has been perfect
harmony in No. 4 since the addition, and they are working
I

;

morning my

;

nicely.
I have handled bees quite a number of years, and have
read the most of the bee-books, but I don't remember ever
Illinois.
having seen a like incident recorded.

Answer. — You do not say anything about the condition
5.
If No. 5 was in good condition, having a laying

of No.

queen, the case
ported.

But

is

if

one perhaps unlike any previously reNo. 5 was queenless, it is not such an
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unusual case, except that it is very unusual for bees to pa.s8
over so unich space as four feet. Kven if the hives are four
feet from center to center, they passed over a pretty lonp
journey to be made on foot.
-•--*

1. How soon can a virgin queen's wing be clipped after
she leaves the cell 7
2. How soon will she commence to lay ?
3. Will she mate if her wing^s arc clipped as soon as she
leaves ?
4. How often do they mate ?
5. How would it work to put the entrance-guards on
during the swarming season, and not allow the queen to go
with the swarm at all ?
Is it safe
6. Are the queens mated that are sent out?
to clip their wings as soon as they are received ?

Iowa.

A

queen should not be clipped

till

she

begins to lay.

4.

No.
Once.
It

works

you

If

2. A queen is never old enough to kill so long as she is
doing exceptionally good work.
3. I suppose a number of them can, but it would hardly
be the right kind of advertising to give their names here. It
is possible, however, that no queen that reached you is as
good as when mailed. The handling of mail pouches is
worse in some places than others, as when a pouch is thrown
from a mail-car when the train is going at the rate of 40
miles an hour, and all queens received by you through the
mails may have an unusually rough experience.
4. Well, now
that is — you see, if I should say yes, the
editor would have to get a new hat of a larger size if I
should say no, he'd get mad and hire some other fellow to

—

answer these questions, and then I'd lose a lot of fun. I don't
quite like to say I don't know, so I'll say I'm keeping it a
secret.

-•-»

all

ding-flight.
6.

?

;

Answeks. 1. I don't know why she should fail in such
a sudden manner, but there is probably no hope that she
will ever be good for anything.

right if you take the proper care afterward. It will not do to leave the entrance-guard on permanently. The old queen must be allowed to take her wed5.

equal to natural-swarming queens

of such a breeder, name him I want to buy such
queens. The queens that I buy are worth about as much as
a one-cent postage stamp, and it cancelled.
4. Do you know that the .\inerican Bee Journal is the
West V'ikginia.
best paper published ?

;

She will lay at the age of ten days, sometimes sooner
and sometimes later than that.
2.

3.

fully

know

—

Virgin Queen.

Answkks. — 1.

queens

587

Yes, unless

it

were specially stipulated otherwise, no

queen-rearer would send out a queen that had not already
commenced to lay, at least no honest one would. It is safe
to clip the wing of any queen that has begun to lay.

Prevention of Swarming.

On page 499, under the heading " Prevention of Swarming," you say that you never knew of a colony of bees, after
they had reared a queen and she had commenced to lay, to
swarm that season. Now, if I understand the meaning of
that item, I have had just such an experience this season.
About May 20 I made a nucleus for 2 frames of brood, and
all adhering bees, from a strong colony
they reared a
queen, and in about 10 days after starting the nucleus I gave
them 2 more frames of brood, but no bees, and in due time
the queen commenced to lay, and, as soon as she got to laying
well, I commenced to spread the brood until she had an 8fraine hive full, and they increased very fast. I gave them
a super (shallow one) of drawn estracting-combs, and on
August 5 they cast as tine a swarm as I have had this season they stored a little honey in the combs, on top, but not
to amount to much.
They were given full combs all the
time to work on, so they did not have to draw out any. The
queen is from good Italian stock, but is mated with a biack
drone. I think this covers the case. If I am mistaken
please let me know.
Ilijnois.

Fastening Bees

in

Hives in Winter.

Do you think it is advisable to fasten bees in with wirescreen in winter, to keep mice out ? I did that last winter
but my bees were very uneasy. I carried them out-of-doors
several days but that would only content them for a short
time; they would come out and fill the entrance. They seem
to be doing very well this summer. Of course our text-book
tells us we must have our cellar mice-proof, but as we cannot all be so fortunate I would like to have some advice.
Io\v.\.

Answer. — It's all
screen, but all wrong

right to keep mice out with wireUse heavy wireto keep bees in.
cloth with three meshes to the inch, and the mice will be
kept out without fastening the bees in.

;

;

Answer. — Referring to page 499, I find I am quoted as
saying that one way to prevent swarming was to get the
bees to rear a queen about swarming-time, and when a colony has itself reared a young queen (of course about swarming-time, as before mentioned), I never knew or heard of
such a colony swarming till next year. The case you mentioned does not come within the requirements I have given.
The queen was reared in a nucleus, not in a colony, and then
with some aid it grew to a colony. It is possible there may
be an exception to the rule given, but it was given by a man
of no less experience than the lamented C. J. H. Gravenhorst;
but you will notice that the young qneen must be reared in
afiill colony about swarming-time.

A

Failing ttueen— Queens in

tiie

Dragging Out Young Bees.
I found your answer to my question, on page 473, regarding the whole destruction of "young bees'" (I note
your destruction to my term "brood"), and was disappointed that you could not explain it. At the time I wrote
I forgot to say that not only were the young bees driven
from the hive, but in many cases their wings were cut off,
not a vestige of a wing to be seen, but in cases where there
were wings there was no tremulous motion as you describe
indicating paralysis. It could not have been from poisoning or there would have been old bees crawling about as
well.
It seems strange that you have never met with nor
heard of such a case in your experience.
The colony I wrote you of, to which I gave an Italian
queen, now has young Italians in the field, and yet occasionally I see a grown bee come out dragging with it a

kicking, struggling Italian youngster, and either flies away
California.
with it or drops it near by.

Answer. — I am

sorry to say that I can do nothing more
to confess ignorance, and will be glad to yield the
The mutilated wings
floor to any one who can help out.

than

suggest the work of wax-worms, but on page 473 you say
"all are perfectly free from moths," and paralysis and
poisoning ar6 now ruled out. Can any one of the numerous
American Bee Journal family give any hint as to the trouble
of our good friend ?

Mails.

1. July 10 I had a very strong colony to swarm, and in
due time the young queen was mated, and she laid only a
very small patch of eggs in 3 combs, and she has not, or
will not, lay another e.%^. All the brood has hatched, and
not a sign of an egg is to be seen in the combs. The queen is
very small. Why is it that this queen will not lay any more ?
Do you think she will lay in the future ?
2. I have some queens that are 3 years old.
Would you
remove them and introduce young queens? These old
queens are extra-good stock.
3. Do you know of any queen-breeder who can rear

The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the finest bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.

•'

the

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
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Tennessee Queens

QUEEIS
Buy them

of

Daughters of Select Imported
Italian, Select long-tongued
iMoore's), and Select, Straight

The A. I. Root Company tell us our stock is
Editor York, ot the American Bee
Journal, says he has good reports from our
stock from (ime to time; while J. L. Gaudy, of
Humboldt, Nebr., has secured over 400 pounds
of honey (mostly comb; from single colonies
containing our queens.
We have files of testimonials similar to the
above.
Our Breeders originated from the highestpriced, Long-Tougued Red Clover Queens in the
extra-fine;

United States.
Fine Queens, promptness, aud square dealing, have built up our present business, which

was established

5-baod Queens. Bred

H. G. QUIRIN, the largest

Queen-Breeder in the North.

in 1SS8.

We had a very wet spriog, but through .lune
and the first half of July the bees stored

W.

ising.

H. Means.

12

1

$.75

Selected

Tested

$7.00

$4.00
5.00
8.00

1.00

9.00

Selected Tested
1.50
Extra Selected Tested, the
3.00
best that monej can buy
We gruarantee safe arrival, to any State, contideatal island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on SO or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to
.

([nirin

.

the (jneen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

[Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order office,]
Please mention the Bee Journal.

23.

Buckwheat Harvest at Hand.
Our honey harvest has arrived. Field after
field of buckwheat is white with bloom, with
acres still to come in Ijloom. My bees are
doing splendidly, are storing in the supers
very fast, and I have the second super on
almost all of my colonies. I think the honeyflow will continue for about three weeks yet,
as the farmers were kept back on account ot
the wet weather, some sowing as late as the
first of August— something I never knew of
their doing before.
As it takes from five to
six weeks to bloom, our honey harvest should
continue well into September,
J. A. McGowAN.
Butler Co., Pa., Aug. 23.

lbA26t

mm,
of

every

description

Jars,

.

,

,

Honey
Dealers....

Honey Crop WIH be Short.
We
and

A

swarm, that issued June 13,
10.
They clustered about
one hour, and then left for the woods. 1 was
not at home at the time, and was not thinking
about swarms at this time of the year, so I
was not prepartd. It was the first swarm I
ever lost in any way.
The crop of surplus honey will be short on
account of the wet weather. There was plenty
of white clover, but the bees did not work on
it very much.
(iEOFFREY A. Hint.
Tipton Co., Ind., Aug. 25.
prime, or

Don't Stop
my adv., as by my new system of queen-rearingr, I can fill all orders by return mail, and
they come in bj the hat full, and the liitle old
man here isn't lying about it, either. I can send
you the largest and linest Adel-(iolden CarnioIan Queens you ever saw. Practically a nonof bees.
75 cents.

MfcNRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

5

TO START YOU
ill

iiri--'nt

IN
with

J oil

BUSINESS
I

lie

III -t

.r-

.\

-m

in to slurt ymi in a mn.ij pavitm I'U^inf) 10 ceiity (:t full line ol t>itiiij^le3
an<l (Mrfctions Imw to bcirin.

and

removing the iiueen

unsealed brood.

In four or five hours
give them cell-cups primed with royal jelly,
and supply with larv;i' not over three days
old, and feed abundantly from four to five
days. By so doing you will have long-lived
queens and workers. In my 23 years' experience 1 have watched the nature of bees. I
find in a colony left to Nature's way, colony
No. 1 swarmed with 3 capped <iueen-cells and
Colony No. 2 swarmed
b unsealed cells.
without having started any queen-cells. Colall

ony No. 3 swarmed with 2 sealed queen-cells,
and r> unsealed cells, and 2 unsealed cells
started on drone-brood.
Why should Nature
make a mistake by starting queen-cells on
drone-larvse ;
Arthur Stanley.
Lee Co., 111.

price from 35
cents to $1.00 in dining-cars. Also
meals a la carte. City ticket office,
Chicago, 111 Adams St. For detailed

Club Meals, ranging

CO.. CbicaKo.

Ilia.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
If you are interested in Sheep in any way
jou cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

fVool inarketM

and

in

information address John Y. Calahan.
General Agent, 113 Adams Street.
45— 36A3t

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

have made arrangements 80 that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

S»
Sweet Clover (white]
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

$ .75

90
1.00
1.20

80

lOBs
$1.40
1.70
1.80
2 30
1.40

2516
t.^.25

4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

50B>
$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

eEORSE
*

146

W.

YORK & CO.

Erie Street.

CHTCAaO,

ILI,

iSbeep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
bis industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAOO,

ILL.

Bees Did Well— Bee-Martins.

My bees have done well for this bad season,
and are still at work. I had two prime
swarms last .Saturday, and two on Monday.
I wonder if I am a member of Uie American
Bee-Keepers' Association J I sent Mr. Seeor
my dollar, but do not know for sure whether
1 was black-balled or not.
I want to tell you something about the beemartin, that may be new to a great many beekeepers. They are rightly named bee-martin

— king-ljird

may

lie

something

else.

The

bee-

martin will locate on a dead limb of a tree,
post, or on the comb of the house,
near the bee-yard, and if you will watch him

on a high

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailer'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

13Atf

m The Life of the Wheel
//^

depends upun the make of the whee'

WHEELS
ELECTRICKicany
^vat:on.i^tral^:ht

lastiilrm-st mi.'VLT-.

orBtab'gt^rua M-ukus. Write tor ttie uatalogrue. We mailit free.

WUEELCO., Box I6i Qulncy, Ulfc
flease mention Bf^e Journal -wnen writrna,

KLIi^VXUlO

Dittmer's Foundation

takti-

DRAPER PUBLISHING

American

sleeping-cars.

vestibuled

first

swarm Aug.

I'repare the colony by

N. Y.

Write for illustrations.
Please mention Bee Journal when "WTiting.
35A4t

Breeding Oueen<i. each,

SPRING HILL, TENN.

Cleveland and Return. $8.50
on Sept. 26th and 27th, via Nickel Plate
Road. Return limit of Oct. 28th may
be obtained by depositing tickets in
Cleveland. Three trains daily, with

Beating Nature at Queen-Rearing.

C. G.

swarming race

1st

JOHN M. DAVIS,
14A26t

144

STUTTS GLASS GO.,
Manufacturers,
145 Chambers ST, NEW YORK.

Discount after July

for circular.

We

had

4 colonies of bees, spring count,
increased to 12 Ijy the first of July.

cast a

cialty.

Send

$850

Prices of

1st:

WARRANTED

My

(iieenwood'Co., Kan.. Aug.

GOLDEN and LEflTHERGOLORED QUEENS, after July
6

within 3, and but few within
Smiles. No disease. 29 years*
experience.
QUEENS, 7 5 cents each;
TESTED, $1.50 each. Discount ou large orders.
Contracts with dealers a spe-

steadily.

19 colonies, spring count, increased to
32 by natural swartning, and have stored
almost 1000 finished sections to date.
A week ago it was dry and hot here, the
bees had been out of a job for nearly a mouth,
aud corn and hay were drying up, but it has
rained almost every day this week, and the
prospect for a good fall (low of nectar is prom-

miles

3J4

apart, and mated to select
drones. No bees owned withnone impure
in 2% miles;

Prospect for a Good Fall Flow.

To matte cows pay, use Sh<irple8 Cream Separators.
Book Business DairyiDM&Cat.21:^ free. W.CheHter.Pa

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I use a PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATIO^I and
.J

Work Wax

Into FoMclatioii

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree ou application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

—
Sept. 11,
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very closely you will notice tlm( lio nets very
iiiiK'li like 11 (111); 111 lly-tiine, snttpiilnif al llles
iibove his nose ami head.
The iimrliiiN alIract bees to tlieni similar to the way tlin
dod drttw.i llie.'i. How ; Well, I will tell you:
When God made man he provided for him
see 3
And when he made the iiiartlii ho
placed a nice, lillli>, falTron-folmed llower in
the center of his head, and covered it over
with a few loni; feathers, hinijed to the scalp,
that can he raised or iiarled. This pretty
llower is seen liy the liees a lonn way off, and
when close eiioii;;li almost lo alij,'ht on the
llower the hird throws up his heail, makes a
few quick snails, and all is over and the
trap set for the next victim. These birds
used to eat thousands of bees, no doubt, in
by-gone days, but in late years they have all
been chased away by the En^ilisb sparrow.

—

—

Now,

I

suppose

I'rot.

Cook and

others will

laugh at this as a poor joke. To all such
say, shoot one and examine his head closely.
I'eoria Co., 111., Aug. L'S.
W. P. Tiiknek.

Bee-Heepers-Attention

He

is

the only

can give you a delinite answer.

Storing After Aug.
On page

man

that

Editoh.]

10— Kafflp

put your

Copn.

J. A. Watkins wants to know
if it is not a fact that bees do not gather any
honey after Aug. 10, in any part of the country, and the Etlitor wishes some one to aniS.'ili,

swer. Two years ago I did not get any surplus honey at all until after that date, and
had one colony that gave me 96 sections of
nice comb honey, another 72 one-pound seclions, and several that tilled two supers of "24
sections each; and they gathered honey until
the first heavy frost, about Oct. 10,
are right in the midst of the honeyHow heartsease, goldenrod, sunllower, and
various plants are in full bloom, with plenty
of moisture to date. If the frost holds off I
expect some of my colonies to equal those of
two years ago.
If you want something to yield pollen in
the fall, just sow two or three acres of Kaffir
corn about June 1 to 10; the white variety is
preferable, as it has larger heads, and, when
it begins to head out, you will think your
bees have all left their hives, by the hum they
make in that Held of Kaffir corn. It will pay
you in feed, too, if you have horses, cattle or
sheep to feed.

low,

upon

its receipt,

I note what has been said about artiliciallyreared queens, and (|ueens reared under {he
swarming impulse. Dr. Oallup claiming the
latter to be
much superior to the former,
while Mr. Alley claims superiority for the
artiticially-reared queens.
Dr. Gallup's articles contain much which I heartily endorse.
Mr. Alley, backed by 40 or more years experience, likewise is correct, and I have every
reason to believe that if these two gentlemen
were to spend a season in the same apiary
rearing queens, their views on queen-rearing

would harmonize.
>f late years I have come to the conclusion
that there are three factors which must be
present in rearing good queens, viz.
To
have the cells started with the proper-sized
an abundance of royal jelly; and,
larva';
last but not least, to have the cells reared and
hatched in the proper temperature. These
are the three essential elements to rearing
good queens; should either one be absent,
poor queens will be the result.
Great care must be taken
handling cells
until maturity; not that shaking the cells
will break the young queen's neck the injury is not caused by the sudden jerk exactly,
but it has the effect of shaking the embryo
into the cap of the cell, and there it will
simply starve, no difference how abundant
the supply of jelly has been.
I have noticed that in cell-building a larva
will drop down out of the jelly
the bees, in
:

This

is

a good time

vjjjV

to send in your Bees-

'*''*'

wax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

Impure wax not taken

at

best yel-

any

price.

&

CO., 144

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS."

MUTH'S POUND SQUARE KLINT-GLASS HoNEY-JAKS, with patent
air-tight GLASS STOPPERS, at S5.S0 per gross. F.^k Sui'eriok to Old
Style
WITH Corks. Try a gross. Just the thing for home market.
CRATES OF TWO 60-Ib. CANS, been used once, in good condition, in lots

of 5 crates, 40c each

;

10 or more, 3Sc.

This

lot is

limited

;

order at once.

QUEENS! The Best Money Can Buy!
BUCKEYE STRAIN 3BANDED are the genuine RED CLOVER WORKERS. MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS can not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

A

trial will

;

6 for $4.00.

Selected tested, $1.50 each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.
meutioi, Bee Journal wh..Ti wtiux/'

convince you.

Send

THE FRED W. MUTH
j-te^-rH

I
^
1^
^

^

Fancy Gl assed Co iiil) Honey

Any

bee-keepers in

New York

it

to their interest to write to the

^

&

144

alifrkJ-nia
Vi/ctlllUrilld

146 Erie Street,

I* yo" care to know of Its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
copy of Call-

I

1

ir

or Resources, send for a sample
oraia's Favorite Paper—

The

Agricultural
Published weekly,
andsomelj illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-

copy

Queens

&
^

you want the Bee-Book

FOR HIS
Liberal DigcountB to the Trade.

San Francisco, Cal.

M
-

ILL.

" Bee- Keeper's Guide."

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

Prof. A. J. Cook,Claremont, Cal.,

free.

Market

^!

sendJ1.25to

and

Horticultural
Saper of the Pacific Coast.

330

glassed sections),

|
^
^•

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Pacific Rural Press,

The leading

ple

(in

undersigned at once.

GEORGE W. YORK &

If

^

or Pennsylvania producing either

White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey
will find

Ready to Supply by Return flail

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians cents
which
0_J Ctrk^TCt.f
WitJVCI CillC^a^nc
UCCl la, gathering.
75

;

6 for S4.00.

records behind in honeyUntested, $1.00; 6 for S5.00.

left all

IV>^"

V^

Carniolans

m

— They are so

than

a'll

highly recommended, being more gentle
Untested, $1.00.

others.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

—

;

or 29 cents in trade.

GEORGE W. YORK &

f
A Comment on Queen-Rearing.

Watertown.Wis.

CO.,

Address as follows, very plainly,

—

The American Bee Journal is all right, and
no bee-keeper should be without it.
J. M. LiNSCOTT.
Gage Co., Nebr., Aug. 28.

LEWIS

J^
27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. ^

We

(

money

G. B.

I

Forest City, Iowa.

!

into New Fangled I5ec-Mives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, .such as the rejfular l)ovetailcd hive arranffed for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the larg-e»t honey-producinp sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Uo not

1

Itwould be very easy to find out as to your
membership, Mr. Turner, by writing to the
tieneral Manager, Mr.
Eugene Secor, of

589

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2i46°2i48 Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Please Mention

tlie

Muih and

A. Muth.)

Bee Jonrnal I^I?r^??H...
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their efforts to get it back, will keep on drawing out the cell, until sometimes it is tvviee
the natural size: such a cell will never hatch.

Whenever I handle cells, and if by accident I
should jar them so that 1 think any of ihe
larv:i' have dropped in the caps of the cells, I
simply reverse the stick of cells and gently
shake the larv* down into the jelly again.
At one time I thought it quite necessary to
shake all cells to get the bees off, and when
doing so I always reversed the slick and
shook back what larviP might have dropped
out of the jelly and I never had any trouble

BEES AND QUEENS
We

have a strain of

bees bred specially for
and
hoijey - gathering
longevity. We feel confident of giving satisfaction.

PRICES:
for the

remainder of this

season
Untested (jueen
$ .60
80
1 Tested Queen
1.00
1 Select Tested Queen
l.SO
1 Breeding Queen
1-Comb Nucleus, no queen 1.00

in the cells hatching.
It is now quite evident to

1

.

.

STRONG,

J. L.
204 East

.

Logan

St.,

Clarinda, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2SAtf

WE WANT WORKERS
D/%VC
H^B^^V

^^ ^r M ^^P
^^ make

money working for us.
\\ e furntshcspitaltoBiartyin mbaaiSfud OB 10c stamps or s'lver for full in»tnictir>ns and a line of
aampleBtoworkwith. uRAPER PUBLISfUNfi CO..Chlcfleo.lU.
DBBS.

Bees Have to Loaf.

Please mentioii

has Vieen a backward season here. I had
tofeedmybees in June to keep them from
starving. We have not had a pound of surIt looks as if we
plus honey this season.
might get a little surplus from the heartsease,
as the bees have just commenced to work on
It rains every other day. to they have to
it.

Bee Joiimal "when writina

It

loaf, like the farmers.

Ada.m Wixrow.

BINGHAM'S PATENT
lUdYor'arcufar.
2SAtf

Efees.

;

Bees have done moderately well here all
the season through, but have swarmed entirely too much— just enough honey to keep
brood-rearing under good headway, and to
keep the bees swarming. The hives are full
below, and but little surplus has been ob-

owing
Next week

tained,

to so

much swarming.

is our State Fair— Aug. 2fi to
SuperintendSept. .5— to be held at Lincoln,
is expecting a big show this
Whitcomb
ent

year in the Apiary Department.

handsome premiums

Some

are offered by the

very

for

Round

Trip

or S8.S0 to Cleveland, Ohio, and return
via Nickel Plate Road, Sept. 2(ith and
27th, with extended return limit of Oct.
28th by depositing tickets in Cleveland.
service.
First-class equipment and
Three daily trains. Chicago Passenger Station. Harrison St. and Sth Ave.

Write John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

Adams St., Chicago,
46— 36A3t
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for particulars.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalOK.
M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
flease mention Bee Journal

when wi itine.

have his hands full defending
Mr. Gaudy's recent assertions.
Well, I must quit and goto cutting grass
and weeds around the hives again. I kept
the entrances clear during the flow, but lately
the bees in many of the hives have to crawl
up the front and climb on the cover before
they can Hy away. It has been a great year
for grass and weeds to grow.
C. Davenport.
Southern Minn., Aug. 25.
for he seems to

Short Crop Expected.
After the heat and drouth of last summer I
prepared 30 colonies of bees for winter on the

Twenty-nine of them winstands.
tered nicely, but 8 of them dwindled away,
the spring being so cold and backward, as has
been described in so many of the reports.

summer

fruit-bloom, and from
I fed the bees until
that time on they were able to make a living.
We had considerable rain and very cool
weather, but they began swarming the last of
May: it kept raining, and they kept swarming; sometimes two or three swarms would go
toget-er, and I would hive them, and they
would go to work as though there was only
one.
There was basswood and white clover in
aliundance, but it rained so much that the
white honey crop hei-e is rather short. My

honey crop is still an unknown quantity the
late honey is just coming; the bees are working nicely, but it rains very often. The honey
season is short here, and very late this year.
;

are afraid of

being overtaken by the

Mrs. Paul Barrette.
Crawford Co.. Wis., Aug. 20.

frost.

Last spring we moved our entire apiary two
Moving in March, the
miles nearer town.
weather was rather cool, but the roads were
smooth. The hives were all still packed with
The entrances were
their winter packing.
closed, and then the hives were s^t iu a
wagon, one on top of the other, and all were

The Emerson Binder

Long-Lived Queens.
have succeeded in getting more honey and
of better quality than any of my neighbors,
and it is the reading of bee-books and beepapers that has enabled me to do so.
Since reading Dr. (iallup's articles on "How
to Rear Long-Lived Queens," I had a chance
I

in safety to their new location without
the breaking of a single comb, or losing a
colony. They were moved so carefully that
the bees did not seem a bit restless, or hardly
-J. M. Young.
notice their removal.
Cass Co.. Nebr., Aug. 27.

moved

examine 2.5 queen-cells the bees built after
the queen was removed, and I found little
threads running from the abdomen of every
queen and fastened to the side and base of
the cells.
I have some queens going on their fourth
year, and, so far as I can tell, they do not
show any signs of failing yet. They were
reared by the Doolittle plan. A queen that is
poor ani way is not allowed to live in my
apiarv, l:)ecause poor queens make poor colonies, which are unprofitable.
to

Honey Season.

story is told, the tale is ended, for the
season, so far as the white honey crop is concerned. The season has been a most peculiar
and unnatural one. The bees broke all known
to swarming, and almost
rules in regard
everything else, for that matter. The season
was a cold one. but it kept me warm the most
of the lime to handle them; in fact, they got
the upper band and were boss for awhile, but
by putting in from It! to 24 hours a day I
soon got on top. and kept there.

The

The crop was light, but I got enough to
buy food and clothes for another year, and will
also be able to lay up a few hundred dollars
for the long, rainy days that may come some
So things might have been worse than
lime.
they were.

have been in bloom for some
time, and the bees appear to be doing a good
business, but I have examined a number of
hives and lind they are barely making a livFall (lowers

Cheslet Pkesswood.
Bradley Co., Tenn., Aug.

have just finished delivering 7000 pounds of

2,5.

Getting a Bee Tree.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is neces-

sary.

QEORQE W. YORK &

ing.
I

'.

We

mana-

gers.

Results of the White

!

But now, when some of the highest livingauthorities disagree point-blank on the best
methods of rearing queens, what are we common bee-keepers to do
We have to rear our
own, for, according to Dr. Gallup, what we
can buy are worthless. I hope Mr. Alley will
give us his latest method.
What he has said
Editor E. R.
so far has kind of iarred me.
Root takes the matter cooly and calmly, and
points out that somewhat different methods
maybe best according to conditions, but he
does not devote much space to this matter,

SmOKOfS

BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich.
Bee Journal when -WTiLiiLg.

One Fare

White clover has bloomed later this year
than ever was known in this locality however, but little honey was oljtained from it.
The prospects are, that there will be a heavy
bloom next year.

stock

T. F.

Please •nention

Scott Co., Iowa, Aug. 27.

Late White Clover— Moving

honey in a city 20 miles distant it was hauled
Ijy team over rough roads, but not a comb
was broken.
What, has been said about queen-rearing
lately is interesting, to say the least.
I have
.iust read, and bad a hearty laugh over. Editor
York's comments on the Wisconsin ex-bachelor who imported a " queen " of superior
;

:

me that there are
many poor queens due solely to the fact that
they do not get all the benefit of the jelly
placed in the cells for them.
The above is simply one inkling of the
many, showing why tonietimes poor queens
result from what appears to be a nice batch
of cells.
The subject is altogether to inexhaustible to
be thoroughly discussed in one or two issues
H. G. Qvirin.
of a bee-paper,
Erie Co.. Ohio.

Sept. 11. 1902.
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give you a description of an adventui'e I had out of town the other evening,
went to get a bee-tree, which
we
when
cut the tree
we brought all right.
down, plugged the hole where the bees went
oil
the
lower
end
as well as
sawed
in and out,
the top, and brought home the chunk witli
the bees. It was about 4 feet long, with a
cavity about 12 inches in diameter, and H feet
We sawed the lower end as
() inches long.
close to the comb as we could without harmThe bees were very well
ing the comb.
I will

We

!

AiMEWCAN BEE JOURNAL.
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iiiark(Ml Italians, arut we had no ti'oubtc
llieni ('(Mniiitr "lit ; tlify fluster-fii up in

with

>Jrf<

LanQsirolfi

[The item referred to was

fiuite

well writ-

newspaper, but
hardly of sullicient interest to our readers to
copy in these colunnis.
But thank you for
sendini; it, Mr. Martin.
EniTou.j
for a

all rij;ht

local

—

Wet and

Cool Weather.

I have been exceedingly bu,«y this season
looking after lOU colonies, spring eount, and
doing carpenter work. I get the money from
the latter, and the experience from the former.
It has been extremely wet and pretty cool.
We had a good honey-flow for about a week
the first part of .July, but the Ijees have been
getting only enough to keep up brood-rearing
since.
We still hope for winter stores, but
may not get them.
I have been rearing queens since 1891. and
never had as poor luck I could not induce

have been a close observer, and have seen a
good many things that look strange— drones
with white heads, drone head, thorax and
wings with mn-kcr bixlie.s and tili/iyn-s. Had a
lot of the latter caught to send in last fall,
but did not. I have studied the tent-mating
problem for over 10 years, but have not tried

may some

Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oufj^ht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pajjes, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknovrn to all the readers of the American Bee Journal

Bach subject

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
is

—

;

THREE NEW

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

&

CO.

CHICAGO. ILL.

146 Erie Street,

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED
wno work
Cow

ti'

Tiirel lb(>8t?

huve
Kryf
1(1

for UB.

beefiers hI.i a\s

We Start

you in business. Vou iiinke
w<irk.
furnish capital. ,S«nd
cfuiH for full line of samples and nartlculars.
inimej-.
fin-tiLs.

We

Easy

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO..

Cbicago.

Ills.

Gomb and Extracted fioney!
State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY
Warifi^'H-^''*''"'^*^*'
dllLCUMail sample, aad state

^^_.^^^^^^^
•"^"^^^^"^^^^^
John

P.

34Atf

styleof pacUag'eand price
delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River St., Chicago, III.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

yi<

>T«"

Business of interest to all beekeepers will be presented. All are invited.
1"03, at lOa.ni.

J.

B.

Pagg, Sec.

Close Saturdays at 1 p.m. —Our customers and friends will kindly remember that
.July 1, for three

luonths

we

and bee-supply store at I
p.m. on Saturdays. This is our usual custom.
close our office

Nearly all other firms here begin the Saturday
afternoon closing with May 1st, but we keep

on account of the local
find it more convenient
to

Saturday afternoons for bee-supplies.

SHEEP MONEY a'„«J°.?°to'«!l.'!^J
you work

for up. \Ve uili start vou in
and furni^ih the capital, "w ork
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
samples and particulars.

.tmsinesa
lli^ht

>|i.- >!>»

W

>^" >j.

vtiyfii^

Chicago,
duced

Au(f. 11.— Some

in lin.. ,s now on Hale.
off in appearance

comb honey
KancT brings

pro15c-

or >|ualil}r selln at
l.lC'Hi: for white; amber gradcH.
3 and 3 cent«
per pound less. Exti.icted is selling at h'n.lc
for white; liKht amber, .S)<(ai,c; dark,
-'S.SJic
There is a fairdemand tor all gradesand kinds'.
Beeswax steady at 30c.
R. A. Bdkmktt <k Co.

KansasCity, Aag..TO.-Thedemand forcomb
IS

honey

good. The receipts ;ire noi large We
fancy white comb. He; No. 1, white 13'*
'^'=Extracted, white, 6c aml^^^l",'^ ' ^-.T

i|uole

ber, SCgtSiic.

Beeswax,

Z2I'j,2Sc.

C. C. Clkmo.ns & Co.
Cincinnati, Aug. 30. -The demand for comb
honey at present is very good; all shipments
are sold r|uick at IStolbc for No. 1 and
fancy
\\e advise shipping while demand is good
and
before the western carloads are here. In
weeks from now carloads will arrive, thenthree
demand IS satisfied, sales harder to make, and
prices demoralized. E.vtracted honey is
sellinir

as fast as

It arrives, at the
following prices:
Amber and Southern in barrels, ai iS^&fcUc
according to the quality. White clover, 7U&«c

Beeswax

is

scarce at

.TOc.

The Fred W. Mcth
Albant, N.
honey

is

Co.

Aug. 23.-The demand for
improving with the unusual cool
Y.,

weather, the summer resorters returning
home
hungry. We quote: Extra white comb, lVai6cmedium, 14@l5c. No other grades coming
yet
We want to caution shippers against shioping by express, as it arrives almost invariably
broken. E.tpress companies are stamping
the
cases Received at owner's risk," which
seems
to cause their employes to " play
ball " with it.
t reight handlers are flower, more
careful, and
less broken, and much cheaper.
We advise
sending by freight only.
6. R. Weight.

New York, Aug. Il.-New crop comb honey
New orkand Pennsylvania is beginning
m limited quantities. There is a good

from

"i

to arrive

for fancy white at 14c, and No
13c
and exceptionally fine lots will possibly1 at
bring
^"""^ ^^^^^^ <l"i«t at from
fni'."^ As
T°''f10(ai2c.
to extracted honey, fancy

grades

and 5@S^c for light amber. Southern in
barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 47
ta„Oc oer

line of

DRAPER PUBLISUINQ

CO., Chicago, llli.

Please meutloti Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

gallon

from

according to quality.

Beeswa.M dull at

Hildreth & Sbobi-kek.

2,ia2Sc.

CINCINN.4TI, Aug. 20. -New comb
honey is
not coming in so plentiful, so far.
Whatever
has come in, and is fancy water-white,
has
=""^ ^°''' '" s""-" at from
^J°°^ P""' "'^"^
""P'
last vear, fancy
n for
f
, ,""^.S
sells
14c. The market for extracted
is more
lively and brings: Ambe-, fromS(asH.c:
^'',m'!f

f™"

•

^t''^,^^^?""=^"*-"?-20-'W^Wtecomb.l3@14=;
""."• **'"=• Extracted, white
amber. ^aSH; amber, 4',®—
Beeswax, good to choice, light. 27(a29c;
"
dark *

THE COIL

45@26c.

PAGE FENCE requires hit?h tempered wire.
VXUE WOVKN WlllK FKNCK CO., ADiUAN%>IirH.
l-'iease u.entioi. Bee Journal "when wnuue,

In

leather-colored
(iolden Ital-

100
_ _ Colonies s
Langstrotn Hoffmann standard
lame
_

_

_

_

_

_

hives, on
leather-colors
frames.
f

My

IS

for sale in ^'

have again taken

offeritig or arriving of any sort.
is firm throughout, current
values are being better sustained on
comb than
on extracted, for the reason that the latter
has
'" some extent on outside demand.
A°,,
P^° comb
All
the
honey offering will be reqnired

Jt"^ fu'^''
While
the market

The shipment of comb honey has
never proven satisfactory, and the
production
IS in consequence restricted
to small compass
locally.

premium at the Minnesota State Fair this
same as they did last year. Delivery at
any time before winter. {Ample stores guaran1st

year,

teed!: Sinf?ly, $5; in lots of 2U, $4.50each,

on

ANSELL,
WZ. R.
Lacs Apiaries.

37Alt

MILACA, MINN.

Mille

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
Device

is

WANTED

car.

The MoNETTE Queen-Clippine
if

>?«

fv^."C:^°T'u:
Shii.-'A;
light

later

who

W

alfalfa

Utah.-The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold the annual convention in the City and
County Building, Salt Lake Citv, Utah, Oct. b

bee-keepers

!<^

water-white, from 6@6>4c; white clover,
from
i&.iic. Leeswa.x, 28c.
C. H. W. Weber.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

call

4»

.

time.

had expected to go to Denver, but the
honey will not pay the bill.
I will try to give a full report later, it
I can
find the time.
I dehorn cattle during the
winter, taking the horns from 265? last season, and one season from 30.^6.
It is surer
pay than bee-keeping, but harder work.
Theo. S. Hl-rley.
Tama Co.. Iowa, Aug. 25.

open two months

,,u. .•!< ."tt

demand

I

beginning with

jte »Si

aojthinjf

;

I

iK

AND BEESWAX

HONE,y

I

"*!>?•'

TI16H0I161)B66

in upper stories, after having fed
for weeks.
I can get larger cells, and I think
better (|ueens, Ijy using queenless bees.
I

;

•!<

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

good work

yet

on...

t

ten— and

it

•!'. .«•<

tin*

top of \\n: cavity, and fitayod tlirri;. Tlic man
wlio found tlu'in Inis Iiad blood in liis nyv over
since, and has ln't^n out on a still hunt for the
iiiftii who ri'|iorl(Ml the
iinittei- to the vlllai;e
edit(n"
and ]\r says he will turn he hees Ioom^
on hitii when he liiitls him (lint that will not
scBru nie any). The liees are doink' wed, and
I think I will buy them before he linds his
man, and then 1 will nive hini tlie huinh.
1 am very ;^hid 1 had
the Ihhuh" of superintondinjf the fjettinj,' of the bees, and I think 1
will transfer tliein in a weel( or two.
I was
very triad Kditor ('. H, Mellenry, of our local
paper, took as deep an interest in the alTair
as he <liil, for, by his writini; the article, of
which I send you a copy, he has caused the
people to take more interest in bees and
honey. I am positive that it has helped the
cause a (irreat deal.
Ciias. Mautin.
Ramsey Co., Minu., Ang. 26.
;
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a fine thin^ for use in

catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 2S cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
3 year at $1,00; or forfl.lO we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeat
and the C'.ippiLK Device. Address,

NEW

QEORQE W. VORK & COMPANY,
Chicago, IlL

Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H.
'
Central Ave., Ciscix.vati, Ohio.
-1^'f
-Mention the American Bee Journal.

214{i-214,<

TKACTED MONEY.

W WEBER

Will be glad to cor-

respond with parties having some to offer
also solicit local consignments

,„.„
29A')t

We

CLEMONS &
3,% Grand
C. C.

Please menti on

CO.,
Ave.. Kans.\s City, Mo.

Bee Journal wheii

"nn-itSaa

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/ANXFr^
»»<ni^ tl^ TRACTED
UOXEY'
I

Send

s.tniple

and best price delivered here; also
in no drip cases

Fancy Comb wanted
j2Atf

Front and Walnut,

Cixci.v.v.\ti.

Ohio.
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BEE=KEEPER5,
Save Money by Buying

Smokers,
THE, W. T.

ELSE you NEED, OF

FALCONER MFG.

W
IL

W/hir
VV liy HrtF>c
UUCd

CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

Year

WEED-PROCESS
Because it
always given better satiscf^H
SCII a.e\
!»U xxrf^H
well V
r faction thanhas
any other. Because in 34 years

there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

VS" Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name

We

THE AHERICAN BEB KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers SOc a year.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
W. M. Gebrish, E- Nottingham,
N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

sell

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

;

Bee-Hoepers' SupDlies

tW

Very

freight.

fine

pure-bred

$300,000,000.00 jfAyouTEAR
work
and you may have part of it
ft)r up. Vnele Sam's poultry prtxiuet pays
that sum. Send Kk- for samples and partk-We furnish capital to start you in
ulars.

business. Draper Publishing Co.,Cblcago,MI.

Ted"

to

OF ALL
KINDS ***** WK>-»^K/

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

for sale at

"What Happened

25111

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^u'lj^^rpiSSNiisf^'sAaaiNa^'''
PATENT
SHEBTINQ.

^^^ everything

^^^^_^^^^^^

Dadanfs Foundation

'vti^

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Langslroth on the Honey-Bce — Rc^^/isc^ci,
The

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX wanted

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

BY IS.4BELLE HORTON.
a true story of the poor and unforMiss Horton, the author,
city life.

This is
tunate in
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short story 60 pages,
5x6% inches, bound in paper cover— gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
Ohio Street, Chicago,

227 E.4ST

III.

Tip=Top Glass Honey=Jars

Honey Wanted.

The picture shown
herewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we Ijnow of.
It is made of the clearest flint glass,
filled

and when

with honey, and a

neat label

attached,

it

makes as handsome a
package as can be imagined.

Its

glass top

on a flat rubber
and is held in
place by a flat steel

sets
ring,

We

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship aad quantity of each grade

which

is

— Alfalfa Comb In car lots.
2nd. — Alfalfa Extracted In car lots.
1st.

practically air-tight,

thus permitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

sellers.

We

can furnish these

at these prices

W.7" a gross;

:

One
five

jars, f.o.b.

or

more

Chicago,

two

gross,
gross $4.50 per

gross, $5.00

;

gros

them once you

will likely use no
!ind of top or sealing arrangement for

>u try

If.

other

honey

irs.

* JIEORGE

144

<fc

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILU

K#<-

offered

spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is

:

or

3rd
Car Buckwheat Extracted
amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

—

5th. White or Sweet Clover
tracted in any quantity.

6th.
latter

— Comb Honey In

we

market for

or other dark

Comb and

Ex-

K«<-

S

(«5<-

Danz. sections. For the

pay a fancy price, as we have a
the same which we have not been able

will

to supply.

THE

A. L

GEORGE W. YORK &

ROOT

mr
%

MEDINA, OHIO.

mr

CO. 't^^^^IoXttT'

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CO,

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

mr

pjAEme%
DEE Journal
QBURaB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL. SEPT,

18,

1902,

FORTY-SECOND YEAR
No. 3«.
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A 5TANDARD=BRED

QUEEN=BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance
Subscribers.

We

have arranged with several of the best queentbreeders to supply
The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth SI. 00 each. We want every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.
us with

—

A Queen Free for Sending One New Subscriber
Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American l!ee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us SI. SO and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the SI. SO to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited,
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.

we

prefer to use

But

if any one
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
6 Queens
prices are as follows: One Queen, 7Sc.; 3 Queens, S2. 10
;

for S+.OO.

We expect to be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send you!

—

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

^nm^

&

146 Epie

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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1903 resulted as follows

The

election of

offi

No, 36.

combs.
i-

|

held as announced, Sept.
was not as largely attended as ex-

was a good meeting.

1902,

honey is thoroughly ripened, and of the best quality. B
considers himself well paid for the investment in extra

The Denver Convention was
pected,

18,

cers

for

:

President— W. Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan.
Vice-President— Jas. U. Harris, of Colorado.
Secretary— George W. York, of Illinois.

As soon as we can begin it, we will publish the report
of the convention in full in these columns.

If one has not a sufficient number of extra combs, it is
not a difficult thing to use frames filled with foundation, or

with starters. Some, however, will prefer to take a middle
ground. When the first story of combs is partly filled, let
another story of combs or foundation be placed under it.

Then

extract the first story when it is completed, and return the wet combs on top. If the wet combs are placed
next to the brood-nest, the bees will not readily pass

through them to store in the story above until the wet
combs are cleaned dry.
Even if only one story of extracting-combs is used, it is
probably not best

to extract the

whole story at once.

When

combs are completed, extract them, putting the
wet combs back, not in the center of the super, but at the
sides. The center combs will be ready for
extracting a
little sooner than if at the sides, and each
time half the
combs are extracted the wet combs are to be placed at the
sides.
The bees will thus be allowed to go right on storing
without interruption. Of course, it will make a good deal
more work than to have more combs.
half the

When to Cut Alfalfa.-M. A. Gill, in the Bee-Keepers
Review, thus earnestly enters a protest against the idea
that for best results in hay alfalfa should be cut
before

comes into bloom.
I

say again that

He says
it is

it

:

)wt a fact that alfalfa cut before

comes into bloom makes the best hay and I know of
many careful, thoughtful farmers who were once led into
it

;

that practice, but who are now letting their
alfalfa stand
until It reaches that certain stage when
it contains, and
will retain, the most food-value.

Some years ago the Experiment Station of New Mexico
carried on a series of experiments to find out at
what stage
of development the alfalfa plant would make
the most
pounds of the best hay. As I understand it, they made
four
cuttings of the first crop. First, when about half
grown
again just before it came into bloom then while in
full
bloom and again after it had gone to seed.
They then took four bunches of steers and fed them the"
same number of pounds from the four diflferent cuttings
and weighed each bunch of steers every five days
during
the experiment, which lasted some 60 days.
•

;

;

He also thinks there is no danger that the alfalfa honey
crop of the future will be any less important than
it is now.

We

Mr. Abbott Retires from the General Managership
have received the following from Mr. Abbott for publi-

cation

:

Editor American Bee Journ.^i, :— In view of thegood
feeling and harmony which prevailed at the Denver
Convention, and being desirous of doing all I can to
promote

the interests of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
I
have concluded to retire from the General Managership
for
the present. So far as mv future official relations
to the
Association are concerned, I am perfectly willing to
leave
this with the membership, as I have every confidence
in the
good intentions of the bee-keepers of the United States and
believe that they will see to it that no injustice is
done any
'
one.
During the time that I was actively engaged in the
work of General Manager, 83 memberships were received
and 40 of these were new members, if I am correct.
short experience has shown me that there is a world
of work
that a General Manager can do, all of which will
tend to
promote the interests of every bee-keeper on the continent
and, while I have not changed my mind in the least
as to
the correctness of the stand I have taken, yet I feel that
our
energies would much better be spent in promoting the
interests of our industry than in discussing in a harsh
war
differences among ourselves.
I think I have said before that personally
I could cooperate with any member of the Board in promoting the
interests of the Association, and in the future I shall
be
just as ready and willing to do it as in the past. The
Board
has an excellent and efficient Chairman, and I can see
no
reason why the Association should not continue to grow
and be a great power for good. New fields are opening
up every day. The Government of the United States
is

My

Number

of Extracting=Combs Needed
A wide difference prevails as to this in practice. A uses a
single story
of extracting-combsfor each colony, extracting
as often as
necessary. B adds stories as often as needed,
and does not
extract a pound of honey till the season is
over. If the
harvest is at all large, B invests a good deal in
combs that
A saves— a saving that B considers very poor economy. A
must necessarily extract before all combs are
sealed, for
after the combs are filled it will be some time
before all of
the honey is ripened sufficiently, and most
bee-keepers can
hardly compete with the bees in ripening honey.
So storing will be hindered while awaiting the ripening
and seal-

Then, when the combs are extracted and
returned,
there is some demoralization and no little
delay for the
bees will not attempt to store in wet combs, and
the combs
must all be licked dry before any storing is done. In
B's
case there is no delay whatever. Before one
story is filled
another is put under, the work goes on steadily,
and the
ing.

;

•

showing an
that

interest in our work,

and

is

making

it

manifest

willing to cooperate with us, so that all that is
is a disposition to zvork on the part of the
officers of the Association and the membership at large,
and
great good can be accomplished in a very short time. What
the world needs is more men and women who do things
who are willing to work as well as to write and talk.
it is

needed now

.
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have forwarded to the Secretary a list of the names of
who have joined the Association through me, and
accompanied the list with my check covering the amount
of membership fees, less expenses, etc., and I trust that the
statement seat therewith may be found correct. If not, I
stand ready to make it so.
In conclusion, I want to thank a multitude of friends
for letters and words of encouragement which have come to
me during the controversy, and I desire to say that in the
future, as in the past, they will find my voice, pen and
hands ever ready to promote the interests of bee-keeping in
the United States and Canada.
Emerson Taylor Abbott.

Sept. 18, 1902.

I

those

It gives us much pleasure to receive the above communication. It shows a magnanimous spirit on the part of
Mr. Abbott, which, no doubt, will be appreciated by all,
and especially by the membership of the National BeeIt ends all controversy over the
Keepers" Association.

General Managership matter, and leaves the way entirely
clear for action in December, when the annual election
takes place. And, should Mr. Abbott be elected General
Manager at that time, by a majority of the votes cast by
the membership, we can all unite in quoting, "All's well
that ends well." If he is not elected, the utmost harmony
will still prevail, and the National Bee-Keepers' Association
will continue to

grow and be a useful

institution for the

benefit of bee-keepers.

Strong Colonies and Nuclei for Queen= Rearing,— In
the effort to devise plans for rearing queens without too
much expense, there has been a tendency, if not toward
starting cells in other than strong colonies, at least toward
having the cells given afterward to small nuclei. The current now seems to be starting in the other direction. Dr.

Gallup has been emphatic in protesting in this journal
against the use of weak colonies or nuclei for the rearing of
queens. Editor Root says, " I don't like to come down on
the small nuclei, but I believe that they will prove only a
disappointment and a vexation of spirit for the average beekeeper." Editor Hutchinson says amen most heartily to
this, and adds, among other things, " Our nuclei must
always be of such strength that they will be able to take
care of themselves,' without the danger of their being
robbed out.
Really, when one considers the very great importance
of having queens of the very best, it seems poor economy
to try to save bees either in the colonies in which the cells
are started or in the nuclei in which the cells are afterward
placed. Supposed the entire time of a strong colony and a
number of strong nuclei be lost. What does the honey
they would have gathered signify, if thereby such queens
are reared that their workers will store an extra amount
sufficient to replace the loss of the colony and nuclei used
in queen-rearing ? And this they may do many times over.
But there is no such loss as generally seems to be supposed. Queenless bees do not sit in dead idleness. It is

true that bees in a nucleus will not store as much in proportion as in a strong colony, but they are by no means idle
;

they keep at work, and when a young queen emerges from
her cell the field-bees of the nucleus work with intense
vigor, if anything can be had to work on.
It can hardly be emphasized too strongly that the
queen is the most important factor of a colony, and that a
very poor place to practice economy is in her rearing.

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can verj' likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Convention Proceedings.
nsfTsrwT^i
Report of the Texas State Convention, Held at
CoUeg-e Station, July 16 and 17, 1902.
BY LOUIS SCHOLL,

SEC.

(Continued from page 58-

AFTERNOON
The convention was called

)

SESSION.
to order at 2:30 p.m., where-

upon Mr. Toepperwein talked on the subject of the
ADVANTAGE OF HAVING PROPER SUPPLIES, GOOD OUBENS,
ETC.

He

called attention to the advantages of frame hives
over the old-style box-hive and of the various dovetailed
hives, of which the 10-frame size seemed best adapted to
Texas localities. He preferred the Ideal super for all purposes, and those containing the ten shallow extractingframes, for the production of extracted and bulk comb
honey, for sections, the Ideal, or 3_;\sx5':!, on plain slats,
with fences or separators, as these fill out the super better,
and allow of more sections to each super.
It was thought that the Danzenbaker section super was
a little better, in that it contained narrow sections, causing
thinner combs to be built in them, which would be capped
sooner.
The difference in depth in the different styles of supers
was also discussed. The very shallow or 4 '4 depth are too
shallow, while a full-depth body is again too deep for tiering up, leaving the S's-inch depth as the best super, and
most satisfactory.
Mr. Newell asked if anyone had been able to prevent
the bees from gnawing away the paraffin mats used above
the Danzenbaker supers. As none present had used these
mats, they could not reply.
;

QUEEN-REARING — CONDUCTING A OUEEN-BUSINESS.
Mr. Aten said that on account of the very dry seasons,
which had been discouraging to queen-breeders, he had quit
Others were of the same
that phase of the business.
opinion, and had to be coaxed to speak on the subject. Mr.
Aten told why it did not pay to rear queens, on account of

many

bee-keepers are already engaged in
it is impossible to
rear first-class queens at prevailing prices, and make a
reasonable profit.
To this Mr. Victor said that Mr. Aten had hit the nail
squarely on the head.
Mr. Aten uses the Alley plan of queen rearing. Larva;
for this purpose should not be over two days old and he insinuated that by grafting cell cups, as in the Doolittle
method, there was danger of using larv;c that were too old,
which would result in inferior queens. He takes a row
of cells containing eggs and destroys the egg in every other
cell.
This strip or row of cells is then attached to the lower
edge of the comb, cut out to receive it. By this method
there is no danger of using larva- that are too old. He
makes his cell-building colony queenless on one evening and
gives the prepared cells the next morning.
H. H. Hyde considered this time as being entirely too
long, as the bees have almost lost their desire for constructing cells by that time. He gives his cell-cups within two
or three hours, and in 30 minutes finds them to contain
royal jelly. He uses the Doolittle method with some changes
of his own. He described the methods he used the present
season. He used drone-cells that are neither too old nor too
new. In the case of very old drone-comb, he found that the
cells were too tough and hard and, on the other hand, new
drone-comb would be gnawed down by the bees. Dronecomb about two years old is about right. The cells are
shaved down to about half their original depth, after which
a lead-pencil is twirled in each cell to '^'we. it the form of the
queen -cell. These are then given to the queenless colony
for a few minutes, when they will be gone over by the bees
and nicely polished. They are then removed and " grafted,"
them. When placed
i. e., the young larva; transferred into
in the queenless colony they are readily accepted.
For this cell-building Mr. Hyde selects a strong, rousing
the fact that too
it,

and prices have become so low that

;

;
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colony, preferably hybrids, as they are found to be the best
cell-builders. Thi.s colony is made quccnless and broodlcss,
the queen beinjf removed and used somewhere else, or placed
Tlie brood is distributed amonff
in a nucleus until wanted.
other colonies in the apiary, or wherever it may be needed.
In two or three hours after this the queen-rearing colony is
ready for the j^'rafted cells. To wait until the next morninfj
would be waitinff too loiif,' a time, in Mr. Hy<le's opinion.

Mr. Victor's method dilVers from both that of Mr. Hyde
He considers that leavinj^- the colony over
night both queenless and broodless is too lonp a time.
)n
the other hand, he thinks that three or four hours is entirely
too short a time, as this period is only about sullicient for
the bees to find out that they are queenless. At this time
they are too much excited and confused to attend properly
He makes instead the colony queenless
to the grafted cells.
one day, and about four o'clock the next afternoon removes
all brood.
I/ate the same evening he gives the cells, prepared much the same as by Mr. Hyde's method, and the bees
are kept closely concentrated for the entire night, giving
their attention to these cells.
Out of 138 cells by this
method he had 13S accepted, distributing them among' different cell building colonies at the rate of about .3.Scells toeach
one. For making cell-cups and grafting, he uses the Doolittle plan, together with some features of the Alley plan
and some of his own. He has his own methods of manipulation, by which he is enabled to gain one day's time over
the Alley plan.
"Is the use of the queen-excluder an advantage, or to
the contrary, in honey-production ? "
"No, not advantageous."
" Does it pay to keep a colony on scales ? "
" No, not from a financial standpoint."
Under the head of General Business, at the close of the
meeting, Mr. H. H. Hyde addressed the Association on the
question of
STAND.\RD l'.\CKAGKS FOR HONEY.

and Mr. Aten.

Contributed Articles,

l
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Old Bees Not the Best for Queen-Rearing.
BY

<

He stated that heretofore no standard size had been
adopted by the bee-keepers, which had led to much confusion and misunderstanding, especially between the producer and the dealer. Mr. Hyde advocated the adoption of
standard-sized packages, so as to avoid this confusion in the
future.

Heretofore, for extracted honey, cans with small screw
tops have been used, having respective capacities of 6,12, and
60 pounds. Under this arrangement they were crated so as
to make either 60-lb. or 120-Ib. cases or crates. The cans for
comb honey have been made with 4 inch screw-tops for the
6 and 12-pound sizes, with 8-inch screw-tops for the larger

package, known as " the friction-top
can," has come into quite extensive use. This is better and
cheaper than the old style so long used. But there are objections to it in its varying weights and capacities, and also
the

G. M. IKJOI.ITTLE.

A

beekeeper in an adjoining State and myself have
been having a little correspondence regarding the giving
of a colony, which has been queenless six or seven weeks,
brood from which to rear a queen, I telling him that a firstclass queen can not be reared that way, even where only
eggs are given, as he seems to think that better queens can
be reared from ' //le I'j^j^" than in any other way. One of
the claims I made was that field bees could not, from necesIn his reply to my last letter,
sity, make good nurse-bees.
he comes at me in this way
"If field-bees make poor nurses, how about a colon3'
that comes out of their winter quarters in the spring both
queenless and broodless, as is quite often the case ? If
:

given choice brood, will they be prepared to care for it to
the best advantage and rear a queen that is satisfactory ?
If so, why will not queenless bees do the same when of the
same age ? I have often seen it stated that we should give
brood to such colonies as are queenless when put out from
winter quarters. Or do you regard this, as you do the
other, as a makeshift, when nothing else can lie done ? I
should like to have your opinion in these matters given
through the American Bee Journal, as others are interested."
In reply, I would say that there is quite a difference
between old field-bees and the bees which come out of winter quarters as regards their making good nurse-bees. The
vitality, or the different parts of the anatomy of the bee
which perform different offices, become exhausted or
changed in accord with the amount of labor performed, not
hence, a
in accord with the number of days which go by
bee which has seen five months of winter, where a colony
has wintered to the best advantage, may be no older in
reality than the same bee would be at from 10 to 20 days
old, were the date of the season June or July.
It is a fact with which many are acquainted, that bees
which have been wintered over become good nurse-bees,
while many are as fully cognizant that a bee which has
been in the field as a field-worker for two weeks is almost
wholly incapacitated for such work and if forced to nurse
the larva;, does it as a " makeshift," as our correspondent
;

;

sizes.

Of
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late a new-style

way

in

It is

made

which

it is

in sizes

2, 3, 5, 10,

I

it.

have found that a colony losing

its

queen soon after

coming through the winter, will rear a very fair queen,
though I have never found them to be among the best but
;

cased.

—

puts

and 60 pounds

— and

put

up

in cases or crates of different weights, the larger size
cases weighing but 80 pounds.
This means mistakes in ordering, and general misunderstanding and confusion.

On

motion, the Association adopted as standard size
packages, the following Cans of 3, 6, 12, and 60 pounds
capacity, each and all to be crated in cases either of 60 or 120
pounds the 3 and 6 pound cans to be crated in double tiers,
each case containing 60 pounds, while the 12 and 60 pound
cans are always to be crated in cases containing 120 pounds
each. This secures a uniform sized package, and a simple
method of putting honey on the market.
Pres. Toepperwein was instructed to meet with a certain
can company and co-operate with them in the manufacture
and supply of this new standard package. Southwest Texas
alone will use, during the coming season, not less than 20
carloads of these cans, which will be filled with honej' for
strictly family use.
The bee-keepers' exhibit this year was not as large and
complete as the previous year, but a grander exhibit than
ever before is being planned for readiness at the next meet:

;

ing.

Mr. H. A. Mitchell had on exhibition the finest sections
of basswood honey that was ever exhibited at the Association meetings, and his exhibit carried off the medal.
collection of honey-plants was shown by Louis H.
Scholl, and was found to be very instructive.
A similar
collection of honey-plants of Central Texas was also shown
by the Department of Entomology, of the College.
Louis H. Scholl, Sec.

A

(The End.)

such a fair queen it seems necessary that
the nurse-bees should be feeding some larval bees before
they set about rearing a queen. I have often taken a colony of queenless and broodless bees in the spring and built
in order to rear

them up

in this

As soon

way

:

as possible after spring opens give them a
frame of eggs and larv;e, and in eight or ten days open the
hive and break out or cut off" all the queen-cells they maj'
have started, giving brood to them once a week if possible,
until plenty of young bees emerge from the first brood
given, when I give a frame of brood from my choicest colony, and allow them to rear a queen from the same. In
this way I have succeeded in securing queens that would
prove of value, and saved a colony which otherwise would
have been lost. Had I allowed them to perfect a queen
from the brood first given, she would have been a makeshift queen, and, in all probability, a drone-layer, as she
would have been perfected quite a little before there would
have been drones flying for her fecundation. I firmly hold
to this belief, the same coming from long experience and
deep study along the queen-rearing line, that good queens
can not be reared except where there are nurse-bees in the
hive, feeding larva; at the time they are required to rear
queens.
To force any bee, which is not in the habit of preparing
chyle, to prepare immediately the same for a larva intended
for a queen is out of the ordinary course of Nature, and the
result can be only an apology for the better article, or a
•'
makeshift," as our questioner puts it. And such colonies
as have been queenless six or seven weeks in midsummer
can have no chyle prepared, for it would be at least 30 to 33
days since the last larva in that hive had been sealed over,
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and all of the bees would have to be field-workers for from
four to seven days, consequentl}' nothing- but the very
poorest kind of a queen could be reared by such bees.
But here is a point which I do not remember ever having- heard any one speak about, namely, that so far as my
experience goes the bees, when in the proper shape as to
nurse-bees, can rear a really good queen from one of these
very poor ones which only came about as a makeshift, so
that any colony so rearing a queen from a poor one can
become a thriving colony again, with a queen reared by
supersedure from the brood of the very poor one. In fact,
I have often foUnd such queens to equal those reared from
the very best of mothers, although I am far from advising
using such queens as mothers for queen-rearing. In this
we see how Nature has provided for the bees, so that there
may be a perpetuation of the race, even under the most
adverse circumstances.
I am frequently written to that queens gotten from certain queen-breeders prove poor layers, thinking, evidently,
that I will condemn those sending them queens but, instead, I always advise the rearing of queens from these
poor layers, if gotten from any responsible queen-breeder,
for it often happens that the very best of queens will not do
as well after shipped away as she did when in her original
hive but if the stock is good, queens reared from her will
prove equally good with those which were reared from her
when she was in her first owner's hands. At least this has
proven so in any and every case that has come under my
notice.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Sept. 18 1902

for use. It pays to give your smoker a good cleaning out
occasionally. If there is a valve, see that it is thoroughly
cleaned, and it may be well to oil it a little.

Now, as to fuel
Fine, dry chips from the chip-pile
are excellent. I don't know of anything better, as they
burn well, make a fine smoke, and last well. Keep a box
or hive full in the apiary so they will be handy. Keep it
well covered, so that they will be perfectly dry. If at some
special time you want a very dense smoke, you can add
some wood that is a little damp, if you have a good fire in
your smoker to begin with, or even some green wood at this
time, will give you a dense smoke, and will be a help. If
you are driving bees, or doing any work in which the
smoker is kept constantly blowing, you will be helped, I am
:

by using green wood.
I have had my smoker get so hot I could
scarcely hold it without burning my fingers. Adding- a
little green wood was a great help, as I had a better smoke,
and the heat was not nearly so great. When your smoker
gets so hot, it is a good thing to empty it and start the fire
over again, using only enough coals to start with. You
will have a better smoke, and less heat.
Dry apple-wood is well worth saving for smoker-fuel.
Almost any good, hard wood, if dry, will make a good fuel
the main points are to have it dry, and plenty of it.
sure,

At such times

;

;

:

McHenry

Co.,

111.

"

Methods of Rearing the Best Queen-Bees.
No.

9.— Bee-Keeping

for

BY

Women.

EMMA

M. WILSON.

of the indispensable things in the apiary is the
smoker.
Perhaps those of us who never knew what it
meant to get along without a smoker hardly realize just
how much of a comfort it is. Still, there are times when a
smoker can be the cause of much discomfort.
You have a big day's work to do, and feel that you have
not a minute to spare, and yet you are obliged to waste
many precious minutes because the fire in your smoker will

going

out.

You blow and blow

for some time, in hopes of resuscibut finally become disgusted and empty the whole
thing^ out, and begin all over again, and it may be with the

tating

it,

same result.
The very

fact that you are in a hurry does not help the
matter any, as you are very apt to fill your smoker too full
and cram it down too tight, which proves disastrous, and

out

it

Personally, as a queen-breeder, I have followed the advice of each of these pioneer queen-breeders and teachers,
and verified their teachings as perfect by turning out thousands of first-class prolific queens, reared by either, or both,
of their methods.
But permit me to say that as great a percent of large,
fullv-developed queens were obtained by the Doolittle
method as by any method ever used. I dare say, that a
majority of the queen-breeders will subscribe to this statement as their experience also. I am not writing this wholly
in vindication of Mr. Doolittle's method, but to show that
Mr. Alley's method is not the only one to give good queens,
for poor queens can be reared by any and all methods.
For several years I have used a modification, orrathera
combination, of the above plans, with the best results, and
if it is the wish of the Editor I shall be happy to explain this
Yes, let us rear our queens by Nain some future issue.
ture's method as far as possible, for Nature, when properly
applied to the rearing of queens, cannot be beat, and is perfect, whether under the swarming impulse or the supersedure of old queens. The sudden realization of queenlessness, however, is not natural, but brings about conditions
that are forced, and leads me to say that very few colonies
are naturally fitted for the production of good queens. So
many conditions must exist before good cells can be obtained, therefore the art of obtaining all good queens is the
work of a professional rather than of an amateur.

goes.

Alas for your temper. By this time you are decidedly
cross, and no doubt the bees, too, as you have been trying
to work without a good smoke.
Well, what shall you do about it ? Suppose we go back
to the beginning and start right.
If there is a fire in the
kitchen stove, and you can get some nice, bright coals, that
will be fine.
Put enough in the bottom of the smoker to
insure its starting promptly, and fill it up with fuel, and
blow it up good. If your fuel is dry there ought to be no
trouble in having a good fire. But you can not always get
coals from the kitchen fire, so you must be ready in advance to light your smoker in a hurry.
To do this, put in a stone jar saltpeter and water in the
proportion of an ounce of saltpeter to a pint of water. After
the saltpeter is dissolved, throw in any pieces of old cottoncloth that you maj- have handy. After they have thoroughly soaked, take them out and wring lightly, and spread
out to dry. When dry they are ready for use.
Next time you want to light your smoker, have ready
some nice, dry fuel. First light a good piece of your saltpeter cloth, and drop it in the bottom of your smoker then
quickly fill up the smoker with fuel, and blow " like sixty "
until the fuel is well lighted.
You may go right on with
your work and feel sure that your smoker is not going to
bother in the least, even if you did fill it up full and cram it
down tight. If it burns too fiercely lay it on its side, but be
careful that you do not put it out by leaving it that way too
;

long.
It

cloth.
erally,

does not pay to be too economical with saltpeter
Always have a good supply on hand, and use it liband always have some in the apiary with you ready

LAWS.

Dr. Gallup, Henry Alley, and others,
Dr. Gallup has said many good things,
and I doubt not that the venerable Mr. Alley, with his more
than 30 years' experience in rearing queens, has learned
many good tricks, the most of which have been generously
given to an appreciative public. Mr. Doolittle, for nearly
as many years, has devoted his best days in experimenting
and rearing fine queens, and he, too, has made public all his
best ideas.
But what I object to is mere assertions without proof.
In recommending his own methods and queens, let Mr.
Alley not condemn all others, and state as he does, on page
519, that, " I do believe fully 90 percent of all the queens
reared are as worthless as so many house-flies." Pray, and
how does he get his information ? Can it be possible that
with thousands upon thousands of queen-bees reared and
sold by the leading queen-breeders of this country, Mr. Alley
has had a report from even 1 percent of that number ? And
if his statement be true, then let the bee-keeping world
know it, and we queen-breeders must either improve in our
ways, or let the public buy all their queens from Mr. Alley.

One

persist in

H.

The articles of
move me to write.

The Bee-Smoker— One of the Indispensables.
BY

-W.

|

The time is now ripe for an output of good queens,
and the breeder who carelessly puts poor queens on the
market will sooner or later pay the penalty, by finding his
reputation and business gone.
Bee Co., Texas, Aug. 18.

Sept.
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I'KKFACE.

the purpose of this article to supply in convenient
form a dipest of the whole body of statutory law concerning
bees and bee-keepers. The code of laws for each State is
supplied only by large libraries, and the wealth of material
on most subjects is somewhat confusing. It has been said,
"The difficulty is not so much to know the law as to know

where to find it."
Our investigations during the preparation of previous
chapters of this series of articles have led to the belief that
it will be practicable to make a useful and satisfactory
digest of the law providing for the propagation, preservation, and protection of bees and bee-keepers.

The concluding chapter

is

divided into such titles as

seem capable of separate treatment. In so far as our investigations could discover, none of the statutory law referred
has been repealed
feature of the concluding chapter which seems worthy
of particular mention is the collection of statutes providing
for inspection of apiaries, and penalties. However, in this
and other respects the work must speak for itself.
to herein

A

OFFKNSB AGAINST PRIVATE PROPERTV UNLAWFUL ENTICEMENT OF BEES — PENALTIES.
;

Laws of Connecticut, 1882, Chap. 77. Central Stat. 1888.
Sec. 1466, provide that every person who shall place upon
the premises of another any tub, bos or other contrivance
for the purpose of enticing swarms of bees from the premises of their lawful owner shall be fined not more than seven
dollars or imprisoned not mote than thirty days.
3.

BEES, PROPERTY IN

Laws of

;

DEPOSITS ON LAND.

Georgia, 1883, Chap.

2,

Sec.

3074,

Stat. 1895,

provide that any deposit made by wild animals on realty
belongs to the owner thus honey deposited by bees in a
tree belongs to the owner of the tree, though the bees may
be hived by another so the eggs and young of birds, or the
increase of animals (bees), so long as they remain unable
to leave the land, thej- belong to the owner.
;

;

4.

BEES, WITH HIVES

AND HONEY, EXEMPT FROM EXECUTION.

Statute of Vermont, 1894, Sec. 1805, provides that,
among the goods or chattels of a debtor which are exempt
from attachment and execution to satisfy a judgment debt,
are three swarms of bees and their hives, with their produce
in honey, provided the suit brought is not to recover payment for the purchase price thereof, or for material or labor
expended on the same.
5.

POISON, EXPOSING

WITH INTENT TO DESTROY BEES — PENALTIES.

Section 1247, Rev. Stat. Kentucky (Carroll), provides
that if any person on land or premises not in his possession
or under his control shall lay or expose any poisonous substance with intent to destroy honej'-bees he shall be fined
not less thin five nor more than fifty dollars.

Same, Code and

Stat.

Washington

Sec. 7161

(Laws

'97,

ovides that it shall be unlawful for any person
wi(
State of Washington willfully or maliciously to
kil
ison any honey-bees. It shall further be unlawful
foj
erson within said State willfully and maliciously to
pi!
poisonous
or sweetened substance for the purpose
_
.,
ofAjuring honey-bees in any place where such poisoned or
sweetened substance is accessible to honey-bees within this
State. Any person or persons violating said law shall, upon
p. 11;

(Rev. Stat. 1«90 (S. &. B.), Sec. 6840) provide
that whoever unlawfully enters the premises of another for
the purpose of disturbing or carrying away any box, gum,
or vessel containing bees or honey, or injuring or carrying
away any such property, shall be fined not more than five
hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than sixty days or
both (60 A. 5, Sec. 1, S & S. 279).
Same, Laws of Nebraska. 1879, Sec. 81, provide that, if
any person shall steal any hive, box, bee-palace, or other
contrivance containing honey or honey-bees, the property
of another, of less value than thirty-five dollars or if any
person shall steal honey from any such receptacle or other
contrivance, or shall willfully and maliciously disturb, injure, or destroy any of the aforesaid receptacles or other
contrivances containing honey or honey-bees, or if any person shall steal, or by art, device, or contrivance, or in any
manner whatever, decoy from any such hive, box. bee-palace, or contrivance any such honey-bees, with intent to convert the same to his own use, or with intent to damage or
defraud the owner thereof, or by any art or device injure,
damage, or destroy any such honey-bees by means of poison
and otherwise, such offender shall be fined not exceeding
one hundred dollars, and confined in the county jail not less
than ten nor more than thirty days, and shall be liable to
the party injured in double the value of the property stolen,
injured, or destroyed.

Laws of Ohio

;

California.

It is

2.

BEES, ENTERING PRKMrSRS TO DISTURB, STEAL, OR CABHV

AWAY— PENALTY.

Offense against Private Property
of Bees.

10.

6.

I'reface.

->.

ment

conviction thereof, be punished by fine of not less than ten
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars.

Enactments.

1-ISllKK.

I).
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PREVENTION OF FOUL BROOD AMONG BEES.
of Michigan (Howell's Ann'd Stat., 1882, Chap.
62), 1881, p. 125, makes it unlawful for any person to keep in
his apiary any colony of bees affected with contagious
malady known as foul brood, and makes it the duty of every
bee-keeper, as soon as he becomes aware of the existence of
7.

(a)

Laws

said disease among his bees, forthwith to destroy or cause
to be destroyed by burning or interment all colonies thus
affected.
(b) Wherever foul brood exists, or where there are good
reasons to believe it exists, it shall be lawful for any five or
more actual bee-keepers of any county of the State, to set
forth such facts, belief, or apprehension in a petition addressed to the judge of probate, whose duty it is to appoint
a competent bee-keeper of said county, as a commissioner,
to prevent the spread of said disease and to eradicate the
same; said commissioner to hold his office during the pleasure of the court records of appointment and revocation
shall be filed with the petition as a part of the records of
the court.
(c) Upon complaint of any three bee-keepers in writing
and on oath, to said commissioner, setting forth that said
disease exists, or that they have good reason to believe it
exists within said county, designating the apiary or apiaries, it is the duty of the commissioner to proceed at once to
examine the bees so designated; and when satisfied that
any colony or colonies of said bees are diseased with foul
brood, he shall place a distinguishing mark upon each hive
wherein exists said foul brood, and immediately notify the
person to whom said bees belong, personally or b}- written
notice, to remove or destroy said hives, together with their
entire contents, by burying them or by fire within five days.
In case no foul brood is found to exist in said apiary, the
persons so petitioning, or either of them, becomes liable to
said commissioner for the amount of his fees for such ser;

vices.

Any

person neglecting to destroy or cause to be dehives and contents, after notice and time
limited, shall be fined not more than twenty-five dollars or
by imprisonment not more than fifteen days or both. For
the second offense the fine may not exceed one hundred dollars or imprisonment more than 60 days or both.
{e) The commissioner is allowed two dollars per day for
his services, aid is paid by the county. But no fees are allowed unless foul brood is found.
(/) In all suits and prosecutions under this law, it is
necessary to prove that said bees were actually diseased, or
infected with foul brood.
((/)

stroyed said

8.

Laws

SAME, FOUL BROOD, DISEASED BEES.

of Nebraska (Chap. 3, Act 1885, Chap. 8a,
Stat. Neb., 1901); makes it unlawful for any one to
keep or have in possession in this State, any honey-bees,
brood-comb, or honey known to possess or to be infected
with the disease known as "foul brood," or any other infec(a)

Ann'd
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tious or contagious disease peculiar to bees or honey, or to

keep or have

in possession anj- bee-hive or other receptacle

which any foul brood, diseased bees, or infected honey is
to have been kept.
(6) Destruction. Penalty. — Any honev-bees, brood comb,
or honey owned or kept or found in this'State, known to be
afifected or infected
and any bee-hive or other receptacle
in which any bees, brood-comb, or honey shall have been
kept, known to be, or have been infected as set out in section (a), shall be destroyed immediately and completely by
in

known

* The

i

;

Any person who shall be the owner, possessor, or
care-taker thereof, who refuses or neglects immediately to
cause the same to be destroyed, as provided herein, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall pay a fine of not less than ten nor more than one
hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in jail not more than 30

—

bees in this State shall cause the same to be inspected at
his own expense, at least once a year in infected districts.
This includes each and every brood or colony of bees, broodcomb, and honey in his possession or under his control, and
the procuring of a certificate of such inspection showing
the true condition of each and every one of the above-named
articles in his possession as to the existence of foul brood
or other infectious or contagious disease, in duplicate, one
of which duplicates shall be left with such person, and the
other filed in the county clerk's office, where such bees or
honey or brood-comb is kept.
(d) Treatment.
If. upon inspection, the disease of foul
brood or other infection or contagion shall be found to exist,
and the inspector shall be of the opinion that, by proper
treatment, such diseases, contagion, or infection may be
removed, he shall so certify officially in his certificate of inspection, and the owner or keeper of such bees shall be entitled to keep such bees for the period of six months for
treatment and if not eradicated at the expiration of such
time, such bees shall be destoyed as hereinbefore described
and any person having in possession any brood-comb, beehive, honey, or apparatus used in connection with bee-culture, found in like manner to be infected, such person shall
be allowed 30 days in which to disinfect the same; and if
said disinfection shall not have been complete at the expiration of 30 days, such brood-comb, bee hive, honey, or apparatus shall be burned as hereinbefore provided.
(i?) Penalty.
Every person neglecting or refusing to
cause all such bees to be duly inspected as provided herein,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall pay a
fine of not less than ten or more the one hundred dollars for
each offense upon conviction thereof.
Inspector, /"aj/.— Upon the
(/)
application
of the
Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association, or other person or persons interested in bee-culture residing in any county of the
State, the Governor may appoint a suitable resident inspector of bees and honey of said county, whose sworn duty it is
to inspect all bees, brood-comb, and honej', within said
county, when requested, and shall receive two dollars per
day for his services, to be paid by the owner, agent or lessee
in whose possession such bees, brood-comb, or honey may
be when inspected. Such inspector shall make certificates
in duplicate as provided in section (c).
Gleanings in Bee-

—

;

CHARLES DADANT.

From

page of No. 30 a grave, wise face looks a
good-by to us. Honor, and a place in our memories, to Mr.
Charles Dadant. I understand that more people in France
than in America realize his weight and worth. This is on
account of the extent of his writings in French. Not long
since apiculture was called a new craft, and its eminent
men were mostly living. How soon it will be that most of
those who first dignified apiculture as a vocation, and a
semi-science as well as a vocation, will be mostly among
the dead ?
WHY SO MANY BACHELOR BEE-KEEPERS.

And

it's

when he

(or

;

WHY

Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine halftone portraits
of all the officers and directors of the Association
also the
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
1901, and the two latest bee-songs—" The
of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
;

Hum

Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but whoshould have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year— both for $1.10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
are gone.

BEES VISIT PIG-STYS, ETC.

Anent the other " Iowa," page 489, I don't believe that
bees go to privies and pig-stys for salt — that is, salt is not
the main thing. All higher life on this planet is a lifeand-death struggle with microbes.
The excreta of all
higher animals abound in antiseptics, which the proper internal organs have made and poured out to keep down
microbe multiplication within. Much of this anti-microbe
matter is not neutralized, and is capable of being used
again. Bees seem to think they need all they can secrete
and all they can gather, too. Salt is a mild antiseptic, and
comes all in the same line but you may salt never so
wisely the water you offer them at the apiary, and they will
still prefer their chosen watering-place where cattle stamp
;

around.

MAXIMUM AGE OF QUEENS.
Ever since defending Virgil's seven-year age for bees,
I have felt specially interested in the maximum age of
queens. On page 494 we find that Edwin Bevins has a
queen that has done service four whole years and two fracall.
If she should commence on next
season she would be in a measure a seven-year queen.

tional years, six in

GRAVENHORST'S SWARM-PREVENTION.
think that to be sure of the Gravenhorst method of
swarm-prevention you will have to get the bees to rear
themselves a young queen a little before the time of regular
sivariniug.
If you should delay until the midst of the
swarming season I should incline to warrant you that the
queen that began laying in that hive would be queen No.
2 queen of a depleted colony.
Page 499.
I

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8^4 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,

all

—

!

—

before

title

the old bachelors " Iowa " is troubled about
she horrid thought !) counts the noses of beedom
Half mankind get married when good sense would
bid them not to. (There, now, let's see you deny that.)
And the average sense of mankind is low and the average
sense of bee-keepers is supposed to be quite a bit higher.
Or, if you don't like that, say that a man so full of ideas as
the bee-man, must needs long for a mate of his own kind
(like Adam, when the critters were paraded before him), and
lady bee-keepers, both present and potential, are still quite
insufficient in number to go round. Page 488.

Culture.
(Continued next week.)

the

Worry, worr.v
Frowns aad Hurry

;

—

*

*'Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

The

burning.

days for each offense.
(el Inspection.
Every person owning or keeping honev-

Afterthought.

—

QUEENS WITH AFTER SWARMS.
So Doolittle has counted 15 queens with the last afterswarm of a series. Till some one else counts more, let's

Page 501.
AND MULHERRV-TREES.
And so Dr. Peiro. when he gets ready, atid feels just
like it, is going to make some of us presents of young mulberry trees. I'm going to try to look real pretty. Hope my
call that the record.

DR. PEIRO

duties won't require me to give him anything in the nature
of a switching until after my tree arrives. Or is this just
the rogue's crafty plan to keep his jacket untanned for

about five years

?

TOOLS FOR HOLDING QUEENS FOR CLIPPING.

The little tool which is shown on page .526, seems to be
an excellent invention that is, so far as can appear with-

—

I

This material may be protected
bv
copyright law (Title 17 U.S.

Code)
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(Carved section-slip crossed by
also the merit of being very easy
but few bec-l'olks are clumsy in their me-

out actual use it
thread of rubber.)
to

As

make.

docs.

Has

chanical doinps, nearly every one can make it, and catch
»
queens with a minimum of danger and nerve-strain.
Twenty-two years afjo— the first year I owned the apia wonderful queen-catcher.
ary here I also invented
Worked well the few times I used it and would pick ()ueens
up instead of being restricted to holding theui down. But
as I am an anti-clipper my invention haslangui-shed from a
total want of use, and I have never brought it forward.

—
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brood-chamber. However,
and closed the hive.

I

put the zinc in proper place

The fourth day after this, I went to the same hive and
looked through the super to see if I could find the queen
there laying eggs, and found that she was not there and
upon reaching tfie comb which contained the eggs and the
brood, I found it empty of eggs, and the larva; partly gone,
and some left starved without any food at the bottom of the
;

;

Questions and Answers.
|

DR.
direct,

O. O.

may

ailLLHR, Maroufto,

be mailed to the Bee Journal

a Hive.

my

I will give a little of
experience with a colony of
bees. They are a cross between Carniolans and golden
Italians.
The first of May I opened this hive with the in-

tention of dividing the colony, as they were getting very
heavy, and in ray work I found two queens, so I had one
queen for each colony. I left the old one on the old stand,
and looked in a week later and they had two more queencells, one finished and the other one almost done.
July 12 I
divided them again atid had a nice young queen to go with
the increase, but I do not think she was laying at this time,
but she has spread herself since. The old queen keeps the
hive running over with bees, and there are 7 frames of brood
in the hive now, and two queens again.
Now this is the
third young queen she has reared this season, and I am going to leave it with her and see whether there will be
two in the spring. I clip all my queens, and when I clip
this last young one I will do it in such a way that I will
know one from the other, and can see which one gets killed,
if

The question is Why does she insist on having
when she is so good herself ?
Ii.i,iNoiS.
Answer. — The probability is that in spite of her good

either.

:

a helper

work the bees have a presentiment that she is nearing her
end, and it is not at all likely that you will find her alive
next spring. Still it is possible. The case, however, is unusual, and if peculiarity extends to her offspring you have
struck apoa a valuable trait.

Can Bees See
I

in

the Darl< ?

was asked the other day whether bees could see

dark?

could not answer, and so refer

in the

you for answer.
GSOKGIA.
Answhr. The word "dark" is a relative term, and
does not always mean the same thing. There is probably
no such thing as sight in the absolute absence of all light,
but it is quite possible that bees can see where it is so dark
I

it

to

—

not seeT On the other Tiatid, itTs posneed more light than we do, and that the
work of the hive is carried on mostly by the sense of feel-

human eyes can

that

White-Eyed Drones.

office,

—

in

Answer.—I don't know. When honey is being gathered
very rapidly there is a tendency to crowd out the queen.
I'ut an empty comb in the center of the brood-nest. If honey
is coming in slowly the empty comb will be filled with
brood. If honey is coming in very rapidly the comb will be
The same passion for honey might be
filled with honey.
carried still further, making the bees empty out cells already
occupied by brood. But I doti't know anything about it for

111,

or to Dr. MllJer
will answer them here. Please do not stsk the
Doctor to send answers by mail. EDrroR.1

when be

Two Queens

Why did the bees leave this larvae to starve, and disNkbkaska.
pose of the eggs ?

certain.

CONDUCTBD BY
[The Qaestlous

cell.

sible that they

I had one colony out of 190 that had a few of those
white-eyed drones that " Kansas " was inquiring about on
page 48y, but I have nothing particular to say about them
excepting that it seemed like a white enamel scale which
could be removed, as I practiced on one. I never saw one
around the entrance (only inside the hive). I believe theycannot see until those scales get rubbed off. I think there
were some with the same kind of shield on the back of the
head, and I believe they were not long hatched.

MjCHIGAN.

Answer. —I think the case you mention was exceptional,
the common thing being a mere change in the color gf the
head, or the eyes, without any scale or other imperfection.

The Loose-Tin T Super and Propolis.

You tell us (on page 521) that you use T supers for comb
honey, and I have understood from other writings of yours
that you use the tins loose. Will you kindly explain how
the loose tins may be an advantage to you over stationary
tins in manipulating the supers ? Also, do you find the T
super any improvement over the P super with plain sectionholders, especially in regard to the feature of propolis ?
The amount of propolis which I find in the hives this
season' is enormous, and we all know your acquaintance
with this article is "exceedingly intimate." Has the T
super with loose tins given you any relief ?
Illinois.

Answer. — With T

tins loose, the entire contents of the
super are pushed out in one mass, the loose tins are picked
Possioff, and then the sections can be easily split apart.
bly no arrangement will prevent the deposit of propolis. In
the T super, however, there is less trouble than with some
others, for the tops and bottoms of the sections are entirely
free, so that the bees have no excuse for plugging glue into
the cracks formed by having something touch either the top
or bottom of the section. It is possible that a change of
bees might help you, for there is a great difference in that
respect as to the amount of propolis. The worst gluers I
ever had were the Tunisians or Funics, from northern
Africa. They were fine gatherers, but their liking for propolis and for cramming the cells so full that there was no airspace between the honey and capping made them utterly
unfit for producing comb honey.

ing.
•*-*~^

Why

Did the Bees Do

Confining Queens Below Excluders.

So?
I

have a very strong colony of Italian bees with a super
for extracted honey on the top of the brood-chamber, in
which super they had commenced to store honey. By opening this super one day in order to find out how much surplus
honey they had stored, I pulled out the center comb and
found egg's and larvse three or four days old with which
said "comb was pretty well filled on both sides.
I found that there was a little space left between the
zinc queen-excluder through which the queen went up to
I

the super.
in the super, but I thought by
I could not find the queen
using a little smoke from the top she went down into the

notice,

on page

47S,

and also

in

a previous number,

that you are slightly off in your understanding in regard to
what I said about confining the queens below with the exIn both of my
cluder, while the brood was placed above.
letters I stated that I was not using foundation this year
used empty frames. In previous years I used foundation,
but the bees failed to use it.
On page 474, I stated that " I think if foundation had
been used I might have been able to get better results."
The heading and also your reply would indicate that it was
used in these experiments.
Now, in reply to the inquiries in your answer, I would
caution a beginner, that if the nights are cold and the col-

—
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a very good one. She was reared in 1899, and is so large
that she never could go through the zinc. Could she have
>gone through, she would surely have laid more eggs in the
sections than only 2. The difference in the a^e of the 2 eggs
Was about 8 days. I have seen it stated that bees would
carry eggs to different parts of the hive, but I never believed
it.
But this experience put me at sea, and makes me almost
believe they do.
4. Out of 75 queens reared in June about SO swarmed in
August, and the others would have done so, too, if it had
not turned to the freezing-point at night.

ony not strong it would not be safe to put all the brood
from another colony on it, without giving bees also, as the
brood might get chilled. But in warm weather, and a strong
colony, the more brood given the better. I could not say
that the colony with its double load of brood would not
swarm, but if the queen has room to lay below, and the
bees room above to store, they will not be likely to swarm,
or at least no more likely to than any other strong colony.
In regard to the colony swarming out when all the
brood is taken away, I suppose you fear that under such circumstances they might be discouraged, and desert the hive.
They might do so, but in my experience they never do. But
if they would in your locality, leave one comb with a small
patch of unsealed larvae, and you will not be likely to lose
any bees. In hiving natural swarms, I find they will sometimes leave a hive when given eggs and sealed brood, but
have never had one leave unsealed trood.

Answkk. — It's

a pretty clear -case that

Wisconsin.

Answers. — 1.

wish you had given the page to which
you refer, so that we could know just what was under discussion. For you are now talking about queens laying
worker-eggs in sections, whereas you quote a question about

Caufornia.
we will never be

about bees, for when we think we are settled upon some one thing, our bees or the bees of some one
with no other object but to get the laugh
apparently
else,
on us, topple over settled notions by doing just the reverse
of what they have done before. I felt safe in saying that if
there was foundation in the lower story the queen would
use it. and you thought better work would be done with
foundation than without it. Well, since the former words
were written, I have had a case in which foundation was
given and left untouched, and at the same time another colony had empty frames given below, not even starters, and the
queen commenced laying with more promptness than any
case I had with foundation
There are some things I know
all about, but not about bees.
The practice of giving a frame of brood to the bees to
preven' discouragement, is, I think, the practice of Mr. L.
Stachplhausen. If the bees will not desert, it is no doubt
better to omit the brood, for Mr. Stachelhausen, if I remember rightly, takes it away in a day or two, because the bees
are likely to start queen-cells on it.
able to learn

all

!

'

Storing a BlacK Llauid.

My

bees for about one week after August 1 stored some
black, or nearly black, liquid in part of the brood-combs.
What is it ? May it be from huckleberry or blueberry
juices ?
Massachusetts.

—

ANS^VBR. Your guess is perhaps as good as can be
made, providing such berries were ripe and within reach.

Drone-Eggs

In

the Super— Pollen in the Sections-

Swarming,

Etc.

" What makes the
1. Lately a question was asked,
queen lay drone-eggs in the supers ? " To this you answer,
" Want of drone-comb ? " Now if this is the only cause in
your location, and with your bees, I live in a much different
locality, or else have a much different strain of bees, for
those critters of mine will breed just as fast in the supers as
they will in the brood-chamber, if the conditions are right,
and not drones, either. For I have taken off the finest sections of worker-brood any bee-keeper ever saw not a single cell missed, combs attached to three sides, not a drop of
honey in them, but filled from top to bottom with workerbrood. Those sections not having brood in them had more
or less pollen, which makes them unsalable.
2. How can bi;es be prevented from carrying pollen into
the sections? The queen-excluding zinc does not prevent
the bees from working in the sections, nor do I think it
hampers them at all. for I have tried it on hundreds of coloBut the zinc does not prevent the pollen
nies, side by side.
from going into the sections, if the bees are determined to
put it in there.
3. I had a singular occarrence recently, something I
never saw before. Four supers of unfinished sections were
placed on a hive, to be finished with extracted honey, over a
queen-excluding zinc. On taking off those 4 supers, when
finished, a few days ago, 4 of the sections had been emptied
by the bees, the combs reduced to brood-comb depth, some
pollen in them, and on the bottom of one of them a queencell ready to be sealed; and on another one a queen-cell
cup with an egg in it, standing on its end as if deposited by
a queen, but not another ^^^ could be found in any other
cell, and the queen wa-s down in the brood-chamber, and is

—
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I

drone-eggs. I suspect the answer was all right, for when
there is no chance for drone-brood in the brood-chamberthe
bees will be likely to prepare drone-comb in the super if
there is a chance for it, and the queen is likely to lay there
if she can get there.
There are, however, cases in which
she will do as you say^enter the super and fill not only one,
but many sections, full of worker-brood. Just why those
exceptions occur where separators are used and sections
filled with foundation, I do not know.
2. You are probably right, that perforated zinc has little or no effect in preventing pollen from being carried into
the sections, and I am not sure I know what will prevent it,
although it is very rare to find such a thing in my own experience. It is possible you can prevent it by use of a
deeper brood-chamber, for I think the more shallow the
brood-combs the more likely will the bees be to carry pollen
into the sections.
3. Some one has suggested that when an egg is found
in a story over an excluder, a laying queen being below,
that an enterprising laying worker has been in the upper
I don't know.
story.
4. If those SO queens were reared in the same colonies
that swarmed with them, it is something different from
anything on record. If they were reared elsewhere and introduced into the colonies with which they afterward
swarmed, there is nothing so unusual about it.
of Wm. Housel is shown on the firstpage.
sending the picture he wrote as follows

The Apiary

When

:

send a photograph of my bee-yard, or part of it, which
contains 100 colonies not all is shown, as the camera would
I

;

not take

all of

them

in.

I have been in the bee-business since 1888, and have had
a few failures as well as success.
I have taken the American Bee Journal since 1889 or
1890, and have been well paid for the money invested.
At one time my bees were all Italians, but now they are
hybrids and Germans. It has taken me just 12 years to
find out that the Italian is no good for me for comb honey.
I would not give my blacks for all the Italians in the land.
that is,
I will give the Italian bees credit for one thing
they are great swarmers. I find all alike as to swarming,
as I have had bees from different breeders. I spent $20 for
Italian queens to breed from, and never found one of them
equal to the ones I rear. I believe all queens are injured in
the mails, or in caging. The blacks always give me the
largest yield of comb honey, and not only the largest yield,
but the finest honey. The Italians never fill the sections
Hurrah for the
full, and do not cap the honey as white.
I give the man praise who speaks up for
little black bee
the black bee, and if you were to change color put the yellow bands on the blacks and the dark bands on the Italians,
and let the temper and honey-gathering qualities be as they
It is the color
are they would all jump for the blacks.
and gentleness the most people are after, not fine work.
The Italians do no more work on red clover than the
blacks, and not so much on buckwheat, and the blacks will
hold them a good round on anything that is fit for honey.
" Why do the Italians store better
I often see it asked
honey than the blacks ?" If those people just reverse the
question they will come nearer right, according to my experience. I give the bee the credit it deserves, minus color
or length of tongue. I do not know how long the tongues
of my bees are, but the other end is plenty long enough
Wm. HoDSBL.
Monmouth Co., N. J.
;

!

—

—

:

I

for.

The Hremlums offered this week are well worth working
Look at them.

fl
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QUEERS!
This is your last chance for this seasou to get f)ueens from (Juirin's I-"amou3 Red Clover stock, so hurry in
your orders. We have files of testimonials like the following:

Rearing: Good Queens.
Having a few spare hours I sat down and

GEORGE W. YORK £ COMPANY
144

&

146 Erie

St., Ctiicauo,

III.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Snbsoriptioa Price

of this Journal
SJ.OO a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; alJ other countries in the
Is

PosUl Union, fiO cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

The Wrapper-Label Date
.

of this paper

Indicates the end of tne month to which
your, subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that It Is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for inoney sent us to pay Bubscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beer. ,-eeeived

and duly
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will be given
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Tbe National Bee-Keepers' Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the Interests of
members.
•
To prevent the adulteration of honey.

To

its

prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

Thomas

Whitcomb,

W.

Hutchinson,

K

A. I. Root,
R. C AiKrw,
P. H. Elwood.

I
|

G.

I

W,
J.

I

G.

Newman,

M. Doolittlb,
F. Marks.

M. Hambaugh,

C. p.

Dadant,

CO. Millkh-.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

E.R. Ro'vr.

W.

Z.

IDr.

Hutchinson, President.

Orkl L Ubr hiskr, Vice-Preeident.
Dr a. B Mason. Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

EuGENB Secor. General Manag-erand

Treas-

arer, Fore^i Ci y, Iowa-

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

Jl^If more c()Dve"ient, Dues may be sent to
the offi e nf the American Bee Journal, when
they win be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Celluloid.

Queea-Button

is

a varv

pretty thin^ for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on Ms coat-lapel. It often serves to in-

troduce the subject of honey,
to a

and frequently leads
sale.

Note,— One reader

writes:

I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good i dea f o r e v^ry bee-keeper
to wear one [of the bnttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and mauy a con**

versation thus started would wind up with the
more or less honey; at ajiy rate It would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person In regard to honey
and bees."
.
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouacMon of a motto qneen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has & pin on the
underside to fasten It.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents
j
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to tJie offioe
ci the American Bee JournaL
sale of

grasped tny old frieud (the American Bee
Journal) by the well, leaves, and gave Mr.
Alloy's contribution tny attention; and I wish
to siiy to him that he is tagging pretty hard,
when he says on page 519, " [ have found by
actual experiment that a colony of bees will
not rear pood queens while there is a fertile
(jueern present;" and
then says, "I don't
want any one to tell me It can be done, for I
assert that it can not be done by any person."
Now, Mr. Alley, I have had queens from a

—

FUHLISHED WEEKLY BY

Mr. J. Roorda, of De Motte, Ind.,
bought 4 dozen in the spring, and says
the workers are hustlers; while E. L.
Messenger, of New Haven, Conn., says
the queen bought last season produced
bees which beat anything in that part
of the country.

dozen diti'erent breeders, ranging from Texas
to Wisconsin, and I am in position to know
what a t?ood queen will do, for I have one
reared Just the reverse of your experiment

Price of Queens lor balance of season:
1

over a laying queen. The bees of this queen
have produced, of comb honey, 128 pounds,
or tilled sections, and helped build up a weak
colony. You may say chance or luck per-

$.75

Selected

Tested

1.00
l.SO

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can bny.. 3.C0

—

haps it is, and if It is so, it Is .a chance worth
while to chance.
Robert J. Cart.
Fairfield Co., Conn., Aug. 24.

6

12

$4.00
5.00
8.00

$7.00
9.00

We

f uafaatee safe arrival, lo any State, continental island, or any European coijntry. Can
flu all orders promptly, as we expect tc keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all

Report for the Season of 1902,

orders to

read With a good deal of interest the articles from many correepondenls in regard to
their experience and prospects for a honey
crop for this season, and as mine is in many
respects nearly the same, I will add it to the
I

others.

(juirio the ijueeii-Rreeder,

PARKERTOWN, OHIO.
[Parkertown ie a P. O. Money Order office.]
Please mention the Eee Joomal.
lbA26t

—

#^UPPD
wnktr MflMFV
inUnC

41 old and 30 new. I
I have 71 colonies
wintered a part in the cellar, and (as an experiment) I left 13 on the summer stands.
They were about 18 inches apart; I drove
stakes 3 feet back of the hives, ana these I
boarded up 3 feet. I then fiJWd in with
clover-huUs between and back of the hives,
packing the same until tbe hives were covered to the depth of one foot.
At the front, and resting on the porch of
the hive. I put a board one foot wide, also
kept in place by stakes driven in front to prevent the clover from falling off. I then covered with slough-grass, laid to shed water,
and then I set a row of corn-stalks in front to
protect from snow. The stalks I removed
when the weather admitted of the bees taking
an outing. The experiment proved a perfect
success, the bees coming out in the spring in
exceUent condition, and also those wintered in
the cellar, except 3 colonies which were dead.
I took them out April 1, nearly all with a
good supply of stores.
From that time until May 20 the weather
was " all sorts," with many cold, wet days.
About the middle of May I discovered that
my bees were nearly destitute of honey,
although I had fed perhaps 150 pounds of
honey, but as tbey seemed to be working
freely I concluded that they were all right.
From that time on until the middle of June
every pound of honey went into the broodcbamber, and the same is true of more than
half of the colonies up to date. All my supers
have glass strips in the sides, so I can easll}'
examine the interior. July 2 there were yS

IS GO°D MONEY
I an<l 6a:3y to make
you work for as. We wUl start you lo
W i^rk
nuslneas and furnish the capital.
Send 10 cents for lull
liljiit aud tiusy.
line of samples and partlcularF.
DRAPER PUBUSUI.NQ CO., Chicafo. IIIi.

If

Special I<ound-Trip Excursion Rates
to New York
via Nickel Plate Road Tickets on sale
Oct. 3rd to 6th inclusive, good leaving
New York not later than Oct. 14th.
Address John Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 113 Adams

Prlz6=winnino
Daughters

use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book BuBlnessDalrylDK&CatJJl^free.VV.Chester.Pa

Moore's famous lon^-tongaed

MOORE,

t*lease

mention Bee Journal -when writing

$S 50 Cleveland and Return. $8.50
an Sept. 26th and 27tt, via Nickel Plate
Road. Return limit of Oct. 28th may
be obtained by depositing tickets in
Cleveland. Three trains daily, with
American
vestibuled sleeping - cars.
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
Also
to SI 00 in dining-cars.
la carte.
City ticket office,
Chicago, 111 Adams St. For detailed
cents

tures, roadsides,

I'ay,

of

red clover Italian Queen, which won the JiS.OO
prizr offered by The A. I. Root Co. for the long-,
est-tongued bees; and also daug-htere of other
choice long-tungued red-clover breeders whose
bees *' just roll in the honey," as Mr. Henry
Schtnidl, of Huttn, Tex., puts it. Untested
Qneeus. 75c each; six. f4 00; dozen. $7 S>. Select
untested, ?1.00 e ich; six, $5.00: dozen, $9.oa
Safe arrival andsatisfactiou guaranteed. Circular free.
J. P.
Lock Box 1. .^ORaA^•, KY.
28Etf

the others having none.
For the past four weeks there has been little if any surplus honey stored..
Buckwheat
is just coming In bloom, and the bees have
commenced working strong, and may yet
store a fair average.
1 have never seen such an abundance of
"bee-pasturage" as this season. All pas-

To make oows

Chicago, for

—

partially filled, 4 finished, and 10 finished all
My sapers hold 33
except a few sections
i% sections, and usually weigh 26 to 28
pounds net, so I estimated there is about 600
pounds on TO colonies, about equally divided
between old and new, or rather 35 colonies,

commons, and vacant places,
were covered with white clover and alsike.
There is plenty of heartsease, goldcnrod,
buckwheat, and many other "bee-plants."'

St.,

reservation or sleeping-car space and
50 38A2t
other information.

I

,

1

meals a

information address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams Street.
45—36A3t

!
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Tennessee Queens
Dangkters of Select Imported
Italian, Select
long-tOD^ued

and SelecL,Straieht
5-band Queens. Bred 3% mtles
iMoore'sl,

and mated

apart,
drones.
Ln

select

to

No bees owned with.
miles: none impure

2'A

within

3,

5 miles.

and but few within

No disease.

WARRANTED

experience,

QUEENS,
TESTED,

29 years'

TS

cents each;
each.
Discount on lar^e orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July 1st

Send

$1.50

for circular.

JOHN

M, DAVIS,

SPRING BILL, TENN.

14A26t

$33.30 Chicago to New York and
Return
via Nickel Plate Road, on Oct. 3, 4, 5
and 6, with return limit leaving- New
York Oct. 14, 1902. Three trains daily,
at convenient hours. Vestibuled sleeping-cars. American Club Meals, rang-ing- in price from 3S cents to $1.00,
served in dining-cars on Nickel Plate
Road also meals a la carte. Chicago
depot, Harrison St. and Sth Ave. City
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. 'Phone
Central 20S7. Write John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chi51 38A2t
cago, for particulars.
;

—

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We haTe made arrangements so that we can
of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowin; prices, cash with
the order:
famish Seed of several

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alslke Clover

SKI

lOtb

t .75

$!-«

90

1.70
l.SO

1.00
1.20

WhiteClover
Alfalfa Clover

25B)
J3.25
4.00
4.25

2 30

80

S.SO
3.25

1.40

J6.00
7.£0
8.00
lO.iO
6.00

wanted by mail.
144

&

W.

YORK A CO.
CHICAaO. ILL

14« Erie Street.

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetailed'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, l*age Co., Iowa.

13Atf

WE
D /%VC
^
M ^^
H ^P ^k V H
^r

iMao. &ED() (u ll>o

k'

WANT WORKERS

money working for ua.
We £ttTDb.h capital 10 Btarlyqu in buBimafaa

BUmpa or silTcr

t^ease mention

and m line ot
CO..Cblc«2o.lU.
wii^.o,i(^

for full inHtrucilooB

aaapi«b>work«ritb.bfiAPER PUBLISHING

Bfie Journal

Kothing but the bad weather has prevented
ao unprecedeoled honey crop.
I have kept bees for 15 years, and have
never seen or heard of foul brood in this
vlcinUy, although there are a great many who
keep from a few to 50 colonies. My bees are
Italians, some hybrids, eooie brown, and some
small, black bees.
I have never been able to
determine which are the best all-around bees.
My apiary ie necessarily very close to the
house, on accoant of limited space.
My garden is full' of shrubbery, and at the back a
row of wild plum-trees. I do not clip my
queens, bJt allow them to swarm naturally;
they invariably cluster either on the shrubbery or oa the plum-trees— in either case are
easily reached from the ground.
At night I
remove the old colony and replace it with the
new. It is not often that a second swarm
issues when the old one has been removed,
although I seldom remove the queen-cellfi, as
I And that whenever I have done so there are
a great many vicious bees ready for business,
anxiously waiting for victims, and the hives
being so near- the house no one dares come
into the yard, so in case a second swiirm issues
I hive them in a biving-box, and place a
queen-excluder iu front of the entrance to the
I empty them in
hive from which they came.
front, and with the smoker drive them in and
catch and kill the qaeen. It is very seldom
thatlha\eany further trouble. Of course, I
know that I lay myself open to the charge of

with my environments I find
way the most convenient and satisfactory.
heresy, but

Mybeesdid not commence swarming

wncu

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that prodnces 'EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
use a

FOUNDATION
fort Wai

and

at prices that are the lowest.

For

until

8,

never

Don't Stop
myadv.,a8 by

Casli

Catalog g\viag

Full, Line of Supplies^
with prices and Bamplea, tree ou application

BEESWAX WANTED.
QUSs DITTMEF. Augusta, Wis.

ray

new system

of queea-rear-

tng", I can fill all orders by return mail, and
they come In by the hat full, and the little old
man here isn't lying- about it, either. I can send
you the largest and finest Adel-Golden Caraiolau Queens you ever saw. Practically a non-

swarming race

of bees.
Breeding" Queens, each, 75 cents.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Rease mention Bea Journal -when •writlnf;

Handy Farm Wagons
tho work easier for both tho man aod team
The tires being wide they do notcut into the ground;

make

the tabor of loartlnffig reduced many times, bee auee
of the short lift. Tbey are etiiiipped wlthourlam0119 Electric Kteel Wkeel**, oithorstraig-htoratagffcrspokea. Whet la any height from a* to 60 inches.
Wliltehtekory axles, ftteel hininris. Guaranteed lo
carry 4000 IbB. Why not set started rigiitby puttiiiK
We make our ateel wheels
In ono of theso wagonB.
to lie any wagon. Writ© for the catalog. It l6 free.
'

ELECTRIC

ri.o<u>o

WHEEL

CO.,

BOX W, QUINCY,

ILL.

niDiiuon Butj jouruat wi^qn. writing

APIARY FOR SALE.
In a splendid
lid district.
formatiou,

W.
38A2t

S.

Address for

fuller
inf

MITCHELL,

FORT GIBSON,

IND. TER.

B0UI6S,
of every
descrip"^

Jars, —
tlon

Rearing the Best Queens.
I am glati to isee queen-rearing discussed, as
discussion is a good way to bring out the
I am only a
best points of apiarian work.
green backwoodsman, but I must take a decided stand against Mr. Alley, on pages 519
and 5^3. I have tried his forced plan, and my
experience is that when a colony becomes
queenless all at once, that is, by taking the
queen from them, that they build, in a hasty
way, a lot of insigaiticant queen-c-ells that
produce very poor queens. He says they will
not rear good queona while there is a fertile
la there not a fertile
queen in the hive.
queen in the hive when cells are built under
the swarming impulse? And that is where
the best queens come from, he says.
Queens whoso colonies fill 100 one-pound
I
sections can not be called cheap queens.

have very few queens in my yard whose colonies have done that well, even in an ordinary
year, and some of them have done much more
—and all ray queens are reared uuder the

swarming impulse.

He speaks of colonies rearing queens under
the swarming impulse, as if they did not care
as much about the future welfare of the bees
that are to be left in the hive, as they did for
their own particular selves.
If that is the

B

HVeHAM'S

PATEM

years the be&t.
Send for Circular

24

2SAlf
Please

T. P.
"-iftntion.

Smokers

BINOMAM.

Farwell. Mich.

Bee Journal -when

FREE FO« A MONTH

Into FoEflatioii

my

and continued until July 12. I have
had any trouble on account of the
qneen laying in the super, although I do not
use excluders. I put supers on three or four
days after hiving. Iput supers on old colonies about May 1, which they often fill before
they cast the swarm.
Whether or not it
delays swarming I am not certain, but I do
not think it makes any difference. I have
had two Instances where new colonies have
swarmed 11 days after having been hived. I
don't understand It.
N. B. K:sowle3.
Winona Co., Minn., Aug. 9.

June

Dittmer's Fonndation
I

Sept. 18, 190J.

son

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound S cents more than the S-pouud
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add Z5 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

GEORGE

lOlJRNAL.

-writiiig.

....

you are Interested la Sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published In the United States.
If

Wool

fflarketo

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheepbreeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are yon interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICA80,

ILL.

-FOR-

Honey
Dealers....
STUTTS GLASS GO.,
Alanufacturer5,
Ohambbhs St. NEW YORK.

G. G.
145

Write for illustrations.
Please mention Bee Journal wben

N. Y.

35.\4t

pfl

-writiiifi.

:

Sept. 1«,

;
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why do Llicy ImiUl colls at all i The fact,
of the ciiRr, In my mind, Is, that the very best
<iueens are reared in a nofxl, stronj^ colony of
our best l)et's under the .swa^min^; impulse.
would like to ask Mr. Alley one iiuestlon:
He says rhe l)est u'^'t'tis he ever saw were
reared in his small bo\t*s tJial, In; speaks of;
and that lie (Uies not use them for rearinj^

605

case,

Ihat

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder wltb cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 60 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for odly $1.40. It la
a fine thln^ to prenerve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have

I

only
for
fertilizinfr them.
Why
doesn't he rear (|ueens in those Inixes If that
is
where the best ones he ever saw were
reared ?
C. I!. I1aul>vn.
KaDaboc Co., Minn., Aug. 25.
«iueens,

this

"Emerson"

tui

further

binding;

&

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Erie Street,

14<,

BOILED

$

i^CSl^^Cai:J«L_

TO START YOU

5

tuki"

Smoke.
This method gives Editor Hutchinson inoie
any other way. He says

About two days before sending a queen I
my customer when he may expect the (luoeu. and lielow the notice are the
following; instructions:
" As soon as you receive this notice remove
the queen from the colony to which you expect to introduce the new queen. When she
arrives, |/Ut her away in a safe jilace until
after sundown, just at dusli, then light your
smoker, and when it is well to going put in a
pipeful of sinoUing-tobacco. put on the cover,
pulT until you get an odor of tobacco, then
putt three or four good pufis into the entrance of the hive. Wait two or three minutes, then send in anotlier good puff or two,
remove the cover, drive the bees down with a
puff of smoke, open the cage and allow the
queen to run down between the combs, following her with a puff or two of smoke, and
put on the cover. Half an hour later light up
the smoker again, put in the tobacco as before, and blow two or three more good ijuffs
in at the entrance.
It no honey is coming in,
feed the colony a pint of syrup each night
inside
from the
of the hive, but don't disturb
the brood-nest for four or five days."
send notice to

BUSINESS

ill le,

Htiii t

ytiu

ill

a K""il

i'J'.>

S.llil 10 ,-,-Ilt8 fcr full line
IK-hH.
iiiKi (lirri'MiiijH
to beirin.

tmw
DKAPER PUBLISHING

One Fare

satisfaction than

IN

l,r.s,.Mt J..1,

I

for

ii'ir liiiNi-

Ot BMlIlJlica

CO., Chicago,

Please mention Bee Journal

Queens with Tobacco.

when

Ills.

writing.

Round Trip

or $8.50 to Cleveland, Oiiio, and return
via Nickel Plate Road, Sept. 26th and
27th, with extended return liinit of Oct.
28th by depositiiif;; tickets in Cleveland.
First-class equipment and
service.
Three daily trains. Chicago Passenger Station, Harri.son St. and Sth Ave.
Write John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., Chicago, for particulars.
46~- 36A3t

1902— Bee-Keepers' SuupliesI
We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'8
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our 19<i2 cataioK.
M. H. HUNT & BON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich
flease mention Bee Journal -when

If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completelj than any other published,
Bead$1.2Sto

Prof. A. J. Cook.CIaremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee- Keeper's Guide."
Gomb and Extracted Honeu!
State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

Please mention the Bee Journ^il.

Some-tHins

IN/leans

l-b

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Alf

WATKINS^ "iR^i^^i^ LINIMENT
lieieisaremedy that makes you feel eertaiii of the lives of your dear ones
It means many dollars saved to
aecident or sudden sickness.
In all cases of
vou that would otherwise ffo to the doctor or veterinary.

Itniejuis tlKit
in cases of

cholera m
rhoea. Hux. ilienniiitism, cuts, cramps, strains, burns,
throat, diijhtheriu. etc., it is a ilod-.send.
Worth Its Wctt:ht In Gold.
Ked Lake. Minn., June 5, 1901
One time last summer I got very sick with I'liolera and thou,
sure we would have to send for the doctor, but after takinir't doses of t% ntklua' V cue tuble Anodyne Liniment
I lilt as well asever.
yince tlit-ii 1 use it every day and
;iii(i tirid it the hest family inediritie in the market tn"-da\
it IS u. -It h lis weik'ht in b'old.
JnsEl'H DirHAKMK.
Till Mi s.( mis of (j;ond jieople have written in the same vein.
^^ cures colic, diarrhoea, sprains,
rwil MnilflMLO cuts,scratches,bruises,sweeney,ete.
Don't wait until you are down sick, or injured by some
bad aceident, but bef'ure to Ret a bottle from our aijeni
whenhecalls. If noanentin yourcounty. write us nt
once and we will see that vni are supplied. Price $!

mumps, sore

,

;

FOR AUIMAI C

AVe

FREE! FREE! FREE!
send our instrn.-tivy nm-pa^'e
illustrated
liiiely

We

J. R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

10 Liberty

St.,

Winona, Minn.

Shaken Swarms as Qood as Natural
Ones.
M. A. (iill. III the Bec-Keeiiers' lieview. says
be examines bis colonies each week, and "all
colonies tliat are (join;: to swarm will be
shaken into new hives with starters, setting
the new hive on the old stand and carryin^j
the brood, with just enouuh bees to protect it
till the brood hatches, to the new stand.
This
usually fixes swanning as far as such colonies are concerned.
"I must confess that the longer I practice
the shakin^'oir plan, when colonies are going
to swarm iinyvmii, the better I like it.
Much
has been said about a colony being a unit,
and that we can not sort them with proper
regard to age, but I tindthat is more in theorv
'

than

'

in practice.

tind

I

little

if

any

differ-

ence between natural or shaken swarms that
are now two weeks old, and it's certainly a
great advantage in out-apiaries.''

A Dog

that Watches for

ture.

is

rejiorted

Its

owner, H.

This dog

in

Swarms.

S.

Gleanings in Bee-CulFerry, says:

Newfoundland and half St.
Bernard, both thoroughbred. The kennel has
a four-light window, where he can see the
apiary
and if there is anything unusual
is

half

;

going on in the apiary he is sure to notify us.
If there should be a swarm, or an extra buzzing in the apiary, he is sure to call some of us
before they alight or leave the yard. I never
have had a swarm of bees leave the yard as
long as this dog has been in charge. He
weighs l.'W pounds, has a good disposition,
and understands the nature of the bees as
well as any dumb creature can, and much
better than some human beings.
He will go
among the bees. They do not seem to meddle
with him. He is not afraid of them, and is
kind to his owners and those who take care of
him, but is proof against intruders. So far
as value is concerned, he is beyond price.
Money would not buy him.

Comb and

Extracted

in

the

Same

Apiary.
This has beuu advocated by Mrs. A. J. Barber heretofore, but the experience of this year
makes her more in favor of it than ever. She
says in the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal:
All colonies that have been run exclusively
for comb honey are full of honey In the broodchamber, so full that in many cases there is
not even a cell of brood or an egg. At first we
thought there must have been a wholesale
murder of queens, as there was no brood, but
upon close examination queens are found

One Fare for the Round Trip
Boston and return, via Nickel Plate
Road, Oct. 7th to 11th, account meeting of Brotherhood of St. Andrews. By
depositing tickets at Boston and paying fee of 50 cents, extended return
limit of Nov. 12th may be obtained.
to

Home Doi-torand Cook Book to every inijuirerfree. It is
a very valuaiile and interesting work for farm and home,
containiiit: weather forecasts, tine cooking recipes, etr.
send it free whether you are ready to buy now or not,

THE

It

:Sth.,US

lid tlK
tlllll.

K!/',H',>

«i;i/('/

lurc.

This

Brushed Swarms.

Vto th.

brood-ncelg when
will be one of the
tCi-eatcst boons that ever struck modern apiculture.
If any one else bus had experience
with brushed swarms 1 wish he would tell us
about it.— Editorial in (Jlcaninirs iti Hee-CulIn

comb honey,

vrz iting.

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

We have just had a brief visit from Mr.
Danzenbaker, who is on his way to California on ppecial business. In talking over the
matter of the brushed-swarm plan, he mentioned the fact that he had practiced for years

can be controlled
runnlnic for

QEORQE W. YORK &

Introducing;

neces-

sary.

144

miDOH

Is

iiietliiKl (jf coDtroliini; swarniH; anil liy it
to jjcl a powerful colony In one
hlH Blmlliiw lirood-ucHts for coiiib honey
iiiiil if llicri- is
any honey at all to l)e hud, he
l8 L'oinK- to ;,'i.t it, and that with a ginalt probaliility of swariiilnir.
I
have heen looklni: up this matter of
Ijrushed oi- •• Bhook " ewarnis; and in the face
of the fuvoralile teatimony conccrninK it I am
surprised that Ijce-kecpers have not made
moreof It. Why, just think of It: i/swarnik
lie Ik eiittliiiMl

lit

CO.,

Through vestibuled sleeping-cars and
service in every
respect.
rates to all New England points.
Write John Y. Calahan, 113 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars.
49— 38A3t
first-class

Cheap

Please Mention the Bee Journal

I^^^rSrff.
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healthy and

work

Bee-Heepers-Attention !
Do not put 3-our monej' into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regfular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

—

LEWIS CO., TATatertown.Wis.
"SEASONABLE OFFERINGS."
G. B.

MUTH'S POUND SQUARE FLINT-GLASS HONEY-JARS, with patent
GLASS STOPPERS, at So. 50 per gross. F.\R Superior to Old Style

air-tight

WITH Corks.

Try a

of 5 crates,

each

Just the thing for home market.
been used once, in good condition, in lots
order at once.
10 or more, 3Sc. This lot is limited

gross.

CRATES OF TWO 60-lb. CANS,
-iOc

;

;

OUEENS! The Best Money Cati Buy
BUCKEYE STRAIN 3-BANDED are the genuine RED CLOVER WORKERS. MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS can not to be surpassed. Either
of above, 7Sc each

A

trial will

;

Selected tested, $i.50 each.
for our catalog of BEE-SUPPLIES.
CO., Front & Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.
meutioii Bee Jourual wrtit^n w-'Hixr

6 for S4.00.

convince you.

Send

THE FRED W. MUTH
T'eiif?

Qneens Now Ready to 8nppiy bu Return Nail
Stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
J

|~j

/"^ly-km r/-v»«

tions,
is

and getting weaker every day. As there

now

we

a very severe drouth

are likely to

experience in failure this year.
The colonies having a super of half-depth
extracling-frames fared some better, as the
bees began to till them as soon as the honey
came, and when I raised them and put sections under, the work went right on as long
as the honey-flow lasted, and the brood-chaiiber was relieved so that those colonies are in
I have extracted some of the
fair condition.
small frames and given them to the bees that
had no brood, and it acts like a charm. The
bees are storing in the extracting-combs and
giving the queens room so that the colonies
may be in condition for a flow if we have one.
I am getting to be a stronger advocate of
producing both comb and extracted honey at

have our

first

75 cents; 6 for $4.00.

/^« «z:»/^«-*<r»

which

left all

DAIRYMEN ARE DEUGHTEU

records behind in honey-

meet those w Do work tor us. Cow keefjera al.- avB
have annej. We star! you lii buslnes". You make
large profits. Easy w<Frk. We furnish capital. s*tiJ
to

•

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

W. WEBER,

to

with honey and doing almost nothing in sec-

;

G. H.

The bees refuse

looking;

a warm winter, and the bees were
very strong and active in March, and had
hives full of brood.
We had a cold May, and
brood-rearing checked. In June we had a
freeze that killed all bloom, and bees almost
starved.
During the freeze, and after, a
great many bees went out and never came
back in their hives. In spite of heavy feeding
brood-rearing almost ceased, and bees nearly
starved.
About .July ,t the alfalfa bloom
seemed to begin to yield honey all at once,
and the bees within two or three days tilled
every cell with honey, and as they had become somewhat weakened in .June they were
not in condition to till the sections, so they
are cramming every cell in the brood-chamber

I^CQ wlOVCl \/UCCn», gathering. Untested, $1.00 6 for $5.00.
— Thev are so highly recommended, being more gentle
I ^ ^
w3.rniOIcinS
than aU others. Untested, $1.00.
/--»

title

in sections.

We had

full line of

Bamplt-saml i^ii t"-(ila"i
CO.. Chicneo. in<;.

DRAPER PURLISHINf]

Every Reader of the American Bee Journal
is ailing or in poor health or has some
friend or relative that is sick, should be interested in the offer on pag-e 607, headed, " Personal TO SuBscRiHERS," made by the Theo.
Noel Company, of Chicag-o, 111. This Company
is the proprietor of the famous Vitae-Ore, a
natural mineral medicine which they offer to
send out on 30 days' trial to every ailing person
who requests it. and will promise to use it carefully according- to directions.

who

2146-2148 Central Avenue,

CI^C1NNATI, OHIO.
iSuccessor to Chas. F.

lOceutf for

Muth and A. Muth.)

when writing;

Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers....

ARLINGTON SEWING MACHINES ARE EASIEST RUNNING BECAUSE BALL-BEARING.

250,000

DISCRIIYIINATIIMC

WOMEN

Everywhere are using (many of them for soveoteen years past) the

'"^

i^Celebrated Running
Elegant

The acknowledg^ed triumph of

Polished
Swell Front

the finisher's art.

Oak Cabinet

SEND
NO

with or with
out Italian

Harquetry
Decorations.
Latest and

most stylish
design.

MONEY

Guaranteed
for 2o years.

Tbf> Ar)ii):itoii is a donble lock stitch, vibratinp-shuttle
mactiine, bi;;lt (irade. lilsbe^t urni. cuDtaiuing the most
modern iniprovemeuts, equal to the Singer, Domestic. lNe%v

tbi$

\Ve cao furnish you almost

of a

mnchine

at

aeaving of from

price.

Mounted on

to the purchaser

Town

State

on pre^eiitaliOQ of Bill of Lading, showing the return of the machine.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL Slgnatureof BankerDate

BALL'

Town
Immediately on receipt of this certificate wn

Ball-Beariug
AUL.INC;X4»\ Sewing Machine ou

strictly hieh-Kradp

m

BEARING STAND-douhling

r.

its

n

OI4 OC
vllibV

of

with the undersiKned thw sum of i? 1 4.75 in payment of No.i>*'ArIiin:ton**
Machine ordered of the TAS}! Hl'YKKS' UI?lION, of Chicago, with tlie understimding
ttiiit this monev is to be held by iiih for H(I days, while the purchaser gives the luuchine a
trial at home, and is to besent to the fnSH BTTYEKS* UNION at the expiration of the
31) diiyn. unless the iiurchaser is dissatisfied, in which event I am to refund the money

speed. The cabinet woik is onr
iietv model
6-<l rawer Drop
Head Cabinet in the l.-tle^t and most
popnlardesicm. S^veJI front, made of select oak. finished with a
beautiful mirror-Iike antique golden oak lini»kti and handsoinest marquetry decorations. \Vilh every lIAL.L.-E(KARII\Cir
AKL.INUTO.'M we fnrDi>h FREE the handsomest and most complete
set of hi;rhly polished Nickeled Steel Fitot Attachments aiTordine
endless variety of work.
Ustab.
188.5.
SJSO.OOO
Also famished plain fr>r
macliiues sold.
Tci9ti>
monlals from every Ktate.

$10 to $45

Certify

is to

TH.VT Mr

otiier machines sold throuKh
dealers at from twice to three times

our

No. 9 Arlington

h;i8 (lepositeti

Home. WUeeler & Wilson and

Any Kind or Style

!?il-!^5.i?s

th

ITIade only from the most severely tested materia
Just go to your nearest bank(»r or rosponsible merchant, deposit with him the
purcliase price of tliis machine and send us thisCertilicate ot'Depowt— or
a eo|>y of same ou a separate sheet:
OUR LIBERAL NO RISK CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

-I
71 (A

oo
>

o
H
O
<

If you
NOTE—
yi)nr

AA

State..

will ship this rosular$65

UajS Tvt^l
lldl explained
OU n«ii»'
^'^b

above

I

send caslt In full with' your order we will
refund
money, inclndins the freieht charges, if at any time
within <»ue year you become dissatisfied with your purchase for
any reason.

THE BALL BEARINGS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

There will not be any
delay in filling your orThe balls are large size made der, w© have the mafjnmfine tool steel and run cl lines, thousands of
in an oil tempered steel cup them, all tested and
crated ready for sbipw hich is adjustable.
prevent friction and afford
absolute ease to the operator.

meiit.

M

style and sample of work. Address al'l orders ai'd letters plainly to CASH BUYERS' UNIONf Dept.
609 CHICAGOi ILL.
The Cibh Luyery' Uniun is a thoronehly reliable concern. Its .innoonrpment^ h.ive appeared in this paiier frnra its very becinninE. Thousands of machineg have
been sold lo our readers and we add our guarantee of salisfacLioa to that of the Cash Buyers' Union.— Editor.

t7-|T

IS

VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU MENTION THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL WHEN WRITING TO THE CASH BUYERS' UNION.

PLEASE DO SO.

«

;
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linvc
tho same ttpiiiiv.
fur Uki last h'ix .vdiiis, and this
your lias dfciiicil llu* iiuostiun for inc. As
soon as possilik! I shall have a super of small
frames for every liive I posse; s. Some seasons there is hut lilllc ailvantajfc in them, anil
use. perhaps, more llum half of
I shouhl not
them after they were laUeii oil in tlie sprlni;.
but even that half would pjiy for itself in j^eltin>,' the liees into the sections, and tlusotliei'
half would he used over and over- on the colonies that were inclined to loaf, seiurinjj many

lliusiune tinio, in
believecl-iii

a

1

U

pound of honey that

I

607

shows

a tendency to cleave give
the valve has become thickly
coated with the soitt. it may be ne<-esHary to
take tlie Indhtws apur-i, and put in a new valve.
Then keep the vnlvi' thoroughly oiled, and
you will have very little trouble. This sooty
accumulation is mu<'h worse In damj) weather
wln*n the atiiiipspli(;re is heavily charged with
moisture, than it is in dry, clear weather.
should, therefore, watch the smoker to see
that it does not get " stuck on itself " at such
times.
as often as
it njore (dl.

it

should not get othor-

wise.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Tbe

TTtah Bee-Keepers' Afisociation
the antiual cuuventiun in the City and
City, Utah, Oct. 6,
l''U2, at 10 a.m.
Business of interest to all beekeepers will be presented. All are invited.
J. n. Fagg, Sec.

Utah.

This

is

recommend(Ml by

S. Iv Miller,

lie

will

liultl

County Huildiny, Salt Lake

says in the I'royfrossivo Heo-IveeptuI'rohably every one knows that machinery
works best if well tri'eased, but I doubt
whether many bee-keeperB ivnow that a
.smoker reciuires greasing. Yet they all know
lluit at times a smoker gets choked up and
wheezy. This is caused by the sticky, sooty
accumulation being sucked back into the bellows, because the valve gets stuck and does
not admit the air freely into the bellows. The
more of this accumulation that gets sucked
into the bellows the worse the valve will stick,
and the worse the valve sticks the more of it
is sucked l>ack, so that we have an aggravated
To keep the valve from
state of allairs.
cleaving to the inside of bellows, oil it freely
with machine oil. or any good lubricant, and

Illinois.— The annu il meeting- of the Northern
Illinois Bee- Keepers' Association will be held
at the t'onrt House in Freeport, III., on Tues-

day and Wednesday, Oct.

21

and

22. 1902.

All

interested in bees are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

New Jersey.- The first annual meeting- of the
New Jersey Bee Keepers' Association will be
htld at lu'a.m., Thursday, Oct. 2. in the Club
House ou the Inter-State Fair Grounds, Trenton,
N. J. We extend a most cordial invitation to
all bee-keepers, and others interested in beeculture, to be present.
B. F.

Gborge N. Wanser,
Onderdonk, Pres.

Sec.

PERSONALto SUBSCRIBERS

WE

WILIv SEND to every subsfTiber or reader ot the American Bee JoiirriHl a fuH-sized ONE DOLLAR
piu-kiine ot VIT.EOKE. by mail. POSTPAID, sutlicient for one month's treatment, to be paid for
within iimrirliV time alter receipt, if the receiver ohii trnthtuUy sjiv that its use has d me him or her more
Kodd than ail MiiMirujL's and dop- 3 <tf guHcks (ir y.i.iii flnct.irs or patent meJicines he or she has ever used.
KKAD this over ugn n carefully, and underetanU that we ask our pay only when it has done you good, and
not befnr*'. We talte all the risk; von have iioinini.' in lose. If it does not benefit you. you pay ua nothintr.
VIT.K-i'KE is a natural, bard, adamantine rock-like substance— mineral— ORE— mined from the ground
like K<tld and silver, and requires abtmi i?n years for oxidization. It contains Iree iron, free sulphur and
niafinesinm and '>ne "ackage will ••qual in medicinal strength anil curative value rtuo gallons ot the most
powerful, efflcacinus mineral water, iirnnk fresh at the springs. It is a Keologiial discovery, to which there
It is the marvel of the century for curing such diseases as Rheumatism,
is nothing aildcil 'ir taken Irom.
Brighfs Disease. lll'><.,i I'nisnning. Heart Trouble, Diphtheria. Catarrh and I'liniat Affections. Liver. Kidney
ilaienis, Sti>mach and Female Disorders. La Grippe. Malarial Kever. Nervous Frustration
and Bladder
and General DeliiMiy, as thousands testify, and as no one, answering this, writing for a package, will deny
after using. Give age. ills and sex
This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude of every living
person who desires better healih. or who sutTers pains, ills and diseases which have defied ihe medical
world and grown worse with age. We care not for your skepticism, but ask only your invHstigation, and at
our expense, regardless of what il's you have, by sending to us for a package. You must not write on a
postal card. In answer to this, address.
THEO. NOEL COMPANY, Dept. J. P.. 527. 520, 531 W. North Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
I

'

37 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
upon

low,

its receipt,

i We

are

Send

tliti

filS-Sfc.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

—

CASH—

for best yelor 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,
CO., 144
146 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

&

GEORGE W. YORK &

Largest Manafacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in

for catalog.
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HONE/ AND BEESWAX

y(Vti yt<ytt/fiy(<yffyfi

>j»-

I

y,v >jf jju: >f(

MARKBT QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, Sept. '(.—Comb honey is beifinaint;
to come forward and in nieetini; Willi (air demand. The prices at present are 15/'/fl6c for

the best linen of No 1 to fancy while; other
Ifrades are wauled at 2 to .5 cents less per pound,
but ihey are Hcarce. Extracted sells at ttfi^Hc
for white, accordinif to the kind and r|uality;
SSi'wVc is obtainable for the amber i;radeR.
Ofalers are Neekiuf; what they ter?ii a *' honey "
flavor more than ever before, as they say their
customers demand more sweet taste in honey.
Beeswax is scarce, and brings ."Vic.

Kansas City, Sept. !.).— Thederaand still congood for comb honey, but receipts are
very light and meet with ready sales at these
quotations;
Fancy white comb, I5c: No. I
white, 14c; No, 2 white and amber, 13c; dark,
12c. Extracted, while, 6(^ij)^c; amber, S'o/SJ^c.
Ueeswax, ilin 25c.
C. C. Ci.e.mons i Co.
tiuue.s

Cincinnati, Aug. 30.— The demand for comb

honey at present is very good; all shipments
are sold quick at ISCdilbc for No. 1 and fancy.
We advise shipping while demand is good and
before the western carloads are here. In three
weeks from now carloads will arrive, then demand is satisfied, sales harder to make, and
prices demoralized. E.xtracted honey is telling
as fast as it arrives, at the following prices;
Amber and Southern in barrels, ai S^ira<6Vic, according to the quality. White clover, 7}^(ii.»c.
Beeswax is scarce at 30c.
The Fred W. Moth Co.
Ai,BANT, N. Y., Aug. 22.— The demand for
honey is improving with the unusual cool
weather, the summer resorters returning home
hungry. Weijuote; Extra white comb, 15<n 16c;
medium, 14(aH5c. No other grades coming yet.
We want to caution shippers against shipping by express, as it arrives almost invariably
broken. Express companies are stamping the
cases "Received at owner's risk," which seems
to cause their employes to " play ball " with it.
Freight handlers are slower, more careful, and
less broken, and much cheaper.
We advise
sending by freight only.
H. R. Wright.

New York,

Aug. H.— New crop comb honey
New York and Pennsylvania is beginning

from

to arrive in limited quantities. There is a good
demand for fancy white at 14c, and No. 1 at 13c,
and exceptionally fine lots will possibly bring
a little more.
Lower grades quiet at from

10@12c. As to extracted honey, fancy grades
are in good demand at from 6fa,6>^c for white,
and S(3>55^c for light amber. Southe n in barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 47 (S'60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax dull at

from

Hildrkth & Sboblkbn.

2"(a'2Sc.

Cincinnati, Aug. 21.— New comb honey
not

coming

in so

plentiful, so far.

is

Whatever

has come in, and is fancy water-white, has
brought a good price, and sold to stores at from
15(aiI6c.
Honey kept over from last vear, fancy

sells for 14c. The market for extracted is more
and brings: Amber, from SOSljc; alfalfa
water-white, from b@6iic; white clover, from
~@~iic. Beeswax, 28c.
C. H. W. Weber.

lively

SANFRANCisco.Aug. 20— White comb.l3@14c;
amber, 10@12c; dark, 8@9c. Extracted, white,
5!i®55^; light amber, "is-SK; amber, 4\fa»—
Beeswax, good to choice, light, 27@29c; dark,
2smbc.
Not much offering or arriving of anv sort.
While the market is firm throughout, current
values are being better sustained on comb than
on extracted, for the reason that the latter has
to depend to some extent on outside demand.
All the comb honey offering will be required
locally.
The shipment of comb honey has
never proven satisfactory, and the production

*•'

is in

1

consequence restricted to small compass.

W

dll lCi4 Mail sample, and state
^^_^..,M>a^^^^ styleof packageand price
——
—-^"«^^^^"" delivered in Chicago.

\
^

.«i'. .<*!

If

We

Qreasing the Valve of a Smoker.

.

We

liave tlie be^t uoods,

Lowest Prices, and Best Sliippins

Have You Seen Our Blue

Facilities

CatBEST

goods
alog? 60 Illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THE APIARY.
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it.
at the
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.
Agencies:

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.

Spanjfler, Kenlland, Ind.

;

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.
Shugart

&

Ourau, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Chas.
12E26t

John

F.

34Atf

Campbell, 53 River St.,GhicagoJl!.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED

!

Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincin-n.^ti. Ohio.

WANTED WHITE CLOVER

EX-

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancv Comb waned in no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnnt, Cincinnati. Ohio.
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BEE=KEEPER5,
Save Money by Buying

§
g

§ Hives, Sections, Brood
g Frames, Extractors,
Smokers, a'>"° everything
S
•7 ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
§
g
»
C
B
6
S

^

W<>
n-iiafiinfoo oaiisiatiion.
^«if icffir-finn
we guaraiiLee

a

4.

yj

Whv
Hnf>e
UUCA
yy

Because
if cpll »U
cr» u/f^ll?
WCll

We

sell

satis-

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-HeeDers' SuDPlies
Very

freight.

fine

pure-bred

for sale at

KINDS *•**»

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee— Re^/ised,

wnen writina

The

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
if you work
part of

it
and yoa may have
fi.r us. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send lOo for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulars-

classic in Bee-Culture

at all

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

DADANT & SON,

BEESWAX wanted

business. Draper PablisblngCo.,Cbiugo,lll.

times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Jotimal -wheu wrltinfe

Visitors'

has always given better

OF ALL

a monthly for all bee-keepers ; SOc a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
t^~ W. M. Gerrish, E- Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

Home

it

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

'

what more can anybody do 7 BEAUTY,
purity, firmness, no sauqinq.

IL SCII
r faction than any other. Because In 24 years
IIJ'
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

rior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

flease mention Uve journai

?ti?

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

No LOSS.

Tt15 W. T. PflLGONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
«S^ Our goods are guaranteed of supe-

I

Da danf s Foundat ion

?tif
;j

III.

Low=Rate Excursion.

Sentiment inspired by patriotism
has, and it is to be hoped alvrays will
afford, a one-cent-a-mile rate to enable
the " Boys in Blue " to assemble in reunion at least once a year, from all
points of the compass. Such a rate is

authorized from
in

all

points east of Chi-

^

Honey Wanted.

Washington for this purpose
October, 1902. Such a rate has been

cago

to

afforded once a year since the first reunion of the veterans of the war of "61.
This especially low rate has become
popular, not only for the purpose for
which it was established, but for other
purposes, chief among which we recognize the opportunity thus afforded to
visit friends, at or convenient to, the
place of reunion, because of the low
rate, and because of the favorable opportunity by reason of the liberal extension of time limit for return.
On dates authorizing sale of Grand

Army

Excursion Tickets

to

e

We

^.

Passenger Association, on or
reached by the Nickel Plate Road. For
full information call on your most convenient interline ticket agent by mail,
wire, phone, or in person, or on John
Y. Calahan, General Agent Nickel
Plate Road, 113 Adams St., Chicago, 111.
38Alt

quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantit}' of each grade

m

1st.

— Alfalfa Comb In car lots.
— Alfalfa Extracted In car lots,

2nd.

tral

or
•^^

">^%

%

->^»§

3rd.— Car Buckwheat Extracted
amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

or other dark

5th.—White or Sweet Clover Comb and Extracted In any quantity.
6th. Comb Honey In Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
market for the same which we have not been able

—

to supply.

THE

A, L

ROOT

CO,

MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

'^miAJo'iLLT''
SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

m-

offered

Washing-

for the Reunion of 1902, are also
authorized similar reductions in rates,
from all points west of Chicago, with
time limits the same as on such tickets
to Washington, excursion tickets to
any point in the territory of the Centon,

can use the follov^ing'
Please submit samples of Kxtracted and

a

m-

Advaiidigfs

ol'

Membcrsliip in

llie H'alioiial

MRS. H. G. ACKLIN.

V.

BM-Kwpcrs'

Associalioii.

SHEBAT.
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DEE Journal
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CHICAGO,

Editor.
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A 5TANDARD=BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE

I

To Our Regular Paid=in='Advance

g>
"*

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply
us vrith The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the iirst place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it

—

is
it

not already paid up, you can send in the necessary
when you order one of these fine Queens.

amount

to

make

so

A Qneen Free for Sending One New Subscriber
Send us SI. 00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us SI. SO and we will credit your subscription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the SI. SO to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
6 Queens
prices are as follows: One Queen, 7Sc.; 3 Queens, $2.10
;

for $4.00.

We expect to be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send you

—

I

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

.^-m^

&

146 Erie

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

:

IN

4 2d

CHICAGO,

YEAR.

ILL, SEPT, 25, 1902,
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Comments.

Editorial

^^

^

The Denver Convention Report we expect tobefjin to
publish next week. It will be interesting reading. It would
be a good time now to get your neighbor bee-keepers to subscribe for the American Bee Journal, to begin with the
number commencing the Denver convention report. Why
not do

it ?

The
number

Bee. Keepers' Association.— In this
American Bee Journal will be found two
articles which bear on the advantages or benefits to be
derived from a membership in the National Association.
In view of the statements made bj' Mr. V. Shebat, of Minnesota, it seems to us that instead of only 1000 bee-keepers
being members at present, there ought to be from five to
ten thousand members.
We do not see how any bee-keeper can feel that he can
afford not to be a member. It costs only $1.00 a year, and

even

if

National

of the

a

member

is

helping in a splendid cause.

The National Assocation has done more, perhaps, than
other bee-keepers' organizations combined, in this country, to place the industry of bee-culture on a firmer foundation, and secure for it the rights that it justly deserves.
And yet, in view of its
But its work has only begun.
wonderful success with only a handful of members and dollars, what might it not do if it had five or ten times as
all

many members and

No, 39.

drone is reproduction of their species; the (jueen being
assiduous in the deposit of eggs, the drones stupid and
slothful." Dr. Warder understood the drone's duties and
usefulness better in 176.5 than the translator for the Literary
Digest does in VI02.
It is just possible that the translator for the Literary
Digest may be so ignorant about bees as not to know a
drone from a worker, but is it fair to hold him responsible
for the sins of Prof. Spengel ? If he has made a faithful
translation, he can hardly be said to be in error.

The question

is whether Prof. Spengel or Mr. Wilson is
Prof. Spengel has plenty of company in believing that no special value attaches to the drone as a heatproducer. Does Mr. Wilson believe that by having a full

in error.

frame of drone-comb in the hive there will be more heat
produced than if no drone-comb was in the hive 7 An equal
weight of workers will produce just as much heat as drones,
and this heat costs nothing, for the workers will produce
more heat while busily acting as nurses than while remaining idle like the drones. The time when the drones produce the greatest amount of heat is when they are out of
the hive whetting their appetites for a fresh meal to be taken
when they return, and this heat can hardly be said to be
utilized.

receives no direct benefits himself, he has

the satisfaction that he

AMERICA J^

How

to Burn Foul Brood

—The

editor of Gleanings in-

should be " burned at night, when the
bees are all in the hive." If done in the day-time there is
danger that some of the bees will carry the disease into
other hives. He does not advise burning bees as well as
combs, except in very bad cases, or when it is the only case
known in the bee-yard. A detailed account of the way he
treated one case when he could not throw all into a boilerfurnace is thus given
sists stronglj' that

it

:

dollars

?

We trust that all the readers of the American Bee Journal will join as soon as possible. We stand ready to receive
membership dollars and forward them promptly to
the General Manager, if it is more convenient to send the
money to us than to him direct.
Shall we not have a rapid stream of new members and
their

dollars flowing in from this time on

?

Once, when treating a case of foul brood, or, rather,
burning it up, in an outyard, I started a big blaze in a
brush-heap near-by but to make the blaze hotter I threw
on a quart of coal-oil. Then I placed the hive as near the
fire as I could, picked out the combs and the bees, and threw
them one by one into that raging flame. When the bees
flew up (for it was night) they would go right into the fire,
of course, and that was the end of them. Then I took the
hive, held it up by means of a pitchfork, and thoroughly
scorched the walls inside and out'. Next, in like manner. I
treated the cover but while the fire was raging I could see
the melted wax running down between the fiery embers to
the ground. I marked the spot, and when the brush-heap
burned down I raked the hot coals right over that place,
then pawed over the ground with a rake and pitchfork. I
made up my mind that I would thoroughly disinfect the
ground and the next morning I found the live coals had
been so hot that the clay was turned red in fact, it was
turning into common brick. I had no doubt the whole thing
had been disinfected, including the hive.
;

;

The Mission

of

Drones.— Prof.

J.

W. Spengel,

of the

University of Giessen, contributed to the Deutsche Revue
an article of which a translation was published in the Literary Digest. This translation is copied in the Rural Californian, and at its close C. N. Wilson makes the following

comment
Dr. Joseph Warder, of Crydon, England, in his now
rare work entitled, " The True Amazons, or the Monarchy
of Bees," published in London in 1765, devotes a chapter on
heredity of bees, and handles the subject from a practical
standpoint, giving the drone bee credit for generating the
heat in the hive, whereby the temperature is maintained in
the hive sufficient to hatch the eggs, both of queen, workers
and drones.
The translator for the Literary Digest is therefore in
error when saying, "The entire mission of the queen and

:

—

Writing for the Papers.— Barring the high price put
upon pen and pen-holder, the following words from the
editorial columns of the Bee-Keepers' Review are well
spoken
A bottle of ink can be bought for five cents. A pen
and wooden pen-holder for five cents more. There is no
:

.
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excuse for not having these two articles in every house
where there is any occasion for their use and vfhen they
are provided, let them be used whenever there is a letter or
;

postal to write.

One thing more, good writing paper

is

cheap enough

so that there is no excuse for using the thin, slazy, spongy,
dingy stuff that is sometimes used.
I am led to make these suggestions, as so many communications come to this office, and I presume it is the same
at other offices, which are written in pencil on a postal, and
the shuffling about in the mails often rubs the writing until
Then, to add to the difficulty, the
it is scarcely visible.
writer often miscalculates the length of his communication,
and, as he approaches the bottom of the card, he crowds the
words closer and closer, and writes finer and finer, and the
signature is so crowded that it is often impossible to
decipher it. If you find that a postal will not hold all that
you wish to write, throw it aside and take a sheet of paper.
If one sheet will not hold it, take another.

Attention to these things will add greatly to the comfort of those with whom you have correspondence, and may
be to your own advantage, as a communication that is undecipherable, or that is misunderstood, may result in a
serious disappointment to the writer.
of postscript, however, it may be well to say
you have learned some fact as to bee-keeping that
has not before been given to the public, no matter how
little a fact, editors will be glad to have you write upon
"any old thing " in any old or new way, just so they get
the fact, and they will appreciate it all the more if they can
read it first time trying.

Sept. 25, 1902.

has built up and maintained a better reputation than he
bears to-day.
We are pleased to introduce Mr. White to our readers
and advertisers, and we trust the latter will feel free to confer with him in regard to their advertising, for he will
likelj' be able to help make it more effective and profitable
in every way, and thus not only be a great aid to the advertisers, but also to the old American Bee Journal.
We bespeak for our Advertising Manager the hearty
co-operation and encouragement of all in his important
work.
We feel like congratulating our advertisers, and ourselves as well, in being able to secure the services of Mr.
White.

Prbs. W. Z. Hutchinson and O. L. Hbrshiser called
on us when on their return trip from the Denver convention.
Mr. Hershiser is the vice-president ?)f the National
Bee-Keepers' Association for 1902. He is one of the big
bee-keepers of New York State both in number of colonies
and in his avoirdupois.

—

By way

that

if

Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of Kane Co., 111., gave this office
a pleasant call last week. He is one of the oldest bee-keepers in the ranks, and yet one of the liveliest in every way.
He and Dr. C. C. Miller are a pair of "old timers," and yet
and " git-up-and-gitness " they are as
timers " as any can possibly be.
in spirit

much

"

new

—

Death of Frank Balcom. Mr. Francis H. Drake, of
Worcester Co., Mass., wrote us as follows Sept. 11

I

» The Weekly Budget. »

I

Mr. Frank B. White, formerly of the well known
Frank B. White Company, of Chicago, has been employed
as Advertising Manager of the American Bee Journal, and
He recently disposed of his
will assume his duties at once.
organized, and which has
which
he
company
the
in
interest
been so successful
under his able manWe have
agement.
known Mr. White intimately for a number of years, and
count him as one of
our most highly es-

teem ed personal
And in

addfriends.
ing him to our force
of helpers, we know
we have secured the
services of a gentle-

man whose

knowl-

edge of the advertising business will not
only add to our patronage along this
line, but whose origmethods will
inal

Ji'rimk

B. White.

make the American
Bee Journal more valuable

With 16 years'
to our patrons.
experience as a promoter of good advertising, Mr. White

" I beg to inform you of the sad death of my esteemed
friend and brother bee-keeper, Mr. Frank Balcom, of East
Brookfield. He died Aug. 22, of typhoid fever. He started
right by getting the " A B C of Bee-Culture" and the
American Bee Journal, and showed great interest in the
study of apiculture. I feel that we have lost one who would
have been a credit to the craft. He was 21 years of age.

Mr. Thos. Chantry, of Clay Co., S. Dak., recently met
with a great misfortune, in the loss by fire of his crop of
honey, worth about S1200, and a house and contents worth
Nothing was saved. Mr. Chantry was
as much more.
working at an out-apiary at the time of the fire, and the
man who was working where the fire occurred had gone to
dinner, and as there was no water-works all was destroyed.
This loss will undoubtedly fall very heavily on Mr. Chantry,
but he is a man not easily discouraged, and in time will be
on top again. That's a way those South Dakotans have.
Mr. Wm. H. HorsTmann, and his good little wife, are
two of the best bee-keepers in this (Cook) County. And
they have one of the prettiest apiaries we ever saw. We
show a part of it on the first page this week. We visited it
on Saturday, Aug. 16. In the center of the yard, as will be
seen, is a miniature model of the National Capitol Building,
at Washington, D. C. Mr. Horstmann made it all with his
own hands last winter. Of course he is a genius, as well
as one of Uncle Sam's numerous family of postmen.
There are three full colonies and one nucleus in this
"
Capitol Building. Across each end (one named " Garfield
and the other " McKinley ") is a colony having about 30
Langstroth frames, all in the brood-chamber the center
hive (named " Lincoln "), which extends from one end colony to the other, has about 40 frames. These three are
;

and
knows how to originate effective methods
Company,
Frank
B.
White
the
by
up
built
business
great
the
while he was at its head, is the best evidence of his

Long Ideal " hives. The rear colony is a three or
four frame nucleus. It will be seen that there is room in
this unique fourfold " hive" for a good many bees. They
were put in on July 4, and as the season has not been a

capacity in this direction. No man is better known among
advertisers than Mr. White, and we are free to say no m an

good one, none of the colonies in it were strong. Undoubtedly it is the only " hive" of the kind in the world. The

of publicity,

really "

:
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whole building- rests on a raised cement platform. It is
indeed a curiosity, with its little columns and pilded dome
surmounted with a miniature statue that reminds one a little of " I^ibcrty lCnli(.fhteiiin)Lj the World."
Mr. Horstmanii has

all

liis

colonies

named as

well as

numbered. Kor instance, tlicre are Doolittle, Dr. Miller,
Koot, Dadant, Mason, Yates, Brown, Duff, Mary, etc. Some
hives are double, and are set up on posts, as he used to cultivate the g^round as a garden. Now it is all a beautiful
lawn, but he has let the short posts stand just the same.
Last year he had a crop of 1700 pounds of comb honey
from 19 colonies. This year he has some 30 colonics, but
doesn't expect much of a crop of honey.
Kroni Mr. Ilorstmann's apiary we went about two miles

on street-cars to see Mr. P. N. DutT's beautiful apiary, managed by Mr. Frank Brown. But Mr. Duff was not at home.
He has over 150 colonies. But we will have to go and see it
again some time when Mr. Duff is at home, and then tell
our readers all about it.

at»v>v>^>^»vjiV;^iv>vi:v>v»vi^iiV»Vi«v>^

Convention Proceedings.
Some

Facts in Favor of Joining the National.
Ji'fdtl til

the

hi.\t

Miitiifsotii Bt'e- Keeper s^ I'onventioH

BY MRS.

H. G. ACKLIN.

We

were on the verge before of seriously disscussing
this very important proposition, and now that vre are fully
launched I trust we will remain in the turbulent waters
until every bee-keeper in Minnesota has his or her name
enrolled as a member of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
If bee-keepers will commence thinking about this matter seriously and intelligently, and without prejudice of any
kind, I feel sure that the result of such thinking will be to
bring every one into the Association. Every one will admit
that we need something of the kind and if this Association does not quite come up to our standard in this, that or
the other thing, let us bring it up to where we want it in
every particular. The members have the power to do that
very thing. The Association is wholly democratic. Its
If a change in the
officers are elected by the members.
constitution is proposed, it must be ratified by a vote of the
members. One person has just as much " say " as another,
;

the other fellow can talk louder and longer.
no class of bee-keepers but need something
more majestic, more awe-inspiring, as it were, to refer inquisitive people to, than their own State association. The
millennium is not quite here consequently we have with
us yet some people who are envious and spiteful to a certain
extent. They do not like to see their neighbor " get on "
and if they can cause him trouble and exin the world
pense without much trouble to themselves, they are happy.
Bee-keeping seems to be such an easy business to attack.
Some one gets stung, maybe by a hornet or wild bee but
there is a bee-keeper in the vicinity and he is made to suffer.
The wrathy stingee comes to him and says
' I got stung by one of your bees, and am going to take
steps immediately to have them removed."
The chances are he would not use quite as mild language as the above. Then is the time, if the bee-keeper did
not belong to the National, that his heart would go pit-aBut he does belong to the National, and he calmly
pat.

no matter
There

if

is

The house next to us is rented. The tenant came in
He was a shiftless
after the bees were put into the cellar.
fellow his wife did washing to sujiport the family. Before
the bees were taken out in the sjjring he went to his landlord and said he could not live there on account of the bees
but if the rent could be reduced he would try and put up
Just remember, he had not yet seen the
with the bees
;

;

I

bees

!

The landlady came to our house perfectly wild. We
could not reason with her; in fact, she would not listen to
a word from us. After about an hour we managed to get
in a word about belonging to two bee-keepers' unions,
while she was taking breath. The effect was magical. In
a few minutes she cooled down, and we were able to talk
with her. When she found that her tenant had not even
seen the bees, she was disgusted and said he should not live
there if he wanted to.
There is another instance of a disgruntled man. He was
working for us, but did not do his work well. We let him
go and he was angry. He and another envious person were
planning to get up a petition to have our bees removed.
Some of our friends told us about it, and we spoke about
belonging to the National, and that news became circulated
around, and we never heard anything more of the plot.
These same people are as friendly to us now as of yore. We
never speak of belonging to the National Association unless
forced to do so.
Again, there are other good offices of as much importance as the above which a National Association can perform. The matter of adulteration is a very serious affair,
and is being coped with successfully in several places, as
we will see later. Dishonest commission men is another
Helping the bee-keepevil which the National must fight.
ers to dispose of the honey crop to the best advantage is
another branch of work which the National organization
will take up more fully later on.
There is no limit to the amount of good this Association might do, if it only had the moral and financial support of every bee-keeper, but it can not work single-handed.
There must be funds to meet the expense of all this work
and there must be co-operation and sympathy in the rank
and file of bee-keepers to give the officers courage to go
ahead and do the greatest amount of good in all branches
of the work.
I think we have reason to be proud of the record made
by the National Association in the past. And it need not
take a prophet, nor even the son of a prophet, as we peer
into the dim future, to see, nay, almost to realize, the great
results for good which this organization can and will
accomplish if not handicapped for funds.
Now, dear friends, I believe it would be an advantage
to all of us to join the National Association in a body.
That means SO cents for our State Association and 50 cents
for the National Association. That is a saving of SO cents
each, as the membership fee in the National is SI. 00 if we
join singly.
After I was put on the program for this paper, it occurred to me that Mr. E. R. Root would be an excellent person to get some facts from, and I wrote to him to that effect,
with the following result
;

ADVANTAGES IN JOINING THE NATIONAL.
— You ask for some facts in favor

;

;

;

:

says

:

my friend but before you commetice promight be well for you to look into this thing a
Every bee-keeper in the United States and Canada
little.
stands behind me with their money and influence ready to
"Very

ceedings

well,

;

it

am unjustly attacked."
stingee grumbles some more, but goes away with a
more serious look on his face, and the bee-keeper hears

help

if I

The

nothing more about it.
You may say that this supposititious case is overdrawn.
Not so I will cite you a circumstance of our own with the
;

same

result

minus the

sting.

613

Mrs. Acklin

:

of

joining the National Bee-Keepers' Association. Stating
them off-hand, and on the spur of the moment, they come to
my mind about as follows
It is the only national organization that is putting up
an effective and successful fight against adulteration.
Through the efforts of the organization Illinois has a pure
food law. and through the action of that law adulteration
of every form has been practically driven out. When it is
remembered that Chicago was the very hotbed of the honeymixing business, the work of the organization stands out
as something to be proud of.
But not only in Illinois, but in several other States, the
organization has been doing effective work against adul:

teration.

Second— The National Bee-Keepers' Association has,
through the operation of law. brought about many valuable
precedents, so many of them, in fact, that bees would not
be declared a nuisance, and in every city or incorporated
village of the United States they are allowed to be kept.
The organization brought about this result by appealing
to the Supreme Court of Arkansas in the Arkadelphia case,
and won in this court. It has defended the rights of beekeepers in various kinds of suits, and in every case has
won. - You are doubtless familiar with the full facts con-
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ceming

the Utter vs. Utter case, that resulted in a verdict
for the bees. Many other incidents might be cited, but I
can not give them from memory.
Third The National Bee-Keepers' Association is the
only organization that is national in its general character.
It is, therefore, the representative national body through
which the interests of bee-keepers throughout the United
States are cared for. Besides the annual meetings, which
are a constant source of inspiration and help to the beekeepers wherever it goes, it has added to its credit something like SIOOO, and a membership of nearly 1000 bee-keepers.
Its power is getting to be tremendous
but there are
many things it can not do for lack of funds and lack of
membership and every one who is interested in advancing
the interests of bee-keeping should enroll himself as a member.
Your whole organization ought to join in a body, thus
securing the privilege of the benefits at SO cents per member but to get this rate of 50 cents your society should join
in a bodv.
Yours respectfully,
E. R. Root.
Mr. Root was president for two years, and has been one
of the directors for a number of years of the National Association, and knows whereof he speaks.
We have attended the last three National conventions,
and, I tell you, it is a treat no bee keeper should miss. If
one ever comes your way be sure to make an extra effort to
attend. The deliberations are interesting and instructive,
and one realizes, as never before, the hearty good-will existing among bee-keepers.

—

;

;

;
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natural rights of private citizens

and unjust.
4th. That

;

that

it

was unreasonable

the keeping of bees contrary to the terms
of the said city ordinance was a nuisance at all it was a
private nuisance, for which all persons injured thereby had
their redress in the courts, and was such a nuisance that
could not be regulated by any general ordinance or law.
These were the main points in my defence, but, of
course, each one was greatly elaborated by mj' attornej'.
I am happy to saj- that the jury returned a verdict " Not
guilty," and I have since received the congratulations of
many bee-keepers on the happy ending of the vicious fight
that was made against me.
My chief object in writing this communication is to
thank the National Bee-Keepers" Association publicly for
the valuable aid it rendered me in this fight, and to impress
upon all bee-keepers the benefits derived from belonging to
such an organization.
In the beginning I informed the officers of the Association of the passage of the ordinance and dangers threatening me. They at once forwarded to me valuable briefs for
the use of my attorneys, and suggestions how to proceed if I
should be arrested. My attorney says the briefs furnished
were of great assistance to him in preparing my defence, that,
in fact, they lightened his labors fully one-half.
After the case was decided I sent to the General Manager, Eugene Secor, a statement of the cases against me,
and also a statement of the costs I had incurred in defending myself. I at once received a check for S+0, to pay a
part of the expenses I had been put to. Surely, this is an
Association worth belonging to, and it seems to me that we
ought to do all in our power to support and aid any institution that does as much for us as the National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Wabasha Co., Minn.
if

Contributed Articles
«^^«'^*^*rw^^«>w*r^rww^^
•sf^

Flat vs.

Grooved Top-Bars— Wiring Frames

—Other
Benefits of Being: a
BY

Member
V.

I desire to say a few words through the American Bee
Journal to the bee-keepers of America.
I have been a member of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association for 12 years, but I have never appreciated the
value of a membership in the organization until this summer.
I have lived in this city for many years, and for more
than 13 years have kept about 60 colonies of bees on a lot
that I own here, and have never had any complaint made to
me about ray bees doing any damage or being a nuisance in
any sense of the word until this summer.
A large church is situated on the corner opposite the lot
where my bees are located, but no complaint was ever made
that they annoyed or injured any one. This summer a
large church school for girls was commenced on the lot
adjacent to mine, and a city ordinance was manipulated
through our city council declaring it a misdemeanor for
any one to keep bees in our city " within 600 feet of any

church, schoolhouse, or other public building, or within 300
feet of any dwelling in said city." This ordinance was
passed in the latter part of July, and within a few days
thereafter two actions were begun against me under said
ordinance, and one under our State law, which declares,
" Any act or omission which injures, annoys, or endangers
the comfort, repose, health, or safety of any considerable
number of persons a public nuisance." These were all
criminal actions, and I was arrested in each case.
The case under the State law was virtually abandoned
for lack of evidence, and I was declared not guilty, but the
case under the new city ordinance was prosecuted with bitterness and venom. The trial was in our Recorder's Court
before a jury, and lasted the whole of one day.
My attorney. Col. J. T. Bowditch, defeuded me on the
following grounds, viz.:
1st. That the ordinance was not authorized by our city
charter.
2d.

That the

city council

had no power

to

make

sance of any act by passing an ordinance against

it,

a nuiunless

the act itself zvas in fact a nuisance.
3d. That the ordinance in question resulted in taking
and damaging private property for public use without just
compensation to the owner, contrary to the Constitution of
the United States and of this State that it abridged the
;

BY

of the National.

SHEBAT.

F.

Devices.

GREINEK.

The ingenuity of man is always at work to improve on
the things we use. The V-shaped top-bar was devised to
secure straight combs.
The wooden comb-guide was to
accomplish the same object. But not until comb foundation came into general use did we secure the object sought
for perfectly. The next question was. How best to attach
the comb foundation to the top-bar of the frame? Different methods are employed. The simplest manner consisted
of running melted wax along the top-bar where the comb
foundation joined

it.

Many

of us have practiced this for

Then we thought a saw-kerf would come very
handy consequently we run our top-bars over a saw, placed
the foundation in the groove, and fastened it with wax or a
wedge. This brought the guide exactly where it was
wanted, and appeared satisfactory. Others made top-bars
years.

;

of two halves and secured the foundation between them.
This, also, worked well. However, when frames are used a
second time a top-bar with a saw-kerf in it can not be so
prepared as to make use of the kerf as when the frame was
new. The saw-kerf is then nothing but a bother. Many
bee-keepers have, therefore, come to the conclusion that a
flat, smooth top-bar is best.
They may easily be cleaned
and made ready to receive again the strip or sheet of foundation.
In order to make a neat and quick job of running the
starters on by hot wax a simple little implement comes very
handy to dip up and administer the wax. Below is a drawing (Fig. 1) showing the little ladle as I made it. Any one
.

Fig.

1.

— Ladle fur Kaste/iint/ Comb Foundation.

fix up something of the kind from a piece of stout tin
inches wide by 5 inches long, and a piece of wood ,'i inch
square and 4 inches long for the handle.
A tea-spoon may be used for the same purpose, but a
ladle, like the one shown, is very much better, as the bowl
of the same holds sufficient wax to run on a long strip of
foundation, and with it one may direct the stream of wax
just to the place where needed without the danger of spilling. It enables one to fasten foundation in the frames as
rapidly as I have been able to do it by other methods.

can
1

'4
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WIKINC, I'KAMKS OK

COMH I'OUNDATION.

Under certain conditions foundation

is

<iuite

apt to

bulj,'f.

one wishes nucleus colonies to draw out
foundation into combs it is almost necessary to wire perpendicularly. A sheet of foundation inserted in the center
of the brood-nest is not likely to bulge out just so when a
In these instances
youiiff swarm is hived on full sheets.
the bees {jo to work on both sides of the comb and draw out
Horizontal wiriiif,"^
all cells uniformly, and at one time.
answers in these cases, and as it is the easier way to wire
liorizontally, beekeepers have adopted this system.
When wiring frames it is not necessary to <lraw the
but when imbedding with the
wires extremely taut
Spur wire imbedder (which I consider the best tool for the
purpose), the forefinger of the left hand may be made to go
in advance of the tracing wheel, pulling the wire down so
that it will be curving instead of straight across, as Fig. 2
shows. When operating the Spur wire imbeddir in this
for instance,

;

;

W^".-

"?5

fashion,

it

Fmines.

has to be pushed from the right to the

left

;

not

drawn from left to right. I have filled quite a lot of frames
this way, and they have been built out into most beautiful
combs without exception.
GETTING FOUNDATION INTO THE SAW-KERFS.
In buying our hive-material we often order the standard goods without making any specification. Top-bars
with saw-kerfs come thus into our hands, although we
might prefer flat bars. Sometimes these kerfs are not wide
enough to let the foundation drop in readily. I just lay the
upon the bench, and with a
the cell-walls along the edge.
After this procedure the foundation will easily slip into the
groove, and may be fastened in the usual way.
sheet, or strip, of foundation

straight edge

mash down

FOR HOLDING EXTRACTING-FRAMKS.
I wish to remind those who do any extracting, that a common Spenny nail driven from the underside through the bar which runs across the uncappingcan is the best thing to rest the frames of honey on when
uncapping them. The nail should protrude about 1 fj inch
above the bar and be filed sharp. I spoke of this at a beekeeper's meeting several years ago.
These are simple little kinks, and perhaps not worth
mentioning. I speak of them because we often plod along
following old ruts, when a single word thrown into our
path by way of advice by some friend changes our course
I have often been helped in this same
to our advantage.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
way by others.
POINTED

NAII,

Before closing,

in Law— Statutory EnactmentsContinued from Last Issue.

The Bee

BY
9.

R.

D.

FISHER.

SAME, COUNTV INSPECTOR OF BEES.

Laws

of Colorado, approved April 16, 1891 (Laws
appointment by the county court,
upon application of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association,
or any five actual bee-keepers resident in any county, of a
competent, actual bee-keeper, resident of said county, to be
county inspector of bees. Application shall be based upon
information and belief that the disease known as foul brood.
((T)

1S91, p. 41), provide for the

to the applicants.

—

The person so appointed shall,
with the clerk of the court his acceptance of the office, and the usual oath of office. The inspector shall hold ollice during the jileasure of the court, and until his successor is appointed ami 'jualified.
(() liee-keeptts C'ive Notice <>l h'oiil llrood
Penally.
A bee-keeper or other per.son aware of the existence of foul
brood, either in his own apiary or el.sewhere, shall immedif not,
iately notify the county inspector, if there be one
the Secretary of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association, of
the extent of such disease, and in default of so doing he
shall, on summary conviction before a justice, be liable tea
ib)

Oath of

Ol/ice.

within live days,

iile

—

—

;

fine of f.S.OO

and

cost.

—

Treatment. On receivJ)uty of Inspector; Oivner
ing notice from any source of existence of the aforesaid disease the inspector shall forthwith inspect each colony of
bees and all hives, implements, and apparatus, honey and
supplies used in connection with such apiary, and mark
those he believes to be infected, and notify the owner or
agent thereof; and the latter shall, within five days, carry
out such treatment of the diseased colonies as may have
been prescribed by the State Bee-Keepers' Association for
such cases, and thoroughly disinfect, to the satisfaction of
the inspector, all hives, houses, combs, honey, and apparatus used in connection with any such diseased colonies or
the owner or agent may elect, within the same time, to destroy said bees, hives, corab, comb-houses, and apparatus,
by fire or burial.
It is the duty of the inspector and his assistants, after
inspecting hives or fixtures, or handling diseased bees, before leaving the premises and proceeding to another apiary,
to disinfect thoroughly their persons and clothing.
(e)Box Hive Transfer. The inspector may, in his discretion, order any owner or possessor of bees dwelling in
box-hives in apiaries where the disease exists (being mere
boxes without frames), to transfer such bees to movableframe hives within a specified time, and, in default of such
transfer, the inspector may destroy or order the destruction
of such hives and bees therein.
(J) Penalty for Selling Diseased Bees or Infected ApAny one who knowingly sells, barters, or gives
pliances.
away, moves, or allows to be moved, a diseased colony or
colonies of bees, be they queen or workers, or infected appliances, he shall, on conviction before any justice, be liable to a fine of not less than S50 nor more than SlOO, or to
county-jail imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
(</)

\

—

;;;;V;..;.:-.:-;;:;.xiv;.^'
'-^'vA A J< v^
ik;

'yWV X > A ,V v^.'a'xX A A W WvA^ V
-Plati of Wiriny

known

;

'Wm
Fig.

any other contag'ious or infectious disease, cxistH, and
must name the actual bee-keepers of the country, so far as

or

W'hori full sheets of foiiiidatioii are used, I find il at
least desirable to wire the frames-even should this not be
necessary in order to prevent any sa^'K'inf;. lly wirinjf the
frames the foundation is kejjt exactly in the center of the
frames, just where it is wanted. Perpendicular wiriii^;^ is a
surer way to prevent buljjin^j than the horizontal way.
If,
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—

—

months.
Selling Infected Property: E-Vposing Infected Things
person whose bees have been destroyed or
treated for foul brood, who sells or offers for sale any bees,
hives, or appurtenances after such destruction or treatment,
before being authorized by the inspector to do so, or exposes in his bee-yard or elsewhere any infected comb honey
or other infected thing, or conceals the fact that said disease
exists among his bees shall, on conviction, be liable to a
fine of not less than $20 nor more than S50, or imprisonment
in the county jail not less than one nor more than two
(g)

— Penalty. — Any

months.

—

Disobedience, and Resistance to Inspector Seizure.
of bees disobeys the directions of the inspector, or offers resistance, or obstructs said
inspector in his duty, the latter may apply to a justice for
special constable, to proceed with him to the premises of
such owner, and assist the inspector to seize all the diseased
colonies and infected appurtenances, and burn them forthwith, and, if necessary, cause the arrest of the said owner
or possessor, and have him dealt with according to the provisions of section (g).
(i) Inspector I\Iust Read or Deliver Copy of .-let.— The
inspector shall read over to such person the provisions of
this act, or shall cause a copy thereof to be delivered to him
before proceeding against him for its violation.
The said inspector shall include in
(/) Annual Report.
his ainnual report to the president of the Colorado State BeeKeepers' Association a statement of his work during the
preceding year, the number of colonies inspected, the number diseased, the number destroyed by fire or otherwise, the
names of the owners, and the localities where found, and
the amount paid to him for his services and expenses for
the year.
Compe?!sation^Payinent by County.— The cou.a\.y inspector of bees receives four dollars per day, and two dollars
for each half-day necessarily and actually employed, together with his necessary and actual expenses while so em(//I

— When an owner or possessor

—

'(/(•)
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payable by the county as other claims against the
county are audited and paid.
ploj'ed,

—

County Inspection of Apiaries. Laws of California
1901, Chap. XXIV., Stat. 1901), provide that, upon
petition of ten or more resident property-holders and possessors of an apiary or place where bees are kept, to the
board of supervisors of any county, stating- that certain or
all apiaries within the county are infected with the disease
(a)

(Laws of

known as " foul brood," or any other disease infectious or
contagious, and injurious to bees, their eggs, or larva;, that
an inspector be appointed by them to supervise the treatment of said bees and apiaries, the said board shall, within
20 days, appoint a suitable person, who shall be a skilled
beekeeper, inspector of apiaries. Upon petition of a like
number of resident property-holders, and possessor of an
apiary, the board may remove said inspector for cause, after
a hearing.
ib) Duties of Inspectors.
It shall be the duties of inspectors in each county to cause an inspection to be made
when he deems it necessary and if any foul brood, infectious or contagious disease injurious to bees or their eggs or
larva; be found, he shall notify the owner or person in
charge of said apiaries, or place where the bees are kept,
and he shall require such persons to eradicate and remove
such disease or cause of contagion within a certain time to
be specified. Notice may be served by an inspector, or by
deputy, or after the manner of a summons in a civil action.
Any and all apiaries or places where bees are kept, etc.,
found infected with disease are declared to be a nuisance
and neglect or refusal of the owner or agent to abate the
nuisance within the time specified, it shall be the duty of
the inspector to abate the same treatment or destroy the
infected hives, bees and comb. The expense thereof sliall
be allowed by the board of supervisors, and paid out of the
general funds of the county.
(c) Salary.
The salary of the county inspector of
apiaries shall be three dollars a day when actually engaged
in the performance of his duties.
{d\ The act of 1883, approved March 30, providing for
inspection of apiaries, etc., is hereby repealed.

—

:

;

—

11.

SAME.

—

Inspector.
Laws of Utah (Rev. Stat.
1898, Sec. 139 to 143 inclusive) provide for the appointment
by the county commissioners of one or more qualified persons, inspectors of bees for their respective counties. Such
inspectors shall hold office for two years, qualify and give
bond. No appointment is made except on petition of a
majority of the bee-keepers of said county.
ib) Pay of Inspector : Tax on
Bees. Inspectors shall
be paid out of the county treasury for services actually rendered at such rate per day as the board of county commissioners may fix. Each colony of bees is assessed, and taxed
in the same manner as other property is assessed and taxed,
and collected by the county.
(r) Duties and Boivers of Inspector.
All hives of bees
in each county shall be carefully inspected at least once
each year by a county inspector, where such inspector has
been appointed and, at any time upon complaint that disease exists among the bees of any person, the inspector to
whom complaint is made shall immediately inspect the bees
said to be affected. He shall have authority to take charge
and control of diseased bees and their hives, and the tools
(a)

Bee Inspection

;

—

—

;

and implements used

in

connection therewith fortreatment

;

or to destroy such bees, brood, or hives and their contents,
or implements, as may be infected. The owner may question a decision of the inspector concerning the presence of
disease, and may appeal to three arbitrators selected from
among bee-keepers of the county, one each by the owner and
inspector, and the third by the two chosen, whose decision,
concurred in by two of the number, shall be conclusive as
to the condition of the bees at the time of such examination.

—

—

{d\ Obstructing Inspector
Penalty. Any person who
obstructs or hinders an inspector in the performance of his
duty shall, on conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and fined for the first offense not less than
five nor more than twenty-five dollars; and for additional
oflfense, any sum not exceeding fifty dollars.

12.

SAME.

luspection
Appointment,
of Apiaries ; Inspector ;
Duties, and Compensation. Laws of Wisconsin (Wis. Stat.
1898, Sec. 1494/) provide for the appointment, by the Governor, for a terra of two years, a State inspector of apiaries.
He shall, when notified of the existence of the disease

—

known

as foul brood among apiaries, examine all such as
are reported, add all others in the same locality, and ascertain whether or not such disease exists and, if satisfied of
its existence, shall give the owner or person in charge of
such apiaries full instructions as to the manner of treating
them. Within a reasonable time after making such examination the inspector shall make another examination thereof
and if the condition of any of them is such as, in his
judgment, renders it necessary, he may burn all colonies of
bees and all comb necessar.y to prevent the spread of the
disease. Such inspector shall, before burning, give the
notice provided for, and otherwise proceed pursuant to the
provisions of section 14926 (covering the slaughter of diseased animals). The inspector shall make a yearly report
to the Governor, stating the number of apiaries visited, the
number of those diseased and treated, and the number of
colonies of bees destroyed, and of the expenses incurred in
the performance of his duties. Said inspector shall receive
four dollars for each day actually and necessarily spent in
the performance of his duties, and be reimbursed in any
sum not to exceed five hundred dollars peryear. Gleanings
in Bee-Culture.
:

SAME.

10.
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;

—

The Afterthought. *
:!

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlasses.

By

B. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

ROBBER-BEES STINGING THE KOBBKD.
guess all will agree that sometimes robbers sting the
bees they are trying to plunder. Probably a good many
(on talking the matter over and refreshing their memories)
will agree that sometimes they do not. Manifestly the offhand expectation, judging bees by human beings, would be
to expect the robbers to be first and fiercest to begin
slaughter; but jumped-at conclusions are notoriously apt
to be wrong. The point on which more reports of exact
and careful observation would be welcome is, Do robbers
I

In all cases where assailants
wi/^fl/Zy make free to kill?
and assailed are different looking bees, the dead lying
around can be inspected. That's something but the observed deportment of the two parties at different stages of
the muss is needed also. Different races and strains of
bees are liable to differ somewhat in their robbing manners.
Also old, experienced robbers are liable to differ from those
robbing a hive for the first time. Our more usual robbing
Beeis by bees that personally never robbed a hive before.
life is short.
Also the colony has not recently robbed — not
often enough to keep up a continuous tradition and set of
;

tactics.

ITALIAN BEES TURNING TO BLACKS.

On page
locality are

537, " Minnesota " thinks all the bees in his
from one parent lot of all-yellow bees. Dr.

Miller doubts very strongly. The puzzle is, they're getting
black. It occurs to me that we have had, first and last,
rather too many such reports to ignore. I'm getting about
ready to admit that Italians subjected to close in-breeding
do sometimes let the black element of their blood come to
the front. Not much doubt that Italians were in their
origin a mixture of some yellow oriental race with blacks
the mixture being unified and modified by many centuries
of time.

—

FEEDING HONEY TO PRODUCE WAX.
Loyalstone's practical work at getting nearly a pound
of wax from five pounds of fed honey especially the continued success for four years that's getting things out of
mere experimental science into the bread and butter regions. There are plants which produce much honey that
the bees will accept although the human taste rebels a litWhere prime extracted has to go for 5
tle at the flavor.
cents, this stuff ought not to be figured more than 2 cents.
Then we see (in case wax is 24 cents) one pound takes 12
cents in honey to produce it, and yields another 12 cents for
bee-labor, man labor, and profits. As to Loyalstone's cloth
feeder, one would naturally be somewhat suspicious about
that, and ask for something better.
Page 536.

—

—

SHAKING QUEENS OFF COMBS— BEE-LONGEVITY.

When combs

are shaken a laying queen drops easier
than the bees, but a virgin queen not so easy. These facts

—
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can sometimes

:

t)c

utilized

in

liimtinf,'

<iiiccns--dovva^;cr

with the first bees down, virj;in with those remainiiij,'
when most are oil'. This is anent the article of Adriun
tJetaz, papeS34.
<JUKKV. Is it broodrcarinK' or outdoor labor tliat
wears out the lives of bees
Whichever way you answer
don't be too fanatically sure of it. I am pretty sure Mr.
Getaz is jjettirijif " into the pictures " when he holds one of
these views to such an extent as to pronounce e.xtra longevity for the bee of no use. Actual and mechanical wearing out of their bodies (if that were all) would not occur so
regularly at 42 days. Varied circumstances and conditions
under whicli the work was done would vary it greatly. ]?ees
little one-hoss shays, eh ?
I'll aflirm
that, had the deacon
made a swarm of one-hoss shays, some would have dropped
fouiiil

—

'.

oir at 100,

some

at 110,

and some

at 55.

AI.LEV AG.\INST THE WORLD.
"Athanasius against the world" did not come out

ond best after

sec-

we

are given to understand so
sometimes, but Alley against the bee-keeping world will, I
fear.
Leastwise when the B.-K. W. says a pint colony in a
nucleus hive will presumably rear a poor (jueen, and Alley
says it will always reara good one well, we at least scratch
our heads. Also, it's somewhat singular that all the queens
our Nestor rears should be so good, while all the other fellows have to send out queens worth less than the postage
stamp required to "hist 'em." Page J>i2,.
all,

at least

—

EUROPEAN

vs.

AMERICAN BEE-CONVENTIONS.

Lots of wisdom in the Dadant article about conventions.
Yet, if everything was remodeled in the light of these wise
suggestions, American conventions might still be small.
Getting a Yankee into a convention is like getting a dayold chicken into an egg-shell — don't fit him, somehow. I
think most Europeans are more moderate in their expectations of a convention than we, and so less constantly disappointed. But once let the same persons get Americanized
by coming across the Atlantic, and they, too, will drop off
like big boys from Sunday-school.
Page 533.
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5. The cnirancc to the chalT-hivcs i« only 'yz inch by 12
inches, and I am thinkingof lioring a 1^2 -inch hole through
the casing and brood-chambir, and put a wooden tube in
the hole. Do you think it wfuild improve the hives'
6. The frames in the chaff-hives are the old-fa»hioncl
Hoffman frames, and I am thinking of replacing with
staple-spaced frames, but that would leave a bee-space of J^
inch. How would you arrange it ?
'y'OKK.

New

Answers. ^1. The condition you mention is by no
means common in a healthy colony, and the fear is that
Better send a sample to Dr. Wm. K.
Fort Worth, Tex., with S2.00 to secure an

foul brood is on hand.

Howard, of
analysis.

2. The viciousness makes it hardly desirable to continue
the stock, but crowding the brood-nest is not objectionable,
and is just what might be expected with a good queen and
only six brood-frames.
3. No, dummies are not now used for contracting.
Some
4. Yes, if full sheets of foundation are used.
think it wise to give only half the number of frames at
first, using shallow starters, and after ten days or more,
when these frames are filled, giving frames filled with
foundation to fill out the remaining vacant space.
Better try only part, and see how they
5. Hard to tell.
compare with the others.
6. I'm not sure I fully understand the case, but if bars
are I's inches wide there need be only '4 -inch space. If I
don't get the right idea, please write again.

Do Queens Carry Foul Brood

'.'

Is it safe to take a queen from a foul-broody colony
Indiana.
place her with a healthy colony ?

and

Answer. — It
disease.

I

is claimed that a queen will not carry the
have had no personal experience.

Will Bees Store All for Surplus?
Is there any danger of bees storing all the honey in the
supers and not storing enough below for winter use ? Mj*
bees have the brood-chamber full of brood and pollen, and
are storing honey in the supers very rapidly.

Questions and Answers.

Pennsylvani.\.

\
Answer. — You

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

MILLER, Marengo, m,

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofiBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.
1

The "Answerer's" Short Absence.

An absence of ten days on account of the National convention at Denver has caused no little delay in some of the
answers in this department, a delay which is much regretted and the assurance may be given that no National
convention shall interrupt again for some months to come.
;

C. C.

M.

*-•--*•

Perhaps Foul Brood— Other Questions.
I have a queenless colony, and there are about 200
on each comb sealed, but the brood is putrid and somewhat ropy, and looks brown, and does not give off a bad
Do you think it is foul brood ? or is such condition
odor.
common in an apiary ?
2. On Aug. 5 a colony of hybrids cast a swarm, and I
found the frames of the parent 'nive filled with brood clear
to the wood, and not an ounce of honey in the brood-nest,
and very little pollen, but there were two supers on top,
filled.
The hive contained six frames. The colony is very
vicious. Would you breed such stock ? The other colonies
of the same breed have a tendency to crowd the brood-nest.
3. Do you keep dummies in the hive to contract all summer, and if so, what do you put in place of dummies when
the season is over ?
4. Do you think it better to hive swarm on eight frames
in a place where there is a continual flow from July to September ? Would you advise putting the frames that have
the most honey in the center of the brood-chamber for
winter ?
1.

cells

will find that

although the combs

may be

so full of brood that not one-fourth enough honey is present
for winter stores, as the brood advances and hatches out
there will be a tendency to restrict the brood and increase
the amount of honey toward the periphery of the broodnest, allowing plenty of stores in the brood-chamber for
winter. Still, it sometimes happens that in an 8-frame hive
the stores will be so scanty that you must add to them.

Troubles with Queens and Bees.

A

certain high and mighty editor has suggested that
1.
write to you and get your opinion upon some very peculiar things, to-wit
We bought two queens about a month ago. The weather
being bad here we did not pay much attention to them, except to see that they were accepted. We look at our bees
about every week, but this time, from one thing and
another, we did not look at them thoroughly until we had
had them a month. When we did we found one had filled
the hive with drones, and the other had not laid one egg,
and when we opened the hive and took out the frame she
was on she gaily flew to the fence, and when I tried to
catch her she sailed away as light and airy as you please,
and we have not seen her since. We gave the drone-layer
the " water cure." The only reason for this that I can give
is, that the time for the queens to fly must have been when
they were in the mails, and the time passing they did not
mate at all. I think the queen that did not lay at all is the

we

conundrum.
have an immense colony that will not work in the
super, but I think we have gotten ahead of her. It was in a
Danz. hive, and we took a Jumbo body and nailed their
frames — out of their hive full of brood, etc. — to the top of
frame of the Jumbo, and put them in, and put sections under them. That just fills a Jumbo body; those that the
queen lays in we will leave until late, and when they fill
these we are going to raise them up and put a super under
real

We
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them with a queen-excluder between. Do you know of anj'
better way to get ahead of the pesky things ? If you do,
you will greatly oblige me by telling it.
Illinois.
Answers. — 1. I don't know for sure the right answer to
your conundrum. Are you entirely sure that the queens
that behaved in such a naughty manner were the queens
you bought ? Unless specially stipulated that you were to
receive a virgin queen, no queen-dealer should send you a
queen that had not already begun to lay, and that laying
should come so early in her life that there should be no
question about her having mated. You do not explicitly
say that you found the queen in the hive that was filled
with drone-brood, but I take it for granted that you found
her from some things you say, otherwise the question might
be raised whether you did not have laying workers. It is
not probable that a queen that was all right when mailed
should immedately turn into a drone-layer
but such a
thing is not entirely impossible. It might happen that a
young queen was present and that thequeen you introduced
was killed, but that would still leave the question a puzzling
one. With regard to the queen that did not lay any, if
there is no doubt that she was the one introduced, the question is still more puzzling.
A queen that lays eggs that
never hatch is a rare thing, and a queen that never lays at
all is still more rare.
But such a thing has been known,
and yours seems to have been one of the very rare cases.
The flying out of the queen when the hive was opened
looks a little as if she was a young queen hardly old enough
to be laying.
2. I hardly dare say your plan is not a good one, since
it is j('o;<;- plan, but you might try a plan that is at least
easier.
The usual plan with a colony that is slow to go into
the supers is to put into the super one or more sections
partly drawn out. Indeed, it is the practice of many to put
a " bait-section," as such sections are called, in the first
super put on every hive.
More surely still, perhaps, in
case of a stubborn colony, is the plan of putting in the middle of the super a section from another colony, bees and all,
the bees having already put some honey in the section.
;

Honey-Boards

Alls the

1. Are honey-boards better to use than gunny-cloth to
within one-half inch of walls of hives? A man with 13
years' experience here says that he has tried each way, and
the gunny-cloth is preferable.
2. I received some samples of Dadant's comb foundation, and find that between opposite angles the width of the
cells is 8-32 inch, while some natural comb that I have is
9 32 inches. Would not a 9-32 inch-wide-celi foundation be
the best ?
3. How do bee-authorities stand on the respective merits
of different kinds of bees in regard to honey-gathering ?

California.

Answers.

—

Answer. — It does not seem like foul brood, and I don't
know what the trouble is. It might be a good thing to send
in a tin

box a sample

who, for

S2. 00, will

—

1.

don't

I

summer and

the board for

know.

think I should prefer

I

the cloth for winter.

Natural comb varies, and I think the cells of worker
foundation will be found a trifle larger than the cells of
average natural comb. At one time foundation was tried
with cells considerably larger than made at present, but it
did not prove satisfactory. It is not likely that you would
find any advantage in having foundation with larger cells
than those in common use.
3. There
are more different opinions than different
kinds of bees
but it is probable that the majority of beekeepers in this country prefer Italians.
2.

;

Introducing ftueens— Moving Bees.
I introduced several queens last month, and looking 5
or 6 days afterward I found them laying, but in 2 or 3 cases
there were queen-cells, which I cut out. In looking again 5
days later I found in one colony some queen-cells with the

queens almost ready to emerge.
1. What do you think would have happened

them out

if I

had not

?

necessary always to look for and cut out queenintroducing ? Last year I introduced a queen to
a colony of dark bees, and after seeing that she was laying,
next spring I found a dark queen with
I clipped her wing
uncut wing there. If I had not cut the wing I should have
blamed the breeder for sending me a bad queen.
3. I want to move some colonies a distance of 30 or 40
yards. When do you think is the best time to do it ? We
do not need to put bees in a cellar here.
2. Is it
cells after

Larvae ?

I had 2 colonies of bees that had about '+ to '^ dead,
rotten brood in July. I could not see that the rotten larv;e
was stringy, nor did it smell badly. The colonies were
from two different apiaries. The rotten larva," dried up and
the bees could pull out the most of it, but some they could
not get out. Now the larvae is nearly all sealed over, but it
dries up and is not fully matured, and they uncap it and
drag it out some have wings and some have not. I have
2 more— yes, 3 more colonies affected the same way. What
is the trouble with the bees ?
Is it contagious 7 and what
is the best thing to do with them ?
About nine-tenths of
the larva- hatches out all right, so the hives keep full of
bees in all but one.
Iowa.
;

Cloths— Comb Foundation- Merits of

vs.

Different Kinds of Bees.

cut

What

Sept. 25, 1902

Howard, of Fort Worth, Tex.,
make a microscopical examination and
to Dr.

;

British Columbia.

Answers. — 1. The bees would
them.
cells

not an

It is

when

wards.

If

likely have destroyed
for the bees to start
destroying them after-

uncommon thing

a queen

is

the queen

queen may be allowed
2. No.

introduced,
unsatisfactory, however, a

is

young

to supersede her.

3. Move them quietly any time after they have stopped
flying preferably soon after they have taken a flight, and
at a time when you think they will not again fly for some
;

weeks.

report to you.

Quiet Robbing— Honey

in

the Hive

in

Spring.

Storing Surplus Honey after Aug, 10.

My

1.

A. Watkins asks the question, " Do bees store any
honey after Aug. 10, in any of the Eastern States ? " Yes,
indeed were he living in Butler Co., Pa., he would find the
bees gather more honey after Aug. IS than all the rest of
the season. I have one colony in an Sfrarae hive from
which to-day (Sept. 1) I took 40 sections of nice honey it
has 32 more almost ready to seal, and is drawing out foundation in 16 more; which I expect it will finish up, making
88 sections in all. This has all been started since Aug. 1,5,
1902. I have 13 other colonies that on Aug. 15 had no honey
in supers at all, and now they have in round numbers 537
sections, on an avenage of 41 sections per colony, all of
which will be completed in a few days.
There is no need to feed bees here, as there are hundreds
of acres of buckwheat in full bloom, to make the busy bee
glad all the month of September.
Pennsylvania.
J.

;

bees swarmed, unexpectedly, last Sunday, and

find that the old bees are robbing from the hive they
What would, or could, you advise me to do ? I have
left.
made the entrance very small, but it is of no use.

Honey

2.

shall

I

leave

that is still left by the bees in the spring,
or take it out and extract it ?

it,

Minnesota.

;

—

Answer. I am thankful to say that much the same
thing can be said here as to the bees gathering since the
middle of August, so there will be no need to feed for winter.
But the hundreds of acres of buckwheat would not
have prevented feeding in June.

I

now

Answer. — This

one of those cases of quiet robbing
in which it is difiicult if not impossible to do anything, becannot
have the cooperation of the bees. Makcause you
ing the entrance smaller will do no good so long as the bees
make no attempt at resistance. Such cases — the bees robbing the mother colony — have seldom been reported, and I
do not remember that any one has ever reported a cure. It
is

may

be that after a little while the individuality of the colonies will assert itself, when the robbed colony will no longer
allow the robbers to enter, and you will have to feed enough
for winter stores if sufiicient has not been left.

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working

—

^

!
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of this Journal
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;

age.

Sample copy

free.

rhe Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,

"decOl" on your label shows that
paid to the end of December, 1901.

it

tion, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei .'eceived and duly credited.

be given UDon ap-

will

nloni? willioul

now.

We had a great deal of rain here, and had
we had less during the honey-flow we would
have done even better than we have; but. all
things taken together, we are well satistied.
Mrs. R. T. Smith.
Fond du Lac Co., Wis., Sept. 15.
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The National Bee-Keepers' Association.
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To prevent the adulteration of honev.
To prosecute dishonest honej-dealers.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. Whitcomb^
Thomas G. Newman
W. Z. Hutchinson,
G, M. Doolittle,
I

flower sent

in

Danz. Hives.

I have 2 colonies in Danzenbaker hives.
I
winter bees out-of-doors, with 3 inches of
planer-shavings to protect from cold. Will
these colonies winter as well as in Langstroth
hives ; I fancy the Danz. hive being so shallow must bring the bees near the opening of
the hive, and so bring them nearer the outer

|

A. I. Root,
R. C. Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.

)

W.
J.

I

E.R, Root,

I

F.

cold.

Marks,

M. Hambal'GH,

I

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.
General Managrer and Treas-

urer, Forest Ciiy, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the oflBce of the American Bee Journal, when
:*S"If

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

who

will

A

Celluloid Queen-Button is a ve^v
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject o* honey,
and frequently leads to a

H. Beer.
[It is

frame

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to believe that it would be a very
I

g'ood idea forev-ry bee-keeper

wear one

Je buntonsj
will canse pecp..e to ask
[ol

v

as it
questions dDout the busy bee, and many a codcersation thus started would wtnd op with the
aale of more or less honey; at any rate It would
ig-ive the beekeeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten manv a person in regard to honey

iud

bees.'"

g
picture shown herewith Is a reprouucflon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has & pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
ct the American Bee Journal

The

Columbia, Canada, Aug.

WARKANTEI>

OHKKNS,

7 5

TESTKI),

J1.5()

cents each;
each.
Dis-

count on lart^e orders.
Contracts with dealers aspecialty. Discount after July Ut

Send

for circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS,
spRiNi; HILL, tp:n'n.

$23.30 Chicago to New York and
Return
via Nickel I'late Koad, on Oct. 3, 4, 5
and (>, witii return limit leaving New

York Oct.

14, 1<J02.

Tiiree trains daily,

convenient hours. Vestibuled sleeping-cars. American Club Meals, ranging in price from 35 cents to Sl.'X),
served in dining-cars on Nickel Plate
Road also meals a la carte. Chicago
depot, Harrison St. and Sth Ave. City
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. 'Phone
Central 2057. Write John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chi51
38A2t
cago, for particulars.
at

;

generally considered that depth of
an advantage for wintering, but

is

CLOVER

SVVEET

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by frcig-ht
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order:
1.00
1.20

lOIb
$1.40
1,70
1.S0
2 30

80

1.40

SXb

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
White Clover
A^lfalfa

f .75

90

Clover

soft
$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.50
6.00

25ffi

$3.25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.2S

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK A CO.
CHICAGO.

146 Erie Street.

ILI*

Bees For Sale.
75 colonies in Improved Dovetaile*'
Hives, in lots to suit purchaser.

O. H. HYATT,
Shenandoah, Page Co..

13Atf

D
AVC WE WANT
^^^V
H^P^^V
M^^
^tr

20.

some have success with shallow frames.

sale.

to

bees from starvation in

queens, and managed to requeen the three out
of five I bought.
Bees are building up now,
and I think will be all ready for winter, but I
started the spring with live colonies, and have
only the same five now. I have had no new
swarms so far, and only 70 pounds of honey.
I think I may get another 25 or 30 pounds.
I get no profit this year, unless my experience counts as such. I hope I may bring my
5 colonies through the winter, when I do not
think 1 will allow them to starve next spring.
British

"

my

May and June. Having no experience I did
not know what was the matter. I lost three

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Eugene Secor,

nearly lost

3,

experience.

by Edward Kor-

tum, of Blue Earth Co., Minn., is the common snowberry, and belongs to the honeysuckle family. The snowberry is frequently
cultivated in the East, but is seldom found
west of the Mississippi River. It is probably
a good honey-plant, as is the majority of the
honeysuckle family.
C. L. Walton.

Wintering Bees

within
5

owned with-

been

none impure
and but few within
milen. NodJAeane. 2''yearH'

2% miles;

in

—

Common Snowberry.
The specimen

No

drones.

the American

Kee .loiirnal. 1 would sooner lose my dinner
one day in eacli week.
liuvc
not seen any report from Ihis
I
locality, and do not know how well other beekeepers here have done, but my bees have
never done as well before, and I have kept a
few bees for \!i) years. I do all the work except takinj^ them in and out of the cellar, and
1 claim the income from them.
The honey is almost all fancy white clover
this year, and they were still at work in the
supers yesterday when I examined a few of
them.
I had 2.S colonies, sprinj^ count, have increased to 42 by natural swarmin^^, and have
taken oil 2.')U0 pounds of honey up to date,
with a few sections still on the hives.
I think the bees will
go into winter i|uar-

is

Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscrip-

Advertising Rates

trel

ters in jjood shape, for the hives are well filled

Hie Subscription Price
Is

ran not

^^^

Io^^a.

WORKERS

Boye, Girls. uldandvouDiiraUko,
make money working for us.

^^p We
^1 ^"^^

furnish capital toelarlyoo in baslDWS. bend OS 10c fltampsorBJlTer for full inslnictiona and a me of
aamplea to work with.
PUBLISHING C0..Cbic4S0.IU.
!

DRAPER

Wease mention

Bfie Journal "when writing,

Ed.1

Dittmer's Fouudation

Bittepweed Honey.

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

am

sending you two sections of our honey
which is gathered from bitterweed.
This
honey begins coming in about .July 15, and
lasts until aljout Sept. 1.
It is in quantity
enough for the bees to fill up with it for winter, and everything in the way of good honey
could be exiracfed about July 1, thus securing nil of the good honey. It is also convenient to get plenty of sections drawn out so
they can be used for bait next year. I have
one super for each hive filled with this honey,
and next spring I shall uncap it and stack up
the supers out about 100 yards from the hives,
and let the bees clean out the sections and

with prices and samples, tree on application

To mabe cnws nay, use Sharpies Cream Seoarators.
Book Bu8ineBsDairying&Cat.ai2free.W.Che8ter,Pa

Augusta, Wis.

I

:

I nse a PROCESS that produces lEVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. Mv PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my

and

own

inventions,

FOUNDATION
fort fax

which enable me
and

Into Fomiilation

at prices that are the lowest.

SELI.

to

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,
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Bee-Heepers-Attention
not put j'our money into New Fangled Bee=Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and we'll-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

—

LEWIS

G. B.
Please mention Bee JoumaT •wnen

1 7^ Fancy
•

a

Any

-wTit'-

CO., Watertown,Wis.

.

bee-keepers in

New York

or Pennsylvania producing either

White Clover or Raspberry Fancy Comb Honey

.^
i^

will find

it

to their interest to

glassed sections),

(in

write to the undersigned at once.

GEORGE W. YORK &

5.

^

Gl assed Co nilt Honey

r$

144

&

CO.,

146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

|
^
^
^
f^

then when the honey-flow begins I will have
plenty of drawn-out combs which should be
filled" much quicker than if the bees had to
build the combs. One strange thing- about
this honey is that the comb and cappings are
the same "color as the honey, which is not the
case with other honey here.

Take
"should

my adv.,
ine,

my new

system of queen-rearorders by return mail, and
in by the hat full, and the little old

as by

can

I

fill

all

they come
man here isn't Iving- about

it, either. I can send
you the largest and finest Adel-Golden CarnioPractically a nonsaw.
ever
Ian Queens you
swarmingr race of bees.
cents.
each,
75
Breeding Oueens.
HENRV ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Please menuon Bee Journal when writinp.

B

Liberal Dlicounta to the Trade.

years the best.

APIARY FOR SALE.

Send

ZSAtf

for Circular.

T. F.

In a splendid district.
formation,

Smokers

BINQHAM,

W.

Farwell, Mich.

Please --lention Bee Journal

when

S.

Address for

FORT GIBSON,

3SA2t

Please mention Beo journal

-wTiliiig

fuller in-

MITCHELL,
IND. TER.
when wriuta

FREE FOR A MONTH ....any

way
yoo are interested in Sheep in
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

"Wool Markets

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheepbreeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

"
Double-Strength
PAGE FENCE
wire.

the quality of
WIltK
I'A(iK

Is

It's better.

WOVES

FK.NCE CO., ADKIAX.MICH.
>^iHase n.entioL Bee Journal "when "wntina

ILL.

stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
^^ 1 _a
I.i
l!—...^ Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,

rA

J

75 cents ;6forS4.oo.

/^--^^*-^

/~*t

left all records behind in honeygathering. Unte.sted,$1.00; eforSS.OO.
-They are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than aU others. Untested, $1.00.

l^ea Clover l^UeenS,
y~^

•

I

C'arniOianS

which

Editob.]

[The flower belongs to the pulse family, and
called partridge pea.

It

flourishes best in

climate on sandy soil, and its large,
yellow flowers are very conspicuous. It is an
In "Bee-Keepers'
excellent honey-plant.
Guide," page 43il, will be found a cut and

warm

short description of the partridge

pea.— C.

L.

Walton.]

Excelsior as Smolier-Fuel.
am surprised (and pained) to see l\y

Miss
Wilson's article, on page 59S, that she, and
by inference others, have trouble with smokers, as by my method there is no preparation
necessary. I rarely use but one match to
light it. one filling of a 3-inch Bingham
smol;er lasts over an hour, and it does not go
out if kept upright.
The secret (?) is exi-ehior ! Put a small
wisp in the bottom of the smoker and drop a
well-lighted match on top of it. Let it get to
burning thoroughly and put in another larger
wisp and Ijlow up well. Now fill up and pack
down as hard as you can— don't be afraid, so
it is thoroughly lighted— and you are fixed
(with an occasional pump at the bellows) tor
an hour at least. When nearly tiurned out,
open up the smoker, poke what is left to the
bottom with a stick, blow it up lively, take a
fresh wisp from your pocket and fill and start
over again with onlj' a minute's delay.
I

where I -'got on " to this,
claim no originality. I think if Miss
Wilson will try it she will soon abandon soaking rags and hunting good " smoke wood."
Ralph D. Cleveland.
don't recollect

I

I

Dupage

Co.,

111.,

A Bear

:

uolden Italians

W:se.

Partridge Pea.

hut

Queens low Ready toSnpply m Return Mail

S.

Enclosed find plant for name. It is in full
bloom, and the bees are very thick on it now.
Edwix Bevixs.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Aug. 6.

FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Joe

sending us the sample sections.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

INGHAM'S PATENT
24

you want the Bee-Book

If

it

[The honey did not arrive in time to be
taken to Denver. It is not as bitter in taste
as we expected tp find it, but it is really too
We
bitter to eat with any degree of relish.
prefer to be excused, and will take the fine
alfalfa or sweet clover honey for our own
However, many thanks, Mr. Wise, tor
use.

a

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.25 to

if

to be with you.
Co.. Miss., Aug. 27.

lilie

Copiah

is

Don't stop

Denver, and show it to
reaches you in time. I

this along to

your friends,

Sept. IS.

in

a Bee-Yard.

hear was in my liee-yard two weeks ago,
and destroyed 2 colonies and damaged 10 more
or less, in going through the yard.
The other day I found fi queenless colonies.
I started with S5 colonies, spring count, increased to 90, and got 2000 pounds of extracted

A

John Bluem.

honey.

Wood

Co., Wis., Sept. 11.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2146-2148 Central Avenue,
(Successor to Chas. F.

Please mention Bee journal

when

-t

fi

•*^ ''^

T~*

Muth and

A. Muth.)

This is a good time
send in your Beeswax. We are paying
to

^i-

-

best jei
low, upon its receipt, or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

Hamilton

Co., 0., Association.

of this county met in response to a call by circular, and organized.
Upward of 50 persons were present, and quite
Several ladies ina luiiiilier from Kentucky.
terested in apiculture graced the company
and
took
a prominent part
presence
their
with
in the proceedings.
The following officers were elected for the
President, Henry Shaffer;
ensuing year:
Vice-President, Ben Kolcks; Treasurer, C. H.
W. Weber; and thi."; Executive Committee:
Wm. M. Lehman, Frank Beck. Fred Muth,
J. C. Froliger, Chas. Kuck, and E. A. Newell.

The bee-keepers

writing..

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. ^
•

Tlie

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

St., Clilcago,^Ill.

Among

the objects of the Hamilton County
is the inspiration of

Bee-Keepers' Association

—

—

;

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

Sept. 25, 1402,

Ohio to protect Iiccs Trom tlio
of foul br'ood, whicli Ims already apThis Slate Is catlHT
rnidst.
peiir(!tl in our
tardy in looliin^r iiftei- the inteiM'sts of the Itvv.keepers. It is estimated that tliis county alone
contains aliout fiOO apiarists whose interests
are worthy of some letjislativc attention.

621

\Vm.

.1.

<ill.l,II..\NI), Sfi-,

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

chance for this seaget Oueens from Ouirin's I'a-

is

your

your orders.

send you

W.

better."

Peoria Co.,

111.,

Aug.

[The specimen

P.

Turner.

3(5.

a mountain

mint, lirst
cousin to the horsemint, and a very valuable
honey-plant.
The mountiau mint is cpiite
common eastward, but has not spread over
the middle or western States to any extent.

We

hurry in

stock, so

have

tiles

of testimo-

nials like the following

is

Mr. J. Roorda, of De Motte, Ind.,
bought 4 dozen in the spring, and says
the workers are hustlers; while B. L.
Messenger, of New Haven, Conn., saj's
the queen bought last season produced
bees which beat anything in that part
of the country.
Price of Queens tor balance of season:

1.00
1.50

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 3.00

is

a P. O.

Money Order

SHEEP MONEY

Special Round=Trip Excursion Rates

Beard-Tongue.

;

Lincoln Co.,

si

Hial visit.— C.

1^.

Walton.]

Rearing and Introducing Queens.
I have been reading with interest the artiby Dr. Gallup and also those in
reply by Mr. Alley. Now Mr. Miles, a member
of the ,1ury, as he puts it, wants to hear from
the other members, and I will try to add my
mite to the list.

cles written

have always supposed that natural queencells were as good as any, and still think tliat
I know, too, that good queens
to be the case.
can be reared with the cell-cup plan, or by
Mr. Alley's method, because I have proved it;
and also that poor queens are reared on the
best plans used, and from the best breeders
you can buy. I think the best plan to follow
istosave nothing but the very largest and
best cells, no matter what method -you use.
The best method to use is the one you have
proved to he the most successful, and gives
the best result, no matter who thinks differI

ently.
I will give

my way of introducing queens
received by mail
Remove the queen
from the cage and put her in a cage that has
not been used or been through the mail, so

when

to

New York

via Nicl<el PJate Road. Tickets on sale
Oct. 3rd to 6th inclusive, good leaving
New Yorli not later than Oct. 14th.

Address John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 113 Adams St., Chicago, for
reservation or sleeping-car space and
50 38A2t
other information.

:

I
notice a writer in the American Bee
.Journal saye out of 10 queens he has tought
were worthless. Now that has not been true
in my case, and I have Ixjughtquitc a number,
and have never had one I CiiUed worthless;
but some were better than others, and that Is
the case with those you rear.
I am not writing this without knowing something about it.
I have had queens from h different States, and
imported some from Italy twice, and I have
no cause to complain. I received a couple of
premium queens from Editor York a short
time ago that are beauties, and are doing well.
'.>

CHAS. W.
Merrimack Co., N. H., Sept. 4.

(

II.LEV.

lir^EEPOM boiled:
*,
Age

of Queens.

indorse what U. M. Doolittle says about
replacing queens every two years. If a queen
is bad, replace her any time, even if less than
a year old, but don't replace an old queen
simply 6«((«.sf she is old. I have a queen .5
years old that is to-day doing just about as
good work as any other queen I have. A
sulticient reason against replacing all "2-yearold c|ueens, if there was no other, is that you
can hardly decide the character of a queen
and if she has a good
until she is - years old
record when 'J years old, every year of good
record after that increases her value as a
queen to breed from. Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
I

;

—

—

Getaz's Plan of Dividing.

M. L. Heltzel.
Wash., Aug. -'2.

[The specimen is called beard-tongue, Pentstemou, granditiorus, and belongs to the figwort family. The tigworts are, as a rule,
honey-plants, and while I cannot speak positively of this one it probably follows the family trait and well repays the bees for an occa-

he can't.

office,]

Please mention the Eee Journal.

a'nlS!!?°t,'1°'I^I
if you work for us.
Wewill start youiri
Wurk
?;ir«qMrsiR"usineas and fiirnisih the capital.
Send II) cents fnr full
j^^j^iJimiJlik'ht and easy.
liiif of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Cblcago, Ills.

have 3 or

'.

<jr Ihe framen. flrnt reniovint; the fillp
of earil ulf the end of the caife contalninif the
candy. Some will object to putlini; the new
queen in at the luime time you take the old
one out, ijiU 1 do it that way and it Kavefi diHturbinif the lieCB more than once, and I have
lost only one fiueen that was introduced in
that way.
will object to
I huppose Mr. Alley
this; but never mind, I can do it that way if

PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

fall

enclose stems and flowers of a perennial
plant that grows among the rocks. Can you
give the name of the plant
and is it of value
For bee-pasture ?
The spring and first part of the summer
was cold and windy it was hard on bees. I
had 50 colonies, spring count, all doing well
on sweet clover just now.

till!

(Juirin tlie (jiieen-Breeder,

Fall Flow.

I

In

orders to

[Parkertowu

will

I

9.00

g-uaraotee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Can
fill all orders promptly, as we e.xpect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all

honey-How here that is
4 hundred sections from 20 colonies, spring count; but uo
swarms.
D. C. Wilson.
Linn Co., Iowa., Sept. 15.
have had a

prett.v fair.

12
$7.00

We

lijA26t

A Fair

6
$4.00
S.OO
8.00

1

$.75

Selected

Tested

C. L. W.lI.TON.l

We

last

I

which was just alive with bees, setlinp; honey.
I went Imck there yesterday to see whether
the plants were still in bloom, but could see
no dlllerence from my previous visit two
weeks before.
I have been over the country a great deal,
but never saw this plant before. It is a mint,
and may be the great horsemint of Texas; as
I have never been In Texas I do not know.
I
shall keep my eye on that patch, and try to
"
"
go
the man
save the seed, then I hope to
that has the catnip and sweet clover " one

be

on top

This

mous Red Clover

I)y this mail oiu* of the tinest
ever saw. It is a stranj^er to me,
and was discovered two weeks ai?o while
crossing an old pasture, hy the loud humming;
of the l)ees, as if robhinfr, I followed up the
"bee-line'" to a plat about 4 sciuare rods
I

QUEERS!
son to

Mountain Mint.

would
)m' no Bcoiil from it art there
rimi; she came In. and leave no workers Willi her.
Then go U) the hive you wikh
to |<ut lier ill, remove the queen they have, if
any. anrl iilaoc the r|uccn-eai;c with the queen
you wIbIi to introduce, with wire-doth down,
there will

ejjifiltitinn in

ruvii^t'K

bee-plants

;

The Fred W.

Miith Co.

Frout and Walnut

ciisrciisrN-A.Ti,

Sts.,

omo.
MUTH'S

HONEY JARS

pound,
u .\ K E
with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.
1

-

•:-•!•
SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writinp

$

START YOU IN BUSINESS
TO
We will present
with the
you
you

5

lir:st ^'i

take in to start you in a trot-d payinp busiSend 10 cents for full line of samples
ie,-;s.
directions how to betrin.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO..

Cblcaso,

;

to

Ills.

Ted"

BY ISABELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty striclien are both interesting and
This particular short story 60 pages,
sad.
5x6% inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard;lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10
cents (stamps or silver.)
Address,

—

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
227

Laying queens can be introduced anywhere,
but the virgins, ready to mate, should be introduced only to the new colonies otherwise
there might be trouble. It necessary, take
the old queen out of the new colony, and put
her back in the old one, and give the virgin to
the new colony. Adrian Getaz, in the BeeKeepers' Review.

Stimulative Feeding.

irul

"What Happened

After trying all the processes advised, I
simply divide each colony in two, putting
two-thirds or three-fourths of the brood in
the new one. and leaving the rest on the old
stand. Both hives are completed with empty
combs or foundation. Three days later I
look for the queen. Only the new colonies
need be examined, and it takes but little time,
Queens are
since they are not strong in bees.
then introduced where needed, and the cells
cut out, it there are any.

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

Ili..

This has a strong advocate in the editor of
Rocky Mountain Bee .Journal, and what
seem to be good arguments are given in favor
of it; but it seems that all Coloradoans are
not of the same mind. F. L. Thompson says
in the Progressive Bee-Keeper:
the

Stimulative feeding for spring is one pracwhose value is unproved, hence it can not
be included in the list of essentials. It has
tice

been said lately it is desirable in Colorado
but convincing proof has not been given. If
feeding stimulates that does not prove that
the stimulation is profitable. From the view-

AMERICAN BEE

622

A New

TOliPNAL.

19th Thousand.

Edition.

6oorsB66-K66D6rs Guide

Pro!.

Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

Sept. 25.

iyi)2.

point of this localitj, there are two questions
involved1. Which 16 belter, a strong: colony of old
bees, whose vitality is unimpaired by previous
brood-rearing, or a weak colony of young
bees, 3" days before the flow, that being the
time required to rear honey-gatherers from
the egg
2. When natural pollen (the best kind of a
stimulant) begins, as it does here, more than
37 days before the How, and continues without
a break, is it any additional stimulation to
;

feed thin honey

^

^

?

In answer to the first question, one experience in cellar-wintering here shows that a
comparatively late start in brood-rearing with
strong colonies of vigorous old bees, which
start was still, however, more than 37 days
before the flow, produced results just as good
as the usual handful of brood kept up from
January on, resulting in weak colonies by the
of May. To be sure, natural pollen begins rather late here, not till the last week of
April, and bees will take artificial pollen
eagerly before that time, and it certainly does
stimulate them; but it is very doubtful
whether that stimulation is any real good.
first

Price,

Price,

Postpaid,

Postpaid,

$1.20

$1.20

^

^

As to the second question, any one familiar
with the normal aspect of the brood-chambers
here in the middle of May broad sheets of
brood with comparatively few bees and who
concludes that the bees can be stimulated
more than they are, must have some considerations in mind wlaich are not apparent to
the understanding of this writer. If there is
one thing in which theoretical views are
dominant, it is in this matter of stimulation.

—

Where

are the proofs

—

?

Size of Cells.
Doolittle says queen-cells should be rather

more than five-sixteenths in diameter. Call
that's just a
it five and a third sixteenths
third of an inch. Then we have: worker-

—

PROF.

A.

J.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly re\^ised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
He
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authority on bees and related subjects. His book has had a large
sale, which now bids fair to increase greath'.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

—

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:

No. 1. For $1"S we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with S2. 00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
(Sl.SO in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4. For SI. 00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1.20.

—

—

—

iW" Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

to the inch, drone-cells four to the
Stray
to the inch.

cells

five

inch,

and queen-cells three

Straw

An

in

—

Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Association Seal.

years ago the Ontario County (N. Y.)
Bee-Keepers' Association decided to place
their good, white honey under the seal of the
Association. It was thought that a reputation for Ontario County honey could thus be
built up.
I do not know that it occurred to

Some

the instigators of the scheme at that lime,
that this seal might act as a guarantee of the
purity of the genuineness of the article. In
these times of mistrust against even the genuine product of the bee, it would seem all the
more desirable that we should enact a scheme
by which we could strengthen or regain the
confidence of consumers of an article that we
know is not, and never can be, successfully
imitated.
I do believe that, it a goodly number of the bee-keepers' societies all over our
land would act in unison, adopt our system of
sealing their honey, it would go a long way
towards re-establishing the lost confidence.

Our

is, not to send out any inferior
under the seal of the Association.
Fancy and No. 1 white only are admitted.
This rule is all right if the object is to create

rule

hone.v

a reputation for a No. 1 article; but it is a
question whether this is the best course to
follow, when we consider that ail honey is to
be guarded against any possil)ility of suspicion.
If I send out a part of m^' honey
without a seal, would not the purchaser naturally think this to be an adulterated article ?
I confess I do not know what is the wisest
thing for us to do.
The seal we use consists of a strip of glazed
turkey-red paper 4x14 inches, having the gold
seal attached at the right of the reading matter, with the official seal of the Association
impressed thereon. The reading is as fol-

lows:

"Ontario County, N. Y., Bee-Keepers' AsHoney Stamp. This case of honey
has Ijeen inspected ly the honey-inspector of
the Ontario County. N. V., Bee-Keepers' Association, and the honey within, if seal is attached and these stamps remain unbrol<en, is
guaranteed to be grade No. 1 white."
From the reading it appears that the stamp
sociation

I

!
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pastuil around Iho cum: i>f honey In
rnanuor tlml the honey can not be reherefrom without hreuUiii;^' the Heal.
The honey-inspeetor's business is Va i^o to

or Hoal

is

siK'h a
rnovcii

I,

JiJrft

({ueciiKiitaBari^ain

lioiiey-produeers, on solicitation,
and inspect the honey. If tie tinils it all rit^hi
and up to the standard, he at laches a seal to
each case. Kor this service \n: receives from
the owner of the honey .S cents jjer ease, and
15 cents from outsiderfi.
He also receives
tlie (liU'erent

niilea^'e.

— K.

(iuKiNKK,

BecauHc
on

have

l'M)2,

in the City and
City, Utah, Oct. b,

annual coovenlion

lUiiUliuff, Salt Lake
at Id a.m.
Uusiuess of interest

keepers will be presented.

to all bee-

H.

Fago,

Sec.

—

21

and

This

is

22, 1902.

a

money order

held at lo'a.m., Thursday, Oct. 2, in the Club
House on the Inter-State Fair (1 rounds, Trenton,
N. J. We extend a most cordial invitation to
all bee-keepers, and others interested in beeculture, to be present.
trEORGE N. WaNSER, ScC.

Ondekdonk,

Pres.

One Fare for the Round Trip
Boston and return, via Nickel Plate
Road, Oct. 7th to 11th, accottnt meeting of Brotherhood of St. Andrews. By
depositing" tickets at Boston and paying fee of 50 cents, extended return
limit of Nov. 12th may be obtained.
to

CARYVILLE. TENN.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bttt 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Jonraal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding- is necessary,

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

Through vestibuled sleeping-cars and
service in every
respect.
Cheap rates to all New England points
Write John Y. Calahan, 113 Adams St,
Chicago, for particulars.
49 38A3t
first-class

—

Lanoswti on.«

CO.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

146 Erie Street,

Cow

to nn'pl iboee

wno work

have money.

We Htan you in busiiteas. You mnke
Easy w irk. We furoinh capital. Send

l«rt;e protitfl.

10 cents for full line of

HONEY AND BEESWAX

>)>?>" >?< '<^" yti >jv >i«" >j»" >?•" >?• >;•' >i«-

for us.

Bam pies anil

ktepcreni" avs

r^ittcul^irs,

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, Ills.
ease mention Bee Jo««nal "when writing.

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuDpliesI

We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Co'b
Koods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiKht. and ship promptly. Market price
Satd for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog,
t. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich
Hease mention Bee Journal -when wiitina-

CmCArio, Sept.

This

Edition.

Each subject

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

—

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Comb honey

me<;tinif
i-asily

i*.

pound tor thai which
Very little of the lower

grades No.
to fancy.
gradcH are offered, but bring within 2 to 3 cents
of No. 1. Amber grades of comb arcalfio Hcarc«,
with no buckwheat offerings. Kxtract<;d is
steady, white bringing OJ^/aMc; amber, '.<^7c;
Southern and odd lots of dark, S@6c. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A.BUKKBTT ACo.
1

Kansas City, Sept. 13.— Thedemand still continues good for comb honey, but receipts are
very light and meet with ready sales at these

Fancy white comb, 15c; No. 1
white, 14c; No. 3 white and amber, 13c; dark,
Extracted, white, 6(q,i,}^c; amber, KgSiic.
Beeswax, 211" 25c.
C. C. Clemo.ss ii Co.

(juotatlons:

honey at present is very good; all shipments
are sold (juick at ISCalbc for No. 1 and fancy.
We advise shipping while demand is good and
before the western carloads are here. In three
weeks from now carloads will arrive, then demaud is satisfied, sales harder to make, and
prices demoralized. Extracted honey is telling
as fast as it arrives, at the following prices:

Amber and Southern

in barrels, at

i^^b^c,

cording to the quality. White clover,
Beeswax is scarce at 30c.

Tme Fred W. MnTH

Albany, N.
honey

is

ac-

'iili/Hc.

Co.

Aug. 22.— The demand for
improving with the unusual cool
Y.,

weather, the summer resorters returoiug home
hungry. Wenuote: Extra white comb, 1?m 16c;
medium, 14faJ15c. No other grades coming yet.
We want to caution shippers against shipping by express, as it arrives almost invariably
broken. Express companies are stamping the
cases "Received at owner's risk," which seems
to cause their employes to " play ball "' with it.
Freight handlers are slower, more careful, and
less broken, and much cheaper.
We advise
sending by freight only.
H. R. Wright.

New York,
from

Aug. 11. — New crop comb honey
New York and Pennsylvania is beginning

to arrive in limited quantities. There is a good
demand for fancy white at 14c, and No. I at 13c,
and exceptionally fine lots will possibly bring
a little more.
Lower grades quiet at from
10(ai2c. As to extracted honey, fancy grades
are in good demand at from 6(SSiic for white,
and Sin 5!4c for light amber. Southe n in barrels and half-barrels quiet at from 47 fal.Oc per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswa.x dull at
from 27fG28c.
Hildrbth
Sbobi.kbh.

&

The MoNETTB Qneea-Clippiag
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal tor
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeat
ind the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

CiBORQE W. VORK

in

so plentiful, so far.

is

Whatever

The market for extracted is more
and brings: Amber, from 5(asi^c; alfalfa
water-white, from b@6iic; white clover, from
7@7Jic. Beeswax, 2Sc.
C. H. W. Wbber.
sells for 14c.

lively

amber, 10@12c; dark, 8@9c. Extracted, white,
5]i@>'A; light amber, '^SSH; amber, 4?i(a^.
Beeswax, good to choice, light, 27@29c; dark.
25@26c.
Not much offering or arriving of any sort.
While the market is firm throughout, current
values are being better sustained on comb than
on extracted, for the reason that the latter has
to depend to some extent on outside demand.
All the comb honey offering will be required

The shipment of comb honey has
never proven satisfactory, and the production
is in consequence restricted to small compass.
locally.

& COMPANY,
Chicago,

$19.00

coming

has come in, and is fancy water-white, has
brought a good price, and sold to stores at from
15@16c. Honey kept over from last year, fancy

San Francisco, Aug. 20-Whitecomb.l3@l4c;

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

can Bee Journal

iraU^Honeu!

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

is

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

1*).—

with good •iLMiiand and the arrivaU are
(lispused of at ISfftUjc per

Cincinnati, Aug. 29.— New comb honey

TI]6HOI16l)-B66 W9nl6fl
— 1900

I

-^ A

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

not

Revised by Dadant

•

."!< ."K. fl/L yif

Cincinnati, Aug. 30.— The demand for comb

THE QUEEN SPECIALIST,

All

New Jersey. ^The first annual meeting' of the
New Jersev Bee-Keepers' Association will be

I

M.)t/. rU. fSA rf<

12c.

oflice.

DANIEL WURTH,

interested in bees are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

B. F.

I

'jueeiiH

will take 14 cents each.
Also 20t) Supers for 10franie hives, tin.Nl with sections and startersare worth .tM cents— will take 20 cents each. I
am offering these on account of havinjf more
than a car will hold, and haven't euouirh to
lill two cars. Whoever gets them j^ets a bar^^ain.

Illinois.
The annu tl meetlni;r of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Conrt House ia Freeport, 111., on Tues-

day and Wednesday, Oct.

each.

I

All are invited.
J.

cents

Tested

100

DiI also have 2i)0 Chaff
vision-Boards made up that
cost 15 cents in the Hat. 1

The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

County

to

Uiink of it- -Tested !j for 75
cents each. Teflled Queen
in a 2-frame Nucleus for

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.

of

iHt

'Jueens. FO

Keeper.

will hold the

tlie

move
November,

have

I

'K fi/.

and have tn doiibli' up my
Nuclei by Nov. 1, ('ntested

the American Hee-

in

623

Boston and Return.

111.

$19.00

via Nickel Plate Road. Oct. 7th to 11th
inclusive, good returtjing until Nov.
12th by depositing tickets at Boston
Three
and paying fee of 50 cents.
trains daily, carrying through vestibuled sleeping-cars. Individual Club
Meals, ranging in price from 35 cents
to $1.00, served in dining-cars on the
also meals a la
Nickel Plate Road
;

City ticket office, 111 Adams
St., Chicago. Full information can be
secured from John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113' Adams Street, Chicago.
carte.

48— 38A3t

-Extracted HONEY
W^nfp^H
and
WclIllCClMail

^^^^^^^^^^^^_
John

F.

34Atf

sample,
state
style of packag-eand price
delivered in Chicag-o.

Campbell, 53 River St.. Chicago, III.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state

WEBER,

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W.
2146-214S Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

21Atf

-Mention the American Bee Journal.

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/AMXPn
WMI>I CU TRACTED
honey:
I

Send sample and best price delivered hare; also
Fancy Comb wanfed in no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cinclnnaii. Ohio.
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BEE=KEEPER5,

|

Save Money by Buying^

•2

25tll

§

THE, W. T. FftLGONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
9S' Our goods .ire guaranteed of supe-

Dadant's Foundation

Year

§ Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,
I
^nd everything
Smokers,
g
mz ^^_^,^^,^^^^^^ ELSE VOU NEED, OF

Satisfaction. ^^^^°:Uvmi^si%^''sP.ll^^Sy
WeNo guarantee
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.
gWen
\A/hv
Hr>r>c IL
if sell »U w/f»n
WClI Vr
W Iiy UUC.&
LOSS.

Because it has always
better satUe.tA\ cr»
faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

g
'^

rior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers; SOcayear.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
K»" W. M. Gerrish, E- Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

Mb

waen

Very ene pure-bred BARRED
for sale at very low prices.

PLYMOUTH ROCK

Keystone

BEESWAX wanted

...Honey-Jars

DADANT & SON,

;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,

.t* Ji.

r'olifnmia
C^aillOrnid

I
I

If

yo" care

to

%

->M

The

and

1st.— Alfalfa

of lt>

2nd

Comb

In car lots.

— Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.
—

Agricultural

annum.

8§<-

3rd. Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark
or atnber honey.
4th.

Published weekly,

andsomely illustrated, $2.00 per
ple copy free.

:

offered

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultoral
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

/^A t^

II.

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resoorces, send for a sample copy of CallPaper—
ornla's Favorite

The

*.t>

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and howsoon you can ship and quantity of each grade

wiitine.

know

»t« A-.

We

it
and VOU niav have part
for lis. Unt-le Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send 10c for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulars.

Bee Journal when

.t«.

Honey Wanted.
I
v^

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
if you work
of

please mention

III.

*^ym*W''W'^*w*w*w*W''W'W'^''W''^''W^'^

-

business. Draper Publishing Co.,Cblugo,l

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

TrvnfT'si^vf^pf^i^f^rx^si^'srvr'rfrrf^sr'gi-'sr^^^

These are clear flint glass jars holding just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7"s inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top. and then fill in with beeswax,
sealing-wax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at S3.,=^0
gross, S3. 25 per gross; or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
30 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

writing

at all times

144

OF ALL
KINDS •»»* .^KfWX^

Bee-Heepers' SuDPlies

freight.

Please mention Bee jourcai

ftip

Sam-

5th.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal,
330 Market Street,
mention
Bee Journal when writinp
flease

— Car Basswood Extracted.
— White or Sweet Clover Comb

and Ex-

tracted in any quantity.

•

m

%

K«<-

—

6th. Comb Honey in Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
market for the same which we have not been able

5SS<-

to supply.

^m.

THE

-^»

A. L

MEDINA, OHIO,

•^

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for

Send

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

if

ROOT CO,

to

them

CO. ^"t^^l^ISM^T'

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

%

gc<^

Ileport of (he Denver Convention of llie RIalional Bee-keepers' Associalion.

DEE Journal
QBOROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

OCT,

2,

1902,

PORTY-SecOND YEAR
No. 40.
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Oct.

A 5TANDARD=BRED
a>

QUEEN-BEE FREE

[

To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance

^

Subscribers.

"»

We

have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to suppl)'
The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly
rear well worth SI. 00 each. We want every one of our present regular
subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to
make it easy for you to get one or more of them.
In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it
is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.
us with

—

A Queen Free for Sending One New Subscriber
Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the
American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as
a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.
Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your subscription for one year and alio mail you a Queen. Of course, it is understood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in arrears, be sure to send enough more than the ijfl.SO to pay all that is
past due.
As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use
But if any one
all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers.
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the
prices are as follows:

One Queen,

75c.;

3

Queens, $2.10

;

6

Queens

for S4.00.

We expect to be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate.
Now for the new subscribers that you will send us and then
Address,
the Queens that we will send you!

—

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

^\^^~-2i

2,

1902.

;

42dYEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

OCT,

2,

1902,

No. 40,

Shaken Swarms,

>iiK>:ViiV>^jiV(^i^>!VtVj^j:VJ^j^i^>£^j^>^J^K!

about nowadays.

Editorial

or brushed swarms, are

much

talked

more than anticipating
the action of the bees by making them swarm a little in
advance, and at the same time making a more thorough job

Comments.

>!rwTrT'fT^WT*'WT'r*rTrT'r>r>r*risri'rwT^

It is

really little

by leaving with the swarm a larger proportion of the
A caution as to one point may not be out of place.
Some say to brush off all the bees, setting the beeless combs
on a stand by themselves, and trust to the young bees
hatching out to take care of the brood. While this may
work all right when days and nights are continuously warm,
with a continuous tlow of honey, it would most surely result
in disaster in some cases.
A chilly night with no bees on
the combs would be sure death for thousands of larva;-, and
a let-up in the honey-flow would be the signal for an attack
from robbers. In any case, there would be no bees present
at first to feed the larva;, and it is likely a good many of the
older unsealed larva; would starve before the hatching bees
would be sufficientlv mature to feed them.
of

it

bees.

The Producer's Name on Comb Honey.— An experience that we had recently suggests the wisdom of referring
again to this subject, which was quite thoroughly discussed
in the Chicago-Northwestern convention last December.

We
ago.

received a nice lot of white comb honey a few weeks
came in excellent condition, because the producer
shipped it followed our instructions as to packing. But
It

who
when we opened

not only on every case,
it, we found that
but on every section as well, he had rubber-stamped his
name and address. Of course we had to spend the time
necessary to scrape off all the marks. Had we wanted the
producer's name and address on the honey we would have
requested him to put it on.

not a safe rule to put your name and address on
unless 3'ou are retailing it yourself. Then it
would be all right. Or, if the dealer buying your honey
wanted it on.
It is

comb honey

We

have worked up a demand for " York's Honey," and

not Smith's, or Miller's, or Nelson's honey.
It would simply be foolish for us to create a demand for
Nelson's honey one year, and then the next year he would
likely have no crop. Where would we be then ? Again,
Nelson couldn't produce the tenth part of what we would
need to supply our trade. Then, where would we be again ?

The best way when wholesaling honey is to omit
name and address from every case and every section.
Packing

Comb Honey

to repeat the directions

for

the

for Shipping.— Now

is the time
packing comb honey for safe

shipment. There are always a number of new readers who
need to learn how to do it properly, and then a good many
not so new need to be reminded occasionally lest they be-

come careless.

We prefer to pack say about a dozen 12-pound cases, or
eight 24-pound cases, in a large crate, first putting about
four inches of straw in it. This will act as a cushion, and
prevent breaking down of the combs from jarring or jolting.
The glass fronts of the cases should show through the
crate so that freight-handlers can easily see what it is, and
handle accordingly.
Then, there should be two long strips nailed near the
top of the sides of the crate (one on each side), and extending out six or eight inches, forming handles by which to

carry

it.

Another good thing is to tack on top a large card hav" Comb Honey. Handle with
ing on it in plain letters
Care."
When so prepared, comb honey should go almost anywhere by freight in good condition.
:

Shall Extracted Honey Be Strained or Skimmed?—
discussion of the question in the Ontario convention
showed that while some preferred straining and some
skimming, the weight of sentiment seemed to be in favor of
both. After the most careful straining there will still be a
lack of clearness caused by small particles of comb and pol-

A

and bubbles of air. After standing a week these can
be skimmed from the surface. Objection was made that
allowing the honey to stand for a week would result in a
loss of aroma, but it was thought the gain would be greater
than the loss.
len

—

Denver Convention Notes With us, the Denver convention began about two weeks before we got aboard the
train at the Chicago & North- Western station at 6:30 p.m.,
Monday evening, Sept. 1, and ended several days after
arriving at our oftlce again on Sept. 12. It was necessary
to put in a good deal of rush work in order to get the business and office affairs in shape to be left for ten days. This
was no easy matter, as it was necessary to prepare copy for
over two numbers of the Bee Journal in advance, and also
explain many matters so that the clerks could keep things
going during our absence.
Well, by careful planning and hard work,

when the
was ready to start, we had completed all arrangements, and with Mrs. York got aboard for Denver. There
were also in the same Pullman coach. Dr. C. C. Miller and
Miss Kmma Wilson Editor E. R. Root and Huber Root
C. H. W. Weber and Mr. Klocks
W. L. Coggshall and Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Angus, the last two being from Canada Mr.
Angus having been employed to report the convention for
the American Bee Journal.
We all started off feeling well, and in good time. But
the first four named of our party were destired to be separated from the rest of the company. At Omaha, the next
morning, we four had to get round-trip tickets from there
train

;

;

:

:

to Denver.

We

expected to find the tickets

all read}- for

us
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having written ahead to the agent.
But through some misunderstanding, the tickets were not
there, and, as it took so long to make them out, and there
being other travelers as well who also wanted tickets, our
train simply pulled out of the station, and left us in Omaha
Our baggage was all in the car on the way to
Think of it
Denver, and we four strangers " left " in a strange town
until 4:25 p.m., when the next Denver train would leave.
There we all were— Dr. Miller, Miss Wilson, and "Ye Editor " and " frau."
We walked around the town until nearly noon, when we
had breakfast and dinner all in one. It was a good, big
one, we may assure you. In the afternoon we went out to
Hanscom Park, which is a beautiful spot indeed.
When the 4:25 train came rolling in, you may be sure
at the railroad office,

:

Oct.

2,

1902.

top-bar therefore projects IN inches at either end, while
Shorter top-bars have
the latter is only 14 inches long.
been tried but they have been abandoned by almost universal consent in favor of the long ones. The only way such a
long top-bar can be accommodated in the hive is by having
the walls of the brood-chamber, on which the ends of the

1

And we weren't bothered with
all were waiting for it.
any baggage, either — all the extra baggage we had was two
But we didn't
combs that the " girls " bought in Omaha
worry any about our baggage that was on its way to Den"
ver ahead of us, for we knew that those two Root " boys
would care for it all right. And they did. When we reached
Denver, which was about noon of Sept. 3, we found they
had taken it all up to the hotel, where it was awaiting its
owners. Easy way to travel, wasn't it ? Nothing like having your baggage looked after well, and lugged around to
just where it is wanted
Of course, we all were twitted quite a little during the
we

I

!

convention over being

left in

Omaha, but we simply

replied

preferred to travel leisurely and see the country as
we went along. And we did. Besides, as our long journey
of nearly 1100 miles was thus broken in two near the mid-

we

that

dle,

when we

did arrive in

Denver we

all felt

rested and

ready for the convention.
Next week ve will go on with these notes. It may take
almost as long to write them out as it did for us to get to
Denver. But we got there, and had a good time, too. Dr.
Miller said it was the best and greatest trip of his life. Of
course, as he is only a little over 70 years old, he "don't
know " much more about trips than he does about bees
!

\

Contributed Articles.
American and
BY

Britisli
¥.

W.

L.

|

Styles of Frames.

Fiij. 1.

— Vertical section through
British

fiive,

the top of the brooil-ehnrnber wall
showing part of the frante fitted with
end resting upon it.

in the

niftat

top-bars rest, of double thickness, with a space between
them, closed by means of blocks. (See Fig. 1). The chief
reason why the long top-bars are preferred in England is,
apparently, ease of manipulation, and certainly this is a
great advantage.
It will be seen on reference to the figure that the upper
surface of the top-bar is flush or level with the top edge of
the outer walls of the brood-chamber. There is no beespace above the frames as is the case in most American
hives. (I do not say that this is an advantage in itself, but
The frames are spaced the
it brings other advantages.)
correct distance from one another by means of a folded tin
metal-end (M) which slips on to the top-bar from the end.
It is difficult to convey a clear idea of the English bee-keepers' metal-end in a few words, but it is sufficient for the
present purpose to say that it projects about '4 inch on
either side of the top-bar, and touches the metal-end on the
" shown in the figure.
next bar over the whole surface of "
These metal-ends in fact, being in contact with one another,
form an impassable barrier to the bees, so that they are unable to enter the space "S," and thus they cannot mess
with propolis the ends of the top-bars, which are in this
space. This is an advantage, for the top-bar can be made
to fit close between the outside walls of the brood-chamber
without fear of propolization, thus end-spacing is secured
without driving staples into the end-bars.

M

But the greatest advantage that results from this large
bee-excluded space is ease of manipulation of the frames.
On referring to the figure it will be seen that the block
" B." is fixed a little distance below the end of the top-bar
;

SLADEN.

not have much to
learn from British methods, which are often more or less
the result of the peculiar climate of the British Island than
anything else, it will at least be of interest to study points
about bee-culture in comparison with one another, and the
two plans of which involve differences of principle. In this
connection there is perhaps no important article used in beekeeping in the two countries which differs so much in prinAs regards shape and size of
ciple as the brood-frame.
frame the British seem to agree with their American brethren in preferring a somewhat shallow frame, one that is
considerably longer than it is deep. The same variety of
opinion is expressed in England as in America on this
much-discussed question, but in a decidedly less-pronounced
manner, most bee-keepers being satisfied that the size and
shape decided upon and adopted by the British Bee-Keepers'
Association is the best. This is a small frame, 14 inches
long andS'i inches deep, and there has always been a party
of bee-keepers who would like to make it deeper, although
in the light of recent tendency in America it would seem
that if it can be improved on it would be by lengthening it
rather than deepening it.
A very remarkable thing about the British Standard
frame is the great length of the top-bar in comparision to
that of the frame itself. The former is 17 inches long. The

Though American bee-keepers may

W.

11.

Carr" M,t,d Frame-End.

which is most useas affording the finger such leverage that it is never
necessary to use a tool for separating or lifting the frames.
The regular thick top-bar Langstroth frame is, I believe,
supposed to be handled somewhere in the top-bar between
the uprights but those operators that I have seen at work
this leaves a thumb-and-finger space (S)
ful,

;

:

Oct.

2,
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Well, they worked and multiplied until fall, but then
"
they were attacked with not spring dwindling— but " fall
dwindling, and I did not winter one. They were bumblebees, and I was 'i years old.
The next fall a lady gave me a colony of honey-bees,
but by the following spring they were all dead. Since that
time I have kept bees a good many years, and my thoughts
have often been turned to the welfare of my bees in winter.

with them generally handle them at or about the ui)rif,'lits.
In whatever way they are liandled (and especially if it Ijc the
latter way), a certain aininint of jjropolis or bee-jfliie is
bound to j;et on the fin(,'^Lrs in time, and this is a distinct

annoyance. With the liritish frames there are neither bcos
nor propolis on the part wliere the frames are to be handltd,
and if two hands are used this part is the very best part fcjr
readily jccttinj; a pood grip of tlie frame, especially with the
room that is given for it. I have handled both the regular
up-to-date Langstroth, and the IJritish Standard frames, in
my apiary, and I must say I can work more (juickly and

I

Wintering Bees— Some Experiences.
J.

B.

Bee-Keepers^

Cuni'eiitiuii

DEXTER.

About SO years ago, while living in Picataquis Co.,
Maine, I had my first attack of " bee-fever." With lots of
pains and some danger I obtained 20 colonies of bees. I had
them in nice, little box-hives on a raised platform. I
thought at that time that they were very beautiful and interesting. They were large, with bright black and yellow
stripes around the bodies.

I
•^
^
^
^
^

I
^

Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-third Annual Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
held in Denver, Colo., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.

C5^
ST
«^

first

session began

Wednesday

evening, at 8:30 o'clock, with J. U.
Harris, president of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Association, in the chair,
and, after the invocation by the Rev.
R. H. Rhodes, and the rendering of a
musical selection by the .Eolian Quartet of the College of Music, Denver,
Gov. James B. Orman was introduced
to the convention in the following

words

:

—

Mr. Harris Ladies and Gentlemen
It gives me great pleasure this evening
to have one speak to the National convention the words of welcome who has
done more as a Governor of this State
in the interests of bee-keepers than any
Governor it has ever had since its in:

auguration as a State. I have pleasure
in introducing to you our chief executive,

the Hon. J. B.

Orman.

Address of Welcome by Gov. Orman.
Jfr. Pyctikh'ut, it)id

and

iState

I

have known

honey.

The Denver Convention.

The

many ways

From 1870 to 1882 I kept bees in Floyd Co., Iowa. My
bees did well in the summer, but I lost more or less each
winter, owing, as I thought, to a very damp cellar and to
the large amount of honey-dew in the fall. One fall, when
bad shape, I let one-third of the bees
I considered them in
stay on the summer stands, and another third I put into the
For the other third I opened a long, deep trench in
cellar.
a large bin of oats and put the colonies in there and covered
them deep with the oats. When spring came I found all the
bees in the cellar dead, and also all on the summer stands.
I supposed that all would be dead in the oats, and so did not
open them until the first of May. Then, to my surprise, I
found the hives full to overflowing with bees, and all the
frames that were emptied of honey were full of brood. I
never had bees do as well as those bees did that summer,
and I noticed that the oats was cut up under the hives, as
though mice had nested there.
One lady wintered one colony with the hive inclosed in
a tight box under the kitchen table, and another wintered a
colony behind the doors of a room used as a sleeping-room.
I know a man who keeps a small apiary in his chamber,
and finds that not more bees die from IS colonies than I
could hold in my hands.
For the last ten years I have lived in Todd Co., Minn.
My bees have wintered (1898 excepted) without loss, in a celMr. M.
lar kept at a temperature of about 33 degrees, Fahr.
Osborn, of Wadena County, has wintered bees directly under his stationary engine, which was running most of the
winter.
To sum it all up, bees with plenty of stores of light,
sealed honey, will come through a long winter under circumstances that would prove fatal to bees with dark, poor

England.

BY

a few of the

years.

—

Jieiai at t/w lust J/iitiicsota

now mention

While I lived in Maine, as far as I knew, bees were
always wintered on the summer stands. I have known the
snow to drift six feet dcepovcr the hives, and in the spring,
when a crust formed on top, we would count the holes that
the heat from the hives melted through the snow. I never
knew a colony to die and leave honey in the hives those

The projecting ends of the top-bars in the British Standard frame are also very handy if one wishes to carry one
or two frames a short distance. Two of them can be carried
by the projecting lugs top to top between the thumb and
fore-finger of one hand, and the smoker being carried in
the other hand. It is astonishing how quickly work can be
done. Of course, I am more used to handling British frames
than American frames, and it may be that if I were as accustomed to handling the latter as I am the former I might
not find them so inconvenient.
There seems to be a movement on foot in favor of
double-walled hives in America. In such hives the opportunity might be taken to give a longer top-bar a trial. It is
difficult to see how the top-bar can be lengthened in the
regular dovetailed hive now in use without bringing on serious troubles. Even in such a hive there would still be the
drawback perhaps of little real moment of the possibility
of propolis and bees getting into the part where the frame
is to be handled, and the only way to get over this would be
to use quilts, and no bee-space, over the frames, as the British do. This might be all right for some queen-breeders,
but it would not do for honey-producers and the bulk of beekeepers.

will

bees to winter.

easily with the latter.
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delegates to

the

Xathnal

Bee- Keepers^ Convention

On behalf of all the people of the
great State of Colorado, I wish to extend to you a most hearty welcome. I
consider the bee-industry one of the
greatest and noblest in the United
States to-day. In traveling over the
State of Colorado, and other States
which I have been in during the past
10 or IS years, and, more particularly,
the past 4 or 5 years, I have noticed
bee-culture on nearly all of the farms

and ranches. Take it north of Denver,
up and in and about Boulder, Greeley,
and along the Platte River, you can
hardly find a ranch or a farm but has
more or less bees. Take it along the
Arkansas River, in and about Rocky
Ford, and all the way from Pueblo to
the State line, and almost every farm
bee-hives. This is
very noticeable in
traveling over the State.

or ranch

has

its

something that

is

Take it on the western slope, at
Grand Junction and Montrose, and a
number of otherplaces along the Grand
River, and along the Gunnison and
other rivers and streams where there
are a number of ranches, and you will
find bees on almost everj- ranch and
farm. Gentlemen, as I have already
stated, the industry is one of the largest that we have at the present time,
and it is becoming larger yearly it is
something- that is becoming very no:

much more so than it was
and these convensome years ago
tions and gatherings tend to help along
and increase the industry. The people
of this State are taking more or less
ticeable,

;

their meetings here
are advertised well all over the State,
and not only in this State, but all
over the United States. The newspapers are advertising it, the people
are reading about it they know- it is
interest yearly

;

;
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somethitig for all to become interested
in and know about.
I hope while you are in the city of
Denver, if there is anything that I can
possibly do for you, you will not hesitate to call on me at my office, and I
shall be glad to extend any courtesies
or do anything for you I maj* be able
(Applause.)
I thank you.
to.

—

Mr. Harris I again have the extreme pleasure of introducing to you
Mr. Malone, president of the Denver
Chamber of Commerce, one who is
always on the alert to do everything
for every one who is interested in the
State of Colorado, its people or its inPresident Malone.
terests.

Address of Mr. Malone.
Mr.

and Oentlemen :
a pleasure to me to be with you
to-night,
although rather suddenly
called upon.
I,
as president of the
Chamber of Commerce, the largest and
oldest commercial body in the State,
extend to you who come from other
States, a hearty welcome to our State.
To you who come to Denver from our
State, let me also extend a hearty welcome, and at our Chamber of Commerce were it not that our home has
been burned we would be glad to receive you and extend to you any courtes)' or favor that we might be able to
grant, or that you might be able to ask.
On Saturday we are going to take
the Letter Carriers' Convention to the
Globe Smelter a train has been chartered by the Chamber of Commerce,
and I see no reason why it should not
be a pleasure to you, as it certainly
would be to us, to have you join us on
that occasion at 1:3U p.m., when we
leave the Union Depot.
In regard to bees, I must confess I
am ignorant upon the subject. I have
President, Ladies

It is

—

—

;

had brought to my mind to-night, by
the song that was sung about sitting
upon the bee, the only incident where
I have any remembrance of having had
experience with bees. In my childhood
days I was venturesome, and they told

me

that honey was good that there
a lot of it under the sidewalk that
;

was

the bumble-bees had placed there. I
went after it, and I remember the business-end of the bee I had both eyes
blackened, and everybody believed I
had been in a fight, and, in fact, I had
been, and I got the worst of it.
From
that time I have never robbed a beehive, but one has suffered, as my friend
;

Krueger, here, knows.
At the Letter Carriers' Convention
the other night I had occasion to say
that it was our duty, as well as pleasure, to gather information throughout
this State, and to extend that information not only to our own citizens, but
throughout the United States and

Europe; and

England

in

at

onetime

our Chamber of Commerce had an
office in London, and our literature was
distributed there.
At that time the
letter carriers
were discussing the
question as to whether Uncle Sam
would raise their wages from £1000
the salary he pays) to $1200.
it made me think of the
story of the preacher who had been for
many years in a small country town.
He came one Sunday night and said to
" It is with regret
his parishoners
and sorrow that I must to-night make
an announcement to you," and tears

(which

I

told

is

them

:
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began

ever after, at any time that they can be

He

of service to you and to your industry,
as well as all other industries not only
of Denver but of Colorado. Call on us,
and you will not only favor yourselves
but you will favor us. It is to our
credit to assist you, and we want to
assist ourselves as well as you.
1 thank you for your attention.

to flow as his voice trembled.
said, " I have received a call to a

neighboring town, and I must leave."
The old deacon in the rear arose and
said
" Parson,
:

to

how much

pay vou over

in the

are they going
?"

new town

"SI260."
" And we pay you $1000 ?"

"Yes."
"Parson,

that's not a call
that's a
(Laughter.)
I
then said to the letter carriers,
if you
are struggling with Uncle
Sam the most liberal government
upon the face of the earth to get a
raise, and you don't get satisfaction in

Address by President Harris.

;

raise 1"

—

—

your Eastern and Western districts,
come to Colorado and join our agricultural industry, our manufacturing industry, our mining and our grazing
industry. I left out the bees, and I
will tell you why. I then saw by statistics that I had, that a man had put in
six acres of potatoes which had earned
him a net profit of $900, and from
which, at a better time, he could raise
from $1000 to $1200 worth. Again, the
Hon. Governor sent to the Chamber of
Commerce statistics showing farmers
in his district were earning year by year
from $3000 to $9000 a year on their
farms from 40 to 160 acres of land.
Since I came into this room to-night I
have learned that there is in your
midst one who has a great number of
bee-hives, and who has netted from
one colony in a year $22.50. I know
that that party worked at the business.
I see no reason why the bee-industry
should not be better advertised than it
If you will give to us at the Chamis.
ber of

Commerce

statistics so that

we

can get them out for you in pamphlet
form or, if you will give them to me
this week, I will see that they get in
;

the

carriers'

letter

journal

of the

United States, which will go into the
home of every letter carrier in the
United States'; 105,000 men will disthroughout the broad
tribute that
lines of the United States.
A few years ago I was in business in
this city, and I remember with pleasure when a friend whom I see in the
rear came to me and asked why I didn't
buy the honey that I was shipping in
Colorado, and I said, "They haven't
any to give us they couldn't sell me
the quantity I want." He said, " Will
;

you let me sell you some?" I bought
from him, and I think there was never
a year threafter that I didn't buy all of
his surplus. I shipped from the State
of Colorado over three cars to firms in
which I was interested, from here to
Chicago. At one time I shipped three
cars of honey, and at another time I
had bought for them out in Idaho as
high as ten cars of honey, because I
couldn't get

it

in Colorado.

—

because I
can do this as well as
the gentlemen if you will put your
shoulder to the wheel, and take the
trouble to give us some statistics, we
can show you that it is possible to do
great things for the bee-industry in
Colorado. Let us assist you, and I am
sure that Colorado will never have to
go to Idaho again to buy ten cars of
Ladies

and gentlemen

feel the ladies

—

honey to ship to the East.
And, as I have said before, the
Chamber of Commerce, the Board of
Trade, and the city of Denver, stand
ready to offer to you not only the glad
hand while you are here now, but for-

Mr.

rrisident

Mnnbers of

iinil

Ute-Kteperti^ Assttrlathit

tin-

Xalhimd

:

I feel proud on behalf of the State
Bee-Keepers' Association of Colorado
We have
to greet you here to-night.
in this State a large honey industry,
which, by the probable statistics next
year, will amount to nearly $800,000.
Within the nest two years I think we
will be shipping out of the State of
Colorado something like 200,000 pounds
of honey. The industry in the past,
perhaps, has not been recognized as it
should have been, for the simple reason that it has not been known how
large the industry has grown. You

East, you strike the
borders of our State, you strike the
cattle on a thousand hills, and away
on the barren peaks from one side of
our State to the other you find there
are mines from which millions of doland yet the mining
lars have come
proposition is in its infancy. We have
a State here that is yet a baby, only 22
years old. Making comparison of it
with any other State in the Union,
with its unbounded resources, and I
will say to you it is simply remarkable.
You take the agricultural sections of
the State, you take Greeley to the
north on the potato proposition, and
hundreds of cars each year go away,
and bring back to the farmers much
money. Take it on the west and southwest, in the rocky country, and there
we have the Rocky Ford cantaloupe
that is known the world over, hundreds
of cars going East each year to the
markets.
Take our coal industry in this State
we have coal enough in the various
counties to supply the world for years.
Take the city of Denver, grand in itself, and in its welcome, the people
from the outside all know of it as the
great convention city. You then go
from the city of Denver to the city of
Pueblo, where we have a monster rising up. Then go into the sections on
the western slope, where you get the
great fruit interests. From that section, taking Montrose, Delta and Grand
Junction, there will be over 600 car-

come from the

;

;

loads of fruit this year.
Taking all these into consideration,
you can have some conception of the
immensity of the resources of the State
of Colorado, young yet. as I have
With an inter-State
stated before.
canal that will cover something like
200,000 acres of land, there we will
10,000 people, or
successfully land
10,000 families, in other words and
where there is a barren desert to-day
it may be grown up in flowers, and the
fanners will be reaping the alfalfa,
and the crops, and bees gathering the
honey from the same, and car after
car of honey will be shipped, as well
as from the other districts.
The half has never been told of Colorado. The people in the East think,
in a manner, that we were but a few
years ago a set of barbarians. To-day
;

I
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Colorado you find one of the most
enlightened classes in the world. Take
our odiicational matters, we are second
to none in the United States, and each
and every individual who lives within
the confines of the State feels proud of
the education that a younjj man or
younjf woman can get in the State of
Colorado.
We hope, ladies and gentlemen, that
when you view our State and look at
its wonderful resources and return to
your ICastern, Western, Southern, and
Northern homes, you will think your
trip has not been for nauj,'^ht, but you
can go to the people there and tell
them that there are still homes here
for hundreds
thej- can come here and
make a good, comfortable living. They
can do what a great many can not do
in the East.
And we as beekeepers,
as citizens, all bid you welcome to our
State. (Applause.)
Mr. Harris I have the pleasure of
now introducing to you Dr. Mason,
who will reply to the Governor's address of welcome.
in

;

—
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class of society, both of them grand
and noble in their place.
A few years since, the Hon. Eugene
Secor responded to an address of welcome in words so noble and grand that
I can not in anj' way do better than to
read to you what he said on that occasion, and, with a few word changes in
it

it,

is

place.

I

applicable to this time and
Here followed the poem.

Mr. Harris

|

have

just been informed that of the interests of this
State the agricultural shows the largest
increase, -the
manufacturing comes
next, and the mining last. I now have
the pleasure of introducing to you Dr.
Miller, who will reply to Pres. Malone
of the Chamber of Commerce.
I

Dr. Miller's Address.
wasn't necessary for Pres. Malone
or anybody else to get up here and tell
us we were welcome
we knew it
almost before we ever got here we
knew what the people of the State of
Colorado were doing from the press;
we knew enough to know we were
that was the
thoroughly welcome
notion I had when I started from home,
and I have had no occasion to change
it
I don't expect to.
I am glad to be here, but, I tell you
one thing, I have gotten over some of
the notions I had. My wife was afraid
to have me come here, and yet I find it
isn't anything like as dangerous as I
It

;

;

;

Dr. Mason's Response.
.Ur.

rrcsuhnt and Brother Bee-Keepers

:

a very nice thing to listen to
such nice speeches as we have been
having, but to call upon a man like
me, who is not accustomed to speaking
in this way at all, is very embarrassing.
You see, I am so easily embarrassed,
anyway
But I can say to you that
we certainly appreciate the addresses
of welcome that we have heard, and it
is with pleasure that in the name of
the members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
to-night, and especially of those from outside of Colorado
for we have them here from Texas,
Washington, D. C, New York, Ohio,
It

is

!

—

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Missouri, Kansas, and other States
heartily thank the Governor for his
address of welcome.
Some of us have not yet fully appreciated the beauty and the grandeur of
your scenery, but we have met with a
warmj open hand and a warm heart,
and we can most cordially return these
hand-shakes and these heart-welcomes.
It has often been said, you know, that
those of us who live in the East are
tenderfoots but let me assure you tonight that all who live in the East are

—

:

not tenderfoots, and that all of the
tenderfoots do not live in the East. I
think you can appreciate that fact.
But we realize that a great many of
your people here who are not tenderfoots did come from the East, and
some of us who have come in more recently, within a few hours perhaps,
may find to our pleasure that we have
been welcomed by more than the one

—

expected. I find that the president of
the Chamber of Commerce looks like a

white man. Of course, I know from
all that is being brought in about the
22 years and different things, and by
his straight hair, that he is an Indian,
but I expected to find him with a
blanket on instead of like a white man
and I don't believe I would be afraid to
sleep in the same room with him at
night, and to have a Waterbury watch
I think I might be safe.
But, I tell
you. some things I have been disappointed in, in another way the tremendous distances here make it a dangerous place for anybody as short as I
am. It has fooled people before my
time. I don't know whether any of
you know it, because it has not gotten
:

1

—

perhaps, that there was a man
here once who came over from England. He had gone with some of his
friends to see the different places of
interest, and there is a little hill called
Pike's Peak that showed up big, aud
he thought he could go there immediately but he found it a great deal
further than he expected, and he found
everything else the same way. So he
was going along, and his friends were
going with him, and they came to a
little bit of a stream
he began to take
off his clothes, and they said, "What
are you doing ?" He said, " I am going
out,

;

yti%Ji%J^VJiVJiiJ^%^}aVlV>a;j<Vj!V>i%Ji%.>Vr%Ji^J^%s>i(^>sVi4

i

% The

Afterthought.

;

swim
"That

But,
they said,
acroaa."
only a little way." "You
"
don't fool nic," he said
by the time
you start you will tind it's a mile
across!" (Laughter.)
When we got out to Omaha there
was too much room there, our baggage
lost us
Then, after we got here I saw
a place where I thought there was more
room to stay, and some of our friends
were there, and I went there a nice
place.
And then Pres. Malone said
to

i.H

:

!

something about my coming down
from the gallery, and I started to come

;

knew

could get here in just a little
while, and I started out there, and I
ran with all my might, and I ran that
way, and the other way, and when I
got down here the soles of my shoes
were all worn out
I was a tenderfoot
for certain, and if I ever get home I
believe I will stay in some little place.
But I want to tell you I am glad you
welcomed us here, very glad, and I am
glad to shake hands with a civilized
Indian. (Applause.)
Pres. Malone Dr. Miller says I am
a civilized Indian. Eet me tell you
when I first came here to the State of
Colorado I worked with a crew that
moved all the dirt from Long's Peak,
and filled that hole and made it Pike's
(Laughter.)
Peak
Dr. Miller You are bigger than I
suspected.
Mr. Harris I present to you Pres.
Hutchinson, of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, who will reply to Colorado's address of Welcome.
I

I

;

—

!

—
—

Pres. Hutchinson's Address.
am} (i< nih inan
I am not a speech-maker, and I can
not reply to this address of welcome,
and I shall not attempt to. I can say
that we people from the outside know
we are thoroughly welcome. We can't
object to that.
I wish to say that Mr. Ernest Root
will show us, with his stereopticon,
views taken from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and I know if he shows those
and tells us all he has to say about
them he will have to commence pretty
soon, and I shall just simply say I
know we are welcome, and sit down.
The remainder of the evening was
taken by Mr. E. R. Root, of Ohio, who
delivered his interesting lecture (illustrated by means of the stereopticon) on
" Bee-Keeping from the Atlantic to
the Pacific as Seen Through the Camera and Stereopticon." This lecture
was very much enjoyed by those who
had the pleasure of listening to it, and
seeing views projected upon the screen.
At 10 o'clock the convention adjourned to meet the nest day, Thursda}% Sept. 4, at 9 o'clock a.m.
La<Vt's

:

(Contiaued next week.)

BEES DARKER

WHEN HUNGRY.

Dr. Miller might have added to his excellent answer on
When bees are in real
page 555 this further suggestion
and literal fact " slowly but surely getting smaller and
blacker every day," it is because nectar in the flowers is
getting scarce. The bees are shutting up not the shop,
but themselves. The sections of which a bee's body is composed are yellow on the inner edge (if anywhere) and darkcolored on the outer edge. Lots of beginners have never
heard or thought of this. Most bees look pretty dark when
hungry and totally empty and small also, the sections
being slid in to the utmost. And pretty decided hybrids
may rejoice their owner's appetite for yellow when distended as far as possible. The amount of honey the home
bees habitually carry declines, and I presume the other
:

—

The

'^Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

GOOD QUALITY OF HONEY FOR WINTER STORES.
Notice that Doolittle also says that good quality of the
honey counts more than any other one thing in wintering a
colony of bees. If he had said more than all other things
combined, I don't think I should have pitched in. Page 550.

—
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the body decline some also, as the harvest ceases
and famine times come on. Often the enterprising- apiarist
wishes to select the large bees and breed from them till all
the bees are larger. It seems to be rather a tough -job to
When two colonies seem to differ in size
select correctly.
fluids of

April

1st,

how

shall

and how much

size,

tell how much is real difference in
difference in distention ?

we
is

KILLING OFF BEES ON THE SLY.
rather think that kind of dirty-souled people are not
very common the people who kill off their neighbors' bees
more or less on the sly. If the bee-keeper himself is unwisely inclined to go on the war-path he may awaken passions of this kind which would otherwise remain dormant.
In one case, long since, I remember wondering if some one
was not infecting certain bees with foul brood on the sly.
When it comes to keeping discoveries secret for fear a bad
use may be made of them that sort of thing is liable to be
greatly overdone. Don't keep a new and better way to kill
Page
flies secret for fear some one will use it to kill bees.
I

—

—

557.

THE PAIN OF BEE-STINGS.

And

so Mr. Harrington thinks that after the first few
stings the rest of the hundred or so didn't hurt much. I
rather think that that is a genuine and not very uncommon
phenomenon. It's queer. Same thing appears when one
gets a multitude of small wounds in succession, I believe.
As to the why of it, call it one of the wonderful results of
nerve-power. Do we rise above pain by sheer inner force ?
Or do some of the nerve trolleys get off, and the nerves
kind o' forget to bring up the pain reports ? My best guess
is that it takes a magnetic current to carry the impression
of pain to the brain (otherwise no pain at all), and that
whenever we get into a general and miscellaneous rumpus
there are so many other uses for the current that there is
very little left to carry pain reports with. Page 563.

QUBEN-RBARING AND SWARMING,

the

2,

1902.

cents during a light crop ? Or, would what is fed to them
diminish in quantity enough to leave no profit at all. If
you think that there would be a margin, would you advise
feeding a No. 1 article, or would the bees not convert an inMaryland.
ferior honey to a superior lot ?

—

Answer. Unless you have had a good deal of experience you will find it unprofitable to feed honey to have it
stored in sections. Some say they have made it pay, but
most bee-keepers, even these of much experience, have not
been successful at it. If you feed back, use only the best
honey if you want a good article. The bees will not improve the quality of honey you furnish them.
Not Working

in

Sections-^Knowing ttueens- -Feeding
Bees.

My bees swarmed once in July, so I have 2 colonies, and
neither works in the sections. The colony that is left in
the old hive does not seem as large as I think it should be.
There are acres of goldenrod, ironweed, highbush, smartweed, and corn, as well as vines. Now that is all right for
them, and there are no other bees in the country. I fear
the old colony has not a fertile queen ? How may I know
her ? Shall I feed the bees ? If so, how ?
Answer. — Possibly you have been expecting your

colo-

nies to be stronger than they ought to be. The swarm can
have no young bees hatching out for three weeks, and during all that time the bees will be dying off daily, so it will
be getting weaker during all of that three weeks. The
mother colony is likely to be left quite weak, but will gain
rather than lose during the first three weeks. Then will
come a falling off for some days, until the progeny of the
young queen begins to emerge. Lift out the combs and
see whether you can find eggs or unsealed brood. The
presence of these is proof that the colony has a laying

queen.

comfortably assured that I was right before but
yet I'm glad so strong an authority as C. P. Dadant says
I felt

Oct.

;

same
My experience

of feeding bees in your text-book,
in that is not understood, feel free to ask
it in this department.

Look up the matter
anything
questions about

and

if

:

is that when a populous colony is made to rear
queens during the swarming season it will swarm with the first queen
hatched more readily than if it had not been caused to rear queens
•'

stall."

So a little too late and your bees swarm and if you are
not late j'ou weaken the colony badly and decrease the harvest.
In fact, any seasonable application of the method
weakens the colony badly. Probably Mr. Dadant is right,
that the only practical application of the principle is to
have the young queens reared the season before. Helps
some to discourage swarming even then.
;

THE STING-TROWEL THEORY — OTHER

STINGS.

Well, well
From the warrior feeling for a position to
stab home, and the queen troweling the egg into position
with her sting, how many miles is it to the " sting-trowel
theory " which we have pelted with garbage ?
"Always " is a big word. And all the bees that sting
did not sting Mr. Cheshire. I prefer to believe that there is
now and then an exceptional bee that stings without anjI

poking around

to locate.

Questions and Answers.

\
r

CONDUCTED BV
O. O.

MFLLEIt, Marenfgo,

in

the Supers— Fears Short Stores.

Does it deprive the bees of their winter supply to let
them continue storing honey in the supers until thej' quit

own accord ?
them, and at what time.

of their

If

so,

please

tell

me how

—

Answer. Generally bees of their own accord will gradually contract the brood-nest and fill up the brood-chamber
with honey. Of course you can prevent them from storing
any more in the supers bj' taking supers off. A better plan
is to have a supply of combs of sealed honey, and then after
supers are taken off one of these combs can be given wherever needed. You will find good use for a number of them
next spring.

Eggs that Failed to Hatch.
During the month of August I brought 3 select queens.
She
last one I introduced by the wire-screen method.
had commenced laying before I gave the bees free access to
her. They accepted the queen all right, but would not accept her eggs — at any rate they failed to hatch into larvas
of any kind. Plenty of eggs can be found at any time
they are laid in as nice rotation as any queen could lay
them, but there seems to be something wrong. On opening
the hive the bees will commence a low hum or moan, not
just like a hopelessly queeuless colony, but something simiI put on a feeder and commenced feeding, but that has
lar.
not changed matters a bit.

ni,

1.

(The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail.— Editor.1

2.
3.

Can she be a drone-layer

?

What becomes of the eggs ?
What would I better do in the

case

?

West
Answers. — 1.

Feeding Back.

It is possible,

Virginia.

but not probable, that she

a drone-layer.
Likely the workers eat them, after
2. I don't know.
they have been in the cells two or three days.
3. It is not an uncommon thing for bees to stop breeding toward the last of September, and sometimes as early
as the date of your letter, Sept. IS. It is generally supposed,
I think, that the queen takes the initiative in this matter,
the bees continuing to take care of the eggs as long as the
is

have a few colonies of bees that are without winter
stores and must be fed. I also have some colonies that are
stronger and have a full supply, and it is my opinion that if
they were to find any more they would put it in the sections.
Would they do this if the honey is fed to them ? If they
would, would it not be wise to feed them, as there is a good
demand here for section honey, retailing at from 25 to 30
I

to stop

Iowa.

The

\
DH.

Storing
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queen lays but I have noticed quite a number of cases in
which the <|ucen continued to lay for some days after the
workers stopped liatching the ejjffs- !^o the best thinjj for
you to do may be to do nolhin^j trustin^f that the bees may
be ready next spring to take care of the brood. There is
such a thinj4^ sometimes as a <|ueen laying epjfs that never
hatch but such cases arc very rare (I tliink I never had
more than one such queen), and as your queen was a tested
one, she should not come under that head.
;

;

;
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trance, be safe ? IJesides the damage they do in the vineyard
they are a real nuisance in the wine-house, stinging and
getting into the must, and in and on everything that has
any grape-juice on it. They now neglect everything in
favor of the grapes, even smartweed and buckwheat. I
have a field of black cowpcas, but I have never seen a Vjee
on the bloom. Although there is an abundance of the socalled honey-plant bloom, and the bees get all the grapejuice they can make away with, they have brought in no
honey. All honey stored was white clover and poplar.

do not know about the truth of bitterweed making bithoney, but certainly the bees work on it for at least
three weeks, and as this was before they stored in the super,
both the nectar and pollen was either fed to the brood or
Vikc.inia.
stored below.
I

Perhaps Paralysis or Poisoning.

ter

On June 2 I sold to one of my neighbors a swarm of
bees that came out May 30, and he hived them in a hive on
the old coinbs on which a colony had starved out last winter.
He moved the bees rijfht away to his place one block distant
from my place. They worked well and put up considerable
honey in the brood-combs, and have it about all filled up
with brood and honey.
About two weeks ago he advised me his bees were dying
some of them would crawl out and roll down on the ground,
while others were carried out by the bees, unable to lly, but
would crawl around on the ground and finally become too
weak to crawl, and after from 2 to 12 hours would die.
Upon mashing them there is a dark-yellow subtance
comes out about the size of two wheat-grains.
The
ground is all spotted up around the hive with this dark-yellow substance. They are not working very much the last
few days. The queen looks all right.
Can you give some idea what is the matter with them ?
;

there any remedy for it ? What is it ?
bees, one block away, are working well, and do not
appear to have anything the matter with them.

and

—

Answer. I do not believe you can imprison your bees
during the grape .season without heavy loss, unless you put
them in a cellar where they can be kept in the dark at 50
degrees or less. Some have been very positive that bees cut
into grapes, but upon closer observation have always found
that no bee ever cut through the skin of a sound grape.
After the skin has been broken through, the bees will make
rapid work sucking out the juices. Some grape-growers
prefer to have the bees work on the grapes, as the grapes
they work on would only sour if left on the vines in their
broken condition. The bees can be kept away from the
grapes after they are off the vines in the same way they are
kept from cider-mills, by putting wire-cloth in all doors and
windows.
•*-*-»'

Perhaps

is

Worms

in

the Hives— Ants.

My

Kans.-^S.

Answer. — I am not

sure that

know what

the trouble
is.
It looks a little like paralysis, in which case you will
find the diseased bees with trembling wings, some of them
having a shiny, black appearance. It looks rather more like
a case of poisoning. I am sorry to say that in either case I
I

can oifer no remedy.
-*-^-^

What

young bees

;

—

;

—

Probably the Result of Worms.
causes the following Nearly every morning I
of a whitish color lying on the alighting
boards of the hives sometimes there is just enough life to
cause the legs to move, but generally they are dead.
find

wrote you a few days ago that my bees were killing
they still kill them. I am feeding them
sugar every day they don't eat the sugar very well some
days they eat it all, and other days they leave it. The bees
seem very uneasy. Some nights the black ants bother
them. I scalded the ants' nest to-day with hot soap-suds, to
try to drive them away. They are gnawing at the joints of
Illinois.
the cover, trying to get into the hives.
I

the

:

Answer. If the number of young bees carried out is
not large, it maj' be because there are worms in the hive.
If the hot water has not made a finish of the ants, you
might try pouring gasoline into their nests.

young bees

;

Illinois.

Answer. — It is probably because of the presence of
worms in the hive. It might be well for you to examine,
and

kill

the larger worms.

Screening Grapes Away from Bees.
Perhaps you would like to hear how bees are getting
along in Virginia. Upon the whole it seems to be an off
year. My best colony stored 60 pounds of comb honey in
pound sections, and did not swarm. This was all stored in
June. Since then they have filled only the sections with
comb, but stored no honey.
My other colony stored but 6 pounds of honey, and
swarmed once in June. The old colonies are in Langstroth
.hives; the

swarm

I

got

I

put into a Danzenbaker hive.

This colony has no honey in the super j'et, but has tilled
the most of the sections with comb. Now, you know it is
claimed for this hive that the bees will store no honey below.
I took it all apart a few days ago, and there is a circle of
cells filled with honey from 2 to 4 inches wide, both at the
top and at the sides of the 10 brood-frames, with the center
built out in worker-cells.
I am only a beginner, this being my first year.
I like
very much. I find, however, that the good people who
claim that bees will not cut into fruit are away off, at least
as far as grapes are concerned. My bees have been on a
spree for two weeks, working on my grapes, and have
caused considerable loss. I have watched them very closelj'
and have seen them go from berry to berry, especially the
thinner-skinned sorts, and cut them. Another year I must
surely cage them during this season. Now, will you please
tell me the best way to accomplish that ?
Of course I would
expect to feed them during this time, and perhaps allow
them a flight late in the evening. Would not an empty
super spanned with wire-cloth, and the same over the enit

Feeding for Winter Stores.

The
1. This has been a poor season for honey here.
bees have held their own, but no more. Last spring I increased my bees from 10 to 25 colonies, so I have some small
ones that will not gather enough to winter on. Would it
not be best to pick out a few of the best ones, put on second
stories filled with frames of full foundation, and feed them?
Then after the frames have been filled and sealed give them
to the needy ?
2. Can I feed sealed honey stored in odd-sized frames,
by setting them in an upper or third story, after cutting
the cappings open ?
3. About how many pounds would the bees store from
every 100 pounds fed 7 Or, what would there be in the transfer from the old to the new frames ?
4. Or, is it better to feed sugar?
5. If both are good, which is the cheaper when they
Michigan.
cost the same per pound ?
Answers. — 1. Yes, your plan

is all right.

Yes, tut unless there is much empty space in the
brood-frames you may find the bees making very slow work
carrying- it down. In some cases they will leave it where it
is and seal it over again.
3. I don't know the amount of loss in transferring from
one set of frames to the other, but I think it would be very
2.

small.

Some authorities in
4. I don't know which is best.
Europe think it unwise to use sugar except as a matter of
extreme necessity, claiming that bees reared on such food
will have a weakened constitution. On the other hand, some
good authorities in this country think sugar better than
honey for wintering. Something may depend on the way
the sugar is fed. If fed early, having as much water as
sugar, or more water than sugar, so that the bees can make
the proper chemical changes, the results may be very different from feeding late, so that there shall be only a third as
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much water as sugar. Whether fed thick or thin, it is not
well to feed late.
5. Five pounds of sugar made into a syrup with two
pounds of water is supposed to be of about the same strength
as honey so you will see that at the same price per pound
it ought to be cheaper to feed sugar.
;

An Experience with

Bees.

I have had quite an experience with that colony since I
wrote before. I think I said I liad examined it carefully
three times during 10 da3's, after first noticing somethingwrong, and the last two times I could find neither eggs nor
unsealed brood in the hive. A greater part of the sealed
brood was dead also, the bees busy carrying it out and tearing down comb, and of course there was no sign of a queen.
I therefore concluded it was queenless, and wrote for a
queen. It was about 10 days later (Aug. 15) when, the queen
having arrived, I opened the hive to introduce her. What
was my surprise to find a splendid-looking young queen,
and 4 frames packed with eggs in the most approved style,
every cell having an egg, and no skips. She evidently had
been laying a couple of days, as there was no hatched brood.
I knew it to be a new queen for I had seen the old one several times, and she had ragged wings.
1. But where did she come from ?
I examined every
frame carefully on Aug. 6, and found no trace of any queencells, and no unsealed brood, and no queen
and now, on
Aug. 15, 1 find a young queen at work laying for 2 or 3 days.
Did I overlook her on the 6th ? or was there a queen-cell in
some corner that escaped my search ? At all events there
she was, and I was then in a dilemma. I had 2 queens on
hand. I disliked destroying either and )-et I did not want
both. The young black was doing such good work, the caution seemed to say, " Let well enough alone " but, then, I
would rather have the Italian. So I caught and caged the
black and set the yellow one in her cage (unopened) over
the brood-frames.
I waited 2 days and then opened the
hive and destroyed IS queen-cells which they had started. I
waited another day and destroyed S more, then I let the bees
at the candy.
In two days more I looked in again and
found the bees trying to kill my pretty Italian queen. They
had evidently been abusing her for some time. I found her
on the bottom of the hive, and about two dozen bees mauling her. Her wings were nearly bitten off and she looked
altogether in a pitiable plight. I immediately caught and
caged her again. The nest morning she looked much better, and I thought I would try again
once more I examined
the frames and destroyed 2 very small queen-cells, and I
was now satisfied there was no more brood in the hive
young enough to start queens from so I let the bees at the
candy end of the cage again. This was on Saturday. On
Monday I again looked after my queen, and again found
her nearly dead, and the bees still balling her her wings
were now in strips and her legs quite stiff. I knew she could
not live, so I let her go and gave back to them (in a cage)
their own black queen. I had kept her caged for 10 days
while experimenting with the Italians. So you observe
that is victory number one for the bees. But if they scored
the same, I have learned a great deal about bees. I also
learned something else. I discovered what was, and is yet,
the matter with my colony. Shortly after the 4 frames of
eggs above mentioned (layed by the young black queen) had
been sealed, I observed the bees again tearing down the
comb and hauling out the brood, the most of it dead. I
determined now to make a thorough examination, and to
my chagrin discovered that the cells were full of worms
(bee-moths). They had gotten under the capping and had
tunnels right over the heads of the young bees, and in
many places I dug a worm right out of a cell right alongside
of the nymph. Fully one-half the brood is destroyed. The
rest is hatching out all right.
2. Now, why don't they (the bees) destroy those worms?
The colony is strong, and I never saw larger and finer looking bees. They are not the little black bee, but a very large
brown bee. I think they must be a cross with an Italian
drone, for last year they were certainly all blacks. They
have done very little at gathering honey for several weeks
past. It takes them all their time tearing down the comb,
and even part of the foundation, and carrying out the dead
;

;

;

;

;

;

brood.
3. What about the wintering of this colony ?
Will the
bees get the worms killed before time to put them into the
cellar, or will the worms remain in the hive all winter and
destroy bees ? What would I better do in this case ? The
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bees do not seem to be able to get at the worms and they
do not like to " tackle "' them when they can get at them.
4. I have also something else to tell you, doubtless not a
new experience to you, but rather strange to me. The first
queen I got was let loose in the hive on the first day of
August. She has done well, and the hive is packed full of
fine-looking, bright-colored, young Italians.
But here is
what surprised me. On Aug. 29, I examined this colony to
see how the new queen was getting along, and, as I said,
found it packed full of j'oung Italians and plenty of sealed
brood, but I found, along with the old queen, and close by
her, a fine, long, energetic and very graceful-looking young
queen as bright in color as her mother, and apparently on
terms of mutual agreement existing between them. Now
what does this mean ? Does it mean that my new red clover
queen which has been laying just about one month, and
laying well, too, is now going to be superseded ? If so, Dr.
Gallup may be right, after all.
5. Shall I leave those two queens in the hive for winter
(there can be no more swarming here now this season) ? or
shall I destroy the )'oung one ? Of course, she cannot be
mated pure, here, and I dislike to see my beautiful colony of
bright Italians go back to blacks again.
I forgot to say that the black queen that I kept caged
for ten days while trying to get the bees to accept the Italian, is again laying well.
If they can only get the worms
;

destroj'cd,

it

may

pull

through

all

right yet.

Ontario.

Answers. — 1. I don't know where she came from. Sometimes a young queen reared in the hive escapes the most
careful search sometimes a virgin queen from elsewhere
enters the hive; and in a few cases I have known a laying
;

queen from another colony

to enter.
of the bees has much to do with the
matter blacks will suffer the presence of moths when Italians would clean them out, and some blacks are worse than
others. The great number of worms would make the bees
somewhat discouraged, for blacks will give up when too
many worms are present.
3. With the help that you can give them, they may winter all right. If you dug out all the larger svorms, they may
take care of the smaller ones, so as to winter pretty well. Take
the sharp point of a wire-nail, or the point of a penknife
start at one end of the webbed gallery of a worm, and tear
Then start at the other end
it open perhaps half an inch.
and tear it open the whole length. When the worm, driven
by you. comes to the hole first made, it will come out, and
you can then deal with it as your judgment dictates.
4. It looks like superseding.
Yet it is possible that the
old queen has a considerable lease of life before her, for
when a queen is introduced the bees are sometimes dissatiswith her for a time, long enough to start a successor, and
2.

The character
;

;

afterward she proves all right.
5. Leave both for the winter.
If the old queen has disappeared by next year, then you may be thankful you did
not destroy the young queen. If both are still alive, then
divide the colony as soon as strong enough, letting each
queen set up an establishment of her own.
Send all the questions 3'ou like without any feeling you
are intruding, but please don't send anything for postage.
When I open a letter and find postage stamps enclosed, it
always gives me a sort of chill, for the first thought is that
an answer is expected by mail, and although you did not
want an answer by mail I want to be spared the chill.

The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the finest bee-keeper's song — words by Hon.

•'

the

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for
ers

such

effort.

j
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Entered at the Post-Offiou at Chtcajo as .fecond-

bees without the American
1 cannot keep
lice .lournal.
I have Si colonies, some working in the third super. The bees here workeil
well on red clover.
We are getting lots of
fall honey.
I did not get much white honey
as the bees needed it to start hou.'iekecping
after starj^'ation during the month of .June.
A. .1. tilFKIIItl).
Cass Co., Mich., Aug. 29.
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Phacelia Tanacetifolia.
MedlolT writes

alxiul,

Dau(fliters »»( Moorc'H famous lontf-tontfued
red clover Italian Oueen, wliicfa won ihe $25.00
prize ofTcred by The A. I. Root Co. for the lon|f>
est-lonifued bees; and also dauu-hterH of other

choice loiiff-ton^'ucd red-clover breeders whose
bees '* iuht roll ia the honejr," aK Mr. Henry
Schmidt, of Uutto, Tex.^ uut8 it. L'ntertted
Queens, 7Sc each; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select
untested, $1.00 each; six, %S.()»>; dozen, $9.00.
Safe arrival audBatisfaction g^uaraateed. Cir*
cular free.
J. P.
HOROAN. KY.
28Etf
Lock Box 1.
Flease roention Bee Journal when -wntinp:

MOORE.

phacelia as follows:

'All

bee-i)aiier6 lU'e full of prais^e al)Oul
l*haeelia tanHcetif<jlia.
It is not only a good
honey-plant for the bees, but it furnishes with

green stems and leaves also a very
excellent green fodder, which horses, cattle,
goats and hogs eat with the greatest relish.
Cows and goals give, when fed with phacelia,
great ([uantities of milk. The crops of setnl
are also rich, one acre (American measure)
producing in Prussia 401) to .iO(( pounds of
pounds of seed to sow
seed.
It takes about
one American acre. \Ve recommend to all
bee-keepers and farmers to try this plant yet
The plant does well in almost any
this year.
kind of soil. The seed can be sown similar
to grain after the grain-fields have been
plowed. After six to eightweeks the plant is

Read what
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of this Journal
is $1,011 a,year, in the United States, Canada, and .Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
;
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a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei /eceived and duly credited.
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members.
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Visit to Dp.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treasurer, Forest Cily, Iowa.
$1.(I0

a vear.

more convenient. Dues may be sent to
the oEBce of the American Bee Journal, when
they win be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
flCS*If

mail individual receipts.

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a ve?v

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat^lapel. It often iseryes to introduce the suoiect oi honey,
and frequentij isads to a
sale.

"

Note.— One

in

Nebraska.

and the home of the catnip
in Nebraska, during which time both Mr. Root
took many photographic
Hutchinson
Mr.
and
views, and will doubtless be able to iUustrate
to their readers what they saw while on the
different apiaries

we were

royally enterDuring our
tained by Dr. Gandy and his excellent wife,
and no pains were spared to show us the sur-

Hutchinson, President.
L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

Memhership Dues,

Gandy,

—

The extraordinary yield of
Frienii Yokic
honey in Richardson Co., Nebr., as reported
by Dr. G. L. (iandy through the columns of
Gleanings in Bee-Culture recently, has created
no little interest in the matter of artificial
pasturage, and more especially that of catnip
To determine more
as a honey-producer.
clearly these matters of interest, E. R. Root,
Hutchinson
and
myself visited the
Z.
W.
locality and spent several days viewing the

stay

Dk. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

A

A

(eader writes:

have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea for ev i/y bee-keeper
to wear one fof
le buttons!
as it will cause pecpie to ask
questions aboui the busy bee, and tnany a conversation thus started would w-nd .'p with the
Bate of more or less honey: at an> t^te it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opporxanity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees.*^
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouuoflan of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has & pin on the
I

>.

-jk

underside to fasten It.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders tp the office
c* the American Bee Journal

rounding country.

some misconstructions have been placed upon
the Doctor's statements, that he was the
owner of some S.OOO colonies of bees, and that
this whole number had produced the wonderWhile
ful yield of honey reported by him.
the Doctor has in his home apiary at this time
about 137 colonies, he meant, as he stated to
us, only to infer th:it the yield reported came
from this apiary alone, and that from many
of the out-apiaries he received less surplus,
and from some of them none at all. From
present appearances there will be a very light
yield from this home apiary for this year, and
those located in the surrounding eounliy
show but little evidences of a copious honey-

To malie cows nay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy infj&Cat.212 free. W.Chester.Pa

amount

the

of bee-hives, etc.,

make, and we expect to do
with this Saw. It will do all
and price-list free.
Catalog
it
will."
say
you
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
it
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Life of the

depends upon the make

flow.

At one of the Doctor's farms, occupied by
Mr. Bryant, some six miles south, we found
the l^est conditions where there are about .50

We

to

The Gandys own some

20,000 acres of the fertile soil of Richardson
and surrounding counties, and the Doctor is,
without question, the owner of the greatest
number of bees within the great State of
Nebraska. While there are some differences
of opinion as to the yield of honey during
mOl, as reported by the Doctor, and the statements made by residents in and around the
locality, and as none of the honey reported is
now in sight, of course we had no means of
determining which side of the question was
the correct one. We are of the opinion that

*'

one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-iu. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a crreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
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colonies of bees, and where could be gathered
from 1000 to 1500 pounds of surplus honey,
although none had been taken from these up
to date. The honey-flora, as we were able to
see it. consists ot sweet clover, heartsease,
catnip, white clover, horebound, wild cucum-

buckbush.

ber,

sprinkling of

where

vicinity

and

some

in

a

localities

linden. The farming
Dr. Gandy lives, is too

in

the

good to

expect any considerable flow from the heartsease, and the buckbush. wild cucumber and
linden are confined almost entirely to the
streams ot timber skirting alongeither side ot
them. Sweet clover grows along the roadsides and waste-places, but not in so great an
abundance, as this plant is to be found in
many other localities in this State.
Catnip and horehound have been sown by
the Doctor and his tenants, and is to be found
along the roadsides peeping out from under
the hedges, and up to this time no attempt to
produce this plant in any considerable quantities out in the open has proved successful.
and it is yet an experiment whether this can
lie accomplished or
not, inasmuch as the
catnip appears more to desire the shade of
other plants rather than the pure sunlight.
We were unable to procure a single sample of
pure Catnip honey, yet we did procure some
extracted honey pruduced on the Missouri
River, some 3.5 miles east of where the Doctor
lives, which was mixed with sweet clover and
other nectars, and with sutHcient catnip to
impart a flavor of this plant to the honey.
Dr. Gandy is very enthusiastic over the
prospects of the future for producing great
quantities of honey from the catnip bloom,
and the result of his efforts will be watched
with a great deal of interest during the years
which are to follow
and while we and
others may be a little skeptical upon this

We

and howsomever others might differ from
him in these matters, that both he and Mrs.
Gandy were excellent entertainers; and that
to the visitors who drop in upon them the
hospitality will always be
E. Whitcomb.
Saline Co., Nebr., Sept. 13.

latch-string

of

hanging outward.

BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
into New Fangled Bee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

1 would nut be without
the American Bee
•lournal as long as I haVe bees.
bees have
not done well this season they have increased
from 14 to 22 colonies. I will probably have
to feed later on.
This is not a good location for bees too
cold and windy, and too many bees for the
amount of pasturage.
Roscoe Wheeler.
Alameda Co., Calif., Sept. s.

—

—

G. B.

LEWIS

THE
GLORY OF HEALTH.
What more

is
pleasing to the eye tlian an athletic, clear
skinued.deep chested man, ready to toil or play, with the
free, easy grace of perfect healtli?
The kind of man
that goes singing about his work, because he feels that way.

WATKINS'
VEGETABLE ANODYNE LINIMENT
will
tlic

not make a lazy man muscular, but it will keep
iKuly io such perfect condition that the f<:H.itl you

eat, Ihe work you do, will all help to build up a big,
str< .UK body.
It is the cold in the chest, followed l>y a

troublesomecough that breaks down so many strong
A dose of Watkins' Liniment will stop it all
harm has been done. No running for Doc=
tor, no paying big (locti>r bills.
Use internally or externally for Colds, Coughs, Colic, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns,
bodies.

before the

Bruises, for

man

A Valuable

is over, and the yield has
take the county right through.
colonies, spring count, I harvested
1000 pounds of white comb honey, with no
fall flow of yellow honey.
Fourteen miles
east of here bee-keepers got no white honey,

but

day.

Send your name

THE

J. R.

all.
It is full oC valuable recipes
and good wholesome advice. Everyone is surprised that we can afford to send out such a
eomi'lete and beautiful book free. Write toand address ou a postal card.

WATKINS IMEDICAL

10 Liberty

I

yellow.
over half ot

all

my young

queens this

season. They would
fly out to meet the
drone, but in place of returning to the hive
they would drop down in any old place. I
found and returned 10 or 12 to their hives,
But they were no good. Not one of them ever
laid an egg.
Originally my bees were black, but now
they have one or two yellow rings on the

CO.^

Street, Winona, Minn., U. S. A.

f lease mention Bee Journal wuen

[\£V^

vur.]L\L

Queens Jfow Ready toSnppljby Return Mail
stock which cannot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians

75 cents

6 for $4.00.

;

D

J r'i^t.ri^f r\tia.Q.t^C which left all records behind in houeyl<^ea WlOVer l^UeenS, gathering, untested, $1.00 6 for $S.OO.
;

».»^ S/-vl r> a^

warniOIdnS
/«

— They are so
than

a'H

highly recommended, being more gentle
others. Untested, $1.00.

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

2146=214$ Central Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and A. Muth.)

Have You Seen Our Blue

CatBEST

goods
alog? 60 Illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THE APIARY,
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it.
at the
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.

light,

I lost

Gift.

Book and Home Doctor that we

send free to

The honey harvest
'do

good for so many diseases because of

We have a beautiful Cook

—

From

is

supplied.

My

been

or beast.

Watkins' Liniment

the large number of valuable ingredients, each of which does
its own work, and does not interfere with the others.
Let
ouragentieave a bottle at the house. If there is no agent in
your neighborhooil, write to us, and we will see that you are

;

Light Yield of Honey.

CO., Watertown,Wis.

please mentioa Bee Journal wht^n -wrltin?

/^

Not a Good Location for Bees.

2, 1902.

Do not put your money

:

point, yet we believe that if there are any
good results to be gotten out of this plant the
Doctor is pretty sure to find it.
In the manner of hives, and the method of
tiering up. as practiced by the Doctor, we do
not care to take issue, inasmuch as about the
same results can be attained with the same
care with any of the movable-frame hives;
yet the production of what is called chunk
honey, as practiced by Dr. Gandy. is not that
class of producing honey which is considered
up-to-date by most bee-keepers, but is considered by most of them as having been
handed down from the more primitive days of
bee-keeping. During our brief stay we did
not see a single apiary which might be considered up-to-date in many particiSars.
departed, feeling that whatever might
be the results of Dr. Grandy's experiments in
growing catnip, horehound and buckbush,

Oct.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., I,iocoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, KenUand, Ind.

&

Ouran, Council Bluffs, Iowa: Chas.

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

or 29 cents in trade.

12E3bt

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

Impure wax not taken

at

best yel-

any

price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK^^S

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—
Oct.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

iyc2.

2,

abdomen, so they must have
Itnlians.
All lliat

onjssuil

have done

is

An Arizona Report.
Wo have about UK) colonies of bees that ure
run tor extracted honey. This season they
have avci-tttrcd iiliout s.", pounds per colony,
and will extract once more, and sliouUl we
gel, a Kood fall How it will give us a bij; crop
of honey.
Our first nectar was gathered from catclaw,
which is of a beautiful white color and fine
our next was from alfalfa, which
flavor;
commenced to yield about .Tune 20, and
lasted until the

first

part of Septeudjcr.

I

am

one more gooil crop from it.
The first hiuiey from alfalfa was andjcr, then
there came a light shower of rain, and after
that came the nectar, and it was almost water-

sure

we

The dry summer, I think, was an advantage
to bee-keepers, as the alfalfa did not grow
high enough tor the farmers to cut it, on
account of the scarcity of water in the (iila
River, and it just bloomed from June '2 to
Then the rains commenced and it
Sept. 1.
was cut, but will commence to bloom in a few
days.
have about 200 colonies which we run
for comb honey, but can not give an estimate
of the crop. This valley is now well stocked
with bees, and I think overstocked around
here.
run our bees in eight difTerent apiaries.
have over liOO colonies in >i and 10 frame
Langstroth hives; I prefer the 10-trame hive,
and I think I would like 12, or even 14,
frames better for this county. I will give :2a
of each a trial next season, as I always find
the most honey in the large hives, and plenty

We

We

We

W.

of bees.

Graham

Co., Ariz., Sept.

Late Honey-Gathering
Rearing.

lioney to eeli llian all the other
|iut tO(f«ther in our county.

I

is

your

last

nials like the following':

Mr. J. Roorda, of De Motte, Ind.,
bought 4 dozen in the spring, and says
the workers arc hustlers; while E. L.
Messenger, of New Haven, Conn., says
the queen bought last season produced
bees which beat anything in that part

Bees are swarming (when not kept down)
as in good May and June honey-Hows; this I
never saw in this State, nor in Indiana (my

home

State), as late as this.

watch with interest what some have to say
about degenerate queens, two-cent queens,
and worthless queens. The breeders are keeping silent, and some wondering why. It
I

me

that it the breeders should make
reply on the subject it would be very interesting and instructive reading, and would be
D. J. Blochek.
just the thing to do.
Stephenson Co., 111., Aug. HO.

Queen Improved— Honey Report.
I received a queen sent me about a week
ago: when I saw her in the cage I was disappointed, she looked so small and inferior, and
I took out a tine, large queen to make room
for her, and thought I would give her a fair
trial.
I looked at her yesterday and I was

surprised to see how large she had become
after she got filled out and over her journey,
and I think she will be all right.

August has been a poor month for honey
I
got 900 pounds of basswood
wet.
honey that is fine and well filled. I think I
I
will have 1000 pounds more of comb honey.
extract the partly-filled sections and save
them for next year. I have a few colonies
that I got three supers of basswood from, but

have a home market for

I

l»ee-kceperg

the honey

all

I

can proiluee, and more too. I have developed
a market in tlic past by peddlin^^ honey from
house to hou.'-c. When the children see me
cominif they run and tell their mothers, and I
liear them tease, "Mamma, buy some; do,
inarnma.'* So, if the stores do not come to
my terms, I start out with a couple of caees
of honey on a wheelbarrow, and I will dispose
of them in two or three hours.

when

will write a;?ain

I

honey, and the season

is

take oil the last

I

over.

W.M. Cleabt.

of the country.
Kossuth Co., Iowa, Sept.

1.

Price of Queens for balance of season:

6

12

$4.00
5.00
8.00

$7.00

t

$.75

Selected

Tested

1.00
1.50

Selected Tested
Extra Selected Tested, the
best that money can buy.. 3.00

9.0O

We

guarantee safe arrival, to any State, continental island, or any European country. Caa
fill all orders promptly, as we expect to keep 300
to 500 Queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 or 100. Free Circular. Address all
orders to

(jflirin

the Ijiieen-Breeder,
PARKERTOWN, OHIO.

[Parkertown

~

is

a P. O.

Money Order

office,]

Please mention the Eee Journal.

l5A26t

Bees Did Not Do Very Well— Keeping Combs.
The bees have not done very well this year.
They are storinjf a little from fall flowers now.
1
think of changing my location, going to
Texas. I have kept bees here for :W years or
more, and have taken the American Bee .lournal the greater part of the time.

Since I have written this much I wish to
speak of saving comb honey from the moth.
Combs hung up separately in a barn or open
shed will never be disturbed by moths. Beemoths works on the same principle as other
moths. I keep hundreds of combs in this
way; I never had the fumes of sulphur do
any good.
tiEO. Stisebrisg.

Wayne

Co., Ohio, Aug.

U'J.

IS GOOD MONEY
and easy to make
We will start you in

^IIFPD
oncer UnilFY
IHUIICI
if

you work

for ua.

knusioess and furnish the

Work

t-apital.

light and easy. Send 10 cents for
"line of samples and particulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING
uieiiuuii

CO., Chicago,

full
Ills.

Bee juuruiil wnen "Wntins,

Queen-

will be.

too

chance for this season to get (Jueens from Ouirin's Famous Red Clover stock, so hurry in
your orders. W'c have files of testimoThis

f lease

Some one has asked in the Bee Journal
whether bees stored honey after Aug. 10. In
this locality our fall flow comes after Aug. 10,
and some years bees will store .50 pounds of
comb honey per colony. Just now we have
from two to four supers on, and if the honey
keeps on until Sept. 10, as it may, we have no
idea what the best will be. After the worst
summer season that I have ever seen in this
State, we have the best honey-flow just now
that I ever saw; and should warm days and
nights continue we can not tell what the end

strikes

QUEENS!

D. .Jefferson.

T.

they were liirtfiT coloiilef^, nearly a bufihel of
he(;s ill each colony.
There were two or three

swarms that (ranie out totcfther and ali^ht4.'d
on the same hive. I put tlieiii Into one hivft
anil had Ut put on three nupers licfore the
tie(;B eould i,'et into thcin.
Thl8 Is the kind of
colony
like.
think I will have more
I

will get

white.

old
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wllli

to take fiiieens fimn
my best honey-Kiitherors for increuBC. It is
live yours since 1 cominent'ed to keep liees.
Wo (fcl I'J'.j cents pur pound for our lionoy
"
John !•'. Ili ntkh,
at home.
Morrison Co., Minn., Sept. 1'.'.
I

;

The Fred W. Mnth
Front and Walnut

CII>TCI1T1TA.TI,

Co.

Sts.,

that the statement had been made there that
bees in the Eastern States do not gather honey
afte» Aug. 10 to any extent. In a note at the
foot of the article a re^iuest is given to answer, by giving the amount a colony has been
known to gather after that date. I will give
my experience on the subject. Two years
ago, on Aug. 3, 1900 I had a prime swarm
issue, which I hived on full steets of foundation.
As my bees were bringing in honey
quite freely,
I thought they would store
enough honey to carry them through the winOn Aug. 11, I examined the hive to see
ter.
how they were progressing, and, to my surprise, I found that they had the foundation
all drawn out, and were sealing over the
honey along the top-bars, and the queen was
laying freely. I then put on a super (my
supers hold only 21 sections), and on Aug. 19
they had it filled and capped over I raised
the super and put on another, and on Aug.
30 they had that filled. In just 19 days they
had filled 42 one-pound sections of beautiful
white honey, and all capped over as white as

—

OHIO.

•?";••>

HONEY JARS

Late Gatheping— A Fair Cpop.
On page .5.56, J. A. Watkins, of Idaho, says

MUTH'S

pound,
S Q U .^ R E
with patent (jlass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; onlv $5.,^0 per gross.
1 -

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing

;

wAimaM CC M P C I
"""" ~ ^ ^~ "
'iWaagf^Wd ~
Snid
theFarmeratWholesale

STROMGEST
fJ^P\Of. Bull
strong:, CliickenI

^>jr>w.^.«.«.|

Tit-'ht.

£«••*.«.£

''''''''•

ti^

fully Warra»(rd.

Catalog Free.

SPUING FENOE
sSSSmlrSs^
*""™"** ** Boxt S'tIHLKDmnchester,
Indiana,
40Etf

CO.
II.

S. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal

Storm King

/^^

^-T'l'

$19.00

Boston and Return.

$19.00

\

C^

.^

V=:-™.

via Nickel Plate Road, Oct. 7th to 11th
inclusive, good returning until Nov.
12th by depositing tickets at Boston
and paying fee of 50 cents. Three
trains daily, carrying through vestibuled sleeping-cars. Individual Club
Meals, ranging in price from 35 cents
to $1.00, served in dining-cars on the
also meals a la
Nickel Plate Road
City ticket office. 111 Adams
carte.
Full information can be
St., Chicago.
secured from John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams Street, Chicago.

I

is

No. IW.M, every tbreail.iDclujicf; wtt-i,
the tinesi, haul twigled wool,
ia lone wl fleecy, m&kirs an eie-

made of

ihe

Dap

-«nt blanket; furnished
I

EK I) FAST COL(»HS.

M)sS4
1/

|t4

in plaids, GTaRASSifcs 76i80 io. ^.35,

?;i.ii.s.

QS
J

forourSTORnKINflblai
ilaobet,

tPla^ No. 16;t4.i, asshown in1 cu
cuU it
K\^
~^^ is Isrt^, thick and heavy;
V ice and
for service
,,_._.
warmth. Xothine: ever offered to e-jnal it at any thine like onr pri«.
Size 84x84 in.
Kaucy 11 In. v.ool border, in fast colors of black,
lemon, white and scarlet. Also full line heavy dock stortn blankets.

$1.20

for

No.

16155,

Burlintrton stay-on stable

blanket.

Heavy browTj daek and '.i-i wool'lined. Has two web
and well made. Fifty stales blankets, of all
fr. tn.
63;, and np.
45 STYLES PLISH AXD FTB

t;les, strortr

Pizes lOBelett

ROBKS.

ItON'TPAYTWOPltlCESforyour blankets, but send
FREE catalogue, giving the lowest prices on everything for
farm, horse and barn, on^iO.fKX) Slaple articles needed evervday.
"

for our

;

48— 38A3t

I
/

\

_-^

I,

t^tie

55-69 N. Jefferson Street.

NARVIK SMITH GO.
CHICAGO, ILIm >
Flea-se meutaon Bee Journal -when writius
IN
fv TO START YOU
you

L^^
J r^^taUc

BUSINESS

will present
witli the fir:-t g.^ you
in to start you in a trood paying busi^Binrb^s. Send 10 cents for full line of samples
^iimi directions how to begin.
DR.\PER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.
^^'e

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

^
^'

X^

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiiis,
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snow. I then put on the third super, and
they filled 11 sections; the remainder were
only parlially tilled; they would hare completed the third super if it had not beeu for
the Texas cyclone, which reached here about

We

are

Send

tlie

lOlfPNAI.

August and

the

in

month

^.

^^

my

s>5

^^5
'"'"•'"^^

best flow of

We

liaye ttie Best (looils,

;

usually the season lasts about six weeks.
With warm, pleasant weather lor the next
three weeks, 1 will be able to report a lair
Geo. H. Weaver.
crop of honey.
Oneida Co., N. Y., Sept. 1.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.— The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold the annual conventioo in the City and'
Building-, Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 6,
l'W2, at 10 a.m.
Business of interest to all beekeepers will be presented. All are invited.
J. B. F.\GG, Sec.

County

Illinois.

— The annual meeting of the Northern

Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Conrt House in Freeport, 111., on Tues-

day and Wednesday, Oct.

:;i

and

22, 1902.

All

interested in bees are invited to attend.
B. Kennedy, Sec.
Cherry Valley, 111.

One Fare for the Round Trip
Boston and return, via Nickel Plate
Road, Oct. 7th to 11th, account meeting- of Brotherhood of St. Andrews. Bj'
depositing- tickets at Boston and paying- fee of 50 cents, extended return
limit of Nov. 12th may be obtained.
to

Through vestibuled sleeping-cars and
respect.
service in every
rates to all New England points
Write John Y. Calahan, 113 Adams St.
49 38A3t
Chicago, for particulars.
first-class

Cheap

—

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
fnrnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
516

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover

White Clover

$.75
90
1.00
1.20

Alfalfa Clover

80

10ft
$1.40
1.70
1.80
2,30
1.40

251S
$3.25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

soft
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 Erie Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO,

ILI,

Please meutiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

B

INGHAM'S PATENT
24 years the best.
Send for Circular.

25Atf

rq

T. F.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lowest Prices, and Best

;

;

^•»

..,«^,.--

SSS^sJS^a^gaM-,

of

honey during August
and September, if the weather is fair and
warm enough mostly from goldenrod and
wild asters, which always yield honey very
freely.
Within about two miles from where
my bees are located there is about 300 acres
or more which, at this season of the year, is
one mass of wild flowers, mostly goldenrod
and wild asters.
I have kept bees for 10 or 13 years, but this
Las been the poorest season 1 ever saw thus
far I have taken off only one super of 21 secDuring June. July, and the first part
tions.
of August, I had to feed some of them to keep
them from starving.
The weather has been lair for the last week,
and bees are working freely on the early
goldenrod
there are several varieties, and
get

^-.

\>^^

September.
I

2,

1902.

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Suplies in tie Nortlif est

for catalog.

that
Sept. 10
or 13; after
the weather
changed, and they did not store any more
surplus honey. But I was satisfied; they had
filled 53 one-pound sections with as nice white
honey as any one could desire, besides storing
enough in their hive to winter on.
Last year that colony stored lOSl pounds,
the most of it from red clover; ihej' would
have stored over 200 pounds if it had not been
tor the cold, windy weather that we had the
latter part of

Oct.

Farwell, Mich.

SliiDpins: Facilities.

Oct.

2,
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REVISED ADVANCED PRICES.
The

and labor liavo advanced to such an extent during the pa-st year
advance in prices is made imperative. The revised table of prices, as
be given in our 1903 catalog, are given below. These prices are in effect from
till further notice, and all previous prices not in conformity with these arc

cost of material

at the following

ey will
:pt. 1st

ncellcd.

The Jumbo and Little Daisy sizes of Corneil smokers are
but we are getting ready to furnish
some time yet

for

;

not yet ready, and will not
these two sizes and the

:

size, as well as the Clark, will

andard

RETAll,.

PIIVES.

over-board.

8-frame (A or B -8)
"
{E, F, or G

Nledl.
P't'd

-8)

*'
mpty body,
ody with frames and division-board

(.V8)

ody with frames, div'n-board, found' n-starters {G~S)
hallow super, empty
iiallow super— section-holders and separators (2S-8)
fialltnv super— section-holders, seps., sections (3.S-S)

1

bottom, and body, with frames (BE5-8)
bottom, and body, with frames and starters...
^-story without sections and starters (BEo2P-S)
story
with sections and starters (BE*i-4P-8)
f
story without sections and starters BE522P-8)

25
eo

1

1 70

1

2.5

i

2 15

1

65

2 50 1
2 70 2
3 30 2
2 50 1
2 1
1

8.5

story with sections and starters (BEt>-l4P-8)
story with frames and division-boards (BEo5-8i*
4-story with frames and division-boards (BEoS-S)*.

10

—

of

2.5

1 70
2 40
3 40
5 80
6 30
1 70
3 60
4 60
5 10
1 80

21

45
50
15
20

1

5

20
30
40
70
75
20
45
55
60

80
40
SO
HO
00

t)5

ive-stand

flat in lots

1

dH
70
80
30
56

—

3vcr,
aver,

— In

;iO

super sec. -hold., seps., sees., starters (4S-8)
eep super
super
eep
— frames, division-board (8-8)
eep super— frames, div'n-board, fdn.-starters (9-^).
fiallow

100

4 00

660
800

10 7;
12 00
4 25

8
4 10 9
1 20 2
9 90 23
10 40 24
13 50 31
15 50 36
17 00 39
20 50 48
15 70 36
13 50 31

25
50
75
00
25
25
25

50
25!

1

rie-story hive, with starters (BK(>-10)
&-st()ry hive, no sections or ."(tarters (BEo2P-10)
^-story hive, with sections and starters (BE('-IP-IO).
story bive, no sections or starters (BE522P-10)
tory hive, with sections and starters (BE<il4P-10)..
story hive, with frames and div'n-boards (BE-5-VlO)^
story hive, with frames, divis'n-boards (BEo8-10)''

2
2 6.5
2 90
3.50
2 65
2 30

W5

hive
Wo2 hive
W64 hive
cover
cover
chaff-hody

'.5chafF-body
/(icli:iff-body

winter-case body

Zwinter-case complete..

DANZENBAKER

1 65
2.50
2 8.5
90
1 00
85
1 00
1 10

body
body

lanz.

2M

lan-z.

:)M super

•anz.

IM

super
-^uper

anz. .ADii
lanz.

sample

4M sample
•f

hive.,
super..

—In Flat—

.

)-in.

l-row..
4-row..
2-row..
2-row..
2-row..
3-row..

30
30

20
20
25
i-in.
20
20
S^-in. »-rcw
30
-4-in. 4-row
^-in.3-row 25
30
.^-in. 4-row
20
14-in. 3-row
1-in.

Uo.

>-in.

2
2
1

8

6

21

1

50
60
65
22
50
55
30
35
SO
00
30
65
05
SO

4

500

10

1

22
22
15
15

1

16
16
15
20
18

30
20
1 lO
1 70

20
15

6 25
8 50
50
00
25
25
9 25!

13
15
16
4

11 75|

4.50 10
11 00 ii

U
25! 15

,50
7.

27 00
00 35 00
.50

25|17 00 40 00
50 19 00 44 25
25! 22

50

.53

00

50|17 40 40 75

2515 00

;i5

1 25
1 95
2 20
70
75
70

00

44 50
.52 75
57 75
9 00

SO
1 70
1 20
1

10

1
1

1 .30
1

70

1 20

11 50

3 00
2 00
25 00
.30 .50

31
9 00
18 00

5 75 10 50
9 00 16 50
2; 18 50

10

3 2; 600
3 .50 6 .50
3 25 6 00
400 7 00
S.5
90 425 7 50
6 25 11 50 ._

3-in gl. 2-in.gl.
100
100
16 08
15 00
15 00
14 00
10 00
9 50
9 50
9 00
11 00
10 50
10 50
9 75

10 00
15 00
00
14 50
10 00

U

9 25

Nogl.

8 OOllS

"

800
10

2 60
1 30
90
70

nailed.lO
flat
8

SECTIONS.

No.

Per 100
Per 250
Per 500
Per 1000
Per 2000
Per ,3000
Per 4000
Per 5000

No.

1.

60
15
00
00
00
25
60
50

$
1

2
4

8
11
14
17

Ol'

2.

50
1 00
1 75
3 .50
7 00
9 75
12 go
15 00

$

10

1.

Sec. Case complete.15
Sec. Case, fiat
li
Sec. Case, 10-fr., flat 7

1

.30

50
60

.50

5 50 13 00
1 90 4 50
4 00 9 25

4.50

SHIPPING-CASES.

Nailed
.

Plain

500

100

Slotted Sec-hoIders..l
Slotted Sec. Slats
Plain Sec-holders....l
I Plain Slats
L Plain Slats
Slotted Separators...
Plain Sawed "
...
Slat Separators
1
I*"euce Separators. ...1

M

70
85
40
85
60
90
60
50
60
Fence Separatorsl 75

7
3
6
3
2

00
50
00
50
75
00
75
75
25
00

4

2
6
7

8

HOKEY-EXTRACTORS.
No. 4 and 5 Novice
No. 7 and 10 Novice
No. 15 Cowan
No. 17 Cowan
No. IS Cowan
No. 20 Cowan
No. 25 Cowan
No. 27 Cowan
No. .30 Cowan
No. 37 Cowan
Novice Honey-knife

8 50
9 .5(t
11 50

12 .50
13 .50
16 00
Zi 00
27 0(1

30 00
00
80
"
Bingham
70
Dadant Uncapping-can,... 8 50
German Wax-press
14 00
Swiss Wa.Y-extractor
3 00
"
"
with gen.. 4
Doolittle Was-extractor... 4 00

^5

W

SMOKERS.
Jum. Corneil,
Standard "

3

1

25
3'/-in. 85
2J^-in. 65
55
1 75

4-in. st..l

Little Daisy
Clark Smoker

Bee-tent

anz. .^D.')2M hive
anz. .\UIUM hive
t!

1

2
2

2
3
5

4

HI\'ES.

'anz. .\D.'»hive

-'>

1

1
1

33
42
70
75
80

90
70
60
80
40
90
80
00

30 10 25
75 12 25
00 13 25
.50
2 30
60 2 80
20
85
10
50
10
1 .50 1 20 550
1 90 1 50 6 80
2 00 1 65 7 05
50 2 20
60
1 20 1 00 450

iper-cover

anz.

1

90
95
05
32
60
75
85
33
60
70
70
SO
30

1

2 85 2
3 40 2
3
3
60
75
25

.

lanz,

5i

22

8

8 00
10 00
« 00

nailed..30
flat
15

50
25

CHAFF HIVES.

haff-tray
'

32
43

10 00

1

D
D
D

Jttom-board, lO-frarae (A or B -101
jver-board. 10-frame (D E, F, or G -10)
mpty body, 10-frame
3dy with frames only
)dy with frames and division-board (.5-10)
)dv \vith frames, division-boards, starters (6-10)..
laili t\v super, empty
lallow super with sec'n-holders, separators (2S-10)
lallow super with sec. -holders, -Sep., sections (3S-10)
lallow super with sec. -hold., sep., sec, starts (4S-10)
tep super, empty
eep super with frames and division-board (8-101..
trep super with frames, divis'n- board, starters (9-10)
iie-ston,- hive, no starters (BE.V10)

11 (XI

M

400 Chaff Div-b'ds,
825

360

10
45
90
65

2 .50
Thick-top Framcs...2 2.5
All-woocl Frames
I 80
Shallow Frames
1 sO
Danz. Frames
2 25
Danz. Sec-holders.. 2 00
Danz.
Fences
1 75

13 50
14 75

10-FRAME DOVETAH,ED HIVES.

DO\'ETAII,ED

500

HofTman Frames

8-FR.\ME DOVF,TAII,ED HIVES.
ottoiti-board,

;

be improved.

ESCAPES.
Porter Escape board.
Escape with board...

FEEDERS.

Miller, nailed.,..

50
10

1 40
3 20

IS

30
flat

SO

1

1

35

06
25
flat

1

..15
.

1

Simplicity
Division-board..

3 30
2 25

10
.50

2 20
1 60
2 70
2 30
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BEE=KEEPERS,

I
O

f^.

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

1902.

FftLCONERMFG.CO.,

Dadant's Foundation

?ti?

WC

Wlf^ triisifiin'f'pxx
^tif icf ar-'fSnn What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
^UctrctllLCC ^dLIbldCLIUII.
PURITY, FIRMNESS. No 5AaaiNa,
No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.

Smokers, ^^d everything
^^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
T.

2,

|

Save Money by Buying

g TnLW.

Oct.

rlni^c W
Why KXyiMO

Gf^ll »U
crk Tx/^ll
9dl
well ?

Because

it

has always given better

satls-

It.
f faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

g

Jamestown, N. ¥•
^5" Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

We sell the best Veils,

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
B^" W. M. Gekrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of onr goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

Bee-Heepm' Supplies i^^l^
Very

freight.

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

^^

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langstrolh on the HonGy-Bee— Re^'v/isc^d,
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25, by mail.

Flease mention Bee journal wiien wriung,

Mb Keystone

BEESWAX wanted

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

...Honey-Jars
These are clear

g-lass jars hold-

flint

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50; two
gross, S3. 25 per gross or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
30 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

Honey Wanted.

;

144

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,

->^

We

-^s

-

'

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
part
it if you worlc
anil

you may have

^m

<)f

for us. Vnele Sam'B pouitry product pays
tliat sum. Send IfX- for samples and partie-

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade
:

(«<-

offered

We furnisli capital to start you in
business. Draper PublishlQgCo.,Cblcago,lll.

ulars.
'

please mention

Bee Journal -when wrltina

Caliinfni't
C'd.IllUnilcl.

T
I

I*

yon care

to

know

-»^)5

1st.— Alfalfa

of it«

2nd.

Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornla's Favorite Paper—

The

leading Horticultural
Saper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

$2.00

and Agricultural
Published weekly,
per annum.

in car lots.

—

or

Pacific Rural Press,

The

Comb

— Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.

Sam-

3rd Car Bucliwheat Extracted
amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

or other dark

5th,— White or Sweet Clover Comb and Extracted in any quantity.
6th. Comb Honey in Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
marl^et for the same which we have not been able

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
330 Market Street,
flease mention Bee Joixmal when writing
-

—

%

to supply.

THE

A. L

ROOT

CO,

MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for

Sead

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

to

them

CO.

'

cHiiAJo'!Li,'r''

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

W^
#

FALL UNITING OF COLONIES.
(i.

CLEANING SECTIONS OF HONEY FOR MARKET.

M. DOOLirn.K.

i;mma m. wic.son.

lijAEffle^

DEE Journal
(lEOROE W. YORK,
Bdltor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

OCT,

9,

1902,

PORTV-SECOND YEAR
No. 41.
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=BEST=

I
^
146 Erie St., Chicago,

This

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

of this Journal
a year, in the United States, Canall other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for post$1.()0

ada, and Mexico;

Sample copy

free.

of this paper

indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei- .eceived and duly credited.

Advertming Rates

will be given

upon ap-

plication.

Tlie National

HoneyJ^

the famous

This is the wellrnown light-colored
loney gathered from
:he rich, nectaraden basswood blos-

Extracted

g-athered in
the great Alfalfa
regfions of the Cent-

The Subscription Price

age.

Basswood

Honey

ral West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

Editor— George W. York.
Dbpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J.Cook, C. P. Dadant,'
R. C. Alkin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz. and others.

The Wrapper-Liabel Date

is

White

Class Mail-Mattfer.

is

60-POUND TIN CANS.

lil.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-

r

IN

^
Honey^

GEORGE W. YORK & CONPAINY
&

ALL

Alfalfa

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

144

uimM Honey For sale i^
;oms.

honey at all can't
get enough of the

It has a
stronger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
iike a distinct flavor

Alfalfa extracted.

in their

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

honey.

^

Prices of Alfalfa or Basswood Money:
iS
A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and post:^
1^ age. By freight — two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound
;5 4 cans or more, S}4 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, }4 cent more per
:^ pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
'.^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are

^

and freight

^
^^
^;
^]
^:
^;
^'.

not prepaid. Absolutely PurC BcCS' Hoiiey.

S^

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
:<
We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
i^
^5 enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
iS above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
i^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

5!
^i
^I
£;
^|

two

in a box,

^

is

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

^

Bee-Keepers' Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests
members.
To
To

of its

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

W.

Thomas

Whitco^ib,
Z.

I

Hutchinson,

I

A. I. Root,
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

I

I

G.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

Newman

Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

M. Doolittle,
F. Marks,
J. M. Hambaugh,
C. P. Dadant,
G.

W.

Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Hutchinson, President.
L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason. Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

W.

Z.

COREL

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest Ciiy, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.
;^"If more conveoieot. Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button is a ve?v
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One
"

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would De a very
good idea for ev^ry bee-keeper
to wear one [of Cie buttonsi
as it will cause peopie to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey: at any rate it would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
4
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouaciion of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-kespers. It has a pin on the
nnderside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for JO cents,
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
c* 'tie 4merican Bee Journal
I

lieve that

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering", be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as grlass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
'be subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for*
tuuate as to have one of the ** Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is lor a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on (me side?
The accompanying cu', gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this]]beautiful knife, as th*" ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihree new subsckibers to the Bee Journal (with$.'^-'J'i.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W. YORK

L CO,

*S~Please allor •'bout two weeks for your knife order

to be tiheo.

Chicago, IlL

^

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

ILL,

^*4K*4.*4«*i.*4J^i^*iKi!i^*4.i!V*i.*i.*i.j!iJ*.*i«*V(«(

OCT,
ment

9,

^"%r'N AMERICA J^^'

Na41.

1902.

same argument might make
come off victors over knives, for finger-nails
can be made to mangle oft' a wing, and they are more sure
to be on hand than knives.
in favor of the knife, the

finger-nails

^

Editorial

Methods

Queens' Wings.— Bee-keepers
and each one is perhaps a little too

Clipping

of

differ in their practices,

much

Comments.

own way is the best, if not the
considering. Clipping may be done by
or knife, or clipping device. The way
one starts out with, and becomes accustomed to, is perhaps
his best way. Those who have for years used either scissors or knife without having tried anything else may not
be willing to potter with any kind of a clipping device, but
if they had begun in the first place with a device of some
kind, they might have quite a different feeling. There are
some so nervous that it is almost torture to attempt to take
hold of a queen, and for such persons some clipping-device
There are others and their number may be
is a boon.
larger than supposed who have no nervous feeling in the
matter, but whose hands are so shaky, or the sense of touch
so dull, that a queen may be mashed in the catching. Such
persons must have some kind of clipping-device, or refrain
from clipping altogether.
inclined to think his

way worth
means of scissors

But the scissors-clippers may reply that it is just as
easy to have a pair of scissors constantly on hand as to
have a knife, and the knifers must admit the truth of the
reply for all who are willing to be to the trouble of having
the scissors constantly on hand.
If the scissors-clippers

only

—

—

Probably most bee-keepers use scissors for clipping.
Others use a knife, and of these some are inclined to speak
as if it were a great mistake for any one to use scissors.
While allowing that the knife maybe the best for those
who have always preferred that plan, there may be no harm
in

making some defense

for those

who

are addicted to

scissors.

One argument in favor of the knife is that it is not
necessary to handle the queen at all except to take her by
the wings, and thus no foreign scent will be given to the
queen to make the bees attack her. But one is not supposed
to have anything but clean fingers, except as they are
daubed with propolis, and no harm would come from this
If one's fingers have such an objectionable odor as
latter.
to endanger the queen, even taking her by the wings might
not be safe, for the same odor would be given to the wings,
and if that objection be valid it will rule out knife as well
as scissors.

should not be satisfied with

re-

maining on the defensive, but take up the aggressive, they
might say that however the queen's safety might be concerned, the operator would be in many cases much safer
with scissors. One of the veterans with finger-tips calloused with handling frames might safel)' cut an appreciable distance into the skin without danger from a sharp
knife, but one with tender finger-tips, especially if a little
nervous, would feel much safer with scissors. To put it in
stronger terms, with the scissors there is no possible danger of cutting the fingers, and there is danger with the
knife.

There, now, it may not be best to say anything more
against the knife for fear of being knifed by the knifers.

Moving an Apiary

a Short Distance

Hawkesbury Agricultural College
moved a short distance the last week
the

in

The apiary at
Australia was

in December, that
date corresponding to the weather of the last of June in
this country. The result is thus given in the Australasian

Bee-Keeper

:

On

the morrow not one percent of the bees returned to
the site of their old home, although it was in such close
proximity. This is the way it was done
All things being
in readiness, a moonlight night was selected. The entrance to each hive was closed by means of damp rags, and
the hives were placed on hand-barrows and carried to the
concrete stands these were all in place beforehand pieces
of board, two or three bricks, bushes, in fact anything, was
placed in front of each hive these, when the bees came,
caused them to study their new location, and at the same
time caused them to forget the old. A clean sweep had
been made of their old homes. Every piece of loose wood,
brick, bush, etc., had been removed. There was really
nothing left to indicate that an apiary had ever stood
:

;

;

;

there.

Any one wishing

—

to remove an apiary to a new site
he follows his plan, need ha%'e no apprehension
that the bees will return to the locality wherce they came.

have scissors somewhere about
their persons. Leaving them out of the count, however, a
knife, to make good work at clipping, must have a keen
edge to cut off a wing laid against a finger or thumb, and
one does not always have handy a knife that is very sharp.
To be sure, one can in a pinch use a dull knife, cutting the
wing against the edge of a board, but no one recommends
this as a desirable way, and if the fact that one has nearly
always present some kind of a knife be a sufficient argu-

Denver Convention Notes In our notes last week we
had just arrived in Denver. We were met at the Union
Depot by Mr. F. H. Hunt, and at once escorted to the State
House, where the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association was
in session, with Pres. J. U. Harris in the chair. There was
a good attendance. At their closing, or afternoon, session,
those from outside of Colorado were called forward and
introduced to the convention, among them being Dr. Miller,
Editor Root, Frank Benton. Dr. Mason, W. L. Coggshall,
-W. F. Marks, O. L. Hershiser. E. T. Abbott. C. H. W.

The great

point claimed in favor of the knife, is that
every one has a pocket-knife so it is always handy. This
ignores utterly nearly all bee-keepers of the female persuasion for they are not supposed to carry pocket-knives, and
;

are

much more

likely

to

near by,

if

—
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Weber, E. S. Lovesy, W.
Louis H. Scholl.

Perhaps

it is

Z.

Hutchinson, V. E. Brown, and

al'

to refer to the convenof interest will appear in the very

full report of the proceedlng-s

which

is

now running

in these

columns.

But we must speak of the banquet which was tendered
those residing- outside of Colorado. It was an elaborate affair,
and delightfully carried out. Mr. D. W. Working was the
witty toast-master, and his introductions of the various
speakers were superbly done. Among those who responded
were Messrs. Harris, Hutchinson, Hershiser, Benton,
Rhodes. Booth, Mrs. Grenfell, and Mrs. Martin. It all was
indeed a treat, and lasted almost uutil midnight.

Very small sections, perhaps the smallest sections of
honey ever produced in such quantity, graced the table at
the Denver banquet. One of these sections was placed at
the table of each guest, and they were carried away as
souvenirs. Thej' were beautiful in appearance, each one
being a plain section measuring 2'sx2'sxl'4> four of them
thus occupying the space of an ordinary pound section.
But instead of being one-fourth as heavy as a pound section, each of them contained only about two ounces of
Mr. Jas. U. Harris, vice-president of the National
Association, was the man who produced them, and he said
it was done only by
crowding the bees very hard, and
giving them only one case of sections, while other colonies
had two cases of ordinary sections. He thought such sections could only be afforded at two or three times the price
hone.v.

pound

of the

sections.

Which serves as

additional proof

that the usual size section is small enough.

The Colorado bee-keepers did themselves proud in
way during the whole of the convention. Mr. Working, and those who worked with him, must have been glad
when it was all over. We do not think they will want us
But it was thoroughly enjoyall to come again very soon.
able throughout, especially for those who came a long disevery

tance,

and

will never be forgotton so long as their

memories

endure.

Next week we

begin to
took after the convention.
will

tell

few side-trips that
really had never seen

of a

we
We
much mountain scenery, so, of course, it was entrancing.
The only regret we now have is that we are unable to compel our pencil to do justice to the wonderful sights that we
to behold and enjoy during the three or four
after-convention days.

were permitted

i

^ The Weekly Budget.

©"^T^rw^^^Wi^'vr'^'vr'ifr^'^'W^fr^^vr^^^^srrf©
Alexander, JouRiER.of Ural, Russia, writing us Sept.
sent the following in addition to a letter extending the
sympathy of the bee-keepers of Russia to the family of the

1,

late Chas.

Dadant

:

"The

book, 'Langstroth on the Honey-Bee,' revised by
Chas. Dadant, after translation into the Russian language, had great influence in extending the movable-hive
system in Russia, first introducing the Dadant hive. Here
in Ural we adopted one for our apiaries in 1893, and the
great advantages from its use are now plainly visible."

The Home Apiary of A. Coppin appears
He wrote us as follows concerning it

page.

on the

first

:

My home
shown

bee-yard consists of three grape-arbors, as
which are 104 feet long. The

in the picture, all of

9, 1902.

posts are S feet apart each way, and a grape-vine by each
The first side-rail is about 4 feet from the ground,
and the vines are spread on this rail and turned up to cover
the top.
This cover is excellent shade for both bees and operator, there being no vines in the way of the bees flying in
and out. In the center the side boards are left out between
two posts, so that we can have a cross road from one arbor
to the other.
The hive-stands are made from fence-boards 8 feet
long, three hives to the stand. It will hold 216 colonies, but
we never keep that many at home. The house seen at the
other end of the arbor is the honey-house.
The alighting-boards are made from lath and shingles,
which are just the right length to reach from the entrance
to the ground with good slope.
The two persons seen in the picture are my wife and
myself. The backs of the hives all face in where my wife
stands, thus making a very pleasant place to work with
post.

unnecessary for us

tion proper, as about

Oct.

bees.

Bee-keepers often say, while visiting me, " What is the
reason I don't get stung here the same as I do at home ? Is
it because the bees are gentler, or is it because we are under
the grape-vine.* out of their way ?"
This apiary is run for comb honey. We run our outapiary for extracted honey.
A. Coppin.

Nominations for Gknerai, Manager. — We have
ceived the following from
no further introduction

Herman

V. Moore,

re-

which needs

:

To

the

Membership of the National Bee- Keepers' Association:

The undersigned views with alarm

the unkindly spirit
that seems to have animated some of the officers and members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association. The results
of the discussion about the General Managership, if continued in the present spirit, may be serious, or even fatal,
to our beloved Association.

Since my nominee for this position, Mr. York, has been
elected to the Secretaryship, I, as a plain member, and in
the interest of harmony, hereby appeal to the membership
to decide this question
not by personal feeling or animosity, but according to the will of the majority, and the
lasting welfare of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
;

hereby nominate the following for the office of Genof the National Bee-Keepers' Association, to
voted for at the next election, arranging them in
I

eral

Manager

be
alphabetical order

:

Emerson T. ABBOTr,

of Missouri.

Camille

of Illinois.

p.

Dadant,

Nkwell E. France, of Wisconsin.
R. L, Taylok, of Michigan.

Very respectfully yours,
Herman F. Moore, of

Illinois.

There remains less than two months yet until the annual election to be held by the National Association, at
which time three Directors and a General Manager are to
be elected. The business ability of the four candidates for
General Manager, presented by Mr. Moore, can not be questioned. Any one of them should be able to handle the
affairs of the Association as General Manager in an acceptable manner to the membership. We suppose other candidates will be nominated also. Then when the time comes
to vote, those who are entitled to cast their ballots will do
so, and the one receiving the highest number of votes will
be the General Manager for 1903. Whoever is the successful candidate will suit us.
We will not champion any one
in particular in the American Bee Journal, as we believe in
a fair deal, and that the voting membership know well
enough for whom they veant to cast their votes.
But please don't vote for the editor of the American
Bee Journal, as he is not a candidate for any office in the
National Association. When he accepted the office of Secretary, at the Denver convention, that ended his candidacy for the General Managership. He does not believe in
one person holding two offices in the Association when
there are so many excellent men in the ranks who should
have a chance to show their ability and fitness for positions of responsibility and trust.

—
Oct.

'),
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than

it

is

now, but

at less cost.

ment of

The Denver Convention.

I
^

1^ Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-third Annual Con- 9^vention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
T'^i
held in Denver, Colo., on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday, Sept. 3. 4 and 5, 1902.

^

^

.spr.

be produced
developialty and of organization
will

it

The continued

will lessen the cost of proiluction. The
number of bees will be increased, but
not the number of bcc-kct-pers. They
will " keep more bees." Few bee-keepers will be content with simply the
home apiary. There will be an outapiary for each day in the week. With

this style of bee-keeping organiz'ation
will be an easy matter.

Commercial bee-keeping of the future
hands of specialists. In
the hands of men who have carefully
selected and
thoroughly understand
their respective localities.
Of men
who keep enough bees to employ fully
their hands, their brains, and their
capital.
And among the.se men there
will be complete organization and cooperation.
will be in the

iCouliuued fruni pa^je

discovery, invention and development

t,M.)

SECOND DAY— Thursday,

Skpt.

4.

At 9:35 a.m., Pres. Hutchinson called
the convention to order, and delivered
the President's annual address on

The Future

of Bee-Keeping.

Fellow Bee-Keepers :— Has

there

ever crossed your mind the thought
that modern bee-culture has advanced
by distinct stages ? When Father
Langstroth's invention laid bare the
secrets of the hive, allowing man to
turn one more page in the book of
Nature, then began what might be
called the mechanical stage. In this

:

next came specialty, and now comes
OUCANIZATION and co-opekation.
Most emphatically is this an age of
organization.
An industry without
organization is practically helpless— at
the mercy of all other organizations.
Organization saved the citrus fruit industry of California. But we need not

go that far for an illustration. Right
here, in this good State of Colorado,
with its fields watered from the eternal
hills, and robed in the royal purple of
alfalfa, bee-keeping would have lan-

were brought forth

hives, smokers,
comti foundation, and the
honey-extractor.
Minor mechanical
improvements, like the bee escape, the
queen and drone trap, the solar waxextractor, the wax-press, perhaps an
uncapping machine, may be occasionally added to our list of implements,
but the fundamental, mechanical improvements were made long years ago.
Next came the methodical stage,
when, with the aid of mechanical inventions, were developed methods and
systems of management. Bee-keepers
learned to control increase, to rear,
ship and introduce queens, to secure

sections,

W.
Pres. Hutchinson

ii\

/.

iirTi-iiixsox.

"What

Organization has already- done much
for bee-keeping.
It has fostered a
fraternal spirit, helped to scatter apicultural wisdom from ocean to ocean,
protected its members from unjust persecution, and secured favorable legislation.
But the dear old Association,
of which we are all so proud, is even
now but the nucleus of what it is destined eventually to become.
Perhaps the next great work of this
organization will be the timely gathering of statistics regarding the prospective harvest, and the reporting of the
supply and demand in different locali-

is not far to seek.
The
history of kindred industries will be
the history of bee-keeping. First came

ciation does not actually control the
bulk of the sales, it will be a potent
factor in the regulation of prices.
Honey may never be higher in price

is,

will be the next stage ?

?

The answer

know

as

it

discussed.

think

I

it

is

a subject

—

I think I shall not say
relative to this subject, exone particular phase of it

much

print, and because of my remarks in
convention and in private conversation, have their eye upon me to learn
something about organization, and I
look upon this subject as one of no
mean importance. Every one of you
who are today reading the papers and
observing the trend of business affairs,
understand that organization and cooperation to an extensive degree are
being practiced
the great railroad
;

guished, and been robbed of its commercial charm, had not organization
come to the rescue.

the future of bee-keep-

ing

What

will be

don't

cept on
organization. I believe that there are
many bee-keepers, both East and West,
because of some things I have said in

thus preventing glutted markets
and unprofitable sales. From this the
good work will goon until, if the Asso-

next ?"

is

R. C. Aikin

now what

What

I

customary

it

very

now bestow upon ours. Our hives,
implements and methods leave little
room for improvement.

and the natural question

—

Hutchinson.

worthy of discussion.

—

Bee-keeping has become a distinct
branch of agriculture, and is largely
in the hands of specialists.
These
specialists have implements and methods that answer well their purpose,

Z.

to discuss the President's address, but I would like to hear

the largest amount of the best honey
in the most marketable shape learned
the numerous operations that come
under the head of manipulation. Some
of our present methods will certainly
be improved upon, but it is doubtful if
future bee-keepers will secure their
crops with much less labor than we

In another respect bee-keeping is not
it was years ago.
The invention of- improved hives and implements, allowing the adoption of more
profitable
methods, but calling for
greater skill, has gradually led beekeeping from mixed husbandry to that
of specialty. Of course, there are, and
probably always will be, people whose
tastes impel them to keep a few bees,
but the great mass of people have
found it more profitable to buy their
honey, the same as they have learned
that it does not pay them to make their
own cheese.

As a foundation for the more perfect
organization of the future, let us cherish and foster the dear old Association
of which we are now members. Let us
pay our dues promptly. Let us encourage others to join. Let us lay
aside self and selfishness. And of the
talents that we possess let us give that
which will the most quickly and surely
help to Vjuild up, to strengthen, and to
broaden its scope. Let us rest not until
every bee-keeper, from ocean to
ocean, has rallied under its banner,
and all can cooperate as the members
of one great family.

ties,

concerns, the manufacturing concerns,

and many

others, have talcen an interest in one another, and in relation
to one another are uniting under what
The
is known as trusts or combines.

foundation or idea in all these is the
correct, is the proper thing. Two large
manufacturing concerns will go together because the two concerns united
under one management can be handled
more cheaply and more successfully
t'nan as two organizations.
So it is we
are combining

and co-operating, and

with bee keepers it is the same thing.
And let me give another thoug'nt here

:

mankind are dependent more

or
less upon one another
and in these
days the disposition is for me to produce one thing, and a neighbor to produce another thing, and soon all along
the line, each having his special line
of producton, becoming an expert in
that one thing and as specialties increase we become more and more
dependent. That is the way it is that
All

:

;
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the large corporation, or trust, or combination, gets it within their power to
oppress those who are not organized.
Colorado bee-keepers will recall how,

from year
pressed

to

for

year,

I

have urged and

organization,

not as a

monopoly, but as a means of protection, and to facilitate our business
and I am tempted from day to day, and
:

my

private conversation, to recall
and point out the work of the fruit
organization in Southern California.
I know very little about it only by the
published reports,
principally those
given by Prof. A. J. Cook, which you
all know has brought about a distribution of the product, putting it in the
in

markets where it is most needed in
short, an intelligent distribution of
;

the product.
those lines

Now we want

to follow

we want

to co-operate ;
we want to produce as specialists, each
one of us filling our place in the grand
;

machinery of the whole. Last night
some of the speakers referred to the
magnificent distances of Colorado, and
the one thing, gentlemen, those magnificent

distances necessitate is cooperation and united work and effort.
We can not, as small producers, ship
our product to the market that needs it
in less than car-load lots to the same
advantage that the extensive shipper

can do, and we need an intelligent distribution of our product, which can
only be accomplished by one of two
ways, either by government management, they doing this business for us,
or by co-operation amongst ourselves
directly.
I
am in hopes that this
spirit of organization, co-operation

and

combination that

is novy taking possession of the business world will eventually reach where I think it ought to
reach the point where the Government will take control of it, and man-

—

^

age

to the

it

interest of all the peo-

and not to the few who are in the
combine. This may perhaps be combatted by some, but the student of
business relations and conditions will
be forced, sooner or later, to come to

ple,

this conclusion, that somehow these
affairs in this vast country must come

under some grand, general agency and
be manipulated in that way and this
thought has been enforced upon me
more and more of late, and I recall one
;

of the last public speeches,

McKinley,

which

believe

it

he

said that
nations are coming so closely together
in these days that old methods are
practically out of date.
few years
in

A

9,

1902

for every day in the week
you can
dispose of them any time you haul
;

them to market,
honey product ?

How

is

You

all

it

with our

know

that

you have to get out on the market
there is no real, established market for
honey. I think a few of us have pretty
nearly established a market in our
communities, but I am speaking in a
general sense.
Now, our President
has outlined for us some of these
thoughts, that we are going to keep
more bees; we are going to produce
more honey we are going to organize
and co-operate and the community
that produces any one line of produce
is the communit3' that has a market
;

;

That is true of any
doesn't make any difference
what it is; but the community that
has just a little bit of any one thing is
the community that has no real, settled market for that product.
So we
are going to keep more bees, and keep
them more in a co-operative way. I
honey
would
produce
extracted
for that product.

was one nation against another
there was no brotherly feeling, there
was no co-operation but today trade
relations are sucli that what destroys
or kills one nation is bound to affect
every other nation, and trade with it.
Now, the principle applies everywhere,
and these influences are becoming so
general, and so far-reaching, that today there must be co-operation not
only of the individuals in a community,

line,

not only among the people of the State,
but State with State,'and nation with

and as we follow specialism we are becoming more and more dependent, and
as we become more and more dependent upon one another we are compelled
I am
to organize and
co-operate.
heartily in smypathy with almost if
not every thought that has been put
before you in the address of our Presi-

ago

it

;

;

nation. And when we will so co-operate there will be such a demand for
every product as we little dream of. I
have contended for years that if there
were ten times the honey produced that
we now have there would be a better
market than there is to-day. Go with
me into Iowa, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska countries where corn
and hogs and cattle are the principal
products and there the buyer will
come right to your door and buy your

—

—

hogs and your corn
to load

and go

to

:

or, if

j'ou

choose

them on the wagon
town, you will find a market

some

of

l

Uniting Colonies of Bees in the Fall.
G. M.

I

was made by our lamented President

Contributed Articles,

BY

Oct.

DOOLITTLE.

—

OuESTiox. Two or three of US who take the American
Bee Journal, have some colonies we wish to unite this fall,
and we wish you would tell us in that paper one or two of
plans for doing this. One of our number says you have
written on this subject before, but we cannot find it now.
Please give us an article pn the subject, and, even if you
have written on the subject before, there are many younger
readers of the Bee Journal who will be benefited by the
same, even if the older ones care not for it.

Answer. — In

all localities whete there is a promise of
(lowers yielding honey, it is generally better to wait till
this yield is past about uniting, for the two colonies, separate, will generally rear more brood at this time of the year,
and often store more honey, than would be the case were
they doubled during the flow, or just before it began. ]5ut
where there is no prospect of any such yield, as is the case
with many localities with which I am acquainted, then the
sooner the bees are attended to the better. If your colonies
are strong in bees, the question might arise whether it
would not pay to buy sugar and feed them, did they not have
stores enough, so as to have a greater number in thespriug
but where colonies are both light in bees and in stores there
is only one correet solution of the problem, which is to unite
the bees till all colonies are strong, and then if stores are
still lacking they may be fed.
I have two plans for uniting, which I have picked out as

fall

;

'

it

;

another will produce comb honey and
we will follow the thought of specialism more and more as the years go by,
;

dent.
It was moved by Mr. York, and seconded by Mr. F. H. C. Krueger, that 3

o'clock this afternoon be fixed for the
election of the officers, and that it be
made a special order of business for
that hour. Carried.
(Contiuued next week.)

the best from the scores of plans which I have tried, the
first of which I use on colonies that are quite fair colonies
as to bees, so that only two are to be put together, and the
second on those which are a little more than nuclei, or
where two, three, four, or five, may be united profitably
down to one.
Having decided to unite colonies like those first spoken
of, I hunt out the poorest queen, if there is any choice, and
kill her, when I leave the colonies as they are for from three
to eight days, according to the %veather and the pressure of
business.
When I am ready I take the now queenless colony to the
colony having the queen, and select from each hive the
frames having the most honey in them, to the number I
wish to winter them on, and set them in the hive which has
not been moved, alternating them as far as possible so that
the bees may be mixed up as much as possible. In moving
the colony of queenless bees they are first thoroughly
smoked at the entrance, pounding on the top of the hive as
smoking, so as to arouse them thoroughly, when they are
placed on a wheelbarrow in no gentle manner, and wheeled
rapidly to the hive where they are to be united, confining
the bees to their hive after smoking, and doing the whole
on some dark, cloudy day, or near sunset, when the bees are
not flying, as bees are less disposed to take wing at such
times, and return to their old location when uniting.
the hive filled with combs containing the most
next shake the bees (which are on the remaining
combs) oft' at the entrance, taking one frame from one colony, and the next from the other, and so on, so as to mix all
bees up as much as possible. When all are off the combs
see that all the bees run inside of the hive, when the work
of uniting is done.
Now remove anything and everything which may be
left at the old stand where the queenless colony was, so that
there will be nothing to look homelike to any bee which
may chance to fly back there on the first flight afterward,
and no loss will occur from bees returning.

Having

honey,

I

Oct.

"I,
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The making of the colony queenlcss, which is to be ronioved when uniting, has much to do with the bees not returninf,', for bees having a ciiieen, and especially ([ueenless
bees which have found a queen, are far more likely to ailhere to the location of the colony having the queen than
otherwise.
The other ijlaii that I use with smaller colonies, requires
the taking away of all cjuccns but the one where the united
colony is to remain, and this is done, as I said before, that
the bees may the better adhere to the place where the united
colony stands. In taking away these queens, I take all the
combs from the hives but two or three having the most
honey in them, the uniting of these colonies being left till
the brood has all emerged from their cells. In leaving these
two or three combs of honey they are spread about an inch
apart, setting them out two or three inches from the side of
the hive, so that the bees may all be clustered on these
combs, instead of hanging to the sides or any part of the
hive.

The hive which is to receive the bees and the combs,
and the one having the queen, is also to be prepared beforehand, by taking away all the combs but two or three, the
same as with the others, only these are left bee-space apart
and close to one side of the hive.
Having all thus fixed, I wait as before for the colonies
having their queens taken away to realize their queenlessness, and till a day occurs when it is so cool that the bees
together for warmth between the spread-apart
combs, something as they do in winter. When the right
day occurs, or on some cold, frosty morning, I light the
smoker and put on a veil, for when using this plan we cannot use the hands should a stinging bee suddenly come for
cluster

the eyes.

Being thus prepared, I go to the hive having the queen,
and uncover it, giving the bees a little smoke to keep thetn
quiet and leaving the hive open, so that 1 can set other
frames right in without hindrance, I go to one of those
from which I took the queen, blowing plenty of smoke in at
the entrance while 1 uncover the hive, when more smoke is
blown over and around the frames, doing all as quickly as
possible before the bees become aroused much. Quickly
setting down the smoker, I place the two front fingers between the first two frames near their ends, then the large
fingers between the second and last frames, while the third
and little fingers are placed beyond the third frames, when
by closing up the thumbs and all of the fingers, the frames
with the bees all clustered on them are lifted out of the hive
in a body and carried to the open hive, where they are
to
stay, and put in it all together in a body, as thev were taken
from their old home, pushing all up close to the frames of
;

bees that are in this hive.
I now go back and get the smoker, and
blow enough
smoke on the bees to keep them down, while I arrange the
frames as I wish them, when I go to another hive and get
another lot in the same way, until two, three or four of the
little queenless colonies are all put into this
hive having the
queen.

If the day is right, and I have worked as I should,
I will
have done this with scarcely a bee taking wing, which
means the loss of none. Should anv of these little colonies
be so strong that a few of the bees are clustered on the
side of the hive, this hive can be taken immediately to the
united colony, holding it above it, when with a little smoke
used on the colony below to keep them down, these can be
brushed down on the frames of the united colony. Having
all in and the hive closed, clear away all
that looks like
home from the vacated stands, as in the first plan, and the

work is done.
Both plans are very simple, and accomplish just what
IS desired, the latter being a little easier
where the colonies
are small enough so that the bees can all cluster on three
combs well spread apart.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Condensed Method of Classifying Knowledge.
BY

A

C.

P.

DADANT.

very interesting and to me very novel suggestion on
bee-subjects, is the arrangement of all bee-journal articles
under a classification represented by number, to enable any
one rapidly and easily to find all that has been written on
any one subject. This comes to me from the Editor of
LApicoltore. of Milan, Italy, Mr. A. DeRauschenfels, in
the shape of a pamphlet, printed in Italy, in very good
English. The suggestion is based upon Melvil Dewey's
bibliographic system, employing the ten figuresof arithme-
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for different subjects, and subdividing the subjects at/
by the decimal addition of numbers.
It appears that this idea of the American originator,
Mclvil Dewey, has been adopted by the Brussels International Bibliographical Institute, and that this Institute has
appointed Mr. V'ermorel— known the world over by his inventions for automatic spraying for the destruction of fungi
and insects, a very able and scientific agriculturist and inventor—to prepare tables on agricultural sciences accordingto the above-mentioned system.
This work was completed
and published in I'JOO, under the title of " Manuel du repertoire bibliographique des sciences agricoles, etabli d'apres
la classification decimale."
By Dewy's system the entire human knowledge is
divided into ten groups, each represented by one of the ten
figures.
No. 6 is taken to represent the useful arts. By
adding one of the ten figures to this number 6, he again
subdivides the arts into ten subjects, as follows:
tic

infmi/iitH,

60 Generalities.
61 Medicine.
62 Engineering.
(i3 Agriculture.
64

Domestic Economy

65
66
67
68
69

Commerce.
Chemical Industries.
Manufactures.
Mechanical Industries.
Buildings.

Taking the word " Agriculture, 63." this is again subdivided into 10 additional figures, and 638 is meant to represent the subjects of apiculture and sericiculture. The little
pamphlet then takes up this subject of bees, and preposes
to re-subdivide all questions pertaining to bee-culture in the
same manner. It would be too long to go into details, and

the reader can understand the system by what I have already outlined.
The principal advantage of such a system would be the
ability to classify almost any subject by a few figures, and
this of course would enable the student to find promptly the
subjects he might seek, referring to classified tables.
I don't know hnw this system will strike the readers of
the American Bee Journal. It certainly has some very
good points, but it makes one dream of the possibilities of
the future. It has also a funny side. Just think of the
possibility of some day classifying all countries. States,
counties, cities, and individuals, by a decimal number!

Hancock

No. 10.— Bee-Keeping: for
Cleaning- Sections for

Co.,

111.

Women.

Market— How

to

Do

It.

BY EMM.\ M. WILSON.
the beework that has to be done during the entire year, I don't think of anything just now that I dislike
to do as much, as getting the honey scraped and ready for
market, and it is doubtful if there is any work I feel as
much like shirking.
It is a hard, dirty, disagreeable job, for all the honey
looks so dainty and pretty when the work is done, and I
often wonder, as I stand and look at the finished product, if
the people that eat it ever dream of the number of times it
has to be handled over and over, and the amount of hard
work connected with it before it reaches them in all its
beauty.
It is for the bee-keeper's own interest to put his honey
on the market in as dainty a condition as possible, for its
attractiveness will have much to do with making a good

Of

all

sale.

Really good honey, if put up in a slovenly manner, will
go begging for a market.
It is not an easy matter to remove all propolis and stain
from the sections, especially if the weather is warm, and for
that reason it is better to put off getting honey ready for
market until the weather begins to get a little cool, if your
market will allow of it but in some cases it might be a loss
to do so, for it might be to your advantage to have your
honey on the market at an earlier date.
If the work must be done early in the season, do it early
;

morning when it is coolest. It will make it easier, as
the propolis is brittle and breaks off easily when cool, and
is very sticky and hard to remove when warm.
Formerly I used only a case-knife in scraping honey. I
had a board just large enough to hold comfortably on my
lap, and a little block to set the section on while scraping.
I considered 1.200 sections a pretty good day's work.
In the last few years I think we have improved a good
deal in our methods of scraping honey. We have not only
in the
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simplified and made it a frood deal easier to get our honey
ready for market, but we have made it possible to have it
look a good deal better when done, which is always a satisfaction.
use the T super, and in emptying use a push-board
which forces the sections out in a solid block, leaving them
lying on a board bottom up when the super is removed.
We then remove the T tins and slip over the sections a
frame very much like a super, onlj' it is shallow to allow the
sections to come about an inch above the frame. It is long
enough and wide enough to slip over the sections easily.
Then it is thoroughly wedged at one side and one end until
everything is tight as a drum.
,
Now with a case-knife, which is kept very sharp, we
can quickly and easily, if the weather is cool, remove all
propolis from the bottom of the sections of the whole super
at one time. It does not take very much more time to scrape
the bottom of the whole super than it would to scrape one
or two sections. Next, with a small piece of sandpaper we
sandpaper the bottom of the sections. This removes all
stains from the wood and also obliterates all marks that the
knife may have left in scraping, leaving a smooth, pretty
surface.
We now pull out the wedges (but not the follower), put
a board over the sections, put one hand under the board on
which the sections are standing, and the other hand on the
board over the sections, and reverse the whole business,
leaving the tops of the sections up, wedge them up tight
again, and treat the tops the same way we did the bottoms.
If there is any difference we are a little more careful in
sandpapering the tops, as they show the most.
Now all that is left is the sides and edges of the sections to be done separately. Instead of the board on my
lap I use a little table to scrape on, just high enough and

We

—

to slip over my lap. It is strong and solid
an
ideal little table to work on for many things besides scraping honey.
McHenry Co., 111.

wide enough

\

^ The

Afterthought.

E. E.

|
HASTY,

Sta.

B

9,

1902.

half frames before the sections but in difierent and justright conditions it will do, I guess. In so far as one may
wish to run for bulk honey, half-depth frames are presumably just the thing.
;

THE MOUTH AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
page 582, man's mouth has a puff as

see that on

I

a

valuable advertising medium. According to Solomon, as
reported in one place, it consumes all the results of labor.
If so, it looks as if it ought to turn to and help make a liv" In many words
ing.
Still, there is a place where it says
there wanteth not sin. And many a good man will earnestly
say, my wife and my mouth shall not blow trumpets."
:

CHARACTERISTICS OF NUCLEI.

way to do things to have some actual experiments when critics challenge our statements. This is
anent Miller and Doolittle, on page 583. I suppose many of
us often speak from general impressions, gathered during
long years of continual work with bees. I guess that's all
right yet at times it may lead us to say things that will
turn up at odds with the first experiment. If, in the style
of the landscape-insulting advertisers, the words, " Sometimes and sometimes " could be painted on a big barn so we
would have to look at every day, it would do us good. We
all know 'em
but somehow they don't even yet ring in our
ears loud enough or often enough. It's easy for me to believe that a good lot of bees will often all desert, as Mr.
Doolittle says.
'Pears like, in times gone by, I've had 'em
do it. And, of course, we believe, also, that Dr. Miller's
nuclei survived not only the desertions but an attack of
robbers, also. But say, wouldn't an attack of robbers, if
made just at the right time, and with sufficient strength
and suddenness, stop the desertions, and turn every bee's
mind toward defense? And my impression is that after
we get above say two quarts, perhaps less, the more bees
we put in, the less our prospects of success. The excitement is bigger, and the young bees which do not know the
way home have the more guides, and to the ones that can't
fly at all the skedaddle looks more fearful. I'm not a queenbreeder, and for many years one great object before me has
been to keep from having too many colonies so, naturally,
I haven't much recent experience with nuclei; but my impression is that my bees are somewhere between Dr.
Miller's and Mr. Doolittle's in their inclinations when set
It's

the right

;

;

;

^

The "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By

Oct.

alone.

QUEENS — DE.iD BEES.

Rural, Toledo, O.

F. Greiner, who does not deal in queens, has
found most of his purchased queens to be good ones. Stick
a pin there just as good a pin as the one we stuck where
somebody realized a shocking proportion of worthless
queens. As to whether bees die around the hives or at a
distance, we must look at our " Sometimes " barn again.
Usually the ground around my hives is pretty clear of dead
bees: but sometimes there are lots of them. These occasions when lots of dead bees scatter near by I am inclined
to lay to a sort of poisoning bees working on a nectar
which is slightly poisonous buckwheat, for instance. And
cool weather at the time will very greatly increase the evil,

And Mr.

INVENTIONS AND INVENTIONS.

That

—

a good idea expressed editorially on page 579.
Some inventions do good. Some inventions do no good,
but only give an advantage to the person using them first.
I suppose we have no right to forbid the latter class of
devices, but we can look a little cross at them. Don't ask
us to look pleasant when we are compelled to extra expenses just for nothing at all. Then there is another class
of devices and plans which do harm, really, but do it to the
benefit of somebody's pocket-book. I think we ought to
look ferocious in concert at these.
is

THE BEE-LOUSE AND THE QUEEN.
So the fat bee-louse which sometimes inhabits the
queen, is still regarded as in the land of the may-be-so-andmay-be-not, as to how he gets his dinner. Running down
to the queen's mouth, and sharing her victuals, doesn't
but may be it's all right for the
sound very reasonable
louse and the scientist. Though we set a very " big bug "
to observing a little bug, observing Sir Louse for a dozen
hours without subjecting the queen to unnatural conditions
must be in the nature of a puzzle. Page 579.

—

;

—

HALF-DEPTH FRAMES AND COMB HONEY.
Texas plan on page 582 is not very familiar elsewhere, I think. (Some half-depth frames first filled to exFor a location with a light
tract and then sections put on.)
harvest of inferior honey just before the main harvest of
white honey, the method would seem to ofi'er special advan-

A

I

—

believe.

I can back Mr. Greiner that my bees do not leave two
frames on each side unoccupied with brood. I run seven
frames and June 1 finds brood in all of them, as a general
;

rule.

And

so, in Mr. Greiner's yards, queens reared in ways
said to be improper ways live nearly as long as the others.
Can swallow the assertion without even a wry face. p. 583.

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

" The

the

name

Bee Journal

—

at SI. 00.

On

general principles, I don't admire half frames
and whole frames in the same hive but I can see a chance
for certain advantages. Getting the queen at work above
early, and having the honey itself drive her down, looks
like a taking scheme. Good plan if it works.
It doesn't
appear that any unsealed brood is to be put into the extractor.
No kindly word from me for that abomination.
In ray field I wouldn't want to spare honey to fill a set of
tages.

—

;

Please send iis Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

—
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Questions and Answers.
^
CONDUCTED BY
£>R. C. C. MII.I.HR, Afarenoro,

177,

Questloas may be mailed to the Bee Journal office^ or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please du not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editok.1

[The

Granulation of Syrup-Miller Feeder.
1.

In feeding- sugar syrup to bees it granulates in the
one of the combs. Is this harmful ? If so, can it be

cells of

prevented

?

Do you

tind the Miller feeder the most convenient
thing for feeding small <|iiantities of sugar syrup to nuclei,
or to stimulate brood-rearing in a colony ? If not, what do
Illinois.
you find more convenient
2.

649

fully conscious of their queenlessness, or else put the cells
in a cell-protector of some kind.
You say you o^^n^r/ the ci'lls and removed the embryo
queens, from which I infer tin; cells were sealed. In that
case the jelly present would be utterly inappropriate for a
young larva, if indeed it would suit any larva, and the bees
would be sure to cast out the larva of your placing.
4. There can be no fertilization without drones; but I
venture to guess that plenty of rlrones have been in your
apiary within the past two months, even if you have not
seen them.
.T.
It is not .so very uncommon a thing to find the old
queen still in the hive after the young queen is present,
sometimes both laying eggs at the same time, so the abdication seems to be peaceable. Just where the queen goes to
" shullle off this mortal coil." I don't know.
6. I think propolis would show in wax by its color. If
melted, the propolis would separate from the wax on cooling, and settle to the bottom.

Moving Bees to Cuba.

.'

Answeks. — liranulating is bad, because the bees cannot utilize the granules, and it is about the same as wasting
so much sugar. Acid in the syrup will prevent granulation

— an even teaspoonful of tartaric acid for

every 20 pounds
of sugar, stirred into the syrup about the time the sugar is

The tartartic acid is first dissolved in a little
water. Another year, however, feed early enough so that
no acid will be needed. If you feed early and give as much
water as sugar, the bees will furnish their own acid (formic)
better than you can do it for them. To be sure, you can
have it thin when you feed late, but in that case there is
danger that the bees will not have time to evaporate it.
2. For feeding a small quantity each day, I know nothing more convenient. In that case put in sugar enough for
a number of days, and then all you have to do is to put in a
little water each day. It is less trouble to put in water than
syrup.
dissolved.

ftueen Rearing
I

have concluded

Propolis in Wax.

I

few queens, so I comthe subject, but as usual

to try rearing a

menced studying my text-book on

run on a snag about every paragraph.

1. In the first method I find " a cell-building colony to
be preferred above all others.
.is one having a queen
which it is trying to supersede. .one or more will he found
in a large apiary." Please let me know how the " find " is
.

.

made.
2. In the next method
frame of eggs almost ready

.

.

am directed to " select. .. .a
hatch." How can you tell
when a bee-egg is " almost ready to hatch ? "
3. Some days ago I removed the queen from a colony
and pinned two sealed queen-cells from another colony to
one of the combs. Two days later I found the cells torn
open and the queens destroyed. I also found 3 new queencells started.
I opened them, removed the embryo queens,
and placed in the jelly at bottom some of the smallest larva?
I could find from an Italian colony
but the bees destroyed
also.

How

Answers. — 1.

you look in a hive and find queen-cells
started, only one, two. or three in number, and especially at
a time when bees are not inclined to swarming, you may
consider such a colony as trying to supersede its queen.
You will generally find superseding colonies among those
with queens quite old.
2. I don't know.
But if you find a considerable number
of eggs in a comb, and very small larva; also, you areprettv
safe in concluding that there are in the comb eggs nearly
ready to hatch. According to some authorities, I believe,
eggs that are lying flat on the bottom of the cells are those
ready to hatch, while eggs just laid stand on one end.
3. I infer from what you say that you gave the cells at
the time of removing the queen. In such a case the bees
may be relied on to destroy the cells, for they are not yet
aware of their queenlessness. Either wait till the bees are
If

;

:

—

Answer. I'm not sure about it, but incline to the
opinion that it will be as well to take them in full colonies,
making sure there shall be no lack of ventilation, and then
do the dividing and giving fresh queens after you get the
bees through.
-* •

»

I

:

4.

;

weeks ago we had a few warm nights.
I have about 60 pounds of honey not capped over yet.
and the bees are working on goldenrod and sweet clover.
The mice got in and destroyed 3 nice colonies last winter.
I just had a new queen and placed in one of the colonies and
they had built up nicely that left me with only one colony.
The June swarm has
I had 2 swarms, the last one in July.
done as well as the old colony. I may get a few sections ofif
the last one I have had 90 off so far from the other two.
The fact is, I have been kept so busy this summer I do not
get time to see them more than once a week.
I have a
I have a notion to go down to Cuba this fall.
tract of land at LaGloria, and I want to go down and see it.
From all accounts it is a fine country, a good place for bees,
and I thought I would take along the few colonies I have,
and get started. How would you advise taking them, in a
full hive, or only a frame or two of brood with the bees on ?
Sometimes I think I would divide the brood-frames, and put
new queens on them so as to double them up. How would
Pexnsylv.\nia.
that work?

Qiuestions on Wintering Bees Outdoors.

to

What was the trouble ?
are queens reared now fertilized ? I have not
seen a drone about my apiary for two months.
5. When a queen is superseded, does the dowager resign
peaceably, or does the
princess have to fight for her
throne? If the abdication is voluntary, what becomes of
the old queen ? Does she just go off and die ?
6. Can you tell if wax is adulterated with propolis, or
does it matter ?
Mississippi.
them

Bees have done only middling well this year, it has
been so wet, and not very warm except at times about 2

The time of honey-gathering is nearly at a close, for
this year, and the time for preparing our bees for winter
The one subject of most practical interest
is near at hand.
is how to prepare our bees for winter, as we in this country
questions will be along this line,
winter out-of-doors; so
as there are various ways of preparing for winter. There
are some principles involved which I would like to understand. One is this Will bees go better up or down for their
stores in winter?
For wintering in single brood-chamber hives:

my

:

—

Plan No. 1. Leave the hive on the summer bottomboard place over the frames thin domestic or burlap put
on an empty super filled with chaff or cut straw place
sticks or cobs under the cloth on the frames to give the bees
passage over the frames.
Plan No. 2. Like the above, with the addition of a T
super, empty of course, under the hives, the bottom-board
giving space for bees to cluster under their stores.
Plan No. 3. — Giving space of 1 '2 or 2 inches above the
brood-frames; hive on the summer bottom-board 3 inches
deep, well packed above. Will they get their stores from
below all right ?
1. Would it not be an improvement, on all three ways,
to put dummies in place of outside frames, and let them extend to the bottom-board, virtually making a double-walled
hive, letting them extend up in No. 3 to make the desired
space above ?
2. Would a super-board be better on top, over the broodframes, than the cloth ? It would give '4 inch space over
the frames and place the super and packing on it.
3. Should all the honey be in the top brood-chamber, or
in both alike ?
;

;

;

—

;
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4.

Is there

need of any device over the frames of double

brood-chamber
5. Is

?

there need of any packing above a double brood-

chamber ?
6. Would

do to sow sweet clover, say in October, harrowing- it, to be ready to grow in the spring ?
7. What is the best way to keep a few extra queens over
winter ?
8. Please tell me what you think is wrong in any of
these plans, and what you think is the best way to prepare
bees for wintering out-of-doors.
9. I sowed some red clover last spring; it grew well,
but did not bloom well. Will it live over winter, and bloom
in the spring ?
10. What time in the season does phacelia bloom ? and
how long does it continue in bloom ?
Missouri.
it

—

Answers. 1. I am not sure that I understand your
third plan. Bees left to themselves store their honey so
that they must work upward or backward to reach it. although they will manage to get it from any direction. If
you mean there is an air-space of 1/2 or 2 inches above the
brood-frames, that would not hinder the bees from getting
the honey, as they would probably cluster upon the combs
rather than in the air-space, but it is doubtful that there
would be any advantage in such space above the frames.
I don't know whether the dummies would bean improvement. The best way to decide the question would be to
make the trial on a small scale.
2. Opinions are divided.
Some prefer the board with
the '4 inch space over top-bars, while others prefer the
cloth.
3.

Better have honey in both, the upper one having the

most.
4.

No.

;

may

winterkill.

have had no experience with phacelia. It is most
praised as a honey-plant and also as a forage plant across
the sea. and is said to have been obtained from California.
Can any of our brethren from the Golden State inform us
10. I

about

what honey I would get I knew must be secured in the next
10 days. So I returned all prime swarms. The plan worked
to perfection
quite a number of the colonies that I returned, and having failed to get the queen, did not bother
about swarming again, but went to work with a will. The
;

plan will be tried further next season.
Now, as I said, I am, as a general thing, not getting the
increase desired, without making nucleus colonies in some
manner; and as I usually run one-third of my bees for extracted honey, after the last extracting, which is not done
very close, I go to all the extracting supers, and in those
that have no sealed brood I insert a frame, then in a few
hours after the bees have found it above, I break the super
off (which is always a hive-body the same as the brood-chamber below), and carry it to a new location, closing the entrance until after dark. When it is opened, and in the morning of the next day, I can notice no bees leaving for home,
and am not troubled in the least by having the colony
dwindle.
I made several 2-frame nuclei last month, and few bees,
if any, returned.
I usually make them in the afternoon,
close the entrance until dark, then open, and all is well
with them.
Ohio.

Answer. — Your practice is a little different from the
way of taking bees and brood from a hive containing

usual

a normal queen. If you take out of such a hive, directly
out of the brood-chamber, two or three frames of brood with
adhering bees, and put them in an empty hive on a new
stand, I feel pretty sure you will find a goodly number will
return to the old stand. But your plan is to put brood over
a colony and let the bees collect on it.
Why such bees
should stay any better on a new stand I do not know, but in
a number of instances I have found they did so, although I
think I have never seen it mentioned in print before.

The matter

of packing should probably be the same
with a double brood-chamber as with a single brood-chamber under the same circumstances.
6. It would probably do well, especially if the ground be
made hard by rolling or by tramping of stock.
7. In nuclei, two or more nuclei being kept in one hive
separated bj- partitions.
9. It may live over, and if it does it will bloom
but it
5.

Oct. 9, 1902.

it.

Swarming

of

Young Queens Reared

in

the Hive.

my question, on page 538, you request
me to let you know if I have had any swarms issue in such
cases, as late as June. In reply I will say that I had a fine
colony of Italians from which I desired to breed. They
swarmed June 9, 1902 (and the swarm gave me 100 finished
sections this year). I had other colonies which swarmed a
few days before, and some a few days after. In order to
furnish all colonies with a queen of this particular breed, I
In your answer to

cut out all cells from the others and introduced cells from
this choice queen.
I had five hatch, mate and swarm the
past season, under the above circumstances. One queen
was not 6 weeks old when she and her colony swarmed out.

New

York.

—

Answer. This seems a plain violation of the rule, and
there seems nothing left but to say that, at least in some
cases, a swarm may issue with a young queen reared in the
hive the current season. Thanks for the information, even
if the fact is one to be regretted.

Forming

Nuclei.

I notice what you say on page S.S3, in answering Mr.
Doolittle in regard to forming nuclei, the bees leaving the

hive and returning home. Now, my experience is exactly
the same as yours. I, for some cause, am not troubled
very much with swarming, only last July I had the most I
ever had, but I killed what queens I could get my hands on
in returning prime swarms (which was about half). I could
expect when the young queens hatched out to have what
you may call after-swarms. The reason for putting back
the prime swarms this year was because it was too cold and
wet in June for the bees to do anything and July 1st came
in bright, and the weather was lovely from that on, and
;

Heating Extracted

Honey— Market

for Combs- Drone-

Trap.
1. Is it necessary to heat extracted honey from ISO to
170 degrees, for any other reason than to prevent granulation ? Would it keep without fermenting or souring if put
up in jars cold and sealed ?
2. Is there a market for
new combs in Langstroth
frames? If so, what are they worth ?

wishing to go away over Satlooked one colony through, Friday
night, and cut out all queen-cells; on Monday morning
when I looked through the hive, before six o'clock, I found
they had swarmed and gone, after starting new cells, but
not one was sealed, as I caged all and I knew when the first
one was hatched. This same colony had cast one swarm
May 24, and the second came out about 2 weeks later, and I
returned it. Is this right, to occur so often ?
4. If I use the Alley drone and queen trap to cage the
queen when the swarm issues, is it not necessary to empty
the trap of drones every night ? If so, this trap would not
be practical to use in an out-apiary, if not visited oftener
than every 3 or 4 days, would it ? I mean practical to use
as a preventive from losing swarms.

About the

3.

last of July,

urday and Sunday,

I

M.\SSACHUSETTS.

Answers. — 1. Well-ripened honey ought not

to

ferment

put up in jars cold and sealed, neither ought there
to be any trouble if it is unsealed unless it be in a place that
is damp or otherwise objectionable.
2. There is no regular market for them, but if you have
any to dispose of you could probably find cvistomers by applying to other bee-keepers near you, or by advertising in
I don't know what the price ought to be, and
this journal.
I suppose it would vary greatly in different places, say from
15 to 25 cents each.
3. It is an unusual thing for bees to swarm before they
have sealed queen-cells when they are left to themselves
but when they are baffled in their preparations by having
queen-cells cut out, they are not so particular about their
preparations, and may even swarm without any cells started
or sour

if

;

at all.
4. The Alley drone-trap is successfully used without being seen more than once a week. The suppression of dronecomb within reasonable limits does not leave enough drones
present to make much trouble.

The Premiums
for.

Look

at

offered this

them.

week are well worth working

!
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Dittmer's Foundation
ReUII—WholeMie— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
oecessary to make
the BEST
MOST desirable Id all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own Inventions, wblcb enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
use a

I

ESSENTIAL,

It

and

Bees Did Fairly Weil.
My

bees have

the wet

siMiiiiier

iliine

we

fairly

well, eonsidoi'Mi;,'

From some colonies

had.

Work Wax

I have tal<en (id poiiiuls, while
others haii no
surplus, but all are well provided for winter
supplies.
There is no eomplainl in this
vicinity of a short crop.
I can, and
always do, sell my honey at
home, and (jet I.") cents per pound. The
honey is of t;ood i|uality. and a li(,'ht umber
color. The bees arc K'atherin;;- himey from
smnrlweed, whicli is very plentiful this year.
Many colonies of bees have starved to
death. Early in the sprin); I lost one, before
I noticed it.
I would have lost more if I had
not noticed it
in
time, but sujjar syrup

brought them through

Woodson

For

Into Fonndation

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

W.
Wood or Hard
or Soft Coal
most improved
pattern
and the

__

-'-7^^

right.
R. C. Sri'i'i!.

all

Casli

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

wlicn over h fimt In lieli;ht.
I imnHplaiited,
tliis year, ovi^r li.iHtO piantft.
Ihavealuxil l() uolunies of li«e« in I)a<Jant
hives, anil iloiilile supered.
They arc nowtllli[ii; tile swDnrI super and all have from 100 to
•.Mill poiindK of honey.
I will have
U> extract
H few frainr's from the lx)dy of the hive t<»
;,'ive Iheiii room to rear beei*
for winter and
jui-l welched the lii;hteiit of
11
sprint;.
I
Uadant franu's of one hive, Hunie weif^hin)^
10", poumls. In this hive there is not enough
tirood to liil oiif frame, noretrt^s to cover one's
liiind.
The cold and windy weather hati worn
the bees down to at least half a colony: they
cannot i^eiicrate heat eaoui^h to build eomb,
luid they simjily lill every cell with honey.
Four days a;ro I looked at a beautifully CRged
comb, and it is now beautifully filled with
honey. 1 would rather have had the eggs left
in the comb, and the honey in the Meld.
Ojjle Co.,
I

We

furnish
oLincc.

^BIGGEST

Co., Kans., Sept. 30.

— EiiiTOU.

I

Practically
sens' >n.
dif-

Five

4

Still Storing.
Our honey-llow has been very good the past
weeks. 1 have some colonies that will give

ferent si/re^,

with and

witli-

reserv.ir.

$?»

8- IK.

pounds of surplus honey which I did not
e.\pect. I started out with 20 colonies, spring
count, but had the worst spring dwindling I
ever saw or heard of. They got so weak that
I had to double up, which left me
10 colonies,
and I did not think that would amount to
very much; but in .luly they commenced to
pick up, and they did it fa.'^t, too— before I
knew it they had the super full, when I put
on 2-1 one-pound supers and they tilled them
in r, days.
So I had to repeat it. They are
storing honey right along, and the prospects
are good for more.
p. ]l. Harbeck.
J.asalle Co.. 111., Sept. 24
!-'.>

18x10.
,

,

SAVE THE RETAIL PROFIT.
nilR HATAI
flRIIP
UUn
UAiaLUUUL

flease mention

haps a ton of fall honey (extracted) to
sellthat is, after all colonies have a good
supply
for winter.
I have 244 colonies.

TOWNSEND.

Plant.

We

have raised cleome (Rocky Mountain
bee-plant) for chickens and bees for
over "0
years, and we raise about two acres
annually
It 16 equal to any grain
crop for chickens,
and the bees work on it from dayligbt
until
dark, when warm enough
from 10 until H
o clock, mostly tor pollen. We do
not value
It for pollen
(they can obtain i.ollen from
corn and other plants more
easilv), but believe It to be the greatest
of plants for honey,
ft blooms about the first of
July, and blooms
constantly for two months, keeping the
bees
breeding from basswood until heartsease
For
beauty's sake nothing can excel this
plant for
a background cover to fence or hedge
in .<-arden work, for when in bloom it Is
a solid
bank of pink, and grows from 4 to (i feet
high.
;

It is
best raised in rows, the same as
potatoes or corn, but will grow and take care
Itself anywhere, even among
the rankest
weeds. The seed should be sown by all means
(so as to freeze iti in the fall,
or on the late
snows of winter. I have succeeded in sprouting It in the spring by soaking the
seed for
several days in water, changing
the water
every day.
It- may be plowed under
from 4 to 6 inches
deep in the fall, and will force its wav through,

but

1

believe the plants are more vigorous
sown on any loose spot and allowed

if

to

way under cover with the action
of frosts and storms. It mav be
transplanted
the sanie as cabbage, if taken up
when small,
w'(jrk their

though

I

have changed plants

To mabe cows

in

my

"valuable price and qualltv
rt-terence"""(culdc.
Quotei loueit
l-nanifl Wnreanclorrthousands of
Send forcatalot:ue t.'-day. Write to
I**

"

garden

nay, use Sharpies Cream Separators,
Book Business DairyinB&Cat.2la tree. W.Chester.Pa

"

"

jcffirsoDsT.,

lit^e.

Journal

uHlGAGOjILL.

when

-writina.

Good Prospects for 1903.
have never seen the prospects so nattering for a great honey crop as they are now
for 190;i. The ground all over is covered
with white clover yards, lanes, fields, orchards, in fact all spaces not tilled, have a
line growth.
It looks now as if the beekeeper that is prepared, and has his dish right
I

—

;:ret some sweet next season.
have 7.^1 colonies in good shape, hoping to
winter them so they will come out strong in
W. D. Soi-EB.
the spring.

side up, will
I

.lackson Co.. Mich., Oct.

CATNIP SEED WANTED.

20.

Cleome, or Rocky Mountain Bee=

lt;;U?;:,S.sSS;
of

We would like to purchase seed of the Catnip.
Please let us know what quantity you have of
fresh, clean seed that will grow. Address
&

144

just

on Tin r
needed every day
pri.^es

MARVIN SMITH GO

been the poorest
We will have per-

have no honey here this year for the
I have l.">0 colonies of
lirst time iu ten years.
Ijees, and will have only oOii pounds of comb
honey.
I could not get along without the American
Oliver Cakon.
Bee Journal.
Red Lake Co.. Minn., Sept. -T.

maintop

Heaters, $3. DO, Air-tit.'hL'; '.lyc. In feet, we have any
kind
want, and u ill ship subject to examination.

aHtoveyou

for honey has
for years.

'

No Honey.

We

,

!,S.sV^'^;:;frJ;:^"SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.
It tells you how to or.ler V"ur stove direct fr.m
u5 and

Poorest Season in Years.

,,.
,,,
^
Allegan
Co., Mich.. Sept.

J-in. cuvers,

^Ox4l.height:?8in.,,veight3:.*01bs.
^,.
Nickel, plated oven door panels and slielf, front door panel,
shaker, door knobs, to«el r.)'i. swing shelf, EnnmpleiJ Itt'cerrolr,
japanned covers, improved lire-Lioxand firnte, pouch-feed coal
chute, large fire door for wood. Handsomely carved base and

arlii los

O. H.

-

heavy cut centers, oven H'tx

wholesale

Our season
we have had

«l'2.8<r,

ir,
-

T5

wilh

I.O.NGSIiON.

have some of the cleome seed, and can
it by mail, postpaid, for 15 cents an

BARGAIN

Bees

.1.

Sept. 10.

111.,

tiEORQE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

New Work on Queen-Rearing!
Send for prospectus of book on Qi'een-Ke.akING by new method that produces queens superior to those reared at swarming-time.
41Atf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham. Mass.

Eating Boiled Honey.
lieen lieated to the
may seem a small
you, I once tried to
overcome its bad effects by eating half a teaspoonful of honey at each meal for 30 days,
and had HO doses of colic. I accidentally
found out that I can eat l»iled honey, and
eat as much as two large table-spoonfuls at a
meal without a dose ot colic thrown in and
as I have never seen boiled honey spoken of
I

can eat honey that has

boiling point.
matter, but let

BOYS

WE WANT
WORKERS
oldand

vouiivr iiliko,
f. ir us.

make money working
\\ e furoish capital U) start

voo

m boai-

Seodns 10c stamps or silver for full in^tructiona and a line ot
•amplea to work with. tRAPER PUBLISHING
CO.,Chicago.lU.

Now
me

;

way

I

hope

it

Texas had a iiart ot it:
give them two-thirds of

oeaa.

FOR SALE.

I

would be willing to

it.

Lewis Lamkix.

Woodbury

Co., Iowa, Sept.

-'4.

Suggested Cause of Bees Dying.

Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Lar^e barrels each
7000 lbs. Extracted

holding- 330 lbs. net;

this

tell

may be a benefit to others.
Rain and mud we have in plenty. I wish
those people who are suffering with drouth in
in this

B<\vrt, Girls,

1.

%

barrels, ISO lbs.; kits,
33'
lbs.
Prices— 7!*c per pound in barrels, add
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail, 10c. Address,
41A4t
N. L. HENTHORN, box S3, Viola, Wis.
^

have noticed the letter from .J. Luther
Bowers, page .518 and .519, giving an account
ot his bees dying, and suggesting that it is on
account of buckeye bloom. I see that Prof.
Cook rather holds that buckeye is not the
fault, but says .that spraying fruit earlier in
the season might account for the mortality.
Now for my story I had about -W colonies
in Placer Co., Calif., and during the time
buckeye was iu bloom a good many bees died
1

:

OUR HURRY

over, and n<iw you c;in have your fem-e shipped
Try ut? on a *'Riie=h
the (lav your order is received.
Order," and putil u|) lliis Fall.
l»A(iK WOVKN niKK FKNCIi; CO., AHKI AN, >IU 11.
flease -"^Hntion Bee Journal -when wriung
Is

Plant Seeds ot Flowers
"

on.

The

iJEi./ERiKKE "

win'

won-

has pretty flowers,

grows anywhere, blooms from June to October,
and yields white honev. 10c per pkg. Motherwort seed, 6c.
H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.
Please mention Bee Journal wh^n writln&

in a good many colonies (not all), and seemed
to depopulate them considerably for a time.
The trouble seemed to subside after the buck-

eve ceased to bloom.
Being away at the time the bees commenced
dying, "the man I had in charge wrote me of
the trouble, and caid he thought the trouble
was caused by ants troubling the brood, as the
dead looked more like nearly matured brood.
But as soon as I returned and looked over a
few colonies I told him I did not think the
ants were to blame. I could see a few bees
crawling around which had the appearance of
bee-paralysis. I thought that was more than
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Oct.

Do not put your money into New Fangled Bee=Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

—

a. B.
Please mentioa Bee Journal

when

LEWIS

And Several Other Clover
We

$8.50 to Cleveland and Return

and 21,
good returning to and including Oct.
27. Three trains daily, with vestibuled
sleeping cars. American Club Meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents toSl.OO,
served in dining-cars also meals a la
carte.
Write or call on John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 113 Adams Street,
via Nickel Plate Koad, Oct. 20

Seeds.

have made arrangrements so that we can

famish Seed of several of the Clovers by

freight

or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
sns

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsilte Clover

$.75
90
1.00
1.20

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

80

lott
$1.40
1.70
1.80
2 30
1.40

2sns
$3.25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

;

soft
$6.00
7.50
8.00
lO.fO
6.00

Chicago. 'Phone. Central 2057, for particulars.
City ticket office. 111 Adams
Chicago depot, Harrison St. and
St.

GEORGE
i

W.

FREE FOR A MONTH

CHICAGO.

you are Interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool Markets and Sheep

ILl,

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

the cause, but thej- were not much io
evidence. Tiifin this caused the said man to
call to mind what had been told, by another
parly (who had tried to keep bees ia this
same locality), that fti^ bees ahvays tiled uj[f
etjHsiderahhii durutt/ buckeye bluuniing time.
a great peach-growing center, and as
growing radishes and lettuce is conI don't think tliere is any to speak of ^
these crops have a large acreage in Mr. Bowers' locality.
There is a great amount of
spraying of fruit-bloom, but whether there is
any poisonous substance used in the spray I
cannot say; so, according to my story, buckeye would be to blame. But 1 will further say
that I had moved about 30 colonies from my
Placer County apiary, a little after the first of
June, to a new location in Sutter County;
or
this was before mortality commenced, and
3 colonies were depopulated in the same way
It is

far as

cerned

'J

The new location has no
buckeye bloom, and the bees may have been

new

in the

location.

atfected by one of the forms of paralysis.
I have just been told that arsenic is used in
the spray used in the orchards, but no mortality during spraying.
C. D. Brows.

iSutter Co., Calif.

Poorest Season Known.
....

If

YORK A CO.

146 Erie Street.

55^41A2t

5th Avenue.

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freierht, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.
144

CO., Watertowii,Wis.

WTitJr.e

SWEET CLOVER

1902.

likely

BEEKEEPERS-ATTENTION.
—

9,

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

We have had the

poorest season here I have
No honey has been taken this
have 33 colonies, and they have no
honev. I have been feeding them for the past
month. I hope to have a fall How, which will
supply them for winter.
S. F. Sampson.
Greenbrier Co., W. Va., Sept. 111.

ever known.
year.

I

ThOFOUghwoFt OP Boneset.

ILL.

enclose a specimen of a large weed wliich
It grows in
is now in bloom here (Sept. 15).
neglected fields, and seems to be a great favWhat is it *
orite with honey-bees.
1

Queens iow ReadytD SnppljDu Return Mail
stock which cantaot be excelled. Each variety bred in separate apiaries,
from selected mothers have proven their qualities as great honey-gatherers.
Have no superior, and few equals. Untested,
;

Golden Italians
J /-I

f~k

.r^--

75 cents
/-.

l^eQ WlOVCr l^UcCnS,

C

€t

f*t trA €»t^ C

;

6 for S4.00.

left all records behind in honeygathering. Untested,S1.00;6for$5.00.
"They are so highly recommended, being more gentle
than all others. Untested, $1.00.

/~\,,^y-k«-«

which

ROOT'S GOODS AT ROOT'S FACTORY PRICES.
2146-2M8 Central Avenue,

C. H.

W. WEBER,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
I

Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and

A. Muth.)

WlLl.. SENIJ iM every j*iilisrriber or renfier ot the Anierican Bee Journal a tull-sized ONK DOLLAR
piifkaye ot VlT.KOkE, l.y mail, POSTPAID, sufficient tor one montirs ireatiuent. to be puiii li.r
1 monihM tiniP alter receipt, if the receiver can iruthtully say that lis use has dune him or her more
(rood than all the druys and dupes of qujirks or t:«ioil doctors or patent medicines he or she has ever used.
KtCAI) this over aj:ain carefully, and urnlerstand that we aali our pay only when it has dtpne you tiood. and
take all the risk; vou have ii'-triin:: to lose. If it does not benellt you. you pay us nothinir.
not iieforfi.
VIT.E-ORE is a natural, hard, adanianiiiif rock-ltke substance— mineral— OHK— mined fnim the ground
like gold and silver, and requires ai-ou'. ju years fv>r oxidization. It contains free iron, tree svilpliur and
magnesium, and one nackape will equalin medicinal strength and curative value sou gallons of the most
powerful, efficacious mineral water, urunk fresh at the springs. It is a geological discovery, to which there
It is the marvel of the century for curing such diseases as Rheumatism,
is nothinB added or taken from.
Bright's Disease. Blood Puisiming, Heart Trouble, Diphtheria. Catarrh and Tliioat Affections. Liver. Kidney
and Bladder a iimenis. Sinmach and Female Disorders. La Grippe. Malarial Kever. Nervous Prostration
and General DelMUiy, as thousands testify, and as no one. answering this, writing tor a package, will deny
after using. Give age, ills and sex
This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude of every living
person who desires better health, or who suffers pains, ills and diseases which have dehed the medical
world and grown worse with age. We care not for your skepticism, hut ask only your investigation, and at
our expense, regardless of what ills you have, by sending to us for a package. You must not write on m
pu»tul card. In answer to this, itddress,

within

We

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

Ave.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

—

CASH— for

best yel-

low, upon its receipt, or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,
/

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

—

How

to

Treat Quiet Robbing.

In answer to "Minnesota." page CIS, I will
say that I had the same experience the past
season. My bees swarmed, and the swarm
commenced quietly to rob the old colony. My
Sprinkle a little flour on the
remedy is this
bees that are doing the robbing, in front of
the stand robbed, so that you can locate the
robbers. Then with any fine spray, spray the
robber-bees by opening the hive and spraying
the bees; also spray them at the entrance
with diluted peppermint essence. The change
in scent in the robbers will cause the colony
Also make the ento protect themselves.
trance c|uite small, and your trouble is done.
:

PERSONAI.T0SUBSCRIBERS
WK

THEO. NOEL COMPANY-. Dept. J. P., 527. 529, 53* W. North
Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writ'r^:

East Tennessee.
[The specimen is a Thoroughwort or Boneset, although not the common boneset of our
Northern States. It belongs to the great
Composite family and will no doubt sustain
the reputation already established by this
family in sweet beedom. C. I.. Walton.]

111.

Leonidas Carson.
Trumbull Co., Ohio., Sept.

A PFoposition on Queens.
wish to reply to_Mr. Henry Alley's article
on page 533, in re'gard to the queens that he
can rear in those little boxes. I have read all
of Dr. (iallup's articles on queen-rearing, and
all of Mr. Alley's and others, but this one
capsthe climax. Dr. Gallup has got it down
as nearly right as any one, according to my
I

notion.
I rear all

my queens

in

swarming-time:

all

the queens that ilo not come up to what I
think they should. I kill and replace with

good

cells

from

my

best colonies.

work principally for honey, and gel it.
There was a queen-breeder that kept sending
me his catalog, and 1 was a little "sore" on
buying queens, so I wrote to him that I would
give him .S5.0O if he would send me a ciueen
whose bees would store more surplus honey
1

than any one of

me

Please Mention the I5ee Jonrnal I'i^^^SiSf....

2«.

I

my

ciueens.

He

did not take

up.

have

bought queens from

queen-breeders

— the

6 different

— and

leading ones

I

have

Oct.
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one that woiiUl coiiiu
rear in Kwiii'iiiin^^-llnie.

tini Imi)
I

Now, Mr.
voii

Willi

you

Alli'v.

I'oi-

19th Thousand.

Edition.

iiku a tnide
voiii' c|ucciis; I will jrivci
wiiiit

I

lllll i)f

si)i() iii()rc llnii)

A New

lo Ihusu Ibut

ii]>
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t

you usk Un

IIumii, if

you

will ^riianirilce lliul your UNI i|'"'>'>is will ijrotluec more honey, reared in lh<jse boxes, than
I
Miy queens Ihiit I rear in swarruinn-lime.
will funilBli everytliini;, and |iay your man

Ship your
SJO |n'r iiioMlli and lioiiril liiiri.
<luoens Ihroii^'h the mail; I will furnish the
jrel
to
all
of
1
the honey
hives to put Iheni in
and tlie i|neens if you do not iref the most
iujney. I will lake eare of them he llrsl year;
you eau select your man. Now, I think this
lo start an out-yard.
is the cheapest way
will pay for all the hives, foundation, paint
and e\erythin;^, except the (lueens. I will put
out 100 colonies with (pieens reared iu swarininfr-iiine, and you are to rear yours in those
little boxes
I am to set the honey and queens
if yt)ur man dt)es not ;xet the most honey.

Prot.GooKsB66-K66P6r'S Guide
Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

;

I

^

1

'

i)i

;

have about JWOO worth of honey from
rjo colonies, sprin); count; 200 acres in cultivation, and l-'.T acres in corn under irri;;alion,
1

have no queens
as I wish.
I
nor anythinj; else exceptint; honey
and wax. I just want to start auotheroutyard, and I take this step as I think it will be
a good invostmeut. I don't want any one to

und as

line

Price,

Price,

Postpaid.

Postpaid,

S1.20

S1.20

for sale,

write to

me;

if

you do, you

will lose

your

time and postajje stamp

KnwARI) SCROGGIS.

Eddy

Co.,

New

Mexico, Aus-

-^.

Sweet Clover— Wood Sage- Paptridge Pea.
Knclosed find what is said to be sweet clover,
but it is not according to Dr. Miller's description of sweet clover.
Also No. 1 and No. "J;
they are purple and pink, and conuiience to
bloom about .June 1. The purple one has not
yielded any honey this season. It has been so
wet that the tubes are much deeper than common. No. 3, the yellow sample, yields pollen
and some honey, and commences blooming
about .July 15, and will continue a week or
ten days longer.
Chas. M. Daurow.
Vernon Co., Mo., Sept. 1.5,

you

[The specimen

sweet clover is
cannot account
for the discrepancy between the Doctor's
description and your flower.
Consult "The
Bee-Keeper's Ciuide,'' page 417. I have not
been able to identify No. 1, as no flower was
on the plant. You might send a sample to
l^rof. Cook.
No. 1 is a Wood-Sage, which belongs to the mint family, and is a good honeyplant.
No. 3 is the Partridge Pea, a really
valuable bee-plant. In Prof. Cook's Manual,
call

surely the genuine article.

|)age 429,

is

I

a drawing of it.— C.

Intpodueing Queens

1..

Walton.]

— Detepmining

Sex,
my way

I
wish to give
of introducing
During the last days of .June I relueens.
ceived a California queen worth .*2.50, which
1 took from the shipping-cage
and placed her
in another cage, giving her some young bees
about three days' old, from the colony to
which I intended to introduce her. I corked
up the cage and hung it in the hive for one
hour, then pulled out the plug.

On .July 1 1 got another queen from Ohio—
a i;4.il0 one— and introduced her the same
^
way.
On July '21 received a $5.00 queen from a
New York breeder, and introduced her the
same as the others.
About Aug. 15 I received a long-tongued
lueen from an Illinois dealer, and introduced
her as follows:
I brought a comb into the house for the
purpose of getting young bees to place in the
cage with the queen. The bees on the comb
began to cry for a queen, and 1 turned her
loose among them.
They met her in a
friendly manner, shook hands, then treated
her to California white honey and escorted
her over the comb crossed to the other side.
Then I placed the comb back in the hive,
queen next to the wall, with the divisionboard on the inside of the frame, and left a
;

^

^
PKOr.

A. J.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping- has just
been thoroughl)^ revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
It is printed on clear white paper, and
fine illustrations.
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.
Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorHis book has had a large
ity on bees and related subjects.
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal", who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:
—
—

No. 1, For Sl./'S we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending- us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year {with S2.00.)
No. 3.— Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at SI. 00) and SO cents more
($1.50 in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4.— For $1,00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods or, if called for at our office, the price is £1.00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is $1,20.
;

I3f" Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

all

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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the
space of one frame: next day I shoved
and
other frames up. removed division-board,
keeping
the queen was all rig-ht. This beats
them confined in the little shipping-rage for a

Mv introduction of virgin queens is to pick
and
them olT of the comb as soon as hatchedback
en'ranee; or lift
let them run in at the
run
them
let
and
the corner of the blanket
down from the top. Very often a very young
if given
virgin will supersede an old queen,
old queen
this way, without destroying the
in

yourself.

WHAT DETERMINES SEX

l

on
These professors are always
this subject.
at
Look
something.
getting their foot into
I irst,
lines.
the argument, read between the
If a male
animals onthe earth are sexless.
a dose of
offspring is desired, give the mother
way, and
other
some
or'^make her sick

On page

.t03

Cook has an

Prof.

article

pill"

If a
desired result will be obtained.
enjoy good
female is desired, the mother must
of
our
all
if
health, and be fat. Wonder
weakly, sickly
stalwart young men had

the

mothers, and

all

our weakly, sick, young

had stalwart, healthy
the mother's meal does not
digests well it
din-est it will be a male; if it
Just as though the food
will be a female.
and sperm entered the same channel.

women

American

If

mothers.

of male
Prof Loeb gives chemicals instead
It seems
sperm, and the conception is perfect.
for
crowded
to me that a man is very closely
science, and even for
lo<'ic, knowledge, and
argument, that will thus reason. I wish to
professors,
say with the highest regard t the
controlling
that I have mastered the science of
knowlgood
have
and
the sexes of animals,
not true
edge of plants, and that his theory is
never does
by any means', and that my art
subject (the mother) and
I can take his
fail
calls
theory
his
advantages
give him all the
)

that
will check up a thousand dollars
him -.or I wil
the results he desires will fail
art
that
my
dollars
another thousand
for

and

ban'! on
either sex without a
is true, and will develop

DR- W. A. Johnson.

failure.

Los Angeles Co..

Tll6H0I16l)B66
Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

over with about half a
There are a
It was too wet and cold.
crop
of
good many unlinished sections and plenty
Frank Rasmussen.
foul brood.
Montcalm Co., .Mich.. Sept. 29.

Each subject

is clearly

Way

Son.

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
for
it with the American Bee Journal
one year— both for S1.7S or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
;
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START YOU IN BUSINESS
TO
joq
We will prf sent you with the
first

in>

take in to start vou in a good payi^^r liusiness. Send 10 cents for full line of suniples

and diiXHtlona how to bejdn.

DRAPER fUBLISUING CO., Cfaicaso. Mis.
Please mention Bee Journal -wiien -writing.

The Fred W. Mnth
Front and Walnut

is

of Rearing Queens.

Regarding the discussion between Mr. Alley
Alley
and Dr. Callup (page. .519) where Mr.
good (|ueen
«ays that a colony will not rear a
must
present,
I
when there is a fertile queen
entirely missay that bv mv experience he is
not a
taken- because if that is true I have
good queen in any of my colonies, for they
unchangeare all reared that way. I)y Nature's
best, with
able law, which has seemed to be
got April 20,
the exception of one which I
do not know
1901 from an Ohio breeder, and I
how she was reared, and yet I have first-class
each of
colonies
several
queens, and have
have tilled 3 supers of 28 pounds of

which
honey since July.
very wet
It was a very unfavorable season,
and cold up to the time of basswood flow, and
they even worked in frequent drizzling show-

Four years ago I had a queen whose colcan
ony tilled seven 24-pound supers— which I
prove by my neighbors— and this queen was
was
a
there
reared during swarming-time. and
I had her
fertile queen present in the hive.
almost years, and she was as active and
li

year as the first. I still have
years
several of her daughters that are 4 and .)
any queen
old and I doubt if Mr. Alley has
proliHcness
that he can match with her, in
prolific the last

and honey-gathering qualities.
and have worked among
1 am .V2 years old.
wondered
bees since childhood, and have often
how it was possible for Mr. Queen-Breeder to
with
rear good, prolific queens in a nucleus
only a handful of bees.
My father was a capable and experienced
bee-keeper in Germanj, and his bees brought
him up from being a poor man to a well-to-do

9, 1902.

man. liut he never tried to rear a queen by
any artificial way. but always followed NaAmi now romes Mr. Alley, wbo
ture's way.
claims he can lieat Nature's plan. I would

who
refer him to a certain man
was always tindint: defects in Nature and trying- to improve on her, and he eouUl not understand why a .'imall acorn could grow on a
big tree, and a large pumpkin jjrow on a
slender vine; and on a warm day he laid down
in the shade of a large oak-tree to sleep, and
as it happened an acorn loosened by the wind
wakfell down, striking him on the head and
Springing to his feet, he exino- him up.

like to

Oh, how could I have such a foolclaimed,
ish idea about Nature, for had it been a pumpkin instead of an acorn that struck me I
would not Ije standing on my feet now."
Here is my advice to Ijeginners; J.'i-kimother,
yiiiir uuu, ijiiivtix from a good, prolific
during the swarming impulse, and you will be
certain to haveciueens perfect in all particuWhy should we send away for queens
lars.
when (as I have we find them to be almost
worthless, with the exception of the one I got
I

from Ohio;

,

..

Mr. Alley claims he can rear better
queens' by the force method, then he must
have proof tor what he says on page ol!), that,
there is quite a difl'erence between artificial
and forced methods in rearing queens, or- this
statement is false, for if a colony is going to
swarm the bees know well enough that the
queen leaves too. and that they must have anas
other or they will be destroyed. If it were
Mr Alley says it is, do it as you please, they
would not prepare queen-cells beforehand,

Now,

if

and protect them

so carefully.

that I have for my method
of rearing good queens are:
,
duty and,
1st —That the old mother's whole
old colcare is centered on the welfare of the
in the
ony, else she would lay drone-eggs
leave
queen-cells, for it is very hard for her to
her old home.
.,
.,
eggs
the
deposits
•2nd —That the old mother
than in
with more care in the queen-cells
the youngthe other cells, for this is proven by
a
queens hatching at regular intervals, that is,
certain length of time between them.
shape
different
a
has
-That a queen-cell
This
cell.
or form inside from any other
a perproves that Nature means to produce
healthy,
perfectly formed,
fectly shaped,
strong, and prolific mother-bee.
Now. this is no new method, that Mr.Alley
which he
claims that he has in his head (but
to explain), but an old
is careful enough not
for ages and
old rule, followed by Nature
knows
Let us follow her, too. for she
aires
B. Stumpe.
H.
is best.

Now, the proofs

,

,

,

M
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HONEY JARS
__-

Nature's

&

can Bee Journal— Chas. Dadant

Calif.

Unfinished Sections-Foul Brood.
The honey season

LanQSiroilion...

Oct.

MUTH'S
1 -

pound,

syu.^RE

with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

what

Stephenson Co.,

111.,

Sept. lo.

.:..:..5..i.

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEt-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.
Please mention Bee Journal when wntlnp

We

desire to call
Trial Proposition.—
readers' attention to the free-trial offer
Mf|».
Stratton
the
by
column
another
made in
Co Erie, Pa., on the Dandy Bone Cutter. This
public
the
before
been
has
machine
standard
have
for '1 years, and many of our subscribers
used it with perfect satisfaction; such as have
for
one
not now have the opportunity of trying

A Free

our

1^ days before they pay for it. The Company
requires no deposit in advance. All you have
decide
to do is to try the Dandy and then
whether you want to keep it or not. We need
importance
the
poultry-raisers
upon
not urt,'e
of cut green bone as a poultry food; it has the
advantage of costing almost nothing and certainly it is one of the greatest egg producers in
the world. It will pay you to "get a Dandy.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only 11.40. It is
of the Joura fine thing to preserve the copies
If you have
nal as fast as they are received.
necesthis "Emerson" no further binding is

sary.

144

&

Very ShoFt Honey Crop.

We have just taken
about one colony in five

oil:

our honey,
;

there

is

J. F.
20.

Bkoadbent.

Boulder Co., Colo., Sept.

Not a Heavy Surplus.
Our surplus honey crop

will not

146 Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

be as heavy

continuing soas expected; the wet weather
work, then tlie
long, just a few days of good
them short. All
frosts of the 11th and 12th cut
winter
except my very late swarms go into
S. F. DRINNIN.
with full supplies.
io.
Sept.
I'latte Co., Nebr.,

A Fair Honey Crop.
^Tatii^pleased to be able to report a fair
I
years.
honev crop, the first one in three
and (O pounds
have about lio pounds of comb
CD
colony.
j
per
of extracted honey
Those that run tlieir bees in a haphazard
manner, or rather let them run themselves,
They don't read the
c'ot very little honey.
They kijow
newspapers-don't need to
When
more than the writers or editors do.
and
we have a good year they all go wild,
.

!

aEORQE W. YORK &

and

a super. Fully
condition no inone-half are in a starving
at once
feeding
commence
crease, and 1 will
to prepare them (or winter.
paid out
Last year the Bank here said they
year P. ears is all
tor honey. $30,000; this
tilled

.

;

rush

into

bul.

bee-Ueoplritr;

Iliu

Uuiy

knocks thorn out;

year"

new

than a certain

inia-h lonjjer

"olT
lli-Ht
don't last
boe-papcr

(lul.

Uy the way,
paper
"

was

cNiHinslve

llie niohl

1

ail.''

lil<e nie,

I

Kuhnia

Bees Doing Fairly Well.

enclose a i)lant or weed llial i;rows on the
on nnoecvipied land that attracts
the liees in the afternoon until night. I'lease
name
for the same.
(;ive u
My bees are doiutr fairly well at present.
Central Kansas is free from bee-disease so
Fkko Dkessi.ek.
far as 1 know.
Ellsworth Co., Kan., Sept. 1".
I

roaiiside or

The plant

is

a composite, and g-oes by the

of Kuhnia,

i-ommon east of

It is i|ulte

the Mi.ssissippi Kiver, and

spreading west-

is

months

September and Octotier are the best
for bees to worlc on composite llowers.

— C.

Walton.]

ward.
L.

I'rol.

I).v

Chicago,

Manual oftlie
Cools, of I'ouiona Col-

<;iiiile, or

A.

.1.

yilo illustrations.

Hound

iy02 edition— llith thousand,

i'nee,

ii44

i)ages.

this Year.

I think it is a fact that there was more nectar this year than in any of my live years' ex-

perience in bee-keeping.
The old oee-keepers got but little honey,
but the up-to-date man has a good crop.
Krom S.5 colonies, spring (May 1.5) count, I
have increased to KiO, and I took .5,000 sections of honey, and the frames have enough
D. C. Bacon.
for winter.
'28.

Lniif^istrotli

—

wh

on the HoneyBee, revised

bees and bee-kcepitjg.

No

apiarian library

is

I'riee, $1.'J.5.

by A.

Root

I.

—

Contains miO engravings. Itwaswrittcu
beginners.

especially for
Price, «.20.

Bound

Queen-Rearing,

Scientiflo
cally Applied,

,

by

(i.

Yield.

in

cloth.

as Practi-

M. Doolittle.— A method

whicli the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Hound in cloth and illustrated. Price, Sl.tlU;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

by

Bees and Honey,

or Manageineni of an
Protit, by Thomas G.
nicely illustrated, contains

Apiary for Pleasure and

Newman. — It

is

lt!0 pages, bound in cloth.
cents; in paper, 30 cents.

Price, in cloth,

.50

—

().

M. Blanton.

Co., Miss., Sept.

Price, 50 cents.

Ifee-Keeping for Iteginners, by Dr.
H. Brown, of tieorgia. — A practical and

J. P.

treatise on the honey-bee, giving
the best modes of m.anagement in order to seprofit.
110 pages, bound in
most
cure the
paper. Price, 50 cents.

condensed

Ilee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. ti. L.
Tinker.— Revised and enlarged. It details the

'-Jfl.

system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
80 pages, illustrated. Price, a5 cents.

author's "

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Illinois.— The aaau^l meeting of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers* .\ssociation will be held
at the Conrt House iu Freeport. 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 31 and 22,1902. All
interested in bees are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, IU.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

Kienen'Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

— This

is a (ierman translation of the principal portion of the book called " Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, ^5 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

Bir

24 years the best.

ISend for Circular. Smokers
T. F. BINQHAIVI, Parwell, Micll.

2SAtf

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

Dr. Howard's

— Gives

the

I
kcp]icrBMl .\u\s

tor us.

have money.

We start

you

it.

biiaineai.

Kook on Foul-Brood.

1902—Bee-Keepers'
We

CO..

Chicnvn.

ill«.

SuupliesI

GomD and ExiraGtedtioneu!
state price, kind and quantity.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention

tlie

Bee-Keeping,

by

G. R. Pierce.— Result of 25 years" experience.
Price, yo cents.

Foul Brood Treatment,
Cheshire.

Bee Journal.

by Prof. F R.

— Its Cause and Prevention.

Foul Brood,

can farniBh you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freiRht. and ship promptly. Market price
Bald for beeswax. Send for our 190'2 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

R. A.

in

Price, 25 cents.

Vtm mike

We

large profits. Easy wi.rk.
furnish capilal. ScnU
10 centH for full line of Bamplfsand psitlciilars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING

New-

Leather

McEvoy Treatment and reviews

the experiments of others.

Winter Problem

DAIRYMEN
ARE DELIUH cu
meet those w Do work
Cow

to

G.

Price, for 50 colonies, iSl.OO.

binding.

INGHAM'S PATENT

new

by A. R.

Development and Cure.

10 cts.

Kohnke.— Origin,

Price, 10 cents.

Beeswax,

6!a6^c.

C. C. Ci-K.MONS

&

Co.

Cincinnati, Au^. 30.— The demand for comb
honey at present isveryg-ood; all shipments
are sold rjuick at 15''/ 16c for No. 1 and fancy.
We advise shipping- while demand is g^ood and
before the western carloads are here. In three
weeks from now carloads will arrive, then demand is satisfied, sales harder to make, and
prices demoralized. Extracted honey is Gelling^
as fast as

it

arrives, at the following- prices:

Amber and Southern

in barrels, at Si^^fec, according to the quality. White clover, 7J4@8c.
Beeswax is scarce at 30c.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 24.— Honey receipts are
light here so far, and good demand for comb
honey.
quote light comb, fancy, 16c; A No.
I, 15c; No. 1, 14c; mixed and dark, 13c: buckwheat scarce at I2@13c. Extracted, light, 7c;
mixed, (i^c; buckwheat, (»c. Beeswax, 28@30c.

We

H. R. Wright.

Ne-w York, Sept. 20.— Comb honey is in good
demand; fancy white at 15c, and some excep-

may

tionally fancy lots

No.

bring a

amber

sells at 13(aii4c;

1

buckwheat as

more.
no arrival

little

at 12c;

the season being late. Extracted firm at <>ji(§^7c for white, dc for light
amber, and 5('i5>^c for dark. Beeswax firm at
of

.vet,

HlLDRBTH A Sboblkbn.

27"_'2><C.

Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
enterpractical
and
work
is
a
of
this
author
taining writer. You should read his book
90 pages, lx)und iu paper, and illustrated.
Its

;

here this season. From some unknown cause
sweet 'clover has invaded this portion of the
Yazoo Delta, within the last two years, and is
very abundant in the waste-places near my
apiary.
I consider it the best of honey-producing plants. It grows here in the weeds
and grasses where there is no cultivation.

amber extracted,

22%25c.

without this standaril work by l{ev.
I..
L. I.angstroth— the Father of American
Hee-Culture.
It
has 520 pages, bound in

eloth.

at the (juotatioas.
rjuote fancy white
\4"i\-i^c; No. 1 white, 13i4'<( He; No. 2
and amber, 13(fp\^Hc. White extracted,

te

bl^fo-Vc;

coiniilete

Advanced Bee-Culture,

had only about a half yield of honey

Washington

meetinff

in

We

comb,
comb,

Sl.;il).

by Dadant. This <dassic in bee-eulture has
been entirely rewritten, and is fully illusIrated.
It treats of everything relating to

bees.

bees.

We

Comb hooey

Kansas CiTv, Sept. 27.— The demand for both
comb aud extracted houoy is tfood, especially

in oloth.

cyelo|iedia of 4(10 pages, describing everything iiertaining to the care of the honey-

This is said to be the banner honey and wax
producing county in the State. It's not much
now it that be true, tor the last two winters
have wiped out more than one-half of the

About a Half

!'».—

No. 1. Amber (fraden of comb areaUo rtcarce,
with no buckwheat offerinirH. Kx traded i«
steady, white bring^liiif '.M'"'*c; amber, *.(3^7c;
Southern and odd lots of dark, S(ahc. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. BURRBTT A Co.

A

Bradford Co.. Pa., Sept.

St-pi,

of

Cuiiforiiia.
This book is not oidy iustruelivoand lielpfnl as a guide in bee-keeping, but is irileresling and Ihuroughl.v praciiItcontiiinsa full delineaeal and seienlilir.
tion of the anatoin.v and phjsioIoj;y of bees.
leu'e,

A B C of Bee-Culture,

More Nectar

»

>jtf >js: yfn'i^

1

Bec-KeciM'i-'H

name

>j« vjv >l* >jv >^' vj* vjv

>?*'

*

with uood dfMiiand and thearrivais are eauily
disponed of at ^^^^ 16c per pound for that which
IfradeH No, I i(» fancy. Very little of the lower
tfradeH are ofTered* but brinff within 2 to 3 cents

-

suppose.

AND BEESWAX

MARKET OUOTATIONS.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
144& 146KrioSt.,

Aidar.v.

I

y^yfi

SUNT I'OSTrAMl »V

.1. T. IIaikston.
Cherolieo Nation, Iml. Ter,. Sept !i'J.

,

mmv

i
^

.suIjbcimIhmI

It just liveil

suel<ors"

Bee=Books

l)ci--

for .*1.(I0 for threi^
until j^niss, tlieii dieil
slill
run their
pnlilishers
noiiee its
in some of tlie joiirnnls, caleliint; more

ever

I

oopies.

Imt

it
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Oct.

Cincinnati, Aug.

2'*.—

New comb honey

is

not coming in so plentiful, so far. Whatever
has come in, and is fancy water-white, has
brought a good price, and sold to stores at from
15@16c. Honey kept over from last year, fancy
sells for 14c. The market for extracted is more
lively and brings: Amber, from 5@5^c; alfalfa
water-white, from 6@6Mc; white clover, from
7@7>ic. iJeeswax, 2Sc.
C. H. W. Webbr.

SANFRANCisco,Aug. 20— White comb.l3@14c;
amber, ia@12c; dark, 8@0c. Extracted, white,
light amber. ^;^55i; amber, 4%@—
Beeswax, good to choice, light, 27(2)29c; dark,

5%@S%;
25@26c.

Not much offering or arriving of any sort.
While the market is firm throughout, current
values are being better sustained on comb than
on extracted, for the reason that the latter has
to depend to some extent on outside demand.
All the comb honey offering will be required
locally.
The shipment of comb honey has
never proven satisfactory, and the production
is in

consequence restricted to small compass.

HONEY

Wanted —Extracted
^^^^^—•^^^^
John

F.

34Atf

Mail sample, and state
package and price
delivered in Chicago.
.

style of

Campbell, 53 River St., ChicagoJII.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED

I

Honev and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Jonrnal.
21Atf

WHITE CLOVER EXXA/AMTCn
YVMIN tU TR ACTED HOKEY:
I

Send sample and best price delivered here; also

ti

>ua want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicnltural Field more
completely than any other published,
sendJ1.2Sto

Fancy Comb wanted

in

no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

wntCr nUNCi

and ea>iy to make
VTe will start you in
f y-on work for us.
husiness and furnish the capital. "Work
IlijJTht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
line of sfljiiples and particulars.
ORAPn; PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, III,.
i

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal

DlKount* tc the Trade.

c'ease mention Bee Joui^nal

when

-writing.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

656

Oct.

9,

1902.

iia^j^%iij^iiija,jiijiijiijiS^jii,j£^ja^ja^ia^^

BEE=KEEPER5,

I
7

g

Save Money by Buying

Jg

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

g
g
S
17

Smokers,

WC

No LOSS.

S

Jamestown, N. Y.

•J
j2
Jj

*S^ Our goods are g^uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Jfi

S

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

•2

fi

a monthlv for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in i2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.}
E^~ W. M. Gerrish, E- Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

§2

freight.

K

VL^h»7
yv liy

What more can anybody

tinf^e.
UUCa

i'f

c<^ll »U
art

Because
nr<x|l9
WCll

it

BEAUTY,

has always given better satis-

II, SCIl
r faction than any other. Because la 24 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name

We

sell

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Very

pure-bred

fine

for sale at

KINDS

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

««»

.^C<

Chickens and Eggs

very low prices.

Langstroth on the Honey-BeG — Re\/isecl,

Bee jotimai wlien •wntin^

Please mention

Year

^a + Scfar*+irkri PURITY, FIRMNBSS, Nodo?
.Z^dLlbldCLIUII.
SAQQINQ,
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

\A/*» J^UctrdllLCC
rrtittfarti'e'e^

a^d everything

^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
g Tt1& W. T. FftLCONER MFG. GO.,

25tll

Dadant's Foundation

f^-

The

Mb Keystone

classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX wanted

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

...Honey-Jars
These are clear flint glass jars holding just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 73s inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or

We

paraffin.

can

nish them in single gross lots, with
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50; two
gross, $3.25 per gross; or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
30 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

&

144

a

fur-

e

%
e

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.,

'

-

$300,000,000.00 ifAyouXtM
work
ami you may

Irnvt-

part of

it

Sam's poultry product pay^^
10c for samples and partit'furnish capital to start yon in

li.rus. L'Qcle
1....

. that sum. Send
uiars.

J^l^Mi

We

Honey Wanted.
We

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon vou can ship and quantity of each grade
:

offered

business. Draper Publishing Ca.,Cbicago,lll.

aS^^

Bee Journal

Piea^e mention

— Alfalfa Comb In car lots.
2iid. — Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.

-wlieii wriUnff.

1st.

yoa care to know of its
1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

r'alifrkf
nia
WdlllUrnid
ornla's Favorite

The

I

I*

Paper—

Pacific Rural Press,

The

->¥5a

ple

copy

330

Market

free.

PACIFIC
Street,

RURAL PRESS,
-

—

3rd Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark
amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.
5th. — White or Sweet Clover Comb and Extracted in any quantity.
6th. — Comb Honey in Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
market for the same which we have not been able

or

and

Agricnltnral
Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Samleading Horticultnral
paper of the Pacific Coast.

San Francisco, Cal.

to supply.
Everything used by bee-keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt
service.

Low

THE

Freight Rates.

NEW CATALOG

ni

^m>

FREE.

and doi.l'Ie }-njr •.-^•^ >iL-ld. The fastest and easiest
bone cutter matle. frolil on 1» ItavM' Trial.
I&.OO up. Catalogue and special proposition Tree*
BTRATTO.N .MF'G.OO^Box 21, Erie, Pa.

ROOT

CO,

MEDINA, OHIO.

^SS^ffi
"GET A DANDY"

A. L

GEORGE W. ?ORK & CO.
are headquarters for

Sead

to

them

'cmiAGofLLT''

ROOT^S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog'.

(m-

m-

Bee Journal
(IBORaB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

OCT,

16,

1902.
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=BEST=

I
V?
PTTBLlSHID

WEFKLY 5T

6E0RGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

& 146

E rie St., Gtiicago,

I
If

uimm Honeu For sale i^
ALL

IN

60-POUND TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

S
HoneyJ^ ^
&
^]

Basswood

Honey J/<C

lit.

;

Class Mail-M»tlcr.

This

'^

.

Bntered at the Post-Offiee at Chicago as eoond-

is

the famous

This

Extracted
^^ "White
^^ Hone J gathered in
t^ the great Alfalfa
.^» regions of the Center ral West. It is a
^» splendid honey, and
everybody
^^ nearly
cares to eat
^^ who
honey
at
all can't
^^
enough of the
^ get
Alfalfa extracted.
1^

Editor — George W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
oPECiAL Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
r R.C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

is

known

.

the well-

ligfht-colored

A^
^^
^^
^^
^i^
^\
ferred by those who
^^
like a distinct flavor ^*

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood biossoms. It has a
stronger flavor than
Alfalfa, and is pre-

.

in their

^b^

honey.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

c

Xhe Subscription Price

of this Joarual

$1.00 a j-ear, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For Instance,

"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Bnbscription Receipts. We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei- I'eeeived and duly credited.
Advertising Rates will be given UDon ap-

—

plication.

:^
•^

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

^iS

1^

^
^
^

age.

sample of

By

freight

eitlier,

—two

Basswood Honey:

g^
«•

cents, to pay for paclfage and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound

by mail, 10

;

Basswood Honey,

Yz cent more per
pound tlian Alfalfa prices. Casii must accompany each order. You
'.^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BcCS* Honey.

cans or more, 8>^ cents a pound.

4

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-lteepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
:d above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
!^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, 111.
!^

:<
]^

We

^

^
^|
^
^;
^1
S^
5!
5l
^^
£:

^

5!

Tie National Bee-Keepers' Association.
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecnte dishonest honey-dealere.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman
E. Whitcomb,
W.

Z.

I

Hutchinson,
Root,

I

A. I.
R. C. AlKIN,
P. H. Elwood.

I

G.

ivl.

Your Name and Address on one side—Tbree Bees on the otber

side.

Doolittle,

F. Marks,
M. Hambaugh,

W.

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.
ij.

E.R. Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
r

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B. Maso.n, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

4C^If more convenient, Dues
theoffi'e of the

may

be sent to

American Bee Journal, when

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

who

will

A

sale.

Note.— One

reaaei writes:

have CTery reason to bewould DC a very
goodideaforev-ry bee-keeper
to wear one [of cae uuitonsj
as it will cause pecp.e r.o ask
.^ncsttous aDout the busy bee, and man? a conversation tnus started would wind ip w-fch the
oaie of more or less honey: at any rate it would
I

lieve that it

the bee-keeper a superior opportuntty to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey

g-ive

and

bees.''

j

picture shown herewith is a reprouao/*ion of a motto queen-button that we are furbishing to bee-keepers. It has a. pin on the
onderside to fasten it.
Price, by maU, 6 cents; two for 10 cenw,
c? 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders tc< lii-e offlS6
ff (he American Bee Journal

The

to

say just what

name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un'erneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
-lie subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

Celluloid Queen-Button is a \e-T
pretty thing for a t)ee-keeper or hcney-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce t he subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a.
*'

Vour Name on the Knife.— When oiderlug, be sure
you wish put on the Knite.

idilress

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated kntfe is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we wari-ant every blade.
The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the "Novelty" is lost, having name and address
owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and yon meet with a serious accident, and are so foi*
lunate as to have one of the *' Novelties," jour Pocket-Knifs will serve as an identifier; and la
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a preseuti What more lasting memento could a motlisr
^ive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having:*ae name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu( gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation oi
:his^beautiful knife, as tb* ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or g-ive it as a Premium tot'-*
one sending- us ^hkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$-vOO.) We will club the Novelty
knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

owner
')f

GEORGE W, YORK

& CO,

ftifPlease allor' ""bout two weeks for your knife order to be

Chicago, IlL
tiliea.

—
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Editorial

Comments.

Uniting Colonies, where necessary, may in many
places be done now as well as at a later date perhaps better.
It is better that the bees have a chance to arrange
matters to their liking, and get quietly settled down some
time before winter sets in.

—

Heartsease has always been counted an important
honey-plant in the low grounds of the Mississippi valley,
especially in Nebraska, but farther east it has not been
considered of much value. This wet year, however, it has
been reported as yielding quite a late harvest in northern
Illinois, and perhaps in other parts east of the Mississippi.
Uniting Colonies in Autumn.— F. Volkman, gives in
Leipziger Bztg. a plan which may suit those who have the
time for it
Lift out the combs of the colony to be united
and put them in an empty hive, replacing them with empty
combs. After about IS minutes brush the bees from their
combs back into their hive with its empty combs, making
sure to remove the queen. In not more than half an hour,
the bees will begin to run out of the hive, having discovered
their queenlessness, when the hive must be moved close to
the hive to which it is desired that the bees shall enter. If
it be desired to give the bees to two or more colonies, the
hive must be moved accordingly, as soon as each receives
:

its

r'M

AMERICA^;

Na42.

1902,

sible that others
cells

^

16,

^&1E^

may

always started

not be so favored as he in having

:

Take two or three combs, containing eggs and brood in
stages of development, from a strong colony, replacing
with same number from the queenless one. Put a queenexcluder on top of the strong colony, and upon this place
the hive with the laying workers and brood. Oueen-cells
will be built when these are sealed place the hive upon a
stand by itself, or remove the lower hive to a new location,
leaving the top one in its place, as preferred. I have not
had a failure so far in saving the colony by this method.
all

;

Queen Introduction.— When a new queen has been introduced, the failure to find such a queen several days later,
or to find eggs laid by her, is by no means proof positive
that she

is not present.
It is not such an unusual thing for
a queen to remain for a week without laying after being
introduced, and then to do good work afterward. Speaking

on this subject, L.
Journal

S.

Crawshaw says

in

the British

Bee

:

For instance, I have introduced by direct introduction
or the " Simmins " method queens which have been confined in postal cages, and several days have sometimes
elapsed before they settled again to lay. This may not be
unusual, the ovaries are to be stimulated afresh. Take the
case of one young queen, in my own experience. She was
a traveled " tested queen." of different race from my own
or neighqoring bees, and was introduced at night to a
strong colony. She " piped " for some time as though
frightened or roughly treated, and an examination three
days later failed to reveal any signs of her.
I made an examination on the fifth day, and failed to
discover eggs or enlarged cells, and a frame of younger
brood was therefore added. On again examining the hive
next day I found some addition of eggs to this comb ani
also in the one adjacent.

—

quota.

White Clover, in northern Illinois, yielded nothing in
usual season June and July indeed, bee-keepers were
at that time feeding to prevent starvation; later on. however, white clover blossoms kept gradually increasing in
number, and apparently in condition, for the bees began
working on clover to some extent after the middle of
August, and were still to be found on clover at the close of
September. It is not an unusual thing to see a sort of second crop of white clover, upon which bees do not work, but
this year it did not seem so much like a second crop as a
continuation of the first, the very sparse early bloom gradually becoming more and more plentiful, showing more
bloom in October than in June.

—

its

Treatment

of

;

Laying Workers

— As

a rule, the best

thing to do with a colony of laying workers is to break it
up, distributing the bees where they will do the most good.
If the affected colony be given to a colony with a laying
queen, a new colony can afterward be made from the colony
thus strengthened, and the outcome will be better than if
an attempt had been made to keep the faulty colony intact.
Some may like a variation of this plan thus given by W.
Hickox in the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal, only it is pos-

Sugar Syrup Granulating

—There

is

a difference

of

opinion as to this matter. Some maintain that no precaution is necessary to prevent granulation, while others report that sugar syrup stored in the comb by the bees has
granulated badly. All depends on circumstances. If the
feeding be done early, and if there be as much water as
sugar, or more, the bees themselves will make all the change
necessary, and the syrup will not granulate. But this will
not do for late feeding.

syrup is fed late, not only will the bees fail to
the proper chemical changes in it, but they will fail
to evaporate it, leaving it unfit for winter stores. So the
syrup must be made of about the consistency of honey, or
about five parts of sugar to two of water. The bees can
If thin

make

not be relied on to ripen this so it will not granulate. The
addition of an even teaspoonful of tartaric acid for every 20
pounds of sugar will be necessary to prevent granulation.
It is better to feed the thin syrup, providing you feed
early— and the early feeding is the better— but if you are
unfortunate enough to be late about your feeding, then give
the syrup thick, and add tartaric acid. Still better than
the acid is adding extracted honey to the syrup, if you are
so fortunate as to have that article.
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such a thing without saying a word to the Bee Journal
readers!
But we will have to forgive her, even if she
doesn't promise not to do it again
I

We

I

are sure that

all

heartiest well-wishes

will unite in

Mr. and Mrs. Boggs, and congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Pickard. Wisconsin loses one of its fairest maidens,
and apiculture one of its best lady bee-keepers. But this
life is full of changes
'twould be very monotonous if it
were not thus.
to

A. I. Root has started an apiary in the woods of Michigan. At latest advices the apiary consisted of two colonies,
one being a brushed swarm made from the other, and he
was carpeting their entrance with burlap to keep the feet
of the bees from slipping.

—

—

The

Illinois State Fair Premiums. The following
awards given in the department of bees and honey
at the Illinois State Fair held about Oct. 1, at Springfield

is

a

list

of

:

"

The Wabash Valley

Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock
Association " will hold its Sixteenth Annual Show at
Evansville. Ind., Dec. IS to 20,1902. For any further information desired, address the Secretarj', P. L. R. Crowder,

Oakland

City, Ind.

Display of comb honej'
Rumler 3d, James A. Stone
;

— 1st,

Becker; 2d, Geo. M.

C.

Son.

iv:

Collection of labeled cases containing honey from different flowers— 1st, Geo. M. Rumler 2d, C. Becker
3d,
James A. Stone & Son.
Collection of labeled cases of amber or dark honej* 1st,
C. Becker 2d, James A. Stone A Son.
White clover comb honey 1st, James A. Stone A Son
2d, C. Becker; 3d, Geo. M. Rumler.
Sweet clover comb honey— 1st, C. Becker 2d, James A.
;

;

—

Rev. W. F. Clarke, some 30 years ago editor of the
American Bee Journal, passed away en Sept. 25, 1902. He
was for many jears a resident of Guelph, Ontario. Canada,
We have not received any further
at which place he died.
particulars, but will likely have them for publication later.
Mr. Clarke was a writer of most excellent English, and had
more or less to do with bee-keeping for a great many years.

;

—

;

;

Stone & Son.

Basswood comb honey — 1st, Geo. M. Rumler 2d, C.
3d, James A. Stone & Son.
Display of extracted honey 1st, James A. Stone A Son
2d, C. Becker; 3d, Geo. M. Rumler.
Honey extracting on the grounds — 1st, C. Becker 2d,
Son.
James A. Stone
Frame of comb honey for extracting — 1st, James A.
Stone & Son 2d, Chas. Kingan 3d, Geo. M. Rumler.
Display of candied honey — 1st, C. Becker 2d, James A.
Stone it Son 3d, Geo. M. Rumler.
Display of beeswax — 1st. Geo. M. Rumler
2d, C.
Becker 3d, James A. Stone & Son.
;

Becker

;

—

:

;

i.V

The Great International Exposition, to be held at
Vienna, from the 4th to the 26th of next April, will comLiving bees, hives, implements,
bee-products, books of instruction, and literature. Items to
be exhibited in any one of these classes are solicited from
all parts of the earth, and especially such items as are little
known in Austria. Further particulars can be obtained by
addressing Der Centralverein fuer Bienenzucht in Oesterreich, Wien, I., Schautlergasse 6.
prise six great groups

:

:

Mr. G. W. Bell, of Clearfield Co., Pa., a bee-keeper of
considerable prominence in his locality, is a candidate for
the State Legislature. It beats all how some bee-keepers
do run for office. Some of them have practiced running,
with a bee after them— that was before they were real beekeepers and they haven't forgotten how to run. As the
bee then succeeded in running down the boy, some of those
grown-up boys now succeed in running down the office. We
say. Go it, boys and may the right and righteous always

—

;

;

;

:

;

—

Observatory hive of dark Italian bees 1st, C. Becker.
Observatory hive of Golden Italian bees. 1st, Chas.
Kingan 2d, Geo. M. Rumler.
Honey-vinegar, with recipe for making 1st, Chas.
Kingan 2d, James A. Stone & Son 3d, C. Becker.
Displav of designs in beeswax 1st, James A. Stone &
;

;

Son

;

—
—

;

—

2d, C. Becker.

Denver Convention Notes.— Saturday morning, Sept.
gave promise of being a most beautiful day in Denver.
So the quartette of Illinoisans (Dr. Miller, Miss Wilson.
Mrs. York, and the writer) packed and checked their belongings at the American Hotel, and prepared to spend the day
taking the great " Loop Trip " to Silver Plume, 54 miles up
in the mountains, at a point nearly 9000 feet above sea-level.
6,

;

win.

;

The

train

was composed

of windowless cars, simply

o penings extending clear to the top of the car, so as to per-

—

Miss Pickard Married. Yes, Miss Ada L. Pickard,
of Richland Co., Wis., was married on Wednesday, Sept. 24,
Here is the notice that appeared in the Richland
1902.

Democrat a few days later
The pleasant farm home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Pickard
was the scene at noon Wednesday last of a most happy
event in the lives of two well-known and worthy young
people. At that time Rev. J. W. Irish spoke the words
which joined in matrimony the lives of Miss Ada L. Pickard
and Mr. Nathan Boggs, both well and favorably known in
the city and county. The ceremony was witnessed by a
select company of relatives and intimate friends, after
which all were regaled with a sumptuous wedding feast.
The happy couple departed Thursday morning for Chicago, where they will make their home, temporarily at least,
and where Mr. Boggs will pursue his medical studies. A
long list of friends will join with the Democrat in hoping
for them the best this earth affords in the way of contentment and prosperity.
On the Saturday following the wedding we received a
telephone call from Mr. Pickard (who, we supposed, was
alone in Chicago), saying that he would call to see us in a
He did so, but along with him came Mrs.
little while.
Pickard and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Boggs. Well, weren't
we surprised ? We didn't think that Ada Pickard would do
:

mit an unobstructed view of the mountains and scenery
when passing along on the narrow-gauge railroad that
wound around through the canyons up, up, and still up. It
seemed almost impossible that one engine should be able to
pull the train of several cars filled with people up such
steep grades. But it did it, with some puffing.

Many, many times, on looking ahead, we would conclude that the railroad track must run right into a
ountain, and we must stop. But upon arriving almost
there the track would wind around a sharp curve, and on
we would go, only to repeat the same thing over and over.

m

Perhaps the most interesting sight on this trip is the
Loop," where the railroad track extends across a very
narrow valley several times after running along the sides
of the opposite mountains, and all the time getting up
higher and higher. At one point the track winds around
so that in crossing the valley it extends directly above
where we had been but a few minutes before, thus forming
what is known as the "Georgetown Loop," as a place
called Georgetown is very near where the " Loop " is found.
This town lies in a depression between two mountains,
seemingly about a mile wide. In looking down upon it
"

'
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from the " I<oop " point, the town has the appearance of
beinf;^ built in a sort of bowl formed by the mountains surroundiiifj it.
Kverything
It is a typical
mining,' town.
must be brouffht into the place on the railroad, as there is
no farminjf land anywhere near.
All alonp the sides of the mountains could be seen
places where some precious-metal prospector or miner had
dug his sort of woodclnick-like hole, and boarded up the
it with a door.
think we wouldn't care to live in Georgetown.

front, often closing-

We

It's

too " hilly " there to suit us.

We

reached Silver Illume about

mained only long enough

12 o'clock,

and

re-

to eat lunch.

Silver Plume is simply "no place" — only a mining
camp away up on and in the mountains. And it seemed as
if

there

was nothing but mountains

far as the eye could see.
The return, or downhill, trip
time.

The

in

every direction as

was made

in

a shorter

simply whizzed around the curves. At
stopped a few minutes, when we were enter-

except the scenery seemed grander than when first seen on
going up. It .seemed to grow on one. It is nimply wonderful.
It was al.so about the cheapest side-trip we took after
We
the convention, as it cost only ^2.(K) for the round-trip.
thought it was the most for the least money of anything we
struck in or near Denver except it was that excellent banquet (which was free to all from outside of Colorado) with
its quarter-pound souvenir sections of honey at each plate.
I5ut we didn't know it until after we had eaten all our section of honey near the close of the banquet, that it was to
be carried away as a " souvenir." The reader can imagine
No doubt there
how wc felt with a souvenir inside of us
was at least one of those sweet souvenirs carried away and
But if any one doesn't want us
completely invisible, too
to eat honey, it is always safest not to put it near our plate
on the table. If within reach it is almost sure to disappear
—or at least a goodly quantity of it. A " quarter section "

—

1

I

just right

is

Well,

train

Georgetown it
tained by three or four small, poorly-clad children who sang
one or two Sunday-school songs, one being " In the Dawning of the Morning. " It seemed strange to hear such sweet
music coming from such forlorn-looking children and in
such a God-forsaken place. But it would have done your
soul good to have seen those children jump for the nickels
and dimes that were thrown to them from the car windows.
The rest of the return trip to Denver was uneventful,
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1

we

all

reached Denver again about

at once secured our

baggage

at

the hotel,

p.m.

.^:3()

We

and boarded the

We arrived there
for Colorado Springs at S p.m.
about 8 o'clock, a tired-out quartette, you may be sure. But
we found an excellent hotel, and after a good meal all went
to our beds and "slept like a log " all night.

train

And

to be a good place to rest our pencil
Next week we will tell of a restful SunColorado Springs, and about our Pike's Peak trip on

this

seems

also for this time.

day in

Monday

following.

I am not so sure whether we ought
not ourselves, as an organization, and
perhaps through our officers, to do
something more in that line and I am
not ready to say what is the best way
That is not my business
to do that.
my business is to tell yoa 7ii/ia/ ought
to be done, not ho:i' it ought to be done.
The matter of adulteration is an important thing. I suppose if you were

to.

I
^
^
^
^

I
^
^•
^

The Denver Convention.
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Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-third Annual Convention of the National Bee-Keepers" Association,
sH
held in Denver, Colo., on Wednesday, ThursS^
day and Friday, Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
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for

—

it

;

but as this

made

a mistake

is

the

first

time

I

ever

Miller, on

The President has told you about
organization, and very properly comes
next the question as to what is the
best thing for the organization to do ?

The Most Hopeful

Na-

Field for the

tional Association.

Mr. President: — I do not often
make apologies — I do not like to but
sometimes I tell the truth when I can't
help it. The Secretary wrote to me
;

me to prepare a
paper in accordance with the statement
Very prompti)' I
on the program.
wrote the paper then I immediately
sent it to the Rev. E. T. Abbott, who
quite early desiring

;

was

to

make

the response.

I

sent that

paper without making any copy of it,
and if I could say he never returned it
to me it would have been a great kindness on his part. Unfortunately, Mr.
paper very
Abbott returned
the
promptly to me, so I can't make that
as an excuse, and I suppose I put the
paper away very carefully — so carefully I have never seen it since but I
will give you just a few points. I don't
know whether they are the same points
;

that are in the paper, and I don't know
whether Mr. Abbott intends to reply to
what I wrote formerly, or whether he
will reply to what I say to-day, so that
if we get all jumbled up don't blame
Mr. Abbott. I am the one to blame

;

must not count

Pres. Hutchinson The next thing
on the program is a talk by Dr. C. C.

it

;

this time.

want to emphasize his paper by saying that the very best thing that the
organization can do is to organize some
more. There is a whole lot of material
that is not organized, and I believe the
first and most important thing that
can be done by the Association is to
organize a little farther and get a new
I

and

larger

Numbers do

number of bee-keepers.
count, there is no question

about that. If you want to have any
moral effect in the way of securing
legislation, or doing anything of that
kind, if you can say. Here is an organization composed of 5000 members, that
colints a good deal more than if you
say it is composed of 1000 members.
Now, I am'not sure just which is the
best way to do to get in a larger number of members. I very much doubt
the justice of allowing it to be done so
largely as has been done by the beeThey have done a lot of
journals.
good work in that direction, and they
have done it freely. Perhaps they are
willing to do it. Well, it is right

enough

for

them

to do

it if

they want

JJJi. C. V.

to be very strict you
I ought to be
to order.

going

me

MIL LEU.
might

call

allowed to
mention but one thing, for the question is, "The Most Hopeful Fie/d for
the National Association," and I am
going into several fields, if the fences
are not too high to keep me out.
You can hardly strike anything of
more importance than the matter of
but that is a question
adulteration
that has been threshed over pretty
well, and it is hardly worth while for
me to saj' much about it.
As to the matter of legislation, I believe that the Association can do a
great deal to help in that. Of late
;
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years there has been a good deal done
in the way of legislation in a few of
the States only a few of them and
more ought to be done. Take the matter of foul brood alone
without legislation foul brood is going to spread,
and spread, and spread, you may count
on that, because here is a man who has
foul brood in his apiary, and if he can
go on with it without let or hindrance
from any officer of the law, he may be
such a man as to do so, and the thing
will spread into the apiaries of his
neighbors.
Now. I don't know just how, but I
think possibly the Association might

more

do something

know

—

—

:

help secure legislation in the different States for, remember this, friends, if jou have a
good foul-brood law in your State you
will be perhaps to a certain degree
safe from it, but you will be a great
deal safer from it if ever3' State touching your borders has just as good a
law: and the man who lives in Colorado ought to be anxious that there
should be a good foul brood law in
Florida.
Another thing that I think might be
done bj- this Association is, as was
suggested to me bj- one of the members, to originate a propaganda.
I am
not sure whether I know exactly what
the word means, it is a big svord
propaganda to help make the public
understand, and feel, and know, that
honey is a good thing, and that the use
of honey as a sweet is a great deal better for the public health than the use
of so much sugar.
Now, I could make a whole, long
speech on that, but I have a little
human nature about me, and I wouldn't
be so hard on you as to give it to you
now. I do not believe, however, that
the public knows anything, comparatively, about that matter, and the Association could do something, perhaps,
towards getting into the public prints
information that would possibly be
accepted as reading matter by some of
the leading journals, and in that way
it would be spread abroad throughout
the whole land. You know very well
that the public press does influence.
You know there have been certain
statements made that have gone the
rounds of the press that have helped
to bring down the price of your honey.
You know it. don't you? And if a
simple statement that has gone the
rounds of the press, saying that in Chicago you mix up a mess and get up
comb honey and sear it over with a hot
iron
if that statement can have an
effect to hurt the market a whole lot,
then counter statements telling about
the purity of honey and the wholesomeness of it might have a good deal of
effect in
helping the market. The
Association may be able to do something in that direction.
Just one more thing, and that is, I
believe, that there is not and I am not
sure whether I am not getting over a
higher fence than I ought to just now
but I will say that I believe there
ought to be a closer connection between this Association and the Government. I believe the Government,
through the apicultural investigator,
Prof. Frank Benton, is doing a good
work. I believe it might possibly do a
better work if it had the hearty cooperation of this Association. On the
other hand, I believe that this Association might do better work if it were
to

;

—

—

—

—

touch with the work
Washington.

closely in

going on

in

Now, there is not the close acquaintanceships that tliere ought to be. I
think, between those two parts. It
may be I am wrong it may be it is a
good thing to keep them apart. But 1
don't believe it. I believe they ought
to be close together.
I believe I ought
;

to

know what

and
tell

Prof. Benton is doing,
believe he ought to be willing to
me what is going on, what he

I

wants to do, what lie would like to do,
what he thinks can be done, and ought
to be done
and I don't believe he is
;

averse to letting
that

me know

that. I don't

anybody has ever asked him.

(Turning to Prof. Benton.) Prof. Benton, I would like to have you tell me
all about what you are doing, and if,
at the same time, you would be willing
to tell the Association, we will go in
together, and it will cost us less to put
that information before the bee-keeping public than to have you write a
whole lot of letters to each of us separately.
I
believe there ought to be a
whole lot of good work done in Washington, and we, as an Association,
ought to be in harmony, and we ought

work together.
Now, if out of all those fields you
know the answer to the question,
" Which is the most promising field ?"
3'ou know more than I do
I don't
to

know.

C. C.

MuLER.

Rev. E. T. Abbott then followed with
_
a response on the same subject
:

The Most Hopeful

Field for the Na.

tional Association.

Ladies and Gentlemen, and Members of
the Association:
I

do not know but that

I

owe the

chairman an apology. I do not know
that he waited for me, but I got here
late.
It was a case of sickness.
That
is the reason I was a little late.
I will
Now, about that lost paper
say that I copied it immediately, or I
had uiy helper do it, and stowed it
away in a pigeon-hole very carefully to
bring to the convention. It is in the
pigeon-hole yet
I
haven't seen it
:

;

since

I

The question of the productiveness
of a field is purely a question of proper
cultivation. There are various fields
of work that might be productive, if
they were properly cultivated. It is
not a question of cultivation only, but
of proper cultivation. There may be
a number of reasons why a field will
not yield proper returns. Every farmer
who has studied modern farming carefully understands that there is fertility
enough in any soil that has ever been
cultivated in the United States to produce a crop and there is also fertility
enough in a great deal of soil that has
never been cultivated at all to produce
a crop where people suppose now that
nothing will grow. It is only a question of knowing how to unlock the fertility and bring it to the surface so
that it can be appropriated by the
plant that may grow in the soil. Now,
this is just as true in our work as it is
in real soil-work.
Some farmers do
not succeed they do not live in Colorado. All in Colorado succeed you
can tell that by the clothes they wear,
and the way the women are dressed.
They do not get that kind of clothes
out of nothing.
;

;

:
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A

good friend of mine said, " I would
like to know where they got the material to build this city. There is nothing

around

it

desert,

or

one

;

I

;

I
came across a great
what looked as barren as

can not understand

it."

I

said.

" If you go back into these hills and
unlock their treasures, and understand
the fertility which is in these valleys,

you would know something more about
it.
You would know there was fertility some place, that there were fields
properly cultivated
somewhere, by
looking at this well-dressed crowd of
people, or those you meet on the streets
of Denver, or any place in Colorado."
There are farmers who do not succeed, and there are reasons for that
lack of success, a few of which I want
to mention.
One is ignorance. There are two
kinds of ignorance — one is culpable

r
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however, for the NaHee- Keepers'
Association to
spread .such a lot of information from
one side of this continent to the other,
or from the middle of it, as shall circle
the Entire country and do away with a
great deal of this ijinorancc.
There is another kind of ignorance
which is simply a lack <if knowledge,
and a lack of knowledge because there
has been no opportunity to get the
proper information.
Then, again, there is another thing
that makes the farmer not succeed in
the cultivation of the soil, and that is
indifference.
You will see a great,
burly, well-built, tinely-fed fellow sitting back in an old rocker with a
broken arm, his beard as long as it can
possibly grow, for it has never been
clipped; his hair running a race with
his beard, unkempt, and his face dirty,
a kind of swaggerish way about him,
who says " Let her go we have got
enough to live on, that is all that a
man can get in the world, anyway.
It

is

po.s.sible,

tional

:

;

Let 'er go 1"
There is a great deal of indifference
in the world, and this is characteristic
of a certain class of farmers. If a
farmer just eases l)ack and puts his
thumbs behind his suspenders, and
says, "Let her go," she will go, and
there will not be anything done there
will not be anything accomplished.
There is that kind of indifference all
over the country with regard to the
work this Association has to do.
A gentlemen, who is a judge, came
into my office with his brother, an
attorney, an intelligent man, who is
probably worth half a million of dollars, and who has four colonies of bees.
The judge is a member of the National
Association, and he said to his brother,
*' Steve,
YOU better join they might,
;

;

want

to drive you out of the city
the
Association will defend you." Just as

may.

You can hold

Denver, in
it in
city, in Philadelphia, or San
Antonio, as I hope you will next year,
and I will be there and take
part,

New York

my

and hold up,
whillletree.

that means.
K. I,. Taylor-

You must have a pass.
Mr. Abbott Did you ever know a
Did
hotel that would accept a pass
you ever find a place where you could
pay $2.00 a day with a pass ? Did you
'

know a Pullman sleeper that
would carry you with a pass, or a man
riding for a week across the continent
without sleep, or sitting square up in a
common car and sleeping, as nervous

ever

as

I

^m

?

—
—

Mr. Taylor I have seen railroads
that would take passes.
Mr. Abbott I have, too, and I can
get one on almost any railroad in the
United States. (Applause.] And I pay
for it in value received.
Dr. Mason I would go, too, if I
could get a pass.

—
Abbott — My

pass is worth
Mr.
money, and I exchange a commodity
that is worth money, and of as much
advantage to the railroad as the ticket
is to me, so I do not owe the railroad
anything.
I have had the ride and
they have had the space, which is
worth in the Modern Farmer what they
pay for it.
There is great danger in people concluding that the whole field has been
worked over and cultivated. Dr. Miller
rightly said that the matter of adulteration had been threshed over. Well,
it has been threshed over like the boys
used to thresh with the old-fashioned
When
flail, leaving most of the grain.
a boy, I cut wheat with a sickle, and
pretty nearly cut my shin off if that
is the proper thing to call it in company. Then I began with a cradle,

—

;

though a family of
defense
His brother said,
mind to join, but I
would do me much

lawyers needed any

1

will not drive
four colonies."

me

" Well, I would not
do not know as it
good I guess they
out with three or
:

The judge said: "You better help
the matter along: it is not much it's
only a dollar a j-ear."
But he did not join. He belongs to
the class, figuratively speaking, who
;

have their thumbs behind their suspenders, so far as the interests of this
Association are concerned, and he is
"letting it go." There are a whole
lot of people like that, I believe, in the
United States, and something must be
done to get them into a different way
of thinking, if possible.
Then there are other people who say
they have so much to do that they
have no time to attend to the business
of the Association. Now, friends, I
tell you frankly, with emphasis and
with real earnestness, that I have no
sort of patience with a man who belongs to an Association, or is identified
with any industry, who has no time to
promote its interests. I believe you
will not misunderstand me if I say I
have no use for a man who will accept
a position of trust, or identify himself
with any body and neglect the interests of that body. So long as I am a
member of the National Association,
so long as I am identified with its work
in any way, I expect to be present at
all its meetings, let the cost be what it

possible, my end of the
livery farmer knows what
if

went

to binding, and finally
we got self-binders, and that let me
And so we learn.
out.

and then

I

A man is apt to think because he has
cultivated his own field properly that
all fields have been threshed over, just
as the boy threshed around with a flail
and got out but little wheat. The
farmer who threshed with a flail got
some wheat, and after a while they
got headers, and threshers, and they
got all the wheat.
We are inclined .to think that if we
have done all the work in our immediate neighborhood we have done a
great deal. Colorado is a big State,
and Texas is still bigger, but North
America is a great country. Every
man who is a thorough gardener goes
garden and cuts his own
into his
weeds. Perchance his neighbor takes
pattern after him and cuts his weeds,
and then he looks around, and when he
sees what he has done he thinks everything is done. He thinks it is the
cleanest garden you ever saw, and he
swings the hoe over his head and says,
" Hurrah boys
We have done it. We
have exterminated all the weeds !" But
further up the road, a mile or so, the
weeds are as high as your head, and
over there, in that other State, in that
other State, and that other State, and
that other Province, Canada, still the
weeds grow, and still the work of adul•
teration goes on.
I will bet four dollars against a pewter spoon that I can go right down in
the stores in Denver and find a quantitv of adulterated extracted honev to!
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day. I am Hure there is not a town in
Missouri that has two thousand inhabitants ill which at least four or five
grocery men have not adulterated honey
on their shelves; and it does not come
from Missouri. They do not have any
in Chicago because they have a strict
law there, but the Chicagoans put it
up and send it down to Missouri. Then
we talk about having covered the field
1

had some experience for a short
time acting as General Manager, and I
know more about many things than I
did before I had this experience. For
two or three months I was trying to
I

find out about some things; I was
trying to do the work of the General
Manager of the National Association,
and wrote scores of letters, here and
there, and everywhere.
I went out
after this thing and after that, and I
have piles of stuff lying on my desk
that tells the story of the multitude of
work that there is for a live, energetic,
earnest, up-to date, enthusiastic, goahead Association to do.
There is no question about there
being a field, my friends there is no
question about there being an opening;
there is no question about the work,
but it is a question of where are the
reapers.'
Where are the men who
have the nerve, the determination to
do the work, and who will do it with
enthusiasm, and without any regard to
the results ? What we need is men
who do not consider the question of
dollars and cents. Now, a dollar is an
excellent thing. It will get you a good
bed in Denver over night, when you
are real sleepy, and I tell you that is a
fine thing.
If you get one like I had
last night, right along by the railroad
;

track, you might wish you had your
dollar back in the morning. But a dolit will do a lot in
lar is a good thing
;

the world but there are some things
dollars will not accomplish, and you
can not do them with dollars. The
man who goes at the Association work
with the thought of the paltry sum
that may come to him in dollars and
cents as an inducement to do the work
will not accomplish much.
:

There has never been a great reform
great work done,

in this world, or a

without a man who was willing to lay
himself on the altar, to sacrifice his
time, his life, if need be, to the work.
Ever since the day when Jesus of
Nazareth cried upon the cross upon
the hill, " It is finished !" the work has
been finished by self-sacrificing and
noble people who were willing to die,
if needs be, for the work they had in
hand and that is the kind of men we
need, and that is the kind of work we
must do, if we ever expect to succeed.
The only hopeful field is the field
that is wisely cultivated, properly cultivated, a field that is cultivated every
day, every hour, and during all the
months of the j'ear. Every time we go
:

into a

men.

new field like this we find new
I knew there were great things

out here in Colorado, but I had no idea
there were such men as there are here,
that there was as much material to
make Association workers as there is
and, mark me, my friends, we
here
will hear from these Colorado people
in the future with regard to the work
we have to do, and we will have that
much more help to carry on the great
work that is before us.
So then, in conclusion, our most
:
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hopeful field is the field that is worked properly : and may
God give us strength and knowledge to do that work aright.

Emerson Tavlok Abbott.
(Contianed next week.)

\
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and elms, are of this kind. What observer has
not noticed dead twigs from the presence and attack of
twig-borers ? It may be the roots are all right, that no insects are preying upon the plant above ground, and yet the
plants fall down because of lack of nourishment in the soil.
In such case we should apply nitrate of soda, and will be
glad to see our plants immediately revive. If such is not
the case, we are then sure that the trouble is not from lack
of soil-fertility, and we may pretty surely ascribe the damage to the insidious microbe.
fruit trees,

WHAT

SHALI,

WE DO ABOUT

IT ?

The most potent

Bees and Bacteria— The Spread of Blight.
BV PKOF.

A. J.

COOK.
in

to

cial point of view they must take a deep interest in
flowers and the plants that bear them. I hope and believe
that with most bee-keepers the interest does not stop here.
They know how valuable plants are to others and the feeling of kinship to all about us makes us look with interest
"on whatever touches others' welfare. I believe also that
there is almost always an a-sthetic influence that is perhaps
dearer than all else. Dr. Miller loves and cherishes his
roses, and who shall say that their ministration to him is
not of a kind most blessed ? I need not make any apology,
then, if this article, which is the substance of a talk given
at a late Farmers' Institute, is strongest on the plant side.
Prof. Waite, of the Department of Agriculture— the
same who did such admirable work proving that bees were
a necessity in the orchard has now done equally valuable
work in showing that our bees also are chief agents in
spreading pear-blight. Prof. Waite has proved this beyond
any question. He shows that the micro-organisms which
cause pear-blight can only live in a liquid or semi-liquid
medium. They therefore reach only to the outside of the
plant when carried by some secretion or exudation of the
same. The bacteriologist has only to visit the plant with a
pin-prick, and then insert the same pin into another plant
to carry the disease.
The tip of the stigma bears the sticky
secretion whose natural function is to catch and hold the
pollen.
This liquid, or semi-liquid, also domiciles the
microbes. The bee in quest of nectar touches the stigma
and bears away some of the liquid with the microbes, as it
does also the pollen -grains. It then hies away to other
blossoms, possibly on other trees. Here it leaves not only
the pollen but also some of the bacteria. Thus the inoculation is as certain as in case of the pin-prick.
Again, the tender buds are protected by the thin film of
liquid resin, which also attracts the bee, as it is here that it
gets its propolis or bee-glue. Without doubt the microbes
are also in this semi-liquid secretion, and as the bee tlies to
other buds for more of the resinous secretion, the inoculation is again performed, and so we understand how pearblight spreads in the nursery rows and how young trees
which have never yet blossomed may die of the blight.
In California, we have another tree which is victimized
by what Prof. Pierce, one of our best vegetable pathologists,
has determined to be this same germ of pear-blight. The
loquat we regard as one of our most desirable fruits, and
thus we are as interested in preserving this as our peartrees.
The loquats about us have generally died. The
loquat is an evergreen, and is really one of our very beautiful trees.
It has a strange fashion of blossoming in midwinter, and so gives us fruit in April a time when fruit,
from its scarcity, is very much appreciated.

—

—

HOW TO DIAGNOSE
When

:

:

course
bee-keepers are interested
plants. Plants
OFare
so important
their success that even from a finanall

fungicide, or bacteriacide, yet discovered is the Bordeaux mixture, which consists of water holding in solution lime and copper sulphate. The formula I
usually give is one easy to remember 4-4-45. This is easily
made as follows
Four pounds of fresh quick-lime are slaked, put in a
bag and hung in enough water to dissolve it. The copper
sulphate is dissolved in the same way in other water. When
dissolved they are placed together and enough water added
to make forty-five gallons. This is a quick cure for many
blights. It does not, however, prove effective against pearblight.
We can easily see why. The germs remain inside,
almost entirely, and so are not reached by the liquid.

BLIGHT.

the leaves of a tree wither, and we suspect that
some blight or microbe is robbing it of vitality, or may be
life itself, we should first examine the root and see if gopher,
squirrel, insect or lack of, or too much, water have not disabled these most important parts of the plant. Without the
roots, the plant cannot receive the needed water and mineral elements. Without these the plant will soon be sapless,
and the leaves must wither and die. In case the roots are
all right we should examine for insects on the leaves themselves, or possibly borers working inside the twigs.
Many
leaf-eating insects feed only on the chlorophyll layers of
the leaves, and thus, while they do not take all the leaves,
they do rob them of their working part. The leaves, then.
of course, are gray and worthless, and suggest blight. The
pear-slug and the canker-worms, which destroy apples, other

The second remedy for blight is the only one, which, so
we now know, will aid us in combating this terrible

far as

disease of the pear and loquat. It is to prune, and pull, and
burn. In case of pear and loquat blight we watched for the
withered leaves, which are apt to appear soon after the
resinous buds attract the bees or the flowers open their
showy petals, and cut them ofi^ a generous distance below
the blight as soon as they appear the sooner the better. If
we have been so vigilant as to discover the trouble at the
first onset, before the microbes are carried far from the
bloom, we shall have stopped the blight entirely. It is safe
in case we use our pruning-knife or shears, more than once,
to disinfect them before each successive cut, by dipping in
a dilute solution of carbolic acid. I hope and expect to save
my pear and loquat trees by careful attention to this
method. The tomato of California suffers severely from a
blight. Great watchfulness and careful pulling of any vine
as soon as the blighted leaves make any show, will frequently stop the blight at once, and save nearly all our

—

vines.

Another method that is sometimes very successful in
is to change the locality of the plant.
The
melons in some parts of California are grievously injured
by bacteria that work in the crown and upper roots, causing
them to rot. If we go but a short distance from where the
blight destroyed the previous year and plant our vines, we
often will escape entirely, whereas, if we had planted on
the old ground, we might have lost all our plants.
The last remedy comes from the fact, as often noted,
that some varieties resist blight much more than others.
The Bartlett pear suffers terribly from pear-blight, while
the Flemish beauty often escapes without harm, and the LeConte is often said to be more resistant. We may then,
often, by growing varieties resistant to the blight, be saved
from its ravages. In some parts of our region the very
valuable English walnut is sttacked with blight. Prof.
Pierce has been growing varieties of walnuts very extensively, hoping to secure a variety that shall be utterly
blight-proof. I hope that these suggestions may enable our
readers to preserve their pet plants from these diminutive
treating blight

but terrible foes.
A word about the size of these bacteria They are so
small that in order to study them well, we must magnify
them very highly. We wish to make them look at least half
an inch long. Were we to magnify ourselves in like degree,
we would stretch up something more than seven miles. The
microbes vary in size from six to twelve hundred thousandths of an inch in length.
It only remains to be said that the moving of bees from
any section, while it will work terrible mischief in preventing pollination, will probably avail not at all to lessen the
pear-blight. We must remember while it takes thousands
:

of visits of insects to pollinate the flowers of a single tree
properly, less than a score are necessary to inoculate a tree
thoroughly with this blight virus. There are always enough
insects other than bees, not to speak of the unowned bees in
rock, crevice, hollow trees, walls of houses, or even in holes
in the ground, to spread the virus of the blight so abundantly that we can never hope to prevent the spread of dis>n the other hand, in
ease by keeping the insect away,
case of a large orchard, where thousands of trees are often
gathered in one block, it is utterly impossible to secure
i
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thorough pollination except we have apiaries in the near
vicinity.
I have known
several cases of bees workinfj in
holes in the jjround the pre.sent year. Such would seem very
poor hive.s. Have others noticed this ?
l.NTKRKSTINC. I.KCTUKK.

Prof. Fletcher, late of the Washington Agricultural
College, has perhaps given the most extended and intelligent study to the matter of pollination of flowers that has
been given by anybody in our country, certainly if we except Prof. Waite, of the Department of Agriculture. His
bulletin on this subject would be a proud monument to any
scientist.
He was with nie at three of our late institutes.
I have never heard the value of bees as pollinators, more
extolled than they are by Prof. Fletcher. He is soon to
leave this coast for the East. It is greatly to be regretted
that we cannot keep him among us.

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

The Prevention of Natural Swarming.
BY

(.

.

I'.

IlADANT.

my article on the prevention of increase by reSINCE
turning swarms to the parent hive has been published,
have had a number of enquiries from bee-keepers as to
the best method of preventing the bees from swarming.
One gentleman in particular says that it is very well to
keep down increase by that method, but that it only answers a part of the purpose, as there is all the labor attached to this method that would have to be performed if
one wanted increase. He therefore thinks that this method
of prevention of increase is lame in its main feature.
I agree to this, and for the benefit of this person and
I

I will give our method for the prevention of natural
swarming, which we have found successful in an extensive
practice of many years on hundreds of colonies. This
method has already often been mentioned in the American
Bee Journal.
I must begin by saying that it is out of the question to
find an infallible preventive for swarming. With the very
best management, we must expect from 5 to 10 percent of
swarming each year. But the number of swarms harvested
by us in 30 years or more of this practice has not been sufficient to keep up the number of colonies in an apiary at the
same point, and we have had to resort to artificial increase
or by division. This is in itself a very clear proof that our
method is successful as successful, probably, as can be expected of any method that interferes with the natural ways

others,

—

of Nature.
is very much like emigrating among the hurace caused by a feeling of discomfort the population of the hive becoming too great for the space at their
disposal. Hence, small hives cause more swarming than
large ones. For that reason, and many others, we have always favored a very large hive a hive capable of accommodating the queen in her brood-rearing and the workerbees in their honey harvest.
Our hive, which is nearly one-half larger than an ordinary Sframe Langstroth hive, is arranged for half-story
supers of which one, two, or more, may be used at one time.
We put these supers on the hive with frames full of comb,
saved by extracting the honey the previous season, and
keep adding room in the shape of empty combs from time
to time during the entire harvest.
When the harvest is
over we extract the honey and return all these combs to the
bees to be cleaned up for another season. During the winter these combs are put away to be used again the following year. Thus we have used combs for 25 years, one season after another, for producing extracted honey, and an
almost total prevention of swarming has been the result.
But plenty of space is not the only desideratum for the
prevention of natural swarming. We must also have other
conveniences to make the bees comfortable.

Swarming

man

—

—

—

The

hive must be well sheltered from the direct rays of
A colony of bees in the busy season is usually
overflowing with inhabitants they hatch daily by thousands, and although there is also a regular daily loss of
bees from accidents and the natural wearing out of an insect which is everlastingly at work and on the wing, yet
the numbers in the hive increase to such an extent that it
is quite difficult for them to keep the interior of the hive
well ventilated. If you watch a populous hive of bees on a
warm day, and even at night in hot weather, you will see a
file of bees ranged in front of the opening, fanning the enthe sun.

;
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trance by a rapid motion of their wings with an incessant
The.se bees are forcing a current of air from one end
roar.
of the hive to the other. Their work is indispen.sable, for
its cessation only during a few minutes, when the thermometer registers 100" in the shade, means the raising of
the inner temperature of the hive to an unsafe point, when
the combs are liable to break down, owing to the heat and
the weight of the honey combined.
Exposure of the hive to the direct rays of the sun increases the danger and makes it more imperative for the
bees to send out a swarm. Thus the able-bodied members
of the hive accompanied by the queen leave for a new
abode, allowing the young bees to remain and rear a queen.
Usually the preparations for emigration are begun several
days ahead, by the rearing of queen-cells, and, when the
bees leave, the young queen is about to hatch. These preparations, when once made, are likely to be followed by an
exodus, even if the apiarist has changed the conditions by
enlarging the hive, giving it empty combs, more ventilaIt is therefore advisable to make the
tion, or more shelter.
necessary changes for the accommodation of the increasing
numbers several days ahead of the need.
As soon as the honey harvest comes, the entrance of
the hive, if the colony is strong, should be enlarged to its
fullest capacity a hive should never be allowed to stand in
a position that will compel its bees tocluster on the outside.
The fact of their clustering in that way is an evidence of
their ill-comfort, and unless the season is poor, or the crop
nothing, it is a good indication of their intention to swarm.
It is true that many colonies cluster thus and yet do not
swarm, but this isonlv owing to adverse circumstances.
A great number of drones is also a very frequent cause
of swarming. These burly, idle fellows, which are reared
by the thousand to provide for the reproduction of the bees
by the fertilization of young queens, are very much in the
way. They are noisy, cumbersome and lazy, and a colony
which is well stocked with them, and otherwise crowded,
will swarm more readily than one in which the drones are
missing.
There are then three or four absolute requirements for
the prevention or diminution of natural swarming, viz.:
A large hive capable of accommodating the most prolific queen.
Enough surplus combs to receive the crop of the workers as they bring honey home from the field.
Plenty of ventilation, enabling the bees to work com~^
fortably inside the hive at all hours.
Shelter against the rays of the sun during thejhot
hours of the day.
Lastly, a removal of the drone-combs, replacing them
with worker-combs in the brood-chamber, early in the sea;

son.

As a matter of course all these requirements are more
complied with in the management of an apiary for extracted
honey, but even when producing comb honey the apiarist can
readily see that these requirements, if complied with, will
diminish the number of natural swarms, while if the matter
is neglected the number of the swarms will be in direct
ratio to the greater inconvenience to which bees will be subHamilton Co., 111.
mitted while the harvest lasts.
y»&jVj4.>v>!%.j^Vj^:;ai%^>!UiV»v>vjiV}v>iViiViaviiVjiVK

^ The

Afterthought. ^

«N"T;?T!r>'fT!rwT'r*fT*TrT'r>r>r*?T'fT'rir'>an?r'
The 'Old

Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Ql&ssea.
By B. E. HASTY. Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

" GOING FOR

THE ODEEN-BRSEDERS.
him by name when a particular breeder's
queens do not come up to our mark ? We are not alloiued
to call names much in praise — that's "commercial," free
advertising — and one would fain have rules v^ork both
Shall

we

'"

call

ways. On the other hand, scolding indefinitely about the
poor quality of queens conveys the impression that it must
mean the small fry, and not the most prominent men. Bad
to waste good ammunition in that way and isn't it wrong
to increase the difficulties in the worthy small operator's
path ? So if we have any Davids, young or old, looks like

—

we had

better let

them name

their Goliaths.

Goliath will in return throw his spear.

•'

But, then,
is like a

which
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weaver's beam." And ye Editor
chair: and combat-hating- readers
and umbrageous woods. Page 584.

may
may

be jostled in his
take to the quiet

CAUSE OF YOUNG BEES DYING.

As

to California's hard puzzle,

page 587, I would suggest that poisoning docs sometimes aflfect numbers of young
bees when the old ones show little or no effects of it. Other
creatures ditto. Human baby will die from an amount of
opium the effects of which the grown man would probably
not notice. I'll guess also that the wings were not cut off
from the wingless young, but that their development in the
cell stopped before the wings were formed.
The formation
of the wing is about the last thing, I believe. So, as the
novelist would say, the plot deepens. Whether poison or
disease, it appears to have begun in the cell, allowing the
young bees to develop enough to come out, although not

And that,
in turn, looks a little more like a constitutional disease
than it does like poison. Say a form of microbic disease
much like paralysis, but lacking the trembling motions.
allowing them to complete their development.

they are not sealed at present 7 I shall winter them out-ofdoors, packed in clover chaff in winter-cases. I have had
fine success wintering this way, but have never had to do
any feeding before.
Ohio.

Answers.— 1.

It ought to pay big.
Five pounds of sugar is considered equivalent to 7 of
honey, according to which a pound of your syrup would be
equivalent to 7-9 of a pound of honey, making j-our estimate
ver)' close to the mark.
3. It takes time to ripen and seal syrup as thin as you
have fed, and the cooler the weather the longer the time.
The fear is that you fed too late to allow the bees plenty
of time to get the syrup evaporated to the sealing point. It
is better to feed syrup even thinner than you gave it, but in
that case it should be fed in August or early in September.
When fed late, there should be 5 parts sugar to 2 parts
water. If the weather should be warm enough in October,
the syrup may yet be ripened and in any case all you can
do is to pack the bees warm and hope for the best.
2.

;

Common

THE BEE-MARTIN AND IMITATION FI.OWER.
you should place the nicest little genuine flower that
could possibly be found on the top of a post how many beevisits would it attract in a whole day ?
It would be lucky
if it got one.
Therefore, I do not tumble to the theory of
W. P. Turner about the bee-martin with an imitation flower
on the top of his head. Nothing intrinsically absurd in
bees being attracted by a decoy flower and snapped up by
a bird. There are lots of such things in Nature. The
trouble is, I can't believe Nature would proceed with a
scheme which no bird could make a living at. Bees don't
rush to posies and the grave in any such style. Page 58s.
If

HANIiI,ING OUEEN-BEES.

H. G. Quirin reminds

us,

on page

589, that in

we

with such great ease that there's not much in it? Seems
to me I would keep those particular cells reversed until the
queens emerged. May be Mr. Q. means just that himself.

I

DENVER'S CONVENTION ATTENDANCE.
Denver also " regrets to report" — regrets tore-

port that the Millennial attendance of a full convention,
like it was going to be when told about beforehand, is not
yet here below. Never mind. Lots of things are certainly
going to be here below which the sun has not risen upon
yet.

Page

Is the insect

wasp

Bumble-Bee.

which accompanies

this

letter a bee

or

?

I found it this morning at the entrance of one of my
purest Italian colonies. The workers were dragging her
out of the hive. You will see they have pulled off one of
her wings. I never saw anything in the bee-line that was
so intensely black. While she has some of the appearance
of an old queen-bee, yet her color and length of legs are
something I never saw in a queen-bee before.

Kansas.

Answer. — The specimen sent is a Borabus. I do not
wonder that you do not recognize it for the bees have
stripped it of all its gay plumage, making it a glossy black,
and at the same time making its legs appear abnormally
long. Its common name is bumble-bee.
;

case

accidentally bump a lot of sealed queen-cells so hard as
presumably to cause some of the young inmates to drop, we
can reverse them and gently tap them back again. I guess
that's so. Will they not, however, drop the second time

Aha

Oct. 16, 1902.
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Moving Bees Home from an Out-Apiary.
I have some bees to move home from an out-yard, and
wish to know whether a screen over the entrance would give
sufficient ventilation, if moved on a cool day, say just after
frost, or when too cold for the bees to fly.
The entrances
are the full width of an 8-frame hive.
I think I have moved them with no other ventilation,
years ago, but have forgotten. If no screens are needed
over the tops of the hives we can get them all ready to load
any time, except nailing screens over the entrances. I
wish to move my bees home soon.
Michig.\n.

—

^

Questions and Answers,

f
}

WT<s'Tir>fT!rwT?':>r>r*f>fTr'»e>'rw>?T^*rw*j
CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

Answer. For many years ,1 have hauled bees to outapiaries in the spring and back again in the fall, and all
the ventilation they have is wire-cloth the full length of the
entrance. For some years past the entrance is two inches
deep, which makes quite a difference but then they are
hauled sometimes when it is a good deal warmer than the
time you are talking about. With weather too cool for bees
to fly, a full-width entrance needs to be only 's-inches deep.
;

MILLER, Marengo,

ni,
[The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the

Bee-Keeping as an Exclusive Business.

Doctor to send answers bv mail.— Editor. 1

am

thankful for the good the American Bee Journal has
My partner (an experienced bee-man) and myself
started into the business last May, with 47 colonies, in chaff
Until the first of August the bees barely made a livhives.
Since then they have produced about 2,000 pounds of
ing.
comb and extracted honey, 1,500 pounds of the former. The
honey in sections has been of high grade, with white capping. I have had a little of greasy or dark capping. Although we have only given our spare time to the bees, we
feel amply repaid.
I believe this place can be made to
produce large crops of honey, and would like to go into the business exclusively.
I can secure a location at the junction of the Kankakee
and Iroquois rivers. The surrounding wgods are rich in
basswood and sweet clover, heartsease, Spanish-needle, and
many wild flowers grow in profusion. I feel that with care
and attention a large apiary could be made to pay. We
have made a good name this year. We have sold all our extracted honey at 10 cents a pound, and could sell more. Our
comb honey is about all disposed of. We get 12'^ and 13'2
Kankakee seems to be a
cents cash, from local dealers.
I

done me.
Peediiig for Winter.
1. I purchased 21 colonies of bees August 1, in 10-frame
Simplicity hives, with movable frames, comb built on wired
foundation. After examining them I found only 5 with
sufficient stores for winter, some only containing about (>
pounds of honey. Will it pay to feed such colonies for winter ? They all contain an abundance of both bees and
brood, excepting two which I shall unite.
2. I
have fed them about 150 pounds of granulated
sugar. They should each have about 25 pounds of stores
for winter. Is it necessary that this be sealed ?
3. I have made syrup of 5 parts sugar with 4 parts
water, and have reckoned that one pound of this syrup
would make
pound of honey for winter stores. Is this
right ?
When I have fed the required amount to a colony they
do not seem to seal it. I leave the 10 frames of comb in
each hive. Will they winter on these stores, even though
.,

,
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liy honest doalitips a fancy market can be
tfood market,
biiilt up amon;;^ private customers.
Now the object of all
these details is to jfet advice from a man of experience.
Would you advise me to jjo into the bee-business exclu-

sively? Could I handle an apiary of 2.SI) colonies ? I would
expect to beg'in with about 4i) or 50 colonies and build up to
that number, at the same time adding; to my fund of experience.
I have eiiouffh cash to support myself and wife for
two years. My partner and I expect to divide our apiary
soon.
Illinois.

Answer.- It is impossible for any one to say in advance
what your success would be. Some men makinp a success
with SO colonies would make a failure with five times that
number, while others niiffht succeed with ten times that
number. If your sole aim is the money that is in it for you,
the probability is that the same amount of brains and muscle put into some other business would bring greater returns.
But if you have a real love for bee-keeping:, the
happy and healthy life you would live would be worth a
whole lot of money, and if you couldn't make so much in a
year you would have more years to make it in. So if you
have a born taste for beekeepitifj, it would in all probability
be a good thing for you to follow the plan you have outlined, beginning with 40 or .^0 colonies, and increasing till
you felt you had reached a fair limit. With increased experience you would very likely have no more trouble with
250 than with .^0 colonies, and it would not be a hard thing
to hire some help when you felt it was needed.

In

yourself.
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some

parts,

especially in

Texan,

"chunk"

honey is strongly advocated, and many tons of it are sold.
The honey is cut out of the frames, packed in cans, and the
spaces
needed.

tilled

with

extracted

honey.

No

separators are

2. The weight of opinion at present seems to favor some
kind of packing that will allow an upvrard passage of air,
but in very small quantity.
3. Perhaps theetjuivalent of three square inches.
4. Yes.
5. Hardly.
6. Two inches of cork sawdust can hardly be beaten.
7. Besides its botanical n3.mc — Clet/ira a/nifo/ia— it is
also called "sweet pepper-bush."

Ptiacella Seed.

Where can I get phacelia seed ?
Suusckibbk.
Answer. — I do not know where it can be obtained, unIt may be
less it be the seed offered among tlower-seeds.
found in any considerable catalog of flower-seeds, but I do
not know whether that is the forager-plant so highly praised.
'

It is.

however, a beautiful Hower, and bees seem

great liking for

to

have a

it.

*-•-•

Superseding Queens.
1. I have 25 colonies of bees into which I introduced untested Italian queens last summer, and I want to know if
there is any probability of them being superseded this sum-

Winterinz Bees.
1. I have read all of the American Bee Journals and in
the remarks on different things it does not tell the space
between the hive and the winter casing.
2. I would like to know whether I could put a shallow
brood-chamber on the old hive in the spring. The frames
are 5 !2 inches deep. I have the S-frame Langstroth hive,
and I was thinking that if I could put a shallow brood<;hamber on the hive in the spring it would give the queen a
better chance for the next honey season.
Ontario.

all

" 1 Answers. — 1. In the chaff hive the space is two inches.
Where the outside case is separate from the hive, the space
varies from two to six inches, according to the different
views of beekeepers, the tendency being hardly as much toward the larger space as formerly.
2. It will be all right to add the shallow brood-chamber
in spring, only it must not be put over the story already
occupied till that is fully occupied, for it would be a loss of
heat to have a story put over before needed. If the added
story be placed under, then it does not make so much difference if it is given before needed.

mer

?

Do bees as a rule supersede queens that are only one
year old ?
3. Please explain to me the way they supersede a queen.
Do the bees build the queen-cells and then the queen lay in
them ? or do they build cells around larv£e that are already
hatched out ?
4. What is the plan of rearing queens from a colony
which wants to supersede their queen ? Do you take away
the cells as soon as they are sealed over and give to queenless colonies, and let the bees build more ?
5. Will the bees of the superseding colony kill the old
queen before a young queen is hatched and fertilized, or
just as soon as she is hatched ?
6. I have had a very good flow of honey from bitterweed
during the last of July and all of August, until about Sept.
Is
10, and several of my colonies have reared late drones.
this any indication that they want to supersede their queen ?
7. Would not this be a splendid locality for rearing
queens, on account of having a long honey-flow, beginning
April 10 and lasting until Sept. 10 without stopping ?
2.

Mississippi.

GZ Producing

Section

Honey— Wintering

claimed that the main drawback in the production of comb or section honey (versus extracted honey) is
that the bees dislike to build and store in such smatl boxes
as a one-pound section. Therefore, would it not be a good
plan to have the bees produce their comb honey in frames
full or half depth, with or without separators, and if separators, only perforated ones), and then transfer the honey into
sections, allowing the bees to fasten it in securelj', clean up
drip, etc. ? We would thus have few or no pop-holes, all
cells would be sealed, and we would obtain more honey
than if the bees had built and stored from the beginning.
There would be less swarming the bees would not have to
be crowded, etc. The question is. Would the extra amount
of honey obtained, the advantage of not being bothered
with swarms (of course there might be a few), etc., pay for
the, time used in transferring the honey to sections ?
2. In regard to out-of-door wintering, do you recommend
sealed covers (board or quilt), or porous coverings, the hives
in each case to be packed on the top and sides ?
3. How large should the winter entrance be ?
4. If the bees on a cool night cover only 4 or d frames,
would you leave in the other 4 to 2 of the S-frame hive ?
6. How much top packing do you recommend ?
What
kind? Cork sawdust seems good, and I have enough of
1. It is

(

;

that.
7.

Is the

name ?

pepper-bush (white alder)

Answers. — It would be nothing strange if some

ttuestions.

known by any

other

Massachusetts.
Answers. — 1. I think that something of the kind you
suggest has been tried and condemned as unprofitable. It
will be an easy thing for you to try it on a small scale for

of

them

should be superseded.
2. No, but queens that are introduced are more likely to
be superseded than if they had been reared in the same
hive.
3. They may be so hostile to the new queen that they
never allow her to lay at all, in which case the bees start
cells from larva? present or they may allow the queen to
la}', in which case the queen-cells will be built before the
eggs are deposited in them.
4. Yes, your guess is the right one, only the cells may
be left any length of time after being sealed till near the
time of hatching.
5. If the introduced queen is accepted and allowed to
lay, she will generally continue till the young queen
emerges and sometimes both queens will be laying together
;

for

some

time.

hardly means superseding so much as a general
feeling of prosperity which allows the indulgence of such
luxuries as the presence of drones.
7. Y'es, it ought to be a favorable place.
6.

It

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
can
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer."
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

" The

the

name

—

We
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dp a Stump
The Astep as a Honey-Plant.

10Miles TO A Doctor

The

Willi asters
ai'e now in full bloom.
jtjsl tumbling over each other beshowei's, i^atherin}^ nectar from them.
The aster is to the bee-industry here what
sweet clover is around Chicairo. To lookabout and see the corn standing in the shock,
the leaves on the trees turning brown and
red, and to hear the crickets sounding the
near approach of winter, it seems to one
almost like a turning back oE the natural
order of things for the bees to be gatherings
such quantities of honey. Truly, the aster is
a wonderful plant in its secretion of nectar,

Hees
I

tydt/(/mlMmnrd//6o/iei
Enough

to discourage ainoiic.
Ill health,
bills, no pleasure in life; blue and
disc'ouraged.
AVhat'.s the matter?
Simply
this.
You can't worlv well, play well or

big doctor

GJ
'

sleep well xinlil your body is iu good healthy
condition, and you can't kecp'the body in
good healthy condition if you allow disease
to once get a fi>nt-hold.
It" is for this reason
that a bottle cif

W. W. Mc.Neal.
f^tioto Co., Ohio, Sept. :«.

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment

A Rather Poor Season.

so valuable iu Tie lic.use. It is ready ^^i](u
the first sign of i-old or cliill is felt.
fewdrops then does what a iootoi- wmilrl cImrKe many
ilohars to do later. \Ve receive mnuberless letters

This has been a rather poor season in this
M-clioii.
There was too much wet weather
and cold winds. The fall flow from motherwort, catnip, tigwort and heartsease bas been
nuite good, and the bees go into winter quar-

is

A

like the followiu;,':

Manawa,
I

ment

W'is.,

July

The prospects for a good
ters in good shape.
season next year have never been better,
.J.\s. R, Smith.
l.inn Co.. Iowa, (let. -'.

1001.

5,

have used Watkins' VeEetable Anodyne Lini
cramps with very best results"
H. F. Ora.

for colds and

The Best Remedy made

for

Poorest Year in 27.

Colds Coughs, Colic. Diarrhoea, Cholera Alorbus.
Dysentery, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns, Bruises, etc.
An especially strong point about Watkins'' Liniment from the fanners" view-point, is tliat it is
equally ;^oo{l for

MAN AND

have kept bees ever since I was a boy of
1
have never
IU years, which is 37 years.
seen such a poor year as this has been. I
had t'J colonies, spring count, increased to iS,
and from these I received -li13 pounds of
honey. The white clover is in bloom yet, but
not a drop of honey is coming in.
H. LUEDLOFF.
Carver Co., .Minn., Oct. 2,
I

BEAST.

Our a^reut will furnish you with any
of Watkins' Remedies, or if we have
^no a^eut in your nei.ijhborhood write
to us. and we will see that you are
supplied,

,/''

,

_
'i'^-jl'iUt-.u-i

\\

GIFT FORCook1903.
Book and
^^

''

"*^*'''''i

#

Filled with useful information on everything pertaining to the home. Write to-day. It is' free.

THE
in

J.

WATKINS MEDICAL

R.

.

r1.

CO.,

l.ihertij St.. H/.VO.V.I, .Vf.V.V., f. S.

P'ea&e
I

Better Results than Expected.
A few weeks more will tell the story of
another honey-year. No doubt many of the

beautiful

======iJ Home Doctor this year to anyone who
will send us his name andaddressouapostal card.
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This is a good time
to send in your Bees-
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hopes that were budded in the early part of
the season have been filled with disappointment. Who has seen a season like this ? First
too dry, and then too cool with plenty of
brood and plenty of bees in June. With all
the ups and downs the season will end better
than one could expect.
My bees kept swarming along from June 30
until almost the tirst of .September.
The last
swarms have nearly tilled their hives.
Some fields are white with white clover,
and sinartweed is almost beyond all records,
but it has been too cool to gather to any great
e.xtent.
The best day for one colony on the
.scales this fall (Aug. 38) was 8 pounds: and
Sept. 7, .I'j pounds.
The prospects are fine for another year. I
never saw a better setting of white clover
than there is this fall.
How do you do. Dr. (Jallup
I am so glad
you have taken the floor and told us so many
startling facts about i|ueen-rearing.
Then,
the other side .justifying themselves by saying
we agree with Dr. (iallup, but have improved
these old methods! The experience with the
i|Ueensone buys speaks louder than all the
;

The Best Made.
Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.

BEE-

low,

ai'e

ween

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.
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Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers

;

plausible theories c|ueen-breeders are pleased
to write.
I never
have i;eceived a queen
through the mail that lived more than one
year, The^' were all fairly good queens. But
their daughters were much more prolific, yet
hardly any longer-lived.
I think I have one
experience that requires
a new record.
I had a colony that cast a
swarm June 20, then a week later I cut out
all f|ueen-cells and gave them a frame of
brood, from a fine queen I got from Ohio. On
that frame they built one queen-cell, a very

poor looking cell. I paid but little attention
to them, only I noticed, to my surprise, in
about five weeks they were getting ver.v
strong, and I thought what a difference in the
rolony of bees. Then about the middle of

To malie cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy tnyjfe Cat.212free.W.Chester,Pa
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top to l)ottom tiini side to side.
I
itevei" saw
hive so eoii]|iletely tilled wllli lirood as this
one was. ISiieh hiuhmis n:ust hnvv mofe room.
This is one of Dr. Ilalliip's l<ln(l.
" l.,on{;r-Tont^ued " advertisements have seen
their day; next year's will be " l.ont; Lived
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BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
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lie suniethiii;; wfon^r
with ihein, l>ul. nil e\aiiiinatidii I foiirui tlic hive full uf lirooil fioin

IIeciii.eh.

not put your money into New Hangled IJee-Mives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, .such as the regular iJovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado- one of the Jargest honey-producing .sections in the world— use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do
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please TnontJon. Bee Journal
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Bloom but No Honey.
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are in
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Sinmishbloom,

Send

still
siir|)his honey.
We will have to
feed some *J0 pounds per colony.
Kxtraeted
honey is 12' J cents here, and comb 20 cents.
;;ot only .5()it pounds from \'A0 colonies, ami
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Cleansing Flights in Winter.
have practiced takiut; my bees out tor

I

a

cleansing tliRht from one to tliree tiines each
winter for live years.
The reason 1 commenced it was because my cellar was too
changeable in temperature. I have not lost
a oolonv except from ([ueenlessness.
C. C. BKEIiS.
Scotts Bluff Co., Nebr., Oct. 2.

NoFtheastern Wisconsin Convention
The bee-keepers of northeastern Wisconsin
held a convention at the residence of John H.
Terens, in Manitowoc Co., Wis., Sept. 20.
1002, and the following officers were elected
President, John H. Terens; vice-presidents,
C. H. Voigt and FredTrapp; secretary. Dr.
J. B. Rick
treasurer, John Cochems.
The total number of colonies reported to
exist within a circle of 10 miles was found to
be 1000. The regular order of business being
taken up, the following topics were discussed: Introducing Queens, Wintering and

Minneapolis, Minn.

We

}

Lowest Prices, and Best

liave tlie Best lioods,

Sliippiiis Facilities.

Have You Seen Our Blue
NEEDED

LOWEST

Tanks from

galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or

fir;

Cat-

IN THE APIARY,
supers. Sent FREE;
freight paid; price-list free.

alopr? 60 illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING
at the
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson

KRETCHMER MFG.

BEST goods
write for

it.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

i

Ourau, Council Bluffs, Iowa: Chas.
12E26t

;

'

Ventilation, Health and Longevity of Queens,
Is the S or 10 Frame Hive Preferable I
Each
subject was discussed with great earnestness,
and all present seemed deeply interested, and
listened with
much attention while each
speaker gave his experience and opinion, with
reasons for such.
Pres. Terens then appointed a committee
of three to draft a program for the next meeting, which committee submitted the following
Wintering and \'entilation, Fred Trapp
Prevention of Absconding Swarms, C. H.
:

;

Voigt; Marketing Honey, Chas. W. Voigt;
Hives Best Adapted to This Climate, J.
Cochems; Are Black or Italian Queens Preferable J. H. Terens Which is the Most Successful Way of Rearing Queens
L. C. Koehler; Bee-Pasturage, V. Chloupek
Mating of
Queens, Dr. J. B. Rick.
The date and place of holding the next
meeting was decided to be at 10 o'clock a.m.,
Nov. 8, 1892, at the residence of John H.
Terens, InMlshicott.
C. H. Voigt, «(c.
Manitowoc Co., Wis.
'.

;
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TO START YOU
will
and directions how

on "Rearing Long-Lived Queens and
Bees" that I hoped to see discussed further,
but failed to bring out fully enough in a former communicaiion and it has been totally
ignored in the discussion th\is far. What I
have reference to is the claim that the worker
;

to bejfin.

CO.. Chlcaso,

The Fred W. Mnth
Front and Walnut

OIl>TOII^2^T-A.TI,

SWEET CLOVER
And
Several Otber Clover Seeds.

Ills.

Co.

Sts.,

OHIO.
MUTH'S
- pound,
SQUARE

HONEY JARS

1

with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

.^.^^^
SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.
Please mention Bee Journal when vrritinp
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medium
Crusher

deErreeoflinenesa for feeding uurposes.
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DRAPER PUBLISHING
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ever before; so the bee-keeper's hopes for
" next year " will be large and lively.
There was one point in Dr. Gallup's arti-

BUSINESS

We

Poorest Season in 8 Years.
The honey season of 11102 closed with heavy
on the nights of the lUh and Pith. It
was the poorest season in 8 years here. The
bees, however, got enough for winter, and
from about (55 colonies, spring count, I got
about 1,000 pounds, mostly comb honey, and
an increase of 28 colonies. There would have
been a tine crop from heartsease, I think, if
the fall had been warm and dry, but we had
no steady warm weather here either in the
summer or fall, only an occasional nice day
or part of day. There is more white clover
here now, as a result of the wet season, than

IN

We
present you with the lirst
you
take in to start you in a good paying b'usinetis.
Send 10 cents for full line of sumplea

and
GriDder

COARsE

PL.VTE8

Crushing Ear Corn

to prepare It for a rench burr or any other
_
havin» cob crusher. Cru»heB 25 bu. an hour. Can
be run with 1 to 15 h. p. or nower wind mtll.
Is etrongand
rfiirnblp, made of steel and iron.
Hopper holda full sack of com.
I

illnot

Latest thing out, revolutionizes ear corn
proposition, send for free cat .log givlDg full description.
MARVIN SMITH CO.. 55-59 N. Jefferson St.. Chicago. 111.
t^lease mention Bee Journal wtien writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

sih

lOK

2sa

son

$.75

$1.40
1.70
1.80
2,30
1.40

$3.25
4.00
4.25
S.SO
3.25

$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.50
6.00

90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

1.00
1.20

80

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents mtfre than the Sponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted iSy mail.

GEORGE
144
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YORK A CO.

W.

146 Erie Street.

CHICAGO.
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$8.50 to Cleveland and Return
via Nickel Plate Road, Oct. 20 and 21,
g-ood returning to and including- Oct.
27. Three trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars. American Club Meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents toSl.OO,
served in dining-cars also meals a la
carte.
Write or call on John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 113 Adams Street,
;

Chicago. 'Phone, Central 2057, for particulars.
City ticket office, 111 Adams
St.
Chicago depot, Harrison St. and
5th Avenue.
55 41A2t

—

IINGHAIH'S

PATENT

25Atf

T. F.

SmOkCfS

BINGHAM,

Farwell,

JVlich.

Please mention Bee Jotimal -when writing

New Work on Queen-Rearing!

Wool Markets and Sheep
the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first.foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.
is

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO,

the order:

re-IdYor'cVrc''ufar.

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

has a hobby which

have made arrangements so that we can

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

ILL.

Send for prospectus of book on Queen-Rearing by new method that produces queens superior to those reared at swarmidg-time.
41Atf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal -when ^Tiiting
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progeny of an improperly reared and shortlived queen will inherit that defect, and be
shorter-lived than bees from a properly-reared
qneen. I have never been able to notice any
difference in the strength of different colonies
from a like amount of brood. Where one had
afterwards
a queen that was 4 years old, or
queen
lived to that age, and the other had a
old, I rethat gave out at one or two years
particularly one instance last year

member

:

Colony No. 39 gave me the most surplus of
anvlhad, vet they superseded their queen
when she was only a month over two years
that theory—
If there was any truth in
old
better and
the longer-lived the queen, the
spring,
stronger the colony ought to be in the
this the
other things being equal. But is
Let
experience.
Not according to my
case
us hear from more of the " jury^'
i

E.

Crawford Co., Iowa, Sept.

Worms Dragging Out
On page

587, under the
Bees,'" that

Out Young
such as
say that

S.

MILES.

30.

Bees.

head of ' Dragging
had been crippled,

parts of wings missing, etc., I will
moth-worms, as I have proved

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces 'EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

and

FOUNDATION and
fort fax

Filling

Combs

for Feeding.

about 3 years since I got to thinking
quite strongly on the question of how to get
liquid honey, or dissolved sugar, or mi.xture
for food for bees into honey-comb in some
better way than pouring on the comb from a
I hit upon the plan of dipping the
teapot.
comb into the liquid by holding the frame
square up and down, and settling it down
slowly so as to let the air pass out of the cells
at the upper side while the liquid enters the
When this plan was
cells at the lower side.
thought of I took a comb to the water-tank
and tried it. I found the experiment quite
It is

amount that would enter
the cells. So I had a tinsmith make a box 3
inches wide, and long and deep enough to
the largest frames that I have
take in
(Quinby in use, so as not to have to prepare
a large "amount of food at one time. The feed
will not go in as readily as one might suppose,
on account of the dryness of the comb, but
with slow movement up and down it will go
The feed should be warm and limber,
in.
and not too thick. It is necessary to have
some place to hang the combs to drip a little.
A hive with a bottom-board nailed on, that
has had bees in it, will generally not leak,
and it is handy to carry the frames to where
they are to be used. By holding the comb
over the box a short time there will not be
satisfactory as to the

)

much
1

drip.
..ave thought that a piece of tin large
to go under about 10 frames, and

enough

little at the ends and outside,
might be soldered on this box on one side so
that the drip would run back into it, but I
have not had it put on yet. It would need a
frame above to hold the combs, and legs below.
This would make the plant complete.
It is a matter of history that a boy was playing with some pieces of comb by dipping them
into water and giving them a whirling throw
hanging on to it he threw out the water. His

turned up a

father seeing this, invented the extractor, but
the other part of the boy's play has been
overlooked. That was an unsophisticated boy.
He had never read a description of how to
pour water into a comb, nor had he seen some
of the Chicago daily papers with a picture of
a Jperson pouring from a teapot into a comb
uB it appeared not long ago, or as copied into
the American Bee Journal. He simply dii)ped

Into Fonnflation

at prices that are the lowest.
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Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application
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GUS, DITTMER. Augusta, Wis,
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Please mention the Bee Journal

FOR SALE.

to

break, if there are worms in the hive, young
bees and parts of bees can be found on the
ground in front of the hive. When I see
such work going on in my apiary I go for a
smoker and gouge, made of small, stiff wire,
and hunt the combs good; and I never fail to
A. J. Allen.
find them.
Johnson Co., Ark., Sept. 18.

Oct. 16, 1902.

Dittmer's Foundation

it is

my own satisfaction. And it will take
quick and close observation to catch them.
They (the worms) eat a channel through the
foundation, or partition, of the comb, and
When
feast on the young brood and pollen.
frightened they go backward or forward, as
the case may be. By looking closely, at day-

lOLiRNAl.

7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

holding 330 lbs. net; J^ barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
33'3 Us. Prices— T^c per pound in barrels, and
8c io kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample bv mail, 10c. Address,
box .S3, Viola, Wis.
41A4t
N. L.
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may

be

some little vatcr on de brain. All k\u\
Quvens is ^^ud. IJont foi- ^tt tint, but better
^:oL

ones are yust 80 ^^lui an may be lettle better,
anil ven yon ^jit some of aom better kinds
let me knew, and ay vil buy von dat bean de
pudden vot ay like.
Vel. K'H'i I'y, Mister New York, an if ay
don't jro bak to Sveden may be ay rite ai,nn
sometimes.
My address ven it don'i lain is—
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Bee=Books
11

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146KrieSt.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
-

Von Yoxson.
Bee- Keeper's
.\|iiar.v,

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Chlcag:o

Northwestern.

—

Herman

Mooke,

Sec.

Illinois.— The annml meetinitr of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Conrt House in Freeport. III., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 21 and 22. 19i»2. All
interested in bees are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

A

Far-Reaching: Instltutlon.—The J. R. Watkins Medical Co., of Winona, Minn , one of our
advertising- patrons, does business on a g-rand
scale Since the foundine of the instituiion upwards of 35 years a^o, the spread of the Watkias remedies has been phenomenal. At the
present time, the two immenseSstory and three
3-story buildings, erected and devoted to the
manufacture and sale of these remedies, g-ive
them a working^ lloor-space of two acres. The
equipment in the line of power, machinery, lab'
oratories and appliances, is one of the most
modern and approved character, affording the
most perfect facilities for carrying on the work.
Yet comprehensive and modern as their great
plant is. it is only in keeping with the demand
for its famous products which for many years
have been erowing in favor all over the country.
But the Watkins Instituiion is not all comprehended in the home plant. The Watkins
wagons are almost as familiar sights in the
conntry as the mail carrier. These wagons are
not to be confounded with the ordinary huckster or peddler, but are a part of the great Watkins Company, in charge of bonded employes,
carrying and distributing the Watkins preparations and nothing else, directly among the
people. People patronizing the«e wagons a^-e
buying at first-hand from the Company. The
Company is thus calling in person, not occasionally, but regularly, at the homes of their
patrons, securing permanent customers, building still wider for the future and extending
trade in the most open and fair, and at the same
time, the most effective means that could be
employed. Any agreement made with a Watkins agent as to credit, etc., is a contract with
the Company itself, and is always faithfully
carried out. Any errors that may be made are
cheerfully corrected. There is no hazard in
dealing with the Company through their own
employes. The latest edition of the Watkins
Home Doctor and Cook-Book is just off the
press. It would pay our readers to send for a
copy and get better acquainted with the Watkins idea of doing business. See the advertisement elsewhere, and kindly mention the American Bee Journal when writing.
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QUEBNS.
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pliysiolo;,^y

Hound

lllu,>^lrations.

ht'i-s.

It treats of everytliini^ relatin;.' to
bees and boe-keepinn-. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. L. i.anjjstroth
the Father of American
Bee-Culture.
It has 'yJO pages, bound in

trated.

—

I'rice, Sl.'.'.x

—

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
cyclopedia of 4110 jia^jes, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains aw engravings. It was written

especially for
Price, $1.20.

Soientiflo

Bound

Ijeginners.

Queen-Rearing,

in

cloUi.

as I'racti-

by (i. M. Doolittle.— A method
by which the very best of queen-bees me
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
cally Applied,

Bound in cloth and illustrated.
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey,

or

Price, $1.00;

Management

of an

Apiary for I'leasure and ProKt, by Thomas

Newman. — It

(i.

nicely illustrated,, contains
ItiO pages, bound in cloth.
Price, in cloth,
cents; in paper, 30 cents.
is

M

AdTanoed Bee-Culture,

Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
'M jjages, bound in paper, and illustrated.
Its

—

;

Price, 50 cents.

ISee-Keeping for Beginners, by

Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping

for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get tlie
largest yields of comber extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, aS cents.

—

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

—This

is a German translation of the principal portion of the booli called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 35 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

G.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, Sl.OO.

— Gives

Book on

Poul-Broocl.

the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by
Cheshire.

Prof.

— Its Cause and Prevention.

F

R.

10 cts.

Foul Brood, by

A. R. Kohnke.— Origin,
Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.

dress

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completelj than an j other published,

ordere to

QUIRIN— the Queen-Breeder,

PARKERTOWN,

Please mention Bee .Toumal

when

OHIO.
•wrltuie.

Please Mention Bee Journal
_ when writing advertisers.

from

and

i

f«, m'lofollc,

„„h

.1

:.rd^r3^.L---='^-^«.i!^„--;7S"
Kansas Citv, Oct. ll.-The
comb and e.vtracted honov is demand
uood,

for both

comb, at the notations. -We .|uo,e esMcianv
anc^wbi.e
comb, HuiUj^c: No. 1 white i.1J4'.u"cv5 2
wbte and amber, 13(&13Kc. White
extracwd
="»ber e.,.racted, 6®6«c.
B^S^'a*','
^'^'
,,

^^
''"

C. C.

Clemons &

Co.

'-The demand

ir?.'rH"l''"''°'=''
tracted
honey is ^ood

for exat the following prices-

l^ades^T.fsf To'^i f"Ba. 5!<f*6i<f:V.ur
and No. 1 sells on arrival It ll^.MTc

weak

Jswax
The Fred W. Moth
Cof
.'"b

at 2«c.

Albanv, N. Y., Oct. 14.-Honey is
selling
well with no accumulation. We
quote! WhUe
fancy comb, l.,c; A No. 1, I5c- No i I4r- Z.^Ia
13c: buckwheat, at 13.,
13«c'''Ex°rac,ed, whiu'
7|..^c; mixed, ,.^.J<c; dark,
^gr^^c.^B^swa'x^

New York, Oct. lO.-We are having a
demand for comb honey and receipts!
re
We

plentiful.

15g@lt,c: No.

nnote fancy white at

1^

irood
.fpite

'and

white, 13@i4c; amber
Buckwheat is late arriving, and nc
been on the market as yet to cut any none ha«
fig-url wl
e.xpect laree receipts next week,
and it will

of

1,

packagf''''

='«-'»'"? '° T'^lity an"'

sell

sty'/i

Extracted in fairly good demand at
-«c lor
white
for light amber, and S«<„
„c for am'
ber. Southern in barrels at from
Sf^65c
per eii-^perjraiIon. Beeswax

Wc

nominal at 2f<c.
Cincinnati, Oct. 7.-Comb honey is
in eood
fe^iad- 'He supply is short and verv liulf Mfered. No 1 fancy water-white
sells at i6c"
other grades less, according to
quality. Thi
demand for extracted is verv active
and prices
are
little better:

amber

sells for SS^ffisJc- al.

6<a„«c: water white whi'te^love

-«^%/"i?
i>ifa><c.
Beeswax,

30c.

C.

H.

W. Wkbrk?

1--White romh honev
,,l^?J"''*'"=l"=°'°^'12(S12^c;
amber, sistioc: dark, Tiavwc
F»
tracted white, 5i^i»hc; light amber,
5(i',ffs£c-"
^°°'' '" '"""'^ "^"^^
27a'Sc':'far'k?25&'"'
There were comparatively heavv
outward the current week for a light shipments
A sailing vessel, with mixed cargo forcrop vear
tojk 31;. cises extracted. A steamer in London'
new
lerman line took 150 cases for Germanvthe Soot
stocks and offerings are small, and
especially
IS high grade water-white honev
in limited supply, with market for this description
decidedly
•

WarifpkH-^''*''"'^*^''
ICU
—
^^-^
^^^^"""^^^^^
»

John

F.

34Atf

HONEY

Mail sample, and

CI. 1 1

i^^—^—

state

styleof packageand price
delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River St..Ghicaoo, III.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED

Honey and Beeswax. Mail samole and state
price delivered Cinciiinati. C. H. W.
WEBER. 2140-214S Central Ave.,

21Atf

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Ree tnnrnaL

WHITE CLOVER EX.
\A/AMTPn
YV'^I^ tLy TRACTED
HONEY'
I

;

all

isaTor
tbe lower ^radei. Helllo*
at
cents less; tbix inclndcH the
liiyh
'^^r"," -^al" of amber «ll, at aiSm
and buckwheat '>,'»,iiic. Extract,?^?.

per pound

—

Quirin— the Queen-Breeder, has loii Red Clover
Queens which must be sold within the next two
weeks Price, TSc each; tested. $1.0
selectedtested, 11.50. Hurrj in your order. This is the
last time our ad. appears for this season. Ad-

^Aat

Chicaoo,

Problem

Winter
in Bee-Keeping, by
Result of 25 years' experience.
R. Pierce.
Price, 30 cents.
(i.

|

aji'*

Oct. o.-Theadvaace noted la
onr
last ijioiation has be?n maintained
and iheri
18 a verf ifood demand tor honey at the
pr..etii
lime. No. 1 to tancj white comb
brinifi.

a

II.

paper.

AND BEESWAX

y;iVf!Vf;vtiyfiyti Tti yfi >Pf >?»
MAKKET QL'OTATIONS.

Dr.

Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving
the best modes of management in order to secure the most prolit. 110 pages, bound in
P.

.1.

!«ti Sit. Jd'fc

in clolli.

I'lice, gl.^U.

by Dadant.— Tills clai^sic in bee-culture li is
been entirely re-written, and is fully iIKis-

A

jH .^ At<

tliorouijiily iiraciicontains a full cleliini'.-

liungstrnthon lIieHoney-Bee. revi-ed

cloth.

"K sK Jte

.'!<

and

edition— IKlh llioueaud.

Dr. Howard's

1

(;iiiilc, nr .Muniial iiftliu

A.

Culironiiu.
structi\e ami iieipfiii as a t^iiide in

The

F.

I'nif.

IffTf,

execullve
committee of the Chicajro-North western BeeKeepers' AssociatioD have planned to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chicatfo. The
date is Dec. 3d and 4tb, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent beekeepers have been invited, and are expected to attend.
More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 2'>th to Dec. Mh
-

l>.v

JK

HONE.y

I

^Sj'J^f

>E.VT lMWr|-.>lll

144

.^ Jit

It

you want the Bee-Book

Send sample and best price delivered here; also

Fancy Comb wanted in no drio cases
F"?! D W. MUTH CO.
„. . ^'"E
j2Atf
Front and Walnut. Cincinnati. Ohio.

send f 1.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to tbe Trade.

Wlltbr

MURCT

and easy to make
you work for us. We will start vou in
rmsiness and fumisli ttie capital. "Work
ik'ht and eas.T.
Send 10 cents tor full
line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Cblcago, llli.

if
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BEE=KEEPERS,

|
g

Save Money by Buying

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,

S

^S" Our goods are g-uaranteed of supeway.
Sead for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

f?
JZ
y2
Jg

rior quality in every

THE AHERICAN BEE-KBePER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers 50c a year,
[Now in Uth year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
8^* W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save
;

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
purity, firmness. No SAOaiNa,

Because it has always ^iven better satisHrktf^c II.
ii" cf^ll en ix/^ll
UV^E^.9
well V
SCII
f faction than any other. Because In 34 years
any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

»U

there have not been

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

S

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL

fcj

g
g
jZ

Bee-HeeDers' Supplies

J2
Si

Very

freight.

fine pure-bred

KINDS

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

low

for sale at very

»»

Chickens and Eggs

prices.

Laingslroth on the Honey-Bee— Re\/i&ecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture — Price, SI. 25, by mail.

Bee aoumai wixen "wnung,

Keystone

l-ll)

Why

f,^

PATENT WBED-PROCBSS SHEETING.

No LOSS.

ELSE TOU NEED, OF

TttL W. T. PflLGONER MFG. GO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

Flease mention

Dadant's Foundation

Wf^
frttafltntt^t^ ^dLi&idCLiun.
^a + icf ar-tirin
wc guctrdiiLCC

^^° everythlng

^^^^^^^^^^

11^

Oct. 16, 1902.

BEESWAX wanted

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

...Honey-Jars
These are clear flint glass jars holdjust one pound, and the shape of

ing'

a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at i3.50
gross, S3. 25 per gross or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
30 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

Honey Wanted.

;

;

144

&

We

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.

$300,000,0OO.0U M
'

t'leciotj

1^1..

-Ml you may have part of it if you woi t
r iici. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that Bum. Send 10c for Bamples and parti*^
We furnish capital to start you in
ulare.
buslnetis. Draper PnbllshloKCo.,Chlcaso,i(L

mention Bee Journal "wtien wntlna

#
m
->M

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade
offered

— Alfalfa Comb car lots.
— Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.
3rd. — Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark
1st.

If yon care to know of Ita
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia^B Favorite Paper—

CaitifM'nta
V^aillUnild

The

T
I

Pacific Rural Press,

or

leading Horticultural and Agrlcnltnrail
taper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
andsomely illustrated, $Z00 per annum. Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cax.

Market

Iti

2nd.

The

330

:

amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

5th.— White or Sweet Clover
tracted in any quantity.

-

6th.
latter

market

Comb and Ex-

— Comb Honey in Danz. sections.

we
for

For the

pay a fancy price, as we have a
the same which we have not been able

will

to supply.

THE

A, L

ROOT

->t»3

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

''GET A
aoddouMe

DANDY"

'In- fistcit and easiest
bone cutter tuade, f!>olil on 15 llavft* Trlul.
t5.00up. Catalogue and special proposition J'rec.
i'^ir c^-^ yield.

8TRATTON

MF*G.CO.,Bor

ai,Erle,I*ft.

*m
#

CO.

MEDINA, OHIO,
'tmctoothlT''

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

,^"f)-f>#"<f •f>"f>*f>"<f"f>-f>"<f

•$"<!>

'f>*f>-f>^

Preparing Bees for Outdoor Wintering.
C. p.

Preserving the Flavor of Honey.

UADANT.

MISS [;mMA M. WILSON.

O.

M. DOOLITTLE.

'^//.

Dee Journal
aBORQB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OCT.

SOME COLORADO

Agricultural College Apiary, at Fort Collins.

POKTY-SeCOND YBAR

23. 1902.

No. 43-

APIARIES.

F. H. C.

Krueger and Apiary.

'<i\
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BBST

1^

I
6E0RGE
144

W.

& 146

YORK H COMPANY
E rie St., Cnicago,

III.

Basswood

Honey ^^(C

HoneyJ^

the famous
White Extracted
Honey gathered in
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

Entered at the Post-Office at Chicaso as SecondClass Mail-Matlcr.

ral

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz. and others.

is

West.

It

is

This

known

cl this Journal
a year, in the Unired -States, Canada, and Mexico all other eovin:i-ies in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra ior postage. Sample copy free.
?1.Ck:i

a

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

;

The Wrapper-liabel Date

of this paper
indicates the end of tne aionth to which
your subscription is pale. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shews that it i3
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts. — We do not send
a receipt tor money sent us to pay subscription, but chang^e the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has

beeL received and duly credited.
be glyen unon ap-

Advertising Rates wlU
plication.

Prices of Alfalfa or

:^
•^
:^
]^

A

is the wellligrht-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

IMPORTANT NOnCES.

(

is

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Alfalfa
This

The Subscription Price

f=

uimM Honey For Sale i
ALL

PUBLISHED WEEKLY 3Y

Oct. 23, 1902.

^

Basswood Honey:

sT-

by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound
Basswood Honey, }i cent more per
4 cans or more, Syi cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
!^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PurC BCCS' HonCy.
sample of

^
^
^

either,

—

;

Order the Above Honey and then

:^
!^

Sell It.

^;
^|
^:
^;
^[
C^
^:

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^',
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^I
And others, who want to earn some money, can get £:
^iS above, and sell it.
!^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^[
QEORQE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III. S'.
!^

^

Tie National Bee-Keepers' Association.
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To
To

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honej-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman
E. Whitcomb,

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

I

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,
Root,

I

A. I.
R. C. Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.

I

1

side.

G. M. Doolittle,

W.
J.

F.

Marks,

M. Hambatgh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

E.R. Root,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
r

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo,

Eugene Secor,

HOWARD

Ohio.

M. MELBEEp

HONEYVILLEy O.

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

^S"If more convenient, Dues

may be

(This Cut
sent to

the ofBre of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button

is

a verv

yrelty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
io wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

readet writes:

"

questions about

I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
g"ood idea for evicy bee-keeper
to wear one [of tjie bnttonsj
as it will cause people to ask
the busy bee, and many a con-

versation thus started would
aale of more or less honey; at

wind ap with the
any rate it would

^ive the bee-keeper a superior opporttinity to
snUg^htea many a person in regard to honey

and

bees.**

^

The

picture shown herewith Is a reprouaoAon of a motto queen-button that we are fur*
aishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the

underside to fasten

e:?

It.

6 cents; two for 10 cents,
Send all orders to the office
%he American Bee Journal

Price, by mail,
0? 6 for 25 cents.

is tjie i-^ULL

Size of

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure
address you wish put on the Knife.

to

say just what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Unierneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

shown

here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife?

In case a good knife

is lost,

the chances are the

will never recover it; but if the " Novelty '* is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi'*
tunate as to have one of the ''Novelties," your Pocket-Knifs will serve as an identifier; and 111
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu( grves a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
thislbeautiful kuife, as ily* ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us \ hkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3- 00.) We will club the Novelty
^nife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
*arPlease

allop" •>bout

two weeks

£ CO-

for your knife order to be liliea.

Chicago, IlL

:

42d YEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

iK*iJ^*4.*V*4.i^J^i^t^*?K>^*4.i<i.i:i.i!4,>iV*4J^»<f

^

Editorial

Comments.

iji

'K

Time to Bring Bees Home from Out- Apiaries. — At
this time of the year inquiries arise as to the right time to

bring home bees from out-apiaries, said bees to be cellared
at home. It is bad policy to bring them home too early, for
there will generally be a few late flowers on which the bees
can work, and the bees may just as well have the benefit
of this late pasturage by being left at the out-apiary as late
as possible. Another reason why it is not best to be in too
much haste is that it is not so safe for weak colonies. In a
time of scarcity, let a colony be put in a new place, and a
careful investigation will be made by marauding bees to see
A weak colony
if any weak point of attack can be found.
that has stood unmolested in an out-apiary for days or
weeks, is sure to have its proper measure taken vehen set
down in or near the home apiary, and, if the weather is fair
for a number of days in succession, it stands a fair chance
of being robbed out. If brought home after the weather
has become so cold that only an occasional day offers the
opportunity for flight, its chances for safety are much
better.

But

it

will not do to defer the

matter

till all

flight

days

To be sure, some say there is no objection to
hauling bees home and putting them directly into the cel-

are over.

but others report loss therefrom, and it looks reasonable that the excitement of hauling the bees home will
make them consume an extra quantity of honej', equivalent
At any rate, it is well
to a longer degree of confinement.
lar,

to be on the safe side.

So let the bringing home be delayed, only not so late
but that the bees will have a chance for a flight before
being put into the cellar. In the North the last of October
will not be far out of the way.

A

Short Crop
British Bee Journal

in

England

— D.

M. M. says

in

the

" Not only is there no surplus worth naming at the end
of this sunless summer, but a very large percentage of colonies will require less or more feeding to preserve them for
another season's work."

Although in this country there has been a summer more
nearly sunless than usual, yet in many places where a
dearth prevailed in the early part of the season a late flow
came in most opportunely, and contrary to earlier expectations, the hives are heavy with winter stores.

OCT,

23, 1902,

No, 43.

bee-keeping upon which he desires information, there being
an implied suggestion that the Journal is not performing
its full duty.
A bee-paper has, however, its limitations,
beyond which it can not go without loss to its readers. It
should be clearly understood that its province is tioi to give
such information as is considered absolutely necessary for
every beginner in order to work in even a moderately intelligent manner. That is the province of the text-books on
bee-keeping.

There

however, constantly coming up more or less
not in the nature of the case to be found in the
text-books, and the bee-paper furnishes the proper field for
their exploitation. There are also things given in the textare,

new things

books about which there may be some point not entirely
even after careful study, and upon such points information in the bee-papers can generally be had for the
clear,

asking.
Instead of being wronged by not finding in a bee-paper
the matter found in a text-book, the reader would be
wronged if its columns were filled with such matter. For
example, every bee-keeper should know that when a queen
lays an egg in a certain kind of cell a worker-bee will be
produced, there being so many days for the egg, so many
for the larva, and so many from the laying of the egg to the
emergence of the young worker-bee, and that after so many
days it will begin work in the field, etc. If he expects to
find these things in a bee-paper, and if he is not disappointed in his expectations, there will be new subscribers
within a year who will want the same things repeated and
so it will come to pass that every year there will be much
space taken up with things that all but the latest comers
will have already learned, and the very ones who have complained at not finding the things desired will be the ones to
complain that space is taken up with things already learned.
;

So it is a real kindness to beginners to urge persistently that they study carefully the text-book, and then let
the bee-paper take its proper place as supplementing the
text-book.

Stock Eating Sweet Clover.— Some complain that
stock will not eat clover. On the other hand, some complain that they eat it too much for the good of the beekeeper. Somnambulist says in the Progressive Bee-Keeper
:

"

The

great trouble in regard to sowing sweet clover in
this vicinity is that the stock will not let it come into
flower, they keep it cropped off and only a stray stalk here
and there ever reaches the blossoming period."

—

The Honey Crop In Canada Secretary Couse, of the
Ontario Bee Keepers' Association, says this in the Canadian
Bee Journal
:

Bee-Paper is sometimes not
rightly understood, especially by beginners. Occasionally
a subscriber writes to the effect that he has read the American Bee Journal carefully for so many months and has
never seen any instruction given upon a certain point in

The Proper Province

of a

About a week ago there was mailed

to each

member

of the Ontario Bee- Keepers" Association a circular asking
them to report on their honey crop. At this date about onehalf have reported from these reports there can be some
idea formed as to the crop in the Province. Twenty-eight
report a light crop, six of these say equal to, and 22 say
less than the two previous years 21 report an average crop
;

;
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nine of these say equal, eight better and four less than the
two previous years 11 report a large crop, better than the
two previous years 50 report their bees in as good or better
condition than usual.
;

;

One

of the very dilBcult things in the line of statistics
somewhere near the exact size of the honey crop.

learn

is to

At best it can only be a guess, at least, until some careful
plan of gathering statistics is evolved and carried out. We
think that the only way to find out at all definitely is to
have the Government take hold of it, and have the honey
crop report the same as oats, wheat and corn.

* The Weekly

^

Budget.

*

I

Mr. C. p. D.\daxT writes us that he is not a candidate
for the office of General Manager, and desires his name
taken out of the list proposed by Mr. Moore, on page 644.
He says he would have neither the time nor the inclination
to do the work that is required of such officer.

the South. — M. Wilkins & Co., of MaAla., wish to know whether cleome, or Rocky

Clkome
rengo Co.,

in

Mountain bee-plant, will grow in their locality. Also,
whether there is any trouble in exterminating it when one
cares to do so. Will some One answer who knows?

The Chic.\go-Northwestekn expects to hold the biggest bee-keepers' convention of the year, on Dec. 3 and 4.
And Secretary Moore is planning great things, as will be
seen by the following
:

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The management

of the Chicago-Northwestern BeeKeepers' Association are making extra efforts to have a
grand, good meeting, Dec. 3 and 4, 1902, at the Briggs
House, Chicago.
All within the territory embraced by the Association
are requested to send questions (to be answered at the meeting) on postal cards to the Secretary immediately. (See
address below.) Six eminent bee-keepers have been in(Names later.
vited, and five have promised to be present.
Watch for them.) The questions will be assigned to the
eminent people to answer, which will add greatly to the
.Herman F. Moore, Sec.
interest of the meeting.
Park Ridge, 111.

Cog Wheel Depot

at Manitou.

As we would be utterly unable to do justice to the trip
up to Pike's Peak, we will make an extract from a publication which at least attempts to tell something about this
" Monument of the Continent :"
Authentic lore of this wonder dates from Nov.

when Major Zebulon M.

;

The Manitou & Pike's Peak Railway
Cog Wheel Route) was completed
1890.
As an engineering achievement
as the

and

(familiarly known
the autumn of

in

it

is

many

spent Sunday, Sept.
Colorado Springs. In the forenoon we attended the
preaching service at the First Methodist church, and in the
afternoon the Sunday-school at the same place. This
church building is the finest we had ever seen, especially
the interior arrangement and decorations. It cost about
The organizaS90,000, and was completed but recently.
tion has a membership of about 800.
From Colorado Springs Pike's Peak seems only about
one mile away. We asked a resident, who said it was 16
miles away! A kind of 16 to 1, wasn't it ?
in

Well,
trip

up

Monday morning we set out for Manitcu, and a
Peak on the Cog Wheel Route. By the way,

to the

here, in a sentence, isManitou upon which the Indians bestowed the reverenced name of " Great Spirit :"

A gractful vale encompassed by cathedral hills pure,
invigorating atmosphere swept from snowbound heights,
perfumed with piney odors and tempered by a genial sun
clear, crystal waters rollicking in stony beds, and effervescent fountains sparkling and delicious, and offering health
and life as well delightful parks, romantic, winding paths
a very world of scenic beauty crowded
cool, arcaded nooks
all about."
:

;

:

;

remarkable,

respects it is the most wonderful railway in
the world. In general terms it is an Abt system cog road,
though that conveys little idea of what it reallj' is. The
road is within a fraction of nine miles in length, and in
this distance it overcomes 1 'i vertical miles. It is standard
gauge, and with a roadbed that is all in point of excellence
that it is possible to make it. Where this is not cut in the
solid rock, it is most thoroughly ballasted.
On the heavy
grades the track is secure'y anchored at frequent intervals
to guard against any possible displacement from the effects
of extreme variations of temperature. The mean grade is
16 percent, the maximum 25 percent (a rise of one foot in
four), and the sharpest curves are 16 degrees.
The outside
rails are of the ordinary T pattern, and here the similarity
in

Denver Convention Notes. — We

7,

13, 1806,

Pike, a gallant soldier and a dar-

ing adventurer, then heading a small exploring party of
United States soldiers, sighted the mountain's whitened
crest when many miles distant upon the plains. It cost
him ten days' marching to reach its base and, after vigorous attempts to scale it, Pike abandoned the project with
the declaration that " No human being could ascend to its
pinnacle."

;

HalJ-Way House and

Cof;-Track.
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to the ordinary railroad ends. The T rails .serve merely to
puide the train and bear its weight. It i.s the rack rails in
the middle of the track upon which the propulsion and
safety of the train depends. The rack raiLs are double
every inch of the way from the valley to the summit. They

are

made from

heavy

superior Hes.semer steel, and are of extra

on the steeper fjrades.
The locomotives are an e.xciting' novelty to any one
with an interest in machinery. These powerful mountain
climbers are constructed with the utmost nicety of detail.
There are five of them in the road's equipment, all of the
four-cylinder Vauclain type, weiffhing' about 30 tons each.
Two double cog wheels underneath the locomotives engage
the toothed rack rails. The locomotives are provided with
brake power in abundance -hand-brakes, steam-brakes,
water-brakes, and automatic brakes.
The coaches are observation cars. Each seats SO passengers. They precede the locomotives on the ascent which is an advantage in the matter of observation and
follow them on the descent, thus being always protected
by the latter., The two, however, are never coupled together, and the coaches are provided with powerful individual brakes that operate through cogs on the rack rail.
By this arrangement the coach can be stopped instantly
and independently of the locomotive.
Through scenes of ever-changing beauty, the HalfWay House, which is far from half way to the summit, is
reached. It is a rustic mountain hotel surrounded by a
weif,'ht

—

some
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thrilling legendary tales. Thick, billowy cloudH -unless
lie strictly fair
tloat far below.
In the early sea-

—

the day

son snow

everywhere, and forms some strange effects.
The opening of the road in the spring involves cutting
through enormous depths of snow and ice. The locomotive
labors sturdily and heroically on and presently, and quite
unexpectedly, the train halts on the Summit, and Colorado
is spread below.
And that magnificent, sweeping view How futile is
description
Here is sublimity here is immensity incredible
There, to the west, stand a thousand towering peaks
in spotless white
majestic, beautiful awful! (Jn the east
a mighty ocean of plain, superb and placid, stretches infinite.
The eye is strained, the senses dazed, in grasping
the proportions of that stupendous sea. And the sun shines
golden on its glimmering sands, while purple shadows
wander here and there beneath the shifting clouds.
Aroused at last from awesome contemplation, there are
interests of the summit that must not be overlooked. Upon
the top of the new Summit Hotel is a steel tower, and here
is on duty a powerful telescope through which the gorgeous
landscape may be studied in detail. Eighty miles away to
the north Denver can be recognized by the telescopic aid
to the south, Pueblo (the Pittsburg of the West) crowned by
the smoke-clouds of its furnace fires; to the west, Cripple
Creek, Victor, Goldfield, Independence, and the dozen lesser
towns of the busy Cripple Creek gold-mining district.
Manitou peeps out from its nest at the eastern base of the
mountain and, beyond, Colorado Springs lies like a vast
checker-board on the border of the plain. Colorado Springs
is 16 miles distant, as a bird would fly
yet so near does the
telescope bring it to the observer, that signs on the stores
may be read.
The top on the peak comprises several level acres thickly
strewn with big rocks that are principally in cubes and other
rectangular shapes. One might easily imagine it to be the
scene of some Titanic building project the materials all
assembled but construction abandoned.
The Bottomless Pit and the Abyss of Desolation are
great shuddering rents in the mountain, into which the sun
never finds its way, and where tlie snows of centuries lie in
unconjectured depths.
The Summit Hotel is a very substantial, commodious
and comfortable building, and it furnishes entertainment
for the many pilgrims that remain over night to view the
glories of the sunrise.
Sunrise excursions, which are
run weekly in the latter part of the summer, have also become very popular, sometimes the entire eqilipment being
required to handle the crowds.
Within the hotel building is a Western Union office, the
highest telegraph station in the world also a lunch-room
and souvenir store.
The locomotive blows a warning note a photograph is
made of the passengers grouped about the train the time
the conductor says his say.
is up
And then they come down.
is

;

1

!

;

I

—

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

Fhantoin Curve

07i

the iVay Up.

Yes, we

grove of stately pines, and, towering above it, the pinnacled
rocks of Hell Gate, through whose portals the train passes on.
There are six stations on the line, besides the terminals, and three water tanks for the engine is a thirsty
monster. At one of these may be strikingly seen the apparent phenomenon of water flowing uphill in an open

—

trough. Another illusion that excites comment is in the
grade. Every ipch of the road is up; yet, when approaching a moderate from a steeper grade, any one would declare
that the track ahead was a down grade.
Quaint beauties, grotesque shapes and strange illusions
fairly crowd the way. The conductor shows them all.
Among the surprises is a printing-olflce perched on the
mountain side. Here a souvenir daily paper is issued with
the news of Pike's Peak the names of its visitors, illustra-

—

tions, descriptions, etc.

The climbing is unceasing. Ere long the scene expands. The verdured hills shrink back and leave the big,
bleak peak a towering monument. The trees desert the
landscape, and groups of stunted aspens shiver in the
breeze. Grand vistas open everywhere. A sense of awe
transcends that of delight.
The scenes of near-by interest now are gone. Rocks,
gaunt and jagged, only line the way. The train now gains
in elevation rapidly. The air grows chill
windows must
be shut and outer wrappings donned. Away below itself
high in the hills is spread out like a mirror the crystal,
placid Lake Moraine, about whose shores tradition weaves
;

—

—

came down
we ever took.

again, after the most wonderful
We shall never forget it. And
yet we would not care to repeat it. Once is enough. The
next time (if there should ever be a next time) we hope to
walk up. Many go up that way. But it must be a great
all

railroad ride

climb

!

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as j-ou may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

*

•

»

•

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
the name of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

" The

sending us one new yearly subscription
Bee Journal at SI. 00.

—

to the

American
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experimental stations that
were prepared to do something with
apiculture, and to leading bee-keepers
in different parts of the country who
were competent to test them and render good opinions, and who were willing also to rear queens from this stock
and sell them at a reasonable price to
bee-keepers. In that way we reached
a larger number than we could by
attempting to breed queens and make
a general distribution, and for my own
part I have never recommended such a
general distribution of queens as there
has been of seed at the Department.
I have been testing, and have been
given time by the Department to test
all known systems of rearing queenbees, to determine what seemed the
most practical, simple and easily applicable method, and that by which we
could produce the largest number and
best queens with the least expenditure.
In connection with that I think I had
the honor of suggesting the first removable queen-cells that could be used
over and over. Others have taken that
up and developed it in a commercial
manner. I think since that the suggestion was brought forward at that
to various

I
^
•^
^
3

I
^

The Denver Convention.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Thirty-third Annual Canvention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
S^
«'•
held in Denver, Colo., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.

^

iContinaed from pa^e 664,}
Pres. Hutchinson Is there some one

—

who has some views to advance
upon the subject before us ?
Mr. York — Dr. Miller has made the
suggestion, in his address, and I, for
another, would like to hear from Prof.

else

Benton.

—

Prof. Benton I am not an eloquent
speaker by any means, and I can tell
you only of a few facts merely in a
plain, simple way.

The Oovernment and Bee°Keeping.
I was appointed, after having been
abroad some years in private work entirely, to undertake to do something
for the apiarian industry of the country at the United States Department of
Agriculture.
The first proposition,
perhaps, on which m5' services were
demanded, was to undertake to secure
from the East Indies and China the
race of bees existing there there were,
however, a number of technicalities in
the way of taking up that work at
once, and it was shelved for the time,
and it rests there still, I am sorry to
say. because I think it ought to be undertaken. It will come forward, however, in the future.
Now, meanwhile, there were various
;

things that could be done, and the
Department thought most of all that
there were in this country large numbers of people that were interested in
apiculture, but knew nothing of it, or
how to get at it, or how to get at the
information in fact, there were many
people who did not know that there
were works on apiculture that could be
had readily they did not know how to
begin the business, therefore they commissioned me to prepare one or two
little pamphlets on the subject which
should connect those people that were
really on the outside track with the industry itself. I did that work, and it
has proved acceptable. I think, in general since
those publications have
gone through many editions, and are
constantly called for, more, in fact,
than the law has permitted us to issue,
and there are daily calls for that infor;

;

;

mation.

Now,

a great deal of the work, since

have been connected with the Department, has been to answer inquiries
from just this class of people. We get
daily queries from different portions
of the country, from your far West and
from the East and South. One man
wants to know which is the best race
I

of bees adapted to his locality

;

still

another man asks what honey-producing plant he should put out in his
neighborhood and he asks a specific
;

question, perhaps.

To

all

of these, to

each and every one, I have to give
some reply, the best information I can
obtain concerning it, and as you know

this is such a wide country, all kinds
of climates from Maine to Southern
California, from
Minnesota to the
Gulf States, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and all manner of conditions
and combinations occur.
Each one
must have, then, a special replj'.
Now, when it comes to the matter,
for instance, of bee-forage, I had just
the other day an inquiry from a man
in Minnesota, who asked what plant
he should put out on the shore of a

lake where the water had receded and
the ground %vas but a foot above the
level of the water, and had grown up
with swamp-grass, and he didn't know
what would grow there that would
blossom to fill in a gap in his honey
crops.

Now, in order to answer just such
questions, my proposition has been,
and we are doing that work, collecting
information concerning every known
honey-producing plant, its area, the
soils that that plant may be found on,
where it will thrive, then mapping
these areas where the plant is found
naturally,
and setting down the
amount of blossoming, and determining what crops could be cultivated to
fill in the gap in
any given localit}",
so that with the outlined maps filled in

with the areas of the leading honeyproducing plants, we are able to give
an opinion, and say such and such
plants

are

common

;

we know

just

what a man's honey resources are
when we locate him, and we know what

may

be cultivated to advantage.
get a great many inquiries about
bee-diseases, and people ask also what
they can do towards securing State
Legislation, and we tell them what has
been done in other States, and what
measures seem to us most advisable to
adopt with the laws covering that.
There is foul brood, and then also the
adulteration of honey. I don't know
that we have sufficiently attempted to
influence legislation in favor of laws
governing the adulteration of honey,
so far as at least requiring that honey
should be labeled and sent out under
and I have co-operated
its own name
with the National Pure Food Congress,

We

;

which has assembled in Washington,
and have given information to members of congress that were on the committee also on Pure Food Legislation.
The Department, on my recommendation, has imported various races and
the bees of distant
Carniolans,
known as very gentle bees. It has
also imported about twice the number
of Italians than any of the other races,
because I conceive many of the Italians
brought to this country are not of the
preferable strain, but we should have
bees from the more northern districts
of Italy, and those bees have been sent

strains

Cyprus,

of

bees,

West Austria

—

progressive bee-keepers' society, known
as the Ontario County, N. Y,. BeeKeepers' Association, and from that it
has spread far and wide. In connection with this work I have developed
a nucleus hive for the care of the
queen-cells and the holding of the
queens until they are mated and ready
Now, that nucleus hive
to send out.
has various features considered likely
to prove valuable, and I am testing it
this year with thus far eminent success and a further point is, I am of
opinion I can winter readily very small
colonies
in other
nuclei over full
words, by wintering a queen in the
body of the hive, and two nuclei above
double wire-cloth, I can winter three
queens to the hive and I think that
would be a practical feature for honeyproducers who themselves are not
queen-sellers, and have no opportunity,
perhaps, to sell queens in the spring,
but who would thus have a reserve for
every colony intended to be put into
harvest, of two extra queens to select
from, in the spring, enabling a man to
one which he believed
select that
would develop his colony to the highest
standard for honey-production.
The collection and dissemination of
information of a statistical nature concerning the bee-industry I consider of
great importance, since, I think, most
bee-keepers are agreed the information
contained in the census reports is not
I
in all respects to be relied upon.
think we have deficient reports regarding the status of the industry in the
country, and that, were a full report
obtained, the importance and value of
the industry to the country would be
greater than it appears now. Following that, the collection of and the issuance of regular reports regarding our
honey crop I have recommended for a
number of years, but have been unable
to carry that through. There is more
prospect of our doing that in the near
future, especially if bee-keepers would
demand it a regular collection of statistics concerning the condition of the
crops and the issuance of monthly or
bi-monthly reports in the same way as
the crop reports regarding the staples
of the country. I have not believed it
could be done through the preparation
;

:

;

—
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of statistics by the Department without a special corps of bee-keepinp reporters that would be willing to report
the crop of their locality in such a way
that we could compile fif^ures and issue
something- like reliable statements
and there have been various suggestions that the National Society should
undertake it, but when you stop to
think that there are more than 3000
counties in the United States, and we
should have several reports from each
county, and thesending out of montiily
;

number

of lO.ODO per-

haps would mean quite

a little expen-

queries to the

diture for printinf;-, stationery and
postage, it is hardly feasible for any
society to undertake that, since all of
that could be done under Government
frank requiring no postage, and they
could be printed in very large numbers,
and the Government has its great
prititing-ortices there that are at the
disposition of the members of the Department if they order anything from

submitted to me, since they would ask
and,
my advice regarding them
directly, to appeal to the Secretary of
Agriculture, and to the Chief of the
Division of Ivilomology under whom I
work, to make this work, in so far as
possible, somewhat independent in the
department that is to say, to give the
;

:

a certain fund, not of
course the handling of the money, but
the say as to how and in what direction
that money shall be applied and that
a certain sum shall be set aside to be
devoted to these industries directly.
The Chief of the Division of Entodirect control of

;

mology, Dr. Howard,

a graduate of

;

this society

may make

;

and
and

to
if

recommendations
he sees there

is

I

a

union and demand for any
line of work, he is willing to authorize
and recommend it to the Secretary

genuine

them.

may be pardoned

adding
a word. I think I have scarcely touched
upon the many suggestions I have
made, some of which have been car-

Now,

I

for

ried out, but I want to say a word as
to how this society could assist in these
various things, or in any other work
that the society might think was an

—

advisable thing to undertake how it
might assist me in doing that work, or
department in doing it
assist the
through any other agent or individual,
and that is by a hearty support of what
little I have been able to undertake
and the seconding of the suggestions
that I might make, or the making of
independent suggestions to be perhaps
;

;

and he has made many recommendations in accordance with suggestions
I

have made.
In any of these lines

I am willing to
co-operate with this Association, and I
believe with a little more freedom in
the application of such a sura as could
be devoted to the interests of apiculture at Washington, we might do a
great deal in the furtherance of the
work, in assisting organization, in dis-

seminating information concerning
our pursuit, and showing its importance to legislators, who would then
be willing to grant us more liberal
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Contributed Articles.
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Preparing Bees for Outdoor Wintering.
BY

C.

P.

Dadant; — I have

DADANT.

much interested in reading your
American Bee -Journal, and have i)fotilted by your advice at different times, and if not asl;ing too much 1 would like you to
write an article on outdoor wintering, and give full description as to
how you would prepare the bees I mean, how to prepare and winter
them without putting each hive in a separate winter-case. I think
you wrote on this subject a few years ago, but as I recollect it I tailed
then to grasp exactly your meaning on some points. If you could give
another article on the subject I am sure it would be appreciated by
Mr. C.

p.

)jeeii

writiiiE^s in Ihe

—

many

is

Cornell University, a very intelligent
man, and understands, through numerous conversations with me, something
of the status of the industry, and is
willing and anxious to have this done
but he does not know, himself, exactly
how to go about it, but he will defer to

bee-keepers.

have over 00 colonies sitting somewhat scattering, and facing in
different directions. Would it do to group these close together late in
Would they not
the fall, and front them all one way for wintering
And. after
get badly confused when they would fly out on warm days
getting used to their winter location, would they not again gel con1

;

'.

fused when set farther apart in the spring.
The season here has been poor for bees too wet and cold. They
did not work in supers until late in .June, and then were hindered a
great deal by rain. Basswoud bloomed very heavy, but owing to the
I got about l,.=iOll pounds
rain and cold they stored no honey from it.
of very tine clover honey in sections (including a little exiraetedi. but
I sold
I am entirely sold out already, and could sell that much more.
nearly all the comb honey at Iti and 17 cents per pound; extracted and
''
of
all.
readily
sold
the
most
This
last
"chunk honey at 13 cents.
A. H. Sxowbergek.
Huntington Co., Ind., Sept. IS.

—

Replying to the above enquiries, I will say first that I
have never seen any good come from bringing the hives together in the fall and spreading them apart again in the
spring. I have, however, been told of some bee-keepers doing this and being well pleased with the result, but 1 do not
accept these statements without some doubt. Many people
take too many things for granted, and make superficial ob-
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appropriations. I thank you for your
attention.
Dr. Miller— Just upon that one point
of statistics I want to endorse heartily
the thought of Prof. Benton, that if
wccan get statistics through the Government that is the way to get them
they arc in the business of gathering
and we might
statistics, we are not
;

;

do something. I perhaps know more,
personally, about gathering statistics
than any other one man here, because
a good many years ago the National
Association — I don't know whether it
was the National Association or somebody else— at any rate, I tried to get
hold of our United States' reports, and
it amounted to about that (a snap of
the finger). Prof. Benton, I am sure,
could get two reports more than I
could, and. perhaps, 2000 more, and if
that can be done I believe it would be
of a great deal of advantage. I want
very heartily to thank Prof. Benton
for answering the question that he
ought long ago to have answered personally to me. I hold him responsible
never forgive him for
for that.
I will
that, and that he didn't write me a letter and tell me all he was doing: but
for the answer he has made this morning I vcantto thank him heartily.
Dr. Mason Better forgive him while
you are about it.

—
Dr. Miller — Do you
give you
Prof. Benton — Yes.

want me

to for-

?

Dr. Miller— All right.
Prof. Benton I would not want a
good man like Dr. Miller to hold such
a grudge against me.

—

(Coatiaued next week.)

servations which they would see in a very different light if
they took the pains to investigate more thoroughly.
It is a fact that any one can ascertain with very little
trouble, that the bees get so accustomed to their location
that if the hive is moved but two inches, the bees when they
alight will at first almost invariably notice that two inches
of difference. If you move the hive forward, they will at
first almost invariably notice that two inches of difference.
If you move the hive forward, they will of course alight as
usual at the entrance, but if the removal is two inches to
the right or to the left you will see them alight to the side
formerly occupied. If the hive is moved back that distance,
they will fall short of the entrance about the distance
moved. As one might easily conceive, they will soon besome used to so small a difference in the distance, and not
all the bees will notice it, but enough of them will be annoyed by it more or less to show the practical apiarist the
danger of moving bees without notice.
If you have the patience and the opportunity of moving
your hives from two to six inches every day to get them
together, the inconvenience to the bees will be less than the
advantage gained from their being brought together for
shelter.
But so very few people have the time and opportunity of doing this' that one can hardly advise it as a pracIf you move them two or three feet, especially
tical thing.
when many hives are in the same spot, there will be much
confusion, a great deal of fighting, and, if you are a practical bee-keeper, you will regret it.
When bees are moved a great distance, say beyond their
usual field-range, they easily recognize the spot at their first
flight and remember it. especially if the apiarist has taken
care to place in front of the alighting-hole some sort of obstruction that will show them that something is changed in
The old, experienced bee. that usually
their whereabouts.
flies out of its hive in a "bee-line," will then face about
and reconnoiter before going away. But if it has left the
hive in the usual bee-line, there are many chances that it
Although some rewill get disconcerted in coming home.
liance mav be placed on the " home" call, many bees will
have alighted in the wrong place, and perhaps have been
destroyed. Bees may be changed from one spot to another
within a short distance, if they are given a very decided
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notice of the change, by disturbance of alighting-spot in
the placing of an obstruction as stated, but it is not advisable to try these things when they need their whole force in
the hive to keep warm during cold weather.

The most important requirement

in wintering is good
strong colony with honej'-dew or fruit-juice is
worse oil for winter than a comparatively weak colony with
good, healthy stores. If the confinement is of long duration, the bees of the hive that contains unhealthy food will
become restless, owing to their intestines being loaded
with an excess of feces. They will then either leave the
cluster and become chilled, or be compelled to discharge
their excrements in the hive, and thus soil the brood-combs
and the other bees, causing the speedy loss of a good portion of the swarm.
On the other hand, the colony which is
supplied with healthy stores will keep clustered together
and will be able to pass through a very long period without

food.

A

much

suffering or loss.
If our colonies are strong in bees and have plenty of
good food, the next requirement is a good shelter. It is well
to have the inside of the hive so arranged that the moisture
arising from the bees may pass off without causing the hive
to become damp on mild days. For this purpose absorbents,
such as chaff, sawdust, etc., are used. We use forest leaves,
because they are plentiful where we keep our bees, and also
because these leaves are usually neat and may be placed
over the combs without soiling anything. Chaff and sawdust must be put in sacks, and the bees sometimes gnaw a
hole in the sack or cushion so provided, ard when you remove it it allows a quanity of sawdust or chaff to fall in the
hive among the combs.
Dry oak-leaves are much more
easily removed.
I have heard the objection that dry oak-leaves are not
as good a non-conductor of heat or cold as the chaff. This
may be correct, but they are much better than many people
think. Did you ever try to dig a hole in the ground, in the
woods, when the ground was frozen ? If you did, you must
have noticed that when there is a thickness of leaves of
three or four inches over the soil, you are able to dig into
that soil long after the bare ground has been frozen over.
This shows how much shelter there is in forest leaves,
though they may not be as efficient as sawdust or chaff.
I have sometimes heard people say that this matter of
absorbents above the bees was nonsense. It is not to me,
because I have seen the matter tried on hundreds of colonies, and I will here say what the experience was. We used
to put leaves in the caps of our hives, not to absorb the
moisture but to keep the heat from escaping, just to help
keep the bees warm. When we did this, we used an enamel
cloth over the bees and placed the leaves on top of this
enamel cloth. During a very hard winter, many of our bees
died, the hive apparently wet from one end to the other, in
the brood-chamber, from the moisture that had escaped
from the bees. Nearly every colony found in that condition
was dead. But we had a number of colonies in which the

was partly gnawed away by the bees, large holes
having been cut into it by them. These colonies almost
invariably wintered safely, but the leaves in the upper
story were soaked with moisture, and in some instances
mouldy. The larger the holes were, in the enamel cloth,
the better the condition of the bees. This was an eye-opener
to us, and from that time on we have uniformly remos'ed
the enamel cloth for winter.
We place over the frames a mat made of what is comoil-cloth

monly

called here " slouerh-grass." It is a very coarse grass

which grows on the Mississippi lowlands, and is used in
some places as hay. This is tough and wiry, and lasts
longer than straw, for straw-mats are easily broken when
dry. This mat allows the moisture to escape through it into
the upper s'ory, which we still fill with leaves as formerly.
We do not believe that anything surpasses the straw-mat in
usefulness, both as winter and summer shelter. While it
acts as a warm cover for frames during the cold days, it is
the very best shelter against the rays of the July sun during the hot summer days. Here, in Illinois, we cannot
leave our hives exposed to the direct rays of the sun in the
hottest weather, as they do in countries where the altitude
gives a relief from the scorching heat, or where the sun's
rays are less perpendicular. Cool summers, like the one just
past, are an exceptional occurence.
Now as to the outside shelter I am very free to say
that although we have used our method for years, there are
some better ways, though perhaps more expensive, of sheltering the hives. We simply wrap up each hive on the
three cold sides north, east and west — with forest leaves
held together by a frame-work of lath and twine, which is
tied around the hive, like a cloak
S^me people use corn:

—

Oct.

1902.

same purpose. Others use this same sloughgrass already mentioned by me, and make each hive look
like a little hay-shock, the front onlj' being open.
If all the other conditions are complied with
good food,
plenty of bees, sufficient amount of stores, and absorbents in
the super the bees will be likely to winter well, if not too
much exposed to the high, northern winds. But the additional shelter is not to be disdained, whether it is of leaves,
or corn-fodder, or simply a tight board-fence, or in snow
countries a big pile of loose snow around and over the hive.
But, by all means, I would give the bees a fair opportunity of taking flight as often as the weather will permit
during the winter.
Hancock Co., 111.
stalks for the

—

—

Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.
BY DR.

E.

GALLUP.

Mr. Greiner, may as well pitch
NOW,
one — good naturedly, understand.

into you as

I

I

any

wish to ask what

quite important questions, and would like them
answered as candidly as they are asked.
You seem to fear that our bee-supply dealers may have
to get up a different style of hive, etc.
Now, if a queen
reared in an extra-strong colony, such as I have mentioned,
will fully occupy 16 Langstroth frames with brood, eggs,
etc., in all stages of growth, in 21 days, are you perfectly
satisfied with an 8-frame hive for such queen ? Do you
really think two Sframe hives, one on top of the other,
every frame fully occupied with brood, is the best and most
satisfactory style of hive? Now you must understand that
both stories must be double-walled, at the sides especially,
or the two outside combs in each story will not be occupied.
With double walls and dead air space the outside frames
will be as fully occupied with brood as the center ones. Now
we have 16 combs occupied with brood, and no place to store
honey, and if we wish to examine the lower story we have
to lift off the upper story. Then, with a good queen we are
compelled to go on up to 4 or 5 stories, in order to give such
a colony surplus room to store during the height of the season. In one case I worked a 10-frame Langstroth hive +
stories high. I would certainly, for myself, prefer 12-frame
hives to 8 frames.
You seem to think that the dead bees in front of that
hive I mentioned, might have come from other hives in the
yard. Well, at the time I was making that observation I
had only one other colony in the yard, and that was over
100 feet away. I also had a 3-comb starved-out black colony,
but not near the one spoken of. But the black colony kept
on increasing in numbers, while the others decreased in
numbers. Since you have accused me of jumping at conclusions, I have partially jumped at the conclusion that dead
bees in front of that hive in the morning might have come
from a neighbor's, over one block away, and come in the
night on purpose to fool me in my observations.
You say that queens of my own rearing live to be 6years old, simply because I mentioned one living that long,
that I had received from Adam Grimm. Now, do you suppose
I have
never tested the longevity of bees by changing
from blacks to Italians, at different seasons of the
year? Well, I have, and I came to the same conclusions
that you and Mr. Dadant did but sometimes we are compelled to modify our conclusions, not by actual facts. In
my 70 years' actual experience, and as close observation as.
I have been able to make (for I commenced when I was 12
years old, and am now past 82), I would certainly be a dull
scholar not to have learned something in all that time. Mr.
Dadant, Mr. Hetherington, and Mr. Quinby all successful
bee-keepers used large hives, but they did not use hives
four times as large as a 10-frame Langstroth hive. When I
made that experiment I did not experiment on one single
hive, but I made 7.
1 also made 2 long-ideal Adair hives.,
containing the same number of cubic inches as my other
large hives.
Well, I have told you before, that the second season
after putting bees in them none of them swarmed, and I
jumped at the conclusion that I had a non-swarming hive
but the third season all of them sent out rousing swarms,
before the standard hives did. Mind you, all of them had
superseded their queens, and reared queens to suit the
capacity of the hive. I was then keeping all Italians, and I
had one of those queens impurely mated, so I killed the
queen, and gave a cell from a purely-mated queen, cut out
all cells from the old colony and gave a good cell, and here
I had a grand opportunity to examine for the missing link,
and I found it in every case. This'change of queen was.
I call

;

—

—

;

—
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made

the first week in May. and lots of those hybrid bees
lived 90 days and I had held previous to this, that bees
lived only (>l) days, dnrinp the heifjht of the working season.
All of those cells were extra larjje, and contained a lar^ro
amount of royal jelly.
satisfaction,
I have also thoroughly tested, to my own
some of the colonies from those deg^enerate queens, as to
their lonfjevity, and they lived only from 30 to 40 days, and
your belief or unbelief ivill we/ affect the facts.
;

I

never did double up swarms in order

I

put two

to rear Queens,
hive so as to be sure to
have it filled with worker-comb for next sea.son, as I did not
have ready-made combs to till up with. This fall the intention is to kill the hybrid queen, and next winter take out
the division-board, then I shall have 20 Lanffstroth combs;
remove nearly all the honey and commence stimulatinjj
with diluted sug'ar, as granulated cane-sujjar costs, at retail,
20 pounds for $1.00. Understand that bees gather pollen all
winter here. By stimulating^ just right I can rear a rousing
colony, and have them rear drones early, swarm early, and
have my queens purely mated before impure drones are out.
Now, Mr. Greiner, have you any objections ? If so,
please state them before I commence operations. I certainly have no objections to your making a large hive and
doubling up swarms until you rear a 30-year-old queen, if

but

swarms

into

my

larg^e

,

you wish

to.

What induced me to experiment with large hives was,
seeing the large colony in the basswood log. out of which
were taken enough bees to stock strongly four 10-frame
Langstroth hives; and where I saw the largest queen lever
saw, up to that time, and the very largest queen-cells that I
had ever seen, and I reasoned that there must be a cause,
and by experiments I have demonstrated what that cause
was, to my own satisfaction. I reasoned that those bees
must be longer-lived than bees reared in small hives, or they
could not be so extra-numerous; all were the progeny of one
queen. In the aforesaid basswood log was where I first discovered the missing link, attached to the embryo queen.
You can have no idea how I have enjoyed the stirring
up that I have made in the camp of bee-keepers. Speak up,
gentlemen don't be afraid of irritating or harming the
"old gent;" you will find out he is " no spring chicken,"
on this queen-rearing question. He has more to say on this
subject hereafter, as it is a subject of vast importance to
the bee-keeping fraternity, for upon the quality of the queen
hinges the success of bee-keeping.
Because you reared one inferior queen in one of your
colonies, I do not jump at the conclusion that you claim
that all your queens are of that class.
.Orange Co., Calif.
;
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when it is cut, and the flavor will be uninjured.
Neither will you be likely to have any trouble with the
honey candying' in the comb, as it may do if kept in a cold
place, even if the place be dry.
Just the other day a lady telephoned me to know what
she should do with her honey that had candied in the comb.
I told her the only thing she could do was to melt it up and
use it as extracted honey gave instructions as to how she
could do it, saying:
" Put the honey in a dish or jar, set it in hot water, but
be careful not to let it get too hot, as that would spoil the
the knife

;

flavor.
When it is all melted, .set it aside to cool. When
cool, remove the cake of wax which has risen to the top,
and the honey is ready for use. After washing the honey
off, put the wax in a dish with some hot water, and melt it
over again, and when it is cool you will have a nice cake of

wax."
If the public knew more about taking care of honey it
might be that they would use more of it. As it is, if they
spoil the honey by not taking the right care of it, they are
not likely to blame themselves for it, but think they have
been cheated by having an inferior article palmed off on
them, and they make up their minds that they will not
again invest much in honey right away. And they may be
honest in it, too, as they don't know any better.
The kitchen will do very well for a small quantity, but
if a large quantity has to be stored, some place else must
be provided for it. An attic or a garret is a good place
one of those attics on which the sun beats down so fiercely

in the summer time that it makes it such a hot place that
you feel as if you could scarcely breathe in it, that's the
place for your honey. There it will thoroughly ripen. CZ!
It may not be generally known, but honey that has
been kept for a sufficient length of time in such a hot place
will be able to stand the freezing of the severest winter
without the comb cracking, as it usually does when frozen.
After the thorough ripening the honey gets by being
in such a hot place it never granulates, and perhaps it is
the granulating that cracks the comb. Some have special
rooms made as honey-rooms, with dark walls and roofs, to
attract the rays of the sun.
In piling up your supers of honey in such rooms, or in
the attic, it is a good thing to place small blocks between
them at the corners, making a space of about an inch between the supers, for a free circulation of air to pass,
Jc McHenry Co., 111.
through.

Nice Flavor in Extracted Honey- -Waxing
Barrels.
BY

No. 11.— Bee- Keeping for

How

Women.

to Preserve the Fine Flavor of Honey.
BY

BMMA

M. WILSON.

WE

are all anxious that our honey be of the very best
quality and ilavor, but, perhaps, we are not all of us
aware that we ourselves have much to do in bringing
about the desired result, as well as the bees. The bees may
give the honey into our hands in the very best condition,
yet it is possible for us, by our ignorance or carelessness,
to injure it much, if not utterly ruin it.
It is a fact that not manj- people, aside from bee-keepers,
know how to keep honey properly.
One of our neighbors bought a case of honey from us.
She used one section for tea, and put the rest of the case in
the cellar for safe keeping, and only to be used upon state
occasions.
Some time afterward company came unexpectedly, and as she knew they were very fond of honey she
went to the cellar for a section, thinking, as she went, how
fortunate she was in having such nice honey to offer them.
You can imagine how she felt on finding her honey utterly
ruined, not much like the beautiful white honey she had put
there.
The cellar was damp the very worst place she
could have possibly put it and yet it is a very common
thing for people who do not know any better to put honey
in the cellar.
They naturally think it a nice, cool place for
it. not knowing that the hottest and driest place you can
find is the best place in which to keep honej-.
If you can find a place for it in the kitchen near the
cook-stove, that is an ideal place in which to keep it. If
kept in such a place long enough the honey will string from

—

;

A

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

CORRESPONDENT
that his

writes me that it does not seem
honey has as good flavor as it
and wishes to know what is the best plan to

extracted

should be,
preserve the flavor of extracted honey. I am of the opinion that he has been extracting unripe honey, and then putting it up without paying any especial attention to a further
ripening of it. The best plan to secure the best flavor of
extracted honey, or of any other, as for that matter, is to
leave it on the hive till it is fully ripened by the bees.
I think it pays well to'have sufficient combs in number
so that colonies can be given two, three, or four stories if
need be, enough so that all of one kind of honey can be
stored in them before any is extracted, and then leave these
combs on the hive till just at the commencementof the flow
of nectar from some other honey-yielding plant ot tree,
when it should all be extracted, or enough of it at least, so
that the needed combs for the next yield can go on again.
In this way the honey is thoroughly ripened on the hive,
giving the honey the best possible flavor for its kind, and
be all of that kind, as no other is stored with it. And if it
can stay on the hive until all of the cells are capped over,
or very nearly all, it will be ready to put up for market as
soon as it has stood long enough for any impurities to rise
or settle. In this way we secure the best possible honey
from our locality.
In any event, honey must be thoroughly ripened to give
If any one thinks he must extract honey
it a fine flavor.
every few days during the honey-flow, then let him procure
an evaporator, either sun or otherwise, through or over
which this green honey should be run, until it is of the consistency of that nicely ripened by the bees, when he will
have something approaching, as nearly as possible, that
ripened by the bees, both in quality and flavor.
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That which has been left on the hive till Ihoroug-hly
ripened by the bees will be so thick that it will " almost
stand alone " when a dish of it is turned over, and any
artificial ripening which leaves it short of such thickness is
faulty, to say the least. Of course, it is more work to extract such thick honey, but by keeping' it in a room whose
temperature is nearly or quite 100 degrees hot for five or
six hours, or by extracting on some very hot day, it will
come out of the comb very nicely. Then, when extracting,
all honey should be stored in tin or earthen vessels and
kept in a dry, warm atmosphere that is free from odors.
Loosely cover with some thin fabric like cheese-cloth,
something which will let the air circulate somewhat freely
over it, and at the same time keep out the dust, and let it
stand in this dry, warm storeroom till all of the air-globules have disappeared, the scum which arises being skimmed
ofi^, when the honey can
be put into glass or tin vessels,
ready for market or family use and it will retain its fine
;

flavor for years,

if

kept in a proper place.

WAXING KEGS

.\ND BARRELS.

This same correspondent wishes also to know what is
the best method of waxing kegs and barrels for holding
extracted honey, and whether it is necessary that all barrels and kegs should be waxed when used for storing honey.
Before waxing any keg or barrel it should be kept in a dry,
hot room, or out in the sunshine on hot days for two or
three weeks till it is thoroughly dried out. In other words,
the barrel should be as dry as it is possible to make it. or
for it ever to become, at the time of waxing.
Having it thus dry and warm, the hoops should be driven
as tight as possible, and short nails, or those broken off so
they will not reach through into the inside of the barrel,
driven a foot or so from each other at the rear of the last
hoop, so that the hoops shall not get loosened or misplaced
in handling.
Now pour in, at the bung-hole, from five to ten pounds
of very hot, melted wax, or, what is much more preferable,
paraffine, and quickly drive in the bung. Now, turn the
barrel over and over, and twirl it around on each end till
you are sure all cracks are filled. Then take out the bung,
pour out the wax, and heat it over again for the next.
The reason for having everything as hot as possible is,
that the hotter the wax the more it penetrates the wood,
and also so as to use as little wax as possible, as the waxing
of kegs and barrels is quite costly at best.
It ma)' sound a little strange to talk about saving wax
by having it soak into the wood, but far less is used in this
way than where everything is cooler so that a coating is
taken on all over the inside of the barrel, with not nearly so
good a job being done, either.
In removing the bung be careful to see that it does not
strike you when it flies out, as the heated air sends it out
with great force, sometimes.
Now, having told how to wax barrels, allow me to ask.
in answering the latter part of the query, why not use those
made of soft wood, which need no waxing, providing the
cooperage is good ? Leaky kegs and barrels can never be
made entirely safe by waxing them. The shrinking and
swelling of the wood, as exposed to wet and dry, will sooner
or later break the wax, and sometimes a heavy jar in handling something so heavy as a barrel of honey will often
crack the wax, especially if the weather is somewhat cold,
and start the honey to leaking. Good workmen with soft
timber can make tight vessels, and they cost no more than
leaky ones. A keg or barrel properly made of the right
kind of wood needs no waxing, so this expense is saved.
And in conclusion I will say that I prefer properlyjacketed tin cans to anything else for either storing or
shipping honey.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of SI. 00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year tn advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

\
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The' Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable QIasses,

By

e. B.

HASTY,

WHEN

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

TO CUT ALFALFA.

A

story of the bear and the fiddle, begun and left off
before it got to the middle, we find on page S9S. We'd like
to know how those four bunches of steers weighed up.
Then we would have something to set before the alfalfaraising neighbor who proposes to cut it all before it gets to
blooming. Howsomever, it's not always wise for manifestly' interested parties to reason with a farmer
might
make him learn still more t'other way some men being so
got up.

—

—

BEES BUILDING QUEEN-CELLS.
Mr. H. H. Hyde, of the Texans, removes a film, if not a
hide, from my eyes by what he says of starting bees to
building cells, on page 596. Mr. Aten (as most of us would
have done, I surmise) made his bees queenless and broodless at night, and gave them the wherewith to rear queens
in the morning.
Mr. Hyde claims that their first and best
enthusiasm to replace their loss is on in only two or three
hours; that at that time they will have work begun and
royal jelly visible in half an hour after the needful start is
given them. Wonderful, isn't it ? If this is correct, of
course dilatoriness causes a double loss, loss of hours, and
loss in the amount of work done each hour.
But may this
not be another case of "sometimes" sometimes ready to
do the best kind of work in two hours, and sometimes inclined to rush around and neglect the young larvje given
them fur many hours? (Didn't think to notify professional
queen breeders that they might skip this paragraph. Now,
they've gone and read it, they may skip with wrath if they
want to yes, sir, they may.)

—

—

KEEPING A COLONY ON SCALES.
I'm ferocious at that fellow on page 597, who asked.
Does it pay to keep a colony on scales? Did he contemplate the queen as coming out with a couple of nickels and
Apparently his question was
paying the weigh-master.
simply a plea a plea against investigation and study.
Some people are so constituted that knowledge kind o' hurts
'em. Anxious to keep clear of it as far as possible. They
do not tell us %vhat then it is vrhich they expect to put into
that great emptiness that great emptiness which they
actually want us to call a brain. It may be that some such
persons actually gain in dollars by exactly that course refusal to see anything else but the paths which visibly lead
Sorry. As a piece of my mind, however,
to the dollar.
two of them lose dollars and sense both for each one who
gains dollars by the sacrifice of sense. The man who has a
fund of general knowledge in his knowledge-box is the man
more likely to succeed, I think not to speak of its being
more enjoyable to know a few things. We don't want to
forget entirely that man was made in the image of God.
How would it sound to inquire whether it pays God to keep
a world on the scales ? See Isaiah 40:12, and Job 28:25.

—

—

—

—

MISS WILSON'S SMOKER-FUEL.
Yes, Miss Emma Wilson, if you start with nice, industrious coals (more lazy coals you get the worse you are off),
but get the right quantity of industrious coals, put on fine,
dry-chip fuel, and " blow it up good," and you have "got
there " for the time being. But, strange to say, I incline
to turn my aft-think-atorial smoker on the whole proceeding
and " blow it up good." What's the use of those of us who
live in the country makeshifting along with anything else
than the standard good fuel rotten wood ? I know woodlands are getting small and few, and that the superabundance of rotten wood to be found anywhere no longer surrounds the most of us. What then? Just " watch out " a
little, and keep the subject on your mind, and seasonable
supplies will turn up, if you seize them when they do turn
up. Every stump is wood, and sooner or later will be rotten wood.
As to their decay, most of the thousand and one kinds
of tree seem to fall in two grand divisions. The rotten
wood of one division is ash-colored, soft, and breaks up as
a mass of fiber. The other kind is brown, hard, and its
fracture rudely approximates to cubical blocks. The first

—

;
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kind catches instantly from a match, and smokes splendidly, but burns out rather too fast.
Second kind lasts
pretty well, but is sometimes a little hard to start with a
match alone. Keep a sujjply of both kinds, well dried, and

mix them

accordin;;^ to

wind and weather — and thereby

for-

that the smoker is the plag'ue of one's life. Of course,
you can stay in the wilderness if you want to. Saltpeter
can save you (in the form of saltpctered rajifs), but wherefore ? A zinc oiler full of kerosene will start you olT but
is it the best one can do
Throw the saltpeter and the kerffet

;

'!

osene where some literary worthy
physic to the dogs. Page S*)S.

—

COLLECTING

was

K'0'"K'

to

throw

BEK-I..\\VS.

6S3

way mine were

lio'inff, and I started out to discover the
source of their supply. When I neared the oak-trees I could
hear their bus)' hum and see them alighting on the leaves,
which were covered in places with a sticky, shiny Hubstance
that the bees were gathering. One colony that I had standing on .scales, gathered 12'- pounds in one day not all
from the oaks but part from goldenrod and now as I open
the hives I find nearly all the hive with a mixture of the
two kinds of sweets, tasting strongly of goldenrod, but not

—

;

salable,

it is

so dark

and inky.

Several years ago I had one colony gather some 60
pounds almost black and very inferior to the honey this fall.
The colony I had on the .scales has gained about .50 pounds
during the goldenrod (low never but one year since 1H56
have I had a colony store more during the fall flow.
;

To have

the laws relative to bees collected together
apart from the beivildering mass of the laws in general is a
~~:

good

idea.

all

Page

New

.S99.

the chief yield was from the goldenrod or honey-dew from the oak, is left a iittle in the dark.
Goldenrod seems to be one of the most variable honey-yielders. It is very abundant in this region, tut bees never seem
to

Questions and Answers.
|
CONDUCTED BY

OH,

O. O.

Hampshire.

Answer. — Whether

MILLER.

Mareafgo, Ul.

(The Q lestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail.— Editor. 1

Making an Observation Hive.
Please describe the best observation hive to one who
wishes to study scientifically the workings of the bees. I
have built a glass hive, and then removed the brood-frames
with bees from a regulation hive but then I can only observe the comb formition on the outside frames.
Iowa.
In some respects the ordinary hive is the best observation hive, for in that the bees are not prevented from carrying on their regular work in the ordinary way. What you
desire, however, is a hive that will allow you to see what
the bees are doing without being obliged to lift the frames
out of the hive. The hive you have made allows you to see
only one side of each outside comb, so the thing to do is to
have none but one outside comb in other words, make your
hive for one comb only.
;

:

work upon

it.

.*-#

Transferring andlDividing -Finding the Queen.
1. I have 3 colonies of bees, one being in a square hive,
and they are always building crooked combs. The bees are
numerous, for one swarm returned after a short while.
When would it be best to transfer them ?
2. Could they be divided into two colonies ?
I am a
3. How can I catch thf; queen for requeening ?
beginner and have read about re-queening but nowhere have
The frames in my hive
I read about how to find the queen.
Minnesota.
are firmly glued in.

Better wait until next spring or summer.
Yes. Perhaps the best way to do that, and likely the
best way anyhow, is to wait till the bees swarm next summer, hiving the swarm in a hive with movable frames, and
then transferring the remainder about three weeks after
the issuing of the swarm. In the meantime read up well in
your text-book, so as to be well informed on general prin1.

2.

ciples.
3. Most of the catching of queens is done by simply
putting the thumb and finger down over the queen, pressing
her lightly on the comb, then letting the thumb and finger
slide together over the back of thequeen, andholding firmly
the wings. A vrire cage may also be placed over her, removing the cage when she runs up into it. If your object
is to clip the queen, you might like the Monette clipping

device.
^-'•-•^

Keeping Robbed-Out Combs Dnring Winter.
Will the bees winter just as well if I seta hive with combs
that have been robbed out, under their hive, taking the bottom-board from between ? I wish to do this to keep the
combs from the moths and then I am planning to keep
them there until they have enough brood in the lower hive
It is all because I feel
to make a colony, then set them off.
so badly because tny bees robbed out 12 colonies out of 32
that a neighbor brought to me to take care of (on shares), as
circumstances prevented her caring for them herself. The
combs are in such shape that they cannot be lifted without
more trouble and expense than I can give them.
;

Colorado.

Answer. — Your plan will work, but you need not feel
obliged to keep the combs in the care of the bees all winter
in order to protect them from the moth. It will soon be so
cold that there will be no danger from moths laying eggs,
and even if larva? of the moth should be present they will
do little or no harm in cool weather. As soon as freezing
weather comes, the freezing will destroy both larva' and
eggs, and there will be no more danger until it is warm
enough next summer for fresh eggs to be laid by moths.

Black Honey Gatliered by Bees.
" Massachusetts " says his bees stored a liquid nearly
August 1. and asked if it might not be gathered
from huckleberries or blackberries, and you reply perhaps
his guess is as good as any. If " Massachusetts " had
noticed his bees closely in the morning, while the dew was
on the flowers, and the goldenrod was so wet that the bees
were not working on the flowers at all, he would have found
them hustling about as if they were robbing'. That was the
black, after

Learning Bee-Keeping— Florida
1.

To

a

woman contemplating

vs. Pennsylvania.

bee-keeping would

it

be

to her interest to help a bee-keeper, for the experience she

would receive ?
2. Are there bee-keepers who would want help of that
kind, if she were willing to give her time for the experience?
3. Is it more profitable to keep bees in Florida than in
Florida.
Pennsylvania ?
Answers. 1. Yes, it would be to her interest so to do
spending a short time at it if she expects to keep bees on a
small scale, and a longer time proportionately if she expected to do more at the business.
2. Yes, some beekeepers employ such help ever)- year.
•

—

for their advertisements, or else put in a short advertisement yourself.
Some bee-keepers in Pennslyvania do
3. I don't know.
better than some bee-keepers in Florida, and vice versa. In
general terms, it probably might be said that the opportunities for successful bee-keeping on a large scale were better
in Florida than in Pennsylvania.

Watch

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
-»

The Premiums offered
Look at them.
for.

•

this

»

week are well worth working
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BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
not put your money into New Fangled Bee=Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the regular Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the largest honey-producing sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

—

G. B.

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

27 cents Cash
paid
for Beeswax.
^
low,

upon

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

W gitn-T--?
—

CASH for best yelor 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

its receipt,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, 111.
iSucce<isor
Chas. F. Mutb and A. Muth.l
Aves., CINCINNATI, O.
W. XAIC^^t^
WCLDtK, Central and Freeman
C M. \Ai
to

I

.

Prompt

BEE-

SIPPLIES

I

1
r
I

I

HONEY-JARS

;

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

The Best Made.
Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.
1

^

pound Square Standard Honey-Jars with corks
"

'

'•

"

"
"

5 ounce
1

pound
"

IK"
I

f

SEEDS OF
HONEYPLAINTS....

SYVEET

I

1

1

I
I

"

"
"

"
"

"

CLOVER

And Several Other Clover

ion

Seeds.

gross, $4.75
••

"

"
with spring top
•'
"
"
"
"
"

Keystone
"
"
"
Octagon
"
100 pounds White Sweet Scented Clover
"
"
'•
Yellow "
"
"
"
Alfalfa "
"
"
"
Alsike "
'
White Dutch
1 ounce Catnip Seed
Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant
*•
"
Eucalyptus Seed
•'

I

"

'.

"
"
•'

"

'

3.7S
3.00
S.SO
5.35
5.25
4.75

$10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
10

:
;

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

*.."

J5
[20
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!

:

Oct.
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tni'viTV Miii.n.rlb.T ..r n-iidiT "1 Ihi' A iiiiTli-iin Hit .l..iir mil » fiill-»l/.ocl (iNK Dnl.r.AK
vriM-;-(lUlC, l>y iiiMit, I'OHTi'Alh. HutltclDiit Inr iMK- nioi.thH Iretltnient. tn tic |>tii<l l..r
n'cclpt, It tin- rocclvrr chii Inilhliilly 'iiy thiit li- iino liim dnnc liliii or Iiit riinre
4Hhh\ thiin till tluMlrutJH mill (IdpfH (It ijiitickM ur uiidiI doctnriH nr piitmit iiiiMlK-ities hi! (ir ttlii- Iuih ever iiiimI.
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aiiiiKDeHluui. and one tniekaife will eiiiial In niiMllcliiiil Hlreiit.'tti and ciinitivi* viitite HOll tiallonn of the nioiit
power tui.enirio-loiiH iiiiiieriil wiiler, drunk Irei^ll at the Mprliik'i. It If* a u'eo toxical dlBCOVery, to whh-h tliere
1h iiotlime itddeil or taken troiii.
it l» the iiiiirvel ol
tie I'riii iiry for curlrm fueti diseases as KheuinallKin,
i'olsonliiii, Heart Tronhle. l>l|ililtieria. ratarrh and i'liroat AlTeetlons, Liver. Kidney
BrlKlil^ l)li.eiii.i'. Ml
uiid HIadder Ailinenls. Sloniaeti iitu) Female Disorder.^. I,a (irippe. Malarial Kever. Nervous Prostration
Htid General Deliitlly. as thoUBJindB testify, and as iiu one, aiiMworlni: this. wrltlnK for a package, will deny
after usIuk. Olve tin*', ills and se.v.
'I'lils oiler will itialtenue the attention and consideration, and allerward the gratitude of every living
per.son who desires better health, or wiio Bulfers pains, ills and diseases which have defied the medical
world and
worse wltli iiKe,
care not for your skepticism, luit ask only your InvestlKalion. and at
our e.\|iensc, icKurillcss ot wluit Ills you iiave, hy Bending to us for a packiiKi*. You must not write on a
pOBtul curd. In answer to this, address,
THEO,
Dept. J. P.. 527, s^O. S3' W. North Ave., CHICAQO. ILL.
nr

[iiirkiiuc

wltlilii

I

iiMintli'f* lliiii- titlcr

We

OKK—

I

I

Wo

mown

NOEL COMPANY.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien
cntliiit^a qneeirs wine: ^vitll a
knifu. as I have seen recotiHiieiided, by liuldinp the wint; on the corner of the hive, and
sawinyritolt hy drawing the kniTe across it.
I would as soon think of taking a hatchet and

wntu

g

niot think of

•chopping-hlock.

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces (EVERY
ESSENTIAL uecessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable lo all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are mv
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
use a

I

notice another item on the same page,
respecting moving bees a short distance and
none going back. Here is a little experience
I

of my own
Last spring (March 25) I moved my whole
apiary about 130 rods, finishing up about
noon. After dinner I opened up the whole
47 hives; the air was full of bees, as though
they were swarming; there was no robbing,
no fighting, but not a bee went back to the
old location. They had been flying for the
last two days before moving, so it was not as
if they had been confined to their hive and
had forgotten their old location. There was
not a single device adopted to cause them to
mark their new location, unless it be that
they were put on the stands without the least
regard to their former relative position.

Wm. M. Whitney.
Walworth

Dittmer's Foundation

Co., Wis., Sept.

An

Worli

fax

[The plant
is

is

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,

FOR SALE.
Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Larg-e barrels each
7000 lbs. Extracted

which the

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

meet t host? who work for us. Cow keepers always
have moDey. We start you in busjoeas. Voa make
large profits. Easy work. We faroish capital. Sead
10 c*nU for (nil line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.
to

26.

all

aster belongs.

6omD and Ex-

the

IraGledHoneu!

to

—C. L. Walton,]

Little

BURNETT & CO.. 199 S. Water St., Chicago

for 1902.

The season for honey is over, and I have
cleaned up and have the bees ready for winThis has been the wettest summer. We
ter.
got no fall honey to speak of. I started in
the spring with 45 colonies, and I did my best
to hold them back from swarming, and partly
succeeded, bnt I got several late swarms, increasing to 75 colonies, I got 1440 sections
of basswood honey completed, and about 700
partly filled and partly sealed. I extracted
them and saved the sections for next year. I
think it pays better than to try to finish them
out by feeding, and I will not feed sugar, as I
have a reputation tor having pure honey, and
sell those that
I
sell it all in my own town.
weigh 11 to V.i ounces at two lor 25 cents. I
peddle them out all over town, and have built
up a taste and demand for honey. I sell the
others to the groceries for Vi cents cash,
and 15 cents in trade, so I have disposed of all
my honey except about WO pounds of exI " took up " all the light colonies I
tracted.
had and extracted the honey out of them. I
now
have
40 colonies in good shape for winter.

'.I'

I

I

down

to tbe

minimum.

use the simplest hive I ever saw. It ig
14x19 outside; 93^ deep inside; top-bar 18
inches; super, Uxli) outside, \7'4x\i% inside;
4'j deep, with tins across.
It holds 28 seclions, 7 to the foot.
So you see I do not have
a lot of trappinifs to look after. It Is the
outcome of JO years' experience, and it suits
me. It is simple and practical. I prefer basswood frames to pine, some critics notwithstanding.
W.M. Ci.EARV.
Kossuth Co.. Iowa, Oct. 6.
I

IprBEEPOM BOILEC
Cleaning Unfinished Sections.
At

this time of year

it

will be convenient to

try a plan that has been given heretofore,

and

thus given in American Bee-Keeper:

Take a hive-body and fill full of such sections or combs as you wish to have cleaned
Carry one section to a colony that needs
out.
feeding and place it inside of the hive for a
few moments. When well covered with bees
take it Ij.iek to the hive prepared before,
which should be a short distance from the
apiary.
You will thus start a case of roljbing.
Adjust cover bee-tight and contract the enso
that but one or two bees can go in
trance
at a time. It is said that the robbing bees will
protect the robbed hive against other tjees as
they would their own. One colony might, in
this manner, be utilized to clean out a good
many sections, or a number of colonies might
be set at work at one time, each one having
their own feeding ground.
The thing looks
almost incredulous; we will try it next year.

Strong Colonies for Winter.
I cannot get a colony too strong in numl^ers
for winter, for. given plenty of bees, there is
plenty of warmth, and plenty of warmth means
If tbe bees are
less consumption of honey.

locality,

Wet Summep— Report

and two or three of tliein went to;rellier.
thiMii. uml wcl>rhe<l one thai weiflied
< poiindh.
had to put on three supers 1)6fore they 'riuld all kkI in, and lhe.v tilled tbein
in two weeks.
When I have a swarm, in a
day or two lake aljont four frames of brood
from the ol<l colony and put it in the new
bivB. and that Insures keeplnif up tbe strent^tb
of thefolony until tbey can have younir liees
of their own rearing. I aim to keep tbe urones
blved

I

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Surplus Honey.

There was very little surplus honey in this
and some are losing colonies from
starvation.
I
understand that some beekeepers have not taken off an ounce of honey,
Mrs, C. a. Ball.
Oneida Co., N. Y., Oct. 15.

hail

I

time,

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

33Atf

But

June

is

an aster— Aster puniceus, and

and the whole composite family,

of (iwecl clover aro'inil

mroni; colonics. The lust of
vi'veral fiwarmH iitsue at the Kaiiie

Full Line of Supplies,

H

Aster.

(iiiio a lot

^'imio oalnlp.

believe in

I

Casli

holding- 330 lbs. net;
barrels, ISO lbs.; kits,
Prices— Ti^c per pound in barrels, and
33Vi lbs.
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample bv mail, 10c. Address,
41A13t
N. L. HENTHORN". box 83, Viola, Wis.

1.5.

a good honey-plant, as are nearly

asters,

For

\\'<: liuvi'

town and

Catalog giving

with prices and samples, tree on application

Find enclo.sed a sample fiower from which
the bees gather honey and pollen. It begins
to bloom about the first of September, and
continues until frost. Please tell me the name
of the plant.
George Osha, Jr.
Daviess Co., Ind., Sept.

Into Fonnilation

at prices that are the lowest.

683

much reduced

YOU CAN'T GET

nor our principle nf construction in
any wire fence excpptine: the PAGE. We make our
own wire, and don' t sell any.
P\(iK UOVKN WIKE FENCE CO., AnRIA>\MICn.
Please 'nention Bee Journal -when "WTiliug.
Pa^'t'Wlre,

1902
We

—Bee-Keepers* SuopliesI

can furnish' you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Bald for beeswax. Send for our I9ti2 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The EiuersoD Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
btit 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year — both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

in numbers they become consumers of honey to generate heat. I think it
is less expensive in stores to winter and spring
There is
a strong colony than a weak one.

much

certainly

less risk in

colony than a weak one.
Australasian Bee-Keeper.

wintering a strong

— Editorial

in

the

Foundation Versus Drawn Combs.
G. M. Doolittle has little sympathy with the
foundation is preferable to drawn

idea that

combs.
Keeper

He

says

in

the

Progressive

Bee-

:

And this poor season has shown that some
surplus honey can be obtained where we have
combs to give the bees, when little or none
could be obtained where the surplus arrangement was filled with foundation instead of
comb. Colonies having combs gave from 10
to 20 pounds of honey, while those having
frames of foundation did not even draw out
the same, say nothing of giving out surplus.
And where sections were used, those having
' baits '' in were filled and finished so as to be
in marketable shape, while those having only
full sheets of foundation remained untouched.
And yet there are those among our number
who would have us believe that it is to the
bee-keeper's advantage to cut the combs out of
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A New

19th Thousand.

Edition.

6oorsB66-K66D6r'S Guide

Pro!.

Or,

Manual

of the Apiary.

Oct. 23, 1902.

these partlj' rtlleil sections, run the same
through the sun wax-extractor so as to separate the honey from the wax. and burn the sections, that we have the privilege of using new
sections lillecl with foundation when working
for section honey.
Will it be too strong language if I say: "Away with such nonsense S "^
I should hardly have gotten a single section
tilled up to this time
August 5) had it not
been for these partly-filled sections or baits,
leftover from last year. As it is, it looks as
it I should be able soon to take off from 400
to .^00 pounds of the same before buckwheat
1

^

^

commences to yield nectar.
Then drawn combs have a value

in helping
swarming, as many of the colonies
having such combs did not swarm at all, in
this year of excessive swarming during July,
when the bees secured just enough honey to
keep up a large amount of brood, but not
enough to do much storing or to start them
to drawing out foundation.

to control

Wax=Presses.

Price,

Price,

Postpaid,

Postpaid,

$1.20

S1.20

steam, or pressure on wax that has been
heated in another vessel. With hot water
one can get the same amount of wax as with

H^

^J^
PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

This standard work on practical bee-keeping has just
been thoroughly revised and brought down to date. About
100 pages and nearly 100 illustrations have been added,
which makes it now a superb volume of 544 pages, with 295
fine illustrations.
It is printed on clear white paper, and
is bound in elegant brown cloth, gold-lettered.

'

Prof. Cook has been one of the leading contributors to
He
the American Bee Journal for a quarter of a century.
is well known to bee-keepers everywhere. He is an authorHis book has had a large
ity on bees and related sulijects.
sale, which now bids fair to increase greatly.
In order that every reader of the American Bee Journal, who does not already possess a copy of Prof. Cook's
work, may have it, we wish to make the following

—
—

—

Z^^ Please remember that offers Nos. 2 and 3 of the
above are made to those who are now subscribers to the
American Bee Journal, and whose subscriptions are paid in
advance. Offers Nos. 1 and 4 are made to any one who desires to take advantage of them.
GEORGE W. YORK &

orders to the publishers,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

CHICAGO,

—

—

ial in

Gleanings

Management

ILL.

in

Bee-Culture.

for

Comb Honey.

How One Man Managed 500 Colonies for
Comb Honey in Out-Apiaries" is the title of
"

a paper by W. Z. Hutchinson, reported in the
Canadian Bee Journal as read at the Ontario
question, his

No. 1. For SI. "5 we will mail the American Bee Journal one year and a
copy of Prof. Cook's book.
No. 2. Any one of our present subscribers whose subscription is now paid
in advance, can have a copy of Prof. Cook's book mailed to him free as a premium for sending us two new subscribers to the American Bee Journal for a
year (with S2.00.)
No. 3. Or, send one new subscriber for a year (at $1.00) and SO cents more
(SI. SO in all,) and we will mail to YOU a copy of the book and will send the American Bee Journal for one year to the new subscriber.
No. 4.— For SI. 00 we will send Prof. Cook's book by express or freight
with other goods; or, if called for at our office, the price is SI. 00. But the postpaid price of the book alone is SI. 20.

all

steam, other things being equal; but it takes
longer, and is more complicated. It has been
suggested that the hot water will do better
worl! than steam because of the fact that,
since wax floats on water, the minute that a
particle of wax is pressed out from the cheesecloth it will rise to the surface out of the way
acting on the principle of "taking in the
slack." Those who suggested this, however,
had not tried both plans, and admitted that
the idea was a simple theory. If they would
try they would find, as we have done, that the
wax will drop down from the slumgum when
steam is used, just as readily as it will lioat
up in the hot water.
We have not had success with the third
method, although some may have had. It is
very diflicult to keep the wax from burning
when heated in another place unless it is
heated in hot water. It this is done, part of
the wax will melt out and come to the surface, just enough of it to cause trouble, and
yet too much to throw away entirely. After
"burning one's fingers in getting the hot wax
transferred from the heatiug-pan to the press,
a great deal of heat will be lost; and when
the wax conies in contact with the cold press
it is so chilled that not all of it can come out;
and what does come, often sticks to the
An Editorcheese-cloth, and refuses to run.

convention.

FOUR LIBERAL OFFERS:

Address

There are a great many inquiries as to
which is most convenient, rapid and thorough—pressure under hot water, pressure in

Chas. Koeppen was the man in
management being as follows:

In the spring the bees are looked over,
stores equalized, and all extra combs removed,
the bees being crowded up on as few combs a*
possible.

When

the packing

moved ahead
moved back a

altern.ate hive is

removed, each
little way. and
little, and then

is

a

the other hives
in a few days the distances are increased until
the hives are sufficiently scattered. As soou
as the bees are crowded for room the combs
are spread, and empty combs are put in the
This is usually done for the first time
center.
just before the harvest from white clover.
days later the colonies are again
ten
week or
gone over, and the combs of sealed brood in
the center shifted to the outside; the outside
combs, that are largely filled with honey, being moved to the center of the brood-nest. At
the opening of the basswood flow the broodnests are again overhauled, and this shifting
process gone through with; but, in many instances, in fact in most instances, that is, if
the colony is stroDgenough, two combs of bees

A

and brood are taken away and used in starting a nucleus, their places in the centre of the
brood-nest being filled with empty combs.
Each nucleus is furnished with a queen-cell.
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plenty of wliioh will Iw found in oviM-liiuilinjr
the Cdlonies. The iMiipt.V cuiiiIik llmliiie pliu'ml
in the center of the l)nn)(l-Mesl iit the IiihI
overhaulintr. are usually llllecl, to a irreat extent, with lioney; hut us the How heciiis to
slaeli iiji. the honey will he reiiioved iinil iiseil
in tilling' wliiit seetions limy be on the hives.
It is usioiiisliiiii,'- how a colony so treated
will tro on linifliiiiK' lip lh« sections after the
How from biisswootl is over.
With this niana|,'eiiient there is very little
swarniiiii.', and as the iiueens are clipped, the
swarm always returns, and usually the queen
If she does not,
jrets hack into her own hive.
the fact is shown al tlie next examination.
Mr. Koe|>|ien says that if he can tret around
and exiimiiie each colony as often as once a
week there is practically no svvarmin^r. I'pon
reaching' an apiary, if iliere is not time to Ko
over the whole number of colonies, llie
strongest ones are selected for thai purpose.

JJstt>te.'>K.'*! M.iilLiiAiti'.fU.iiiLii/Lyitit

LanQsirotili

for Bees.

At the Ontario convention the question was
•'
Has any one frot watermelon
offered,
honey '' The following is part of the dis!

cussion

:

Mr. Fixter— They will work on watermelon
all r\g\n if there is an opening made for them.
When they are testing watermelons at the experimental farm they have to get inside a
Iniilding that the bees won't crowd around
them.
Mr. Tender— That is a bad thing for bees.
With me, they went up to work and tilled
up everything where the brood that has been
hatched was, with watermelon honey, and, of

was I didn't know
anything aliont it. This was in the center all
the time and the sealed comb honey was on
the outside; and when I came to look at them
this spring I found I had lost Hi colonies with
Mr. Armstrong came along and
diarrhea.
said that was what was wrong.

TI16H016UB66
— 1900 Edition.

Revised by Dadant

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, antl oupht to be in the
library of every l)ee-keeper. It is bound
substiintially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pap^cs, being revised by those
larg^e, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped On the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

—

;

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

course, the conseiiuence
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committee of the Cbicapo-Northwestern BeeKeepers' Association have planned to hold the
best cooveution ever convened in Cbicag-o, The
date is Dec. 3d and 4th, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent bee keepers have been invited, and are e,\pected to attend. More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 2')ih to Dec. i.ih

Herman

If

P.

Mooke,

SEND
DANDY GREEN
f<ir..LirsI.':-<-i.il l."..l,i,

tri.il

rbdt covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

$1.25 to

FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal DlBcounts to the Trade.

QUEEMS.
weeks.

Price, 75c each; tested. $1.0 : selectedtested, $1.50. Hurry in jour order. This is the
last time our ad. appears for this season. Address all orders to

QUIRIN— the Queen-Breeder.

PARKERTOWN,

OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiue.

to

Ted"

BV ISABELLE HORTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences among the
city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad. This particular short story 60 pages,
5x6?^ inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only lu
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

—

—

ISABELLE HORTON.
227

writing.

HojiM For Sale

Six hundred sixtv-pound cans of white, and
two hundred cans of slig-ht amber tint. Freig"ht
to principal parts

vou give?

East, 75 cents.

East Ohio Street, Chicago,

will

MITCHELL & HART.

Washington Avk.,

4.^A2t

What

-

OGDEN, UTAH.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

BOYS

WE WANT WORKERS
Boys, Giris, old andyounf:: alike,
make money working for us.

\V e furnlBb capital to §tart yon id basior silver for full in>.trijctii^ns and a line of

OW8. bcud DB 10c stamps
eamples to work with. DRAPER

PUBLISHING CO.,Cbicago,m.

The Page Fence
from

llie

Page

Co.

^1^.,^**^.

— In a recent letter

Woven Wire Fence

Co., of

Adrian, Midi., they say:
" We were never so well equipped as at
present to furnish Page Fences. Having our
own steel, rod and wire nails, and having
largely increased our weaving capacity with
about 1400 employes on our pay-roll, converting the iron into high-carbon steel, the steel
into ingots, Ijlooms, liillets, rods and wire, and
with doublelhe numljer of looms that we had
.Ian. 1, liiOO. we feel that, we are in pretty
good shape to supply the demand for 1903.
" We make a standard style of fencing for
every farm, poultry, stock or railroad requirement; use double-strength wires in all these
styles, coil or spiral every one of them from
end to end the whole length of the fence, thus
providing for expansion and contraction, and
Page Wire will retain this coiled shape even
after it has lieen drawn out a thousand times.
" No locks, staples, or other devices are
used to hold the horizontals and cross-bars
together, because Page Fence is a real woven
wire fence. Horizontals and cross-bars woven
together is all there is of it."
Their advertisement appears regularly in
our columns, and if you have not investigated
the merits of their fencing, you should wriie
for catalog, descriptive matter and prices now.
Address as above, and be sure to mention the
American Bee Journal when writing them.
;

Qnirin— the Queen-Breeder, has 100 Red Clover
Queens which must be sold within the next two

"What Happened

flitalta

Hease mention Bee Journal wneu

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,

'»2A2t

'

ERIE. PA.

wnen

III.

noted in our

Albany, N. Y., Ocl. 14.— Honey is nellintr
well with no accumulation. Weijuote: White
fancy comb, Ii,c; A No. 1, 15c; No.l, 14c: mixed,
13c: buckwheat, at 13'" 13Vi(C.
Extracted, white,
'iiml'ic; mixed, i.mi,J<c; dark, SS^i^dc. Beeswax.
H. R.

28ft<30c.

Wright.

Kansas Citv, Oct. 11.— The demand for both
comb and extracted honoy is eood, especially

We

comb,
comb,

at the ,|Uotations.
quote fancy
14rnl4^,c: No. 1 white, l.t!4'n 14c;

white

No. I
White extracted,
6H'""c; amber extracted, 6(S6^c.
Beeswax

wh

and amber, 13^13^c.

te

22"i 25c.

C. C.

Clemons

,i

Co.

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.— The demand ^for extracted honey is pood al the following prices:
Southern and amber sells at 5S4(a6Kc; better
grades, '>< Xc. Comb honey is scarce; fancy
and No. 1 sells on arrival at 16(u l7c. Beeswax

weak

at

The Fred W. Mcth

2,'<c.

demand

for

Oct. 10.—

comb

We
No.

1,

Buckwheat

prM[„,siti..n ..iittiefc

BONE CUTTER.
BOX 21

The advaace

:

\S'Am\i.c:

Tlicf.i^lfst.in.l .,i-,i-.;tni,ide. ItwiUduul.le
y.iurci;;; yicM.
rriceSoup.

fleaSB mention Ufie Journal

'I.—

Co.

We

are having^ a pood
honey and receipts are quite

quote fancy white at 15c, and
fine lots will bring from
white, 13@14c; amber, 12c. .'ZZII

some excepliodallr

YOUR NAME

329

Chicaoo, Oti.

laKt f|uoiaiicjii lias bc^n maintained and ibere
Ifl a very (food demand for hiiuey al the prefient
time. No. 1 to fancy white comb brintfn l.Vi*l(>c
per pound, with the lower ^radefl Kcllini; at
from 2 and .^ cenis leas; ttal« includes the liirbt
amber. Hark if rades of amber nellH al about
lOfaiic, and buckwheat 'iftiioc.
Extracted is
steady wiiti while brinfiinif 6H'"Sc, accordluir
to color, flavor and quality
the amber brinifH
from (,(q,lc; dark, 5H^6c. Bcesivax in Knod demand at .Hic.
R. A. BoRNKTT aCo.

plentiful.

Sec.

you want the Bee-Book

AND BEESWAX J

flONE,y

I

New York,

CHTCACO. ILL.

146 Erie Street,

STRATTON MtC. CO..

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Chicago - Northwestern. — The executive

on...

MAkKET QUOTATIOHS.

can Bee Journal

Watermelons

687

is

late arriving,

and none has

been on the market as yet to cut any figure. We
expect large receipts next week, add it will sell
at from lii'a'12c, according to quality and style
of package.
Extracted in fairly good demand at Ti^c for

white. 05^c for light amber, and S%i'm>c for amSouthern in barrels at from 55f 65c per gal-

ber.
lon.

Beeswax nominal

at

2.'<c.

Hildreth & Sboblkbh.
ClNClxN-.^Tl, Oct. 7.— Comb

honey

is in

demand, the supply

good

is short and very little ofNo. 1 fancy water-white sells at 16c;
other grades less, according to quality. The
demand for extracted is very active and prices
are a little better: amber sells for 5K@SHc: alfalfa from 6(at)^c: water-white white clover
l^cixc. Beeswax, 30c.
C. H. W. Weber.

fered.

San Francisco,
12iai2'/^c;

Oct. ,S.— White

amber, SiaiOc:

dark.

comb honey
7@T}4c.

traded, white, 5^(8i,c:

amber, 5(a5'jc
27'a29c: dark.

Ex^

light amber, 51i@S>^c:
Beeswax, good to choice, light.

25'a'2(,c.

Considering the limited quantities offering,

and the firm views of holders, there is a fair
amount of business doing. The firmness of
the market, however, is confined principally to
high grade stock. Offerings of water-white
honey are of especially light proportions.

Wanted —Extracted HONEY

Mail sample, aad stale
styleof package and price
^^^m^^m^ma^^^^^^m delivered in Chicago.

John

F.

34Atf

Campbell, 5d f?iver St., Chicago. IIU
Mention the American Bee Jonrnal.

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax.

I

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER. ~1
2146-2148 Central Ave.» Cincixxati, Ohio.

2lAtf

Mention the American Bee Jonrnal.

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/AMTPn
WMnI tL/ TRACTED
honey:
Send sample
I

and best price delivered here; also
in no drip cases.

Fancy Comb wan'ed

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cixcinnati. Ohio.

wilCCr

MUNCT
We

and easy to makeif you work for us.
will stixt you io
jDusiness and furnish the capitaL
Worfc
li^ht and easy.
Send 10 cents for foil
line of samples and particulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Cblctfo, lUk
fleaso mention Bee journal when -wTitma

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Oct. 23, 1902.

lie,js^iS.^s.j£.ss,,^s,:^i,ja.ja,jA.^Smje,.MS,.ys,ss,^is^^^

BEE=KEEPERS,

|

5ave Money by Buying;

J?

Hives, Sections, Brood g
Frames, Extractors, s
^^d everything
Smokers,
g
^^.^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
Tt1& W. T. FflLGONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y,

Hrh^c
Why UUCd

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a raontbly for

(Now

No LOSS.

all bee-keepers;

JZ
•2

Send name

We sell

2?

&U well V

:

for our Catalog', Samples of Foundation
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

and Veil Material.

SOcayear.

Bee-Heeoers' Supplies i<»£^

W. M. Gerrish,

E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

^^

Chickens and Eggs

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

please mention Bee

more can anylxxly do 7 BEAUTY,
<^nf icfnr-f ir»n What
.Z^dLIMdCLIUII.
PURITY, FIRMNESS. No SAQQINa.
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Because It has always g^Ivea better eatist"^ cfkll cr\ ^-K/^ll
IL &CII
r faction than any other. Because In
in 34 years
there have not been any complaints^ but thousands of compliments.

g
g
?2

in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

ZW

year

W**
WC O-immnff^f^
^UdTctllLCC

J2

SS" Our g-oods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our larg-e illustrated catalog,
and copy of

25tl1

Dadant's Foundation

'yti?

Langslroth on bhe Honey-Bee— Rcsvi&ecl,
by mail.
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, SI.

aoumai vrhen "wriuna

25,

Mb Keystone

BEESWAX

DADANT & SON,

wanted

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

...Honey-Jars
These are clear

glass jars hold-

flint

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50
gross, S3. 25 per gross or five or more

^^•ii-4-(i-(i)-(i-4-#i)-##i)-(i)-4-#i)^

Honey Wanted.

;

:

These are the

gross, at $3.00 a gross.
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
have only about
anything about.
30 gross of them left. So speak quick

We

if

&
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AYe can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade
:

Address,

you want them.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.,

-

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
of
If you woi k
It
and you may have part
for UP. rnrU- Sam's poultry product paya
that sum. Send l(k! for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulars.

business. Draper Pablisbli]gCo.,Chiuigo,III.

Please mention Bee Journal

r'alSfnrnia
V/aiIlUriIl<t

f

t

when

writing.

know

I* yon care to
Frtiits, Flowers,

offered

m

1st.— Alfalfa

Climate

leading Horticultural
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely
ple

copy

or

Pacific Rural Press,

The

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, 12.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Gal,
330 Market Street,
Fleaae mention Bee Journal whr^n "writing.

In car lots.

—

or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia's Favorite Paper—

The

Comb

2nd. — Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.

of Its

m

3rd Car Bucliwheat Extracted
amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

5th.—White or Sweet Clover
tracted in any quantity.

or other dark

Comb and Ex-

—

6tH. Comb Honey in Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
market for the same which we have not been able
to supply.

THE

^
^^

A, L

ROOT

MEDINA, OHIO.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO. '''oiil'liti^^T'

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CO,

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

Distingiiisliiiig Perfect
DR.

Queens.

(|iieen-Reaiiiii'

of

isr)!)

vs.

Ii)02.

mi:nrv ALi,r;v.

E. tlAl.l.lll'.

jXlWERlCA/V

Dee Journal
OBOROB W. YORK,
Bdltor.

CHICAGO.

ILL,

OCT-

30, 1902,

PORTY'SeCOND YBAK
No. 44,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Oct. 30, 1902.

^^\i/\i>\t/\lAl/\lAt/Vi/\l/\l/\l/\l/\i/\l/\l/\i/VI/\iA

=BEST=

I Exiraotefl Honey For Sale i
^^
ALL
60-POUND TIN CANS.
IN

PCTBLISHED

eEORGE
144

W.

& 146

Alfalfa

WKFKTY 3T

Erie St., ChicaflO,

III.

White
Honey

Class Mail-Matter.

Editor— George W. York.
Dept. Editoes.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
'oPECiAL Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
L
f R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

Xhe Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra lor postage.
Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this pape?
indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instanea,

"decOl" on your

HoneyJ^

This is the famous

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-

(

Basswood

^^

Honey J?c

YORK & COMPANY

shows that it ia
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Subscription Receipts We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money h£.2
beet .'eceived and duly credited.

This

Extracted
g"athered

known

in

is the welllight-colored

the g-reat Alfalfa
regions of the Central West.
It is a
splendid honey, and

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

stronger flavor than

soms.

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

^
^
:2
l^

It

has

a

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

Prices of Alfalfa or

A sample of either,

£
^•

Basswood Honey:

by mail, 10 cents,

to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pouiid cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound
^5 4 cans or more, 8J4 cents a pound. Basswood Honey, yi cent more per
:^ pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
'.^ can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire.
The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. AfiSOlUtCly PUfC BcCS' Hoiiey.

^;
^|
S^
^;
^1

Order the Above Honey and then SeU

^:

—

;

^

^

label

—

Adyertising Rates wiU be given nnon

ap-

:<
i^

It.

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^i
."5 enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the Sf^
:^ above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get ^i
',^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
^i

QEORQE W. YORK &

i^

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

S'.

Tie National Bee-Keepers' Association.
OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the interests of its
members.

To
To

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest boney-dealerg.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman

E. Whitcomb,
W. Z. Hutchinson,

I

Root,

A. I.
R. C. Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.

I

G. M. Doolittle,

I

W.
J.

I

E.R. Root,

F.

Your Name and Address on one .side—Three Bees on the other

side.

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Hutchinson, President,
L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

"W. Z.
r

Orel

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest Cily, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00

*S"If more convenient. Dues

a year.

may

be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
who will
forwarded
Mr.
Secor,
they will be
to
mall individual receipts.

A

Celluloirt Queen-Buttoct "i a ps??
yretty thing for a lx;e-keepe," or 'ao^ey-seller
io wear on his coat-lapel. It often ser/es to introduce the subject of boney,
and frequently Iq^q to h
sale.

Note.— One
"

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would oe a very
good idea for ev »fy bee-keeper
to wear one [of crie D.i'.tonsi
as it will canse peop-e i:o ask
questions adouc the busy bee, and man? a con
versation thus started would wnd :p wtifa the
sale of more or less honey; at any r^ti; U woutv
jyive the beekeeper a superior opportunicy to
enlig'hten many a person in reg'ard to honey
»
and bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a jreproaa{vAlon of a motto queen-button that w& arc furnlehing to bee-keepers. It has & pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Ptice, by mail, 6 cents; two for 19 cents
Send aU orders to Um office
fye 6 for 25 cents.
e? ^e American Bee Journal
I

lieve that

[This Cut

is

tjie i-'ULL Size of

Vour Name on the Knife.— When
t.'^dress you wish put on the Knite.

the Knife.]

ordering-, be sure to say just

what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty Hcs In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un'arneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
I'nQ subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a (.Jueen, Drone, and Worker, as
made

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warI'ant every blade.
The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
ubove. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never fecii\ er it; but if the '* Novelty '* is lost, havipg name and address
owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and adiress, would destruv the knife.
If traveling, and jou meet with a serious accident, and are so fei-^
lunate as to have one of the ' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and iu
..ase of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mothsgive to a son, a wile to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife haviiu^
Ihe name of the recipient on one side?
The accompany Ing cu' gjves a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representatioa o:*
tUis'beautiful knife, as tip" ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife. We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium tol:!a«
Dne sending us i riKKi: nkw subscribers to the Hee Journal (with $.''-'>').) We will club the Xoveli;
%uife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

owner
ii

—

GEORGE W, YORK
A^Please aUor »bout two weeks

£ CO,

for vour knife order to be filled.

Chicago,

IlL

;^ERICA^

42dYEAR.

^

CHICAGO,

Editorial

ILL,

OCT.

30, 1902,

No, 44.

that others besides Mr. Gravenhorst have struck upon it
independently, for it is a thing that would naturally suggest itself.

Comments.

Just what should be the right name for a swarm thus
a matter not entirely settled. Mr. Ciravenhorst
called it a " fegling," a German word that might be translated " brushling," or a " brushed swarm," and "brushed
swarm " has been the terra used in this country to some ex-

made seems

White Clover

for Next Year seems all right, at least

in northern Illinois.

Never before, perhaps, has there been
a stronger growth of white clover in October than at the
present time. Its very luxuriance will help to protect it
against a severe winter, the dense foliage forming a close
covering, and the corresponding strength of root will also
be a help. Bee-keepers are a hopeful lot, and they will at
least enjoy the prospect

throughout the winter, even if the
winter should be so severe as to kill out all the clover. But
that is not likely to occur.

The Weather has been exceptionally favorable of late,
giving every opportunity to have the bees get into good
shape for winter. This very favorableness, however, will
in some cases act unfavorably, for there are some who will
see no immediate need for action so long as the weather is
so fine, and so the little things needed will be put off. Let
all such remember that fall weather is well along, and
almost any day may close up our beautiful days and nights,
so it is wise to be provided against whatever may happen.
If you did not see that your bees were well stocked with
provisions in September, see to it at once that the delay be
no longer continued. Each day longer is one day worse.
Building Combs to Separators
G. M. Doolittle writes
very fully upon this subject in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
To avoid having the bees build the comb of sections to the
separators, he advises having the hives carefully leveled
with a spirit-level, at least in the direction in which the
combs run in the sections to see that the starters are thoroughly fastened so that one of the corners can not drop
down to make sure that the starters are true in the sections, preferably using full sheets as starters
to avoid giving sections to colonies too weak to occupy them fully and
to avoid putting sections on too early, or leaving them on
too long at any time when the bees are not storing.
To all this Mr. Doolittle might profitably have added
that those who use bottom starters and fill the sections with
foundation will not be likely to have combs built to separators, no matter what the other conditions may be.
;

Editor Root, however, used the term " shook swarm,"
to such an extent that it is
likely to stick.
Deference to Mr. Gravenhorst would suggest the propriety of following his example by using the
term " brushed swarm," but those in this country who have
used the plan do a good deal more shaking than brushing
in removing the bees so it seems more appropriate that
the name should be one suggestive of shaking rather than
brushing.
There can hardly be any objection raised to the term
"shook swarm," except that it is very bad English, and on
this account Dr. Miller has protested against it very earnestly, saying that when one shakes anything that thing is
shaken, and so a swarm that is made by shaking should be
called a " shaken " swarm. To this Mr. Root replies that
the word " shook," to his mind, has a stronger meaning
than the word " shaken." It seems a little strange that so
well-informed a man as Mr. Root should make an idiosyncracy of his own mind a sufficient reason for using a term
that grates harshly upon the ears of others, and it is likely
that he has had some feeling of the kind, for in the last
number of Gleanings he shows a disposition to desert the
term "shook," saying:
tent.

and the term has been used

;

"

I

would suggest that we use the word

'

forced

'

swarms,

for that will describe either shook or brushed swarms, and
avoid at the same time the ungrammatical adjective
shook.' When we get the bees out of the hive by any of
'

—

named we

force them out we make them
reports are to be believed, we make them
think that they have actually swarmed, and that, therefore,
they must get down to business."
the processes

swarm, and

if

;

;

;

Nomenclature of Forced Swarms.

— Of

late the

plan

of anticipating swarming by reducing a colony to the condition of a swarm before it has actually reached the swarming point has received much attention, especially in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. Editor Root classes it as an important
discovery, although he does not claim there is anything new

about
late

it,

for years

German

ago

it

was given

to

the public by the
From the num-

leader, C. H. J. Gravenhorst.

ber that have been practicing the plan,

it

seems probable

No one in this country has championed more earnestly
than Mr. Root the plan of swarming in question, and whatever term he uses will be likely to be adopted bj' bee-keepers
who use the English language. If he should continue the
use of " shook swarms," Dr. Miller may content himself
with the thought that this is one of the cases in which
"might makes right" eventually and however bad it
may sound to say "Shook swarms," it will be good English
when every one says it.

—

—

—

Age at Beginning of Field-Work M. Devauchelle
says that most authors agree upon IS days as the age at
which bees begin to forage in the fields, but he has made
experiments which show that bees can gather honey at 8
days old and pollen at 10. These, however, he considers as
only special cases which do not disprove the rule.
In this country the general agreement seems to be 16
rather than IS days as the age at which worker-bees begin
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to

work

in the field

but

;

it

seems pretty certain that under

may

be forced to begin work
Only to give
at considerably less than 8 or 10 days of age.
one well-authenticated instance
stress of circumstances they

Oct. 30, 1902.

Pres. W. Z. Hutchinson says
"It affords me pleasure to accept your invitation to be present at your coming
convention. I will come prepared to address the convention on " Commercial Organization Among BeeKeepers."
" Providence permitting, I shall
Dr. C. C. Miller says
be with you at your annual meeting, Dec. 3 and 4 ."
Mr. E. R. Root says: "My brother Huber has been
making a long series of experiments in melting up old
combs under pressure. He will give a paper on
WaxPresses Their Construction and Their Uses.' In case he
can not come I will take his place. If I can get away perhaps both of us may come."
With all this talent we can have the best convention
ever held in Chicago, if the 300 bee-keepers near by will
also come and bring their wives and sisters.
:

:

For the sake of caution a valuable queen was put

in a

hive containing sealed brood, much of it just ready to
emerge, but not a bee was left in the hive except the queen.
The hive was placed over a strong colony, so as to receive
the heat therefrom, but wire-cloth prevented the passage of
any bee. The hive was kept closed bee-tight for 5 daj-s,
and then the entrance was opened, the hive being so placed
that there was no danger of the entrance being confused
with the other. On that day young bees were seen entering the hive with loads of pollen, showing clearly that
when necessity requires a worker may gather pollen at 5
days of age.

\

* The

VVeekly Budget.

^

soldier, called

\

of Wyandotte Co., Kans., who is
on us when on his way home from

encampment

attending the G. A. R.
ington, D. C.

W.

Z.

recently held in

Wash-

Hutchinson has been appointed Foul Brood

In-

spector for the State of Michigan, John M. Rankin, the
former inspector, having secured a steadier and more profitable position with some business firm.

Mrs.

Glessner — one of the wealthy society ladies
— returned Oct. 11 from her summer home in the

J. J.

of Chicago

Herman

F.

mountains of New Hampshire, where she has her bees. She
had 7 colonies in the spring, and secured over 700 pounds
of comb honey and about 160 pounds of extracted, besides
increasing to 13 colonies. Of course, she keeps bees only
for the pleasure it afi'ords her. There are one thousand
acres in their place, and no other bees near. Mrs. Glessner
attended them personally this season, and enjoyed it immensely. There are a lot more society ladies that could do
likewise, if they desired to add to their stock of pleasure
and good health by useful outdoor exercise.

—

Thb Chicago Convention Dec. 3 and 4— promises to
be a regular hummer. If any bee-keeper within say 200
miles of Chicago doesn't attend, he (or she) is going to miss
See what Secretary Moore has to say about it now
it.
:

J. E. Anderson, of McHenry Co., 111., gave us an exceedingly pleasant call on Tuesday, Oct. 21, when attending a meeting of the Presbyterian Synod in Chicago. Mr.
Anderson is one of the oldest bee-keepers we know, and has
been a reader of the American Bee Journal for over 30
He has about 80
years. And still he is well and happy
colonies of bees, but this has been a- discouraging year for
him, as he has taken only about 500 pounds of honey.
1

The Apiary of Mr.

J. J.

Duffack

cago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association to be held at the Briggs
Hotel club room all day Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 3 and 4, 1902.
Six well-known bee-keepers are expected to be present.
" I thank you
E. T. Abbott says
:

can arrange

my

will see if

matters so

I

can

I

at-

tend."
" I shall be
C. P. Dadant says
glad to accept the invitation unless
unexpected circumstances prevent."
" I will be
N. E. France says
there with drawings and samples of
foul brood. I am always glad to speak
to bee-keepers on this important sub:

:

ject."

is

shown on

this

page. When sending us the picture he wrote as follows
" My apiary contains 18 colonies of bees. They are in
the resident part of the city, and so far I have not had any
trouble with my neighbors concerning the bees.
" I commenced bee-keeping four years ago with one colony. My average yield of comb honey, for 1901, was SO
pounds per colony. My bees are wintered in a cellar specially built for them, in which they have done very nicely,
as the temperature varies very little.
"You will notice that I did not have my picture taken
with the bees, as I am no't as good looking as the majority
of the bee-keepers who appear with their bees."

THE NEXT CHICAGO CONVENTION.

and

Sec.

There is quite a little time yet before the Chicago convention meets, so that everybody can begin to plan to be
here on Dec. 3 and 4. It is expected that all the railroads
centering in Chicago will ofl^er excursion rates at that
time, on account of the International Eive Stock Exposition that will be held here beginning Nov. 29 and continuing for a week or more. Ask your nearest railroad ticket
agent concerning it, say about Nov. 25. He will know all
about it by that time, if not sooner.

There should be a very large attendance of lady and gentleman bee-keepers at the next meeting of the Chi-

for the invitation,

Moore,

Wouldn't it be a joke on the National, if the Chicago
convention should exceeed the one held in Denver
recently, both in size and interest ?
That is entirely
possible.
Many agree that Chicago is the best beekeepers' convention city on this continent. It would not
do for us to say that, but we can easily coincide with that
opinion.

Mr. W. p. Hogarty,
an old

'

:

APIARY OF

J. J.

I»LFFA»

11,

Ol-

lA.NKiuN CO., • i'VK
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they are known to me, and that letter is received aH the
statement of the Department of Agriculture it carries
weight with it, and he believes that statement, and he is
willing to publish it. There have been numerous requests
of that kind for real information which I have taken pains
to answer at length, and I think they have had some influence in counteracting views expressed by those who thought
they saw a great thing in adulteration.
E. T. Abbott— I am going to ask a cjucstion of Prof.
Benton. He says there can't be any special legislation for
the good of this society. Now, just a short time ago, if my
memory serves me right. Congress appropriated $.^00,000 to
help some people that do not even belong to the United
;

I

Convention Proceedings.

|

THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
(Continued from pag'e

(mO.)

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE ASSOCIATION.
Dr. Miller
su(:fg'estions.

— Prof.
I

can do not a

Benton said he was ready to receive
sii{jf,'^est one thing.
I believe he
towards increasing- the membership of

want

little

this Association.

to

believe that in his letter-heads that he
sends out if there were possibly a hint that there is such an
Association, that would go to many a one who otherwise
might never dream that there was such an Association. I
merely throw out the hint for him to think about.

Prof. Benton

I

— That calls to

You must understand,

mind that particular point.
Department is con-

so far as the

cerned, nothing of the kind could appear in a letter-head
there are ways that it could be brought to the attention of
the public, but in all of this work I think there is some misunderstanding on the part of people regarding a certain
feature of it
There can be no special legislation we can
not secure special legislation. Many have wanted the National Congress, for instance, to establish a law for stopping adulteration. There can not be anything of that kind.
Again, they have wanted an appropriation of money for a
National society. There can be nothing of that sort legislation of that kind must be general and in the case, for instance, of a pure-food law. Senate and Congress would be
glad to establish a law regulating interstate commerce and
commerce within territories, directly under the National
Congress the appropriation of money should be made for
the industry through those channels that are regularly
appointed as a part of the Government, but not through
any society which, so far as the National Government is
concerned, is like an individual; that is, this society is
looked upon by the Government in this way. There could
be no appropriation by the National Government of money
directly for this society, but the aims of this society can be
forwarded through the Department of Agriculture, through
a special appropriation which has been asked for, and which
has sometimes been granted, it seems to me, in a niggardly
manner. Why ? Because the people in the States did not
ask their members of Congress for it and for that reason
you will have to ask the people to write to their members
and tell them they want so and so.
" Well, my letter doesn't amount to anything;" but if
he gets 20 such letters he sees his constituents are thinking
about it, and other members in Congress get similar letters
and they begin to think about it. Any one member would
not like to stand up and broach the subject all alone, but if
every member in Congress found there were 20 behind him
pressing for it, it would positively come. If you only ask
on every hand, and every member, then there won't be any
one there to back down, and they have to go ahead and
speak for their constituents, and they are going to do what
their people want them to do and if they thought there
was anything in this industry, or any considerable number
of people interestad in it, or that it had any real, vital influence over the agricultural interests of the country, they
wouldn't turn it down, that is all.
Now, there was a little thing overlooked that I want to
go back to, and that was when I spoke of adulteration. Just
as soon as these honey canards appear where there is some
man that thinks. Now, there is a bee-keeper on the one
hand who says this thing is not possible, and here is a
newspaper reporter that has written it up in great style that
they are manufacturing combs and filling them with glucose, sealing it over and sending it out and he doesn't believe one or the other exactly, but he wants an impartial
statement of it, and he writes to the Secretary of Agriculture. That letter is referred to the Division of Entomology,
and lands on my desk. I answer that, stating the facts as
;

:

;

;

;

:

;

They gave them 5500,000 down there in that Island.
tell my wife I was afraid to live on any of those
islands, I was afraid they would sink.
I guess I was about
right.
One sunk down there, and Congress appropriated
$500,000 and sent a vessel down there, and they did it because they wanted to. I rather guess if we want it real bad
they would put up a little money forthe bee-keepers, or anything they took a notion to. They appropriate some S20,000 or $30,000 to bury some dead Senator, or some man that
gets on a booze. Those are special appropriations. The
States.
I

used to

truth of the matter is, the people of the country have not
awakened up to these things; they don't seem to know
about these things. If they just let Congress know that if
there is any appropriating along those lines they would
like to have a slice, I believe they would change their mind
about special appropriations. [Applause.]
E. R. Root I wish to testify to the good work done by
Prof. Benton in answering those canards. I had a good
deal of work in connection with it, and they wouldn't take
my statements, as I was interested in a paper but all I had
to say to them was, " Please write to the Department of
Agriculture, and they will tell you the true facts of the
case." They did so
and some of the worst papers that
had been publishing stories about bee-keepers, and what
they would do, have retracted handsomely but only after
they wrote to the Department of Agriculture.
Dr. Miller Prof. Benton refers to one thing, in regard

—

;

;

:

—

an expression from this National Bee-Keepers'
Association as to what we would like from the National
Government, or the Department of Agriculture. I don't
know, but I think it would be proper to have a committee to
draft such resolutions to get an expression from this Association showing what we would want. I don't know that
that is a wise thing, but if this matter of negotiation could
go on record and give help to the Government in its work,
and help us, we ought to have something of that kind.
O, L. Hershiser Here is a query
Why would it not
be the best way to have formulated a form of petition asking Congress for any reasonable and proper aid through the
Department of Agriculture, to be placed in the hands of the
National Association and your State Association, to be
signed by the members thereof, and transmitted through
the proper channels to Congress. That would bring the
matter before Congress from all parts of the country for
this National Association, and would give it such character
as to induce Congress to act favorably upon it.
Mr. Harris I move you that a committee of five be
appointed by the chair to take these matters under considto getting

—

—

eration,

Dr.

and report

later to this convention.

Mason — I second

—

the motion.

amend that, and suggest that
the Board of Directors prepare a list of requirements to be
presented to the Department of Agriculture. The Board
members are our representatives, and there is a great deal
of wisdom collected there. I think they ought to be able to
form a good list of requirements, and if we back them up
Mr. York

1

I

would

like to

it may amount to something.
Mr. Harris— We will embody Mr. York's idea and

think

;

;

:

go

at that.

— There

let it

is this advantage in the motion as
committee could be chosen of the directors
who are here they are all here, and you can promptly have
the matter acted upon if j'ou call the directors aside.
Mr. Taylor It seems to me the amendment should prevail.
If a committee is appointed we will have no report
for a year, or have a report made hastily, a report of a comparatively few number of members. Now, if this is referred
to the Board of Directors, under the amendment, they are
men who are supposed to have an interest in all these
things, and to have spent a great deal of thought upon
them, and they will have time to consider it, and they can
all consider it, though they are not here. It is not necessary
that this body, as a body, should act upon it if it is referred
to the Board of Directors
the directors may take a month

Dr. Miller

A

first ofi^ered.

;

—

;
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or two, or even three, and make up a thorough, well-digested
report, and forward it to the proper office in the Government. It seems to me that is much more preferable.
Dr. Mason I think, with Dr. Miller, that the motion of
Mr. Harris is a good one. We can refer this matter to a
committee that can consider it briefly, and they will probably come to the conclusion that the best thing that can be
done is to give the Board of Directors time they can so
recommend it to us, and then we can request the Board of
Directors to do this work then they have some authority
when they report to the Government they will say, " At the
request of the Association, we, the Board of Directors of
our Association," do so and so. I would be in favor of referring to the committee at the present time, and then letting it go into the hands of the Board of Directors.
Mr. Taylor
I to understand the motion is withdrawn as made by Mr. Harris, and that the amendment is
before the house ?
Mr. Harris I rise to a point of order.
are all out of
order at the present time, as the motion has not been stated
the gentleman who seconded my motion did not consent to
its withdrawal, therefore the original motion is before the
house.
Mr. Abbott I rose to say I did not give my consent.
C. P. Dadant As a member of the Board of Directors
I know something about the difficulties encountered in having an understanding by correspondence. The directors
present can have a talk and achieve a great deal more
among themselves while they are present face to face than
they can when they have to write. The letters all have to
goto the chairman, and resolutions have to be proposed.
For that reason I am very much in favor of a committee
being appointed, whether it is of the Board or out of the
Board, and do what we can here. One of the directors will
make a proposition that has to go to the chairman, then
he has to send that proposition to each of the members
then the members make additions or corrections, and that
takes a great deal of time. It is not satisfactory at best.
can not have a meeting anywhere else. We each go
home, living in a different State very often, and it is very
difficult to carry on business with the Board.
Therefore, I
would be in favor of doing all the business we can do right
herein the convention.
W. F. Marks There are certain phases of this question
that can be settled here to-day. This committee could be
appointed to take up this question of statistics, and it seems
to me that is the proper way to do it.
I am not in the least
in favor of referring this matter to the Board of Directors.
The resolution can be passed here to-day asking the Department of Agriculture that they be requested to take up this
matter of statistics and furnish us with statistics in regard
to the apicultural industry.
I see no reason why it should
be referred to the Board of Directors.
Prof. Benton— 1 think Mr. Marks has misunderstood
the scope of the proposed recommendations; they were to
be more general, not merely one particular subject, but to
cover the field of what connection there ought to be between the Governmental work and the work of this Association, and how they could assist each other. The whole
general subject, with a series of recomraendtaions, and as
to whether it would be wise to settle that here or not, it
seems to me it would be rather advisable to have the committee, and the committee to suggest that the Directors

—

;

;

;

— Am

—

We

;

—
—

;

;

We

—

should take

it

up

in

more general manner.

Dr. Miller— I am very ready to admit that there would
be that advantage in having the Board of Directors to act,
and I am very sure that the Board, as individuals, will
readily fall into Mr. Dadant's thought, and be glad to have
some one else do the work but it has occurred to me that
possibly we might have both of these things done and have
a committee here consisting of the Directors who are here,
then have that committee refer the thing to the whole
Board. It does not come, perhaps, from one of the Directors
with very good grace to have such a thing proposed, and
yet we must not be too modest. lam rather of the opinion
that a good plan would be to have a committee now consisting of the members of the Board who are here, and let that
committee refer the matter to the whole Board.
Mr. Taylor— Mr. President, as it strikes me, it would
;

be manifestly absurd

L. Booth — I rise to a point of
any question stated by the chair

;

fore the house.

—

order.
I

don't

I

have not heard

know what

is be-

Mr. Taylor I am going to make a motion. Mr. President, I was about to say that it would be manifestly absurd
to refer this to a committee and expect that committee to
make a report that would be worth anything during the
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This

convention.

life of this

is

a matter that would require

some thought; after the thought is matured it would require some time in order to put the thought in shape and
make it presentable. If we are going to deal with this matter intelligenth', we ought to do it in such a way that we
shall get a result that is intelligent. Now, the last suggestion of Dr. Miller, it seems to me, is a very good one,
and I move to amend the original motion by substituting
this, " That the question be referred to a committee to be
composed of the members of the Board of Directors here

present; that they consider the question while they are
together, and that after this convention is adjourned they
refer it further to the other members of the Board of Directors, and that they make a final report and have it submitted to the Government."
Dr. Mason Mr. Taylor moves to amend by substitution.
Is that proper ?
Mr. Taylor Certainly.
Mr. Harris I rise to a point of order. There is nothing here for discussion, and I, as the mover of the original
motion, would like to talk on the motion when properly put
by the chair.
Dr. Mason If that is proper, that we can have such a

—
—
—

—

amend by

substituting, I want still to say
that I believe the best thing we can do is to put this before
a committee composed of those not directors, and I believe
we have the ability to mature enough of a plan to be submitted to this convention so that we can get it right before
the Directors, and they before the Government, and make
it count.
* Dr. Miller— I rise to a point of order.
I believe Mr.
Harris is right. There is nothing before the house at all
the President has not stated the motion.

motion

to

—

Pres. Hutchinson 1 don't know that I can remember it.
Dr. Miller The stenographer will read it, and then you
ought to repeat it.
Dr. Mason That is pretty small, but you are a small

—
—

man.

The stenographer read the motion, after which the
president stated it.
Mr. Harris The object of this motion was this, that to
expedite business, and, as one of the gentlemen here has
said, not to go into the correspondence and delay this matter from time to time, let this committee be appointed if
then they make suggestions let it go to the
necessary
Directors thereafter on the suggestions that this committee
may make, then you will get down to proper business in
such a way that you will work in an intelligent manner,
and know just what the desire of this convention is.
The President put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.
Pres. Hutchinson I will appoint the committee after
dinner.

—

;

;

—

A PROPAG.ANDA FOR HONEY.

—
—
—

Mr. York I want to speak on that big word Dr. Miller
used, "propaganda."
Mr. Taylor You are out of order.
Pres. Hutchinson I think we can hear from Mr. York.
Mr. York I wanted to go back to the subject before
the convention, " The most hopeful field for the Association." Dr. Miller suggested that one of his views was a
propaganda for advertising honey. A little while ago I
noticed Mr. Abbott was reading a newspaper; perhaps he
was trying to look up the meaning of that word.
Mr. Abbott That means the propagandering among

—

—

the geese

—

Mr. York I suppose it is a sort of scheme, or system, for
advertising honey, and I believe the Association can do a
good deal along that line. As some of you possibly know,
I am interested in getting people to eat more honey. I think
most people here to-day would like to have the demand for
honey developed so that they can sell their honey at a better
price.

I

can

hardly

agree

with Mr. Hutchinson in his

paper, where he said he thought honey would not sell for
any higher price than at the present. I believe when people come to understand the real value of honey as a daily
article of food that its price is going to be higher, because
there is not enough to-day to supply the demand at the
present. For several years I have been endeavoring to get
more people to eat pure honey, and I think the Association,
if it had a larger membership, could do a great deal along
that line, and I believe that the first most hopeful field is
that of increasing the membership of the Association. I
believe if we had SOOO or 10,000 members, and would send a

recommendation to Mr. Benton, in Washington, backed up
by that number of members, it would have a great deal
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and weight than with 1000 members. I think he
a ffood sug'jfestion when he said we oiijjht to write to
our representatives and senators in Conjfress when anything relating to bee-keeping, or anything else we are Interested in, is up for discussion and if we could have .^niio
or 10,000 members in this Association, and order the (icneral Manager, or Secretary, at a certain time, to notify all
members to write to their representatives and senators,
they would do it, and it might have great efl'ect. I also believe in working up the propaganda for advertising honey,
and that much can be done among the newspapers of the
country. They will not do it for me alone, or for you who
have honey to sell, but the Association has no honey to sell.
If t,hey would get up a line of articles on the use of honey,
and mail it to certain newspapers in the country, I believe
they would publish it, and it would create a greater demand
for honey among the people.
You would be surprised to
hear the reports I am hearing in Chicago nearly every day
about the honey I am trying to put out. Of course, it is
pure honey. What will help one will help the whole membership of the Association. I wish the Board of Directors
would take up this matter, or this committee that is to be
appointed now, and try to get information about honey before the people more generally.
Mr. Abbott On that matter of propaganda, there is a
thing comes to my mind that I intended to say, and I didn't.
I heartily agree with Mr. York, and we have before us here
a striking illustration of what can be done by a little energetic advertising and, not to be personal, the illustration
is so good I can not help but refer to it.
This little book
which the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association, or Mr. Working himself, indi\idually, got out, ought to make the National Association a little ashamed of the only thing it has
ever issued in years. It looks very cheap by the side of
that beautiful illustration that was gotten up to advertise
this meeting, and it has tine half-tones in it, and it is gotten up in good style and I noticed, when a gentleman came
into my office, four or five of them were lying on my desk
the gentleman took one up and looked at it, and said, " What
is that ?"
I said, "That is issued by the Colorado BeeKeepers' Association." He said, "Could I have that?"
" Yes, sir, with pleasure. That is what it was sent for."
And they were all called for in a very short time. The last
report (referring to the annual report of Buffalo convention), as it appears, and as it is, is as good as we provided
money to make it. I am not complaining of Mr. York he
made a real good book for what he got for it, and people
are wanting it, and there are inquiries, and in about a
month I had SO inquiries for this book, wanting to know
if they could get a copy of it, and there was an opportunity
to advertise the Association, and I didn't know where there
was a copy to be had. This Association never has had
good literature of that kind it has always been afraid somebody would find out it was at work it was afraid to let the
newspapers know it was in the city. We have gone to great
cities and they never knew we were there
and we never
had a committee to go and tell the reporters that five or six
" queen-bees " had come to town. But there were members
live enough here, and, five or six weeks before, let them
know, and we were besieged for photographs. And that is
what propaganda means. If we could get a little more into
the National Association there would be more honey sold.
Mr. Taylor In talking about propaganda, and that the
Association should teach propagandi, it seems to me that
one propaganda that covers this question of advertising as
well as the question of the price of honey has, so far, not
been mentioned. I think that it is in the hands of the beekeepers, if they will, to raise the price of honey SO percent
over what it is at the present time, if this suggestion would
be carried out. I don't know as it will be. We are like that
farmer that Mr. Abbott described we put our thumbs under
our suspenders, and when we can get a crop of honey we say,
" Let her go !" and we ship it off to Chicago, or some other
large city, and let somebody else sell it for us. That is the
way I had always done till last year it is the way most
bee-keepers have done there are a few here and there no
doubt our chairman could name some of them who, instead of doing that, have taken their honey and their wagons and have gone out and have asked SO to 100 percent
more than they could have gotten in any other way, and
they have sold their honey readily, and they have gotten
rid of it without any trouble in getting their pay from the
commission men or anybody else they have, at the same
time, educated a taste for honey, and they have spread the
market, they have enlarged the market. Of course, there
are exceptions there are men who produce so much honey
that they could not think of anything of that kind, their

more

efl'ect

made

;

—

;
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honey would go to supply the demands of the cities but
there are thousands of small towrjs in ourcountry that have
no supply of honey simply because the men in the neighborhood of such a town who produce honey of any amount
will pack it up and ship it off in order to get rid of the
trouble of doing anything further with it. We have an
;

immense market

in this country for honey, if we would culThere is no question at all in my mind that if
bee-keepers would take up this point and try to cultivate
this market that perhaps the price of honey could be increased SO percent in a very few years without any difficulty
I think we can do
at all.
more for ourselves than the Government in any way can do for us.
W. L. Hawley I wish to indorse what Prof. Benton
has said with regard to sending letters to your representatives.
We have had some experience in that line in send-

tivate

it.

—

ing letters to our representatives, members of Congress,

and personal friends, and the influence was such that you
would be astonished. Word came out from Michigan, saying, " Boys, do all you can
write from one to a dozen letters a week and keep it up constantly
keep it up." Well, I
wrote two letters, then I wrote two more, then I increased
it to five, then I wrote five more
I kept that up for the entire six weeks, and I was only one of IS that did that.
Michigan, California, Colorado, Nebraska, and every place
where they have a beet-factory, did that very same thing.
You know the reason why there was an agitation trying
to reduce the tariff upon sugar on the raw material, and,
;

;

;

;

consequently, we beet-men did not want that. It is the
same way with this honey. Mr. Benton says fire 20 letters
in.
Double that, make it 40, make it 60, 80, 100 you can't
get too many there the more you get there the better
every man, every woman, every child, every bee-keeper,
keep it up, and then you will find that your work is accom:

:

;

plished

;

and

until

you do that you

will accomplish nothing.
until 1:30 o'clock p.m.

The convention then adjourned

(Coutinued next week.)

;

;
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How

to Distinguish a Perfect Queen.
BY DR.

HOW

E.

G.^LLUP.

the difference between a perfect
queen and an imperfect one by the looks, shape, etc..
is the question.
A perfect queen is usually (now mind
She has
I don't say always) larger than an imperfect one.
a large and perfect abdomen, tapering and pointed, while
the imperfect one has a smaller abdomen, more blunt and
there is usually quite a difference in the shape of the workin examining the queen nymph, the one having the
ers
" missing link " attachment, and the other not having that
attachment, both of the same age, the difference in size
Even where
is very marked to the most casual observer.
both are equally supplied with a large amount of royal jelly,
the difference in size is plainly visible after they are
hatched, and all their lives plainly showing that the embryo
does draw substance through the umbilical cord.
Many queen-breeders notify their customers not to be
alarmed if the queen appears small, as she will increase in
All those degensize after she commences breeding, etc.
erate or improperly reared queens do appear small, and
they are small even after they commence laying, in comparison to one rightly reared. I have occasionally had a very
small queen that appeared to be prolific for a short time,
but they invariably do not hold out for any length of time.
On page 596, W. H. Laws says: " Permit me to say that
as great a percent of large, fully developed queens were obtained by the Doolittle method as by any method ever
used." In recommending Mr. Doolittle as a queen-breeder,
all the queens that I have seen and received from him have
been fully developed and large, to all appearances, but the
fault found with them was this They did not prove prolific,
and I have repeatedly had to explain why, etc. Years ago
I received queens from different breeders, recommended as
extra-prolific, but they in no case turned out as recommended.
Now, I did not jump at the conclusion that said parties
falsely represented their queens as prolific, but I had a
That queens shipped
theory in mind which was this
to distinguish

;

:

:

:
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through the mails, after testing, did not turn out prolific
afterwards. Dr. Hamlin, of Tennessee, and myself, were
having a friendly correspondence, so we came to an agreement to test the matter. I was to ship him a very prolific
queen, and he was to return one that he knew was prolific.
Well, we exchanged four queens each not all at once, but
at different times and not a single one of the eight proved
prolific. All, without an exception, were very unsatisfactory
as to prolificness. I then lived in the extreme north end of
Iowa, and the Doctor lived within 6 miles of the capital of
Tennessee. Since then nearly all of the queens I have received have been untested.
Of 16 queens last season, only two proved to be impurely
mated. I have an impression that a prolific queen, suddenly
stopped from laying, even when caged or shipped while
breeding up to her full capacity, is injured ever afterwards,
for prolificness. But I have not fully tested the above
theory to my own satisfaction. Now you can understand my

B. Hall, of Ontario,
E- A. Morgan, of Wisconsin, and many others, are
working along that line. But as to the difference between
the artificially-reared queens, and naturally-reared queens,
many will be sure to differ from Dr. Gallup, and I am one
of the many, though my experience does not cover half a
century.
When located in South Dakota, operating but few colonies, we had "native " stock, and these artificially reared
queens produced colonies that excelled the natives almost
every time, in pounds of honey produced.
In addition to this, the hardy (?) natives were seriously
weakened by " pickled brood," while the Italians were prac-

reason for preferring untested queens.

tically

have received two queens from Florida, three from
Louisana, sixteen from Texas, and all were good except two
from Texas. Some may say, "All those worthless queens
you have received were injured in the mail." Not a bit of
it
I know better.
It is quite an easy matter for a thoroughly experienced person to distinguish the difference on
sight. A number of years ago I jumped at the conclusion
that I might as well do up all ray swarming in a couple of
days as to wait and watch for natural swarming so I
divided and nearly doubled my number.
The result was I
had 36 queenless colonies in September, and 15 more in the
spring. I jumped at another conclusion, and that was that
rearing queens in the above manner was thoroughly unnatural, and unscientific.
I have lived long enough to know that some people can
learn as much by their mistakes as by their successes. A
near neighbor of mine, last spring, had some IS colonies
he was away at work through the day, and no one at home,
so he made his swarms by dividing. This fall he had four
queenless colonies, and was wondering to me why he lost so
many queens. He said he would look through the hives,
and saw that all had laying queens, and shortly afterwards
found four of them queenless. He then gave them queencells and then more " came up missing."
I explained to
him that they might as well come up missing, as they were
worthless any way he could fix it, and gave him my reasons. Still he has kept bees and ran quite an apiary for

In the several years that I have tried them, the queens
reared by Atc'hley, Doolittle or Alley plans proved their
right to replace the hybrids and blacks, and this in spite of
the awful (?) handicap artificial cell-cups, " fuss and feathers."
Upon my removal to Idaho I sold my bees, buying more
upon my arrival here, starting with 150 colonies of Italians
with naturally reared queens. All these queens of various
ages were clipped in April and May of 1901. Upon examining the colonies in April, 1902, I found that fully half of
these queens had been superseded by the bees, making it
appear that the average life of these naturally reared queens
was about two years, although I admit that an occasional
queen may live four or five years. Some (inexperienced
amateurs) may say that clipping caused the queens to be
superseded at this age, but I will say that in South Dakota,
having two races, and being able to tell the age of the
queens by mating (queens from abroad mated purely,
queens reared at home mated with blacks or hybrids), I
found the average life of the queen to be about two years.
Now, the larger part of our bees are run for extracted
honey, with little or no swarming, and I find, like Mr.
Chapman, of Michigan, that it takes a very good queen to
live two years, or more, when given an abundance of room
for egg-laying.
In May, 1901, I received several queens from different
breeders two soon died, but the others have equalled the
naturally reared stock as honey-getters, although it is yet
too early to judge of the longevity of thequeens themselves.
We have the testimony of such practical men as Alley,
Doolittle, Hutchinson, and Heddon, that the artificially
reared queens are equal, or superior, to the natural ones
and among other observers I may mention F. L. Thompson,
A. I. Root, and the Dadants, who have touched on this matter in their writings.
If such men as these, eminently practical, have found
no difference in results between queens reared from an egg
laid (presumably) in a natural queen-cell, and those carefully reared from worker-eggs or larvaj, then, in spite of
the arguments of Dr. Gallup, the great majority of practical
honey-producers will continue to rear and purchase queens
reared by these artificial methods.
If bees will, in time, rear queens to suit the capacity of
the hive, how shall we explain the fact that the Dadants
have so little swarming with their large hives ?
We have apiaries here where the queens have for years
been confined to an 8-frame brood-nest. Surely, these
queens " bred to suit the capacity of the hive" can never
But, astonishing to say,
fill two 8-frame bodies with brood
when given the opportunity, they respond nobly, with 10, 12
or 15 frames of brood.
If the bees will rear a queen to suit the capacity of the
hive, where will the limit be found ?
More light, please. I am willing to learn.
Ada Co., Idaho, Aug. 16.

—

—

I

;

;

;

several years.
Please carefully read the letter on pages 494 and 495, by
Edwin Bevins.
Now, I do not wish to be understood as saying that all
queens reared under the swarming or superseding impulse
are perfect, as there are exceptions to all rules in bee-keeping as well as in some other occupations. I will say to Mr.
Greiner, that I watched that feeble quean and her colony
very closely, both inside and outside the hive. The queen
was quite feeble, and the bees were so feeble and were dying
rapidly both night and day, and the workers were so feeble
that they could only drag a dead bee out of the hive and
drop on the ground with it they could never fly off with it
as bees from other colonies do.
They reared two superseding cells, and I cut them out
and saved them, and they have both turned out fairly well
so far, but not extra, for I could not expect the best kind
of stock from such a feeble queen.
I cut them out hoping that they wbuld rear more, and they did rear more in a
manner that I never saw before. They lengthened out
worker-cells to about twice the usual length, and did not increase the size one particle.
On examining them, the
embryo lay clear outside of the worker-cell, behind the
nymph, and not one particle of royal jelly in the cell behind.
I cut off about a dozen and examined them thoroughly
the
queen failed entirely, and I allowed two of them to mature,
and both hatched out at the same time, and both were the
smallest queens I ever saw, not even as large as a common
worker. They both lived together for three days on the
same comb they hatched on. I then had to move my bees
on account of starting to dry fruit near me, and I have not
seen them since. Now, you might say, "I told you so
queens under the superseding impulse are no better than
others ;" but I call them freaks, nothing natural about them.
I informed the Editor, when I commenced these articles,
that I expected to stir up a hornet's-nest, and I have not
been disappointed yet I think when the crisis is passed,
;

;

;

;

good

Orange

will result.

Co., Calif.
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Queen-Rearing of 1859

vs.

1902.

BY HENRY ALLEY.
the spring of 1859 I first saw a queen-bee. To me it was
Before the summer was over I had reared my
first queen-bees.
In those days we knew only about
black bees; later on the Italian bees came in, and then
queen-rearing grew to a big business.
Well, the first queens I reared, though they were black,
proved to be first-class in all respects, and they were nucleus-

INa big thing.

—
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reared <|ueens, at that. At that time I knew as much about
as I now dn about l)iiil(liii)^ telescopes, lint
the know-how didn't botlKi" me much, as I never let sucli
small matters trouble me, when I have a scheme to push
tlirouf^h.
However, I had had sullicient experience with
bees to know that if a colony was deprived of its queen tlie
bees would soon provide another. Of course I worked on
this theory.
How this must surprise my friend, Dr. Gallup. Why,
the idea of anyone rearing;- f,'ood queens by the nucleus system, even before the Doctor pot acquainted with bee-keepinp
Isn't it funny that such a thing could be done ? Such
was a fact. After half a century's e.\perience in (jueen-rearing we can rear no better ijueens, or, in a word, no improvement has been made in the quality of the ([ueens, notwithstanding- the fact that the rearing- of queens has been
brought down to a science.
In my first attempt to rear queens, a piece of comb 2x3
inches, in which were eggs and quite young larva;, was fastened to the top-bar of a Uangstroth frame by strings. The
frame was then placed in a single-comb observatory hive,
in which there was glass on either side, so that any movement of the bees could be observed only about a pint of
bees were used.
In those days queens were not reared for sale merely
for experiment and amusement, and that is why a glass
hive was used. This was the starting-point in my queenrearing experience.
In 1860 I commenced to rear queens in 3-frame nuclei.
This is how it was done One of the 3 frames contained
brood in all stages, from the egg just laid to capped brood.
The 3 combs were removed from a strong colony and all the
bees adhering to the combs, minus the queen, were placed
in the hive. The bees were then confined to the hive from
12 to 24 hours, and water was supplied. Bees thus prepared
would commence to build from 3 to 8 or more queen-cells.
As some of the bees would return to the parent hive, when
released, other bees were given the nucleus each night for 3
or 4 days. By this operation I at once saw how bees could
be induced to rear quite a number of queens on one comb, as
I found that each fresh lot of bees given the nuclei would
commence a new lot of cells. The bees built the queen-cells
in positions of their own choice, and selected either eggs or
larva; for the coming queen.
Now, Dr. Gallup, with all due respect to your opinion
and experience with nucleus-reared queens, I want to say
that queens reared by the above method were in all respects
equal to any swarm-reared queen ever produced. For rearing queens on a small scale there is no better method known
than the nucleus system, as above described. In those days
no one ever heard of short-lived queens all queens, as above'
rcariiifj (iiieeiis

!

;

—

:

;

reared, were first-class.

Now, can any-one give

method so simple, and perhaps
so scientific, for rearing a few queens ? Does it not come
as near Nature's way as it is possible to reach ? So far, so
a

good.

But right here comes the trouble in rearing queens on a
large scale by the above plan. When the time comes for
the queens to hatch, then the trouble begins. It will be
seen that if bees are constructing new cells for 4 days continuously, it will be 4 days before all the queens will hatch
out.
It will be impossible to cut out and save all the cells,
if one desires to transfer them to other nuclei, or to the
nurser)',as the cells are built on both sides of the comb, and
many of them are very near each other. So it will be seen
that there is a disadvantage in this last method for rearing
queens.
For the above reasons I had to abandon that
method, and adopt the strip-of-comb plan, and have used
this latter method many years.
In the days of 18S9 to 1870 we knew little or nothing
about the "missing link;" more in fact, there was no " missing link." All we then lacked was a way to rear queens so
that all the cells could be preserved, and the strip-of-comb
method does it. All went well in those days everybody
seemed pleased with the queens they purchased, yet knew
nothing about science as applied to queen-rearing nor did
we care to know the scientific part, beyond adoptin g
Nature's way, and by so doing only the most perfect queens
were produced.
Since 1870 advancement has been made in many respects in queen-rearing, but when it comes down to the
quality of queens no advance has been made. In fact, many
queen-breeders are not up-to-date.
Mr. Doolittle says hundreds and thousands are
quietly smiling at my statements.
I am glad to know this.
I always make it a point to keep people good-natured, and if
I have succeeded in thousands of cases, as evidenced by Mr.
;

;
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Doolittle's statement, I can only gay I am well plcaHcd at
the result. I know of many bee-keepers who do not smile at
all, and, 'tis " Amen " with many of them.
I
refer to the
class of beekeepers who write me thus " Send me a queenHave bought queens of all the breeders and never
bee.
got a good queen.'" Who does this strike? The names of
these people arc all new to me not one of them has ever
" smole a smile " at my statements.
I have no time to reply to Mr. Doolittle's article on
page .Sf.'J, but I will do so before spring. In fact, I don't
know that I can get time to write all that is necessary on
the subject of queen-rearing. It is the biggest and most
important subject connected with bee-culture, and volumes
can be written. I will say, however, that I am ready to
back up any statements I have made, notwithstanding- Mr.
Doolittle takes no stock in them.
Dr.Gallup also remembers me when he says, " I have two
queens of Alley and they petered out before spring." Does
any one who has had any experience in queen-rearing and
shipping queens see anything unusual in this? I have
reared queens as Dr. Gallup says they should be reared (the
correct and Nature's way), and they didn't even peter in ;
they were worthless, and of course were destroyed as soon
as tested. The queens I sent to Dr. Gallup were reared by
the method I am now so strongly condemning. The methods then used were long ago abandoned by me. but other
queen-breeders still use them. I call upon those who have
purchased queens of me in 1902 to speak of their quality ;
yea, I call upon those people who have written to me the
past summer to say the same in public as they say to me
privately, as to the quality of the queens I have sent them
in years past.
[Of course the American Bee Journal is not
going to publish a lot of testimonials for any queen-breeder,
unless paid for at regular advertising rates. Editor.]
Now, all queens sent out, however reared, do not prove
to be good ones, but of this and the reasons why, we speak
later on.
Dr. Gallup knows as well as others, that the fault
of this " petering out " is not always the method of rearing
queens. Why, bless you. Dr. Gallup, bees are subjected to
diseases as well as the human race. We all know, too,
about how queens are treated in going from Massachusetts
to California in a mail-bag.
Such treatment may improve
the quality of the queen, but I cannot think so.
One more reference to Dr. Gallup and Mr. Doolittle
Mr. Doolittle would have the readers of this paper to understand that he can rear good queens as he " learned the
trade " of Dr. Gallup (page 579). Now, Dr. Gallup say-s on
page 585, that " Mr. Doolittle's queens fail the second season." How's that, gentlemen ? Doctors seem to disagree.
At any rate, I can't seem to make the two statements har:

;

:

monize.

When Dr. Gallup says my queens fail the second year,
that is, if he includes any number of them, he makes a decidedly wrong statement. Some queens do fail the second
year, yes, some fail the first year, and they will continue to
do so, and it won't matter who rears them, or how they are
reared.
I first observed the lump of royal jelly in the cells of the
first queens I reared, and I am not only " on to " that point
as indicating good queens, but on to man)- others that no
one has mentioned, and none of them are new to me.
Who is getting bit when Dr. Gallup and Mr. Doolittle
speak about rearing queens in nuclei ? Surely it can't be
this man, as I was obliged to abandon that system years
ago, that is, long before any bee-keeper of the present day
knew anything about rearing queens. If it were practical
to rear queens on a large scale by the nucleus system I
surely would use no other method, as I know by actual experiment that just as good queens can be so reared as can
be reared by any method ever given the public.
Now, the reader can easily decide whether or not I am
Try a few
right, by simply testing the nucleus system.
queens by the nucleus plan given at the beginning of this
article.
Of course, this} statement does not agree with the
theory of Dr. Gallup, but it is an easy matter to prove or
disprove my theory early in the year 1903.
I am not writing for the fun of it, but am in dead earnest in what I say, and I'll risk my reputation as a queenEssex Co., Mass.
breeder on the result.
Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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emptied them, so that they will make a thorough job of getting them cleaned.

Lay

\
CONDDCTKD BY

DR.

O. O.

They ought to have had 30 pounds or more of honey.
a piece of burlap or other open cloth over the top-bars,
and then put your packing on top. If you can get cork-dust,
nothing is better for packing. Dry leaves, planer-shavings,
chaff, etc., are also good.
3.

Questions and Answers.
MILLER, Marengo,

HZ,
(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editor.
1

% The

Afterthought. ^
|

Sulphuric Acid for Cleansing Beeswax.

How much
Is it put in

acid should be used for 25 pounds of wax
water or wax for cleansing' ?
Michigan.

The

?

'*Old Reliable" seen

By

through New and Unreliable Glasses.

HASTY,

B. E.

Sta.

B

Rural. Toledo, O.

Answer. — Sulphuric

acid is the acid used in cleansing
wax. Ordinarily about one part of acid is used to every
hundred parts of water. If little cleansing is needed half as
much acid will do, and twice as much may be needed if the
wax is very dirty. Put the wax in the acid solution and
heat all to about 180 degrees, Fahr., and keep it hot half an
hour; but look out it doesn't boil over.

Honey-Plant for Railroad or Wagon-Road.

TWO QUEENS

a deep cut on a railroad,

and also on highway wagon-road? I sowed sweet clover,
but the bees do not seem to work on that freely for a long
time.
Michigan.
Answer. Most emphatically I should say sweet clover
is the right thing either for a wagon-road or a deep cut on a
railroad.
With enough of it I should have little fear as to
the bees working on it. Not many plants will grow well in
the subsoil of a deep cut, but sweet clover will grow there

;

—

Page

Getting Bees Out of a Chimney-Feeding for Winter.
1. I have a colony of bees that are in a chimney, that is
not in use during the summer, only in winter they are not
very far down from the top, about 4 feet. How can I get
them out? I would like to save the bees, and keep the honey
to feed the rest of the bees.
2. I have quite a few unfinished sections, and would
like to know whether I could feed it back to the bees.
Would they clean them out, so I could save them for another
season for bait-sections ? About what time could I feed
them back before very cold weather ?
3. How much honey should a colony of bees have, to
last them from October until the following May, without
feeding them ? I am going to winter my bees out-of-doors
in light chaff hives.
How can I fix them over the broodframes ? And what shall I use for packing.

WHAT CAUSED THE POOR HONEY CROP ?
" Nothing but the bad weather has prevented an unprecedented honey crop." Page 604. When Mr. Knowles
has conned his book 12 j'ears over that lesson he will have
an inkling that there is a mysterious something back of the
weather.
But I'll admit we have had some fantastic weather this
year of grace 1902, and plenty of " something," too. As
per page 607, it's famine to the extent of stopping broodrearing, then rush of nectar filling the empty brood-nest
full, then dearth again to keep a normal-sized brood-nest
from ever getting started. Three such items constitute a

queer situation.

THAT SWEET

;

New
Answers.— 1. Without being on

the spot

York.

a difficult
the best plan, and even when on the
spot it is not easy, as each case is a separate problem. The
best way would be to tear away the chimney sufficiently to
reach the bees, but most likely that plan can not be considPossibly something like this might be tried
ered.
Make enough fire below to smoke the bees so they will
fill themselves with honey and be perfectly subdued, but of
course there should not be so much fire and smoke as to
make the bees fall down into the fire. Then with some
kind of a tool such as is used in tile-ditching, reach down
from the top of the chimney and take up what you can lift,
combs, bees and all. Continue this till you have got all out.
It will not be a nice or satisfactory mess
the honey will be
mashed, the bees will bedaubed, and some of them killed;
but the honey will at least be good for feeding, and very
likely the qeeen will be safe.
If any one can suggest a better plan, he can havtf the

thing to say what

it is

is

:

;

floor.
2. Any day when bees are flying you can get the bees
to etnpty out your partly filled sections. Put the supers of
sections in a pile of five or six supers each, closely cover up,
only allowing a place for one or two bees to enter at a time.
Let the bees still have them for a day or two after they have

602.

a phrase to conjure with, " shaken swarms," or
would be were it not for that dreadful " sometimes." Sometimes look a little out for infuriated bees and a grist of
queenless colonies. Page 605.
It's

—

luxuriantly. It is not at all likely that j'ou can secure a
good growth of catnip on a roadside or in a deep cut, but, if
you have hedges, sow catnip directly in the shade of the
hedge and it will flourish.

HIVE— SHAKEN SWARMS.

Two queens in a hive, a la page 601, are indeed exceedingly handy for dividing.
Twelve years is quite a long lesson
but doubtless
there are still some in-plain-sight lessons unlearned when a
man has kept bees for more than 12 years. Mr. Housel is
very likely sound on black hybrids for fine comb honey if
he thiyiks so no bee is worth a cent if his boss thinks ill of
her.

What plant would you name for

IN A

CAPITOI^

AND MAST-HEAD INDEX.

The

Capitol as a bee-palace, eh ? Would that all Capitols might be as sweet-savored internally, and furnished
with as ready weapons against impudent wrong.
And say, that new plan of having a mast-head index
of special things to be found inside is not a bad plan.

Page

609.

WHEN THE HEAT

OF THE DRONE

IS HEI,PFUI<.

true that the poor drone makes heat and wastes
most of it on the summer air, and that what he makes in
the hive is mostly when there is too much heat there
already. Just once, however, his heat may come in propergood play, and that's the first night or so after swarming,
in which performance the workers mostly depart and the
drones mostly stand by the old home. Pag'e 611.
It is

CREMATING KOUL BROOD.
Not so sure that Ernest Root's cremation, on page 611,
is entirely absolute.
What's to hinder some individual bees
from alighting on the damp leaves of adjoining brush,
sticking there till morning, and then for want of a home
wandering off and carrying that many drops of infected
honey into the nearest hive ? Still, the disposition of most
insects to dash at a light

may

save the situation.

WIRING FOUNDATION IN FRAMES.

As to the frame shown on page 615, I suppose the droop
of the wires was drawn much exaggerated lest the reader
might not notice any droop. The impression first made on

my mind was

Here's somebody who thinks drooping
wires will hold up foundation better than straight ones.
Guess that's not the idea. Rather, wire with a moderate
pull, not hard enough to spring the ends, and tighten moderately by pulling down the wire while imbedding. If
that's not it, Mr. Greiner can get back at me. Very drooping wires would hardly resist swaying bodily over to one
side as well as tight ones.
:

—

"
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BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
air{&^^

Tic^^-ii'r^^^^Jf^jm^si.

not put your money into New Fancied Bec-hlves, Ijut buy a plain, serviceable anil well-made hive, siicii as the rc^jular iJovetailcd hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorado one of the larjfeat honey-producinif sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, /Vlilllons of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

Treatment of a Laylng-Worker
Colony.

G-.

notice ou page !«!( that il is advised to
breal< up a colony of laying' \voi'l<ui's.
It i.s
also the advice of Dr. C. C. Miller.
This may
i)e the prnper u ay for some, aiul perhaps there
are many that adopt that nieH.siire. but I fail
to adopt the advice.. I have another method

B.

LEWIS

CO.,

Watertown,Wis.

I

which

is

much

Ijetter.

the colony wilh the layini;
.workers,
take from the center of the hive
three or four eondis, shake the Pees olT on the
ground in front of the hive, and go to a
nucleus anil take the two combs the (|iieen is
on, having her between the two combs, then
take all of the remaining combs and shake all
the bees on the ground in front, handling
roughly all the way through, and after all are
gathered tt)gether again in tlie hive, give
tbem a little smoke and Itave thetn to themselves, and 1 have yet to find the first loss
successful every time.
First, lindint,'

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

its receipt,

I

111.,

L.

Hakrison.

Oct. 17.

146 Erie

best yel-

any

price.

Chicago,

St.,

111.

\

of Bee-Keepers' Supplies in tlie Nortliwest

iMondeng.'

-^'y.'-.-i.-'-

We

liave tlie Best Hoods,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lowest Prices,

Best Sliipping Facilities.

anil

K

Have You Seen Our Blue

CatBEST

alos? 60 illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THE APIARY.
goods
at the
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it.
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or tir; freight paid; price-list free.

LOWEST

ter

Mrs.

—

CASH— for

^^^^Sif

Poorest Season in 32 Years.
is the 33d season that we have been

bloom.
Peoria Co.,

wax. We are paying
27 cents a pound

-.'^Jt^f'-

This

without feeding.
In our experience with bee-keeping it compares very favorably with other agrarian pursuits, far ahead of fruit-culture.
Not a peach
in Peoria county ; six years our trees did not

Latest Manufactflrers

tlie

&

CO., 144

a good time

Send for catalog.

I served six colonies the same way last season, and all were a success.
Last week I did
the same way. and " Mrs. (Jueen '' is all right
and doing well. I think it is preferable to
breaking up the colony, and I have never met
with a failure.
admit I handle them
I
roughly, for I have lost many valuable queens
by old methods of introducing, and I got very
much provoked at a colony that killed two
nice queens, and used this method at last, and
succeeded.
A. Y. Bai.owin.
Dekalb Co., 111., Oct. 18.

engaged in bee-keeping, and the first one that
we have secured no surplus. The most of
our colonies have enough stores for the win-

are

ia

to send in your Bees-

or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &
We

This

KRETCHMER MFG.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangier, Kentland, Ind.

C

I

.

I

M.

lA#^r^^r^

lAf

W. Prompt
WC.dER,

i

Ouran, Council Bluffs, low.i: Chas.
l^E26t

Muih and A. Muth.)
Central and Freeman Aves., CINCINNATI, O.
(Successor to Chas. F.

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

The General-Managership Matter.
The American Bee Journal for
come to hand, and I notice what

Oct.
has
said on

ciency of the Association.

no necessity for any " appeal

the
membership " " in the interests of harmony "
" to decide this question," or any other matter, for "the will of the majority" ought
see

to

always to govern in any matter of policy, and
had such a rule been accepted months ago by
a very small minority, no " unkindly spirit
would have been developed by that minority;
and why any " personal feeling or animosity "
should be indulged in by any one, is beyond
my comprehension, but such statements of
Mr. Moore's as I have quoted might have.

To make cowb

pay. use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairy iDg&Cat.2r2free.W.Che8ter,Pa

The Best Made.
Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.

I

SUPPLIES

1

1 pound
54

is

page 644 by Mr. Moore, and' the nominations
made by him for General Manager, and having been in close touch with several of the
officers and members who have had most to
do with "the discussion aV»ut the General
Managership" for the last eight months, I
believe I am in a position to know more about
the " spirit that seems to have animated some
of the officers and members" than is Mr.
Moore, and having had a personal interview
with him a few weeks since in my own home,
I am satisfied, yes, I may say that I know,
that he is mistaken when he even intimates
that an " unfriendly spirit" has " animated "
any one, with possibly one or two exceptions,
and I can't possibly see why "the results of
the discussion," even "if continued" (of
which there seems to be no prospect), should
in any way detract from the usefulness, or
lessen the number of members, or the etfiI

B££.

5

ounce

1

pound

HONEY-JARS

3.75

XOO
with spring top.

5.50
5.25
5.25
4.75

y>

I

100

pounds White Sweet Scented Clover
"
'•
Yellow "
"
"

I

I

'

'i

1

PLANTS....

gross, $4.75

Keystone
Octagon
f

SEEDS OF
HONEY-

Square Standard Honey- Jars with corks

I

I

I

Alfalfa "
Alsike "

"
"

"

$10.00
1S.00
10.00
15.00

:

"

White Dutch

20.00
10
15

ounce Catnip Seed
'•
Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant
"
Eucalyptus Seed

JO

EAR CORN, SHELLED CORN, OATS,

GRINDS!

RYE, BARLEY, KAFFIR CORN, ETC.

P'ine or coarse, for feed or famity purpurpoKes.
Ha3 nhake (eed.
are
m^ile of wblt« metaJ,ao hiird th^it Dt Itber tile nor
tool will touch thttn.
Tury will open and let
nails or hard eubsiances thrtmgh witlioi
age. Wefumisb thisuiill withorwhh-^
out crushers and elavjilora.

Burrs
"

CAPACITY r;,f,l^^'p?„.'.
U6ed, kind of praloaml liufiiesa youfrrlr
I'ha only mill thai E'inds ear corn and
filher grain euccessfully.
\Vlih2,4 or 6w.O^'
H. P. Made In 3 sizes' for power up to 12 ^'^'
horse. Guaranteeil top-ind more far c<
tti ID any mill m<tde nlih s^mepiiwer,brcnii&e'
crusher and grinding plaiea are on separata
j

ehafts, reducing friction.
power wlod mills, engines

furnish powers of

Wrilo for our

nil

I.nri;i»

MtRVm SMITH

We have

iODlyleaof grlnders.adapted to
all sizes. U'e also
klmla for driving aU kinds of machinery.
Kri-o fatnlog^no of 40,000 other articles.

and horse powers of

CO.

Honey For Sale

flllalta

^

'"llifSmmf"'-

Six hundred sixty-pound cans of white, and
two hundred cans of slig-ht amber tint. Freig^ht
to principal parts East, 75 cents.

Tou eiveV
329

W.A.SH1NGTON AVE.,

43A2t

What

will

MITCHELL & HART,
-

OGDEN, UTAH.

Please xneatton the Bee Journal.

BOYS

WE WANT WORKERS

Boys, Girls, oldandyounpalikw,
make money working for us.

\\ e famifh csfitaJ to si art yon in bnsiDoa. Srnd OB 10c BtAiBps OT silTer for fn!l jn^tructioos and a hne oE
•amplea to work with. lRAPER PUBLISfilNG CO.,ChicflSo.m.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal
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and doubtless have,

LaOQS WIl on...
TI16H01611B66
Revised by Dadant

insist on
having their own views adopted when scores

of those

large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

Each subject

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for SI. 75; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

—

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

&
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CHICAGO, ILL.

Erie street,

5

START YOU
TO
We will present you

IN

and directions how to

beijin.

BUSINESS

with the first
> ou
take in to start you in a Kood payins Imsinesa. Send 10 cents for full line of sumples
«.">

DRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.. Chlcai^o.

Ills.

The Fred W. Muth Co.
Front and Walnut
OIISTOIN'N'-A.TI, OHIO.
Sts.,

HONEY JARS ?:HI

with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per i/ross.

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INBUCEMENTS.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
you are Interested in Sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

and Sheep

W^ool ITlarketH
has a hobby which

the sheep-breeder and

is

his industry, first,foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND

$5

to
^ r.ti

SHEEP. CHICABO, ILL/

$50 Saved
t this

oai

h

11^.

man)

Wf

tini,.^ ii,t-r

have

by

b,-L-u e-s-

tabJished over fifty vearsan'l olfer,
direct from the factory, the
^Teatest variety of Fumiture,Carpet>.l.aee Curtains,
China, cloclis. Silverware,

Lamps, Tninks, Hardware,
IStoves, Christmas Gifts,
Toys. Dolls, Notions. Fancy
Kiofids. etc., to

,^

Tbb $7.50 Iron Bed
Only »3.88.

_;anywhere. All

be obtained

Furniture

buy in Grand RapWhy don't youl Our

dealers
Ids.

and buiUlinirs occupy over ten acres of
We send ourKoods onapproval. Your
money back if you are not entirely satisdertand
if the poods arenotl-t to l-2cl»eaperthan at any
retail store. Send stamp for oar 3U«-inige WilOLESALE
for-tories

tloorspace.

CATAlXMltE.

H. T^F;0>rAKD

No. 5S Spring SI riTl.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

who

are etiually intelligent ai\d wellposted think they should not be, I can't understand. It is very evident to me that Mr.
Moore has not heard both sides, for it he had
he would not have said what he has.
Lucas Co., Ohio.
A. B. Mason.

Bee-Keeping
is

can Bee Journal

tendency to awaken

two or three persons should

&:

SONS,

r.lMMI IHI-IUS Xlfn.

Please tnention Bee Journal -vrben writinp.

in Connecticut.

duty to use my pen in behalf of
others as they have done for me. So I will
start otT with thei)rodiiulionof section honey.
I am an advocate of calling the three forms of
honey produced in the apiary thus; Section
honey, in sections; comb honey, in the combs,
or as you would cut it out of an extracting
frame; and extracted honey, in the liquid
I feel it

my

ESSENTIAL,

forl[

Sept. 15 to Oct. 20 is the time to begin to prepare if you would get good results
the following season. You should see that
your bees have plenty of good honey and polPut a division-board on each side of the
len.
ljrood-coml)s, then stuff old bags or anything
of that sort on the outside of each divisionboard between the side of the hive. Now put
the super on, but do not put a chafi cushion
in them, or anything over the frames until
the bees have fastened the super firmly to the

brood-chamber. When they have glued all
air-tight put four shon sticks over the frames
about 'j inch by li inches long, and place the
sticks so they will be 4 inches apart; then put
two thicknesFes of burlap over them, then the
cushion stuffed with chalT that which blows
farthest away from the fanning mill.
Xow
place on the cover, then stand Ijoards slanting
up against the entrance from the ground.
With the protection and a good quantity of
honey, we will have a good force of young
bees and brood in the spring, which we can
not procure without plenty of good honey
and protection.

fax

Into Fonnilation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Catalogr giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,
Hease

n^entiOL

Augusta, Wis,
Bee Journal -when writingu
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FOR SALE.

—

From

that produces 'EVERY
necessary to make it the BEST

MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
and

form. I believe in calling section honey
• section honey," but I do not like the term
sometimes uspd for comb honey "chunk

honey."

PROCESS

use a

I

— 1900 Edition.

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oug^ht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

This

a

such a condition.

Why

Oct. 30, 1902,

7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

holding 330 lbs.net; M barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
Prices 7Hc per pound in barrels, and
lbs.
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail, 10c. Address,
41A13t
N. L. HENTHORN, box 83, Viola, Wis.

Zy

—

.

mention Bee journal when -writing

flease

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

meet those w Do work for ub. Cow keept^rs.il bvb
have money. We Btart 7011 In bustnees. You m-ibe
large protitfl. Easy work. We furnish capital, btml

tn

10 cenUt for full lice of eaaiplesand raiticulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. ChicsKO, Ills.
Please mention Bee Journal Twhen •WTitinK

6omb and Extracted fioneu!

—

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
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We

will say it is the first of March; gently
tip the hive up and look through them from

the bottom, spreading the frames if necessary
to see to the middle, and if you see no brood
notice the quantity of bees, pollen and honey,
and if plenty of the three do not be alarmed,
but clean the bottom-board and wait a week
or ten days, and examine again, noticing the
mentioned above, and if no
three things
brood let the hive down, providing the results
as
at the first examination,
the
same
are
namely, honey, pollen and bees.
I would examine them again about the first
of April, and if no brood, but plenty of honey
and pollen, I should then give them a frame
of l:irood from each of three dill'erent colonies,
giving three from the poor one that has some
honey in place of the brood taken. Now.
after you have satisfied yourself that all colonies have a good, laying queen (w.-ich you
can very easily determine if you have followed
these instructions, as each and every one that
is worthy of the name c|ueen will be making
great strides toward preparing the colonies
for the production of section honey, or any
other kind), and those that have no queen
you have provided for so they can rear one. I
say, f/'i «i'? huthir tin III, if you do not want
your labor thrown away, as in the spring,
when the weather is ctiilly, by opening the
hive you may destroy thousands of eggs,
I
will tell you why, as
larvae, and brood,
probably the beginner would wish to know
damage
would be done in so
how so much
short a time. Take an incubator, and put it
where it is cold (but not windy) turn up the
lamp and see how higli the temperature goes,
which will be about 9s degrees; no matter if
it goes to 105, as long as you have on every
bit of heat you can pul on (we will call it 98,
which is near right). Now, if you open the
door only as long as it takes to open a hive
and take out two or three frames, note the
temperature, which will be several degrees
lower, shut the door, and you will find that it
will take several hours to register 98 degrees
and if it is near sundown your
again
machine may not register 98 ijefore the next
day at noon, or at tiie warmest^ part of the
;

;

One-Two-Three!

Time'-^ u[i for ynu tn trv one strip of PAGE Fence.
It has ln'^n so satisfactory to so many tarnierH,
we hflieve vou'd likeit.

«0VI;N AVIKT FKNCCCO., AniMA?i,M!CiI.
please 'nention Bee Journal, "when wTitiug.

I'A*;!-:

1902— Bee-Keepers' SuDpliesI
We can furnish you with The A. I. Root Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
Bave you freiRhl, and ship promptly. Market price
Bald for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
t*lease

mention Bee Journal -when
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The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thin^ to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding is necessary.

aEORQE W. YORK &
144
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146 Erie Street,

^O.,

CHICAGO,

ILI/.
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Now, if it ru<|iilrus fruni lis to liid dc(lay.
^^rous liKsitlo of (ho hivo for iilioiil, tlKi ciustiM')
wliat

would

result to opcni the luvii iiiid
allow tim t(Mii|H'raturi! to fall lo lio di.L'fues !
And suppusi! wii liavu a vciv rold iii^'lit, thii
bceemay ilraw up ti»^(^ther in a nioi-e fonipat-.t
form than thiiy weru and Icavf llic lirood to
ptTish, <tr tliey niay stay spirail out and try to

I

Smi

hunwttu

Imi tlie

protect the brood and piuisli with it; thus
you Beo it is with the bees as with the incubator, it must become several decrees warmer
on the outside before it can alTect the inside;
the same rule holds with the bees. All must
wait for Nature to turn a bright smile on us,
which, by our foolish fussiiii;, may cause the
destruction of thousands of (jur lirst lleldforce before she shines on us again. So,
again, i say, <fint't hot/nr yimr htrs. Only on
warm days, when they can lly freely, and not
then if you know the colony to be in the
aforesaid condition, queen, honey, pollen,

and

8TROMOE8T

Tli-i,r. K„lil

f.

fullr

I*rt.-. ,.

tlH. I'll,,,,,., i.tni,,,!,

n'Krraiil,-,!.

i)c,x

WIsebratwr, lodlmia,

S'j

HiiuliiiK

('<)i-ii-l''o(ltIcr.

gest and pei'lia),s he heaviest crop of fodder
ever harvested, ami with the llields cut up as
they are by the unusual fall rains, farmers are
puzzled to know just how to take care of their
I

foddder.
we want

others; this shows that 31 pounds out, of the
37 were placed in the combs of honey to be
placed in the hives over and above the other
colonies that sit on the same bench. This

We

have made arrangements so that we can
(nrnlsh Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

I

1

Sweet ClOTer (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

P^lectric

Wheel
i

Co., of
u c y. Ills.

Alsike Clover
Alfalfa Clover

i

man

could have on
the farm.

parti

c

lom

2Sffl

som

$1.40

I.X25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

I6.0O
7.£0
8.00
10.50
6.00

1.70
1.80
2 30
1.40

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to yonr order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 centa per pound if

I

of the most
CO n ve n c nl
and useful ara

sm
% .IS
90
1.00
1.20
80

WhlteClover

This wagon at
times is one

tides

Seeds.

to call

down!) road
w hee Handy
Wagon made

;

fl

And Several Other Clover

your attention
to the o w

Qu

CLOVER

SYVEET

In

thisemergency

if

combs to startiwith. This colony has about
pounds in the brood-combs more than the

big-

tljc

gooJii.

We suggest that you get one of their free
catalogs, and see If their proposition dijCK not
impress you as Ijeing a particularly go<-td one
at this lime of year.
Write for the catalog
to-day, anil please mention the American Bee
.lournal when writing to them.

H. k.

i:,

Please mention the Bee Journal

filled

there are other bees in your
neighborhood, or in robbing time, can not be
excelled. The way I proceed is to move the
colony on the bottom-board far enough to
leave a :'.i-in«h space open at the back.
Now
take the box or hive-body, or, perhaps, your
hives are on the ground, but no matter, all
that is necessary is to place a bottom-board at
the back of the hive, and close up to the
other bottom be sure to have the bee-spacing
cleats on the
bottoms come just even in
height and square. Now, place a hive-body
on the two, and if you have arranged them
properly the body will sit on the two bottoms.
Move the body forward enough so
that there will be a ;'*i-inch space at the back
and bottom of the brood-chamber, and '4-inch
space at the front and bottom of the hivebody. This '4 -inch space should be on the
inside of the empty body, which I, when so
arranged, call my " back feeder." Two or
three hive-bodies may be used in placing one
on the other by covering crosswise the hive
which contains the colony. I have fed back
from brood-combs 37 pounds, and secured 22
pounds, net weight, in sections with drawn

exponent of their

J*

< l>.

4(iKir

With

la

Kree

(,i(,il,,if

(OILKll HI-HI NU FK.M K

way tholr Buccena haB been achleveaJ
by making every buyer a loyal entbualastlc

that the

Hull
hli-ko

Stn

by the

have a way of feedinsr back partly
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bees.

sections, which,

.

wanted by mail.

Is

GEORGE

u arly
1
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useful in get-

ting in iiic ,..,,M,
luid other late, fall work.
Most of our readers who haveused this wagon
are profuse in their praises of it. Some say
they would not be without a handy wagon for
three times what it cost.
Those of our readers who do not feel that
they wish to make the necessary outlay to
buy^ one of the wagons at the present time,
may have a low-down, broad-tired wagon by
simply buying a set of the Electric Wheels
such as are shown in the cut. They are made
in a great variety of heights, and are made to
lit any wagon.
The simple removing of the
old, high wheels and substituting a set of the
Electric's makes a handy, convenient, lowdown wagon at a very small item of cost.
All the goods turned out by the Electric
Wheel Company are made of the best material, and the^' are the kind of people we
have trtlked so much about in the past.
That is to say, they are wise enough to know

&

W.

146 Erie Street.

YORK A CO.
-

CHICAGO. ILL

,

BINGHAM'S PATENT
len^^rc—^
25Atf

IT

T. F.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

Farweli, Mich.

you want the Bee-Book

That coTers the whole Apicnltnral Field more
completely than any other pnblished,
send 51.25 to

Prof. A. J. Cook.Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to tbe Trade,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

ARLINGTON SEWING MACHINES ARE EASIEST RUNNING BECAUSE BALL-BEARING.
Everywhere are asing (many of them

for seventeen years past) the

wt 9 Arlington
IlllglWII

CelebratedRu'n'ni'ngBall-Bearing ^fi
Theacknowledffedtriumphof the craftsman's

Elegant
Polished
5well Front
Oak Cabinet
with or with
out Italian
riarquetry
Decorations.
Latest and

the finisher's

e*"*^

SEND
NO
MONEY

most stylish
design.

Guaranteed
for 20 years.

Tho Arlington is a double lock stitch, vibratiog-shuttle
machine, lil:;li ^rade, lil":lie»t arm, containing the most
modern improvementa, equal to the singer, Uoniestlr, Neiv

We

can furnish you almost

Any Kind or Style
of a

machine

at a saving of

$10 to

from

$45

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

BALL-

BEARING STAND — doubling
speed. The cabinet woik is our
new model 5-drawer Drop

Q
3

^
C
H
TI
an CO

set of hlehly polished Nickeled Steel Foot Attachments affording
endless variety of work.
HKtab.
188.1.
25(>,(>O0
Also furnished plain for
uiacliines sold.
Testi-

5
n
S
5
^

.

popular de^icn.

marquetry decorations. With every BAL.L-BK.VRI>Ci
AKLI>'GTO.\ we furnish FREEtho handsomest and most comph^e
soiuest

OI*ri£w

^-|T

IS

i»

State.

Immediately on receipt of tli is certificate we will ship this

*•

reg'tilar$65

Ball-Bearing A A
»« above
AKLINGTON Sewing Machiue on OU H^ue'
UdjS Tvi«l
I llal explained
strictly high-grade

NOTE—

If you send oajtU ill Hi II with' your order we will
refund your money, including the frfiurbt charge,-, if at any time
within one year you become dissatisfied with your purchase for
any reason.

ll^J^^ THE BALL BEARINGS
prevent friction and afford
#'Vftl absolute ease to the operator,
#H
The balls are large
made
H»fV«

^° iX^^^k\

monials from every state.
Write' for our complete Illustrated Catalogne, Rlioiving every
style and sample of work. Address all orde's ai^d letters plainly to

The Cash Barers" Union

Signatureof Banker..

Town

"°'°

its

OIJ O C

ff^l

I

i?

,

^#

Is to Certtrv
THAT Mr
of Town
State
baa deposited with the undersigned the sum of i^ 14. 75 in payment of >'o.9'*Arllngtoii'*
Machine ordered of the CASH BTYKKS' UMUN, of Chicago, with the onderstanding
that this money is to he held by me for 30 days, while the purchaser gives the machine a
trial at home, and is to be Bent to the CASH BUYERS' UNION at the expiration of tho
30 days.unless the purchaser is dissatisfied, in which event I am to refund the money
to the purchaseronprefientation of Bill of Lading, showing the reCom of the machine.

Head Cabinet in the latest and most
S«'ell front, made of select oak, finished with a
beautiful nnrror-like anti(|iie goldeu oak flni!>h and liand,

—

this

sold throush
dealers at from twice to three times

Monntcd oq

skill

a copy of same ou a separate sheet:
OUR LIBERAL NO RISK CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

other luacliines
price.

and

;»i«-ia. .»ni.r
.-* ,
-__... ^^
1_ -„..„^
ITlade
only <from .i^^
tlie nio»«t
severely
te)»»ted material*
Just go to yoiirnearest banker or respongiblo merchant, deposit with him the
purchase price of this machine and send us this Certificate of Deposit— or

Home, Wheeler dc Wilson and
our

WOMEN

DISCRIIYIINATINC

250,000

ft

I

^^^5^
^^

mon
CASH

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

in an oil

Therewill not be any
delay in filling your or°'"f' we have the masize
thousands of
tool steel and run fhiDes,
tempered steel cup them, all tested and

which

adjustable.

eSSdJ// from fine

^'^O!^/

I

is

nnwrnAi iiuimu n •
BUYERS' UNION, Dcpt.

I

crated ready for shipment.

»<im miiims ma

M 609 CHICAGO,

ii

ILL.

a thoronKjily reliable concern. Its announcements have appeared in thia parer from its very becinnina. Thousands at machines have
been Bold to our readers and we add our guarantee of satisfaction to that of the Cash Buyers' Union.— Editor.

VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU MENTION THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL WHEN WRITING TO THE CASH BUYERS' UNION.

PLEASE DO SO.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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colony was at work in the

"IMPROVED

fields at this time,

and so were the others.

QUEEN=REARINQ,"

My

bees are in Danz. hives. They have
averaged, up to date, 56 pounds per colony.
or 140 pounds apiece for the two that I managed to save out of six after a 12-mile move
IB the spring. Those two were in the best
shape I ever knew bees to be in at that time
of the year {March 2ti), but the others were
only fair, but soon went almost like the wind
(with a rush ; but I am well satisfied with
the result. I will close by giving a leaf from
my diary
LIST OF BLOOM.

Or,

how

rear

to

long-lived,

Ur^re,

prolific
queens.
new work, giving in minute detail all
the latest improved methods. Illustrated. No
fault found with
queeas in 19U2. I challenge
the world to equal queens reared by this new
process; queens live Jrom three to five years.
Send for prospectu';.

March 10
March 12
Soft maple sap
March 28
Pollen from maple
Soft maple and elm bloom,. April 8 to 12
April 25 to 80
Brook willow
April 25 to May 5
Plum (pollen)
April 2" to May S
Cherry
May 6 to 15
Apple
May 9 to 20
Dandelion
May 12 to l.S
Sassafras
May
25 to June IS
Red clover
May 28 to .July 10
White clover
.June 1 to 10
Locust
June 1 to 6
Pigeonwood
June
Yellow-head clover
10 to 30
June 17 to 23
Whitewood
Chestnut

Sumac
Basswood

Woodbine
Buckwheat
Boneset
Heartsease

Aug. 1 to 12
Aug. 10 to 29
Aug.22 toSept. 10
Aug. 29 to frost

Goldenrod

Sept. 1 to 20
Sept. 10 to frost.
Aster (fall)
Robert J. C.\rt.
Fairfield Co.. Conn., Oct. 4.

The Burning Bush
An

Illustrated

Weekly Paper

for all Classes.

for the hungry, throws
It contains food
Hoods of light into darkness and upon the
depravity that so generally abounds, and
maintains an uncompromising war against all
All that is of prime importance in the
sin.
realm of spiritual thought and action is ably
presented and attractively illustrated by men
who have the gift, and at least some of the*
gifts, of the Holy Ghost.
This periodical fills a unique place in the
field of literature, and is of such a nature as
to make it interesting and profitable to Christians of all denominations.
Price, $1.00 per year. Samples free. Special
THE BUKNINQ BUSH.
terms to agents.
22.^ North Ked/.ie Ave., Chicago, III.

t

my

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

44A2t

Mass.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

I

July 1 to 12
July 13 to 24
July 13 to 20

^ Wtiat Yon Yonson THinks

A

I

Pussy willow (pollen

Oct. 30, 1902.

The MoNBTTK Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thin^ for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it fcr 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending os ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal tor
a year at $1 00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yeai
the cupping Device* Address,

NEW

find

QEORQE W, YORK S COMPANY,
Chicago,

111.

FOUR PERSONAI.LV
CONOUCXEW KXCURSIOI\S
FR«.M
ClIIVAUU, CO! .-NCIl, KI^UFFS

ANU OMAHA
TO

WITH

OF

ROI'I'ES.

These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman Tourist
Sleeping- Cars, over the Union
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the way by conductors skilled in the
excursion parties.
The
the only line from
Omaha running- four excursions to
California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.
For full information call on or adW. Q. NEIMYER, Q.A.,
dress
193 South Clark St.,
Chicago, 111.
service

Union

of

Pacific is

—

Buy by Mail. Doubtless
many of our readers have
adopted the custom of buying
direct from large mail order institutions for various and good
reasons, particularly because the
mail-order houses issue magnificent catalogs which may be
perused carefully, and the greatest thought and consideration
given before the purchase is

made.

Your lueal merchant buys his
goods in a way commonly called
" at wholesale." It has always
been supposed that he had tiie
advantage of the consumer, but
things have changed, and we
are pleasi'd to present an illustration of a large establishment
in

Granil Rapids,

mebby him goan to com from Sveden. And
de catnip, he don't vas growed very much yet
eder.
Veil, dat bean plenty bad, but now
don't cry, an ay tank ve can fix it up all rite.

Ay bean have catnip here in Illenois for 20
years; he don't bean much for cats, but dom
Ijees dom vork on hiui all summer every year,
and dom don't vas tierd of him yet. Ay bean
sow him in brush-piles an hedges, an old rale
fens, and he grow plenty nice, an dom bees
hav blenty big time ven every ting e)s bean
pleay out, an ven da bean plenty bass trees
and clover, dom don't hardly hav time to vate
till dinner bean ready, but dom don't tell catnip to go vay back und sit down, but dom like
him catnip yust so gudsome nuttingelse; but
dom never bean give me an pure catnip honey
Ay tank ma be it bean so
in de up stairs.
gud dom feed it to dom little bees down
stairs, but das year dom put some in de up
stairs for me, but dom bean kine o' triky, an
him ma smartveed honey: mebby dom
tank ay git smart nuf to sow more catnip.
Men, my ying, it bean awful good hunny
youst white like paper, an ven ve ete him it
youst go down like to poor vater in a rat hole.
Las fall ay bean plant von aker in to catnip.
Ay bean sow him tre times alreddy, an ay
goan to sow him vons more, den him surely
moste com up plenty much nex summer. Dom
seed bean so fine it moste be more as a million
in von ouns, an any von can sow lots many
mi-\

(JALIFORIVIA
C'HOIC'F

A'ell, dom big bee mans dom bean to see
Dr. Gandy, an dom find he bean offul nice
feller.
Catnip, he bean all rite for ideal beekeeper, Ijut dat feller don't vas born yet;

Mich.,

who

selltoonrreader6.it you will mention the American Bee Journal, al absolutely wholesale
prices.

The firm of II. Leonard it Sons, to whom we refer, have been in business a half century,
but have hitherto confined their efforts to the wholesale trade. Now they are selling direct to
the consumer, and if you will write them at once they will mail you a copy of their Holiday
Catalog containing a selection of household goods suitable for Holiday ]iurposes.
Your dealer buys his furniture in (irand Rapids because it is the lnrgest furniture manuVou have the opportunity in dealing with this firm of buying at
facturing city in the world.
the same price;; and in the same way. It is safe to say that you would save at least 2.5 percent,
and in many cases more, on anything that you iwught from H. Leonani
Sons. Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing.

&

"when writing
Please NeDtion the Bee Jouroal Advertisers ###*

places ma .50 cents a vort of seeds, and dom
ole brush-piles and ole fens som look so bad
can yust so veil be in catnip. Course, it don't
be nuf, but you better believe dom bees bean
plenty tickled ven da don't be nutting elst to
vork on.

Now, ma name bean Yon Yonson, ay bean
kech bee-fever from A. I. Gleanings bout 30
ears ago. Gleanings he bean a offul nice ole
man, an he sen me abed book, an ay kech
bee-fever plenty bad. But Gleanings he plant
so much onyuns he bean plum cured l3y das
time. But ay tank if he stay in mishegan and
see dom bees vork on rossberrys an buckveat,
an now meby he goan to plant som catnip.
Den I is fraid he goan to have touch of beefever agin.

Bout six seven years ago ay git some prise
taker sets of Gleanings, an ay rais ottle big
onyuns, but dom don't kin cure bee-fever on
Now ay don't bean som offul
svede man.
rich like Young Morgan or Vanderbilt, but ay
got von billion dollars nearer nuf dan all dem
big mans put together. Now ay bean have
plenty big orchard ISOO trees, pears, an all
kines'of frute. Now ay bean goan to take tre
four akers for experment station. Ay bean
My bees
got alreddy lots of rossberrys.
svarmed on rossberrys das year. Ay got catnip, sveet clover, fig wort, an some odder
Nex year I goan to have some cleome,
kines.
an som phacelia. Ay tank if it pay Celia it
to.
Ay goan to make
f?om hav ful ma
rossbers.
blossoms all summer, tree four kines. Ay
goan to give you fellers all de essence. Course
Y'on Yonson he git de honey essence, dat
mean experence boiled till it bean all dryed

mebby pay Yon Yonson
big experment

ma

print in merican bee-paper.
big bee-mans dom don't got time to
catnip or any kine of honey plants,
Dom youst rassel ma dem selves bout quveens
and diferns hives, an dom don't fine out yet
dat de bees don't can yust roll in de honey
ven da don't bean any honey to roll in.
Mr. New York, vot make das bee-paper, he
live in Chicago, an don't hardly hav room to
hang his hat up on de vail, it yust bean town
all over, an dom houses bean so tick dom

up on

Dom

fool

ma

houses purtneer to run over each odder: an
he bean so bissy to malt das hee-paper. an he
have so big apatite for new subscribers, he
don't could vork in de garden. t?o dom all
hav to depend on little bee-mans lak Yon
Yonson to settle das bisnes bout honey-plants.
Coggshall he put locality first, an man he

—
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conie In
l>i'iin

son

for

iJiilly

close wccint.

riU', bill Ik) don't. i;o for iiuf.
suy if njjin don't hiiv ;;ijoil

liu

ilon'l Iwitn in

aloll,

it

!

un

lie

);oan

C'ourse he

BeeBooks

Yon Vonlocality liu
lu i;lt left

ever time.
Df. (iandy ho say any place can bo Rood
locfilit.y if vc so nnt' svooL clover and catnip.
L'ourso lio bean rile, loo, bnl be tlon'l ^u fur
nuf edof. Ay say, ve nioslo iiave lols nni rossIwrry. catnip, sveel clover, alsilie or vile
clover, sniarlveet, or buckwlieet; den If vo
can have odder i^ood plants and bass trees,
and den have trood (|uvens, \i^ sure ^oan lo
bean in il evry year. Don't you tank it bean
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for

it.

F.

Mooke,

or Manual of tho

Ijangstroth on the Honey- Bee, revised
by Dadant.— Tills classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illus-

AND
y^

trated.

It li-eats of everythinif relatini,' to
bees and bee-keeping'. No a])iarian library is

ABC

Scientifio

beginners.

Bound

in cloth.

time. No. 1 10 fancy white comb brlnirn ISC^K.c
per pound, with the lower Kradex hellinir at
from 2 and .1 cents less; thii Toclndea the liifhl
amber. Darlt graiet of amber sells at about
infeiic, and buckwheat 'itoioc.
E.ttracted is
steady with white briduinif «<(" xc, accordidif
to color. Ikivor and quality; the amber brings

from

cally Applied, by U.

at

.loc.

Albany, N. Y., Oct. Is.-The market is haviag the best demand for honey it ever had,
largely on account of the near-by bee keepers'
colonies havinif been destroyed by foul brood
and State officers. We quote fancy white comb,
liic:

No.

fu.l4iiic.

mixed, 14'ii I5c: buckwheat, 13S4
Extracted, buckwheat, Uqtii^c; white,

I. l.Sc;

M. Doolittle.— A method

which the very best of tiueen-bees are
reared jn perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, 81.00;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and ProHt, by Thomas G.

Newman,— It

nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, 8U cents.
is

Advanced Bee-Culture,

Its

Methods

—

and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
HO pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.

—

Dr.

H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving
the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
J. P.

paper.

Words by EUGENE SECOR.

Price, 50 cents.

Kee-Keeping

for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.— Revised and enlarged. It details the

QEOROE W. YORK.

H. R. Wright.

2, very light supply, 14c:
glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,

Blake, Scott A Lbs.

Kansas

City, Oct. 20.— The receipts of comb
and extracted honey are light, and demand
steady at quotations: Fancy white comb, 14it
fe'lScc; No. 1 white, 14m 14^c; No. 2 wh'te an 1
amber, 13@i3J4c. White extracted, 7(d7!^c; am

mber, 6@bi^c.

Beeswax,

—

largest

I

new system, or how to get the
yields of comb or extracted honey."

80 pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

Hienen-Kultur, by Thomas G, Newman.

—This

is a

German

translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

—

G.

weak

The Fred W. Moth

at 2Sc.

&

146 Erie St.,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, 81.00.

the experiments of others.

AVinter Problem

—

in

Price, 25 cents.

Bee-Keeping,

by

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by

Oct. 10.— We are having a good
for comb honey and receipts are quite

demand
plentiful.

We

No.

ijuote fancy white at 15c, and
fine lots will bring from

white, 13@14c: amber. 12.;.
late arriving, and none has
been on the market as yet to cut any figure. We
expect large receipts next week, and it will sell
at from l"'a 12c, according to qnalilv and style
of package.

Buckwheat

1,

is

Extracted in fairly good demand at 7;^c for
white, ()Kc for light amber, and 5i^w.hc for amber. Southern in barrels at from 55s
^ 65c per gallon.

Beeswax nominal

dnCCr mtlRCT
nil w.irk
>

and easy to make
for U9. We will start you in
and furilisli the capital.
U ork
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
uf eaniples and particulars.

Cincinnati, Oct. 7.— Comb honey is in good
demand, the supply is short and very little of-

fered. No. 1 fancy water-white sells at 16c;
other grades less, according to quality. The
demand for extracted is verv active and prices
are a little better; amber sells for 5)i@Si5c; alfalfa from 0((J6J^c; water-white white clover,

A. R. Kohnlce.— Origin,
Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.

30c.

C.

H.

W. Wrhru

i

tracted, white, SM@tic; light amber, 5!i@554c;
amber, 5(35'.c Beeswax, good to choice, light.
b m
-.
27(a29c: dark, 25@26c.

There are no heavy offerings of any description, either at this center or at producing points.
Comb honey is in better spot snpplv, however,
than extracted. Stocks of latter have been

greatly reduced by recent shipments outward.
Current values are being well maintained.

Wanted —Extracted HONEY

Mail sample, and state
style of packag^eaud price

'

WHITE CLOVER EXTRACTED UONEY
:

best price delivered here; also
in no-drip cases.

F,

WANTED

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinn.^ti. Ohio.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River St.. Chicago, III.
34Atf
Mention the American Bee Journal.

John

Fancy Comb wanted

lik'lit

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, lilt,
i^ease menti'^n Bee journal -wben -writme

Beeswax,

San Francisco, Oct. IS.- WhitecombhoneT
12®U%c; amber, 8®10c; dark, 7@7S4c. Ex-

iiusinrs.s

line

2.Sc.

10 cts.

Foul Brood, by

\A/ANTFn
WMIN C.U
Send sample and

at

Hlldreth & Sboblkbr.

Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention.

I

it'

Co.

New York,

OEORQE W. YORK &
144

Co.

New-

Dr. Howard's Itook on Poul-Ilrood.
Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews

Cheshire.

Clemons &

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.— The demand Tfor extracted honey is good at the following prices:
Southern and amber sells at 5J4@6Mc: better
grades, 7(" Sc. Comb honey is scarce: fancy
and No- 1 sells on arrival at 16(u 17c. Beeswax

7)4(3 Sc.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

24(a 2oc.

C. C.

author's "
j

30c.

some exceptionally

Price, 50 cents.

ii

Beeswax,

biq 7c.

as Practi-

by

"Buckwheat Cakes
and Honey

dark, SH&bc. Beeswax in irood deR. A. Burnett A Co.

6fis.7c;

mand

light amber, Sc; amber, 7J^c.

Queen-Rearing,

Itee-Keeping for Beginners, by

Prices Either song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both
for only 15 cents. Or, for SI. 00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if asked Jor.

\
yfty^ ^'(1

>}»•

Chicaoo, Oct. 0.— The advance noted la our
•luiiiairoM faaa been maintained and there
a verv (food demand for bone; at the prenent

lS>s(ail6c;

EUOBNB

BE,ESWflX

yfi >js >jy-

Boston, net. 20.— Our honey market remains
firm, with food demand and fair stocks on
hand. Honey is not coming forward as fast as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, l(>c: No. I, 15c: No.

Price, 81.25.

especially for
Price, 81.20.

Song'

Written by
Secor and Dr. C. C. Miller.

idyc

cloth.

of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root.—
cyclopedia of 41)0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains yilO engravings. It was written

Sec.

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
in the APPLE-TREE BLOOM"

^t*

7Hc; mixed,

A

Re-

This song was written specially for
the Buffalo convention, and was sungthere. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

.«t».

complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. I,. I,anj;slroth— the Father of American
liee-Culture.
It has 520 pages, Ixiund in

;

Music by

•te .J» •!< -"K

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

-

I'ruf. A. .J. C'ooli, of Pomona Col'J'his book is not only fnletre, California.
etructive ami lielpfiil as a j^uide in bee-keepinjj, but Is inteiBstinu and thoroughly i"""^^''cal and Eficntilic.
Uconlalnsa full delineation of tho anatomy and physiology of bees.
.")44 pai;es.
211.5 illustrations.
Bound in cloth.
11102 edition— 19lh thousand.
Price, 81.20.

IlllnDis.— The 12th annual meeting of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, Tuesdav and Wednesday, Oct. 18 I'l, 1102. On account of the Odd Fellows' meeting at the same time, the fare on all
the roads in this State are <iuite sure to be an
open rate of one faie for the round trip. We
always have an open, free discussion on any
and all subjects interesting to bee keepers.
Jas. a. Stone, Sec.
Route 4, Springlield, 111.

A New Bee-Keeper's

«K

•!<

.•!«;

HONE./
I
"^y^ >I*- y^

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 Erie St.,
CHICAGO, IL,L,.

Bce-Keeper'H (Juide,

duced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 29th to Dec. oth.

Hekman

.»!<

>j«-

Apiary, by

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Watch

>!>1<

Is

Chicago - Northwestern.
The executive
committee of the Chicago-Northwestern BeeKeepers' Association have planned to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chicago. The
date is Dec. 3d and 4th, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent bee-keepers have been invited, and are expected to attend. More defilater.
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last

Yos YoNsox.

announcement

UV

8E.NT 1-08TPAIU

better to have lots of honey if it do cost some
tinR, den to cost nollint; an j^'it nottini; '
Aytank ve can rais alfalfa in lUenois ynst so jjiul
some nojilaee elst. If all doni fellers vat live
in Illenois vil
send to expiu'iiuent station,
I'rbana, Ills., an ask doin to sen vour Bnllenlin No. Tti, it tell all about alfulfa'in Ills,
He
bean offul nice book nia 40 side, an yon g'a it
fre for nnltin;;.
If you ask dom to put your
name on ruailiiif; list den, you (,'il dern rite
lonj;.
Ay been t,'il dom long time.
If it don't rain ay bean com over nex veek.
Vours for lots of honey.

nite

..lOUHNAL.

Honey and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. G. H, W. WEBER.
2140-214S Central Ave., Cixci.vjj-ixi, Ohio.
21 Atf

Mention the A merican Bee Jonnial.
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ija.js^iA.ii,ji,.M!,.is,js,je,js,jiiJS,ja,Js,.is,Js,^^

BEE=KEEPERS,

|

Save Money by Buying

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,
^i^^^^g^i^^^H^
TtlE W. T.

25tll

year

we

can anybody do 7 BE AUTY,
\i/a guarantee
rrtinfarftt^f^ c^aiiSTacLion.
^tfticfantinn What morepirmnbss,
purity,
no sAoaiNo,
No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINQ.

^^d everything
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

FALCONER MFG.

Dadant's Foundation

f^^

Why

CO..

Hrtf^c
UUt^

N. Y.
Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,

Because it has always (^iTen better satisen Vi7F>IIV
WCIIf faction
»U
than any other. Because In 34 years
any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Cf>ll
acil

ii'
It.

there have not been

Jamestown,

^^

and copy

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We

of

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
monthly for all bee-beepers; SOcayear.
(Now in Uth year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
f^" W. M. Gerrish» E. Nottingham,
a

B

Bee-Heeoers' Supplies I^ll^

N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
5| catalog prices. Older of him and sa
Jt

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freig'ht.

^^

Chickens and Eggs

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee— Re\/isecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25, by mail.

please mention Bee journal wlien writing

Ml) Keystone

BEESWAX wanted

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

ill.

...Honey-Jars
These are clear flint glass jars holding just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or

paraffin.

We

can

fur-

nish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at S3.50
gross, $3.25 per gross or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
20 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.
;

:

I Honey
We

->^>

144

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO,
& 146 Erie St.,
-

*

I

ILL.

YEAR
$300,000,000.00 IfAyou
work

Wanted.

->^)5

and you may have ;)art of it
for un. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send I*.' for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulars.

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade
:

offered

business. Draper Publi6blnsCo.,Cbic«go,llt.

Please mention Bee Journal wtien wntln*?,

C
a if n<«n a
^dlllUrilld
I

i

!
;

I*

7°"

lt«

Frnits,
or Resonrcee, send for a sample copy of Callornia's FaTorite Paper—

The

Pacific Rural Press,

Agricnltaral
Published weekly,
Sam.
annum.
andsomely iUnstrated, $2.00 per

The

leading Horticultural
gaper of tlie Pacific Coast.

1st.

""
^° know of
Flowers, Climate

-^
%

and

pie copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal,
330 Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal -wlifin "writing.

•^^,
->^>

^m

or

— Alfalfa Comb In car lots.

2nd

Alfalfa Extracted In car lots.

3rd

Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark

amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

5th.- White or Sweet Clover
tracted In any quantity.

Comb Honey

6th
latter

we

market for

m^

Comb and Ex-

in Danz. sections. For the

pay a fancy price, as we have a
the same which we have not been able

will

to supply.

THE

A.

\.

ROOT

CO,

MEDINA, OHIO-

GEORGE W. YORK &

^m
Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CO. 'cHiiAJo'fLLT''

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
Send to them for their free Catalog'.

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

^#(|)-f)-f>"<|)*f)-f)-f)*f)"f)-f>-f)-f)-(|)'f)*(|)-(|)^

|\|VVERie/V/v

Dee Journal
JBORQB W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor.

ILL.

NOV,

6,

1902.

POBTV^SECOND YBAtf
No. 45.

SOME MEMBERS OF THE COLORADO BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

LEVI BOOTH.

R. T.

W.

C.

EVASS.

STINNETT.
A. E.

MILLER.

MRS. LEVI BOOTH.

B. W.I HOPPER.

HARRT M'COMBS.

E.\-SeC.

FRANK RACCHFUSS.

A.

ELLIOTT.
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=BEST=

I

& 146

Erie St., ChicaQO,

111.

This

honey at all can't
get enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or

of this Journal

A

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

age.

upon

;

^;
^|

cans or more,

8^

cents a pound.

^

prices.

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
S^.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^i
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the ^:
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get £;
^',
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 Erie St., Chicago, III.

^

ap-

interests of its

members.

The Novelty Pocket = Knife.

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman
Whitcomb,
Z.

g-

10 cents, to pay for package and post60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound

Bee-Keepers' Association,

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the

W.

—two

Basswood Money:

by mail,

We

clication.

Ttie National

freight

pound than Alfalfa

"decOl" on your label shows that it ie
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money haa
beer., .-eceived and duly credited.
will be given

either,

the welllight-colored
is

Basswood Honey, ^ cent more per ,^
Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are ^',
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PUfC BCCS' Hotiey. S^
4

of this paper

indicates the end of tbe month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,

Advertising Rates

sample of

By

g

|j
i;
known
^[
honey gathered from •i'
the rich, nectar- ^,
laden basswoodblos- ^te;
soms. It has a ^,
stronger flavor than ^i;
Alfalfa, and is pre- ^,
ferred by those who ^;
like a distinct flavor ^,
in their honey.
^;
This

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

is

The Wrapper-Label Date

HoneyJ^

the famous

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Sabscriptioa Price

E.

Basswood

^

the great Alfalfa
regions of the CentIt is a
ral West.
splendid honey, and

Editor— George W. York.
Dkpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty.
'oPECiAL Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, Emma M. Wilson,
A. Getaz, and others.

^

60-P0UND TIN CANS.

Extracted
Honey gathered in

Class Mail-Matter.

To
To

is

White

Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-

(

IN

Honey J^

6E0RGE W. YORK S COMPANY
144

ALL

Alfalfa

PUBLISHED WEEKLY ST

Honey For Sale i

E>xl)ra6l)6(l

•"5

I

Hutchinson,
Root,

I

A. I.
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

I

W.
J.

I

Your Name and Address on one

.side— Three Bees on the other side.

G. M. Doolittle,
P.

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
r

HOWARD

W. Z. Hutchinson, President,
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

M. MELBEEg

HONEYVILLE, O.

General Manager and Treas-

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00

a year.

convenient. Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

0"lf more

A

Celluloitl Queen-Button is a verv
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coatrlapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
oale.

Note. — One reader writes:
have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea for eviry bee-keeper
to wear one [of -.le bu^tonsi
"

I

lieve tnat

as it will cause people t.^ ask
questions aooat tbe busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind ap with the
Bale of more or less honey; at any rate It would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity tc
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
and bees."
t
The picture shown herewith Is a reproaao^
ilon of a motto queen-button that we are furaishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
tmderside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents
6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
cl ihe American Bee Journal,

W

[This Cut

is

thk

i-'ULL

Size of

the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure
address you wish put on the Knife.

to say just

what name and

indeed a novelty The novelty Ues In the handle. It is
raade beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un"erdeath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
-iie subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

The Novelty Knife

is

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are raade of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In'* ca£.e a good knife is lost, the chances are the
Novelty " is lost, having name and address
will never recover it; but if the
owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foatunate as to have one of the ''Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and la
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner
of

How appropriate this knife is for a presenti What more lasting memento could a raothet
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu/ gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
Ihis'beautiful knife, as th* " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihkki-: new subscribers to the Bee Journal (withS-'^'X).) We will club the Noveltj
"Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
*S-Please

allor" ->bout

two weeks

L CO,

for your knife order to be

Chicago,
tilie<l.

IlL

^1861

CHICAGO,

42dYEAR.

^

Editorial

ILL,

Comments.

" Our Bee-Keeping Sisters " is the heading of a new
department that we begin in this number of the Bee Journal.
It is conducted by Miss Emma M. Wilson, a lady beekeeper of long and varied experience, and one who knows
how to express on paper, in a clear and interesting manner,
the results of her years of work in the apiary. We are certain our readers of the feminine persuasion will be pleased
to read the

new department, and

will also be glad to accept
send to her anything they can
the other sisters in their work with

Miss Wilson's invitation
that

may

be helpful to

to

bees.

"

Our Bee-Keeping

Sisters " is to be a department that

the sisters can have all to themselves. Of course, it is to be
expected that occasionally a man may try to break into it,
but he will not likely repeat the attempt.

Care of Extracting=Coinbs.— In this country it seems
it is better to have the honey

to be the general opinion that

entirely cleaned out of extracting-combs
is over.

Even a small

trace of

honey

when

left in

a

the season
cell, if

left

there to granulate, will encourage granulation in the honey
that is stored there the following season. It is not too late
yet to leave such combs exposed so that the bees will rob
them out some warm day. No special care need be taken
in the North against the work of the moth in extractingcombs. The weather is too cold for their development, and
all that is needed is to leave them throughout the winter
where they will have the full benefit of severe freezing,
which destroys both the larvK and the eggs of the moth.

NOV.

6,

Na45.

1902,

The feed in this case was cheap honey, brought to the
boiling point and then emptied into four gallons of boiling
water and allowed to boil for about 10 minutes. This was
drained off into the extractor, and a 70-pound bag of the
best sugar was boiled in six gallons of water. This was
then run into the extractor, and the contents of the extractor
were then cluirned by revolving the extractor machinery.
This blend of honey, sugar and water, was exactly like new
nectar.

After blending up 90 gallons of syrup, it was taken IS
miles to the out-apiary, where 30 strong colonies and 24 of
weaker strength had to be fed. The collecting and filling
of 100 drawn combs with 4 pounds each of syrup occupied
until midnight. These were distributed amongst the weakest colonies before daybreak, with the result that these
weaker colonies had lost that madness that usually draws
the robbers to them, and instead they were on the offensive;
eager for more, they tackled the stronger colonies.
Now these strong colonies were given 2'i gallons down
to one gallon of feed, in a vessel made of the half of a kerosene tin, with about two inches of straw placed on top of
the syrup to prevent the drowning of bees, and the feed was
then placed on top of the brood-chamber and covered by an
empty super-lid, etc. This second stage of the feeding was
done as soon after the daylight as possible (should be done
during the night if possible).
He found, after leaving them for a fortnight, that the
artificial nectar had been capped over.
The strong colonies
had completed their task, no robbing had taken place, no
bees, so to speak, had been killed in battle, the weak colonies, being the aggressors, were in a mood to look after their
home, and the strong colonies were too strong to be affected
by the weaker.
Alley's System of Queen=Rearing is strongly championed in the American Bee-Keeper by Arthur C. Miller as
the best, and he say s that Mr. Alley is testing some changes
not yet made public. L- Stachelhausen also uses the Alley
plan and has less trouble than the cell-cup plan. There is no
doubt that good queens can be reared by either method.
The small frames used in nuclei do not necessarily form a
part of either plan, but not all will agree with the first part
"As fine queens as any
of his statement when he saj's
one should desire can be reared with a cupful of bees, and
as poor queens as ever lived maybe produced by a bushel
of bees." Unless he means that the cells are to be first
reared in a strong colony.
:

Feeding

Weak

— W. L. Davey reports
some experience in feeding

Colonies First.

in the Australian Bee-Bulletin

that is suggestive. He fed in a time of scarcity, treating
A mania for
all colonies alike, whether weak or strong.
robbing was started, " with the result that the longer the
colonies were fed the greater were the losses from star-

vation caused by robber-bees."
The philosophy of the matter is not given by Mr. Davey
minutely, but it is not difficult to understand. The giving
It excites bees to start out
of feed produces two effects
after other stores in the most eager manner, making them
it is
fiercely attack any weaker colonies that may be found
also true that when a lavish supply of feed is in the hive
the bees are not as carefully on the defensive, and in many
cases will make no resistance to robbers, even though the
colonies thus fed may be very strong. So it is no great
wonder that the continuance of feeding in a bad time resulted in mueh robbing.
Made wiser by this experience, his next feeding was on
a different plan, being entirely successful, and is given in
full as follows
:

;

:

Alfalfa in Illinois.

— An

interesting article in the Orange

Judd Farmer is in part as follows
Farmers who have tried to grow alfalfa in Illinois have
met with somewhat indifferent success. Theoretically, the
The Illinois Experiment
soil ought to produce large crops.
Station, several years ago, began a series of experiments
Alfalfa was grown in pots
to determine what was lacking.
and treated in various wa_vs. A little later field experiments
The
in 25 different sections of the State were inaugurated.
:

results of these tests, published in Bulletin 76, indicate that
alfalfa can be successfully' grown if the soil is infected with
the bacteria which are found in tubercles on the roots of
the alfalfa. If these are not present the soil must be exceedingly rich, and receive a liberal applicatiou of bamj-ard
manure or nitrogenous fertilizers. Even the rich, black
soil of Illinois does not furnish sufficient available nitrogen
to produce profitable crops of alfalfa.
In some sections of the State alfalfa has been grown

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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;

R. L.

Taylor.

Mr. Dadant having expressed himself similarly to Mr.
Taylor, leaves only Mr. Abbott and Mr. France as candidates for the General Managership up to this time. We are
ready to announce further nominations in these columns,
should there be any, but we must decline to publish any
electioneering matter in the interest of any particular candidate, as we consider such publication would be unfair.
We prefer to have each candidate stand on his own merits,
and then have the voting membership of the Association

Illinois.

The Experiment Station advises farmers to try a few
acres of alfalfa, and to apply infected soil to at least a small
plot.
The infection enables the alfalfa to feed upon the
supply of free nitrogen in the air, greatly enriching the
land on which it grows, as well as producing heavy crops
of forage. On the limestone soils of the State it will not be
necessary to add lime.

make their own choice.
To be just and fair, any

This information will come a little in the nature of a
surprise to those who have been in the habit of thinking
that the main, if not the only, difference between Illinois
and Colorado, as to producing alfalfa, is the matter of irrigation. As a better understanding 'prevails, it is likely
that better success will attend the cultivation of alfalfa,
perhaps not too much to expect that some time it
practicable to create conditions whereby alfalfa
a honey-plant east of the Mississippi River, even if

bee-paper that mentions one
candidate must mention all candidates. An editor's personal feelings have no bearing in a matter of this kind.

RuLES ON Asking Questions. — We have decided to
make the following rules, which must be followed hereafter
any one desires to have his or her questions
in the " Question and Answer " department
if

not so valuable as farther west.

answered

.

it is

may be
may be

6, 1902.

Keepers' Association
and to say for the benefit of the
voters of that Association, that I have no desire for the
office, and could not serve if elected.
Yours truly,

successfully for some years. The soil from these fields is
thoroughly infected with the alfalfa bacteria, and can be
used for inocculating new areas. In the experiinents conducted by the station, this infected soil was applied at the
rate of from 320 to 1920 pounds per acre, the heavier applications being the most effective. Prof. C. G. Hopkins states
in the bulletin that where lime is applied at the rate of 400
pounds per acre in connection with 100 pounds of infected
soil, the inoculation will be very satisfactory in a year or
two. The infected soil can be secured from Kansas or
Nebraska, if it does not seem desirable to get it from

and

Nov.

1st.

The questioner must

a paid-in-advance

be

sub-

American Bee Journal.
2d. The questioner must sign his or her full name and
address each time when sending in any question. Of course,
scriber to the

we

shall continue to give only the State as a signature to
the question or questions asked, as that is all that is necessary, and does not " give away " the ignorance of the questioner as one's name might do sometimes.
We now have several questions from some one in
Urbana, III., who simply signs himself " Ills." If the
" Question and Answer " department is worth patronizing

—A

clipping received speaks
of formic acid as the basis of bee-virus, saying, " To this
formic acid, in all probability, the therapeutic value of the
honey-bee is mainly, if not entirely, due." While it is true
that formic acid plays an important part in the economy of
the hive, it should be remembered that the latest investigations show that the real virus is a thing separate and apart

The Poison

from formic

of the Bee.

worth signing your name and address in full when
sending in the questions, and also keeping your subscription to the American Bee Journal paid in advance.

it is

acid.

Perforated-Zinc
A French writer says the measurement of perforations should be very exact, as a bee not
with

filled

honey passes through a perforation of

An

4.06

millimeters, but is stopped if loaded with honey. The true
dimension, he says, is 4.19 millimeters, or 165 thousandths
of an inch, the measurement favored in this country.

Dear Sir : — I

Here

is

the communication referred to by Dr.

Rien, in the Austra-

:

" Castor oil, honey, one dessert-spoon of each the white
One spoonful a few
of one egg, juice of a lemon. Dose
times a day."
;

:

—

Yours

We

l

^ The Weekly

Budget.

trust that a goodly

truly,

W. Couse, Secretary.
number of bee-keepers of the

United States can accept the invitation thus kindly ex-

*

tended.

I

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

ers

Hon. R. L. Taylor, who was nominated as a candidate

Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Associawrote us as follows on Oct. 25

for General
tion,

:

Secretary of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
I am directed by the Executive Committee
of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association to extend to the
officers and members of your Association a very cordial invitation to attend the annual meeting of the Ontario BeeKeepers' Association at Barrie, early in December. The
date not being finally set yet, we can not be definite; but
hope soon to know, when we will advise you.
We look forward to having a very pleasant meeting.

Uear Sir

lian Bee-Bulletin, is as follows

Mason

Dr. a. B. Mason,

strain of bees.

J.

—

received the enclosed communication several days ago, and have been waiting to learn the time of
meeting, but as Secretary Couse will probably give notice
of the time in all the bee-papers, I'll wait no longer.
Very truly yours,
A. B. Mason, Secretary.

:

Mixture given by E.

re-

the Na-

:

Five Requisites for a Qood Honey-Yield, particularly
is an early and short harvest, are thus given in
2.
1. Colonies strong in time.
Leipziger Bienenzeitung
Limiting the brood during harvest. 3. Repressing dronebrood as much as possible. 4. Giving sufficient room. 5.

A Cough

from the Ontario. — We have

Editor American Bee Journal

where there

Having a good

Invitation

ceived the following from Secretary Mason, of
tional Bee-Keepers' Association

:

Editor American Beb Journal.—

Please allow me, through your Journal, to thank Mr.
for thinking me worthy to be named in connection
with the office of General Manager of the National Bee-

Moore

such
I

effort.
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The gentleman, the speaker from the Board of
Horticulture, went on to state how this blight was carried by
tlic bees
he stated that it was a germ that was small, could
not be seen with the naked eye, like small particles of
smoke that went in the wind the bees being of a hairy,
fuzzy nature, Hying through the air to the tree, would
gather up this germ and contribute or carry it to the blossom thereof, reaching the nectar, and from there to the sap
of the tree, finally killing the tree.
After he had made his speech the Board asked if I had
anything to say. I simply told them no; that it was new
to inc, that I knew nothing about the fact, and never had
had our bees accused of such a thing before.
The matter went on for about three or four weeks, when
the Board of Supervisors telephoned me one afternoon asking if I would come into their room, when I found the same
committee as before- -and they had the same complaint up,
asking the Board if they would not pass laws by which bees
could not be kept in that section of the country. This was
vicinity.

;

Convention Proceedings.

;

THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3. 4 and 5, 1902.
(Continued from pa^e

695.)

SECOND DAY— Aftkk NOON
At

2:30 o'clock Pres.
to order.

Session.

Hutchinson called the convention

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

—

understand, and I suppose you all underin the year 1904, to be held a great fair
All preparations are
at St. LiOuis, Mo.; it is a World's fair.
taking place for the purpose of making it a great fair, and
it is instituted for the purpose of commemorating this great
strip of land between the Missouri and the Rocky Mountains,
the purchase of it by the United States Government from
Napoleon I, one hundred years ago.
Now, most of our members are specially interested in
respresenting our pursuit at this great fair, so I arise to
make a motion with regard to it, if desirable, that this
Association should be heard with regard to the appointments
to office concerning the exhibit that will surely be made by
the bee-keepers of the whole country. I, therefore, move
that for the purpose of making such provision and overseeing all matters pertaining to it that this whole matter be
referred to the Executive Committee of this Association,
and that they act as a committee for that purpose, and to
see that all proper action, so far as this Association is concerned, be taken.
J. C. Carnahan
I second the motion.
The President put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.
Pres. Hutchinson The first thing on the program is a
paper by Mr. C. A. Hatch, on " Reporting of the Honey
Crop: When and How It Should be Done." to which Mr.
Frank Rauchfuss was to respond, but as he can not be here
this afternoon, in place of that we will hear from Mr. F. E.

Mr. Taylor

stand, that there

I

is,

—

—

Brown, on

THE CALIFORNIA PEAR-BLIQHT.

—

F. E. Brown It is not often that we hear California
spoken of as blighted, but to-day I have something to present before you on that line. We have not the blight altogether it is not all blight, but we have a blight there that
promises to destroy our bees. You have already heard
more or less regarding the blight question it has been
published through, I think, perhaps all the leading journals,
and )'0u are all more or less familiar with the subject,
therefore I will not take any more of your time than is
necessary to bring it before your minds just about as it
appears to-day.
In the spring of 1901 I think it was, perhaps, in March
one of the Board of Horticulturists came into my office
and inquired for the Secretary of the Bee-Keepers' Association, stating to me that our bees were destroying their pearThat I think is the first mention I ever had made to
trees.
me that bees were responsible for the spread of pear-blight.
The pear-blight that exists in our district is what is commonly known as the Eastern pear-blight, so I suppose you
are all familiar with this blight that exists among the peartrees, apple-trees, and quince-trees.
I asked the gentleman how he knew our bees were responsible for this blight he did not speak directly to that,
but asked if I would be so kind as to meet him before the
Board of Supervisors that afternoon. In that meeting that
afternoon the Board of Horticulturists brought complaint,
stating that the bees were responsible for the spread of the
blight which was fast destroying the pear-trees, and unless
the bees were removed from the pear districts, which virtually meant from our county, that within a very short time
there would be no pear, apple, or quince trees left in the
;

;

—

—

;

perhaps in May, 1901.
After they had made their complaint the bee-men were
asked if they had anything further to say, and I simply
asked the Commissioners how the bees distributed the
blight.
At this time the Commissioners had sketched a
picture of the insect which they called pear-blight, stating
that it came out on the body of the tree in the pores of the
bark in a gluey or gummy shape, and that bees crawling
over the body of the tree in search of the blossoms gathered
up the pear-blight and communicated it to the flower. That
was the position that was taken then, and when I was called
upon, after they made the statement upon my question of
course, you understand people that are not familiar with
the habits of bees would not know but what the statement
was correct, which was the case with our Board of Supervisors I told them that any man who was familiar with
the habits of the bee would know bitter; that the bees did
not crawl about over the body of the tree in pursuit of the
flower, but when a bee went to a tree that was in blossom it
lit directly upon that blossom, and from that blossom to the
next one, and the next one, and so on, but never in any case
were they found upon the body of the tree.
Now, when our trees in California blossom, especially
the pear-tree, there are no leaves they blossom before the
time of leafing, and the tree is simply one great snow-ball
of white blossoms, and the bees, of course, go over the trees,
flying directly from blossom to blossom.
However, there were one or two other bee-men there
who made some remarks regarding the matter. The matter
was passed over; the Board did nothing.
A little later there was a mass-meeting called of fruitgrowers, the pear-men and raisin-growers all together thej'
came together in the Superior Court room of King's county.
In this meeting there were no bee-keepers supposed to be
present. However, we had a delegation there. One of the
most prominent men in that Board of Agriculture came before that mass meeting and urged that they would poison
the insects that were infesting the trees — they were
spreading the blight from tree to tree. This was said in an
open mass-meeting of the fruit-growers of our county and
The gentleman that was addressing the meeting
vicinity.
advocated that they use cobalt and honey as a matter of
poison that by poisoning them that way the bee would die
before it reached the hive, therefore there would be no danger of the poison getting into the honey.
I think it was about this time, perhaps, that Mr. E. R.
Root visited our locality, and he visited almost all the prominent pear-growers in our vicinity he visited the orchards
he met Prof. Pierce, and had a good influence over the situation, and it was proposed by Mr. Root that we try to compromise the matter by making a test.
Now, the bee-men did not believe that Iheir bees were
in any way responsible for the spreading of the blight at

—

—

;

;

;

;

that time.

;

However, Prof. Waite and Prof. Pierce had
it was possible, and I think they have

both suggested that

spoken more directly since then.
The first part of July of last year the bee-men called a
meeting and passed resolutions agreeing to make a test
case, and that we would move our bees out of the pear disThis was suggested
tricts that we might test the matter.
by Mr. Root while he was with us. This was done the first
day of July, 1901. We handed our resolution to the committee of the fruit-growers they accepted it and said nothing.
It went on until some time in the fall, when one of the
fruit-growers came to one of our men and said it was about
time we were doing something with regard to moving the
At that time, however, I was away in San Francisco,
bees.
but shortly afterwards I returned. Nothing further was
:
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done until the very
year,

when

there

last

days of February of the present

was a mass-meeting

of the fruit-growers
and bee-men again called. In this meeting the bee-raen
were asked to go on and carry out the intention of their
resolution which was passed the year before, in July. Our
pear-trees begin to bloom about the first week in March,
and this, perhaps, was the last week in February.
In that meeting our committee got together and agreed
to clear up a certain district two miles square, and move
our bees three miles from that line, as a matter of test. In
our resolution the summer before we had agreed to move
them clear out of the district, away from the pear-trees, but
now, for want of time, as it was within a few days of the
time when the pear-trees would bloom, we agreed to move
out of this one district only. This was done, but before
this meeting adjourned the bee-men asked the pear-men to
see that they moved their bees.
Now, there are some of our pear-growers there that
have a few bees, and some of our fruit-men have bees, and
farmers have bees, and there are bees in the fence-corners
bees all around. I suspect you have them the same way
here. So, we did not want to be responsible for the moving
of the bees which belonged to the fruit-men we left that
to the fruit-men's committee, and this fruit-men's commit;

tee agreed to do

it.

After the meeting adjourned we went to work moving
our bees, and the Central California Bee-Keepers' Association moved every bee that belonged to them, and moved
them the distance they agreed to move them three miles
from that line clearing up a territory two miles square

—

—

right in the heart of the pear-blight district.
On visiting the pear-trees after they came in bloom
there were bees all over the trees very nearly as numerous
as ever before, and, on coming to investigate, the fruit-men
had their bees, had them still
men who had pear-trees
upon their ranches, quite good-sized orchards, had bees,
and so the test was spoiled.
Now, then, I believe, gentlemen, that the bee-men of
Central Califbrnia have done all that they could do in respect to this matter they desired to make a test of the
matter, but they did not believe that the bees were responsible for the spread of the blight at that time.
The test
was spoiled, but the trees were seemingly infected.
Now, in the winter-time our pear-growers prune down
their trees quite closely, pruning off all signs of dead wood
and blight, leaving the tree in the spring to come out new
you would scarcely see there had been any blight except the
top is not quite so large. That was the case this time. The
trees were in blossom, the bees were working upon them
two weeks, and there was not a blight to be seen, and people thought for some reason there was not going to be a
blight.
But, seemingly, all at once, like a thunder-clap
from the clear sky, the trees were all wilted, the blossoms
just appeared to topple down, bow down their heads under
the blight nearly everything in sight was blighted, and it
took it all at once. That is something that we as bee-men
do not understand, or how it is so affected, but there was no
blight seen upon the trees anywhere except in the blossom.
I investigated
it myself;
I was on
the ground; went
amongst the large orchards and saw it with my own eyes
that blight attacked the trees directly in the blossom.
About a week later than this the leaves began to shoot out
amongst the blighted blossoms, and then the blight ran
down the little stem that held the blossom and would affect
the leaf and limbs, going on down the limbs.
About the time that we had our joint meeting of fruit
and bee men regarding the moving out of the bees, the
Board of Supervisors of our county appropriated money by
means of which certain trees might be put under mosquitonetting to make a test that way. After we had seen the
other test had failed we thought quite likely we had a test
under this head that would prove beneficial. I visited these
trees and saw that they were not as reported. Perhaps you
are not familiar with the report, but the Board of Horticulture published an article in our county paper stating that
the trees which were under mosquito-netting were unhurt
by the blight, while all the trees around them were blighted;
stating further that the fruit on these trees that were under
this protection was good, the trees were full of fruit, while
all around them was otherwise.
I immediately went to these orchards and examined
these trees under mosquito-Metting, and I found that they
were much blighted I found that they had very little fruit
but I found that there was more blight existing on the trees
outside the mosquito-netting than under it. But on examining those trees later in the season, after the pears were
perhaps half grown, I found that there were no more pears
;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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upon those trees than the trees around them. This experiment was conducted in the Charles Downing orchard, the
largest pear orchard in the State. You saw a picture of that
orchard last night upon the screen, which was taken during
the last days of June, a year ago last June, but to-day that
orchard is half dead, and this winter, perhaps, three-quarters of that orchard will be dug up. This is only one. The
pear-growers claim that they lose enormous sums of money.
There is one grower claims he loses at least $10,000 a year
from the loss of pears alone. That was in the year 1901.
If he lost 810,000 from the loss of pears alone in 1901, this
year, if this statement is correct, he has lost three times
that amount but whether it is or is not correct, the pear
interests in our country are large and extensive. There
are one or two pear men who have stated that they lose
pears enough in a single 3'ear to buy up the whole bee-industry of the State. That is not correct. All the pears
that are grown in Kings county or Central California, perhaps, would not amount to the honey industry of the
State; but of the two industries growing side by side in
Kings county, the pear industry is the greater, or was be;

fore the blight struck it.
The question as it stands to-day, is that the Board of
Supervisors probably will do nothing. However, they are
electing a new Board at this present election. But we fear
this, that the fruit-growers will place notices upon their
fences, " Poison about. Take care of your bees."
expect that will be done in fact, it has been done that is,
the poison has been put out and bees have been poisoned,
but the notices have not yet been posted.
The way the pear-blight is now existing and spreading
rapidly, consuming the orchards, it will not be two years
before there will not be a pear-tree left of the variety of the
Bartletts. In view of this, our bee-keepers in our convention held the 24th of August last, passed a resolution and
gave it to me to bring to this convention, which I have with
me and will read. It is as follows

We

;

;

:

The Central

California Bee-Keepers' Association, assembled in
regular session in Hantord, Kings Co., Calif., this 27th day of September, 1902, for the purpose of transacting business and discussing
matters relative to the best interests of the Association, including the
pear-blight and bee-question, which is so prominent with us at present; and
Whereas, The National Bee-Keepers' Association convenes at
Denver, Sept. 3-5; and,
Whereas, It is an organization, organized tor the protection of
its members; and,
Whereas, There is in this vicinity an existing malady known as
pear-blight, which is fast killing the trees and destroying the fruit
crops thereby and,
Whereas, The bee it accused of spreading said blight, and is
alleged to be responsible to a great extent for the cause of failure in
the pear crop, which loss is placed as high as 1510,000 per annum for a
single grower; and said growers have made reported efforts to get the
County otlicials to pass certain ordinances prohibiting the keeping of
bees where pears are grown and,
Whereas, There are threats of wholesale poisoning of the innocent bee, and said threats have, in a measure, been carried out, to the
damage of some of our growers; and.
Whereas, This Central California Bee-Keepers' Association's
members are members of the National Association, and are very desirous that the mother Association take up the matter, and in case there
is further trouble, that the National Association %vill give us the
advice and protection that is usually done in cases like this. There;

;

fore,

be

it

lirsuh'fil, That we pass on this set of resolutions and preamble to
the National Association assembled at Denver, Colo., asking them to
consider its merits, and to discuss its contents, and that they take up
the matter and give us the protection herein asked for. And be it
further
Renolved, That Mr. F. E. Brown, our present Secretary, is our
regular authorized representative t« that body.
Joseph Flort, rreKiilenl.
F. E. Brown, Seeretarn.

—

Pres. Hutchinson You have heard the description
given and the resolution which has been read. What shall
we do with it ?
S. Francis I move the adoption of the resolution.
R. Iv. Taylor-j-Does that meet the point? This is a
resolution of the California Association with regard to their
troubles there, and a request that this Association examine
into the matter and extend to them such advice and aid as
they may need. Now, the adoption of that would not help
them out any. It seems to me that motion should be put in

—

some

different form.

—

Mr. Abbott Mr. Chairman, was there a seconder to
that motion ?
Pres. Hutchinson I did not hear one.
Mr. Abbott If there was not I will make another moThis is a question which will involve the expendition.
ture of money, and belongs exclusively to the Board of
Directors. I move that the whole matter be referred to the

—

—
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The discussion of it may go on, but
action will have to be taken by them.
Mr. York I .second ihat motion.

Board of Directors.
the

titial

—

Mason — I had thought

this would be a pood pl.in,
refer these resolutions to a committee, and that
committee can report to-morrow and make such recommoiidations as may seem proper.
can hardly tell by hearWouldn't that be a
ing- it read just what we had better do.
good plan, to put such men as Mr.Abbott, and men who can
work fast, and think fast, on a committee of three with
him ? I move an amendment, that a committee of three be
appointed to which those resolutions be referred, and they
report to us durinjj the session of this afternoon, makin^j
such recommendations as they think proper.

Dr.

we

that

We

Mr. Rhodes — I second the motion made by Dr. Mason.
Mr. Abbott T-I have no objection to the amendment. If
I was on that committee I would simply go on about my
business and recommend that it be referred to the Board of
Directors, where it would have to go. I am a great stickler
for us doing anything we can do, but while we are working
under a Constitution like we have, I don't see how we could
do any more than to recommend that the Board of Directors
do so and so, and the presumption is that they know what
is best to do.
We want to draft a resolution in such shape
that these people ought to be taken care of I think that is
their thought. That is my candid opinion.
Dr. Mason I think so, too I think we ought to attend
to this, and my suggestion was simply to get it in line with
what I thought was the best, the same as Mr. Abbott does
he thinks one way would be best, and I think another. In
that way we get our views before you, and if you do what
you think is best, that will be satisfactory to him and to me.
Mr. Ivy I think the amendment made by Dr. Mason is
a good one. This California Association did not go to the
Board of Directors they have come to this convention, and
I think this convention should indorse it and recommend
that those people be taken care of.
There being no further discussion, the President stated
the amendment, and on a vote being called for and taken
declared the amendment carried. The motion as amended
was then put. and, on a vote having been taken, was de;

—

;

;

—

;

clared carried.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The
and

election of officers for 1903
resulted as follows

was held

at this time,

:

—
—

President W. Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan (re-elected).
Vice-President James U. Harris, of Colorado.
Secretary George W. York, of Illinois.

—

(Continued next week.)

Contributed Articles.

]

No-Drip Shipping-Cases for
BY

G. M.

Comb

Honey.

DOOLITTLK.

—

Question. Do you use what are called the " no-drip " honeycases for sending j-our honey to market ! It so. will you please tell
ibe readers of the American Bee .lournal how you make the paper
trays ; I saw somewhere that I was to lay the paper on top of the
case, and then, with a "follower," push it down to the bottom, when
the tray would be in place and just as it should be. But after trying,
and trying, I can do nothing that way, as in every case I have tried
the paper becomes torn more or less, so that it would leak honey, if
any dripped down on it. Please tell us all about the little kinks necessary in making and using, so that it may be plain even to the novice.

—

Answer. Yes, I use the paper trays and have done so
for more than twenty years. I have also, like you, read
that all that was necessary to make these trays was to push
the paper down to the bottom of the case with a board that
would loosely fit the bottom of the case and, again, like
you, I never could so push one down without tearing the
paper, and have often wondered if those who recommended
such a procedure had ever tried the same themselves. If so,
there was some part of it which has been left out, it seems
;

to

me.
Well,

I

will try to tell

how

I

make

these trays, use them,

etc.

The

first

thing wanted

is

the paptr.

After testing

711

many

different kinds I have come to the conclusion that
none is equal to that known as " manilla," for this purpose,
and that having the glossy finish is the best. This will
hold honey a year without wetting or soaking through.
Such paper can be bought by the quantity for from five to
six cents a pound at the present time, but I u.sed to have to
pay from ten to twelve cents.
The next thing is the cutting to the size you wish,
which you can generally get done where you buy the paper.
If this is not handy then lay it on a table or bench, and
after marking where you wish it cut, lay a saw or square
on it where the marks are, and tear the same as you would
tear it by a ruler, the back of the saw or square being used

After a little experiin place of the ruler, as it is longer.
ence you will be able to tear from six to ten sheets at a time,
thus getting along quite rapidly. The paper should be cut
from 1'+ to I'j inches larger each way than the bottom of
the case you use, so as to turn up nearly U of an inch on all
sides.

Having the paper cut and ready, the next thing needed
a board one inch in thickness, and of a size so it will
just nicely slip into the bottom of the case, but not so tight
but what you can readily jar it out by turning the case bottom side up. Spend some little time on this board, getting
it out true and having each and every corner true and sharp,
for you will wish to use it for years, or so long as you use
the same size sections and cases. If it is made of hard
wood the corners will stay sharp longer and the board keep
smoother.
Now lay one sheet of paper on the work table or bench,
and place this board in the center of it each way, which will
make your paper project about 4 of an inch on all sides of
the board. Put your finger under the paper on one side
and one end and bring it up next to the edges of the board,
rubbing it a little so as to make it fold at the sharp or lower
edges of the board, when you will work both hands up to
one of the corners which will make the point of the paper
stand out in front of the corner. Now fold this point toward you, when you have what is known as the "bakingtin " joint, one which will not leak until the paper is full.
is

Now do all the other sides and corners the same, folding each corner toward you each time, when you will lift
the board out of the tray which has thus been formed, and
which will be the exact size on the outside as the inside of
the case.
place a case on the table in front of you and betray, when you will take the tray by the two
corners next the case, pressing the baking-tin joints to
their places, and slip these joints into the open side of the
case next to you, which holds the joints from spreading out
or bothering you while you are placing it in the case. Now
take the two remaining joints between your thumbs and
forefingers, raising the tray a little till it is of the right
height, when by a little gentle pushing motion the tray can
be readily slipped into its place in the bottom of the case,
the joints all coming into place nicely.
With the hand smooth the paper down on the bottom of
the case, when you have something that will not leak unless the honey is broken badly enough to run over the top.
Now should I stop here, I would leave out the part which
used to bother me the worst, especially where the case is
made so that a certain number of sections fit so they will
not shake around any when handled, as all cases should be
made. The trouble came when I went to put the middle or
All the others could be
last tier of sections in the case.
placed up against the sides of the tray in such a manner
that they would not catch on the paper, but rather come so
as to hold it in place but when I came to slip down the last
sections next to the end of the case, the sections were almost sure to catch on the upper edge of the tray, and after
tearing, carry the paper down to the bottom, which makes
things about as bad as did that torn by pushing it down
with the follower.
I studied on this matter for some time, when one day it
occurred to me to get a very thin piece of tin. just a little
narrower than the thickness of the section, when I placed
this strip of tin within an eighth of an inch of the bottom
of the case, and bent what stood above over the top of the
case, cutting off what came out beyond the end of the case.
Now when I came to put in the lasf sections at the back.
I hung this strip of tin down in the case over the edge of
the tray, which put the tray behind the tin so that the sections could not touch it, when the section was slipped into
place, the tin lifted out by the bent-over end, and all done
so smoothly and nicely that there was great rest and pleasure in it. over the former way. In writing out all the

Now

yond the paper

;
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minutia? of these matters they seem long and tedious, but
in actual practice only just a moment suffices to do the
whole thing, and the more anyone becomes used to such
work the faster it can be accomplished.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Disposing of the Honey Crop Advantageously

Nov.

6,

1902.

of a different quality from what it is several months later
on and so it is all through Natures's waj-s. Queens reared
in the above way are " forced " queens
but queens reared
in the way Mr. Doolittle and Dr. Gallup say they rear them
are necessity queens. Quite a difference between the two
kinds when they are put into colonies of bees.
Now, when I reared queens in the year 1860, I thought
it was a waste of bees and time to use a full colony forrearing queens, and so the nucleus system was used and, if
practical to rear queens by the nucleus system, I would use
it to-day
and as was the case 40 years ago, I could rear'
just as good queens by that system as any one would care
;

:

;

7tV</(/

at {he SlluDietiuta Bee-Kee)M')'s^

Cou/'e/tfimt,

;

BV MR. SHEPHERD.

'TTOW to dispose of the honey crop to the best advantage?"
the question asked by the enterprising bee-keeper.
the commission man, because they
not
want
to be bothered by selling in small quantities
do
want
they
their money all in a lump. Others peddle honey because they can realize a larger price. I prefer to work on
that line, for I want that larger price, and by so doing I
help keep a little off the city market, and sweeten up my
neighbors.
I work on the exchange order or plan.
I place in my
local paper an " ad," something like this
" Wanted To exchange extracted honey for oats, corn,
potatoes, eggs, or silver dimes."
When I commence peddling, I notice that a good many
would not buy if they had to pay money, but if I would
trade, " Why, yes, I will take some." By so doing I found a
market for honey that would otherwise go to the commission house.
While living on the farm I would take all the eggs that
I could get hold of, in exchange for honey, because I could
take them to the store and exchange for something for the
family, thereby accommodating my neighbor as well as myI~l

is

Some say through

:

—

self.

You should be prepared

to give

your prospective buj'er

a taste of your honey.

Another way is to bottle it, and put it in the grocery
stores.
Put in jelly tumblers, or square bottles fill the bill
quite well. This point should not be overlooked: Advertising your honey by having your name in as large letters
as the word honey.
Look at the bottled goods in the
grocery stores for an example. When you buy butter, you
look at the reputation of the maker, somewhat. It is the
same in your honey-production.
Produce " A, No. 1 " honey, so that it will "taste like
more."

The "Missing Link"

in

to

pay

for.

" Necessity is the mother of invention," and as I found
that queens could not be reared at a profit by either the
nucleus or full-colony plan, as given by Dr. Gallup, I commenced to experiment, and soon discovered a way that combined all the good and essential points of the full-colony
system in fact, only full colonies were used, and have
been used, by me for 38 years for rearing queens. I found
that I could rear queens that were first-class in all respects
by another plan. Last season I tested something entirely
new, and now can rear queens that I think are superior to
any reared in previous years but the main point in this
last plan is economy in bees, and quality of the queens so
reared.
Speaking of the "jelly lump " at the base of the cell as
indicating quality of the queen,J[ will say that there are
other strong indications of the qUality of the queen in a
cell.
When opening a hive and finding several queen-cells,
just examine them and see if they are heavily waxed and
thoroughly corrugated. This is a good indication of a fine
queen within. When the young queens cut out of the cells,
I notice that the good queens leave a large hole, and usually
leave the cap hanging as if by a hinge, a sort of swinging
door.
I have been deceived many times in supposing a
cell contained a queen, when, in fact, the queen had emerged
and the cap flew back in place, and no indications that the
cap had been removed. When a queen leaves a cell, and
the outlet is small and ragged, the queen is worthless.
;

;

I always
I never allow queens to hatch in the hives.
remove the cells to nursery-cages. I do this to save time
and bees. By having queens in cages they can be examined; if there is any defect in them (and there are many

queens in a thousand that are defective), they are destroyed.
Now, if defective queens are hatched in nuclei, much valuable time is lost to the queen-dealer, as it would require no
more time to get a perfect queen fertilized than it does a
worthless queen.
All queen-dealers have hundreds of testimonials in
favor of their queens. Of course they publish them; but
when a " kick " comes in we don't tell of that, do we, Mr.

Queen-Rearing.

BY HENRY ALLEY.

Doolittle

the life of me I cannot reconcile the articles of Dr.
Gallup (page 584) and Mr. Doolittle (page 569). Mr.
Doolittle gives Dr. Gallup all the credit it is possible to
give anyone for teaching him how to rear long-lived
queens, and Dr. Gallup upsets the entire thing by telling
the readers of the American Bee Journal that Mr. Doolittle's queens are worthless
that is, in the second year.
Maybe I did not read those two articles understandingly. I
do not agree with Dr. Gallup on this point, that is, if Mr.
Doolittle rears queens by the method he says he does. I
know his queens must be good, as I have reared for years
more or less queens in that way, and they are always good
but if I remember correctly, Mr. Doolittle has not always
reared queens in that way. I would like to ask Mr. Doolittle whether, after he commenced the cell-cup way of starting queens, did he recomn^end placing them in the topstory over the brood-nest of a strong colony ?
As stated in a previous article, three queen-dealers appeared to make that discovery at the same time. We all
thought that a marvelous thing had been discovered, but
with me it proved to be the worst thing that ever happened
to me in my queen-rearing experience. I found it the cheapest way to rear the cheapest queens, many of the cells so
built out that they had all the appearances of containing
extra-large queens, and would contain a half-grown workerbee.
Why was this so ? Because the cells were built out
and larvai nursed by bees having a fertile queen. The lump
of jelly was found in nearly all the cells, but, as before
stated, the composition of the food was not the kind given
to larvae in cases where no queen is present.
In fact the
bees were not " broody," they saw no need of other queens,
and would not " set " on the eggs.
The first milk a cow gives for nursing its offspring is

FOR

;

;

?

speak of one testimonial that came in this
mention it as Dr. Gallup says " we " can't rear
queens that survive the second season. The writer says he
" had a queen of me in 1899 she is now 3 years old, and
seems more prolific, each year. It rained 25 days in June,
and July was no better, yet she gave two good colonies and
25 pounds of honey, and the parent colony is overflowing
with bees." I mailed this letter direct to Dr. Gallup. Now,
I

wish

very day.

to

I

;

such letters come in nearly every mail to all who rear
queens, yet Dr. Gallup says our queens are worthless
I know it makes no difference who rears queens, nor
what method is used in rearing them, there will always be
some trouble with queens sent out. I have sent thousands
" Send me a
of queens to bee-keepers who write thus
queen by return mail. I have a colony all run down that
has been queenless 3, 4 or 5 weeks," as the case may be.
Now what can a bee-keeper expect to do in that case ? If
the colony dies in the winter the queen dealer catches it ;
this man tells his neighboring bee-keepers, " Such a dealPut one in a hive last
er's queens are not worth anything.
There is nothing fair
fall and she died in the winter."
about such a deal.
It is all right to introduce queens in such cases and take
the chances of the colony living, but don't hold the queendealer responsible for the loss of the colony, if it should die
before spring. It is the bee-keeper's fault, and not the
!

:

queen's.

Hundreds of bee-keepers who purchase queens destroj'
queen
their usefulness when they introduce the queen.
slightly stung (and many of the queens are), soon dies.
Many of them lay a few eggs and then disappear, or are
found dead in front of the hives; sometimes found in the
hive and the bees building queen-cells then they write the

A

;

Nov.

dealer thus

eg'ff," etc.
all riffht but

was

on and give hundreds of such cases.

Essex Co., Mass.
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in this matter.
I certainly can work with much greater
despatch with gloves, than without them. They protect
my hands from stings, keep the bees from crawling up my
sleeves —which I dislike f|ulte aa much as the stings;
keep my hands and dress-slcevcs clean. I have a pair of
sleeves sewed to my gloves which, of course, are pulled over
my dress-sleeves, and that one item of keeping my sleeves
clean would count much with me. I never clip a queen
with my gloves on, but as they are so easily slipped off
and on, it is no trouble to slij) them off when I want to do

" Oueen received and introduced, but has not
In ')() percent of such ca.ses the queen
was ruined in introducinff. I might go

:

an

laid
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any work of that kind.
I decidedly prefer to wear gloves
but you have just as
good a right to object decidedly to them as I said, each
one must be governed by her own preference in the matter.
Others may not object to the feeling of propolis on their
fingers as I do. I have known persons who could not endure the least bit of honey on their fingers, tut could have
their fingers covered with propolis. That I never could
have endured at all. You see we are not all made alike.

I

;

;

Conducted by

EMMA

M, WILSON,

Salutatory.

Dear Sister BEK-KEErKKS :—
Mr. York is kindly giving us a department of our very
own, in the American I5ee Journal, in which we may freely

Smoker-Fuel.

our grievances, etc. It
seems to me that there are enough of us to make this department very helpful, if we all do our part in trying to make it
a success and remember it depends upon ourselves whether
it is a success or not.
It is not intended for large bee-keepers alone, but for
all.
No matter if you have only one colony, or may not
have any as yet, but are interested in bees, and want to talk
with some one else that is interested, too, please remember
give

our experiences,

all

all

tell

Mr. Ralph D. Cleveland (page 620) thinks if I would try
excelsior as a smoker-fuel I would abandon soaking rags,
and hunting good " smoke-wood."
Well, Mr. Cleveland, I have tried it, and given it up
because it did not last long enough but perhaps I did not
pack it down hard enough. Many thanks for the suggestion.
I will try again, and give it a good, solid packing
next time.
As to smoker-fuel, however, it is largely a matter of
convenience. In this locality there are plentj' of good chips
handy; they make a good smoke, last well, and with a little
saltpeter or a few live coals to start with, there is no trouble
in lighting them, so they are likely to continue the favorite

;

;

that this department is for you,
If there is any little item of information, anything that
has helped you, and may be of benefit to some one else,
even if you think it hardly worth mentioning, don't hesitate
I sometimes
to send it in.
It may help some one greatly.
think the little things are of much more value than we give
them credit for. So much of our life is made up of little
things. So let us hear from you all.

Marengo,

Emma

111.

Just

fuel for a time.
convenient.

so,

others

Apiary of Mrs.

M. Wilson.

may

find other things

C. R.

more

West.

We commenced

Bee-Dress for Women— Comments.
On page .517, Mrs. N. O. Penny suggests the wearing
;

;

when bees are good-natured.
Mrs. F. A. S. Snyder says
"In advising woolen skirts we lose sight of the fact
that the honey-bee has implements on the three little claws
of its hind legs shaped like a hoe, a trowel, and a rake, and
these delicate little implements catch on the wool and cause
no end of unnecessary annoyance to the bees. I know if I
wore woolen skirts in the apiary, the back, though the
apron covers the front,' would be full of struggling, stinging little prisoners caught on the fuzzy material."
Mrs. Snyder evidently supposes that the
the honey harvest

On page

345,

:

'

—

of

bloomers in place of an underskirt bloomers to be made of
the best blue drill or denim. Also leggings made of the
same material to be worn with low shoes. How many have
tried them ? How did you like them ? Please report.
I have worn leggings made of heavy brown linen. They
were as good as far as proventing stings was concerned,
and cooler than shoes, but not as cool as low shoes without
leggings and for myself I prefer to take the stings and be
a little cooler. I mean in the very warm weather during

the bee-business six years ago, and I
was so enthusiastic that I thought the more colonies I had
I was like some other sothe more honey I would get
called bee-people I did not want one or two colonies.
When I was at the business a little while it was no trouble
for me to see I did not know so much. Two years ago I
bought 26 colonies they were good and strong, and made
I think it is such
it pay me.
I am a dear lover of the bee
nice work, and then the little things teach such good

|

;

;

lessons.

In the picture which

son also.

The man

The

I

little girls

is Mrs. Holoway and little
Ruth and Mary McFarland.

send
are

my

brother.
In the spring we had
is short in Texas.
every prospect of a good yield, but the hot, dry winds dried
up the nectar, and also the bloom. I fed our bees for six
weeks. Now cotton is blooming and they are storing
honey. The cotton honey is pretty and white.
Last year they had a good honey exhibit at our convention, and this year only one man brought any, so we had to
give him the blue ribbon. Oh, well, perhaps we will be
more successful another year. I never give up. " 'Tis try,
try, trj' again."'
I
I now have 35 colonies, and they are doing nicely.
is

Our honey crop

back of the skirt is unprotected, whereas my
aprons are made to cover the whole skirt back
as well as front. I have never had the least
trouble with the bees stinging my woolen skirt.
Mrs. Snyder says she wears black cotton
shirt-waists, and also says she rarely gets a
sting. Now, I know if I wore black waists I

—

should get many a sting, for if there is anything our bees seem to object to it is something
black, if they are at all inclined to be cross. I
have known at least a dozen cross bees at a
time to attack the black head of my hat-pin,
that being the only black object in sight. I
could not see them on my own head, but it was
very amusing to others to see them tumbling
and sliding off the smooth surface trying to
sting

it.

they are very cross or excited, anything
black seems to enrage them, while they will
seldom sting anything white.
Now, as to wearing gloves I suspect each
one must be governed by her own preference
If

:

R.

WEST AND APIiRT, OF ELLIS

CO.. TES.
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live in hopes of a successful ending'.
Hope is a great anchor. Thank God for hope. "Faith, hope and charity,
but the greatest of these is charity." But I am " stuck " on
hope.
Mrs. C. R. West.
Ellis Co., Tex., July 21.

I

Questions and Answers.

|

Nov.

6, 1902.

them by fumigating with bisulphide of carbon
or with sulphur.
3. It is largely a matter of convenience, depending
upon what there is to be had most easily. Probably nothing is better than cork-dust. Dry leaves are also good,
planer-shavings, chaff, rags, etc.
4. Some winter very successfully in that way, especially in localities as far south as yours, where the winters
are not so severe as farther north.
ter to destoy

Place to Winter Bees— Winter Temperature for BeesWeight of Bees, Hive, Etc., for Winter.

CONDUCTED BY
r>R. O. O.

BdlLLBR. Afarenero,

Ul.
[The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mall. Editor.!

Beginning

in

Bee-Keeping.

am an amateur, with absolutely no knowledge of the
principles of bee-keeping. I have no bees, hive, or
friends that know, but an abundance of flowers. Will you
kindly inform me how to begin ? Where can I get supplies
in this section of the country ?
Cai,ifornia.
I

first

Answer. — Well, now, that's refreshing, to find a man
who knows that he doesn't know anything The first thing
is to get a good text-book, and as it is now late in the sea1

son, you will have plenty of time to become familiar with
it before it is time to make a purchase next spring.
Indeed, when you have been told to get a text-book you have
been told about all you need to be told for the present, for
the office of such a book is to answer a multitude of questions that will arise in your mind, besides a number of
others that you would not have thought of. Before spring
you will probably become so interested in the matter that
j'ou will want a bee-paper
unless you have made the mistake that so many make by getting a bee-paper before a
text-book and in the Journal you will find advertisements
of those who have bees to sell, and you can then order from
some one not too far off, so as to save enorsious express
charges. After you have fairly started in your text-book,
your visits to this department will be specially welcome,
and you need not hesitate to ask about anything that does
not seem entirely clear in the text-book.

—

I have a small room built up next to the roof of a
double granary, enclosed with a 6-inch wall of chaff on top,
bottom and all sides except south, which has one window.
I wintered S colonies in this room last winter
all that I
had I am a beginner. Three of them came out sound and
saucy, and the other two starved to death.
1. Do you think this is a good place to winter bees? or
do they need more feed in such a place than in a cellar ?
2. At what temperature should this room or cellar be
kept to give the bees a chance to ripen and seal syrup given
to them made of granulated sugar ? Or will they ripen and
seal it all in winter ?
3. About what should a common 8-frame hive, bees and
comb, weigh when it contains 25 pounds of honey?
Iowa.

—

—

Answers. — 1. The probability is that a cellar would be
any rate the bees would consume less in a cellar.

better, at

2. The general opinion is that 45 degrees is the best
temperature for a cellar. Warmer than that might favor
ripening, but the bees would not do so well. Better not
count on bees ripening syrup after the first of October. If
you must feed too late for bees to ripen the syrup, give
candy as directed in your text-book.
3. I don't know for sure, but think it would be about 45
pounds.

*-.-»^

—

Swarming-Time— Mottis on Comb
Honey—Wintering Bees.

ttueenlessness During

What

the cause of bees getting queenless during
I had one colony that cast a swarm about
?
the middle of June, and not wishing for swarms I went
through the hives and cut out all queen-cells, leaving one
young queen in the hive, which was constantly singing
from the time it hatched until she came fourth with another swarm, leaving the colony queenless, and no brood to
rear. Two weeks afterwards I gave them a new queen which
they accepted and everything was all right. What was the
cause of the bees swarming out with that queen and leaving the mother colony queenless?
2. What is the cause of moth getting in the sections of
comb honey ? I keep them in a dark, dry, warm place?
What can I do to kill them ? I have about 400 sections of
fine white honey, and I keep it in a closet close to the cookstove, and some of it has small moth in it.
3. What is best to put over brood-frames to keep the
1.

is

swarming-time

bees dry in winter ?
4. Will bees winter well in a tight shed closed all around
except 14 inches.
Illinois.

Answers. — 1. It is not an uncommon thing for bees to
swarm out with a virgin queen when she takes her weddingflight, and whether they swarm out with her or not there is
something may happen to the queen, such as
being caught by a bird, and then, of course, the colony is
hopelessly queenless. Once in a great while a colony is so
foolish as to swarm out with a young queen in regular
swarming style when there is no other queen or queen-cell
a chance that

the hive. I don't know why
probability is that the eggs of the moth were
laid in sections while they were yet on the hive, and while
you are keeping the sections in the best kind of a place, it
is also a good place for the moth's eggs to hatch and
develop. While they are still small it will be an easy mat-

left in
2,

'.'

The

Worms Working on Honey— Keeping and
Fumigating Honey.
have about 100 pounds of comb honey in sections,
notice here and there a section which has a few
places where there are little grindings. It looks as if a
worm is there, but I cannot see anything. Perhaps the
black ants have done it, as there are still a few running
around when I open the cupboard.
2. I have the honey upstairs in a cupboard, south side
of the house. Where should it be kept ?
3. Should honey be fumigated if to be kept until next
year ? What should I use ? I have been thinking of using
Pbnn.
brimstone. Will this hurt the honey ?
1.

and

I

I

—

Answers. You are safe in laying the blame on worms
rather than ants. The first intimation of their work on
sections will be found on the edges where the comb joins
the wood, a little heap of whitish powder, but the worm is
so small it is not easily seen.
A hot, dry place
2. Upstairs is a good place if warm.
Indeed, if kept in a very hot place through
is the thing.
the summer, as in a garret next the roof it will stand freezing in winter without injury.
Depends upon
3. It may or may not need fumigating.
whether the moth has laid any eggs in it. Brimstone will
Bisulphide
do, and will do no hurt if not used too strong.
of carbon is more in favor than brimstone or sulphur nowadays.
,

Health-Food is the name of a 16inches) which is designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

Honey

page

as

a

leaflet (3'2x6

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It
We
is almost certain to make good customers for honey.
know, for we are using it ourselves.
Pricks, prepaid Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts. 25
for20cts.; SO for 35 cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for S1.2S 500
for $2.25 1000 for $4.00. If you wish your busine.«s card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your

—

;

;

;

order.
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BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
not put your inonoy into New Fancied Bee-Hlvcs, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the ref^ular Dovetailed hive arrang^ed for
bee-way sections. I loney-producers of Colorado one of the larjfest honey-producinp sections in the world use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Miflions of Sections, ready for Prompt Shipment.

Do

—

G. B.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

LEWIS

CO., Watertown,Wis.

-writinR

^Going for the Doctor^
tliniiiRli tlicsloriM iind ilarkncss while the silffcririKone at home is in ilanxer, perhaps
of ilenfh, isa terrilili' trip. Wliy not have a iiooil, snro family reineily in the housel'
One that has proven a life saver in llmiisanils of eases dnriiifc the lasl forty years.

'

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment,
Think what
wJmt a

wcirlil of
nf tt-rnatcr-j .ir- nn.)
wdrlil
saved this
and (mviotv
anxiety wa>j
was KJivcil

man.

DISPENSES WITH DOCTORS.
We hRVfiHucd Watkins'

MI.Mle'^rov^, liliuom. June
\"en«-t»l<l.-

Anodyne

4. 1901.

l-lnlment

ill

severe

cascH

i)f llntiilent colic: have tinj.loyfil velerJDary Burg-ons before, but rely entirely on Watkiii.'*' Liniment now, tor famiiy

.

'

A TREAT FOR ALL.
(\

Co..k

Hook and Homefc

Doctor contalnug a hundred papjs of I
valuable Inforrualion In conking, I
e^irdeninp etc. \s out for '02. We mall

/

anyone sendin); uia name
and address on a post.il card. Wr
at once and adilrc^-.s

,

THE

tree to

ii,?i;/6«-,.

J. R.

WJTKINS MEDICAL

CO.,

f^^^}.

Bee Journal

v/lien "writlns.

FOUR PKItSOI^ALLV

XO

I'ALIFORI^IA
These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman Tourist
Sleeping Cars, over the Union
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the way by conductors skilled in the
service

of

excursion

parties.

The

Union Pacific is the only line from
Omaha running four excursions to
California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.

For

full

information call on or adQ. NEIMYER, Q.A.,
193 South Clark St.,
Chicago, 111.

W.

dress

44Atf

BOYS
'

De«a.

Send as 10c stamps or

work

WE WANT WORKERS

Boys, Girls, old andyounpaliko,

make money working for ub.
We furnish cajiital toslart yon in basl-

silver for full inntructiona

and a

line of

URAPER PUBLISHING CO.,CblcaKO,IU.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing

earapies to

QUEEN=REARINQ,"
Or» how to rear large, long-'lived, prolific
queens. A new work, giving- in mtaute detail all
the latest improved methods. Illustrated. No

found with my queens in l'?02. I challenge
the world to equal queens reared by this new
process; queens live Irom three to five years.

with.

Send

for prospectus.

44A2t

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
when wntma.

Please mention Bee journal

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stltf-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thin^ to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this "Emerson" no further binding is necessary.
144

&

QEORQE W. YORK &

FOR SALE.
7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

holding 330 lbs.net; >4 barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
33'3 lbs. Prices— T^c per pound in barrels, and
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail, 10c. Address,
41A13t
N. L. HENTHORN, box 83, Viola. Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax. ^T
lo

w, upon

its receipt,

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

E^^m

or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

if

Pharaoh did ma Israel's childrens. He
dom got to make brick and dom got to
make yust so much brick ven dom don't got
any straw, som dom make before ven dom got
plenty straw. Better take das bible down an
say

fault

«'IXH CHOICE OF ROIJXES.

iiy

like

"IMPROVED

FRO.n
CHICAtiO, CO! J\CII> UL,IJFFS
Ar«l> OlflAHA

mans

Yen das country bean first settled it t)ean
yust plum full ma golden-rods, an all kines
ma llowrs. but now da mans dom bean plowed
corn an oats,
it up, an dom plant potatis an
an dat don't vas nutting' for bees. An still
dom mans tank dom can have hundreds ma
svarms. Now, ven dom don't bean but few
before, an dom don't plant nottings for da
dom to vork all summer,
bees, dom vont
Sunday an monday, an bord demselves, an
make hole pile ma honny for da mans, yust

|

10 LlberlySI.Winona Minn. U.S.A.

Please mention

know ay vas vay from home." "Mine
t^oodenesp." ay say, "you Iwys vas make bi(f
misstake: av don't fc'Ot any home; ay bean
look for yob."
So by an by ay hire for yob on section ; dotn
|)ay me dollar an quvarter day, and ay ele me
self.
But ay don't lak very veil for lo %ork
»n da section, so me hire for f)le I'cterson to
vork on farm. He say he don'l (tot very hard
vork, an ay only hav to milk l.i cows fore
brekfus, so he pay me dollar day an he ete me
tre times a day cept Sunday, den he only ete
der

vent to post-oflice an ay ask das
he bean jiot any letter for me,
and he yust Stan an look at me an he say,
•Vot bean your's name?" ".Mine poodeness," ay say, " you tank ay bean fool : Vont
da name be on da letter !'' An he yust staa
an laK for bout 15 minnit.

M/^x \ X^

new

Ttiink.s

say, " Hey, Svede, drive
under da shedl"
\'on boy he usk me if ay Ijean sure ma mod-

office

,

iiur

Yon Yoii^on

My ying, you better believe ven ay furst
coin to (las <ountry ay bean purtty trrean.
Da
hoys, dom fuller ine roiin, an von he say,
" (lit on to iltt Svede.'' Noder von feller he

me ivice.
Von day

useaswe;! as forstock,
WALl'EH UIKKM.AN.
WatkfnB* Liniment Is not only a (rr«t thing in cnsea of serious
injury through acciiieni, but ih always ht-lptul in caadi
ot Colli, ColK, I>iarrh.*a, liysent^rv. ludineBtion, Cuts,
BuruB.etc. It la equally trood fur Mum or bvunt. If
, _.--_^^
by any chance we have no a^eut In your vicinity, write
f/i/, \
tous, and we will Fee that you are suiiplied.
\
\

.

Wtial

i

any

price.

Chicago,

111.

read Eexodus 5th chapter, and den you vill
An if you vill read on
line out all about it.
you vill tine out how dom chilren go for 40
years to tine das Promts Lan. dom How ma
milk and honej". Ay tank da moste be lots
ma flowers in das lan. Mebby it bean som
sweet clover an catnip an phacelia an rossberrys.
Ay know it say it bean lots ma fruit,
an oflul nice big frute vot dom spies bring
bSLck.
It moste bean lots ma bees, cause ven
dom svarm down even make das home in da
big lion vat Samson killed, an Samson he say
But
it don't bean notting sveet like hunny.
ay don' kin fine dat dom blame dem little bees
an
da moste
for to make da pears to blight,
be good bees. Ay tank da bean lots about
bees in da bible. Mebbe dom big twe-mans,
some of dom, don't bean read all of it yet.

Da

bees have bean give us for great blessdat dom don't
any straw. Mr.
Newman vot make das bee-book called " Bees
and hunny." he say he don't can understand
how a yenerous-harted bee-keeper can go on
an increas his bees an not make provide so
dom don't starve. An he say if ve vill scatter
bout tirty cent vort of seeds for each bee
svarms ve can increas to 500 svarms an not be
overstock. Mine goodeness, vat you tank of
das ? Newman he don't bean von dem kine
of fellers vot talk tru his hat eder, you bet.
Ay tank ven Yon Tonson git plenty all kines
ing, and ve moste seen to it
starve, an dat dom don't got

of honey-plants he yust
bler's

goan to make Ramlak bout

hunny crop per svarms, look

five sents a vort of soap.
Now, it ve rais akers an

akers ma corn for
bogs an it pay, vy for it don't pay to raise
sometings for dom bees vot vork so hard Ay
got 42 head of hogs, nice vons, but, my ying,
dom don't board domselves; dom youst ete
all da time, an dom don't got sens nuff to
vork for nobody, and it I don't feed dom ragyoust stan aroun an make big
ler dom
squveal an fuss. Ay know dom big bee-mans
dom saj' it don't goan to pay to plant any
ting for bees alone, but ay tank dom make
big misstake. Ay tank it don't bean fair for
;

To make cows Day, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business Dairjmg&Cat.212 free. W.Chester.Pa
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dom

LanQswn

on...

TiieflojuBee
Revised by Dadant

This

— 1900 Edition.

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oug^ht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is boimd
is

substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

Each subject

little bees to ride In hive-vagon all time,
veu das nice hunnys vat dom make it Ijiean fit
to adorn any king's table.
Ay bean look
aroun' an ay don't fine it beanany bee-farmer
vat plant his hole farm for da bees like dom
do for da hogs, how kin dom tell ven dom
never bean try it ! It look like dom all bean
fraid, an dom vant some von else to try it
first.
Now, ven ay ete a vatermelon ay don't
svaller hole ting to vons.
Mine goodeness,
nol But ay take little bite to see if it vas
sveet, den a lak little bigger, an by an by it
bean all ete up. So das vay moste ve du try
vat bean best for our locality, den tak bigger
bite but it ve tak very big bite ve moste
;

chaw

fast.

Yell, if ve

over next

have nice vedder ay bean come

YoN YoNSON.

veek.

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK &

first

*r'

Pear-Blight Not Caused by Bees.
In regard to pear-blight, I can say that bees
have nothing to do with it. If they have, they
must have come some 10 or more miles to
blight the trees here some years ago, and the
trees where bees were, 12 miles from here,
were full of fruit and no blight.
Ontario, Canada.
Tnos. Archer.

Craves a

you

^^

that

you were

Warmer

Clime.

Front and Walnut

CIl<TOIN"lT-A.TI,

Co.

Sts.,

OHIO.

^.:,^.:,

HONEY JARS

MUTH'S

1 - pound,
SQUA R E
with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you arc interested in Sheep in anj way
yon cannot afford to be withont the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

fVool Markets

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. GHICAB O,

ILL.

"GET A DANDY"
lur

''y/^,'

\ ii.-M.

'1

n=

fittest

and

easiest

cutter nin.iL-,
hold on 15 I»ovh* Trial.
15.00 up. Catalojjue and special propusition free*

bone

BTRATTON .MF'G. CO.,noi g1,ErletPa.
f.'ea-sft mendoa B^f. Joorr.g.l -wi.e.n -wrltijiE

"What Happened

to

Ted"

BY ISABELLE HOKTON.
This is a true story of the poor and unfortunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,
is a deaconess whose experiences amon^' the
city poverty stricl<en are both interesting and
sad.
This particular short story 60 pages,
bxG% inches, bound in paper cover gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the
hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only lU
cents (stamps or silver.) Address,

—

—

ISABELLE HOFiTON.
East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
mention Bee Jou^mal when writing.
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r-'ease

in California

New

next win-

Year's) if nothing prevents. I
do not like our cold and windy winters. It
was all right when I wasyoung, and for many
years from 185T onward I enjoyed hunting on
the plains, even in the winter. But that good
time has passed long ago. I am nearly 72
years old, and the fire of youth is vanishing,
so that I l.iegin to feel it. I crave for a warmer
clime when the cold of winter is upon us.
Hall Co., Nebr., Oct. 24.
Wm. Stollet.

Little

Surplus -Robber-Bees.

Bees here did store a

little

surplus honey

late this fall.
But there is not half the honey
this year that there was last.
It is nice, clear

honey. The moths bother some. Neighbors'
bees have robbed some, but mine did not rob
or get robbed yet. that I know of. Some
neighbors lost some colonies that were robbed.
Chas. Ellis.

Newton

and Sheep

has a hobby which Is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

Denver

at

spending three months
ter (after

The Fred W. Mnth

I

EFOFASTCOLOKS.

Sizes 76x80

in.

^.35,

8T0nn

for oiir
KINO blanket,
16345, aashowD in cut. It
lar^'B, thick and heavy; for service and
_
warmtb. Wothinp ever offered to equal itatanythiofj like our price.
Size 84x81 In. Fancy
In. v.ool border, in fast colora of black,
lemon, whit« and scarlet. Alt<o full line heavv duck storm blankets.
for ^^' 1616r>, Burlington Btay-on stable blanket,
tf^l
Heavy browQ duck and 3-4 wool lined, Haslwowtfo
BiircingleB, etrong and well mnde.
Fifty styles blankets, of all
Bizea i6 select from.
63:;. and up.
46 STYLKS FLltSH AMI

Iftff

Tf«J No.

U

QA
ipli^"

FUR

TWO

ROBKS. DON'T PAY
PItlCES for your blankela, but een .
for our
catalogue, giving the lowest prices on everything t>it
the farm, horse ami barn, on iO,0(X) staple articles needed every day,

FREK

MARVIN SMITH GO. ^^"lli^lZTVa''?:!t'lease mention Bee Journal -wiien wilting

use a

PROCESS

that produces 'EVERY
make it the BEST

necessary to

MOST desirable la all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
and

»pr
TO START YOU IN BUSINESS
L^^ We

\

every thread, int mJingw.Trn,
tbe finest, hard twi9t«<i wool^
the n:\pls lonp; and tle«c;, making ao el^
gantliliink«'t; furniehed xa plaids, (flrARAN-

ESSENTIA!,

this year, I made a
trip into the mountains, and I also went up
to Silver Plume, as well as up Pike's Peak, so
I have been there, and know how to appreciate what you have to say about the grandeur
of the nionntains.
I now think some of

you with the

Wool Blanket

Ifi39ii,

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

CO.

»^^^take in to start you in a good paying: liusi^M nes9. Send 10 cents for full line of sttmplea
W" ^Vand directions how to begrin.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., ChicaRo. Ills.
Please mention Bfie Journal when "writina,

No.

made of

i9

I

Last year, about the same time of the year

anddout'Ic

^^

6, 1902.

Dittmer's Foundation

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

will present

King^^flii

and thoroly ex-

—

&

Storm

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for fl.2S, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for fl.7S; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
144

Nov.

Co., Ind., Oct. 2r.

Ml fax

Into Fonnflation

For

Casli

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on applicatloii

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
t^oase

n..entioi,

Bee Journal "when

writinft.

ADAM'S CUTS
easily, quicklv, neatly.

Ainont;

GREENalone.
BONE CUTTERSonly one with

it

The

stantis

Bull

Write for our

Itfnrlnirs.

Free Illustrated Catalotrue, No-

W.

J.

9

ADAM, JOLIET,

Please mention Bee Jouraai

ILLINOIS.

when

wtiluije

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover
We

Seeds.

have made arrangements 60 that we can

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
_

sm

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

ions

$.75 11.40
90

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

:.

1.00
1.20
.80

1.70
1.80
2.30
1.40

2sns
$3.25
4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

so*

$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, lor cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

wanted by mail.

No Surplus Honey.
This has been the poorest honey season I
have had in .50 years' experience in bee-keeping.
The bees started out fine in the spring,
commenced to swarm about April 1, and quit
on May IS. I was not expecting them to
swarm, as the most of them had given up the
swarming craze. I had SO first swarms, but
am doubling and trebling all of the colonies,
and will have to feed them. No surplus honey
from any of the colonies.
D. C. McLEor>.
Christian Co.,

111.,

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK & CO.

146 Erie Street,

-

BifINGHAN'S

PATENT

24 years the best.
Send for Circular.

I
25Atf

T. F.

Smokers

BINGHAM.

Please mention Beo

CHICAGO, ILL

Parwell, Mich.

.Toiirnal -whei^ WTiting-

6omD and Ex-

Oct. 3".

tracted Honeu!
Large Queens and Hives.
I notice first and last there is considerable
discussion in the Bee .Journal abimt large,
prolific queens.
I want to say that from careful experience and observation in the queenbusiness
rearing
for 20 years I find the largest
queens almost as objectionable as the small,
dark queens. When compared with a medium-size, well-nourished (|ueen that has a
long, but good-sized pointed abdomen, these
queens are the most rolific, the longest lived,
sjiring, and their workwill lay earlier in th
'

State price, kind and quantitj.

R, A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S.Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Alf

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIUHTtii

meet lhoe<' wno work for us. (.'ow ktf [urn hl«av9
have money. We start you in buelnesH. You make
large protila. Has y work. We furnish capllal. Send

to

10

(wnW

for full line of flamfilenand raitifiilarB.
CO., Chicano. Illi.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—

—
Nov.

.
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and Lhoy

riuin

as

llin

arni in lnjihliiij^ cotiih
rtiarcd
from cxtra-lar't^f,

tlio qii*''*'",

ar-u iiioro at^tive in

liijlii

than ar« vvorUriill-roiiiiiled,

altliou^h ([uuuns, in
most instancos, of thifl shape ami 8l/e are apt
to |)roilu('e llie largest workers
they are 11 ko
tho ([iieciis, slow and dull in their niovonients
compared to a pointud-sliapetl abdomen
tippuii-al)(t()rneii

Soni6 Renewal Sypscripiion Otters!

4|iieetis,

queen's worUorK.
I do not want extra-larpe
i|ueens for iirolllable purpose because they are a failure.

One way to t^et extra-lar^e (pieens. remove
the {|ueen-larva from a well-fed cell when
about four or live days old. and drop in its
place a worker-larva l.S or 'Jl hours old. little less than a half in size of the c|ueen-larva
you took out. Hy this you set extraordinary
development of the (|ueeu thus bred. They
are tine to look at, and, of course, would
tickle the eye of the breeders clamoring for
largo queens, but I do not want them myself

As the tlnie is drawing near when a large majority of the readers of the
American JJcc .lournal renew their subscriptions for another year, we thought it
would be well to put before them in one place a few of our clubbing offers that
they might like to take advantage of. Wo will number them, so that if you will
order by number no mistake will likely be made at this end of the line. Here
they are

Nn
l^V.

indorse big hives, and

use a .Jumbo
brood-frame Langstroth size, and 120 sections
l,'sX4'4x4'4, or in lieu of sections I use 20
Langstroth frames in the top story.
Bibb Co., Ga.
Abbott L. Swinson.
10-

er'sCiuide,"

—

'.

—

;

—

No.2No. 3-

The Bee Journal

oil

No.4-

5No. 6No.

Wrv 7
"•
IWrt

'^"'

I have been covering them up this week,
hoping to finish packing them this month.
We sell our honey in the neighborhood at
13 cents a pound, or two pounds for 25 cents.
Geo. Hodges.
Allegany Co., N. Y., Oct. 23.

the Honey-Bee,"

(stiff

The Bee Journal

W/\

The Bee Journal

Honey,"

— The Bee

IH-

1

(50

ID

bound)

1.50

a year and

Newman's "Bees and
1.20

Journal a year and a Corneil Smoker.

a

and a No. 2 Bee-Vei
eil

year

1.30
1.80

0— Drone-Trap,"

and an Alley "Queen and

a vear
'.

1.50

the above will be sent postpaid. We should be pleased to have all
who can do so send in their orders at once, so as to cause less delay than there
would be when so many renew their subscriptions at nearly the same time from
Dec. 15 to Jan. 15. We will try to do our part in filling your orders promptly.
all

—

GEORGE W. YORK
144

C. H.

Editor.]

&
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BeepombojIES'
-'ifV^

Oincinn^M Ohio.

THE BEST MADE.
ROOT'S GOODS AT
AT THEIR TACTORY

'
,

l-lb. sq. Standard, with

HONEY-JARS

I

I

H

" "

**

•*

'*

5-oz.

or Brushed
(

Of

)

']

Honey-Plants

(

100
100
100
100

lbs. white sweet'Scented clover,$lO
"
"
"
lbs. yellow
$15
lbs. Alfalfa clover,
112
lbs. Alsike clover,
$15

this

method seems

to be

coming

—

swarm, or some small out-apiary that
not well afford the time to watch.

I

5

to

to the front just now, it is no new thing
in fact, it is quite old with me.
I have
practiced it to some e.xtent for a good many
years not on all my colonies, but ouly on
those that were
making preparations to

12

80 For
200 Egg

the

I

INCUBATOR
PerfL-ct

ill

(?i.iiatru(.'tuiii

PRICES.

i-xu. .=q.
1-lb.
^q.oiauuam,
Standard, spring top,gr.,fS.50
iop,gr.,^.5U
1-lb. Keystone, spring top,eross, 5.2S
1-lb. Octagon, spring lop, gross, 5.25
?-4-lb.

••

100 lbs.
1 oz.
1

1

oz.
oz.

"

"

"

White Dntcb,

Catnip seed,

Rocky Mountain Bee-plant,
Eucalyptus seed,

4.75

$20
lOc
15c
20c

We can Tarnish' you with The A. I. Root Co'a
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said f or b eeswaa. Send for our l9(i'J catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co., Mich

.ind

Hntches evcrv ferlile
Write for catalog to-ilaj".

action.
I

ecf*.
I

OEO.

H.

STAHL, Quincy,

III

could

When

I

1902— Bee-Keepers' SuopliesI

:

While

cork, gr.,$4.7S
^^,1^
"
'
"5
.^
"
3.00

I

SEEDS

CHICAGO, ILL.

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

RFF.^IIPPI
IF^
Di:C"«3WI'l'I-IE«5

This appeared in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
and from the many good things contained
therein, some extracts are here given

CO.,

Muth and A. Muth.l

Central and Freeman Avenues,

Prompt

«&

E. Erie Street,

W. WEBER,

(Successor to Chas. F.

Swarms.

I.IO

'
.

ygj])

if

A Symposium on Shook

1.80

a year and a " Globe Bee- Veil ($1.00

The Bee Journal

A
i

you can And the
culprits who helped themselves to your hive,
it might be well to have them arrested and
lined, or jailed awhile.

(cloth

00

I.IO

The Bee Journal

C

we wouldn't advise shooting a man for
stealing honey.
You might shoot near him
But

1.

cent veil)

[No,

and frighten him.

1.90

and Newman's "Bees and

a year

The Bee Journal

lA

Mfv
nU.

1.50

a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-

^^^ Journal a year and a " Porter Bee-Escape.

"^^^

No. 13

•^U.

1.40

Honey," (paper bound)

No. 12

1

1.60

pingr Device,"

It
11

Wfw

Scientific

1.40

nu. 1A
lU

Wrt

nu.

Doolittle's

board)

The Bee Journal

W/\

'•75

and

a year

holding a year's numbers
The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,"

Q_
^

Wfw Q
"
^*

nu.

Both for $1.75

and Dadant's " Langstroth

a year

Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound)
The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's
Scientific
Queen-Rearing," (leatherette bound)
The Bee Journal a year and an Untested Italian
Queen (to be mailed in May, 1903)
The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"
with your name and address on it
The Bee Journal a year and a " Wood Binder," for

Of course

heavy.

.

The Bee Journal

Stealing Bees.
Oct. 8 some persons Umk from my beeyard a hive of bees took it over a stump
fence and down a steep bank, and robbed it
of the contents.
I
know it was more than
one, as one person could not lift it over. What
is the law for such proceedings ;
and what
can be done if the persons are caught i Has
a man a right to shoot them if he catches
them among the bees in the night
At the
place where they robbed the l)ees they left a
large iron spoon and a piece of mosquito-netting a yard and a half; it was taken to the
store and matched, as it was sold the night
before the bees were stolen.
Last spring I moved the bees from the garden near the house, as it was too near the
road, and they l^egan to be troublesome, and
I did not want to have any trouble with my
neighbors, so I took the bees back to the end
of a field, I should say about 200 rods from
the house. I moved them on a hand-sled at
night, during the month of April it was very
hard pulling, but I got them there 39 heavy
colonies and 3 light ones.
My bees did not swarm very much this year,
some colonies have done well and some have
not stored any surplus, but they are pretty

On

^«« Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-

'^'^<=

1
1

for business.
I
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f^Money Saved'"
i^ave money because of
ihf-ir laif^e crops, ami they

This year fo nnPT-=! can

alMi save their money
bcrau.-^e the old manntacturing and importing;
firm
H. Leonard <S; Sons
Jias entered the mail order
lU-ld. Tliec^mlortsof lifeare
ciiii

..it"

now wit hill reach.

Establish-

ed over rtfty years, occupying
overten acres of floor space,
they offer direct from facniriiet.
liet,

vil \\

Oiilj

4sc per lard.

tory, Furniture. Carpets.
Lace Curtains. China. Silverware, Chiastmas (.Jifts. etc.,
all at a savin^r of from

1-i t'l l-2the prires askeii by retail dealers.
Sati<Iai-ti<tii ^'^laralltee^l. Seml'^i cent stamp

II.

I

LtEO^fARD

Vo. oS Spring Street.

Please mention

&

for

Bee Journal "when

^

-writinp

FOR THANKSQIVINQ DAY
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets
within distances of ISO miles, Nov. 26
and 27, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip. Tickets good returninguntil Nov. 28, inclusive. This road has
three express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New York
and Boston, with vestibuled sleepingcars.
Also excellent dining-car service, meals being served on Individual
Club Plan, ranging in price from 35
cents to SI. 00; also a la carte. For reservation in sleeping-cars or other information, address John Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 113 Adams
298, Chicago.
City ticket
Adams St. 'Phone Central
60-45A3t

IF
to

St.,

room
111

office.

2057.

YOU WANT

know how PAGE Fences

differ

from

all others,

read patres 20 and 21 in our cataloer. Send fnr ii.
PA(iK >>(»VKN » lUK KFNCKtO., A lUil A.\, 1( K.
.11

wHtCr MUNtT and eat<y to make
work
you
for us. We will start you in
ousiness and furnish the capital. 'Work
light and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
line of samplea and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISUINQ CO.. Cbicago, Hit.

if

A New Bee-Keeper's

in the afternoon,

when

the yard was

or no swarming expecteiJ, I
ha%'e anticipated their plans a little by arti-

and

little

ficially
swarming them, and in this way
avoided much annoyance, confusion, and
demoralization ot all the bees in the yard that
a swarming-panic might create.
It is important that the bees should be gathering honey and secreting wax in order that
their work of comb-building may be begun at
once in the new hive, unless feeding is to be

Song*

Blacks are much more apt to swarm out
than Italians. Carniolans build comb faster
than the others, and buiki up quicker; or, at
least, those in one of Coggshall's apiaries here
do.
The brood is to be put into a new hive

and

consider the most sensible one
from box-hives or crooked
combs, only we are compelled to drive instead
ot shake, and the only plan by which we can
successfully cope with foul brood.
It this plan is diligently followed through
the honey season with all colonies that show
even one cell ot foul brood, we do not come
up to winter with a lot of colonies that must
be burned to prevent the spread ot the disA colony that develops the disease in
ease.
the fall after the honey season is past will live
until the beginning of the next honey season
in fair condition, when it can be shaken
hence, the great loss from foul brood is found
only among careless bee-keepers.
In practicing this plan in out-apiaries I examine every six days, and shake every colony
that has eggs in the cell-cups. Of course,
this makes some swarms a little premature,
say from four to six days before the swarm
would emerge by the natural plan and unfavorable weather conditions sometimes make
you wish you hadn't; but it also makes the
natural swarm wish they hadn't.

This plan

:

1.

Shook swarms must be very

2.

A comb

sections.

"THE HUM OF THE BEES
in the APPLE-TREE BLOOM"
Written by

Miller.

—

Prices Either song will be mailed
for 10 cents (stamps or silver), or both
for only IS cents. Or, for $1.00 strictly
in advance payment of a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
we will mail both of these songs free,
if asked Jor.

OEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 Erie St.,

CO.
CHICAGO,

MODERN FARMER,
9Ctf

ILI,.

JOSEPH, MO.

ST.

POWER MACHINERY

BARNES" FOOT

Read what

J. I.

Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says:

"

We

one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-ia. cap,
100 honey racks, SCO broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a threat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
cut with

the
it

you say

it

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,
to do
It will do all

make, and we expect

to

with this Saw.

will." Catalog- and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
995

Ruby

St.,

PJease mention Bee JourBal

Rockford, 111.
wriiiu?

when

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducingf Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents.
218

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNrAN,
North Main Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
-

The American Poultry Journal
325

Dearborn

Street,

Chicago, III.

over a quarter of a
century old and IS still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

Alr^iifrifil
«IUU1 lldl

^^^'^

's

Amepican Poultry Journal.

;

Words by EUGENE SECOR.

C. C.

Address,

ples.

I

strong.
of brood will usually obviate
danger of pollen in sections.
3. Supers must contain bait-combs, or, better, be taken from colonies well at work in the

EuoENB Secor and Dr.

not satisfied.

if

for transferring

"Buckwheat Cakes
and Honey
This song was written specially for
the Buffalo convention, and was sung
there. It is written for organ or piano,
as have been all the songs written for
bee-keepers. Every home should have
a copy of it, as well as a copy of

?

Get two of your farmer friends to take
it a year, send us SO cents, and get
yours free. Send their names for sam-

60 cents a Year.
.

QEORQE W. YORK.

You

get it a whole
Your money back,
Sample Copy Free.

not

Address,

M. A, Gill has practiced the plan for years,
and among other things says:

E. E. Atwater gives these points to be ob-

))

why

If not,

year for 25 cents.

away from

the swarm. I stop
the entrance with green grass; and by the
time the grass wilts the colony is able to care
for itself.
In filling the hive with brood I
put in ten full frames, the combs of honey or
those with but little brood being put either on
other colonies or extracted. This makes less
increase and stronger colonies. Sometimes
there will be brood from three different hives
to make one.
Harht Howe.
set facing

served

Music by

Modern Farmer

—

SO>s-S,

filUVT) RAPIltS. illCH.

Then

resorted to, in which case it is better to give
the colony at least one liberal feed 24 hours
before they are swarmed. The colony to be
swarmed should be strong in bees and brood,
and have a laying queen. H. R. Boarhman.

300 pat'e illustrated eatalnjnieandsee fnrvnurself.

THE

swarm.

i|Uiet,

1902.

DO YOU READ

apiary was large, and much swarming expected, I have usually noted those most likely
to

6,

If

Walter

S.

I'ouder disposes of the brood as

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cookp Claremont, Cal.,
FOR JUS

"Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Catnip Jeed Free
We

have a small supply of fresli,
Seed on hand, and will
mail free, two ounces of it, to any
present paid-in- advance subscriber of
the American Bee Journal for sending
us One New Subscriber for one year
with $1.00.
Two ounces of this seed will give
you a good start of one of the best
honey-producing plants known. We
clean C.\TNip

follows:
I have always disposed of the remaining
brood in two ways by strengthening weak

—

colonies and by tiering up over an excluder
I have tiered as high as five
for extracting.
stories, and it seemed to me that such colonies contained a barrel of bees.
In such cases
I allowed only three or
four combs of brood
in the lower chamber, filling the remainder
ot the hive with empty combs or foundation
in order that the queen might have plenty ot
room. As fast as the brood hatched in upper
stories they filled the empty cells with honey,
making the way possible for a large yield, and
greatly improving the results from the hives
from which the brood was taken.

Editor Root gives four Important claims in
all of which look reason-

favor of the plan,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

4. In the arid region, with its cool nights,
brood from shook swarms must always be un-

der the care of a large force of bees, to prevent loss by chilling.
.5.
Last, and ot great importance, the shook
swarm must be strengthened several limes
during the flow.

Mention the Bee Journal.

will also send to the new subscriber
on this offer the rest of this year's
Address,
Journals free.

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

&

146 E.

Erie street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

I

Nov.
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able, except lliul the

Ihiril

swarms

foiii' [loiiits

as well.

His

ii|i|>lieH

In imiiiiiil

are llieso:

Hwainiiiig can bo contmlleil at out-yards
brood-charnberK, when run for
siiiall
loiiili honey.
This is of tremendous Importance, if true.
2. A l)rushed swarm nuiy lie slrouffer and
produce more comb honey than a natural one,
because the former may Inive alt the lljinj;
bees, and subseiiuently receive, at a second
drive, the brood that is liati-hed from the parent colony. If reports may be believed, such
a powerful force of bees In one brood-nest
means a lar^^er yield of comb honey.
;i.
It appears that starters are just as ijood
as full sheets of foundation, under some conIf this is true, it will save
ditions at least.
If a younj^
buyin;; some brood foundalion.
queen is in the hive, and the supers are put
workerasserted
that
enou;;h,
it
is
on soon
brood will be reared about as fast as the i|ueen
can lake it. But suppose that drone-comb is
built out instead of worker, no threat harm
results, it isarjiued; for such comb can be
cut out and melted up, for every one knows
that wax sells at afjood price; and sorue there
are who believe that wax and coaibhoney can
be produced simultaneously, with profit and
1.

Bee= Books

jsl

I

with

144

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Kric St.,
-

iH

Bee-Kcepcr'H Guide,

or Mantial of the
A. J. Cook, of I'oiiidnu ColThis book is not only instructive ami liclpful as a (,'iiiiJe in l>ec-kee|jiDg, Ijut is inlerestiug and llioroughly practiItcontiuiisa full delineacal and scientilic.
tion of the anatomy and physiolofjy of Ixjes.

Apiary,
lc(;e,

."lit

liy

Northwestern. — The executive
committee of the Chicago-Norlhwestern BeeKeepers' Associatiott have planned to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chicago. The
date is Dec. 3d and 4th, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent bee-keepers have been invited, and are e.xpected to attend. More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the 'fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 29th to Dec. 6lh.
-

Herman

F.

Moore.

Sec.

THANKSGIVING DAY EXCURSIONS
rate of a fare and a third on
trains of the Nickel Plate Road,
Nov. 26 and 27, to points within
miles, and good returning' to and
at

all

on
150
in-

cluding Nov. 28. Chicago Depot, Grand
Central Station, Harrison St. and Fifth
Ave. City Ticket Office, 111 Adams
59-45A3t
St. 'Phone Central 20S7.

i>at;es.

,

4SAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

1902 edition— r.lth thousand.

A

—

by A.

I.

Bound

beginners.

Queen-Rearing,

Boston, Oct. 20.— Our honey market remains
with g-ood demand and fair stocks on

Root.—

in cloth.

—

Management of an
by Thomas G.

or

Apiary tor Pleasure and

Profit,

nicely illustrated, contains
Price, in cloth, 50
160 iiages, bound in cloth.
cents; in paper, 30 cents.
is

Advanced Bee-Culture,

Methods
The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
HO jjages, bound in paper, and illustrated.

and Management, by W.

Z.

Its

Hutchinson.

—

Kee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr.
Brown, of Georgia. — A practical and

J. P. II.

treatise on the honey-bee, giving
the Ijest modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

condensed

Kee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Ilienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

—This

is a German translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." loO-page pamphlet. Price, '25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

G.

Dr. Howard's Itook on Foul-Brood.
the McEvoy Treatment and reviews

— Gives

Price, 25 cents.

Winter Problem

—

in Bee-Keeping, by
Result of 25 years" experience.

Foul Brood Treatment,
Cheshire.

Foul

The MoNBTTB Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thm^ for use ia

CLOVER EX%A# A MTPC r^ WHITE
TRACTED UONEY
VYMIN I

QEOROB W. YORK & COMPANY,
Chicago,

nL

City, Oct. 20.— The receipts of comb
and extracted honey are light, and demand
steady at iiuotations: Fancy white comb, 14^
@15cc; No. 1 white, 14f« 14i^c: No. 2 wh'te and

amber, 13f"-13Mc. White extracted,
mber, 6(gjt}^c. Beeswax, 24f(i2t)C.
C. C.

"fo^T^^c;

Clemons &

am

Co.

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.— The demand 'for exis good at the following prices:
Southern and amber sells at 5J4fSi6Sc; better
grades, 7'" Sc. Comb boney is scarce; fancy
and No. 1 sells on arrival at Ibi'i 17c. Beeswax
tracted honey

weak

The Fred W. Muth

at 28c.

NkwYork,
demand

for

Oct. 10.—

We

Co.

are having a good
receipts are quite

comb honey and

We

quote fancy white at 15c, and
some exceptionally fine lots will bring from
15'*W'1''C; No. 1, white, 13(5j14c; amber, 12c.
plentiful.

Buckwheat

is

late arriving,

and none has

been on the market as vet to cut any figure. We
expect large receipts next week, and it will sell
at from 10@12c, according to quality and style
of package.
Extracted in fairly good demand at "J^c for
white, 6J4c for light amber, and 5^fa6c for amber. Southern in barrels at from 55^ 65c per gallon.

Beeswax nominal

at

2.sc.

HlLDRSTH & SbQBLKBN.
Cincinnati, Oct. 2".— The demand for comb
boney is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as J6@17c;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a liitle
better; amber, 5y^(a'5%c: alfalfa, 6H(a-7c\ white
clover, 7Mc. Beeswax. 28c. C. H. W. Wbbbr.

San Francisco, Oct. 15.— White comb honey^
12@12f^c; amber, SfSJlOc; dark, ~@1]4c.
Extracted, white, SS^taoc; light amber, 5^@5Sc;
amber, 5(" 5'4C Beeswax, good to choice, light,
27'?»29c; dark. 25(a2tic.
There are no beavy offerings of any description, either at this center or at producing points.
Comb honey is in better spot supply, however,
than extracted. Stocks of latter have been
greatly reduced by recent shipments outward.
Current values are being well maintained.

by Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Development and Cure.

NEW

IfSB.

Kansas

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, SI. 00.

G. R. Pierce.
Price, 30 cents.

Houe.v is not coming' forward as fast as
usual, and tbe tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, 1'jc; No. 1, 15c; No.
2, very light supply, 14c; glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
lig'ht amber, Sc; amber, "J^c.

Blakb, Scott A

as Practi-

by

Newman. — It

about

firm,

l_)y G. M. Doolittle.
A method
which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

cally Applied,

Bees and Honey,

at

hand.

A B C of Bec-Culture,

Scientifiu

amber ueUn

demand

Price, .$1.25.

especially for
Price, $1.20.

{grades of

Albany, N.Y., Oct. 24-The receiptB of honey
do not increase any, and there ih a ifood, slifiF
at good prices. Kulintf prices are I.'c
for white, and some extra fancy, U>c; buckwheat and dark, 13J4@14c. Extracted, dark,
(t%c; mixed, 6}{^7c; wbile, 7^7H{C.
Beeswax.
30c.
H. R, Wright.

LiaiigNtrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised
Dadant. This classic iu bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everythin;^ relating; to
bees and bee-keeping^. No ajdarian library is
complete without this standard work liy Rev.
L. L. I.ani^stroth— the Father of American
Bee-Culture.
It has 520 pages, bound in
Ijy

I.)ark

;

in cloth.
Price, SI. 'JO.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it fcr 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal tor
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one jeal
and the Clipping Device. Address,

>^ >^^

10^11 c, and buckwheat 'Ka-mc. Extracted in
feteady wiib white brinK>n(f 6Ni"'Kc, accordini;
to color, flavor and quality
tbe amber brinffs
from hCOflc; dark, 5H'36c Beeswax in tfood demand at 31^.
R. A. BuRNUTT A Co.

Bound

illustrations.

21i.t

the experiments of others.

WANTED, TO BUY,
50 or 75 colonies of BEES in Florida. Italian
or Camiolans preferred. State what you have,
kind of bees, hives, and orice, with or without
J. ALPAUGH, Gait, Ont
Can.
top stories.

BE,ESWftX J

>?< vjv- >j* >jv

VJtf

Chicaoo, Oct. '^— The advance noted in our
(juuiatiun baft been maintained, and there
a verv ^'uod demand for boney at tbe preiient

amber.

Price, 50 cents.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

vjf >jv

No. 1 to fancy white comb brini^ft \Sf<9\''C
per pound, with tbe lower ^raden selliac^ at
from 2 and 3 centK less; ttai«i includeH the li^bt

;

Chlcas:o

y^

time.

I'rof.

t'liliforiuii.

cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains MO engravings. It was written

—
—

AND

HONE.y
v;v

>« rfi ate jk. ste. iiJ^ B

jit jK sK

la8t

that if the wax-scales are not
:
comb-building: they will be wasted.
The inference is, that the brushed swarm with
foundation starters can and does utilize this
surplus wax. If this be true, the foundation
bill can be cut down ~5 percent, and, in addition, save wax-scales.
that pointed
4. Another incidental result
out by Mr. Howe in this issue is that foul
brood can be kept under control: for the
brushed-swarui jilan has some of the princijial
features of the McEvoy treatment of curin;^
this disease.
I believe there may be something: in this; for years affo, in our own yards,
we cured somethinjj like .50 or GO colonies of
foul brood l>y merely shaking the bees on
frames of foundation.
Then the plan of
brushing the swarms, or shaking them, will
hold either foul brood or black brood iu
check; and perhaps cure it altogether iu
localities where the disease is raging.
in

."to

MARKET QUOTATIONS,

cloth.

mliiiitiirily

>fe «te

>i>^

to advantage.
Yes, it has been urffed in times past that, in
a heavy honey-llow, bees will secrete wax in-

used

719

tU

Wanted —Extracted

—————^^^—

Price, 10 cents.

:

John

F.

34A.tf

Send sample and best price delivered here: also
Fancy Comb wanted in no-drip cases.

HONEY

Mail sample, and state
package and price
delivered in Chicago.
style of

Campbell, 53 River St., Chicago, 111.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED

THE FRED W. WIUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinn-iti, Ohio.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER.
21-t*-214S Central Ave., CiNciNN.iTi, Ohio.

Honev and Beeswax.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

21Atf

Mention the American Bee Journal.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

rHE

720
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tie,ss^is,:ie,jfi.ss.je,.yi,ja,:ia,jfi..is.:^^

BEE=KEEPERS,
Save Money by Buying

25tll

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

year

Smokers,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Dadant's Foundation

Wti
C»af icfarf inn
n-iiarsinf P>f ^dLibidciiun.
we gUdranLCC

^^^ everything

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
purity, firmness. No saooino,

PATENT WBBD-PROCBSS SHEBTlNa.

No LOSS.

ELSE you NEED, OF

Whv
VY Iiy UUC.£>

Because it has always given better satisl\t\t^s, if
c#»ll cr» u/C^ll
IL SCII
VVCll r faction than any other. Because la 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Tt15 W. T. PflLGONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N..y.
*ff" Our goods are guaranteed of supeway.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of
rior quality in every

Send name

We

sell

V

»U

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

and Veil Material.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
all bee-keepers SOc a year.
in izth year. H. E. Hii-i,, Editor.)
W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N. H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save
freight.

a monthly for

;

IW

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

The

Ml) Keystone

classic in

Bee-Culture— Price,

BEESWAX wanted

We

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,
-

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
you w..ik
Imve
Jiai t ..r it If

lie. I'nole Sam'8 poultry product pays
that Buni. Send lOo for samples and particWe furnish capital to start you In
ulars.
business. Draper Publi£blngCo.,Cblcago,in.

fur

1st.— Alfalfa

yon care to know of Iti
Fmlta, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia's Favorite

The

f
l

If

2nd.
3rd.

Paper—

or

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
&»per of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

and Agricultural
Published weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

:

offered

Bee Journal -when wntln?*

r'olifrkl-niii
^aillOrnia

111.

These are the

cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
20 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

Please mention

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Honey Wanted.

;

you may

by mail.

glass jars hold-

flint

gross, at $3.00 a gross.

uiHl

$1.25,

?f^*^rrw-^-^<'rr^*'w~^*'^*^rrTri?r^'^5ri'rrr^*'^fr^*'W^^t^^*^rr^«^w^

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50; two
gross, $3.25 per gross or five or more

'

Chickens and Eggs

DADANT & SON,

at all times

144

^^

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee— Revfised,

Please mention Bee joumai "When writins

These are clear

e^k^

Bee-Heepers' Supplies

(Now

...Honey-Jars

f^^

->^

m>

San Francisco, Cal,
Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

330

%

^^.

Comb

In car lots.

— Alfalfa Extracted in car lots.

— Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark

amber honey.
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.

5th.—White or Sweet Clover
tracted In any quantity.

(mr

Comb and Ex-

—

6th. Comb Honey in Danz. sections. For the
latter we will pay a fancy price, as we have a
market for the same which we have not been, able
to supply.

^m

THE

A, L

ROOT CO,
MEDINA, OHIO.

GEORGE W. YORK &
are headquarters for

Send

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

to

ihem

CO. ^%i^i^sMt^t'iT'
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

for their free Catalog.

m^

Anti-Foiil-Brood Lei>isliilion.
PROF.

A.

J.

Shading and

COOK.

Vcnlilalinii; Hives.

W. U ANSKLL.

Bee Journal
(IBORaE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor.

ILL.

NOV,

13,

1902,

jii:%.

BMBRSON

T.

ABBOTT AND WIFE, OF BUCHANAN CO., MO., THEIR HOME,
AND SOME OF THEIR LIVE-STOCK.

FORTY-SECOND YEAh
No. 46.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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C t=-r
=BEST=
IZ»

uimM Honey For

1
-^
146 E rie St.. GhicaQO,

HI.

This

ral

C. c. Miller, E. E.

Emma M. Wilson.
Special Correspondents — G. M.
IMPORTANT NOTICES.

I

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
Is

of this paper

indicates the end of tbe month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
" decOl " on your label shows that it is
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Celluloid Queen-Button is a verv
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forevary bee-keeper
to wear one [of ibe buttons!
as it will cause people to ask
Questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
gale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
give the beekeeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many i person in regard to honey
and bees."
f
The picture shown herewith is a reproaaoHon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to t)ee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
ef the American Bee Journal
**
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as a protection against mold. In addition to this,
some
say sprinkle water over the sugar that is sifted on, treating

only one side of the comb, then in a few days, after this
become dry, treat the other side in the same way.

side has

Generally, pollen may be left safely in care of the bees,
especially if left near the middle of the broodnest. But

you may have combs of pollen outside the hives. If no
honey be in the comb containing the pollen, don't put it in
a damp place fitted to encourage mold, but, if you can
do
no better, leave it outdoors protected from mice and rain.
Mold will hardly trouble it before severe freezing, and it
will certainly not take any hurt during severe freezing
weather, nor till well along in the spring. Then, before it
gets warm enough for it to hurt, either by drying or moldit

care of the bees.

in

They

will turn

it

into

brood.

Electing Officers at Conventions
Mr. F. L. Thompson doesn't like the way officers of bee-keepers' associations
are generally elected. In an article in the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal he gives the following as the usual form
of proceeding
" Mr. President, I nominate So-and-So for president,"
(or secretary or treasurer, as the case may be).
No other
nominations. "Mr. President, I move the secretary be
instructed to cast the ballot of the association for So-andSo as piesident." Seconded and carried. So-and-So is
then supposed to be the choice of the association.
Perhaps he is and perhaps he isn't.
:

;

This seems to result in electing usually the first man
named, whether the best man for the place or not. Instead
of this we should have the very best man available for the
place, and there should be full opportunity to have each

member suggest
means

the man he thinks thus fitted.
of accomplishing this, Mr. Thompson says

There

13,

1902.

No, 46.

personal element enters, and any one making a second
nomination is likely to be considered more or less as antagonizing both the previous nominee and the man who nominated him. With the informal ballot all this is avoided.
Then the formal ballot which follows is made intelligently.

may be objected that balloting takes time. If there
be a very short session, there may be some weight in
this.
But with one or more sessions of considerable duration, a good presiding officor will expedite matters so as
to
save a good deal more time than that lost in balloting. At
any rate, if we want the best of anything, we must be willing to pay something for it.
It

—

Keeping Combs of Pollen
To preserve combs of
pollen from one season to another, it has been recommended
to dust well with powdered sugar the cells containing
pollen

ing, give

NOV,

AMERICA )^^

As

is to

Bee-keepers, perhaps, are not less informed on this
subject than are other people. But, really, it was laughable to see how the election of officers was conducted at the

Denver convention. We think it was the most poorly managed of anything we ever saw in that line. For instance,
nominations of candidates was allowed first, and then what
was called an "informal " ballot was taken
The informal
ballot, as we understand it, is to take the place of
public
nominations. Then, afterward, the formal ballot is taken,
which is to elect one from the persons nominated by the
\

informal ballot.
We do not believe in public nominations for otTice, nor
in nominating-committees. Neither method is fair.
The
informal ballot first is the best way, especially for important offices.

—

Hiving Swarms on Starters
A practice that has
been a good deal recommended is to hive a swarm on four
or five frames furnished with narrow starters, and then
when these frames are filled out to give the remaining
frames filled with foundation. In Gleanings in Bee-Culture G. M. Doolittle gives a kink that is new, and it has a
good look. When the five frames are given at the start,
one or more of them are likely to have drone-comb started
in them, and when once started it is likely to be continued
to the bottom of the frame.
So Mr. Doolittle fills the hive
with frames at the start, and 36 to 48 hours later he takes
out half of them, leaving those that have only worker-comb
in them, and these will be filled out with worker-comb.

to the

:

only one way to do this, namely, by taking an
informal ballot before the decisive one, and doing away
with verbal nominations altogether. The informal ballot
is the best kind of nomination, because it is a nomination
by everybody who has ideas of what he wants. Verbal
nominations are made only by a few, who may not come
near covering the field. After an informal ballot, every
one knows clearly what to choose between after a verbal
nomination he is often not conscious of much more than the
temporary and adventitious prominence of those actually
named. One may very readily, for the time being, even
forget the existence of as efficient workers (or even more
eflBcient ones) as those who happen to be named.
is

;

Entirely right, Mr. Thompson. The moment a name is
^mentioned on the floor of the convention, that moment the

A Hive-Scraper.— R. D. Cleveland sends a pen sketch
of a tool that he finds very useful as a hive-scraper. He
says, " It is nothing but a common three-cornered scraper,
but it 'everlastingly scrapes,' and with the angles and
points to the head, you can scrape on all sides and into all
corners with it." The tool is an excellent one, although by
no means new, and a blacksmith can make one by fastening a handle into the center of one of the sections of the
sickle of a reaper or mowing machine.
For ordinary use
in scraping hives nothing is better, although when it comes
to the wholesale cleaning oflf the tops of brood-frames some

who have
sharpened.
rapidly.

tried both say they prefer a
It

does

the

work as

well,

common hoe, well
and much more
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Apiarian Ignorance in High Places may be productive
mischief. Mr. David J. Ott, of Spottsylvania Co.,

much

Va., writes as follows

:

— It looks as some people— especially
those who hold public offices — can not tell the-straight
thing about bees, else they do not try to find out — don't
Editor York

if

:

;

:

Homer H. Hyde,

course, the most of this article is all right, but I don't think
the part about bees will " hold water " very well.
David J. Ott.
Yours respectfully,

The

clipping sent us reads thus

:

SMALL CONFECTIONS.
" The children will buy cheap candy, and much of
It
is adulterated with terra alba
this is dangerous.
arsenic, sulphate of copper, and prussic acid, and is colored
with aniline dj-es.
" Licorice drops are often composed of sweepings of
the candy factory. One plate of cheap strawberry icecream may contain as much fusel oil as five glasses of bad
whiskey it is a chemical product purely. Imitation leaves
on fancy cakes are colored with Paris green. Maple sugar
honey is glucose. But glucose is harmless,
is glucose
and, therefore, to be passed over. It is said, by the way,
that bee-keepers, besides furnishing paraffine combs for
their bees, are feeding the insects on glucose to increase
:

;

the

amount of honey stored."
It is amazing that one holding

should

fail so utterly to

so important a position
inform himself as to the truth. The

sweeping statement, " Honey is glucose," is likely to carry
the impression that no pure honey is to be found. What,
then, becomes of the tons of that delicious product stored
by the bees each year ?
" It is said, by the way, that bee-keepers, besides furnishing paraffine combs for their bees, are feeding the insects on glucose to increase the amount of honey stored."
When a man assists in giving currency to a stupendous
falsehood, he may screen himself behind the all-embracing
" It is said," but the moral efi'ect is much the same as if he
makes the statement that to his certain knowledge the
thing that "is said" is actual fact.

The great probability is that the gentleman in question
has regard for the truth, but has sufi'ered himself to be ex.
ceedingly careless. It is quite possible that he may do as
some others in like position have done, inform himself fully
upon the subject and then make the public statement that
no such thing as paraffine combs are in existence, and even
if they could be had that making a profit by getting the
bees to store glucose in them is a thing out of the question.

:

:

the largest State in the Union, and, according to the last
census, produces more honey yearly than any other State.
The industry is rapidly gaining ground; many beginners
are going into the business on a large scale, and there is a
constant emigration of bee-keepers here from other States.
Recently our Association secured an annual appropriation
from the State Legislature, and we now have a wellequipped experiment apiary with a competent superintendent. Bees only are not being experimented with, but
also dift'erent forage-plants
and, last but not least, there
will be regular classes in bee-keeping at the A. & M. College
of Texas, where the apiary is located. Not alone will our
claims be apparent to Texas, but as well to the entire South,
which, at present, is without representation on the Board
of Directors. Our Association members are members of
the National, and we feel we need recognition.
I, therefore, wish to nominate Mr. Udo Toepperwein as
a candidate for director.
Homer H. Hyde.
;

Mr. D. G. Parker, of Brown Co., Kans., wrote thus
Nov. 3
"It has been a poor honey-year, but the American
Bee Journal is as good as ever." Thank you, Mr. Parker.
And the prospects are that it will be better than ever the
coming year. It will soon enter its 43d year. Surely, it
has stood the test of time, and as to its value to bee-keepers
well, it seems to satisfy thousands of them.
But thousands more will be able to testify to its merits when once
they have made its acquaintance. It has no hobbies, ex:

—

cept that of the best interests of

Budget.

%

readers.

to be held Wednesday and
and 4, at the Briggs House, northeast
corner of Randolph Street and Fifth Avenue, promises to
be largely attended. Nearly every day we are hearing from
3

bee-keepers who expect to be present. It can easily be the
biggest and best bee-keepers' convention of the year.
Everybody within a radius of 200 or 300 miles of Chicago
wants to come here at least once a year, and the fall is just
the time to come. The first session will begin at 10:30 a.m.,
on Dec. 3.

Honey

^ The Weekly

its

The Chicago Convention,

Thursday, Dec.

is
the
name of a 16inches) which is designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-

page

I

of Wilson Co., Tex., has this to say on

same subject
Mr. Editor — As the time draws nigh for the election
of some new directors for the National Bee-Keepers' Association, I wish to make a nomination and present a Texas
claim for a member on the Board of Directors. Texas is
the

Our Commissioner of Agriculture has an article in the
Richmond Dispatch, headed, "Pure Food Crusade." Of

13, 1902.

I nominate G. W. Vangundy, of Utah
Wm. A. Selser, of
Pennsylvania and Wm. McEvoy, of Ontario, Canada.
I believe these gentlemen are all practical bee-keepers,
and interested in the welfare of the Association.
Yours very truly,
Emerson T. Abbott.

I

know which.

Nov.

l

as a 'Health^Food

leaflet (3 '2x6

ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It
We
is almost certain to make good customers for honey.
know, for we are using it ourselves.
Prices, prepaid Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts. 25
for20cts.; SO for 35 cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for S1.25 500
for $2.25; 1000 for $4.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your

—

No More Quebn Orders

for delivery this

fall

can be

taken at this office. All received after this time will be
entered iot mailing next May. We are receiving orders at
or for $1.50 we
75 cents each for an Untested Italian queen
or if a paidwill mail the Bee Journal a year and the queen
in-advance subscriber sends us $1.00 and a new name for
the Bee Journal a year, we will send a queen free as a
premium to the paid-in-advance subscriber.

;

;

order.

;

;

Nominations for Directors. — We have received the
following on nominations for
Association

directors of the National

such

:

Editor American Bee Journal

effort.

*-•-*

:

the vacancies of the terms of the three directors
To
in the National Bee-Keepers' Association, expiring Jan. 1,
fill

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for
ers

The Premiums offered
Look at them.
for.

this

week are well worth working

Nov.
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comparison of nearly all other lacalitics, and, corainiB^
nearer home, I will venture to say that the management
that gives the best results over on the Western Slope would
not insure the same measure of success, without some modilications, on this side of the Kockies.
It is not necessary,
in this paper, to point out specifically any of these marked
differences or variations.
To conclude this paper, I wish to emphasize as the paramount lesson to be learned from considering the word
" locality," the importance of every bee-keeper becoming
thoroughly familiar with his own immediate locality. To
do this is the study and work of a lifetime, but, having
acquired such a knowledge, even if to only a fair degree,
one has at hand the elements of almost sure success in beekeeping. You may write it down as an axiom that the
man who does not understand his locality is not a beekeeper in the Twentieth Century sense of the word.
I would amend Mr. Coggshall's statement of qualifications by placing knowledge of locality first. I know of some
in the

Convention Proceedings,

I

l

THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
[Continued from paije

Pres. Hutchinson

— There

711.)

was

a committee I failed to
announce, which was to look after the question with the
Government, with reference to co-operation, and so on. I
will name the committee now
Messrs. J. U. Harris, R. L.
Taylor, O. ly. Hershiser, Georg-e W. York, and F. E. Brown.
Pres. Hutchinson then called on Mr. H. C. Morehouse,
" Bee-Keepingof Colorado, to present his paper, entitled
Lessons that May be Learned from the Word Locality.'"
Mr. Morehouse The topic assigned me by the Program
Committee is one which I am sorry to say I do not know
very much about.
Dr. Mason
can tell better when you get through.
Mr. Morehouse— All right. The paper is as follows
:

:

'

—

— We

:

BEE-KEEPING LESSONS THAT

MAY BE LEARNED

FROM THE WORD 'LOCALITY.'"

" Locality," in the sense in which we apply it to beekeeping, means environment. The word "locality," as
defined by Webster, means place, or geographical position.
In bee-keeping we attach to it a much broader meaning,
which comprehends not only geographical relations, but the
influences of latitude, longitude, altitude, soil, meteorological conditions, and, in fact, everything that may be embraced in the term environment. According to our most
learned observers of natural phenomena, environment is
the controlling factor in the wide distribution of species
of both animal and vegetable life, and the diverse racial
characteristics of each. The same authorities also inform
us that heredity has almost an equal potency, and that,
together with environment, determines the destinies and
accounts for the varied and peculiar characteristics of all
the myriad forms that manifest life upon this planet. We
learn from this that environment, or "locality," as we
bee-keepers term it, is a mighty predestinating force in the
world at large, and looking a little closer to our subject, I
believe we will discover that it reigns with equal and inexorable power in that little corner of the universe that is
comprehended in the world of apiculture.
It was not until recent years that locality was recognized as an important factor in bee-culture. Like all new
ideas, this one, when lirst advanced, was greeted with
derision.
Now, there is a tendency toward the other extreme, and it is quite popular in the current bee-literature
to solve the various puzzles of the bee-yard by broadly
charging them to locality. Indeed, with some writers it has
become the veritable philosopher's stone of apiculture.
I believe it is our neighbor Coggshall, over in New
York, who, in enumerating the essentials of success in beekeeping, places locality first of all. This is an estimate of
its importance by one of the most extensive and successful
bee-keepers in the world.
Locality, in the lexicon of apiculture, means not only
the effect of environment upon the nature and habits of the
bees themselves, but upon the honey-producing flora as
well.

The first great lesson, then, to be learned in regard to
locality is variation. There is a world-wide difference between New England and Colorado, and between Colorado
and Texas, or Texas and California. Natural environments
in these localities are very dissimilar, and the creatures of
these environments are just as dissimilar as the environments themselves. A veteran bee-keeper from the verdant
hills of old Vermont would make a flat failure were he to
bring his apiary to Colorado and manage it the same as he
has been accustomed to doing. The system of manage.ment that is suited to Southwestern Texas would not succeed at all in Southern California, or perhaps anywhere
else but in Southwestern Texas. The same would be true

men who

are

making

a good living from

bee-culture in
us would not think it
worth while trying. They are succeeding because they understand their localities, and are taking every advantage
I also know
possible.
of men in the best districts of Colorado who keep bees, but purchase all the honey that ever
appears upon their tables. They pay no attention to
locality, and very little to the bees themselves, and they
will invariably tell you that bees are more trouble than they
are worth that they don't pay. Resolved down to its last
analysis, success in bee-culture depends almost wholly upon
the man, and the man will be successful just in proportion
as he understands his locality and adapts his management
H. C. Morehouse.
to suit his peculiar needs.
localities so poor that the majority of

—

—

Pres. Hutchinson The subject is before you for discussion.
Dr. Miller I believe we are very unwise to tire ourselves out the interims between the sessions are filled up
with visiting, and that is more or less wearing, and when
we take a long afternoon session we are unfit for the evening work. We have had a good deal this afternoon that
was not regularly upon the program, so that we will not be
able to go through the whole of the program, but I believe
it would be very wise for us to defer until to-morrow, when
nothing of that kind will come in, and I believe we can
then easily dispose of all there is upon the program. It is
now 20 minutes to S, and I, therefore, move that we adjourn
until this evening, at 7:30 o'clock.
Pres. Hutchinson put the motion, which had been seconded, and, on a vote having been taken, was declared carried, and the convention was adjourned until 7:30 p.m.
After the adjournmennt the members and their friends
gathered on the steps of the eastern entrance to the State
Capitol building, when Pres. Hutchinson took a group

—

;

photograph.

SECOND DAY— Evening

Session.

Hutchinson called the convention to
order, and after vocal selections by Miss Brown, of the
Denver College of Music, Prof. C. P. Gillette, of Fort Collins, Colo., delivered his interesting lecture on " The Outside and Inside of a Honey-Bee," illustrated by the stereop-

At

7:30 p.m. Pres.

ticon.

During the course of the lecture many questions were
asked by those present, which were very good-naturedly and
patiently answered by Prof. Gillette. The convention then
adjourned until Friday morning, at 9 o'clock.

THIRD DAY— Morning

Session.

Pres. Hutchinson called the convention to order at 9:45
o'clock, and the first thing he announced the committee on
Messrs. F. E. Brown, Frank
the matter of pear-blight
Benton, and M. A. Gill. He also appointed a committee on
resolutions, viz.: Dr. C. C. Miller and James A. Green.
:

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
Dr.
Taylor,

Mason —I have had some correspondence with Mr.

who

represents the Agricultural and Horticultural

interests for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St.
Louis, or, rather, he has been corresponding with me. I
am happy to state to you that Mr. Taylor has been able to
get here, and he is with us tliis morning, and can speak
are very glad to have him with us this
to you himself.
morning, and he can tell us just what he wants, so much
better than by writing.
Mr. Taylor I should have enjoyed the next five minutes a great deal better to sit here and listen to one of these

We

—
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thought you were getting up one for
and sojourner I might see
but I suppose that is one of the necesjust how j'ou do it
sary adjuncts of being a bee-keeper, that you learn to push
your stinger out once in awhile and stick it into someljody
[Applause.] I think it is done good-naturedly iu
else.
fact, I never had a bee sting me but what I thought it was
in fun, but sometimes it hurts just the same.
I used to be

my

scraps,

and

I

benefit, so that as a stranger
;

;

quite a bee-keeper when I was j'oung, and didn't know any
better.
My father was a nurserj-man and horticulturist,
and, incidentally, a bee-keeper in a small way, and whenever he got stung on the right elbow his left eye was always
swelled shut. He was a Sunday-school superintendent,
and it didn't look well to have him in that condition, so if
we were doing anj-thing with the bees on Saturday he let
me do it I could sta3' at home on Sunday and get fixed up.
;

[Laughter.]
I am here to say something with regard to the Universal Exposition to be held in St. Louis in two years from
now, and in which we want the co operation, as we are very
sure we will have it, of this organization, which is so strong

an institution among the bee-keepers.
I find about the first thing I have to do, in speaking
with people about the Exposition, is to start a kindergarten
for two or three minutes, and get down to first facts as to
what we are going to have. An old friend down in Nebraska, where I used to live, wanted to know if we were
hoping to have as large and successful and expensive an
Exposition as they had in Buffalo. I said I hoped so, because we have got about ten times as much money to spend.
They were about 53,000,000 behind, and proportionately we
would be $30,000,000 in debt when we get through. I shall
attempt to collect mj' salary on the first of every month, so
that they won't

owe much

of that 330,000,000 to me.

Here is one thing which will perhaps illustrate the scale
on which that Exposition is being built. The department
of agriculture, which comes within my charge, has for its
reception under preparation a building the ground area of
which will be nearly 25 acres; it will be the largest building ever built in the world at any Exposition for the reception of a single department.
So far as I know, there have
never been but two larger constructed one of those was to
contain two of the large and important departments in
;

Chicago, the other was to contain the entire Exposition in
Vienna, in Austria, in 1873. The agricultural building is
much larger than the one in Chicago. The same is true of
the building for horticultural, the same is true of practically every department
there are none of them housed in
buildings smaller than those in Chicago, and a number of
them in buildings from a little to a good deal larger. I
speak of that not to disparage Chicago, because that was
the most beautiful thing that has ever happened up to this
time, and it would be preposterous for us to claim we are
going to have a more beautiful Exposition than that. When
we get through, and have gone on record, and you have all
been there and seen it, if you are able to say we have had a
larger and better Exposition scientifically, and from every
point of view, we shall be happy if that is not that case it
will not be because we do not try.
As to what we are going to do for bees and bee-keeping:
In this building of agriculture, covering 25 acres, will be
brought together all of the agricultural and allied exhibits.
By that I mean agricultural implements, dairy foods and
their accessories, and those things which have, in some
other Expositions, been put off in separate or lean-to buildings. This is all first floor there are no gallery spaces
you will not be put upstairs nor down cellar, but on the first
floor, where you will be just as well situated as the man who
puts up a million dollar exhibit. If that does not bring out
from you splendid installation and splendid material and
sufficient quantities of it to make the best exhibit that has
ever been shown in this country, I will leave it to you as
honest men and women, whose fault will it be. It won't
be ours. We wish to make the portion of the building assigned to apiculture precisely the sort of building that you
want, and if there are any suggestions as to the way in
which it should be allotted or done, or in the form in which
you want those, so far as they are reasonable and consistent
and fitting in accordance with those things which concern
them, to that extent they will be accepted and used. I don't
say that exactly the propositions that you bring can be incorporated exactly as they are brought up, but they shall
have most respectful and careful attention, with the wish
to make exactly what you want out of the portion of the
building assigned to you for exhibits. The exact way in
which the details of that will be handled I don't know, and
I don't suppose that it is necessary to know.
;

;

;

;
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should be very glad, indeed, to have some expression
this organization, either directly or through its officials, the
executive committee, president, secretary, or
anybody else who is officially ordered by the Association to
do it. I would be glad to have suggestions from them, and
if any occur to any of you that are here, I would be glad to
have them either at this time or through the proper channel
in due time.
It is our business to house the exhibits, nothing else
we furnish the roof and the floor, and the air for you to
breathe — we don't charge you for any of them and the
other things you supply yourself. There is no space
charged for State or individual exhibits as there has been a
many other Expositions there will be no charge for the
amount of floor-space which you need you will have to
put up your own installation, or if we put up special installation for honey and honey exhibits you will be expected
to pay for your proportion of the construction, that is all.
But so far as the building and floor and all that is concerned, it will be absolutely free. That means, if you come
there and want a large amount of space I shall ask you very
frankly how much money you have got, and how many people back of it to cover it. I will be down there in Missouri,
and you have to show me. If you come and ask for a large
space you will have to have a lot of honey, and a lot of
money, and a lot of good people. If j'ou ask for a modest
amount, and have a modest amount of money, and have a
modest amount of backing, and can keep it in that shape
during the Exposition, you will get it. We are trying to
handle it in a business way, but in a fair way, so that you
will be satisfied to have come there.
I have spoken to the point, or have tried to, because,
having gone through a number of Expositions, having
given between five and six years now to this work, and
nothing else, in Expositions held in Omaha, in Buffalo, and
now in St. Louis, a continuous service entering upon its
sixth year, I appreciate it is the facts you want to know. I
shall leave it to the papers and literature to tell you the
artistic side of things, and the other facts than those which
relate to your own work.
We are laying our plans upon an enormous scale. We
hope to have space enough for supplying a reasonable
amount to every exhibitor who wants to come there with a
good exhibit which he proposes to put up in first-class shape,
and can take first-class care of all the way through we
don't want any other kind and if there is any way to help
we want to get their advice. We want an exhibit properly
classified
we want everything done as scientifically and
carefully as would be required in any of the departments
we want things so placed
at Washington or any university
they will be able to be found, and when you find them, so
labeled you will know what they are. If you will pardon
me for having spoken frankly to that particular point, and
if you will believe me, we wish to do everything that we possibly can that it is consistent and possible for us to do, then
And I am
I shall be very glad indeed to have met you.
I

from

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

glad, anyway.
Dr. Miller
tion ? I learn

— May

I be allowed to ask Mr. Taylor a quesfrom good authority that your father was a
Sunday-school superintendent, and from the pleasant flow
of language I suspect that his son may have had some little
practice in speaking pieces before the Sunday-school.
There are some Sunday-school superintendents amongst
the bee-keepers, and I believe I speak for a good many of
I say we are interested to know what will be
the final decision as to the opening of the Exposition upon
the Sabbath day. Will you tell us what is the present expectation ?
Mr. Taylor Under the congressional law, which
granted to the Exposition the $5,000,000 of Government
aid, the largest amount ever given to any Exposition, it is
specifically provided that the Exposition shall not be opened
on Sunday. I know of no possible way that the law should
be evaded, if it was desired to evade it, or of any possible
way in which it could be changed except through the office
of the law ilself, that is, through Congress. I have heard
nothing from the officials of the Exposition except an expression of their intention to comply with the law. I am
free to say for myself, I sincerely hope the Exposition will
be closed on Sunday, not only from the moral side of it, but
because all rny life I have been able to get all the work I
wanted on six days out of the week, and sometimes more,
and I find for myself and my associates it is a great drag
I don't
to have to trot around there on the seventh day.
like to do it, and I don't believe it pays from any point of
view. That is my personal opinion and standing but the
legal question of it is such that I see no possible way, if the

them when

—

:
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Exposition desires doing- so, which I don't think they do,
that they could evade the law. The only possible way it
could come about would lie throu|.fh a supplementary law
passed throujLjh Contjress.
Dr. Mason —I am glad

I had
to hear that expression.
intended, as secretary, to notify Mr. Taylor of the actiun
taken yesterday by which this whole matter was put in tlie
hands of the K.xccutive Committee. I did not have with
me, at the time this matter was introduced, some things
which I have, but I will introduce it now. It is this
:

the city of St. Louis, Mo., in
1904, an Exposition of the Arts and .Sciences of the World, known as
the Louisiana Purchase E.xposition; and
WiiEKKAS, The said Exposition has the approval of the Unitod
States (iovoriinuMit to the extent of an appropriation by Congress of
$6,511(1.0(10 fill- the .Nation's participation therein; and
WiiKHKAs, The city of St. Louis is expendini^ in the enterprise
more than i(Ul, 0(1(1, iWKi, luul tho total appropriations by the various
States of llie Aiuorioau f'nion, and by foreign governments, now
amount to over SO.dOU.OOOli; belt
I/j'sdIi'iiI, That the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, in convention assenibled at Denver, Colo., regards the Louisiana Purchase Exposition as an enterprise of national and international iniportanoe.
whi^h will he the highest possible expression of our ailvanced civilization, and the grandest and greatest Exposition in the history of the
World's progress.
/iemliml. That we cordially and heartily indorse the said Exposition, and jiledge ourselves to give it earnest support, and that the
Natioiuil Bee-Keepers' Associatiou desires to place itself on record as
in favor of holding its annual convention in St. Louis in 1W4, during
the progress of the World's Fair.

WiiEUEAS, Theru

is

to bo

hold

in

—

Dr. Mason I have been assured by Mr. Taylor that a
place to meet in will be provided for us free, and we will
have all the courtesies extended to us to which we are enOn consideration by you, I move the adoption of
titled.
the resolution just presented.
R. L. Taylor I second the motion.
The President put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.

—

(Continued next week.)

Anti-Foul-Brood Legislation in California.
BY PROF.

A. J.

COOK.

HAVE an

interesting letter from Hon. J. M. Hambaugh,
who is bee-inspector of one of our most important California bee-counties, that of San Diego. It goes without
saying that Mr. Hambaugh would be alive to anything that
interests the bee^nspector and so would be ready for criticism if our law is imperfect. He finds numerous imperfections, which tend greatly to impair his work. The work is
also increased. As these are matters of general interest. I
will comment upon the subject, as per request of Mr. Hambaugh, in the American Bee Journal.

I

BOX HIVES.

One would hardly suppose

that any bees would be kept
in box-hives in this advanced stage of the bee-keeping
world. Yet it is a fact that there are many colonies in
Southern California housed in these out-of-date receptacles.
It goes without saying, that in an apiary affected with foul
brood, these hives are a serious menace. The Inspector cannot know that the foul brood is present, and so the hive
must either be destroyed, bees and all, giving the doubt the
benefit, or else the bee-keeper must be compelled to transfer
the bees to a movable-comb hive. Mr. Hambaug-h suggests
an amendment which shall oblige the bee-keeper to transfer
such bees, or else submit to having all destroyed by the inspector. It seems to me this would be no hardship. If a
bee-keeper has foul brood in his apiary, he is most interested that it shall be thoroughly extirpated. This would
surely require none but movable-comb hives. For his own
good, then, as well as that of his neighboring bee-keepers,
he should proceed at once to transfer all bees into movable-

comb

hives.

course, this

the disease.

fornia is surely as able as is Colorado to pay a reasonable
price for such service. Colorado (see American Bee Journal,
Sept. 25, Vol. 42, No. 39, page615i, allows four dollars per
day and two dollars for each half day necessarily and
actually employed, together with his actual and necessary
expenses. It strikes me that this is none too much. Yet, if
it is found that with the present law our supervisors are
able to secure the service of suitable men, it is then a question

whether we should pay any more.
ORGANIZATION.

organization comes to the front and offers a great, strong,
helping hand. Through our Farmers' Institutes in Southern California we have organized a large number of active
Farmers' Clubs. These are wide-awake organizations and
are fully alive to the importance of suitable legislation ia
Those clubs all meet once a year in a
all such matters.
delegate institute which we call the " Farmers' Clubs' Institutf." The purpose of this meeting is to discuss all the
great questions which concern the farmers. The clubs of
each county are appointed a year beforehand to arrange
for this meeting. It goes, then, without saying, that the program of this meeting will be one of unusual interest and importance. The next meeting will occur December 17 to 19,
at Santa Ana. Our county of Los Angeles is given
the subject of legislation. The different clubs of our county
are working upon the framing of desirable laws, which, if
approved by the institute as a whole, shall be passed on to
the Legislature, which will meet in January. The recommendation of this Institute will go far toward securing the
passage of the enactments. It would be a rash Legislature
and a foolish governor who would think to antagonize so
large a body of farmers regarding matters which were vital
to their interests.
Our club in Claremont has in preparation a fertilizer
law, which, owing to an incompetent governor, has failed
at the last two sessions of the Legislature, though it was
passed at both sessions. A bill is being prepared that will
surely meet all the exigencies of the case. We have very
little doubt but that it will be passed and signed by the governor at the next session of the Legislature. Our present
governor failed of renomination largely because of his
obstinacy in just such cases. We have great hopes that
any such experience will never be repeated in our State.
1902,

I suggest to Mr. Hambaugh that he carefully prepare
an amendment to our present law, or else, as in his judgment seems best, a substitute. It seems to me very unlike
the present law of Colorado, referred to above. I suggest
also that Mr. Hambaugh come to the meeting prepared, in a
short, terse paper, to give the reasons for this action in such
a forceful way that the Institute will be convinced and give
the bill its full sanction. I have little doubt but that in

the new amendment may be carried.
also suggest that our State Association be called to
meet on the 16th and 17th of the same month, either at Los
Angeles or at Santa Ana, where the same matter may be

this

way

I

Our law is also defective in that bees may be sold from
an apiary to other apiaries in the same or in other counties.

Of

fense, subject to no mean fine, for any apiarist to sell bees
that are diseased. In fact, no diseased colonies should ever
be moved. In all such cases a certificate from the inspector
should tie made requisite to any such removal. Mr. Hambaugh thinks that in case an apiary has been treated for
foul brood, no apiarist should be allowed to sell bees from
such apiary until permitted to do so by a certificate from the
inspector.
It is also thought desirable to give the inspector full
power to act in case any beekeeper offers resistance or obstructs said inspector in his duties. While the wise inspector
will usually u.se tact and reason that will persuade the
recalcitrant bee-keeper to submit to the destruction or the
cure of the malady, as seemi wisest, yet in case there is
obstruction, the law should make it easy to require submission.
I wish also to call attention to the small pay that the inspector receives in California. This is disagreeable business, requires hard work, and takes the inspector away from
home. It also often takes him from home just when his
services are most needed in his own business. He cannot
delegate this work, as he owes his appointment to the very
He must give it
fact of his own knowledge and ability.
personal attention. In our State the law gives him only
three dollars a day, as I understand it, and he must bear
his own expenses. As he must of necessity keep a horse,
the expense account will often be no small matter. Cali-

Mr. Hambaugh asks how we can best secure desired action regarding the above suggestions. Here is a case where

Contributed Articles.
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is

Mr.

a serious obstacle in the

way

Hambaugh would make

it

of curtailing
a serious of-

presented by Mr. Hambaugh and be discussed by all the
bee-keepers present, especialh' by the seven bee-inspectors,
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Hambaugh may

that Mr.

get the benefit of their good judg-

ment and experience, and that he ma3- carry their sanction
and approval with him as he presents the matter at the Institute.

We see, from the above, how important a matter it is,
that all sections of our country become organized in just the
way referred to. Most professions have a great vantage
ground in such organizations. Thus the lawyers, doctors,
railroad magnates, etc., can bring such force to bear upon
any proposition that they are almost certain to gain their
desires.
I can but believe that the two most important
things now before not only our farmers, but also before all
working men, are organization and co-operation. Southern
California is leading in both these directions. May all other
parts of our country soon wheel into line, so that all our people who labor with their hands may be able to hold their
own with those of all other classes of laborers.
Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

Shading and Ventilating Bee-Hives.
li*<('l

at

Iht:

Minnfmta

BY W.

with great diffidence that I advance my ideas on
shade and ventilation before this experienced gathering.
My remarks will be few, will not be dogmatic, but may
contain some novel suggestions on the value or inutility, of
vphich I am perfectly open to conviction.
The title of n;y paper may seem ambitious, so let me at
once assign its limits: "Shading the hive from the sun,

IT

is

and ventilating

it

in

summer and

cellar."

When on

the subject of shade, I shall confine myself to
two propositions
Do we want our bees shaded ? and what
is the best form of shade ?
We do not want them shaded in the early spring nor in
the late fall; we do not want them shaded during the early
hours of the day, nor at any time when the weather is not
very warm. Therefore the natural shade derived from trees
or shrubs is not the best form of shade.
I fancy I hear some of my friends, who know the location of my apiary, say, " Sour grapes " and I know how
deliciously cool and comfortable their yards are to work in
on a hot day. I do not underrate the value of personal comfort and artistic surroundings in the bee-yard, but I think
better results can be obtained by jilacing our bees on an
open plain than in the most beautiful Garden of Eden, if
there are always to be apple-trees there.
:

I

I remember one apiary down in a dismally-shaded dell,
where my friend considered he had an ideal location, because his swarms (he never clipped his queens) always hung
about the trees, until he had leisure to hive them. His bees
were late risers, judging by results.
We want our hives to be as warm during a honey-flow
as is consistent without distressing the bees, so that the

honey may ripen quickly.
For this reason I am of the opinion that a removable
shade-board is the best device for us. Of the one I use myself, I present to you a few illustrations, showing its construction and manner of use. and I venture to recommend
it to those who desire a cheap and effective article.
It is, as
you see, made of shingles nailed to a skeleton, gabled frame
of lath. There is no waste in the use of either material,
and 100 shade-boards will cost you only S4.00, including a
boy's time nailing them up. They are heavy enough to
stay on the hive during ah ordinary wind, and light enough
not to do any damage if blown off in a gale.
They should be tilted toward the sun two or three times
a day, and can be placed on the ground if a storm approaches. I can change the position of 100 in S or 6 minutes.
Ventilation of the hive during the honey-flo%v and during very hot weather must, I think, conduce to the comfort
of the bees and ripening of the honey. For this purpose I
have found nothing better than the much-practiced plan of
placing a small piece of section at each corner under the
cover. Perhaps a little thinner might be better, if the bees
would not seal up the opening with propolis.
In the case of a newly-hived swarm, I have found it
advisable to give even more ventilation than this for the
first day
but for the second and third days to close the top
down tight. Afterwards the hive may be ventilated as
usual, if the bees have started work in the super.
My concluding suggestion will, I think, be a novel one.
Considerable loss may sometimes be experienced, during
the winter, through oondensation on the under sides of the
;
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and consequent dripping on the cluster. Several
devices are in vogue to obviate this, among others that of
slightly raising the cover so as to allow the moisture to
escape before condensation. This plan of ventilation may
be all right in the case of a very strong colony, or of one
which has a superabundance of stores. But I cannot help
thinking the cover should be kept closed in most cases, so
as to avoid waste of heat.
Last winter I experimented on 27 colonies in a cellar, by
piling them against the wall at an angle of 45 degrees my
idea being that all condensation must of necessity fall down
one of the inclined planes, and thus find an exit from the
hive, without falling on the combs or cluster, and without
the necessity of any top ventilation. Dead bees also fall,
I may mention that a couple of 2-inch slats of wood
etc.
traverse the tops of each tier of hives; the hives above resting on these slats. Of course, the bottom-boards are recovers,

;

moved.

Hennepin

Co.,

Minn.

Rearing Long-Lived Queens and Bees.
BY HENRY ALLEY.

Jjt'f-Ktqit'r.^' Coni't'iition.

R. ANSEtl,.

Nov.

WHEN

reading Dr. Gallup's article, on page 584, I
couldn't help thinking he must have had more trouble
in getting good queens than any other man in the
bee-keeping line.
Now, had everybody who purchased
queens had the same trouble that the Doctor has had, where
would the queen-breeders of the present day be ? Does Dr.
Gallup liave an idea that one poor queen represents all the
queens any dealer sends out ? I wonder if Dr. Gallup always introduces his queens so that their fertility is not destroyed at the start ? Hundreds of queens are ruined in the
very act of introduction, and I really believe Dr. Gallup has
spoiled many a good queen by his method of introducing.
Many bee-keepers do this thing, and then put up a kick
against the queen dealer. Does any one suppose that where
a queen-dealer presents Dr. Gallup with a queen that an inferior queen is sent him ? Dr. Gallup says in his article
(page 584) that he received two queens from some one in the
month of August, and in the fall both colonies that the
queens were introduced to dwindled down very low in numbers. Now, I believe those two queens were just as good as
Dr. Gallup could rear, or they never would have been sent
The two queens which I sent Dr. Gallup were perto him.
fect in every way, yet he had the same bad luck with them
as with all others. I believe the trouble is with the Doctor,
and not with the queens.
I am sorry I did not get "on to" this queen-business
earlier in the season.
I tell you what I'll do. Doctor:
You
rear half a dozen queens as good as you know how, in 1903,
and mail them direct to the A. I. Root Co. I'll do the same.
If my queens don't turn out betterthan yours, I'll guarantee
to go out of the bee-business.
Dr. Gallup says on page 585; " Mr. Doolittle and Mr.
Alley comply with all the necessary conditions but one
their queens do fairly well the first year, and fail the
second." Speaking for myself, I deny the statement, and
if this were my paper I would deny it in as strong terms as
the charge is made. Not one of the queens in SO that I send
out die the second year. One customer wrote me he had
one of my queens that lived si.x' years. I now have two
queens in my yard that have gone through two years, and
they are the strongest and heaviest colonies in the State of

Massachusetts.
Dr. Gallup has made some most marvelous statements
concerning queen-dealers. So far as I am concerned, I deny
them all. The idea of judging a man's goods by one small
sample
Just accept the challenge above, and that will settle the matter, whether the queens I send out die inside of
one year or not. Dr. Gallup has made such terribly wrong
statements that I begin to question his judgment on queenI really believe he destroys the vitality of the queens
bees.
sent him when they are introduced.
The nonsensical talk about the " umbilical cord,"
" missing link," etc.. is out of place. The meanest, halfstarved, half-nourished queens I ever saw were the ones
that appeared to be fixed up with what some people call the
" umbilical cord."
Further on Dr. Gallup says, "Ridicule is not arguI

ment." Doctor, let me remind you that some of the statements you make are not argument.
Good queens, long-lived queens, a'nd prolific queens, are
reared under proper conditions.
What are those conditions? The entire thing lies with the nurse-bees. No arrangement of cell-cups or eggs has the least to do with the

—
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quality of the queens reared. When bees rear a queen, or
queen.s, in colonies having a fertile, or, in fact, any queen,
the nur.se-bees will lill the base of the cell-cups with jelly,
but not royal jelly. It is the same sort of food as is used in
feedinj;^ worker-larva?, coiisetiuently the queens so reared
are of a very poor quality
they lack vitality and vi|.jor,
and are short-lived, unprolific, and worthless. In all my
queen-rearinp operations I have recoffnized all these important facts, and have prepared the royal food before eggs are
;

given them.
Those queens reared in colonies having queens have the
umbilical-cord attached as much as the naturally-reared
queens, and so they have as large a lump of royal jelly at the
bottom of the cell, as cjueens reared by any method. But such
jelly is of an inferior quality
it was made up to nourish
worker-bees, not queen-bees.
I
never give bees eggs to rear a queen until they have
been queenless several hours, and given time to prepare the
royal food a thing they are sure to do, and when eggs are
given them this royal food can be found in the cell-cup
within an hour after the eggs are given them. Won't some
one who has the means at hand, analyze the two foods and
report through the American Bee Journal ?
I know of but one way to rear queens, outside of natural
swarming, that I practice, and Dr. Gallup must practice it
if he rears queens.
One other thing that Dr. (lallup has not mentioned as
one of the causes of short-lived queens
The queen-dealer
is too apt to allow a colony to rear a large number of queencells.
If 100 cell-cups are given a colony of bees, they surely
would build them out, and nurse up some sort of queen-beelarvae. But not one queen in the lot would be of the least
value. Now, in Nature's way, how many queen-cells are
usuall)' found in a colony that has cast a swarm ? Generally but eight queen-cells, sometimes a few more, but often
a less number. Rear less queens per colony, and they will
prove much better.
Dr. Gallup says he reared 36 queens that were all good,
first-class queens. I have no doubt that is so. But hundreds
of other bee-keepers have reared queens equally as good
and by a similar, and by different methods. I have reared
50,000 queens equally as good couldn't help rearing good
queens. All I had to do was to do just as Dr. Gallup did
let Nature have her own way.
But Dr. Gallup didn't send
any of those queens by mail to Bob, Dick and Harry, all
over the United States, and let them introduce them. Had
he done so, no doubt he would have heard as much growling
about them as he has done about other people's queens.
;
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In getting chips for smoker-fuel I always pick out
sound, hard wood chips. Kotton wood is all right to start
with if you can't do better, but I can do better.
While j'ou are tramping around hunting up your rotten
wood to serve as kindling for your summer's work, Mr.
Hasty, I will earn my 10 or 20 cents washing dishes, with
which to buy my saltpeter, which will serve to light mine
more than twice as long, and do a good deal better work, too.
No, sir I am not going to throw ray saltpeter to the doga
I

yet.

Now, honestly, Mr. Hasty, have you ever tried saltpeter
yoursmoker with ? If not, just try it. Who knows
but you may be living in the wilderness, too, some day ? ~)
You can use wood soaked in saltpeter instead of cloth
to light

if

you prefer.

One

is

just as

good as the other.

—

:

;

Why

don't you try it. Doctor, and see how it works ?
You
would soon have troubles of your own.
I have come to the conclusion that we all rear queens by
the same method as does Dr. Gallup. There is no other way
to rear good queens. All queens reared in queenless colonies are reared by Nature's best plan. The troubles with
the queens is not in the rearing, but in handling after they
are reared.
Essex Co., Mass.

\.J:L^.j!t>^ V4>^.JtL^.j!C^.^iCJiLJ>C^.JtC^>J'L^.^ Ui

Cleaning Out Unfinished Sections.
Have you had the bees clean out all unfinished sections
that have the least bit of honey in them, so that you cao
use them again next year ? If not, better have them do it
right away.
Let the bees rob them, although it is a little late for it.
Then you will be sure they are thoroughly cleaned out.
Stack the supers up in a pile and leave an opening
large enough for only one or two bees to pass at a time,
then they will not tear or mar the combs. If you have
enough of them to keep all the bees busy, you can spread
them out as you please, and they will not tear the combs.
After they are cleaned out, pile up in the honey-room,
and cover up mouse-tight. It is nice to inspect all supers
as they are put away, to see if they are all right no foundation down, or anything of the kind, then they are all
ready for use next year.

—

Bees Cleaning Off Leaky Honey.
Did you ever have any leaking, dauby sections, some
with honey streaked all over the comb, others all watery
and sticky, making you feel as if you wanted to pitch the
whole business out of your sight ?
Well, just give them to the bees to clean up, and you
will never recognize those sections after the bees have had
them from 20 minutes to half an hour but don't leave
them on too long, or they may empty them. Just leave
them long enough for them to clean up nicely.
I have tried it a number of times, and every time they
have cleaned them up beautifully. Oh it was such a relief to get back nice, dry sections in place of the sticky ones.
;

I

The

Wax-Worm and

Its

Work.

the Bee Journal
There has been more
concerning the wax-worm and its destructive work. Please
give a brief description of its manner of working how it
and a deis gotten rid of when it makes its appearance
scription of the worm itself. I think I have been troubled
Illinois.
with it a little lately.
or less said in

;

^

Our Bee-HeeDin^ Sisters
Conducted by

EMMA

M, WILSON,

Smoker-Fuel Again.
And, now, Mr. Hasty is objecting to my smoker-fuel.
Well, you know there is nothing in the world as perverse as
a woman (unless it is a man), and I am going to stay in the
wilderness a while longer. He says
" What in the world is the use of those of us that live
in the country makeshifting along with anything else than
the standard good fuel rotten wood ?"
Now, I say, " What in the world is the use of those of
us that live in the country makeshifting along with "rotten wood when we have a good chip-pile right handy, and
all we have to do is to pick up the chips and drop them in
our smoker no breaking or cutting necessary we can pick
out the right size to put in the smoker without any trouble
at all ? What more can we want? Thej- last lots longer
than rotten wood, and make a better smoke.
T. F. Bingham, of smoker fame, says that sound, hard
wood is the best smoker fuel, and he is good authority.
Rot in wood is slow combustion, and Jjust so far as it
:

—

—

—

;

Answer. — If there are any worms at work on your
combs you may be sure thej' are wax-worms.
There are two species, one much smallerthan the other.
If your
It is the larger one that does the most damage.
colonies are strong the bees will take care of the worms for
you, especially if the bees are Italians.
You will occasionally see little burrows under the capping of the brood. Pick a hole at one end of the burrow,
then pick a hole at the other end, and follow along until
you find the worm, and kill it.
But the greatest trouble with wax-worms is in broodcombs that are not in care of the bees. In the spring, as
soon as the weather begins to be pretty warm, you may
look out for them.
The eggs are laid by the bee-moth in the combs, and
hatch out into tiny grubs or worms, and when full-grown
are nearly an inch long, are not very much smaller around
than a small quill, and are of a grayish, dirty-white color.
It is while small and while growing that it puts in its work
of destruction.
Examine j'our combs from time to time, and whenever
you detect any cells filled with webs, or a series of little
tunnels running across the combs from cell to cell, you may
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be sure the worms are at work, and they must receive immediate attention, as their work is very rapid.
There are several different methods of getting rid of
them. One of the best ways is to give the wormy combs
to the bees to take care of. Or you may fumigate them
with sulphur, or bisulphide of carbon. Or you may fill a
small oil-can with gasoline, and wherever you suspect the
presence of a worm fill the cell with gasoline. This is verj'
effectual and an easy way.
If you use gasoline or bisulphide of carbon be careful
not to use near a fire, as they are very inflammable.

Nov.

them and found her there

13, 1902.

Why are those drones
have never seen anything of

all right.

kept at this time of year?
the kind before.

I

Michigan.

Answer. — I saw drones

the last day of October this
year at the entrance of one of my colonies concerning whose
queen I have no anxiety. I think it is more common than
usual this year to find late drones. The season has been
such that bees have done some gathering every fine day,
and so the bees have not felt keenly the lack of pasturage,
and the lack of pasturage seems to be the principal thing
that suggests the extermination of the drones.

Her Bees Held Their Own.

Preparing Bees for Shipment.

Bees have not done anything this season. Mine have
held their own only one super per colony. They have a full
hi%-e of honey and plenty of bees.
I expect they will winter
all right.
Some of my neighbors say their bees have not
even enough honey to carry them through the winter.
Mrs. E. Burdick.
Bernalillo Co., N. Mex., Oct. 10.

—

What

is the proper way to prepare bees to ship ? and
the cost per colony, say from here to California ?
2. Would it be advisable to take 20 colonies from Iowa
to California, as they will hardly sell for what they are
1.

what

is

worth here.
3. How would be the proper way to manage the entrance-guards during swarming season to prevent swarmIowa.
ing ?
Answers. 1. Minutia; of preparation varies according
to the hive. Generally it is all right to fasten the cover
and floor-board to the body of the hive by means of one or
two cleats at each of the four corners of the hive, one end
of the cleat being fastened to the floor-board and the other
to the cover, and the middle of the cleat fastened to the hive.
Abundant ventilation must be supplied by means of wirecloth, one way being to have in place of the cover a rim an
inch or two deep entirely covered over the top with wirecloth.
In this case of course the cover is omitted from its
usual place. I do not know what it will cost to transport a
colony of bees from Iowa to California, but you can learn
from your freight or express agent.
2. I don't know, but I very much doubt the abvisability.
I'm not sure about your railroads, but I doubt whether you
can send bees by freight without paying for a car-load, and
the express charges are fearful.
3. They are simply to be left at the entrance, to be removed when a queen has been trapped or when drones are
in them.

—

Questions and Answers.
^
CONDUCTED BY
r>R. O. O.

MILLER, Mareafgo,

111,

[The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofiSce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mall. Editor.
1

Late Drones.
Last June I received a queen, and the colony in which I
placed her did very well this season, but did not swarm. A
short time ago I noticed there were still drones in the hive
thinking that perhaps they had lost their queen, I examined
:
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lie Imvven lots todu,
lie don 'I vas j^iL 80 homesick,

He

play dus organ tu.

He vorkcn on
He

tlas secticjii.

das l)oss.
So, I'ut O'Kice, he don't speak twice.
He turn das Svede man oil.
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Some Renewal sypsG ripiion oners!
As the time is drawing near when a large majority of the readers of the
American Hee Journal renew their subscriptions for another year, we thoujfht it
would be well to put before them in one place a few of our clubbing offers that
they might like to take advantage of. We will number them, .so that if you will
order by number no mistake will likely be made at this end of the line. Here
they are

:

don't, vas lak

So he vork for Ole peterson.
He milk hiss cows at nite,
He vork all day, and sjit big pay,
An don't vas beau git tile.
Veil, ay bean yust goin into das big lodg
and yat beau called National Bee-Keepers'
Assoceation. Ay beau tank me for long time
to join me selv in to das big yunyuns, but ay
don't know it bean for any ting but dem big
bee-keeper mans, but ven ay go to town vou
day ma som hunny, an ay ask das store mans
vat he pay for nice hunny, an he look at him
and he say, " Veil, das vas nice hunny, an ay
kin pay you ateen cent a pound. Mine goode" \'at
ness, ay yust purd neer to fall over!
" Veil,"
for you kin pay so much i" ay say.
he say, " dom bee-keeper mans vat be long to
das yunyun dom git big law past so ve don't
kin sell any more of das slop hunnys vat been
in glas tumblers, vot got little beeas come in
it, an ven dom peoples begin to taste das reglar beeas hunny, den
dome tine out dat it
don't bean any hunny toll in dom glasses. An
den dom reddy to pay big price tor das regler
beeas hunnys; before dom tot every ting vat
say hunny vas hunny."
Myying! ven ay begin to tank bout ay
never giv dom fellers five cent an dom do me
60 much good to git big price for hunny.
Mine goodeness, ay youst feel so small ay vas
purdnearto fall tru a not-hole vat bean in das
floor.
For long time a go ay bean yoin me
selv into Voodman, and dom ride me on das
gote tor bout two hours, but das yunyun it
bean diflernt ting. Ay don't haf to ride das
gote, an ay bean git benfit for long time ago. Ay
sen Mr. New York von dollar, an ay tell him to
yoin me into das big yunyuns vat do so much
for Svede mans.
Mr Huchinson he bean das
president, an ay tanic he bean glad to yoin
dom peoples in das yunyuns. If you tak
notis he bean vare viskers on da side, yust lak
Mr. New Y^ork ven dom beau yoin dom peoples into das yunynns.
Dom make plenty big
smile, an by an by dom goan to come in so
fast dom haf to vare side-boards to keep das
smiles from running over

Now, ay tank

you bee-keepers vat don't
belong to das yunyuns, you belter git on
bord das ban' vagen, for it goan to start up
purty fast, an if you don't git into it purty
soon mebby you goan to git left. Yon Yonson he don't goau to hang on be hine eder,
you bet. He goan to hole da whip, an ven
dom come to big hill he goan to git off an
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the above will be sent postpaid. We should be pleased to have all
who can do so send in their orders at once, so as to cause less delay than there
would be when so many renew their subscriptions at nearly the same time from
Dec. 15 to Jan. 15. We will try to do our part in filling your orders promptly.
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all

push, an if all dom bee-keepers vat read das
bee-paper vill yust push for about von dollar,
start den, ay tank it soon bean goan
hooping.
Now, dom yunyuns bean all reddy don gud
for us, an ve mosta follow das golden rule.
Das slop hunny mans dom got differnt rule.
Dom say if dom bee-keepers don't du us ve
goan to du you. Now, ve beau du dom fellers in Illenois, but in odder States dom bean
du dom bee-keepers plenty bad. Ve musta
have plenty spunk, and ve musta vork ma
das law mans, and get some better laws, an
das goan to tak monny. Course dom slop
hunny mans dom goan to vork aganst us, but
it ve all push plenty hard some tings goan to
com luse, an ve will tak das slop hunny mans
door an post an every ting an eary it up on
da hill, yust lak Samson du ma das Philistines, and den ve goan to play keep hous ma
das fellers.
An Yon Von.son he goan to
spank das carpets an ven we have sweep das
floor, den Dr. miller he goan to bring in big
arm full of straw for carpets, an ven ve bean

"

a year

J
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Bees Did Fairly Well.

My

bees have done fairly well this season.
I got 200U pounds of comb honey from 33
colonies, spring count, and increased to 38.
They are in good shape for winter. This is
getting to be a very fair place for bees, and
they do as well here as anywhere.
F. H.

Price,

Price,

Barton Co., Kans., Oct.

Miller.

31.

Postpaid,

Postpaid.

He Apppeeiates

S1.20

$1.20

tliis

Journal.

just the paper
any one keeping bees. I fail to see how
any person can do without it and make a sucI got my experience from
cess keeping bees.
it by putting what I read to practical use.

The American Bee Journal

is

for

^

W.

Brown.

J.

Skagit Co., Wash., Oct. 27.

f(^

Honey Crop Almost a
The honey crop was

Failure.

rather a failure in this

A bee-keeper in this neighborhood,
having 450 colonies, had nothing to extract,
although the bees have the hives heavy now,
which insures at least good wintering. There
from variis at present a good Mow of honey
ous fall flowers. In some places the ground
flowers; it
is covered for acres with yellow
seems they belong to the sunflower family.
S colfrom
honey
of
pounds
I extracted 360
feed
onies, and increased to 18; but I have to
Otto Suelsenfuss.
some of them.
Bexar Co,, Tex., Oct. 28.
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295
with
which makes it now a'superb volume of 544 pages,
and
paper,
It is printed on clear white
fine illustrations.
is

bound

in elegant

brown

cloth, gold-lettered.
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Building
know from

Comb

W.

Leib.

4.

to Separators.

actual experience with hunI
dreds of colonies, that the starter hasn't anything to do with building comb to the separator whatever, unless it breaks loose.
years past
I have been wondering for some
why so many bee-keepers advocate full sheets

comb foundation in sections, when, in this
country, half and quarter sheets produce just
I think that the advocating
as good results.
of full sheets of comb foundation is either
advertising for the foundation, or else an
ignorant statement ot those making it. I
think the same is true with fence separators.
thousands of
1 have produced thou.samls and
sections of comb honey, with plain separators,
foundacomb
with
tilled
partly
with sections
to
tion, and very seldom have any attached
of

and a
mail the American Bee Journal one year

year

Only a Fair Yield.
Although the weather the past summer was
too chilly and wet I secured a little overlOO
sections of honey from U colonies, and they
were all sold to private families. They all

CHICAGO,

ILL.

as
the sei):irator. They hiive been as white
snow, and as straight as a board, so much so
times
that I have taken preiiiiuius five or six
Fair, over
in succession, at the Northern State
any sections the fence separators are no exception.
J
,1.
.
, M
When I see a statement made that tun
with
sheets of comb foundation will do away
;

feel badly, not for
the statement, but for the
poor beginners, who, like myself, seek a remedy for their troubles, and will invest heavily
the beein the things recommended through
papers, only to be disaj .pointed.
a remedy to
1 am not able, however, to give
prevent the bees from attaching the combs to

brace-comb,
those

it

makes me

who make

Nov.
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the separators, Imt full ahiiulH uf comli foundation is not thi' remedy. The starter I liavo
t)een usint,^ for tlie last ei^'"lit yoarH is a Vnearly tlic entire
reaeliirit;
sliaped j)iece,
len^tli of the soctio]! at tlie lop, and extendIt snriiiH to within an ineli of tlie lioltoin.
Ijrises ino to see it advocated by old bee-keepers to put a bottom starter in the section in
order to ^jet tlie condis fastened. I do not use
such a starter at all, and ouV of 1(1(1,000 seclions of comb honey, I do not believe 100 sections were not fastened to the bottom solid.
A. C. F. Bautz.
Chippewa Co., Wis., Nov. M.

Wet Season— Carniolan

Bees.

Strantje things have occurred here in

]'.W.i.

reported some time a{2:o, we had a tine
flow last spring, but we have had one of the
dryest, liottest summers ever known here.
It seems strange to read what Northern beekeepers say about cold, wet weather when we
are burning and drying up.

As

I

The

droulli lasted
•when the rain came.

from May

:il

to

Aug.

I have read with interest all Dr. Gallup has
I believe the Docsaid about rearing queens.
tor is nearer right than some of our bee-men
are willing to admit. I have tried to rear
([ueens in weak colonies several limes this
year, but I failed nearly every time to get a
good one. I do not see how it is that so many
report failure with queens they buy; I have

bought several, and they have all done very
well except one. I must say a good word for
the (Jarniolans: during the dry weather they
kept rearing bees. When the honey-tlow
came they had plenty of bees to gather the
honey, but the blacks were too weak to do
much. If you want to build your bees up
fast, just get one or two Carniolans and rear
.1. S. Patton.
all the queens you want.
Hale Co., Ala., Oct. 31.

Asters.
enclose two flowers on which the bees
work so much— one with white (lowers and
the other with yellow and blue flowers. What
are they *
F. J. Gunzel.
Poinsett Co., Ark.

ers

is

weed

:

the one with white flow-

Aster-Belgii,

commonly

the other

Aster Uevis.

;

is

valuable honey-plants, and are
est

I

flowers to attract bees.

called white-

These are

among the latL. Walton.!

Results of a Wet Season.
much wet weather as we

has rained as often as
every other day since last April, and has been
quite cool.
I started in this spring with 11 colonies of
I have taken off
bees, and increased to 22.
1057 pounds of nice honey.
We had about 4 weeks of nice white clover
bloom the bees worked well on it, notwithThey are well
standing the wet weather.
provided for the winter with nice honey, and
are in fine shape.
I am selling my No. 1 honey by the case for
1432' cents per pound, and the light weight
lor '2 sections for 25 cents, and my extracted
I have
at 13 cents a pound, with good sales.
bought nearly a ton of honey of my brother
bee-keepers, so I have honey to supply my customers.
Bees have done very well here in the Lake
this year;

Bee Journal -when

it

;

Champlain valley. I have reports from others
only about two miles from here, and they say
their bees are starving.
I have had orders for honey from Pennsylvania. I find thai fair dealing and honest
weight, and putting the honey up in cartons,
with name and address on them, bring me

CO., Watertown,Wis.

writing.

27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
low,

upon

GEORGE W. YORK &

&

CO., 144

to

"*

SHTEiS

146 Erie

FOUR
CIIICAWO,

<;<>l

I

ntralton

21.

i'Ai.ifok:>ia
ivi'i'H 4'iioic'F

Fri<>.

menUon Bee journal -when

fiease

-writina

>s qood money
cucrD
oncer unurY
IHUIIbl and ea^iy to make
We will wtart you in

you work for ub.
and furnish the capital. Wnrk
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
"line of samples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISUINQ CO.. Chicago. Ills.
if

ktjusiness
llik'lit

Please mention Bee Journal -when writine;

FOR 5ALE.
7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
Prices— T>^c per pound in barrels, and
33,'3 Its.
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail, 10c. Address,
41A13t
N. L. HENTHORN, box 83, Viola. Wis.
holdiag- 330 lbs.net;

^S

J^

^"S^r
FENCE!Karmerat

Tik-ht.

Sold to the

WholcMle

•"'''"

Kullj IVarranlcd. Catalofr Free.
knalnSlMl
8PUIN0 FEME fO.
S^SSSSSSU
""" ™ ™'™" Boxt'OILKDfflocheiKer,
IndlaDS, C. 8. A.
'

'

;(9

Please mention the Bee Journal

+0Etf

UIX'FFS

n*

t.nl6d»T8trlBl,
for prloc book

S.dil

.>i<'II>.

\

to.. Br>T

111.

O.nAHA

biitiooutt*r

I SatiBfMtlon or tin galf, Soud
and SptHal /Vi^'t^di-n.
BIfir.

Chicago,

I>i:it!i$4».>.4I.I.V

AI^I>

|DANDY''Tu"tt^e?"^
PMloit
fMliHt »nil

price.

Kitora

follow the feeding of cut
bono. Tbe

>,(M>,ii..

St.,

any

co.^inc'TKi* i:x«i;ksio.'%s

BUSHELS OF EGGS

'

is a good time
send in your Bees-

This

its receipt, or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

OF Roi

res.

These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman TourSleeping Cars, over the Union
ist
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the way by conductors skilled in the
excursion parties.
The
the only line from
Omaha running four excursions to
California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.
For full information call on or adW. Q. NEIMYER, Q.A.,
dress
193 South Clark St.,
Chicago, 111.
44Atf
service

Union

of

Pacific is

WANTED, TO BUY,
BEES in Florida. Italian
or Carniolans preferred. State what you have,
kind of bees, hives, and price, with or without
J. ALPAUQH, Gait. Ont , Can
top stories.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
45Atf
50 or 75 colonies of

— C.

never saw as

have had

LEWIS

G. B.
Please mention

WMMiSmlSmmt

I

[Both are Asters

BEE-KEEPERS-ATTENTION.
not put your money into New Fangled IJee-Hives, but buy a plain, serviceable and well-made hive, such as the rc^,'lll;l^ Dovetailed hive arranged for
bee-way sections. Honey-producers of Colorad<; one of the larjfcst honey-producing- sections in the world-use this style.
Thousands of Hives, Millions of Sections, ready for Prompt Siilpment.

Do

HO,

Nearly everything was
dried up, and most of the bees verging on
glad
to say, after the rain
starvation.
I am
came, everything started anew, and the bees
went to work rearing young brood like they
do in the spring.
Some of the bees have four or five gallons
of honey to the colony, and are still working.
But we will soon have frost.
The most of my colonies have a tine lot of
young bees to go through the winter.

733

The Fred W.

Jlnth Co.

Front and Walnut

Sts.,

HONEY JARS

MUTH-S
-pound,
SQUARE

1

with patent glass stoppers and steel spring- are
the best; only $5.50 per g-ross.

Can You
to bu.v your next

wovpn wire

Afford
feucint: without In-

You'll flud our
vestlgatlns the P-\GE?
interesting and quite Instructive.
l>\(iE

catalog

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEIVIENTS.

HOVKN WlUK FKNCKCO., ADUiAS,3IICH.

fiease mention

Bee Journal -when

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHUU

writanp.

meet those wQo work Eor as. Cow keepers &! a ftys
have money. We start you in buslDes^ Voa make
large profits. Easy work. We faraisb capital. S«Dd
10 c^dUi for full line of sAmplesand rarticulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Cbicatro. Ills.
to

PATENT
BirINGHAM'S
years
24

the best.

ISend for Circular. Smokers

2SAtf

T. F.

BINQHAM.

Farwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Jotimal whei. wrif.ne

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
If yon are Interested In Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published In the United States.

fV^ool

Markets and Sheep

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first,£oremo8t and all the time.

has a hobby which

is

Are you Interested 7

Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. GHIGASO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

1902— Bee-Keepers' SuopliesI

We can fumlBh"' you with The A. I. Root Co'8
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and Bhip promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich
If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

$1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
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order from people far from home. I work up
the home trade as much as possible.
Journal for
I have taken the American Bee
several years, and do not see how I could get
along wfthout it. Vou can count on my renewal, for I find it pays to keep informed,
and the Bee Journal does that.
G. H. Adkins.

Essex Co., N. Y., Oct.

Last

charity begins at home,
Tlie Jii-st thing to d-. is to

buy

lots of new- Furniture.
Huuj-eFumisliinErs.l'hristnms

Happy.

jrivo libera]lyt..ttieti.".r
frniii

plete
illust r a t e d a(K>*pacre WHOLE-

here

we want

;

are needed
yours to distribute where they

™l'^am

me

making the statement credited to
more, 1
the convention, and, what is

6till

at

1
it the last year or so.
an uncouldn't afford to be caught making
it is
orthodox statement. Yes, Mr. Hasty,
experience, that a
true, as I have found in my
in
cells
build
colony is in the best shape to
after being
from one to four hours (at most)
as soon
made queenless and broodless. Just restlesspeculiar
as they begin to show that
we are
queenlessuess,
ness indicating their
batches of
ready to give them the batch or

'ease

mention Bee

3

at once.

pay

little or no
larvn".

royal jelly,
They are
as fast as
then "iven in batches to the colonies
are at once
they show they are Queenless, and
bees have
received and well fed. True, the
but has it
not had time to secrete royal jelly,
and queens
not been proved that both workers
food for the
are fed on identically the same
their life? Therefore
first two or three days of
secrete the
to
the bees will have ample lime
more concentrated food by the time the larv*
food.
are old enough to take the richer
giving the cells to the colonies early 1

*^*In transferring I

use

Jo'i".Dal

Wt

i>ostage,

&

when

Sons.
-writing.

YOU IN BUSINESS
TO START
you
will present you with the first

*;>
"We
take in to start yo'u in a good paying business. Send 10 cents for full line of Bumplea
and directions how to begin.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Chicago, Ills.
t^ease mention Bfie Journal -when writin&

thoroughly proved

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
World's standard Hatcher.
Used on S6Gov. Experiment Stations
New
S., fnnada, Australia and
Zealand, also by America's leading
poultrvnieti and thousands of others.
Gold inedal and highest award at
IB-paga
Pan-Amerioan, Oct. 1901.
free. Complete catalogue,
circular
Moisture
10c
180 pat'cs, «xll in., mailed for
Ask nearest ofHoef or book No.
in V.

r.ii

CTrnEUS IxmitATon COMPANY,

flease mention

Bee Journal -when wi itina

and transfer very young

Bv

larger percent of accepted cells;
more, a much better lot of cells.
The quicker you can give bees the prepared
the better
cells after they show queenlessness
There are several hours
it is all around.
and no absaved, a better grade of queens,
bees are
sconding of the bees. Sometimes, if
over night, they
left queenless and broodless
or unite
morning,
will abscond early the next
found that
with some other colony. I have
worse at absconding than the pure

get a

much

and what

is

blacksare

Mr. Hasty,
Italians or their crosses. No, sir,
'• sometimes," it is a case
this is not a case of
give the best reof " all times." that the bees

imbees are given the prepared cups
sults
their
mediately after they show they realize
queenlessness.
,,
a
»
profesNow if any of the other so-called
or you want
sionals want to have their say,
remove some more " hide, pitch in.
if

'

to

Homer

Wilson Co., Texas, Oct.

H. Hide.

FOR THANKSaiVlNQ DAY

Nov.

28, inclusive.

TI16Hon61lB66
Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal— Chas. Dadant
is

clearly

&

Son.

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
Journal for
it with the American Bee
one year— both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
;

THREE NEW

2».

sell tickets
the Nickel Plate Road will
26
within distances of 150 miles, Nov.
for
and 27, at rate of a fare and a third
returninR
the round-trip. Tickets good

until

LanQsiroiHon...

Each subject

This road has

Ft. Wayne,
three express trains daily to
York
Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
and Boston, with vestibuled sleepingAlso excellent dining-car servcars.
meals being served on Individual
ice

in price from 33
For rescents to $1.00; also a la carte.
inervation in sleeping-cars or other

Club Plan, ranging

Calahan,
formation, address John Y.

General Agent, 113 Adams
City ticket
298, Chicago.
Adams St. 'Phone Central
60-45A3t

St.,

& CO.
GEORGE W. YORK
CHICAGO. ILL.

&

146

Erie Street,

POVLTRY PAYS
when the hens
lnyin^,'.

in'u

lay.

K^ep them

For hatrhinpr and

ln<><-d-

use the best reasonal>te prieed

Vi

Inciihatur.s

Jip'

upon honor,

and Brooders — hiillt
sold upon tfuanmtce.

THE ORMAS

"

1^.

A. Bniita, Llffonler, Indiana

room

office,

205/.

144

111

Bisulpliide of

Carbon— A Caution.

Some writers have told how they have haiJ
fire quite near this substance without its ignitThey'll repeat that thing just once too
ing.
often some Ijright day when a draft of air
brings the fumes toward the Are. It does not
stop to burn— it goes off with a bang.
Stenog, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

S.*LE eatahig

tHAm
Only $4.25

have
On page 6S2, I see Mr. Hasty says 1 now
Uken a film or hide off his eyes. Oh.
have all
Mr Hasty, don't be so hasty, for we
belter keep

the sav-

ing that you
make. Send
for our cnni-

y.,Oct. 22.

Bees Build Queen-Cells Best.

down

If

yon buy the
floods from
US yon can

30.

H. Leonard

the hides

to
Hi>nie

Gift.s, etc..

make

feet
with snow for a long time; it was two
above the hives, and the bees came out healthy
for
prepared
and strong. After my bees are
until
winter thev receive no more attention
D. M. Ketcham.
spring.

When

13, 1902.

Charity

Wintering Under Snow.
winter my bee-hives were covered

WayneCo..N.

Nov.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Honey -Glands.
These are organs found in many flowers,
and their office is to secrete the sweet saccharine juice and generate it in the neclareous sacs, where it is stored up until it is
rifled by the bees on their foraging excursions.
differ in numijer in various kinds ot
from one to five or more, generally
according to the arrangement of the flowerThus, in the Ranunculus family,
petals.
with their live flower-leaves, there are five
nectaries, corresponding with the five petals.
In regular flowers, however, the base is difIt is
ferent, and frequently but one exists.
different positions on different
placed in
where
the
just
situated
always
flowers, but
bee can most easily approach and sip from it.
It these glands differ in number and position,
their shape and size are even more diverse.
The raspberry flower has a regular circular
houey-trough, and the bee sips all round it,
taking some time to exhaust the supply.
That Ijountiful bee-flower, the lime, has a
boat-shaped structure, which, in certain seasons, is ever full to overflowing, and, perhaps,
on no other plant does the insect load up so
quickly, and with so little trouble and, exerHellebores, and many others, have littion.
tle tubular honey-pots yielding their stores
The buttercups have five small,
willingly.
circular glands, one on each petal. Though

They

flowers,

the flower is generally the seat ot these receptacles for the nectareous secretion, other
parts may be found at limes to yield a flow,
as in the case of beans and vetches, which
secrete it liy their stipules.— D. M. M., in the
British Bee Journal.

Alfalfa Yielding

Honey

By the way, speaking

in

the South.

about

alfalfa,

I

planted about one-fourth acre year before last
Last year it grew nicely and
for the bees.
bloomed well, but the bees paid no attention
year longer
I decided to let it remain a
to it.
This spring the bees
to test it thoroughly.
worked on it well— so much so that the man
who cut it (it was cut while in bloom), along
toward the last, threatened to give up the

he said it was hard to tell which were
possession— he or the bees. So it is safe to
say alfalfa has produced honey as far east as
North Carolina.— "Tar Heel," in Gleanings

job, as
in

in Bee- Culture.

Worker-Comb Without Foundation.
G. M. Doolittle says in

Gleanings

in

Bee-

Culture that his favorite plan is to have
comljs built in a weak colony or nucleus.
He says: "It such a colony is deprived of
and one of
all of its combs save one of honey
is inbrood, and a frame having a starter in it
hive,
serted between the two combs left in the
hundred,
the bees will, ninety-nine times in a
and
said
worker-comb,
that frame with
fill
comb will be as perfect as one built from
foundation under the most favorable circumstances.

Taking advantage of

this

fact,

I

take frames of brood from the weaker colonies
the beginning of the honey-flow,
1 have at
advanthose too weak to work in sections to
of the
tage and give this brood to the weaker
colonies
weak
set
the
and
stroriger colonies,
explained. \ou
to building comb, as I have
a gain in
will note here that I really make
this brood,
this way as to surplus honey, for
section
in
results
tjetter
gives
where placed,
honey than it would have done had it been

"

Nov.

where

it

WHS with the weak colony, ur

Irntiii'd

It

colony
work, while,

lately I)Ule the lieeBOf the

ijiveii (iiilii

;
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left wlieie

alinOHt

!

the suctions)

iil

own

the liniod leiTiitiiieil in lis
these colon ii'B would have been
slow in Btai'tiiij,' in the seelions.

hiul

iiive,

CONVENTION NOTICE.

IIkkman

F.

Mooke,

Sec.

I'osTi'Ain

si:\i

144

Chicago - Northwestern. — The executive
committee of the Chica^ro-No^thweRte^^ BeeKeepers' Association have plamied to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chica^'o. The
date is Ot'c. 3d and 4lh, Wednesday and Tliursdav. Kive eminent bee-keepers have been Invited, and are expected to attend. More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 2')th to Dec. lAh.

JJ >li

Bee=Books

sonicwhat

HV

or Manual of the
A. J. Coolt, of I'omontt Col-

Bec-KcciKT'H Guide,

't'uliforiiiii.
This boolf is not only InBtructive unii lieipful as a (;uitie in l>ei;-Ui'fplf|j;<',

inu, ijiit is inliTtibting antl tliorouiilily pnictiItcontiuusu full (lulirji.'acnl and si-icnlilif.
tiou of tho anatomy and physioloKy of bees.
.^^4 pnt;es. 'Jli.'i illustrations. Bound in cloth.
VMi ucliliun— Ulth thousand. Price, $1.2U.

No

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson** no further binding is nccee*
sary*
144

&

aEOROE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street.

ABC

bound

in

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

Doolittle.

Blake, Scott

as Practi-

— A method

I use a PROCESS that produces ^EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable In all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL

and

FOUNDATION and
Work fax

Mo

For

Fonnilatiflii

at prices that are the lowest.

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

I
I

WE WANT WORKERS

Boys, Girls, oldandyouDK alike,
make mooey working for ub.

We

funiu-h c&[>ital toBl&rt yoa id buslas 10c stamps or silver for full inntrucliona and a hoe of

DCBfi. btrtiii

umpieatoworkwuh.

bRAPER PUBLISHING

CO.fChicago.llI.

^ease mention, Bee Journal "when

writing,

amber, 13(ail3Mc. White extracted,
mber, 6(3^bHc. Beeswax, 24^26c.

Management of an
Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.

C.

Newman. — It

weak

—

demand

tracted tioneu!
State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

Dr.

H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and
condensed treati.se on the honej'-bee, giving
the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
Price, 50 cents.

Kee-Keeping

for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's '• new system, or how to gel the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

Catnip Seed Free!
We have a small supply of fresh,
clean Catnip Sekd on hand, and will
mail free, two ounces of it, to any
present paid-in-advance subscriber of
the American Bee Journal for sending
us One New Subscriber for one year
with

SI. 00.

Two

ounces of this seed will give
you a good start of one of the best
honey-producing plants known. We
will also send to the new subscriber
on this offer the rest of this year's
Journals

free.

Address,

QEOROE W. YORK &
144

&

146 E. Erie Street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

— This

is a tlerman translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

G.

Dr. Howard's Hook on Foul-Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatiuent and reviews

Winter Problem

—

in

Price, 25 cents.

Bee-Keeping,

by

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by
Cheshire.

comb honey and

Co.

good

We

Buckwheat

is

late arriving,

and none has

been on the market as yet to cut any figure. We
expect large receipts next week, and it will sell
at from 10toi2c, according to quality and style
of package.
Extracted in fairly good demand at 7^c for
white. o!^c for light amber, and SH<at,c for amber. Southern in barrels at from 55 1 ti5c per gallon.

Beeswax nominal

at 2nc.

HiLDRHTH & SbOBLKER.
Cincinnati, Oct. 27. — The demand for comb
honey is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as 16@17c;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a linle
better: atfiber, 5^to*5^c: alfalfa, 6j^i'g7c; white
clover, "J^c.

Beeswax.

28c.

C.

H.

W. Weber.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, .*1.00.

the experiments of others.

for

Oct. 10.—

receipts are quite
quote fancy white at 15c, and
some exceptionally fine lots will bring from
15^@l6c; No. 1, white, 13@14c; amber, 12c.
plentiful.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.

Gomb and Ex-

The Fred W. Muth
We are having a

at 28c.

NkwYork,

taining writer. You should read his booli
90 pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.
Price, 50 cents.

paper.

am

Co.

tracted honey

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and enter-

—

TfaTl^c;

C.Clemons &

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.— The demand "for exis good at the following prices:
Southern and amber sells at S%{^6%c; better
grades, 1«i Sc. Comb honey is scarce: fancy
and No. 1 sells on arrival at Itih I7c. Beeswax

is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, 30 cents.

Ilee-Keeping for Beginners, by

I«bb.

City, Oct. 20.— The receipts of comb
and extracted honey are light, and deraind
steady at quotations: Fancy white comb, 14^
(oiiScc; No. 1 white, 14<q,l4l4c', No. 2 wh te and

or

J. P.

Flease u.entioL Bee Journal -when "writina

BOYS

Apiary for

Sl

Kansas

which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, Sl.OO;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey,

ffrades.

Oct. 20.— Our honey market remains
with (food demand and fair stocks on
Houe.v is not cominjr ff>rward as fas" as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows; Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, I6c; No. 1, 15c; No.
glass-front sections
2, very light supply, 14c:
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
light amber, 8c; amber, ~%c,

by

Dittmer's Fonndation

dark amber and buckwheat

Boston,

Queen-Rearing,
M.

>?»-

hand.

Price, $1.20.

Scientific

AND B&ESWflX J
^^

firm,

A. I. Root.—
A cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains .'iOU engravings. It was written
Bound in cloth.
especially for beginners.

of Bee-Culture, by

cally Applied, by G.

W

Albany, N.Y., Oct. 24 -The receipts of honey
do not increase any, and there is a tfood, siiff
demand at ^ood prices. Kuliafr prices are 15c
for white, and some extra fancy, 16c: buckwheat and dark, 13H(ai4c. Kxtracted, dirk»
6i4c; mixed, 6)i(§i7c; white, 7fa»7-^c.
Beeswax,
30c.
H. R. Wright.

apiarian library is

pages,

lif

Kxtracted white sells atTf^.-^c; dark and ambers,
Southern is slow at about 5^c. Beeswax
sells upon arrival at 30c per pound.
R. A. BUKR BTT A Co.

complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. L. J.angstroth— the Father of American
Bee-Cultiire.
It has 520
I'rice, $1.25.
cloth.

.«!< >i/. .«!« liJL

(iCq>7c;

by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relatini; to
bees and bee-keeping.

'K

fig.

'j^y^yfiy^ y^i vjw >;*
MARKET QUOTATIONS

>jtf

call for the

—

This EmcrBon stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bat 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is

.«K

Chicaoo, Not. 7.— Prices remain steady, but
the demand 1b small. We are nut Mellinif the
quantity that we have done ordinarily at this
seanoD of the year. The advance in price has
checked the trade, in additirtn to which retail*
erH have t;ot the impreHsion that honey is teo\og
to be very scarce, and they are not puftbinjif its
sale.
Fancy white comb brintfs 15/a-lf,c, with
travel-Btained frum one to twu cents per ponad
less; amber honey brings 12'>^l3c, according to
style and kind of package. There is very little

Langstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revisod

The EDierson Binder

.•!<

HONE.y

-

I'nif.

rU. .«K

I
y<>l>r >jv

GEORGE W.YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL,.
& 146 Kric St.,

A]iittiy, l>y
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Prof. F. R.
10 cts.

— Its Cause and Prevention.

by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin,
Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.

Foul Brood,

WHITE CLOVER EXA Kl "m^
CiU TRACTED UONEY
WMIN

\AI

i

:

San Francisco,

comb honey,

12@12J^c; amber, Staioc: dark, 7@7Kc.
Extracted, white, 5%@(.c; light amber, 5 "4^55^ c;
amber, Siq^Slic Beeswax, good to choice, light,
27'ai29c; dark. 25@26c.
There are no heavy offerings of any description, either at this center or at producing points.
Comb honey is in better spot supply, however,
than extracted. Stocks of latter have been
greatly reduced by recent shipments outward.
Current values are being well maintained.

Wanted —Extracted HONEY
•^^^i^—^^^—ii^^
John

F.

34Atf

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancy Comb wanted in no-drip cases.

Mail sample, and state
styleof package and price
delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River StMGhicago, III,
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED!

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cinci.nn.iti. Ohio.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Oct. 15.— White

Honev and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C, H. W. WEBER,
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cinci.nnati, Obk>.
21Atf

Mention the American Bee Journal.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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BEE=KEEPERS,
Save Money by Buying

25tll

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

year

Smokers,

Dadant's Foundation

f^i

guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^TTFi^Si^Blf^o'k\BB(^.''WeNo LOSS.
PATENT WBBD>PROCBSS SHBBTINQ.
cf>n SU well
Why UUCd it SCII

^nd everything

^^^^^^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
Tn& W. T. FftLGONER MFG. CO.,

Because it has always given better satisiint^a. It.
af\ \irt^ll'i^
r faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Jamestown, N. Y.

8^

Our goods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils,

cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.
a monthly for all bee-keepers ; 50c a year.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
t^" W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

Mb

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

Please mention Bee

OF ALL
KINDS ««»»

Bee-Keepers' SuoDlies

'^/^<*/-

.^.^

Chickens and Egrgs

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee— Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mall.

aonmai when writing

Keystone

DADANT & SON,

BEESWAX wanted
at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

...Hooey-Jars
These are clear

glass jars hold-

flint

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50
gross, S3. 25 per gross or five or more

Honey Wanted.

;

;

gross, at S3. 00 a gross.

These are the

cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
20 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.

144

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
& 146 Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
'

_

I

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
part of it If you work

m
->*«

and you may have
for U8. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send 10c for samples and particWe furnish caidtal to start you in
ulars.

We

can use the following
Please submit samples of Extracted and
quote prices (delivered, if possible.)
State from what source gathered and how
soon you can ship and quantity of each grade
:

offered

business. Drap,erPubllsblDeCo.,Cbicago,IU.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien wntlnp.

CaXiinmia
^aillOrnia

I

t

U TOu

care to

know

FmUs, nowers,

Climate

or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornia's FaTorite Paper—

The

1st.— Alfalfa

of lt»

m

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
Eiper of tlie Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

Agricultnral
Published weelilj,

and

f2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Gal.
330 Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal -whrtn writing,
-

mi

B

->$»)

m.

B
m
m.
B

^m

In car lots.

2nd.— Alfalfa Extracted In car lots.
Car Buckwheat Extracted or other dark
honey.
amber
or
4th. — Car Basswood Extracted.
3rd

5th.—White or Sweet Clover
tracted In any quantity.
6th.
latter

market

Comb and Ex-

— Comb Honey In Danz. sections.

we
for

m*r
%

For the

pay a fancy price, as we have a
the same which we have not been able

will

to supply.

THE A,

^y.

L

ROOT CO,
MEDINA, OHIO,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO. ^^H\itJi5'!L%"''

are headquarters for ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS'
to them for their free Catalog.

Send

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Comb

SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO.

m-

Where to Winter

Bees.

Maeterlinck's " Life of th^^^gfeps^
,AaRiCo':roRAi

Dee Journal
OBORaB W. YORK,
Bdltor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

NOV,

20, 1902.

PORTY-8BCOND YEAR
No. 47.
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^

=BBST

i
^
PtTBLISHED

WEEKLY BY

6E0RGE W. YORK & COMPANY
144

& 146

E rie St., Gtiicago,

of this Journal

$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

of this paper

indicates the end of tne month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts,— We do not send
a_ receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
.'eceived and duly credited.

beet

Advertising Rates wlU be given upon

ap-

cUcation.

Tlie National

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest boney-dealerg.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman
E. 'Whitcomb.
Z.

i

This

known

n

ral

West.

It

a

is

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

splendid honey, and

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who

honey at all can't
get enough of the

like a distinct flavor
iu their honey.

Alfalfa extracted.

a
^
:^
1^
^
:^
[^
r5

Prices of Alfalfa or

A

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood bios-

Basswood Money:

by mail,

10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight two 60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 9 cents per pound
Basswood Honey, }i cent more per
4 cans or more, 8}4 cents a pound.
pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order. You
can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are
two in a box, and freight is not prepaid. Absolutely PufC BCCS' Honev.

sample of

either,

—

Order the Above Honey and then

:^
\^

^
^•
£;
^
^;
^',

^|
C-

5i

Sell It.

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce ^!
.•^ enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
:2 above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get ^i
^i
1^ this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

^

QEORQE W. YORK &

i^

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Chicago,

III.

S'.

interests of its

members.

W.

the famous
Extracted

Bee-Keepers' Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the
To
To

HoneyJ^

is

the great Alfalfa
regions of the Cent-

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

Wrapper-Label Date

Honey J^
Honey gathered

Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C.Aikin. F. Greiner, A. Getaz. and others.

aiie

Basswood

White

Editor — George W. York.
Dbpt. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty,
^^
Emma M. Wilson.
Special Correspondents — G. M. DooUttle,

Xhe Subscription Price

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Alfalfa
This

Class Mail-Matter.

'

ALL

III.

Kntered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second"

'

uimm Honeu For sale i^

Hutchinson

I

A. I. Root,
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.

I

G. M. DOOLITTLE^

I

W.
J,

I

E.R. Root,

I

F.

The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

side.

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
r

W. Z. Hutchinson, President,
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

Eugene Secor,

HOWARD

M. MELBEEp

HONEYViLLE, O.

General Manag-er and Treas-

urer, Forest Ciiy, Iowa.

Membership Dues,

$1.00 a year.

•S~If more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the ofBre of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Cellnloid Queen-Bntton Is a verv
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
anU frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:

" I have eTcry reason to believe that it vrouid be a very
good idea forev-ry b«ie-keeper
to Vear one [of ^ le DaUonsj
as it will cause people to ask
questions aboat the busy bee, and many a con-

versation thus started would wind 'xp with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate It would
give the bee-keeper a superior Opportnnity to
ealighten many a person ia reg'ard to honey
j
cud bees."

The picture shown herewith ts a reprouuC/iion of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing' to bee-Ifeepers. It has a pin on the
aaderside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
Send all orders to ibie office
t^f 6 for 25 cents.
at the American ^iee Journal

[This Cut

is

the

if'ci-r..

Size of

the Knife.]

Vour Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure
T;ddress you wish put on the Kdite.

to say just

what name and

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g^lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pict.,res of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are haud-forg-ed out of the very finest Eug-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the liuing-s are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring--steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife?

In case a pood knife

is lost,

the chances are the

will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, haviufj name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fci*
tunate as to have one of the '* Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and ic
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting" memento could a mothsi
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife havix^
the name of the recipient on one side ?
The accompanyintr cut ^'ives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represeutation of
this^beautiful knife, as tl>** ** Novelty" must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get tliis Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to Vnt
one sending us ^hhee nf.w subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$^ •».! We will club the Noveltj
^oife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK
**"Please allor

""bout

two weeks

& CO,

for your knife order to be

Chicago,
lihiv;.

111-

—

:^^Cl9

^^f^ERIC^^^

^^1861

'N

42dYEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

NOV,

AMERICA

20, 1902.

J^-^

No, 47.

It is a good plan to do this
removing a day or two in advance, brushing down upon the
top-bars the few bees that may be on the removed frames,
and it is also well to prepare in advance the bees to be
united, by spreading the frames a little apart and moving
them away from the side of the hive, so as to have the bees
on as few combs as possible.

stores for the united colony.

Comments,

Editorial

DEATH OF DR.
On Thursday, Nov.

13,

A. B.

i^

MASON.

we were shocked

to receive the

Dr. A. B. Mason,
one of the oldest and most active bee-keepers in the United
States, and for years Secretary of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
Toi,KDO, Ohio, Nov. 12, 1902.
following' letter, telliag of the death of

:

Mr. George W. York, Chicag^o, 111.
De.-^r Mr. York — One week ago last Thursday, Father
Mason met with a very serious accident. An explosion of
:

natural gas occurred in the
summer kitchen at his home,
and he was badly burned
about the head, face, and
hands.
From the first we
were very anxious about his
condition, knowing how difficult it is for one of his years
to
overcome the nervous

Hive=Covers are having some discussion in the AusBee Keeper. Sitrgle board covers are in less repute there than here, because of the great heat, combs
melting down under them. Preference is given to a cover
having an air-space, as a gable cover, or a telescope cover,
allowing some kind of a covering beneath, and the editor
thinks protection should be given against the sun on the
sides as well as the tops of the hives.

began to fail, and died this
morning at 7:55.
We knew that father would
wish you to know the circumstances of his death, so I have

—

taken the liberty of addressing this letter to you.
respectfully.

His daughter,

Mrs. Ellis E. Mason.

The foregoing sad notice
came too late to permit of a

DR. A. B. MASON.

biographical sketch appearing
in this issue of the American Bee Journal, but next week
we hope to be able to place be fore our readers an extended
resume of Dr. Mason's life.
All will unite with us in extending sincerest sympathy
to the bereaved family, in their untimely loss.

Uniting Colonies should have been done before this,
if you have unfortunately neglected it till now, you
may as well take what comfort you can out of the thought
that there is at least one advantage in late uniting— bees
but

are not so

much

inclined to fight

when

it

is

too cool for

them to fly. All you need to do is to put into one hive
enough bees and enough honey, and there is not likely to
be any fighting. It is better if the queen of the colony to
be united has been killed a few days before uniting, but
still

you can leave that

to the bees.

Just take of the colony

combs to which they are to be united, having first removed from this latter a sufficient number of
combs for the purpose, making sure that you have enough
to be united the

Concrete Hive-Floors are spoken of considerably in
the Australasian Bee-Keeper. They have the advantage of
durability, and perhaps of economy.
Their weight, of
course, makes them objectionable, if they are to be moved.

tralasian

shock of such an accident.
For a few days he seemed to
do nicely, but last Monday he

Very

But don't count on doing this next fall, for it is better
do the work early and allow the bees plenty of time to
arrange their brood-nest in the best possible manner. They
can beat you all out at arranging a winter broodnest.
to

Alfalfa in the Future
Some apprehension has been
expressed as to the future of alfalfa, because of the tendency of ranchmen to cut it for hay before the time of
bloom. M. A. Gill thinks this an idle scare. He says, in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, that intelligent cattle-feeders understand that the best results are to be obtained from hay
cut when in full bloom, and earlier cutting is only made at
a loss. H.D.Watson, the "alfalfa king," assured Editor
Root that we need not be alarmed about the ranchers cutting their hay before it bloomed.

see

Don't Waste Pollen. — It is not an uncommon thing to
of pollen going to waste in the hands of those

combs

who

are careful to save the smallest quantity of honey.
Indeed, there are probably many who attach no moneyvalue whatever to pollen. The bees, however, set a high
value upon it. Without pollen, no brood-rearing. " But
the bees gather more than they need, and there is no possible good to come from having a store of pollen in the hive
in the fields." Are you
a dead certainty that a
colony which has a good store of pollen in its combs will
bring in just as much pollen from the fields as it would with
no pollen at all in the hive ?
Probably few have made sufficiently careful observations to realize the great amount of pollen used by a colony
of bees in the course of a year. During the great broodrearing period, early in the season, a close observing will
show that the store of pollen left over from the preceding

when

the bees can get plentj' of

so sure of that

?

Do you know

it

to

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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year becomes gradually less until the beginning- of the harIs it not barely possible
vest, when it becomes very low.
that if the stock of pollen had been greater it would have
allowed the gathering of just so much more honey ? That
is, if enough pollen were already in the hive, for use during
harvest, the energies of the pollen-gatherers might be used
entirely in gathering honey.
So if, in your preparations for winter, you have thrown
out some frames well filled with pollen, see that they are
carefully saved for the needs of the following spring. It
is barely possible that in some places pollen is so very
abundant that it is not worth saving. Testimony is needed

:

scribed this

method

in

The

Apiculturist in 1884, page 97.

» The Weekly

Budget.

*
I

Pay Up or You Can't Vote. — Any one knowing himbe in arrears as a member of the National Bee Keep-

self to

ers' Association,

and who desires

to

vote at the coming

election (in December), should at once send his dues ($1.00|
to the General Manager, Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Voting blanks will be mailed early in December to every
member whose dues have not lapsed.
Also,'any bee-keepers who are not yet members, and
would like to become such, will need to mail their dues to
Mr. Secor right away, if they would like to vote at the
election.

A

General Manager for 1903, and three Directors to

serve for four years, are to be elected.
The membership of the Association

is

now about

900.

should be at least 9000.
We understand that the General Manager's annual report is now ready for the printer, so it will likely be mailed
promptly to the membership after Dec. 1. If not already
paid, you would better send your dues ($1.00) to Mr. Secor
immediately— do it now, before you forget it.
It

E. Crane and Henry Robbins, of Addison Co.,
on us on Nov. 7, when on their way home from a
western trip, through Idaho, Colorado, and other States.
Mr. Crane's honey crop, the past season, was upwards of
30,000 pounds of comb honey. He usually ships his honey
Mr. Crane is one of the foremost bee-keepers
to Chicago.
of the whole East. Mr. Robbins is more of a farmer than

Mr.

J.

Vt., called

bee-keeper.
S. F. Newman, of Huron Co., Ohio, was killed on a
railroad crossing by a passing train. Although not extensively known of late years, he was an intelligent and successful bee-keeper, and was noted as the man who wrote for
the secular press the story of the making of artificial eggs.

20, 1902.

successfully everything to
a perfect chicken, only the

chicken had no feathers, and efforts were being continued
It was
to find the proper chemicals to produce the feathers.
a fine bit of work, and was written at the time when the
canard about the manufacture of artificial comb honey was
to help, by its abshow the absurdity of the artificial comb-honey
lie.
But the story was so well told, that, in spite of its
absurdity, it had many believers.

in its

most flourishing condition, so as

surdity, to

Mr.

J.

week.

G. Corky, of Ventura Co., Calif., called on us
He had been on a trip to the Atlantic Coast. He

reports scarcely

—

History of Shaken Swarms. L,. Stachelhausen, who
is regarded as the pioneer in this country in shaking or
brushing swarms, does not consider them as anything new.
He says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture
That we can take from a strong colony all the frames
of brood except probably one or two, and give empty combs
or starters in their place, was known long ago, and this is
the same thing as a brushed swarm set on the old stand,
and the same thing as the driven swarm forced from a
straw-skep and known more than 100 years ago. Gravenhorst made a step in advance, advising a way by which the
bees brushed or shaken from the combs could be set on a
new place and would stay there, at least the greater part of
them. This, too, is ?,0 or more years old. I. myself, de-

I

The chemist was able to supply
make an egg that hatched out

last

as to this.

Nov.

any honey

in his locality this year.

There

be abundance of bloom, but, practically, no nectar in it. In his early days in California he bought a small
colony of bees for $100. That" season he increased it to six
colonies, and then sold the six for $600. Now fair colonies
of bees can be had there for $3.00 a colony, and with a
pretty good hive, too. Quite a change in less than half a

seemed

to

century.

Thb Apiary of
appears on the
wrote thus

first

G. G. Fall, of Strafford Co., N. H.,
page. When sending the photograph he

I have another
1 send a picture of my home apiary.
one situated in the White Mountains, about 60 miles away.
I am a railroad man, and have kept bees for 20 years, more
for pleasure than for profit.
I think the season of 1902 was the worst we have had
during my experience with bees. Mt. Washington, which
is IS miles from my out-apiary, is now (July S) quite white
with snow, but I never saw more white clover, and the bees
are doing nothing with it, as one day it rains and the next
day the wind blows, and it is so cold they are unable to
work. So the outlook for a honey crop is very poor.

—

A Magazine
ber)

30 Years Old. The Christmas (Decemof the Delineator is also the 30th anniversary
To do justice to this number, which, for beauty

number

number.
and utility, touches the highest mark,

it

would be necessary

It is sufficient to state
to print the entire list of contents.
that in it the best modern writers and artists are generously

represented. The book contains over 230 pages, with 34
full-page illustrations, of which 20 are in two or more colof this December number, for which
six tons of ink have been used, may be
understood from the fact that 92 presses, running 14 hours a
day, have been required to print it the binding alone of
the edition of 915,000 copies, representing over 20,000,000
sections, which had to be gathered individually by human

ors.

The magnitude

and

728 tons of paper

;

hands.

An Explanation on the Denver

Report.

— We have

received the following from Dr. Miller in reference to the
report of the National convention which we are now publishing

:

—

I desire a word of explanation with regard to the report of the Denver convention, as some who
were not on the ground might not fully understand it. I
refer to that part in the second column on page 694, where
Dr. Mason, without addressing the President, turned to me
and said, " That is pretty small, but you are a small man."
Mr. Harris, as appears on page 693, made a motion.
After a little discussion Mr. Harris said, " We are all out of
order at the present time, as the motion has not been
stated." Still the discusion went on, and Mr. Booth rose
to a point of order, and said, " I have not heard any ques-

Mr. Editor

:

by the chair." Still the discussion went on,
and Mr. Harris, again rising, said, " There is nothing for
discussion, and I would like to talk on the motion when
properly put by the chair." Seeing that the President
evidently did not get Mr. Harris' point, I thought I could
help straighten matters out, and arose and tried to make it
clear to the President what it was that Mr. Harris wanted,
using, I think, some words that do not appear in the report,
and explaining further that the stenographer could
read the motion, and then the President could state it. It
was then that Dr. Mason said, " That is pretty small, but
tion stated

Nov.
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you are a small man." It was not I, but Mr. Harris (who is
not a *' small man "), who was insistin)^' on parlianuntary
rules, if insistinjr on parliamentary rules can be called
"pretty small," and I was merely tryinj;- to call the attention of the President to what Mr. Harris wanted.
C. C. MiLi.KK.
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and the bee-keeperi arc prepared to take care of the
swarming when it does come, also the extracting, because
they come at a time when there is not much work to do.
Then, after the honey-flow comes on, the swarming ceases
and the bees get down to hard work. That condition does
not prevail in the East, only to a slight extent, when the
heavy honey-flow comes on
that is, the bees may let up
somewhat from swarming, but they do not cease entirely
until the honcy-llow stops.
In Texas and Arizona, and
some parts of California, the honey-flow comes on with
such a rush, and continues for such a time, that the swarming stops almost entirely, or lets up enough so that it is not
later,

;

I

Convention Proceedings,

l

THE DENVER CONVENTION.

"BEE-KEEPINQ LESSONS THAT MAY BE "LEARNED
E. R. Roqt

—

'

LOCALITY.'

;

;

;

;

I

:

;

;

why, we don't know.
Then the question of foul brood and black brood seems
be somewhat a matter of locality. We find, so far, that

ease
to

read over the paper by Mr. Morehouse,
but I have given the matter no further thoug^ht until just
now. I don't know that I am prepared to give this matter
a consecutive and careful reply, but I will try to take up
some points he suggested.
If I remember correctlj', he took up the matter in a general way, leaving me to take it up in a specific form, to suggest, if possible, how localities diifer as to the mode of treatment of colonies in the United States.
If we take the locality known as the Rain-Belt, or that
portion of the United States where rain falls, and they do
not depend upon irrigation, starting, perhaps, southward of
the Ohio River, northward taking from Minnesota to Maine,
the New England States, and all that portion of the country including New York and Pennsylvania, we have a special mode of treatment for preparing colonies to bring them
up to the condition whereby they may take in the white
honey-flow that will commence anywhere from the first of
June to the first of July, and lasting anywhere from four
weeks to possibly two months. It seems to be necessary to
make the treatments in the East of preparing colonies and
getting them ready for the honey-flow that shall occur a little
later, getting the largest force of bees possible to gather
the honey-flow at that season of the year in June or July,
as we do not over the other portions of the country.
Starting south in Texas, coming along through Arizona,
up into California and back into Colorado, the mode of
treatment has to be varied very considerably. Taking over
that portion of the country oUt West, of which I speak, the
seasons are longer, lasting anywhere from a few weeks to
several months the honey-flow is perhaps not so rapid as
we have in the East, such as we get from basswood it is
slower, and the flow comes at such a time that the bees
could readily take care of it. Take, for instance, in Texas,
they have a number of unimportant honey-plants, such
plants as are only useful for stimulating the bees for the
honej'-flow that comes on later those plants are of such a
nature that through a little honey-flow, slowly, broodrearing progresses satisfactorily, no feeding necessary, as
for us in the East and the consequence is, when the heavy
honey-flow comes on the bees are ready, and of the right
age, to gather the flow that shall come. The most important flows in Texas, if I mistake not, are from mesquite,
guajilla and catclaw. Those follow one after the other, so
that the mode of treatment in Texas seems to be quite different from what it is in the Eastern States, and in the
northern portion of our country.
Another peculiarity of locality is that which affects the
swarming problem, and in lower Arizona, and some portions of California, it is not such a serious one as with us
in the East
the swarming comes on earlier in the season,
with the minor honey-plants, and it seems that the bees are
not inclined to swarm when the heavy honey-flow comes on
I

;

When

;

)

Pres. Hutchinson then called upon E. R. Root to reply
to the paper of Mr. Morehouse, on

FROM THE WORD

of the United States known as the Rain-Belt.
speak of the Rain-Belt you will know exactly where
I mean
Those States that I referred to in the East, north
of the Ohio River and between the Atlantic Ocean and
Mississippi River, and taking in perhaps Iowa, Minnesota
and Wisconsin in that portion the disease known as beeparalysis never amounts to anything we see, occasionally,
colonies having that disease, where the bees are tremulous
in their motions, some of them die oS', but I never knew
where it was very serious it might amount to the killing
of one colony.
When we go southward into the Southern States, especially Florida, we find bee-paralysis is a very serious dis-

portions

Report of the Proceedings of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
(Continued from pae"e 72"

a difiicult problem, and out-apiaries can be left to themselves.
I see Mr. Scholl nods assent, so I am correct.
Then there is the question of disease. Bee-paralysis is
much more virulent in the South, in some portions of California and the West than it is in the northern and central

;

black brood is confined mainly to the State of New York I
don't think there is very much in the West. I have known
of one or two cases where it was in California, but I never
knew of a case in Texas or Arizona and, if I mistake not,
there is very little or no foul brood in Texas.
I correct
;

;

Am

in that?

Mr. Scholl— Yes.
Mr. Root The conditions do not seem favorable for the
propagation of that disease, but I advise my friends in

—

Texas not

to try the experiment.
the question of hives (the size of) depends largely
upon locality. Large hives seem to be better in warm
localities where the honey-flow continues for a considerable
length of time.
Then the question as to whether comb honey or extracted honey is another factor if extracted only, then the
lOfrarae Langstroth, or Jumbo, seems to be preferred if
comb honey, then the S-frame Langstroth, or some similar
small brood-nest would be used as in the East. In Texas
and California comb honey can be produced over the 10frame hive very satisfactorily, because that hive can be
used for extracted or comb honey it seems to prevail very
largely, although there are marked exceptions to this rule.

Then

;

:

;

There is another peculiarity that I noticed in Colorado
from talking with a number of bee-keepers, and that is the
matter of tiering-up. The question of tiering-up in the
Rain-Belt is quite a complicated one. We don't know how
long the honey-flow is going to last, or when the weather
will change suddenly that prevails over large portions of
the United States but in Colorado, if I understand it, you
know just when your honey-flow is going to stop, or nearly
so when the mowing machines have gone over the field;
you know when they will have about all the alfalfa cut, and
If I understand
)'0U know when the honey-flow will stop.
correctly, you tier-up in such a way that nearly all the sections will be completed at the end of that honey-flow, when
the cutting of the alfalfa is through. The question of tiering-up in Colorado is quite peculiar.
Another peculiarity here is, you do not have to look out
for the moth-worm or the moth-miller: I don't think that
pest bothers at all in any of the localities except in the
southern portions of the United States, among bee-keepers
who are not possessed of the modern methods of handling
was to me,
bees, but it is somewhat a matter of surprise
certainly to know that the moth-miller had not been
known to exist here or do any harm whatever, even when
the bees were handled by the old-fashioned method, and
even when the box-hive with the black bees was used.
Then the question of wintering seems to vary a good
deal in the United States. Take it on the Atlantic Coast
and up as far as Massachusetts, a single-wall hive will do
very well. In northern Minnesota, northern Michigan, in
the northern States, and through the Rain-Belt, the cellarwintering seems to prevail, because it gives better results
;

;

—

—

—
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less loss in wintering.
But south of the Ohio River the
chaff-hive is not used even south of the lakes in our locality
the chaff-hive and cellar-wintering- are used about equally.
Then the question of buckwheat cuts considerable
figure in the Rain-Belt. Take it in Ohio and most of the
Eastern States, there is nothing we expect with any degree
of certainty after the basswood flow; there maybe a fall
flow, but it is so exceptional we don't expect anything, and
our intention is, so far as possible, to get done brood-rearing and keep the colony in as neara dormant condition as
possible when wintering comes on, and then prepare for
wintering.
In the State of New York there are vast fields of buckwheat, and shortly after the honey-flow of basswood and
white clover then comes on the buckwheat, and there will
be a flow for two or three weeks, or longer, perhaps, putting
the bees in the best possible condition for wintering. So
that even in the Rain-Belt we have conditions that vary
considerably.
As I went over the country studying conditions that
exist in various portions of the United States, I have said
two or three times that the knowledge one bee-keeper might
have in the East would avail him but little if he went to
the West it is true, one who is thoroughly experienced
with bees can go West and carrj' on bee-keeping, as we
know they do do, and do it successfully, but I have known
of cases where Eastern bee-keepers, who were successful,
have gone West and failed just because they have gotten
•into ruts and couldn't possibly change their conditions
;

:

they thought they must continue stimulating by rearing
brood, and soon, when that procedure would result almost
in disaster when carried on to the same extent in the West.
Other conditions, which I noticed were a little peculiar
in Arizona, and they are the matter of shade and the matter of entrances that is, in Arizona, where it is so warm,
when the temperature ranges up towards the hundreds, and
perhaps more, they have these shades I speak of, and
which were illustrated on the screen they put their hives
in such a way that the hives are protected from the sun. It
is so very warm there that in Arizona I did not see a single
hive out in the apiary exposed to the sun, and it seemed
to me such shade as that would be very advantageous here
in Colorado, in Central California, in Texas, and many
localities where the sun beats down so hotly.
The shades
which I saw in Arizona were cheaply put up, made of
common material, oftentimes over a rude, rough trellis, put
up, perhaps, 20 or 30 feet wide, and perhaps 100 feet long,
and so arranged that weeds or grass could be piled on top
to make a shade, to protect it from the hot rays of the sun.
I am convinced that that would be a great advantage in
localities where the sun beats down very warmly, and it
:

;

would better conditions

all

around.

As I said a moment ago, the greatest difficulty about
one bee-keeper migrating to a new country is because he
sticks to old ruts.
If one wants to know about the conditions in the West he must study them thoroughly, and take
the advice of those around him, and not follow the old
methods of the old text-boods that were prepared and written for bee-keeping as it exists in the Rain-Belt.
Pres. Hutchinson— I think Mr. Root has covered that
subject very well, but if there is any one that would like to
speak further he is privileged to discuss it.
A. Nelson— In reference to shade, I would like to say
one word. In southeastern Utah we have a few colonies of
bees. I have some which stand out under a row of trees,
facing the east, and the sun shines on those trees, and at
12 o'clock those bees are in the shade the rest of the day. I
also have bees right out in the open ground where the sun
shines on them all day. The bees that are in the sun all day
long are the stongest colonies, and gather the most honey
in our section of the country.
The heat is not so strong
there that we need to shade them. I don't know whether
that would be the case here in Colorado or not, but that is
the case in southeastern Utah. The sun seems to have a
great effect on brood-rearing in the early spring, and, consequently, we get stronger colonies by having them out in
the sunshine all day long.
Dr. Miller What is the warmest weather you have.
Mr. Nelson The warmest weather we ever have is 110
degrees.
Dr. Miller— In the shade ?
Mr. Nelson— In the shade.
E. S. Lovesy I am authorized by the Utah beekeepers,
and the Governor of our State, the Chamber of Commerce,
and the citizens of Utah, to invite this Association next
year to hold the convention on the shores of the great and
only Salt Lake. Brethren, if you come along you won't

—
—

—

Nov. 20

1902.

regret it you will feel the way we do to-day. A gentlethat just sat down was somewhat undecided whether
to come to this convention or not.
Yesterday he said to
me, " Why, Mr. Lovesy, I wouldn't have missed this convention for ten times the cost of the ticket." We wish to
thank heartily the people of Colorado, and the bee-keepers
of Colorado, for the generous way in which they have
treated us. But, then, it is not to be wondered at even the
people from Illinois, Ohio and New York, when they get
out into this mountain air, can't help but feel generous,
whole-souled and big-hearted.
We produce some honey out in Utah, and we raise many
other things. I brought a few things along here, and I
wish the people to take them away. I brought a box
weighing 7S pounds, and I had quite a job getting it here,
and I don't want to take it back again. I need not boast to
you about our honey-flow when I show you an article of
that kind [exhibits a bottle of honey.]
I have had reports
from nearly all over the State, in the last three weeks, and
while there are quite a number of places where they have
not produced a great deal of honey, we have a number of
reports that cover an average of 300 pounds per colony.
When we get a flow of that kind, and honey like you see
here, we have to have a big flow of honey to do it. You
all know that bees always gather the best, and when you
get a first-class quart of white honey it is always the best.
I was thinking yesterday* when the subject of adulteration
was up and. do you know, it is a fact that we have to
adulterate this honey to get rid of it?
[Laughter.] A
great many people declare up and down that it is sugar and
water, when v?e present them with the very best quart of
white alfalfa honey, and they say, "We don't want your
sugar-honey." But if we put something dark-colored in,
and give it a golden tinge, it is all right.
;

man

;

—

One gentleman, up in Idaho, wrote me last week,
lamenting that he had left Utah and gone up there he
said, " Mr. Lovesy, the nights are too cold here, and we
have too much wind, and Idaho will never be the country
for a honey-flow that Utah is."
Nature, in her distribution of her treasures, made no
mistake the Saints made no mistake, the Mormons made
no mistake, whan they settled down in that country. We
read and sing about the mountain sides covered over with
Saints, milk, honey and wine. I wouldn't vouch for the
former, and I am very pleased to say we do not have much
of the latter, but when it comes to the milk and honey we
have plenty. I remember a little story told when the Mormons were going to Utah. A man told Brigham Young he
would give SlOO a piece for every ear of corn he could raise
out in that country. " Why," he said, "a digger Indian
can't live out there." Brethren, if you come out there next
year we will show you what we are doing.
I thank you for your attention, and I hope you will
come along and meet us next year, and if you do we will
meet you the following season in St. Louis.
Dr. Mason— I had a letter from Mr. Lovesy, who is
president of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Association, expecting
;

;

it at the proper time, but he has got the start
won't need to read it. I wanted to show him I
was not negligent in the matter, and wanted to attend to it.
John Merkley I want to say amen to what Mr. Lovsey
has said. I will say, as one of the Utah bee-keepers, we
If you will come and see
will try and make you welcome.
us I believe we can make it interesting for you.
J. Bolinger— In reference to keeping bees in the sunshine in Colorado, I have kept bees in Morgan County, 88
miles east of Denver, for 12 years, and I have never kept
any in the shade except a colony or two, and I don't have
my hive-covers painted either, and in 12 years I have never
had any melt down. I really prefer to have my bees in the
open sunshine, and not in the shade.
I. Williams— If we are going to take up a place of the
next meeting I would like to have a word
Pres. Hutchinson— This convention can't decide where
the next place of meeting will be the E.^ecutive CommitWe might talk all day and we can't
tee fixes the place.
When the time comes we will have to depend
fix that here.
upon what rates we can get, and other things. All talk as
to where the next meeting will be held would be useless.

to introduce

of me, so

I

—

;

(Continued ne.\t week.)

Honey-Dew in Colorado, the Rocky Mountain Bee
Journal says, has never been seen until the present season but this year, Sept. 19, the bees were fairly crazy over
honev-dew on the willows.
;

A
Nov.
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the bees must pass over this to get outside of the
Half an inch above the bottom-board a thinner board
should be secured in the same way to both the hive and the
box, immediately above the entrance to the hive, so as to
keep the packing material from obstructing the passage of
the bees, for this is now to become the entrance to the hive.
Having this fixed, and the hive thoroughly secured to
its place, we now put in the packing, pressing it in quite
tightly, so that as even a temperature as possible can be
maintained inside of the hive, packing the material in as
nearly alike on all sides as possible. When the top of the
hive is reached, the honey-board, if one is used, should be
removed, and two or three thicknesses of cotton cloth spread
over the top to keep the packing from rattling down into
the hive, and also that, in thus providing for ventilation, a
direct draft shall not be allowed through the hive.
Having all fixed as above, fill in the packing to the
depth of four inches all over the top of the other packing,
as well as over the hive, keeping it as evenly distributed as
possible, but allowing it to be more loose and open than at
the sides. The box should be tall enough so as to come a
a few inches above the packing, so that the cover, which is
now to be put on, shall not touch it. This last is very important, for, should the packing touch the cover to the box,
it will absorb the moisture which condenses on the cover, to
such an extent that all will become wet and moldy long bealso, as

box.

Contributed Articles
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Where

Shall the Bees Be Wintered?
HY

C. M. DOOI.ITTLK.

—

QUESTION. Where elmll I winter my bees
the cellar, wrap them up with tarreil paper, or

;

•

let

Shall

I

put theiu in

them be as they are

time in my
?
I have several colonies of bees for the tirsl
and wish to know where and how it will be best to winter them.
take the American Bee .lournal, and the readintr of eacji iminber is a

for winter
life,
I

feast to us.

—

Answer. As our questioner lives near latitude 41 degrees north, I will say that there is probably no better place
for him to winter his bees than in a good, dry cellar and if
he has such a cellar I would advise him to put his bees in it
for wintering. While this is not absolutely necessary for
safe wintering, and not as necessary in our southern as in
our northern localities, yet there will be a greater saving in
honey to the apiarist, as well as better chances of successful wintering, even as far south as latitude 37-8 degrees, below, where bees seem to do fully as well when on their sum;

mer

stands.
If the cellar of the (juestioner has a variable temperature
it will not be as good for the bees as would be one in which
the temperature could be kept as nearly at 45 degree as possible
yet if the temperature does not go above SO degrees,
nor go lower than 35, it will winter bees much better than
If the celto leave them on the summer stand unprotected.
lar is of more variable temperature than this, the bees
would doubtless be better off out-of-doors.
To prepare the hives properly for wintering in the cellar they should be carefully carried in on some morning
when it is a little cooler outside than the temperature which
is required for the bees to fly, and never when the hives are
frozen down to the bottom-boards or to the ground, if such
can possibly be avoided.
When the hives are thus frozen
down, the jar and confusion which comes from prying them
loose results in great irritation to the bees and causes them
to consume so much honey that it often leads to unsuccessful wintering afterwards.
After getting them to the cellar the hives should be set
on a bench a foot or more off the cellar bottom, and the
hives raised by some means at least two inches off the
bottom-board or bench. Failing to do this the hives will
not be properly ventilated, and the result will be that the
bees may become uneasy from lack of proper ventilation,
which will cause them to consume more stores than is necessary to their existence, thereby needlessly using up the
honey, and often leading to disease and death. If it is not
convenient thus to place them, the hives may be turned
bottom side up, if the frames are fastened in the hive,
or box-hives are used, and a light, thin fabric of some cotton
goods thrown over the mouth of the hive still, the first is
much preferred.
I also think it better that the cellar should be dark, or
that part of it in which the bees are wintered. Some claim
that bees will winter as well in a light cellar as a dark one,
which may possibly be so if all the conditions for successful
wintering are present but as such conditions are usually
not all present in many, if any, cellars, it is always best to
be on the safe side hence the advice to have the cellar
dark.
If the cellar is lacking in many of the qualities which
go to make a good cellar for wintering bees, then it may be
best not to try it at all, in which case we must try the next
best plan, and one which is quite suited to all, latitudes
south, of 42 to 44 degrees, that is, wintering on the summer
stands packed with chaff, leaves, fine hay or straw. While a
chaff hive is the preferable thing, yet it is not supposable
that all may have such hives, so we must fix the bees the
best we can according to our environments.
If you do not have chaff-hives, go to your store and procure dry-goods boxes of suitable size, or otherwise make
them, in which the hives can be set and leave room all
around for packing. A space of three or four inches is
about the right amount to leave, for experience has proven
that this is better than a larger or smaller amount. The
bottom-board should be raised that distance above the bottom of the box, and after having packed under it, it should
be secured there, and so as to touch the front side of the box
;

;

;

;

,

fore spring.

No matter whether it is chaff-hives, or boxes packed as
above, there should always be a few inches of space above the
chaff or packing so that the moisture arising from the bees
may have a chance to pass off to the outside air with as litHaving your bees thus fixed,
tle condensation as possible.
or in a good cellar, they will winter much better than if
left to take their chances in unprotected hives.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Maeterlinck's

"The

Life of the

Bee"—

Defense.
BY

C.

P.

PADANT.

without a protest, the mention made by
Mr. Albert Gale, in the Australasian Bee-Keeper, quoted
in the American Bee Journal on page 547, of Maeterlinck's
"The Life of the Bee" as a "comic book on bees." It is
true that there are a few very unimportant incorrect statements made in the wonderful work of Maeterlinck. But this
writer does not claim infallibility. He does not even claim
I quote from
to write a treatise for practical apiculture.

CAN NOT pass,

I

his first

page

:

my intention to write a treatise on apicultiire,
or on practical bee-keeping. Excellent works of the kind
abound in all civilized countries, and it were useless to atNor is this book to be a scientific monotempt another
one
I wish to speak of the bees very simply, as
gram
speaks of a subject one knows and loves, to those who know
"It

not

is

"
not
Maeterlinck has written a book that will remain, because it is a scientific subject put into prose. Any one who
has read this book has become interested in the bee,
whether he knew anything about bees before or not.
On the way home from the Denver convention, I met a
gentleman from Chicago, traveling in the same sleepingcar I did, who was interested in entomology. He knew
nothing about bees otherwise than as an entcmiologist had
it

.

;

bees, queens and drones, and had made some
personal studies of their anatony. When he found that I
was a bee-lover, his first words were, " Have you read the
Life of the Bee by Maeterlinck ? What a masterpiece it is.
What a romance at the same time as a work of information "
,

dissected

some

'

'

!

,

days ago, I met a lady teacher who had read the
same work. She knew nothing about bees, had never owned
a colony, but had become a lover of the tee through the inspiration given by this poetical prose.
We are all human, and therefore all liable to err. Mr.
Albert Gale undoubtedly is not an exception to the common
can
rule, but when one of our race writes something which
cause others to pass many pleasant hours, while reading
the unfolding, in an attractive manner. of facts that are not
may
in themselves enticing reading, a few slight errors
easily be pardoned, especially if the writer frankly dismisses
all claim to technical knowledge.
" or ludiMaeterlinck's work is beautiful, not " comic
crous, as the Australasian critic would make us believe. Let

A few
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me

quote a page among the many, a gem among the gems,
his admiration of the energy of the worker-bee
:

Why

"

do they thus renounce sleep, the delights of
honey and love the exquisite leisure enjoyed, for instance,
by their winged brother, the butterfly ? Why will they not
live as he lives ? It is not hunger that urges them on. Two
or three flowers suffice for their nourishment, and in one
hour they will visit two or three hundred, to collect a treasure whose sweetness they never will taste. Why all this
toil and distress, and whence comes this mighty assurance ?
Is it so certain, then, that the new generation whereunto
you off^er your lives will merit the sacrifice will be more
beautiful, happier, will do something you have not done ?
Your aim is clear to us, clearer than our own you desire to
live, as long as the world itself, in those that come after
but what can the aim be of this great aim, what the mission
;

renewed ? "
Perhaps Mr. Gale cannot see any

of this existence eternally

literary beauty in
such passages. Perhaps, when he reads of bees, he expects
only to be told which is the best hive or the best manner of
harvesting surplus. Perhaps, also, he has not read Maeterlinck very carefully, for he misquotes him. For instance,
he quotes him as saying, " The nurse-bees feed nine or ten
thousand eggs, the eighteen thousand larva; and the thirtysix thousand nymphs." Opening the book at the incriminated passage I read " For this is the royal domain of the
brood-cells, set apart for the queen and her acolytes about
10,000 cells wherein the eggs repose, 15,000 to 16,000 chambers tenanted by larvse, 40,000 dwellings inhabited by white
nymphs to whom thousands of nurses minister."
I read Maeterlinck in the original French when it wa^
first published
I have since procured the English translation, and I have this to say to the readers of the American
Bee Journal If you wish a text-book on bee-culture, do not
buy Maeterlinck's. If you wish a practical work giving cuts
and descriptions of bee implements, you will find nothing
of the kind in his " Life of the Bee."
Neither will you find in it anything ludricrous or comical.
But if you wish to pass a few pleasant hours if you
can enjoy a little poetical prose, on a subject which is familiar to you, send for " The Life of the Bee."
Any person,
whether bee-keeper, banker, laborer, farmer, or school
teacher, even if he were unable to know a bee from a hornet,
can profitably and enjoyably read this book.
:

;

;

:
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OVERHAUI, THE SMOKER.
Give your smoker a good overhauling, and put
in good shape for work when needed.

it

away

LATE FEEDING OF BEES.
Are you sure that your bees have plenty of stores for
the winter, and that you have done everything you possibly
can to insure their comfort and safety during their long
nap? If you are so unfortunate as to have to feed your
bees at this late hour, don't try to feed syrup, it is too late
for that.
If you do not have frames of honey to give them,
then feed them candy.

READING BEE-LITERATURB IN WINTER.

;

;

Nov.

How much of

your time are you going to give to bee?
Have you made any plans as to
what you are going to read? Remember, if you are going
to be a tip-top bee-keeper you must put your best efi^ort into
it.
Get all the knowledge in regard to bees that you possibly can, and be ready to put it into practice when the right
time comes.
"faithfulness" the key-note.
literature this winter

Don't get discouraged because you can't learn all about
bees in a day. Possess your soul in patience, and keep
pegging away. There is an old proverb that says, " Keeping everlastingly at it is sure to bring success." Be that as
it may, be sure thut/aiih/u/ness is the key-note to success
in every department of work.
S.4VING BITS OF

Now

WAX, COMB, ETC.

a good time to get all the bits of wax and pieces
of old comb, etc., together, and extract the wax from them.
That is, unless you have been so energetic that you have it
done already. If you have carefully saved all stray bits it
may be a surprise to j'ou to see the nice cake of golden wax
you will have as the result of your labor.
is

;

Hancock

Co.,

111.

Preparation for Whitening the Skin.

A

very nice preparation for whitening the skin, is made
of oatmeal, honey and lemon-juice. Mix oatmeal and honey
together until you have a thick paste, then add enough
lemon-juice to make the paste of the right consistency to
spread on easily.

-^

Advantages of a Deep Bottom-Board.

\

Are you using a deep or a shallow bottom-board ? There
are many advantages in having a deep bottom-board.

Our Bee-HeeDin^ Sisters
^

Especially is this true in regard to wintering. It allows
the bees to cluster below the frames and what bee-keeper
does not enjoy peeping into the hives and seeing a large
cluster of contented bees hanging in plain sight, apparently
;

Conducted by

EMMA

M, WILSON,

saying

all is well.

gives them plenty of air, and there is no danger of
the entrance being clogged with dead bees as with a
shallow bottom-board. It is an easy matter to clean out all
dead bees if you wish, the space (2 inches) being ample to
allow their being raked out without disturbing the bees,
unless they are clustered below the frames, in which case
there is seldom any cleaning out necessary, for when you
find a cluster so large as to extend down through the 2inch
space and rest on the bottom-board, you will generally
perhaps ahvays find that the bees themselves keep their
It

Sug-g-estions for the Cool Months.
is sold, and the bees ready for winter,
there naturally comes a little lull, and we have a chance to
draw a long breath but the winter months are not to be
idle ones so far as the bees' interests are concerned.
This
is our chance to get ready for next year.
It is well to begin by taking an inventory of what we
are likely to need how many new hives, frames, bottomboards, covers, sections, etc. In making an estimate, perhaps it is well to err on the side of having too much rather
than too little.
In the very busy season we have no time for this kind
of work, at least we don't want to take any time for it we
want this work out of the way while we have the leisure
for it.
I know it is often said that a woman can not drive a
nail, but bee-women know better than that, for many of
them do their own carpenter work without any assistance,

After the honey

;

—

—

swept up clean.
During the honey harvest 2 inches is too much space to
allow under the brood-frames, for the bees will build down
and fill it solid with honey and brood — a thing that is not
floor

;

and do

it

well, too.

Besides making new, there
the stock on hand to be done.

There

is

is

always some repairing of

The bottom-board can be reversed, but that means a
good deal of heavy lifting — a thing to be avoided as much
as possible — so a false bottom-board can be slipped in under
the brood-combs, leaving just the right space. It is taken
out in the fall as soon as the bees quit storing, and left out
until near the time for the next harvest.

Now

is the time to do it.
boiled-down comfort in having everything ready

for use.

CLEANING T

TINS.

Do you use the T super ? If so, have j'ou your T tins
cleaned ready for next year ? Don't forget that they can
be cleaned with concentrated lye, so that they will look
almost as good as new.
all

desirable.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of SI. 00
for your Bee Journal subscription a /u// year zn advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you will mention it.

—

—
Nov.
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Questions and Answers.
Quest

I

CONDUCTED BY
DIt.

C O. aill^LHR, Marenfro,

111.

[The Qaestlons may be mailed to the Bee Jonrnal office, or to Dr. Miller
alrect, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mall.— Editor.
1

Poul Brood.
1.

How

can one say for certain this

chilled brood

is

foul brood or

7

remedy for foul brood ?
be cured or not ?
4. How do the bees carry foul brood from one hive to
another? Is it in the honey, or is it transferred to other
hives ?
5. What would you advise one to do if he had 30 or more
colonies that he was afraid had foul brood, and they were
I have 12 colonies that have had someall the bees he had ?
I am
thing- the matter with them the past three years.
afraid it is foul brood. Here it appears about the latter
part of May and disappears during the latter part of
August. Before and after that time the brood looks clean
and nice, but when that appears it looks just as I see foul
brood explained. The bees do not do so well as they would
What would you do in a case like
if that was not the case.
Is there a certain

3.

Can

this

2.

it

Wisconsin.

?

Answers. — 1. The

special feature of foul brood that
distinguishes it from chilled brood is the odor and ropiness.
2 and 3. The McEvoy treatment has been effectual in a
great many cases.
colony badly
4. It is usually carried in the honey.
affected with foul brood is not able to protect itself against
the robbing of other colonies, and the microbes are carried
with the honey.
5. Make a business of informing yourself fully upon
the whole subject. Study carefully all that is said in your
text-book, and get Howard's foul-brood pamphlet. That vpill
be much better than the information to be had in thisdepartment, for our good editor would be likely to shut down on
me if I should attempt to take all the space necessary for
subjects already treated in the text-books. It is possible
your bees have foul brood in a mild form and yet one would
think greater headway would be made in three years.

A

;

Perhaps Bee-Paralysis— Wintering Bees— Eating Honey.
In
I have one colony of beesi that I am puzzled with.
August and September, 1901, the bees began to die off very

even later on the bees, when in front of the hive dead,
were swollen up and full, as if from confinement. I did not
open the hive to see what was going on, and more than
likely I could not have seen more than I could see outside.
I thought to unite what would not die, but neglected to do
it.
When I came across that colony last spring I found a
young queen, brood, and a goodly number of bees (strong),
making the best showing of all, and they also proved the
best.
Now that same colony is dying off the same way.
The reason I mention the young queen is because I always
This colony
clip my old queens, and this was not clipped.
did not swarm in 1901 or 1902. It always goes with the rest
fast

;

of the best ones. Why is it that only the bees out of the
one hive die off so early, and not any of the others that do
but little better ? This is what puzzles me. The colony is
located at the same place. I do not meddle with bees any
more than is necessary.
2. I winter my bees on the summer stands, where the
sunshines on them. I have a rim under the hives 2'+ inches
high, open the whole width of the hives, 16 inches, with
wire screen 3 meshes to the inch. Is that too much opening
for out-door wintering, and no packing ? Bees have wintered
I only change the size of
best for me without protection
the entrance.
3. Don't you think every practical bee-keeper should
pay his or her subscription to bee-papers in advance ? Yes,
sir
I will pay in advance, even though the subscriptions
;

;

go up
4.

to $5.00.
I

eat

honey on bread, pie and cake. I am often
my wife. What do you think about it ? She

laughed at by
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good about cleaninff sections, and hiving swarms when

am away.
Answkks.— 1.

Pennsylvania.

don't know what is the trouble. The
swelling and dying looks like paralysis. In that case
you ought to notice the bees standing about with their
wings trembling, and with a more or less shiny appearance
because of the disappearance of their plumage.
2. That seems pretty open, but the best proof of the
pudding is the eating, and if you have had good success in
any particular way it is not a bad plan to continue it.
3. You are quite right about the importance of subscribing for a bee-paper. I can hardly be called a beginner, and
yet I dare not skip anything written by the rawest beginner, for there is always a possibility that he has struck upon
something that I have not yet learned. It is no doubt true,
also, that the larger the list of subscribers the better able
the publisher is to make improvements that will be of value
to the readers.
4. Your wife is quite right not to eat honey with pie
and cake, at least not much of it, for the cake and pie spoil
the honey and people are learning that cake and pie are
not nearly so good for the health as bread and honey. Still,
I
it's a good deal a matter of taste how one eats honey.
drink more than I eat of it. First thing every morning I
drink a bowl of hot water sweetened to taste with extracted
honey. I think my folks find me less disagreeable to live
with on account of the honey. Editor York eats an amount
[Prov. 24of honey that is surprising for one of his size.
"Eat thou honey because it is good." That's the
13 says
reason we eat lots of it. It's good. Editor.]
I

;

—

:

Young Queen Swarming

Stiipping Bees-Bitter

Honey

I have just read what " New York " says, on page
about his young queen swarming this year. Duringswarming-time, last spring, I took a frame ot young brood
and put it in an empty hive, moved a strong colony and put
the hive with the young brood in place of the strong colony.
They sealed up 8 or 10 young queens at once. When the
young queens began to hatch they cast a nice swarm. In
September this same queen led another swarm out. So
yousee this one was reared this year, and led out two
1.

650,

swarms.
2. Did you ever know bees

to swarm 3 months after the
usual time to quit? They did this here this fall. The reason was, because there was a honey-tlow of bitterweed.
3. In shipping bees you put the end of the frames toward the engine, don't you ?
A
4. A keeps B's bees for half the honey and swarms.
decides to move, and take B's bees with him. Who ought
to pay the freight. A, or B, or both ?
5. In shipping bees in very cold weather would it do
just to cover with wire-cloth ? Would it not be too cold ? If
so,

how would you

fi.x

them?

thinking of taking my bees to Texas. They are
I could not sell them
all in good hives, with nice combs.
here for very much. Do you think it will pay me to take
them.
about
7. When would be the best time to ship them,
Dec. 1, or in February ?
Would it do
8. I use a plain plank for a bottom-board.
to nail the top and bottom boards on and close the entrance
with wire-cloth, if I ship them in the winter ?
How do you
9. I send you a sample of bitter honey.
think the bees will winter on it? We have never had to
Al.^bam.v.
winter bees on it altogether before.
6.

I

am

Answers. — 1.

I

am sorry

there are so

many

exceptions

But I
to the rule, but glad to learn the truth about it.
would not call the first swarm in your case an exception. It
is just what would be expected as a general rule, that when
several queens are reared in a colony, if conditions are
favorable, a swarm will issue with the first virgin that
emerges. Although it may not always have been explicitly
stated so, the rule is that no /av/w^f queen will issue with a
swarm if a queen has been reared in a colony during the
year. Your second case of swarming was an exception to this rule, but the first was not.
It
2. Yes, in some places this is more or less common.
is much the same as another season coming on, and such
swarms are often called " buckwheat swarms," and a swarm
of the same year may send out a swarm, called a virgin
swarm. This makes your second case of swarming, previously mentioned, less of an exception than it otherwise

same

would

be.
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Yes, the frames running parallel with the track on a
and crosswise in a road wagon.
4. I suppose that moving- was not contemplated in
the
first place, and being a matter entirely for A's benefit he
should foot the bill.
5. I don't believe it would be too cold, yet if the entrances
are as large as they ought to be for the best results, (mine
are two inches deep), closing the entrances with wire-cloth
would be enough in very cold weather.
6. As you have probably had little or no experience in
shipping, very likely you might better sell at a low price
and then buy again.
7. Likely February would be better than December.
And yet, if you were sure of a flight immediately or shortly
after the moving, December might be the better time.
8. If I understand you, the question is whether it would
do to have one entire end of the hive open except the covering of wire. I think it would be all right.
3.

railroad,

9.

What do

bitter as

I

I

think of it ? I think it's bitter, but not so
I should have very little anxiety about

expected.

bees wintering on

it.

* The

Page

629.

THE KNIFE

The

*

**Old Reliable" ^een through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. HASTY, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, O.

IN QUEEN-CLIPPING.

"Ye

Editor" left out the Hamlet from his editorial
Hamlet on clipping the queen. The number of queen's
legs which the scissors bereave of the foot, is about the
most important consideration in the business and to prevent needless maiming is about the weightiest reason for
using the knife. Page 643.
;

FALL UNITING OF BEES.
and oft-repeated directions
about fall uniting, I would add this
In a large apiary,
with much uniting to be done, it is sometimes easy to use a
hive foreign to all the colonies, and a full set of foreign
combs of honey. Then run the bees in higglety pigglety,
and their condition (from a bee's point of view) is that both
nationality and home are completely gone, and fighting
out of the question, because there seems to be absolutely

To Mr.

Doolittle's excellent

:

nothing

Afterthought.

20, 1902.

stores hold a high record for wintering "any old way ;" but
with bad stores all the oats in Scotland can't save 'em.

left to fight for
64b.

— every bee a

stranger in a strange

Page

land.

i

Nov.

The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8'2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
of all the officers and directors of the Association also the
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
1901, and the two latest bee-songs
" The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom " and " Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but who should have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year both for $1.10. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.
^ • »
;

LAWS ON

—

Four, BROOD.

That is a good idea of the Colorado law concerning foul
brood, to make the treatment conform to what is required
by the State Association. Excellent way to keep a law upto-date without the sad bother of getting additional legislation.
In Wisconsin the treatment seems to be left for the
inspector to direct. In some respects this would be still
better, but the man is more liable to cherish dangerous
whims about a dangerous disease than a State association
would be. Wisconsin seems not to give the inspector power
to destroy bees at first visit. Better not tie the inspector's
hands that way. Page 615.
PAY OF FOUL-BROOD INSPECTORS.
Setting the county commissioners to fix the pay of foulbrood inspectiors is a minor weak point in the Utah law or
would be for most of our States. They'd fix it very low,
hoping nobody would serve. The commissioners are usually
good men, but it would be exceptional for them to beanything else than densely ignorant about bees. They would
naturally view inspection as a public expense little better
than foolishness; and a campaign of education would have
to be carried on, which would be (to somebody) expensive
of time and patience. Better to obviate this by having the
law itself fix the compensation. Page 616.

—

LAYING WORKERS AND DEAD BROOD.
Quite possibly right, is the first answer of Dr. Miller on
page 617 but there is another thing to be thought of. If
I am right, bees that have had laying workers for a long
time do sometimes let their combs get filthy with dead
brood, without their being any special disease in the hive.
Merely discouraged and fitful'in their efforts now starting
a considerable brood, now letting it all starve on their

—

Honey as a Health=Food
page

which

is

the

name

of a

16-

designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
devoted to a consideration of ".Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It
is almost certain to make good customers for honey.
We
know, for we are using it ourselves.
Prices, prepaid Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts.; 25
leaflet (3'3x6 inches)

is

—

for20cts.; 50 for 35 cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for $1.25; 500
for $2.25
1000 for $4.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your
;

order.
*-«-»

;

;

hands. The final kick-the-bucket of starvation may arrive
after sealing, I think, and apparently often while in the
very act of emerging from the cell. Long semi-starvation,
either in the last stage of growth or a previous one, may
suffice to

cause

Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepers and the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

Why

such

this.

effort.

PROPOLIS ON THE FINGERS.

And

so our British cousinswant to handle frames without getting propolis on their fingers
I laugh.
The desire
is laudable enough, surely.
But I suspect that the practical
way to keep propolis off the fingers is to follow some other
vocation. Propolis to the bee-man is like tar to the seaman
on a sailing vessel. He has to get used to it, and the sooner
the better. Page 628.
I

WINTERING OATS ON BEES.

We

can't winter bees on oats but it seems we can winter oats on the bees, with profit to the latter and no serious
harm to the former. But, then, healthy bees with first-rate

" The

*

Hum

»

»

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree

Bloom "

is

name of the finest bee-keeper's song — words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

the

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at SI. 00.

;

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working

Nov.
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My

Neighbors Qot No
Honey.

((

yon Voiison

Wlial

My Golden Add Ciiloiiy irave me 125 pounds
of honey; mv otliers none, nor did my neiit'ibors get any. Mks. C. A. li,\t.i.,Vernod Center,
N. Y.

The

Ariel

Low, Cohoes,

Mv Add

One colony

queens are beautiful.

them stored

of

lo Yanka
lie take alonj; some

Doodle vent

finished sections. — W. B.

11"

N. Y.

ciue:u

is 3

prolific each year. It rained all
the Add colony gave me two good *^warnis ar.d
25 pounds of honey.— Hr<;M Okk, I'ort Uuron,
Ont., Canada

My new
tell

are reared.

Yen doniyuyun

Work

will contain .SO pages and 25 illustraProspectus free.
tions.

Keep them
wlien the hens lay.
Fur hatfhiiiK timl hromllnyiniH'.
iiitr u?*e the best reas(Hial)le priced
ItH'uhatDrs

upuu honor,

and Brooders — built
sold upon ^'uarantee.

THE ORMAS
A. Itotita, Litronlcr, Indiana

I...

me

meniiun

fiea.be

oce

j-u

ENVELOPES
printed to order, only

A

little coupon on each envelope will
you dollars. Other printing cheap. Ad-

neat

bring-

dress at once,

HOWARD &

47A6t
flease

$

CHICAGO.

menuou Bee journal -when wnting.

ni.eo

^

I
I

CO.,

S'O Masonic Temple,

For

200 Egg

Denver.
bean to big meetings in Denver,
Dr Miller he clime up on big hi fens, an he
look an he see ting vat dom call Propaganda,
vat make dom peoples ete more hunnys. My
ying, ay tank dat bean som gud ting. Ay
"vont to git tre or four of dem tings, coz ay
Say,
e.xpect to got lots of hunny nex year.
Mr New York, do you tank tre or four of das
Propagandas vill tite if ay keep dom in da
Dan tank dom bean dangerous,
same field
Ay tank you ought to hav
am dom get loos
lots ma dem tings in Chicago.
Now, da telefone vat ay got in de big room
on da vail, he bean da best ting to sell hunny
vat ay ever seen, an ay goan to tell you bout
Veil

'

INCUBATOR
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy,

III.

it

Please mention the Bee Journal.

after vile.

sen for som clover quvens. an
vas call right, but ay musla have some of
das Propaganda tu but if dom bean bad to
lite ay tank ve Ijelter turn dem in da same
field ma dem slop hunny mans, den de vool
vill fly, you bet, an mebby dom bean plenty
sorry to put corn molasses in glas tumblers
and put little bees comb in it an call it hunny.
Now, veu it bean som big vedding in das
nabrehood ay yenerly hav sens nuf to stay
home, it ay don't bean invited. Ven dom
vant Yon Yonson to com dom sen awful nice
card vat say some tings lak das:
" Ve be so happy to see Yon Y'onson an vife
to big vedding, an be shur an bring awful
nice present." Coz den ve know ve bean in it,
an ve goan to be dar rain or shine.
Now, don't you tank It bean som gud ting
to sen every body big inviting to yoln demPrint nice card;
selves In to das yunyuns J
on von side say vat das yunyuns bean for, vat
it bean alreddy dun, and vat dom goan to do,
an vat dom vont lo do, an dat ve bean glad to
hav dom yoln vid us so ve bean more able to
du gud to us an dom too. Den on odder side
of card say som dings lak das:
" Pleas look in close an you vill line in das
letter von dollar, for vieh pleas yoin me Into
das N. B.-K. A. ciuvlck.''
An den sen dem cards to all dom mans vat
make bee-papers, an dom kin sen ma deirs

Now, ay bean

dom
If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 10

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOK HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

END YOUR NAMEthe^^

s

or our special iriilav

Iri.'il

pr'iiiositiuii

.

n

DANDY GREEN BONE CUTTER.
will double

The

fastest

and

easi~-;tiii.ide. It

your ejjg yield.

STRAnON MFG.

CO.,

Price $5 up.

BOX 21

ERIE, PA.

Please mention Bee Journal "wlien wxitiiig.

FOR THANKSQIVINQ DAY
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets
within distances of 150 miles, Nov. 26
and 27, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip. Tickets good returninguntil

Nov.

28, inclusive.

This road has

three express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New York
and Boston, with vestibuled sleepingAlso excellent dining-car servcars.
ice, meals being served on Individual
Club Plan, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00; also a la carte. For reservation in sleeping-cars or other information, address John Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 113
298,

Adams

St.,

;

paper to all deirs subscribers.
lank dat bean some gud ting

;

Don't you
bean so

It

Adams

room

St.

60 45A3t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

in

Colorado"

I still have .several hundred copies of
the souvenir with the above title. The
bee-papers and a good many people
without vi.sible axes to grind have said
is a valuable and attractive thing.
it
If you should like to have a copy, send
me a silver dime or 5 two-cent stamps,
and I will mail you a copy.

" Bees in Coi.ouaiio " is the title of a 4hpage and cover pamphlet golt«n up lo Ixioni
the Denver convention. Its author is D. \V.
Working, Ihe alert secretary of the Colorado
Bee-Keepcrs' Association. It is beautifully illusiratcd. and printed on enameled
paper. It is a credit to .Mr. Working, and
will be a great hc-lp in acquainting those outside of Colorado with the bee and honey
and opportuniles of that
charaeterlslics
Static

State.— American Bee .lournal.
D. W.

WORKING, Box 432,

please meiiTion

Hee Journal

START YOU
TO
We will prL-aent yuu

$

Denver, Colo.
wh^-ri -wntinp

IN

BUSINESS

with the llr..t e-. > ..u
take in to etart you In a ^ood pa.vln^ l.unl.
ness. Send 10 cents for full line ot sompleil

(llrertlona how to beirtn.
DRAPER PUBLISMING CO., Chicaco. Illi.
(^'ease mention Bee Jcri'^al -when -writing,
Htiii

FOUR

PERSO:%.4I.I.V

«;o:>ii»i :cxKi»

excxrsio.-%s

FRO.n
CIIICAUO, «Oi:.^CII.
A.:Si*

BLUFFS

O.MAHA

xo

;alifor:^ia
^VIXH t'HOIOE OF ROl XES.
These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman TourSleeping Cars, over the Union
ist
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the

way by conductors

skilled in

excursion parties.
of
Pacific is the only line

service

the

The

from
running four excursions to

Union

Omaha

California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.
For full information call on or ad-

W.

dress

Q.

NEIMYER,

Q.A.,

193 South Clark St.,
Chicago, lU.

44Atf

FOR SALE.
Extracted Basswood Honey, stored tu
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each
7000 lbs.

holding 330 lbs.net; H barrels, ISO lbs.; kits,
Prices—Tl^c per pound in barrels, and
, Its.

33'

Sc in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail. 10c. Address,
N. L. HENTHORN, box 83. Viola, Wis.
41 A13t

The Nickel Plate Road
will afford its patrons an opportunity
to take advantage of low rates for

Christmas and

New Year

selling tickets at a fare

holidays, by
and a third for

the round-trip to all points on their
line, Dec. 24, 25, 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
Return limit including Jan. 2,
1903.
1903. Through service to New York
City, Boston and other eastern points.

Chicago.

City ticket office. 111
'Phone Central 2057.

Bees

in

dom

'.

Perfect in construction nnd
action. Hatches every fertil-*
egg, 'Write for calnloK tn-iiay.

46A26t

file.

Ay vont to tell das I)r Miller if he don't vas
trash his veet yet he lietter git some Svede
mans to put good top on das straw stack, coz
much rainiMff. Ay tank ve beau
it liean so
plenty hungry for das nice straw das vinier.
Ay tank hesjoan 10 tcif us som of his tinesta
wheel in das merioan liee-paper tu.
Yen dom bee-mans had big campmeetings
In Denver, ay tank dom bean kin. of cool, an
niebby dom bean kine of discourage. Mebby
it bean some gud ling if Yon Yonson poke up
das fire little, and if Dr. Miller vill yust trowon big arm full of straw ay tank by an by ve
goan to have puny big blazing, an den ve can
cook dom fellers goos vat bean sell das slop
hunnys

$i.oo per looo

as

He tank himself vat he shal du,
He sen New York von dollar;
An now he feel bo j;uod he laff
An yoiist mal;e ),'rate bi(J holler.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

POVLTRY PAYS

town,
hunny,

But he don't vas feel sora very Kud,
He l(now U liiin't vas rite,!
li'or him to ^ii ilas Ijcnefit

book on Otieen-Rearinp will

how such queens

Tlilnks

Ue price vas hi, he don't vas cry;
Now, he havveii plenty hunny.

grows more
summer, but

years old;

747

Farmers
So Many
PAGE

havH found
worth your

tVnceg better,

troul>le

PKJKWOVKN

ti>

investifrate

it is certainl>
their qualities.

UlltK FKNCKiO., AI»ltl.4N,MU:H.
Please mention Bee Journal -when •writina

Chicago passenger station, Harrison
St. and 5th Ave. For further information, address John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chicago.
66-47A5t

^
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Nov.

20, 190?.

handy

to fill out das blank an dom all no dom
bean hav big invitiDg.
Now, das yun.vuns bean better for little beekeepers lak Yon Yonson, dan nobody elst. but
mebby it bean lots ma fellers vat don't tank
about it so das vay. Ay belief dom all bean
villing to tak holt an help if dom have reglar
nviting, and den ve be able to do lots ma gud,
an start das Propaganda yust flying.
i

Veil,

Dr Miller don't vas

if

git after

me

vid

WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

sharp stick ay come over next veek.

Yon Yonson.

and you never know

just

when that

be-ifs very convenient to have at hand a good
dependable remedy, like

will

reliable,

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment.
so!»ethingtohelpyou,and you want it right away. Whv not,
'".''''able remedy, so as to have it by you when you need
it?
'^J'y
a°d e.vternal uss, tor man and beast, has been for 40
1,.,
vpirf the
tl,r best
i,
^"Vhousehold
""«T"?i remedy known
.vears
standard
"
to medical science
fhln i^f;,

;

w«inL'.

,'""

''?''

"

I

'

.

'

Plenty of Stores for Winter.
I

had 30 colonies of bees with queens

in the

I

stores for winter, as I

Watkins'

Wintering Bees
As

Home Doctor and Cook Book

free.

home treatment ----•
for all common diseases ot man and beast;
beast: contains numbers
niimhf«r);
.,
,,,
iuuanie
recipes, weather torecasts and an immense amount of interestintr
and useful
rniation, for home and farm. SomethinL' lor every member of the
family, old or
"' Send for copy .free.

(.Ti\es

.

,.

1

honey gathered in August, and extracted the" honey
gathered later.
B. F. Barrus.
set aside

Tooele Co., Utah, Nov.

the best liuiment you ever used.

sn't

averaged 16 gallons of extracted
honey per colony. By dividing I have increased to 49 colonies. All have plenty of
spring.

^

'

{THE

4.

I

J.

R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

"iitaiito fpn more Hve, hiisUIn;

CO., lOUBERnST.,

mm

ivho

mint

tu

WINONA, MINN.,

earn s food

U. S.

A

Write forparllculurg

llilni;.

in the Cellar.

near the time when the bees in our
cold climate will need to be fixed up in some
suitable place for the winter, I will give you a
little of my experience in the care of bees at
this season of the year.
I hope it will be of
some use to some other novice or amateur.
In the fall of 1898 I bought '29 colonies, and
it is

iPlease

when

mentlo a Bee Journal

writuy;

OUR FRIENDS ON THE FARM

We want ItJO.OOO circulation forTho Nortliwrstern AKrieulturist and
pay you to aid us in getting it l>rfore New V.-urs. 1!>03. That
means 25.(M)(J new

Wo

Affricultnrist

Trill usually result in ourreceivinti the subscription.
w:int yi.u first to read The NortlMvestern ARriculturist and be able
sincerely to sicn that
s;ii'iii nut
th.it rf'pnmmfn.inii.in
iw.i-i^i* v^^n
recommendation. wrc^ shall
authorize
you inr^ii
to tell
your friends that if they will enclose your postal card with their subscription before January 31, IHUH, we will accept 30 cents silver and the postal
card as full pay (regular price 00 centst for the years subscription, or we
will accept 60 cents and one postal card as full pay regular price $1.00)
for two years' subscription. Your postal card, therefore, will be worth to
your friends
yuur
irienas either ^iu
20 cents or 00
&0 cents, accortlingtotheircb
accortlingtotheirchoice. Only
one such card, however, will be accepted from any one _subscriber,,
and only when accompanied with the cash.
simply want you
to aid us with
Willi your irienaiy
friendly influence to introduce the pa
paper to your
friends.
If then they do not see fit to subscribe we will thank
th;
you just the same, and by doing us this favor you will get your
own subscription for 1903 for fifteen (15) cents instead of
fifty(50j cents, the regular price.

will

subscript ion.s. Here is our ullcr \u>>\ t:n<»i lie r. January
VM\): Send us 15 <-ents in silver and itroujise IosIkii. adtlrc-saiid niai'l
three (;i) postal cards for us. to farmers who, you kimw. out^ht to i:ikt>

We

.-i

1,

such a standard farm j.aper. and we will send you Tin- Nori iMvestcrn
Agriculturist a whole year. Orsenclus 25"cents in failvL-rand amco
to address live (5) such postal cards to farmers and we will send vou The
Northwestern Agriculturist for two years. Your subscription will
begin as soon ns you send us the names; we shall not wait until you have
mailed the i)Ostals to your friends. We will furnish you the postal cards
free by next mail after we receive your subscription. Thecards willcontain ready-i»rinted message which you can siun as your personal recommendation to your friends, urginK them to subscribe. That is all there is to
our plan, l»ut the secret is that we know that with your neit'hbor or friend,
a recommendation from you, a farmer, to take The Northwestern

(

We

—

PRESENTS FOR YOU

one such postal card signed by you comes to us with your friend's subscription before January .31st. 1903, we will send you a nice present. If two
of your cards bring us resulting subscriptions we will send you a still costlier present, and if all of your postal cards bring us
returns we will
remember you proport.onjite y. All of these presents will be mailed between February 1st and February 6th, 11IU3. This will be a special
inducement
for you to Im- caret ul to select persons who really ought to subscribe and then, if convenient, you can supplement the regular cards
with any special
personal urging you see Ht. so that you -.vill get your present and we will get the subscriptions.
have additional inducements for you if you
than the above inentioiied number of sulise ibersffor us. When you send in your 15 or
cenls for your own subscription. we will write you details.
If

We

:.'.">

^nnn

"-'^^^^

^J^X

and women AKEW.VNTKD to represent The Northwestern Agriculturist in

business, pay liberally fur work, protect your territory.

"«™^*'e up of prncHn.l
OVR EDITORTAI
A-.1/1 1 VFIVlM.Lf STAFF
I i^I*
eiued Sperialist

VFVKV

We

.3

e.x-peri-

ff

s in e.i.b deheir knowledueandlltness for
made a HueccMt in that line of work ->n (lu-irown fruius.
employ no mere theorists, but only men and women of recoifiilzcd ubIHty.

partment,
the

Pleasing, dignified

who have actually demonstrated

p..siti'.n

t

by Imving

Northwestern

Agriculturist,

Room K19,

the Central States.

We

start you in
particulars.

and agreeable employmeut. Write us f or

the imegritvand honestv
Wp
adver"*-' n^/ARANTFF
Witiv/*ii A
admitted
our columns. This
irfM>

means that

of all

tiseiiM-ntrt
d by

ever a siibs(Til)cr ise
and tli--n nro^emfe th

If

jmy the Inss
defender of subscribers' IntercHtn.

Security

Building,

Please mention Bee .Tournal -when -WTitinB.

to

oneof our advertisers we will

ertiser.
Thij^ paper is a vigorous
ave no mercy on i-'akes or Kr.iiids.

Chicago,

Illinois

Nov.
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tlxed a place in the cellar for llioiii, liy liiiUding a sealYdld about live feel lilgli umler a
part of 11)1) house, where there would bo lire
kept durin^r the winter.

placed the V!ll colonies on this scalTold
aboul Ihc middle of Novendicr, with plenty
of hoiit!y. 'rile hives wore dry, and I t,l)outrlit
1 had LluMM tixod in jjood shape for wintering,
as ther^^ would bo a tiro about three foetal)ovo
them, and the cellar was arranged so 1 could
I

ventilate

It

when

I

wished

bees were ciuite noisy the latter imrt of
the winter, and 1 took thcnioul in March and
found IT) colonies were dead. I saw why it
was.
I had
left on the honey-l)oard, which
hold the dampness in the hives, and the combs

had moldoil.
bonjrhl

colonies

more and

started in
the sprlu); of lsi)9 with 25 colonies; they increased durin;; the summer by natural swarm11

ing to 40. I thought I would try the cellar
again for wintering, and tlxed a room in one
corner, 10 by 12 feet, by putting up aboard
partition. This room was under a part t>f the
house where there was no lire kept, and as 1
wanted to keep the room dark, I had no windows in it. 1 placed some sticks on the cellar bottom, about two inches thick, to sot the
hives on.
I
took off the honey-boards and
put on supers with a piece of burlap in tljc
bottoms, and then tilled them with planershavings and dry corn coljs, about two-thirds
of the former and one-third of the latter.
I put the liees into the ,'ellar about the middle of November, one hive above the other,
four tiers deep, with an arrangement for ventilating.
They were quiet during the winter,
and I took them out the first part of x\pril,

1000—40 colonies, all of which were in tine
condition. Since then I have kept my bees
in the same room during the winter, and have
packed them in the same way, with less than
2 percent loss. I lost only one colony that
had honey enough to winter. They were in a
box-hive, and 1 think had no queen. The
others were late swarms that had but very
little honey.
I fed them in Octotjer by giving them supers partly Idled with comb
honey, but I did not uncap it, and when 1
packed them for winter, in November, I
found they had not carried it below. Since
then, when I have ted honey in the combs, I
have uncapped it, and they lose no time in
taking care of it.

My

experience leads me to believe that if a
cellar is kept as it should be, without decaying fruit or vegetables, it would not be necessary to ventilate it for bees. Keep them in a
dark room, where they will not be disturbed,
packed with something that will absorb the
moisture they generate, and they will be all
right.
I think that dry, rotten wood in place
of corn-cobs would be just as good, and may
be better.
George Brown.
Chickasaw Co., Iowa, Nov. 3.

Among
I

am,

I

think,

the Oldest.
among the oldest

apiarists.

For 60 years I have never been without some
colonies of bees, and now have only 73. The
past season was a very bad one.
C. Erb.
Clarke Co., Va., Nov. .s.

A Far Westepn Apiary.
This (Wahkiakum) county is about 25 miles
from Cape Hancock, the most westerly point
in the United States, and I think the most
rainy, too.
So you will know that it is not a
good country for bee-keeping, yet I have 41
colonies and get some honey. A good many
keep a few colonies of bees, but in a slovenly
way.
O. R. Rice.
Wahkiakum Co., Wash., Nov. 1.

A

Discounts lor tariu Orders.
On

orders received before Jan. 1, I'JUj, we will allow you a discount
before April 1st, 2 percent. Send us a list of the i^oods you want
will fiuotc prices by return mail.

all ca.sh

of 4 percent

and we

;

G.

B LEWIS

Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

CO.,
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.

S. A.

to.

The

I
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Peculiar Season.

This has been a very peculiar season in this
locality.
Bees have not done very much in
the way of storing surplus honey. While
there was plenty of white clover at the beginning of the season it was too wet most of the
time for the bees to work. Some colonies

To make cowa pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators,
Book Business Dairying^ Cat.212 f ree. W.Chester.Pa

Reduced Rate for Christmas and
New Year Holidays.
The Nickel Plate Koad will sell tickets Dec. 24, 2,5 and 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
1903, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip, to any point located in
Central Passenger Association territory, good returning to and including
Jan. 2, 1903. Pullman service on all
trains.
Individual Club Meals, ranging in price from 3Sc to SI. 00, served
in dining-cars.
Address John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 113 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars. Chicago city
ticket office. 111 Adams St.; Depot,
Harrison St. and Sth Ave.
6S-47ASt

SYVEET

Frout and Walnut

OIlSTOII^lSrj^TI,

Co.

Sts.,

OHIO.

HONEY JARS

MUTH'S

- pound,
Q UA R E
with patent g-lass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per g^ross.
1

S

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

I

I
I
^

meet those wbo work for ua. Cow keepf^rs al" aya
have money. We start jon in buBiness. You make
large protita. Easy work. We furaiah capital. Send
10 cents for fall line of sampleBand particulars.

to

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO^ Cblugo.
i^iea^e

meution Bee Journal

Ills,

"w^hen vrritxnjz

Seeds.

We

have made arranifements ao that we can
fnrnlsh Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the followiag prices, cash with
the order:

S»
Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

lom

} .75
90
1.00
1.20

80

Prices subject to market ctaanifes.
Single pound S cents more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per ponnd if

wanted by mail.

The Fred W. Mnth

CLOVER

And Several Other Clover

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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l-ll)

stored about 30 pounds of comb honey, while
others did not store any. I have had to feed
several colonies to tj:et them in shape for winter but most of them seem to be in good condition.
E. N. EVERSON.
Jefferson Co.. Ohio, Nov. 10.

Keystone

;

...Honey-Jars
A Good Season.
These are

clear flint glass jars holding just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin.
can furnish them in single gross lots, with
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50; two
gross, $3.25 per gross or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheape.st glass one-pound ;[ars we know
have only about
anything about.
20 gross of them left. So speak quick

The honey season
one.

I

from 100 colonies, and

We

if

you want them.

144

Bucks Co.,

good shape

Nov.

Pa.,

10.

Gathering Pollen Late.
have not seen pollen come in as fast, and
as much of it, as to-day, any lime during the
past summer. I cannot say where the gathering comes from. My bees have not done well
I

this season.
Cook Co.,

C. J.

Nov.

111.,

Lanoswtion...

Tnefloneu-Bee
Revised by Dadant— 1900 Edition.

This

is

one of the standard books on

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

Anderson.

12.

Address,

-

little work you can easily
watches, clocks, silver,
games, books, dolls, knives, guns,
Don't miss our
cameras, etc.
NEW plan and special premium

For a

When

earn

HOWARD &

Writeto-day to—
CO.
519 Masonic Temple. CHICAGO.
Viease mentioii Bee Journal when writinf..

ist.
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Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces 'EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
FOUNDATION and
nse a

WorK fax

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For Cash

Catalog giving

with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

Please n.entioL Bee Journal

BOYS
I
I

Send OB lOc st&mpa or

when

"wntina

WORKERS
WE WANT
oldand.vounp

BojB.

alike,

Olrlfl,

make money working ft.r us.
We famish cajiital to atari y no in hosisilver for full instructiona

and a

line ot

URAPER PUBLISUINGCO.,ChlcagoJU.
^ease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

wmplestoworkwittL

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTB Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thinp for use in
catching and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it fcr 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
ayear at $100; or forJl.lOwe will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

ap.oRae w. york

to

Make Shaken Swarms.

Some areot theopinioa

that

acolony should

be brushed or shaken before queen-cells
started.
In the small Langstroth hives
starting of queen-cells will be a sign that
sizeot the hive (too small for the development of the colony; has caused the swarming
ing impulse. My large hives give an unlimited space for development, and, consequently, in most years, no queen-cells are
started" at all; but the colonies are strong
when the honey-llow commences. If I should
wait for starting queen-cells I would not get

not
are
the
the

any brushed swarms nor comb honey.— L.

Stachelhausen,

in

Gleanings

in

Bee-Culture.

Color of Italian Queens and Drones.
Replying to the question, "
Italian
sian

queen?" the

What

is

a pure

editor of the Australa-

Bee-Keeper rCBlies

in part:

The purity

Full Line of Supplies,

.

are in

20, 1902.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
& 146 Erie St.,

SPLENDID
PRESENTS!

I

all

Harkt H. Buckmax.

tor winter.

We

;

this year was a very good
got about three tons of comb honey

Nov.

& company.
Chicago,

111.

THANKSGIVING DAY EXCURSIONS
at rate of a fare and a third on all
trains of the Nickel Plate Road, on
Nov. 26 and 27, to points within 150
miles, and good returning to and in-

cluding Nov. 28. Chicago Depot, Grand
Central Station, Harrison St. and Fifth
Ave. City Ticket Office, 111 Adams
S9-45A3t
St. 'Phone Central 2057.

of a queen can not be told from
the drones. Drones vary in color from all
black to nearly all yellow, and yet the queen
Drones from Italy-reared queens are
is pure.
mostly black, while American-bred queens
produce drones with more yellow, yueens
also vary in color from black to yellow.
I
have bred queens quite black from a queen
imported from Italy, whose bees were undoubtedly pure, and the progeny of these
black queens as nice, even-colored .3-banded
bees as could be obtained. I am aware customers, especially novices, are frequently disappointed when they receive a dark queen
from a breeder, hence the tendency to breed
queens from light-colored mothers, though
better honey-gatherers may be produced if a
darker queen-mother were selected.

This

is

much

its

praise in the tierman

journals. It seems to

be

little

known

So tar as known there is no species of
7'/i«cf?m which is known to have any forage
value in this country, nor have I found a record of any species of this genus being used
in

Europe.

The following

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
from Mr. Thds. Wm. Cowan is more encouraging

IS GOOD MONEY
CIIFFD
OnCCr MnilEY
niUIICI anili'Hsy tomake
If

you work

kr)usineHs

for U9.

We

ami furnish the

will yt.art
capital.

jlij^ht and easy.
Send 10 cents
^Ijrie of Hamplea and particulars.

you
v\

in
oric

for full

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Cblcaeo. Ilia.
Flease mention Bee Journal when WTJtm&

INGHAM'S PATENT
24 years the best.

ISend for Circular.
2SAtf

T. F.

Smokers

BINGHAM,

Farwell. Mich.

Flease mention Bee ^'onrnal uhPi

w.Tit-,i:^

in

:

have just returned from British Columbia,
and in looking through Gleanings 1 see that
you have had some corresiiondence about
I

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

in this

it was introduced from this
country into Europe. A letter from assistant
agrostologist at Washingtoq, Prof. Ball says:

;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
&

bee-

country, although

is

—
THREE NEW

the honey and forage plant that has
said in

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.75 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

144

Phacelia.
so

can Bee Journal

WANTED, TO BUY,
BEliS in Florida. Italian,
or Carniolans preferred. State wbat you have*
kind of bees, hives, and price, wiih or without
J. ALPAUGH. Gait, Ont,, Can.
top stories.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
45Atf
50 or 75 colonies of

!

Nov.

phacolia.

is no reply to Dr. Mllinformation us to tli« sort of
ol)iftini'i| from ( 'ulirorniii. and ^rrown
I

it'r's rf(iut!fit

pliiiccrui

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Bee=Books

for

KuroiH* as a fora^^c und lu-clar yielilln^
plants nor luis any out; from California ^;iven
any inftu'nnition in aiiswur to yonr appeal on
in
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GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146 Erie St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
-

hardy annual and

iicreiinial herl)s.
Several
species are visited by I)ee8; l)iit the one ^'rown
in Europe, phavtlin (tinuirtifo/ia, is literally
covered with Ijees from morn till ni^bt. Tide
species was iiitroduee<I into Europe from California in is;{-i, and is called (a/ut<rfift>fin
(tansy-leaved) from the resemblance of its
leaves to those of^ tansy. It is an annnal with
bluish pink llowers; racemes spike-formed,
eloutrated, coryinl)ose; beij^ht of plant, two
feet.
It is i^rown in Europe as a bee-plant for
its nectar, and is the only one which produces
an appreciable quantity of it. It certainly
ought to <?row in the North if treated as an
annual. The phacelia of the florists in this
country is quite different, if I may judge from
plants raised from seeds purchased here. This
is known to botanists as I'/mce/in t'tsrkln, and
by some Ilorists it is called Entoni vi-scidn, or
Eiitocii f/sfosd.
The plant is about one foot
high, and the tlower is deep-blue with a
lighter center.
This is also a California
plant, but I have never come across it in its

Bee.Keeper'H

This book is not only irilei^u,
stnictivo and lielpfiil as a nuido in bee-kccpini;, Ijut is interesting and thoroughly practical and scientilk'.
ItcontJiinsu full delinea(Jaliforuia.

anatomy and

tiou of the

physlolof,'y of l«es.
illustrations. Bound in cloth.
luua edition— 19th thousand. Price, Sl.iiO.

,"i41
.

paees.

SIl.T

Lansstroth on

tfio

—

Honey-Bee, revised

honey

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
A cyclopedia of 4(10 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains 300 engravings. It was written

Scientific

Bound

beginners.

Queen-Rearing,

in cloth.

—

by G. M. Doolittle. A method
by which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
cally Applied,

Bound in cloth and illustrated.
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey,
Newman. — It

Price, Sl.OO;

Managemeni of an
by Thomas G.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Profit,

nicely illustrated, contains
IGO pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, 30 cents.
is

Advanced Bee-Culture,

Methods
The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
iiO pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.
and Management, by W.

Sec.

Z.

Its

Hutchinson.

—

Price, 50 cents.

Free

IJee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr.
P. II. Brown, of Georgia.
A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving

We

the best modes of management in order to secure the most profit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

have a small supply of fresh,
clean Catnip Seed on hand, and will
mail free, two ounces of it, to any
present paid-in advance subscriber of
the American Bee Journal for sendingus One New Subscriber for one year

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's '' new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
SO pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

Tfith SI. 00.
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&

QEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
14* E. Erie Street,

-

1902— Bee-Keepeps' Suupliesl

wnen

writxnf

If you are Interested in Sheep in any way
yon cannot afford to be without tb« best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

Wool Markets and Sheep

—This

is a German translation of the principal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.
,

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

binding.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, SI. 00.

Dr. Howard's

— Gives

G.

the

xK.

idc l»

^)1»

AND BEESWAX

J

>i» >j< >jv- >jv- vjv yf,- yfi: -^'ft

—

in

Boston,

Oct. 20.— Our honey market remains
with good demand and fair stocks on
Honey is not coming forward as fast as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
(juote our market as follows:
Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, 16c; No. 1, 15c; No.
2, very light supply, 14c:
glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
light amber, 8c; amber, 7Xc.
firm,

hand.

A IiSB.

Kansas

City, Oct. 20.— The receipts of comb
and extracted honey are light, and demand
steady at i|uotations: Fancy white comb, 144^
(aiScc; No. 1 whfte, 14(u 14;^c; No. 2 wh'te and

amber, 13@135^c. White extracted, 7&7Hc;
mber, 6@bHc. Beeswax, 24(ai26c.
C. C.

Cincinnati, Nov. s.— There

Clemons &
is

a good

am

Co.

demand

for all grades of extracted honey, prices rang-

ing as follows:
rels,

5H@6'«c;

Fancy comb

Amber and Southern

clover

in

bar-

and basswood, 7@8c.
Beeswax, 27c.

sells 16@l7c.

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

NbwYork,

Nov. 8.— Demand for comb honey
is good
and same finds ready sale at from
15@16c tor fancy white, 14c for No. 1 white, 12®
13c for No. 2 white, and 12@I3c for buckwheat.
Extracted in fair demand at 7Mc for white, 6S^c
for light amber, and 6c for dark. Southern in
barrels from 60@65c per gallon. Beeswax quiet
at from 2'(&2!<c.
Hildreth & Sboblkbr.

Cincinnati, Oct. 27.— The demand for comb
honey is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as 16@17c;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a little
better; amber, 5!i(a)SJ^c; alfalfa, 65^(g7c; white
clover, 7>^c. Beeswax. 280. C. H. W. Weber.

San Francisco, Oct. 15.— White comb honey,
12@12!^c; amber, smoc; dark, :®~Kc.
Ex.
tracted, white, 5M(g6c; light amber, S5iff5^c;

amber, S(i>S%c Beeswax,
27(a29c; dark, 2SiS26c.

good to choice,

There are no heavy offerings

of

light.

any descrip-

tion, either at this center or at producing points.
Comb honey is in better spot supply, however,
than extracted. Stocks of latter have been
greatly reduced by recent shipments outward.
Current values are being well maintained.

Price, 25 cents.

Bee-Keeping,

by

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

FoHl Brood Treatment, by

Foul

Y., Nov. 9.— (lood demand for
former prices. Fancy white comb,
No. 1, I5(a,l(.c; No. 1, ISiaiSSic; buckwheat, 14fail4}4c.
Extracted, light, T(^T*<c;
mixed, bH&lc; buckwheat, 6Mc. Beeswax, 30c.
H. R. Wrioht.
at

A

Book on Foul-Brood.

Winter Problem

Cheshire.

Albany, N.

McEvoy Treatment and reviews

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Development and Cure.

warned

Price, 10 cents.

Gomt) and Exiracledfloney!

Slate price, kind and quantity.

R. A,
Prof. F, R.

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/AMTErn
UONEY
WMIN CU TRACTED
I

:

Send sample and best price delivered here; also

Fancy Comb wanted

BURNETT & CO., 199 S.Water St., Chicago

33Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY

Wanted —Extracted

Mail sample, and state
style of packag^eand price

Campbell, 53 River St., Chicago, III.
34Atf
Mention the American Bee Journal.

John

F.

in no-drip cases.

WANTED

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

the sheep-breeder and
his Industry, first,foreniost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.
ILL.

I

Honey and Beeswax.

is

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABQ,

"M

delivered in Chicago.

FREE FOR A MONTH ....

has a hobby which

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

the experiments of others.

CHICAGO,ILL

We can ftirnish yon with The A. I. Boot Go's
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
paid for beeswax. Send for our liR>2 catalog.
M. H, rnjNT & SON. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Please mention Bee Journal

—

•J.

Two ounces of this seed will give
you a good start of one of the best
honey-producing plants known. We
will also send to the new subscriber
on this offer the rest of this year's
Journals free.
Address,

.•!<

Blakb, Scott
as Practi-

;

Jed

>».-

fUrti

Cbicaoo, Nov. 7.— Prices remain nteady, but
the demand is small. We are not Belling the
quantity thai we have dune ordinarily at this
season of ihe year. The advance in price ban
checked the trade, in addition to which retailers have (Jot the impression that honey is uoiag
to be very scarce, and they are not pushinif its
sale. Fancy while comb brinifs 15AH(,c, with
travel-stained from one to two cents per ponnd
less; amber honey brinffs 12'til3c, according to
style and kind of package. There is very little
call for the dark amber and buckwheat grades.
Extracted white sells at"'".He; dark and ambers,
ii@7c; Southern is slow at about S'Ac. Beeswax
sells upon arrival at 30c per pound.
R. A. BUHIf BTT ± Co.

16c;

It

—

committee of the Chicago-Northwestera BeeKeepers* Association have planned to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chicag-o. The
date is Dec. 3d and 4th, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent bee-keepers have been invited, and are expected to attend. More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 29th to Dec. oth.

Catnip

>J< >t«

trated.

treats of everything- relatin;; to
bees and bee-keepinjr. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. 1.. Langstroth
the Father of American
Bee-Culture.
It has 520 pages, Iraund in
cloth.
Price, ?1.25.

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Chicagro - Northwestern. — The executive

Moore,

HONE.y

I
>)5yf

by Daoant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-wrilten, and is fully illus-

especially for
Price, §1.20.

F.

(;uicle, or Manual of the
.1. Cook, of I'oiuona Col-

frof. A.

Apltti'y, Ijy

wild state.

Herman

.>Jj*i>M.«t<'. «!< .«M

MAIU.-JT QUOTATION.*.

know

thirteen species of pluu'cHa in Western-Middle California, and there are pr<)l)ahly
several more in other parts of tlie State, as the
genusconlpri^es aliout lifty species of inoslly
1

r.isir.Mn nv

sKN'i'

751

Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Please

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER.
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
JlAtf

Mention the American Bee Jonrnal
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BEE=KEEPER5,

|

Save Money by Buying^

f,^

g Hives, Sections, Brood
g Frames, Extractors,
Smokers, *'-'' everything
S
JZ ^_^_^^^^^^ ELSE YOU NEED, OF
TtltW. T.FftLCONERMPG.GO.,

g

j9®" Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

W^hv
TT IlJ' <1nf>e
UUCa

Because It has always given better satls!<
cf>n cr» w**!!*?
IL sell
r faction than any cother. Because in 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

We

a monthly

for all bee-keepers; 50c ayear.
in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)

8^" W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H,, carries a full line of our goods at
Order of him and save

when

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

OF ALL
KINDS «»»»

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

Please mention Bee jouniai

sell

Bee-HeeDers' SupDlies

catalog prices.

5|

»U well

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil'Material.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

X
X

Year

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^v^^TTFi^S^^^s^f^o^lBBl^^'
PATENT WBBD-PROCESS SHEBTINQ.

Jamestown, N. Y.

(Now

25111

Dadant's Foundation

wntin;",

Tip=Top Glass Honey-Jars
The picture shown

Langslrolh on the Honey-Bee— Re'wi&ecl,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.
.

herewith represents the

BEESWAX wanted

best one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.

at all times

It is made of the clearest Hint glass, and when

with honey, and a
neat label attached, it
makes as handsome a
package as can be imagined.
Its glass top
sets on a flat rubber
and is held in
ring,
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It

Chickens and "Kggs

DADANT & SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

•n^gr'^x^gr'sf^sr'vf^'sr'gi-'sf^sf^'sr-ff^'s^

filled

practically air-tight,

is

which

thuspermitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

is

THE HERSHISER

HONEY- JARS.
These jars were designed for
in the honey exhibit at the
Pan-American Exposition, in
Buffalo, and are verj' neat and
attractive.
They have corklined aluminum caps which seal
them tight. If honey is sealed

sellers.

We

can furnish these

at these prices
$4.?' a gross;

:

One
five

jars, f.o.b.

gross, $5.00;

or

more gross

use

Chicago,

two

gross,
$4.50 per

gTOS

m try them once you

other

will likely use no
vind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

It

.

in

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
IA4 Ji 146 Erie Street,

-

these jars while hot

will be no
ulation.

CHICAGO, Ihlr.

there

annoyance from gran-

For exhibition purposes and a
on the
trade nothing
market compares with these jars.
Put up your honey in a neat, attractive package, and sell it at a
good price.
The fact that the molds are
fancy

AYEAR
,$300,000,000.00
have part of It if you work

'

iiriij

1

yuii

may

for U8. Uncle Sam's poultry product payH
that sum. Send 10c for samples and partii'ulars.
We furnish capital to start y<iu in
busluees. Draper PublisblaKCo.,Cblcaso,lll.

fiease mention

Califnfnia
Vi/dIIlUrni<t

Bee Journal
^

If

constructed for making the jars

-wlien WTilmt'.

yon care

to

know

of

by hand instead of by machine,
and the addition of the aluminum caps, make the jars somewhat more expensive than the

in

1
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callornla's Favorite Paper

The
The

leading Horticultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely

ordinary jars. They are made
in four sizes square and three
sizes round, as shown in the illustration. We can supply them
either from Medina or from
Philadelphia at the following

Pacific Rural Press,
and Agricultural
Published weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

prices

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Sak Francisco, Cal,
Street,

Market

-

14

pound Square Hershiser

.Jars,

doz., 50c; J5.40 per gross.
pound S(iuare Hershiser Jars,
"doz., 55c; §6.00 per gross.

i»

Dozen, 80 cents; * 9.00 per gross
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
10.80 per gross
Dozen, ?;1.00
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
Dozen, 60 cents; ¥ 6 60 per gross
1, pound Round Hershiser Jars,
8.40 per gross
Dozen, 75 cents;
.
i pound Round Hershiser Jars,
12.00 per gross
Dozen, SI. 10;
.
2 pound Round Hershiser Jars,
These prices, although rather high in comparison with other jars, are as low as can
be made on hand-made jars, and afford us a smaller margin of profit than other styles.
1

2

;

Order a sample dozen of each

THE

size

and be convinced.

A.

I.

ROOT

^^F~ GEORGE
k r'n
YORK &
CO.
W. vnnv
Bw^ <->T.mr,oi-i -m
Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

144

cfe

CO., Medina, Ohio.

146 Erie Street,

Chicago ill.,
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO. Send

are headquarters for
for their free Catalog.

to

them

Chicago^North western Bee'^Keepers' Convention, Chicago, Dec.

3/^4

|MV\ERie/Vyv

Dee Journal
QBORQB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

NOV.

27. 1902,

PORTV-SeCOND YBAR
No. 48.

3^^ g^^f^^.o^^.
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The Novelty Pocket= Knife.
Your Name and Address oo one

HOWARD

PUBLISHED WEEKLY 5Y

144

& 146

Erie St., GnicaQO,

lil.

[This Cut

Class Mail-Mstlor.

Editor — George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty,
Emma M. Wilson.
crj
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
^R.C.'Aikin, F. Greiner, A. Getaz, and others.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
is ?1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for Dostage. Sample copy free.

The 'Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your ial)el shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.
Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a_ receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money 'haa
beer: received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will be

M. MELBEE.

HONEYVILLE, O.

6E0RGE W. YORK S COMPANY
ntered atthePost-Offlceat Chicago as Oecond-

—Three Beeii on the other side.

.side

is

the

i-'ui-L

Size of

the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.— Wbea oiderlug", be sure to say just what name aud
address you wish put on the Knile.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictu^res of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

shown here.
The Material

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why

Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, aud you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi»
tunate as to have one of the ** Novelties," j-our Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and lit
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.
owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! "What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side 7
'
The accompanying cu' gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation ot
this^beautiful knife, as th*- " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.~We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal iwith$.^.'».) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

GEORGE W, YORK

given uoon ap-
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plication.
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two weeks
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Chicago, IlL
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nal, C. P. Dadant gives an account of the same thing in
the Old World, it being claimed that in the gases set free to

^

Editorial

Comments,

i'

float away during the smelting of the ores, there is enough
arsenic to poison the bees, analyses of the dead bees having
shown traces of arsenic in them, as also in the honey and

The

that they bear
not be possible that sufficient damage may
be done without any arsenic in the case ? In the coke regions of Pennsylvania trees are killed where there seems to
be nothing but the smoke of the burning coal to injure
them. At any rate, the moral is to keep away from such
pollen.

The Date

of the Ontario

Convention, the reports of
which are read with much interest by many on this side the
line, was set for Dec. 2. 3 and 4.
But Dec. 4 is the day to
vote on the referendum over there, and the Canadian Bee
Journal says
The temperance cause (of which we are fjlad to say the
majority of the members of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association are staunch supporters) requires every man at the
:

polls that day.
We must remember that it is not a political
question, but a great moral issue that is at stake, the abolition of the drink-traffic.
It may be, of course, that Ontario is not yet satisfied that she has sacrificed enough of her
children to this demon of strong' drink under the guise of
"liberty," but there is a great opportunity now' offered to
have the "accursed" thing removed, and Christian men
and women should make the most of it.

So the date of the Ontario convention has been changed
and 18, so that members may have a chance

no

fruit.

fruit-trees are also injured so

May

it

and to keep away a good distance, for the smelters
bees at a range of five miles or more.

places,
kill

Wild Cucumber is quoted in the Bee-Keepers' Review
as yielding honey abundantly until the vine is killed by
frost.
That is by no means the case in northern Illinois, if
the plant be the same. It is a thing of great beauty, especially when in full bloom, but it ceases to bloom and dies
down long before frost. It has not been noted as a honey-

yielder, although proper credit

may

not have been given to

to Dec. 16, 17

it.

to vote

on prohibition. Good for Kanuck bee-keepers. May
help to win in the attempt to wipe out the worst
foe of mankind.

Can any one tell what its value is in Illinois and adjoining regions ? The illustration of the plant in the Review

they

is

all

—

Old vs. New Combs. The discussion as to whether
bees prefer comb foundation or new combs to those black
with age seems to be a perennial one. It seems a little
strange that a thing upon which observations can be so
easily and so fully made should remain year after year in
dispute. Can it be possible that there is such a difference
in localities, or in bees, that one man shall find the oldest
and blackest of combs preferred, while another shall find
them used only as a last resort ? While making plans as to
the things upon which observations are to be made the
coming year, let each one make a minute of this matter,
and see if there can not be enough light thrown upon it to
settle the question for all time.

from a photograph taken in Nebraska. Does it yield as
abundantly in other parts of that State as in the region
near Dr. Gandy ?

The Double Hive, or what is called in England the
Wells system a hive with two compartments side by side,
with a perforated separating wall, allowing the workers,
but not the queen, to pass from one side to the other has
now been on trial for several years, and while some speak
well of it, the testimony in general has not been such as to
warrant its general adoption. One objection is. that when
the colony on one side swarms, the colony on the other side

—

—

is excited to swarming, whatever its condition may be.
Another objection is, that when one side becomes queenless
it is likely to remain so, the presence of a queen on the
other side preventing the bees from feeling their queenless-

ness sufficiently to rear a

—

Catnip. Editor Hill,
speaks thus of catnip

of

the

:

"The

big catnip balloon seems to have been pierced
quite early in its vigorous flight by the snag of personal
investigation. It is disappointing to be obliged to pursue
old channels in quest of forage so very soon after having
our catnip enthusiasm wrought to the extent of ecstatic
anticipation but it now appears that we shall have to come
;

to it."
it may be inferred that Mr. Hill is not inplant a hundred acres in catnip, right away.
But catnip is a good honey plant, just the same.

From which

tending

to

Smelter-Smoke and Bees. — At the National convenwas made of loss of bees in the
vicinity of smelting works, especially the Salt Lake and
Denver smelters, and, in the last Rocky Mountain Bee Jourtion at Denver, mention

new queen.

American Bee-Keeper,
Anticipatory Swarming, by means of shaking or
brushing, will be a boon to some who have run out-apiaries,
and have keenly desired some way by which the necessity
for keeping a watcher constantly at each apiary might be
avoided. Of course, the depletion of a colony by taking
away brood that would in a short time swell the host of
gatherers is a thing not to be desired, but that is not so
bad as losing the same amount of brood and a lot of bees
besides in natural swarming.
The greatest gain, however, will probably be counted
by most to consist in the fact that by shaking swarms the
bee-keeper is made master of the situation, having the time
of

swarming come

the bees.
tained,

Add

and

it

to

will

and not at the whim of
advantage over foul brood obbe seen that this system of management
at

his calling,

this the
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vails,

are having something of a boom
R. F. Holtermann speaks highly in favor of
them in the Canadian Bee Journal, saying that the Bow
Park Co., with which he is connected, are ordering 400 of
them, and others are adopting them. A foot-note says

Twelve-Frame Hives

27, 1902.

is here I put here
it cost me $10 an acre, and it
would sell to-day for SlOO an acre, if it was for sale.
Eight years ago I had an attack of spinal meningitis,
and have not been able to stand the heat of the sun since
that time, so I have adopted the bee-business for the heat
of the summer.
The season of 1901 was not a very good season for
honey with us, as it was too dry. I had about 1400 pounds
from 45 colonies my extracted honey sold for 12/4 cents a
pound, and the comb for IS to 18 cents a pound.
The picture was taken on a cold morning, as the photographer said he would not take the picture if there were
any bees flying.
I have not had swarms this season so far (June 18) that
I know of.
I used to clip my queens, and intended to do so
last spring, but I did not get at it in time. Losing my wife
last fall left me with everything to look after, as she used to
help considerably about the bees. There are five children
and myself in the family.
My hives are facing the east. There is a small building in front of the bees used as an extracting-house it is
14x16 feet. I have a solar wax-extractor on the east side of

thing that

one of immense advance. Indeed, where foul brood prenothing more need be desired, although elsewhere
bee-keepers will still sigh for a plan that will leave a colony
undisturbed in possession of all its brood and bees throughout the whole season.
is

in

Nov.

;

:

Canada.

:

Since Mr. Holtermann wrote the above he has returned
from extracting buckwheat honey at an out-apiary of 81
colonies, and reports that while the bee-keepers in the
vicinity secured practically no surplus buckwheat honey,
his bees secured over 3000 pounds of surplus. This speaks
well for the large hives.

;

J^

?

^ The

Weekly Budget.

^

the door.
I think I have said all there is to be said of much interest, except to say the bees have paid me well so far.

N. NlELSON.
j;

Denver Convention Notes. — On page

677 we gave the
by the way, while on our Denver trip,
describing Pike's Peak and Manilou. That trip was taken
last of our notes

The Chicago Northwestern Convention— Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 3 and 4— will be held in the Briggs
House, Chicago, corner Randolph St. and Fifth Ave. It
looks now as if it would be larger and better than the Denver convention was.

But

let all

Still, it

come who can do

may not be quite equal to it.
Low rates at that time on

so.

railroads centering in Chicago, on account of the International Live Stock Exposition which is to be held here the
same week. So there will be at least two " big shows " in
Chicago at the same time. But this windy old city is big
enough to have a number of shows going on all at once.

all

The
has this

Api.\rv of Mr. N. Niei.SON appears below. He
say of himself and his beekeeping experience

to

:

I moved to this place
been a plow or anything

24 years ago, and there had never
Everyelse here before I came.

Monday forenoon, Sept. 8. In the afternoon our party
took a carriage drive through the Garden of the Gods, as it
This garden is filled with stone or rock images
is called.
that one can imagine are gods, such as the ancients may
In many instances, however, one's
have worshipped.
imagination must be very active and elastic in order to see

on

But it was a delightThere were seven of our
party on this drive, Mr. J. W. Lloyd, wife and daughter,
having joined us, or. perhaps, we would better say, that our
party of four joined them, as they had been in Manitou for
a week or more before we arrived.
On Tuesday morning our party (increased to five by
the addition of Miss Lloyd), started for South Cheyenne
Canyon. Here was where we all mounted the snail-like
burros, and wended our way up the trail of the Canyon.
The picture on the first page shows how our party appeared
that beautiful September morning.
all

that the

knowing driver

ful drive of four or

explains.

hours.

five

We must confess that we are unable to do justice to a
description of South Cheyenne Canyon, so we will make an
extract from a publication which tells something of the
beauties of the natural scenery that we were permitted to
enjoy on that occasion
CHEYENNE CANTON.
:

Oh, Cheyenne Canyon in thy dim cieBles.
Where glooms the light, as through cathedral aisles.
Where flash and fall bright waters, pure as air.
Where wild birds brood, wild blossoms bloom, and where
The winds sing anthems through the darkening trees,
I

A

AMAKY UF

.N.

NIEI.SON, OF SAC

(.().,

IOWA.

presence breathes the tenderest melodies.

—Stanley Woon.

A half hour's ride from Colorado Springs brings you to
the entrance of the canyon. The road leads most of the
way by the side of a beautiful stream thickly fringed with
willows and cottonwoods. As the approach to the canyon is neared these give way to a sturdier growth of spruce
and pine, while underneath is a dense thicket of scrub-oak,
hemming in the road on all sides, and, in the summer
months, completely shrouding the low foot-hills in their
dark, green foliage.
The winding road, all the while closely following the
curves of the stream, finally emerges from this labyrinth
of trees and enters into the canyon proper, and here is unfolded to your view a panorama worthy of the artist's pencil or the painter's brush.
Before you is a great cleft in the granite mountain, as
though some mighty hand had split and wedged it apart
that one might enter and behold the wondrous works of
Time within. To the right is a massive granite shaft tow-

—
Nov.
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almost to the sky. " Kafjlc ClifT " it is called, because our glorious American bird has chosen it as a tit place
Just before you is another K'ant,
to build its home.
"Mount Cutler," equally ^(^rand and impressive, and clinping from its side, half way to its summit, and standing out
in bold relief against the sky, are the " Vacant Chair " and
the " Hindoo Uaby," each curiously-suggestive rock formations.
But pass through the gate with me.
Before us are two tremendous cliffs " The Pillars of
Hercules." They seem to stand squarely across the canyon, completely filling it and demanding a halt. The way
seems barred, and the stranger is at a loss to know which
way to go, but the brook has found a way, and so must we.
Here is a most wonderful demonstration of the action of
the water. For hundreds of feet the canyon at this point
has been worn through the solid granite. On either side
are perpendicular walls, nearly a thousand feet high, and at
one place but 40 feet apart, barely giving room for the
creek and roadway between them. Indeed, the whole space
was originally occupied by the stream, which had to be
eririp

crowded from

its bed.
short distance beyond the "Pillars of Hercules," on
the left, is Observatory Point. This is one of the objective
points of the burro brigades, which leaves the terminus of
the electric car-line at the entrance of the canyon.

A

After proceeding through the ever-changing scenes in
the canyon, we come to a place opposite Prospect Dome.
This is a graceful, symmetrical pinnacle of granite, more
than 300 feet in height. It stands alone in one of the side
canyons like a watch-tower of the god of war, its base
wrapped in a great cloak of dark, sombre evergreen. At
this place the burro trail leaves the canyon and winds its
way through a thickly wooded gulch to Point Lookout and
the top of the Seven Falls, and from thence to Observatory
Point, by whose base we have just come. The view from
this point is unsurpassed. At our feet is the canyon with
its mass of rended and shattered clifl's, and the stream, resembling a mere ribbon of light, entwined among the trees
far beneath. Over and beyond the rugged walls, and just
without the break of the foothills, lies Colorado Springs
an emerald checker-board midway in the picture. Far beyond are the great plains, rolling away like the waves of
the ocean, to meet the sky. As we turn to the west the eye
is dazzled with the unbroken grandeur of the mountains as
they stretch away, tier upon tier, till they meet the blue
horizon miles in the distance.
But let us return to the canyon. A short distance
above Prospect Dome and we come to the foot of the Seven
Falls, where Nature out-does herself in a grand display of
mighty cliffs and rushing waters. Here the canyon proper
ends in a colossal amphitheater, down one side of which
plunges the foaming torrent in seven distinct leaps from a
perpendicular height of 234 feet.
Until a few years ago our journey must have ended
here, but modern enterprise has overcome the difficulty by
the construction of a safe and easy stairway on the face of
the wall to its top, so that now we may ascend and enjoy
the beauties beyond.
Overlooking the falls, and towering far above them, is
Far View Observatorj', from the top of which a splendid
view may be had of the falls and the canyon, and also
through the entrance of the canyon out on to the plains for
a hundred miles or more.
Just above the Seven Fajls is the junction of the two
branches of the stream. The west branch, formed by the
melting snows of Mount Rosa, flows through Arapahoe
Pass, itself a beautiful canyon, over logs and boulders, under mossy banks, giant rocks and waving bushes, past natural flower gardens, green meadows and thick forests,
where bloom in wild charm and fragrance the columbine
the tiger-lily,
(the State flower), blue, white, and yellow
nursed and petted in the East the primrose, tlower of the
night
lady-slippers, shooting-stars, buttercups, daisies
and violets. Here, also, in their respective seasons, are
wild raspberries, strawberries, thimbleberries, gooseberries,
currants and cherries, and many other fruits and flowers
which only attain their greatest beauty and charm in the
wild and unkempt thickets where Nature plants and cultivates in her own inimitable way. Here, too, we may find
ferns of many varieties, and some that are found in no
other canyou in the vicinity.
We stroll up along the left or south branch of the
stream for a quarter of a mile through a beautiful grove of
aspens and majestic pines, and among great granite boulders, to the foot of Boulder Point, where we commence the
ascent of Midnight Falls, one of the most beautiful in the
;
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canyon. It is surrounded by alders, willows and birch and
giant firs, pines and spruce, which, even at noon, almost
exclude the sun's rays, and always make a cool and quiet
retreat.

Just above the Midnight Falls, and along the west base
of Boulder Point, are Granite Rapids, where, for 100 feet,
the water rushes through a narrow trough in the solid Hintlike granite cut by the ceaseless wearing of the never-tiring
little brook, as it has, for ages, rushed downward to the
greater leap below. A few more steps bring us to the Silvery Juanita Falls, where the water for SO feet rolls and
rushes over the cliffs, breaking into silvery spray and
sparkling in the sunlight, plunging at last into a beautiful,
crystal pool, clear as air, with a pebbly bottom, and surrounded by magnificent, stately balsams, firs and spruce.
Here is the place to sit for hours, communing with the
brook, forgetting all care, and even the world outside with
its hurry and noise, uninterrupted unless by some squirrel
or bird.
It is practically the universal verdict of visitors to South
Cheyenne Canyon, that there is no place accessible to tourists, and of the same extent, which surpasses it in scenic
attractions, and few that compare with it, not excepting
the Yosemite Valley or the Alpine Gorges. The entire
canyon, from the entrance to Juanita Falls a distance of a
mile and a half presents a succession of the grandest
views to be imagined while the beautiful brook of crystal
water, a flora unsurpassed in variety and beauty, and the
finest falls in Colorado add to its surpassing attractions.

—

—

;

We do not think the foregoing description is very much
overdrawn. It is truly an Eden of beauty, and some day,
if ever we can get to Colorado Springs again, we want to
repeat the trip to South Cheyenne Canyon, burro ride and
But Mrs. York was the only one of the party that
all.
didn't enjoy the burro method of travelling. Next time
she will ask to be excused, though, if we do say it, she
looks " as fine as a peach," perched up on her burro.
name of Mrs. York's burro was
looks like him, doesn't he ? But Mrs. York
could hold him down all right, that is, if 150 pounds {puregold weight and value) could hold down a couple hundred
pounds of " Satan."
By

way, the

the

"Satan."

He

The Minnesota Convention of bee-keepers will meet
Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 3 and 4, 1902. at Minneapolis, in Plymouth Church, corner Eighth St. and Nicollet
Ave. Among the good things on the program are these
:

Song—" The
Dexter.

"Something

Honeysuckle and the Bee "

— Miss Edith

"
of Benefit to Beginners in Bee-Keeping

—A. E. Hooker.
"Some of My Experience
sota " — Wm. Cairncross.

in

Keeping Bees

in

Minne-

"Disposing of Our Crop of Honey to the Best Advantage " S. Lindersmith.
" Bees on a Poultry Farm "—Victor D. Caneday.
" Honey Exhibits "—Walter R. Ansell.
Address by Superintendent Gordon on the honey exhibit at the Minnesota State Fair.
" Bees on the Farm "—Mrs. D. C. Hazleton.

—

"

Use and Abuse of the Honey-Bee "—Frank Yahnke.

Address by G. L. Dingman, State Dairy and Food Commissioner.

The program says

:

" Please do not forget to buy your

tickets for the Horticultural meeting, and take certificates
for them to get reduced railroad rate."

;

;

Why Not Help a Little— both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this 'journal? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so'that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for
ers

such

effort.
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Convention Proceedings.
THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3,

4 and

5,

(Continued from paije

1902.
742.!

Pres. Hutchinson next called on Mr.
Colorado, to read his paper on

years there has been a subdued and smoldering^ fire going,
sometimes a good-sized smoke and considerable darkness,
now and then enough light to let us see what the smoke was
about. Well, I think there have been some of the brethren
around poking the fire to make the blaze shoot up on high
so that those at a distance could see, and I have a suspicion
that that Irish mud-and-stone man from Toledo, Ohio, assisted by that other Irishman from Flint, Mich., has been
putting up a job on me. Just think of it, after all the rumpus I have had with the Ohio Fowls and others, then, to cap
the climax, ask me to treat this subject before this body of
the wit and wisdom of the land, and me to prepare in advance what I have to say, and send a sample of the whole
thing to that Chicago Irishman, so he could come prepared
to lick rael But, brethren and sisters, I am still on the
" ridge pole," and just as happy as an owl, and I will bet
that I can fight just as long in this high altitude as all three
of the other Irishmen.
So up go my sleeves, and now
watch the sparks fly.
You want to know how to put up extracted honey for
retail, do you?
Well, ask " Yorrick," he will tell you to
find the " Root " of the matter in his catalog printed down
at Medina, and when you have found that the price of onepound glass jars is almost 4 cents each at New York, Philadelphia and Cincinnati, and even 4 cents each at Indianapolis, just send in an order and put your honey up in these.
"Jones pays the freight " on these jars, and stands breakage of course the supply dealer could not possibly do it
You see that your honey is thoroughly liquid if any
granules, melt them and as the wholesale price of extracted honey delivered in Chicago is 5 to 6 cents call it 6
^then deduct '^ of a cent a pound for freights (that's the
car-rate to Chicago), and another V for cans in which to
ship it, then a 5 percent commission, which is three-tenths
of a cent, then allow two-tenths of a cent more for freights
on the package (cans and boxes) and for postage, collections, etc., and you have just 4 cents left as the worth of
your honey.
;

I

—
—

We mean that when honey delivered from Denver to
Chicago brings 6 cents there in car-lots it is worth 4 cents
at your honey-house.
Put the 4-cent honey in the 4-cent
jar, then add one cent for the freights you paid on the jar,
and one cent more for your trouble in filling and boxing
these jars ready for shipment, and you have a net price of
10 cents as the cost of your honey ready for the railroad
cents for honey and 6 cents for the other things.
Let me tell a little story. Once on a time there was a
great hooting by one of the big owls down East, just to

—

scare

some

of

the other

tribes out West.

Well,

just

I

would try an experiment and see if high-priced,
glass-packed honey in the lower altitudes was a myth or not,
so I sent some honey into well, away beyond Chicago
with instructions for the receiver, who was an honest man,
to sell it, and after paying himself, and freights, etc., to
send me the balance and, sir, not one cent came back
If you live near a big city, and have wealthy and stylish
customers who do not care for price, so the honey looks
nice through clear glass, and costs more than common people pay for it, pack it in glass every time, and stick on the
price.
I have figured it was worth at your honey-house in
thought

I

—

;

those jars 10 cents each.

1

You

1
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luxuries, and as luxuries do not sell so well because the consumers of them have other luxuries of many kinds, and are
a set of dyspeptics, and eat very lightly at best, and because
luxuries are always uncertain of sale and subject to fluctuations, you ought to and must have a good commission to pay
for insurance, taxes, and your own trouble and risks. You
should add about 40 percent for youy profits, another 40 for
the retailer and others, aud say 20 percent for the railroads
and carriers. This will make the honey sell at 20 cents a
pound and upward. This is for the small percent of the
very wealthy who do not eat much honey, because they
have so vei"y many other good things.
If you have to sell to people like yourself, who have to
work on from 8200 to $600 salaries, and economize very
closely to make ends meet, they can not and will not pay 15
cents for glass and things to get 5 cents worth of eating;
and for that trade you must put up your honey so as to get
it to them with the least possible expense for fancy wrappings they want something to put to their ribs and to keep
the babies from actual starvation. This is the big let us
spell that with capital B, I, and G class of consumers. Put
their honey into common lard-pails, wooden or pasteboard
boxes, paper bags or some other cheap package that will
get the goods there cheaply, yet neat and clean. If you
want to sell lots of honey at retail, just cater to this trade,
and you will enter a field that is as wide as the commercial
world, few competitors, and a vast horde of hungry mouths.
Do not go on trying to feed and stuft' the wealthy who are
already too full, but reach out to the middle and lower
classes, who must, of necessity, look twice and think many
times before buying a useless and expensive piece of glassware to get a little sweet.
Not one in a hundred have any use for the glass bottle
after the honey is out of it.
Some tell us these packages
are valuable after the honey is out of them, but I tell you
that very few of those who do and who ought to consume
honey such as the very wealthy in brown-stone fronts,
and the laborers who have not a fruit-tree to their name
would or could use empty honey-jars, so that argument does
not "go " where proper intelligence prevails.
;

R. C. Aikin, of

PUTTING UP EXTRACTED HONEY FOR THE RETAIL
TRADE.
With many this is a burning question. For several

;
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are catering to the users of

—

—

—

too, honey in glass is and must be fancy; it won't
place unless it is. It must be put up so that it will
remain liquid and clear, which means an expensive bottling
plant such as the ordinary beekeeper can not have. Or, in
lieu of this, the goods must not get beyond the immediate
neighborhood of the producer or packer, for he must exchange or reliquefy when it candies or gets cloudy. The
great producing districts are altogether too far from the
consumer for this taking-back method, and even if close it
is a very unsatisfactory and expensive plan, and can not
prove practical with one producer in a hundred for general
results it is a mere makeshift.
I do not deny that there is a demand for fancy goods
put up in fancy style. Such have a place but that such is
practical for the average producer, and for the wholesale
producer in the average locality, I do most emphatically deny.
(Jive me 100,000 pounds of No. 1 extracted honey to pack in
lard-pails before it has had time to candy the first time, and
I will guarantee to sell it within a year and get better prices
than can be had for the same honey in 5-gallon cans, and
better prices than can be had for the same in glass, outside of
the limited, fancy city trade. When I say better prices, remember that I do not mean that the gross price will be
more, but I do mean that the producer will net more out of
his crop. I also mean that the goods will reach a field that
is neglected, and where it will do the most good to suffering

Then,

hold

its

;

;

humanity.
But some honeys will not candy freely and quickly,
which is the misfortune of those who have such; it won't be
long until many will be hunting methods by which to cause
rapid and complete candying, which probably will not be a
serious problem. We want the honey to candy quickly and
solidly, be packed right into the retail package from the settling-tank, and the package to be the very cheapest that
will successfully carry the goods to the consumer at a minimum of cost. At the present time lard-pails and paperbags are the most feasible thing available until something
better is invented. This may seem strange to many, but
the proof is in the eating of the pudding, and I have partaken thereof. To get into the forefront of the battle is
to be a target for the bullets of the enemy, but it is good
Every good thing has to run the gauntlet of
for the cause.
criticism and meet with opposition, and the lard-pail-paperbag-candied-honey scheme is, and will be no exception to
the good, old rule.
In short, extract your honey into the big yes BIG
honey-settling tank, from the tank draw into nothing more

—
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«xpensive than tin, that which will candy into pails, and
that which will not candy into sealing- packag^es, and then
put it into the hands of the retailer, and it is bound to sell.
Every package must have printed instructions for lif|ucfying-, and the producer's or packer's guaranty
put out nothing of which you are ashamed or unwilling to back up.
Now, brethren, pile on a few more sticks to the burning let us have a big tire, and warm up to the subject;
hew to the line and make the chips lly.
R. C. Aikin.
;

;

—

Pres. Hutchinson We have had a most excellent paper
on a very practical subject, and of course it will give us
something to discuss; but before we take up the general
discussion we would like to hear from the gentleman who is
on the program to respond — Mr. York.
Mr. York — I would like to have you keep one eye on this
glass jar of liquid honey which I hold in my hand, and the
other eye on me and on the paper while I read.

PUTTING UP EXTRACTED HONEY FOR THE RETAIL
TRADE.
My good friend who has just preceded me seems to be
" Aikin "

to see a big fire and lots of smoke.
If he'll just
wait until he leaves this world (or, maybe before this hour
passes,) he may see a.ad/ef/ more fire and hotness than he
wants. But doesn't he know that so much fire might /ic/ue/y
his granulated honey, that he has been trying to get you all
to believe is the only form in which extracted honey "should
be put upon the market ?

Then, the idea of calling three of us members Irish»ien,
there isn't a drop of Irish blood or blarney in any of
us— except it be Dr. A/ason ! And he hasn't any more than
two drops
Why, a man that will publicly cast reflections
upon fairly respectable people, and misjudge them, surely
can not be in a proper frame of mind or brain to discuss

when

!

this

momentous subject before such

a select audience as

we

have here to-day..
But my " Aikin " friend is not what I'm to talk about,
even if he is an interesting subject, so I'll dismiss all
further thought of him for a little while, and tackle his
subject.
In the first place, I don't believe in starting out to feed
all creation with honey.
And almost making them a present of it, besides. What costs practically nothing is valued
at just about as much as it costs. If all yrere to granulate
their extracted honey and oflfer it at from 8 to 10 cents a
pound, there wouldn't be more than a few grains per capita
for all the Irishmen alone that is, if you would call everybody an Irishman, as Mr. Aikin seems to do. And, the
next thing, the price would be raised, because of the scarcity
of the sweet article itself.

—

Honey

a

different from
necessary delicacy, not to
is

most other table articles. It is
be eaten as you do potatoes,

soup, and corn-meal mush. A little of it at a meal— like butter is all any reasonable person should want, unless he
eats with a shovel, when, of course, he must have granulated honey. I will admit that such honey can be shoveled
in faster than if it were in the liquid form.
Hat ^henl-pui extracted honey on the market I don't
want to have to spend valuable time in telling people that
it isn't sugar, or lard, or grained goose-grease.
Every one
knows, if he knows even a little bit, that all honey is in the
liquid form when taken from the hive.
Then why not pass
it on to the crowd in its original, sparkling form, and not
try to tell them how to liquefy it the first thing ?
Again, honey is a tempting thing when it glistens
through clear flint glass. What is 18 or 20 cents for a
pound of such concentrated sweetness ? Why, there are a
good many people that will blow in 10 cents for a cigar and
then blow it all out again in smoke. Two useless blows for
a dime. And if the cigar blower is a big " blow " himself,
you have three blows all in one, and all for 10 cents
Now,
think of the pleasure and strength to be derived from the
price of two such cigars invested in a pound of honey Who
would forego it if he only knew how good it is in the liquid
form on bread, biscuit or flapjacks. And the people are
learning every day that honey is a fine thing to eat and
not to be stored out of sight in tin, wood or paper-bags in
the granulated form.
Now, perhaps, I have said enough on this part of the
subject, so I will further consider the best packages to
use for the retail trade.
I'm a defender of glass packages for the retail trade.
As in a few other things connected with bee-keeping, localities differ, but in the majority of the retail stores glass jars
holding J4 or 1 pound each are the preferred sizes, retailing

—

1

'

—
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at l.S and 20 cents respectively.
In a country trade, when
selling from house to house, the quart and pint Mason jars
are best, or tin pails of various sizes. But it is utterly useless to talk rjf large glass or tin packages for the ordinary
city retail trade to be handled by the grocers.
And that is
where the bulk of the surplus crop of the best extracted
honey will eventually find the greatest demand on the
tables of the city people.
There is no need of bee-keepers trying to compete with
cheap and adulterated table syrups or mixtures that are

—

found in nearly every open market. What they should do
is to produce only the finest honey, put it up in convenient
packages for home consumption, and then go out after the
people. I know men who are working on this plan, and
their trade is constantly gaining in volume, and in satisfied customers.
We must remember that Mr. Aikin is a producer, and
his little crop of honey, or what he handles, is scarcely a
spoonful compared with the aggregate product of honey of
the whole country. What he has said may do in his locality,
and in his hands, but don't any of you ever go to any large
city and try to put his methods into practice.
If you do
you will regret it. You can't succeed. Life is too short.
You'll be gray-headed, or bald-headed, long before you can
work up a paying trade.
Perhaps I have said enough for now, especially for a
small man, and so far away from home. If I have helped
to fan the blue blaze I trust there will be plenty to blaze
away. It is one of the liveliest topics before this convention.
The bulk of the honej' put upon the market to-day is
extracted honey. And I am glad of it. What you want
to

know

is

way

the best and most profitable

of getting

it

on the tables of the people. You don't need to care
whether the poorest people get it. You are not in the beebusiness for your health alone. Some of you are making
your living at bee-keeping, even if not a fortune besides.
What you want to know is, how to realize the largest proceeds from the sweet product of your apiaries. But you
can't all go into the retail honey-business. Such being the
case, you should get in touch with those who are putting
up honey for retailers, and see that they handle your honey.
But you must produce a fine, thick, well-ripened article.
Well, I was going to stop before this. I will do so now.
But be sure to make the fire that follows so fearfully hot
that Mr. Aikin's granulated honey will be liquefied so that
even "spoony" people can get it down without pick, shovel,
all

and elbow-grease.
Now chip away, and see a glorious blaze

I

Gborge W. York.
Pres. Hutchinson
fire

away

at

F. H. C.

it.

Krueger

—

— You

—

I

have a burning subject, now

don't

want

to

have anything

to

do

with this fight I just want to tell my experience, that is
all.
I have been in the bee-business for nearly 45 years
I
have made it a point to produce nothing but extracted
honey, and I never had any trouble in the world to sell it.
I always had less honey than I could sell.
My first experience was in Kentucky. Of course, the prices were magnificent I sold my extracted honey by the barrel, wholesale, at 18 and 20 cents a pound.
Pres. Hutchinson The question is, as to the best way
of putting up honey for the retail trade. How did you put
;

;

—

up yourself for the retail trade ?
Mr. Krueger At that time what I didn't put up in barrels I put up in 2-pound glasses, which I shipped to consumers and grocerymen in the different cities, and the bulk
I came to Colorado, and when I exI sold by the barrel.
tracted my honey first it was a drug on the market. Why ?
I put it up in pound glasses and 2pound glasses, and carried it around in Denver. Of course, I sold it all, but it
was a great deal of trouble to me. At the present time, as

it

I

—

put

it

up, the smallest

amount

I sell is

a

Mason

jar

— three

pounds — the next is a half-gallon tin-pail, and the third is
a gallon pail, and the fourth is 75 pounds in a big, round 5gallon can. I fill it up with from 75 to 76 pounds, and I
have no trouble in selling it. I want to say this, if people
know that you give them a good article you will have no
trouble to sell

it.

went around and sold my honey in one
looked like clear and nice honey, just
exactly like that looks, and the people said it looks too nice,
I said to them, "I give j-ou this;
it must be adulterated.
you can taste it, and if you afterwards think it is adulterated I will give you another one for a present." I never
had to give one away they always wanted some more. But
that was too much trouble, so I put it up in half-gallons and
First,

when

and two pounds,

I

it

;
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two-gallons. I have now in my possession letters showing
that I could sell over 1500 pounds in Denver to my consumers. The only principle is to deal honestly with the
people, and give them a good article, and then try to get as
many consumers as you can. That is my experience, and I
make the most money in that way. Although some of the
bee-keepers here in Denver tell me, " Well, Mr. Krueger,
you will have to produce comb honey," I never expect to
do so still, I would not say I may not have to do it by-andby. I sell some to the grocery people here in Denver. I
saw they had honey on the shelves which was adulterated,
in nice, white-glass jars, and one of them told me, '•! have
lost every customer they don't want to buy that stuff."
I
said, " Here is a 5-gallon can
put it up to suit yourself ;"
and to-day he tells me he has all his customers back.
I believe we should try to sell it in as large a pail as we
can, and sell it to the grocerymen and the home trade. I
sold one company about 2500 pounds, and another company
2000 pounds.

Nov.

27. 1902.

;

;

;

—

Mr. Lovesy I have introduced on our market a glass
but it is a quart jar I call it a family package. When
I commenced to introduce the package on the market in
Salt Lake City people told me I couldn't sell it they wanted
those little jelly glasses, and if I had anything larger than
that they wanted this size jar quart Mason. I said I was
going to put the quart jar on the market. It was the storekeepers who didn't want it, but I finally got it introduced,
and now where I sell one dozen of the small I sell 30 dozen
of the quart jars. I sell them for 27'2 cents a jar, and they
retail for 35 cents
they get more honey for their money,
they get .? pounds of honey, and the jar for a nickel. The
package helps to sell the honey; the jar is in demand all
over the United States the Mason quart jar and the consequence is, sometimes I retail 1000 to 1200 pounds of honey
by the dozen in Salt Lake City in the quart jar. I sell a
few in small jars and a few in jelly glasses, but the quart
jar is the package, and the one I sell the most of.
Mr. Coggshall I will stand by Mr. Aikin in regard to
selling honey. There is one thing I want to add to it
which will help the everyday sale. In running over the
honey wait till it begins to candy a little bit, and then run
it
it will make the flavor much better, and granulate much
jar,

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

The Sisters Department— Smoker-Fuel.
BY WM. M. WHITNEY.

EDITOR :— I am

so glad you have added that QueenMR.Bee-keeping department
to the "Old Reliable." May

—

it expand, and continue to expand, until
no, not till
the drones are all crowded out, but until it shall occupy as
many pages as the queen occupies frames of comb in the
hive
What a gay time these Queens can have all alone. It
does not smack of perverseness to defend one's position
with spirit and strenuosity, if logically done, unmixed with
irritability.
It ought to be one of the most interesting departments be co-extensive with the life of bee-keeping and
that of the Journal.
At times, one might feel like making the acquaintance
of some one of those " queens," but my advice is: If you
know when you are well off, you'll be careful how you introduce yourself. I don't want both of my eyes swollen shut
with puncture from the poison-pointed pen of one of these
analytical "qtieens." I'd fear to approach one of them,
though protected with a Globe veil. No, no, I shall admire
them at a distance.
Any old drone, who has the temerity to interfere, in the
least degree, with the internal arrangement or management of this " hive," is to be pitied. One old fellow has
essayed to do something of the kind already, and, from appearances, has been " gone for," with something worse than
smoke from salted old rags. He looks as if he had been
stung right on the end of his nose. No, no, I'll tell you:
A'eep out of that enclosure, or you'll have a tune hummed to
you in " Rag-time," and you'll wish you'd done your buzzing and dancing out in the woodshed, or behind the barn.
!

—

Now, Mr.

;

finer.

L. F.
75
If

Juno — I would

like to

know how Mr. Krueger

pounds in a 5-gallon can.
Mr. Krueger — That is all right
you don't believe it come up and

that

;

I

will

gets

what it weighs.
weigh one for you.
is

—

E. Davison There is a great deal of agitation in regard
to distributing our extracted honey, and there is a great
deal of agitation in regard to the size and kind of pack-

ages which we use. We have two papers in our town, and I
have an advertisement in each of them, something like this
"Wanted. Gallon syrup-pails in good condition, with
:

—

lids to

We

fit.

pay

will take

some half-gallons."
and

5 cents a piece for the gallon,

3 cents for the
a great deal of this common syrup
used in our section of the country, and I don't find an)'
trouble in getting all of the pails I want in good condition
for 5 cents a gallon and I put up my extracted honey in
that shape. I furnish the grocery stores there with these
gallon pails at 90 cents a piece, and the half gallons at 45
cents a piece. Where I retail to my customers J sell the
gallon pails at 61.00, and the half-gallons at 50 cents.
These gallon syrup pails, as you probably all know, hold
less than 12 pounds probably a fraction over 11 pounds
I put these in the grocery-stores, and I find that the grocerystores that are handling these in that way are building up a
nice trade in extracted honey in that size packages. It is
a matter of education. There are two or three grocerystores in particular that have a good trade people that
want extracted honey go there for it they know what kind
of honey they get, and the kind of package and nearly all
that I sell is in gallon pails, and very few call for halfgallons.
Dr. Miller The only extracted honey in which I deal is
alfalfa honey, so far as the extracted part is concerned, and
I prefer it in 5-gallon tin cans
I always dispose of all I
get in that form. I buy just as often as I need it a 5-gallon
can for use on my own table.
I

half-gallon.

There

is

a word

— this

Editor, on this smoke question, allow me just
is for the drones, understand, and for them

alone.
tried decayed appletree wood ? I've
everything from hardwood to saltpetred rags,
and nothing suits me so well, unless it be dry, decayed elmThere is none of that black, liquid creosote, dripping
roots.
all over everything, and making a nasty mess, as is produced by almost every other fuel used. It ignites quickly
and, when packed closely, will keep, if the smoker is not in
use, for half a day.
But this may be another question of
locality, as we find almost everything else in beekeeping is
getting to be. Of course, this may be emphatically a question of locality, for you must be in the neighborhood of an
but I
old, decaying orchard to be able to secure the fuel
would go some distance to get it or elm root.
Now, remember I've said nothing about chips, nor have,
Walworth Co., Wis.
la" chip on my shoulder."

Has any one ever

tried almost

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

E. Davison I would say I always put a label on these
cans. I have 60-pound cans that I call my storage cans. If
any one wishes a 60-pound can I have it. I sometimes sell
60-pound cans to the groceries, and they put it into the
Mason jars to suit themselves.
(Continued next week.)

Various Metliods of Rearing Good Queen-Bees
BY

HAVE

A. C. F.

BARTZ.

followed the discussion on queen-rearing with
more than usual interest, because when such men as Dr.
Gallup, Henry Alley, and Mr. Doolittle "take the floor,"
it becomes interesting to learn what the results may be.
At one time during the dispute I had decided to keep still,
and it would probably have been the best thing I could do,
after all. But after seeing that the victory of the battle is
leaning as much one way as the other, excepting the statement on page 5'»6, together with that of Editors Root and
Hutchinson taking a stand with Dr. Gallup, I feel encouraged to venture to give a little from my own experience in
queen-rearing. And before I make any further statements
I would like to have it understood that I do not rear queens
for market so what I intend to say in the following is not
intended as free advertising.
Now, then, the statement has been made by Dr. Gallup
that really good queens can be reared in strong colonies
only, and from embryo queen-cells. Mr. Alley claims the
best queen he ever owned was reared in a small nucleus,
and advocates the nucleus method as the only right method
for queen-rearing. Mr. Doolittle, who, I suppose, is as able

I

;

—
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in the business as either Dr. Gallup or Mr. Alley, claims
better results by the dipped-cup method and either one
boasted of his own success in producing the best queens
and their articles have a tendency to make us poor honeyproducers believe that queens reared by their plans are the
only ones good for anything.

761

;

;

do not blame them for speaking a good vford for their
business, but after trying the three different methods
in question, I have found out that for the honey-producer
the best and cheapest queens can be reared by the Gallup
plan. I do not mean to say that every queen reared under
the swarming or supersedure impulse is perfect. O, no
But I mean to say if the very best stock is used for the purpose, and an abundance of stores being on hand or supplied,
the result will be a success. I will pay $25.00 to any queenbreeder who can rear a better queen by either the Doolittle
or the Alley plan (from either his or my stock, if he so desires) than I can, or the bees themselves, according to the
Gallup or natural way. What is the use of talking or writing ? The "proof of the pudding lies in the eating." After
having bought dozens of queens from different breeders, together with hundreds of colonies of bees, and carefully noting the difference in the amount of honey they gather, I
ought to know whereof I speak. And, which is the best
queen ? Now, I wish to say right here, that it is not color,
or any other quality, excepting the amount of honey, and
consequently the amount of money received, per colony. I
have had colonies of bees gather 8 supers of 28 sections each
in one season
and in 1898 I had 38 colonies averge 100
pounds of comb honey to the colony, together with doubling
their number in increase. How's that for naturally-reared

Questions and Answers.
COWOOCTBD BY

I

own

DH.

O. O.

atlLLBH. Afaren|ro,

HI.

[The Qaettlona may be mailed to the Bee Jonrnal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask tiu
Doctor to send answers br malL Editox.1

!

;

queens

?

Now

wish to give the beginner, and those not so much
advanced as the professional queen-breeders, a simple
method by which they can rear as good a queen as there is
I

The method is as follows
Rear a few queens under the swarming impulse — from
eight to a dozen of the very best stock you have, marking
in your diary or on the number-tag of each queen the number of the mother she was reared from. The following season test as to their honey-gathering qualities, and after
having found which ones are the best and most uniform,
rear from their mother the supply for your yard as follows:

in the land.

Wintering Bees

My

kitchen is one-story, ceiled (not plastered) above.
is therefore warm. Would that be a good place in
which to winter a few colonies, putting the hives against
the wall and cutting a hole so they can fly at will ? I have
a weak colony (happened to be unfortunate). In this weak
colony is a queen that I prize very highly. If I put this
colony in the warm garret, with hive or brood-chamber
space reduced, will she, or can she, be induced to rear brood
there, this month or next ? They have plenty of stores.

The garret

,

Answers. — I don't know enough

the queen-cells are begun in the colony, put a queen-excluding sheet under the entire hive. Now watch for the queencells to become ripe, and take out the ripe queen-cells as fast
as they become ripe. I have taken as many as 50 queencells from a single colony by this plan.
More queen-cells
will be built if a brood-comb be cut in two lengthwise about
half way. The brood-comb should be an old one a black
one if it can be had as the bees do not like to build it down
as they will a new one, but will start a lot of queen-cells on
the lower edge. In this way you can keep on rearing
queens as long as the colony insists on swarming, and good

—

—

ones.

Never select a queen for breeding that has simply a
large force of bees and 10 or 15 combs of brood, for that is
no evidence of her being a good one. The only test that I
know of is the amount of honey they have gathered, and if
comb honey is desired the whiteness and the plumpness of
their sections.
I have had large colonies in the spring like Mr. Doolitwrote of years ago, that promised to outstrip everything,
but proved worthless in the end as honey-gatherers. But
the longevity of a queen is an important factor, and Dr.
Gallup is right when he says it takes 2 years to test a
queen.
But for a breeder it takes 3 years and if the
queen should be dead before her daughters are tested, she
would be of no use but if the queens are reared rightly,
they will nearly all live 3 years, a good many 4, and a very
few five at least such is mj' experience.
Of course, I allow my queens to lay to their full capacity, using 40 to 50 combs during the height of the season,
and that may have something to do with shortening their
lives.
I am using the 10-frame Langstroth hive, and have
to tier them up 4 and 5 stories high, and I wish now
that I had a 12-frame hive, as S stories are too high for convenience, and 4 are not high enough to accommodate the
Chippewa Co., Wis.
most of my queens.

KEN'TUCKY.

answer your question. It is barely possibly that bees would winter first-class
shape in that garret, but it would be best to try it first on
to

a small scale.
It will be difficult to get that colony to rear brood

through November and December, and it would almost
certainly be of no advantage if they should. The quieter
they can be kept the better.

:

Early in the spring, if the particular colony in question
should for some cause or other not be very strong, make it
so.
Coax and crowd the colony to start to swarming. When

In a Garret.

The Queen's Laying

Brood-Nest Covering for Winter

— Langstrotli

Hive.

1. A queen deposits eggs in worker and drone cells.
Does the location of the egg produce a male or female bee ?
or has the queen the capacity or ability to lay a drone-egg
in a drone-cell, and a worker-egg in a worker-cell ?

What is the best covering for the brood-nest in wina cloth or thin board ?
One hatches a worker-bee,
3. A queen lays tvro eggs.
Now, the bees make a queen of the
the other a drone.
worker-egg, and she is fertilized by the drone her brother.
Will their stock be as good as if the queen and drone had
come from different stock ?
the Langstroth hive and frame as good as
4. Are
Kentucky.
others ?
2.

ter,

—

Answers. — 1.

I

don't know.

Opinions are

divided.

think there is volition on the part of the queen, and
some think there is some kind of mechanical compression
or something of the sort that obliges the queen to lay in
each cell the appropriate egg.
2. For outdoors it is generally believed that it is better
For
to use the cloth so as to allow of upward ventilation.
the cellar it makes little or no difference if everything is
open enough below.
" No."
3. The general answer will be
4. That depends on what is meant b^- Langstroth hive
and frame. One answer to the question is that there is no
better, for every movable- frame hive is a Langstroth.

Some

tle

;

;

;

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

for.

this

week are well worth working

Cellar-Wintering— Robbing and

tlie

Robbed.

1. I have kept bees for 5 years, and I now have about 20
colonies. I winter them in the cellar, where the temperature
It is a good cellar to winter bees
is from 40 to 45 degrees.
in, but this year I have 2 colonies that are very short of
How will it do to put a super on each of them with
stores.
This honey is stored in pound
ten pounds of honey ?

boxes.
2.

How

can

I

see that the bees are robbing?

And how

Minnesota.
when they are robbed ?
Answers. — 1. It will be all right ;/ you are sure the bees
will reach the honey. The danger is that that they will remain on the combs and starve with the honey out of reach
can

I

see

above them. Indeed, they will be pretty sure to do so if
they do not carry the honey down before being taken into
the cellar. You might put the sections in frames, and then
put the frames of sections in the hive close up to the bees.
If eight of the sections will not go in a brood-frame, cut
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two sides from some of the sections until they

will go in.
2.

You cannot

tell

by appearances

indeed,

;

it is

The Afterthought. *

seldom

that you can tell from appearances that a colony is robbing.
But if
It merely looks like a colony working very busily.
you see one colony working very busily when others seem
robbed
idle, you may suspect that the busy colony is being
or is robbing some other colony. It is easier to tell the colony that is being robbed. If you find bees flying very
busily at a hive, especially if you know that the colony is
weak, and you know it is not a time when bees are storing
rapidly, you may be tolerably sure mischief is going on.
Catch and kill a bee coming out, and one going in. If it is
a case of robbing, you will find the bee coming out filled
•with honey, and the one going in will be empty.

The

'*Old Reliable" seen

By

E. e.

B

Sta.

.6381.

.6380,

New and

through

HASTY,

Unreliable QIasses.
Rural, Toledo, O.

.6382,

.6383.

The

above, and the six numerals next in succession,
stand for the different departments of apiculture, it seems.
(Interjections from the boys.) Also, .63833 and .63834 stand
for more minutely subdivided apicultural things. If we
only go far enough we can find ourselves instead of losing
ourselves, as those who wander far are apt to do. Mayhap,
about .63839876543210 will prove to be this here " Afterthought " of ours. " Amaziu' I"
But, really, my mind has not had such a stirring up for
quite awhile as it got by contemplating this simple scheme
for putting absolutely everything into its own numbered
pigeon-hole. I thank Mr. C. P. Dadant for bringing it to
our attention.
Both advantages and objections seem
rather obvious. Very desirable that classification and subdivision should be the best possible, and an iron-clad rule to
make just ten parts every time could rather seldom be exactly the best. Awkward to divide a clover leaf into ten
parts, and simple to divide it into three. As a first division
of all human thought, effort and knowledge, I should be for
making nearer fifty items than ten.
Moreover, I think this can be done and will leave the
advantages of the system intact. One foundation idea of
the system seems to be that decimals can always be added
Adding
to without affecting the value of previous figures.
two figures to simple five makes it five thousand, and we
have to think of the great increase in value. That's an irrelevant idea in this use of figures, and it does not trouble
so much on the other side of the decimal point. But putting
theyiw/ division on the left of the decimal point does not
bring in the difficult and thereby we can have as many
divisions as we want the first time. So doing we can leave
some blanks (after the manner of numbering houses on a
street) in which the world's future thought can have space
Let
to work without so completely abolishing our work.
me illustrate my scheme, not having seen the other one.

—

Producing Extracted Honey.

Kansas is not a great honey-State, and the past season
has been a hard one on the bees too cold and wet. I have
kept bees for four years, and they have stored a little surplus every year. I have run for comb honey altogether, so
far.
I have at this time (Nov. 3) 28 colonies, having started
in the spring with 19 colonies, good, bad and indifferent, and
took off between 900 and 1000 sections. Iget 12,'2 cents a
piece for them.
1. I use the 8-frame hive, and think some of running
part of my bees for extracted honey. Is that size large

—

enough
2.

?

Will

I

have

to wire all

my combs ?

there an extractor made that will give satisfaction
with section honey ?
I have taken the Bee Journal for two years, and read it
with interest. While there are a good many things written
that are hard for us beginners to understand, yet enough
is written to help us on the right track and then experience
Kansas.
is the best teacher, anyway.
3. Is

;

—

Answers. 1. It is quite possible you might be better
pleased with a larger hive, but you can make the 8-frame
very large by additional stories.
2. Combs were used for extracting before wired combs
were heard of but while combs are new great care must be
used in extracting if they are not wired.
3. Probably any extractor can do the work of extracting
sections by using in it wire-cloth pockets to hold the secBut it is a fussy job, at best, to extract sections.
tions.

—

;

A.

Queens Not Successfully Introduced.
I am not pleased with a queen that came late in August.
introduced her according to instructions on the cage, to a
colony that had been queenless and without brood two or
three weeks. After four or five days I examined, but failed
The colony still remains queenless and
to find the queen.
without brood. Can you account for her non-acceptance ?

an unsettled question. A plan may
succeed ninety-nine times and fail the hundredth time, and
yet no one can say why the hundredth time should be any
different.
It is barely possible that in spite of your not
finding the queen she may still be present. Sometimes a
queen will be in a hive a good many days before beginning
to lay, and sometimes queens stop laying in September, and
not very late in September, either. So the queen may be
still there, waiting to lay next spring. The colony had been
"queenless and without brood two or three weeks." Sometimes when queenless so long they become reconciled to
their condition, and when a queen is offered they will have
none of her. It is just possible that a young queen was
reared in the hive, causing the death of the queen introduced, the young queen being afterwards lost on her wedtion of queens

is still

ding-tour.

Other guesses might be made, but
as last that I don't
cessfully introduced.
first

know why

I

may

the queen

as well own up
was not suc-

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

in

whole or in part to the soul of man.

Religion.

4.

2.

Evangelism,
Philanthropy.

5.

a.

Then

five

blanks

left,

Soul Philosophy.
Music.

and continuing

B. Things most properly pertaining to the mind of man.

I

Utah.
Answer. — Hard to tell. None of the ordinary methods
of introducing queens is infallible, and the safe introduc-

Things pertaining
1.

11. Mental Philosophy.
13. Languages.
13. Literature.
14. History.

^

Logic.

15.

And

a big lot more.

16.

Rhetoric.

17.
19.

Mathematics.
Astronomy.
Geology.

30.

Cosmogony.

IS.

Then many blanks

left,

and con-

tinuing
C.

Things pertaining for the most part
101. Medicine.
102. Athletics.
103. Agriculture.
104. Hunting.
10.5.

And
stead of

Fishing.

a lot more.

to the

body of man.

106. Mining.
107. Engineering.
108. Transportation.
109. Navigation.
110. Defense.

Thus we

get Apiculture as (103.8) in-

(.638).

Coming to our own corner, I suspect that those who
look upon Apiculture mainly as a science will refuse to be
pleased with any classification which satisfies those who
consider it mainly as a means of getting a living and vice
versa.
I fear a similar trouble will go through pretty much the
Spiritually-inclined man will say that o/
whole thing.
course things pertaining to the soul must have the most
Scientifically-inclined man will say
prominent spread.
that of course the sciences must have a raging lion's share
of the whole view. Bread-and-butter man will want both
spiritual and scientific things crowded into small and inconspicious corners, that the general landscape may be filled
with things "practical," as he would term it.
Also, so many things have a bearing on work-a-day affairs, too, that the pigeon-holing of the same thing in two
places will be dreadful. Page 647.

—

—
Nov.
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SCRAPING SKCTIONS OV HONEY.
Twelve hundred .sections a pretty jfood day's work
scrapinp honey with a knife. We should say so, Miss Wilson. Somebody, some time, will want to define a standard
day's work at scrapinff honey. For the present we will
Possibly some of the brethren will call it
let this be it.
nearer the "record" than the " standard," as it is one for
each half minute of the ten-hour day.
And if your arrangements allow the bees to pet at the
section-bottoms, and if you are willinjf to sandpaper, then
Miss Wilson's tightening-up frame, to facilitate sandpapering a whole super at once, is evidently very valuable.
As a matter of experience with small crops I scrape
my sections a few at a time, and find myself looking forward to it as restful work instead of shuddering at it. I
must confess, however, that it is dirty. Perhaps the grand
key to this difference is the fact that bees can't get at my
sections anywhere except on the edges. Page 6+7.

—

—

Nl'KSE-BKES

AND ADOPTED BROOD.

—

Not mentioned in print before that's the kind of thing
readers cry for. This time it is the alleged fact that nursebees will stay a little more faithfully with recently adopted
brood than with their own. This when making nuclei. Unexpected. Both " Ohio " and Dr. Miller agree that it is so.
Here's my guess
Want-to-be nurses and the bees below
crowd them off and will not let them, because they are not
needed. Having just got a longed-for job they natur:

ally incline to stick to

BITCKEVE

it.

Page

— ROBBER-BEKS— VIRGIN

650.

QUEENS— SVl'EET CLOVER

HEARTSEASE.

Buckeye

is

abundant

here,

and much

visited in

bloom-

but I never saw or heard of any ill from it. Have
ray eyes been dull ? or has California a more poisonous
species than ours ? or is Mr. Brown mistaken ? Page 651.
Spoil the welcome of quiet robbers by scenting them
with something sprayed on them. Shouldn't wonder if that
would work sometimes. Page 652.
Interesting experience of Dr. W. A. Johnson. Very
young virgins will very often supersede old queens by
merely running them in as soon as they emerge. Page

time

;

;

653.

Aha Sweet

clover has (in Mississippi) learned to grow
in competition with weeds and grasses, without requiring
the grinding of wheels or trampling of stock. And this
within the last two years. Page 655.
Have often wondered why our abundant heartsease
should be of so little value to us when it is so often menAnother case of longitude. Like
tioned as important.
alfalfa it leaves its honey when it comes this side the Missis-
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Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
EMMft M. WILSON. Marenoo,

Goiuliicieil l)u

\

III.

Late Strawberries.
November

picked nearly two quarts of large, ripe
strawberries, and we had strawberry short-cake for dinner.
Isn't that doing pretty well for McHenry Co., 111.?
12

When

I

to

Put Bees into

tlie

Cellar.

my

my

bees into the cellar ? This is
When shall I put
first year of bee-keeping, and I want to put them in at just
the right time, but

I

don't

know what

the right time

is.

Beginner.

Answer. — Just as long

as the weather is pleasant, and
a chance of your bees having a flight occasionally,
Ihey are better out-of-doors.
In regions where it is cold enough to make cellar-wintering desirable, it is well to leave the bees out until settled
cold weather comes. It is very diflicult to tell just when
The temperature may go
is the right time to put them in.
down to zero, and if it is early in the season, and there is a
reasonable chance for their having a good flight later, betOn the other hand, if it is the middle
ter leave them out.
of November, and the bees have had a good flight within a
day or two, and it comes a cold snap, better not take many
chances. That last good flight just before they go in is
what we want to make sure of, and we may reasonably expect settled cold weather soon after the middle of November.
If possible, it is best to put them in the very day after
they have had a good flight.
Put it down as a fixed rule that it is always the right
time to put bees in just after they have had their last flight
but the trouble is to know which is going to be their last
there

is

flight.

I

sippi.

Page

659.

Health-Food is the name of a 16inches) which is designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

Honey

page

as

a

leaflet (3'2x6

almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we art using it ourselves.
Prices, prepaid — Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts.; 25
is

cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for S1.25
500
for $2.25; 1000 for $4.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your
order.

for20cts.; SO for 35

" The

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree

;

Bloom "

Sweetening- Up Soup Honey.
Four kegs of last year's
Will heating up sweeten it ?
a mild case of
oblige.

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

white honey have soured.
what will ? They are

not,

prescription

for

use will greatly

New

York.

a mild case, heating up may do soma
good, but great care would be required in not heating too
much, as the flavor would be spoiled. Slow and long heating is best, setting on the reservoir of the cook-stove, or
some place where it would heat very slowly, during several
days.
It might be a good thing to skim or pour off the top. as
that is probably the worst, and treat separately.
Perhaps the best way would be to let it candy, then
drain, and the thin part will all drain off, and after heating
what is left you will no doubt have some very good honey.
The thin part which is drained off you can use for vinegar.
If too bad to candy and drain, the whole of it might be used
for vinegar. Or, as it is a mild case, the whole of it might
be used for cooking purposes, always supposing you can
dispose of it to some baker who uses a good deal.

A

the

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

If

Answer. — Being

is

name of the finest bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

A

it ?

fine,

Silver-Spoon Swarm.

There has been no need for us to invoke Jupiter Pluvius. for
rain we had in plenty, and not only rain, but sometimes thunder
and lightnings too genuine to be mistaken for Salmoneus driving
his brazen bridge and throwing down lighted
his chariot over

During these manifestations of Jupiter, the bees necessarily
stayed at home, and as we learn from Indiana papers, the heavy rains,
and the limited supply of white clover caused by last summer's
drouth, have both combined to make the honey crop short this year
torches.

in Indiana.

one colony, for never having
thought it best to confine my experiences
to a single hive, until profiting by what lessons I learn, I can perhaps
one day realize my vision of a long bee-bench occupied with colonies,
whose homes fairly overflowing with their luxurious sweetness, might

As regards my own

kept bees until this year,

bees, I have but
I
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well rival the palace of Madame Tartiue and
her family, that is described in such appetizing verse in La Mere L'Oie.
One remembers the old adage

A swarm

in

DANDY

BONE
CUTTER

double your egg yield. Thousands of poultry raiseis

May

say so.

worth a load of hay
A swarm in June
Is worth a silver spoon;
But the swarm of July
Isn't worth a fly.''
Is

It costs less, turns easier,

cuts faster and lasts longer than
any other. Price $^-.Oii up. P*old on 15 l>ay »'
Free Triul. Seo.i Tt l.tMik and ipecUlpropoBUlua

STRATTON MF'G.
Roi

My own belongs to the silver-spoon class, so
could not expect much, if, indeed, anything,
way of surplus honey. No, not a drop
of honey by way of tribute, or to pay for a
silver spoon, was ever taken upstairs, but
downstairs investigation shows that they have
collected sufficient food for their winter pro-

CO.,
Erie, Pa.

ai,

f lease mention Bee Journal -when wiitma.

I

in the

Bees
We

Wanted on

Shares.

HAVE YOU IDLE CAPITAL?

not know what Hippolyta was doing during
the sieges, but I know that her Amazons
fought bravely, and were victorious. I had
an anti-robbing entrance made according to
Cheshire's device, and it proved the most
effectual of all my plans to aid the bees. Bold,
indeed, must be that bandit bee or wax-moth
which would thread that narrow and crooked
passage!
Alert,
indeed, are the sentinels
stationed at those corners to meet the daring

are owners of lOUO colonies of bees, and
want lOOJ more to run on shares. We have the
best location in the be»it part of Texas, and will
give as references H.W. Wiseman &. Co., Bankers, P;iul Nenbauer, P.M., or any responsible
business firm of Floresville or Hutto, Texas.
We have the best assistants we can procure,
and have been in the business since is'ij. We
have heavy fall rains, and next year will be a
big" one for honey.
If you have as many as 250
colonies of bees, ship them to us, pay the cost
of location, and supply us the necessary equipment for honey production, and we will give
them all the necessary attention, and ^ive you
one-half the honey. Bees must be all in either
s or 10 frame Dovetailed or Langstroth hives.
Let us explain to jou more fully; thereiore, we

foel

solicit

Therefore, taking into consideration the
disadvantages resulting from a late swarm,
robbers, wet weather, and the cornucopia not
overflowing, the owner of this colony has no
cause to be dissatisfied if the bees failed to
bring her a silver spoon and, if on account
of empty supers, the commercial honey-king
sits in the parlor without money, let us hope,
at least, that the blessed queen-bee is in the
kitchen eating bread and honey from out of
numberless silver spoons brimful and running over!

THE HYDE BEE

vision.

Then, besides,
visited by small

my

colony was occasionally

bands of robber-bees.

I

do

;

One can

build hives in the air as well as
castles, so I have visions of hives and honey,
of prime swarms and after-swarms, of flowers
and of bees. But so have we all visions of
summers to come, when the visible delights
of flower and bee will make us say with Zonas

the Sardian

your correspondence.

4.sAtf

CO., Floresville,Tex.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

TANACETIFOLIA
-1 oz. seed, 25 cts. in

January,
ordered
TruFhacella?
NOW, Any quantity. "O. LUHDORFF,
if

VisALiA. Calif.

48A

^^
tgUWiSlmSl

i^^a-^-^-w.^,

FENCE!Farmer
F"--^"

Prices.

COILKD SPRINO

FKM E

—
Box S9
fVloeheeter, iDdiuDu, I'. S.
Please mention the Bee Journal

ZSi^iSSSSSa
***™***^*^*"'*
ia
40Etf

at IVholf, ale
Sold to^the
FuMy WamiDtod. Catalop Free.

T''^'''-

ril.

A.

FOR SALE.
Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each
7000 lbs. Extracted

" Ye nimble honey-making bees, the flowers

^

or bits of raisin

barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
holding 330 lbs.net;
33^3 Its. Prices— 7!^c per pound in barrels, and
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must acconipany order. Sample bv mail. 10c. Address,
41A13t
N. L.
box 83, Viola, Wis.

that, decks the apple-tribe, or fragrant violet;

CYPHERS INCUBATOR,

are in their prime
taste

Come, now, and

the

little

buds of

sweetly breathing thyme;

Of tender poppies

all so" fair,

27, 1902.

bean vent over.

THE
will

"

Nov.

But by an bj- it begin to
kine of clear up, an ay look all roun, but,

mine goodnes! aydon'i kin

see Peter.

But

puny soon ay hear big racket in da sellar, an
ay go down an ay fine Peter, he being hide
behine da potatis box. Ay coax for long time,
an by and by ay make to com out, but he say
da yust hurt awful; an he say, "Myyingl
dom don't hav no bugs in da old country vat
bite lak dem tings." Cours. dom bean had
bees in Sveden, but Peter he don't never tiean
had much experience. But, my ying. It beau
yust von four dollars to seen Peter. He bean
purt neer bline on von side, an da odder side
he don't kin see a little bit. An, mine goodness, his nose yust stick out lak Chicago. An
dom tears yust run all around Peter's nose.
Maw, she put kerosene all over Peter's face,
an in his hair, an on his nose, but it don't
seems to dun much gud. Dats vat Peter say,
any vay.
So ven Peter vent home he seems to bean
kine of mad, an he say he goan to git even.
Course, if ve goan to flte dom bees po das vay
ve goan to git left but da honey vat dom
make it bean awful sveet an helty, an ay tank
it bean som gud ting to sen som body roun to
tell all das peoples how good it bean. It bean
good for bad colds, and coffing, an purt near
all kines of sickness.
Now, if dom peoples
ma honey can yust save das doctor few trips,
den dom save money nut to buy lots ma
hunny, an it bean plenty gud ting for dom
chilrens som don't need to be sick. It don't
bean netting so gud for company som hunny,
an ven dom peoples have plenty honny dom
don't bean so hard on das sugger-bole.
Ay don't got time to go roun, but Peter he
bean had plent experence now. Mebby he go.
But, my ying, it don't bean safe for Peter to
carry any samples, coz him lak hunny so veil
he mebby ete up hole ting.
Ven Peter com out of da seller das time,
ven dom bees bite him so bad, ay tank him
bean look lak Propaganda, but ay been to
Kansas an ay seen lots of yackrrabits, an dom
yump youst bout lak l^eter ven dom bees bean
bite him.
An Peter he bean big nuf to mak
dom peoples ete plenty hunny all rite.
Dr. Gandy he say dom peoples vat eat
plenty hunny never bean git brites diseas. Ay
tank him bean rite.
Ay no feller vat got
brites diseas plenty bad.
He bean von of dem
;

—

HENTHORN.

sweet,

Or down

Come, nibble on— your
honey while you can.

vessels

in U.

In order that the hive-protecting, bee-preserving Pan
May have a tasting for himself, and that the

hand so rude
That cuts away the comb, may leave vourselves some little food.''

Kate

Wayne

Co., Ind., Sept.

World's Standard Hatcher.
Used on 26 Gov. Experiment tstntiong
S.. Canada, AustraiiB and New-

store with

V. ArsTiN.

S.

Zealand; nlso by America's leading
poultrynien and thousands of oihers.
Gold medal and highest award at
Ifi-pape
Pan-dmerican, Oct. 1901.
circular free. Complete catalogue,
Moist
18u paj^'es, 8x11 in., mailed for lOc
Aflk nearest ofHcefor book No. r^o

COMPANY,
CYPHERS I\CUItAT«R
Uostoii, Mass., New \orb,

Botmlo, N. ¥.* t'hici^o.

III.,

>'.

CLIMBING
a woven wire fence is a prptti- t,'Ood test. Yod can
climb the PAGE without leavinu' your mark.
l»A<JK WOVEN WIUK FKX K CO.. AI>UI A\. MICH.

¥.

flease mention Bfie Journal "wlien wriUnft

l-ll)

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whule Apicultural Field more

^ Wtiat Yon Yonson THinks

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Veil, Peter Peterson he com over das dinner
time, an das veder bean awful fine an varm,
an dom bees dom bean flying som bunding for
Bomdings eider sveet or green. Now, Peter
Peterson, he bean first cussin to Ole Peterson,
cours Ole he got more cussins now, but Peter
he bean da first von. Dats vat Peter sed, any
vay.
Now, Peter he bean vay bout 200 pounds,
an he don't bean very long in das country.
By an by a bee com bussing roun Peter, an he
tak off his hat an goan to flte him. An purty
soon tre or four bees dom youst sit rite down
in Peter's hair, an Peter he yust yump roun
so fast ay vas almost fraid Peter goan to run
over himself.
Purty soon von little bee he sit rite down on
Petar's nose, an for bout five minit ay don't
know if Peter vas all stars, or if he bean all
stripes, or if it bean som cyclone vat youst

—

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

The Nickel Plate Road
will afford its patrons an opportunity
to take advantage of low rates for

Christmas and

New Year

Keystone
...Honey-Jars

completely than aav other published,
eend $i.20to

i-OK

mention Bee Journal when "writmEt

'-'lease

These are clear flint glass jars holding just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7's inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealiogwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at S3.S0
gross, $3.25 per gross; or five or more
;

holidays, by
and a third for

gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheape.st glass one-pound jars weknow

the round-trip to all points on their
Dec. 24, 25, 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
Return limit including Jan. 2,
Through service to New York
City, Boston and other eastern points.

anything about. \Ve have only about
So speak quick
20 gross of them left.
Address,
if you want them.

selling- tickets at a fare

line,
1903.
1903.

Chicago passenger station, Harrison
St. and 5th Ave. For further information, address John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chicago.
66-47A5t

144

&

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.,

-

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Nov.
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fulU'is VHl liaiij; round da sulunc, imd he bottn
awfid 1)1110 on da on of his iioRC. an his noso
bean red yuhl lak ours healing; stove on C)ri»Ay lank das bean da vorst
iims moinini;.
He nol vife an ehiltiin; val ay never seen.
tlreii. too, an his voinan siie iiav Lo do vashinjr for livin^;, on doni eliilreii doiii jjo l)arfuUed veil it bean eold, an dom don't can j,'o
to sl<ul inueh, eoz das paw he don't vll Ijy any
books. If hunnyean kwredas kine of fellers,
den ay tank it bean some (fud lint?, eoz das
bean da vorse diseas Vttl ay never seen. Ay
tank if lie by more hiinny an less visky it
bean plenty iniK'h belter for das faiidy. Veil
das feller tak on plenty visky he don't (,'ot
more sens dan to tile hie own tr™'"""^!'!"'''
Ay tank briles diseas bean plenty bad linn.
Ay hope diis N. I!.-K. A. have ne\ big caiiii>
Yon Yonson lie
IiieliM;,'R in (.'hK'a;;o, eoz den
goan to be dar, it he have to go hors back an
Yonson.
Yon
Yim.
ride ole

DisGOonis lor tariu orders,
On

cash orders received before Jan. 1, I'Jtii, we will allow you a discount
before April 1st, 2 percent. Send us a list of the goods you want
will quote prices by return mail.

all

of 4 percent

and we

FROM MANY FIELDS

G.

Take your

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

C. H.

&

S. A.

146

Muth and

A. Muth.)

Central and Freeman Avenues,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

service, lowest prices, with best shipping- facilities.

BEE-SUPPLIES

THE BEST MADE.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR FACTORY

I

I

sq.Standard.with cork, pr.,f4.75
"
*'
% " '^"
3 75
"
*'
*'
5-oz.
1-lb.

HONEY-JARS

I

'

\

I

3 00

I

SEEDS

CO.,

Erie Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

E.

W. WEBER,

(Successor to Chas. F.

;

I'm posted on family rows, and never mix
such unpleasantness.
Benevolently,

WIS., U.

Please write us, statins' source g'athered from, quantity, and price delivered
It must be put up in no drip cases.
Address,

Prompt

one.
wife's largest cardboard hat-box put the cover on the bottom
of the box, to strengthen it; cut the deep
part to say four inches in depth. Then take
your brad-ttwl and punch the bottom of this
Now, put this
combination full of holes.
over the frames, add on an empty super, so
you can put on the hive-cover, and you are
Just till the feeder full of honey, or
fixed.
sugar syrup if you have not the other, cover
up the hive, and the bees will do the rest.
The next day when you go to see that hive,
the bees will have licked up and stored that
honey in a way that will astonish you. Besides, the feeder will help keep the bees warm
in cold weather.
It is in the hive and ready
for use next spring.
How much for this patent do you say! Oh,
a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal will do.
If your wife starts any
trouble for taking her hat-box you'll have to
square the matter with her. I'm only giving
you good advice, not fighting your battles.

Directions:

CO.,
WATERTOWN,

here.

The Dandy Hat-Box Feeder.
Any married man can make

B LEWIS

WHITE COMB HONEY WANTEPr

^'

.sasaasassssassssaata

SSQ!

;

Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

iSSQQ®
®S*2*iSQGQ^):Q;2QQSSVSiSSSS^-^~

i

765

of

100 lbs. white sweet-scented clover,$li'
"
"
"
100 lbs. yellow
$15
too lbs. Alfalfa clover,
J12
100 lbs. Alsike clover,
$1S

I

Honey-Plants

I

l-1b.
1-lb.
1-Ib.

>'<i-lb.

Keystoue, spring- lop, gross,
Octagon, spring top, gross,
"
"
••
'•

White Dutch,
Catnip seed,

5.25
5.25
4.75

too lbs.
1
1
1

oz.
oz.
oz.

New plans, new

Xmas BOOKS

PRICES.

si).Standard,spring top,g'r.,JS.SO

Rocky Mountain Beeplant,
Eucalyptus seed,

$20
lOc
ISc
20c

new schetnes

prices,

— we give you over 50 percent com-

tnlssiou on fine, big books selling

and you can
SELL 2 to 6 AT

at 22c, 37c, 73c;

Address quickly,

EVERY HOUSE.

HOWARD &

CO., 519 Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writlne

47A3t

in

Your Uncle Frank.

;

We

are

tlie

Send for

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies

in tlie

Nortliwest

t

catalog.

A "Shocked" Swarm!
Now

the (should-have-been) honey
a thing of the past, we were ail
snuggling down to comfortably snoozle away
the few intervening months between now and
next spring, having donned our sleepingrobes and night-caps with the hopeful expectation of nuietly dozing away the said
months, should they be allotted to us. Hardly
had we reclined in a comfortalile position
when we were shockingly awakened from our
sweet reverie of hives and honey by big, bold
head-lines
of,
"Nomenclature of Forced
Swarms,'" page 691. Our heads do not get
any rest. It is first one argument and then
another. Why must we worry about Nomenclature ? I can boldly answer (x ?(7 Miller),
" I don't know." We must wake up and
argue about the proper or improper name for
a swarm. I don't believe it makes any difference to the swarm what they are called, as
long as they have a long-tongued, long-lived,
and long-pedigreed queen, lots of stores, and
good, comfortable quarters to keep house in.
For the sake of argument I call it a
"shocked" swarm, because the bees are
thrown off by the shock of the shake, therefore they are shocked when the shaking is
shocking enough to shake them off the comb
on which they were previously. I do not
pretend to shake against such a shaker as Mr.
E. R. Root, nor do I want to be shocking to
our dear Dr. Miller, but I must express my
unshaken belief, before the man with a
jouncer comes along and scoops us all up, by

harvest

that

is

To make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Buslneas Dairying^ Cat.212 f ree.W.Chester.Pa

We

have

tlie

Best boofls, Lowest Prices,

anil

Minneapolis, Minn.

r

Best Stiippinf FacOlties,

r

Have You Seen Our Blue
alog? 60 Illustrated pag-es; describes
at the

LOWEST

Tanks from

prices.

tjalv. steely

EVERYTHING NEEDE&

Alternatitig- hives

red cedar, cypress or

and Fereusoo
fir;

freight pa i; price-list free.

KRETCHMER MFG.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

27 cents Cash
for Beeswax.
paid
r
low,

upon

its receipt,

Cat-

THE APIARY. BEST g-oods
supers. Seat FRKE; write for it.
IN

& Ouran

Council Bluff

Iowa: Chas.
'2E26t

This
to

«"

is a g-ood time
send in your Bees-

?'•"CASH —
£-v

for best yelor 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.
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SPLENDID
PRESENTS!

advocating the Dame of a jounced swarm or
before Yon Yonson Gallups up the Alley,
Bent-on expressing himself in his Swedorgen;

Limbergerburg excruciatingly funny expressions, I must retire from the platform of
argument, and " go back and sit down
among the small fry, and fold my arms over
my palpitating heart, while big men, with big
capacities and big ideas, harangue and argue
over the momentuous question whether the
swarm is brish, brash, or brushed; shick,
shack, or shaken; iim. jammed or jounced.
Now. I thank you for your forbearance
with mv nonsense, and will say with the
patriarchs of old, -'Let er go; let 'em have
it.''

will now crawl back into
until disturbed again.
Baltimore Co., .VId., Nov. S.
I

Bad Yeap fop
This was a bad year
live

my

Sh.\kek.

now have

I

had

HOWARD &

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I nse a PROCESS that produces 'EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my

inventions,

FOUNDATION

fax

Wori:

which enable me
and

Into Foiinflation

$

12

80
200 Egg

Flease

Casli

ir.entioii

Jouriral

2SAtf

Please mention the Uee Journal.

writinft

T. F.

when

"writing.

PATENT

I

Smokers

BINGHAM. FarweM,

Mich.
wj\i Bf'

flease mention Bee journal

uIiptj

1902— Bee-Keepers'

SuopliesI

We

BOYS

WE WANT WORKtKS
Both,

„_ Send OS 10c at&mpa or silver
mplea to work with.

Girltf, (.udaiui:

;ilil<o,

make money working fu
We fDraihh cafiital loHtarl yio in busU
for full in-lructiona

URAPER PUBLISHING

and a

CHICAOn.

-

TLt.

POULTRY FAYS
when

K?ep them

the hens lay.

Fur liatrhinf? and brouUuse the best reasonable priced
Incubators and Brooders — built
upon honor, sold upon puarantee.

THE ORMAS

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

the best.
Send for Circular.

YORK & CO.

W.

146 Erie Street,

Augusta, Wis.

Bee Journal when

24

STAHL, Quincy

I

&

layinir.

meet those wdo work for ub. Cow keciitranl. h^have mooey. We etarl you in bueinea-i. Youm-ke
large profits. Easy work. We furnish capital, ^nj
10 cents for full line of oamplesand i>4rticularfi.
DKAPER PUBLISHING CO^. Cbicago. Ills,

cons,trucnon am
action. Hatches tvery ferlil'
egg. Write for catalog to-da_v

I

GEORGE
144

in^;

to

Perfect in

46A26t

For

wanted by mail.

Full Line of Supplies,

BIFINGHAN'S
years

INCUBATOR
GEO. H.

SEIiL

to

Catalog giving

at prices that are the lowest.

^ease mention Bee
For

500>
$6.00
7.£0
8.00
10.£0
6.00

Dittmer's Foundation

BEESWAX WA.NTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Mr. Henry Alley, in his concluding remarks
on page 729. says: " I have come to the conclusion that we" all rear queens by the same
method as does Dr. Gallup. There is no
other way to rear good ((ueens. All queens

ZSIb
$3.25
4.00
4.2S
S.SO
3.25

Alsike Clover
White Clover
1.20
Alfalfa Clover
80
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if

with prices and samples, tree on application

Reaping Long-Lived Bees.

lODi
$1.40
1.70
1.80
2.30
1.40

5tt
$ .TS
90
1.00

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

James Kane.

Co., Iowa. Nov. 17.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed o£ several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

47A6t

I

Dubuque

Seeds.

easily

Writeto-day toCO,
510 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
writinv
-when
Journal
Bee
mention
Please

ist.

eight.

got 100 pounds of comb honey.
There was no white clover last June, but it
bloomed in August and yielded some honey.

work you can

And Several Other CloveF

silver,
watches, clocks,
games, books, dolls, knives, guns,
cameras, etc. Don't miss our
NEW plan and special premium

own

Bees.

little

27, 1902.

GLOVER

SYVEET

earn

little cell,

for bees here.

colonies last spring, and

For a

Nov.

can furnish' you with The A. I. Root Co'b
goods at wholesale or retail at their prices. We can
save you freight, and ship promptly. Market price
Said for beeswax. Send for our 1902 catalog.
[. H. HUNT & BON. Bell Branch. Wayne Co.. Mich

\j.

<A2,vt

A. Banta, Lieonicr, Indiana

Please mentiuu

me

Bee Journal.

The Fred W. Mnth
Front and Walnut

CIlTOIN"lTA.TI,

Co.

Sts.,

OHIO.

HONEY JARS

MUTE'S

1 - pound,
S Q U .4 R E
with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

Please meution Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

tine of

CO.XhicASO.MI.

v^N\t/\t/\i/\i/\l/\lAi/\iAt/\i/\l/\iA^/\l/\l/\lAi/\<AtA^^

Proven by Test.— For several years the advertisement of the farm fence manufactured
by the Coiled Spring Fence Co., of Winchester,
Ind., has appeared in the columns of our paper,
and will be found elsewhere in this issue. They
have made the claims repeatedly that theirs is

=BEST=

I
\^

I
I
,^
SOPPORTING THE WEIGHT OK

7

MEN.

the Strongest fence made, and offer to prove it
by the fence itself. We have been privileged to
reproduce from actual photographs an unique
test of the Coiled Spring Fencing. The first
picture shows a panel of this fence supporting
7 men, whose combined weight was 1200 pounds.
The wonderful elasticity of the Coiled Spring
Fence is shown by the second picture which is

Ulmm tioneu For §aie |^
ALL

""^^^^^^is^ Basswood 1^
Honey^t. ^m^^'^^^^^m HoneyJ^
Honey;^ |
/«^

This is the famous

rS White Extracted
.^ Honey gathered in
r^ the great Alfalfa
regionsofthe
Centof the Cent
.C regions
1^ ral
rai West.
Wpst.
It is a
'

i^^HHI

|!

IL—,,
1:

it
[I,

,-..

-

""Sk

nearly everybody
who cares to eat

is
,!^

,,

J.^^

well,"*

nectar-

blos-

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

Alfalfa extracted.

write for Quantity Prices by Freiglit, if Interested.
sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage.

'^
Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
i^
•9
We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
r$ enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
.^ above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

^
<

QEORQE W. YORK &

^*
S^
^^

^

S^
»t

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

honey at all cauH
get enough of the

A

«.

This
the
^""^
iHH
i
Ught-colored
know"" light-colored
known
^Hl
honey gathered from
^Hi
the rich,
^Hl W^
°^J!""
basswoodblosbasswood
laden V^^'
.^^i
,

If

splendid honey, and

'•9

AFTER BELIEVED OF THE WEIGHT.

60-POUND TIN CANS.

Alfalfa

:$

a reproduction of an actual photograph of the
same panel of fence taken immediately after lelieved of the weight. The test was surel> a severe one, and the picture shows the fencing
Catalogs and descriptive
fully equal to it.
matter relative to this fencing are mailed free
for the asking. When writing please mention
the American Bee Journal.

IN

CO., 144

&

146 Erie St., Cliicago,

III.

gj

^
&:

^\
^|

^
^•
^;
S'.

^'fy(f\(fMfy(fy'fy(f>(fy(fy(f>'fty'ff>(?y(fy(t^'ff\(fVf\(f>(f\(f\(fv^>(fy(f>s^
•

.

Nov.
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reared in iiueonlesB coIonieK uro rcured b.v
Nature's best ])lan," etc. I do not write to
oppose Mr. Alley or any one else, but I tin
want to say that whenever I rear nueeiis in
(jueenless eoloniuB I jfet the poorest (jiiecns,
and I consider those colonies Jonrd to rear
([ueens and far from Nature's way of rearintj
them. Nature rniike.s arran^^enle^t,s for youn^r
queens before the old iiucen departs (except
in case of accident).
When Nature lias not
been thwarted by man, but rijrhtly assisted.
good queens are tlie results, with a fertile
tjueen at liberty and layini; in the hive.

wonder if niy article on pat^e ^'tiS
was the start of this eoinmotion on

(1000)

I

reariuiJ

Dr. (Jallup is on the line for
production of the best (lueens, yet he ad-

loni^-livi'd bees.

the

mits lie does not know all. Aj^ain, on pa;;o
Mr. Alley says: •" I liave found by actual
experiments that a colony of l)ees will not
rear pood (pieens while there is a fertile (|ueen
present.
I don't want anyone
to tell uie it
can be doiie, for I assert that it cannot be
done by any person," etc. Well, well, 1 inif^ht
assert it can be done /'y the tnrs, but not by
'*any person."
have demonstrated this to
be the only way I can depend on pettinj^ j^ood
queens, and when conditions are ri^ht, in perfect harmony with Nature.
Lucas Co., Iowa.
Geo. \V. RiivER.
5111,

Catnip Seed Free!
We

have a small supply of fresh,
clean Catnii' Sk.KD on hand, and will
mail free, two ounces of it, to any
present paid-in advance subscriber of
the American Bee Journal for sending
us One New Subscriber for one year
with $1.00.
Two ounces of this seed will give
you a good start of one of the best
honey-producing plants known. We
will also send to the new subscriber
on this offer the rest of this year's
Journals free.
Address,

QEORQE W. YORK &

I

Had

to

Feed All Summep.

have 40 colonies of bees, and I had to
feed them ail summer; it was so cold and
rainy that the bees could not get much chance
to work.
I took otT 1800 pounds of fine basswood honey, all in one-pound boxes.
I

Lycoming

Co., Pa.

T. S.

Apker.

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Chicago - Northwestern. — The executive
committee of the Chicago-North western BeeKeepers' Association have planned to hold the
best convention ever convened in Chicag"0. The
date is Dec. 3d and 4th, Wednesday and Thursday. Five eminent beekeepers have been invited, and are expected to attend. More definite announcement later. Watch for it. Reduced rates on account of the fat stock show,
which is held Nov. 29th to Dec. (.th.

Herman

F.

Moore,

Sec.

OnCCr RUHCI
you work

and easy to make
if
forua. We will start you in
kriusiness and furnish the capital, 'u ork
Sliirht and easy.
Send 10 cents for full
"line of samples and particulars.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., Cblcago. Illi.
Please menuon Bee journal wnen writrng

FOUR

I>I^R!!$O.^AI>L,V
COI\I>lJC,'Xi:i> KXCURSIO.lfS

144

&

14(1

E. Erie street,

TO START YOU

3
i^'ease

W'l/ \^ill int-ftciit yi.-u

take

III

I" htjirt

yiiii

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL

-

IN
Willi

in a

BUSINESS
lln_-

1*11

-t

(..

ir.n.ii j.uviiiir

>(m

I

iitil-

cents fiT full line ot samples
luiw to beirin.
PUBLISHING CO., Chicago. Ills.

ifHx.
Si'iid 10
mil ilin-itiiiiis

DRAPER

mention Bee Jo^iwnal when writing.

Reduced Rate for Christmas and
New Year Holidays.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets Dec. 24, 25 and 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
1903. at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip, to any point located in
Central Passenger Association territory, good returning to and including
Jan. 2, 1903. Pullman service on all
trains.
Individual Club Meals, ranging in price from 3Sc to SI. 00, served
in dining-cars.
Address John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 113 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars. Chicago city
ticket office. 111 Adams St.; Depot,
Harrison St. and Sth Ave.
65-47ASt

FREE FOR A MONTH ....
If yon are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

fV^ool

Markets and Sheep

has a hobby which

is

the sheep-breeder and
and all the time.
to-day.

his industry, first,foremost

wool MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO lU.

ENVELOPES

*.'Ai.ifor:>ia

A neat little coupon on each envelope will
bring you dollars. Other printing cheap. Ad-

These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman Tourist
Sleeping Cars, over the Union
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the way by conductors skilled in the
excursion parties.
The
the only line from
Omaha running four excursions to
California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.
For full information call on or adW. Q. NEIMYER, Q.A.,
dress
193 South Clark St.,
44Atf
Chicago, 111.
service

Union

of

Pacific is

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
DQSs^«;^'s^^ssQ^%s^si&s&

Albany, N.
honey
16c;

at

Y., Nov. ^.— (iood demand for
former prices. Fancy white comb,^
I, \Sui)\(,c;
So. 1, \S(^\.'%c; buck-

A No.

wheat,
mixed,

\A<" \4]4c.
Kxtracted, light, 7(^7><c;
tj}4'"Tc; buckwheat, 6Kc. Beeswax, 30c.

H. R. Wrioht.

Boston, Oct. 20.— Our honey market remains
tirm, with good demand and fair stocks on
hand. Honey is not coming forward as fast as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pouud sections in cartons, 16c; No. 1, 15c; No.
very light supply, 14c; glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
2,

light amber, He; amber, 7J^c.

Blakb, Scott

$i.oo per looo
dress at once,

HOWARD &

CO.,

47A6t
519 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
flease mention Bee journal when wnting.

WHITE CLOVER EX%A#AKITCr\
uoney:
WMIM andCUtracted
best price delivered here;
I

Send sample
Fancy Comb wanted

also

in no-drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

1

white, per case 24 sections, $3.40; No. 2 white

C. C.

is

a fine thing- for use ia
and clipping Queens

We mall it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE NS"^

subscriber to the Bee Joarnai ror
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
ma'-l the Bee Journal one yeai
and the Clipping Device. Address,

GEOROB W. VORK & COMPANY.
Chicago,

Clemons &

I'd.

Co.

Cincinnati, Nov. s.— There is a good demand
for all grades of extracted honey, prices ranging as follows: Amber and Southern in barrels, 5^(a^b^ic; clover and
basswood, 7@8c.
Fancy comb sells I6toi7c. Beeswax, 27c.

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

New York, Nov. 8. — Demand

for comb honey
is good and same finds ready sale at from
15@16c for fancy white, 14c for No. 1 white. 12(^
13c for No. 2 white, and 12^a*13c for buckwheat.
Extracted in fair demand at 7^c for white, tjHc
for light amber, and t'C for dark. Southern in

barrels from 60@65c per gallon. Beeswax quiet
at from 27@Z^c.
Uildrbth A Sboblkbm.

Cincinnati, Nov. 18.— The demand for comb
honey is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as 16 cents;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a little
better; amber, S%(3>S}4c; alfalfa, 654^7fs cents;
white clover, 7^f'_f mc. Beeswax. 28c.
C.

H.

W. Wbbbr.

San Francisco, Nov. 12.— White comb honey,
10J^@ll cents; amber, i@lOc; dark, 5@— c. Extracted, white, t'S6%c; light amber, 4'4,'.d5';,c;
^••^(dAc.

Beeswax, good

to choice, light,
—

26@27c; strictly fancy I'ght. 29(g
AVhite is reported scarce; light amber honey
in fair supply. The bulk of California produced
honey is sold for Eastern shipment in carload
lots from producing point at bottom price.
Small lots of choice honey that can be used in
local trade bring more. (Quotations here given
are current prices to producer, f.o.b. shipping
point, on Eastern basis for extracted and California basis for comb.

warned

Goinl) and Extracted tioneu

I

State price, kind and quantity.
R. A. BURNETT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

HONEY

Wanted —Extracted

wings.

Lbb.

and amber, per case of 24 sections, $3.25. Extracted, white, per pound, TJ^c; amber, 6j4c.
Beeswax, 27'(i30c.
Our market has changed quotations of comb
honej' from pound to the case.

Mail sample, and state
style of package and price
delivered in Chicago.

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device

catch'.ng

St

Kansas City, Nov. 22.— We quote fancy white
comb honey, per case 24 sections, $3.50; No.

amber,

printed to order, only

|

CHiCAOOf Nov. l'».— A slow, Hteady market
may be said of conditions now prevailing in
Chicago. The volume of sales are small, and
the receipts are correspondingly so. LV-d&I'.c is
Obtained for best lots of white comb In a jobbing way, while for selections a little more is
asked; amber grades, I*"*! i£c, according to
flavor. Ptyle, etc. Extracted, white, Tre^Mc; amber, tCgJic. lieeswax, 30c on arrival.
R. A. BURNBTT & Co.

Are yon interested? Write

FROM
CHICAUU, COIIiKCIL, BLUFFS
AND OMAHA
XO
^VIXH CHOICE OF ROlj'rES.

767

JohnF.Campbell, 53 RiverSt., Chicago,
34Atf

III.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED
Honev and Beeswax.

I

Mail sample and state

price'delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER,
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

2lAtf

Mention the American Bee Journal
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BEE-KEEPERS,
5ave Money by Buying

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Smokers,
'

^^d everything
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

TttL W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO..
Jamestown, N. Y.
4^ Our K^oods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

WC

Why UUCa

»U well ?

Because it has always glTen better aatiaftftt^e. i't' cf^ll cfk i.irf>ll
f faction than any other. Because In >4 years
11, 9t;il
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils,

cotton or silk.

OF ALL

;

SW

fi

X
Kt

Bee-Keepers' Supolies
Very

freight.

Bee joumaj when

"writiuR

picture shown
herewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we Ifnow of.
]t is made of the clear-

The

est flint glass,
filled

and when

The

classic in Bee-Culture^Price, Si. 25,

BEESWAX wanted

on a
and

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

at these prices

:

^.7' a gross;

One
five

is

jars, f .o.b.

gross, $5.00

or

held in

THE HERSHISER

HONEY- JAES.
These jars wei'e designed for
use in the honey exhibit at the
E.'cposition, in
Pau-Aiuerioan
Buttalo, and are very neat and
attractive.
They have corklined aluminum caps which seal

;

more gross

Chicago,

two

gross,
$4.50 per

gros

other

them once you will likely use no
find of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

<u try

If.

them

146 Erie Street,

'

CHICAGO, II<I*

-

A Ukfl
S300,000,000.00
if you worli
and vnii niav Imv.|.uit ..f it

fnruy. niile .Suini. pi.viltry [.rodilL't pays
that sum. Send i(K- for (.anij'iei. and j.artio-

It you care lo know of lt»
1
I
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
for
Resources,
send
a sample copy of Callor
ornia's Favorite Paper—

The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Hortlcnltnral
paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.

Agrlcultnral
Published weekly,

and

$2.00 per

annum.

If

is

r

\

price.

The fact that the molds are
constructed tor making the jars
by hand instead of by machine,
and the addition of the aluminum caps, make the jars soiuewhat more expensive than the
ordinary jars. They are made
in four sizes square and three
sizes round, as shown in the illustration. We can supply them
either from Medina or from
I'hiladelphia at the following

-wtien writin*^,

r'»il!fr»ft-iia
C'eilllOrnicl

The

tight.

these jars while hot

good

We furniBli eapitai to utart ynii in
uiars.
business. Drap<r PublUblngCo.,Cblcago,IU.
Please mention Bee Journal

honey

sealed
there
will be no annoyance froiii granulation.
For exhibition purposes and a
fancy trade nothing on the
market compares with these jars.
Put up your honey in a neat, attractive package, and sell it at a
in

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
IM a

III.

iinf^9t^!^^9f''gr'srvc'sx^9r'9r*gr^sf^9r'9i^^

rubber

flat

thus permitting no leak,
an importanL thing with honey-

can furnish these

by mail.

DADANT & SON,

eellers.

We

Chickens and Eggs

with honey, and a

place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is practically air-tight,
is

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

very low prices.

at all times

neat label attached, it
makes as handsome a
package as can be imIts glass top
agined.
sets
ring,

KINDS *«««* ^'L^.^K/

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Revised,

Tip=Top Glass Honey- Jars

which

fine pure-bred

for sale at

Please mention.

Year

more can anytKxly do 7 beauty.
^V*» gUctrctnLCC
O-IlJirflnt**** CdLlbldCLlUIl.
^nf ieffirf inn what
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAOaiNU,
No L053. PATENT WEED-PR0CE5S SHBBTINQ.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers 50c a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of onr goods at
catalog prices. Older of him and save

25ttl

Dadant's Foundation

11^

Sam-

prices

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cai.
330 Market Street,

I4

pound Square Hershiser

Jars,
%hA() per gross.
^, pound Square Hershiser Jars,
doz., 5.5c; -SG.OO per gross.

-

doz., 50c

;

Dozen, SO cents; * 9.00 per gross
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
10.80 per gross
Dozen, SI. 00;
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
Dozen, 60 cents $ 6 60 per gross
Jars,
'.. pound Round
Hershiser
8,40 per gross
Dozen, 75 cents;
i pound Round Hershiser .lars,
12.00 per gross
Dozen, $1.10;
2 pound Round Hershiser Jars,
These prices, although rather high in comparison with other jars, are as low as can
he made on hand-made jars, and afford us a smaller margin of profit than other styles.
1

2

;

Order a sample dozen of each

size

THE

«^
Please mention Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.

and be convinced.

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.

GEORGE W. Y0RK&C0r^^^^.5'?ar'CHICAGO.

are headquarters for ROOT'S
for their free Catalog.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN

Send

to

them

E

Brushed Swarms
By

Easy Bee-Keeping.

Prolific

P. (1K1:INI:M.

Queens and Large Hives.
Ily W
STAHMANN.
,1.

Dee Journal
QBORQB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO,
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4,

1902.

PORTY-SeCOND YBAR
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Editor — George W. York.
Dept. Editors — Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty,
Emma M. Wilson.
'Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,

Forty Years
Among the Bees

Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
;R. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, A. Getaz, and others.

By DR.

C. C.

MILLER.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

(

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postr
age. Sample copy free.
Is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this pape?

indicates the end of tbe month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
" decOl " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money haa
beei I'eceived and duly credited.

/kdvertiaing Rates

will be given

uoon

ap-

cllcation.

Tie National Bee-Keepers' Association.
OBJECTS;

To promote and protect the interests
members.
To
To

of its

prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecnte dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman

Whitcomb,

E.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

A. I. Root,
R. C. Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.
E. R. Root,

I

I

I

W.

F.

General Manager and Treasurer, Forest Cily, Iowa.
11.00 a year.

may be sent to
the American Bee Journal, when

*9"If more convenient. Dues

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

who

:

new book

price of this

is

SI. 00, post-

or, if

SI. 75.

Eugene Secor,

Membership Dues,

Get a copy of Dr. Miller's
" Forty Years Among the Bees."

taken with the wkeklv American
Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for

Dr. a. B. Maso.n, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

will

A

Celluloid Queen-Bnttom is a ven'
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or hocey-seller
to wear on his coatrlapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
^
*--^

to

The
paid

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

ofiBre »t

How

Marks,

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

the

of the printers. It is a book that every
bee-keeper in the world that can read English
will want to own and read. It will contain over
300 pages, be bound in handsome cloth, printed
on good book-paper, and illustrated with over
100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken
by Dr. Miller himself. The book will show in
detail how Dr. Miller does things with bees.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting biographical sketch of
Dr. Miller, which finally tells how he happened
Seventeen years ago
to get into bee-keeping.
he wrote a small book, called. " A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been out of
print for a number of years. While some of the
matter used in the former book is found in the
new one, it all reads like a good new story of
successful bee-keeping by one of the masters.

hands

G. M. Doolittle,
J.

I

The above is tiie title, and name of the
new bee-book which will be ready
some time in January, 1903. as it is now in the
author, of a

sale.

—

Note. One reaaer writes:
" I have every reason to believe that it would be a very
good idea forevjry bee-keeper
to wear one [of ^?.e bu-tonsi
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and man? a conversation thus started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate It wouM
^ive the bee-keeper a superior opportnntty to
enlighten many a person in regard to honej
sail bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reproaucqueen-button
that
are
fur.
we
iion of a motto
aishing to bee-kespers. It has a pin on tha
nnderside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
Send all orders to tte offlos
ear 6 for 25 cents.
cf the AmericsjB ?ee Journal

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is

paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's
new book free as a premium for sending us Two
New Subscribers to the Bee Journal for one
year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer.
Better send in the new subscriptions before
Jan. 1, so they can begin with the new year.
Or, if sent at once, we will throw in the rest of
this year's numbers of the Bee Journal free to
the new subscribers.

GEORGE
144

&

W.

146 East Erie
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when conditions allow. Darknessnot a good thing for the health of man or
When bees are first put
beast, and it may not be for bee.
into the cellar, it often happens that for days the cellar may
be left open day and night without the bees flying out, and
so long as the temperature does not run down below 45 degrees, and the bees -show no disposition to fly out, it is
pretty sure that the light and the fresh air will do good and
not harm. Let a little watch be kept, and if the bees begin
to fly out in the bright sunshine, then close the cellar, only
to let light into the cellar

continued

^

Comments.

Editorial

Non-Swarming

Bees.

— Few

things have advanced so

rapidly in general favor as forced

swarming by shaking

or

brushing. A good many seem to regard it as the Ultima
Thule, resting content to seek nothing further. Others,
while yielding no whit in their appreciation of the value of
forced swarming, will still continue to attach importance
to the encouragement of non-swarming tendencies in bees,
or rather to the repression of swarming tendencies. In a
paper at the Denver convention, W. L. Porter said that in
running out-apiaries one of the two important things to be
considered was " that a stock of bees may be carefully bred
which is not predisposed to swarm."
It is entirely possible that forced swarming itself will
tend in the direction of breeding out the swarming tendency, but there should be no let-up in the selection of the
best stock in breeding, and one of the characteristics of
best stock should continue to be considered freedom from a
tendency to excessive swarming. Forced swarming is a
long step in advance over natural swarming, but it is well

that there are those

who do

not consider

it

the final good.

Must Bee-Cellars Be Dark ?— The general teaching
has been that absolute darkness was a matter of first importance. A few, however, have testified that at times the
full light of day might be allowed to shine into the cellar
without harmful results. The Canadian Bee Journal gives
the testimony of quite a number to this effect, some holding
that up to February darkness is not essential, but that later
it is

important.

The

truth probably is, that the matter is entirely dependent upon conditions, the time having nothing to do
with it only as the change of time brings a change of conditions.
Note a oolony of bees upon its stand in the apiary. When a day comes so cool that the thermometer does
not rise above 45 degrees, the bees do not offer to stir out of
the hive all day long, even though the bright sun shines
directly into the entrance. Why should they any more fly
out at the same temperature in the cellar?
There are two answers to the question. First, the
quality of the air. Outdoors it is always pure, in the cellar

Second, the overloaded condition of the bees'
Outdoors the bees have had frequent opportunities for flight not so in the cellar. Let the bees be connot always.
intestines.

;

when outdoors a sufficient length of
time to have their intestines loaded, and they will fly out at
a much lower temperature than if they had had a flight the
previous day.
But why discuss the question ? Why not keep on the
safe side and keep the cellar always dark ? Just because it
is quite possible, if not probable, that the safer side may be

fined to their hives

No. 49.

1902,

is

it again as soon as darkness comes on to keep them
or rather, when the brightness of the day begins to fade
in the afternoon.
Especially is it important to open up the cellar when
warm spells come in winter or early spring. The warm,

to

open

in,

light air outside will not force itself

by

its

weight through

the crevices of the cellar-wall as will colder air, so at such a
time the air of the cellar becomes foul. Open it in daytime,,
and the bees will rush out of the hives. But open it when
darkness falls, and let it remain through the night, so that

may be filled with fresh, pure air, and the bees
remain quietly in the hives for some time after it becomes light in the morning. As soon as the bees begin to
fly out close up the cellar, only to open it again in the evening if it is warm enough.
Instead of continuous darkness, the desideratum may bfr
light whenever it will be endured, and fresh air which wilL
be endured at all times.

the cellar
will

Knife vs. Scissors for Clipping Queens

—Our

genial'

afterthinker suggests on page 746 that some leaving-outHamlet business had been going on at page 643, his idea being that the chief objection to the use of scissors was the
danger of cutting off a queen's leg. It had not occurred to
lis that there was any serious danger in that direction, and a
note from one of the veterans who has clipped hundreds of
queens yes, probably thousands shows that "there are
others " who have never thought of any special danger
from leg-clipping. Here is what Dr. Miller says

—

—

:

" Has not our friend who takes the forethought to prepare us so delightful a feast in the way of afterthought,
struck a new thing when he suggests that the principal
objection to clipping with scissors is the danger of maiming
the queen ? I think Mr. Doolittle has been the leading
advocate of the knife, and if he has ever suggested that
maiming was likely to occur with scissors, he has certainly
not made it the prominent objection. I'm not sure that I
ever saw the objection raised before. I think there would
be no excuse except extreme carelessness for taking off a
queen's leg with the scissors. I have been clipping for a
great many years, and I think in all that time I took off' a
leg for just one queen. That merely proves that I am not
as careful as I should be, for there is never any need to
make the cut until the scissors and legs are in such a relative position that there is no possible danger. Neither
would it be such a terrible thing to take off a leg. I have
had quite a number of queens that were born minus a leg,
which, nevertheless, did excellent work."

The danger of making five-legged queens having nowbeen brought prominently to the front, it may be left to.
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ern convention this week. He was secretary of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association for nearly two years,
his term of office expiring last September.

Messrs. Hasty, Doolittle, and Miller to fight out the case on
its merits, suggesting that each bee-keeper be allowed to
try a few thousand queens each way, and then pursue the
plan that gave him the smallest number of amputations.

—

Two

"

Dec.

Defects of Bee-Literature" is the caption of a
thoughtful article in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, written
by F. L. Thompson. One of the defects is the lack in beepapers of an index sufficiently full and of a character to
allow the reader easily to find that for which he is seeking.
The other is the lack of a digest of the things of value to be
found in other bee-papers. Mr. Thompson gives pretty full
instruction as to how this should be done, and, indeed, does
this so well that one is led to think, "Well, Mr. Thompson
is just the man to do this work," when Mr. Thompson
dashes all hope in that direction by saying
" I should not care to undertake it unless I were an editor myself, for the pay would be sure to be inadequate and
if I were an editor myself, I would not care to hire it done,
for then it would be almost certain to bedoneinadequately."

Ilunois State Association. The officers elected at
the 12th annual meeting of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association, held at Springfield, Nov. 18 and 19, are as
follows

;

President, J. Q. Smith.

Vice-Presidents
1st, Miss Ir.
N. Black
3d, S. T. Crim
4th, Geo.
Poindexter
J. England.
Secretary, Jas. A. Stone,
Route 4, Springfield. Treasurer, Chas. Becker.
C.

Kennedy

;

:

2d, S.
5th. P.

:

;

:

Secretary Stone reports the usual attendance and good
time.

:

^

;

But excellent editorial work is done on our dailies and
other periodicals by editors who are employed to do special
editorial work, and if a man were employed to edit a department giving a digest of matters contained in other papers,
why would he not be the editor of that department ?
The task, however, that Mr. Thompson sets for the one
undertaking such a compilation is a dif35cult one. He says
:

" Absolutely everything that is of any value to beekeepers at large must be included, and fairly set forth
whether the compiler thinks it of any value or not he
must, for the time being, see things from everybody's point
of view."

^

Bio^raohical.

\

T^'^*'^-^*'^*''*r^'^*^ww^^^*"r*'^fr^^^*^vr^'^*^^[?

DR.

A. B.

MASON.

Nov. 20 we announced the sad news of the death of
Mason by an explosion of natural gas that had
escaped from the stove in the kitchen, whither he had gone,
on Oct. 30, with a lighted lamp. The burns and shock to
his nervous system resulted in his death on Nov. 12, and he
was buried on Nov. 14.

of Dr. A. B.

;

He must

include everything of value, whether he thinks

How is he to know it is of value, if he
does not think it of value ? How can he "see things from
everybody's point of view ?" A hard task, indeed.
it

of value or not.

We

had known Dr. Mason for nearly 20 years, and

quite intimately for over 10 years. While the writer was
for two years President of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

Mason was Secretary, and we planned the two
annual programs together without a ripple. And when we
were elected as his successor at Denver, in September, he

ciation Dr.

referred very kindly to our

work together

in

those other

years.

* The

>Veekly Budget.

^

\
J^

call

Mr. F. a. SnelL, of Carroll Co.,
when in Chicago, last week. Mr.

oldest readers of the
in 1866,

and

is still

American

at

it.

And

gave us a brief
Snell is one of the
Bee Journal, having begun
he seems to be as much in111.,

terested as ever, too.

John M. Rankin resigned

his position as foul brood
inspector of Michigan, to accept a more lucrative position
in a sugar-factory.

It is

a great pity that a

young man

of

such fine ability should be lost to the interests of bee-keeping. Very likely, however, he may be found drifting bee-

Dr. Mason was born in Erie Co., N. Y., in 1833, and
raised on a farm. When 17 years old he taught school,
then attended Beloit College, Wis., for several terms.

ger,

whole

life.

In 1862 he moved to Waterloo, Iowa, and was president
of the Northern Iowa Dental Association for two years.
Dr. Mason was prominently active in religious work.
united with the Baptist church when 18 years of age,
and was active in filling different offices in the church. At
one time he was a church clerk, a trusted, and clerk of the
board of trustees, besides being a Sunday-school superin-

He

tendent.

In

Sunday-school work he was prominent, his

activity extending to neighboring counties.

Mr. Frank K. White, our capable advertising' manawe notice is on the program of, the Minnesota State

Horticultural Meeting,

He

then began the study of medicine, and attended lectures at
the University of Michigan in 1857 and 1858. But the practice of medicine was not to his taste, and having studied it
in connection with medicine, he adopted denistry as his
profession, and continued to practice it throughout his

"•

ward again.

was
and

which meets Dec. 2, 3, 4 and S, in
8th and Nicollet Aves., Minne-

Plymouth Church, corner

Mr. White's subject is, " Practical Advertising for
the Fruit-Grower." He will give his hearers something
good. He always does.
apolis.

Mr. D. W. Working, of Denver, Colo., who did so much
toward making the last National convention a success,
spent a few days in Chicago recently. It is a pleasure to
know Mr. W. But you can't get acquainted with him all at
once. It takes time, and several times, at that. We regretted that he could not be here at the Chicago-Northwest-

in his temperance principles and
and held tobacco in much the same contempt as
alcoholic liquor. His temperance creed extended to the use
of tea and coffee, and neither he nor his children used either.
His interest in bee-keeping began in 1869, at which
time a brother left in his care two colonies of bees till convenient to move them. Increase of interest and increase in

He was pronounced

efforts,

number

of colonies continued until in 1873 he

made

his bees

an important source of revenue, severe attacks of rheumatism making close confinement to office-work objectionable.
well known as prominent in apicultural matters
which State he moved in 1874, locating in the
vicinity of Toledo. In 1882 his apiary was infected with

He was

in Ohio, to

—
Dec.

4,

;
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foul brood, but he succeeded in curiiiff

it

so effectually that

was no return of the disease.
He was the leading' spirit in securing' prominence for
apiculture at the Tri-State Fair which was held yearly at
Toledo, and was the eflicient superintendent of that department. He was also superintendent of the Apiarian
Department of the Ohio Centennial Exposition, which took
place at Columbus in 1.H8S.
For four years he was secretary of the Buckeye Union
there

Poultry Association, although, perhaps, not generally
bee-keepers as a poultry fancier.

known among

In 1S.S7 he was elected president of the National BeeKeepers' Association (known by another name at that time),
to which office he was re-elected the following year.' For
the past seven years he has been secretary of the same body
and occupied that position at the time of his death, his term
expiring with the end of this year.
Dr. Mason was a man of fine appearance and commanding presence, and was always a conspicuous figure at the
National conventions, his jovial manner always adding interest to the meetings.
We feel a personal loss in the death of Dr. Mason, and
we are sure the old American Bee Journal also has one less
admiring friend. But they are fast passing to the Other
Shore. Only a few more years, and we who now remain
T;-ilI be called to join " the great majority"
who are constantly assembling there. Until then we can only fill the
years with patient toiling, each doing his duty, and thus
perfecting such characters as shall be worthy an eternal
existence beyond the tomb.

Convention Proceedings.

773

covered the question, showing that he was doing the best
for his location, showing that it is a matter of locality, the
same as in production. Mr. York has done the same thing,
and I want again to say it shows that it is a matter of locaEvery beekeeper we have heard say something say*
tion.
he can't produce what he can sell. Then, isn't it time to
drop this question and talk a little about production, bo
that we can get up to that point ?
Mr. Abbott I have had a little experience here, and I
want to touch on Mr. Aikin's paper it said that it required
an expensive plant to put up bottled honey. I think my
kitchen stove cost me, second-hand, about SIO. and I don't
know how much the wife paid for the other paraphernalia
we had around there. I wouldn't undertake to tell how
many thousand pounds of honey I have put in bottles, and
that is all the expensive machinery I have ever had. If you
think you can't bottle it without expensive machinery, it is
all a mistake.
Some men think they can't start in business without a
they invest about S18 in an oflice-desk, and
lot of money
start out, and in a week or two the sheriff has his sign on
the door. We don't have to have expensive machinery to
do business. The fellow that has all the machinery to sell
;

;

would

like to

make you

believe you have to have

I

it.

sell

apiarian supplies, and all the foundation that is put in the
sections in my office is put in with a screw-driver. I sell
foundation, first-class color. The fellow that comes in
says, " Let me see you operate these machines." I say,
" I can't I don't know how." He wants the machine, and
there it is, and I can put in foundation faster, with the help
It
I have, with a screw-driver than I can in any other way.
doesn't always require expensive machinery to do things.
Now, on the other hand, %vhen you go out before the
public with an article there is another question that comes
the question of cheapness must not
into consideration
cut too much of a figure. I got to thinking about it, and
about such packages of honey as I saw this morning put up
in papers, and I just imagined about 150,000 men who have
to go out to the suburbs on the cars, and each of the men
with four or five of those bologna-sausage packages in his
pocket. I just thought what a time they would have, how
they would run, how they would sweat, and what various
things they would do and say
The truth of the matter is,
a package like that in a cit}', or in any large market, is not
a practical thing you couldn't get it home without it running all over your buggy on a hot day. If the mercury
was down 30 below zero, and you handled it carefully, it
might be all right; but carry it in your hand, or in your
pocket, and in a little while it is simply all over the paper.
A man would rather pay 25 cents and have it in a can than
get it for S cents in a paper sack and have it smeared all
over creation he would be just like that fellow that sat
down with his girl to tell her something sweet, and had
trouble. There would be more people who would pay for
the fancy package, if the fancy package appeals to them.
The idea that because a man is poor he must have something cheap is all a mistake. I don't care how poor a man
is, he must have a good package if he wants it, and the people who work for SI. 50 a day will buy that honey as Mr.
York puts it up just as quickly as they will buy it in a paper
bag in fact, they will buy it quicker in our country, after
they carry it home and have the experience I have told you
about. The price doesn't cut any figure. Extracted honey
has retailed at 25 cents a pound in St. Joseph for 20 years,
and the price has not been changed, and the people buy it
they come into my office and say, " I bought honey so and
so," and they are laboring people. I know what they paid
for it, because the price is put on the package before it goes
out.
They have paid 15 cents for a half pound of honey for
20 years, and they are paying it today, and they will go on
paying it as long as E. T. Abbott's head is above the sod.
and his name is on a bottle of honey, it will never be sold
any cheaper than that in St. Joseph and that can be done
in any city in this country if you have a salesman
an en;

;

1

;

THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
(Continued from pa^e

760.)

— On

the question of this package, in my
locality, it is quite different from that in the East, I think.
I have sold it in 60pound cans, because a great deal of our
honey goes by carload lots, and goes to a foreign market,
such as Chicago and Cincinnati, but when it comes down to
the retail trade I must say that the price of the glass jar
and the price of the tin convinces me that the paper package is the coming package for honey to reach the homes of
the people, on account of its cheapness, and on account of
the handling. I have quite a number of paper packages,
and I use at the present time what we call an oyster-pail
a handy package; it is a very nice package. Mr. Aikin has
gone a little further than I have in experience, but in my
locality and market one firm alone ordered 4500 pounds of
honey, and they placed it in the tin pails, but they said to
me, " Last year you gave us about five dozen odd, handy
packages, and we want to have it that way. We are convinced by the way they went off, and the way people came
back after them and called for them again, that that is the

Mr. Hawley

only package."

Now, as to the 60-pound cans probably I have in the
last five years marketed 90.000 to 95,000 pounds of honey.
If I put that in those paper packages, or paper oyster-pails,
or 5pound pails, I would not have had it all sold to-day.
Consequently, I think we have to study our conditions, and
if we are going to ship, the great amount of our honey has
got to go in 60 pound cans.
M. A. Gill Mr. Aikin very conclusively and concisely
;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

ergetic man to sell it.
J. B. Adams
I think the last speaker lets his imagination run considerably sticky. I have had considerable experience with the bologna-sausage package for the first
time this year. I can put up all the honey I can get in

—

bologna-sausage packages and sell it at a good figure, satisfactory to me, satisfactory to the man who eats it, and he
doesn't have to pay for the glass that he throws away and
I have never had a complaint about them sticking in their
pockets going home it is always delivered in good order,
and gives perfect satifaction.
Mr. Aikin I am up on the ridge-pole yet. I always
thought that there was something wrong with some of the
;

;

—
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and I am glad that our friend from down on
Muddy has given us just the information that we
wanted he has told us how intensely hot it is, and it is getting hotter and hotter down there. Surely, that is the

eastern
the Big-

cities,

:

place to liquefy honey I turn to my friend from Chicago,
and my friend from St. Joe, who are in such a hot place
already that they can't carry a package of granulated
honey in a paper-bag without it running all over. How
-will it be when they put one of those glass things in their
pocket, and when that fellow that you hear and read about
so much begins to get after them, and they get to sailing
around the corner, and whack it against something hard, I
guess it will be running all over, too. They forget it takes
in the neighborhood of ISO degrees to liquify honey, and it
doesn't get so hot in this country, nor it doesn't get so hot
in many of the towns and cities where 1 send my honey.
;

want

you what I did last year. I packed in
pounds of extracted honey, let it candy
slightl}', and I want to tell you that now, and for about six
months, I have not been able to supply my customers my
own town is without honey my customers in towns and
cities all around the country are without honey
I
have
reached out into a field, as I indicated in my paper, which
is as wide as the commercial world, and because
there is
nobody in the field. I notice that my friend from Fort Collins, and another from Longmont, and a good many others,
are beginning to fall in line
the people from that hot
country have been talking to me and admiring those paperbags. I went back a bit ago to find a sample bag without
honey in it. I brought in several, but I don't know what
has become of them I guess they have gone off to Chicago
or St. Joe, and the next thing you will hear about them putting up honey there in that shape.
I

to

tell

lard-pails over 20,000

;

;

;

;

;

'

Now,

this is a practical question,

it is

a question ever3'-

one of you is interested in. I know just as well as you
know that when you produce extracted honey I am talking to producers— and put it up in 5-gallou cans, and undertake to sell that honey and get living prices out of it, you
can't do it. You may sell a limited amount to your storekeeper, and he will lay the can up on his desk or on a box
or something, and he will unscrew the top and run out a
little and spill a lot of it, and you will sell him two or three
times after that how much will you sell him ? Just what

—

;

he can

sell in the original package, because he will not retail it if he has to draw it out from the can, and it is only a
little while till it has candied.
few days ago there was a

A

German came

into

my

honey-house, and

lie had gotten some
honey I had melted a few days before, but when he came
back for the second lot that honey was candying, and when
I took out some of it and showed him, he said, '• No, no
I
don't want that you put tlour in that you mix flour in it."
And another one said, " You mix lard in it." Just a little
bit of talk, and a little bit of persuasion, showed them that
it was honey; they took it and went home, and came back
and bought again.
;

;

;

In my own town, in my own market, the retailers, the
groceryraen, do not want honey in liquid shape they want
it candied, and they want it in a package
they can just
hand it out, and there is just so much profit on each package. There is no leakage and this honey, when it is candied solid (speaking of the honey I produce, and the honey
others produce in this country), is hard, and if you put it in
a paper-bag you could stick it in your pocket and go around
the corner just as fast as you want to, and it won't leak it
will leave the surface of the honey, where the paper touches
it, smoother than would be the skin of a sausage
that is
;

:

;

;

;

how it comes out. It is a fact, if I would send my honey
down to that Irishman who publishes the American Bee
Journal in Chicago, he would pay me a price that would net

me

about four cents a pound. Isn't that about right ?
Mr. York I'd pay you more than that.
Mr. Aikin—Just now you will and the same if I send
it to the other city.
This man in St. Joe wouldn't do a bit
better.
Yet, I have been selling my honey in lard-pails
and paper-bags, and almost anything that will hold it, and
getting from one to three cents a pound more than they

—

;

me for the same product.
Now, producers, each one of you wants
advice, and do not pay any attention to what
will get

4,
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looks nice, and because there is not one, perhaps, out of
whole audience could pay the same price for it. Some
people glory in paying more for a thing than the thing
costs than you and I can pay for it but there is a great
horde of people all over this country, east, west, north and
south, that do not know what honey is. Mr. York told you
about it he said our honey would hardly make a single
grain to each one of the population of this country.
Mr. York For the Irishmen, you mean.
Mr. Aikin The Irishmen. There is a vast amount of
people in this country who want honey so that they can use
it. but if you put it up in
this shape they couldn't buy it.
Why? In the first place, theif salary won't allow them to
do it and they will turn around on the other side of the
counter here, and there is a bag of granulated sugar they
will take home 25 cents worth of granulated sugar, and
they will put a little water in it, put it on their cakes and
eat it, and your honey and glasses will stand on the shelves.
That is true in the towns and cities all over our country.
There is a vast population that will use the goods if it is at
a price that they can consume it and I have put goods of
my own packing in lard-pails, and candied, into the city of
Omaha and sold it there, and I am selling honey to-day, or
would be if I had it (I am sorry to say I can't do it this year),
I could sell it anywhere between here and the Mississippi
River; and my customers are writing me almost daily to
know when I am going to send them some more of that
honey. And so it goes.
The market is before you, if you will only take advantage of it but you can't sell to those people in S-gallon
cans or barrels, because you can't get to them except at a
price five times what sugar will cost them, and then it becomes decidedly a luxury, and sells just as I have indicated
in my paper.
Like Mr. Aikin, I am on the ridge-pole,
J. A. Green
but Mr. Aikin appears to have gotten oft' on one side, and I
am on both sides. I have sold honey extensively, and I
have observed the market, and I can tell you that there is a
market where it would be useless to attempt to sell honey
in any other than such a package as that on the desk there
(Mr. York's) such a package as that is attractive, and it is
small, and people will buy it for those reasons when you
couldn't induce them to look at candied honey in a tin-pail
or a paper-bag. That jar is useful after the honey is taken
out, and many people will take account of that, and they
will pay more for it on that account.
it

this

—

—

;

—
—

;

;

;

;

—

;

Now, I have sold a great deal of honey in pails, and I
have experimented somewhat with it in paper, and undoubtedly in some places there is a demand for it. Mr.
Aikin has told us that there is, and it is undoubtedly true,
and I just want to emphasize a little more what Mr. Coggshall has told, and what Mr. Aikin has said in regard to Mr.
Abbott. If you produce a good article of extracted honey,
you can get it candied so dry and hard that you could
wrap it up like a bar of soap, or anything of the kind, and
carry it home without any danger of it ever melting or
breaking you get a good, ripe article of extracted honey,
and when you think it is beginning to granulate then stir it
up well and run it through the honey-gate while it is in
that condition let it go as far as it will go so that it will
run well, then run it into your packages, and it will be hard,
and white, and dry. I know this, because at one time I experimented extensively with a view to putting it up as confectionery, as caramels, and I found the only objection to
doing that was the need of some machinery to do it cheaply
enough. I could put it up and it would be just as hard as
caramel in the candy-store.
;

;

REVISINQ THE CONSTITUTION.

—

Mr. Abbott I would like to make an amendment. BeI make it I will read a section of the Constitution
" This Constitution may be amended by a majority vote of
all members voting, providing notice of the said amendment has been given at the previous meeting." It does not
require any discussion or anything of that kind. I desire
to give notice now that Article IV, Section 1, will be
amended, or an amendment to it will be offered as follows
" And no member of the Board shall hold any other office
in the Association, and no State shall have more than one
Director; in all cases when the vote shows that more than
one Director from any State has been elected, the one who
receives the highest number of votes shall be declared the
Director for said State, and the vacancy shall be filled by
the Board selecting the one who receives the next highest
number of votes who lives in a State not represented on the
Board at that time." Article V, Section 8, will be amended
" For any cause
so as to read as follows the last clause
fore

:

:

follow my
that man told
you, but put up your honey in the package that will get you
the most money, and get it to the consumers in the shape
that will be the easiest for them to carry home at the least
to

expense.

As to this package here (Mr. York's), I didn't say one
word in my paper against putting it up in this shape for
any trade that demands it in that way. There is a place
ior it there are people who will pay more for that because
;

Dec.

—

:

—
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they may deem sutTicient, and fill any vacancy which may
occur." Article VII, on X'acancies, will be amended as follows: "Any orticer who wishes to resign shall present
that matter to the K.xccutive Committee for their action."
This is not a matter for discussion. I propose to oiler these
to be presented to the members of the National Association
at the next election, in December.
Pres. Hutchinson I sec there is a very fine exhibit in
the alcove, and some of us Western or Eastern people have
been asked to pass our opinion upon it afterdinner. Messrs.
Koot, Hutchinson, Dadant, Hershiser, and Mrs. Uooth are
the committee.
Dr. Miller This matter that has been presented by Mr.
Abbott is an important one, and I believe good will come
from it, but it is necessary for us to have time to think it
over, and that is one reason why it is given to day. The
electing of one or more members of the Board of Directors
from one State is, in general, an objectionable thing, they
should be over the whole country. Here comes, however,
what might be objectionable also in that. The representation should be somewhat in accordance with the numbers.
If a State has a very large number of members, and another
State has almost no members, there would seem to be an
element of unfairness in allowing one Director to have such
a very small representation and if there is no other way
of getting at it, I would give notice that an amendment
would be offered, " That no State shall have a Director
unless such State shall have Si) members of the Association
within its bounds." I have not had time to think about it,
only it would seem to me fairness would require something
cf that kind.
Dr. Mason I could give a little idea by stating how
many States have 50 members and over.
Dr. Miller Mr. Abbott says to take that as part of his

—

—

;

—
—

notice.
Dr.

—

Mason —California,

146 Wisconsin, 88
that has SO.
;

;

136

Illinois,

;

Colorado, 51

;

there

is

New

York,
no other one

12+

;

—

Mr. Abbott I am perfectly willing to put that in.
There has not been a change suggested but what I am willing to embody in my notice, and I don't know but what I
will embody a good deal more.
Dr. Miller After Dr. Mason's statement I should judge
2S would be a better number than 50.
Mr. Marks I wish to say in regard to Dr. Miller's
motion, that you are limiting the number of Directors to a
State to one. As far as the State of New York is concerned,
I might say that that is a reflection upon us
we have had
the largest number of members in this organization ever
since it was started. There is no time since it was organized, since I have been able to get hold of the list of members, but what we have had from one-fifth to one-sixth of
the members in this Association, and since it was organized
we never had a Director in this organization up to two years
ago, and now some of you are finding fault because we have
got, you say, more than we are entitled to. Perhaps we
have I won't denj' that perhaps we are not entitled to any,
but when you strike at a State that has had from one-fifth
to one-sixth of its members, and which up to two years ago
never had a Director in the Association, you are hitting a
pretty hard blow. You are limiting the number to 2S. Let
them go out and get other members it is members that
make this organization. Come in here with your 50 members, and you are entitled to a Director.
You can get them.
It is members we want
it is members that are going to

—

—

;

;

;

;

make

If you want to increase the memthis organization.
bership of this Association you have to get some inducement
to do it don't let a man come in here and be a Director of
this Association for life with perhaps a dozen members in
his State.
Dr. Miller I believe that I have, perhaps as early as
any one, made some objection in this direction, and it has
certainly not been with any thought of striking at New
York. Now, to come right down to it, the thing has stood
a little in this way
The Directors have been elected year
after year, and whoever has been in when the election
<;omes there have been no nominations, and they have a
kind of a life tenure of office. I have been a Director not
ever since I was born but ever since the Association was
born, and unless I die I don't see any other way of getting
out of the thing as yet. There are two of us in Illinois,
and when I have any objection to it I am striking just as
much at Illinois as at New York and there are two in one
family in Ohio. Those things, in some way, I would like
to see arranged so that we could have some kind of an understanding, and not have the thing run on with the appearance of being in the ring. It looks like that to outsiders,
;

—

:

—

—

—

;
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that we have got there, and the thing is fixed so that we
can stay there, and you can't help yourself. Unles* you get
some other rigging on, I am going to stay a Director as
long as I live.
Mr. Taylor — Mr. Abbott gives notice of an amendment,
that no Stale shall have more than one Director, and I suggest that he add, " And that no Director shall hold the
olTice for more than two terms consecutively."
Mr. Abbott T will take that.
Mr. York —I think Mr. Marks is wrong in saying that
his State had no representation until two years ago.
If I
remember correctly, Mr. Doolittle had always been on the
Board of the National Bee-Keepers" Union, which was
merged into this Association. Another thing, the whole
South has no Director whatever. If we put this limit of 25
members, they will get a hustle on and come in. Another
thing, you can't have more than 12 Directors, so there
might be 20 States that would have 50 members each, but
they couldn't all have Directors, only 12 of them. I think
we ought to do something for the South we have no Direc;

tor there.

Mr. Taylor — It seems to me, in this discussion, we are
doing the work that must be done a year hence. We have
notice of these amendments, and the form in which they go
in to-day does not bind the Association to adopt them
if
them in the form in which they now stand,
it adopts
amendments can be made, and they can be disposed of in a
way that the Association sees fit at the next annual meeting. The necessity for this notice, and the importance of
;

it, is that it gives all the members of the Association notice
of the subject-matter that is to cOrae up and be amended in
the Constitution, and every member has a year in which to

it and he can come
Mr. Abbott — It is only till tlie coming December.
Mr. Taylor I supposed it was at the annual meeting.
Pres. Hutchinson No, it is at the next election, in
December.
Mr. Taylor Then it is very important that these should
be gotten in form.
Mr. Harris To cover this ground I move that a committee of five be appointed by the chair to take this matter
up, look into it most thoroughly, and report at the next annual convention for their adoption or rejection.
Mr. Darby I second that.
I hope the motion will not prevail.
J. P. Ivy
Mr. Abbott I simply say that I do not waive my rights.
I have given the notice, and I can't have it put off for a
year. This amendment is going to be sent to the membership in December, no question about that. I am waiting,
but you can't make any motion to cut that off because
Mr. Ivy I hope this motion will not prevail if it does
The
it practically does away with the whole Constitution.
Constitution says that any member has a right to propose
an amendment at any of the annual meetings, and it is the
duty of the person proposing that amendment to reduce it
to writing and hand it to the Secretary, and there is no need
If Mr. Abbott has an
of us discussing this proposition.
amendment he wishes to place in the Constitution, it is his
privilege if I, being a member from Arizona, have an
amendment I wish to submit, it is my privilege to do so.
There is only a small handful of the members of this Association here to-day that are permitted to vote upon this,
and I contend, under our Constitution as it was adopted
originally, it was intended to submit these amendments to
the whole of the voters of this Association, not to the members who are present, and I hope the amendment will not
prevail, and that Mr. Abbott will reduce his amendment to
writing and hand it to the secretary and let it be submitted
to the voters of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
A. C. Van Golder I move we adjourn.
Dr. Mason I second the motion.
C. P. Dadant— This matter should be put before the
members right away —put the amendments before them so
ll'e are not
that our members may read and judge of this,
going to decide this the inefitbers must decide it, and we
must try and be peaceable, and be kind to one another, and
bring the matter forward in a way that will be intelligible
to everybody.
Mr. Harris With the consent of my seconder, I would
like to add this, to be harmonious, that a committee be appointed by the chair to look into this matter, and see what
it is going to do in regard to our Constitution and By-Laws,
report this afternoon, and then let the discussion come up.
That is only fair and right, that they may go into the question in the proper way.
Mr. Taylor I don't understand how it can be proper
for a committee to act upon these notices. A member has

consider

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

—
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the right to give notice of any amendment he sees tit to
propose, and it would not be his notice if a committee
changed it if the committee has an amendment to propose,
and gives notice of it, that is another thing
Mr. Van Colder I rise to a point of order.
Pres. Hutchinson The question is, Shall we adjourn ?
Pres. Hutchinson then put the motion to adjourn,
which, on a vote having been taken, was declared carried,
and the convention adjourned until 1:30 p.m.
;

—
—

(Continued next week.)
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bee-keepers on account of differences in localities than from
any other one cause. This is more apparent the more
I see of different localities and the bee-keepers residing
therein.

When I was with Mr. W. F. Marks two weeks ago, I
viewed his section honey with a great deal of well, I could
almost say, envy.
Although it was produced in sectionholders minus tops, the sections were free from propolis,
and stain. My own honey is principally stored in wide
frames which protect the section on all four sides, but it
could not compare with Mr. Marks'. There is no use ii>
talking, a super that does not protect the sections all around
is of no good here
it is all right with Mr. Marks,

—

;

BEE-KEEPING MADE EASY.

Contributed Articles.

i

At the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Convention last winter one
good friend gave his management of bees. It consisted, in
short, of giving plenty of room two extra 10-frame broodchambers full of comb added below the hive containing the
bees. It prevented all swarming.
Another friend remarked that he had just learned howhe could go a-fishing.
If there are any lazy bee-keepers anywhere, or some
others that would rather go a-fishing than work in the beeyard, let them heed what Dr. Gandy said in Gleanings a
short time ago. In substance it is " Invest $60.00 in catnip and sweet clover seed, and sow it around your neighbor-

—

Brushed

Swarms— Locality

Bee-Keeping

Made Easy.
BY

F.

GREINER.

of bees
place colonies in
THE
the condition of a young swarm
being more and more

brushing or shaking

off

to

is

recognized as

//le method to handle the bees in outidea of the original inventor (Gravenhorst,
of Germany) was to make the strong colonies as strong as
possible at the expense of the weaker ones, and when they
had arrived at the danger-line (swarming-point), then to
shake the bees off their combs and let them build combs in
an empty hive. The brood-combs gained were utilized to
bring the nest strongest to the same state of populousness,
and then shake these off and put them into empty hives.
This was continued to the end, or till the season came to an
end, or the yard had been gone over.

apiaries.

The

The conditions must have been different with Gravenhorst than they are with us. We don't find it advisable to
" brush " bees till the honey season is at hand then we
would like to shake or brush all colonies if they were all
good and strong. It may be necessary to hold back some of
our best or most populons colonies, either by taking a frame
of brood from them occasionally and substituting empty
comb, or by giving more combs by enlarging the broodnest.
A colony brushed or shaken off in May cannot be
expected to be in the best condition for storing by June 20.
The colony shaken oft' on the last-named date will be in excellent condition for work then.
Our object is not the rearing of the bees, but to produce
;

honey, and our management much be in accordance therewith. He who can so manage as to exchange all surplus
bees, grown during the season, for honey, and come out
with the same number of colonies he started out with, has
solved the problem best. Many are the inventors who hit
on the plan of shaking swarms simultaneously, or without
any previous knowledge it is to their credit; but Gravenhorst undoubtedly was the first who made it known to the

—

world.
In practicing the method locality plays an important
part, as it does in many other manipulations. The shakenoff bees absconding is, for instance, unknown to some, whilst
with others precautionary measures have to be taken or else
20 percent of the brushed colonies leave the bee-keeper.
There is really too much at stake to run any chances. One
single swarm held from going to the woods will pay in
honey for all the entrance-guards needed in a large apiary,
or pay for the trouble of keeping a brood-comb in each prepared hive for a few days. The brood-comb, or rather comb
of brood, does not always hold the bees from absconding in
my own locality, and the entrance-guard has failed once
with me. This, however, does not hinder me from applying these means. It is the best we can do, as far as I know.
In

may

some

localities a hive full of brushed-off

be set up on a

new stand — the hatching

brood-combs

bees will take
care of things. I learn this from the writings of others, for
I have never tested it myself, not being of that venturesome
nature. I prefer to make a sure thing of it, by placing one
or more sets of brushed combs upon some colony, leaving
them there from 6 to 9 days. Then they can be separated
without the slightest risk of losing brood or starting a case
of robbing. If the weather is very warm, and there is not
much open brood in a hive, it may do to leave things to the

emerging
I

bees.

believe

more disagreements and disputes

arise

among

:

hood. The bee-pasture will be so much improved_that colonies will store 400 pounds of honey. Dr. Gandy also controlls the honey market, so that he obtains 15 cents per
pounds for any kind of honey he produces."
Now the lazy bee-keeper must " get on to " this scheme ;
then keep 15 colonies of bees only, because the proceeds
from them will be enough to furnish him with all the necessaries of life. It should certainly not take more than one
day's work each week to attend to these IS colonies, and he
would have five days for fishing and one day for rest. Don't
you see what an easy time the bee-keeper could have ?
Fifteen colonies of bees, each producing 400 pounds of
honey would give a total of 6000 pounds. Sold at 15 cents
per pound proceeds, S900.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
I would like to be in it.

—

Prolific
Rtmil at

Queen-Bees and Large Hives.
l/ic

J/i/t/ttsula

BY W.

>Slalt'

J.

Jjet^-Ket'ix'i'i^^

Co/weittwii^

STAHMANN.

attention has been paid by queen-breeders
MUCH
the
and beauty of queens, and too
little to

to color
prolific-

ness, comb-building and honey-gathering capacity of
their progeny.
When a practical bee-man wishes to improve his bees he does not as a rule look for beauty, but he
does want to know something about their ability to yield
dollars and cents.
Breeders of live stock have some wonderful improveshould not
ments in their stock by careful breeding.
bee-keepers do the same ? It is certainly as easy, if not
easier.
I do not wish to give the impression that I think
bee-keepers have not made much advancement along this
But I do
line, they certainly have, and especially in color.

Why

to mention two very important points that I believe
have been neglected, viz.: Prolificness of queens, and comb-

want

building qualities of their progeny.
We cannot very well have a prolific queen without a
large hive the two, as a rule, go together. My experience
is that a queen reared and allowed to lay eggs for the space
of a week or more in a small hive, or having a small amount
of bees, will seldom make a prolific queen, regardless of
the stock she comes from.
Hence two things are essential in rearing prolific queens
a strong colony, and a large hive when she is about to begin laying. I also find that a prolific queen is injured by
putting her in a hive too small for her capacity, or by confining her through a honey-flow. A prolific queen that has
her brood-nest reduced to 4 or 5 combs through a honey season will seldom be the egg-layer that she was, and I am inclined to believe that where large hives are used and care is
taken, when the young queens are about to lay, that they
have a strong force of bees. In several generations the
egg-laying capacity of queens can be increased, and on the
other hand if kept in small hives the tendency is to degenerate and lessen the capacity of a prolific strain of queens.
Years ago I used quite a number of 8-frame hives at
one time 1 had 150 of them— and I also used the 10-frame

—

—

—

—
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hive quite extensively. I noticed all alonp, year after year,
that I got considerably more honey from the lO-franie liives,
so I decided to try a 12-fratnc hive. I transferred six s-fraine
colonies into the 12fraine hives, one having a young queen
just starting to lay, and quite strong in bees this was in
the early part of the season, and that season all the bees
bred unusually heavy, and it was also an unusally good season for honey.
The hive having the young queen filled all 12-fraines
vyith brood, leaving scarcely any honey in the brood-nest,
and kept it full until fall, v? hile the other five had only from
6 to 10 frames full of brood. This is when I first began to
notice or believe that egg-laying capacity of a queen was
made when she was young.
The next season I put in use about lOo ll-franie hives,
the frames having no bottom-bar, which for brood have a
greater capacity than a 12-frame hive having bottom-bars.
I took particular pains to see what difi'erence, if any,
there was in queens from the 8-frame hives, and young
queens that started laying in the large hive, and I was convinced that there was a vast difference in most cases, and
since then, in rearing queens, if I neglect to give a queen
the required amount of bees in time that is, when she is
about to begin laying I find, as a rule, such queens inferior
as to laying eggs.
I wish to speak about comb-building.
Nine years ago I
bought 10 colonies, and in this lot I found a strain of bees
that would not fasten the comb in the sections at the bottom or sides, and as I had lost nearly all my bees the winter
before, and was practicing natural swarming, I reared several queens and found their progeny did the same kind of
work. I bring out this to show the inherent tendencies in
;

—

—

bees.

There are bees that fasten the combs on all four sides
of a section fasten it before the comb is half finished that
makes comb honey that can be shipped with safety. This I
consider a very important point in a good strain of bees,
and one that should receive more attention than it has.

—

:
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fall since I had my first one. and now I have about 4f) to i>ut
into the cellar this winter.
I work
for both extracted and
comb honey, selling the former at 1.5 cents, and the latter
at 20 cents a pound.
The rows of white hives in our side
yard are a good advertisement to the many who drive by,
and this fall I could not supply the demand that I had for

" some good, pure honey."
It seems strange that so few women are interested in
bee-keeping, but I suppose it is largely because their attention is not called to it. Judging from my own experience
there is no comparison in the amount of work between caring for a large llock of poultry and managing a moderatesized apiary
and I certainly think the bees yield the largest profit for the time, labor, and capital invested.
1. Can Miss Wilson tell me why white veils are not worn
instead of black ones?
2. Also, what kind of gloves does she use ?
3. How is it possible to fix the Miller feeders so they
will not leak even after theseams have been well paraffined?
The two that I bought this fall from a bee-supply house
were too long for a dovetailed super, and had to be shortened before they would go in at all.
Have any of the sisters used the Danz. hives for comb
honey ? I just commenced using them the past season, and
like them very much.
I use a small force-pump to spray the bees in swarmingtime, and in that way I can nearly always prevent them
from going up very high, or out of my reach.
I hope we shall hear from many of our bee keeping sisters in our new department.
Mrs. W. S. W.
;

Minnesota.

—

Answers. 1. White veils are very hard on the eyes.
Black being the absence of all color, it is the nearest looking through nothing that we can have. I never realized
what a difference it would make until one day I forgot my
veil when going to the out-apiary, aud wore one made of
white mosquito-bar all day. I assure you I was glad to get
back to a black veil again.
In very warm weather the black veil will sometimes
crock. It is a good plan to put a piece of white on the bottom edge of your veil, and use a white rubber cord in place
of the black.

^

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
Conducted

bij

EMMfl M. WILSON, Marenao,

2.

I

much.

i

III.

Bee-Literature to Beg-in With.

What

literature in books or pamphlets would be best for
a person to read who thought of venturing in a very small
way in the bee-business?
husband and myself are
thinking strongly of doing a little in the line of bee-keeping next spring.
are both inexperienced in that line of
work, and would be thankful for advice as to what and
where we can find such information as we may need.

use a light-weight buckskin, and like them very
are worn and washed the better they

The more they

are so far. I suppose there is a limit to their wearing
capacity, and some day they will wear out for good, in
which case I hope to get another pair just like them. This,
is the first pair of buckskin gloves that I have had, and I
have worn them a little over two years, and they are not
worn out yet.
3. Try thick, white paint and let it dry well before
using.

My

We

Nebraska.

Answer. — The

thing for you to do is to get a good
text-book on beekeeping and study thoroughly. The " A
B C of Bee-Culture," Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keeper's Guide,"
and Dadant's Langstroth are all good, and the instruction
that you would get from any of these books is reliable.
Either of them can be obtained at the office of the American
Bee Journal.
You can hardly begin too soon being a regular reader
of the American Bee Journal an excellent journal for beginners, as well as for those the most advanced. If you do
much at bees you will probably want to subscribe for one or
more of the other bee-papers later on.
first

—

Beg-inning Bee-Keeping-— Bee-Veils— Gloves
Miller Feeders.
Three years ago this winter I first became interested in
bee-keeping from reading an article on the subject in a
farm paper. I bought a copy of " A B C of Bee-Culture,"
also subscribed for the American Bee Journal and Gleanings in Bee-Culture, and these I studied diligently all
winter.
In the spring I bought my first colony of bees in fact,
the first one that I had ever seen. I have continued to
study the subject, also to talk with all the experienced beekeepers that I chanced to meet, and have received much
help from them. I have bought a few new colonies each
;

A Cheap Wax-Extractor.
And
new one

—

Take an old dripping-pan or a.
open one corner, and your extractor is made.
the scraps, pieces of combs, cappings. or whatever

a good one, too.
;

Put in it
you have

split

Better not put in too much at a time.
to extract.
Set the dripping-pan in the oven of the cook-stove, with
the oven-door, of course,
the slit corner projecting out
being open. Pat a little stone or something under the end
that is the farthest in the oven, so as to raise it half au
;

an inch.
Slowly the wax will melt, and as it melts it will trickle
towards the split corner, which is lowest. It will not do, of
course, to have it fall on the floor, so you must have something standing on the floor for it to drip into. The result
will be about as nice wax as you get from the sun extractor,
which means it will be very fine.
The sun extractor is less trouble, and takes less time,
but the dripping-pan extractor will work at a time of the
year when the sun extractor is taking a vacation, and when,
perhaps, you have more time to fuss with it.
inch, or

Mice in the Bee-Cellar.
you winter your bees in the cellar one of the first
things to look after is the mice. While the bees are in a
dormant condition, a mouse can do a great deal of damage.
A mouse in a hive means holes in your nice combs, which
will be filled by the bees with drone-comb next summer,
unless you are very careful about it honey eaten up, and
possibly the bees themselves gobbled up.
It is easier to keep out than to get them out after they
are once in.
A very good plan is to oarricade them out of the hives.
If

:
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before the bees stop

flying-, with heavy wire-cloth having
about three meshes to the inch, but don't use wire-cloth so
fine that the bees can not get through it.
If you don't use the wire-cloth you must see to it that
the mice are gotten rid of in some way, unless you are so
fortunate as not to have any mice, which would be better
yet.
Peristent trapping will accomplish much. You can
do very good work poisoning them, providing you are faithful about it. and see that fresh poison is put down every so
often, and if they don't like one kind try another.
Strychnine is good. Cut a slice of cheese about a quarter of an inch thick, sprinkle it lightly with strychnine,
and cut it up into little cubes. Put in a saucer, or on a bit
of card-board, in a place convenient for the mice.
It requires some time and patience, but it pays.
"

Honey-Cookies.
One cup

of honey, 1 cup sugar,

1 l?.rge

cup of

lard, -j

cup of sour cream, 1 egg, 2 teaspoonfuls of soda, 1 teaspoonful of cinnamon, '2 nutmeg, a very little cloves, 2

Dec.
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1902.

BEES AND PEAR-BLIGHX.
Makes me squirm — " Prof. Waite has proved beyond
any question " — (Here's a small boy who never gets so badly
floored that he cannot ask a question.) But our best science
sharp. Prof. Cook, says it's proved that bees are the " chief
agents " in spreading pear-blight. Sorry. Another fact in
this matter is more pleasant reading to us. Notwithstanding bees scatter more pear-blight germs than all other culprits, the other culprits scatter so many that abolishing
bees is not practically of much use, if any. When all the forest is dry and coals are flung, whether it's a million or a hun-

dred matters but little.
A man seven miles high, eh ? And the pear-blight
microbe is such a little fellow that he is the antitype of
that. Now do you realize he is ? If he was as big as a man,
a man to correspond would have to be seven miles high.
To say that his length is one ten-thousandth of an inch
sounds unimpressive to some minds.
Diluted carbolic acid to dip tools in when cutting away
blighted twigs.

BORDEAUX MIXTURE — BEES

IN GROUND-HOLES.

tablespoonfuls of melted chocolate.
If the cream is very good do not use so much lard. Part
sour-milk and part cream will do if you do not happen to
have enough cream, and the sour-miik used alone will give
good results, but, of course, the amount of lard used must
be increased accordingly.
Mix until you think they are about right, and then bake
one for a sample. If not stiff enough, add a little more

the famed Bordeaux mixture is, lyime 4 pounds.
Copper sulphate 4 pounds. Water 46 gallons.
Prof. Cook wants to know if others have known bees to
take possession of holes in the ground. Can't respond on
exactly that, but I once put several colonies into holes in
the ground as an anti-swarming experiment.
Failure.
From a big hole in the ground they swarm allee same.

flour.

Page

For frosting, take two cups of sugar add just enough
water to dissolve the sugar add a small pinch of cream of
tartar boil until it will thread when you pinch a little between your thumb and finger. Take off and let cool a little.
Stir briskly until it creams, and add about a tablespoonful
of melted chocolate, stirring it in well. This recipe is
original, has been thoroughly tested for years, and we think

And

664.

;

;

;

it

Questions and Answers.
\

excellent.

CONDUCTED BT

DR.

A

^ The

Afterthought.

C. O.

MILLER. Mareago,

111,

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by malL— Editor.1

^

Uniting

Weak

Colonies of Bees.

Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable QIasses.

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

MANAGING A LAYING-WORKER COLONY.

—

Getting something out of nothing well, half mankind,
and more than half womankind, are sure they can do it,
and must aye keep on trying. But its getting something
out of less than nothing, I suspect, to get something of
value out of a colony with laying workers. Can't say I admire the method of W. Hickox, page 659. Like pretty much
all methods that will work at all it disturbs and bothers a
good colony adds something to less than nothing and rejoices to find the result something. Also it looks to my
eyes like a promising way to rear a poor queen which
same is an apicultural asset that may, or not, be less than
nothing in value.
REV. W. F. CLARKE AND DR. A. B. MASON.

—

—

Some men are overvalued and some are undervalued
their colemporaries.
W. F. Clarke has seemed to me to
be a man we have for long years very much undervalued.
by

1. Would it be advisable to unite a weak colony with a
weak robbed colony, rather than to unite the robbed colony
with another weak colony ?
2. At what time in the day should uniting be done ?
3. Can it be done with perfect success by use of smoke

Colorado.
Answers. — 1. I suppose the question is whether, when
uniting two weak colonies, one of which has been robbed,
it is better to unite them on the stand of one that has been
robbed, or on the stand of the other. Having been robbed
once, there is danger that the same colony would be robbed
again on the same stand, even if reinforced by another
weak colony so it may be better to bring the robbing colony to the hive of the unmolested colony.
alone?

;

The time

of day is not an important matter, but
better to unite toward evening, so that foreign bees may not try to rob, and thus start bad feeling in
the community. Yet a cool morning, when no bees are flying, is a good time.
3. No, not at all times.
2.

sometimes

it is

Not sure but we have gone fuurther and measurably frozen
him out of print so far as apiculture is concerned. What
(if any) may have helped on this I am not
to say, never having met him.
I can sincerely
feel his loss now he is gone, and it is fitting that I should
lay a wreath on his coffin. Farewell to a fellow-worker
farewell to a friend of the exact truth fare%vell to a man
who saw and saw correctly, a great deal in this world that

Wintering

personal qualities

in a

Bee-House— Wax-Worms.

competent

;

;

needed mending, and who deeply desired that it should be
mended. Earth can ill spare such, they are so few. Page
660.

Of course I would have a chaplet for Dr. Mason, the allaround good man. His foes were the foes of all civilization and righteousness — and scarce a man besides them it
would seem. "How blest the righteous when he dies
We don't have to hunt with lanterns and optical instruments to find something good to say of him just for once.
!

Page

739.

my

1. I keep
bees in a winter bee-house, with ventilator
It is large enough for 60 hives ?
for occasional use.
I store my bees, 40 colonies, in pyramid shape on winter
bottom-boards, which have an opening of four inches wide
along the center and the length of the hive. The natural
heat of 40 colonies during moderately cold weather in the
winter is from 40 to 42 degrees. During extra-cold nights I
tire up the stove in outer room, and let the heat go into this
bee-room until it runs up to 45 or 48 degrees. Would it be
necessary during the winter to put water in the bee-room
for moisture ? If so, to what extent ?
bee-house is built of 2 by 6 (2 by 8 would be better)
with 2 by 8 joist under the floor (under floor, sides and the
top to the peak of the roof filled with sawdust.) Sides are

My
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papered and sided, inside drop-siding and coat of plaster,
with X inch space.
2. A few days ago I came across one dozen sections half
filled in July.
I was going to put them in a super to give it
back to the bees. When I uncapped them with a table-fork,
I found in all of them largo spots where the fork went in
without any resistance (mushy), and when I turned a section around, as much as a teaspoonful of honey fell out.
I
put it in the garden and let the bees help themselves. Could
this be caused by wax-worms ?
liut where did they come
from, as nothing in any shape has entered my yard for a
long number of years ?
MiNNhSOT.v.

Answeks. — 1.

It is probably not necessary.
apiary without a wax-worm is about as hard to
find as a garden without a weed. Even if you have not
seen one for years, it is still possible that they are there,
only constantly kept down by the bees, and these sections,
in which eggs had been laid, when left unprotected by bees
were proper ground for the growth of the worms. If that
isn't the proper answer to the conundrum, I don't know
2.

what

An

it is.

Bisulphide of Carbon for Piimlgating Honey.
read that honey is fumigated with bisulphide of cardo you use it
2. Suppose I have 150 pounds of honey to fumigate,
where am I to put it ?
3. How much will it take for that amount ?
4. Am I to put it in a saucer and set fire to it, or not ?
5. I do not know a thing about it.
Is it a poison
6. Where can I buy it ?
7. How long is it to be under fumigation ?
8. If I fumigate it in the fall, where am I to put it ?
It
does not freeze here all winter like it does in your State, so
the frost will not keep the worms out of honey.
1.

bon.

I

How

'.'
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story ? Will it be too cold for the bees, or should I remove
the upper story and place the cover right over the broodWill they need protection of any kind in this damp
nest
climate ?
It
rains almost constantly from the first of
November to the first of March.
Wasui.vcton.
'!

Answers. — 1. There is always some risk about introducing queens by any ordinary plans, and with any amount
of care a i|ueen may be killed.
Yet care makes a difference.
The time when a <iucen is released, if the bees do not release her themselves, and the temper they are in, are matters of consequence.
If the bees are very busy storing, the
chances arc favorable. If nothing is doing, and robbers
are trying to crowd into every crack, the bees are likely to
be on the offensive, ready to attack viciously any intruder,
worker or queen. At such times it is better to free the
queen in the evening, when there is no danger of annoyance from robbers.
But it is generally better to let the bees free the queen.
It is not easy to say just why your bees did not do so.
If
the queen is too far from the cluster, the bees will not free
her so promptly. The best place is right in the brood-nest,
but a shipping-cage does not lend itself easily to this, as
does the Miller introducing-cage. It was not the best thing
to let the queen out of the cage when the bees were cross.
Partly opening the entrance to the cage, and putting it
nearer the brood-nest, even separating the frames so as to
put the cage between them, would have been a good thing.
2. Better remove the upper story, or else put a burlap
cloth over the lower story before putting the upper story
over.
<-• »

•

'.'

Orbgon.
Answers. — 1. It is used in any way that will allow the
fumes that evaporate from it to be confined long enough to
kill.
2. Put it in a saucer over the pile of honey, having the
honey enclosed so the fumes will remain with it.
3. Probably two tablespoonfuls will be enough.
4. No, unless j'ou want the top of your head blown off.
Just pour it in a saucer and cover up as quickly as possible
it will evaporate fast enough without lighting.
5. The danger is in its explosiveness, and the greatest
care must be taken to have no fire or light near it.
6. Your druggist ought to be able to get it for you.
7. Half a day would probably answer, and several days
would do no harm.
8. After the honey is thoroughly fumigated, boxing and
pasting with 'paper, as you suggest, would be all right but
even if you do not have severe freezing I have some doubt
whether bee-moths lay eggs in winter where you live, and,
if not, the honey would be safe until they do lay again.
;

Fumigating with Bisulphide of Carbon.
I had a pile of hives
about 7 feet high, containing
frames. On the top of the frames I placed a cloth, about
half covering the frames, then saturated it with bisulphide
of carbon. In looking through a glass at the bottom I saw
a few bees and a couple of flies drop dead, so I supposed I
had given enough to kill the worms. But the next day I
found live worms scattered from top to bottom. So you see
it was not a success with me. The few bees that were killed,
and also the flies, got in while I was piling up the cases.

Oregon.
Answer. — You do not say whether you covered the top
fumes could not escape. If not, the
bees and flies which came closely in contact with the cloth
might be killed, while the worms farther away would be
little affected.
In any case, a worm is protected greatly by
its web, making it harder to kill than a fly or bee left unprotected. A stronger dose might have finished the worms.
of the pile, so that the

Oily

;

Trouble in Introducing a

Queen— Wintering.

received a premium queen in fine condition. After
getting home that evening I removed the queen in my
strongest colony, and in 48 hours after I placed the new one
in the hive, as per directions. In two days I examined them
to see if they had released her, but they had not they did
not seem to work on the candy. I looked again the ne.xt
day, and still she was not released. I then went through
the hive and cut out all queen-cells I could find, two in number. I then released her, and let her run down between the
brood-combs, where they instantly balled her. I gave them
a good smoking, but it did no good, so I took out one of the
frames, and found a large ball on the bottom of the hive.
Upon removing it I found the dead queen, and the bees very
1.

I

;

vindictive.

Sugar for Feeding Bees.
pounds of soft white sugar that I let
Could I use the sugar to feed my
One can hardly taste the oil in the
Pennsvlvani.\.

I have about 100
just a little oil slop on

bees next spring?
sugar.

it.

—

oil

Answer. Unless the sugar is so strongly flavored with
that the bees refuse to take it, it will probably be all

right.

HeaIth=Food is the name of a 16which is designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

Honey

page

is

as a

leaflet (3 '2x6 inches)

We

almost certain to make good customers for honey.

know, for we arc using

ourselves.
Prices, prepaid Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts.; 25
for20cts.; SO for 35 cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for S1.25 500
for S2.25 1000 for S4.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your
order.

—

it

;

Can you

me why

they did not release her by eating
out the candy ? Did I introduce her too soon, i. e., by placing the cage over the brood-nest ?
I introduced the queen I removed to a queenless colony,
and shut them up. So after they would not accept, and
killed the new queen, I placed the queenless colony over
them and they were all right. I want to say, while I was
tr5'ing to get them to accept the new queen, they were fearfully cross stung everything that came near them.
2. I have 9 colonies in two-story hives, and the upper
story is empty, or nearly so.
Should I remove the upper

—

tell

;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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Bees Want^'d on Shares.
HAVE YOU IDLE CAPITAL?
1(X'0 colonies of bees, add
more to run on shares. We have ibe

We
want

solicit

your correspondence.

THE HYDE BEE

CO., Floresville.Tex.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

4.^Atf

rt.aO

I
I

^

For

200 Egg

INCUBATOR
I

Perfect in consiruction anil
action. Hatches every fertile
egg. Write fur catalog to-day,

I

GEO.

I

H.

STAHL. Qulncy ^MK^^w

->y^

Please mention the Hee Journal.

46A26t

FOR SALE.
7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

holding 330 lbs.net; M barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
33'3 Its. Prices— THc per pound in barrels, and
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must ac-

company
41A13t

order. Sample bv mail, 10c. Address,
N. L. HENTHORN. box 83, Viola. Wis.

POWER MACHIRERT

BARNES' FOOT

Read what

'

^
'

you say

it

J. I.

Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

will." Catalog

Address,

W.

and

price-list free.

& John Barnes,
Ruby St., Rockford,

F.

995

111.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months,
218

Sample

50 cents.

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal.

The American Poultry Joiirual
325

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

^^^^ '^ °^^^ ^ quarter of a
century old and IS still growr
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
valuable
one. Such is the
its field must be a

A1mit*n5ll
viiUl IKII

American Poultry Journal.
Mentiiiii the

60 cents a Year.

Bee Journal.

SPLENDID
PRESENTS!
little work you can easily
silver,
watches, clocks,
books,
dolls, knives, guns,
games,
Don't miss our
cameras, etc.
NEW plan and special premium
Write to-day toist.
CO.
47Aijt
51Q Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
Vlease mention. Bee Journal when writin*

For a

earn

HOWARD &

BOYS
I

.

Ttiinks

are owners of

We

I

Yon Yonson

1902.

4.

lOOJ

best location in the best part of Texas, and will
give as references H.W. Wiseman J: Co., iiankers, Paul Neubauer, P.M.. or any responsible
business firm of Floresville or Hutto, Texas.
have the best assistants we can procure,
and have been in the business since 1893. We
have heavy fall rains, and next year will be a
hig one for honey. If you have as many as 250
colonies of bees, ship them to us, pay the cost
of location, and supply us the necessary equipment for honey production, and we will give
them all the necessary attention, and give you
one-half the honey. Bees must be all in either
8 or 10 frame Dovetailed or Langstroth hives.
Let us explain to you more fully; there'ore, we

i

Wlial

Dec.

ScD<l lu 10c

WE WANT WORKERS
make money working for us.
We fambh capitaJ toetart yoa id basi-

atuDDB orBlWer

for fall Initruclioos

and a

line of

uiplatoworkwtth. bBAPER PUBLISHING CO.,Cbiu{o,IU.
f-lease atientioi Bee Jocunai TvheE. ofn'cr^

WHEN
Veil, Peter Peterson he don't bean com over
since dom bees bean bile him so bad. An ay
vos purdneer to forgit dat he say he goan to
But das morning he com over begit even.
fore brekfus, an he seems awful hurry, and
kine excited, an he say, " Ole Peterson got

awful sick horse, an vont Yon Yonson to com
over an bean hors dockter." " Iss he very
sick?'' Ay say, "Mine goodness, he bean
' He bean so sick
siek plenty bad," he say.
he don't kin hardly live from von end to de
odder," he say.
Veil, it don't bean very far so I go ma Peter,
and he show me da hors, but he don't seems
to be very siek, so ay ask Peter vat he tank
bean da matter. "Veil," Peter say, "ay don't
know, but every ting vat he ete it seems lak
it go rite to his stummick.''
An den Peter he mak plenty big laff. My
ying, Peter bean plenty gud feller, but he git
kine of funny som time. Veu he furst com
over hedon'l got sens nuf to tell big lie po
das vay, but he bean awful quviek to ketch
on from dom Yankies.
Veil, bout two years ago Yon Yonson git
kine of crasy streak on rural telephones. He
talk to all das nabors to git dom to yoin vid
him to put up telephone line, but, mine goodnes, dom don't vas interested.
So ay gitnodder von Svede feller to help, coz ven Yon
Yonson tak notion, you better believe he stick
to his yob: so odder feller com over horsbak,
an ay git on old Yim, an ve go an se all das
nabors. An vile Yon Yonson mak awful big
talking, an explain to dem til dom purdneer to
fall over, odder feller he git dom to sine paper
vat say dom have to go an cut an set 16 poles
apiece, an den ve goan to furnish all da vire
an dom glas marbles, an put it on da poles, an
furnish an put in plenty awful good telephone for each von of dem. Den if dom all
bean satisfied dom hav to pay us S2.t each von
of dom, an den dom boss an own hole ting,
an dom kin mak big talking and hay plenty
big time.
Den ve hire feller vat

da vork, an
ven it bean all dun da line bean purdneer 12
1"
tones.
Den ay go roun
miles long, an git
ven dome use dom bout two veeks, an ay say
if dom don't bean satistied ve tak dom tones
out. an dom don't have to pay; but, my ying,
dom say dom don't vill hav him tone tooked
out for -SlOO, so dom pay das money; an dom
have big lection, an dom lect Von Yonson to
big. fat office, cause he vork for nutting and
be ete himself; but, my goodness, he hav to
buy new cap and plow shoes to be in stile.
But purty soon all dom peoples in das
country git crasy, an vont telephone, so now
ve got dom all over das country, an ve got
.*100 svichbord in town, and ve pay .*'2.00 per
year svich service each, and den ve talk all
over das country for .50 or BO miles, an even in
big citys, an it don't cost von cent but $2.00
per year at our home svich, coz ve all give
free exchange, and ve can now talk ma over
rOOO phones free anytime; dom country lines
have 1.5 to "20 fones on von line, and sometimes
ay tak das fiddle down an de girls play de
organ, an maw an all of us sing and mak big
music, an dom kin hear for plenty long distance.
It bean nodder von feller on da line,
som got von of dom sausage mills vat dom
call phonograph, an ven evening com ve say,
" Hello, Smit !" and den he turn das mill luse
an youst grin out all da latest songs an finest
music vot you never hard. My goodnes, das
telephone it bean da finest ting vat ay never
You better believe dom tramps and
seen.
tievesdon't dare to play hob in das country for
ve ketch don on da telephone (juvicker as
An if dom smart proples vat live in
nutting.
big citties don't votch out, dom goan to he
vay behine da times.
Veil, you know ay bean had som catnip
hunny das year, an von day a voman come to
visii, an maw she give her box nice hunnj,
an nex morning ven ve youst git up somebody
ring one long an three short rings, dat mean
Yon Yonson, so maw say hello, an dom voman
up da line bout 5 miles she say, "You can't bet
vat ve goan to have for brekfus. Ve goan to
all

UP
-

mention Bee Journal when writine.

t'lease

Mb

Keystone
...Honey-Jars

Th^se are clear

glass jars hold-

flint

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are T's inches high,
and very pretty when filied with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then till in with beeswax,
seaHngwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50; twogross, $3.25 per gross or five or more
gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars weknow
anything about. We have only about
20 gross of them left. So speak quick
Address,
if you want them.
;
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GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.,

IT IS

-

A FACT

That our line of Uee-Keepers' Supplies ar&
some of tbe best g-oods in the world, and that
our system of dealiug^ with our trade is not excelled by anybody. Plenty of tesiiraany from
satisfied customers proves these thine-.. Write
add get our suggestions, our catalug- and our
discounts for wintertime orders— all free.
The Largest Stock of Bee Keepers' Supplies
C. M. SCOTT & CO
Washidg-ton St.. iNDiaXAPOLis, Ino.
Please raentiod the Bee Journal.

in Indiana.

1004 E.

dun

IT'S UP, IT'S

for a lontr time, and you don' t have to repair Pa^eFence for vears to ome. That's unite a savinff
PA»iKU4»VKN WIKK FKXK ((»., AI»KI AN,3IICn.

4*iA2(it

(4

,

Bees

in

Colorado"

have several hundred copies of
the souvenir with the above title. The
bee-papers and a good many people
without visible axes to grind have said
it is a valuable and attractive thing.
If you should like to have a copy, send
me a silver dime or 5 two-cent stamps,
and I will mail you a copy.
I still

" Bees is Colorado "' is the title of a 48page and cover pamphlet gotten up to boom
the Denver convention. Its author is D. W.
Working, the alert secretary of the Colorado
It is beautiState Bee-Keepers' Association.
fully illuslrated, and printed on enameled
Working,
and
credit
to
Mr.
paper. It is a
will he a preat help in acquainting those outside of Colorado with the bee and honey
and opportunites of that
characteristics
American Bee .lournal.
State.

—

D. W.

WORKING, Box 432,

Please m.en,tion

Denver, Colo.

Hee Journal when

-writinp

POULTRY PAYS
when the hens

lay.

K°ep them

For hatrhing and broodlayin;:.
ing u.se the best reasonable priced
built
Incubators and Brooders
upon honor, sold upon guarantee.

—

l,.

THE ORMAS
Indiana

A. BuiitD,

l.lcon'*?''*

I'lcaac uicQiiou ine £»ee juuiua.i.

TANACETIFOLIA
5 cts. in

ordered
TryrtiacellaSS^i
LUHDORFF,
Now.^Any quanmy.
O.

Vis.iLiA, Calif.

—
Dec.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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have ptincaUu an liunny."' I>)!n duni vimenH
ulon^ lUifi linn som listen (lorn say. *' My
goodness, van; yon j;it liiin hnnny V' An she
gay, "Oil, my, Von Vonhoii lit' yiifit ^ol ila
lovliest liuDiiys.
It youst bean vllu lak paper,
an sveel um-in-ni !" An dt^n doni vliiiens
feel plenty bad siek co/, duin don't j^ot any
hunny, so Yon Voiifion taU pa|iiT an innicil
an tak hole lot ma orders on da phone, td he
don't ^ot any more hunny to sell, and den
doni talk bunt das niee hunny on da fone, so
ay k'ot all reddy 1)1^' market for I'.KKi. An ven
ay (;it more bees and all Uinesof lioney-jilants,
an lots ma fruit, ay t;oati to do bij; bisness.
In da niornini; bout ? o'elock Central irirl
she rintc company riiis; three loiifj an live
short— tlat mean everyliody an ve all listen,
an she say vat kine of vedder ve ftoan to have
Jroni da vedder burro, ami de latest news, an
vat corn is vort, an so t)n. An now doni store
mans dom jj^oaii to run delivery vaj^ons, and
<ias mail-vuf^on he bring us all daily paper,
an some times dun letter, an in da morning ve
•can ring up da store mans and tell vat ve
vont, an if ve have any ole roosters to sell, or
butter, potatis, eegs, or any ting, and den he
com roun an ve do ours trading to home. But
dom saloons don't kin peddle visky, so dom
feel bout lak dom bean knocked in de middle
of next vensday, and ay lank dom soon hav

761

all

—
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Discounts tor tariij Orders,
On

cash orders rtceiveil before Jan. 1, 1VI)3, we will allow you a discount
before April 1st, 2 percent. Send us a list of the goods you want
and we will quote prices by return mail.

of 4 percent

Das future Paw. vilstay at home,
Avay from town at nite.
An den he know, ven morning come,

He
Da

don't vas bean got

Gr.

saloons

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

Prompt

.just

been reading Miss

Emma

CHICAGO. ILL.

RFF.^IIPPI
IF^
DLL
OVrrLilLrO
(
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HONEY-JARS

THE BEST MADE.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR FACTORY

I

,

1-lb.
l-lb.

sq.Stau
sq.Standard.with
cork,

5^

**

'*

.|

^

SEEDS

Cincinnati, Ohio.

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

5-oz.'*

of

Money-Plants

**

'*

'*

"

grr.,$4.75

'

3 75

'*

I

100
100
100
100

lbs. white sweet. scented clover,$10
"
'•
"
lbs. yellow
$15
lbs. Alfalfa clover,
$12
lbs. Alsike clover,
$15

The Nickel Plate Road
will afford its patrons an opportunity
to take advantage of low rates for

New Year holidays, by
selling tickets at a fare and a third for
the round-trip to all points on their
Christmas and

line, Dec. 24, 25, 31, 1902, and
1903.
Return limit including
1903.
Through service to

Jan.
Jan.

PRICES.
Mb. Fq.Standard.spriag
1-lb.
1-lb.

I

3.00
I

top,gT.,$S.50

Keystone, spring lop,gross,
Octagon, spring top, gross,

«-lb.

White Dutch,
Catnip seed,

too lbs.
1

1
1

oz.
oz.
oz.

S.Z5
5.25
4.7S

$20
10c

Rocky Mountain

Bee-plant, 15c
Eucalyptus seed,
20c

BONE GUTTER MONEY
The mniK-y spent for the A«lnni
Ball Kt^uriiii; (rireeii Itone I'nlter is money in your pocket. We
vill convince you of this if you
Bend for our Illustrated Catalotrue
No y
The Adam cuts clean, easily and quickly.

W.J. .'DAM,

1,

JOLIET, ILLINOIS.
when wrltlns.

-

Please mention Bee journal

2,

New York

and other eastern points.
Chicago passenger station, Harrison
St. and Sth Ave. For further information, address John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chicago.
City, Boston

Dittmer's Fonndation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that prodnces 'EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inTentions, which enable me to SELL
I

use a

and

66-47ASt

FOUNDATION

Bee journal -waau

BK

25

years the best.
for Circular,

T. F.

WorkfaxMoFonniatioiiForCasli

wTitln^,

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

Smokers

BINQHAM,

and

at prices that are the lowest.

INGHAM'S PATENT

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,
*leaae mention

Farwell, Mich,

New plans, new

|

Aiigusta, Wis.

Bee Journal when

prices,

-WTitlng.

new schemes

— we give you over 50 percent commission on

and you can
SELL 2 to 6 AT

fine, big

books selling

at 22c, 37c, 73c;

Wil-

son's directions for getting unfinished sections cleaned out, and have this eritisism to
make of her methods: It allows the bees of
colonies that have plenty of stores to get as
much honey from these unfinished sections as
those that are not so well supplied,
I will tell how I get the work done, and
give Miss Wilson the liberty of finding all the
fault with the plan she pleases.
When the supers are taken from the hives
the last time, I sort the sections and put the
unfinished ones into other supers, and when I
have a few supers filled with them I hunt for
the colonies that seem to be lightest in stores
and place a super filled with sections over

CO.,

E. Erie Street,

Centra! and Freeman Avenues,

xmas BOOKS
have

146

iSuccessorto Chas. F. Muth and A. Muth.)

23Atf

I

&

W. WEBER,

C. H.

t^Jea.be m«DT.ioii

Cleaning Out Unfinished Sections.

S. A.

Please write us, stating- source gathered from, quantity, and price delivered
It mustlje put up in no drip cases.
Address,

Send

FROM MANY FIELDS

WIS.. U.

here.

;

Yon Yonson.

CO.,
WATERTOWN,

WHITE COMB HONEY WANtEPr

"GET A DANDY"

don't vill soon can sell
got to drank
Dom towns don't goan to be das hell
Das vat \''on Y'onson tank.

I

B LEWIS

anddoiiMe ynur f^'^ > ield. Tne fastest and easiest
bone cutter iiiaiif. f»olti on 15 I>ovft' Trial.
85.00 up. Cat^lofjiie and special proposition free.
6T1CATTON MF*G. O»«.ltox ai,Erle,Ptt.

tite.

dom
Das stuff dom

;

Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

;

toquvit bisness.
Now, dom country people don't hav to go
to town every Saturday night to git deirs mail
an groseries, and dom feel plenty gud Sund
morning, an dom tak hole family an go to
meeting, an purty soon dom churches have to
be mak bigger, an dom mans goan to vare
deir pants out on de knees quvicker as behine.
An ven dom don't have to run to town
so olYen dom goan to mak plenty monny, an
every ting yust go hooping. Mebby, by an
by, ve goan to git so hi ve hav to do lak Mr.
New York, ven he go up pikes peak, he git so
hi he hav to look trough big telescope to tell
ver he bean at.
My goodness, he say ven
dom go up pikes peak dom see vater run up
hill, but he don't say ver it run ven it git to
<3a top of da hill.
Now, all you fellers vat read das Merican
bee-paper, ay goan to leave you for a vile, coz
ay bean so bissy, but if nutting happen ay
goan to com over some time after Santa Claus
bean vent roun. You bean all plenty nice
fellers, an it you pay little more tention to
honey-plants, an den all yoin yourselv into
das bigyunyuns vat dom call N. B.-K. A., an
don't quvarl too much bout neuclus quveens,
den Santa he tine yours stocken all rite, an
mebby he give you awful nice tin vissle, an
roebby he give Y'onny Hard-scrabble new corncob pipe; but ay tank he bean most too ole to
«uck das pipe.

all

Address quickly,
47A3t

EVERY HOUSE.

HOWARD &

CO., 519 Masonic Temple,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

27 cents Cash
for Beeswax.
paid
r
low,

upon

its receipt,

W

VKSJC

CHICAGO.

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

Eis^:"P'^^
—

CASH for best yelor 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

St.,

Chicago,

111.
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In the hour when the

little child,

in times of distress
auything for reli( t

too }'oung to

make

its ^\,ults

known, lies suffering, its little face drawn with
agony; in the hour when the good wife, worn and
tired, needs an arm to lean on; at all such times,
when the calling of a doctor means a dangerous
delay, besides great suffering and a heavy bill,
there is nothing else so good as a bottle of

WATKINS^
Vegetable Anodyne
We

i^^

Liniment.

'

receive uumbt*rless letters like these:

SAVED THE CHILDREN.
Clara City.

We had five children sick with diphtheria

Minn., June

last

14, 1901.

winter und carried

them all through in one week without any doctor. Wntklno*
Vecelable Anodyne JLlnlmciit should be used at once as soon as
any symptoms aprK-ar. We mixed two teaspoonl'uls of Watkins'
Liniment with two of vine^>:a^ and one of salt. Gave some of the

mixture once

aji

hour, also rubbed the Liniment on out>iide of neck.

OTTO PETEU.

HORSES WOULD HAVE

DIED.

Shipshewaxa,

Ind., JunelS. 1901.

I have used Watklna* Vegetable Anodjne Liniment for nine
years and find it the best remedy for eolle In horxet* 1 ever knew.
I saved two horses with it that would have died.
Cannot speak
highly eDouy:h of it.
HENRY CATToX.

The best thin^ made for Cholera Morbus, diarrhea, flux,
rheumatism, cuts, cramps, strains, burns, coUc, mumps,

ished Sections and Extraettng-

Combs.

etc.
Of course when vou read this advertisement you may
not feel the need. but the need of itmay arise at any moment
of the day or nipht, and then its worth can not be counted
in dollars and cents. Order it the next time our agent calls,
or if we have no afjent in your county, send us your name
and address at once, and we will see that you are supplied.

clover was still blooming a little on
Oct. 2,5, and bees were carrying in pollen of a
dark red color, .lust where this pollen cam&

White

from I do not know.
I have a portion of my apiary in chaffpacked with leaves on the top of th&
frames; the balance are in simplicity or dovetailed hives, and are to be left on the summer

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Home

We send

out a beautiful

hives, all

100 pane illustrated
Doctor and
and want to place your name on our
mailing list. It is the cleverestanrf most
complete thinj of its kind ever issued.
Wlite for one to-day.

tree,

The hives are well supplied witli
honey, with the exception of 3 or 4, whicii.
were late swarms.
Next year promises to be the best whitfc
clover season that has been known in this,
locality, as there is a heavy growth of it
everywhere, and if nothing happens to it
well, I am going to get ready for a big crop,
anyhow, by having plenty of surplus arrangestands.

dniGQ a mdn.

open-eyed young
in e;o'h nei^'htiorhood who has a litambition, and an inclination to jret on
In the world, to write to us. We are in a
position to start him in a pood payini;
business of his own. We have lots of
fff

nmn

tle

youuK

fellows, "boys" you mipht call
them, who are making a nice thing selling Watkins' Remedies.

ments

TheJ. R.WatkinsMedical Co.

I

10 Liberty Street,

Winona, Minnesota,

FOUR

U.

S.

FRO.n
CIIIC'AWO, 4-Oi;3iCII> Ifl>UFFS

AJSU O.UAIIA

These excursions leave Chicago every
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 11:30 p.m., and Omaha every
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 4:25 p.m.. in Pullman TourSleeping Cars, over the Union
ist
Pacific. The cars are accompanied all
the way by conductors skilled in the
excursion parties.
The
the only line from
Omaha running four excursions to
California every week.
These excursions can be joined at
any point enroute.
For full information call on or adservice

Union

of

Pacific is

dress
44A.tf

W,

Q.

The Fred W.

Co.

Iliitli

Front and Walnut

Sts.,

OHIO.

CIlTCI3SriSr-A.TI,

HONEY JARS

MUTH'S

- pouad,
K E
with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.
1

SQUA

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEF-SUPPLtES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.
Please m.ention Bee Journal "when "WTitlns<s good money
cuFPD nUnCI
unurv andi^-asytomake
oncer
you
work foruB.
will

if

you

We

ntai-t

^DUsineHs and furnish the capital.

iti

^^

ork

Send 10 cents for full
"line of BamjtU'8 and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago. Illi.

light and easy.

Pleasw mention H«e Journal

wheK

writinfi.

ENVELOPES
printed to order, only

$i.oo per looo
A neat little coupon on each envelope will
bring you dollars. Other printing cheap. Address at once,

HOWARD &

NEIMYER,

Q.A.,
193 South Clark St.,
Chicago, 111.

my

hives.
in

honey-boards

the-

.Just try them and see.
All of my extracting-comlis and unfinished
sections were placed in the upper story of the
hives of the latest swarms along in September,,
so the honey could be removed by the bees,
thereby accomplishing two objects, that of
supplying the bees with more stores for winter, and getting all the unsealed honey fronk
the combs ready for the next year. The unsealed honey often sours or candies in the
comb, making them almost unfit for use thfe
following season. Usually the bees will carrythe honey down, if you drop a little down,
among the bees and get them started.
is filled.

XO

CALIFORIVIA
M'llH CHOICE OF ROI-rES.

for

made an improvement

past season by putting an 8x10 glass in the
center of the board, so that the inside of the
super could !« examined without disturbingthe bees. The board is the same size as the
hive, and need not be removed until the super

A.

I>Kie!i$O.^AI.l.V

CO.KUUCXKn KXCURSIOIVi^

1902.

Next Year— Honey-Boapds— Unfin-

sore throat, diphtheria, frosted limbs, etc. For horses and
cattle it cures sprains, cuts, scratches, bruises, sweeny, colic,

Cook Boob absolutely

4,

each of these, first placing a piece of burlap
over the frames of the hive so as to cover all
Ijut about an inch or an inch and a half at the
end of the hive. The bees will remove the
honey from the super to the brood-chamber in
the day-time and go baclt to the brood-chamber for the night. Before putting on the burlap the bees, or many of them, would stay in
the super all of the time. With the burlap
on they remove the uncapped honey in a short
time; then I remove all cleaned out sections,
and with the uncapping knife uncap the rest.
The honey in these soon goes below. Puttingon supers and uncapping honey is generally
done late in the afternoon, or early in the
morning.
I will relate how I get the cappings from
extracting combs cleaned up after they are
tolerably well drained. Instead of washingthem 1 put them in shallow boxes with expansive bottoms, or in large tin pans, and set
where the bees can have free access to them.
Soon there is a rolling and tumbling of bee&
in the boxes and pans, and the cappings look
as if they had become living and moving
masses. The bees go clear through them, except that now and then there will be found a.
sticky mass at the Iwttom which they cannot
easily penetrate.
These masses are loosened
up Inte in the evening or early in the morningIjefore the bees are astir, and by the end of
the second day the picnic is over, and I have,
lots of cappings as dry as cornmeal.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
Edwin Bevins.

The Family Friend
An old aod true friend that will help you
When racked with pain you would give

Dec.

47A6t

CO.,

sip Masonic Temple, CHICAQO.

Please mention Bee journal

when wntin£

J.

Cass Co., Nebr.. Nov.

M. YOUNO.

12.

The Carniolan-Italian Cross.
In response to a call for information concerning the Carniolan-Italian cross of bees,.
I will say that I have in one of my apiaries,
side by side, .5 colonies in 10-frame hives, representatives of their respective strains, each
having characteristics of its strain, and I
could not say which I prefer.
First in the row is the Buckeye 3-banded
long-tongue, every bee alike; their superiorsdo not exist. Next, imported Carniolan, just
ended her third season next the Muih strain
golden Italian then two Carniolan-Italians.
interesting to study
It was exceedingly
closely the nature of each during the last
;

;

pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book Business DairyinK& Cat.212 free.W.Chester.Pa,

To make cows

Dec.

4,
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three soaeons.
Early last fpriot' H'" llr«l
three mcnllDiied sturlerl oil willi tin- Cai-rilcilan the struntcusl, t-lie, :MianilcM-.s kcccjiuI, and
golden third. Kor a timt! uoithcr of tliiMii
Beeniod to increase, ()wiIl^J to tlie iinfavoraitlr
sprinp. ThtMi all at once tlu^Carniolari hi^i^aii
i(,
to increase rapidly- just sri'tiiiMl to hooin
was not. lontc until I uave the ()tln'r two each
a frame of briKKl and hees fritrii thcni to start
;

them

a-^iOHHc, liecause

expected honey.

was

It

trctlinjr late if

One

coidil sec the
very (luickly.

I

improve-

of May I noticed (pieen-cells
in the Carnlolan colony, and, knowlnir their
wlllint;ness to swarm, I iiuicUly chantred their
minds by maklnfr two nuclei, when it was
time for mating', placed cntrance-u'uards in
front of all hives except the .'i-bander.s, and I
now have twti trne-to-nanie of the ('arniolanItalian cross. Their bees resemble the :ibanders, thonirh somewhat darker, and bands
narrower, with characteristics of Carniolans.
Rentle to the extreme, boll over when you
open the hive; and breeders, never had better.
It was no time until these two nuclei were as
The only obiection
stronjr as any In the lot.
that prevents them becoming pojjular in the
hands of novices and apiarists havine many
howcolonies. Is their swarm Ins? propensity
ever, I must say I give them close attention,
and seem to catch them in the nick of time,
as they never swarmed for me.
;

of 1901 I presented a friend of
mine with one of the fine Carniolans, because
he was " taken " with their gentleoess; but
last August he did away with them, " BeIn the

Carnlolan-Italians will always have

strengthen weaker colonies with frames of
brood and bees from them.
My other strains have good qualifications
which these bees do not possess.
I often thought If I could combine only the
good (luallfications of these different strains I
would have a race that might be christened

I .75
90
1.00
1.20

WhlteClover

Cbicaoo, Nov

lom

250)

son

$1.40
1.70
l.HO

n.Z5

$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.50
6.00

511)

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

2 30

4.0O
4.25
5.50
3.25

1''.— A nlow. steady market
be Haid of conditions now prevailinir la
The volume of Malen are aniall, and
the recfipK are correHpondiiitfly 80. 15'osl^c tft
obtained for best lotH of white comb in a job*
binir way, while for HelectionH a little more is
aaked; amber iiirradeH, h*<" \5c^ according' to
llavor, style, etc.
Extracted, white, 7'fl[«c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax, 30c on arrival.
R. A. BUKIVRTT A Co.

may

Ctiicatfo.

1.40
80
Alfalfa Clover
Prices subject to market chani^es.
Sinffle pouud 5 cents more than the S-pound
rate, and 10 cents e.\tra for postatre and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freiirht, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mail.

GEORGE
144

&

Albanv, N.

W.

146 Erie Street.

CHICAGO.

-

TT,1

16c;

.

Kxlracied, buckwheat
14'^14J4c.
scarce at (f%Cqt~%c; light grades more plentv at
6J^@7c.

World's Standard Hatcher.

medal and

liitcliest

award at

Ifi-iKik'o
I'an-American, Oct. I'JOI.
circular free. Complete cataloKue,
IHU pajres, Kxll in., mailed for lOc
Mi
book
No.
Aflk nearest ofllcefor

CYrnriis i\oruAT"R"'company,
V
* .New
- lyrk,

Botnlo, S. Y..

^'hico^:o,

UoBlon,

111.,

Beeswax,

Boston,

Stiitioiia

In V. S., C'aniula, Aiistrnlia niid New
ZenlancI; alttn \\y Ainerieir^ lending
pnultrynieii and tlinuHiindti <>l <'tlHT8.
<_iold

ANo.

buckwheat,

CYPHERS iNCUBATOR,
Uee'l on26(4ov. ICxperlment

Y., Nov. 22.— Honey market ia
position with ready demind for
good prices. Fancy white comb»
l,l?;c; No. 2 and mixed, 14^"' 15c;

still in strongall receipts at

YORK * CO.

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

CONVENTION NOTICE.
California.— The California State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annua] convention
3t the Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles,
Dec. II., 17, l."*, 1102, opening Dec. 16, at 1:30 p m.
The convention is called in December to give
opportunity to ask for additional legislation.
A good program is e.xpected, and a cordial invitation extended to all who are interested.
G. S. Sturklefield, Pres.
J. F. MclNTYRE, Sec.

m

With the names and
dress of

ad-

FIVE FARMERS

brings THE BEST paper on
K.iRTH for the money

ONE

trial.

YEAR...

Send Now. Sample copy

FREE.
The Modern Farmer,
American Poultry Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

— all three

one year

honev market remaina
firm, with good demand and fair stocks oo
hand. Uone.v is not coming forward as fas* as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, 16c; No. 1, 15c; No.
very light supply, 14c: glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,.
light amber, 8c; amber, 7J4c.

N. Y.

Blake, Scott A Lbb.

....
in any

way
If you are interested in Sheep
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

W^ool Markets

and Sheep

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first,foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

has a hobby which

is

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAOO.

$

5

r'tease

START YOU
TO
We
pretient you

IN

ILL.

BUSINESS

md

directions

DRAPER

mention Bee Jo^i»Hial

Ills.

Modern Farmer,

Reduced Rate for Christmas and
New Year Holidays.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets Dec. 24, 25 and 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
1903, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip, to any point located in
Central Passenger Association territory, good returning to and including
Jan. 2, 1903. Pullman service on all
trains.
Individual Club Meals, rangSI. 00,

served

Address John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars. Chicago city
in dining-cars.

ticket

111

office.

Harrison

Adams

and 5th Ave.

St.

tA/AKanrcm
WMIM tl./
I

St.;

Depot,

65-47 ASt

C. C.

white clover exTRACTED UONEY
!

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancy Comb wanted in no drip cases.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinn-^ti. Ohio.

barrels from 60@65c per gallon. Beeswax quiet
from 27@28c.
Uildrbth &, Sboblkbh.

at

Cincinnati, Nov. 18. — The demand for comtv
honey is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as 16 cents;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a little
better; amber.'S'^fa'SJ^c: alfalfa, 6S4(g7^ cents;
white clover, 7J4(a8c. Beeswax. 28c.
C. H. W. Wbbbr.

San Francisco, Nov. 12.— White comb honey»
10M@11 cents; amber, ^©lOc; dark, 5@— c. Ex-

writinf.

GREEN BONE CUTTERSwith

1]

i'l

Send tor newillus

imubators.

H ^'rat>-d catalog

and tree

trial offer.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

Bee Journal -wnen wnting.

amber, 3J4@4c.
26fa27c; strictly

Please mention Bee Journal

.

White

is reported scarce: light amber honeysupply. The bulk of California produced
honey is sold for Eastern shipment in carloari
lots from producing point at bottom price.
Small lots of choice honey that can be used in
local trade bring more. Quotations here given
are current prices to producer, f.o.b. shipping'
point, on Eastern basis for extracted and California basis for comb.

Wanted

'"•

'^^ '"^

traded Honey!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT &C0.. 199 S. Water St., Chicago

Wanted —Extracted HONEY
Mail

Hives, Sections, Foundation,
etc. We can save you money. Send listof g-oods
wanted and let us quote you prices. ROOT'S
GOODS ONLY. Sand for Cataloif.

M

H.

HUNT & SON.

iHPiS 45DaDD'"

our

ADAM,

light amber, 4'';^5'sc;
Beeswax, good to choice, ligh^
fancy l-ght, 29(5j—

tracted, white, 6S^65^c;

TheSure Hatch's Latest
^^n';;uhiti'r that surpasses any
fey .ither iiiiurnvf^inent ever made

T'lease oienxion

when

Free Illustrated Catalogue, No. 9
W. J.
JOLIET,

Co.

for comb hooej
is
good and same finds ready sale at from
for
fancy
white,
for
15@16c
14c
No. 1 white, 12@^
I3c for No. 2 white, and 12f§il3c for buckwheat.
Extracted in fair demand at 7>^c for white, 6^c
for light amber, and 6c for dark. Southern in

Bell Branch. M)ch.

PREMIUMS ffi^

^;

ILLINOIS.

when WTitin&

Please '-tention Bee Journal

when

-WTiliiig.

sample, and

style of

state

package and price

^^HM^^^^^H^^^^ delivered in Chicago.
John F. Campbell, 53 River St.. Chicago, ll!»
34Atf

Among:

Btanris alone. The nnlv one
AVritt- for
Itt-nrlnirs.

Co.

Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus. Ohio.

ADAM'S CUTS
Ball

Clemons &

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.— There is a good demand
for all grades of extracted honey, prices ranging as follows: Amber and Southern in barrels, 5>4@6^c
clover and bass wood, l(§,Sc.
Fancy comb sells 16fa'17c. Beeswax, 27c.

in fair

St. Joseph, Mo.

This ad will not appear again.
flease mentirin Bee.ioumal

Beeswax, 27fai30c.
Our market has changed qnotations of comb
honey from pound to the case.

Nkw York, Nov. 8. — Demand

"wtten "writing.

ing in price from 3Sc to

white, per case 24 sections, $3.40; No. 2 white
and amber, per case of 24 sections, f3.25. Extracted, whi^e, per pound, 7J4c; amber, 654c.
1

The Fred W. Muth

how

to begin.
PUBLISHING CO.. Chlca-n.

Kansas City, Nov. 22.— We quote fancy whitecomb honey, per case 24 sections. 13.50; No.

:

\\\\\
with the first *.t you
take in to start you in a good paying Imsineys. Send 10 cents for full line of samples

for SI. 00. The
is red-hot

Bee-Department of the M. F.
stuff.
Address the

easily, quickly, neatly.

PHEE FOR A MUNTM

H. R. Wright.

2'>fa>30c.

Oct. 20,— Our

2,

Fred W. Muth.

" Eureka " bees.

It

.v&^

the order:

my

closest attenilon.
I find they winter better,
and breed up better in the spring. I helped

On

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

have made arrangements ao that we cm
(nrnlsh Seed of several of the Clovers by frelKht
or express, at the followlnif prices, cash with

fall

cause," he said, "that colony swarmed only
seven times in less than three months;" so it
seems I averted their swarming impulse, and
my friend failed to understand.

The

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Seeds.

We

AUike Clover

ment In the two
The latter part

ISQOQI

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

783

Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED
Honev and Beeswax.

I

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER.
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohfo.

21Atf

Mention the American Bee Jonmal
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g
BEE=KEEPERS,
I
Save Money by Buying;
g
g
I Hives, Sections, Brood |
g
g Frames, Extractors,
everything
s Smokers, ^^d
OF
W
NEED,
ELSE YOU

W*»
rrtlttfarti't^f^ .^diisidCLiun.
^ti'ticfartinrt
VYC j^udrctntcc
No LOSS.

^

TtlE W. T.

FALCONER MFG.

Year

What more can anybody do 7 BEAUTY,
purity, firmness, no saqqinq.

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBBTINQ.

W^hi7
UVCA
yy IIJ' Hrt<^e

CO..

25111

Dadant's Foundation

f^r

14'

c«>ll

en
WCll 9
»U vxrcll

Because

it

has always given better

satls-

II. acil
r faction than any other. Becanse In 34 years
there have not been anj complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Jamestown, N. Y.
J^?" Our poods are g-uaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils,

cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEBPER.
a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.*

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

Chickens and Effgs

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

Please roentioii tJeejuuica) wt-nu

1^1^ a;a;

Bee-Heeoers' Supplies

C^~ W. M. Gerfish, E. Nottingham,
N- ^., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Oiderof him and save

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Re^/iscicl,

»tiu.-j.-

The

Tip-Top Glass Honey- Jars

classic in Bee-Culture

—-Price, $1.25,

by mail.

The picture shown

BEESWAX wanted

herewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.
It is made of the clear-

and when
with honey, and a

est flint glass,
filled

neat label

attached,

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

Tt'pT'pr'sr'srvf^ff^s'C^iX^sri^r'srvr'sr^^'^^

it

makes as handsome a
package as can be imagmed.
Its glass top
sets on a flat rubber
and is held in
ring,
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
practically air-tight,
thus permitting no leak,
is

which

is

an importani thing with honey-

THE HERSHISER

\

HONEY- JAES.

\

\

These jars were designed for
use in the honey exhibit ac the
Pan-American Exposition, in
Buffalo, and are very neat and

sellers.

We

can furnish these

jars, f .o.b.

Chicago,

One gross, $5.00; two gross,
at these prices
$4.7" a gross; five or more gross $4.50 per
:

gros
lu try

It

otheV

tind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

lined

If honey is sealed
tight.
in these jars while hot there
will be no annoyance from gran-

them

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144

.tt

146 Erie Street,

ulation.

CHICAGO, ILI*

-

For exhibition purposes and a
fancy trade nothing on the
marketeompares with these jars.
Put up your honey in a neat, attractive package, and sell it at a
good price.
The fact that the molds are
constructed fur making the jars
by hand instead of by machine,
and the addition of the alumi-

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
have part of it (f you work
and yoa may

for us. Uncle Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send 10c for samples aod particWe furnish capital Ui start yon in
ulars.
business. Draper PublisbIagCo.,Cbicago,lU.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completelv than any other published,

num caps, make the jars somewhat more expensive than the
ordinary jars. They are made
in four sizes square and three
sizes round, as shown in the illustration. We can supply them
either from Medina or from

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOB

They have corl<aluminum caps which seal

attractive.

them once you willlikely use no

ms

"Bee=Keeper's Guide."

Philadelphia at

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

the

following

prices
'4

pound Square Hershiser

Jars,

per gross.
}.i pound Square Hershiser Jars,
.stj.OO
per gross.
doz., 5.DC;
doz., 50c;

...
...

-*.S.40

Dozen, 80 cents; -? 9.00 per gross
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
10.80 per gross
Dozen, Jl.OO;
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
.
Dozen, 60 cents; ? C I50 per gross
pound Round Hershiser Jars,
cents
.
8.40 per gross
.
Dozen,
1 pound Round Hershiser Jars,
12.00 per gross
Dozen, SI. 10;
y pound Round Hershiser Jars,
These prices, although rather high in comparison with other jars, are as low as can
be made on hand-made jars, and afford us a .smaller margin of profit than other styles.
1

2

'.,

Order a sample dozen of each

THE
DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTfcU
meet tn(j»e wDO work for ua. C<fw kteptrBal"* ay«
have money. W« sUrt yoa In business. You m»ke

to

Euy

We

work.
furnish caplt^il. S«Tid
large profiU.
10 c«nU) for fnll Itne of samples ftnd r«itleular«.

DKAPER PUBLISBINQ

CO..

Chlca{0,

Ills.

size

T.*!

;

and be convinced.

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.

A
^K^
CO. Chicago ill.,
YORK & rrk
GEORGE W. -ars-nv
H^^
ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN CHICAGO. Send
headquarters
/~iT^r\r.or^ TTT

are

for

for their free Catalog.

»,

144

146 Erie Street,

to

them

\

'^->

p^|V\ERie>qyv

-^•'

^r

Dee Journal
QBOROB W. YORK,
Editor.

CHICAGO.

A Group

of

ILL. DEC,

11,

PORTY-BBCOND YBAR

1902,

No. 50.

Colorado Apiaries.

Apiary of Sterling Bee Co., of Logan County.
A])iar,v ot \V. B.

Hopper, of Otero Countv.

Apiary of R. T. Stinnett, of Delta County.

Apiary of Messrs.

Gill it Francis, of

Boulder County.
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tiimM

I

ALL
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK S CONPA!^^
144

&

146 Erie St., Ghicano,

Honey For Sale i
60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

Alfalfa

Basswood

Honey J^

HoneyJ^

lil.

This

Bntered at the Post^Office at Chicago as Cecond-

is

White

the famous

This

Extracted

known

Honey gathered in
the great Alfalfa
regions of the Central WcBt.
It is a
splendid honey, and

Class Mail-Matter.

Editor — George W. York.
Dept. Editors.— Dr. C. C. Miller, E. E. Hasty,
Emma M. Wilson.
CJ
Special Correspondents — G. M. Doolittle,
Prof. A. J. Cook, C. P. Dadant,
R. C. Aikiu, F. Greiner, A. Getaz, and others.

is the welllight-colored

honey gathered from
the rich, nectarladen basswood blos-

soms. It has a
stronger flavor than

nearly

everybody
who cares to eat
honey at all can't

Alfalfa, and is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor
in their honey.

enough of the
Alfalfa extracted.
get

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

The Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

;

The Wrapper-tiabel Date

of this paper

indicates the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Subscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money has
beei. i-eceived and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

Write for Quantity Prices by Freight, if Interested.
by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage.

i^

5
S

^
^

^
>g,

^

A sample of either,

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.
would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce
enough honey for their home demand this year, just order some of the
above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some money, can get
this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

We

GEORGE W.YORK &

^

CO., 144

&

146 E.Erie St., Chicago, in.

^
^
&
^
^
^
^
^
S

be given uDon ap-

will

plication.

Tie Natioaal Bee-Keepers' Association.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.

OBJECTS:

Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other

To promote and protect the interests of
members.

side.

its

To prevent the adulteration of honej.
To prosecute dishonest honej-dealere.

BOARD OF
E.

DIKT:CT0RS.

W.

Z.

G. Newman
G. M. Doolittle,

Thomas

Whitcomb,
I

Hutchinson,

I

A. I. Root,
R. C. AiKiN,
P. H. Elwood.

I

W.
J.

I

E.R. Root,

F.

HOWARD

Marks,

M. Ha"mbaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Hutchinson, President.
L. Hershiser, Vice-President.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.

"W. Z.

[This Cut

Orel

Eugene Secor,

General Manager and Treasurer, Forest City, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.

may be sent to
the American Bee Journal, when

J^*If more convenient. Dues
the

office of

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

who

will

A

Celluloid Queea-Button ia a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes:

have erery reason to beit would be a very
good idea for ev»ry bee-keeper
to wear one [of tje buttonsi
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and man^ a convsrsation thus started would wind up wtih the
ale of more or less honey; at any rate It would
'

I

lieve that

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to honey
a
tad bees."
The picture shown herewith Is a reprouucfton of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
underside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office
Journal,
C^ the Americao

S^

is

the

i'CLL Size of

the Knife.]

Vour Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure

to

say just what name and

Address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty Hes in the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which Is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
tlie subscriber, and oa the other side picf-res of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

shown here.
The Material entering

into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
ihe back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ?

In case a good knife

is lost,

the chances are the

will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foitunate as to have one of the •* Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and ia
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

owner

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or.a ladv tea gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cu' gices a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this'beautiful knife, as tb-« '* Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
will club the Novelty
one sending us ihkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $^-00.)
"Suite and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

We
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it has been understood that a tested queen is one
whose worker progeny shows three yellow bands.
But a thing that " has been " may not be the best. At

years

^

Editorial

Comments,

i'

When

Italians were

introduced
stock
was considered so great that any admixture of Italian blood
was an acknowledged gain, and the easiest way to tell
whether a queen was of pure Italian stock was to see
whether her worker progeny were uniformly provided with
the three yellow bands. It was worth much to have such a
But in these days
test, and great good has come thereby.
of golden Italians and 5-banders the possession of three
yellow bands is not the clear proof that it once was of pure
Italian stock. Moreover, now that pure Italian blood has
become so common, the mere fact that one has Italian
workers uniformly 3-banded is not sutilcient. Uniformity
as to bands is by no means indicative of uniformitj' of charWhile possessing the desired number of bands, a
acter.
colony may be the best storers in the world, and it may be
one of the poorest.
So the set of bee-keepers who raised anew the question.
" What is a tested queen ?" are merely taking the lead in
trying to decide a question that is likely to be a very live
question. It is not the purpose here to discuss the question, but this much may be ventured, that the tested queen
of the future will not, as the tested queen of the past, be
one which has been laying only three weeks.
least not for all time.

into this country, their superiority over the

The

Foul Brood.— That excellent apiculLe Rucher Beige, has published an article of

Bacillus of

tural journal,

exceeding interest, being a report of investigations made
at the laboratory of the Institute of Pathology and Bacteriology of the University of Iviege. in Belgium. The report
is made by Dr. Ul. Lambotte, who, at the instance of the
Society of Apiculture, made the most searching investigations, and announces that instead of the microbe of foul
brood being a specific bacillus to be found nowhere in Nature except in cases of foul brood, it is one of the common
microbes to be found everywhere, the bacillus alvei being
identical with the well-known bacillus mesentericus vulgaris.

This announcement will be received with surprise
many, with incredulity. But there seems little
chance for any mistake in the matter. Microbes of the
foul brood were obtained from many and widely different
localities, and comparisons were carefully made with bacillus mesentericus, as also were searching tests, and all led to
the one conclusion.
indeed, by

For the present it may suffice to withhold comment,
further than to say that under the assumption that the two
microbes are identical, every effort should be made to preserve our colonies in clean and healthy condition so that
they may be able successfully to resist the attacks of the
enemy everywhere lying in wait, and await investigations
on this side the water, especially looking toward Prof. Harrison over in Canada, and Dr. Howard, in Texas.

first

common

The Inversion System — turning the brood-frames updown once in so often for the sake of having the bees
destroy the queen-cells — was at one time looked to as a
but
hopeful method of overcoming the swarming evil
nothing has been heard of it for some time. Now, however,
side

;

" Dilston " says in the Australasian Bee-Keeper that the
is carried on successfully year after year by one,
N. E. Loane
if not more, of our Australian bee-keepers."
also says in the same journal

system "
Late Introduction of Queens has been recommended,
but perhaps no one has given the matter just as G. M.
Doolittle gives it in the Progressive Bee-Keeper. He says

:

There is one thing I have learned of late which I have
never seen in print, which is, that it is almost the easiest
thing immaginable to introduce a queen in the late fall
after all the brood has emerged from the combs. Simply
take the old queen out, then wait a couple or three days, during which time the colony will find out that they are hopelessly queenless, and being in this condition, and not having even any sealed brood, they will take kindly to any
queen even if she is dropped right in amongst the bees.
So, if you know that any colony has a poor queen in
August, and you have not supplied them with another till
October, it can be done during that month more easily than
Therefore, do not put off this matter
at any other time.
till another spring, when it will be hard work to get a
queen, and hard to introduce her.

—

What is a Tested Queen? Not long ago, at a beeconvention, a committee was appointed to report an answer
The appointment of such a committee
to this question.
will bring a smile to the faces of some who know that for

" Whatever sort of hive is used in the home apiary (I
prefer the " Langstroth '"), those in the out-apiaries should
permit of inversion, and have a divisible brood-chamber,
as, with such, swarming troubles can be greatly minimized."

The question

is,

whether " Dilston," in saying the sys-

carried on successfully," merely
" swarming troubles are greatly minimized."

tem

"is

means

that

Here comes something later on in the same journal by
the editor, which gives a clear exposition of the system iq
full:

"Inverting the hive will not prevent swarming nor will
check swarming, but inverting the hive at the right time
gives the bee-keeper entire control of swarming, if he visits
his bees every eight days. Inverting has no effect on the
hive unless queen-cells are present. Say you visit your
bees, you find one colony preparing to swarm in three days,
several others with queen-cells so far advanced as to swarm
in four, five or six days, you don't want to be all those days
Now consider
in the apiary, simply invert those hives.
what you have done. All colonies showing indication of
their
queen-cells
turned the wrong way up.
swarming have
The bees destroy them and start fresh cells. You have

it
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now so man}' colonies starting- cells on the one day, which
means they will all be ready to swarm on the one day. In
eight days' time you may find others preparing to swarm
you now invert them, but those hives inverted on last visit
are not again inverted, but artificially swarmed. You could

Dec.

11, 1902.

^iSmJS,JS,J£^i

;

Convention Proceedings.

invert a second time, or even a third time, but with what
result ? Frequently the bees in disgust either sulk or
swarm, leaving advanced queen-cells. Inversion gives the
bee-keeper control of swarming, it does not prevent or
check it except for a few days, unless the honey-flow is at
it may then check it altogether."
its close

THE DENV ER CO NVENTION.

;

* The

Weekly Budget.

«

Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.

\
(Continued from pa^e

Pres. Hutchinson

Dadant has

resigned as a director of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, and Mr. C. A. Hatch, of
Richland Co., Wis., has been appointed to fill the vacancy.
A good selection, but all will regret the resignation of Mr.

Mr.

C. p.

Dadant.

776.)

— The

next thing on the program
the paper by Mr. C. A. Hatch, of Wisconsin. Mr. Hatch
not here, so the secretary. Dr. Mason, will read it.
Dr. Mason then read the paper, which is as follows

REPORTINQ THE HONEY CROP; WHEN AND
SHOULD BE DONE.

HOW

is
is

IT

—

Somnambulist, the "delightful dreamer" of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, has this to say of one of our depart-

Statistics can be used for two purposes one to give
general information as to a business or calling, for the purpose of educating the public and thereby increasing or
showing up the importance of the calling or business the
second use of statistics is for commercial purposes only,
and need not be as elaborate and exhaustive as the former,
and, therefore, is less expensive to obtain. The first would
require a complete and extensive report from each beekeeper as to the number of colonies kept, and the amount
of honey and wax produced
while, for the second, the
honey alone would be sufficient to furnish all data needed.
;

ment

editors

" Miss Emma Wilson, Dr. C. C. Miller's right hand
(wo) man, is still with us, and long may she be. Her articles in the American Bee Journal are inspiring to the fainthearted, and are of great practical value to all."

;

The

now

question

is,

whether there

is

any

sinister

that partially obscured "wo" pronounced by
His established character for geniality, however,
warrants the belief that his digestion is so good that he
never has " bad dreams," so nothing but good must be read

meaning

what he

into

says.

The Election of Directors— three

them— takes

of

place this month, for the National Association.
lowing inquiry has come in

The

fol-

:

Mr. Editor :— As

I

understand

it,

three directors are to

be elected to fill the places of three of the directors of the
National whose time expires, and I have seen some names
put in nomination, but have not seen the names given of
the directors whose time expires. Will you kindly give
their names, as a good many of us may not keep track of
such things closely enough to know the order in which
Inquirer.
they were elected.

The three whose terms expire with this year are
Thomas G. Newman, of California; G. M. Doolittle and
W. F. Marks, both of New York.
Those who have been nominated for directors are these
Wm. A. Selser, of Pennsylvania; Udo Toepperwein, of
and Wm. McEvoy, of
Texas G. W. Vangundy, of Utah
:

:

;

;

Canada.

Dr.

E. T. Abbott,

Miller,

N. E.

France, R. B.

Leahy, W. Z. Hutchinson, Dr. Nussle, Huber H. Root, J.
Frank
E. Armstrong, N. Young, W. J. Pickard and wife,
Wilcox and Morley Pettit, of Canada.
;

The

officers

George W. York

President,
as follows
Vice-President, Mrs. N. L. Stow and

were
;

Secretary-Treasurer,

many
read

re-elected

:

;

Herman

F. Moore.

shorthand report taken, which will appear
It will be worth
in due time.
dollars to those who will be fortunate enough to

We
in the

had a

SHOULD BE COLLECTED.
localities that get the larger part

of their surplus in dark or amber honey, we have noticed
that while this later, or fall crop, of dark grades may be
abundant, it cuts only a small figure in influencing the
honey market, its price being graded from' the price of
white honey at the time but if white grades are in excess
of the demand, the dark is sure to feel the depressing effect.
While this may not always be true, for practical purposes
we think it is, and, therefore, assume it as a fact.
In looking over the field from Maine to California, we
find that most, if not all, the white honey of this country
Therefore, if we have a
is produced during June and July.
report for the two months we will have the white honey
crop report.
;

WHO SHOULD make THE

REPORT.

Facts are what are wanted, and there is no one who can
furnish these facts as well as the bee-men themselves and
where there is an organization it should be done through
the local society to the National, the secretary of the National giving out a summary each month, or oftener, to all
the bee-papers, showing tons of product this year and previous years at that date. This need not be a report from
every bee-keeper, only an aggregate of the crop for a certain locality, say Colorado, for instance, 200 tons for June
last year's crop 175 tons; Wisconsin, 150 tons for June;
This kind of report, stating kind, exlast year, 200 tons.
tracted or comb, is all the buyer or seller need know and
we take it that their interests are mutual, about knowing
;

;

the facts as to a crop.
STATISTICS

To know

MUST BE COMPARATIVE.

that the crop

this

year

is

so

many

tons

amounts to but little when it is not also known how much
the same territory produced last and previous years. The
crop last year might have been 100 tons, and the demand
120 tons, consequently good prices. The crop this year
might be 130 tons, and demand the same, and low prices
are sure to follow unless a new use can be found to increase
the demand. As a rule, lowering the price increases the
demand, but not always. Some markets will take only so
much, no matter what the price, and to lower prices for such
a market is only to lessen profits.

THE EXPENSE OF REPORTS.

full

American Bee Journal

it.

statistics

While there are many

;

The Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association met in convention last week as announced. The
attendance and interest were splendid throughout the two
days. Among those from other States who were there are
these:

WHEN

in

Sommy.

The ones

benefited ought to, in justice, pay the expense but that, perhaps, would be hard to adjust so,according to present light, the larger or National association
;

;

:

Dec.
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should pay the bill. This society has most of the larfjcr
producers as members, and they could report for small producers and other larg-e producers who are not members.
Three postal cards sent to each reporter would cover the
To avoid confucost, except condensiiifj and arran^fin)^.
sion, each correspondent should understand what territory
he is reportinj^ for, and not do as the editor of one of our
bee-journals does, assifjn a man to a county, even if it is as
large as an ordinary State. Mr. York please note this last
C. A. Hatch.
item.

—

Pres. Hutchinson The man who was chosen to respond
is a man who can probably tell us somethinjf from actual
experience. I will call on Mr. Frank Kauchfuss.

RESPONSE OF MR. RAUCHFUSS.
Kauchfuss- Our brother bee-keeper

Frank
from Wisconsin says that statistics can be used for two purposes
second,
First, for general information about the business
to give the necessary information for commercial purposes.
For the sake of brevity I will contine my remarks to the
latter, as this is of the most importance to those engaged
in the business, and also the dealer in honey.
It is of great value to the bee-keepers to know at the
earliest possible date what the honey crop of the country
will be
what sections are likely to have an available surplus, and what sections are short, and, therefore, may furnish a market for the surplus of other localities.
As matters have stood so far, the bee-keeper has had a
decided disadvantage, because there was no way for him of
securing the desired information, except what he could find
out from the fragmentary reports published in the bee;

;

papers.

On the other hand, the merchant dealing in honey, by
reason of his keeping in close touch with his shippers and
others, is generally well-informed about crop conditions
when the time comes around for marketing the crop, and
he naturally makes the best possible use of it. It behooves
the producer of any commodity to be as well informed as
possible about the supply and demand of his products, and
he should not be afraid to spend some money in securing
this information, as it is wisely invested.
The first reports of the commencement of the season
should state how the bees wintered, and their condition at
the time of making such report, and whether there are more
bees in the locality than the previous season. A little later
the prospects for a crop should be reported. When the
honey-flow commences reports should be made semimonthly, giving conditions of flow, quantity of honey taken
comb or extracted, vphite or amber, and if sales have
been made, to give quantity sold and price obtained.
If it were a fact that all the honey-producing sections
of the United States were supplied with well organized
County and State bee keepers' associations, then I would
strongly recommend that all county associations should

off,

report at certain intervals to their State associations, and
the State association report as often to the National. These
reports should then be published in the official organ of the
National association promptly. But as long as there are
many States in this Union that do not even have a State
association, this course can not be pursued, and we have to
look for some other way.
It is probable that the United States Department of
Agriculture could be interested in the matter, and induced
to undertake this work crop reports gathered by the government are. as a rule, reliable, if they could be secured
promptly. However, if there is no hope to secure it through
these channels, it seems that the National Bee-Keepers'
Association might be able to start the ball rolling, by gathering at first reports of the principal honey-producing sections of the United States, and if this attempt proves to be
successful, branch out until every honey-producing State in
the Union is included.
As Mr. Hatch says, this should be borne by the persons
receiving such information
if the National association
does the work, these reports will go to all the members, and
the Association bear the expense. Whether this is feasible
at the present membership fee, a trial only will show
but
that good, reliable and prompt reports will be appreciated
by all progressive bee-keepers is quite certain.
Now, if it is of any value, I will make a few remarks regarding our experiment of gathering crop reports last year.
We, last year, sent about 400 postal cards to bee-keepers
that we knew were interested in this work. It seems the
efi^ort was not very much appreciated, as there were only
about A6 to 48 replies. These people paid in 50 cents at the
commencement of the making of the reports with this un;

;

;
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" This season the Honey Produccru' As»ociaderstanding
tion has decided to take up the work with some modifications suggested by experience, such as, that questions will
be sent out to be answered before May 20, June 15, July 1
:

and

15,

Aug.

1

and

15,

Sept.

1

and

and Oct.

15,

1,

respec-

A

copy is enclosed, and you are requested to anonce those asked for May 20 details from the reports received will be compiled and sent to all bee-keepers
shortly after each of the dates mentioned." (Reads copy of
tively.
swer at

;

letter sent out.)

Now, these

reports were received

all

through the season,

and as the season progressed, and the work of the beekeeper was more pressing, we found they were getting less
and less all the time, but we were fortunate in retaining
sufficient people in each locality to make the reports of considerable value to every Western bee-keeper, and there is no
doubt they have been largely instrumental in obtaining
better prices for honey not only in Colorado, but also all
the honey-producing sections of the West. I spoke to a
gentleman from northern Colorado last night, and he says
is quite sure that these reports which he had obtained at
a cost of 50 cents, had benefited him to the extent of at

he

least $30.

F. E.

Brown— We

can see by these papers and discusget reports from our members,
the local societies, but the thing
is. How can I get the reports from you of
In California the buyers vrho control the

how it is possible to
where we are organized in

sions

that interests me
other societies ?
honey of central California for sale, will come to me and
say that Arizona has stacks and car-loads of honey, and they
are offering it on the market at such and such prices they
will tell us that in southern California they have tons and
tons, and, as it was reported last year, they had anything
from 500 to 1000 car-loads to be put on that market. These
reports were used to influence the market. The thing you
want, and I want, is to know exactly what is reported all
over, and the question is. How shall we accomplish that
object ? How can these reports that come in be communicated to me, and how can my report be communicated to
you, that we may all know ?
J. C. Carnahan— I don't know who originated the idea
that Mr. Rauchfuss spoke to us about a minute ago, but I
do know this, that if we had followed the instructions^ of
Mr. Rauchfuss, it would certainly have been worth SlOO
to me this year in the marketing of my honey crop. I think
if it was followed right through the whole country, it would
be a good idea— each one in the State reporting to the headquarters of the State, and then the headquarters of the
State reporting to the National, so that each bee-keeper in
the National might know the condition of the honey supply in all parts he would know when to sell, and what
and I think it is a grand idea,
price to ask for his honey
and everybody, not only in Colorado, but in the whole
country, would profit by the idea that was gotten up in that
pamphlet by Mr. Rauchfuss it is a good one.
Herman Rauchfuss I believe this convention helps a
great deal towards accomplishing just what we have been
talking about we just have to get acquainted with each
other. Mr. Brown said he had written to Colorado trying
never
to get some information, and he couldn't get it.
were able to make any connection with the California beekeepers. We come together here, and we come to these
meetings, and the better we get acquainted the sooner we
;

;

;

—

;

;

We

will

accomplish our objects.

them we

we have

After

we have accomplished

will certainly get a better price for our honey than
have had this in
been getting up to this time.

We

Colorado, and the same works all over the country. In
fact, I believe the time will come when we will not have
local organizations— we will have a National organization
all over the country, and this one here, and in California,
and in other States, will be nothing but branches.
W. L. Porter— It seems to me that this is a field that
the National association might do a great deal of good in.
We know by the experience of last year how the reports in
the difi'erent newspapers of the country exaggerated the
amount of honey that was to be sold those in the East,
and parties who wished to buy honey, did it for a purpose
to lower the price of honey when it was offered for sale,
and then, afterwards, they expected the price of honey
would rise, and they would profit by it. Now, if we had
data from the National association so that we could go to
the press and say the National association says so and so,
we would have something that would have weight and if
the National association would do something in that line
there is no doubt but what we would all benefit by it.
Mr. York— In the last paragraph of Mr. Hatch's paper.
;

—

;
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he refers to me, and wishes me to " make a note of it ;" he
seems to intimate that I assign a reporter to each county of
the United States. I do nothing of the kind I do not try
;

to get reports, either, for all the counties.
I don't know
what he refers to when he says I assign a man to a county.
[Continued next week.)

Report of the Northern

Convention.

Illinois

The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association held
convention in Freeport on Oct. 21 and 22, 1902. The
meeting was opened with a fair attendance, considering the
short crop of honej'.
Pres. N. A. Kluck delivered an
address, referring to the peculiar season for bees, outlining
the work for the season, and urging harmony and regard
for the opinions of each other.
There were reported 781 colonies, spring count, and 909
colonies in the fall. Pounds of cotnb honey produced in
1902, 8560
extracted, 4639 or an average of a little less
than 17 pounds per colony.
It was generally admitted that the past season had been
one of the strangest known for many^ears. Nearly every
one reported having to feed the bees all through the month
of June, and very few took any surplus honey before the
middle of August. The excessive rains all summer caused
white clover to bloom in August and September, giving
some honey late, which is very unusual. All reported bees
its

—

;

in

good condition for winter.
Mr. Arthur Stanley, a queen-breeder, showed some fine

queens, also his method of making queen-cups, putting
royal jelly in them, and transferring larva; to cups. He
also showed his queen-cell protectors. He has applied for
a patent on them.
Among the questions discussed were
" Which is the best size for a hive ?" The most prefer
the 10-frame.
" Would there be any advantage in having two queens
in one hive ?" The most of the members thought not, but
Mr. Lee thought it would be an advantage.
" How do you prepare your bees for wintering in the
cellar?"
Mr. Hitt takes oif the honey-boards and puts
three thicknesses of burlap over the bees a number of others
use burlap and like it better than the honey-board. J. W.
Johnson takes off the bottom-boards and puts on a wirescreen with strips to make a larger space between the screen
and the lower part of the brood-frames.
" Is the fence separator and tall section a success?"
Many of those who had used them like them, as they
thought a nicer article of honey could be produced with
them.
The election of officers resulted as follows
President,
N. A. Kluck Vice-President, O. Taylor Secretary and
Treasurer, B. Kennedy.
The next annual meeting will be held in Rockford, 111.,
in October, 1903.
B. Kennedy, Sec.
:

;

:

;

Winnebago

;

Co.,

111.

l(,;»LJ!CJ«>^!t>JiCJ^.;!iL^4.«
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Something About Carniolan and
BY
"

G. M.

Italian Bees.

DOOLITTLE.

am

a beginner in bee-keeping, and have been taking the American Bee Journal for a short time. I have been very much interested
in your answers to questions during this year, as you make things so
plain.
I have only the black bees, but I see by reading that there are
bees called Carniolan, and others called Italians. Will you please t)e
so kind as to tell us, through the American Bee .Journal, something
about these bees, so that I may know something of them.
I

11. 1902.

years ago I obtained a Carniolan queen, and, from careful
experiments, comparisons, and close observations, it seemed
to me that they were very nearly allied to the black bees I
had years ago, when I first entered the ranks of bee-keepers.
As there were several traits about them which I did
not like, I got rid of them. The two main dislikes were that
they would not go at brood-rearing to make a business of it
till the honey harvest came on, when they would boom their
brood at a tremendous "pace," and begin to swarm, and
keep at it all through the honey harvest, which resulted in
the consuming of nearly or quite all of the honey gathered
through the harvest in rearing bees, which, later on, would
consume all there was left in the hive before winter came,
so that they gave little or no surplus, and were universally
short of stores for winter, I having to supply them their
winter stores from other colonies.
Later on I was led to think that those first tried might
not have been the genuine article, so I procured some queens
from two others who advertised the " Simon pure." But
these last proved to be little, if any, different from the first.
I kept these two years, but as I always had to feed them for
winter, with no results in surplus honey as compared with
the other colonies in the apiary, I again pinched the heads
of all of these queens and installed others in their places.
There may be localities in the country where the seasons
and honey-flow are different, where they would do well, but
I cannot help thinking that where there is only one regular
honey-flow, and that lasting onlj' three or four weeks, as a
rule, these Carniolan bees are about the poorest of any for
such a locality.
The Italian bee belongs to one of the yellow varieties,
to which also belong the Cyprian and Syrian.
The Italians
are very quiet and gentle, while the other two varieties
named are comparatively cross and vindictive, especially
the Cyprians. Italians were imported from Italy into this
country as early as 1860, so that they iiave had a longer experience in the United States than any other bee except the
blacks.

Nearly all agree in placing the Italian bee at the head
of all others, both as to ease of manipulation and honeygathering qualities. As comb-builders they are not quite
as good as the German bees, or what are commonly called
black bees, which our correspondent says he has. Neither
do they use so much wax in capping their surplus honey,
%vhich gives the surplus product a little inferior appearance,
or what is commonly termed a " watery look." They cling
very tenaciously to their combs, while the black bees often
stampede and fall off their combs when the same are being
manipulated. This tendency in the Italian bee makes the
handling of the combs very pleasant, unless we wish to get
the bees off for extracting honey, or for other purposes,
when it is much more work to rid the combs of bees.
However, the main point of superiority of the Italian
bee is its honey-gathering qualities, and its booming the
broQd in just the right time so as to have the maximum
amount of bees on the stage of action just when the honey
harvest is at its best. If there is any honey to be had they
are away to the fields after it, and will toil incessantly all
day for a very little, while the black bees often seem to
think this little is not of enough account worth looking
after.

Contributed Articles.

\

Dec.

" Correspondent."

Answer. — In

reply will say that, with the editor's permission, I will do the best I can in this matter.
If I am right. Carniolan bees are natives of Carniola,
and were imported mainly into this country through Mr.

Frank Benton, when he was in Germany. There seems to
be a difference of opinion regarding these bees, some extolling them very highly as corab-builders and honey-gatherers, while others have no words of favor for them.
Some

In times of a good honey-yield there is not much difference between the working qualities of the two races of bees
the Italian and the German except that the Italians are
more likely to have a larger force ready for the honey-flow
than the others and, then, in connection with this, they
will reduce their brood during the honey-flow so that we do
not have so many useless consumers after the flow is over,
Then, in addito eat up what should be the winter stores.
tion to this, they toil, as I said, for the littles, so that often,
after the main harvest is past, they will hold " their own,"
even if they do not add to it, while the blacks are showing
a decrease in their stores right along.
This is as I find it in this locality but I realize that in
a locality where there is a continuous flow of nectar for
three or four months, a bee that is likely to breed steadily
right straight along one which did not slack up during the
honey-flow might prove to better advantage during the

—

—

;

;

—

—

latter part of the season.

well for each to look for the bees best
special location, and after once having
found such bees, I should hold to them the same as I do to
the Italians for Central New York.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Therefore

suited to his

it is

own

.*-•-#

The Premiums offered
Look at them.
for.

this

week are well worth working
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Report for the Season of 1902.
UV W.M. STOM.UV.
season of 1902 proved to be abnormal in every respect, in this section of the country, as far as bee-kcepIt was a cold and cxccediiiffly wet
inj^ is concorned.
summer, with but very short intervals of seasonable weather,
propitious for the gatherinff of nectar by the bees.
My bees had wintered well (in an open shed) as usual,
and after selling and unitiiif;^ some colonies for the sake of
reducing the number wintered, I commenced the season
with 28 run for extracted honey, and 3 colonies in Heddon
hives for comb honey. While in former years the month

THE

of June always was the month when judicious feedinfj was
indispensable to prevent a serious set-back in broodrearing-,
this year the month of June gave me quite a little surplus
in the supers from dandelions, for the first time.
This honey-producer (dandelion) made its appearance
here some ten years ago, and, gaining ground continually,
now is quite a factor in the keeping of bees, and the product of the apiary. This season I had colonies which gave
me 20 ponnds of surplus dandelion honey in June.
Another abnormal feature that presented itself the
past season, was the excessive swarming, such as I never
experienced in all the 23 years that I have been keeping
bees, notwithstanding the very cold and wet weather we
had. From the 28 colonies run for extracted honey, in large
hives, I had 14 to swarm, while in previous years, five
swarms from the same number was the most I got. All those
farmers hereabout, who keep bees, were even much more
subjected to this excessive swarming than I was.
I have a number of suitable boxes for squirrels, fixed 40
to SO feet high up in the trees in my park, and the inmates
of three of them were driven out by stray swarms from other
parts of the neighborhood, and one large stray swarm went
into one of my roof-hives on June IS, from which I took, on
Aug. 4, 42 sections of nicely finished comb honey.
From the 28 colonies (spring count) run for extracted
honey, I got on an average 108 pounds per colony, or 3013
pounds of nice, white honey, and 48 pounds of light-colored

was from cappings.
The season this year

practically ended about August
while in former years up to 1898, the 15th of August was
about the time when the fall honey-flow of native bloom
began and I have had as much as 2000 pounds of dark and
rank honey, obtained after that date. This state of things
is changed altogether now.
But since the year 1897, I have had no dark honey, owing
I think, to the increase of alfalfa and sweet clover, which
blooms, it seems, are more attractive for the bees to gather
from, than the wild bloom.
I increased from 28 colonies to 40 in my hives run for
extracted honey, and from 3 in Heddon hives to S so that I

15,

;

;

now have

45 colonies, all in

good condition, and packed for

winter. But I propose to reduce this number next spring
again, to from 25 to 30 colonies, this number being all I care
to keep.
I learn that in some sections (in Michigan, for instance)
locations which used to be first-class as to honey production,
have become gradually poor locations, while here in
Nebraska, along streams, the product of the apiary has, by
proper management, been greatly enhanced, and the prospects for the future are promising still better results. The
bees have found a permanent home in what was termed
" the Amevicati desert " but 20 or 30 years ago.
The " white man's iiy," the Indians used to call the
bees, when I (now 41 years ago, in the winter of 1860 to 1862)
took 3 colonies of black bees, on a common farm wagon
from Omaha to Grand Island a distance of 153 miles, and
it took a S days' journey to land the bees in Grand Island,
over a road anything else but smooth. But those 3 colonies
of bees carried all right, and for 3 years I kept those bees.
They never swarmed I never got a pound of surplus they
simply lived. They were in a box, with immovable frames,
of the size of the American frame about 12 inches square
and had 8 frames. Subsequently I broke into one of them
to investigate, and an old practical bee-keeper, of Germany,
who was anxious to buy them, bought them and kept them
for years, without getting anything out of them.
Those bees kept their own, but never sent out a swarm,
as far as known. But in the summer of 1880, I once more
tried my hand at bee-keeping as " a side-show," and I have
been quite successful ever since. My location has improved from year to year, since I got sweet clover and
alfalfa started in every direction, and of late the dandelion

—

—

;

—

—
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and white and red clover promise to Hupplemcnt and still
more improve my location for the keeping of bees. Now
my bees are my much-loved pets, and will remain so, I suppose, to the end of my life.
Hall Co., Nebr, Oct. 22.
-•€

Methods of Making
BY W.M.

READ

I

.M.

Artificial

Swarms.

WIIITNEV.

with much interest the account of the various

methods of producing artificial swarms of bees, as given
in late numbers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, but I am

surprised that the idea of Joired, brushed, or shaken swarms
should be considered a new thing.
Of course, my personal knowledge of the subject dates
back but seven years, the beginning of my bee-keeping.
From what I find in the works on bee-keeping, with which
I am familiar, I had thought that the practice of the several
methods, not excepting the brushed or shaken, to have been
well understood for many years. Perhaps my reading has
not been extensive enough, or that I have taken too much
for granted to form correct conclusions. I have experimented with all the methods described, but have ordinarily
adopted substantially the one recommended by Dadant's
Langstroth.
To illustrate
Suppose one wanted only a moderate
number of colonies. Take two colonies that are preparing
for convenience designate them No. 1 and No.
to swarm
10.
Bring the hive with the frame of foundation or comb
that is to contain the new colony, say, to No. 1 shake or
brush the bees from the combs of No. 1 in frontof new hive
on No. I's stand, being careful not to injure the queen,
which I usually find and put her into the hive also being
careful to brush the bees from any frame having queencells which it might be desirable to save instead of shaking,
as by so doing there would be danger of destroying the
embryo queen. Then remove hive No. 1 and place upon
find the
stand No. 10, removing No. 10 to a new place
frame in No. 10 containing the queen, and hang in a framebox, or set to one side in some safe place until the work in
this hive has been completed. Take the frames of bees
from the hive and shake in front of the new hive on No. I's
stand, until at least one-half the bees have been removed.
Cut out all queen-cells and replace the frame with the
queen, and the work is done. Enough bees will return to
the old stand occupied by No. 1 to keep the brood warm,
and enough will return from the new colony to supply the
:

;

;

:

;

deficiency.
If

No.

1 is to

be re-queened, cutout

all queen-cells,

or in

two or three days a swarm might issue. In time of rapid
honey-flow surplus-cases might be put on all of the hives
immediately. In fact, with prolific queens this would be
necessary in case of No. 1 and No. 10, to prevent swarming.
Another method of making artificial swarms, and which
has been quite successful with me, is as follows, viz.:
Early in the season, say during fruit-bloom, select a
strong colony for division, and place an empty hive on a
stand beside it. Remove at least one-half the bees, frames
and all, with the queen, to a new hive. (I include the queen
because the bees are more likely to remain if she is with
them.) Separate the frames of brood in each hive, and fill
Close the hives,
in with frames of comb or foundation.
and the work is done, re-queening in a few hours the queenless colony.
If one seems weaker than the other, change places with
the hives, and everything works well, and no quarreling.
I have obtained very good results in surplus honey from
both colonies thus treated. Of course, if queen-cells were
found, and it were desirable to rear a queen in the queenless
colony, all cells excepting one or two of the best ones might
be removed but so early in the season there would seem
very little danger of swarming if left alone.
It seems to me, however, not advisable to make division
on the eve of a honey-flow, especially to leave a queenless
colony to rear a queen from the egg unless it were to be
reinforced frequently with brood from other colonies. But
unless the very best judgment were used in this method of
strengthening weak colonies, the production of surplus
honey would be very seriously affected. Divided colonies,
or forced swarms, sometimes operate likea two-edged sword.
In the hands of an inexperienced person it cuts both ways,
resulting in loss of surplus and destruction of what otherwise would have been a very good colony. The safe practice for such person is to wait until the swarming instinct
Walworth. Co., Wis.
develops.
:
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Our Bee-Heepin^ Sisters
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same way, and left the body on top, and put in all the frames
that had any honey in them that was capped. I uncapped
it, then put on the cover and stopped the entrance of the
top body, so that no other bees could get in, then gave them
a few pufi^s of smoke at the entrance to drive then up to the
upper part. So you see by the time I was through with
them they were pretty well mixed up either that, or the
honey took all the fight out of them — at least, they showed
;

Conducted by EMMft M. WILSON, Marengo,

III.

Value of Stored-Up Bee-Information.
Don't forget that while the bees can't store any now,
that you can.
You can store your mind. If you have read your beebook from cover to cover, don't think that is all that is
Don't be satisfied with reading-; study it.
necessary.
After you have studied it a dozen times you will still find
that there are a whole lot of things that you dou't know
about bees.
Possibly you may not be satisfied with one text-book,
and you surely need a bee- paper. You may save a good
deal more than the price of a book or a bee-paper in one
season if you get the contents into your head but remember you won't have time to run and consult a bee-book
when the critical time comes to apply your knowledge, and
you must have it in your head ready for use.
How many blunders it would have saved bee-keepers 40
years ago if they could have had the books we have now
but the books weren't made then.
Some think there's no need to get bee-books unless they
have SO or 100 colonies. That's a mistake; yes, a big mistake. You need the bee-books, even if you have only one
;

;

colony.

M

Using-

Honey

I

m

in Cooking'

and Candies.

no signs of fighting.
I was taken sick after swarming was over, so the bees
were neglected, the worms got in three, but did not destroy
any. I put the bees in with others. I think I must tell you
how I did with the worst one perhaps it may be of benefit
to some other sister under like circumstances
I took the hive
bees and all off the bottom-board
and set it up on end a little way from the bottom-board,
with the bottom facing where it set. Then I took another
body and set it in the place where that one had been, and
put in two frames of comb (three would have been better)
the two hardly held the bees. When I had the cover on I
commenced to puff the smoke in the one that had the worms
in, and kept it up until I drove them all out of that one, so
they went into the one I had put in its place. The combs
were empty, but I poured a little syrup in one side, so they
;

:

—

—

;

all

went

in very nicely.

In the morning I stopped the entrance and carried the
hive to another one, as it had none by it, and brushed the
bees in front of the other and drove them in with smoke,
and there was no trouble with them. All three that had the
worms in them I put in with others.
If this will help some other sister it will be worth all
the trouble of writing it.
I have received so much benefit from the Bee Journal
that what success I have had has come from information

gathered from reading it.
Cumberland Co., N. J., Nov.

Sarah

J.

Griffith.

22.

How many

of the bee-keeping sisters are using honey
?
It is more wholesome than sugar, and
cookies, etc., made with honey keep fresh much longer.
In fact, I think they are improved with age.
Candy made of honey is much better for children than
that made of sugar, and children will have more or less

in their

cooking

candy. Why not make your own candy ? Then you know
what they are getting. Honey caramels are delicious, and
easily made. They are nice for children with colds and
coughs, and they never have to be coaxed to take such
medicine.
Can't we do more to increase the use of honey by using
it ourselves, and inducing our neighbors and friends to use
Just send them a sample of our product once in
it, too ?
a while, when we have extra-good luck. I often think the
saloon-keepers are much wiser than we are. They know
how to create a taste for their goods, and succeed in selling
them, too, in spite of all the misery and woe that follow in
their wake.

Uniting-

Weak

Colonies in the Fall.

The season

of 1902 being so poor, on account of a late
spring and wet and cold weather, half of my bees did nothing at all. I took off eight supers that had nothing in
them. I got only S12.60 worth of honey. I sold it for IS
and 20 cents a section. When I took off the supers, the last
of September and the first of October, they all seemed to
have enough stores to last them. The weather the latter
part of (Dctober and the most of November has been very
nice, and the bees have flown quite freely almost every day.
The latter part of November was too cold and windy. When
I examined the bees lately I found I would have to do a
good deal of feeding, so when it was a nice day and they
were flying pretty freely I went to work doubling them up.
that is, I have put so many in
I have united eight colonies
with so many more. I had three colonies that seemed to
have plenty of winter stores.
I have been very successful in doubling up, no fighting
at all. I paid no attention to the queens thought they
could do that themselves. I had the hives in pairs, and 1
overhauled them to see that there were no worms, then I
took out the frames in the one that had no honey, or not
much, then took the full ones out of the oftier one, bees and
all, and put it in the other hive, and so on until I got the
one full when I had taken all out, then I brushed the bees
the hive-body
ofi' the corners and set them to one side;
would be thick with bees. I would then set it on top of the
other one, then brush the bees down and give them a few
puffs of smoke to drive them down among the other bees.
Then I took the bottom-board and brushed them in the
;

—

A Kind Notice of " Our Sisters."
The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal kindly noticed our
department as follows
"

:

A

commendable bit of enterprise on the part of the
American Bee Journal, is the addition of a ladies' department.

This ought

Reliable

'

to increase the popularity of the

'

Old

with the fair sex."

Honey as a Health-Food.
The Chicago Daily News gives in its "Health and
Beauty" department

this item about the use of

honey

:

" If people would use more honey and less butter on
their bread it would be better for their health, especially
for children and invalids at least such as suffer from
defective or weak digestive power. Honey is a partlydigested form of sugar, and thus relieves the stomach from
the task of changing cane-SjUgar to grape-sugar, which
must be done with other forms of sugar before they can be
absorbed into the system. Many resort to honey when
they want a remedy for coughs and sore throats, but why
not use as a preventive?"

—

is nothing particularly new in this, but the Daily
large circulation, and that " Health and
a
"
Beauty department is read by nearly every woman wherever it goes and the Daily News is doing a big thing in
printing that item. It is going to help a good bit to increase the use of honey.

There

News has

;

Hum

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

" The

the

name

—

;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

—
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CONDDCTUD BY

DK.

O. O. MII.I^KIt. Afarencro,

111.

[The Qaestlona may be mailed to the Bee Jourtial office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mall. Editor.!

Prevention of Swarmlns.
I see a g'ood deal about brushed swarms, and piling up
the brood several stories high. I have not tried that plan,
but have practiced putting nearly all the brood over an excluder at intervals of about 3 weeks, which, on the whole,
was very successful in preventing swarming but the difficulty was that I was obliged (or thought so) to look over all
the frames so put up, .S or 10 days after, in order to cut out
any queen-cells that were started, which of course, took up
much time.
1. Is it necessary to do that ?
2. If they were not cut out what would be the conse;

quence

?

queen managed to squeeze through, I have
had laying queens, in two cases, pass backward and forward through separators. Would it not result in swarming
British Columbia.
or the death of the old queen ?
3.

If a virgin

Anwkks. — 1. I don't know. I hardly think so.
I think there would be
2. I don't know that, either.
queen-cells started in some cases, and these might be destroyed before maturing, and in some cases be allowed to
mature.
Just what would happen if a virgin queen
should be in the upper story with a laying queen below I
don't know, and I wish some one who has had experience
would tell us. In some cases she would likely be killed,
possibly in all.
3. In the first place,

I do not believe (although there is a
bare possibility I may be mistaken) that a virgin can get
through a queen-excluder that she cannot get through after
she gets to laying. The thorax of a virgin, I think, is just
as large before laying as after, and it is the thorax that
hinders going through. Let a perforation be large enough
to allow the passage of the thorax, and I am pretty sure any
queen will have no trouble in getting her abdomen through,
no matter how heavy with eggs. I admit that a virgin will
make more desperate efforts to go through than a laying
queen, and that a virgin will squeeze through if she possibly
can, while a laying queen in most cases will not try so hard.
But let the perforation be small enough so that a laying
queen cannot squeeze through, and she cannot squeeze
through the same aperture when a virgin. Suppose, however, the perforations are large enough for a virgin to
squeeze through. She would in'most cases be killed I've

—

had that happen always in the early part of the harvest.
Toward the last of the harvest, if the queen should be old,
the young might supersede her. It is possible swarming
might occur, but my guess would be no swarming. But I
don't know, and will be glad to learn from those who have
had experience.

^

^

Unfinished Sections-Placing Bees Near a Sidewalk.
1. I had quite a number of unfinished sections at the
end of the season. Part of them I put on the hives, and
the rest I fed back at the entrance, but the weather was too
cold and the honey was not carried into the sections but was
stored below. Nearly all that was not capped in the sections was carried below. Can I keep these partly-filled sec-

tions to use next season ? If so, how should they be kept ?
2. I live in a small village on the north side of a street
running east and west. In front of my lot, six feet outside
of the fence, is a row of hard-maple trees, the sidewalk being between the trees and the fence. If I should put my
bees in the shade of these trees, say one rod inside of the
fence, with the entrances of the hive turned to the north, do
you think they would bother people going along the side-

walk

Iowa.

?

Answers. — 1. There are some who say a section left with
some honey in it may be used the following season, but I
think the majority would agree with

me

that no section
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should be used next year that has even the smallest particle
of honey left in it from this year. It must be cleaned cut
I would rather melt up a secclean, and that by the bees.
tion than to use it next year if the bees have not cleaned it
out this year. It is just possible that next year the bees
may clean them out sulTiciently if they are put where the
bees can rob them say in a pile with an entrance larg'e
enough for one bee at a time, water being sprinkled into
the cells to dis.solve the grains, or the sections being previously kept in a damp cellar, so that the bees would leave
no granules.
not, especially if the trees come down
2, Probably
pretty low and are pretty close, while it is all open on the
north side. It might be a good deal better, however, to
have a tolerably close fence five or six feet high to prevent
the flight of boes in wrong direction.

Preventing Honey Granulation.

My honey is of very fine quality, but candies so quickly
and hard I cannot obtain sale for it. Will heating prevent
candying? If so, what amount of heat can I employ without injuring the quality of the honey ? It is pure appleCalifor.nma.
blossom honey, and of exquisite flavor.
Answer.— It is difficult to answer. Some honey candies
more quickly than others, no matter what is done. Heating
will not prevent candying again, unless it be sealed up as
It is possible that allowing it to be very
in canning fruit.
thoroughly ripened before extracting would make a difference. Keeping it in a hot place, say in the neighborhood
of 100 degrees for a good many days after extracting, might
also help. If you heat it don't heat beyond 160 degrees;
better still if not heated beyond 130.
The Buffalo Convention Report is issued in pamphlet
form, size 6x8'2 inches, 80 pages and cover. Besides a full
report of the proceedings of the 32d convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1901, it contains fine half-tone portraits
also the
of all the officers and directors of the Association
Constitution, a list of the membership up to the end of
1901, and the two latest bee-songs—" The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom" and "Buckwheat Cakes and
Honey." We believe it is the finest ever gotten out for the
Association. Of course, all members of the Association
receive a copy free, but there are thousands of our readers
who are not yet members, but who should have this valuable
Report. Better send for a copy, if you have not yet received one. Price, postpaid, 25 cents, or with the American
Bee Journal one year— both for Sl.iO. Send all orders to
the office of the American Bee Journal. Better order soon,
before all are gone.
« >
;

Health-Food is the name of a 16inches) which is designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cooking Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It
honey. We
is almost certain to make good customers for
know, for we arc using it ourselves.
Prices, prepaid— Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts.; 25

Honey

page

as

a

leaflet (3 '2x6

for20cts.; SO for 35 cts.; 100 for 60 cts.; 250 for S1.25 500
for $2.25: 1000 for $4.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your
;

order.

^

•

>

made to take all the
Our Wood Binder
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year tn advance,
we will mail you a Wood Binder free if you wiU mention it.
(or Holder) is

—

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we vrtll send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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contrasted, but not
gaudy.

It gives an alphabetical list of

Perfec-

countries, their

tion cincl
Artistic

cation

of government, population,
style

Elegance

area, products,
minerals, imports,

a salient feature
of this

lo-

on map,

map not ap-

proached by any
similar publica-

exports, etc.

tion.

It

has been pronounced a

^ The

A) A^ Ai

Photograph of the World

1900 Census

of the largest

American

JTc

::%.

Cities is given.

shows a grand map of our great country, with counties, railroads, towns, rivers, etc., correctly located. The other side shows
an equally good map of the world. Statistics on the population, cities, capitals, rivers, mountains, products, business, etc., a veritable photograph of "the UNITED STATES AND WORLD.
The map is printed on heavy map paper and is mounted on sticks ready to hang. Edges are bound with tape.
190I Elkl'I'IOlV. Every reader slioiild c^^snlt it every day. The plates show all the new railroad lines and extenEspecial attention is given to th^ topography of the country all the principal rivers and lakes, mountain ranges
sions, county changes, etc.
and peaks are plainly indicated. The leading cities and towns are shown, special attention being given to those along lines of railroads. The
Canadian section of the map gives the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia, with nearly all of Quebec and New Brunswick,
the county divisions being clearly marked. The Southern portion of the map includes the Northern States of the Kepublic of Mexico, and the

One

side

—

;

Bahama

Islands.

Map

On

ot the World. The largest and most accurate map on Mercator's Projection
I lie reverse side is tiie I^ibrary
ever produced. The political divisions are correctly defined and beautifully outlined in colors. The ocean currents are clearly shown and
named. Ocean steamship lines with distances between important ports are given. A marginal index of letters and tigures enables one easily to
A series of short articles in alphabetical order is printed around the border of this map in large, clear type,
locate every country in the world.
containing valuable information concerning agricultural, mining, and manufacturing statistics, also the value of imi>orts and exports in dollars.
and chief executive of every country in the world is given up to date, also the names of the capitals
of
government,
The area, population, form
and their population. Xiie Inset ITIaps are elegantly engraved and printed in colors. They are placed in convenient positions around the
United States'map, and will be invaluable to every person desiring a plain understanding of our possessions. An inset map of China on the
World

side of

map adds

to its value.

pS- Two maps
forward it free as a premium
the

American Bee

on one sheet, all for only $1.50, sent
for sending us Three New Subscribers at fl.OO each
Address,
Journal for one year.

by mail or prepaid express
;

or for $2.00

GEORGE W«YORK& 146&
144

we

;

or

will send the

we

will

Map and

CO.,

Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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FREE
Christmas

FROM MANY FIELDS |

I

will

lie

^uppliftiliy

The Salvation
Army. Vdu

arc

invitfd to contrib-

ute either cash or
provisions Address

CHICAGO
Headquart<ers
84 AdamsSt.
Dexter BIdg.

"The

f

Overland

v

Limited"^
ELECTRIC LIGHTED
TO.

California

f

VIA

L

Moving Bees.
.Mubaina asks: " In shipping
very cold weather, would it do junl to
cover with wire-cloth ? Would it not be too
cold ;
I
shiiiped 20 colonies last April from Iiiwa
to Minnesota, over JiiO miles, and perhap.s my
experience will help him.
1 covered the topof thehive.with wire-cloth,
fastened up the enlrancc and fastened the
hive to the Ixittoni-lioard with strips of lath.
I
put IliH hives in the end of the car. tiering
them up with pieces of scantling between
them, tilling the rest of the car with buggy,
cutter, household goods, etc.

On page

The weather was cool, as there was snow
.still
on the ground, though at that time of
year it woukl not be '* very cold." The bees
were in the car four days. When I toolc them
out thoy were so warm they were just tumbling over each other in their anxiety to get
out. and were all right.
as Alabama and
1 think that as far south
Texas there will be no danger of the bees being too cold with all the ventilation possible
to give them.
My bees stored scarcely any surplus honey
It was so cold and wet the
the past sea.son.
middle of .Tune, that they had but littte honey
in their hives.
They swarmed some, and
most of them have honey enough to keep
them through the winter. During the white
clover bloom they did quite well, but basswood bloom did not yield much honey.
J.

Wright Co., Minn., Nov.

Common

THIS TRAIN IS REALLY A
please

Parlors,

name

in the

[The plant

Bed Chambers,

throughout the
out.

it

Libraries,

Smoking and Reading Rooms,
Barber Shops,
Bath Rooms (hot and cold water)
Superbly Appointed Dining-Rooms,
glittering with
Mirrors,

Cut Glass,
Fragrant Flowers,
Electric Candelabra, etc.

Promenades.
Observation Rooms,
Electric Lights.

Electric Fans,

Telephones.

Reading Lamps.
Perfect Heat, etc.

in the Year.

is

ing, because of

Boudoirs,

Runs Every Day

on Application to

E. L. LOHAX.Q.p.&T.A.
Omaha, Nebr.

No

&

140 E. Krie Street,

Tin'

'.'

Adam

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

cutaciuun, family ami qnicklv.

J. ^DAM,
Flease mention

W.

•
JOLIET, ILLINOIS.
Bee Journal when writing

IM New Regulator
the Sure IliiU'ti I- rt'^ijly autoiiiallp mill tiirt-ft a< Cinj^ -irrfntent

-Ti

iniprovciiif tit

"t"

\ciir-

[(..ri'tpay

.|..ulil.-pri.-..-Ii.r.>i<lMvl.:-rM;irlilne8.
li^-t '.iir l....ik

Rinl

tie-.-

tri.'il

olFer.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR

CO.,

Clay Center, Neb., or Columbus, Ohio.

Mease mention Bee Journal

-wlien writins

Ridley.

American Bee Journal.

DoNET.

It

called the
its

I
Please meation the Bee Journal.

i:»sffif^sp''§»:v«^
Bee Journal -w'hen writing

Common

Everlast-

persistency in blooming

fall until

;old weather freezes

belongs to the Composite family,
is a fairly good honey-producer.

THIS

IS J. R.

WATKINS,

the president and founder of the J. R.
Watkins Medical Company, "VN'mona,
Minn., U. S. A., the proprietors of
the world famous

and no doubt

— C.

L. Wai-ton'.I

Smoker-Fuel— Wintering Baes.
If you would have tirst-elass. high-toned,
way-up, crackerjack smoker-fuel, take cedarbark, tie it in bundles the proper sizeforyour
smoker, and cut it oil the right length. Try
it once.
Some of oiu* Colorado people make
use of cylinders made from old tin cans, that
will just slip into the smoker, and when one
has burned out replace it with a fresh cartridge.
Very convenient. Have a lot of such
prepared at leisure hours, and you will be
contented and happy ever after, so long as

they

last.

That article on "
right, according to

Shade " on page

7)2S, is all

my experience, and the
item on " Wintering Under Snow," page 7M.
I have tried and proved it in
is all right too.
New England, also Iowa; but the beautiful
snow is not plentfful in southern Colorado.
Some of our people use earth instead, with a
super halt tilled with chaff.
JamesiH. Wixg.
Prowers Co.. Colo., Nov.

am

Y<'ii «iil tiiui thi-'^ ricture nt Mr. Watkins and
his sTu'iiainre as ai>'>ve on every label, wrapper.
earU»i)n and package of Watkins' Kem.dies. It

mark— the stump which marks the
from the spurious and worthless. Some
unscnipulnusmen will attempt to sell > on other
is tlie tr.'ide

p-enu ine

preparationfi for the penuine Watkin?" Kemedies.
will declare that Others, which they are tryto sell, are "just as good" as Watkins' Remedies. In order that you may not be deceived -we
put on the picture and this'signature to protect
jou from fraud. Always insist upon the genuine,
with the portrait and signature of J. R. Watkins.
as above. Take no others, for no others are so
good as the original and only Watkins' Remedies.

They
iiijr

Free! Free! Free!
We mail lYi-0 t'i any addre-^s •Watkins* Home
Doctor," an illustrated book of lUO pages, the
finest of the kind ever printed, containing much
valuable information, interesting, instiuctive
and humorous reading matter, astronomical calculations, weather forecasts, first-class cookiog
recipes, and ra.itter relating to farm and home;
in short, something for every member of the
family, old or young.

J. R. Watkins Medical Co.,
10 Liberty St., AVInona, :dlnn., F. S. A.

The

flease mention Bee Journal -when wiitina

14.

A Beginner's Experience.

strongest
iwatamn CITMnCI made,
euu
uuuunvAi rClluCi Stn.ng. Chicken.

^"^"

mnVMkVtfl
r
fa«.w>«>«.w-| lifrlit.

Sold to tlieKarmeratWhoIes»le
J^'',':'A.f°"J-"«"™""'. Cat.ilo(? Free.
„ COILED SPRING FEXCE CO.

beginner in the bee-business. I
started last fall by buying 8 colonies in boxhives. One melted down before I got it home,
and later I found they were all short of stores.
I ted them dry sugar in the winter, and sugar
syrup in the spring. One colony deserted its

knVAMlMl
IZS^JSLSSS^
'""
**""" Box

hive in April and

at once, a

I

Flease mention

QEORQE W. YORK &
144

Everlasting.

Full Information Cbeerfullj Farnislied

50A3t

ounces of thi.s seed will give
you a good start of one of the best
honey-producing plants known. We
win also send to the new subscriber
on this offer the rest of this year's
Journals free.
Address,

Scott Co., Iowa, Nov. 16.

Drawiuj; Rooms,

Electric

SI. 00.

Two

21.

E. A.

WITH

with

send under separate cover a plant which

I

Handsome

"45,

l>uus in

THE INION PACIFIC.
First-Class Modern Hotel,

have a small supply of fresh,
Sked on hand, and will
mail free, two ounces of it, to any
present paid-in advance .subscriber of
the American I!ee Journal for sendini^
u.s One New Subscriber for one year
clean Cainii-

For 10,000
POOR

Catnip Seed Free!
We

Dinners
Chicago's

795

a

united, of

its

with a colony in a cracker-box.

own accord,
One colony

To make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators
Book Business DairyinK& Cat.212 free. W.Chester.Pa

4<iEtf

,S9

Wliicl.e.ler, Iidlaoj^ r. S. A.

Please mention the Bee Jotrrnal

WANTED

!

few thousand pounds of EXTRACTED
White Clover or Basswood.
Sand sample, with lowest cash price.
S0A2t
EDW. WILKINSON, Wilton, Wis.
Please mention Bee Jonmai "when writing.

HONEY,

either
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The Royal incubator

|

so wfll that wedoii't
a>kyoii to buy it be*
tvie you trr it.
Entirely
autiijuii-: c«rtajn in resntt?. MaT veeeod jciu one
on Itiai?' Catalogue fpw.

Please mention

was destroyed by the bee-moth, and one did
not build up in time to swarm or store any
surplus. The other four did fairly well.
I
got I()3 sections of honey, which I sold at 15
cents, and hived 12 new swarms, iucludiug 3
strays that I picked up.
I
find one of the

new

lli.iacs.la.

It

Bee Journal "when writing

Queen-Ciippmg
Device
is

Free....

Qoeen-Clipplas
a fine thine for ns"; la

catching and clipprng- Queeus
wings. We mall It for 25 centsi
or will send it FREE as a pre
minm for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal roi
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one yea?
and the Clipping Device. Addiress,
ft

COMPANY,

f h'rago.

m

December Eggs —With the cold snap of December the egg-supply usually drops off; not
altogether, however, from the actual cold as
from change in the feeding ration of the hens.
At this time more than ever poultry needs a
liberal supply of animal food to take the place
of the insects and worms which the hens get on

the range in summer-time. The Stratton Mfg.
Co., of Erie, Pa., huve just issued a very attractive book entitled," " More Money From
Your Hens." It goes into the question of winter feeding very thoroughly, and describes in
detail the Dandy Bone Cutter, a well built, substantial machine for reducing green bone to
poultry food. The manufacturers make a very
strong claim of e-Kcelleuce for the Dandy, and
sell every machine with a warrantee to take it
back and refund every cent paid for it should it
prove unsatisfactory in any way alter the purchaser gives it a fair trial. We know that every
reader of the American Bee Journal will be interested in the Dandy .Catalog. It is mailed
free.

when

Send

lor

it,

ourline of sprayers ana appli,
lits every
nian'B needs.

anws

no work in the sections until .July. My bees
were very cross the tirst part of the season,
and tried to rob each other a great deal even
the new colonies went at it. I expected to
transfer the box-hive colonies, but gave it up
on account of the robbing. I will try the job
next spring.

and mention

this .iournal

writing.

As

I

Van Wet.

J. J.

Winneshiek Co., Iowa, Xov.

Wet and Cold Season.
am about through extracting my

will report.

Weefcm

winter on.
I can not do without the

'•

A.

J.

Freeman.

when

WTiting.

FOR SALE

cross-cut

saws and moulding and grooving'

tachments; cost

$'*0.00.

at-

Will take $65.00 cash.

HAHN, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Bee Journal when writinp.

ENVELOPES
printed to order, only

$i.oo per looo
A

neat

little

coupon on each envelope will
Other printing cheap. Ad-

bring you dollars.
dress at once,

HOWARD &

CO.,

519 Masonic Temple,

47A6t

Please mention Bee journal

CHICAGO.

when

writing.

Co., Kans., Nov. 19.

wnCkr IHUnCf

and eainy to make
you work for U8. We will start you In
and furnish the capital.
Work
and easy. Send 10 cents for full
line of eamples and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, lilt.

if

Bee-Keeping in the Southwest
Cleome and Foul Brood.
There are over 90 bee-keepers in Uvalde
Co., Tex., and about one-half of these make a
specialty of the business.
Apiaries average
about 100 colonies each.
On account of the drouth this has been the
worst year for bee-keepers in the history of
the county. Not one apiary in 10 has yielded
any surplus, and many have required feeding.
The leading honey-plants of this region
are a small tree called cat-claw, a shrub
and another called whitecalled wauhea,

iDuslness
|light

Please mention Bee Journal

IN

i^-^snnnD'NPDFMlllMsr

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

MAY, 1903

To Regular Paid=in=Advance Subscribers Only.
wish to make a liberal offer to those of our regular readers whose
We will send you FREE by
It is this:
mail, in May, 1903, an Untested Italian Queen for sending us $1.00 and the
name and address of a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal for a
year. This is indeed a big premium, as the queen alone would cost you 7Sc.
We are booking orders for Queens now for nest May delivery. Will
you have one or more? This offer ought to bring in many orders. Our
queens are reared by the best queen-breeders, and give satisfaction.

We

subscriptions are paid in advance.

NEW

Address,

W.York &

Co.,

144 East

when writina

m0^m\^h^Vn^'^i'mm^s^ssm

An Italian Queen Free

George

lIubMl .rUicago.IU-

,f

No. 5 Union Combio^tlo
ion Machine used onlv
one week; Seneca Falls make; has rip and

crop

Old Reliable."

agtnta, Ucnion

Please mention Bee Journal

I

pounds of honey, fall flow, but of nice color
and good flavor.
The bees have plenty to

Xeosho

;-;

50Alt
B,
Please mention

19.

had one swarm the past season.
It was so wet and cold until August
that by that time they gave up the idea or
notion.
I
have 8 colonies, and took 400
I

sprnyerp twenty styles. Reft nozzles
mafle. attaehmentH. formulas etc.
Select the u^scful and reliabl-^. Catalog free
THE DEMING CO.. Salem. Ohio.

me

put into the cellar, and I begood condition.
was very wet and cold the past season

NEW

GEORQB W. VORK

queenless, so this leaves

is

;

The MoNBTTE
Device

colonies

11, 1902.

Hand.Knapsack.Bucket,
Field. Barrel, and Power

16 colonies to
lieve all are in

ROYAL IM'VriATOR
rOMPAW,
Dip. Ts.Dfs

Dec.

Erie St., Chicago,

III.

Dec.
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

of

or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

lom

zsm

som

$.75 $1.40

$.1.25

$6.00
7.£0
8.00
10.50
6.00

Sib

Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)

90

4.00

1.70

Alsike Clover
1.00
1.80
4.25
White Clover
1.20
2.30
5.50
Alfalfa Clover
80
1.40
3.25
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-ponnd
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound If

wanted by mail,

GEORGE
144

&

W.

YORK A CO.

146 Erie Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

CYPHERS INCUBATOR,
World's Standard Hatcher.
Used oniJOiluv. K.\[ifrmit'nt Stutiona
In I'. S., t'unada, Australia und New
Zealand also Ity America's leadlnff
Soultrj'nieiiand tbousands ofoihere.
old medal and hit'he.'^t award at
;

Pan-American, Oct.
c

Ifi-pape

1901.

circular free. Complete cataliij^ue,
im padres, 8x11 in., mailed for lOc
nearest oflRcefor book No.

W
CYrHEKH INOUBATon COMPANY*

BnmiOt

N. Y., Chicago,

111.*

Uoatoo, 31ass.,

New

York, N. T.

Plepie mention Beo Journal "when wTitiii&

FKEE FOR A MONTH ....

has a hobby which

and Sheep

culMvatuil

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first,foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICABO-

$

3

IN

!

Texas

this

sprin;;.
l'reii;liton,
tested

Would
Iiyde
tlieiii

;

safe to (jive coinljs

it l>e

in Uecetiiljer, and
in p'eliiuary folluwin^' !
liatli

ILL,

tion should Ijrinir suit for iitiei airainst the
Virjjinia (Jonimissioner of Afc'riculture. (See
)ne wlio repeats a falsehood dampatje 7^4.
Kjrinfi to another can not screen liiinself from
letxal conseijuonces l)y prefacint^: his statement
with, " It is said." l.yiui; nljout tjee-keepers
will continue as ion(r as notoriety-hunters
and sensalion-niontjBrs thinl< they can kick

CO., Chicago,

Ills.

believe tliat he

M. H. HUNT & SON, Bell Branch. Mich.
"'^ps© mention Bee Journal -wlien writii)&

Reduced Rate for Christmas and
New Year Holidays.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets Dec. 24, 25 and 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
1903, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip, to any point located in
Central Passenger Association territory, good returning to and including
Jan. 2, 1903. Pullman service on all
trains.
Individual Club Meals, ranging in price from 3Sc to $1.00, served
in dining-cars. Address John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 113 Adams St.,
Chicago, for particulars. Chicago city

Adams

leak or blot.
As they make a

ignorant of their composition.
.J. F. (iARATT.
Uvalde Co., Tex., Nov. 19.
is

form Midlii

St.;

and Sth Ave.

Depot,

65-47 ASt

Front and Walnut

CIlSrCIN"N"A.TI,

Co.

Sts.,

OHIO.

HONEY JARS u=

with patent glass stoppers and steel spring- are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS,
Please mention Bee Journal wlien "Wxitliis.

times
.^

and cleaner.

Best Manifolding Pen on
THE Market.

Days and Cold Nights.

19,000 Postmasters use this
kind of a pen. The Editor of
the American Bee Journal uses
the " Foster." Y'ou should have
one also.

—

are having liard weather on bees very
warm days and extremely cold nij]:hts.
Tell Yon Yonson to " line '' all his Swedish
brother liee-keepers into the National BeeKeepers' Association.
John W. Ltell.
Washoe Co., Nev., Nov. 24.

How to Get a «< Foster"
FREE.
Send TWO new srsscRiBEES
to the American Bee Journal for
one year, with S2.00; or send
SI. 90 for the Pen and your own
subscription to the American
Bee Journal for one year; or,
for SI. 00 we will mail the pen

Honey Crop a Failure- Feeding
Bees.

The

rains were over two months late, and
quit more than a month early.
No rain in
April, and that is the month that rains make
us honey. The first rain came .Jan. 24, and
stopped a little after the first of March.

came

an extra shortage, through a
swept off several square
miles of my best bee-pasturage. Black and
white sage, wild buckwheat, sumac, stick 'em
brush, manzanita so dense and large as to
form a complete Ijarrier against stock ail
cleaned off clean as a street. Only by the
greatest exertion did I save bees, honey-house,
and everything connected with the business.
All this made feeding quite necessary, and
the question was how to do so the cheapest
and easiest. I think I solved the question in
I

brush-fire

in for

which

Address,

alone.

(Exact

size

of

44

&

146 Erie

BOYS
—
—

y

GEORQE W. YORK &

the Pen.)

—

St., Chicag:o,

CO.

III.

WE WAHT WORKERS

Boya, Girls, oldandyounpaliktj,
make money working for ua,

We famish

caplt&l to start y 00

m bosl-

ucDB. b«ud QB lOc stamps or bUtct for full Instructioos and a lioe of
MiDpleBto work with. URAPER PUBLlSHiNH CO..ChicaTO.IU.

Please mentioa Bee Journal -when -WTltiiia

—

way

me

POULTRY PAYS
when the hens

that, to

at least,

equal size (I paid \2}4 cents each for the
sheets), turned up an edge
inches wide and
folded the corners around. This gave me a
shallow pan 5's inches deep, and about S
inches square. Then I took old fruit-cans
and either cut out the top or put them on the
stove and melted them off. These I distributed
around where I wanted to feed, and in the
evening, after the Ijees had practically ceased
to fly, I went around
with a bucket of
syrup, and dipping up a can full of the syrup
placed the pan over it Ijottom up, and turned
the whole thing over quickly and placed it on
top of the frames, inside of an empty hive,
and covered it up, the whole operation taking
less than one-half minute, and I was done before the bees were fairly aware of being disturbed, and my hybrids are prompt and
vicious in resenting an intrusion. I did not

Keep them

—

seemed the most
simple and easy of any way I have seen.
I went to the tin-shop and bought sheets of
IX tin 20x2S inches, and on the tinner's
square shears cut them each into six pieces of
a

lay.

laying.
For hatching and brooding use the best reasonable priced
Incubators and Brooders
built
upon honor, sold upon guarantee.

THE ORMAS
\j.

A. Banta, Lletinler, ladlBna

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SPLENDID
PRESENTS!

,^j,'

The Fred W. Mnth

unl*

all

Pens are furnished in neat
paper boxes. Each pen is accompanied with full directions,
tiller

Warm

line of

at

iinequaled tor
ruling purposes.
they are

[Will some one who has experience kindly
answer Mr. (iaratt's ijuestions on cleome and
foul brood !— Editor.]

Our

Hives, Sections, Foundation,
We can save you money. Send list of goods
let us quote you prices.
ROOT'S
GOODS ONLY. Send for Catalog.

111

kind of ink.

They hold sufficient ink to
write lO.OtW words, and do not

compete with honey. The commissioner does
not mention these syrups, while we can not

wanted and

St.

made of pialina, alloyed
with ipfdinin— sutjstancesof
great durability which are not
affected Ijy the action of any

are

BUSINESS

mention Bee Jo'nmal "when writing.

office.

This pen consist« of a hard
riil>l>«r holder, tapering to a
-<>iin<I point, and writes as
Miioollily UK a iea<l-pencii.
The
point andn««<lleo( the pen

the bee-keepers with impunity.
When they
learn that bee-keepers are as f;:ood tiy:hter8 as
arc the bees themselves, this lyinj? will stop.
The statement referred to by Mr. Ott was
ai)parently made in the interest of the fjiucose
manufacturers, whose product reaches the
market in the form of cheap syrups which

nenn. Send 10 cents for full line of samplea
and directions how to begin.

Harrison

PEN

(

)

etc.

ticket

Foster
Stylo^raphic

place bees on

past season, in this section, has been
an entire failure honeyward. Back from the
coast 30 to 60 miles, I hear of from half to
three-fourths of a crop, but next to the coast
it is from a " very little "to nothing at all-

r'^ease

A

a fortnalde-

think the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

I

as a,

Premium

Its first appearance In
and nmtiy of us expect
Has any one, except
the rosemary I'ure

ma<le

year,

next

troul)le

ppfHcnt you with the first iBo you
take in to start you in a good paying: Imsl-

DRAPER PUBLISHING

Would cleome answer the pur-

Foul brood

Mr.

FREE

chickon-feeil, coultl >)e
lii^o-keeperB liere witii ijrcat

iLtiil

i)y tin;

We

is

TO START YOU
We will

plant ailiipted to the neuil-iiric] roLower Austral Zone, wliieli would

ndvanlage.

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
yon cannot aSord to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.

IVool Markets

llie

bolti ]M;<-i)Lr

,\'iclil

|iusu

We have made arranffements bo that we can
fnmlsh Seed of several of the Clovers by freight

A

I)rii8li.
^'i(iri

797

For a
earn

little

work you can

watches,

clocks,

easily
silver,

games, books, dolls, knives, guns,
cameras, etc. Don't miss our
NEW plan and special preminm
ist.
Writeto-day toCO.
47A6t
519 Masonic Temple. CHICAGO.
Please mention Bee Joiimal when writinp.

HOWARD ^

B

INGHAM'S PATENT
ZS^

years the best.

Send

25Atf

for Circular.

T. F.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

Farwell, MJch.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlien

-wrltiiig.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

798

Dec.

find

necessary to use

it

smoke

11, 1902.

or scarcely a

veil.

Discounts lor tariu orders.

1

all

;

G.

B LEWIS

Manufaetupeps of Bee-Keepeps' Supplies,

CO.,
WATERTOWN,

have frames of comb in some of the upper
and not having empty hives enough

stories,

cash orders received before Jan. 1, 1903, we will allow you a discount
Send us a list of the goods you want
of 4 percent before April 1st, 2 percent.
and we will quote prices by return mail.

On

WIS., U.

S. A.

Please mention Bee Journal "when WTitin&

WHITE COM B HONEY WANTED.
Please write us, stating- source gathered from, quantity, and price delivered
Address,
It must be put up in nodrip cases.

to go around I placed the pan between the
stories near the rear of the hive.
I lifted the
upper story up and forward enough to un-

cover the pan, and with a two-pound can
dipped up the syrup, just nicely Hlling the
pan, and placed the upper story back in place.
This was quite as easily done as the other
way. When using the old cans it is better to
have some loosely woven material to place in
the bottom of the pan, but many of mine had
none.
This plan is old, and has been given again
and again in the bee-papers; but I have not
seen any means of feeding so cheap, so simple, and so easily done.
A. J. Burns.

San Diego Co.,

Calif.,

Nov.

19.

here.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

C. H.

&

146

E.

Epie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

W. WEBER,

(Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and

A. Muth.)

OincinnaM Ohio.

Central and Freeman Avenues,

Prompt

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

RPFSIIDDIIF^
lilEO
DCC-OUrr

HANFY-IAD^
HVl^l-l tf«I*0

(
)
1

I

,

THE BEST MADE.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR FACTORY

sq.Standard,with cork, pr.,$4.75
"
"
"
"
3 7S
!^ "
"
"
"
S-oz."
3.00
1-lb.

1

I

I

(

SEEDS

I

tlie

PRICES.

sq.Standard.spring- top,gr.,$5.S0

Keystone, spring- top.g-ross, S.2S
Octag-on, spring- top, g-ross, 5.25
"
"
'•
'•
^-Ib.
4.75

Mb.

lOOlbs. WljiteDutcli,
1 oz. Catnip seed,

IW

$12

I oz.

$15

1

lbs.
lOO lbs.

Alfalfa clover,
Alsike clover,

Flease mention

are

1-lb.
l-lb.

100 lbs. white sweet-scented clover,$10
"
"
"
100 lbs. yellow
$15

of

Honey-Plants

We

Phaeelia Tanaeetifolia.

CO.,

oz.

Bee .loamal when

Eucalyptus seed,

^^-

—

>'•

.^a.

15c
20c

wrltliia

Largest Manufacturers of Bee-Keeiiers' Sumilles in

Send for catalog.

$20
10c

Rocky Mountain Bee-plant,

tlie

Nortlif est

^'^

.,*,^-i-_-w^

^^^H

A

At the convention of the iTerman, Austrian
and Hungarian bee-keepers held at Temesvar^
Hungaria, from Aug. 39 to Sept. 1, this year,
plans were proposed by which the bee-pasture could be improved, and the planting of
Phaeelia tanaeetifolia on a larger scale was
specially recommended. As this plant blooms
six to eight weeks after having been sown, it
may be sown so that it will fill out certain
months when no honey is coming in. The
Agricultural Experiment Station at Troppau,
has tried this plant on a large
foimd it not only a good honeyplant for the bees, but also a valuable forageplant for stock, and recommends it for sowing in large tracts, as it has the advantage of
bringing already good returns the first season
in honey, forage and seed, and reproducing
itself the following year by its own seed.
It is a nourishing plant; horses, cows and
hogs like it.
Itshouldbe sown like wheat, and at any
time as long as there is moisture. If sown too
the fall it will come up the next
late in
spring. Cover very slightly by harrowing.
O. Lt-UDORFF.
Tulare Co., Calif., Nov. 24.
in Selesia,
scale, and

Blaek Bees— Reaping QueensFeeding Bees.
I am a new settler in a new country, and
have more than any two men can do, but I
would like to shake hands with Mr. Wm.
Housel, and hurrah for the black bees as
being the best on earth for the production of
comb honey of first quality. I would like to
pal Dr. Gallup on the back, and tell him to

iHoudcM^jij

wade

into those queen-breeders,

^***i
•

We

liave tlie Best boofls,

•

*

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lowest Prices,

Please mention Beo joiirual

anfl

Best Stiiiins: Facilities.

wheu

wiiUTis,

Have You Seen Our Blue

CatBEST

alog? 60 illustrated pages; describes EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THE APIARY.
goods
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it.
at the
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight pa 1; price-list free.

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.

& Quran

Council Bluff

Iowa: Chas.
'2E26t

^
27 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

I

am

Ua^ood time
send in your Bees-

This
*°

low, upon its receipt, or 29 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

CO., 144

&

146 Erie

Please Mentioo the Bee Journal

St.,

Chicago,

111.

I^l^rSJ^f...

my

ex-

not a queen-beeder, so I have
but I think I have

in that line to sell,

1

^

200 Egg

INCUBATOR

T EsSim
Sjg Sjg

GEORGE W. YORK &

Well,

nothing

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spangler, Kentland, Ind.

as

agrees with what he says.
However, if Mr. Alley thinks for a moment
he can produce five queens of auy other race
that can equal my blacks next year, I will
agree to put S2.5 in the First National Bank of
this place, subject to the conditions that
if the colonies they are in come up to the
average with the rest of my bees he gets the
money, and, if not, he is to forfeit his
queens. It is money that talks. I will agree
to put them in full colonies with any number
of frames in the brood-nest he may direct,
but it is the section honey we will count.
quite

perience

—

—
Dec.

the

lur^joHt

(|Uoeri-ljeo

work on

ami

tfoiii^^,

rctl

clover,

two weeks every

to
alionl

tttKo in jfeltini; lllled-oiit seetions.

Some time

aj^o

experience

was asked about.

j;ronnd

in
I

feedinjr sutfar
w(!nt over the

nearly every
respect, several
could tell of
many difTerent experiences, but a few of the
successful ones will do for this time.
prt^tty

thoroujjfhly, in
years a^o, iind

Two years aj^o I bought several colonies o\'
boes in the valley, in box-hives, and packed
them into the mountains on horses, and
anion;; the lot wore two hives that were all to
pieces, so I tlrove out the bees itito bt)xcs ami
carried only the bees in them. Then I run
the bees into now hives with full sheets t>f
foundation, and fed each of thcin .?l.dU worth
ot dry (jrauulatod su^'ar mixed with an ei|Ual
quantity of water (this was the first week iu
September) well, they drew out about four
combs each, and ripened and .sealed it, wintered on it better than the others did on honey
and pollen, and tilled three supers each the
next season, and it was not necessary for them
to take any cleansing llight duringthe winter,
as all the excrement was a little dry powder
on the bottom-board. Can any one beat that
for sugar-feeding: ?
As to feeders, there are only two kinds I
would have. One is the inverted fruit-jar for
outdoor feeding, the other an inverted jellyglass with the lid full of holes for inside the
hive; and my reason for liking the jelly-glass
better than the pepper-box is because it is a
sight feeder, and all that is necessary to do to
ascertain whether it is empty or not is to
raise the cover and look in.
It is worse than useless to undertake to
feed after winter sets in, as I have never been
successful in a single attempt to save a colony
where I had to feed during the winter with
anything but sealed stores in the comb.
;

George
Linn Co., Oreg., Nov.

Whitcomb.

B.

Dittmer's Foundation

i|uil

iswarniin^r anil settUi ri^^llt down to huninesH,
and will stand considerahle er(»wditi^^ after
that witliout swarniint,', whieli is u hij; advan-

synip

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to make it the BEST
and MOST deBir;il)le In all respects. My PROCESS and AUTf)MATIC MACHINES arc my
own inventions, which enable me to SELL
use a

FOUNDATION

and
J

Work fax

Into Fonndation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,
with prices and samples, tree on application

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER, Augusta, Wis,
The Nickel Plate Road

will afford its patrons an opportunity
to take advantage of low rates for

Christmas and

New Year

holidays, by
and a third for
the round-trip to all points on their
line, Dec. 24, 2S, 31, 1902, and Jan. 1,
1903.
Return limit including^ Jan. 2,
1903. Through service to New York
City, Boston and other eastern points.
Chicago passenger station, Harrison
St. and Sth Ave. For further information, address John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams St., Chicago.
selling^ tickets at a fare

66-47A5t

IT IS

A FACT

That our line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies are
some of the best g'oods in the world, and that
our system of dealing- with our trade is not excelled by anybody. Plenty of testimony from
satisfied customers proves these things. Write
and get our suggestions, our catalog and our
discounts for winter-time orders all free.
The Largest Stock of Bee Keepers' Supplies
ltX)4

E.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
Washington St., Indisnapolis, Ind.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

California.— The California State Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its annual convention

ers'

Chamber
17,

of

l.s,

l'i02,

WHITE CLOVER EX\A/ANTPr>
WMIN CU TRACTED
UONEY
I

!

Send sample and

best price delivered here; also
in no-drip cases.

Fancy Comb wanted
32Atf

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
Front

and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Calif nt'rtia
V^aillUrilia

I

If

7°° care

to

know

of Itt

l
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Caliornia^s Favorite Paper

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural
gaper of the Pacific Coast.

andsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

and Agrlcoltnral
Published weeklj,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal,

Market

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiflf-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40. It is
a

fine thing- to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this '* Emerson " no further binding is neces*

Bary.
144

&

GEORGE W. YORK &
146 Erie Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

If

Quality

we will compete
utility are cmiPidered,
price, and Piicf Fence will pretty ^ureiv win,

and

on

WdVI-N WIKK KKN< KCO.. .4IH',IAN,MK'H,
(-"lea.se mention Bee Journal -when "writana

I'AiJK

In the Interest of the Whole People.— One of
the wonders of the present age to all persons
uaacquainted with the true conditions is the
rapid growth and development cf the modern
mail-order house. If only the proposition could
be better understood it would occasion no wonder. The object sought to be attained is so
commendable and so worthy that it has met
with the entire approval of the public.
That is so because the mail-order house sells
everything anybody could possibly want, giving the largest possible selection and at prices
which mean a saving to any purchaser. We
must admit to some surprise, however, at the
very rapid growth of our advertising patrons,
the Marvin Smith Company, of Chicago. This
is evidenced by their large new catalog of 433
pages and cover, and contains literally thousands of cuts, diagrams and illustrations of the
goods carried by this young but large, enterprising and reliable house.
Our readers will remember the Marvin Smith
Company as having been the largest exclusive
farm implement house in the country. Their
well-known reliability and responsibility in
this direction induced their many friends and
patrons lowriiethem from all sections of the
country, sending in orders for goods which
they did not carry. It was this constant de-

mand which induced them

to

add departments

of hardware, tools, builders'' supplies builders'
hardware, gentlemen's clothing, all kinds of
hosiery, all kinds of underwear, gloves and
mitteas, cook-stoves, ranges and heaters, sewing machines, tin and enamel ware of all kinds,
lanterns, household supplies, trunks, valises.
etc. By all means send to these people for their
if you have not already done so.
almost certain to save you money
on every article which you wish to buy. Please
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing to them.

latest catalog

The book

is

Y., Xov. 22.— Honey market is
position with ready demand for
good prices. Fancy white comb,
15c; No. 2 and mixed, HJ4"'15c;

16c: A No. 1,
\4(a/i4l4c.
Kxtractcd, buckwheat
scarce at 0%(q>'iHc; light grades more plentv at

Beeswax, TrnXc.

oW@7c.

Boston,

H. R. Wright.

Oct. 20.— Our

honey market remains
firm, with good demand and fair stocks on
hand. lioney is not coming forward as fast as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, U.c; No. 1, ISc; No.
2, very light supply, 14c;
glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,

light amber, 8c; amber, "J^c.

Blakb, Scott A Lbb.
KansasCity, Dec. 6.— We quote fancy white
comb honey, per case 24 sections. $3.50; No.
1

white, per case 24 sections, $3.40; No. 2 white

and amber, per case of

24 sections, $3.25.
Exwhite, per pound, 7c; amber, 6c.
Beeswax, 27fai30c.
Our market has changed quotations of comb
honey from pound to the case.

C. C.

Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, Dec. S,— The demand for honey,
both extracted and comb, has eased off somewhat the past few weeks, however the prices
rule steady, as follows: Extracted, amber, in
barrels, f,w7c; white clover,8(tt9c. Comb honey,
fancy, l<j(s'17c; amber, ll(al2c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

Nbw York, Nov. 8.— Demand

for comb honey
is good and same finds ready sale at from
15(an6c for fancy white, I4c for No. 1 white, 12^
13c for No. 2 white, and 12@13c for buckwheat.
Extracted in fair demand at "l^c for white, 6Mc
for light amber, and 6c for dark. Southern in
barrels from oO@65c per gallon. Beeswax quiet

at from

Commerce, Los Angeles,

opening- Dec. 16, at 1:30 p.m.
The convention is called in December to give
opportunity to ask for additional legislation.
A good program is expected, and a cordial invitation extended to all whp are interested.
G. S. Stubblefield, Pres.
J. F. MclNTYRE, Sec.
!(.,

Albany, N.
still in strong
all receipts at

tracted,

in Indiana.

14.

Chicago, Nov. 1*'.— A hIow, steady market
may be said of conditions now prevailinjr in
Chicago. The volume of sales are small, and
the receipts arc correHpondingly so. IS^-^Ujc is
obtained for bent lots of white comb in a jobbing way, while for Helections a little more is
asked; amber grades, I'k-/ I5c, according to
flavor, style, etc.
Extracted, white, 1<^hc; amber, 6(^7c. Beeswax, 30c on arri val.
R. A. BURHBTT A Co.

buckwheat,

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Dec.

799

HONEY AND BEESWAX

WhoicMle-JubblnK.

Kctnll
I

4iA2<it

at the

!

hiivo

I

tiiui, tis

only need wiil.ehin^^
spiini;. nml then they

they

swiirminf;,

.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

11, 1902.

bliK^kK tluit

!

Hildreth & Sboblkbn.

27(5 2Sc.

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.-^.— The demand for comb
honey is good and prices are a little better, as
the supply does not meet the wants. Extra
water-white fancy is selling as high as 16 cents;
other grades less, according to quality. Extracted is very active and prices are a little
better; amber. 5K'^'5Mc; alfalfa, 6j^(rt7^ cents;
'
white clover, "J^ro-Sc. Beeswax. 2Sc.
C. H. W. Wbbbk,
}

San Francisco, Nov. 12.— White comb honey,
10>^@ll cents; amber, o@ioc; dark, 5@— c. Extracted, white, h^oj^c; light amber, 4^4^5'sc;
amber,

3^foA4c.

26(2J27c; strictly

White

Beeswax, good to choice, light,
fancy l^ght, 29@—

reported scarce; light amber honey
in fair supply. The bulk of California produced
honey is sold for Eastern shipment in carload
lots from producing point at bottom price.
Small lots of choice honey that can be used in
local trade bring more. Quotations here given
are current prices to producer, f.o.b. shipping
point, on Eastern basis for extracted and California basis for comb.
is

Warned

6omD and Extracted Honey!

State price, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. 199 S. Water St., Chicago

Wanted —Extracted
^^^^"^^^^^^^^
John

F.

34Atf

HONEY

Mail sample, and state
style of package and price
delivered in Chicago.

Campbell, 53 River St.,Ghicago, HI.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax. Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C. H. W. WEBER*
2146-2148 Central Ave.,

JlAtf

Cincixnati, Ohh).
Mention the American Bee Journal

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

800

Dec.

11, 1902.
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BEE=KEEPERS,

I
W

Save Money by Buying

§ Hives, Sections, Brood
g Frames, Extractors,
9
g

W.

T.

No L05S.

Why

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,

there

Jamestown, N. Y.
^S" Our goods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

,

it has always ^iven better satisHrtf^c it
cfll av
af\ vi/f^llV
UU&:>
II. 9^11
Wtll 4^ Because
faction than any other. Because In 34 year«
have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

We

sell

Catalog', Samples of Foundation
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,

and Veil Material.

OF ALL

Bee-Heepers' SuDDlies

KINDS*****

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

wnen

year P

can anybody do 7 BEAUTY,
^ai-iafari-inn What more
<Z7<tl.IMdCLIUII.
purity, FIRMNESS, No SAaal^U,
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHBETINQ.

Send name for our

a monthly for all bee-keepers ; SOc a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
r»~ W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

Please mention Bee journal

25111

W«»
rrttttfarftt^t^
WC gUctrdllLCC

^mnWers

everything
*:>rnuis.cri>, and
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^
TttE,

Dadant's Foundation

?ti?

^/^ ^»^

^^L'^^

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Rei/ised,

wiitinp

Tip-Top Glass Honey-Jars
picture shown
herewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we know of.
It is made of the clear-

The

classic in

Bee-Culture— Price,

ft. 25,

by mail.

The

DADANT & SON,

BEESWAX wanted
at all times

tlamllton, Hanccick Co.,

III.

and when
with honey, and a

est flint glass,
filled

neat label attached,

makes

it

handsome a

as

package as can be imagined.
sets
ring,

rubber

flat

held in
place by a flat steel
spring across the top as
Bhown in the picture. It
is

which

is

THE HERSHI5ER

glass top

Its

on a
and

is

practically air-tight,

thus permitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

HONEY- JARS.
These jars were designed for
use in the honey exhibit al the
Pan-American Exposition, in
Buffalo, and are very neat and
They have corkattractive.
lined aluminum caps which seal

Gollcrs

We

can furnish these

It

m try them once you

jars, f.o.b.

Chicago,

gross,
at tliese prices: One gross, $5.00; two
$4.7" a gross; five or more gross $4.50 i)er

other

dnd

honey

ars.

-»

will likely use no
of top or sealing arrangement for

If honey is sealed
tight.
in these jars while hot there
will be no annoyance from granulation.

them

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.

»M & 146

Erie Sueet,

-

CHICAGO, ILI»

For exhibition purposes and a
trade nothing on the
marketcompares with these jars.
Put up your honey in a neat, attractive package, and sell it at a
good price.
The fact that the molds are
fancy

A YEAR
$300,000,000.00
have part of it If you work
and yon may

Sam'B poaltry product pays
that sum- Send 1(K- for pamplesand particWe furnish capital to start you in
ulare.
buBluess. Draper PQbliBtilD2Co.,Cblcato*>U.
for UB. Uncle

If

constructed for making the jars
by hand instead of by machine,
and the addition of the aluminum caps, make the jars somewhat more expensive than the
ordinary jars. They are made
in four sizes square and three
sizes round, as shown in the illustration. We can supply them
either from Medina or from
Philadelphia at the following

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

$1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
-FOR HIS-

Bee=Keeper's Guide.

»>

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

prices
J-4

pound Square Hershiser

.Jars,

doz., 50c; $.5.40 per gross.
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
"doz., 55c; $6.00 per gross.

i.jj

I

per gross

Dozen, 80 cents; $ 9.00
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
10.80 per gross
Dozen, $1.00;
pound Square Hershiser Jars,
Dozen, 60 cents; $ 6 60 per gross
3, pound Round Hershiser Jars,
8.40 per gross
Dozen, 75 cents;
i pound Round Hershiser Jars,
12.00 per gross
Dozen, $1.10;
2 pound Round Hershiser Jars,
can
These prices, although rather high in comparison with other jars, are as low as
than other styles.
be made on hand-made jars, and afford us a smaller margin of profit
1

2

Order a sample dozen of each
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prevent the adulteration of honey.
prosecute dishonest honey-dealers.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman

The above is the title, and name of the
new bee-book which will be ready
some time in January, 1903, as it is now in the
author, of a

It is a book that every
bee-keeper in the world that can read English
will want to own and read. It will contain over
300 pages, be bound in handsome cloth, printed
on good book-paper, and illustrated with over
100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken
by Dr. Miller himself. The book will show in
detail how Dr. Miller does things with bees.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting biographical sketch of
Dr. Miller, which finally tells how he happened
Seventeen years ago
to get into bee-keeping.
he wrote a small book, called, " A Year Among
the Bees." but that little work has been out of
print for a number of years. While some of the
matter used in the former book is found in the
new one, it all reads like a good new story of
successful bee-keeping by one of the masters.

hands of the printers.

How

to

Whitcomb,
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Z.

I
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A. I. Root,
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M. Hambaugh,
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C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

Dr. A. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager and Treas-

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.
more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the office of the American Bee Journal, when
flS"If

who

will

A

Celluloid Queen-Button is a V8?v
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller
to wear on his coatrlapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of honej,
and frequently leads to a
^
sale.

"

Note. — One reader

for

is

$1.00, post-

weekly American

one year, both will be sent for

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's

new hook free

as a

writes:

have every reason to beit would be a very
good idea forev»ry bee-keeper
to wear one (of iie buUonsi
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thus started would wind up with the
Bale of more or less honey; at any rate it would
I

lieve that

give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten maay a person in regard to honey
tad bees."
^
The picture shown herewith Is a reproducaon of a motto queen-button that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
onderside to fasten it.
Price, by mall, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to Uie office
ct the Amerleao ."*ee Journal.

for sending us Two
Bee Journal for one

premium

New

urer, Forest City, Iowa.

"^

new book

taken with the

SI. 75.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor,
mall individual receipts.

price of this

or, if
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Eocene Secor,

:

Get a copy of Dr. Miller's
" Forty Years Among the Bees."

Subscribers to the
year with 52.00. This is
Better send in the new
Jan. 1, so they can begin

a magnificent offer.
subscriptions before
with the new year.
Or, if sent at once, we will throw in the rest of
this year's numbers of the Bee Journal free to
the new subscribers.
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Urones and Workers.— In the British Bee
copied without note or comment an article by Sir
Arnold, in which, speaking of rearing a queen, he

Eggs
Journal
says

for

is

Edward

^ Editorial Comments.

NcSLl;

1902.

18,

:

Simply they build a special

cell, shaped like the wicker
used when pool is played at the billiard-table,
and thither they conduct her Majesty. There does she enter, "high and composedly," like (Jxieen Elizabeth, at Hatfield.
In that cell she deposits one of the 2CKX) eggs which
it is her daily duty to lay, and no microscope can detect the
slightest difference between that egg and the others which
will turn into workers or drones.
But the bees place in her
cell certain special foods, and lock up its gates with certain
solemn observances, after which, in 16 days, lo there is a
new queen, who shall lead a swarm or govern in the old one.

basket that

When to Put Bees Into the Cellar.— Those who winter
bees outdoors hardly realize how grateful they should be for
being free from one source of anxiety that always confronts
the man who cellars his bees. Just about now there will
be some puzzling over the vexatious question as to whether
the bees shall go in as they are, or wait for another flight.
For some reason they have been left out till they have had
quite a nip of frost, and have not flown for a number of
days. Every day they continue out makes them less fit to
be taken in. But there is a chance that in a few days there
will come a day warm enough for them to fly.
On the
other hand, there is a chance that no day before spring will
be warm enough for a flight, and the poor cellarer is on the
rack to know which way to decide. Be thankful if you can
winter your bees outdoors.
A

Bright Trick With Forced

Swarms was

the Chicago Convention by J. C. Wheeler, who,

given at
seems,

it

has been making such swarms fora number of years. Some
say that all the bees should be shaken or brushed from the
combs, so that the whole force of bees may be left on the
old stand and others reply that if the brood be placed on
the new stand without any bees there may be a great loss
from robbing, starving, or chilling. Well, Mr. Wheeler
succeeds in leaving all the bees with the gwarm and yet
avoiding danger to the brood after the following fashion
;

:

All the bees are shaken or brushed off, and the hive of
beeless brood is set on the old stand, the forced swarm near
by. The field-bees will return to the old stand, and the

brood will be well cared for. In a day or two the forced
swarm is put on the old stand, and the hive of brood removed to a new stand some distance away. All the old
bees will be sure to go to the old stand, and enough young
bees will have emerged to care for the brood, thus leaving
all the bees with the swarm, and yet running no risk with
the brood.

—

Brushing Bees from Combs, In a very interesting
report of a visit to that veteran, O. O. Poppleton, Editor
Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper, gives Mr. Poppleton "s
plan of getting ahead of the dodgers when clearing the extracting

combs

of bees

:

After dislodging the greater part of the adhering bees
is rested upon the other frames,
while Mr. P. at the right, and his assistant at the left, each
provided with strong feathers, quickly brush the bees into
the hive. By thus brushing both sides at the same time,

by shaking, the frame

there is little chance for dodging from side to side, and it
readily cleared, and passes to the hand of the assistant,
who places it in the carrier while another is withdrawn and
treated as before.
is

is

I

Edwin had

said that no microscope can detect a
an egg intended for a queen and one
intended for a worker, it would have been all right. But
when he puts in the lot eggs intended for drones, and then
says no microscope can detect any difference, it shows that
he has not made microscopical examinations with sufficient
care, for in an egg intended for a queen or a worker will be
found one or more spermatozoa, while nothing of the kind
will be found in an egg that will produce a drone.
If Sir

difference between

will eat

those

for Pasture ? — Some report
and horses will not touch it, others that they
greedily. Both are no doubt correct
at least

Sweet Clover Good

is

that cattle
it

who say

;

cattle will not touch

are so far correct that
cattle unacquainted with it must learn to like it.
But that
argument might apply to corn as a feed for stock, for it is
it

which grow up without ever having had a
must learn to like it. Look at the cultivated taste of a cow for " slops." The family bossy will
eat a mixture of dishwater and almost anything else, while
a cow that has never had anything besides green feed or
said that cattle

taste of Indian corn

grain will sniff at

An

it

editorial in

in disdain.

the Bee-Keepers' Review has this upon

the subject
Sweet clover as a pasture has been condemned by some
people, but down in Lenawee County, Mich., I recently
saw a striking illustration of the manner in which stock
will eat it down.
Mr. C. A. Huff, of that county, seeded
down 12 acres to sweet clover. By the way, he secured an
excellent catch by sowing the seed in the spring with oats.
One portion of the field was fenced off and rented to a
neighbor, who put in plenty of stock, and they kept it
chopped down close. Mr. Huff put in only a small amount
of stock, not enough to keep the clover down, and it grew
as high as a man's head nearly all over his part of the field.

Here comes a note from Dr. Miller bearing
direction

in the

same

:

"At one time one or both of the Dadants said that
sweet clover would not be allowed to grow if cattle were
allowed access to it when young. I don't know that I ever
said so out loud, but I thought that was putting the case a
little strong.
For the unkindness of that thought toward
such reliable men I have been personally punished. Last
year I turned my horses into a field which contained a
patch of sweet clover some rods in extent. It was luxurious
in its second year's growth. I wanted it to re-seed the
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ground, but those horses kept it eaten down so closely that
scarcely a seed was allowed to mature, and whatever seed
may have fallen and started into growth this year, not a
thing has been allowed to continue in growth, and the place
Last year was an exceedingly
is now bare of sweet clover.
dry season and the pasturage a- little short, or the case
might not have been so bad. This year has been as wet as
last was dry, and the horses have had more pasture than
they could manage, so another field with a good start of
sweet clover has been cropped by the horses in moderation."

Balled

Queens

in

Swarms, says G. M.

Doolittle in

sometimes responsible for the
bees deserting the hive and returning to their old homes,
just as they would do if the queen had not accompanied
them. The remedy he gives is to find and smoke the ball
Gleanings

in Bee-Culture, are

the bees release the queen, when a general hum of
content will announce that all is well. In exceptional cases
the queen will again be balled in a few minutes, when the
smoking must be promptly repeated or the hive will be
to

make

deserted.

Baby Bees — Too Funny

Anything.— Occasionally
one meets with information about bees good enough to find
a place in a comic almanac, albeit the medium may be very
far from a comic almanac in character. The following sent
us by Mr. H. W. Cornelison, of Wisconsin, and taken from
for

that very excellent periodical, the Sunday-School Advocate,
has beeu received at this office
:

A B.\BY BEE.

The honey-bee, like every other created thing, whether
beast, bird, insect, or plant, was once a baby. In the spring
the empty combs, made just the right size for baby bees to
grow in, are carefully looked over and made clean by the
bees that were born the year before, and in these cells they
lay some tiny eggs. In a few days each egg becomes a litIt has a large mouth like a baby bird, and
tle white worm.
It is fed very often with bee-bread from
is very hungry.
the mouth of a nurse-bee. In a little while it has filled the
cell

with

its

soft,

white body.

Then

it

no longer needs

old nurse looks at it and seems to say, " Poor
little dear, you are sleepy I" and she tucks a coverlet, which
has been used before, all over the top of the cell, and goes
She comes back to listen
to look after her other babies.
once in a while to see if it is all right, and she hears a little
sound. It is the baby bee weaving for itself a blanket of
the finest silken threads, for it must be wrapped up for a
long nap. It is now a chrysalis, and while it is taking a
long rest its preparation for life is going on quietly and
beautifully. The same divine hand that formed the baby
boy or girl forms the baby bee, and does it just as wisely
and perfectlv.
In about three weeks from the time the egg was placed
in the cell, if you lift the cover and look carefully into the
top of their house, you will see the top of the cell, or a little
waxen coverlet, break gently. Then a tiny face peeps
through the opening. It looks wondering and innocent as
young birds and animals do. Then it puts two hands on
the broken rim of the cell and lifts itself out.— Eliz.\beth
Grinn'EI,L.
food.

The

% The

Dec.

YVeekly

18. 1902.

Bud^t. *

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention had a
gratifying attendance, especially of those outside of Illinois, and yet quite a number were absent who possibly
might have been present if they had realized in advance
what was to be the character of the meeting. Bearing
directly upon the matter comes the following letter from
one who was present
:

'

Mr. Editor

—

wish I could say something to some
brother bee-keepers within easy reach of Chicago, to
awaken in them a sense of the privilege they are missing
by failing to attend the meetings of the Chicago-Northwestern. It was a wide-awake convention. The time was
not filled up with long, prosy papers, but the question-box,
for the most part, furnished material for live discussion.
Bright bits of information sparkled out here and there,

of

my

;

I

some of them from men who would never have given them
in the columns of a bee-paper, nor in any other way than
by the stimulating influence of personal contact with other

men

of experience in convention assembled.
" Possibly the plan of having a convention with little
or nothing prepared in advance by way of program might
not be a success with a sleepy presiding officer, but with
the right man in the chair there will be brought out an interchange of opinions such as can not be secured in any
other way. Written papers can be read at our leisure at
home in the columns of the bee-papers without the expense
of traveling miles from home, long speeches are likely to
bore all but those who are making them, but face-to-face
discussions are the things for a live convention. The personal meeting and interchange of opinion between two beekeepers is interesting and profitable in nearly every case,
and when, by set agreement, the number of such persons
meeting runs up into the scores, embracing in their number
thoughtful men of large experience, it is hard for any one
to attend without carrying away a considerable fund of
useful information. Add to this the social feature, the
hand-grasp of old and new friends, and those who have
never attended a live bee-keepers' convention little know
the treat in store for them if they attend the next meeting
of the Chicago-Northwestern."

Mr. James H. Fishbr, when sending the pictures
shown on this and the next page, wrote us as follows
:

have been sitting on the fence and watching the beekeepers in this vicinity for about six years, and now I am
about ready to come down and start for myself. I have experimented for six years. I have 9 colonies in good shape.
I will send a picture of my apiary and Mr. Beitel's,
I

Comment is unnecessary. If " Elizabeth " should get
a text-book on bees and look into a bee-hive, she might be
better fitted to give instruction to Sunday-school scholars,
but she can do vastly better work at writing funny things
for the bee-papers by remaining in her present state of
mind.

" The

Hum

of the

Bees

in the

Apple-Tree Bloom "

is

name of the finest bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
the

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

\

Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, and

the

IVax-Extractor at

ivork.

Dec.
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my wax-extractor in operation,
wife and myself.
This extractor is an improvement over the Swiss. It
has a cone-shaped bottom so as to make it stronp to resist
the screw a cone-shaped plunger to work freely so as to
combined

;
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also a picture of

my

showinfT

Convention Proceedings

;

THE DENVER CONVENTION.
Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers" Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3. 4 and 5, 1902.
(Continued from paire

790.)

THIRD DAY— Ai-TKRNOON

Session.

Hutchinson called the convention to
order, and requested Mr. W. L. Porter, of Colorado, to read
his paper on "Managing Out-Apiaries for Comb Honey."
Mr. Porter As the topic assigned is on producing
comb honey in out-apiaries, and as that is about the same
as producing comb honey at home, therefore the paper will
cover a kind of synopsis on organizing an out-apiary and
running it.

At

2 o'clock Pres.

—

MANAQINQ OUT-APIARIES FOR COMB HONEY.
The out-apiary is an invention of the specialist, that is,
of the bee-keeper who devotes his whole time to bee-culture,
depending on it for his income. In a country where the
honey-producing plants are scattered, he finds it necessary
to keep more bees than one location will furnish flowers
for.
In order that he may have a full crop he seeks a new
and more favorable location.
1st,
In an out-apiary three things must be considered
Ivocation. 2d, Stock of bees. 3d, Method of manipulation.
In seeking a location it is important that the bee-keeper
should keep in mind three important facts, viz.:
1st. There must be an abundance of honey-producing
plants.
2d. This must not be already stocked by other beekeepers.
favorable place to set the hives must be found.
3d.
The land should slope gently to the south, with shade; on
the north and west protection from the wind.
After a suitable location has been found it should be
stocked with bees which have been bred with special reference to hardiness, to insure good wintering strong wingpower, for long flights and to resist the wind. They should
:

Outline of

Mr.

Fisher's Wax-Extractor.

follow down the combs as they melt, and keep the steam in
contact with same. It is guided at the top lid so it has to
stay straight. The steam comes up the small pipe from the
boiler into the larger one in the plunger, then down, and
carries the wax out to the screen from there it goes to the
outlet pipe to a dish or pan to receive it. Too much pressure must not be put on the screw, for the more pressure
you put on it the higher the steam pressure. The steam
will carry the wax out to the periphery of the machine, and
there will not be any left in the refuse. It works to perfection, as the smile on the faces tell.
Northampton Co., Pa.
Jamks H. Fisher.
;

The De.\th of A. I. Root's Mothek is announced
Gleanings in Bee-Culture. She died full of good works
and full of years, having lived another score of years beyond the " three score years and ten."
in

Mr.

R. D.

appears on the

A

;

have energy and good comb-building qualities. There
should be colonies enough in a place to make it an object to
spend a whole day in one yard to furnish work for the beekeeper and his assistants. The hives should number from
It is necessary to have a bee-and-mouse-proof
100 to 150.
building large enough to hold supplies for a year's crop of

honey and increase.
In winter the beekeeper should make

visits

from time

Cleveland's observation hive with bees
first

page.

He has

this to say about

it

:

send herewith a photograph of one of my hives which,
perhaps from its singularity, your readers may find more
interesting than one of my whole apiary. As you will see,
it is an observation hive which I made myself, and have
placed on a bracket shelf attached to the sill of the sittingI

room window.
I took a comb of brood with two queen-cells and all the
bees and put in the observatory, and they went to work as
if they had always lived there.
The queens hatched in
about a week, but we never saw but one of ttiem. A few
"
days after we saw H. R. H." return from her bridal trip,
and since we have watched all the various stages of housekeeping and rearing " children." I also added a four-section
super, but the honey-flow was so scanty that they would not

go up.

I

tried a section of

uncapped honej'

for bait,

and

they took it all right, but left an empty comb. I intend to
try again next year, and hope to get them to work in the
super.
I

hive

am
is to

structive

would be

if bee-keepers knew how easy an observation
make and manage, and how interesting and init would be to themselves ^nd friends, no apiary
without one.
Ralph D. Cleveland.

sure

Messrs- Fisher and Beitel in their Apiary.
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to time to prevent robbingespecially those weak or dead

weak or queenless

colonies,

from foul brood. In spring
the out-yards need watching for colonies which may need
feeding, and later all need stimulative feeding that they

may be in full strength for the honey-flow. Before plants
or trees bloom wheat-flour may be fed to be used in place of
pollen, and the honey in the hive may be unsealed, and,
where necessary, combs of honey given them.
A very important problem which presents itself is the
control of swarming. Many methods are used by different
bee-keepers. Some make a practice of clipping the queen's
wings, and allow natural swarming. Others dequeen the
hives entirely. Whatever method is employed, two things
may be profitably considered 1st, That shaded colonies
having plenty of storage-room are less apt to swarm than
those under opposite conditions. 2d. That a stock of bees
may be carefully bred which is not predisposed to swarm.
At the home of the bee-keeper there should be a commodious workshop, well lighted and heated for winter work.
Here all hives and supers should be prepared and sections
filled with foundation.
As fast as these are ready they
should be moved to the buildings at the out-yards. Thus,
everything is made ready for the rush of the season. As
fast as the honey is finished it should be taken off the hives
and stored in a warm, dry room. There the sections should
be cleaned, the honey carefully graded and crated. The
earlier this is done the better prepared the bee-keeper is to
meet the demand for early comb honey at high prices.
:

Managing out-apiaries for comb honey is not easy
work. It is continuous work the whole year. It has some
disadvantages over having all one's bees at a home yard.
Much valuable time is lost each day on the road to and from
the yards. But there are great advantages. In one locality,
from one or another cause, the bees may dwindle badly, or
the flowers may fail, then if the bees are all there a complete loss results. At another yard, perhaps at a short distance, conditions may differ so that there is a full crop and
some profit is realized. Different parts of the country
vary so that in one State it may be advisable to concentrate
the stock
at another to scatter it widely.
Each beekeeper must study and adapt himself to the conditions of
his own environment. There is one principle that applies
to all localities
To get good results in comb honey it is
absolutely necessary to have all hives full of bees at the
time of the honey-flow.
W. L,. PoRTER.
;

:

Mr. Gill, who was to have responded to Mr. Porter's
paper, not being present, and being engaged on a committee, the President stated they would proceed with the discussion of the paper without waiting for the response.
R. D. Williams I have four out-apiaries, and I have
never any use for a honey-house. When the honey is ready
to take off I go with a wagon and haul it home
I think it
is cheaper than to build a honey-house, and I don't think it
is necessary
if a person is careful in taking the honey off
he will have no trouble. Cover it up well, and you can get

—

;

;

away with it all right.
R. A. Wilson— What is the best plan
swarming question in out-apiaries?

—
—

Mr. Collins That you had brood in the previous year ?
Mr. Brown Yes take them from the extracting super.
W. L. Hawley I understand this is for comb honey. I
have two out-yards that I run for extracting, and the

—

;

swarming does not trouble me very much but if I run it
for comb honey it would fail entirely. I think the system
of removing or dividing is all right for extracting, but
when it comes to comb honey, it is a question.
;

have seen hives prepared that way for
have taken five frames out of an 8-frame
hive, and, in eight days after, I have seen a swarm cast.
It
is a very doubtful question whether we can produce comb
honey in that way. My plan is to have two hives for one
colony, and shift my colony, and fix the honey hive so that
the hatching bees for the next 21 days pass continually
through into the new hive and it is not once in a hundred
;

times that a swarm will issue.
S. Francis I have had a little experience in managing

—

;

—

—

—

MANAGING OUT-APIARIES FOR COMB HONEY.
When W. L. Porter has told you what he knows about
running out-apiaries for comb honey, there is nothing left
for me to say.
But I will attempt to make a few comments
and add a few suggestions.
What Mr. Porter has said about locating of apiaries
and about certain strains of bees, is terse, and to the point,
and any one will find it profitable to follow his advice.
In locating an apiary I like to have it convenient to
drive to, and have at least one approachable side where I
can drive to and from with my loads without being in an
exposed place with my team.
If I had everything just as I want it, I would prefer to
have only one shop and honey-house. I would have a good
shed at each out-apiary, under which to set supplies temporarily that were not in use. I like a good wagon adapted
to the business, a Daisy wheelbarrow, and a large wagonsheet.
All supplies would be hauled from the central location to the out-apiaries, and all honey loaded right from the
hives onto the wagon and taken to the central location,
where it would be cleaned and cased ready for market.
With regard to the kind of hives and fixtures, and as to
some particular strain of bees or some particular mode of
management. I would say, follow no fad beyond the practical point.
There is a limit as to how far we shall carry out
the minor details in the management of out-apiaries that is
certainly found between the practical and fussy plans for
such work.

mulate.

and about two or three times

W. P. Collins— Do you take the brood-frames and remove them from the hives j-ou expect are going to swarm ?
Mr. Brown — Yes.
Mr. Collins— What do you put back ?
Mr. lirown — Empty combs.

—

out-apiaries, and we have practiced the shaking-out
plan we have the colonies all in good shape, and they are
about ready to swarm, and we have the stands arranged in
pairs.
We take the queen from one and shake all the bees
from the other, and then make one colony of the two; we
take the one we took the queen from and put it on another
stand, and put the new stand on the one we took the queen
from, and in that way we get all the working force into one
colony.
Mr. Ivy I would like to ask those people who recommend that plan if that does not interfere with the bees storing comb honey ? Do they continue as well after the
manipulation as they did before ?
Mr. Collins As far as I am concerned I followed out
the plan from which I suppose it has hindered a little the
storing of honey. Where I have allowed the hatching bees
to pass out through the hives which I shift the colony onto,
I have been unable to see any
difference. The plan Mr.
Porter has spoken of is the one I follow where I want an
increase. If I don't want it I attach the old hive to the
new one so that every bee, in order to reach the field, must
pass through the new one, so that when the worker returns
he will return and stay in the new one.
I never had any die, and it is the handiest way, by far,
because it saves a second shaking.
Mr. Hutchinson Mr. Gill, of Colorado, is now here, and
will respond to Mr. Porter's paper.

I

;

is sufficient,

Mr. Collins

some

I

We

any indications of swarming

comb honey, and
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In the running of several out-apiaries for comb honey
there is a constant demand upon our energy, and while what
Mr. Porter says about valuable time being lost in traveling
from one apiary to another is true, we find that there is
rest in the variation, and that the changed scenes and conditions help to keep the work from sameness and drudgery.
Again, much depends upon being prepared, and if you
are running a number of out-apiaries, and haven't faith in
your business, and faith in the promise of a seed-time and
harvest enough to prepare for a crop during the winter and
early spring, you do not deserve a crop, and,in fact, can not
secure otie.
At the close of the season finish your work just before
the bees finish theirs. Don't leave on a part of the supers
perhaps all winter, but remove them, and take good care of
all drawn combs, as they are valuable next season.
August and September is the time to put bees in condition for next year's crop.
In conclusion I would say, don't let this season's work
lap onto next year's work, but put your bees in good condition, clean up all your honey, both comb and extracted, and
sell it.
Save and make all the wax from combs that accu-

for handling the

Mr. Brown— In our locality [California] our out-apiaries are usually managed by dividing.
go through
perhaps once in ten days and divide all colonies that have

over

Dec.

If you are going to be a honey-producer, produce some,
and when you get it produced sell it to some one who likes
to dabble with pints and pounds, and turn your attention
M. A. Gill.
towards producing some more.

—

Pres. Hutchinson In order that some one may pass
upon the exhibits, I would ask the Vice-President to take
the chair so that I may get the committee to work.

;
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Vice-Pres. Harris Is there any discussion upon this
response read by Mr. Gill 7
J. Merklcy
Mention i.s made in the paper about the
Daisy wheelbarrow. We are using what I call the dai.sy
wheelbarrow the handles run straight to the wheelbarrow, and are hinged at the top, and there is a spring under
the top that rests on a top-bar running down to these handles.
That will explain the construction of the machine.
We have tried the Daisy wheelbarrow and several other

—

;

kinds, and this
is

is

simple to make

desire.

far ahead of

— a thing you

—

combs

?

—

Mr. Gill I don't say I can put up a first grade of honey,
but I can put up honey that will sell this year.
Vice-Pres. Harris— If there is no further discussion I
will appoint Messrs. Gill and Kauchfuss to escort to the
front Miss Ellen Grenfell, Colorado's lady superintendent
of schools, whom I have the pleasure of introducing to you.
She is one of the best educators, and one of the most brilliant women that the State of Colorado has ever had in the
position.

ADDRESS OF HISS GRENFELL.
After that very flattering introduction I feel as if I
would like to go to the back part of the room again. I came
up here not as one understanding the scientific matters regarding bees and honey, but simply as a person, who, being
very fond of honey indeed, was naturally attracted by any
gathering which tends to increase the production of honey
in Colorado and the United States. As a school teacher,
and one engaged in school work for about 20 years, I have
every reason in the world to speak highly of bees. I don't
know what the educational people would do if they did not
have the little busy bee to hold up as an example to the rising generation as to how their work should be pursued
there certainly is not a creature after which the young people have been requested to pattern their ways as much as
that little creature known as the bee.
We feel very much honored we in Denver and in Colorado to have you meet here from all parts of the United

—

—

States.
to Colorado so many years ago that I don't bewere half a dozen hives or colonies in this State
I came when there was no railroad in the State
and I
know that for some time they were very unsuccessful indeed in keeping bees here and pr oducing honey and I remember when honey was a dollar a pound right here in
Colorado, and to a child who was fond of honey that was a
serious matter and I personally have a feeling of deep
I

came

lieve there

;

;

;

;

gratitude to those pioneers in bee-culture who persisted in
spite of repeated failures, and finally have placed Colorado
among the leading honey-producing States', that is, in proportion to the amount of farming land we have, and to the
amount of agricultural facilities we have in this State.
We hope you have had a pleasant visit here. We have
all appreciated your visit, and we hope that you have mixed
the sweet in with the work of your gatherings. I have
read with much interest the account of your meetings in
the papers, and I realize how much it means to have an
intelligent body of people gathered together and paySng
attention to these details of the work. Years ago it would
have been thought perhaps a strange thing that people
would travel from all parts of the United States and I
notice delegates even from Canada to consider such a
thing as producing honey and bee-keeping, and yet here
you are it shows that you have dignified the business, that
you are bound to make of it truly a scientific thing, and
that means that there will be great improvement, because
when a body of earnest people put themselves to work to
understand thoroughly the conditions and to improve them,
it means that the whole business is going to be elevated,
and that better results will be derived than otherwise could
have been the case. The great things that have been
accomplished in this world have not been by hit or miss
work among individuals, it has been by the steady, continued, persistent, systematic effort of the people all over
the country who are engaged in that particular line.
Now, I have taken too much of your time, you have so
many valuable things to discuss but I thank you very
much for giving me this opportunity to meet you, and I am
looking forward with much pleasure to the discussion to'be
brought[up here this afternoon. (Applause.

—

;

;

(Continued next week.)

—
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Rearing Long- Lived Queens and Bees.

anything we have used. It
can make yourself if you so

Mr. Ivy I would like to ask Mr. Gill, who recommended
saving all drawn combs, whether he would use tho.se combs
the following season for the purpose of putting up comb
honey, and, if so, can he have stored a first grade of honey
in those

Contributed Articles,
I

BS' C.

r.

rJADANT.

HAVE

read with interest the numerous articles and valuable discussions on the above subject, in the American
Hee Journal, for the past five months. Dr. (iallup's renewed mention of our name prompts me to present my
views on the matter.
I want to tell the reader that perhaps he does not know
Dr. Gallup as well as I do. My acquaintance with him dates
back to l.St)7. I was then 16 years of age, and, though a
novice, I was mucb interested in bees, for my father was
already beginning to succeed with them on a comparatively
large scale. Gallup's articles were among the first I read.

I

He became noted

at

once for his practical methods, his

pithy arguments, and the forcible way in which he expresses
himself. At that time the contributors of the American
Bee Journal were very few, and Gallup is one of the few
remaining. I have kept the entire file of the American Bee
Journal since the beginning. It was then, as it is now, the
open field for discussion, free to all who kept within the
limits of good-nature.
Its first editor, Samuel Wagner, set
the example, so well followed by his different successors, of
refraining from influencing the deductions of the readers
by any criticisms of the ideas advanced, unless evidently
improper or incorrect. It is a pleasure to go back to those
files, bound by my father in a simple way, and with leaves
yellow from age, and see how many of the so-called new
ideas that are presented now were talked over at that time
by our elders. " ?\'il sub sole novum," says the proverb
" Nothing new under the sun," and many of the new things
are only old things renovated, or presented under difi'erent
conditions.
The " umbilical cord." This new presentation by Gallup and Doolittle would explain to me a thing at which I
have often wondered. I have often asked myself wliether
the larva ate anything after it had begun to stretch in the
The food is at the bottom, the larva stretches with its
cell.
head outward, therefore the food is behind it. Does it cease
to eat as soon as it stretches in the cell at full length, or
does it turn about once in a while, or does it absorb food
through its skin, oris there a feeding canal an umbilical
cord as Gallup says very properly, to help it to feed itself
until it needs nothing more? I have looked through our
Cheshire,
scientific works in vain for the umbilical cord.
Cowan, Cook, all say that the bowel of the larva is closed
so that it cannot pass any dejections they assert that most
of the food is taken through the mouth, or perhaps through
the pores of the abdomen. Cheshire states plainly that the
larva turns about in the cell to throw up its stomach-lining,
and lap up its remaining food previous to metamorphosis.
I quote

—

—

;

:

imprisoned larva, having a little more than
for turning, must be freed of these objectionable resdua, but Nature is equal to the difficulty, accomplishing all in a manner commanding our admiration. In
a word, the larva turns its head upon its stomach, and
pushes the former toward the base of the cell until its position is reversed, the tail being outwards, and, thus placed,
it laps up all residue of food, especially from its old clothes
(the previous moultings) previously referred to, until they
are dried and practically occupy no space. It now throws
up its stomach and bowels, with all their contents, and
without detaching them from its outer skin, which is
moulted as before, but, in this instance, to be depressed
.It
against the cell so as to form for it an interior lining.
now turns its head and resumes its old position. .. ."
Cheshire Vol. I, page 21.
The above is concerning the worker-bee. Of the queen
he says
"The skin and bowel are indeed cast as by the worker,
but they are not spread out on the cell-wall. The bowel, relatively small, and containing little waste product, is
thrown against the side of the cell, just below the mass of
royal jelly and here the skin of the body is placed also,
where both can always be found, by opening a queen-cell,
on the third day after sealing." H.ere he adds: "During
the earlier part of the ^changes, the developing insect ad-

"The

enough room

.

;
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heres, by the dorsum, to the wet royal jelly, and probably
continues to take nourishment through a part of the skin."
(Page 243t. Here he touches the point for which we are
looking, but says nothing of an umbilical cord.
I do not happen to have Prof. Cook's latest edition, I
think I loaned it to some one, but one of his former editions
" They [the larva;] have a mouth
is at hand and he says
with soft lips and weak jaws, yet it is doubtful if all or
much of their food is taken in at this opening. There is
some reason to believe that the honey-bees especially, like
many maggots, absorb much of their food through the
body-walls."
Cowan, while repeating the same thing, or about the
same, on the intestine being blind and passing no dejections, adds that the larva absorbs the food " by the mouth,
:

and likewise by that portion of the body floating in it."
If there is an umbilical cord — and there is one if Gallup
and Doolittle have not mistaken something else for it — it is
time that our scientists found it. This would not be the
first time that practical men had compelled a discovery by
pointing to it. The soft nature of the grub or larva renders
the study of its physiology rather difficult, and that is perhaps why this has not been brought to light. But if there
is an umbilical cord, it surely exists in all the bees, and is
only larger or smaller, sooner or later destroyed in each one
of the insects. Thus of course the best queens would show
it best.
I appeal to Prof. Cook, Prof. Benton, Prof. Gillette, Mr. Cowan, and all our other microscopists, to investigate this subject, and let us know what they find. Our
text-books must not ignore this if there is anything in it.

Now as to the practical part of the arguments.
There was a time when we reared queens for sale on a
large scale. The Italian beas were then scarce in America,
and the queens were in demand to supersede the black or
common race. We never attempted to rear queens in any
large quantity under the swarming impulse. Our queens
were reared by removing the queens from a large colony,
usually the strongest in the yard. When the cells were
mature they were removed and placed in nuclei in which
they hatched and became fertile. These nuclei were made
with two or three frames of brood and enough bees to keep
it warm.
Some of the best queens that we ever had were
reared in this way. It would be a waste of time for any one
to tell me that our bees were inferior, for I know better.
The crops that we harvested were the evidence. If the
rearing of the queens in this manner had been an injury,
we should have had an inferior race to the common bee
whose queens were all, or nearly all, reared by the swarming impulse in box-hives of all sizes. But our Italians were
ahead of the blacks in every instance. A little later, we
know that a great many queens were reared that were inferior, all through the country. I ascribe this fully as much
to the inand-in breeding resorted to, owing to the desire for
yellow bees, as to breeding in diminutive hives. The Italians were yellow, and every one wanted yellow bees. The
yellower they were the purer they were thought to be. Thus
quality was set aside for color. I believe my father was the
first to talk about leather-colored bees.
These were better.
Why ? Not because of their color, but because they were
bred in reference to their producing quality, and not in reference to color.
Dr. Gallup speaks of queens living 6 years, and occupyiug 36 combs. Such queens are exceptions. I never saw
one. We used to clip the wings of our queens, and know
that the average is 3 or 4 years. Unless a queen's wing is
clipped it is next to impossible to assert that it is the same
one, from year to year. Dr. Gallup may say that we had
no such queens as he describes, because we did not rear them
under the swarming impulse. But he will surely acknowledge that when one has had bees for nearly 40 years, one
has seen queens reared in the natural way by the bees under
the swarming impulse.
It was the queens that had the
strongest colonies which we clipped, because we feared to
lose them.
Now as to longevity of workers. I feel that I am in
very good company when I am with Dr. Miller on any point.
Dr. Miller often says, " I don't know," but that gives him
so much more strength when he says " I know." I hold, and
think that he will back me in it, that there is not a queen
in existence whose bees live from the first of May to the
first of September.
I say this because I have in years gone
superseded many queens of the common variety with Italian queens of course, had all been reared in the natural
way and I make bold to say that not a single bee will remain on the first of September from eggs laid in April.
But if the queen is changed in August there will be many
bees still left on the first of April. I believe that nine-tenths

—

—
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of the bee-keepers who have tried it will agree with me.
This gives plain evidence that the main cause of short life
is in the wearing out of the wings and the accidents,
storms, rains, enemies of all kinds, etc. When there is
plenty of honey in the field the life is short and the queen
must be prolific to keep up the numbers but when there is
nothing in the fields, and the bees stay at home, they have
much more chances of long life. The bees of a queenless
colony will live longer, because they become apathetic and
stay at home.
I am very free to acknowledge that Gallup is right
when he says that if we want long-lived queens we must
rear them in propitious conditions, and not have her stinted
and stunted by cold or want of food. I am also very free
to say that the Doolittle method is the very best that has
yet been devised, to my knowledge, for queen-rearing.
This is known not only here, but on the continent where
Doolittle's name will be fully as famous by this discovery
as by all of his numerous writings. If Gallup is properly
named, since he gallops ahead in spite of his 82 years, and
shows us the path, I must say that Doolittle has been given
the wrong apellation, and should be called " Domuch." But.
gentlemen, I cannot agree to condemn all queens that are
reared by other means, if they are reared with plenty of
food, and plenty of warmth, in a colony that is not suffering.
Gallup says, on page 680 " Mr. Dadant, Mr. Hetherington and Mr. Quinby, all successful bee-keepers, use large
hives, but they do not use hives four times as large as a 10frame Langstroth hive." Beg pardon, but my father, who
was always trying something new, did try hives with 24
Quinby frames, and found them too large. He had some 25
or 30 of these. Then he concluded that perhaps what the
queen wanted was a large sheet of comb, so as to lay eggs
uninterruptedly for twenty-four hours or more without having to pass on to another, and he had us build hives with
frames 18x18 inches a small barn. They were entire failures.
No, Dr. Gallup, we are as much as any one the
champions of large hives, tut the man who expects anj'
queen, no matter what she is, to fill more than 13 or 14
Langstroth frames full of brood and keep them full at one
time, will find that he has to hunt for a very great exception.
;

:

—

Exceptions do not make rules, but confirm them.
I beg to be excused for writing such a lengthy article.
This is not my practice, but I wanted to view the matter
from all sides. I will sum up by saying that in my opinion
we must rear our queens in good, healthy colonies, of good,
prolific stock, not breed too much from just one strain, try to
rear queens and drones from different mothers, and look to
prolificness rather than color in our selections.
I cannot
see any other way than to breed from those colonies that
have given the best results. It is after honey that we are,
and the best queens will come from those colonies that have
produced the best crops.
Hancock Co., 111.

\

Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
WTT

^

>s'Tr'*r*rjr')t
»<i!?T^*i'w wT^'j^TT' frwTs'Tr'
Conducted by EMMfl M. WILSON, Marengo, III.

Our Sisters
"

in Eng-land.

One

of our most prominent bee-keeepers a year or two
ago wrote an article on our hobby as an occupation for the
gentler sex, and at the time I felt perturbed, as I dreaded
that a great and mighty Amazonian host might join the
ranks and oust all of us %vho are mere men. The lapse of
time, perhaps, or the discovery that affairs have undergone
no serious revolution, have soothed my nerves and enables
me now to view the matter with perfect equanimity, and I
feel no perturbation of spirit even when reading over the
Thirty-six ladies have oblist of new experts on page 381.
tained the much coveted certificate, as against twenty-six
gentlemen. That must mean that the cult is extending
and finding special favor amongst women, or that those going forward give more attention to preparation for the oral
and written part, as well as the manipulation of hives, so
as to be better fitted forpassing the examination with credit.
I understand they are apt pupils, and, as might be expected
of their sex, readier to respond fully and promptly to the
questions of the examiner. They are tactful and full of resource in manipulation, and their smart and active, yet

I

;
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neat and gentle, movements tell in their favor in capturing
and handlinjf frames. Kven in regard to the heavier and more trying calls on their strength and endurance,

(|ueens

I remember one of the examiners once vrrote wordsof praise
and commendation." I). M. M., in the British Uee Journal.

—

This shows that the women of England are pushing

to

the front, for 3() women against 2(i men obtained certiticates.
That speaks well for the women. AKso that the journals
are willing to accord to the weaker se.\ their full rights and
privileges.

Bee-Dress for Women— Smoker-Fuel, Etc.
On page 713, the statement is made, that bees will sting
anything black more readily than any other color. Miss
Wilson says
" If there is anything our bees seem to object to, it is
something black. I have known at least a dozen cross bees
at a time to attack the black head of my hatpin, that being
the only black object in sight."
Does Miss Wilson not wear a veil ? Does not that cover
at least 3 inches of the hat, making the rim black, besides
wearing it over the face ? If bees have such an antipathy
to black, why is the black net unanimously adopted for protection by all bee-keepers? and why do not the bees sting
the veil ? Our veils would be attacked and covered with
bees all the time, if they had such a keen appreciation of
the difference of the color. Indeed, I have many times forgotten and looked over a whole hive with my black veil
thrown up, entirely covering my hat, and not experienced a
sting.

No, bees do not wait to see what colored shirt-waist you
have on, but they scent what odors are objectionable, and
if you have been doing light housework, or have been about
a domestic pet, such as a dog, or a horse, their sense of exquisite odors are so acute they recognize it as a foreign
odor, and sting immediately. I make it a rule never to wear
my bee-dress outside of the yard. I disrobe on returning
and leaving the yard. No, the grand secret of no stings is
a perfectly clean garment, starched is best, and if worn only
in the yard it will attain a peculiar sweet odor from the
ozone of the hives, v?hich, whether black, green, yellow or
any other color, our little pets will delight in and never
sting. Of course, there are a few mad bees that will sting
any way. and when I have a colony that is cross I handle
them very firmly, not nervously (a good bee-keeper ought
not to have nerves) I give them a reasonable quantity of
smoke, and talk to them they learn in time to know my
voice; and, right here, I want to say, with all due deference
to the statement that bees cannot hear, I say bees can hear.
I don't • think they have ears, but that sound reverberates
almost with electric rapidity" though their little bodies,
and is the same to them as hearing is to us, one cannot
doubt. You cannot walk past a hive without attracting
their immediate attention and just fire off a gun in or near
the apiary, and see what aii uproar it will cause at each and
every hive. Tap on the hive, and how instantaneous is the
result.
I cannot see how any bee-keeper can say that bees
;

;
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hands, and our little pets will alight on the gloveH, crawl
over them, and never sting, because the scent is agreeable
them. I have written this before, for the sake of humanity
to the bees, and comfort to ourselves.
I wish every beekeeper would adopt this method of wearing waxed gloves,
as it also prevents the per.^piration from saturating the
gloves.

And now, with regard to fuel for the smoker. I have
tried everything for l.S years.
the woodI find chips from
pile make the fire too hot, and sparks tly out of the top.
I
(ind rotten wood too hot, and also sparks and cinders fall
out of the top. I find excelsior burns out too quickly. I
use old sack, cut in pieces, say 4 or 5 inches square. I dip
one corner of the piece in coal-oil, and light up the smoker
as soon as it is about 'j burnt out. I put in 2 or 3 pieces
more, thus creating a smouldering fire which if renewed
say every '2 hour or 1". hours, according to how rapidly it
is blowed, I get a good volume of smoke, with no spark or
cinders to annoy the bees or cause danger of fire. Saltpeter
I have never used, but if it caused the sack to burn more
quickly, it would not answer my purpose. In this way I
have kept rags smouldering for 3 hours, and while I go to
lunch and back.
I bought a Bingham smoker 10 years ago and am still
using it. I had to have a new funnel made, but the body is
as good as ever, and the tin is not burned out vet.
I started bee-keeping with D. A. Jones, of Canada, and the
dress I wore then, I think, can never be excelled for coolness and comfort. My dress was grass-linen, with blouse
waist, rufties at the neck, and buttoned at the wrist, and an
elastic run into the blouse at the waist, fitting tight over an
ordinary gored skirt with a deep hem, a pair of bloomers of
grass-linen, with elastics and a ruffle, fitting over my boot
tops thin kid boots, not laced too tight; a white hat, with a
strip of Victoria lawn hemmed at each side, and made long
enough to tie with bow and ends, which could be removed,
and laundered and replaced each week with a clean tie.
I have been reading with much interest the different
methods of queen-rearing, and although I have only reared
queens for my own apiary, I wish to say, that D. A. Jones
had all his SIO.OO queens fertilized in those little hives,
which I believe Mr. Alley is now using. I think Mr. Jones
and Mr. Frank Benton were the first to use them, the latter
for shipping from Italy, and many a beautiful leathercolored queen, with her 3 black dots, have I seen liberated
out of said little hives. The small hive is no new idea Mr.
Jones had hundreds of them. This winter I will write an
article on his method of fertilizing queens on the Islands of
the Georgian Bay, of which there are 27,000.
Maybe Miss Wilson had a little sister who had inadvertently handled that hatpin with sticky hands, or else the
bees mistook it for the center of a flower certainly the
odor was objectionable if they were stinging it.
Mrs. F. S. A. Snvdkr.
Sonoma Co., Calif.

—
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cannot hear.

my

apiary for a month
they wrote me the bees
my return I was worried. I entered
the yard without veil or gloves I went up to one very
strong colony and spoke to them, and they all came running
I thought I would get badly
out, tumbling over each other.
stung, but instead they just fluttered their little wings and
returned to their hive without attempting to sting me, as
much as to say, "You are here; we are all right now."
Three other persons vs-itnessed this extraordinary discernment of sound, and remarked it.
However, to resume I smoke a cross colony three times,
with an interval of, say 10 minutes between, and usually
after three times smoking. I can open the hive and handle
the bees with no further trouble.
Now as to the wearing of gloves. I think no bee-keeper
ought to handle bees without them, because the hand naturally perspires, and this is exceedingly objectionable to the
bees.
I always wear a pair of kid gloves that come well up
on the wrists, with the linger-tips cut off, so that I can feel
when I lift the frame if there are any bees under my fingers,
because if I squeeze and hurt them, they will sting, and the
gloves are no protection then, because the stings penetrate,
so one is better protected with the finger-tips of the Jgloves
cut off. Take an old pair of kid gloves, with no holes in
them, rub beeswax well into them, back and front, place
them in a warm oven until the wax has thoroughly permeated the kid, and you have an ideal covering for the
I left

;

were robbing, and on

;

:

wear is black mine is
had for the moment fornot nearly so black as the head of

Yes, you are right, the
sewed under the brim of my

veil
hat.

I

;

I

gotten it, but the veil is
the hatpin or black cloth, as only the thread is black, the
larger part of the veil being open-work or holes.
We don't all think alike about wearing gloves. While
you and I prefer to wear them, the larger majority of beekeepers could not be induced to wear them, as very few
men wear them, I believe.
Your fuel is excellent. Mr. Cogshall uses gunny-sacks
for fuel. He rolls them up, I believe, in a roll, ties them at
intervals with a string, and then with an ax chops them up
the right length to go into the smoker. I am surprised that
you are bothered with sparks and cinders from the chips.
We are not troubled in that way.
Those small nucleus hives have been in use a long time.
I don't know how long Mr. Alley has used them, but Adam
Grimm used them many years ago, probably before Messrs.
Jones and Benton started on their bee-keeping careers.

Why Not Help a Little — both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

—

ers

such

effort.

Di

CH^
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Bee-House for Winter— Text-Book on Bees.

Questions and Answers,

am new

AIILLBR, Afai-eneo,

for

What

can

is

the best time and the best

way

to plant bass-

wood seed ?
2.

What

will be the best time of the year to transplant

basswood trees

How

?

is the basswood before it blooms ?
Will it pay to plant 2 or 3 acres with basswood for
Wisconsin.
the bees to work on ?
3.

7 colonies.

I

old

?

name

Is that the right

Washington.

Answers. — 1. Such a house so constructed that the bees
fly freely whenever the day is warm enough, will very

judgment

Orowing the Basswood for Bees.

does a text-book cost

it ?

good results

likely give

When

and have

my

bee-house. It is 7x16 feet, paper
on two sides, shiplap over that on the inside. There are
two windows on top. Is that a good place to winter bees in
2.

111,

[The Qaestlons maj be mailed to the Bee Journal ofSce, or to Dr. MlUer
direct, whea he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bv mail. Editok.1

1.

in the bee-business,

want some advice about
this State?

CONDUCTBD BY
Z>R. O. O.

I

1.

l

in the State of

Washington.

My

however, is not worth nearly so much
as that of some one who has had personal experience somewhere near you.
2. On page 815 of this journal you will find prices given
of such text-books on bee-keeping, as " Bee-Keeper's Guide,"
" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," " A B C of Bee-Culture,"
and others. By all means, secure one or more of them.
in the case,

4.

Answers. — 1. Raising basswood from seed

is, I

Large Hive for Extracted Honey.

think,

generally considered a troublesome thing, and I have never
seen any account of any one making a great success at it.
row of about 25 trees runs from ray honse to the public
road, and every spring a number of seedlings spring up,
but never live to the next year. This year I saw hundreds
of them when they were two or three inches high, and I've
just been out to look over the ground and I cannot find a
single plant. What becomes of them is a mystery to me.
Judging from the freedom with which these have sprung
up, I should say it best to plant in the fall, covering the
seed from a fourth to half an inch.
2. In Wisconsin I should transplant in the spring.
3. I don't know.
Perhaps ten years. Plants that shoot
up from the stump of a tree that has been cut down will
bloom in less time than those starting from seed.
4. With low priced land it might pay well.

A

Can

a hive 8 feet square, for one or more colonies of
made profitable for extracting honey ? If so, how
should it be built ? Any suggestions you may make will be
Iowa.
greatly appreciated.
bees, be

—

Answer. I never heard of such a hive, and I doubt the
advisability of building a hive equaling in capacity thirty
or more ordinary hives. The only suggestion I have to
ofi^er is, "Better not try it."

% The

\

Afterthought.

»

Tbe "Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable Qlassea.
Pilling!

By

Comljs with Honey.

Is there any demand for a feasible method of filling
honey or syrup into combs ?
Ili,inois.

Answer. — Probably

not.
At one time it was more or
into combs with which to feed bees,
and some excellent plans for that purpose were devised, but
such improvements have been made in bee-feeders that it is
somewhat doubtful that any one would care to fill syrup in
less

common to fill syrup

combs.

Swarms Crawling Out After Hiving- Management for
Extracted Honey.
1. I have 40 colonies of bees, and last summer when they
were swarming almost every young swarm would come out
over the new hive one, two and three times before I could
get them to stay. What was the cause of this ? How can
it

be stopped
2.

Which

honey, to

let

?

way to handle bees
them swarm naturally, and then
is

the best

colonies store section

for extracted

let the young
honey, or build colonies, say about

one colony from two old ones, or divide them in half, or
shake them off the combs in a new hive ? This year I let
them swarm, and extracted from the old ones, and put sections on the new colonies. I got 80 pounds of extracted
honey, per colony, in spite of all the cold, wet weather.
Wisconsin.

Answers. — 1.

It is

quite possible that the

new

hives

When

swarm

hived, see that the hive
is shaded in some way, raise the hive from the bottom-board
an inch or so by blocks, and for a day or two raise the cover
or shove it partly off, so that there may be a free circulation of air through the hive. It is a good thing in any case
to take these percautions with newly-hived swarms.

the

is first

a hard thing to say what is best for each individplan which has already proved so successful in
your hands may be best for you, although you can only be
sure about. it by giving both. plans a trial under the same
conditions. That will not be a.very hard thing for you to
2.

ual.

do.

It is

The

HASTY,

Sta.

B Rural, Toledo, O.

prevention of swarming.
Dadant handles the prevention of swarming in a
masterly manner. If there is a spot where I might rub in a
Mere space alone counts very little as a
little it is this.
repressive. It must be comb space, and not only that, but
comb-space, abundant comb-space, convenient to the center
of the brood-nest. Even this, unless they have had it for a
C. P.

good, long while, may not suffice.
I think that perfect wintering the winter before helps
on repressive measures greatly. That is, colonies which
have come up rapidly from mere remnants swarm much
worse than those which have been strong all the while.

Page

665.

good queens and better ones.

And Yon Yonson, getting one too many systems into
his head (if not two too many) thinks to rear queens the
whence he
size of horses by rearing them in the barn
could ride thera oil the Gallup down the Alley. His conclusion that all good queens are good, but better ones may be
a little better, is an unanswerable .conclusion. On that
basis our warring breeders ought to be able to make peace.

—

Page

690.

this do,

and thy bees

shai.1. live.

First, plenty of good food second, plenty of bees third,
good shelter. Yes, sir, Mr. Dadant, this do and thy bees
;

shall live.

were too warm, because too close. If that was the trouble,
the way to prevent it would be to give more abundant ventilation.

B. E.

Page

On page

;

679.

MOVING BEES.
Wm. M. Whitney's experience

685, I think

in

moving bees worth remembering, the outcome being so different from what one would expect. No precaution at all,
and yet everything came out all right — no going back, no
quarreling. He doesn't say, in regard to one of the moving
troubles, whether he looked right sharp or not to see. Sometimes part of the hives get a great deal more than their
share of the bees, with other hives correspondingly depleted.

guess is that it was being shut up quite awhile, under
circumstances tending to make them kind o' mad, that
helped them to forget so well. It's quite a distance, 130
rods so they were bundled off quite a journey as captives.
It,^might have been^diiferent had it been 130,feet instead^of

My

;

—
Dec.
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and especially it inij^ht have been dilTcreiit had
they been working- strongly right straight along on some
source of supply.
130 rods

;

CI.KAKINr,

HONKY-DAUHKI) SRCTONS.

Ul'

the former.
things but
;

times?

Kulcs.

811

Very true that rules are

oft

necesaary

may we not havi- a rule or two too many someWhen rules forbid that which is desirable, and we

see undesirable things getting done in spite of all rules, we
Wonder what sort of red-tape will be woven for
use in the millennium
Page 093.

grumble.

Perhaps we are most of us too fond of killing two birds
Might kill ten singly while getting the
two in line. As to the plan on page (MS to clean up daubed
sections, and incidentally feed in the open a needy colony,
I'll guess the latter bird will get away.
Should have a little more hope if the whole hive of sections could be set over
the needy colony for a few minutes, then carry all away
and treat as described. I think a strange body of bees on
with one stone.

plundering bent at times show soinf disposition to protect
their plunder. Defending an entrance is largely the work
of a particular and small number of bees, I believe and I
opine that these cannot readily be made to leave home and
do service elsewhere. A beginner will say to me Why not
leave the sections on the needy colony when you've got
them there once
To make bees clean up comb placed over
them, and carry down the honey, is one of the provoking
thing's of apiculture more frequently failure than success.

1

EXCHANGING EXTK A-PKOLIFIC QUKKNS.
The experiment of Dr. Hamlin and Dr. Oallup, exchanging extra-prolific queens, although somewhat costly, was a
valuable experiment. Of eight such queens sent a long
journey for test purposes all proved unprolific afterwards.
Still, I guess that a week or two of just the right preparation
will enable such a queen to go without much damage. Page
695.

QUEENS TO SUIT HIVE-CAI'ACITY.

;

;

'.'

—

"

bees will rear a queen to suit the capacity of the
hive where will the limit be found ? " I echo this parting
shot of K- F. At water, pages 696 but it is not (not on my
part) with any desire to fling a hostile argument.
I should
not wonder if there was so»ullii?ig in the alleged correspondence of queen and brood-chamber but whether that
something is a large something or a small one, I wonder
and doubt. Willing it should be either way. Also willing
to find out that any good little queen can be boomed to
the point of seeming a superior and larger breed.
If

;

;

CALL "SHOOK swarms" SIMPLY " SHOCKS."

As for the bad grammar of the term " shook swarm," it
helps some to leave the word "swarm " off, and say simply
a shook, or a lot of shooks. But I hear some of the boys
saying. That suggestion isn't worth "shucks" grammar
may be better, but the sound of the thing is worse. Page 691.

—

REn-TAPK AND RULES.

How

wonderful

is

red-tape

!

A

national

association

and a government department are engaged in the same
good work, yet the latter must not directly recognize or help

The Royal incubafor

I

i

Queenle Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

FROM MANY FIELDS

§

Counting Chicks Before Katctiing
is

not safe unless

It is

r_

]
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A FACT

Thit our lioe of Bee-Keepers' Supplies are
some of the best g-oods in the world, and that
our system of dealing with our trade is not excelled by anybody. Plenty of testimony from
satisfied customers proves these things. Write
and get our suggestions, our catalog and our
di'scounts for winter-time orders all free.
The Largest Stock o< Bee Keepers' Supplies

SCOTT &

in Indiana.
C. M.
1-1004 E. Washington St.,

CO.,

iNDiaNAPOLis, Ind.
Please mention the Kee Journal.

4'iA26t

PROVING
Our line

ancos

ana appli.
man's needs,

=

V
'

tvery

pprnyerp twenty styles. Beptnoziies
mnfie. attnf hmpftt*, rnrmutap etc
Selectthe uscftil and rei;abl''.Catalop free

THE DEMING
rn

t*Jease

CO., Salem, Ohio.

agent*, //futcm

mention Bae Journa";

,(

/lubtfll .CIdcaffo.tU.

p7> »^n

wnijn?

FOR SALE.
7000 lbs. Extracted Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

holding 330 lbs. net;
barrels, 180 lbs.; kits,
33^3 Its. Prices— 7^c per pound in barrels, and
8c in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must ac-

H

company

41A13t

The American Bee Journal has been very
helpful to me, as I am jet a novice in beekeeping. I prize it very highly for its instruction in bee-keeping, and also for its high
moral and religious tone when occasion offers
for such influence.
Stephen
Albany Co., N. Y., Dee. 1.

But

Little

order. Sample bv mail, 10c. Address,
N. L. HENTHORN, box 83, Viola, Wis.

Wl^'.50l,'i^Win iOD|,°g|$||4iv200 a9|WHYTOoRE

"

^tilI5PRIN0FIEi%H(O.

Sntbr MUNCT and easy to make
you work for

If

Honey Gatheped.

The bees gathered some nectar about three
weeks in .July, and that is all they gathered
the past summer, not one section of dark
honey this year. Nearly all the bees will
have to be fed this winter, or starve, and perhaps both.
J. V. B. Herkick.
Hennepin Co., Minn., Dec. 1,

Short Season in Manitoba.
The season

as.

We will start

you

in

kousiness and famish the capital.
Work
lllght and easy. Send 10 cents for full
'line of samples and particalarg,
DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO., CUcato, llli.

Please xueutiou Bee Journal wlieii -WTltins

is

so short here

that colonies

have to be very strong early in the spring in
order to get lots of honey.
1 have a very poor place to winter my l^ees.
I tried four different ways of wintering in the
cellar last winter.
I had four even-sized colonies.
One died in January, and another was
very weak in the spring, and dwindled to
nothing. The other two wintered in perfect
order, and were strong in bees.
I got S2
pounds of comb honey from one colony, the
other I kept for increase, and I got 6 colonies,

making me

S to winter this year.
Manitoba, Canada, Dec. 4.
A. Gilbert.

Wild
lf»"tfi?fekRC0.1

Davenport.

or sprayers

tits

Hand.Knapsack.Bucket,
Field, Barrel, and Power
"

Helpful to Him.

Swarms— Ginseng.

On page 762, " Utah '' says he has had
trouble with queens this summer. The bees
have acted very queerly around here. Some
colonies are queenless, and some have a good
many drones

at this time (Nov. 30), but still

have good queens.

I

put

my

bees into win-

ter quarters last night.

Last fall I got a swarm from the woods,
and asked you about their stores. • You ;said
they were short of stores. Right, as usual.

you

have an

3&SSt
^isasssiSQSSQQSSQQSSQQSS«fi

IOWA
ROUND
INCUBATOR
Norwood, Minn., got 493chicks
rem .SO;t eprgrs. He followed directions, the machine did the work, because it was built on ripht
principles and by pood workmen. The
has fiber-board ca^e. does not shrink, swell, warp
or crack.
Regulation and ventilation perfect.
Our free book pives more testimonials aud full
particulara.
Kverythint- about inc-ubation free.
R. C. Bauerminstei'.
f

IOWA

IOWA INCUBATOR COMPANY. BOX 198,DES MOINES. IOWA

Please mention Bee Journal ^-hen -writing.

"Bees

in

Colo rado''

I still have several hundred copies of
the souvenir with the above title. The
bee-papers and a good many people

without visible axes to grind have said
it is a valuable and attractive thing.
If you should like to have a copy, send
me a silver dime or 5 two-cent stamps,
and I will mail you a copy.
" Bees in

Colorado

'"

is

the

title

of a

-IS-

page and cover pamphlet gotten up to boom
the Denver convention. Its author is D. \V.
Working, the alert secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association. It is beautifully illustrated, and printed on enameled
paper. It is a credit to Mr. Working, and
will be a great help in acquainting those outside of Colorado with the bee and honey
characteristics
and opportunites of that
State.

D. W.

— American

Bee .lournal.

WORKING. Box 432,

Denver, Golo.

Don't Pay Double.
^

--'-

.

_.

l^^=i
i\

tl

you a better hatcher
for the money than any other
We'll

sell

New improved regulator, that can't get out
incubator concern on earth.
oforder.

Blp L>wk-:X>>Illuilr>(ioDs

free.

SFRE HlTdl INTI B-ITOR CO..
Clar Onlpr. \pb. or < Olumhns, Uhla.
Please mention Bee Journal -when wntin*

.
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Discounis tor tariy orders.
On

cash orders received before Jan. 1, 1903, we will allow you a discount
before April 1st, 2 percent. Send us a list of the g^oods you want
will quote prices bv return mail.

all

of 4 percent

and we

;

B LEWIS

G.

Manufacturers of Bee-Kaepers' Supplies,

CO.,
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.

S. A.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien WTitin&

WHITE COM B HONEY WANTED.
Please write us, stating source gathered from, quantity, and price delivered
It must be put up in no-drip cases.
Address,

here.

GEORGE W. YORK
144

1^ IVI

\

to the world that

&

146

..M latnily

tht-ri;

In

30 Years.

began the season with Os colonies. I got
two pounds ot honey, and decreased to 60
colonies, with prospect of a good many more.
This certainly has been the worst season for
SO years.

R, K,

Vermilion Co., Ind., Nov.

Stokesberrt.
2".

endless

in

yeais' trial.

-

LINIWIENT
WATKINS' \^«?
Anodyr

;/v.,-

[Will some one who l^nows please answer
the ginseng question '—Editor.]

I

.orr-fco-tl-iing
by

M

;

Worst Season

CHICAGO, ILL.

18, 1902.

But they hung on until I put them out, then
gave them two combs ot honey from a dead
colony; the queen is the best one I ever had.
I got 90 sections from the young colony
then
I split the old one into three parts, leaving
one with four frames; one of the two-frame
ones built up to TU pounds; none of my hives
weigh less than 4,t pouuds. This fall I am
trying three more wild swarms, hived on dry
comb. October 10 1 fed syrup.
I see one correspondent advises putting an
SxlO glass in the honey-board. It is very
good for warm weather, but as soon as it gets
cold it draws moisture. I have a glass hive,
but change boards in cold weather.
How long does it take ginseng to mature
from seed ?
F. Dukant.
Winnebago Co., Wis.

CO.,

«fe

E. Epie Street,

remedy that is believed

..thutimnitv
lity alter

Dec.

Sweet Clover for Hay.

V

diarrhoea, flux, rheumatism, cuts, cramps, strains, burns,
throat, diphtheria, etc.. it is a God-send.
Worth Its Weight In Gold.
Ked Lake. Minn., June 5, 1901,
One time last summer I trot very sick with cholera and thought
sure we would have to send lor the doctor, but alter taking's doses of %t utkins' \ ecetable Aiiotlyiie Liniment
Since then 1 use it every day and
1 felt as well asever.
and find it the best family medicine in the market today
JOSEPH DUCHARME.
it is worth its weight in gold.
Thousands of good people have written in the eame ft'ein.
AU|||A| C i^ cures colic, diarrhoea, sprains,

mumps,

my

put

bees into the cellar Nov. '26, 150
colonies in good shape. They had a good
I

the lives of yourdearones
Tit means that here is a remedy that makes yuu teel certain of
It means many dollars saved to
in eases ot accident or sudden sickness.
In all cases or
ou that would otherwise i^o to the doctor or veterinary.

flight

sore

Nov.

21.

The bees worked on sweet clover from July
to Nov. 12.
What do you want of a plant
that will last longer than that ? Sweet clover

_

^

1

makes good hay in this
Sauk Co., Wis., Dec.

locality.
1.

H. H. Porter.

;

A Good Foul Brood Law.
am glad to say that the State of California
has now a good foul brood law which is en-

PAR
rvn

MlllmRLOcuts,scratches,bruises.sweeney,etc.
li >n'f \v;ut until vou are down sick, or injured hy some
bad aLcideut. but besure to get a bottle f um ouragent
i

when he calls. If nuagentin yourcoiinty. write us at
once and we will see that you are supplied. Price 81.

I

—

|

FREE! FREE! FREE!

We

send our instructive lOO-page finely illustrated
Home Doctor and Cook Booktoevery inquirerf ree. It is
a very valuable and interesting work for farm and home,
containing weather forecasts, fine cimking recipes, etc.
Wt; fiend it free whether V"U arc- ready to buy now ornot.

THE

J. R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

10 Liberty

St.,

|Ay^!^

CO.,

Winona. Minn.

flease raenuon Bee Journal wiien

C. H.

Muth and A. Muth.}

Oincinn^M Ohio.

Central and Freeman Avenues,

Prompt

service, lowest prices, with best shipping facilities.

BEE-SUPPLIES

THE BEST MADE.
ROOT'S GOODS AT THEIR FACTORY

I

I

1-lb.

HOINEY-JARS

^

**

\ 5-oz.

s»i.Staiidard,with cork, gr.,$4.75

"

"

"

'

**

"

**

3 75
3.00

I

I

I

I

of

Honey-Plants

100
100
100
100

lbs. white sweet-scented clover,$10
lbs. yellow
$15
lbs. Alfalfa clover,
$12
lbs. Alsike clover,
$15

Please mention

9Jt.y^u

upon

its receipt,

PRICES.

1-lb. pq. Standard, sjiring top,gr.,$S.SO
1-lb. Keystone, spring topjgross, 5.25
1-lb. Octagon, spring top, gross, 5.25
"
"
'
"
4.75
M-lb.

While Dutch,
Catnip ^eedy

$20
10c

100 lbs.
1
1

o2.
oz.

Rocky Mountain

or 30 cents in trade.

Bee-plant, 15c

CO., 144

Please fflentioD the Bee

;

Several ways were tried, hut I found them
too slow for 9" colonies needing enough stores

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

W - -^

a Po^unTi
best yel-

CASH— for

Impure wax not taken

&

Cold and rain prevented their getting out
All supers with a small
anything.
amount ot honey in them were removed to
the honey-house, following up with a pail of
sugar syrup, dashing a dipper full over the
tops of the frames, repeating this in about 20
minutes. This was sufficient to tide them
over for two days, when we had warm sunshine again.
An examination was made of each colony,
and only a very small percent of them were
found with sufficient stores, and the next
problem was, How shall I go about it to feed

them

at

any

price.

Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Since arriving home from the Denver Convention I have had a pretty hard problem to
face, that of feeding my bees for winter
In place of their gathering a surstores.
plus they were dragging out their brood to
keep from starving. Some colonies had as
much as a good quart of brood dragged out,
and scarely any open honey in the hive.
after

Bee journal when wrltlna

28 cents Cash
*x^« Beeswax.
paid
«_^^^4>^
r ***** for
low,

Feeding Bees for Winter Stores.

"w-iiuas.

W. WEBER,

(Successor to Chas. F.

SEEDS

forced to the letter, and I hope it will tend to
tree us in time to come from the most dreaded
disease foul brood; and that every State in
the Union will do likewise, to banish tor
good this fatal calamity.
We have had this month about IV inches
of rain as a beginning, and prospects are
good for more.
Gustav Voss.
Riverside Co., Calif., Nov. 39.

i

146 Erie

imrml

St.,

Chicago,

111.

when writing
Advertisers ****

for winter.

Despite the advices from the veterans, I
decided to try them " wholesale," and use the
watering trough, which is 12.xl2 inches by 14
feet long, with 6-inch fencing nailed together
flatwise, with a -^n-inch cleat between them
Putting it in a warm, sheltered
for a float.
placet next arranged two 14-foot boards one
above the other, and above the trough, with
one end elevated about 10 inches. Slicks of
stovewood were placed between them (the
boards) to give bee-space. Two 5-gallon kegs
with faucets in completed the feeder, except

To make cows pay. use Sharpies Cream Separators
Book Business Dairy inK& Cat.212 f ree. W.Chester.Pa

Dec.

IH, l'J()2.

Si
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HOWARD

;

side.

the bees controlled by man would not abate
the nuisance. If bees do not visit the small
trees, and such young stock is blighted just
as badly as the old trees, it goes to show very
clearly that the same agency that scatters the
disease on yoiiny trees (insects, not bees) can
and does scatter'it on the old trees.

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cot

is

the

ifoi.i.

Vour Name on the Knife. — Wbea
address you wish put oq the Knite.

the Knife.]

Size of

orderiug-, be sure to

Safe and Rapid Increase of Colonies,

say jnst what name and

The Novelty Knife

Is indeed a novelty
The novelty lies In the handle. It is
beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as ^lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

made

is

come a time when
be desirable to be informed as to
the best plans for Increase. The following
discussion on the subject is given in the Canadian Bee Journal
it

entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-.steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ?

In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foitunate as to have one of the •' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife havlaff
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cul, gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
Ihis.beautiful knife, as tb' " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for f 1.2S, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us iuree new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $.^ 00.1
will club the NoveHj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

We

GEORGE W- YORK

d CO,

Chicago,

^ff'Please aUor" -»bout two weeks for vour knife order to be

IlL

tilieA.

The Nickel Plate Road
will afford its patrons an opportunity
to take advantage of low rates for

Open to both sexes from the beginning. Founded in 1S46. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

Alumni and students occupying highest positions in Church and
instructors.
State.

Expenses lower than other

leges of equal grade.

Any young

col-

person
with tact and energy can have an education. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

I
i
/*

w
\
**

V
k
(^

V

Christmas and New Year holidays, by
selling tickets at a fare and a third for
the round-trip to all points on their
line,
1903.
1903.

rtease mention

Dec. 24, 25, 31, 1902, and Jan.
Return limit including Jan.

1,
2,

service to New York
City, Boston and other eastern points.
Chicago passenger station, Harrison
St. and Sth Ave. For further informa-

Through

address John Y. Calahan, GenAgent, 113 Adams St., Chicago.
66-47ASt

tion,

eral

|

MOUNT UNION COLLEGK, f
Alliance, *)hio.
V
Bee Journal -when

The Cyphers Incubator Company,

ders promptly. The lire destroyed one warehouse onfy (a frame structure)
it did not
touch to any extent whatever the main factory or offices, nor the main stock-room,
which is located inside of a large brick building.
A considerable stock of panels for incubators was stored in the warehouse that
burned, also a quantity of clover products
and materials for mi.\iDg poultry foods, all of
which were totally destroyed, but in the
main factory building, which comprises 6U,00U
square feet of space, they sliU have ample
materials for filling orders promptly, besides
plenty of lumber in their yards, none of which
was reached by the fire. The frame warehouse and contents were insured, hence the
net loss will not be severe.
We are glad to
know that the Cyphers Company will not
miss filling a single order promptly and satisfactorily on account of this fire loss.
Send to
them for their free catalog, and please mention having seen their advertisement in the
American Bee Journal.
;

will not

" Is there any safe way to increase faster
than by natural swarming If so, what is it *'"
Mr. SIbbald I think the best way is to
keep the brood-chamber intact as long as
you can keep all the bees in one family keep

12

.80 For

200 Egg

;

them

all working together and you get far
better results than to let them swarm and at
the same time you can take out one frame of
hatching brood, put it in a hive; give them a
queen-cell, and you will soon have a colony
started there ; you can add another one, and
so on, and at the end of the season you can
equalize them. You can increase almost as
much as you like in the season and it costs
you nothing scarcely. You have kept your
;

bees all working, and your colony all together, and you have the full force all gathering surplus honey on that one stand while
the other one is growing up. The brood we
take out in the middle of the season would
not be hatched and old enough to be in the
field by the end of the season, unless we have
a fall flow.
Mr. Frith When I was burned out with
foul brood and lost all my bees, and I was
anxious to build up very rapidly, 1 bought a
colony In the spring and I had 12 in the fall,
and I did it j ust upon the same principle as Mr.
Sibbald suggests.
Mr. McEvoy I wish to indorse what Mr.
Sibbald said. In selecting this brood I like

—

—

BONE GUTTER MONEY
Tbe money spent for the

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy,
4oA26t

Flea&e

Adnm

Rone Cutyour pocket. We
wt!I convinc:e ytm of tbis if you
send for our Illustrated Catalogue
No 9
The Adaiu cuts clean, easily and quickly.
Ball Beurlnir

W.

INCUBATOR
Perfect in construction nnd
action. Hatchea everv ferliliegg. Write fur catalog tu-iiay.

;

—

ter

vrritiug.

of Buffalo, N. Y., suffered a loss by tire .Saturday night. Dec. 6. While this lire caused
some loss, it was uot specially severe, nor will
it cause any interruption in
filling their or-

Prevention, rather than securing increase,
the thing chiefly desu-ed nowadays, but

there probably will never

shown here.
The Material

MouniUnionGolleoG

18, 1902.

they never saw them in fact, except when
the trees were in bloom. It was admitted,
however, that ants and other insects would
crawl all over them. For that reason I can
not think that the bees are proven guilty as
charged by Prof. Cook. If it be true that
other 'insects spread the blight on young
nursery stock, it only goes to prove Prof.Cook's other statement, that the removal of

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

Dec.

is

money

J.

iiireeii

<

ID

ADAM,

-

JOLIET, ILLINOIS.

WHITE CLOVER EXlA/AKITCn
ACTED UONEY
WMIN tU TR
I

!

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancy Comb wanted in no-drip cases.

III

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

mc

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Dittmer's Foundation
Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessarv to make it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SEIiL
FOUNDATION and
I

use a

If

and

KME

t'lease

Work fax

Into Fonnflation

at prices that are the lowest.

For

Casli

of
IF.

-writint

For a little work you can easily
watcbes, clocks,
silver,
g'ames, books, dolls, knives, g'uns,

with prices and samples, tree on application

Please meutlon Bee Journal
wheu writing advertisers.

mention Bee Journal when

K

SPLENDID
PRESENTS!

Catalog giving

Full Line of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Vis.

You Have

iiped Patre Ffiice. t;ikf tlif^ j^1(l^'nlPnt
nver.SOO.WXifiiruicTS, iiriil Irv just oiii' roll i.l u.
t ()., AlHil A.\, .11
PACSK «(»VKN H lUE !•

never

earn

cameras, etc.
Don't miss our
NEW plan and special premium
Write to-day toCO.
47A6t
519 Masonic Temple, CHICAQO.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when writliif
ist.

HOWARD &

.

Dec.
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to bririK the fruiiiu abovu thu (lueeii-excluiier.
Kviiry t)ei!-l<ce|)er knows as well us I do thai
niru! ihiyK after the ejjj^s are luhl, if .von take
a fniiiie of brooil out and e\aiiiine it you will
llrul soinutiinus there are i|uite a few of Uie
younir tlial ale not fed as well as they nii({hl
That oaii be prevented by solectini; a
be.

eoniboul of the brood-chamber Ihat is nearly
all full of larv:e that is not capped, and take
On and after that
that to start the nucleus.
Mr. Sibbald and I will no together.
Mr. Sibbald— 1 would do that, only the two
or three days you havo that brood up there
they will carry up any amount of pollen and
store it in the next coiub to it.
Mr. McEvoy— That would depend somewhat on the locality.

Bee-Kceper'H Gultle,
I'rof.

A.

.J.

This bool<

paces.

OHIO.
MUTH'S
.-i

No

is

cloth.

tliis

—

I'rice, SI. 25.

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honeybees. Contains 30O engravings. It was written

Farwell, Mich,

ENVELOPES

Scientific

Bound

beginners.

especially for
Price, $1.20.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

apiarian library

in cloth.

Queen-Rearing,

as Practi-

—

by G. M. Doolittle. A method
which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;

cally Applied,

by

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

A neat little coupou on each envelope will
bring you dollars. Other printing- cheap. Ad-

—

Management of an
by Thomas G.

Profit,

Newman. It is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages, bound in cloth. Price, in cloth, 50
cents; in paper, 30 cents.

dress at once,

HOWARD &

CO.,

519 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

47A6t

Please mentloa Bee Jom-nal Tvheu wrltln.E

This EmerBou stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.40, It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding Is necessary.
144

&

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie Street,

j»?i»»»«l«l*iR«iRR«nft»«i
^^^sANAsasAstfStfs*^^
??
iff

di

O

M

\I/E INVITE all readers of the Amek¥1 ICAN Bee Journal who seek a college for themselves or friends to inves- 49
tigate

69

MouniUnionGolleoe i
I
motto
gOur
departments
**Maximum
minimum
in all

is

efficiency at

§
St
3

(Si

cost.'"

Our scholastic training is equal to the
best, our reputation first-class. All expenses for a year, aside from the clothing and traveling, less than $200.00. Co-

•?
fj

K
g
7Z

education, health conditions, moral and
religious influence, superior.
?Z
Send for catalog.
JZ

—

the best modes of management in order to secure the most protit. 110 pages, bound in
paper. Price, 50 cents.

Itee-Keeping for Profit, by

Dr. G. L.
Tinker. Revised and enlarged. It details the
author's " new system, or how to get the
largest yields of comb or extracted honey."
80 pages, illustrated. Price, 25 cents.

—

llienen-Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
is a German translation of the princi-

— This

of the book called " Bees and
Honey." lOO-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

pal portion

Apiary Register, by Thomas
man.

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

Dr.

G.

New-

Leather

Price, for 50 colonies, SI. 00.

binding.

Howard's Uook on Foul-Brood.

— Gives

the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

is

not

usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy while 1rnnd sections in cartons, 16c; No. I, 15c; No.
very light supply, 14c; glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
light amber, 8c; amber, T}^c.
Blaeb, Scott A. Lbb.

KansasCity, Dec. 6.— We quote fancv white
comb honey, per case 24 sections. $3.50; No.
white, per case 24 sections, $3.40; No. 2 white
of 24 sections, $3 25. Exwhite, per pound, "c; amber, 6c.

tracted,

Beeswax, 27to30c.
Our market has changed quotations of comb
honey from pound to the case.
C. C.

Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, Dec. 8.— The demand for honey,
both extracted and comb, has eased off somewhat the past few weeks, however the prices
rule steady, as follows:
Extracted, amber, ia
barrels, 6^oi7c; while clover. Sf^^Qc. Comb honey,
fancy, 16(a(17c; amber, lKgjl2c. Beeswax, 2<>@30c

The Fred W. Muth

Nbw York,

Dec.

8.

— Demand for

Co.

comb honey

AVinter Problem

—

in

Bee-Keeping,

by

stock on the market.
Prices remain unchanged; fancy white, 15c ,
with exceptionally fancy at loc; No. 1, 14c; No.

buckwheat and amber.

tracted, while, "^c; light amber,

Beeswax

Foul Brood Treatment, by
Cheshire.

Foul

Development and Cure.

Price, 10 cents.

ARE DELIGHTED
DAIRYMEN
Cow keepers always
wtio work
for u8.

to nicel thofle

sUrt you in business. You make
large profits. Easy work. We furnish capital. Send
11) cenw for full I'ine of BAmplesaiid particulars.

We

Please

Chicago,

Ills.

Mention Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.

dark,

ket
up.

in fair

a little quiet, almost everybody is filled

is

As there is hardly any new supply coming
there is no change in prices, namely Fancy
water-white, 16c; off grades less. The market
for extracted white clover shows a slight advance. Fancy white clover brings 8^(a.Qc; alfalfa water-white, 65^(^7J^c; but amber, if anything, has weakened. I quote same, in barrels,
534@SJ^c. Beeswax, 27@28c.
in,

:

C. H. W. Webbr.
San Francisco, Nov. 12.— White comb honey,

5@— c. Exlight amber, 4Kt^5;-^c;
Beeswax, good to choice, ligh^

10M@11 cents; amber, 9@iDc; dark,
tracted, while, fj@(jj^c;

amber,

3J.^@4c.
26(a27c; strictly

fancy I'ght,

29@—

White

is reported scarce; light amber honeysupply. The bulk of California produced
honey is sold for Eastern shipment in carload
lots from producing point at bottom price.
Small lots of choice honey that can be used in
local trade bring more. Quotations here given
are current prices to producer, f.o.b. shipping
point, on Eastern basis for extracted ajid California basis for comb.

in fair

Gomb and Extracted Honeu!

Prof. F. R.

— Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.
Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. — Origin,

Ex-

IKoii.ic.

bJifrtJ7c;

demand at 2»''i 29c.
Hildrbth & Sboklkbn.
Cincinnati, Dec. 12.— The comb honey mar-

5^@6c.

G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

''

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Dr.

H. Brown, of Georgia. A practical and
condensed treatise on the honey-bee, giving
J. P.

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO^

SlAtf

Honey

2, 12ra.l3c;

Itee-Keeping for Beginners, by

have money.

all.

— Our honey market remains
demand and fair stocks on
coming forward as fa.st as

20.

with good

hand.

H. R. Wright.

Price, 50 cents.

g

Prevent Honey Candvinff
'
^
Sent free to
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Boston, Oct.
firm,

buckwheat
more plentv at

Extracted,

light grades
20r«.30c.

not quite as brisk, owing, we presume, to the
fact that prices have been ruling higher. Supply, fiowever, is moderate, and there is no other

—

MOUNT UMOX COLLEGE, «
Alliance, Ohio.

iW^l%c\
Beeswax,

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W.Z. Hutchinson. The
author of this work is a practical and entertaining writer. You should read his book
90 pages, bound in paper, and illustrated.
;

The Emerson Binder

prices. Fancy white comb,
2 and mixed, 14^^^ I5c;

and amber, per case

Bees and Honey,

printed to order, only

scarce at

6H@"c.

1

in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

$i.oo per looo

Y., Nov. 22.— Honey market is
position with ready demand for

good

16c; A No. 1, 15c; No.
buckwheat, \¥<^\A%c.

A

PATENT
BirINGHAN'S
years
T. F.

Albany, N.
still in strong*
all receipts ai

standard work by Rev.
L. L. I.anfTstroth
the Father of American
Hee-t'ulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

complete without

6ftJ(7c;

wax, 3()c.

in cloth.
Price, 81.20.

edition— 19lh thousand.

them. Extracted. Ki^xc for
Southern, 5J4%6c. BeesR. A. Burnett & Co.

for

white; amber,

Bound

illustrations.

2iir>

much demand

—

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

I

in-

by Dttdant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relatint^ to

Sts.,

HONEY JARS

25Atf

C'ol-

not only

LangNtroth on the Honey- Bee, revised

1 - pound,
SQ U R E
with patent g-lass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.

the best.
Send for Circular.

is

ami helpful as a (,'iiide in bee-keepiiitt, liiit is inlerobtiuK' and tliorouflily practiItcontaiusa full delineacal and scientille.
lioQ of the anatomy and physiulotry of Ijees.

bees and bee-keepinj":.

25

CHiCAOOf Dec H.— Tbere Ih ao npccial chanire
honey market, prices remain aH la«t
and the volume of Hale*4 are not lar^e.
The weather ih ttuch an usually prevailH at this
Beason of tbejear, and the cold may indnce
people to buy more freelj. Itest lota of fancy
whl^te comb boner brings V>c per pound; No. 1
to choice, l£c: off (fraden, 2c to 5c leBS. and not

or .Manual of the

Cook, of I'oiuona

MARKIT QUOTATIONS.

id the
tiiioted

Btruotive

Mutli Co.

CIN"OIN"lSrA.TI,

liy

Culiforiiiii.

le^i!,

11)02

Front and Walnut

HONEY AND BEESWAX

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
& 146KricSt., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Apiary,

r>44

The Fred W.

P

Bee=Books
144

815

State price, kind and quantitv.

R. A.

BURNETT & CO.. 199 S. Water St.', Chicago

Extracted HONEY
\X/n«-i+£»/4—
Mail sample, and state

VV dfl LCU
packageand price
—^—-^^^-^^^^ styleof
delivered
Chicago.
^^^,^.,^.^__^^^

in

JohnF.Campbell, 53 River St., Chicago,

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax.

111.

I

Mail sample and state

price delivered Cincinnati. C, H, W. WEBER.
2146-214S Central Ave., Cincisnati, Ohio.
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BEE=KEEPERS,
Save Money by Buying;

Because it has always elTOi better eatlsa I. «f>II «rk Vl/C^ll
faction than any other.- Because 11134 yeara
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Tt15 W, T. PflLCONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
.^S" Our g^oods are guaranteed of superior quality in every

way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

Send name

We

THE AHERICAN BEB-KEBPBR.
a monthly for all bee-keepers 50c a year.
(Now in 12th year. H. E. Hill, Editor.)
I*" W. M. Gerrish, E. Nottingham,
N- H., carries a full line of our goods at
catalog prices. Order of him and save

sell

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

;

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

and Veil Material.

OF ALL
KINDS

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

freight.

»»

^%,.

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee— Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

wnen WTiLmu

$300,000,000.00 A

Year

WeNo LOSS.
guarantee Satisfaction. ^ur^^Tfirmn^eM,'"*;^^^^PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.
r1n(^«
Why UUC9 if SCII »U well Vr

^^^^^^^^^^

Please mention Bee Joxirnai

25111

Dadant's Foundation

f^}

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,
kvertthing
Smol<ers, a^"
ELSE YOU NEED, OF

itAit

and you may have part of it if you i^'ork
for lis. CncJe Sam's poultry product pays
that sum. Send lOc for samples and partie"We furnish oapital to start you in
ulars.

BEESWAX wanted

business. Draper PublUblngCo.,ChiMgo,lll.

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

III.

Tip=Top Glass Honey- Jars
The picture shown
herewith represents the
best one-pound jar for
honey that we linow of.

The Holidays Are Almost Here,

It is made of the clearest flint glass, and when
filled

And you

with honey, and a

neat label attached,

are doubtless undecided as to
friends for Christmas.

Why not

it

what

to get

get

makes as handsome a
package as can be imagined.
sets
ring,

glass top

Its

on a
and

rubber

flat
is

The "Post"

I

held

in
steel

place by a flat
spring across the top as
shown in the picture. It
is practically air-tight,

which

is

Fountain

thus permitting no leak,
an importani thing with honey-

sellers.

We

can furnish these

at these prices
14.7" a gross;

:

One
five

jars, f.o.b.

gross, ib.OO

;

gross,

or more gross J4.50 per

gros
If

.

>u try

them once you

will likely use

no

other

lind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

~

Pen^

Chicago,

two

best in the market; regular price, s3.00, and not obtainable under this
price anywhere.
The Six Cardinal points Peculiar to the '' Post "

The very

:

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.

144 <K 146 Erie Street,

-

CHICAGO, II<I«.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Self-Filling', Selt-Cleaning:. Simplicity. Ourabiltty,
Reliability, ?io L-eakiiig^.
For two new subscriptions to Gleanings
and your own renewal with $3.00; or for
new subscription and jour own reone
flbsoluiely
newal with $2.50; or jour own subscripwill be advadced Z years, and the Pen furnished for $i50.

Free

Given
tion

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade.

In each case all arrears, if any, must be paid in addition, the above offers Ijebelieve we can say truthfully, withfor subscriptions fully in advance only.
out fear of contradiction, that no fountain pen ever put upon the market ever received in so short a time so many unsolicited testimonials from such distinguished
men as the POST. The aljove drawing shows its construction. To till the POST, all
you have to do is to dip the nib into the ink-bottle, draw out the plunger, and the
pen is ready for use. Compare this with unscrewing the ordinary style, and refilling with a glass filler that you can not always find when wanted. The self-cleaning
feature of the Post, as illustrated, will also commend itself. With most pens specially prepared ink must be used or they are soon of no use, because they become so
gummed up and it is well nigh impossible to clean them. With the POST you
simply dip the nib in w:iter. draw the plunger back and forth like a syringe or squirtgun, and in less than H\e seconds it is clean and free for a perfect flow of any ink
will send, on request, a few of the many testimonials from
that may be handy.
noted men in various callings who have written merited words of praise for this
can not offer the pen for sale for less than .?.3.00; but
most valuable invention.
tiy special arrangement we are enabled to offer it free as a premium with Gleanings
All arrears, if any, must first be paid at .$1.00
in any of the following lombinations:
a year. Then for ¥3.00 we will send Gleanings for one year, to two new names; for
an'
send you the pen free. For ^^..^O we will send you the
one year to yourself,
pen and Gleanings for one year, and to one new subscriljer a year; for ?3..50 we will
send the pen and Gleanings for two years. If you have ever lieen disappointed with a
fountain pen we assure you that you will not l^e with this one.
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Kovfl. Girlp, old

make mwney working
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We famish capital tontart yoo id bualSend OS 10c •tuap« or bUtct for full loqlructlona and a line of
impUatoworkwHli. UKAPER PUBLISHINQ CO.,Chlca{o,lll.
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The Subscription Price

of this Journal
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and Mexico ; all other countries in the
Postal Union, 50 cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
is

The Wrapper-Label Date

of this paper

indicaces the end of the month to which
your subscription is paid. For instance,
"decOl" on your label shows that it ia
paid to the end of December, 1901.

Bnbscription Receipts.— We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your wrapperlabel, which shows you that the money haa
beei; received and duly credited.

Advertising Rates

will be given
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ap-
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Monal

The

Bee-Keepers' Association.

OBJECTS:
To promote and protect the

interests of its

members.

To prevent the adulteration of honey.
To prosecute dishonest honey-dealere.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Thomas G. Newman
E. Whitcomb,
W.

Z.

Hutchinson,
Root,

I

|

A. I.
R. C. Aikin,
P. H. Elwood.

|

E.R. Root,

I

W.

F.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manag^er and Treas-

urer, Forest Ciiy, Iowa.

Membership Dues, $1.00 a year.
•®"If more convenient, Dues may be sent to
the oflBce of the American Bee Journal, when
they will be forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will
mall individual receipts.

A

Celluloid Queen-Button is a verv
pretty thin^ for a bee-keeper or honey -seller
to wear on his coat-lapel. It often serves to introduce the subject of iaoney,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

Note.— One

reader writes;

have every reason to l>eit would be a very
good idea for evjr y bee-keeper
to wear one (of i.jie bn^tonsi
as it will cause people to ask
questions about the busy bee, and many a conversation thu3 started would wind up with the
sale of more or less honey; at any rate It would
give the bee-keeper a superior opportunity to
enlighten many a person in regard to hone;
&ad bees.'*
I
The picture shown herewith Is a reproaaoSion of a motto queen-button that we are furDishing to bee-keepers. It has a pin on the
uoderside to fasten it.
Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10 cents,
or 6 for 25 cents. Send alJ orders to tho office
*'

I

lieve that

C^ the

Americas

'^iee

It is a book that every
bee-keeper in the world that can read English
will want to own and read. It will contain over
300 pages, be bound in handsome cloth, printed
on good book-paper, and illustrated with over
100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken
by Dr. Miller himself. The book will show in
detail how Dr. Miller does things with bees.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting biographical sketch of
Dr. Miller, which finally tells how he happened
Seventeen years ago
to get into bee-keeping.
he wrote a small book, called, " A Year Among
the Bees." but that little work has been out of
print for a number of years. While some of the
matter used in the former book is found in the
new one, it all reads like a good new story of
successful bee-keeping by one of the masters.

How

Marks*

M. Hambaugh,

C. P. Dadant,
Dr. C. C. Miller.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.
Orel L. Hershiser, Vice-President.

Eugene Secor,

hands of the printers.

to

G. M. Doolittle,
J.

I

The above is the title, and name of the
new bee-book which will be ready
some time in January, 1903, as it is now in the

author, of a

Journal,

The

Get a copy of Dr. Miller's
" Forty Years Among the Bees."
price of this

new book

is

$1.00, post-

taken with the webki.v American
Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for

paid

:

or, if

$1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's

new book free

as a

premium

New

Subscribers to the
year with $2.00. This is
Better send in the new
Jan. 1, so they can begin

for sending us Two
for one

Bee Journal

a magnificent offer.

subscriptions before
with the new year.
Or, if sent at once, we will throw in the rest of
this year's numbers of the Bee Journal free to
the new subscribers.
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144
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the grocery trade well supplied with pure honey in glass
'4 or one pound each.
He could first dispose

jars holding

^

Editorial

Comments.

of his

own crop

so long as he got
purity.

A Merry

Christinas we wish to all the readers of the
American Bee Journal, and many of them ere they shall be
called to leave this world.

and then afterwards buy honey,
from a dealer who would guarantee its

of honey,
it

But some one may say, " Honey is too high in price
now. I can't afford to buy and sell again." And yet you
were the chap that was kicking a while ago, because honey
was selling too cheap. Yes, and you wanted to organize a
honey exchange so as to boost up the price of honey
Oh,
you had your own crop of honey to sell then, did you ? Ah,
!

We

The Index to Volume XLII appear in this number.
trust it may prove of value to all who have preserved

each week's copy as it has come.
By the way, if any subscriber finds he has failed to receive any copy that is due him, we will be glad to send it
again if we are asked for it, and if we still have any of them
on hand. Better ask at once if any missing copies are
wanted.

we

see.

But when honey,

any thing else, is higher in price
must ask wor^ .when you sell it. Of
course, some people will object to paying a cent or two more
on a pound, but such are very few indeed, A few words of
explanation usually satisfies them, if you are a truthful and
honest man. If you are any other kind, you hadn't better
try to sell honey, or anything else, for that matter.
in

like

the market, you

—

Questions About Them. — There
Forced Swarms
seems quite a general agreement that in at least most localities the anticipation of natural by forced swarms is a boon,
but there is not entire agreement as to theminutia;. Indeed,
it is quite possible that there can be no general agreement,
because difference of

localities, seasons, or conditions

make

an entire agreement as to the details of management imposAmong the questions to be settled are the following:
sible.
Shall forced swarms be made before or after queen-cells
?
Shall a frame of brood be left with the forced
swarm, or shall it be left with neither brood nor honey ? If
brood is left, how long shall it be left, or shall it be left permanently ? What is best to give the forced swarm, drawn
combs, frames filled with foundation, large starters, small
starters, or what ? Is there more or less likelihood of forced
than of natural swarms deserting ? And that may be only
are started

a small part of the questions arising in actual practice, and
which answers will be expected from those who have had

Amending the National Constitution— Mr. Geo. W.
Brodbeck, one of the leading bee-keepers of California,
wrote us as follows, Dec. 8
:

The American Bee Journal

of Dec. 4lh is j ust at hand. I
note in the report of the Denver Convention several propositions to amend the Constitution of the National Bee-Keep-,
ers' Association. I, too, fully recognize the existing defects,
but until the Constitution is amended so as to permit time
for full and free discussion, pro and con, in our bee-papers,
I desire to enter vay protest against any action by vote presentation without due notice. We who reside in the North,
South, East and West, and are not so fortunate as to be
present at these annual sessions, desire to be heard. I believe in the recognition of the rights of every individual
member present or absent, and no other method will ever
incite a hearty co-operation of the membership at large. I
firmly believe there are great possibilities in store for this
organization in its proper and consistent management.

Los Angeles

to

is

—

Bottled Honey Growing in Popularity. Editor Root
has the following paragraph in a recent number of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, on the growing subject of putting up

and selling honey

in bottles

:

" If you, my dear reader, happen to live in a locality
where there is no bottled honey except that which comes
from some packing-house, unknown or of doubtful reputation, just try putting out some neat bottled goods of your
own, bearing your own label, and see what a nice trade you
Your own good reputation, with a personal exwill have.
planation from yourself, will make the goods move off like
hot-cakes. But you must make one trip around among the
consumers, explaining that it is your honey how you put
it up, and that you guarantee it to be absolutely pure."
;

But we do not advise putting up honey in glass bottles or jars to be sold by the bee-keeper direct to the consumer. Such should only be sold to consumers through the
grocery trade. There is many a town or small city where a
live, wide-awake bee-keeper could do well if he would keep

Geo. W. Brodbeck.

considerable in what Mr. Brodbeck says, but it
to help any this time, we fear.
Still, the
proposed changes are not serious, and if adopted the Association could still go forward and be as successful as it is
now. We are willing to trust to the majority in this as well
as in other matters affecting the welfare of the Association.

There

experience.

Co., Calif.

is

too late

now

Benefits of Co-Operation

—In discussing

this

in the Bee-Keepers' Review, E. A. Daggitt claims

matter

that the

farmers produce wealth but fail to get their proper share of
it, the lion's share being absorbed by those who distribute
the product of the farmer, while he gets only what others
are willing he should have. He gives the following striking illustration
:

In this part of the New Jersey peach section we have
raised and shipped millions of baskets of peaches, yet most
of the growers have been left poor. Why is this? Let us see.
Baskets have cost from 2'; cts. to 4'- cts. each. When the
most peaches were shipped the prices ranged from 3 to 3^4
Freight was 9 cts. a basket; cartage 4 cts. commiscts.
;
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sion 10 percent. On a SO-cent basket the cost would be from
21 cts. to 21'; cts. per basket, about double what it should
have been, leaving- to the growers 28'. to 29 cts. per basket
less than cost of production.
The larger part of the peaches have been sold for less
than 50 cts. per basket many away below that price. In
some instances a bill of costs has been rendered. We have
had returns of 8 cts. per basket, net. When peaches have
sold at wholesale for 25 and 30 cts. per basket, I have known
them to retail at 10 to 15 cts. per quart. One season when
we were getting from about 50 to 75 cts. per basket for the
best grade of peaches, a friend told me that he had seen
good peaches oifered for sale on Staten Island for $3.00 per
basket. Another season there was only a moderate crop of
peaches here, and the crop was a small one generally
throughout the country, yet, when the " run " of the Reeve's
favorite variety came, there was a " glut " and when the
"run " of late Crawfords came on there was a worse "glut."
So the manipulators said, but, in reality, there was no glut
at all.
The manipulators of prices were only fixing things
to suit themselves, but to the injury of the growers.

—

—

;

I then saw what was the trouble, the great trouble,
with farming. If there is manipulation of prices with one
product, then there must be the same with all products, if it
It is just the same with honey, without a
is worth while.

question.

Dec.

ately suggested itself to us.

States ? Of course he does. He lives (apiculturally
and " bee-literaturally
all over the United States as well
as in the rest of the world. We know he eats and sleeps in
all the

"'

Illinois,

but that

is

Now, haven't

\

)

a very small part of his real

zve

—

—

—

Later. A day or two after writing the foregoing
received this from Mr. Abbott.
:

—

will be noticed this agrees with the explanation

So

it

Texas Honey. — Louis H. SchoU says

\

:

:

— The convention fully repaid me

for

was 400 miles. Not only were the
discussions pleasant and profitable, but the meeting with
men whom I have known for years through bee-literature
added materially to my enjoyment of the convention. It is
coming, although

so

much

better to

it

know

flesh-and-blood

men than paper

While you are shaking hands your little differences
of opinion fade away into the vague regions of " locality."

men.

Morley

Fraternally yours,

Pettit.

—

To Foreign Subscribers. Occasionally it seems necessary for us to say, for the information of foreign bee-keepers, that none of our special offers found anywhere apply to them. They apply only where domestic postage
rates are in force, Neither do we export queen-bees. But
we mail bee-books at regular rates where the book postage is
the same as in the United States. Whenever we get a foreign remittance on a combination offer of the Bee Journal
and something else, we simply apply it all on the subscription to the Bee Journal, as in that way the subscriber gets
value for his money.
Please remember, foreign readers, that our special clubbing or combination offers do not apply to you. They could
not, as all know that there is extra postage to those countries, so we intend our. special offers for those countries only
to which our pound postage rate applies.
full

—

Dr. Miller of All States. We have received this
from Dr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo, McHenry Co., Illinois.
On page 788, I see my name mentioned
Mr. Editor
among those present from other States at the Chicago convention. This is to give you notice that I still reside in
McHenry county, and that said county has not yet been
:

—

—

of the State of Illinois indeed, it has not yet
been jacked up on wheels for that purpose.
c. C. Miller.

moved out

When

first

were going

we wondered how we
dilemma we had gotten our-

reading the above,

to get out of the

we

might have been a bigger mis-

take.

*

Mr. Morley PettiT, of Ontario, Canada, was one of
the very prominent young men at the recent ChicagoNorthwestern convention. His impression of that meeting
is expressed as follows in a letter we received from him

Dear Mr. York

we

Dear Mr. York I notice your editorial about those
present at the Northwestern from other States, among them
Dr. Miller is named. What county does he hail from, anyway ? I guess you are correct, he is big enough to belong
to the United States, and good enough for any State.
Fraternally yours,
E. T. Abbott.

sive Bee-Keeper, that southwest

Dec. 12

life.

gotten out of the difficulty fairly well ?
Of course i9r. Tl/Z/Ztv- didn't have to get out of any scrape.
Physically he's still in McHenry County, Illinois. In every
other way he's everywhere where bee-keeping and bee-keepers exist. And when his new book " Forty Years Among
the Bees" is out, he will very soon thereafter be more
scattered than ever, for every(bee)body will want to read
about him and his life work.

It

Budget.

into.
An easy exit immediDoesn't Dr. Miller belong to

and also the good Doctor

selves

had already written.

* The Weekly

25, 1902.

in

the Progres-

Texas alone

will use, dur-

ing the coming season, not less than 20 car-loads of tin
cans to be filled with honey for strictly family use.

Mr. E. J. Root, 90 West Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
a correspondent of the London Grocer and other journals.
Well, what of it ? Who cares if he is ? There's this of it
He is a brother to W. P. Root, the " Stenog " of Gleanings
in Bee-Culture, has a warm side toward bee-keepers, and is
in a position to get before a large class of readers, whom
the bee-papers never reach, information about honey that
may do us a whole lot of good. Witness the following clipping from the London Grocer
is

:

"

and wholesome article of food,
which is not so much seen on our breakfast tables and on
our readers' counters — as it ought to be; but it will probably be taken up commercially one of these days. A Colonial Office report on Malta, mentions that honey is one of

Honey

is

a valuable

—

the products of that British island. In the northwest porupper coralline limestone, are uncultivated lands suitable for the growth of the wild thyme. A
firm at Birchircara cultivate the bee on a rational and commercial basis, and the honey produced is of the first quality.
The output could be increased were it not for the destruction of the thyme, which is, when dry, collected for fuel."

tion, overlying the

Honey

as

a Health-Food

which

is
is

the

name

of a

16-

designed to help increase the demand and sale of honey. The first part is
"
Honey as Food," written
devoted to a consideration of
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-CookUsing
Honey." It should be
ing Recipes" and "Remedies
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It
make
good
customers
for honey. We
is almost certain to
know, for we aro using it ourselves.
Prices, prepaid Sample for 2 cts.; 10 for 10 cts.; 25

page

leaflet (3'2x6 inches)

—

for 20 cts.; 50 for 35 cts.; 100 for 65 cts.; 250 for $1.50; 500
for $2.75 1000 for $5.00. If you wish your business card
printed at the bottom of the front page, add 25 cts. to your
order.
;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Dec.
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it had been sent to Cleveland to some other alleged good
These men
commission men who knew all about honey
had said it was adulterated and when I got his statement
it amounted to this, among other things:
The freight came
tn S.10.S.25 then a matter of car service, $5 cartage, %S.^(^
storage, 12.24
insurance, S5
and interest, S4.25. In the
first instance the cartage was about S10.40, but I showed
him that the prevailing price for cartage was only about

a(t!V»vt^>iVi^>%.>vj«v>vj<v>vw>v>v»^>v>&

of

I

;

Convention Proceedings

;

i'T*?' i'fTir^rT^i'rtrTsr^r ^r >r>r

THE DENVER CONVENTION.

;

;

;

;

half that, so he cut that about in two. In the first instance
the storage was $1H.24, and I cut that down to S12.24; I
could get no reduction on the item of insurance and I got
KO cents ofT the item of interest, S4.25, on the ground that
part of the honey he had sold to another man, and there
was a little rebate on that amounting to 80 cents. He suggested that was a very small matter, and I told him it was
just as small for him to take it as it was for me to take it,
and he suggested we cut it in two. With reference to the
item of car service, I contended it was owing to his negligence the car was not unloaded, and by inquiry at the
freight-office I found he had increased that by one dollar, one
dollar of the car service having been charged up on a carload of potatoes.
In order to get possession of this honey, it was eithef
necessary to settle with him on these expense charges he had
made, or else replevin the honey. To replevin it would
have meant three bonds, and would require, besides that,
bonds for security for cost on the ground that the plaintiff
So it would have cost, perhaps,
lived outside of the State.
$150 or $200 in sheriff's fees, and fees for the bonding companies, and so on, before he could have got in possession
of this honey, so it was necessary for me to settle and let
him bleed this man out of S60 in addition to his attorney's
;

Report of the Proceeding's of the 33d Annual
Convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in Denver, Col., on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 3, 4 and 5, 1902.
(Coutiiiued

REl'OKT

from paee

807.)

ON THE PEAR-BLIGHT QUESTION.

M. A. Gill, on behalf of the committee, presented the
report on the pear-blight question, as follows
:

Whereas, The National Bee-Keepers' Association

as-

Denver, Sept. S, 1902; and
Whkreas, The Central California Bee-Keepers' Association has submitted for our consideration a preamble and

sembled

in

resolution embodying the " pear-blight-bee " question, asking for advice and protection, providing there is further
trouble.
Therefore, be it
Resolved^ That we grant unto them the request embodied in their resolution heretofore submitted.

M. A.

Gilt.,
)
-

Brown,
Com.
Frank Benton.
R. H. Rhodes moved, and it was seconded by J. P. Ivy,
that the report be accepted. The chairman put the motion,
which, on a vote having been taken, was declared carried.
F. E. Brown — In accepting the report of the committee
F. E.

)

that does not adopt the resolution submitted by the commit-

does it ?
Vice-Pres. Harris No, sir. What is your pleasure with
regard to adopting the report of the committee ?
Mr. Brown I move that we adopt the report of the committee.
J. B. Adams
I second the motion.
The chairman put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.
tee,

—

—
—

REMOVING SUPERS OF HONEY.
QuES. — "Will Mr. Coggshall show or tell us how
kick

ofif

supers ?"

to

—

Mr. Coggshall Always get the bees subdued before
you do any kicking.
Dr. Mason How do you subdue them ?
Mr. Coggshall With smoke. The jar is no more when
you kick it off than when you pry it off with a chisel.
Dr. Mason — Do you kick i,t off with your toe or heel ?
Mr. Coggshall I do it with my heel, usually. If it is
necessary, use your toe.

—

—

—

CONSIGNING HONEY TO COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
his

QuES.
honey

— " Is

it

advisable for the bee-keeper to consign

to the comission

—

merchant

7

"

Mr. Hershiser On that question I desire to read a little
correspondence, and I will be just as brief as possible. [Mr.
Hershiser read correspondence passing between a shipper
and commission merchants by the name of Batterson & Co.]
Batterson, the commission merchant, in this case knew
just when the honey referred to in this correspondence
would arrive it was shipped immediately after the shipper
;

received instructions. He offered to sell his honey so that
it would net 4'2 cents per pound; the shipper afterwards
let him down to 4 cents net.
He promised the shipper he
would not sell it for less than his limit, unless he got the
advice and consent of the shipper. It was necessary for the
shipper afterwards to place the matter in the hands of his
attorney, 1 being his attorney. I took the honey out of the
hands of the commission merchant, and ordered that no
more of it be sold. Then I asked for a statement of the
honey that had been sold, and he rendered such statement
showing that out of 204 cases there were 203 to be delivered
to me, he having sold one case.
It was not very long after that till I found out, as a
matter of fact, that a ton of it had been placed in the hands
of another commission merchant in Buffalo, and that part

fees.

After this I demanded that he make this amount good
on this car-lot of honey on the price he had agreed to net
him, and if he didn't doit that I, as an officer of this Association, would deem it my duty to lay the matter before them,
which I am now doing. So if any of you want to ship
honey to any like Batterson, and you lose your honey, don't
blame the Association or anybody that has given you this
information. I don't desire any practice of this kind; I
am an attorney, and anxious to earn fees, but I don't want
I would rather earn them in some
to earn fees of this kind
manner that is not bleeding people out of their money.
I think it would be a good thing for this Association to
take up matters of this kind so that commission merchants
;

country will realize that it does not
difference whether the shipper resides within
that he has no
three or three thousand miles of this place
more protection in cheating a man out of his money, or
honey, if he lives three thousand miles away than he has if
he lives three miles away.
I simply give you these facts, and you may do with them
as you please.
Vice-Pres. Harris I will take up the question of the
committee on the proper marketing of honey, to look after
the common interests of the whole country. I will name on
that committee, Messrs. F. Rauchfuss, of Colorado F. E.
Brown, of California Dr. A. B. Mason, of Ohio W. Z.
Hutchinson, of Michigan and O. L. Hershiser, of New
in various parts of the

make any

;

—

;

;

;

;

York.
Vice-Pres. Harris then
inson resumed it.

left

the chair, and Pres. Hutch-

EFFECT OF COMB ON THE COLOR OF EXTRACTED HONEY'.
QuES. " Does the color of the comb, from which honey
?"
is extracted, have any effect on the color of honey
Dr. Miller— I should like to hear from any who have
had personal experience that would help to decide positively
that question one way or the other. I may say in general
terms that it has been claimed that the old combs did have
that effect upon the color of the honey, and some, who say
they have produced extra-white honey, say they have done
Mrs. Harrison, for one,
it by taking it from virgin combs.
claims that there is some reason for believing that comb of
a very dark color should have an effect upon the honey for
I think nearly all of you know that when you
this reason
have taken some very old, black comb that has been tilled
with water, no matter how, if that has stood for some time,
and you take it and shake out the water, it looks almost

—

:

as black as ink. I think I can appeal to the majority of
you as to that. If water will take the black color out of the
comb, then the water which is in honey one might natI think the
urally suppose would also take the color out.
argument is plenty strong in that direction, and yet if any
one has had positive proof about it, it will be worth more
than theory.
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Mr. Dadant On this question there are two points to
be considered, if you wish to know whether it has a great
or small effect on honey. There is the possibility that the
color of the comb has a very slight effect on the color of
honey, but if any one says that the color of the comb has a
great effect on the color of honey, I will dissent altogether.
We used to save all our old comb, all the broken combs, to
put into the frame we used to import in small boxes combs
6x4 we thought so much of the comb that we saved it and
put them one above the other, 16 pieces for one frame we
used those for extracting, and we have produced as white
honey as anybody else. There might be a very slight difference in the shade, we do not know whether that is due
to the comb or due to other causes, but we do know we can
produce a very white honey in very dark combs. There is
one color which gets into the comb that I think has more
influence than the dark color, and that is the yellow color
;

;

;

of the blossoms. Sometimes the combs are turned yellow
in a very few days; I believe that color can get into the
honey, but usually the honey we harvest at that time is of
the same shade, so that it can have no influence over it.
J.

A.

Huebner— In regard

to this question of honeysay that I had an experience of that
kind last year. Last fall I extracted some honey out of
dark comb, and it was almost water-white, and then two
weeks later these combs were filled up again, and I was
absent from home, and this honey was not extracted until
the next May, 1902, and that honey which stood in the comb
over winter got darker, which I have every reason to believe
was color taken from the dark comb.
W. P. Collins That honey which stood over might
have been darker, and even the white honey might get dark.
Mr. Dadant— There is one thing I might state. If the
dark comb is likely to give any color I think it will give it
the first time. We have extracting-combs from which we
have extracted every year for 30 years, and they are better
to-day because they are heavier.

coloring,

I

want

to

—

Dr.

Mason— Dark combs

?

Mr. Dadant— Certainly.
Before foundation was invented we used to save the pieces of our combs and put them
in the supers. Those dark combs, after you extract from
them three or four times, do you hold they still color the
honey ? Suppose there is color the first time, it is not likely
that the color will be dissolved in the first extracting, and
that for IS years they will be as good as new combs? It
looks to me unreasonable to think we can make old combs
white by having them color the honey. There may be a
very slight difference, but you must be sure that that difference is not caused by some other things, such as you
mentioned here when you get two bottles of honey side by
side and say they are two grades of honey. Some of you, I
understand, say when there is no water in the soil the
honey is darker, although it is from the same blossom.
Don't charge the dark comb with the coloring of the honey
unless you are positive that that has done it. I believe you
can only say it has done it in perhaps the first instance,
that is, the time when it has just been used for brood, and
afterwards used for honey, and then this color is likely to
become loosened and absorbed by the honey.
Mr. Gill— In my judgment I am satisfied that the honey
Mr. Huebner speaks of was darker when it was gathered
than the other honey was.
Dr. Mason I can understand this whole question. It
all depends upon the locality.
You have had that before
you to-day. Now, then, you may argue all you have a
mind to. You can see those two bottles now, the honey in
one bottle is light honey, and that same honey was put in
the same combs ten days before I came here and left till I
came away, and that is the same honey, and those combs
have been used for extracting for the last four years. It
all depends upon locality, not on the combs.

—

A. Green

—

would

ask Dr. Mason how he is
sure that is exactly the same honey in those two bottles ?
Dr. Mason— I know in this way, because I took some of
this honey and put into the dark combs myself just to test
it, because this question has beeen asked so many times.
That is the same honey, precisely it was in there seven or
eight days perhaps, andl took it out just for the purpose of
bringing it here.
Mr. Green Did you give it back to the bees after that ?
Dr. Mason No, sir; the bees had nothi"g to do with it
since I got it, of course not.
Mr. Green I ask that because it is so easy for the beekeeper to be mistaken in that respect. The first honey that
I extracted this year was very light in color, about a white,
and a few days later, and from the same source, and from
J.

I

like

to

the

same comb, much darker.

—
—
—

Like Mr. Dadant,

25, 1902.

I

have old

combs.
Dr.

Mason—The question is.

Will the color of the comb
difference in the color of the honey ?
Mr. Green I have a large number of old combs, and I
agree with Mr. Dadant that for the first extracting there
will be a slight tinge given to the honey, but after that
there certainly can not be, or at least very little. I have
these old combs, thousands of them, some of them 25 years
in use
to all appearances they are just as black as ever,
and I get just as light honey from those combs as from new

make any

—

;

combs.

Adams — One

year I had a good chance to test that.
had read in the journals considerable
about the combs coloring honey, but I didn't want the bees
to be idle, so I used black combs, and I got just as white
honey from those black combs as can be produced anyJ. B.

I

had white combs.

where.

It

didn't

I

make

a particle of difference; there

was

no more shade to the honey than there was to any waterwhite honey.
R. D. Williams I use in my upper stories half-drawn
combs, and I have full sheets of foundation the full sheets
of foundation are white, while the others are very often
very black, and I notice there is no difference at all in the
honey.
Mr. Dadant I was called upon to give an opinion on
this subject, and I think it would be well for me to add that
in regard to the color of honey we must never be too sure
on that point. We have had honey from the same blossoms
in three or four different yards, and there was so much difference in color that while we could sell the honey from one
yard we could not from the other the difference in shade
was quite perceptible, so that the person buying would not
accept the honey from one yard in place of that from
another, and yet the blossoms were the same. What caused
it, I am unable to tell.
I believe if you can at any time get
very white honey from very dark comb, that will settle the
question. I, perhaps, have seen that, but I have not paid

—

;

—

;

any particular attention to it.
W. L. Hawley — For the last eight years there is one
thing that I have borne in mind. I have noticed one particular thing
Take a frame and put it into the super,
leave that till the last, and throw that out while there is a
light flow of white honey, and you will see a difference;
but the next time you go around and perform the' same
operation you will see no difference whatever frpm that
time on, as long as you use those combs for extracting,
there is no dift'erence whatever between the old comb and
the white comb but the first time you remove it out from
below, or use it for extracting, is where the difference'
comes, and that is the only time you can see any difference
in the use of the comb.
Dr. Mason — This thing probably depends upon locality,
for the gentleman is absolutely wrong so far as my locality
I tell you, the comb that colored this honey
is concerned.
has been used for extracting purposes for five years, and
has been extracted from a good many times, you can not be
right.
Locality makes a difference.
Mr. Green — Was there no brood reared in that comb
:

;

;

during those
Dr.

five

years?

Mason— No,

Mr. Brown

sir.

— Speaking about locality and color of honey,

receiving honey I received it from cential California
and different locations, and on the south is Tulare Lake
it is a shallow body of water, and the ground being sandy
the water runs under it, and alfalfa is grown upon its borthe honey
ders, the roots run down directly into the water
in

;

;

that is produced in that locality is darker; but a little
further away where it is dryer the honey is whiter when
you come up to where it is very dry, and no moisture, our
honey is white and when you show me white alfalfa honey
which it is
I will tell you the condition of the ground on
grown, every time but whether that holds good with reference to other honey, I can't say.
;

;

;

•

;

Dec.

(Continued next week.)

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor bee-keepand the old American Bee Journal — by sending to us the
names and addresses of such as you may know do not now
get this journal ? We will be glad to send them sample
copies, so that they may become acquainted with the paper,
and subscribe for it, thus putting themselves in the line of
success with bees. Perhaps you can get them to subscribe,
send in their dollars, and secure for your trouble some of
the premiums we are constantly offering as rewards for

ers

such

effort.

Dec.
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THE HIVE PROBLEM.
What

Size is Best, Eight or
BV

KNOW

this is

R. C.

Ten Frame?

AIKIN.

an old and worn subject, but

I

do not con-

settled, by any means.
This question, like very
I sider
many others pertaininjj to the honey industry, is not thorit

oughly understood we are constantly learning- by experience and in other ways.
;

I will not say that any particular size of hive is what
need, but I want to tell some things I have found in my
experience, and give the reader my conclusions. And, beginning right now, when the bees are starting into winter,
let us trace them along through the year, and. as an illustration consider a colony that has been on 6 brood-combs
through the summer. If run for comb honey, the probabilities are that there will be some pretty solid packing of the
brood-combs with honey, but whether they are well filled or
not depends on several conditions. Notice that I say it depends on conditions, and in discussing this question I will
do it from the standpoint of the apiarist producing conditions, or meeting them so as to modify the eflFects following.
colony on 6 combs through the summer, and for comb
honey, if they had the 6 combs well filled with brood when
the flow began, and if the flow came on abruptly and the
weather hot or favorable to super-work, the nectar being
plentiful and the colony strong enough to start work in the
sections and keep it going, and //(note these ifs), the flow
suddenly stopped, and if the queen was laying vigorously
at the time and kept the combs full of brood and they were
so when the flow stopped and if that flow stopped near the
end of summer when the season for breeding" was about
over, then you have a colony with many young bees and in
prime shape for winter, so far as number and age go, but
with not stores enough to last till spring, or, if they do last
till spring, there will be a poor condition in the spring, if
not actual starvation.
But (now don't laugh at the string of buts and ifs), if
you will just put right on top of that strong colony at the
close of the season, another 6 brood-combs solid full of
hotiey, then you have a colony that is in almost ideal condition for winter and not onlj' for winter, but for building
up nicely in the spring. Remember that we are discussing
the hive question, and that it is understood that the stock
and queen is O. K.
poor queen would be bad in the best

we

A

;

;

A

hive.

A

man ought always to be able to give a reason for the
faith that is within him, so I would better tell you why I
consider the colony just described as being in prime condition.
They have plenty of bees of all ages. It is the commonest kind of knowledge to bee-men, that old bees would
not live through the winter and into the spring when and
until there is sufficient young bees hatching to take their
places. And we all know that one bee, all by itself, can
stand but little cold until chilled, and in like manner proportionately a small cluster will chill quicker than a large
one; hence, to start the colony into winter with a big force
of young, vigorous bees means that they can stand much
cold, and when the time comes to begin breeding they can
supply the necessary heat. We all know these things.
And we know that those bees will naturally cluster on
the original empty combs they will be practically empty
by cold weather because the brood hatched out in meantime,
and having the solid combs above them they will consume
of it, following up as the honey is used, and when spring
comes the colony is found in the top of the hive. All this
time the stores have been closed to the bees it was easy for
them to feed, whether warm or cold.
There, I heard some one say that I must take away that
lower hive of empty combs as soon as the bees are out of it,
else they would waste a great lot of heat trying to keep it
warm, using too much honey to get the heat, wearing out
stores and bees both. Well, now, don't you worry one minute about that problem, it is not a fact afall. Don't you
see that there is not one hive in 100 that fits the colony in

—
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the spring- no, not one in a thousand, except where the
apiarist keeps contracting the hive a8 hin colony grows
smaller every colony under normal conditions in cold climates becomes too shall for its hives in the early spring.
If it is a fact that the hive is always larger than the colony
in spring
and it is a fact don't you see that all the talk
about having a small hive so the bees can keep it warm is
foolish ?
Notice that I said this sample colony wc are speakiogof was on 6-frames to start with. They will not warm the
entire hive, no colony outside in winter ever keeps its hive
warmed. They do, however, if the cluster is large, keep
themselves and the comb they cover, warm, and in a large
measure keep the upper part of the hive somewhat warm,
particularly right above the cluster. It is common in very
cold weather for the colony to warm a spot immediately
above the cluster so as to melt the snow from the cover, yet
at the same time there is ice frost on all sides and below
them.
It is the melting of this frost and ice, and its precipitation upon the cluster, wetting and chilling them, that
kills many a colony in winter.
This leads me to say here
that every colony should have some means of getting rid of
this moisture, and the way to do it is either to have the
hive top so warm that it will not condense on it, or have it
so arranged that the moisture-laden air can pass ofl^.
good, large cluster will usually take care of the heating
question if kept dry, but they cannot get rid of the accumulations of frost and ice.
Here in Colorado we have a very dry air, and it is a fact
that bees will winter successfully in old boxes or hives that
;

(

i

A

are open both top and bottom, with almost unlimited upward ventilation. The whole secret of it is that the free
ventilation carries off the moisture, keeping the bees and
combs dry there is no sour, thin honey and no chilled bees.
I have both chaff and single-walled hives, and the bees winter fully as well, if not a little better, in the single-walled
ones, and breed up as quickly and early in the spring as in
the chaff-hives. I have thought that the chaff-hive colonies
were slower, and I know they show more wet, moldy combs.
In late spring and early summer when a colony has become strong enough to till the brood-chamber and keep it
warm, I think possibly the chaff is some help by keeping
the colony a little more even, and it is a fact that the packed
hive will not be troubled with robber-bees so much as the
single-walled. To average the quetsion, I would not give a
cent more for chaff hives than for single-walled, for this or
a similar climate. Really, I am a little skeptical about the
value of the chaff hives anywhere, but don't any one discard them or change because of my skepticism regarding
them, in moist climates. Do this, however Try some big
hives, and so manage to have some rousing big colonies in
these big hives to winter alongside of your little-hive colonies, and compare the wintering and the results after the
next honey-flow but you may have to contract during the
flow.
Following out some of this reasoning and it is based
on experience I conclude that there is no better shape for
a hive than about 12 inches square, and 20 to 30 inches high,
so far as successful wintering, and building-up after the
winter is over. The reason is plain If they start into winter with man}' bees they live through with a good start of
bees in the spring to mature the first brood and in wintering they have such a good store of honey above them that
they have but to follow it up, and eat as they go, and in the
spring they are close to the top, and but a small space about
them to warm. It makes no difference if there is a bushel
of comb beneath the cluster, or if those combs be full of
honey if full of honey they will be opened, and all honey
next to the entrance carried up, and this carrying up of honey
encourages breeding. The colony will not, and does not,
;

:

;

—

—

:

;

—

need to

warm what

But there

is

is

below them.

some reasons why we do not want a hive of

the proportions of 12 inches square, no matter how high,
and we will go further into the subject in the next article.
Larimer Co., Colo.
(To be continued.)

Growing Alfalfa for Honey
BY

J.

E.

in Illinois.

JOHNSON.

consider honey-plants the foundation
ASbee-keeping,
have been investigating and experimentof successful

I

I

ing on the same for some time. This is the plan I have
formed for the coming season in regard to alfalfa
I have an uncle living near Hutchinson, Kans., who has
:
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raised alfalfa successfully for many years without irrig-ating.
He has found that alfalfa is able to resist drouth better than many other crops, and gets three cuttings nearly
every year. I also find that alfalfa is raised in many parts
of the West, without irrigation. I have also seen one little
patch near here which stands the winter well, but does not
seem to flourish as it should. Something seems to be lacking, which is no doubt the bacteria spoken of in Bulletin
No. 76 of the Illinois Experiment Station. It is on high
land, not very rich.
I have talked with mj- neighbors, many of whom are
cattle-raisers, and all agree that alfalfa would be a fine
thing here if we could grow it successfully. All seem
anxious to try it, and I have agreed to furnish them 1 to 5
pounds of seed each at 25 cents per pound. I shall also try
a patch myself. I shall send to my uncle for infected soil
from a successful alfalfa field, and furnish some free to my
neighbors so as to enable them to get their soil inoculated
with the necessary bacteria. If I manage this plan properly,
1 see no reason why I should not be able, in time, to find
myself surrounded by alfalfa fields, as my neighbors are as
eager to try the experiment as I am to have them, as it
would be a great advantage to stock-raisers. Any one in
Illinois, or the Eastern States, could try this matter for
himself with but little expense but he must persevere if he
wishes to succeed, as in other enterprises.
I think the reason alfalfa has not been thoroughly tested
in the East is because we can raise many other forage crops
successfully. This they cannot do in the far West, and
therefore they have persevered because of necessity, and
have succeeded. No doubt any field of alfalfa would finally
develop this same bacteria, or germs, in time, but by inoculating the soil from other fields we can hasten the matter
very much. On my own patch I shall sow infected soil,
and use either manure or commercial fertilizer.
Now as to the honey Alfalfa is a species of clover, and
very closely related to sweet clover, and I have always
found that sweet clover produces honey in dry weather, if
not too cool, but will sometimes fail in extreme wet weather,
and that is also more or less the nature of all clovers.
Alfalfa has roots that penetrate the earth deeper than any
other clover so, judging from other clovers, it ought to
produce as well, or better, than in the West.
From both observation and what I can learn by correspondence, I shall follow these directions Sow on ground
well drained, not on low, wet soil. The soil should be clean
from weed-seeds, and be made very rich, but avoid any very
;

but confessedly it doesn't sound altogether alluring. Those
the article are entitled to have a name that
doesn't insult their product, if they can discover and introduce such a name. I believe the terms "bulk comb" and
" bulk honey " have been used to some extent. Those terms
rather convey the idea of large quantity. What's wanted is
a term that will fit a pound or a thousand pounds equally
well.

SUCCESS WITH ALFALFA DEPENDS ON SOIL.
beats the bugs " Now it's not soil, nor climate,
nor irrigation, nor longitude, that forbids the growing of
alfalfa in our Central States, but lack of the proper miscroscopic bug in the soil. And you can introduce him by taking a ton of the soil he inhabits and applying it to an acre
and then all will be lovely. And it's not Mark Twain,
nor a newspaper columnist, nor your humble servant, that
says this, but the Illinois Experimental Station. Page 709.

"

It

1

—

EXPERIMENTS WITH PKAR-BLIGHT.
False reports of important experiments
"

sow again, if not successful the first time. Even a small
amount of infected soil scattered over the patch would no
doubt give good results in time, if the ground is made very
to

Knox

rich.

^ The

Co.,

Afterthought.

111.

*

What

.Can

which

turpitude of art
barb the dart

—

fitly

needed to transfix them ? Where shall we be if
that sort of thing is tolerated and allowed to spread ? According to page 709, the facts about pear-tree screened under
netting were that there was /ess blight than outside reported free from blight but no more pears than outside
reported full burden of fruit. That is, the netting was some
defense against blight, either by keeping off insects or
otherwise, but also hinders fertilization enough to about
even the thing up, so far as fruit is concerned. I do not
understand that it was any paid scientist in State or Nais

—

—

tional

employ that made the
"

false reports.

OUR SISTERS."

"Our Bee-Keeping

Sisters," eh? Well, they do say
that " right smart " of bee-men are bachelors and I venture
the timid conjecture that now and then one has had a
somebody offer to be a " sister " to him before. Page 713.
;

—

STYLES OF QUEENS

;

strawy manure.
If I do not get a good catch the first year I will sow
again on the same ground, and furnish seed for neighbors

25, 1902.

who produce

:

:

Dec.

— AND

OUEBN-REARING.

Abbott E. Swinson's paper, page 716, gets in some live
ideas. Two styles of shape in laying queens, the beautifully tapering kind, and the less tapering kind.
Former
the best, but latter often decidedly the largest. I think lack
of taper and extra size in a queen are occasionally symptoms of disease. If so, we should not expect diseased queens
to be as good as healthy ones
but, apart from this, quite
possibly Mr. S. is on track of an interesting and valuable
;

fact.

To remove a queen-larva which swims in a very abundant supply of food and put in a much younger one, is a
promising experiment. I feel interested in his experience,
that the resulting queen is extra large, but not valuable. A
calf two days old is best on the milk of a cow only two days
in milk, rather than on the milk of one a month progressed
in milking
and something analogous to this may affect
the above experiment just a little.
;

i

MOVING BEES ON A HAND-SLED.
Tbe "Old Reliable" jcen through New and Unreliable Qlassea.

By

E. e.

HASTY,

Sta.

B

Rural, Toledo, O.

UNITING A LAYING WORKER COLONY WITH A NUCLBUS.
If I understand correctly Mr. Baldwins' way of getting
something out of a laying-worker colony, it is simply to
unite it with a nucleus. Yes, that plan seems to be calculated to save whatever of value there is to save. On the
other side of the balance-sheet is the risk of getting a queen
killed; and, in fact, the existence of her little colony is put
at stake also.
Six trials and success every time is a good
showing, surely. Page 699.

NAMES FOR VARIOUS FORMS OF HONEY.
Perhaps it would be nice if we could adopt Mr. Gary's
three terms — " section honey, " "comb honey," and "ex-

—

tracted honey" as per page 700, but practically it is not
possible.
"Comb honey" has been so long used, and so
often used, as an alternate term for section honey that if
we start in to use it for something else we shall for years
have a large share of our hearers and readers misunderstanding us. The term " chunk honey " has the merit that it
goes right to the spot, and it is not to be misunderstood
;

Fifty miles travel with a hand-sled is what George
Hodges had if we accept the text on page 717. Must send
him to try for the North Pole. Text doubtless has some mistake in it 200 rods too long for a field, exeept on the plains.

—

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00
for your Bee Journal subscription a full year tn advance,

we

will mail

" The

—

you a Wood Binder free

Hum

if

you

will

mention it.

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
of the finest bee-keeper's song words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

the

name

—

-

1

Dec.

.
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11,21.23, 108,552,599, 615
Bees in law
198
Bees in spring
425
Bees killing each other off
3.i5
Bees not carrying pollen
341
Bees starving in winter
75, 218, 269, 332, 436, 457, 499
Bee-sting remedies
92
362

Bee-irees
Bee-veils

BEESWAX—
10

Clarifying

U, 698

Cleaning with sulphuric acid

58

Colors of...

bee-keeping
Beginners
BeneUts derived from attending conventlonB.

394

in

.

.

.

455

BlOGHAPHICAL199
564

Ciute. Oscar

5

B

—

613

647

Bbe-kbepino in—

Bisulphide of carbon.

72.-I.

164, 18l>

22. lOI. 629, 645, 661, 67H, 693, 709.

Northeastern Wisconsin
Northern Illinois
Ontario
Pii rm a Idaho)

279,

598

National ...

772
734
745
457, 619

...99, 168, 390, 457. 470, 554,

-

Bitterweed honey
Black and white hives
Black bnKKi
Blacks vs. Italians
Black bees vs. other races
Bleaching combs
Bleaching honey
Blight-^tlie spread of
Bottled huuey
Bottom-boards
Box-hives
:

Boxwood

2 9

H'8

468
10
52, 310
I'^l

664
819
139, 214, 325, 739, 744
351, 579
562

Breathing air from a pager-bag fuU
Breeding qufcns and bees
Brimstc.ming bees
British standard frame

swarms
Brushing bees from combs
Burkwheat
Buckwheat honey
Brushi'd

Building up colonies
Building brood-combs

183
9, 26, 105. 117

194
2i

1

605,637,717,740. 750
803
107. 108

JS4
I80

409
28
456
197. 313

277, 549,566.581, 596

341

Vermont

181

Wisconsin

99. 196

248,327, 819
106
35
708
394

Co-operation of bee-keepers
Co-operative union

Corn— honey from
Cough mixture

.

Cross bees

390
236

CS2

Cuban honey
Cucumber— wild

,

Curious ways of climate
('utiing out drone-comb.
Cyprian bees

.

,

,

—

Danger in cell-cup plan
Danzenbaker hives
DanzenbaKer vs. Lanestroth hives
Dark-colored wax and foundation
Dark color for hives
Dead bees
Dead cells
DEATH NOTICES
Clarke. Kev.

W. F

755
58
387
316

318
74
74
.505
^

10.

218
74
458

467
739

Dealing with misrepresentations

Depth of frames for wintering
Determing sex
Difference in locality
Disinfecting foul-broody hives
Dividing colonies
Da bees hear/

91

260
653
237. 344
4
41, 169.377,506. 621
62,

Dog

Dogwood
crowd the bees

discourage the farmer
neglect the bees
put honey in the cellar
Doolittle s best season
Do robber-bees sting?
Dragging out broOQ
Drone-eggs in the super
Drone-killing and no swarming
Drone-traps

Drones

445
27
282
307
51

278
515
58
115. 359
473
602
329
650

3, 9. 10,

249, 282, 371. 611

I>rones -selection of
Drones— two kinds from one queen

3
9

375. 442
Early swarms
651
Kating boiled honey
745
Ealing honev
" Educating" the public
46
9
Education— universal need of
803
Eggs for drones and workers— difference of

Eggs (positions of Mn
Encouraging words

175

cells

88
266

Equalizing colonies in spring
Ethical side of apiculture

Eucalyptus
Evolution in bees
Exhibits at fairs

237

^^
5o8

—

•-•

H8

85, 135. ].»3, 18O,
IH6. jafi, 266, 330, 362. 373. 377. 407, 424. 505.

Extracted-honey production
581,627.681

Extracting honey
Extracting-house on wheels

Fdcinghives
Facts about honey
Fastening foundation
Fastening queen below
Feedera.?..

.

.4'J,

243

42, 72. 76.

10.',.

Hi6.

49.'»,

787
40a

Foul brood In California
Foul brood (no) In foundation
Foul ttrood bglHlatlon
Foul-)iro(i'ly

hives

Foundation
Foundation
Foundation

in .^tectionB

8HI

727
4
318
184, 202
68A
628
44. 285, 628
...S31,

f«tarters

vs. drawn combs
Frames- American and British

I9H.
.115,574,

)(**. I5'>.

211, 222. 2.'»3, 276. 27H, 330. 363,
586. 611, 745

styles

127

Fumiaating brood-combs
Future of bee-keeping

312
045

General Manager's report
Getting increase and honey

22
*49
811
105
1*2

5.

1^

761
153,236. 373

87
123

V^," =

.^^

491, 5^2

av^:;,* 2l-

31.279.380,649, 765

••-•

5*7
117

649
6o7

Granulation of syrup
Greasing the valve of a smoker^

106
281

Hand-fertilization
Handling combs of honey

58, 186

Hand-picking drones
Heartsease
Heating extracted honey
Help to raise the standard
Hintsfor beginners

659
650
131

29
74
823

Historical
Hive— best size

Hive-covers... 89, 103,132,

89

678, 69J

Government and bee-keeping
Government chemist on glucose
Grading honey

173, 195,216,348.267.

339,373 446

Hive-entrances

3&4

Hivetorcomb honey
Hive for extracted honey

41

206. 252, 362, 387. 723
Hiving bees
346
Hiving swarms on extracting-combs
57
Hive-markers
723
Hive-scraper
237
Hives for wintering
7.S5.
823
75«.
71. 318. 457. 515.
liives— size of
Honev and beeswax— considered by Illinois
.

344, 3sn

Food Commission

Honey an wax separator
Honey as a health-food
1

H'.ney boards vs. cloths
Honey crop prospects

Honey-dew
Honey exchange
Honey exhibits

—

in

234
792
618
405
108, 394
4
54
•• 381

•

California

Honey for hr»rses
Honey fromcappings
Honey from dogwood and bitterweed
Honey-glands
Honey-houses

Honev
... 6fi0

Dadant Chas
Mason, Dr. A. B

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

.

61
317
80. H02, 8I&
515, asi

Good-bye

Michigan
Minnesota

547
27S
278

442

"Golden" comb-honey system

67,
California....
Chicag0....113, 228,245,260, 276, 292, 308, 325,
421
341. 3-^7, 373, 388, 404
U7, 133, 470
Colorado

185,281, 503
136

82f)

Mci-'tlons

Glossoineter for measuring tongues
Golden becB

23, 67, 65,

CONVKNTION KKPOUTS—

451

240

Folding

(Jlnseng

249
121, 196,297. 391
344, 713, H 9
3
38. 77

OHI

Fninie-spacers
Fresh air in bee-fellars

19,24,87, 10.,

Conipciiti.'n of Cuban honey
CoiiMiimption of stores
t'onveniuuces

195, 229, 346, 453, 675, 744

Bee-keei»lnti

Bumble-bees
Burr-combs
Buying bees

M21
71.

230. 260

Comb honey slander
Comb vs extracted honey
Commercial queens
(%im mission men

8(t4

185. 2Hl
21

BoB-fever
Bee-iirowera
Bee-hat
Bee-houses and house-aplaries
Bee-keeping as a business...
Bee-keepinK as a department of study
Bee-keei)inc a specialty

Bitter honey

20,

614

F'lnvorHol honey

Foul Bror.d.

643, e-H
IH4

KM

670. HIO
(fU, 2«l

I

'Ji^l

R5, 153, IHO, 25!i, 297,
311, 313, 343. 35>*, 333, 375. 424, 45«. 491, 571,
.•>79. 582. 6fi7.6H6. 691

147

Bee-dysentery— cure for

Dadant. Chas
La Barre
Mason. Dr. A.

ifi6,

'

H>*5

Comb-honey production

410

.

4<X''.,

200.311. 363

Finding queenit.
Flat vn. grooved lo|>-liarB
Flavor filcc In extracted honey
F'lavorlng bo^ns honey

Food anil air
Food value of honey
Forced m warming
Formalin
Formation of nuclei

3^4

honpy affected by comb
foundation
found ati'.iti for swarms
honey...
honey by case or weight

l;.'n.

35, 147, 17iJ

Bee-bread tlavor
Bee-cellar*
Bee-dress for

Comb

623

Biisswond tea

180, 317,

('olor ot

7»1

HiicIlu.M ot loul hrood
HiK'k miriiixTs-read up
lliu-turuL and tlieir relation tu diseases
Balled queens In swarms

method

Cold-water paint

-"iSS, 3t}l

too funny for nnythlnK

IWv and honey statistics
Bee as a lawyer
Bei- books and papers 140,

M13

Cockroaches

1«4

lucfttions.

Basswuod
Basswood and wax-worms

71

(Moaning up combs
(Mconie
Clipping the queen's wlngfl
(;ioHed-und brood-f rnmes

MS

lies

Apiculture UB a business
ApiN (l(n>uiii
Arlitlfliil Hwiirm.H—raetbods of making
AHNuciHlluriH and conventtons
A»8uclatlun soul

Fert>h/lng frult-lreu bloom
Kertlh/lng'iueenn
Filling conibf. for feeding

414

Clioonlng 11 location
CItv ut UocheHler vs. Taunton
ClH'^MUvinK knowledge -condensed
Cleaiilrig gias-* for BhlpDing-CHses
CU-aiiing till leaky honey
(Meaning'!' tins
(Meaning unfinished Becttons

f*'-!

3, »,

nnrt
iiml

Keedifig ronrx-r becM

7.'h'i

3

3U7

lar^e hlvuB

568,

297
70
23
647
202
729
744

hiuijfstrdth Iriimo

hriiix) in

437
7r,

tiTlng,

6H3. «91
707, 734, 739, 823. 824

ii

Feeding foiil-brnody honey

10.

(MiangliiL' titvcH

8»

bniiMl in

1

Changing hrouu

AiiK'rIriiri <]ii(mmis in Aii»trullii

A

.35.

02

•

Aueni' workers

,

»». 34r.
183, 130. -JI?
&1

Atl«Ilr^^; >*ii|"'I'n

Ako

7fl

212

Caring for old broud comb*...
t'urnloian bees
Catntp
Cavt'M VM. cellars for becB
Cellar tfMipcTUture

194

.40.

. .

('arholiiiouui

Abruirtiuil HwurmliiK

7h,
W,4I.W. Il.i. KiH, ifii, un. |7'».
I
MX). 2'0, 2IH. 232. 4»*H. 5.17, '><I7. .170. 572, «32.
(«3. »«WI. <ao. «.M. 707. 744, 797. 71IH

Kueding back
Feud III! been

.317. '2Ji

,

CaiKllct hoiifv
(linn VH. hi't-t MUgar
(iippiiii: qiKMM) colls earljr

825

69, 137

377
734

kViil'
31,
134, 428

in old oil-cans

Honey-lie correction
Honey-locust

•«".•;;' 14
6, i^£. 821

Honey on commission
Honey on foundation

106
192

Honey-plants

Honev

6

prices

196

Honey-producers' exchange

Honey prosnects
Honey questions
Honey recipes
Honey statistics

for 19
In

newspapers

"*
I***.

Honeysuckle

Honey

4

'2

--"• 282

•

taking color from dark combs

Honey-vinegar
Honev-vinpgar vs. other "vinegars
Honey-yield— Increase of

3OT, 821
24* 284

138
11

'•••

27

Horned toad
How to tie UD comb honey
Hunting bees

184
ISO

Illinois pu re-food commission
Importance of good stores

Improvement of
339.

.'i09.

333
IIS
340

• •

:v;^V

stock.... 19. 47, 91, 131, 246.263,

517

292
501

534

kk'^^k'
55, i/y. 180
TQ.^^eeding
Increase. ...... .42, 122, 181, 200.233. 266, 282, 295,
814
34fi.
409
329.
330.
312.
37
Indoor and chaff hivea
442
Inducing bei^s to build comb
264
InriueuL-e of locality
iVVio
51. 203, 211
Influence of nurse-bees
••-• 246
Influence of the feed
'-*/• 375
Influence ot tbe male

422

Influence of the worker-bees
Insurance tor Dee-beepers
Interests of is *lated bee-keepers

lntrodu"ing queens.

.

. .

131
.--

135

i;4. 2ii4, 308. 313, 330, 343,

362.377, 3^*1.409. 489, 525, 571, 605. 618, 621,

787
787
354
l^";X!.*
3-29. 359. 378, 506. 586
Italian-zing
750
Italian queens and drones— colors of
653. 659.

"fil

•--

Inversion system
Italian bees

Jooncer

'.

Kaflir corn

Keeping nuts and moths out
Keeping bees on shares
Keeping breeding queens in nuclei
Keeping comb honey

107,

158,249.483
-^^
4-_o

8j^
30*

346
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826
Keeping combs
Keeping combs vf honey for swarms
Keeping combs of pollen
Keeping down increase
Keeping records

637. 683

King-birds

157.

l,Hbeling boner
Liingstroth hives
Large yields
or worms

355, 357

217

723
42
159

537

Repairins hive-covers
Report for the season of 1902
Reponing the honey-crop
Reputation of extracted honey
Requeening
U 9. 233,425,457,488,
Kesultsof the season

446

Yellow box-honey

791

Yellow-pine hives
Yellow sweet clover
Young queens

788
499
505

Retailing honey

74
6

Lame

350
275

Law against bogus honej
Law against box-hives

13

Laying workers
195. 197,238,505, 521,659,699, 824
Lazy bees
457
Learning bee-keeping
683
Legislation against bee-diseases
Lies about honey
"Life of the Bee" Maeterlinck)

567
35

67,291, 743
203
725, 741
137

<

Liquetying honey
Locality— lessons from
Locations for beekeeping
Locust
1 (17
I-ongevity of beea
184. 248, 260,342, 374
Lon^-ideal tiive for extracted honey
71

Long-tongued bees

10, 47. 58. 76, 88, 105, 157,

IM. iw.i. 232. 355
Long-tongued canard
Long-tongued discussion
Long-tongued number
Loss of queens
Louisiana Purchase Exposition
16fi.

Makingnuclei

Management of bees
Management with two
Market for combs

f>G,

stories

381
4,

46
89
71

57
709, 725

,

218
106,249,343,346, 411
62
651

Marketing honey

69, 121, 149.165.167, 179,

IM', IH7. 195, 223.
5X2. 712.758

328,342,355,388,389,519.
821
10.51. 148

Mating of queens
Mating queens in confinement
Measuring bees' tongues
Melting honey
Meltose
Moisture in cellars
Moldy brood-combs
Movable combs— forerunners of

51, 137, 217

392
174
28, 66, 138

510
151

1H2

Moving bees

30, 74. 123. 138, 139. 169, 197. 199.
20". 232. 488,504,520, 537. 618. 649. 666,684,795. 824

Mulberries

Names

508

for various forms of honey

P24
83, 819

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Nature and honey-sroring qualities

' Nature and nurture "
Nomenclature of forced

198

568

swarms

691

Non-swarming bees
Nuclei— forming

453
583, 650

Odds and ends of the season
Old-timer's methods
Old vs. new combs

5

44
755
85
27
808

One-piece vs. four-piece sections
Optimism or pessimism— which ?

Our

sisters in

England

Out-apiaries

'.

53, 181

Out-door wintering
Oxide of zinc for bire>C0Ters

85
409

Packing for bees
41,
Painting hives
Parslev honey
Pasi-age-ways through combs
Pear-blight and bees
3.^5,
Phacelia
635, 75o,
Photographing a bee
Pickled brood
41,
Pictures of apiaries
Piping (jf the queen
423,
Placing combs in the extractor
Placirg hives
Poisoning bee-*
419,485,508,518,557,
Poison ijt the bee
Pollen-clngged combs
Pollen— don't waste
Pollen-gathering
Pollen in the sections
Pollen substitute
Pomologist and fruit-grower
Post-check
Practical suggestions
Preparing lor the hnney-How
421,
Preserving queens above normal colonies
Preventing lioney-granulation
Prevent irtn of increase
53, 107, 123, :£66, 371.
378,394.4 3.420
,

,

Prices of honey
life of the queen
Propaganda for honey
Proper naming of swarms

3-*7,
.'i9:.,

633
70H

237
55
SKfi
911

793
437

521, 714
•2n2.

Queen'ssting
Quiet robbing-treatment
Quinine honey
Quoting the honey market

Racpsof bees

M42. 374.
390. 4f»«. 423, 439. 454, 470, .584, 681, 696, 728
Sn?
Ked clover
77, 355
Red-clover honey
71
.

Ueduring number of colonies
Kt-mo^ing granulated honey from combs
Hemovtiig honey from brood-chamber to super.
Kemoving supers o" honey
Keudering beeswax
163,

KenderlDgcomb

into

wax

572
5-5
373
821

468
326, 363

458
382
317
824
185
180

745
828
637
104

264 356
622
275

Skin-whitening preparation
Smelter smoke and bees
Smoker-fuel
85. f20. 713, 729, 760, 795.
Sour hnney— sweetening
763,
Specialist bee-keepers
218,
Specific gravity of honey
Spraying fruit-trees
:.. 7,67,94, 147,266,269,
Spraying to thin fruit
Spraying with hellebore
Spreading brood
Spring dwindling..
Spring feeding
2I8,
Spring killing of drones
Starting in bee-keeping
Starting queen-cells
51,
Stimulative feeding. 41. 115. 153,227,266,282,334.
Stitiglt^ss bees
115,
Sting of thequeen

rheumatism

the supers
weak colonies
Sugar f<>r bees
Sugar syrup
Sulphur smoke and black brood
Super foundation in brood-chamber
Superseding queens
360, 425,441.494.499.

375
347
103
7S7
83,
339,

sio
340
327
294

71, 199,

212
000
218

3
...41. 74. 1.52. 201, 214, 217, 218,'232.*
233. 282, 346. 362. 409. 435
490
honey'*..35.51, 83. 88, 115, 131. 147. 157

139,169, 601
501

with a swarm

Unfinished sections
,.9,685,
Uniformity of hives and fixtures
Uniting colonies. ..62, 267 521, 537. 646,659, 739,
Uniting nuclei
Uniting weak colon ias in the fall

Unrecognized heroism
Untested queens
Using honey in cooking and candies

70
729
499
792
sge
792
,59

4R3
792
294, 483
409, 505
22

Use of smoke

Use of the queen's sting
Utter vs. Utter case

Value of good queens
Value of honey as a food
Value of old combs
Value of stored-up bee-information
Veniilating hives
Ventilation of bee-cellars

163, 199,

Vetch as a honey producer
Vetch not H gnoii lioney-plant

swarm

Wasps and bees compared

3

99
687
153, 163, 330, 805
681
163, '81.

in

307
502

2S4. 344. 3.'.0,
(.79.714. 7^3, 745. 761
21'^, 2:(2.

179,
489,

an observatory hive

Winteringbees..:i7.7o. 74,

7.'..

85. 94. 121. 164.170,

.'i50.

619,629,649,667.

Winter stores
Wiring comb foundation by electricity
Wiring frames
Wooden comb-guide triangular)
Worker-comb without toundallon
Working for wax and htmey
t

686

535, 579
633. 714, 729
211, 248

Wliat deier mines sex
Whipping' up the queen
White clover— large
White-eyed drones

Wild swarms
Wintering a nucleus

M

Coggshall

Weeits

ct

W

Congdon, H.

Drexel, Franlf H
Duffack. J.J
Fisher & Beitel
Forney, W. S
Fourier, Ale.xander
Fraser, A
Gale, H. E

W. C

Gathriglit,

Hopper, W. B
Horslmann, W.
Housel,

H

Wm

Knott, C.

H

E

A

Michael, Samuel
Nielson, N
Rodenberger, R
Rozell, Albert

P

78

257
337
129
785
817
785
373
573

Schweinhagen, Chas
Sherman, J. Warren
Sterling Bee Co
Stewart, E.

H

Stinnett, R.

T

Weisner. Philip
Whitmer, Daniel
Attic-apiary of Rev. W. S. Sly
Bee-hive
Bee-hovise and residence of L. J. Claris.
145,
Bee-house of F. R. Webster
Birthplace of Chas. Dadant
Booth, Levi
Booth, Mrs. Levi
British styles of frames
"Buttertly apiaries" of Maynard D.Nichols
Cave bee-cellar of C. H. Pierce
Ciute, Rev.
.

.

Co-gwheel depot at Manitou
Colorado Agricultural College Apiary
Comb honey
Comb honey display and Lincoln monument in beeswax at the Illinois State
.

.

.

305
36
212
503
467
705
705
628
497
385
193
876
673
36

68
657
465, 561, 565
25, 561
561
37
Doolittle, G.
705
Elliott, A
673
Elliott ( A.) and apiary
705
Evans, W. C
Experiment Apiary at the Texas Agricul545
tural and Mechanical College
279
Feeder for feeding over the frames
321
Field of alfalfa in full bloom
Fisher (Mr. & Mrs.) and wax-extractor
804
at work
324
Forest of giant cacti
433
Gallup, Dr. E
449
Gandy, (Dr. J. L.) and home apiary
057
Gill, M. A
689
Gillette, Prof. C. P
Half-way house and cog-track, Pike's Peak 676
161
Hall (F.VV.) and apiary
625
Harris, James C
Hive bottom-board used by Dr. Miller. 70, 139

Fair

65,

Cook, Miss Susie
Dadant, Chas
Dadant, C. P
Dadant, L. C

R

•

V-sbaped top-bar— originator of

Waxing barrels
Wax- ureases

S,

356
340
97
209'
273
244
452
785
177
785
692
805
52
26
113
577
289
785
785
609
593
33, 673
401
42
369
756

M

:

Virgin qui.-ens uniting with a

Boomer, A
Campbell,

Kubin,

Transferring.

"Truth about
Tsupers

Edwin
Bingham, T. F
Blessing, John H
Bevias,

291
132

123, 139

Tooth-wash— honey

Apljer, T. S

Hunt, Fred

199

Tongue-reach
Tools for bee-keepers
Too much honey in spring

Apiary of —

435
632
83
2f9
659

...26. 35. 123. 13«, 196. 211. 228, 244,
355. 394. 42W. 429. 4^8. 586, 675, 803
812
297, 3o9

Testing tongue-length of bees
'I'ext-book on bees
Tiering u p supers
Tongue-length and glosBometers
Tongue-length vs. hustle

341, 657

Gill A: Francis

Sweet clover

(

C

283, 662

Apiary and home of Thaddeus Smith .... 417
Apiary at the Central Experimental Farm,
353
Ottawa, Canada

621
184
35

667
252
147,217.227,249,
329, 335, 381. 394. 409. 411, 419,442.458.473,
488. 501. 506. 568. 602, 745
755
Swarms leaving after being hived
425, 8in
Swarthraore system of nucleus management... 381
24rt.

—

Chapman, Wilford

74, 89.92.94, 134.

Sweet-clover honey
Telegony
Temperature proper) for opening hives
Ten-rrame vs. eight-frame hives
Tenr-canvas
Tested queen— What is a

Ailcin, R.

T

744
755
809
829
666
72
505
436
330
247
25o
232
407
90
398

Swarm-catcher

Wax- worms
Wax-worms and bass wood
Weather for handling bees

2rA457, 790

92. 731,
,711.
163, 173. 388.

219.404

Size of cells
Size of honey-cans

153
138

.

103.

Wax-production

652
523
467. 469, 483, 485, 570
71, I80,

Shipping bees
Shipping-cases
Shipping honey
Shooting birds
Size of bees

347
362

Hearing long-lived queens and bees

Setting out bees
Shade for bees
9,85. 248.316.
Shading and ventilating bee-hives
728,
Shaking bees from the combs
Shallow frames vs. standard in extracting

Wax-extractors
821

the spring

Separators

Watermelons for bees

695.

Abbott (Emerson T.) and wife) their
home and some of their live-stocli
721

58. 821

Watering bees

552,

Abbott, Emerson

494

I9fi

honey

Uncapping machine

282

761
138
538, 647
341

Scraping sections
Securing a foul brood law for lUtnois
Selling bees

Two queens

76.89, 2«4

?

Scorecards

739
45H
602

3, 105
489,491, 708

direct from Italy
Queens " feelers "

Sainfoin

Swarming

ILLUSTRATIONS.

15, 184. 282, 309. 333, 359, 504,

4LI9

397
20

696.712,760.798,824

Queens
Queens

in

333
5M
457
70
330

222
330,394, 441

'

71, 184.265, 3-2.
10. 12. 169, 188,218. 267,
3K7, 453, 4>7. 5o2, 506. 519, .533,
-96, 597 , 598, 621, 637, 649,654,

Queens going out

71

*i3

yueen-excluders
OueenlcHH colonies
gueen-rearing
SflH,

824
798

307
694
259
124,601, 649

Ouatity of extracted honey
Oueen carrying foul brood
Queen-cells

356.

116
70

85

Prolonging

Propolis
Propolosin
I*urity of Italian bees
Putting on supers

298
330

1

537.618....

Sting-* for
Storing in
Strong vs.

227
233
505

378, 419, 82^

06

308
59
9

'.

Roati-trap for rabbits

Selling

199, 248, 494,

71

Ripening honey
Roadside tree planfng
Robber-bees

Dec. 25, 1902.

153,

Hive-marker and sections of honey

Home
Home
Home

apiary of A. Coppin
apiary of A. Henthorn ifc Son
apiary of Mrs. W. J. Pickard
Honey and wax separator (Aikin'sj

Honey-extractor

Honey-wagon of A. Mottaz

.57

641
468
265
234
36
87

.

Dec.

W

llopixT, H.
I
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HH

Kiancois

lulier,

IM'i
llulchihson, VV. Z
Irrit;iili(in scene in theSouth I'latte valley 4H1
Kiiik'lii,

11

KiUf;;iu-

(

La Hune,

(if)*

and apiary

F. II. C.)

ll":i
•'>

.laiiius

Liullo foi" fastening

comb foundation

nannon. D M. 2o7

Crlm.S T.684
CrulckHhank.

J.

M.

Dadaiit. Chun.. 4(a

llurils. VV.

11.

Dndant.C.

UarrtHon,
.'.t;5. HUH

.MrH.

^^H,
I". 24. 38,
136, IM2. 198. 22 , 278,
3111,437, *'<'<. .VII. 533.
568.(147, 805, 679, 743.

807
Danlelson. Daniel, 364
Uiinxoribnid'r. F. 4o4

ijoyd, Mis8

rr>n

Harrow, Chas.

Mason, Dr. A. 13
McConibs, Harry

7H1I

Dan.

"Ofi

Dav(.nport. B.T..5I6,.'.42

"(I'l

Davenport.

Miller, A. E
Miller, Dr. C.

C

.

601, T'M

MiUeson, E
Mills (Warner) and apiary
Morelioiise,

II.

().">"

81

U

6.5"

SS

Mottaz (A. in liis apiary
Mountain apiary of 8. (J. C'ouHle
Observation liive, with Ijees
Peabody, J. L
Phantom Curve, Pike's Peak
Plan of wirintr frames
)

4'.t

801

6hT

707
1.5

24

705

Turner (W. P.) and apiary
Union Pacific Railway bridge across the
Missouri

West

1

481

(Mrs. C. R.)

805
713

and apiary

White, Frank B
fil2
Wilson (Miss) dressed for bee-work
330
Wilson, Miss Emma
753
Winter bottom-board
215
Winter view of the home apiary of W. H.

M

Helm
Working, D.
York-, George

557

W
W

.529,

.5.57

753
753

York, Mrs. George \V

l>c«dnian,(i. A. 174
Dexter, J. B. 629
Dihhern, C. H. 82
13

M.5. 12.37,

407,423, 445, 453, .'lOl,
550,569, 597, 646, 681,
743, 790
Drake. F. H. 367. 427
Draper, A. N. 526
Dressier. Fred, 655
Drexel. Frank H. 136
Drinnin, S. P. 6.54
Dryden. John, 86
Duescher. Wm. 60
Dumas. Kutiene, 270

8.411.510
Dunn. John A. 189
Dupret, H. 214. 279
Durant, F. 14,812
F.

East Tennessee. 426, 652
Eaton. Prof. B. N. 344,
360

Edwards. Evan B. 269
Benidenburp, John, 13,
Elliott. T.S. 379
Ellis Chas. 142,539,716

Erh.C.T49
Evers. D. E. 93
Everson, E. N. 750

Abbott. Biuerson

T.. Si

40X, 484. 5a6, 664. 724
Acklin, Mrs. H. G. 613

Adams..!. VV. 1«»
Adkins. G. H. 734
Alkin.R. C.69, 167.
2(52, 470. 7'>!), 823
Allen, A.J. K70

172,

Alley, Henry. 316, 426,
.'.in.

533. 696, 712, 728

Alpauph,

J,2".'>

Arumldown. L

E, 173

Anderson, C. J. 750
Anderson, C. W. H4
Andes, M. D. 140. 556
Andrews. L. L. 428, 540
Ansell. W. K. 728
Apker. T. S. 767
Archer, Thos. 716
Archibiild. E. 15,395
Arnistnini?. .1. C. 92

Aschu.C. a.410
Atkersoii. A. W. 141
Atwater. B. F. 696
Au?lin.
.1. 190
Austin. Kate V. 764
Axtell. Mrs. h. C. 124,278

Boomer. A. 284, 478
Boyntim. D. B. 492
Bradford, Mrs. E.G.

14,

Buchheim,

F. S. 124

Buckman. Harry H. 750
Buell. 8. D. 189

Bnrcham. rhas. 317
Burdick. Mrs. E. 730
& Co., K. A. 24
230, 4«7
Buswell. Turner. 239
Butler. A. C. 08. 523
Butler, J. M. 556

Burnett

.

C

Bacon, D. T. 655
Baker. H. F. i71
Buldridge. M. M.37
Baldwin, A. V. 493. 699
Ball. Mrs. C. A. 317,685
Banker, Fred, 94
Biirb..!. 8.459
B.irber, Mr.-^. A. .T. 135
Barrette. -Mrs. Paul, 590
Barrus, B. F. 748
Bartlctt. Henry M. 14
Bartlett, Ira D. 285, 573
Bariz. A. C. F. 460, 526.
733. 760

Bateman.B.

F.

523

Batterson & Co. 469
Baxter. Emil, 109
Beach. S. A. 9
Bcckley. J 412
Beers, C C. R69
Bell.

A.R.

.543

Bell.O. W.42'<
Bens<]n. C. H 302
Berry. .John, 63
Best. M. 13
Bevins. Edwin. 495, 620
Biesemeier. Fred, 172
Binjjiiam.T. F. 103,1.56,
164, 220. 294
Blair. L G. 463
Bland. A. B. 94
Blanton.O. M.6.55
Bles^inK, .lohn H. 212
Blochcr. I). J. R.37
BInem. .lohn, 620
Blunk..!. P. 29, 460
Boardman, U. K. 718

Carrier.

D. 7fi
Carson. I.eonidas. 652
('arson. Oliver. 524, 651
I,.

Carson. W. F. 479
Cary. Kobert J. 6^3,702
Castle. K. E. 206. 523
Chakaloir. D. 573
Chantry, Thos. 328
Chesley. A. H. 108
Christie. J.

M.462

Chrvso-tom.

B. J. 142
Churchill. E. P. 427

CillBv.chas. W. 621
Clark. J. I. 173
Clark. 1,. J. 212
Clason. R. T. 205

Clenry
VVm. 271, 303,
637. 685
Cleveland. Ralph D. 620,
805

F. 181

Creigdton,

J.

G. 574

Stolley.

Co.,

Fred

VV. 4IJB

IliK'lii'arger.

108.

I...

43k

Ho.lues. Geo. 95. 717
llodgkiiiB.C.828
llolden.r. J. U. 828
Hole. I. R. W. I««
Holekamp. K. A. 8-28
Uoltermnnn, R. F. 89,
53, 7
85
Hoover. A. M. 479
House. Howard H. 108

Honscl. Wni.Mri
Houser. Artliur A. 396

Howard. ('. B. 238
Howard. .lames P. 410
Howe, Harry. 718.
Huffman. K. B. 443
UulTman. Jacob. 455
Huffijian, P.

204

I.

Hunt. GeofTrey. A. .588
Hunter. .1. F. 238. 637
Hurley, 'I'heodore 8. 206,
.591

Hurt. VV. D. 205
Hutchinson. W. Z. 86.
243. 3_'4.,-.32. 645
Hyde. Homer H. 724.734
Uydo. Ira D. 331, 427

Nance, G. VV. 2.38
Newell, VVilmon,

J.

W.

D.

829

"llld liritnes," 104.294
( isclm. .1 r., ijeorge, 685

David,

J,

FluegKe, Theodore,

14,

no

Foote, A. F. 28, 84, 173,
444
Foster. A. F. 135
Fourier, Alexander. 18
Fox. Ellas. 4(J7
France. N E. 461,567
Francis. N. T. 239
Fraser. A. 1 17
Freas. Herbert, 1C7
Freeman, A. J. 94. 796
Fuge, Clark 3. 366
Gale. H.E. 580
Gallup, Dr. E. 333, 342,
374,390, 4(18, 423, 439,
454- 470, 584, 680, 695,
J. F. 797

Qaratt,

Gardner, Bert. 238

Garm.n.T.

Q. 94
Gathright, VV. C 125,300.
476
George. J. VV. 238, 428
Getaz, Adrian. 55. 246,
263,517,534.621
Olfford. A. J. 635

Gilbert. A, 811
Gilbert. H. 93
GUI. M. A. 87.806
Gillette, Prof. C. P. 392
Gilliland. VVm. J. 621
Gilstrap. W. A. H. 484
(ilevsteen. li. 492

E

L. 444
Goodnoneti, B. E..317

(ilover.

(i.iss,

Gray,

R. V. 443
J. W. C. 46, 94, 253,

541

Gre*n, J. A. 166
Green. L.C. 204.251.316

Greenman. Minnie. 269
Greiner. F. 120, 137, 141,
.502,

186, 344, 438,
583. 614. 623,

O B 126
GrllHth. Sarah J. 45, 207,
Griffin.

Grinnell. Elizabeth, 804
Gunzel, F.J. 733

Uackworth, Mrs. B. L.
348,417
Hadsell. B. .\. 121
Haines. C. A. 77
Hairston. J. T. 190. 655
Hall, F. W. 162, 380, 493,
813
Hall. J. M. 141
Hanibaugh, Eugene. 239

Uambaugh, Hon,
406. 462

Hansen, V. A. 522

J.

M.

Knott. C. E. 404

Knowles. N. B. 604
Kolls. Gus. 2.'>2
Kuykendall, H. C. 542

724

Parker, Geo. W. 381
Parsons. C. C. 2.59
Patton. J. S. 301, 478,733
Pciro. Dr. F. .WW
Penny. .Mrs. N. O. 317
Pettit. Morlev, 270. k20
Pettit. S. T. 191. 203. .349
Pickard. Ada L. 196. '264.
.300

Lieawf ul. Baron M. 831
Llnscott, J. M. 395. 589
Livingston. Mrs. B. J. 303
Livingston. David. 302
Lloyd. Jr., Lewis. 94
Lockwood. Fred. 541
Longsdon. VV. J. 651
Lovesy, B. S. 111. 189,
238, 331..508.
Lowry. M. P. 28
Luebke. Chas. 140
Luedl.iff. H. 668

Lvell.

635
95, 34.S,

478. 797
Lytle, T. 134

Mnlly.

549

F. VV.

Maniiinir. Eugene, 443
Marks. VV. F. 439
Marshall. K. A. 495
Martin. Chas. 591
Martin. Jolin H. 227
Manin. Wm. R. 251
Mason. Dr. A.B. 483. 500,
51 (i, 700. 70W
Mason. Mrs. Ellis K. 739

Mauk.G. W.60

McBride, A.J. 92
McBride, F. 95, 412.
McCradie. R. 154, 172
Mcl'iilloufh. Geirge,126

McHvnv, Wni.73. 142
McGowan. J. A. 462, 588
Mci;iit:iii.I!.

McKnin.m.

H. 107

('.

P. 5=,7

Mcl.M.d. I) C. 95, 718
Mc.N'av. Frank. 364

McNeal.

VV. VV.

14.

359,

543. 668

Watkins.

Company,

116

J. A.

557

Watson. A. D. 62
W'eaver. Geo. H. 638
Webster. F. H. 146,503
Wentz. Geo. 332
West, J. M. 110.221,478
West. Mrs. C. R. 493, 714
Westrum. P. O. 493
Wheeler. Roscoe. (i36
Whitcomb, B. 372, 6.(6
White Co.. Frank B. 147
White. Henry, 410
Whitehead. Levi J, 347
5Vhitmer, Daniel. 516

Whitney, VVm. M.

460,

685, 7K", 791

Wicherts, A.493
Wiele.Chas. H. 286
Wiley. H. W. .547
Wilkins, Clarence, 173.

c. L. 94
Schaeffle. E. H. 115

559

Williamson, G. B. 446

Schmidt. John K. 5

Willcult. A. B.38. 205
AVilms. John C. 462

Wilson. D.C. 2:18.621
Wilson, Broma M.

6.53

Schweinhagen.Chas.340
Secor. Eugene. 23. 67,462
Segelken. Uy. 4..7
Selser. VVm. A. 116.470
Severson, Sam, 95

!,>o,

J. Warren, 132
Sllockev. Ira. 366
Shutt. Prof. .551
Sibbala, H. 53
Simon, Anton, 588
Simon. M. N. 3T9
Sires. Virgil. 156
Sladen. F. VV. L. 36,628
Slv. Rev. W. S. 316
Sinith. Alfred E 828
Smith, Jas. R 668

Sherman.

Wi^e. Joe S. 461.620
Wolf. Jonas, 524
Wo .d.Delos. •-"<4, 488
Working. I) VV. 117, 113,
324.436,532

Wort man. A.

463

Wright. E. R. 14"
Wright, H. R. 486
Wykoff. U.G. 13.463

Ton Vonson,

Snii h,Thaddeus,270,28O
Smyth, A. W. 255, 380,
5H2. 573
Smvth, H. H. 491
Snvder. Mrs. F. S. A.

.55,

19", 230. 279, 34),

437,567, 599. 647, 681,
713
Wilson, F. J. 445
Wilson, S. A. 332
Wiltz, Albert. 15.5.317
Wing. James H. 795
VVinrow^. Adam, 590
Wirth. JaCob. 287

Shaker, 7H6
Shebat. V.614
Shepherd. Mr. 712

716.732.748
York, George

671,

703,

W.

759
Voung, J.M. 30, 590

Ziegler, A. 238
Zoll. C. 172
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McPherson. F. M. 539
Means. VV. H. 190.588
Mendleson. M. H. 191
Metcalf, D. H. 61. 302
Mexican Mutual Planters'

Ward, C. O. 364
Wasson, J. K.379

469,1570

345,391,809

Catherine.

410

Smith, Mrs. B.T. 619
Smilh. R. H. .'i4

Madden. Michael. 206

28,

Walton. C.L.B8

Rice, ,VI. .M.331
Rice, O. K. 740
Ricketts. L. V. 93
Ridley. J. 795
Hiker. Geo. VV. 238,302,
33
767

Scroggin. Edward.

John W.

Walnright,

Rambler. 1.59
Rassmussen. Frank, 054
Reynolds. Chauncey,125
Reynolds. J. U. 284

Leib. J. VV. 732
Lemon. C. E. 140

Lindza. VV. G. 125

W.

Vangundy. G. W. 349
Van Wey. J..L790
Varner. W. W.829
Volgt. C. 11.669
Volkert. J.61
VoBs, Gustav, 812

Scholl, Louis, 549, 566.
581, 596

Leonard. Priscilla. 315
Lewis. Joseph A. 124

F.

348

Lawrence. C. M. 302
Laws. W. H. 598

(Itto.

Uncle Frank, 765

Van DeMurk.

James, 574

Sams.

459

Luhdorir.

Tyrrell, E. B. 332

Porter. Edward. 205
Porter, U. H.8I2
Porter. W. L. 806

Salsbury.L. C. 108
Sampson. S. F. 652

301. 504
Harry, 299,446,

Lathrop.

Towle. Mrs. Jennie. 410
Townsend.O H. «5I
Tucker, J. VV.495
Turner. KImer E. 1.55
Turn-r. VV. P. 2. 589,621

Poindexter. George, 445

Latham. Allen.

HM

Thompson, K.L. 120
Thome. Chas, B 2"»
Tonner. John P. 143

Pierce. C, H. 391

Lake. C. H. 91, 503
Lamkin, Lewis, 522, 651
Lane. D. B. 1.54

C.

Tarr. K. 1.58. 45«
Taylor. A K. 243. 244
Taylor. B. rt, 191. 3B5
Taylor. Mrs.J. II. 125
ThellMisnn.l". 91

1 .

Klein, Nicholas. 541

It

Swlnson, Abbott L. 717

Ritscher, A. B. 19
Roby. Fred. 28
Hodensberger. R. 68
Root. E. R. 387. 420, 485,
565, 614
Root. »V. H. 75
Rosebrook. W. H. 204
House. J. VV. 47
Hozell Albert. 190,411
Kuddock, H.M. 126

Kluck.N. A. 332. 463
Knapp. Frank E. 15, 541

812

Tar Heel. 734

Hip Van Winkle

11.

It.

716. 791

Sutton. John M.fl7
Sweet. Caleb. L. <17n

Ohmert. Geo. A. 44
Oldenbcrg C. J. 171
(itt,

Suiipe.

(Juirin,H.G. 172. 590

461, 5.58

Wm.

Stunipc. 11. B 6.-.4
HuelBenfuss, Otto, 732

.566

NIcholH. Maynard,
493. 500
NIelson. N. 7.5«
NIver. 8. A. 483
Nonhrup, L. C. 463

(Juinn.

.lohnson. Dr. VV. A. 654
Jones. Alfred H.84
Jones. H. L. 399
Jones, T.Q. 557

im

.1.

Stokesberry. H.

Prichett. E. B. 250
Producer, 516

Jefferson. "W. D. 637
Jeffrey. H. L. 558
Johns<in, .1. E. 823

W.

Ctlnebrliig. (;co. 1137
Stirling. .lean. 200

Presswood, ('hcsley, 590

Idealist. 190
Ink. Kyle, 379
Inquirer. 412. 539

.'>HH

Htonenian.Ueo. W. 317

V.B.8I1

Kirabrougb.C. M. 94
Kittinger. Frank, 684

14s, 182,

<'ram.M.

Muth

Son, A. 408

.t

k. J.

4(12

.N

Bioger. Thc'Mlore, 271
Hlenog. 734
.mephennon. O. W. 343
Steven', C. K. 4.58
Dtnwart, J. C. .'133, 4M

llenthorn
Merrlc

422,

7.-.0

HIM
Slowart.

Ketcham, D. M. 734

443,

Cooley, D. 523
f'oppin. A. 644
Couse. W. 708
Coverdale. Frank, 126
C'overdale. Wm. 684
(^ovevou. E. E. 412.540
Cox. M. D.. A. B. 364

72.-.

Kerr. L. E.

Coe. .lames. 94. 154
Cole. Frank. 348
CollinBwood. H. VV. 22
{lonndiiO. H. VV.92, 178
Conklc. s. Q. 13. .52
Cook. Prof. A. J. 4. 166,

Cook. Herman, 157

Moore, Herman K.IMI
Morehouse, H. C. tiJ,

Files, D. L. 439

Coburn John T. 461

183. 20O. 205. 327, 347,
375. 390. 4.i3, 494. 502.
518. .-,68, 604. 727

itlunler. Arthur,

Ferguson. Geo. 140
Ferguson. Mrs. Ben, 302
Fisher, .lames H. 805
Fisher. R. D. 5.52, 599.615
Fisher, \V. 476
Flanagan. B. T. 564
Fletcher. James. 356
Flower. W. E. 137

538
Bradley, M. D., C. M.
369. 574
Broadbent. .T. F. 654
Brodbeck, Geo. VV. 819
Brown. C. D. 652
Brown. Francisco, 104
Brown, (ieoree. 749
Brown. W.J. 108, 732
Browninfi, W. P. 540

Mills. Warner, H4
Mitchell. VV. I.. 13
Moe, II. II..572

MptiliT. George. 28
StncliclhnUBt.'n. L.

Holnlnger.

Morris, C. B. 539
Merton.T. VV. 413
Mottaz, A. 87
M..uiitJov. J. Wiley, 93
Murry. H. D. 171.444

5.58

Kane. James. 766
Kennedy. B. 790
Kennedy. John. 44

W. 525

Farrinuton. F. B. 94

CORRESPONDENTS.

Hoinnnnibulmt. I7<
Hoper. VV. D. IIVI
Spalding. C. 8. JiDt

Ilechler, il. VV. 220,069
llellll. VV
II..52.356
MuliscliliT. (;ha''..-iOB
Holtzcl. D. C (121

Johnson.

492

Facan. G.

462

I,

Ihllch. C. A 444. 7H9
IlHWkliis. .Mrv K. U. 428
llaxlon. Fred. 62
llHvi.s. K. M.427
llii/cn, hesllc. 364

Miles. K. H. ,'.25. .-.52. (1711
MllliT. Arthur C. 33.5
Miller. Dr. c. C. 2K4. :i'iii.
311. 358. 565, .'j«3. t*«2.
741
Miller, F. 11.732
Miller. 8 K. I.59, 418, AIB

1 .

121, 151. 214, 247,
29."i.31l, 349, 3.59, 37.5,

Dunklcr,

It

3' 3,

I..

,'iH

.

(19.
1 .V.)

32C
515

Wax-extractor

i»iivi8on. K. 541

Dooliitle.ti.

0.57

Secor, Eugene
Stinnett. K. T

I)avi.n|iorl,Steiihc-n,8ii

Dicker. H. A. 92
Dnnev. E. A. 795

Ha>kett.

605

41*4

llartztill..!. S.

Hiath. Samuel.

Davles. M. I).. U. D. 142
Davis, (ieo W. 2<14
Davis. John M. 171
Davis. P. 11.492
Davis. H. I,. 109
Davis. K. P. 15

Dick VVm. M.

Rauchfuss, Frank
Rhodes, Mrs
Roof-apiary of A. E. Ritscher
Scene in Cuba
Scene near Kearney, Nebr

3Ih.

I8ii

C. ]iy.i, 2ir,,
320.40.^,-170. 5H'I

Gl.">

52()

I

M.

4IO, "53
Ja». A. 164,

ti?"

Qneen-clippinj,' device (Willis'
Rambler's jouncer for cleaning supers of
bees
liiS,

IA7, (Lll

lllirlllll. ('. II. 4113.
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.
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llarlii'ik. P.
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CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
Worlds Standard Hatcher,
reed on-C.tiov. Kxpti-inifiit stu linns
s.. Canftda, Australia and New
Zealand also by America's leading
poultrj-men and tliousands of others.
Gold medal and highest award at
Pan-American, Oct. tool. If-page
circular free. Complete catalogue,
ISO pages. UxJl in., mailed for 10c
nearest officefor book No.
in U-

;

Aflk

FROM MANY FIELDS

I

Bmalo,

H. I.

5. Y., ttieaso, "l-,

when mritlns

Ple?=ie mention Bee Journal

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

yon are interested in Sheep In any way
yon cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper published in the United States.
If

If^ool

markets and Sheep

Are yon

is

Write to-day.

interested 7

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAflO ILL.
please mention Bee journal when writlnR.

the hens lay. K^ep them
For hatrhingr and broodlaying.
ing: use the best reasonable priced

when

Incubators and Brooders — built
sold upon guarantee.

npoa honor,

THE ORMAS

"

PROCESS that produces EVERY
ESSENTIAL necessary to malie it the BEST
MOST desirable in all respects. My PROCESS and AUTOMATIC MACHINES are my
own inventions, which enable me to SELI*
FOUNDATION and
use a

and

Filling Shiping-Cases.
Doolittle's article on " Filling Shipping-Cases with Sections," on page
Til, and noticing the trouble he hiid with putting in the sections, as the paper tray was
usuall.v torn, I decided to let him know that
he coiild do away with his tin, by a much
easier method, which I discovered at the filling of my second shipping-case.

Having read Mr.

Whenputting

in

tlie

second

section,

last

it against the wall of the case and then
the last one next toil, or fill up all around the
wall first, and at last in the center. I think
Mr. Doolittle will find this method much more

convenient and easier,
Clinton Co., 111.

it

he will try
J.

D.

it.

Work fai

Full Line

46A20t

$

5T0WeSTART YOU

IN

BUSINESS

Please

ir.eiitioL

Bee Journal when

wntins.-

STROMGESr

rciiuCi MADE.
Ohicken-

fi

Bull

Htr.ijif.,',

,

SmS2
IF^J
40Etf

trices.

.

,

the

I'liriiierat Wholesnle

Fully Warrand-d.

Catalog Free.

COILED 8PKING FEN('E

CO.

Box 89
WlDchetiterf Udiaaa, V. 8.
Please mention the Bee Journal

A.

...Honey-Jars
glass jars hold-

flint

ing just one pound, and the shape of
a keystone. They are 7;.s inches high,
and very pretty when filled with honey.
The corks can be sunk a trifle below
the top, and then fill in with beeswax,
sealingwax or paraffin. We can furnish them in single gross lots, with
two
corks, f.o.b. Chicago, at $3.50
gross, $3.25 per gross or five or more
;

;

gross, at $3.00 a gross. These are the
cheapest glass one-pound jars we know
anything about. We have only about
20 gross of them left. So speak quick
if

you want them.

144

&

first

swarm came out May

31,

pounds of honey in sections.
that swarmed May 21 cast a
3; that was a very large swarm
as large as any I ever saw, and I have kept
This young queen
bees the past 30 years.
must have laid the eggs of this swarm that
was hived August 3; and November 22 it was

and

left

"The
Overland
Limited"
ELECTRIC LIGHTED
TO

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

146 Erie St.,

killing off the drones.
All three new colonies have enough to winThey are Italian bees and are in movter on.
C. HoDGKiNs.
able-comb hives.
Cheshire Co., N. H., Dec. 3.

the Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Convention, a
shade-board made of laths and shingles.
Would it be possible to have his method of
shading bescribed a little more particularly *
It might also be practical to insert the illustrations which Mr. Ansell presented at the

THE UNION PACIFIC.
THIS TRAIN IS REALLY A

First-Class Modern Hotel,

WITH
Handsome

preparing my bees for wintering,
have .ST colonies in good condition.
Bees have not gathered much honey this year,
and I never have seen bees as mean and angry
I suppose the changas they were this year.
able cold weather was the cause of it.
I like the American Bee Journal verymuch,
and have received a great deal of valuable inR. A. Holekamp.
formation from it.
St. Louis Co., Mo., Dec. 2.
I

am

.just

find I

[A picture of Mr. Ansell's shade-board was
it was not the right kind to make
an engraving. If he will send us a good one,
with full description, we will be glad to pub-

Parlors,

Drawing Rooms,
Bed Chambers,
Boudoirs,
Libraries,

Smoking and Reading Rooms,
Barber Shops,
Bath Rooms (hot and cold water)
Superbly Appointed Dining-Rooms,
glittering with
Mirrors,

Cut

Glass,

Fragrant Flowers,
Electric Candelabra, etc.

described.

Promenades,
Observation Rooms,

E

Electric Lights,

Electric Fans,

Telephones,
Electric Reading

Lamps,

Perfect Heat, etc.

Runs Every Day

in the Year.

sent us, but

lish

Full Information Cheerfully Furnished

on Application to

all.— KniTOR.]

Keeping Bees on

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

VIA

convention.
I believe that many bee-keepers are interested in a practical shade-board, and would
appreciate it it this shading-board were fully

Sliares.

the comical aspect, this little branch
of the great apicultural waters does not gliile
away to a haven of peace and rest; but in
reality there is no better or cheaper way for
the ijeginner 'to get a start in bees, and, in
many cases, may be the best way for the

From

Please mention iiee Journal wliein writu^

California

1.5

The colony
swarm August

and

WTiting.

and was

with old comb, and the
same queen had a swarm out the last of June,
in a hive filled

A Sliade-Board fop Hives.
On page 728, W. R. Ansell describes, liefore

Mil Keystone

These are clear

My

when

-A.^^^^^^^ M^^M^M.

have 8.5 colonies. The honey season lor
1903 was poor. I took :f,500 pound sections of
September has always
honey in August.
been our best month, but this year we did not
get a section after August.
Alfred E. Smith.
Posey Co., Ind., Dec. 2.

put

Augusta, Wis.

Please "nention Bee Journal

Young Queens Swarming.

will present you with the lirst *i.i you
take in to start you in a K""d payiiitr husirieBS.
Send 10 cents for full line of stunplea
and directions how to be^^in.
DRAPER PUBUSHINQ CO.. Cblcflco. Ills.

Catalog giving

of Supplies,

BEESWAX WANTED.
GUS, DITTMER,

Ik A. Banto, Llffonler, Indiana

r

FonMation For Cash

with prices and samples, tree on appUcatlon

I

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Mo

at prices that are the lowest.

Holdener.

Results of the Past Season.

POULTRY PAYS

Retail— Wholesale— Jobbing.
I

push

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first.foremost anil all the time.

has a hobby which

25, 1902.

Dittmer's Foundation
|

.'-o

COMPA>T,
CYPHEliS I>«HIBAT<>R
Boston, Mtuis., >t" »ork,

Dec.

apiarist who is overstocked with bees, to manage his surplus coloaies. Else out-apiaries
pay, use Sharpies Cream .Separators
BookBuslneB84)alrying4Cat.2r.ifree.W.Che8ter.P8

To make cows

L. LOnAX,a.P.&T.A.
Omaha, Nebr.

b
S0A3t

\

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Hives, Sections, Foundation,
We can save you money. .Send list of goods
wanted and let us quote you prices. ROOT'S
GOODS ONLY. Send for Catalog.

etc.

M. H. HUNT & SON. Bell Branch, Mich.
please mention Bee Journal when wntin&

:

Dec.
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must bo Blurted, which nieaiisuijrealtxpeiisc,
ami calls for lUiiiost ceaseless attention.
In iettintc bees out on shares, one is then
attention to other nnittcrs,
and all that is nuide is clear k'ain. Whiles cmc
has the wliole production of an out-a|jiury,
after the cxpcTises are taken out, tlie prollt is
more than apt to fall helow what it would
have lieen it the bees had l)oen out on shares
free to turn

liis

of halt.

have kept bees on shares, and have let
them out on shares; in tact, I still have s
colonies that I am keepint; in this way, and
have over -'()() colonics outon shares, scattered
about amoni; «. nuinbcr of farmers, and coverins a rantre of 'M) miles, in two States. Yet I
have never had the slightest misunderstandiDK with any with whom I had dealings in
I

this respect.
It was necessity which forced me to adopt
this method of disposing of my surplus colonies at first; but I am now free to place my
bees in out-apiaries and tend them myself,
and I do not care to.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding, the
whole agreement is put in writing, and provision made for every detail, however trifling.
Then, as soon as the honey season is over, a
division of stock is usually made, and each
party takes his chances of wintering. The
old colonies, of course, are not divided, but
remain the property of the one who let thera
out in the spring for a share of what they may

Discounis tor tariu orders.
you a discount

On

cash orders received before Jan. 1, l'J<t3, we will allow
before April 1st, 2 percent. Send u.s a li»t of the goods you want
will quote prices by return mail.

all

of 4 percent

and we

;

G. B.

CO.,

Please write us, statinff source gathered from, quantity, and price delivered
Address,
It must be put up in no-drip cases.

here.

GEORGE W. YORK &
144

We

are
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&
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Send for catalog.
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.
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Kerk.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Saline Co., Ark.

We

Sweetening Soup Honey.

commenced to sour, and some of it was fermented so badly that the cans bulged and had
replaced with others. I procured a
galvanized-iron tank capable of holding ten
60-pound cans. I sawed strips of board, placing them on the bottom of the tank. I then
tilled the tank with water, until ;'.i of the can
was submerged, built a fire under the tank,
and in about 5 hours the first lot was thoroughly heated and ready to be taken out and
poured into a large honey-tank. I continued
to treat each lot the same until it was all finished, then let it stand 4 or 5 days, and when
thoroughly cool skimmed off what foam had
risen, and I had as good a grade of honey as
before it soured, and I think the color had
improved. In heating, the honey had a tendency to run out of the can to oblate that it
will be necessary to draw a little from each as
An old pop or squirt gun answers
it melts.
Whatever is drawn oft
for that purpose.
must be thoroughly heated before beingadded
I had a separate vessel to heat
to the tank.
W. W. Vakner.
that in.
Ventura Co., Calif.
to be

^

—

^^^^
--.

3^355^^^

;

it

CO.,

Eple Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Largest Mannfacturers of Bee-KeeDers' Snilies In the Nortliwest

quite profitable but for one who has other
matters to claim a good share of his attention,
be best to let his surplus colonies out
it may

On page 763 is a query in regard to sweetening sour honey. I have had some experience along that line, and will give my method
Last fall I had four tons of
of treatment.
sour honey, it was thoroughly candied before

U. S. A.

WHITE COM B HONEY WANTED.

in swarms and honey.
The man who has nothing to do but attend
his out-apiaries can sometimes make these

L. E.

LEWIS

Manufactupeps of Bee-Keepeps" Supplies. WATERTOWN, WIS.,
Please mention Bee Journal when wn:itin&

produce

on shaVes.
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haye

Besfboods, Lowest Prices, and Best

tlie

Please mention Beo journal

when

Mm

Facilities.

writine-

Have You Seen Our Blue

CatBEST

goods
APIAR^v,
alog? 60 Illustrated pages; describes EVEHYTHINQ NEEDED IN THE
prices. Alternating hives and Ferguson supers. Sent FREE; write for it
at the
tree.
price-list
Tanks from galv. steel, red cedar, cypress or fir; freight p3 "1;

LOWEST

KRETCHMER MFG.

CO., box 90, Red Oak, Iowa.

Agencies: Trester Supply Co., Liocoln, Neb.; Shugart
Spaogler, Kentland, Ind.

Please mention

C. H.

& Ouran

Iowa; Chas.

Council Bluff

**•**

Bee Journal wh«n

-writliig,

W. WEBER,

(Successor to Chas. F.

Muth and A. Mnth.)

Oincinn^ti, Ohio.

Central and Freeman Avenues,

;

service, lowest prices, with best shipping- facilities.

Prompt

BEE-SUPPLIES
(

HONEY-JARS

]

ig^T's'^I^O^l^'fT

1-lb.

THEIR FACTORY PRICES.

sq.Standard.with cork, gr.,$4
J ij
3.00

g;;
I

A Broken Silence— Rearing-Queens.
Except for Dr. Gallup's startling discovery,
as told on page 40S, I should not think of disclosing the remarkable facts which are to follow. But when the '• cat is out of the bag"
why seek to keep secret longer that which so
mightily concerns the rearing of queens full
of years

?

my

bee-keeping career that I
noticed the umbilical cord (scientific
first
of the queencastolBca)
name, pupaskinna
I attached great importance to that atbee.
tachment, and immediately placed an attachment on my discovery. What I recovered
and discovered is as follows
I reasoned that the royal jelly is so thick
and tough that the poor queen, in the short
time at her disposal, could only get a little
benefit from the food through the umbilical
cord— pupaskinna castoftica. If I conld substitute a thin and vitalizing fluid I could, per
It

was

early in

__,__.„ SfcfcUS 01

I

I

I

100 Ibs.white sweet-scented clover,$10
"
"
Is
"
1 100 lbs. yellow
f
|12
) l*' l^s. AlfaUa clover,
Jl5
(looibs. Alsikeclover,

fq.Standard.spring top,gr.,IS.50
Kevstode, spring top,g'ross, 5.25
Octagon, spring top, gross, 5.25
"
"
'•
"
4.75
X-lb.

l-lb.
1-lb.
1-lb.

•

HnnAV-Dlnnfc
BOney-rldni!»

Please mention

White Dutch,
Catnip seed,

100 lbs.

(

1 oz.
1 oz.

Bee journal when

Rocky Mountain

wrltiiig

28 cents Cash
T^
Beeswax. ^
for
paid
m

low,

upon

-t

'" '"

fi

its receipt,

is a good time
send in your Beeswax. We are paying

This
to

sii-Vr niei:

or 30 cents in trade. Impure wax not taken at
Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 144

&

$20
10c
Bee-plant, ISc

146 Erie

St.,

when

any

price.

Chicago,

111.
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work wonders. After
proceeded as follows:

haps,

On June

much thought

THE GLORY OF HEALTH.
What more

is
jilrasing to the eve than an athletic, clear
skinned, deep chested man, ready to toil or play, with the
free, easy grace of perfect health?
The kind of man
thatgoessingingabovit his work, because he feelsthat way.

WATKINS^
VEGETABLE ANODYNE LINIMENT
make a lazy man muscular, but it will keep
the body in such perfect coucUtion that the food you
work you do, will all help to build up a big,
strong body. It is the cold in the chest, followed by a
troublesoniecough that breaks down so many strong
bodies. Ado.se of Wackins' Liniment will stop it all
before the harm has been done. No runaing for Doctor, no paying big doctor bills. Use internally or externally tor Colds. Coughs, Colic, Diarrhoea, Dysen.
tery. Cholera Morbus, indigestion, Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, for man or beast.
Watkins' Liniment is good for so many diseases because of
the large miraber of valuable ingreilients, each of which does
its own work, and does nut interfere with the others.
Let
ouragentleave a bottle at the house. It there is no agent in
your neighborhood, write to us, and we will see that you are
supplied.
will not

eat. the

—

A Valuable
We have a beautiful Cook
send free to

than four hours she showed signs of
anxiety to take her marriage-flight. My task
was not yet done.
I had the day before prepared 1000 lusty
drones from the best stock in my yards. The
task of dissecting out the male elements of
each was a tremendous one, but I succeeded
in getting at least three grains of the rich
fluid.
This fructificative fluid was injected
into the retaining-sac of the queen. Here
again the excessive vitality of the subject was
called upon, not to mention the elasticity of
the retaining-sac. The queen laid her first
egg three hours and ten minutes from the
moment the syringe ceased its work.
A brief mention of what she
Such a queen
did in her 10th year will show her worth. I
kept her in her 10th year with a colony of her
I
kept no other
three-year-old workers.
queens except two in my log-gums and one in
a straw skep. This queen laid all the eggs
She would fill 10
for my 20 regular colonies.
frames in 24 hours. I simply set in empty
frames as I took out full ones to give to the
other colonies.
Space will not allow me to tell much about
the wonderful work of the mammoth 20 colonies.
I will merely state that the workers
never die of old age. They all meet death
!

might digress to

TheSure Hatch's Latest
An

aut'irimtic,

direct

acting^

that surpasses any
er ^Illp^M^^me^t ever made

rf-i:rulatnr

itiatcrs.

Shik] lor

new

catalog and free trinl

lllug
offi-r,

HATCH INCUBATOR CO.
,•'

TKI
nci.VL {^

ClayCe
Center, Neb., or Columbus,

Flease mention Bee

Ohio.

Joumal when writing

Prevent Honey Candvins;
^
Seot free to
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
all.

SlAtf

*

%

Please mention the Bee Journal.

>S GOOD MONEY
and euhiy to initke
you work for us. We will Htart y>n in
Work
"konnineBH and furnish the capital.
lljjht and easy.
Send 10 centH for full
"line of Bamplee and particulars.
DRAPER PUBLISDINQ CO., CblMgio, llli.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

CUCITD
wnCbr UnilCY
inUllb I
If

all.

It is full

Gift.

Book and Home Doctor that we

of

valuable recipes

and good wholesome advice. Everyone

is

sur-

we can afford to send" out such a
complete and beautiful book free. Write toprised that

Send your name and address on a postal card.

THE

J. R.

WATKINS MEDICAL

10 Liberty

Street, Winona, Minn., U. S. A.

Please mention

tivity.
In less

(I
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I

3:05 p.m., I transferred 500
freshly laid eggs from ten of my best queens
These .500
to cell-cups previously prepared.
cups were given to 100 strong, queenless coloOn June 16. 4:07 i>.ru., at
nies, five to each.
which hour the pupaskinna castolhca is wont
to appear, 1 carefully removed the 500 nymphs
(royal) from these cradles and laid them in a
row on a downy strip of cotton-batting. After much scrutiny I selected the fairest of the
500 and most carefully set her to one side.
With a hypodermic syringe I now took the
Uvea of the 499 remaining princesses, carefully
drawing each out through the pupaskinna
With
castottica (umbilical cord— E. Gallup).
considerable skill I now injected through the
pupaskinna castofHca of the selected nymph
these Ufes at the rate of 15 per minute until I
had injected 299. The remaining 200 were reserved for a most delicate operation.
By the aid of the X-rays (yes, I knew all
about the X-ray at the time, but refrained
from giving my discovery to an incredulous
world), I now injected 100 of the remaining
destined
lives into each ovary of my princess
to be a queen full of years.
It required the utmost skill to insert the
syringe under the third abdominal ring and
into the delicate ovary. Had it not been for
the fact that the subject had been given 299
lives through the pupaskinna castotHca I fear
that I should have failed here.
The royal subject was now put into a cell
and given to a nucleus in a glass-hive so I
could watch what followed. I tell you true,
I watched there 55 hours and 10 minutes. The
queen first began to show vitality at the end
of the 31st hour, by emitting piping that
caused the glass of the hive to shiver. At the
close of the 32nd hour she came forth, an
ordinary queen except for her exceeding ac2,

through violent causes.

Dec.

^

Bee Joumal wlieu inltlna

CO..

—
Dec.
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tlic

extent of snyiiic that

eat

one of

boeB.

tliene

niecliately so

lillcil

I

once saw a spliler
whk irn-

Tliat spidt-r

with vitality

tliat slic

\v(;iit

on a ><tai]i|)eitu; anil it is a fact that spideis
could not stay in the vicinity of these hives,
Some of the colonies occupied :WO0 eectioDB at
one time. I had to give an entrance the whole

CLOVER

SYVEET

And Several Other Clover
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®QQiOQS

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Seeds.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

i

l^i^^lKssof the liive-bottoni.

was endowed with such
her claws would wear out as
fast as those of an ordinary i|ucen, and at the
end of the sixth year she experienced dillienlty
in clincinjc to the combs.
I
experimented
a lonjr time before I diecovered a way to help
her.
Finally I replaced her six feet with
those of a young queen, cementing them on
with royal jelly. The task was done so easily
and well that the royal circulation was
scarcely interrupted.
I now
practice givini;
her a new set of feet and new antenna* every
second year, believing that it pays to do so.
Hoping to hear more from Dr. Gallup and
the umbilical cord (pupaskinna castortica),
Thoit^jh the i|ueen

ania/.in;; vitality

Yours

$

Bakon M. Lieawful.

truly,

80 For
200 Egg

12

INCUBATOR
Perfect

ill

iictltiii.

[liiU'ht^'s

>:onstructlon

every

and

i.?riile

egK. M'rltc for catalog to-'lav.

GEO.
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STAHL, Quincy.

III.

Please meation the Bee Journal.

SPLENDID
PRESENTS!
For a

little

work you can

easily

earn

watches, clocks, silver,
g^ames, books, dolls,knives, grans,

cameras, etc.
Don't miss our
NEW plan and special premium

HOWARD &

Write to-day toCO.
519 Masonic Temple, CHICAQO.
Flease mention Bee Journal when writinf^

ist.
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IT 15

We

have made arranifements so that we cao
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

sm
Sweet Clover (white)
Sweet Clover (yellow)
AlsikeClover
WhlteClover

GEORGE
144

"

&

C. M. SCOTT & CO..
L1004 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
L 49A26t
In Indiana.

Bees

4.00
4.25
5.50
3.25

1.70
l.HO

1.00
1.20

2 30

soni
$6.00
7.50
8.00
10.50
6.00

YORK & CO.

W.

in

CHICAGO. ILl

-

Colo rado''

I still have several hundred copies of
the souvenir with the above title. The
bee-papers and a good many people
without visible axes to grind have said
it is a valuable and attractive thing.
If you should like to have a copy, send
me a silver dime or 5 two-cent stamps,
and I will mail you a copy.

" Bees in Colorado " is the title of a 48page and cover pamphlet gotten up to boom
the Denver convention. Its author is D. VV^.
Working, the alert secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association. It is beautifully illustrated, and printed on enameled
paper.
It is a credit to Mr. Working, and
will be a great help in acquainting those outside of Colorado with the bee and honey
characteristics
and opportunites of that
State.

— American

D. W.

Bee Journal.

WORKING, Box 432,

Denver, Colo.

The MoNKTTE
Device

Qceen-Clippijig

is

VORK.

^^
MTCtL^
YVMI^

\Ai A

I

« C€>mPANY,

WHITE CLOVER EXTRACTED HONEY!

Send sample and best price delivered here; also
Fancy Comb wanted in no-drip cases.

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this ** Emerson " no farther binding is neces-

DAIRYMEN
ARE DELIGHTED
Cow keept™a!.«a\8
wQo

&

QEORQE W. YORK &
146 Erie Street.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio.

work for 113.
Westart yoa in buBlneBs. You mnke
furnish capital, fetod
large profits. Easy work.
c*nts
(nil
line
10
for
of eampleBand rsitlcularp.

meet tho6f
have money.

to

I

I

We

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ

CO.,

CO..

Chicago,

Ills.

ENVELOPES
printed to order, only

Front and Walnut

ciisrci3snsrA.Ti,

Co.

Sts.,

omo.

HONEY JARS

MUTH'S

pound,
SQUA R E
with patent glass stoppers and steel spring are
the best; only $5.50 per gross.
1

-

SEND FOR CATALOG OF BEE-SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

iipeclal

cbauee

to choice, l£c;

much demand
white; amber,

off grades, 2c to Sc less,

and not
them. Kxtracted. 7(a,Hc lor
Southern, ?%fabc. Hee«-

for

Ofo/TcT

wa.K,30c.

R.

A.BnKiTKTT ACo.

Albany, N.

Y., Nov. 22.— Honey market is
still in strong position with ready demand for
all receipts at (food prices.
Fancy white comb,
16c; A No. 1, l.'Jc; No.
buckwheat, \V<$U%c.

scarce at

Beeswax,

6H@Vc.

and mixed,

2

\*bi<"\'c;

Extracted,

light grades

65<ft!i7)4c;

20(&30c.

buckwheat
more plentv at

H. R. Wbioh't.

Boston, Oct. 20.— Our honey market remaias
6rm, with good demand and fair stocks on
hand. Honey is not coming forward as fast as
usual, and the tendency of prices is steady. We
quote our market as follows: Fancy white 1pound sections in cartons, 16c; No. 1, 15c; No.

very light supply, 14c; glass-front sections
generally one cent less than this. Extracted,
light amber, 8c; amber, -%c.
2,

Blakb, Scott A Lbb.
KansasCity, Dec. 6.— We qnote fancy white
comb honey, per case 24 sections, $3.50; No.
1

white, per case 24 sections, t3.40; No. 2 white
24 sections, $3.25.
Exwhite, per pound, "c; amber, 6c

and amber, per case of
tracted,

Beeswax, 2Tto30c.
Our market has changed quotations of comb
honey from pound to the case.
C. C.

Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, Dec. s.— The demand for honey,
both extracted and comb, has eased oflF somewhat the past few weeks, however the prices
rule steady, as follows: E.xtracted, amber, in
barrels, (>((i7c; white clover, 8(at9c. Comb honey,
fancy, 10® 17c; amber, ll(an2c. Beeswax, 29@30c!

The Fred W. Muth
for

Co.

comb honey

stock on the market.
Prices remain unchanged; fancy white, ISc..
with exceptionally fancy at 16c; No. 1, 14c; No.
2, 12(a!13c; buckwheat and amber, ll@i3c.
Kxtracted, white. 74c; light amber, o5^@7;c; dark,
5J^(gf6c.

Beeswax

Cincinnati, Dec.
ket
up.

is

demand at 2^^a29c.
HlLDRETH & SBOBLKBH.
12.— The comb honey mar-

in fair

a little quiet, almost everybody is filled

As there is hardly any new supply coming
there is no change in prices, namely: Fancy
water-white, 16c; off grades less. The marke't
for extracted white clover shows a slight advance. Fancy white clover brings fiJilSic; alfalfa water-white, 65^©7}^c; but amber, if anything, has weakened. I quote same, in barrels.
5K@SKc. Beeswax,

27(a.iSc.

C. H. W. Wbbbb.
San Francisco, Nov. 12.— White comb honey

10K@11 cents; amber,

CHICAGO. ILL.

The Fred W. Moth

no

in,

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bnt 60 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only $1.40. It Is

144

in

not quite as brisk, owing, we presume, to the
fact that prices have been ruling higher. Supply, however, is moderate, and there is no other

a fine thinp' for nse ia
catching- and clipping Queens
wings. We mail it fcr 25 cents'
or will send it FREE as a prerninm for sending us ONE NE^
subscriber to the Bee Joarnai rof
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we wil
mail the Bee Journal one yesL*
ind the Clipping Device. Address,

W

Chicago, Dec H.— There

Id I he honey market, pricen remain aa last
quoted and the volume of HaleH are not larife.
The weather In suth a« unually prevailo at this
seaHon of the year, and the cold may indace
people to buy more freely, liest lot« of fancy
white comb honey brings li,c per pound; No.!

Nbw York, Dec. 8.— Demand

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

flEORGE

The Emerson BiDder

25m
$.3.25

90

146 Erie Street,

A FACT

our system of dealing- with our trade is not excelled by anybody. Plenty of testimony from
satisfied cust*.
»rs proves these things. Write
and get our sugi^. "tions, our catalog and our
dif^counts for winter-time orders all free.
The Largest Stock of Bee Keepers' Supplies

lom

$.75 $1.40

Alfalfa Clover
80
1.40
Prices subject to market changes.
Single pound 5 cents more than the 5-ponud
rate, and 10 cents extra for postage and sack.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight, or 10 cents per pound if
wanted by mall.

That our line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies are
some of the best g-oods in the world, and that

sary.

!

.

.

')@10c; dark, S^-c. Extracted, white, o@t)}ic; light amber, ^HiSS^ic;
amber, 3M@4c. Beeswax, good to choice, light.
26@27c; strictly fancy I'ght, 29@—
White is reported scarce; light amber honey
in fair supply. The bulk of California produced
honey is sold for Eastern shipment in carload
lots from producing point at bottom price.
Small lots of choice honey that can be used in
local trade bring more. Quotations here given
are current prices to producer, f.o.b. shipping
point, on Eastern basis for extracted and California basis for comb.

$i.oo per 1000
A

neat

little

coupon on each envelope will
Other printing cheap. Ad-

bring you dollars.
dress at once,

HOWARD &

CO.,

47A6t
S19 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.
fiease Tnen-tio? Bee Jouma; -w^heii -writine

FOR SALE.
7000 lbs. Extracted

Basswood Honey, stored in
basswood barrels and kits. Large barrels each

M

holding 330 lbs. net;
barrels, ISO lbs.; kits,
33'3 lbs. Prices T^c per pound in barrels, and
Sc in kits, f.o.b. cars at Viola. Cash must accompany order. Sample by mail. 10c. Address,

—

41A13t

N.

U

HENTHORN.

box S3, Viola, Wis,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

6omb and Extracted Honeu!

Waled

Stateprice, kind and quantity.

R. A.

BURNB'TT & CO., 199 S. Water St., Chicago

Wanteds

Extracted

style of

HONEY

package and price

delivered in Chicago.

John

F. Ganipbeil,

53

River St.,Gliicaqo,

ill.

WANTED
Honey and Beeswax.

Mail sample and state
price delivered Cincinnati. C, H. W. WEBER
2146-2148 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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BEE=.KEEPER5,
Save Money by Buying

?ti|!

Hives, Sections, Brood
Frames, Extractors,

Dadant's Foundation

LOSS.

V^h^z
TT 11^ Hnf^e
\X\l\iO

i^ ef^H SU
ar\ -wt^W

V

Because

it

Send name for our Catalog, Samples

We sell the best Veils,

of Foundation

Bee-HeeDers' SuDplies

Nottingham,

fine pure-bred
for sale at very low prices.

Smokers

BINQHAM,

*

BEESWAX wanted

Farwell, Mich.

DADANT & SON,

at all times

Tip-Top Glass Honey-Jars

Chickens and Eggs

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee — Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25, by mail.

wriung,.

INGHAN'S PATENT
T. F.

and Veil Material.

OF ALL
KINDS •»»• ^%,i^%^

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Very

25 years the best.
Send for Circular,

satls-

cotton or silk,

THE AHERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
a monthly for all bee-keepers; 50c a year.
(Now in I2th year. H. E. Hu-L, Editor.)

B

has always given better

I.. 9C1I
VKCII r faction than any other. Because In 34 years
there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

tS" Our ffoods are guaranteed of superior quality in every way.
Send for our large illustrated catalog,
and copy of

wnen

year

WeNo guarantee
Satisfaction. Kj^f^TpiRi^Wo'^sAooiNoy''PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.

Smokers, *nd everything
_^^^^^^^^^^J ELSE YOD NEED, OF
THE. W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

Please mention Bee jouina.

25111

Hamilton, Hancock Co., 01.

w'prrx'vr'9rv(^si-*:x-'9fr*9r'^x^grvr'9r'si'*^^

The picture shown
herewith represents the

one-pound jar for
hon«f*hii^we know, of.
best
It

is

made

est flint glass,
filled

The Holidays Are Almost Here,

of the clear-

And you

and when

with honey, and a

Why not

neat label attached, it
malses as handsome a
package -..s can be imIts glass top
agined.
sets on a flat rubber
and is held in
ring,
place by a flat steel
the top as
across
spring
shown in the picture. It

which

is

can furnish these

jars, f.o.b.

Pen^—

Chicago,

One gross. $5.00 ; two gross,
at these prices
$4.7' a gross; five or more gross $4.50 per
:

gros
lu try

If.

them once you

will likely use

no

other

iind of top or sealing arrangement for

honey

ars.

'^
144

.S

be^t in the market ; regular price, .?:3.00, and not obtainable
The Six Cardinal points Peculiar to the " Post "
price anywhere.

The verv

Selt-Filling, Selt-CIeaning, SinipUcUy, Onrability,
Ueliability, r«o L,ealcins.

CHICAGO, II,I»

-

For two new subscriptions to Gleaningrs
add your own renewal with $3,00; or for
one
new subscription and your own reflfisoliitGly
newal with $i.50; or 3 our own subscripbe advadced 2 years, and the Pen famished for $2.50.

Free

Given
tion will

jj-3

COOOS J]

Everything used by bee-keepers.

Prompt
POUDER'S HONEY -JARS.Rates.
service.

Low

Freight

NEW CATALOG

BOYS
I
1

FREE.

WE WANT WORKERS
Boys, OirlH. old ftiidyounu alike,
make money workiriK for ub-

\^ e himbh opltul Ionian yoo m tias^
. Send OB 10c itunpsor Bilver for full InnimcllinB and s line of
~u>ple>towoik.itli. URAPER PUBLISHINQ CO.,Clilcaf!a,IU.

under this

:

JEORGE W. YORK & CO.
146 Erie Street,

get

Fountain

thuspermitting no leak,
an important thing with honey-

sellers.

We

what to get your

The "Post"

practically air-tight,

is

are doubtless undecided as to
friends for Christmas.

In each case all arrears, it any, must be paid in addition, the above offers being for subscriptions fuUv in advance only. We believe we can say truthfully, without fear of contradiction, that no fountain pen ever put upon the market ever received in so short a time so many unsolicited testimonials from such distinguished
men as the POST. The above drawing shows its construction. To till the POST, all
vou have to do is to dip the nib into the ink-bottle, draw out the plunger, and the
pen is ready tor use. .Compare this with unscrewing the ordinary style, and refilling with a glass filler that you can not always find when wanted. The self-cleaning
feature of the Post, as illustrated, will also commend itself. With most pens speso
cially prepared ink mui^t be used or they are soon of no use, because they become
o-ummed up and it is well nigh impossible to clean them. With the POST you
squirtsyringe
or
forth
like
a
and
back
plunger
draw
the
simply dip the nib in water,
gun, and in less than five seconds it is clean and free for a perfect flow of any ink
will send, on request, a few of the many testimonials from
that may be handy.
noted men in various callings who have written merited words of praise tor this
most valuable invention. We can not offer the pen for sale for less than .¥:i.O0; but
by special arrangement we are enabled to offer it free as a premium with Uleanmgs
All arrears, if any, must firi^t be paid at $1,00
in any of the following combinations:

We

Then for.*3.00 we will send Gleanings tor one year, to two new names; for
one year to yourself, and send you the pen free. For $2,.50 we will send you the
pen and Gleanings tor one year, and to one new subscriber a year; tor $2.50 we will
send the pen and Gleanings for two years. If you have ever been disappointed with a
fountain pen we assure you that you will not be with this one.
a year.

If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

THE

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO. '""c^^^k^M^T' CHICAGO.
WmROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES IN
headquarters
are

them

for

for their free Catalog.

Send

to

